*INDIA*

Chetan Bhagat (1974- ) is an Indian author, columnist, screenwriter, television personality and motivational speaker, known for his English-language dramedy novels about young urban middle-class Indians,
and according to The New York Times “the biggest selling English language novelist in India’s history”.
LITERATURE COMPOSED BY AUTHORS WHOSE BIRTH YEAR MAY BE CONFIDENTLY PLACED IN A DEFINITE TIME
FRAME (1926-1989)
1926

(Page 16)—10.76 The Inferno\fn{by Razia Fasih Ahmed (1926- )} Moradabad, Moradabad District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (F) 12
(29)—69.54 Three Minus Three\fn{by Mahim Bora (1926- )} “at a tea estate”, Ghopesadharu, Sonitpur District,
Assam State, India (M) 6
(35)—236.28 & 236.222 1. Excerpts from Chouboli And Other Stories 2. Excerpt from The Crow’s Way\fn{by
Vijaydan Detha aka Bijji (1926- )} Borunda, Jodhpur District, Rajasthan State, India (M) 20
(56)—66.76 A Void\fn{by Ali Mohammad Lone (1926-1987)} Srinagar, Srinagar District, Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (M) 2
(57)—236.233 Excerpt from … And Pine For What Is Not\fn{by Sunita Deshpande (1926-2009)} Ratnagiri?,
Ratgnagiri District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 12
1927

(6)—87.1 A Train Journey\fn{by Dev Kumari Thapa (1927- )} Darjeeling, Darjeeling District, West Bengal State,
India (F) 1
(71)—78.486 The Search\fn{by Dattaram Maruti Mirasdar (1927- )} Pandharpur, Solapur District, Maharashtra State,
India (M) 6
(76)—33.133 Excerpt from Seven Paces In The Sky\fn{by Kundanika Kapadia (1927- )} Limbdi, Sairasjtra District,
Gujarat State, India (F) 5
(81)—31.36 Maina’s Mother Is Just Like Us\fn{by Indra Bahadur Rai (1927- )} Valasan, nr. Darjeling, Darjeeling
District, West Bengal State, India (M) 3
(84)—22.52 Memories Of An Indian Childhood\fn{by Qurratulain Hyder (1927- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 8
(92)—25.99 Martand\fn{by Nayantara Pandit Sahgal (1927- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F)
3
1

(95)—11.17 Godfather\fn{by Khadija Mastoor (1927-1982)} Bareilly, Bareilly District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 6
(102)—66.127 Auni\fn{by Ashim Ray (1927-1986)} West Bengal State, India (M) 5
(106)—78.399 The Monkey God\fn{by Vyankatesh Madgulkar (1927-2001)} Madgul, Sangli District, Maharashtra
State, India (M) 3
(109)—267.35 Excerpt from Avidya: A Problem Of Truth And Reality\fn{by Esther Abraham Solomon (1927-2005)}
Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad District, Gujarat State, India (F) 7
1928

(116)—86.128 To Beloved Father\fn{by Bandita Phukan (1928- )} Arunachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
(119)—48.24 Excerpt from House Of Many Rooms\fn{by William Robinson White aka Robin White (1928- )}
Kodiakanal, Sindigul District, Tamil Nadu State, India (M) 7
(126)—69.142 The Woman Taken In Adultery\fn{by Dina Mehta (1928- )} Bombay?, Maharashtra State, India (F)
8
(135)—69.113 When The Peacock Cries\fn{by Jayanta Mahapatra (1928- )} Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State,
India (M) 1
(137)—68.45 Third Seat! Seventh Row!\fn{by Jyotish Jani (1928- )} Peas Village, Kheda District, Gujarat State,
India (M) 2
(140)—34.161 The Waiting\fn{by Mohammad Mankad (1928- )} Paliad, Gandhinagar District, Gujaret State, India
(M) 4
(143)—33.138 Close Sesame\fn{by Kamal Desai (1928- )} Yamkan Mardo, Belgaum District, Karnataka State,
India (F) 10
(153)—33.148 The Final Decision\fn{by Triveni aka Anasuya Shankar (1928-1963)} Mandya, Mandya District,
Karnataka State, India (F) 2
(155)—66.56 Love Marriage\fn{by Bansi Nirdosh (1928-2001)} Ganpatyar, Srinagar District, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (M) 3
(158)—35.83 & 66.48 1. Does Anyone Have The Strength? 2. Magical Webs: Two Short Stories\fn{by Akhtar
Mohiuddin aka Warri (1928-2001)} Srinager, Srinager District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
1929

(161)—11.23 & 87.68 & 117.237 1. When The Walls Weep 2. Do You Suppose It’s The East Wind? 3. The Lion’s
Mouth: Three Short Stories\fn{by Altaf Fatima (1929- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
(171)—11.31 & 87.24 1. The Hand Pump 2. Munni Bibi Goes To The Fair: Two Short Stories\fn{by Hajira Masroor
(1929)} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 11
(183)—84.118 Sacrifice\fn{by Bharati Vaidya (1929- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
(186)—68.53 A Member Of The Family\fn{by Himanshu Vohra (1929- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
(187)—62.118 Manaswi\fn{by Dwivedula Visalakshi (1929- )} Vizianagaram, Vizianagram District, Andhra Pradesh,
India (F) 5
(192)—33.158 Excerpt from Our Wretched Lives\fn{by Baby Kamble (1929- )} Veer Gao, Ratnagari District,
Mahrashtra State, India (F) 2
(195)—33.160 & 231.336 1. The Vow 2. Whom Can I Tell? How Can I Explain 3. Drafting 4. Divorce: Four
Short Stories\fn{by Saroj Pathak (1929-1989)} the Kutch Area, Gujarat State, India (F) 13
(209)—70.9 & 276.116 A. The Victor B. 1. Hindi 2. My Home 3. History Of A Bridge 4. Intellectual’s Statement
5. The Handicapped On Camera 6. Your Thoughts 7. Cycle Rickshaw 8. Toxin 9. I Ought To Do Much More 10.
Survive 11. A Sitar Concert 12. Reality \fn{by Raghuvir Sahay (1929-1990)} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 7
(216)—4.49 A Difference\fn{by Nirmal Verma (1929-2005)} Simla, Simla District, Himchal Pradesh, India (M) 5
1930

(22)—68.13 Granny\fn{by Shobha Warrier (c.1930?- )} Kozhukode?, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(222)—68.67 More Sinned Against Than Sinning\fn{by Umm-e-Ummara (c.1930?- )} Bihar State, India (F) 8
(229)—32.88 The Rocks\fn{by O. V. Vijayan (1930- )} Palghat, Palakkad District, Kerala State, India (M) 3
(232)—62.104 Terraced House\fn{by Malati Chendur 1930- )} Nuzvid, Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F)
2

3
(235)—86.137 The Gift Of A Child\fn{by Lal Bahadur Basnet (1930- )} Nazitam, East Sikkim District, Sikkim
State, India (M) 4
(239)—84.62 Going Abroad\fn{by Raji Narasimhan (1930- )} Madras, Madras District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F)
3
(243)—68.106 The River And The Bridge\fn{by Madheep Singh (1930- )} Unnao, Unnao District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 2
(246)—32.225 Deep As The Ocean\fn{by Sharwan Kumar Verma (1930- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 10
(255)—236.198 Excerpt from On Balance: An Autobiography\fn{by Leila Seth (1930- )} Lucknow, Lucknow
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 24
(280)—84.5 & 231.276 1. Return 2. Paper Flowers: Two Short Stories\fn{by Usha Priyamvada (1930- )} Kanpur,
Kanpur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
(290)—33.164 Suicide\fn{by Rajalekshmy (1930-1965)} Karakkumari, nr. Ernakulam, Emakulam District, Kerala
State, India (F) 2
1931

(292)—78.458 Crisis\fn{by Udhava Jaikrishna Shelke (1931- )} Hinganghat Village, Vardha District, Maharashtra
State, India (M) 2
(294)—84.12 The Homecoming\fn{by Nandini Satpathy (1931- )} Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India (F) 2
(296)—70.118 The Wounds Of The Soul\fn{by Thinakkal Padmanabhan (1931- )} Pallikkyyna, nr. Kannur, Kannur
District, Kerala State, India (M) 3
(300)—78.418 Of Love And Deliverance\fn{by Mannu Bhandari (1931- )} Bagpura, Udaipur District, Rajasthan
State, India (F) 2
(302)—70.22 Another Train To Pakistan\fn{by Saros Dara Cowasjee (1931- )} Secundrabad, Hyderabad District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 2
(304)—68.47 The Stranger\fn{by Eva Dave aka Prafulla Dave (1931- )} Gujarat State, India (F) 4
(307)—35.57 Father And Son\fn{by Ashokamitran aka Jagadisa Thyagarajan (1931- )} Secunderabad, Hyderabad
District, Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 4
(310)—32.198 & 68.100 1. Of Coconuts And Chilled Beer Bottles 2. A Very Old Story: Two Short
Stories\fn{by Masud Ashar aka Masud Ahmad Khan (1931- )} Rampur, Rampur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 9
(320)—33.166 The Fourth Ashram\fn{by Chudamani Raghavan (1931- )} Madras, Madras District, Tamil Nadu
State, India (F) 5
(324)—33.171 Madness\fn{by Ratakonda Vasundhara Devi (1931- )} Guntur, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh, India
(F) 2
(327)—91.261 The Betrayal\fn{by Ahmed Essop (1931- )} Dabhel, Surat District, Gujarat State, India (M) 4
(330)—4.57 His Cross\fn{by Shrikant Varma (1931-1986)} Bilaspur, Bilaspur District, Chhattisgarh State, India (M) 3
(333)—234.174 Excerpts from Indian Tales\fn{by Romila Thapar (1931- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradesh, Punjab State, India (F) 11
(344)—236.1 Excerpt from My China Diary: 1956-88\fn{by K. Natwar Singh (1931- )} Jaghina, Bharatpur District,
Rajisthan State, India (M) 18
(362)—236.119 Excerpt from Parva\fn{by Santeshivar Lingannaiah Bhyrappa (1931- )} Savrteshivara, Hassan District,
Karnataka State, India (M) 19
(382)—241.55 Excerpt from Flower Without A Stalk\fn{by Shrivatsa Vikal Shastri (1931-1970)} Udhampur District,
Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 4
(385)—234.270 Excerpt from The Third Sex: A Novel\fn{by Kabita Sinha (1931-1999)} Calcutta, Calcutta District,
West Bengal State, India (F) 10
1932

(395)—35.52 In Search Of Ismail Sheikh\fn{by Homen Borgohain aka Nirupama Borgohain (1932- )} Lakhimpur,
Lakhimpur District, Assam State, India (M) 5
(40)—117.243 In Camera Proceeding\fn{by Umrao Tariq aka Syed Umrao Ali (1932- )} Haswa, Fatehpur District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 4
3

(405)—83.122 Basant Never Comes, It’s Just A Feeling\fn{by Saroj Vasishth (1932-2015)} Himachal Pradesh?,
India
(F) 2
(407)—301.145 1. Excerpts from an Interview by Mary Nirmala 2. Fragments of various poems 3. Quotations:
Ucredited Interview in The Hindu (Thiruvananthapuram, India, January 27, 2006)\fn{by Sugathakumari
(c.1932- )} Aranmula, Pathanamthitta District, Kerala State, India (F) 6
(412)—117.247 A Revelation In The House Of The Dead\fn{by Asad Mohammed Khan (1932- )} “at my ancestral
home,” Bhopal, Bhopal District, Madhya Pradesh, India (M) 4
(416)—88.2 A Touch Of Sky\fn{by Nirupama Borgohain (1932- )} Assam State, India (M) 6
(422)—70.57 Hope\fn{by Vimala Devi aka Teresa da Piedade de Baptista Almeida (1932- )} Britona, North Goa District,
Goa State, India (F) 2
(424)—32.62 A Horse For The Sun\fn{by Udupi Rajagopalacharya Anantha Murthy (1932- )} Melige, Shimoga District,
Karnataka State, India (M) 14
(438)—69.93 The Childless One\fn{by Jai Nimbkar (1932- )} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
(442)—66.60 Begum Sahiba’s Administration\fn{by Taj Begum Renzu (1932-2006)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (F) 3
(445)—69.60 Rats\fn{by Bhabendra Nath Saikia (1932-2003)} Nagaon, Nagaon District, Assam State, India (M) 3
(448)—71.13 The Colonel\fn{by Vadakkke Koottala Narayanankutty Nair aka V.K.N. (1932-2004)} Thiruvilwamala, Thrissur
District, Kerala State, India (M) 1
(450)—287.53 1. The Turnaround 2. A Game Of Tigers And Sheep 3. Traffic Lights 4. Yeshwant Rao 5. A Low
Temple 6. An Old Woman 7. Heart Of Ruin 8. Hills 9. The Bus 10. The Butterfly 11. Scratch 12. The Tea Stall 13.
The Horseshoe Shrine 14. Station Dog 15. The Door 16. The Indicator 17. The Pattern: Seventeen Poems\fn{by
Arun Balkrishna Kolatkar (1932-2004)} Kolhapur, Kolhapur District, Maharashtra State, India (M) 9
(459)—34.155 Go To Ten House\fn{by Chandrakant Bakshi (1932-2006)} Palanpur, Banaskantha District, Gujarat
State, India (M) 4
(462)—4.47 A Death In Delhi\fn{by Kamleshwar (1932-2007)} Manipuri, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M)
2
(465)—276.85 1. Parachutist 2. One More Attempt 3. The Emerging Question 4. A Daughter Of My Village 5.
And The God Is Pleased 6. Wrinkles: Six Short Stories\fn{by Ram Sarup Anakhi (1932-2010)} Dhaula, Sangrur
District, Punjab State, India (M) 11
(476)—236.18 Excerpts from Speeches And Writing Of Brig. T. Sailo\fn{by Thenphunga Salio (1932-2015)} Melkhat
Veng, nr. Lunglei, Lunglei District, Mizoram State, India (M) 10
1933

(486)—84.121 The Last Chapter\fn{by Vijaya Rajadhyaksha (1933- )} Miraj, Sangli District, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 8
(494)—69.88 Doors To Silence\fn{by Krishna Prasad Mishra (1933- )} Orissa State, India (M) 2
(496)—68.135 Death\fn{by Ved Rahi (1933- )} Jammu, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 4
(500)—68.116 Outside The Haveli\fn{by Aga Sohail (1933- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 14
(514)—68.108 Jatayu\fn{by Dipendranath Bandyopadhayay (1933- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State,
India (M) 4
(518)—66.53 The Glazed Eyes\fn{by Avatar Krishna Rehbar (1933- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M)
1
(519)—33.173 & 62.110 1. Wife—Working Woman 2. Happy Ending: Two Short Stories\fn{by Abburi Chaya Devi
(1933- )} Rajahmundry, East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 9
(527)—60.80 The New Savithri\fn{by S. V. Shanmugam (1933- )} Pudukkottai, Pudukkottai District, Tamil Nadu
State, India (M) 1
(529)—236.37 Excerpts from Seasons Of Splendour: Tales, Myths & Legends Of India\fn{by Madhur Jaffrey
(1933- )} Delhi, Nataional Capital Territory, India (F) 9
(538)—70.121 The Refuge\fn{by Madathil Thekkepaattu Vasudevan Nair aka MT (1933- )} Koodallur, Palakkad District,
Kerala State, India (M) 7
4

(546)—236.46 Excerpt from His Holiness Swamy Vijaya Mahantesh: A Biography\fn{by Panchaksari Hiermath
(1933- )} Bisarahalli, Koppal District, Karnataka State, India (M) 7
(553)—236.188 Excerpt from My Times: Memoirs\fn{by Vimla Patil (1933- )} Bombay, Bombay Suburban
District?, Mahrashtra State, India (F) 10
(562)—68.58 Only A Woman\fn{by Vibhoot Shah (1933- )} Nadiad, Kheda District, Gujarat State, India (M) 3
(565)—68.29 The Guest Who Came In A Palanquin\fn{by P. R. Shyamala (1933-1990)} Trivandrum,
Thiruvananthapuram District, Kerala State, India (F) 4
(569)—84.14 Excerpt from The Burning Moonlight\fn{by Vasireddi Seetha Devi (1933-2007)} Chebrolu, Guntur
District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 5
1934

(574)—117.253 The Ashes\fn{by Mohammed Salim-ur-Rahman (1934- )} Saharanpur, Saharanpur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 10
(584)—117.263 Requiem For The Earth\fn{by Hasan Manzar Haska aka Syed Manzar Hasan (1934- )} Hapur, Hapur
District, Uttar Praedsh, India (M) 3
(590)—78.426 The Miller Of Kosi\fn{by Shekhar Joshi (1934- )} Almora, Almora District, Uttarakhand State, India
(M) 4
(594)—69.130 Mama’s Boy\fn{by Nisha da Cunha (1934- )} Goa State?, Bombay?, India (F) 4
(598)—69.85 Farewell To A Ghost\fn{by Manoj Das (1934- )} Balasore, Balasore District, Orissa State, India (M)
3
(602)—68.8 When Dreams Turn Live\fn{by Sarah Thomas (1934- )} Trivandrum, Thiruvananthapuram District,
Kerala State, India (F) 5
(606)—22.141 The Night Train At Deoli\fn{by Ruskin Bond (1934- )} Kasuli, Solan District, Himachal Pradesh,
India (M) 2
(608)—68.15 The Fisherman\fn{by B. Saraswathy (1934- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3
(612)—68.56 The Crow\fn{by Ghana Shyam Desai (1934- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
(613)—66.80 Sunshine\fn{by Harikrishna Kaul (1934- )} Srinigar, Srinigar District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 4
(617)—11.50 Tipu Sultan\fn{by Iqbal Majeed (1934- )} Moradabad, Moradabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
(621)—85.110 The Dustbin\fn{by Raghubir Dhand (1934-1990)} Sangrur District, Punjab State, India (M) 9
(629)—33.180 The Incident—And After\fn{by Anupama Niranjana (1934-1991)} Tirtha Halli, Shimoga District,
Karnataka State, India (F) 4
(634)—118.181 & 231.266 1. Summer Vacation 2. Excerpt from A Childhood In Malabar: A Memoir\fn{by
Madhavikutty aka Kamala Das, Kamala Syrayaa (1934-2009)} Punnayoorkulam, Thrissur District, Malabar District, Kerala
State, India (F) 16
1935

(649)—70.76 Madness\fn{by B. M. Suhra (c.1935?- )} Thikkodi, Kozhikode District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(651)—62.112 Distorted Lines\fn{by D. Kameswari (c.1935?- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 6
(657)—70.129 The Savage Chant\fn{by Kakkanadan aka George Varghese (1935- )} Kerala State, India (M) 2
(659)—70.24 God’s On Trial\fn{by Gulzar Singh Sandhu (1935- )} Kotla Badla Village, Ludhiana District, Punjab
State, India (M) 3
(662)—69.90 Sabara\fn{by Chaudbury Hemakanta Misra (1935- )} Orissa State, India (M) 3
(665)—43.12 Bread\fn{by P. Lankesh (1935- )} Konagavalli, Shimoga District, Karnataka State, India (M) 2
(668)—33.188 Castoffs\fn{by Wajida Tabassum (1935- )} Amravati, Amravati District, Maharashtra State, India (F)
3
(671)—11.53 I Am Game\fn{by Sultan Jamil Nasim (1935- )} Agra, Agra District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 4
(674)—62.107 Why Should One Marry?\fn{by C. Ananda Ramam (1935- )} Eluru, West Godavarai District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 3
(677)—70.11 Gallows\fn{by Daya Pawar aka Dagadu Maruti Pawar (1935-1996)} Dhamangaon, Ahmednagar District,
Mahrashtra State, India (M) 3
1936

5

(680)—86.135 The Third House\fn{by Lakhi Devi Sundas (c.1936- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State,
India (F) 2
(683)—33.191 Tears Of Fire\fn{by Binapani Mohanty (1936- )} Chandol, nr. Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State,
India (F) 6
(689)—33.197 Bebeji\fn{by Manjul Bhagat (1936- )} Meerut, Meerut District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 3
(691)—11.84 & 33.200 1. A Story Wriggling Along The Rail Tracks 2. Fun And Games: Two Short Stories\fn{by
Jeelani Bano (1936- )} Badayun, Badayun District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 4
(697)—84.69 Kith And Kin\fn{by Rajinder Kaur (1936- )} Kåangra District?, Himachal Pradesh?, India (F) 2
(699)—68.55 Photographer’s Day\fn{by Radheshyam Sharma (1936- )} Vavol, Gandhinagar District, Gujarat State,
India (M) 1
(700)—35.47 Kabadi\fn{by Anand aka P.Sachidamand (1936- )} Irinjalakuda, Thissur District, Kerala State, India
(M) 5
(706)—32.53 Sheesha Ghat\fn{by Naiyer Masud (1936- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 9
(714)—4.60 Our Side Of The Fence And Theirs\fn{by Gyanranjan (1936- )} Allalabad, Allalabad District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 3
(717)—4.74 Empty\fn{by Rasmesh Bakshi (1936- )} Indore, Indore District, Madhya Pradesh India (M) 4
(721)—4.78 Relationship\fn{by Rasmeth Giriraj Kishore (1936- )} Muzaffarnagar, Muzaffarnagar District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 6
1937

(727)—118.192 The Retrievers\fn{by Afzal Ahsan Randhawa (1937- )} Amritsar, Amritsar District, Punjab State,
India (M) 6
(733)—78.430 Circus Cat, Alley Cat\fn{by Anita Desai aka Anita Muzamdar (1937- )} Mussoorie, Dehradun District,
Uttarakhand State, India (F) 1
(735)—84.129 Ash Tray\fn{by Chaganti Tulasi (1937- )} Vizianagram, Vizianagram District, Andhra Pradesh, India
(F) 4
(738)—66.84 The Sunless Tomorrow\fn{by Hriday Kaul Bharati (1937- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 1
(740)—234.160 Excerpt from The Servant’s Shirt\fn{by Vinod Kumar Skukla (1937- )} Rajnandgaon, Rajnandgaon
District, Chhattisgarh State, India (M) 14
1938

(754)—22.75 & 236.94 A. Excerpts from The Intrusion And Other Stories B. My Beloved Charioteer\fn{by
Shashi Deshpande (1938- )} Dharwar, Dharwad District, Karnataka State, India (F) 13
(768)—117.276 The Open Sewer\fn{by Chaudhry Shaukat Ali (1938- )} Amritsar, Amritsar District, Punjab State,
India (M) 3
(772)—83.113 The Morning After\fn{by Mridula Garg (1938- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State,
India (F) 6
(777)—66.69 A New Triangle\fn{by Rattan Lal Shant (1938- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 5
(782)—33.205 Monsieur Hulo’s Holiday\fn{by Nabaneeta Dev Sen (1938- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (F) 7
(789)—33.201 The Escape\fn{by P. Vatsala (1938- )} Calicut, Calicut District, Kerala State., India (F) 4
(793)—32.118 Excerpt from Answered By Flutes\fn{by Dom Moraes (1938- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 8
(801)—68.61 The Horizon\fn{by Ila Arab Mehta (1938- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
(804)—236.104 Excerpt from Chakori: A Novel\fn{by Chandrasekhara Kambar (1938- )} Ghodageri Village,
Belegavi District, Karnataka State, India (M) 9
(814)—236.324 As Days Roll On\fn{by Anima Dutta (1938- )} Sivasagar, Sibsagar District, Assam State, India (F)
5
(819)—236.352 1. The Icicle 2. Darkest Before Dawn: Two Short Stories\fn{by Uma Paramerswaran (1938- )}
Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 10
6

(829)—234.214 Excerpt from The Story Of My Environment\fn{by Kuppali Puttappa Purnachandra Tejasri (1938-2007)}
Kuppalli, Shimoga District, Karnataka State, India (M) 10
1939

(838)—70.128 He\fn{by M. P. Narayana Pillai (1939- )} Pullvazhi Village, Ernakulam District, Kerala State, India
(M) 1
(839)—69.96 The Only American From Our Village\fn{by Arun Joshi (1939- )} Benares, Benares District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 3
(841)—68.66 Plain Understanding\fn{by Chinu Modi (1939- )} Vijapur?, Mesana District, Gujarat State, India (M)
1
(842)—67.38 We Are Waiting\fn{by Hasan Azizul Huq (1939- )} Jabagraam, Burdwan District, West Bengal State,
India (M) 8
(850)—62.62 Money\fn{by Ranganayakamma (1939- )} Tadepalli, West Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F)
3
(854)—62.59 Surpanakha’s Sorrow\fn{by Kavanasarma aka Kandula Varaha Narasimha Sarma (1939- )} Andhra Pradesh,
India (M) 3
(857)—35.35 The Infidel Parrot\fn{by Punni Singh (1939- )} Mainpouri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
(859)—35.41 A Home For The Peeroos\fn{by Kethu Viswanatha Reddy (1939- )} Rangasai Puram, Prakasam
District, Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 6
(865)—32.188 Aunty\fn{by Bani Basu (1939- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 10
(875)—11.120 The Apocalypse\fn{by Muhammad Umar Memon (1939- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 5
1940

(880)—62.131 The Mind That Rebelled\fn{by Govindaraju Sita Devi (c.1940?- )} Kaza, Krishna District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 4
(883)—84.19 Brahma-Vriksha\fn{by Prapanchan aka Vaidyalingam (c.1940?- )} Pondicherry, Pondicherry District,
Pondicherry Union Territory, India (M) 3
(886)—85.119 Excerpt from Tanda: “The Camp”\fn{by Atmaram Kaniram Rathod (c.1940?- )} Thandas Village, nr.
Yavathmal, Yavathmal District, Maharashtra State, India (M) 13\fn{ [Internet: That gypsy tongue | Business Line—“‘I do
not have a birthplace in the conventional sense. The place where I was born was known as Tanda,’ says the Banjara-Marathi writer
Atmaram Kaniram Rathod, in his short story of the same name. Tanda is a place where a nomadic tribe chooses to pitch its tents for a
while. The one that Rathod talks about is located in the Yavatmal District in Maharashtra.’”] This is spelt slightly differently in the place I
first looked it out:H}
(899)—84.65 The Masseuse\fn{by Malathi Rao (c.1940?- )}Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka State,

India (F) 4
(903)—85.97 On The Other Side Of The River\fn{by Pratibha Ranade (c.1940- )} Maharashtra State?, India (F) 3
(906)—62.123 Values Realized\fn{by Yaddanapudi Sulochana Rani (c.1940- )} Kaaza, Krishna District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 6
(912)—62.129 Street Lights\fn{by Vasa Prabhavathi Devi (c.1940- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 2
(914)—22.85 Birthday Deathday\fn{by Padma Hejmadi aka Padma Porera (c.1940- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India
(F) 7
(922)—62.65 & 63.3 1. Incentive 2. Ragam Gandhari: Two Short Stories\fn{by P. Sathyavathi (1940- )} Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 7
(928)—84.1 Berth Number Six\fn{by Mamta Kaliya (1940- )} Vrindavan, Mathura District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F)
4
(932)—32.126 Make Mine Movies\fn{by Jehangir Adil Jussawalla (1940- )} Bombay, Mahrashtra State, India (M) 2
(934)—84.101 Two Long Years!\fn{by Surjit Kaur Kalpana (1940- )} Pandori Nijjhran, Jullandhur District, Punjab
State, India (F) 3
(937)—84.74 The Reason For Darkness\fn{by Kusum Ansal (1940- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F)
3

7

(940)—231.100 Excerpt from Bitter Sweet Truth: Recollections Of An Anglo-Indian Born During The Last
Years Of The British Raj; An Autobiography\fn{by Esther Mary Lyons (1940- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (F) 20
(960)—70.143 The Coming Of The Infantry\fn{by Punathil Kunhabdulla (1940- )} Vatacara, Kozhikode District,
Kerala State, India (M) 3
(963)—69.105 A Dead Wife\fn{by Sunita Jain (1940- )} Ambala, Ambala District, Haryana State, India (F) 3
(965)—68.21 The Stone Woman\fn{by K. B. Sreedevi (1940- )} Vellakkattu, Malappuram District, north Kerala
State, India (F) 6
(968)—44.192 & 66.40 1. The Management Of Grief 2. The Tenant: Two Short Stories\fn{by Bharati Mukherjee
(1940- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 16
(983)—35.84 Where Has My Gulla Gone?\fn{by Padma Sachdev (1940- )} Jammu Tawi, Jammu & Kashmir State,
India (F) 4
(987)—33.212 Poor Champudi\fn{by Varsha Adalja (1940- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 2
(989)—11.70 The Flavor Of Stray Paths\fn{by Rasheed Amjad (1940- )} Srinagar, Srinigar District, Jammu &
Kashmir State, India (M) 2
(991)—251.163 Excerpt from A Bad Woman’s Story: A Transcription Of Buri aurat ki katha\fn{by Kishwar
Naheed (1940- )} Bulandshar, Bulandshar District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
1941

(1001)—231.226 1. Lost Leader 2. Manners 3. O Red Bird Of Paradise 4. Two Ducks And A Tortoise 5. The
Promise Of King Hilar 6. That Shaggy Look 7. Wolf 8. Subsesquent History 9. Ordinary Ears 10. Schooling 11.
Pelican 12. Higher Education 13. Calvin Versus Darwin Versus The Penguin 14. The Guitar Player 15. Horror
Story 16. The Blackbird’s Heart 17. Art Is Long Etc. 17. Australian Notebook 19. Auto/Biog. 20. Kittiwake 21.
Beauty Incarnate And The Supreme Singer 22. By The River 23. One Of Us 24. Blood And Water 25. The
Function Of Friendship: Twenty-five Folktales\fn{by Suniti Namjoshi (1941- )} Bombay, India (F) 11
1942

(1013)—88.22 Transgressor\fn{by Zakia Mashhadi (1942?- )} Bihar State, India (F) 4
(1016)—231.255 Excerpt from Conversations With Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak\fn{by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak
(1942- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 11
(1028)—70.140 From Dawn To Dusk\fn{by M. Mukundan (1942- )} Mayyazhi (Mahé), Mahé Sub-division,
Pondicherry Union Territory, India (M) 3
(1031)—68.51 The Building\fn{by Madhu Rye aka Madhusudan Thaker (1942- )} Jamhambhalia, Devbhoomi Dwarka
District, Gujarat State, India (M) 2
(1034)—234.245 Excerpt from Metamorphosis\fn{by Sivasankari (1942- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 8
(1042)—33.214 That’s The Way It Is\fn{by Gauri Deshpande (1942-2003)} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 3
(1045)—32.181 The Offspring\fn{by Mamoni Raison Goswami (1942-2011)} Guwahati, Kamrup Metropolitan District,
Assam State, India (F) 7
1943

(1052)—117.330 & 231.186 1. Excerpt from A River Sutra: “The Teacher’s Story” 2. Excerpt from Raj\fn{by
Gita Mehta (1943- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 21
1944

(1071)—83.128 Hyena\fn{by Chitra Mudgal (1944- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 7
(1078)—70.50 Bhiku’s Diary\fn{by Meena Kakodkar (1944- )} Goa, Goa State, India (F) 3
(1081)—66.132 Twenty Four Feet\fn{by Sadhan Chattopadhyay (1944- )} Barisha, Calcutta District, West Bengal
State, India (M) 6
(1087)—35.15 The Vettamangalam Elephant\fn{by Thoppil Mohamed Meeran (1944- )} Thangapattanam,
Kanyakumari District, Tamil Nadu State, India (M) 3
(1090)—31.153 In Search Of Myself\fn{by Chhaya Datar (1944- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
8

(1093)—31.156 Black Magic\fn{by Meherunnisa Parvez (1944- )} Balaghat District, Madhya Pradesh, India (F) 4
(1098)— 31.160 The Blanket\fn{by Pratibha Ray (1944- )} Alabol, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India (F) 7
(1104)—234.196 Excerpt from Unveiling India: A Woman’s Journey\fn{by Anees Jung (1944- )} Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 9
(1113)—70.131 A New Order\fn{by T. Ramachandran aka T. R. (1944-2000)} Thrippunithura, Ernakulam District,
Kerala State, India (M) 9
1945

(1122)—231.237 Excerpt from The Walled City\fn{by Esther David (1945- )} Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad District,
Gujarat State, India (F) 9
(1131)—212.78 Excerpt from The Fire Sacrifice\fn{by Susham Bedi (1945- )} Ferozepur, Ferozepur District,
Punjab State, India (F) 11
(1141)—88.26 Three Old Men\fn{by Bano Sartaj aka Rs. Sartaj A. Kazi (1945- )} Yavatmal, Yavatmal District,
Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
(1144)—22.65 & 31.149 & 32.91 1. Yellow Fish 2. The Squirrel 3. Gifts: Three Short Stories\fn{by Ambai aka C.
S. Lakshmi (1945- )} Coimbatore, Coimbatore District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 10
(1163)—31.167 Her Independence\fn{by Veena Shanteshwar (1945- )} Dharwar, Dharwada District, Karnataka
State, India (F) 3
(1156)—260.202: 1. Prayer Of A Monolith 2. The Spear 3. Grace 4. bonsai-god 5. The Edge: Five Poems\fn{by
Temsula Ao (1945- )} Jorhat, Jorhat District, Assam State, India (F) 5
(1161)—70.146 Once Upon A Time\fn{by Paul Zacharia (1945- )} Urulikkunnam, Kottayam District, Kerala State,
India (M) 3
(1164)—62.68 The Politics Of Living\fn{by Indraganti Janakibala (1945- )} Rajahmundry, East Godavari District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 4
(1168)—32.222 The Vultures Of The Parsi Cemetery\fn{by Ali Imam Naqvi (1945- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (M) 3\fn{Below: the interior of a Parsi cemetery tower, where the dead are devoured by vultures as a religious ceremony }
(1171)—22.41 Akku\fn{by Vaidehi aka Janaki Srinivas Murthy (1945- )} Udupi, Udupi District, Karnataka State, India
(F) 5
(1176)—71.1 Death Sentence For The Good\fn{by P. Padmarajan (1945-1991)} Mutukulam, Alappuzha District,
Kerala State, India (M) 3
1946

(1179)—31.170 Rain\fn{by Sarah Joseph (1946- )} Mullankunathukara, nr. Trichur, Thrissur District, Kerala State,
India (F) 2
(1181)—22.60 Girls\fn{by Mrinal Pande (1946- )} Tikamgarh, Tikamgarh District, Madhya Pradesh, India (F) 3
(1185)—117.279 To Be Or Not To Be\fn{by Zaheda Hina (1946- )} Sasaram, Rohtas District, Bihar State, India (F)
3
1947

(1187)—22.63 & 231.326 1. Rhythms 2. Excerpt from Going Home\fn{by Lakshmi Kannan aka Kaaveri (1947- )}
Mysore, Mysore District, Karnataka State, India (F) 2
(1200)—35.8 “Try To Understand Me, Sir!”\fn{by Ramesh R. Dave (1947- )} Khamblav, nr. Limbdi,
Surendranagar District, Gujarat State, India (M) 3
(1203)—35.5 Partition\fn{by Swayam Prakash (1947- )} Indore, Indore District, Madhya Pradesh, India (M) 3
(1206)—25.102 Excerpt from Midnight’s Children\fn{by Salman Rushdie (1947- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (M) 4
(1210)—71.4 Go To The Ant\fn{by V. P. Sivakumar (1947-1993)} Mavelikkara, Alappuzha District, Kerala State,
India (M) 1
1948

(1211)—35.61 Nombu\fn{by Fakir Muhammed Katpadi (1948- )} Katpadi, Udipi District, Karnataka State, India (M)
8
9

(1219)—231.246 Excerpt from Selective Memory: Stories From My Life\fn{by Shobha De aka Shobha Rajadhyaksha
(1948- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 9
(1228)—231.176 Excerpt from The Sage And The Housewife\fn{by Shanta Kelker (1948- )} Bombay, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 10
(1237)—84.88 The Dislodged Brick\fn{by Om Goswami (1948- )} Jammu, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 6
(1243)—35.11 1. Mumbai\fn{by N. S. Madhavan (1948- )} Ernkulam, Ernkulam District, Kerala State, India (M) 4
(1246)—84.82 Breaking Point\fn{by Usha Mahajan (1948- )} Deoria, Deoria District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 3
(1249)—62.72 One Step\fn{by Vivina Murthy (1948- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 5
(1255)—68.35 The Sword Of The Princess\fn{by Manasi (1948- )} Thiruvilwamala, Thrissur District, Kerala
State, India (F) 3
(1258)—67.1 Sons Of The Soil\fn{by Kayes Ahmed (1948-1992)} West Bengal State, India (M) 2
1949

(1260)—260.209 1. At The Museum 2. Ghazal 3. Land 4. Lenox Hill 5. Of Light 6. A Pastoral 7. Prayer Rug 8.
Snow On The Desert 9. Snowmen 10. Tonight 11. Vacating An Apartment 12. A History Of Paisley 13. K. L. Saigal 14. Storm 15. Learning Urdu 16. Shaving 17. Stationery 18. Taxidermist 19. I See Chile In My Rearview Mirror 20. Even The Rain 21. The Wolf’s Postscript to “Little Red Ridinghood”: Twenty-one Poems\{by Agha Shahid
Ali (1949-2001)} New Delhi, National Capital District, India (M) 17
(1278)—70.47 Amasa\fn{by Devanuru Mahadeva (1949- )} Old Mysore, Mysore District, Karnataka State, India (M)
3
(1281)—62.142 Strike\fn{by Saymala Kallury (1949- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 5
(1285)—35.38 Guest Is God\fn{by Abdul Bismillah (1949- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 3
(1289)—35.18 Consecrated Brick\fn{by Husainul Haq (1949- )} Sasaram, Rhotas District, Bihar State, India (M) 5
1950

(1294)—66.79 Circles\fn{by Nasir Mansoor (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
(1295)—88.18 Journey For Light\fn{by Shehnaaz Kanwal (c.1950?- )} Uttar Pradesh?, India (F) 4
(1299)—66.75 A Graveyard Under The Breast\fn{by Shamas-ud-din Shameem (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu &
Kashmir State, India (M) 1
(1301)—84.104 Shifting Sands\fn{by Gurbaksh Kaur Dosanjh (c.1950?- )} “Meilli near Phagwara”, Kapurthala
District, Punjab State, India (F) 4
(1305)—66.63 Whose Turn Now?\fn{by Shankar Raina (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 6
(1311)—236.304 Excerpt from The Forbidden Daughter\fn{by Shobhan Bantwal (c.1950- )} Belgaum, Belgaum
District, Karnataka State, India (F) 9
(1320)—62.135 A Request To The Fathers\fn{by Kandukuri Mahalakshmi (c.1950- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 2
(1323)—70.73 What Mother Ought To Know\fn{by Gracy (1950- )} Marady, nr. Muvattupuzha, Ernakulam
District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(1324)—69.108 A Married Woman\fn{by Madhusudan Prasad (1950- )} Allahabad?, Uttar Pradesh?, India (M) 5
(1328)—66.138 In Search Of Hatred\fn{by Jaya Mitra (1950- )} West Bengal State, India (F) 5
(1334)—62.77 Ayoni\fn{by Volga aka P. Lalitha Kumari (1950- )} Guntur, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 3
(1336)—11.83 Voyages Of Sleep\fn{by Azbra Abbas (1950- )} Kanpur, Kanpur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 1
(1337)—65.130 Good Woman, Bad Woman\fn{by Suchitra Bhattacharya (1950- )} Bhagalpur, Bhagalpur District,
Bihar State, India (F) 12
(1345)—236.85 Excerpts from The Old Man And His God\fn{by Sudha Murthy (1950- )} Shiggaon, Haveri
District, Karnataka State, India (F) 9
1951

(1357)—86.106 Purana Katha\fn{by Yashodhara Mishra (1951- )} Orissa State, India (F) 8
(1365)—66.22 Rebirth\fn{by Abul Bashar (1951- )} Calcutta, West Bengal State, India (M) 3
(1369)—32.166 Grandmother’s Letters\fn{by Meena Alexander (1951- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 8
10

1952

(1374)—22.127 The Scream\fn{by Rohinton Mistry (1952- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 5
(1379)—212.131 Excerpts from The Elephant-headed God And Other Hindu Tales\fn{by Debjani Chatterjee (1952)} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 15
(1395)—231.316 Excerpt from Thereafter\fn{by Saniya (1952- )} Maharashtra State, India (F) 10
(1405)—231.305 Excerpt from Moonlight\fn{by B. M. Zuhra (1952- )} Thikkodi, Kozhikode District, Kerala State,
India (F) 11
(1417)—25.110 Excerpt from A Suitable Boy\fn{by Vikram Seth (1952- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal
State, India (M) 2
(1419)—69.134 The Fourth Girl\fn{by Subhadra Sen Gupta (1952- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India
(F) 5
(1425)—22.78 The Meeting\fn{by Shama Futehally (1952- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
(1428)—236.147 Excerpt from Crane’s Morning\fn{by Indrani Aikath-Gyaltsen (1952-1994)} Chaibasa, West
Singhbhum District, Bihar State, India (F) 8
1953

(1435)—68.64 The Mirror\fn{by Utpal Bahini (1953- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
(1437)—84.40 & 236.293 1. Stains 2. The Last Day Of Childhood 3. Unfaithful Servants 4. Mrs. Ganapathy’s
Modest Triumph: Four Short Stories\fn{by Manjula Padmanabhan (1953- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India
(F) 19
(1457)—236.362 1. Muni 2. Daffodils 3. Parvati’s Dance: Three Short Stories\fn{by Rachna Mara aka Rachna
Gilmore (1953)} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 9
1954

(1467)—70.78 People’s Court\fn{by Chandramathi aka B. Chandrika (1954- )} Vellayani, Thiruvananthapuram
District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(1469)—65.126 Face\fn{by Minakshi Sen (1954-2014)} West Bengal State, India (F) 4
(1473)—22.112 Excerpt from The Ghosts Of Vasu Master\fn{by Githa Hariharan (1954- )} Coimbatore,
Coimbatore District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 5
1955

(1478)—86.123 I Am Still Alive\fn{by Nayeema Ahmad (1955- )} Jammu & Kashmir State, India (F) 2
(1480)—69.120 Murder In May\fn{by Rukun Advani (1955- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 10
(1489)—68.33 The Third Night\fn{by Nalini Bakel (1955- )} Bakel, Kasaragod District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(1490)—287.281. Before Parting 2. Those Letters 3. Laughing Sorrow 4. Passing Century 5. Moving City 6.
Wicked Woman 7. Suicide 8. Growing Up 9. Where Have The Boats Gone 10. The Laughing Link 11. Lady From
Cambellpore 12. Playing Ellie Henderson In Delhi 13. All Of Them Are Cads 14. I Will Never Dance Again 15.
She Is Sixteen: Nine Poems And Six Short Stories\fn{by Nirupamma Dutt (1955- )} Chandigarh, Chandigarh Union
Territory, India (F) 13
(1504)—66.54 The Burnt-Out Sun\fn{by Anees Hamadani (1955-1989)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 1
1956

(1505)—22.96 & 212.122 1. Her Mother 2. Excerpt from Incantations And Other Stories\fn{by Anjana Appachana
(1956- )} Mercara, Coorg District, Karnataka State, India (F) 34
(1519)—87.19 Island\fn{by Sarojini Sahu (1956- )} Dhenkanal, Dhenkanal District, Orissa State, India (F) 5
(1523)—202.82 Soul Searching\fn{by Uma Krishnaswami (1956- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F)
6
(1530)—78.519 Mrs. Dutta Writes A Letter\fn{by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni (1956- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District,
West Bengal State, India (F) 9
11

(1540)—68.27 Incomplete Stops\fn{by Ashita (1956- )} Pazhayannur, Thrissur District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
(1541)—25.106 Excerpt from The Shadow Lines\fn{by Amitav Ghosh (1956- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (M) 4
(1545)—66.143 Sunder Patua\fn{by Anbita Agnihotri (1956- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India
(F) 8
(1551)—236.70 Excerpt from A Himalayan Love Story\fn{by Hamita Gokhale (1956- )} Lucknow, Lucknow
District, Uttar Pradewsh, India (F) 15
(1567)—84.56 Doiboki’s Day\fn{by Arupa Patangia Kalita (1956- )} Golaghat, Golaghat District, Assam State, India
(F) 6
(1572)—70.69 Italo Calvino In Thrissur Express\fn{by Githa Hiranyan (1956-2002)} Kottavattam, Kollam District,
Kerala State, India (F) 4
1957

(1577)—231.88 Excerpt from Mai\fn{by Geetanjali Shree (1957- )} “brought up in various towns of Uttar Pradesh,”
but born in Mainpuri, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 12
(1589)—118.157 One And A Half\fn{by Mukul Kesavan (1957- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (M) 6
(1595)—61.76 Dialogue Of The Deaf\fn{by Ketsozeho Sale (1957- )} Khuzama, Kohima District, Nagaland State,
India (M) 1
(1596)—236.341 1. Deafness Comes To Me 2. Tara 3. A Miracle: Three Short Stories\fn{by Shree Ghatage
(1957- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 11
1958

(1607)—231.174 Excerpt from Virtual Equality\fn{by Urvashi Vaid (1958- )} New Delhi, National Capital
Territory, India (F) 2
(1609)—22.81 The Library Girl\fn{by Vishwapriya L. Iyengar (1958- )} Banglore?, Tamil Nadu State?, India (F) 4
1959

(1613)—176.139 Excerpt from The Age of Shiva: A Novel\fn{by Manil Suri (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (M) 12
(1625)—117.298 Excerpt from Trying To Grow\fn{by Firdaus Kanga (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 14
(1639)—32.128 Excerpt from English, August: An Indian Story\fn{by Upamanyu Chatterjee (1959- )} Patna, Patna
District, Bihar State, India (M) 9
(1648)—234.234 Excerpt from Once Was Bombay\fn{by Pinki Virani (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra Staste, India
(F) 11
(1658)—234.290 Excerpt from My Family And Other Saints\fn{by Kirin Narayan (1959- )}Bombay, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 9
1960

(1668)—62.137 Aruksharudu\fn{by Somaraju Suseela (c.1960?- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 5
(1672)—69.139 The Champion Of The World\fn{by Anurag Mathur (c.1960?- )} New Delhi, National Capital
Territory, India (M) 3
(1675)—32.215 Artistic Finesse\fn{by Anwar Khan (c.1960?-2001)} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 1
(1676)—84.108 A Soiled Sheet\fn{by Veena Verma (1960- )} Budhladha, Mansa District, Punjab State, India (F) 10
1961

(1686)—165.17 Dragons In E8\fn{by Atima Srivastava (1961- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 4
(1691)—213.107 Excerpt from The Hero’s Walk: A Novel\fn{by Anita Rau Badami (1961- )} Rourkela, Sundergarh
District, Orissa State, India (F) 12
(1704)—61.75 The Last Word\fn{by Leishiyo Shaiza (1961- )} Alungtang, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India
(M) 1
12

(1705)—234.20 Excerpt from The God Of Small Things\fn{by Arundhati Roy (1961- )} Shillong, East Khasi Hills
District, Meghalaya State, India (F) 23
(1717)—32.137 Excerpt from a novel in progress: Siege In Kailashpada\fn{by Vikram Chandra (1961- )} New
Delhi, National Capital Territory, India, (M) 9
1962

(1727)—260.225 A. 1. Independence 2. The Lover 3. Dream Of The Evil Servant 4. Daughter-Mother-MayaSeeta 5. It’s Me I’m Not Home 6. Wishing You All The Best 7.-17 Untitled in my copy: Sixteen Poems B. A
Statement, September, 1999\fn{by Reetika Vazirani (1962-2003)} Patiala, Patiala District, Punjab State, India (F) 9
(1737)—117.312 Excerpts from A Strange And Sublime Address: “Sandeep’s Visit”\fn{by Amit Chaudhuri
(1962- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (M) 12
(1749)—84.85 The Vulture\fn{by Manoj Kumar Goswami (1962- )} Nagaon, Nagaon District, Assam State, India (M)
3
(1753)—117.324 Excerpt from Beach Boy: “Unforced Errors”\fn{by Ardashir Vakil (1962- )} Bombay,
Maharashtra State, India (M) 6
(1758)—32.216 A Dream Story\fn{by Mohsin Khan (1962- )} Malihabad, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 3
(1761)—236.169 Excerpt from Junglee Girl\fn{by Ginu Kamani (1962- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 10
(1771)—236.329 Excerpt from Paddy Indian\fn{by Cauvery Madhavan (1962- )} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 12
1963

(1782)—32.159 Excerpt from In The Light Of The Black Sun: “Swamiji”\fn{by Rohit Manchanda (1963- )}
Dhanbad, Dhanbad District, Bihar State, India (M) 7
1964

(1790)—61.84 The Speaking Skull\fn{by J. Nagthingkhul (1964- )} Phadang, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India
(F) 1
(1792)—61.85 For Nseno\fn{by K. Nchumbemo Murry (1964- )} Wokha Town, Wokha District, Nagaland State,
India (M) 2
(1794)—35.23 The Pendulum\fn{by Jayanta De (1964- )} Howrah, Howrah District, West Bengal State, India (M)
7
(1801)—32.153 Excerpt from Vertigo\fn{by Ashok Banker (1964- )} Bombay, Mahrashtra State, India (M) 6
(1807)—236.313 Excerpt from The Seduction Of Silence\fn{by Ben Le Hunte (1964- )} Calcutta, Calcutta
District, West Bengal State, India (F) 11
1965

(1818)—32.146 Excerpt from Memories Of Rain\fn{by Sunetra Gupta (1965- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (F) 7
1966

(1824)—231.292 Excerpt from Lessons In Forgetting\fn{by Anita Nair (1966- )} Mundakottakurissi, nr. Shornur,
Palakkad District, Kerala State, India (F) 12
(1837)—61.90 The Prodigal\fn{by R. N. Hopingson (1966- )} Phadang, Ukhrul District, Nagaland State, India (M) 1
(1839)—61.89 An Incident\fn{by Dingshungngamang Kamel (1966- )} Dimapur Town, Dimapur District, Nagaland
State , India (M) 2
(1839)—61.77 The Lovers’ Paradise\fn{by Thepfülhoutuo Shüya (1966- )} Chumukedima, Dimapur District,
Nagaland State, India (M) 1
(1840)—61.78 Whose Fault?\fn{by Azalea Zingkhai (1966- )} Tolloi, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India (F) 2
(1842)—61.80 Father Forgive Me\fn{by Mayabi Niphi (1966- )} Medziphema, Dimapur District, Nagaland State,
India (M) 2
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1967

(1844)—61.82 Farewell To Love\fn{by T. Tiajungla Jamir (1967- )} Dimapur, Diampur District, Nagaland State,
India (F) 2
(1846)—61.87 The Last Goodbye\fn{by S. Bendangsenla Jamir (1967- )}Impur, Mokokchung District, Nagaland
State, India (F) 2
1969

(1847)—35.92 Haram\fn{by Khaja (1969- )} Palwancha, Khammam District, Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 3
(1850)—32.109 Edmund Wilson In Benares\fn{by Pankaj Mishra (1969- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 9
1970

(1858)—66.74 The Lost Self\fn{by Sohan Lal Koul (c.1970?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
(1859)—86.116 Shadow\fn{by Brinda Charry (c.1970?- )} Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka State,
India (F) 6
(1865)—66.78 Mind And Breath\fn{by Farooq Masoodi (c.1970?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
(1866)—202.60 Excerpt from Haunting Bombay: A Novel\fn{by Shilpa Agarwal (c.1970- )} Bombay, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 12
(1879)—202.72 Excerpt from Madras On Rainy Days\fn{by Samina Ali (c.1970- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad
District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 8
(1888)—202.95 Excerpt from If Today Be Sweet\fn{by Thrity N. Umrigar (c.1970- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State,
India (F) 6
(1894)—202.36 Excerpt from Smell: A Novel\fn{by Radhika Jha (1970- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory,
India (F) 11
1971

(1905)—213.119 Excerpts from Hullabaloo In The Guava Orchard\fn{by Kiran Desai (1971- )} New Delhi,
National Capital Territory, India (F) 10
(1914)—236.254 Excerpt from Gypsy Masala, A Story Of Dreams\fn{by Preethi Nair (1971- )} Kerala State, India
(F) 8
1972

(1921)—35.88 Dawat\fn{by Mohammed Khadeer Babu (1972- )} Kavali, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh , India (M)
4
1973

(1925)—236.138 Excerpt from Gifted\fn{by Nikita Lalwani (1973- )} Kota, Kota District, Rhajastan State, India (F)
9
(1935)—236.280 Excerpt from The Groom To Have Been\fn{by Saher Alam (1973- )} Lucknow, Lucknow
District, Uttar Pradesh , India (F) 13
(1948)—234.224 Excerpt from A Life Less Ordinary\fn{by Baby Halder (1973- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (F) 10
1974

(1958)—236.262 Excerpt from Babyji: A Novel\fn{by Abha Dawesar (1974- )} New Delhi, National Capital
District, India (F) 8
(1965)—269.72 Excerpt from One Night @ The Call Center\fn{by Chetan Bhagat (1974- )} New Delhi, India (M)
11
(1976)—269.82 Excerpt from Last Man In Tower: A Novel\fn{by Aravind Adiga (1974- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu
State, India (M) 9
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(1985)—236.269 Excerpt from Song Of The Cuckoo Bird: A Novel\fn{by Amulya Malladi (1974- )} Sagar, Sagar
District, Madhya Pradesh, India (F) 11
(1996)—276.95 Excerpt from The Oath Of The Vayuputras\fn{by Amish Tripathi (1974- )} Bombay, Maharashtra
State, India (M) 10
1975

(2006)—84.38 The Door\fn{by Darshana Dave (c.1975?- )} Maharashtra State?, India (F) 2
1976

(2008)—70.75 The Summons From God\fn{by Sithara S (1976- )} Kannur?, Kannur District, Kerala State, India
(F) 1
1978

(2011)—62.80 Sooty Kitchen Rag\fn{by Kuppili Padma (1978- )} Andrha Pradesh, India (F) 2
(2013)—236.245 Excerpt from Saraswati Park\fn{by Anjali Joseph (1978- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F)
9
1980

(2022)—287.45 1. Earth Anthem 2. Dara Shikoh 3. Ghalib 4. Iltutmish 5. Zauq 6. Gogol 7. Dostovesky 8. Of
Drugs And Drug Addicts 9. The Planet Will Be The Same 10. The Perfect Truth 11. In Defense of Lies 12.
Immortality 13. Shadow 14. Hero 15. The Old Lady 16. The Dark Side Of Life 17. Alexander Blok: Seventeen
Poems\fn{by Abhay Kumar (1980- )} Nalanda, Nalanda District, Bihar State, India (M) 8
1982

(2030)—294.1 Excerpt from I Too Had A Love Story\fn{by Ravinder Singh (1982- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District,
West Bengal State, India (M) 9
1985

(2039)—276.1 Excerpt from East Of The Sun: A Nearly-Stoned Walk Down The Road In A Different
Land\fn{by Siddhartha Sarma (c.1985- )} Guwahati, Kamrup Metropolitan District, Assam State, India (M)
1988

(2051)—202.89 Excerpt from How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, And Got A Life\fn{by Kaavya
Viswanathan (1988- )} Madras, Madras District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 7
1989

(2058)—1. Can You Love? 2. Death 3. Knowledge 4. Sin 5. A Girl 6. Evil 7. Let’s Live: Seven Poems\fn{by
Yaseen Anwer (1989- )} Patna, Patna District, Bihar State, India (M) 3
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† Rama: central figure of the Ramayana; the seventh avatar of Vishnu; the Supreme Absolute Truth; the
Personality of Godhead; the Ideal king, husband, son, brother, student, teacher: Man, Acme of Morality †
1926
10.76 The Inferno\fn{by Razia Fasih Ahmed (1926- )} Moradabad, Moradabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 12
“Thirty years, for thirty years my mother kept burning in this inferno and is still here.” Nasir’s hands were
trembling and his face was pale with emotion and stress. “I’ve not been with her since the day of my birth,
although she is only a few paces away from me! Have you ever heard of anything like that before? Tell me, tell
me.” Nasir’s voice grew more fierce and hoarse as he demanded an answer from Aijaz, although he wasn’t really
conscious of what he was saying.
Aijaz felt helpless. Nasir advanced towards him to console him in some way. He placed his head on his friend’s
shoulder and broke into tears. He wept like a child until he was over his anguish and felt somewhat relieved. Then
he lifted his head from Aijaz’s shoulder and looked at his friend, ashamed and puzzled as a child. Before Aijaz
could utter a word, Nasir moved towards the window and seated himself beside it on a chair, drowned in thoughts.
Aijaz had come to Nasir’s place to spend his summer vacation with him. Nasir’s village was the most beautiful
place he had ever seen. It was situated in a valley by a torrential river, surrounded by emerald green grass and
colourful wild flowers. A range of high mountains overlooked the valley and gave the village an entrapped but
pretty look. Nasir’s father was the lord of all the land nearby besides being the owner of a few sugar mills. He was
not only rich but also the soul and master of every person and thing in his land. He was the king and commander
in his estate. According to the local custom he had separate abodes for men and women. The men’s quarters, along
with the guest suites, were designed by highly qualified architects and built by engineers. They had all the modern
facilities, while the women lived in old dark buildings made of stone and mud and surrounded by a high wall
which had only one huge gate through which no male over the age of twelve could pass without permission. It
was in this area that the pets and farm animals had their thatched houses.
Aijaz wanted to say something but did not know what to say. Then he remembered a photograph that he had
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found in one of the books on the shelf. He went and took the photo from the book.
“Look at this picture. Have you seen a prettier face?” asked Aijaz. Nasir glanced at it disconcertedly; then
suddenly he snatched the picture from Aijaz and looked at it closely.
“How did you get it?” he asked excitedly.
“I found it in one of the old poetry books which bear the name of Qudsia. Do you know anybody by this
name?”
“I’ve never seen my mother or her picture,” said Nasir ignoring his friend’s question, “but this can only be her
picture. Oh, what beauty, what grace!” His eyes were filled with tears and he pored over the picture lovingly,
rapturously.
“Is her name Qudsia, by any chance?”
“Yes, you silly!” Nasir smiled, still looking at the picture.
“Nasir, now I can see a great resemblance between you and her,” said Aijaz.
“Don’t be ridiculous,” Nasir said impatiently. The idea of his resembling his mother was almost sacrilegious to
him because at the time his mother had risen above being human—she appeared almost divine. Plunged into deep
thought for a while, Nasir said in a whisper:
“Imagine what a great risk a foreigner must have taken in helping her, and I, her own flesh and blood, did not
lift a finger to free her from this dungeon. Isn’t it disgraceful? You could never know how the thought keeps
torturing me.”
“You were not in a position to help her while you were just a student, but now you can. You might be able to
get a house adjacent to your hospital as other doctors with families have. If you don’t get it right away, my mother
would be only too glad to take her in until you have your own place.”
Nasir did not answer but remained engulfed in his thoughts. Aijaz walked up to the door from where he could
see the cliff overhanging the river, which made a natural ledge, transformed into an excellent terrace by the
builders. Nasir’s father, the elder Khan, had his meetings there with servants, farmers and business supervisors.
He was there right then, sitting on a wooden takht\fn{Seat of authority:W} covered with expensive chintz cloth, an
enormous round pillow behind his back. The day Aijaz arrived, the Khan greeted him cordially and gave orders to
entertain him in the best possible manner. His big Chevrolet, the Land Rover, a jeep, the horses and the bus were
put at his disposal. That was why Aijaz had come to think the Khan to be a very kind and generous man. But now
he knew that it was only the Khan’s vanity and chauvinism expressing itself in this way.
The two young men had taken advantage of his offer. They had covered long distances on fishing and shooting
sprees. At first Aijaz was afraid of riding a horse but soon he got over the fear. The horses were so tame and
trained, and moved with such assurance and composure, that even a child could ride them.
In the beginning when Nasir told him strange stories about superstitions, illnesses and their treatments, Aijaz
hardly believed him, but now he had witnessed so many incredible incidents that he started believing in the tales.
He had seen seven demons possessing a girl; seen them exorcized one by one by a mullah. He had come to
understand the psychology of the inhabitants. Being associated with high mountains, a man was bound to be
rugged and harsh. Living in a place where tumultuous rivers carve their way, where fierce blizzards rage, human
feelings are apt to become reckless. Where the comforts are so rare and nature is man’s friend as well as his foe, it
is not unusual to have complicated feelings. Aijaz had seen a queer mixture of opposites in Nasir, who was an
Afreedi Pathan. They could be fast friends and fierce enemies at the same time. They could be very affectionate,
companionable and hospitable if one knew how to handle them, but if by mistake one touched the wrong key, they
could become extremely ill-humoured and cranky. Aijaz knew by now that, in spite of his spirited nature, Nasir
was very tender at heart.
Aijaz was slowly coming to understand Nasir but there were still a few things about him which appeared odd
to him. Nasir would suddenly get lost in deep thought, as if he were not there at all. Strangely, unlike most of the
boys, he would not show any interest in girls or talk seriously about marriage. In his own home he seldom went to
the part of the house where the women lived. One day Aijaz had asked the reason for this and Nasir had replied
that it was not considered discreet to be always visiting the women’s quarters. Besides, though there were lots of
cousins, aunts and other womenfolk, by not seeing them often he had left a communication gap, so that there was
not a single common topic to talk about.
“What about your mother?” asked Aijaz. The moment he uttered the last word he realized his mistake and
knew what was coming. Nasir had once told him never to ask any questions about his mother.
“Sorry,” Aijaz said apologetically, “you had asked me not to mention your mother, but that was in the days
when we were mere room-mates. Now we are friends and I share with you everything which happens in my
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family, don’t I?”
Nasir kept looking at him with an intent eye but said nothing.
“I think I have a right to know whether your mother is alive or, God forbid, she is dead. Even if she belongs to
a family which people regard as defamed—”
“Shut up! Don’t you say another word,” Nasir shouted and leapt towards Aijaz as if he were going to strike
him. But he suddenly stopped and went out of the room slamming the door behind him.
Aijaz felt resentful and angry. After all, what had he said to send Nasir into such a frenzy? He knew that
women of inferior status were often taken into the households of the rich. If Nasir was born of such a mother, it
was all the more laudable that the elder Khan treated him as his first-born—as if born of his first lady wife—and
had given him all the privileges of a highborn son. So far as Aijaz was concerned, it did not make any difference
whether his mother was the darling daughter of a lord or only a milkmaid. Aijaz felt so bitter that he decided to
pack and leave.
When Nasir returned to Aijaz’s room he saw him packing.
“What are you doing?” he asked rather curtly.
Aijaz preferred not to answer. This hurt and outraged Nasir more than an answer would have done.
“All right, go! But never call yourself my friend again or talk of friendship for that matter.” There was
something in his voice which made Aijaz look up. He saw a very wretched person standing there. Nasir’s face
looked as if the blood had drained out of his body. His eyes were red as though he had been crying.
“Do you believe in heaven and hell?” he asked.
“Yes I do,” Aijaz said, still looking at his face which looked stranger than ever.
“I don’t know what concept of hell you have,” Nasir said solemnly. “Just imagine your mother there in flesh
and blood till all eternity. Can you do that?” he said, staring at Aijaz in a strange way.
Nasir’s look, more than his words, made Aijaz shudder. He had never seen Nasir look or talk like that before.
Nasir’s face was chalk white; he was trembling and his hand swelled with the tight grip he had on the door.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t know anything about that.” Aijaz let the shirt he was folding drop back on the bed and sat
down. Nasir went to his room, coming back after a few minutes with an old notebook in his hand.
“This is my mother’s diary and I want you to read it. It has not been read by anyone other than me. Remember
it’s sacred to me and I expect you never to tell its contents to anybody. If you can promise that, I’ll let you see it.”
“I promise,” said Aijaz and held his hand out to take the notebook.
“Then go ahead and read it.”
Nasir handed the notebook to him and left.
2
That was how Aijaz came to know the story of the mother’s captivity in her own house.
While looking at the magnificent view outside, Aijaz started fantasizing about what he had read in Qudsia’s
diary.
A British tourist, John, whom Nasir had referred to as the foreigner, must have been sitting at the foot of the
hill with a line cast in the cerulean blue water of the stream to catch fish. He surely must have been fascinated by
the cold, transparent water through which coloured pebbles could be seen as clearly as they are seen through
glass. The light breeze must have tossed the long grass and the fragile orange and purple coloured poppies. He
must have felt very elevated and lighthearted with rolling clouds in the sky, the whole atmosphere so charged with
beauty, and he sitting there with a basketful of snacks and a flask of hot tea.
A little distance away, maids with their heads covered discreetly with white embroidered dupattas\fn{The length
of material worn as a scarf or head covering, typically with a salwar, by women from South Asia:W} might have been busy filling
their vessels with water to carry to the Khan’s house. Among them, wrapped up just like her maidservant, would
be Nasir’s mother who, being a lady of the house, was not supposed to go out at all except on very special
occasions such as a wedding or a death in the family, and that, too, in a covered cart. She had found it impossible
to abide by the rules because she was born and raised in quite a different environment. She had been educated in a
convent school where she had read Wordsworth, Shelley, and so on, and had acted in many English plays. She had
been very fond of swimming and playing tennis, and even ballroom dancing.
So, as a last resort, she started going out in the disguise of a maidservant and met the man who vowed to save
her.
Aijaz enjoyed visualizing him in a broad-brimmed hat to keep off the sun, writing something occasionally in
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his diary which lay beside him on the grass. Then on a sudden impulse he got up and started walking towards the
women. Aijaz almost saw him with his beard and all, his jeans rolled up to his knees showing his well-shaped
legs.
He came to the women and started talking to them in their own language, which surprised and amused them.
He soon turned his attention to the woman who sat with her beautiful feet in the water, turning her head away,
pretending not to see him. He did not like being ignored, so weighing his options cautiously, he went to her and
said, “Salaam aleikum.”
“Wa ’leikum asalaam,” she said in a voice hardly more than a whisper and pulled her dupatta down to her
forehead, then over her eyes.
He kept staring at her, then asked, “Who are you?”
She hesitated for a moment, then answered, “I am a maidservant at the Khan’s house.”
“Really!” He seemed amused. “What do you do?”
“I work there as all these women do,” she said.
“But I have seen you doing nothing all this time while these women were washing clothes and carrying the
water to the house.”
“It’s my day off,” she said and smiled in spite of herself.
“Come on,” he laughed, “the servants haven’t days off—not even Bid day.” Then he said in English, “If you
are the Khan’s wife and have come here for an outing, I see no harm in it. Don’t be afraid of me. I rather
appreciate your ingenuity and am one hundred per cent with you.”
At that moment she threw all precaution to the wind and started talking to him in English. She told him that her
position in the Khan’s house was exactly that of a bird in a cage. .
“You are not happy, I presume,” he said.
“Just as happy as a caged bird is,” she said.
*
All of a sudden the smile vanished from Aijaz’s face.
Looking very concerned, Nasir said, “I’ve made up my mind!”
“What’s that?”
“Let’s start immediately.” He took Aijaz’s hand and dragged him out of the room towards the female suites.
His determination knew no bounds. He passed the giant gate as if he had all authority to do so. Aijaz followed him
timidly, unable to defy his friend but afraid in his heart for him and himself.
Inside the gate there was a dark, narrow corridor with huge, earthen pots containing corn, lined up on both
sides of the wall. Nasir went through the corridor like a sixteenth-century warrior. Stopping at the entrance to the
actual building he shouted, “Gulshan Dai, come out.”
A middle-aged woman immediately came out of the house, but looked very unhappy and perplexed.
“I’ve come to see Mother and see her I must, do you understand?” he demanded, with the indication to the
woman that he meant every word that he had uttered. “Don’t just stand there. Show me the way.”
The woman trembled as if, suddenly, a wave of cold air had caught her. She kept rubbing her hands together.
“Come, if you must,” she said, and led the way. Nasir followed her and beckoned Aijaz to follow. They passed
a labyrinth of rooms and corridors and finally reached a dark room in which a kerosene lamp was burning. With
her back to the light, a tall woman was taking out something from a cupboard. Hearing the footsteps she turned
around to look. They both saw her in amazement. She looked beautiful, tall and fair, like a statue in marble. She
stood there, looking at Nasir, mute and motionless, as if rooted there for years.
“Mother!” Nasir whispered and bowed down a little. She lifted him up, holding his head in both hands, hugged
him and kissed him on the forehead. Then, as if not believing her eyes, she kept staring at him, fearing that he
would vanish—so many times before, she had experienced this image to be an illusion or a dream.
“Mother, I want to take you to Karachi.”
He noticed the terrified look of his mother and added, “Don’t be scared. I’m your son and you can go with me.
I’ll make all the arrangements. We’ll cover some of the distance on horseback; it will shorten the journey and
arouse no suspicion. Then we shall travel by car.”
“Son, this is the first time in my life that I’ve seen and talked to you. I beg you to say something nice and
cheerful to me. Tell me about yourself; what have you been doing all these years?”
Then she saw Aijaz and a streak of fear and distrust gripped her.
“Who is he?” she asked, perplexed.
“He’s a friend. You can trust him as much as you can trust me. He will be going with us. Now, you want me to
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tell you something nice. Is there anything better than what I have just told you? I’m going to take you out of this
dungeon for ever.”
“I’m not going anywhere,” she said firmly.
“You don’t mean it?” Nasir said in astonishment.
“Yes I do,” she said, “you should realize that he cannot harm me any more than he has already done, but he can
make your life miserable. He can disinherit you, deprive you of all you have and even kill you. He is capable of
doing anything.”
“But I don’t care and I don’t believe he can harm us once we are out of his jurisdiction.” He foresaw his
mother trying to persuade him again and decided to put forward his trump card.
“It’s not fair, Mother!” he said, “you were willing to go with a foreigner but are reluctant to go with me, your
own son.”
At this, the soft crumpled face, smiling and crying at the same time, suddenly stiffened. Her hands remained
suspended in the air. She clenched her fists and stared at Nasir as if she were in a trance. It was after quite some
time that she was able to speak.
“Tell me,” she said, “what have they told you about me? The deceitful friends! I assented to this life of
unthinkable misery because they promised me not to tell my son anything about my past.”
“They haven’t told me anything, Mother. I know everything because I’ve read your diary.” He took her hand in
his and tried to comfort her but she was extremely distressed.
“Where did you find my diary?”
“Among your old books.”
“Where is it now? Did your father read it?”
“No, he didn’t, and it’s safe with me. Trust me, Mother!”
“Well, I was sure that it was burnt long ago. I’m surprised to hear that it’s still there. I don’t really remember
fully what I wrote in it—it was so long ago, but I remember that I wrote only the absolute truth.”
“You don’t have to say that; I believed it while I read it.” He patted her hand to comfort her.
“Did you?” she said, “and let me tell you one thing, that besides God, you are the only one I cared to know
how I felt at the time and what had really happened.”
“Oh, don’t bother about the past now, we have a life ahead! Just be prepared tonight. Only take a few things
with you. First, we will take the path among the hills. Can you ride a horse?”
“Yes, I can.”
“It’s all settled then. I’ll come for you just after midnight. I have found your picture in one of your books. May
I keep it?” Nasir seemed to linger on, conversing because he simply had no heart to leave.
“Why not?” his mother said lovingly. “Who has more right to keep it than you?”
The elderly woman who had ushered them in came to the door. It was already late and she wanted them to
leave.
“Goodbye, Mother,” he said, taking hold of Qudsia’s hand again and leaving, though not as fast as he had
entered the house.
When he came back to his room he was in a state of euphoria.
“I feel as if I had come out from under tons of weight. I’m going to pay, at last, some of the debt I owe to my
mother.” He kept saying things like that, pacing the room.
Aijaz could understand his excitement; still, he chose to give him a word of warning. “Mind you, there are still
some very hard times ahead.”
“I don’t care. Just tell me, did you notice how beautiful my mother still is, how graceful and elegant! How can
a man destroy such a person for his own vanity? Aren’t we men mean and selfish compared to such a woman?”
“Yes, I think we are. Now what could have happened to the person who tried to free your mother? Did your
father have him killed and buried some place here?”
“I don’t think so. It’s never easy to get a foreigner killed just like that. He must have gone back home. Now,
get some sleep. I’ll come back after making arrangements for the journey.” He left Aijaz in a hurry as he suddenly
realized how much there was to be done.
Instead of going to sleep, Aijaz picked up Qudsia’s notebook and started reading it again.
*
He had an old, two-door, weather-beaten Italian car with a high, oval-shaped rear window like a ventilator in
an old building. The back seat and the entire rear portion of the car were cluttered with hundreds of things ranging
from sleeping-bags to fishing rods, dangling at all angles. Looking in from outside, one could see no part of the
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back seat from any of the windows. The car, though old and battered, had a new and reliable engine. John drove
the car at high speed, talking at the same time to somebody lying hidden under a heap of clothing on the back
seat. He had no means of knowing whether the person he was talking to was listening to him at all because there
was not the slightest response. He still continued his monologue.
“Ah! What a lovely place, a beauty not ruined by modern living. This is the real thing.”
His voice had such exultation as if the cool breeze he was breathing was intoxicating. “It’s not like the places
in Europe and England where hundreds of tourists swarm like bees. The promoters of tourism, who have made it
an industry, charge for admission to every building, well or stone, so that one gets exasperated. Hotel bills are
enormous! Here, I was treated like royalty for three weeks and was not charged a single paisa. When I insisted on
making a payment, the elder Khan got red in the face: ‘How can you insult us like that?’ he said. ‘Taking money
from a guest! We are zamindars,\fn{Landlords} meals for guests are ready here every day as a matter of course.
People from other villages come and they are always welcome. If you had a mind to pay, you should have stayed
in a hotel in a big town. You shouldn’t have come here in the first place.’ My God! What hospitality, what values!
But at the same time what atrocities! Man, slave unto man, and wives treated worse than slaves. In the West, if
women had to live like that for a single day, I’m sure they would either commit suicide or kill their husbands.”
He took a deep breath and said, “Hi there, is anybody at home? Oh, what’s the matter? I’m really scared,
Qudsia, are you all right?”
“I’m crying,” arose a faint voice from among the pile of clothing on the back seat.
“Oh, I’m so relieved. You’re still alive! Now tell me what happened to your sense of freedom! Have you ever
seen a bird crying on being set free?”
Suddenly Qudsia started laughing at the idea of a bird crying, but soon returned to her weeping.
“Look, I don’t have time to stop the car, give you something to drink or wash your face. We still have a long
way to go. Just tell me if, by any chance, you want to go back on your decision. Don’t worry about me, just say
so, and I’ll go back and face the consequences.”
“No, no! For God’s sake, don’t talk like that! If we go back, both of us will be killed,” Qudsia said in a
frightened voice.
“Then, Qudsia, dear, cheer up. We’re in this together till death do us part. Have a sip from the flask, forget the
past and think of the future.” John speeded up the car and stopped talking. He realized that it was naïve of him to
talk as if he was on a date with a girl.
Qudsia tried to think about the future but her mind was foggy. She was unable to see any future for herself.
Everything was so uncertain; she was not sure of her freedom. Things had happened so fast! When she came to
know that there was a person who was willing to take the risk of freeing her, she only thought that it was the
chance of a lifetime. The big question which loomed upon her was: “Now or never.” For fear of “never” she had
taken a leap into the unknown without thinking whether she would ever land on her feet alive. As much as she
wanted to think about the future, her mind unwittingly dragged her into the past.
*
When, at the age of fifteen, she had a proposal of marriage from Shahzore Khan, mother superior of the
convent school had opposed it tooth and nail. Qudsia was an exceptionally intelligent girl. Marrying her at such a
tender age would ruin her, but Qudsia’s father, who was a brigadier in the army, decided that she should get
married to the boy. The reason was that Qudsia’s mother was dead and he was suffering from lung cancer. He
wanted to settle Qudsia in matrimony before he was gone. He personally went to see Shahzore’s family and
accepted the proposal. He told Qudsia that the family was rich and well-established. The boy was educated and
handsome. The only drawback he could find was that the family was a little old-fashioned, even rustic, but it
didn’t matter because only some years back his own father had been as conservative and old-fashioned as
anybody else. It was just a matter of time, he had consoled her.
Even then, she had not agreed to the proposal. She had told her cousins that she did not want to get married in
the first place, and not to Shahzore Khan in any case. The girls told all this to their mothers, and they to their
husbands, as was the custom, but nobody really took Qudsia seriously. It is not for young girls like Qudsia to
decide on a life partner. Then again, naïve girls often talked like that before marriage. It was considered discreet
not to show eagerness about one’s marriage. Everything would just turn out fine as it always does. Qudsia at one
time thought to open her heart to her father, but he was too sick to be bothered. It would break his heart to see his
daughter defy him as it was unheard-of in their family for a girl to go against the wishes of her elders in
connection with her marriage.
So it happened that the responsible persons who came to take her formal consent to the wedding did not bother
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to listen to anything from her. Even before she could utter a word, her consent was taken for granted and
confirmed by one of the elderly ladies already clustered at the door of the room where she sat in the midst of
scores of girls and women all talking at the same time.
Soon the women were congratulating and embracing each other as the marriage was solemnized in the men’s
quarters. Afterwards, in the evening, she tried to explain all this to Shahzore Khan, hoping that he would
understand her perfectly, but he did not want to hear a word of what she was trying to tell him. He was the one
who wanted her as his wife and what mattered to him was that he had got her.
From then on, the thought of being a captive never left her mind. She felt an invisible chain around her neck
and felt it tightening more and more every day because Shahzore did not believe in women’s liberation. He had
married her in the hope that she would gradually come round to his way of thinking.
All decisions were made by the men and the women were informed only of those which concerned them. Even
the beauty of the surroundings, which was admired by the whole world, was not for the eyes of their womenfolk.
Money which came in heaps was not theirs to spend. Whenever she planned to go to some place, she was told that
the cars were not available. They were either taken away by the Khans or were being used by their guests—
usually high officials from the government. She, as a special case, was allowed to wear the clothes of her liking
and was given a nice bed, a dressing-table and a bookcase, which was a rarity in the household. Other women in
the family did not have these pieces of furniture in their rooms. They all lived in proximity at the mercy of their
masters as long as they were needed. Thereafter, they would often contact tuberculosis or some other disease and
die spitting blood or remain miserable in some other way. That was none of their master’s concern.
After her marriage, Qudsia’s father had gone to England for treatment. Qudsia wanted to go and see him but
was not permitted by her husband to have a house built for her in Peshawar. Disgusted, she wrote a long letter to
her father to explain things, but all the reply she received was a telegram from London informing her that her
father had died during the operation.
Qudsia was roused from her memories at daybreak by the fragrance of the flowers in the cold morning breeze.
She could tell from just a glimpse through the window that they were passing through old familiar places. She
could see Amandra Rest House—a new building constructed in an old fort, so high that from the rest house one
could see the miles of fertile lands, canals, mountains and zigzagging roads. She had been there often with her
father. She had played chess with him and his friends and painted from its balconies the fabulous scenes of
sunrise, sunset and moonlit nights. Very soon they were passing by the Malakand Fort. Qudsia had also stayed
once in one of the buildings in that fort. She would never forget the night when an earthquake hit the place. They
had rushed out of their bedrooms in the dark because the electricity was disrupted by the quake. After coming out
of the house they were staying in, they found that the high stone fort walls and the high hills were too near and
there was no escape from them; they might as well remain inside. She and her father again went inside and stayed
awake a long time, sitting and talking in the sitting room. No one else stirred because of the earthquake. The
people there were used to the phenomenon and knew it was better not to go out of their houses.
The next day, when they had descended from the Malakand Fort to go to Risalpur, there was a slight drizzle. A
long rainbow spanning the sky with such vivid colours fascinated her. The next spectacular experience was to
witness the same rainbow sprawling down in the alley. Going a little further, she noticed the second rainbow in
the sky and that, too, lay flat on the earth in the valley. The phenomenon was so unique and wonderful that she
asked her father to stop the car. Both of them enjoyed the two rainbows, in the sky and on the earth, for quite
some time before starting again. As she recalled the dreamlike marvel, she felt sleepy. Exhausted as she was, she
dozed off.
*
“Wake up, Qudsia,” she heard somebody whisper in her ear. When she woke, she felt someone gently slapping
her cheek. For a few moments she had no idea where she was and who he was who dared to wake her up in such a
rude way. She was almost outraged when, suddenly, the whole thing came to her mind as a shock. It was not a
dream!
John was stroking her cheek trying to wake her up, talking at the same time. “You can’t do this to me. It’s only
the beginning. You have taken such a big step. You can’t let things go now. You need to have courage, otherwise
we could both be in danger.”
“Where are we?” Qudsia asked, sitting up in her seat.
“Listen, we are in Risalpur. This is a house of a friend. We cannot continue our journey in this car. I will leave
the car here and my friend will take care of it. We will now travel in his car. I will try to change my appearance
and you will have to change yours. You must wear the outfit of my friend’s wife to look like an Englishwoman.
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Can you do that?”
“I’ll do whatever you say.”
“Good girl!”
So she was in good old Risalpur! She knew the roads, streets and lanes of the place as the lines on her hand.
The roads always seemed bare. How fast she used to ride on her red bicycle along the metalled roads.\fn{ In Britain,
the name of stone chippings mixed with tar to form the road surfacing material tarmac:W } The Farash trees, with their low
branches, seemed to caress her head with loving hands. The green hedges and the rose bushes adorned the roads.
Under the shadow of the tall trees was her convent school. She had been a favourite pupil of the teachers
throughout her school-days. The part of the building where the nuns resided and had their chapel added a sense of
mystery for her. So did the army mess with its huge leather sofas, heavy silver pieces and antiques like the
Chinese vases from the Ming period and the tiled screen from the Mughal days. She also remembered having seen
part of the flag from the Lucknow residency, a prize for the British army from the 1857 war which was considered
a mutiny.\fn{It was considered an army mutiny in England, and at first this was all it was; but the rapid nature of its spread and the
character of its adherents have confirmed the conclusion of the overwhelming majority of historians that this was in fact the first concerted
rebellion against British rule in South Asia. The Lucknow Residency was besieged for three months before it could be relieved .}

She had a sudden impulse to ride a bicycle and surprise her mother superior or her tennis coach, or go to the
cemetery where her dear brother and mother were buried. Getting out of the car, she cast a look around. The
houses were still the same, with big gardens and courtyards, so large that each house was a hundred yards apart.
The place looked desolate, as if it were a town where dwellers were made to disappear by magic. Staggering, she
went inside the house.
After taking a shower and changing into a new pair of clothes, she had a light breakfast. Then they started off
again. Qudsia looked at the familiar roads with nostalgia; North Road, Broadway Road, all shaded by trees as
before. There was lush green grass on the polo ground. Eucalyptus trees were waving slowly in the breeze, and
big roses peeped out from in between the hedges and around the bungalows. The car passed by the army mess and
Qudsia recalled that it was in this mess that Shahzore Khan had first seen her. It was a guest night and Shahzore
Khan had been invited by a friend in the army. He had declared then and there that he had fallen in love at first
sight with the glamorous girl in the black dress. His friends had warned him that the girl was being raised more
like a Westerner than a conservative Pathan would like his wife to be. Shahzore Khan did not heed them; he was
sure that after marriage she would mend her ways as a good wife should.
Whenever she complained of suffocation, he would be surprised.
“Why, what’s wrong with this place?”
He pretended that he could not understand that if a place was good enough for his mother, sisters and other
women relatives, why could it not be good enough for his wife? Besides, where could she go? She did not have
any parental home. There was no need to leave in the summer because the weather was so cool and pleasant, and
there was no need to go somewhere in the winter because they were all used to the cold weather.
*
“Qudsia, you told me that you love Wordsworth and I tell you that you will simply fall in love with the Lake
District when you see it. It is so pleasant by the lakes at all times. The afternoons are so calm and quiet, with long
shadows of trees across the grass, turning it into a beautiful hue of pale green. In the evenings the waters are so
quiet that you want to hold your breath not to disturb their serenity. I don’t think you would ever be able to forget
the feeling you get when you see Lake Windermere at night for the first time. Qudsia, please say something.”
“I don’t know. My mind is in a haze and I find it impossible to think at all.” With all that confusion, though,
Qudsia was surprised how he had presumed she was going to accompany him to England.
“Till now, you've known England only through books by Galsworthy, Virginia Woolf and E. M. Forster; but
when you see it with your eyes, it will be such a novel experience, a bell ringing in your head every time. Well,
this is the parliament building with Big Ben at its side; this is Marble Arch, and this is the Tower!”
Qudsia smiled in spite of herself. John was not a tall, bearded man at the time, but a boy from a country who
was excited at the glamour of the big city and wanted to show everything to his friend.
Then, suddenly, he changed the subject.
“Qudsia, look at these ruddy formations turned into hills spread for miles. Have you ever seen them before?”
“Yes,” she tried to say, but her voice choked. She knew the place too well. Her heart sank as she tried to huddle
back in the seat, not wanting to see those bloody hills. The place was associated with the death of her mother. For
her, the hills were red only because they had drunk the blood of her mother who had died here in an accident. She
pretended to be asleep. She did not get up or look out till they reached Rawalpindi.
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As always, Rawalpindi was a little quiet and a little noisy, a little pretty and a little ugly in places, with a bit of
new but lots of old too. She had stayed in Rawalpindi with her father many times on their way to Murree. They
would take a stroll on the Mall and shop in Saddar at a huge department store of bygone days when only
cantonments had that kind of store. It was run by a Parsi gentleman who had migrated from Iran. She would like
to know, of course, whether the store was still there. Yes, it was there; she was able to catch a glimpse of it as the
car passed by, but it was not the only one now. There were more stores of the same kind, a bakery and a grocery
shop. There were new buildings, schools and new roads. Yes, changes do come in life. They are more visible in
cities. People like her father-in-law and her husband oppose the changes in their villages. No girl could speak
Urdu, the national language, because they were not supposed to use it in any way. They had no right whatsoever.
They could not have their say in any matter, especially not about their own marriage.
In spite of very severe punishments imposed by their own families, girls often took the risk and ran away with
their paramours. Those who were caught had to die by the hands of their closest relatives: father, brother or uncle.
She, too, was now running away with someone though not in the same sense of the word, but that would make no
difference for them. People would only think that she must have been having an affair with someone and that she
had found an opportunity to elope with him. They were not capable of thinking otherwise. The name of the sons
of some neighbouring zamindars would come up, no doubt. She knew that she wouldn’t select a single one of
them to run away with. Her father-in-law, a clever and shrewd person, might suspect the tourist who behaved
abnormally in so many ways. The police must have been informed by now and the people from their own estate
must have been sent to catch them. What would happen if they found them? She did not like to think beyond that
point because there was death, certain and cruel, beyond that.
She hated to think of death while she was alive. She shook her head in order to do away with the thoughts that
disturbed her. Raising her head a little out of the heap of things surrounding her, she looked out. The wheat plants
only a few inches high in the North West Frontier Province were two feet tall in the Punjab. There were villages
along the road and the atmosphere there was as calm and quiet as ever. The monotonous sound of the Persian
wheel run by the mundane circling of oxen with bands on their eyes, the usual fluttering of the fowl and the
routine humdrum of human voices were all mixed in the surroundings. In the midst of everyday life their car was
rolling fast to an unknown destination, to a place of which neither she nor her fellow traveler had a clear idea.
Why not go to her mother’s relatives in Karachi? They were educated and lived in a big city; they would
understand the terrible situation she was in! But what if they didn’t and secretly informed her husband about her
whereabouts? Well, Karachi was still far off and she could decide later. At present they had just reached Lahore,
the capital city of the province of the Punjab, where she had lived with her parents when she was a little girl.
She remembered Lahore as if she had seen it in a dream. She had no idea of time and space, no concept of how
old she was at the time, which building was situated where, or how far one place was from her
home or from any other place. But all that she remembered was colourful and beautiful, though hazy as seen
through a mist. One afternoon they had taken her to a big park where they had stayed till dusk; she had seen
fireflies glowing in the trees, twinkling like hundreds of lamps flying down to the grass and then flying back again
to the trees.
Her mother and father would both go to the club in the evening, and her nanny would take her for a stroll to a
nearby park where there were many other children and their nannies. At times they would walk along the sidewalk
of the Mall on their way to the big store from which she would buy chocolates. She loved the shade of the trees—
a kind of tunnel made by them coming up from both sides of the road and interlocking at the top. She had a strong
feeling of being able to see that road now, but she knew she could not indulge in that kind of a whim. Still, the
past would not leave her alone. She had one other memory. There was a big fort and in one of the rooms there
were tiny pieces of coloured glass studded all over the walls and the ceiling, making fabulous patterns of birds,
peacocks, grapes in a bowl and beautiful gimlets. The guide who was showing them the fort had lighted a torch
and had swirled it around, lifting it high up in the air, and the whole room had glittered and glimmered with the
innumerable tiny lights twinkling like stars. She came to know later that it was the Sheesh Mahal in the Lahore
Fort. Another thing which clung to her memory was the underground tunnel in the fort which was supposed to
open in another city hundreds of miles away. They had quietly descended to one of those secret passages without
the help of the guide. It was as dark as night in there. Her father had burned his handkerchief with the cigarette
lighter to show them the mouth of the tunnel. She felt as if she were going through that dark passage now. She had
no idea where it was going to lead her.
She wanted to concentrate on the future, but her past memories were dragging her back. Was she going too fast
into the future? She had read somewhere that if you went close to the speed of light you would be able to see the
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things behind you.
John wanted to have lunch in a sidewalk restaurant but Qudsia was too terrified to get out and take the risk of
being seen by someone. So John bought some food and they ate it by the bank of the canal. The breeze sweeping
the water and the green fields around made her drowsy. She slept most of the way to Montgomery.
She suddenly woke up, feeling very hot. She knew instantly that they were crossing the desert near Multan.
The sky was hot and the sand-dunes were glistening in the sun. The shadows of the sparse palm trees were lolling
like tired animals on the sandy waves. The spiky bushes were looking towards the sky as if begging the heavens
for showers. She saw a few caravans of nomads going from one small oasis to another where they would find a
mossy pond, the shelter of a few palm trees sprouting from the same root like a finely assorted bouquet, and a
patch of grass for their animals to graze on.
How happy and content the people looked sitting on camel-back. They had their families, belongings, cattle
and wealth with them. The camels walked in long, leisurely strides, the bells strung to the ribbons around their
necks ringing pleasantly, echoing in the desolate desert. Why couldn’t she go with the nomads and stay with them
for the rest of her life? They looked so free, uninhibited, happy. She would tell them she wanted only freedom and
anonymity. Wouldn’t they accept her? She knew in her heart that it was as hard for them to accept her in their way
of life as it would have been for her to welcome them into her parents’ set-up. She would be a misfit there as she
was in Shahzore’s house.
The evening sun on the horizon started sinking rapidly. There were red, orange, purple and grey streaks in the
sky. As it set, these stripes of colour gradually mixed with increasing darkness. Soon it was totally dark and a new
scare started to sprout in her heart. She still lay on the back seat. Sometimes the approaching light of a car would
throw its beam on them and then it would all be dark again.
It was almost midnight when she felt that the car had changed its route and advanced on a narrow dirt road.
After about a quarter of an hour it came to a halt. Qudsia sat up in her seat and cautiously looked out. She saw a
building of moderate size surrounded by trees with an outbuilding at a short distance. John got out, stretched
himself like a tired lion and went towards the outhouse. Soon he came back with the caretaker of the rest house,
giving him instructions to fix something to eat. He did not throw a hint that there was another person with him.
When the man offered to take the bags into the rest house, John said, “No, there is no need to take them in as I
will leave very early tomorrow morning. Please do something about the food. If nothing is available, an omelette
will do. Then make the bed and go home. Don’t worry about the dishes. I’ll put them in the kitchen and you can
wash them in the morning.”
Qudsia heard the whole conversation and noticed that John acted as if he were alone. She knew that he was
cautious, but his asking for a meal for one person and making one bed made her very uncomfortable. John went in
with the humble dinner of omelette and bread to the bedroom and put it on the table between the two armchairs.
“Come on, Qudsia, let’s eat. I want to go to sleep as soon as possible. I’m dead tired. Today I can sleep on a
scaffold, as the Urdu saying goes.”
Qudsia went into the bathroom, washed her hands and face and joined him for dinner; but she hardly ate a
thing. After dinner John carried the dishes to the kitchen and came back.
“Listen Qudsia,” he said, “I know you’re scared to death, but don’t be afraid of me. Have faith in me and
everything is going to be all right.” Then he smiled and added, “Maybe we have forcefully occupied countries and
established colonies, but we respect women. I, at least, would consider it beneath my dignity to have a woman
without her consent. I’m not going to bother you in any way. Just lock the door and go to sleep. I have locked all
the doors from inside.” He smiled to reassure her. “There are other rooms in the building and plenty of bedding,
so don’t worry about me. I’ll knock at your door early in the morning half an hour before leaving. Be ready, and
we will leave quietly. This will be the last leg of our journey. Once we reach Karachi, we’ll be safe.”
“I hope so,” Qudsia said softly. “Let’s hope for the best. Good night.”
He closed the door behind him and Qudsia secured it at once. Then she went to the window and looked out. It
was a moonlit night; very still, not even a leaf was moving. The continuous sound of flowing river had become a
part of the silent night. Suddenly she felt a strange courage and strength coming to her from nowhere; everything
had gone fine so far. Soon they would be out of danger and she would be able to decide what she wanted to do
with her life. She was not sleepy at all. She wanted to feel her newly gained freedom all by herself. After all, she
had no one but herself to live her life. John was a liberator, a person who had opened the door of the cage and he
would stay so as far as she was concerned. Now it would depend on the strength of her own wings to assure her
how far and how long she could fly!
Feeling happy and confident for the first time since she had left her house, she opened the door, slid into the
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hall and sneaked out of the rest house. There was a path, half hidden with bushes and shrubberies. Taking that
path she reached the bank of the river. There she sat on the cool, wet sand like a happy and contented child. It was
such a forsaken place! The caretaker of the house must be the only living soul here for miles, she thought, and he
would never come out of his house at this late hour. She was completely free to enjoy the moonlit night and her
solitude.
She sat there bathed in perfect calm and beauty for a few minutes. Suddenly she heard a rustle of clothes and
footsteps on the sand approaching her. She had her back to that side, so she did not know who it was. Her blood
froze in her veins and she held her breath in the faint hope that it was only her imagination. Then .she saw a long
shadow falling in front of her and heard John’s voice:
“Is that you, Qudsia?”
He advanced slowly and, coming close, sat beside her. “Are you feeling any better?” he asked.
“Much better,” she answered. “This is the first time I have started to feel free. I even managed to come out of
the house as I was sure there wouldn’t be anyone out here at this hour. This is great, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is, and it’s going to be better still. Qudsia, I believe that everybody has a right to be free. Nobody can
keep you chained like an animal. You are now out of reach of your husband and in-laws and can demand justice.
The law would be on your side, I know that.”
He kept on talking, encouraging her in one way or the other while she was thinking all the time, “Has this all
been happening in a dream?” It could not be real for her to be sitting on the bank of a river at night and with a
stranger, too!
“What are you thinking about?” John countered. He bent towards her as if to tell her a secret.
“Listen to me. A piece of rock can remain hidden in a drain or in a corner of a street, but do you think a
diamond can remain hidden from the eyes of folks?” He smiled and his eyes glistened in the last rays of the
setting moon.
The truth of what he had just said started sinking in. She was a pretty, young, educated woman. She might
remain obscure in a Western five-star hotel but not in the average district of Karachi.
A renewed feeling of helplessness gripped her. John was unaware of that. As she was drawing some figures on
the sand, he started philosophizing.
“As a matter of fact, today’s man can never get himself lost, either in the Black Forest of Germany or in the
green jungles of Africa. Every bit of land is owned by somebody. They ask questions: ‘Where do you come from?’
‘Where are you going?’ Then there are passports and visas to let you into a country for only a certain amount of
time. I tell you, Qudsia, the golden age of Ramayana when people could go and live wherever they wanted is left
far behind. Do you know that? There was a time I felt exactly the same, that one day I would get down from a bus
in an obscure place in some part of the world and just get myself lost. It’s not possible.”
He paused and then continued:
“Let me suggest something. You go to England and complete your studies. I know you will be happy there.
You could wear Western dress and speak English and no one would know you are not English.” He smiled
encouragingly again.
Before Qudsia could reply, she heard a faint noise behind her. Then she felt a powerful hand on her shoulder
and on her mouth and a heavy sack over her head. She lost all consciousness.
*
The darkness of that moment when the cloth was thrown over her head and she was carried like a bag on a
shoulder turned out to be her fate for ever. She was never again allowed to leave the house. In the beginning she
kept waiting to be poisoned or shot, but nothing happened except that one night her husband came to her.
“Tell me the truth,” he said. “Did that foreigner sleep with you?”
Qudsia was aghast. She did not know how to phrase her answer. After a moment she decided to say it as John
had put it. “They may look very immoral to you, but they think it below their dignity to have a woman without
her consent.”
She saw her husband’s colour change. In extreme rage he shouted like a madman.
“All right, from now on I will never take a woman without her consent.”
Then he closed the door behind him and never came back, not for thirty years. She came to know later through
Gulshan Dai that her life was spared only because she was pregnant before she left. She had heard her mother-inlaw saying to her son, “By killing her, you would kill your child too! It may be a boy, who knows!”
After his son was born, she waited for her death afresh, but the fatal moment had probably passed. She was
now shown her son, but her husband never came to see her again. Soon after the birth, all the furniture given by
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her father was taken out of her room and was replaced by a few very old pieces. To her great anguish, the
bookcase with all the books was taken to the guest room. She was still the junior Khan’s wife, but in name only.
3
Aijaz closed the diary and started packing. Soon afterwards, Nasir came and explained to him that they would
be taking two different routes and would meet at a certain point. Nasir would take his mother while Aijaz would
go with a confidant. At the secret rendezvous, they would have a car ready, by which they would travel further
together. Nasir left in haste and Aijaz accompanied the confidant. They went stealthily to the back of the house,
rode the horses and descended the narrow path between the hills. It was a dark night but the horses seemed to
know the way. Aijaz was having mixed feelings: the fear of being caught and the thrill of adventure. He couldn’t
entertain those ambivalent emotions for long, as the man accompanying him came closer, grabbed him and put
something over his nose. Aijaz blacked out.
When Aijaz regained his senses, he found himself lying on the back seat of a cab. How he came to be there he
had no idea. It was a bright, sunny day and the rays of the sun were falling directly on his eyes. He started to
recollect the events of the night before.
“Where are you taking me?' he asked the driver. A hefty man sitting beside the driver looked back and said
something in his own dialect, not to Aijaz but to the driver. The driver pulled up by the side of the road. The man
on the front seat got out and came over to Aijaz.
“Here’s your wallet,” he said, giving the wallet to Aijaz. “Count your money and check other things. Your
suitcase is in the trunk of the car. The elder Khan wants you to take the taxi as far as Rawalpindi; after that you
will be on your own. Take a train and go straight to Karachi. Don’t say a word to anybody about the incident and
never try to come back to the village. Do you understand?”
“Yes, but where is Nasir Khan?” asked Aijaz.
“I was instructed to tell you this much only,” the man said sternly and moved up to the driver.
“You can continue,” he said. “I will take a bus from here and go back.”
Evidently he had his orders from the elder Khan, and so did the taxi driver, because he did not answer any of
the questions Aijaz put to him.
“Where shall I drop you?” asked the driver.
“Wherever you like,” Aijaz said angrily. “May the devil take you,” he mumbled grudgingly.
“Then there’s no need for me to go to Rawalpindi, you can as well take the train from Nowshera,” said the
driver.
“That’s fine with me,” Aijaz said indignantly.
*
They did not talk to each other after that. Aijaz was drowned in his nightmarish thoughts. The happenings of
the last few days were like a dream, absolutely unbelievable. God only knew what had happened to Nasir and his
mother. Was it possible that they had escaped from the clutches of the elder Khan? It was highly unlikely, but
what the elder Khan was going to do with them was something Aijaz could not think of.
The driver stopped his taxi in the main bazaar of the small town of Nowshera. Unceremoniously, he took out
the suitcase from the car, dropped it on the sidewalk and left without a word. Aijaz felt humiliated but there was
nothing he could do about it.
He didn’t have to wait long. Within half an hour, he saw an approaching bus with a sign reading Rawalpindi.
He jumped in with his suitcase. Buying a ticket, he seated himself comfortably. The whole episode of the previous
night became vague and misty, as if it had all happened long, long ago.
Once in Karachi, Aijaz waited for Nasir Khan or a word from him, but neither came. Then he wrote letters to
Nasir but never received an answer. He still had Nasir Khan’s belongings in his possession and often thought
about him.
*
For the next three years he kept himself busy with his residency, then secured a nice job in a reputable hospital
and finally got married. They chose the beautiful valley of Swat for their honeymoon. Since Nasir’s village was
not far from there, Aijaz decided to go there as well. He narrated the whole story to his wife and, with her consent,
went to see Nasir alone. Everything was as enchantingly beautiful there as ever. He started climbing the steep path
to the house. As he approached, he could see the hanging terrace suspended in the air. He saw the elder Khan
sitting there on the wooden takht, reclining on a huge round pillow, just like the olden days. Aijaz advanced a
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little, then realized that it was none other than Nasir Khan. Aijaz hastily came out of the cover and rushed towards
him. Nasir Khan did not immediately recognize him but when he did, he jumped towards Aijaz and took him in a
friendly embrace. Nasir Khan forthwith postponed the meeting he was holding and sent away his servants on
various errands so that he could be alone with Aijaz.
“Why didn’t you come to Karachi?” Aijaz asked impatiently as soon as they were alone. “And why, for God’s
sake, didn’t you write to me?”
“Be patient, my friend,” Nasir Khan smiled pleasantly. “It’s a long story. You don’t expect me to tell you in one
sentence, do you?”
“Of course not, but tell me what happened! Do you know that I had to reconcile myself to the idea that you
were no longer alive?”
Nasir Khan laughed heartily.
“Don’t be ridiculous! We Khans love our children more than anything in the world, especially our sons. We
cannot harm them in any way. I told you it’s a long story. I shall tell you after meals when we have our siesta and
nobody is likely to disturb us.”
“No, I cannot wait. I’m dying to know why I was so dramatically sent away from here and never heard from
you after that.”
“OK, take a seat, make yourself comfortable,” said Nasir Khan. “I’m going to tell you everything right away.”
Aijaz sat on a chair nearest the settee, facing the river, and looked at Nasir expectantly.
“As you left us,” said Nasir Khan, “I went to get Mother. She asked me to come in, but behaved very strangely.
She hugged and kissed me and asked to stay for one more day. I told her that you had already left and that it
would create a lot of trouble for you, but she insisted that I wait for one more day. At last I gave in, thinking that
you would manage somehow.
“After I came back to my room, Gulshan Dai knocked at my door and gave me a short note. It was from my
mother, saying,
I don’t see any point in going with you. It would be disastrous for both of us. I want you to
believe that your mother died at the time when you were born. That’s all. Goodbye, my dearest.

Nasir took a deep breath, glanced at the river and said,
“My mother was sure that if she went with me, my father would disinherit me from the estate and everything
else. Not knowing what to do, she decided to commit suicide. Perhaps she had been putting it off for years till
such time that she could see me. She went to the cliff to plunge into the river and end her life. She was caught
because she was still being watched against leaving the house any time of the day or night.
“That night was the night when she met her husband after thirty years. Just visualize the scene: it was this very
place. The moon had come up late that night, as you know already. The marble bench made me feel as if it were a
dream. My mother, stately, dignified and still glamorous as a goddess, came walking slowly as she had been told
to do. My father saw her and winced. She might have been as delicate as a water lily in her youth, but she looked
like a marble statue now, lifeless, but larger than life. Elder Khan’s heart softened. He went to her with great poise
and confidence.
“‘Qudsia, I pardon you today,’ he said in a soft but still an authoritative tone. ‘God be my witness.’
“Mother remained silent for a moment, then she looked up. Their eyes met. ‘I want to make a confession,’ she
said in a firm voice. ‘I had lied to you before. The foreigner did … touch … me but not without my consent.’
After saying this, she, with measured steps, disappeared into the female quarters.
“She refused to see anybody and was never seen again by others. She even stopped giving orders to the
servants and refused to talk.
“My father, a tyrant, soon became a pathetic figure. He wanted to see her so that she could once say that what
she told him that night was a lie; but she declined to see him. He even begged me to go and plead for him, but
Mother stood like a rock. Father died shortly after, but Mother never saw him till the last day.”
Nasir was silent for a few moments, then he spoke again.
“I want to ask you a question. Do you believe the statement she made before my father was correct? What do
you think?”
“I think it was totally incorrect,” Aijaz said emphatically. “Didn’t she tell you that she had written a true
account in her diary?”
“I know, but why did she have to say what she did to my father?”
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“She said it to shatter his ego. She was punished heavily for something she had not done. It was her way of
taking revenge.”
“Yes, you’re right, and she did.”
As Nasir said those words, Aijaz saw a beautiful young woman coming towards them from the house. She was
dressed in modern clothes and by her looks seemed an educated city woman—quite an alien to that part of the
country.
Nasir saw her too. He smiled and said, “Come, dear, meet my buddy Aijaz whom I have been talking about so
much.”
“Aijaz, this is my wife Naeema,” said Nasir, introducing her.
Aijaz stood up to pay his respects. After chatting for a short while, she left.
After she: was gone, Nasir said, “I have done away with the old customs. We don’t have separate suites for
men and women any more. I take my wife everywhere with me. I took her down to the river the very second day
of my marriage, and I could see how happy my mother was for both of us.” Nasir bent towards Aijaz as if to tell
him a secret.
“I make it a point to introduce Naeema to a foreigner if one comes to visit our place. I don’t know why I do it,”
Nasir said.
Aijaz smiled because he knew perfectly well why he did that.
69.54 Three Minus Three\fn{by Mahim Bora (1926- )} “at a tea estate”, Ghopesadharu, Sonitpur District, Assam
State, India (M) 3
It was the morning of Sunday, the day of weekly marketing and a Sabbath for the plough and the field.
Purnakanta was relaxing in bed with an elaborate yawn. His eldest son was working out an arithmetical sum,
possibly one of subtraction.
“Five cannot be subtracted from two, so a digit must be borrowed. And the figure becomes twelve. But when
five is subtracted from it, the result is seven. The digit on the left is three. When three is subtracted from three, the
result is zero, that is, three is equal to three.”
But how could he borrow ten so easily, and that too when he actually borrowed only one? Not one or two but a
whopping ten. And then three cannot be reconciled with three. Were it so, his three sons would not be quarrelling
so often. Thus Purnakanta was arguing by himself while still lying on the bed.
Meanwhile in the kitchen, his wife and the two other sons were engaged in solid arguments over shares of
morning snacks, quite a usual phenomenon. His wife was heard saying:
“Only a little bit of jaggery is left in the earthen pot. Now if you take that too, how can I offer a cup of tea to
your daddy? You have got enough, you do not need more—do you? Anyway, your daddy would go to the market
today and fetch more for you.”
But before she could complete her instructions she began to shout:
“Don’t take that ounce of milk! I have kept for your daddy. How can I offer him tea without milk in the
morning?”
Purnakanta heard his wife, her every word and he began to ruminate them. Suddenly he enjoyed the fun and
burst into a loud laughter. He saw the morning rays peep through the reed-wall, and slowly pushed aside the
improvised window that was suspended from a piece of bamboo fixed on the wall. The sun was rising, he felt,
because it has certain duties to perform, But he did not have to get up so early because he had nothing worthwhile
to take to the bazaar for sale.
Puma lit a bidi. Someone came rushing in; his second son, who was pestering his mother for a bit of jaggery a
little while ago.
“Daddy, won’t you get up? Won’t you fetch me jaggery from the bazaar today?”
He shot his questions in one breath. The eldest son who was still busy with his sum in the adjacent room
chimed in:
“Daddy, when you go to the bazaar, please get. me one quire of Srirampuri paper. My geography khata is all
written up. The teacher will beat me if I fail to have a new one.”
The youngest of his sons came up, his face, hands and mouth all smeared with soaked rice-flour. His demand, a
patient one:
“Daddy, bring me two lozenges.”
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Their mother arrived on the scene and asked Puma to get up. She held the youngest son by her left hand and
giving an indication of “three” to her husband with her fingers, said:
“I have seen and found three only. Please see if you can procure some other green vegetables or fruits in the
garden. She then left for the kitchen with her son.
Purnaxanta knew very well what his wife meant by “three.” He had already seen it. That is why he could not
come to a final decision as to what he should do. His wife came back, and, finding her husband still lying in bed,
she told him in a plaintive tone that she had a lot of chores to do and his tea might also get cold.
Purna got up this time lest he would miss his morning tea. He lost no time in having a wash and was seated on
a stool in the verandah. His wife gave him a cup of tea and stood by him to make her humble submissions.
“Please see if you can afford to get me a few yarns of number forty. For want of yarn, the gamochas have been
rotting in the loom. I am also in dire need of a washing soap. If possible, please get a piece for me.”
“Washing soap? How strange! I remember I purchased a quarter seer last Sunday. Have you finished so soon?”
Purna retorted.
“You are mistaken. You gave a piece nearly a fortnight ago. Your clothes have been washed twice since then
and the children’s too. This apart, I need it for my own bath sometimes,” she said.
“For your own bath? Forget it, you are not going to be a memsahib by using soap in bath,” Purnakanta
commented wryly while sipping his tea. He however made no effort to understand what she actually meant by her
“own bath.”
Tanka, a very close friend of Puma, arrived in the meantime. Puma called him in and offered him a stool to sit.
Tanka slowly lowered from his shoulders his load of so-called merchandise suspended on either end of a flat
bamboo-pole. Puma and Tanka had received initiations together after their marriages. They were fast friends since
then and naturally the relation between the two was expected to be of the spiritual kind. Tanka’s home was about a
mile away from Pumakanta’s. He had to pass by this road on his way to the bazaar.
“I got up early in the morning and repaired a damaged portion of the bamboo fencing. I could collect nothing
except a few lemons and kaldils and some Athia bananas (a coarse and larger variety of banana). That’s all what I
have today for sale in the market.” Tanka added after a pause:
“This is just the way to live and thrive, no?”
Pumakanta looked at his friend and smiled. Puma's wife appeared soon, her face almost half-covered by her
veil, and offered Tanka a cup of milk-less tea placed on a shallow metal salver, after cleansing the floor with her
right palm. Standing aside, she looked at her husband and said:
“He has done all he could, but our kumbhakarna (meaning her husband) is just up from bed and has yet to go
to the garden to collect fruits or vegetables or whatever.” By then, Puma had finished pursuing the last sip of his
tea.
“We are going short of milk these days. The cow kicks if her udder is touched,” Puma said.
“Sell it away and get a milch cow,” suggested Tanka.
“Oh, no, I can’t do that. It will be highly irreligious,” Purna protested.
“Forget about your dharma, you will not thrive if you hold fast to old ways and old things. After all, we want
milk for the children. Then only they will have better brains.” Tanka spoke with some asperity in his voice.
Puma’s wife had more to say on the subject.
“From where would the children get any milk? When milk was available we were keeping a small quantity at
home for tea and the rest was regularly supplied to Mohori’s house on credit so that the land revenues due to the
mauzadar\fn{The administrative official responsible for the measurements of a mauza in British Assam:W} could be met from that
money. But the Mohori cheated us and did not credit the amount in our account. And the inevitable happened; we
received an order of confiscation. These men offer us six annas a seer whereas it sells at one rupee a seer
elsewhere. Everybody whips his knife at a tottering tree; it is an eternal truth.”
In the meantime Puma had got into the garden. Tanka chewed betel nuts and enjoyed a smoke offered by
Puma’s wife. She stood reclining against the door and continued with her tale of woe.
“There is actually no saleable goods to take to the bazaar save a few bunches of Malbhog banana (a kind of
banana of better taste). Like an egg without yolk, only three bunches could be had from the whole cluster. Others
are all lean and under-sized, not fit for sale. I had kept them concealed in the barn, they are all ripe by now and are
emitting a scent fit for gods. In fact I had a mind to offer them to God, in the puja, but he said he could get one
anna for each banana in the bazaar and half a seer of gram should suffice for the puja. But now the problem is:
how to bring these bananas to light? If any of them, especially the youngest one, sees them, everything would be
over, I am sure, within seconds. His bite is as good as that of a tortoise.”
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Tanka was listening to her with care. He thought of saying something in reply but found he had nothing to say.
Finally, he said with deliberation:
“Of course, it is true that Malbhog banana is highly nutritious and helps to build children’s health. The
complexion improves and is transformed into that of the banana itself. The town-folk buy them for their children
and that is why their children are so sharp in their studies and look handsome too. Ours are all haggard-looking
and fragile like the lean and thin bananas.”
After this short but meaningful parley, Puma’s wife went to her dheki (pedal) for husking the paddy.
During this interval Puma collected a few bhat-keralas and two or three kaldils and hurriedly finished his bath.
He was now ready to start. He took a piece of linen and drew out the three ripe banana bunches from the hiding
place. They were all of quality size, the girth of each banana hardly covered by a grip, and proportionately long. It
was almost certain that these three bunches would fetch three rupees, if not more. The expenses for a quire of
paper and few yarns can be easily met. The Gamochas would also sell at one and a half rupees each. Jaggery will
have to be purchased and salt and lozenges. Pulse and fish can wait for a while. Purna made the mental
calculations. Scarcely had he wrapped up the bananas stealthily with the linen and come down from the barn
when his second son appeared suddenly from somewhere.
“Daddy, what have you got there?” He asked.
“Oh, no, nothing, there is nothing for you. Go out and play, will you?” Puma wished he knew of some other
device to parry his son, for within the fraction of a second his son came up to him and grabbed the package.
“Hey, Hey, leave it, leave it, it will be damaged!” Purna almost screamed.
“But what is it that may get damaged?” the boy intercepted. In the course of this battle between the son and the
father the linen gave way and the bananas glittered like gold through the chink.
“Oh, it’s banana, ho, ho, banana; from where have you got it? Give me one daddy, only one, please.”
The boy jumped in joy, his eyes wide open in greed like saucers. And in no time his youngest son came
running from somewhere, joined the chorus and began pestering Purna for a banana. Only the eldest son who was
a little older, stood aside. He was reasonably silent and thoughtful. Hearing the noise, their mother left the dheki
\fn{An agricultural tool used for threshing, to separate rice grains from their outer husks, while leaving the bran layer, thus producing
brown rice:W} and came out to see what it was all about. Tanka also came near, hoping to do something. But their
presence did little to stifle the outcry for a banana. She immediately brought a cane, brandished it about, and
began to shout:
“You never took your snacks without jaggery, nor ate rice without a special fry. But from where would they
come unless the bananas are sold in the market?”
But this logic produced no effect, nor were they to be cowed down by her threat. They wanted the bananas.
During this affray, Purnakanta lifted the package over to his shoulder and said:
“Quite a lot of bananas are left in the barn for you; they will get fully ripe tomorrow and you can enjoy them.”
On hearing these words, his second son ran towards the barn, but the youngest stood fast in his original
demand. He did not believe in a remote gain. The eldest drew near his younger brother, held one of his hands and
sought to console him.
“Listen, daddy will get you lozenges from the market, but lozenges can be brought only if the bananas are
sold.”
“No, I will have lozenges and bananas too.” He was still hugging his father’s legs with his eyes on the bananas
on the top of his father’s head.
“I am telling you daddy will buy jaggery for all of us and paper for me.” The eldest one tried to bring some
sober sense to his younger brother.
But the boy was adamant. Puma looked at his wife suggesting that he might yield a little. But with a sullen
firmness in her expression she said:
“No, not even one. They are not going to be content with one, but three. We will get three annas for three
bananas and you can buy at least one seer of salt, a little quantity of jaggery and a piece of washing soap. These
three bananas—they will only swallow them and that will be the end of it. Nor can they improve their brains with
three bananas!”
She grabbed her youngest son to snatch him away from Puma and added:
“It is no use spoiling the bunches by tearing away three, nobody will like to buy them.” Puma received a sharp
emergency signal from her eyes and started off without further delay.
*
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Tanka and Puma were now on their way to the market. The goods were not too many to carry on his shoulders
with the help of a bamboo pole, but Puma felt a little awkward as he was not used to it for a long time. He had
read in the High School for one or two years. But he remembered nothing now, not even his mother-tongue, let
alone English. He had a bicycle once, age-beaten though, with which he carried his loads to and from the market.
A few days back the bicycle had been confiscated for only eight rupees and would be sold in public auction if the
arrears were not paid. He could have this money by selling the Gamochas which could be made only if the yarn
was purchased. Puma knew that he would earn a few chips from the sale of the bananas but then it would not go
far enough.
The market was about one mile and half away. Both of them walked hurriedly.
Haladhar met them on the way. He was a petty grocer, bearded and pot-bellied. On the bazaar-day, he used to
ambush his defaulters who happened to pass by. That was his normal business on the bazaar-day.
“Hello, Pumakanta, what have you brought today for sale?”
“Oh, uncle, I could procure practically nothing worth selling. Only three bunches of bananas, a few bhatkeralas and kaldils. That’s all,” Puma replied politely.
“Kaldil? Of the large variety, I believe? Let me see. What is its price?”
Scarcely had he finished his words when he caught sight of the three bunches of ripe bananas nestling in the
bag.
“Hello, they are really great, these bananas. Let me have one bunch at least, if not more. How much do you
charge for it?”
“One anna for each banana. Please hurry up uncle, we are to reach bazaar in time.”
Puma was in no mood to dawdle.
“What do you say? One anna for each banana? Do you think it is a town or a city that you will charge
whatever you like? Take two paise for each and be done with it.”
“No, please, I cannot. They will fetch me no less than six paise each in the bazaar.”
“Why six paise, you will get two annas each! But sir, do you remember that you took one seer of jaggery, one
seer of salt and a quarter seer of tobacco on credit about three months back?” Haladhar quipped.
Puma stood dumbfounded. He recalled that he had taken some commodities on credit on his way back from
the bazaar on one occasion when he could not sell anything that day. Puma was not a regular customer but even so
Haladhar gave him his necessaries on credit on good faith.
“Everybody comes only to take, never to pay,” Haladhar added.
The sting went home, and Puma had, eventually to part with one bunch of banana, one kaldil and some bhatkeralas in return for the debt he owned to Haladhar.
Puma however felt a little relieved of the load on his shoulders. At least it was three minus one.
On having arrived at the entrance of the bazaar Puma handed over his bag to Tanka to avoid an octroi of two
paise for his trifling merchandise. A saving of two paise was not to be ignored.
The frontage of the bazaar-area had been already occupied by other petty traders. Both of them chose a space a
little aside near a shady tree and arrayed their exhibits of sale. Tanka entrusted Puma with the custody and sale of
his goods and went away to buy one yard of loin-cloth for his wife. His wife had given him her entire savings, one
rupee and a half, for the purchase.
Puma was awaiting his customers. The day was extremely hot. Not very far from him there was the fish
market. The flies were buzzing around. Perhaps some of the fish had got stale owing to excessive heat. It seemed
as though the fish-buyers outnumbered the flies and a keen battle was raging between the two species. Puma
dared not visit the fish market—though he had a mind to do so. He then wanted to have just a glimpse of the fish,
not to purchase them. But it was no use being jostled about in the crowd, he told himself. Hadn’t he taken some
fish only two weeks back from a pohari (a woman fish seller) under pressure of his children?
Meanwhile the local doctor, clad in white shirt and shorts and with spectacles on, appeared and stood in front
of Puma’s improvised shop.
“The bananas are really very fine; how many did you bring for sale?,” the doctor enquired. Prompt came the
reply:
“Only these two bunches, sir. In all, there were three good bunches.”
“Have you kept only one bunch at home? Your children should have them in plenty. It is quite a nutritious
food. The Government have also been giving a lot of publicity to it. Don’t you see that picture?”
The doctor pointed to a picture pasted on the trunk of the tree. Puma looked at the picture and saw a healthy
smiling baby with a bunch of bananas and a few fruits and fish around it.
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Many things are written in books and many things are displayed in such pictures, Puma thought to himself but
did not utter a word. He turned back to fix his eyes on his own bananas.
“Please have a bunch, sir?” Puma held out a bunch before the doctor.
“How much do you charge for it?”
“No, no, sir, you are not to pay its price. These belong to my own garden,” Puma answered in a soft voice.
Puma remembered too well how his eldest son was saved from sure death by this doctor who took nothing in
return except the cost of medicines. His wife with tears in her eyes had given him a petty present—a Gamocha—
as a token of her deep gratitude. That’s all what he got. Now how could he take money from this person for a
mere bunch of bananas? It will be too petty and unfair.
The doctor offered him eight annas but he refused to accept. He therefore bought some kaldils and bhatkeralas and paid four annas for the same to Puma. The page accompanying the doctor put the goods into his
shopping bag and they left the place.
Three minus two is one.
It does not matter, Puma tried to assure himself. The doctor should remain pleased, for he may be needed at
any time. His name was some Rahman, a middle aged man but without any children, hailing perhaps from
Sibsagar.
“Hello, Pumakanta, what are you doing here?”
A familiar voice suddenly tore into his thoughts and Puma found the Mohori, large as life, standing before him.
He was a middle-aged man, with a tart sonorous voice, the hair partly gray but well-groomed, and popularly
believed to be more powerful than his boss, the local mouzadar. Before Puma could reply, he added:
“Hello, you say you did not have milk to spare for others?”
Puma was greatly surprised to hear the Mohori’s comment, apparently irrelevant, and said:
“No uncle, I never tell a lie. I could not have even a drop today in my morning tea. You can ask my friend who
will be coming back any time now from the cloth-market.”
Mohori knew that what he had said was meant only to take Puma by surprise and bring him to a state of submission before opening the dialogue. He stopped Puma with his explanations and said:
“It is no business of mine to go to your friend and verify your words. Look here, whatever I had to pay you for
the milk has been adjusted against your current revenue dues. The order of confiscation was a penalty for your
default in the previous years. You understand? Anyway, you collect the balance money somehow and clear up
your dues and get your bicycle released. Else it will be sold in auction.”
Pumakanta gaped at Mohori in utter disbelief and said haltingly:
“I thought I had no arrears for the previous years!”
“That I don’t know, you better go and see for yourself.”
Mohori changed the subject and turning his eyes towards the exhibits, asked in the manner of a customer:
“I believe, these things belong to you, no?”
“Actually this banana-bunch belongs to me and the rest to my friend.”
“The bunch is really attractive, I must say; we don’t get to have such good things. You come to me only when
you are in trouble and then call me, in great loye as your ‘uncle.’ How much do you charge for it?” Mohori looked
at Purna and his fingers started feeling the bananas. Slowly he lifted the bunch and suspended it from his hand in
a gesture of possession.
Purna did not feel like dilating on the subject of bananas any longer.
“I think, the whole bunch will fetch me no less than one and a half rupees,” he said, to clinch the issue.
“Whether it is one and half rupees or hundred rupees, you please take it to my house. Haven’t you given a
bunch gratis to the doctor? I have learnt everything from him. I wanted only to test you. I can see how things have
changed these days. You reserve consideration for the doctor because he sells spurious drugs. But you do not have
a soft corner for me who saves you off and on from escheats and confiscations.”
“No, never, uncle. For God’s sake,” Purna protested sharply, yet humbly.
“All right, you will take its price, whatever it is. I will adjust it on the day of public auction of your property.”
Mohori marched off with the bunch of bananas, in an air of injured innocence.
Purna’s friend Tanka just arrived with a package of loin cloth in his hand and a feeling of disgust showing on
his face.
“Everywhere you have these blood-suckers about. I tried seven shops but I could not get a yard. Everybody is
our lord and master, right from ministers and M.L.As down to the petty traders. But I tell you, my friend, a time
will come when there will be a revolution, and things will change.”
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Tanka gave vent to his bitterness and hope in a mighty sweep.
“But whatever may be the social set-up under any regime, everybody turns a Ravana on reaching Lanka,”
intervened Purna in a flat tone. “The poor remain poor. The country has become free, no doubt, but freedom
counts somewhere else. Oh! You have not asked me about the bunches. 1 just got relieved of the burden. Now it is
completely three minus three and that’s the end of it.”
Purna heaved a sigh of relief and narrated all what had happened.
Tanka was visibly upset and spoke to him sharply:
“What sort of man are you! Couldn’t you make him kiss the mud with your bamboo pole! God! My blood
boils like anything. 1 tell you, had I been here, the Mohori could not have gone home in one piece!”
“Forget about it friend. Who can help me against my destiny? Not even the Raja, let alone others,” Purna said
with his head bent low over the rest of his merchandise. He then went out to go round the bazaar requesting Tanka
to wait for some time. He was really afraid; Tanka. when in rage, might go even to the extent of snatching the
bunch of bananas from Mohori’s hands. Even he himself could not have escaped but for the fact that they were
fast friends.
But what was he to purchase now? He must buy paper to start with. So Purna went towards a small bookstall.
His eyes suddenly fell on Nomoram selling jaggery at some distance. He was his classmate; both of them had
studied in the same school. Nomoram was surrounded by a crowd of buyers. His younger brother was sitting by
his side collecting the money. Nomoram was so busy with the scale that he did not have time to breathe. At one
time he stood up to relax his muscles and break the monotony. He saw Purna and said:
“Hello Purna, how do you do? Haven’t seen you for a long time.”
“I have also not seen you for a pretty long time. How are you?” Puma reciprocated.
“Carrying on. Do you want some jaggery?” Nomoram enquired.
“No … No … please … I am just having a look.” Purna seemed to fumble for words. How could he now
request Nomoram to give him one seer or half a seer of jaggery on credit? No doubt he was his school friend and
in those days Nomoram used to bring them sticky jaggery, boiled sugarcane juice, and sometimes the sweetened
refuse of pressed sugar-cane. Puma always got a large share because he taught him arithmetic. But how could he
ask him for credit in front of so many people? Puma decided to restrain himself and try Nomo some other time.
He slowly stepped out towards the bookstall while Nomoram got busy with his scale.
Puma stood before the stall and enquired, “I need Srirampuri paper. How much do I pay for a quire, please?”
“One rupee only.”
“My Lord! How can we possibly educate our children?”
“That’s right. These are hard times. Any way, how much do you want?” the stall-owner queried.
“Only half a quire. But I don’t have so much money to pay for it. Could you kindly give on credit for two or
three annas only?” Purna’s tone verged on entreaty.
The salesman was not to be taken in so easily. He wore a grimace on his face as if he had tasted a bitter fruit
and began his rhetoric forthwith.
“It’s no use asking me for credit. So many people took papers earlier on credit for their children. These
children might have begot many children by now. But the arrears have not been paid as yet. The record is still
there in my khata.”
“What you say is absolutely right. But I have only four annas with me. Please give whatever you can against
four annas.” Purna was now fairly curt in his reply.
He got the papers and moved away. He was about to negotiate a turning when he saw that the doctor was
buying potatoes. The potatoes. were large-sized and of good quality, attractive, and worth buying. He remembered
a recent incident. His eldest son once happened to taste a good potato curry in a marriage ceremony. Since then,
he had been pestering his mother to prepare a similar dish. But Puma couldn’t help. It was not possible to
purchase potato at the ruling price.
Puma slipped away before he could be seen by the doctor. It was also getting pretty late. Tanka must have sold
all his articles by now. Purna, on his way back, thought of trying Nomoram the second time. Nomoram had
finished his sale and was busy packing his leftovers. Puma came up to him and said:
“Hello, Nomo, you had a good sale today, isn’t it?”
“Well, in a way. But then the jaggery was quite good. Actually I also need some. But I felt a little awkward to
ask you in the presence of so many buyers. 1 was not sure whether you would like it”—saying this, Puma sat near
Nomoram.
“Why didn’t you tell me then?” Nomoram asked.
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“I wanted on credit,” Puma replied.
“But even then, you could have asked me to keep at least one seer for you. What sort of a man you are, I can’t
understand.” Nomoram spoke in a tone of kindly reproach.
“What little residue is available in the tin should be enough for me. To tell you frankly, I don’t have a farthing
to pay for,” Puma said submissively.
Nomoram looked at his brother warily and quickly took out four annas from his pocket. Finding that his
brother was busy in packing, Nomoram slipped the chips in Puma’s pocket and spoke for the ears of his brother:
“Well Puma, I am so sorry; there is not an iota of jaggery in the tin. Please go and buy from elsewhere.” And
then he told him in a barely audible whisper:
“Don’t worry, pay me later whenever you can.”
For a moment, Puma stood motionless, his heart heavy with gratitude. He repaired slowly from the place.
*
Tanka and Puma were trekking on a slow journey home. Lozenges, yam and soap—none of it had been
purchased. The noise of the bazaar, color and pageantry had fallen behind.
But the picture that came to his mind was much too vivid, the image of his youngest son crying for a banana,
the pallid and sad figure of his eldest son trying to console his younger brother and that of his second son
hovering around, almost certain that a banana will come his way.
Pumakanta was about to burst into a deadly laughter for the second time but withheld it, lest the passers-by
would take him for a mad fellow.
236.28 & 236.222 1. Excerpts from Chouboli And Other Stories 2. Excerpt from The Crow’s Way\fn{by
Vijaydan Detha aka Bijji (1926- )} Borunda, Jodhpur District, Rajasthan State, India (M) 20
1
1. The Ninety-nine Rupee Snare
Sani-sa sat at her husband’s feet massaging his legs and started on her usual chant again.
“Do you ever look in the mirror?” she began. “The state you are in! Not yet forty and you look more than sixty.
You can’t sleep at night. You look malnourished. You are worth lakhs! You have a flourishing business. Two
grown sons. Two lovely bahus. Everything a man could want. But day in and day out, you go about with your
face hanging to the ground. I cannot understand what troubles you. Always with that morose expression on your
face! What is it? Are you saving up money to take with you to your next life? You mumble about money even in
your sleep. Burn it all if it causes so much grief! I look into your eyes and feel my insides wither. Look at the
cotton carder who lives next door. He spends every moment of his day every day bent over his cotton, beating and
combing, and still he seems content. Strong and sturdy as a horse. He’s already over seventy years old, but he
looks thirty. Not a white hair on his head. Labours all day so that he can scrape together a meal at night. And still
he never worries about tomorrow: He sleeps his own sleep and wakes at his own hour. He and his wife are both
happy. We splash around in millions, and yet they seem better off than us.”
The seth was so engrossed in his accounts he heard only half her nonsense. But when she came to the bit about
the cotton carder, he was unable to contain himself. He said,
“That old ninety-nine rupee snare hasn’t caught hold of him yet. But that snare’s maw is treacherous. Once he
gets caught, his idyllic happiness will fly with the breeze. Who knows it better than I? You only need to ask and I
will show you how bad that snare can be. It may mean losing ninety nine rupees, but then you will understand my
bind and quit your ceaseless nagging. Fill a sack with ninety nine rupees and throw it into his aangan. Then wait a
few days,” he told his wife. “If this contentedness of his does not become a thing of the past, I will eat my name.”
“Not everyone in this world is like you,” his wife countered. “Finding the money will only heighten his joy;
He starts work when the sun is high and stops once evening comes. This money will only make him more at ease.
He never worries about his tomorrows anyway.”
“It seems I will have to lose ninety nine rupees.”
“Some loss! He will return the money as soon as he finds it. He is not the type to keep anything that is not
rightly his. He is satisfied with the fruits of his own honest labour.”
The argument between the merchant and his wife brought about an unusual turn of events. The next morning
when the cotton carder’s wife was sweeping out their yard, she came across a nouli filled with coins. She looked
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right and left. She looked up and down. Then she marched straight over to her husband and shook him awake.
“Look,” she demanded. “This sack must surely belong to Seth-sa. I should go return it. In all these years, we
have not given them even a single occasion to complain. Now we will be blamed for something that we didn’t
even do. Our reputation will be tarnished. I tell you this: he is not the type to keep quiet; he will create quite a
scene.” The cotton carder listened to her with astonishment.
‘What a lucky day! A sack filled with coins, here in our own aangan! How could this be called thievery?
Count it first,” he told her. “How can we return it without counting it?”
They opened the sack together and started to count the coins. One, two, three, ... until they reached ninety nine.
“Ninety nine?!” the carder exclaimed in surprise. “Perhaps we miscounted. There should be one hundred. Let’s
count them again.”
They counted all the coins again, then a third time, and a fourth. But there were never one hundred, nor could
there ever be. They searched all over the yard, but it was useless. If it had been there, they would have found it.
The carder put the money back into the nouli and suggested they wait until evening.
“We didn’t steal it after all. Who knows, it could have been dropped by a bird. If this money does belong to the
merchant, he will certainly come and claim it.” The carder’s wife agreed.
That day, the sethani called her neighbour over again and again on some pretext or the other. First she needed a
pillow stuffed, then a mattress, then a quilt. But the carder’s wife never once mentioned finding the sack of coins.
Had her husband been right after all?
Three days passed, and still no mention was made of the nouli. In one house, the merchant was taunting his
wife about the return of the nouli, while in the other, the carder was thinking of ways to add another rupee to it so
that he would have a hundred.
Now for the first time, the rhythmic dhoon-dhat, dhoon-dhat of carding carried on past the sinking of the sun
and deep into the night. The merchant rolled over in bed and exclaimed,
“This is no dream. Listen! It’s midnight and the carder is still at work! It can’t be!”
“Hush and lie still,” said his wife. “Why are you gnawing at my brain like this? If someone wants to stay up
late working, why should it bother you?”
The next day; hours before the sun rose the carder’s melody could be heard again: dhoon-dhat, dhoon-dhat.
Well before dawn and much past dusk he could be seen toiling, hour upon hour. Finally on the seventh day he was
able to add another rupee to the sack. Now he had a hundred!
The husband and wife beamed with pleasure. They sat down and counted the money, over and over. How
pleasing was the sound of jingling coins! A music far sweeter than the dhoon-dhat of the carding combs.
The carder began to fantasize about ways of. multiplying his wealth. A hundred … thousand … ten-thousand
… then he would have a lakh in no time. He would card the cottony riches of all the world! He would card the
stuff of the sun, the moon, and the countless stars. With hard work and dedication, anything was possible. Once
wealthy enough he would buy an elephant and ride upon a litter of gold. He would sit up there all day, carding his
cotton and riding around town. He would accept orders only from the king and queen. For stuffing a pillow, he
would charge a coin of gold. It was theirs to decide. And if the cotton in the pods were to. turn into spun gold …
Even in daylight his matted cotton began to take on a golden hue. And now the dhoon-dhat of his carding
combs could be heard in the middle of the night. He would go for five days at a time without a wink of sleep. And
he was never in the mood to eat.
He starved day after day; and toiled night after night, and saved another hundred rupees in no time. Two
hundred now!
But it was not long before he began to look old and feeble. His hair began to turn white. His cheeks became
gaunt and his eyes sunken. His back became crooked, and his lips chapped. Even so, he would not sit idle for a
moment. He even started skimping when he carded and stuffed batting.
The maws of the ninety-nine rupee snare are indeed as sure as death. All his calm and contentment had flown
with the breeze. Even his teeth began dropping out one by one.
Yet, he was happy. The joy of amassing wealth was surely one of the greatest joys in the world! And there was
another change in his life—instead of dreaming while he slept, he now dreamed with his eyes wide open.
2. A Straw Epic
Ram grant good days and a steady mind in the needful hour when once upon a time a band of Banjaras set up
camp in an unnamed village. Fifty strong, these were sturdy young men, each one mightier than the next. They all
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carried lathi clubs tipped with wire, as long as they stood tall.
One day a Banjara walked to town to buy loaves of cane sugar jaggery from the Baniya’s provisions store. The
merchant was delighted to have such a rustic for his first sale of the day. He was the sort who could tip the scales
even with his left hand, as all his forefathers had done before him. The Banjara examined the loaves and
grumbled,
“The gur is wet.” The Baniya smiled cordially and replied,
“It is monsoon time. Sugar and salt do tend to get a little moist. But if you find the merchandise faulty, then let
me know;”
The Banjara had expected this but had to play his part. After a little more tug-of-war haggling, the Baniya
opened up the burlap bag and began weighing out the gur. The Banjara kept his eye trained on the scale, watching
the pivot and pans as the merchant added more loaves. But how could a Banjara possibly catch a Baniya at his
tricks?
Suddenly the Banjara noticed a wisp of straw stuck to the gur. Such a tiny wisp would never affect the weight,
but the Banjara couldn’t just let it go by; He snatched up the piece of straw and flicked it against the wall.
Well, where there’s sugar, there will be flies. Flies hardly wait for an invitation to feast. As soon as the straw
hit the wall, two or three darted over and began to lick the sweet coating. So absorbed were they in their snack
that they never noticed the lizard creeping up behind them. One quick strike and the lizard had gobbled down two
flies in a gulp while the other flew off. One’s fate, as the saying goes, can never be postponed.
The lizard sat there on the wall perfectly still, stalking more flies, when suddenly the Baniya’s cat came out of
her own meditations to open her eyes wide. And pounce!—that fly-stuffed lizard had vanished right down her
belly. The cat was thinking of nothing but her prey;
Now how long have dogs and cats been enemies? The Banjara’s dog could hardly have asked for a better
opportunity. He leapt on the cat as soon as he could. And what self-respecting cat would let herself be caught by a
dog? She spun around quick as lightning and shot into the store.
Round and round she raced with the dog at her heels. Vessels tumbled from shelves, clay storage pots toppled
and shattered. Rock candy; granulated sugar, dried peppers, spices and lentils spilled everywhere. Oil coated the
floor. And the Baniya watched as his losses mounted before his eyes.
He was an orthodox Jain, pacifist since birth. But now he abandoned his principles for just long enough to hurl
an iron weight at the dog. Usually his aim was never good, but somehow that day the weight crashed right into the
dog’s head and blood gushed down into his eyes.
Now how could the Banjara possibly take it? Had it been his own head, he may well have swallowed the blow:
But seeing the face of his dearest and most trusted companion covered in gore, the blood in his veins boiled over.
He swung his lathi with all his might and caught the merchant full in the back. And who can get up after a
Banjara’s hand has come down?
He may not have been able to stand, but he could certainly call and wail aloud for his life. When the other
Baniyas heard his cries, they came out from their shops tightening their dhotis around their waists. But who in
their right mind would face the messenger of death? All heroism dissolved as soon as they saw the victim of the
Banjara’s lathi-work writhing on the ground. They thought, better to stay inside their shops and lob iron weights
from behind their doorways.
Soon a shower of weights and stones came raining down. And how long could the Banjara dodge them?
Despite his agility, in the end one or two weights found their mark, and thin streams of blood started trickling
down his neck.
The dog looked up into his master’s face and dashed off at once. The Banjara knew where the dog was headed.
But until help came, he wasn’t about to let cowardice disgrace the honour of his mother’s milk. He looked at the
blood seeping through his shirt and turned into destruction incarnate.. He went after the Baniyas in their shops and
charged at them in a frenzy.
Crack! and someone’s arm broke. Crack! and someone’s leg smashed. A skull split open, ribs turned to pulp.
Someone’s backbone seared hot as live coals; another’s knees slammed out of joint, stars dancing before his eyes.
There were cries of help here, moans of pain there, shrieks and screams that would have made your hair stand on
end. Wails and whimpers. The Banjara’s lathi reigned supreme. The sight of the Baniyas’ blood-smeared faces so
exhilarated him that he completely forgot his own pains.
But the Baniyas had their own brand of strength to summon. They knew all this crying and calling would
certainly bring the battle-hungry Rajputs thundering out. When it comes to smarts, who can outdo the Baniyas?
The strategy began to work even as they lay wailing and writhing on the ground. As soon as the Rajputs smelled
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spilt blood, their arms began to throb and their veins grew taut. Before long, the early morning lane glinted with
the metal of unsheathed swords.
The Banjara’s battle fervour boiled over like lava. Now that death was inevitable, he threw himself into a
fearless rampage. What choice did he have? Swinging his lathi wildly, he thwarted blows from every side,
breaking sword after sword. Realizing such attacks were futile, the Rajputs ran home for their spears and daggers.
Then they fell on him again as one in a shower of points and blades. Alone, the Banjara couldn’t defend himself
much longer—every .inch of his body was pierced and slashed. But even as he fell, he brought down seven or
eight men.
The band of Banjaras came running behind the dog just in time to see their dear brother crumple to the ground.
The sight of his mangled corpse brought blood to their eyes.. They pounced like hungry cheetahs. And the lanes
began to hum … as if Death himself were dancing the Tandav; to the clash of swords, daggers and lathis, to the
shouts and screams: Get them! Kill them! Blood flowed in steady streams. The gutters were red. The road was
covered with corpses.
Seeing their companions felled, the whole village turned out shrouded for battle. The Banjaras were trapped in
the middle. Escape was impossible. To kill was victory, to die heaven. The piles of corpses grew:
Meanwhile, inside the Baniya’s shop, the wisp of straw was still stuck to the wall. A few flies buzzed around it.
Another lizard sat there patiently, waiting, salivating over his prey; outside, everyone of those Banjaras lay dead
in the field. Not one survivor left from their side even to send word. But they brought down with them three
hundred brave warriors.
3. The Dove And The Snake
Once there was a ring dove, sweet and innocent as can be. She made her home in a big, thick peepal tree.
Every year she’d lay her eggs in that peepal tree and sit on those eggs with all the joy and affection motherhood
brings. But it was her ill luck that a black kalindar made his home in the hollow of that very same tree. As soon as
her chicks began to sprout wings, that evil snake would come and gobble up every single one of them. The dove
wept bitter tears and bowed low at his feet, begging and pleading, and he would say,
“This time I made a mistake, but never again will I eat your chicks. Don’t leave this tree and go elsewhere.
Here I will protect your chicks from the soaring eagles.”
What can you say about a dove? This one was so sweet and innocent that she believed the snake. And every
year the snake would deceive her in exactly the same way.
Finally one day the dove’s grief burned so strong inside her, it boiled over. She left her home in that peepal
tree, traveled as far as she could and made her nest in another peepal tree that she found. There she laid five eggs
that glowed like pearls. She brooded on those eggs day and night, night and day, didn’t leave even to peck grain.
When the time was up, five rosy chicks hatched from those eggs.
The dove was filled with joy. She fed her chicks with pearls. Their tiny wings had just begun to sprout when
that black kalindar, who had searched the dove far and near, arrived at her new tree. The poor dove had laid her
eggs at the very crown of the peepal. When the snake climbed up to the nest, he hissed,
“You stole away in such secrecy! So tell me, where will you scurry off to now? Seems you’ve hatched some
splendid chicks this time, shall be so satisfying to feast on them.”
When the chicks heard the snake’s hissing the poor things huddled together in fright. The dove flew around
frantically in circles, crying out and calling in every direction, but the snake kept on hissing and didn’t pay her the
slightest heed. She cried and wailed and sobbed, but what strength did she have against a snake? And when did
you ever hear of a snake full of compassion? At last she made her final plea,
“Today is my Monday New Moon fast. Don’t make my grief burn so strong inside me on this of all days. The
sin will count more heavily against your soul today. If you still have the appetite tomorrow; you’d be better off
eating my chicks then.”
The snake got frightened at the thought of this Monday New Moon sin. He replied,
“So be it; if you’d rather, I’ll stay hungry today: But tomorrow those chicks will not be spared. I don’t want.
you sobbing and making a spectacle, or else I won’t be able to savour those chicks suitably:”
What could the poor dove do but agree. The snake took another look at those rosy chicks and disappeared with
a slithery smile into a hollow in the peepal tree.
The dove was powerless. But at least her eyes weren’t. She sat in her nest weeping and wailing.
It just so happened that a crow came flying along and alighted on a branch nearby: He saw the dove crying
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disconsolately and asked,
“Bai, what has happened, why are you crying? I cannot bear to see you in such distress. Do tell me, what is
wrong?” The dove gave a shuddering sob and replied,
“An evil snake comes every year and gobbles down all my chicks. This time I came to another peepal tree to
lay my eggs. But that evil creature searched for me and arrived here at my new nest. Today he was frightened off
by the thought of the Monday New Moon sin. But tomorrow he’s going to come at dawn and gobble them up.
There’s nothing else to do but sit here and cry over my fate.”
The crow was sad to see the dove in such distress. But how would sadness mend the dove’s plight? He began
to think of a way out. And soon enough, that intelligent crow had come up with a plan. He brushed away the
dove’s tears and said,
“Hush now; my bai. I promise you, I can have that snake killed as easy as saying the word. Physical might is a
poor thing in the face of the might of intelligence. Don’t let grief burn so strong inside you. Calm down and listen
carefully to what I have to tell you.” The crow started stroking the dove’s brow, shushing her and saying,
“You invite a mongoose here for a feast. The snake and the mongoose are sworn enemies. Once the mongoose
sees that snake, he’s never going to leave him alone.”
The idea went right to the dove’s heart. She picked up the end of her veil and started dabbing her eyes. She
gave the chicks to the crow for safekeeping and flew off.
She had flown over twenty or more fields when she saw a mongoose loping along near his hole. She soared
down to the ground with a swoosh, and greeting the mongoose with a Ram! Ram! said,
“Vir Mongoose, I will be offering a puja today to honour the Sun and thank him for the safety of my chicks. I
have come to invite you. You must come to my house.”
The mongoose went off happily with the dove. Once they reached her nest, the dove prepared many a dish for
the crow and the mongoose, insisting again and again that they eat their fill and then some. The mongoose was
quite pleased. He said,
“Bai, if you ever need a thing then don’t forget to call.” When the dove heard this she burst into tears. She said,
“My brother, I need you this very day. No one but you can help me. Every year a black kalindar gobbles down
my chicks. It’s a grief burning my insides. I just don’t have the strength to beat him away. This time I came to a
new peepal tree to lay my eggs, but that evil creature searched for me and arrived here at my new nest. Now he’s
got the taste for them in his mouth. Tomorrow at dawn he’s going to be belching happily, my soft little chicks
inside his belly. My dear brother crow suggested that I invite you over to destroy this messenger of death. Please
help me, O vir Mongoose. My relief will be so vast I shall bless you with all my being.”
When she had finished, the dove touched the mongoose’s feet crying and pleading. The mongoose said,
“Bai, have no fears. This is just one snake; if there were a hundred like him, not one of them would be able to
touch a hair on the head of your chicks. Let him come up here at dawn.”
The poor dove had been so scared. She trusted the mongoose completely; and yet her fears were not
completely quelled.
That evil snake got up at dawn before even the sun had risen, cleaned his teeth and rinsed out his mouth to
arrive bright and fresh at the dove’s nest. He started hissing loudly, flaring up his hood, all set to gobble down
those chicks in one gulp. When suddenly the mongoose pounced and caught him by the throat in a grip so fierce
the snake’s eyeballs popped out of his head. Then the mongoose gave the snake a shake and tossed him out of the
peepal tree. He jumped off the branch right after him. The snake had already started wriggling and crawling back
up the trunk when the mongoose grabbed his tail and pulled him back down. Then he shook him so hard that his
backbone broke into pieces. The snake lay there in one place scarcely able to writhe. The mongoose was seething
with anger as he called,
“Enough days have passed with you harassing that poor dove so that her insides are burning with grief. You
wicked creature! You chandaal!\fn{You filthy, mean creature} Don’t you have a shred of compassion in that body of
yours? Look at you lying there writhing, trying to crawl. If you’re so mighty then come and fight with me.”
Then the mongoose ripped the kalindar apart with his claws. A moment later countless red ants were swarming
over pieces of the snake scattered on the ground. The dove began to coo happily: tam-raktoon! tam-raktoon! The
crow began to caw happily: caw! caw! The dove came and threw her arms around the mongoose’s neck. She
hugged him and said,
“My brother Mongoose, I will be indebted to you for as long as I live!”
Ever since, the dove has laid eggs in that very peepal tree every year. She sits on her eggs without fear and
without worry: Every year she dotes on the rosy chicks that hatch and feeds them pearls. And every year she
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invites the crow and the mongoose to her home. She prepares a thirty-two dish feast and attends to them with all
the care anyone could wish for.
4. Press The Sap, Light The Lamp
Once there was a thakur. He had married three times. And when none of his wives gave him an heir for the
throne, one night he had them killed in a fit of drunken rage. At the urging of the raja, he led yet another wedding
procession a fourth time. But he was given only five days leave, and that too with difficulty. On the sixth day, he
had to be back at the royal court, a day and a half away: he’d have to leave that night, or else neglect his duty.
The wedding baraat arrived back at the twilit hour of godhuli when the cows make their dusty way home. The
star-studded night had scarcely passed when the horse’s whinnying could be heard below. In the bridal chamber,
the thakur awoke with a start. The thakurani swung her knee-length braid black as a bumblebee and stood facing
him. Her large eyes overflowed with ardour as she said,
“While you are away at the Maharaja’s court, the cruel night will sting me every minute. Can you not take me
away with you? With you gone, these nine lakh stars will be like arrows piercing my flesh. The darkness will
scorch me with its intense fire. I’d rather you draw your sword across my neck right now. Anyhow, do as you
wish.”
But how much did his wish count before the king’s command? He had to put his feet into the stirrups and take
the horse’s reins.
When her husband left, it was as if the lamps glimmering all over her body had suddenly been extinguished.
But the light from the lamps in the bridal chamber shone in every direction. And the lamps in the night sky
glowed just as bright as before. Winter’s ice-cold night blazed like a live coal hollowing out her insides. The
thakurani tumbled back into the marital bed lost to the world.
The thakur’s horse galloped for all he was worth, trampling the darkness underfoot. The next day at dusk the
horse suddenly halted mid-run. As if someone had caught hold of his legs. The thakur started in fright and looked
around.
A snake was winding its way down the middle of the road. Long and as black as a bumblebee. An image of the
thakurani’s braid dangled before the thakur’s eyes. He smiled and said,
“Why are you getting all tangled up over yourself? My wife has a braid that’s longer and glossier than you.
Your blackness would dull next to it.”
The cobra was utterly deflated to hear this, as if lightning had coursed through him from head to tail. He
crawled off the road and vanished into the grass and brambles. The thakur’s horse galloped on.
The cobra tracked the horse’s trail and finally after much searching arrived at the thakur’s fort in the middle of
the night. He slipped into the bridal chamber and climbed straight into the marital bed of hingloo red. The
thakurani was fast asleep. The lamp was burning away brightly.
The cobra measured her braid. It was true—her braid was longer than he was. Blacker and glossier. A pout
came over his face. He never would have dreamed such a thing!
He had just turned to go back when the thakurani suddenly woke up. She heard the hissing and looked around.
There was a cobra at her thigh. She wasn’t the least bit afraid. She didn't even pause before grabbing the snake by
the tail with her henna-traced hand. The cobra neither raised his hood nor hissed. He just asked in astonishment,
“Why did you grab my tail? Let me go. Most people blanch just to see me, and here you’ve caught my tail in
your gentle hand before you even knew what you were doing. Either you don’t realize that my bite kills faster
than you can say water, or else you are tired of living.”
The thakurani didn’t let go of his tail. She said,
“I knew what I was doing when I caught your tail. I would not fear even a snake if it meant getting to enjoy
life’s pleasures. Agree to be with me and I’ll let go of your tail. Otherwise this henna-traced hand is going to keep
holding tight.” The cobra asked,
“But how could the two of us live together? I’m a snake and you are a woman. People’s throats dry up in terror
just to see me, and their breath dries up in their throat after a single kiss. How could I possibly be with you?” The
thakurani began winding her long black braid around the cobra and said,
“A nagin is hissing in my heart. You cannot see her. But your heart has melded with mine. What else do we
need to live together? Whether you agree or not it’s up to you. But I’m not letting you go. My nagin is restless
without you, is crying out at the thought of being separated.”
The cobra had no alternative but to bend to her will. Soon his heart became as bound up in hers as he was in
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her braid. He smiled and said in a nectar-sweet voice,
“But I know there’s no trusting a woman’s heart! If you stay true in your love for me, I’ll never leave you.
We’ll make a life together.” She kissed the cobra on his lips and said,
“Women’s hearts are such that they can fall in love even with a snake. You don’t trust these lips of mine? Then
there’s nothing in the world you can trust.”
It shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone that the moment her lips touched his, the cobra turned into a man.
The living embodiment of beauty and virility. The thakurani’s happiness knew no bounds!
He turned back into a cobra as soon as the sun rose. And as it would set, he’d turn back into a strapping,
sparkling, virile young man.
*
Now for the thakurani the sunniest of days seemed dark and cruel, while the darkest of nights seemed brighter
and more blessed than day; immortal nectar had seeped into her life. She couldn’t live a single moment without
the cobra. She spent all day feeding him in her lap or braiding him into her hair. She served him saffron-scented
milk from a golden bowl, and she herself drank the milk he left over. Then the moment twilight succumbed to the
darkness, she became one with the virile young man’s heart.
The days and nights circled around each other in such unspeakable bliss when suddenly; a crack appeared in
the colour. The thakur received permission from the maharaja to visit the thakurani, and so landed up at the fort
drunk with desire. At the time the sun had already climbed high overhead and was scattering motes of light. When
she heard the glad tidings from the maid, it was as if clouds of smoke were billowing in front of her eyes. The
whole bridal chamber suddenly turned hazy before her.
The cobra freed himself from her braid and faced her, hood flared.
“Your lord who led you seven times around the sacred wedding fire has arrived. Now who cares what becomes
of me? Apart from you, my will to live will seep away. I’d rather die than be apart from you.” The thakurani’s
eyes filled. She said,
“Yes, he has arrived. But what can I do? Love will never prevail the moment you lose heart. I’ll make some
excuse to send him out to gather champa flowers for me. You bite him when he starts gathering the flowers. No
one else needs to know. You must replace the ambrosia in your fangs with poison once again. Listen, you must
take care! Send him on to the next world before he can even pluck a single flower. The gods and devtas must be
waiting for him.”
The cobra liked the plan. He slithered off the bed, went down to the garden and sat coiled up, waiting amidst
the champa flowers.
The thakur arrived in the bridal chamber throbbing with desire. The thakurani was standing by the bed laden
with jewels and ornaments, adorned in all the sixteen singars. She smiled and gave the thakur a look so filled with
ardour he felt as if he had drunk a thousand bottles without having touched a glass. He understood for the first
time just how bitter the duty to the king could be, and how dear it was costing him. Her eyes met the thakur’s
desirous glance and spilled over with beauty and youthful vigour as she urged,
“We do not want for a thing here, but the bed does seem a little dull without flowers. You’ve graced us with
your presence after so many days. If joy blooms in your heart to see me, then would you be so kind as to bring me
some champa flowers for our bed?”
The thakur thought this was a fine idea and set out for the garden at once. The white champa blooms were
glowing amidst the green leaves. The thakur’s veins began to dance with their heady fragrance. He was about to
pluck one when he heard a hissing sound and withdrew his hand. The cobra flared his hood ready to strike. The
thakur’s hand flew to his hilt, he drew out his sword and struck with such precision that the cobra fell into four
pieces in a single blow.
*
Today he had been saved by a hair. He had just barely escaped death even as he was at his throat. Then he went
back to gathering flowers with redoubled vigour. When the thakur gathered the champa blooms in the tails of his
angarkhi and brought them into the bridal chamber, the thakurani’s heart sank. However did he escape from the
cobra?! The thakur began showering the blooms on the bed of hingloo red and said,
“Today you are lucky—I was saved by a hair. Thanks to the grace of Goddess Jogmaya I escaped Death even
as he was at my throat. Or else I’d have been dead faster than you can say water.”
“Why? What happened?” asked the thakurani impatiently. He threw some flowers on her and smiled,
“It is your wifely virtue, the power of your suhaag that must have saved me. I was just reaching out my hand
to pick some flowers when I heard a snake’s hissing. I dropped the flowers and grabbed my sword—”
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The thakurani felt as if a spear had gone right through her. Her breath stopped. She turned away from the
thakur and grabbed the bed for support. The thakur continued,
“I slashed him into four pieces with a single blow of the sword just as Death was about to deliver his mortal
bite.”
She’d sooner have died than heard this. Life after this would be a torment greater than Death itself. Who
knows which past birth Death was taking revenge for? The thakurani fell unconscious. The thakur’s chest swelled
with pride. Such wifely devotion! Such character! She fainted just to hear that her lord was in mortal danger! If
the cobra had actually bitten him, then surely the swan of her soul would have departed for other realms.
They fanned the thakurani and sprinkled water on her face to bring her to. The thakur was reassured. Then he
left strict instructions with the maidservants and went to the fort to meet his subjects.
The thakurani sent her most trusted maidservant to collect the pieces of the cobra. She opened the scarf and
looked. There were four pieces, countless ants crawling over them. The thakurani’s eyes filled with blood. She
held the dead cobra to her bosom.
But she had to be patient. Her liver wasn’t going to cool down until she had avenged this murder. She had the
maidservant extract the juices from the pieces of the cobra. She poured them into a silver lamp and attached a
wick of silk. Then she put the wrung-out remains under the bed.
The thakur returned to the bridal chamber at dusk when the cobra-fat lamp was already burning bright. The
colour still hadn’t returned to the thakurani’s face. She looked pale and sallow: Tears were streaming down her
eyes. The thakur began playing with her braid and said,
“You are so upset over such a little thing. If only I had known, I would never have told you.”
Tears continued to rain from the thakurani’s eyes. She stared at the glowing wick of the lamp and said,
“It may seem like a little thing to you. But my soul hasn’t been able to accept it.” The thakur said,
“I never realized you had such a fragile heart. Everyone has to die someday. And no one can predict when a
Rajput’s time will come. Only Lord Ram knows when Death’s favour will be done.”
There was another matter gnawing at the thakurani’s heart. After a little while she said in a voice soaked with
grief,
“Hearing the story of the cobra makes me too upset to think of anything else. If you want, perhaps I’ll pose a
riddle to divert my mind?”
“Certainly: You said just what was in my mind.” She made an effort to smile as she said,
“And if you can’t solve the riddle?” He was trying so hard to cheer her up that he made her a huge, impossible
promise:
“I won’t allow a drop of food or drink to pass my lips, nor will I lay a hand on you until I can solve your
riddle.”
This is just what the thakurani wanted. She clarified,
“Such a promise will be difficult to keep. You won’t be able to live up to it. Think it over a little before you
bind yourself to such a promise.”
The thakur was quite an expert in solving riddles. He had complete faith in his ability. And anyway, once a
promise has been given it cannot very well be taken back, words spoken cannot be unspoken. Any more than
rainwater can go back into the clouds after a storm. He said proudly,
“This is the mouth of a man, not a grinding wheel that you pour grain into. You cannot pour the words back in
once they’re out like grains of wheat or millet. There’s no riddle I haven’t heard of. I know now that your heart is
even more fragile than a dove’s. But don’t worry: This time my promise won’t be put to the test.”
“I know well you wouldn’t back down on a promise even to the point of death. That’s why I’m afraid. But if
you are so confident, then why should I fear?”
The thakur’s patience was beginning to wear thin. He told her to ask the riddle at once. The thakurani turned
towards the lamp, looked down and began:
Press the sap, light the lamp, trunk below the bed.
True love felled by one untrue, below the champa bled.
He had never ever heard this one before! The thakur racked and racked his brain, but he could make no sense
of it. He repeated the riddle so many times that he knew it by heart. But no matter what, he couldn’t untangle the
knot. He scratched the top of his head, he scratched the back of his head. But it was useless. He had absolutely no
clue how to solve this riddle. The thakurani smiled,
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“Just say the word and I’ll tell you what it means.”
He was already vexed. When he heard this, his temper flared. How could he reveal his weakness to his
woman? She’d taunt him for the rest of their lives. This was a terrible blow to his ego. He said,
“You think I’m so poorly off that I’d fulfill my promise by asking you the answer? If you so much as give me a
shred of a hint, you may as well suck the blood out of me. Either I’m going to solve the riddle, or I’m going to
keep my promise to the bitter end.”
He had walked right into the trap. And now there was no way out. The thakurani really had her finger on his
pulse. The more she insisted he break his promise, the more he got caught in its web. The more you pull on a knot
like this, the tighter it gets. Until there’s no room to loosen even a single strand. He was ready to die, but he
wouldn’t go back on his word. He was so intent on fulfilling his promise that he even forgot all about solving the
riddle. All the staff in his thikana tried in vain to convince him, but he wouldn’t let even a drop of water or food
sully his lips. He was so close to death he could feel its hot breath on his face, and still he wouldn’t back down.
*
The thakur’s sister had been married into a thikana not far away; As soon as she got word of her brother’s
promise, she had the carriage harnessed and set off at once. She wouldn’t relent until her brother listened to her.
The little dhani where the cobra lived happened to be on her way.
She stopped her carriage there to have a drink of water. The cobra’s mother invited her to spend the night, but
she refused. How could she stay after getting such bad news about her brother! This might be the last time they
see each other.
The mother's heart melted to see such love and grief She could not keep matters hidden any longer and opened
up her family account books for all to see. She began with the tale of love between her son and the thakurani.
How the thakur had met her son while on his way to serve the maharaja. How the thakur had taunted him. How
her son had then gone to the fort to compare the length and blackness of the thakurani’s braid with himself How
the thakurani had caught his tail and how a love deep and vast had suddenly sprung up between the two. How she
had planned to murder the thakur on his return—but then extraordinary are the leelas of this world! The cobra’s
mother went on to narrate how the thakur had saved himself and how her son had been cut into four pieces. How
the thakurani had fainted to hear the news of her son’s death, and how the simple, guileless thakur had assumed
that his eternally devoted wife had passed out on learning that death had passed so close to her lord. How, in her
love for the cobra, she had made up this pretext of a riddle. And how that guileless thakur had walked straight into
the trap. If he didn’t solve it soon he would die of thirst and hunger.
By now the thakur’s sister was bursting with impatience to know the answer to the riddle. So the cobra’s
mother took care explaining it to her. The sister went away feeling overjoyed.
The thakurani came running as soon as she heard the news of her nanad’s arrival. She joined her palms and
entreated her to talk some sense into her brother whichever way she could. He would never ignore her wishes.
The nanad now knew all about her sister-in-law: She said flatly,
“He made a promise, so it wouldn’t be right to go back on it. He shall put food to his lips only when he solves
the riddle. If you grant me permission, I’ll be the first to tell you the answer.” The thakurani clasped her hands
once more and said,
“Bai-sa, what are you saying? What difference does it make if the words come from his mouth or from yours?
I entreated him so many times to sit down to his meal, but he wouldn’t listen. It doesn’t matter if you cannot
answer the riddle. All I plead is that you find some way of getting him to bring some food to his lips. I will
consider the answer to the riddle as good as given.”
“No, no Bhabhi-sa, I will see to it myself that he doesn’t touch food or water until he has solved the riddle.
Life is worthless if we go around breaking promises.”
The thakurani’s most cherished wish had come true. He would neither be able to solve the riddle nor would he
be able to eat. The spirit of his soul would fly from its cage in a matter of days.
When the thakur saw his sister, the hollows of his eyes filled with tears. His lips trembled. But no sound came
from his mouth. Nor did he make any other movement. This was the last time they would see each other. His
sister wept silently for a while with her brother. Then she told him she could solve the riddle.
At first he didn’t believe her. But when she took the lamp in her hand and began to explain the meaning of the
riddle, the thakurani’s head throbbed in foreboding. The nanad looked at her sister-in-law and began:
“The fat of the snake you killed under the champa tree is burning in this lamp I hold in my hand. And the four
wrung-out pieces are lying below this bed.” Then she pulled out the pieces of the cobra from under the bed and
continued,
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“This cobra is the one who was her true love, and the husband who killed him is the one who is untrue. If he
had bitten you while you were gathering the champa blooms, then Bhabhi-sa would have got what she most
wished for.”
Then she went on to tell her brother the whole story. Coals flared up in her half-dead brother’s veins to hear it.
Suddenly he rose, and lifting his sword he cut off the thakuran’s head. Then he sat down with his sister to eat to
his heart’s content.
*
And yet this death only served to free the thakurani’s soul. With this sword, her life had been rendered
worthwhile. The same sword that had cut her love to pieces had now separated her head from her body: what
greater happiness could there be than this? Perhaps this is why she was not afraid when she saw the unsheathed
sword. Instead, she smiled. A beatific smile whose glow didn’t lessen even after her head had fallen.
2
Once such a terrible drought struck the Thar desert for three continuous years that the rich could barely find a
stem to clean their teeth while poor animals lay dying all around. Unable to find food or water, they sat still,
helpless and unmoving. Only the crows and vultures knew when life left the skeletons of dumb animals. Never
since creation had merciful Providence been so kind to the crows and spread such a feast for them. After their
stomachs were filled, they enjoyed themselves, idly pecking here and there.
The crows had developed the habit of spending the night near the dead animals. At sunrise they would bob up
into the air and descend, cawing, to their meal. The air began to rot with the spreading stench. It became
impossible for humans to draw breath in the vicinity, but the vultures and the crows had it made. One day, a crow
who was stuffed to capacity said to his spouse:
“We have often heard praises of Mansarovar Lake but have never had a chance to see it. It will take years for
these corpses to be finished. What do you say—shall we take a short trip?” His wife said:
“If you’ve made up your mind, why ask me? I don’t feel like leaving this pleasant country, but if I disobey
you, won’t I go to hell?”
“Come on, then,” said the crow, pleased. “Auspicious is the moment when crows, who are children of the sun,
decide to take wing, and the day comes early to their destination.”
Even an ant reaches its destination once it sets out. And these were crows with wide pinions. On the third
morning, they came to rest on the shores of Mansarovar.
The pure waters rippled in the lap of the Himalayas. The bottom of the lake was clearly visible. Beautiful
plants swayed, flowers bloomed and creepers bowed to one’s feet. Rows of white swans sang hymns together.
Heaps of priceless pearls lay scattered around.
But the crows of Thar were not pleased by this sight. Oh, for the silence, the empty wastes and the corpses!
The helpless animals, their bleeding wounds and entangled entrails! Here, the poor swans lived on pebbles. The
praises they had heard were completely false. The memory of their motherland wrenched at their hearts. Can
crows eat pebbles? They had just decided to fly back when a group of swans came up and surrounded them. The
chief swan welcomed them, saying:
“We are indeed fortunate to have guests like you. We cannot let you go without entertaining you.”
“How will you entertain us?” replied the crow. “No one in our country eats pebbles.” The swans wondered
from what land these beings had come who did not have an appetite for pearls.
“Look closely and you will see that these are not pebbles,” said the chief politely. “We have never eaten
anything besides pearls, but if you prefer something else, I can offer you emeralds, rubies or—” Making a face,
the she-crow said:
“Take away your rubbish. Its stupid shine is dazzling my eyes. Water is found only in black clouds. I can’t
stand even the mention of the colour white. Get away from here, go—I’m feeling suffocated.”
At a sign from the chief, all the swans, except his mate, flew away. Then he said, looking closely at the
blackness of the crows:
“We have spent years under the illusion that this is the most beautiful spot in the world but it seems we were
wrong. Of which land are you the swans?”
“We are the swans of Thar,” replied the crow. “You cannot even dream of a place as lovely as that. Come and
see it—all your dreams will be fulfilled.” The pair of swans replied:
“If you are kind enough to take us, we will certainly visit that land.”
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When the chief and his mate took this decision, the whole tribe of swans clamoured to go along too. The chief
explained to them:
“First let the two of us go and see the beauty of that land. Be patient till we return. After that I will not forbid
anyone to go.”
The swans eventually agreed, but they could not hold back their tears at parting. As each tear fell on the
ground, it turned into a shining pearl.
Seated on the swans’ backs, the crows set out for home. Before they alighted, the swans began to feel
suffocated by the stench. What kind of land was this? Not a sign of a plant anywhere. Nothing but ugly sand
dunes all around. Vultures and crows feasting on dead animals. Entrails scattered at every step. These lowborn
crows had played them false!
“Why are you lost in thought?” asked the crow. “Take as many animals as you want. Nobody will dare
challenge you as long as I am here.”
The pair of swans thought it impossible to draw another breath there. It was a sin even to look at such a sight.
“You crows are welcome to this Thar land,” said the she-swan. “We do not feel like staying here another
moment.”
*
So saying, the swans took wing. Heaven knows what signal the lowborn crows gave their friends but a whole
troop of crows .rose up and pursued the swans. But how could crows keep pace with swans? Exhausted, they soon
returned. All birds are not as wise as crows. How can poor swans know the pleasures of a diet of bleeding
corpses?
Beguiled by the crows, the swans had left their land, but it was not so easy to get back safely. This is the price
one pays for keeping company with crows. Darkness and rain descended. Lightning flashed, thunder growled and
rain came down in torrents. Buffeted by the cold wind, they somehow managed to alight and take shelter under an
old tree. They were drenched to the last feather.
They took refuge in the hollow trunk of a tree and found some relief. But here a new problem confronted them.
In the hollow lay a score or so of squealing rats, soaked to the skin. The pair of swans took pity on them. How can
one bear to see another’s suffering? They helped the rats as much as they could. By cowering in their plumage,
the rats felt relieved.
The swans had to be punished for doing good to the rats. Can rats forsake their ways? As soon as they grew
warm, they began to nibble at the feathers, and continued nibbling all night long. When day dawned, the swan
said kindly:
“We are going now. Stay well. We have done whatever we could for you.”
Adding her blessing, the she-swan too climbed out of the hollow. Why were their bodies so light? When they
looked back, they saw two heaps of feathers lying in the hollow. Shedding tears, they looked at each other.
This was dreadful. They would rather have died than have had their wings thus clipped—but even death cannot
be had for the asking. They had received a fitting reward for having trusted crows and pitied rats.
*
Who knows the ways of destiny? Not even the sun. The pair of swans was sitting on the roadside, dejected,
with their heads hung, when the son of a wealthy Seth passed by on his way back from business. His bride was
due to arrive soon from her parents’ house. Though young, he had already learned the many secrets and skills of
trade—and yet he was quite eccentric and idiosyncratic. As he walked along, he gestured with his hands and
talked to himself. He held a golden stick, and on his shoulder he hung a bundle and a water-flask. He was wheat
complexioned and glowed with health.
Lost in thought, he passed by the swans and did not see them. The she-swan, who had been hungry and thirsty
two days, said pleadingly:
“Passerby, will you go on without a backward look? Won’t you hear the sorrows of us unfortunate swans?”
Startled by the voice, he looked back. Smiling, he came up and said:
“I didn’t notice you. You are swans no doubt, but what has happened to your plumes?” The swans tearfully
related the whole story and then said:
“Please give us some water. Our throats are parched.”
He gave them water in his cupped hands and stroked their mutilated bodies. Suddenly, he remembered that he
had some grain with him, so he offered it to them on his palm. Shaking their long necks, the swans said:
“We cannot eat grain; we can only eat pearls and rubies.” Laughing, the whimsical boy replied:
“Well remembered! I have plenty of rubies and pearls. I’ll write them up to your account. When I come to
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Mansarovar you can repay me.”
The swans felt much refreshed after drinking water. The she-swan said:
“Certainly, but even if we gave you carts full of pearls we can never repay our debt to you. But how are we to
reach there?” The trader’s son replied enthusiastically:
“Don’t worry. I am the only son of a wealthy Seth. After my bride arrives, I will take you in a bullock cart.
Come along with me now.”
Innocent swans as they were, they had trusted even the crows—so why should they doubt him? The
moneylender’s son fed them pearls, seated them on his shoulders and went on his way, humming a tune.
*
When he reached home, the Seth was very cross at the sight of the swans, but he had to bow to his son’s will.
He explained to his father that the pearls fed to the swans would not go to waste. His father was not familiar with
these new tricks of the trade.
When the bride arrived, she began to look after the swans. She was a very simple, sensible and gentle girl.
Extremely beautiful, glowing pink and white. She stroked and fed the swans with her own hands. She loved them
as if they were the fruit of her womb. Such was the magic of her hands that their wings began to grow again. Soft
and silky. She kept them with her at night. Her kisses and the touch of her breasts made the swans grow with
redoubled vigour. Their feathers sprouted as though someone was drawing them out. She bathed them every day
in her own bath and held them to her bosom. With such treatment even a stone would have sprouted wings. The
swans’ wings fluttered like the radiant beams of the sun. Then the swans took several long flights into the sky and
dropped back into the bride’s lap.
While parting, the swans shed many tears. The bride too wept aloud. Amazingly, as the bride’s and the swans’
tears mingled, they turned into priceless pearls. Seeing this strange mingling of tears, the Seth’s son smiled and
said to his wife:
“Enough, now. After many months these swans now have a chance to return home. Don’t create an ill omen by
crying so much.”
His parents were standing nearby. The Seth rebuked his son, saying:
“You idiot! Are tears an ill omen? Don’t you see these pearls? What better omen can there be, my son? Let
them weep freely. Weeping lightens the heart. Let no one stop till I give the word.”
The swans were anxious to repay their debt. They kept shedding tears through three days and nights. Four
times the number of pearls they had eaten lay sparkling in the courtyard. This whim of the whimsical boy had
turned out very well. Each pearl was worth one and a quarter lakh rupees. The bride’s entrance into this house had
proved auspicious indeed. God is always on the side of the innocent. The mad son had done well to feed pearls to
the swans! Now he would never be rebuked.
From the bride’s bosom, the pair of swans flew straight up into the sky. The beat of their pinions once again
sent pearls showering down on the Seth’s house.
How the poor things had, suffered on account of those dastardly crows. Whenever a crow settled on the wall,
the Seth’s son would drive it away. One day, the Seth grew irritated and said:
“What is this madness, my son? You should feed these crows with your own hands. If they had not deceived
the swans, would all this wealth have been ours? Do have a little sense.”
“Keep your sense to yourself. Don’t give it to me.”
With that, the half-mad son stopped talking to his father altogether. With great difficulty the daughter-in-law
reconciled him to his father. On the son’s insistence, a servant was specially appointed to drive away the crows.
All day he did nothing but brandish a stick at the crows. The Seth’s household went on in this way for three years.
One day the Seth said to his son:
“How long can we keep living like this, off our capital?” The son got angry and said sharply:
“You have turned the whole village against you with your constant meaningless fault-finding. Why don’t you
go abroad to trade? That will kill two birds with one stone. You can scream and shout as much as you like, but I
will not stir from here till my wife conceives.”
“Is it so easy to conceive? All the priests who have looked at your horoscopes have said that this is not the time
for you to have children. Those swans must be missing you sorely. Why don’t you go and visit them at
Mansarovar?”
The arrow struck home. Dancing with joy, the son said:
“Oh, I had completely forgotten about that. Poor things, they must be withering away from missing me so
much.”
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At an auspicious moment the Seth harnessed up the big bull and sent his son off to Mansarovar. The daughterin-law looked on with sad eyes as her husband disappeared from sight.
*
Rolling along, the bullock cart reached Mansarovar in the fifth month. The chief swan came swift as the wind
to greet his protector. He fanned him with his pinions and rolled in his lap. The she-swan, who was playing with
her children, also came flying up, She enquired about his wife and parents. When she asked him about his
children, he smiled and said:
“My wife has not yet conceived, yet my father forced me to visit you.” The she-swan said:
“Was force needed? We have always been awaiting you. Had you not come, we would have had to visit you
soon.”
In a short while, the whole tribe of swans came flocking up. All of them thanked him profusely for having
looked after the chief pair. How beautiful and innocent were these swans! Washed in milk. Pure minded as the
water of a lake. The earth lay covered with gems. He felt ashamed even to speak of filling the bullock cart.
The she-swan kept reproaching him for not having brought his wife along. He had brought the bullock cart;
why had he come alone? He agreed. She would surely have been overjoyed to see the sights of Mansarovar. He
promised to bring her along the next time.
The she-swan entertained him royally. She fed him pudding and sweetmeats soaked in clarified butter. She
cooked him lotus stems with rubies. The Seth’s son enjoyed himself, eating his fill.
When evening fell, they sat down to talk and overheard a pair of ruddy geese talking on a nearby wishing tree.
The she-goose said to her mate:
“Tell me some news.”
“Of myself or of another?”
“Oh, not of yourself. It’s more fun to hear about others.”
“I am very wise in the affairs of others,” said the he-goose. “What I predict of them never proves false. Pay
attention to what I say. Today the son of a wealthy Seth has come to visit the chief swan. Had he not looked after
them, they would have died the death of a dog. Today they have a chance to return the favour.”
The two swans and the young man also began to pay close attention. The goose went on to say:
“This young man’s house is full of wealth but he has no child. Tonight is an auspicious night. If he meets his
wife at midnight, a son will be conceived. When he’s an infant his spittle will turn to priceless pearls and when he
grows up a ruby worth Rs one-and-a-half lakh will fall every time he coughs.” The swan was thrilled.
“Do you hear this?” he asked the Seth’s son.
“Yes, but what’s the use?” sighed the Seth’s son. “Not even in a dream can one reach there by midnight.”
“Whether or not one can reach there in a dream one can only know if one has a dream, but I will take you to
your wife’s room before midnight!” the swan assured him. “I know I can do it. Close your eyes and sit on my
back. If I don’t reach there swifter than a dream, you can cut off my wings.”
Heaven knows why that mad son of a Seth believed the swan. Eager to meet his wife, the she-swan decided to
accompany them. Up they flew, the she-swan above, the he-swan below. What chance did the power of distance
have against them?
Before midnight the three reached her bedroom door. While dreaming of being in her husband’s arms, the
daughter-in-law awoke to a knock on her door and the sound of his voice. When she opened the door, there stood
her husband, smiling in. the moonlight. Can the full moon create such an illusion? The pair of swans stood by,
fluttering their wings.
All of them went into the bedroom. The swan told the woman all that they had heard from the ruddy geese.
Then she lit a lamp of clarified butter. What need for shame before innocent birds? Husband and wife lost
themselves in the worship of Eros while the swans looked on. At the auspicious moment, the wife conceived.
If he stayed on, his father would get angry, so the three of them left before dawn. The wife’s dream had come
true. May these swans be blessed in all their future lives for having fulfilled her heart’s desire.
*
But do not crows in human shape live in every habitation? If everyone’s desire could be thus fulfilled, who
would bother about their cawings?
When a knowing midwife announced the good news that the daughter-in-law was pregnant, all the crows of the
village gathered together, cawing loudly. The Seth had settled a great many disputes in his day! When his own
affairs were concerned, he would learn a lesson! The wise man can see a fire on a mountain, but not the fire at his
own feet!
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One day this cawing reached the Seth’s ears, as was bound to happen. Three or four Seths who were his rivals
found this a good chance to get back at him. He loudly proclaimed that this was an out-and-out lie. He would ask
his daughter-in-law and find out the truth.
The elders said that it surely would not take many years to ask the daughter-in-law. But her state was clearly
visible. Can a swelling stomach be hidden? A woman can keep neither a secret nor a child hidden. In the ninth
month the child was bound to come forth. Then he could take his own sweet time to find out who had begotten it.
This sent the Seth into a rage, and he went straight to his daughter-in-law. She had heard the cawing clearly
from a distance. Patting her head, the father-in-law said:
“You are like my daughter. Do not hide anything from me. Tell me what this rumour means.”
The daughter-in-law had no sin in her heart. She told him the truth. The Seth’s head reeled. In a trembling
voice he said:
“Daughter, where is the human being who is fit to believe this? They have been looking for such an
opportunity and now they won’t let it escape them.”
The daughter-in-law’s heart sank. Would falsehood triumph over truth? She said:
“Do you also disbelieve me then?” Shaking his head, the Seth said:
“Of what use will it be for me alone to believe you? People’s understanding is of a very different nature.”
The Seth tried his best to convince the elders, but not one of them was willing to believe such a nonsensical
tale. Could any sensible person see sense in this story? The headman said:
“Sethji, many families have been uprooted as a result of the stern justice meted out by you. All those people
are ready today to settle scores with you. Listen to me: admit the fault and throw out your daughter-in-law. If her
face is blackened, we will let the matter drop. Otherwise, it is not in my hands to save the honour of your house.”
“Honour is in the hands of the one who gives it,” said the Seth mildly. “I am ready to pay any fine you mention
but don’t inflict such punishment on my well beloved daughter-in-law. She will die as soon as she hears this
sentence.”
The elders were men of understanding. They calmly replied that no one in this world is immortal. Everyone
must die, sooner or later. Enough if one can maintain one’s honour during one’s lifetime. Either he must throw out
his daughter-in-law or he must be ready to be made an out-caste by the community.
*
When old shoes tear, new ones must be put on. But how can justice meted out by the “river of justice” be
disputed? The daughter-in-law wept and begged and pleaded, but the Seth’s heart was not touched. He caught her
by the hand and threw her out on the lonely road.
A girl thrown out by her in-laws cannot find refuge with her own parents either. That auspicious moment had
proven poisonous for her.
Lonely the road, lonely the forest. All the ways behind her were closed. Ahead there was no place for her.
Towards what kind of death should she advance?
Under the sun by day and the moon by night, she finally followed her shadow back to her in-laws’ house.
Spitting at her, the Seth growled:
“Don’t you feel ashamed to show your blackened face here?” Sobbing, she said:
“I have done nothing for which I need feel ashamed.”
“Then whose child are you carrying?”
“Your son’s.” Irritated, the Seth said:
“That pretence of yours won’t wash here. If you were so eager to live in this house you should have controlled
your desires. There is no place here for whores like you.” The daughter-in-law folded her hands and said:
“Tell me, where can I, a woman, go on my own?”
“You should have asked your lover that,” taunted the Seth.
With that, he slammed the door and bolted it. The same door that had once opened to her with music and song
was today closed to her forever. To cry and plead was of no avail. If she opened her eyes, she would see nothing
but that house.
So she turned around and closed her eyes and walked in whichever direction her feet took her. May those
demonic crows be destroyed. Heaven only knew for the sins of which birth they had taken revenge on her through
the swans. Who knows how much blackness these black crows will plaster and on whose face? Eyes still closed,
she was passing by a potter’s hut when the potter woman caught her hand and said:
“My dear woman, where are you going with eyes closed like this?” Without opening her eyes the daughter-inlaw said:
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“I don’t know myself, so how can I tell you?” Stroking her cheeks affectionately, the potter woman said:
“No need to say another word. You are my daughter and I am your mother. It is only to a mother’s doorstep
that one can go with eyes closed.”
*
What does a blind person need but two eyes? Such sympathy made her tears overflow. Her eyes opened. She
saw an old woman standing in front of her. A wrinkled face, dim eyes, a toothless mouth, and pure white hair.
Walking ahead with closed eyes had taken her somewhere after all. With open eyes she may well have fallen into
some pit.
Three years ago the potter had died. He had fathered seven sons. All of them were married and although the
house was filled with their children, it seemed empty without a daughter. Now, the coming of a daughter enriched
the house. The mother’s joy knew no bounds. As if youth had once again bloomed in her quaking body.
The house of a potter is nowhere near as comfortable as the house of a Seth, yet the days passed by. Because of
the old woman, everyone in the house took care of the daughter-in-law. She too did as much work as she could,
grinding, milking, sweeping and so on.
The sun which rises must set and rise again. The ninth month arrived. The old woman hovered around her
solicitously all day long. One midnight she felt pains and awoke the mother. Before dawn, a son was born to her.
The old woman cut the cord, beat a copper tray and then began to dance for joy like a child.
While the baby was being massaged, saliva trickled from his mouth and immediately turned into a pearl. The
old woman could not believe her eyes. What were these smooth white pebbles he was bringing up? Then the girl
told her the whole story.
When the potter's sons heard the story, they could not sit still and rushed off to the goldsmith. What does a
goldsmith care for close relations? He would even cut off his mother’s breasts. Smiling sarcastically, he said:
“Who are you trying to fool? If you had consulted me before lying, you would have cooked up a more
plausible tale. Tell me plainly from whom you have stolen this pearl otherwise I shall take you before the king.”
“Why should we lie?” said the potter’s eldest son. “If you don’t believe us, you can come and see for
yourself.”
It was an unbelievable story, yet the goldsmith reluctantly went along. Disbelief cannot alter the truth even if it
is seen with one’s own eyes. The goldsmith found it difficult to believe in the phenomenon. He agreed to buy each
pearl for a hundred gold coins and off he went rejoicing.
The potter’s family was also overjoyed, but the daughter-in-law was lost in thoughts of her past. Where was
her husband? Where were her in-laws and where were her parents? Little had she dreamt that she could ever be in
such a situation. Not even in broad daylight can one look beyond the present moment. Had she foreseen this,
would she have let her husband depart that night? But greed for wealth and fear of his parents’ anger had proved
too strong for him.
In this world of mortals everyone is obsessed with self. Only if one takes time off from this concern can one
think of others. The sight of the phenomenal child had stirred up a tempest in the goldsmith’s breast. If he bought
each pearl for a hundred gold coins he would get a handsome profit. This would be a regular source of steady
income. In one day he could save enough for seven generations of descendants.
But greed is a bottomless pit. It seemed to him that God had answered his prayers. If he could get hold of this
child, the stain of his sonlessness would be eradicated and then all the pearls would be his own! He would soon
gain influence with the king. How could such brilliant ideas have occurred to him had it not been for the grace of
God!
Nothing is impossible for those on whom God looks kindly. The goldsmith’s wife got into the habit of visiting
the potter’s wife every day on the pretext of churning whey. While there, she would spend some time playing with
the child. One day, while playing with him, she slipped him under her veil and went straight to her husband. He
was already waiting on a swift camel. He sat on the first hump and his wife with the child sat on the second. The
camel raced away at the speed of a sandstorm.
The goldsmith halted the camel before the king’s palace. He went into the hall and bowed his head seven times
at the feet of the king who was seated on his throne. Folding his hands up to the elbows, he cried out:
“O King of Bharwanda, I have finally abandoned hope of God’s help and have come to you for protection.
Save me your highness, save me!”
The king reassured him and enquired why he needed protection. The goldsmith explained that he had had five
children but a witch who was after him had devoured all of them. Where could he go leaving his ancestral home?
He had wept and wailed but continued to endure the torture. But the mother’s heart had given way. She had
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stopped eating and drinking so they had finally sought refuge at the king’s feet. They could not bear to abandon
this sixth child to the witch. He was willing to accept any punishment for this fault. The bloodthirsty witch was
sure to pursue him even here.
When he heard the goldsmith’s woes the king's eyes grew moist. Silence fell within the hall. With his own
hands, the king wiped the goldsmith’s tears. He gave strict orders to the prime minister not to let the guard slacken
at any time of day or night. If a strange woman was seen she must be produced in court. The guards of the four
gates were given a detailed description of the witch’s appearance.
Having gained the protection of the state, the goldsmith had nothing to fear. The following day he built a threestoreyed mansion and began to live in luxury. Every day he presented the king with a pearl. The king began to
respect the goldsmith more highly than he did the prime minister. His influence in the court may well be imagined
*
Meanwhile the Sethani and the potter’s family were sunk in sorrow. The Sethani wept until all her tears dried
up. If only her son had not been so unusual that his saliva turned to pearls! The potter’s sons too wept copiously.
Had they not lost a fortune? The seven brothers conducted a thorough search but the goldsmith was not to be
found. They asked everyone they met, even animals and birds, rocks and stones, trees and plants. But the
goldsmith seemed to have vanished into thin air. She wandered from door to door in search of the child for whose
sake she had lost her home.
One day she plucked up her courage and returned to her in-laws’ house. The Seth’s son had returned long
since, bringing a cartload of pearls with him. He was enraged when he heard of the justice done by the “river of
justice”. He shouted and swore, saying again and again that it was true that he had come home at midnight and
had returned the same night in fear of his father’s wrath. Neither his father nor the elders could believe this
impossibility. One of them remarked that family honour cannot be patched up in this way. He should have
consulted the elders before concocting this story.
“If I had my way I would give each of those good-for-nothing elders a sound thrashing,” said that eccentric
boy. “Why should I be cowed down by any of them?”
Annoyed, the elders walked off, hurling abuses. Looking at his father, the whimsical son said:
“I stayed away just six months and in that time you turned out the poor innocent woman. Now tell me with
whom shall I sleep at night in the bedroom?”
This coarse language made the father ashamed. He turned his back and said:
“Don’t worry, son. If you like I’ll get you married this evening. There will be no shortage of brides for you.”
“What if you turn her out when I next go out on business? Who knows what you will do next? I am not going
to live with you anymore. If you think I will even give you one pearl of those I have brought, you can think
again.”
The son would not hear another word. After the second month he separated from his father and built a house
for himself.
*
The water of one well may be brackish and that of another sweet. The water of a tank may be heavy and that of
another light. Water of any kind quenches thirst. So also, although different in looks and temperament, the
pleasure of the bed is the same with all women. What if old memories sometimes disturb one a little?
The Seth’s son had accustomed himself to sleeping with his second wife when suddenly, one day, the first one
appeared at his door. As soon as he recognised her, the eccentric husband came up and said:
“What have you come here for after wandering allover the city? I am not such a fool as you think. Go away,
you are of no use to me now.”
The woman could hardly believe her ears. Was this her husband who was speaking thus to her? She had to
express her feelings.
“Do you too blame me even though you know the truth?” she asked.
“Why not? Do you think I am afraid of you? When my father threw you out you should have broken your head
on his threshold and died there. I can’t drink water that has been defiled by all and sundry.” Stretching out her
hand towards his feet, she said:
“No one except you has ever touched this water. Today I do not even have with me the child for whose sake I
suffered so much. In his greed for the pearls, a goldsmith stole the child. I am not covetous of your bed. There is
plenty of work to be done in your house. Let me wash utensils and scrub floors in your house and eat the stale
leftovers. I was born a woman as a punishment for the sins of a former birth. These human beings will not let me
live without the support of a husband.”
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So saying, she burst into tears; but her eccentric husband remained unmoved. Forgetful of their former love, he
said contemptuously:
“Don't try to take me in with your uncontrollable tears. If you stay here you will only envy the new wife and
find fault with her. A woman should not spend even one night outside the house, but you have been wandering
about heaven knows where for such a long time. No responsible man could ever trust your word. Far from staying
in this house, you cannot even stay in this village.”
*
When her husband spoke thus, she could not find it in her heart to talk to him further, She wiped her eyes and
silently walked away, as if she had awakened from a dream. Strangely enough, however, she did not suffer as
much this time as she had the first time she was turned from this door. Sita was exiled only once but this Sita
suffered exile three times. All alone. Without even her husband’s support.
Yet how could she cease searching for the son born of her womb? Does a mother’s heart ever accept defeat?
She wandered from door to door, with only the sun, the moon and the stars for companions, yet she could not find
her son.
Finally, her wanderings brought her to the king’s court. This was what the goldsmith feared. With folded hands
he went to the king and said:
“The witch has come. Now my son’s life is at your feet.”
What is there to fear once one is at the king’s feet? The gift of a pearl every day had also taken effect. The
mother was not even given a hearing. The executioners were ordered to impale her without an instant’s delay.
The wise prime minister then advised that one impaling was too mild a punishment for a wicked witch. She
should be impaled every day. The prostitute Lakhu’s youth was waning. She would happily pay a lakh of rupees
for this whore. The state treasury must be replenished, after all.
This idea pleased the King. Lakhu was a good judge of beauty. She paid Rs one and a half lakhs without
haggling. The prime minister got his cut and was praised for his good sense while Lakhu got beauty and youth in
exchange for her money.
The setting sun does not cease to give light. So too, Lakhu, even in the decline of her youth, did not cease to be
beautiful. But when she saw the Sethani, she said:
“Seeing you has dispelled my illusion that I am beautiful. But the glory of such beauty as yours lies in its being
shared by all. To tie it to one peg is to degrade it.”
*
It took the Sethani some time to understand Lakhu’s meaning. So far, she had encountered nothing but
contempt. At least, Lakhu had considered her of some value. Fearfully, the Sethani said:
“If I follow this sinful path, I will be an outcast even from hell. This life is already ruined. Why ruin the next
life as well?”
Lakhu felt like laughing. How naïve women are! They spend their lives under this misconception and die in it.
Holding back her laughter, she said:
“What better path can there be in human society? Earlier I too was under this misconception. It’s no use in
trying to convince you of anything right now because you are not in a state of mind to be convinced. Time and
trouble are the best teachers. I have ten other girls here. No scripture could be more instructive than their life
stories—but one needs good sense to learn from them. I will give you a chance to acquire good sense. Never mind
my Rs one-and-a-half lakh. Go and meet your parents, your in-laws and your mother’s people. Satisfy yourself.
After that you won’t need much convincing.”
“What if I don’t come back to you?” asked the Sethani. Lakhu smiled.
“That’s up to you. You are free to do as you like. I trade in women’s bodies, not their lives.”
The Sethani gazed in wonder at Lakhu. Such words from a prostitute’s mouth! It was as if a ripe boil had been
pierced with a sharp needle. Tears began to pour from her eyes. Lakhu could not stand the sight of a woman’s
tears. Irritated, she said:
“I have seen so many women crying that I am tired of it. In this declining age I don’t have the strength to
endure the sight any more. Don’t cry. It is these useless tears which are our undoing. A woman has no greater
enemy than these tears.”
“Till I tell you the story behind these tears my heart will not be lightened,” said the Sethani in a choked voice.
“But what is the need to lighten your heart?” broke in Lakhu. “I have heard so many sob stories that I really
can’t bear them any more. Anyway, if you like, you can tell me the story when you come back here. That is when
you and I will understand each other. I know the sorrows of all women’s hearts without hearing them. You can go
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now. I have allowed this option to every girl who has come to me. Only three could not get rid of their
misconceptions and committed suicide. The rest came straight here. Not one of them deceived me. What has a
courtesan’s house to do with fraud and double dealing? There are enough households to contain that filth.”
Gradually the mist began to clear away from before the Sethani’s eyes.
“I don’t feel like going away from here,” she said.
“No, I can’t agree to that,” replied Lakhu. “Never do anything or get anything done by force. Come back only
if you feel like it. Don’t feel indebted to me. I had the money, so I paid it. The doors of this house are open to you
at any hour of the day or night. If you feel like coming in, don’t hesitate. If you do not feel like it, fine.”
*
When the Sethani left, it was with a heavy heart, but she thought that surely her parents would not turn her
away. Blood is thicker than water. A son can turn out badly but a mother’s heart will never change. A mother
moulds the child of her own flesh and blood, and shelters it in her body for nine months.
Yet she felt a strange hesitation in going to her mother’s house, so she found her way to her maternal
grandparents’ house. Everyone there had already heard of her misdoings. Such tales travel faster than the wind.
When her maternal uncle and aunt set their eyes on her, they turned as pale as if a tiger had suddenly appeared at
their door.
At first they refused to recognise her. When she introduced herself, they did their utmost to insult and humiliate
her. She had not expected to hear such taunts.
“Kindred and relations are also governed by custom,” said her uncle, as he fed his dogs with pieces of bread.
“One cannot go against society. Didn’t you come across a well or a tank on your way here? In fact, you could
have settled the matter at home with a length of rope. Why did you have to come here and show us your illomened countenance?”
A dog leapt up for a piece of bread. Her uncle stepped backwards and rebuked the dog, “Dhurre, dhurre!”
To the wise, a word is enough. The niece turned away and did not look back at her grandparents’ house. Bot
she was sure that her mother would embrace her, stroke her head, and kiss her forehead and cheeks as before.
There too the daughter’s hopes were belied. Her mother recognised her at once but no maternal affection swelled
in her bosom. Her face distorted by anger, she said:
“I wish I had given birth to a stone instead of you! Accursed creature, why have you brought your blackened
face here? It looks as if even death hates you. If you had the least shame or modesty left, you would go and drown
yourself in a drop of water. It is I who am ashamed that I bore and bred you.”
Having thus cast aside her daughter, her mother began to call out to the stray dogs who ran up wagging their
tails. She fed them with pieces of fried bread. No little merit may be earned this way on a moonless night.
The daughter was struck speechless by her mother’s words. Such humiliation where she had hoped for food
and shelter! She silently turned to leave taking the same path by which she had come. Hearing his wife’s voice,
the master of the house emerged from his prayer room. Telling the rosary he said:
“Whom were you scolding? How many times have I told you not to lose your temper with women who come
begging for whey?”
“So you think she's begging for whey?” said his wife dryly. “My good man! Don’t you recognise your own
daughter? Yes, this is your precious daughter—take a good look at her.”
The mention of his daughter caused coals to burn and smoulder in the father’s breast. Grinding his teeth he
said:
“How did she dare to come here? Didn’t you have shoes on your feet? Why didn’t you give her a dozen blows
with a shoe?”
The daughter turned around and came back. Smiling, she said:
“Fulfill that desire too if you like.” When the father could not pluck up the courage to beat her with shoes, the
mother said:
“You shameless hussy, how dare you stand there and grin at us?” Then, turning to her husband, she said:
“If shoes had had any force earlier, we would not have had to see this day. It’s your pampering that has spoilt
her.”
He was not one to suffer a false reproach. Pausing in the chanting of the rosary, he retorted:
“If she hadn’t received so much of her mother’s petting she would never have gone to the bad.”
While her parents indulged in mutual recriminations, the daughter quietly walked away. Now she had no
choice except death or Lakhu. She had not been born of her own choice. Why then should she beg a boon of
death? In this wide world, she saw no glimmer of hope except in one house.
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*
Without stopping a moment on the way, she made straight for Lakhu’s house. She knocked loudly on the door.
Opening it, Lakhu said:
“I knew you would return soon, and I had full faith in your understanding. Now I have found a true heir. My
worries are over. None of these girls has a mind to match yours.”
What tune was this that Lakhu was singing? Was it a compliment or an insult? But there was no hint of a taunt
in her manner. Her words were simple and straightforward. The Sethani said:
“If you knew that why did you let me go?” Closing the door, Lakhu said:
“It was necessary for you to go. One cannot understand reality merely by hearing about it. Now perhaps there
will be no need to explain things to you. Have a bath and get some rest. I’ll hear your story tonight after dinner.”
The Sethani made no reply. Many tempests arose in her breast. No matter how wise a man may be, not in a
thousand lifetimes can he fathom the tumults of a woman's life and her mind. Even if all the men in the world get
together and set themselves to the task, nothing will come to hand. After dinner, the Sethani said:
“Now it doesn’t matter to me whether I tell you my story or not. My indigestion has disappeared of its own
accord.”
Several girls were also sitting around. One said:
“This is the custom of the house. The second time one crosses the threshold of this house, one has to relate
one’s life story. Then the clerk records all the details in a register.” Sighing deeply, the Sethani said:
“Had a crow’s shadow not fallen to thwart my fate, my story would have been very different.”
“No, daughter, that is not true,” said Lakhu shaking her head. “It just seems that way to us. Though our life
stories are no different from each other’s, they appear different to us. All the women in this world have but one
life story—they are robbed by men and bear the consequences of that robbery throughout their lives. No woman is
untouched by this experience. But the illusions of home and family prevent them from understanding this truth.”
*
Then the Sethani related her story from the beginning—how he crows of Thar desert had deceived the swans of
Mansarovar, how the swans had been caught in a storm and sought shelter in a hollow tree, how the mice had
nibbled at their wings, how her husband had brought the wingless swans home with him, how their wings had
grown, how her husband had gone to visit the swans but had come back to her at midnight on hearing the ruddy
goose’s words, how the village elders had judged her falsely and got her thrown out her in-laws’ house, how the
potter woman had given her shelter and the goldsmith’s wife had abducted her son—she related every incident
that had occurred up to the time that she had met Lakhu.
This time, not a tear came to her eyes. She had not forgotten L.akhu’s exasperation at tears. Weeping changes
nothing, it merely gives one false consolation. Now she understood the meaning of Lakhu’s exasperation. After
hearing the whole story, Lakhu said:
“Daughter, all religion, devotion, philanthropy, meditation, non-violence, ritual, customs, traditions and norms
are false illusions. If anything is true, it is the crow’s way. All the world’s scholars, ascetics, wise men, priests and
pilgrims are followers of the crow’s way. Self-interest is the most important thing. Everything else is a fraud or an
obstacle. The poison of the crow’s cunning is visible throughout the world. The village elders dealt unjustly with
you though you carried your husband’s hope in your womb.
“But if you glance through our chronicles here, you may understand something about the doings of men. One
woman has her father’s hope in her womb, another the seed of her brother, uncle, brother-in-law or nephew. They
share the pleasure, but the pain is borne by the woman alone. She has no way of escape. Nature cares nothing for
relations and kindred.
“When the secret becomes known the man gets angry and runs at you to bite you. It is only here that you can
see how much blackness wrought of men’s hands lies behind this bright sunshine. Women in families are
forbidden to see this blackness, but the rules and morals of families are immoral here, and their immorality is our
chief morality.
“When one comes here one must forget the rotten norms of the family. To refuse to forget them is to suffer
unnecessary pain. The deeds that they do in secret are done here openly and unhesitatingly. Whoever brings cash
along with him is entitled to be a bedfellow. No relations of caste or community, kith or kin, father or son, brother
or nephew are acknowledged here. Only when one learns this can one keep faith with this profession.
“At first it is a little difficult to swallow all this, but soon one gets used to it. It is not easy to get over the
conditioning of family. I too took a long time to attain this understanding. I suffered a lot as a result of my father’s
doings. I raised an outcry but no one paid heed to my reality. Finally, when I took to the flesh trade I came to my
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senses and the veil of illusion was lifted.”
In this way, Lakhu explained the essence of a new Gita, and, in a daze, like Arjun, the Sethani listened. Then,
at Lakhu’s bidding, she vowed never to stain the honour of this profession.
*
The following night the prime minister came to Lakhu’s brothel. He had been pleased with the Sethani when
he first saw her in the king’s court. Today, on receiving Lakhu’s invitation, he mounted his horse and came riding
up.
Decked and adorned, the Sethani sat waiting. Lamps of clarified butter were lit. The meaning of her wedding
night swam in the glow of the lamps. That had been a night of happiness and so was this. But the two kinds of
happiness were as far apart as the earth and the sky.
The prime minister was in a drunken state and the Sethani was not at all used to the reek of liquor. Her head
swam when the fumes smote her. She began to feel sick. She begged the prime minister to come the next night but
he refused. She had been bought with money.
The prime minister enjoyed the cohabitation very much. He gave the Sethani his ring studded with priceless
gems. Can a single night be valued at such a high price?
The prime minister had come after dark and he returned before dawn. After he left, Lakhu came into the room.
For a while the two women looked into one another’s eyes. The night waited for them to speak. Finally Lakhu’s
lips opened.
“You will feel disgusted for the first few nights,” she said. “But after that you’ll have no trouble.”
“But the stink of liquor makes me feel sick,” the Sethani replied in a low voice. “It would be good if such
drunkards could be forbidden to come.”
“That is not in our control. In time, you will get used to this stink, but there are many other foul smells which
will pursue you, even in dreams. Try to stay away from them. Many great men will speak of marriage. They will
pretend to love you. Don’t fall into that trap. This prime minister has five wives. He is well versed in professing
love for women.
“Tonight you have been invited to a king’s palace. The king has sixteen wives. Surprised? For these men there
are no limits and no restrictions. Well, you need not lag behind in pretending love, but don’t fall into their swamp.
This is my special advice to you. Neither should you hate anyone nor should you love anyone.”
When the first stars appeared, a coach drawn by sixteen horses came to fetch the Sethani. Lakhu herself
adorned her with pearls and diamonds. To the musical rapping of hooves the coach sped along and came to a halt
beneath the king’s bedroom window. Four slave-girls, waving fans over her head, escorted her to the golden bed.
In a short while the king staggered in, dead drunk. Supported by the slave-girls, he reached the bed and fell flat
on the velvet cushions. Two slave-girls began to press his hands and feet. This drama did not remind the Sethani
of any past night. She watched in amazement all that was going on.
Later at night, the king suddenly remembered sex. He began to move his hands around. A slave-girl stood at
his head, the other at his feet. The Sethani shrank back, feeling embarrassed.
“These are my special slave-girls,” stammered the king. “No need to feel shy before them—they always wait
on me all night.”
The king wanted to say something more but could not continue. He hiccoughed and vomited all over the
Sethani’s face. Her unbuttoned blouse, her breasts and face were covered with vomit. Screwing up her face in
disgust, the Sethani at once descended from the bed. The king vomited some more and then collapsed on the bed.
The slave girls changed the bedding and the king’s clothes. They washed his beard and moustache. But the king
did not come back to consciousness. When the Sethani wanted to wash her face and change her clothes; a slavegirl whispered:
“To show disgust at the All Bountiful’s vomit is to invite death. Didn’t Lakhu tell you that?”
Is not showing disgust equivalent to not feeling it? The Sethani’s head was splitting.
“Death does not come on invitation,” she said angrily. “It strikes suddenly and unexpectedly, it spares neither
king nor subject.”
Then, despite the slave-girl’s remonstrances, she washed her face again and again. She washed her blouse.
When the blouse was half-dry she plucked up courage and said:
“His majesty is unconscious. What is the use of my staying on? In any case, I am not feeling well tonight. Send
me home.” The slave girls gazed at her in horror.
“Who knows when the All Bountiful may wake up?” said one. “It seems you haven’t yet learned the qualities
required to wait upon a king.”
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What could the Sethani say? Repeating Lakhu’s advice to herself, she stood still like a puppet.
Day dawned, yet the king’s eyes did not open. When the day was well advanced he finally woke from his
drunken stupor. Looking from one slave girl to the other, his eyes fell on the Sethani. Yawning, he asked,
“Who is this new girl?”
One of the slave girls reminded him of all that had happened during the night. He could not recollect any of it
but, sitting up with a jerk, he said:
“If that was the case, why didn’t you wake me up? Lakhu sent me a gift and you paid no heed to it?”
Asking forgiveness, the slave-girls complained of the Sethani’s disrespectful behaviour. Heaven knows why,
the whimsical king did not get angry! Beckoning the Sethani to come closer, he said:
“Beauty is oozing from every pore of her body.”
Remembering Lakhu’s teaching, the Sethani sat down close to the king. Stroking her cheeks, the king ordered
the two slave girls to stand in front of him, as usual.
Then the king disregarded even the force of the sun god. If anyone felt embarrassed it was the sun, who hid his
face behind a cloud. The Sethani had to keep the honour of her profession as instructed by Lakhu, and the king, in
the intoxication of his throne, had forgotten the difference between day and night.
Like the prime minister, the king too thoroughly enjoyed the cohabitation. Pleased, he gave the Sethani his
necklace worth Rs nine lakh. Then he offered her the temptation of becoming his queen—but she refused. She
explained the norms of her trade. When she mentioned Lakhu, the king understood. Nor did the Sethani accept the
invitation to stay in the palace for seven days. The trade forbade one to spend two nights in a row with one man.
Better to die than break one’s rule. The king was so pleased with her beauty that he ordered the slave-girls to send
the coach for her every alternate night.
*
As soon as she alighted from the coach the Sethani ran to Lakhu, fell into her arms and burst out crying.
Patting her back, Lakhu said:
“Don’t cry, daughter. I understand your pain. It is the king’s old habit to vomit and then fall unconscious. Of
course, you will grow used to this too. Married women tolerate such vomiting every night, yet instead of a nine
lakh necklace, they get only shoe blows on their head. Indeed their misfortunes are beyond reckoning.” Sobbing,
the Sethani said:
“What does it matter to me what others tolerate? How long can I survive on such false consolation?”
“Forget your consolation,” said Lakhu sharply. “These forms of male grossness are our source of wealth. Don’t
show disgust at such things. Accept them as your wealth.”
*
So the Sethani spent seventeen years accepting new wealth every day, according to Lakhu’s teaching.
Fortunately the Sethani’s youth and beauty did not decline with the years. Maturity and experience brought a new
glow to her countenance. Her beauty was the talk of the town.
The goldsmith’s son was not deaf. He too heard of her beauty. He was a well built, handsome youth. Telling his
father that he was going out on an errand, he knocked at Lakhu’s door. A girl came clattering down the stairs and
opened the door.
He came into Lakhu's presence. Why waste time on an unknown man? When the girl mentioned the fee, he
smiled and said:
“Surely you don’t need to worry about that. A man counts his cash before he crosses your threshold. But rubies
fall each time I cough. Each ruby is worth Rs one-and-a-quarter lakh. And what does it cost me to clear my
throat?”
Lakhu started when she heard this. A few more enquiries and she soon came to know who he was.
The Sethani, dressed and bejeweled, was looking at herself in the glass. Today, Lakhu’s teaching was to be
tested. Lakhu came into the room. Eyes fixed on the Sethani’s beautiful face, she said,
“Daughter, the honour of this house is in your hands today. Don’t hesitate on account of the relation with a son.
With every cough, priceless rubies will come to hand.”
She sprang up like a startled she-cobra. She stared at Lakhu’s wrinkled face. There was no time for much
thought.
“Shall I send him in then, daughter?” asked Lakhu eagerly.. As though murmuring in a dream, she said:
“Yes, certainly, send him in. I have no faith in any relations now. When will such a priceless night come
again?”
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66.76 A Void\fn{by Ali Mohammad Lone (1926-1987)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
A vacuum, endless and ever widening. This void does not lie in space. It was born in my mind and heart and
formed itself into a bottomless pit within me.
This meaningless cycle—day turning into night—dawn, daylight, evening and then the darkness again!
All right then, the day is over. OK, the night ends, but how does it matter to me? I just cannot think of all this
— or any of this.
No, I am not drawn inwards, I am no introvert. But my friends are always complaining. I admit I cannot talk
the way they do—I cannot interact. But introvert? Certainly not, it makes me laugh. Well, not quite laugh, but it
does make my lips twist. But I remain silent. When one does not know how to talk at all, the only thing to do is to
keep ones mouth shut.
My relatives describe me as one who answers only once in reply to a hundred questions. The elders put it down
to wisdom. The youngsters call it arrogance. My less well-read friends comment is:
“When you reach the heights of intellect, there is hardly any need to communicate.”
My only reaction to all these remarks is a vague smile—no, I do not want to mock at them—it is just that I
myself cannot explain my silence. As for the vacuum—what can I do about it? It keeps growing day by day—
rippling out in ever-widening circles to the extent that sometimes the whole universe appears like an atom within
it, even smaller. But who can explain this? What can be done about it?
It is raining today. It is turning so cold. People have discarded their bush-shirts and are clad in suits. But my
vacuum refuses to submit to any external pressures. Heat or cold, inner or external, nothing affects it.
You tell me now, what is the purpose of existence?
Perhaps your own has a meaning for you. But what use am I? Why do I exist? Or perhaps why do I not exist?
Thousands of books, hundreds of philosophies—I have read them all—but nothing can answer my question. How
I pored over every religious text, examined every point of view, but my question still waited for an answer. I could
reach no conclusion at all.
That is why my own existence appears pointless, lifeless to me. Even an automation or robot exists for some
reason; it is put together to serve some purpose and it does fulfill that purpose. But what of me? Who am I, a robot
or a human being? This is something I have never understood.
There are chains that bind people: work, business, family, social obligations. Bound in these shackles they plod
on regardless, their ears and minds shut, and they do reach their destinations somehow like the beasts of burden
that they are. But why am I different? I too am caught like a prisoner in these chains. Why do I then feel free? Is it
possible to stay alive without any ties, friendless and alone?
Going to the office in the morning, returning in the evening, eating dinner, listening to the radio, reading the
newspaper, keeping account of daily expenses, paying the insurance premium, provident fund, income-tax, house
rent, birth and death, marriage, mourning—yes? I am a part of all this but still I feel free, alone, unshackled. I
worry about it. Without even believing in Him, sometimes the cry escapes me:
“Oh my God!”
Recently I fell victim to an accident, thrown off my bicycle in the dark. I cried out:
“Oh my God!”
But when people helped me up, I felt nothing—no fear, no anxiety, nor even a sense of adventure. When they
stood me before the X-ray machine, the doctor straightened my injured arm, it was then that I screamed out in
pain—purely physical pain. Perspiration broke out all over my body. I don’t know what the doctor saw. His hand
trembled and he seemed worried as he said:
“Perhaps this is a fracture.”
I was amused at the doctor’s anxiety and laughed, which surprised him. When I was laid on the table under the
X-ray, my arm was straightened again. The doctor spoke hesitantly:
“I do think there is a fracture.”
“Is that all?” and again I laughed loudly. The doctor was angered by this and burst out:
“You think it is a joke? It will take at least three months for the bones to heal.”
“Only three months? Tut, tut.”
I don’t know why I felt somewhat let down. The doctor touched my brow and said:
“I wonder if there is a head injury?”
I kept my mouth shut. How could I tell the fool that a head which cannot think, can never be hurt. Why should
I?
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When the X-ray results came in, I was even more disappointed—there was nothing wrong with the arm, all the
bones were intact. The doctor was very pleased and he spoke in English:
“You are very lucky, sir.”
“Oh!”
The one opportunity of breaking out of daily routine had also been lost. Just my luck! I could have touched my
arm in plaster, laid down on the clean, white sheet, and warm blanket of the hospital bed—but none of these
pleasant sensations were for me. And this silly doctor was saying:
“Really, you are very lucky. I congratulate you on a miraculous escape.”
Lucky indeed! The idiot!
Other people feel the need for things, material things. Their whole life is spent in acquiring them. But I do not
want any such thing, hanker after no object. All my needs are internal. I lack feeling. I feel nothing, no fear, no
joy, no grief, no love, no hatred.
Some intellectuals say that man lives by bread alone. Rice and hak, plus air and water—these are enough to
keep the body alive. But till recently I believed that there is something else too, other needs which require a
different kind of food. That is why I read books, wrote stories, acted in plays, listened to music, watched films,
went to the club, attended soirees, was sociable, entertained.
But all that is in the past. It is different now, I find it all silly, useless, disquieting. My brains have been drained
out with all this reading. Writing stories has only tied my own life in knots. And acting? It is nothing but
imitation, with no use for intelligence. As for music, it only serves to alienate one from reality; films have no
purpose. All my former occupations, going to the club, meetings friends, seem a mere formality.
Why is it so? What do I want? I don’t know. I want nothing—nothing at all. But the vacuum in my heart and
mind is eating me up. How I wish it could be filled up. What does it need? Somebody’s love? Affection?
Sympathy? But I do have these. What can I do if the hole still remains gaping? I do not even get fed up! That at
least would have been a feeling—something to fill the void. God! is there any way at all?
It must be raining—the atmosphere is cool, with a bracing nip in the air. What a luxury it is to cuddle up in a
white quilt! But it is only for those who await the night and then the dawn. But what of him, whom fate denies
this wait? Where can he go?
236.233 Excerpt from … And Pine For What Is Not\fn{by Sunita Deshpande (1926-2009)} “She was born in
Kudaldeshkar Goud Saraswat Brahmin community”, Ratnagiri?, Ratnagiri District Maharashtra State, India (F) 12
… Appa, my father, died more than seven years ago and my mother died within two years of his death. Of
course, I know that all who are born must die, and I also saw that my parents had lived to a good old age. But I
cannot bring the comfort of logic to bear upon their deaths, even though otherwise I am logical and cut-and-dried
to the point of being tiresome. They gave birth to me, cared for me and I lived in their loving shade for the first
sixteen years of my life. And though I broke away from them at sixteen I was never estranged from them. In fact,
the older I grew, the more I valued their love, and drew support from their just being there. I was truly orphaned
by their deaths.
But this is no wonder. All children, however old, become orphans when their parents die. They learn slowly to
put that sorrow behind them and slowly, and perhaps conveniently, forget their parents. Soon, only the memories
remain, good and bad.
I, too, have been following these natural steps; but at the same time, I am also aware of something else going
on in my mind. Is this an attempt to find out what that something else is?
Appa had a good death. He was old, growing frail, at times even forgetful; but his cheerful and loving
disposition never changed. He was absolutely happy in his retirement and he cast this joy on all of us, making us
wish that he would be with us forever. His last illness came out of nowhere and snatched him from us quickly, in
just twelve hours. He had a heart attack sometime around eleven in the morning and treatment began right away.
We were all immediately summoned by phone, and began to arrive from Poona and Bombay around eight in the
evening. My husband Bhai and I were the last to reach, at ten. He lay on his bed with eyes closed, attached to
oxygen and saline tubes and surrounded by his family. I put my lips against his ear and said,
“I am here, Appa; how do you feel?” He managed to put his free hand on my back and say faintly,
“What a lot of trouble I have caused my babies!” Again I said,
“Appa, it’s me,” wondering if he knew me. And he asked,
“Where’s my Bhai?”
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Yes, he did know me. He asked me for a little water. The doctor who had been with him the whole time since
morning now got up to go home. I went with him to the door and said,
“Appa has been happy; everyone he wanted to meet is here; now let him go. Don’t try to keep him alive with
machines and tubes.” He said,
“It’s a massive attack. I don’t think we can keep him alive very much longer even if we tried. He lasted this
long only because he willed it, to meet his children. Now that all of you are here … it won’t be long now.”
And Appa died within fifteen minutes.\fn{The asterisked sub-divisions of this text are those of the author:H}
*
But my poor mother lingered on for nearly four months before she died. A stroke paralysed half her body and
she slowly lost her memory, speech, even consciousness. She became what she most hated and feared: totally
dependent. There was no dearth of money and people to care for her, but she had no desire to live like a vegetable.
We brought her to Bombay the moment she became ill and there she was surrounded by her children and
grandchildren and sons- and daughters-in-law. Turn by turn we sat with her, looked after her every need. Anybody
would have thought her fortunate to be so cherished.
In truth, there was more duty in it than love, and, well aware of this, I sorrowed. I still do. Can’t help feeling
that if it had been me who was sick, she would not have stinted in her care and nursing, even fasts and vows.
This was her last and only serious illness. Not that she had never been sick in her life, but she always relied on
her own home remedies rather than a doctor and continued to do all household chores the best she could. I cannot
remember her lying in bed, being catered to by any of us. She could not stand to depend on anyone for anything.
But unfortunately, that is exactly what she was forced to do at the end of her life. This hated helplessness, more
than the sickness, was eating away at her. I understood her anguish, yet I know I did not give her as much of my
time as I should have.
And she died. With a houseful of all her children and their children and their wives and husbands, she was all
alone when she finally did go.
But she is gone now, and she was very old when she died. So why am I writing this, digging up the old sorrow
again? No, not sorrow, but chaos, a jumble of pros and cons, a tangle of emotions. If I could unravel it, then
perhaps I could leave it behind. Hence this effort.
In all the four months that she was dying, I could spare perhaps a couple of weeks for her, and that too, only a
few days at a time. The rest of the time I was engrossed in my own work, in my own life: my home, the proofs of
a new book, rehearsals for new programmes of poetry-reading, management of the Trust and concluding some big
new financial deals on its behalf, a few minor ailments and bothers.
And while busy with all this, at the back of my mind I sorrowed for my absence from her bedside, for my
inability to do anything for her. And it was not pure sorrow. During that time I also had to travel. We presented the
first two big programmes of readings from Borkar’s poems in Poona and Bombay. I remember, at such times, I
wondered if there would be some hitch at the crucial moment on her account, if her illness would suddenly take a
serious turn, if the programmes would have to be cancelled
Obviously, she had become a burden as well. And that knowledge hurt the most. Made me ashamed of being so
self-centered, so ungrateful, such a hypocrite. And sometimes, but rarely enough, I would make time and sit with
her. And then what happened?
I was sitting at her bedside in the hospital once when my elder brother’s wife came to visit. She had brought
her two granddaughters with her. They were lovely little girls who entertained us for a whole hour. But seeing
them juxtaposed to my mother jolted me, thrust me along an unbeaten track. I thought, this old, dying woman in
the bed before me, was once a lovely little girl like this, the pet of her parents, the favourite of her family.
And my heart was wrung, and filled with pity which spilled over in tears. On the long loop from birth to death,
these girls stood at the beginning, I stood long past the middle, and my mother at the very end. I will stand in her
place very soon, I said, and then?
I suddenly could not see anyone else on my loop, not in the middle, not at the beginning; just me, dangling at
the end, unconnected; even the loop had unraveled. This lonely suspension of mine at the end of life was not of
any great moment to anybody. There simply wasn’t any person close enough to be affected by it in any way. But
…
Wasn’t this true freedom? Shouldn’t I be happy that I would not be the cause of anyone’s sorrow in life or
death? I should have been rejoicing.
But then why wasn’t I? What was this that I was feeling?
It’s night now, the doctor has just been to see Mother. Now not just her body, but even her mind is going. She
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is forgetful and incoherent. Her words barely make it past her lips. How long will she live on in this horrible
state? In the state she most loathes?
She spent her whole life striving and working for others, never asking help from anyone. The one type of death
she would have hated was just the death she was dying.
They tell me that I was a sickly baby, always ill and whining. There must have been dozens of people in the
house when I was a baby: my brothers and sisters, my uncles and aunts and their children, even some of my
father’s distant relatives. Mother had to cook and clean and care for all of them, had to look after the feasts and
fasts, had to help in the children’s studies, had to cater to the stream of guests, in short had to do whatever a
married woman in charge of a large household would be expected to do in those days. On top of that to nurse us
through our childhood ailments, dosing us with her own home-brewed remedies, staying up nights and rocking us
to sleep if we cried—it must have been backbreaking.
Should I not do something for her out of gratitude? What is there left to do now? It is already too late. But yes.
There is something I could do for her even now. Especially now: release her from this loathsome, vegetative state.
Out there, the world is arguing about euthanasia. I am not interested in all that talk about mercy-killing, and
she certainly never was. Can I do it? For her? Without a thought for precedents or consequences? It’s quiet now.
Not a sound anywhere. Since I, her own daughter, am with her, the nurses have vanished with a clear conscience.
No one will come unless I ring. Mother is quiet too. Probably asleep. This is the moment.
I went resolutely and stood next to her. Her neck was scrawny; the neck of an old, sick, dying woman. My
hands are strong enough. This is the last chance for me to do something for my mother.
Once upon a time I was known as a rebel, a revolutionary—adjectives which have been washed away in the
flow of life. There’s no one left now who knows my “rebellion and revolution” but I know well that spirit is not
dead. I know how strong I am.
Then why do I hesitate? Am I afraid? Never. Is there someone for whom I feel I must live? For whom I must
put aside such thoughtlessness? No, not any more. Once there was a lot that would have tied me to life—a yes,
even a short time ago—but not any more. No such restraints hold me back this moment.
My hands were absolutely steady. I squeezed a corner of the mattress between them, and then the bar of the
headboard. The grip was powerful enough.
What is holding me back? Middle-class impotence? But I don’t believe in such artificial class-systems. I am a
woman who has worked hard all her life, who has never thought of work, even hard, physical work as something
beneath her. I have no such class-related feebleness, certainly not at this moment. If I see injustice done, I will
jump to redress it without a moment’s thought. I have not changed. I am the same, the mould has not cracked.
It’s not hard to kill in anger; all creatures are capable of it. It is a little harder, but not impossible, to coolly plan
to execute an enemy. A lot of people we call patriots and revolutionaries have done it time and again. Even I
would have, had it ever been necessary.
But my hands lacked the stupendous strength needed to kill—out of compassion—a beloved innocent who
slept peacefully, trusting me to watch over her sleep. How I longed to possess that power, but could summon up
only weakness. I could hardly breathe. Hot tears choked me. I had never before experienced such helpless grief.
My mother’s poor neck and my hands rivaled each other in debility. It is many days now since she died, but I
cannot put that desperate contest out of my thoughts.
*
This very mother had nursed us—children and grandchildren and a dozen others too—during myriad illnesses,
stayed up nights to watch over us, slaved over the stove cooking our favourite things, nagged us to do our
homework and study and learn. But as time went by, we grew older and strayed farther and farther.
Then she took to sending us endless invitations: to a feast, to a holiday, to a birthday, on this special occasion
or that; and wearing out her eyes watching for our arrival. She would send us whatever she had toiled to grow in
her garden: mangoes and coconuts and China-dates and drumsticks and flowers and plants. She never gave a
thought to the trouble it cost her envoys to bring these things to us. Not that they complained, because she always
paid back the favour one way or another.
But we were—or rather I was—embarrassed by these visitors bearing her gifts. For generally, when they
arrived, I was busy, or on the point of leaving for work or had someone working with me on an important project.
And whoever she had sent would turn up at exactly the wrong moment with his mangoes or flat-rice. He would be
congratulating himself on the success of his mission, feeling especially thrilled to be in the home of the famous P.
L. Deshpande;\fn{Pu La Deshpande, her husband, was a famous humorist:H } and I would feel awkward and ashamed, and,
because of that, of course, annoyed with her. Thinking: as though we can’t buy these things here! Why send them
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all the way with some stranger? He is put to the bother of carrying them and I to that of sitting and making smalltalk, offering tea. And I, who chattered like a magpie through the day, making umpteen cups of tea umpteen times,
found it impossible to say a few harmless, formal words to that man or to give him a cup of tea.
Doesn’t she understand that we can buy these things here? That we are busy? That in big cities like Poona and
Bombay it is not so easy to track down even famous people like her sons and her sons-in- law? Hadn’t I told her
all this time and again? And there would generally be a letter of instructions with the stuff she sent: give this to
such and such grandson, or grandson-in-law; which meant that I had to put everything aside and take those things
to yet a third person! Hadn’t I anything better to do?
I would feel thoroughly ashamed of Mother and could not but help say a few words to her messenger about
how I disapproved of this sort of behaviour on her part. For more than thirty years I railed against her for such
ways because they did not fit into my “just so” lifestyle.
But she never changed, and finally towards the end I began to wonder whether it was I who was in the wrong.
Now she is no more. I need never be embarrassed on her account. I can go out and buy what I want, when I want,
because it is all there in the market for sale.
And yet, those things she sent were from her own garden, from trees she had grown and cared for; they are not
available here: those special mangoes, coconuts, drumsticks, China-dates, custard-apples, young jackfruit …
Maybe the ones we get here are of a better quality, maybe they even taste better, but they cannot satisfy me, not to
my very core, because they have not been touched by her.
*
And what is this core? This mould that is me?
Appa and Mother gave birth to me. I exist because of them. But is that cause for undying gratitude? They
brought me into this world for their own joy and happiness. Everyone nurtures their children. After all, she had
not adopted an orphaned beggar and brought her up. I am her flesh and blood, and because I am that, inevitably I
have her good and bad in my blood too.
More bad than good, I am afraid. Like her I speak too loudly. We never noticed her loudness, because we were
used to it from birth, or maybe because everyone talks more loudly in the countryside than in cities. But, of all her
children, I am the only one who speaks so loudly, and I am aware of how it irritates Bhai. But I have not been able
to rid myself of this habit even after trying.
Is this the core, the mould?
Another failing I seem to have inherited from her is an inability to praise anyone to his or her face. She was a
schoolteacher. Even after marriage, she continued to teach until three of her children were born. Her earnings
surely helped in laying down the sound financial foundations of our family. She had won prizes in elocution, and
she always wanted to learn horse-riding. Later on she even nagged me to fulfill this thwarted ambition of hers,
and though I like horses very much I was never that keen to become a horsewoman. That was her dream, not
mine. Had it been mine, she might have bought a horse for me even in those days and in a small place like
Ratnagiri; who can say?
But this ambitious, spirited and educated woman later on became so totally absorbed in her household that she
hardly read anything except the occasional religious book and letters from relatives. Nor did she write anything
except household accounts and a few letters.
But just the other day, after her death, I found a couple of notebooks in her cupboard. They seemed to be a sort
of a diary. I didn’t know whether to laugh or to cry when I read them. There was really only one thing in all her
notes: complaints against my father. And to tell the truth, there was no exaggeration in what she had written.
Does that mean that Appa was a domestic tyrant? Not at all. You couldn’t find a better man if you went
looking.
But honesty, goodness, generosity and keeping an open house for guests and friends are all virtues that can
become a real pain to others in the family. I feel that one gets as addicted to virtue as to vice. And the life of an
addict’s wife is always hell. A vicious addict’s wife is at least an object of sympathy; the wife of a virtuous addict
has to put on a happy face. There can be no torture as potent as being forced to wear a perpetual smile.
To come to particulars, Appa never knowingly hurt anyone in his life, not even in his dreams. He was a saint.
But the wives of our long-revered saints were illiterate and did not write autobiographies (fortunately for the
preservation of the myth of our great culture). I didn’t know when she wrote these notebooks, but in them, Mother
did not blame Appa by so much as a word. She assumed that husbands are like that. She knew how good he was,
and toiled hard and happily to preserve and promote that goodness.
But after all she was human. She was tired sometimes, sometimes sick. And if only Appa had thought of this
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and cut his virtues to fit her endurance, she would not have had to seek notebooks to pour her heart into.
Appa’s values were pure gold, and for that reason he was pure goodness, or saintliness; more than merely
human. You don’t find such pure, clean people in this all-too-human world.
And once a man becomes larger-than-life, a saint, he feels himself to be beyond human foibles and judgments.
He strives to keep his noble image intact even at the price of his wife’s good name. This, of course, condemns his
wife to hell.
We remember Mother as forever busy. Immersed in work, day and night. She always took the trouble to cook
exactly what we loved, nursed us in our illness, taught us our lessons; but we don’t remember her cuddling or
kissing us or happily applauding our achievements. It won’t be true to say that she had no time for that. She could
have made time if she had wanted to.
But it was simply not in her nature. She could see only our faults and made her life a misery, striving and
straining and trying to correct them. Perhaps she wanted us to be perfect, without a blot on our names; but a child
craves its parents’ approval so badly that we did not value all that she did for us every day but only saw that she
never had a word of praise to say to us; and gloried and basked in the approving touch of Appa’s loving hand that
gave us a pat on the back, even if once in a blue moon.
This is kindling
born to be dry; not dewy.
Don’t look for nectar here.
But my friend, it yearns, burns
To strike a spark in your soul.

These lines of the poet Kusumagraj must be loved by other “dry sticks” besides me. So many work-weary
housewives must have found a reflection of the lineaments of their own faces here, and must have felt comforted.
But it is all right to glorify dry sticks in poems; in real life, no one likes anything that is “born to be dry”. The
dry tinder itself must be cursing that particular “virtue”.
I have that attribute of Mother’s to a fault. She was not aware of it as a fault in herself, and to that extent, was
happier. I am all the time awake to it, but can’t rid myself of it now. Say, I love a book (or a play or a concert or a
lecture), still I always notice its small blemishes; and, even while singing its praises, cannot refrain from pointing
them out, perhaps with the admirable intent of improving it! This is my mould again.
*
So also have I taken from Mother her blunt frankness.
Is it a fault or merit? You would find frankness or outspokenness in the “good qualities” column of the ledger,
but actually no one likes outspoken people. Of course we like people to be frank about others, not about us. It is a
quality admired in public figures. A speech from the podium displaying this quality will be applauded.
But between two people, its exercise generally signifies that one of them is pointing out the other’s faults
without hesitation. And then it is called nagging or criticism. And who likes criticism?
Frankness and criticism are two sides of the same coin: heads and tails. In the case of a public figure, it is
heads, and he wins; in the case of us mere mortals, it is tails and we lose.
But it is true that if we carry such bluntness in our blood, we won’t find love and friendship easy to come by.
Most people would avoid getting too close to us, and a few truthful ones will tell us straight that they dread our
tongue.
Like frankness, fondness for work also teeters on the border between fault and merit. Are those diligently busy
people nice or nasty? Good or bad?
At one time I would unhesitatingly have said, “Good”, and given instances from the lives of great men to prove
my point. But now I will come down on the side of “Bad”, because now my feet are firmly on the ground, now I
draw no inspiration from fables about great men; now, from my own life, I know better.
Both Mother and Appa always kept themselves occupied, and were compatible in this at least. All their
children have inherited this love of work from them.
This was all right when we were young, but what about later on? A lazy wife would hate a ceaselessly
industrious husband. And that may have happened in my brothers’ case. For a girl, life is tougher: she has to learn
to get along not just with her husband, but also with everyone else in his family. If all of them are idle, or set
themselves to work only when it’s absolutely necessary, the diligent girl is run off her feet doing everybody else’s
chores. And she is often exhausted; but worse; at some point, she begins to think with pride that the show goes on
because she is there to make it run.
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Clashes are unavoidable when such opposites come together under one roof. And our white-collar convention
decrees that such friction be kept hush-hush., within the four walls. Under such circumstances the discord can
become nerve-racking.
Whether in a family or in society as a whole, there are not many such people devoted to work. But those that
are, exasperatedly think of others as lazy good-for-nothings, and those others are thoroughly fed up of these
assiduous ants and busy beavers, because they can’t understand what one must continuously work for.
I always remember “The Lotos Eaters” in this context. Whether you like it or not, the philosophy of those
Lotos Eaters does strike a deeply hidden sympathetic chord within you and you begin to think that your tireless
workaholism is perhaps not something to be proud of.
*
Mother was open-handed, bountiful. There was no calculation in her. At times her generous heart and the
dictates of the age-old traditions she had routinely accepted stood opposed to each other.
I remember one such wonderful incident. During our childhood in the Konkan we needed all sorts and shapes
and sizes of pots and baskets. We did not have buckets in those days. For bathing there was a huge copper tub.
Water from the well was carried in large brass pitchers. For washing there were stone troughs, and to keep the
washed, wrung-out clothes we had a big basket. We needed a flat basket to winnow grain and small ones in which
to wash rice.
All this basket-weaving was done by Mahar (a caste then considered untouchable) women. There was one such
basket-weaver who came to us regularly two or three times a year to sell baskets. She must have been coming to
us for years and I don’t remember any other. She would sit outside and display her wares; show them to Mother
from all sides, even turning them upside down. Mother would sit far away and carefully inspect them from a
distance and choose some. The woman would keep those to one side. After Mother had finally decided which
baskets to purchase, they would haggle over the price. And finally, when a bargain was struck, Mother would pour
water over everything she had bought (in order to purify it) and bring it inside the house.
There was no question of our touching the woman, or of touching the things she had touched without washing
them first. We belonged to a “higher” caste.
Mother never thought of crossing this barrier between us and the basket-weaver. She never thought it wrong or
unjust; in fact she was sure that this is how things ought to be, and had dinned this into our heads. There was no
question in those days of our disobeying her in anything either.
Business over, the basket-weaver would settle down in our yard. After all, she had come walking miles, and
needed her rest. Then Mother would give her lunch and tea and snacks. If she started to tuck away something to
take back to her children, Mother would scold her and say,
“You eat that right now. After walking all this way in the sun, it’s your feet that are hurting, not theirs. I know
you have children. As though I have none! God gave us enough children too, you know! Now here, this is for
your children.”
They would have this conversation every time. Mother knew the name of each of her children and all her
family, and the basket-weaver knew all ours. Then the two would settle down to “where is this one now, and what
does that one do” and so on, and they would talk about their lives and joys and sorrows. And when she left the
basket-weaver would take away rice, pickles, lotions and potions, old clothes and what-have-you. Mother never
calculated the cost of all the things she gave her, but nor did she ever buy a single basket without haggling first.
One day the woman came as usual, and baskets were bought and washed after the usual ritual. But as she was
taking the baskets in, Mother noticed that the woman’s leg was swollen. When asked, she said that she had torn it
on a thorny bush sometime ago. Now it was septic, and the pain of it had given her no rest for two days.
Mother simply grasped her leg, saying, “Let me see”, and sent us all scurrying for hot water, potassium
permanganate, cotton, strips of old saris for bandages, and that panacea for all wounds, “Shetty’s paste”. Then she
carefully drained and cleaned the wound, put the paste on it and properly bandaged it.
During this lengthy process the woman was yelling and screaming and Mother was yelling even louder,
scolding her, telling her to behave like a grown woman, asking her why she became a woman if she couldn’t stand
a little pain! Finally the wound was dressed. Mother wrapped up all the mucky cotton and waste in a piece of
paper and handed it to her to throw away in the jungle. She also gave her some of the paste to put on the wound in
a day or two.
Then we brought pitchers full of water and poured them over Mother’s head the way she used to pour them
over the baskets and then she came back in the house.
Neither Mother, and certainly not any of us, saw the contradictions inherent in such behaviour.
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When I was a little older and a little more educated, I began to be troubled by Mother’s belief in such things as
castes, ritual purity and untouchability. But I remember that incident now, and see that her orthodoxy and her
compassion went hand in hand after all. She had great affection for all these poor people around her whom she
knew and lived among and dealt with every day. I think her sympathies and antipathies in these matters were
purely personal, whereas ours are all impersonal and institutional. I don’t think I would have treated that woman
as an untouchable, nor have washed whatever I bought from her. But then, I suppose, I would have conveniently
ignored her septic leg, at the most telling her impersonally to show it to a doctor before it was fit to be amputated.
Over the last twenty years or so, on every visit of mine to Ratnagiri, a woman named Sundrabai would come to
see me. And not just me, any of us who went on a visit to my parents. Even on a flying visit of a weekend we
would find her on the doorstep.
Who knows how she found out when we came? She looked demented, like a bag-lady: hair all over the place,
clothes tattered, unkempt and squalid. She muttered to herself all the time. I loathed her.
But Mother was full of compassion for her too. Obviously, she was looking for handouu, but never came
empty-handed. Always brought some filthy snack wrapped in a newspaper as a gift, gave it to us and insisted that
we eat it before her eyes. Mother expected us to make a generous return.
We did not mind giving her alms, but all of us objected to spending time with her, listening to her whining
rigmarole, eating the horrible things she had brought. She had told a long tale to Mother about how she was once
a rich woman, was robbed by her relatives after her husband’s death, how that villainy had made her lose her wits
and then how even her neighbours had looted whatever was left in her house and she was reduced to begging.
Maybe this was all true, maybe not. Mother believed it implicitly but whatever the right or wrong of it, I could not
see why we should all be asked to be nice to this pathetic, crazy beggar.
Mother felt: Fortune is fickle, so we should all be kind to those fallen on bad times like Sundrabai. Her
argument went like this:
“Look, she is crazy. She has no sense. But we do, don’t we? So what’s the harm in putting up with a bit of
trouble from her? She comes trudging all this way just to see you. She was a gentlewoman in her time. Maybe she
is batty now, and a beggar, but you can see she knows how people from good families behave. She never comes
empty-handed on a visit. She has no money, but she manages to bring some little thing, whatever she can. She
brings it with love; why can’t you put it in your mouths for her sake? And don’t tell me about hygiene! You go
and inspect the kitchen in every restaurant before you eat there, do you? But when the bill comes, you put your
hand into your pocket and pay up, right? And here is this poor woman who brings something for you with love,
and you don’t appreciate it. I sure am thankful you still call me Mother!”
At that point we’d stop her. I never really understood why she had this soft spot for that Sundrabai, whom I
always thought a fraud. But Mother was inexplicably charitable in these cases. Perhaps in her old age she drew
more comfort from this freakish but familiar crowd that surrounded her every day of her life than from her
faraway children whom she saw but rarely.
Once I had gone to Ratnagiri to see Appa, who was ailing. They were both quite old by that time, and had
employed a part-time cook and a stay-in maid. I had written to them that I was coming for just a few days. I got
there in the evening.
The next morning the maid said she had her menses. That meant she was “untouchable” for the next four days
and would not lift a finger to do any work. Mother was strict about this. The maid knew it and often “got her
menses” twice in one month.
But Mother did not mind. On the contrary, she was pleased that the maid respected tradition and “sat aside”
during that time. She never approved of the fact that we did not, and for that reason was often reluctant to come
and stay with us.
Her maidservants took advantage of this idiosyncrasy. I had come in the hope of looking after them for a few
days, of cooking some of their favourite things, spoiling them and myself too. And now, there was no one in the
house to help, because that very day the cook also sent a message to say that she had a stomach-ache. When I lost
my temper, Mother said,
“She is pregnant; maybe she has gone into labour early.”
I was mad at the two servants, at my Mother’s insistence on “ritual purity”, and at my own luck! Mother was
distressed that I should not have a day’s rest in my father’s house when I had come there after such a long time,
but she did not blame those two malingerers. She blamed herself for being too old and infirm to lighten the load
of my work!
The third day, the cook turned up after I had finished all the cooking. I said,
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“You might have come a bit earlier to help me. Now everything is done; you can go.”
But Mother insisted that she have lunch first. Why? For two reasons. One, because she normally had lunch
there every day, so why shouldn’t she have it that day? And two, she was pregnant for the first time and had no
one at home to see that she got nice things to eat, so she should have the happiness of eating all the special things
I had made.
Mother said, God would see her happiness and bless me! I would have valued sitting with my sick father more
than being blessed for slaving over the stove for the cook, but Mother’s logic was always inverted. And so I never
really got along with her.
Now that she is gone, I look back and see any number of such events that show how big her heart was, and I
feel ashamed of myself. My sister has the same generous spirit, but not I. I have perhaps got some of Appa’s
detachment.
Generosity is a wonderful attribute. It is spontaneous; it doesn’t argue over right and wrong, it just rejoices in
the simple joy of giving. And once you are addicted to this joy, generosity becomes an indivisible part of your
nature. This is a great virtue, for it gives happiness to yourself and to others, and never does anybody any harm at
all. Such a joy in giving must round off the sharp corners of your personality and make you smoother, gentler,
softer.
I have seen my mother, and my sister too, just pick up a thing and give it away.
I can’t do that. I can more easily say no, more easily turn a supplicant from my door, however small his want.
I never put even the tiniest coin into an outspread palm.
Everyone must think me a perfect Scrooge. But I can’t say it bothers me. I am like a silk-worm, living in my
little cocoon. There are very few who can enter this small, enclosed world, and it is their opinions alone that I
value. The rest of the world can go hang.
This might seem like an exaggeration to those who don’t know me well, but it is not. I have seen myself give
enough and more to those I thought deserving, and forget the gift the next moment. But at the moment of giving, I
simply thought,
“This is not mine anyway.”
There was more austerity, detachment in that gesture than generosity. Which is why I feel, in this at least, I am
more my father’s daughter than my mother's.
*
Appa was a consummate criminal lawyer. He was used to examining data from all angles and was adept at
coming to logical conclusions after playing the Devil’s advocate against himself. He loved chess and bridge.
Could his logical mind have dictated the choice of these pastimes?
I love all three; logical thinking, chess and bridge. But I lost touch with the two games later on. Thinking is the
one game which has stayed with me. It can be played anywhere, any time, without partners.
Appa wanted me to be a lawyer, a barrister. Barrister Seeta Ajgaonkar was his cousin. I think she was the first
woman barrister in Maharashtra. Appa was proud of her. She was a great Sanskrit scholar as well. He wanted me
to follow in her footsteps. But there I disappointed him. However, my eldest brother became a lawyer, and later
even a judge; though he had no interest in law. He had simply followed tradition in taking up his father’s
profession. But I now feel that I might have made a good lawyer.
We were in Kolhapur a scant ten days before Appa died. It was close enough to Ratnagiri, so we went down to
see him. Just for a day. Within an hour of our getting there, Appa gave me a letter. It was a sort of a will. Of
course he had already made a legal will, disposing of all his estate properly. This was not that sort of a will. In this
will he had written that he wanted his eyes to be donated and his body to be used for medical purposes after his
death.
I wondered aloud why he had addressed this letter to me and not to any of his other children. There were also
any number of doctors in the family who could have executed his wishes better. He told me, that showed his real
trust in me, at least in such matters.
Then I sat down to battle with him. I told him that as far as I knew, the eyes of a dead person could be used
only if they were removed within an hour of death, and since there was no eye-bank in Ratnagiri, his eyes were
practically useless as a donation. Also, medically, a dead body was of use for dissection only in the big teaching
hospitals in Poona or Bombay. In such big cities there was no lack of unclaimed dead bodies of vagrants and
beggars. And when it came to dead bodies for dissection, what was the difference between the bodies of those
unfortunates and the bodies of the better-off? Why spend time and money in transporting his cadaver to the city?
He should really not insist on these two things. If he liked, I would agree to donate my body after death, in place
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of his, to whoever could use it. I told him that we lived in the city, and would most probably die there, so it would
be easily possible to use my dead body.
“I promise you this,” I said, “and I will tell everyone that I have made such a promise, so there will be no
difficulty about keeping it.”
He was not wholly convinced. He didn’t say anything then, but could not keep the thoughts of his own death
and its aftermath from his mind. A little later he said, again reverting to the same theme:
“I have heard that great men like Vinoba and Savarkar starved themselves to death. I agree with them. I want
to do that. Why live on and on? Is there any practical difficulty in this? No. But your mother doesn’t agree. Please
talk to her. Please try and convince her that this is the right thing to do.”
Mother was listening. She lost her temper and yelled,
“Stop it! I am not going to listen to such rubbish. He has nothing to occupy him any more; so his mind has
become a playground for the Devil. He just sits and thinks all these atrocious thoughts. I am sure he has become
senile, crazy. But you should know better. You are not senile. How can you listen to such heresy?”
Actually, none of us wanted to talk or hear about this unpleasant topic. But Appa was obsessed by it, and I had
to do something to divert him from it. I said,
“Appa, I agree with you one hundred per cent. But it is not so easy to starve yourself to death, you know. You
cannot succeed in it against the wishes of your family and friends. Suppose you give up food and drink, and
sometime later you go into a coma. What if the others step in and save you with force-feeding and drips and so
on? I am sure Mother will try to save you. Please think about it. You can think about it logically, but Mother
cannot. I cannot possibly persuade her to let you die. Just think: it is she who has fed you and looked after you for
the last sixty-five years. She has more right to your body than you do! So let her look after your body after death
too. Don’t give so much importance to this bag of bones and flesh and blood. Learn to look at it with detachment
while you are alive, that will be more peaceful for you. Don’t think of death. It will come when it is time. Why
hurry it on? We want you, Appa; we all want you as long as we can have you. You will not die before your time
against the combined wills of all of us, you know!” I was trying to shut off that horrible topic once and for all, in
any words I could summon up at the moment.
I remember, when I was a child, Appa would ask us to come to the courthouse to listen to the arguments in an
especially important or problematical case. The District Court building is right across the road from our house.
The judge’s quarters are on top of it. All the court officers, from the judge to the peon, knew all of us well. Our
house, the courthouse, the post office, the European Club (now Gogte College) were all cheek by jowl, a little
outside the town. Any judge who was posted there got to know us before meeting anyone else in town. I
remember judges like P.M. Lad, Gundeel, Waterfield, D.R. Pradhan. All the judges who took up residence there
were friends of the family; they still are.
Against this background of total familiarity, I also remember sitting in the court to listen to Appa argue a case.
While arguing with him now, I remembered that time, and, I am sure, so did he; because he smiled at me and said,
“You’d have made a formidable lawyer!”
Appa died ten days after that. Did he die so soon because he wanted to die? He died peacefully, without any
struggle or sorrow or strife. I have seen a lot of people die. After death, a sort of discharge comes out of their
nose. But nothing of the sort happened to Appa. Even after death, his body was unchanged for more than twelve
hours, as though he were asleep, clean and quiet, and not dead.
Of course, death means sorrow. And in the face of that sorrow, I feel, we become a little more generous, more
forgiving and giving. We try to come closer to others, help each other, forget our differences. We are taught to
think of the body of the dead as sacred and bow before it and touch its feet. At such a time, we don’t wonder about
whether that body is clean and whole or has been mutilated by accident or disease.
This is all true, and yet I was happy inside myself that Appa’s body was clean, unharmed, unbroken. Of course,
I must have wished then for a death like that when my time came. And perhaps even felt reassured that, being his
daughter, such a death might be in my blood and so vouchsafed me?
*
I knew my mother for nearly fifty years of my life, if you discount the few years of childhood; and by now, I
have been with my mother-in-law for as long. They were women of the same age, both from middle-class,
educated and civilized families. Both raised their families and ran their households with devotion and care. My
father-in-law died before I married Bhai, and I didn’t know him personally, but from what I have heard, he too,
seems to have been a saint like my father. So one could say that even the husbands of these two women were
alike.
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And yet they were fundamentally different. That is why my feelings, joys and sorrows in their company were
quite different in each case. And naturally, my response to each was quite different too.
I was always a little brusque with Mother, but I would think over every word before I said it out loud to
Mother-in-Law. Mother was “my own”, to be taken for granted. Mother-in-Law had the right to every observance
of civility and respect. In fact it was the close tie of blood which quite often made me indifferent or selfish in my
dealings with Mother.
But in the case of Mother-in-Law I was meticulous, not only on account of duty and politeness, but also with a
desire to please Bhai, and certainly because any lack in me would promptly be laid at Mother’s door.
Mother-in-Law was born on the day of the Ganesh Festival, and Mother on the day of Shiva. Both holy days,
both easy to remember. But I had no idea when Mother was born, and I found out quite by chance, years after my
marriage. Even before I got married, I knew that Mother-in-Law was born on Ganesh-chaturthi. She had
mentioned it once in conversation. And I remembered it and celebrated it every year without fail, for close on
thirty-five years.
Not that I don’t remember it now. I do, and call her and give her our good wishes, but I don’t celebrate it any
more. In those days I used to make her favourite sweets with my own hands, as many pieces as her years, and take
them to her with a sari or some other gift. Once I mentioned this to Mother, and she said,
“She was born on Ganesh-chaturthi, was she? I was born on the day of Shiva, you know.”
And that was when I realized that Mother had a birthday too! But even after that I didn’t remember or celebrate
Mother’s birthday, nor did I ever forget Mother-in-Law’s. Bhai is very enthusiastic about his own birthday, and I
take care to celebrate it by making his favourite things for him that day.
We have thus religiously celebrated more than thirty birthdays each for this pair of mother and son, but no one
has ever bothered to celebrate mine; in fact Mother-in-Law has never asked me on what day I was born.
I, on the other hand, am a collector of birthdays. I remember the birthdays of all my friends and relatives and
send them cards, or call them. When some of them in return found out mine and began to call or write, I was
embarrassed.
Look at this contrariness. I used to feel hurt when Bhai forgot my birthday. Now that he takes the trouble to
remember to wish me a happy birthday that morning (sometimes even the night before), I feel guilty; because I
can see that after saying “Happy Birthday” on the right day, he heaves a sigh of relief. Obviously, he does it as a
duty, not because it gives him any joy. And I feel annoyed with myself and ashamed, because I am sure I must
have said something sometime or the other about his forgetting my birthday.
I wish I could go back to the time when no one knew or cared about my birthday. I used to savour a secret
pleasure that day, but I have thrown it away with my own hands; and for what? For an awkward uneasiness
throughout that day every year, when every time the phone rings, I hesitate to pick it up for fear it might be
someone wanting to wish me a happy birthday.
I never know what to say in return. I cannot bring myself to make meaningless chit-chat. I know there are
many occasions when such polite chatter is necessary, but I can’t do it.
Suppose I had to act the part of a character in a play who endlessly spoke polite nothings? Would I have turned
down the part? Probably not. If it had been an important part, I would have accepted it, and acted it well. Then
why can’t I act such a part for a few moments in real life? I am not so extreme as to think one must never act in
life, but unfortunately, I never can. It’s a shortcoming, one more defeat. Is life a series of such multi-coloured
defects and defeats?
*
There was a vast difference in the way things were done in my father’s house and in my husband’s. Appa was
fond of tea. He had to have innumerable cups of tea throughout the day as he worked. And naturally when Mother
made tea for him, she also served whoever was with him at the time. There were a lot of Muslims among his
colleagues, among his juniors or trainees and among his clients. There were a number of Muslim families in our
neighbourhood and our family had close ties with all these people; we still do.
But when it came to serving them tea, Mother had different cups for the Muslims. She did not want them to
feel slighted, so she bought costlier, prettier cups for them and would skillfully put the right cup before the right
man. But soon Appa’s lawyer friends caught on to this clever trick and easily outwitted her. When the tea came,
one of them would quickly get up and “inadvertently” start drinking from Appa’s cup. If she hurriedly tried to
take it away from them, saying, “No, no, that's for him. I don’t give him a full cup because it’s bad for him to
drink so much tea,” he would laugh and claim it was bad for him too, and go ahead and drink out of Appa’s cup.
Appa would then pick up the “Muslim” cup and drink out of that, but only half, and giving the other half to
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Mother, say,
“This is wonderful tea. I have left half for you; you drink it up.”
And she would bring it in and mutter darkly to us while washing up that the Muslims had contaminated yet
another cup! Slowly, all the cups in the house would become “Muslim” cups. After some time, she gave up this
useless discrimination, and all the cups became secular.
One by one she had to give up the trappings of this sort of caste-system, this sort of ritual purity. She resigned
herself to being unable to stem the tide of modern times single-handed, though saddened by the heedlessness of
the “new” generation, which of course included Appa.
In Bhai’s house there was no discrimination, or ritual, or “sitting apart” for the three days of menses. The
atmosphere was freer.
But Mother-in-Law was strict about the observances on Thursdays. She would not eat onion or garlic, her
early-morning tea had to be made only after we’d had a bath and ruled in the “new” water, and only on that day
would the daughter-in-law be banished from the kitchen if she had her menses.
I always asked her why she observed Thursdays in this manner, especially since she clearly did not believe in
the rituals; but she had no real answer. She would say things like “What is the harm?” or “Your mother does these
things too.”
Mother’s faith in these matters was absolutely sure. She believed the only way to cross this turbulent stream of
life safely was to follow in the footsteps of our ancestors, treading the same path as did generations before us;
that’s where our good lies. She saw no sense in turning her back on those ancestors whose blessing and good
deeds, she claimed, had given us the strength of our minds and bodies.
It is true that these beliefs were foolish and without foundation in fact and that clinging to them brought her
untold toil and travail. But she had the determination and strength to accept them. In her acts and in her heart, she
cared first for her family, friends, neighbours and dependants before she gave a thought to herself. This
selflessness was a result of this firm framework of beliefs and convictions.
Bhai and his mother, on the other hand, hardly ever think of anyone else. I suppose this is their nature, their
mould. They cannot really help that.
*
Generally speaking, women rule at home, which is why they have definite opinions about their house, the
decor and furniture and things in it, its location and its layout. Unfortunately, I am a dead loss as a housewife
when it comes to these things. I have no such opinions, likes, dislikes, hobbies. If at all I have thought about it, I
would have liked a small house outside the city, surrounded by big trees, near a river and with a dog and a cow for
companions.
But Bhai is totally citified, so I put “my” house out of my mind right away. If I was going to stay in a city, all I
wanted was a small and clean place, and I made do with whatever he chose. The only thing I insist upon in my
house is cleanliness, so I never even bothered to choose pots and pans.
But I am attached to each one of those that I do have. As time went by, they collected around me: some
bartered for old clothes, some given us as presents.
And all the things that thus accrued to us became my friends. I like them as much as I like the people in my
house. If any of my pots is dented, I lose sleep over it, and every time I wash it, my hand caresses that dent.
Bhai was the one who enjoyed his cars and houses, liked collecting people in those houses. So we bought a big
house in Santa Cruz in Bombay. Many musicians have performed in the big hall of that house. And all our family
and friends have enjoyed these recitals, among them Mother-in-Law, who was very fond of music.
Mother was exactly the opposite. She thought a few poems, a few hymns, a few lullabies were all the music
human beings needed in their lives. She was proud of Bhai and his mastery in music, but she could not appreciate
music at all.
But Mother-in-Law would be happy to sit beside the radio all day long listening to music, though she is not a
connoisseur or anything. She just loves to listen to it. She was present at every musical performance in our house
in Santa Cruz.
During the performances, I had to make coffee, serve it to all the guests and artists, wash up afterwards. There
were always enough friends who volunteered for the job, but neither she, nor Bhai, nor any of his brothers ever
thought of offering any help. When I brought her a cup, she always urged me to drink a cup before the coffee ran
out; which was more than Bhai did, but it occurred to neither of them to see to the guests first. And she urged me
because I was “hers”, not an outsider like all the other guests.
*
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The definitions of this feeling of “ours” and “outsiders” are individual. There was no common ground between
those of Mother and Mother-in-Law. Mother believed in the inevitable bonds of blood; but at her very core she
thought her daughters, her daughters-in-law, her neighbours and servants, all were on the same level. Those who
believed in the same beliefs, moral values, rituals and observances faithfully, were “her” people, those who
scorned them were not.
She often thought that I had been born to her as a punishment for some misdeed in her previous birth. She
never said so, but it was clear to me by the extremity of the pain she suffered when I refused to do something she
believed in or did something she thought of as taboo. But I was as headstrong as her, and never gave in on a point
of principle, never went against my convictions to spare her pain.
When we went abroad a few years ago, she promised a special observance to a god for our safety, and when we
did come back safe, she wanted us to perform it.
I flatly refused. Bhai does not believe in such mumbo-jumbo either, but he agreed to perform the ceremony for
her sake and did, all the while ragging her and the officiating priest. I was thoroughly annoyed. She knew I did not
believe in all this, so why should she make promises to her god on my behalf? And would that god accept my
hypocritical worship?
If she had to have the ritual, and if Bhai were willing to perform it without me, I had nothing to say. I helped
her in making the festive dinner. I helped her, her god had nothing to do with my help.
It should have been a happy occasion for her, but she had tears in her eyes all the time. They didn’t move me.
She was beaten, I was not. After some years, when we remembered the day, her eyes again filled with tears and
she said,
“How will you atone for all this sin?” I asked her,
“If I am so sinful, why did you accept my help that day in cooking and cleaning? I even helped you make the
offering for your god.” And she replied tartly,
“Normally, I would have said no, but that day, I thought even that much good will put you in god’s good
books. He will see how you helped cook the holy offering.”
She was my mother after all; left me with nothing to say. Apparently, later on, she offered the god another strict
fast and observance to bring me to my senses, and performed it all by herself with strict attention to every ritual
detail. She was convinced I would go to hell, was ruining myself in god’s eyes with my own hands.
In order to counteract my apostasy she undertook all sorts of fasts and worshipful rituals she could hardly
manage at her age. She blamed me for this, and was convinced in the end that I had no love for her, otherwise
why would I make it necessary for her to chastise her old body thus for my sake?
But what was I supposed to do anyway? Give in and worship a god I didn’t believe in just to please her? I
would rather have given my life. There were unbreakable bonds between us, but fate had decreed that we inhabit
the farthest poles in our natures and beliefs; and that distance often stretched those bonds to their limit.
*
Mother-in-Law was certainly not an unbeliever like me, but her faith, gods, religion, rituals, all were restricted
to herself alone. She never forced them on anyone else. Eat, drink, give, take, enjoy the short life you are given:
that was her philosophy of life. It wasn’t a thought-out existential philosophy, it was just her way, a quality she
was born with. Her displeasure with any of us arose out of a shortfall on a material level, on account of our not
supplying her wants in some specific thing. The lifestyles or beliefs of any of her sons- or daughters-in-law never
occasioned any quarrel between her and us. We were all “her” people and she never criticized us. She would not
have objected to my living it up on a loan; she would only have expected to be a part of that high living as well.
It’s a fact that our demands, realistic or fantastic, big or small, can never be fulfilled to the smallest detail. And
this unfulfillment causes continuous pain.
After the early death of her husband she faced poverty and hardship for a number of years, but later, even when
there was no shortage of money, she was not happy. She saw many people close to her die before her eyes, but she
never learnt resignation. She had everything one could want in life but contentment. You could try as hard as you
knew how to give her whatever she wanted, to make her happy, but all she felt was momentary pleasure, never
lasting happiness. She was by nature dissatisfied, inclined to whining, and continues to be.
A close acquaintance with Death doesn’t achieve anything then?
Apparently not. His sword of Damocles, his severing stroke, all must be only poetic fancies. Perhaps the more
you know of him, the less you respect him. I think most people deeply feel the initial blow, but there can hardly be
another wound so deep and yet so fast to heal. But thorns of the knowledge of one’s faults and defects fester
forever in the heart of a sensitive person.
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I sometimes argue with Mother-in-Law, tease her once in a way without censuring, but I do not remember a
single quarrel. Bhai’s father had built a room on the roof of their house in Vile Parle, in Bombay. He had built that
room specially for Bhai, and it became “our” room after I married him. All our friends used to come and stay in
that room with us: Nana Jog, J.P Naik, Bhaiya, many others. Even when Bhai was out of town, these friends
stayed there with me.
Mother-in-Law not only never said a word about this, I am sure she never thought about it. She trusted totally
in the loyalty and goodness of people.
Mother, on the other hand, was totally traditional, condemnatory. There were no more than a couple of such
instances, but the faith Mother-in-Law showed in me then was valuable to me. It tipped the scales in her favour.
Even now, when I feel annoyed with her for some reason, I remember this and forget my grouch. She has been the
cause of heartache to her family often enough, but if I feel angry, it is only for a moment; mostly, I pity her.
It was not given to her to love with all her heart, she never knew the joy of caring deeply for someone other
than herself, and so, even when there was so much in her that was enviable, and admirable, her life was always
empty. …
1926
87.1 A Train Journey\fn{by Dev Kumari Thapa (1927- )} Darjeeling, Darjeeling District, West Bengal State, India
(F) 1
The Bombay Mail was speeding full-steam ahead. There were only two passengers in the compartment—a
middle-aged man and myself. He was kind of stupid as far as I could assess from his behavior. He had stretched
himself full-length and was reading a book. The train passed through so many stations but he didn’t even bother to
look out of the window.
I also took out a magazine and started reading it. The dusk turned itself into night. The waiter came, served
dinner and left. We started eating. Even then he didn’t utter a word.
“It’s such a long journey and I have such a dumb fellow as my co-passenger,” I mused. I could stand it no
longer; and broke the ice myself.
“How far would you be traveling?”
“Bombay,” was his cryptic reply.
“So am I,” I replied somewhat delightedly.
But he showed no interest. What a taciturn fellow! The waiter came again at the next station, collected the
dishes and left. He didn’t have a word with the waiter either.
After the waiter had left, he took out a packet of cigarettes from his pocket and asked, “May I smoke?” I
nodded consent and he started puffing. Quite a few puffs later he looked at me and asked,
“Don’t you, as a woman, feel scared to travel in a first class compartment all by yourself?”
“What’s there to be scared of?” I asked, surprised.
“Oh, yes, why should you be afraid of?” he said, his tone seemingly satirical.
I was warming up with rage, and shot back,
“You are an uncivil person; why don’t you travel by a goods train?”
He let out a loud guffaw, but calmed himself and said in a grave tone,
“I hate women-kind. They look so pathetic and gentle, but how wicked they can be!”
“Why should women look pitiable? They work in the offices, drive vehicles and run businesses, don’t they?”
“I have suffered intolerable agony at the hands of a woman who looked as gentle as a goddess.”
“But you seem to have put up with it none-the-less. You finished a plateful of rice-dish, and are now
comfortably puffing at a cigarette.”
“Ho -ho,” he laughed again and said, “you are more like a man, so unabashed.”
“I feel insulted," I replied, assuming a graver tone.
He laughed all the more loudly. His hard facial features seemed to soften a bit and a faint good-humor replaced
his earlier sullenness.
“Why are you going to Bombay?” he asked.
“To undergo a training in family planning,” I replied.
This time he didn’t taunt me, but asked, “What community do you belong to?”
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“Nepali.”
He didn’t speak after that, but kept on puffing at his cigarette. I went to bed.
*
Next morning, I washed up and had begun reciting the holy Geeta. He asked,
“What are your reading?”
I showed him the Geeta.
“Hmmm,” he grunted with a seeming sigh of deprecation. I ignored him. Lunch over, he asked,
“You read the Geeta every day?”
“Yes I do.”
“Why?”
“To attain a peace of mind.”
He kept quiet. When Bombay was some two hours away, he looked at the handbag where I had put my Geeta
and said,
“Women who recite the Geeta in the presence of other people tend to be cunning.”
I didn’t reply. His facial features had hardened again, as he said,
“We’re about to reach Bombay. We do not know each other and I don’t intend introducing myself either. We
may not even meet again, anytime. Hence I would like to tell you about “that” woman.”
“Go ahead, if that gives you a mental relief.”
He smiled wisely and said,
“You are indeed a peculiar kind of person. Don’t you feel inclined to hear my story?”
“No. Your story couldn’t be different from the same old ones. You may have been jilted by some woman and
you want to lump all women into the same category. This is your arrogance. Isn’t your mother a woman too?”
He was really angry now. His eyes reddened visibly. Almost incoherently he said,
“Yes, my mental agony has doubled precisely because even my mother turned out to be like that.”
I was dumbfounded. It was so very unexpected. I was even terrified by his menacing features. He was
mumbling to himself,
“I had everything till six months ago. A goddess-like mother, a scholarly father, wealth and respectability—
everything a man needs. But then, all that crumbled so suddenly. My darling father was killed in a car accident six
months ago. I was shocked to the extreme. But I decided to bear it out and vowed to keep my mother happy. I
took leave from my college so as to take my mother on pilgrimage to Haridwar, Vrindaban and the like. I didn’t
leave her alone even on our way back home.
“She fell ill about a month ago and I called in our family doctor. He advised that she be immediately admitted
to the hospital. She had to undergo a surgical operation there. I kept vigil outside her cabin even without as much
of a wink. When she came to at the dead of night, I approached the attending nurse for permission to go into the
cabin.
“‘Didn’t your father come?’ asked the nurse.
“‘Have you any eyes or no?’ I shot back in anger. ‘Didn’t you notice that she is wearing a widow’s attire?’ The
nurse also got angry.
“‘Why do you shout at me? How do I know that a widow can have an abortion?’
“She may have felt relieved at her curt reply, but I felt as if the heavens had broken loose on me. I couldn’t
help squatting flat on the floor that very instant. Since then I haven’t even seen my mother’s face and have been
aimlessly wandering in this manner.’
He kept quiet for a while and then added,
“All my hairs have suddenly gone gray, but do you know I’m only 23 years old?”
I was aghast. I had taken him to be a middle-aged man. He continued,
“I have not related this to you, an unknown woman, in the hope of eliciting sympathy. If I do not belch out this
poison from my person, my entire system will be engulfed by this venom. I can’t even relate it to someone who is
familiar. More, you seem to give me a faint impression of herself—I had heard that Nepalese are a simple people,
but I couldn’t bear the sight of your reciting the Geeta. All women are deceitful.”
I couldn’t counter him, but felt sorry for him. On reaching Bombay, he didn’t even take leave of me, but
vanished like a drop in the sea of human heads.”
78.486 The Search\fn{by Dattaram Maruti Mirasdar (1927- )} Pandharpur, Solapur District, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 6
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The first rains of the monsoon had come and gone and the country was all green beneath the fierce heat which
follows. The fields still held their moisture, for the water had sunk deep and was replenished with continual light
showers. Here and there the mud had dried upon the surface, but in other places it was still swampy. The stream
beds were full of rushing muddy water, reminding you of Kumbhakarna, awake and roaring after his eight
months’ sleep. It was not hot enough yet to get the damp smell of steaming earth, but the heady fragrance of
young growing things was everywhere around. It was at this season that I was learning to take a daily gallop on
my father’ in-law’s horse. I had only recently learned to ride, and on this particular day I had suddenly been seized
by a desire to have an outing in the afternoon.
The day before it had rained in torrents and that same morning there had been a heavy shower. Even when I set
out there were dark clouds around. There was water everywhere, including on the roads, and I rode along in
whatever direction the horse felt like taking. For a long time I jogged along over roads and cart-tracks and
footpaths. I had never ridden any creature for so long before. For the first hour it was wonderful, but I began to
grow rather less comfortable as the knowledge dawned upon me that a horse’s spine was a much harder object
than I had imagined, and that it is capable of penetrating through both clothes and saddle into one’s fleshier
quarters. Apart from that, the whole of my body from the waist up was being shaken as if by hiccups,\fn{ The text
has: hiccoughs.} giving me the impression that all my bones were rattling loose. This sensation likewise was far
from agreeable. Sitting for so long in one place with legs stretched apart began to seem most distressing, and I
decided to turn back. However, since my throat was dry I went on as far as the next stream. When I came to one I
reined in the horse by the side of the path and dismounted with great deliberation.
There were three or four children messing about on the bank of the stream. I waved them aside, sat myself
upon a rock and began to drink.
I suddenly realized that the children were making a terrible din somewhere behind me, and as I turned round to
look the horse gave a loud neigh and I saw the brats tugging away at the reins. “Hi!” I shouted, dashing towards
them; but before I could get there the horse tossed its heels in the air and immediately thundered off and
disappeared into the bush.
“Idiots!” I bellowed, clouting one of the kids. “What did you touch its reins for?”
The child immediately opened its mouth wide and began to howl. Without a second’s delay two men from a
nearby cottage came tearing up.
“Now stranger,” said the more boorish looking of the two. “Aren’t you ashamed of yourself, hitting a little kid
like that?”
“You little kid has just pulled the bridle of my horse,” I said wrathfully. “And now the horse has run off.”
“I only wanted the horse’s string,” howled the infant.
“You shall have it, you shall have it,” answered the loving father, wiping its nose and taking it on his
shoulders, “Really, an educated man like you and you can’t understand that?”
Since it seemed that while I was listening to this homily the horse would be getting further and further away, I
decided to ignore it. I kilted my dhoti up short and stuffed my shirt inside the waist band and then set off into the
open country in the same direction that the horse had taken. Although he had set off at full speed he had stopped
as soon as he had got well into the wilderness, so there was a good chance of catching him. I stepped over the
embankment of a field and began to paddle towards him through the mud. There was no question of running in
that place. The land was nicely sodden with water and your legs went in up to the knee in places. As you hauled
one leg out the other went in still further, and as you heaved that out with the help of your hands the first leg
would disappear once again. In this way I got somewhere near the horse in about half an hour. At this point he
again cantered off and crossed back over the bank into the lower fields. This time he disappeared completely. As
he went he obligingly shook off the light saddle from his back, so that I was forced to wade out of the swamp
carrying this in my arms.
At this rate of progress this particular patch took about an hour. Then I came to an embankment and dry land
again.
Beyond the bank lay a green meadow with the same stream winding and rippling through it. On the far side
were four men engaged in catching fish with their dhotis held up in their hands out of the water. I was greatly
relieved to see them. I threw my burden to the ground and sat down with a sigh.
“Oh, friends!” I called out to them. “Have you seen a horse going by here?”
these men then immediately let go their dhotis and stared at me open-mouthed. One of them had moustaches
which curled almost to meet beneath his mouth. It was like an almond painted with swaggering black strokes
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upon his face. The second man was cross-eyed and it was a matter of considerable difficulty to discover what
exactly he was looking at. The third had a face like a fox, and the really surprising thing is that the fourth looked
exactly like a man. He had no peculiarities whatsoever.
When I repeated the question the black almond said, “Uh?”
“No! I mean have you seen a horse going by here?”
“Come over, come over this side,” shouted the fox eagerly.
At this I was filled with hope and picking up the saddle began to struggle across to the far side of the stream.
On the way my foot slipped on some moss and I subsided into the stream, together with the saddle, soaking my
dhoti and daubing it with mud. The cushion saddle, now wet, became twice as heavy. Apart from this, however, I
crossed the stream most expeditiously and reached the other side in good order.
On the far bank I threw the heavy saddle down and stopped. I wiped some of the surplus filth from my dhoti,
rinsed my hands in the stream and sat down.
“Which way did you say the horse went?” I asked.
“What’s it like, this horse of yours?” asked the cross-eyed man.
“Dun colored. White stripe on his forehead and white feet.”
“He’s a real ‘lucky-fiver’ then,” said the fourth man.
I hadn’t the foggiest idea myself. Still I agreed with him.
“As high as a man?” asked one of them, demonstrating with his hand.
“Yes, yes.”
“And has he got fine pricked ears like an Arab horse?”
“It is an Arab, yes,” said I in a fever of enthusiasm.
“And isn’t there a centipede on his back?”
“Centipede?” I said in some confusion. “What sort of centipede? There was nothing on his back but me.”
At this these four grown men proceeded to laugh with great abandon.
“Stone me!” said the black almond, expectorating sideways. “Riding an ’orse and you don’t know what a
‘centipede’ is?”
So the fourth man carefully explained to me what is meant by a centipede mark on a horse’s back. He then
added,
“Well now, your honor, how about a touch of pân?”
How was it possible to deny pân to men who had given me so much instruction. I fumbled in my pocket for
the pân wallet and gave them each a leaf.
As he spread the betel leaf with lime the third man said, “The Inâmdâr’s got a horse like that.”
“It is the Inâmdâr’s horse,” I said.
“Oh? And who are you then?”
“Son-in-law!”
“Is that right then? Now it fits. I was beginning to say to myself, ‘What’s all this then?’”
When I saw that the pân was nearly finished I made an attempt to get back to the main subject.
“Well then, which way did you say the horse went?”
“Horse?” said the foxy man, startled. “Who said anything about us seeing a horse?”
“D’you mean to say that all this time …” I bleated.
“Well o’ course. We was just asking what kind of horse. But there’s no horse been by here, has there?”
“Not at all,” said the fourth man, backing him up. “Not even a donkey’s gone this way, so how could there be a
horse?”
I was not fully able to understand the logic of this statement, but it was at least clear to me that these people
had merely been plying me with useless questions. Marveling inwardly at their capacity of untruth and evasion I
set out once again. I crossed a narrow strip of field and then followed the line of an embankment.
I stared around on all sides, but there was no sign of any horse—not the end of a horse’s tail. Carrying that
saddle over the sodden clay was the equivalent of performing some mighty feat of strength in the circus ring, so I
abandoned the soaking saddle where I stood and went on across the grass.
Rounding a bend I saw on one side a middle-aged woman wandering around bent double, gathering something
or other.
“Aunty!” I yelled out to her at once.
Aunty dropped her work and stood looking at me, so I said, “Have you seen a horse around here?”
She raised a muddy hand to her forehead and after giving me a searching look said, “Horse? What like was it?”
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These few words were enough to produce such a mighty fit of coughing that it was impossible for me to
answer her question for some time. She may well have been an asthmatic case. Anyway when the spasm had
diminished somewhat I made my delayed rely to the original question.
“Dun colored. White feet. A ‘lucky fiver!’”
“What? You mean the Inâmdâr’s?”
“That’s it! that’s the one!”
“And what have you got to do with him?”
“Son-in-law!”
“Oh!” She fingered her chin and went on in a tone of great surprise. “Then you must be the husband of our
little Mani.”
“yes, yes! But about the horse.”
“Then it’s you who’s going to be a lawyer.”
“That’s me, but …”
“You must know all about the law then.”
“Yes, I suppose I do,” said I, giving up. There was obviously no chance of getting any information out of the
old girl unless I let her run the conversation. “That’s the kind of classes I’m taking.”
“Well just explain me a riddle then.”
“A riddle?”
“You couldn’t call it anything else.” She began drawing lines on the ground. “Now look here, this bit of land
belongs to Sandipân and this is Shirpati Doke’s, and here in the middle is what me and my folk work.”
“So?”
“Those two are on the East and West, and here’s Sopânâ Shelke on the North and Itobâ Pore to the South.”
“Alright, alright!”
“Now see here, there’s a path along the stream to get to my piece, but it’s a wicked road. So if I went to the
court could I get myself a right of way through their land?”
“How could you possibly?” I said. “If the revenue map shows a cart road going along the stream how can the
court give you a way through somebody else’s land?”
At this the old lady became extremely angry. Her voice rose at once. She began to wave her arms about and
said to me wrathfully:
“Fine lawyer you are! Our lawyer told me that it’s bound to turn out exactly as we want it, and now you say it
won’t work. What d’you want to go and lie to me for? You’ll come to no good, young man, I’ll tell you now.”
She continued in this vein to demolish my pretensions, until I bitter regretted having attempted to display my
knowledge of the law to this terrible woman. Finally I was overcome. I asked her pardon, humbly conceded that
here lawyer’s opinion was absolutely correct and started on my way once again with my tail between my legs.
Obviously it would be quite wrong to bother her after all this about such a minute animalcule as a horse.
The sun was beginning to set by now, and since there were clouds in the sky it was obvious that it would soon
be dark. I hurried on, therefore, and crossed three or four stretches of scrub. On the way I attempted to obtain
information about horses from the few people that I met. Unfortunately however these people eagerly supplied me
with all sorts of information apart from the one kind that I wanted. One man described to me in a most moving
manner the pitiful condition of the farmer today and inquired whether I could be of any help to him in obtaining a
subsidy from the government. A strapping young man explained to me in minute detail the reasons why he
quarreled with his wife, and invited me cordially to come and make pace between them. After a second had
threatened to “break every bone in yer body if yer put one foot inside my land,” I was unfortunately unable to
obtain any further particulars from him. However the mystery of why he should have addressed an inoffensive
stranger like myself in this way was explained to me at length by his neighbor. His third wife was young and
according to him extremely pretty, and therefore he entertained the gravest suspicions of any young man seen
entering his property. “All the same,” proclaimed the worthy neighbor, having narrated all this in the minutest
detail, “I’ll get round the old devil;’ just you wait and see!” Amongst all these weighty matters the search for my
horse was obviously a mere trifle and it was quite fitting that no-one should regard it as of the slightest
importance. And so I went on my way, u and down dale, without being excessively discouraged.
A hut came into view. An old man was sitting propped against one of its supports, smoking a pipe and spitting
to one side. I was passing him by with only a glance when he gave me a shout. As soon as he saw me stop he
picked up the stick that was lying beside him and began to come towards me. His back was bent like a bow so that
he walked leaning on his stick wit his face turned towards the ground. From the unsteadiness of his old body the
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stick in his hand was shaking so violently that it looked as though it was really he that was trying to hold it steady
rather than it supporting him. The veins of his arms and legs stood out in knots and the skin all over his body was
withered and crumpled. His mouth dribbled as he walked and he wiped it with a corner of his dhoti.
Since I couldn’t think of anything else to say I touched a hand to my forehead and said, “Râmrâm,\fn{ Repeating
twice the name of God.} old man.”
The old fellow lifted his head and looked at me.
“Who are you, stranger? Where are you off to?”
As he spoke he showered the whole of my face with spittle.
I wiped my face with my dhoti and took a step to one side before replying.
“I’ve lost the Inâmdâr’s horse, and I’m looking for it. I’m his son-in-law. The horse is dun colored with white
feet and a white stripe on its forehead. It may perhaps have come this way. I don’t know whether it’s got a
centipede on its back or not.”
I delivered all this information in one breath in the hope of forestalling him and saving time.
He heard me out and replied, “A horse d’you say? Yes, yes! It certainly did go past here. I said to myself, ‘that
must be somebody’s horse,’ I said. ‘It surely must be somebody’s horse.’”
With this my face had already received a second showering. The instinct of self-protection and the voice of
wisdom both told me to cut short our conversation and to hurry on. But the fact that he had actually seen a horse
was quite unprecedented, for this elusive beast had not come to the notice of any of the worthy individuals that I
had met so far.
“Which way did he go then?” I asked with renewed hope.
“Who me? I haven’t been anywhere, I’ve just been sitting here.”
“Not you. The horse.”
‘Oh yes, the horse. Well now this is how it happened.”
“What happened?”
“I was just sitting here leaning against the post. I was smoking my pipe. I always sit smoking my pipe about
this time of day.”
“And?”
“Well, I thought I heard someone running through the fields, so I said to myself, ‘Now who’s that, I wonder.’
You know we get a terrible deal of trouble from thieves round here.”
“Is that so indeed?” said I, wiping my face again.
“Oh yes. For the last couple of years there’s been no end of them. You’ve got to keep your eyes skinned all the
time.”
“I see. But which way did the horse go.”
“Somewhere over there.” The old man waved his arm through the air. At last I had succeeded in bringing him
to the point, but unfortunately he was waving his arm in such a way that it took in at least two quadrants of the
compass. I suppose I should have been thankful that he didn’t make a complete circle. Preparing to wipe one
again I asked.
“Show me exactly, old man. Which way did he go?”
“How d’you expect an old man like me to see? Somewhere over there, look.” This time the sweeping gesture
included an extra quadrant.
“But are you sure it was a horse?” I Asked hopelessly. If I could only have been sure of that it would have been
something.
“That’s what I’ve been telling you. Something or other was running through the fields.”
“So you didn’t actually see anything yourself?”
“That’s just what I’ve been telling you. I didn’t actually see anything. I only said it was a horse because you
said you were looking for a horse.”
Mournfully shaking my head I attempted to disabuse him, and once more went upon my way. More time had
been wasted and now it was nearly dark. What could I do now? Where could I look? It would be hard enough to
find my own way now, let along looking for something else. What could you do with an old man like that? If he’d
only said he didn’t know straight away I could have been a good bit further on my way.
When the old man saw me starting off again he called me back.
“Hoy! Come here, come here.”
I turned back thinking I might hear something important after all. Surely he wouldn’t have called me back for
nothing?
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“What?”
“You’re the Inâmdâr’s son-in-law aren’t you?”
I nodded.
“Got something to ask you.”
“What is it now?”
“How much dowry did he give you?”
What on earth had the old man got to do with my dowry? I didn’t know. Still, he’d asked and I couldn’t see
any harm in answering.
“He gave two thousand.”
“He never did?” said the old man as if he had just heard a most fascinating secret. His eyes were wide. His
mouth hung open.”
“Well, what about it?”
“He’s an awful rogue, that Inâmdâr. He’s been going round the whole town saying he gave five thousand. I’ve
always said though that he’d never let that much money go. He’s a terrible tight-fisted man. What? A fellow
who’d rob a funeral pyre if he thought he could get free wood that way, and he pretends to have given five
thousand. Now we know what’s what!”
I did not stay to discuss the point further, but silently accepted this libelous description of my father-in-law. It
was quite dark now, and I had to walk carefully keeping my eyes on the ground. I was getting very weary of it all,
so that when after crossing another patch of scrub jungle I suddenly came to a road, I sat down by the roadstead
with a sigh of relief. I mentally totted up the sum of the information obtained from accosting all these people. My
tongue was still with talking. I sat there quietly, fully determined that from now on I was not going to ask
anything of anybody. However when a woman appeared, walking rapidly along the road, and when she had come
closer and I was able to see that she was both young and pretty, I began to think that it would be necessary for me
to change my mind.
The sky had completely clouded over and it was getting really very dark. You could scarcely see a thing, but
there was just enough light to make out a face right in front of you. I looked around. There was no-one else on the
road. So from where I sat I called out, “O, Bai!”
She stopped and said, “Yes, master.”
Master? No-one else that day had spoken to me in such a sweet voice and so deferentially. Altogether this girl
seemed undoubtedly high born and brought up to a proper submissiveness. There was a strong possibility of her
replying rationally if I asked her something.
“Have you seen anything like a horse around here?”
“A horse? No! Haven’t seen anything like that.”
Thus spoke this girl with the voice of the nightingale, and then she stared at me hard. Her face was very fair,
and a straight nose gave it added beauty. Her figure was as lithe as a young tamarind twig and youth glowed upon
every curve of her body. And this supple, round-limbed maiden said so much, stopped for a moment and then
walked on. I was absolutely incensed by such a terse, unambiguous way of answering a simple question. It wasn’t
even common human courtesy. A man is forced by sheer necessity to question a stranger and they just brush him
aside and hurry on! It’s not right! If he meets someone by the roadside a man has to exchange a few remarks at
least. After all half a dozen pleasant words don’t cost much. But some people can’t even manage that much. It’s a
strange thing really! All the same it was going a bit far!
So I called out to her again and she stopped, and then I walked along with her and told her the whole story—a
complete description of the horse, including how much we’d given for it, my skill as a rider, a history of the
animal’s escape and my long search for it—I told her the whole piteous, heart-wrenching tale. It didn’t really
matter if she hadn’t seen it. It was a relief simply to talk about it.
“What’s your name?” I asked her in a kindly voice when I’d finished.
She darted a glance at me from the corners of her eyes and said, “Râdhi.”
“Who’s your father?”
“Nâmâ Sâlvâ.”
“Oh yes. Where d’you live then?”
She pointed with her right hand.
“See that hill. We’ve got a hut over there. Me and father.”
“What’s our father doing.”
“He’s usually out in the fields. He’s not at home now though. He’s gone to town. Back tonight late.”
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She had offered me a lot more information than I had asked for. She’d been looking at me very straight too
while she said it, and the habit she had of fluttering her eyelids as she talked really was extremely attractive. I
realized that the information that she had given me was of very considerable interest.
My face looks rather attractive when I’m looking thoughtful. At last that’s what I think. So I put on that kind of
face and said, “Now where on earth am I going to look for him now?”
“Who? My Father?”
“Of course not! The horse.”
“Oh! Where can you look for it at a time like this? You’ll never find him at night, and the roads are all mud.
Try again in the morning.”
“That’s all ver well, but …” I began to think deeply again, still walking along and looking at her all the time.
“Well I don’t know,” she said at last. “I suppose he might have wandered on to our land.” And she fluttered her
eyes again sweetly.
“D’you really think so,” I said, overjoyed. “What makes you say that?”
“It’s all our land on that side. Stray animals nearly always finish up there.”
This well grown and obliging maiden then opened and closed her eyes at me again. I felt a slight tingling
sensation. After she had supplied me with so much information it would be downright ungrateful of me not to take
advantage of it.
At this moment there was a flash of lightning and my eyes wee filled with another sight of her fair face and her
delicious figure. This time my whole body shivered and the last trace of doubt was removed from my mind. My
horse must certainly be there. After all isn’t a horse more intelligent than any other creature? It couldn’t have gone
anywhere else! So I turned to this delightful girl and meekly asked:
“Well, can I come along with you then? Do you think we’ll find it?”
“Come on. No harm done if we don’t.”
“Off we go, then.”
I said it without meaning anything in particular. We’d been walking side by side before, and now we walked a
little closer. It seemed necessary somehow, so as to make it quite clear that I was coming with her. Anyway it was
completely dark now, and we might even have lost each other otherwise. There was really no option but to keep
close up against her. And the discreet, obedient girl said not a word. She was a woman after all. She was probably
afraid of the dark. What’s more her feet were continually slipping on the wet ground and I had to hold her hand as
we walked along. For course I gave my hand very willingly to the poor defenseless girl, and all the time my mind
was somehow bubbling over with excitement. I didn’t quite know why. It was probably joy at the prospect of
recovering my horse at last. I can’t think what else it could have been.
And thus we walked along; a decorous, respectable pair.
Then from in front we heard the sound of footsteps approaching us. She pulled her hand free then. Probably the
ground wasn’t so slipper at this point. I dropped back a bit as well. After all even though it was so dark it wouldn’t
hurt to walk behind a little way. A man can’t be blamed for that!
The noises ahead became more distinct. You could just make out that there were three or four men coming
towards us, and there was some other dim shape with them as well. A little further and I opened my eyes wide and
saw who they were.
And thereupon the faces of us two blameless creatures fell.
Coming to meet us were the four men whom I had first met—and with them was my horse.
33.133 Excerpt from Seven Paces In The Sky\fn{by Kundanika Kapadia (1927- )} Limbdi, Sairasjtra District,
Gujarat State, India (F) 5
… The days, months, and years that had passed were rolled up like a long Egyptian scroll. Today, she felt like
sit-ting in a secluded corner and going over it all. Slowly she unfurled it and each incident exploded in her face
like a mini bomb. The scroll was crowded with writing. But scarcely any bright reds and greens, flowers of a
joyous festival, were to be seen. Here and there was a strip of green grass. All the rest was crammed with the gray
etchings of work. Crisscross, zigzag, up and down went the endless lines, shapes of incidents extending in all
directions, misty, joyless.
It wasn’t that she didn’t like work, but shouldn’t there be some time for work that one enjoys? Shouldn’t there
be a few moments that one can spend alone with what is dear to one?
From the day she married and came to this place, life was a passage through the dark caves and ravines of
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work. If only she had occasionally been able to breathe in to her heart’s content the clear evening air from her
verandah!
The house had a large verandah. Vyomesh was a well-organized and farsighted person. When the house was
being built he had bought up two adjacent flats. He would marry, there would be children, they too would get
married. Then they’d need the space. But prices would have gone up steeply by that time. He had started earning
his living while he was still quite young. Using his savings, some inherited wealth, and some of his aunt’s capital,
together with other loans, he had bought the place. Alterations had been made as required. Adding half the floor
area of a room to a balcony, they had made this large verandah.
When Vasudha came to live in the place there were only two people in the household, Vyomesh and his aunt.
She was surprised. Such a large house for just two people? But her eyes lit up when she saw the verandah.
“What a lovely verandah,” she exclaimed.
Aunt responded with pride.
“Yes, we had it specially made. It’s so useful to spread out the grain in the sun and to dry papads, or mangoes
for pickles. We pound our spices here as well—chilies and turmeric.”
Vasudhajust stared at her for a moment. This was her first acquaintance with Aunt.
Keeping such a large house clean took an immense amount of time. From morning to night she was occupied
with an endless round of housework. Aunt’s alert gaze pursued her everywhere. Once or twice Vasudha had felt as
if a weapon were being aimed at her back, and had looked behind her in fear. It was Aunt watching her. She had
been deeply wounded. These people have got me married and brought me here, but they have never cared to make
me feel that I belong. What do they think I am? Or do they think I am nothing? Her friends had said:
“You’re going to have an easy time. Just two people at your in-law’s home.”
Just two—it could be even just one. Would that preserve you from persecution? Even her mother had said:
“You don’t have a father-in-law or mother-in-law. There’s just Vyomesh’s aunt. Keep her and Vyomesh happy
and that’s enough. You’ll have no problems. Naturally a daughter feels sad when she leaves her parents’ home, but
soon you’ll be so involved with life there that you won’t keep thinking of us.”
When you make somebody yours and bring them to your home, why should you ill-treat them so much? What
satisfaction do you get from it? Vasudha often used to ponder these matters. Nobody could ever have suggested to
Aunt and Vyomesh that when an innocent girl had come to them, leaving behind her old familiar home, her loving
parents, the affection showered on her by brothers and sisters, the friends with whom she had played since her
earliest childhood, the lime tree in the courtyard, and a whole world of unrestrained laughter and vivacity, surely it
was all the more necessary that she should be made to feel at home. Nobody had ever told them:
“Care for this girl, cherish her dreams and her hopes.”
A daughter is always told to win the hearts of her in-laws through love and service. Why are the husband, the
mother-in-law, the sister-in-law never told:
“Two tender feet have come this way, leaving so much behind, see that thorns are not strewn on their path!”
Aunt would not let her rest for a moment. Just because a woman is a daughter-in-law, can one take it for
granted that she never tires? It was true that Aunt was the senior person in the household. It was natural that she
should have greater knowledge of housework. But why this craze to issue an endless series of commands?
“Vasudha, the sheet is dirty, put it aside for the wash.”
“Cut the okra only after you have wiped it with a wet cloth.”
“When you sort out the lentils check that they are not moldy.”
“Don’t put a wet spoon into the coffee tin.”
“When the milk cools, cover the saucepan.”
“Take care to roll the edges of the chapatis well. They should not get thick.”
I know the sheet is dirty. Even without your telling me I was going to put it aside for the wash. I know one
doesn’t put a wet spoon into the coffee tin. Aunt, we can get along without all this advice—Vahudha often felt like
saying this, but it would have made Aunt furious, and she had been taught from childhood that one must not
displease one’s in-laws. So she went on with her work with head lowered, responding briefly with:
“Yes, Aunt, very well, Aunt,”
It’s not as if one takes to every kind of household activity. Keeping accounts, for instance. That was something
that did not appeal to Vasudha at all. In her mother’s home whenever she bought anything she’d say:
“Mother, this is how I’ve spent the money.”
This was all, and if her mother wanted to make a note of it she might. Her mother had never told her that,
whether she liked it or not, she must keep accounts.
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But that’s just what Aunt demanded. No sooner did Vasudha start buying the daily vegetables than Aunt
instructed her:
“Vasudha, every day keep a regular record in the diary of what you’ve spent during the day.”
The words slipped out:
“Aunt, I don’t like keeping accounts one bit!”
There was no note of contradiction in her voice, only of appeal.
But Aunt raised her voice.
“What do you mean, you don’t like it?” She glared at Vasudha as if to say, How could you possibly say such a
thing? What you like or don’t like doesn’t matter in the least. You have to do what we tell you.
Vasudha was cowed by the look on Aunt’s face. She felt like saying, You used to write the accounts before I
came, didn’t you? Can’t you continue to do so? After all, I’ve taken over a lot of your other work!
But she didn’t have the courage. From the very next day she started putting down every amount she spent. It
was such a bore noting two annas for coriander leaves, four annas for spinach, eight annas for bananas. She made
mistakes.
But she dared not say she wouldn’t do it. In her old home she could say anything she pleased. What was it in
this house that forced her to lock up her thoughts?
Sometimes she wondered about Aunt’s past. A child widow, she must have been stunted in every way. She
must have had so much to endure. She herself did not know the history of that suffering. Each individual has a
history comprising every single day, every single night. How many days are soiled with agony, how many nights
are soaked through with tears, nobody else knows. After many years she has, for a time, got the reins of empire in
her hands. She probably never had a chance to lord it over anyone before. Let her. She’ll do it for a while. When
she realizes there’s no resistance she’ll ease off.
But it was Vasudha who realized that it wasn’t merely a question of getting a chance to domineer. Aunt had her
own view of the creature called a daughter-in-law. There was a blind fear and mistrust: Perhaps this girl will
snatch away my empire.
More days passed. She came to understand more about the way Aunt’s mind worked. To her, a daughter-in-law
was a beast of burden that must be set to work all day long. No questions, no arguments, no likes or dislikes—
these were unmentionable.
“Vasudha, do this and do that. Vyomesh doesn’t care for savories. But he loves sweets. They must be made at
home, though, not bought in a shop. What other work do you have anyway? As you go about the house, make the
sweets also.”
“The woolen clothes have to be aired. In this house the mattress covers are washed every week. Vyomesh
doesn’t like things to be dirty or untidy.”
“Keep checking on our stock of wheat, it doesn’t take long for the grain to mold.”
“Keep count of the spoons and bowls—once we had a new part-time servant who stole a saucepan.”
If a person never speaks, it’s like the suffocation one would experience on issuing from a dark cave and finding
the entrance blocked by a stone. If someone never ceases talking, it’s like having one’s ears pierced by a drill.
Were my ears made just to hear this kind of talk? Don’t I need to hear anything better, sweeter, more affectionate?
A hundred times a day she had to hear what Vyomesh liked. Who cared about what Vasudha enjoyed, what she
liked to eat? Nobody ever asked, because her likes and dislikes had no value.
Vasudha loved the evening, the sky, sunset, and moonrise. They take place silently but have their own music.
The silence of night has its music. The early morning light has its music. She loved to listen to this music.
And she loved to read. How many books she had read in her youth! Not only the Gujarati classics—Munshi,
Dhoomketu, Ramanlal Desai—but translations of Bengali writers—Sharat Chandra and Tagore—even
Shakespeare and Ibsen in translation. Whatever she could lay hands on, she read. Her mother was so proud of her
passion for reading.
“My Vasudha is so keen on reading! When she sits down to read she even forgets to be hungry!”
But this quality of which her mother was so proud was a flaw in Aunt’s eyes.
“Isn’t there enough work in the house that you sit down to read?”
Once, when seeing Vasudha with a book, she had snapped:
“What kind of a habit is this, sitting down with a book now and again!”
Vasudha was astonished. Does marriage mean that a woman must stick all her tastes and interests up on a
shelf? If this house is mine and these people are mine, why can’t I tell them frankly, “I like this, I don’t like that?”
And if they’re not mine, why should I slave for them the whole day? Why should I take what they say lying down
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and struggle to please them at all costs?
But she doesn’t have the courage to speak out. She continues with her work without a word. She gets tired. Her
hands and feet get tired, her spirit gets tired. Subjected to advice all day long, her ears get tired.
“Vasudha, Vyomesh’s uncle’s sister-in-law’s daughter died, have you heard? Go on a condolence visit this
evening. Wear that new white sari you bought. And take off your earrings. It’s not proper to wear such things
when a young person dies. You can keep your mangalsutra\fn{A note reads: A necklace of black beads worn by married
women.} on. There’s no harm in that. And on your way back, drop in at the sweet shop and buy some thickened
milk. You’re to make Vyomesh’s favorite sweet tomorrow, remember. He was talking about it just this morning.
“Vasudha, you must go and call on Vyomesh’s other uncle. Finish the visit quickly. The hospital’s far off, so
coming and going will take a long time. Just ask after his health and hurry back. There’s no need to sit for a long
time. You need only put in an appearance.”
Do this and do that. Why did you do this? Why didn’t you do that? Is this the way to do such-and-such? Does
it take so long to finish this much work? Why are you in such a hurry to rush off for your bath? Go and call on
Vyomesh’s paternal uncle. There is no need to call on his maternal aunt.
If Vasudha had protested, Aunt would have opened her eyes wide in astonishment and said, “But I’m telling
you everything for your own good. The house is yours. I don’t want your belongings to get spoilt, your pots and
pans to be stolen, or criticisms to be made of you by our relations. Otherwise, what’s it got to do with me? All I
have is you and Vyomesh. That’s why I sold my jewelry and brought him up. I handed over all my capital to
invest in this flat.”
Vasudha understands. Aunt had made sacrifices to bring Vyomesh up. A person who makes a sacrifice for
another expects something in return. Not only in the form of money but in the form of status, power, the right to
demand service. And if she doesn’t get it, she’ll keep wiping away her tears with the end of her sari and say:
“I did so much for him. I never spared myself in setting him up. And now he pays no attention to what I say.
There’s no value in doing good to anyone in this world.”
If Vasudha could have spoken she would have said:
“There’s great value in doing good, Aunt, but it loses its value when you expect some right in return.”
There’s a lot that Vasudha wants to say:
“Listen, Aunt, do you know that these sharp scissors of advice are snipping away at sprouts and the buds of my
spontaneous gaiety? Because I don’t say anything, because I quietly do whatever you tell me to do, you think I’m
obedient. You chose a girl from a poor family so that she would keep doing what you wanted and would remain
under control. But I’m not obedient, I’m just a coward, that’s why I can’t speak out. And you don’t know that I’m
tormented by your never-ending instructions, your keeping watch, your suspicions, your conviction that I must
function only according to your wishes.
“Aunt, you believe that I’m an understanding, self-respecting girl! I listen to everything in silence, but I don’t
like it. There’s a great deal that I don’t like. Why do you always attempt to control me? Who has said that a
mother-in-law should always bully and dominate? Why can’t you be warmer and more intimate with me? I’m a
human being like you. But you are so blinded by tradition that you don’t see the questions that surface in me. You
don’t see me at all. What you see is just a daughter-in-law, the wife of Vyomesh, whom you raised like a son, for
whom you made sacrifices, in return for which you now desire a kingdom.
“And listen, Aunt, you, too, must have been deeply wounded somewhere. It’s those who’ve been badly
wounded in childhood, who are tormented by a profound melancholy or revulsion, who get so much satisfaction
out of making others suffer. Come, Aunt, let’s sit close to each other and talk freely without any reservations. Tell
me, what griefs did you suffer, and when, to lead you to be so harsh to a new, young, unknown girl like me? Who
instilled in you the poison of suspicion and fear? How did the desire to domineer to such a degree take possession
of you?
“But I’m not able to say all this to you since you’re in the position of a mother-in-law, and I in that of a
daughter-in-law. Traditionally our relationship has been one of distrust and envy, domination and obedience. Our
relations are fused with our roles, so it is impossible for us to move out of our roles and enter into a real
relationship.
*
Vasudha often held these long conversations with Aunt in her imagination, but she never dared to express
herself in actuality. She had never said a word to Vyomesh about Aunt. Indeed she knew Vyomesh largely through
Aunt. How Vyomesh used to laugh or cry when he was little, what he preferred, what he disliked, what made him
boil over with rage, what exploits he had performed in his student days and how rapidly he had risen in his job, all
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this was narrated to Vasudha with great zest.
Vyomesh was the center of Aunt’s existence. It occurred to Vasudha that Vyomesh was also the center round
which all else in the house revolved. Why should one person occupy the central position in a: household? True, he
had established the household. But that was not quite correct—if Aunt had not helped, had not run the house, the
household would not have been what it was. Vyomesh, too, would not be what he is today.
Yet Vyomesh is the head of the household. Aunt accommodates herself totally to him and his ways. She wishes
Vasudha to do the same. It’s not just a wish, it’s an expectation that Vasudha will do precisely that. How often:
“Vasudha, you are cooking the kind of lentils Vyomesh doesn’t care for.”
“Vasudha, when you go to the market for the vegetables, don’t buy bitter gourd, Vyomesh never eats it.”
Vasudha would ask, “Aunt, don’t you like bitter gourd either?”
Aunt would say, “Oh, I love bitter gourd. But Vyomesh never eats it, so I never make it. For years it’s never
been cooked in our house.”
In her words there was no note of regret at being deprived of what she enjoyed. Perhaps there was a touch of
pride. Or perhaps Vasudha imagined it.
One takes pride in giving up something for the sake of another person. Just as there is pleasure in the
possession of something, sacrifice also creates its own kind of satisfaction.
Did Vyomesh know of Aunt’s sacrifices—small and large?
And—
Vasudha hesitated. Then she laughed silently to herself. Even if a person is not free to express her thoughts, she
is free to think. She gave free rein to her thoughts and the question arose:
Has Vyomesh ever accommodated himself to Aunt’s needs? Has he ever given up anything he liked or enjoyed
for her sake? If he were asked, he would be sure to shrug his shoulders and say:
“When did I ever tell Aunt to do something or refrain from doing something for my sake?”
There are just two of them in the house. Vyomesh is at work from morning to evening. It’s impossible to talk
freely to Aunt. What’s the point in talking if one can’t speak without reservations?
But Aunt jabbers ceaselessly and it never occurs to her that Vasudha listens but does not participate in the
conversation. She is absorbed in her own tales. Tales of housework, of the house, of Vyomesh. Listening to her,
Vasudha remembers incidents from her own childhood.
“If I tell you about them, Aunt, will you listen? Are you interested in me? Not as a daughter-in-law, but as a
person, have you any concern for me?”
At first she longed to visit her mother, but couldn’t bring herself to say so. She waited. Perhaps Aunt would
suggest, Why don’t you go back to your mother’s home for a visit? You lived there for so long, you must be
yearning to go there!
Oh—if only sometimes Aunt knew how she felt. If only she would make the smallest effort to satisfy her
wishes.
One morning while she was dusting and arranging some old magazines and journals, Vasudha suddenly took it
into her head to pick up an old issue of the Gujarati journal Navneet, and she sat down to glance through it. There
was a science article, discussing whether the solar system contained a tenth planet. She was reading with eager
interest when Aunt turned up.
“Vasudha!”
Her voice was so hard and so sharp that Vasudha leapt up in fear.
“Is the early morning the time to read books? Don’t you have any sense? Is this the time to read?”
Vasudha hastily put the magazine down and hurried to the kitchen. On the way she glanced in at the sittingroom. Vyomesh was sitting there with his legs stretched up onto the table reading the paper. This was his daily
routine. With the teapot containing two cups of tea by his side, sipping his tea slowly, he would relax and read the
paper. It would take half to three-quarters of an hour. Then he’d shave quickly, dress, have his meal, and leave for
work.
“Is this the time to read?”—the words echoed in her mind all day. Would Aunt ever have said this to Vyomesh?
If Aunt had had a daughter, would she have had to hear such words?
But Vasudha was a daughter-in-law. The decision regarding what to do and when no longer rested with her.
Vyomesh had uttered similar words:
“Is this the time to stand on the verandah?”
After the wedding, Vasudha had gotten into a certain routine. Every evening she would wash and freshen up
and stand at the door awaiting Vyomesh’s return. Plagued all day by the pricks of Aunt’s petty fault-finding, her
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heart was eager to meet Vyomesh, listen to him, touch him. Seeing him approach at a distance, her face would
glow. As soon as Vyomesh arrived, she would take his things from his hands and quickly make tea. As he drank
his tea, Vyomesh would chat about happenings at the office. She would listen, laugh. Then Vyomesh would look
at his letters and read; Vasudha would cook. After the meal, as soon as she had wound up the rest of the chores,
she would go impatiently to their room.
Close to Vyomesh, Aunt’s nagging would be forgotten. Cooking for Vyomesh, waiting for Vyomesh, sleeping
enveloped in his warmth—her young body experienced bliss. Vyomesh had winning ways; in his inviting glance
Vasudha found fulfillment. Whether it was a fulfillment of the body or the mind she could not tell. Body and mind
were one in that fullness.
In the evening Vyomesh would say:
“Today I just couldn't apply my mind to office work. I couldn’t wait till I got home. When I come back home
and see your smiling face, that’s all I want, nothing else in the world matters.”
When Vasudha heard this, her heart overflowed with love. She felt she had entered a city glowing with light.
She forgot Aunt’s world. She even forgot the attachment to her old home. Colorful lamps shone on all sides.
One day a gray mist spread over those colors.
It was July. Aunt was out somewhere. Heavy rain clouds covered the sky. There was moisture in the air. The
earth had the fresh scent of rain. Fearing that the clothes drying on the verandah would get wet if it rained,
Vasudha hurried out to the verandah and her eyes lighted on the western sky. Through an opening in the clouds,
behind the dark curtain of rain, suddenly the crescent of the new moon appeared. Right in the center of the
crescent, the evening star reposed as if it were sleeping in the cradle of the moon. She had never seen the moon
and the star together like this before. Losing all track of time, losing all consciousness of herself, she gazed
unblinking, entranced.
Suddenly she felt a hand on her shoulder. She stared. It was Vyomesh.
“Is this a time to stand on the balcony?”
Was there affection in his voice, or displeasure?
“I returned ages ago. What were you doing here? Don’t you know I want to see you standing in the doorway
when I get home?”
Vasudha’s lips moved, but before she could say anything, Vyomesh said:
“It’s going to rain—come along inside.”
Vasudha entered the room without a word. Vyomesh put his arms around her.
“It’s the first rain of the season, isn’t it?” He drew her closer.
No-no … Vasudha’s body stiffened.
Putting his hand under her chin, Vyomesh lifted her gentle, fine-featured face.
“Are you cold?” He embraced her even more closely.
Something hurt Vasudha profoundly.
My wishes, my reluctance count for nothing. My time is not my own. I have no right over my own body.
Utterly dejected, she surrendered. …
31.36 Maina’s Mother Is Just Like Us\fn{by Indra Bahadur Rai (1927- )} Valasan, nr. Darjeling, Darjeeling District,
West Bengal State, India (M) 3
Waking a bundle of greens and lifting it from where it lies sleeping on the asphalt, then hugging it as if it is his
wife, a customer asks,
“How much for these greens?”
“Those are six paisa.”
Injustice cries out, surrounding the man’s self-interest with rage: he still remembers living in the forests, where
it was possible to get them for nothing.
“They’ve turned yellow,” he suggested (if they had, he would have rejected them immediately), and then he
walked away.
Maina’s mother sat and waited for another customer.
“No point living in Darjeeling now,” a man is saying. “Everyone here is looking for work. If you’ve studied, it
gets you nowhere. We can’t get enough to eat living here. When we came there were very few people, but now
many more have come and our numbers have increased. There’s not even enough grass for our animals. We
should move somewhere else. The rains don’t fall here anymore; the trees are bare. We should look for a new
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place. By sunset tomorrow we should be gone, with our women, our children, and all our belongings loaded into
ox carts. Put strong young men at the front and the rear. Drive the livestock gently. We should walk until evening,
then lodge for the night. When we are a hundred miles away we’ll decide where we are headed.”
“Over the hills to Assam. We should move to the northeast.”
“Meet some of the people who came here later. Tell them the Nepalis came and set up a branch here many ages
ago, a small town called Darjeeling. They’ve already found signs of very ancient settlements. For a hundred years
or more they forgot themselves in this little toy town. Its little roads, little machines, little houses are the proof.
There was very little to support them, so they became wanderers, scattered through the great land of India.
Bunched together, they would all have died. The time had passed when they could have moved and advanced
their civilization: their immediate needs were what forced them to abandon their homes.”
“Yes, we should move somewhere new.”
Maina’s mother was sprinkling water over her greens. If thoroughly drenched, their leaves would stay fresh;
the cold spring water would make them last longer. Everything might be saved. But there is no water.
She covered the body of the bundles with a small grimy cloth.
“You’re back?” she asked the woman who stood there now.
“Are they sold?” she looked at the sleeping greens. “How much has been sold?”
“I haven’t sold any.”
“Oh! I shouldn’t have tried to sell them here! I could have sold them easily somewhere else.” The woman
came tired from an age-long distance. She sat right down on the ground.
“Give me the few pennies you have. My baby’s father is sick at home. I don’t know if he’s dead or alive.” She
stood up abruptly, suddenly fearful.
From here, you can see water falling into an ancient pond: circles spread out where each drop sets its feet. The
rain makes the forest cry out; there is news that the rains are heavy this year. On the path that rounds the pool to
the right, two or three bodies run hurriedly. One comes up to the tent and stands outside. He is a man she knows,
and he smiles. He smiles in the pouring rain and says,
“It’s pelting down, isn’t it!”
He had pulled his trousers up above his knees.
“Where have you been to up there?” asks Maina’s mother, looking at legs like roof pillars, just as her mother’s
mother had done.
“I’m looking at a place up there. People have covered the hillside with cow pastures. I’m looking for some
place higher up. They say Darjeeling will be a big town when people have covered it all.”
“Everyone says the same,” he heard in reply.
Suddenly the din of the rain outside says, “Be silent!” Inside the tent a fire burns between three stones and the
rain keeps all the wood smoke inside. The man with roof pillar legs found a plank and sat down.
“Hey, the water is coming in!”
He stood up again, and the woman selling tea got up, too. Water ran in under the tent walls.
“Have you nothing to dig with?”
“No, I have nothing.”
He picked up a piece of wood and went outside. Lashed by the rain, he began to dig a channel. The woman
saw the fresh soil piling up. She saw that the water had stopped coming in and that she was encircled.
“That’s it! The water’s stopped!” she said, but the man continued to make good somewhere outside.
The rain clouds moved away. When the sun comes out, the forest’s greens all turn to yellow. The strong man
was still outside breaking the soil.
“Do I hear that they plan to fill in this pond and build a bazaar?” the shopkeeper asked, approaching him.
“Yes, that’s right.”
“Will they drain the pond?”
“They’re going to demolish that.bank over there.”
“The pastures and the villages will all be washed away; they say there will be landslides.”
“Who said so?”
The man stood up.
“We’re moving further up, too.”
“Do you think I’m running away?” asked the man defensively.
“I’ve heard that all the plants and grasses here are medicines. If you knew which ones, you could cut them and
sell them,” said someone without a single penny in his pocket, clutching a small bag of rice.
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“I’ve heard that there are mines underground near our house. There might be a copper mine right there in my
garden. We should make the lowlands pay for water from our rivers,” said another person, just coming home.
A rock swished down from overhead (man goes to the moon). Maina’s mother dodged it; it just missed her.
Then came a stave (live as men). It caught her in the chest; she doubled up and fell.\fn{ A note reads: This bizarre and
apparently meaningless juxtaposition of obscure images is typical of dimensionalist writings .} All her sorrows stand before her;
they come continually to her home. Joys for her are unknown and haughty. She wanted to sink underground in
case great news came rolling down and crushed her. Her load of weighty hopes buried her deep, but she struggled
to rise up and become a mountain.
Suddenly, she felt inspired to say—we came here looking for a place where we could see the Himalaya clearly.
Now we don’t want to go anywhere else. All of us should have a house where we can open the window each
morning and look at the Himalaya. Here man is unhealthy; he quickly tires of most things; his thirst is quickly
quenched. But with one thing we are never fed up, and that is the Himalaya. Wherever we go we will take this
land with us, wrapped up in little bundles. We will make a five-year-old carry our possessions …
The bundles of greens threw off the cloth that covered them and stood upright. Each bundle opened; each stalk
came away. They yawned and cast their sleep aside. A light evening breeze was blowing; the small yellow
mustard flowers jostled and swayed.
There is a small tree that has lifted its branches way up high. Her mind crawled still higher on a level branch,
and she felt dizzy looking down. Her hands touched the grass at its base to uproot and weed it out. A well of
smooth water had collected beside a tomato plant; she thought she might pick up a rotten old tin and water the
plant. She sighs with pleasure as she sees something planted on the bank of the field. Bamboo bushes stand there,
filling her eyes. Her eyes watch a leaf wafting down, making her wait for her own existence. She goes far across
the brown ridges of the fields. On a piece of rising ground, luxuriant grass is growing. From the end of a garden
she walks steeply uphill, moving from terrace to terrace …
Why then did you come here? Why then did you come here?
Why then did you come here?
Why then did you come here?\fn{ A note reads: This is from a folk song about the Nepalis of Darjeeling by the late Agam Singh
Giri.}
A grinding stone, some dishes, in the bazaar. The marketplace is selling off the honor, the profits, and the
losses of a thousand homes. A grinding stone should guard the porch of a home; it should become a part of the
body of a house and hold firm to its floor. It should not wander around like this; the only things it should
encounter are the sun each morning and the sun each evening. Young women sit around it, discussing things deep
in their hearts. It is always bad when it comes into the market. Those black medicinal stems and roots should be
stored away in tins and sacks inside every home. Those dishes should be kept on shelves. The place where the
family sits down to eat at home is the only place to scatter such things around. To Maina’s mother, this bazaar
looks like someone’s home. It’s as if a thousand households have been broken open. Why do a thousand homes
stand neglected here? She felt like joining them all together, with children sucking and chewing on sugarcanes
and daughters pounding grain. Our household things have all been put outside with us in the bazaar. First, man
left home, then his belongings came after him, and now they are here in the bazaar, waiting to take him back.
Maina’s mother tries to go home: suddenly, she is afraid of this bright, open afternoon …\fn{ Below: a note reads:
From the Nepali Ramayana. Ravan, the demon-king of Lanka, abducts Sita, wife of Rama, the princely incarnation of Vishnu. Rama sends
his most faithful disciple, the monkey-god Hanuman, to Lanka to recover her .}
Hearing a noise, Hanuman hid in the leaves,
Quickly came Ravan along with his wives,
“When will Rama come to kill me?
He has not saved Sitii, whom I’ve abducted,
Though I have seen him in my dreams.”
Seeing the wicked one come near, Sitii bowed her head,
Holding fast to the vision of Rama’s lotus feet.

She looked all around to bring herself back to reality. Like black dots, men climb the stairs and talk to each
other. Their talking never ceases. Wherever she looked she saw more people. The whole scene becomes noise;
everyone she sees is talking. They split up and come toward her, blocking her view. Their bags sway and collide
with the tents.
The color of the flag has gone into the shadows; a loudspeaker blares in her ear.\fn{ A note reads: This reference is to
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the political unrest that has occurred sporadically in Darjeeling during the past few decades .} A small

boy runs by. Three people
came and went; another passed by engrossed in thought. One is walking past in a hurry. (I was born here, here I
live, this I have, this I sell. I must find happiness with this simple wealth: this is my stand.) A dog is chased away;
dirty papers have blown off into the distance; many voices are shouting. The bazaar is stirring, itching, lazily
scratching. The sun is up on an electric pylon.
“Why did you come here?” asked an invisible person. A man walked by in front of her; he turned and asked
her the same question. All the people standing in the street queued up to ask her; all the people inside the
buildings opened their windows and asked her the question in high shrieking voices, staring at her from sharp
eyes, taking aim with gaping mouths. She hid her face with her dirty shawl and peered out through the chinks of
her window: an old fear. The whole bazaar left its work and came toward her. A thousand faces surrounded her,
asking,
“Why did you come here?”
The greens would be trampled—she turned cold with fear and leapt to her feet to gather them up.
In the evening she was keenly selling her greens. When night had fallen she covered the spot with a basket and
a wooden box, reserving it for tomorrow.
22.52 Memories Of An Indian Childhood\fn{by Qurratulain Hyder (1927- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 8
The emaciated old man in the threadbare, shiny black suit arrived punctually at three in the afternoon. With his
walking stick he gently tapped the gravel in the front porch till a passing servant—usually Faqira—heard the
familiar sound and went inside.
“Master Saheb has come,” Baji was informed.
The old man walked down the poplar-lined drive and reached the side verandah. Feeling each step with his
cane he carefully climbed the wide flight of stairs and softly called, “Resham, Resham.”
Resham came running, followed by Baji who gracefully carried the sitar. The way my fabulous Rehana Baji
handled the sitar could teach a thing or two to Ravi Varma—were he alive—or to any Bengal-school artist worth
his water colors who painted dark-eyed, sitar-playing damsels.
Graciously she said, “Adaab,” sat down on the edge of the settee and took the instrument out of its purple
brocade cover. The music lesson began …
After a light shower of rain a magical fragrance filled the air. A lone bird whistled through the leafy silence. Or
a mountain wind rose and made the trees shed their unripe fruit. Often a dim, cold sun trickled through the rain
and the garden turned to gold. On his way out through the orchard the old man sometimes found a peach—partly
eaten by a parrot—lying in the wet, intensely green, cool grass. He picked it up, cleaned it carefully with his
handkerchief and shoved it into his pocket.
Dog-like, Resham always followed him to the gate. Often she vanished into a rose bush looking for prey, or
deftly climbed a tree. The old man looked up, briefly watched the trembling bough, bent his head again and went
out of the gate.
Ever since Mrs. Jogmaya Chatterjee of Calcutta took up abode in the bungalow next door, the inhabitants of
picturesque, complaisant Dalanwalla had suddenly realised the acute lack of Culture in their lives. Every drawing
room had its massive gramophone and its Kamala Jharia-Kalu Qawwalrecords. Wireless sets were still rare and
tape recorders had not even been invented.\fn{ The first prototype of the modern tape-recorder, called a telegraphone, was
invented in 1898 by Valdemar Poulsen, a Danish engineer; for what appears to be meant here is the first widely-known version of the
modern tape recorder, a large, ungainly, boxy affair which came into general use during the 1950’s; and this, together with the first widespread use of wireless radio—my father remembers playing with the first of these devices when he was 17 (the so-called “crystal set”) in
1920—leads us to the late 1920’s as the time-frame for this story .} The status symbols consisted mainly of bungalow, car,

“English” cook and trained bearer. (There was many an eminent cook and bearer who considered it beneath his
dignity to work for Kala Log.) Refrigerators too, were unknown.\fn{ The American company General Electric was first to
market an affordable home refrigerator during the late 1920’s .}
But the strains of Rabindra Sangeet emanating from Mrs. Jogmaya Chatterjee’s house changed all that. Mrs.
Goswami, wife of a high-ranking (Government of India) official, said to Begum Faruqui, wife of another highranking (Department of Forests) official, “Behenji, we all are really backward. Look at these Bengalis. So
advanced in everything.”\fn{The most permanent and widespread contact between India and the (Western European) Industrial
Revolution were made by way of the English colonial presence in what is now West Bengal State .}
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“I have even heard it said, Behenji, that their daughters cannot get married unless they know music,” said Mrs.
Jaswant Singh, wife of a high-ranking (Royal Military Academy) officer.
“We Muslims disapprove of decent girls singing and dancing. But times have changed. I said to him the other
day, I said, our Rashida must learn how to play the harmonium,” Begum Faruqui firmly announced.
This was how the winds of Art and Culture began to blow across Dalanwalla. A seedy, bidi-smoking guruji
was acquired from somewhere and Dr. Sinha’s daughters dutifully learned the Kathak. Sardar Amarjit Singh,
whose father owned a large business in Batavia, Dutch East Indies,\fn{ Presently Indonesia.} took up the violin. The
young Sardar also bought from Mr. Peter Robert Fazal Masih, the pheriwalla, yards and yards of printed georgette
for his turbans. With one of his colourful turbans on his head, his jet-black beard rolled with enormous finesse, the
Sardar sallied forth, armed with his violin, and headed straight for the Rispana. Rumor had it that he went every
evening to meet Mrs. Feroza Khan, the lovely Afghan widow, who lived in a Christmas-card cottage by the
stream. Evening after evening he informed his young Sardarni, Bibi Charanjit Kaur, that he was going for his
violin lessons. But Mrs. Goswami, Mrs. Jaswant Singh, Begum Faruqui and my mother knew.
Such were the stirring times when my cousin, too, decided to take up music—partly because a sitar was handy,
lying in its dusty cover in the store room. (My pioneering mother had learned—and forgotten—how to play it
several years ago.)
A lot of things happened that winter. Resham broke her leg. Miss Zohra Derby, the Daredevil, arrived in town.
Diana Becket was declared the Ravishing Beauty of London, Dr. (Miss) Zubeida Siddiqui saw a black dog the
size of a donkey at two in the morning. And Faqira’s sister-in-law became a sparrow.
I must tell you about these important events in their chronological order.
*
My beautiful and brilliant cousin Rehana Khatoon had passed her B.A. that year—breaking a lot of records at
Aligarh University—and was spending a few months with us. One afternoon as she sat drinking coffee with
Mother and Mrs. Goswami in the front verandah, somebody tapped the pebbles in the portico and a feeble voice
said, “Excuse me, I am told that a lady here wishes to learn the sitar.”
He was Mr. Simon. He said that Mr. Peter Robert Fazal Masih, the pheriwalla (he grandly called himself a
traveling salesman and traded in cloth and gossip), had told him about Baji’s musical intentions. He said that he
lived alone in the outhouses of the late Rev. Scott’s empty bungalow, and earned ten to twenty rupees a month if
he was lucky enough to get one or two pupils. That was all he told us about himself, but being an ardent left-wing
intellectual, Baji was greatly dismayed. Mr. Simon, however, never accepted any help beyond his fees, he had that
kind of dignity .
Mr. Simon always wore a waistcoat—complete with an ancient watch-and-chain—a round black cap and
round, thick glasses. He never entered the house (people like tradesmen and tutors were supposed to stay in the
verandah) except on the first day of his employment when Baji asked Faqira to send him down to the back garden
where she sat in the sun. It was a bitterly cold day. Led by Faqira, Mr. Simon passed through my room where I
played by the fireplace. He hesitated and stopped for a second, for a brief moment spread his hands towards the
fire and quickly went out.
Resham, our otherwise arrogant Persian,\fn{Cat.} became his great friend.
“Funny, how a snob like Resham has befriended poor Master Saheb,” Baji remarked and added the observation
in a typically feminine p.s.\fn{Postscript.} in her letter to Muzzaffer Bhai. She was allowed, as a gesture of
modernity to correspond with our cousin and her fiancé, Muzzaffer, who was at that time engaged in the pursuit of
knowledge at the University of Bombay.
While Baji wrote her letters Ghafoor Begum, her loyal anna, sat by her chair on the grass with her inseparable
paandan. When Baji went inside Ghafoor Begum strolled down to the outhouses to chat with Faqira’s sister-inlaw or returned to her prayer settee in the back verandah. Ever since her husband (he ran a cycle repair shop at the
crossing of Marris Road, Aligarh) had married an eighteen-year-old girl, our Ghafoor Begum spent her time on
the prayer rug or in prescribing home cures for Faqira’s ailing sister-in-law.
A good-natured Garhwali lad, Faqira had been discovered by Abdul, the cook, who found him in rags, knitting
a sweater, by the Eastern Canal. For a few days he slogged as Abdul’s masaalchi but was soon promoted to the
rank of houseboy and worked under our very superior bearer (customarily called Sardar because he was the doyen
of servants). A few months ago Faqira had informed Mother that both his elder brothers had “turned to dust” in a
ghastly accident and that he was going to fetch their widow\fn{ It will become obvious from the succeeding paragraph that
this woman had married two men.} from the mountains.
Tattooed and fair-skinned Jaldhara was an attractive, smiling woman of forty; she wore a gold nose-ring and a
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nose-flower and a necklace of Malka Tooria (Queen Victoria, to us) coins. Both her coolie husbands had fallen,
together, to their deaths carrying some Badrinath pilgrims’ luggage. Jaldhara suffered from some incurable disease
and Faqira worried endlessly about her health. The day Jaldhara arrived in the outhouse Rehana Baji very
knowledgeably discussed, at lunch table, the Institution of Polyandry in the Hills. Baji had obtained a first-class
degree and my father was immensely proud of her.
In the afternoon I dashed off to my friends, Kamala and Vimala Rajpal, to tell them about Faqira’s sister-in-law
who was so rich that she wore coins round her neck. Resham followed me to the avenue. Afraid that she might get
run over by a car, I picked her up, threw her across the hedge and pedaled off on my little bicycle.
Instead of falling in the garden, poor Resham got entangled in the barbed wire concealed in the tall hedge.
Badly bruised and bleeding, she meowed and meowed till Faqira, who had come out to pick chilies for the
kitchen, heard her desperate cries.
I returned to a sorrowing household.
“Resham is dying,” Baji told me tearfully. “I still don’t understand how she got herself entangled in those
wires. Must have gone there looking for birds. The vet has just left.”
It was a terrifying realisation that I was responsible for Resham’s terrible pain and possible death. Trying to
hide my guilt from the world I hid myself in a cluster of leechis in the back garden. In woodpecker-like Mrs.
Warbrook’s house the wireless set broadcast music from distant BBC. In the servants’ quarters Ghafoor Begum
was talking to Jaldhara and Abdul’s wife. Baji was in her room writing to Muzaffer Bhai—probably about
Resham’s accident. The Persian lay bandaged in her frilled basket in the side verandah.
I lurked in the trees like a criminal and did not quite know what to do next. Finally I sauntered down towards
my father’s room and peeped in through the bay-window. Father sat in his armchair reading the Pioneer. I tiptoed
in and stood behind his chair.
He heard my sobs and turned round.
“What is the matter, child?” he asked. I told him all, flopped on the floor and howled and howled till I felt a
little better.
Every morning Resham was dressed and bandaged by Faqira and was sent down, once a week, to see the
“horse doctor” at the “ghora haspatal.” Her leg had been shaved. Shorn of her glorious long hair she was now a
humble, subdued and very unhappy cat. A few weeks later she could hobble about a bit and after a month limped
all the way down to the gate to see Mr. Simon off.
That was when, one Sunday morning, as I played hop-scotch on the drive Mr. George Becket’s head appeared
over the henna hedge. A little hesitantly he beckoned to me and said, “Good morning to you, young lady.”
“Good morning, Pil—Mr. Becket,” I said politely and almost bit my tongue.
“How is your beautiful pussy cat? Mr. Fazal Masih told me that she had had a bad accident.”
This was the first time that Mr. George Becket had actually spoken to anyone in the neighborhood. I thanked
him for enquiring after poor Resham. He nodded, shoved his thumbs in the half-torn pockets of his shabby coat
and shuffled off.
Mr. George Becket was a destitute Anglo-Indian, generally known as Pilpili Saheb. He lived down the avenue
in a broken-down cottage and was so poor that he went to the municipal water tap himself to fetch water. His only
daughter, Diana Rose, sold tickets at an English cinema hall at the parade ground, and often passed by our house
on her bicycle. She had golden, windswept hair and only four dresses which she washed at night at the water tap
and wore with extreme care. But Mrs. Goswami, Mrs. Jaswant Singh and Begum Faruqui firmly maintained that
Diana gadded about in such fineries because the Tommies\fn{ As the English soldiers and British men in general were at one
time universally called in India .} gave her money. But if the Tommies gave her money (and I saw no reason why they
should) why didn’t her poor papa engage a water-carrier?
Dalanwalla was mostly inhabited by well-to-do retired Englishmen who lived quietly in their secluded,
exquisitely furnished bungalows. Inside these peaceful houses walnut tables displayed piles of Illustrated London
News, Tatler, Country Life and Punch. Bundles of The Times and the Daily Telegraph arrived by sea mail. In the
mornings the ladies sat in their “morning rooms,” writing Home. In the afternoons they had their high tea in the
verandahs. The mantlepieces were crowded with silver-framed portraits of sons who were engaged in further
brightening up the Empire sun over such places as Kenya, Ceylon,\fn{ Now Sri Lankh.} Malaya\fn{Now part of
Malaysia.} and so forth.
Although these dear old people belonged to the twilight world of Koi Hai and Chhota Hazri, there were
dedicated, self-effacing orientalists and scholars, too, among them. Mr. Hardcastle was an expert on TibetoBurman dialects.\fn{I have come across many of their dictionaries and philologies in the course of gathering material for this Protocol
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for World Peace.}

Mr. Green wrote learned papers on the Khasi tribes of Assam. Col. Whitehead, who had lost a leg
fighting the Pathans on the Frontier, was quite an authority on Pushtu poetry. Apart from these, Major Shelton
wrote shikar notes in upcountry newspapers. Mr. Marchman was a chess fiend. Horsey Miss Drinkwater called\fn
{Summoned.} spirits on the planchette and woodpecker-like Mrs. Warbrook painted lovely water colors.
One of the bungalows housed the “British Stores.” Owned and run by a tall, hawk-nosed and very ancient
Parsi, this was the historic place where the ladies met for shopping and gossip while their children hung about its
Toys, Toffee and Lemonade counters (Coca-Cola too had not been invented).\fn{ Actually, Coca-Cola had been invented
in the late-19th century (1886); but its first overseas ventures were only opened (in Germany) between 1930 and 1936; and it is by way of
these manufacturing concerns that the general English society would probably have come in contact with the product at first, although it is
true that the product was available in all United States and territories by 1895 .}

In this comfortably smug and very English locality (Indians were accepted when they were ‘upper class’ and
civilised enough to live in bungalows) Mr. George Becket of the pale blue eyes was the only Anglo-Indian.
Nevertheless, he considered himself a proper Englishman and rumour had it that when some years ago, George V,
King Emperor died,\fn{1936.) Mr. Becket solemnly wore a black armband and attended the Slow March Past at
Kolagarh along with the mourning English gentry .
But, with the characteristic heartlessness of children, we referred to him as Pilpili Saheb and Vimala’s teenage,
Doon School-going brother, Swam, had devised a novel way of teasing poor Diana. When she passed by the
Rajpals’ house Swam placed the gramophone in the front window of his room and it blared out the following zany
song:
There was a rich merchant in London did stay,
Who had for his daughter an uncommon liking,
Her name, it was Diana, she was sixteen years old,
And had a large fortune in silver and gold.
*
As Diana was walking in the garden one day,
Her father came to her and thus did he say:
Go dress yourself up in gorgeous array,
For you will have a husband both gallant and gay.
*
O father, dear father, I’ve made up my mind,
To marry at present I don’t feel inclined.
And all my large fortune every day adore,
If you let me live single a year or two more.
*
Then gave the father a gallant reply:
If you will not be this young man’s bride,
I’ll leave all your fortune to the fairest of things,
And you shan’t reap the benefit of a single farthing.
*
As Wilikins was walking in the garden one day,
He found his dear Diana lying dead in the way.
A cup so fearful that lay by her side,
And Wilikins doth fainteth with a cry in his eye.

As soon as the song started poor Diana flushed deeply and bicycled away as fast as she could.
*
The winter’s second important event was the arrival of the Great East India Circus and Carnival Company Ltd,
which pitched its Big Top at the parade ground. The handbills announced:

The Great Marvel of the Century
The Lion-hearted Beauty
Miss Zohra Derby
in
The Well of Death
Tonight and Every Night.
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Faqira took Jaldhara to see the circus and came back in raptures.
“Begum Sahib, Bitya, Bibi,” he said, thrilled, “This woman who rides the phat-phati in the death of well …
harey Ram, harey Ram …!”
Next evening we, too, saw her as she sat in front of the Well of Death looking bored, chain-smoking Scissors
cigarettes. She wore birjis [breeches] of shining blue satin, and her heavily made-up face looked weirdly blue in
the bright lights. (But those who knew declared that Miss Nadia of Hunterwali fame was not a patch on Miss
Zohra Derby, the female Desperado.) A ferocious-looking man, also in blue satin birjis, sat next to her, twirling
his waxed moustaches. A motor-bike roared at the back.
After some minutes Miss Zohra Derby and her ferocious companion entered the Well of Death on their motorbikes and went roaring round and round, the Well shook and wavered and it was all very frightening.
After a week Faqira brought the sensational news that Master Gulqand and Master Muchchander, two stalwarts
of the Circus and its star performers, had a fight over Miss Zohra Derby; she was knifed and slashed well and
proper by Master Muchchander and was now in hospital.
But as was expected of him, Mr. Peter Robert Fazal Masih brought the real scoop: Diana Becket had joined the
Circus.
“Diana Becket?” Baji asked, wide-eyed.
“Yes Bitya,” Faqira put in enthusiastically, “I too heard, at the water tap. In the circus Pilpili Saheb’s Missya
she will get a big fat salary and free tiffin, chhota hazri, everything. She says she could no more bear to see her
old Papa carrying heavy buckets, he being so poor and all. And she says, as for the world, it harasses her anyway.”
All this was very sad-making.\fn{ For respectable people, of course, never joined a circus .} Then I remembered
something and asked brightly,
“But the Tommies gave her money, didn’t they?”
Ghafoor Begum glared at me.
“Run along,” she said.
So I ran along.
A few days later the posters announced:

Sensational European Belle
The Ravishing Beauty of London
Miss Diana Rose
in
The Well of Death
Tonight and Every Night.
In the midst of these fabulous goings-on cinema also claimed my attention:

The Greatest Film of the Year
Starring
Miss Sardar Akhtar
at
Palladium Cinema
Tonight and Every Night.
*

The Greatest Film of the Year
Starring
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Miss Sardar Akhtar
at
Roxy Cinema
Tonight and Every Night.
How could Miss Sardar Akhtar “star” at two places the same evening? It worried me no end. But the problem
was solved when my parents allowed Baji to go with Mrs. Goswami and see Achhut Kanya (The Untouchable
Girl). I was allowed to tag along with Baji.
(About Achhut Kanya Mrs. Jogmaya Chatterjee had informed Mrs. Goswami that India had at last entered the
era of cultural revolution because Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore’s own niece had become a cinema actress.)
This was also the time when Mrs. Chatterjee’s daughters began singing the latest film songs like Tum aut main
aut Munna piyara, Ghalwa hoga swarg hamata (With you and me and darling baby, Home will be our Heaven).
The breeze wafted these ditties over to our garden. Ghafoor Begum shuddered, placed her hands on her waist or a
forefinger on her nose, indicating censure, and said,
“What our elders used to say is coming true: A sure sign of the Day of Judgment would be when cows eat goatdroppings and virgins themselves demand husbands … This is Kaliyug … Kaliyug …”
Farqira, of course, took Jaldhara to see all these films.
When she returned after a visit to what is now known as a “New Theaters Classic,” Jaldhara developed high
fever. The doctor said she was critically ill.
Now she lay all day long in the sun. One afternoon she said to Ghafoor Begum,
“My time has come, Annaji. One of these days I’ll give up my life.”
Ghafoor Begum tried to cheer her up and said good-humouredly,
“Nonsense, Jaldhara. You are going to be a doddering old woman. But tell me, Jaldhara, what is this spell
you’ve cast over poor Faqira? Give me some mantra too for my faithless fellow. I am told you hill people know a
lot of sorcery. Look how Faqira dotes on you, and you old enough to be his mother!”
Upon which Jaldhara seemed to forget her illness and laughed happily and said,
“Don’t you know, Annaji, old rice is always better?”
“Old rice?” I repeated.
Ghafoor Begum turned round and glared at me.
“What are you doing here?” she said sternly. “Run along and play.”
So I returned gloomily to my hop-scotch “field” on the drive.
Bored with life, I decided to visit Kamala and Vimala. On the way to their house I saw Mr. George Becket
frantically running down the avenue. Just then Major Shelton emerged from his gate in his battered Model T Ford,
and asked Mr. Becket to hop in, which he did, and drove away in the direction of the European Hospital.
At the Rajpal’s place a sad-faced Swam told me that Diana Becket had had a serious accident. She was terrified
every time she sat in Master Muchchander’s arms as he went roaring round and round on his motor-bike. So the
circus manager, “Professor” Shahbaz, told her to start practising solo. That’s how she bashed up both her legs.
“And I heard at the parade ground that she will have to spend the rest of her life in a wheel chair,” Swam
added.
We were too sad to play hop-scotch or anything. Swam looked shame-faced and guilty. For some time he sat
dangling his long legs from the bough of our favourite leechi tree. Then he jumped down and went off to play
football with his cronies.
Chinaman John passed by, on his bicycle, carrying his usual load of household linen. We patiently waited for
Mr. Fazal Masih.
Mr. Fazal Masih came round late next evening. He told us that “Professor” Shahbaz was being interrogated by
the police. The circus had quietly left town, Miss Zohra Derby had also vanished from the hospital.
Then Dr. (Miss) Zubeida Siddiqui, a family friend, arrived to spend the holidays. Lean and in her thirties, Dr.
(Miss) Siddiqui stooped a little, inclined her head to one side like a bird and spoke in brief, abrupt sentences. She
wore white, long-sleeved blouses and kept her head fully covered with her white cotton sari. She had studied in
England and worked as the principal of some obscure girls’ college somewhere in eastern India.
Dr. Siddiqui said her prayers five times a day, and was also fasting, although it was not the month of Ramazan.
The ladies of Dalanwalla were deeply impressed by her piety. (“England—returned and all, and yet so modest and
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spiritual,” Begum Faruqui commented with admiration. “And such a strict follower of God and the Prophet—
peace be on him,” said Begum Ansari. Begum Qureshi nodded.)
Dr. Siddiqui was forever telling Baji some seemingly endless tale in undertones. Once she went down to see
Jaldhara and uttered, “What a fortunate woman.”
One evening Dr. Siddiqui was especially morose, so Baji asked me to come along and entertain her (as though
I were a dancing bear). She said,
“Let’s hear that silly old Anglo-Indian song of yours.”
Obediently I began:
There was a rich merchant in London did stay,
Who had for his daughter an uncommon liking,
Her name it was Diana, she was sixteen years old
And had a large fortune in …

Suddenly a lump rose in my throat and I ran away. Dr. Siddiqui's expression changed from moroseness to
surprise.
One could not associate any kind of mystery with a dull and prosaic person like Dr. Siddiqui. Suddenly she
became a figure of high romance.
One foggy morning as Vimala and I haunted the Toffee Counter in the British Stores we happened to overhear
Mrs. Goswami at Tinned Food telling Mrs. Jaswant Singh, Begum Faruqui, and Mrs. Sinha:
“This lady doctor poor thing (somehow they could never remember that Zubeida Siddiqui was a scientist and
not a lady doctor), she has been jilted. And he is going to marry her own niece who is very pretty and seventeen.”
“Men are like that, Behenji,” Mrs. Jaswant Singh replied. “Look at our Amarjit.”
And Begum Faruqui said, “The lady doctor is so God-fearing and pious. Always praying and fasting.”
“For a woman—all depends on this,” Mrs. Sinha tapped her forehead with a forefinger.
“Let’s hope Bhagwan listens to her prayers,” said Mrs. Goswami.
At two o’clock that night a dreadful scream rose from the guest room. Everybody jumped out of their quilts
and rushed to the scientist’s rescue.
Lying prostrate on the prayer rug Zubeida Siddiqui was whimpering hysterically. I was promptly shooed away
to my room but in the morning I “happened” to overhear her talking to Baji in her usual drab undertone (very
cleverly I had hung about the breakfast table after everybody had left).
“I hadn’t told anyone,” Dr. Siddiqui was saying. “The pirji had ordered that I must recite this jalali wazifa. For
forty nights. Last night was the fortieth. The pirji had said, come what may I must never look up or sideways and
must concentrate fully or else the wazifa would have no effect. Last night, like a damn fool I looked in front and
saw a black dog the size of a donkey sitting over there. Snarling. So I screamed. The dog vanished. My chilla was
broken. Now. Nothing will happen. The time is up. Only a week. From now. Nothing.”
She took off her glasses and began to cry.
Baji looked horrified.
“But Zubeida Aapa,” she said mildly, “you are a scientist. Do you really believe in this—this hocus pocus? You
merely had an hallucination. A black dog the size of a donkey!”
And she began to laugh.
I have mentioned earlier that my Baji was a left-wing intellectual (one of the first crop).
“Rehana Khatoon,” Dr. Zubeida Siddiqui said evenly, drying her tears, “you are only twenty-one. You have
doting parents. Doting uncles. Aunts. Safe and secure. Happy family. (I suddenly remembered the Happy Family
cards we used to play in the nursery.) A splendid young man. About to be married. To him. You do not know the
meaning of loneliness. Don’t. Don’t ever laugh again at somebody’s loneliness.”
Suddenly Baji noticed my presence and with the flicker of her eyelashes asked me to get lost.
So I got lost.
The same evening Dr. Siddiqui left for Calcutta.
*
In the first week of December Jaldhara was removed to the hospital where she died the following evening.
Faqira went about howling like a child.
“Accept it, son,” Ghafoor Begum tried to console him. “Accept it as Allah’s will.”
“How can I, Annaji? She was mother, sister-in-law, wife, everything to me.”
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He howled some more.
But on the third day when he returned from the cremation ground, he looked strangely happy and at peace. He
carried a clay pot full of poor Jaldhara’s ashes. He said he was going to place the pot at the head of his cot at night
and in her new form Jaldhara would leave her footprints on the ashes.
Baji said she was greatly moved by Faqira’s simple faith. At dinner table that night she discussed, with Father,
the Theory of Transmigration.
Early next morning Faqira came rushing into Mother’s room.
“Begum Saheb, Bitya, Bibi,” he said excitedly. “My Jaldhara has become a sparrow.”
“Jaldhara has become a sparrow?” Baji repeated. Both of us went hotfoot across the dewy lawn to Faqira’s
quarters.
He brought the clay pot and showed us the tiny footprints of a bird. Obviously a sparrow had entered Faqira’s
room at night. They did, all the time.
“It’s a sparrow, Bitya,” Faqira said simply and carried the pot back into his room.
Faqira began feeding the sparrows and placed cups full of water all over the garden. Whenever a sparrow
entered a room through the skylight or a window he stopped all work, offered it millet seeds, uttering such cries as
“Che-che-che-ah-ah-ah-ieh-ieh-ieh” or stood motionless with breadcrumbs on his palm. He also worried that
Resham might catch a sparrow.
A few days before Christmas Baji received a letter from Zubeida Aapa:
The day I reached here my niece was married to him. Posh society wedding.
I have gone on strike against God.
Married Dr. Uppal the other day. Teaches in Burdwan.
P.S. Dr U. is at H. Convey the news to the Begums Faruqui, Qureshi and Ansari
Yours
Z. Uppal.

It was an exceptionally severe winter. Diana Rose was still in plaster in the hospital. Mr. Becket was not seen
at the water tap.
He dozed all day on a bench at the parade ground. His upturned hat, lying near him, looked like a beggar’s
empty bowl. Yellow leaves floated down from the trees and filled it to the brim.
Carol singers went round the quiet roads of Dalanwalla, singing Silent Night and O Come Let Us Adore Him.
As the night deepened the haunting notes of some lone Garhwali’s flute were heard in the distance. The water in
the “sparrow-cups” was frozen. Early in the morning ragged hillmen went about hawking coal. As the mist lifted
the snow-covered Himalayas were lighted up by a weak sun. All day long blazing log fires roared in the grates.
On Christmas Eve Mr. Simon told us that every Christmas morning he made plum pudding before going to
church and spent the rest of the day reading the Good Book. On Boxing Day he promised to bring us some of his
plum pudding. As Christmas presents he had brought a touchingly cheap Japanese trinket for Baji, a green ribbon
for myself and a tiny rubber ball for Resham. Mother gave him a ten-rupee note. It was absolute wealth for him,
he looked at it for some moments and carefully tucked it away in a waistcoat pocket.
Mr. Simon did not come on Boxing Day or the day after. Faqira was, therefore, dispatched to the Rev. Scott’s
bungalow. He came back and hung down his head. Then he said slowly,
“Simon Saheb has become dust. Padri Saheb’s gardener told me on Burra Din [Christmas Day] when he
opened Simon Saheb’s room he was lying dead and frozen on his cot. The winter killed him.”
“He had only one blanket, Begum Saheb. And so he always slept in his suit.”
“It’s very cold outside, Bitya. In our Garhwal folk often freeze to death. Can’t be helped. How can one get so
much warm clothing? Winter comes every year, anyway.”
For a week Resham had been sitting on the warm cushions of her cozy basket. That afternoon was less cold, so
she limped down to the gate and posted herself at the little Chinese “bridge.” There she began to wait for Mr.
Simon.
The sun went down. Bored, she decided to have a go at a sparrow before coming inside.
The sparrow flew off and perched itself on the branch of a silver oak. Resham tried to climb the tree but with
her broken leg came sliding down. The sparrow hopped on to a higher branch. Resham lifted her face and uttered
a faint, helpless meow. The sparrow spread its wings and flew away towards the wide, blue skies.
All this happened during that winter in Dehra Dun.
After which, I grew up.
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25.99 Martand\fn{by Nayantara Pandit Sahgal (1927- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 3
Martand took his lean length out of the comfortable depths of our best armchair and said reluctantly,
“I’d better be going.”
Naresh, my husband, did not reply. I looked up at Martand but he was not looking at me. He never did, eye-toeye, except when we were alone, and then hungrily, as if each time were going to be the last—as it easily might
have been.
I got up, too. I wanted to cry out every time he left me, to hear my own voice wailing like a lost child’s. We
had been talking politics, if the chaos caving into everyday life could be called that. Strain and suspense had
become part of office and home. There was no getting away from it. Crying would have been a release from that
as well.
Refugees glutted the district, and more and more kept straggling in. Not one big flood with an end to it. This
was an endless, haggard human sea of people who knew with profound instinct that there was no going back.
They were here to stay. And here, food and medicine were short. Space was getting harder to squeeze out. There
had been little enough before. And time was running out.
“In other countries men can dream,” Martand had said earlier in the evening, “but our dreams remain food and
shelter, shelter and food, year after year. We’ve never had enough for ourselves and now we have to provide for
these extra God knows how many.”
“We know how many,” said Naresh bitterly. “Millions. Why beat about the bush? It’s going to get desperate,
wait and see, unless the refugees ease off.”
It was clear that a serious crisis, the worst yet, might soon be upon us. Martand had agreed.
“It already is,” Naresh had said with harsh finality. “We should have sealed the frontier long ago.”
“And let them die,” lay unspoken between us.
“Well it’s not our problem,” Naresh threw at us defiantly, as though either of us had protested.
“Isn’t it?”
Martand had looked at my husband consideringly, compassionately as he said it, and I at the wall. I was caught
between fact and vision, between the two men, belonging mind and body to each. I loved and believed in them
both, but Martand, I knew, was trying to do the more difficult thing. He kept trying to hold a tide at bay, by
turning it off its dreadful course, if he could, with the tone of his voice, the look in his eyes—such instruments as
human beings are left with when hardly any other resource remains. Inner religion pitted against destruction. For
Martand still had visions of a good world. For months Naresh and I had shared them, here in this very room till
late into the night.
Now, only I did.
We had talked all evening about the refugee crisis, but what a nerve-racking thing our own three-cornered
companionship had become. What a lot of gaiety I needed simply to get through each day without continual
mention of disaster. Disaster was always there. Was there ever a time it had not been? But now ordinary everyday
happiness had become part of it. I felt happy only when I was near Martand and then I would have to be careful
not to let it show. That was how it had become, the once easy natural give and take between the three of us. Now
only its outer crust remained, a paper-thin but sheltering wall that hid my private torment. I have lived inside it
these six months, ever since we had met Martand soon after our Kashmir holiday.
Martand is the Kashmiri name for the Sun God and there is a temple to him in Kashmir—miles of drive past
brilliant young green rice, in the earth’s most beautiful valley flanked with tall straight poplars, fringed with
feathery willows, under serene expanses of sky. I had needed to go to Kashmir quite apart from the pilgrimage I
wanted to make to the temple. I had longed to get away from the frantic, teeming district in Naresh’s charge to
clean open space, Kashmiri space. There were other nearer hill stations but I couldn’t bear the thought of any
other. And then, incredibly, Naresh had got his leave. With every Government officer so heavily overworked we
had hardly expected it.
Naresh had grumbled goodnaturedly about the distance.
“What a prejudiced lot you Kashmiris are, convinced there’s no place like Kashmir.”
But he had given in.
There isn’t, of course. Kashmir is unique. I did not want the rationed beauty of other places, a glimpse of hill
and cloud. I wanted a pageant of it, the immense incomparable valley unraveling as we drove through it. I wanted
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to surrender to something bigger than necessity, and I had to visit the Martand shrine. Where science had failed,
faith might work.
The temple was off the motor road. It was thirteen hundred years old, a massive burnt-out saga of ruined glory
with a broken Grecian colonnade surrounding it. When we got there, it seemed afire under the late afternoon sun,
a tiger gold, its energy rippling visibly through it carvings. Then the light changed and softened before our eyes,
sinking deeply into the stone, leaving it flesh-warm and pulsating. I put the flat of my hand on a lovely broken
column, leaned my forehead against it and felt it all taken into me.
“Have you had enough?” Naresh asked indulgently.
He was sitting against one of the columns smoking his pipe.
“How’s that going to get you a child, granted Martand is the fount of fertility?” he asked.
Reluctantly I gave my hand’s contact with the stone and came to him with my answer.
“Now? Here?” he protested.
“Why not,” I pleaded, “there’s no one for miles around.”
“But the village is less than a mile away. Anyone could come along.”
“Please, we’re wasting time.”
And we wasted no more. The gold fire in me caught up with Naresh as he pulled me down beside him.
Martand, when we first met him just after that holiday, reminded me of that ruined splendor. He looked
descended from an ancient, princely lineage. I felt a shock of recognition and betrayal.
“You look frightened,” were the first personal words he said to me.
I was. I should have waited for him. But I couldn’t tell him that. Instead I told him he had an unusual name and
asked him about his ancestry, and Martand laughed.
“If I tried awfully hard,” he said, “I suppose I could find out my great-grandfather’s name.”
I must have looked scandalized.
“Is that very dreadful?” he had teased.
“No, there’s no blue blood in my veins. I come from solid middle class stock. Scholarships all through medical
college. But there’s romance in the ordinary. Romance isn’t the heights. It’s what a passing stranger recognizes. It
could even be in working in an inferno like this, and learning to love it.”
Naresh saw Martand out of his car and came back into the room. He was bone tired and irritable.
“He never knows when to leave. I’ve got an early meeting tomorrow. He probably has to be up at the crack of
dawn too.”
I said, to take his mind off Martand, “When do you think this refugee business will let up?”
“On Doomsday,” he said violently. “That’s when any problem in this country is going to let up.” He went into
the bedroom to put away the whisky bottle while I rinsed out the glasses. A lot of whisky got drunk whenever
Martand came.
Naresh came back.
“He drinks like a fish, too,” he said, helping me with the glasses. Naresh was angry, but not about the drinking.
He was angry with Martand for still having dreams, and with me for being enmeshed in them. When we were in
bed he said,
“How long are we going to make excuses for not being able to meet targets, not having enough to feed and
clothe people and make life livable for them? And now with this ghastly deluge going on and on, we’ll never have
enough of anything in our lifetime. Have you thought of that? I want to get out of this hell-hole and live a decent
life somewhere where people have enough of everything. It doesn’t seem too much to ask. Let’s get out for a year
or so.”
I felt paralyzed.
“I’m making some enquiries, he went on. “I could ask for a temporary posting at one of our missions abroad.
Just for a breath of fresh air. I’ve had a bellyful here.”
I lay in bed, trying to empty my mind of thinking. A lot of whisky had got drunk—by all of us. Martand had
once said, “It helps to numb feelings. One can’t watch all this unprotected and remain human.” It was one of the
few times he had admitted to strain.
“Do you agree we should get out then, darling?” Naresh mumbled, his hand on my breast for comfort.
And he fell asleep without waiting for an answer.
There was a crowd as usual outside Martand's clinic next morning, looking torpidly, dully at me as I walked
through. Flies, dust, heavy, hopeless heat. Another day of learning to love it, I thought, and another minute till I
open that door to Martand.
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He was sitting at his desk, his sleeves rolled up, his feet in slippers, his stethoscope still around his neck, He
had forgotten to take it off; like he sometimes forgot to eat, and continually forgot the huge dishevelment around
him. He asked his assistant to bring some coffee.
“Sorry the cup isn’t very elegant,” he said when it came. He was always saying things like that. Sorry, when he
repaid a debt, about handing me grubby-looking change or a tattered note. Sorry that we could not see the hills
from his window—there were none to see. There was only a grim growing mass of humanity, almost machine-like
in its menacing immobility as it waited. I couldn’t see these people as individuals any more. It was It. Waiting for
cholera shots, for rations, for clothes, for space, for air, for life, for hope, as if it could do nothing, nothing for
Itself. A monster robot seeking succor, devouring the pitifully little we had.
“Do you think the kingdom of heaven is a germ-free place?” asked Martand, giving me his smile over his
coffee cup.
I put mine noisily down, spilling coffee. I felt a rush of hysteria and horror at all the sights and smells of
suffering interminably around us. How could he stay so untarnished at the heart of them?
“Who cares? It’s here in this mess we have to live. Oh Martand, I can’t bear to stay or to go away. I can’t bear
anything any more.”
“You must,” he warned, no longer smiling. “There’s a very long road ahead of us yet. Don’t lose your nerve
now.”
He meant the refugee crisis, as well as the time span left to him and me to find our way to each other on the
dangerous, joyful, heart-breaking road we were traveling together. He got up to go into the dispensary and carry
on his work, and I remembered why I had come.
“I found these peaches in the bazaar. There hasn’t been any good fruit for such a long time, I had to bring them
for you. I’m taking some home for us, too.”
“Then take these with you. I’ll come and eat them at your house. I’ll come to dinner,” he said.
“No don’t. Naresh won’t like it. He was very irritable last night.”
“Was he? Why?”
There was that untouched innocence about Martand, a purity without which I could no longer live. That was
why I couldn’t give him up, however long we had to wait for this to work out. There was so little time to talk
about personal problems, and when we were alone together we did not talk.
At the door to the dispensary Martand turned around to say, “Let me speak to Naresh about us.” It is not the
first time he had urged this.
“No!” I cried.
“He is too good a man to deceive.”
“Don’t you know anything about human nature?” Panic made me shrill.
“All right, all right,” said Martand softly, “I must go now, my love. Take care, won’t you, as you drive home.
It’s a bad day today. Some of my staff are giving trouble and refusing to work. And thank you for the peaches.”
I left his share on the table. For my cheap ideas of safety—my safety—I would deprive myself of the sight of
him and the sound of his voice this evening. Safety in a mad world did not make much sense, and I was not made
for living a double life. My endurance was wearing thin. One of these days I would throw myself on Naresh’s
mercy and tell him. One of these days, but not today.
At home I washed the peaches and put them on the dining table. When I came back into the dining room with
plates and cutlery, Naresh was standing there staring at them.
“You’re home early,” I said and I knew in a flash it was time—at once—to tell him about Martand.
Naresh was waiting, a queer stricken look on his face of half-knowing, fearing, unbelieving, and the tension
grew intolerable. I went up to him and he put his arms around me.
“Then you hadn’t heard,” he said. “That’s why I came—to tell you—”
I looked up at him, all my terrors realized.
“Martand was stabbed,” he said, “less than half an hour ago. Not by a refugee, by one of his own assistants.
They sent for me immediately. I was with him when he died.”
Naresh sobbed while I stood holding him, deadly calm, as if I had known this would happen. I still had my
sight and hearing, but that was all. Nothing could move me any more.
“We’ll go away,” he wept, “we’ll go away.”
Yes, I thought, to a place where there was enough of everything and charity could be a virtue, not a crime. We
would go where my child could be born in safety, and where a man would not be murdered for loving mankind.
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As we clung together I knew we had both changed invisibly beyond recall. Naresh, mourning Martand, had found
his faith in goodness again, while I, surely as I breathed, knew that everywhere within hand’s reach was evil.
11.17 Godfather\fn{by Khadija Mastoor (1927-1982)} Bareilly, Bareilly District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 6
The hideous midnight silence seemed to whisper a murderous plot. And Godfather walked with assurance
down the middle of the tarmacked street as if it was made just for her. Guardian sentries whistled, somewhere
nearby. A strange terror emanated from the menacing silence. Godfather was oblivious to the sounds of the
whistles. The metal head of her walking stick ground the tarmac and her heavy, masculine boots made a racket.
Despair dripped from her face. She sighed deeply, over and over again, then looked at the sky with weary eyes as
if there, too, hung a heavy lock. She was muttering something—swearing or praying, who knows? The sentries
were approaching her now but she strode on, step upon balanced step, with the same steadiness.
“Who are you?”
The voice was so near, she had to stand still. There was such despair and grief in the way she stood—perhaps
she didn’t want to stand. The sentry ogled her, amazed. Such a strapping figure of a woman, stick in hand,
wearing men’s shoes and a big loose shirt, enormous, wide-trousered shalwar and no dupatta. Godfather
remained silent for a moment, watching the gawping soldier, as if to say, “Brother, let me walk my fill today.” The
soldier turned and let out a loud whistle. The sentries’ footsteps came nearer.
“Who are you? Are you dumb—is that why you won’t speak?? the soldier yelled and his voice smudged into
the far distance.
“Why are you bothering me, my man? Get on with your business,” Godfather said quietly.
“Mind my own business, you slag! Tell me, who you are.” The sentry pounced on her.
“I’m your father, you bastard!” She came to life, bashing the pavement with her stick. The fragility of the
world seemed to turn into a curse, beating on her face like rain. The sentry hissed an obscenity.
“Come on—to the station. Roaming around at 2.00 in the morning with a truncheon. Slag.”
“You’ll take me to the station, will you?” She fell on the soldier. “Take me to the station. I’ll show you: take
me to the station.” She dusted his leg with her stick. Then, as he fearfully went for his truncheon, she brought it
down on him with such force that she split open his head. Its metal tip scattered his brain around. She was
muttering who knows what, under her breath. In the sallow, insipid moonlight, the living, pulsing blood flowed
black. The steps of the other sentries sounded close.
Bemused, Godfather saw the blood and her feet lifted, ready to run. She had only gone a few paces when six
soldiers surrounded her, divested her of her cane and handcuffed her. Leaving two soldiers to guard the corpse, the
other four flanked her, two on each side, and set off for the nearby station. The soldiers spoke about their dead
companion and swore at Godfather. But she walked silently, thinking who knows what. And the night seemed to
spit with fury like the soldiers.
Godfather was detained at the station for three days. They didn’t need to investigate, she’d been in jail several
times. They had her entire history. They kept her all those days just to find out why she hated the dead sentry—
and to get her lover’s address. She insisted she had no lover now, no acquaintances even. But no one believed her
and the female jailers gave her a sound thrashing. On the fourth day they put her in an armoured car and
transported her to prison where she was shut in a cell until her case was decided.
When Godfather was brought to that solitary cell, she wasn’t laughing as usual, calling the cell a lovely house,
she didn’t tease or joke with the sentries but remained absolutely silent, and when the iron door of her cell was
shut, she spread out a mat on the mud platform, placing her head where it had been raised to form a pillow. All
day she stared silently at the ceiling. Some watery, split-pea lentils sat in an aluminium pot alongside two coarse,
thick chappatis, trying to tempt her. At night, they force-fed her. But her demeanour didn’t change much. Outside
the iron door, guard duty was in progress. The yellow light of the lanterns glimmered from here to there. “Barrack
no. 1, barrack no. 2. Everything’s fine, everything’s fine,” the female wardens’ voices responded to each other.
Godfather kept sighing. Perhaps today the memories of her life, begun in a meager household, had returned, bent
on tormenting her.
Perhaps that was what she replayed, lying in the dark, watching something.
Those days when her father worked as a butler in a nearby house and her mother grumbled, eking out the
month on fifteen rupees. In those days her name was Kaneez, not Godfather. Fifteen rupees and six lives. She
never had a stomachful to eat. So she had become quarrelsome. She never felt the slightest shame in grabbing her
four sisters’ share of food, to fill her own belly. Mother would chastise her, citing the gratitude and restraint of her
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sisters, but come mealtimes, she pranced into the kitchen, forgetting all admonitions, and snatched their portions
like a monkey. Mother consoled and cosseted her other offspring in their hunger. She cursed Kaneez and wished
her evil. Kaneez cried as she watched Mother lavishing her affection on her siblings and, for a bit, withdrew into
silence. But when she entered the kitchen she would again leap and prance, in the process smashing several of the
clay pots and containers. Mother pounded her breast and once or twice even beat her with sticks of firewood. Yet
when the women who lived round about criticized her and called her names, Mother said hopefully that she would
grow out of it. But Kaneez’s habits deteriorated. Around the age of thirteen, she was confined to purdah but her
ways didn’t alter a shred. Nor did her father’s salary increase. Now she learned new tricks. She spent hours
twisting her neck round the door of their servant’s quarters and when the women from the grand houses came out
dressed in their finery, she’d clap loudly and start shouting:
“I wish to God these eaters of pulao and sweet rice would die. I wish to God these wearers of finery would
die.”
She would stop the traveling vendors of pakoras and sweets, then run in without buying anything, provoking
their abuse. And one day she surpassed herself. She swore at the wife of her father’s employer, cursing her for not
increasing his salary. That day, he nearly lost his job. He was ordered to vacate the quarters and it was only by
falling at his mistress’s feet and begging her to excuse the prating of an immature child that he continued to earn
his crust. When Father came home, he flogged her so severely with a stout stick, she couldn’t leave her bed for
days. After that the door was always locked.
Around fifteen she was, when Mother arranged her marriage, to put her to rights. They borrowed twenty rupees
and the preparatory period began. During that time, she didn’t fight for food and radiance shone out of her face in
spite of a half-empty stomach. Some of her friends had married recently and they told her that quite apart from
food and new clothes, a bride receives the kind of love from her husband that no one else can give.
After leaving for her husband’s home, Kaneez forgot her past woes. Her husband loved her wholeheartedly and
her mother-in-law was so caring that she fed Kaneez with her own hands, noon and night. But when she lifted her
bridal veil and wanted to see the house, she realized she was only the mistress in name. The orders came from her
horse-toothed mother-in-law. Her husband’s twenty-rupee salary was also handed over to his mother. Swiftly, she
said farewell to her bride-hood and tried to take control of the household. But her mother-in-law turned vicious as
a witch. She locked Kaneez out of the room which contained three enormous tin trunks, banned her from so much
as peeping into the kitchen and wouldn’t let her touch a penny of her husband’s salary. That apart, she denied her
the delicious titbits that her husband pilfered from his master’s kitchen. Consumed with jealousy, she began to
measure out Kaneez’s meals in mean portions, unconcerned that she was going hungry. Finally, Kaneez tried,
gently, to fill her husband’s ears but he took offence.
“If you say a single word about my mother, there’ll be no one worse than I. My mother worked with her nose
to the grindstone, trying to bring me up. Everything in this house is hers.”
For all her efforts to show her mother-in-law in a bad light and win her husband round to her way of thinking,
Kaneez only succeeded in alienating him. He began avoiding her. There were constant rows. She tormented her
mother-in-law who swore back at her, cried and screamed, day in and day out, and wasn’t content even after
gaining the sympathies of the entire neighbourhood. Spitefully, she doled out such meager amounts of food to
Kaneez, it wasn’t enough to line her belly. When Kaneez pushed her way into the kitchen to eat, the hag’s
invective became ferocious. Her husband, fed up with the loud and constant bickering, hit her and she wreaked
her revenge on her mother-in-law. Despite her father’s death, she threatened to leave home and her mother-in-law,
looking pleased, taunted,
“Where can you go?”
And true enough, Kaneez’s threat remained a threat.
Then for a few days the fights stopped because she was due to have a baby. After a month’s confinement, she
arose from her bed with her infant in her arms, but her mother-in-law couldn’t bear her to have the power acquired
from mothering a son. Nor could she bear the thought of her only son falling under his wife’s influence because of
it. Kaneez turned tigress. As soon as she was strong enough, she grabbed her mother-in-law by her hair and beat
her. That night, her husband and mother-in-law snatched the suckling boy from her breast and threw her out.
She didn’t know the town, whose help to seek, where to find refuge. Tangled in her burqa, she was walking
aimlessly, when the wife of the local tonga-walla saw her. She had often visited Kaneez and regaled her, in foul
language, with the neighbourhood gossip. Now she took her home and showed her great tenderness but she could
not stem her tears. Kaneez beat her breast and wept, lamenting as she pointed to the drops of milk soaking
through her shirt.
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That night when the tonga-walla parked his horse and cart, his bizarre friends came uninhibitedly into the
house, whispering and mumbling. Then they locked the doors and began to gamble and smoke pot. The wife sat
with them on the floor smoking a reefer, then forced Kaneez to have a whole one, too.
This was her first experience of hashish. It blew her senseless and she fell on the bed, calling out to her baby,
her jewel, all night. A few days later, when her tears had not yet abated, the tonga-walla’s wife told her that a
friend of her husband’s had fallen in love with her. Crying would not do. If she wanted to enjoy herself, she
should run away with him. He was promising her a life of luxury. Kaneez refused, insisting she wanted a reunion
with her husband and mother-in-law. She would endure anything if they took her back. She’d go hungry but
wouldn’t say a word. If they forbade her to hold her baby, she wouldn’t stretch out her arms; if she was told not to
look at him, she’d blind herself. She just wanted to be near him. In the end, the tonga-walla went to see her
husband to get an agreement but he returned with the divorce papers. Like a madwoman, Kaneez tore her hair,
pummeled her flesh, shrieked and cried. Her new lover consoled her with all his heart. The tonga-walla tenderly
reassured and sustained her with a flood of invective against her oppressors but nothing made sense to her. She
called to her baby all night, spoke to him, shrieked incessantly and smoked hashish.
Two weeks went by and eventually the tonga-walla’s wife said she could support her no longer. Kaneez had a
perfect suitor and she should set up home with him. So, at last, she agreed to leave on condition that she could see
her jewel just one last time.
But she discovered that her husband and his mother had moved to another town. After the news she neither
cried nor lamented, just fell silent as if she’d turned to stone. The very next day her lover took her to a bleak,
little-known alley of the town where she soon discovered that he made a living from theft. She didn’t object.
Whatever he brought home from the sleight of his hand, he cast into her lap. And though he laid himself out with
adoration, she couldn’t find a civil word to say to him. She swore at him at every turn, smoked heaps of hashish
and languished in bed. But thieves and scoundrels just want a woman and the wretch had found a woman after a
long time. He wouldn’t say an angry word to her. And many days passed that way.
Confined to bed, she had herself examined by all the local midwives and found out quite quickly that she was
infertile because her mother-in-law had skimped on a proper midwife. After this revelation she became even
stranger than before. She lay in bed, beat her breast, swore, smoked and ate so excessively that she messed up her
system.
A year later, she insisted that she would help her man by going to work for a rich woman. He was pleased with
the idea and very soon taught her the simpler tricks of the trade. As a precaution, he also taught her to break locks
and a few days later, she relinquished her burqa and began staking out houses to make his job easier. Now the two
were in clover. Instead of crying and lamenting, she laughingly devoured liters of milk and stopped being so nasty
to her lover. Then, one day, who knows what got into her—instead of stealing her mistress’s possessions, she
abducted her suckling infant. But she was caught soon enough, smothering the child with kisses. She and her
partner were jailed for seven months each, with hard labor. They met after their release and returned to work in
the obscure streets. But her partner warned her that if she did something so foolish again, she would die for
nothing. A proper “Godfather” doesn’t get caught by the police. And when she asked him the meaning of
Godfather, she learned that that was the name they used for crime lords in Bombay and that he had lived for quite
a while with such crime lords.
Two or three days later, she demanded he call her “Godfather” in future. If he called her Kaneez again, she
would smash in both their skulls. Her lover tried to convince her that the title was inappropriate for women but
she repudiated her womanhood. After she assumed the name of Godfather, she started to stake out houses again
and once, without consultation, burgled clumsily. She was imprisoned for a month and her lover was forced to
suffer a six-month sentence. This time when they met after their release, Godfather’s behaviour was more bizarre
than ever before. So much so, that even her lover couldn’t understand her. She would roam the streets in broad
daylight wielding her stick. Her partner and his criminal friends warned her she would get everyone in trouble if
she carried on like this but she didn’t care. She wandered around, got smashed on pot and crashed out in bed.
Finally, fed up with her ignoring all his pleas and warnings, her partner abandoned her. She lay hungry and thirsty
for ages, watching the sky. That night she broke into a house with a big bang and ended up in jail for six months.
When she was released she sat hungry and thirsty in the lane where she had lived with her lover. As night fell,
she arose, weary, and went to the house of an acquaintance who had given up crime. She begged some food from
him and then, stealing the stick that stood in his porch, she left.
Night’s darkness was growing more hideous but she walked along that tarmacked road, tapping her stick,
thinking who knows what and then very soon afterwards she was standing, staring at the sentry, as if to say,
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“Brother, let me walk my fill today, I’m in despair. Life feels tragic tonight. Let me walk …”
She spent a night and a day of silence in prison. The next day when she began peeping, like a cat, through the
iron railing, there was not a shadow of grief on her face. When the warden passed her cell, she called out, “Oi, say
something, will you? You walk around like a machine.” The warden walked past glaring and Godfather swore like
a man and guffawed.
Locked up in solitary, she was badly in need of hashish. On her previous spells in prison there had been no
shortage of it. The lack of it unbalanced her. Her body ached so much, she fell ill. The prison doctor examined her
but prescribed such bitter medicine that she smashed the bottle and leapt around the cell, frightening her.
One day Godfather tried to suck up to the volunteer prisoner who was distributing the food.
“Can I get some dope somewhere, sweetie?”
“No!” the volunteer said, but took pity on her and gave her two bidis.
“If you get me some, I’ll give you two rupees.” Godfather tried bribing her with money she had managed to
conceal in spite of all the searches.
“No. My God, if an officer found out, I’d lose my pardon. I’ve got to get out fast. I have small children.” The
woman’s eyes filled with tears. After that Godfather never mentioned dope to her again. Instead, she began
pestering the other prison workers, swearing when they refused.
Today, a month later, Godfather had been to court to hear her sentence. She listened in silence to the
proceedings but when she heard her life sentence pronounced, she clashed her handcuffs and shouted, “I don’t
want fourteen years in prison. If I’m alive after that will the judge give me a home?” She swore loudly as the
female wardens dragged her away.
“Hey, you bastard! You dog! Why are you giving me just fourteen years?” The female guards thrust her into
the car and she swore all the way to the prison. Half the day had gone by the time they arrived. She was given a
prison uniform and a blanket and left in barrack no. 2. When she went in, all the prisoners were out on exercise.
Wrapped in their black blankets and mattresses, she saw row upon row of aluminium cups. She swore under her
breath and her face, ravaged from lack of a fix, looked vile. For a while, she paced up and down and when the
prisoners returned and began to agitate in anticipation of their meal, she almost hissed with anger: “Hey—
bastards! Shut up. Or I’ll kill someone else and get another fourteen years.”
“Who do you think you are, you bitch?” a woman responded immediately. Godfather rolled up her sleeves and
the other women had to pull them apart. Godfather fought with several other women through the night, and the
wardens watched her as she tossed and turned restlessly in bed.
When they were served cold chick-peas for breakfast, she stood at the front of the queue, bright and alert.
“Give me some more! This lot won’t even fill a comer of my belly.”
The volunteer took pity on her strapping frame and ladled out some more.
“Me too, sister,” the woman behind Godfather cooed.
“If you bitches want luxury, stay at home in peace.” The woman picked up her bucket.
“Swear at anyone again,” threatened Godfather, “and I’ll smash your head.” She lunged for the bucket and
though she couldn’t get any food, she was lashed six times as an example to the other women. Then they were all
sent out to work. The thrashing did not have the desired effect. The women who had fought her all of last night
were making up to her now.
“Sister, what have you been convicted for?” a woman asked as she sat mending a prisoner’s clothes.
“Sister,” Godfather minced, mimicking the woman. “Don’t dare call me ‘sister.’ My name is Godfather,
Godfather. I curse the female species! Do you know who a Godfather is? A crime-lord. I’m not a woman, I’m a
criminal. I’m here for killing someone.”
Godfather announced it loudly. The other women looked at her in consternation.
“Is there any dope around, my love?” Godfather whispered, sidling up to a woman who had smoked bidis
incessantly, through the night.
“Shabratan may have some,” the woman said, pointing to the prisoner because of whom Godfather had fielded
the six blows earlier.
“Any charas?” Godfather was severely troubled for lack of it. The bidi she had begged tasted of straw.
“Any money?” Shabratan whispered back, efficiently weaving her basket.
“Yes.” Godfather produced a rupee note from her pinafore and held it out and Shabratan pulled out a reefer
from the waist of her shalwar and handed it over.
“A rupee for a cigarette?”
“Yes, sir,” Shabratan replied dismissively. Godfather lost her temper.
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“OK, so take another rupee.” Godfather grabbed her hair and pulled her close. Chaos broke out among the
women. Godfather grabbed back her rupee before anyone could find out the cause of the trouble. But it was with
some difficulty that the others pulled them apart.
The women in Godfather’s barrack soon acquired grievances against her. “She’s always picking fights.”
Several times she was reported to the assistant superintendent with a request for her transfer.
But who listened to the women’s complaints? Their fights were a daily affair. Godfather was just another
troublemaker. Her workload was increased a bit. But what difference would that have made to her? She dealt with
the hardest job in a pinch. Finally, to get rid of her, the women of the barrack stopped communicating with her.
But even that made no difference. She jibed and tormented and forced Shabratan to supply her with free pot and
though she swore she had no more, Godfather continued to freeload, threatening to report her to the
superintendent. Shabratan’s friend, for whom she was enduring this year in prison, managed to get piles of dope to
her by who knows what means and she got the other women addicted to it and sold it at inflated prices. But this
freeloading Godfather, curse her, was a particular blight on Shabratan. Other women received visitors who
secretly passed money to them and Shabratan would question her haplessly:
“Godfather, don’t you have anyone? No lover or friend?”
“I’ve got you, haven’t I? You’ll keep me supplied; won’t you?” Godfather would extend a hand towards her
shalwar and Shabratan would stand up with a start.
Apart from the free dope, Godfather forcefully took a share of the food the women were brought during visits.
She fought them for it and if she didn’t get it through force, she stole it at night. Then she shared it with women
who, like her, didn’t have visitors.
When the women saw their food had gone, they beat their breasts and cried and fought with Godfather but she
didn’t care a jot. Several times, she was lashed and had her labour increased but for all her troublemaking and
stealing of food, when the prison doctor visited, she lay down, groaning: “I’m so weak, Doctor, I can’t even
manage to swallow a crust of bread. Please prescribe some milk for me.”
Immediately, the others contradicted her: “Doctor, she not only gobbles every crust of her own food, she steals
everyone else’s.”
The doctor grinned and left without examining Godfather.
Sometimes the frailer women were given milk and Godfather swore foully at the women who had prevented
her getting any. Finally, she did get herself a week’s quota. That day she gloated, triumphant: “Go on, complain a
bit more about me. I’ll just drink my milk.” She laughed loudly, tormenting them.
It was customary for Godfather to fight, grab someone’s hair, then beat someone else but she had some quiet
days—so very quiet she failed to respond even to abuse. Sometimes she hid her face and cried secretly, then dried
her tears, menaced Shabratan and smoked piles of pot.
The days passed—the women in Godfather’s barrack Came and went, apart from Shabratan. Old and recent,
they all knew Godfather. She still fought them for their food and drink but she protected them from the
maltreatment of the wardens. Once she even beat up the superintendent for condemning a woman to four days in
solitary, for insolence. She beat her in the presence of all the other women. Godfather received ten lashes for that
and her privileges were revoked. Now the women confided their woes to her and at night when they sobbed,
missing their homes, Godfather would comfort them with tenderly spoken swearwords, dry their tears, share their
sadness and fall silent.
This evening a very young, slim woman was brought into Godfather’s barrack, carrying an infant, barely two
months old. The moment she arrived, the mother sat down on the ground, put the baby to her breast and began
weeping. The prisoners gathered round her and asked why she was here. What was her crime? The mother didn’t
answer, crying more and more intensely. The women offered her water and calmed her—only Godfather sat at a
distance, glowering. When the mother, exhausted from crying, grew silent, Godfather edged over to her:
“Wonderful, my little bridie, commit a crime, then cry. If you were so frail-hearted, you should have sat at home
prim and proper.”
“What’s my crime?” The mother flared up, then resumed crying. “I’ve been framed.”
“Framed how?” Godfather asked with a bit of sympathy.
“My husband married again within a year of our wedding,” the mother began telling her story. “I wept and
cried but then I contained myself so that I would not deprive my unborn baby of his father. I lived like a servant in
my own home. That wasn’t enough for my husband. He would say, ‘I want you, personally, to make up the bed
for me and my new wife.’ I placed a stone on my heart and did it.” She sighed and dabbed her tears.
“Even after that I was a thorn in his new wife’s side. One day she lay down and started to scream that she had
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been poisoned. The whole neighbourhood gathered round. When the doctor examined her it turned out that she
had taken too much opium. When the police arrived she told them I had poisoned her. The house was searched, so
was I, and some opium was discovered tied in my dupatta. I don’t know when she put it there. The police took me
to the station and from there to prison. I’ve been in another barrack since then. My father was winning the case,
then goodness knows how he lost, and I’ve received a six-month sentence, suspended for three months because of
the baby. I’m a good woman—how will I show my face when I leave here? My father’s honor has been sullied.”
She started sobbing again.
“Hunh, but you ass, why did you live like a slave in your own husband’s home? You should have got out the
same day and got another lover and you wouldn’t be here today,” Godfather said passionately. Then she tugged
the sleeping baby’s leg and cleared her throat.
“You’ve dragged along this pup. You should have hurled him in his father’s face and said, ‘You look after him.’
Here, give him to me for a bit.” Godfather took the baby tenderly in her arms.
“And here, you smoke this,” she offered a half-smoked reefer to his mother.
“I don’t smoke. And look here, don’t swear at my child again. I’m here because of him or I would have jumped
from the roof of my home and killed myself.”
“‘My baby, my baby.’ Who do you think you are, you mother you? Take him back.” Godfather lifted the child
as if he was a mouse and thrust him at his mother. Then she cursed him, secretly, for hours.
That night Godfather tossed and turned, looking at the child and burbling who knows what, when usually she
slept deeply, snoring,
Oblivious to the bites of the fleas in her blanket. Godfather suddenly reverted to the state she had been in when
she first came to prison, fighting, causing trouble, being foul-mouthed. She was particularly hostile to the woman
with the baby. She would snatch the baby from her then shove him back unceremoniously.
“‘My baby.’ Who do you think you are, just because you have a baby?,” Godfather would growl and the
woman looked at her, perplexed, and hugged the child close, crying so broken-heartedly that all the women cursed
Godfather. If the baby woke in the night, crying, Godfather paced the floor:
“Shut the little whelp up. You’ve dumped him on us to blight our sleep.”
“Look, Godfather, you’re picking a fight for no reason. Which child doesn’t cry?,” some woman tried
reasoning with her.
“Then let them cry but why destroy my sleep? Let our little bride suppress the baby’s voice.”
“And wouldn’t I rather suppress your voice,” the mother retorted, trembling with fury, then sobbing helplessly.
“Hai! Hai! My mother.”
Godfather fell silent but while the other women slept at night, she tossed and turned. One day the baby
developed a slight fever. His mother was beside herself with tears. Tenderly, Godfather begged to be allowed to
hold the baby. But when the doctor came, she immediately ordered Godfather to hand the baby back, insisting she
would hear his symptoms from his mother. Godfather obliged but her blood began to boil. The mother wept as she
spoke:
“Doctor, my baby’s terribly ill. He was unconscious all night—he didn’t open his eyes, my jewel, his forehead
was blazing like a fire.”
“He’s not had a fever or anything, Doctor,” Godfather butted in, resentfully. “He howled all night and she
claims he was unconscious.”
The doctor motioned Godfather to silence, examined the child, then wrote a prescription and had it
administered in her presence.
Today the woman’s father was visiting and he brought some clothes and little toys for the baby. The woman
looked pleased.
“My father says he’s organized my divorce and I’ll be marrying his brother soon,” she said happily. “My
cousin has always been in love with me. He wouldn’t marry after losing me. And everything else apart, he’ll take
my baby to his heart.”
“Oh, so you have a lover,” Godfather interrupted. “This love thing is short-lived, you know. Don’t fantasize, it
won’t last.”
“Don’t let it last—at least I have a son. He’ll sustain me for the rest of my life. What’s it to you?” The woman
was put out and sulked silently.
Tomorrow the mother and baby will be released. Today, Godfather tried forcefully to hold the baby but the
woman wouldn’t let her touch him once. Nor did she respond to her baiting. She was so happy, she could hardly
sleep at night. She sang lullabies and kissed her baby and Godfather looked wretched.
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“Shut up and go to sleep, you accursed creature,” Godfather screamed again and again but the woman ignored
her and didn’t sleep until past midnight.
When she was deeply asleep and silence filled the barrack, Godfather sat up in her bed. She looked around
stealthily. A light bulb shone down on her from a farm far above. “Barrack no. 1, Barrack no. 2. Everything’s fine
—Everything is fine.” Outside the voices of the wardens called to each other. Godfather crawled softly to the bed
of the mother and baby.
At dawn, the blanket was removed from Godfather’s mattress. There was an uproar. The prison officers
gathered round and the baby’s mother beat her breast, screaming, smashing her face with stones, falling on the
floor from an upright position. Godfather’s shirt was tied tightly around her neck and the baby, lying on her
breast, held her milkless teat in his mouth. Their eyes protruded from their orbs and their bodies were cold and
stiff.
66.127 Auni\fn{by Ashim Ray (1927-1986)} West Bengal State, India (M) 5
“Didn’t you say, Baba, that the Bengal Renaissance was all bogus?”
Perhaps Auni wants to use such words to convey something to me, but in our conversation we don’t move our
lips. The moment we try to talk all conversation comes to an end. Silence brings in an awareness of his closeness
to me—that he is a part of my flesh and blood, and bones. And I do not want to destroy this invaluable moment of
silence. Looking at his smile, a little hidden, but ever present, around his soft moustache I ask him in silence:
“But attacking Vidyasagar?\fn{ Reference to the attacks on statues of leaders of Bengal Renaissance like Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar by the iconoclast Naxalite youth.} Whatever you might say, isn’t it a bit too much?”
About a week ago when Auni's mother raised the issue of Vidyasagar, he had quipped:
“But how long do you want to use Vidyasagar as a popsicle to put us to sleep, Ma?” The same reply again
peers through the smile around his tender moustache. I shake myself and stir up. I clear my throat in an attempt to
break out from this silent magic. I ask him:
“How’s your cough?”
Auni smiles hesitantly. Lifting his sad black eyes towards me, he says suddenly:
“There’s a hell of a difference between today and 1948, when you had taken to the streets for armed revolution.
At that time, you had no support; today the toiling masses of the world are with us.”
I look back at my son in fear. I know my answer by rote. And it is only inevitable that on hearing it Auni will
not enter my room for the next few days. We have been playing such hide and seek in the darkness for the last
one-year, no one being able to catch the other, possibly no one even trying to touch the other. Rather it is better if
Auni sits in my room in silence for a while and my fatherly desires are satisfied. I yawn in an attempt to quieten
myself, but my mind shrieks:
“Youth, Auni, youth. Your blood is boiling now. If I could only tame all these young men—their blood boiling
—with sweets and pies! And then when your blood cools down, say when you reach your thirties, I’ll let you go.
Then you may judge with your mind and test your wit. Then you’ll think twice before you believe in something.
You’ll see before you leap and you’ll get entangled in the maya\fn{Illusion.} of this life which ensnares you like
the tentacles of an octopus. Only these few years! If the youth of the country could leap over these ten or twelve
years and become old! For, Bengal’s youth will never come of age. Its banner of victory will never march step by
step to reach the sunlit horizon. It always was, at least from the time of fighting the Britishers, a mere symbol of
unfinished greatness. The courage of this unfinished greatness has dazzled my eyes, Auni. It has taken away my
vision. I don’t want to see again.”
It is as if Auni understands my feelings. From behind his thin moustache, his familiar sarcastic smile emerges.
And I hear what he had said to his Ma:
“Actually, Baba cannot escape his own past. Because Baba is no longer a political element, he thinks it’ll be
the same as his time—the movement destroyed by police battering. He doesn’t look around. He only dreams of
what he had done in his time. The people have forgotten that; it’s better to forget. It’s no use worshipping the past.
We’ve started our fight; we’ll complete it.”
Auni’s last words hurl themselves on my head like a hammer. Irs true that I have withdrawn from politics, but I
don’t think I’ve lost the capacity to distinguish which slogan brings the blood to a boil or tightens the muscles for
a new promise. There are strange words in the slogans that Auni uses. On the face of it, they sound emotional
even melodramatic. But the strong determination of these words moves me. These words don’t merely echo some
new emotions, but they shake the middle-class Bengali existence by its very roots. If I didn’t belong to this place
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and was not a middle-class Bengali, but a German or a Punjabi then I would have watched this new history of
Bengal unfold from a distance and said with a typical, north Indian, yawn of indifference:
“Couldn’t we call in the military?”
But when the fire is so near, you can feel the heat. Here the circumstances have moved beyond judgment or
analysis. The events have acquired a kind of detached self-sufficiency as they appear in the morning newspapers.
They make me forget the history of revolutions or the geography that I had learnt in my youth, and to which I had
clung for a long time like a straw in the eddies of my middle age. Often, I’m surprised at my own altered views.
Since I can’t make my son any older or maturer wouldn’t it be better to send him abroad, at least to Delhi,
Bombay or Ahmedabad? Such immature thoughts that come, like failing eyesight, obsess me at times. Then I feel
there’s no escape. I get immensely irritated at the failure of my fatherly duties. If this revolution would’ve come
five years later I would’ve got Auni a job in the Corporation’s lighting department after my retirement, even
though it would mean cringing and currying favour with Bose Babu. Like many other offices it’s a long tradition
in our office to give the son placement after his father’s retirement. Today, futuristic problems like what would be
the face of our country in another five years seem to bother me less than the harrowing question, “Will I be able to
keep my son alive?”
Auni will possibly get up now. Our internal dialogue cannot go on for long. At least Auni does not like it even
if I do. He feels restless. So do I. To start a real conversation I now open my mouth.
“Rupnarayanpur is a nice place, isn’t it, Auni?”
“Too boring, extremely isolated. There’s nothing to do but sleep. Besides it was not possible to stay on any
longer. There was pressure on Dadu. You did ask me to stay on but that would’ve been inconvenient for them.”
I couldn’t send my son abroad. So I sent him to Rupnarayanpur, near the Bihar border, where a distantly
related jyathamoshai was the stationmaster. About two months ago, when a bomb ripped apart a police van in the
street before our house and killed a policeman, the police arrived after three hours, possibly with a deep belief that
the accused would wait and munch popcorn nearby. They arrested Auni along with other boys of the locality. Auni
carne back after two days. The police had made him their football in the lockup. The small finger of his left hand
was broken. The police became frequent visitors to our home and my wife developed her nervous problems. In the
middle of the night, Nihar would scream at the slightest noise even when the door creaked because of high wind.
Out of desperation I wrote to my jyathamoshai—the stationmaster. He is a decent man devoted to a guruji. He
feels restless in his loneliness. He was willing to accommodate Auni when he received my letter.
“Actually I’m a coward. We need to conquer death. Unlike Sugato, I’m incapable of that. That's my problem.
But Baba, you make me laugh. Do you think men are animals, that if they are fed and petted their problems will
be solved?”
Auni destroyed the silent magic of friendship that we had created till now. When we talk it becomes amply
clear that the two of us—father and son—are traversing two parallel lines. Silence creates a warm, confidential
atmosphere, which emerges out of a sense of time—mornings, evenings and nights—spent together in closeness.
This blunts all feelings of enmity. In fact there are many hidden possibilities in silence—possibilities of coexisting
and living together slowly crept in our blood. Yet now there was no escape. Auni’s painful remark forces me to
answer back.
“Auni, are you going to create a made-in-Bengal revolution?”
Unknowingly the words escape my lips. I pick up the pencil from the table and make it dance on my fingertips
to lighten the impact of my words.
“What do you mean?” The movement of Auni’s neck reflects the determination of those young boys of Bengal
who have taken up the sword. But I don’t heed the warning. In utter impatience I scream:
“What else but made-in-Bengal? Where have you seen that targeting the individual hastens the process of
revolution? Show me just one country—Russia, China, Cuba, Vietnam?”
“Baba, forget what you had learnt. A new revolution is happening, new measures of judgment are being set. I
had given you material on this for your reading. Have you read them carefully?”
Auni’s calm patient voice makes me all the more restless. It mocks, as it were, my whole existence. My
political thoughts and feelings, judgment and analysis are thrown to the wind.
“Oh, I’ve read all that, but they’re all a bunch of advice! It’s all a set of assumptions! It has been assumed that
the entire population has arisen, and peasants allover the villages, fields and haystacks are inspired by classhatred. Actually speaking, you’ve created a world of romanticism and desired ideal, but a revolution is practical, a
revolution stands on material situations.”
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Having said this I thought that I had said something great. I congratulate myself silently on my analytical
capacity and look at Auni. But Auni hardly pays any heed. The words do not seem to affect him. They seem like
the many mundane things he hears.
“Actually you didn’t concentrate on the literature I gave you.”
At this, I take Auni as my rival as though I have no responsibility towards him. The old self-confidence that
our close relationship of twenty years can never be destroyed by all this sound and fury around us suddenly disappears. I completely forget my evening’s promise to keep peace. I say:
“I’ve told you—that this revolution—was a necessity. Really, when everybody is making a career in the name
of revolution, then your infinite self sacrifice—”
Auni stands up in protest, with one hand up in the air. He says quietly:
“Don’t utter this rubbish. It’s a cliché. Everyone says this. Do you also have to say it? Does revolution mean
writing a newspaper editorial or is it a cocktail party? There is death in revolution, sacrifice is inevitable. Today,
people have conquered death, in the way Sugato has overcome death. Revolution is inevitable.”
Of course he does not utter those words. But silently I hear them all. He talks about the revolution in this vein
with his Ma. With me his talks never progress very far It ends after a while. With me Auni has discovered a
certain technique. Whenever my analytical mind becomes restless, Auni grows quiet. And then I can decipher the
correct answers from his silent lips.
Looking at his sharp handsome brown face, with his hands raised up, I suddenly feel tired. I almost shriek:
“Just wait a little Auni. Don’t destroy yourselves by jumping into this fire. One must keep the fire burning year
after year.”
A slight smile plays on Auni’s lips. I hear Auni’s reply clearly.
“Just as you’ve kept the fire alive these twenty-two years!”
But I am not the person to give up. I say:
“I am not making excuses for our weaknesses or frailties. In fact, a definite resolution should have been
reached after Independence when we took to the streets shouting ‘This Freedom is Fake.’ That moment could
have been a turning point in Indian history. Had it been so, in India, at least in Bengal, the youth wouldn’t have
had to make this sacrifice today.”
I still remember the day. We were on the streets marching in a procession to break open the jail gates while on
the other side girls in sunglasses thronged the Eden Gardens to watch a cricket match. Well, we were the ones to
be bashed up by the police.
Auni’s face lit up with a calm smile. That confident smile almost slapped me on my face. He said:
“But now? Don’t you see what’s happening now? Calcutta is about to be a liberated zone. There is no place for
middle-class sentimentalism. Don’t you get the smell of gunpowder when you step down into the streets, Baba?
The revolution has arrived.”
I stiffen immediately. I remember the days 25 years ago when we had taken up arms against the police. The
footfalls of revolution had jingled in our blood every moment. And then when the tide of the movement ebbed
away within two years we felt the mockery of it all in our bones. A close associate of mine rushed for a high post
in an advertising firm, I stood cringing in front of the deputy mayor of Calcutta, another distantly related uncle of
mine. After that, there grew the trend to justify everything in the name of Marxism. Pages of history unfolded
before us in our youth—the history of total self-deceit. Compared to that isn’t Auni’s revolution far more defined
and clear? More meaningful? Is it really a repetition, or is it a rebirth?
Auni watches me without batting an eyelid, and then moves towards my bookshelf, to the dust covered books
on Marx, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Tse-tung. Dusting the books unmindfully, with an old duster, he suddenly stops. I
look through the corner of my eyes to see which book he is looking at—Lenin or Mao Tse-tung.
“Baba, don’t you think there’s no relation between these books and your present cringing existence with its
entrenched corruption for the sake of making some money? These books are not meant for this museum. There’s
no link between the frothy type of revolution and this dead, self-repetitive, mechanical cycle of life. Through his
death in the twenty-first year of his life Sugato has achieved what you’ve not been able to achieve in your fifty
years of revolution. Through his sacrifice he has helped to light up the fire of revolution. What have you done
with your analytical powers or your dust covered books on Marxism?”
Auni is now looking beyond the window at the western horizon. Maybe because I am aging I love to watch this
western sky. I stand transfixed. The late autumn’s purplish sky in the west has an orange tinge. Looking at it I look
back at my own past. Like their slogans, these words coming out of Auni’s silent lips rume my conscious-ness.
Have I really been transformed to an antique in my Marxist museum? Politics indeed is that principle that drives
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men to a definite goal. In the ebb of the revolution have we not lost our goal and got into a quagmire and built
houses on such murky soil? Have we not become a pathetic tribe of petty bourgeois in our effort to over-come that
degeneration? What else could we have done? My analytical sense sharpens immediately. We could have inspired
the people towards mass suicide throughout the country, failing which we could have become martyrs!
I pick up the pencil and make it dance to cover my restlessness. Auni laughs. He looks at me. There is no
sarcasm in this laughter—it’s the bright laugh of a fun-loving youth. I also join in the laughter. I feel that the
blood flow of my body has come down to normal.
When Auni had just joined college two years back, one day I was surprised to see a line written at the back of
his exercise book:
I want to sit on the grass of Bengal.

“Whose poem is this?” I had asked. Hesitantly Auni had said:
“Jibanananda Das. Haven’t you heard his name?” On admitting my ignorance he had said with his head
bowed, “Beautiful Bengal is the title of the book. Excellent poetry.”
At that time, I had thought that Auni was into writing poetry. I don’t understand much of poetry, but was
satisfied with the thought that such poems are not dangerous. But in the last two years Auni’s face changed along
with the change in the beauty of Bengal. His loud, open laughter stopped. He used to play cricket in a small plot
of land bordering an open drain nearby, which was littered with garbage and cow dung. That too stopped.
Gradually his face became serious. And at times he would sit quietly with inverted eyes. This continued for a
while.
Suddenly one day, I got a call from the police station. I didn’t know that the O.C (officer-in-charge) was my
classmate. I used to avoid this locality since at one time I was politically associated with that area. I couldn’t
recognize him now. He had developed such a serious face with age that recognition was difficult. Conversing on
various subjects while having tea, he suddenly commented:
“Keep an eye on your son. He’s mixing with the wrong people.”
I didn’t probe further. I escaped without sipping the last of the tea. Possibly to pacify me, before I left, my
classmate said:
“Of course I admit that there is the socio-economic factor. You’ve also been in politics. Certainly now you
understand that violence doesn’t pay.”
I didn’t say anything but it spoilt my mood. The leaders of our country are filling up the newspaper columns
with their views on the pros and cons of violence. What could I, a mere Corporation lighting inspector, say? I seek
consolation in such reasoning.
In this autumn evening that situation of last summer is now like a dream. The bomb explosion in our locality
and Auni’s experience in jail made him even more desperate to cling on to his politics. He left home altogether.
Suddenly he would arrive and then as suddenly disappear after meeting his mother. There was a spontaneous
throbbing relationship with his mother that I did not share with Auni. His mother used to shout at him, use strong
words and then again lovingly embrace him. It was a pulsating experience—alive at every moment. His mother
was not afraid of him. Instead she would make fun of him. Dejectedly sitting in the next room, I would try to analyze this feminine urge to find an answer to everything through immediate physical contact.
And then a strange thing happened. My home was attacked by the very same political party that I had worked
for—the same party under whose flag I had worked for in my youth and with whom I am still inextricably
associated on account of old friendships. The boys of the same party came last Tuesday evening to search for
Auni. They carried sticks, iron rods, and knives of different sizes and pipe-guns. They came shaking up the whole
locality, exploding bombs; boys whose elder brothers or uncles I had joined once to bring about a political
revolution. I was dumbstruck looking at the faces of these killers. I did not know a single boy, they did not know
me either. I was not at all prepared for this strange melodrama. Hearing the commotion outside I looked through
the window and lost my wits. They hurled strong abuses at me. One of them came forward and said:
“So you’ve got yourself a nice potbelly with all that bribe.” Someone else said,
“Slit it, man.” Their incessant kicks soon pulled down a part of the door. At that moment I suddenly
remembered that Auni had come to see his mother and was inside. I immediately jumped like a Kandiyan dancer
and held on to the broken door facing a raised sword. It seemed that I stood without my body. The cruel
commotion and the steady gaze of the lined up attackers were beyond my sight or hearing. Suddenly it seemed
that from some previous birth a face had emerged from among that cruel crowd. A heavy commanding voice said:
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“Not here, not here. Whatever you do will be outside the house, not in this house.”
After that I remember nothing. Possibly, I had lost consciousness. Regaining my senses I saw my wife
sprinkling water on me. Auni was not at home.
Suddenly, I wake up from my world of thought at the sound of Auni’s cough. Auni has got up. Staying on
longer could be dangerous for him.
“It isn’t that we don’t have any doubts.”
These words alert me. I look at my son like a hunger driven beggar suddenly discovering a plate of rice. Auni
continues to himself in a low voice:
“You say what everyone else says, that a revolution comes with the participation of the majority of people—
poor people—of the country! But what could we do? Someone has to awaken them, show them the way. You
yourself saw that your path makes ministers, not a revolution.”
I do not say anything. In our evening of silent conversation this is a rare moment of clear and straightforward
outspokenness. Whenever we speak I mouth platitudes in favor of my past and present convictions while Auni
gives vent to his sarcasm. I keep looking anxiously at Auni’s sharp, handsome face as though I am looking at him
for the last time. He says slowly:
“Having come this far if I show any weakness my comrades won’t forgive me.”
“I’ll send you to Delhi,” I shout like a madman.
Auni looks at me for a while in deep sympathy. Looking at his calm gaze I feel as if I am Auni’s child. I
acknowledge the natural defeat of my paternity. Auni said:
“You’ll not be able to save me, Baba. I’m the target of the police on the roads. If I come home, men from other
parties will come and kill me. And if I think of taking up a job then my comrades won’t let me go. Don’t try for
me, Baba.”
Auni gets up. I close my eyes. When I open them I find that Auni has left.
For the next few days I neither look up the newspapers nor listen to the radio. I avoid any political discussions.
I did not lag behind from doing what people generally do under such circumstances i.e. drinking. But I was
acutely self-conscious. Such melodrama as to drink to drown one’s sorrow was beyond my being. Lots of people
preach to me about the responsibilities of a guardian; some relatives come and reprimand me for my political past.
These do not touch me, because there is no escape from that future which is like the inexorable fate. A well wisher
of mine advises me to inform the police about my son so that his life may be spared. But I do not want such an
escape. Such an attempt may bring temporary relief but I am certain that in the long run Auni cannot be saved.
Rather it would snap all his ties with me. Besides, these youths with swords in their hands, are indeed our
posterity. The victory flag of those innumerable youths who are no longer with us is in the hands of Auni. There is
nothing that I can say if Auni and his friends take to the path of suicide. It is clear to me that I am not in the
position to preach. If I must practice what I preach then I have to be out there in the battlefields. The questions
raised by Auni must be answered instead of burying them with the hatchet. I do not have that courage, and I do
not know whether anyone else has it. So in spite of my eyes I am blind, and deaf in spite of my ears.
I received the phone call at dawn. The police have given the permission to release Auni’s body from the
morgue. I was prepared for the phone and I remember everything clearly. There was no tremor in my voice when I
asked the first question, “Did Auni throw a bomb at the police?” and without waiting for an answer asked my
second question, “Did he die of police firing?”
I was devoid of all feelings. To me this was not just Auni’s death. This was the death of my dream of socialism, the death of my Lenin, Stalin, Mao Tse-tung. I was taken by surprise when they shouted:
“Auni the thief! Auni the thief! Has anyone come for him?”
I get up in a hurry. I always thought that no one could ever distort the name Anirban Mukherjee. It would be
difficult to give such aliases like “Hauray” or “Gulay.” I cannot but appreciate this magical power of changing
names. My companion who is a forensic expert comes forward, examines Auni’s wound and says:
“Shot at from very close.”
But can anyone say anything when he confronts his own dead body? I turn my neck and look outside the
window. A short, neem tree plastered with cow dung cakes stands under the early winter sun. Below, on a strip of
yellow land two shafik birds fight with each other. I remember the lines seen a long time ago in Auni’s exercise
book:
I want to sit on the grass of Bengal.
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78.399 The Monkey God\fn{by Vyankatesh Madgulkar (1927-2001)} Madgul, Sangli District, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 3
It was a morning in June, wet and sunny. A full-grown sturdy ape appeared from nowhere in the village. He
seemed to be a solitary; of his kith and kin there was no sign. Moneys were rare in our parts, rare enough to
arouse everybody’s interest and curiosity. This was the first time in ten or twelve years that one had been seen in
the village. No one knew how or whence he appeared, but there he was as large as life one morning, his bushy tail
held aloft as if to fan himself. He made a beeline for the Hanuman\fn{ The name of the monkey-god.} Temple, spent
some time in the inner precincts, then re-emerged and scrambled up to the roof. He perched himself on the dome
to enjoy the warmth of the morning sun, with a lazy to-and-fro movement of his long tail.
Pandu, the gurav—the holder of the hereditary office of temple attendant—lived in a house close by. Pandu
was not at home—he had taken his horse to graze in the fields—but his wife had been watching the strange
phenomenon with wide-eyed interest. The monkey god had come to the village, had even visited his own temple!
The gurav must know about it. So Pandu’s wife whisked her young one onto her waist and went after her
husband.
The village school was next door to the Hanuman Temple. A batch of disorderly school children ambled along,
slates and satchels swinging, and seated themselves on the steps in front of the school. The schoolhouse was
closed—the schoolmaster had yet to have his breakfast tea—so the youngsters had to wait outside.
They crowded themselves on the steps, like sparrows on a telegraph wire, and focused their filmy, unwashed
eyes on the glistening morning, the sun-splashed dome of the Hanuman Temple, and the strange, fascinating
creature sitting there. A feeling of wondrous joy and fear and excitement filled their hearts.
Then the butcher’s boy plucked up his courage and stepped forward, scratching his snub nose in a gesture
calculated to annoy the creature. The rest of the boys joined in with alacrity, shouting, gesticulating, throwing
recriminations at the monkey. The monkey snarled back at the children, bared its teeth, leaped up and down to
scare the children away.

† Hanuman: the one who is the dearest of all devotees to Rama; who is the messenger of Rama; who is the
repository of incomparable strength; whose body resembles a golden mountain; who is chief of the Varna
army; who is the destroyer of forces of demons; who liberates from dangers; who has complete control of
his senses; who is considered foremost among knowledgeable beings and the most senior intellectual; who is
swift as mind; who has a speed as the wind god; who is the repository of all the virtues and good qualities. †
The butcher’s boy picked up a heavy stone, took aim, and hurled it with all his might at the monkey. The stone
hit the monkey in the back. The creature jumped a yard high, shrieked with pain, then left its perch, bounded off,
and took refuge in the topmost branches of a pipal tree. Once there, he began to hurl abuse at the children, who
had gathered underneath. The children, thoroughly roused by now, directed a fusillade of stones at him. But the
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monkey had shrewdly put himself outside their range. He made himself comfortable in the treetop and proceeded
to make a meal of the tender pipal leaves.
The news had, in the meanwhile, reached Pandu’s ears. He rushed home, collected a bit of stale bread, and
proceeded to the pipal tree. He shouted at the kids, smacked one or two in the seats of their pants—generally
threw his weight around.
“Be off, you little sinners! Aren’t you ashamed of throwing stones at Hanuman? What has he done to you?”
The youngsters retired to a safe distance, then showered abuse at Pandu, making cheeky references to the
man’s somewhat unrestrained sex life. But they took themselves off.
Pandu held the bread in his outstretched hand and tried to coax the animal to descend from his perch.
“Do come down, O Hanuman. Please take this bread!”
The monkey continued to feed on the leaves. He would not even look at Pandu.
Abaji, on his way to the fields, had been quietly watching the fun. The old man shook his head in
disparagement—even a child knew that Hanuman would not touch bread on a Saturday.
“What day is it, Pandu?” he asked.
“Today is Saturday, Abaji.”
“How do you expect Hanuman to take bread in that case?”
“So?”
“Bring some fruit or nuts, you fool!”
Abaji was a devout old man, a man known and venerated for his pilgrimages, for his celebrations of the
anniversaries of popular deities like Rama and Hanuman, and for the musical religious gatherings at his house.
There was a great deal of respect for him in the village.
Pandu saw the old man’s point. Hurriedly he brought out a handful of peanuts from his house. Once again he
offered the bait to the monkey.
“Come down, O Lord! Please take this!”
The monkey barely glanced in his direction. There was a rapid flickering of startlingly white eyelids; long
black fingers scratched hairy armpits. Then the monkey continued to claw at the tender leaves and stuff his mouth
with them.
Discouraged by the monkey’s indifference, Pandu turned to the old man. “He won’t have anything to do with a
sinner like me. You persuade him.”
So Abaji took the peanuts from Pandu and began to coax the animal. “Please take this offering, O Hanuman. I
am the slave of thy slave.\fn{One of the papal titles is: “Slave of the Slaves of God.”} Do not put this old man’s devotion to
shame.”
Abaji tired every means of persuasion, used every form of address mentioned in mythology. At last the monkey
decided to descend.
There was by now a crowd of onlookers. A wave of suspense and excitement stole over the assembly as soon
as it saw the monkey leave his refuge and begin to descend.
The creature gracefully slid down until he reached a fork in the tree a few feet from the ground. Abaji walked
toward the monkey and put out the hand with the peanuts. The monkey bent down, closed in. He grasped Abaji’s
hand in his black paws and examined it with a quizzical expression on his face.
“Do take it. Why do you hesitate now?” entreated Abaji.
Suddenly, without warning, the monkey thrust his head forward and viciously bit the old man in the hand,
fairly crunching it. And, his long tail swaying, he once again climbed to the top of the tree. Abaji howled with
pain, dizzily sat down in the dust. The onlookers rushed to his help, lifted him tenderly, and carried him to his
house, where they treated the injured hand with homely remedies. Abaji’s eldest son was distraught. The old man
would be a dead loss at least for the current sowing season; a paid laborer would have to take his place.
A whisper went around the throng of onlookers. It had been rumored that there was something between the old
man and his daughter-in-law. This must be true. Why, otherwise, should the monkey nearly have chewed off his
hand? No one seemed to want to come forward now to offer peanuts to the monkey. Why tempt providence? On
the other hand, a visiting god could not very well be allowed to starve. Pandu, the gurav, would not have it. He
commissioned his eight-year-old girl to offer the peanuts to the monkey.
“O Hanuman, this child has not know sin. There should be no objection in her case!”
The child stood in front of the tree with her tiny fists full of peanuts. The monkey descended from the tree, bit
the child in the calf, and climbed up a neem tree nearby. Pandu’s wife beat her breast and cursed the animal.
Pandu hoisted his injured child onto his back and set off for the dispensary in the Taluka town to have her treated.
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There was renewed whispering at this.
“The gurav’s conduct is bad and his wife is no model of virtue, either. No wonder their girl was bitten!”
The village was at its wit’s end; how was the monkey to be induced to eat? People brought out their betel
pouches,\fn{The chewing of betel nut is widespread in India.} stood about in groups discussing the problem.
In the meanwhile the monkey left the neem tree outside the goldsmith’s house and proceeded to the jaman tree
that stood near the blacksmith’s house. The blacksmith left the work in hand, spat out a mouthful of tobacco juice,
and went up to his wife. The woman was nursing her baby. The blacksmith said to his wife:
“Say, give me some peanuts. The monkey has come to our door!”
“Are you crazy? Let the monkey go to hell. You do your work.”
“But he is our guest. We must give him something to eat!”
The blacksmith had received a sackful of peanuts by way of payment for miscellaneous services. Disregarding
his wife, he brought out a quantity of peanuts and offered them to the monkey. The animal made sure that no one
else was about, then descended fro his perch and bit the blacksmith in the leg. The one and only blacksmith in the
village was now on the sick list. There was no one to repair implements or mend cart wheels. The sturdy ape
wrought havoc in the village from morning to evening. He was more like a mad dog than a monkey, growling
indiscriminately at every passerby. Finally, Abaji’s eldest son lost his patience. He collected an armful of massive
rocks and stepped up to the jaman tree with the ammunition.
“You have gone too far, my friend!” He spat at the monkey.
He took aim and hurled the first of the stones at the monkey. The creature adroitly dodged the stone, then
growled and charged at Abaji’s son. But seeing that his enemy was on the ready, with another big stone in his
hand, the monkey bounded off into a neighboring field. Abaji’s son was not going to leave him now. He ran after
the monkey, followed by a dozen village lads armed with stones and sticks. The monkey eluded his pursuers for a
long time, but after they had covered a distance of two or three miles, he began to show signs of the strain. He lost
his quickness in dodging the stones; his pursuers scored hit after hit and before long he fell down. The pursuers
formed a circle around him and began to close in for the kill. The creature was intelligent enough to know that
there was no escape now. He began to turn around with gestures of supplication, a pitiable, almost human
expression on his face. The grocer’s son placed a restraining hand on Abaji’s son and said:
“Say, he has folded his hands! He wants to beg forgiveness, wants us to spare his life.”
But Abaji’s son was beside himself with rage. He rushed forward with a stick and rained blow after blow on
the monkey. The rest of the men cruelly pelted him with stones. A thin trickle of blood ran from the creature’s
nose and mouth, there was convulsive jerking of his legs, then everything was still. His hands were firmly clasped
together, his shaggy head was matted with blood and dirt.
Abaji’s son’s eyes filled with pity. He thought hard for a minute and said:
“Let one of us stay here with him, boys. The rest of us will go and fetch cymbals and drums. Let us give a
proper funeral to Hanuman!”
His voice was strangely soft and tender.
The grocer’s son looked pityingly at the carcass, and said:
“The poor creature met his death at our hands. That was a bad thing to happen!”
He volunteered to stay behind and shoo off the vultures; the rest of the party returned to the village. The
villagers, on hearing of the death of the monkey, proceeded to the Hanuman Temple. They stood with folded
hands before the image of Hanuman.
“Please forgive us, O Hanuman!” they said.
A band of singers accompanied the boys to the spot where the monkey lay. With cymbals and song, they
carried the carcass to the brook and burned him with full honors, as if he had been a human being.
*
Abaji felt very sad at the whole thing. After he had recovered the use of his hand, he built a stone platform at
the spot where the monkey was killed.
The place has become a shrine now. The religious-minded stop at the platform whenever they go that way and
fold their hands before they pass on.
267.35 Excerpt from Avidya: A Problem Of Truth And Reality\fn{by Esther Abraham Solomon (1927-2005)}
Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad District, Gujarat State, India (F) 7
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In the course of my study of Sankaracarya’s works\fn{ Also known as Sayana (d.1387), the author of commentaries on
my attention was attracted by the prominence of avidya in his philosophical
discussions, particularly by the cosmic importance attached to it. This tempted me to study the concept in
greater detail in its comparative historical setting. Thus, I was led to find out the early beginnings of this
concept in the Vedas and the Upanisads and the Buddhist and the Jaina canonical works and also to study its
ramifications in the different schools of Indian thought.
I found that one common problem—that of ignorance or error, of wrong knowledge and consequent wrong
behaviour—disturbed the minds of all thoughtful persons. The words of Socrates, “I know that I do not
know”,\fn{Or of Scrooge upon awakening to the truth of his former character after the visits of the three spirits: “But now I know
that I don’t know!” after Alastair Sim’s performance in the 1951 film:H } were but an expression of an inner urge which was
telling him that all the knowledge he possessed was either wrong or imperfect, and which was thus inspiring
him to carry on his search for the ultimate truth.\fn{ In the 1951 film version of A Christmas Carol, Scrooge (in a soliloquy
nearly all parts of the Veda (so W): H }

upon awakening on Christmas morning) also gives expression to this in the words, “But now I know that I don’t know,” (italics his)
which he discovers with great satisfaction, having been delivered from his error in time to avoid not just his otherwise timely death, but
also the certain consequential punishment that his previous “knowledge”—essentially, that he, being wealthy beyond the wildest dreams
of avarice, is the center of the universe, and therefore at the very least a god—would have let him in for; in the scene just below, where
he has just uttered those wonderful words, much to the certainty of his obvious satisfaction—and who has said, just a second before,
while fluffing up his hair: “A merry Christmas, you old humbug—as if you deserved it!” O, God, the best movie ever made!:H }

The risi\fn{Commentator:H} of the Rena Upanishad also gives expression to the same urge:
“He, who believes he knows, knows not; whereas he who knows not, knows.”
There is, moreover, an inner confidence to be seen in most thinkers that whatever imperfect knowledge they
have will ultimately lead them to the whole truth.
*
The concept of avidya can be traced throughout the evolution of Indian thought right from the earliest days. It is
difficult to suggest an English equivalent for avidya. Avidya is used in a number of senses—(i) absence of
knowledge, imperfect knowledge, error, doubt, indecisive or uncertain knowledge; (ii) philosophical or intellectual
error—what is vidya for one school of philosophical thought is avidya for another. This I have called dogmatic
avidya.
Now, raga (attachment), dvesa (hatred), etc. are regarded as klesas or psychical afflictions resulting from avidya.
Avidya as only intellectual or philosophical error cannot have the efficiency to constrain a person to develop
attachment and hatred and to perform actions good or evil, especially for the sake of things which are not intimately
related to his very self. Moreover philosophical error, and even empirical error, has to be accounted for.
Hence avidya is posited as (iii), an innate or congenital pre-disposition which does not allow a person to know
things truly and to behave rightly. This is somewhat akin, in its cognative aspect, to the Biblical\fn{ A word which I
invariably capitalize wherever I find it:H} concept of Original Sin.
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This avidya accompanies the soul from time beginningless and is thus anadi. This company leads to errors and is
further replenished by the memory-traces or vasanas of these. This affliction can be eradicated after great effort in
the course of a number of mundane existences.
*
These three conceptions are found in all the schools of Indian philosophy.
*
(iv) The Madhyamikas regard reason, the faculty of conceptualisation, itself as avidya, as all reasoning is selfcontradictory and leads to absurdities. The Vijanavadins and the thinkers of the school of Sankaracarya do not
recognise the reality of the phenomenal world.
(v) Avidya, for the Vijanavadins thus comes to be a cause of the illusory world. It becomes a metaphysical
principle but is still attached to the individual stream of consciousness.
(vi) In Sankara Vedanta it becomes a metaphysical cosmic principle accounting for the phenomenal world.
(vii) Avidya also signifies the tamas (or obscuring) aspect of prakrti (or matter) and is consequently used as
an equivalent of prakrti—in which case it becomes an ontological principle, and the concept becomes fullfledged.\fn{ In the original this read: … signifies the obscuring or tamas aspect of prakrti or matter and …}
*
This study of mine has another aim in view, that of knowing to what extent the different schools of
thought have influenced one another. Keeping in mind their distinctive trends of thought, I have tried to show
the ideas common to them as also their mutual influence. It is very interesting to study philosophy problemwise as this places before us a graphic picture of the development of thought.\fn{ This information is contained in
the Introduction, and from here the author goes on to acknowledge her debts to various scholarly and administrative authorities in
the production of her doctoral thesis; but this need not detain us, and we now continue with chapter one of her book. In the interests
of machine-readability, I have eliminated all grammatical diacritical marks. The divisions in her text (*) are largely hers; but I have
induced two others in her Preface to the first chapter, which begins below:H }

1: Avidya in the Vedas
i
The Vedic samhitas,\fn{Collections of sacred texts} particularly the Rig Veda and portions of the Atharva Veda, are
the earliest literary documents available for the study of Indian culture. The Veda is the ultimate literary source of
information in respect of Indian achievement in any field of life. The need of tracing any philosophical concept to
the Veda is all the more imperative because in nothing, indeed, does the continuity of Indian life show itself more
strikingly than in this: that the higher thought reveals a steady growth and development. Let us see in what
context and sense avidya and words of similar import occur in the Vedas.
*
We find the word in the Vedas (1500-1200BC) in the form avidvcan, avidvamsah, etc., in the sense “not
knowing the greatness of a god” and the like; e.g., Rig Veda VI:15.10:
Him fair of face, rapid and fair to look on,
him very wise may we who know not follow.
Let him who knows all rules invite for worship, Agni,
announce our offering to the immortals

Avidvamsah means “ignorant, who know not”; so also in I:120.2, avidvan alludes to one who is ignorant of the
power of the Asvins and the mode of worshipping them:
Here let the ignorant ask means of you who know—
for none besides you know aught—
Not of a spirtless mortal man.

In Rig Veda Khila X:128.7c, we have the word avidyah, “ignorant”. This is a late usage.
In all these cases, the word avidyah or avidvamsah or avidvan conveys the idea of lack of knowledge.
In Rig Veda X:82.7, the word nihara conveys the idea of “the mist of ignorance”. The minds of the hymnchanters are clouded by a mist. Here the mist is that of empirical knowledge and worldly attachment which
prevents one from seeing things as they really are. The problem of the creation of the world is not comprehended
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in the right way and yet the men are not utterly lacking in knowledge as they are hymn-chanters. This metaphor
has its history in such later words as jneyavarana, jnanavarana, etc.
This is an illustration of some positive type of knowledge preventing the rise of true comprehension. These
two types of knowledge pertain to two different spheres of life, worldly experience and philosophical realization,
and yet one is a hindrance to the other as it obscures the real vision. It is only by relative valuation that worldly
knowledge is called nihara. The distinction is not a logical one as one and the same thing is not interpreted in a
false manner:
Ye will not find him who produced these creatures:
another thing hath risen up among you.
Enwrapt in misty cloud, with lips that stammer,
hymn-chanters wander and are discontented.

In Atharva Veda XI:8, which is a mystic hymn on the constitution of man, vidya and avidya are described as
entering the body of man:
Both knowledge and no-knowledge
and what else is to be taught,
the brahman entered the body;
the verses, the chant and also the formula.

Here avidya is used in antithesis to vidya; and in a context which deals entirely with literature. We can say that
avidya refers to heresy or empirical sciences—the latter sense being better as these lores are described as
upadesya (what is to be taught).
*
We may conclude that avidya (in whatever form the word be used) and its synonyms are used in the Vedas to
convey the idea of lack of knowledge or, at a later stage, something coming in the way of right knowledge and
acting as a positive hindrance, or knowledge other than the knowledge leading to spiritual elevation. It is used in a
simple sense without much philosophical significance.
*
In the Brahmanas (1000BC) as also in the Upanisads, we very often come across the phrase ya evam veda, “he
who knows thus”. Invariably some worldly reward (e.g., long life) or release from death is promised to one who
has this knowledge or performs Vedic rites with full knowledge of them. This magic power of knowledge was
also known to the Vedic seers but they were more concerned with the performance of the rite in all faith and
sincerity and getting the fruit thereby. In the Brahmana period there grows the consciousness that esoteric
knowledge and the actual performance of rites are equally efficacious: one is incomplete without the other. The
notion that knowledge about a certain thing gives the knower control over it and over everything with which it is
identified assumes a very wide significance in the Upanisads which teach that one must have knowledge of the
all, the essence of the all. For instance, the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad says:
Whoever knows that “I am Brahman” becomes this all\fn{I:4.10}

and
From the same self he who knows thus creates whatsoever he desires.\fn{I:4.15}

Thus vidya becomes in the Brahmanas and in some of the Upanisads a power that controls human destiny; but
avidya is not expressly given any such status.
ii
The word maya, a synonym of avidya is later philosophical literature, may now be examined. We should
explore the various shades of meaning in which the word maya is used in the Vedas in order to find out if it has
any particular meaning here which led to its later connotation or which justifies its use as a synonym of avidya.
*
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Nighantu, the earliest known dictionary of Vedic words,\fn{ By which she probably means the Nirukta, a treatise by one
gives maya as one of the synonyms of prajna, “intelligence”, and Sayana, following it in
most cases, explains the word as prajna, mental power as opposed to physical prowess; e.g., Rig Veda X:88.6:
Yaska (fl. 4th century BC)}

Head of the world is Agni in the night-time;
then as the sun, at morn springs up and rises.
Then to his task goes the prompt Priest foreknowing
the wondrous power of gods who must be honored

Maya is used in the Vedas to denote both mental power and the concrete form in which it is realized; that is to
say, it has the senses both of cognition and conation, power of the will resulting in material creation. Here we
have the support of Sayana, who in his commentary on Rig Veda I:159.4 explains mayinah as “performing actions
inspired by wonderful intelligence”.
*
In his commentary on Rig Veda III:27.7, Sayana explains the word as “knowledge of sacred rites”, deriving the
word thus: “that which knows sacred rites, or by which sacred rites are known”. In Rig Veda III:60.1, Sayana
gives the meaning karma. But these explanations are only particular applications of the general meaning
“intelligence and its concrete realization”.
*
The use of maya in Rig Veda III:60.1 is interesting:
Here is your ghostly kinship, here, O Men:
they came desirous to these holy rites with store of wealth,
With wondrous arts, whereby, with schemes to meet each need,
Ye gained Sudhanvan’s Sons! your share in sacrifice.

These wondrous arts refer to the mighty powers by which the Rbhus formed the chalices, by which they drew
the cow “from out the hide”, by which they wrought the “bay steed” (RV III:60.2). The Rbhus formed horses
harnessed by a word, made a light car moving every way for the Asvins and also formed a nectar-yielding cow.
Out of the sacrificial ladle newly wrought by Tvastr, they made four ladles (RV I:20,2,3,6). Tvastr in the
Panranika mythology is the carpenter or artisan of the gods. Sayana says that he is a divinity whose duty in
relation to the gods is carpentry, and calls the Rbhus the disciples of Tvastr.
The use of maya in connection with the skill of an artisan, or craftsmanship, is thought-provoking. So in Rig
Veda I:160.4 it is said that among the skilful gods most skilful is he who made the two world-halves and who with
great wisdom measured out both the regions and established them with undecaying pillars. Here it refers to the
craft of building.
In Rig Veda V:63.3cs, Mitra and Varuna are described as waiting on thunder with many-tinted clouds; and by
the asura’s maya, causing heaven to rain. The Maruts are referred to as clothing them with clouds in Rig Veda
V:63.6c; through maya the sun-bird is adorned (X:177.1). Thus maya is used in these passages in connection with
the art of brilliant decoration.
*
Through maya, Mitra and Varuna guard their law and send rain (RV V:63.3,7); the Maruts employ it and are
mayin (V:58.2) or sumaya (I:88.1). Maya is known to, or used by, Tvastr, who made a sacrificial ladle (I:20.6) and
blessed bowls that held the drink of the gods, and who is represented as sharpening his axe wrought of good metal
wherewith the radiant Brahmanaspati will cut (X:53.9). Maya is a characteristic of Varuna (VI:48.14, etc.). It was
employed by Agni (III:27.7) and Soma (IX:83.3) and in the former deity the mayas of the mayins are united
(III:20.3). It was a mark of the Asvins (V:78.6) and even earthly sacrificers are mayins (IX:73.6). Through maya,
Indra triumphs over the mayin demons (I:11.7; V:30.6, etc.) and he has much maya (purumaya, VI:18.12).
Through maya Indra “goes in many forms” (III:58.8; VI:47.18); the sun and the moon succeed each other by
virtue of maya (X:85.18), and maya explains the double forms of Pasan and Agni (VI:58.1; X:88.6).
*
In connection with the enemies of the gods we find the words adevih mayah (RV V:2.9, etc.), “ungodly
powers”, but here also the basic idea is that of intelligence, mental power and its concrete realization, whether
godly or not. Commenting on Rig Veda IV:30.21 and V:30.6, Sayana emphatically explains the word as sakti,
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power. Thus the word maya means intelligence or mental power in general but it has its particular application in
connection with crafts, fine arts, architecture, etc. It stands for “creative power”.
*
The above examination shows that wherever maya is used, the idea of something extraordinary or unusual is
invariably interwoven. In Rig Veda VI:47.18 and III:53.8, Indra is said to assume many forms by his mayas or to
wear different forms, effecting mayas in his body. Indra wills that he may assume a particular form and it is
realized. Hence the appropriateness of mayin as an epithet of Indra.
This extraordinary will-power and its concrete realization perplex the ordinary understanding and hence the
idea of something mysterious is implied. It is human nature to be skeptical about recognizing anything that seems
unusual, or at times to be overawed by it. A sly idea that it may be merely an appearance without any
substantiality creeps into the mind, though the person might, at times, not be fully conscious of this.
The idea of sensuous illusion is thus psychologically associated with the conception of mystery, however
remote and slight the association might be. Nevertheless it is not present in the Vedas where the poets seem to be
overawed by the mysterious powers of the gods. Not that the mystery is unreal, but it is beyond the grasp of easy
comprehension.
We may note here in passing that wherever Indra is described as assuming many forms the Vedic seers were
fully aware of the one becoming the many or of the unity behind, or at the basis of, diversity; but we cannot say
whether they had in mind any degrees of reality about the one and the many.
*
Dr. Radhakrishnan\fn{Indian Philosophy I, 104} sees a reference to illusion in at least one passage in the Rig Veda,
but he is not justified in doing so, even though the passage is quite tempting, and he is in the great company of
several Vedic scholars. The pertinent re is Rig Veda X:54.2:
When thou wast roaming, waxen strong in body,
telling thy might among the people,
All that men called thy battles was illusion;
no foe hast thou today, nor erst had found one.

The re can be interpreted differently. Indra’s wanderings, his strong body, his boasting of his own power and
the battles described by the people in glorious terms are all manifestations of Indra’s unusual power. No enemy
has ever been able to face him successfully. Even here we need not go out of our way to explain maya differently.
*
We have another use of maya in Rig Veda X:71.5, which is rather obscure:
One man they call a laggard, dull in friendship;
They never urge him on to deeds of valour.
He wanders on in profitless illusion;
The voice he heard yields neither fruit nor blossom.

This translation is not exact. Jnana or knowledge (parabrahmajnana according to Sayana) is the subject of this
difficult hymn. Vak or speech disclose cherished treasures of men. (1) Friends see and recognize here the mark of
friendship. (2) Speech is found harbouring within the rsis. (3) Even those who have eyes cannot see Vak, nor can
those with ears always hear her. She shows her beauty to only a few. (4) The voice a man hears yields at times no
flower or fruit. (5) Such a man moves about performing intellectual exploits no doubt, but they are fruitless ones.
But it is difficult to construe 5a in this context. Sthira-pitam means a worthy friend, one who can stand the test.
Sayana explains the first line as describing a really learned person where the second part means that he has no
compeer in intellectual combats (api = anu). The second line tells us about worthless knowledge as possessed by
some other, even though his intelligence seems unusual.
Whatever the meaning of the re, it can be clearly seen that even here maya can be explained as extraordinary
intelligence. The epithet is adhenva, “yielding no result, barren”, and of course the use of maya with this epithet is
rather peculiar. Still the meaning of maya remains the same, “unusual intelligence or exploits”, though its
association with barrenness adds a new significance to it.
*
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Maya is found in the Vajasaneyi Samhita also (see Sukla Yajurveda XI:69; XIII:44; XXIII:52; XXX:7, etc.),
where again the sense is the usual one of “wonderful intelligence, mysterious power”, with its particular
applications, craftsmanship, etc.
*
The Atharava Veda represents a different aspect of Vedic society from that depicted in the Rig Veda. Our
satisfaction is that the word maya is not missing in the Atharva Veda. The word occurs there, as Dr. Prabhudatta
Sastri\fn{Doctrine of Maya, Luzac & Co., 1911, 13} has pointed out, twenty times, in sixteen hymns, in ten books only.
Maya was born from maya (AV VIII:9.5); it was milked from Viraj, and on it the Asuras subsist (VIII:10.22).
Luck in gambling is invoked by the aid of the maya of an Apsaras (IV:38.3); the black snake assumes wondrous
forms by the Asura’s maya (VI:72.1); the sun and moon follow one another by maya (VII:81.1); the sorceress
prevails by its means (VIII:4.24); by maya the sun makes “the two days” (i.e., day and night) of diverse forms
(XIII:2.3); through Agni the mayas of the Asuras are repelled (IV:23.5); yet the gods go about with asura-maya
(III:9.4).
The mysterious, magic element in the meaning of the word is particularly stressed in the Atharva Veda, and the
word can generally be rendered as “magic, sorcery, witchcraft”. Even so, the underlying idea is that of mysterious,
incomprehensible power or intelligence”, though Whitney goes to the length of explaining it as “illusion” at times.
Two passages in which the word is so rendered as found in the hymn to Viraj\fn{ The mythical primeval being
associated with creation who is often personified as the secondary creator and who can be either male or female:W } (AV VIII:10.22)
where one and the same power, the cosmic principle is looked upon by gods, men, sages, asuras,\fn{A group of
power-seeking deities; in today’s Hinduism, demons } snakes and others in diverse ways, and the behaviour of Viraj\fn{ The
text has: this Viraj} takes a corresponding turn. The Asuras addressed Viraj as maya. They milked maya and it is on
maya that they subsist. Whitney\fn{ The Atharva-Veda (Translation) Harvard Oriental Series} translates the word here as
“illusion”. Looking to the context we would be justified in explaining the word as extraordinary power and skill
as understood and developed by them.
She ascended, she came to the Asuras; the Asuras called to her: O Illusion, come!
Of her Virocana son of Prahrada was young, the metal-vessel was vessel;
her Dvimurdhan son of Rtu milked;
from her he milked illusion;
that illusion the Asuras subsist upon;
one to be subsisted on becometh he who knoweth thus.

In Atharva Veda X:8.34 it is said that the flower of water (probably Hiranyagarbha) in whom are stationed
gods and men as spokes in a nave,\fn{ The hub of a wheel} is concealed by maya. This is a mystic hymn containing
many riddles. It is quite likely that the poet wants to say that Hiranyagarbha\fn{ The soul of the world personified}
produced everything and yet he himself is concealed by his maya—magic, rather by his mysterious power and the
effect of his unusual power, the world. It is interesting to note that maya here stands for the power of God which
is yet represented as concealing even Him.\fn{ The passage is then quoted, but not translated:H}
Athrava Veda VIII:9.5 tells us that maya was produced out of maya. Yet this should not lead us to believe that
maya is looked upon as a cosmic principle. The hymn is a mystic one extolling Viraj. Further, the desire to play
upon the root ma (“to measure, fashion”) is, as Whitney says, the leading motive in the making of this particular
verse. We cannot say anything definite about the concept of maya from this obscure passage.
Brhati the measure was fashioned forth out of measure as a mother;
Illusion was born from illusion, Matali out of illusion.

*
We find similarly the word maya used in the Brahmanas in the sense of extraordinary mysterious power,
whether godly or not (see Ait. Br. VI:36; Taitt. Br. III:10.8.2; Satapatha Br. II:4.25; III. 2.4.1, etc.; Tandya Br.
XIX:19.1). In the Kathaka Samhita 37:14 what is called brahmayatu or deva-yatu is distinguished from asurayatu, yatu being a synonym of maya.
*
Maya thus means in the Vedas “extraordinary power of intelligence and action inspired by it, mysterious will
and its concrete realization.” The idea of mystery being more emphasized in the Atharva Veda, it came to mean
“sorcery, magic”; but even here the basic idea is that of mysterious power of intelligence. The word does not yield
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the meaning “illusion” in the Vedas and the Brahmanas though the idea of illusion is unconsciously associated at
times with our outlook on things supernormal. Maya has thus been viewed principally from two points of view:
(1) creative power, a sakti; (2) its creation, an effect.
*
The only relation that can be established between maya and avidya is that the ordinary mind cannot
comprehend super-normal power, which eludes its grasp. It is the lack of comprehension, avidya, which makes
maya what it is. The two concepts are interrelated in the Vedas and the Brahmanas in a simple way with not much
philosophical implication. The concept of magic is pervading in the Vedas. Magic and its material effects were
regarded as real. When they were understood as unsubstantial, the creations of maya (magical power) came to
mean illusion such as is created by magic. But that happened only at a later stage.
iii
It cannot be gainsaid that the concept of avidya may also be present in the philosophical speculations of a
particular age without the word avidya being actually used. Let us see if this is true of the Vedic Age.
In the first and tenth mandalas of the Rig Veda and also in some hymns of the Atharva Veda, we witness alls
sorts of philosophical speculations and the monotheistic tendency at work. The most remarkable hymn, which is
at the same time, of special interest to us, is the Nasadiya Sukta (RV X:129).
This hymn with all its defects of vagueness is the most important in the history of Indian Philosophy. It does
not merely pose the question about the nature of the universe, but makes an effort to enter into details, and ends
with a confession of doubt as to the value of the result achieved. The one that was there transcended all opposites,
non-being and being, life and death. The one breathed breathless by its own power. In this through tapas, inward
fervour, arose desire which was the primal germ of mind, and thus non-being and being, non-ego and ego were
interrelated.
*
The last two res are important from our point of view. The seer is not satisfied with this speculation of his. He
frankly admits,
Who knows truly? Who will here declare whence this creation has proceeded?
Even the gods came afterwards; who then knows whence this has arisen?

He then goes on to doubt whether this universe was ever created. Here the agnostic spirit is so bold as to
express doubt even about the most fundamental question of creation. This is not intended to suggest that the poet
doubts the existence of the world.
Yet it cannot be denied that he frankly admits his incapacity to understand, in fact his ignorance about, the
problem of creation, his avidya as we would call it, his incapacity to find out the ultimate truth; and a stray idea
flashes across his mind: that the universe might not have been created at all. Perhaps he wants to say it is
beginningless (anadi).
*
Thus as far as the philosophical aspect of the Veda is concerned, we have here a nice distinction between sat
(being) and asat (non-being) and a doubt whether the universe was ever created. This habit of philosophical
questioning and of dissatisfaction with the results is the mother of all metaphysical speculations. The seer in the
Nasadiya Sukta has gone to the extent of saying that the world has no creator, in the sense that it is beginningless.
*
The Brahmanas do not carry this line of thought further. In them Prajapati is looked upon as the creator. But
there is an attempt in them to know and explain everything from the number of syllables in a particular meter to
the name of a sacrificial rite and the creation of the world, and vidya is thus glorified as leading to cherished
results. But avidya does not figure as a powerful factor leading to positive results. …
1928
86.128 To Beloved Father\fn{by Bandita Phukan (1928- )} Arunachal Pradesh, India (F) 3
“Bring my father home!” seven year old Roni insisted.
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His mother, Eva, helplessly watched Roni from her bed. She was not feeling well, she had a slight fever last
night. Luckily she did not have fever the day before yesterday, for which she thanked God many times. Otherwise
she would not have been allowed to donate blood for Robin. Every six months, Eva was allowed to donate her
blood, for Robin—one cc each time and even that was enough for the survival of Robin.
Eva would never forget that disastrous rocket accident two years ago. She had had to sign a momentous
agreement in a half-conscious state. She had to agree to a proposal for sacrificing her Robin for the sake of
humanity.
She did not sacrifice Robin; it would be impossible for Robin to complete his half-done valuable research
work one after another. Recently Robin had received an award acclaiming him as one of the best scientists in the
world. On the occasion of the award giving ceremony, when Eva received the award on behalf of Robin, in front
of thousands of well-wishers, tears rolled down her cheeks.
It was true that she had to pass long years of her life in agony and tension. Though Robin had still survived
today, she had to live a lonely life without Robin. She became tired whenever she had tried to assess the existence
of Robin in her present life. In this twenty-second century, it was obsolete even in India to say that the
matrimonial ties between husband and wife would exist even after death as well as in reincarnation. During this
twenty-second century, people gave importance to the relationship between two good friends of the opposite sex
rather than between husband and wife. You would have no responsibility, no liability, nor get any materialistic
benefit nor any business profit from such a friendship—still you would love him or her and this type of friendship
was mostly adored in this modem world.
But considering all the aspects of modern friendship, Eva herself behaved like a person from the nineteenth
century. Though Eva came to know that in spite of Robin’s survival, she had to lead a lonely life without Robin,
she did not show any interest in seeking a male partner. Day by day she began to realize, that though Robin would
never give her physical company, she would feel Robin’s existence in her life till her death. No male partner
would be able to fill the gap of Robin for her. Thus analyzing the importance of Robin in her life, she no more felt
her loneliness in this world. She consoled herself that she had many responsibilities for other bereaved people of
the world also and thus she could be busy every moment. She took part in different voluntary organizations meant
for the betterment of human life.
Yet she would not be able to convince Roni who was only seven years old that he had to live a life without the
physical existence of his beloved father. Every day she tried to make Roni understand that though his father
survived somewhere in this very world, Roni would be able to meet him only when he grew up. Not only grow
up, but Roni must be a very brilliant student as his father gave appointments only to brilliant students. Roni must
know that his beloved, sweet father would never enter their house. Never again in life, would Eva, Roni and
Robin sit together at the dining table to enjoy their lunch or dinner, nor would these three members of this small
family enjoy TV programmes, picnics, video games or Ludo (it was a great surprise that even in the twentysecond century Ludo was a popular indoor game!), nor any festival, together.
*
The video game set of Roni had been out of order for the last one week. Of course, this was not the only cause
to show his resentment of every aspect of life. Eva knew the real cause of Roni’s anger. Every day, after
complaining about his idle video game set, Roni would insist on Eva bringing his father home. Then he would
scatter his books and toys all over the place and refuse to take his food. Roni was very angry with his mother
because he guessed that his mother had hidden his beloved father somewhere from him. Roni would never be able
to meet his father.
At last Roni insisted that if his mother would not be able to fetch his real father, she should replace him with a
new father so that Roni would be able to play and talk with him. It was true that Eva could bring home a new
father for Roni very easily, nobody would resist it. But Eva herself was against doing that. Roni put pressure on
her to get a new father, thus creating a helpless situation for Eva.
Then she decided to meet Robin in his special laboratory for a discussion of Roni. Eva got immediate
permission to meet Robin in recognition of her sincere attachment to Robin for all these long years past. When
Eva informed Robin about the problems of Roni, she saw some words blinking on the monitor—a screen of
Robin’s personal computer. The words appeared for her as follows.
“It is true that Roni feels for the physical existence of his father. Eva! It will be very easy for you to get a new
father for Roni immediately.”
Reading these words, Eva wept a lot silently. Perhaps Robin had also felt guilty for her emotional role.
Immediately some new words appeared on the monitor screen.
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“Eva, I don’t like that you should lead a lonely life for my sake. I have nothing left with me physically for you.
But I am sure that nobody can possess you mentally because the whole of your mind and soul are only mine. I
will never get hurt if you choose a physical partner! I am not that selfish. I still love you today like in the past.
Eva, I will love you forever.”
Eva did not reply to Robin’s words. She would never be able to explain all her sentiments, emotions towards
Robin, in this very short period of just two minutes. It would be impossible to explain her feelings for Robin, even
utilizing her whole life.
She never suffered for want of money. She was earning a very good salary as an assistant news processor of
the organization, Inter-Star Indian News Agency. Any man of competence would envy her job. Eva and her
colleagues knew that it was a very challenging job to collect the news codes from the solar system and far off
planets and stars and then to translate these codes to different languages so that people of the different parts of the
earth could read this news in the television sets installed in their bedrooms. Moreover, besides her job, Eva
involved herself in two other organizations to control pollution and to develop the life of the human beings in this
world. She was so active with her job as well as these extra-curricular activities, she had no time to feel the need
for a partner in her life. On the other hand, she had Roni, a restless child (who had entered his teens) for whom
she could also enjoy her motherhood.
Thus Eva actually came to Robin to discuss how to help Roni to lead his fatherless life and not to fulfill her
need for a male partner.
*
Just entering her house, she could listen to the ringing of the alarm bell of Roni’s personal computer. Roni
should be busy with his classes at 4 p.m. The alarm bell alerted Eva that Roni was now busy with some other
matters rather than his classes. In order to check Roni, Eva directly went to his room, still carrying her office bag
on her shoulder. She found that Roni was in deep sleep on his bed. In his growing years Roni was simply turning
to be a second Robin and she was proud of it. Roni’s body of six feet two inches nearly fully occupied his bed of
eight feet length. Eva felt that it was not Roni but her Robin who was lying on the bed.
In the next moment she remembered that Roni had acquired “C” grade in his last class tests. If Roni would
show this type of performance in his studies it would be impossible for Roni to meet his father in the future,
which was a great dream of Eva for which she was living. Robin has now become such a genius in his research
work that no mediocre student but only a brilliant one would be allowed to meet him.
“Roni, Roni! Now it is time for your classes.” Eva tried to awake her son.
Roni opened his dreamy eyes and gazed at his mother. Usually Roni’s classes began from 2 p.m. But Roni
pulled backward his classes for two hours in order to enjoy the cricket match. This match has been advertised
many times since long. It was to be held between the people of the earth and the planet Adrina on this very day.
Not only Roni but all of his friends as well as other people of different. ages also, had been eagerly awaiting this
match.
At present no one in this world was interested in the lengthy cricket matches that continued for five days
during the days of Roni’s grandparents. People of the earth were so busy that nobody liked to spoil five days of
the week by watching a cricket match. Thus the days for the match were cut short in later years. But even then
other problems had arisen as many big countries continuously broke into small countries, and also because the
number of cricket teams increased. It would be a great time-consuming business if all of these teams were allowed
to play even for one day.
Thus in the twenty-second century, the time limit of a cricket match was fixed only for four hours. Moreover
the previous eleven fielders were replaced by twenty so that the batsman should be out of the wicket very quickly.
Nowadays, fielders were so alert and more in number that it was not possible for any batsman to score more than
thirty runs and it was not easy to score hundred runs like in the old days.
It was impossible for Eva to spend even five minutes watching television programmes. She could not
understand how people were able to spend valuable hours watching cricket. If Roni was born in the nineteenth
century, he would not have been able to put his classes backward or forward as per his will. During those olden
days, children must go to school together to learn. If some of the students played truant in order to watch a cricket
or football match, they would be heavily punished and fined and sometimes they might even be expelled from
their school. Moreover in the olden days, the teacher would whip the students, punish them severely in many
ways—for example, by forcing them to face the sun intently.
In the twenty-second century you would not find even a trace of those schools, as schools were obsolete.
Modern students were always well equipped with pistols, revolvers, etc., so that they could use them any time on
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any controversial occasion. No teacher wanted to take the risk of his or her life by giving punishment to the
students. Moreover a school might be a center of the drug business; students would learn to take drugs from their
friends in the school. The streets were also full of numerous modes of supersonic traffic and there would be many
chances of accidents being met by the school-going young children.
It was usual that question papers of any examination would be in the market for sale. Also, you would not be
able to judge the merit of a student from the result of a so-called examination for three to four hours at a stretch. It
has already been proved that old fashioned examinations were no more sufficient for testing the brilliance or
intelligence of a student. On the contrary it was found that some brilliant students had to wait as well as waste
their times while some other slow students could not cope with their studies in the same class.
At the outset of the twenty-second century, students were taught at their homes with the help of personal
computers. Thus all the problems that arose and were created from a school were solved. Now a student would
learn personally at home with his own capacity in a quicker or slower process depending on their merit. Now the
guardians were also least responsible for their sons as well as daughters for their home tasks.
“Try hard or be the last one.”
These were the words used to occupy the first row on the monitor screen of every personal computer of every
student.
*
Roni left his bed only when the ringing of the alarm of his computer had stopped. He found his mother’s face
bright. Immediately Roni understood why his mother did not tease him for watching cricket instead of attending
his classes. Yes, this was the scheduled day when his mother could visit his beloved father. Eva, his mother,
always would wait patiently for six months for her turn to meet his father. Of course sometimes it might so
happen that his mother was allowed specially to meet his father only for two minutes if some unpredictable
emergency occurred.
Roni would never understand why only for these few minutes meeting with his father, his mother had to lead a
lonely life in such a liberated society. Roni never preferred his mother’s lonely life ever since his childhood. In his
childhood he wished very much that his mother would bring either his real father or at least a new father home.
But mother never paid heed to his demand and Roni could never address any gentleman as “Papa” or “Daddy.”
Whenever Roni had to face some “man’s problem” in later years he would think that only his father could
advise him on those matters rather than his mother. Whenever Roni was in the company of his friends of the same
age, he would feel that he had to achieve something extraordinary. Most of his friends were studying hard to
establish themselves in future in better places in society, to earn more money and various comforts. But Roni’s
aim in life was quite different from his friends. Yes, Roni must study hard to form a brilliant career so that once he
would be able to meet his beloved father. Yet sometimes, he became impatient after attending some long and
boring classes. He would start to lose confidence in his mother’s assurances that continued for years.
*
Eva disclosed the actual truth of his father’s survival on Roni’s sixteenth birthday. She explained many
wonderful things that had happened to his father who had to spend the remaining part of his life in a sophisticated
well-equipped laboratory. After knowing the actual facts about his father, Roni was stunned and embraced his
mother tightly for a long time with tears in his eyes. He repented a lot for complaining to his so sweet, lovely
mother for not bringing his father home.
Now he came to know why his mother was so irritated whenever he got “C” grade in his class tests. Thus he
knew that if he would get “C” grade marks regularly, he would never be able to meet his father. He promised to
study hard so that he would be able to fulfill his mother’s only desire, only hope in her life. He must meet his
father who was also eagerly waiting for long years to meet his only son.
*
After a long period of nineteen years, Eva had a grand success in her life. Yes, Roni stood class first in Physics
in the final examinations held by the University. No one could deprive him of a scholarship for research under the
guidance of his father. Nineteen years ago Eva had to sign an agreement which made for the separation of her son
from his beloved father for the sake of humanity. It was now a great pleasure for Eva, that very soon there would
be a reunion of Roni with Robin—his father. Roni was also not a small child now. In the prime of his youth, he
knew the working conditions of his father—Dr. Robin Barua, who was counted as one of the greatest scientists
and whose research works were the valuable property of this world.
*
Eva conferred all of her best wishes as well as blessings, as Roni proceeded towards the very special
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laboratory where his beloved father had had to spend nineteen years of his life.
After Roni entered the laboratory, his body was sprayed with disinfectants four times in different corridors.
Then Roni stopped in front of a tightly closed door, beyond which his beloved father was awaiting his son.
Roni pushed a button to open the door and approached directly a computer that was fixed for him only.
Meanwhile, with the help of a special camera, Dr. Robin Barua was able to watch his grown-up son after the long
separation. If Dr. Barua had two real eyes, tears would roll down from his eyes. If he had two hands his fingers
could touch the hair of his son. If he had a real body, he could embrace his grown-up son. But this moment, Dr.
Robin Barua was totally unable to express any of his fatherly feelings or his emotions physically towards his son.
Roni was also very emotional as he was so near his father. He watched eagerly the glass case which was lying
in front of him. He clearly saw that a most important human organ was stored in that very glass case. The
continuous beating of pulses at regular intervals of this human organ proved that it was still living. To make the
survival of this living organ possible, various persons donated one cc blood per person every month. Eva, his
mother’s name was also included in the list of donors. People knew that only under the guidance of this living
organ, many complex researches in this world were successfully completed. Roni also knew perfectly that this
organ was the most important part of the body of his father—Dr. Robin Barua’s brain—still living for years.
In that silent room Roni intently watched the monitor screen of the computer lying in front of him where some
loving words from his father were displayed with a bip-bip sound. Those words said.
“Oh, dear Mr. Ranjan Barua, my dearest Roni, my darling son! Many, many hearty congratulations to you,
darling!”
And now all Roni could wait for were certain signals in the form of a few words to appear on the monitor
screen for his guidance from his beloved “Father”—which was nothing but a human brain.
48.24 Excerpt from House Of Many Rooms\fn{by William Robinson White aka Robin White (1928- )} Kodiakanal,
Sindigul District, Tamil Nadu State, India (M) 7
… Shortly after the oxcart had passed the first village along the southeast route across the tip of India to
Meigudy, Mrs. Fisher saw the little boy come running after her through the early morning shadows. A heavy mist.
lay close upon the ground, muffling the rumble of wooden wheels and obscuring the river and paddy fields so that
the banyan trees which lined the road seemed to be rising out of a vast gray marsh of silence, penetrated remotely
by the hooting of monkeys and the hoarse, insolent call of mynah birds and crows. Out of this silence the child
emerged without warning as if, like some spirit of the dark hours, the figment of Mrs. Fisher’s imagination, he
had been conspiring to overtake her unawares.
Her immediate response was one of mild annoyance at the intrusion. The boy had broken so abruptly upon her
entranced solitude as to startle her, and at first she turned stiffly to frown at him. Dressed in shorts of old and
threadbare cloth, he might have been around six, Mrs. Fisher thought, although he looked to be not more than
four. His hair was red brown from the dust caked in it, his dark skin an ashy hue for need of a bath, and his
features seemed pinched, almost distorted, by hunger and the wearing effects of having to fend for himself too
early in life. Mrs. Fisher had learned to read these signs, and their meaning turned her surprise into sudden fear;
for just by his appearance and the way he trailed her she could tell he was a stray—the dangerous type that would
try, if possible, to become attached to her. Resolutely she turned away and focused her attention on her hands.
Much as she loved children, strays were definitely not included in her plans for this trip.
By degrees mustering up courage, the boy moved in closer to the bandy. Mrs. Fisher knew he was not going to
be easily shaken. She tried not to look at him, but despite herself she was unable to keep from noticing how
dreadfully stony and unchanging was the mask of his face. Her heart was torn with pity; only she was afraid that
if she revealed any of this the boy would use it to attach himself to her.
“Begone, child,” she said in Tamil, waving the boy away. Immediately she realized that, unwittingly or by
desire, she had made a mistake, done the very thing that would bring the boy to her. By showing that she had
noticed him, she had openly acknowledged her concern. Taking heart, he pressed in close to the bandy.
He did not try to speak to her, and Mrs. Fisher knew this was another bad sign. If he had asked for food or
money, it would have meant he was a beggar child who would leave as soon as he got what he wanted. So
preoccupied was she with thinking about the boy that she did not see the man on horseback until he had overtaken
the bandy and, unable to pass because of the narrowness of the road at that particular section, slowed to a pace
behind. He was a well-dressed, middle-aged man, tall, strikingly handsome and arrogant-looking, and apparently
Mohammedan, because he carried a prayer mat. Seeing Mrs. Fisher’s anxious glance in the boy’s direction, he
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reined back and drew his impatient, high-strung stallion around sideways to the bandy.
“Madame,” he said in English, saluting, “is this filthy urchin causing you annoyance?”
“What? Oh, no, no,” Mrs. Fisher said, collecting herself quickly. “Not really.”
“Only permit me to be of service, Madame, and I shall gladly drive him off.” He unstrung a bull whip from his
saddle and turned as if to lash out at the child.
“Please,” Mrs. Fisher said. “It’s quite all right. Don’t strike him.” She raised her hand in protest, annoyed at
having been put in the position of defending the boy. At the sight of the whip, the boy withdrew prudently just out
of striking distance.
“See,” she said, “he doesn’t want to cause any trouble.”
“Very well, Madame, if you say.” The Mohammedan curled the whip back into place. “But if I may be so bold
as to advise, Madame would do well not to encourage him by any sign or word. As a merchant I have had much
experience with all types of beggars, It is the little ones like this who seek a home that are most dangerous. They
are filled with vermin, and for sheer persistence they cannot be excelled.”
“I know,” Mrs. Fisher agreed without enthusiasm. “One cannot be too careful.”
“I see that Madame has been wisened by experience.”
“Yes, I’ve taken in a few in my time,” she said, thinking of the several stray children she had mothered in the
past. “The worst of it is they all grow up and go away.”
“Quite so, Madame, A completely worthless lot.”
“I wouldn’t say that exactly,” Mrs. Fisher said. “It’s just that they find lives of their own after a while, and for a
person of my age it is difficult to live through fondness and departure.”
“Then Madame is truly charitable,” the Mohammedan said. “I myself cannot undertake to provide for more
than my own.”
“Do you have many children?” she asked, wondering at his almost militant self-interest.
“Five, Madame—all sons, praise be to Allah. And Madame?”
“Three,” said Mrs. Fisher. “I had four at one time—three boys and a girl. A sufficient average, I suppose. My
eldest son was drowned in a flood, much like this.” She nodded in the direction of the swollen river, now visible
beyond the trees.
“My deepest sympathies, Madame.”
“It’s all right,” Mrs. Fisher said. “I’ve lived with it a long time.”
“And where are Madame’s children now?”
“Oh, they all have homes in America. It wasn’t so bad when my husband was still living. But now, sometimes I
—well, I have my mission work, and that keeps me busy. I’ve lived in India so long I wouldn’t know what to do
in another country.”
For a moment the Mohammedan studied her silently, taking in her age, her lavender sari, and the easy way she
rode cross-legged on the rough floor boards of the cart.
“May I ask where Madame travels dressed in Indian garb and riding in a bandy?”
“To Meigudy,” she said. Then seeing his questioning glance she added: “It was my home for many years—and
happy years they were, too. Mr. Fisher and I went there in a covered wagon like this, when we were first married,
to reorganize the mission. It’s always seemed like home to me because all our children grew up there.”
The Mohammedan was instantly touched by this.
“And now Madame is returning to recapture the old memories. Ah, such poetry! such significance! a
pilgrimage to the scene of one’s youth! I shall compose a poem about it the instant I reach home.”
“That’s nice,” said Mrs. Fisher. But somehow she didn’t feel any poetry. It was as if by revealing the purpose
of her trip, by putting the thought in words, the whole idea had suddenly taken on an unpleasant air, reminding her
of a dream she often had of a house with many rooms. Every time the dream occurred, she would find herself,
fully aware that she was asleep, entering a house with the familiar, almost useless feeling that she had seen it all
before, knew every crack and cranny of the place; yet to her amazement every time she passed through the house,
she would discover new and more beautiful rooms. And when she would finally awaken, it would be with the
lonely, thwarted sense of having been cut off from an unfinished task. Restlessly now, her eyes wandered from the
Mohammedan’s horse to the little boy, trailing at a distance.
Overjoyed by the thought of the poem, the Mohammedan began composing lines of it in snatches and out loud.
He even offered Mrs. Fisher his company for the rest of the trip, saying it was dangerous for women to travel
alone in these parts. But she told him that she had often traveled alone and that it would be a shame to hold him
up unnecessarily. To this the Mohammedan agreed, and after he had thanked Mrs. Fisher for his pleasant
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conversation with her, he saluted and rode ahead, giving a final brandish of the whip in the boy’s direction.
Presently the bandy lurched down a short embankment to ford a shallow channel. The brown, swiftly-moving
flood water surged against the wheels, and the oxen came to a standstill. The slumbering driver, who had nearly
fallen from his seat, leaped up to prod some life into the oxen, jabbing them with his whip handle, biting their tails
and crying:
“Haaai! Hai! Eeeeya!” As they came up onto the far bank, the first rays of the rising sun penetrated and
divided the mist into patches like flocks of sheep. On either side of the road clusters of low, thatched huts
appeared, and Mrs. Fisher knew they had reached the second village.
Here the bandy overtook a group of Hindu women. Mrs. Fisher could hear their loud early-morning laughter
long before the slow-moving oxcart caught up with them, and from their conversation she knew they were headed
for a wedding. They were all dressed in their best saris, their hair washed and combed and braided with gay white
and yellow flowers; and their laughter betrayed them. The only time village women were free from work and had
time to be happy was on a wedding day.
As the bandy slowly passed them, the women stopped talking momentarily until they caught sight of Mrs.
Fisher. Of one accord they quickened their leisurely holiday pace to keep up with her while maintaining a discreet
distance. Their immediate presence directly behind the bandy would, under any other circumstances, have been a
source of delight to Mrs. Fisher. She had always enjoyed the frank, unassuming manner of village women when
their husbands were not around. But moving in such numbers and so close to the bandy they blocked her view of
the little boy, thus heightening her concern for him. All at once she felt irritated by their laughter.
Not realizing that she spoke Tamil, the women began conversing freely about Mrs. Fisher, wondering why she
was dressed in a sari and why she rode a bandy instead of taking the bus or train.
“Maybe she speaks Tamil,” someone suggested.
“Never,” asserted another loudly. “White ladies can’t. Their tongues aren’t made right for it. Too stiff. Haven’t
you noticed how they always speak with their teeth. They prefer to bite words. It comes of eating meat.”
“You never can tell about these white ladies,” someone else said. “They do many peculiar things, like
appearing in public with strange men. It’s all on account of education. That’s what I say.”
There was a murmur of agreement from the group, and the conversation branched out into a general discussion
and condemnation of the sinful ways of educated city women.
“After all,” someone remarked, “what else is there in life but hard work mixed in with weddings, births,
funerals, and maybe a good fight or two? One can only accept these things and appease the gods. Give a woman a
book and she goes to pot.”
Accept? Mrs. Fisher said to herself. Was that where the answer lay? Accept? Accept what? Loneliness?
Confusion? Defeat? Where then was there room for hope? It seemed to her that she had accepted so much that she
was at cross purposes with herself. She did not even know these women, and yet, whether she accepted them or
not, they had insinuated themselves into her life, and their presence frustrated her by cutting her off from the little
boy. She kept straining to see over their heads and finally, thinking that he had dropped out of sight altogether, she
called impatiently for the women to step aside. They complied readily enough, surprise registered on their faces.
The boy was still following.
Far from being embarrassed by the discovery that Mrs. Fisher spoke Tamil, the women now pressed around
her, anxious to please, anxious to learn the answers to their questions. With a renewed sense of humor, Mrs. Fisher
yielded to them, explaining her reasons for riding in a bandy and wearing a sari. When they asked how old she
was, they were amazed to learn that she was nearly sixty. Why, she was a grandmother, they exclaimed, calling
her respectfully “Parti” She was older than anyone in the group yet, see, she looked to be not more than forty at
the most. Their words buoyed Mrs. Fisher up, and for a while she was cheered to the point of laughter. Then they
noticed her nylon stockings and, after asking permission to touch them, each in turn placed a rough forefinger on
Mrs. Fisher’s leg. How far up did they go? they asked, all the way?
Mrs. Fisher was fortunately spared further interrogation and exploration by the oxcart’s timely arrival at the
third village where the wedding was being held. The women abruptly bid her farewell and rushed ahead to join
the throng gathered outside one of the huts where a pavilion of thatch had been erected. Because of the crowd, the
driver had to climb out onto the yoke to break passage. Although Mrs. Fisher leaned out, she was unable to catch
a glimpse of the bride and groom, and when the oxcart finally left the village, she sat back wondering how the
women could live simply on the basis of accepting life and relieving its hardships by the amusement of social
functions. The very thought of it had a disquieting effect on her. Now, although she tried, she could no longer
make herself feel the desperateness of purpose that had forced her on this journey. Instead, thinking about the
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little boy, she searched the road for some sign of him. He would probably give up following her, she thought, for
the more promising prospects of the wedding and handouts of food. But she found no joy in that.
By degrees the rising sun forced Mrs. Fisher back under the wagon cover. Traffic had increased along the road,
and from time to time the bandy was slowed by encounters with herds of cattle, long lines of coolies, and the
caravans of oxcarts laden with great bales of hemp and cotton. In the open stretches she could look back on the
fields where people worked in bunches, women bent over planting, men cultivating with wooden plows drawn by
lethargic black water buffaloes, boys running treadmills that raised water from one irrigation ditch to another.
Then there were the monkeys that chased each other along the ground, and in the distance flocks of teal dipped
and soared over the fields. Sometimes the road was flooded and boys would be swimming in the brown water. In
other places it would skirt the edges of vast groves of coconut and palmyra palms, and the sudden deep shade with
its accompanying hollow silence would come as a cool refreshing drink.
There had been a time when the cumulative effect of this changing landscape had filled her with peace and a
sense of belonging. But now the monotony of sound and movement made her feel lonely and dissatisfied, and all
at once she knew she could not go on like this, not knowing what was happening to the boy. Frantically she called
for the driver to stop and pull over. It was time for lunch anyway, she argued.
Stiffly she unfolded herself from the bandy and got down while the driver unhitched the oxen and led them
over to the side of the road to graze. Taking her tiffin carrier in one hand, she sat down on a large hump formed by
the root of a banyan tree. On the right the road was edged by a dense shoal\fn{The local name for patches of stunted
tropical forest found in valleys amid rolling grassland in the higher regions of South India:W/H } of palm trees, and on the left the
land dipped sharply down to the river.
As Mrs. Fisher opened her tiffin carrier and spread a linen napkin on the grass, she was startled to discover that
her spot was shared by a Sannyasi, a holy man, sitting on a reed mat near the banyan and contemplating infinity.
Now there, she thought, looking at him, was freedom. And yet it occurred to her that withdrawal was not exactly
freedom, and avoidance was not exactly happiness. It only created an effect, and even the Sannyasi had to make
concessions to life: he had to eat and breathe, and some day he had to die.
The more she thought about it, the more it disturbed her. She tried to eat, but the food would not go down, and
after a while she began putting it back in the tiffin carrier. Her worry for the little boy nauseated her, and when he
appeared, walking up the road in her direction, she felt such a tightness in her stomach that she thought she was
going to be sick.
At the sight of the food, the little boy abandoned caution and came within a yard of Mrs. Fisher. He squatted on
his hams and watched her, and she, resigning herself to the inevitable, held out a brass tumbler of milk to him. He
took it and downed it swiftly, furtively. The least I can do, she thought, is feed him. If I give him food perhaps he
will be satisfied and go his way. She handed him a package of sandwiches and a cupcake, trying not to watch as,
in his eagerness, he ate the cake with the paper on it.
“What are you called, child?” she asked when he had finished.
“Krishnan,” the boy said in a voice that sounded dead and old.
“Are you from these parts?” The boy shrugged and Mrs. Fisher could not keep from asking:
“Have you no relatives to look after you, no home to go to?” Even before he gave it, she knew the answer.
“I am alone, Amma.”
Alone? So alone then, little boy? The words seemed to rise up in her despite her fierce suppression of them.
She was yielding unnecessarily. And if she lost her will to shut him out, would he then not become a part of her
life and grow up and leave her like all the others? like all that she had ever cared for and loved? In that moment
she admired the Mohammedan’s ability to take what he wanted and drive off what he did not without suffering the
agony of doubt; she admired the village women and envied their yielding ability to accept what came to them; she
even admired the old Sannyasi for his complete indifference. Anything, she said to herself, would be better than
what I now feel.
Abruptly she rose, thinking that now the child would go and leave her in peace, free of the responsibility of
making a decision about him. Yet in a way she almost hoped that he would force the decision on her. As if he
knew what she was thinking, he rose and followed her over to where the driver was hitching up the oxen. With a
final show of determination, Mrs. Fisher stepped on the foot rail to get in, but even as she did so, her knees
weakened and she knew she did not have the strength to let the boy walk on those spindly, worn legs of his. He
was so young, so frail, so alone, so innocent, and in his very weakness too strong for her.
“Oh, damn! oh, damn you, Sannyasi!” she said, trying to pinch back the words with one hand across her
mouth. “Well, get in, boy. You will ride with me.” She stepped back and motioned for him to climb up without
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touching her. She did not want him to touch her, for somehow the thought of contact made her afraid.
The boy did as he was told, and Mrs. Fisher climbed in after him, telling herself that she was taking him with
her only because he was so small, and that she would turn him over to the mission orphanage the moment she got
back to the city. They were overcrowded at the orphanage already, she knew, but she would take some of her
savings and make a little fund for his care. That was as far as it would go. He was not going to push his way into
her life—not under any circumstances would she go through all that again. And as if to make certain of this she
said:
“I want no misunderstanding, child. I’m taking you to Meigudy, and when we return to the city I will put you
in the orphanage where they’ll educate, feed and clothe you. But that’s all, mind, that’s as much as I can do."
Then she realized that he had said nothing, made no demands of her, and that her words had been spoken only
for her own benefit. I simply had to do something, she thought. With him tailing me like that I was constantly
distracted. Now I won’t have to worry or think about him.
“And just don’t touch me,” she added sharply, “because you’re filthy and I won’t have it.”
Within minutes after the bandy got under way the boy fell asleep, exhausted, on the straw cushioning. Only
then did Mrs. Fisher feel free to turn and study him, as if, had he been conscious and known she was looking, it
would have harmed or weakened her in some way.
Then quite suddenly the oxcart was overtaken by a student on a bicycle. He came riding impetuously around a
curve, nearly bumping into the bandy before he saw it. Mrs. Fisher could tell he was a student because he wore
his vashti in what was called the “Rumba Regent” style. The style was popular on campuses around South India
and involved knotting the vashti on the side instead of in front, twisting the belt off center, too. The young man
was perspiring heavily and took this chance encounter with the bandy to slacken his pace. Mrs. Fisher could see
that he was anxious to catch onto the side of the bandy and so rest without stopping, but seeing that a white lady
rode within, he was not quite sure what to do. Mrs. Fisher nodded and smiled, and instantly his left hand snapped
out to catch the side of the bandy. He back-pedaled fancily, like a young acrobat giving out with the footwork
before actually stepping on the tight wire. Then he released his hold of the handle bars and performed a flashy
series of one-handed maneuvers with cigarette and match. Inhaling, he peered boldly into the bandy at Mrs.
Fisher. He eyed her sari, her tali; he peered at the slumbering little boy; and finally, after he had made certain with
deliberate and affected casualness that there was no more to be seen, he asked:
“Madame is married to an Indian man?”
“No,” Mrs. Fisher said. He was visibly disappointed.
“Perhaps Madame is only married in form to a European and is having an affair with an Indian.”
Mrs. Fisher shook her head, in doubt as to whether she should be amused or annoyed.
“I do not understand,” the young man said. “Why do you ride in a bandy? Where are you going dressed in this
manner? And why is your son so Indian-looking?”
Mrs. Fisher explained.
“Oh, a missionary lady,” he said, dejected. “Such a wretched business. I had thought for a moment that you
were one of us.”
“And what might that be?” Mrs. Fisher asked.
“One of the new set,” the young man replied. “We believe in complete abolition of all social, moral, and
religious bonds due to the fact that they are largely invented by pettyfoggers to hinder and restrict the free
movement of the intellectual. I feel that man should be free to behave exactly as he pleases. For instance, have
you ever thought of the daily tragedy of many men and women who are kept from meeting each other and making
love by such trite restrictions as decorum? Absence of free love is a tragedy. Absence of free anything is a tragedy.
A crime, Madame. Have you ever thought of that? People should be able simply to meet, make love, and separate
without attachment. We live in a terrible world of rules, Madame, truly terrible, you know? And every generation
adds more to the list.”
The young man had not yet had time to catch his breath completely, and as he spoke with an amazing
machinelike rapidity he was soon winded to the point of speechlessness. Mrs. Fisher frowned and turned to look
at Krishnan. She wanted to ask the young man where there was room in his philosophy for children, but he
anticipated her.
“Take this stray urchin, for instance. You do not really want him along, but you have picked him up out of
charity. And what is charity? A foolish manifestation of social coercion. You feel obliged to do what you have
done. You do not want to do it. And what good does it do the boy, I ask you? Now he will have impressed upon
him all the rules of society, and he will lose that precious freedom that was his.”
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“Freedom from what!” Mrs. Fisher almost shouted.
But the student did not hear her. At that moment they passed a young woman standing beside the road and
drying her sari. She had apparently just come from washing her sari in the river, and, it being her only garment,
she was drying it, the way village women did, by tying one end to a post and wrapping the other tightly about her
body. The sun, however, had made her slightly dozy, and as the bandy rolled past, a sudden breath of hot air
caught her sari from her relaxed grasp and whipped it away from her, revealing, for one instant before she could
recover her senses and snatch the cloth modestly around her, all the warm, sensual contours of her ripe young
body.
“There!” the student shouted excitedly. “That is what I mean exactly! Here for a moment we have a brief
glimpse of beauty in its essence, pure, unposed beauty—the ultimate in life—and what happens? She jumps like
one possessed in order to cover it up. Why? Because the rules say so. Because of the rules she deprives the world
of one moment of realization and makes of it a thing of shame. She covers herself up.”
“And so would have I,” Mrs. Fisher snapped. The young man shrugged.
“Ah, well. It is to be expected. But for a moment I had thought that perhaps you were one of us and had cast
off societal bonds to take up with an Indian.”
“I’m sorry to have disappointed you,” she said.
“Quite all right,” the young man said, overlooking her sarcasm and brushing her words aside as if he were
bestowing a favor. “We can’t hope for everyone to be saved. New tricks cannot be learned to an old dog, you
know.” He paused and looked around for a new approach.
“Why does Madame not take the bus or train?”
“For the same reason you don’t,” she said.
“Are you also penniless and unemployed?”
“I simply wish to ride this way,” she said. “When I first came to Meigudy as a young woman, I went by oxcart.
And now that I’m going back I want to do it the same way.”
She wished she hadn’t said that. She didn’t owe him an explanation, and his reply stung her.
“Such a trite sentiment utterly, Madame,” he said. “I exhort you to purge yourself of these feelings. One must
never become attached to the past because it constitutes a hindrance to the present. Simply because you are along
in years is no excuse to let yourself be shackled by sentimental attachments to the past or to the nuisance of that
child. Strike them off, Madame, while there is time.”
Before Mrs. Fisher could hurl back an indignant reply, the young man pedaled off without taking his leave.
Mrs. Fisher’s hand went to her mouth.
“But it’s all I’ve got,” she said, choking back the words. “It’s all I’ve got.”
From the changing landscape, she could tell they were at last nearing Meigudy; her irritation gave way to
mounting tension.
On the outskirts of town the bandy passed an old woman struggling along the road. Mrs. Fisher took
compassion on her, perhaps through some association of age, and invited her to ride with them. The old woman
climbed into the bandy gratefully and cupped her tired feet in her hands. The flesh had withered on her arms and
legs, and her face was heavily seamed with wrinkles that puckered the flesh about her toothless old gums as if at
one time the lips had been sewn together like a wound. She wore a faded sari, her white hair looked quite lifeless,
her eyes devoid of any curious gleam. Mrs. Fisher tried to picture herself that old, wondering what answer so
many years of living had taught her.
“Do you go to Meigudy?” Mrs. Fisher asked in Tamil.
“Even so,” the old woman replied. “My youngest son lives there with his children, and my old bones have an
ache to see him again.”
“I suppose you live near by—I mean near enough to make the walk once in a while.”
“Yes, I live in the city,” the old woman said.
“In the city!” Mrs. Fisher exclaimed. “That’s a good thirty miles from Meigudy.”
“A good thirty,” the old woman said. “In my younger days I could make it from sunrise to sunset. Now, alas,
the weight of years is upon me and I must start a day in advance.”
“But is it worth all that?”
“Worth? Worth? Amma, when I have an ache to see my son and his children, the question of worth does not
come into my mind. What else is there to life but children? Family and children. That’s all that counts, I say. And
you, Amma, do you go to Meigudy?”
Mrs. Fisher nodded.
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“To visit family, or friends?”
“Neither,” said Mrs. Fisher.
“But if you go not to visit with someone and have no family with you, what is the purpose of your trip?”
“I make a pilgrimage,” Mrs. Fisher explained, “to my old home.”
“And no family lives there?”
“No.”
The old woman shook her head. Mrs. Fisher tried to explain, but the old woman was unable to fathom her
reasoning.
“All that sort of thing is beyond me, Amma. It is unnatural for one to be attached to a place where no relatives
live.”
Her words drew Mrs. Fisher’s mounting frustration out to a fine, biting edge.
“It’s the most natural thing in the world to me!”
“Please forgive,” the old woman said. “I am an ancient fifty years of age, and the whys and wherefores no
longer matter to me. I have only an ache to see my children and my children’s children before time is upon me
and carries me down with its weight.”
Mrs. Fisher opened and closed her mouth several times without a word. She was thunderstruck to learn that
this old woman was actually younger than herself. Somehow she had looked upon her as older and more wise,
forgetting how many Indian women were aged so early by hard work, and the realization of this bore down on her
like a great stone on the back of her neck.
At the bridge the old woman uttered her thanks and left.
Mrs. Fisher was still too stunned to think. With dreadful slowness the bandy crept through the streets of
Meigudy, past the bazaars and market square, the familiar places crowded with strange young faces, and across
town to the old mission compound. Mrs. Fisher was afraid to look out as they swung right over the little bridge
and up through the gate to the drive that meandered under tamarinds and margosas past the girls’ school and the
untended gardens to the bungalow. Every turn, every rut, every bump in the road now had the painful touch of
familiarity, and Mrs. Fisher could feel her heart quicken to a pounding, unbearable crescendo. Then the bandy
came to a stop, the bullocks snorting from the final sprint the driver had put them through, and Mrs. Fisher’s
throat went dry as she turned to climb out.
It had been her plan to dismiss the bandy and stay overnight in the bungalow, returning the next day by train or
bus. But somehow the moment of fulfillment was as far away as ever, and she knew it had been too late and too
hopeless from the start. As she looked up at the bungalow, she could see that everything about it had changed.
While it remained much the same in outline—the spacious verandahs, the red-tiled roof, the arched porticoes—the
insidious fingernails of time had picked mercilessly over everything, pulling down the vines and trellises,
scratching off the plaster, breaking in the shutters, pulling off tiles, shredding the woodwork. Deadness and ruin
lay over the place, exuding the stifling oppression of heat.
Almost mechanically Mrs. Fisher forced herself to climb the steps and enter the front room. The key she had
taken the trouble to secure from the mission secretary was quite useless because the doors were in such bad repair
that it had been an easy thing for someone to break in before her arrival. In mounting torment she passed through
one room after another. She knew these rooms—they were the scenes of birth and death, happiness and sorrow
and anger—all that meant anything to her had been encompassed by these crumbling walls—and yet in a way she
did not know them and they were strange to her. The life that had once filled and made real this empty shell had
long since fled. Remembering the plaque she had had inscribed with the 127 th Psalm, she went into the dining
room and dusted away the wall where it was, nearly obliterated:\fn{ What follows in the text is verses 3-5 only:}
Lo, children are an heritage of the Lord,
And the fruit of the womb Man’s reward.
As arrows in the hands of a warrior
So are the children of one’s youth.
Happy is he that hath a quiver of them;
For he shall not be put to shame
When he meets with his enemies in the gate.\fn{ The New Revised Standard Version reads as follows:
Sons are indeed a heritage from the Lord,
The fruit of the womb a reward.
Like arrows in the hand of a warrior
Are the sons of one’s youth.
Happy is the man who has
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His quiver full of them.
He shall not be put to shame
When he speaks with his enemies in the gate.}

The sight drew from Mrs. Fisher a sharp cry of anguish, and, crushed with her own loneliness, she turned and
fled from the house. She would never be able to bear the feeling of this place overnight; for as it was now it had
no attachment for her. In haste she gathered the awakened little Krishnan up into the bandy and told the surprised
driver to take them to the station at once. He complied, bewildered, and in a moment they were on the road again.
Mrs. Fisher sat with her head bowed and looked at the road unfolding slowly beneath her like a gravel ribbon
from a spool that was the axle of the bandy. It seemed to her, looking at the road, that all this time it was not really
the road but her own life that had been unfolding beneath her. She had been riding not into the past, as she had
supposed, but away from it. She had started out a young woman, young in hope, and now, unsuspectingly, age had
crept up on her to strike its heavy blow. Feeling Krishnan’s hand on her arm, she turned to him sharply.
“Well, what is it, boy, what is it?”
“Recess, Amma,” he said. .
Almost hatefully she called for the driver to stop while the boy got out and went to the bathroom. Apparently
the call had been urgent, and Mrs. Fisher was annoyed that he had not spoken sooner.
“Well, hurry up, hurry up!” she snapped furiously as he came back to the bandy. Her anger made him hesitate,
afraid to get in. Suddenly all the pain and futility seemed to sweep to the fore of Mrs. Fisher’s mind, focusing on
the boy. If the trip had been a failure, she could blame it on him. Yes, she could blame every last bit on him
because it was his fault.
“Oh, for heaven’s sake, child, get in!” she yelled.
He stood crouching to one side, still afraid, and for the first time his somber face crumpled to reveal emotion:
silently he wept.
Mrs. Fisher looked at him in surprise as if she had not really seen him before. His pants were wet slightly
where he had not gone to the bathroom soon enough because she had not thought to let him go. At the sight, her
anger melted away as if it had never been, and she was crushed with tenderness for him. Gathering him up into
her arms, she held him in a maternal embrace, his sweat and tears intermingling with her own.
After a while she sat him on the straw beside her, his small brown hand enclosed in her own. Despite the fact
that she knew he would some day grow up and leave her, she could not deny his need for her and her need for
him. All that was and would be she accepted now unquestioningly at face value, along with the ultimate bitterness
that would be her lot—that was the lot of all mothers—when he grew up. She just couldn’t help herself. And if
there was any mystery in that, then the mystery was also its own answer.
“Come, Krishnan,” she said as the bandy rolled out of the compound on its way to the station, and the town
and fields began circling again slowly about some distant immobile spot on the horizon and the place that had
held such promise and emptiness for her:
“I will tell you the story of a young woman who once lived in a house of many rooms filled with the long-ago
laughter of boys and girls.” …
69.142 The Woman Taken In Adultery\fn{by Dina Mehta (1928- )} Bombay?, Maharashtra State, India (F) 8
So grievous is the wound to his spirit when a man begins to doubt his virtuous wife, that I was glad the
possibility that I could cheat on him had never occurred to Bal in the seven years of our marriage. It was a case of
discretion being the better part of my ethics, I suppose. But I should have been alert enough to see that someone
else in the family was enlarging, perfecting her suspicions. Maybe I did not catch Gauri at this game because she
and I had been friends before we were espoused, within months of each other, to two of a very eligible trio of
brothers in a prosperous household that worshipped Vitthala as its family deity. True, you cannot expect a friend
turned-eider-sister-in-law to condone a flagrant act of unfaithfulness, but why had Gauri carried on as she had this
morning: screaming, cursing, squirming—as if it were her marriage bed I had defiled, her husband she had found
in my room and not Manju’s. Oh, granted that no one is the soul of charity at five in the morning; but a friend,
surely, would have put her fist in her mouth rather than create such a tamasha?
Now, alas, the damage has been done and I shall have to pay for it. In a matter of hours Bal will be home from
the garage he has turned into his haven, to discover that my lotus feet have turned into clay. I am frightened. I
could howl with fear and pain, but for years my keening and lamentation have been inaudible.
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Let me compose my thoughts. Why hasn’t Raj tried to see me? He must know 1’m anxious to learn what he
intends to say in our defense; or has brother Arvind, with his cold lawyer’s skill, already cracked him into
confession? Has Raj thrown caution to the winds and admitted everything? No, I hope he’s had the sense to go
straight to Surjit for counsel. He needs a friend. I need to talk to Surjit myself, to get a true bearing on the trouble
we have wrought, but the thought of scrutinizing my behavior by his unflinching standards suffuses me in shame.
My guilt also stops me from petitioning the father who is said to reside in heaven—or from plaguing the obliging
God in the puja room with my cries for succour.
What will happen to me? It was not so long ago that the lover and beloved, taken in adultery, were hacked to
death. I still remember Vandana’s shocked question in class—was it true, I had been asked, that in some parts of
our country the husband chopped off his wife’s nose if he suspected her of infidelity? True, I had answered. To the
children under my care I had resolved always to speak the truth. And I told the class how in my father’s
dispensary in a small northern town, a woman shrouded in a burkha used to come to doctorsaab to dress the nose
which was a hideous wound in a face cut up with a knife into a livid mass of criss-cross scars. After the dressing
she would lower the cloth flap to mask her entire face—except for the pair of tragic eyes that gazed out on the
world from behind an oblong inset of net in the ugly black opacity of her robe.
I am frightened. Bal is not a violent man despite his height and heft, his enormous thighs and forearms which
take up so much room every night as he lies inert beside me in bed. He would hesitate to stamp on a worm, I
know, but a blow from his hand could stun an ox. And the wronged husband would have to do something on his
return home, to avenge his honor. If only Bal had not decided to stay the night at the garage, tinkering with a
friend’s car because he had promised early delivery of it this morning, Raj would not have been tugged between
two beds till he left his wife sleeping on her back (Manju is pregnant again) to steal like a guerilla into his
brother’s room. He must have opened the door on its silent arc, eased it behind him, and watched over my bed as
he waited for my body to respond to his secret presence. My eyes fluttered open and I smiled up at him, for outlined in the moonlight from my window he seemed poised on a silver ledge of my dream. Then in a terrified
whisper I begged him to leave, this was too dangerous, I would call as arranged at his library at closing hour with
the pretext of changing my book. But he stooped and gathered me to him and I held on like a drowning person.
Dawn came faltering in and bleached the room as I rested against his chest, happy, satiated, my mouth grazing
his neck and ear, when past his shoulder my eyes looked down to find Vasu looking up at me from the floor like a
ghostly, leery invertebrate, his abnormally long tongue hanging out of his congenitally dislocated lower jaw. I
froze. For one rigid moment my mind tried desperately to recall the name the doctors have for the kind of
vegetating creature my six-year-old nephew is, for whom his mother will always have to wash and clean up and
do a hundred chores that he can never perform for himself. The scientific name was wiped clean out of my head,
but I could swear that the expression in the bulging, unfocused eyes was quizzical. And even as it raced through
my mind that Vasu held diffused knowledge of our transgression in the labyrinths of his imbecility, I knew that his
presence here could mean only one thing: Raj had not secured the bedroom door. If the latch had clicked into
place, Vasu could never have crossed the threshold. He would have had to alter his course, crawling and bumping
down the passage till he came to a stop in the living room at the end of it, like a runaway ball.
I sat up in one fluid motion.
“Go,” I said to Raj as I struggled into my clothes, “go quickly. Now!”
“What?”
“Get up, go!”
He must have caught the hysterical note in my voice, and the witless snufflings from the floor drew his
attention to Vasu stretched out like dough on the gray tiles. Raj was up in a bound and had pulled on his pajamas
when the door opened without a sound and Gauri stood framed in it. The next moment the bedroom light was on
with a vicious click. In the center of the room two stone images stood apart and mute with guilt, while Vasu made
inarticulate noises and rooted about in the dust at the foot of my bed.
Then the very air splintered as Gauri leapt forward to scoop up her heavy son, and with her mindless firstborn
cradled in her muscular arms began to revile us, first in halting spasms, then in a dreadful steady rhythm as the
surge of power built up within her. Her mouth below her thick glasses shaped itself into sinister contortions as if
she were a child before a mirror trying to frighten herself, and the words sounded like some wavering approach to
craziness. By the time she had gasped to a stop, husband Arvind was in the room in his singlet; and a bewildered
Manju was peeking, mouse-like, into the open doorway, at a loss, as usual, to know what was happening and too
timid to enter without the clear sanction of her in-laws. Behind her the servants of the house had lined up, eager
not to miss a thing.
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Old animosities streamed out of Arvind’s shrewd eyes as he comprehended the situation at a glance. But he
said nothing. With his long octopus arm encircling Gauri and their child, they were swimming out of the door
when I found my voice.
“It’s n-not what she thinks,” I stammered. “Let me expl—”
But a sharp, dismissive gesture of his hand cut me short. And I saw the look on Raj’s face as he plunged out
after them—it was a challenger’s face and I wanted to cry out to him not to say or do anything foolish. This was
not the time for pride or Maratha chivalry, but for continuing a masquerade. Because what had happened was like
the thunderous falling of a bastion that would render an entire family vulnerable—even bury in its rubble lives
that were barely above ground and those not yet in flower. But Raj had banged the door shut behind him and I was
left alone and trembling.
With the ebbing of the drama everything has gone quiet. A waiting has set in. Sonal came in just now to sweep
and swab the floor. When I did not respond to her usual chatter, she worked silently with broom and pail and
withdrew. Leela and Shaila must have left for school without taking leave of me—Gauri must have prevented her
daughters from coming to my room. Had they missed me when I was not there to supervise the brushing of their
teeth? Arvind must have driven off to his law office. Has Raj left for the library without seeing me? It is Manju’s
turn in the kitchen today and she was good enough to send in my mug of tea with Namdev, who darted sly glances
at me. Soon I shall have to face the other servants. How much had they heard outside my door?
Panic gripped me again as I thought of Gauri’s grotesquely twisting mouth—when had such enmity been born?
If she had unwittingly followed her son into my sanctum, would she have reacted with so much violence at what
she found there? No, she had bided her time. Nursed a lean dark bitterness of purpose in the growing solidity of
her body; gathered evidence like a sleuth for the two years that Raj and I have been lovers; then acted in spite
when the hour was ripe.
How could this virago be Gauri, my childhood friend?
Her wada in Satara was across the road from my own house. Her courtyard had a small fountain, mine had
none. In her rear it garden her mother grew flowers for worship—but I had lost my mother when I was a baby and
knew her only as the slender lady in a framed photograph in our front room. In it she wears her sari with the
pleats drawn backwards between the legs and chunky silver jewelry encircles her ankles. The central parting of
her hair is adorned with three decorative pieces and from one delicate nostril hangs a golden nath clustered with
pearls that tickle her rather determined young mouth. She looked valorous to me, despite being so encrusted,
rather like the Rani of Jhansi who had ridden her horse to battle against the British. So I fantasized about my
mother and Gauri agreed that there was something regal about her.
Gauri would have thought it disloyal to disagree with me over anything. In the same class at school, we pored
over our homework together, played phugdi till the gyrations made us dizzy together, even made it a point of
honor to have our measles together. We parted tearfully when I had to accompany Father to a place on the outskirts of Naini Tal, where he worked as house physician in a sanatorium for tubercular patients while I attended a
convent. Back home after three years the reunion of friends was brief, for I soon left Satara for Bombay where I
lived in a hostel till I completed my arts course at the university. And Gauri went to Nagpur to stay with her
maternal grandmother till she passed out of the university there with a science degree. In this period we
corresponded, came home for festivals and planned our vacations together. And a special bond was sealed when I
followed Gauri into the same sasura as bride of the second son only six months after she had entered as the eldest
daughter-in-law. Indeed, it was at the wedding that her mother-in-law had picked on me as the bride for
Balkrishna.
There was something gallant about Bal’s mother—the same quality I had imagined in my own—and I took to
her immediately. Tara Bhandarkar not only had a kind of ruined beauty—an exceptionally noble nose in the
slackening contours of her face—but I liked the way she laughed. And the fact that she was not a fussy
housekeeper. She was an excellent cook and I never minded, when later I became part of the household, that
whenever she invaded the kitchen she left an awful mess there: pots jammed into pots, jars, containers and the
flour bin left open, counter space heaped with fruit parings and bread crumbs and cluttered with cutting board and
rolling pin and ladles—all of which had to be cleaned up after her by servants and daughters-in-law. I liked also
what I had heard about her: left a widow at a relatively young age, she had amplified her modest assets with
audacious investments. She seemed to be always dealing competently with problems, making hard decisions,
soothing the jostled egos of her children—the benevolent sun around which they rotated.
It was during the wedding week that it was settled that Raj, her youngest son, who had tried his hand at this
and that without much success, would enter into partnership with his friend Surjit Singh, who owned a circulating
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library which was already a thriving business. I can see Tara Bhandarkar now as she sat tall and laughing in the
straight chair in the dining-room. The elderly relative who sat on her right was taciturn, not because he was deaf,
as I'd first thought, but because he wore new dentures. Besides his desiccated visage, Arvind’s clever face was
smooth as a plum and in his chair further down the table Bal somehow looked bigger and darker, as if the seriousness of the occasion had swarthily intensified his substance.
And Raj … his mouth tight with the anger that sparked his golden eyes, was the most beautiful male ever
fashioned. I had thought so the first time I had seen him at the Victoria Station where he had come with Gauri to
meet my train. Surjit, tall and hirsute, had accompanied them. On the crowded platform I was sorely embarrassed
when just as Raj picked up my cardboard suitcase the single clasp that I thought I had secured with my key (the
other one didn’t work), snapped open and the contents spilled out in a slow glissade: the sari I was to wear at
Gauri’s wedding, the gift I had wrapped for her and sundry other garments, intimate smalls and briefs …
Raj just stood there with an interested eyebrow cocked at the parade of secrets, while Gauri and Surjit helped
me to stuff them back into the dreadful bag. The task accomplished, I directed a flustered look at Raj. He grinned
back—and it hit me how like a young god he was. Picking up the lame bag he carried it easily in the loop of his
arm all the way to his waiting car. Raj smiled and laughed easily, like his mother, but at that after-dinner summit
he had been angry with Bal, who had said:
“Better be careful. He is a Sardarji.”
That came to me as a surprise, for one just could not think of Surjit as this versus that, as a Sikh distancing
himself from a Maharashtrian, or that his honor or security or identity resided in giving himself one religious or
militant label as opposed to another. Surjit was simply himself. In appearance tall and thin as a medieval Christ,
his long face not remarkable in any way, there was a great gentleness in him. On our very short acquaintance I
already thought of him as a friend and knew everybody round the table did so too, including Bal; then why did he
go on to say:
“Surjit has a cousin who’s a terrorist with a price on his head. We know that.”
“We also know,” returned Raj, “that Surjit’s uncle was pulled out of his house and murdered on his own doorstep in Delhi. Because he was a Surd.” Bal looked distressed.
“But,” he persisted, “that doesn’t alter the fact that Surjit’s cousin is fighting for Khalistan.”\fn{ A reference to the
Khalistan Movement, a Sikh nationalist movement that wants to create an independent state for Sikh people, via armed struggle or political,
inside north-western India, in imitation of a similar state which existed in Punjab from 1709 to 1849 and was called the Sikh Empire:W/H }

His mother interposed:
“Surjit has lived in Bombay for the last 12 years. He has nothing to do with Khalistan, I think you’ll agree to
that, Bal.”
“I’m not saying that he has,” said Bal doggedly, “but Sharad Tambekar is on the Khalistani hit list. If anything
happens to Tambekar, no Sikh’s life or property will be safe in Bombay. Things could go out of hand—”
“Provoked,” Raj interrupted hotly, “by the kind of politician you seem to believe in.”
“I trust no politicians,” said Bal, and spoke no more. Arvind took over.
“This Tambekar,” he said, “has his points. He showed remarkable restraint during an awkward situation at the
end of the Ganesh festival this year.”
“We know all about such awkward situations,” said Raj scornfully, “engineered skillfully by communal
organizations. A tazia procession collides with a Ganapati immersion procession year after year; and that is the
signal for someone like Tambekar to put on his secular mask and perform some amusing acrobatics—to restore
the very normalcy he planned to disrupt by his permanent stance of confrontation.”
“But you cannot deny,” said Arvind suavely, “that Tambekar is doing a lot for us Maharashtrians here.”
The elderly relative nodded vigorously.
“What I do not like,” observed his mother, “is this us business. If we talk of us, there is always a them. I also
fail to see where this argument is taking us. We are here to decide Raj’s future. And the relevant question is not
whether Surjit’s library is a likely target for looting and arson by separatists—unfortunately that can happen any
time anywhere in the world today—but whether it’s a sound business for Raj to sink his money into.”
“Well,” said Arvind, “Surjit invited me to check his books. And I can say he has a good thing going.”
“Right,” said his mother, “I will put down the money for Raj’s partnership in Surjit’s library. Draw up the legal
documents, Arvind, and bring them to me first. Raj is better at reading pretty girls’ palms.”
So the meeting had ended in laughter. But I felt a stab of pain that Raj had not yet asked to see my palm. He
picked up the car keys lying next to his plate and walked off. His manner to me for the rest of the week was off129

hand enough to be wounding. I was being treated like an extra in a Hindi movie and pointedly ignored him myself.
If I was impressed by the dispatch with which Tara Bhandarkar made her decisions, another facet of her
personality astonished me even more the following evening. She had invited me to a kirtan in her living room and
I dared not confess that the tedious repetition of the names of gods and other intermediaries of omnipotence, to
the accompaniment of the harmonium and cymbals and such noisy gadgets, usually gave me a migraine headache.
I rumbled ceaselessly to Gauri, but went along with her nevertheless.
A fat lady with an outsize vermillion daub like a smear of blood in the center of her forehead led the singing of
verses with a deeply religious meaning—the depth which I did not intend to plumb. It was thanks to my father
that I had remained rational. An agnostic to his bones, he had a mistrust of the bogs of sentimentality that lie
beyond perceived reality—and this trait his motherless daughter had imbibed from him. So though I sat with the
grounded ladies and took part in the chorus led by the wounded whale—even clapping my hands when I thought
my hostess was looking my way—I was hostile to the set-up and felt the familiar ache invading one side of my
head.
But then the ladies clamoured for Tarabai to sing. With eyes closed she sang a hymn to Vitthala and I was unprepared for the effect of her voice on me. It was as if she had cast off her body—it was a snake slough discarded
on the floor—and there was this melodious, disembodied voice, smooth and fragrant as sandal paste, introducing
me to something hitherto unencountered but always present in myself. It was like entering an unexplored room in
a house otherwise familiar to me. I stood on its threshold, poised between the known and the unknown, but when I
tried to walk in, spasms of awe and fear prevented me—and I became aware of a deep sense of loss. So bereft did
I feel, so impaled by a strange grief, that I had trouble hiding my tears.
But by the time I was in bed late that night after having chattered too much and dined too well in a household
geared to wedding festivities, the inexplicable sorrow was forgotten. Perhaps I could have fathomed this mystery
had Tarabai lived long enough; and today laid my woes at the feet of the god waiting so patiently on his brick in
the puja room. But by the third anniversary of my wedding day, my mother-in-law was dead of blood cancer. Ah,
Vitthala’s votary left before I could learn devotion from her.
I had not wanted Tarabai to die. She had gained a corner in my heart that was alive with song, alight with
lamps, strewn with flowers, redolent of incense. Surely we had been secret allies—in what valiant cause I could
not then discern. There had been an unspoken pact of trust between us, despite a certain unfinished business with
Bal, who from the start had shut his eyes at what he perceived in himself, who did not wish to be illumined. Had
she guessed that on the same bed we lay silent yards apart, and that each side was a dead end? Ah, perhaps I
should hate her now. But I cannot.
I was in Satara a fortnight after Gauri’s wedding, when my father received a letter from Shrimati Tara
Vasantrao Bhandarkar asking for my hand in marriage to her second son Balkrishna. It plunged me into total
confusion. I thought her choice somewhat arbitrary, to say the least. Why me? I had not much dowry to bring with
me. None of my ancestors had inherited or married or cornered a sugar-cane fortune. Nor was I connected with
the first families of Kolhapur or Nagpur—like Gauri was—and I was almost the same age as Bal (a few months
older, as it turned out). Also, I knew nothing about him except that I was apprehensive of his bulk at the same
time intrigued by the curiously childlike eyes set on some faraway object that forever eluded him. My other
problem was how to tear myself away from the teaching job that had come to mean so much to me.
My father was no help at all at this juncture. I faced no dilemma that he acknowledged. My reluctance to leave
him alone in his old age with a steadily declining practice was brushed aside as so much female pother. He was
convinced I had gone into the teaching profession as an afterthought—who would choose slave labor in a makeshift classroom crowded with little rustic non-achievers? No, my woman’s destiny was to teach school while
waiting for someone. One kind enough to marry me.
I wrote all my doubts and confusions to Gauri. But she was no help either. Jubilant at the turn of events—
rather like a general who claims credit for masterminding someone else’s coup—she urged me in letter after letter
not to pass up this opportunity.
“Think,” she crowed, “we’ll be real sisters at last!”
And so it was that I committed the folly. I migrated from the little backyard town to the great city with the
purpose of marrying a man I did not know at all. To do so, I abandoned an old father. I deserted Mukti, such a
bright child but likely to leave school before attaining functional literacy because her mother was pregnant every
year. I ditched Pandu, whose sodden uncle would hire him out to the fields at the age of eight now that the
aggressive masterni was not there to block this move. And Sushila and Pragna would now stay permanently away
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to attend to siblings and domestic chores while their mothers sold cow dung cakes and washed utensils in the
houses of the rich. In any case, of the 15 girls enrolled in Class I, four would be lucky to reach Class Y, so what
was I fussing about?
My marriage to Bal took place before hundreds of people. Raj was present at all the festivities, of course, but
we studiously avoided each other’s eyes, as if afraid of … trespass? Were we fearful that our yearning had already
outstripped the slow melting of our reserve? All I can say is that I entered my marriage resolved to be a good wife
to Bal.
And I clung to Tarabai. I had no hesitation in calling her Mother. But she, had she realized to what a profound
degree she had conspired against me? Did she know the hoop she was putting me through—marriage to a son who
on his wedding night had muttered something into his pajama lapel as he fumbled for me in bed, then turned on
his side and fingered the edge of the sheet while he stared up at the ceiling? Did a handsome lad, slim and
debonair, who wore his hair in a ponytail and a silver cross at his neck, tug at Bal’s thoughts that night? It is
possible, of course, that Mother had ignored the signals like me (the whole of that first year I had felt unwanted,
inadequate, but jumped to no conclusions), and acted in all innocence. Or had she acted out of constancy to her
faith, believing that in me she had found someone strong enough to make a man of her son?
On my wedding day Gauri had been radiant. And hugely pregnant. The baby that was on its way filled our
thoughts to the exclusion of almost everything else in the months that followed. Then the blow had fallen. What
had she done wrong? What had he? Oh yes, causes are trotted out to parents why cretins, mongoloids, microcephalics, are born to them. There are reasons for such awful disarray of humanity as misshapen heads, unfinished
spines, leaking nerves, bodies out of plumb—but what do they all boil down to? That they are God’s chemical
mistakes? Cellular blunders? Hormonal excuses?
Arvind blamed the genetic disaster on the confluences of stars in their respective horoscopes, but don’t you
expect lovers, not lawyers, to feel star-crossed?
I saw with my own eyes how the searing disappointment of giving birth to a defective child darkened Gauri’s
creamy complexion. But she was not the one to whine. With everything having gone so wrong with her first baby,
she had stoically faced her later pregnancies and the two daughters born to her in quick succession were perfect.
In every way. But in a few short years Gauri herself had thickened into a shapeless, lank-haired creature wearing
fat bifocals behind which her eyes retreated into a terrible secrecy. For she was shamed by her new body. I wanted
to tell her that in time we are all evicted from our youth anyway, then from our beauty, then from life itself. My
eyes tried to give her this courteous message, they tried to tell her, my dear, it’s no big deal, it’s nothing at all, I
hardly notice … And though she became loud, aggressive and unfriendly whenever I offered to help with her son,
she must have known that I adored her girls. Isn’t it time we talked about the hurt, I would signal mutely to Gauri,
oh for God’s sake let’s talk before it’s too late … But always she had turned her resentful face away or ordered her
eyes into thick glassy distances.
So we never did have that talk, about her problem or mine. And if she felt sorry for my childlessness, she knew
I was honey for my golden lover. At his touch I bloomed, while misfortune had blighted her. This was the injury,
that festered in her till generosity turned into envy and the accord of friends into the antagonism of rival women.
This I should have understood the day Mother presented each of us with apaithani sari with the words:
“For Raj’s wedding day.”
With a flash of her frosted eyes at me that was like the throwing of a gauntlet, Gauri had said:
“So the negotiations will go through? I don’t think Osha approves of this Manjula. Not for Raj.”
I had a ready face to meet any comments that might touch on my relationship with Raj. This face I turned on
Gauri and said:
“On the contrary, I shall be happy if the match goes through.” It was the one way out of our cruel impasse, I
had persuaded Raj. With his young bride installed in the house his affair with the elderly siren would come to a
natural end. And even Raj had no idea of the wintry contractions of my heart as I pleaded my case to him against
myself. When Mother left the room, Gauri said:
“I suppose Manjula will do after all—with her soft calf soul. So sweet and stupid!”
I was the stupid one, for though shocked by the malice that tipped her words, I remained unaware of what had
shaped it.
My bed feels illicit. Tonight I shall sleep on a couch in the glassed-in verandah. Perhaps Bal will order me not
only out of his bed but out of the house. What then? Where shall I go? That I am involved with his brother will
tear at his guts. Should I pretend to him that Gauri’s vile accusations are the figment of a jealous mind? But the
pure solitary bewilderment I’ve often marked on Bal’s face will stop my lies and I shall offer to immolate myself.
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I drew a shuddering breath and the smell of phenyl rose to my nostrils from the scrubbed floor. And I recalled a
conversation with Surjit last week when I had described a recurrent dream of suicide—and how waking up each
time I found the implements of self-destruction in my room: a matchbox on my pillow, a tin of kerosene at the
foot of my bed. Had I received notice in my dreams, I had asked Surjit, that my fate was to go up in flames like a
daughter-in-law harassed for dowry?
Surjit had smiled.
“Doesn’t Bal smoke?”
He held Vasu in his arms and I could see that the child’s head was as large as his turban. He was the only
outsider Gauri did not resent handling her son.
“Bal smokes,” I answered, “but never in bed. And the matchbox is never his.”
Saliva ran down Vasu’s chin and Surjit did not mind that it dropped on his kurta front. It would have been
pointless to wipe Vasu’s mouth, because the flow never stopped.
“You must be bringing it in from the kitchen yourself,” said Surjit.
“The matchbox? No.”
“Absent-mindedly?”
“No. And the tin of kerosene?”
“Floors are sometimes washed with a mix of water and kerosene. Why, it was Bal who told me there was
nothing like it to keep the tiles gleaming.”
“Our floors are washed with phenyl.”
I said no more on the subject and Surjit looked at me for a long moment as if he were asking me questions
about me. And I swear I was about to blurt out my guilt and anguish when in his arms Vasu went into a
convulsion. Surjit held him closer and when it was over I said:
“Why does it have to be like this, with Vasu?” Surjit said tranquilly:
“How do you know it isn’t all right as it is, with Vasu?”
If anyone else had said that I would have been furious. But Surjit’s life was shot through with a luminous
serenity. He could experience contentment even with Vasu in his arms! And thus without fail he had sat at
Mother’s side for some time each day in those last months as she had filled less and less of her bed. He was so
like a son to her that no one was shocked that he held her hand even while, under the sheets, her shrunken body
emptied its small waste into the bedpan. Each day, drawing her strength from a source deep within her, she had
renounced more and more therapy and he had supported her decisions. Seconds before the end came he had
placed his hand on her brow and she had smiled up at him before her eyes clouded over.
“My mother-in-law,” I said to him abruptly, “can you say she was a religious woman?” And before he could
answer went on, “It’s absurd to think that someone with such liberal secular values could have held irrational
beliefs.”
Here Gauri had entered the room and without a glance at me but with a smile for Surjit, carried Vasu away for
his meal.
“Why not?” said Surjit after Gauri had left. “Tarabai learned her democracy at the feet of the best teachers of
all, the poet-saints of Maharashtra. They had no hierarchy, no credo, no sacraments, but all distinctions melted
away in their ardor for Vitthala. In fact, our best liberals have always been mystics.”
When I raised skeptical brows, he talked of Raja Ram Mohan Roy and his impassioned fight against the
burning of widows.
“And has the West known a greater liberal than Jesus of Nazareth?”
I nodded and for a moment was lost in thought: yes, the Christ had dined with publicans. He had suffered a
prostitute to sit at his feet. He had saved an adulterous woman from the mob that had gathered to stone her to
death. I blinked back my tears and said:
“Interesting. But Surjit, take a good look at the realities of today. Aren’t the killers on the streets religious
maniacs?”
“No,” he replied with quiet force. “A five-time namazi, a man who performs puja in his sanctum or reads the
Granth every day, is never found in street riots.”
Violence. I’m afraid of violence. I try to keep my mind fallow but the images multiply. Will Bal come after me
wielding a piece of driveshaft from the garage? What must it be like to be shot dead? Or perhaps my guilty
dreams have been prophetic, and garlands of fire will embrace my flesh after he ignites this white sari I’m
wearing. I try to stay calm as if I’m being graded for courage—like I used to grade the examination papers for my
class. But my mind is assembling a jumble of hideous possibilities—and I need to talk to Surjit.
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He answered my first ring. I cupped my hands round the telephone in the living room as if spies were trying to
overhear.
“Surjit, I must talk to you.”
“Osha? Is Raj at home?” came his answering voice.
“Raj! Hasn’t he come to the library today?”
“He did, but we did not meet. He went out again leaving a note for me with Maya.”
“But where did he go?”
“To Bal’s garage, he said in his note.”
My face, and neck were covered with sweat and I could not speak.
“Osha?” He sounded concerned now. “Anything wrong? Is Bal stuck out there? There’s some unrest in the
city.”
I wanted to scream, but my shaking voice only managed a hoarse whisper:
“I’ve got to see you!”
“I’ll be with you as soon as I see Maya home.”
Surjit hesitated.
“I’ve been trying to contact Bal’s garage to ask them to stay put. Trouble’s brewing on the streets and I may
have to shut the library—”
With a trembling hand I crashed down the receiver on his last words and ran back to my room.
Around noon a knock on my door announced lunch, but I called out that I wasn’t hungry. What was Raj up to?
Trying to be a hero? Bal’s garage was miles out, at the furthest confines of the city, almost at the foot of the first
staircase of hills which spiral into the Western Ghats. Wedged between the highway and a disused railway gauge,
a dirt track rose steeply to a crest to open out on a flat terrain on which Bal had built a stone shed, his garage-cumworkshop. In the nights the large paved yard in front of it, littered with infirm and dismantled vehicles, was as
brilliantly lit as the interior of the shed which housed a lathe, tools and work benches. A metal desk stood in one
corner equipped with a table lamp, a telephone and an overhead fan, where the paperwork was handled by
handsome Dom, a slim youngster with long silky hair who reported to work in flowered shirts which bloomed
exotically against the moss and lichen on the wall behind him. Behind the shed, a rough-hewn rock cistern was
fed by rainwater during the monsoon. In the dry season yellow speargrass stabbed one’s ankles here and leafless
shrubs crouched over useless railway lines that disappeared into the denser foliage of the hills and ravines of the
Sahyadri range.
This was Bal’s territory, his jagir. He rode out to it on his Yamaha and ruled over it like a feudal lord—except
that he loved to work with his hands. Here, not only did he direct his team of five mechanics, he could not resist
stepping into greasy overalls himself. The workshop was also his fortress, an ideal setting for the defensive
struggle he did not know he was waging against himself. He felt self-sufficient here, like someone prepared for an
indefinite siege. There were no loopholes in his battlements that I could ever find and, thus fortified, he spent
heartless hours away from home.
When in the mornings I woke by his side with an intolerable sense of imprisonment and tried to tell him, over
the years, in devious ways, that it was all right, that people did have alternate lifestyles these days, Bal responded
with a kind of agonized withdrawal. His forehead became creased and damp, at his sides his thick calloused fingers with their nails bitten to the quick twitched helplessly till I desisted out of pity for the giant’s inarticulateness.
Raj used to say that Bal’s imagination stopped at carburetors, but I was not so sure. Once when I was sitting
anxiously by the phone, awaiting news of my father who had taken ill, he reached out and touched my face, as if
he had wanted to do this many times before. And perhaps a tiny circlet of worry grasped him fiercely about the
heart as he revved a faulty engine, or expertly turned the bolts on a wheel, or lay on his back gazing up into the
bowels of an ancient Fiat—enough to make him wriggle out from under whatever was weighing on him and send
him kickstarting his Yamaha to come racing home to me.
But then Dom would be out in the yard, waving a sheaf of papers for him to sign, as graceful (but not as naïve)
as a girl in his ponytail and floral shirt and silver cross, aware of the aberration in his employer whose huge hand
trembled whenever it touched his. And Dom would take half a step back as if to examine the leaking radiator of a
caved-in truck and briefly, casually, press his narrow hip against the solid flank behind him as Bal tagged after
him to his table.
Why had Raj gone storming into this citadel? For a confrontation, a showdown?
And where was Surjit? He had said something about unrest in the city, but I had not read the morning papers.
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Gauri seemed to have gone into hibernation, but perhaps Manju had caught the two o’clock news? She did not
call me a slut, tart or whore—which would have been a reasonable thing to do—when I invaded her room. Manju
was watching a video cassette. Holding her pregnancy like an outsize coconut in her lap she crouched amongst
satin cushions, one side of her head resting on the sofa arm, looking like an engaging little mouse with an earache.
Manju sleeps a lot, pisses a lot, has swings of mood and is close to tears most of the time. This is so after her first
two miscarriages which I secretly believe were caused by her fear/disgust of Vasu. Does she dream she will give
birth to a monster? She pressed the stop button on the remote control in her hand and Amitabh Bachchan faded
away on the screen in midkick.
“Oh yes, the news,” she said vaguely in answer to my question. “They said Sharad Tambekar had been shot
and a call for a bandh went out. Shops were ordered shut. Some buses were stoned.” I swallowed hard.
“They’ve got the man who shot Tambekar?”
“No, no, it turned out to be a false alarm. Just a firecracker. Tambekar is alive, he made an appearance on TV. I
saw him.”
“You did? And he claimed he’d been mortally wounded by a squib?”
“Oh no. He asked the city to remain calm and return to normalcy.”
Her guileless eyes were more than I could bear.
“Wait,” she called as I was about to leave the room and I told myself, here it comes: the volley of accusations,
the tears, the vituperation. But Manju put a timid hand on my sleeve and said:
“Akka, I think—I know I will lose this child also and,” her lips trembled, “he will send me away for being a
cursed creature.”
A great protective tenderness welled up in me as I gazed on her bowed head. And it was at this moment the
resolve was born in me: let the brothers bludgeon themselves into shapeless heaps if they wanted to, let Raj lose
his profile to Bal and let Bal come home to mop up his nosebleed—he would find me gone. The crippling malady
of indecision behind me, I sat with Manju and held her hands in mine. Most assuredly, I told her she was not
cursed. She dropped her babies because she had this fear of giving birth to a defective child—but the odds against
that were one in ten million. Accuracy in figures was never one of my strengths but I think I convinced her. It
would take a Surjit, of course, to convince her that Vasu was beautiful.
Back in my room I packed my things in my old cardboard suitcase; then sat on a chair, feeling stranded, like a
train stalled between stations till Surjit walked in with a torn lower lip. A glance at his face told me that he had
heard the details of the Bhandarkar scandal.
“Who told you?” I asked. “Raj? And did he also biff you one?”
Surjit smiled, though it must have pained him to do so.
“This was earned in a scuffle,” he touched his lip, “with a policeman who was trying to haul off a Sikh taxidriver to the police station for no fault of his.”
He shrugged.
“Harassment thrives. My friend Jaspal is in hospital with a knife wound. Luckily, it’s not serious.”
“Is the library all right?”
“When I left it, yes. Raj is there now.”
“Well, and what is Bal’s decree for me? As you see, I’m packed and ready for my marching orders.”
“Where will you go?” asked Surjit quietly.
I did not answer at once. I was wondering if I had the courage to tear up my city life and return to Father as
secondhand kin, demoted to that position because he had at my suggestion installed a cousin and his wife in his
home for the past year, to look after him. Cousins are not usually considerate to a daughter of the house who turns
up like a counterfeit coin, their wives even less so. But perhaps I could live in the cottage on our grounds that unfortunately lacked electricity, running water and an indoor lavatory but did have a pucca roof. And I could perhaps
teach again.
“I will go home to Father,” I told Surjit.
He nodded and the absence of condemnation in his gaze made me want to weep. “Raj has asked me to assure
you that he stands by you,” he said. “And will take you away with him any time you wish it.”
“You mean elope with me to paradise? We can’t,” I replied bleakly. “There’s Manju to think of. What is Bal’s
message?”
“Osha, there was no time for messages,”
Surjit hesitated.
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“Dom was killed on the street this morning. An armed mob stopped his bus because two Sikhs were traveling
on it and the bullets went wild.”
I could not get my breath back.
“Dom is dead?”
“Yes.”
“And Bal?”
“Bal laughed like a loon when he first heard it. Raj was with him when they brought up Dom’s body. The
blood from his chest wound had flowered into an enormous poppy on his printed shirt front. Bal turned white then
went into shock. He has not spoken a word since.”
I nodded. When he comes out of his shock, Bal will have some thinking to do, work out a nightmare of
complications, face facts he had so painstakingly distanced. But nothing would fall into place for him without
some-one around to listen. I had been ready to walk out on him, but sitting silently beside Surjit I experienced an
odd insight: my husband owed me what I had imagined to be my due all these years. I must forgive him this
massive debt if I hope to be forgiven myself.
That is why I am waiting for Bal.

69.113 When The Peacock Cries\fn{by Jayanta Mahapatra (1928- )} Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India
(M) 2
After three years Ganesh is on the lookout for his optimism. Three years of picking roses together, Nimi and
he, thumbing away each petal, the celebration and the game. Reaching together for the gleams of moonlight,
tugging at their aches which twisted down to the concealed roots deep inside themselves.
All right: Ganesh is a science graduate, twenty-seven years old. Intensely aware of summers, the flower-people
way, the open white nights. He makes no mistakes, lives life with a capital L, and seems quite fond of his wife.
Perhaps he is afraid of dying. But he won’t say so. He likes dark clothes, rules the world through tinted glasses,
and sleeps naked under the sheet. White sheets, and after colored movies in the dark. Strips Nimi clean through,
even the soft skin she wears. Peels her like an apple. Not that she’s made that way any more. After three unlocked
years.
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Exhausted, he strides home, flings his blind body on the bed. He would like to lock the thousand times in ice.
Be done with it for ever. A thousand times, and on the thousand and oneth time you have to play it cool, as if it
was the first.
Let us dissolve in gladness what we have, the familiar.
In the university he would be awake, wildly searching for the flash of light in the vague unhappiness of twilight. The bats slowly swinging in from afar; wet wings through the soft gray rain, and he wondering what was
holding them up—the huge trees floundering along in the dark or the noises of city moonlight. Standing under the
unreal branches between classes, watching the girls go by; their flashy clothes fitted to masks cultivated
unconcern. And he would fall into their eyes and feel the sudden sweep of joy in it; then to guess the approximate
frequency of the color each one sent back, a little pastime and you’re sweating under the thin shirt you wore.
Ganesh’s favourite color is red. The longest wave in the spectrum. About seven-thousand and eight-hundred in
Angstrom units. Specially suited to excite the body’s climate to love. And violence.
On their first night they would not make love at all. Their fingers were glass. And their touch was crammed
with silence.
And so it begins with everyone. Travel cautiously, without lights, feeling for the hidden bumps on the grave.
Ah, enchantment.
Their neighbours, Dr. Som and Mrs. Som, three grownup daughters: Rita, Sita and Nita. A common wall
between the two houses, serving a purpose. Like away from the wall, we can safely observe one another. At a
distance, flesh appears quaint, bride-veils can fall away, to purpose. And spring shall endure.
These girls are real. Ganesh can drown in the three of them all the time. And wear himself out without
knowing it.
“Hello, Sita. Back so early?”
She wears her clothes like a fish. Walks like a model displaying a new mod dress. Her hips are in earnest.
Youth’s scarlet functions on her face. He watches her secretly, standing behind Nimi, who is talking to the girl.
They laugh. Sunset over the wilted yard.
The hawk hits against the door, struggling to fly, bangs on the door repeatedly.
Ganesh is a coward. He is fond of Nimi, his wife, fond of the sun’s whiteness that fills his timid heart. But she
remains what she is. A house, the interior clean and good and open, as if waiting only to fulfill its private vow.
Her large eyes hide the red flaming burst of Simul inside her. She is the wife whose grief is not enough; who will
only touch him with the long brown silence waiting along the shore.
After the thousandth time he draws blood from her lips until it hurts. She will not understand his change, this
light striking the windowpanes. And he loves his wild little act.
“Why can’t you dress like Sita?”
“Are you mad? Why should I?”
She no longer scrapes his skin. He would close the lag with a certain madness, to kill the throe of pain in his
groin. He rushes her to the tailors, fits her out with overgrown pride, and begs her to parade before him.
“I would like to take a picture of you in that outfit,” he says.
He closes his eyes, stares at the flat white of ceiling, and waits for her to bring him his afternoon tea. Back in
his head somewhere, he sees her as she usually is, clothed in old-paper-white, moving across the room. If only she
would costume herself in the latest trend, with a bit more color, it would matter to him perhaps. Not just any way.
Any old way.
He laughs. The photograph in the glossy mag\fn{Magazine} hits him in the chest. Stretched out on the earth, the
coquette rules him. He makes an effort to control himself.
“Nimi,” he calls.
When she walks up to him, he tries to avoid her gaze. She has the same thick feet, cracked about the edges.
Problems, how are they solved—even small insignificant ones such as these? The woman with the cracked feet
who is a wife because her feet are cracked. And she’s a wife. Nothing changes but the good body made from a rib.
You have to look at her most of the time. Oh hell!
“Flick on that dress, will you? Hurry. I want to see you in it, now.”
“Oh God. Now?”
“Yes.”
“Sometimes I can’t get you at all. Three years and I can’t put my hand around the corners. I don’t even know
what’s there on your back, whether it’s the same cool and naked skin I have. The way you turn me on and on.”
“Like this we’re getting nowhere.”
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Ganesh will raise his voice of course.
“Well, there's nothing we can do now. Get into it at once.”
If this is how love is. The entire project to keep the thing going, at any cost. As long as the stone is falling
through the air, the air doesn’t seem to exist. On the ground, waiting for sharp gusts to roll the stone, an inch to
the east, perhaps the same distance to the west.
On the classical theory, an electron moving around the nucleus of an atom would not stay in its circular path.
Radiating energy, it would slowly spiral down and ultimately bury itself in the nucleus. The big laugh of physics.
Hell!
So now he rolls himself a cigarette. Settles comfortably, his heart between his hands. The hands which would
start with such slim fingers to feel the throb of the calyx. Into, and unsure of what he was to seek. Some nakedness?
Nimi.
What was there for him besides her? Empty the heart, and there she was, filling it from nowhere, this fiction,
saving the familiar emptiness. His. And if this is how love is: a plain, simple enough of your pulling on a new
dress, to make yourself into someone else, to keep me from falling into my central nucleus. If only we could not
be sure of the next moment and the next. The calm of not falling, feet propped on the hard metal.
Let us not go home.
Let us not find the corpse of peace, to bed.
Let us pay the price of our pain.
The evening wind strikes the windowpanes. It is the beginning of another cruel Indian summer. There are
sounds in the bathroom, some of them strange, those he can’t make out. She must be getting into the tight sheath
of the dress.
She must get into the concrete of Sita. He must smell her sweat, seal himself in her moist armpits of love.
The sky has turned dark all of a sudden. Miles away, across the fields, something approaches. The winds have
stopped.
A peacock cries over and over again in the still branches as the bathroom door quietly opens.
He thinks of a new way, the thousand and oneth time.
68.45 Third Seat! Seventh Row!\fn{by Jyotish Jani (1928- )} Peas Village, Kheda District, Gujarat State, India (M)
2
On that third seat over there! I mean, the one on the third seat in seventh row!
Take a close look at him. No, you have to do it carefully so that he does not notice you. Saw him? That’s the
very one. Third seat, seventh row to the eighth. He’s the one we talked about in the bus.
How the hell we two came to be acquainted, eh? Well, we used to see each other on the 8.15 bus from the
Central. Started with a “Good morning” or a “How-do-you-do?” Then, he asked me my name and took my
address. The very next day—you know what? He arrived at my house, straightaway.
He did, yes! And, directly, he resumed the talk we had left unfinished last time on the 8.15 bus. Exactly two
hours later he left, the talk still unfinished, and with a “See-you-again!”
About that talk? Well, there was never much in what he said. But, what floored me, above all, was the way he
came to my house. A fear gripped me ever since, that he might come again. And, so he did. He became such a
pest. He plagued me with visit after visit. I wished he’d leave me in peace and to myself. I started leaving home
early. And wouldn’t return till late in the night. I did it, knowingly to avoid him.
Now, now! Don’t you stretch your neck that far. He should not turn his head in our direction. He should not
catch us staring at him. But, suppose he does, wouldn’t it be wiser to sink ourselves a bit in our seats and keep
clear of him?
It’s time the curtain went up. Maybe, it would go up now. And the light would go off. It would be dark, then.
And, he’d not be able to see us. We don't have to worry about him once the lights are off. But, till that time. . .
Strange, isn’t it, that only a while ago in the bus we were talking about him. By God, I had not the ghost of an
idea that we’d see him here. That third seat, seventh row.
I’ll tell you a secret. In spite of all my attempts to avoid him, whenever he paid me a visit—be it morning or
evening or late at night—I felt as if I was expecting his visit. I do not know why I had this feeling. I even started
expecting him on a particular day and at a particular hour. Believe it or not, I started staying at home at the
appointed hour. I don’t know what to call it. Some kind of premonition … or hypnotism … what! But, it just
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happened … it did!
One day, suddenly being scared that he may drop in early in the morning, I got off the bed at day-break. At six,
to be precise. Didn’t even wait to brush my teeth or wash. Straightway, I went out. Stayed out all day long.
Returned home late in the night. Changed. And stretched on the bed.
“Gosh! He’d not come now!”
When behold! A knock at the door. And who else? It was he! The hour was ten-thirty. Bursting in, he
announced:
“I had made up my mind that the first thing that I should do in the morning would be to pay you a visit. We’d
have a late night session, you see!”
“I see!” I repeated.
But, that’s how it happened. And once it did, it happened again. And again. His visits put me off my balance.
What could I do? I got so scared of his visits at unearthly hours that for a few nights I made it a practice to leave
home as soon as it got dark. Wouldn’t return till next afternoon. Somehow, I’d manage it at some friend’s place.
Even then …
After one such truant afternoon, I came back home at four. It was an hour I least expected him. But, he came,
all right.
“That’s it!” he said, “I knew I’d find you home. You see, the whole of the last week I just couldn’t come this
side even briefly. But I was somewhat doubtful about finding you in. I must say you are truly a home-keeping
type. I get you every time I come. Now, to continue from where we had left off the last time …”
And, he was back on the same old track, consuming full two and a half hours before he left.
Usually, he dropped in every third or fourth day. And yet, there was nothing fixed about his visits. That was the
strangest part of it.
Once it so happened he came to my place for six days consecutively. The same old talks. And even after six
consecutive visits, his unfinished yarn remained still unfinished.
To avoid him, I went away to another town for fifteen days. There was no other earthly reason to take that trip.
I did it only to avoid him. I left a note at the gate. For him, of course. I said I’d not be back for two or three
months.
With that outing I thought I had got rid of him once and for all. But, had I? On the seventeenth day—to the
count he knocked at my door. It was early morning. He walked in, saying:
“Now, now, don’t you blame me. I didn’t show you my face these seventeen days.”
As usual, he carried on with the same nonchalance. As if he were picking up the lost thread of an old tale. To
add to it he had also a detailed resume of what happened and what not during the fortnight. In all he took full
three hours.
No! He never needed a welcoming cup of tea or coffee to open up. Far from it, he hardly ever bothered
whether I offered him anything or not. It surprised me. He didn’t even ask for a glass of water in all the three
hours he was with me on his last visit.
Talking about that last visit. . . I was extremely tired and confused and totally exhausted at the end of it.
I stayed indoors all the time. I wanted to move out, but I just couldn’t. It was as if my legs had lost all their
power and initiative to move. I had the habit of taking a walk down Bhikhabhai Park every evening. But after that
traumatic experience of listening to his torrent of words for three hours at a stretch, I was in no mood to do
anything.
One evening, I tried to put my feet into the sandals. I said, I’d go out for a walk today. But, I couldn’t, I just
couldn’t bring myself up to my normal activities. I took the sandals off, one by one. I stayed home.
And, oddly enough, I started awaiting his arrival! Day in and day out—be it evening, night, morn or noon—he
would drop in at any hour. He would just barge in. And would tell his twice-told tale, a third time again, right
from the beginning, give it a twist here or there, leave it hanging in the air where he left, and when he came again,
would pick up the thread and start afresh. That “return” of his would always be unscheduled—it could be on that
very night or the next or the next thereafter. It could be during daytime. Or, he may come after a week. But, he’d
come—unfailingly …
Whether his visits were of any utility to me, whether they were of any interest to me at all, whether they made
any sense so far I was concerned—well, with his innumerable visits, all these were irrelevant. What mattered now
was just that he’d come! That’s all.
In the beginning, when he started coming to my place, I had suggested that we may meet in some public park.
Or, near the Town Hall. Or, for that matter, why not have a stroll down the river embankment. Or, a walk over the
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bridge. Or, let’s meet in the bazaar. Let’s have dinner together. There were a hundred and one places where we
could have met and have our talks. I had made a number of suggestions. But, they had hardly mattered a whit to
him.
“We’ll see,” he’d say. And go on with his story. An incessant torrent of words. To which I had no other
recourse but to listen!
That torrent of words was, perhaps, his hallmark. I don’t remember him as a person ever sitting silent or just
relaxing. It was always he who talked. I had to listen. He won’t give me a chance to break in. Didn’t I tell you, at
times he’d barge into my place and would hardly take off his shoes, and the torrent of words would gush forth!
During those early days, I tried not to listen to him. I even tried to interrupt his talk. But to no avail—those
efforts proved futile. It was as if I felt helpless before his flow of words. Thereafter, it became a practice that he
did all the talking and I just listened … and listened … and listened … I even tried to cut short his talks by leaving
in the middle. I’d suddenly get up. I’d say I was going to the toilet. Or I’d not offer any excuse and would simply
vanish for half an hour or so. But, these interruptions hardly bothered him. In fact, he always remained so
engrossed in his own yarns that it mattered little to him the way the other person behaved. He would unfailingly
carry on from where he left last time. He’d repeat his check-point. And then proceed in the same strain in the
same manner, in the same vein, even repeating the same adjectives.
Oh no! you mean the subject … his theme? There wouldn’t be anything interesting about his tales. The only
thing extraordinary about him was his endless talks.
Yes … well, now the hall is all packed. They’ll raise the curtain any minute, and announce …
But, listen. I cannot help telling you what happened one night. Call it a nightmare, or whatever you like. It was
a cloudy sky. It could rain any moment. There were even flashes of lightening in the sky. He came and on entering
the room, took out nearly ten to twelve pairs of chappals to my utter bewilderment. He walked to me and I saw
him still with a pair of chappals on! He too saw to it and said:
“Oh!”
He went back to the door. But when he came again, there was still a pair of chappals on his feet. I stared and
stared. I was dumb-struck. He said, “excuse” and once again went back to the door and took off ten to twelve
pairs.
He’d come, go, take off the chappals! Come again to find chappals again on his feet, would say, “excuse” …
Frankly, I don’t remember how long it continued. At last when he came and took. his seat, my eyes were glued to
his feet—I do not remember whether he really could take off his pair of chappals. I only remember that when he
left me, I could move only a little after much effort.
His visits continued while I lost my will to move. Oh, yes! During the earlier days of his visits, I used to
remember the topic of his conversation or the person about whom he talked. Not that I have totally forgotten …
no, I won’t say that. But you see, it has lost all significance. If you are curious I can certainly tell you what he
talked about. But, then, that is all.
Did you hear ,that? That voice on the mike? Soon, very soon—there will be an announcement. Don’t you see
the hall is all packed? The buzzing would stop—it would then be pin-drop silence. A little more waiting would
help.
Please sit down! Don’t you move to the front rows. Of course! He's there on the third seat, seventh row. Just
take a look—quick look.
But why … why are you staring at me, eh?
Let’s listen to the announcement! Look! At this last moment, they are disturbing us. They say, we’ve taken the
wrong seats. They’re asking us to move on the seventh row!
34.161 The Waiting\fn{by Mohammad Mankad (1928- )} Paliad, Gandhinagar District, Gujaret State, India (M) 4
It was hardly a week after Diwali when the shepherds and the kolis clashed on the outskirts of Pratapgadh and
two shepherds lost their lives.
Things had been boiling for a long time, but no one had imagined that there would be such a sudden
confrontation and exchange of blows and fisticuffs between the two sides. When the news reached the village, the
people had a rude shock. They could hardly believe what they had heard.
But people were stunned still more when the matter went to the court and Mohan was sentenced to life
imprisonment. Mohan was in the prime of his youth. His wife Lakhu had just come to her husband’s house after
the “sending off” ceremony at her father’s house to the husband’s house. Mohan was not the only one involved in
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that clash. There were eight other kolis and seven shepherds. But all except two had been acquitted by the court.
Ravalo, the shepherd, had been sentenced for five years and Mohan for life. None in Pratapgadh was surprised
that Ravalo had received five years. But people were really puzzled why Mohan had been sentenced for life. It
seemed the whole blame had been heaped on his head.
So it was. But what next? Now the dust had settled down. But as there were more kolis than shepherds in
Pratapgadh—that was the beginning of the real problem—what about Lakhu who was tall and slim and graceful
like a newly carved wooden doll? Would she wait till …
Oh, no—people shook their heads in disbelief. What hope! Walking out of the husband’s house and going to
another man was, after all, nothing unusual among the kolis. And surely, Lakhu could not be blamed. She was
slightly dark but like celluloid and she was childless as yet. Except the aged mother, there was no one else in
Mohan’s family. Lakhu’s way was clear. People in Pratapgadh waited for Lakhu’s next move, like a heron waiting
for the fish, expecting her to go to some other man any day.
But if she decided to go to some one—well—who would be that man? That was anybody’s guess.
Lakhu was indeed free. There was only the old mother-in-law, and none at all to stop her, obstruct her or to
create any trouble in the interest of the community. From her side she had a brother, Kanji, and father Sukhowho
was old. They were both straight and simple. But it was Lakhu who did not want to take the path of freedom. She
was quite an odd creature. Six months—eight months—one whole year passed and people in Pratapgadhwere
convinced that Lakhu was indeed odd.
Lakhu was deeply attached to her man. She cried bitterly for a few days when Mohan was sentenced to life
imprisonment. Then she busied herself in household work. She would get up early in the morning and work like
mad the whole day. The old mother-in-law observed that her daughter-in-law was good-hearted, affectionate and
hard-working. But she was young and was bound to go away sooner or later. In spite of all the affection she
showered and all the work she did, the end was as clear as anyone could see. There was nothing in the house to
which she could be tied. Hence it was futile to cherish any attachment for her.
But Lakhu had immense love for her aged mother-in-law. During the summer Lakhu sent for her brother Kanji
to plough her land. Kanji was a sensible man. He wanted to know his sister’s mind. And so, he broached the
subject:
“You are unnecessarily keeping this bother of the land on your head.”
Lakhu said nothing.
“Bapa\fn{A note reads: Father.} wants to know when you would be coming to see him.”
Lakhu was fully aware of the implied meaning of her brother’s words. But she pretended as if she understood
nothing.
“You know, the old woman has almost lost her sight.”
“I don’t mean that,” Kanji said and conveyed the rest through his silence.
Lakhu merely fixed her eyes on her brother and gave her reply without uttering a word.
Kanji came again during the monsoon for sowing. He raised the same topic again.
“Your Bhabhi is remembering you a lot.”
“I too want to come. But poor, old woman—she is hardly able to see. If I come leaving her alone …”
“I have told Bapa that Lakhu is very much attached to the old woman. Till she is alive …”
“Not that …” Lakhu intervened.
“Then, why are you hugging this house and this land? In any case, how much are you going to grow in this
narrow strip of land?”
“Brother, I do not have a large family, have I?” And then she observed so as not to offend her brother’s feeling:
“I hope it is not too much trouble making trips between our two villages?”
“You are mad to talk such a thing!” Kanji’s voice choked. He was convinced that Lakhu had other thoughts on
that subject.
Lakhu was motherless. Her father was quite old. He was very much attached to his daughter. He came over
once or twice and tried to persuade her:
“Lakhu, my dear child, at this rate …”
But Lakhu had somehow resolved to carry on the same tenor of her life.
Lakhu’s mother-in-law was also harassed by the same problem day and night. The young, childless daughterin-law … she may go away … she did not understand her at all.
Lakhu never went to her father’s house. Kanji came to look her up occasionally. Once in a way her father also
came over. The old woman had a nagging fear. She was sure something was cooking. Once when Lakhu’s father
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came she insisted:
“Take the girl with you.”
But Sukho replied:
“Lakhu is so attached to you she is refusing to come.”
The old woman was astounded. Tears welled up in her eyes. Deep in her heart she felt such a thing could never,
never happen.
But that was how it was. Lakhu was refusing to leave that house. Two years passed. And then three years were
over.
One day the old woman fell ill, and passed away without giving her any trouble.
Lakhu was stunned—what now? Lakhu felt herself in the midst of a cyclone. She just sat, hiding her head
between her knees. For a few days it was like being caught in the whirling winds. But gradually, it was over and
there was calm.
*
Lakhu started living anew. She argued with her brother, shed some tears and brought her father to stay with
her. When people in Pratapgadh came to know about this, they remarked:
“Look at that—now she has become a devotee of God!”
Lakhu was not religious minded. But during those three years her buoyancy had gone from her face. Life was
like a narrow strip of a river. And her days were dry and dreary. So far, she had lived her life essentially for her
mother-in-law. Now her attachment had shifted to her father. She needed someone as a pivot in her life. She
needed a small support. She found that support in her father. Now she had somebody as a subject of her attention.
It was a dragging sort of life. But she was able to keep herself alive. At times she felt herself fortunate that she had
an opportunity to look after her old father.
Her life was not particularly satisfying. But she did not have much craving either. Deep in her heart she saw a
flame of hope, a blazing red, golden flame.
How long would it be. Three years were already over!
Another big event took place in Pratapgadh. For a while the whole village was astir. One night Chaku Bhaga’s
son Nanu was going to Goraiya on his motor-bike. People used to say that Nanu would drink himself tight and
drive his motor-bike in a mad frenzy when he had to go a long distance. Whether it was Nanu who was drunk or
the driver of the truck something happened and the motor-bike dashed into the truck coming from Jaipur. Nanu’s
head was bashed up in that accident and the truck went turtle.\fn{ So the scan.} The accident was so terrible, the
whole village was left aghast. Whoever heard about it, felt horrified. Nanu’s wife Kashi was still young and she
had two small children. It seemed as though the sky was torn asunder. There was loud bemoaning in the village.
But all that bewailing and horror and commotion gradually subsides. Three months, four months, six months
passed and Kashi married again. She went to the house of Merka Ghayal. Everything settled down. Whether it
was a happy situation or a sad situation, things always settled down thus in Pratapgadh.
Only Lakhu was an exception.
She was still causing a stir in the minds of men. When Kashi went to Merka Ghayal with her two small
children, people once again started feeling curious about Lakhu.
“That damned Lakhu, she has surpassed those of the high-caste!”
“My dear chap, no point talking about her!!”
“Why?”
“What’s there to talk? As if—”
“Oh! That damned woman is really strong-headed. We have heard no scandal about her.”
“But what is left in her now?”
“Yes, she is dried up—she is just squeezed out. But … even so …”
“That’s true. She might have been squeezed out; but after all she is a young woman!”
“But how long is she going to be young? If she goes on losing weight at this rate …”
After a long time something must have stirred again in her brother Kanji’s mind. He started the topic again:
“People say Kashi has gone to Merka Ghayal with her two children!”
Lakhu looked at her brother. Putting her finger on her lips she said with a slight tilt of her head:
“Yes, she has.”
And then she removed her hand from her lips she shook it as if wanting to shake off something. Kanji sensed
his sister’s reply.
“Has my husband died yet? And do I have to worry about bringing up children?”
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She cut short the conversation before it had hardly begun.
But Lakhu was becoming lean. She was growing darker too. And—Kanji noticed—Lakhu was beginning to
have some gray streaks in her hair.
Kanji turned his face away. He felt a choking sensation. Why was Lakhu behaving this way? What was the
point of letting life drain out of her? But he could not bring himself to ask her anything directly. Even if he had
asked, perhaps Lakhu had no answer to give. Why was she letting herself be emaciated? Who was standing in her
way?
There was none to stand in her way. Perhaps that was the reason why she had stayed back. Human beings are
indeed odd creatures. They love dying more than living. There was no one to check Lakhu. She had an easy way.
But she did not want to take an easy way. Perhaps she did not want to go the easy way because there was none to
check her. And now, she had gone quite a distance along the difficult and complicated way she had chosen. She
was being ground, crushed, dragged under the burden of life and was being pushed forward by the current of
Time.
Once Lakhu sent a special message to Kanji asking him to come over. Kanji wondered what urgent work could
have propped up. His mind was caught in a whirlpool of thoughts.
Lakhu asked Kanji with much hesitation:
“Is it true that after some years prisoners are allowed to come home?”
Kanji started at his sister. His hair stood on ends. He too had heard something like that. He had a choking
feeling in his heart. One should find out. But—why did she not ask this till today? Was she ruminating over this
all these years, months, days … all these moments … till today?
A quiver passed through his body.
Lakhu sat staring at her brother without saying anything more. After a while Kanji said:
“I shall find out. I too have heard something like that. I shall go right up to Ahmedabad to find out.”
Lakhu was delighted. A feeling of joy surged for a little while under the skin of her face.
Kanji went to Ahmedabad to find out. But he did not come promptly with a reply. One whole week passed.
Lakhu kept on waiting for the return of her brother.
Kanji came a week later. But he had no courage to sit near Lakhu and talk. He seemed to be more disheartened
than Lakhu. With great difficulty he informed her that Mohan had kicked up a row in the jail. He had beaten up
someone. There was another case against him and his punishment was made more stringent. There was no chance
of his getting permission to visit home.
Lakhu turned away her face when she heard this. Much though she tried to smother, she could not control a
slight sob.
Days, months, years passed. Lakhu stood alone in the arid expanse of Time like a stray scarecrow in a field.
Seasons changed. The scarecrow remained where it was. The earth changed its colors; so did the sky. But the
scarecrow did not change its colors—only the colors were gradually fading. The body was wearing out by the
onslaughts of heat and wind—it was being torn to bits, becoming useless.
Once Lakhu went to Ahmedabad and met Mohan in jail. Then she went the second and the third time—she
went to look him up whenever she could get the permission.
Life passed gradually but it passed all the same.
By and by, Lakhu was being forgotten by the people of Pratapgadh. After arousing hopes in the hearts of the
young and then the grown ups, she passed out of the village as it were. Her name no longer had any charm. And
there was no excitement if one talked about her. No one now heard a deep sigh while mentioning her name. No
one blinked his eyes and no heart felt any tickle. The plant which was once heavy with flowers was now bare even
of its leaves and the branches were beginning to dry up. It was all the same whether one noticed her or not.
Occasionally, however, people did remember Lakhu, but only when they had to give some advice to others.
“This Lakhu … oh, how can you ever know … but she has been waiting for the past fifteen years or more.”
It seemed as though Lakhu had ceased to be a living woman and had become a legend.
*
Seventeen years thus rolled by. Lakhu’s father was not able to see well now. He had cataract in his eyes. He
was not able to walk without the support of a stick. He had reached the ripe old age of eighty. And, even Lakhu
was now nearly forty.
Seventeen years had passed since Mohan had been sentenced to life imprisonment. A new generation was
growing up in Pratapgadh. Ways of life had changed. The very face of the village was getting transformed. Life’s
texture was not what it had been.
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And, after spending full seventeen years in jail Mohan returned home. There was an amnesty and he was one
of the lucky ones to be released.
Kanji was at his sister’s house when Mohan came home from the jail. He had come to meet his brother-in-law.
But he had come particularly to take back his father, who was not willing to stay at his daughter’s place even a
day longer.
At night Mohan and Kanji spread their charpoys in the courtyard and Lakhu slept in her room. But she kept
awake throughout the night till the next morning. Kanji and Mohan went on talking till late in the night, smoking
countless bidies, and Lakhu kept listening. Mohan did not say much, but whatever he said, Lakhu promptly
caught with her alert ears and then listened to his words in her loneliness. Kanji and Sukho left the following day.
After seventeen years Mohan observed Lakhu so very closely. He looked intently at her more at night than
during the day. Lakhu had been stitching her sari by the light of the kerosene lamp. Mohan smoked bidies. What
did Lakhu look like seventeen years ago? How did she look when she came to see him in jail? Mohan could not
recall. But now, after seventeen years, Lakhu sat there in ease right before him, talking in a subdued tone.
“When were the roof-tiles changed?” Mohan asked.
“In the month of Jyeshtha.”
“Does the water from Hira Ramchand’s house still flow in our courtyard?”
“Those people are not staying there any longer. They have sold away their house. They have left the village.”
“What is Magan Odha doing? Is he here or has he too gone away?”
“You just have a look at him. He is having a big paunch. He has become a big Seth, you know.”
Lakhu burst out laughing.
Mohan looked fixedly at his wife.
Lakhu’s two upper teeth were slightly protruding, and one of the lower teeth was gone. He had come home
yesterday, but how was it that he noticed it only now? When he noticed the hollow of the fallen tooth his eyes got
entangled there for a while, and turned away from that spot with great difficulty—like a strangled dog escaping.
Seventeen years …
The floor had been unattended for seventeen years—dents and cracks—cobwebs—the whole house was in
ruins.
Mohan looked on. He kept talking to Lakhu and went on staring at her. He stared and stared at Lakhu, with
great patience. He stared at her day after day. Like a woman turning her roti to see if it was brown and crisp he
looked at Lakhu from every side—her face had wrinkled.
For two, three, four months he went on smoking his bidies as he stared at Lakhu. And then, after four months,
one day he released Lakhu. A few days later he brought Teju the eighteen years old daughter of Jemal of Goraiya
to his house.
Teju was fresh like lush green grass.
He had been pining in jail for seventeen years—and now he was happy as if he had found a delicious juicy
fruit.
33.138 Close Sesame\fn{by Kamal Desai (1928- )} Yamkan Mardo, Belgaum District, Karnataka State, India (F) 10
In the midst of marking the half-year examination answer-books, Urmila Raje suddenly gets up. And then
forgets why she has got up. Why should one get up in such a hurry? Perhaps she wants something—the geometry
textbook? Perhaps she doesn’t want anything at all—who knows?
She wanders all over the room, stops here and there touching things. Then returns to her desk. Perhaps she’s
tired of marking answer-books. The girls haven’t solved the geometry questions. They don’t appear to know much
about algebra either. That’s the kind of batch it is this year. Or perhaps—who knows—she isn’t capable of
teaching any longer.
She has suddenly become an Egyptian mummy. And, nobody quite knows how, all the stuffing has come out of
her. And the body rots.
She pulls the papers roughly towards herself. Unbidden, one of Snow White’s dwarfs appears below her desk.
He toddles out from under it and quickly jumps on top. Within a minute he has marked all the answer-books.
She laughs. She pushes the answer-books away and gets up.
The glare of the sun comes in through the window. Her eyes burn. She closes the window to shut out that
glaring light.
She will not submit the answer-books today.
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The window holds for a moment and swings open again. Somebody seems to be standing outside the front
door, awkward and embarrassed. She catches a rustle of clothes. The whiff of a cigarette scrapes her nostril and
passes on. There’s uncertainty outside the door. There’s doubt. Should one knock or not?
She goes to the door.
Perhaps, when she got up a little while ago, it could have been because of this vague feeling. Perhaps the
feeling had barely grown into a scratch upon her consciousness before dissolving again.
She opens the door.
There are three totally unknown men standing outside. Unfamiliar smiles linger on their faces. Urmila, however, only stares in astonishment. She doesn’t even move away from the door. Her curt surprise bruises them. All
three look abashed. Embarrassed. Drawn in with uncertainty. We should not have come!
Chandrashekhar feels the urge to take her by the arm, move her aside and walk in. He would love to do so if it
were possible. But he doesn’t do it.
“If you will allow us to come in …”
“Please excuse me. I was a little confused because I don’t know any of you and this is so unexpected.”
She moves away from the door.
Her voice has none of the curtness of her face. Perhaps what she is saying is true. Only, she has not liked this
unexpected coming of theirs. And they must be made aware of it. At least that is what Chandrashekhar senses.
“Please sit.”
They sit down: And that’s all that happens for a long time. It’s difficult to know where to start, and Chandrashekhar can never simply come to the point. She could lead with a token question. But that’s not in her nature to
do. She must grill them with a stare that makes them uncomfortable.
Palms are rubbed against palms. Looks are exchanged. Legs are crossed and uncrossed. And now something
really must be said.
He looks at her.
Her hair is short and curly. It is all over the place. Her sari is quite dirty and untidy. The kumkum on her
forehead has been rubbed off. It is now no more than a barely visible stain. She would look OK if she put herself
in order. One of the pleats of her sari is hanging way down. She should tuck it in.
“My name is Chandrashekhar. I am Nalini Nadkarni’s brother. You may remember Nalini.”
“I remember Nalini Nadkarni.”
Chandrashekhar has the feeling that she’s bluffing. She does not remember Nalini. She should have said she
didn’t remember her, rather than bluff. He’d have preferred that. And, in any case, it is not like her to be devious.
Perhaps this is a new habit. But it makes her seem more self-centered.
“Nalini was in your class. And we all went to the same college.”
What’s the point in unnecessarily increasing familiarity? Some people have this habit. She doesn’t say a word.
But he’s here for some work. He’s not sure how to begin, though. Is he embarrassed?
His hair is sparse. His nose is a little turned up at the tip. He likes confiding in people—her eyes observe him
quietly.
“This is Shrinivas Sathe. And this is our teacher friend. The translator of the play.”
She has not quite taken it in. She continues to listen.
“We’re doing The Barretts of Wimpole Street\fn{The 1930 play by Rudolf Besier about the 1845 romance between Elizabeth
Barret (1806-1861) and her husband Robert Browning (1812-1889).} this year.”
So that’s it.
Suddenly she understands everything. She rises hastily, takes a currency note out of her handbag and holds it
before them.
“I don’t understand theater much. Literature’s not my sphere. But I’ll come to see the play.”
Shrinivas Sathe laughs outright. He has noted her haste. He cannot deny that there’s a strange attraction in her
abrupt gloom.
She also laughs with him, and just as openly, despite guessing that he knows. Proud, perhaps of that very
knowledge.
“I’ve not come to sell tickets for the play.”
Her question takes shape without utterance.
“I’ve come to ask you to play Elizabeth in it.”
He’s angry. Infuriated with this over-handling of everything, this cynicism of hers, this attitude of being above
it all. He thinks, Why bother? Let me leave.
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Yet he’s convinced that she should play Elizabeth. She is talented. She’ll do it well. If only she’d be a little less
haughty.
He waits.
She’s forgotten how to speak. His question is incomprehensible to her, nonexistent in her world. It has dropped
down from somewhere to irritate her. She doesn’t like to open up, to blossom with emotion.
“I don’t think I could act in a play. I’ve never done it before.”
He is a trifle overawed by her. But she must not refuse. He can see only her as Elizabeth in the play that’s
taking shape in his mind. If she’s not in the play it will be quite blank, vacuous. The pain will go right out of it.
The blossoming of a personality will be lost.
He senses that her “no” is a means of escape.
“You’ll do the role very well. You must do it.”
He is gentle now. Why should she? Her ego pricks her. She grabs herself tight in her own fist.
“I can’t do it.”
She grows suddenly still. She lowers her head and instantly her hair covers her face.
Shrinivas Sathe thinks, “She has turned into a mathematical formula, unbending and harsh.” After a long pause
Chandrashekhar asks her:
“Do you have to think so hard about it?”
“Oh I’m not thinking at all. I’ve already told you—I can’t do it.”
“You can. You’ll do it.” He makes her speechless with his trust, his intense intimacy.
“I’ll send the script over this evening. And the works of Robert and Elizabeth Browning. Exactly four days
from now, a taxi will come to collect you. Directly from school.”
That’s done.
He gets up without glancing at her, and starts walking. The teacher and Sathe follow, quite bewildered.
*
As soon as they are outside the door, Shrinivas takes out a cigarette. The teacher is lost in thought. He finds it
difficult to keep pace with Chandrashekhar. Shrinivas is quietly smoking and walking in step with Chandrashekhar. She is impossible.
He flings his cigarette down and grinds his heel into it.
“You think she’ll do Elizabeth’s role well?”
“She will. I think so.”
“Meeting her, I am confused. She seems a little unstable. Elizabeth might just slip away from her.”
“That won’t happen. Elizabeth is actually in her.”
That doesn’t make sense. What do you mean Elizabeth is in her? Shrinivas thinks. But he says something else.
“Why do you feel that way?”
“I can’t explain it very well. I studied this play in my third year in college. She had just entered college. She
used to come over with Nalini sometimes. As I worked on the play I always saw her as Elizabeth. I had this strong
desire to do the play and to get her to do Elizabeth. It’s quite foolish really. But I’m very keen to do it all the
same.”
It is not that Shrinivas Sathe didn’t respect his feelings. But this kind of intensity of feeling wasn’t going to get
them anywhere.
The teacher doesn’t say a word. He thinks, She is no Elizabeth. She’ll never cope with Elizabeth’s frustration,
her vitality, her self-control. It’ll remain incomplete.
*
They have gone. The room is empty. She’s not at all sure she understands. He has decided everything without
giving her a chance to speak.
Urmila shuts the door noisily after them. As if the noise will drown this unwanted responsibility.
These unknown people have caught her in a peculiar trap. She can neither reject the responsibility nor accept
it. The dilemma alarms her.
She ties up the answer-books, and lights the cooking stove. She pumps it hard and long to help her collect her
faculties together again. Her arm aches. The flames of the stove ripple all around her body. And their fatal blue
touch sets her trembling.
He shouldn’t have trapped her like this. And she shouldn’t have given in. The thing now done, has cut a fault in
her ego. Then there’s no way to integrate the figure.
*
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She returns home from school in the evening. She finds The Barretts of Wimpole Street in the original and in
translation, along with a whole lot of other stuff on her desk. Curious, she leafs through the whole play. She
hovers around the desk for a long time.
It had been a frenzied day at school, and had taken on the pace of her distractedness. The morning had been
wiped so unexpectedly clean. And now she is taking shape again. Shrinivas Sathe has rather a nice laugh. Why
had he come? And who was the third guy? He didn’t seem to quite approve of the idea of my acting. He made
such a sour face. He's probably right, though. Who knows whether I’d manage it—not manage it? One hasn’t
even read the play …
But why had Chandrashekhar asked her to play Elizabeth? This must be explained to him properly. It would be
so good if he’d relieve her of this deadly responsibility. She doesn’t like even the smallest change in her everyday
routine. She has to carry her umbrella and handbag to school everyday. She has to take the same road, the road
that is snowed with silk-cotton. That’s how it has been—that’s how she is. One can’t leave out a single step in
solving a mathematical problem. It has to be solved in the same way each time. There are no alternative methods.
Perhaps she has a nameless fear that she will simply slip out of her own fingers.
She must tell Chandrashekhar. And yet she lies in bed reading into the small hours of the morning. Browning
comes quietly, pulls up a chair and sits down beside her. She wants to talk about Sordello.
But he reads a different poem. He reads it out loud, bending low. The light from the lamp drips drop by drop
into his hair. The drops turn lightly into words—“For ever ride”—that’s all she can hear. The pain in them touches
her.
Elizabeth falls asleep without drinking her port. She is exhausted and stirs in her sleep.
She dreams: she is walking, bearing an invisible load. But she can’t lift her feet. They follow pulled, dragged.
As if she has never walked before. But there’s no way to tell what she is carrying on her shoulders. Suddenly she
sees that house standing on the corner of the road beckoning to her. She has this sudden feeling that she knows it.
It is familiar. How strange! How could she know it? But she can’t walk. And yet she must get there. And she
might even get there now—but all of a sudden the house falls, noiselessly, like rain in a picture. The elegance of
its falling is fascinating.
It should not have fallen that way. She is restless, and moans in her sleep. On the verge of consciousness she
becomes aware of the smell of cigarettes.
*
And when she gets up in the morning she decides, I will forget it all. Obliterate it from my memory. Close
sesame. And surprisingly, her tidy little dream, along with its pain, is locked in that mysterious cave. She knows
it.
Now I will tell Chandrashekhar once and for all that I won’t do it. She goes to school by the usual road,
carrying her umbrella and her handbag and her books. Nalini is playing with Shalini’s braids during morning
prayers. Teacher looks on.
“Let go of my braid,” Nalini says, glancing at Urmila.
Teacher looks grim today! Shalini’s eyes brim over with deep devotion. For a moment Urmila’s feet are not on
firm ground. But she has seen nothing.
Mrs. Palsule comes across in her usual bustling way to tell her something, and forgets completely what she
was going to say.
“Why? Why is your face looking so drawn today?”
But she knows. She has forgotten now.
Mrs. Palsule chances to touch her hand.
“See? Did I not say so? You’re not well today. Your hand feels hot.”
Nirmala comes over from wherever she was to scold her in righteous anger:
“That’s the way she is. Pays no attention to us. As if the school will not run without her!”
She thinks she’s going to cry. But she doesn’t. She laughs. Like sugar candy. Nirmala always talks like that.
She knows Nirmala is terribly attached to her, and that she must not do anything that will crack her devotion. And
she will not. It has now been settled that this is how she is. There must be no change in that.
The arithmetic lesson in the eleventh standard classroom begins. She is solving a problem on the blackboard in
the midst of which, suddenly, she cannot remember a step. The step that was before her eyes has been gently
wiped off the surface of her mind. What comes next? What? How can I proceed without that step? And how can I
erase a half-solved sum off the blackboard?
“No, I just can’t remember the middle step today. I’ll complete this problem tomorrow.”
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And as she leaves the class she overhears:
“It’s never happened before. Teacher was very strange today and serious!”
The girls become serious too. They continue thinking about her.
But she knows there’s nothing wrong with her. She forgets all that has happened. Perhaps she has just lost the
capacity to teach. Why else would she have faltered as she did?
As she is passing by the science laboratory, she casually, very casually, picks up the thermometer. She locks the
eleventh standard syllabus into it, and quietly buries it in a pit in the garden. So, at least as far as this class is
concerned, she has managed to put an end to one problem. She wants to laugh. She enters the teachers’ room.
Palsulebai recommends a medicine. Nirmala sulks, angry with her.
*
Chandrashekhar comes to fetch her on the scheduled day, at the scheduled time. But was it decided that she’d
be fetched by cab? She can’t remember. Chandrashekhar’s face looks unfamiliar. She is a little confused.
Chandrashekhar holds open the door of the taxi for her—a little embarrassed, a little fearful. Who knows
what’s going on in her mind? Perhaps I was too hasty the other day. Elizabeth took a bold and determined shape.
But did she like the idea—or didn’t she?
She remembers that she is Elizabeth in his play. She has not been able to brush off the responsibility Chandrashekhar has placed on her. She has never felt, even in the remotest corner of her mind, that she’d like to act in a
play like this. She has always been oblivious to other people’s existence, even in a crowd. That is why she is
afraid she won’t be able to do it. Yet she cannot avoid it either. Sometimes something happens out of the blue and
unwittingly one is trapped.
She gets into the taxi and sits down. Chandrashekhar pulls the door shut without a word. He doesn’t even look
at her.
Perhaps he didn’t like the way she behaved the other day. Perhaps he isn’t much of a talker. Whatever it is,
Chandrashekhar must be told that she can’t cope with this. She can’t understand Elizabeth. And Browning has
disturbed her. She glances at him. He has disappeared into the crowd outside the window.
But this is no way to behave. Had Nirmala been here, she’d have given him a thundering piece of her mind.
She’s like that. Short-tempered.
The kho-kho team is shaping up rather well this year. With a little more practice they can make it to the district
schools’ tournament. Their running isn’t calculated enough, though. Prabha is an excellent chaser. She’s fast, but
erratic. She runs as the fancy takes her. Mere speed is meaningless. And Shalan has this bad habit of faulting …
“This is where we get out.”
She starts.
“Hmm?”
Her face becomes innocent, like a child’s.
“I said this is where we get out.”
As she gets out she realizes her legs are aching. Her legs give way for some unknown reason. Chandrashekhar
steadies her gently. She feels confused, then grows wary and watches him. Perhaps it’s just a doubt. She brushes it
away.
She steps into the living room. Many people have gathered there. They are all eager to see her. There’s a lot of
curiosity: What is she like? How does she talk? How does she laugh? People have fixed notions about women
who act in plays.
Somebody has been asking Shrinivas:
“What is she like?”
Shrinivas is strangely baffled. She’s good—bad—it’s difficult to decide. She’s okay. Surely she’s okay! As
Elizabeth?
“Who knows? I really wouldn’t know.”
Though he has seen her, he has not actually seen her. Or perhaps he has wanted to avoid seeing her.
And now there she is in the doorway. Tired. Bored. She’s really too old—with eyes that have burnt out—she’s
like someone dragged in from another planet.
No—she’s much too dry—much too old. All eyes converge on her and wander at leisure over her body. Slowly
a bitter irony enters that leisurely examination. Their eyes grow blunt. Her body shrivels up. She feels it. She has
understood.
“So this is the woman Chandrashekhar had set his mind on.”
She’s nothing much. But isn’t that what they had wanted? They wouldn’t have liked it if she’d turned out to be
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unexpectedly lovely. Some satisfaction. She’s quite ordinary.
And then, quite unnecessarily, they close ranks. A silent pact is made. She will not be accepted. She will be
kept at a distance. Everybody in the room grows unaccountably still.
She realizes this. Her eyes narrow. Her thin nostrils tremble. She follows Chandrashekhar into the room with
magnificent carelessness.
This is Henrietta, Edward, George. Chandrashekhar moves hurriedly through the introductions. She moves
with him without noticing anybody.
“And this is Browning.”
She starts. Shrinivas’s eyes meet hers. Surely Browning wasn’t like this? Who knows?
He halts for a second in the doorway and enters.
“Your room isn’t unknown to me. I have seen one exactly like this.”
However hard she tries, she cannot become Elizabeth. And he isn’t Browning.
She looks palely after him as he goes away. The fresh, soft smell of a just-smoked cigarette stirs her.
“Wilma, I want to forget,” she tells D’Silva.
But Sister Wilma says nothing. She makes the sign of the cross and leaves, telling her beads. But the huge
balloon of her long robe, floating in the air, stays behind long after she’s gone. Urmila wants to get up and catch
the balloon.
The play is being read. It is gathering momentum.
“No. I won’t drink porter.”
She flings the porter away in a temper, and sinks into a chair, exhausted.
The unexpected variation brings on a spreading stillness spiked with inquisitive reproach. Chandrashekhar
walks over to her, ensuring that his feet make no sound at all.
“Elizabeth doesn’t throw away the porter. She drinks it. You mustn’t do that. You’ve had a tiring day at school.
I can understand that. Let’s do this just once more. Then we’ll stop.”
Chandrashekhar speaks to her, aware of the other people’s eyes drilling through him. He is hurt. Was I wrong?
She is really a sly one.
She rises, holding back with great restraint the unendurable pain within her. Suddenly the scene lifts. She
drinks the porter. Her body heaves with the sobs in the play. The act ends. She is utterly desolate, as if everything
is over. Slowly the others leave.
Chandrashekhar is moved.
“You caught Elizabeth perfectly then. Come. You’re tired. I’ll take you home.”
She hasn’t quite understood what Chandrashekhar has been saying. She follows him, and sinks brokenly into
the taxi that he has called.
She has forgotten Chandrashekhar.
She is home. Chandrashekhar has. gone. She sits on her bed benumbed in body and mind. She feels limp. Her
sari is crushed. It’s sticking sweatily to her body. Her face is also sticky. Her feet inside her sandals are clammy.
They burn.
But she continues to sit, still dazed, with the door of the room left open, and the light not turned on.
She walks in through the open door in a long, black, high-necked gown. Her feet are unsteady. Gathering her
dress around her, she carefully lowers herself into a chair as if the room is quite familiar to her.
“Elizabeth?”
She shakes her hand.
It makes Urmila laugh. Who knows how they were. Those starched people under the Queen’s rule. Not at all
my type.
“You threw the porter away.”
“To tell the truth, I find that stiffness an unbearable strain. I felt so good when I threw it away. True, so free.
Otherwise the whole thing becomes intolerably irritating.”
“But finally it’s the tension that is the real thing.”
“True.”
“Even your not understanding me is a strategy. You don’t want to understand me. Isn’t that true?”
“Perhaps it is. But there are times when life seems to make you grow faint. You drink up the vital spirit itself. I
can’t reach the source of your faith. I feel confused.”
“And wouldn’t you like to grow faint with life?”
“Perhaps I might. Perhaps not. I feel afraid of losing consciousness. I don’t have the strength for it.”
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“Your explanation is empty of meaning. It’s all lies. You just don’t want to admit that you would have loved to
be Elizabeth. But the mere thought of it embarrasses you.”
She heaves. Trembles. Clouds over. And holds on tightly to the darkness, resting her tired head upon it.
*
Rehearsals for the play fall into the usual routine. Settle down to it quite naturally. Become an everyday thing.
But she cannot fit these hectic evenings into the equation of her days. What is her value? She has been flung far
away. She is on the outside. The distance stays.
The everyday meetings bring the others very close to each other. They grow intimate. Browning likes weak tea.
Henrietta has made a note of that Barrett always offers Browning a cigarette. Barrett has guessed that Browning
has a soft spot for Henrietta. In fact everybody has guessed it.
“You’ve forsaken Elizabeth, have you? And got a whole new play going here.”
Shrinivas glances at Henrietta.
“I want to switch over to the Captain’s role. Doing Browning is a strain in any case. She’s an inexplicable
enigma.”
“She acts beautifully though, doesn’t she?”
Shrinivas doesn’t answer. He flicks the ash off his cigarette.
“She acts well. There’s no doubt about that. But she’s snooty.”
“Is that how she is in school as well?”
“I don’t suppose so. My sister is in her school. Not a day goes by without her talking about her. But that’s a
different thing altogether.”
“Maybe she’s in the habit of—”
Shrinivas is hurt to the quick.
“No. She’s not like that. That’s an unjust thing to say. She may be snooty. But not that.”
“It’s beyond me why Chandrashekhar thinks so highly of her.”
Elizabeth, however, is untouched. She comes. She does her bit. And goes away. She would like to tell Barrett
one day, You are a marvelous actor. She wants to praise Henrietta’s playfulness. But she doesn’t. And she herself
doesn’t know why. She’s just unable to bring herself to do such things there. There, she is Elizabeth, and nothing
more.
On her way to school she meets Wilma. She feels so glad to see her. She is suddenly weeping.
“I needed to see you and you’re here. I’ll call up school to say I’m coming late—let’s sit somewhere quiet.”
They go to Wilma’s room. Wilma puts a tumbler of cold water before her.
“How did you guess I wanted water?”
“You’re looking upset.”
“No. I get this feeling of warmth when you’re with me. It makes me want to weep.”
“Is something wrong?”
She sits still looking into the tumbler and fingering its fluted surface. Wilma waits for her to speak.
“I don’t know Browning. I have no idea what he was like. I see only Keshav in his place. Keshav is constantly
around me. It confuses me. I can’t bring any togetherness into the scene.”
Suddenly she snaps shut. The secret cave has opened without the password. She grips Wilma’s hand and rests
her head on it. A loud sob gathers in her. She shuts her lips tight to hold it in. She suffocates with tlie pain in her
chest. She feels sick at heart. She swallows all the water in the tumbler in a single gulp.
“We have a terrific kho-kho team. We’ll make it to the district this year.”
Wilma strokes her hand. Puts her lips on her palm. Urmila laughs.
Her laughter looks pathetic around the corners of her mouth where it lingers.
*
But these days she can’t bear the sight of Shrinivas. Yes, she hates him. Hates him with all her being. She
wants to scream when he comes close to her. Why does he hold his hands that way—so stupidly? Why can’t he
walk properly? But it is not like that, really. Actually. he is a very skilled and understanding actor. She has told
herself this so often. He is Browning. He just is Browning. She has told herself very firmly. Yet, she can’t stand
Shrinivas. She asked him once:
“Why don’t you speak like Browning?”
“What do you mean, like Browning?”
What do I mean? Really, what does “like Browning” mean? She doesn’t know either.
She means to say, I know what I mean to say. It’s just that she must now get used to being Elizabeth. And that
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is something she is unable to do.
*
She hasn’t turned up for rehearsals for days. Nor is she going to, today. She slips away from school quietly,
secretly. Hope Chandrashekhar doesn’t catch me on the way out. If a taxi passes too close by her, she suspects that
Chandrashekhar might be in it. If he opens the cab door for her, she’ll have no choice but to get in.
She gets home. She is filled with a strange contentment. Must make myself a lovely cup of tea.
Chandrashekhar is watching through the door. She’s totally engrossed in reading, with a pot of tea on the table
before her. She tops up her half-empty cup with more tea. She wants to laugh in the middle of her reading. She
puts her cup down and bursts out laughing.
This natural side of her is new to Chandrashekhar. She is relaxed, one of us. She’s not like this during
rehearsals. She’s not in the least aware that she has forgotten something, or done something wrong. Why bruise
her happiness!
She happens to glance towards the door. She knew Chandrashekhar would come.
“So, you’ve come!”
“Hmm. You’ve been missing rehearsals like a child playing hooky from school. You slipped out the back door.
What could I do?”
She is greatly amused. She wants to laugh.
“But I’m feeling so good today. I love having tea like this. Care for some?”
She’s so much like one of us today!
He takes a sip from the cup she has given him.
“Have you been forgetting to come to rehearsals?”
She doesn’t answer for a long time.
“No. Not quite. I decided during the last lesson today. To give rehearsals a miss. I saw my chance. I took it.”
He falls silent.
“Also I don’t feel like acting.”
He stares at her, teacup in hand. He is helpless before her. He has a feeling she has escaped him.
“I won’t leave you in the lurch halfway through, of course. Don’t be afraid. But I’d rather not come to
rehearsal today.”
Chandrashekhar doesn’t know what to say. He is afraid. Something gnaws inside him. Will he manage to see
the whole thing through?
He gets up, near to tears. He goes away, forgetting to say good-bye.
The fun has gone out of drinking tea now. But she continues to drink it all the same, sip by sip.
*
She has made things needlessly difficult. Chandrashekhar wonders how he’s going to tell her. He recalls a
similar fuss she’d made when they’d talked of having Sunday rehearsals.
“Sunday is my day. Nobody can take it away from me. I wouldn’t like that,” she had said.
Chandrashekhar had pacified her and brought her round. Not because she had agreed, but because she hadn’t
wanted to create a scene. Why should she be so stubborn? As if she were doing him a favor. She wanted him to
feel it was something she was doing for him—because he had insisted. That’s why she was making him miserable,
to remind him constantly of this.
Chandrashekhar can’t understand now why he should have been so insistent either! Quite unknowingly, he has
become involved with her. She has wrapped herself around his heart.
He wants to quarrel with her. Have an all-out row. Shake her hard and ask, What’s all this snootiness for? Or
else say, quite seriously, Let us forget our deal. But he knows only too well that forgetting the deal is just what she
wants. It will make her laugh, out loud, and say—That’s perfect. That's how she is. She won’t feel a pang. But
he’ll tell her, all the same.
And then he remembers. As soon as she knows Browning has arrived, she grows tense with fear. She trembles
with joy. She says:
“Doctor, it is not easy to write poetry: read Sordello.”\fn{ An Italian troubadour of the 13th century.}
Her dark despair before the meeting. And her nervous walk. And then, when they meet, the bright, fresh
eagerness that springs from every footstep she takes.
Chandrashekhar is lost in confusion. He goes to his usual lonely restaurant. Sits down at his usual table
through force of habit.
Shrinivas arrives in great haste. He feels relieved to see Chandrashekhar there.
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“I’ve just been over to your place. I knew you’d go to see her. I went to your place directly from the office. For
a moment I thought of going on to her place. But it’s best to avoid her.”
“What did she say?”
“What else? Just that she won’t.”
“Is that all?”
“That’s all.”
“Hmm.”
They sit together for a long time, smoking. They drink strong coffee. Sitting together without saying a word.
“I have to tell you the truth. You’re not going to like it. But, Urmila is erratic. She won’t concentrate. She’s
wayward.”
“I have no doubts about her acting. But I’m totally baffled by her strange behavior.”
“You are free to think that. But I personally think she isn’t aware of Browning’s existence at all. She’s looking
for someone else in me. I can sense her terrible despair. It throws me off. There’s this point where I say, ‘Would
you like us to send it all up in flames?’ And she just forgets her lines. She’s wounded by my words. She keeps
shaking her head to say no. I almost feel as if she’s holding on to my hand very, very tightly.”
“But wouldn’t that be called good acting? That kind of thing is more effective than speaking.”
“The audience would certainly think so. I’d have felt that way too. But I know she’s not acting. It’s a genuine,
secret emotion revealing itself spontaneously. It makes it very difficult for me. I’ve just about had enough of it
now. It scares me.”
“I don’t quite see.”
“You wouldn’t. You just can’t stand people saying anything about her. You get angry. You lose your temper.
You take her side and explain her to us. I’m beginning to think you’ve fallen in love with her.”
The time she stumbled, Chandrashekhar had given her his hand. He had thought for a moment, She has yielded
to me. But it was only a thought. He had shrugged it off easily.
“You’re talking nonsense.”
Chandrashekhar gets up.
*
And today is the last evening of the play. Chandrashekhar is distracted. He’d like to say to her, “You must act
well!” But even that might upset her. He’d said to her once, “You must rest a little. You need to, badly.” She’d
said, “Resting frightens me.”
He avoids her intentionally. Glances surreptitiously at her as he passes by. She is more serene today than usual.
Her body isn’t withdrawn and tense. She’s quietly having her makeup done. She smiles delicately at Chandrashekhar. There is reassurance in her smile. A confidence. His tension lessens. He tells himself, “There’s no need to
worry.”
The evening darkens, and with it the play. She drinks her porter.
“Who is that? The girl who’s playing Elizabeth?”
“I haven’t a clue? But she’s wonderful!”
Her entire body shudders with a sob.
“Beautiful. Truly beautiful!”
“What a presence she has!”
She meets Browning. He comes close to her. Holds her hand.
“She’s frigid, cold, isn’t she?”
“That’s not surprising. But she seems to be in an awful hurry to get it over with.”
“Poor Browning looks quite confused by the way she’s going on. She isn’t giving him an inch.”
Browning is really quite unsure. Totally bewildered. She continues to act. There's no faulting her there. She
speaks her lines with great sincerity. And yet he doesn’t find Elizabeth in her. She is somebody else twisted with
agony, yearning. Somebody quite different. Shrinivas falters, gropes repeatedly while she forges deftly ahead,
speaking with mechanical ease.
The play ends. But she doesn’t immediately realize that the play has ended. That the suffocating responsibility
is over. She collapses like a stretched thing snapped. There’s a crowd milling around. Human voices coming and
going. The dragging of shoes and sandals. The smell of cloth and greasepaint mixed with the bittersweet smell of
tea.
She’s afraid she’s going to throw up. She waits, numbly. For nothing in particular.
Chandrashekhar comes up to her.
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“Have your tea and I’ll take you home straightaway.”
She has her tea. But her stomach heaves. She follows Chandrashekhar, trying to steady herself.
“You’ll feel better after you've rested,” Chandrashekhar tells her softly as they get out of the taxi before her
house.
Then he goes away.
*
But, on his way home after leaving her, Chandrashekhar cannot decide at all how the play has gone.
She did act. She acted well. And yet, something was lacking. Always had been lacking.
He arrives home later, weakened in spirit. Shrinivas is waiting for him. Their eyes meet. Both detach their eyes
from the other’s.
“The play was good!” Chandrashekhar leans back in his chair, eyes closed.
“Maybe it was. But she forced me to grope right till the end. I was stumbling, faltering all the time, trying to
reach her. But there was no telling from one moment to the next where she would be, how she would proceed. She
was the limit today. The lines came from habit. Otherwise she remained untouched. I’m never going to act with
her again. It’s such a strain.”
“She’s never going to act again either.”
Chandrashekhar is desolate. He had desired her closeness. Her strangeness had attracted him. Their days
together had been ones of futile intoxication.
Shrinivas is aware of this. These things happen. It’ll pass. But he doesn’t say anything.
They sit together in silence for a long time. They are aware of each other’s presence. And yet they have
forgotten each other.
It is daybreak. Chandrashekhar;s wife comes in with tea.
Chandrashekhar starts violently. He feels guilty. It’s as if he had forgotten. He smiles at her, abashed.
But she looks at Chandrashekhar with pride. Worries about his health. Complains about him to Shrinivas. And
blooms with joy. She snuggles up to Chandrashekhar as they have tea. And Chandrashekhar tries to snuggle even
closer to her.
*
She enters her room. She wanders allover the house as if she’s looking for something. The greasepaint is still
on. It is there, loud and screaming. Stretching, burning her skin. Her clothes still carry the smell of the play.
She lies down on the bed as she is. Presses her feet against the iron foot rails to get her sandals off. She kicks
them off. The breeze caresses her bare soles.
The whole play is finished. All the acting is over. But how it hurts. It’s not so much the pain of being reminded.
It’s the darkening of the ego. Even forgetting is no longer such a great thing.
She gets up hastily. She gathers up the script and everything to do with the play, and flings it onto the loft—
into the farthest corner. The work leaves her breathless.
It’s well out of sight now. But her restlessness has not diminished. Her head is throbbing. Her eyes don’t close.
They refuse to close.
It is daybreak. The milkman calls and delivers the milk.
She opens her science textbook. Her tired, wearied, red-rimmed eyes lock onto a figure. This is force—this is
the fulcrum. Figure 2 appears on the page. Today she must finish off the second and third types of lever.
She has said, “Close sesame,” and the cave has closed.
Her eyes are burning. But she straightens her back, blinks and continues to draw the figure.
And, as usual, she goes to school.
Her eyes are very tired. So is her body. But it has been swallowed up by her emotions. Her restless wanderings
have made her lose her sense of exhaustion. She is feeling stimulated, excited without reason.
She comes into the teachers’ room.
“How was the play yesterday?”
“I didn’t like her performance. But there’s a lot of talk—she and Chandrashekhar—there could be some truth.
He never missed dropping her home it seems.”
Mr. Bhosale always avoids mentioning her name when he speaks of her. He is not prepared for her to come in
so suddenly.
But she has overheard. The words have meant nothing to her.
“Oh! So you’re here today?”
And all the teachers crowd around her. Words of congratulation are dancing around.
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Never before have these people gathered around her like this unless they’ve wanted something from her. Why
then this familiarity today? Mrs. Palsule, however, is aloof. She is smiling, but why doesn’t she come nearer? It
would be nice to hear her warm chatter. Urmila misses hearing it.
And Mrs. Palsule is thinking—She is now a celebrity. I am a nonentity. But she shouldn’t have acted that way.
The thought scares her. She erases it from her mind. But Nirmala is sharper. She blurts out:
“She’s a celebrity. She won’t bother with us now.”
She senses this. She merely narrows her eyes and glances at Nirmala, but doesn’t go near her.
She enters the eleventh standard classroom for the science lesson.
“Hey, our teacher acted beautifully in the play!”
“I loved it too.”
“Didn’t she look lovely?”
Shalini is sitting silently in her corner. Suddenly she says:
“But she shouldn’t have acted that way.”
She cannot hold back her tears. She cries luxuriously, with abandon, and all the girls stare at her astonished and
fearful. Why should she cry like that?
Urmila ignores Shalini’s crying. She begins the lesson abruptly:
“The second type of lever …”
She teaches with her usual intensity. That’s how she wishes it to be. The girls are very quiet. Bewildered. As
though they are not sure what to make of this racing ahead of hers, unchecked.
Shalini is sitting with head bowed. And Urmila is teaching. Exactly as she does every day, though perhaps with
even more passion. But ignoring Shalini.
33.148 The Final Decision\fn{by Triveni aka Anasuya Shankar (1928-1963)} Mandya, Mandya District, Karnataka State,
India (F) 2
The movement of the needle and the fingers kept pace with one another. The long green silk thread slowly
arranged itself into a pattern of green leaves on the cloth. The penciled outlines of a few more leaves, drab like an
actress without makeup, awaited their turn.
The evening had begun to cast long shadows in the room, drawing a hazy curtain over the surroundings. Eyes
blurred with tears.
The once-active fingers were now slow with age. The speed and skill demanded by embroidery were gone. The
slim and agile body of a dancer defeated by obesity.
“I can always finish it tomorrow.”
I laid the embroidery aside and turned on the light.
There was no need to cook again. Not twice a day just for myself. I put the lessons out to be prepared for
tomorrow’s classes.
Then came a soft knocking on the door. Who could it be? At this hour?
I glanced up at the clock. It was already half past seven. The knocking again. I responded a little sharply:
“Who is it?”
“It’s me.” The voice was gentle.
I opened the door expecting to see the father or brother of one of my students, wanting to enquire about her
progress.
A man who seemed to be around fifty stood outside, holding a hat in his left hand. The darkness hid his face.
Opening the door wide, I asked him to come in.
His gait—it seemed to touch an old wound in me. A familiar gait. Someone used to walk just like this. Who
could this be? He sat down facing the light, and turned toward me.
My heart stopped beating for a moment. The blood ran cold in my veins; dizziness overcame me. Sinking into
a chair, I ran my tongue over my lips. The pictures on the wall and the furniture whirled round madly and came to
a sudden halt. For a second I felt like a coward stepping on a snake in the dark. The next instant I was the snake
charmer in full control of the reptile. I joined my palms in greeting.
Slightly startled, he returned the namaste.
“Hmm … have I seen you before …”
He raised his bowed head and asked in surprise:
“Don’t you recognize, me, Lalitha?”
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“I beg your pardon. The name is Lalitha Devi.” My words and tone were intended to convey resentment at his
familiarity.
His surprise increased.
“It’s me, Lalitha, Venkatesh Murthy—Venkatesh,” he stammered.
“Now I know your name. Is your daughter in our school? What’s her name? Which class is she in?”
In a stunned voice, he said, “Yes, my Vanaja studies at the high school. But I have come because—”
“Look here, Mr. Venkatesh Murthy, is it right on your part to come and plead that your daughter get higher
marks? Her paper has been evaluated according to her performance in—”
“Lalitha!”
“Everyone calls me Lalitha Devi. I suggest that you do the same.”
As soon as he realized that I was deliberately provoking him, he began to shout, pounding the table.
“Enough of this, Lalitha!”
Earlier—a long time ago—I would have quailed under his anger. But now? I was surprised at myself, surprised
at my hard-as-iron heart. My body trembled with emotion, but my mind was firm. In a voice as musical as a note
from the veena, I cautioned:
“The table is old and rickety.”
He got up and began to pace up and down in agitation.
“Lalitha, I have forgiven you. Why don’t you come back to me?”
There was a time when I had been eager to hear words like these. Acting on a baseless suspicion, he had
doubted my virtue and decided to live alone. If this speech had come in the early days of our estrangement, I
would have raised the man onto a pedestal. Such consolations would once have warmed my heart, turned me into
a koel singing in spring time. I had once dreamed of such bliss. But hope and desire had evaporated in the
agonizing wait. All that remained was an empty vessel. All tenderness had burned away, leaving only ash behind.
Exaggerating the bitter twist my lips had acquired, and raising my left eyebrow, I spoke sarcastically:
“Forgiven me? I have done no wrong! And neither do I need your pardon.”
“Can’t you forget the past, Lalitha?” he asked helplessly. “I have forgotten the past—including my marriage.”
“You must remember that I, too, was young then. I decided to leave you when I heard those rumors. But now
I’m more mature, Lalitha.”
“But my youth’s vanished forever. It can’t survive the heat of family life any longer. Besides, how is it that
you’ve come to believe in my innocence?”
“I realized—that I had acted on mere rumor …”
Again I said sarcastically, “Yes, it’s true that you trusted others, and not my word.”
“I was a mere youth then, and you were beautiful. When I heard others throw dirt on your character I was
ready to believe them, but now I realize how foolish I was.”
“Neither of us is beautiful or young any longer. But while age has corroded my beauty, it’s improved my
mind.”
“Can’t you forgive my lapses, Lalitha? Will you never live with me again?”
“Set up house—at this age? I’m an old woman now—past forty,” I laughed.
“So what? How does that prevent you from coming to live with me?”
The dormant volcano came to life, spewing forth a stream of lava.
“If you’d uttered these words twenty years ago, things would have been different. I still longed for my
husband, my home, my family. But the wait has deadened those longings.”
“Please think it over before you say anything, Lalitha,” he said gently.
My mind whirled back twenty years.
I had just been married. Life always seemed new, fresh and full. Little did I know then that green fields shelter
venomous creatures. It didn’t take even a year for a drop of doubt to curdle the atmosphere at home.
He did not have the patience to sift through the facts. Besides, I have a lot of self-respect. Why should I even
have to make a case for my innocence? I faced the storm brewing in our home.
“I’ll stay if you’ll believe me.”
He had no faith in me. And he was supported by his sister and his parents. As a result, I had returned to my
mother’s home. My husband married again.
Everywhere I went I heard whispers and saw sly smiles and questioning looks. Sarcasm and stinging laughter
were wafted to me on the breeze, but I did not lose heart. I resumed the studies disrupted by marriage. It helped
me create a life of my own. The small flicker of hope I had nourished within me died out when he married again. I
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hardened my mind, and learned to live without him. I learned how to face the insinuating phrases and the crooked
smiles. My attempt did not fail.
Now at this time in my life, after so many years, this man had the temerity to ask me to live with him again.
My first reaction had been anger. He was like a hunter deprived of his catch, surprised, angry, regretful.
“But you had just agreed to come with me—” he began.
“I can neither believe nor respect you. The little respect I had for you has just evaporated. How can you expect
me to live with somebody I don’t even care for? Besides, I have grown accustomed to my kind of life.”
“Lalitha—”
“If you don’t leave at once, I’ll have to call the neighbors.”
The determination in my voice did not fail to reach him. Having no other option, he moved toward the door.
“Think about it,” he urged.
I slammed the door behind him.
The sound of his footsteps slowly faded away.
66.56 Love Marriage\fn{by Bansi Nirdosh (1928-2001)} Ganpatyar, Srinagar District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(M) 3
Thonda!
What this word means I do not know to this day. I cannot even tell whether it is Kashmiri or Persian. Only a
linguistic expert might know if its root lies in Sanskrit or Hebrew. For me, it is a mystery.
The first time the word entered my ears was when Keshavnath’s son came home on vacation from his college
in Hissar. I saw him at the water tap in his yard, washing his face, and my wife informed me that the boy was
called Thonda—that was the name Keshavnath had used when calling his son. Taking the boy’s whole appearance
in, I felt that the name suited him. Short, fat and compact—just like the stuffed bolsters that the big city merchant
keeps in his shop to rest against while doing business. No matter how hard you press it or how much weight you
put on it, not a wrinkle or crease disturbs its surface.
Thonda was undergoing training in agriculture at Hissar and this was the first time that he had come to this
house. Keshavnath himself had only just returned to his house after almost sixteen years. Keshavnath was a
Patwari, moving from one village to another on posting all these years. Meanwhile his house had seen a stream of
tenants come and go. Our house was adjacent to it, you could say the two stood cheek by jowl. As a child, I had
seen only Keshavnath’s wife and two daughters. The girls were quite small those days, both younger than me.
Thonda was just a suckling baby.
Keshavnath was posted at Tangmarg when the news came that his wife was dead. Soon he was posted to
Baramulla, on promotion as a Girdawar. It was at Baramulla that he married off both his daughters. Whether
anybody went to Tangmarg to offer condolences at his wife’s passing away, I do not remember. But several people
from the mohalla certainly made the trip to Baramulla to attend the weddings. Among them were my wife and
mother.
At their return, there was nothing but Keshavnath and his daughter’s wedding for days together. Their gushing
over Keshavnath’s prosperity made me only too aware of my lack of it. Their lavish praise was a clear reproach to
the way I was conducting my worldly affairs: far better to be a gambler or a corrupt patwari who had money in
his pocket, and what was more, could produce it at a crucial moment, only such a man could win general
approval, he alone is the perfect man, was their joint opinion.
Keshavnath had suddenly become popular with everyone in the mohalla. They would never tire of counting his
virtues. Their only sorrow was his enforced wandering in rural climes—in spite of having a home of his own in
the town, he had never enjoyed living in it. The people in the mohalla were convinced that he would never ever
come home. They might even have been proved right, had not an accident occurred last year, which brought
Keshavnath rushing back to his house.
It so happened that a house, which stood in the yard between our house and Keshavnath’s, collapsed, the
weight of snow piled on its roof proved too much. For the inmates, it was a narrow escape. I felt very bad for
them: a house full of people thrown out to find separate shelters in scattered mohallas, was certainly a sad
spectacle. The house had accommodated seven households, but there was no love lost between them. The seven
used to pull in seventeen different directions, though blood brothers sprung from the same womb. They divided
the rubble into seven equal portions, leaving seven heaps in the yard. With the passage of time, every serviceable
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bit of door or window disappeared from the heaps and finally the street children cleared out the yard, dumping the
remaining debris into the shallows. Within a few months all memories of the collapsed house were gone.
Its fall had, however, opened up the view of a number of houses around. Now light entered even the inner
rooms of our house and Keshavnath’s. It was now that Keshavnath came back to live in his house—perhaps he
had just been waiting for the house in front to fall. Or he was afraid of a similar fate overtaking his house if he
allowed it to remain with tenants for too long. Immediately after, he had the roof repaired and the windows
painted red. It was winter when that house fell and our living quarters were; still in the ground floor. Thus it was
only when we shifted to the top floor for summer that we noticed the great change in our surroundings the
disappearance of the house had brought. When I stood on the balcony, a view, never seen before, opened out
before my eyes. The temple on top of the Shankaracharya Hill and the peaks of the mountain range above Harwan
were clearly visible from my balcony. It was a stunning sight, certain to make an impact, but what made a greater
impact on me was the sight of Maharaja.
Maharaja was Vanamal’s daughter. What a pretty picture she made, sparkling as a freshly caught fish. It was
that house, now disappeared from view, which had stood between our two houses earlier. It seemed to me that
Maharaja had also been waiting for the house to go so that the two of us could finally see each other.
Every time I came to the balcony in the morning before leaving for office, Maharaja would flutter around,
restless as a bird coming home to its nest at sunset but unable to locate it in the dusk. Maharaja’s house too had a
balcony, as bare and open as ours, with no windows to close. Even when she went into the room, my eye had an
unobscured view of whatever she did inside. Maharaja knew very well that I was a married man with children, but
there was no doubt about her growing interest in me. This attention would have gone to the head of anyone, and it
certainly went to mine. I could guess, however, what Maharaja wanted she wanted someone to notice her, watch
her constantly, admire her. The more I watched her, the more time she spent on doing herself up—washing,
combing her hair, dressing up and waiting for me to appear on my balcony, with the light switched off.
After some time it seemed that my wife had begun to suspect something. She dropped sarcastic hints from time
to time. But 1. would swear upon my children that there was nothing in it, it was just her suspicious mind
imagining things.
“Just look at me. Who would call me handsome or rich? Or eligible in any way? What attractions do I offer?
Tell me now, if you were in Maharaja’s place, would you fall in love with me ? You don’t love me even though I
am your husband, how can you then accuse this unmarried young girl of harboring designs on the likes of me?
Your suspicion is too ridiculous for words. It is not fair to slander a poor widow’s daughter,” I would speak
righteously.
I had no illusions, however, that my arguments and sermons convinced my wife. And in spite of lying brazenly
to her, I felt no shame, nor did I give up my ways. I could feel that Maharaja had reached a stage in life where a
young girl finds herself wanting to have a home of her own, a partner, her own children. Should this stage pass
her by unfulfilled, it would not be long before her charms faded and she withered away. I did not want the warmth
of her natural, youthful feelings to remain suppressed and gradually turn to ice. I also knew that the widowed
Vanamal did not have the means to provide a dowry large enough to find her the match she deserved. And then I
noticed Thonda, and the thought came to me that the match for Maharaja was here.
Thonda had started dropping in on me occasionally and we used to talk of this or that over a cup of coffee. He
turned out to be a friendly, good natured fellow and seemed to enjoy my company. He was home on two months’
vacation. But after just two weeks I was told that he wanted to go back to Hissar. I called him and took him up to
my room.
“Why do you want to run away, my dear?”
“What is there to stay on for? I have done more than enough sight seeing—shikara ride on the Dal Lake, a
round of the Mughal Gardens, Gulmarg, even a few days at Pahalgam. What else is there? I am tired of sitting
around for the whole day. There is nothing to do, I am so bored here! Give me Hissar any day, plenty of friends
and acquaintances, my days will pass very well.”
I laughed at this speech of his and said”
“You are not wrong when you talk of boredom—certainly you are bored, but that, my friend, is entirely your
fault.”
“How do you say ‘my fault’?” Thonda stared guiltily.
“You don’t know how to use your time, you wouldn’t have been bored otherwise.”
“What do you think I should have been doing with my time?” he asked and I replied with assurance:
“You, my friend, must start a love-affair.”
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He burst into laughter at my words.
“Start a love affair? What are you suggesting? Do you want me thrashed?”
To some extent he was right. Besides, Thonda was just what he was: a bolster at a merchant’s shop, soft from
this end to the other. To start a love affair certainly needs a tougher core in a man, particularly in a place like
Kashmir, where the mere mention of the word “love” would mean nothing less than branding with hot iron rods
for the culprit where even after the birth of two or three children there can be no worse embarrassment for a man
than to be accused of being in love with his wife: the shame of it would be hard to live down. In such a scenario,
should anyone suspect Thonda of having involved an unmarried girl in this “love” business, it would mean utter
disgrace for him, might even lead to his permanent banishment from this place. But in spite of knowing the risk, I
had still advised Thonda to start the game of love!
He rose to go, but I grabbed his leg and forced him to sit down.
“Don’t worry, it is nothing to be ashamed of. Just follow my advice for the next couple of days, if at the end of
it you still feel that you are bored, you are free to leave for Hissar that very minute” said I.
"Now listen," I continued, pointing a finger at Vanamal’s house. “Do you see that house there? That is where
Maharaja lives. She is Vanamal’s daughter. Observe her closely. You won’t find her peer anywhere. Ah, I should
have been your age and then I would have shown you what “love” means.”
“Have you really been in love with anyone, sir?” Thonda asked me in the eager voice of an earnest pupil
asking his teacher whether he had ever seen the Taj Mahal.
“I happen to be a married man, with a family. How can I indulge in love? Besides, when I was your age, there
was a veritable famine, no sight of a girl around for miles. Of course if one happened to meet a female at a
wedding or something, one could indulge in love for a day or two. The “love” ended as soon as the wedding did.
She would depart for her home and we for ours, with hardly any regrets on either side. Of course, the warm
feeling stayed with one for some time—a memory lingered and then faded off. But the times are advanced now—
there are so many opportunities. All one needs is leisure. And that you have in plenty. You need something to do
with your time, why not do something enjoyable?
Let me give you a tip. All you have to do is to turn your gaze on Maharaja, give her the impression that she is
beginning to attract you. Whenever she appears at her window, you must clear your throat with a loud cough.
When she steps into the yard, you must lean out of your balcony. You will soon realize how enjoyable this “love”
business is. You won’t even notice when day turns into night. In fact you will toss and turn through the night,
waiting for daybreak and the sight of Maharaja once again.”
My eloquence immobilized Thonda for a while. I did not care what he thought of me, I was determined to find
a match for Maharaja, and Thonda was the ideal candidate. If things worked out according to my plan, Vanamal’s
big problem would be solved and Maharaja’s heartache soothed.
I did not get a chance to talk to Thonda again for a number of days. In fact I did not see him at all, but was
satisfied that he had not left for Hissar yet. Obviously his boredom was over, the “love” business was flourishing.
I noticed a change in Maharaja too. She used to wear either sarwar kameez or sari, but the other day I saw her in
smart, bell-bottomed trousers, standing against the balcony railing for a long time, watching a game of cricket
being played by the neighbourhood children. But I could not even see any sign that her interest m me had ceased.
She still went on with her elaborate ritual on the balcony, the same combing of hair, drawing my attention by
loudly calling out to her mother. None of it had changed. But at the same time, it was comforting to know that
Thonda was not in despair either, otherwise he would certainly have put an abrupt end to his vacation and packed
up for Hissar.
There were still eight or ten days of Thonda’s holidays left, when coming home from office one evening, I
looked up at Maharaja’s house and saw that the whole balcony had been curtained off with old sheets. It was as if
someone had struck me a mighty blow, my heart jumped wildly. What could be the reason for this drastic change?
Does it mean that Maharaja’s mother suspects and is enraged? The matter is certainly serious, I thought, and
instead of going into my room to change, I went straight to the top floor, and seating myself on the low dividing
wall of the kitchen, asked my wife:
“What is this new style? Vanamal’s barricading herself—doors, windows, balcony and all.”
“As if you don’t know anything!” my wife said in a tone to suggest that it was all my fault, and said:
“Vanamal’s daughter has just been engaged to Keshavnath.”
“But what about Thonda?” I burst out, when I had found speech.
“He is going back to Hissar.”
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35.83 & 66.48 1. Does Anyone Have The Strength? 2. Magical Webs: Two Short Stories\fn{by Warri aka Akhtar
Mohiuddin (1928-2001)} Srinager, Srinager District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 2
1
He stepped into the bus and it seemed that a rose had suddenly bloomed in it, as if a shining star had torn a
hole through the clouds and emerged to dazzle the firmament. The first thing he did was to demand the windowseat. He got it—I vacated it for him. Now I was seated between him and his mother, who sat on my left. He was
taking in the sights from the window, eagerly looking at things that the rest of us see everyday and promptly
forget. They seemed to fill him with a sense of wonder. To him everything was a novelty, a colorful entity, a
mystery to be explored. It might be his mother that he kept glancing at, but the message was for all of us, urging
us sightless people to see all the things that were so clearly visible to him. To me his chatter was the essence of
wisdom. More than the substance, it was his manner of speaking that was full of meaning. He marveled at each
and every facet of life around him, excited by everything.
The bus moved on. I don’t know why suddenly the memory of another day flashed across my mind, when a
child like him rushed out of school and ran on the road as if he owned it, as if he was the sole inhabitant of the
world. The stream of cars, buses, trucks, scooters, and other vehicles came to a sudden halt. It was the miracle of
Moses’s Mace—the waters parted and gave way. The child, satchel slung on back, crossed the road and caught up
with his sister, who, being a little older than him, was running ahead.
“Come and play stone wars with me,” he challenged her.
The river, meanwhile, swept on crushing the stones and boulders in its way. No one bothered to thank the
drivers of the cars, buses, trucks and other vehicles for their consideration in stopping for the child—a miracle is,
after all, a miracle, the beneficence of the Benefactor!
Two children, brother and sister, playing a game. Trying to hit each other’s stone-missiles down. Knocking out
the stone, flung by the adversary, in mid-air, was the most important job in the world, the rest was meaningless.
The joy of a piggy-back ride as reward for a successful hit was worth sacrificing all the joys of paradise for.
“Where are you going, my little ones?”
The one who asked the question stood on two legs. His body was not covered with hair, his teeth, too, were
well-hidden behind his lips. He looked like someone the children could call Daddyjan, Mamajan, or Chachajan.
He belonged to the human species, so why should anyone have been afraid of him?
“We’re going home,” the little boy replied. The girl did not answer.
“Come into my car, I’ll drop you home—both of you,” came the offer from the one who could be Daddyjan,
Mamajan or Chachajan.
The boy saw no harm in accepting it; the girl, however, true to her nature, was hesitant, a little shy. But when
she saw her brother eagerly taking his seat in the car, she had no choice but to follow.
A news item appeared in the papers the following day: two children, brother and sister, were found murdered
by the roadside. The killers were later identified as Billa and Ranga. The paper carried other news too—like how
much progress had been made in the technological field, new discoveries and inventions that had hit the scene.
The bus was moving ahead. The child, ignoring my intervening presence, kept nudging his mother, pointing
things out to her—things that all of us bus-passengers, including his mother, had seen hundreds of times before—
real things, the awareness of whose significance we, caught up in the murky routine of our daily lives, had lost.
The child’s comments were not important, it was his style of speaking that reached out to the heart. I don’t know
why I wanted to lay my hand on his head and bless him, but did not dare, for I too was a biped, in appearance a
Daddyjan, a Mamajan or a Chachajan, or maybe a Billa or Ranga—who could tell?
Isn’t it so, I ask you? I mean you, my reader. Please tell me, didn’t I even look like him, that Daddyjan,
Mamajan, or Chachajan who put his brains to use, drained his energies through nights of wakefulness, and then
sneaked his way into the throng of worshippers gathered to offer namaz on the day of Id, threw a bomb and
disappeared? Remember the hell that broke loose? The flames that raged? And when the conflagration died down,
the torn and mangled remains of the old and the young and the children—delicate bodies turned into bits of flesh
and bone? The shreds of gold-embroidered caps and crimson waistcoats mixed with the muck of the road? The
children of the poor, wretched mothers who waited and waited behind closed doors for the absent ones to return
for the festive meal to which no one returned, ever?
“Don’t look that way,” the words of the mother, seated to my left, admonishing her son, seemed to wake me up
from sleep. The child’s attention, mostly on the road, had been drawn to a new sight. The bus had crawled to a
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stop near the curb. A funeral procession—pall-bearers followed by a large number of mourners—was coming
from the other direction. Thinking in my wisdom that it is not correct to frighten a child, I said:
“You should not be afraid. Everyone has to die, sooner or later. When you see a coffin being carried like this,
you must recite inna lillahi va inna ilaihi raajeun—from God we came and unto Him we must return. Don’t you
know your Qu’ran?”
The child shook his head.
The mother shivered and, perhaps to caution me, uttered the phrase, “Ttrahi! trahi! Hey Bhagwan”—God save
us!
I took the hint and fell into reflection. After a while I told myself, how does it matter? A rose is a rose, no
matter what name you call it by. Will a change of name lessen the brightness of the Morning Star? This child’s
name might not be Jaleel, but isn’t his style of speech as winning, as meaningful, as wonderful as Jaleel’s?
“Look! Over there is the shrine of Har Brar,” pointing to the temple on the Hari Parbat Hill, I said, determined
to win his trust.
“It’s Chakreshwari,” he countered, without a glance at me.
“Let me explain. ‘Har’ is Kashmiri for Sharika and ‘Brar’ for a goddess; so the temple of the Devi is ‘Har
Brar.’ Understand? For us Kashmiris that is the name to call it by.” I was trying to bring all my intelligence and
wisdom to bear upon my words, stressing the word, “us” to suggest the depth and expanse of the word to the
child. But he responded with a scowl and repeated to his mother:
“Chakreshwari.”
I was silenced. For a second I was tempted to tell the mother, “Why don’t you say something? Why aren’t you
telling him that I am right?” The urge made me turn to her. She was all wrapped up in a shawl from top to toe.
Perhaps that is why I had made the mistake in identification in the first instance.
The temple on the hill was clearly visible now. I was still brooding over the ignorance of the mother and the
child when a mist rose before my eyes and through the haze with sightless eyes I saw the child stealthily folding
his hand in a namaskar to the temple. When he intercepted my glance, quickly he let his hands fall in his lap and
sat still. With horror I saw that he was hiding the gesture of obeisance from me!
Something rose like a huge weight to suffocate me. I wanted to scream:
Do I not look like a Daddyjan, a Mamajan, or a Chachajan he knew? Or does he see in me a Ranga, a Billa or
that righteous fellow who had thrown the doors of Hell open that Id day?
The child’s understanding is pure, unclouded … he certainly sees the monster, the demon lurking inside me.
But I appeal to you all, my brothers, my friends! Will someone please speak up for me? Will someone who still
has strength of utterance left, tell this child that he is the Morning Star of my firmament, and his mother the mark
of obeisance on my brow?
2
Something happened, and I saw her in a dream. As her eye fell on me, she screamed in terror like a dog, his
sleep suddenly broken by a hard hit of a stick on his head. I was advancing to her with love and affection and she
seemed to be in the grip of an epileptic fit, trembling. I hugged her warmly but she only felt my ribs digging into
her as so many nails.
Nothing happened then, or you could say that she had no idea of what happened next—she had lost her mind.
The doctor said that she was suffering from mental illness and would need hospitalization. Unconscious, she was
taken away and admitted. When she regained consciousness, she opened her eyes, stretched her limbs and looked
at me. Her face lit up with a smile, just like a narcissus, does when it opens its eyes for the first time in spring. Her
tangled dark hair was lying between her breasts, a dark stream of water flowing between two milky white banks,
beautiful, unparalleled. There was a glow on her face. It seemed that the state of unconsciousness had restored her
to the health that a shepherd finds when he migrates to the high pastures in the summer.
“How have you come into my room so early in the morning?” she said. “If anyone should see you enter…”
Her eyes scanned the surroundings nervously. “What place is this? Where am I? I hope you haven’t transported
me somewhere through witchcraft.” She was frightened like a wild musk deer caught in a trap. Under the quilt her
hands seemed to be searching for something in the lower portion of her body. Agitated as a miser, afraid that a
thief has robbed him of his treasure. I don’t know why she looked at me with hate in her eyes and screamed. It
was a bloodcurdling scream from a dog suddenly woken up with the hard blow of a stick on his head. She
trembled violently and as I held her head, hugging it to my breast, she fainted.
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“No need to worry,” the doctor said. “It is a kind of neurosis. The treatment is rather lengthy, but there is no
cause for anxiety.”
“But why should she suffer this acute attack at my sight? I, who lives for her alone?” I thought to myself. It
was so humiliating. Her behavior had wounded my pride as deeply as my presence was wounding her. I wanted to
become invisible, but it was not up to me. I would have broken off all ties with her, but ties can only be broken
between two conscious beings: here one was non-existent and the other bruised. In spite of my humiliation I had
to stick around.
“If you want to stay here, you will have to change your clothes, look like a doctor or a nurse to look after her,”
said a nurse.
“Doesn’t she want to see me as myself?” I asked her, with tears of frustrated rage in my eyes.
“No need for gloom. It is possible that she may be in this state for some time. But as she improves, she will
again like you as yourself.”
The nurse gave me a white overall; it fitted me perfectly. The change in appearance seemed to bring about a
change in my nature too. The other patients in the ward raised looks of recognition towards me. My interest grew
and I earned a name. There was a clamor for my attention from all sides, giving medicines to this one, recording
another’s temperature. I treated some as a doctor, looked after others as a nurse. I had found a job after my heart.
Meanwhile she had begun to make a slow recovery. She still did not recognize me and I too did not present
myself to her as my old self. To me she was just one among a hundred other patients and I nursed her with the
same sense of detachment. One day the nurse told me:
“She does not remember you, nor must you ever reveal your real identity to her. She is making a slow recovery
and remembers now that it was a dream which had terrified her.”
“What dream could it be, I wonder?” My mind was in turmoil.
“I may not know the dream, but I do know its meaning,” the nurse was smiling. She gave a seductive swing to
her body and left. In her white uniform, the nurse flitted around like a dove. She was delicately built, with large,
laughing eyes. Her simplicity was her greatest charm. I followed her, with a thermometer in my hand. I wanted
my fever checked by this very nurse, pursuing an exciting chain of thought.
“Compounder Saab!,” a voice called me.
I knew the voice and something pulled me back. Retracing my steps I went to her bed.
“Compounder Saab, he was here. Do you know him? Please do find out, I am so scared of him!” She was
talking about me.
“But he is innocent!” I couldn’t check myself.
“That means you know him?” She was angry. Her brows used to knit up whenever she was angry. I would kiss
the place where they met and we would make up, the quarrel forgotten. But today I did not dare. Still, habit
proved more powerful than discretion. My lips touched her brow and a smile lit up her face.
“How do you know he is innocent?” Saying this, her eyes closed. She was asleep, at peace, talking to herself
with a smile. I strained my ears but could not make out anything. The nurse came, cast a stealthy look at me and
said jokingly:
“There are other patients in the ward too, Doctor, waiting for you.”
I followed her to her room sheepishly. We drew close to each other. I wanted to take my hospital overall off,
but she wouldn’t allow it, saying:
“This is what makes you a healer of the ill. Once you take it off, you are dead.”
She and the nurse became one in my mind, their identities fused together. It seemed that so far I had been
caught in a spell, a magical cobweb clouding my vision. But all this was for me alone, for unintelligent, ignorant
me. I did not see the difference, both the webs were the same.
“Doctor Saab,” she said, “she should not even be looked at, and you this overall, how well it suits you!”
The doctor had told me that she was getting better and if she was taken out morning or evening it was fine. In
the evening we went for a long drive in a cab. I held her hand in mine and leaning her head on my shoulder, she
said:
“Don’t ever think of being unfaithful to me. Pledge yourself only to the extent that you can fulfill.” Our
intimacy was growing, but she wouldn’t let me take off my overall either, saying, “If you take it off you will look
like that one whom I hate.”
My ego was receiving one wound after another, so many serpents seemed to be biting me: but now even I was
reluctant to take off the overall; it seemed to have become a part of my skin. It was this that had made me a master
of two worlds.
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The next day she had recovered fully, according to the doctor who said that she could go home. While leaving
the hospital she addressed me:
“Doctor Saab, you must keep dropping in, now that I am beginning a new life. And this overall suits you so
much.” And the nurse addressed me:
“You will have to leave the overall here and you must not come this way again. I belong to a different
profession, a different caste and I hate those who are not dressed in overalls.”
And I had to bear the agony of a wounded ego. The webs were all tangled in my mind. I was caught in a storm
of contrary thoughts. The webs were pulling me in all directions by their chains and I felt like a little girl who
can’t find her balance after a dizzying ride on a merry-go-round. They say that a cry escaped me, the cry of a dog
woken from sleep by the hard blow of a stick. God alone knows the truth.
Everything around me was calm and peaceful. Everyone wore an overall and they were tending me. They were
all new people, different kind of people.
1929
11.23 & 87.68 & 117.237 1. When The Walls Weep 2. Do You Suppose It’s The East Wind? 3. The Lion’s
Mouth: Three Short Stories\fn{by Altaf Fatima (1929- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
1
“Horse-drawn carriages are gradually being eased off the streets of Lahore (newspaper headline). Wild animals
are a national resource: it is our duty to protect them (poster on a wall).
“And the wall says: I am not that wall the builder made with the help of a mixture of mud, cement and
concrete. I am that wall made by the sun and the moon which human beings call the beautiful hills of Margalla.
And I wish I could show the poster to the owner of the black Mercedes that knocked down a child sitting behind
his brother on a scooter very near a school, crushed him and drove away.
“And what of that other child, the one I must travel so far to find? Perhaps he is waiting for me.
“But he doesn’t even know that we’re going to get him. It doesn’t matter. His blue eyes, his jute-blonde hair …
He must be very lonely there, and unhappy.
“The story that Gul Bibi told the villagers is the one I watched, scene by scene, for six months. But I swear by
the dark night that I have not heard a word of it until today, though I have it all on tape within me, from start to
finish, and in her own words.
“Who? What? When? Why?
“She herself will answer all your questions. You only have to bear in mind that she’s a woman—a woman of
the valley, at that. And all valley women—never mind which valley, Kashmir, Kaghan or Kalash—remind one of
ripe apples hanging from boughs on the trees of their gardens.
“The characters of this story are all central: there are no extras. This is more or less the sequence in which they
appear, according to the plot. A widow whose winsome daughter has just been wed. A blonde, blue-eyed foreign
woman. And a blonde, blue-eyed tourist—or if you want to discard the cliché you could call him a research
scholar, a student of anthropology—well, let’s continue, just listen to the tape.
“Someone in the bazaar had told me that a job was available in the Rest House. A foreign lady had just arrived.
She needed a servant. I was starving. I lived near the mosque by the corner of the bazaar in my shack made of
sticks and thatch. After marrying off my Mahgul I lay among my baskets like a rotten apple. When Mahgul left
her, uncle stopped sending me money for my expenses, and I was starving. I went along as soon as I heard about
the job and started work straight away. But the woman seemed a bit mad to me. Eccentric. She’d write all night
with her light on, then fall asleep, wake up suddenly and stalk around her room. She’d be putting paper in her
typewriter before the first call to prayer and I’d hear her tapping away. Then she’d wake me up, calling, ‘Gul Bibi,
get me some coffee.’ I couldn’t stand this habit of hers.
“During the day she’d go off into the woods to collect herbs, roots, leaves. Once she asks me, ‘Gul Bibi,’ she
says, ‘does anyone practice white magic in your village?’ I’d been wondering about her for a while, anyway.
These are devilish practices, I tell her clearly, we Muslims don’t play around with magic. If our own herbs and
poultices don’t work, we go down to some holy nian for an amulet. And we don’t even have a holy man in our
village. After that, I started to watch her. At night she’d take off all her clothes and stare at her naked body in the
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mirror. She’d go on staring and then begin to weep. But without a sound. Strange.
“Mahgul’s youth had taken mine away and the sight of this woman’s was bringing it back. I thought her spells
must be working on me. But I had to feed myself somehow, after all. She was a good woman, though, just kept on
writing, tapping away, then one day she’d go off to town with a stack of those papers of hers .
“She wouldn't come back for days.”
(The tape breaks off at this point. This is when he appears, in his blue jeans and checked shirt under his
Peshawari fur jacket, his Swati hat and his backpack and his camera. And settles in the Rest House. Wait … I’ve
sorted out the sequence of the tapes again. Just let me adjust the sound a bit …)
“He settled in so comfortably that I just assumed he was her man. I hardly needed to ask her about that. She’d
spend whole days in the woods, gathering her sticks. And he, perched for hours on the white rocks by the Naran,
would bait the trout hiding in its waters. He’d trap about a seer of trout a day …”
(Stop. When my boys tried to catch some trout in the Naran they were stopped by a guard. Who created a great
fuss. And we thought, well, if we can’t have trout, we’ll have some corn on the cob instead. It’s so sweet, so
succulent here. Grains of corn, fields of maize … thoughts, like a top, spinning here and there, at the gates of
schools, around hours of play, horses, silence, seed-pearls … And a child with eyes as light and clear as the waters
of the Naran and hair as bright as sheaves of corn waiting, waiting … For whom? For me, perhaps …
Cut! The button of the tape recorder’s been switched on again. Automatically—or by demonic interference?
The voice: a man in the bazaar.)
“After the foreign lady left, the man that Gul Bibi had taken for her lover stayed on for another week. And then
one day with his pack and his camera on his shoulder, he strolled up to the Rest House’s cook on his long legs and
told him to give Gul Bibi her mistress’s keys when she got back.
“I saw him go off on the Kaghan bus. Gul Bibi was ill that day. She lay on her bed in her shack all day, with
her scarf over her face. When I gave her the key the next day she couldn’t believe it. She went on repeating to the
mullah, the gentleman shouldn’t have done that, he shouldn’t have left the lady’s keys with Gul Khan. Who
knows what he’s walked off with …
“She didn’t even know his name. Twenty days went by since he’d left, then thirty. The lady hadn’t come back
yet. Gul Bibi hadn’t been properly paid, and since she wasn’t working, how could she claim a salary? These
foreigners ask you to account for every penny you claim. Then one day no one saw Gul Bibi all day. The door of
her house, too, was locked. When even the last bus to Kaghan had gone, a ten-year-old boy called Sultan brought
a message to Gul Bibi’s daughter:
Your mother has married Shakoor. She's left with him on the last bus for Batrasi. Shakoor has found work in the
forest there. This key belongs to the foreign lady. Give it back to her when she returns.

“The message amazed everyone. There was no man by that name in our village. Another thirty days went by;
someone said they’d seen the foreign lady at the bus terminal with her luggage. I thought of telling her where she
could find her key, but she went straight from the bus to Gul Bibi’s daughter's house to get it. That, too, amazed
us.”
(The next voice, soft, tiny. Maria’s.)
“I met her at the Balakot lorry depot. She had henna on her hands and her wrists were full of bangles. She was
dressed in flowered chintz and the ribbon of her braid was decorated with little bells. She looked pregnant to me.
Her eyes lit up when I teased her about it. Then she told me herself that she’d left my key with her daughter. I’ll
have to look for another woman to help me out now: I’m meant to stay on for another two months. (The voice
begins to fade. A long sigh.) I wouldn’t have expected this of you … John?”
(Cut. The voice of the man from the bazaar again.)
“It all lasted exactly five months. I’ve counted on my fingers. Autumn has begun. The desert wind is pregnant
with snow. That’s how it was then, the weather, when she got off at the lorry depot one day. She was dressed in
black, her wrists were bare, her face desolate, her hair disheveled and her belly like a barrel. She floated along
like a bubble to the house of her daughter, who was standing at the door with a dish of flour in her hands. She fell
into her arms and began to weep and wail. We all had to point out to her that she should have some concern for
her daughter’s condition. We tore her away, with difficulty. When we asked her what the trouble was, she said that
Shakoor had done battle with jinns in the jungle and the conflict had killed him. The jinns didn’t even spare his
corpse; they spirited it away.
“What will be, will be, we said; in all events you have to thank the Creator.”
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(The tape suddenly winds to its end and snaps off. Because I had fallen asleep. I always feel sleepy when I'm
worried. When I went to the office earlier today the newspapers had arrived and quite by mistake I picked them
up. Boom. Boom. On every side the stench of burning flesh. The smell of dust risen from fallen houses and
buildings. Tanks. The reek of rotting corpses. God, how these newspapermen exaggerate. Here in a place like
Naran you can’t even believe what you read. Lord, you made the earth so beautiful and people’s hearts so …
where do I go now, so full of fury? I’m not going back. I’ll lose myself here, in this beauty. The boys tremble: but
school opens soon, they say. You can’t spend your life grieving over everyone’s sorrows. And I haven’t even
reached the place where the child with blue eyes and hair like corn …
So. The account of his birth.
And this is the testimony of an aged midwife with twisted hands.)
“Maria was always concerned that there wasn’t a hospital around here, not even a dispensary. How long can
people survive on herbs and roots and incantations? Someone should at least set up a maternity center. We’d
actually taken her for a doctor at first, and we’d land up at her door with our aches and pains and blisters. The
poor thing would begin to weep and say in gestures, I’m no doctor, she’d say, but you couldn’t expect them to
believe her. The result was that she’d be relieved of all the medicines she’d brought along for her own use. This
time she’d spoken to all the big shots around and they’d ended up unloading their own woes on her; doctors won’t
work here, they said, they don’t like it, they want to stay on in their big cities where money is good. Maria was
left in tears once again.
“I’d say, trying to console her, don’t worry, there’s always God. Then she took off. And look at the ways of the
Lord, mother and daughter delivering their babies at the same time, and I tried to take care of both of them. Both
of them gave birth to males. I bathed them and dressed them, and when I took Gul Bibi’s son to the mullah and
asked him to whisper the name of God in his ear, he panicked and put him down on the ground as if the child were
the devil’s spawn. What kind of child is this? he roared. Hair like corn and eyes like sapphires. He was terrified. I
gestured to him to keep his silence. He’s given to us by God, so do your duty and whisper His name in his ear.
And when Gul Bibi his mother saw the boy, her smile vanished in tears, and then she quietly died.
“Afzal Khan, Gul Bibi’s son-in-law, still asks me every time he catches me alone: Are you sure my mother-inlaw gave birth to this child? Then raise your hand in the direction of the Ka’aba and swear that my wife has
nothing to do with him.
“And each time I’ve raised my hand and said: Mahgul’s only connection with the child is that he came from
her mother’s belly. He’s so young, the boy, and the woman whose mother’s womb harboured him doesn’t have it
in her power to protect him, for her husband wakes her up at night and demands: Tell me the truth, is this child
really your mother’s, or did the midwife place him by your mother’s side in the middle of the night just to protect
you? If that’s the story, then I swear by God I’m going to shoot him with this bullet. And he shows her the bullet
and says: So that … so that … he can never again play such games with someone else’s life. That’s why Mahgul
begged Janet, who was leaving the place after a long sojourn there, Madam, she said, take him away with you,
since Mother died I’ve even been afraid to give him a piece of bread, he doesn’t have a well-wisher or a protector.
Yes, Mahgul, he isn’t a trout, he doesn’t belong to a protected species. So you have to be patient. We both have to
be patient. And wait for the time when …”
(In my distress, I’ve come out here, to the bazaar. On the slope leading down to it is a mosque made of wood,
from which I can hear the muezzin’s (unamplified) voice. He never sings before or after the call to prayer, but just
now he’s reading aloud from the Qur’an. And when the woman who was buried alive is asked: What was the
crime for which you were executed—what then?
That will be the hour when the sun will be enveloped.
And the stars will lose their light. And mountains will walk.
And the seas will become flames.
And the book of reckoning will be opened.
And the skin of the skies will be ripped away.
And all, in this hour of revelation, will be revealed.
And watching all this the walls of a city weep, and within me the walls of my being are drenched in the drizzle
of my silent weeping.
And bright letters proclaim on the hills of Margalla:)
WILD ANIMALS ARE
A NATIONAL RESOURCE!
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TO PROTECT THEM IS OUR DUTY!
2
The enormous weight of three hundred and sixty-five days once again slips from my hand and falls down into
the dark cavern of the past.
The windows in this desolate room are wide open. How improbably strange the sky, draped in a sheet of dense
gray clouds, looks behind the luxuriant green trees. It seems someone has filled space itself with a sweet,
melancholic beauty. A cool breeze has finally started to blow, after much heat and sun.
Could it be the east wind?
Papers and books lie in a disorderly pile before me on the desk. I suddenly stop writing, screw the cap back on
the fountain pen and clip it to my collar—not because the weather is absolutely delightful and the grapevine is
maddeningly beautiful and one simply cannot write a book on dairy-farming in a setting so entirely out of this
world. One cannot discuss the significance of the chemical components of milk any more than one can expound
on the proper proportion of corn husk and mustard oil-cake in the cattle feed. All right, not another word about
cows or water buffalo.
My problem is that I’m very absent-minded. I search for my pen everywhere, while it’s clipped to my collar all
along. I look at faces I have seen so often and wonder who they might be. I have never seen them before. And my
memory is so bad I can hardly remember who has hurt me and who I have decided to hold a grudge against. Worst
of all, the day I’m supposed to take care of some enormously important matter, I seem to end up spending it in
some atrociously silly programme. Well, that’s what it’s come to with me. My one abiding fear is that the
landscapes of my memory might become a yawning wasteland—derelict, empty, blanched. That I may lose my
grip on familiar things and no longer recognize them at all. That’s why I have pushed aside the sheets of paper and
clipped my pen back on. Just so that I may lean back and squint into the far horizon and not let my eyes waver.
After all, trekking back on the past’s interminable highways, that time may twist around and look back. It just
might.
What! It really has! There, look, the past is calling me. All scenes before my eyes are beginning to dissolve,
and a long lost horizon is forming in space. This gigantic gate, here—it’s the very same gate whose wrought iron
bars we would hug tightly, swinging for hours on end. Tickets would be improvised and sold; the guard would
wave the green flag, and the passengers, planting their feet on the bottom railing and grabbing on to the grillwork,
would enjoy the train ride, as the others energetically swung the gate out into the street. Directly across the street
from the gate the blacksmith’s furnace would be ablaze, the clank-clank of red-hot iron being beaten into shape
resounding through the air. And inside the gate small and large gardens opened to view-hedges of nirbisi and
delicate trellises draped with rose vines. We would make believe that our train was now chugging along beside
jungle and farmland. To bring the train into a station, we would stick the thumb under the chin, run the index
finger along the ridge of the nose all the way to the forehead, and would cry with all the power our lungs could
muster:
“Koo-ooo!”
It felt as if the train actually were entering the station. The entire summer vacation was thus spent swinging
from the gate and playing violent games inside the summer house. There would be bloody skirmishes between
robbers and cops, the robbers would be finally caught, they would repent, and right away set up stands where they
would sell guavas and mulberries. Clay flowerpots would be broken, the shards then rubbed smooth into ser\fn{A
weight of about two pounds .} and half-ser weights and all kinds of coins. And suddenly one day the vacation would
end and school would start the next day. But on that next day I would pretend I didn’t know, and would manage to
stay in bed until nine o’clock. The school bus would come and leave without me.
But this couldn’t go on. The very next day I would be violently shaken awake at four in the morning.
Every time the school reopened, a fresh calamity awaited us. This time, though, it came in the form of a new
teacher: a portly woman draped in a borderless sari and wearing eyeglasses. She put a Hindi primer in the hands
of each of the Muslim students and ordered them to learn it on their own. When I saw the primer I was offended.
We were in the fifth class, weren’t we? Then why were we being forced to learn it? We had already been through
a similar primer once before. All the pictures were exactly the same. Anyway, she informed us that Hindi was
compulsory in the fifth class. I carefully put the primer away in my satchel, and it stayed right there. Two days
later when she showed up, I easily rattled off the lesson: alif for anar, be for bakri, he for huqqa, and dal for dhol.
Crazy! Idiot! She was beside herself with anger, and ordered me to learn it all over again.
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What misery! But who could I ask for help? The rest of the girls were quite a bit older than me and spent free
class periods crocheting lace or knitting red and green woolen sweaters. I, who still played with marbles and
broken glass bangles, felt shy in their presence. So I took the primer back and thought the teacher was crazy
herself. They were pictures of hubble-bubble and she-goat all right. Bright and clear. Anybody could see that. Yet
she must get angry. When she yelled at me over and over again, I had to ask Mother for help:
“The teacher doesn’t teach but keeps telling me to learn from somebody at home.”
“Go ask Robby Dutt. He’ll teach you,” Mother suggested.
So I begged the boy whose father—whom we used to call Maharaj—lived in the quarters outside in the
compound.
Robby Dutt—his big eyes smeared with a thick application of kajal, wearing a gigantic black tika in the
middle of his forehead to ward off the evil eye, a gold amulet strung on a black thread round his neck—rolled his
eyes and spelled out his terms:
“You won’t pull my braid, right?”
“Right.”
“Let me swing on the swing?”
“Yes.”
“Push the swing twenty times for me?”
“Yes.”
“And give me gosht-roti to eat?”
At this point I faltered. If I gave him meat to eat as he wished, Mother’s displeasure was sure to follow. She
had expressly warned me, “Don’t you ever give him meat—understand?”
“All right, don’t,” he said. “I won’t teach you.”
“I will, I will. OK, I’ll give you meat.”
And when His Majesty came in to teach, he would straightway crouch all of himself under a cot or a settee. I'd
pull him out of there somehow, and then, in a voice calculated to overwhelm me, he would command:
“Read! Chota “a”! Bara “uu”! “Ee”!” All those pages with pictures on them—he had made me learn in no time
at all.
Then one day he taught me:
“Mohan achcha larka hai. Bhor bhae jagta hai aur ashnan karta hai.” (“Mohan is a good boy. He gets up
early in the morning and takes a bath.”)
I couldn’t believe that such familiar words could possibly come out of such a strange alphabet.
“You miserable ass! You aren’t teaching me properly.”
“Parhae to rahe hain. Aur kya tumra sar parhaen?” (“I am too! What did you think I was doing?”)
“Liar! Fraud! English sounds come out of English letters. And here you are teaching me Urdu in Hindi!”
“Go to hell! I’m done teaching you!”
He would throw in the towel and flee, because the matter was beyond him. He himself couldn’t figure out how
Hindi letters managed to emit Urdu sounds.
It took me a long time to make my peace with the idea that the letters of this weird and totally unfamiliar
alphabet produced exactly the same sounds as the Urdu script I was familiar with.
Now the writing drill got underway.
“And what’s this—the silly squiggly thing stuck to it?” I’d ask, pointing at the matra for the vowel “o.”
Which would throw him off once again.
“Yeh eme hi hai. Tum is se mat bolo. Apna kam karo.” (“It’s just there. Don’t meddle with it. Do your work.”)
In short, he wasn’t counting on explaining the vowel marks, and explain them he did not.
But something like anxiety nagged at my heart. Sheer deception, this! It didn’t make sense that you read in the
strange looking Hindi script exactly what you read in the Urdu script. Surely it was a plot to confound the reader.
Out of sheer stubbornness, I took it to heart that there was no point in slaving over this. Robby Dutt, too, seemed
to have become fed up with my daily bickering and nagging. So I put the Hindi qaidah\fn{Primer.} to one side.
There was another reason too: I was soon going to attend a school where there was no such nonsense. And so
that was the end of his teacher-ship and my discipleship.
He was now scarcely seen all day long. He’d go to school, and when he returned he’d dart out to wander
around. Or else he would stay home and talk like hoary old men. He had no siblings and all his close kin were
back in his hometown.
Yes, Robby Dutt, you were really something else. Even now, I can see you vividly against the background. The
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truth is, you’re never far from view. Whenever the rains come—and with them the thought that back on the old
house dark rain clouds would be pouring down in a torrent, letting rivers of water gush noisily along the eaves,
and people would be celebrating Saluno, the festival of raksha-bandhan—how can I not remember you? When
the ties of teacher and taught broke off between us, you quickly forged another bond. You stood behind the door
and kept repeating in your muted voice:
“Tum kesi behni ho, turn harnre rakhi bhi nahin bandhat ho.” (“What kind of sister are you? You don’t even
tie a rakhi on my wrist!”) And yet again:
“Auron ki behmen to bhayya logan ke rakhiyan bandhat hain.” (“Other sisters tie rakhis for their brothers.”)
The whole day long you kept showing up behind the door, hurling taunt and after taunt at me for not tying a
rakhi, until Mother finally relented. She sent for a few rakhis from the bazaar and gave them to me. Next time
when you sneaked behind the door, I grabbed your hand and tied the whole lot on your wrist. Seeing not one, not
even two, but three separate rakhis on your wrist, you became overjoyed and sprinted off, reappearing only in the
evening, clad in a sparkling white dhoti, a lacework kurta, a Gandhi cap on your head, holding a brass tray, with
rice, andarsas, bananas, and coins amounting to about half a rupee. Then, extending your hand from behind the
door, you set the tray down and said,
“This is your dacchana.”
Oh, you really were something. When did I have the mind, when was I eager to tie rakhis? But every year, well
before Saluno, you would keep reminding me:
“Rakhi mangali hamri?” (“So, have you sent for my rakhi?”)
Deep inside, how much you valued being made my brother. When Bibbi came from Shimla for the first time
after her marriage, you lugged her bedroll inside the house yourself, practically doubling over under the weight.
When told you didn’t have to, that Jabbal could have just as easily carried it in, you replied quietly,
“Why Jabbal? After all, didn’t Aapa’s groom tease Aapa, saying what kind of brother you’ve got—he can’t
even carry your bedroll for you!”
And that wasn’t all. You were pretty strange. You would fight over the swing, and when I gave it a push, you
would say in your quivering voice,
“Not so fast! Easy! I’m scared!”
“Why are you scared? I’m not.” You would say quietly,
“Tum gosht-roti khati ho, ham dal-roti khate hain.” (“Because you eat gos-roti and I eat dal-roti.”)
And if anyone ever asked you whether you were Hindu or Muslim, you replied with great equanimity,
“Me? My clan and caste is the same as Begam Sahib’s. Why, I’m Begam Sahib’s son.”
In fact, you were a Brahmin, and a Brahmin of the most elevated rank; indeed, so elevated that your doctor
grandfather had no qualms about giving his daughter’s hand in marriage to a confirmed idler such as your father.
Anyway, whenever a little free time came your way, you would quickly make wuzu,\fn{The ritual bathing before
prayer} unroll Mother’s prayer mat on the settee, and start performing one ruku after another, dropping your
forehead in sijdah after sijdah, mumbling a prayer under your breath and quickly passing your open hands over
your face. And if anyone laughed, you felt hugely offended.
If a Hindu reproached your mother, the Maharajan, saying that you always hung out with Muslims and
mimicked their ways, she would just laugh off the matter good-naturedly, saying,
“Just as well. Let him live as a Muslim. This way, at least, he might live. My two other boys both died.”
Well, the high point of the story came when a craze to hold milads\fn{Celebrations of Muhammad’s birthday; among
South Asian Muslims a gathering, mostly of women, at which religious poetry is chanted, offered as an act of piety .} swept through the
entire neighborhood. We did it too, and that did it. Nobody could reason with you. You fought with the Maharajan
and kept insisting on holding a milad too, and she, a simple woman, consented. She prepared the floor, spread
cotton rugs and sparkling white sheets borrowed from our house; she sent for flower bouquets; she burnt incense
sticks; and she begged Pathani Bua to come and perform the milad, because “My lallah\fn{Son; boy.} wouldn’t
have it any other way.”
And guess who turned out to be the M.C. at the event?
You, of course. Who else? You’d dole out paans to everyone I gathered there, then daub them with attar,
sprinkling rose water from the dispenser every five minutes, dying from worry that you might have missed a
detail that was part of the milad ceremony at your Begam Sahib’s.
On winter nights, when everyone tucked themselves into heavy cotton quilts and sometimes listened to stories,
you too would burrow into somebody’s quilt and hang out there.
And then it’d seem the earth grew both weary of its weight and impatient with familiar faces and voices. It was
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like somebody had violently thrashed the grain in a winnowing fan. One flew and landed here, another
somewhere else. But grain and seed, no matter where they land, invariably set up fresh worlds for themselves,
sending their slender roots, like a leech, deep into the earth. They cling to it, and, in time, tear open the earth’s
bosom and come out.
Well, Robby Dutt, it’s like this: I ended up here. You must still be there, grown into an honorable man,
responsible and wise. Once again the rainy season has arrived. It must be pouring back where you are. Farmers,
wearing folded gunny-sack shells for raincoats, must be busy digging ditches and taking care of the fields. Flocks
of herons and parrots must be zooming back and forth overhead. Brahmin women must still saunter out during
Saluno carrying rakhis for their brothers, draped in snappy red and green saris, bindiyas on foreheads, feet stained
with henna, black and green bangles strung up the length of their flashing white, plump arms.
Your arms must be filled with rakhis, and you must still offer dacchanas—but openly, though, not from behind
the door.
So what? What do I care? I wasn’t exactly dying to tie a rakhi, you practically forced me to. Then again, the
time for those insignificant little nothings is well past now. Mankind now thinks only of big things, of things that
matter, and despises everything that is small or looks diminished. And to tell you the truth, you or I or anyone who
thinks about the past does wrong. Why must life stay fixed in one place? Life’s ship must pitch and rock forever
on the restless waves of time. What if we had gotten stuck on the beach?
On life’s ocean one ship sails east, another west. Favorable winds push them on, and fate determines their
destinations.
The ships of your life and mine also sailed to shores destined for us. And yet why does this desire suddenly
overwhelm me—to fly off quietly to where you are, sitting grand and dignified, to sneak up behind you and
whack you and ask, “Want to have me tie a rakhi? And, tell me, which tray of dacchana is for me?” Why are all
these long-lost matters returning to me, like an old pain suddenly come back to life?
It’s because after much smoldering heat and burning sun, a cool breeze has finally started to blow.
Do you suppose it’s the east wind?
3
There was a big school next to the church and to its left, the road swerved into a narrow lane, or perhaps it was
the lane which took a turn to join the road. It was a small lane which had a few shops for repairing radios and
transistors: two or three shops and those too dusty and dingy, and another shop which was used as a small
showroom for refrigerators—it so happened that once, at some occasion for expressing anger and sorrow, the
unruly public turned into a mob and sprinkled kerosene (or perhaps it was petrol) and then threw a burning match.
The one who threw the burning match couldn’t have known that the owner of the showroom had used up all his
provident fund and sold his insurance policy to set up this showroom. He had just managed to sell two
refrigerators. Well, some people said that this was the result of old enmity and rivalry. In any case, he was left
clutching his heart in grief and later on started working as salesman in a carpet showroom—people say that one
day while showing a carpet to a prospective buyer, he lay down, never to get up again. This interruption has
become rather long, but all that needed to be said was that right behind this shop there was a narrow, gallery-like
strip. It was here that for many years a thin, frail man had been running a second-hand bookstore.
In this gallery-like strip, large wooden shelves were filled with books and classes were marked on small pieces
of cardboard—matric,\fn{Matriculation; a term commonly used to refer to the final year of high school or secondary school
certificate examination, which ends at tenth standard (tenth grade) and the qualification received on finishing the tenth standard (tenth
grade) of high school and passing the or the state board exams, commonly called “matriculation exams”. Most students who pass out of
matriculation, or class 10, are 15-16 years old. Once the Matric year and exam have been passed, students are said to have “matriculated”.
After passing, a student may continue onto junior college (equivalent of British Sixth Form (16-18 years old)) for Intermediate Exams
(equivalent to British A' or Advanced Level Examination). The 11 th and 12th standards (grades) are usually referred to as “first year junior
college” and “second year junior college”, “Higher Secondary”, or “Plus Two”. Most students who pass out of class 12 are 17-18 years
old:W} Senior Cambridge etc. In this way from kindergarten to matric and Senior Cambridge and even Interme-

diate were available. People were surprised that a particular book may not be available in the market or in the
bigger bookstore, but here at this small second-hand bookstore, you never got to hear the answer that the book is
not available.
The reason for this was that there was a kind of agreement between the bookseller and children from the school
that as soon as your result is announced, you pack all your schoolbooks and sell the whole set to me and you will
get all the books that you want. Those children who were certain of getting through would bring the whole set
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with them on the Speech Day when results were to be announced. In exchange, they would get the textbooks for
the next class. With a little bit of money thrown in.
The schoolchildren never tried to find out his name. He was known as “Mister Books.” Not more than three
and half feet tall, thin and lanky, a straight pajama and old-fashioned striped shirt, a small French-cut beard,
somewhat sunken, bright and laughing eyes, glasses, mouth constantly full of paan, and a heart overflowing with
a river of contentment, this man, sitting in the midst of piles and piles of books was a strange figure for the
children, and whenever they got out of the school and there was a little time before the bus or the car got there,
they would rush inside the book shop.
This book shop did not sell only course-books. It also had comics and story-books. From illustrated editions of
Hans Christian Andersen to the novels of Dickens and Hardy, the works of Shakespeare and Shaw, Charlotte
Bronte to Daphne du Maurier and Denise Robbins, all these were available. The girls of matric and Intermediate
swarmed around them like bees.
From selecting and tracking down books to putting the money in the box, everything was in the hands of the
children. Four or five of them would be perched on the shelves or looking around for books. Or they would be
reading together. And the shopkeeper would also be sitting peacefully cross-legged in the midst of all kinds of
noise and children’s games. He would be selecting books himself or binding old books. It was only at lunch-time
that he would start quarreling with the children.
“Oh, you don’t even let me get a bite. Will you not let me drink some water? Good-for-nothing!”
Then with the children’s advice he started renting out books. You handed him a four anna coin and for it you
could have the best books to read. Actually, this man did not know any business tricks. If he had wanted, he could
also have sold ice-creams and food items. But he had given permission to a very poor man who sat on the wooden
platform in front of the shop to sell ice-cream.
He also never stopped to say anything to the man who sold spiced knick-knacks and potato fritters, and ask
him “Mister, why do you block the way? I can easily keep such packets myself!”
In this hullabaloo and the innocent companionship of children, he never realized how time passed. He was
startled when he realized that the very children who used to climb the shelves like monkeys or squat on the floor
to rummage through the piles of books, now came to his shop looking around for books and holding the hands of
their children. Then he would tell those children:
“Your mother used to be a little monkey! When she became angry, she would scratch the other children’s
faces! And oh, the amounts of ice-cream that she could consume! Oh, oh—so this is your daddy. He used to be
such a rabbit. All he needed were a pair of long ears.”
How the mothers and fathers loved it when he narrated small incidents from their schooldays! Much time had
passed. The signboards of many shops had changed. Many new shops had sprung\fn{ The text has: came.} up. There
were even soft drinks with new names.
“Cola? which cola? what cola?”
This was a running joke between the children and Mister Books.
“Which cola have you had today? You know, there is soon going to be a new drink—“Dracula!” One sip and it
sends a frightening shiver up your spine. You have so many of these colas, but have you ever looked up in the
dictionary what this word means?”
“You tell us, Mister Books!”
“Why should I tell you? I never have these drinks. Look it up in the dictionary. First learn how to look up
words in the dictionary, then drink these colas! It is a very useful habit to look up words in the dictionary.”
Hearing this, the children would pounce on the pocket dictionaries that he kept. Soon all the dictionaries would
be sold out. For a few rupees, a dictionary would get into the hands of the children.
Mister Books never had the leisure to realize that time had a swift passage. Once in a while he looked up to see
that the value of property was going up, and all around the number of shops selling novel non-necessities was
increasing. Even next door, there was the noise of Shopping Plaza and Panorama Shopping Center type of
buildings under construction. Those who ran their own little shops began to grow frightened. But Mister Books
did not care. Who would be interested in this dark and dingy narrow strip, filled with the musty smell of old books
and paper? If there are new shops of video-rental and video games and music cassettes, then let them be. My
books cost little and their value is beyond money, so they will keep on being a source of attraction for the
children; he remained contented. He was not impatient by nature. There was actually a feeling of being static and
stagnant which had become the condition of his existence.
This narrow gallery-like bookstore filled with second and even third and fourth hand books, the day it was
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rented out for a hefty sum of a few thousands, even that day he was not surprised. He did not even become sad.
God alone knows what he felt inside his heart, but his face did not betray any sign. He requested the owner of the
shop and the new tenant for a stay order but nobody knew the troubles and the efforts that he must have gone
through.
*
All the other shops in the neighborhood did good business and remained crowded. Specially the tailor’s shop
next door was always crowded. These were the shops in this area, neither big nor small. But the third shop on the
left was reputed to be sher dahan, the shape of a lion’s mouth, open in the front and narrow at the back.
For the last ten years there had been a rusty lock on the door latch. This is what he broke open one day. There
was a small bucket of whitewash mixed with a little bit of yellow and there was a new paintbrush. He
whitewashed the whole thing himself. After such a long time, when the shop received a fresh coat of paint, it
appeared to smile, as if the lion had opened its mouth. Cartloads of books were shifted from the back and a whole
day passed in setting up the shelves and getting things in proper shape and by the evening his shirt was drenched
in sweat, but still he remained cool at heart.
What a heart and what a mind! He never felt harassed. Other people would panic even when they had three or
four assistants. This fellow kept on working quietly and all by himself, setting up his books. Some of the bundles
were covered with dust collected over the years. These were old English magazines of crochet-work, knitwear,
and cross-stitch. But young women are not interested in these things nowadays. They either go to have their hair
set, read, or teach, and they buy even the smallest items ready-made from the market, rather than make them at
home. So who would care to look at these old magazines? The yellowing pages had now started turning brown.
He separated all such books and magazines and tied them in tarpaulin for the old goods-dealer.
It was then that Khwaja Qaseem came to him with nothing more than a nodding acquaintance and started
telling him the stories of this shop being a lion’s mouth.
“This shop never does well. It has never done well in the past.”
“Why? Has it sworn that it will not do well?” asked the bookseller who looked like a dwarf from fairyland
(this remark he had overheard from the schoolchildren talking about their favorite Mister Books). After spending
so much time with children, he had developed a childlike capacity to be amused.
“Oh, but this shop is shaped like a lion’s mouth. People say that any building or shop which is shaped like this,
even a part of a building, a room or a courtyard inside a house fully inhabited, does not allow anybody to live
there, will not let them prosper. It may turn into a ruin, but it will not have people live there.”
Instead of replying to Khwaja Qaseem, he was thinking:
“So then, that narrow gallery-like shop of mine has also suddenly turned into a lion’s mouth?”
*
This shop was not far from the school. But there was a road in between, and the cars, buses, and wagons
suddenly started going very fast on that particular road. And coming from that particular land near the school to
this new lane, there were three zebra crossings, and sometimes he had to wait for at least half an hour to be able to
across the road safely.
These busy roads and cars whizzing past had become the cause of a separation from those smiling clown-like
faces and monkey-like habits which led them to scatter books all over the shop. It took him some time to set up
the shop and put the books in order. But once he had settled down and had more time on his hands, those faces
and their innocent pranks came back to him again and again and he began to pine.
Then he came to realize something else: the children didn’t seem to be interested in second and third hand
books. Nobody bothered to sell him the old course and get it changed for the new course. They had lost the habit
of handing him a four anna bit and getting books to read. Even though before shifting\fn{ Moving.} here, he had
distributed little sheets of paper with his new address printed on it to all the schools where he had book-buyers. It
seemed to him that nobody cared for Dickens and Hans Christian Andersen and Keats. The volumes of
Shakespeare and Shaw were undisturbed. Previously he could barely eat for the rush of little customers. Now he
could spread his floor mat in the center of shop and sleep peacefully all day long.
Whenever Khwaja Qaseem had time, he would come over and chat for a while and then come to the same
topic:
“This shop is a lion’s mouth. It will never work out. Do you remember the condition of poor old Bhoray
Mirza?” he would ask whoever happened to be sitting nearby, asking them to bear witness. “All he ever did was
swat flies. Dozed all day long sitting in this shop. His wife had left him as she couldn’t stand the poverty. With her
his ten year old son. Suddenly one day, she called for a tonga, caught the boy’s hand and put her box on the tonga
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and she disappeared so that Bhoray Mirza never saw her again.”
He had become tired of this story.
“Come on, talk of something else. What you say gives me bad dreams, as if we were having the deluge once
again and all of my books are being washed away with these gigantic waves.”
Some more time passed and he started keeping other books as the need of the day, and besides the old course
books, he put in Urdu magazines and Urdu books. Good quality short stories, and novels, books of the classical
poets, new criticism and poetry. He had collected all these in the form of old books. Sometimes he would say to
himself in surprise,
“How do people have a heart to sell such books?”
But even these books stayed in their place on the shelves. And if somebody came there and picked up a book to
ask for the price, he would shudder on hearing the price—“An old book and so expensive!”
He had also learnt to shoot back sharp answers:
“People will buy each and every expensive item in the world and that too with great pride. But books, which
have the pearls of wisdom and the elegance of the imagination, they will not buy books. Even the book which cost
five or ten rupees seems expensive.”
Then he would try to explain.
“Brother, I used to sell books at cheap prices because I could buy books from other dealers at throw-away
prices. Now if I am buying books at such prices …”
He stopped. Well, let us try something else, he thought to himself.
Soon one could see spy thrillers, romantic magazines, and popular digests in the shop. Some of his old friends,
who had started by paying four annas for their reading material, then had become better acquainted, and after that
got into the habit of sitting down in the shop to read (there were no charges for browsing!) objected to this
change:
“What is this, my friend? What have you collected? You will spoil the readers’ taste.”
“Where is this reader? He is a viewer now. All he does now is watch.”
Mister Books was not in the habit of being afraid of anything new or criticizing it. That is the reason why he
never maligned the video (even though the next lane had a video games parlor and drew children towards itself in
large numbers so that they hovered around it after school was over). He used to say,
“These are machines. They could never cause any harm to people. How did they get on top? It is man himself
who has allowed them to get on top. Oh, these machines are very useful stuff. Symbols of man’s greatness and
conquering powers—but these too have been degraded by their misuse.” (Since he had ample time to sit in the
shop and read, he would talk incessantly, even though in his normal condition, he was a rather quiet person.)
He was very annoyed. Today’s new man is not using machines properly. He has sold himself to the machine.
He would not bemoan the decline in reading habits. He used to say that this is a sign of the times. Now the age of
books is over.
Somebody advised him that in addition to books, he should keep some video-cassettes. Add the stuff of a
general store also. He would not easily lose his temper. His face did not even show signs of annoyance but all he
did was to say this much while chewing paan:
“No, my brother. I will not mix up this work with anything else. Books are after all books and they have a
sanctity.”
It was with this kind of conversation that his beard turned gray.
All of a sudden he stopped coming to the shop. No, not that he died. It was as if his heart was dead.
After many months had passed, a young man came to the shop and opened the lock. The bundles of books
covered with tarpaulin were laden on carts and sent to the address of wastepaper sellers. The young man
reorganized the shop and decorated it. He put up a new signboard with the picture of a new soft drink. On one
shelf he arranged music cassettes, and on one counter he put a bottle of coffee, some cups, and a percolator. The
shop slowly began to pick up, but Mister Books never visited it.
*
Once he met Khwaja Qaseem on the way to somewhere. He said,
“You used to say that this shop is a lion’s mouth. I tell you, it is time which is the lion’s mouth. It does not let
anybody put down roots. It does not like anybody settling down. All these acts of terrorism, conspiracies, all this
conniving, these threats of war, bloodshed, what is all this? This is to destroy settled towns and turn cities into
ruins.” He continued:
“Khwaja Qaseem, you must accept what I am saying. It is not these shops, but time which is the lion’s mouth.
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It devoured and destroyed innocent things like books.”
Time, the biggest devourer …
11.31 & 87.24 1. The Hand Pump 2. Munni Bibi Goes To The Fair: Two Short Stories\fn{by Hajira Masroor
(1929- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh State, India (F) 11
1
It was evening, and a concrete wall was now being constructed around the hand pump. The cement simply
needed to be smoothed out a few more times. The youths of the area were impatient to begin using the pump, but
Chunni Begum screeched out at them:
“Don’t you dare touch anything! The cement is all wet and will get ruined. The pump handle will work itself
loose.”
The young lads backed away, rubbing their hands ruefully. The plumber laughed loudly.
“Old woman, it’s only a pump, after all, not a human arm that can come out of its socket!”
“Do your own work, man. Isn’t the wall still wet? Won’t it get ruined if anyone touches it?”
The plumber was forced to agree, and all the neighbouring mothers began to yell at their children to keep away
from the pump.
“You shameless wretches! Poor old Chuuni Begum is going to provide water for all of us here, and you want
her pump to be ruined! I’ll break every bone in your body if you don’t keep your distance!” one of the mothers
shouted.
The women began to flatter Chunni Begum.
“What an angel you are!”
“When you die, you’ll be remembered as a martyr.”
“Only a person of good family would have done a thing like this!”
“Who else would ever dream of spending his own money to provide comforts for others?”
“The landlord of this compound is so mean. He has never been willing to install a hand pump for us, and has
always insisted that we should collect the money ourselves, and install it as a joint effort.”
The plumber stood up, dusting his loin cloth. Chunni Begum stooped down to peer closely at his workmanship
and then pulled out her purse from her waistband.
“Here are your four rupees, my good man,” she said in a lordly manner.
“I will not take a paisa less than five rupees,” the plumber thrust back the money into Chunni Begum’s fist.
A long, heated argument then followed, in which all the compound women sided with Chunni Begum, and
cursed the plumber vociferously.
“Well then, I’ll dig up the pump and be on my way, I won’t take a single paisa from you.”
The plumber turned threateningly towards the wet cemented wall, and flung the money onto it, thereby
marking it in several places.
“You wicked man! Here is your money!” Chunni Begum scrabbled frantically in her purse for her very last
rupee, shook out the purse and tucked it back into her waistband.
As soon as the plumber had left, Chunni Begum made a dash for her hand pump, sat down beside it and raised
her hands in thankful prayer.
“Oh Lord, you have saved my face today! Thanks to you, I shall never need to depend upon anyone. You are
indeed peerless and great!”
She wiped the tears of gratitude from her eyes, The birds were by now flying home to their nests for the night.
“Chunni Begum, God will grant you a place in Paradise. Remember how we used to wander from house to
house in search of a little water. And how we were pushed around by cooks and bearers, and then how we used to
carry our heavy pails ail the way home. Remember how our shoulders would ache for hours afterwards?”
The women had once again begun to chant their songs of praise, but by now it was dark, and so they had to
look to preparing the evening meal. The children still loitered around the pump.
Chunni Begum picked up a slender stick with which to frighten them and lay down near the pump. The young
lads of the compound were very headstrong, and would hardly be afraid of such a thin stick, but nevertheless they
kept their distance from this new oddity. They loitered nearby, and wrestled with one another in friendly fashion.
Chunni Begum continued waving her stick at them, but the lads stood around until they began to feel hungry.
Chunni Begum spent a sleepless night, alternating between joy and trepidation. Every time a stray dog passed
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by she would jump up and brandish her stick, thinking it was a naughty boy who had crept up to ruin the wet
cement by bathing or by urinating against the wall. She would chase the dog away, but very soon more dogs
would arrive, and once the moon rose up in the sky, a whole pack of pariahs collected around the pump, raised up
their heads and howled at the moon. Chunni Begum was sure that their howling would prove unlucky for her
beautiful new pump.
She now drove away the howling dogs from the compound and then sat down to gloat over her own
farsightedness.
“How wise of me to have invested my last few rupees in this way. Now even if I have to eat off other people,
they will all be using my pump, and so I will not feel dependent on them. God is indeed great. He has always
allowed me to live a independent life.”
*
Chunni Begum had worked for her living ever since she was ten or eleven. Her widowed mother was a cook,
and Chunni would wash the dishes. Her mother doted on her, and would proudly tell everyone that had it not been
for Chunni Begum, she would have died a wretched death in her old age.
When the young daughter of the great house in which they worked got married, and Chunni Begum saw her
leaning langorously on her husband’s shoulder, she became aware for the first time that she too was a young girl.
It was as if she had suddenly woken up from a long sleep. How delicious to lean back langorously on strong
shoulders and rest. She felt utterly exhausted.
Her mother’s sharp eyes observed a change in Chunni Begum, and she immediately began looking around for
a suitable match. Chunni was married off before she was fully aware of what was happening to her.
Her tender young heart broke when she went to live with her in-laws. Her husband was a worthless lay-about
who had no job, dozed all day, and was drug addict. There was to be no leaning back and resting for Chunni
Begum after all.
Everyone taunted her for having an idle husband. She worked hard by day, but when she sat down in the
evening to eat, her in-1aws would shower her with abuses. All the vices of her forty year old husband were upon
poor Chunni’s head, and there was no one to fee1 sorry for her, because by now her mother was dead.
Her parents had named her Chunni Begum with such love and affection, but her in-taws contemtuous1y
referred to her as Chunnia. Her elder sister-in-law was still breast-feeding her three year old son, and every time
she wanted to drink a glass of water, she would shout for Chunni. Her husband had a job, and so she was the
favourite or her in-laws. Chunni Begum tried her best to persuade her husband to give up drugs and begin to work
like his elder brother, but what was the use? Every time she spoke of a job he would turn away in disgust and go
off to sleep. At last, after much begging and pleading on Chunni’s part, he gave up two of his daily doses, but that
simply made him more lazy and useless. He would lie and sob helplessly, and so his mother turned upon Chunni
Begum.
“You wretched! Do you want to devour my darling son? You don’t want him to remain alive, do you?” She
gave four annas to her son and pushed him out of the house.
That was the day that Chunni Begum lost all her carefully-cultivated self-control, and raved at her in-laws,
pouring out all her pent-up feelings at them. .
When the family realised that Chunni Begum was no longer the silent docile daughter-in-law, they promptly
threw her out of doors. Chunni pushed her way back inside the house, shouting and abusing, and collected the
pots and pans and the trunk she had brought with her as her dowry and then rushed out again, sobbing and cursing
her fate. Her footsteps automatically turned towards the great house, the Haveli, where her mother had worked for
eight long years.
She approached the Haveli weeping and wailing ceremoniously, and sat herself down on the threshold. The
Begum rose courteously from her divan and then ran towards her.
“Surely this is Chunni Begum, my old maid-servant’s daughter? What has happened to you?”
Chunni Begum told the Begum the entire distasteful story.
From that day onwards Chunni Begum took on all the work her mother had done in the great mansion. She put
away her pots and pans and the little trunk in the kitchen cupboard. After she had finished the cooking at night she
would come out into the courtyard and sit in the cool of the evening, looking up at the bright round moon. Then
she would think or her husband, and feel the fluttering movements inside her, which could no longer be ignored.
“Chunni Begum, lie down now, and if you feel hungry you can eat before we do. One always feels hungry
when one is in such a delicate condition.”
When such a nobly-born Begum spoke so affectionately to Chunni Begum she would almost faint for joy. She
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began to realise how satisfying it was to work for her daily bread. She pushed aside all thoughts of her husband.
Chunni Begum spent ten years in the Haveli. When her son was about nine years of age, the Begum arranged
for him to begin learning to read the Qu’ran. Chunni’s husband had remarried. She occasionally heard snatches of
news about her in-laws. She even caught a glimpse of her husband on the road one day, when she was out
shopping for vegetables. Her heart leaped to her throat, but she swiftly gained control over herself. When she
came home that day she clasped her son to her breast and sobbed bitterly for a long time. The Begum comforted
her, and at last Chunni dried her tears.
As the years fled past the Begum’s teeth began to fall out one by one; and Chunni Begum’s husband employed
him in his own business, and the Begum found a presentable-looking orphan girl as a bride for him. By now,
Chunni Begum’s well-scrubbed face seemed to have become part and parcel of the white-washed kitchen walls.
With the advent of her daughter-in-law Chunni Begum lost all zest for life. She began to actively hate the new
bride. The Begum would now call the daughter-in-law to most of her work. The young girl was anxious to please
everyone; and so she tried to do Chunni Begum’s work as well, and this is what caused Chunni to hate her. This
interloper was stealing Chunni Begum’s prerogatives, and the Begum was encouraging her. Chunni would think to
herself that soon the day would dawn when the new bride would feel independent enough to say that she was
earning her own living.
At first she simply scolded her daughter-in-law, and then gradually began to abuse her. The young bride would
stare wide-eyed at Chunni Begum, and then hide in a corner and sob her heart out. By now the Begum openly
preferred the young girl. How swiftly she dealt with all the housework! The Begum seemed to have forgotten that
Chunni Begum existed at all. If she ever called her by mistake, she would hastily say that she had actually meant
to call the daughter-in-law; and Chunni Begum would burn with jealous rage!
And then one day Chunni Begum heard that her husband was dead. She broke both her glass bangles with a
stone, and lay in her little room all day, thinking regretfully over what might have been.
When her daughter-in-law brought her some food, she screamed and abused her so loudly that the poor girl ran
away to the Begum.
The Begum thought that Chunni Begum had become somewhat unbalanced. She tried to persuade Chunni to sit
back and rest and allow her daughter-in-law to do the work.
“I do not want to be obliged to anyone, Begum Sahib,” she said firmly, though her heart sank with her. Here it
all was now, out in the open. “I will earn my keep, or else starve. If I am of no use to you any longer, then you are
welcome to employ my daughter-in-law. I can go somewhere else: I am still able to earn enough to feed ten
people. If I have your permission I would like to go away. I will always remember you.”
She stood up, went and packed her scanty belongins and walked out of the house, with the Begum protesting
loudly and trying her best to stop her. The daughter-in-law ran barefoot out into the street after her. Her son
walked alongside her up to the railway station, begging her to stay. But Chunni Begum would not listen to any of
them. She took out a ten rupee note and handed it to her son.
“Come, come, you have no need to worry about me. I am of no use to the Begum now and I know that your
wife will soon begin to taunt me for being a burden upon the two of you. Take this money and get some clothes
made for yourself. Get rid of these rags, for goodness sake. You aren’t capable of learning enough to get anything
decent made.”
Her son, who was perfectly well-clad, incidentally, considered begging his mother to get down onto the
platform. When the train began to move he ran alongside it as long as he could. Just for a moment Chunni Begum
felt as if the train’s wheels were running over her very heart and grinding it into nothingness. She stuck her head
out of the window and saw her son’s figure disappear into the distance, but she still kept her head out, staring at
each station as it flashed past.
*
After arriving in Lahore she wandered around the old walled city for a number of days. Nobody seemed to
need a maid-servant there. Everyone did his own housework. Chunni Begum scornfully turned up her nose at such
penny-pinching ways, and remembered her beloved Delhi with a nostalgic sigh.
Finally she wandered out of the old city into the Civil Lines, where a peaceful silence reigned supreme. Here
were large houses with spacious lawns, and ayahs taking out little children for evening strolls. After some
hesitation, Chunni Begum cautiously approached the gate of one of the houses and cross-examined the ayah. She
very quickly discovered bow good the pay was, how little the work was, and how many “perks” were included,
provided one was willing to be friendly with the cook.
While the ayah chattered on, promising to find Chunni Begum a good position in the area, she slapped the
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baby in her arms, who then began crying loudly.
“How dare you hit the Begum’s child!” Chunni Begum snatched the baby out of the ayah’s arms and ran
indoors. The Begum was sitting at her dressing table, putting on her make-up. Chunni placed the baby in its
mother’s lap.
“Your ayah slapped the little darling so hard that I still tremble when I think of it.”
The Begum seated her down beside her and began cross-examining her. The old ayah was dismissed on the
spot and Chunni appointed in her place. Chunni protested that she did not want to usurp someone else’s place, but
the Begum was adamant.
Chunni Begum soon reigned supreme over the entire household. The Begum consulted her about everything.
The children hung about her skirts. The cook was at her mercy, because Chunni would report all his dishonesties
to the Begum. Cooks would come and go at random, but Chunni continued unperturbed. She hated dishonesty,
and was not willing to tolerate it. She sent her son five rupees every single month, and regularly wrote to him
instructing him to dress well, and to let her know if he needed any extra money. Her son’s only reply was that she
should come back to Delhi and allow him to look after his mother. Chunni would laugh scornfully at such
sentiments. How could such a useless lout look after his mother satisfactorily?
She was very happy in Lahore, and she ran the house smoothly and efficiently.
In the beginning she faced a major problem in looking after the front lawn. These houses either had hand
pumps or their own tube wells, since the corporation did not provide them with any water. On summer afternoons
the slum dwellers from the outlying areas would sneak into the gardens of these houses in order to fill their
buckets with water. Chunni waged a running battle with these marauders.
“The Begum does not allow anyone to take water from here,” she would scream, “this isn’t a charitable
institution!”
The marauders who had used this particular garden tap for years, now had to go much further for their water.
They loathed Chunni Begum, and abused her whenever they saw her on the road.
The Begum doted on Chunni, and praised her to the skies. Previous servants had allowed the slum dwellers to
take as much water as they had wanted from the garden, in exchange for a small bribe. The slum children had
plucked flowers to their heart’s content, and ruined all the flower beds.
As time passed Chunni Begum began to feel twinges of arthritis in her knees. Housework became an effort.
Picking up the baby was torture. She tried to ignore the pain for many weeks but gradually it began to take its toll.
She would curse it, but it steadily grew worse. She began to neglect the house and the children. The Begum now
regarded Chunni with suspicion and resentment. At last one day she spoke out quite openly and Chunni had to
answer her directly:
“Yes, I was already thinking of giving up the job, Begum Sahib. The pain in my joints is agonizing. I cannot
possibly sit around the house like this. I have always been used to earning my living.”
The Begnm protested that she would send for a doctor, but Chunni arranged for a substitute ayah and
explained all the work to her.
“Look after the garden. Don’t let all those wretched slum folk come here in the afternoons. I never let them
take away a single mug of water, and just see how lovely the garden looks.”
Chnnn packed her scanty belongings, wiped the tears from her eyes and walked out of the house. She sat down
under the shade of a big tree and sighed bitterly. Then she turned towards the slum compounds and rented a room
in one of them. She had about two hundred rupees in savings, and was sure that she would get well again soon, if
only she could cure herself of her arthritis.
The slum dwellers were the old familiar faces whom she had driven away from the Begum’s lawn on many a
hot afternoon. They all turned away when they saw her, but after a few overtures on her part they were ready to
become friendly. After all, she had only been obeying the Begum’s orders, hadn’t she?
Chunni consulted a homeopath living in the slum compound. She wasted more than twenty precious rupees on
her medicines, but the pain got no better. She did not have the wherewithal to pay a proper doctor’s fees. She soon
began to feel so ill that she was on the verge of writing to her son, asking him to take her back to her beloved
Delhi.
Then she changed her mind.
Her daughter-in-law was bound to treat her badly, and she could not bear to be a burden on anyone. When she
felt very depressed, she would creep out of her room and sit under the shade of the large compound tree. The
women of the area would gather around and listen to her opinions on a multitude of subjects, and would nod their
heads respectfully. Chunni Begum had opinions regarding just about every subject under the sun.
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Her knees were now so badly swollen that she could no longer cook her own food, so she paid a few annas
every month to her widowed neighbour Shabratan to cook for her and bring her a pail of water every few days.
Chunni Begum continued to hope that she would get better soon and then be able to work once again. She
would lie in the sun all day, and pray to God to make her well again.
And then India achieved independence, and Pakistan came into existence as a separate Muslim state.
Communal riots raged throughout the sub-continent. Muslims were migrating to Pakistan, and Delhi was now a
part of India. Some refugees from her former homeland arrived in the compound, and Chunni Begum asked them
eagerly about her son, but no one had any news. Chunni was heart-broken. She was sure that her daughter-in-law
had stopped her son from coming to Pakistan. She did not want to look after her old mother-in-law. She cursed her
son’s wife and cried bitterly. Now she bad no baby to call her own, and she dreaded being left penniless. She gave
up all ideas of treating her arthritis, and clutched her rapidly emptying purse to her bosom in panic.
All the rooms in the compound were rented out by now, and the water problem had become very acute. People
had to walk miles for one bucket of water. One hot May afternoon Chunni lay panting with thirst for hours. This
was when she had her brainwave. She consulted an old friend from the good old Delhi days, and gave him thirty
rupees to buy a second-hand water pump, and get it installed in the compound, under the large tree. Then she
prostrated herself in prayer and begged God to let her eke out the remainder of her wretched existence
respectably.
*
The next morning, just as the bugle from the nearby army cantonment was heard, and the muazzin’s call to
prayer echoed in the stillness, Chunni Begum woke up with a start, hobbled up to the pump, and worked its
handle up and down. A broad, powerful stream of cool, clear water gushed out against the cement wall. She rinsed
out her mouth eagerly, washed her face, and drank down some water in an empty stomach.
“The Begum’s tap never produced such ice-cold water,” she thought to herself gleefully. “And the water that
Shabratan used to bring me was stale. This is the real thing.”
She looked around her. Everyone was still fast asleep under the morning sky.
“The wretched creatures! No wonder their money never goes far. The blessings of God don’t fall upon the
money of those who are too lazy to offer up their morning prayers.”
Chunni Begum went back and sat down on her bed. Gradually everyone began to wake up. Their first waking
thought was to pick up their pails and water vessels and rush towards the hand pump. The men folk were eager to
bath for a change, before setting off to work. The women wanted to begin cooking bright and early. They started
jostling one another in their impatience as they crowded around the pump.
“Stop!” shouted Chunni Begum, as she pushed her way towards the pump.
“I have never been dependent upon anyone all my life. I have always supported myself in spite of everything.
Now I would. like all of you to pay me a fixed amount every month, and then you can use as much water as you
like from my pump. But those louts are not to bath here. They will break my platform. What do you say to paying
me one rupee per family?”
The pails clattered to the ground as people gaped at Chunni Begum.
“What!” they cried, “how can we possibly spare one whole rupee every month for you? And anyway, when do
people ever sell water?”
“Doesn’t the government sell water? Doesn’t everyone in the city pay a water tax? I cannot allow you to use
my water free. Why couldn’t all of you have pumps installed for yourselves, then? Kindly hand over your money
in advance.”
But Chunni Begum was only able to collect four rupees, and so only four pails were filled at the pump. The
others all filed out towards the main road in search of water.
“Yes, yes! Go and look for water! Walk for miles! I don’t want to beg you to use my pump.” Then she shouted
at those four people who were jostling one another near the pump.
“Stop! Let me fill your buckets for you. You will break my wall, and anyway, I don’t want to take your money
without working for it.”
The women who were now returning to the compound with full buckets, gave Chunni Begum many a black
look.
“The world is full of devils nowadays,” they cried out. “She wants to sell us water, does she?”
The children prowled around the hand pump all day long in the hope of being able to play with water. They
scratched their sweaty bodies and eyed Chunni Begum, but she did not budge from her post for a single moment.
She began to eat at the pump, and sleep next to it at night. Had there not been a shady tree right there, she would
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surely have melted away in the hot May sunshine.
She was bitterly disappointed at having received only four rupees. How could she possibly manage to provide
for herself out of such a tiny amount, let alone attempt any cure for her arthritis? And the homeopath had just told
her about a new treatment which would cost her fifteen rupees.
*
About three weeks had passed since the pump had been installed, and all her money was now finished. There
was no flour left for the next day’s food. But Chunni Begum was still hopeful. She was convinced that her
neighbours were merely being stubborn. They would soon see the light of reason, and get tired of trekking out
every day in search of water.
Chunni Begum had eaten nothing since the morning. When the hunger pangs became unbearable she would fill
her aluminium bowl with cold water and drink it down swiftly.
“What ice-cold water,” she would say, and belch loudly. “These ungrateful wretches are not willing to pay me
one rupee each for this wonderful water.”
By the evening she was weak with hunger, but she still continued to fill buckets until nightfall, for those four
families who had paid her their rupees.
The next morning she was unable to get up from her bed when they came for their water.
“Fill your own buckets today. I will give you one day’s water free next month,” she murmured in a faint voice.
Shabratan was the only one who knew that Chunni Begum was weak with hunger. She tried her best to
persuade Chunni to take some food from her, but Chunni refused to accept charity. Soon the news spread around
the compound that Chunni Begum was hungry. Two women came to her with one rupee each, and Chunni was
full of energy immediately. She jumped up and began working away at the pump. Then she sent Shabratan for
some provisions.
No one else was willing to pay her a rupee. Chunni Begum’s knees were so swollen now that she could
scarcely move. She would sit beside the pump and work its handle up and down.
*
By now it was the end of June. The youths of the compound longed to bath at the pump and would keep trying
to make a rush for it, but Chunni Begum would not budge an inch. She looked as if the plumber had cemented her
to the wall.
“You wretches! Ask your mothers to pay me one rupee each, and you can use up as much water as you like. I
will pump out the buckets for you, and you can bath the whole day long. Such deliciously cold water! And what
filthy sweaty bodies you all have!”
But the louts paid no heed to her and continued circling round the pump. They were gradually becoming more
and more aggressive, and one afternoon they came in a group when their mothers were fast asleep, and launched a
joint attack upon the hand pump. Chunni Begum pushed them away a number of times and even wrestled with
them, but eventually she grew exhausted. Their mothers woke up when they heard her shouting and abusing. They
scolded their sons half-heartedly. The louts were now bathing at the pump. One of them would work the handle up
and down and the others would take turns to sit under the gushing water.
“Pay me an anna each. What do you mean by just standing there and gaping at me?” Chunni screamed at their
mothers.
“Where can we find any spare annas? Ask our sons to pay you. Why couldn’t you have stopped them in the
first place?”
But all the mothers were secretly pleased that their sons were able to bath at long last.
*
Now Chunni Begum was no longer able to keep anyone away from the pump. The boys would bath every
afternoon, and the women would draw water forcibly whenever they needed it. All Chunni Begum’s shouts and
curses fell upon deaf ears. The seven families who had been paying for their water now became rebellious, and
began drawing water free. Everyone laughed at Chunni Begum as though she were a mad woman.
Eventually she crawled right away from her pump and hid herself in her room, where she sat and cursed the
compound dwellers all day long. She kept her door closed so that she could shut out the sight of her precious
pump surrounded by a a permanent pool of water. But then she would suddenly throw open the door, and shower
a hail of abuses at whoever happened to be at the pump at the time.
Chunni Begum was hungry again. She had been hungry since the previous day. She was so weak that she could
no longer hear the sound of her pump being used all day long. Shabaratan came to see her several times, and tried
to persuade her to eat. But Chunni Begum refused.
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“How many times am I to tell you that I will not live on charity! Tell all these people to pay me for their
water.”
After Shabratan had gone away, Chunni crawled to the pump and filled her bowl with water, then she suddenly
fainted. When she opened her eyes she was back in her room.
The evening two women came to her with one roti each, and a little lentil, and some pickle.
“Give your mothers and sisters charity, you shameless wretches! Do you think I am unable to provide for
myself? Pay me for my water, and God will reward you in this life.”
The two women placed the food on Chunni Begum’s enamel plate and went away. Mosquitoes began humming
around the room, but Chunni Begum did not have the strength to drag her bed outside. The plaintive sound of the
Last Retreat could be heard from the Cantonment, and with it came the sound of the hand pump being used. It
seemed to her as if the whole world had launched a concerted attack upon her pump. With a sudden spurt of
strength she leapt out towards the platform.
“Pay me for my water, or else I will break every bone in your bodies!” she screamed hoarsely.
“Chunni Begum, why do you quarrel with us like this? We will look after you as long as you live.”
“Look after your mothers and sisters!” she yelled.
They all burst out laughing, and she turned towards her room. It was dark inside and she lit her lamp with great
difficulty. She picked up the plateful of food, looked at it, and then put it down again. She carefully pulled her tiny
bed out of doors and lay down, panting with exhaustion, She tossed and turned all night, and early in the morning
she crawled indoors. The food had been eaten up by rats. She sat down with a thud upon her trunk. A little while
later Allah Rakha’s wife came in with a roti, and a brass bowl full of tea. Chunni Begum eagerly thrust out her
own bowl to be filled. She shouted at Allah Rakha’s wife.
“Why couldn’t you put more milk in the tea? And why is there no butter on my roti? If you are going to draw
water all day long, you had better take some trouble over the food you bring for me, hadn’t you?”
2
The flickering flame of the torch—and the sound of drum and harmonium: the crows nesting in the trees of the
spacious courtyard got caught up in the branches as they restlessly fluttered their wings. For a second she tinkled
her anklet-bells melodiously, then sang on. When she reached the last note of the song, a turmoil set in—the
drum-beater jerked his head and jumped up and down beating the drum; the harmonium player, trying to keep
pace with the frenzy, ran his fingers swiftly over the keys; while the poor torch-bearer stood there the whole
[time].
After singing the verse, the dancer spun round and round frantically inside the circle of spectators, moving her
feet to the rhythm, flashing in and out of sight like lightning so swiftly that the torch-bearer had great difficulty
keeping her face within the circle of light. He, poor soul, also had to take care, lest the fluttering flame scorch the
dancer. The wretched torch was actually a mud-splattered kerosene bottle which had to be tilted this way and that
to keep it blazing.
Munni Bibi,\fn{A respectable or virtuous woman; also used as a form of address .} half-dozing and cuddled up in Kamal’s
lap, watched the dancing, swinging flame and the dancing, swinging woman.
She had almost fallen asleep when Kamal had picked her up and brought her out to watch the spectacle. Munni
Bibi was totally enthralled by the dancing flame and the dancing woman, against the dark, dreary night but she
really wanted to sit cross-legged and upright on the ground like the boys and the rest of the servants of the
neighborhood to watch the show. Like the others, she wanted to lift her hand to touch the swirling skirt and try to
get under its umbrella-like swirl.
But no one could do that anyway, because the dancer’s movements were so swift that the torch-bearer actually
had to run after her in order to bring her back into the spotlight, whereupon she would once again start sparkling
afresh. The tinsel and diamanté jewelry stitched on to the dark purple dupatta\fn{A type of narrow scarf, a couple of
meters long, generally made of a light gauzy material, worn by women typically to cover the head, shoulders and breasts .} draped over
her head and bosom—the wide swirl of the green skirt contrasting with the tightly fitted green pajamas—all
glittered as though on fire. In the glow of the torch, her silver earrings, silver head-adornments and the golden
necklace all kept swinging round her face. The silver-belled bangles jingled as she tried to push away the
supposedly heartless lover with the rhythmic, graceful movements of her arms, hidden under long, draping
sleeves.
Munni Bibi gave the woman the coins that Kamal had slipped to her. The woman leapt forward flirtatiously,
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took the money and, after showering her affection on the little girl, receded to croon the melodious song once
again.
Watching, dazed, Munni enjoyed herself so much she grew magnanimous enough to sympathize with her
sisters, who were pestering Kamal for more coins. She offered one of the coins to her sister so that she too could
do as she wished. Her attention was caught by the upright, unmoving trees in the dim glow. She looked for the
spirits in the trees which her nanny had prattled on about, but could find no sign of them. Behind the dancing light
of the torch, the trees looked taller than ever before, so high that their tops seemed to merge with the sky.
Resting her head on Kamal’s shoulder, she heard a row flare up between Kamal and the plump servant of the
neighbors, but, not understanding what it was about, she fell into a deep slumber.
*
The next day when her father returned from visiting another town, the plump servant waylaid him to complain
about Kamal, and her father’s rage knew no bounds. He came into the house shouting at Kamal.
Kamal was a servant and yet not a servant. He had been raised and brought up in Munni’s house since
childhood. Although he drew pay from the government hospital, he was in mortal fear of Munni’s father.
“How dare you invite troupes in my absence and expose the womenfolk of my house to this trash! You must
have spent at least two rupees on her! Is this how you squander your money?”
Pulling hard on Kamal’s ears, her father kept on scolding. Her mother pleaded with him, trying to convince
him for the millionth time that none of the ladies had watched the show. They had only taken the tiniest peep
through the chinks of the door.
In spite of being beaten and thrashed, Kamal stood his ground and denied having anything to do with the
troupe, insisting that the fat servant had in fact arranged it all and was wrongly implicating him in the whole
business.
Munni Bibi burst into tears. Kamal was punished and grounded for twenty-four hours. The rule was that, until
he got married, he was supposed to come straight back to the house on returning from duty at the hospital and was
not supposed to venture out again.
Munni Bibi could not bear to see the hot flushed face of Kamal. Fleeing away from the scene, she went outside
where her sisters and the neighborhood children had gathered. They frightened Munni by saying that all those
who had given coins to the dancer would be punished in hell by having red-hot coins plastered over their bodies.
“Thank God! I only gave one coin! May God forgive me!” said Munni Bibi’s sister complacently, consoling
herself that she would be spared much of the agony.
Munni Bibi grew deeply agitated. Her grief at Kamal’s plight turned into a throbbing rage. How she regretted
her folly. She remembered once being told by her aunt from Lucknow that dancing and such frolics would be
considered sins on the Day of Judgment. After a little while, dragging her mother’s dirty dupatta, she went to
Kamal’s quarters.
“Teach me to say my prayers, Kamal,” she said, turning her face away to make it clear to him that she was
talking to him only through dire necessity.
“Why? This is not prayer time,” growled Kamal.
“I have to atone for the sin that I committed,” Munni Bibi sobbed.
“What sin!” Kamal sat upright on the bed.
“You made me give her the money.” She dissolved into tears. “Now I’ll be burnt in hell-fire.”
“Oh, Little One! God will never burn you. I’ll tell Him to burn me instead—okay?”
And Munni Bibi dried her tears. She knew that Kamal always kept his word to her.
*
As the season changed, Munni Bibi fell ill. After a fortnight’s fever she became so irritable and grumpy that
even Kamal was unable to make her smile. Her nanny became her sole confidante. Cool with everyone else, she
pestered the nanny with endless questions about God—what did He look like? Did He like children? Nanny
always had an answer. Even after the fever had subsided, she remained out of sorts. Withdrawn and aloof, she sat
on her bed, at times overwhelmed by a longing for her mother to be by her side. But her mother was engrossed in
her own chores and had no spare time.
One day Kamal came and sat down next to her on her bed.
“Tomorrow is the day of the fair,” he whispered, but Munni remained her sullen self and ignored him.
“I could have taken you along to see the fair …” sighed Kamal, twitching his long upturned curly mustache,
but Munni sat quite still, blinking her eyelids like someone drugged.
“You poor soul! Never ever been to a fair,” sympathized Kamal.
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“Oh yes I have! Didn’t my father take me last year?” was the angry retort.
“That’s no way to enjoy the fair—you weren’t even allowed to get out of the carriage then.”
The ice was breaking.
“There are such treats at the fair; the spectacle of a half-woman, half-vixen, the Ferris wheel, the snake and
mongoose show, the toys.” Kamal closed his eyes and counted off the attractions on his fingers one by one.
“We had a go on the Ferris wheel!” recalled Munni.
“What about the other attractions, the hot-spiced delicacies, the ice-cream, the fried goodies—”
Munni Bibi melted with delight. She had been on a bland diet for so long she could feel herself being tempted.
The ice was broken and the strained relationship was mended once again. The two of them reached such a
secret understanding that even Munni’s sisters could never have guessed how clever she, who kept gazing into
space all day long, was being. A condescending smile played around her dried, parched lips as she beheld her
sisters and their pathetic attempts to catch hold of the cat and marry it off to the doll.
All through the night Munni kept dreaming. Shops laden with toys, clay idols, rag-dolls and celluloid figures,
dolls, doll-sized kitchen-ware, stoves, pots, pans and what not. Munni was no stranger to these attractions. They
were brought to her house by the vending woman, but her mother always spoiled the fun. She boiled with rage at
the sight of the woman’s face, since she asked four paise\fn{Unit of currency (one hundredth of a rupee).} for every toy
and would still haggle over the price.
Her mother bought the toys for her, but constantly grumbled at the waste of money, as they always fell to bits
in no time at all. On getting a doll, Munni, bubbling with happiness, would run around all excited and fall over as
a result; and the doll would inevitably shatter into a thousand fragments over the paved courtyard. Her joy would
be shattered with it.
Munni was always tempted by the rag dolls in their colorful dresses. She yearned for one of them, with its
large, slanted, kohl-laden eyes, but her mother never had either the time to make one or the inclination to buy one
for her.
But her mother had no control over her dreams. She dreamed about owning all the dolls in the shop, and all the
ice-creams and spiced delicacies which she lapped up in delight, uncaring of the germs. She also dreamed of her
father’s carriage with its white, frothy, flaming horse bringing her sisters to the fair in all their pomp and glory.
Waking up in the dazzling morning, Munni found it hard to grasp that she had only been dreaming all night.
Rising with dignity, caring little for the ordinary mundane interests of the other children, she carried herself
like a queen. She glanced at her sisters sitting around the ugly breakfast table, gobbling their breakfast of milk and
bread. Munni was always irritated by the drab, unappetizing sight of breakfast and envied her parents, who were
served tea—the fragrant golden liquid—in style, along with fried eggs and other treats. Although her brother was
usually permitted these refreshments, the tea and eggs were a total taboo to the girls. It was only in winter that
their bowls of milk were laced with tea. Their aunt had convinced their mother that eggs generated too much heat
in the body and accelerated the growing process. Munni found that puzzling because whenever she touched an
egg she found it cool. In any case, Munni Bibi never cared about the eggs. The half-cooked, jellyish fried eggs
that they were given always looked so revolting.
“Let me see your face. Have you washed it properly?” one of the sisters asked, in the hope of finding some
fault with her.
“Yes and I dried it too!” quipped Munni.
“Oh, you only pretended to wash, I can tell. But why not come and join us?”
Munni wanted to say that she had no desire to eat this homely food, as she had other treats in store, but Kamal
had strictly forbidden her to talk about the fair in case the others pestered them to be taken too.
Since the tutor was on leave, as soon as breakfast was over the sisters ran off to spend the whole day playing in
the back yard. Munni Bibi smiled as her sisters got out of her way. She knew that Kamal was waiting for her. First
he was going to herd the other children off to the house of some relative, who found them a welcome sight, as she
had no children of her own. She always made them each a paper flower and invariably treated them to sweets.
Engrossed in her fantasy, Munni finished the milk and was now waiting for the clatter of hooves and the sound
of wheels starting off. She heard her father call farewell and the fading sound of the carriage, and heaved a sigh of
relief.
Kamal came inside, flushed with pleasure, and dressed up to the hilt. He had tied a red scarf round his neck
and had wound a ceremonial turban gallantly round his head.
“Look, Madam, even if Sahib hits me, he will not be able to tweak my ears as they are hidden in the folds of
the turban.”
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“You really are a rascal! Be home before sunset or you’ll be thrashed,” her mother replied, trying not to laugh.
“I don’t care about the fair. I am only trying to amuse the little sick child.”
Kamal made it seem as if he was doing her mother a favor. He had Munni dressed in a red frock and pajamas
which were now a little tight. Munni, over-excited, was simply oblivious to the minor discomfort of pulling the
narrow pajamas over her heels. Yet when the nanny admonished Kamal for being unfair to the other children,
Munni was surprised to find a soft spot in her heart for her sisters.
Kamal took out a cap all bedecked with sequins and with a crown of colored feathers and placed it on Munni’s
head. This was the cap which Kamal had bought out of his own money for Munni’s birthday but which her mother
had refused to let her wear. Instead, she had made him put it back in his box for his own future children when he
got them.
There was a delicious warmth in the slanting sun-rays. Perched on Kamal’s shoulders, the little maid looked
around contentedly. The sparrows, spreading out their wings against the azure sky, flew down from the trees
making small circles and landed on the ground, which they pecked with their little beaks before taking off into the
air again. The nails on Kamal’s shoes rang out on the coarse, uneven, stone-paved track. With her eyes shut
Munni could have imagined herself riding a horse. But how could Munni shut her eyes when there was so much
to see! She opened them wider and wider in the glare of the sun to drink in the approaching caravans of fun and
laughter.
The buzz of the fair sounded like the humming of honey-bees. The postman came towards them carrying the
day’s post. He recognized the child in her fine attire.
“Where are you off to?”
“To the fair,” pouted Munni as though she was being forced to go to her relations against her will. Actually at
that moment she was thinking of her sisters who were not around to see her in all her glory.\fn{ A large Indian fair:}

The buzzing sound grew louder and louder. Rattling carts, packed to capacity with turban-clad men and
colorfully dressed women, passed them by. The bullocks, straining under the load of carts weighed down with
women and children, crawled slowly by. The atmosphere resounded with their excited, happy singing which
seemed to keep time with the squeaking of the bullock cart. Munni was tired of sitting on Kamal’s shoulder now
and wanted him to hurry up, but he seemed to be living in a world of his own.
The fair was at its peak. The squeaking of the Ferris wheel, the excited cries of women and children, the red
and yellow dupattas fluttering on the Ferris wheel like flags, made a colorful sight. Amidst the general cheer and
laughter Munni saw a huge, black image of Rawan\fn{ Demon of Hindu mythology.} made out of cardboard and paper.
The toy stands and food-stalls seemed to have been sunk deep in a swirling flood of people.
The crowds of people made Munni imagine that the toys in the vendor’s basket had come alive. The snake180

charmer was playing his flute. A man who had painted himself with gaudy colors was inviting people to step
inside the pitched tent and look at the spectacle of half-woman half-vixen.
Munni wanted to stop at every stall to savor the delights but Kamal had forgotten all his promises. Cutting
across the crowd, he was intent on going his own way. Sheer anger constricted her throat and two tear-drops
settled in her eyes. When she turned round to look at the entertainment left behind, everything looked blurred
because of the mist in her eyes. Placing her chin on top of Kamal’s turban she peered down at Kamal’s face, but
the only thing she could see was the bushy, stiff mustache, which reminded her of the Rawan they had just seen.
At last Kamal stopped. Munni saw an old dilapidated door and the mud wall of a cottage.
“Are you hungry, Munni Bibi?” Kamal asked as he set her down on the ground.
She shook her head vehemently in the hope that Kamal would notice her anger but he ignored it. When the
door was unlatched, they found themselves inside a courtyard lined with cow-dung cakes. Although outside the
fair was at its loudest, in here all that could be heard was the cluck, cluck of the black hen, feeding her chicks
beside her pen. The goat tethered nearby was nibbling at hay and breathing out so hard that stalks flew about
around it. The woman who unlatched the door looked down at the little girl, laughed aloud at her enraged
expression and picked her up.
“I thought you were lying. 1 couldn’t believe you’d bring the little girl here!”
She held her as though she was a priceless treasure, a basket full of delicacies. The little girl burst into tears at
this display of affection. The pain of being carried away unceremoniously from the fair was simply too much! The
woman stood still for a moment.
“Whatever are you crying for?” she asked in concern.
“Crying to see the fair,” Kamal growled and irritably picked her up again. Before the child had time to burst
into another fit of crying at Kamal’s indifferent tone, the woman came to her rescue, admonishing Kamal,
“Why didn’t you take her to the fair first?”
“I thought you’d give her something nice to eat,” laughed Kamal and held on to her dupatta. Jingling her
anklet-bells, she pulled herself free from his grasp and ran to the pen, to catch a chick. The crying stopped the
instant the little girl was clutching the snow-white chick in her hands. Standing beside the mud wall stacked with
dung-cakes, Munni looked at the woman who was now giving water to the goat. She was dressed like her nanny
at home, barefoot with jingling ankle-bells, bangle-covered arms, the bright nose-pin highlighting the kohl-filled
eyes.
Carrying the live little ball of cotton-wool in her frock, she looked up at the woman’s face, trying to recall
where she’d seen her before. When the woman picked her up again her fragrance smelt familiar. It reminded her
of her mother at home, who never had the time to pick her up and hold her close. In a little while the three of them
were sitting all together on the bed like members of a close-knit family.
Munni Bibi looked around the homely dwelling, noticing the pots and pans neatly stacked on the stove and was
amused by the tricks of the parrot in the cage hung nearby, pecking at bits of fruit. The woman showered affection
on the little girl. Puffed up with her own importance, the little girl forgot all about the fair.
But once she had exhausted all the amusements that the house offered, Munni Bibi once more recalled Kamal’s
promise. She wanted a doll and kicked up such a fuss that the woman rushed inside, and pulling down a bundle of
old rags started work on a doll—the little girl held on to her dupatta.
A pillow was ripped open and its rag stuffing used for the doll. In the meantime the child felt drowsy. In her
half-awake state, she saw Kamal tugging at the woman’s sleeves.
“Aren’t you ashamed of yourself!”
She was angry and Kamal grunted disdainfully. Shaking her head to make herself stay awake, Munni was
surprised to see tears in the woman’s eyes. At that moment she hated the look on Kamal’s face. Disgusted, she
buried her face in the woman’s lap and drifted into a deep sleep. When she woke up, the woman presented her
with a beautifully made doll, with a mother-like bosom, its clothing bedecked all over with tinsel.
Kamal had gone. The fair was in full swing but Munni did not think of either of them. Holding on to the
woman’s dress, Munni followed her all around the house as she swept the floors clean, collected the refuse, caged
up the hen and fed the parrot. After finishing her chores she washed the little girl, oiled her hair and lined her eyes
with kohl and put a bindya\fn{A spangle pasted on the forehead.} on her forehead to ward off the “evil eye.” Then she
sat down to tidy herself and comb her hair.
“Did you get some jewels for the doll?” she asked Kamal as he entered the courtyard. She looked at him
coolly.
Kamal threw the cheap jewelry in front of the woman and grasped the little girl by the hand.
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“Let’s go back, it’s getting late!”
But the little girl didn’t want to go.
“Hang on! The doll’s not quite ready.” The woman sounded hurt as she hastily stitched the jewelry on the rag
doll.
“I’ll get you a doll from the fair,” Kamal shouted and made for the door.
“You come with us too,” pleaded the little girl. The woman handed over the finished doll and looked on
helplessly.
Kamal stooped down to pick up the little girl but panicked when he caught sight of her kohl-lined eyes. He
tried to rub it off with his handkerchief, then angrily walked off. Munni was surprised to see the woman running
after them. She hurled a rupee at Kamal, telling him to take his money back, and then rushed back inside. Munni
turned her head to watch and felt her heart tugged towards the woman, experiencing a strange pang of loneliness.
Even Kamal now seemed a stranger.
He took her round the fair, treated her to all the promised delights and delicacies, showed her the toy shop; yet
Munni remained cool and detached. All her excitement had subsided. She had simply lost all interest in the fair.
He bought her a kohl-box but told her not to say a word about the kohl on her eyes or the doll in her hands. Munni
took in little, being so distracted.
But her attention was caught and held by one particular woman in the fair, surrounded by a crowd of people, a
drum beater, a harmonium player and a torch-bearer who kept close behind her. The woman was arranging her
dupatta in the light of the torch; the dupatta was decorated with tinsel on one side only—why not on both sides
Munni wondered—and then a flash of recognition shot up and down her whole being—the woman had danced
outside her doorstep on the night Munni had given her the coins when everyone had said that she had committed a
sin.
Terrified, she tugged at Kamal and tried to engage his attention but Kamal was hurriedly striding out of the
fair. On the way Kamal told her to keep their rendezvous a secret but Munni was engrossed in a world of her own.
It seemed as though she had left a part of herself somewhere in the fair. She thought of that white chick and the
woman who had been—if only for a day—completely under her sway.
*
On reaching home, Kamal was immediately taken to task by Munni’s father.
“Where on earth have you been?”
“To the fair.”
“You lying scoundrel, I saw you stepping out of that whore’s house!” growled the raging father, beginning to
beat Kamal to a pulp.
Frightened out of her wits, the little girl cowered at her mother’s side. She was filled with a contemptuous pity
for Kamal.
“He’s gone and bought you this rubbish again, this filthy doll stuffed with dirty rags!”
It was the mother’s turn now. She shouted on and on and Munni Bibi longed to be out of her sight, high up in
heaven with her doll.
Her mother now took a closer look at the doll and, smiling at her daughter, coaxed her to tell the truth. Munni
soon came out with it, hoping that she would be rewarded by being allowed to keep the doll. But her mother
looked at the doll’s full bosom and, shaking her head in disapproval, cursed the “bad” women who corrupted
children with their cheap tricks.
The nanny snatched up the doll and threw it straight into the stove. This so terrified Munni she thought she
would be the next thing to be tossed into the fiery furnace. She burst out crying, and her loud wails brought her
father once again storming out of his room, whereupon he set upon Kamal, showering him with resounding slaps.
84.118 Sacrifice\fn{by Bharati Vaidya (1929- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
All eyes were focused on Oza.
He could feel it and was worried. Oza came daily to the canteen, took a packet of sandwiches and then coolly
signed the account book of the canteen manager. All these days no one had perhaps taken note of it—or at least it
appeared so. Everyone was busy chitchatting over his lunch. But of late it seemed they had started keeping an eye
on Oza. He did not have eyes at the back but all the same he felt that everyone was marking every movement of
his right from the time he entered the canteen. They must have noticed that the manager had taken his signature in
a separate account book. Oza was sure. He decided to change his timing from the next day. He could bear it no
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longer and resolved to meet the manager of the company and make it very clear that when the officers had been
given certain benefits their safety was also the responsibility of the company. Otherwise the benefits were of no
use.
“Sir, I feel that things are going beyond our limits of endurance. It will soon become difficult to bring them
under control,” reported Oza to Mr. Mehta, the manager.
Mehta was already harassed by the long-standing dispute between the workers and the management. Just last
week the workers had placed new demands. He was at the point of losing his patience. What was still to come? It
is quite true that the workers should go on strike only as a last resort. Here they follow Mahatma Gandhi who has
given them this weapon but there is a marked difference in the path shown by the great man and that followed by
the workers. The Mahatma had taught them to follow peaceful, nonviolent methods; while the workers resorted to
slogan shouting, character assassination, abuses and threats—methods which cannot strictly be classified either as
peaceful or violent.
Mehta was sore on this point.
“All right, you can go and send Mr. Joshi.”
“Personnel Joshi?”
“Yes.”
“Sir, did you send for me?”
“Joshi …”
“Yes Sir …”
Mehta had never liked this over-humbleness of Joshi. He mentally wished Joshi to argue—rightly or wrongly.
“I agreed to employ that boy solely on your recommendation and now he has become a source of headache.”
“Are you talking about Mahesh, Sir?”
Mehta ignored the question.
“We must find a way out. This situation cannot continue any longer. I put him in accounts thinking that you
have great confidence in him.”
“Sir—”
“Now don’t waste time and find a solution immediately.”
Mehta dismissed him with this strict instruction but he was worried and afraid. Solution? What type of
solution? He himself did not have any definite idea about the matter.
*
“That boy” was one Mahesh Desai. A smart boy. It would be difficult to find one with his flair for figures. But
they had committed a blunder in assessing his personality. They thought that the management would not have to
worry with such a clever person to handle their accounts. The main requirement was, he should be reliable.
Reliable in the sense that the management could rely on him for any number of irregularities. A person who could
be relied upon for the careful maintenance of two separate account books—one to meet legal requirements and the
other for internal use. One who could be relied upon for keeping secrets to himself. Forget it, mused Mehta, this
list was bound to be endless. The point was reliability. Mehta gave out a big sigh of resignation.
*
It was evening and as soon as Joshi returned home he sent his grandson, Manu, to enquire whether Mahesh had
come back from office. He had not. An hour passed, then two, then three. It was night time, but there was no news
of Mahesh. Joshi thought perhaps Mahesh was at home and was trying to avoid him. He went to find out. Nita
was waiting for Mahesh while she helped Mayur with the homework.
“Has Mahesh not come back, dear?”
“No Uncle, he has not returned yet. Do you want him for any specific assignment? Manu was also here earlier
to enquire!”
Joshi was in two minds—should I tell her? Should I not?
“Yes … no … nothing in particular. But …”
“But what Uncle? Is it anything pertaining to the strike?”
“Yes, something of that sort, my dear—but I want to talk to Mahesh on a different matter.”
Nita was looking at him askance.
“Mr. Mehta, our manager, called me today. He is very distressed and annoyed.”
“Manager Mehta? Annoyed? With Mahesh?”
“Yes, with Mahesh. It was at my recommendation that he took Mahesh. That is why he is displeased with me
also. My dear, please try to dissuade him otherwise—”
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“Uncle, you know him very well. He is very obstinate. Don’t you know it?”
“Even then you should try. Tell him you have to be a little flexible when employment and your career are
concerned.”
Nita knew it too well that it would not serve any purpose even if she were to pass on this message. But she
promised to try for the sake of Joshi kaka [honorific term].
*
“You don’t understand, Nita. There must be a limit to injustice.”
“How does it concern us, Mahesh? And even if there is injustice, it is not only to us.”
“I agree it is not only to us. Injustice is done to all these class IV and V employees. That is the reason why I
cannot keep quiet.”
“Mahesh, can I ask something of you?”
“Don’t ask me to do something which is not proper. I shall do anything else you ask of me.”
“You may call it improper, I do not have any power over you in that matter. But at least tell me what according
to you is proper and what is improper.”
“Look Nita, I have explained everything to the manager but [if] he does not want to take any action how can
one permit him to continue with all the unjust practices?”
*
It was about eight months ago. Knowing that Mahesh was in need of employment Joshi had recommended him
for the job. Within two months Mahesh had acquainted himself with all the details.
And then …
One day he went to the manager with the papers.
“Sir, I have to show you these papers.”
“What is it about?”
“It pertains to the accounts of some officers. There are many irregularities!”
“Then show them to the concerned officers,” suggested Mehta to avoid further discussion.
“I have already done that, Sir, but it has not served any purpose. That is why I have come to you, Sir. These
irregularities are likely to create difficulties for us if they come to the notice of the income-tax authorities.”
The latent threat brought Mehta to his senses.
“Sir, all these officers are paid an amount of eight rupees for their lunch—”
“But no one can raise any objection if the bills and receipts are properly submitted by the officers,” interrupted
Mehta.
“That is quite true, Sir, but we have come across an account book in the canteen—”
“What is that?” Mehta was now shocked.
“I am trying to tell you, Sir, that six rupees are pocketed by them. They get a sandwich for one rupee and pay
the canteen manager one rupee—”
“Who asked you to enter into such useless details, Mr. Desai?”
“No one, Sir. This matter just happened to come to my notice. And I am not the only one who knows of this
separate canteen book—everyone knows it—”
“Anything else?”
“Yes, Sir. There are some irregularities in the matter of perquisites also. The officers stay in flats owned by
their brother, wife, father-in-law, mother, that is any relative, and then get rent receipts from them and charge
H.R.A.”
Now Mehta began losing his patience. Not only his own but the prestige of the entire company was at stake.
This lone boy could ruin the reputation of so many officers. I cannot afford to antagonize him but I will have to
handle him tactfully, thought Mehta. He controlled himself with effort and came down firmly on the boy.
“Desai, you appear to have wasted your time in useless work.”
“No Sir. Not a single paper is pending on my table … you can enquire.”
His coolness can make me mad, thought Mehta. Perhaps he is not as clever as we took him to be.
“OK. Do one thing. Prepare a detailed statement, then we shall see if anything can be done about it.”
*
“See” never came to actually doing anything. The statement lay gathering dust on the manager’s table. The
canteen manager was changed. The old contractor was removed and a new one was brought in.
Mehta was unable to decide about Mahesh. He was allowed to continue. It was as if a snake had swallowed a
rat. Mahesh had gathered so much information that he could not be dismissed offhand but it was also risky to let
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him continue. There was no technical hitch in dismissing him. But it was not advisable.
Some uneventful days passed. Of course there was an increase in the visits of the labor leaders and their
statements. There was also an increase in the workers’ demands—“We do not mind if perquisites are given to
officers, but we must get benefits according to our grades. Improve our grades and service conditions, give us
housing facilities”—so on and so forth; innumerable demands. Who was going to explain to them that the
company could afford to give benefits to a handful of officers but it would go into liquidation if such benefits
were also given to several workers. Even if someone was prepared to talk to the workers, were they in a mood to
listen?
Hitherto a cold war had been going on. Now it was openly declared. And the declaration came from the
management. They sacked a few workers—six to be exact—in addition to Mahesh. Had Mahesh alone been
expelled, they would have been exposed. On the previous day the workers had demonstrated in the office for just
one hour. But even that one hour had been a good show of strength. Not a single officer had been spared. Not
even Mr. Mehta.
“Sir, this is just a sample for the taste,” one audacious worker had told Mehta before leaving the room.
A meeting was hurriedly called and the decision to sack the workers was taken. The next day Desai, Nagarkar,
Nanavatj Hegde and two others were called and given quit notices along with a month’s salary.
The workers accepted the challenge. The atmosphere was tense. Slogans rent the air and banners reading Down
With The Management could be seen everywhere. Workers who received expulsion notices were honored.
*
It was very late that night when Mahesh returned home. Mayur had gone to sleep when he could no longer
keep awake and wait for Papa. Nita was waiting.
Mahesh did not have the courage to look at her directly and talk to her. Had not Nita told him a number of
times that truth and principles can better be treated as animals behind bars in a zoo? Open the bars and let them
come out, they will revert to their basic nature and attack you. But is it not equally difficult for the person used to
opening the bars to set aside his nature? He had himself become the first sacrificial victim. Of course there were a
few others also. Nita had been right. But how to break the news?
Nita served him dinner without any questions. She was silent. Her silence was crushing Mahesh under its
weight. Till now he had been in a crowd. He had not got the time to feel anything. The noise outside would not let
him. He thought this must have been the reason for the pomp and musical cacophony heard while taking a widow
for performing the sati [self-immolation] in the olden times, But he rejected the idea of comparison immediately.
No, this analogy is not proper. Instead what Hegde had said today was more appropriate.
“Hegde was telling me, Nita …”
“What?”
“Hegde was quoting from the chapters of the history of Karnataka—of the earlier times when kings used to go
for wars. The entire army would line up for the victory march. One soldier would come forward to be a Bhairav—
he would cut his head off at the feet of the Goddess of Victory. In reciprocation the king would award land to the
family of the Bhairav. Ours is a gang of Bhairavas.”
Mahesh stopped short. The incongruity had struck him. Becoming a Bhairav was a matter of pride—even for
the family. It is a good comparison putting sacked workers on a higher level. But who would reward him for his
sacrifice? What will happen to the family? Nita could sense his thoughts and also his anxiety.
"What is the use of all these thoughts, Mahesh, at this stage? Joshi kaka tried to dissuade you, I tried. The path
chosen by you is also not a wrong one. Consider it this way—if there were no … what Hegde calls Bhairavas or
as we say coconuts to offer to the Fire, will there be a victory march with the band playing loudly? Or how could
we burn Holika-sister of Hirankashyapa, the demon king in our mythology?”
Nita was trying to give him solace.
Mahesh was grateful for that. But the anxiety and agony would not let him rest.
68.53 A Member Of The Family\fn{by Himanshu Vohra (1929- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
When we shifted to the new house we realized that a man’s presence leaves behind its relics. Though the
previous occupant of the house seemed to have taken away every small thing that belonged to him, my wife
discovered a photograph of the head of the family in the attic. I could recognize him as I had met him, though just
once.
The flat was allotted to me by my office and the telephone of the previous tenant had not been removed. The
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telephone started ringing and someone asked at the other end:
“May I speak to Mr. Mazumdar?”
“No,” I said, “he has vacated this house.”
When there was a second call for Mr. Mazumdar my wife gave the same reply. The third call was answered by
my son and the fourth, fifth, sixth—how can I remember who answered that Mazumdar was no longer staying in
that house? But with the constant ringing of the telephone and the words “Mazumdar is not here” circulating in
the air, Mazumdar began to hover in the house. My wife got fed up. She even began to suspect that Mazumdar’s
ghost must be moving around in the house. I tried to convince her that only dead men leave ghosts behind them
and Mazumdar was still alive. But Sudha was so obsessed with the thought of the ghost that my argument was of
no avail.
And one day when we entered the house our feet got entangled with a bunch of letters. We were astounded. We
had never received so many letters on a single day. With joyous anticipation we picked up the letters. The first
envelope was addressed to K. H. Mazumdar. The second one was a window cover from some firm to K.H.
Mazumdar. The third envelope was also for K.H. Mazumdar. Only two postcards were for us—one from Sudha’s
sister, the other from my father.
“Mazumdar, Mazumdar and Mazumdar!” my wife cried in exasperation. “In the attic, over the telephone, in
the post and in cupboard—Mazumdar all over the place. Yesterday I found a box in a corner also bearing his
name. I feared that the damnable Mazumdar will pop up from the box.”
I burst out laughing at my wife’s exclamation. But to tell the truth even I was beginning to feel irritated. At
first, I thought of tearing all the letters addressed to Mazumdar. But on the second look, I saw that some of them
were important letters about investment and money. So, I thought of redirecting them. But I did not know his new
address. Sudha said:
“It’s just as well that you haven’t got the new address. Otherwise you might start corresponding with him.”
After three days, I received a postcard from Mazumdar. He had requested me to redirect his letters to the
address given in his letter and had apologized for the inconvenience caused to me. I sent the letters to him. Some
more letters were received which were also redirected to him. I also wrote to him that he should intimate his new
address to all his friends and institutions with which he was connected. For emphasis I repeated: “Please intimate
to them …” After a few days he replied:
“I have relations with so many people that I cannot even imagine who will write to me and when. Even so I
have informed many of my friends and I hope you will not receive any more letters. Kindly excuse me for the
trouble already caused to you.”
But Mazumdar’s hope was belied. Three more letters addressed to him were received—one from a firm, one
from a charitable trust and one from a bookseller. In spite of Sudha’s protests, I redirected all of them to
Mazumdar.
A whole month passed peacefully without any telephone call or letter for Mazumdar. I heaved a sigh of relief.
Sudha’s mind was also gradually liberating itself from the ghost of Mazumdar. And then again two postcards were
received. I read them—with the firm resolve to tear them. I read:
“We have heard you are not keeping good health. Kindly write a couple of lines to let us know whether you are
keeping well.”
On reading the letter my determination to destroy them weakened. But Sudha said:
“No, tear them right now. How are we concerned with his health?”
After some hesitation, I went out and posted the letters.
Then came a post card written in an unfamiliar handwriting. No, it was not addressed to Mazumdar. It was
addressed to me and written by Kalpana Mazumdar. After profusely apologizing for the trouble and sincerely
thanking me for having sent all the letters, she had written:
“Papa’s health has taken a turn for the worse and he is now in hospital. Hence, I am writing on his behalf. He is
sorry for not being able to write himself.”
I showed the postcard to Sudha. She said:
“How long will they go on apologizing? It will be better if they announce their new address in newspapers.” I
said:
“But this letter also gives the news of Mazumdar’s illness.”
“How are we bothered?” Sudha said jerking her body angrily.
No more letters for Mazumdar were received. But one day I got a letter from Kalpana saying that Mazumdar
has ordered a book and whether the bookseller has by mistake sent it to our address. If so, she requested us to
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send the book immediately because Mazumdar’s illness had become so grave that he was not allowed to speak
and reading had become a necessity.
I wrote back informing her that no book was received by me. I also added that I was sorry to learn about
Mazumdar’s illness and would she keep me informed about his health? One day Sudha said:
“There is no reply to your letter. Why not write another? Perhaps the first one has not reached her.”
“So now you have also started worrying about Mazumdar?” I asked.
“I am not worried, but since he is seriously ill, we should at least know how he is. After all Mazumdar has
become a member of our family, has he not?”
I did not write another letter for some time. I was hurt by Kalpana’s silence. But a post card pulled the curtain
down on the entire affair. It was addressed to “Ansuyaben” and was addressed “Ganga Swarup Ansuyaben.” I
read:
Yesterday I accidentally read the news of the death of Mazumdar-saheb. I was deeply grieved. We were very old
friends. Though I had not met him for the last five or six years, I feel as if I had met him only yesterday. His frankness,
hearty laughter and generous heart are green in my memory. But what is my grief compared to the pain you must be
feeling? It is like a thunderbolt for you. The void in your life can never be filled and however much I may console you,
it will not be enough. All that I would like to say is that you should face it bravely and be a strong support to your
daughters. Since I am writing after many years, I am sending the letter to your old address. Hope you will receive it
sooner or later.
Yours sincerely,
Indulal

I was saddened by the thought that it was the last time I was writing “Redirected” on the post card.
62.118 Manaswi\fn{by Dwivedula Visalakshi (1929- )} Vizianagaram, Vizianagram District, Andhra Pradesh, India
(F) 5
Kantamma celebrated papa’s\fn{A note reads: Papa is an endearing term for a girl child in Telugu .} first birthday that day
by giving her a head bath and putting a new dress on her. Paramesam ate the special lunch his wife made that day
and was about to take his short afternoon nap when he thought some one knocked on the door.
“Who will come in the hot mid day sun to our house? It must be for the lawyer next door.”
Reluctant to get up, he turned on his side and went back to his sleep.
Kantamma was preparing betel leaf rolls, to be given to the ladies in the evening’s gathering to celebrate her
daughter’s birthday. She was singing to herself in a low voice. From a distance one could hear the cries of
children immersed in play. Then it was she heard it again, louder this time, the sound of some one knocking the
door.
“Look here! Some one is knocking at the door. Please get up and see who is it? My hand is not free, I can’t get
up,” Kantamma shouted from inside.
Now no choice but to get up! Paramesam got up cursing to himself and opened the door. A stranger at the door!
He does not remember to have seen him before anywhere. May be he is not from this place. He may not be from
this area also. He looks as if he had traveled a long distance for days together to reach this place in the midafternoon.
“Who could this stranger be who arrived at his door at such an untimely hour, spoiling my gold-like sleep?”
Paramesam looked keenly at the man standing opposite—a very tall man and also equally stout. He looked like
a heavy statue made of panchalohas, five alloys. He must be around sixty years of age. Unshaven beard, graying
hair, travel-tired face, crumpled clothes and dust filled chappals—he could not recall who this man could be. He
must have come for someone else in the neighborhood! He must have knocked on his door to enquire about some
one’s address as his house happens to be the first one in the street. He wanted to quickly send him off giving him
whatever information he wanted and then he thought he could get back to his interrupted sleep
“Is this Mr. Paramesam’s house, please?” the stranger asked him in a low voice, looking at Paramesam keenly.
“Yes, this is the address. I am Paramesam.”
“You will have to excuse me. I am giving you trouble by coming at an inconvenient hour,” he said apologetically.
“It is okay! Please tell me.” Though he was cursing him in his heart of hearts, he thought he should be polite
for appearances sake.
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“My name is Rangaswamy. I don’t belong to this place. I thought you must have given this ad in the papers.”
He extended his hand hesitantly showing him an old newspaper clipping he took out from his pocket.
As soon as he looked at it Paramesam felt as if he got an electric shock. That small crumpled piece of paper
told him without telling explicitly who that man could be and what business he could be having with him. He was
the one who put the ad in the newspaper with that question: “Is your daughter missing?” It was many weeks and
months after papa entered his house and since no one had come to claim her he put the ad on the advice of his
friends, as he did not know what to do with the girl. His wife was already getting too attached to the girl and he
did not want her to get closer. He thought it would be better if the parents to take papa home before that happens.
Even months after that advertisement, no one came to claim the girl. Hence they assumed papa was theirs and
relaxed. Now this stranger arrives like a silent thunderbolt from somewhere and enquiring about the advertisement he had given. If he is really a well-wisher or relative to papa what has he been doing all these days? Why
has he been so indifferent? Definitely there must be some fraud here. Of late he has been reading about a gang in
the newspapers who pick up innocent girls and sell them to brothels. There is no evidence to say that this man is
not from such a gang. But then there is no reason also to drive this man away mercilessly. He appears to be a mild
and polite kind of a person. He should invite him into the house and while talking and mild questioning he should
try and make out his intentions.
Without revealing what exactly is going on in his mind he invited the stranger into the house politely.
“Please come in! You have been standing outside.” He gave him water to wash his feet, showed him to a chair
went into the kitchen and got one glass of cool buttermilk for the guest. He drank the buttermilk and relaxed a
while. Then he asked him politely:
“Now tell me! What work do you have with me?”
He did not say anything for a minute, sat staring at the paper cutting in his hand.
The old fellow must be planning on a new story to cheat him, thought Paramesam.
“I came across this advertisement very late. The print is also not good in this copy I received. The clipping is
crumpled and faded; the features of the girl could not be seen properly. Till I saw this ad I was under the
impression that the girl must have died along with her parents and grandparents in the terrible fire accident that
killed them all. I do not know whether this girl you advertised about is my granddaughter or not. I just came all
the way with the hope she could be my granddaughter.”
He was uttering every word, haltingly, hesitatingly and in a low tone. He could not utter the last word at all.
His voice was heavy with sorrow. Tears welled up in his eyes. Paramesam could not make out whether it was
genuine sorrow or pretension. The old man wiped his tears and continued.
‘You must have heard about the accident that occurred in the fair of Malharam goddess Maridimamba!”
Malharam is the village next to theirs. He had not only heard of the accident. Paramesam actually saw it with
his own eyes. His whole family escaped death by a hair’s breadth. Even now the thought of that accident causes
goose pimples on his body.
*
That day it was the festival of the village goddess Maridimamba in Malharam. People came from far and wide
to attend this festival. Whatever is the desire you put before her, the belief was the devotee would not go empty
handed. Hence people come in large numbers to attend this festival.
The temple was not very wide. There were shops installed on either side of the street in view of the festival.
Ten people could not stand in a group in that street. But the crowd was so thick that sand would not. reach on the
ground if it is poured from above. The celebrations were going on at a high peak. The men who display tiger
shows, lathi-play, sword-play, pagati veshalu: all those that one normally gets to see in such fairs were all there
displaying their talents.
Then it happened, the horrible accident!
Two rival factions were bursting crackers in keen competition. It was an atmosphere of vicious competition
and they were not watching where their crackers were going. There were crackers everywhere. And suddenly ten
huts on either side of the road caught fire. Then the crackers shops on the street too were caught in the fire.
In those narrow streets, amidst the flames that were reaching the sky, it was difficult to assess how many
people perished in that crowd of small, grown up and old people. Many people who came enthusiastically to see
the festival turned into heaps of ashes in front of her temple. The place that was exuberant only a while ago turned
into a graveyard within minutes. No one in that place could estimate the quantum of loss in terms of men and
property
Paramesam’s family escaped from the flames that were spreading fast and chasing them, along with the
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haunting screams of the people caught in the firetrap. They ran holding their lives in their hands. They did not
even pause to look back till they reached their home. They opened the lock on their door with hands that were
shaking and they were about to enter the house when they noticed this girl sitting on their verandah, crying
bitterly. Her clothes were torn. There were scratch marks too on her body.
“Papa, who are you? Where were your people?”
The girl who was crying softly till then suddenly started sobbing wildly as soon as they approached her with
this question. Someone’s child must have got lost in the fair or some fellow must have looted her jewelry and left
her here. What ever it is, her family would come looking for by next morning. They decided to take her into their
house feed her some curd rice and put her to sleep in their house for that night. Kantamma cleaned the girl’s
wounds applied some ointment and changed her dress. But though every one in the house begged of her, the child
refused to eat that night. She sobbed herself into sleep some time during the night.
Next day no one came for papa till late in the noon. Papa refused to give any information as to her name, the
name of her village or any thing at all about her people. Whenever questioned she used to start crying bitterly and
in that weeping state go into shock. Her limbs would become stiff and lifeless in that shock. With infinite patience
Kantamma managed to feed her curd rice that day after a lot of persuasion.
The whole village was agog with last evening’s nightmarish experience. People started looking for their
missing ones in the villages around, in the gardens, the fields around, wells and pits desperately. Those who could
manage escaped by taking the first transport available to them. Fire engines, ambulances, police jeeps and the
hunt for criminals and subsequent arrests: the village is full of chaos. Whoever was seen in front of their house
even if there was a faint sound, Paramesam and his wife opened the door in anticipation that some one must have
come for papa. That day, the next two days, even four days after too no one came looking for the girl. The village
cooled down and the new faces were no longer seen around in the village. The heaps of ashes in front of the
temple were picked by the municipality people and were disposed of. Half the youth in the village ended up
behind the bars. After one week without any fanfare the last day celebrations of the temple goddess were finished
off. Though it was one week since the accident no one of papa’s relatives came looking for her.
Paramesam went to the police station and looked at the details of all the children that were reported missing in
their files. He scanned through all the photos that were submitted. Papa’s photo was not one of them. He went to
the library in the nearby village and looked at all the newspapers of the past week. There was no appeal anywhere
for the missing girl.
In the meanwhile the girl in their house got used to her surroundings and Kantamma. She started playing with
the neighbors’ children. Days turned into weeks and there appeared no solution to papa’s problem. Paramesam’s
repeated enquiries have so annoyed the police that they told him:
“Unless we receive a complaint from some as the missing child there is practically nothing we can do about it.
If you want you can keep the girl in your house till some one comes for her or you can send her to an orphanage
or welfare center.”
Kantamma did not agree to send papa away to any other place.
“If no one comes let it be. She will grow along with our children. Let’s think that Goddess Maridimamba
herself has given her to us as a gift as we do not have daughters of our own,” she told her husband.
Kantamma took it like that in such a happy light but Paramesam could not think like her. They must find out
who papa’s relatives were and send her back home safely. That was his minimum duty as a human being, he
thought to himself. On the advice of his friends he put that advertisement in a leading newspaper along with
papa’s photograph.
This happened about five, six months back. Nothing eventful happened in the meanwhile. So not only
Paramesam and his wife but the people around in the neighborhood who knew the story started believing that
papa was their child. In that context they decided to celebrate papa’s birthday that day and this man comes from
somewhere with this story now. If he happens to be really papa’s relative he has no problem in handing her over
to him. But if he is a trickster who is here with some story to take this girl away taking advantage of this
newspaper advertisement he should tell him in no uncertain terms that such things won’t work with him.
Paramesam was busy in his own thoughts and the old man went on with his story looking elsewhere all the
time. He was telling him about his only daughter. He was talking to him about his son-in-law who was his nephew
earlier. He also told him of his sister who died in the accident along with his daughter and son-in-law. He was
telling about his brother-in-law and his own wife who was a heart patient and who died after hearing about the
accident. What ever he thought was his family was totally shattered overnight and as his life became an
unexpected graveyard he left his home to wander around the country in a fit of detachment.
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It was when he was telling him about his granddaughter that Paramesam experienced a feeling of a number of
trains running through his mind. The tower of hope in front of his eyes broke into fragments. The description of
the grand-daughter he was making almost tallied with the girl in their house. From that small photo in the paper
one cannot so accurately build the details of papa’s appearance and her mannerisms, even if one is endowed with
an extraordinary gift of imagination.
The old man completed his story and wiped his eyes with the towel he had on his shoulders. This time
Paramesam did not feel that he was making up a story. His tears did not have the tinge of pretension. The initial
suspicion disappeared in his mind gradually and in its place a feeling of sympathy for this old man started taking
shape.
Kantamma noticed that her husband was talking for a long time with some one in the verandah. She came to
check as she was curious to know who was the visitor. There was a stranger in front of her husband. She stood
there and looked at him with an observant eye. Paramesam introduced his wife to the guest.
“He is Rangaswamy. He came from very far to see us.” At that moment he could not bring himself to tell her,
looking at her face, that he came seeking papa.
“Ayyayo! He came from that far to see us with such affection and you are simply talking to him. You should
have called me. I would have got him some coffee and tiffin.”
Kantamma went inside and brought for him two peruguvadas,\fn{A note reads: A savory dish of dumplings soaked in
curd.} payasam\fn{A note reads: A sweet dish made of rice and milk.} in a small bowl, and a glass of water requesting him
to take it.
“Why should you take the trouble now?” he said feeling a little hesitant to take it.
“There is no trouble at all! Today is papa’s birthday. People say that an unexpected guest is like a God. And
you are an elderly man. Please have them. In the meanwhile I will get coffee for you. You can go after blessing
our papa by putting the blessing grains of rice on her head.” She had gone inside to bring coffee.
When she told him that day was their papa’s birthday Paramesam noticed that he gave her a quizzing look as if
he did not understand what she was telling him.
“We do not know when papa was born. It is one year since she came to our house that is why my wife
celebrates it as her birthday today.”
The sun’s heat has reduced. Kantamma combed papas hair, dressed her up in silk lahanga and blouse, and
adorned her neck with a three stringed pearl necklace. In addition to putting the customary kajal and tika on her
forehead, she also put a dot of kajal on her cheek to avoid the ill effects of any evil eye on her. The ladies in the
neighborhood came to a ritual invited gathering. In the central hall mats were spread to enable people to sit. In the
center of the hall papa was seated in a chair and they did the arati in front of her after formally performing the
ritual of warding off the evil eye. The invited ladies were all singing in a concerted voice blessing the child to live
a hundred years with life, longevity, health and prosperity. They could be heard in the front verandah. The old
man was absorbed in those songs and was listening to them with closed eyes. The sadness that was there earlier
was no longer seen on his face. After having tiffin and coffee the man recovered a bit, thought Paramesam.
“Come my wife is calling us. Let’s all go and bless the girl by putting the akshatalu, blessing grains of rice, on
her head,” Paramesam called into the house.
Ladies gave them way as they saw men entering the hall. Kantamma came forward and put akshatalu in their
hands. Papa was sitting in the chair opposite them and was shining like a moon amidst the stars. As it is she was a
good looking girl and the way Kantamma dressed her up she was looking yet more beautiful. The old man looked
at the girl with unblinking eyes. Paramesam kept looking at his eyes. For a minute he could see the colors of the
rainbow in his eyes. The waves of joy danced in them.
“Finished! Everything is over! Whatever he was afraid of was taking place now! He recognized his granddaughter and he would take her back with him.” Paramesam thought within himself. Then again the man’s face
registered a change of color. The rainbow colors have given place to the darkness of depressing clouds.
Paramesam did not understand the meaning of that change.
Actually it was not a question whether he would recognize papa or not. The question is whether papa would
recognize him or not. That was the yardstick that Paramesam kept for himself here. So he was anxiously watching
papa’s countenance.
As soon as a different person entering along with Paramesam, papa’s face registered a change. She started
moving restlessly in her chair. When they approached her she observed the old man very keenly. For a while those
eyes reflected an inexplicable emotion—caused probably by some distant memories. Paramesam thought it was
recognition. His mind became a deflated balloon. Now any minute papa would get up and go into her grand190

father’s arms.
He felt sorry for his wife who was moving amongst her invitees as joy incarnate. Poor fellow, how crazy she
was! How much affection she had developed for papa. How many hopes she had on her! Now if she knew that
this papa would be going away, leave her, in a few hours’ time how would she feel? What would happen to all this
joy? How can she bear the disappointment.
That feeling that moved in papa’s eyes stayed only for a fraction of a second there. Next minute she totally
averted her eyes from the old man. Just as small babies hide behind their mother’s saris in fear when they see
strangers, papa too hid her face in Kantamma’s sari.
“What is there to feel shy about? Who is new here?” She patted papa’s cheek and kissed it.
The old man sighed heavily! Only Paramesam could recognize the sadness in that deep sigh. He looked at him
in pity. They blessed papa by putting the grains of rice on her and came back to the verandah.
“God is very kind,” he said as if speaking to himself. Paramesam sat in the chair opposite and asked him:
“You have now seen papa. What do you say now?”
“There are a lot of similarities. As soon as I saw papa I felt very happy. I thought as soon as she noticed me she
would run to me and hug calling out ‘tata.’ I thought there will be some company for my lonely life now. But …”
He stopped
“Do you think it is not?” Paramesam asked doubtfully.
He moved his head negatively to say no.
“Then you say there are lot of similarities?”
He did not pay attention to that question. The ladies were now moving out after taking the customary offering
given after such gatherings. They were followed by the children. It was playtime for all of them. There was a
school opposite. They all go and play there, papa too was with them.
“Be careful! Watch your step. You will trip and fall if the skirt obstructs your step. Hold annayya’s hand when
you cross the road.” Kantamma was giving instructions to papa.
The old man had eyes only for papa and was observing every one of her movements fondly. He did not see any
regret that she was his granddaughter as presumed earlier. There was no tear curtain in his eyes. He could see the
happiness he was experiencing there.
“If you have any doubts still do one thing!” Paramesam said as if telling him that it was his last chance.
“Tell me!” he said without taking his eyes off the girl.
“There must be some pet name for your granddaughter that you normally use at home. Call her by that name.
Let’s see if she responds by turning back if she recognizes it as her name.”
He closed his eyes for some time as if in deep thought. Then he sat upright and said:
“Her name is Nirmala; we used to call her Nimmy.”
“Call her then by that name.” Paramesam requested. The children had already left the front door.
“Nimmy, Nimmy! Come here a minute, my child!” he called out to her affectionately.
One or two children in that group turned back to see who was being called and papa was not one of them.
“I will make a move now.” He got up to go as if the purpose of his visit was over.
“You look tired. Why don’t you rest for today and go tomorrow?” Kantamma said to him.
“Not now! I will come some other time. Thank you very much for your hospitality! Papa is indeed lucky to
have come into the hands of people like you. May God give you both and papa all the health and wealth.” He
blessed them all.
“Come! I will leave at the bus stand. I have some work in the market.” Paramesam started to go with him.
*
When they reached the bus stand, the bus he was supposed to take was ready to leave. He got into the bus and
sat by the window seat. Paramesam was standing nearby and was looking at him. He recalled all the events that
had taken place ever since he entered their house. A few hours back they were total strangers. Now he feels some
how they were very close to each other. He felt sorry that papa was not his grand daughter and he had to go back
empty handed like that.
“If you ever come this side please do visit us,” he said in farewell.
Driver took the steering and the bus was about to start.
He just bent a little forward and said, “One small word.”
“What is it?” Paramesam asked.
“When I called her in your house as ‘Nimmy,’ papa did not respond, no? Call her ‘Kitty.’ She will surely
respond. Her full name is Krishnapriya,’ he said in a low voice.
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Paramesam lifted both his hands and folded them in gesture of respect. He could just say “Babugaru.”
Bus started moving with a lot of noise.
“This time Kitty’s birthday should be celebrated not in mid-summer but in winter during Sankranti time. That
was when she was born,” he added.
Paramesam moved towards his house after recovering from the surprise.
33.158 Excerpt from Our Wretched Lives\fn{by Baby Kamble (1929- )} Veer Gao, Ratnagari District, Mahrashtra
State, India (F) 2
… On the fourth day [of the wedding rituals], there would be the ceremony of taking off the bridal crowns.

This would always be done in the morning. The people from both families gathered for the occasion in the
specially built pandal. A brass plate would be put on the head of the bride’s mother, and the other women held
that plate in place. The men sat quietly at one side. Tears would stream from the eyes of the women. Weeping,
sobbing, they sang Zalu\fn{A note reads: A song sung on the fourth day of wedding festivities, before the bride leaves for the groom’s
house. The women from her household sit by the bride and her mother and sob as they sing the song. The men stay quietly in the
background.}

Zalubai zalu, in front of the house
There was a lovely jujube tree;
Then came a thief, the son-in-law,
He carried it off, for all to see.
But the tree was his, that’s how it is:
How my poor love, helpless, weeps.
*
Zalubai zalu, in front of the house,
There was a jasmine vine.
Weep not O poor mama mine …
*
Zalubai zalu, in front of the house,
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There was a champak white.
Weep not O poor papa mine …
*
Zalubai zalu, a flock of birds,
Weep not O my poor brother …
*
Zalubai zalu, what's left behind
Is a reflection in the mirror.
Weep not O my poor sister …
While the women sang this song, everyone around started weeping and sobbing. After the crowns were taken
off, the bride and the groom would ultimately be freed from the weight. Marriage for the girl meant nothing but
calamity. She went back to her people, but after a couple of days, her father-in-law went to fetch her. He would
take with him gram, rice grains, and jaggery. The bride’s mother prepared small sweetmeats with the material he
had brought, and filled a basket with them. The girl carried this with her to her new home.
And thus she would embark upon a really arduous life. She would be such a young child, a baby, still
immature, yet the poor thing had to break all the ties of parental love and had to go to her in-laws’ place to lead a
married life, without even knowing what “husband” meant, or what it was to be given away. What would that
child know of these things? Besides, in those days there were no vehicles. When the cock crowed early in the
morning, the father-in-law started with his daughter-in-law on foot. It took two to three days to reach home. If the
place was close by, they had to walk from morning till evening.
When the bride arrived at the in-laws’ place, she would be required to cook bhakris. Two basketfuls of them.
The child sat down to make them. But she wouldn’t be able to pat the dough out into cakes bigger than her palm.
When she put them on the pan to bake, they were so thick that they either got burnt in places, or remained
uncooked. Then the mother-in-law would call all her friends and neighbors and hold an open exhibition of the tiny
bhakris.
“Atyabai, come and see what’s happening here! Didn’t you think that I’d brought the daughter of a ‘good’
woman into my house? Look at the bhakris this wench has made. She can’t even make a few bhakris well. Oh
well, what can one expect of this daughter of a dunce!”
The child wasn’t even allowed to sleep. When the cock crowed at three in the morning, the mother-in-law
would pull her out of the bed, dragging her by her hair, make her clean the hand mill in which the grain was
ground, put in some jowar, and sit down at the mill herself with the daughter-in-law. But immediately after they
had begun, the mother-in-law’s newborn babe would wake up and start crying. So the father-in-law would call:
“Come here, you. This Dhondya is awake. Come and stop his wailing. Leave the grinding to her. Otherwise
when will she learn?”
The mother-in-law would promptly get up and, suckling her baby, go back to sleep. The young girl would have
to continue the work alone. Her tiny hands often could not pull the heavy stones, and she had to stop frequently.
Her palms would be blistered all over. Later they would harden. After the grinding was done, she would be sent to
the river to fetch water, with a small vessel. When that was done, she had to sit down to make bhakris. If the
bhakris weren’t perfect, the mother-in-law examined the kneaded flour and slapped the girl on the face with the
unbaked bhakris, pinched her cheeks, and showered a million curses on her.
Pinching her cheeks, she would say:
“What’s your mother really? Tell me that! Is she a good married woman at all? Or does she know only how to
run after the potmaker’s donkeys? Didn’t she teach you anything? I pampered you a little, but you took advantage
of that. Look what a nice mother-in-law I am! My own mother-in-law was a spitfire. A burning coal! Actually one
could hold a burning coal in one’s hand, but staying with her was a far more difficult thing.”
These speeches would be punctuated with loud wails.
“In our time one had to be polite even to a dog in the in-laws’ house before kicking him out. Where would you
get a mother-in-law as nice as me? Is that why you’re being such a pest?”
On and on it went. The poor girl had to endure the curses of everybody in the household, including the snotty
sister-in-law and the slovenly brother-in-law. By the time she had finished all the work in the house, it would be
around one-thirty in the afternoon. Then she could wash. By then all the bhakris in the house would have been
eaten up. And she had to eat the leftover blackened, half-baked bhakris. But what could she eat them with? She
would steal some salt from the kitchen when the mother-in-law wasn’t looking, and hide it in her sari.
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These daughters-in-law had, however, one comfort. There were no pots in the house to clean and no clothes to
wash, because there weren’t even any rags to wear. So the problem of washing clothes and cleaning pots was
automatically solved. When the mother-in-law’s period started, she went straight to the river to bathe, as she
didn’t have another sari to change into. There she took off half of her sari, keeping the other half wrapped around
her. And that she washed first. Then when that portion was dry, she wrapped it around her, and washed the other
half. She would dry that in the same manner. And that sari also was never in one piece. It would be patched in
several places.
It would be afternoon by the time she reached home. Till then, the daughter-in-law had to do everything.
This rigorous punishment at a young age, however, was far preferable to what she had to go through once she
became mature. When the daughter-in-law got her period for the first time, the mother-in-law became terribly
agitated and kept a close watch on the daughter-in-law and her son. She watched them with the eye of a hawk, and
wouldn’t let them even glance at each other. The husband of the bride kept hovering around, yearning to talk to
his wife. But the mother-in-law was far too clever for him. She would not let them meet. She kept awake in the
night for fear of their coming together. She would be terribly scared that her son would be snatched away from her
and that he would forget his parents and begin pampering his wife.
Immediately after they went to bed, she would wake up the daughter-in-law to grind the grain. And the other
women added fat to fire.
“You are such a stupid one. Don’t let her sleep with your son for a long time. Your delicate shoot will break.
Beware of her!”
Then she would also listen to them and poison the son’s mind against his wife. She would be worried all the
time about his falling in love with his wife. The daughter-in-law was nothing but an enemy for her. She was
terribly jealous of her youth. She would constantly try to poison her son’s mind against his wife. When the
daughter-in-law finished grinding, she would send her off to fetch water. While she was away, the mother-in-law
would grind some glass bangles and mix the glass powder with the flour.\fn{ A note reads: It was not unusual for glass
bangles to break when the hand mill was being operated. A woman had to take care in that case to pick all the pieces out. A careful worker
kept her bangles intact and mentioned with pride that she kept them from one Diwali festival to the next, when the old bangles were
replaced with new ones.} When the daughter-in-law returned, she would be asked to make bhakris with that flour.

When one bhakri was made, the mother-in-law would herself put one piece of it in her mouth and spit it out. Then
she would go from house to house with that bread, showing it to all.
“Just taste this bhakri! It feels as if glass is mixed in it.”
The other women also loved such happenings. They would get excited. The whole village gathered in front of
her door.
“The witch! Wanted to kill off the whole house! Oh, she shouldn’t have attempted such a stab in the back.”
Then the sasubai would moan loudly, beating her breast. She complained to any passers by.
“See, master, how this witch tried to do away with my house and the kids as well.”
To make things worse, some women would get possessed by a goddess. They started chanting:
“Ahhhh, it’s because of my blessing that you were saved from this woman. This woman is an evil in your
house. Don’t ever trust her. But you, too, forgot God. Give away the firstborn baby of your son to the Madmalu.”
A fear that went deep into their bones would grip the women. They would put kumkum and turmeric on the
possessed woman’s forehead and fall at her feet.
In this chaos, the poor daughter-in-law trembled with fear like a leaf. She just lost the power to protest against
this injustice. The furious husband would beat her to a pulp with a stick, and drive her out of the house. Anybody
could torture her as they wished. When she went to fetch water, the mother-in-law whispered in her son’s ear,
“Watch her, you fool! Look how she goes out all the time! That Sirangya follows her to the river and whistles
at her. Keep her under your thumb. Otherwise you will be disgraced in public.” …
33.160 & 231.336 1. The Vow 2. Whom Can I Tell? How Can I Explain? 3. Drafting 4. Divorce: Four Short
Stories\fn{by Saroj Pathak (1929-1989)} The Kutch Area, Gujarat State, India (F) 13
1
There were few people belonging to Sambal’s caste in that town. A tall, well-built, manly fellow, he could
easily earn what he needed; he wasn’t dependent on anyone. If he was in the mood for it he might go off for a
drink with his friends and on the way he might even get involved in a fight. And particularly if some wretch
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insulted a woman, he was in for it. Sambal would never hold back. It would make his blood boil. And that’s how,
that’s why, and that’s the time when, returning home from the bend near the bus stop, he had set himself up as
Poorbi’s guard.
Amrit and Nanda used to gossip. But Sambal didn’t care. Pouring scorn on them all, he would say:
“Don’t you have mothers and sisters, you swine?”
But Poorbi was impatient. A woman alone, and men were never very trustworthy. If she could once and for all
wear the wedding sari that would bind Sambal to her for good! She didn’t care about caste or class. The trouble
was that she had lost all joy in the red of the wedding sari. There was no other reason why she felt hesitant. In
such a large city nobody would get to know about his wife and take it to a court of law. Here she earned her bread,
lived and acted as she pleased, and one could always find a lodging.
Poorbi had passed the middle-school exam. There had been a time when she had had a job filling and storing
water in a children’s school, and she had even swept and mopped the floor in a college hostel. One adapted to
changing times. The hefty, healthy, officer Surajmal had become a cripple and since then it made no difference
whether she was married or not. The henna on her hands and feet came off as she washed the utensils. When she
was thoroughly sick of abuse, blows, and male smells, she escaped to the city.
In his distant home Sambal, too, had fields, children, an uncle, and a wife who never minced matters. When his
wife took him to task, Sambal, who was otherwise fierce as a tiger, would come with his tail down and a woeful
face to Poorbi and, having poured out his suppressed resentment, would grow calm again.
Is she a woman or what? Doesn’t even let one swallow a mouthful in peace! Always squalling and squabbling
and tormenting! You’d think five men’s heads had been broken and put together to create a woman like Sambal’s
wife! She would keep harping on just the one point—Sambal should give up his job in the city and return to work
on the land. Working on your land was honorable work, while employment in the city robbed you of self-respect,
of manliness. Sambal was a shirker … how dare she! What a tongue she had! Satan’s grandmother! He regularly
sent home a money order for fifty rupees.
Talking to Poorbi, he calmed down. He had gotten his elder daughter married, and now Chutki’s marriage had
to be arranged. His son had passed only the fourth standard. But that boy had taken to smoking and chewing
tobacco. There was no restraining him—he brought opium to his uncle, and he’d even taken part in robberies. A
real devil, my Babua! His mother might say, “Like father, like son,” but Sambal regularly earned a hundred and
fifty to two hundred rupees. No robbery or petty thieving—heaven forbid!
Poorbi realized at the very outset of their acquaintance that this was a decent man, not a womanizer. While
fondling and petting, he was like a child, like a suckling calf, but as a guard he was like a fierce watchdog.
Nobody dared cross his mistress’s threshold heedlessly or sniff around without permission. Grrr—Sambal would
spring on him, tear him to pieces, thrash him. No one could cross the boundary line Sambal had drawn around
Poorbi and get away unscathed. Poorbi might scold and scorn his methods, but how else could a watchdog keep
intruders out? It was he who had erected an unbreakable barrier round Poorbi.
The lane behind Poorbi’s house stank. All the garbage was flung there. One had to walk alongside a gutter.
One’s foot might slip on a vegetable peeling. Sambal made his way carefully. It might be raining heavily. He
might have on a patched pair of sandals, or again he might not. He might have a cold or a fever, he might have
had a little too much to drink, but as soon as he reached Poorbi’s alleyway he assumed the responsibility of a
guard.
Poorbi felt that living in this locality she wasn’t always safe going to and from work. Why not make Sambal
take the marriage vow? She would shudder. This crazy watchdog should be put on a leash. Suppose he went off to
keep watch for someone else who petted and fondled him! Heaven forbid that his shrewish wife should come to
the city and upbraid him and carry him off. His uncle might come and fall at his feet and mislead him with false
tales of woe. Poorbi had seen her Sambal absolutely defenseless in the face of tears. She could not afford to lose
Sambal.
When her officer husband had had a stomach tumor, she had brought him to the city for an operation. That time
Sambal had not been able to send his fifty-rupee money order home, as he had helped with the expensive hospital
and the expensive medicines. Tears of happiness had filled Poorbi’s eyes because she felt gratitude that he truly
belonged to her now. But Sambal’s eyes, too, were moist with tears. How Babua would cry if he didn’t send him
five notebooks for his fourth standard! It was just like Sambal to tell Poorbi all this.
On the other hand, his wife had the spirit of a man—there’d be no weeping and wailing in his house even in
the presence of death. If Sambal felt concerned about his younger daughter, Chutki, or suddenly remembered his
son Babua, Poorbi would ask:
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“Was there a letter from home? Is everything all right? Babua’s going to school regularly, I hope. Have they
paid for the bull? Is your wife keeping her temper? Did they send you pure ghee this time?”
In this way both of them were thoroughly at ease with each other.
Sambal had a way of laughing and saying on any occasion:
“At your command! My life at your service!”
Well, what was she waiting for? If she once wore the red wedding sari or even made him take a verbal oath she
could safely entrust herself to him. Poorbi did not want to leave matters unsettled. If she spoke up freely, Sambal
would be sure to say:
“My life at your service! At your command!”
It was Poorbi herself who couldn’t make up her mind. O goddess Parvati, fulfill my desires! When Sambal
licked all five fingers as he noisily ate the savory rice she had cooked, when he wiped his mouth with his dirty
pajamas, Poorbi would remember with regret her officer husband’s style of living. How crude this fellow was!
When he relaxed and stretched out on the cot in the courtyard with only the sky to cover him, and occasionally
dropped off to sleep, she was overwhelmed with tenderness. What could one say? On waking up he might start
telling her how he dreamt of Babua or of a sari with the colors of spring. If he had borrowed ten rupees, when he
returned it, he’d always thrust some extra money into her fist as if he had won it while gambling or as if he were
paying interest. He’d say:
“But you crazy woman, this is going to be of use to me too! What’s the difference between you and me?”
“Lakkhi! I don’t want to eat today. I’ve gorged on pilau with Dhaniram in a first-class hotel!”
As if Poorbi were a little girl, he would lovingly address her as “Lakkhi,” “Sweetie,” “Kiddie,” in a manner all
his own. Poorbi adored him. This tenderness made her oblivious to all Surajmal’s beatings, his male smells. Now
was the chance; Poorbi had only to say:
“My simple fellow, there’s just one thing”
“One thing, one thing, don’t be crazy, tell me ten thousand things. Your servant is ready! Give the command!”
Poorbi was sure to hear Sambal’s resounding voice that made the walls tremble. It was Poorbi who had to
decide.
And she decided.
“Listen, there’s something, just see, if we took two days’ leave from work and went on an outing …”
That was all she needed to say. Everything was ready. At your command! They came to a rest house outside the
city.
In the register Sambal asked them to enter:
Name: Sambal Oharamdas Munshi and wife
Place of residence: Gangapur
Purpose of visit: Sightseeing
Sambal sent for tea from a restaurant nearby. The cup and saucer were dirty. The handle of the cup was broken.
What a foul smell, and the tea was so strong—they seemed to have boiled an egg in it! Sambal drank both cups.
Poorbi lay stretched across the bed. Carefully covering her feet with a rug, Sambal started searching for his
bidis and a box of matches. There were cobwebs on the ceiling and she was afraid that bugs might plague her. The
boy brought a pitcher of water. Both doors were open. That must be the stench from the toilet. Her sister- in-law
had written …
To drive the rest house out of her mind, Poorbi made a mental trip to her hometown. Surajmal would flay her
alive—he always wanted tea served properly on a tray. He had asthma but was addicted to smoking, wouldn’t
listen to anyone. If he could get the asal cheez,\fn{A note reads: Asal cheez means “genuine article;” probably imported
whisky.} Surajmal would put on his officer’s tails! Just the previous year, Poorbi had had new crutches made and
dispatched to him. He was so hot-tempered that he had hurled them across the room and they had broken. It
would take time to get new crutches made. Poorbi could provide money. But her sister-in-law’s son Birju was a
cunning rogue. If he had his way, he wouldn’t leave even Poorbi alone. It was only Surajmal coughing in his
corner that kept him in check. The smell of a male!
“What are you thinking about, Lakkhi?” Sambal startled her. Sambal had stretched out on the other bed. His
chest was exposed. He had taken off his dirty vest and hung it on a nail. A wrestler’s powerful body! Watchdog! A
dark-skinned chest! When he pursed his lips like a child to say “Lakkhi,” he looked so innocent. Was this the
same Sambal who abused his wife to his heart’s content? Was this the heartless husband and father who had
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rejected his own family to be able to say, “At your service!” in response to Poorbi’s slightest wish? In pursuit of
what desire had this simple fellow come here, taking leave and forgoing his fifty-rupee money order?
If Sambal now tricked her, laid hold of her, demanded satisfaction of the flesh, how could she blame him? He
was in the full vigor of manhood. A man could not be blamed if he was attracted by a woman’s body when they
were alone together. And if Sambal once crushed her in his arms then … then … Poorbi would not be able to
protest about going “beyond.”
All she wanted was to make him take a vow. But what she found was upright conduct and questions.
“What are you thinking about, Lakkhi?” Sambal was asking sweetly.
Poorbi recollected herself. Now it was definitely a matter of going “beyond.” No doubt about it. But look out!
Test him first! A woman should play safe, then let him do what he pleased. She wouldn’t hold back!
“I’m worried. Suppose something were to happen to you in this unknown place, whom would I turn to for
help? What name would I go by?”
Poorbi had thought out what she would say.
Sambal extinguished his cigarette and, coming close to Poorbi, began to play gently with her earrings.
“Death doesn’t come so easily. There was a drought in our village … the crops failed … we still had to pay the
debts for our elder daughter’s wedding. Babua’s mother took an oath. Chutki had a high fever …”
Look at that, all over again, his Chutki and his crops and his Babua. When Surajmal had been operated on for
the tumor, her sister-in-law had arranged for recitations from the scriptures. Her sister-in-law used to say that if
Poorbi would learn midwifery, their family income would increase. Their village now had a hospital, electricity, a
school, a movie theater—it was a small town now, not a village. When she got fed up … but in the village there
was her sister-in-law’s burly young son—a real wolf. Her sister-in-law looked after Surajmal’s household, kept
some control over her layabout of a son, and somehow maintained the tottering credit of the family. She was
pleasant to talk to. Poorbi always sent her special oil and the best tobacco from the city, out of affection, not
because she had to. She, too, became absorbed in thinking about her family.
Sambal was still playing with her earrings and carrying on about the drought in his village. Ramdasji had sent
his family away to Allahabad and Varanasi. And in the village, the government! You stood in line for flour, then in
line for kerosene, then for powdered milk … the little girl … the older girl … and Babua’s mother … nobody
dared, what a tongue yet …
“Talk about something else—I’m really very frightened.” Poorbi changed the subject.
Sambal realized that she had something else in mind and said:
“A red sari and a nose ring. I have this dream of a bride as pretty as a doll. With a bright complexion like
Lakkhi's and a colored bridal sari. The scent of sindoor.\fn{A note reads: A red powder worn by married women in the
parting of the hair.} Oh, Lakkhi, will you come to my village?”
Poorbi was familiar with the tenderness that could come into Sambal’s manly voice. Sambal was sliding closer.
Before she surrendered to him, she must try and make him take the vows she wanted. She gently took hold of his
hand and said:
“Will you take me to your village? But your wife will cut you into little pieces. And who will be willing to
marry your daughter? Rather than that you could come to my village! In our village we now have brick houses, a
hospital, and a much larger and more comfortable rest house than this one. You can go there by train now. There’s
a beautiful temple … when shall we go to the temple?”
“Did you go to the temple with your husband?”
“He was an officer. He didn’t believe in any god. What he worshipped were his group of friends and his
bottle!”
Poorbi laughed.
Stroking the soles of Poorbi’s slender, delicate feet with his strong hand, Sambal said:
“If it comes to that, I’m also fond of a bottle now and again, but if I once swore by the Lord Shankar—”
“Sambal, would you give up drinking?”
Sambal’s hand came to rest. For a long time there was silence in the room. The drought, food, the line for
powdered milk, work, his bullock cart, rebellion, a red sari, his dream, Chutki’s wedding, a brick house, Babua’s
mother’s abuses.
“Oh, oh!”
Poorbi’s grip on his hand became firmer.
Sambal sat up. Pushing aside the hair falling over Poorbi’s eager eyes, he said:
“If I give up the bottle will we live together? If I make a commitment, I’m a man of my word. If you’ll live
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with me, we’ll have my 150 rupees and your 60, and I’ll swear never to touch drink again. No moving around
with friends, no wasting money, and a bride as pretty as a doll. If Babua comes here any time he’ll really dance
with joy on seeing you!”
“Not like that. Take a vow.”
Poorbi affectionately pulled him towards her.
“All right, administer the oaths. At your command!”
Poorbi leaned her head on his shoulder. She began counting off the vows on her fingers. Number one:
“You must do just as I please.”
Sambal was in a jolly mood. Burying his face in Poorbi’s hair, he kept giving his consent with, “Yes, yes. At
your command!” Sometimes he'd say, “Lakkhi, you’ll give me good food to eat, won’t you?”
“Number two, no unnecessary expenses—which includes the money order for fifty rupees.”
“Yes, but then you won’t contribute to the payment for the brick house in your village either, will you,
Lakkhi?”
“Number three. No gambling, no drink, and no running away every so often to your village. You mustn’t be
affected by your uncle’s problems. Your share in Chutki’s marriage expenses—”
“Lakkhi, just listen to what I have to say! In our village, too, there’s a temple. A very ancient idol. Our group
of friends used to smoke the hookah there. Babua’s mother once insisted on a vow—”
“So we don’t want to live together? As you please. Now talk as much as you like about your village. I’ll talk
about my village. I take back all the vows I asked you to make!”
“Why do you get excited, my girl? A promise is a promise. At your command! Administer all the oaths—
gambling, drinking, money orders, temple, village, wife, calf, uncle, uncle’s grandfather, Poorbi—” Sambal reeled
off the lot without pausing for breath and then, breaking off, said affectionately:
“You won’t quarrel, will you, Lakkhi? We’ll eat our meals in peace, won’t we? I’ll earn a lot, provide for you.
No, Lakkhi, you can continue to remember the idol in your village temple. You can take me there if you like! But
I always keep my word. I want to be worthy to live with you. Pray for that to Lord Shankar, won’t you?”
Sambal’s loving voice, his trembling fingers, and his concentrated gaze—Poorbi dwelt long on them. Like a
child one is putting to sleep in one’s lap, she kissed his head and drew him to her. Now she was willing to shed all
jealousies and repugnancies. He now had the right to possess her. It was the body of one who had claims by virtue
of the protection he offered her. She had never been able to repulse Surajmal. Here was one who was so good,
whom she loved so dearly; let him do as he pleased. She had borne a great deal; she would bear this as well.
As if she were saying, “Now eat and drink your fill,” and were giving him an indication that she was ready,
Poorbi let her sari slip from her shoulder.
Sambal touched his eyes with the edge of her sari and played around with it. He hadn’t finished what he had to
say. As if he were winding everything up and there was only a negligible matter still to be settled, he readjusted
the sari on Poorbi’s shoulder and said:
“One more vow—to be administered by me. I mustn’t become a wolf, Lakkhi. I’ll worship your goddess
devotedly, eat the sweets offered at the shrine, but Babua’s mother once taunted me so … you, too, are another
woman, so not you, either. I believe in keeping my word, so help me to keep my vow that I will never enjoy
another woman. Administer the vow.”
Sambal’s words left Poorbi speechless. Gradually she recovered herself. Instead of the smell of boiled eggs,
she felt she could smell the holy oil-lamp. In the rest house she heard temple bells and she said to herself, Oh
Mother Ganga, all my desires are fulfilled. What can I say of him? He is not a simple fellow, he is the Lord
Krishna! Very lovingly, Poorbi looked again at Sambal’s dark chest gleaming with perspiration. She was
overwhelmed with love.
Bit by bit she cast aside the web of illusion created by the vows she had insisted on and she became soft and
light like a flower as she said:
“Our home! In our home we’ll preserve just your one vow. I take back all the vows I insisted on. We’ll be
together, nothing else matters. We’ll cope with everything. We have nothing to fear. The contribution for the brick
house in my village and your money order—” and she didn’t say the rest aloud, but included all—Chutki’s
marriage and Babua’s schooling, your uncle’s muslin dhoti, my sister-in-law’s tobacco and the crutches and the
asal cheez … we’ll manage it all.
“And Bhola, we’ll go to the temple here and your vows.”
Sambal was trembling with joy. As Lakkhi rested clasped in his arms her voice sounded even more loving,
pure, and tender than usual.
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“And I’ll get a nose ring. You’re not afraid now, are you, Lakkhi?”
As Sambal directed his gaze and hers at the surroundings, Poorbi thought of the stage her life had reached, the
temple, the vow, and replied:
“What should I be afraid of? You’re here, aren’t you? Now this rest house is like our own house.”
Their hands remained clasped.
“Do you mean it?”
“Yes, I swear by your life.”
2
And on that day his uncle had made the vagabond Ballu sit down beside him and given him a letter. After
handing it to him he was able to say … what the hell! Something … nothing! Ballu wouldn’t have cared if he had
been able to read the letter himself.
Then his damned uncle went and died. If he died, he died—why had he handed over the letter before that?
With a stupefied look Ballu gazed at it, surveyed his own life, and was afraid.
What if someone caught sight of it? Read it? Who knew what was in it! Gingerly, as if he were treading on
loose soil, testing the ground at each step or scratching at pebbles, sand, dust, with a pointed tool to find
something, he would call his mother and father to mind. His mother had had dimples in her cheeks when she
laughed. The poor woman had had to work on night duty at the hospital.
Ballu took to wandering around aimlessly, picking at his nails. The old man with the eternal cough was his
uncle, his mother’s brother. His wife treated Ballu like a servant. They had a dumb daughter, Tinni, just two years
old. He was supposed to regard her as a sister.
Ballu vented all his irritation on that dumb child; made obnoxious scenes, struck her, tormented her and
reduced her to tears. His aunt would fling the tongs at him and drive him out of the house. But this didn’t last
long. Strict rules were promulgated. Once Tinni got older he was not permitted to touch her.
Then once again, it was fun. One day Tinni fell ill. One could touch her—to see whether she was feverish. One
wasn’t allowed to make her cry—in fact one felt a little sorry for her. With the money entrusted to him to buy
medicine he used to go and have an omelet in a restaurant.
His mother was dead. His aunt used to drive him out of the house, giving as a pretext some act of mischief on
his part. In one of those absences Manuda had told Dadu some dirty secret about his mother. After a while Ballu
too got accustomed to listening to dirty stories. It had just become a matter of course for him, like chewing paan
or smoking cigarettes, drinking soda or lemonade, ordering bread or tea, changing after a bath, or, when someone
else was changing, pulling away the towel and going hee-hee-hee-hee at the spectacle.
All men tell dirty stories, swill liquor, beat their women, throw them out. Manuda had called Ballu the son of a
concubine; his father, the swine, must have deceived his mother … perhaps he had married her, but then again,
perhaps he hadn’t! Thinking of his father he felt a murderous rage. But he softened when thinking of his mother.
At the thought of Tinni he felt pity.
If he ever met that accursed father of his, he’d boot him in the face. But where would he meet him?
Here he is, that accursed father! There must be something to do with him in the letter. But suppose it had to do
with his mother? Then everyone would make Ballu the butt of their mockery. What if Dadu got to know? Just as
he himself joined in when they talked about other people’s wives, mothers, sisters, these people might do the same
thing on this occasion. He couldn’t read the letter himself.
The pencil he carried to school every day was employed with effect on the posts, cinema hoardings, station
benches, toilet walls in public parks. He tried his artistry on the pictures of the film stars in ads. If an illustrated
magazine fell into his hands, he would. draw a great paw or a cigarette puffing smoke, or a pair of moustaches on
the bosoms of the women in the face powder or furniture ads.
His mother’s face was different. Tinni’s hands were fair and smooth. Manu’s little sister used to go to school
wearing a skirt. He loved the way she walked. She mustn’t get run over when crossing the road. He’d feel very
anxious. What, what’s that to you, you swine! His friend wouldn’t let him pause to watch.
That swine Pratap, who used to hang around with them till recently, had gone and got himself a tiny little wife.
They marry them off young in their caste. The whole gang ragged Pratap relentlessly, plied him with advice. One
day Pratap flew into a rage and went off; he never joined the group again.
In no time at all his little wife started getting plumper. What the hell, the swine is going to become a father!
That accursed uncle of mine on his deathbed brought my father back to life in this letter! Every day Ballu
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would wander away from his ruffianly friends and lean against a lamp-post trying to decipher the letter. He had
been promoted to the fourth standard in school, but he was virtually illiterate. He could barely decipher print—
handwriting was out of the question.
Finally, tired out and defeated, he decided to ask Pratap to read the letter to him—after all he was married and
even a father and so could be considered respectable. He wouldn’t mock, even if there was something unpleasant
in it about his mother or father he wouldn’t go and tell Dadu, Manu, Banke or Mustaq. At most he would joke
about it as he lay by his tiny wife.
But what the hell—why not approach the wife instead? They say she’s passed the finals. But the moment she
sees the bright green kerchief round Ballu’s neck, his thick coarse hair, one leg of his pyjamas rolled up and his
striped bushcoat, she assume he is the kind who loiters at street corners and makes passes at young girls; she be
terrified, revile him, scream and shout.
Normally Ballu would feel flattered if someone was terrified of him, he’d feel he was really bold! But in this
case, damn it … and that accursed father, actually it was that father he should terrify, if only he had the chance!
With one stroke of his bat Banke had once put out Jagjeevan’s eye. How bold! If someone’s skull cracked, what a
sound it would make … cra … ck!
A policeman always has a baton dangling below his cummerbund. His calves are firmly enclosed in khaki
putties, shining shoes, what authority and splendour! If he could have become a policeman he would have burst
into a gambling den, seized drunks by the neck, with his baton he would have hammered the shoeshine boys and
hawkers lining the road, fellows who spend the night in public parks, nightbirds, doers of dark deeds. All of them
would have feared him.
He would have looked splendid in a policeman’s uniform. Every so often he imagined himself looking
splendid in a policeman’s uniform. A rifle in his hand …
“Hey, who’s that drunkard? Who’s that lying in the ditch! Get up, you, get up!” A kick.
“What's your name you swine?”
“Oh, oh, the swine is my father!”
“Take him into custody and whip him soundly.” He would some day have taken his father into custody, put
him in the police van … but where is he? .
Here he is. Must be in this letter.
Ballu passed his tongue over his lips. One could show the letter to Pratap but he’s rather timid. What we need
here is somebody manly like Dadu. The words chalked up on the blackboard hanging on the wall of a Musalman
restaurant penetrated his ears—mutton kurma, chicken toast, sheesh kabab—the smell of cooked meat filled his
lungs.
But first he should get Pratap to read out the letter to him. Let’s see what kind of “heart”, “brain”, his father
has. Then if he wanted to place an order he could go to Dadu and tell him,
“Well, fella, today let’s have mincemeat, brain cutlets, something like that.” So Pratap must see the letter first
—that’s decided.
But Pratap’s wife will be there. He won’t stare any more at those bosomy young women in the toothpaste ads.
He used to like the smiles of the mothers in the ads about healthy children. He’ll oil his coarse hair, plaster it
down with water and comb it. He won’t put his green kerchief round his neck. As soon as he reaches her house,
he’ll call out,
“Bhabhi!”
He took a fancy to his own face. Strange feelings swelled up in him. A building revolving. Hot purls frying as
they do in the ads for vegetable oil, a smiling wife and all around … the photograph with the yellowing glass was
hazy. Breaking the glass, blowing off the dust, straining his eyes, coping with the problems caused by fluctuations
of light and darkness, he turned the photograph this way and that.
Perhaps the letter said that he had a sister—
Living—
He would be able to see her—
She looked like his mother.
Oh …! He felt as if he would start babbling aloud like a man who has gone crazy playing at dice.
There was the temple, the vegetable market nearby … Pratap’s wife must be returning home from buying her
vegetables. He could just accost her for a minute. Frrrrr … off he ran.
Pratap’s wife saw him, her friends saw him, they all ran too. Some hid in buildings, some on the raised
platforms before the buildings, some in alleyways. Pratap’s wife was terrified. She ran into a grocery store.
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Dusting off his hands, reproaching himself, he turned back. Are these the signs of turning over a new leaf? The
police could have come for him. If Dadu were now to broach the subject of some robbery or theft, he wouldn’t
even listen. From under his shirt a shamefaced, frightened self spoke up, suppressing a sob. It was fortunate he
hadn’t yet been caught. Suppose he too had been arrested like Dadu and Banke and labeled a juvenile offender?
While escaping, Santo’s thumb had been crushed in the door. Suppose something like that had happened to him!
That would have been the end of it! What kind of a face could he have shown to his sister? What if she had
inquired? Decent boys go to school. They don’t loaf about. No more studies for him. That accursed Manuda
always took him to the paan-beedi store. He’d got into the habit of chewing paan and smoking beedis. But now
he’d find a job at Champshisheth’s factory on daily wages. He’d make some money, that bloody sick Tinni.
Can one call a woman “bloody”? Would these swear words ever release him from their clutches? Such habits
left an unpleasant taste in the mouth. To scourge out all the foulness from his mind he started climbing a difficult
tree. Straining himself, grasping the trunk, he climbed that rough tree. He was glad he had scraped his arms, the
branch had struck his neck, his palms were bleeding. That was fine. Having climbed that tall difficult tree he
could. shout all the obscenities he knew, scatter them to the winds unheard and leap down with a thud.
So he climbed the tree and leapt to the ground once more. Dusted his hands. Now come and face Ballu if you
dare, all you hooligans, you molesters of women! Now Ballu has the strength to take up challenges, demonstrate
his manliness. Like a first class wrestler who rubs dust on his hands and then advances to embrace and defeat his
opponent, he too grabbed a fistful of dust, rubbed it on and shook off the rest.
This is my sister, born of my own mother. Don’t dare to whistle at her, wink, sing lines from a love song, lick
your lips and make indecent noises, implicate mothers and sisters in your obscenities—
You’ll see—
Every one of them gave in. He breathed more easily though his eyes were still red. He looked around: is there
any mother’s son who will take up the! challenge? I’ll eat him alive! He performed this act in his own mind.
Everyone’s terrified. He felt his chest swelling in his massive gigantic body. Even his gait had altered. How many
molesters of women had he caused to flee! Striking his fists against his chest he acted out the scene. He loved this
drama of his own composition.
She’s my sister you scoundrels, run off you swine! Enemies, opponents, low cheap jeerers, he’d driven them
all off. What now?
Fearfully he stretched out an arm. He was almost home. He was crossing the road. He looked behind him.
Some unknown girl, about the age of Manu’s sister, was eating a banana. He rushed to her and lifted her in his
arms. The girl cried, cried, cried … cried … as if he were trying to devour the banana Ballu crushed her mouth
with kisses. Three bystanders pounced on him, beat him off the girl, drove him off with curses.
He felt a softness in his palms and his mouth. Tinni was ill. Home was approaching. Never mind if his aunt
struck him with the tongs. He’d pass his hand gently over Tinni’s cheek so it wouldn’t hurt. But if he delayed his
aunt might turn up. Tinni, Tinni, Tinni, Tinki, Tinkudi, Tinkdudidudi-i-i-i. Look, look in here, my sister’s in here,
in this letter you stupid, dumb Tinkudi, can’t you read?
No. He wouldn’t say anything. First he’d just hug that little dumb girl. Then give her lots of kisses. I’ve found
a sister (a kiss), so nice (another kiss) really lovely (a bite) so dear dear dear (bite, bite, bite …)!
As he crossed the doorstep he made his decision. His aunt was not in the kitchen. Oh …! Where could she be?
Drawing water from the tap? Throwing the garbage on the dump or out buying vegetables? Or perhaps borrowing
sugar from the neighbour or buying Tinni’s medicines. Very good. He could quickly—but Tinni seemed to be
asleep. Should he wake her? Suppose she yells? First he must put his hand over her mouth, she’s dumb all right
but she yells loud enough to be heard for miles. I’ll have to explain that I’ve come to kiss her, not to strike her.
The silly stammering creature won’t understand. She’s sure to yell. A smooth throat, smooth arms … my sister,
my sister’s alive here in this letter, Tinnu! I won’t smoke beedis anymore Tinni, don’t be afraid of me Tinni, you
damned Tinni—
At that moment Tinni opened her eyes—
I’m in for it now—
He hurled himself on the bed. Pressed one hand on Tinni’s mouth, raised her upright with the other and put her
arms round his neck. Lifted her on his shoulder as if he were going to carry her off—but Tinni hadn’t made a
sound. Her arms were limp. So, Tinni wasn’t frightened; she seems dazed. He released his terrific grip on her
mouth and hugged her hard.
There was a sound.
The weight of Tinni’s whole body fell on him. He was still kissing her—on her arms, her throat, her hair, her
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back …
His aunt was raining blows on his back.
People had collected.
They were saying something.
Tinni was dead.
Blood had spewed out of her mouth. Ballu was a murderer. They were saying something about the police.
People were discussing the psychology of the juvenile criminal. He had chased Pratap’s wife on the road,
someone spoke of the attack on an unknown girl. His feet and hands grimy and bloody, his eyes red, chasing
women, whistling, a knife in his pocket, a molester of women …
Tinni was like his own sister but he didn’t spare her.
Without knowing what he was doing Ballu was rubbing his hand against the inside of his pocket. The letter
was there, almost in tatters after having been repeatedly “read” and crumpled.
Like layers of dirt peeling off the skin, it was disintegrating.
3
Avrutti planned to take control of her life—completing stage by stage what was before her, becoming more and
more of an introvert.
The road leading to limitless solitude appeared ever closer.
“The boss has given instructions—in the corner where you now sit, arrangements have to be made to place two
tables; so your table and typewriter have been shifted to the corner of the third cabin.”
Her fingertips getting ever blunter as she went on typing, her wrists aching, deciphering the letters in the draft,
changing the ribbon, adjusting the carbon, proud of the speed … the speed. Avrutti used to flit in and out of the
boss’s cabin. In the beginning the boss always sent for her. Now she was required only occasionally; since the
boss’s assistant, Mr. Mehta, sat outside, matters could be dealt with through him. She could no longer join in the
jokes of her fellow-workers seated in the large hall, the excitement, the merriment. She kept a smiling face,
however.
She would often think—if she had only been a sparrow instead of a human being, a tree, a squirrel; with a
short life before her she could have frisked around, wound up everything with ease! It’s said that a crow lives to
be a hundred—just like a human being. But nobody thrusts a letter of retirement on a crow who reaches the age of
fifty-eight. The poor fellow continues to live in his own fashion. The long line of all those who had retired passed
before Avrutti’s eyes.
Jaishankar even today at the age of eighty would store water all night in a copper lota and drink it in the
morning before touching any food. He himself was not in the habit of biting his nails. But his grandson had got
into the habit of doing it—this was a subject he discussed from various angles. With great self-satisfaction he
would dilate on the advantages of drinking water in this way and the ill effects of biting one’s nails …
The sky above changed with the changing seasons. Jaishankar had survived till the age of eighty, under such a
sky, willingly or unwillingly occupying his attention with such matters.
Pramathesh used to stand beside the paan-seller’s stall even in the past. But now the paan-seller makes
anything from twenty-five to fifty paan and throughout that time Pramathesh stands looking around him—at the
bhaiya in the milk stall shifting the glowing coals in the stove with a pair of tongs—oh, at the bicycle stall where
the fifth cyclist that day is using the pump to pump air into his tires. The dhobi is spraying water from his spray on
the thirty-fifth garment and raising his iron. The vegetable seller has pulled out the rotting leaves from the
cabbages and arranged them green and fresh for sale on his handcart.
At the newspaper stall the practiced hands assemble and make a grab for the paper. A daily customer slides
closer and three people crane their necks to scan the same paper. If you want to catch hold of Chhotubhai you’re
bound to find him at the bus stand. Jaishankar, Pramathesh, now Chhotubhai …
Avrutti sympathetically surveyed the fate of so many such. As age had pressed upon her, she too had felt as if
vein after vein were slackening. Since she did not feel this was something she could talk about, she tried to steel
herself to face the situation bravely. This habit of making herself miserable, noting every moment in the lives of
the retired people she knew, would have a bad effect on her mind. She had even felt once that her mind was going
to pieces.
She had begun to feel that something resembling depression was circling around as she breathed and she was
being driven against some pillar, some wall, into some corner.
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Before Avrutti had crossed the age of forty-five she had observed so many people bidding good-bye, and after
the farewell functions were over enduring the boredom of leisure, turning religious, visiting places of pilgrimage,
endeavouring to lose themselves in bhajans and kirtans, some even so terrified of financial stringency that they
tried to kill themselves—as a mute witness she began to see herself in their places.
It was almost as if she herself were the wife of a lawyer who had spent sleepless nights struggling over a
complicated case—advocate V. K. Dalal had had a nervous breakdown. The very day he won the case the doctors
had warned him,
“Look here, this is a warning attack; if you’re not careful you’ll end up with paralysis or severe heart attack.
Don’t you read of such cases in the papers every so often? You need rest.”
Avrutti often used to say such things to other people. But then, shaken by fear, she would begin to say the same
thing to herself:
“Be warned in time!”
Dragging forward the stool from the corner, Shyamlal still winds the clock on the wall, wipes it clean. Habitbound, Avrutti too continues to advance in age checking the time with the clock. Her forty-five years have pushed
on to fifty-two, to fifty-six. Shyamsundar, who had worked for years in the conservancy department of the
Municipality, used to feel that the responsibility for looking after the whole city rested on him. He scrutinizes the
roads: there’s a heap of garbage somewhere, a manhole open, a tap leaking … some workman—“Go down
carefully old chap”—he peers down, points. People laugh when they see the same habits persist after retirement—
Avrutti can’t laugh anymore. Her mind would revolve around all that had happened over the years, all the people,
all the events! She was reaching retirement age, about three years in advance she began hearing: Now it’s just
three years to go … When would she be free?
When would she be released so she could breathe a sigh of relief? Now just one year more—
“I’ll go to my village with my provident fund and savings … we’ll repair our old house. I want to get away
from this hassle—my responsibilities have exhausted me!” Her neighbour Shyamlal is still alive.
And today Avrutti sees Shyamlal still here moving around in circles. After several days she learnt that he had
been deeply wounded by the style in which the letter announcing his retire\ment had been drafted. Avrutti too had
read that letter.
The contract which our organization has entered into with you terminates at five o’clock tomorrow evening.
Please note that the organization will not require your services after thai date.

Reading this brought to Avrutti’s mind the kind of announcement which often appeared in the newspapers,
accompanied by a photograph:
“Our association with our partner is at an end … we take no more responsibility …”
The law required such clarity. But when the proprietor of the Suryodaya Hospital died, the hospital had been
closed down—she had read the announcement:
The proprietor of the hospital, Dr. Shailendra Parikh, was killed in a plane crash when flying home on the Kanishka.
Hence it has been decided to close the hospital. All those involved should seek employment elsewhere.

When typing the drafts of such sudden threatening missives how quickly the fingers struck the keys of the
typewriter! Avrutti recollected how often she herself had typed the drafts of such letters, wounded people deeply.
She tried to harden herself. She imagined the letter she herself would one day receive:
You are informed herewith that, since you have reached the age of retirement, on the completion of your duties for
the day, you will be considered to have retired from the society as from … You will be entitled to all the benefits
available under the retirement rules as under:
Note:
(1)
(2)
(3)
you are released—
you will be considered to be relieved—
your temporary appointment is not renewed—
the organization no longer needs your services. Kindly remain present on the 30 th March to settle accounts—
on account of the likelihood of a decrease in numbers in our school, your temporary appointment will be held
to terminate on the 31st March.
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Avrutti was confined to the same round for days, years, ages. As if she herself were the recipient of that cruel
threatening missive, she would become for the moment an unemployed teacher, a hospital employee, an assistant
doctor, a confidential clerk, a proud ship’s captain, his spirit broken upon retirement after his last voyage in the
service of the shipping company. She would hear the words:
“Now you are in need of rest.”
When she was beset by the woes of all the world, she didn't even have the presence of mind to say to herself:
“Be warned in time.” A sound so indistinct that one could just distinguish the meaning, scattered words, a
concern for the right language, a mockery, just to convey …
Avrutti was breaking down as she struggled for composure. She couldn’t bear to think of how her fifty-six
years were pressing her on to that point:
“No, nothing has happened yet; where’s the problem so far? I might even get an extension.” It was:
“This is how things should be.”
“If this is how things work out the game takes a new turn.”
“If that is how things turn out it’ll be a defeat for me.” Vishweshwar had once said to Avrutti:
“If I had my way … if I had met you ten years earlier … come, let me rewind … I’ll become much younger
…” And Avrutti had laughed gaily and said:
“Instead why don’t I move fast forward …!”
Now everything seems topsy-turvy. If one’s spirit burns with indignation, sets forth to commit a dacoity,\fn{ An
armed robbery} breathes adventure, experiences the guilt of deceiving the opponent:
“Now no one can contradict or oppose me.” The impossibility of her ever saying these words made her ribs
rattle.
The moment of reckoning was drawing nearer and nearer. Yes, it’s true it was I who with the cruel drafts I
typed carried out so many murders. I recognize these living frames. It was I who loosened the bolts, broke into the
house and robbed it—yes it was, it was. I had masked my face, but I was caught and remanded—it was I who had
borne the blows and punishment. It was all very well that I escaped punishment for want of proof. Avrutti’s youth
was over.
The court was now dissolved. If you see an old black-and-white film today how pallid and lackluster it seems.
Yet you do view it, as a period piece, watch the old actors, enjoy the old stories, the photography, the music of the
time. A bitterness gathers which shakes up your existence. Suppose one were to suddenly become an unborn
infant, still lying silent in its mother’s belly …?
When Avrutti used to see the skeleton in her science class with its hideous grimace, in a fit of terror she would
struggle to divert her thoughts.
“This is my personal drawer in the office … I’ll have to empty it, the form for detailed information … I’ll have
to get another one. The rack with the files arranged in order … dust has collected on it. Since two tables have been
arranged side by side, the discussion among the staff seems to loom over me. Such unbearable talk, so off-putting,
conspiracies, rivalries, factions …!
The years sped ever faster.
“I’m repaying the installments on the loan I took. I have to buy a pressure cooker. A benefit company offers
lots of advantages. I’m participating in the prize competition announced by the soap manufacturers. Buy two
packets and you get a plastic bucket free. Half lengths of toweling joined together, what does it matter so long as
one can use it. A money box with a slit, five rupees out of my salary and the decision to put in my loose change.
Akda leaves are supposed to be excellent for stomach pains. A drawing-cum-dining room and the other a
bedroom. A kitchen can be set up in the gallery. Now I want to keep a thermometer and a hot water bag handy at
home. Under the installment plan one can get a table fan, a refrigerator, an electric grinding-stone.”
The years dragged on. Colds and nasal infections will not give up their pursuit of her. She was probably
running a temperature at night. An unpleasant taste in her mouth, in her mind. But the prospect of hospital visits
made her shudder all over. Champakmama had reached a ripe old age. The doctors said,
“Take him home.”
Morning, noon, evening, Avrutti has been visiting him for the last three days. Everyone is awaiting his death.
He won’t last the evening. He won’t live to see the next morning. In his sleep he may … the announcement of the
death is ready, the photo too. The lamp of ghee for the ceremony on the day following the funeral, the tray with
the donation for the Brahmin is also ready. Cow dung will be needed to plaster the spot where the dead body will
be laid. The front room has been cleared. All the relatives have been round—even the little kid. Now it’s just a
matter of hours-minutes-seconds. The moment will come and that’ll be “the end.” Everyone was mentally
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prepared.
Avrutti had often thought of drafting a letter for herself. The crow is black, the stork is white. Everybody is
afraid of lions and tigers. Nobody will venture near them. Mr. Mehta comes and leans over her typewriter with a
draft and Avrutti automatically and mechanically types it. So Avrutti commenced the typing of her own draft.
Since I am in uncertain health, I accept the option of voluntary retirement. I am signing below to apply for all the
benefits to which I am entitled from the date of voluntary retirement to the date when retirement benefits would
normally accrue to me.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Signed
Miss Sonawala Avrutti Dhansukhbhai

And Mr. Mehta, placing another draft before her, said just that:
“We’re in the process of recruiting fresh staff. A multitude of changes will be introduced and the whole set-up
planned afresh. So if you don’t accept this option, you’ll be dispatched on three months compulsory leave. Or else
till the age of retirement you’ll have to sit in the storeroom cabin where the sixth table is placed. Your
employment will continue, but not as before. Voluntary retirement has many benefits, accept it.”
Avrutti was still drawing up her own imagined draft.
Had Mr. Mehta really said this?
Had she really mounted on her typewriter such a letter seeking voluntary retirement?
Had Avrutti been carried away by imaginary fears or did she still have two years to go and had she applied for
an extension? Had her application been accepted? Was Champakmama still alive? Had the photo with the
announcement of his death appeared in the newspaper? Does Avrutti still have to pass two years in the corner of
the storeroom? Has she become so seriously ill that she has been admitted to hospital? She has a lot of sick leave
to her credit. Never mind. Mr. Mehta will calculate the other kinds of leave of which she can avail herself. Never
mind.
4
The taxi drew up beside the broad gate of the familiar housing colony. Scooters were parked outside as far as
the eye could reach. Threading her way through them, Jasmine reached the house with a particular nameplate and
paused.
Should she enter? It was the third or fourth occasion that she had approached this place, in the same way,
around eight o’clock, as darkness fell, so that no one would recognize her, sometimes by taxi, sometimes by
rickshaw, halting at a distance and walking along the familiar road.
Gradually Jasmine began to realize why she turned away every time from the house, the moments when she
suppressed an outburst of sobbing and ran—she could never quite grasp those moments! Since when had her brain
been thrown into this confusion?
Outside the doorway of that familiar house she would see a pile of shoes—chappals, sandals, Indian-style
shoes, both large and small. Standing outside, she would peer through the bars of the familiar window. Her
imagination would become active. Today there seemed to be a birthday party. Perhaps people have gathered for
the Satyanarayan Puja. Dhirubhai may have arranged a dinner party.
A white blur would spread over Jasmine’s eyes. But she would struggled to remain calm, thinking, this is the
ceremony following someone’s death, and she would flee, speculating on what that crowd might mean. Just
suppose … if they were mourning a death, whose could it be? What were Sanju and Subodh saying? Those who
were offering words of condolence and sympathy to Dhirubhai—what words do they use? How does Dhirubhai
react—he is so inexperienced in social niceties, so impatient, always railing angrily at people because he doesn’t
know how to handle them. Whenever that happened, Jasmine had been in the habit of running up to him:
“Leave it to me, you won’t be able to handle it!” Did all that belong to a previous existence?
“Don’t meddle. Think you’re all-knowing, don’t you?” How well she knew her husband’s ways.
“Now don’t meddle in this condolence gathering! I want to get through the whole tiresome occasion as quickly
as possible. Without you butting your head into everything …” and Jasmine didn’t know when she escaped.
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“Can that be happening? In that house, a condolence gathering for my death? A party? A religious recitation?”
“When did that happen?”
“How did it happen?” From behind the wall of glass all she could distinguish was the movement of lips;
Jasmine was extremely puzzled.
“Now don’t keep butting in, you don’t understand anything. Just stay where you belong. Once a decision is
reached, it’s reached, there’s no going back on it. I’ve told you once and for all. Once you’ve signed your consent,
you’ve signed. Now let me conclude matters in my own way.”
The house, the door, the bars in the window, the wall of glass, the furniture, people, relationships, all began to
swirl around in Jasmine’s brain.
Did Dhirubhai say something? Was there a towel on Dhirubhai’s shoulder? Why was there such a crowd in the
sitting room? Why so many shoes and sandals outside the door? What preparations were they making? Why
hadn’t Subodh and Sanju gone to college? Was that Jasmine’s photograph that they had enlarged and garlanded? A
photograph on the low stool; Brahmins turning over the pages of their flooks; white saris in the gathering.
Flung out of the sitting room, Jasmine discovered herself, she didn’t know how, in the kitchen. Next to the
kitchen was the bathroom. Jasmine began to trim the wick of memory, of thought. On the left was the niche for
God’s image, the lamp of ghee, incense, worship—in Jasmine’s absence, who had ventured to perform it? Was it
the neighbour, or Sanjana, or the woman servant? The people moved their lips and as usual Jasmine tried to
decipher their meaning from beyond the glass wall:
“Don’t you worry. Do you think without you God will be left without his lamp and his worship? What’s so
special about it? We’ll even conduct the aarti. You stay where you are!”
“What a relief! The mistress used to produce piles and piles of clothes. Would accuse me of using too much
soap so she’d soap the clothes herself. How relaxed it all is now! Not for a moment would she let the servants do
their work in peace.”
“Mummy, have you got into the kitchen again? If you’re not there we’re not going to leave Pappa and Subodh
hungry. Let me finish up the cooking quickly and get away. There are a thousand jobs to be done. We don’t want
the title of Chief of Cooks, as you do.”
“Have you finished playing with matchsticks? Then come out. Let us get on with more urgent matters.”
“Relief at last! ‘The End’! Picking on me all day. Now there’ll be space to breathe in the house. God, don’t let
anyone be put to this test even if they live seven lives!” Could Dhirubhai possibly say that?
Jasmine felt herself being thrust out again and again by unseen forces, as she interpreted the lip movements of
those within, from her point of view outside. Pushed out of the kitchen, the bathroom, the room for worship, the
intervening room, Subodh and Sanjana’s study and finally out of the beautifully furnished modern sitting room,
she ended up right outside the door with the nameplate. She felt dizzy. She felt as if she had been stripped of her
sari, yet she experienced no embarrassment.
She began to stroll about in the familiar surroundings. Nobody took any notice of her. All of a sudden, what’s
this? It’s Subodh talking in a low voice, but gaily, with his friends.
“You know, fellows, it was like being shut up in a prison. It’s a good thing there was no trouble with the police.
How long can you keep up a solemn somber face? Today I’m determined to escape. Everything’s been wound up
satisfactorily. We’ll slip into the cinema house.” Sanjana:
“Laxmi, you have a wedding to attend so I haven’t put out too many clothes today. When you finish, lock the
door and go.” Husband:
“Don’t wait for me. I’m not dining at home. There’s a dinner meeting on.”
No mention of a person like Jasmine? Was it only “was” and “wasn’t” that remained? What had happened?
Had anything happened? Jasmine began to picture the scene.
Worship, a match, a lamp of ghee, the aarti, Jasmine’s religiosity, the sudden flare of the camphor in the lamp,
Dhirubhai’s favourite nylon sari and the aarti performed together. Did she come in contact with the flame or did
Dhirubhai intentionally push the oil lamp or did the flames from the aarti … was it just an accident?
The smoke entered her nostrils. Dhirubhai had been frightened. Jasmine had nothing with which to put out the
flames except the smoke that had penetrated into her brain. Though she was racked by a cough she kept
muttering,
“Gave the evidence you asked me to. No one’s fault. An accident.”
Was anyone able to hear her words? As usual when faced with Dhirubhai’s fretfulness, wrath, scolding, Jasmine
said:
“Since you say so, since that’s what you like—it was my misunderstanding—my clumsiness—not your fault.”
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On that occasion too she said the same thing. All her life this was what she had said to Dhirubhai and to
herself, and like an unbending tree she had stood rooted in the home of her husband and children. Injuries, insults,
indifference, she bore it all and hooked herself onto her home.
What now? I obeyed you, yet even then have I become a thing of the past? Wasn’t she alive? Was she dead? A
minor accident that took place so long ago—who was it who had sung that unwelcome line during the aarti? How
was it she couldn’t remember anything?
In my courtyard your …

They seized and bound her. Were eager to proclaim the “corpse”. Is anyone listening? There’s nothing wrong
with me. Now I won’t light an oil lamp with a match in a fit of piety. I won’t bawl the aarti. I won’t drag you into
the unwelcome task of chanting the aarti. Now you won’t be able to show your scorn by singing snatches like “In
my courtyard your …”
In her state of unconsciousness, when had she departed from the world? Where had Dhirubhai and the children
escaped? Who had made the bier? When had they issued out of the house, made their way through the crowded
bazaar … was that lamentation? … had they reached the route to the burning ghat? Had all this happened already
or was it yet to happen?
New furniture, rearranged; new pastimes; changing tastes; fresh topics of conversation—Jasmine had long ago
accepted all this. A husband who was intelligent but bad-tempered, and becoming increasingly dried-up, a
“modem” daughter who was I always flying into a temper, a “smart” son whose ways were coloured by the
company he kept—in the midst of all of them Jasmine felt confined to a perpetual loneliness. And now was she
bereft of even that much? At which moment had she suddenly become “a thing of the past”?
“I gave my evidence according to your wishes. I didn’t blame you.”
Jasmine came limping back into the house. On seeing her, her husband made a face as usual. But he said in a
very natural tone,
“Now what have you to do in this house? Why have you come back? What I’ve told you is final. Go where you
belong.” Sanjuand Subodh:
“Mummy, listen to us! You’re being difficult as usual.”
“What does it all mean? Where do I belong except here?”
“Stay in the world beyond. Your work here is over. Look, we’ve placed a sandalwood garland around your
photograph. That’s how we’re going to keep you in our memory.”
“You’ll get accustomed to it, Mummy. When you die, you’re dead.”
“Am I dead? Don’t say that. I haven’t died. I don’t want to die.”
“There you go again! Don’t be a nuisance. It’s all over for good! How will Sanju and Subodh feel, and all our
relatives and acquaintances?”
“But just listen to me.”
“You’re hitting your head against a wall. Do it a million times, it doesn’t matter to me. Let me deal with things
in my own way and go back to your other world.” Jasmine thought,
“So I am dead, after all.”
If that were so and if she had now returned as a ghost, how was it the people in the house experienced no fear
or amazement? Why do they all believe I’ll remain present only in their conversations, their memories, stay safely
put in “the other world”? Why do they think “She used to be, used to be …” When did Jasmine take on the past
tense? Then how was it she was present here in the flesh?
Jasmine grimaced. So, I’m alive, but these people think I’m dead, do they? Should I remain engulfed in this
rejection? How can I be sure which world I belong to? Did I die? Have I come after death in the form of a ghost to
haunt my husband and children?
Standing outside the threshold, suppressing her sobs, Jasmine asked herself—even if no relative, no
acquaintance, nobody gives me any acknowledgement, can I discover anything from the atmosphere in the house?
Can I recall anything? Remember anything that’s relevant? And gathering her wits together, she made an effort to
recollect all the relevant details.
Yes … it’s dusk. There is the sound of footsteps on the stairs. They’ve turned into the gallery next door.
With her eyes shut, Jasmine began to sink into an unknown darkness. Has “today” dawned or not, is it going to
dawn or not?
Somebody utters her name. Jasmine Dhirubhai Gajjar. A sound of someone descending the stairs. In the
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Sheetal Talkies they’re showing the film More Beautiful Than Heaven. Pinky, the second daughter of her
neighbour Jashodabehn, is down with malaria. Meena’s father-in-law … which Meena? Oh, to hell with it!
Kalyanrao always arrives after eight o’clock. Must make coffee for him. Who is Kalyamao? Jasmine felt she
was rolling on a cold floor. No, it’s not the ceiling that’s coming nearer, but why are the walls sliding closer?
Verses recited in a loud voice … so madam, you’ve become very devout! A lamp before my God in his niche and
incense burning, you’re even reciting from the Geeta.
Jasmine’s hand, raised to punch Sanjana on the shoulder, suddenly felt heavy. Never mind, I’m just a bit
sleepy. I’ll be up in a moment. How many people gather for such programmes, so noisy! Yes, when they install
Ganpati in their homes or the Mother at Navratri—all the devotional chanting will go on till late at night—the din
of loudspeakers … detestable lines, chewed to a pulp; stale words clamoured in Jasmine’s ears:
Tell me, Radha tell me, shall we be united?
What have you to do in my courtyard?

Neighbours, strangers, acquaintances, Vasudev’s family, Suboah and Sanju, and here they are, oh, one could
see what a mess, no, not a mess, the aarti was being performed during the Satyanarayan Puja, who was it who had
muttered:
What have you to do in my courtyard?

Who sang that line by mistake? Shame and shock caused the perspiration to stream. And then whenever such
stages were set up, loudspeakers fixed, Jasmine would tremble all over. Now out they’ll come like vomit from
someone’s throat and lips with flecks of spit stinking of pyorrhea. No, no, this kind of humbug in the name of
religion doesn’t suit me at all. Why do you all drag me there? Never mind if all twelve of Leelavati and Kalavati’s
ships in the old story disappear; I won’t wait till they distribute the prasad.
Jasmine stared before her, wide-eyed at this memory of a past life. Had such a thing happened? Had anybody
really made such a blunder during the aarti?
Flung into a vortex of small, large, round, rectangular, black, white, purple, green, yellow circles, Jasmine
became more and more entangled, worn out. Then she reached the sitting room.
This is the sitting room. Calendar, sofa set, wall painting, carpet, TV set, phone, settee, chandelier, attached
bathroom. The verandah opening out … is the recitation of the Satyanarayan Puja really taking place in these
surroundings? No, there are loudspeakers here; must be a party.
Shaking all over, Jasmine began to run. Preserving leftovers, covering the milk, a chapatti on the non-stick
griddle, God’s niche, the gas cylinder, boxes containing tea leaves and sugar, a standing kitchen … so this was the
kitchen.
Jasmine felt she was being pushed to some unfamiliar boundary line. She was excluded forever from that
house with the familiar name-plate. She had shouted in vain for admittance, to be allowed to join in the customary
round, to resume her old life. She had tried to stir Dhirubhai, cleared her throat to yell to Subodh, shaken the
doors. Exhausted by the effort she always found herself dashed to the ground outside the boundary line.
Nobody is concerned or expects that she should be alive. The transparent wall of glass has finally been erected.
Even if she did return to life and re-enter that house, moved around, made it obvious that she existed, they would
still act as though she did not exist. How long would this unintelligible game continue? Whenever in her crazed
state, Jasmine came to her house or returned there from the other house, the same scenes would repeat themselves
as she attempted to cross the boundary line.
“Won’t you let me in?” And immediately Dhirubhai’s words would come like a lash.
“Haven’t I told you, no? Are you going to leave or not? What’s done is done. Nothing doing. We don’t want
you to bother us any more. We’ve arranged everything anew in our own way.”
“At least you could have waited till I was dead.”
“You are dead for us. Haven’t you grasped that yet?”
Why is Jasmine so startled? A cloudy sky, moist breath, unknown memories of the past that house that clung to
her, the patches on the walls, the sorrowful roads, her coagulating thoughts … now her internal agitation began to
die down.
They are there, I’m here. I have to accept my new dimensions and endure my exile from my body. Never again
will anyone summon me, never will I cross that threshold, never mingle in the affairs of that house—the time had
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come when Jasmine had to accept this and confine herself to the “other world”.
Someone, some unseen hands had robbed Jasmine of something and pushed her back into her “yesterdays”.
Some nameless relationship had dragged her like a ghost back to that house. But now she would have to live out
the rest of her life elsewhere. She had reached the point of no return. She would not allow the ghost of her desires
to haunt that house anymore.
70.9 & 276.116 A. The Victor B. 1. Hindi 2. My Home 3. History Of A Bridge 4. Intellectual’s Statement 5. The
Handicapped On Camera 6. Your Thoughts 7. Cycle Rickshaw 8. Toxin 9. I Ought To Do Much More 10. Survive
11. A Sitar Concert 12. Reality: Twelve Poems\fn{by Raghuvir Sahay (1929-1990)} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 7
A
The\fn{I have restored the quotation marks around the words spoken by the characters; they do not appear so in the original text: H }
room where she had delivered the baby was filled with the mixed odor of burning ajawain and bitter oil, and she
was lying there wrapped in clean old clothes. He paused as he reached the door. He would find her there.
Changed, but in what state after what has happened to her? And he, too, would be there, whom he has so often felt
in Kamini’s body, between her and himself, and independent of them both. Would he be aware of what I have
done to him? I am eager to see him, knowing well that I had not wanted him and yet I hope, thought Ashok, he
has forgiven me, for I have only love for him, if love is the word to express even a modicum of what I have in my
heart.
They were both averse to having children at present. They might have reasoned differently, to be sure, but it
hardly mattered, for both of them had very definite views about the uses of their body. He too did not want this to
happen—but what had come to pass was ultimately due to him only and so his consort was pregnant. It is I who
have done this and she is my woman and she doesn’t want this and I, the stronger of the two, am the cause of this.
It will be all right, he said with a laugh.
He had produced a terrible-looking bottle, it was something dark and brownish, with a bitter reek; he had smelt
it and said, his eyes half-closed, you’d love this and it would be a good riddance.
For two days, Kamini had been convulsing with a burning sensation all over her body, as if a furnace deep
within her had been lit. Nevertheless she waited patiently. She would open her eyes to look about herself, but all
she could see was drowned in a dark red. Has it begun? She would wonder when again it would all go dead within
her and she would doze off. After two days, she got up stealthily, didn’t utter a word and plunged into work, and
so a few more days passed.
“Didn’t it work?” asked Ashok. “I had been told that it would, but maybe you require something stronger.”
And he smiled as if tickling the woman.
“I’ll set everything right, don’t be scared.”
“What can you do,” she said.
“Why, if I could do one thing, I could also do another.”
What a foul mouth he had, thought Kamini, and she had a feeling of nausea.
“Why are you nervous? You will feel some pain, that’s all.”
This time it was a few innocuous white pills and again Kamini had to turn and toss in blazing fever continually
for four days. She would open her mouth like a bird and gasp and she wanted only to fly away. And for a time she
felt she had arrived into a void, fell down several times from up there, and regained consciousness; yet she had to
keep lying down, for the thing was running in all directions like molten metal inside her, and refused to get out.
“God has saved me,” she said.
“Silly talk,” said Ashok, “your body could withstand this pain because it was wrong.”
Was she indeed alone in bearing the pain? wondered Kamini; surely she could not have endured it all by
herself.
“I won’t die,” she said, “for now I don’t want to die.”
“You won’t die, you have just to visit the doctor once.”
“No, no,” she said, “I won’t go.”
“Just once you will feel a little pain, then it’ll be all right.
“No, no,” said Kamini. “For myself I could have said, yes, let there be pain, but how can I decide for someone
else. Now I won’t allow you to do anything,” she said.
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“Silly, so far it hasn’t even acquired life.”
“But it has, said Kamini. “It was a thing you wanted to destroy but it was not destroyed, proving that it existed.
I know that it exists and you have attacked it twice and it has escaped these attacks. The resistance it must have
put up!” marveled Kamini, and looked in pity at her husband. “I know you are stronger than it but you have been
defeated. Now you let it be,” she said, “for it has begun to be,” and added, in her own mind, it shall be and it shall
forgive you.
Ashok glanced inside as he took a step forward. There was only a glow of the oil lamp in front of him, and a
peculiar cleanliness, the two linked to each other, and alive.
Where are they? he asked himself.
Until as recently as yesterday she had been carrying him along with herself up to that moment which she alone
could experience. For hours on end they had exchanged anecdotes of their childhood, and she would sit there,
heavy and tired, pure and calm:
“You must stay by me,” she had said.
“Of course,” Ashok had said without knowing in the least why, but then he didn’t have any other place to go he
thought, and so he was there, close at hand, passing, within himself, through the experience through which his
wife had to pass with her entire body.
He took two steps forward. He, in fact, they were there. He sat down on the edge, twisting his huge body at
several points. Kamini was on the bed with her back to him. There she is, my woman, so pretty and fresh. If only
this distance between us would stay on for ever!
Suddenly he remembered his child.
“Let me see,” he said.
Kamini looked up. At first, she blushed and turned her face towards the child as if hiding herself, then set her
eyes mockingly on his father.
“Why, what is so special in me,” said Ashok.
“Nothing, I am just watching what a man looks like,” said Kamini to herself, and uncovered the face of the
child.
Ashok’s heart thumped fiercely. How would he look like? Cheerful? Or would be recalling what I have done to
him? Forgiven me?
“Forgive me,” he said, and his face beamed.
With clenched red fists and his woman’s breast in his mouth, the child was effortlessly enjoying his prerogative. There wasn’t a single scar on him, neither a scratch, nor a blot, nothing.
“He is the victor,” said Ashok, and his face flushed with suppressed laughter.
The boy didn’t so much as glance at his father, nor did he know who he was or what he wanted. He didn’t have
to, indeed. With his eyes closed he was busy with his work, lying there like a pumpkin. He had won a battle and
he was there, intact and complete, just the way he had been made in spite of the others, and that was all that
concerned him at the moment.
B
1
We were fighting
a language battle to change society.
But the question of Hindi is no longer simply a question of
Hindi—
we have lost out.
O good soldier,
know when you’re beaten.
And now, that question
which we just refered to in connection with the so-called
language battle,
let’s put it this way:
Were we and those on behalf of whom we fought
the same folk?
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Or were we, in fact, the agents of our oppressors—
sympathetic, well-meaning, well-schooled agents!
*
Those who are the masers are slaves.
Their slaves are those who are not masters.
*
If Hindi belongs to the masters,
then in what language shall we fight for freedom!
*
The demand for Hindi
is now a demand
for better treatment—
not rights—
put by the agents
to their slave-masters.
They use Hindi in place of English,
while the fact is
that their masters
use English in place of Hindi—
the two of them have struck a deal.
*
He who exposes this hypocrisy
will dispose of Hindi’s slavery.
This will be the one who, when he speaks Hindi,
will show us what simple folk really feel.
2
My poetry celebrates
my mother,
my wife and children,
sparrows in springtime,
the sun and rain.
What I celebrated remained
and I passed away.
Only the memories
echo on at home.
Are you taking a trip
for a couple of days?
You’ll see my mother,
or flowers beaming
in her memory.
You must visit my home
and stay there awhile.
3
I journeyed to a distant land,
changed planes three times,
took advantage of the fine weather
to travel those winding mountain roads,
arrived at the bridge just as the sun was setting.
*
Across this bridge, four centuries ago, passed
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The lovers, idlers, rebels, conquerors of history.
*
By the twentieth century, they’d turned into characters in a novel,
Modern armies on the march,
With drums and aims constantly changing.
*
In the fading daylight I took a snapshot.
*
Returning home by the same circuitous route,
suddenly I realized the camera hadn’t been loaded.
*
Now I’ve a mental image of that bridge
with myself dodging cars that hoot at me,
as I stand there with camera in hand.
4
A death-wish is the wish of the able.
The hapless wants to live.
Let us keep him alive.
Visions of catastrophe
belong to the sovereign.
Let us destroy all but him.
*
It’s beautiful—the catastrophe:
it makes our woes amusing,
and those of the hapless
fructify
5
We shall appear on television,
we the fit and able.
We shall usher this poor wreck
into a sealed room.
We’ll ask him:
So, you’re a handicapped individual, are you?
But why is this?
Your handicap, I guess it hurts!
Does it
(Close-up)
Yes. So now, tell us quickly about the suffering.
What’s it like!
*
He can’t
*
Come on.
Tell us.
What does it feel like to be handicapped!
Well!
I mean, how does it feel?
(At this point we prompt him a little:
is this now it is!)
Come on.
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Tell us.
Try a bit harder
(We can feel the opportunity slipping away!)
To spice up the programme,
we have to keep on at him,
till we’ve reduced him to tears.
And you,
aren’t you waiting for him to break down too?
(No need to ask!)
*
Then we’ll close in
on those puffy eyes.
And a really large close-up
of twitching lips.
(Let’s hope this is suggestive of the suffering of the handicapped.)
*
One more try.
Viewers,
please bear with us.
Look,
We’ve got to get the two of you weeping simultaneously—
you and him,
both.
*
(Cut.
Well, it didn’t work.
Never mind.
Screentime’s money.)
We can relax now, smile.
*
You’ve been watching a socially significant programme
(Which damned near came off.)
Thanks.
6
These are my thoughts you are expressing
with such confidence, yet inexactly—
thank goodness for that!
I myself never trumpeted them with such conviction,
even if I hoped I might be right.
No, I never raised my voice,
assuming that whether I was right or wrong
only I was entitled to thunder so.
*
Your voice was never so authoritative
as it is at this moment—
there was no substance to your own thoughts.
Now you have stolen mine
and are flaunting them with such authority,
I can feel an odd little grin forming on my lips.
But I suppress it,
So as to salvage my thoughts
from your distortion of them.
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I keep my thoughts to myself,
to spell out in my own way.
And I leave you
to stray into some blind alley and get lost.
7
It may sound like socialism to say
we should treat horses like human beings,
especially when one of them happens to be a human being.
When we jump guiltily off a rickshaw,
and then feel sorry we’ve deprived the poor man of his
livelihood
and finally tip him out of pity—
in all three cases we’re a trial to him, and he has to endure
us.
It is only when we haggle over the fare
that we approach equality.
Come, you engineers of the twenty-first century,
let’s invent a cycle-rickshaw in which
the passenger and horse can sit side by side
and just go for a spin.
And what good will this do, you may ask?
Well, if there’s a disagreement between you and the horse,
at least he won’t have to turn round and get a crick in his
neck.
8
In this shameful, slavish age
find me a man
not given to flattery
Find me poverty
that doesn’t hold you up to ransom.
Women will drink and men eat.
They’ll all flourish, and all too soon
the day will come, Ramesh,
when no one will have an opinion of his own.
There will be anger but no protest.
There will be danger and a toxin
which the ruler himself will sound, Ramesh.
9
I ought to do much more
in this unwhole world
not just keep the promise
to a landlord
or shriek at
a world of horrors
I ought to do much more
not stand and eat
a plate in hand
in a hall teeming with men and women
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maybe I ought to break
much more than an empty plate
this year I
should have made it
not just gaze in the looking-glass
shaving a stubble on my chin
I ought to sing and thunder with rage
or just laugh
I ought to be going places
making the salad
with my sleeves rolled
I ought to have roughed the bully up
outbrag the braggart
dare the dandy
I ought I ought to put
my child to sleep
with a nice lullaby
I ought to perform much more
than a mere salute
gasping in the morning
and not look at forty
dazed at the ways of the world
yet it’s amazing
no one took the note
when the success
succeeded
*
I’ve watched it happen
a flimsy faith every day
vanishing bit by bit
between the jaws of a glorious people
with survivor’s guilt
of five famines
I ought to be doing much else
instead I sit in a reading room
looking for a familiar face
now and then for a hefty tome
I ought to know I know I know
when my own generation
took over the reins of the nation
yet this way the world acts
doting on rebels
shunning the revolt
10
Thousands upon thousands upon thousands
starved to death: so the report.
Enormous the number
and the blinkers no less.
Now who could ever notice
that I wasn’t one of them.
11
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An LP of sitar music, the tempo
a fast one, but something wrong,
the record player too quick.
My heart ached with the pain
of music being hustled along,
a new type of helplessness—
notes screeching, tabla beaten into submission,
worn out, but not through ecstasy.
Finally the music closed—
Like a concubine salaaming to the assembled gentry.
12
When night’s nearly over
the dream announces itself—
One of the characters in the narrative
first shows where the house was situated,
then the lane,
the street-corner;
then as you trim the corner, there’s the front door.
After that you catch a whiff of the damp hall,
and then, leaning against the frame of this scene,
and half-shadow,
its face hidden,
of that character you first encountered.
4.49 A Difference\fn{by Nirmal Verma (1929-2005)} Simla, Simla District, Himchal Pradesh State, India (M) 5
A shroud of fog covers everything. It is past nine in the morning, but all of Delhi is enmeshed in the haze. The
streets are damp. The trees are wet. Nothing is clearly visible. The bustle of life reveals itself in sounds, sounds
which fill the ears. Sounds are coming from every part of the house. As on other days, Vaswani’s servant has lit
the stove, and it can be heard sizzling beyond the wall. In the adjoining room, Atul Mavani is polishing his shoes.
Upstairs the Sardarji is putting Fixo on his mustache. Behind the curtain on his window a bulb gleams like an
immense pearl. All the doors are closed and all the windows are draped, but throughout the building there is the
clamor of life. On the third floor, Vaswani has closed the bathroom door and turned on the tap.
Buses are rushing through the fog, the whine of their heavy tires approaching and then fading into the distance.
Motor rickshaws are dashing along recklessly. Someone has just flipped down a taxi meter. The phone is ringing
at the doctor’s place next door, and some girls heading for work are passing through the rear alley.
The cold is intense. On the shivering streets, cars and buses, their horns blaring, slash through the clouds of
fog. The sidewalks are crowded but each person, wrapped in fog, seems like a drifting wisp of cotton. Those
wisps of cotton advance silently into the sea of haze. The buses are crowded. People huddle on the cold seats
amidst figures hanging like Jesus from the cross-arms outstretched, with not nails in their hands but the icy
shining rods of the bus.
In the distance a funeral procession is coming down the street.\fn{ Normally very large for a very important person:H}
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This must be the funeral I just read about in the newspaper:
The death occurred this evening at Irwin Hospital of Seth Di-wanchand, the renowned and beloved Karolbagh business
magnate. His body has been taken to his home. Tomorrow morning at nine o’clock the funeral will proceed by way of
Arya Samaj Road to the Panchkuin cremation ground for the last rites.

This must be his bier coming up the street now. Walking silently and slowly behind it are some people wrapped
in mufflers and wearing hats. Nothing can be seen very clearly.
There is a knock at my door. I put the paper aside and open the door. Atul Mavani is standing there.
“I have a problem, friend. No one showed up today to do the ironing. Could I use your iron?”
Atul’s words are a relief. I was afraid he might raise the question of joining the funeral procession. I
immediately give him the iron, satisfied that he plans to iron his pants and then set off on a round of the
embassies.
*
Ever since reading about Seth Diwanchand’s death in the paper, I’ve been apprehensive that someone would
show up and suggest joining the funeral despite the cold. Everyone in this building was acquainted with him, and
they’re all genteel, sophisticated people.
The Sardarji’s servant comes down the stairs noisily, opens the door and starts to go out.
“Dharma! Where are you going?” I call out, hoping for reassurance.
When he answers, “To buy butter for the Sardarji,” I quickly hold out the money for him to get me some
cigarettes at the same time.
The Sardarji is sending out for butter for his breakfast, which means that he’s not planning to join the funeral
procession either. I’m further relieved. Since Atul Mavani and the Sardarji are not planning to go, it’s out of the
question for me. Those two and the Vaswani family visited Seth Diwanchand’s place more than I did. I only met
the man four or five times. If they aren’t planning to attend, then there’s surely no question of my having to go.
Mrs. Vaswani has appeared on the front balcony. There’s a strange pallor on her attractive face, and a touch of
redness from the lipstick she wore last evening. She’s wearing just a robe and is fastening up her hair.
“Darling,” her voice rings out. “Bring me some toothpaste, please.”
I’m further reassured. The Vaswanis must not be attending the rites either.
*
Far down on Arya Samaj Road, the funeral procession is slowly approaching …
*
Atul Mavani comes to return the iron. After taking it, I want to close the door, but he comes in and says, “Did
you hear that Seth Diwanchand died yesterday?”
“I just read about it in the paper,” I answer blandly, to avoid further discussion of the matter. Atul’s face is
shining. He must have just shaved.
“He was really a fine man, that Diwanchand.” If the comments go any further there’ll be a moral obligation for
me to join the funeral procession. So I ask, “What happened about that business of yours?”
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“The machine’s about to arrive. As soon as it does, I’ll get my commission. This commission work is really
senseless, but what’s to be done? If I can just place eight or ten machines, I’ll start my own business.” Atul
continues—
“Brother, Diwanchandji helped me a lot when I first came here. It’s because of him that I got any work at all.
People really respected him.”
My ears prick up at the name Diwanchand. Then the Sardarji puts his head out the window.
“Mr. Mavani! What time should we go?”
“Well, the time was given as nine o’clock, but it’ll probably be late because of the cold and fog.”
This must be a reference to the funeral.
The Sardarji’s servant Dharma has brought me the cigarettes and is setting out tea on the table upstairs. Then
Mrs. Vaswani speaks up—
“I think Premila’s bound to be there. Don’t you agree, darling?”
“Well, she ought to be,” Mr. Vaswani replies, crossing the balcony. “Hurry up and get ready.”
“Will you be coming to the coffee house this evening?” Atul asks me.
“Probably.” I wrap the blanket around me and he goes back to his room. A moment later he calls out,
“Is the electricity on, brother?”
“Yes, it’s on.” He must be using an electric immersion rod to heat water. “Polish!” the shoeshine boy
announces politely in his daily fashion, and the Sardarji calls him upstairs. The boy sits outside polishing, while
the Sardarji instructs his servant to bring lunch promptly at one o’clock. “Fry some papars, and make a salad as
well.”
I know the man’s servant is a scoundrel. He never serves a meal on time, nor does he cook what the Sardarji
wants.
*
Thick fog still covers the street outside, with no sign of sunshine. The man selling wheat-cakes and gram has
come and set up his cart as usual. He’s polishing the plates, which are rattling.
The number seven bus is leaving with its crucified Christs hanging inside, while a conductor distributes
advance tickets to people standing in line. Coins jingle each time he returns change.
Among the cotton balls wrapped in haze, the dark-uniformed conductor looks like Satan himself.
*
And the funeral procession has come a little closer.
*
“Shall I wear a blue sari?” asks Mrs. Vaswani. Vaswani’s muffled reply suggests that he is adjusting the knot
on his tie.
The servant has brushed the Sardarji’s suit and draped it on a hanger. The Sardarji stands in front of the mirror
tying his turban.
Atul Mavani reappears, portfolio in hand, wearing the suit made for him last month. His face looks fresh and
his shoes are shining. “Aren’t you going?” he asks. Before I can ask “Going where?” he calls, “Come on,
Sardarji! It’s getting late—it’s past ten o’clock.”
Two minutes later, the Sardarji starts down the stairs. Meanwhile Vaswani spots Mavani from upstairs and
asks, “Where did you get that suit tailored?”
“Over in Khan Market.”
“It’s very nicely done. I’d like to get the tailor’s address from you.” Then he calls to his wife, “Come on, dear!
I’ll be waiting for you downstairs.” Joining Mavani and the Sardarji, he feels the suit material. “The lining is
Indian?”
“English!”
“It fits beautifully,” he says, jotting down the tailor’s address. Mrs. Vaswani appears on the balcony, looking
immaculate in the damp, cold morning. The Sardarji winks at Mavani and starts whistling.
*
The bier is now directly below my room. A few people are walking with it, engrossed in conversation, and a
couple of cars are creeping along.
Mrs. Vaswani comes downstairs, a flower in her hair, and the Sardarji adjusts the hankie in his coat pocket.
Before they go out the door, Vaswani asks me, “Aren’t you coming?”
“You go ahead. I’ll be right there.” I respond, though unsure where I’m to go.
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The funeral has moved down the road. A car comes from behind and slows down near the procession. The
driver exchanges a few words with someone walking in the procession, and then the car surges ahead. The two
cars following the procession also slip ahead.
I stand watching as Mrs. Vaswani and the other three head for the taxi-stand. Mrs. Vaswani has put on her fur
wrap and the Sardarji is either offering her his fur gloves or just displaying them. The taxi-driver steps up and
opens the door. and the four of them get in. Now the taxi is heading this way and I can hear laughter inside.
Vaswani points toward the procession and tells the driver something.
I stand quietly, observing everything, and somehow I feel now as though the least I could have done was to
join Diwanchand’s funeral procession. I know his son well and at times like this one should offer sympathy even
to enemies. The cold almost destroys my resolve—but the question of joining the funeral keeps needling me.
The taxi slows down near the bier. Mavani sticks his head out and says something. Then the taxi goes around
to the right and moves ahead.
Feeling beaten. I put on my overcoat, slip on some sandals and go down the stairs. My feet propel me
automatically toward the procession and I fall in quietly behind the bier. Four men are carrying it on their
shoulders with seven others walking alongside—the seventh being myself. I ponder the difference as soon as a
man dies. Just last year when Diwanchand’s daughter was married, there were thousands of guests and cars were
lined up in front of his house …
We have reached Link Road. Around the next turn is the Panchkuin cremation ground.
As the procession turns the corner, I see a crowd of people and a row of cars. There are some scooters also. A
chatter of voices comes from a group of women standing at one side. Each has a different hair style, and they
stand around with the same sensuality one sees in Connaught Place. Cigarette smoke is rising from the crowd of
men and blending into the fog. The red lips and white teeth of the women shine as they talk, and there’s arrogance
in their eyes …
The bier has been set down outside on a platform. Now there is silence. The scattered crowd has gathered
round the body, and chauffeurs holding bouquets and garlands of flowers wait for a look from their mistresses.
My eyes fall on Vaswani. He’s trying to signal his wife to go over by the corpse, but she keeps standing there
talking to another woman. Nearby are the Sardarji and Atul Mavani.
The face of the corpse has been uncovered, and now the women are placing flowers and garlands around it.
The chauffeurs, their duty done, stand near their cars, smoking.
One lady, after depositing a garland, takes a hankie from her pocket, puts it to her eyes, sniffles a little, and
then steps back.
Now all the women have taken out hankies and there is a sound of noses blowing.
Some of the men have lit incense and set it at the head of the corpse. They stand motionless.
From the sound, increased sadness has apparently reached the hearts of the women.
Atul Mavani takes a paper from his portfolio and is showing it to Vaswani. I think it’s a passport application.
Now the bier is being taken inside the cremation ground. The crowd stands outside the gate, watching. The
chauffeurs have either finished their cigarettes or put them out, and stand guard by their cars.
The bier has gone inside now. The people who came to offer condolences are beginning to leave.
One can hear car doors opening and closing. The scooters start up and some people are heading toward the
bus-stop on Reading Road.
The fog is still thick. Buses are passing by and Mrs. Vaswani says, “Premila has invited us over this evening.
You’ll come along, won’t you dear? There’ll be a car for us. That’s all right, isn’t it?”
Vaswani nods his head in agreement.
The women leaving by car are smiling and saying goodbye to each other. The cars start off …
Atul Mavani and the Sardarji are walking toward the bus-stop. If I were properly dressed, I could go straight to
work from here. But it’s already eleven-thirty.
*
The pyre has been lit and four or five men are seated on a bench underneath a tree. Like me, they just
happened to come along inside. They must be taking the day off. Otherwise they’d have come ready to go on to
work.
I can’t decide whether to return home, clean up and then go to the office, or whether to use the excuse of a
death to take the day off. After all, there was a death and I did join the funeral procession.
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68.13 Granny\fn{by Shobha Warrier (c.1930?- )} Kozhukode?, Kerala State, India (F) 2
Standing outside the post office Patty cried out: “Ayya!” Her voice was filled with fear. She called again,
tremulously, “Ayya!” Arumukham, the postman, heard her this time.
“Who is it? Patty! Where have you been this last one week? We thought you were dead.” Arumukham laughed
as though he had cracked a joke. Everyone looked up on hearing Arumukham’s laughter.
“Really, Arumukham, have you gone mad? How can you speak to poor Patty like this? Patty! Where were you
for one week?” said Subramoni.
“It is not I, but you who have gone mad.” Arumukham was becoming angry. Subramoni continued to sort
letters, ignoring him.
“Where is Ayya, Kanna?” Patty asked, standing hidden behind the door.
“Ayya hasn’t come yet, Patty. He must be at home. You can look for him there,” Subramoni said in a kind
voice, without looking up.
“Muruka! My Lord,” invoked Patty, and squatted on the floor. She had not come to sweep the post office for a
whole week. But she felt they would all laugh if they found out why. Which is why she didn’t offer any
explanation.
On Saturday, Patty was returning after filling water in the earthen pot. She had barely walked a furlong from
the gate. She does not remember clearly what happened after that. She only knows that she hit against something
and fell down. It was only later that Patty understood that she had collided with a goat who was standing in the
middle of the road. So forceful was the collision that she had been flung onto the ground, and even though
someone came along and tried to help, she fell down again, unable to sit up.
“Patty, can’t you see? See what happens when you go and hit against goats on the wayside.”
It was a long time since cataract had begun to trouble Patty. Her vision had been fading day by day. Now she
saw things only in a sort of blur. Once Patty said to Saravanan that she had been told by Subramoni, an employee
in the post office that cataract could be cured with an operation.
“An old woman, doesn’t need to see more than this,” chided Saravanan and Saivamuthu in unison. Neither of
them, Patty’s grandchildren, were interested in spending money on an operation for an old woman who might die
any day.
Every day, Patty used to get up before sunrise. She could tell the time of the day exactly without looking at the
clock. It was the talk of the post office. Subramoni would ask Patty the moment he saw her:
“What time is it now, Patty?”
“Why Kanna! Are you asking me this to tease me?” Patty would enquire, displaying her toothless gums in a
broad smile. After that she would tell him the time. Subramoni’s question and Patty’s reply could be heard several
times a day. Seeing Patty's smile, Venkitakrishnan would express his doubts about any teeth being left in Patty’s
mouth at all. She would reply in the affirmative, “Of course.” And then open her mouth, to show one or two
molars reddened from chewing. Everyone would laugh at her and ask:
“Are these teeth?”
“Can’t you see me chewing up the betel leaves and areca-nut? My only wish is that I should have at least one
tooth to chew betel leaves till I die,” Patty lamented with a long sigh.
“Patty! You cannot chew with just one tooth!” Arumukham would say, laughing loudly. Subramoni liked to
ask:
“How old are you, Patty?”
At times Patty would say that she was twenty, at other times sixty and at times even a hundred! And everyone
would laugh at these answers. At first Patty did not understand why they laughed, and she would also join in that
laughter, without realizing that she was the butt of their jokes.
“Do you know why we laughed?” Subramoni would ask.
“I don’t want to know. You wouldn’t be mocking or ridiculing me, would you?” Patty would say, laughing
innocently.
Patty’s Kanna (darling), that is what others, especially Arumukham, called Subramoni. Patty loved Subramoni
more than her own life. There was a reason for this. Subramoni gave her the love that neither her own grandchildren nor the strangers in the post office bestowed on her. Patty’s daughter-in-law, the mother of Saravana and
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Saivamuthu, often ranted:
“Damnation! Why doesn’t this old crone die!” Spitting hard into the courtyard and raising her hands high she
would curse: “Go kill yourself, old woman!”
Patty would then sit silently in a corner of the courtyard, smeared with cow dung. Her daughter-in-law would
go on swearing:
“Oh! this cursed woman, born to consume everything, won’t die! I would have killed and buried her long ago
but for the hundred rupees she brings. Saravana! Give her a kick. Let’s be rid of the old woman!”
Why haven’t I become deaf? If only it was my ears that were blocked instead of cataract in the eyes! Patty
would close her eyes and pray to Lord Muruka: “It is my fate that I should have to hear all this. Lord Muruka!
Why don’t you take this old woman away?” Patty would say loudly. Then tears would stream down from her
white cataract-filled eyes.
The severest pain came when she was confined to bed, having sprained her leg, by knocking against the goat.
There was no one to hold her and take her into the compound. She fell down on the floor several times, unable to
bear the pain that shot through her feet as she stood up. Patty believed that she was cured of all that because of
Lord Muruka’s mercy.
Patty thought of the good old times lying curled up on a threadbare mat on the floor. How long ago that was!
Her father had given her in marriage with a chain, big earrings and nose-rings, a brocade sari and bronze vessels.
Her man sold the chain, nose-rings, and earrings, one after the other. Patty proudly remembered how her man was
different from the other men in the neighborhood, even though he used to steal everything and drink toddy. He
had never beaten Patty, not even once. He gave up all his savings to the toddy shop. Nevertheless, late at night,
however drunk he might be, he would come home with a packet in each hand—a jasmine garland in the small
leaf-packet and idlis in the bigger one. As soon as he entered the house he would wake his sleeping wife, calling
out, “My sweetheart.” Then he would arrange the jasmine garland in her hair. Placing the other packet before her,
he would say:
“Eat some idli.” As Patty ate the idli half asleep, he would inhale the scent of the jasmine-flowers, sitting
behind her. In between, he would speak aloud various dialogues from the cinema:
“You are my life!”
“You are my own!”
“You are my darling!” Patty trembled with joy as she recalled those days. When her heart was filled with
sorrow, Patty would think about her man and relive those memories, trying to forget everything.
“See what a skeleton I have become—I who used to be a brown beauty then,” Patty thought, looking at her
wrinkled hands and legs. When her man died, Patty’s good days also came to an end. In those days, she used to
wear a blouse and sari. Now she had no blouse. Just one sari. On the day she washed that blue sari, she got
another one from her daughter-in-law only after repeated begging.
Patty could not see the glass pieces lying on the road after she developed cataract. She stepped on the broken
glass once or twice. It wounded her feet, which became infected. It was after that that she bought herself a pair of
slippers. She was fearful when she handed over the balance from the hundred rupees, after buying the chappals.
The daughter-in-law roared like a lion at Patty who stood aside trembling with fear:
“You crone, where is the rest of the money?”
“I bought chappals,” Patty’s voice was not audible. Saravnan and her daughter-in-law did not give her food
that night. They told her that she need not enter their house if she brought one paise less than a hundred rupees.
That day, and many times later, Patty was vexed with the thought that everybody had forgotten that that house
belonged to her man. She wept till daybreak; she prayed to Lord Muruka:
“Please take me away too:”
Muruka did not hear that pathetic cry.
Patty’s job entailed not just sweeping the floor in the post office, but also filling the earthen pot with water and
placing it in the office. Sometimes, people would take a drink of water and leave the pot, as well as the glass,
lying on the floor. As she swept the floor, squatting on her haunches with head bent, Patty could not see them. The
broom hit the earthen pot which toppled over and broke; the room was filled with water. Only Arumukham
scolded her, the others consoled her. In less than two days, Patty broke one more pot. As she was coming in with
the pot filled with water, she missed a step and fell. That day the Postmaster asked her:
“Can’t you see at all, Patty? How will you work?”
“Ayya, I will sweep nicely. Excuse me this time.” Patty fell at his feet and wept. Subramoni could not bear the
sight. He quickly lifted her up.
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“I won’t rest until I have cured Patty’s eyes.”
The others laughed. Patty knocked against a goat after that, and was laid up for a week.
“What, Patty? Where have you been for a week?” enquired the Postmaster.
“Oh! I went and knocked against a goat because I could not see properly. Now I am all right. Shall I come and
sweep tomorrow?”
The Postmaster laughed loudly as though he was listening to a joke. As his laughter died down, he said:
“Patty don’t you think you've become a bit sickly now? I have asked somebody else to come and work from
tomorrow.”
“Oh! Sir, please don’t say that! I shall do everything carefully: tears flowed profusely from Patty’s eyes.
“No, Patty. You’d better go and rest again. You have to stop one day.”
The Postmaster went into his room, laughing..
Patty felt her feet weakening, her vision fading, and her neck being crushed by somebody. Although she
wanted to cry out, “Muruka! Save me!” her voice failed her.
68.67 More Sinned Against Than Sinning\fn{by Umm-e-Ummara (c.1930?- )} Bihar State, India (F) 8
It was a cold and misty morning. When I opened my eyes and heard the shouts of coolies and the sleepy
sounds of vendors, I realized that the train had stopped at some station. I, carefully, raised the glass shutter of the
window and looked outside. It was a large railway junction. A gust of cold wind suddenly blew in through the
open window. I quickly pulled the shutter down, climbed back into my berth and tried to sleep.
“Don’t lie down again. We have arrived,” my mother said, as she gently ran her hand over my bead.
I had never been on a train for so long. Nor had I ever traveled without my father. We used to live in a city
somewhere far away and my mother was responsible for looking after the household. My mother ran everything
efficiently. She sent all her children to the best of schools, cultivated the fields, and had an ever expanding network of friendships and relationships. No one ever had an occasion to complain against her.
In the absence of our father, Amma treated us children so well that we never missed his presence. She loved us
so much that we worshipped the very ground she walked on and hurried to obey every command of hers. And,
thus, the members of the family continued to live and prosper without much concern for their future happiness,
confident that they were well on their way to success. Our father came back home to visit us once a year, after
traveling through many cities. When he saw his family growing and blooming, his heart was always filled with
joy.
We were fond of our father. His presence always added to our store of happiness, though we were also a bit
scared of him. When he was at home, Amma seemed as if she was drunk. She followed Baba about and
continuously told him stories about everything and everyone. Baba also never tired of listening to her. She had an
opinion about everything and Baba respected her judgments. Whenever he was perplexed by something, and his
own reason failed to provide him with an answer, he used to turn to Amma for a solution and always followed her
advice. He had complete faith in her; she was his guiding spirit and he was sure that her reason would never lead
him astray. Amma was the dominant presence in the house. Everyone in the family respected her intelligence.
This time, however, when Baba returned from Bengal and announced his decision, Amma lost her nerve and
her intelligence failed her. She paced up and down the house like a disturbed spirit, repeatedly felt each door and
wall of the haveli; caressed each brick as if she was touching something which she loved dearly. Often, she went
back to Baba’s room to argue with him and to try to reason him out of his decision.
This time, however, Baba refused to take her advice. Instead, he chanted over and over again that he could no
longer live in this place; that he could no longer send us money from the new country where he worked; that if he
couldn’t send us money, we could no longer receive an education; that illiterate children were good for nothing.
His real argument, however, was that the future of his children in the country in which they lived at present was
very bleak. He, therefore, had to insist on their leaving, since his children were his real wealth and the source of
all his happiness and he was concerned with their well-being alone.
“What about our fields, our haveli, our village, our people,” Amma asked, as her voice faltered and was then
drowned in a flood of tears. She knew that she would have to leave behind forever all her brothers and sisters.
“Why don’t you try to understand? We can no longer do anything here. These children are our treasure. Even if
you want to stay here, they have no future here. These fields will not yield anything more for you. This earth no
longer belongs to us, we are aliens in this country. I can no longer live here.”
Baba announced his decision and left.
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That was perhaps the first and the last time Amma had failed to have her own way. We saw that Amma was sad
and unhappy. She began packing her things, but every few moments her eyes brimmed over with tears. When I
saw how depressed Amma was, I couldn’t understand why Baba thought that his own home was a place of exile.
Amma was very proud of that haveli, with its open courtyard, which was so long that one got tired as one
walked from one end of it to the other, its tall and strong neem and peepal trees under whose shade we used to
play marbles, its broad gates which were very impressive. Often, Amma used to say:
“It was through those gates that I came into this house as a newly wedded bride. If God so wills, it will be
through those gates that my coffin will be carried out. That, after all, must be the wish of every woman who has
been happily married.”
I was puzzled and anxious. I wondered how a world which was so familiar had suddenly become a world of
strangers. After all Amma hadn’t changed, the house hadn’t changed, the city hadn’t changed! Besides, how had
the place where Baba lived, and which we had never seen, become our country? I couldn’t understand anything.
The more I pondered over the matter, the more entangled my thoughts became. Finally, I admitted defeat and went
upstairs to the terrace and slept.
My brothers and sisters, however, had no such anxieties. They were busy with the packing, dreaming of a
bright future and talking about the happy days that lay ahead of them. Neither of them thought about me and left
me alone to sleep in comfort. Only after sometime did it occur to Amma that she had not seen me around. In a
frenzy, she roused everyone and they searched for me in every corner of the house and in every house in the
neighborhood. Later, when everyone was exhausted and despairing, it occurred to Amma that I might be up on the
terrace, which she knew was my favorite place. My elder brother and she found me sleeping there. In those days
everyone was worried about each other.
I, on the other hand, was only concerned about one thing, and that was whether Baba’s house in the new
country had a terrace. When Baba had come to visit us, I had asked him if his house had a terrace. Instead of
answering me, he had merely smiled. I wondered why he had evaded my question. I was convinced that his house
didn’t have a terrace. I was puzzled by that and tried to figure out what a house without a terrace would be like.
Thus, my last days in our old house were spent in doubt and anxiety. Amma, however, spent them in weeping and
making preparations for our departure. One day we found ourselves at the railway station ready to leave the
country which had become strange to us. Two days later, after a long journey, we were at the large railway station
in our new land.
*
At the station, while the coolies pushed and shoved, my eldest brother, along with an orderly from my father's
office, took charge of the luggage and organized everything. We had a lot of luggage with us. It seemed as if
Amma had brought the entire household with her. After the luggage had been collected, our caravan began to
move. I, however, refused. It was bitterly cold and my feet were frozen. It was difficult for me to take even two
steps.
“Bade Bhaiya, why don’t you hire a rickshaw?” A coolie, who was passing by, replied:
“There are no rickshaws here, Bibi. You can hire a tumtum.”
“Pine, let’s hire a taxi, Bade Bhaiya,” I said, for I didn’t like the look of the tumtums.
“You surprise me, Bitiya. There are no rickshaws here and you want a taxi,” the orderly said in reply.
“How can I walk? My feet are numb with cold,” I said, and looked up helplessly at my eldest brother.
“Come, Munni, let me carry you,” Bade Bhaiya said, as he hugged me.
“No, am I a child?” I broke free from his embrace. Ever since my elder sister had got married, I had begun to
consider myself a grown up woman. If someone took me for a child and ignored me, I reacted violently and made
him become aware of my sense of hurt.
“In which case, there is only one thing you can do, Bitiya. Walk as fast as I do. Then your feet won’t get cold,”
the orderly said, as he walked past me at a fast pace. My elder brother too followed him. I decided to imitate them
and walked behind them as fast as I could. As I stepped off the platform onto the metalled road, I was surprised by
the softness of the tar on the road.
“Why did Baba tell us a lie,” I wondered. “He told us that the streets here were so beautiful and they glittered
so much that one could see one’s reflection in them. But this road …”
We did not know then that love can change dust into gold and stones into mirrors. Nor did I realize how much
my father loved that soil. At that moment I was satisfied with the thought that sometimes even Baba told lies. It
was an important revelation and added to the sum of my knowledge.
I really enjoyed my first experience of walking on a metalled road. I still love metalled roads because I
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associate them with that misty morning. That day, as I walked on the ground, I had a strange feeling of freedom.
Back in my own town, I had always gone from one place to another in a palanquin and the roads were always
crowded with rickshaws. The feelings of liberty which had smoldered in my heart that day as I had walked on the
metalled road, I still feel burning within me. Everything around me, the soft mist, the gentle perfume of the wet
earth, the dew that clung to my feet, felt lovely. A little later, I felt a wave of joy rising within my heart as I saw
Baba helping the coolies unload the luggage. Wrapped in a Kashmiri shawl, he looked tall, handsome and very
impressive.
“It’s me, Baba,” I said, and flung myself on him.
“My daughter,” Baba exclaimed and knelt down to hug me. “Where have you left Amma and your brothers and
sisters?”
“They are following behind. I ran ahead so that I could see you,” I said, as I looked around happily.
Baba gave the orderly instructions about the luggage and then got absorbed in a discussion with Bade Bhaiya. I
looked carefully at the house before which I was standing. It was very different from the haveli we had left
behind. The house was built in the latest style. It was very high and was surrounded by a large open ground. There
were verandahs in the front and the back, but nothing which could be called a courtyard. The open ground was
surrounded by a barbed wire.
Our old haveli had a courtyard with neem and peepal trees, and with sweet-smelling guavas. In the open space
in front of the new house, mango, jamun and jackfruit trees swayed next to coconut and betel-nut trees. The
humid air was filled with the smell of wet earth. When I took a deep breath, my entire being was overcome by the
fragrance of harshringar. In the cold light of the morning when I looked at the house again, I realized that,
whereas our old house was a haveli, our new residence was Bungalow Number 3/80.
“Baba, Baba,” I ran to my father, who was standing with his arms around my younger brother and was busy
talking to Amma. “Baba, see even here … well … the air is fragrant,” I said with delight.
“Yes, that is the fragrance of harshringar. It is called shaoli in this region.”
“Why shaoli, Baba? Why not harshringar?”
“Because each region has its own language, and in this region of your country, harshringar is called shaoli.”
*
Harshringar or shaoli, what difference did it make? The story of the transformation of harshringar into shaoli,
however, was a long one. I never stopped asking:
“Why shaoli, why not harshringar?”
“That is because in this sacred land of yours harshringar is called shaoli,” Bade Bhaiya used to reply, with
irritation in his voice. “You will have to accept that harshringar is known as shaoli here, because you have chosen
to live and die on this land. Harshringar was a part of your past. It is called shaoli in your present place. It is here
that you will have to build a bright future. Therefore, Munni Bitiya, my advice to you is that you forget your past
and begin to give greater importance to your future.”
“Listen, Bade Bhaiya, I can’t accept your logic. How can one have any relationship with the present or dream
of the future, by forgetting the past? If you don’t remember your past, you will never learn to love your present
and—”
“Stop. Your brain is filled with straw. The fact is that you are merely prejudiced,” Bade Bhaiya said,
accusingly.
“How can you accuse me of being prejudiced? Surely it is not a crime that I don’t speak Bangla? It’s only that
I can’t forget my own language.”
“I don’t understand what you mean.”
“I mean, Janab Bade Bhaiya Sahib, that if I can get by with Urdu, I see no reason why I should spoil a
beautiful language like Bengali by speaking it in a garbled way. No, I can’t bring myself to speak a language
incorrectly and soil my soul,” I said with a laugh.
“What about English? Is it your mother-tongue that you pursue it so diligently?” Bade Bhaiya asked peevishly.
“Why must you speak it all the time, even when you can’t make head or tail of it?”
“God forbid that I should ever regard English as my mother-tongue. I work at it because I don’t want highly
educated people like you to mock me and regard me as an illiterate. And as far as speaking it incorrectly is
concerned, I shall ruin it to my heart’s content. After all, it’s not a sign of our independence. In fact, it is a
memorial of our enslavement and surely no one should remember it fondly. Do you now understand what I mean,
Bade Bhaiya?” I looked at him ironically.
“I don’t think it is right not to learn the language of the place where you live.”
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“But who said that I don’t want to learn it. All I said was that I wasn’t interested in speaking it like a boor—”
“What about the bits and pieces of Urdu that I have begun to speak? Why should I bother to speak it?” Bade
Bhaiya’s wife, Pakhi, suddenly asked.
“That is because Urdu is my language,” Bade Bhaiya answered mischievously.
“You do have illusions about yourself, don’t you?” Pakhi replied with an arch smile.
“Will you dare to admit that Urdu is not the language of love?” Bade Bhaiya asked happily.
“But does Munni Bitiya think that my language is so much worse than English that her soul would be stained if
she spoke it?” Pakhi asked because she felt insulted.
“No, Pakhi, I never said that. How could I have? With freedom, your language came to us as a gift. Who are
we in comparison to what your language has to offer us? We love it as the language of our liberty,” I said in my
defense.
“And what about me—”
“You are inimitable, Pakhi Rani! Have I, like you, taken the vows of love!” I said and laughed.
“I don’t like that, Munni Bitiya. Instead of appreciating my efforts, you make fun of me.”
“But, Pakhi, it is your duty to admire.”
Pakhi’s admiration for her husband was so deep that, without even making a special effort, she adopted the
language and customs of our family. Instead of pakh, she first learnt to say pirni, and finally phirnee. Sharm ata
hai soon transformed itself into sharm ati hai. When Bade Bhaiya took her to Patna, showed her his past haunts
and introduced her to the entire family, she came back completely changed. She declared that everyone there had
taken a liking to her, and began to speak about, “our house in Patna … my in-laws … When we went to Allahabad we saw the confluence of Ganga and Jamuna. They fall into each other in the same way as our Sheetha,
Alakhiy and Dhaneshwari do …”
“Or, the same way as you fall into my arms,” Bade Bhaiya laughed and said.
Pakhi looked away shyly. It was strange to see her smile shyly, because here even newly wedded women don’t
feel coy and shy. Bade Bhaiya’s prediction that we’ll slowly begin to like the place had turned out to be a hundred
percent correct. In the course of time things did turn out well.
Pakhi had not only married him, but had also adopted his language, his habits, his rites and rituals. And Bade
Bhaiya was so charmed by her that he had forgotten his real circumstances. Pakhi added one child after another to
the family.
In the beginning Amma and Baba had merely tolerated her presence in the house as an unpleasant duty, but her
fecundity had completely won their admiration. The house which had once seemed spacious, began to feel
cramped. Out of the five rooms in Bungalow Number 3/80, Pakhi had captured two outright and her children had
the freedom to run through the other three rooms. The one room, which was called a drawing-room, was only so
in name. In fact, it was always strewn with nipples and milk-bottles. One of her children used the room to recite
the alphabet, while the other used it as a playing-field, and yet another as a place where books could be crumpled
with delight. Whenever my younger brother came home from Dhaka during the vacations, the children would tear
his books and papers into shreds.
I, who had once been a small and dark girl, and who had felt lonely and ignored even though I was surrounded
by my family, was now in love with life and longed for joy. In my own estimate, I was a courageous girl who
could face and conquer a mountain range, but I felt myself unable to confront Bade Bhaiya, Pakhi and their
children who were no less formidable than any mountain range with small peaks. Before them I had to admit
defeat.
Bade Bhaiya, whom I had once loved dearly, had changed considerably. He was the one who, in the goodness
of his heart and purity of spirit, had taught me to love life, to turn away from the darkness of the past and look at
the brightness of the days to come; who knew how to keep his word and, once he accepted something, to give his
life for it. The same brother had now sacrificed everything for Pakhi. I thought that the best thing I could now do
was to find a corner for myself to hide in.
I took matters into my own hands and decided to occupy the small room next to the verandah in which Amma
used to store all sorts of odds and ends. I spent days cleaning it. The day I occupied it and sat in it quietly weaving
a fabric out of my thoughts and dreams, Pakhi dropped in to chat with me about various things. After a while she
suddenly became anxious and said:
“Don’t you feel suffocated in here, Munni Bitiya?”
Like my eldest brother, she too had started calling me Munni Bitiya even though it was I who had introduced
her to my brother and she had been my friend before her marriage. But could her friendship with me now have the
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same intensity as her bond with my brother? Even today when I think about the past, I am shocked by the changes
that my brother underwent.
When I was a child, I used to hear a song whose refrain was:
Beware of the women of Bengal, they are sorceresses.

Pakhi had shown me the magic spell the women of Bengal could cast over men.
“You seem to be lost in dreams, Munni Bitiya. Where are you? What did I ask you?” Pakhi asked, as she shook
me by my shoulders.
Puzzled, I looked at her in silence.
“I asked you if you don’t feel suffocated here in this closed room?” She repeated her question loudly.
At that moment it occurred to me that there wasn’t much difference between that closed room and the
oppressiveness I had felt in the large house. In a toneless voice I said:
“This closed room is …”
Yes, the women of Bengal knew how to weave magic circles. Without completing my sentence, I continued to
stare at Pakhi as if she had hypnotized me. Pakhi, who was now the mother of a number of children, seemed to
have blossomed into a beautiful woman. Her hair had grown longer and reached below her waist, she wore a sari
like her mother-in-law and covered her head. She seemed to me like someone whom I had not seen before.
“Why do you want to stay in this suffocating room, Munni Bitiya? Have you decided to renounce the world
and become an ascetic?” Once again, she held me by my shoulder and shook me.
“So now you have learnt how to ask questions, have you?”
“Yes, of course. After all my children’s—” Pakhi suddenly yawned loudly. “Allah, I feel faint in this heat.”
I suddenly understood what Pakhi was saying. I started at her and said:
“You are amazing, Pakhi. You are going to have your eighth child! Let me tell you clearly for the last time that
I shall not vacate this small room for you.” I also understood what Amma had meant yesterday when she had
approvingly said:
“It’s good that you have cleaned this room. It’s out of the way and will be useful when the time comes.”
Pakhi’s yawns had made Amma’s meaning clear. I knew what she meant by saying “useful when the time
comes.” I thought it was best to put a stop to all such hopes right then, otherwise I would be pushed out once
again. At that very moment, however, Bade Bhaiya arrived and said:
“There is no need for you to worry, Munni Bitiya. People with foresight will establish new cities—”
“How will they do that, Bhaiya?”
“They will do so by going away to Phoolbari. We have been in this region for too long. It’s time to go and
inhabit a village,” Bade Bhaiya declared with calm resolve.
Amma and Baba were very upset by my elder brother’s decision to go away.
“Why do you want to leave, Miyan? Who can live in a place like that? The education of your children will
suffer. There isn’t even a decent school in that village.”
“What are you talking about, Baba? That place has two High Schools. One for boys and the other for girls.”
“But son, the medium of instruction there is Bangla. That would mean that your children will not—”
“So what, Baba? If we have to live here we must become a part of this very soil, only then will we be able to
strengthen our roots,” Bade Bhaiya said, interrupting Baba.
“You can say that, son. But my experience has taught me that even if we take root in this soil, we will always
be regarded as transplants. A grafted tree can never be regarded as anything else.” My younger brother suddenly
intervened and said:
“No, Baba, you are mistaken. How can you even think like that?” He had recently returned from Dhaka and
was staying at Santahar. That was in 1958-59 when people were being quietly arrested everywhere. He had
thought it wiser to return home. That way he could keep his family happy and also evade danger.
“Can anyone imprison thought and sit guard over it, son? If that were possible wouldn’t I have controlled you?
You seem to be determined to wipe out all traces of our traditions. Our future generations will never know that—”
“But, Baba, you don’t have the right to talk like that,” my younger brother said confidently. “We had pleaded
with you not to bring us here. It was your decision. You betrayed your traditions. What traditions are you now
talking about? You uprooted a flourishing tree and tried to replant it here. Why do you now feel so alienated from
this place?”
“Why I feel alienated is my business. As far as the question of coming here is concerned, I don’t think I have
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ever made a better decision in my life. I couldn’t have lived in peace with myself if I hadn’t done everything to
ensure the future of my children. And you will have to admit, son, that none of you has suffered any loss by living
here. That light that burns inside you, that hope and belief, that determination to win an argument, are a testimony
of the freedom you found here in this country. Freedom which is only in name is not worth much. Think about
your past. Back there your relatives, despite their abilities, have been unable to find a way out of their narrow
confines. Here each one of you has used the abilities you possess to make a success of your Ives.”
“You merely choose to deceive yourself, Baba. In this repressive country, it is not even possible to speak
freely. Is this what you mean by freedom?” my younger brother retorted angrily. “What do you think of the orders
issued by the army?”
“Who has askeed you to obey those orders? If you have the courage and the ability, why don’t you seize
power? What prevents you?” Baba was unwilling to hear even a word against the government and its orders.
“It’s futile to argue with you, Baba. What you want me to do is to snatch sugarcane away from an elephant.
What can one possibly do when one isn’t even allowed to open one’s mouth?”
“Instead of worrying about what is possible and what isn’t, it would be better if you kept your mouth shut.
That would be in the interest of all of us,” Baba said angrily.
“Even if I keep quiet, do you think others will not raise their voices? Even if all the lips are sealed, the bricks
in the walls will speak.”
“I think you should keep your mouth shut. Do you want to go back to jail?” Amma said, as she looked at my
younger brother anxiously.
“People are being arrested every day. Yesterday they arrested Pakhi’s brother. It may be my turn today. In these
times the only one who has the courage to speak is Mansoor, he is a messiah.”
“There is no need to say anything. I don’t need a Mansoor or a messiah in this house. You have ruined our
reputation. No member of the family had ever been to jail before. Pakhi’s brother is used to handcuffs. In our
place, only goondas\fn{Hooligans.} go to prison.” In her rage, Amma revealed all that had been smouldering inside
her.
“Excuse me, Ammaji,” that was the first time Pakhi had dared to contradict my mother. “Maybe there are
goondas in your place. But here the story is different. We have the courage to speak the truth even if our hands are
in chains. Without it there may soon come a moment when the storm that is gathering will sweep you away with
it.” Amma had after all insulted her brothers who were respected political workers.
“Pakhi, are you less dangerous than a storm? You are taking away with you everything we have,” I said, trying
to restore a delicate balance in the discussion.
The argument ended there. A few days later, Bade Bhaiya gathered his family together and left to create a
wonderful new garden in the wilderness.
After Bade Bhaiya’s departure, Amma started hating the house. She heard voices arising from every nook and
corner. By then Baby and Rani had passed their Matriculation examinations. Baba could have sent them to a
hostel. But he couldn’t afford to keep three of his children there. It was, therefore, decided that the family move to
Dhaka.
In 1960-61, I joined the University after graduating from college. I saw that my younger brother, who was still
a child in Baba’s eyes, was looked up to with respect in the University. He was a popular and an important person
in the University, and everyone admired his courage and his ideological positions. During those days no one asked
who was an outsider and who was a Bengali. People were only concerned with the fruit and not with the tree.
When I was in college, I was confident that the roots of the tree of hatred were shallow and weak, that it really
didn’t have the sap to blossom and bear fruit. I was sure that the basic faith people had in life itself, and the trust
that guided their relations with each other, would root out the tree of hatred once and for all. I was certain that a
life of decency and reason would establish itself, and that the differences between natives and outsiders would
vanish. The example of my younger brother was always before me. He spoke a faltering Bengali and English, for
his mother-tongue was Urdu, but he spoke passionately, with sincerity and feeling, and had been accepted without
prejudice as an important member of the University. By the time I entered the University, he had already left it,
but people still remembered his commitment and his style, and whenever they got stuck on a difficult issue, called
upon him to help them resolve it. I found myself repeating over and over again:
“The walls of hatred will soon break.”
Indeed, I had begun to feel that people had started coming closer to one another. Even I, who had once been
ashamed to speak in Bengali with Pakhi, had begun to speak it, though haltingly.
When Bade Bhaiya came to attend Amma’s funeral, I noticed that he was no longer as smartly and fashionably
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dressed as he used to be. Instead of being the model of taste and elegance for the rest of the family, he was dressed
like a Bengali, in loose and baggy trousers, and his hair was long. He had also begun to speak Urdu as if it was
alien to him.
When Amma died, her only regret was that both her sons had been swallowed up by Bengal. One had been so
charmed by its magic that he had forgotten that he was also someone’s son. The other was so determined to
disentangle its knotted problems that he spent six months a year in jail. Of course, Amma counted herself amongst
those few fortunate ones who had lived a full and happy life. But her dreams for her sons had not been fulfilled.
As she lay dying, she didn’t have even one of them with her to give her two spoons of water.
Bade Bhaiya arrived after Amma’s death. He wept profusely and without restraint. When I saw the state he was
in, I stopped weeping. Bade Bhaiya, whose Urdu was once so graceful and pleasing that it was held up as an
example by our teachers, had now begun to make elementary mistakes. He spoke in fluent Bengali with his
children because it was, he insisted, their mother-tongue. He had erased his past self completely and had become a
part of the very soil of this new country. I couldn’t help wondering why he spoke Bengali, why he had forgotten
his old roots, but I too spoke without any self-consciousness, in my faltering Bengali, to Pakhi and her children.
The children smiled at my Bengali and Pakhi joked about it and said:
“Why must you speak Bangla? I can speak Urdu.”
I was surprised to see that Pakhi spoke Urdu better than Bade Bhaiya. When I asked her about it, she replied:
“Why not, it is the language of my children’s father.” Pakhi’s kind response made me resolve to go with Bade
Bhaiya and live in his village for a while.
Because of a strange series of coincidences, Amma had never been able to take me with her to Phoolbari.
Sometimes, I had exams and at other times, I was required at home to look after Baba and my younger brother.
Now, finally, I got the chance to go. Amma was dead and Baba had at last recognized that Rani and Baby were no
longer little girls. He decided to leave them in the care of my younger brother and go to Phoolbari. I too had no
excuse to stay in back in Dhaka. I had passed my Masters examination and was looking for a job.
I wanted to visit Phoolbari because I had heard stories about it from Rani and Baby. They had often told me
about the fragrance of the motiya and the kindness of Pakhi. Whenever they came back from Phoolbari, the only
song they sang was about Bade Bhaiya’s life of quiet comfort, the smell of hilsa cooked by Pakhi and the
fragrance of motiya. Bade Bhaiya had encouraged me to cultivate flowers.
There is an incident from the past which has been a part of my conscious being throughout my life. One day,
back in Patna, Bade Bhaiya had brought cuttings of bela from his school. It was a sunny day. Bade Bhaiya and I
had dug beds to plant them. The day had been hot and humid, but we had worked all morning to plant them. The
cuttings had taken root. Soon they had green leaves, and one day I saw a small bud peep out from under the
leaves. Wild with excitement, I had run to tell Bade Bhaiya. I have never forgotten that day. When I gave Bade
Bhaiya the news, he too shouted with glee. That night I talked for a long time about the flowers and looked at
them repeatedly. At that moment, I felt waves of fragrance rise from the flowers, touch my forehead and recede. I
don’t know when I fell asleep still dreaming of bela.
I remember also that when I opened my eyes the next morning, I heard a lot of voices coming from the
courtyard. I caught hold of my younger brother and asked him:
“What’s going on?”
“A wedding party will stay in the courtyard tonight.” After giving me that information in a toneless voice, he
went away carrying his books under his arm.
Because our house was large, the neighbors used it as a guest house. That night the wedding guests came and
departed like waves, but they also carried away all the flowers with them. Those uncouth, uncultured people had
dug up the courtyard to make latrines for themselves. The tall and rooted plants had withered. I had wept loudly.
Bade Bhaiya was also shocked. But Bade Bhaiya could take the blow because he was older and a man. I, on the
other hand, wept so loudly that Amma, in sheer frustration, had slapped me a few times. Bade Bhaiya had hugged
me and said:
“Let it be, Munni Beti, I’ll plant a garden of bela for you.”
I have never forgotten that incident. We had left the old house behind, our past world had vanished from our
sight, everything had changed utterly. I never got a chance to plant bela again. But in Phoolbari I noticed that
Bade Bhaiya had converted the courtyard into a small garden. His life was happy and contended; he was
surrounded by the laughter of children and the perfumes of flowers. During my stay there I failed to notice that
the direction of the wind blowing over our world had changed, and I didn’t hear the wings of the approaching
storm Pakhi had once talked about in Santahar.
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During my final days at the University, I had felt that the gulf separating people had begun to widen and that
evil had begun to encircle and entrap good. My younger brother, whose life and actions had guided people,
seemed to have lost heart. The fire of youth in him had begun to grow dim. Despite his honesty, people had begun
to drift away from him. Cracks of suspicion had begun to appear in the trust people had built in each other. On the
chess-board of life there was no longer a clear demarcation between black and white. As time passed, the
temptation of power, its intoxication, persuaded people to make compromises, choose separate paths.
I felt as if someone had mingled poison in the air; as if someone had placed boulders in the river of life so as to
obstruct its smooth flow, to change its direction. Water cannot be stopped from flowing. It always seeks new
paths. So I saw the river, which once seemed to flow towards honesty, light and life, seep past the obstacles and
trickle in countless small rivulets in different directions. Each trickle slowly lost its force, sank into the ground,
turned into a small, stagnant pool and became a breeding place for worms and maggots. The souls of men were
corrupted. Eyes, filled with greed, lost their life-inspiring glow.
At Bade Bhaiya’s place, I was so absorbed in the laughter of children and the perfume of flowers that I forgot
that a happy life must always be guarded against the evil eye, that flowers fade and perfume dissolves in the air.
That was a foolish mistake.
Evil finally strangled good. The enemy attacked with all its force and fury, and man lost all traces of his
humanity. Phoolbari was set on fire. Poor Pakhi, with her hair disheveled, ran from one singed flower to the next
like a frightened bird. But before she regained her senses, her Phoolbari had been burnt to ashes. She tried to bury
herself in the ash.
When I looked into Bade Bhaiya’s eyes they had no life in them—those eyes which had always glowed with
the joy of life, where there had been confidence and love; those eyes which had deliberately refused to look at the
past and had dreamt only of a bright future. Now there was nothing but blank surprise in them.
I looked towards Baba. He had thought that his children were his life and future. At Amma’s grave he had
appealed to God to grant him one last wish—that his body not be buried under the earth in this place. Baba had
prayed for that at the edge of Amma’s grave as he had watched with horror her grave slowly fill with water and
the body of the woman with whom he had spent a life-time, float on it. God had chosen a strange way to grant
him his wish. Not only was his body not buried, it was not even enclosed in a coffin.
Pakhi’s lovely body was reduced to ash and her flower-like children were burnt to death.
And I … I didn’t have the courage to die. I drank the poison of life.
32.88 The Rocks\fn{by O. V. Vijayan (1930- )} Palghat, Palakkad District, Kerala State, India (M) 3
Mrganga remembered many things: walking over the rocks warm with sunset he saw the temple of the goddess
on the hill beyond the valley. And tugging at Father’s little finger he asked, “Father, may I go to that temple?”
“Why do you want to go?” asked Father.
Mrganga said nothing but trotted along behind Father. The birds shot overhead like the little silver fish of the
river. There was the scent of dung in the dust, and the scent of tulsi.
“Mrganga,” said Father, “you have not answered me.”
Mrganga said guiltily, “I want to see that goddess.”
“It is a thing cut out of rock,” said Father. “I see no sense in going all that way to see it.”
It was difficult to make Father understand. All courage left Mrganga as he thought of Father’s face growing
somber forbidding him to go. He felt repudiated. Presently he snuggled against Father again for reassurance.
There was something more he wanted to tell Father, but it so overwhelmed him that he could no longer articulate
it. It was that as he walked over the rocks at sundown, the goddess on the hill made him think of his dead mother.
He had to cross the valley to get to the temple, but the girl next door could have taken him. So he ventured
again:
“Father, may I go with Sunanda?”
“There is no need to go with anyone,” Father said.
There was nothing more to say, and father and son walked on in silence. The rocks were gentle and warm, and
their feel on the boy’s feet grew vibrant. In his noontide strolls, stalking the hillsides, Mrganga would come upon
the statues of serpent gods beside the foot tracks under the strange trees sacred to the serpents. He would kneel
before them, and caressing their granite hoods, ask, “O serpent gods, will you bite me?”
“In you we are well pleased,” they would tell him. And they would call him to play in their caverns where the
lilies blossomed over the deep water and the blue fish, and where the crypts were full of jewels from the serpents’
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diadems. There were beds for the child to sleep on, cut in rock and smoothed with the warmth of setting suns.
*
It was just that Mrganga remembered his childhood. For again, the rocks were warm under his bare feet. Far
away the forest stood charred. Beyond the forest the poison churned in the seas, the clouds changed color and the
wind swept on with the myriad voices of the dead. Mrganga scanned the forest with his spyglass. He saw her
crouching in the charred tangle. He put his spear down, and as he did so, the palm of his hand was on the rocks.
Their touch grew into him and filled him as it did in his childhood.
“Mrganga,” said the rocks, 'why did you bear the weapon in your hands? You did not want to partake of our
peace?”
Mrganga was filled with remorse. He wanted to be the child again, in whom they were well pleased. And he
remembered the goddess of the hill. He never saw her, never touched her granite breasts and anointed thighs, and
so was his innocence wasted away. He wondered if the temple still stood on the hilltop and if the sun set over the
hill. No, the radiation must have worn the temple and the hill to dust.
Goddess, mother, said Mrganga, why didn’t I come to you with Sunanda? While Father slept or was out
hunting the little beasts, I could have slipped away.
Mrganga stirred himself out of his remembering. Now the deep experience of the rocks was gone. He yanked a
charred twig and tied a strip of white cloth to it to make the flag of peace. He walked down towards the forest.
The forest was a giant carcass of gesturing cinders. He stood on its edge and raised his white flag.
“I have come without my spear,” he called out. “Can you see my white flag?”
He had to wait a while for the thin voice which replied, “Wait there. I am coming.”
She came out of the forest.
Mrganga exclaimed in spite of himself.
“How terrible! You’re burnt all over.”
She smiled.
“Why do you grieve over me?” she asked. “Am I not your enemy?”
He caught himself reasoning. He was reasoning like Father would have. This woman is my enemy, he
reasoned.
“These are not bums,” she said laughing, “but ash and soot I smeared on myself.”
She dusted herself clean. Now her skin showed the pallor of the yellow people. She stood before him in her
tiny undergarment which sagged below her navel.
“Where are your clothes?” he asked.
“I have lost them all in battle,” she said. “No one shall spin and weave anymore.”
He moved closer to her.
“Tan Wan,” he said, “can I call you Sunanda?”
“Why?” she said. “Tan Wan is a beautiful name. Do you know what it means in our language?”
“I do not want to know what anything means in your language,” he said. “The fathers of my people would
have been disappointed in me if I knew.”
“Mrganga,” she said, gazing with satisfaction at the colours playing on the clouds, “those fathers of the people
are all dead.”
She stood there and with a sweep of her hand turned his gaze to the far horizon. All the way to the burning rim
lay the pollen of death, soft and golden like the dust of moths’ wings.
“It is just you and me now,” she said. “All that is left of the two great armies. We are the last surviving
enemies.”
Tan Wan pulled off her undergarment. She stood yellow and naked.
“Look at me,” she said.
“You are beautiful,” he said.
She gazed down her breasts at her own body. She gazed down below her navel.
“Can you see me bleed here?” she asked.
“Yes, I see the blood,” he said.
“It is my womb crying,” she said.
The cry of the womb went out over the wilderness, of the pollen. Mrganga could not hear it, but stood beside
her contemplating the far sweep of the dust.
“It is into this pollen,” said Tan Wan, “that my son had integrated. Your spear killed him, Mrganga. And death
flamed up his limbs, my little Chen cried, ‘Mother, I am in pain.’”
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She stood a while in that memory.
“‘Mother, I am in pain,’ she said. “Sorrow goes no deeper than these words. Dying, he stretched his hand
towards me. He was afraid and wanted to hold mine. I did not touch him. I was a soldier and my duty forbade it. I
could not let my hands catch fire. My Chen, who never went out anywhere without clutching my little finger,
went alone.”
“If you had caught fire,” he said, suddenly triumphant, “and I stayed alive, your country would have lost the
war!”
“True,” she said. “But the nations are dead. And no one walks the earth anymore save you and me. So the
computers tell us. Just the two of us.”
He peeled the rag off from around his waist. Like her he too stood naked. Naked, they held hands. Then hands
round each other’s naked waists, they walked over the rocks. All around them lay the primordial nothingness. The
sunset darkened over the dust of plants and insects and machines and fortresses.
“Tan Wan,” Mrganga said abruptly, “my daughter was three years old. She would half wake in the middle of
the night and if she found me at the other end of the bed, would roll over to me, and reassuring herself, go off to
sleep again. She would smile in her sleep knowing, as one knows in sleep, that I was near. Her name was Sita.
Once a girl asked her if her name was Gita. Tears came to Sita’s eyes, her lips twitched. I scooped up Sita and
smothered her on my bosom and laughed. But as the fire spread over her, again I saw her lips twitch.”
A scalding wind blew over the pollen of the dead children. The pollen rose. The pollen fell and was quiet
again. Tan Wan caressed Mrganga below the navel.
“No!” he said. Yet he let her hand be. “Are you not my enemy?” he said.
“The sun is setting,” she said.
Under the darkening sky the pools of lava gleamed. The pollen gleamed.
“I remember how the dark used to scare him,” she said. “He would cling to me in the dark. Yet I did not touch
him.”
She turned her face away.
“Tan Wan!” Mrganga said. “Are you crying?”
He was holding her in his arms. She laid her wet cheek on his shoulder. She pressed her wet lips on his bosom.
“I like your breasts,” he said.
Her sobbing ceased.
“They are small,” she said apologetically.
He let them spill into his palms and felt their heaviness. He wiped the lingering soot from them.
“I have seen your women and the goddesses in your temples,” she said. “I wish I had their large round
breasts.”
“Oh,” he said. “What if you had them?”
She said shyly, “I might have pleased you better.”
They walked on over the rocks.
“The cry of my womb envelops me now,” she said.
“Mythili,” he called her.
“Oh, my lover,” she said, “may I kneel before you?”
Tan Wan kneeled. Mrganga towered over her, sorrowing like a king, looking down on her fullness as she
kneeled.
The machines that survived over the earth clattered to one another, communicating passionlessly. An
occasional spacecraft strayed back home bearing the body of its navigator.
Tan Wan and Mrganga came upon a patch of soft grass.
“It is not contaminated here,” she said.
“The grass is growing,” he said.
“Look,” she said. “Flowers in the grass!”
They lay down on the flowers.
“Look at the stars, Mrganga,” she said. “So many of them like the seeds of men wasted in the dark. And just as
futile. They spin out through the emptiness, fleeing from the emptiness within. So does the child, as he seeks love,
relentlessly feed on the mouldering ancestor molecule, chasing molecule, in a metabolism which knows no mercy.
There is desolation within every created thing.”
“Do not remind me,” he said.
The grass rose around them like incense and roused them. He caressed her all over. He kissed her thighs and
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her breasts and the slight slits that were her eyes. He kissed her beneath the navel and on the sacrificial blood.
*
They woke. Their joy had left their limbs weary.
Tan Wan rose and started to walk down towards the forest.
“Tan Wan,” he said, “where are you going?”
“I am going to get my spear,” she said.
“Why,” he said, “it is not day yet.”
She did not reply, but walked on. He made no attempt to stop her. Presently she was back with her spear. She
put the spear on the grass and sat down beside him. She caressed his limpness with gratitude.
“Mrganga,” she said, “your seeds are within me. If you so desire, I will wait for them to sprout again and
people this garden. They will become multitudes, great nations. What is your desire, my love?”
“Burn down the garden,” he said.
Tan Wan’s face shone. She lit the grass and flowers with her spear.
“God of the Vanity of Creation,” she said, “we will no more be your accomplices!”
“Love me, my beloved,” he said.
She lay on him again for the last act of love. When it was over she wept disconsolately and long.
“My love, my love,” she said, “the wars are ending within us.”
In infinite compassion she raised her spear and touched him where her tears had fallen. Then she put it in his
hand. Gently he touched her breasts with it. The fires began swirling through their flesh.
“Peace, my love.”
“Farewell.”
*
When it was over, all that remained was the fine dust of gold. A wind blew over the rocks, and the rocks awoke
to an ancient memory. The memory of salt waves lashing on them, the memory of incipient life. They
remembered it unfolding through the ages in death and slaughter, those ages a mere instant in Time. The instant
had passed. The wrong had been undone.
The rocks had waited for this knowledge. Once again they were lost in their slumber.
62.104 Terraced House\fn{by Malati Chendur 1930- )} Nuzvid, Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 3
“Aye Barasaat Mein”
“Idiot, put on a Telugu song!”
“You keep quiet, Balamma!”
“Yes, yes I will keep quiet, you just threw all the money to him. Put the Telugu song.”
Rajayya then changed the record and put “rade cheli, namma rade cheli.”
I came to this village one week ago. This record-songs tamasha starts every evening at 6 o’clock. This is a
thatched hut in front of our terraced one. There were small sit outs made of clay in front of the house. The front
part of the house was smoothly polished like a cement floor with cow dung. There Rajayya sits every day on a
tattered carpet and plays his recorded music. Balamma sits on the clay platform and is usually busy cleaning rice.
The chicks, which are under closed cover since morning, are let out and they go round Rajayya and Balamma.
For the past one week I have been watching this programme every day. My sister is usually busy cooking in
the kitchen and I come here to enjoy the cool breeze and try to read a book. I hardly finish one page of the book
and Rajayya’s record used to start. It was a worn out record, “aye barsaat mein?” even if the song is very good
how can anyone hear it so many times. Rajayya’s record on one hand, the noises made by the chicks and hens and
above all Balamma’s curses, my reading could never proceed in this noise. Balamma used curse Rajayya first and
then start cursing some other person afterwards, nonstop.
From our terrace we could see the rows of lights glowing brightly on the Banjara hills mansions. By the side of
our terrace there were huge boulders placed one above the other in a precarious manner. I get scared whenever I
see those boulders. Even if one of them tilts our house would be crushed, that’s all. But those boulders, I am told,
have been there for the past fifty years. This huge boulder on one side and the ear shattering aye barsaat mein
'music on the other side! How can I ever hope to study? I could not enjoy even the sunset behind the hills with any
sense of calm, amidst these curses and cries!
I got repeated invitations to visit this place as soon as my brother-in-law got his transfer to Hyderabad. After
six months of invitations I could visit them. They live here at a narrow lane in Khairatabad. A terraced house!
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What we call a narrow lane they call a “gully.”
Our house is the last house in this lane. In this narrow lane ours is the only reasonably big house. All others are
thatched houses. Yet our house used to be very comfortable inside.
The household cleaning jobs, like dishwashing and sweeping the floor were being done either by Rajayya or
Balamma. She used to get up at 4 o’clock in the morning and sweep the front yard and polish it with cow dung.
She used to then draw beautiful patterns with rice flour, as is the custom, on the front yard. Rajayya used to sweep
the whole house slowly and ever so slowly. It used to look as if he was patting the floor with affection and cleaning it with a broom. Even though they were employed to do the menial work at home my sister and brother-in-law
used to treat them with great respect. Not only that, they used to be afraid of them. I came to know about this fear
of theirs due to an incident that took place one fine day.
After having my morning coffee that day I sat out with a nail and hammer to hang the picture of Tagore I
bought the previous evening in the exhibition after convincing them it would look nice on their drawing room
wall. Rajayya came from somewhere like cyclone and stood at the door.
“Amma, what is that noise?” he asked looking angrily at me.
“Nothing,” I said carelessly, who is he to question me?
“What is it? What are you doing, hitting the wall like that?” he said again in an authoritative tone.
“How does it matter to you? Go,” I was about to say with an irritation. In the meanwhile my sister from the
kitchen and brother-in-law from the bathroom emerged sensing trouble.
“What is it?” my sister asked me.
“Nothing! I am just fixing this nail. Who is he to tell me not to?”
“Look, Ayya, the girl is fixing a nail even after my saying no. The wall would get spoiled.” Rajayya
complained to my brother-in-law.
“I will tell her, Rajayya. You go now,” my brother-in-law assured him. He stopped me from fixing the nail that
day. Even after breaking my head for long I could not understand why my sister and brother-in-law took Rajayya
so seriously. It is normal for the house owners to object and fight if a nail fixed on a wall and the tenants would
have fights with owners on this issue. But I have never heard of people afraid of a servant on such matters.
Four days later I was standing on the terrace. My sister was working in the kitchen. My brother-in-law hadn’t
come home yet. I could see the scene I usually see in front of my house. But the gramophone was silent that day.
Rajayya sat outside smoking a cigar. Balamma too was sitting there cleaning her rice and cursing some one. She
was crying bitterly.
My brother-in-law’s hat appeared at the beginning of the road. I leaned over the parapet and tried to wave.
Rajayya threw his cigar and stood up obediently waiting for him. Rajayya was a lean man and straight as a rod.
He might have crossed fifty years of age. His dhovati was tied up above his knees. He had a checked towel tied
over his head and was wearing a blue shirt that day.
Balamma’s physique was large like her voice. She was dark, fat and short to look at. She too was wearing a
checked sari plaited and tied at the back. She was wearing bangles on her wrists, on her forehead a dot of
kumkum as big as a twenty-five-paisa coin. She must be over forty. She pulled up her sari over her head from her
shoulder. She too stood up pushing the rice plate into the house. As soon as my brother-in-law reached our
doorstep Rajayya asked him:
“Ayya, did you pay him the money?”
“Yes, I paid him,” my brother-in-law replied with a smile on his face.
“How much did you pay?” he asked again.
“Usual seventy five rupees,” said my brother-in-law climbing the steps of our house. Rajayya took out his
cigar again and started looking at the house intently. Balamma started her dialogues again.
“The entire money went to him and the house also went to him! I have come to this stage because of coming
with you! All my gold has gone to dust!” Balamma started crying again: For some time Rajayya pleaded with her,
then he just hit her in blind anger. Balamma started crying even louder.
The moonshine is softly falling on the boulders by our terrace. In that light the cow dung cakes spread on the
rocks appeared funny. My brother-in-law was looking at the sky deeply engrossed in his thoughts. My sister was
removing the spines of beans as a preparation for tomorrow’s cooking. By now the cries and curses had stopped
giving place to aye barsadt mein again. I was just going mad with that song.
“Why don’t you buy two records for your Rajayya. We can at least have some variety,” I told my brother-inlaw. My brother-in-law smiled to himself without giving any reply.
“What is he saying about money?” I tried to make him talk.
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“Oh, is today second, I forgot! Rajayya always remembers it better than me,” my sister said to my brother-inlaw.
“Why don’t you also tell me the secret?”
“For people like Rajayya who live by sweat and blood that date will stay in their mind. People like us who eat
others earnings second and twentieth are one and the same,” my brother-in-law told my sister.
“Even if they have put in their sweat and blood, did it help them in any way? Everything had gone down the
Ganga. Now why should they still hang around this house?” said my sister collecting all the beans into the utensil.
“There is no use, that’s true! But if someone loses a son after bringing him up for ten years even if they know
that he may not come back, would they stop crying? How can the mother forget her grief? Poor fellow, Rajayya’s
grief! All affections are like that. You are getting five hundred per month without making any effort. How can you
ever understand their grief?” my brother-in-law said addressing my sister.
“What is the matter?” I asked my sister.
“You ask him, he will tell you,” said my sister. My brother-in-law started his story.
“We cannot see the broken hearts behind those worn out records. We do not actually have the patience to
understand people outside our circle. That Rajayya is a menial worker and that Balamma keeps cursing people is
beyond our perception. But both their lives were crushed under the foundations of the house we are now living in.
The walls of this house came .up with their sweat drops,” my brother-in-law started telling me with anguished
excitement.
“Even for building Taj Mahal they needed coolies. Kings could not have physically built it. Similarly, you and
I cannot also construct this house. That’s why people like Rajayya do this job sweating it out for money. That way
every house must be having poor men’s sweat drops in its foundations,” I said using all my logic.
“If Rajayya had done it for money nobody would feel so bad! Even he would not have cried like this. He put
all his five life forces in it and built this house with his own hands. He carried every single brick himself. Why,
Malati, would. you believe it if I say that Rajayya owned this ten thousand rupees worth of house till a year ago?
Now today he has just that thatched hut, that’s all!” my brother-in-law said in a low tone.
I was surprised. How could Rajayya who was just a coolie build this big house? And having built it, how did
he lose it? Rade cheli, nammarade cheli the record went on in his house; asserting that people should never be
believed.
My brother-in-law continued his narration:
“Rajayya had wife and children earlier. He used to be a contractor. Balamma too had a husband. She did not
have children. They became friends when the road in front of Balamma’s house was having repairs. She eloped
with him with twenty-five sovereigns of gold in hand. They stayed in a small hut paying three rupees rent. They
saved eight hundred rupees. She worked as coolie and he was a contractor. They purchased this plot for five
hundred rupees. They got three thousand after selling all the gold she had. They purchased the wood for doors and
rods, limestone and so on for building. Then they started building the house. Every day and night they used to dig
the foundation together. During daytime they used to go for work. He used to earn fifty and she thirty per month.
They used to live on twenty rupees and spend sixty on the house every month. They used to have good rapport
with sand contractors and get sand carts free of cost. In fact Rajayya used to bring those carts home without
spending a pie. To save half a rupee they used to carry the stone from the street end every night.
“Like this by the time the house was half done their money was over. They could only raise the walls to half a
height. They have not done the rods for the upper floor terrace and doors for the house. They started borrowing
money from a lender. Every month spending sixty and saving on outside coolie expenditure they could build the
house in one year and ended up with a four thousand rupees debt.
“A tap in the kitchen, one in the bathroom, one tap in the backyard, one huge hall before the bedroom, one
storeroom big almirahs in each room and electricity, the house was complete with all the paraphernalia. Then for
two months without taking anyone’s help the two of them together finished whitewashing and painting the doors
of the whole house.
“There was four thousand loan on the house by the time the house was finished. Even that loan was given after
mortgaging the house to the moneylender. He gave him two options. One was the more common one rupee
interest system the other was to pay six hundred rupees every six months which amounts to a total of four
thousand and eight hundred rupees but even if he fails to pay one installment the house would go ro the lender.
Thus as there was comparatively lesser interest of eight hundred only over the whole loan, Rajayya chose the
second option as he thought he can easily pay six hundred rupees every six months given his previous record of
hard work and saving in building the house. He was not worldly wise.
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“Rajayya rented out the house for seventy-five rupees a month. The tenants in the house used to give the
money directly to the lender. These two used to starve and save to pay the house tax and pay the lender every six
months. Balamma took up maid’s job and Rajayya started gardening in the neighboring house for daily bread.
They used to get up at three in the morning, cook for the whole day eat and go for work. After finishing that they
used to come back eat and take some food to the construction site where they worked during the day. Evening
after their return from work they used to go into terrace house for cleaning and gardening respectively. They used
to apply lime wherever it was scraped, wipe the chalk marks made by children on the doors with wet cloth and
plant trees in the garden in front. Thus they used to work the whole day till ten in the night.
“First two years they paid the money without any problem. Fifth installment of six hundred too they paid. The
house will be theirs after three more installments. Then they can have all the luxury, so they used to dream. One
day while working Rajayya was badly injured by a huge block of rock. As he was hurt on the nerve there was an
immediate swelling. He was bed ridden for three months. Balamma could not save money as she had to take care
of Rajayya and also buy medicines for him periodically. She could not go for work. The tenants in the house were
transferred at the same time and the house was vacant for two months. All the troubles came together suddenly
like an unexpected cyclone. He could not pay the sixth installments on time. The moneylender who was waiting
for just this kind an opportunity gave a fifteen days notice and took over the house. He gave twelve hundred
rupees as settlement charge.
“Rajayya’s grief knew no bounds. Balamma too wept bitterly. She begged and cursed. The moneylender
showed the undertaking Rajayya had given to all around. People said he gave twelve hundred because he was a
good man. No one could understand the fire raging in his heart. He picked every brick and stone to build this
house. It slipped away from his hands for want of just eighteen hundred rupees. With that twelve hundred they
purchased the hut in front of our house. He never took up any contract again. They earn thirty each by working as
coolies. Rajayya knew that the house does not belong to him. He does not have any authority to tell people living
in this house not to fix a nail. Still his life shivers to the core if some one strikes a nail on the walls of this house.
His spirit is so totally dedicated to this house. They don’t allow outsiders to do the white washing job as they
believe they can always do a better job. Last dussera they did it at a lesser cost than the normal rate. On every
second day of the month he will invariably ask if I have paid the rent. He never asks for his salary. He is particular
that I should pay the rent to the lender on time. Some times I also feel irritated at his attachment to this house. But
how can one shout at a man who asks me that question with a pleading tone. I feel very sad at their attachment to
this house that had literally drained them of their flesh and blood. Look at the front yard. How cleanly Balamma
polishes it and maintains it. They have no other hope in life. They do not have any other asset than that thatched
house. This house they dreamed of was snatched away from them. If they can live under the shadow of this
terraced house, that is more than enough for them. Every life has its own share of deep miseries.
“‘It is none of your business if I strike a nail.’ ‘What a boring gramophone!’ Every day I cursed Rajayya. What
do they have other than this? He must have got really hurt. This gramophone, this song and this shade, these are
all they have got.”
My brothel-in-law could not say anything more. I was almost in tears. Both of them are unfortunate people:
there is no rain in their lives. Whatever rain is there it is in the song only.
Don’t you think it is just a story? It is true happening. If you get down at Khairatabad station and walk on All
India Radio station road and take a turning at the third street even today you will hear this aye barsaat mein song
and Balamma’s curses too. If you don't believe me you can go once and check for yourself.
86.137 The Gift Of A Child\fn{by Lal Bahadur Basnet (1930- )} Nazitam, East Sikkim District, Sikkim State, India
(M) 4
The compartment became empty as the train reached Agra. All passengers seemed to have come to visit the Taj
Mahal. Further on, up to Gwalior, I should be the sole reigning monarch of this compartment, I thought with great
delight. The engine blew its whistle to signify resumption of journey.
Suddenly the door opened and in walked a long-haired person in white. He held a small suitcase in one hand
and a handbag in another. Calm and dignified, his appearance resembled that of a renunciate, except for his white
apparel instead of the usual saffron. So he was not a Yogi. Nor did he look like a Swetaambar (white-robed) Jain
priest. While I was trying to place him as to who he could be, he addressed me in chaste English:
“I hope I didn’t disturb you!”
“Not at all,” I replied, also in English. “Rather I should, in my capacity as the earlier occupant of the
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compartment, extend a warm welcome to you. I was alone in the whole compartment. Please be seated.”
“Thanks.”
The next stop, Gwalior, was a two-and-a-half hour non-stop run. This distance would be easily covered in
conversation with this impressive person, I thought. After all, life itself is a kind of journey. We meet some en
route, get separated from others As the train caught up speed, the silence inside the compartment was broken as he
suddenly said.
“It gives me great pleasure to watch a countenance all aglow with true happiness.”
Toying with the book in my hand, I said, “Are you a psychologist?” I smiled and added, “Yes, there is a special
reason for me to be happy. But is my inner delight so visible to everyone?”
“One does not have to see the sun’s rays to feel its warmth. And what’s wrong in being happy? Engrossed as
most people are in the struggle for survival and livelihood, it is rare to come across persons who exude happiness,
as is evident in your countenance. You are young and healthy. It is but natural that you should be in a pleasant
frame of mind. But yours is a different kind of happiness like the ocean surging in a moonlit night.”
“I’m on my way to meet my would-be spouse and members of her family. We have been in love for five years.
With the blessings of her parents, we intend to enter into wedlock this year. Now, you tell me, who else could be
happier than me today?”
“Congratulations, Mr.—”
“Gajendra Roka.”
“You’re a Gorkha?” He spoke in Nepali. “I too am a Gorkha. Call me Swami Anand.”
“Oh! so you have renounced the world?”
“Yes … You had asked me earlier if I was a psychologist. The very appearance of a truly happy person is the
index of his mind. It’s not necessary to be a psychologist just to observe that … It’s internal pain that is difficult to
fathom … For instance, I am acquainted with a certain person who suffered intolerable mental agony for years on
end, but none else had an inkling about his sufferings.”
“I take your word for it. But my intellect somehow refuses to accept it as wholly true.”
“I was not exaggerating. I’m even prepared to narrate that true story to you, should you not feel bored with it.”
“Bored! Oh no! Please go ahead. But I’ll be getting down at Gwalior. Kindly narrate the story so that you
complete it before the train reaches that station.”
“All right,” Anand said with a smile.
*
“The story starts some twenty years ago. Birendra was 37 years old at the time. Fair-looking, tall, healthy. He
had been married for 13 years. He had a son, Dhirendra, who was then 8, and a daughter Kusum, two years
younger than Dhirendra. A small and happy family. But perhaps God is not disposed to see a completely happy
human being, for Birendra’s wife had been ailing for about four or five years …
“The schools in the hills had closed for winter and his son and daughter had joined him at Siliguri. His wife,
Parvati, had stayed behind in Darjeeling for reasons of health.
“Every evening Birendra used to go for a walk with Dhirendra and Kusum. Siliguri was then small, straggling
town. One day, they were strolling along the road leading to Hakimpara. On the left side of the road was a small
shrine where Bengali men and women used to offer prayers. The women outnumbered the men. Two Bengali
ladies emerged for the shrine. One was middle-aged while the other was young. The younger one was faircomplexioned with a well-chiseled face and features. She could not have been more than 25-26 years of age. She
wore gold bangles, a golden chain around the neck and ear-tops. She was dressed in a light-cream-colored sari
and a blouse to match. She had large eyes, a smile and bright countenance. The vermilion dot on her forehead
indicated that she was married.
“While they were some yards apart, her eyes met those of Birendra. Apprehensive that he would appear as an
unpolished rustic in the eyes of a lady, Birendra removed his glance away from her face, but the lady stared at him
all the more intently …
“About a week later, the lady was again seen at the same spot. She was alone that day. She smiled shyly as
their eyes met. She moved towards him and said,
“‘You’re from Darjeeling, aren’t you?’
“‘Yes, but I don’t remember having come across you there.’
“‘True, we haven’t talked. But I had seen you a number of times in Darjeeling last year. With these same kids.
They were smaller. Now they’ve grown up. How good-looking they are.’
“‘Thanks.
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“‘Do you mind using Prasaada? This Prasaada is from the temple of the Goddess.’
“All the three of them, father, son and daughter, partook of the Prasaada. Birendra then left with the children
after thanking her. Their paths used to cross once or twice a week. He used to take the Prasaada and exchange
some words with her. Gradually their range of conversation enlarged. The Bengali lady turned out to be Malati
Sengupta, wife of Gopal Sengupta, a well-known lawyer of Siliguri.
“It was the last week of February. When they met, Malati said ‘I believe it’s time for your children to go back
to school isn’t it?’
“‘Yes. I’m taking then back home in four or five days.’
“‘In that case, I’m not certain when I can see the children next time. Would you please come with me? My
house is quite close by. I’m sure my husband will be extremely delighted to meet you and the children. I have told
him as much as I have been able to know about you all. In fact, he has more than once asked me to invite you and
the children to our home.’
“Birendra, unable to find a way out of her ardent persuasions, joined Malali Sengupta on her way home.
Advocate Gopal Sengupta was there. A very lively person. He talked to Birendra as if they were peers. The only
thing they were equals at was the age. Gopal Sengupta was around 36-37, fair face, tall, and a bit plump, but
otherwise a healthy Bengali gentleman. His first wife had passed away just two or three years after marriage.
Malati had been his spouse for six years. They had no kids.
“Birendra could feel clearly the big gap between his economic and social status and that of the Sengupta
family. After partaking of the tea and sweetmeats, he rose to take leave. In his thoughts, he had made up his mind
to make it the first and last visit to that house.
“‘I should quit passing by the temple road too,’ he mused. ‘This increasing intimacy between unequal people
will fade away.’
“As if the lawyer had read Birendra's thoughts, he said,
“‘Mr. Birendra, don’t you discontinue paying us a visit on your return after dropping your children. I will let
you go only if you promise to come again.’ His puckish expression was genial. There was no antipathy in it. He
was sincere.
“Thus grew a closeness between Birendra and the Sengupta couple. They used to spend one evening every
week together. Gopal and Birendra also used to drink whisky, which helped make the conversation more lively
and enjoyable. Malati also used to take part in their talks.
“Three months had thus passed. One day, Gopal said,
“‘You haven’t had dinner with us all these days. Next Friday evening you will please join us for food and also
stay here for the night.”
“‘Thank you for the invitation. But I can easily return to my flat after dinner. It’s just a matter of a mile and a
half.’
“‘That’s not the question. I can even send my car to drop you back. But I would urge you to eat and sleep here
on that occasion. We shall have all the hours of the night at our disposal. Please treat this as my special request
and accept it.’
“Come Friday. They had a very pleasant evening. Dinner over, Gopal Sengupta said:
“‘I guess I had a peg too many. I’ll retire. Please look after the guest, won’t you, Malati?’
“It was ten minutes before the midnight hour. Birendra yawned. Time to go to bed. Suddenly, there was a mild
knock at the door
“‘Who is it? So come in,’ he said
“Birendra was aghast. His heart missed a beat. There, before, him stood Malati. She had freshly bathed and
wore no make-up. She must have sprayed a costly perfume on her person as the entire room was engulfed in a
pleasant fragrance. She wore a light blue night gown over a flimsy white Kurtaa and a petty-coat. As the belt of
the gown had been loosened , and as the Kurtaa and petticoat were fine and thin, the outline of her buxom bosom,
her thighs and legs were prominently outlined in the light of the bulb. Malati’s sudden presence before him in that
manner and at that time of the night stirred his manhood almost uncontrollably. But, summing up from the depth
of his being his moral force, he gradually gained self-control over himself.
“‘Mrs. Sengupta: Why are you here at this hour?’ he said in a hurt tone.
“‘I wanted to talk to you.’
“‘Talk to me, at this hour of the night?’
“‘There’s something we have to talk about. Let’s sit down. Would you go on making me stand here like this?
You even forget to offer me a seat, Biren.’
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“‘Oh my god! What could it be? Obviously it will be a betrayal of Mr. Sengupta on my part. You want us to
take an undue advantage of his good nature and gentlemanly behavior? I entreat you, Malati, do not drag me into
this hell. I shall never be able to forgive myself.’
“‘The question of betrayal doesn’t arise, Biren. Or else I shouldn’t have had either the courage or the
confidence to come here. I’m not a harlot. I’m here with my husband’s permission.’
“‘Husband’s permission?’
“‘My husband’s command, in fact. But let’s sit down and talk. Should I fail to I convince you, I shall return to
my room. After all, I haven’t assaulted your person physically, have I?’
“With this, Malati smiled faintly, turned back and bolted the door from inside. She then came closer to
Birendra, held his hands, said, ‘Let’s sit down,’ and sat on the bed. Birendra also pulled a chair and sat nearby, all
the time mumbling within himself, ‘Come to your senses, O Birendra.’ To Malati, he said, ‘Go ahead.’
“‘Do you recall,’ she began after a short pause, ‘the topic of discussion you two had two weeks ago?’
“‘I don’t. My brain has stopped functioning; you tell me.’
“‘How had Dhritarashtra, Pandu and Bidur been begotten, as per the Mahabharata epic?’
“‘Oh, that one! They were born out of Veda Vyasa’s cohabitation with the two queens and a maid.’
“‘Why?’
“‘Because, in those bygone days, tradition permitted an issueless wife to cohabit with another male, subject to
her husband’s consent, for procreating children with a view to sustain the family tree. But what has that discussion
to do with us at this moment?’
“‘They were, after all, our own ancestors, weren’t they? If it was permissible then, it should be permissible
now. My husband wants a child. He is unable to procreate children as his sperms are dead. Not that he is impotent.
Our sex life is healthy. I don’t need to set up a liaison with a third person for mere sexual gratification. This day
was also chosen by him. Today is the 14 th day of my menstrual period. He feels this is the most opportune day for
my being impregnated.’
“Birendra had no option but to believe her. Perhaps it wasn’t wholly a question of believing her … after all,
which young man could possibly have rejected advances from a young maiden like Malati, at that hour of the
night? His eyes blazed with the fire of passion.
“‘Do I have your permission?’ Malati asked coyly.
“In reply, Birendra pulled Malati towards him and stamped a long, lingering kiss on her lips. Malati thrust her
tongue into his mouth …
“But Malati did not conceive. No only that. A similar situation had been engineered thrice over, but to no avail.
Malati was delighted. She wasn’t keen on conceiving because that would have brought her cohabitation with
Birendra to an end. Be it merely once a month, she used to enjoy spending a night with Birendra, such great
pleasure it gave her.
“Birendra was at a loss to understand. What happened? Was it that his sperms had died in absence of sexual
intercourse following Parbati’s prolonged ailment? Was he no more capable of procreating children?
“In the course of a trip to Calcutta, Birendra had his semen medically tested. The medical report had it that his
sperms had been dead from the very beginning. As such, he could never have impregnated a woman. Birendra had
the greatest shock of his life … it was as if he had been hurled down a precipice.
“‘Dhirendra? Kusum? Whose children were they? Oh my god! And, Parvati, how about her? Ours was a love
marriage. I have had no inkling if Parvati had an affair with anyone prior to our marriage. I loved Parvati and she
loved me. But this betrayal after marriage!’
“Birendra was besides himself with anger and agony
“Parvati’s health suffered a setback. Her ailment was diagnosed as a terminal cancer. Everyone knew that she
would not live long. Parvati’s father successfully used all his influence to have Birendra transferred back to
Darjeeling. But Birendra lost his peace of mind all the more following his transfer. He started keeping away not
only from his wife, but also from his children.
“Even though she was ill, the change that had overtaken her husband could not long remain hidden from
Parvati’s eyes. One day she sent for Birendra. He came and sat on a chair near her bed. Both were silent for a
while. Parvati peered into Birendra’s eyes. Birendra too met her eyes squarely. With a long gasp of breath, Parvati
said:
“‘I shan’t live long. I feel concerned about the future of Dhirendra and Kusum.’
“‘Humm, humm!’
“‘Don’t you have anything to say on the subject?’
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“‘What am I to say? I have been discharging my duties towards them and shall keep on doing so.’
“‘Duty! How dry an expression! Love, affection … don’t they exist in your vocabulary?’
“‘Love, affection … everything had been there. But no longer. Can you draw water out of a dried-up well? The
fountain-head of love and affection has dried up, and it is you who caused it. Look into your own heart. What are
the secrets you have hidden there? But, woman, deception is in your very nature.’
“‘What happened to you? What is in your mind? What deception are you accusing me of?’
“‘Bah! Do you still intend to continue making a fool of me? Then listen. Dhirendra and Kusum are the
products of your sin. They are not my children and I have with me an irrefutable evidence to prove [it].’
“Parvati’s condition deteriorated fast. Parvati stared at Birendra, disbelief and consternation writ large on her
face. She made as if to say something, but only a guttural gurgle came out. She choked and fell into a dead faint.
“‘My end is near,’ thought she. She asked for a pen and paper, filled up some sheets, put them in an envelope
with Birendra’s name on it and asked the maid-servant to place it at the bottom of Kusum’s trunk. That very night
Parvati died.
“Some ten days after Parvati’s death, there was a faint knock at Birendra’s door.
“‘Who’s it?’ he said.
“A scared-looking Kusum timidly entered into the room and said:
“‘Daddy, I found this letter in my trunk and it’s addressed to you.’
“‘The letter read: “Dear Birendra: What’s the good of hiding anything from you at this last stage of my life?
What’s more, it appears you have also had an inkling of the basic thing. You may recall that my father had served
in the Bihar Military Police at Ranchi for a long time. There, while I was in the college, I fell in love with a boy.
My parents were also aware of it. They also liked the boy, Dil Bahadur. But one day an awful storm swept over
my life and blew everything away. Union elections were taking place in the college. Students had split into two
factions. Dissension amongst the leaders took an ugly turn and violence reared its head. Three students were
killed and several injured. Dil Bahadur was sentenced to a ten-year jail term. I became a living corpse. All my
hopes and dreams lay shattered. Then you came into my life. With your love I tried to forget my past love-life.
But I could not. Meanwhile, your love and insistence added to parental pressure compelled me to enter into
wedlock with you. Four years went by thus. Suddenly, one day I saw Dil Bahadur. He had come to meet me once
and then bid goodbye for ever. But that unforeseen meeting with Dil Bahadur only helped revive my old love
towards him. I forgot all about social norms of a married woman; I surrendered to him. I do not think I betrayed
anyone. If I did betray anybody, it was myself, because I took shelter under you when you offered it. Well, I
became pregnant. I could not ascertain whether it was you or Dil Bahadur that had caused it. He went away after a
few days. We met again after two years. I became pregnant again. This time the circumstances were such as to
leave no room for doubt. I was bearing Dil Bahadur’s child. Till the other day I did not know it was not possible
for you to beget children. Three months after Kusum’s birth, Dil Bahadur was killed in a train accident. Darkness
enveloped my life once again. I became ill. Dhirendra and Kusum are innocent. It is my destiny which was at
fault. Forgive me if you can. Farewell, Birendra.”
“Days passed into months, months into years. Dhirendra and Kusum grew up and completed their studies.
Birendra became a sort of wanderer from one place to another. Finally, he renounced the world.”
The tale was told, Gajendra Roka pondered deeply. Then he said,
“Your story lends strength to your statement, I do agree. But do you think Birendra was in fact under such a
searing mental agony as you suggested?”
“That is absolutely true, I know it for a certainty.”
“You?”
“Yes, I’m Birendra.”
84.62 Going Abroad\fn{by Raji Narasimhan (1930- )} Madras, Madras District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 3
The bed was vast and sprawling with downy satin mattress to rest the body. But the way Nair lay stretched stiff
on it, it could have been a bare board. His wife sat at the dressing table in the corner, her back to him. Through
half-closed eyes Nair viewed the back of his wife, wishing for nothing more than that she should remain thus
forever with her back to him, leaving him to himself. But she turned almost immediately, smiling, and Nair saw
the big white teeth between sensuous, curving lips: the big, collyrium-rimmed eyes like a cow’s, the round, coinlike cheeks like a doll’s. With a soft moan, Nair closed his eyes fully, all he could do to shield himself from her
stark presence.
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“In these foreign countries … they wear gowns, is it not?” Her dragging voice thick with her unsullied
Malayalee accent assaulted his ear.
Nair shut his eyes closer, stiffening against her giggly irreverence about a subject like going abroad. Slabs of
color and darkness danced inside his closed eyes. He jerked them open again, his poise almost completely gone.
His wife sat smiling broadly at him, not wanting an answer to her question, only the pleasure of asking it. Of
course they wore gowns abroad, didn’t she know it, her smile said.
“When we go abroad shall I also wear gowns?” Laughing, she inclined her head coquettishly.
Nair gazed at her with listless eyes, thinking, his luck was probably already ravaged with all these reckless
conversings of hers. At this very moment, possibly, Mr. Barnes, the English gentleman on the board of
interviewers who had interviewed him and others for teaching positions in Brunei, was composing a letter of
appointment to him, saying, “Come without delay. We have much pleasure in announcing your appointment.” But
some counter-force from his wife’s rantings had probably already traveled up and intercepted the decision taking
shape in the Englishman’s mind. Telepathic communication was not unknown!
Nair did not have a very clear idea of the kind of place Brunei was. But it was advanced, he was sure. Didn’t
the presence of an Englishman on the interview board prove that?
“Shall I also wear gowns?” his wife asked again, mirth thickening her voice.
Nair swallowed his temper, turned on his side to look with dull stupor through the balcony at the scene outside.
The entire length of the littered pavement below was creeping with beggars. The whole day long they squatted
there, swaddled in their rags. Stiff, matted locks like cacti came down their necks and they had a quivering,
scurrying vitality to them like roaches or sewer rats. When he tore his eyes away from the beggars and looked into
the distance he saw a landscape of scabbed housetops. Beyond that were the swaying tops of palm trees, forever
doing their slow, incantational dance against the tropical sky of the township.
A hand nudged his shoulder. His wife’s steamy breath fluttered above him and she pressed her face to him,
leaning over him in one of her spells of amorousness.
“All the time …” she murmured huskily into his ear, joining her gaze to his in looking through the balcony at
the swarming pavement below. “All the time they are there … these wretched vermin. Dirty … dirty …”
Nair shifted on the bed without making his irritation too obvious. She glided in beside him just as though he
had made way for her eagerly. Digging her chin into his shoulder, hands loosely over him, she rocked them both
together, humming a baby rhythm. He closed his eyes to forget the crush of her body.
“See, see,” she tautened above him suddenly. “Somebody. See.”
A woman had got out of a rickshaw. A young woman of a type not seen in these parts. A spring to her step, a
buoyancy not known in the liverish township. A young man was with her. He looked like her husband. But it was
the personality of the young woman that was raising all the stir on the pavement.
She stood there on the pavement, a brilliant figure in her purple sari. Stepping sideways in a light, impulsive
movement, she said something to the rickshaw-puller while handing him his fare, that sent him away laughing.
Looks from bystanders were being thrown at her, at the traveling suitcase in her hand, and at the man with her:
bold, forward looks because she seemed to invoke boldness, forwardness.
Nair turned away abruptly, seized by a sudden premonition that he was condemned to spend all his life with his
prattling wife.
“A woman ought to be … smart.” He tried to sound impersonal, but the reference to the sprightly newcomer
standing there on the road was too obvious.
Apprehension rose in his wife’s eyes. “Yes. Yes. I also think so.” She turned ingratiating, supplicating. “Yes.”
Pushing her fingers through his hair she twirled it round and round, attempting kiss curls.
He jerked away. She felt like crying. What was he thinking about, what was there on his mind? Silently, she
cursed the slick, laughing outsider who brought with her disharmony, unsettlement.
*
Nair presented himself at the bungalow one week later. Facts about the pair had circulated in the meantime.
They were passing through. They were both lovers of antique objects. They were both fascinated by the heavy,
carved door frames of the township, remnants of European colonization. He rarely noticed these doorways
himself. They were too much like the township. Footfalls sounded in the hall and the girl stood before him.
His mind blurred. She was risen from the wind, he thought, in a wild burst of fancy. Her eyes arched back
towards her temples like twin steeds bracing under the reins.
“Hallo!” she sang.
“Hallo!” he responded instantly.
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“Hallo-o!” she sang again. “Do you know, I expected you to come? Well, not you precisely, I suppose. Not you
as an individual, I suppose, with your precise turn of nose. But you generally, you know. . . as a sort of UGR.”
“UGR?”
“Unofficial General Representative!”
Laughter, both his and hers, merged and cascaded down. In the momentum of it he stepped over the threshold
of the bungalow.
“O, but it’s a darling, this town. Exactly like a little town!” she sang on.
“There are too many beggars. I loathe them.” He turned gruff at the thought of the beggars.
“O, but I would overlook them, you know. I would just turn a blind eye to them, you know. There’s no place in
India free of beggars, is there?”
He paused, thrilled. It seemed a pregnant, wonderfully illuminating remark to make.
“Yes. Yes. I see your point. Yes. Everywhere there are beggars,” he repeated her remark joyously. Corridors far
back in his mind opened, the suffocating beggar presence of the town seemed less suffocating. Wasn’t it so
everywhere?
She tripped along ahead of him into the house, turning round to look back and smile encouragingly at him,
inviting him to accompany her in.
“It’s a marvelous house, isn’t it?” She turned back once more, her voice ringing out in the vast, empty hall.
He thought it was just a crumbling old tomb, in tune with the derelict state of the town. But he was ready to see
the house with her eyes, see magic in it if she said so.
“The walls are quite strong, actually.” He ran his finger-tips over the peeling plaster of the wall, hummed a
fraction of a tune, stepped out lightly into the back garden.
She wasn’t going to let that old nuisance, Critical Sense, spoil her pleasure in communicating with the small
town mind. “Beautiful, don’t you think?” She waved her hand over the expanse of the garden.
Again, Nair was puzzled. The garden was little else except a wilderness of bush and creepers. Some palm trees
pushed up through the tangled growth, their crested tops waving against the sky. He didn’t care for palm trees
from such close quarters.
“How little is needed for human happiness,” her voice throbbed.
He was moved. “It’s a lovely breeze,” he said enthusiastically.
“Coffee?” she nodded up at him with dramatic eagerness.
“O, yes! Wonderful!” It was all some marvelous pattern of living that she was revealing to him, he sensed,
standing facing her in the wild back garden of the derelict bungalow. He was suddenly curious about the crockery
she was going to serve the coffee in. They would be marvelous, of course.
“You have nice cups?” he asked gaily.
“The thickest of clay pots! Black!”
“Black! Black cups!” he was astounded.
She smiled delightedly. “Dug them from the bottom shelf of the Handicrafts Board. Bullied dopey salesgirl
into going on her knees to get them, practically!”
“Really?” How amusing, making a girl crawl like a baby! The palm trees swayed languidly in the corners of
the back garden. Quickly Nair drained his coffee, shifted his chair a fraction of an inch, rested his head on the
back of it. The palms met his eyes and beyond the palms was spread the ultramarine sky of the town. “I want to
go away.”
“Abroad?”
“Yes!” He sat up. He’d known she would understand. “There’s no scope here! Fellows not even matriculates
are earning four-figure salaries!” Reddish brown flecks appeared in his eyes. “I am an M.A. first class. Honors
graduate!”
“You will not be respected in a foreign country,” she reasoned with him. “Colored people are not, you know.”
He resented being called colored. He didn’t however, mention Brunei. He wanted to hear her out first.
She sat up straight, carried away by persuasive fervor. “It looks glamorous from a distance, you know. But it’s
totally misleading, believe me. You’re put on the fringes of society there.”
He looked attentive, but far from convinced. “You have been abroad?”
“Well,” she faltered a fraction, recovered quickly, making a small gesture of dismissal, her voice trailing off.
“Well, I have …”
“For higher studies?” His voice was hushed with respect. “Went on a scholarship or something?”
“Well, actually, it was an Art course …” Her voice trailed off again.
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“You are an artist.” Nair was overwhelmed.
“Well, actually …” she laughed, made the throw-away gesture of dismissal again. “Just drop pebbles one by
one into the Hudson River, lady. You’ll get nice patterns that way.”
Her Art Instructor’s voice rang in her ears. She stilled it. There were things far greater in life than Art, she was
discovering every day. But of course conveying any idea like that to this man of essentially limited understanding
was out of the question.
“Where? New York?” Nair’s heart raced wildly at the very mention of the place.
“Well, yes, New York.” For the third time she made the throwaway gesture.
“New York." Nair looked at her with veneration. All her earlier remarks about colored people and favoritism
vanished from his mind. She was an artist, she had had experience of foreign countries. “I shall also go,” he said,
his throat aching with longing. He shifted his chair to ease his racing heart. And then, eyes glowing, he began
telling her about Mr. Barnes, the Englishman on the interview board, the letter he was going to get from him any
day now.
She was a good listener. She had cultivated the art of listening.
*
The melancholy figure of his wife stood at the balcony of their house when he came out.
“You went to a strange woman’s house,” his wife sobbed. All strange women were improper, sirens from
strange lands, sorceresses.
She wasn’t a stranger. She was that only in the barest technical sense, he wanted to snap at her.
Face lifted in pose of high tragedy that came so easily to her, his wife sobbed at him for cruelty, negligence of
her own feelings, of herself.
Again, he caught himself from snapping at her. The beggars were out there, swarming over the pavement. The
obscene, rat-like energy they exuded beat down any stamina he might have had for argumentation with her.
“Let us go to get our photographs taken for our passports, shall we?" In something of a stupor, an oppressiveness in his chest, Nair moved over to his wife, patted her on the hand. “Let us get our photographs. And also our
vaccination certificates. All our documents must be ready, don’t you think? Who knows when the orders will
come? Any minute they can come. There are a hundred and one things to be done, you know. Let us make a
move.”
“Photograph? I must change my sari?” Her tears stopped and she clung to his arm. “And for the vaccination—
they will poke the needle here, like this, is it not?” Raising her forearm, she jabbed her finger into her own flesh,
laughing up at him.
Whiffs of her strong body odor rose up to his nostrils, and he stood suffering her weight and smell, just as he
always had.
She changed her sari, and they came down to the road. Nair looked across at the bungalow. He tensed. The
woman was standing at the front door. His whole being braced in a swift desire to dash over to her, stand by her
side and thus restate their get-together of a little while ago. But his desire braked—almost the instant it dawned.
There was a man standing with her. That was her husband, he realized, returned from his antique-collecting. She
was laughing at something her husband had said or something she herself had said to him. Nair couldn’t
determine which. Heart bounding, he watched them. She was laughing with her husband exactly as she had with
himself in the afternoon earlier, syllable for syllable, it seemed to him. An eerie feeling gripped Nair. He felt that
with every syllable of laughter, every toss of head accompanying the laugh she was wiping away some portion of
himself, his own image imprinted at that doorway where he had stood in the afternoon, and was substituting that
of another man. He wanted to cry out, do something decisive to arrest this extinction of himself that he was
witnessing.
“Come on, come along,” his wife tugged at his hand. She had put on a nylon printed sari of large tulips, her
face bleached with talcum.
He braced again to break away from her but it was too public, he realized and restrained himself. Just behind
him was the row of beggars importuning all and sundry with equal, overpowering energy. And behind the beggars
stood the woman at her front door, laughing in repetitive fervor that made him feel worthless, depersonalized.
His wife tugged at his arm again.
Stepping dodderingly as though over sand, Nair moved down the road with his wife in search of a rickshaw
that would take them both to town for their photographs.
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68.106 The River And The Bridge\fn{by Madheep Singh (1930- )} Unnao, Unnao District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M)
2
When the train left Lahore station, my heart sank. We were going towards that place, where fourteen years ago,
there had been a conflagration. Lakhs of people had died in that fire, lakhs still carried memories of their wounds.
I felt as if the train was entering a long, dark and deep tunnel. And that we were about to offer everything we had
to the surrounding darkness.
We were about three hundred pilgrims. There were many women and children with us. We had made a
pilgrimage to every gurudwara in Lahore. After the welcome we had received there, we were not afraid of the
reception we would receive at Panja Sahib. Yet who could be sure when the beast in man would wake up and
destroy everything? I was thinking about all this, when I looked at my mother.
She was staring fixedly at the land outside. Her chin was resting on her hand and her elbow was on the
window. The crop had been harvested. The land all around was flat and bare. I felt as if the flat and bare plains
were a reflection of her soul. I looked towards the other passengers in the compartment. They, too, seemed to be
profoundly sad. I couldn’t understand why everyone had suddenly become so despondent.
“I am sure you remember this area well,” I said to mother, in order to distract her. “You must have traveled on
this route thousands of times?”
My mother looked at me and smiled. It was the smile of someone who had lost everything. She said:
“I remember each and every station on this route. But, today, this region seems to be so alien. I am traveling
over this route after fourteen years. I always took this route in the past. As soon as I crossed Lahore, a strange
sense of joy used to surge through me. And as I approached Sarai, my village, the face of each and every person
would appear before me as in a vision. So many people would come to the station to receive me …”
Old memories came flooding back. My father had set up his business in Uttar Pradesh. All my brothers and
sisters had been born outside Punjab. I remember that while my father used to visit Punjab once a year, my mother
went there at least twice or thrice a year. The youngest of her children always accompanied her.
I remember the days when Punjab had been partitioned, and the five rivers of Punjab had turned red with
blood. Mother still insisted on going there. Everyone opposed her, as if she had decided to jump into fire. And,
indeed, to go to Punjab at that time was like jumping into fire. But all of us knew that it would not be easy to
persuade Mother to change her mind. She merely laughed at our objections. She returned after about twenty days.
She even managed to send by train some of our belongings from our village. With her, however, she only brought
back her spinning wheel and her curd-churner.
Later, the flames spread throughout Punjab. Houses, villages and cities were reduced to ash. When the fires
subsided, it seemed as if a wide and deep chasm had appeared between Amritsar and Lahore. The land on the
other side seemed to have moved somewhere far away. We forgot that our village lay on the other side of the
chasm, that a metalled road ran along the bank of a canal, and that the river Jhelum wound its sinuous and joyous
way over the land like a happy and youthful maiden.
That day, I was traveling with my mother, across the chasm and over a bridge which had been constructed for
the sake of political diplomacy, towards the land which had once been a part of our lives and was now so utterly
alien to us. I was turning the pages of a book, when Ma turned to me and asked:
“Will the train stop at the Sarai station?”\fn{ This Sarai appears to be Sarai Alamgir, a real place in what is now Pakistan. Now
(2017) very large, perhaps smaller in 1961 where this story is set, as we read below:H } I thought for a while, and said:
“Yes, it should stop. But it’ll get there around two at night. All of us will be asleep. We won’t even know when
we go past it. Besides, there is nothing at Sarai which belongs to us anymore.”
My mother seemed irritated. She said:
“You had no relation with it anyway.”
I had obviously hurt my mother. Without saying anything more, I looked down and started reading my book.
Slowly, it became dark. Ma opened her bundle and took out something to eat. One of my distant uncles was also
with us. After eating a little, the three of us began to make preparations for sleep. Within a few minutes, Mamaji
began to snore. I too lay down on one of the berths. Ma, however, continued to sit as before.
After some time, I woke up with a start and saw Ma still staring into the darkness outside. I looked at my
watch, it was half-past ten. I said:
“Ma, why don’t you also rest for a while?”
“All right,” she said, and reclined on her berth.
In that state of half-wakefulness, I had a frightening dream. I don’t remember the details, but it made me very
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anxious. I felt as if red water was swirling around me and I was splashing through it. I suddenly woke up and
looked around me nervously. Ma was shaking me. She was tense and excited, and she was trembling. .
“What is it?”
“Find out why there is so much noise outside.”
I leaned out of the window to look. The train had stopped at a small station. The platform was lit by the dim
light of a lamp hanging from a lamp post and there was a strange hum in the air. My hair stood on end. Stories
about what had happened fourteen years ago flashed through my mind like lightning. I remembered how rioters
had stopped trains and massacred the passengers. Mamaji stood beside me shaking me by my shoulder.
“What is the matter?” At that moment I heard someone from the crowd yell:
“Arrey, is there anyone from Sarai on the train?”
“What station is this?” I asked my mother. Ma said:
“Sarai … my village.” A voice from the crowd outside called out loudly once again:
“Arrey, is there anyone from Sarai on the train?”
I looked at Ma. Her face was glowing with pride.
“Ask him what the matter is.”
I leaned out of the window. There were people walking up and down the platform and shouting:
“Arrey, is there anyone from Sarai on the train?”
I asked a man who was passing by, “What is the matter?”
“Is there anyone from Sarai traveling with you?”
“Yes, I am from that village,” Ma said, as she stepped forward.
“Are you really from Sarai?" the man asked, as if he couldn’t believe it.
“Yes.”
As soon as Ma said that, there was a commotion on the platform. People gathered in front of our compartment
at once. There was a chorus of voices.
“Are you really from Sarai …?”
Ma replied emphatically, “Yes, from this very village.”
There was an uproar in the crowd. Someone asked:
“Which family did you belong to?”
Ma looked at me. I replied:
“My father’s name was Sardar Moola Singh. She is my mother.”
“Are you Moola Singh’s son?” Many voices exclaimed simultaneously, “Are you Moola Singh’s wife? Ravel
Singh’s sister-in-law? Are they all well?”
As they inquired after our family, many people thrust small bundles into our hands. They were full of almonds,
walnuts, raisins. Overcome with emotion, we couldn’t utter a word. We quietly accepted the gifts and placed them
on our seat. Soon there was a small heap of bundles on the berth.
I was astonished. Ma covered her head with her dupatta and greeted everyone with folded hands. Her lips were
quivering with uncontainable delight. No word escaped her lips, but her eyes welled over with tears.
The guard standing nearby, raised a green lantern and drew a whistle from his coat pocket. Three or four
people surrounded him and pleaded:
“Arrey babu, let the train stop for a few more minutes. She is from our village.” One of them forced the guard,
who was holding the green lantern, to lower his arm.
“Bharjaiji, how is Sardarji? Why didn’t he come with you for a darshan of Panja Sahib?” an elderly Muslim
asked.
My mother pulled her dupatta a little lower and said in a barely audible whisper:
“Sardarji is no more.”
“What? Moola Singhji has passed away? Was he ill?”
Ma remained silent. I replied:
“He had an ulcer in his stomach. One day, it suddenly burst and the following day he died.”
“He was a very good man. May God give him a place in his dargah,” one of them prayed. There was silence
for a few moments.
“Bharjaiji, are your children well?”
“Thanks to Waheguruji, they are well,” Ma said softly.
Lots of voices rose simultaneously and said, “May Allah give them a long life.”
“Bharjaiji, why don’t you come back here with your children?” someone said. Lots of voices spoke at the same
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time:
“Yes, Bharjaiji, come back here … come back.” There was a chorus of voices from the platform:
“Come back here … come back.”
I heard Mamaji, who was standing behind me, mutter angrily:
“Scoundrels! First they beat us and drive us out of here, now they want us to come back. Thugs!” But the
people standing on the platform had not heard him. They continued to repeat:
“Bharjaiji, come back here with your children. When will you return? You couldn’t have forgotten your
village? Bharjaiji, do come back …”
My mother was unable to say anything. She continued to adjust her dupatta and bow to everyone with folded
hands. The guard, who had moved away from the crowd, raised the green lantern once more and blew his whistle.
The engine hooted. The train started. The crowd walked alongside our compartment.
“All right, Bharjaiji, salaam.”
“Alright, son, salaam.”
“Give Ravel Singh my salaam.”
“Give everyone our salaam!”
My mother stood with her hands folded and said something which couldn’t be heard over the noise. The train
slowly gathered speed. We leaned out of the window and folded our hands. The crowd stood on the platform and
continued to wave to us.
After the train left the station, I pushed the gifts aside and turned to say something to my mother.
She was crying uncontrollably. Tears were flowing down her face as if a dam had burst. She wiped her eyes
again and again with her dupatta.
The train reached the bridge over the Jhelum. It roared and clattered over it.

† The River Jhelum and the bridge from Sarai Alamgir side †
I leaned out of the window to look at the Jhelum bridge. I had heard that it was very strong. I watched the
bridge, made of iron and stone, rush past me in the night. I looked down. It was pitch dark down below, but I
knew that the river, with its clear and cool water, flowed quietly under that bridge of iron and stone.
32.225 Deep As The Ocean\fn{by Sharwan Kumar Verma (1930- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India
(M) 10
I have been standing here a long time. I feel tired—drained of the slightest urge to go back home or even to the
dharmshala. A strange sadness, an inarticulate pain, merely grows by the instant, washes over me like a tidal
wave, leaving me frozen, immobile, listless. I wonder if it isn’t the same kind of pain which drove Gautam to
abandon his home.
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Night has descended upon the river. The lights of the ghat are shimmering on the undulating surface of the
water. After the evening aarti, a silence, at once holy and mysterious, like the Divine Being itself, has thickened
inside the temples. I see a band of sadhus sitting around a bonfire on the bank across the river. A touching
sadness, as in a verse by Kabir,\fn{ India poet and mystic (1440?-1518).} permeates the atmosphere, inevitably turning a
man’s thoughts to introspection. I think as I gaze at the Ganges: why not renounce the world and become a sadhu
myself, for maybe in the ways of a sadhu I might eventually find some solace—salvation even.
I sit down. The steps leading up to the abode of Lord Vishnu have become cold; the same lifeless chill that fills
our home hangs in the atmosphere. The ghat is desolate. The sadhu with the matted long hair, who had stared at
me a while, has long since crossed the bridge, clip-clopping in his wooden sandals. The earthen lamps I had lit
and then committed to the river in the hope that they would illuminate the path along which Parvati’s soul would
move have all floated away, far away to the distant sea. A feeble light bums at a distance, watching everything
around with a quiet sadness—the same sadness with which Parvati, her hands holding the bars, used to watch the
children playing from behind her window.
Parvati was not a relative, not even a distant one. She was not a neighbor either. She had sublet a wing of our
house and lived there with her widowed paternal aunt—her phuphi. But that was a long time ago. As an orphan,
Parvati was brought up by her phuphi. One morning, grandmother just had their household stuff picked up and
piled out in the alley because she said she needed the space.
And why not? Father was getting married. Grandmother had started loving my mother even before she was
born. In away, grandmother had chosen my mother for her daughter-in-law while she was still in her mother’s
womb. Thus mother was a part of this household almost from the instant she had been conceived.
Grandmother, the daughter of a land-steward and the wife of a police officer, had always had her way. Her
authority extended over everybody and everything: even the birds hesitated to flap their wings without her
approval—so I was told. (But how could that be?) Grandmother didn’t live long enough to see me born and flew
away to the distant skies where God rules Satan and Heaven and Hell. What might she be doing up there—I
wonder. Perhaps watching birds fly.
Thrown out of our house, Parvati and her ageing phuphi took to living in a neighboring house. And she lived in
that house right up to the day she died. Parvati’s phuphi was both poor and old. She tried her best to marry Parvati
off to someone, but Parvati herself would have none of that. She persistently refused to get married. And after her
phuphi had died there was no longer anyone to bother her about that.
Parvati was not one of us. Still I liked her very much. I felt she was one of our own—one whom you consider
your own in your heart, in your very soul—one who permeates your thoughts and is always close to you no matter
where you might be.
Parvati’s window overlooked the vacant lot in which the neighborhood children played marbles, raised a lot of
noise, fought and soon became friends again; for all those little things appeared very charming after the long
incarceration at school and the oppressive plethora of rules one had to abide by at home. I too made for the lot
almost the minute I returned from school. God knows why it was so nice to stand leaning against the wall of her
house. Maybe because a whirring sound came from that wall behind which she sat before her sewing machine
stitching clothes for people in the neighborhood. Whenever her face appeared at the window we instinctively
knew that she needed a needle or buttons or had simply run out of thread. In such moments my heart beat fitfully,
out of fear that she might ask me to run the errand. What then? Would I have the heart to say “No!”, especially
after I’d secretly wanted all along for something she wanted done? Yes, after I had been swept over by the warmth
of her personality, the sheer music of her voice, would my legs carry me out of the alley to the shop where those
things were sold? Had my mother not already told me, and in no uncertain terms, never to talk to Parvati?
But Parvati—she never asked me. Her traveling gaze would stop briefly on my face, then she would smile, as
if she were reading my thoughts, while I wondered: how nice it is to be a grown-up! To be able to do all that! She
would have someone else run her errand, and my heart would die out like a coal suddenly doused with water. I
would lose all my marbles, one after the other, finding a strange, soothing pleasure in the act of losing.
“Parvati smiled at me,” I would tell didi, my older sister.
“Sh-sh-sh! Not so loud. Mother will hear.”
“But why does mother always tell us not to talk to her?”
“She’s our enemy—that’s why.”
Mother said Parvati was not a good woman, else somebody’d marry her. And she practiced black magic to
boot. I’d heard that sorceresses turned men into wolves and dogs and locked them up so that they’d never again
become free. Suddenly, in the midst of a game of marbles, I would look up at her apprehensively, but she never
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struck me as a sorceress. Her face was round and beautiful, her eyes large and black, and she always wore her hair
loose, which sometimes sort of frightened me a little. Mostly she reminded me of the silver Lakshmi standing on a
pedestal in mother’s prayer room. Why was it that mother, who prayed so ardently before Lakshmi, put flower
strings round her neck and offered her aarti, had only insults and the crudest invectives for Parvati?
When I asked father about it he looked at me as though he wasn’t looking at, but rather straight through me. A
strange look, which even frightened me at times. It had a way of disarming you so that you never felt safe and had
this odd feeling about your secret being let out, and once your secret was let out what was your life worth? What
was the meaning of your life? Granted, a man’s personality must always carry a measure of mystery about it, if
only to make him feel a little important. But that peculiar way of looking—it always made me feel strangely
uneasy. It also made me feel quite angry with myself, for not being able to look back at him in exactly his own
way.
What I saw on him was a face, a nose, a pair of ears, hands and feet—for right from my childhood, mother had
hammered into my brain to recognize the aggregate of these parts as my father. (Maybe that’s what every mother
tells her child. Maybe that’s how she deceives her innocent one.) But a father is never what meets the eye; rather
he is one who lives deep down inside the man we see as our father. Most of us are never able to see that other,
real father; only too ready to believe in the truth of only what meets the eye.
“Is Parvati really a sorceress?” I’d ask.
“There is no such thing as sorcery.”
“Then why does mother keep telling us—”
“Man must believe only that about which he is certain.”
“Go on, spoil him,” Mother, who’d pop in from God knows where on such occasions, would say.
Here I was just beginning to enjoy what father had said and my heart wanted to stay with him, and, well, there
she was, spoiling everything.
“Now go!” she would order. “Go and study your lesson.”
Father would drift off into silence. You felt he wasn’t even there. I would leave, while mother jabbered away at
him. But he never talked back to or interfered with mother. He quietly accepted all she said and lived indifferently
in the house. And yet, mother would always be unhappy with him. Whenever she spoke to him her eyes remained
cold, her forehead gathered into deep wrinkles, her tone was invariably harsh. Her voice would resonate
everywhere in the house for a long time, while we children, overcome by fear, skulked away into corners amidst a
slowly rising crescendo of father’s gurgling hookah. He would be puffing away furtively, buried in his favorite
armchair, his head hung low, his lips sealed.
Why doesn’t father ever lose his temper and roar as Godi’s daddy does, or Dali’s? I wondered. Why doesn’t he
ask mother to shut up for once?
To avoid mother’s cold stare I’d sneak into the prayer room where the silver Lakshmi stood covered by flowers
wrapped in the pungent smell of sandal and loban incense. Here mother reverentially bowed in long worship
rituals. But I could not recall ever seeing father enter that room, though I often heard him talk about religion, the
soul, and the Creator. What he said was terribly fascinating, even if it made hardly any sense to me at all in those
days. Standing before the image of Lakshmi I often asked myself why mother, in spite of her unusual devotion
and piety, was only too ready to pick a fight with father? Why must she always sulk? Why was she always so
edgy and irritable? Couldn’t she show us a little kindness—a kiss, or even an occasional hug, maybe? Even when
she offered us milk, it was never without a crippling grimace; or food without a stare that petrified us so. While
Dali’s mother—she did everything for her daughter with such love and feeling. She talked gently, did Dali’s hair
herself and tied it with a ribbon, and walked her to the door and sent her off to school full of smiles waving, “Tata!”\fn{The casual British good-bye, brought by the colonial power.} And mother, she never washed our hands and faces,
why, she didn’t even bother to come and check us at night, or tuck us in, or read us stories. I’m not even sure she
could sing a lullaby. Oh yes, she does know how to scold, to blow her top.
“Go kill yourself. Just leave me alone. Go ask your father.”
These I remember well.
Still she was our mother, the one who gave birth to us. That evening, too, when she stepped out of father’s
room, babbling away as usual, her forehead was riddled with furrows.
I had sneaked into the prayer room and hidden myself in a corner. I soon found myself watching a little mouse
that had just jumped out from behind the low wooden stool and was looking everywhere in the room with a pair
of round, frightened eyes. It would jump to the batasha sugar-drops, nibble at one of them a little, then scurry
away. From the batashas to the wall a stream of ants formed an unbroken line. Every now and then two ants
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confronted each other, stopped briefly to exchange greetings, perhaps—‘Hello! How do you do? Where are you
headed?’—and then moved along their ways. I felt strangely relaxed in my corner. It was far cozier than the
depressing chill and gloom that pervaded the house. Ensconced in my corner I was still busy watching the mouse
and the ants when all of a sudden mother walked into the room. The moment she saw me, she sort of flung herself
upon me, grabbing my hand and dragging me out of the room.
“Stealing batashas, eh?”
Yes, there was a time when I used to steal batashas. Not any more. Not after she’d slapped me in the face and
hammered into my brain that stealing amounted to SIN. I never did it again. But, alas, mother—she was always
suspicious. She trusted no one except herself. And since she never gave a moment’s thought before she said
anything, anything at all, she never had to regret anything either. She had charged me with stealing and now stood
glowering at me.
I decided I wouldn’t reply. She won’t believe a word, anyway. What’s the use? Why waste the effort? So I kept
quiet.
“All of you are headed straight for hell,” she gave the verdict, foaming. “A sleazy pack of sinners—that’s what
you all are.”
Just then father, who had walked out of his room ready to leave for a stroll, his cane in his hand, caught
mother’s last words and froze in his stride.
“Go!” mother turned to him. “Go for your stroll—why ruin your fun!'
Venom dribbled out of her mouth.
“Why—you never even thought you had a home to mind, that your children are growing up to be thieves.
Dammit, what do you care!”
“I haven’t stolen anything,” I told father.
“It behooves God, not us, to judge man, for He alone knows the truth.”
Mother clenched her teeth, out of hate and anger.
“Just remember this, all of you are destined for hell. Oh, you will remember! You’ll pay dearly, perhaps seven
births in a row, for all your sins.”
Then she turned to me.
“Get lost! Go, do your lesson!”
And then:
“Heavens, why are they all after me?”
That moment I felt a wave of hate surge up within me. She went on blabbering for some time. Gradually the
whole house was plunged into a grim, deathly stupor.
I grabbed a book and walked over to didi in the other room and sat down beside her. She was occupied with
her knitting. Obviously I was in no mood to study. I was wondering where father might have gone. He had no
friends, wasn’t interested in going to the movies either, nor had a hobby to speak of. What does he do? When he
returned, mother went and opened the door for him, and the same sentence which had been repeated practically
every evening was heard again:
“So you’ve had your evening stroll?”
She would follow him up the stairs. Everyone would be asleep—everyone, that is, except me. I often thought I
might go and open the door for him, but lacked the courage to do that even once.
That evening again I’d made my way to the lot with my pockets full of marbles. To tell the truth, I was less
interested in the marbles than I was in Parvati. I was dying to know what it was that made mother always swear at
Parvati, and if Parvati was really a sorceress, how did she go about her job.
During the course of play that day, I stepped on a piece of glass and cut my foot. Blood gushed out of the
wound. I was so scared of mother I couldn’t even cry. On such occasions she knew only how to talk with her
hands. All the boys, being too dazed to do anything to stop the bleeding, stood sort of mutely around me in a
circle. Just then Parvati’s face appeared behind the window.
“What happened?” she asked.
“Pappu’s cut his foot. Lots of blood …”
Seconds later she was sitting beside me, holding my bleeding foot. A while later she straightened up and
helped me walk into her house, where she carefully washed the wound with a tuft of cotton soaked in alcohol. I
thrashed about from the peppery sting of alcohol burning into the raw wound. She bent over and blew over the
wound to cool it.
“Oh come on now. You are a man—aren’t you? Men don’t cry!”
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She smiled.
“Don’t be scared. Get up. Such things happen—all the time.”
The tone of her voice, the warmth, the glow of kindness radiating out of her, that closeness—they were all new
to me. Had mother been there instead, she would have first slapped me in the face, thundering, “Were you blind?
Why must you keep making life miserable for me? Heavens, there’s a fresh headache every day!” and only then
asked didi, “Girl, dress his foot!”
Aghast, yet with great longing, I found myself looking at Parvati. Now, just now—I felt—she will perform her
voodoo, chant “abracadabra” and turn me instantaneously into a lamb. Fear wriggled deep down my guts
somewhere, like the snake which, although it is never seen anywhere, is yet felt to be present in every dark place.
“What are you staring at me for?” she asked, smiling again.
“You are going to turn me into a quail with your magic—aren’t you?” I voiced my fear.
“Now, now,” she burst out laughing. “Is that so? Who told you that?”
I kept quiet. A sudden feeling of revolt against mother gripped my heart. I don’t know why, but it did seem to
me that this was my chance to avenge myself on mother. I muttered:
“Mother did.”
Parvati abruptly sobered up, but, almost just as quickly, returned to her former light-heartedness. She was once
again smiling. I’d thought she would hate mother, let loose a barrage of insults against her, and would thus satisfy
my feeling for revenge, but she did nothing of the sort; instead, she merely smiled and smothered that fiery
feeling.
“How does one perform magic?” I asked her.
“There is no such thing as magic,' she replied, dressing my wound. “Man lives by love and kindness, not by
magic. Those who are able to love are in turn loved by God.”
“Pitaji says that too.”
Parvati gave me a deep look, then picked up the bottle of alcohol and walked over to the medicine chest.
Just then mother’s voice rose outside. She was calling me. Perhaps somebody had squealed on me. I was
frightened. Parvati drew me near, patted my head gently, and said in a soft voice:
“That is your mataji.”
I raised my frightened eyes at her and nodded, wondering that she might now, after all, use her witchcraft and
change me into a quail, so that mother would not find me there.
“Don’t be afraid,” Parvati said. “Those who are afraid can make themselves feel pretty miserable. You haven’t
committed a sin. Come,” she held my hand gently and led me out of the house.
Outside, mother glowered at me and quickly grabbed my hand, afraid that I might fly away. Parvati said to
mother:
“He’s cut his foot on a piece of glass. I’ve cleaned the wound. At home, you might want to treat it with a little
bit of iodine. Please don’t worry.”
“Yes, yes, I know,” mother replied curtly. Mother dragged me to the house, where she took me to the upper
floor and stood me before father.
“Now,” she began, frothing and foaming with rage, “just look at your son’s doing! Ask him where he’s been.
Come on, ask him!”
Pitaji gave me a deep look and then lowered his face.
“Nobody ever listens to me in this house,” mother complained. “They’ll do everything and anything, except
what I want or say.”
She suddenly grabbed me and shook me all over, demanding harshly:
“Speak up! Where have you been?”
“I was out playing.”
“Out playing—don’t hand me that, you—look at me, tell me what the hell you went to that slut’s house for?”
“I didn’t. She herself took me in.”
Fear made me say that.
“Don’t you see?” mother looked at father. “Let me tell you, and make no mistake about it, someday all this is
going to end up in a very bad way. Dammit, she took him inside to treat and dress the wound—the slut. As if she
has more in her heart for him than I do—his mother. Why, the whore, she wants to destroy my boy with her evil
magic. She has no child of her own, so she can’t bear the sight of others’ children. The bitch!—she’s especially
after me. What harm have I ever done her? Tell me, God. Why doesn’t she die! Look at her, how she struts about
pink with health.”
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Father just sat there with his head hung low. His hands were pressed against the arm-rests and his legs shook
nervously. He was biting hard into his lower lip.
Meanwhile mother’s anger grew worse. She gave me a whack on the back and then kicked me and said:
“If I catch you at that slut’s again, I will break your legs. Remember that!”
Then she dragged me out of the room and added:
“No food for you today.”
That night father again returned from his walk quite late. When mother, exhausted after a full day’s bickering
and spewing fire, had finally gone to bed, he came over to me. I hadn’t been able to sleep because of my hunger. I
saw him stand in the room for a while, all the time looking at me in the dark, and then walk back out, leaving a
packet behind by the headboard. 1 groped for the packet in the darkness with my fumbling fingers and then
opened it. It had sandwiches, a few pastries and buns inside. For one long moment, lying listless in my bed, my
fingers fumbled with the food, and tears welled up in my eyes. Suddenly I felt how much I loved pitaji and how,
finally, I had been able to see inside the man who had just walked out the room.
I ate lying in my bed and then drifted off to sleep. The next morning mother broke into a bitter argument with
father over the packet. Father, a man of few words, only said that he couldn’t bear the sight of children kept
hungry. That did it. She flared up some more and hit the roof. And she vomited out whatever came to her mind.
Father, as was his habit, remained quiet.
“You want my own children to lose all respect for me! You encourage them to stand up against me! What do
you want? Should I leave the house? Is that it? Not a chance! I am not going to leave that easily.”
And the same bitter cries and tears once again. The same cold hearth and an atmosphere as pale and icy as
death.
That evening when father went out for his walk, he took me along. It was the first time he had allowed any of
his children to accompany him. We had no idea how it felt to stroll down the streets holding our father’s hand, to
pester him with demands for every little plaything that we saw in the market or to buy us sweets.
So I liked being led by him along streets, to watch all kinds of people walk past me; for the experience was
filled with a certain comfort, a feeling of protection. Above all, it somehow made me feel big, almost an adult.
Those very streets with their myriad objects, people and scenes, had suddenly taken on an aura so palpably
different from when I walked them alone on my way to and from school. They no longer appeared quite so
unfamiliar, aloof or uneven, or oppressive enough to make the nearest thing look distant and inaccessible, and
leave you feeling all alone in the midst of so much activity.
We walked all the way to the temple and sat down there. I was watching the fish pond, while pitaji’s eyes
seemed to be looking at the temple spire blazing in the sunlight falling directly upon it. I was overcome by the
desire to dive into the pond and swim with the fish. Bands of people were coming to the temple, others were
leaving, holding flowers and other offerings in their hands.
“Why did you go to Parvati’s?” father abruptly asked me.
Just then a fish, after nibbling briefly near the flower floating close by, plunged deeper into the water.
“Father, is Parvati really a bad woman?” I asked.
“You see that flower, don’t you?” he said. “Now if someone asked you what that is, you probably wouldn’t
think twice to say that it is a flower. But could you say just as confidently what lies at the bottom of the pond, or
what lies at the bottom of the sea? You absolutely cannot. You know why? Because you have not reached down to
the bottom to see for yourself what lies there. Those who learn by hearsay, hardly learn as well as they should; but
those who dive and search, they alone learn as well as one should. Moreover, they understand.”
I couldn’t understand then what pitaji meant, but I do remember I immensely liked the way he put his
thoughts. His voice—heavy and grave—seemed to reach straight down to the heart and infinitely please it, quite
like the winter sun falling gently upon mustard fields and filling the body with caressing warmth. Sitting there by
the temple, father looked as transparent as a piece of glass: I could look straight through this man, who was so
completely different from the man I had always seen sitting slumped over in his armchair, puffing away at his
hookah, supremely indifferent to the world around him.
He told me I could go inside the temple if I wanted to. Of course I did. So I went in and walked straight over to
the statues, awash in an immense feeling of well-being. I was happy. Yes, it was nice to be there, to be able to see
those prodigious images covered with gold, silver and flowers, that enormous hall with its ceiling painted in
silver, and those gorgeous columns of glittering gold. Then, overcome by a sudden impulse, I slowly closed my
eyes and joined my hands in prayer. I prayed that mother would stop fighting with father and swearing at Parvati.
(That prayer was never answered.) Then I came out of the hall and saw father busy feeding the fish. He’d pinch a
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little dough, roll it between his thumb and index finger and drop it into the pond. By now a whole school of fish
had swarmed up to the surface.
“Shall we go back home?” he asked.
We walked out of the temple area. Noticing how other children were receiving toys and sweets from their
parents, father offered to buy me anything I wanted. But I declined. I told him about my prayer. He looked ahead
of him and said:
“Yes, that’s a nice idea. You must always pray for mother.”
“Father, why does mother always fight with you?”
“That’s not her fault.”
“Whose fault is it then?”
“No one’s—perhaps.”
“Father, it says in my book that one must not curse others, or break their hearts, or fight with them; instead,
one must love people.”
“Yes. Books say that.”
He didn’t say anything after that. As we approached the house I looked up at his face. It was once again lined
with dark shadows of suffering and immense loneliness. His entire body had assumed the rigidity of stone. All of
a sudden, he had become very distant. A stranger once again.
Parvati didn’t appear behind her window for many days, nor did her sewing machine whir behind the wall.
One evening Gogi told us that Parvati hadn’t been feeling well and lay all alone in her room. A strong desire to
visit her gripped my heart, but I was mortally afraid of mother. She’d already told me that she would break my
legs—hadn’t she? So one evening as I walked along with father I told him:
“Father, Parvati’s down with fever.”
He was gazing at the treetop silhouetted against the far horizon. My words made him look at me. But it was a
vacant look. I felt his fingers were shaking. Something seemed to be melting away on his face. Then he tore his
vacant gaze away from me and trained it back upon the distant horizon behind the arch of the tree. He sank into a
deep quiet.
We went to the temple again. He bought some dough and quickly busied himself with feeding the fish, while I
scampered off into the temple hall. When I emerged I found his gaze silently intent upon the temple door. When
he saw me he quickly got up and came forward to meet me. He put his hand on my shoulder gently, but didn’t say
a word.
“I prayed to God that He make Parvati well again soon.”
Father still remained wordless, only the pressure of his hand increased somewhat on my shoulder; he seemed
to be melting away little by little and gently, almost imperceptibly, permeating my own being. I asked:
“Father, why don’t you ever go inside the temple?”
“When a man grows up, he loses the truth. And he begins to fear.”
“Fear who? God?”
“No, not God, but his own weakness. His sins. For He who is not seen, nevertheless sees everything.”
“What is sin, Father? Is stealing batashas and then eating them sin, as mother says? Is it true that the thief goes
to hell?”
“Sin is recognizing something as true and still shying away from acting upon it. Sinners are those who lack the
courage to take the right step. For them this world is already a hell and they live in grief.”
I went to Parvati’s the next evening. Fear of mother hissed like a snake for a moment but I quickly overcame it.
A lantern glowed dimly in her room, enhancing the sense of gloom even more. She lay wrapped up in a blanket on
a cot set snug along the wall. Her face was pale, her lips parched, and her hair a mess. She looked very weak and
frail.
“Pappu,” she called to me almost as soon as she saw me enter.
I rushed to her and put my hand on the edge of her bed. She managed to free her hand from the blanket and put
it on mine. She made me sit down on the bed quite close to her.
Suddenly I felt as though I was a part of Parvati. The feeling of heaviness, which had hung over me throughout
the past few days, lifted suddenly at the merest touch of her hand. I felt a pleasant harmony within myself and
with the world at large.
“I prayed for you last evening in the temple,” I said. “I prayed for you to get well soon.”
“Why?”
I myself didn’t know why. I sat on the bed in wordless silence, quietly absorbing the gentle, soothing warmth
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that poured out of her fingers. She ran her tongue over her terribly dry lips and said:
“Suppose your mother found out about that?”
“No, she won’t. Pitaji will never tell her. You know, mother keeps fighting with him all the time. Guess what?
He never took any of us along on his stroll before. He does now. But only me. And you know, he says all kind of
nice things. I used to be afraid of him. Not any more. He talks when he’s out of the house, never at home.”
“And what does he talk about?”
The truth is, I had never been able to know or understand even a tenth of what he said, and even that tenth
would have been impossible to relate to Parvati now. So I decided to stay quiet. After a while I said:
“Mother says that you are a bad woman—very bad, and that you are our enemy.”
She stared at the ceiling for the longest time. Then she broke out laughing and said:
“So why have you come to me?”
“But I like you. I like you a lot. You are very nice.”
She hugged me spontaneously. After a while she asked me exactly what father, too, had asked me to do, and I
wondered how, being so far apart, they could both think alike.
“You prayed for me—good. Now you must also pray for your mother. You will—won’t you?”
She asked about my school, what I was studying, what I wanted to become after my education was over, and
how I would like to live. Mother had never asked me about myself or my future with such engaging concern, nor
for that matter, had father; why, even I had never thought about these things, least of all what I wanted to do in the
future.
That evening, throwing all other considerations to the winds, I went out to get Parvati her medicine. As I was
returning, Mother saw me and asked who I was taking the medicine to, but I didn’t care to reply and scurried off
to Parvati. After I gave her the medicine I returned home. I saw mother planted before father with both her hands
on her waist, talking with the vehemence and authority of a real police chief. I even heard her mention my name
along with Parvati’s a couple of times, so I knew right away that I was the object of her wrath. I tried to slip
unnoticed into my room, but Mother somehow sensed my presence and in one fell swoop jumped at me and
grabbed me by the scruff of my neck.
“Where the hell are you fleeing to, huh? Dammit, you come right here!”
She dragged me all the way to father and stood me up before him:
“Go ahead, kill him. What are you telling me all this for? What can I do?” father said with extreme
indifference and annoyance.
“It is you who is out to kill me,” mother hissed, overcome by rage. “Go on, spoil him. Turn his head
completely. Take him out for strolls and stuff him with all kinds of garbage against me. Dammit, you’re waiting
for the day I’m dead, only then will you find peace. Oh, how you make these brats despise me!”
Mother was crying now, drying her tears with the edge of her sari. Her pathetic screams made my older
brother and sister rush to the scene, but they merely stood in the doorway peering apprehensively inside.
“Why did you go there? WHY? WHY? WHY?” father demanded in a crisp voice.
I was terrified. That was the first, absolutely the first time I had seen him lose his temper. His nostrils flared,
his lips trembled, and his face seemed to be, on fire. He gave me such a whack on my cheeks that I lost my
balance. He thundered again:
“Dammit, what is she to you? Why did you ever go there?”
By now he had deftly removed the long stem of his hookah and was lashing randomly at me with it, always
repeating a single question:
“What is she to you?”
He flayed me until the stem itself gave way. Mother, who had stopped crying in the meantime, looked at me
with genuine horror. Father threw the broken stem away and slumped down in his armchair, exhausted, broken,
his hands and feet shaking violently. I don’t know why but suddenly 1 felt such a strong love for him and an
equally strong hate for mother.
“You’ve nearly killed the boy!” mother said, leaning against the wall. “You should rather have gone and asked
the slut. She is after me. May all kinds of worms wriggle in her body! May she be blinded for seven births in a
row!”
“Cut out that crap!” father roared. This was absolutely the first time I had seen pitaji speak that way. Mother
shut up immediately and the whole house was suddenly plunged into thick silence.
In my heart I was happy, incredibly happy about father having finally lost his temper. I stood and just barely
managed to keep myself together as I wobbled to my bed and collapsed on it, aching all over my body. Father put
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on his jacket and stomped out of the house. Behind him mother kept cursing and swearing at Parvati for a long
time. I lay in my bed. My whole body burned and ached. A strong desire to cry overwhelmed me, but not a tear
rolled out my eyes—they seemed to have dried up forever.
Father returned home unusually late that evening. I could hear him pacing round and round crazily for a long
time inside his room. A death-like hush hung over the house. Mother had long since retired for the night. I was
wide awake. Then suddenly, I sensed pitaji approaching my room with short, heavy strides. I held my breath and
lay perfectly still. Even with my eyes closed I could feel his presence near me. He stood bent over me, his eyes
fixed on me in a pensive stare. After some time he sat down on my bed and started caressing my body, his fingers
gently soaking up all that burning sensation from my tense, aching muscles.
Suddenly I was well again. Light and weightless as a feather. Tears, dried up earlier, gushed from my eyes,
whence they trickled over my cheeks and continued downward to drench my neck. I could not open my eyes. I
knew pitaji’s face would be sad, forlorn and anguished, and I wouldn’t be able to bear the sight of it. After some
time he got up and left the room. I fell asleep, even though I hadn’t had a morsel to eat.
I couldn’t go to school for a few days, nor out to play. During this time mother didn’t fight with father at all;
still the atmosphere at home bore down on me with its crushing grimness and chill. I had no means of finding how
Parvati felt. I couldn’t ask anyone about her. Father had become even more withdrawn and distant. He would just
sit mute and immobile in his armchair for hours on end, his head bent low, puffing at his hookah, or else lost in
reading something. Once in a while he’d come and look at me from a distance and go back. After I had recovered
and could move about again, he took me out for a stroll, and I allowed myself willingly to forget how mercilessly
he had thrashed me only a few days ago. Walking by the river along the guard rail on a bed of brown, dried leaves
he told me:
“The beating you take inside you, the one meted out by your conscience, is far worse than the beating you take
on your body. You’ve sustained this blow, but I’m not so sure that you would be able to bear the one given by
your conscience. So never go against it!”
*
One after the other, the school years rolled by. I now met Parvati without fear. Even though the gray in her hair
had begun to show, she still kept it untied. One or two times I even asked about her penchant for wearing her hair
loose, but she never did give a convincing reply. She’d simply laugh and ask a question of her own:
“Pappu, why do you ask that?”
“Don’t call me Pappu any more.”
“Why not? Have you changed?”
“I am a grown up now.”
“Oh. Maybe to yourself. To me you are still the same little Pappu who cried when he cut his foot on a piece of
glass.”
That’s how our conversation would go off the track, leaving my question about her hair unanswered. Mother
apparently didn’t care any more about my calling on Parvati. Didi had been married off and bhaiyya, my brother,
had gone away to live in the hostel. Mother—it looked as though she had run out of steam, finally.
But father was still very much his old self. He still vigorously puffed away at his hookah, buried in his armchair, his head hung low.
*
I made it to college. Now, when I could understand his ideas a little, father had become even more reticent. My
life was gradually extending beyond the house to the vast outside world, and it all felt quite exciting and strange.
Everything seemed to acquire a new meaning, take on a different aspect, a different shade. Outwardly it was the
same old world; inwardly though, it no longer was the same.
At college I met Mala. Time brought us closer. Parvati, without my telling her anything myself, somehow
knew that a young woman had entered my life and had crowded my dreams.
“Tell me who she is. Come on …”
“Oh nobody.”
I’d feel shy.
“Blushing like a girl all over, eh? Why must you hide it from me?”
“She’s a classmate.”
And then in the feeble light of the lantern that evening I told Parvati the whole story. She listened to every
word with perfect concentration, then drifted off into silence. I asked her:
“What are you thinking?”
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“Ahhhhh!” She was startled. “Oh nothing. Tell me, how does she look? You will introduce me to her—won’t
you? Bring her along some day.”
The three of us met in a park. It was only after considerable hesitation that Parvati finally consented to meet
Mala in the park, and only for my sake, she made it quite plain.
She met Mala with such a feeling of familiarity, as though she’d known her all along. Both chattered on for
quite some time, feeling marvelously close to each other. I felt almost excluded, even lonely. I wanted Mala to
talk to me, pay attention to me, but she seemed to have been completely fascinated by Parvati. Later Mala told me
how much she liked Parvati.
Then time drove a wedge between Mala and myself. A wall had suddenly been pulled up between us. I began
to feel worried. My anxiety couldn’t remain hidden from Parvati. One day she asked me:
“Have you spoken to Mala about marriage?”
“No.”
“Why?”
“What’s the use? She is a Brahmin and we, as you know, are Khatris. My parents …”
A totally unexpected shade appeared on Parvati’s face, which now looked terribly vacant and, as if, cast in
stone. She snapped,
“Didn’t you know that when you first met her? Didn’t you really know she was Brahmin and you, Khatri.”
“I believe I did.”
“And you’d also thought that your parents wouldn’t let you marry her, and …?”
“No, I didn’t think about it then,” I replied, feeling guilty.
“Well then, why did you go on seeing her?”
I let my face hang.
“Tell me, why did you go on seeing her?”
Parvati’s stem and demanding tone conveyed her anger.
“So you kept on deluding her all along. You thought that she, Mala, after all, was a woman. That you could
take her for granted. That it was well within your right to leave her one day? And being a woman, she, the poor
thing, would soon reconcile to her fate after shedding a few worthless tears. Is that it? You should be ashamed of
yourself. Is that all you’ve learnt? If you lacked the courage, the smallest courage, why did you continue playing
that game with her? Why did you continually hold out hope to her? Ah, little do you know what a woman is! A
face, a pair of legs, merely a body—that’s all you think she is. How about love? What does love mean to a
woman? Do you also know that?”
“But her parents—”
“What about them? Have you talked to her about that?”
She peeked into my eyes.
“Don’t give me that; I know everything. I know I can always personally talk the matter over with her parents.
And I also know they would eventually come round. They will consent.”
“But—”
“Why foist your own weakness upon her?” she blurted out, irritably. “It’s true that a woman can be shy. But
once she’s found love, a man’s lasting, invincible love, she can endure incredible hardship, she can even challenge
a mountain. You told Mala you loved her—didn’t you? Now what is so wrong in marrying her? What have caste
and creed got to do with body and soul? Perhaps you didn’t know that without marriage a woman—”
She abruptly stopped, resuming a split second later:
“Anyway, you go talk to your pitaji. I’m sure he will understand. I’m sure he won’t object to this marriage. I’m
confident he will bless you with his consent.”
Parvati said this with so much certainty, as though she’d already talked the matter over with father.
I didn’t go to Parvati’s for a few days. I still hadn’t come to a decision. But Parvati—she had already met
Mala. God knows what had got into her head that made her persist in her demand that I marry Mala.
Finally, after many days, when I did go to see Parvati, I found out that she was ill. She lay in her bed. Almost
the minute she saw me, she asked me about Mala. I told her quite frankly that I just couldn’t talk to father about
the matter. I didn’t have the nerve to. That made her extremely peevish. I talked to her without much interest or
enthusiasm for as long as I stayed with her.
The day her condition took a turn for the worse and she was admitted to the hospital, I found father pacing
about in his room in quiet desperation, burdened with stress. Once he even grabbed his cane and managed to step
out of his room, but that was as far as he did or could go. He never made it past the staircase. He returned and
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slumped over in his armchair and grabbed his hookah and furtively puffed away at it.
Parvati died the next day. Mala and I were beside her in her last moments. Parvati complained of severe chest
pains, yet she managed somehow to look at the two of us and smile pleasantly. When, however, she ventured to
say something, the doctor restrained her. Seconds later she gave up the ghost. She died of pneumonia.
I have dedicated flowers to Parvati. All that remains is a memory. The ghat is deserted and the feeble light
burning quietly in the distance appears distraught and terribly lonely. The window, with its bars, would be closed
now. I feel the gentle weight of a hand over. my shoulder. Perhaps it is the watchman. I must leave now.
No.
It is not the watchman. It is father. He is looking at the water, at the light shimmering across its undulating
surface, while I am peering inside him to the very bottom of his heart. I see before me a musical instrument with a
broken string.
236.198 Excerpt from On Balance: An Autobiography\fn{by Leila Seth (1930- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District,
Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 24
1
It was 20 October 1930, the day of Diwali. The eaves of my maternal grandfather’s single-storied bungalow on
14 Jopling Road in Lucknow, set amidst a sprawling garden, were delineated with earthen oil lamps, shining
brightly on the darkest night of the year. It was 8 p.m., and much to the joy of my parents, a girl had just been
born.
The nurses and others were also excited and thought that I should be named Lakshmi after the goddess of
wealth who was worshipped on that auspicious day. The doctor suggested that I should be called Raj Lakshmi, as
my father’s name was Raj Behari Seth. And for a few days I was Raj Lakshmi, the presiding goddess of
prosperity.
But my father did not want such a grandiloquent name. He favoured something shorter and decided that I
should be called Meera. My mother, Chanda, objected strongly to that name, pointing out that the legendary
Meerabai had deserted her husband. Even though it was for the love of Lord Krishna, my mother thought this
behaviour unacceptable. As a compromise I was named Leila, the playful one, engaged in the play of universal
energy.
Seventy-three years ago\fn{From 2003} it was quite unusual for parents in India—or indeed in most countries—
to be so delighted about the birth of a girl. (Even these days it isn’t always the case.) But my parents were
different, exceptional and progressive. They had been influenced by Western culture and education. My father was
in the Imperial Railway Service run by the British government, and my mother, born in 1906, had studied at a
missionary school. They already had two sons, Raj Kumar (or Michi) and Sushil Kumar (or Sashi) but were
longing for a daughter to complete their family. (They believed in both family planning and equity.) I was told
that my father had boldly announced at my birth that he had no intention of giving his baby girl a dowry when she
got married, and that when she grew up she would have to stand on her own two feet.
My parents gave me love and care and also taught me to think for myself. They treated me no differently from
my brothers and gave all of us the greatest gift, a good education. They also taught us to stand up and be counted
when we believed in something.
My mother and father came from different backgrounds. Dr Raghunandan Lal (Mehra), my mother’s father,
Babujee to all of us, was a strict disciplinarian. He had dropped the surname Mehra in the interests of promoting a
casteless society. He was handsome, well-dressed though short, and Westernized. He excelled at medical studies
and ultimately established and headed the Department of Radiology at the King George’s Medical College in
Lucknow. My grandfather never failed to remind us that he had had the occasion to meet Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
and to X-ray his wife, Kamala, who was suffering from tuberculosis. His own father had been a stationmaster,
who, though he had earned only ninety-nine rupees a month at the end of his career, had managed to put his son
through medical college.
My maternal grandmother died young, in the great influenza epidemic of 1918 that swept across India. My
mother, who was born when her father was eighteen and her mother fifteen, was the eldest child. The burden of
looking after her younger siblings, Shivnandan, Brijnandan, and Tara fell on her, an eleven-year-old. I wonder if it
was a coincidence that the elder sister was a moon (Chanda) and the younger a star (Tara). Indeed, one was as
beautiful as the full moon and the other was a singing star.
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It was difficult for Babujee to manage the family, especially after Chanda’s marriage in early 1921. So his
sisters persuaded him to remarry. The girl they chose for him was not beautiful, but educated and young.
Everybody except Babujee called her Bhabhijee. Her name was Ratan Bai Uppal and she came from Navashahar,
Doaba, near Jullunder in Punjab. They were married in 1924. In January 1928 they had a daughter, whom they
named Sheila. She is our aunt, but is two years younger than my eldest brother, Michi bhai, who was born in
December 1925. Bhabhijee herself was only two years older than my mother. And there was a gap of sixteen years
between the spouses, which was not uncommon in those days.
In fact, when my parents were married, my mother was fourteen and my father was twenty-seven, a difference
of thirteen years. Having studied at Isabella Thoburn School, she had all kinds of woolly thoughts about being
Westernized, calling her son-to-be “Sonny” and decorating her home with Victorian furniture. At school she had
been constantly admonished by her teachers when she spoke in Hindi. They would insist she should “speak in
English, think in English and dream in English.” Despite their efforts, I don’t think they succeeded in making her
do so.
My father, came from a more Indianized background. He belonged to the village of Biswan, near Sitapur in
eastern U.P., where his father, Manorath Prasad, ran a small shop selling kitchen utensils or bartans. From the
shop and the produce of his farmland he could afford to educate my father in the village school.
My grandfather died when my father was very young. It was a difficult time for my father’s mother. She
wasn’t educated and she was pregnant. She was worried that soon she would have seven children to look after.
Though she knew that they would not starve because of the joint family system, she was anxious about their
education. As a widow she had no income. Wisely and willingly she pawned the only big piece of gold jewelry
that she had, a waist belt or tagri, so that at least my father’s education would not suffer. After Daddy got a job,
one of the first things he did was to retrieve this tagri. My grandmother gave this to my mother on her marriage
and it remained a very precious possession.
My father had to really struggle even after joining government service, as he then had to look after three
younger brothers, Achal, Brahma, and Shanti, who was a posthumous child, and his elder sister, who was a child
widow. He also had to arrange the marriages of his two other sisters, Mangla and Kalyani.
My father had gone on a scholarship to the Thomason College of Civil Engineering, Roorkee, and there he
came into his own. He was very good at mathematics. But when he took his final examinations, which involved
not only mathematics but also drawing, he failed the drawing paper by three marks. In mathematics, he stood head
and shoulders above the other students, having secured a mark of 98 per cent. The examiners at Roorkee decided
to take away twelve marks from his mathematics score and give him three marks in drawing instead, so that he
could pass. Despite this juggling, my father stood first in the college and was awarded the gold and silver medals
for 1917 and 1918.
After that, it was an easy walk into the Imperial Railway Service—which is where he remained until his death
in 1942 in Calcutta. His early bosses were Englishmen, and it certainly influenced his way of thinking. When my
parents socialized at the club or at official functions with Westerners, my mother would smile and joke and carry
on a conversation with them. She would even shake hands with them if they extended theirs, something unheard
of for a young Indian woman—so much so, that this disgraceful behaviour was reported back to her mother-inlaw.
“Imagine holding hands in public with a man—and a white man at that!” went the gossips.
In 1933 my parents went to Europe, as my father had a six-month assignment there. Sashi bhai and I were left
in Banaras (or Varanasi) with my father’s younger brother, Achal Behari Seth, who was a doctor. Michi bhai had
been left in Lucknow with Babujee.
I fell seriously ill and started vomiting and purging. The diagnosis was cholera; I did not respond to treatment.
Sashi bhai, who was just four and half at the time, sensed the danger and watched over my cot like a little hawk.
My uncle was very worried: he did nor know how he would face his brother and sister-in-law if something
happened to me. He also feared that Babujee, the radiologist, who was Westernized, would accuse him of
negligence and inadequate hygiene. So Achal Chacha out of desperation decided to give me a double dose of the
medicine, accompanied by fervent prayers and puja. It worked and I survived, but I was left very weak and very
dark complexioned.
In Europe, apart from work, my parents ice-skated and skied, spent time with my father’s youngest brother,
Shanti, who was studying in Berlin, and did a lot of sight-seeing and museum-gazing. When they returned to
India, they could barely recognize me.
As I grew up, Daddy, who was a great tease, told me that I had in fact died; and that Achal Chacha, who did
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not know how to face my mother and him, decided to buy a girl child from Ramu Chamar, the local tanner, who
gladly parted with her. Chacha then dressed the child in my clothes and presented her to his brother and wife as
their Leila. Daddy told me this story so often that I started believing I was a changeling and one day went very
tearfully to my mother for confirmation. She took me in her arms and reassured me.
“Look at me carefully, don’t we look like each other? It’s a story totally made up by your father to let you
know that he doesn’t believe in caste and class and would love you even if you were a chamar’s daughter.” She
also scolded my father for joking about something so serious as his relationship with me.
*
In the thirties, the years of my birth and childhood, it seemed that the British Raj in India would continue
forever and that the sun would never set on its Empire. True, nationalist feelings were running high. Gandhi,
Nehru and Bhagat Singh were already well-known figures. But our little lives moved on undisturbed. Macaulay’s
English, the language of the rulers, still held sway and people were eager to learn it. Western education was much
sought after; Christian missionaries ran some of the best schools, and that was where we went to study. All the
lessons were in English and it became our language.
I write in English because English is the only language I know well. It is the language in which—unlike my
mother—I think and dream.
English was favoured in my immediate family even when the Quit India movement of 1942 started and there
was a great surge to boycott everything English, even the language. However, my grandfather, Babujee, who was
quite Anglicized and spoke good English, insisted that all of us now speak pure Hindi so that we were not known
as firanghis, a disparaging term for foreigners. So every day at tea time during our winter holidays in Lucknow,
we were forced to converse only in Hindi, without using a single English word, though the odd Urdu phrase was
allowed. The whole exercise was made to appear like a game and anyone who spoke in the forbidden language
had to pay a fine of one paisa per word. Many paisas were collected, especially from my brothers and me.
At my school in Loreto Convent, Darjeeling, the nuns were Irish and the medium of instruction, needless to
say, was English. But there was also an elderly Hindi teacher for us Indian students. We youngsters treated him,
an Indian, very badly and played truant from his class most of the time. Like English children, I called my parents
Daddy and Mummy. It was only after my father died and the Quit India movement was in full swing that Mummy
became Ma.
After Independence in 1947, and later in life too, I used to be embarrassed that I always thought in English,
and was reluctant to acknowledge this fact. I took my B.A. Honours degree in English from Calcutta University.
But as it was soon after Independence, the politically-correct attitude was that Indians must study and know an
Indian language, preferably Hindi. In fact, we were required to pass in Hindi to get the graduate degree. Some of
my friends managed to get an exemption, either because they had studied abroad for a few years or because they
had a parent who was not Indian or some other “valid” reason. But despite my best efforts I was not able to get
out of sitting the exam, especially as I belonged to the United Provinces (now Uttar Pradesh), where the language
spoken was Hindi.
When the B.A. results came out, my name was not on the list of those who had passed. I was distraught,
especially since I had been a very good student and had stood first in the whole of Bengal in the Senior
Cambridge examination of 1946. Upon inquiry I learnt that I had got very high marks in my English Honours
papers but had failed in Hindi by three marks and consequently had a so-called “compartment” in it: I was
permitted to sit for the Hindi exam again after about three months and if I passed, I would be treated as an
ordinary graduate—but would lose my Honours.
I greatly regretted not being more proficient in Hindi and other Indian languages when I started practicing law
in earnest in late 1959 in Patna, Bihar. Quite often the evidence from the lower courts would be written in Hindi
and sometimes even in the local dialect, Kaithi. I would then spend sleepless nights struggling through the
evidence, reading it slowly and carefully, as a mere word or two could make all the difference between winning
and losing a case. Even today, how I wish I was equally fluent in Hindi and English.
There is a funny story about English in our family. My eldest son Vikram, aged eight, was asked by Mr.
Janacek, the chief accountant of Bata Shoe Company, India, where my husband worked,
“What is your mother tongue?” He replied in English,
“My mother tongue is Hindi—but my mother’s tongue is English.”
He then proceeded to check out Mr. Janacek’s knowledge of the language. He asked him,
“If there is no food in a country, what is that called?” Mr. Janacek, a stateless Czech refugee, who prided
himself on his knowledge of English, replied confidently,
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“Famine.” Vikram then pressed on and asked what the word was if there was no water. Mr. Janacek was
stumped and Vikram gleefully stated,
“Drought.”
Because my parents, like most parents, were anxious that we do well in school, they spoke to us in English
even at home, so that we became confident and fluent in the language.
*
One of the most important contributions of British rule in India was the large railway network criss-crossing
the country which they established beginning with the Bombay-Thane line in 1853. Of course, it was intended to
serve their economic interests since it helped them to move goods across the country and to consolidate their
political, military and economic hold. After all, the East India Company had come to India as traders almost a
hundred years earlier. But the railways did help to unite the people of the country as well. My father was
transferred and posted to various places and traveled to others in the course of his work. As he was in the North
Western Railway and later in the East Bengal Railway we lived in towns like Rawalpindi, Ferozepur, Delhi,
Lahore, Calcutta and Darjeeling and visited many towns in the North and East. So we came to have a good sense
not only of the United Provinces, which was our home state, but also of Punjab and Bengal.
We also lived in small towns like Paksi, now in Bangladesh, where there was no electricity and petromax
lamps\fn{A type of kerosene lamp} gave us light at night. We often sat outside in the darkness, watching the magical
twinkling light of the glow-worms. As a treat, we were sometimes allowed to go along with my father when he
went on an inspection of the railway track. We would sit on an open trolley that ran along the track and was
pushed by four trolley-men. The ride was exhilarating once the trolley gathered momentum, with the air brushing
our faces and rippling through our hair.
Life in the small railway towns or the railway colonies in bigger towns was marked by camaraderie. It was like
one big railway family. In Rawalpindi and Ferozepur, there were sprawling bungalows with wide verandahs all
around; when a private tailor was called in he would sit in the verandah and stitch our clothes. We used to rollerskate in the verandahs and cycle freely around the colony. A teacher used to come to the house and teach me to
dance in the Kathak style, much to the delight of my brothers, who made fun of him by copying his gestures and
words,
“Tha, Tha, Thai, Thai.”
My mother was also very keen that I learn how to sing even if she herself could not. (Her sister Tara sang very
well.) Ma even learnt the sitar when she was expecting me in the hope that I would be born musical. But she was
to be sorely disappointed, as the singing teacher asked to be excused after giving me just a few lessons. He said,
“Madam, your daughter may one day learn how to recite but she will never learn how to sing.”
In Lahore we lived in tents in Mayo Gardens, a railway colony. We children loved the tent house. It was a
proper house unit, with three bedrooms and bathrooms and a drawing room and dining room and kitchen. There
was a brick floor and we had proper wooden beds, cupboards and other furniture in the house. We didn’t even
have to bend to get into the house because there was a full-size door. It was quite a novelty for us to live in a tent
house and we managed to make many of our school friends jealous of us; each of us had our own “thunder-box”;
these varied in size as we did, and a sweepress used to come through a back entrance and clean them at regular
intervals. My mother had taught Tejju, the servant or “bearer”, how to curl my straight hair; and every night he
would roll it very tightly into many small ringlets with paper curlers and ribbons, to satisfy my mother’s vicarious
vanity. It was very uncomfortable to sleep with these knots, but there was no way out. ‘
My parents had an active social life. Sometimes they entertained at home; our cook, Mohanlal, made the most
fantastic cakes and pastry. I still remember the taste of the delicious sponge and honey cake in the shape of a
violin which he made for Michi bhai’s 12th birthday-as well as the individual sugar baskets with fruits inside. He
liked parties because it gave him an opportunity to make some extra money by charging my mother more than he
paid for the ingredients he bought from the bazaar. Ma loved having flowers in the house and a dinner party gave
her an excuse to fill the rooms with flowers. Daddy loved sports, and almost every day Mummy and he would
play tennis in the early evening at the club and bridge afterwards.
I remember vaguely when I was four going on a car journey with my parents and brothers. There were seven of
us in an old Dodge. We had gone to Ambala for a few days and it had been great fun. We were returning to Delhi;
from there we were to catch the train to our final destination, Calcutta. My father was driving, my mother sat next
to him, and my baby brother, a little over a year old, sat in between. (My brother Vijay Kumar, or Tuttu, had been
born on 4 December 1933: a mistake, my mother claims, despite contraception.) Michi bhai, Sashi bhai and I sat
at the back with Mohanlal. I was wedged between my brothers.
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We were cruising along when suddenly my father swerved the car to avoid a pedestrian, and we struck a tree.
My mother was seriously injured, her beautiful face was scarred on one side. Michi’s hand was fractured and
Sashi had many bruises. Tuttu, the baby, had an ear injury and my father was badly shaken up. But there was not a
scratch on me! We were brought to 7 Rajpur Road, Delhi, where Daddy’s best friend Ganesh Pershad lived with
his family. My mother had to be hospitalized for some time but they looked after us wonderfully.
The accident made my mother very apprehensive about cars. She could no longer bear any noise and suffered
acute headaches. Because of this, my father, who was employed at the time as Government Inspector of the East
Bengal Railway, decided to rent a house in Darjeeling, a quiet hill station. Though Daddy was posted in Calcutta,
his job required him to travel and inspect the railways for six months of the year and to draft a report during the
other six months. Daddy would come to Darjeeling when it was time for him to work on his report.
Our house was called Craig Mont. Like most houses in hill stations, it had a sloping tin roof, so that the
rainwater could flow off easily. But the roof was painted green, whereas most of the other houses had red roofs.
We were proud of the distinction. It also had a glorious view of the snow-capped Himalayas, including
Kanchenjunga and the ever-elusive Everest. We would often watch the sunrise on the mountains and the changing
colours of the dawn sky.
After we returned from school, my father sometimes read aloud to us in the very early part of the evening.
While my father liked travel and other edifying books, my mother loved reading and reciting poetry. Two of her
favourite poems were Casabianca\fn{First published in 1826. Tom Sawyer had memorized it, but could not deliver it at
the graduation exercises of his school, being seized with stage-fright:W/H } and The Blind Boy. She loved the drama and
the tragedy in the portrayal of the obedient child in the first poem, and sympathized with the blind boy in the
second one.
The boy stood on the burning deck
Whence all but he had fled;

Ma idolized the boy’s heroic obedience to his dead father’s wishes, though today his lack of initiative might be
thought rather stupid.\fn{Giocante was the twelve-year-old son of the French captain, Louis de Casabianca (himself only 36 at the
time); and though almost everyone else had abandoned this, the flagship of the French navy, he remained at his post, perishing with his
father when the Orient exploded, the flames caused by English cannon-fire from five of their ships having reached its powder magazine—a
true story, an incident in the Battle of Aboukir Bay (1798). My stepfather also memorized the poem, and recited it to me when I was a boy.
It reads as follows: The boy stood on the burning deck | Whence all but he had fled; | The flame that lit the battle’s wreck | Shone round him
o’er the dead. * Yet beautiful and bright he stood, | As born to rule the storm; | A creature of heroic blood, | A proud, though child-like form.
* | The flames rolled on–he would not go | Without his Father’s word; | That father, faint in death below, | His voice no longer heard. * He
called aloud–“Say, Father, say | If yet my task is done?” | He knew not that the chieftain lay | Unconscious of his son. * “Speak, father!”
once again he cried, | “If I may yet be gone!” | And but the booming shots replied, | And fast the flames rolled on. * Upon his brow he felt
their breath, | And in his waving hair, | And looked from that lone post of death | In still yet brave despair. * And shouted but once more
aloud, | “My father! must I stay?” | While o’er him fast, through sail and shroud, | The wreathing fires made way. * They wrapt the ship, in
splendour wild, | They caught the flag on high, | And streamed above the gallant child, | Like banners in the sky. * There came a burst of
thunder sound– | The boy–oh! where was he? | Ask of the winds that far around | With fragments strewed the sea! – * With mast, and helm,
and pennon fair, | That well had borne their part– | But the noblest thing which perished there | Was that young faithful heart. }

† Above: Vice Admiral François-Paul Brueys d’Aigalliers (1753-1798) French commander in this battle †
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† The Orient explodes during the Battle of Aboukir Bay, August 2, 1798 †
Michi bhai, my eldest brother, joined St Joseph’s School, Darjeeling, as a day-scholar and my brother Sashi
and I went to the sister school, Loreto Convent. (Boys were allowed in the lower classes.) As was normal in the
hills, we walked to school every day, though it was quite a distance. One day when Sashi and I had almost got to
school, he pushed me down the hillside from the Cart Road. I went rolling down the khud-side and landed on the
school road, badly bruised and missing one shoe. When brought to task about his action, Sashi stated that he had
done this because I was the only one who had not been hurt in the car accident and that that was very unfair.
Sashi, who was born on 1 April 1929, was a year and a half older than me. We were very close, so this was a
big shock to me. Babujee, who was staying with us at the time, wanted Sashi punished. He gave him two options.
The first was to walk to school without shoes so that everyone would know what he had done. The other was to be
caned. Sashi chose the latter: Eventually, after profuse apologies and the intervention of Bhabhijee, things were
patched up.
While we were at Craig Mont, my parents went regularly in the evenings to play bridge at the Union Club. It
was a small, quiet place and, my father thought, better for my mother than the posh, elitist and stylish Darjeeling
Gymkhana Club, especially since now she was reluctant to go out much because of her facial injuries. She was
very conscious of her disfigurement and would cover her head with her sari so that the scarred side of her face
was not visible.
At the Union Club my parents came in close contact with Mr. and Mrs. S.K. Dutt. The Dutts, in the course of
time, were to play a huge role in the life of our family. They were keen bridge players. He was the Municipal
Engineer of Darjeeling and she was the niece of Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose, the famous scientist. They were much
older than my parents. Their daughter Meera was only a couple of years younger than Ma. They took Ma under
their wing. When Daddy was traveling, we even spent a few nights in their home. Naturally, we came under their
influence as well.
They belonged to the Brahmo Samaj and were Westernized; their outlook was severely rational. But also,
being Victorian and puritanical in their views, they were going through a terrible trauma as their own only child,
Meera, was contemplating divorce.
Divorce in those days was considered something horrific and a matter of great shame. It was a word alien to
the vocabulary of their circle of friends. They feared that their young grandson, Sanjoy, would be tossed in
turmoil between his parents; they were distraught at the whole idea.
My mother’s calm presence and closeness to their family seemed to them like a boon. They tried to use her
good offices to persuade Meera to rethink matters. When Meera Aunty arrived in Darjeeling with her son, who
was about the same age as me, there was great excitement. Sanjoy and I got on wonderfully. Meera Aunty looked
so astonishingly smart.
Though my mother was beautiful and spoke English fluently, she never used any lipstick or make-up. She
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dressed only in saris and wore her hair long, knotted traditionally in a bun. Always smiling gently and sincerely,
she was the quintessential quiet beauty. She was a vegetarian and a teetotaler. Meera Aunty, on the other hand, had
short hair and dressed in slacks. She wore bright red lipstick, plucked her eyebrows and used an eye pencil. She
drank and smoked through a long and chic cigarette holder, spoke and laughed loudly and argued with her parents
about her divorce and her right to choose her way of life. She was fascinating.
I was a docile and submissive child, brought up in my mother’s shadow and under the all-pervading influence
of a Roman Catholic Convent school of the thirties. I would hear the wrangling and raised voices between Meera
Aunty and her parents and, though no one said anything to me, I began to believe that a woman who used lipstick,
smoked and wore Western clothes was “bad”. The fact that she was contemplating divorce made matters worse.
As a result, even when I went to a fancy dress party at the age of eight, I refused to let my mother apply rouge and
lipstick on me.
But despite their differences in style, my mother and Meera Aunty got on well, as Meera Aunty was very
generous and warm-hearted. But Ma could not persuade her to change her mind. Meera was in love with her
husband’s best friend and wanted to marry him. She now found her own husband dull and boring. So that was
that.
Uncle Dutt, who doted on his daughter, was torn between his love for her and his own fixed ideas. Aunty Dutt,
too, was in a dilemma. What would her relations and friends say about the whole affair? She and Uncle Dutt
threatened to disinherit Meera. They tried to intercept her love letters and appeal to her lover, but to no avail. Both
Uncle and Aunty Dutt vehemently condemned her actions. But ultimately, mother-love won out over puritanical
values. Ma tried to influence Uncle Dutt to look at matters a little differently and forgive Meera. But he was
adamant and determined not to have anything to do with her. He fumed that if Aunty Dutt forgave her daughter he
would have nothing to do with her either!
One day I overheard Aunty Dutt say to Uncle,
“Since I have to choose between my husband and my daughter I have decided after much contemplation to
choose my daughter.”
She then promptly packed a small attache case with some belongings and went off to the house .of Sir Jagdish
Chandra and Abla Bose, her maternal uncle and aunt. Uncle Dutt was totally unnerved and did not know what had
hit him, since he had suddenly lost the two most important women in his life. My mother, however, persuaded
him to accept matters, and love won the day. Despite the divorce, Meera remained the apple of his eye, albeit a bit
bruised.
*
In 1939, my parents went trekking to Sikkim on the way to Tibet. (My elder brothers were at boarding school,
and my younger brother and I were left with the Dutts.) They had hired two mules, one to carry their luggage, and
the other to ride on, by turns if they were tired. But they both enjoyed walking and kept offering the mule to each
other, as a result of which neither rode it much. I think Daddy must have unwittingly strained his heart, owing to
both the altitude and the long trek. When the Second World War broke out on 3 September 1939, my parents had
reached Gyantse and were on their way to Lhasa; they had to return immediately to Darjeeling.
Uncle Dutt was an active man physically. He was very fond of playing tennis; also, as the Municipal Engineer
of Darjeeling, he used to inspect the city on horseback. I remember him as a tall, dark, handsome man in breeches,
feeding the dark-brown horse every morning with sugar cubes before mounting and putting his feet into the
stirrups. He carried a short leather whip.
In his official capacity, he had been allotted a beautiful English-style house called Struan Lodge. The best thing
about it was the garden. It even had a rockery with stone steps for climbing up and down and up again, with lilies,
daffodils, narcissi, crocuses and snowdrops sprouting here and there. Aunty Dutt was a keen gardener,
passionately fond of flowers. She insisted that I too should take an interest in gardening.
Of course, one never wants to do what one is forced to by anyone. But Aunty was strict and never let me off
my task. A patch was kept aside in the garden for me to try out my skills. In retrospect, I am very glad she didn’t
let me have my way in this matter. I owe my love of gardening, flowers and trees to her; for this I will always be
grateful.
I remember there used to be a lovely white camellia tree in the center of her garden. I loved the delicate
fragrance and the velvety petals of its blooms which I thought resembled a girl’s tender breasts.
Uncle and Aunty were great disciplinarians and believed that the correct way to bring up children was not to
spare the rod or the lashing of the tongue. They also felt that children should be taught how to sacrifice for the
sake of the family, society and nation. When the War came closer to home, Aunty told us we had to do something
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to make our contribution.
We were quite bewildered as to what we children could do. She told us that we were not to waste food—waste
not, want not—and must eat whatever was put before us. We had to eat squash, gourd and cabbage, vegetables
which we detested. But we were also given treats like asparagus and artichokes from time to time. Nothing was to
be bought in the black market, and all rations had to be shared, especially sugar. Though all our friends continued
to have sugar and sweets as usual, we were given a jar each with our fortnight’s ration of sugar and told that we
could choose either to finish it all in one day, or spread it out, or contribute a portion for puddings.
I was also made to knit for the troops. Some of the foreign soldiers came to Darjeeling to recoup and for a
vacation. I was terrified of the “tummies”: they tried to be friendly, but I had been brought up in a conservative
manner.
If we went to the cinema, we had to relate the whole story when we returned, which rather took the fun out of
movies. I was mainly allowed to see Shirley Temple films and only in the Capital Cinema hall nearby. Uncle and
Aunty talked to me about the poetry of Tagore, Michael Madhusudan Dutt and Toru Dutt. They also idolized
Subhas Chandra Bose. But I was a Gandhi-Nehru lover and exhorted people to join the Congress party because
Gandhiji was so wonderful and Pandit Nehru so good-looking.
I sometimes used to go with Aunty Dutt to visit Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose. He was a kindly gentleman and,
knowing of his fame, I was very reverential towards him. Aunty Dutt often quoted his words to us:
“Not in matter, but in thought, not in possessions, but in ideals, lie the seeds of immortality.”
*
Loreto Convent had children from different countries. It was a boarding school and there were just a few dayscholars like me. The day-scholars were mainly Indians, Nepalese and Tibetans, whereas the boarders were
English, Irish, Italian, French, Chinese, Burmese, Czechoslovak and of course, Anglo-Indians and Indians. Our
class had thirteen children—three English, two Anglo-Indians, one Italian, one Burmese, one Indo-French, one
Chinese, and four Indians. We were a truly cosmopolitan group, though most of the girls in our class were Roman
Catholics. Church-going and an awareness of the Church and its ways was a part of the local environment. We all
studied the Bible as a subject and the Hindu students usually stood first. The Catholics went for catechism classes,
while the non-Catholics were taught moral science.
We were taught that love is the greatest force in the world. I remember reading The Count of Monte Cristo and
enjoying it very much. I told my friend, Yolande Paul (she was half-Indian—originally “Pal” I presume—and
half-French and born on the same day and year as me) about it. The novel was not in the school library and so I
lent her my copy. Unlike me, she was a boarder.
When the nuns discovered the book, they were very annoyed; they confiscated it and took me to task. I could
not understand what was wrong with the book and why Yolande should not be reading it. Ultimately, it emerged
that it was not suitable because it glorified revenge, which was the antithesis of love and forgiveness.
We had to do three good deeds a day: for example, helping someone, or doing something that we didn’t like
doing without grumbling. After they were done, one was meant to feel good, as if one had earned a place in
Heaven. But Heaven could not be attained by a non-Catholic. For that, one had to be part of the flock.
Conversion was very much in the air; the missionary influence was most evident at the time of our Retreat or
during Corpus Christi and other such Christian religious functions. Day-scholars went to school at nine and left
immediately after classes; they were not subjected much to Christian teachings. But boarders had to partake of all
the Church-going and Christian festivities. Some nuns were more zealous and committed in trying to convert
children than others. Among them was Mother Claude, who was always looking for soft targets. I remember
having many discussions with her. But it was difficult to stand up to her logic.
Mother Claude told us that all those who were not Catholics and not baptized would go to Hell and burn
forever after death. Children born of Catholic parents, but who died before they could be baptized, went to
purgatory—even they had to forfeit Heaven. But heathens like us had no chance of even going to purgatory—we
were destined for fire and brimstone. When I asked her how God could be so unjust as to punish me for no fault of
mine, she would respond that because he was so good and kind he had given me a chance to convert. If I didn’t
grasp it, I would have to suffer the consequences: I would be guilty of a sin of omission. In my mind I could never
reconcile a just God with such behaviour.
My father died when I was almost twelve, but I continued as a day-scholar. It was only when I was fifteen
years old that I became a boarder, as my mother had to go to Khulna to keep home for Michi bhai, who had
started a small rice mill there. Life as a boarder was very different and my friend Yolande Paul initiated me into its
intricacies. The nuns were very watchful and never liked the girls to become too friendly. They objected to us
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chit-chatting in the toilets. When one of the very nice girls from our class was asked to leave boarding and
become a day-scholar, we were all very intrigued. Looking back now, I realize that it was because the nuns
thought she was a lesbian.
In general, we had a very strict routine. Before breakfast, all the older children went to church. We would sing
hymns with lines like:
O come, let us adore him,
O come, let us adore him,
O come, let us adore him,
Christ the Lord.

We were repeatedly told that love is His law and God loves us so much that he sent His only begotten son to live
and die for us.
The church was beautifully decorated. The altar was draped with embroidered white linen and fine lace, and
adorned with fresh flowers and lit candles glowing in silver candlesticks. Organ music resonated in the nave. The
service was in Latin chant, which we could not understand, but it added to the mystical air of the place. On the
walls were icons of the Stations of the Cross; we kneeled and prayed before each of them.
One morning, while I was kneeling and praying, I keeled over and fainted. I was rushed to the school
infirmary, warmed up, and given something to drink. After a few days it happened again. And a few days later, yet
again. The other girls started believing that I was going into a trance. They thought I should become a Christian
and a nun. Everyone in the school started talking about this and I became quite a celebrity.
Shortly thereafter, I took part in a Retreat, where Christian teachings were given and silence was observed for
the day. I had begun to feel with all this church-going that I was missing out on something, as only Catholics
could receive the body and blood of Christ. I wondered what magic there was in the priest placing the sliver of
bread, dipped in wine from the shining chalice lifted off the altar, on the tongues of the believers. I longed to
receive Holy Communion.
One day I decided to become a Catholic and, furthermore, to take holy orders as a nun. It was soon after the
Retreat. I must have been influenced by the religious teachings and meditation, the peace and quiet of the convent,
Mother Claude and her impassioned speeches about the tragedy of my omission, the fact that the remedy for it
would give me credit—also the fact that I did not want to burn in perpetual fire after death. This fear was very
real, and I wondered what was happening to my Hindu father, who had died a few years earlier.
Here was my chance for salvation, and I grabbed it. It was a message from Jesus Christ and his much-adored
mother, the Blessed Holy Virgin Mary. I also felt that just becoming a Catholic was not sufficient: I should
become a nun as well. It would be less complicated for my family and for my future, life: marriage would be out,
for a start. I loved the nuns, and admired and looked up to them for guidance, especially to Mother Joseph Loreto,
my class teacher. She was young and understanding. I believe she had tuberculosis, as she was often unwell. But
despite her illness, she was very spirited and always smiling and calm.
I wanted to be like her. I imagined myself in the long black habit that the nuns wore with a white veil while
they were sisters, to be replaced by a black veil when they made the grade to motherhood. I wondered whether the
nuns had their heads shaved or just cut their hair short: we could not even get a glimpse of it under the stiff white
band that rested on the forehead and held the veil in place. I imagined the white collars around their necks were so
starched that they hurt, while the large rosaries (complete with solid brass crucifix) hanging from their belts
weighed them down. In the hot summer of the plains, the nuns wore white robes, but the colour of the veil still
depended on their status.
I hoped that I would receive my training in the novitiate in Darjeeling because I was familiar both with the
nuns there and the convent itself. It was a beautiful place with gardens and a lovely Gothic church, with Christ on
the Cross as the centerpiece inside, and outside a statue of Mary on the pediment below the spire. There were
elegant halls, parlours, classrooms, music rooms, a skating rink, even a grotto with “Our Lady” in it halfway
down to the quiet cemetery. I was used to saying “Hail Mary” and “Our Father”, as we often had to repeat these
prayers in lieu of other punishments. When we behaved well, we were presented holy pictures as a reward.
Once I had expressed my desire to become a Catholic, Mother Claude was very keen that I be baptized quickly.
It was my last year of school and she felt that once I left, the effect of the environment would wear off. So when
my mother carne from Khulna to see me in school, I told her about my intentions.
Ma was devastated. She was a widow and there was really no one with whom she could share such a disaster.
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She took me home to the Dutts for the weekend and, wailing and hitting her head against the wall, asked me what
was so special about being Catholic that I wanted to change the religion of my birth.
“Tell me, tell me,” she cried in desperation, “if it is so wonderful, I will also become a Catholic.” But I had no
logic to persuade her with; I just wanted to convert and was adamant.
Michi bhai told my mother that it was “summer moonshine” and would pass. I wondered what that meant. As
for me, I had made a commitment to the nuns and was determined to see it through. Ma was so upset with my
decision, in fact, so desperate, that she even toyed with the idea of trying to get me married off to a Mr. Bakshi,
who was twenty-six years old and working at the Oxford Bookshop. On further reflection, she decided to take me
out of school in Darjeeling and let me study at home in Khulna. She told me that when I attained majority I could
take my own decisions.
I was a good student and Mother Joseph Loreto was very reluctant to let me go. She said,
“Your decision to become a Catholic must be very hard for your mother and you must think about it carefully.”
It was my last year of school; apart from being very disturbed, I was also worried about my studies. My
mother, however, persuaded the school to let me sit for my final examinations at the end of the year and told them
she would bring me back in October as a day-scholar.
In Khulna, I was very depressed. It was my Senior Cambridge year but there were no teachers. Michi bhai
helped me with Mathematics, but he was a very stern and angry teacher and the whole experience was traumatic.
He berated me constantly and told me that I knew nothing. According to him, my teachers in Darjeeling didn’t
know the first thing about teaching mathematics, and in particular our teacher of Higher Mathematics, Mother
Claude, was useless. Every time I got a sum wrong, he would become so furious that he would score it out with a
finely-sharpened .pencil, tearing many pages in my exercise-book and often breaking the lead as well. These
lessons were a nightmare.
I studied history, geography and English by myself. My mother taught me Hindi and she too would lose her
temper when I failed to respond correctly. She repeatedly told me that I was a disgrace and deserved to drown in a
cup of water—literally a palmful, in Hindi. She was very angry at having to take me out of school and to have to
remain in Khulna, where we had no friends or amenities. So she took out her frustration on me and would slap me
across the face. Having done that, she would immediately burst into tears and beg my forgiveness.
The only joy in my life at that time were letters from Mother Joseph Loreto. She wrote to me regularly,
sending me questions and problems pertaining to my studies in French, to which she expected written replies. She
would promptly correct my answers and send them back, giving detailed explanations. It was time-consuming
work, and truly an act of love on her part. She also kept me abreast of what was going on in my other subjects at
school. So when I did well in the School Certificate Examination of Cambridge University, standing first in the
whole of undivided Bengal, she felt really rewarded.
1946 was the centenary year for Loreto Convent, Darjeeling. I felt deprived at not being in school and thus
missing most of the celebrations. I also missed Darjeeling and my friends, especially Bella Jabbar, who lived two
houses up the hill from the Dutts’ own house, Sanjoy Bhawan. Bella was dark and strikingly beautiful (in an era
when being fair was everything), had large, lucent eyes and a soft, tinkling, bell-like speaking voice. Her family
was very well-to-do and owned a large number of tea gardens. Quite often, rather than trudging home up the hill,
with Kanchi, the maid, running after me, I would get a lift part of the way in Bella’s car. After changing quickly
out of my uniform, a blue pleated skirt and blazer, and having some tea, I would rush to Bella’s house. I would
spend an hour or two there before returning to do my homework at 6 p.m.
Hers was a large, rambling house on top of the hill where our activities were not under constant scrutiny—all
this was very different from the severe quasi-parental regime of Uncle and Aunty Dutt. We used to surreptitiously
play planchette. We would sit around a round table with her older sisters, hands joined with both palms
outstretched downwards on the table. Her elder sisters were the initiators and instructors. The eldest, Ajmeri,
summoned the spirits, and Lily was the “medium” who held the pencil and paper. I was a non-believer, but the
whole idea of calling spirits and conversing with them somehow seemed forbidden, thrilling and dangerous. I
even tried calling my father’s spirit once, and often wondered what my life would have been like had he not died
so prematurely.
2
When I was ten years old I got minor chorea. In Darjeeling, nobody had heard about this malady, so it took a
long time before it was diagnosed. I gradually lost control of the left side of my body. My left hand and foot
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would not respond to my instructions. If I was carrying a cup, I would suddenly drop it. If I was trying to tie a
knot, my left-hand fingers would stall and I would have to pull the string with my teeth. When walking, my left
foot would go awry. My mother thought I was being disobedient and careless, and scolded me. But when she
discovered I was ill, she smothered me with care and affection. The disease was also known as Saint Vitus’s
dance, because the affected limbs went on a frolic of their own.
My parents took me out of school in Darjeeling for the year, and I stayed with them in Calcutta. My mother
tried to get me into school in Loreto House, Calcutta, but without success. So I studied at home with a teacher.
The good thing about this unexpected move was that I got an opportunity to spend time with my father and to get
to know him. Thank God for that. Little did I realize that a year later he would be dead.
My father was a lot of fun and tried to cheer me up. He had given me a statue of the three monkeys: see no
evil; hear no evil; speak no evil. It is one of my very special possessions. He referred to me as his little monkey,
part of his Bandar Log. In fact, he made up a poem for me, which I later pasted into my autograph book:
Pyare, Pyare, Bandar Log,
Rahte Ghar Ke Andar Log,
Mewa, Mithai Lagate Bhog,
Turn ho pure Bandar Log.
*
With lots of love to Leila Bandarwa
*
Dear little monkeys,
Always staying at home;
Nuts and goodies are your treat.
You are perfect little monkeys.

But he also treated me like an adult and we would discuss many things. He taught me Pelmanism as a way to
improve my memory. We went for early morning walks together—just the two of us—in the Horticultural
Gardens near the Belvedere Railway Colony where we lived. He told me about positive thinking and what an
effect it had in overcoming illness. He complained that whenever he criticized Ma, she burst into tears rather than
meeting the criticism with discussion, and he advised me, if I didn’t agree with something, to try and persuade the
other person with logical arguments. Tears were not the answer, he felt; in fact, they irritated him.
My father had a very bad temper and would lose it easily. But he would quickly forget what he had said and
later be surprised that the other person nursed a grudge. He had a lovely sense of humour and when he was home,
the house was full of jokes and laughter. He was very fair and handsome and had twinkling brown eyes; in fact, he
looked like an Englishman until he spoke. His thin crop of hair was soft and slightly silvered. But he was not very
tall—about five feet five inches. Ma, by contrast, was tall for an Indian woman; she was five feet four inches, had
fairly broad shoulders and was big-boned. She was round-faced like her name, the moon, had large black eyes and
an aquiline nose and was altogether lovely. On the left side of her chin she had three black moles, arranged like
the mathematical abbreviation for “therefore”, which set off her face. My parents were a good-looking couple.
Daddy loved books and taught me to love them too. But he always wanted us to read two books at any given
time—one of fiction or light reading and the other something serious. He said reading light novels one after the
other was like eating too many sweets, which was bad for the teeth and the stomach. A balanced diet was
necessary, so that you not only enjoyed yourself but also learnt something. He often repeated the phrase,
“Books are one’s best friends and are the lifeblood of a master spirit.”
Daddy used to work very hard and was always short of time. But he wanted to give us something of himself.
He taught us our multiplication tables and we had to repeat them to him while he shaved in the morning. He
would suddenly interrupt us and ask, “What is 3 x 16?” and we would have to reply promptly to gain his praise.
Despite his Hindu upbringing, he did not believe in observing rituals or doing puja daily—but he taught us the
Gayatri Mantra and told us to recite OM instead of counting sheep when we couldn't sleep. We also celebrated our
festivals with gusto, especially Holi and Diwali.
We were taught that a smiling face was a beautiful face. Each morning we were with Daddy a mirror was
passed around and we had to look into it and smile and see the difference. Having worked on our beauty, we were
then given a spoonful of honey with four almonds that had been soaked overnight and peeled, to enhance our
digestion and intelligence.
One day, while Daddy was at the office, a man came to our house with a great many glittering gifts and even
some toys. My eyes were shining just looking at them. But my mother refused to take anything and told him to go
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away. He was very unhappy, and requested her not to insult him and at least accept a token gift of a pair of blue
papier-mache vases, painted with a design of flowers and peacocks. As they were clearly not very expensive, my
mother agreed to keep them. I wondered what the man had meant about feeling insulted.
When my father came home in the evening, all hell broke loose. He was furious with my mother for having
kept even those two vases. According to my father, the man had some business dealings with the railways and
what he had given amounted to a bribe, however small. My mother and I could not understand how such a paltry
gift could be interpreted as a bribe. But my father said that, whereas on a gray or black sheet many marks might
go unobserved, on a white sheet even a speck of gray would show. He reminded my mother of the one and only
time he had allowed her to take her young sister with them in the railway saloon-car without a ticket, and there
had been a check.
Much later, in the seventies, I shifted to Delhi. I used to drive myself to the Supreme Court and High Court and
around the city. One day I saw the old Tilak Marg Railway Bridge being knocked down. I was attached to the
bridge, as I had heard that my father was the superintendent engineer when it was built, and felt sad that it was to
go. But when the workmen complained about the difficulty they were having in bringing down the bridge because
it was so strong, bonded together with pure cement and tough to destroy, I felt extremely proud. It seemed to me
to symbolize my father’s reputation.
When my father was Senior Government Inspector of Railways, we often spent our holidays touring with him
in his white saloon-car. The saloon was a little home in itself and consisted of a drawing-cum-dining room, two
bedrooms, a bathroom, a toilet and a kitchenette. It would be connected to a train and then disconnected at a
station where Daddy had to work. Since we were not allowed to cook while the train was moving, for fear of fire,
my mother carried a lot of tinned food, fruit and biscuits to keep us happy and well-fed. It was like a perpetual
picnic. We sang songs loudly and tunelessly, played Monopoly with great enthusiasm, and engaged in Blind
Man’s Buff and pillow fights. There was no refrigerator in the saloon in those days and we had to make do with
an icebox in which the butter and cheese were preserved. Drinking water was carried in surhais and we had a
special wooden stand with a handle for ours, so that the surhai didn’t wobble and topple over. It would be refilled
at the station from a tap marked “Hindu Water”. There was no air-conditioner either, but trays with slabs of ice
would be brought into the compartment and the fan put on “full”, to make the place delightfully cool.
After my father died, we suddenly had to travel in Inter class or third class as we could not afford to travel first
or second. This was quite a come-down for us who had always traveled by train in a saloon or at least on a firstclass pass. My mother was very unhappy at this sudden change. She was used to traveling in style and now there
were only hard wooden berths, and our co-passengers were not of the same class as us. She wept bitterly the first
time she had to take us in a third-class, overcrowded compartment, with people spitting and shouting all around
us. She tried to keep her brood together and clean up the area we were all squashed in. It was truly hard for her.
Daddy had told us never to use the toilet when the train was standing at a station, as it created problems of
hygiene. So when we saw other passengers going to the toilet when the train was stationary, we tried to stop them
—but they laughed at us in scorn.
When Daddy died, Ma was about thirty-six years old. Michi bhai was sixteen, Sashi bhai was thirteen and
Tuttu was only eight. I was just shy of twelve. Ma was not qualified to earn any money. The Imperial Railway
Service for which Daddy had worked was not a pensionable service at that time, so there was only a small
provident fund. Even after his own marriage, Daddy had spent money for the wedding of his younger sister
Kalyani and educated his youngest brother, Shanti, in Germany to become a dentist. So there were no real savings
and it was difficult for my mother to know how to manage things. At first she thought she would go and live with
Babujee in his large house on Jopling Road in Lucknow.
That winter in Lucknow, I was very ill. It was diagnosed as the infectious and deadly diphtheria. My mother
was desperately upset; she had just lost her husband, and she was now faced with the loss of her daughter.
Babujee was distraught: his colleagues had told him that there was no medicine available in India for this illness.
A film had started forming across my throat, and it was difficult and painful for me even to swallow my own
spittle. Once the membrane covered the entire opening, it would be the end.
Babujee made inquiries about how to get the medicine from England. One of the doctors who came to see me
told him that he had recently treated a young girl for diphtheria. Her parents had managed, with great difficulty
and at great expense, to get the medicine from England, but the girl had died before it arrived. The family might
still have tl\e medicine in their refrigerator. But it was hard to know how to approach them in their present sorrow.
In the event, the doctor did speak to them; they willingly gave him the medicine and would not accept any
payment, saying:
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“We couldn’t save our daughter, but we would be happy if the medicine saves someone else’s.”
Babujee loved us, but was very strict. Bhabhijee was kind, but didn’t show her emotions. Sadly, things did not
work out well between her and my mother owing to misunderstandings created by Ma’s sister-in-law.
But where could Ma go? We had no home and hardly any money or income. She wrote to the Dutts about her
problems in Lucknow. They immediately invited her to come and live with them in their home in Darjeeling.
Michi bhai had finished school at St. Paul’s, Darjeeling. He was now invited by the school to come and teach
there for a term. Mr. Goddard (called “Pa” by the boys), who was the Rector of the school, realized my mother’s
financial predicament; this was his way of helping out. My elder brothers were very good students and had been
an asset to the school. My younger brother Tuttu, though only eight, was showing signs of promise. St. Paul’s was
a boarding school and the fees were high, so Ma was thinking of withdrawing Sashi bhai and Tuttu and putting
them in a day school, though she was loath to do so. But even if she did, where would they live? How could four
of us live with the Dutts? It was an unbearable burden to impose on them in terms of both space and money.
While my mother was desperately wondering what to do, she suddenly received a letter from the Rector
informing her that a substantial scholarship would be available for the education of Sashi and Tuttu, and
expressing the hope that she would decide to keep them in school till they finished their studies. This was a huge
relief, and we therefore returned to Darjeeling—the boys to St. Paul’s and my mother and I to stay with the Dutts.
We were full of gratitude to them for their affection and their offer of protection.
*
When Daddy died after a prolonged illness, I was in Darjeeling with the Dutts. As usual I was staying with
them when my mother was away. Aunty Dutt was very fond of my father, who called her Sergeant Major, because
she was tough and a strict disciplinarian. She called him Engineer Sahib.
My mother was with my father in the Railway Hospital in Calcutta when he died. The news of his death must
have come through to Darjeeling late at night. Aunty Dutt called me into her bedroom early in the morning. I
thought that she was going to scold me for some wrongdoing, otherwise I would not have been summoned so
early, even before going to school. When I went into her room, she was still lying in bed. She quietly asked me to
sit down beside her. I thought that what I had done must be serious and she was going to slap me, but she held my
hands very tenderly and told me that my father had died the night before and I had to be very brave and look after
my mother.
The news came as a complete shock, as I knew my father had been ill for a long time, but I had not expected
him to die. I didn’t know what I was supposed to do and how I could help my mother.
Aunty added that if I didn’t want to go to school that day, I could stay at home. But Sanjoy was going to St.
Joseph’s School as usual and, not knowing what to do with myself at home the whole day, I also decided to go.
The nuns were very sympathetic; they commiserated with me at the untimely death of my father—“He was
such a young man,” they said. But to me at eleven, forty-seven seemed a very long way off, and I retorted,
“No, no, he was not young, he was an old man, he was forty-seven.”
Now, of course, at seventy-three, I think I am young and feel that old age is at least ten years away. If I live to
be eighty-three, I wonder what I will think then.
My father died on the night of 27 September 1942 and I became twelve about three weeks later on 20 October.
It was a very special birthday as I was reaching the age of reason, and my mother had earlier written to me that
she would come to Darjeeling and we would celebrate it in a big way. I was quietly excited about this and had
been making many plans. But, of course, when my father died she didn’t come to Darjeeling for a while. Her
father managed to come to Calcutta with great difficulty; almost all the train services were disrupted owing to the
Quit India agitation started against the British on 9 August 1942.
Babujee took Ma to Lucknow, and everyone thought that we would all live with him there. I didn’t know what
was happening and had not seen Ma or spoken to her since Daddy’s death. I felt very cut off as the post was late
in coming, owing to the dislocation of the trains. Making a trunk call was a big thing in those days and very rarely
done. I missed Ma bitterly.
Aunty Dutt was especially good to me and had a green woolen dress made for my birthday. She also prepared
some of my favourite dishes, but told me that I couldn’t ask friends over, as it was a time of mourning and not of
celebration. So it was a very quiet and lonely birthday; truly the age of reason had arrived and it was a clear and
cold dawn. There were no friends, no gifts, no warmth. But Aunty was wise; she presented me with Louisa May
Alcott’s Little Women, and I became totally absorbed in it.
My mother came to Darjeeling at the end of November to take us to Lucknow for the winter holidays and to
decide on the future course of our lives. I got a real shock when I saw her. It was only then that the true import of
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my father’s death hit me.
She was dressed all in white—the widows’ colour. The large maroonish-red powder bindi that used to adorn
and light up her face was gone. Her beautiful coloured glass bangles had been broken; one gold bangle was all she
wore on each wrist. No jewelry, no bright clothes, no smile—what remained was just a strained and courageous
visage tense with grief and with worrying about how she would look after and properly educate the four of us.
My heart went out to her but I didn’t know what to say or do. Eight-year-old Tuttu, however, pushed some
money into her hands, telling her that she would need it now that Daddy was not there to provide for us. Ever
since Daddy’s death he had been saving up his pocket money and it was all of two rupees.
*
We stayed with the Dutts, but were acutely aware that we were dependent on their goodness and generosity.
This was galling, but there was no choice. They were more than grandparents to us and were strict, disciplined
and caring. But as children we didn’t really understand their goodness, and we resented their discipline. As for the
full extent of their generosity, we learnt about that only by chance.
One day a messenger brought an envelope from St. Paul’s School. As I was the only person in the house at the
time apart from the domestic staff, he handed it to me. The envelope was addressed to Mr. S.K. Dutt, but since it
was from my brothers’ school, curiosity got the better of me and I carefully opened it. Inside, I found a receipt for
money received by the school from Mr. Dutt. That seemed rather odd. I told Ma about it and she learnt, for the
first time after many years, that a major portion of the scholarship being given to the two boys, ostensibly from
the school, was in fact being given by the Dutts. This ruse had been adopted in order to ensure that we were not
embarrassed by their generosity. They were a retired couple and not flush with money.
I often wondered about Daddy’s illness and death but was afraid to ask Ma for fear of upsetting her. So I didn’t
know the details till fifty years later. Recently, I found a letter written by Daddy to his brother Shanti when he was
working in the Army Dental Corps of the British Army Medical Service and was posted at different places in
Africa, the Middle East and Italy during the Second World War. Daddy and Shanti Uncle were particularly close
as Daddy had been responsible for bringing him up. The letter was written about six months before Daddy’s death
and sent from Calcutta by air mail. The eight-anna stamp bore a profile of King George V and the words, “India
Postage”. At the top of the envelope my father had written and underlined “On active Service” and addressed it to
119952 Capt. S.B. SETH, A.D. Corps, 14 C.G.H. M.E.F. It was posted on 4 April 1942 and received at Base Air
Post Depot on 9 April 1942.
3, Belvedere Park
Alipore
4th April ’42
My dear Shanti,
Received your loving letter after a great expectation. I am glad to know that you are keeping good health. Yours
must be an arduous job. It is good that it still keeps cool in the night at your end. Please write to me your welfare every
week. We are very anxious as we did not receive your letter so long.
I have not been too well, it is my old heart trouble. I caught flue in the beginning of February and since then I have
been in a bad way. If I could get a fortnight or so off I can probably get over it. But the authorities either insist on my
going on long leave say eight months or no leave at all. I cannot afford eight months leave. However, if I am not better
soon I shall put in for four months leave and get a refusal in writing. My trouble is I do not know where to spend the
leave. If one is ill one does not want to go to new places and wants a certain amount of comfort. Brahma and Achal’s
houses are out of question, though I like Biswan it is dirty and Brahma cannot make better arrangements, in fact I have
not heard from him since last four months or so. He is too busy with his own affairs and so is Achal. Had you been here
I would have had a brother who could have been of some more help.
Michi is at Lucknow and is working hard for his exams. Tuttu and Shashi are doing well at Darjeeling but poor Leila
has not been too well. She had an attack of a malady called Korea or is it Corea? She is better but we are rather anxious
about her. Rest is O.K. We all feel that Japan will sooner or later get it in the neck but at present she is doing too well.
We do hope the barbarians get a good beating.
With lots of love
Yours affly,
Raj Behari

At the time I had no idea that my father, ill as he was, had so much difficulty in getting leave from the Railway
authorities. Since he was not given short leave and continued to work as hard as ever, he eventually developed a
serious heart condition and was hospitalized for months in the Railway Hospital in Calcutta, where he died. My
mother had nursed him tirelessly and could not believe that he would not recover. She was hysterical once she
actually realized that he was dead. She clung to him and in her anguish argued with the doctor,
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“But you told me he would get well and I believed you.”
Michi bhai, who was there at the time with my mother, described Daddy’s death in a letter fifty years later.
A-8 Ashoka,
3 Naylor Road,
Poona 411001
23rd September 1992
Dearest Leila,
As you know I write to the three of you about this time and previously to Ma. This year it will be 50 years since
Daddy’s death and I will probably not write again. Chapters have to be closed but the memories will linger. I have
never told any of you of the actual details. We had no reason to believe that his condition had deteriorated very badly. It
was a Sunday like it is this year.
The Quit India movement was on, but was generally fizzling out except in parts of Bihar. Stalingrad was besieged
but there was talk that this was a trap into which the Germans ultimately fell. We were staying at the B.R. Singh
Hospital and one of Daddy’s colleagues had asked me out to lunch with his family. When I got back later in the
afternoon, there also did not seem to be any particular deterioration but he had been ill and struggling for several
months. I remember it was just getting dark when the doctor took me aside and told me that if you want to say a few
last words to your father you better go in now. I was completely baffled and stunned that I said, what is wrong. He said,
“Well, he is already started turning blue at his feet and it is just a matter of a little while.” I do not think Ma had been
told. I have never asked her and she has never told me, but when I went into his room, the nurses were fussing around
and Ma seemed to have some strange foreknowledge because she was hyperactive and busying herself with things. You
have to remember that he was lying in bed for so long that he had bed sores, continuous drip, so very frail and
obviously breathing was not easy but we had been through crises like this before. However this time when I went up to
him he had a strange look in his eyes, part beseeching, part affectionate, part expectant and maybe a little frightened.
He could not speak. He just lifted his hand and put it on my head. Sounds a bit like a movie script but it is not quite that
bad. It took him another hour and I do remember that when he did speak he asked for the time and strangely enough it
seemed to be his main concern. What is the time? I think that as he died he probably soiled himself (sordid, but this is
the way we go) and Ma had no idea that she was cleaning a dead body. Luckily by that time Kewal Uncle and a few
others maybe Miradi, Sir L.P. and Lady Mishra (Chachi) had arrived. They took her away. It was about 8:15. We had
been given a small room in the hospital and I think we lay awake most of the night. I was too young to understand the
finality. I do not think I was scared but I was apprehensive of the future. I did not realize then that Ma was only 36 and
I was only 16½. It would be nice and dramatic to say that I swore that I would look after the family but I did not even
know that I had to do it. The pleading beseeching look has stayed with me. It was only last year for the first time I told
Shanti Uncle about it and now all of you.
I do not think that Ma or I or together took any vows and I still remember that when I was to get married, Uncle
Dutt who had done more than anybody else to keep the family going, objected. Aunty Dutt who is not sufficiently
appreciated by us said what nonsense, after all he is now providing a home for Chanda and the children. Of course I
became very Anglicized but that was the flavour of the period and I think because of it were all able to get a start in life
…
Perhaps only I knew him as a father and a human being. Leila got a lot of fatherly affection in 1941 when she stayed
back in Calcutta. For Sashi perhaps some memories, but he was too young to know him as a person but only as a father.
For Tuttu he was a myth. At eight he could only have been in awe and in affection. I still remember the letter he wrote
when he got the news in school, “Pa told me that Daddy had died, I did not know what to do so I cried.” Well shall we
leave it there as I think that beseeching pleading last look has been answered and we now approach the winter of our
years.
With as much love as always.
Yours truly,
Michi Bhai

*
Ma and I lived with the Dutts in their house, Sanjoy Bhawan. My brothers came over from school on the
weekends. Uncle Dutt had bought a narrow triangular plot of land on the beautiful hillside just above the Capital
Cinema and wanted to build a house there. It was to be a home for their old age and would eventually be left to
their grandson, Sanjoy—so it was named Sanjoy Bhawan. As Sanjoy wasn’t in Darjeeling at the time of the laying
of the foundation stone, I was asked to perform the ceremony. I felt honoured but also nervous and, since I was
just ten years old, my hand shook while spreading the cement. I was upset and had a sense of foreboding, but
everybody laughed and made light of it.
A fine two-storied house with a wonderful view of the snow-clad Himalayas was built, partly on stilts in order
to give it extra strength and space. We lived with the Dutts on the first floor. In order to augment their income, the
Dutts let out the ground floor to an English couple called the Parkers. They had a delightful baby called Michael,
whom I admired from afar but was not allowed to touch. The Dutts were of the view that the house should only be
let out to foreigners, preferably the English, as they would look after and maintain it properly.
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Uncle Dutt, being an engineer, had supervised the construction of the house whereas Aunty was responsible for
the interior decoration. She did it up exquisitely and with loving care. The house contained beautiful objects
collected over the years, including a large white Burmese Buddha seated on a lotus, carved in stone. She had
lovely linen, all specially hand-embroidered, silver cutlery and elegant imported bone-china crockery. I was
particularly fascinated by her brick-orange-coloured Chinese cups and saucers with black dragons on them, which
were taken out only on very special occasions, and which we children were rarely allowed to touch.
There were three bedrooms, one for Uncle, one for Aunty and one that was used by my mother and me.
Uncle’s and our bedrooms were adjacent and each had an attached bathroom. They were on the right-hand side of
the house whereas Aunty’s bedroom was on the other side. Adjacent to Uncle’s bedroom there was a large living
room, rounded on the front with five large glass bow-windows facing the garden and gate. A gorgeous panorama
of the snow-covered mountains spread out before us here, and we spent many hours watching their beauty in the
changing seasons and light. There was a dining room and a kitchen behind the living room, and also a little room
where Aunty, sitting on the floor Bengali-style, cut vegetables on a boti, a scythe-shaped knife set on a wooden
base. (This was very different from her formal, Westernized, outgoing, English-speaking image, though even
when she went out she did keep her head covered with the sari, pinned down with clips on either side and a gold
brooch holding it in place on her shoulder.) There was also a formal drawing room which had a little library
tucked away in an alcove in the far corner. It had many interesting books, mainly in English, both fiction and nonfiction, as well as poetry and a ten-volume set of Books of Knowledge. I spent a great deal of time in that corner
browsing and reading quietly, as the formal drawing room was rarely used.
All along the paneled walls of the wooden stairs, brass motifs of animals and plants had been embedded, and I
loved looking at them when walking up the stairs. The only eyesore was a public toilet just across the road from
the gate at the far end of the garden. But Aunty had a wooden, latticed fence put up as a screen and planted a
passion-flower creeper to cover it up. I used to spend a lot of my time in the tiny glass hothouse in the garden
which was full of cyclamens, geraniums, clivias, freesias, fuchsias, begonias, shepherd’s purses and lady’s
slippers, all painstakingly and lovingly cultivated by Aunty.
My favourites were the white fuchsias hanging on a thread which looked like headless ballet dancers with their
red capes. I also spent time tending and admiring the flowers, reading in the elongated, triangular garden or trying
to find four-leafed clovers, which were considered lucky, on the grassy banks alongside the structural stilts.
Sanjoy Bhawan was my home for seven years and I felt a sense of security there, even though I was, strictly
speaking, a guest. The Dutts were very careful not to let us feel the weight of their generosity. I had a little study
desk under the stairs to the attic, which Uncle Dutt had got specially made for me. I did my homework there and
kept my books inside it. It was the only space that was really mine, as every other place was shared, including a
double bed with my mother. But the desk was my own little world and my secrets were locked securely in it,
particularly in my diary, which was tucked away inside. I loved the place, it was a part of me. But not having a
home of our own made me feel that I had to be beholden to those who gave me space.
I secretly envied them. Vikram very sensitively expressed this feeling in one of his earlier poems, Homeless:
I envy those
Who have a house of their own,
Who can say their feet
Rest on what is theirs alone,
Who do not live on sufferance
In strangers’ shells,
As my family has all our life,
And as I probably will.
*
A place on the earth, untenured,
Soil, grass, brick, air;
To know that I will never have to move;
To review the seasons from one lair.
When night comes, to lie down in peace;
To know that I may die as I have slept;
That things will not revert to a stranger’s hand;
That those I love may keep what I have kept.

When I left Darjeeling in December 1946, after completing school, little did I realize that this beautiful, sunny
house which had been my surrogate home for seven years would disappear less than four years later, leaving its
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owners homeless.
In 1950, Sashi bhai had typhoid. He was not recouping well in the sultry heat of Calcutta and Ma was worried.
The Dutts invited him to come and stay with them in Darjeeling. So Sashi bhai and Tuttu decided to go, despite
the fact that the journey was now long and arduous as a result of the partition of India. Earlier, one took an
overnight train to Siliguri on the broad gauge line and then either a car three hours up the hill to Darjeeling, or the
small train, huffing and puffing up the hill for some seven or eight hours. The overnight journey now took a day
and a night, with a steamer trip thrown in from Sakrigali ghat to Manihari ghat, as the Assam Rail Link Project
had not yet been completed. However, the choice between the car and the train from Siliguri onwards remained
the same.
As schoolchildren we had of course preferred the journey up by train along the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway,
which was built to a two-foot gauge. We called it the toy train. It was opened in 1881, and was a marvelous feat of
engineering, with the narrow line zigzagging its way up and looping around, sometimes even doing a double loop
around the crest of a hill to reach the top, and then meandering down again. Naturally, while it was chugging
uphill, the speed of the train as it approached the top was slow. Once, traveling in a school party, a bunch of us got
down from the crawling train on one side of the loop and rushed across to the other side to clamber onto the train
again, much to the consternation of our teachers.
Sashi bhai and Tuttu opted for seats in a taxi as they had had enough of a hot and steamy train journey in early
June. After a couple of weeks of eating well and being fussed over by the Dutts, relaxing and roaming around
Darjeeling, they were suddenly housebound. The monsoon had arrived in a big way and it was raining hard and
incessantly. There were stories of landslides all along the road from Kurseong to Darjeeling. After ten days of
continuous rain, it was even rumoured that some temporary shops and shanties had slid down the hillside.
On the fateful day, it had been raining unceasingly from ten in the morning. Sometime in the late afternoon, the
hillside alongside the road running above Sanjoy Bhawan had slid onto the right side of the house, where the two
bathrooms stood. The ground floor tenant at the time, an English colonel, decided to remove some of his precious
carpets and belongings and shift to the Planter’s Club nearby. After dinner, the old Nepalese retainer, who had
been working with the Dutts for years, and was no longer youthful but was still called “Boy”, retired for the night
to his little lodging about a hundred yards away from the house.
A little after 10 p.m., the two bathrooms collapsed. Uncle and Aunty had been fearing this might happen
because of the weight of the landmass that had collapsed earlier on to the road. But they were still hoping against
hope that there would be no further damage. Having built the house, Uncle knew its strength.
Nevertheless, they pressed my brothers to leave. But Sashi bhai and Tuttu refused to budge without the Dutts.
A little later the whole house shook and shuddered, but still remained intact. My brothers were very frightened.
Uncle Dutt sensed that matters were serious and once again tried to persuade them to leave and take shelter in the
house of a Mr. Chatterji, who lived near the Capital Cinema. As for themselves, they would stay in their home,
and if fate so decreed, go down with it. But my brothers were adamant that they would not leave without Uncle
and Aunty. The Dutts reasoned with them but to no avail and were now in a dilemma. They were torn between
their responsibility to the boys and their own desire not to leave their home, which contained much or all of what
they loved.
Naturally, once they realized that these young lives were in their hands, they had no option but to leave
themselves. But the only way out of the house now was from the kitchen door at the back. Lighting a torch, they
got to the door.
But when they tried to open it, they discovered that it had been locked from the outside by “Boy”. This was
something he always did before leaving at night, so that he could let himself in early to give his master and
mistress their bed tea. Uncle, Aunty, Sashi bhai and Tuttu were trapped and in great danger. It was pitch dark and
past midnight. Now that they had decided to leave, they were desperate to do so.
The four of them started shouting, “Boy, Boy!” at the top of their voices through the open window with the
rain pouring in. There seemed little hope of being heard, as “Boy” would be tucked in bed inside his closed room.
But as if by telepathy he heard the voice of his master who had brought him up and whom he had served faithfully
for many years. It was almost as if he had sensed the danger and fear in his dreams. But when he woke up and
came out, he saw what had happened and took stock of the situation. There was a sheer drop of about eight feet
from the projection near the kitchen door to the land below, much of which had slid down the hillside.
Boy managed to clamber up the wall of the building and somehow open the lock and jump down. Sashi bhai
and Tuttu insisted on Uncle and Aunty going down first, because they were fearful that if they themselves left
first, the old couple might change their mind. Somehow Aunty in her sari and Uncle, all of sixty-four years old,
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managed to jump; Boy stood below, ready to break their fall. Then very slowly they proceeded down the bank of
the slippery hill, watching every step, as one wrong move might send them hurtling down the slushy khud-side. It
took some time for them to reach the flat road below, and they heaved a sigh of relief when they did.
It was 2 a.m. when they arrived at Mr Chatterji’s, thoroughly drenched. They banged the front door, crying out
“Shibu, Shibu” But there was no answer. They continued to shout and scream and thump the door for a good
fifteen minutes, which seemed like an hour, before they were heard.
The Chatterjis gave them dry clothes to change into and put my brothers to sleep in their son’s room. But
Uncle and Aunty could not sleep and sat huddled in the drawing room.
As soon as the first rays of morning light appeared, at about 5:30 a.m., Uncle rushed out to the open area, near
the entrance door and looked up. Lo and behold, the house was still standing, straight as a sentinel, its outline
etched in the magical light of the dawn. A flicker of hope lit Uncle’s heart, and he thought, did I misjudge the
signs and panic unnecessarily? He went inside to share the news with Aunty.
But at 7:30 they heard an enormous, ear-bursting, crumbling sound and rushed out. Before their very eyes, the
whole building, with all their loved possessions inside, had caved in like a house of cards.
Uncle sobbed loudly and unashamedly and kept repeating, “It’s gone, Indu, it’s gone.”
Aunty, stoically, without a tear, held him and comforted him as one would a child.
3
Darjeeling was bitterly cold in December 1946 when we sat for our University of Cambridge School
Certificate Examination, and the heating in the hall was totally inadequate. Our fingers were frozen and our feet
numb. But we marched on, repeating, “Onward, Christian soldiers, onward as to war,” and praying to “Our Lady
of Quick Help” for inspiration. At the end of the examinations, the woman invigilator who had come from
England wrote in my autograph book:
“God gave us memories so that we might have roses in December.”
Why memories of roses, I wondered, for in Calcutta, Banaras and Lucknow, where we would be going for our
winter holidays later in the month, roses would be in full bloom. The Englishwoman was obviously speaking from
her own perspective, perhaps remembering the last rose of summer. Were perceptions really so different, I
thought.
We would spend the three winter months traveling, while living out of suitcases—a few days in Calcutta with
good friends of my parents, a few weeks in Banaras with Achal Uncle, and the rest with Babujee and Bhabhijee in
Lucknow. We loved Achal Uncle’s small home in Banaras, which we called “he rubber house” because it
expanded with affection and hospitality to somehow accommodate huge numbers of visitors, making everyone
feel welcome. He had a large family, and it was fun for all of us cousins to be together. Achal Uncle, who was a
doctor, would come home from work late at night, bringing special delicacies from the city. We would be woken
up when he returned and fed aloo ki tikki and chaat and barfi.
Babujee’s house, on the other hand, was spacious and comfortable, with only Babujee, Bhabhijee and their
daughter Sheila living there. There was a beautiful garden with many varieties of roses and bougainvilleas. But
we had to be well-behaved and quiet and eat whatever was put in front of us—quite often vegetables that we
didn’t particularly relish. Babujee, though he was affectionate, had a terrible temper. The moment we heard the
horn of his car, everyone would get very nervous. Even Ma and Bhabhijee would hurriedly put away their sewing,
especially if they hadn’t spread a white sheet on the floor, which Babujee insisted on as a precautionary measure
whenever they used a needle.
There was a long gap between our final examinations and our results. The papers were shipped out to England,
corrected, the results were announced, and then the certificates given. All this took about six months, as it was just
a year after the Second World War. I was naturally anxious about how I had fared, having been out of school,
studying in Khulna, for so many months during that final year.
I often thought of my father, whom I had adored. He had promised to send me to the University of Cambridge
to study if I did well in school. In fact, my whole attitude towards my studies, which had earlier been very casual,
changed because of him when I was eight. I had failed in class and come second from the bottom.
But that shame was not all. Gulu Kola had come last and I was now clubbed with her, as we were the only two
failures. Everybody knew she was stupid, and now I was stupid too. I was also apprehensive about how my
parents would react, especially my father, who had such a fiery temper. But my father didn’t scold me. All he said
was,
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“I am confident you can do better; after all, it’s been said often enough that genius is 99 per cent perspiration
and 1 per cent inspiration. Work hard and all will be well and I will send you to college in England to study and
shine there.”
Now that my father was no more, I knew that no matter how well I had done, this was not to be. But I was
anxious to learn something that would enable me to quickly get a job and earn money. I joined St. Helen’s
Convent, Kurseong, in early 1947 and did a six-month secretarial course—shorthand, typing, bookkeeping and
accounts. Kurseong was close enough to Darjeeling to make an occasional visit.
The only real friend I made in Kurseong was Shirley Freese, an Anglo-Indian girl from Hapur, who was an
orphan. She was teaching in the nursery classes because she didn’t have the money to go to college. She taught for
two years and earned and saved money so that she could study for two. She was very focused and courageous and
was also a marvelous raconteur; she was to become a lifelong friend.
We were both in Kurseong on 15 August 1947, when India became independent. There was an air of
tremendous excitement and celebration everywhere. At last we were saluting our own flag. We heard Pandit
Nehru’s “tryst with destiny” speech on the radio. It was the first time I had heard the word “tryst” and tried to
ascertain its meaning. Ma had sent me a simple white sari with a green and orange border—matching the colours
of our flag—and I felt very proud wearing it.
Living in Darjeeling and Kurseong, both hill stations, where there were hardly any Muslims, we were in a
sense isolated from the communal tensions of the times and the Great Calcutta Killings. In Punjab, the partition of
the country had been bloody and devastating, with many of the Muslims moving to Pakistan and almost all the
Hindus and Sikhs to India. I remember, a number of years before this, hearing the voice of Muhammad Ali Jinnah
thundering out his demand for a separate country for the Muslims. I had also heard small children in Muslim areas
of Calcutta shouting—in Hindi rather than in Bengali—
Hindustan, a Hindustan! Larke lenge Pakistan.
India, O India! We will fight and get Pakistan.

A new name had been coined, a new nation came into existence, and I had to learn to redraw the map of my
country. On the western side, “Mother India” had lost part of her head, shoulder, arm and elbow, and on the
eastern side a curious piece resembling that of a jigsaw puzzle. Even now, fifty-six years later, I find it hard to
look at the map without a twinge.
I had completed my school studies at the age of sixteen from Loreto Convent, Darjeeling. But now I had to
plan my future. I wanted to work, but my mother felt I should continue my studies as I had done so well in my
exams. In those days, as there was no good college in Darjeeling, the question arose as to where I should pursue
my future studies. The choice was between Lucknow, where Babujee lived, and Calcutta, where Michi bhai, aged
twenty-one, had just joined Andrew Yule and Company, a British managing agency, as an apprentice. He was
living in a chummery with five others. Since Calcutta was likely to be our future home, my mother decided it was
better that I study as a boarder in Loreto College, Calcutta, where I was readily admitted to do the Intermediate
examination in Arts from the University of Calcutta. It was only after this had been completed in March 1948 that
I could even think of studying for the Bachelor of Arts degree.
Loreto College, Calcutta, was not like a real college, such as Presidency, where students more or less had the
freedom to come and go as they liked. Being run by the nuns, strict discipline was observed; it was more like an
extension of school, so we referred to Loreto as “scollege”. Mainly a day college, it had only a very few
hostellers. Where we went, whom we met, and when we returned all had to be noted down in the going-out
register, so that the facts could be checked later if the need arose. Meeting and going out with young men was a
particular taboo.
Most of the teachers were Irish nuns, but we were taught English by a young Indian Christian woman, Romola
Lahiry. She used to dress very simply, in a sari and without any make- up. She had no brothers and one of her two
younger sisters was in college with us. We learnt that Miss Lahiry was supporting the entire family on her salary,
as her father was ailing. She was a very good teacher, always smiling, sympathetic to our needs and patient in
dealing with our problems. We idolized Romola Lahiry as we could relate to her more than to the nuns.
The nuns were also trying to change, now that India was independent of the British yoke. They decided to put
on an Indian play instead of the usual Shakespearean dramas or those about the Annunciation and Nativity. They
settled for the story of Rama with music and the minimum use of language.
But they could not find anyone to act as Hanuman. All the college girls wanted to look beautiful in saris and
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jewelry, or be powerful and strong as Rama and Lakshmana, but nobody wanted to be a monkey with a long tail
hanging behind. After all, the play would be seen by everybody, including the young men from St. Xavier’s
College. The nuns were distraught: how could we have the Ramayana without Hanuman? So, eventually, I opted
for the role and thoroughly enjoyed myself.
Moyna Ganti, who came from Dehra Dun and was fatherless like me, was also a boarder. We became good
friends and very soon she and Michi bhai, who used to visit me, fell in love. It all happened under the very noses
of the nuns, but they were totally unaware of it. We had learnt how to beat the system. She was allowed to go out
with me, since I was a female; I was allowed to go out with a male, as he was my brother; and he was very
anxious to take me out, which he might otherwise not have been, because of Moyna; the three of us had a good
time together.
We were only allowed to go out on weekends. So my brother used to write letters to Moyna during the week.
Unfortunately, he had the most horrendous and illegible writing, and poor Moyna had to get her love letters read
out by me!
Moyna was very attractive and had a lot of oomph and style and daring. Led by Moyna, four of us hostellers
once went out together wanting to do something naughty. In the going-out book we filled in the entry,
“Out and About”.
All the wickedness we could manage was to go to Firpos in Chowringhee and order one creme de menthe and
share it between us, imagining that we were getting thoroughly drunk. Our normal outing was to walk down
Middleton Row, turn left on Park Street and go to “Mags” (Magnolia Restaurant). Moyna and I would then order
one chilli con carne and one Magnolia ice cream between us. The first was a Mexican dish with red beans,
minced meat and chilies and we got two slices of bread with it. So it was quite filling—and in any case that was
all we could afford.
Michi bhai was tall, fair and very good-looking and could do no wrong in my mother’s eyes. He was her
prince, her Raj Kumar. She obviously thought that in good time he would marry a fair, traditionally beautiful girl.
In fact, offers of marriage to such girls from Khatri families started coming in in 1948. Since he was only twentytwo, my mother discouraged these overtures though they were from the right caste, saying that Michi was too
young and had not yet settled down in his profession. Ma was then utterly shocked when he declared that he
wanted to marry Moyna and would like to bring her over so that they could meet.
Moyna’s mother was Bengali and her late father came from a village near Guntur in Andhra Pradesh. Since her
surname was Ganti, in college we used to affectionately call her, “Ghanti, the Bell”. When she went out, she
dressed in chiffon saris, which accentuated her rather voluptuous figure; her carriage was confident and she spoke
softly and intelligently on a variety of subjects. All in all, she was extremely alluring, with large, expressive eyes
and a sensuous mouth. She had a beautifully glowing, dark, smooth complexion, with none of the anguish of
teenage pimples or blackheads.
Michi bhai was enraptured by her and could not imagine that my mother would not be. But Ma was very upset
when she learnt of Moyna. Apart from her sensuous features, Ma just could not bear the idea of Moyna’s
duskiness. She tried to dissuade Michi, but without success. She even went so far as to say that she would not
fondle his “black” children. Since I had introduced them, I became the villain of the piece. When my mother
realized that Michi was all set to marry Moyna, she tried to persuade me to get Moyna to use some very special
cream and mud packs that she had procured, to make her complexion fair.
I was completely flabbergasted at the suggestion and angry with Ma for behaving in such a colour-conscious
manner. I could perhaps have forgiven her if she had had some doubts because of a difference in upbringing, but
to have reservations because of the colour of Moyna’s skin was appalling. Anyway, they did get married and my
mother came around and loved not only Moyna dearly, but her three beautiful children as well.
*
In Loreto College, our movements were monitored and so were our studies. We were given regular homework.
I still remember the evening of 30 January 1948. About fifteen of us boarders were doing our homework in the
first-floor classroom, when one of the nuns came in and announced in a calm but anguished voice that Gandhiji
had died. We were all shocked and wanted to know how this had happened. She said that he had been shot. We
were totally stunned.
“Who did it, who did it?” many of us asked agitatedly. She replied,
“We don’t know yet, but it was at a prayer meeting.” She added that we were now free to go to our rooms, if
we so liked, but we should not leave the building, as there might be trouble.
After she left, we all huddled together in the room, talking in whispers, because we were full of grief. For all of
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us, in Nehru’s memorable phrase, the light had gone out of our lives, and we felt the cold chill of fear and
darkness enveloping us. We started speculating as to who the murderer might be. One of my classmates, a
Maharashtrian, said with great anger,
“It must have been a damn Muslim who did it. They can’t be trusted.”
Ironically, it turned out to be a Maharashtrian Hindu, … .\fn{ The author names him; I have deliberately excised the name,
believing the same of him as my friends believe of the recent Nazi dictator of Germany: “May his name and memory be erased.”:H }
*
I was nineteen when I met Premo in Kanpur in February 1950. I was married to him thirteen months later. It all
seems so long ago. Sashi bhai, while studying at Banaras Hindu University, thought that I would never get
married because our family had no money. So, when I was seventeen, quietly and unbeknownst to the rest of the
family, he responded to a matrimonial advertisement which appeared in a newspaper and which specifically stated
“no dowry”. He carried on a steady correspondence with the people concerned. It was only when things started
coming to a head and they finally stated that they wanted the would-be groom’s passage to the United Kingdom to
be paid for, that he realized that the matter was not so simple. When he told my mother about all this, she was
terribly shocked.
My mother was very anxious that I get married, as all Indian mothers are (or at least used to be), once their
daughters turn seventeen or eighteen. The legal age of marriage for a girl, in those days, was sixteen. Michi bhai
had already got married to Moyna, my best friend from college, in March 1949. Thereafter, Ma kept telling Michi
bhai that he was not taking his responsibilities seriously and not introducing me to the right type of boys.
But what could he do? He was working in Andrew Yule and Company and his friends were covenanted
assistants working in British firms, who wanted to marry smart and stylish girls, which I was not. So nothing
seemed to be moving and my marriage was a constant topic of anxious discussion.
At nineteen, I already felt that I was being left on the shelf and marginalized, as there appeared to be no life for
a girl without marriage. However, among Michi bhai’s friends there was a young Christian man who worked in
another managing agency, and who appeared to like me. He was intelligent and sensitive. One night, when we
were all going to a party, he bought some fragrant bela flower garlands for the five women in the group. Two of
them just dropped the garlands, the other two wound them rather casually around their wrists, and I was the only
one who received the gift with genuine delight and immediately wrapped it around my chignon, its rightful place.
This was the start of his liking for me. He had a sonorous voice and when asked to sing at a party, came up
with songs like “I’ll walk beside you through the world today”. No words of affection were ever exchanged, but a
pleasant tension developed between us. Moyna and Michi bhai started teasing me, and my mother grew alarmed.
She was apprehensive that love might develop between this dark Christian boy and me. This was not the sort of
marriage she envisaged. For her he was a most unsuitable choice. But because of this, my marriage became a
source of even more intense worry for her. She opened her heart and discussed the subject ad nauseam with
anyone who was willing to listen.
When Ma went to Delhi in the winter of 1949 to spend time with Mr. Pershad (the same good friend of my late
father who had looked after us when we had the car accident) and his family, my marriage was very much on her
mind. His daughter Chiri was older than me and had many friends who were boys. She was not married, but since
her mother had died many years earlier, there was not much pressure on her. Ma told her that she should find a
suitable boy for me.
Premo had just returned from England. He had studied with Chiri at St. Stephen’s College in Delhi and they
had done English Honours together. They were a class of five and were taught by the erudite Dr. Samuel Mathai.
Thereafter, Premo had gone in 1947 to Northampton in England to do a course in Boot and Shoe Manufacture. It
was just after the Second World War, food and clothes were rationed, and life was quite difficult. Premo didn’t
have too much money, so he worked during the night and studied during the day. He had sold his mother’s jewelry
to go to England and was determined to make good. At the end of his studies, he stood first in the final
examinations.
On his return to India, he came to see Chiri. Ma happened to be present when he told Chiri his news and
showed her his certificates and medals. Ma liked the young man’s manners and looks, though he was rather short.
He reminded her of her husband, who had also struggled to make good. When he left, she mentioned to Chiri that
he seemed the right type of boy for me, provided he didn’t expect a dowry.
Chiri told Ma that when Premo was in Delhi before going to England he had had a Sikh girlfriend but that she
had no idea how things stood between them now. Premo had started working in Kanpur in Cawnpore Tannery; she
would write to him, if Ma wanted, and ascertain the position.
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In early 1950 I went to Delhi, taking an extended New Year holiday, as my mother, who was still there, insisted
that it would be good for me to do some sight-seeing. She knew I loved traveling and seeing new places and so I
fell into the trap—not knowing what was actually planned for me. So instead of my seeing Delhi, I was seeing
and being seen by young men with a view to marriage.
Once I arrived in Delhi, Chiri invited her friends over, both young men and young women, so that there could
be some relaxed and lively interaction. Since it was around New Year, flush and rummy were played almost every
evening. The Punjabis love fun and consider it auspicious to play cards and gamble during this period. They
believe that if you win at Diwali or the New Year, you will make money all the year through. I didn’t want to play,
as I didn’t have too much money to gamble away. But one of Chiri’s young friends, who took a fancy to me, saw
me hesitating, and insisted that he would place the money on my behalf.
He was a polite, polished and pleasant-looking man and came from a very good and respected family. I quite
liked the little I saw of him, but my mother immediately rejected him as being too rich and from a business
family. My mother at forty-four was young but wise. She had seen life the hard way and realized that marriage
into such a family, even if they had no demands, would make me very unhappy. I would always be compared with
the other daughters-in-law. For Ma it was not possible to fulfill even the very minor expectations of a good
marriage feast with simple festivities for a large family and group of friends. Besides, she had somehow taken a
fancy to Premo and pressed Chiri once again to write to him. Though Chiri was a little hesitant, she wrote the
letter.
Chiri was apprehensive about the reception her letter would get and asked to be forgiven if Premo felt that she
ought not to have written. But she was straightforward in what she wrote and requested him to be equally frank
and not to feel any sense of obligation about making a commitment. She explained to him that it was at the behest
of her good-looking aunt, whom he had met, that she was writing. Her aunt. was impressed with him and thought
that he would be a suitable match for her daughter, Leila. Her aunt also felt that Leila’s late father would be happy
if such a marriage came about, as he appeared to be like him, honest, steady and sincere.
Chiri described me as being five feet tall, not very fair, and attractive “in an Indian son of way”. She said that I
had got eight A’s in my Senior Cambridge examination and was working as private secretary to the General
Manager of the Assam Rail Link Project. She further added that Michi bhai, aged twenty-four, was in Andrew
Yule, Sashi bhai, aged twenty-one, was with Bird and Company, and Tuttu, aged seventeen, was studying at St.
Xavier’s College in Calcutta. She told Premo that if he had no commitments and was interested in getting married,
he should come to Delhi, where we could meet and decide for ourselves. She said that I was like her little sister
and that she felt responsible for my marriage.
Premo responded within a few days, frankly explaining the position, and said he would very much like to meet
me and see where it went from there. But unfortunately he could not come to Delhi as he did not have any leave,
having taken on his new assignment only recently. Chiri wrote back to say that she would be very happy if we met
and liked each other adding:
“Papa is also very much in favour of this, as Uncle Seth and he were like real brothers.”
So after a few weeks, my mother and I returned to Calcutta via Kanpur, which was where her sister, Tara Masi,
lived with her family. Premo, who had been informed of our arrival, came over to her house at a specified time. It
was then that we met.
He was wearing brown and white correspondent shoes, fawn-coloured gabardine trousers and a creamcoloured silk shirt. He was chewing paan, which made his lips look red and messy. He seemed pleasant enough,
but this “England-returned” man spoke English with a rather Indian accent and seemed to be showing off about
his work and achievements. I was frankly put off.
But it appeared that he liked me and told my mother so at the end of the next day. He found me, so he said,
unassuming and intelligent. Ma was delighted and wanted to know my reaction. I made it clear that I was not
bowled over by Premo, and that, having met him only twice, it was a bit unfair to expect a balanced reaction from
me. Unless I got to know him better, I could not take a decision. Ma was nonplussed and disappointed. But she
knew that I was stubborn and that there was no point in pressing the matter further. When Premo asked for
permission to write to me, Ma readily agreed. This started our correspondence, which was good because through
our letters we got to know each other and to understand each other’s lives.
I learnt that Premo was an orphan, and that his Maarna, Radha Krishan Khanna, had persuaded his wife to look
after him. In early 1924, he acceded to his wife’s anxious wishes and decided not to go abroad on the condition
that she breastfed the infant Premo, whose mother had just died, together with their own six-month-old child,
Taro. Such were the bonds and generosity of the extended family system.
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So Premo and Taro were suckled at the same time and became very close. Premo was eight before he knew
that his uncle and aunt (whom he called Baoji and Bibiji) were not his real parents. Till then he was known as
Premo Khanna. Even after he was given his own surname he lived with his Maarna and Maami till he left home.
In September 1941, Premo’ blood-brother, Kedaro, who was six years older than him, died of an obstruction in
the intestine, leaving behind a two-year-old daughter and an eighteen-year-old widow, who was pregnant. Baoji
thought that it would be a good idea for Premo to get married to his widowed sister-in-law, Bimla. But Premo was
totally opposed to the proposition for various reasons. When, despite his protests, Baoji pressed him to comply,
Premo left home.
He did not disclose his whereabouts and had to fend for himself. As he had no money, he realized he needed to
take on the first job that came his way. One day he just walked into a Bata shop in Ambala and asked the manager
if he could work there. Looking at the way Premo was dressed and talked, the manager said he did not have any
job to offer him. He mentioned in passing, however, that he was looking for a shop-boy, and asked Premo if he
knew someone suitable.
Premo offered himself. The manager was embarrassed and said said that the job was not proper for him, as it
meant cleaning the shop, carrying and bringing out shoes, and stacking them again. Premo assured him that he
would be happy doing all this and would be satisfied with the meagre salary that was being offered. He soon made
himself quite indispensable to the manager, who became a friend and in due course recommended Premo as an
assistant in a Bata shop in Mussourie, where there happened to be a vacancy.
Premo took on the assignment there but could not afford to rent lodgings; with the permission of the shop
manager, he used a partly open space at the top of the shop to sleep. Since it was very cold and he did not have
enough money to buy blankets, he slept with all his clothes on, covering himself with just a khes or cotton
blanket. In the morning he would brush his clothes, polish his shoes and be as smart as ever.
One day, some friends of Baoji, who had come to Mussourie for a holiday, entered the shop to buy some shoes.
They recognized Premo, but he pretended not to know them. They asked him his name, and he prevaricated. They
were suspicious but not certain that it was him. They reported the incident to Baoji. Taro was immediately sent off
to try and locate Premo and to persuade him to come back home, on the clear understanding that the question of
his marriage to Bimla would not be brought up again. He returned home to a greatly relieved family; there was a
reconciliation and a fond reunion. But shoes were to become a passion of Premo’s and to play an important part in
his life.
In 1939, Premo had gone to study in Government College, Ajmer. There he participated in the individual civil
disobedience set in motion by Nehru against British rule and later in the Quit India agitation instigated by Gandhi.
Premo surreptitiously hoisted the Congress flag on the college flagpost as part of this civil disobedience
movement. As a marathon runner he was swift on his feet and could run to the building, climb up to the flag-post,
take down the Union Jack and hoist the Congress flag, all in a jiffy.
The Principal of the college, Mr. Sesuadree, who had been conferred an MBE,\fn{ Member of the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire } was very upset to see the Congress flag fluttering on top of the college building and
wanted to take action against the person or persons involved. But first he had to find out who they were. Premo
was always smartly dressed in white drill trousers, a cream-coloured silk shirt and well-polished shoes. He was
never seen in a khadi kurta-pajama and Gandhi cap. He seemed a most unlikely person to have had any part in the
hoisting of the flag.
So Mr. Seshadree sought his help in finding the culprit. Premo was also given a small amount of money to
entertain other students over tea in order to investigate the matter. But of course the seditious flag-hoister couldn’t
be found. Premo was egged on by the spirit of nationalism and by his friends’ admiration, and practice made him
swifter and smarter on the job. After some time the elusive flag-hoister struck yet again. He took off his shoes
some distance away, sprinted to the spot to hoist the flag, and returned quietly later to collect his shoes.
But a chowkidar doing his rounds had spotted a pair of shiny brown shoes lying under a tree. He picked them
up and brought them to the college office. No one came forward to claim them. Premo was short and had small
feet. The shoes were ultimately traced to him and when the Congress flag was found waving atop the flag-post, he
was put in the dock.
Mr. Seshadree was livid and rusticated Premo from college immediately and without a hearing. Premo had no
recourse as the Principal refused to see him and would not even give him any kind of transfer cenificate that
would enable him to gain admission to another college. There the matter stood for several years.
Finally, Sir Maurice Gywer, who was the Vice-Chancellor of Delhi University, heard Premo’s tale and
admitted him to St. Stephen’s College, where he did his degree in English Honours. The course at St. Stephen’s
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was virtually like a constant tutorial, with a class of only five students: one young woman, Chiri Pershad, and four
young men, three of whom were Muslims.
The ace sportsman of the College, Shuja-ul-Islam, was also a Muslim. His family was in the leather and
footwear business. He was a friend of Premo’s and was going to Northampton to study Boot and Shoe
Manufacture. Premo too was tempted to go. One of his reasons for studying abroad was that he wanted to better
himself for his Sikh girlfriend.
But when Premo’s grandmother, Maji, who was barely literate, learnt that he was planning to go to England by
air, she was very unhappy. She protested,
“I know you will not listen to me and will fly, but do tell the driver to keep close to the ground!” Such was her
love and concern. But when she learnt that he was going to study Boot and Shoe Manufacture she was even more
unhappy. Why did he want to become a cobbler? It was a low and polluting occupation. No high-caste Hindu had
anything to do with the leather trade. It was left to the low castes and Muslims to deal with dead wimals and the
skinning of cattle. She added,
“You are an orphan boy and I love you very much, but you are very stubborn. In any case, if you are going to
England to study, you should become a barrister, a doctor or an engineer. If all you want to become is a mochi,
then I just cannot understand why you must go to England for that.”
None of this, needless to say, had any effect on Premo since, like all young people, he would only be
influenced by the opinion of his peers. My mother's views were very different to those of Premo’s grandmother; at
that very time, in a different town, she was teaching us that all work was worship and that it was no disgrace to be
a shoemaker, but only for a shoemaker to make bad shoes.
When Premo returned from England after having worked and studied hard under difficult circumstances, he
was confident and happy. He had seen a bit of the outside world, learnt a trade and earned medals from the City &
Guilds of London Institute for standing first in their technological examinations for Boot and Shoe Manufacture
and excellent certificates from his teachers at Northampton and his principal, Mr. Thornton. He was ready to start
work and marry his young Sikh girlfriend. But that was not to be.
Premo's girlfriend used to live in a house adjoining his. She had a beautiful voice and used to sing songs from
her window. Premo, who couldn’t sing, would get her brother, who was a friend of his, to sing a suitable song in
reply. Their love affair was from afar, just glances and words and maybe a quick, hesitant touch; but it deepened
when he went abroad and corresponded regularly, sending her letters to a friend’s address.
On his return, once he had a job, they wanted to get married and so she broached the subject with her mother.
Her mother, who apparently liked Premo, believing him to be her son’s friend, was horrified. She was an orthodox
Sikh woman and could not even contemplate that her daughter should want to marry a non-Sikh. When she saw
that her daughter was serious about the matter, she threatened to commit suicide.
Premo and his girlfriend hoped that she would come around, especially as the girl’s married sister, who lived in
Lucknow, liked Premo and was supportive of them and even agreed to Premo and his girlfriend meeting there
occasionally. But it soon became clear that the mother was adamant. Slowly, they realized that there was no future
in their relationship, as she was very close to her mother and was not willing to take the risk of running away and
facing the consequences, whatever they might have been. Reluctantly, they decided to make the break and the
letters between Kanpur and Jullunder became fewer and fewer. But it was hard, and they had not fully succeeded
in coming to terms with it.
Premo was forthright enough to tell me all this, and it deepened our understanding and love. When we met in
Kanpur, Premo was working in Cawnpore Tannery. Soon thereafter, he was offered a very much better job in
Cooper Allen, an English company. Unfortunately, his employers would not release him because he was doing a
good job for them, and consequently Cooper Allen did not take him. It was a real dog-in-the-manger attitude.
Premo was so upset that he resigned immediately, without waiting to find another job.
He then applied to various concerns, including the Bata Shoe Company. There he was interviewed by Mr.
Khaitan, the Chairman of the company, and offered a job as a group foreman in the factory. It was not exactly
what Premo wanted—it was not, for a start, a managerial job—but he decided to accept it: it was in Batanagar,
only thirteen miles from Calcutta, which is where I was. This gave us an opportunity to get to know each other
better. Premo used to come over on the weekends and we spent a good deal of time together, chaperoned by my
younger brother, Tuttu. Premo was kind, considerate and caring. He was also confident and optimistic. He was
colour-blind, but that did not stop him from appreciating the colour of my sari and praising it as a “beautiful seagreen”, when it was actually magenta.
Some time after Premo and I got to know each other well, he wrote to Baoji, his Maama, that he planned to
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marry me. Strangely, his Maama knew my father briefly when they were both at the Thomason College of Civil
Engineering in Roorkee. Thereafter, their paths didn’t cross very often, as my father joined the railways and Baoji
became an engineer on the canals. But he must have seen my mother in her youth at some function with my father
because, when Premo sought his blessings and mentioned in his letter who my parents were, Baoji wrote back,
“If she is as intelligent as her father and as good-looking as her mother, she is fine.”
Though I was neither, Baoji became very fond of me. Unfortunately, I could not talk to him freely in Panipat,
as it was just not done in the context of the joint family. When he came to stay with us much later in Patna, it was
different.
We were engaged on 23 July 1950. Premo placed a ring on my finger: it had two diamonds of equal size and
sparkle, side by side, and to me represented the closeness and equality of our partnership. He also gave me a
gramophone record of Malka Pukhraj singing “Abhi to main jawaan hoon” and a large bottle of Quelques Fleurs.
I was thrilled—I had never had a bottle of perfume before.
*
On the morning of 13 March 1951, I woke up with a queer feeling in the pit of my stomach. I was to be
married that day. I was twenty years old, very nervous, and unsure of myself and the future. But the past had not
been easy, so I did look forward, if hesitantly, to what was to come. Premo was to arrive at seven in the evening,
but he didn’t turn up. He was always very punctual and we had sent a car bedecked with flowers to fetch him. As
the moments ticked past, I wondered what would happen if the auspicious time for the wedding passed us by. We
were not the sort of traditional family that would have tried to find anyone who was available so that I didn’t
remain unmarried.
Premo and his party eventually arrived just a few moments before the specified time for the jaimala or
exchange of garlands. They had arrived somewhat early from Batanagar, and had therefore decided to go for a
drive on Red Road, not far from the Ganga. There they had a flat tire, only to discover that the spare tire in the
boot was also almost airless; hence the delay.
I was sitting inside the house, all dressed up in my red tissue patola sari, which my mother had bought for two
hundred and fifty rupees, which seemed an exorbitant price to me. I started wondering if it was an unlucky sari. It
certainly was very expensive by our standards, as Ma had hardly any money. She had bought me only two new
saris, one for the wedding, and the other, a white silk Banarasi katan with a beautiful ambi pallav and small red
and green and gold butis all over, for the reception.
Premo came from a traditional family, and so Ma had bought six new Banarasi silk and gold brocade saris for
them, one for Maji, one for my mother-in-law and four for my sisters-in-law: one nanad and three bhabhis.
Altogether, she spent fifteen hundred rupees on the saris, a big chunk of the six thousand rupees that were to
cover all the wedding expenses. Ma repeatedly asked me if there was anything special I wanted for my wedding. I
knew her financial constraints and so refrained from asking for anything. But I did very much want some
photographs to be taken of the wedding, and ultimately I very hesitantly told her that it would give me great
pleasure to have a few photographs which I could look at later. We made inquiries and found that the
photographer would charge a minimum of a thousand rupees for seven photographs. So that’s what we got.
Ma also got made a champakali gold necklace with a pair of little earrings to match, which cost one thousand
rupees, and a set of pearl and gold kurta buttons for Premo, which cost three hundred rupees. The remaining two
thousand two hundred rupees were spent on the wedding expenses proper, such as the pundit, the vedi and soft
drinks and Magnolia’s vanilla ice cream for the more than two hundred relations and friends who were invited. It
was a very simple affair and this became especially apparent because a colleague of Premo’s was also married on
the same day in Calcutta. There an elaborate dinner, with many varieties of fish and sweets, was served, and a
great deal was spent on lighting and decoration.
I knew how difficult it was for Ma to have made this celebration possible. But she wept and said to me,
“If your father had been alive, it would have been so different.”
I tried to console her and tell her how much I valued all she had done. I also reminded her how lucky we were
that there were no dowry demands from Premo or his family and that the baraat from Delhi and Panipat consisted
only of four men: his sister’s husband, his two cousins Gopi and Taro, and the old family retainer, Ganga Datt.
We spent our wedding night in Meera and Aloke’s large air-conditioned bedroom with attached bathroom in
their posh first-floor flat in Ballygunge Park Road. Uncle and Aunty Dutt were now living with their daughter and
new son-in-law after the collapse of Sanjoy Bhawan. As a wedding gift, Aunty Dutt gave me a beautiful pearl and
ruby necklace, one of the few pieces of jewelry that she still had, and Meera presented me with exquisitely
embroidered table linen. She also decorated her bed and bedroom with fragrant flowers so that we would be
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surrounded with beauty and scent while we made love.
Premo had a tough time removing all the safety pins which Moyna had used to keep my wedding sari in place,
before we could go to bed.
84.5 & 231.276 1. Return 2. Paper Flowers: Two Short Stories\fn{by Usha Priyamvada (1930- )} Kanpur, Kanpur
District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
1
Gajadhar Babu ran his eyes over the luggage collected in the room—two boxes, a basket and a bucket.
“What’s in the small tin, Ganesh?”
Ganeshi was tying the bed-roll. “My wife says you are fond of laddus.” It made him proud to think that he
could be of service to his master. “We’ll miss you,” he added.
Gajadhar Babu was excited at the prospect of going home. But his happiness was tinged with sadness. He was
snapping ties with a world which had become familiar and dear to him and where he commanded respect.
“Please don’t forget us,” Ganeshi said tying the string around the bed-roll.
“Drop me a line if you are ever in difficulty. And yes, don’t delay your daughter’s marriage. Fix it up by
September.”
“If you don’t help us, who will?” Ganeshi said wiping away tears with his napkin. “Things would have been
easier had you been here.”
Gajadhar Babu was getting restive. With all his belongings packed up, the room in the railway quarter where
he had spent the major part of his life now looked denuded and ugly. In anticipation of his leaving, the neighbors
had even uprooted the flower plants and shrubs which he had so carefully nurtured in the courtyard. In their place
big holes gaped at him. But the pleasant anticipation of joining his near and dear ones stifled the mild wave of
anger he felt rising in his heart at this act of vandalism.
Gajadhar Babu was happy, very happy. After thirty-five years’ service with the railways he had retired and was
proceeding home for good. During his long tenure of service, he had spent most of the time alone, far from the
family. The thought that one day he would go to live in the midst of his family had sustained him in his lonely
moments. Judged by worldly standards, it could be said that he had not fared badly in life. He had constructed a
house of his own. His eldest son, Amar, and daughter, Kanti were married and settled. Another son and daughter
were in college.
Most of the time Gajadhar Babu had been posted at small stations. When the question of his children’s
education came up his wife went to stay in the city with them. Gajadhar was an affectionate person who needed
affection. With the family gone, his life had become a vast emptiness. It became difficult for him to stay in the
house. When his family was with him, on returning from duty, he would spend his time happily at home: joke
with his wife and have fun with the children. He did not have a poetic turn of mind, yet he would keep remembering his wife’s loving words and gestures. She would keep the hearth going even up to two in the afternoon so that
she could serve him a hot meal. In spite of his protests that he had had enough she would force upon him another
helping and sweetly cajole him into doing full justice to the food. When he came home he found her standing at
the kitchen door, greeting him with a shy smile.
Gajadhar Babu’s memory glowed with numerous small details and he felt nostalgic. And now after a long wait
the time had come when he would again live in the midst of that affection and respect.
*
Gajadhar Babu put his cap on the string bed and hung the coat on the wall nail. Every now and then he would
hear loud cachinnations from within the house. It was a Sunday. In the next room, the boys and girls were
collected round the table, having breakfast. Still smiling, he went in. Narendra, his hands on his hips, was
mimicking a dance seen in last night film, at which Basanti, his daughter, doubled up with laughter. Amar’s wife,
oblivious of all decorum, sat with her head uncovered, hugely enjoying the whole thing. As Gajadhar Babu
appeared on the scene a hush fell on the room. Amar’s wife quickly covered her head, and Narendra, dumped
himself in a chair and put a cup of tea to his mouth. The effort to suppress her giggles kept Basanti’s shoulders
shaking.
“What’s going on, Narendra?” Gajadhar Babu said, amused.
“Nothing, father,” Narendra replied looking completely put out.
Gajadhar Babu wanted to join in the fun and their sudden silence irked him. “Basanti, may I have some tea,”
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he said sitting down. “Your mother hasn’t finished her worship yet?”
“She should soon be here,” Basanti said, glancing towards mother’s room. She proceeded to prepare a cup of
tea for her father.
“Child, the tea doesn’t taste nice,” Gajadhar Babu said taking a sip. “It’s insipid.”
“I’ll add some more sugar.”
“No, don’t bother. I’ll have another cup when your mother prepares some for herself.”
Amar’s wife had already left the room. Narendra also slipped away quietly; only Basanti remained, out of
deference to her father but she kept looking towards the door. Soon her mother came in, pitcher in hand,
mumbling some mantras. She poured water on the basil plant.
“Sitting alone!” She gave a start on seeing her husband sitting all by himself in the room. Basanti had also
gone in the meanwhile. “Where are the others?”
Gajadhar Babu felt a constriction in his heart. “They must be busy somewhere,” he said. “Children are
children, you know!”
When his wife went into the kitchen she knitted her brows at the sight of unwashed utensils scattered all over
the kitchen floor.
“Oh, God, am I to pollute myself washing these utensils after a bath? Nobody even cares to collect them in one
place.” She called out for the servant, but there was no response. She called out again, this time a little louder, and
then looked at Gajadhar Babu.
“Amar’s wife must have sent the fellow to the bazaar!” she sighed and fell into a sullen silence.
Gajadhar Babu patiently waited for his breakfast. He was reminded off Ganeshi. Every morning before the
passenger train arrived he used to prepare puris and jalebis and serve them with tea. Nice tea, exactly to his taste.
Three spoonfuls of sugar and thick creamy milk. The train could be late, but not Ganeshi with his glass of tea.
He felt pained at the plaintive tone of his wife.
“I’ve to fret over things the whole day,” she said. “Even the servant is no help. Work, work, work, all the time.
It has made me prematurely old. Nobody cares to share my burden.”
“Doesn’t Amar’s wife help you?” Gajadhar Babu asked.
“She sleeps all the time. And as for Basanti, she has to attend college.”
Gajadhar Babu, thoroughly worked up, called out for Basanti. She came out of her sister-in-law’s room and
stood before him.
“Basanti, from today you must cook the evening meal. Your sister-in-law will cook the morning meal.”
“But I’ve got to study father,” Basanti pulled a long face.
“You can study in the morning,” Gajadhar Babu said in a conciliatory tone. “You know your mother is not so
strong as she used to be. Between yourself and your sister-in-law you should be able to manage the house.”
Basanti maintained a sullen silence.
“Her mind is not in her studies,” her mother said when Basanti was gone. “Most of the time she is at Sheila’s
house. There are grown up boys in her house. I try to stop her but she won’t listen to me. A load will be off my
chest when she is married.”
Breakfast over, Gajadhar Babu went into the sitting room. The house was small and there was hardly any space
which he could have entirely to himself. As in the case of a guest come for a short stay, they had improvised some
space for Gajadhar by shifting the chairs against the wall and putting a string-bed in the empty space. While lying
on the bed Gajadhar Babu would feel that his status in the house was no better than that of a bird of passage, and
he was reminded of the trains which halted at the station briefly and were then gone. His wife, no doubt, had a
room to herself but it was cluttered up with odds and ends. A corner of it was filled with jars of home-made
pickles and jams, canisters of rice and tins of ghee. In another corner lay quilts and rugs, rolled into a huge bundle
tied with string. Besides her own and Basanti’s trunk, there was a huge tin box which contained the family’s
wardrobe of woolens and winter clothes. And to top it all, a clothes-line was slung across the room, on which
Basanti flung her clothes in reckless disarray. Gajadhar Babu avoided going into this room.
The second room was occupied by Amar and his wife, and the third room which opened onto the front had
been set apart as the sitting room. Before Gajadhar Babu came to stay in the house, the room contained a canechair set, which formed a part of Amar’s wife’s dowry. The chairs had blue cotton covers and cushions
embroidered by Amar’s wife.
When Gajadhar Babu’s wife wanted to unburden her mind she would pull her mat into the sitting room and lie
down maintaining a stubborn silence. That day when she pulled her mat into his room, Gajadhar Babu broached
the subject of their domestic problems. He had observed the way the house was being run and mildly hinted at the
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need to economize.
“Now that our income is reduced we must cut down our expenses,” he said.
“But I can’t starve the family,” she retorted. “I’ve scraped and scrounged all my life. I never ate well nor wore
decent clothes.”
Gajadhar Babu looked at his wife with melancholy eyes. She knew that they were not well off, and it was but
natural that she should feel the pinch and talk about it. But what worried him more than her complaint was her
unsympathetic tone. Had she suggested that they should put their heads together and devise a way out of their
difficulty, he would have squeezed some solace even out of the present predicament. But her perennial nagging
made him feel as if he was solely responsible for the family’s misery.
“What do you lack, Amar’s mother?” he said. “You have a daughter-in-law, and sons and daughters. Money is
not everything in the world.”
As soon as these words were out of his lips, he realized that this manifestation of his inner being was beyond
his wife’s comprehension. He felt still more isolated.
“The daughter-in-law is a great help indeed!” his wife said sarcastically. “She is doing the cooking today.
You’ll see she will make a hash of everything.”
She abruptly closed her eyes and soon lapsed into slumber. Amazed, Gajadhar looked at her face. Was this the
woman, the memory of whose soft touch and captivating smile still lay enshrined in his heart and had helped to
lighten the burden of life? He felt that that charming woman, the companion of his life, had fallen somewhere by
the wayside. This heavy woman who lay sprawled before him was utterly unfamiliar—uncouth and ungainly, her
withered face coarse and lusterless. He kept looking at her for a long time. Then he lay down and stared at the
ceiling.
Something crashed to the ground. His wife woke with a start.
“It’s the cat!” She got up abruptly and ran in. When she returned, her cheeks were flushed.
“Do you see your daughter-in-law’s doings? She left the kitchen door ajar. The cat has upturned the pot of
lentils. I don’t know how I am going to feed the family. And half a jar of ghee is clean gone on parathas and one
vegetable curry. She has no heart, no conscience. Men sweat their guts out, earning a living and she squanders
everything without a thought. I told you she is no good at running the house.”
Gajadhar Babu felt that if she continued with her dirge his ears would start tingling with pain. He clenched his
lips and turned his back on his wife.
In the evening, Basanti designedly cooked such rotten food that it became difficult to swallow even a single
morsel. Gajadhar Babu somehow gulped the food down and got up. But Narendra pushed away the plate.
“I can’t eat this rotten stuff.”
“Then don’t,” Basanti said in a huff. “No one is forcing you to eat.”
“Who asked you to cook?”
“Father, who else?”
“Father gets funny brain waves.”
His mother somehow mollified Narendra and had some food specially cooked for him.
Gajadhar Babu later on said to his wife, “Basanti is no longer a child. It’s a pity she has not learnt cooking.”
'She knows how to cook. She was just feigning.'
Next evening, finding her mother in the kitchen, Basanti changed into new clothes and was about to go out
when Gajadhar Babu stopped her.
“Where are you off to?”
“Just next door—to Sheila’s house.”
“You had better not. Go in and study,” Gajadhar Babu said in a peremptory tone.
For a moment Basanti stood undecided and then re-traced her steps.
When Gajadhar Babu returned from his evening stroll his wife said, “What did you say to Basanti? She is lying
with her face covered. She has not even eaten her meal.”
Gajadhar Babu was upset. From his wife’s tone he felt as if he was the guilty one. He decided to marry off
Basanti as soon as he could.
From then on Basanti always avoided her father. When she had to go out she went by the back door. Once or
twice when Gajadhar Babu asked his wife the reason for Basanti’s strange behavior she told him that she was
angry with him.
Gajadhar Babu exploded with rage. “What impudence! So she doesn’t deign to talk to her own father?” Then
his wife broke the news that Amar was thinking of living separately from the family.
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“Why?” The news came to him as a hammer blow. His wife gave evasive replies. He realized gradually, that
Amar and his wife had a number of complaints against him. Since the time Gajadhar Babu had come to occupy
the sitting room, they had no decent place to receive visitors. Further, Amar’s wife had to drudge in the house and
her mother-in-law taunted her for her inept ways.
“Did any such thing happen before my coming here?”
Gajadhar’s wife shook her head. Previously, Amar was reckoned the head of the family; his wife too had her
own way in everything. Amar’s friends had made the sitting room their haunt where they were regaled with tea
and refreshments, even at odd hours. Basanti also liked things that way. With Gajadhar’s coming their liberties
were curtailed.
Gajadhar said in a feeble voice, “Well, ask Amar not to act in a hurry.”
*
When Gajadhar Babu returned from his walk, he found his bed was missing from the sitting room. He was
about to go in to enquire when he saw it lying in his wife’s room in the midst of jars of pickles and bundles of
quilts. He took off his coat and ran his eyes along the wall for a place to hang it. Then he folded it and, pushing
away some clothes from the clothes-line, flung the coat on it. Without having breakfast he stretched himself on
the bed. Though still active, age had started telling on him; he went for a walk, morning and evening, but the
exertion tired him.
Gajadhar Babu was reminded of his spacious railway quarter, his carefree life and of the flurry of activity on
arrival of the passenger trains, of the familiar faces and the rattling of wheels which fell on his ears like music.
The roar of the mail and express trains which hurtled past the station was the sole companion of his solitary
nights. Often people from the Seth Ramjidas Sugar Mills came to gossip with him. The orbit of his friendship did
not extend beyond these people. He felt those good old days would never come again; in them he had lost a
valuable treasure.
Lying on the bed, he listened to the noises coming from within the house; brief exchanges of arguments
between his wife and daughter-in-law, water dripping from the tap, the brittle sound of utensils being scraped, and
over them all a tete-a-tete between two sparrows.
Suddenly he decided that henceforth he would not take any interest in home affairs. Well, if this was the only
place in the whole house for the head of the family, he would stay put without protest. And if they shoved him off
to some other corner, well, let it be so. If he could not enter the lives of his children, he would rather live like an
alien.
And true enough, from that day onwards, Gajadhar Babu never poked his nose into the affairs at home.
Narendra asked him for some money. He gave it to him without asking a question. Basanti would stay away from
home for hours, he would not raise even his little finger in protest. But what galled him most was that his changed
attitude went unnoticed even by his wife; she was utterly oblivious of the fact that he was weighed down by a
terrible mental strain. Rather, she was pleased that her husband did not poke his nose into her affairs. Sometimes
she even went to the extent of saying,
“This is as it should be. You should not meddle with your children’s affairs. They are now grown up. We are
doing our duty by them. We are giving them proper education, and when the time comes we will perform their
marriages.”
Gajadhar Babu gave his wife a hurt look. He felt he was nothing more than a money-making machine for his
wife and children. An entity whose existence entitled her to put vermilion in the parting of her hair and ensured
her a certain status in society. All that was required of her was to provide him with two meals a day—and with
that her responsibility towards him ended. She was so absorbed with the tins of ghee and sugar that they had
become the whole world to her. He could not hope to be an integral part of her world. He could not be the focus of
her life. He even lost interest in his daughter’s wedding.
In spite of having stopped interfering with the family affairs he could not become at one with the family. He
felt as out of place in the house as the bed looked in the well-furnished sitting room. The joy of coming home was
overcast by a pall of gloom.
However, despite his grim resolve not to impose himself upon the family, one day he faltered. His wife, as was
her habit, was denigrating the servant—that he was a shirker, that he stole money, and ate too much. Gajadhar
Babu had all along felt that the family was living beyond its means. The servant, to his mind, was a luxury which
they could not afford. He paid him off on the spot.
When Amar returned from office he called for the servant.
“Father has dismissed the servant,” his wife said.
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“Why?”
“He says the servant is too expensive.”
A bare statement of fact. But Gajadhar Babu did not miss the sting of sarcasm in his daughter-in-law’s voice.
Being slightly out of sorts that evening, he had not gone out for his evening constitutional. Unaware of his presence in the house, Narendra said,
“Mother, why don’t you bring father round? Had he nothing better to think of than packing off the servant? He
thinks I’ll carry the load of wheat on the cycle carrier for grinding, well, he is expecting too much of me!”
“Yes, mother,” Basanti chipped in, “I can't attend college and sweep the house at the same time.”
“He is getting senile,” Amar muttered. “Why can’t he leave things alone?”
“And imagine his asking our daughter-in-law to do the cooking!” Amar’s mother rejoined. “Fifteen days ration
goes in five.”
Before Amar’s wife could retort she swiftly disappeared into the kitchen.
After some time she went to her room and switched on the light. She was taken aback. Gajadhar Babu was
lying on his bed with his eyes closed.
*
Gajadhar Babu came in, waving a letter and called out for his wife. She came wiping her hands on the end of
her sari, and looked at him expectantly.
“I’ve got a job in Seth Ramjidas Sugar Mills,” Gajadhar Babu said. “It’s better that I earn something rather
than idle away the time. He had made me an offer once before but I had declined.”
He paused and then as if the dying embers had suddenly kindled, he continued in a low voice, “I thought after
years of separation I would stay with you for good … anyway, I’ll be leaving the day after tomorrow. Will you
come with me?”
“I?” His wife fumbled for words. “Who will look after the house if I also go away? Such a large family … and
a grown-up daughter.”
“Yes, you are right,” Gajadhar Babu said. “I just asked you in case …”
And he lapsed into a long silence.
Eagerly Narendra tied the bed-roll and then fetched a rickshaw. Gajadhar Babu’s tin trunk and the small bedroll were deposited in it. Holding a bundle of laddus and salted mathris, Gajadhar Babu climbed into the rickshaw. He cast a glance at his family and then looked away. The rickshaw started.
They came in after seeing him off at the door.
Amar’s wife said to her husband, “What about going to the cinema?”
Basanti jumped, “Brother, I’ll also come with you.”
Gajadhar Babu’s wife went straight to the kitchen. She put the remaining mathris in a tin and brought the tin to
her room.
“Narendra, take away Babuji’s bed. As it is, the place is already so cramped.”
2
Gopal stirred. He suddenly realized that he had spent practically the whole day sitting and reading in the
library.
He put back the newspaper, stretched his limbs, and started to go down the steps. His hand touched his pocket
where he had put the paper on which he had jotted down a few addresses of jobs available. He knew it would be
useless, but he took them down anyway. Now he let out a deep breath, almost a sigh.
Gopal refused to think about the job anymore. He wanted to go home and have a cup of tea. It was evening,
but he could see the last slice of sun sinking behind the broken mosque. The street was crowded with people
going home after the day’s work. He thought he saw a man who still worked in the same office, but he passed
Gopal without looking at him. Gopal tried to convince himself that it wasn’t deliberate.
The front door of his house was open, and he went straight to his room to avoid meeting his mother and
Brinda, his sister. The room seemed to be bare, and he realized at once that the rug from the floor was missing.
The crystal flower vase, on the windowsill, was looking dusty and forlorn. Gopal gently picked it up.
Tomorrow I shall buy some paper flowers for it, he thought. There had been a time when Kusum used to bring
roses by the armloads and spend hours arranging them in his room.
Gopal threw his coat on the chair and sat on the bed untying his shoelaces.
Don’t think of her, he told himself, that is past now, dead and buried. She is going to be married to a rich, fat
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income-tax officer. Everything has its price, even Kusum. Maybe she will be happier with him. Plenty of money.
No worries.
His effort at being objective brought back the pain and hurt. He looked around the room and wished there was
someone to take care of him. He wished that he had a job so that he could go to work every morning, instead of
walking aimlessly and reading all the news.
Outside, a dust storm was about to break, and Gopal could feel the dust in his nostrils as he breathed. He
looked out of the big, bare window and saw that the sky was a muddy yellow. A few fallen leaves whirled round
and round in the middle of the road before being scattered by the wind.
His mother must have heard him coming home, for she called him to have tea. This was a ritual he had once
enjoyed. He used to come from the work in the evening and entertain his mother and Brinda with little, funny
anecdotes. Many times there was Kusum too, helping his mother make samosa, which he liked with his tea.
Gopal went to the kitchen and found that Brinda had not yet come down from her room upstairs. He pulled a
wooden sitting board towards himself and sat down. Neither he nor his mother said anything for some time. She
no longer asked how he had spent the day. She looked at him once or twice. Gopal knew she wanted to say
something. He waited.
“Mr. and Mrs. Misra came to see me again today,” she started hesitantly. “They said that your horoscope
matched their daughter’s. If you agree to marry her, they will find a job for you.”
Mr. and Mrs. Misra had been trying hard to find a husband for their daughter for years, but as she was neither
good-looking nor educated, they were facing great difficulty. Gopal knew that in his present jobless situation he
seemed an easy catch. They had not had the courage to approach his mother earlier, when Gopal had a job, but
then, of course, he was engaged to Kusum. And he would have been married, if he had not been fired.
“This girl’s uncle is something big in the Education Ministry, and Mrs. Misra said that, since you were well
qualified, there wouldn’t be any difficulty,” his mother said.
“If jobs were so easy to get, I wouldn’t have been looking for one so long.”
“Ah, yes, but then you have no recommendation.”
A gleam of hope shot into his mother’s eyes. Gopal noted it and felt sad. How easy it would be to make her
happy. She had borne all the disappointments of her life bravely, her widowhood, the struggle to bring up two
children, the defeat of having Brinda, a grown-up daughter, yet unmarried. Yet she could smile, regardless of her
patched sari, at the thought of welcoming Gopal’s wife in the house.
He knew he ought to say something, and he also felt very mean denying her this little happiness, but he felt he
could not talk about it. He tried to divert her attention and asked,
“What happened to my Kashmir rug? It is not in my room. Did you take it out to air it?”
His mother avoided his eyes. She was embarrassed. Brinda came down and looked around for something to sit
on. Gopal pushed his sitting board towards her, and she took it without saying anything. She must have been
sleeping in her sari, because it was badly crumpled. She had not combed her hair either. Her face had acquired a
permanent sullen look; Gopal knew that Brinda had not liked going to work, but there was hardly any choice left.
Gopal repeated his question about the rug.
“I have taken it upstairs, to my room. I am having a few friends for supper,” Brinda said.
“I should have guessed,” Gopai said wryly.
He hated making scenes, yet he could not let it go. Damn it, I am still the head of the house, he thought to
himself, and said to Brinda,
“I wish you would ask me first, Brinda, before you drag my things upstairs. First my desk, then my favourite
chair, the alarm clock, and the rug.” He tried to be grown up, but a childish resentment crept into his voice.
“I needed them,” Brinda said.
“So did I.”
Gopal caught his mother's eye; she was getting uneasy. Her eyes implored him to let it pass.
“How much longer do I have to wait for the tea, Mother?” Brinda said. “I have a headache.”
“A few minutes,” their mother brought the cups and saucers out of the cupboard and arranged them carefully.
Then she lifted the lid from the kettle, as if to see whether the water was boiling. Gopal noted the way his mother
sat now, a statue with live, agonized eyes. Her face was deeply lined, and hands were coarse, the nails broken and
uneven.
The flames in the stove leapt and shot upwards; at times the burning wood cracked. And now the water was
boiling, the steam pushing the broken edged lid off a little.
“The water is boiling,” Gopal told his mother.
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He was surprised by the gentleness that had crept into his voice. His mother was startled. She hurriedly
knocked off the lid, and a few drops of water splashed on her hand. She did not show any pain.
She wiped her hand on her sari fringe and poured some of the hot water into the teapot. She warmed the pot
and threw away the water. Then she measured the tea leaves carefully into the pot, before pouring the rest of the
water in. While she warmed the milk, Brinda put the tea cozy on. Brinda herself had embroidered this, when she
was younger and was collecting things for her dowry chest. Who could have known that she was to remain
unmarried for the lack of a dowry; just as no one could have foreseen that Gopal was to be unemployed.
Gopal waited for Brinda to pour the tea in all the three cups, but she took her cup upstairs, leaving Gopal and
his mother alone in the kitchen. So Gopal poured. He tried not to spill it, but it was difficult, as the spout of the
teapot was missing.
“Shall I make something for you to eat?” his mother asked him.
“I am not hungry.”
“But you had no lunch,” she said.
“I am not dead yet.” Gopal realized he was being unnecessarily harsh, when he saw her wince.
“Just don’t worry about me,” he added.
“How can I not worry about you? You are my son. I carried you for nine months.”
“I wish you hadn’t.”
Gopal suddenly felt an insane desire to hurt her more, to see the agony deepen in her eyes. He put his cup
down and got up to walk away.
“Gopal!” her voice was tearful and humiliated.
“Yes, Mother,” he said.
“If you are going towards the market, could you buy a few things? These girls are coming for supper with
Brinda, and we have no vegetables at home.”
“What do you want me to get?”
His mother untied the knot from her sari and brought out a dirty, crumpled one-rupee note. She gave it to
Gopal and said,
“Buy anything you like to eat.”
*
Gopal walked out of the house in a bitter mood. He was aware of his not too clean trousers and frayed shirt
collar. The washerman had not brought the clean laundry for three weeks now, and Gopal needed some clean
clothes badly. He needed a few shirts, too, but he was determined not to ask Brinda to buy them for him. She
should notice that the old ones were falling apart.
There was a time when she took pride in his appearance. Sometimes she teased him by saying that all her
school friends were a little in love with her good-looking brother. Even Kusum, who was quiet, shy, and very
pretty.
Gopal had been pleased when he found out that Kusum’s father had started the negotiations for Kusum’s
marriage to him. Gopal’s mother had no objections, though she mentioned that Gopal would not get any money
out of this marriage. If he had, it could have gone toward Brinda’s dowry. Brinda herself was happy at the
prospect of having her friend as Gopal’s wife.
As for Gopal, there was never any doubt. He wanted Kusum. His mother started to plan for the wedding even
though the date was not fixed. Gopal wanted Kusum to finish her final months of study, to graduate, and this
suited Kusum’s father, who needed time to make arrangements.
And every day his mother left the house early to visit the jewelers, the tailors, and to scour the market for
necessary things. She had brought out her old gold jewelry and was getting it repatterned.
“You know what my mother is getting for you?” Gopal asked Kusum one day.
“No,” she was curious, but pretended to be indifferent.
“Earrings and necklaces and rings and silver bells, so that she can hear you sneaking into my room when you
should be in the kitchen cooking.”
Kusum blushed.
The things were sold later, one by one, when Gopal lost his job and Brinda decided to take the teacher’s
training degree. The mother cried each time she took a piece out of its shiny red case, and Gopal knew she hoped
that one day he would have them back to give to Kusum. She broke down completely when Kusum’s father came
to request that the engagement now be broken. Gopal had been out of a job for nearly two years, he said, and how
long could a father keep his daughter waiting; a grown-up girl was such a responsibility and all his relatives were
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talking. There was another boy, of the same caste and of good family, who was willing to marry Kusum.
“But my son might have a job any time now. He has many applications out.”
“Alas, one does not know when it will come. It is not to be my daughter’s good fortune to marry your son.”
Afterwards, Gopal’s mother turned on Gopal for bringing this dishonor upon the family.
“We, the highest of Brahmins, and that man of a low family comes and disgraces us! You are responsible for it,
Gopal, I tell you. If you hadn’t been so foolish about your job, everything would be fine.”
“You don’t understand. If the milkman puts water in the milk, you are out to skin him. This contractor was
going to do the same. He was willing to give a big sum to us, but then he would have used inferior material to
build the hospital. One earthquake and the roof would have come down on the patients.”
“There are others working in the same office. Arc they all dishonest?”
“You just have to go and see how they live. For each new government building that goes up, our boss has a
new house built. I could not sit there and let them cheat the government and take a big share of the bribe that the
contractor gave.”
“I am old and stupid and I don’t understand many things. You should have thought of that innocent girl who sat
waiting for you. She is twenty-three. How long could she be kept waiting? Why should they have picked you to
fire?”
“Because I was in everyone’s way of getting easy money. That is why. They trumped up an excuse to get rid of
me.”
And that the excuse should be inefficiency was what maddened him so much. Gopal knew that he was one of
the best men that they had at the Public Works’ Department.
“But what about Kusum?” his mother asked. “What are we going to say to her father? He has other daughters
to marry, too. People talk.”
“Let her be married to the other man who is so eager to marry her, if she cannot wait any longer,” Gopal said
relentlessly.
“You don’t care?” his mother asked in disbelief.
“No,” Gopal said and turned away.
*
There were not many vendors in the marketplace. The prospect of a storm had sent most of them away. Gopal
bought a few things and came back home. His mother was standing, near the door, waiting.
“I forgot to give you an umbrella: I was worried.”
“It is not going to rain. Just a dust storm.”
Gopal gave the sack to her and went back to his room. The bare floor disturbed him again. He took off his
shoes and lay on the bed. It sagged in the middle. The sheets and the pillowslips were soiled, too. Gopal wished,
again, that there was someone to take care of these little things. Kusum! But he had relinquished her.
Two children, laughing, passed outside his window; a passer-by played the flute softly; dishes clattered in the
kitchen. Gopal waited for the storm, but it was silent outside. He must have fallen asleep, for he did not hear
Brinda’s friends arriving. Brinda was standing near the door of his room, calling him.
“Will you pay seventy-five naiye paise to the horse carriage driver?”
Gopal yawned, realizing how tired he was. Getting up slowly he came to the door and took the money from
Brinda.
He found himself looking straight at Kusum. He was startled, but he replied to her greetings; almost curtly, and
went out of the house. He paid the man who was waiting outside, but did not return home. One neighbor always
welcomed him for a game of chess, so he went there and stayed quite late. Unable to concentrate on the game, he
kept on figuring how long it would take for the girls to eat and go away. He could not face Kusum in these
clothes. Quite late, when the traffic had almost ceased on the road and the storm had passed, he arrived home.
The girls were sitting in front of the kitchen, and were apparently waiting for him.
“Nirmala and Kusum have been waiting for some time. You have to take them home,” his mother said to him.
“Let’s go then,” he replied.
“There is no hurry. You should eat something first,” Kusum said hastily, before Nirmala could get up.
Brinda took Nirmala to her room; Kusum said she would stay to help their mother. She brought out the sitting
board and put it down for Gopal. While he washed his hands, she went to the kitchen to bring the food, which she
put on a low stool, in front of the sitting board.
Gopal returned and sat down without looking at her and started to eat. He was acutely aware of Kusum’s
movements, of her walking to and fro from the kitchen to the verandah where he sat. She was barefooted and he
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could see her small, well-shaped feet under the border of her peacock print sari. His eyes caught a wistful look on
her face, and he wanted to hold her gently, to caress her sad look away.
On the way to the girls’ homes, Nirmala kept yawning. Kusum sat with her in the back seat, Gopal in front
with the tonga driver.
Nirmala’s house came first. Kusum turned to Gopal and asked,
“Aren’t you going to sit with me for a while?”
“Just as you wish, Kusum,” Gopal said, as if humoring a child. In order to get to the back seat, he had to climb
down and walk around the carriage. The horse and the driver waited for him to settle, and then the carriage started
with an unexpected jerk. Gopal hunted in the pocket of his coat and brought out a pack of cigarettes. It was empty.
He smiled ruefully and threw it away.
“Aren’t you going to talk to me?”
“About what, Kusum?”
“Something. Anything.”
“What can I say?”
He realized the inadequacy of his words. Kusum wanted a kiss, a caress, the declaration of undying love, so
that she could look back and feel herself a romantic martyr to fate. This realization made him suddenly feel old
and alone. Kusum dried her eyes and said,
“You know how helpless I am. Even then I tried to tell my father that I was prepared to wait till it is possi ble
for us to be married. My father said it was you who did not want me anymore. You never made any attempt to get
in touch with me to find out how I felt.”
“I am not blaming you,” Gopal said.
“Did I ever say I wanted to live in luxury? I can live as you live, with Brinda.”
“I have no right to ask you to. This other man … he has money; he will give you a golden girdle and a
diamond nose ring …” his voice trailed off.
“I don’t want them.”
“They are nice things to have, with security and children …”
They became silent. Each time the carriage passed under a street lamp, Gopal could see her face, pinched,
unhappy, baffled.
They got down in front of her house, and she lingered for a moment.
“Well, Kusum …”
Gopal’s hand lightly touched her hair. He tried to smile.
“Good night,” she said in a choked voice and rushed in.
On the way back Gopal sat listening to the monotonous ringing of the hooves on road. The driver coughed.
Maybe he has consumption, Gopal thought, watching how the cough shook his body.
*
He awoke late the next morning. As he came out of the room, he saw the washerman sitting in the verandah.
He felt relief. While his mother made tea for him, Gopal collected all the dirty clothes and heaped them in a
corner of his room.
Thank God, I shall have some clean shirts next week, when this batch comes back, he thought as he put on a
shirt with all the buttons missing and a big tear in the back. He wore his coat to hide that tear, even though the day
was warm.
After drinking his tea, he came out of the house; the day stretching before him, was shimmering, golden, and
empty. He put his hand in his pocket searching for the twenty-five naiya paisa bit, which had been left after he
had paid the driver. He felt rich when he found it and spent it all on a cheap brand of cigarettes. He lit a cigarette
and inhaled it deeply, while dallying in front of the tiny tobacco shop on the corner of the street.
The washerman came out of the house and salaamed to him respectfully.
“If you don’t want to be sacked, bring the wash early this time,” Gopal told him in a voice one keeps for
servants.
“Very well, babuji,” the washer man said humbly. “It is my wife … she has been feeling poorly, and it is
difficult for me to do all the work myself.” He salaamed to Gopal again before turning into a lane.
Gopal walked towards the library out of long habit. He looked at the newspapers. There were not many jobs
advertised: a small school wanted a physics teacher, a soap company needed a smart, trim girl for door-to-door
selling. A few advertisements amused Gopal and he ran his eyes over the Matrimonials, in case there was someone suitable for Brinda. I ought to run an ad myself, he thought; wanted: a suitable match for a plain, ill-tempered
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Brahmin girl. No dowry; brother unemployed.
I am turning vulgar and insensitive, he told himself, pushing the paper aside. A young man nearby smiled at
him; he was also unemployed.
“Any news?” he asked politely.
Gopal shook his head and left the library. He stood on the steps while lighting another cigarette and looked at
the melee of office-going clerks on their bicycles. It took him some time to decide what to do next. Finally, he
turned towards home, in the hope of getting his rug back from Brinda’s room. She would be at the school now,
teaching complicated stitches of embroidery to indifferent girls.
He found the big heap of clothes still lying in the corner, just as he had left it. He stared at it unbelievingly for
a moment and called out to his mother,
“Why are my clothes here, Mother? Did you not give them to the washerman?”
“I don’t know,” she replied. “Brinda brought out her clothes and I thought she would bring yours, too. Maybe
she forgot; she was getting late for the school.”
Gopal stormed out of his room in rage.
“Look, Mother, would you ask your daughter what she wants. If she does not want me living in this house, I
shall go. I can’t go on like this. I have been wearing these clothes for ages. I hate the sight of myself. My room
has not been swept for weeks. Everything is in a mess, and you say, ‘maybe she forgot.’”
His mother, who had just come out of the bath looking cool and fresh, was watering the holy plant of tulsi. She
turned to him in surprise.
“I shall clean your room today. You should have told me before. And I shall wash a few shirts, too. The day
just goes in cooking and cleaning.”
“No need, Mother. I have made up my mind. I am leaving. Now you two can live in peace.”
He turned away abruptly and walked out. He did not look back, though he knew that his mother must have
followed him to the door, pain-stricken and unhappy.
Gopal walked almost blindly into a cyclist in the street. They both fell down, the bicycle lying twisted between
them. A few passers-by stopped, hoping for a quarrel, but the other man got up and brushed the dust off his
clothes. He gave a hand to Gopal, who was finding it difficult to get up. The cyclist picked up his bicycle and said
mildly,
“You should walk more carefully. You might have been hurt.” Gopal found himself stammering,
“I’m sorry.”
“No harm done.” He straightened the bicycle and rode away.
It was then Gopal became aware of his sprained ankle. He walked slowly to the nearby park, where he lay
down on a hard, wooden bench. He brooded for some time. He almost felt like Buddha, renouncing the world.
That brought the thought of Kusum; he had tried not to think of her since the morning, but now he lingered over
her image: her small feet and the orange border of her sari rubbing against them, her smooth sandalwood
complexion and her bright red tika glowing like a drop of blood, between her eyebrows. Gopal wished that
Kusum was there, her face so close that he could blow softly on that kumkum dot and see the tiny flecks of red
powder flying.
“Babuji, do you want some salted peanuts?”
Startled by the question, Gopal opened his eyes. A peanut seller was standing nearby, looking at him hopefully.
“No!” Gopal’s voice was harsh.
“A pack for an anna only, well roasted, well salted,” the vendor repeated.
“I don’t have an anna,” Gopal said, not caring.
“I shall give it to you for five naiye paise then.”
“Go away.”
“Bad swelling. You should ask your wife to warm arendi leaf and put it on the swelling. It will suck away the
pain.” The peanut seller paused, then added,
“Do you need a rickshaw to go home? I shall fetch one, if you say so.”
“No.”
Gopal wanted nothing but that this starved-looking peanut seller would go away. He opened his eyes wide and
the seller said apologetically,
“Bad time for everyone. No sale.”
“There are more people in the evenings,” Gopal said reluctantly.
Every word aloud was an effort. The peanut seller moved towards the entrance gate of the park hoping,
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waiting. Gopal moved and the pain shot through his leg. He cursed.
*
And now it was evening. The park was full of young children and their nursemaids. The young girls, in bright
saris and smooth shiny hair, looked at the boys and giggled; the boys whistled back at them.
Gopal sat up and leaned against the bench. His mother might be waiting for him, getting more and more
worried as the time passed. The peanut seller was doing a brisk business at the gate. Mother could have sent
someone to look for me; suppose I had been badly injured. I could be dead without anyone’s knowing it. Maybe
she does not care anymore. Not much of a son anyway.
With the deepening of the darkness, the babies were gathered and led away; the bright dresses and the tinkling
laughter disappeared. Only he, and the peanut husks, torn papers, crushed grass, and quietness remained in the
park.
When it was time for the park to be closed, Gopal got up before the park keeper could reach him. The peanut
vendor sat near the gate, counting his change. He looked up and said.
“Don’t forget the arendi leaf.”
“No,” Gopal said. He walked slowly, dragging his injured foot, often stopping to rest.
The front door wasn’t locked. Gopal pushed it open. A small pool of light rippled, as the bulb swung from the
ceiling of the verandah. Gopal went to his room; the big heap of clothes stared at him. Food was on a small table
near the bed. He sat on the unmade covers and pulled the table towards him. As he ate the food in big, hungry
bites, he thought,
“I wonder if there will be bribery in the job that goes with Mr. Misra’s daughter?”
33.164 Suicide\fn{by Rajalekshmy (1930-1965)} Karakkumari, nr. Ernakulam, Emakulam District, Kerala State, India
(F) 2
“Suicide is a sign of cowardice. Of worthlessness and cowardice—”
“I won’t accept that it’s cowardice. How can it be cowardice to put one’s head before a moving train?
Cowardice indeed—”
“Then it must be courage to make up one’s mind to die when nothing goes as one wants. If one doesn’t have
the courage to face life, if one hides from reality, I call that cowardice.”
I am one of those who thinks it prudent to keep my own counsel when such arguments break out in a gathering
where men dominate. If the men remark, “She’s dignified, that one,” they are talking about a woman who
expresses no particular opinion, who listens to both sides and smiles (if her smile be sweet, so much the better).
That’s how a woman should be, soft-spoken.
But it wasn’t the practical application of these principles that made me sit quiet that day. I’ve never been able
to listen to a discussion on suicide without feeling terrified. If I come across a news item in the paper saying that
someone has committed suicide, I am anxious till I know who it is. When my younger brother reads his favorite
column—the death announcements—out loud, I feel disturbed and restless.
Would Niraja Chakravarthy’s name appear among them one cursed day? Niraja Chakravarthy—with her pale,
fair skin, her copper-tinged hair, and a faint feline suspicion in her light eyes.
Niraja—the ill-starred heroine of Tagore’s\fn{ Rabindranth Tagore (1861-1941), Indian (Bengali) author .} Malanjo has
the same name. I’ve never found a suitable translation for the word Malanjo, either in English or in Malayalam.
An older brother who knows Bengali told me the story. He has a talent for telling stories in a moving way, has
Kuttettan, though he does not write them. Whenever I see the crescent moon glimmering through silvery clouds, I
think of Tagore’s Niraja, and glimpse the pale feet beneath her white shawl.
I’ve known Niraja Chakravarthy for three years.
One Sunday, I was walking through my compound, savoring the delight of not having to go to work.
“Sister, a woman’s calling out to you from over the southern wall,” my younger brother said. Some people had
moved into the big house by the southern wall five days ago. He was a senior officer in the navy, a North Indian.
That’s all I knew. I went up to the fence and saw their maid waiting there.
“Amma, they want to know whether you can speak Hindi or English.”
“I don’t know any Hindi. But 1 do know English.”
The maid went in. I had almost lost patience when Niraja came out. I noticed the beauty of her compact figure
even on that first day. She asked me something and I replied in a few phrases of heavily impressive English.
“The medium I studied in was Hindi,” she said hesitantly.
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I was embarrassed that I had tried to show off to this poor creature. All she wanted was for me to explain to her
maid that she should come to work in the morning before eight o’clock.
I told the Muslim maid what Niraja wanted and she assented. Niraja and I stood there awhile, talking. Her
husband usually left the house at eight. The maid left too, by nine or half past nine. She was entirely alone after
that. Sometimes, she was afraid to be alone. I told her to come over if she was lonely or frightened, or if she
needed anything. I showed her the place where the fence had been broken and a wicket gate fixed.
The people who had lived on the southern side of the house before she came had been our friends. The wicket
gate had been repaired when they were there.
She came in the next evening, hesitantly. I had just got back from the office, had had my tea, and was washing
my hands. She had some anise seed on a piece of paper. She wanted to know what it was called in Malayalam. I
told her, and she wrote the word down in Hindi. She stayed for a while, talking to me, then went away.
I don’t remember when we became friends. She began to come over every evening as soon as I got home, and
she stayed till her husband returned at six. Most Sundays, her husband was on special duty or something. She
would come to my house as soon as he had left. .
My younger brothers soon found a name for her: Sister’s white moth. My life was an endless rush and bustle,
and I had little time to call my own. She found this strange, never having had to work for a living herself.
Obviously, she had never seen a woman bringing home piles of papers to work on and sitting late into the night
poring over files. Such hard work was new to her. She quickly learned enough Malayalam to call me Chechi
(Older Sister).
I hated housework, though of course I had to do it. I had only Sundays to catch up on everything. One day, she
saw me sweating away at my ironing. After that, she always came and gathered my saris when I was away at the
office, and folded and ironed them for me. Sometimes she took them away to her house and ironed them there.
Even if my younger brothers were at home, she took the saris away without saying a word to them.
Amma scolded me about this.
“She’s the wife of a big officer. It’s not right, making her do all this for you.”
But if I told her not to, she’d look so sad. She was not happy with her wealthy, important, middle-aged
husband. Naval officers often drank a lot, didn’t they? She never said anything about that. She never spoke of her
life at all. But one understands things like that without having to be told. I could read sorrow in her posture, in the
way she moved, even in the way she drew close to me. I never knew whether there had been a Romeo in her
childhood home, in the foothills of Bareilly, where mists hid the mountain tops. Perhaps there had. Perhaps there
hadn’t.
I wanted to escape from the office work and relax for a while. So I took all the leave that was due me and went
to stay with my aunt in the country. I grew fat and brown there and when I came back, I learned that Niraja was
going to be a mother. That, I thought, would solve her problems.
In spite of her big belly, in spite of feeling weak and tired, she still came over to iron my saris and help me do
my hair.
When she went away to have her baby, her husband did not go with her to her mother’s place—it was a servant
or an orderly, or someone like that, who took her. The day after she left, the woman who cleaned the house came
and told me that she had found a bottle of pills in the dirty-clothes basket. She showed it to me.
They were vitamin tablets, fortified with iron. The doctor must have prescribed them for Niraja. She had taken
only one or two. Why had she hidden the bottle among the dirty clothes? Not because the pills tasted bad, surely.
She had only to swallow them. Then why?
“She’s always doing things like this, my Amma. How many times I’ve seen her pour the medicines they gave
her out the window!”
“Don’t blow it all up. The poor girl must have just forgotten this bottle of pills.”
“If you say so, Amma.”
Those tablets that had been hidden away and the medicines that had been poured out into the yard haunted me
for some time.
It was my younger brother who brought the news. He had met Mr. Chakravarthy on the road. Niraja had
delivered, but the baby was stillborn. She was ill with a high fever.
It was three months before she came back. I was away at the office when she arrived. She came over that
evening. She had lost a lot of weight and looked only half her former size. It seemed as if she’d aged ten years.
For the first time, I saw her weep.
“I never thought that only one of us would die, Chechi. I’d hoped we’d both go together.”
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I didn’t know how to comfort her. She did not remain my neighbor for much longer. Her husband was
transferred.
I went along to help her pack and crate her things, but she would not allow me to do anything for her.
“They’ve sent someone from the naval base. He’ll do the packing. Sit down here, Chechi, that’s all I want.”
I took the day off when they were leaving. I saw them off at the gate, not sure whether her husband would
appreciate my going to the station.
She folded her hands to bid my mother good-bye. She gathered my brother’s son in her arms, kissed him, and
set him on the ground. She wasn’t crying. Only her face looked terribly pale.
“Good-bye, Chechi,” she said, not looking at my face.
“You mean au revoir,” I said.
“No. I mean good-bye.”
I don’t know whether she knew the meaning of the words. A voice whispered in my heart, It’s true. You won’t
see her again. This is the last time you’ll part from her.
Her letters came, once every month or so, in a rounded hand. They contained no news of her. They were
written in the hope that I would answer.
Those who commit suicide are cowardly and stupid. So they say. My Niraja, my Niraja, who knew so well how
to love.
My Niraja, who never knew what fear meant.
1931
78.458 Crisis\fn{by Udhava Jaikrishna Shelke (1931- )} Hinganghat Village, Vardha District, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 2
The dark stain of night climbed up the slopes of Shivner. The yelps and howls of the village dogs pricked the
darkness with points of fire. In the mingling of the two terror stretched its limbs over the land, drinking up the day
in malicious lingering drops.
Shevanti was sitting by the stove. With the toes of both feet she held a flat metal dish. In one half rose a little
hillock of boiled meal, out of which the trapped heat escaped in steam wherever it could. In the other half of the
dish were Shevanti’s hands, kneading and crumbling the meal. Here ear was cocked for the sounds from the
veranda. Whenever anything came loud enough to be understandable, or almost so, every movement of her body
froze. Every nerve in her body was concentrated on her sense of hearing. As she listened there came the sound of
footsteps approaching from the direction of the veranda and gap-toothed little Dârake came into the kitchen. She
removed a well-chewed corner of skirt from her mouth and said to Shevanti, “Bâi, father wants you.”
“What for?”
“How should I know?”
Shevanti dipped her hands into the water jar and stood up. As she moved she shook out the folds of her sari,
tucked up for work, and dried her hands on the front of it. Noiselessly she crossed the middle room and came to
the door, patting into place a stray lock of hair.
Beyond the door was the veranda. A mat had been spread on the floor. Rolled-up mattresses were laid along
the walls and sitting propped against them were a few of the old worthies of the village. There was Harimaster,
calmly spreading lime with his finger-tips on a pân\fn{A note reads: normally the betel leaf, and by extension the whole
paraphernalia of betel chewing which includes betel nut, lime and kât\fn{catechu, an ingredient of pân.} all wrapped in one or two leaves,
plus chewing-tobacco often.} leaf laid on his thigh. Sakhârâm Shindyâ was pounding a red mush of betel leaf in a little
mortar in front of him. And Somâ just sat looking from one to the other, waiting to see who would speak first. It
was then that he heard her step.
“Is that you? Come on!” he said to the figure behind the door.
She did not move.
“Come on then,” he said again. “No strangers here.”
“Let her sit where she is, poor girl,” said Harimaster, giving up his life spreading for a moment and trying
unsuccessfully to get a glimpse of Shevanti’s face. “Sit down, girl, sit down. Sit there if you like.”
Still she would not sit, but there came several more pressing invitations and in the end she had to give way.
Without a word she subsided on to the floor.
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Once more there was a kind of tingling calm. Harimaster crumbled off a piece of kât with his finger nail. He
broke up some betel nut with a stone and began to fold it into the leaf. Sakhârâm tipped the dark red mess out of
the mortar into the palm of his hand. He gestured towards the roll of pân in Somâ’s hand and said, “Ready!”
Harimaster said to both of them, “remember God.”
“Râm\fn{One of the names of God.} Râm,” they said. Their full mouths began to mumble the pân, to spurt red. The
minutes passed. Then Somâ could hold himself in no longer. He started to circle round the subject indirectly.
“You got a bus alright coming back then?”
Sakhârâm slowed his rate of chewing slightly. “Ar! No shortage of busses there.”
“Only trouble was, getting away from here,” Harimaster put in.
Now the mood had changed. At last a crack had appeared, and seeing it Somâ thrust in recklessly. “What came
of it then?”
“What could come of it?” Sakhârâm answered placidly. “What we decided before we left for Amraoti. What
else?”
“Did he agree straight away, or did he argy-bargy\fn{ Argue; an English expression.} a bit?”
“Not a word,” said the teacher evenly.
“No trouble at all?”
Harimaster shook his head in a pleased fashion. “I told you, not a word.” He turned to Sakhârâm for support.
“That’s right isn’t it?”
Sakhârâm said nothing. For the sake of something to do he got up and leaning over the edge of the veranda
lashed the darkness with a flail of red spittle. He flopped back on to his bottom and began to chew again, more
vigorously now.
Harimaster spoke again. “And to tell you the truth we thought your son-in-law was all right, to talk to anyway.
He did us very well. Some people might have said, ‘They’ve come from my in-laws to argue the toss with me, so
they’ll not set foot in my house and be treated like guests.’ Nothing like that about him, though! Isn’t that right,
Sakhârâm?”
Sakhârâm stopped chewing and said disbelievingly, “Never mind all that.”
“Is it wrong then, what I said?” asked Harimaster.
“Don’t all flaming in-laws act like that?” Saakhârâm stopped and looked inquiringly at Somâ. “Isn’t that
right?”
“That’s what I’m saying,” the teacher went on uncomprehendingly. “from the minute we arrived in Amraoti till
we got into the bus to come back, you’d never have thought there was anything wrong between Somâ and
Shankar. Why not tell the truth? The poor chap’s not here to speak up for himself.”
Somâ’s face darkened and he shifted his seat restlessly. He hawked, spat and then said in an unconvinced tone,
“Well, maybe that’s true. He’s a nice enough fellow, but what good is that to us?”
Harimaster retreated slightly. “We all know what’s happened,” he said, “but I just wanted to tell you.”
“Just because a knife is made of gold you don’t want to stick it in your belly.” Somâ’s voice rose again.
“That’s what I was saying,” said Sakhârâm. “However decent he is, what use has he been to us?”
Somâ nodded his head vigorously in agreement. “Aye, that’s the way to talk! What I say is, he’s got one set of
teeth for show and another for biting with. What for has he left my girl rotting here for the last two years else?”
The teacher said nothing.
“Eh?” Somâ asked again. “Am I telling a lie then?”
“No!” said Sakhârâm. “No-one could say it wasn’t true.”
Somâ turned to Sakhârâm now, holding out his hand questioningly. “Well then, has he got anything to blame
my daughter for? Tell me.”
Harimaster had to answer. “No! No! who’d ever say that about the poor girl? We’ve all known her since she
was a baby.”
“That’s right then,” said Somâ. “So why the devil’s he acting like this with us then?”
Nobody spoke. Somâ repeated the question and stared at Sakhârâm challengingly—his usual way, mouth open.
Once again Sakhârâm delivered a red stream into the darkness. He spoke off-handedly, but wit more warmth
than before. “No wonder you don’t know why! It beats me I tell you. Whatever you may say though, he’s a city
bird. He’s probably fallen for some other woman. Don’t suppose it’s got anything to do with your girl.”
There was a rustle inside the door and everyone turned to look. Shevanti tried to resume her unmoving posture.
Her neck was bent and she stared fixedly at the ground. Ignoring her Somâ said, “That’s it. You’re talking sense
now Sakhârâm.”
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“Else why should he have signed the divorce papers the minute the words were out of our mouths,” Sakhârâm
went on eagerly.
“that’s just what I say,” said Somâ nodding towards Harimaster. “But the master won’t have it.”
“I’m not saying that,” said the teacher cautiously. “You should know your own son-in-law. Me, I’ve only met
him for an hour or two. That’s all I’ve got to go on.”
“And I suppose we don’t know him,” Sakhârâm asked sarcastically.
Again the teacher retreated. “Leave it. What’s it matter anyway? The job’s done now isn’t it?”
“That’s alright. I just wanted to tell you what I thought,” Sakhârâm said to Somâ. “Nothing wrong with that, is
there?”
“Nothing,” said Somâ, and then to Harimaster, “Have you got the paper?”
“What paper?”
“The petition, for god’s sake,” Sakhârâm shouted. “What else?”
Shevanti moved again. She seemed to whisper something. Once again she arranged the padar\fn{A note reads:
The end of a woman’s sari, brought across the breast, over the left shoulder, then back over the head or left hanging behind according to
caste. It is quite indispensable, being used among other things as an instrument of modesty or of coquetry, a duster, a handkerchief, a
shopping bag and a screen behind which to feed a baby in public .} about her head, smoothing out the border where it had

been crumpled, tidily.
On the veranda the teacher was saying, “Well of course I’ve got the paper.”
He began to rummage through his pockets. When he glanced casually towards the door he could see her
burning eyes following every movement of his hands as they fumbled from one pocket to another. Finally he held
the paper out to Somâ and said, “It needs the girl’s thumb on it.”
Before he had got it out Somâ interrupted, “There’s two of ’em.”
“Yes!” the teacher explained. “You’ve got to send one up, and you keep the other.”
He separated the two stamped documents. One he handed to Somâ. The other he held up in front of him and
said, “Get Shevanti to put her thumb-print on this one.”
Somâ called out immediately to the figure behind the door. “Shevantibâi, come here a minute.”
Shevanti did not move.
Again he said, “Come here. Put your thumb to this.”
With a slight sigh Shevanti got to <her> feet, but keeping her back to them, to the open veranda. She drew
circles on the ground in front of her with her toe. She twisted and untwisted a corner of her sari round the finger
of her right hand.
Somâ shouted, “Are you coming or not?”
“Coming,” she said.
After a moment Somâ said, “Well then?”
But still Shevanti stood wriggling her toe upon the floor, twisting and untwisting the corner of her padar
around her finger, over and over again.
84.12 The Homecoming\fn{by Nandini Satpathy (1931- )} Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India (F) 2
Karbi was lost in thoughts, having wandered into nostalgia as she packed her belongings. It was a huge house
filled up with countless knick-knacks: toys, flower-pots, frescoes, photographs and other such things. And now
while she removed them from their wonted places, she paused, her hands still. She walked away and stood near
the tall lamp stand for a moment.
How lovely the lampshade was! And she had selected this attractive painting from others in the godown. But
then neither the lampshade nor the painting belonged to her. They had been provided by the Government for their
use.
The bungalow, how changed it was! It was not an ordinary house but an official bungalow. Sahibs lived only in
bungalows. Karbi aimlessly lingered near the window as if her world had suddenly turned topsy-turvy. One tried
to remember, to possess the past, but the thread snapped, the link lost somewhere The graveled path leading from
the gate to the bungalow was strewn loosely with autumn leaves; indeed this green soft velvety lawn appeared to
be showered with fallen leaves. Neither the gardener nor the sweeper had come to the bungalow for a fortnight or
so; their services came under the group of official privileges.
Karbi got an odor of overcooked vegetables from the kitchen. She had forgotten that their servant had left that
very morning to serve his new boss and that she would have to cook meals herself.
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There was a sound in the distance. May be Viswanath had come. Karbi stopped as she heard the sound of a car.
It was a taxi. Viswahath handed the fare to the driver and walked in.
“Is everything all right?” asked Karbi.
Viswanath burst out unnecessarily: “Why shouldn’t it be all right? Haven’t you been cared for all these years?”
Karbi too had felt rather uneasy that morning and was still disturbed. Then she was angry with herself for
having charred the vegetables. She was also startled when her husband snapped at her without any reason.
“Oh God! You have worn yourself out looking after me. I was happy holding a job. Did I ask you to bring me
here?” she retorted.
Viswanath regained his composure. He realized that it was no use blaming Karbi. The inevitable had happened.
He could only try to set things right. That was the reason he had. left the house without even taking a bath. It was
all over; indeed, in a way he had to suffer humiliation. He had been depressed and on seeing Karbi all his
suppressed feelings of bitterness and frustration had burst into the open. What a pity. Karbi did not realize how he
felt. Why did she suddenly become so angry? Viswanath wondered.
A feeling of injured self-respect overwhelmed Viswanath. He sat down without making an attempt to undress.
Karbi did not give him another glance but simply walked away in a huff to the kitchen.
*
More than fifteen years had fled since Viswanath, on a similar April morning had arrived in Delhi—this
metropolis, the capital of India. That day a bulbul had been singing on a distant mango tree as it did today. But he
was in no mood to hear that song.
On that first April morn Viswanath had come with a heart full of hope and eyes full of dreams, the dream of
contributing to the progress of the nation not seeking personal fame.
Gradually his perspective had begun to change and so did the world in which Viswanath lived. It seemed that
the whole nation had shrunk to the size of Delhi alone—Delhi too had narrowed down to the boundary of the
Parliament House. After that everything—the country itself was contained within his own self.
Viswanath, a Minister now in the central government, had lofty ideas. He would change the destiny of 520
million people, bring a trace of smile to deadened faces, spread education to distant villages; millions of Adivasis,
victimized down-trodden for centuries, would be educated and civilized. They would not have to live on betel;
they would be taught to eat rice and vegetables, not only learn to eat, them but get them as well.
Yes, rice and vegetables! Yiswanath had smiled to himself. Yes, to be able to get rice and vegetables twice a
day was a sign of prosperity. Alas! The gap between what he had planned and what had actually happened. He had
come to change the destiny of the people. But his destiny had certainly changed. He and his wife had acquired
this bungalow. He had constructed a new house in their village, had bought a car, his elder son had gone to
England for higher education, only recently his son-in-law had been appointed a senior engineer in Rourkela.
What else did they need?
Karbi brought him tea and refreshments. She had changed but had she really?
“She is like any other woman,” said Viswanath aloud and then laughed.
Karbi put down the tea and eatables on the table and asked briefly: “What do you mean by those words?”
“I mean a woman cannot keep up her resentment even when she is annoyed with her husband,” replied
Viswanath.
“Now, no flattery. Get along with the tea. The vegetables are charred and dinner will be delayed.”
*
Viswanath resumed his train of thoughts. He had run on hearing the news of his father’s death. He had been so
frightened to see government officials outside his house. He had quivered as much with fear as with awe. Thirty
years ago or may be more. He had joined college the year his father died.
Inside the house his mother was waiting alone. His feeling of shock was deeper than that of his mother. She
wailed that her husband had left her son in debt. They had later given up the house and property but they could
not still settle the debt. It was through the kindness of the zamindar that they were let off from repaying the
residue. When he left the village with his mother he had nothing to remember but the kindness of the zamindar.
*
Viswanath had left his village but the villagers remembered the youth. After an interval of .time, Jaripara
village had chosen him the leader of the peasant movement. His friends supported him in utter disregard of lathi
charges,\fn{In which crowds of unarmed people are clubbed by hired thugs armed with long thick bamboo staves called lathis.} firing
and arrests. Viswanath recalled the incident with pride and gratitude.
The peasant revolt against the tyranny of the zamindar had spread across the state and Viswanath had become
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the voice of millions of small peasants and laborers, and their hope for a better future.
He relived the joy of those days. Years ago this feeling had diminished, buried in his heart under the accumulating layers of luxury and complacence. Did he feel the same sensation of joy when he became a Minister? He
knew now that his world had gone away but he felt a stirring of the old sentiments breaking through all the layers
of superimposed feelings.
*
He shouted: “Karbi Karbi!”
Karbi came running to the living room from the kitchen. Viswanath laughed, seeing evidence on her hands of
domestic chores to which she had long not been accustomed to.
“You will have to do this every day now, you should not get flurried,” he told her.
Karbi felt hurt thinking her husband was laughing at her for her incompetence. “Look, you should arrange for a
servant and get things done the way you want them. I shall go back to teaching.”
*
Karbi had been a teacher. She cherished her independence. But she had married Viswanath seeing that he
needed her. She had helped Viswanath in his career. She had not wanted any position for herself. But today …?
Today,Karbi wanted to revert to her past.
“Listen, Karbi,” Viswanath made her sit down. “What is there to be sorry about? You know, after this defeat at
the elections there is nothing left for me to do here. Therefore, I have decided—”
“Why is there no work for you to do? So many people are trying, in all sorts of ways, to help you. There will
be something for you to do here.”
“Oh! I see you have learnt a lot. I, too, thought like you once. It is not that I haven’t made any effort to make a
comeback; but now I see there is no need for it. I shall go back to Jaripara village.” She said in a loud voice:
“What will you do there, tell me that? There is no electricity, no water taps, no sanitary arrangement there—”
“You are right, Karbi,” said Viswanath. “That is why I want to go there. Can’t you understand that, when
having lived in Delhi for 15 years Jaripara village remains what it was, it is clear I have not done anything for the
people? Don’t you think the time is right to go back? You said you would go back to teaching, didn’t you? The
primary school where I studied has not at all improved. It is in a mess. Come, you could revive it. Won’t you do
just that?”
*
Karbi was silent, eyes down. She tugged abstractedly at the pallav of her sari with her spice-stained hands.
There was no need to move into an ornate home just now. First things first …
70.118 The Wounds Of The Soul\fn{by T. Padmanabhan (1931- )} Pallikkyyna, nr. Kannur, Kannur District, Kerala
State, India (M) 3
Over the burning sand I walked, looking for the pyre which had burned out only a few hours ago.
The sky and the earth were blazing. There was no shade anywhere. I walked along the road between houses,
through thorny plants in the sand. Sreedharan also was with me. Both of us were tired. From the cloudless sky the
sun was raining fire as though in spite. I was slipping into a state of unconsciousness in which hunger and thirst
are forgotten. Then Sreedharan said:
“Let us go back.”
We two stood still for a little while. At first neither said anything. In fact neither of us wanted to go back, go
back without seeing the place he was cremated.
But where was the pyre? His pyre which had burned itself out only a few hours ago?
*
Night. I was already feeling sleepy. It was then that Sreedharan called. He said:
“Didn’t you know? He is no more! The body is being taken to the colony even now.”
I said nothing. I just listened, humming. Death was expected. He was suffering from cancer and for some
weeks he was in an unconscious state. Even so, when I heard that he had left the world, then, just a few moments
ago …
He was nobody to me; was not in the least acquainted with him. I had not talked to him even once. But, on that
account, for that reason alone, would it be right to say that I had no connection with him?
I lay awake at night. Thinking of many things about him, about his pictures, about myself—about the unknown
world of light and colors, the broken desires of the child that hesitantly steps into the world, the utter loneliness
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that he experienced even in a crowd, about his miseries, about his silence, the music that he later shaped out of
that silence; about how he happened to use words instead of colors, about his painting pictures with words—about
my, my …”
Slowly, slowly I slid into sleep.
In the morning Sreedharan called again. He said:
“Only a single bus, going to Mahabalipuram by this route. At eleven o’clock. But today is mattupongal.
Whether we could manage to get in—” I said:
“Let us go.”
*
A bus in which we could hardly breathe. The screams of children, the chattering of women, the loud talk of
men. The unbearable smell of faded chrysanthemums and sweat. But we took no note of any of these things. We
went on talking. Sreedharan said:
“It seems very surprising that you didn’t know him. You had your education here. In addition to his being the
most famous painter then—” I said:
“I don’t know why. I was not able to make his acquaintance. I used to see him from a distance. I also used to
think often that I should get acquainted with him. That I should hear him talking about his pictures. Looking into
his shining eyes, sitting by his side, listen to his talk on art and literature and … but somehow all that didn’t
happen. My own indolence may have been the reason; may be my shyness … I was content with seeing his
pictures. Seeing them again and again, with boundless spiritual satisfaction, living myself completely in the world
of colours created by him, forgetting myself.” Sreedharan said:
“What a man he was! I had known him for a long time. Though I couldn’t say it was a close intimacy—I had
known him. He was the biggest man that I have seen. People talked so much about the man who, comparatively
late in life, gave up a fairly good government job and went to study painting. How much of comment there was
from his own relatives! But without minding all this, he engrossed himself in his pictures. No. I am unable to say
anything about them. The whole world says that they are great. Maybe it is true. But I can say only one thing
about him. What a man he was!
“Do you know, for quite some time he wouldn’t sell his pictures to anyone. Americans, Germans, Englishmen
and others came here to buy his pictures at any price. But he said: ‘No. These were not painted for being sold.
They are the wounds of my soul-buds, fragments … let them stay with me.’ When they left, he would say, not to
anyone in particular: ‘They don’t understand anything. They know nothing about my picture. They know nothing
about anyone’s picture. But they have got money. So they …’ Sometime after a long silence he would say: ‘If only
there was someone who is able to stock these pictures somewhere, in some good place, permanently! Preferably
in my place! I want nothing; not a pie … I haven’t done anything for money … In a good building, with all
convenience, for all people to come and see at all times, well arranged …’
“One day, while we were talking, he asked suddenly: ‘Sreedharan, do you like my pictures? Do you understand
them?’ I was taken aback. It was the first time that he asked me such a question.
“I stood staring at him. He said ‘Tell me, tell me the truth.’
“Slowly I said: ‘I know nothing about art of pictures. But I know you. That will do.’
“Suddenly he embraced me and said something. His voice faltered. His eyes grew wet. I didn’t understand
what he said. I too was quite upset …
“This was long ago. Later, you know, I was away from this place. Whenever I came here I used to see him. But
those occasions were few. But I was able to meet him once or twice when this colony was being formed. How
enthusiastic he was then! This was a life-long dream of his—a place where artists could live and work in freedom,
undisturbed by anyone. Where there are only their houses and galleries. A colony of artists, where all could live as
a family, in love and trust.”
After a few moments’ silence, Sreedharan continued:
“But when I saw him last, he was no longer the man that he was. He didn’t talk much. He was more
thoughtful. His mind seemed to be greatly agitated by something that he couldn’t speak out. He looked like one
discomfited like a soldier beaten and compelled to withdraw. It was not his ailment, of that he didn’t know. Not
money, nor fame: these two he had in plenty. It was also not the fear that he had lost the strength to work for he
was dashing off pictures that the whole world welcomed with open arms.
“Still he was restless. In a corner of his mind, somewhere, something seemed continually to worry him. But he
never mentioned what it was.”
As though thinking about something Sreedharan said:
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“I am only able to guess what it was.”
I didn’t say anything.
The colony was visible from a distance. In a wide expanse of dusty earth huts big and small, buildings, sheds
gray images that had become part of nature lying in the open ground. In the distance, the far distance, between the
huts and expanse of sand, a thick forest of casuarina trees.
I stood there like a traveler who, after a long journey, leaving behind him hill and highland and rocky ground,
steps into a valley covered with a luxuriance of flowers and fruits, the ultimate goal of his journey. With a mental
tremor of joy I remembered: This is that place! The place that I had long desired to see. Which he had established
to enable artists who had mutual love and trust to live together and work. It was for him the effort of a life-time
coming to fruition.
Near the gate, some young men with long hair and beard, wearing guru shirts and pajamas, were saying something and laughing aloud. Sreedharan said:
“Let us go to the gallery. His latest pictures are there.”
As we stepped into the gallery, escaping from the blazing sun outside, we felt like getting into a new world.
Right at the entrance there was a big canvas of his art: crowds of primitive people thousands of years ago; in the
light of a torch held aloft by a companion, one of the men is drawing the picture of a bison running. The light
rising from the torch seemed to diffuse all round, the whole gallery itself, shining ever brightly. As I stood gazing
at the picture it seemed to me that it was moving—that the people in it were saying something in surprise, were
laughing.
With the bewilderment of a little child—and yet with delight too—I stood alone in that world surrounded by
colors, shades and light. My mind slowly went back. My memories of him could not be erased. I remembered his
early pictures. Kerala maidens going to the temple after their morning bath, with the sandal mark on their
foreheads, and holding umbrellas of palmyra leaves. Exhausted boatmen of Ponnani punting their boats in the
water below the slanting coconut trees, mothers with small children in their laps gossiping with one another. That
unearthly universe which he created with colors, yellow and blue and red
There were other people in the gallery. Rangarajan, Ali Ahamed, Sivasubrahmanyam. Pointing out a canvas of
his to a tall foreigner, Sivasubrahmanyam was speaking in a flat but firm voice. Rangarajan had with him his
young wife. Standing before one of his pictures, Ali Ahamed also was saying something to a visitor.
It was obvious to me that the rich visitor’s only wealth was his money. His face expressed haughtiness and
insolence. Like young men he grew his hair long, and he wore garish clothes that were inappropriate for his age.
Ali Ahamed was talking to him about the changes taking place in Europe in the realm of art. In his pure English
Ali Ahamed said:
“About the difference between drawing and painting Pagal once remarked …”
The rich visitor who was listening to all this so far with no interest said loudly:
“Nonsense! Pagal? What Pagal?” And then, in a low voice that only he could hear he went on murmuring
something. At this unexpected behaviour Ali Ahamed turned pale. Then, in an apologetic tone he said:
“What I was going to say—”
But the rich visitor did not allow Ali Ahamed to complete what he wanted to say. Impatiently he shouted:
“No. No. No.”
As if to take something valuable which he had forgotten he himself went out.
About the same time Rangarajan also went out of the gallery. In his hand was a canvas of his; with him were
his wife and a foreign visitor. The visitor smilingly expressed approval of all that Rangarajan was saying. Every
movement of Rangarajan betrayed the firm self-confidence usually seen only in the business executives of
Bombay or Calcutta who march triumphantly from one success to another. As he passed by me he turned to me
with a smile. But he didn’t stop. His wife hesitantly stopped for a moment. I asked her:
“Do you remember me?” Smiling broadly she replied:
“Your roses! Oh, how lovely they were!” Then she hurried away to join her husband.
Besides us only Ali Ahamed and Sivasubrahmanyam were then left. Sivasubrahmanyam had a bronze image in
his hand. Holding it firmly in his hand and looking somewhere, he kept smiling. When he smiled the wrinkles on
his pock-marked face became conspicuous. I thought he was happily dreaming of a rich foreign visitor come to
buy his image. I suddenly felt utterly exhausted and disgusted.
Ali Ahamed was still there. At the place where I just saw him. Before his picture. The mentally deranged
visitor had left him. I asked Ali Ahamed:
“Do you remember me?”
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As though waking with a start from a dream he countered:
“What was it you said? Do I remember you? Surely, surely, I …”
He again became suddenly silent. He looked puzzled. I said to myself with a feeling of aversion:
“No. He doesn’t remember me. He is just trying to be civil. He is still thinking of that rich visitor who grows
his hair long and sports his garish clothes like young men.” With an inner tremor I suddenly remembered:
“Is he not dead? Here I don’t find anything to suggest that he is no more.”
That recollection pierced my heart like a pin. Sreedharan said:
“Hereafter … the affairs of this place … who will …?” The words were addressed to Ali Ahamed. Then from
the cavern of his mind he emerged, with red eyes. He began:
“You know who I am. You know also why he invited me and brought me here from Hyderabad. But there are
people here who pretend that they do not … He was a great artist; the greatest artist of this generation. From the
beginning he was able to understand me … But now I think …”
As I stood listening to the words of Ali Ahamed my feeling of exhaustion and thirst increased. I wished for a
glass of water. Just a glass of water! But, I don’t know way, I didn’t ask for it. I was not able to ask for it. I told
Sreedharan:
“Let’s go.”
Sivasubrahmanyam was at the door. He was still smiling. I asked him:
“Where was he cremated?”
For a moment his foolish smile disappeared from his face. He pointed to a place outside, at some distance.
Even then he didn’t say anything. Extending his hand he just stood there like a statue.
Through the burning sand we walked, we had no idea of the place where he was cremated. Silently we walked.
A little later Sreedharan asked:
“You know these people, don’t you?”
For a while I didn’t say anything. Then, in a low voice, as though to myself, I said:
“They were twice my guests—at Cochin.”
Although Sreedharan tried to say something, he quickly checked himself. I smiled. But there was pathos in my
smile. As we were passing in front of a newly constructed house Sreedharan said:
“This is Rangarajan’s house.”
I was thinking of many things, so I didn’t notice the house. Sreedharan’s words hindered the flow of my
memories. I asked him:
“This is Rangarajan’s house?”
Now I saw the house. It was a fairly good single-storied building in the modern style of architecture. The type
of house that we see only in the better localities of towns. But it was not the house that gripped my attention. It
was the tall walls on the four sides of the house. No, not the walls either, but the sharp glass pieces that projected
from the top of the walls. With a cruel contempt these glass pieces pierced my heart. As I stood puzzled, they
pierced my weak heart with all their force. When the blood gushed out of the wounds caused by these glass
pieces, when the tears trickled into the depths of the soul, when I trembled from head to foot, I heard Sreedharan
asking:
“What is wrong?” Slowly I answered:
“Nothing.” Placing his palm on my forehead, he said:
“You are having fever.”
I didn’t say anything. Sreedharan spoke again:
“Let us return.” I shook my head in refusal.
The roar of the sea was now audible. I said:
“Sreedharan, don’t you hear the roar of the sea? Still, from here, you are unable to see the sea. Between you
and the sea is the thick forest of casuarina trees. But on that account the sea does not cease to be. The sea is still
very near you. Although you don’t see it, you know it is there. Don’t you?” Sreedharan said:
“Are you talking Vedanta?” I replied:
“I am not interested in Vedanta.” Suddenly I said again:
“Sreedharan, I think it is just beyond these casuarina trees, on the beach, that he was cremated. Come on.”
Making a way through the cluster of casuariha trees by pushing back their young branches, when we came out
—my guess proved true. We saw!
Nothing. A small furrow in the sand by the sea-shore. Pieces of a broken pot. Grains of sand were being blown
by the wind into the pyre that had not yet fully burned out. The sea was roaring.
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As I stood for a long time before those ashes and the pieces of the broken pot, hearing the roar of the sea and
the wail of the wind, I felt an indescribable sense of contentment. I said to myself:
“This might have been what he desired.”
We returned.
On the way we didn’t say anything.
78.418 Of Love And Deliverance\fn{by Mannu Bhandari (1931- )} Bagpura, Udaipur District, Rajasthan State, India
(F) 2
Ten at night. The Scavenger dragged his cot to a corner of the cremation ground, singing lustily: “A heart
without love is like a grave …” It was a couplet from Kabir.\fn{ Indian poet and mystic (1440?-1518).}
The Pyre in the cremation ground was filled with self-pity.
Sighing, it turned to the Hill and said, “Don’t you wish you had a heart like Man’s, capable of loving so
passionately? The breeze from far-off lands has carried to me marvelous tales of love, of Leila and Majnu,
Sheeren and Ferhad … would that I were Majnu, wasting away for his beloved Leila …! When Man’s time is up
and all doors are closed upon him in this wide world, I welcome him with open arms and give him asylum. For
me there are no distinctions: the millionaire and the pauper, the doddering old man and the toddler, all are one to
me. Yet this cuts no ice with Man. Man thinks I am only a pyre in whose heart there is no tenderness or
compassion; only a fire rages in my heart whose flames lick the sky.”
The Hill, the old cynic who stood between the cremation ground and the city, looked first at the Pyre and then
at the city and smiled slyly.
The Pyre felt stung. “I am prepared to die a hundred deaths if that is the price of a man’s heart,” it crackled
defiantly. “No sacrifice would be too big for me.”
The Hill’s smile grew wider.
Suddenly the air was filled with heart-rending cries. A small crowd carrying a bier was approaching the
cremation ground. At the head of the procession was a handsome youth, weeping bitterly, as if he had lost
everything in this world. The bier was lowered to the ground; in it lay the young man’s dead wife. The young man
beat his breast, his wails were piercing.
When it was all over, his companions had great difficulty tearing the young man away from the place.
“Oh, how madly he loved his wife,” said the Pyre to itself. “Oh, how I wish I could love some one the same
way.”
Next evening, in the fading light, the young man returned to the cremation ground. His face had changed
beyond recognition; he had grown old and haggard, overnight. His eyes were red with weeping.
He began to scurry around in a demented way, collection the ashes of his wife. Then all at once, he burst into
loud wailing. “Why have you left me, Sakeshi? You promised you would live with me forever, and now within
two years of our marriage you have left me. Call me to you, Sakeshi. Life without you has no meaning, no joy.
You were the very breath of my life.” He struck his head against the ground. “I cannot live without you. I cannot!
I cannot!” The man started writing on the ground. The Pyre looked on dazed; in it welled up a desire to love like
him, to efface its very existence for the sake of the beloved. “Ah, if I could only love someone like this man!” the
Pyre sighed.
The Hill stood smiling.
The young man was gone. But the Pyre could not forget what it had seen. “The plight of this young man has
lacerated my heart,” it said to the Hill. “So many bereaved persons visit the cremation ground every day, but this
young man was so woebegone that, however hard I try, I shall not be able to forget him. I tell you, he will not lie
long. Can a man who is reduced to a skeleton in one day, ever survive his loss? His days are numbered. I wish he
would indeed die, so that I could unite the pair once more.”
Next day, the Pyre watched anxiously for the bier of the young man to arrive. Several corpses were brought to
the cremation ground that day, but the young man was not among them. Yes, he did turn up though, in the evening
when darkness was descending over the cremation ground. He appeared unhinged with grief and kept wailing for
a long time. He kept coming for a number of days, and then abruptly his visits ceased. But the Pyre remembered
him; it continued to peer eagerly at every dead body that was brought in, but each time it was disappointed.
At last, one day, the Pyre asked the Hill, “You can look into every crack and corner in the city. Can you spot
the young man anywhere?”
The Hill smiled and shook her head.
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The Pyre said, “Something tells me he had taken his life. Possibly, he has drown himself in the river, and that
is why I have denied the corpse. It was my intense desire that I be instrumental in bringing him to his beloved.”
“I’m not sure that you are right,” the Hill said.
The Pyre was annoyed. “You are a mere lump of dead stone,” it said. “Can a man live whose heart is riddled
with grief?”
The Hill smiled.
As the days passed, the Pyre’s sympathy grew with the number of men who came to wail, heartbrokenly, under
its leaping flames. It now became a habit with the Pyre to sing paeans\fn{ Songs.} in praise of Man. The hill always
smiled at this profusion of feeling.
Three years passed, but still the Pyre could not blot out the memory of that young man from its mind. It often
spoke of him, of the tears he had shed at the death of his beloved, of the deep love for her which had forced him to
commit suicide. The young man’s heartrending cries still echoed in its mind.
One day the Pyre was startled by a voice wailing, so familiar was the voice. Into the cremation ground came
the young man at the head of a small funeral procession. “The man is still alive,” the Pyre said to itself, amazed.
“Now what calamity has befallen him?”
From the talk that drifted towards it, the Pyre soon learnt that the bier was that of the young man’s wife.
“How unlucky he must be!” the mourners were saying. “Or he would not have lost two wives in five years.
And how young he looks!”
The young man’s cries were loud and pitiful. His appearance today was not much different from the first time
the Pyre saw him. It was after great difficulty that the people managed to drag him from the cremation ground.
The idea which the Pyre had formed about the supreme love of Man, for the first tie, received a jolt. The young
man turned up in the evening; he writhed on the ground and bewailed the loss of his wife. “I did not dream that
you would forsake me in this manner,” he cried. “Life without you is unbearable. With one bewitching smile you
made me forget the loss of my first wife, Sakeshi. You won me over, body and soul; you were the breath of my
life. I cannot live in this world without you. Call me to you … Sakeshi was a slave to my love, so I could manage
to dispel the pangs of grief. But you were my life-partner. The same heart beat in our two bides. Now that this is
stilled, my body is also empty, lifeless …”
Every day the young man came, wept, and went away. His cries had such a ring of sincerity that the faith of the
Pyre in Man as the supreme embodiment of love, about which it lately had some doubts, was now fully restored.
Confirmed in its belief that this time the young man would not outlive his grief, the Pyre began to await his
dead body once more. Again the Pyre hopefully looked forward to the happy day when it would take the young
man in its lap and bring husband and wife together in an eternal bond of love. But the Pyre waited in vain. The
dead body did not turn up.
Things went on in their wonted way. Scores of dead bodies were daily consigned to the fire. The Pyre sang
paeans of praise to the glory of Man and the Hill smiled. The only difference was that the praise was now pitched
in a lower key, and the smile had taken a deeper tinge of sarcasm.
Not two years had passed when the Pyre once again heard the familiar wail. The young man had come to
cremate the dead body of his third wife. The Pyre thought that this time it was a marriage of convenience and not
the result of the consuming passion of love. But when it heard the wail of the young man this doubt was stilled.
The young man was loud in lamentation and his tears seared like a burning rod of iron. There was not much
difference between his appearance now and when the Pyre first saw him. He talked in the same vein, except that
now he found that his third wife was the epitome of virtues and excelled the other two in all qualities. He claimed
that he could not live for a day without her. He repeated parrot-like the old lamentations.
The Pyre which had cherished such exalted notions about the supremacy of love in Man was suddenly drained
of all feelings; it went stone-cold at this sight. Dazed and wordless, it looked on, its face a question mark.
The Hill moved by the pitiable sight of the Pyre said: “You are a crass fool! You forget that a man who loves, is
equally in love with his own life. He does not feed himself on his dead memories or live by the hollow concepts
of his imagination. He loves again and again to find fulfillment in life; and for this, he is prepared to put up with
many bereavements and suffer endless anguish.”
70.22 Another Train To Pakistan\fn{by Saros Dara Cowasjee (1931- )} Secundrabad, Hyderabad District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (M) 2
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1947 was not like other years. It affected the life of almost everybody on the sub-continent, because it was
such an eventful year. It touched millions directly: hundreds of thousands lost their lives in the great stampede
across the border and many more were left homeless. New governments in the saddle at Delhi and Karachi were
fast undoing the past and, for better or worse, had to bring in changes.
In spite of the magnitude of the occasion, the transfer of populations, the widespread massacre and looting, the
common man should have remained unaffected in a population of 400,000,000 people. But the common man no
longer thought himself common after such a fight for freedom. The present did not trouble him—he just could not
do anything about it. And so he thought of the future. What will happen to us in the future? This was the question
people everywhere were asking each other.
Leslie, a young Anglo-Indian, had a fairly lucrative job in one of the automobile workshops in Amritsar. He
was hardworking and all his friends thought that one day he would become the boss of the workshop. But it was
1947 and Leslie thought differently. The future was troubling him. He depended on newspapers for his
information, and the news that he gathered from them seemed plainly to threaten his future. One day he came
home late from the workshop and said to his wife:
“Irene, we should be in Pakistan.”
“But why?” she asked, surprised.
“Because we have nothing before us here. These Hindus, once they have settled with the Muslims, will drive
us out of India. They hate us like anything, because we are so superior to them.”
“But the Pakistanis won’t be any better. Our home is England, and we are here for work. In Pakistan you may
not have even this little job,” argued Irene.
The job was the thing, and Leslie could not just throw it up. And England, he had quite forgotten! He must
always keep it in mind that England was his home and that these Hindus and Muslims were mad dogs snapping at
each other.
A few days later, Leslie had forgotten all about England. He could not go on pretending to love an island home
some 5,000 miles away which he had never visited. The present was a reality and the future.
It was not long before he broached the topic again:
“Irene, I’ll have to chuck up this job.”
“Why, what’s wrong?” she asked.
“Why, what’s right?” he retorted. “We have no future in this city and still less in the country. These bearded
Sikhs are criminals, talking of nothing else but how to wipe out the Muslims. They’ve sacked the mechanic Rafi,
and I feel I’m going to be their next target. The workshop will sink, I tell you. They can lift up a truck with their
brawn, but not all the Sikhs of Amritsar can make it go.”
Irene was not impressed by her husband’s arguments.
“Leslie, we are happy here. Nobody troubles us. Not one of our people has been killed so far. They will leave
us alone. It is a Hindu-Muslim feud; it does not concern us.”
“It does concern us,” Leslie said emphatically. “It concerns us deeply. We have nothing in common with these
filthy cow-worshippers. They hate the English, and they hate us because we have English blood flowing through
our veins. The bastards! They wouldn’t pay me my salary if they could help it.”
“I am not so sure of that,” snapped Irene.
“I am,” said Leslie. “I know their type. The Muslims are better; their religion is more akin to ours and their
approach more western.”
Such discussions between the two soon became a regular feature. Leslie did his best to conjure up the worst
possible future in India, while Irene did her best to show that things in Pakistan wouldn’t be any better.
One evening Leslie turned up a little early. He was very excited. No sooner did Irene see him than she was sure
that his job was over.
“Darling, I have resigned!” he said. “It was no good working with those heathens. We leave for Pakistan
tomorrow. See, here’s the reservation ticket for the through Express to Lahore.”
“But what will we do there?” asked Irene in tears. “Let’s not leave this place.”
Leslie, seeing his wife disturbed, placed his arm round her waist and drew her near.
“Irene, Pakistan needs trained mechanics, too. I shall find a job, and a better one than this, somewhere. They
will pay me better. We will no longer be stared at, hooted at, looked upon as half-breeds.”
“I don’t want to leave India,” sobbed Irene. “All our people are here.”
“Some of our people are there, too,” Leslie tried to comfort her. “My own brother, Robert, a Captain in the
army, is posted at Lahore. A good soldier, mind you. He always said that I could get a Commission in the army
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whenever I wanted. I think the time has come. I’ll join the Pakistan army and skin these Hindu bastards. I tell you
we shall conquer India.”
All this did not convince poor Irene, but there was nothing she could do now. Next morning they were at
Amritsar railway station with all their trunks and suitcases.
“Only eight annas, Sahib, for all this luggage?” pleaded the coolie, after he had arranged the things in a Class
II compartment.
“Get off, you son of a pig,” shouted Leslie. “You’ll cheat us even as we leave your damn country.”
“No cheating, Sahib. Give me my due,” protested the coolie.
“Your due? Aye, turn round and take your due,” said Leslie, landing a hard kick on the coolie’s bottom. The
coolie shrieked, cursed, and ran and stood a few yards away where a number of coolies, who had witnessed the
scene, had gathered. Leslie looked at them straight. A conspiracy—they were discussing him, the bastards.
Leslie walked up and down the platform, asking every ticket collector the time when the train was due to
leave.
“Five minutes more,” said the last man he asked. He thought he could make one more round of the platform,
when there—to his astonishment—stood his brother Robert!
“What, Robert! You here, old boy!” exclaimed Leslie, clasping his brother’s hands.
“Me? I have had myself transferred to the Indian Army. I am off to Jullundar by the next train.”
“But why?”
“Oh, Pakistan is an awful place. They’ve a scrap of an army there, and God knows where that will be in a
year’s time. It’s all rotten there. I—I thought of my future—of you, Irene, I wanted to be with you both. How are
you getting on with your job? By God, you have a steady one.”
Leslie stood stunned. He turned pale, there was not a trace of blood in his face.
“What’s wrong Leslie?” asked Robert.
“We are on our way to Pakistan,” muttered Leslie. “I thought India was no good. I have left my job—resigned.
We are in the train. I thought—I—I”
“You fool, what are you doing?” gasped Robert, wiping the sweat off his forehead.
A shrill, sharp whistle pierced the din on the platform.
“Good heavens! The train is starting!” panted Leslie.
Both Leslie and Robert ran down to the compartment in which Irene sat.
“Get down, Irene,” shouted Leslie. “Get down. We are not going.”
“Why?” she asked.
“Get down, Irene. For God’s sake, hurry.” And he called to the coolies:
“Coolie! Coolie!”
But the coolies stood at a distance and watched. Leslie swore and protested, but not a coolie would come forward. He tugged at the trunks himself, but they were too heavy for him to lift.
“I will give you whatever you want,” he promised.
But no coolie would step forward to help him. They were all laughing at him now.
There was a second whistle. A green flag fluttered from the rear and the train moved forward. Leslie jumped
into the compartment and pulled the alarm chain. Alas, it had been disconnected so as to prevent miscreants from
stopping the train on its journey. He hung on to the chain for some time, but as the train gathered speed he slowly
loosened his grip.
He craned his neck out of the window to look for the last time at the land he refused to call his own. Quietly he
came and sat down beside Irene.
The train rushed on to Pakistan.
68.47 The Stranger\fn{by Eva Dave aka Prafulla Dave (1931- )} Gujarat State, India (F) 4
I was lazing on a bench in the garden without worries. It might have been around five in the evening. Even
though it was a summer evening, the weather was very pleasant.
I opened my eyes. Right opposite me, at the other end of the bench, was standing a. snake-charmer. His sudden
appearance startled me from top to toe. I had an illusion, as if that imp of the Arabian Nights had presented
himself before me by mistake on somebody else’s rubbing the magic lamp! I could not understand how he could
come so close to me without my calling him.
He was staring straight at me. His eyes shining like polished beige-colored agate, were twinkling. Reddish,
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pointed eyebrows were moving up and down like restless small reptiles. The twists of his mustache looked like
the two red crooked fangs of a terribly poisonous scorpion! The small and scanty goat-like beard made his face
immensely fierce.
I shuddered. Suddenly I felt some unusual activity going on in a certain part of my brain. Some nerves
vibrated. All this happened against my wish, and in spite of my resistance. Nothing could I comprehend. Only,
due to sheer astonishment and fear, my heart seemed to have gone cold. That activity started once again. This was
the first experience of its kind in my life. Like the cud-cud-cut-cut sound, of black wires in a telegraph office, I
felt some vibrations in that portion of my brain. Unwanted messages began to pour in. I did not like it at all. I,
therefore, made Herculean efforts to block those messages. But all in vain. Those nerves kept on receiving
messages:
“My boy, don’t hinder. My body, don’t try to escape …!”
When the messages stopped arriving for a while, I realized that for quite some time my quiescent eyes were
long fixed on the tiny eyes of the python hanging around his neck. That python was staring at me constantly
oscillating right and left, and winding and unwinding itself around his neck.
I wanted to get up and run away from there. But my body had become very stiff. In vain, I tried to open my
lips. I made an effort to lift my hands—but that too was in vain. I realized that I would not be able to pluck even a
blade of grass against his wishes. My whole body was trembling due to some unknown fear, and although my
inner being was weeping woefully, tears just would not flow, however much I tried.
The wheels of my brain started moving. A message:
“My boy! Don’t be afraid, don’t cry. No harm would come to you. But don’t try to run away. Everything will
be fine if you obey my orders.”
Now I was absolutely sure that he was fully aware of my utterly helpless state, and to try to cheat him was like
trying to play tricks with one’s own mind. When I looked at his eyes I had the experience similar to an experience
in a dark room when one feels strangely pierced during the deep X-rays of chest or stomach. As if some peculiar
rays were being emitting from his and the python’s eyes and were scanning and screening the thoughts in my
mind! I was completely in his grip.
I could take off my eyes from the eyes of the python. I observed the snake-charmer more closely. His attire
was of saffron color; a head scarf, loose kurta and long lungi. Two long necklaces of big and small blue-blackwhite beads were hanging round his neck. He had hung his baskets of snakes on the staff resting horizontally on
his shoulder. He had a double-pipe flute in his left hand.
“My boy!”
“O … Well …” I was able to speak. I was amazed beyond words. Some life stirred within me as I listened to
my voice. As if I had found a companion.
“My boy, say, ‘O master.’ It sounds better. Are you aware of what is happening around you?”
I had a strong impulse to give a quick reply, but my soul asserted:
“Pigmy, weakling, who are you? Get up.”
My eyes saw. The snake-charmer uncoiled the python from his neck and suspended it in the air just above my
chest and then very slowly he let it glide on my chest. When the python’s flat mouth and those fiery eyes were
only about a quarter foot away from my mouth and its darting tongue touched my lips.
Oh! What a touch! The goose pimples spread all over my body, all the hair on my body stood at their edges;
my entire being froze out of fear. I had received the messages; if I disobey his order the p … y … t … h … o … n!
I promptly replied to his question:
“Yes Master, I know it well.” His hand was withdrawn; the python rolled back to his neck. Only his tongue and
eyes were still darting.
“My boy!”
“Yes, Master!”
“Very good. Very good. Now do you know that you can do nothing without my wish?”
“Yes, Master!” A few moments passed like this. In the meanwhile, I thought, if I go to sleep to forget him,
perhaps I would be released from his grip.
I got this permission. With doubt and surprise, I closed my eyes and began to sleep. I would have hardly dozed
off when a more terrifying than what existed outside began to unfold within me. The left blade of his mustache
stretched and pierced my left arm like an injection needle. And then the blood from my body began to be
extracted as it were: as if his eyebrows got life and started wriggling, small restless [hairs] dropped one after the
other in my nose, ears and mouth!
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O … O ... I screamed because I could not bear. My eyes opened. I heard him guffaw. I saw the two ends of his
eyebrows rose up on his forehead, the pupils glittered, the beard quivered, but the face was full of wrinkles due to
the laughter.
“Oh hell! That rascal knew everything,” I said to myself.
“Don’t abuse, my boy!” I was really caught.
The messages created a turmoil in my brain. The python outside was curling around his neck as before. I saw
from the corners of my eyes that some pedestrians had stopped there out of curiosity. A message:
“I shall start my show in a little while. You’ll get up and mix with the audience. I am going to make you my
apprentice. Don’t try to escape. Don’t be scared!”
I felt terribly scared. I begged of him:
“But what am I supposed to do? Are you going to relieve me or not?”
“Don’t worry. You will understand everything easily. I shall relieve you after the show is over. Come on, stand
up and mix with the crowd.”
Helpless as I was, I started following his instructions. The people, who had gathered there, thought that I was
there out of curiosity, just like them. He took out his flute. The moment he opened the two baskets, two pitchblack cobras sprang up about four foot and a half above the ground hissing aloud. He started playing the flute.
Taking out often their tong-like tongues the cobras began to oscillate to the tune of the flute. Looking at them, I
felt extremely dizzy.
All of a sudden, I do not know why, I felt as if I had been released from his noose. I saw that one of the cobras
had made a straight attack on him. Seeing this the whole crowd became restive. Of course, he had gently pressed
the cobra under his staff. Then he was trying to catch hold of his mouth.
With clenched fists, I tried to escape. I had hardly gone about twenty feet when I had to stop. The other cobra
sprang up before me almost five feet above the ground in the air with the bare support of the tip of its tail. I was
quite certain that the same cobra was still in the basket. I could not understand how it came right in front of me to
block my way. The moment it started wagging its tongue, I walked back and again joined the crowd.
The snake-charmer concluded the snake-show rather quickly. A few people clapped. As I looked at him, I
noticed dissatisfaction spreading on his face as he had failed to give a good performance.
“Why did you try to run away my boy?” I received a message.
“I committed a mistake, Master.”
“All right, are you ready now?”
“Yes, yes.” He addressed the crowd:
“Now I am going to perform a wonderful trick. I’ll make one of you my jambura—the apprentice—so that
you’ll be convinced that a great magician has come here. Is any gentleman ready for the trick?” His message:
“Come on, my boy, come out and declare that you are ready. Hurry up, my boy.” I mechanically came forward
and said:
“I am ready to be your jambura.”
After I said that, I had an altogether new experience. I felt as though I was the least concerned with anything
around me. I did not have doubts like what would happen, what was to be done, what the people who had
gathered here would think about me, etc. I was like a wound-up toy. He laughed and said:
“Seeing the guts of such an educated person I feel like patting his back!” Someone shouted from the crowd:
“What is the guarantee that he is not your man?” Before the snake-charmer could reply, a young boy standing
right in front said on the top of his voice:
“Oh! I know him. He lives next door to us. He is a teacher in an English school.”
The whole crowd laughed together. All the same, the crowd seemed to be sure of the fact that I was not a fake
jambura.
“My gentlemen, now the show will start!”
He spread a white sheet on the ground and asked me to lie fiat on it. I did so. After that he covered my head,
face, the whole body with another big black sheet. He said:
“You wouldn’t mind if I call you Jambura?”
“No, Master.” A message:
“Be prepared, my boy!”
“Yes, Master.”
“Jambura, Jambura!”
“Well, Master!”
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“Do you know where you will be going?”
“Yes, Master.”
“Where will you go?”
“To the sky.” A couple of persons from the crowd cried aloud:
“How does he know? He said nothing to him before us. This is really something.”
“Are you ready, my boy?”
“Yes, Master.”
Immediately I felt that those two black cobras had coiled under me. On receiving his order one lifted my back
on its neck and the other my legs, and raised me twenty feet high in the air.
“Oh! Fantastic! With what support can he stay so high?”
“Come on, bet, there has to be something under that black cloth.”
“Great! He has done wonders!” Everyone in the crowd started commenting. The snake-charmer said:
“Now, this gentleman will reply to all your questions without seeing.”
Then the tricks went off quite fast. I was very much astonished to realize that I had no difficulty in conversing
with him telepathically. With great speed and ease, he links his brain with mine. I received the reply of the
questions asked to me just before the moments of replying it loudly. The arrangement between us was as follows:
“Jambura!”
“Yes, Master!”
“Can you tell the year of this coin?”
“Of course, Master!”
He would take the coin in his hand. Then he would look at it with steady eyes and collect all the details that
were required. Immediately, all those details would be stored in the specific portion of my brain.
“Which year is it?”
“Nineteen hundred twenty seven, four annas!”
“Bravo, bravo!”
And then I replied to innumerable questions about the money in somebody’s wallet, the make of spectacles, the
time—right up to the seconds, make of somebody’s wristwatch, a person’s dress and so on, without faltering even
once. Nearly forty-five minutes must have passed like this. Then he brought me down and started collecting
money from the people.
He removed the black cloth from my face. I opened my eyes. He was standing near my feet. Some people had
collected around me out of curiosity. He stared at me for a moment; the same glossy agate-like eyes, the same
pointed eyebrows, the same twists of mustache and the same small beard. The python was now quiet and was
hanging limply around his neck. I was again ordered to go and sit on the bench. I got up as if nothing had
happened and with a pale smile, making my way through the people standing there, I mechanically went and sat
on the bench. My eyes were beginning to be drowsy.
“Oh, Master, oh, Master!”
Somebody seemed to be shaking me to wake me up, I woke up with a start and sat up. For a while my
frightened mind could not make out to where I was, how I happened to come there and what was happening
around me. Everything around me seemed to be in a whirl.
“Oh, Mister, this is not the place to sleep.”
“What?” I looked at them questioningly. There were two young men. When I looked down I realized that I was
asleep on the bench and they had woken me up by shaking me. I made some place for them to sit . After a while
when I was composed I started moving homeward. I was convinced that it was a bad dream.
I had not even come out of the garden when a small chubby boy came running to me. Holding my hand he
asked:
“Tell me Sir, did you enjoy being jambura? I wanted to be a jambura, but my father did not allow me.”
I was stunned. I felt as though somebody had pushed me down in the valley from the top of a high hill.
35.57 Father And Son\fn{by Ashokamitran aka Jagadisa Thyagarajan (1931- )} Secunderabad, Hyderabad District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 4
What’s the name of the Filmistan movie? The actors were Balraj Sahni, Sajjan and a slim girl. It had a new
music director. What’s the name of the movie? The name … the name …
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Wahab and I walked on quietly. The town’s traffic police wouldn’t let anyone ride a bicycle with a passenger
on the carrier. It appeared as if the entire police force was meant to discipline cyclists. Leaving my bicycle in
Wahab’s house, we sneaked past the Secunderabad railway station. From there, the market, Kingsway, Bible
House and finally, Paramount Cinema. We were seeing a film together for the first time. There was no particular
reason for choosing that film. It was the only Hindi film then being screened in Secunderabad. Far from being
pleasant, the film left us depressed and restless.
As we went past the Islamia School, I thought Wahab would raise his head and look at it. It was his school.
Though in the same grade, we studied in different schools. It appeared our schools belonged to two different
countries. In his school Urdu was the medium of instruction. The walls of the school were covered with light blue
paint. A student of Wesley School could be a friend of his counterpart in St. Patrick’s School. St. Patrick’s
students and Mehboob College students played together, but Islamia School boys never mingled with students of
other schools. The scout movement, campfire, and jamboree were out of bounds for them. Wahab was an
exception, though he also didn’t play with other boys. He would come to the railway quarters just to talk to me.
He spoke Urdu and I could speak fluently only in Tamil. Still we communicated with each other in our own way,
though it could not be termed as conversation. The way he pronounced English words, one would think he was
speaking a strange language—isstudent, isspecial, isschool.
What’s the name of the film? There was that emaciated girl. They couldn’t afford a doctor to treat her for TB.
It was the music director’s first film. Maybe, his second. It was produced by Filmistan, or was it? Oh, no. It was a
Ranjit picture. A film produced by Ranjit Studio.
How the town has changed during the last thirty years! New roads to connect different parts of the town.
Multi-storeyed buildings in places where there were ponds and ditches. Now, you have to be careful while
walking across the once deserted roads. The ubiquitous signposts at bus stops make it clear that buses are plying
from and to all parts of the town. There are automatic traffic signals at places where heavy traffic was once
unthinkable. Charles Street has changed beyond recognition. Where is that row of houses with roofs of country
tiles?
“Who’s that?” Terence shouted at me in English.
“Who is who?” I cackled, swiftly moving away so that he couldn’t reach me.
He warned me, “I’ll kick you.”
I neighed like a donkey.
As Terence rushed towards me, I clambered up the banyan tree. We had made a nest-like abode on the tree,
using its aerial roots and some branches. One had to squeeze oneself through the opening. But once inside the
nest, no one was supposed to fight with the others. The nest was a no-war zone. Terence also slid into the nest. I
couldn’t guess what he was going to do. So I was on my guard.
“I wonder how on earth you acquire such friends.”
“Such as you.”
Terence glowered over me. “Don’t make me mad.”
“I don’t know what you are talking about.”
“The chap who just left your house …”
I remained silent.
“Such filthy clothes … he kept spitting all over.”
I sat down without taking my eyes off Terence.
“Who’s that?” Terence stretched his legs and kicked me.
“It’s none of your business.” I kicked him back.
As Terence moved away to avoid the kick, his shorts, stuck in the aerial roots, tore. I sat in the nest fearing a
rain of blows and kicks from him. After all, the nest had only a small opening. Terence broke down.
“Look here, you are double-crossing me.” He whimpered and repeated the words in Urdu. I did not know
where he had learnt those words. His people talked a good deal, but none referred to double-crossing.
Terence didn’t like Wahab. The latter’s evening visits kept Terence on edge. All of us returned home from
school around 4 or 4:30 p.m. and then played games. We in the railway quarters had a spacious ground to play.
The ground with two banyan trees was uneven but vast.
Wahab’s house opened into the street, which was surely not a place where one could play. His was one of a
row of houses with a small entrance. Wahab’s was the one always covered with a screen of torn sackcloth.
Wahab came to the railway quarters every evening to meet me. He invariably chose a time when we were in
the thick of a game. I suggested to Terence and Morris that we should let Wahab join the games. Morris had no
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objection, but Terence was adamant. On his part, Wahab didn’t seem too keen on playing with us. Perhaps he
never played games. I would leave my friends and join Wahab for a chat.
One day Terence was wild:
“You need not play with us if you want to leave in the middle of the game,” he shouted.
Wahab’s face turned pale. Whenever Terence got angry, he shouted in his imperfect Urdu. Wahab did not come
to the railway quarters for two days.
On the third day I went to his house.
The plaster on the walls of the row of houses had peeled off, exposing the bricks and mortar. There were
stagnant pools of sewage in front of each house. I stopped at Wahab’s house, the third in the row, and called him
by his name. A girl dressed in an oversized kameez came out. There were black patches under her eyes, as though
she had applied a large coat of collyrium. She was about twelve or thirteen but looked thin and emaciated, with
shoulder bones sticking out. I wondered how on earth she was able to stand on her legs. She said:
“My elder brother has gone out.”
It did not seem proper to make enquiries about anyone or anything in the street. The town and roads had
changed. I could hardly recognize the houses. Those who lived in the street in those days might not be alive any
longer. Even if one or two were, they would be too old to remember anything. Muslims no longer lived there. So I
wouldn’t be able to see Wahab again. When I went to his house thirty years ago, he had gone out. I had gone to
his house several times since, but I couldn’t forget my first visit.
What is the name of the film we saw together? Balraj Sahni. Music director Roshan. It was Roshan’s second
film. Maybe his first. And that slim girl …
Wahab started visiting the railway quarters after sunset. Still he couldn’t escape Terence’s eyes. He would
come just when we were getting ready to go home after the games. I would leave my friends to join him. That day
there was a big commotion in his house. His brother had quarreled with his mother who, in a fit of temper, threw a
ladle at him. She missed her target and the brother picked it up and flung it back at her, injuring her forehead. As
blood gushed out of the wound, Wahab took his mother to the Municipal Hospital. But the outpatient department
in the women’s section had been closed. There was no doctor. A nurse washed the wound and bandaged her
forehead. Wahab would have to take her again to the hospital the next morning. There would be an uproar in the
house when father returned home at night.
“Where does your father work?”
“He sells flowers opposite the market clock-tower.”
Next time when my father took me along to the market, I looked for Wahab’s father in the shops selling
flowers. I couldn’t find him. We never bought flowers from shops. We had Jasmine and Cassandra plants in our
backyard. If we needed other flowers, we would buy them from vendors going along the street.
On that day we parted quite late. Mother scolded me as I entered the house. I didn’t try to elicit her sympathy
for Wahab. We quarreled at home, but nobody thought of using a ladle as a weapon. Our fights stopped with
verbal exchanges.
Still we made frequent visits to the hospital. We had a hospital for the railway employees—the Railway
Hospital. For long, a visit to the hospital appeared to be a good diversion from the dull routine until one day my
father did not return home from it alive.
A week after his mother was hurt in a quarrel with her elder son. Wahab asked me:
“Shall we go to a movie?”
I was not such a close friend of Terence but, if he knew that I had gone to a picture with Wahab, he would be
wild. I always found his behavior intolerable. Whether we played the game of cricket or spinning tops or for that
matter any game, he would throw tantrums and sulk.
“You are playing a double game.”
So I had to be careful.
“All right, Wahab. We’ll go to the matinee show.”
Fridays and Sundays were holidays for schools in our town. The following day was Friday. Wahab and I
walked our way to Paramount Cinema Hall.
*
“I would like to meet someone who has been living here long.”
“We’ve been here for ten years.”
“That’s not enough.”
“Sorry. In fact this house was built ten years ago.”
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“There were houses before that.”
“Sorry.”
*
I could find no reason for him to feel sorry. There was no Muslim family in the locality. In those days half the
residents were Muslims. Where did they all go? Wahab’s father and mother could not possibly be alive now.
Maybe his elder brother, younger sister, two or three elder sisters are alive. They must have married and raised
families. Wahab might have secured a job after completing his studies. What kind of a job? Clerk—a clerk who
knew no language other than Urdu. I could not recollect any other detail about him. I had also forgotten the name
of the film we saw together. It was a Filmistan picture—no, a Ranjit film. The man who wrote the story was
supposed to be a communist. The slim girl suffering from TB did not have anything to eat, no money to buy
medicines, and the film ended with her death. Balraj Sahni played the role ofher brother. A slim-looking, sickly
sister—Nutan, yes. Ah, that’s her name. It was Nutan’s second film. But what’s the name of the film? The Marxist
writer later became a director. His name …
My world, which was made up of a banyan tree, its aerial roots and boys like Terence, Morris, Venkat Rao,
Janardhan, Noshir and Wahab had suddenly changed.
It’s an exaggeration to say suddenly. I hardly noticed it when it was changing. I was stunned by the vast
transformation it had undergone. We left the town a few weeks after my father’s death. I didn’t even remember if I
told anyone that I was leaving town for good and took leave of him. I didn’t ask anyone to write to me. Nor did I
write a letter to anyone. I forgot the number of the house and the name of the street. Once in a while, the names of
friends I knew flashed in my mind and then disappeared into the tunnel of forgetfulness. The nest we built in the
tree was gone, though the tree remained shorn of many of its branches and aerial roots. What was once a
magnificent tree now looked like an abandoned lamp post. If a cyclone lashed the town—just as the one which
ravaged places like Nagapattinam and Cuddalore—it would surely uproot the tree. Then they would remove the
tree after cutting down the remaining branches and aerial roots. Wahab’s house must have also been demolished to
make room for a row of residential houses and colonies. It seemed the present locality had been lowered from the
heavens by some magic.
I had to catch the 4 o’clock train. There was a major change in the train schedules also. When I lived in the
town thirty years ago the railway station rose from its slumber and became lively for just two hours in the
morning and evening. Trains left and arrived during those hours. It was most unusual to see the station premises
crowded and lively at four in the afternoon. I felt depressed, but didn’t know why. We went to a movie just for
fun. But the movie which Wahab and I watched together left us weary and sad. Wahab wasn’t very articulate, but
he had a cheerful face. He looked pale and drawn after the movie.
An old man was selling flowers on the railway platform. Could it be Wahab’s father?
“Flower-seller, look here. Flower-seller.”
The man came near me.
He was Wahab.
“Wahab!”
The old man’s eyes widened in surprise.
“Wahab, don’t you recognize me? Remember Lancer Barracks? The Anglo-Indian boy who tried to hit you?”
“I don’t remember, sir.”
“Don’t call me sir, Wahab. I’m not your master. I’m your friend—your friend.”
“You need flowers, don’t you, sir?”
Evidently he couldn’t recognize me.
“You are Wahab, aren’t you?”
“Yes. But …”
He still couldn’t recognize me. He asked me:
“How much flowers you need, sir?” Thirty years didn’t seem to have given him better living conditions. His
collar bones stuck out in sharp relief.
“How is your father? Your mother?”
“Beg your pardon?”
“Your parents.”
“Parents? I am an old man myself, sir.”
“I am old too, Wahab.”
He moved away, certain I wouldn’t buy flowers. I followed him.
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“Wahab, you had a sister?”
His face showed a trace of surprise. He also seemed irritated at being detained.
“She is dead.”
“When?”
“Years ago. Died of TB.” He walked away.
All of a sudden, the name of the man who scripted the film I saw with Wahab flashed in my mind.
It was Zia Sarhadi. Now the name of the film also surfaced:
Hum Log.
32.198 & 68.100 1. Of Coconuts And Chilled Beer Bottles 2. A Very Old Story: Two Short Stories\fn{by Masud
Ashar aka Masud Ahmad Khan (1931- )} Rampur, Rampur District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 9
1
Separated one sings doleful songs; but when love is near—well, there are a million things to do.

I remembered this adage when repeated requests failed to stir Husna Begum to sing a bhatyali. Has the
moment of togetherness arrived, then?—I wondered. But whose union and with whom? And who must sing a
doleful song of separation: Husna Begum … or we?\fn{ This is a story about cultural differences, and how they may lead to
intercommunal warfare, despite religious unity; for that was at the heart of the internal dissentions that ultimately tore the old Pakistan of
East Pakistan and West Pakistan apart in a terrible and bloody civil war (1971) which was ultimately only settled (ironically) by armed
Hindu intervention.}

Even though we were their guests, we couldn’t have spent a more miserable night. True, we slept indoors under mosquito nets. What of it? The mosquitoes and other bugs got to us all the same. They kept us awake all night
long. Then there was Rahman Sahib, who babbled on and on about all the different rivers of Bengal and about
how sublime sunsets and sunrises looked over them.
The gentleman whom Husna Begum’s husband had appointed as our guide was a certain Abul Kalam
Muhammad Jaliluddin—a name which the latter had shortened to A.K.M. Jaliluddin. (At least that is how it
appeared on his books.) During the introductions, however, when Husna Begum’s husband pronounced the jot of
Jaliluddin as a distinct ~”,\fn{ The scan has not transcribed this accurately .} we had the hardest time suppressing our
laughter.
Later, aboard the cabin cruiser too, the memory of the outrageously funny pronunciation never failed to arouse
laughter. The urge was so violent that only with the greatest difficulty did we manage to squash it. We could
neither laugh so brazenly in the presence of our hosts, nor stifle our laughter. So we used some pretext or another
to laugh, and sometimes we just pinched our noses and bent our heads. Chughtai had told us the trick about
pinching the nose. He thought it helped suppress laughter. And it also, thereby, saved us from appearing rude to
our hosts.
Laughter, however, took its own time to subside, but meanwhile pinching the nose made our eyes water a lot.
At such times, Rahman Sahib glowered at us, full of rage, and Jalil Bhai just looked away, pretending to be busy
with something or other, while we stepped out of the cabin into open air and addressed one another as “Zalil
Bhai” and hurled coconut husks at flotsam in the river. In the evening, Jalil Bhai would spell out for out benefit—
with statistics and all—how much we depended on the Bengalis for certain items and how we had made them
depend on us for certain others. Then a raging thirst would parch our throats. While Jalil Bhai and Rahman Sahib
slaked it with fresh coconut milk, Chughtai would take out some chilled beer from the bucket and pour three
glasses for us. He could explain to Jalil Bhai, giving one proof after another, why coconut milk, if taken during
the afternoon, constituted a real health hazard, though it was quite harmless before sunrise or until about midday,
and how “Before sunrise, coconut milk is just like beer.”
But Jalil Bhai wasn’t about to give in. Midway through an apparent altercation with Rahman Sahib (even when
he talked normally, he appeared to be arguing), he would switch from English to Bengali. Yusuf Zai would take
out a deck of cards and deftly divert us into a game of cantul.
At Chittagong railway terminal, a hoary old man with a long lily-white beard, suddenly planted himself in our
way. He was so dark it looked as though he had come straight from shoveling coal in a locomotive.
“Going north?” he asked us abruptly in Bengali.
We didn’t know Bengali; so we just gawked at Rahman Sahib, hoping that he would translate the old man’s
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words for us. Instead, Rahman Sahib gruffly told the old man to bug off. But Chughtai, now in a playful mood,
answered the old man:
“No, sir. We’re headed south.”
“Stop slavery!” the old man yelled in English and, securing his tattered checked loincloth on the front of his
hungry, incredibly flat stomach, shoved Rahman Sahib aside and fixed his penetrating gaze on Chughtai’s pink,
healthy face.
But Chughtai, missing the old man’s drift, snapped, “Listen Maulvi Sahib, don’t try to create an impression by
rattling off in your pidgin English—”
The old man didn’t let Chughtai finish. He sprang at him and dug his bony fingers into his neck. It all
happened so fast we barely had time to react. Dazed, we thought it was some kind of a joke. But it couldn’t have
been a joke: the old man truly had sunk his fingers into Chughtai’s neck, who was choking from pressure and
thrashing his hands and feet about.
Suddenly Yusuf moved forward. He grabbed the old man by the waist and with a mighty tug tore him from
Chughtai and tossed him in the air. The skeletal old man bounced like a rubber ball on the grass bank.
Just as Chughtai was also getting ready to pounce on the old man, a crowd suddenly materialized from God
knows where and began to hem us in from all sides. The speed with which they scrambled to the scene made us
believe that they were expecting a showdown—indeed they were spoiling for it. Instead of picking up the haggard
old man from the ground, they moved ominously toward us.
“Get out of here. Quick! Or else, brace yourselves for a riot!” Rahman Sahib whispered, pushing us to one
side. But there was no getting away. The mob was steadily closing in on us. Rahman Sahib dashed to the side
where the crowd looked thicker and began to rattle off in Bengali.
But not one soul was listening to his words which were dissolving into the air like a fine vapor. They were
talking all at once and moving closer and closer toward us.
“Hitting a poor, old madman, huh? Don’t you have any shame?”
“What? Madman? He is not mad!”
Suddenly the old man reappeared and installed himself right in front of us again.
“Don’t you know I am Lincoln?” he screamed, “Abraham Lincoln?”
‘What did he say—Lincoln?. Of course!”
In spite of the situation, we broke into ringing laughter.
Yusuf Zai quickly moved up close to the old man, patted his hand and said in a perfectly serious voice, “I am
awfully sorry, Mr. President, I am truly sorry.”
Chughtai, too, had forgotten all about his aching neck and was laughing hilariously with us.
But the old man didn’t find it funny. He looked grave, and so did Rahman Sahib and the mob. The old man
contemptuously pushed Yusuf Zai’s hand away, waved his fist in their air and clamored in English,
“No Slavery?”
We spotted an opening in the mob and began to slip away.
“What a weird fellow!” we exclaimed.
“What madman isn’t weird?”
“But what the hell’s he raving about? Slavery—what slavery?”
“He’s mad, after all. What are you getting so irritated about?”
Rahman Sahib didn’t say a word. He just kept walking along. This was his own city. He had lived here for the
past twenty-three years. And he had come to receive us at the railway terminal.
Rahman Sahib’s little Fiat turned the corner and we saw that the whole mob was now waving its fists
ominously in the air along with the old man.
They called the joker the “turtle.” And that woman with full, fleshy lips got at least two jokers every deal. She
would lick her lips with her blood-red tongue and coat them a deep red as well, as I brooded over the advantages
of chewing betel leaf, so common in Bengal: it certainly made your lips look voluptuously red. Dangerous, too.
And this “turtle” was strange creature: sensing the slightest danger, how it pulled its head back into the shell and
froze on the spot. But why do these people call a joker a turtle?
Those full, fleshy red lips had managed to clean everyone’s pockets, even Yusuf Zai’s who was otherwise
known to be an accomplished card player. He just kept looking dumbly at us with his big, innocent eyes, as aghast
as a sacrificial lamb. The Divisional Forest Officer was bursting with pride at his wife’s smashing performance,
breaking every now and then into loud applause:
“She’s marvelous! Husna is simply terrific!”
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“Endless rhapsodies about her delightfully tawny complexion, her incredibly melodious body. Bah!
Propaganda, just plain propaganda and lies. You get so psyched up hearing those litanies you begin to see the
lousiest wench warbling a bhatyali.”
Yusuf Zai, who had for a whole fortnight not once seen the slightest ray of hope, finally vented his frustration
on the much touted charms of Bengali women.
“Abject poverty and hunger—what else do you expect? Give them enough to eat and then see how they
blossom, how the deathly dark color leaps into a vibrant complexion.”
Rahman Sahib had an answer for everything.
“Nonsense. Well, all right. So you can improve the complexion, but what about her features? How are you
going to knock them into shape? Haven’t you noticed: if the lips are beautiful, the nose is hideous—plain ugly;
and if the eyes are lovely, the lips are weird-looking? Even her celebrated eyes aren’t all that beautiful, either.
That is, if you cared to look closely.”
“You’ve got to jump into the river to see how deep it is.”
“Don’t give me that I’ve had quite few jumps already.”
“Cross-breeding-that’s the answer. That’s it.”
“So you want us to marry them—is that it? Those shriveled mummies? Just for a pair of beautiful eyes. Forget
it! Who wants to sire a whole generation of freaks?”
“Who said anything about marrying them? But, I’d …”
“So what else is new?”
Rahman Sahib was very perturbed Rahman Sahib who was a Bengali, and then again not; one who backed us
up, but who also backed up Jalil Bhai; who wished to offend neither us nor Jalil Bhai; who quarreled with us, just
as he quarreled with Jalil Bhai; who looked to us for help, just as he looked to Jalil Bhai; and who, finally,
understood neither our point of view nor Jalil Bhai’s. Whenever a surge of love for Rahman Bhai swept across
Yusuf Zai, he would pick up his diminutive, slight body, and waltz him all over the deck.
“When I set up a grand hosiery factory here, you know what? I’ll make Rahman Sahib the General Manager.”
“Hosiery? But only yesterday you were talking about setting up a jute mill.”
“Well, you see, it’s like this: none of the locals seem to wear shirts; all they ever wear are undershirts. A
hosiery business will do well. Don’t you think? They’ll profit from it, and so will we.”
“What about your plans for the bicycle factory?”
“That’s good business, too. But where will I get the raw material for bicycles? Let bicycles come from West
Pakistan. What do you think, Rahman Sahib?”
But Rahman Sahib didn’t care to reply; he always preferred silence whenever discussion veered to
controversial matters. Only Yusuf Zai and Chughtai evinced a strong interest in them.
“Our people are very poor,” said Atiquzzaman Khan, pushing a mug of chilled beer toward his brother
Amiruzzaman Khan in “Saqi”—the bar in Hotel Intercontinental.
“His pronunciation,” Chughtai whispered into my ears, “it seems all right—doesn’t it?”
It was afternoon. A young Bengali couple, beer mugs in hand, was talking in undertones at the table directly
across from us.
“What I can’t understand is …”
Chughtai took a big gulp of beer and shut up.
“What don’t you understand?”
“Nothing. Nothing at all.”
“You know why? Because you are perched up too high on your loft. How can you!”
“Or perhaps you don’t try to understand it at all,” Amiruzzaman Khan was quick to remark in English.
Chughtai observed that the two brothers’ pronunciation was atrocious after all.
“How can I? Yes, how can I?”
Amiruzzaman Khan had kept asking me a great deal about the folk-songs of Multan and Bahawalpur regions;
he had even promised to come to Multan to tape them. I just gazed quietly at the low ceiling of the “Saqi” and the
smart-looking bartender behind the counter.
“Yes, our people are very poor,” said the Divisional Forest Officer of Khulna, who had, since Atiquzzaman
was paying, already guzzled down two mugs of beer.
“And so are our people,” Chughtai shot back as he jumped a little from his chair and stared the Forest Officer
full in the face. “They are very poor, too.”
“No! We are poorer still. Really poor. No comparison.”
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“In poverty,” Yusuf Zai tried to reconcile the two, “we are all equals. We are one.”
“No! We are not equal. Nor are we one.”
“Dera Ghazi Khan, Mianwali, Sirhad, Baluchistan, Thar …” But what were we fighting about? And why? The
Forest Officer had invited to show us around Sundarbans. We must try to make him feel comfortable and happy.
So I glared at Yusuf Zai, he at Chughtai, and the three of us shut up. But now the three of them had started to talk.
And in Bengali at that. We felt isolated We sat in their midst, but obviously we were not one of them. Suddenly a
deluge of voices filled the entire hotel and the bar. The mouths of Atiquzzaman Khan, Amiruzzaman Khan, and
the Forest Officer began to open and shut with such frightening speed that I felt giddy and emptied the whole mug
in one giant, nervous gulp.
Then, at last, we were on the river. We disturbed the waters hurling coconut husks at assorted targets, then
aimed the husks at the butterflies and, somewhere along the line, got thirsty. Jalil Bhai picked out five coconuts
from the bucket, took out a long, thin knife, and hacked one.
“Agh! Stop it, Jalil Bhai! It’s sheer murder. Why are you killing them off so cold-bloodedly?”
Jalil Bhai’s hand froze. He looked at Chughtai with malicious eyes, but Chughtai gave an undaunted laugh and
picked up a bottle of beer from the pail. Then he said, “Khan-ji, go get a glass. Let’s give Jalil Bhai something
different for a change.”
But Jalil Bhai quickly sucked at the split coconut and downed all the milk in one hasty gulp. Rahman Sahib, to
keep Jalil Bhai’s morale high, picked a coconut himself. Just as he was getting ready to slash it open, Yusuf Zai
snatched the fruit from his hand and tossed it outside toward the Forest Guard, “Here, catch!”
We had been cruising around in the boat from one river port to the next for two whole days and still we had
hardly put a dent in the supply of beer and coconuts. The heap had hardly diminished; on the contrary, it seemed
to be growing bigger and bigger.
“Why on earth did we have to haul these coconuts along?”
“To make you happy and to win over the hearts of Jalil Bhai and the Forest Guard—I suppose.”
“So?”
“So, nothing.”
“Well, then drink them!”
“We will, we will. After we’ve run out of the beer.”
But it seemed the beer would outlast us. Jalil Bhai’s mood was getting worse. Was he upset because he
couldn’t get us to drink coconut milk or because he couldn’t put up with Yusuf Zai puttering around in the engine
compartment—we couldn’t tell. Every time Yusuf Zai tinkered with the engine and sped up the boat, Jalil Bhai
got jittery all over and shouted, “Mr. Yusuf Jai, let my men take care of the boat Don’t monkey around.”
“But Jalil Bhai, I can pilot a boat too. No big deal. In fact, I can pilot it even better—”
“No, mister, I won’t let you mess around with it No! Only my man will pilot it!”
“Huh? The hell he will!”
Yusuf Zai would come over and sit beside us, still fuming,
“The sonofabitch hardly has an ounce of flesh left on his body—the hell he will. The bastard keeps dozing off
the whole day long.”
When petty quarrels broke out over coconuts and beer, Jalil Bhai quietly withdrew to his cabin and immersed
himself in his books. He had brought along quite a few and stuffed them in the small cabinet above his berth. In
vain would I try to tell them that beside beer and coconut milk there was also such a thing as water; but they
wouldn’t listen. Jalil Bhai would quickly disappear behind his book and Chughtai would begin to warble a Nazrul
song.
I believe it was Friday. The front of Bait al-Mukarram was filled with people who stood in sundry, large
groups. The man who drew the biggest crowd was hawking amulets. He couldn’t have been a smarter salesman.
From one for ten paisas to one for fifty paisas—you name it, there was an amulet for everybody. And people were
buying them with perfect humility and unswerving faith.
“What a paradox!”
“Paradox! What paradox?” Rahman Sahib couldn’t understand any of it. For him this was nothing strange,
nothing paradoxical at all. Everything was proceeding with perfect smoothness. Normal—period.
“All the same, it is a profitable business,” Yusuf Zai said. Moments later he plunged into the crowd, elbowing
his way. To the hawking peddler.
“Well, I’ll tell you: on one hand you have a hoary old man shouting slogans to end slavery, and on the other
slavery is being given a shot in the arm—that’s the paradox.”
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“You’ll never understand that, you just can’t.”
“Why can’t I?”
“But Rahman Sahib, we thought every Bengali was a potential revolutionary?”
“Miyan-ji, do you sell an amulet for inqilab, too?” Yusuf Zai, who had probably caught Chughtai’s remark,
moved forward and asked the old vendor with studied seriousness.
By now Chughtai, Rahman Sahib and I had inched our way to the very first row and were directly facing the
Pir Sahib. The Pir Sahib ignored Yusuf Zai’s question and, his head bent low, went on selling amulets to people
who sat squatting on the ground. Yusuf Zai repeated the question, only this time he didn’t use the word “inqilab”
but the English word “revolution.” Still Pir Sahib didn’t care to look up and continued to be busy in his work.
Rahman Sahib tried to nudge Yusuf Zai away from the scene, but the latter had dug in, and wasn’t about to be
budged. A playful Chughtai was constantly egging him on, “Come on, buddy, ask him again.”
“For God’s sake, Chughtai Sahib, why must—”
“Oh, no, Rahman Sahib, I’m just joking. Can’t the Pir Sahib see that? Surely, he can take a bit of sport.”
Frustrated in his third attempt also, Yusuf Zai tried to solicit Rahman Sahib’s help.
“What is the word for inqilab in Bengali?” he asked.
But Rahman Sahib—whether because Yusuf Zai had angered him with his antics or because he had become
really scared of what might follow, we couldn’t tell—quickly withdrew from the scene. Only I remained standing
behind Yusuf Zai and volunteered: “Kranti!”
“What?” Yusuf Zai couldn’t figure out the word.
“Kranti! Kranti!” I shouted, loud and clear, and before I knew it, the entire crowd had suddenly dropped their
business with the Pir Sahib and was beginning to surround us. They were staring at us so hard it looked as though
they would eat us alive. I turned around to locate Rahman Sahib. He had vanished without a trace.
And then it seemed as though suddenly all the bands of people from Jinnah Avenue to Bait al-Mukarram had
started to press in on us, trying to crush us with the weight of their collected bodies. I looked at the flight of stairs
leading up the Bait al-Mukarram; maybe—just maybe—a single hand might rise in our defense. But the stairs
only offered an unbroken view of a ferocious tidal wave of heads from which all hands had ominously
disappeared.
A confused Yusuf Zai was looking sheepishly at the crowd and snickering to lessen his embarrassment, while
Chughtai comically jabbered on in his pidgin Bengali, proffering a hand of friendship which nobody in the crowd
seemed prepared or willing to accept. The mob’s eyes were glued, instead, on his big, jutting, Pathan nose and a
broad forehead.
Suddenly my eyes fell upon the face of the Pir Sahib who had, God knows when, come and planted himself
right in front of me.
“Chughtai.” I screamed, “it’s the same mad man we saw in Chittagong!”
Chughtai and Yusuf Zai, too, turned around to look at the man and let out a wild scream:
“Run!”
And we ran, tearing our way through the surging crowd. Chughtai had scrambled off towards Bait al-Mukarram. Yusuf Zai and I followed suit. But the stairs of Bait al-Mukarram seemed endless. Soon our legs buckled
from fatigue and we crumbled on the steps.
I wanted to talk. I wanted to talk about many things, so many things that I wished everyone in the cabin cruiser
would just stop their work and come over and listen to me, listen to what I had to say, to things whose oppressive
weight was crushing my chest. I wanted to lighten this weight … and the weight of all the things that were
weighing heavily upon them as well. But they were preoccupied with their own work. They had no time for me.
Rahman Sahib was getting the “dispatch” ready for his newspaper, Chughtai was quarrelling with the Forest
Guard over a suitable, cool spot to store the pail of chilled beer, Yusuf Zai, having failed to interest anyone in
playing rummy, had withdrawn to a quiet corner and occupied himself with solitaire, and Jalil Bhai was doing
God knows what shut up inside the engine compartment.
Why don’t these people ever sit together? Why are they so keen on keeping away from each other? Oh how I
wish this boat stopped for a while-even in the middle of the river! Perhaps then things might change, or they
might not … who knows? The waters of the river are muddy, the surface is riddled with jal-kumri plants. And the
area is infested with crocodiles—they say. What if the jal-kumri were to spread over the entire river? How would
the boats move, then? One could have asked all these questions of Jalil Bhai, if only he had been around on the
deck, but he couldn’t have picked a worse time to worry about the engine.
Husna Begum won the hand again and the Forest Officer’s unbounded adulation burst forth in cries of
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“Marvelous! Terrific!”
And then, all of a sudden, a naked, starving Bengali cropped up from God knows where. They began to
compare him to the starving and naked of Dera Ghazi Khan in West Pakistan. I just kept my eyes fixed on those
juicy red lips which appeared totally motionless, while the rest of them kept hurling question after blind question
at one another. Whenever I took my eyes off those lips, it was only to look for a joker in the cards I held. But I
didn’t get a joker in a single hand. By now my tongue had become so dry and thick I could scarcely move it over
my parched lips.
“Our man works for four annas. Imagine, just four annas. And yours for a whole taka—I mean a whole
rupee.”
“A rupee? No. More like four.” Rahman Sahib quickly corrected the Forest Officer.
“Yes, yes, four rupees, yes,” the Forest Officer, who had traveled through West Pakistan, said. His wife,
however, had only dreamed of Karachi and Lahore; so the very mention of those cities and a bare glance at our
colorful, expensive clothes was enough to set her eyes agleam.
“Husna Begum’s eyes are truly lovely.”
“That they are. But in a different face they’d look even lovelier.”
After breakfast it was Chughtai who became impatient about the boat trip and asked, “When will the darn thing
get moving?”
“Mr. Zalil will be along soon. We’ll leave as soon as he comes. Meantime, you get ready.”
This was the first time when this pronunciation of Jalil Bhai had brought us to the verge of laughter; Chughtai
had quickly pinched his nose to keep from laughing—the sudden onrush of blood dyeing his eyes a deep red—
and Rahman Bhai had whirled around and glowered at us in irritation.
Finally, Jalil Bhai arrived. Introductions followed. The stuff we were bringing along began to be packed: three
suitcases, a huge burlap sack stuffed with coconuts, and a wooden case of bottled beer. The coconuts were a gift
from the Forest Officer and his wife. (“You won’t get drinking water on the river; so use them when you get
thirsty,” the couple had said.) The beer was the common property of Yusuf Zai, Chughtai, and myself.
“Look fellows, this isn’t proper,” said Rahman Bhai, who was lounging in a cane chair inside the room
watching us pack for the trip ahead.
“What isn’t proper?” Chughtai asked, flabbergasted, as he threaded a pair of expensive cufflinks in his silk
shirt.
“That you keep mocking these people all the time.”
“For God’s sake Rahman Bhai, just tell us who we’ve mocked?”
“Then there is such a thing as a sense of humor, too.”
“Khan Sahib,” Rahman Sahib began with some irritation, “you are now in Bengal. You must really try to
accept its ways.”
“Are you going to tell me that you have?” Chughtai shot back, emerging from the bathroom.
“Yes, I have.”
“You mean there is no difference between how you live and how the average Bengali lives?”
Rahman Sahib became speechless. He looked out of the window for a while, picked his way to the door, but
then stopped short.
“When we were new here,” he began, lighting the cigarette pressed between Chughtai’s lips, “an amusing
thing happened to us. We employed a young Bengali girl to help us out with house work—”
“A young girl—wow!”
“Yes, about seventeen or eighteen years old.” Rahman Sahib sank back into the cane chair. “She never wore a
blouse, though—”
“No blouse?” Yusuf Zai cut in, jumping up. “You mean altogether nude? God be praised!”
“Well, she’d just wrap herself in a gauze-like muslin sari—”
“How much of her could she possibly have wrapped in a sari—”
“That’s just it. It bothered us a lot, especially my wife—”
“I bet it did, you being a strapping youth and all that. Your wife had to—”
“Anyway, my wife got her a few blouses and ordered her to put one on.”
“What a pity. She should’ve left her alone.”
“Yes, what a pity. She somehow endured the blouse for a day, but the very next day she ran away.”
“Ran away? You mean she quit?”
“Yes, she quit. Nobody in her entire family had so much as ever dreamed of wearing a blouse.”
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“Makes sense. She didn’t want to be cooped up inside a blouse.”
“Oh, there was more. Her family thought it plain indecent to wear a blouse. It meant that the girl was whoring
around.”
“My goodness! “
“You didn’t look for another servant girl?”
“Oh, yes, we did.”
“One without a blouse? Wow, Rahman Sahib, you must have had lots of fun.”
Suddenly there was a loud crash outside, followed by the screams of the Forest Officer. We were so shocked
we just stood staring dumbly at one another for some time. All at once, Rahman Sahib shot out of the room. We
followed. In the verandah we all came to a sudden halt.
A beer bottle lay shattered on the floor, and in the middle of a pool of spilled beer stood a hoary old man with
nothing on except a rag of checked cloth wrapped around his waist. He stood with his back to us, supporting the
wooden case of beer on his left shoulder, as rivers of sweat gushed down from the upper half of his naked body.
His head was hung very low, and with his right hand he was rubbing his cheeks embarrassedly. Nearby the Forest
Officer was wringing his hand and shouting at the old man in Bengali.
“Never mind,” Yusuf Zai said, moving a bit forward. “He just broke one bottle.”
“No, sir. These lazy bums never do anything well. They’d rather die of starvation than work. And when, for a
change, they do work, they always botch it.”
The Forest Officer screamed again at the old man. Rahman Sahib and even Husna Begum, who had meanwhile
walked in, started saying something to the old man in Bengali.
The scrawny old man shifted the case from his left to his right shoulder, turned around and looked at us.
Suddenly we, who weren’t Bengalis, cringed from a stab of shame.
“Ugh, no! He’s here, too!”
“Be quiet!”
We became quiet and remained so until we had boarded the boat and Yusuf Zai had dealt out the cards for a
game of rummy.
“Bengal is truly a land of magicians!”
“Huh! We shall never accept the slavery you force upon us, though we wouldn’t mind being mistreated by one
of our own—”
“We want the right to slap our people with our hands.”
“Bravo!”
We sailed past one quay, then another; downed three beers, then six; split coconuts and fed their milk to the
Forest Officer, Jalil Bhai, Rahman Sahib, and the Forest Guard; and tossed some coconuts into the river.
Suddenly it hit me with brutal clarity that all these people were somehow drifting farther and farther away
from me; as if there were two separate boats, not one; that they were aboard one and we aboard the other; and the
two boats were headed in opposite directions.
I was afraid. I was afraid of being left alone. I did not want to be left alone. I looked at all those very busy
people once again and picked my way to the small cabinet above Jalil Bhai’s berth in search of an understanding
companion. Why not talk to books? Yes …
But those books, too, did not know my language. Tagore, Madhusudan Das, Nazrul Islam, Munir Chaudhury,
Shahidullah Qaisar—all neatly lined up before me but unable to understand me. Of course I recognized these
authors from their pictures on the dust covers; they, too, perhaps, recognized me by my face. I couldn’t understand
what they were saying; I was just looking over the titles, leafing through the pages—dumbly. It was all useless; no
one knew my language, not one could talk with me. Then, my eyes fell upon a book that knew me, that also knew
Jalil Bhai—indeed it knew us both at the same time. It was The spy Who Came In From The Cold.\fn{A novel (1963)
by John Le Carré (1931- ), made into a movie in 1965.}
I left the cabin. Evening mist blurred the edges of the river, as a weary sun slipped into its waters. Or, was it
perhaps rising from the river? Was it evening? Morning? Sunrise? Sunset? I couldn’t tell.
Husna Begum’s voice was assaulting my ears. Was she also on the boat, then? I heard the voices of
Atiquzzaman Khan and Amiruzzaman Khan as well. And the Forest Officer, too. It seemed they were all aboard
the boat—indeed it seemed all of Bengal had scrambled aboard the boat, which was rocking perilously.
“Rahman Sahib … Rahman Bhai … where have you run off to? And you, too, Jalil Bhai? How on earth have
these people managed to jump aboard right in the middle of the river? Didn’t the jal-kumri block their way? And
the crocodiles—millions of crocodiles, who rule the river waters—didn’t they scare them off … Rahman Sahib …
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Rahman Dada …”
Rahman Sahib was nowhere to be found. Somehow I knew—as certainly as I knew that I existed—that Jalil
Bhai was lurking somewhere nearby. Had Rahman Sahib been around, he surely would have responded to our
urgent pleas and rushed to help us.
The entire boat was filled with people: swarthy, cadaverous Bengalis crowding in the engine compartment,
cabins, the small deck—everywhere. It was impossible to tell them apart. I quickly hid Chughtai and Yusuf Zai
behind me and desperately looked around in the crowd for the benign faces of Husna Begum and Atiquzzaman
Khan, but couldn’t find them. They, too, had become lost in the crowd—or, perhaps, become part of it. I could
only hear their voices, which were so distant I couldn’t make out what they were saying.
“Where in the hell has Rahman Sahib run off to?” And then I screamed, pulling all the strength out of my
lungs:
“Rahman Sa-a-a-hib!”
“The boat had become too damn heavy,” came the answer from someone standing close by, who spoke
ominously and with slow deliberation.
I turned around to see who it was.
“My God!” I shrieked, “You again?”
“… and still is.”
2
After coming out of the railway station, he looked back again, and felt ashamed of what he had done.
“What nonsense! How far back can one look anyway? Besides, it isn’t certain that he will return.”
By then his shadow was under his feet. There was no chance of it being trampled under the feet of others.
The road stretched before him into the distance. He was reassured. He put his things down on the steps leading
out of the station and leaned against a pillar. He stood facing the station and his shadow lay in the direction of the
city.
His companions shook hands with him one by one and ran to catch the bus going towards the city. He watched
each of them leave, but remained silent. He continued to stand quietly. Later he saw his own friend leave him and
move towards the bus going to the city. Even then he kept quiet and continued to watch.Then he laughed:
“How will that boy come now? Why should he come? In fact, we had abandoned him. The truth is that we had
got rid of him. No one wanted to take him along. How could we have accompanied him everywhere?”
However, he also suspected something else. That boy had played tricks on him throughout the journey.
“Maybe he will come back. It is possible that he has hidden himself somewhere, just to tease me, and will
suddenly appear before me when I am thoroughly upset.”
The boy had been mischievous all through the trip. He would suddenly disappear at some station, and would
not be seen for hours on end. And after a lot of time and many stations had passed and they had given up hope of
his return, he would come back quietly and sit behind one of them, pretending that he had never gone anywhere,
that he had been sitting there from the very beginning of the journey. When they glared at him, he would smile at
them in such a way that they would look at each other and laugh.
“Where did you go?”
“Why did you go?”
The boy never answered them and they always felt ashamed at having asked him so many questions. After all,
he hadn’t even told them where he had come from or who he was.
“Yes. Who is this boy?”
He hadn’t thought about that. Neither of them had asked the boy. At that time they hadn’t felt that it was
necessary to find out.
I always forget how a story ends. That is why I am criticized. At least some people criticize me. All I know is
that I can never remember how a story—any story—ends. It has just occurred to me that I also rarely remember
the beginning of most stories. All I can ever recall are a few details, a few incidents that happen in the middle. I
try to remember the beginning and the end, but my mind, my memory refuse to help me. The beginning of a story
doesn’t even interest me, and the meaning of a story can’t be discovered unless one recalls its end. The incidents
in the middle are described in order to find a meaning …
They looked at that innocent and simple child who had a smile on his lips and was gazing at them with his
clear eyes. The boy had no bedding of his own. In fact, he possessed nothing. He was empty handed.
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“Why is he alone?”
“Who is he traveling with?”
“With you,” the boy’s eyes seemed to say in reply. All their questions dissolved in the intense heat of the
railway carriage. They only knew where they were going. They didn’t know where each of them had come from
or who the others were. None of them had thought it necessary to find out. Those questions were meaningless for
them, and they had no time to worry about meaningless questions.
They had all met in a railway carriage. What had brought them together, however, was that innocent and
simple looking boy. He had become the center of their interest and attention, the object of their conversation, their
purpose. They didn’t know when he had come and sat next to them.
When I turned around and looked, I saw him sitting near me. He was watching me with helpless and piteous
eyes. I asked people sitting around who he was and what troubled him. But they were as ignorant as I was. When
the ticket-collector, after checking our tickets, turned towards the boy each of us realized at the same time why he
seemed so troubled.
“Who is he with?”
“He is with me.”
“He is with me.”
After that they were all convinced that the boy was traveling with them, and that it was their responsibility to
look after him. They felt that they were all traveling together.
Space and time do not change in dreams. Even if centuries pass in dreams and thousands of events occur, the
space and time in which the dreams occur always remain as they had been. They have a reality which is other than
the reality of the daily world and are, therefore, more real. Come to think of it, love too becomes real only when
the loved one is no longer around. Even childhood and youth have a reality which is more real.
He looked carefully at the faces of those leaving the station and laughed. He laughed at his memory. No face
was familiar. They were all the faces of strangers; each was different from the other.
“When I look at faces in a crowd, I begin to wonder why no one looks like the other.”
“No, bhai, one can discover resemblances.”
“Yes, perhaps, resemblances, but only up to a point. The features are always different. Try to study the faces in
a crowd.”
“The best thing to do is never to look at people’s faces.”
“How is that possible? We are forced to look at people’s faces.”
“Forced to?”
“Yes, we are forced to. One sees strange things in a crowd. People resemble each other, and yet are different.
That is startling. But it also makes one laugh. The truth is that when I see different faces in a crowd, I laugh till I
begin to ache.”
“But … have you never seen identical faces?”
“Identical faces?”
“Yes, identical.”
“Well … maybe one in a million.”
“Maybe one in a million, but identical nevertheless.”
He shuddered. He felt a strange shiver run down his back, as if someone had drawn a sharp line down his
spine.
“That must be terrifying.”
“What must be terrifying?”
“Looking at identical faces.” They began to laugh loudly.
“Look, God never makes identical faces. Only man does that. He makes a mold and continues to cast identical
things.” They suddenly became serious.
“Have you ever thought about another matter?”
“What?”
“New faces are more terrifying.”
“New faces?”
“Yes, new faces, like new ideas, are terrifying.” It was his turn to laugh, and he laughed loud and long.
“In fact, people like faces which are familiar and remind them of someone.”
When they opened their bundles of food to appease their hunger, all their questions vanished. That boy also
joined them. They should have thought about who they were traveling with and what kinds of people they were.
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But they were all in such a hurry that they had no time to think. Had they delayed even a little they would have
missed the train. And the border would have been closed. They were terrified of the border being closed. If the
border had been sealed, how could they have reached the place they were fated to reach?
Had the boy been with them from the beginning? That boy with an innocent face and a smile in his eyes? Had
they begun their journey together?
It was a deserted, forlorn station. The train had stopped there because the tickets of the passengers had to be
checked. Only those who had to cross the border stayed on the train. The station had no platform. There was only
a tin roofed shelter standing in the middle of a sea of sand. In one corner there was a small room for the station
master. Next to the tin-roofed shelter were two babool trees.\fn{Vachellia nilotica, the gum Arabic tree, the twigs of which
are used in India for cleaning teeth } A tent had been pitched on the burning sand in front of them. The names and
addresses of each of the passengers were recorded there. The passengers stood in a line before the tent.
“What about the boy? Who will be his guardian?”
They asked each other and then fell silent. But after they emerged from the tent they were all happy that each
one of them had declared that the boy was traveling with them.
An earth-worm crept forward slowly. It pulled its soft, slimy, jelly-like body as far as it could, but left its tail
behind glued to the ground. Its body turned brick-red and then pale-pink. It seemed that if it tried to crawl any
further, its body would snap in two. But suddenly, its tail also crept forward and it regained its size. The man who
showed them that began to laugh afterwards.
“It is only the earth-worm which can travel like that!”
“Ah, you haven’t seen the worm which arches its back so far up in the air that its tail touches its head? It then
rolls forward, with its head and tail joined together.”
They had seen that man in a crowd where everyone was trying to get himself identified separately. Now he was
trying to teach them a new philosophy.
They had crossed the border and were resting on the sandy platform under the shade of the empty carriages of
a goods train. At some distance, food and other items were being distributed.
“There is only one solution,” one of them said.
“What?” He looked around. The boy had gone away somewhere.
“We should make use of the boy.”
“Make use of the boy?”
“Look here, even if we reach that city, who knows how long we will be without work? We should have
something with us.”
“But what has the boy got to do with that?”
“We will get our rations only once, won’t we?”
“Is that so?”
“And the boy can get a share of the rations many times.”
“What are you trying to say?”
“If we go a second time, we’d be recognized. But if that boy is with each of us and—”
“Won’t he be recognized?”
“No.”
We gathered lots of things from the ration shop, lifted them onto our shoulders and got into the empty
carriages. The boy sat behind him and leaned against his back.
“Where will you go?”
He was surprised by his own question. He had asked that question for the first time, and had asked it after
crossing the border. They looked at the man as if he had asked something they all wanted to ask.
“Yes, where will you go? Why don’t you tell us?”
“You haven’t yet told us where you will go.”
“And please, find out from him who he is traveling with.”
“This is difficult. Whom will he go with?”
“With you.”
“No, with you.”
“Alright, he will go with you. He is so attached to you.”
“With me?” he said. He was worried. “How can he go with me?”
He quickly moved away from him as if the boy was about to cling to him. The man looked at the boy as if he
was someone who was standing somewhere far, far away.
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He stood staring at the platform. Dark clouds covered the sky and his shadow was lost in the darkness. The
travelers had left for the city one by one. Soon all those who wanted to go to the city would leave and he would be
left there, standing alone. Anxious and afraid, he stood on tiptoe and looked towards the platform. He thought that
he might still be released from his feelings of shame and regret. But he saw no one far and wide.
“After all, how far back can one turn and see?”
He turned around and placed his foot where he imagined his shadow could have been. From the top of his head
to the tip of his toe, he felt numb.
Even if the boy returned now, would he be able to recognize him?
33.166 The Fourth Ashram\fn{by Chudamani Raghavan (1931- )} Madras, Madras District, Tamil Nadu State, India
(F) 5
I looked up. The gathering clouds had broken up the sky. It grew dark. Was it going to rain? If it did, Shankari
would get wet. She had been lying out there in the rain so long. But had I gone mad? She was no living thing out
there in the open. For a mere body burnt to ashes and memories on the pyre, what difference did sun or rain
make?
These thoughts crept in because I had not yet got used to the fact that she was dead. I must pull myself
together, I thought. I must slowly integrate into myself the idea that she is dead.
And yet it was I who had lit the funeral pyre. Though Shankari had had a son, it was I who performed the last
rites.
Shankari was dead. Shankari, my wife, was dead. She had fallen from the balcony on the third floor and died.
Was I raising a tomb with these words? Was it that easy to bury her under a tomb? She had had a maturity that
demanded completeness, depth and knowledge. She had claimed them as her birthright. She couldn’t be caged.
She was an independent soul. We create barriers and we create freedom. She was beyond all that.
Was it drizzling?
I looked up. The clouds had cleared a bit. Then why were my cheeks wet?
She had died the day before.
Was I crying for you, Shankari, or for myself? For whom were the tears?
Was I crying, Shankari, because you hadn’t lived longer?
No, I was weeping for myself. It was my own loss I mourned. Where would I ever find such a perfect gem?
I had grown too possessive. Were it not so, it would not have ended like that.
Shankari, my friend’s daughter, my student, my wife. She had been twenty years younger than I. Yet she chose
to marry me.
“Shankari, do you know what you are doing?”
“I’m fully aware of it, Professor! I never do anything without thinking it through.” She had smiled.
She had been thirty-eight then, this woman I had known for so many years. Her face and smile had been
familiar. Beautiful? I cannot say. That would depend on the beholder. Each of us interprets beauty differently, such
is its poetry. When she had smiled and spoken like that, this woman whom I had known so long had suddenly
appeared strange, new, and yet everything that I had been searching for. As she stood before me, I had felt that she
was a vision, all pervasive and sacred.. Strangely enough, I had fallen in love, I, who until then had been a
confirmed bachelor of fifty-eight. It had not been an old man’s romance, but a marriage of equal spirits meeting in
understanding.
Suddenly I felt drained. My legs went limp: There was a lump in my throat. Did I leave all my strength to burn
away with her on the cremation ground at Krishnampet? It was already eleven in the morning, but it wasn’t at all
hot. One of those cool days in the month of Kartik. But still the sweat was dripping down my bald pate. How far
had I walked from the burning ground? This was the bustle of Luz corner. I sat down, weary, in front of a
department store.
My heart was heavy. Shankari had fled into freedom like a breeze—why did I feel so heavy-hearted?
She had always called me Professor.
“I’m your husband now. Am I still just a professor to you?” I had often asked her.
“Not just a professor. You are a professor through and through.”
When she said this, I must admit, I felt a little embarrassed. It is true that it was as a professor, whose world
had always been one of thought and of learning, as an educator, that she had valued me. She made it possible for
me to rise to great heights and that had been the basis of her love for me, the basis of our marriage. We used to
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spend hours together discussing books and philosophy. We were involved in ideological debates and shared likes
and dislikes. Often she would listen to me attentively and let me talk on. She had been lavish in her praise.
“How lucidly you put ideas across.” Then she would add, “You know, I’m so happy with you.”
“Hello, Professor!”
I was startled. Then I recognized the figure standing before me and nodded to him. It was Murthy. He worked
in the income tax department. He was nearly fifty—about seven years older than Shankari. He had been married
to her earlier.
“May I sit with you awhile?” he asked
He sat down. He looked much younger than his age. He had thick, dark hair in which a few strands of gray had
just begun to show. Just now his face was deeply troubled.
“I was there at the cremation ground. When I heard the news I wanted to rush to your house, but I just couldn’t
get up the courage.”
“Why not? I would have understood.”
“I heard she fell accidentally from the third floor.”
“Yes.”
“I can’t bear even to think how much she must have suffered.”
“She did not suffer. Death was instantaneous.”
“Oh! That’s a relief.”
We sat quietly for a while.
“You must be wondering why she still has such a hold over me,” Murthy ventured.
“That’s not surprising. She was such a lovable person.”
“And yet I was the one who let her go.”
“It takes a lot of courage—and love—to let another go.”
“Professor, I’m not sure if it was out of love that I let her go. Perhaps it was anger I really felt when she asked
me for a divorce. If that was the reason I let her go, can you call it love?”
He fell silent and continued.
“She told me she wanted to marry you. Just imagine. After a life in which we were so passionately in love. You
know how people described our closeness, don’t you, Professor?”
“Yes, indeed. Some said it with envy, and some mockingly—that you were like Manmada, the god of love, and
Rati, his wife, who was desire and passion personified.”
Murthy took a deep breath.
“How true it is that one can’t make comparisons. It was unbelievable that a woman who had given me such
love could ask for a divorce and marry a person twenty years older. It was beyond my comprehension. I was so
angry, so jealous! Perhaps that’s why I consented to the divorce. Perhaps I felt that living with someone who
preferred another man wasn’t worth it. It was not love. It was resentment. It was an insult to my very being.”
“Perhaps. But she chose someone much older and therefore there was no rivalry, so what insult could there
have been?”
“Yes—only we don’t really understand ourselves. But one thing. Whatever I might have felt when she married
you a year after we were divorced, whatever other feelings might have crept in, I know I continued to be fond of
her, deep down inside. I couldn’t bear the news of her death, I couldn’t help wanting to steal a final fleeting look
at her lifeless body. That is why I was there hiding in the crowd at the burning ground.”
For some time we were both lost in our own thoughts. One of the assistants at the shop looked at us
suspiciously.
“Do you want to buy something?”
It was obvious that he was asking us to clear out.
We started to move.
“Where are you going? Home?” Murthy asked.
“No idea. What’s the hurry? Anyway, who’s there at home now?”
“I’d like to talk to you about Shankari for a while. I’m feeling low too.”
“Oh, by all means.”
“Shall we sit in that restaurant there instead of walking around aimlessly? Not that we can eat anything now.
But if we just order some food, even if we don’t eat, nobody will ask us to leave.”
Murthy ordered something. I did not understand what he asked for. I don’t know if he himself knew. Plates
piled with food were placed in front of us and we stared at them unseeing. Suddenly Murthy asked me:
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“You were her literature professor when she was in college, weren’t you? Was she in love with you then? Is
that why she married you after she divorced me?”
“No, when she was studying under me, she was only a student. She herself confessed that she had fallen in
love with me much later … ‘No one can take your place as my teacher. I have always admired the depth of your
knowledge. For me, no one could compare with Professor Gnanaskandan. After all these years, it is those very
qualities I need, Professor. Those things that I admired then, 1 cherish now and 1 have come to you.’”
“Someone so much older, who was her teacher, her father’s friend, how could she suddenly think of him as
someone to take the place of a husband?” Murthy persisted.
“I don’t think you’ve understood her at all, Mr. Murthy.”
“I still do not understand, Professor. We lived together and loved each other intensely for years, and she was
the mother of my two children, yet she wanted a divorce. Isn’t it strange? What was the attraction you held for
her?”
“She was able to discuss books with me. We used to have very serious discussions. At night—a man and a
woman in a bedroom together—we discussed Christ and Nietzsche, and tried to decide whose was the correct
perspective on human nature. Do you understand when I tell you that this was the kind of attraction that drew us
together?”
He stared at me amazed. He whistled softly, lost in his thoughts, and tapped lightly on the table.
“Now I understand,” he confided as if he had only begun to understand. “A little while before asking for the
divorce, she had changed. I would return from work, and reaching for her hand, would ask eagerly, ‘Shall we go
to the movies?’ But she would suggest we go to a philosophical discourse at Adyar by some well-known thinker.
Suddenly one night, out of the blue, she came to me excited with something she had read, and wanted me to read
it too. ‘Such a well-written piece. There’s such depth to it. Some philosophers have such felicity with language,
don’t they?’ she said. I couldn’t understand all this. 1 couldn’t even understand the way she spoke. I knew only
that our relationship was no longer the same. Even when her body was in my arms, I often sensed that her mind
was somewhere high in the clouds. After the intimacy we had shared, it wasn’t hard to sense it. Once, when the
moon shone bright it would arouse us. But then? Then Shankari asked, ‘People have put a man on the moon. A
wonderful achievement. But still there is hatred based on class and race and when we read about such cruelty and
hatred, it seems as if it is about the Christians and their Crusades centuries ago. Which of these phenomena, I
wonder, reflects humanity? What does progress really mean?’”
“And what did you say?”
“I said, ‘Don’t talk nonsense.’”
I smiled, filled with pity for him.
“At least, one night, when I went to her eagerly, she said to me, as if she were about to convey an important
message, ‘They say God is unlimited in his kindness. But when you look at the reality around, it seems as if
anyone who is truly kindhearted cannot believe in God. What do you think?’
“How can I describe the frustration I felt that night? ‘If you continue to talk such rubbish, you’ll have to be put
into an institution,’ I shouted. What a look she gave me! Today I realize that with that look, she left me.”
He had indeed celebrated the divinity of the body with her. That gift he had been capable of giving. But when
she reached beyond, he couldn’t keep pace with her. “Professor, with your guidance, my mind grows like a child
of light,” Shankari would say …
And this man wanted to know why she was attracted to me.
“She was a very independent person, Professor!” Murthy said.
“Yes.”
“She must have decided to leave as soon as she sensed that we had drifted apart. She wasn’t my wife after that.
She would never do anything that was repugnant to her. She could never be forced into anything.”
“That’s true.”
“She must have thought of marrying you only after all that. I see that now. And she had the honesty to ask for a
divorce.”
“And you had the generosity to grant it,” I said, thinking of how he had finally agreed to a divorce by ‘mutual
consent.’ They had lived apart for a year so that it would be legally correct.
“Generosity? I don’t think so, Professor. I never forgave her for the past, and never once did I see her again as
a friend. I was no different from my children, who rejected her completely after she married you. I was as narrowminded as they were.”
“You, narrow-minded, Mr. Murthy? Had you been so, you wouldn’t have married Shankari, a widow, in the
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first place.”\fn{Widows in Hinduism were supposed at one time to cast themselves upon their deceased husband’s funeral pyre, and so
burn themselves alive. The British forbade this practice in 1829, but isolated instances in remote areas of the country continued until
relatively recent times.}

I held my head in my hands, weighed down by the pain of remembering Shankari.
“I never thought of Shankari as a widow when I married her,” said Murthy. “Now, I feel interested all over
again in her first marriage. You probably knew about it, Professor?”
Slowly I shook myself free of the weight and raised my head.
“I was a close friend of her father’s, you see, and I knew the family well.”
“Tell me about it,” he said, eagerly.
“There isn’t much to tell. At sixteen, she said she was in love with that boy, Manohar, and insisted on marrying
him. Before her father agreed, he consulted me. I advised him to give his consent. I told him it was like an
awakening in the first dawn of life, and it would be no use trying to prevent her falling in love with love itself.”
“I don’t follow.”
“She was extremely young. At an age when everything is new, life itself is a wonder, a miracle. It is as though
at that age the heart has just gained sight, and the freshness of its view turns everything beautiful and wondrous
beyond words. In the intoxication of that joy, each day is like a dream. Her love for Manohar was a projection of
that rapture. He was only eighteen. He reflected her joy, for he, too, was in the first stage of blossoming. He
embodied her dreams. Actually it was not so much Manohar she was in love with, as her own life and youth, with
the light of her awakening sensibilities. She fell in love with a dream, and it is difficult to believe that the
marriage might even have had a physical reality.”
“The boy died young, didn’t he?”
“Yes, of leukemia.”
“How old was he?”
“Twenty-one.”
“How sad, how very sad.”
“In a sense, it seems right that he died before the first flush of youth had passed. It would have been
incongruous if he had gone on to age and go gray like everyone else, even after Shankari had lost the freshness of
first ecstasy. Dreams should not age, Mr. Murthy.”
Murthy settled the bill. We left the restaurant and walked on, down the Luz Church Road.
“Of the three of us, I think Shankari was most deeply and permanently attached to you, Professor,” said
Murthy, looking at my elderly figure with something like envy.
“No,” I said calmly. “Finally she wanted to leave me also, and had asked me for a divorce.”
He stood stunned, unmindful of the heavy flow of traffic. I had to caution him to move to the sidewalk.
Standing on the sidewalk, he gazed at me intently, taking some time to get over his amazement. Still
incredulous, he asked me at last:
“What! She wanted a divorce from you?”
“Yes.”
“Whatever for?” For the first time I saw a trace of derision on his face. “To marry for the fourth time at fortythree?”
“What a fool!” I said softly, under my breath.
“Why are you angry with me?” His face was flushed.
“You haven’t understood her, that’s all.”
“Why a divorce at that age?”
“To be alone,” I said and paused. “To be herself.”
“What’s that?”
“She had reached the maturity for final fulfillment, Mr. Murthy.”
Once again I saw Shankari in my mind. I saw her eyes, large, deep, and calm, looking up from a perfectly
chiseled face. Her voice had come up clear and unwavering, confident that I would understand her. ‘I want a
divorce, Professor. I have to go away and be on my own. I have little more to learn from ties and union. My
freedom must gain its completeness in solitude. I cannot stop halfway. Please let me go.’
“I don’t understand it, Professor,” Murthy said. “Can you explain?”
The sun had grown hotter now. I felt the sweat roll down my spine. I spoke slowly, deliberating.
“Every human being is ultimately alone, Mr. Murthy. Shaped through the bonds of relationships, a person
develops and matures, but the final release occurs when one finds true liberation in being oneself. Not all of us
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realize this. Shankari did. She was the kind of person who grows gradually, attaining fulfillment by stages. When
she was sensation, dream, when she was pulsating with life, she was with Manohar. Then came the life of the
body, beyond the state of mere emotion, with you. Even though she lived a normal conjugal life with all three of
us, it is significant that it was only with you that she bore children. Physically, as a woman and mother, she was
fulfilled.
“Later, when she went beyond the body, and the intellect took prominence, she lived with me. And when that
was fulfilled, and she knew that her supreme fulfillment would require total solitude of self, she broke away from
all bonds, including marriage. A total being cannot but reach that stage. Relationships, associations, obligations,
marriage, family—she gave up everything, or rather, she experienced and out-grew everything. She wanted to
liberate herself in order to be alone. That is why she asked me for a divorce.”
“Amazing!”
“Come to think of it, what is so amazing about it, Mr. Murthy? After all, didn’t our ancestors decree the code
of four ashramams, beginning with brahma cl;1arin?\fn{ This word has not scanned properly, but W supplies the word and its
definition as “Brahmacharya (Student)”.} Consider this as the four ashramams\fn{ They are discussed in ancient and medieval
Indian texts: the other three are Grihastha (householder), Vanaprastha (retired) and Sannyasa (renunciation).} a woman experiences.
Shankari attained all that had to be attained in the first three. She had become ready for the fourth. She merely
asked me to step aside.”
“And you would have agreed, certainly. You had the wisdom to understand her.”
I answered, but not without a moment of hesitation:
“What use is wisdom?”
“Why do you say that?”
“I had grown too attached to her, Mr. Murthy. Whereas she had lived each relationship, discarded it, and gone
on, I became totally immersed in the only love I had managed to find, at fifty-eight. My wisdom notwithstanding,
my love became a madness. So, even if I understood her, I couldn’t let her go, so excessive was my love for her
and the greed I felt.”
He stood and stared at me.
“Didn’t I say that you had the generosity to let her go? Well, I said that because I did not have it and it’s a bitter
realization.”
My body was shrinking with shame.
“I didn’t want to lose her. I couldn’t let her go. I refused to let her live in the freedom she desired. I stood in the
way of her fulfillment. I categorically refused to give her the divorce.”
He looked at me, shocked. My distressed voice and trembling body must have told him the rest. He stood
petrified, eyes staring fixedly. I looked up at him, my heart heavy with darkness.
“We both know, don’t we, Mr. Murthy, that she was an independent soul. Nothing could keep her bound.”
Murthy was still silent.
“I wouldn’t let her go …”
“And so …” The voice came from a deep hollow.
“Yes. And so she escaped.”
I walked on, without stopping to see if he was following.
33.171 Madness\fn{by Ratakonda Vasundhara Devi (1931- )} Guntur, Guntur District, Andrha Pradesh, India (F) 2
Venkataramana slipped the heavy schoolbag off his shoulder and put it into the cupboard. The newly born calf
frisked around merrily in the backyard. He ran eagerly towards it, drawn by its large black eyes and cuddly white
body. Then he heard the voices of his granny and his aunt in the kitchen and stopped, moving closer to the kitchen
wall, listening.
Papamma Atha was speaking.
“She’s better now—she asked if the boy was all right. She spoke normally for some time and then … the usual
thing … her jewelry. It’s gone, she said, and cried over it. But at least she is not abusive anymore. If we take the
boy to her, perhaps his visit will help her recover.” Grandma Sundaramma lamented:
“Recover? I have no hopes that she will. She’s been mad these ten years. She’s not going to recover now. God
knows how we’ve sinned. We had to get that witch when we married off our only son. We got rid of her, but the
second one, Damayanti, has turned out this way. What is it but our karma! The special diet we gave her after
childbirth didn’t agree with her, but who expected she would go raving mad!”
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“What has happened has happened … don’t think too much about that … think of the present. She might get
better if she sees the child. After all, she has to be cured somehow and brought home. Who’s going to agree to a
third marriage after the first two have turned out this way? Things are fine now, but who knows what’ll happen?
How long will you be able to do all the work alone?” Papamma Atha argued.
Venkatramana lost interest. He sat down in the hall, absentmindedly toying with a pen. There he was, a small
handsome figure, ruffled hair falling on his forehead, staring at the pen in his hands.
Granny always said, “Don’t fiddle with things when you have nothing to do. It’s wrong.”
After a while Sundaramma came out to see Papamma off. Spotting Ramana, she exclaimed:
“Why, when did you come back from school? You should have called out to me. Wait—I’ll get some fresh
milk from the cow and heat it for you. Why are you twiddling that pen? It’ll be ruined if it falls down!”
Even as she said this, the pen fell to the floor. Ramana quickly picked it up and put it back on the table.
“Look! You’ve dropped it! Just when I was telling you. You’re so destructive! When your father comes home
he’ll thrash you. The least you can do is take your books out and read something,” she scolded as she picked up
the pen and hurried back into the kitchen.
Ramana put his legs up on the table. He knew that his father wouldn’t beat him. Granny just said these things.
Besides he didn’t feel like studying. How can one study as soon as one returns from school?
So, that’s what it was. They wanted to take him to the mental hospital in Madras and show him to her. He
didn’t know what to think. She—his mother—that person—would probably have dirty, matted hair and would be
wearing tattered clothes. Frightened and repulsed, Ramana thought:
“That madwoman, what is she to me? I have never even seen her in all my life!”
When Ramana was new at school, Papamma Atha’s son Naraidu had told the class that Ramana’s mother was
mad. The children had burst out laughing. Ramana had felt so humiliated. His mother was in the mental hospital
in Madras, that fellow had said.
“No!” he had screamed, “Sundaramma is my mother and she isn’t mad.” Then he had slapped Naraidu hard.
Bleeding from the mouth, he had sobbed:
“Sundaramma is your granny. That’s what you call her. I’m going to tell my mother you hit me.”
When she heard what had happened, Sundaramma had gathered Ramana up into her arms, kissed him and said,
“That Naraidu, what does he know?”
But Ramana had hated mad people ever since. One day on his way back from school, he had even thrown a
stone at a madwoman sitting under a tree.
He was in his first year of school when all this had happened. Now he knew for certain that his mother was in a
mental hospital. He’d never seen her, he had never even thought of her. Today after listening to Papamma Atha, he
wondered about her. He never thought of her as Amma [Mama]. It was not possible to think of her as “that person,” so whenever he thought of her, it was just as Her. No name seemed right for his relationship to Her.
He didn’t really like Her, or think well of Her. If anything he felt angry and repelled.
Once, Her father—Grandpa Subbaiah—had come to visit. He had just been to Madras. He was an old man,
bent and gaunt, with stringy gray hair. He always grinned broadly, baring all his teeth as he spoke. Like a
monkey! Perhaps he thought his grin pleased people! He looked like a beggar. He had stayed on and had lunch,
evening coffee, and dinner as well before he left. Ramana’s father hadn’t spoken to him at all. Sundaramma had
listened politely for a while, but had soon got up and gone away.
Sitting idly there, he tried to begin a conversation with Ramana.
“Do you buy peppermints?” he had asked.
Ramana was puzzled. Did he want to give Ramana money to buy mints, or did he want to know if Ramana’s
people bought peppermints for him, or did he want Ramana to give him some peppermints if he had them?
Irritated and annoyed, Ramana left without answering.
Subbaiah’s wife was not Her mother. Everyone in the village knew she was his second wife. People called her
Nallachamma. Sometimes Ramana saw her on his way to school. She was thin and dried up. She tied her shiny
black hair into a funny little lemon-like knot. She always seemed to be quarreling loudly in public with someone
or other. She had a habit of untying her hair, tugging it back, and pulling it into a knot over and over again as she
quarreled.
Like the other children, Ramana also jeered at her and called her names. Not only was She mad, but She
belonged to a family like this. It all added to Ramana’s embarrassment. They were all a mad, good-for-nothing lot,
he thought.
Whenever people from the village went on a trip to Madras, they would go to the zoo, take a look at the
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lighthouse and the Life Insurance Corporation Building, and visit Damayanti in the mental hospital. From
snatches of their conversation, Ramana had picked up a few things.
His father’s first wife had hanged herself. Then She was given in marriage to him. Before her marriage, She
had lived in Nallachamma’s house like a slave; She had been beaten and scolded and She had done all the work.
“How does it matter that she comes from a poor family? Doesn’t a lotus bloom in murky water? Besides, the
girl is obedient and hard-working,” Sundaramma had thought when she had arranged the marriage.
In the beginning, She had been obedient and hardworking, but had suddenly changed after the boy was born.
“It must have been the diet they fed her when they took her home to have the baby,” Sundaramma said. “It did
not agree with her. We brought her back within a month. Who knows, perhaps she was getting worse all the time.
She clung to her baby like a monkey and wouldn’t let go of him at all. A nursing mother may not eat what she
pleases. If she is not on the right diet, the child will not grow properly. ‘Let’s give him cow's milk,’ I suggested.
By then the child had developed loose movements. But this woman just wouldn’t listen. I sent the baby away for a
couple of days to Kishtayi’s house. She had already begun to lose her sanity. She lay down, stiff as a board, for
two whole days. She wept incessantly. She wouldn’t eat, wouldn’t work, wouldn’t do anything at all. I thought—
we’ll leave her alone for a while—and kept quiet. Without food, she got worse. On the third day she got up in a
frenzy. I had killed all her children, she raved, and caught me by the throat. By the time the others ran up and
loosened her grip, I was quite exhausted. We bound her with ropes and took all her jewelry away. There wasn’t
much—just her mangalsutra and two bangles—that was all. She forgot about her children and started off on her
jewelry. The abuses she heaped on me! She used to be so meek and ready to please, and now, madness! That’s it,
she just went mad. We tried mantras and several home remedies. It was all no good, so we took her to Madras.”
Once Sundaramma had told the story to the third grade teacher. The teacher said:
“Perhaps all this happened because you didn’t allow her to feed her baby. Did you try giving the baby back to
her?”
“Oh, no! What would have happened if she had strangled the month-old baby!” Sundaramma had exclaimed.
“Yes, that’s true,” the teacher said.
Ramana hadn’t liked them talking like that about him. He interrupted, saying:
“Father asked you to come home soon because he wants to go to the farm.”
“Coming—I’m coming,” but Sundaramma had continued.
“Who breastfeeds babies today except the very poor? They all are worried about their beauty and health, and
give their babies milk from cans. Only a madwoman would cry about a thing like that. ‘If the baby doesn’t drink
your milk, why, press it out on the wall,’ I said. But she cried as if her heart would break. Everyone learns these
things from the movies, I tell you. This crying, this laughing, dancing, singing. I thought she’d reconcile herself to
it, but her madness only grew worse.”
Sundaramma didn’t usually talk of these things in Ramana’s presence. These were things he happened to hear
by chance. Though he didn’t always understand all of it, he tucked it away somewhere in his mind.
They went to the exhibition first. The next day Sundaramma, Ramana’s father, and Ramana went to the
hospital. From the time they had started for Madras, Ramana’s thoughts constantly returned to Her. The person
who had been a strange madwoman to him all these days started taking on a hazy new relationship.
He shivered, remembering the madwoman under the tree. He hoped against hope that She wouldn’t be like
that.
Damayanti looked neat and clean. Her hair was combed. Her sari was a bit dirty, but it was not torn. Seeing
Sundaramma, She screamed:
“So you have come, have you! Did you bring my jewelry with you, you fiend?”
Ramana stood behind Sundaramma and watched helplessly. Damayanti saw him and frowned.
“Who is this boy?”
No one replied.
“Come here, boy,” she said.
Sundaramma stopped Ramana from moving forward.
“You’re Venkataramana, aren’t you? Papamma told me you might come. You’re my son, after all—won’t you
come when I call you? I’m your mother. Remember one thing. The world is full of women, but regardless of
whoever brings you up or looks after you, remember, I’m your mother. It was in my womb that you grew. My
hands knew all your movements and followed their mischievous twists when I placed them on my stomach. I
swear! You have a debt to me and you should repay it. That she-devil has my jewelry. Some day you should bring
it back to me, do you understand?” she asked anxiously and looked at him with hope in her eyes.
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Ramana was frightened by these words. But despite his fear, he murmured in his heart, “Amma.”
Sundaramma said, “Let’s go,” and as they left, Damayanti shouted:
“I’m your real mother—you should get my jewelry back.”
Coming out, Ramana asked his granny softly:
“Will Amma be all right? Will her madness be cured?”
Sundaramma was annoyed and snapped:
“Mother, my foot! I listened to Papamma’s advice and brought you here. Her madness will never be cured.
What chance is there if she keeps raving like that? What terrible language she used, and before a small boy!”
Poor thing! Ramana thought. Granny will never return her jewelry.
91.261 The Betrayal\fn{by Ahmed Essop (1931- )} Dabhel, Surat District, Gujarat State, India (M)
When Dr. Kamal closed his surgery door one Friday night, he felt that a door had closed on his past.
He was a tall slender man, mud-complexioned, with a balding cranium that gave him a distinguished scholarly
appearance. He was not only a physician and a well-known politician, but a connoisseur and collector of works of
art displaying the agony of the proletariat in fields and factories. His entire collection was on display in his
gallery-cum-study at home. He had received his medical and political education in India; his ability at the game of
cricket had also been developed in that country. He as a religious man and every Friday he would dutifully attend
the mosque in Newtown\fn{About 20 miles outside of Cape Town.} to genuflect in prayer.
For days he had been enmeshed in a dilemma, which had originated when a new political group in Fordsburg
proclaimed its inaugural meeting by means of notices stuck on the walls and lamp-posts. The emergence of the
group, mainly consisting of youth, posed a threat to the Orient Front of which Dr. Kamal was the president. A
successful public meeting could be the first stage in its growth into a powerful rival political body, a body that
could in time eliminate the Orient Front as a representative organization.
There was also a personal threat. Dr. Kamal had achieved the presidency of the Orient Front after years of
patient waiting and he was afraid that his position would lose some of its luster with the appearance of another
political body. He was also the political mentor of the Fordsburg youth and felt that his prestige and status would
suffer a reduction if the new group drew deserters from the Youth League of which he was the founder. There was
only one way to stop the threat: the new group had to be crushed at its inaugural meeting. But … how was he to
reconcile this action with the fact that he had been a professed disciple of Gandhi during his political life?\fn
{Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-1948), surnamed Mahatma (Great-Souled), went to South Africa (1893-1914) and was shocked at
the racial discrimination he saw there, becoming an advocate for his fellow Indians in South Africa—he had begun law studies in England
in 1888—and undertaking a series of challenges to the Government that led to jail. He entered politics in India in 1919, advocating a policy
of non-violent non-cooperation as the way to achieve Indian independence from Great Britain. His creed of nonviolence insisted the people
struggling for their rights should never violate their basic obligation to respect life; which, indeed, he learned in his boyhood home, reared
as he was in a deeply religious setting that decreed pacifism and the sanctity of all living things. Moslems as well as Hindus followed his
teachings in his lifetime, and many still do.}

He drove in his small German car to the offices of the Orient Front in Park road. At ten o’clock he was to
address a clandestine meeting of members of the Youth League. He reached the building, parked his car at the
entrance, and walked slowly up a flight of stairs.
Salim Rashid, chairman of the Youth League, was waiting for him.
“We are ready, Doc.”
“How many?”
“Forty-two.”
“Have you explained to them what they have to do?”
“Yes. You have only to say a few words to them.”
It had been Salim Rashid’s idea that he should address the Youth League, after the doctor had discreetly
suggested that the new political group should be annihilated, in accordance with the “ethics of political survival”,
before it hatched something dangerous. Had he rejected the idea, Dr. Kamal would have given Salim Rashid the
impression that he was afraid. The young man’s argument had been that a few words from their mentor, on the eve
of the clash, would be sufficient to convince the members of the rightness of their action. In order to keep the
doctor’s role a secret he would arrange a nocturnal meeting.
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Salim Rashid opened a door. It led into a large room with many chairs and several tables. Some members of
the Youth League were talking in groups, others were outside on the balcony. There were portraits, rather crudely
garish, of Gandhi on the walls.
“Friends, attention. Dr. Kamal is here to address you.”
They settled down on the chairs. The doctor began:
One of the most important duties of the Youth League—in fact it is part of its unwritten constitution—is to
safeguard the integrity and retain the hegemony of its parent body the Orient Front, and prevent rival political
organizations from trespassing on our traditional ground. You have a great responsibility towards the Indian people of
this country. You cannot permit them to be divided. The despots will destroy us if we let this happen. Let me remind
you that it has always been a thesis of mine that there is no essential conflict of principles between Gandhi and the
Western political philosophers, that a violent revolt and a passive revolt are aspects of the dynamics of man’s search for
freedom.

He paused for a moment, coughed into his clenched hand, and continued:
You should always remember that you are not only a vital part of the Orient Front, but also the vanguard that must
protect it from harm. Remember always that you have been chosen by history to shape the future of this country.

Dr. Kamal had done. The youths clapped their hands, then raised their fists and shouted a few belligerent
slogans.
He left the premises immediately.
On his way home he decided to pass Gandhi Hall where the meeting was to be held the next day. His motive
for passing by was rooted in a strange sudden notion that the new group too had decided to hold a secret nocturnal
meeting. Fear inflamed the turbulence within him and he stopped his car, half-expecting to see a knot of people
coming up the street to attend the meeting. But the street was deserted and the hall doors locked. A gust of wind
rushed by, carrying with it a swarm of rasping papers. The irony of his role struck him with force. He, the
professed disciple of Gandhi, had unleashed a demon that would profane the hall commemorative of the master’s
name.
He went home and locked himself in his study. This room had been the scene, in the early days when he had
joined the Orient Front, of weekly lectures to the youth of Fordsburg under the title “A Study of the Dynamics of
Political Action and Political Truth”, which had gained such popularity that the numbers swelled and he had
formed the Youth League. Its members had come to look upon him as their oracle on political matters. In his study
he had expounded to them the political philosophy of the “triumvirate”: Marx, Lenin and Gandhi. He had spoken
with veneration of Gandhi’s passive resistance campaigns against the “racist oligarchs” and had extolled him as a
“Titan in the history of humanity”\fn{ He was indeed all of these things. In September 1947, his fasting stopped the communal
rioting between Hindus and Muslims in Calcutta; and in January 1948 he shamed the city of Delhi into a communal truce. I remember his
death. It is one of the earliest of my memories; but it was his life that returned to influence mine many years later when, as a younger man,
I went to England. --- I had just deplaned there, and had finished a pilgrimage to Canterbury, which I had promised God I would undertake
at once if I were so fortunate as to successfully complete my journey. It was late on a November night in 1970. I had gone out for a walk,
and, being unfamiliar with London, I lost my way. I tried to find my way back to my lodgings, but succeeded only in becoming more lost,
until I panicked and began to blindly run this way and that, the cold shadows looming out at me like so many devils, while everything was
shrouded in an impenetrable fog. The loneliness was universal; not a soul was about. The streets in the residential areas were uniformly
banked in with high, soot-stained stone walls topped with broken glass; and it seemed there was no break in them—until, just at the end of
a street (which I swear I remember was not at my first glance a cul-de-sac) there appeared, fronting the dead end of it, a white rectangular
stone house of two and a half stories, set back from the street a hundred yards or so, bounded by a low brick wall and fronted by a Ushaped drive—allowing for the arrival and departure of carriages. The glimmer of light I had seen at the other end of the street turned out to
be an iron lamp attached to the right of the front door (a massive affair of studded, iron-bound timbers and heavy hinges). There was no
bell: I lifted a fist-shaped knocker and let it fall. It was opened almost at once by an elderly Indian, dressed in Western fashion. I told him
that I was lost; he smiled, and let me come inside. --- The first floor of this residence consisted of a short hallway, opening off on either side
to two large public living areas, thickly carpeted and richly furnished in the ornately carved, marble-topped style of the High Victorians.
From one of these rooms came the sound of subdued conversation—this broke off as I entered, and was introduced by my Indian friend. --Counting him, there were seven men living there, standing or sitting about, quietly talking with one another. They were all in their sixties or
seventies, strong, spare men with clear eyes and relaxed appearance. One of them was from Africa, one from China, one from Britain
(Scotland, actually); and a Dane, an Italian and a Turk completed the group. All of them spoke English. They smiled at me, and made me
welcome as if I had known all of them for many years. After I had eaten—for I was very hungry, having walked I don’t know how many
miles around and about—they invited me into their conversation, and we literally talked the night away. --- They were all at one time or
other part of Gandhi’s ashram at Sevagram; and they had drifted to England, as their own destinies had taken them in their lives, until they
had realized that there were, indeed, all in the same country, and so chose to spend the rest of their days living together. It was not so much
what we talked about, however, that impressed itself upon my memory: it was the way we conversed, and interacted, and treated one
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another. I had never before seen people behave so courteously with each other, with such a natural ease—the whole world, as it were, was
contained in that room, and not once was a voice raised or petulance expressed. Topic after topic went by, issue upon issue was discussed
with simple civility, and an utter absence of posturing and ethnocentric nonsense. There were no wounded feelings, no attempts at selfaggrandizement, no desires to score debating points: we just talked with each other. --- I took my leave of them reluctantly, determined
when I had become more established to visit them again. But I could never find the place again, search as I might. The room, the crystal
globes with smoke and sparkles of fire in them, the green velvet curtains and the roaring flames of the fireplace—and above all, that
singular group of polite, affable gentlemen—has remained in my soul to this day. --- In every man there is such a place; all he has to do is
find it.} as he had been the first to bring into the realm of politics the concepts of truth and non-violence. He had

also proudly told the youth of his meetings with Gandhi while he was a medical student in India and his
abandonment of radical and revolutionary ideas in politics.
*
When Dr. Kamal took his seat in the hall he saw that it was packed with people. He felt his chest contract and
he hurriedly lit a cigarette.
“Hullo, Doc,” said Rhada, the Secretary of the Orient Front, sitting down beside him. “Is our Youth League
present?”
“This should be an interesting meeting,” he commented, pretending not to have heard the question.
“This should be their first and last meeting.”
Dr. Kamal was jolted. So the Secretary knew of the intentions of the Youth League. Salim Rashid had assured
him that the plans were all secret and that he would not be implicated. Now someone had told the secretary—and
perhaps many others—and though he seemed to approve of the planned disruption and violence there was no way
of telling how he would react if things went wrong.
“There is Salim Rashid,” Rhada said, pointing towards the front.
“Yes,” Dr. Kamal answered feebly.
“These upstarts can give us a lot of trouble if\fn{ The text has: is.} they are not stopped.”
“The youth must settle matters among themselves,” Dr. Kamal said, with suppressed anger.
Several young men began adjusting the public address system on the stage and then one of them began to
speak. He gave the audience a preliminary brief account of how he and several friends had been drawn to the
politics of the People’s Movement in Cape Town and had decided to form a branch in the city.
“Mr. Chairman, I object!”
Salim Hoosein stood up.
“May I remind you that there is a political organization here, the Orient Front. You may have heard of it.”
“I have heard of it. But I feel that there is a need for a different kind of political organization. Let me explain
…”
Several voices interjected:
“What do you mean?”
“Is the Front dead?”
“Are you issuing a challenge?”
The speaker pleaded for order and said that members of the audience would have ample time to ask questions
later.
“Mr. Chairman, are you trying to smear the Orient Front?” Salim Rashid shouted.
Before he could answer several voices accused the new group of trying to divide the Indian people in their
liberatory struggle. Then someone boomed:
“Uncivilized Indians, don’t you know anything about meeting procedure.”
Dr. Kamal jumped up from his seat and turning in the direction of the voice said:
“I strongly object to the defamatory slur cast upon us by someone in the hall. For his information, I must state
that we Indians are among the most civilized races of mankind, a people with a glorious culture …”
“Well, that is quite plain to all,” a cynical voice near him said. “Why don’t you keep quiet and let the meeting
get on?”
He sat down, his body quivering. The rebuke stung him with such ferocity that for a moment, while standing,
he had felt his body reeling as if he was about to plunge down a vertiginous height. His dignity and status had
suffered a humiliating reduction. What compelling force had made him jump up from his seat and expose himself
to the audience and identify himself, so it seemed to him, with the opponents of the new political group? He had
come as an observer—a delusion he had managed to sustain until a few moments ago—but now he had become
involved in their dispute. He should have stayed at home. The new group seemed to have many more
sympathizers than he had calculated; people were taking them seriously. If the Youth League was defeated … he
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did not have time to complete the thought as, with the volume of the public address system amplified, the
Chairman continued:
“Some of us felt that what we lacked here was a political body that would unify the oppressed. We are
convinced that any organization opposed to racialism should not have a racial structure, such as that of the Orient
Front, or the African Front …”
Salim Rashid leapt from his seat.
“Don’t insult the Orient Front! Don’t insult the organization founded by the great Mahatma Gandhi!”\fn{ Gandhi
was persuaded to settle in South Africa—in Durban—for twenty years (1894-1914). During that time he founded the Natal Indian
Congress; infused a spirit of solidarity in the heterogeneous Indian community; organized an ambulance corps of 1,100 volunteers for the
British cause during the Boer War; and led the Indians of Transvaal from 1906-1913 in a pledge to defy a Government ordinance requiring
the registration of its Indian population according to race, including the sufferance of all the penalties resulting from such defiance. Thus
was born satyagraha (“devotion to truth”), a new technique for redressing wrongs through inviting, rather than inflicting, suffering, for
resisting the adversary without rancor and fighting him without violence .}

He rushed forward and immediately members of the Youth League rose to follow their leader. Friends and
sympathizers of the new group in the audience, shocked at first by the sudden threat of violence, jumped up from
their seats and pressed towards the front to join the fray.
There was uproar and panic. Women screamed. The stage became a mass of seething, pushing, wrestling,
punching, shouting combatants. From the rear of the hall one had the impression that players in a drama were
involved in a mock battle.
Someone ran out of the hall to telephone the police.
When Salim Rashid leapt from his seat shouting his battle cry and rushing forward, Dr. Kamal had experienced
a sharp conflict within. There was the urge to flee from the violence he had contrived, and there was a petrifying
inertia compelling him to remain and witness the battle. He stayed, trapped by indecision and the ambiguity of his
political commitment, but when he saw the opposition’s determination to fight the Youth League members, he
rose from his seat. He took a few hurried steps, reached the foyer and stopped at the door. Policemen with
truncheons and guns rushed past him into the hall.
Driven by a turbid amalgam of curiosity, fear and bewilderment, Dr. Kamal re-entered the hall and watched
horrified at the new dimension added to the battle. Then he fled. The center of his being that had been in turmoil
during the past few weeks seemed to be undergoing a kind of physical rot, and together with this feeling he sensed
the approaching storm of reproach and stigma that would engulf him. He reached his car. As he drove homewards
Salim Rashid’s words—aroused flaming furies—pursued him:
“Don’t insult our organization …”
4.57 His Cross\fn{by Shrikant Varma (1931-1986)} Bilaspur, Bilaspur District, Chhattisgarh State, India (M) 3
A rock struck the windowpane, scattering broken glass over the floor. He scrambled to his feet. Meanwhile, a
second rock! Hair disheveled and clothes in disarray, he ran down the stairs.
Reaching the bottom, he had just stepped into a long arcade of shops when a rotten tomato hit him in the face.
Just as he raised his arm to wipe off the seeds and juice, a second tomato struck his forehead. Alarmed, he ran
toward a cloth shop for shelter; but a rotten egg crashed and broke on his nose, and a yellow, stinking stream
dripped down over his lips and chin. Then he was caught in a shower of rotten eggs and tomatoes. Covering his
face with his hands, he dashed into the shop and hid behind a bale of cloth.
“What’s the matter?” The shopkeeper and his assistant rushed over, sure that he must be in trouble.
They found him distraught and whimpering. He wanted to explain that those people had first broken his
window and now were pelting him with rotten eggs and tomatoes. But despite his efforts, not a word emerged
from his lips. Finally, with great difficulty, he stammered—“Eggs … tomatoes …”
They both stared at him in amazement. “But where?”
“Here,” he said, pouting like a child and pointing to his face. But his face was perfectly all right, except that he
needed a shave and his eyes were red and dull.
Reassured at seeing the two of them nearby, he had just raised his head from behind the bale of cloth when a
tomato came flying and smacked his head. This time the tomato had been so big that his head felt squashed.
Immediately he cowered and hid himself again, only to find masses of tomatoes and eggs raining down on him.
“There …” He pointed toward the street. “All those people …”
The two clerks looked with surprise toward the street. There was only the usual crowd passing by.
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“But there’s nothing there at all,” the shopkeeper protested in annoyance.
He stared wide-eyed at the two of them, unable to comprehend why they didn’t see that all those people were
pelting him with eggs and tomatoes. In despair he pulled open his shirt, to show them the way his body had been
battered and bruised by all the blows. This time the two men exchanged glances and then went back to their seats.
“They’re blind,” he muttered angrily, and remained cowering behind the bale of cloth for some time.
Meanwhile not a single tomato had fallen, so he rose and cautiously made his way out of the store. Once outside,
he ducked behind a pillar and glanced all around, afraid that they were all hiding in the alleys, waiting to attack
again as soon as he appeared on the street.
Reassured, he stepped out on the street and plunged into the crowd. He knew that no one could harm him once
he was absorbed in that crowd. Tucking his hands in his pockets, he set off at a lively pace, his unusual height
making him look like an ostrich in the crowd.
Having passed crossing after crossing through the crowds of pedestrians with no incident of any kind, he felt
assured that nothing would happen now. Touching his shoulder, he realized that he’d been hurt and that his body
was aching in a number of places from the blows.
But stronger than this pain was his anger toward those people. After all, what right had anyone to smash the
window of a respectable man and then attack him? And such an attack too.
Cowards! Sneaks!
Most of all, he was furious at that shopkeeper and his assistant. Bastards! Oh well, forget it. He was an
honorable man, and ought not to curse others that way. Besides, what good would it do?
Having almost reached the outer limit of the city, he stopped, feeling tired and hungry. He searched his
pockets, but found nothing. It would be necessary to return home at least once. But the thought of those people
hiding in the vicinity made him tremble, and he hurried toward a neglected park nearby. He observed that it was
deserted. Even the flower beds were desolate. A few dilapidated benches were scattered here and there. In front
was a small pond filled with filthy water, its stench filling the air. Going to a bench, he lay down and tried to close
his eyes. Though sure he’d be unable to sleep, perhaps he could at least relax a little. As his eyes closed, the sky
seemed to whirl around and then disappear. The sight pleased him, and his mouth opened in a broad smile.
Suddenly he heard a whisper from a nearby bush and sat bolt upright, but he could see nothing. Then his eye lit
on the limb of a tamarind tree in front of him, where he spotted two old vultures sitting and staring at him. At first
taken back, he then told himself that there was nothing to fear. When he opened his eyes a second time, however,
he found them still staring at him.
It’s nothing, only my own silly fears, he reassured himself, and closed his eyes again. After some time his eyes
opened once more, and he picked up a stone, took aim, and threw it at the vultures. There was a flapping on the
branch and he lay down again, pleased.
He had just stretched out when he heard a noise in that same bush. This time he saw four men advancing
toward him with thick ropes in their hands. He got up, wanting to flee, but found his feet glued to the ground and
his throat choked with terror.
The four men approached, tied him up with the ropes, stripped him naked, and then declared, “Now let the
bastard have it!”
Having made him stand on the edge of the pond, where he could see his own reflection in the dirty, stinking
water, they dampened some bamboo sticks and whacked him across the back. Leaping in pain, he pleaded, “Let
me go! Don’t beat me!”
But they continued wetting the sticks and beating him—whack! whack! He heard the sticks landing on his
back, jerked with pain, and wailed, “What harm have I done you?” He couldn’t figure out how he had hurt them,
nor why he was being beaten this way.
During the beating, he glanced up once at the tree and noticed the two vultures jumping up and down on the
branch. From pain or from pleasure? He couldn’t decide.
After a thorough thrashing, they finally turned him loose. For several minutes he lay there by the pond, almost
lifeless. Dying of thirst, he stooped over like an animal and drank from the pond, looking gratefully at the water.
Then he began wondering whether they might still be hiding in that bush, waiting to spring on him again as soon
as they noticed that he had regained consciousness a little.
Somehow he stood up and made his way, lurching, out of the park. Reaching the outside, he turned once to
look back and then set off at full gallop. After some distance, he fell to the ground.
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Opening his eyes, he discovered that some people had laid him at the side of the road, where they were fanning
him and sprinkling his face with water. They all assumed that he’d not eaten for several days and had collapsed
from hunger.
He tried to explain that this was not the situation, that actually he had been assaulted. But again he couldn’t
force a coherent sentence out of his mouth. Pointing toward the park, he declared, “Those people … they …”
Then he tore open his shirt and began showing them what had happened, only to discover that they still could not
comprehend. Finally he managed to pull himself together and told them that he had been showered with tomatoes
and eggs that morning, and that just now he’d been tied up with ropes and beaten. Rolling up his sleeves, he
showed how his wrists had been burned by the thick ropes and how his body had been lacerated.
He noticed the people looking at each other in astonishment. The crowd gradually dispersed. He was alone
again.
Getting up from the ground and dusting off his trousers, he watched them leaving and clenched his fists.
Selfish! Blind! He felt himself about to burst into tears. But no, nothing would be accomplished that way. His case
must be heard. He was being attacked and no one knew about it or cared. He could lose his life this way.
There was only one alternative. Pleased, he started forward. Why hadn’t he thought of this before?
Striding up to the police station, he went straight into the chief’s office. The chief saw his agitation, but before
he could formulate a question, the recital began.
He explained to the officer that he was a decent, respectable man, and that ever since morning he had been
under attack but no one would even listen to him. First they had broken his window, then they had showered him
with eggs and tomatoes; and just now when he had been resting, sore and suffering, in the park, they had tied him
with ropes and beaten him.
The station officer eyed him intently and then, writing as he spoke, inquired, “Do you have a witness?”
A witness? He was taken aback, recalling that everyone had looked away during his beating, that people had
gone about their business as though nothing had even happened. Selfish brutes, he fumed.
Seeing him silent, the officer spoke again. “Do you have any proof that you were beaten?”
Proof! He felt himself losing his temper. Here he had been so viciously beaten and this man was asking for
proof.
“Why won’t you try to understand?” he asked the officer, flushing. “They’ve beaten me all over, and nearly
smashed my body to a pulp. I know they’re still lying in wait somewhere, ready to attack me again the moment
I’m alone.”
This time the officer eyed him from head to foot.
“All right,” he said with a smile, “come along.”
“But where?” He trembled with fear. Could the man be taking him back to them?
“A medical examination,” the officer declared. The words ‘medical examination’ cheered him. In a few
minutes the full truth would emerge. At the very least his humiliation and his suffering would be recorded in the
official register.
On reaching the government hospital, he was taken into a doctor’s office and stripped naked. He began
touching place after place on his body, pointing out the injuries to the doctor as a child might do. “Here … and
here!”
The doctor put a finger to his lips and said, “Quiet … quiet.” He lapsed into total silence.
After a short time the doctor patted him on the shoulder. “Please stand up.”
He stood up, glancing sarcastically at the police officer as though to say, “You see!”
Just then the doctor began washing his hands and said to the police officer, “There’s no sign of any injury on
his body.”
“Liar! Fraud! You’re blind!” he shouted, and left the hospital both whimpering and raging. By that time he had
forgotten about his beating. All he could feel was his anger toward the doctor and the police officer, and then
anguish at his own helplessness. He couldn’t decide whether to cry or to laugh..
He was walking along absorbed in these thoughts when a tomato splattered on his head. He looked down in
astonishment at the tomato on the ground. It seemed to be smiling at him sarcastically.
“So it has started again!”
Overwhelmed with fear, he tried to run. But meanwhile he was being pelted again with rotten eggs and
tomatoes.
He couldn’t decide which way to run. They had surrounded him and he was being attacked from all sides.
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“Help!” he shouted. But then he realized that no one was listening to his cry. People were all going their own
way, paying no attention to him.
Eggs and tomatoes were raining down on his back, his hips, his head, his arms. He felt that in minutes he
would fall down dead.
Running forward, he plunged into the crowd. This time, however, they pursued him even in the crowd. Finding
no escape, he fell down and clung like a child to the legs of a man passing by.
“What’s the matter?” the man asked, raising him to his feet. He looked into the man's eyes, only to find them
completely detached and expressionless.
“It’s nothing,” he mumbled in despair. As soon as he moved away from the man, the pelting began again.
Standing there, he writhed with pain.
In the course of the attack, he glanced up at the sky and muttered, “Have mercy!” But the heaviest shower of
eggs and tomatoes seemed to be coming from the heavens. He started running again. Eyes closed, he ran wildly,
his whole body reeling under the blows.
234.174 Excerpts from Indian Tales\fn{by Romila Thapar (1931- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (F) 11\fn{The author is pictured below}

1: The Elephant And The Ant
There was a vast jungle which was ruled over by an elephant. The jungle had everything from tall grass to
thorny bushes as well as thick, shady trees and many pools of water covered with water lilies. The deer would
come to graze by the edge of the pools and would look curiously at the crocodiles half-hidden by the water lilies.
In the thickets of the jungle, the big tigers and leopards would stalk their prey while the jackals crept up behind
to try and pick up what might be left of the food. The vultures competed with the jackals. The cranes would come
swooping down to pick at the ground for worms, competing with the geese and the chakravaka birds.
All the animals, big and small, accepted the elephant as their king and were ready to obey him. This made the
elephant very proud and arrogant and instead of attending to the needs of the animals, he began to spend his time
ordering them about. When some of the animals tried to tell him that this was not the right way to behave, he
refused to listen to them. He began to believe that he was the wisest and the strongest of all the animals and could
therefore treat them in any way he wanted.
The animals began to grumble mildly at first. Then slowly they grumbled more loudly and hoped that the
elephant would hear them. But he was not interested in what they had to say:
So one day, the animals gathered together and began to discuss what they could do with the elephant. Most of
the animals were too frightened to say anything, in case someone went and told the elephant and he would then be
really nasty to the animal who had spoken.
One small ant spoke up and said that it was willing to face the elephant and make him apologize for his bad
behaviour.
All the animals laughed at his offer and said it was impossible for a small ant to confront an elephant. But the
ant insisted that it should be given a chance. It spoke with such passion that finally all the animals gathered there
agreed.
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When the elephant heard that there had been a meeting and that an ant was coming to attack him, he laughed.
One day the elephant lay dreaming under a large, shady banyan tree. His lunch of sugarcane had put him in a
pleasant mood. Slowly the ant crept up to where he lay, crawled into his trunk and little by little, climbed into his
brain. The brain being a very delicate part of the body, any little change causes much pain. The elephant got up
and in agony, rushed about trying somehow to stop the pain.
The animals were terrified as the elephant tore down the trees and swore to take revenge on whoever had
caused his agony. In great fear, the animals confessed that it was the ant which had entered his brain.
The elephant asked the ant to come out. It refused to do so unless the elephant agreed before all the animals to
change his ways. The ant insisted that if the elephant wished to remain the king of the animals it would have to
treat them as friends and not bully them. Above all, he was to promise that he would look after the welfare of all
the animals.
The elephant agreed to everything. Slowly the ant came down from his brain and into his trunk and finally
dropped onto the ground.
The animals suddenly had great respect for the ant. They realized that even the smallest among them could
tame the biggest. The elephant in particular, took care to keep to his bargain as he did not wish to suffer again.
2: The Ghost
There was much rejoicing in the house of the merchant, for his youngest son was to marry. His wife-to-be, a
lovely young woman from the neighbouring town, was eagerly awaited by her in-laws. She traveled in a
palanquin after the wedding, while her husband rode on ahead to welcome her home.
The palanquin-bearers became tired during the journey and rested under a bilva tree.\fn{A fruit tree native to India
and considered to be sacred by Hindus} The young bride stepped out of the palanquin to stretch her limbs.
Just then the ghost who lived in the tree saw her and fell in love with her. The palanquin-bearers continued the
journey and carried the bride to her new home. The ghost was left in the tree looking longingly after her.
A few weeks after his marriage, it was decided that the young man should go far away to the big town. He
should establish a business and hopefully bring riches to his family: Sadly, the young man said good-bye to his
wife and promised to return as soon as possible. The ghost had been watching all this and now decided to carry
out his plan.
Some days later he took on the form of the young man and came to the house. Everyone was surprised at the
early return. He explained that it was not the right time for his work and that he had decided to delay starting his
business by a few months. So he was welcomed back and his young wife was especially happy.
The days passed into weeks, the weeks into months and the months into years. The household carried out its
functions: Everything seemed to be going very well.
Suddenly one day, the young man returned. He had been successful in his work and brought back the wealth he
had earned.
You can imagine the shock that the family suffered. There were now two young men, each claiming to be the
actual son of the parents and the husband of the young wife. Neither his parents nor his wife could decide as to
which of the two was the genuine young man since they were identical in appearance.
The two young men fought, abused and accused each other of being a fraud. Everyone in the family was very
upset. No one could understand how to solve this problem. So they all went to the head of the guild of merchants
to ask his opinion.
The head of the guild listened carefully. After thinking for a while, he sent for a small leather bag and said to
each of them that whichever of the two could turn himself into a tiny person and enter the bag was obviously the
genuine young man.
The real young man said that this was impossible. The ghost on the other hand laughed and immediately
shrank and entered the bag. The head of the guild quickly tied the mouth of the bag which was then dropped into a
well.
Thus was the family rid of the ghost. The young man was welcomed home, warmly.
3: The Crow And The Sparrow
One day a crow and a sparrow were searching for food in a garden. The sparrow found a grain of rice which it
quickly ate and then looked for more.
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In the meanwhile, the crow found a small pearl and even though he could not eat it, he was delighted with it
and started to play around with it. The sparrow seeing this, asked the crow for the pearl.
But the crow did not want to give the pearl to the sparrow. So he picked up the pearl in his beak and flew to a
tree nearby where he sat on a branch.
The sparrow was angry. It turned to the tree and said,
“Make the crow fly away.” But the tree would not do so.
The sparrow then asked the wood-cutter to cut down the tree. But the wood-cutter refused.
The sparrow asked the headman of the village to punish the wood-cutter. But the headman said that the woodcutter did not deserve to be punished.
Then the sparrow went to the king and demanded that the headman be punished. But the king refused likewise.
So the sparrow tried, the queen and said that she should show anger towards the king. But the queen saw no
reason why she should be angry with the king.
The sparrow rushed to a mouse and asked the mouse to gnaw holes in the queen’s clothes. The mouse said that
the queen had not hurt it in any way so he would not do as asked.
The sparrow turned to a cat and said that the cat should eat the mouse. This, the cat refused to do.
The sparrow asked a dog to attack the cat. But the dog would not agree.
Then the sparrow said to a stick that it should beat the dog. But the stick remained where it was.
The sparrow wanted the fire to burn the stick. But the fire would not.
The sparrow turned to the sea and asked it to quench the fire. The sea refused.
The sparrow asked an elephant to drink up the sea. The elephant would not.
Then the sparrow became really angry and asked a mosquito to bite the elephant’s ear so that the elephant
would feel pain.
And the mosquito agreed to do so. The elephant quickly said,
“Wait, don’t bite my ear. I’ll drink up the sea.”
And the sea said it would quench the fire.
The fire said it would burn the stick.
The stick said it would beat the dog.
The dog agreed to attack the cat.
The cat was willing to eat the mouse.
The mouse was ready to gnaw the queen’s clothes.
The queen agreed to get angry with the king.
The king said he would punish the headman of the village.
The headman agreed to punish the wood-cutter.
The wood-cutter was willing to cut down the tree.
The tree was ready to make the crow fly away: And the crow said angrily to the sparrow,
“What a big fuss you have made. This is not the way to ask for something. You can’t always have it your way
and threaten everyone. You are behaving like a bully and that is terrible. Unless you apologize for your behaviour,
I will not give you the pearl.”
So the sparrow said that it was sincerely sorry to have made such a fuss and to have been so nasty but it did
think that the pearl was beautiful and would love to have it. Then the crow, out of friendship for the sparrow,
relented and said,
“Here, take the pearl.”
4: The Grateful Snake
In a small village there lived a man, his wife and their daughter, Shobha. The land around was not fertile. It
was difficult to grow crops so the families in the village kept cattle. There was grass nearby for the cattle to feed
on and there was the forest where they could be taken to graze if they wanted more. The people of the village
were poor.
When Shobha was eight years old, her mother died. After that she had to do all the household work herself.
She would wake up early in the morning, milk the cow, sweep the house, take the cattle to feed on the grass and
cook something at midday for her father. She would then take the cattle to the forest in the afternoon and bring
them back when the sun was going down, cook some food for the evening and finish the household work before
going to sleep. She would get very tired each day.
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So one day she asked her father to marry again so that some of the work would be shared by a step-mother. But
as it turned out, her father married a woman who expected Shobha to do her work as well. The young girl now
had double the amount of work. And the work increased when two step-sisters were born.
Shobha had taken the cattle out to graze one day when' suddenly a huge black snake appeared: She was
terrified. But strangely enough, the snake asked for help. He said that he was being chased by snake-catchers who
wanted to kill him for his skin. Shobha fearlessly placed the snake on her lap and covered it. When the snakecatchers came by and asked her if she had seen the snake, she said she hadn’t.
After they left, the snake thanked her and within moments took on the shape of a god. He said he had been
pleased by her courage in sheltering him and would grant her any wish she might make.
Shobha said she wanted a garden full of flowers and grass, a garden which would go with her wherever she
went and where she could also graze her cows without having to walk long distances into the forest.
This was immediately granted. The snake god also said that if ever she wanted help in future, she should call
him.
A few days later, a young man was hunting in the forest and without realizing, entered the garden. He was
delighted with its beauty. The cows got frightened by his horse and ran helter-skelter. When Shobha ran after
them, the garden also moved along with her. The young man was amazed and asked her how this happened. So
she told him her story.
The young man, who was a prince from the neighbouring kingdom, often came to see Shobha in her garden
and they became good friends. Eventually they were married. When Shobha moved to the prince’s home, the
garden went with her.
Shobha’s step-mother was very jealous that she had married so well. She planned to kill Shobha, hoping that if
she died, the prince would marry one of her daughters. So after a few weeks she persuaded her husband to visit
his daughter. She prepared some sweets for her and put poison into them.
The husband set out and when he was tired of walking, sat for a while under a large tree. The same black snake
lived in the tree. So whilst the man slept, he quietly removed the poison from the sweets. When the father arrived
at the palace, Shobha was delighted to see him. She eagerly opened the pot containing the sweets and tasted them.
They were delicious and enjoyed by everyone. Her father returned home happily.
His wife was furious when she found that her plan had failed. She tried the same trick again and again but each
time the snake would remove the poison.
When it was time for Shobha to give birth to a child, her step-mother invited her to come home as was the
custom. So Shobha gladly went. A son was born to her. After a few weeks she wanted to return to her husband but
one day, her step-mother pushed her into the well.
As she fell, Shobha called on the snake and was saved from drowning. Since this was not an ordinary well but
had underground rooms leading off from it, the snake suggested that she would be safer for the time being if she
lived in the well.
Meanwhile the step-mother dressed her daughter in Shobha’s clothes and together with the newly-born, sent
her to the prince. He could not recognize her but she said she had changed because of the birth of the child. Then
he asked her what had happened to the garden but she could not explain why it was not there. The young prince
became suspicious.
Every night there were hushed sounds in the palace because Shobha would creep in and play with her son. She
missed not having him with her in the well. One night, the prince hid in the room and saw Shobha coming. He
was overjoyed to see her and asked what had happened. She told him the story.
He was so angry that he had the father banished, together with his wife and daughters. Shobha lived happily
with her husband and her child.
5: Banyan-Deer And His Herd
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In a large forest there once dwelt a magnificent deer. He was the head of a herd of five hundred deer and was
known as Banyan-deer. He was given this name because he was a tall animal with huge antlers which spread out
like a tree. In the neighbouring forest there was another herd of deer and its leader was called Branch-deer. Both
herds could have lived peacefully in the forest but for the king of Banares.
This king was very fond of eating meat and enjoyed venison in particular. So every day he would gather the
people of the town and insist that they accompany him on his hunt. The townspeople became rather fed up of this
routine as it interfered with their daily work. They decided that a method would have to be found whereby the
king could get his venison easily without disrupting their work.
They made a decision to capture the deer. They built a huge stockade with a gate. Near it they planted some
thick, juicy grass and diverted a stream of water. All the townspeople came to the forest. When the two herds of
deer began to graze on the delicious grass, they made a tremendous noise by shaking the bushes and beating the
trees with their sticks. Thus surrounded, the deer from the two herds were in a panic and got pushed into the
stockade.
Once they were in, the townspeople shut the gate. Having captured the herds, they went to the king and told
him that he could now easily shoot whichever deer he wanted without going on an elaborate hunt.
The king was delighted and went to look at the deer. He saw the two large deer who were the heads of the
herds—Banyan-deer and Branch-deer. They were so handsome that the king vowed to them that he would never
kill them.
But as for the rest, there was great sorrow. Every day, more than one deer got killed since those who were
wounded, died of their injuries later. The herds were being rapidly reduced. Banyan-deer and Branch-deer sat
together to seriously think the matter over.
Eventually they decided that it would be better if each day, turn by turn, a deer from one herd and then from
the other, went to the gate and offered itself for the king’s table. The plan was put into action.
The days went by. The two herds managed to survive without too much damage, except that it was always a
sad parting when the deer whose turn it was to go, said goodbye to the others.
*
Now one day it came to the turn of a pregnant doe.
She was deeply upset since she was about to deliver a fawn. She went to the head of her herd, Branch-deer,
begging him to give her time so that her baby might be born. She asked that someone else take her turn and that
she go after the fawn had been born. But Branch-deer insisted that the rules must be observed and if her turn had
come there was nothing he could do about it.
So in desperation she went to Banyan-deer and begged him to help. He was more sympathetic and told her to
go home and that he would take care of her turn. After she had gone, he went to the gate himself and offered his
life.
The king was astonished. Banyan-deer explained what the matter was. The king had never come across anyone
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so full of love and concern for others. So he immediately ordered that the lives of Banyan-deer and of the
pregnant doe were to be spared.
Banyan-deer said that that still did not take away from the sorrow of the herds when every morning one among
them had to go to its death. So the king promised not to ask for any more deer from the herd. At this, Banyan-deer
said,
“What about all the other deer in the other forests where you will hunt?” The king promised to spare their lives
too.
Then Banyan-deer raised the question of other four-footed animals. These too, the king promised to spare.
So Banyan-deer was emboldened enough to ask about the lives of the flocks of birds and eventually even the
fish in the water. All these the king promised not to kill. And the animals of the forests and the rivers went their
way peacefully.
*
After some time, the doe gave birth to a lovely fawn. Together with other young deer he would go to play with
Banyan-deer.
But as they grew up, the younger deer became lazy. Instead of searching for patches of good grass in the forest,
they saw the crops of the farmers nearby and starting grazing there. The fresh grain was greener and tastier than
the grass. The farmers tried to scare them but they kept coming back. The farmers did not know how to stop them
since they were forbidden from killing the deer. So they got together and went to the king to ask his advice. The
king said that he could not go back on his word. The farmers were helpless.
When Banyan-deer got to hear of this he was angry with his herd. He called them together and forbade them
from eating the crops. He also made them promise that they would stop other deer from doing the same. He
explained that the king had given them his word that they could live without being killed but that this did not
mean that they could destroy the food and labour of others. He sent a message to the farmers that henceforth no
deer would eat their crop.
And no deer did.
6: Baz Bahadur And The Rupamati
The city of Mandu is perched on top of a hill. It is fun to climb up slowly, getting the feel of the countryside
around. It is particularly magnificent after the monsoon, with its dark grandeur in the midst of the richness of the
surrounding fields and the many hues of green from the trees and shrubs.
A few centuries back, there was a wild jungle in the vicinity where the emperors of India would go hunting. In
those times, lions roamed this jungle. When camps were set up on the hillside, lions would wander through them
at night. But now there are no lions left. Most have been shot by man.
Along the crest of the hill lie the pavilions and palaces and the mosques and tombs of Mandu. Built of stone
and decorated with painted plaster, they were once resplendent buildings. Today they look dark and on occasion,
even sullen, having known better times. Once their halls echoed to the sounds of music and of girls dancing; to
the footfalls of the horses returning from the hunt or from a battle; to the call to prayer from its many mosques; to
the sounds of the bustling traders who came long distances and continued their travel to far away places, halting
and exchanging goods and gossip at Mandu; or to the even softer sounds of people in quiet conversation.
Today one walks from building to building to the echoes of the past. There is the deep baoli, or well, with its
underground rooms and passages where people moved in the heat of the summer to keep cool. The large tanks and
ponds had elaborate platforms and walkways, for there would be evenings of singing and dancing. On the extreme
edge of the hill, overlooking the plain, is the palace of Rupamati and this has its own story.
Afghan Kings ruled from the city of Mandu. One among them, Baz Bahadur, is specially remembered by the
people of Malwa because he was different from the others. He had little time for battles and for court matters.
What he valued most was his love for Rupamati and the music which they heard together. Their story is told in the
ballads and songs of Malwa to this day.
*
One day Baz Bahadur was out hunting a lion. The chase took him deep into the forest. He lost track of the lion
and whilst he was trying to find his way back to Mandu, he suddenly heard the sound of a woman singing. He
followed the voice and came to a spot in the forest where he saw the woman who was singing so beautifully. This
was Rupamati.
Baz Bahadur came often to the forest to see her and to hear her sing. He loved her deeply and wanted her to
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come to Mandu with him. At first she refused. Finally, she said that she would do so if he could take her river up
to Mandu. This was the River Rewa, which flowed through the plains near Mandu and on whose banks she had
grown up. What she asked for was the impossible, for no one can take a river up a hill.
Baz Bahadur thought of every possible solution. He even prayed to the Rewa to help him. Eventually he was
told that there was a tamarisk tree on the hill and beneath this tree was a spring from which the water flowed into
the Rewa.
But there were many tamarisk trees. After much searching; Baz Bahadur found the right one with a spring and
this tame the pool which he called the Rewa-kund. Thus he had found a source and the water flowing from the
pool eventually led to the river. In this way he claimed that he had brought the Rewa up to Mandu.
Rupamati came joyfully to live in the palace which was built for her beside her beloved river.
*
Years passed and Baz Bahadur and Rupamati were wrapped in their love for each other and in the music which
they composed and heard.
Meanwhile, the Mughal emperor Akbar was anxious to control Mandu and rule over Malwa. So he sent his
army, commanded by his redoubtable general Adharn Khan. Mandu was besieged and a battle began.
Baz Bahadur tried to defend his city but failed and in the midst of battle, he was cut off from Mandu. Having
lost the battle, he fled to a place near Rupamati’s home, thinking that perhaps Rupamati might be able to join him
there.
But Adharn Khan moved swiftly into Mandu. Rupamati’s fame had spread even to the Mughal court and he
was anxious to see her and hear her sing. So he gave orders that she was not to be allowed to get away.
Having secured her in her palace, he sent a request to her that he wished to spend some time with her.
Ruparnati was terrified, as she knew what this meant. The victor seldom treated those close to his defeated
opponent with any mercy. She also knew that Adharn Khan would try to lure Baz Bahadur to Mandu by using her
presence as a bait.
To begin with, she kept making excuses and tried not to see Adharn Khan but he became more and more
insistent. Eventually, she agreed.
She dressed with care that evening, almost like a bride. The room was sprinkled with perfume and flowers. She
said she wanted to rest for a short while before Adharn Khan came to see her and so the maids withdrew.
After a while Adharn Khan arrived, resplendent in his courtly dress, and entered her palace. He greeted her and
asked if he could sit on the divan beside her.
There was no reply from her. She did not stir. She had poisoned herself and had died, so anxious was she not to
fall into the hands of the victor. She also feared that Baz Bahadur would try and see her secretly in Mandu and in
the bargain, get killed. As it happened, Baz Bahadur was indeed killed soon after.
*
Songs about Rupamati continue to be sung in Malwa.\fn{ For this is a real place, and her palace is still there, and so is
his:H} And stories such as this one continue to be told. They may only partly be true but the memories of Baz
Bahadur and Rupamati remain popular.
If you go to Mandu on a clear day and stand in Rupamati’s pavilion, you can see the Rewa in the far, far,
distance. And if you stay quietly and long enough you might perhaps, in your mind’s eye, even catch a glimpse of
Rupamati and Baz Bahadur, standing on the same balconies and gazing out at the river which had bound them
together.
7: The Four Young Men
A king once found himself in the company of a goblin with magical powers.
“I am going to ask you a riddle, King,” said the goblin, “and if you cannot give me the right answer I shall
strike off your head and kill you.” And with these words the goblin proceeded to tell this story …
*
A man and his wife lived happily together in a large town. They had four sons whom they loved very much.
The man took great care to educate them, according to the custom of the time. The boys were made to recite
hymns; they had to learn the rules of grammar and multiplication tables; they spent many hours trying to write in
neat letters.
Then suddenly, the father and mother died and the boys were orphaned. They were bewildered and did not
know what to do. The eldest suggested that since their grandfather was still alive, they should all go to the town
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where he and other relatives lived. So they went and their grandfather welcomed them with much affection.
To begin with the four brothers lived happily with their relatives. They started learning grammar and
mathematics again and recited hymns. The eldest brother had brought whatever remained of their parents’ money
with him. With it the four of them paid for their tuition, their food and their clothes. There wasn’t very much
money, so they had to be careful and spend only a little at a time.
Their cousins, who also lived in the same town, were rich. They began to make fun of the four brothers and
tease them about their being poor.
One day the eldest brother could bear it no longer. Rather than be made fun of by the cousins, he thought he
would kill himself. So he took a rope, went to the park and began tying it to the branch of a tree, with the intention
of hanging himself. Just then a man passed by and seeing the rope, he stopped.
“What are you doing?” he asked. The young man shrugged his shoulders and explained,
“I am poor and my cousins keep on making fun of me and my three brothers. So I cannot stand it any longer. I
have decided to hang myself.” The man was silent for a moment and then he said,
“You know, you mustn’t lose heart so easily. If your cousins tease you, do not let it bother you.”
“But our poverty makes us helpless,” pleaded the young man.
“Why should you remain poor?” asked the man. “You have been well educated by your parents. A good
education and common sense are all you need to go out and seek a fortune. Now, why don’t you take my advice?
Don’t hang yourself. Go back to your brothers and let each of you make himself a master of some type of
knowledge or profession. In doing this you will be able to prove to the world that you are better than your
cousins.”
The young man thought deeply about what the stranger had said and then agreed that it would be better for him
to go back to his brothers than to hang himself.
*
When he arrived home, he related his story to his brothers. They all agreed that it was a good idea that each of
them should study a special subject. They also decided to separate for one year. Each one would go his own way
in the pursuit of knowledge. At the end of the year, they would all meet again in the town at a particular place and
exchange their views.
The year passed quickly. At the end of the twelve months, the four brothers met as arranged. They were
naturally delighted to be with each other again. But soon, each began to brag about what he had learnt. The first
brother stated,
“If I am given a bone, I can cast a spell so that it gets covered with flesh.”
“Why, that’s nothing,' said the second. “I can even produce the skin and the hair on a piece of flesh.”
“Is that all?” remarked the third brother. “I can turn the flesh and the bone into a limb—in fact, into the limb of
the animal to which the bone belonged; and what’s more, I can turn it into any number of limbs too.”
“Well,” said the fourth brother, “it seems that I have made the best use of my time. I know the means of giving
life to an object.” And thus they boasted, each of his newly acquired power.
One of them then suggested that they should go outside the town and test their knowledge. This idea was
greeted with delight, since each of the brothers was burning to show off what he knew. So they went into the
forest and began to look for a bone. They found one at last and the first brother was called upon to show what he
could do.
He spoke the magic words and soon the bone was covered with flesh. So the other three agreed that he had
proved his knowledge.
The second brother cast his spell and soon the flesh was covered with skin and hair and became a tawny
colour. He too, had proved his skill.
The third brother used what knowledge he had and the form took on the shape of a lion, since the bone had
been that of a lion. The head appeared and then the four legs and the tail. There it lay on the ground, a large lion.
The third brother too, had passed the test.
It was now the turn of the fourth brother. He rubbed his hands gleefully and said,
“We were wise to have taken the advice of the stranger. We have all learnt our lessons well and shall soon
prove our wisdom to the world.”
Whereupon he too, spoke the magic words he had learnt and the lion sprang to life. Indeed, the four brothers
had learnt their lessons well but alas, they used them foolishly.
For the lion, as it came to life, was a large, hungry beast and it soon devoured all four brothers.
*
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So ended the goblin’s story. He turned to the king and said,
“Now, my question to you, [O] king, is that of the four brothers, whose fault was it that they were all devoured
by the lion?” The king thought for a while and then answered,
“It was the fault of the fourth brother. The first three did not know what sort of animal they were creating. But
the fourth brother, seeing that it was a lion, should not have given it life. He was too eager to prove his
knowledge. But he should have done so on some harmless creature.”
“Yes,” replied the goblin, “but that was too easy a riddle. This time you are free to go, king. Next time, I shall
ask you a more difficult one.”
And the goblin disappeared.
8: The Spell
There was once a man who lived in a town in northern India. He spent many years studying ancient books and
talking to learned priests who came to visit the city. After much effort, he obtained the knowledge of a spell. He
was very proud of this and guarded the secret carefully. When the moon and the stars were in a particular position
in the sky and he repeated the spell in a certain way, seven precious stones would fall from the sky into his hands.
In order not to arouse people’s suspicions as to where his money was corning from, he used to teach pupils
from time to time. He had one pupil of whom he thought very highly. This young man knew about the spell but he
did not know the secret of how it worked.
One day, the teacher and his pupil left the town and began a journey to a neighbouring country. The first day of
the journey went well and they slept the night in a small town near the frontier. But the next day, soon after they
had set out, they found themselves in a deserted part of the country. The road ran through a dried-up river course
and on each side of them rose cliffs, rugged rocky cliffs which seemed to cut them off from the sight and sound of
any other human being. It was a hot day, the air was still and the sun, shining down on them, seemed to set them
on fire. Nor were there any trees to provide some shade.
So they perspired and trudged on. They consoled themselves with the thought that they would soon be out of
this deserted place. They began telling each other what they would do as soon as they arrived at the next village.
Would they make for the village well or just collapse in the shade of a friendly house?
Suddenly, they heard much shouting and scrambling and, on looking up, saw that the place was swarming with
bandits. Some were down the road and others emerged in front of them. Their faces were partly covered with the
ends of the turbans, which they had wound round their heads and each one was brandishing a sword or a fearsome
knife in his hand. There was no escape for the teacher and his pupil, as they were surrounded.
The unfortunate two were soon tied with ropes and carried to the bandits’ hideout, which was not far from the
road. Both men were terrified, since they did not have much money on them. The bandits, they thought, would
naturally be very annoyed when they discovered that the two prisoners were almost penniless. And so they were.
But they\fn{The bandits} had a method of dealing with such a situation.
“We shall demand a ransom for you before we set you free,” declared their chief. “The older man can remain
here with us but the younger one must return to his home town and collect the money.”
“Don’t be anxious,” said the pupil to the teacher, reassuringly. “I shall definitely be back with the money in a
few days. May I beg you though, not to try out your spell in an effort to pay the ransom because if the bandits
discover that you have the power to produce precious stones, they will never set you free.” With these words, the
pupil departed.
*
That evening when it became dark, the teacher was lying on the ground outside the hideout. He was still
chained and his hands were tied. Looking up at the sky, he noticed with excitement that the moon and stars were
in the right position for him to recite his spell. He argued with himself for a while about the advice that his pupil
had given him. In the end he thought he would be better off if he paid for the ransom with the jewels that would
fall from the sky and decided to recite his spell. So he called the bandit chief and said,
“You have sent my pupil to fetch a ransom for me but I wonder if he will return. If I were to serve you
quantities of jewels instead by this evening, would that satisfy you?”
“Indeed it would,” replied the chief. “But how will you do that?”
“Please order your guards to cut the ropes and remove the chains that bind me,” said the old man. This was
promptly done, though the guards remained suspicious.
The old man withdrew to a little distance and after a short while he recited the spell. Within a matter of
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moments there fell into his hands, seven large and precious gems. He returned with these to the bandit chief, who,
seeing them, was overjoyed. The prisoner was released immediately, was permitted to bathe and was invited to eat
with the bandit chief that night.
There was much rejoicing among the bandits. They had never in their profession come upon so much wealth
from one man alone. Whilst the old man was eating his fill with the chief, the other bandits began to murmur,
“We should not let him go. He may come in useful again. He is a walking treasure-house.”
After the merry-making of the night, the bandits broke camp and decided to move to another part of the
country. They invited the teacher to go with them. He accepted this invitation as he was afraid to break away from
them so soon and thought it would be wiser if he remained with them until they came to the next village.
So the entire troop moved off. But they had not gone very far when another group of five hundred bandits
swooped down on them and began to rob them. The chief bandit of the first troop turned to the leader of the
second group and said,
“Why are you robbing us? We are merely bandits like yourselves and haven’t great riches on us. If you really
want treasure, then capture that old man there. He can make jewels fall out of the sky.”
The poor teacher had hardly had time to understand what was going on when the second group of robbers fell
upon him and made him captive. They demanded the same amount of treasure as he had given to the earlier
bandits. He pleaded that he was willing to give it to them, but only in a year’s time.
“Why must we wait for a year?” asked the chief.
“Because I can only recite my spell when the moon and the stars are in a certain position,” replied the teacher,
“and it will take a full twelve months before that happens again. Last night I managed to obtain the gems because
the moon and the stars were in the correct position.”
“Wretch,” shouted the chief bandit. “You lie in order to save your life. Off with his head,” he ordered his
followers. The man was soon cut to pieces.
*
The conflict between the two bands of robbers now became heated. The second band realized that the first
band must have the gems given to them by the dead man hidden in their clothes. So the two groups fought each
other with their swords and knives until eventually, all but two of the bandits were killed. These two went round
and collected all the treasure in one heap and then hid it in some nearby bushes.
It was noon by now and they were both very hungry. So they decided that one of them should stay near the
treasure and guard it, while the other one would go to the village in the neighbourhood and buy some food. So one
of them placed his sword near the treasure and kept guard over it and the other bandit set off in the direction of the
village. Now, the one who sat and guarded the treasure thought,
“It is a pity that this treasure has to be divided into two. It would be so much simpler if I could take it all. We
have already killed so many people, that it will not matter if I kill the other bandit as well. So I will wait here in
readiness. As soon as he approaches with the food, I will spring on him and cut him down with my sword.”
And so he waited in readiness to kill the other bandit. Meanwhile, the other bandit had had similar thoughts.
“Why should I have to share the treasure with this man, after the trouble we have had in collecting it?” he said
to himself. “It is very simple. I will eat my fill in the village. Then I will buy some food for the other bandit and
put poison into it so that when he eats it he will die.”
And he did accordingly. He ate his fill in the village, bought some more food for the bandit who was waiting
for him and mixed some poison with it. Then he returned to where the treasure was being guarded.
As he approached the bushes where the treasure had been hidden, he called out to the other bandit to come and
eat. The bandit emerged from behind the bushes, took the food from him and almost immediately struck him with
his sword and killed him. He hastily pushed the corpse out of the way and, being very hungry, sat down to eat.
The food being poisoned, soon he too was dead. The treasure thus lay unguarded in the bushes.
The next day, the pupil having collected the ransom money, returned along the same road, looking for the first
band of robbers, in order to pay the ransom and free his teacher. He followed the road until he saw all the bandits
lying there, dead. He saw the body of his teacher and thought,
“Alas, he must have boasted about his power and shown them what he could do.”
Then he counted all the corpses. There were nine hundred and ninety-eight bodies. He realised that there must
have been a fight over the treasure.
“But two have got away,” he thought.
He looked round and searched in the bushes. There they were, the last two, and not far away was the heap of
jewels. He shook his head sadly.
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“So much killing, over a handful of jewels. If only my teacher had taken my advice and not tried to produce
the treasure.”
9: The Oil Presser And The Devils
In a small village near Tiruchirapalli there lived an oil presser. He used to earn his living from buying bags of
sesame seeds, crushing them in his oil mill and selling the sesame oil.
But life was difficult for him. Sesame seeds were very expensive and he could not buy a large quantity. Each
day he became poorer and poorer.
At last he decided that what he needed was a new mill which would crush the seeds with greater force and thus
perhaps produce a larger quantity of oil.
Now the best oil mills are made from the wood of the tamarind tree. Fortunately for the oil presser, there was a
large tamarind tree in his back garden. His wife begged him not to cut down this tree because she used the fruit of
the tamarind in cooking various dishes. But the oilman insisted, since he could not afford to buy the wood from
the market.
He woke up early the next morning, bathed, took some fresh flowers to the shrine in the village where he
always worshipped and prayed to god that the new mill might bring him a large income. He had consulted the
priest as to the most auspicious moment to start cutting down the tree. The priest, after thumbing through a
number of palm leaf manuscripts, told him that this would be at seventeen minutes past nine in the morning.
So at nine-fifteen, the oil presser stood ready by the tamarind tree with an axe. As soon as his wife said that it
was exactly seventeen minutes past nine, he struck the tree with a mighty blow. His wife, who couldn’t bear to see
the tree being cut, went indoors.
*
What the oil presser did not know was that the tamarind tree was the home of a devil. So when he struck the
first blow, the devil became most alarmed. The devil’s family, for many generations, had lived in the tree and
therefore the devil had a sentimental attachment to it.
In addition, it was a large tree and made a comfortable home. Naturally, he did not wish to move out and go
through all the trouble of finding a new tree.
So, after the first blow, he rushed out of the tree and fell at the feet of the oil presser. The latter was terrified to
see this strange creature. But he pretended he was not in the least bit frightened.
“Who are you and what do you want?” he asked the devil.
”I am the devil who lives in this tree. I have lived here for twenty-five years. This is my ancestral home. I beg
of you not to destroy it. I shall do anything for you if you promise to spare the tree.”
The oil presser, seeing that he was in a stronger position, wished to make sure that the devil meant what he
said.
“I know your type,” he replied. “You are meek and humble when you are in trouble. But the moment I agree
not to harm your dwelling, you will go back on your word.” But the devil swore that he would keep to the bargain
if the oil presser spared the tree.
“Very well, then,” said the oil presser. “Listen to me carefully. I shall not cut down the tree and you can
continue to live here but on one condition. You must supply me with 100 bags of sesame seed before the end of
each month. And don’t try any tricks with me. The moment you fail to produce the 100 bags, I shall immediately
cut down the tree.” The devil swore that he would do as he asked.
*
The tree was left standing, and at the end of every month the oil presser’s courtyard was filled with 100 bags of
sesame seed. Gradually he built up his business. One mill could not cope with such a large quantity of seeds, so he
set up some more mills. Day and night, the creaking of the mills could be heard as they crushed the seeds and the
oil poured out.
The oil presser became very rich. He bought up all the other mills in the village and became the biggest oilman
in the region.
The oil presser used bullocks for working the oil mills. They were tied to a pole and walked round in a circle
so that the wheels of the mill would turn and crush the seeds. The bullocks had to be young and energetic, as it
was tiring work. There was one amongst them who was particularly frisky but worked very well. The oil presser,
in affection, had called it New Devil.
One day, New Devil fell ill and the oil presser was very upset. So he called in the man who knew all about
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animal diseases. He examined New Devil and said that the animal could only be cured by being branded with a
red-hot iron. The oil presser ordered his servants to prepare the iron.
Meanwhile the devil in the tamarind tree had been sitting, deep in thought. A friend of his, another devil, came
to see him and asked him what the matter was. The devil of the tamarind tree confessed that he was worried
because he had promised to provide the oil presser with 100 bags of sesame seed before the end of each month.
“There has been a drought in this part of the country. With no rain, the sesame crop has failed and I have had to
travel long distances to get the seeds. Now I fear that even those sources have been exhausted and I may not be
able to get the bags before the end of this month. If I can’t, then he will cut down this tree and I shall have to find
another home.” And the poor devil was almost in tears.
“Oh, nonsense, my friend,” said the visitor. “You should not be afraid of a mere man. After all, you are a devil.
But let me deal with this oil presser. You take your family and go and live in my house for a few days. I will live
here and shall soon have the oil presser begging for mercy from me.”
The devil was very dubious and reluctant to go, but his friend persuaded him. So, packing a few things, he and
his wife and child left the tamarind tree and went to live in the friend’s house.
It was soon after this that New Devil fell ill and it was suggested that the bullock be branded.
“Where shall we do the branding?” asked the oil presser. The doctor looked round and replied,
“Perhaps under the tamarind tree. It will be cooler there.”
So the branding iron was taken to a spot under the tamarind tree where the fire was stoked and the iron made
glowing hot. The devil in the tree was a little puzzled by what was going on.
“Who are they going to brand with that terrifying iron rod?” he asked himself. When the iron was glowing. to a
bright scarlet the oil presser shouted to one of the servants,
“Bring New Devil here.”
The devil in the tree naturally thought that New Devil referred to him, since he was the new devil in the
tamarind tree. He dropped to the ground, groveling before the oil presser, swearing that he would do twice what
the first devil had done if only his life would be spared and he not be branded.
For a moment the oil presser was perplexed but he soon realized what had happened. Not wanting to lose the
opportunity for more gain, he asked angrily,
“And what will you do for me if I take pity on you?”
“I—I—I will d—do a great deal for you,” stammered the devil. “In addition to the 100 bags of seeds which
you now get, I shall provide you with 100 jars of fresh sesame oil.”
The oil presser was delighted. But he pretended he was grudgingly agreeing to this condition.
New Devil was thereafter branded and soon recovered. As for the other new devil, it is said that he is still
providing the oilman with 100 bags of sesame seed and 100 jars of fresh sesame oil. The oil presser is now not
only the richest in the region but also in the country. His oil is particularly famous, as it is the purest sesame oil
that one can buy anywhere.
236.1 Excerpt from My China Diary: 1956-88\fn{by K. Natwar Singh (1931- )} Jaghina, Bharatpur District,
Rajisthan State, India (M) 18
24 June 1956
While I was on district training in South India from 1 January to 1 May 1956, my father\fn{ Govind Singh}
suffered a heart attack. Neither he, nor anyone else informed me about it. I learnt of it only when I went to
Bharatpur on 3 May. I immediately postponed my departure for Peking by a month.
25 June
Arrived in Hong Kong at 1:00 pm. Frightening approach to the runway. Pilots have to be extra careful. Hong
Kong looked lovely from the air. But all things look nice from above. It was warm with high humidity. The
blessings of a diplomatic passport—cleared by customs in no time. Stayed at Hotel Miramar in Kowloon. Did not
know of the existence of Kowloon and never realised that Canton was more than a hundred miles away from here.
Room no. 232.
I like Hong Kong.. Aden and Port Said no match. Have not seen Singapore. Hong Kong is fabulous and
fantastic. Perhaps the best place in the world for shopping, dissipation and burning your earnings. A paradise for
hedonists. License and freedom seem to go together. I must come here again. Visited the Hari Lila tailoring shop.
He himself took the measurement for my suits. Told me that they would be ready the next day. Bought cuff links.
HK$2.
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Gossi Sotto\fn{Mexican student at Miranda House, Delhi University, 1951-1954 } also in Hong Kong. Staying at
Hotel Peninsula. Our date in HK could not be kept. She is too busy and I have to leave tomorrow morning. When
will I meet her again? Mexico is so far away.
Crossed over Hong Kong in a ferry. A sea of cars. Went to the Indian Commission. Not overworked. Adarkar,
the head of mission, had transparent gay bush shirt on. Spoke to me paternally condescendingly. Excessively
complained almost about everything. Some confusion about arrival of the courier from Peking to collect the
diplomatic bag. Lovely view of the harbour from the commission.
Shopping was both cheap and expensive. Any amount of choice and quick service. Attractive shop girls,
fashionably and elegantly dressed. Most looked gorgeous.
27 June
Contacted John Swaine. He was at the London course for Commonwealth Foreign Service probationers in the
summer of 1954. He came over and we went out for dinner. Saw him after two years. Talked of Cambridge
friends. John not changed much. He is no revolutionary, but soft, polite and correct. Ate at the Princess Garden
Restaurant. Authentic Chinese food—very tasty—but had too much of it. Upset my stomach. Then went to the
Oriental ball room. Extraordinary place. For HK$10, you get a hostess who entertains you. Met a woman called
Lam Yee. Good looking but terribly business-like. Smoke filled the room.
28 June
Left Hong Kong for Sum Chun. Filthy place, public toilet even worse. Took train to Canton. Chinese travel
agency had made the bookings. Spent night at the Masses Hotel. Foul. Felt completely cut off Pearl River, not
pearly at all.
I have a compartment to myself Train spotlessly clean. No overcrowding. The Chinese attendant spoke broken
English. A flask of hot water and mug on the small table. First taste of green Chinese tea, no milk and no sugar.
Ordering food created a comic situation. Finally got through to the waiter. Music played at all times-sounded too
shrieky. Frequent stoppages. Stations not crowded like ours.
Reached Wuhan after twenty-four hours. Crossed the river by ferry. Barely one or two cars, but lots of bicycles
and animals. It was .hot. Ferry without hood. The mighty Yangtse River has no bridge over it.
4 July
I’m in the process of settling down. Everything is novel. The Hsin Chiao Hotel, where I stayed was meant only
for foreigners. It’s not glamourous like the Hong Kong hotels.
I have been in this hotel for nearly three days. Today, for the first time I went to the dining room, hoping to
have a proper breakfast. Easier said than done. The menu was in Chinese. The waiters did not know English. My
Chinese was confined to only thank you, (hseai hseai ni) and sorry, (tuai pu ch). I was beginning to despair.
Then walked in a lady, with a colourful Chinese dress. She sat three tables away from me. Looked stunning.
She wore lipstick and short hair. I kept looking at her every now and then. Having recently read A Many
Splendored Thing and seen her photo, I was certain that she was Han Suyin. I sent her a note. She confirmed. She
was indeed Han Suyin and asked me to join her. I was thrilled.
“So many people seem to know me, it’s really dreadful,” she said. However, she made me feel comfortable. I
did not know that she was half-Chinese.
8,9,10 July
The embassy was still deciding what to do with me. Ashok Bhadkamkar\fn{ 1916-1976; looked after me in Peking like
a brother; died in Cairo, where he was the ambassador } gave me a table and chair in his room. He was the first secretary
and head of Chancery.
Han Suyin and I met every day. I asked,
“When were you in China last?”
She replied that it was her first visit to the People’s Republic. She is a doctor and still a practicing one. She told
me that her father was Chinese, mother was Belgian. Father lived in Peking and her mother was dead. She was
impressed with Mao’s China. We talked about E. M. Forster.\fn{ 1879-1970, English novelist, short story writer and essayist}
On the importance of personal relationships and loyalty, she asserted that,
“The world never changes whatever the system.” (How wrong she proved.)
I’m learning. She is a good teacher. I enjoy being with this likeable celebrity. She told me about the glaring
problem of the conflict between the Communist Party and the intellectuals, on the latter’s re-education
programme. The party thought it has lost touch with the people. They produced sensitive but not “living
literature”.
She gave me a guided tour of parts of the Forbidden City. We walked together. She floored me when she said
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that she has fallen in love with an Indian Army officer,\fn{ Col. Vincent Ratnaswamy (d.2003)} whom she met in
Kathmandu not so long ago. She obviously has more time on her hands than me. She said,
“I’m at a great advantage. I know the people and the language. I ask simple and stupid questions.”
I have now met all my colleagues in the embassy. All have been exceptionally nice. The ambassador\fn{ R. K.
Nehru (1902-1979)} and Smt Rajan Nehru invited me for tea. Some pep talk. The ambassador’s wife—very talkative.
Asked me where I was staying. Hsin Chiao Hotel, I replied. The office day began with an “officers’ meeting” in
the ambassador’s office.
Back to Han Suyin. Her next book is called … And the Rain My Drink. It is about Malaya. I mentioned C. R.
Mandy, the editor of the Illustrated Weekly of India. She asked,
“Is this the man who liked the picture better than the book?” She herself thought the picture Love Is a Many
Splendored Thing was “lousy”. I politely disagreed. She forecasted that her book on Malaya would annoy many
people:
“It upholds the underdog. Malaya is a backwater.”
She came to China with our help. I knew. We facilitated her visa. The Chinese took their time over it. I did not
tell her this.
My education continues. It’s quite something having such a lively and beautiful person give so much time to a
callow non-entity. I discover she is forty. Looks thirty. I am twenty-five. Forty is too old! When I told her I had
read her Chunking Dairy, she was a bit startled. She told me about her early life. She was very forthright.
“I’m married to an English police officer. But I no longer love him.” I said nothing.
I took photographs of her in front of the Nine Dragon Screen in Peihai Park, a part of the Forbidden City open
to the public. She asked me about my camera. I told her it was a Russian Zorki, given to me by Nikita Khrushchev
after his visit to India in December 1955.
“Don’t be so impressed. He did not give it to me personally. I was only a liaison officer—my job was to ensure
that the baggage of the Soviets was not lost.” She laughed.
26 July
The Chinese literary world is celebrating the centenary of George Bernard Shaw.\fn{ 1856-1950, Irish playwright}
He died aged ninety-four in 1950. Several of his plays have been published in Chinese for his 100 th birth
anniversary. A Chinese edition of some of his writings has been published.
Met Ahmed Ali\fn{1910-1994, Pakistani novelist, diplomat and scholar} at the ceremony held at Peking Hotel. I told
him that Forster had spoken about him to me at Cambridge. He was friendly in a formal way. He was representing
some Pakistani organisation. I could recognise no one else. .
15 August
Independence Day reception. Well-attended. The Chinese government has issued a strongly-worded statement
on the Suez Canal question. Part of it read:
The Egyptian people built the Suez Canal on their own territory with their own sweat and blood. All international
treaties concerning the Suez Canal cannot but recognize that the Suez Canal is an integral part of Egypt, and that the
Suez Canal company is an Egyptian company. … The Asian and African countries declared unanimously at the
Bandung Conference that colonialism in all its manifestations was an evil which should speedily be brought to an end.

Our prime minister has been praised for his stand on Suez.
20 August
The prime minister of Laos, Prince Souvanna Phouma\fn{ 1901-1984} arrived on a state visit. Received by
Chairman Mao. Chou En-lai hosted a banquet. The joint statement that was issued emphasised the importance of
the Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence. SEATO\fn{ South East Asia Treaty Organization, a mutual-defense pact designed
to be a counterpart of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation } was condemned. M/s Nixon and Dulles\fn{ John Foster Dulles
(1888-1959, Secretary of State from 1953)} severely criticised, especially Dulles for calling non-alignment, “immoral”.
Fascinating to see comrades Mao and Chou receiving Prince of Laos. The usual banquet for him. Both leaders
looked very impressive. Mao was taller. Chou was better looking, better turned out. Everyone in the crowd was
shouting,
“Mao Chusi, live ten thousand years!”
2 September
I have been here two months. Still living in Hsin Chiao Hotel. The Chancery is not far; the staff car picks me
up and drops me back. I have placed an order for the small Volkswagen—the Beatle.
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I have been sightseeing. Took a pedicab to get around. Didn’t have much work. We had the morning meetings
in the ambassador’s office. V. V. Paranjpe,\fn{ 1928-2010, Indian diplomat and expert on China} our Chinese pandit gave
summary of the day’s news from the Peking Daily and one or two other newspapers. No foreign English
newspaper available in Peking. Ours come by bag once a week from Delhi. Indian news not frequent in Chinese
papers.
So far I have only seen the Forbidden City. The official name now is the Imperial Palace. The place is
breathtakingly beautiful. Only a part of the Forbidden City is open to the public. In the same compound lives the
top leaders of China. No entry there. The most impressive part of the Forbidden City is the Tien An Man—Gate of
Heavenly Peace. It is a massive building and Mao Tse Tung’s huge portrait in the centre of the front wall can be
seen even from a distance of hundreds of yards.
There is an Indian silk shop on Wang Fu Chin Street. There I met a stunningly beautiful girl who spoke
English. Her name is Mela Chang.
5 September
I’m beginning to like Chinese food. The restaurants are messy but the food is superb. Not fattening. I’m far
from being fat.
Mela unexpectedly dropped in at my hotel. She is half-Chinese, half-Russian.
Played tennis at the International Club. Three hard courts. One or two good players. Also a swimming pool.
Slight nip in the air.
18 September
My Chinese teacher, Dean Chang (sixty-five), with exquisite manners is certainly no communist. He was
immensely patient with me. I’m not good at languages. Chinese is not an easy language to learn. But I was the
first IFS\fn{Indian Foreign Service} officer to study Chinese. Dean Chang, before taking up this job, had to be cleared
by the Wai Chio Pu—the Chinese foreign office.
I had some preliminary thoughts on Indian and Chinese view of history; the Chinese is linear. I may be wrong
on China; I know so little. But one thing I do know. Unlike the Chinese, the Hindus have no sense of history. Even
today the historical sense has just begun to be aroused. It is more jingoism.
Nothing exciting happened today. The National Congress has been on in Peking and delegates from forty-six
countries have arrived. For all we know, they might be meeting in Lhasa! I could not think of a similar gathering
going unnoticed by the populace in most other countries.
Why this atmosphere of hush-hush and mystery? Perhaps they are able to transact more business as they are
not disturbed by any press men, visitors or public opinion! I have only the experience of living in India and the
UK. I’m just learning how a communist state runs.
Liu Shao Chi\fn{ 1898-1969, sometime President of China} very much alive. When I was in HK earlier in this month,
his disappearance was the main topic of interest in the papers besides the Suez issue.
In the morning meetings, Pai read out from The Peoples’ Daily and Ia Kung Faa. Lots on Suez. Some tension
on the Formosa front. It’s called Taiwan on the mainland. The Patil\fn{ R. K. Patil, Indian Civil Service, led a delegation to
study the state of agriculture in China} delegation has its farewell party today: O.K. Barua\fn{ 1914-1996, Indian politician} is
the most amusing member.
Some progress in Chinese. I can now write my name and date in Chinese. The Chinese cannot pronounce “r”,
so Natwar Singh becomes 'Na Hua Singh'.
19 September
Today is the Autumn Moon festival. As I type this, I can see a glorious full moon staring at me from the
window. Not a speck of cloud in the sky. A cool and really silvery evening. It was Han Suyin who said that the
moon looked bigger in Peking than anywhere else. I’m moonstruck, not sunstruck. In the old days, today was a
day of festivities in China. People worshipped moon cakes. The only time I ate one was with Han Suyin at the
Peking airport when I went to see her off. I liked them. Not bad to taste. Not enough sugar for my liking. Chinese
food is fabulous but no sweets, no puddings, no desserts. No milk products, except yoghurt.
The weather changes with phenomenal speed here. I had to go back to the hotel to get a coat. Bought a coat for
masi Hutheesing.\fn{1906-1967, younger sister of Jawaharlal Nehru} Good stuff. Pity, Rana & Co could not take it. They
would be leaving the next day. Patil—honest, simple, humble, efficient and sound. A rare bird, that’s why I
suppose he left the ICS.
M/s Sundarayya,\fn{ P. P., Sundarayya, 1913-1985, Indian politician} Namboodiripad\fn{E. M. S. Namboodiripad, 1909-1988,
Indian politician} and P.C. Joshi\fn{1907-1980, one of the leaders of the Communist Party of India } called at the embassy. Glad
that the boss saw them. I also had a word with E.M.S. Namboodiripad. He stammered, but was not self-conscious
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at all. They were received at the highest level.
P. N. Sharma, the well-known photographer is here. Had himself photographed with Mao, Chou En-lai and Liu
Shao Chi. Took a photo of mine also.
Shaun Mandy’s\fn{ C. R. Mandy, editor of The Illustrated Weekly of India for almost two decades} letter. I wonder if I could
send him something. This might amuse him, but it could not possibly be allowed to get into print.
Miss Lee:\fn{Worked in the information wing of the Indian Embassy} “I’m very keen to learn English.”
MP: “Then you must go to England; that is obviously the best place to learn that language.”
Miss Lee: “I cannot go to England just now.”
MP: “When will you go?”
Miss Lee: “After (the) liberation of England.”

This is a good example of thought control; or is it brain washing?
20 September
Went to see off the Patil delegation. At the airport, O.K. Barua pointed to the western hills and asked the lady
interpreter,
“What are those hills?” She replied,
“Western Hills.” Barua asked in return,
“Before or after liberation?” He was fed up with being repeatedly told that everything he saw was made after
liberation.
Had a talk with Malviya\fn{ Hindi poet} at the airport. Said he was deeply impressed with the Chinese
experiment. The change that has been brought in the manavta of this country was something remarkable. The
enthusiasm was infectious and he felt it was genuine. It was not possible to collectivise land holdings on such a
vast scale without the support of the people. He said that people have been forced to do all sorts of things. The
Chinese peasants were of course so badly off that collective farming really meant liberation for them. The Chinese
regime had bumped off a hell of a lot of people, but that was inevitable. China needed a major operation to cure
her of her chronic ailments. India cannot repeat what China has done. Malviya said,
“In China they do not allow grass to grow under your feet. They don’t mind if it grows on the roofs of their
houses. In India it grows all over the place.”
The differences in the Patil delegation were evident even on the surface. Some were less enthusiastic than
others on the Chinese revolution. The ambassador has not taken to them. Tarlok Singh,\fn{ d.2005} an ICS officer
was with the delegation. An expert on agriculture, modest and soft spoken as well.
Dean Chang arrived late due to the incessant rain. He is such a likeable old man. I wonder what he thinks of
New China. People like him have definitely been badly hit. I must read Chou En-Iai’s report on the intellectuals.
My Chinese is getting on. Did over four hours today. Exhausted and forgotten most of it. By the end of the
year I should be speaking more fluently. I feel so diffident speaking the little Chinese I know. Not shyness. Just
ego. I don’t want to look inept. In Chinese I’m San Dang Misu—third secretary. The ambassador is called Ta She.
The Hsin Chiao Hotel is getting fuller by the day. Delegations are arriving for the 1 October celebrations.
21 September
Ran into the Bradsdorff.\fn{Elias Bradsdorff (1912-2002, Danish academic} Hsin Chiao Hotel is something like
Trafalgar Square; if you wait long enough, the man you are waiting for will turn up. Bradsdorff and I were
learning Chinese at Cambridge three years ago. He is much older than me, and a distinguished Danish author. I
still remember my treating him casually and in a most off-handed undergraduate manner, until I discovered who
he was. He is here with his wife, writing a book on China. The morning meeting went on rather aimlessly for an
hour and a half. The chief’s mannerisms reminded me more and more of the Maharaja of Bharatpur. Lots of news
in the papers about the arrival of delegations. At lunch met Juan A. Parrochia—the first Chilean I have known—
globe-trotter and architect. Introduced to me by Gossi. Juan considered modern Chinese architecture poor and
inferior. Said they were only creating new slums, no floor space in labourers’ houses. Talked on South American
architecture. Some of the world’s best architects are in Venezuela, Columbia and Brazil. Said the Rashtrapati
Bhawan was badly planned. It gets cut off in the middle, when you see it coming up from India Gate. Not so the
Arc de Triomphe in Paris. I never thought of that.
Discussion on China’s population. Strength of a nation? He said that one New Zealander was worth twenty
Chinese at the moment. Machine vs. man. I said that it was because of their population that China and India were
so important. More hands, more production. He said that we would be better off if we had half the people we
actually have.
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Met the Changs. Chinese with American wife, working at the UN as simultaneous interpreter. Discussed Han
Suyin. I asked him about my age. He said thirty-seven. When I told him that I was twenty-five he felt like a heel.
Good lesson for me. Never ask other people to guess your age and never hazard to guess other peoples’ ages.
Certainly not in China. All Chinese look much younger than they are.
“What are so many Englishmen doing in the British Embassy here?” he asked. I said,
“They are looking before and after and pinning for what is not.” Well-received.
The spitting habit of the Chinese is comparable with ours of scratching our private parts in public. Both are
disgusting. Take your pick on which is worse.
I was surprised to know that the people of Peking would only get limited facilities and opportunities for
witnessing the 1 October parade. A superficial visitor to China would not know this. The parade is meant for
foreign consumption and making films which will be shown all over China and the world. In the People’s
Republic, the people are not allowed to see it.
I’m gradually realising that Mao’s China is a tough place to live in if one is not a diplomat. He is trying to
create a new human being and a New China. At what price? I have as yet, no idea. I have a lot to learn, see and
read.
22 September
The charms of domestic felicity and its wrangles. Medha Bhadkamkar cut her son Nilu’s hair and Ashok did
not have his lunch. Said he was far too upset. Something so touching; Nilu is not quite three. Only speaks
Chinese.
Preparations for 1 October. Painting of houses and shops. More goods visible in the markets. Wang Fu Ching,
Chang An Ta Chea all looking spic and span. Road building at a remarkable speed. The Chinese work round-theclock. The profit motive is absent, yet the best is done.
If the budgeted expenditure is crossed then they have a meeting. Khai Huai.\fn{Chinese for “meeting”} Idleness is
not permitted.
Some days ago Bradsdorff said that he was impressed with Kuo Mo Jo’s\fn{ 1892-1977} article, “Let a Hundred
Schools of Thought Flourish”. I have not seen it. Kuo Mo Jo is a well-known author and court poet. He is not a
party member.
Party at home of Robert Ellis.\fn{b.1916} He is our cipher man. A remnant of the Raj.
My refusal to learn dancing is perhaps a handicap in the IFS. I think ballroom dancing is not Indian and we can
do well without it. When will I stop being self-righteous? Short story ready. Shall send it to Mandy.
Dean Chang very diffidently asked me if I could get him a stethoscope when I go to Hong Kong next time. I
asked what he would do with a stethoscope?
“It is not for me, it is for a doctor friend of mine.”
I assured him I would certainly bring one. Had no idea that even a basic item was unavailable for a doctor.
24 September
Lunch at Pai’s. Bradsdorffs’ unable to come. They were suddenly called up for an interview with one of the
ministers. This happens all the time here. The Chinese send for one at any time they like, and what is strange is
that people cancel all other appointments and rush to meet them. The Wai Chiao Pu also follows the same routine.
They send for ambassadors at all hours. Pai speaks better Chinese than any other person in the entire diplomatic
corps. He also enjoys his drink.
Another thing, which annoys one in Peking is that no Chinese replies to your invitation. You invite five and
eight may turn up. For their own functions they send invitations almost a few hours before it is about to start.
They must be having a hell of a laugh to see all of us running to their functions. I wish diplomats would have a
showdown on this and tell the Wai Chiao Pu to follow international practices. I’m perhaps being naïve. After all,
this is my first posting.
Pai came up with the charming story of a Chinese artist who used to give expensive dinners. He had no money
to pay for his dinners; so he used to present the owner of the restaurant with one of his paintings. How wonderful!
Before liberation, Peking used to be home to eccentrics and odd characters.
Preparations going at breakneck speed for 1 October. In China, the year is divided into two parts. All works
begin and finish either on the 1 May or 1 October. The Chinese, unlike us, like to finish things before schedule.
They have few holidays. They work even on Sundays.
26 September
Cold has set in. I’m already wearing my overcoat in the evenings. The worst is yet to be. Drove to the airport
to receive the Nepali Prime Minister Tanka Prasad Acharya.\fn{ 1914-1992} The Chinese gave him a welcome,
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which I would call an organised spontaneous one. The right number of Buddhist monks, the right number of girls,
the right number to give bouquets to the right people. The crowds were far too well-disciplined, far too wellorganised. We too could do with a little bit of discipline. But it is only a short step to regimentation. Diplomats
were allowed on the tarmac, no confusion about photographers, no noise, band played lively music, goose step by
the Guard of Honour.
Chou En-lai—handsome, charming and fresh as ever. He got a cheer from the crowd. The Nepali national
dress is a sartorial monstrosity. Even the smartest of them looks as if he is either got out of bed or is just about to
do so. Some even resemble coat hangers.
I’m all for having a sensible national dress. The slogan should be “Down with the Dhoti.” It is the most
impractical garment. The Chinese have been more practical about dress. Men and women all wear coats and
trousers. The emancipation of women is one of the most significant and mighty reforms carried out by New
China. In India, we have given our women constitutional freedom but not economic freedom. All other freedoms
lose much of their attraction.
For the next few weeks, there would be a string of delegations coming here. Ahmed Soekarno\fn{ 1901-1970, first
President of Indonesia} would be the next one. Saw a huge portrait of him going up in the city. Stalin has also been
put up for the 1 October parade in front of Tien An Man.
27 September
For the president’s visit, the road builders are having a race with time. The poor fellows are working
relentlessly for days and nights. I understand that many of them are not used to road-making; they are counter
revolutionaries and they have to pay for their misdeeds through hard labour.
In the evening, I saw the dreadful Indonesian documentary on President Soekarno’s visit to the USA. The film
was badly edited. If one were to judge people by their looks, then I think the Indians would definitely stand out,
especially the women. Soekarno, the showman he is, was nonetheless overwhelmed by what he saw in the USA.
28 September
Military delegation led by Lt. Gen. J. N. Chaudhuri of Hyderabad fame has arrived. Nothing much to write
home about the Peking airport. No proper place to sit, no restaurant, no bookshop, no nothing. In any case not too
many flights came to Peking. The Chinese as usual turned up in ill-fitting clothes. But they are better soldiers and
clothes alone don’t make a soldier. They do, however, need to have a smarter turnout.
Banquet in the evening for the Nepali prime minister—a total fiasco. The Nepal PM gave the impression of
being in a state of continuous confusion. The guests went away most disgruntled. But Chaudhuri was in good
form. He was lively, with an army sense of humour. He looked grand in his uniform. The others were completely
overshadowed by him. Military Attache Brig Malik, made himself look useful.
29 September
The parliamentary delegation led by the Speaker Ananthasayyanam Ayyengar arrived today. If Mavlankar had
been alive, he would have led this delegation. I remember his discussing this trip with Soong Ching-ling when she
was in India last December. The delegation was received by Lui Shao Chi. He was younger than Chou but did not
look so. He seemed intellectual with a stern expression. The professional welcomers were perhaps permanently
housed at the airport. As usual, our delegation arrived in the most varied clothes. I wish our MPs would realise
that dress too has a place in a goodwill mission. A closed collar coat and trousers would do very well. Dhoti is no
dress for any occasion. With J. B. Kripalani dropping out of the delegation, it lost some of its weight. The rest of
the MPs were really ordinary blokes. Lakshmi Menon was an exception though.
Drove back from the airport with David Chipp. Discussed Soekarno with him.
“He is the Nehru of Indonesia and he can do no wrong. Only he could have survived (politically) after
marrying a prostitute.” He continued, “But he can also be the Hitler of Asia when it comes to eloquence.” Chipp
spoke of colour bar in Indonesia,
“They were terribly anti-black.”
There are at the moment three thousand foreign visitors in Peking. Almost the whole lot are state guests. How
the Chinese manage to look after them is remarkable. But China is a big show window and the Chinese are adept
at showing off when occasion demands. They do so much for delegations, that one cannot but go back impressed.
The delegations always meet the right people and see the right places. A short visit succeeds to create the right
impression.
I’m not minimising the achievements of the regime; they were both impressive and spectacular. Nothing like
this has ever been done in the world in so short a time. But what depresses is the manner in which it has been
done. No one can step out of line. No freedom of expression at all. No free press. Even in the party, it is limited,
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disagreement may lead to oblivion. The top people are Marxists, but also very Chinese. The important thing for us
is to realise that what happens in China today, is going to have a profound influence on India in times to come. We
have no fear of any kind of crude expansionism, but infiltration of ideas is a distinct possibility. Impossible for
Indian ideas to penetrate into this country though.
30 September
I completed three months in Peking today. It would be trite to say, “How time flies”. But I have not discovered
any original way of expressing the same feeling in fewer words. I have, for the first time, lapsed into a brief
depression. Mostly due to my conjunctivitis which I caught in Cambridge in May 1954. No sign of it
disappearing.
Peking is all set for the great day tomorrow. Delegations are pouring in. Our parliamentary delegation is
staying in Hsin Chiao. Lunch for them—the usual mess and chaos. The big event has been the arrival of President
Soekarno of Indonesia. We raced to the airport after lunch. Large turnout. Welcome party headed by Chairman
Mao Tse Tung. Lovely day.
Mao got a big cheer. My second look at him. I was rather excited. Shamelessly, I ran all over the place with my
camera taking pictures. Mao looked fatherly and dignified. Slow of pace. He was the man who mattered the most.
Tall for a Chinese, his mole below lower lip, visible. Mao’s suit was brownish. Receding hair line. Did not look
his age, but all Chinese look ageless. Soong Ching-ling, also Liu Shao Chi, Chu Teh, Chou En-lai all were
present. All in blue Mao suits. They stood at a discreet distance from Mao. I got some close shots of Mao and the
others. I got within a foot of Mao. Secret service men in plenty, but difficult to make out. All wore similar clothes.
People shook hands with Mao as he strolled around. All eyes on him.
Soekarno got out of the plane in military uniform, medals, baton and black Indonesian cap. I first saw him in
Delhi in 1950, when he came to Delhi University with Nehru. He has an aura around him.
Mao and he drove back to Peking in an open car. The crowds on the road were so close to the cars passing, that
they must have literally touched Mao and Soekarno with their hands. The general public was as usual wellbehaved, no breaking of cordons and no rowdyism. Almost the entire way from the city to the airport was lined
with people two or three deep. It is breathtaking to see how well the Chinese organise things. Their machinery
must be vast and efficient.
What a day! The sky developed a major leak in one of its mighty water reservoirs. It rained the whole day.
What a perversity of nature! Yesterday was such a fine day. This is the day for which everything has been done for
the past so many months, everything has been focused on this day and it nearly all got washed away, but for the
superb and unbeatable will and discipline of the Chinese participants in the Tien An Man (TAM) parade.
The parade began at 10:00 am. Ended at 2:00 pm Half a million men, women and children marched past
Chairman Mao, who was on Tien An Man, along with all the other top leaders of China. Soekarno and Tanka
Prasad were also up there. What a contrast—the glamorous Indonesian and the not-so-glamorous Nepalese.
Everybody in China knows how to march in step and walk straight. The parade must have been an eye-opener for
these two.
Tien An Man lends itself to a parade on this scale. The sheer size, extent, beauty and magnitude of the place
are meant to impress, and they succeed as well. Our parade is chicken-feed compared to theirs. I have never seen
anything like this. In spite of the rain it was a memorable sight. The marching was spectacular and the cultural
part, even more. Air Commodore Pratap Laps of our Air Force said that it was as good as anywhere in the world.
It was a pleasure to see thousands of women in swimming costumes participating in the parade. The dragons were
the most ingenious of all. The fly past had to be cancelled because of the frightful weather.
Tien An Man is the most well-known and visible structure (except the Great Wall) in China. It was built by a
Ming Emperor in 1420. In Imperial China, royal edicts and proclamations were read out from Tien An Man. On 1
October 1949, Mao Tse Tung standing on the balcony of the Gate of Heavenly Peace, proclaimed the
establishment of the People’s Republic of China.
Now back to the parade. The diplomats were all made to stand in the two-tier stands on the right of Tien An
Man. No chairs, but refreshments were available. Bathroom facilities were adequate. Umbrellas were provided. I
still have mine with me. The organisation and planning that must have gone in producing anything so vast, was
indeed laudable. Hats off to the Chinese. A pity that the people of Peking did not get to see this fantastic event.
Chou En-lai attended our afternoon reception for our military delegates. I could not help feeling that he came a
bit too often to our embassy. Poor speeches on both sides. Communist condemnatory political vocabulary was
rich. Peng Te Huai\fn{Then one of ten high army commanders:H } spoke. The usual clichés and abuses of the Imperialists
(right at that moment Air Marshal Mukerjee was partaking of US hospitality in Washington). Marx had a sharp,
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extensive and invective full vocabulary for his opponents. Oratory and eloquence are unknown in China.
Rain stopped by the evening. Fireworks at Tien An Man at night. The whole space in front of it was packed to
the last inch, a sea of men and women in holiday mood, dancing and cheering. Mao was sitting immediately
above his enormous portrait at Tien An Man Gate. It was really spectacular.
2 October
This day, eighty-seven years ago, was born Gandhi.
We had a function in the embassy to .mark his anniversary. The function was saved by Lakshmi Menon who
asked us not to have dual standards of thought.
“You praise the Chinese in China for emancipating women but in Delhi you oppose it.”
The Buddhist monk also made an interesting speech in very chaste Hindi. All the other MPs were very
disappointing. What a poor lot, intellectually.
Lunch at Hsin Chiao Hotel for the parliamentary delegation. Liu Shao Chi and Chou En-lai came. Lunch at
11:30. Too many people in the reception room. Our Speaker Ananthasayyanam made an ordinary speech and
messed up the toasts; he mispronounced Liu Shao Chi’s name. Liu and Chou paid tributes to Gandhiji. The
vegetarian MPs were a nuisance. Chen Chen Tho, the vice-minister of culture, was on my table. I got to know him
well during his visit to India in 1954. The man is without airs—immensely learned. Has read Kalidas\fn{ 355-414,
Classical Sanskrit poet} and Tagore.\fn{Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), the first Asian to win the Nobel Prize for Literature } Told
me they would stage Shakuntala in Chinese the following year.
Picnic in the Summer Palace. An atmosphere of relaxation, fun and gaiety. The government has picked up the
good-lookers to be at the picnic. Lovely day. Boating, music and dance, games and acrobatics. The MPs seemed
to be enjoying themselves. The Chinese do not consider pleasure evil, though they have so little of it. The picnic
idea has been obviously imported from Moscow. But it is a good idea and I hope it will be kept up. Some of us
got prizes at the shooting game. Medha, and other ladies were in great demand by the photographers.
Ran into David Marshall, the Singapore leader at the picnic. Tall, dark and conscious of his importance.
Almost everyone was provided with a guide and interpreter. Free boat rides. Chou En-lai and other leaders
present. How good of these leaders to attend! How do they find the time? The other diplomats were thrilled to
shake hands with the prime minister.
The Summer Palace is beautiful. Eight hundred and twenty-three acres, four-fifth taken by the lake. Here the
wind and water sing. What poetic names of buildings, Lou Shou Tang (Hall of Delight in Longevity) Ten Ho Yuan
(Hall of Virtuous Harmony).
3 October
We must have some sort of an institution in Delhi where politicians spend some time to learn how to talk, eat,
dress; how to keep their mouths shut and to read something about the country they are to visit; and not to belch
during meals. Speaker Ananthasayyanam is of the opinion that all the MPs should be in dhotis and Gandhi caps.
“I want all of them to look Indian.” What an extraordinary thought!
The cold is really on us. I hate to think what it would be like in December and January. Our MPs have all been
provided with fur-lined coats by the Chinese. I hope they return them. My overcoat is not a very great success as
far as the Peking winter goes.
4 October
This morning, I told the ambassador that U Nu was coming here on the 24th.
“Has it been announced?” he asked.
“No, David Chipp told me,” I said.
“Why do you keep contact with David Chipp?”
“We happen to live in the same hotel and he is well-informed,” I replied politely.
Chipp was not on any blacklist; he was a responsible journalist, on an important assignment. He represented
Reuters. Ambassador’s attitude to the press was bureaucratic. But worse was not to have any contact with the
English and the American journalists. This shall be borne in mind but not followed.
Had an interesting Chinese lesson. Miss Lee explained to me the division of classes in ancient China. Just as
bad as ours. It was not possible for a barber to ever get accepted in the top class. She provided further
enlightenment. Chinese do not say,
“Darling, I love you.”
Nothing demonstrative. It has to be indicated by gesture and behaviour. I told her that the Indian procedure is
even more indirect, prolonged and painful. Too much beating about the bush. In Hindi, it is almost impossible to
have a realistic love sequence without making one embarrassed.
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5 October
President Soekarno’s banquet in Peking Hotel. We all got there at 6:00 pm. But the dinner did not start till 7:30
pm. The Indian Embassy, except for the ambassador and Mrs. Nehru, all sat at one table not far from the head
table, on which sat Chairman Mao, Chu Teh, Liu Shao Chi, Chou En-lai, Soong Ching-ling. Unlike Delhi, the
state banquets here are held in hotels. The seating is done on the main table. The first seventeen tables are
reserved, the rest hundred or so are on a first-come-first-served-basis. There were about a thousand guests.
Soekarno made a short speech (half an hour), beautiful diction. Interpreted in Chinese and English, spoke
without a script, but he had obviously, thought a great deal over what he would say. This was the crowning point
of his visit to China. I think he produced the desired effect, although his theatrics have not gone unnoticed. The
Chinese are adept at impassivity, except, perhaps Chou, who is most impressive.
This was my third close look at Mao. He made a characteristically short speech, his voice like Chou’s, is also
high pitched. Because he appears in public so rarely, he is much sought-after. The photographers, including the
German girl, had a feast day. They were allowed to go right up to the main table and did so all the time. The
atmosphere at the banquet was informal. People were coming and going, Mao himself left his seat to talk to Chen
Yi while Chou talked to the chief of protocol. Soekarno also left his seat, so did Liu Shao Chi, but not Chu Teh.
The interpreters sat on the main table next to the VIPs and not behind them. This is far more practical.
The dinner lasted till 9:00 pm. There were eleven courses. I’m now quite deft with my chopsticks. I must get to
know a little more about Chinese table manners, they are really fascinating. In ancient China, a man’s background
could be determined by the manner in which he ate his soup or held his chopsticks.
Almost all the visiting delegations for 1 October were invited to this banquet. From the dinner we went to the
Drama Hall. I think this was where they had their National Congress meeting. A fine hall. Not a seat was vacant.
So we all sat in super seats. Soekarno and Mao and the other leaders sat in the fifth row.
The show itself must have lost Indonesia many friends and without doubt, it bored everybody present. The
Balanese dance, I think, was hugely overrated. It was monotonous. Yesterday’s performance was not a memorable
one. It went on for two and a half hours. During the interval, I was introduced by Chen Chen Tho to Mei Lan
Fang, the legendary Peking opera star. He only plays female roles. Later, I discovered he had met Uday Shankar
in New York in 1930.
6 October
President Soekarno left Peking. Went to Hong Kong. Got good coverage in the party-controlled newspapers.
7 October
German Democratic Republic’s National Day. Banquet at the Peking Hotel. It is strange that the word
“democratic” should be thus prostituted. The West Germans say their government is democratic and so do the
Eastern ones. The first deputy premier of East Germany, Herr (sporting a Leninesque goatee) Ulbricht is here. On
our table sat a German doctor who lived in East Berlin. Said a lot of rebuilding had been done there. It needed to,
for when I was there in December 1952, .I was very depressed to see things in East Berlin. It compared very
unfavourably with West Berlin.
Ashok Bhadkamkar made an acute observation. He told me that I had the bad habit of jumping to conclusions;
and even worse—running away with them. This has to be curbed, and curbed soon or else trouble will ensue.
This, I suppose, is the direct result of having an imagination that is more than fertile.
8 October
Saw the MPs’ delegation off. On the way back from the airport, we visited the Japanese Exhibition in the
Soviet Exhibition Hall, a gift from Moscow: Monstrous architecture. Hats off to Japan. Our exhibition would be
something of an anti-climax after theirs. They produced almost everything that there was to produce, cheap and
good. The hall was too crowded. What lovely children the Chinese have! A batch of students traveling from India
was there. The usual round—Prague, Moscow and Peking, and the pilgrimage is complete.
10 October
I went to the Acupuncture Hospital today. They shot into me seven needles—three in the stomach, absolute
hell, two above my thumbs and two in the knees, not so bad. That was to get rid of my stomach ailment, which
has been going on for too long and I was prepared to try out anything. Acupuncture is a very old Chinese method
of curing all kinds of ailments. The idea is to get hold of the right nerve and then stimulate it by needling it. The
course was a long one and I didn’t look forward to the next session on Saturday.
I was told that the cure was permanent. I earnestly hope so. I doubt Indians would have placed themselves in
the hands of unknown Chinese doctors and allowed them to play about with their bodies, especially if the doctors
did not speak any other language except Chinese.
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The Russians have got interested in acupuncture. The hospital was spotlessly clean and the staff was very
polite. Shades of “Hindi-Chini Bhai Bhai”. They were curious to look at my hairy chest. Chinese have very little
hair on their bodies.
I spent the day doing my normal work. Struggling with Volume One of Mao Tse Tung’s collected works. Got
Vols. I & II from Hong Kong. Concentrated communist jargon—dialectical materialism without any concession to
style. I do not understand dialectics.
11 October
Shopping in Embroidery Street with Mela. One can pick up some very beautiful and useful things for a song
and also things for sending as presents to friends in India. The craftsmanship is there but the colour scheme could
be better. I do not know if this failing was always there or is one of the blessings of the New Regime. I have little
doubt that art and literature have most definitely suffered in New China. But new trends are already in evidence.
I’m not sure if the subordination of art to political ideology is at all desirable. Not much sign of “Hundred Schools
of Thought” contending.
Bought a book on Peking. I have been here now for over three months and know so little about this city, when
there is so much to know and see. I have also acquired a Mao cap.
12 October
The world famous Mexican muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros and his wife called at the embassy. What an
interesting couple! They were on a trip to China and then they would go to India. Told us about his meeting
Nasser in Cairo. Full of genuine love for India. I ran into them again in the evening. They have landed with an
unsatisfactory interpreter, who knew enough Spanish to make easy things difficult, and difficult things impossible.
Had tea and we discussed art.
Siqueiros is an ideological painter, an intellectual and a communist. Fought in the Spanish civil war, friend of
Ernest Hemingway and John Steinbeck. Member of the Communist Party (CP) since 1924. Very anti-American.
In spite of his politics, a great artist. Left his book with me. Has greatly influenced Satish Gujral whom he knows.
Spoke about Gossi Sotto. Extraordinary coincidence that they both are carrying a message from her to me and
now they would carry one from me. Her letter also pulled in today.
I am perturbed about not having any news from home. Lathsahib has not written for over a month and the
telegram has not been answered. I hope all is well.
The Quest has published my article on R. K. Narayan calling it Tribute to R. K. Narayan. It did not read too
well. Moreover, the title was mundane.
13 October
It is Dussehra. Invited by the Indian scholars at the university. Peking University has a charming campus.
Ranbir Vohra, a language student sent by All India Radio, was amusing, at his best. The rest of the entertainment
was very ordinary.
16 October
Reception by Military Attache in the International Club. An atmosphere of forced jollity. I came away early,
but the others stayed on past midnight.
17 October
Opening of the photographic exhibition of India’s First Five Year Plan. Ambassador, for a change, made a
fluent speech. Much less self-conscious than at any other function. The exhibition itself was nothing much to
preen about.
In the evening the China-India Friendship Association gave a reception for the two delegations now in Peking.
They gave us all very nice badges; little ways of winning you over. Earlier in the day, we had all been presented
with the silk woven pictures of Gandhiji, Nehru, Tagore and President Rajendra Prasad. Another fine example of
Chinese tact and craftsmanship. The banquet was followed by a most wonderful acrobatic-cum-conjuring
performance. Breathtaking! What supple bodies the Chinese have! The presentation was so good. The whole
event had an air of delicacy and effortless ease about it. The Chinese are proverbially well-known for their
acrobatics. The item with the plates was amazing; it must have involved a lot of practice. What cannot the human
body master, given time, effort and practice? The performing artists were all very young. .
18 October
Eid—our national holiday. It has been a chilly and windy day. Prime Minister H. S. Suhrawardy of Pakistan
arrived today. Was received at the military airport. Given a cold, but correct welcome. His retinue was rather
extraordinary. So many women. Spoke well. No call for world peace. He did some deft tightrope-walking. The
Pakistan Embassy crowd at the airport made a nuisance of themselves by shouting slogans. We have hardly any
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contacts with the Pakistan Embassy here because of the not-so-dormant hostility towards each other. .
I played my first round in the handicap tennis singles. Silly to have a 30+30 handicap. I nearly lost the first set
but recovered. I might, with some luck go on to win this tournament.
I bought the first volume of Lu Hsun’s selected short stories. I must read him. He is the Premchand of China.
Both born in 1880. Both died in 1936. Bernard Shaw met Lu Hsun in the thirties in Peking. So did Tagore.
19 October
Lunch for Siqueiros and his wife—a great success. Anecdote about [Sir] Charles Laughton, the Hollywood
film actor.
“Paid me $1500 when I asked for $1000 for doing his portrait.”
He was fascinated by the Indian salutation with folded hands. Fold them on either side of your face and recline
your head, suggesting going to sleep. Do this to women. Has great possibilities! Never thought on those lines,
about our Namaskar though.
Bahadur told me that I would be going with the parliamentary delegation on their trip to the Kuantung
Reservoir and the Great Wall. Quite unexpected but most welcome.
Later in the evening (10:30 pm) we were told that Chairman Mao would receive the delegation, at the midnight
hour. Something thrilling about the timing of this interview and typical of things here. Mao had been told that
some of the members of the delegation would be leaving the next day, so he fixed the midnight hour. The MPs all
turned up in ceremonial dress except Sinha who had packed up his things. Haider Hussainro did not show up, said
he was too tired. I suppose in the late sixties, even an interview with Mao Tse Tung did not really matter or excite,
but if I were that age, I would have definitely gone for this historic meeting.
We arrived at the Chairman’s house a little before twelve. Drove through the entrance on West Changan
Boulevard, skirting the waters of the Nanhai. We passed through the two courtyards and then into the audience
chamber where Mao received the delegation. It was a spherical chamber—something like the main hall of the
Rashtrapati Bhawan in Delhi—but not that large. Flood lit and heavily carpeted. We were all introduced to Mao
Tse Tung and shook hands with him; soft pudgy hands. Director Yu introduced me. Mao has soft skin and bad
teeth (he chain smokes). Liu Shao Chi also present as was Peng Cheng, the mayor of Peking and several others.
Group photograph followed. Then we walked or rather filed into an adjoining room. There we all sat on two sides
of a long rectangular table. The speaker sat opposite Mao and for the next ninety minutes, these two did almost all
the talking. The speaker talked much more and did more than justice to himself. There was in him a combination
of Brahmanical astuteness and earthiness of a lawyer.
Mao Tse Tung smoked most of the time. His silences were eloquent indeed. Edgar Snow got his personality on
the spot.
The interview started with the usual courtesies. Chinese tea served by young male and female waiters, who did
not mind spilling the tea on the interpreter who jerked his hands too much. I was struck by the fact that there was
no atmosphere of servility; the interpreter, sitting next to the Chairman, was smoking.
Chairman Mao Tse Tung, was said to be the least sophisticated of all the Chinese leaders, but that in no way
diminished his stature. He was not one among equals. There were no equals. He was supreme—intellectual,
original thinker, ruthless, practical, a good listener, witty and leg-puller.
But I think the speaker too put up a good show. This was evident from the length of the interview, and from the
obvious interest Mao took in what the speaker had to say. It was something more than courtesy and politeness.
that made him sit and listen for so tong. The speaker, to his credit, navigated the Indian craft through the rapids
with great dexterity. Mao seemed to have been well-briefed about India and Indian politics. He had his own digs
and invariably gave a monosyllabic answer in the earlier part of the interview. Later he opened up, but he gave
little away except on Pakistan, but that came much later. Mao-Ayyangar exchange:
Mao: I can see changes on the globe and visualise that the West is withering away. We are not bothered about the UK
and Europe, but about the USA. At the moment the USA is not afraid of China but it is afraid of the Soviet Union. At
the moment we are far behind USA technically, and it will take us about fifty years to catch up with them. Unlike you.
we have made the mistake of having a vast army of nearly three million and that has hampered progress in other fields.
Do you think we have too large an army?

The Speaker’s reply was tactful and sensible.
Speaker: We haven’t studied the military aspect and neither have we seen any of your military installations. We went
wherever our hosts took us. We didn’t wish to embarrass them by asking them to show places that they might not like
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us to visit.
Mao: No, we wouldn’t have been embarrassed and we have nothing to hide from you.
Speaker: Our armed forces delegation that is here, told me that you had not kept anything from them when you
received them. They were very satisfied with their visit.
Mao: I asked them the same question, but they didn’t tell me if they thought that our army was too large, that’s why I’m
asking you.
Speaker: We need to defend our territories and that’s the main purpose for having an army. India faces no dangers, but
your problems are different and as per force, you had to keep this large army. Like us, you too have a large population
and it was your manpower that saved the day in the Korea war.

I was surprised to hear that Mao Tse Tung said that China had been spending thirty-three per cent of its budget
for defense purposes. This was too much. In the next few years they hoped to bring it to twenty per cent and then
to twelve percent.
Mao: We want peace and development in our country. At this moment, we can produce only medium-sized machinery,
not big and precision machinery. This we must build.

He said this in reply to the speaker’s remark that India and China lead the world in handicrafts. Mao not once
said that China was on top in anything. This studied modesty is typical of all Chinese leaders, and in contrast to
our leaders who all the time pat themselves on the back and throw their achievements in the face of others. The
Chinese tone is like, “we have done little, we wish to learn from you.”
Mao listened with interest to all that the speaker had to say, about our Five Year Plan and the freedom
movement. Mao said that they had been misinformed about the freedom movement in India and it was only now
that they realised that the struggle led by Gandhi and Nehru was a mass movement. I think he said this tongue-incheek. Nehru in 1954 had told him about the freedom movement. He said that they understood the works of
Gandhi better today.
Speaker: Gandhi believed in soul force and to him, means were more important than the ends.
Mao: Non-violent, non-cooperation were also struggles. Was it a philosophy of revolution?'
Speaker: Your progress is so fast that you will soon catch up with us.
Mao: Not necessarily.
Ambassador: We will go ahead together.

Mao said that they had to win the battle of ideas. The West was losing it. Suez was touched upon. (The Chinese
have condemned the British-French-Israeli attack on Egypt. Huge anti-imperialist demonstrations were held
outside the British Embassy for several days.)
Mao laughed when the speaker said that in the earlier years of our Independence, India had been like a drum,
beaten on both sides by Russia and the USA. Now the world had come to realise that our way was the right way,
the beating was much less. Mao agreed.
Mao asked questions about our Five Year Plan. Listened with interest to the story of the integration of the
Indian states. The speaker remarked,
“The princes were done away within a few months after 1947, without a civil war. Like your capitalists, they
are allowed to exist and are provided for.” Mao said,
“But our capitalists are allowed to work.”
“So are the princes in India,” the speaker said somewhat incredulously. “We have given them pensions.”
Mao said the princes of Tibet were alarmed each time reform was suggested. Perhaps the Indian way would
help there. (This was an important and significant remark. All was not well in Tibet.)
During the discussion Mao smoked non-stop. So did Liu Shao Chi. Mao paid the Indian ambassador a fine and
neat compliment when he got up to light the ambassador’s cigarette. Deliberate gesture. Enough to indicate,
“See how much we like you.” Not done patronisingly, but with ease.
Mao said that in the standing committee, he was only a delegate, Liu Shao Chi was the boss. If the speaker
invited him to India, Mao would accept. Hope was expressed that more and more people in the two countries
would make an effort to learn each other’s language. (Not much chance of this happening.)
On the way out, Mao stopped three times to talk to delegates. Had his overcoat and famous cap on. This time
he touched on Pakistan. The Chairman Mao said that he had told the Pakistan prime minister now in Peking, that
by joining the Baghdad Pact they had lost the friendship of their Middle East friends. By joining SEATO they had
lost the friendship of East Asian nations. The Pakistani leader has sought another interview with him. Mao also
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said he had no faith in the UNO, as it was completely dominated by the USA. Kashmir was discussed. Mao:
“You must decide it amongst yourselves. I wish to see India reunited. Partition was unnatural.” The speaker
said that by division,
“We have lost our two hands. If Kashmir went, then we would lose our head.”
Mao was surprised to know that forty million Muslims still lived in India and were opposed to Pakistan’s
policy on Kashmir. Earlier Mao had quoted Confucius.
We left his residence at 1:45 am. For me it was a historic occasion. Mao was no ordinary mortal. All the MPs
thought it to be the climax of their trip and were impressed by the performance of their leader. So was I.
But the speaker was not over-awed. I was fortunate to have been present at this meeting. Perhaps I may not get
another opportunity to see Mao from close quarters for long. The late hour, the venue, the talk, the proximity to
one of the greatest men of our time added to my excitement. The meeting showed that there was a team spirit
among the top leaders of China. I was struck by the informal and yet correct manner in which Mao Tse Tung
mingled with his other colleagues.
No women present. Mao in his gray closed collar suit.
At 2:30 am we reached the station to board the special train that was to take us to the Kuantung Reservoir and
the Great Wall. We left at 3:00 am on the dot. Each one of us had a compartment to ourselves. Most comfortable
and luxurious. Women serving tea. I went to sleep almost immediately after hitting the pillow.
20 October
Kuantung Reservoir. A moderate effort, well-located, small, but vital for Peking. Men and women doing
manual labour. The MPs asked pointed questions and were most keen to get photographed. I had a talk with
Radha Raman of Delhi. The special train took us to the Great Wall in four hours.
The Great Wall was disappointing. Saw it for five minutes and it’s all over. For the times when it was built, it
was a tremendous feat of labour and engineering; but it failed to enchant me. I felt the same disappointment here
as I did on seeing the Waterloo Battlefield in Belgium. Its length was indeed impressive. Not the entire wall was
built three thousand years ago. Some portions were built much later.
I was surprised to note that not one MP had taken either a book or a magazine to read on the way; neither did
they show any curiosity about the history of the Great Wall. The Chinese for once slipped up. No handouts, no
picture postcards of it. The delegation saw Lui Shao Chi in the evening.
21 October
Farewell lunch by the speaker. His speech was too long. Liu Shao Chi and Chou En-lai spoke. In contrast, both
were brief. No Chinese leader speaks extempore. Their language precludes any attempt at eloquence.
22 October
The Parliamentary delegation left. The speaker made a most indiscreet speech at the airport. Actually
mentioned Formosa, Chiang Kai-shek. All that he could have said was goodbye and thank you for everything. He
was very sore in the morning about his previous day’s speech not being reported in the newspapers. Interestingly,
Suhrawardy’s speech has been reported.
23 October
The People’s China has come out with a cover of Lu Hsun, calling him Gorky of China. I have not read Gorky.
In the evening to the Peking Hotel for the Suhrawardy banquet. The earlier coolness has given way to some
warmth. Suhrawardy is no angel, spoke well, had no dietary fads. Lady Feroz Khan Noon is having a holiday on
the house. Her husband has not come. Round of jokes about Lady Noon and Lord afternoon!
The big surprise of the evening was the appearance of Chairman Mao at the banquet. Not an accident. A subtle,
but significant indication of the success of the visit. The Pakistanis were mostly in western clothes including
Suhrawardy, who was Napoleonish in height. Mao’s speech was a masterpiece of brevity. Just one sentence.
How easy it would have been to have said a little more but that international complication it might have
created. It was left to Chou En-lai to hint at foreign policy and his visit to Pakistan. We have to watch these
developments very carefully. China was out to get Pakistan out of the US camp. They might well achieve
something by being more friendly with Pakistan. This would be at our cost.
The dinner was of poor quality. The music good. Chou En-lai performed deftly with Mao Tai toasts. It’s now
clear to me that he had a tremendous capacity for consuming the burning liquor.
Shaharyar’s mother was also here with the Pakistan prime minister. She told me Shaharyar was marrying the
daughter of Pakistan’s ambassador to Russia. I first met Begum Sahiba, daughter of the Nawab of Bhopal, in
London in 1954, at Wimbledon. A pleasant surprise to see her here. Asked her to say hello to Shaharyar and to
wish him a jolly married life.
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24 October
Early morning to the airport. I think we should have a tent or some other arrangement, where we could sleep
for the night and meet people when they arrive! Razor-edge cold, wind blowing. A very small crowd to see
Suhrawardy off. Took off in an IL-14. Mao’s presence at his banquet was of utmost significance.
After lunch, yet another trip to the airport. U. Nu of Burma arrived. I was keen to have a look at him. Have
great respect for him. Few people can renounce power once they have got it. U. Nu did it when he was at the
zenith of his power and authority. The welcome he got (after all, he was not a prime minister) must have shaken
the Pakistanis who were present. Chou En-lai and Chen Yi received him. U. Nu was doubtlessly popular here (if
such a thing is possible in a totalitarian state). He got lusty cheers. Buddhist monks were produced to welcome
him. He appeared in his national costume and yet looked far from shabby. He had a benign face, a calm on his
face, which I have not seen in most leaders. His strength came from inside. His speech made in Burmese was
short, simple, friendly and yet open-hearted. Had a winning smile with a soft persuasive voice; was robust and of
medium height.
25 October
Had a letter from E. M. Forster. Got here in six days. Bradsdorff gave E. M. F. the gift I sent him. It was a
charming letter:
What a lovely gift, and how kind of Dr. Bradsdorff to convey it. He could not stay long, but gave me a little news of
you, and I gathered from him and from your letter that Peking is not too bad, and is anyhow interesting. A Hundred
Schools of Thought is a cheering edict. Unfortunately, there is always the hundred and first.
There are two schools of thought only for your scroll. Dr Bradsdorff maintained it should be hung horizontally. I
surely am right in upholding it perpendicular and I shall do so pending your ruling to the contrary. We sought a third
opinion from the birds, as to which way they would prefer their heads to hang, but they didn’t seem to mind.

My acupuncture continues. It is helping my stomach. A slow process though.
26 October
Read Mao, without much enthusiasm. Very cold. I have acquired a polar cap with flaps to cover my ears. The
Mao cap was okay for the summer. I have a nasty cold. Went to meet Dr Petigura—the only Parsi living in China.
Married to a Chinese. Spoke the language fluently.
27 October
A fresh bunch of language students has arrived in the British Embassy. We have only me. Meera Malik was
expected soon. Then Darshan Bhutani. They have thirty-nine people who knew Chinese in their office. We made
all efforts to make friends with the Chinese, but none to learn their language in earnest.
Medha told me the priceless story about the lunch Ambassador had given for Jainendra Kumar, the Hindi
novelist.
Ambassador:
“What paper do you write for?” Jainendra:
“I’m not a newspaper correspondent.” Mrs. Rajan Nehru:
“Ratan, Jainendra Kumarji is a very well-known novelist and short story writer.” A:
“So you told me.” J to A:
“Can you read and write Hindi with ease or not?” A:
“Please tell me about the floods in Delhi.” Jainendra is floored. Mrs. Rajan Nehru:
“Ratan, Mr. Jainendra Kumar asked whether—” A:
“I heard him, but I want to know about the floods in Delhi.”
Jainendra says something about the floods when the ambassador informs him that he can write poetry in Hindi.
This brings the house down.
Ambassador is very sensitive about his hearing not being hundred per cent. In fact it is only seventy per cent.
30 October
I have completed four months in Peking. They have passed fairly rapidly and I have been quite happy. My
progress in Chinese has not been as good as I would have liked it to be. I find that I’m extremely reluctant to
speak it. I want to be perfect at it.
The Middle East crisis was all over the Chinese press. People’s Republic, hundred per cent with Nasser.
31 October
Went to see Siqueiros and his wife off They were happy to see me at the airport. Gossi would get her present.
soon which I have sent through the great painter. It was fascinating meeting Siqueiros.
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1 November
In the evening we all went to the Soviet circus. The diplomatic corps had nothing better to entertain itself with.
They were all there that evening; U. Nu also. While we went and amused ourselves, our junior staff had really a
thin time in Peking. What were they to do? The circus was good in patches. The wire-dance by the girl (she
reminded me of Gossi) was excellent. The speeches took almost half an hour. Chinese clapped all the time. I
suppose it helped them keep warm.
I had my tennis match with Addis, counselor at the British Embassy. Won. Marshal Chen Yi was on another
court, with baggy shorts. Later I heard, that he had fainted at our embassy lunch. It was because Mrs. Nehru told
him that she would also be in India at the same time. That was too much for him, he passed out hearing this.
I have cooked this up!
2 November
Diwali. The highlight of the day has been a massive protest by the citizens of Peking against the British on
Suez. I most strongly denounced the British doings in the Middle East. Thousands marched past round Legation
Street, shouting slogans, carrying denunciatory posters which had obviously been most painstakingly prepared.
Official photographers were there; journalists had tape recorders. It was all done with great precision and
frightening discipline. All organised and instigated by somebody powerful. School and colleges and factories must
have been closed to bring out such large number of people. Movement in the city was difficult.
November to 15 December
First the typewriter got damaged and could not be repaired in Peking. I had to send it to Hong Kong. When it
came back, I got ill and had to go to the Russian Hospital.
After October, November was an anti-climax in many ways. Life was quieter. The flood of tourists stopped.
Suez and Hungary made up for the loss of excitement. The local reaction to both has been most revealing. The
British and the French asked for it and I had no sympathy for them. But the Chinese reaction to happenings in
Hungary was entirely different.
The hush-hush gossip was that Mao was not happy at Soviet intervention, but publicly China is with the
USSR. Chou En-lai might be sent to Moscow and Hungary to cool things. Only rumours. They were not neutral in
any sense. Hungary showed that the Panchsheel went far, but no further. China and India have fundamentally
differed over the Hungarian question. Not publicly.
I was deeply grieved by our official reaction to the Hungarian tragedy. In the earlier weeks we came out badly;
it was the limit of double-thinking. We did not know the facts. This was a lame excuse. Krishna Menon was the
one who misled the prime minister.
I drove my Volkswagen to the airport early in the morning to see off David de Pury, who resigned from the
British Foreign Service over Suez. He was at Cambridge with me.
Read Indian papers on Hungary. Jayaprakash Narayan’s voice was like a beacon of light in the surrounding
darkness. Yet, it was a cry in the wilderness. On getting to the office, I was informed by Panu that we had to go
and see Chih Pai Shih, the ninety-six year old Chinese painter.
I was thrilled. Ever since I got to Peking I have been trying to see him. I like his work. Chen Chen To had
given me an address and that worked. We arrived in his house at about 11 in the morning. The government has
now taken up this responsibility, to provide him with a house and servants and all other amenities. As late as 1952
they took no notice of him. Then Chou En-lai visited him for his ninety-third birthday on 7 January 1953. Life
changed hence for master artist Chih.
Now he is a national figure. We were greeted by a smartly dressed young Chinese (in Chih Pai Shih’s house
everybody looked young) who turned out to be his son. We were shown into a small room, the master’s study. For
the first minute or so I did not notice the great artist. He might not have been there. He was crumbled on a sofa
with his back to the sun. He was really sweet to look at, just like a baby. We were told he had not been well lately.
I was very keen (shamelessly so) to get as much out of this visit as possible.
The old man was not even aware that we had arrived. I asked several questions. The son shouted in his father’s
ear. For a brief moment the light shone in the eyes, the mind connected, but the body refused to work and the old
man sank back, blank.
Then he suddenly came to and, offered us tea. I asked his favourite contemporary Chinese painter. He
answered, Chen Pan Ting.
“Have you seen any Indian paintings?”
“Yes, I have seen Indonesian paintings.” At ninety-six, India and Indonesia are the same.
“What do you think of the Peace Prize you received?”
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“I don’t know that my paintings have a peaceful content. But I’m happy to know that they thought them
peaceful.”
I now know enough Chinese to follow what is being said. Recognition has come almost too late. He was a
carpenter for the first twenty years of his life. Has lived in Peking for the last forty years. Has never gone out of
China, but within the country has traveled widely. Born in Hunan. Has stopped painting for the past few months.
Mixes his own colours, paints direct with a brush on paper, no drawing at all. He is also a master of sealengraving on ivory. In his youth he wrote poetry. He read the Thang dynasty poets, Tu Fu and Li Po. His style of
painting is impressionistic—Hsieh Yo. He paints his shrimps, crickets, fish from real life. According to a critic:
“He has patiently studied the activities of these small creatures, acquired an infinitely sympathetic
understanding of their beings and outer forms.”
The meeting was not satisfactory. His son talked too much. One did not have the heart to trouble the old man.
He had blackouts every few minutes. But I can never forget his sensitive face, his magnificent beard and
whiskers, his beautiful hands, and those piercing eyes.
Panu took lots of pictures. I could not resist the temptation of having one taken with him. We bought two of his
paintings. The son was a bit of a crook, he probably was responsible. for all the fakes that could be bought in
town. He said he had only three paintings of his father. Really! We bought two for 150 Yuan. Expensive? What
does an original Picasso 6" x 8" cost? Compared to that this was for a song. Mine was a lovely eagle in black
about 24" long.
When we left, Chih Pai Shih got up to shake hands with us and came to the door to say goodbye. This is how
I’ll remember him, waving his right hand like a little boy.
20 December
Peita would close for a few days before end of the year. Much progress in spoken and written Chinese. I’m
now reading Mao in Chinese. The teachers all reverentially called him Mao Chu Si—Chairman Mao. Today’s
Mao text had an arresting phrase,
“When necessary bend like a willow. When necessary stand unbending like an oak.”
I have been here nearly six months and how many Chinese friends have I? Only Mela. How many Chinese
homes have I been to? None. To how many Chinese will I write, when I leave this country? None. How many
Chinese will write to me? None again.
21 December
The bag arrived. No Quest. Earlier in the week, I bought some lovely greeting cards, but the strange thing is
that you buy envelopes from one shop and cards from another and then discover that the card is too big for the
envelope. In dialectical terms, it’s an antagonistic contradiction.
22 December
Drove early morning to Tienstin with Ashok Bhadkamkar. I drove all the way. My VW Beatle is a great
convenience: Very cold. Temperature -8 degrees Fahrenheit, below freezing point. Tienstin, large industrial city.
Once it was a gay, pleasure giving, and lively city. No longer so. The factories worked overtime. No doubt about
the positive side. This was the best government China has ever had.
But the human spirit was being crushed. That was a negative impact. If you are not a Party member you are not
counted, you do not get enough coal, which really means that you can freeze to death. The hotel we went to was
dreadful, but the Victoria restaurant was a delight. It must have been quite a place at one time. We had excellent
fare. Incidentally, it is not possible to buy petrol at the port. Dagoba itself is a tiny little joke of a port—sleepy,
cold and dirty. We saw little children diligently picking up coal from the .railway line. They collected very little,
yet it was something that counted. We got away at about five. Reached Tienstin at 5:30 pm.
A traffic muddle. I have not yet got used to the extraordinary system of signaling here. It is most confusing and
gives the policeman enormous scope to catch you on the wrong side. One of them asked me to stop. However,
when he discovered that we were diplomats, allowed us to proceed. The big thing in Tienstin was the sight of a
petrol pump which worked. In Peking there is none to be seen.
After filling we went to the travel bureau; they wished to check if the newly arrived American car worked or
not. Ashok was mildly amused. It did. Then followed a comedy of errors. I lost touch with Ashok for nearly two
hours. Drove from one place to another and then again in the dimly lit streets of Tienstin. He was nowhere to be
found.
I then finally drove back to the travel bureau. Sure enough, he was waiting there in the terrible cold. I thought
he had followed me, but he had not..
We had dinner at the Victoria. Left at 9:30 pm. Reached Peking at 12:30. The next ten hours I spent in bed. It
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was a pleasant drive, no traffic, except occasional mule carts. If your car breaks down, then you’ve had it. But law
and order is so good that no bodily harm can be inflicted by anyone upon you, on a lonely road even in darkness.
25 and 26 December
Christmas day has no significance for me except, that it is an important day in the calendar; and one likes to
recollect where one was at last Christmas day and the one before that and again the year before that and so on. In
1952 I was in Belgium, in 1953 I was in Berlin, in 1954 I was in Madras and last year I was in Delhi and this year
I’m in Peking, perhaps next too, but one never knows. Weather—bright but numbingly cold.
The more one stays here the more one is amused. The other day a Chinese friend rang up in the organisation
concerned and asked if they would welcome her translating the Ramayana into Chinese. The man at the other end
asked,
“Who is the author of this book, what is his background?” In other words, he wanted to know if he was a
progressive, if his thinking was Marxist-Leninist and so on.
Efficiency, increased production, the elimination of counter revolutionaries, (but then who is a counterrevolutionary, anybody who disagrees with the present set up?) uniformity, discipline are all very well, but what
about the freedom of thought, press and speech? What about criticism, what about creativity as opposed to
ideological art, what about the human spirit, what about thousands of delightful people who can’t take care if left
to themselves and allowed to lead their lives?
If I’m not mistaken, it was the ancient Greeks who said that the best government is that which rules the least.
The communists believe in the opposite political practice. The government is like a big brother, the national
income is the national budget and they can do what they like with the money; thousands of doubtful peace doves
go about China in expenses all paid by the poor people. There is no milk in the market and yet milk is being sent
to Egypt, in the name of the people of China, every citizen is watched, his activities monitored. For everything we
have to depend on Hong Kong.
29 December
The People’s Daily carried an important editorial this morning. Unfortunately, we did not pay much attention
to it. I think almost all the other embassies gave it the importance it deserved. (I confess I didn’t read it but read
Chipp’s dispatch on it.)
In the evening at the British Embassy, Addis, Martin and Evans all asked me about it. They thought it was a
landmark in the history of Communism. They might be exaggerating. .
I had an interesting discussion with O’Neil, the British charge d’affaires. We talked about David de Pury.
O’Neil said it was a pity he was away when David resigned.
“I am an expert on this, having done the same thing eighteen years ago.”
It was possible even as a very junior official to influence policy in London or Delhi. I said nothing. I have no
experience. In these days of diplomacy, the diplomat’s functions were being curtailed by conferences and highpowered delegations. He said the function of his embassy in Peking was largely journalistic, to report to the
Foreign Office in London, things and events which might help them in the future to formulate foreign policies
which would be relevant.
“There is nothing else we can do here, we cannot influence the Chinese government one way or the other and
we don’t try to, as we know it will not carry any weight.”
The sun has indeed set on the British Empire.
30 December
I completed six months here today. Beastly day, weather-wise. Still living in one room in the hotel and still
having lunch and dinner with the Bhadkamkars.
31 December
The mayor of Bombay dropped in to the office to meet us. I liked him immediately. Frank, jovial and
receptive. The usual talk about China and India. He felt that the Chinese were ahead of us (no doubt about that).
In China there was enthusiasm, a sense of participation in the national reconstruction. The mayor felt that if our
prime minister gave up his office and kept his eye on party reorganisation, much good could be achieved. At the
moment, Nehru was out of touch with the masses. I took this with a pinch of salt.
New Year’s Eve dinner at the British Embassy. I gave a lift to the three American newspapermen who had
come here against the wishes of the State Department. Their passports have been confiscated. They were the first
American journalists to come to China after the Korean war. Stevens of Look (a Pulitzer Prize winner for his
article on life in the Soviet Union) came from Moscow and his colleague Harrington came from New York via
Moscow. William Worthy came directly from New York.
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There is something very attractive and friendly about Americans. I don’t know too many though. The US
would be popular here if they had the wisdom to recognise Red China. After all, America has been involved in
China for decades before 1949. These three had been impressed by what they saw. Stevens said after Moscow this
place was a great surprise.
“Moscow is dead, this place is alive, people are willing to talk, get photographed and smile, apparently in
Moscow smiles are rare.”
They used their cameras furiously and no one objected. The State Department was stupid to ask them to return.
For the first time I had a look at the house of the British Embassy. Huge place with nineteenth century Chinese
architecture. They really must have lorded in their days here, dined, wined and concubined. British atrocities in
Peking were not forgotten by the Chinese. During the siege of Peking they used Sikh soldiers to repress Boxer
Rebellion in 1901.
Met Two-gun Cohen.\fn{Morris Abrahm Cohen (1887-1970), a Jewish soldier and adventurer who became aide-de-camp to Sun
Yat-sen and a major general in the Chinese Army } Friend of Sun Yat-sen. Till very recently he was the only person who
was acceptable to the Taiwanese and Mao, and had a say in both places. But now he is passe. His heart is in
China. He thought Americans were stupid not to recognise this country. Made an interesting remark when he said,
“I would like to hear a tape recording of the talks your PM had with Ike and Chou, not what is put out in the
paper but what they really talked.”
The new year arrived. I did not feel the least excited. But some of the others were, out of habit. I enjoyed
bursting balloons and left at 1:00 am.
236.119 Excerpt from Parva\fn{by Santeshivar Lingannaiah Bhyrappa (1931- )} Savrteshivara, Hassan District,
Karnataka State, India (M) 19
1
The territory between the rivers Chandrabhaga and Iravathy was referred to as the land of the Madra people.
Satya was its ruler, now an old man. Drawing his granddaughter closer, he asked,
“Can you guess how old I am now?” The girl who had just turned twenty replied,
“Grandpa, there is none older than you.” The old man said,
“Yet when I walk, my back doesn’t bend, my waist doesn’t sag. I can walk straight and stiff even now. Do you
know why?” The girl smiled with pride, saying,
“Because you are so strong, so lasting and durable.” Laughing, as his now thinning beard shook, he said,
“No, it is because we are old-timers, belonging to ancient times.” The girl said,
“Whenever you talk of old times, you refer to ‘we’ and ‘us’. Tell me how many are you?” The old man
answered,
“How can one count people precisely? Roughly all those of my age.” The girl,
“But you know that we have none as old as you in our palace.” He,
“Well, they are there in other palaces, and also ordinary folk outside the palaces. They are all rough and hardy,
all old-timers.” She,
“But tell me why is this so?” The old man explained,
“You see, it is all due to their method and system of life. They did not live the way you, the new generation
live. You see, you are all eager to abandon old paths of the land and the tribe we belong to. You are all so ready to
copy alien ways of life.” Even as he was speaking the girl interrupted to say,
“Grandpa, you seem to have forgotten that we had made an agreement that we should never refer to this issue,
and you have forgotten it so soon after we made it!” The old man muttered,
“Yes, yes, why should I talk with you about such matters beyond your control. Let your father return from his
gambling session. I shall discuss them with him. But God knows when he will be back. No. No. I have said it
hundred times. I shall tell him now after thrashing his back till the nerves get knotted.” And the man who
guffawed a few moments before, vibrating his beard, now became grave, and said,
“Look here, by this time you should have married and become a mother of one or two sons. Following your
father’s wishes, you have remained a maid yet. What sense is there in this?”
Hiranyavati was well aware that if she opposed him on this issue, the old man would boil with rage. It wasn’t
at all unlikely that he would even raise his hand and pummel her back. And they were strong, thick and large
hands, too. Yet she found her father’s views more congenial. She was bemused that the old man was under the
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illusion that her father had gone to gamble, but she knew the truth. Mother had whispered in her ear the previous
night the truth.
Well, she hoped that the purpose of his journey would be realised. That evening there were to be two more
ritual offerings to the God of Fire. The old man spoke, half-audible, more to himself,
“Twenty cartloads of copper, brass, garments and ornaments would have come to us. Such a perfect beauty you
are, my girl.” This enraged the girl further. She ruminated,
“Yes I am perfect all right. Girls from our land are reputed to be beauties. Their faces are round and bright like
the moon the day after fullness.”
She remembered seeing her face in the polished metal surface. Even so, was it right to sell girls for brideprice? Because of this custom we are looked down upon by other folks, the Kurus, the Panchalas, the Surasena,
the Chedi, Kashi and Virata people, in fact, all people in the Northeast. Yes, father is right. The Eastern and the
Southern people do it differently and do it better. They arrange for the svayamvara type of marriage in which the
girl’s folk offer the winning contestant the girl’s hand, with cartloads of gifts. This would mean a place of selfrespect in the husband’s household, a glory to her own tribe. Or a handsome Ksatriya prince of impeccable
pedigree should arrive in a splendid chariot, love her and then elope with her to the whirring rhythm of the
chariot-wheels, the dust they raised, a real successful escape-run, the heroic defeating of the pursuing father and
grandpa.
Has the grandpa the strength to pursue the fleeing couple? He walks straight, back straight and waist upright.
Coming out of her reverie, she suddenly asked the old man,
“Grandpa, how old are you?” The old man,
“You surely area smart one to distract me from the main issue. Why do you repeat the same question?”
“No, I am asking because you have never told me your exact age.” The old man,
“Well, today you shall have it. I am eighty-four years to date.”
“But how do you keep count of the years passed?” she asked. The old man said
“How? Well, let me see,” raising his eyes to the beams of honne wood in the ceiling, “let me see, I am thirtysix years younger than Bhishma. I learn that he is now one hundred and twenty years old. Which means, I shall
be, well, count on your fingers yourself.”
Placing her long, slender, red fingers on a palm sharply etched with lines, the girl began to count. But before
she could arrive at the result, yet another doubt gnawed at her,
“How do you know that Bhishma is one hundred and twenty years old?” But seeing her grandfather’s
frowning, displeased face, she added defensively,
“You see, the reason why I asked this question is because this Bhishma you are talking about never came to
our town, to our country. You also never went to his land.”
These words plunged the old man into deep gravity. Noticing this mood through the old man’s sharp wrinkles,
the girl thought it wise not to pursue the matter. By this time she had made her counting and found that one
hundred and twenty minus thirty-six came to eighty-four. She thought,
“So very old is our grandpa!” But that Bhishma was even older by thirty-six. She asked herself,
“How much older and bigger than grandpa should be Bhishma?” Suddenly something flashed in her memory,
and she asked,
“Please, grandpa don’t get angry. I know that Bhishma had journeyed to our palace to ask our grandma’s hand
in marriage for his brother. Of course, I was not born then. But was father already born at that time?”
*
Grandpa spoke no further, but the girl had no idea why. He got up, opened the door and went out. The summer
heat had scorched the trees in the gardens. The town of Shakala, and indeed in the burning summer, how can there
be enough water to quench the thirst of the trees? Even the trees beyond the gardens also stood wholly dried up.
How many more months for the rains to come? Though the sun had set, the small rocks and stone slabs were hot.
He felt that, being king, he should not squat on the bare ground. His servant followed him with a mattress woven
of dry elephant grass. After it was unrolled, old king Salya ordered the servant to leave. Then he sat quiet and all
alone, in the arrested air which had silenced even insects and birds. His neck, forehead and chest were all sticky
with sweat.
The rain should come this month itself, he thought. He muttered to himself, in a low but rhythmic cadence, a
vedic hymn addressed to Parjanya, the Rain God:
Mahantam kosam uda ca nisinca
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Syandantam kulyavisitam purastat
Ghrtena dyavaprthivi vyundhi
Supmprapanam bhavantyaghnyabyah
*
Kindly send us clouds dark and swollen
Let rivers flow east inundated
Soak this world and also the Celestial One with water pure
Let all the cattle get waters clear to drink to their fill.

When the rain poured drumming the earth, first it would soak the shoulders, arms, head and back, killing heat
sores, bringing peace.
A whole cycle of years had passed since Bhishma had taken away his sister. He had not come again to look up
his relatives. Salya thought that during that year he came once to demonstrate the bonds of kinship. He had
entered the town, leaving his army camp outside its precincts, came to the palace, with haughtiness, asked a bride
for Vichitraveerya’s son, behaving as if he was doing them a favour. He had asked Bhishma,
“Bhishrna, I do consider it a great privilege and good fortune to offer my sister to the Kuru family. But I have
been informed that your brother Pandu has already married the daughter of King Sura, and the adopted daughter
of Kuntibhoja. While a first and senior wife is there, what happiness can my sister really enjoy?” Bhishma, with a
voice as deep and strong and large as his body, had answered,
“How can a woman who, even after three years of married life, did not become pregnant even once retain
seniority among wives? Tell me, Madra King. Don’t you know that in a pure Aryan family a wife’s position is
determined by the children she delivers, especially male ones? Women from your land are known for wombs
fertile enough to yield at least ten sons without any doubt. In beauty, they are matchless.”
These words boosted his own pride. But even her beauty had faded from his memory, and the years had
revolved. Yet she was beautiful, and, of course, every Madra woman was a beauty.
Salya wiped away the sweat with the upper cotton garment he was wearing. He had asked Bhishma,
“Oh Bhishma, you are aware of our custom in these matters?” Bhishma had replied,
“Oh yes. I know that as you go West from our Kuru land brides are not given without bride-price. You want the
bride’s price to be evaluated properly, don’t you? I have ready for delivery twenty cartloads of goods and gifts.
Copper vessels, garments of cotton, silk and wool, one plateful of gold coins, and let me add that the Kuru coins
are minted from the purest gold, not like the ones you produce here in the West.”
What wealth the Kurus commanded! Their capital Hastinavati enjoyed the reputation of being the richest city
in the world. Yes, matrimonial relationship with a wealthy clan was forged. But after that Bhishma did not care to
visit them even once! He never treated Salya as an equal. He went off with a maiden. After that his sister did not
visit her natal home even once, not even when sent for, out of anger that she had been given to an impotent
husband. Which Madra woman would not get angry if a husband who was not filled with semen was tied to her in
marriage? Semen should pour like rain, to quench the thirst, to give peace.
*
At that moment, a bevy of bewitching girls carrying huge water-filled mud-pots approached. They sprinkled
water generously all over the ground in the garden. No sooner did they sprinkle water than the parched earth
drank it up dry. The girls had to bring water again and again to sprinkle over dried-up earth. The old king shouted,
“Oh, servants, keep on pouring water incessantly.” The leader of the gang said,
“It would create a slush.” The king answered her,
“Let it be. Let the earth get wet.”
As he uttered his command, the girls began to sprinkle water with vigour, letting the water sieve through their
right palms held across the mouths of the pots. The air became soothing, cooled by the water.
As soon as the girls departed, the king's mind returned to imagine and visualise the Kuru wealth. How many
elephants! How many cows! How many chariots and horses! How many utensils! They had no earthen pots, all
copper vessels. And gold accumulated over countless generations, dominated by figures like (here he counted
with his fingers) Rishtisena, Pratapa, Dilipa, Bhimasena, Riksha, Devatithi, Akrodhana—and he stopped at this
name, unable to go beyond. A huge rock blocked the memory and behind it many generations were hidden. He
scoured his memory for the name of the low-caste herald who had visited and told them about the founder of
Hasthinavati, whose name was Hastina, who was believed to be of forty generations preceding Bhishrna. What
immensity of wealth must have piled up in all these years in that city! He wished that they, too, could find out an
appropriate heraldic group to get them to sing the glory of the Madra clan.
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As the water that soaked the earth cooled the air, insects piercing the body began to disappear. As Salya,
yawning, stretching his arms, was flexing his body, his granddaughter arrived to announce,
“Grandpa, father has just returned.” The grandfather asked her to send him there.
*
Soon his son Rukmaratha joined him. Looking much younger than his fifty years, the son, adjusting his upper
garment, stood before his father, bowed with reverence and touched the ground in salutation. After his father had
sniffed his head, he sat down two steps away from the old man. The father,
“Haven’t you been away for a fortnight now, Rukmaratha?” Son,
“Yes, father.”
“How much did you gamble away? What were the goods you gambled away?” Son,
“No, sir. I am not a losing gambler. I did not win much, certainly. But my trip was for something else, and
gambling was a mere pretext, father.” Father,
“Well, what was this work of the State you went for?” The son,
“You shouldn’t get angry that what I want to do would involve giving up our tribal customs and traditions.”
Father,
“I presume it is about arranging a svayamvara mode of marriage for your daughter. Right?” Son,
“Father, you seem to be omniscient.” Father,
“All right. We are now more wealthy. Have your way, set up a svayamvara and then send wedding gifts. Look,
it must be done with alacrity. The girl has already menstruated fifty times after attaining maturity. If the juices of
fertility in the womb are not given the chance to blend with the semen, the time involved is counted sinning. Do
you realise that for the sin of wasting her fifty menstruations, you, I and your grandfather may very well be
consigned to hell?” Son,
“Father, what you say is true. But svayamvara requires lot of wealth. It involves inviting princes from many
lands—not only princes but even kings. Then the expense of their hospitality, their presents, wedding gifts, and so
on. It would amount to spending of immeasurable resources. It took me a fortnight to make the arrangements. You
know that we are not Kurus and Panchalas or the kings of Kashi and Magadha to command the facility of drawing
on the coffers.” The father,
“Well, don’t you see? If we lack their wealth and resource, why should we follow their practice? Let us follow
our practice of bride-price. Then wealth would come in, not go out. It would also save the girl’s fertility period
from going to waste. To prevent an out-of-wedlock conception, you had to torture the girl with monstrous
discipline. Don’t you see the immense futility and folly of all this?”
*
The son remained silent. The father naturally inferred that the son had no answer, and encouraged by this
silence, he pressed further,
“The central and supreme moral law for us is that it is the highest sin to waste a woman’s period of fertility. I
consider it my duty to enforce this law, not to tolerate any transgression of this law.” The son,
“Look, father. You have not seen the world beyond the Madra country. The reputation of our Madra women’s
beauty and physical attraction has spread far and wide. But people also refer disapprovingly to the great sexual
freedom enjoyed by our women. Should you tell them in the Eastern lands that you hail from Madra, they would
ask you to take them to Madra where they hint that they would enjoy the very heaven. I think we should try to
counter such questionable reputation.” The father raised his voice,
“These are our land’s customs and traditions. We have no right to condemn them as improper.”
Yet, the old man’s voice contained no real anger. The son did not find it necessary to reply. He had realised that
his father’s opposition had weakened during the last two years. All that the old man now wanted was a speedy
marriage, let it be of any form, even svayamvara. Whenever his daughter menstruated, his father would count it as
one life-time of hell. It would pain him, even anger him. Sometimes it also scared him.
Of course, in the heart of his heart, he, the son, too, was scared. But if out of fear he adopted the bride-price
practice and not svayamvara, and sent off his daughter to her husband’s home without any pomp and ceremony,
how could it enhance the reputation and status of their clan? Father,
“All right. So you went to arrange for the svayamvara under the pretext of going out to gamble. Tell me what
were the things you did.” Son,
“I must confess that right now we are not in a position to conduct a svayamvara.” Father,
“There you are. Didn’t I tell you that any effort to transcend the clan custom would invite hundreds of
obstacles?” His voice was now raised somewhat. Now the voice had also acquired a sharp edge of anger. The son,
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unruffled, spoke in an even tone,
*
“Followed by chariots, horses and fifty archers, I had gone to the Trigarta country. Its king, Susharma, is an old
friend of mine. Svayamvara is all right, he said, but if only our Western kings and princes assembled for it.
Otherwise, it wouldn’t amount to much in terms of prestige. Kuru, Panchala, Kashi, Magadha and Chedhi
representatives from one side, and then from the other, princes from Vidarbha, Dwaraka now in the hands of
Yadavas, and, in fact, representatives from all directions—Indra, Agni, Yama and Vayavya—should participate.
The Brahmanas and specialists in sacred rituals from Kuru, Panchala, should all come. Then the svayamvara will
turn out to be great and glorious. You please start the preparations. I shall send the material needed for providing
grand hospitality to the guests. However, right now none from the Eastern lands is in a position to come.” The old
ruler queried,
“Why, what has happened?” The son,
“You know that old feud of Hastinavati between the progeny of Dhritarashtra and Pandu. Pandu’s children
have completed twelve years of stay in forest and one year of incognito life. You see the two are involved in a
war, and—” He stopped mid-way, interrupted by the old man, who asked,
“By the way, where did they spend their incognito year?” The son,
“Nearby in Virata city.” Father,
“You know the proverb that the thief hides himself behind the front door is very true!” The son,
“Duryodhana thought that they would do this in a far away place. Imagining that they would live incognito in
the land of their in-law Drupada or in distant Dwaraka of their friend Krishna, he sent spies to these places. He
also sent men towards the Himalayas to spot them. Now they have finished the required thirteen years of exile,
and they are asking for their kingdom back. When they sent a messenger asking for it, Duryodhana sent the blunt
reply that he wouldn’t return it!”
“Once they taste land and woman none will be ready to part with them,” the old man said with a toothless
laugh. The son,
“It was not merely a question of enjoying the right of possession. No, Duryodhana seems to have based his
refusal on a more fundamental ground. He argued that only he and his thirteen brothers and one sister were all
born to the true Kuru lineage as children of Dhritarashtra. He claimed that the five Pandavas were not really born
to the Kuru seed. He asserted that Pandu’s wives produced children impregnated by passing strangers. Therefore,
they had no right to call themselves Kauravas. He even held that it was a mistake, in the first place, to have given
them the Khandavaprastha territory, but he could right this wrong through winning it in the game of dice. He
argued with his elders that they should not once again wrong this right!” The father, angry and perhaps halfcomprehending,
“What did Duryodhana say?” The son,
“He claimed that the five were not born to their father’s seed, and that their mothers conceived and delivered
them after intercourse with utter strangers. Thus they were not strictly Kauravas and they had no official status in
the Kaurava’s kingdom!”
*
The old man’s brain stopped functioning for a while. There was the monotonous drone of the dark night inside.
Out there was a faint moonlight. What was the day today? he asked himself. The fifth day of the bright half.
Slowly adjusting to the darkness, wiping his face gently, he said,
“What nonsense! They did not produce children by illicit intercourse with nobodies and anybodies. They gave
children according to accepted niyoga principle. It was Pandu himself who ordered his wives to practise niyoga in
order to perpetuate the lineage. They did everything perfectly in accordance with the established moral code.
Duryodhana is a cheat. Unwilling to part with the land, he is cooking up such unethical pretexts. Send our army.
Let us hurry to the support of Pandavas, kill the wicked Duryodhana and re-establish the kingdom of the supreme
moral law, the dharma.” The son,
“Look here, father. Nowadays you simply shout and scream to no purpose. Why do you do this?” The father,
“What else can one do but get angry when what is dharma is called adharma and what is adharma as dharma?
Good Lord, you are so quiet. Do you agree with Duryodhana’s words?” The son,
“It is true that he pursued these arguments in order to avoid returning their land. Yet I wonder whether there
would not be a difference between being born to the lineage seed, and to other seeds, even if with the husband’s
approval and knowledge.” The father,
“In the eyes of supreme moral law, the dharma, there is no difference, absolutely none. You must be committed
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to dharma.”
*
The son had no immediate answer to this question. The lips of the old man were trembling with anger.
Mistaking the son sitting before him to be Duryodhana himself, the old man half-raised his hands to thrash, but
realising the mistake, immediately withdrew the hand. When a cool breeze blew he realised the existence of sweat
accumulated on his neck, chest and back. As he was vigorously wiping it with a rag, it suddenly flashed to him,
“If that is so, Duryodhana’s father Dhritarashtra, Pandava’s father Pandu, were both born through the niyoga
practice. That too after the father’s death and without his permission. Their wives received alien seeds merely in
the name of their husband. Then, couldn’t we say that Duryodhana also does not belong to the Kuru lineage?” The
son asked,
“Can one become someone’s son merely through faith and commitment?”
*
Their words collided and splintered in the silence. One’s question bypassed the other’s comprehension. The
result: none had an answer for the other’s question. Both sat still and silent for a while. They could see the oillamp in the palace burning in silence. Meanwhile Rukmaratha yawned thrice in rapid succession. The father said,
“You are very tired after the journey. Now you may go and rest.”
The son got up, passed the father’s palace and reached his own palace. After eating the rice cooked in milk, he
went out to sleep on the cotton mattress spread over a grass mat on a wooden plank placed on the cool ground in
the open yard. The old king slept on his cotton mattress. He was a widower. Though there were lovely
servantmaids at his service, he had stopped summoning them to his bed for several years now. He would not even
touch them.
As he lay facing the high and wide sky, holed by bright twinkling stars, he remembered Bhishma. Bhishma
was reputed to be most knowledgeable in the moral and religious laws among all the Kastriya communities
inhabiting Eastern, Western, Southern and Northern lands. It was Bhishma himself, none other, who had arranged
for the niyoga maternity for his dead brother’s wives, and helped perpetuate the lineage. Without any hesitation he
had accepted the children of Pandu as his grandchildren.
Now this Duryodhana, greedy and selfish, had resorted to the ruse of false dharma! Idiot! Idiot! In the
presence of the stars shining high above, he felt the depth of his commitment to the moral and religious laws. As
he turned to one side, there was a sudden anger against the son.
“What the devil are these youngsters up to? Bride-price is disgraceful, pre-marital conception for a girl is
immoral, niyoga practice is illegitimate! So, does it mean that the ways of our ancestors are wrong? Idiot! Idiot!
What now prevents him from organising the svayamvara? How can the war over there between Pandavas and
sons of Dhritarashtra be a reason for our postponing the svayamvara here? Well, let me get things sorted out with
him in the morning.”
Then the old man was asleep. It was always the case with King Salya. Sleep had never been a real problem for
him. But now with old age, he would abruptly awake in the mid-night, but after a short interval he would return to
a deep and heavy sleep. During the brief time of waking, he enjoyed sliding slowly into sleep as he watched the
sky above and the stars, figuring out their positions and location in the vast blue above. It was only during winters
when he was forced to sleep indoors that the return to sleep was problematic and wakefulness turned into a heavy
load pulling him backwards into time.
*
Hiranyavathi, the granddaughter, lay sleepless on the terrace, surrendering her body to the cool breeze blowing
across her. She recalled what her father, returning from Trigarta had told her mother:
“The Kurus were preparing for war. That would be no ordinary war. It was a war drawing into it rulers from
the Eastern and Western lands. Already countless men with chariots, horses and soldiers on foot, had started off
towards the battlefield. In such a tumultous situation, who has the time or inclination to indulge in a
svayamvara?”\fn{There seems to be some confusion in the length of this quotation; I have inferred that the actual speech from the
father stops here, and the rest of it indicated in the text (i.e., the following two paragraphs) are the musings of the girl herself, and in fact
belong to a separate quotation entirely her own. This is also in line with a smaller speech, just below this one and clearly recorded as
belonging to her:H} [She thought:]

“This meant no suitors from the eastern and western lands would be available, only those from Panchala,
Kekaya and Gandhara kingdoms would come. Father felt that the Svayamvara under these conditions would not
attain any great status or dignity. Mother was sad and depressed.
“But is she as miserable as I? Even in this summer heat she is there inside sleeping with father! Here I am,
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guarded like a prisoner by old servantmaids. Stars are out. in the sky, twinkling their eyes. Svayamvara would
have meant thrill. A powerful youth bulging with muscles would carry me away on a horse, enveloped in dust,
holding me tight to his chest! Oh, the bliss of it all, the huge svayamvara pandal, thronged with crowned heads
from different countries, and all there for me to choose from, freely! Yes, father is right. Yet how many long years
of waiting!”
Then she rolled and tried to sleep. No, sleep refused to come.
“Yes, grandfather’s words made sense. How can father claim to know better than grandfather about matters of
morality and religion? Why is it wrong to have children before marrlage? Wouldn’t it benefit a man if he gets, at
one stroke, children along with a wife. All the servant maids are of this opinion. But father is adamant that in his
palace this custom should be banned. And he has set these watchdogs over me.”
Again she rolled. Abruptly she sat up. The old servantmaid keeping vigil on the steps rushed to her in fright.
The girl reassured her,
“Don’t be scared. I did not get up to run away with a man. I want water.”
She drank quickly water cooled in a mud pot, handed over to her by the servant. As soon as she drank water,
the heat in the body evaporated in no time, and sweat soaked her. Uneasily, she went to sleep. The servant put the
vessel down close to her, and, gently passing her hand across the girl’s face, said,
“You can’t sleep, am I right? At your age I had already delivered two children.”
Hiranyavathi did not answer, but slowly closed her eyes. The servant continued,
“If a woman cannot sleep, rolling in agony, even the Gods will refuse the sacrificial offering. When the rulers
themselves go against the moral law, how can there be rain and harvest? How can cows have their udders burst
with milk? How can women conceive, people multiply, one becoming ten, ten hundred and hundred thousand?
The horses, too—”
She was interrupted by the sound of somebody climbing the terrace steps. The sound of heavy feet told them
both that Hiranyavathi’s mother was approaching. She was coming to her daughter as a reinforcement to the
watching. The servant got up and went back to the steps, and sat there as before. The queen slept on the mattress
next to her daughter, saying,
“It is so sultry and stuffy inside.”
Very soon she began to snore. But the daughter was tossing on the sea of her bed, without relief!
2
Salya’s second sleeping session was very short-lived. He usually got up by early dawn. Immediately after
waking up, he would go towards the eastern part of Shakala town. Four bodygaurds always followed him.
After finishing the morning operations, he bathed in the river beyond the town’s boundary, wore clean
garments, and returned to the palace. Then the day began always with the fire sacrifice performed with sincerity
under the supervision of the priest, Homadatta. Salya was himself well-versed in the ritual formulae, techniques
and operations. Yet he accepted the priest’s authority as Brahmin and obeyed his instructi.ons. He and this
Brahmin were very close friends. There were evenings when they would both ride long and far on horses.
This particular day, after the ritual, all the three generations, himself, son, daughter-in-law, and granddaughters,
sat together to eat their meal. With old age, Salya became very fond of saktu, a ball made of cornflour soaked in
soured milk (or curds) and then dressed with honey. He wanted this first, not only for its taste, but even more for
its easy digestability. Not that the old man did not eat other things. While they were eating, the son said,
“Father, in no country do they make such delicious karambha as we do it here, in Madra.” The priest,
“But I have also heard that nowhere do cows yield such fat-thick milk as ours do.” Son,
“Of course, that’s the excuse always offered! But how can good karambha be made without good quality wild
wheat? The wheat we grow here has its own distinctive flavour and taste. By the way, how is it cooked?” The
cook who was serving them explained,
“First the wheat should be fried in ghee, and then ground into flour. The flour should again be cooked in ghee.
This is easier said than done. The most difficult operation is to bring about the right kind of viscosity.” Salya
asked,
“Is our karambha superior to what they make in Hastinapura?” The son,
“Father, on every occasion you want to bring in a comparison with Hastinavati. For you, their Karambha is the
best, their family the best, their sacrificial rice-flour best. Not only that, their opulence is the greatest, their
kingdom the best-governed. Of course, the greatest of them all is their old fellow, Bhishma! Why is it that your
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thoughts run always on these lines?” Father,
“Look here, son, why do you get angry when I speak the truth? It is universally acknowledged throughout our
land of Aryans that the Kurupanchalas are the best people, exemplary to all of us. All right, Homadatta, whom do
you regard as the most well-versed in the sacred lore and right traditions?”
The priest, Homa who was chewing the rice-cake offered at the sacrificial ritual, gulped it quickly, releasing
his tongue and jaws for speaking. Then he said,
“The Kurupanchala Brahmins claim that they are the best in vedic scholarship, ritual techniques and in purity
of language.” Rukmaratha seized his advantage, saying,
“That is what they claim, isn’t that so?” But the priest countered,
“No, no. It is not simply what they claim. In fact, these countries have many seasoned experts in these fields.
The kings there also are equally good. They can conduct any sacrificial rites and rituals all by themselves. They
also patronise vedic scholars. Take Pandu’s son Dharmaraja, for example. He performed the rajasuya sacrifice at
the relatively early age of thirty-seven or thirty-eight. Why is it that other kings do not think of performing it at
that age?
“That is why all learned persons congregate there. When they find the place congenial, they settle down there.
Bhishma is himself a formidable vedic scholar. Krishnadvaipayana, you know, donated his semen for the
perpetuation of Kuru lineage. More recently he has settled down there itself. Do you think Drona, Ashwatthama
and Kripa are routine scholars? So, too, are kings of Panchala. If you want to know more about these matters I can
spend a whole day talking about their greatness.”
Then he drank the sacrificial ghee mixing it with milk and yogurt, making an appreciative noise. The father
supplemented,
“Not merely men of this generation. The Kurupanchalas can boast of countless past generations of kings who
had performed successfully most prestigious sacrificial rituals. Even to perform one such ritual is no child’s play!
Even to do one of them requires the whole wealth of Kubera, God of Wealth, himself!”
*
Rukmaratha kept silent. He was totally disoriented. Of course, he was sure that neither his father nor
Homadatta intended to humiliate him. That was why he sat through the discussion, calm and attentive. Homa then
added,
“Every day the ritual is becoming more and more difficult to perform. Now that people know the potency of
the mantra, a larger number of priests are needed. Formerly, just one was enough. Now one was needed to occupy
the Brahma position, a second to perform the ritual, a third as reciter, and a fourth as adhvaryu or chief ritualist.
In all, four persons are now required. Recently after the Pandavas departed for the forest, Duryodhana performed
a ritual on a grand scale, employing four persons each for each of the four positions, thus raising the number of
ritualists to sixteen! Further there were the disciples of these ritual specialists. In short, it is beyond the resource of
ordinary folk to perform a ritual.”
Rukmaratha’s attention turned inwards. He knew that a ritual event meant heavy expenses, and yet he did not
know that it would cost this high. Mentally he calculated the likely expenses of the svayamvara. So many princes
and rulers would come, with their retinue. All of them had to be housed and fed and looked after. Then their
horses had to be fed with grain and grass. There was the cost of erecting the svayamvara hall. Then there were
gifts galore to be given away.
Well, he wondered if he could undertake all this! But how did the rulers from those lands manage all this? He
remembered even now how Dharmaraja performed the Rajasuya at the age of thirty-seven or thirty-eight. It was
around fifteen years ago that Nakula, his own aunt’s son, had arrived on a white horse, with chariots, cavalry and
soldiers. Then the father showed his affectionate regard for his sister’s son, Nakula, through gifts of wool
blankets, grain, ten chariots, twenty horses. Nakula was all respect and fear when he saluted his father. In some
places he had to wage wars and win them. Simultaneously, two of his elder. brothers and one younger brother had
also gone on similar journeys of victory and war in other directions. Suddenly he opened his mouth to say,
“After all, it is the wealth plundered from other places that provides the resources for a ritual performance.
Isn’t that so?” Father, smiling toothlessly,
“Child, even to plunder and loot, you need power and ability. Do you think you can do it?”
The son had no reply to offer. He was silently chewing the beef that had been specially cooked, presumably
because he had returned after a long absence! He did not answer Homadatta’s question,
“Don’t you think that before beef, mutton is tasteless?”
For a while none spoke and silence set in. The old king began to swig a drink, containing milk and honey,
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noisely. After the dinner, Salya retired to his bed. The bedroom had been cooled by the servants through sprinking
water on mattresses of the aromatic lamanca roots, covering the walls, doors, and windows. The old man would
compensate his sleeplessness during the nights with a hour or two of sleep at this time.
Rukmaratha went to sleep in his own residential parts. But he couldn’t sleep. He went on musing:
“Can I manage to organise a svayamvara ceremony? Or should I simply, accepting father’s advice, settle for
the traditional bride-price system and somehow dispose of this daughter? No, that wouldn’t be right. We should
ourselves choose the groom, and that means only svayamvara.”
He was happy to recall that the people of Trigarta had promised support. But if the war among the Kurus
prevented the participation of the bulk of the rulers, then what? Wouldn’t it be a failure? As his eyes began to
flutter in anxiety, his wife came closer, and announced,
“Hiranyavathi is menstruating, and just a little while ago the discharge was noted.”
Rukmaratha was once again deeply worried. He felt as if his entire mind was smeared with the brownish red
colour of sin, and unable to bear it, he closed his eyes. In their scale of values, he knew well that if each period of
fertility in a woman was left unimpregnated, it was as sinful as letting a fertile field fallow and barren. That had
been the constant theme of his father's advice. Why, it was not just his father’s. The Aryan moral code itself said
this. This was Hiranyavathi’s fifty-first lost menstruation cycle. He said to himself,
“First I delayed her marriage in order to avoid the bride-price system. Then twelve menstrual cycles were
wasted in the effort to arrange a svayamvara. Now this Kuru war has posed the threat of my daughter’s womb
being left barren, unsowed.”
Gradually his eyes sank into sleep. In the darkness of the closed, sleeping eyes, the brownish red colour of the
sin looked more terrifying. He recalled stories of wives of teachers who, after the menstruation cycle, sought
intercourse with their husband’s disciples in the accidental absence of their husbands:
“Didn’t they know the right moral law? Did they sin against the norm of Patibhakti (husband-worship),
disregarding the rule that the husband is their God? Oh, God, what sin is taking place right here in my own
home,” he murmured to himself. Just then his wife, who was sitting close by, asked gently,
“Haven’t you gone to sleep yet?” He said, slowly opening the eyelids,
“No.” Wife,
“Let there be a son or daughter out of wedlock. How could it be wrong?” He agreed, saying
“Yes.”
Because he was sure that if she had persisted in asking for an answer, he had more. He knew that she would
repeat the same question and thought it best to close his eyes. But she persisted, after a short interval,
“You know that prior to our marriage I had borne a son, born in my natal home. You argued that you wanted
that child to go with me, while you were offered only me. If I remember, you argued, ‘if the girl was mine, so was
the child born in her womb.’ You said it was your right. When I pleaded that my father was attached to the child
and that I would give you ten such children, you agreed to give up your claim. Why? What has happened now?
Why have you changed so much?”
“Well,” he thought, “what has happened to me?”
He opened his eyes. Turning to one side, gazed at his wife’s face. Recently, he had even begun secretly to
condemn her for that pre-marital child, so many years after marriage, after so many children! He knew it was not
her fault, yet he couldn’t help feeling that way, though he had earlier loved her and demanded the child he had not
fathered. Not that he had even told her this openly.
She was now asking about what had happened to him with searching, staring eyes. Not in the interest of her
daughter, but in order to escape the sin that would accrue to the family if a girl born in it wasted even one
menstrual cycle without a seed. He didn’t answer her question. But he went on gazing at her face. She, in turn,
stared back at him. Then he shot up abruptly, pouring words,
“Look, in the Eastern countries of Kuru, Panchala, Kashi and others, and in the Southern countries of Virata,
Matsya, Chedhi, and others, they condemn children conceived out of wedlock. Some even consider them born in
sin. Leave aside the views of the common folk. In royal families they regard it as a matter of shame. You
remember I had gone, fifteen years ago, to attend the Rajasuya organised by my aunt’s sons, Pandavas. Then I
made enquiries about their customs and morals. I have also heard from Brahmins visiting our court. They regard
us, who still follow the old moral laws, as inferior, and look down upon us with contempt. If something they
disapprove of happens to my own daughter, in my own home, how can I live in the land of the Aryans with a head
raised in honour and dignity?”
She knew that in the comity of the Aryan rulers, they from the Brahmavarta area were inferior in wealth and
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status. She, too, was not averse to the idea of attaining a level closer to them, if not equal to them. Yet, she asked
herself,
“Why should we needlessly go on tinkering with our own established moral codes? By ridiculing and rejecting
ancestral laws and customs, and behaving arbitrarily, did one become superior? Should we copy others?”
But she was aware that her husband had seen more countries and that he was more knowledgeable in these
matters. Yet, she did not approve of his attitude and behaviour of slavishly following the ways of the Aryan land.
She said,
“You see, this Bhishma from the Kuru land about whom father always talks, even he is believed to have
approved children born out of wedlock. Krishna Dvaipayana, revered as an expert in vedic lore throughout the
Aryan land and Brahma land is believed to be the father of both Dhritarashtra and Pandu. There you are. Even in
the Kuru family such things have happened.” He,
“Yes, but that happened long ago. They have all now changed thoroughly in their ways. More recently, they
have changed in most things.”
She did not proceed any further. Of course, she agreed in principle that the practice of selling a girl at a price to
any bidder was worth abandoning in favour of a marital mode in which the girl could choose a groom of her
choice from among the assembled galaxy of Ksatriya manhood. This thought had originated with her husband.
Even the ideas regarding the bearing of children out of wedlock had the same origin. Maybe that was why this
idea was right; yet she felt that her husband was not altogether right on the question of loss of fertility time.
As she sat thinking about the way in which the sin could be atoned, her eyes began to drop due to the afternoon
heat. She got up and entered the inner courtyard. There she was, her menstruating daughter, bereft of waistcloth,
her sari folded across her shoulders and breasts, sitting stupefied.
3
The following day, a messenger arrived to call on King Salya. He had come, accompanied by five horsemen. It
was obvious that he was a Brahmin messenger from some royal dignitary.
The king welcomed him formally in the court itself. He was flanked by his eldest son, Rukmaratha, and his
brothers, Vajra and Ajaya. The priest Homadatta was also present.
The Brahmin bowed before the king as a messenger, but the king bowed to him as he was a Brahmin. After
receiving the ritual honey offering he took his seat. Then he introduced himself, and explained the purpose of his
visit.
He said that, after the completion of their incognito exile in the Virata country, the son of Arjuna, third of the
Pandavas, had wedded the youngest daughter of the King of Virata. They were then camping in the Upaplavya
town in the North of the Virata country and had started their works. Duryodhana had categorically refused to
return them their kingdom.
The messenger told them that there was no need for him to elaborate on the breach of moral law involved in
this. He pointed out to them that the Pandavas were Salya’s sister’s sons. In fact, they were planning to come
personally to beseech Salya’s support, but were held up by the exigencies of war preparation. They were also
confident that their maternal uncle would never expect mere formal gestures from them. That was why they had
sent instead, him as a messenger. On behalf of the Pandavas, he entreated Salya not only to send his soldiers on
foot, cavalry, chariots and charioteers, and elephants, but to take command of the battlefield and help the
Pandavas to win. Homadatta asked,
“Tell me, brahmana, where do you hail from?” The messenger,
“Kampilya.”
It was the town from Drupada’s South Panchala. Immediately, Salya and his sons inferred that he was from the
in-laws of the Pandavas. Homadatta, impressed by the visitor’s dignified language, the display of humility in
words without loss of self-respect, and politeness, was lost in deep admiration for the glorious qualities of the
Kurupanchala countries—their elevated diction and their noble culture. Rukmaratha asked,
“Who are the rulers lined up on your side?” The priest answered,
“The Panchalas and Matsyas are the in-laws of Pandavas. Yadavas are with us. The five Kekayas, Chitrayudha,
Chekithana, Satyadhriti, Vyagradatta, Chandrasena, the great warrior Kashi king, their maternal uncle and his
children, that is you folk. Well, do you need any further elaboration? All Aryavarta and Brahmavarta are on the
side of the Pandavas. Well, not just on Pandavas’ side, but on the side of dharma. On the side of the merit earned
through rajasuya. All people versed in the vedic lore and are lovers of dharma, all support the Pandavas. Need I
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tell you who are capable of grasping subtelities and nuances that even in Hastinavati, Acharya Drona, Acharya
Kripa, and Bhishma himself have been known to bless the Pandavas always?”
Salya felt elated by these words. Homadatta admired the style of his speaking. Rukmaratha, too, admired it.
But after a moment, he asked, "Well, does it follow that everybody else, excepting these you have mentioned now,
side with Dhristarashtra? Their supporters would then include the five Trigartha brothers who were siding with
Duryodhana during the cattle-raiding expedition on the Virata city, Brihadbala, the King of Koshala,
Duryodhana’s maternal uncle Sakuni, all the rulers in the Gandhara region, King Paurava, Jalasandha, the rulers
from Bahlika, Alambusha, Bhagadatta from Pragjyotishapura, Achala, Vrishaka—not only these but also in
Hastinavathi Acharyas Drona and Kripa, who may love the Pandavas but would side with Duryodhana in the war
as they may not go against their master. Karna, a super-warrior. His son Vrishasena is no less a warrior.”
This made the emissary from the Pandavas deflated, his face sank. But he recovered immediately to say,
“King, it is true that all these you have just mentioned haven’t yet joined the Pandavas. But they cannot be said
to have leaned clearly towards Duryodhana. Excepting Kama, Duryodhana’s bonded servant, all the rest will join
the Pandavas. Does the fish jump into water or into sand? Do the Aryans follow dharma or adharma? King Salya,
though I am a Brahmin by vocation, you are my superior in learning. Please enlighten me on the dharma of the
Aryans.”
Salya began to cough. Rukmaratha, who was about to say something in reply, withheld his words. Salya said,
“If Duryodhana does not return to the Pandavas their kingdom, this Salya’s arms, clubs, chariots, cavalry,
elephant-soldiers, infantry will all pounce on Duryodhana! I have no more to say.” The emissary replied,
“Your nephews are fortunate and blessed ones. No more is needed excepting your blessings to swing the battle
in favour of dharma.”
Rukmaratha tried to say something in answer. King Salya blocked him with his right hand, now raised, and
clinched the issue, saying,
“I have given my word.” After a pause he continued,
“Priest, go and tell my nephews. I and my sons, accompanied by our army will march out from here on the day
and to the place they specify.”
The Brahmin brought the talk to an end at this point. He enquired about the welfare of the household of
Pandava’s maternal uncle. He said,
“It seems you are planning to marry off your granddaughter. Pandavas have five brave warrior sons. If your
granddaughter chooses to wed and garland the eldest of them, he should consider himself very fortunate. I myself
taught him the vedas and archery. Anyway we shall all be there at the svayamvara of your granddaughter.”
These words gladdened Rukmaratha’s heart also to some extent. As the priest had to visit the other courts of
Madra as an emissary, he left the very next day, departing in the cool, early hours of the morning, with his retinue.
4
The priest from Panchala succeeded in persuading Salya to join the forces with the Pandavas, and the war
looked certain. The exact time of its start, however, was uncertain.
One more thing was also clear—it was going to be a great war. Both the sides were busy sending messengers
to all the rulers in the Aryan land to entreat and enlist support in the expected war. Armies, ammunition and other
resources had to be assembled, and before the rainy season broke out. The rains were expected within two or three
weeks. Once they started, the streams and ponds would be inundated, rivers tearing out of mountains and rivers
cutting through planes would overflow. The waters overstepping their bounds would rush towards villages and
towns to island them.
The Aryan people had settled mostly on the banks of rivers, and that meant that there could be no movement in
the rainy season. In a soil that did not allow even walking on foot, the wheels of chariots would surely get stuck.
Elephants would slip on this soil. Where could then be dry ground to encamp with the armies, and dry wood for
cooking the food for the camps?
Hence, it was logical to suppose that, if there was to be a war, it had to be after the rainy season. After the
months of Bhadrapada and Asvayuja. Till then there could only be preparation for a war. Even that was a
hazardous operation, as messengers had to go on horses, navigate in crude basket boats, or swim, and even get
caught in whirlpools.
Salya ordered his army to be ready for the eventuality. The carpenters began to test the strength of the wheels
of chariots by hitting them hard. They removed the weak and cavity-ridden parts of the chariots, and replaced
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them. They wove new ropes. The blacksmiths prepared new metal-tips for the arrows. The cobblers prepared
leather shirts and protective shields. The elephant-boys trained their elephants to get used to the sounds of drums
and the conch.
Madra was not particularly reputed for warfare. In the recent years it had had no experience of any serious war.
Hence the army had to be given special training. Salya, past eighty, himself undertook the responsibility for
making all the preparations. He would repeatedly say to himself,
“Ksatriya warriors without war are rust-like metals without employment.”
Twice daily he would himself take charge of the reins and run the chariots. He began to polish and re-polish his
old reputation as a master of the secrets of horsemanship through strenuous application of his skill. The soldiers,
scenting the war, became enthusiastic about their coming participation in it. Since it was summer, they were free
from agricultural commitments. Even the Vaisyas who were professional agriculturists became immersed in
archery training.
The priest from Panchala had captured the heart of Rukmaratha as well. He had encouraged the idea of
svayamvara in his mind and promised that they all would participate in it, speaking both for the Panchalas and the
Pandavas. He had also told Rukmaratha that the eldest son of the Pandavas whom he had himself taught the vedas
as well as the art of warfare, would be fortunate if his daughter garlanded him in the svayamvara.
Now Rukmaratha had completely committed his support to the Pandavas. After all, thePandavas had earned
universal fame in the land of the Aryans through their performance of the Rajasuya sacrifice. Who could be more
fortunate if their eldest son took his daughter for his queen?
He told all this to his wife. She agreed, and burst with pride and joy at the prospect. She told the daughter,
“He is your grandfather’s sister’s grandson. Garland him in the svayamvara. Then it would be your good
fortune later to officiate in great ritual events like the Rajasuya and the Asvamedha and wear a ritual band round
your wrist.” The daughter,
“Is the boy handsome and strong? Have you seen him, father?” Father,
“Can an offspring of the Pandavas be other than handsome and strong?”
Her face blossomed.
*
Rukmaratha put not only his younger brothers, Vajra and Ajaya, but also his own sons through a rigorous
training in warfare. As anticipated, dark clouds massed in the sky, and sweat began to pour from the body. The
sweat came out of the suffocating heat. One fine night when people had fled from the heat to sleep on the terraces,
parks and open courtyards, the rain came down spluttering. All of them sat up and began chanting:
Yo vardhana osadhinamyo apam
Yo visvasya jagato deva tse.
He takes forms as his desire dictates;
One a milch cow he shapes.
And again a cow that never calves.

Soon the spluttering drops turned into a massive downpour. All ran to the park where the old king was
sleeping. The family priest Homadatta also turned up with his wife. Rukmaratha, Vajra and Ajaya came with their
families. Joining in the loud voice of Homadatta, they all sang the praise of the Lord of rain, Indra. Their singing
pierced through the drone of the rain to reach the ears of the very clouds.
After finishing their praise and prayer, all of them—old, young, male and female—discarded their outer
garments, and exposed to the first rain’s coolness their shoulders, backs and chests, dotted with heat-sores. Then
they repeated the sacred fonnula of the rain God, in varying rhythms, as they danced in the falling rain.
Idam vacah Parjanyaya svaraje
Hrdo astvantaram tajja jo sat
Mayo bhuvah vrstayah sutvasme
Supippala o sadhi rdeva gopah
Here is praise to Parjanya, himself shining bright
Let this reach his heart of hearts;
Let him inhale to his deep within
Let his grace shower joyous rains
And herbs of his care yield fruits plentious.
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Neither the rain stopped nor did they get indoors. The old King Salya himself, rainwater dripping from head to
foot, sang loudly and danced vigorously.
*
After the first rain, all the Vasyas returned to their agricultural operations. But the members of the royal family,
however, did not discontinue the training of warfare. For over a week, the rains fell thrice or four times a day. As
the heated earth drank the water, exuding heat, and the next rain cooled it, and the earth quenched its thirst again
and again, the soil became ready for sowing. The Vaiyas were full of joy, but all this had the effect of reducing the
enthusiasm of the people for the war.
When the rain stopped and summer’s sweat and heat connenced, one of the five rulers of Trigarta, Susharma,
came to SabIa town. Bowing respectfully to King Salya, he accepted honey and other items of hospitality. He was
a friend of his son, Rukmaratha, and was of the same age. After ordering the servants to look after the feeding of
the horses and the entourage, he told his son’s friend,
“Rukmaratha is now at the training camp. I shall send for him. Till he arrives, take rest.”
In the guest-house adjoining Rukmaratha’s residence Susharma finished his bath. While he was resting,
Rukmaratha came to see him. The friends embraced each other. They got their meal there itself and ate it together.
Rukmaratha said apologetically,
“The food had been cooked by the time of your arrival. But they are killing a bull in your honour. Please do not
think that we did not want to accord you respect befitting your status.” As Susharma was chewing piece of
mutton, Rukmaratha asked,
“Where did you arrive here from?” Susharma,
“From my own town.” Rukmaratha,
“No. It is not true. If you were to arrive from your own town, you should have reached here from the direction
of Chandrabhaga river. But you came from the direction of Shatadru.” Susharma,
“Oh, I see. I must compliment you on the efficiency of your espionage system.” Rukmaratha,
“Well, did you go to Hastinavati?” Susharma,
“It is impossible to conceal anything from you. There can be no hiding from friends. Let us finish the meal
first.”
Realising that the matter was unsuited to the ears of the lovely young servant girls who were serving them, he
changed the topic to the rains in Trigarta. He asked his friend about the rains there. After the meal, he offered him
any one of the beautiful young servants who had waited on them, for his evening’s entertainment. Susharma,
“Well, that can wait till the night. Let us now k about serious matters.”
After dismissing all the servant-maids, Rukmaratha led his friend to the soft, wide bed, spread on the wood
platform. There were comfortable pillows and dice for gambling. Susharma said,
“If we start the game, I may forget the matter I have really come to discuss, particularly so when playing with
you!” Then he sat on the bed, spreading his right arm over the pillow. Comfortable, he broached the subject,
“Look, we are good friends. So far we have had no serious disagreements and disputes. We could never even
think on such lines. Nothing, games, hunting, gambling and women, could bring about any rift in our friendship.
But now fate seems to have decreed that we stand opposed to each other! However, I am sure you will agree that
men must do their best before bowing ultimately to fate. Or do you?”
Rukmaratha was silent for a short while. Slowly the full implications of his friend’s words dawned on him.
Then taking breath some eight or ten times, he disclosed,
“On behalf of the Pandavas, a Panchala priest had come to us.” Susharma,
“Yes, I know. Duryodhana has full knowledge of Pandava’s activities. He keeps tabs on whom they send and
where as emissaries.” Rukmaratha,
“My father is particularly attracted to them as they are his sister’s children, The priest asked father to organise
his granddaughter’s svayamvara, promising Pandavas’ participation. He suggested that my daughter should
choose the eldest son of the Pandavas as husband, even saying flatteringly that the bridegroom would be lucky to
win such a bride! Immediately, father pledged them his full support—his sons and his armies. He did not allow
me any say in the matter. You know how he is.”
For a while, silence lay between the two. Then Susharma broke it,
“Then are you suggesting that we should fight each other? Would it be right?” Rukrnaratha,
“No, no. Of course, not. It must be avoided at all costs. I have an idea. Father is adamant, and he will never
deviate from his position. All right, let me indulge his whim, a nearly ninety-year-old man. Let him go with a
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small force. I shall cook up some excuse to avoid military involvement. I shall help my younger brothers to do the
same. You, too, wriggle out of your commitment. Why should we stick our necks out for somebody else’s feud?”
Susharma,
“But if I keep out of a war against the Pandavas, I shall be betraying my Ksatriya ethic. You know it. It was I
who had gone to the North of Virata town to steal the cattle of Virata. But the wretched Pandavas were there. But
for their presence there, I could have taken all the cattle. I don’t mind the loss of the cattle. But I was humiliated
by them, defeated by them. Had I prior knowledge of their presence on the site, I would have gone with a larger
army, and matched them. How can anyone who cannot avenge humiliation regard himself as a true Ksatriya?”
Again there was a brief interlude of silence. Then Rukmaratha asked,
“Of course, you have clearly a reason to hate the Pandavas. What grievance do I have to hate them? Mind you,
that, too, when my father claims such close kinship with them as his sister’s children?” Susharma,
“Well, what better reason than that your close friend hates them?”
This put Rukmaratha in a tight corner. Leave alone expressing his disagreement openly, he could not formulate
it in his own mind. They were of the same age, peers. Additionally he was a friend fired by the ambition to
enhance his status and stature in terms of social, religious and cultural practices within the Aryan world. Further
the friend had assured support in the matter of his daughter’s svayamvara. How could the enemy of such a friend
not be his enemy too?
Suddenly a fierce rage against his father seized him. He was sore with the old man for intervening in such a
serious matter, after having entrusted him with the task of ruling, as a crowned king. But he did not have the
courage to stand up against the old man. While he was thinking on these lines, Susharma spoke,
“You may wonder why we, Madra and Trigarta, should get entangled in the affairs of others, and why we
should not keep aloof. But there are rumours that Kekayas are joining the Pandavas. The Gandharas are firmly
with Duryodhana. This looks like a conflict in which the whole Aryan land will be engulfed, everyone forced to
take sides. In such a war, wouldn’t others dub us cowards if we refused to take. sides? When there is a fierce war
raging there, how can one with the Ksatrtya blood keep away, indulging in women, soma drink, and the game of
dice—” Rukmaratha interrupted him:
“Whom do you reckon likely to come out victorious in this war?” Susharma,
“Without question, Duryodhana.” He then added, after a while, slowly, to let the argument sink:
“You want to know why and how. Reason one—the Pandavas are dog-tired, totally exhausted after thirteen
long years of exile in the forest and strange lands. Two, Duryodhana is bound to attract to his side an
overwhelmingly larger number of rulers because he is in power and he commands a royal treasury. He can spend
any amount of money over the army. Maybe people may bow symbolically to the Pandavas for having spent years
in the forest in good fellowship, for visiting holy places and for growing uneven beards. But who will support
them with material resources? None, I am sure.” Rukmaratha persisted,
“But were not the Pandavas the mighty rulers who performed successfully the great Rajasuya ritual?”
Susharrna,
“But political strength does not rest on memories of bygone glory. What counts is the current control of
resources, current powers. In the last thirteen years, Duryodhana has consolidated his power systematically to the
extent of almost wiping out the very name of the Pandavas in political terms. Even forgotten in Indraprastha
territory which they themselves had built! Out of outward obligation to the Panchala, a few here and there may
join them. No more than that. Why should you catch the tail of a losing bull? If you are fool enough to do this,
then the winning, power-packed bull will rush at you and gore you to death. Don’t you see? Your father is a fool,
and he is afflicted with dotage.”
They talked far into the evening. Then the rain began to rap the earth. They stayed indoors. Then Rukmaratha
called his brothers to conference. Susharma attempted to brainwash them into Kaurava support. The banquet
consisting of beef as the main dish was getting ready for the night. After the banquet, sitting on the specially-made
bed, Sushanna addressed Rukrnaratha:
“You told that that astute priest from Panchala advised you to offer your daughter in marriage to the eldest son
of the Pandavas. You know your daughter will have five husbands! What is this, the law of the civilised Aryans or
the law of the barbarian hill tribes? You would find yourself excommunicated from the Aryan society.”
Rukrnaratha,
“How do you mean?” Susharma,
“Didn’t all the five Pandavas marry Draupadi? They wouldn’t know who exactly was the father of which child.
Even Draupadi also wouldn’t know. All that they know is the name of the eldest son. Suppose they were to say, ‘It
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is our custom to share a wife, and demand it from your daughter’. What can your daughter do then? And what can
you also do about it?”
This aspect of the situation had not occurred to Rukmaratha. Now that he had to confront its reality, he became
totally and hopelessly confused. He was now convinced that his father was acting from the infirmity of old age.
Unable to answer the friend, he fell silent. At the end of his third yawn, Susharma himself broke the silence,
“Of course, I am as anxious as you that your daughter should be the queen of a large kingdom. I shall persuade
Duryodhana’s eldest son to go to the svayamvara. Let the war be over first.”
Rukmaratha stood up. Suggesting to his friend that he should go to bed, he came out of the room. The first
thing he saw was a group of ten servant maids, their bodies pasted with sandal and their hair decked with flowers
of many hues. They were all very young. The one at the centre of the group was carrying a vessel full of liquor
brewed from rice. He had forgotten about this item of hospitality. He went back to his friend and said,
“Get up and see. There are ten girls to entertain you. You can pick up as many of them as you want or any one
you want. But beware. Our Madra girls are tough and can drain off the strength of any man! After all, you are now
fifty, aren’t you?”
The friends sat together, quaffing the drinks brought by the girls. After a while, Rukmaratha left for his
residence. One beautiful girl entwined his arms with hers, and supported him right up to his queen’s bed. Then she
returned to her place.
Outside, the rain was pouring. The queen, now drunken, was groggy and sleepy. She was not even aware of her
husband having slept by her side. Rukmaratha was kept awake by the drinks he had consumed. His mind was still
on the talk he had with Susharma. He mused to himself:
“Draupadi also had the same plight. No doubt Arjuna won her in the svayamvara. Later the elder brother,
Dharmaraja, told off Drupada, Draupadi’s father, saying, ‘After winning the girl, we have every right to share her
the way we wish. What right have you now to interfere in our personal affair?’ Should the same fate befall our
Hiranyavati?”
He shivered with fear. He felt that the Pandavas, who had flouted the Aryan moral norm, would not get any
support and help. He made up his mind to back out of the promise made to his father to support the Pandavas. He
felt grateful to his friend Susharma. He tossed restlessly on the bed, but sleep refused to favour him. Father was
foolish. He must be made to see sense.
Then he felt a sudden urge to talk to somebody. He shook by the shoulders his wife who was sighing deeply.
She merely grunted and resumed her deep sighs. After rolling four or five times, she woke up. Then he explained
to her the new thinking, and concluded,
“See, we had not given sufficient thought to the matter. If we had given Hiranyavati in marriage to a Pandava,
this would have happened. What a catastrophe!”
She began to doze off again. He said,
“Look, I have been talking about very serious matters, and you are sleeping. Speak.”
She was silent. He shook her shoulders, woke her up, repeated the matter, and forced her to talk. She mumbled,
“Well, if she has the strength to take on five males, let her marry the Pandava.” He asked,
“What was that?” By that time she had slumped to sleep.
5
The very next day Susharma departed from the capital of Madra. Rukmaratha went up to the river with his
entourage to give a ceremonial send-off to his friend. Soon after, he hurried to his father’s palace. Satya was in the
garden, his silver-white hair shining in the declining evening light, watching the freshly breaking bud of the
sampige flower. He asked his son,
“Did you arrange for the send off?”
Before leaving, Susharma had respectfully taken leave of the old man. Rukmaratha went straight to the heart of
the matter. He asked the old man whether the fate of their Hiranyavati would not be the same as that of Draupadi,
the fate of being saddled with five husbands. He asked the father whether this was not a violation of the dharma
of the Aryans.
The old king, too, found this improper. He also knew that this new idea was planted in his son’s mind by that
prince from Trigarta. He was aware that the two young friends were trying to characterise all past as wrong and to
establish new practices. He told the son what occurred to him at the moment:
“If that were a violation of the Aryan code, would Bhishma have approved of it? Who knows better than
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Bhishma the moral and religious laws of the Aryans?”
For the moment, this silenced the son. He had second thoughts, and he reflected,
“Yes, Bhishma and Orona have accepted this. Not only that. All the Aryan rulers and princes as well as priests
had attended the Rajasuya conducted by the Pandavas. No, if they do not like it, they need not offer their girl to
the Pandavas. But how can they say that they were wrong?” The father asked him,
“Did your good friend teach you these worthless things?”
Rukmaratha was angry at the accusation hurled at his friend, true, but the question was, what was right? When
all the Kurupanchalas had universally accepted the situation, only his friend had raised doubts and objections,
with his sophistry. He was also bothered by another question,
“Is there any other case of such a marriage arrangement among the Aryans?”
When he put this question to his father, the old man had no ready answer. Since he was not keen on continuing
the talk, Rukmaratha left for his residence. While sleepy, his wife had mumbled something incoherently. Now he
wanted to discuss the matter with her in greater detail.
Salya was well-versed in Aryan ways and codes. He, too, had no knowledge of any instance other than that of
the Pandavas of brothers wedding a common wife. But if it were immoral or irreligious, how could Bhishma and
others accept it? How could princes, kings, scholars and priests from all over the land of the Aryans attend the
Pandavas’ Rajasuya ceremony?
Therefore, he was uncertain about the religious and moral propriety of the Pandava marriage. He consoled
himself by saying,
“So what?”
Then, accompanied by his bodyguards, he went to the yard where they were practising the use of arms and
weapons. The starting of the rainy season had reduced the enthusiasm for warfare training. Salya had himself not
visited the training camp for quite some time. He saw the wheels of the chariot get stuck in the slushy earth. The
horses did not run with the customary freedom. In all, just around fifty Ksatriya you th were there practising
archery. Some twenty of them were practising spear-throwing.
As soon as they saw the old king, they stopped talking among themselves and showed greater concentration in
practice. Their sweating bodies gleamed as if they had been oiled. The training was going on under the overall
supervision of Salaka, a person whom Salya had begot through a servant-maid. He moved close to Salya and
asked,
“Father, when are we actually going to war?” Salya,
“I do not yet know, child. They will send us the information at the right time, I am sure.” Salaka,
“I asked this question because there is confusion among these youth. They are asking whether the war will take
place at all or when it will take place. They complain that they are getting bored stiff with practising the
maneuvers again and again to no purpose.” Salya,
“Don’t you know that, war or no war, the practice must continue?” Salaka,
“But their question is why there should be so much of practice.”
The king did not reply. Anyway there could be no war till the end of the rainy season. They knew it well.
Silently he rode his chariot himself. He drove very fast in the plain. Then he abruptly stopped, turning back. They
were new horses, and the ground was slushy. Yet he could manage the animals. He said to himself, with obvious
pride,
“After all, I am Salya.”
He brought the chariot to rest on one side. While doing this, he said to himself,
“Well, we know about sisters marrying one husband, but we have never heard of brothers wedding a single
wife.”
For a while he sat still in the chariot. It was evening, and there were signs of the imminent rain. He rode back
to the palace. His nostrils were assailed by the smell of ghee being poured into the sacrificial fire. He took a bath
and then joined the ritual. After the ritual he broached his problem with the priest,
“Would any practice become religiously and morally legitimate if all the vedic scholars of Panchala and
Hastinavati approved?”
After he received the reply, the king found no further need for questioning. .
6
There was an exchange of sharp words between the father and the son. The sum and substance of father’s
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argument was that Bhishma and others had accepted the practice. But the son countered by saying that
Duryodhana and others from Hastinavati, the Trigartas and all other kings supporting Duryodhana were ridiculing
the Pandavas for this marriage. He said that only among some primitive tribes in the forests brothers shared a
wife. The Pandavas, who had spent their early years in the forest and in the company of tribal people, had
destroyed the moral code of the Aryans, he averred. He bluntly asserted that there was no question of his giving
his daughter to the Pandavas, and hence the issue of supporting them in war at the cost of incurring the hostility of
a wealthy and powerful ruler like Duryodhana did not arise at all.
After the end of the rains, when communication became possible, Rukmaratha’s spies brought news that the
war was an absolute certainty. It was reported that Bhishma and Drona would fight on Duryodhana’s side, and so
were most rulers of the Aryan land. The one notable exception was Krishna of the Yadava clan. But even
Krishna’s elder brother, Balarama, was proceeding from Dwaraka to go to Duryodhana’s support. The son asked
Salya,
“Father, you repeat ten times a day that none is better versed in the knowledge of dharma than Bhishma. If he
supports Duryodhana, then it is clear on whose side dharma rests. Don’t you see?” Father,
“But we have already given our word to the Pandavas.”
The son understood that his father was in a genuine dilemma. Vajra and Ajaya worked out a compromise
position. They said,
“The Pandavas did not consult us when they gambled. They are now declaring war without consulting us. Let
us not support any side. Let us remain neutral.”
At that point it appeared to Rukrnaratha to be the most sensible thing. Salya agreed and a heavy weight was
lifted off the minds of all concerned.
Rukmaratha sent the message to every village that men need not assemble for training and practice in archery.
As a result, people felt relieved and happy. That season they expected a good crop. They became absorbed in such
agricultural operations as removing the weeds, installing fences, and taking care of cattle. Rukmaratha himself
devoted a lot of his time to administrative obligations. Vajra and Ajaya, who had been earlier entrusted with the
task of training the army, now felt relieved. They could now indulge in rice brewed liquor. They had at their
disposal beautiful servant-maids, experts in pleasure-giving, to regale them.
But within a few days they found their pleasure pall. As against the delights of the bedroom, they found more
invigorating the joys of listening to the vibrating bowstring, shooting arrows from a running chariot, hunting wild
beasts on elephant back in forests. One day the two brothers decided to go back to military training, and took out
their chariots.
But when they reached the training camp, they found it totally deserted. Not even Ksatriyas could be found.
Enraged, they sent for the soldiers to assemble. The soldiers, respectfully folding their palms, pleaded:
“If there is not going to be a war, all training and practice, however prolonged, will be a waste. We can better
employ ourselves in hunting or other activities.”
The brothers saw sense in this position. Collecting the elephants and equipped with bows, arrows, spears,
swords, and traps, they rushed into the forests. The rain-fed forests had become rich with green vegetation. They
could also spot deer and hare, and other meat-yielding animals. They also bagged two cheetahs and one tiger.
Everybody had a thrilling experience.
The following day they went to the next forest, and the day after the next until they exhausted all the forests of
Madra. For at least a month now there would be nothing to hunt. They didn’t know what to do.
The soldiers went back to toddy-swilling and women. So did Vajra and Ajaya. Once again they reached the
stage of satiation and ennui. It soon dawned on them that women were fine as relief from serious work, but if
women became a central preoccupation it became a boredom. Well, what else was there as an alternative? Back to
hunting. They knew that beasts had fled to foreign forests, and they had to return disappointed. Ajaya told Vajra,
“Brother, how nice it would have been if we, too, could engage in agriculture as relief from warfare.” Vajra,
“But if we took to agriculture, how can we call ourselves warriors? Our routine is fixed—warfare training,
warring, and physical pleasure.” Ajaya,
“If there is a war on, it is all right. If not, we feel like scratching our flesh, out of desperation, out of sheer
boredom.” Vajra,
“Therefore, the only solution is to make a war happen. If not, we shall be condemned to misery. There is one
more thing. If there are no frequent wars, the king will have no reason to feed us and fête us. Would he? He might
downgrade us and drive us to agriculture. But if we handle earth, then not only will we dishonour ourselves, but
the entire Ksatriya community will be disgraced.”
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Ajaya fell silent. He was full of agreement with his brother’s views. In grave silence, the two brothers began to
think hard, to think of ways of breaking the impasse. As if he had discovered a new way out, Vajra said, lowering
his voice,
“In a limited quantity, we can defeat women, but in excess they can overpower us. For a hero, it is a better fate
to die fighting in a battle than be humiliated by helplessness in handling women!” Ajaya, fractionally flexing his
neck,
“That is what the soldiers too are saying.”
*
Rukmaratha was gnawed by no such worries. The act of governing kept him fully occupied and busy. When
there was no work, he could switch over to hunting. Or he would play dice with a neighbouring ruler. His mind
ran towards women seldom. Moreover he was fifty almost.
In spite of the decision unanimously arrived at by father and sons to remain neutral, Rukmaratha was not
totally uninvolved. Being a ruler he found it necessary to collect secret information about different countries. One
after another, the spies brought news. Some of them who had left during summer had remained outside during the
rains. They were now returning one by one. Some had come from Hastinavati. Some had returned from
Upaplavya where Pandvas were concentrating their war preparations. Some were returning from distant Kashi.
The news they brought was that some countries were on one side and the others on the other side, but nobody
professed neutrality. The information was that many non-Aryan groups were preparing to involve in the war, and
these included the Kiratas, Rakasas and the Nagas. Bhima had earlier slain Raksasas like Baka and Hidimba, and
the Raksasas were just waiting to take revenge on the Pandavas for all this. They had pledged support to
Duryodhana.
The Pandavas had earned the hostility of the Naga tribe when the Pandavas, settling in Khandavaprastha which
Dhritarashtra had given them, had not hesitated to denude the Naga forest and cleared it for cultivation. In his
anger Arjuna had set fire to the forest even in summer. Many Nagas had perished and some had fled. Taking
advantage of this, Duryodhana had told these Nagas as well as the Nagas in Trigarta, to wreak vengeance on the
Pandavas now. They had all organised their own special force and gone to Duryodhana’s aid. It was said that
Hidimba’s sister had borne a son named Ghatotkacha to Bhima. Pandavas had sent Bhima himself to enlist his
support. Though Bhima had lived with her for just a year, Hidimba’s love for Bhima had not diminished.
Gathering his Raksasa followers, Ghatotkacha had joined the Pandavas. The Pandava strategy was to set up
Ghatotkacha against the other Raksasa supporters of Duryodhana.
As bits of information flowed in, Rukmaratha’s picture of the gathering storm became larger and more
complicated. He had to provide the linkages between the bits by exercising his imagination. One thing was clear
.this was going to be the greatest war of them all. How many soldiers! How many chariots! How many horses!
What dexterity! What strategic formations!
There, close by, a great war was being fought, a war in which virtually the entire Aryan world was involved,
and several non-Aryans. How could he remain neutral, crouching behind barred doors? Suppose, in old age as he
narrated the story of the great war to his great grandchildren and they asked him why he did not participate in it,
what reply could he give?
But he had given word to his father that he wouldn’t participate. A battlefield was no place for mere spectators.
His enthusiasm was dampened by such thoughts.
*
One day when he was engaged deeply in administrative work, the chief of carpenters, Nandaka, approached
him and said,
“To make them ready for the war, the chariots have to be more tightly rigged up. We have to make two
hundred new chariots. Some five hundred ordinary carts need to be produced for transporting provisions and other
items. I had summoned carpenters from every village to carry out these tasks. I was told by the minister that there
is now no question of war and therefore there is no point in all this preparation. The carpenters now complain that
they had come here giving up a whole year’s local work. They demand, work or no work, their wages must be
paid.”
Rukmaratha thought there was no question of refusing them the wages. Having paid the wages, if they got the
vehicles made now, they might rust unused. If they were given their rations and two blankets per head as wages,
the farmers would have to be taxed extra to meet the new expenditure. He told the carpenter chief that he would
give a decision the next day.
The same afternoon, the iron-smith came with the same problem. The work of making the metal arrowheads,
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swords, and so on had already commenced. He wanted to know how much of this weaponry was wanted, and
whether he should enlist the support of extra smithy workers. Rukmaratha told him also that a decision would be
given the next day.
7
The earth had yielded a golden harvest. The paddy plants had flowered. The other food plants had also
flowered. The smell of the tender corn made one draw one’s breath deep with desire. The sharp heat of the sun
pumped strength into the grain.
Followed by four bodyguards, King Salya rode out of the town on horseback. He sat stretching his limbs on
the grass in a field, and went back in memory to his own boyhood and the perfume of the growing green things he
had loved so much as a boy. As if hungry for it, he went on breathing that scented air. He wondered,
“How many years had gone by like this!”
There was a kind of attraction here, and also a kind of repulsion. As he enjoyed this green perfume, he felt it
was worth living as long as possible. But the memory of the years so far lived came in the wake of the desire for
the years unlived and wished for. The smell of the green, blossoming fields recalled scenes of stagnant, still
waters.
Why? He did not know. Yes, he had to concede that zest had gone out of living. Everything looked like a
purposeless, stagnant, motionless water—everything, the palace, the spicy and delicious food, the servant-maids
attending on him twenty four hours, children and grandchildren. Yes, it was all as still and as lifeless as stagnant
water.
How many more years had he to live? He speculated. Bhishma was reputed to be one hundred and twenty. May
be he too could live that long. But Bhishma was a life-long bachelor. What was the lifespan of a bachelor? It
seemed Bhishma did not remain a bachelor in order to live longer. Yes, he, too, could live as many years. But
what was he to do in all these years given to him?
Now there was no longer any need to involve himself in the responsibility for administration. The inclination
had also gone. Drinks were no longer compelling. As for women, the basic ingredients needed to attract them and
be attracted by them, had vanished long ago. Somewhat recently, a little enthusiasm for war had been kindled.
Now that too had died with the decision to be neutral. The grain-buds were getting ready to split by the sharp heat
of the sun. The aroma was filling his active nostrils.
The irony of it was nut lost on him. After all he was a warrior, a Ksatriya, and what had he to do with the scent
of growing grain, instead of sword, chariot and bow? The thought prompted him to relax further, and he lay on the
grass, his face against the prevailing sun. He began to think.
Bhishma was said to be the commander-in-chief of Duryodhana’s forces. He was a hero among heroes, the
incomparable. What wide chest! How could I at my age undertake leadership of a battle? Bhishma could have
said and opted for a life of penance in the forest, but why didn’t he? It was a family equally known for penance
and spiritual achievements.
Salya closed his eyes, and saw the world turn blackish red. When he opened the eyelids a little, the rainbow
rays, in seven colours, pierced him like arrows in a war. He shot up suddenly and approached the horse waiting
near the road. The waiting bodyguards held the horse so that he could get on its back. The old king rode away
from the town with great speed. His white horse left the horses of the bodyguards well behind, as he displayed
exemplary horsemanship, holding the reins steadily, without wobbling, without any visible effort. The
bodyguards, trailing behind, could see over the dust ahead and not the horse. The ride stimulated the king, putting
some enthusiasm in him. As he rode fast, the horse as well as the rider became soaked in sweat. His boredom had
at last, disappeared.
8
Meanwhile, Rukmaratha was wondering whether gambling would relieve his boredom. It wasn’t altogether
satisfying to play only with his brothers Vajra and Ajaya. It mattered little whether he won from his own brothers
or lost to them. There was no thrill in it. Hunting in his own forests also did not enthuse him any longer. He was
carrying on the task of governance for the last ten years, and prior to that he was working with his father as an
understudy and an assistant. Even that work no longer excited him. It would be exciting to gamble with
neighbouring kings and princes. As the rolling dice came to a halt, one would hold one’s breath to see what was
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one’s fate.
But, none of them was free to gamble. Everyone was busy with war preparations. They all talked of nothing
but the ensuing war. None of them now had the slightest interest in gambling. All the rulers and princes related to
each other as friends or enemies, depending on whether they supported Pandavas or Duryodhana.
Rukmaratha realised that a Ksatriya could not escape the fate of being a friend or enemy. Temporarily he had
avoided being Susharma’s enemy. But he knew that the earlier intensity and warmth of friendship was lacking
between the two. In desperation he toyed with the idea of even taking the side of the Pandavas.
*
One fine morning, Maharaja Duryodhana’s own brother Dussasana arrived. Halting outside the gates of the
Madra capital, he sent the message of his arrival through a special messenger. Rukmaratha sent his brother Vajra
to go in his chariot and accord the visiting dignitary the ceremonial welcome due to him. Dussasana came and
touched the feet of Salya, calling him uncle. After taking the old man’s blessings, saying that he had little time, he
presented his case.
“Uncle, it is true that Pandavas are your maternal nephews. But so are we. Tell me, what happiness was there
for your sister after marrying into the Pandava family? We had nothing to do with her death. I can assure you we
were not responsible for her exile in forest. Of course, it is quite another matter if you wished your nephews to
regain their kingdom. Even if we were to return it to them they will not avoid the fate of horse-washing! When it
has been the fate of the junior wife’s children to clean up horse dung, why should you go to Pandava’s assistance?
I can guarantee that if we win the war, we shall definitely give that kingdom to your sister’s two sons. You can
take my word on this to be as good as Duryodhana’s own sworn promise. Our quarrel is with the first three. We
have no hostility with the peace-loving and well-behaved younger two, your sister’s children.”
The total friendship that King Salya had for all the five Pandavas was now split. Dussasana told Rukmaratha,
“War means money. The soldiers must be provided with clothes, food, weapons and other facilities. Or else
why should they be ready to sacrifice their lives? I have brought with me one thousand blankets, one thousand
pairs of covering sheets, and a potful of gold coins. Not as reward for your soldiers. But as a tribute due to an
elder in the family, our uncle Salya. From the moment you set out to join us in the war to the moment you return
to your land after the war, it shall be our exclusive responsibility to provide your army with shelter, sumptuous
food, and fodder for elephants and horses accompanying it. Let us have right away your estimate of the quantities
of milk, ghee, flour, and rice approximately needed for your army. We shall supply you with twice the quantity
you estimate. Let me remind you that the hands of the cooks of Hastinavati are as generous as the hands of their
kings.”
Salya remained silent, self-absorbed. But Dussasana divined the mind of Rukmaratha by merely watching his
face. He himself added,
“One more thing. Do not think that this war is inevitable. The Pandavas threatened us because of Krishna’s
advice. They went on claiming that they had this support and that. We took up the challenge and told them that we
too had a whole lot of supporters. I believe they will assemble with their supporters. We and our friends shall also
assemble at one place to demonstrate our strength. Then I am sure they will see reason and agree to a peaceful
settlement. Our occupation of the throne is not so important as that dharma, the moral law, should win. If the
supreme moral law, dharma, is defeated, how can it promote the real welfare of the people? Duryodhana rules his
kingdom for the welfare of his people. If you have any doubts, you can visit Hastinavati and see for yourself if
this is true.” …
241.55 Excerpt from Flower Without A Stalk\fn{by Shrivatsa Vikal Shastri (1931-1970)} Udhampur District, Jammu &
Kashmir State, India (M) 4
… During his visit to the vegetable market, Swadesh got wind of the loss which his father had suffered in the
brick-kiln business. He too had noticed that the number of items in the shop had decreased, but he could not guess
from the reduced stocks that the situation had come to such a pass. Swadesh thought that his father was
postponing the marriage of his sister because he was short of money. He felt that if his parents asked him for
monetary help he would readily agree to give it to them. But under no circumstances would he extend his helping
hand unless he was specifically asked for it.
When he returned home, he told Soma the whole story. While kneading the dough Soma said,
“They must have suffered a loss in business. In business, one never knows when one may suffer a loss. Illgotten money goes waste in this manner. One day, you will also meet the same fate. If your father can suffer a
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loss, you too may suffer one. It takes quite some time to earn wealth, but it takes no time to lose it. One has
inevitably to pay for one’s excessive greed.”
While preparing the meal, Soma kept thinking about Shunto’s marriage. Though she was free after the meal,
she could not divert her mind from this thought. She planned to talk to Swadesh that night, and to ask him to give
financial help to his parents for Shunto’s marriage.
But at night, Swadesh started harping on a new tune. When Soma came to Swadesh’s bed and started knitting a
sweater, Swadesh caught hold of Soma’s hand and said,
“I am aware, Soma, I have not been able to provide you the comforts which I should have. In the beginning I
was concerned with setting up the business. And now when it was started running smoothly, I am worried about
consolidating it.” Soma looked at Swadesh, and interrupted him saying,
“When are you diversifying your business activities? You should expand them only to the extent you can easily
manage them. You have yourself created these worries. So far as I am concerned, please do not bother yourself in
the least. I am perfectly well, and being with you, my whole life has changed for the better. What more can a
woman want?” Swadesh took the ball of wool in his hands and said,
“Sometimes I think, Soma, that the last two years have rolled by, like scenes in a play, without our being aware
of their passage. I could never have thought that you would fill my life with so much happiness. Soma, you will
never know what you really are! How can you know your inner self, when you are not aware of even your outer
charm? Your fair complexion is not what makes you beautiful. But combined with your external charm are your
inner virtues which make you really beautiful. We can only call that person beautiful who has a beautiful mind in
a beautiful body; otherwise we have so many persons with fair complexions whose hearts are black.” Swadesh lit
a cigarette and started speaking again.
“Soma, today’s man plays a double role. He lives a certain life for himself and behaves in a different manner
with others. Take the case of my parents. I could never have thought that they would reject my wishes. They did
not think of my well-being but only thought of themselves. I think my parents are leading their life with one
standard for themselves but with a different standard for me.”
Swadesh became emotional; he wanted to give vent to all his feelings. He said,
“I did not expect that our marriage would prove so successful. There were no feasts, no barat,\fn{Marriage
procession} no refera,\fn{The departure of the bride for her in-law’s house soon after the marriage } nor defera.\fn{The departure of
the bride for her in-law’s house the second time, after her customary visit to her parent’s home soon after her marriage } We returned to
the same place from where we started. No one sang any song; no suhag,\fn{Folksongs sung on the marriage of a son} no
ghorian.\fn{Ceremonial marriage incantations} Our marriage ceremony was performed without much ado. Those who
participated in our marriage appeared to be like characters acting their roles in a play. They greeted us on our
marriage. Though outsiders, they behaved as if they were our very own; and our own relations cursed and abused
us, criticized and maligned us in public and caused us pain and anguish. There is no doubt that the pain will
disappear. but not the scars caused by the wounds. Ramesh’s family stood by us; they celebrated our wedding. We
held each other’s hands in their presence. The difficult mantras of an unintelligible preacher showed us a new
path upon which we have to tread for the rest of our lives. What difference did our marriage make to us? No
flower-scent laden night, nor a private and secluded corner for us. Do you remember how much you cried that
night and how I tried to wipe your tears? After drinking up the tear-filled pitchers of our eyes, we got absorbed in
doing our duties. There was no doubt a difference: the gap which separated us from each other was now bridged,
and we came so near each other that there remained no distance between you and me.”
Soma kept gazing at Swadesh’s face. She was not surprised at what he was telling her. Quite often, when he
became emotional Swadesh would talk like this. Soma kept listening to him in silence. When he stopped
speaking, Soma said,
“You are wrong. Do you think there has been no change after marriage? If you gaze into my eyes, you will get
an answer to all you have said; you will notice a big change. The glow which you now see in my eyes was not
there before. This glow is also a sign of change. We have accepted each other out of love and not out of
compulsion. We have to grapple with the realities of life and not merely dream. To be content with dreams would
mean that we are deceiving ourselves. Every passing moment brings about a change, but men generally fail to
understand that change.
“I feel a great change in you. I tried every bit to bring about a change in you. I always tried to drink the poison
of your life so that you should only get the nectar of it. I brought nectar in your life but you could not fully
appreciate it. I do not know what you mean by change. Promise me that you will accept life in the form in which
we have got it. I came as a mark of change in your life. Now, you have got money also. What further change do
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you want?” When Swadesh pointed to a calendar, she said,
“Well! Now I understand why you were giving such a lengthy discourse.”
Swadesh looked towards Soma. He felt that Soma had understood his agony. The glow in her eyes became dim
with tears. Soma wanted to deny giving Swadesh what he desired from her. She would keep putting it off on one
pretext or the other. In fact, Soma did not want to have any children. Even now she had a vague fear that at the
instigation of his parents, Swadesh might change his attitude towards her. She would be able to fend for herself if
she were all alone, but what would she do if she had children? Soma was not worried about herself, but she
certainly did not want any problem for the children to come.
Swadesh came to know of Soma’s apprehension when he met the headmistress. He broached the subject as
soon as he reached home. Taking her hand in his own, he said,
“Soma, believe me! Do not misunderstand me. With the help of the smile on your lips, I have seen the limits of
life’s reality. I have full faith and confidence in you. There is magic in your smiles; no one can desert you after
possessing you once.” Soma replied,
“This is not true. The real magic lies in you, and it has affected every limb of my body in such a manner as to
attract me towards you. In the warmth of your love, I sometimes forget that there is another world outside of us,
that there are others who also live in this world. I see only the two of us. I feel as if I was never a widow; that it
was only a dream, and like a dream, it faded away. You filled me with confidence, and inspired me to demand my
rights from life. And whatever strength I got from that inspiration, enabled me to become yours.”
Saying this, Soma got up from the bed. She might have stayed there longer, but she was feeling sleepy.
*
Some more months passed. Soma went to Jammu for her B.T. Soma was satisfied, and she had settled
everything (regarding bearing a child) with Swadesh. He had reassured her. He was also very pleased with Soma
and had great expectations from her. He kept building bridges across the gaps between his deep desires and their
fulfillment.
Swadesh kept moving ahead in life with confidence. He engaged labourers and workers, and built roads and
lanes with new designs just as he had changed life for Soma. After all he was a contractor. He built new edifices,
but he also gave new shape to old ones. The face of India is dotted with new buildings and old monuments and it
has acquired a new personality. The old faces of the cities and villages, of the streets and lanes, of the mills and
factories have changed. A new light of development has spread all around, and men and women are trying to
march forward in that light.
Swadesh constructed and furnished his new house during the period Soma was away doing her B.T.
Sometimes, Soma would also come to see their house under construction. She had got the house designed
according to her choice.
*
The pure stream of life started flowing in the new home. They now felt that earlier they had been living like
prisoners in the rented house where they could not move about, or speak freely. Earlier they had been living like
cavemen, but now they had come to the green fields where the blooming flowers filled their lives with fragrance.
Soma tastefully furnished the house. She got a boundary wall constructed and herself laid the beds and planted
mint, chilies and tulsi. Her heart also blossomed like the blossoming flowers. Soma was very happy after shifting
to the new building. The house was situated at a clean spot on Dhar Road. In the city lanes one had to move about
with a handkerchief pressed against one’s nose, to ward off the foul smell, but here in the clean environment, she
felt a new surge of life in her. She was happy that their house was in a secluded place. There were no neighbours
nearby and she did not have to listen to any backbiting or satirical remarks by others any more.
However happy a man may be, some kind of worry or tension makes him unhappy. Soma had no problems
with Swadesh, but she was constantly worried on account of his young unmarried sister and the runaway brother.
She was also upset by the thought that whereas the two of them were living happily, their relations were living in
misery. She kept telling Swadesh that he should extend financial help to his parents.
Swadesh would not counter Soma, but he was not in favour of giving any money to his parents unless they
asked for it. He would tell Soma only this much,
“Soma, they are capable of feeding themselves; and when they are not able to afford two meals a day for
themselves, I shall certainly come to their rescue. Even now they are very adamant. When they soften their
attitude, I shall render every assistance even without their asking for it.”
*
Swadesh was a man, and men are hard in some respects. Soma was a woman, and a woman is weak in every
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respect. She had a sense of deficiency. Soma very much wanted that her in-laws (parents of Swadesh) should
allow her to live with them, and that she should be able to look after them. She had this desire, and without its
fulfillment, she considered her life empty. Though she knew that mothers-in-law seldom treat their daughters-inlaw well, and similar was the attitude of sisters-in-law towards their brothers’ wives, she still felt that even their
scoldings were useful for a woman. A woman’s life was considered incomplete if she hadn’t had to face the wrath
of her mother-in-law or the criticism of her sister-in-law.
Soma held the belief that in one’s life there should be a proper balance between light and shade. One day,
while returning from a walk to Kallar bain\fn{Water spring} Soma said to Swadesh,
“Have I to forgo forever the privilege of serving my in-laws? Are their doors closed to us forever?”
“Yes, they are closed forever. You cannot hope to receive the type of affection which you want from your inlaws. You should stop building castles in the air, Soma. Wherever we are living presently, at least we are living
happily,” Swadesh replied.
“I don’t know, but I feel a mental emptiness because my desire to serve my in-laws remains unfulfilled. Every
woman wants a small home, where she can dream about her family, where she hears the shrill cries of the children
and the reprimands of the elders and feels a sort of satisfaction on hearing them. Without these a woman’s life is
incomplete, and such incompleteness irks me.”
“This emptiness will keep irking you. I cannot please those who are annoyed with us. And if you ever go to
bring them round, I shall be constrained to teach you a lesson the harsh way,” replied Swadesh in a curt manner.
Soma remained quiet and said nothing to contradict Swadesh. She had become accustomed to hearing the same
reply from Swadesh every time she broached the topic with him. On hearing this, she would be filled with
disappointment. Even though she wanted to, she could not visit her mother-in-law and sister-in-law because she
feared that Swadesh would be angry with her if he came to know about it. Swadesh had given her a warning.
Sometimes Soma felt that she was incomplete as a woman. She could not force Swadesh to concede her small
request even. Sometimes she would start doubting whether she had any female charm at all. Otherwise, an
average woman gets even the most difficult things granted by her husband.
Soma started feeling that she was deficient in some way. She kept thinking about this deficiency even after
reaching home. Swadesh addressed her a number of times but she did not respond even once. Perhaps from now
on, she had to start devising means to overcome part of her deficiency.
*
Four or five days later (Soma had not yet returned home after the school was closed) Swadesh’s eyes fell on
Soma’s passbook in the cupboard while taking out some papers in connection with the preparation of accounts.
When he opened it, he saw that the balance amount was fifty rupees only. Soma had withdrawn five thousand
rupees from the bank without telling him anything about it! What could she have done with this amount? He
began to have doubts. Soma was late coming home from the school; this also angered Swadesh.
Instead of returning home from school, Soma went to her in-laws’ house. She knocked at the door. Her sisterin-law opened the door, and on seeing Soma there, she was taken aback. She could not utter even a single word;
she could not even tell her to come in. She opened the door for her and moved aside. On entering the house, Soma
said,
“Is mataji in?”
“Yes, please come in.” Saying this, her sister-in-law gestured to her to come inside the room.
Her sister-in-law had seen Soma earlier, but Soma was a stranger to her mother-in-law. When she saw Soma
entering the room, she looked at her daughter, surprised, and enquired with her eyes as to who this lady was.
Before her daughter could say anything, Soma touched the feet of her mother-in-law and stood aside. The motherin-law said,
“I don’t think I know you.”
“How can you? You have not seen or met me before. I may be a stranger to you, but because of me, you have
forsaken even your son. When the younger ones commit some mistake, the elders forgive them. Today I have
come here to seek your forgiveness. Please forgive us, shower your blessings on us, and allow us to stay with
you.” Saying this, Soma took out the bundles of currency notes from her purse and placed them at the feet of her
mother-in-law.
She looked, in turn, at the bundles at her feet and at the woman in front of her. She was struck by Soma’s
beauty. Soma’s glistening eyes melted the harshness of her mother-in-law’s heart. Her soft-spoken words agitated
her mind. She beckoned to Soma to come to her and caressed her head.
On seeing this, the sister-in-law felt as if it were a scene from a play. She was not quite sure whether her
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mother’s attitude had been softened by the sight of the bundles of notes, or whether Soma’s humility and beauty
had moved her to kindness, because before this her mother used to curse and condemn Soma ruthlessly. She was
yet unable to decide for certain, when suddenly she heard her mother say,
“Are you all right, my child?” Soma replied,
“Yes, by your grace, mataji.”
“Is Swadesh also well?”
“He too is all right.”
“He is good for nothing; he has even forgotten his mother. I have sent for him a number of times, but he has
not come to this place even once. He may be annoyed with his father, but what grouse has he against me?
Whenever he sees the children on the road, he speaks nicely to them. That means he treats only us as his
enemies.”
Shunto was listening to their conversation, standing close to the door. On seeing her standing there, her mother
asked, rather annoyed,
“What are you staring at? Don’t you know that your brother’s wife has come here? Go and prepare tea for her.”
Soma had no desire to have tea, she was in a hurry to get back home. Her wrist watch was showing that by
now, Swadesh must have reached home, but she could not refuse her mother-in-law.
After having tea, Soma enquired if a date for Shunto’s marriage had been fixed.
“How can we fix a date? We hare hard pressed for money. Hence we have not ventured to fix a date for
Shunto’s marriage.”
“I couldn’t resist coming here when I heard about your financial difficulties. Please accept this money. I saved
this from my salary, but please see that he\fn{ Swadesh} does not come to know about this. Even later if I can be of
any service, do send me word.” …
234.270 Excerpt from The Third Sex: A Novel\fn{by Kabita Sinha (1931-1999)} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (F) 10
1
A dark cloud of leaves, senselessly dull and dismal. A tree.
Sibnath felt uneasy whenever he saw the tree; a clumsy stunted dwarf. He stood behind the small crowd that
gathered daily at tiffin break before the Bhunjawala’s shop, his eyes glued to the tree. It seemed to him that he
knew the tree, or perhaps someone who was like the tree. From its leaves it seemed to be a banyan tree. Sibnath
had seen big banyan trees growing like giants, with huge branches, dropping shoots to the ground, in the
wilderness and open fields. But the great city had deformed and debased its glory. From its branches were
hanging old brooms, dirty rags and discarded baskets. A nail driven into its trunk was being used as a peg to hang
old tyres.
Sibnath saw a dirty looking boy come from under the shop and heap a load of burnt coal and ash below the
tree. Smoke was still coming out from the heap. Sibnath's gaze was fixed on the glowing coal amid the cinders.
He muttered to himself,
“Forget that you are a tree. Forget that you have green leaves and branches and your body, deep under the
stone and concrete, has struck roots in soil and that you are struggling hard to grow.” Sibnath turned his face away
from the tree.
A small two tiered wood-cabin was built under the shade of the tree by Daman, the Bhunjawala. The basement
was used for cooking and four feet above the ground, Daman would sit in his shop with his wares of puffed rice,
crisp-caked grams and pulses, corn and flattened rice. Beneath the wooden floor in the damp ground, the shabby
looking boy was cooking curry in a coal oven. On an aluminium plate was a huge lump of kneaded flour.
During the busy lunch hour Daman did brisk business. Sitting on the edge of the wooden-plank, he was
making packets of masala muri with deft movements of his hands. He was a dark-skinned burly man with
cropped hair and a round face. He had no time even to lift his eyes but a broad expansive smile beamed on his
face. He knew his customers and all their preferences, but he never served them on a first come, first served basis.
He handed the packets randomly to whoever he wished, as he knew full well that his customers would neither
protest nor go to any other shop. In fact, Sibnath had never known men in the Dalhousie Square area to protest
against anything save during their rallies and demonstrations.
Sibnath waited patiently. He was alone and in no hurry. Nobody cared even if he was late, his position in the
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office was insignificant. He leisurely looked at the earthen pots where baked peanuts were stacked in heaps.
Grams, peas, popcorn, puffed and flattened rice were kept in big earthen bowls. Finely chopped green-chilies,
onions spices and mustard oil were all ready for the preparation of tasty lunch packets. On the racks were
arranged glass jars containing lime, mango and chili pickle and even jars of lozenges. Inside the small cubicle a
man was pouring puffed rice into small paper bags and Daman was mixing the spices and mustard oil and handing
them to his customers.
Sibnath had stopped taking mustard oil. He took his puffed rice with boiled gram, chopped ginger and fine
slices of coconut. As he stepped out of the shop he looked towards Bankshall Court at a distance. He saw even
there a row of trees equally stunted, below which beggars were sitting with bowls in front of them. The entire
Dalhousie Square was swarming with humanity. Why should a place be so crowded that even a banyan tree was
not allowed its natural growth? Sibnath was sorry for the tree, for its branches which did not shoot and the leaves
that didn’t open. Standing on the pavement he felt a helpless anguish for the stunted things. He thought one day he
would ask Daman, the bhunjawala, the reason for his cruelty, his lack of pity for the tree. But he knew in his heart
he would never ask such a question either to Daman or to anyone else. He sauntered idly towards Lal- Dighi.
Sibnath had the habit of watching his footsteps. The pavements were made of sandstone slabs whose joints
were giving way in places due to long use and long neglect. The slabs were fixed almost a century ago and men
had been walking over them ever since. Now under his feet the slabs quaked and quivered. The slabs or his feet?
He was not sure which. Unsteady, unsure, that was how he lived in this world—at his home at Kasba or at his
office in Dalhousie Square.
Sibnath reached the G.P.O. crossing. Just then, a strong wind swept the entire area. The pigeons on the G.P.O.
clock- tower fluttered their wings and hovered aloft. Sibnath’s eyes were raised involuntarily to the sky. There
was nothing he dreaded more than the vast empty space; but the pigeons knew the sky where they roamed freely,
though they belonged to the city and made their homes in the cornices and ventilators of office buildings.
Round Dalhousie Square, there was a network of tramlines. Plans were afoot to bring the tracks inside the
Square to facilitate the flow of traffic. Would he then enjoy the banks of Lal-Dighi as much as he did now?
Sibnath walked towards the bank of Lal-Dighi.
Suddenly in the crowd a face attracted his attention—a woman’s face. Large limpid eyes, thin lips, hair pulled
back tightly into a bun. It was a strange face, pale and bloodless—as if the head had been steeped in a dark place
for a long time. Their eyes met. But nothing unexpected happened. He knew that he never caught other people’s
attention. Nobody ever noticed him in a crowd.
The face haunted Sibnath. He tried to remember if he had ever met a face like that. Somewhere, perhaps long
ago, he had seen such a face.
A dark lanky figure passed by and went down to the Lal-Dighi tank. Sibnath took his seat upon a bench under
the Amaltas tree on the bank of the pond. The dark figure first washed her clothes and then started having her
bath. Sibnath didn’t want to see an ugly figure bathing, yet his eyes roved round her. When finally she came out of
the pond, he turned his face away.
Sibnath often came across the strange figure. She could be seen everyday at Dalhousie Square during lunch
break. He had seen her bathing in Lal-Dighi. She changed her clothes beside the marble statue of the late
Maharaja of Darbhanga. While changing she made a strange noise to ward off viewers. The skinny, black figure
changed into a dazzling colourful sari and hung her wet clothes on the drooping branches of the nearby willow.
Sibnath felt sorry for their late Maharaja, who in his life time was in the habit of viewing the finest female bodies.
Suddenly the noonday gale tossed a few yellow petals from the bunch of Amaltas flowers onto his body. Not
the wind alone, but sunrays filtered through the bushes of yellow flowers. The soft electrifying touch of the petals
made his skin quiver.
Sibnath felt the spring time itch. Heady with the smell of spring, he remembered the Palash tree at the corner
of the Calcutta maidan. But until the end of March, his favourite, the short stunted Palash, did not show any sign
of life. It stood there with its black, almost dead and dry branches, as an eyesore. When Gulmohar, Jaruls and
Radhachuras of the Red Road made a riot of colours, the Palash stood bare, black, leafless almost dead. Suddenly
one day black boils bulged out all over it and burst into a blaze of flaming-red. Sibnath knew that spring was like
that, which made him shiver.
Sibnath stood up. He knew the human body also bursts into flowers, like the burning stars, like the passionate
spark produced by reaction between a man and woman which aches more painfully afterwards.
He strode over the sidewalk which had become very narrow due to the pavement hawkers, peddling items of
daily use like safety pins, tea-strainers, tongue-cleaners, hairpins, needles, copper rings, screwdrivers and even
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talismans. One needs so many things to run a home. It was good he did not marry. But there were two married
couples in his own home. His two younger brothers were married. They ran their little establishments with great
gusto. They were not timid like Sibnath. Sibnath was looked down upon by members of his family as he could not
find a wife for himself. Supriya, wife of his second brother Indranath, almost hated him for his spinelessness.
Only last night Meena, his youngest brother Chandranath’s wife, created a hell of a scene. They lived on the
floor just above him. Whenever his youngest brother came home late and a little drunk his wife made a row. It
was usual. But last night it crossed all limits. Perhaps Chandranath, unable to put up with her row, gave her a good
thrashing. This was something new in their one year old married life.
But Sibnath remained unaffected. He would never say anything to Meena and Chandranath. He knew how to
bear with equanimity all the taunts and insults heaped upon him. It happened this morning also when he was
having his morning tea with the usual couple of thin arrowroot biscuits. On the landing of the stairs Meena was
standing like a flame of fire. Seeing him, she came thumping down the stairs. Stretching out one of her bruised
arms, she said,
“Dada, see how I have been mercilessly beaten by your younger brother.”
Sibnath saw her silky-smooth, white arm, swollen and badly bruised. He had never seen the smooth, soft arm
of a woman from so close a distance.
His lips quivered. He gulped. He could not say a word, though he was emotionally very much charged and
upset. Suddenly, Indranath’s wife, Supriya called Meena from the landing of the staircase. Sibnath raised his eyes.
Supriya stood erect, like a proud swan, with a sardonic smile playing on her lips, her voice shrill with contempt
she said,
“Come away, Meena, whom are you complaining to? Elder brother, Dada? Has he any guts? Did he speak a
word when his second brother, my husband kept a mistress? It is no use telling anything to that man. Come, I
say.”
A dumb Sibnath looked helpless. Supriya’s features were sharp, and her complexion was not as fair as
Meena’s. Her tanned face showed something burning within her.
Meena was silent. Pisima, their old aunt, saved Sibnath. She called him to the kitchen and whispered into his
ears,
“You have no business to meddle in other people’s affairs. Especially when husbands and wives quarrel. It is as
short-lived as autumn showers. By evening you will see them patch up—dining out or visiting a picture house.
Don’ you see that Supriya is goading her? Jealousy, pure jealousy, I say.”
Sibnath knew that it was not just pure jealousy but he could not tell Pisima the reason for Supriya’s hatred and
anger. His empathy to Supriya was instinctive. Did she not feel the spring fever as Sibnath himself felt when the
hot afternoon gale tossed yellow petals all over his body while sitting on the bench on the bank of Lal-Dighi?
Supriya went every day to her children’s nursery school to fetch them back home. The hot sun burnt her flesh
and skin and the noon gale whispered like seashells in her ears. Before Sibnath’s minds eye flashed the strong and
erect figure of Supriya, beads of sweat on her forehead, walking on the road with her two children. On her way
was a park, lined with Kadamba, Palas and Gulmohar trees. The Palas was laden with red-flaming blossoms.
Supriya had enough time at her disposal and she was full of vim and vigour.
Sibnath’s second brother, Indranath was an affluent businessman. Supriya had three servants. She had no need
to go and fetch her children from school. She did it just to pass her time which hung like a heavy load upon her.
Sibnath observed that Supriya had become wild and fierce from the day Indranath started visiting a woman.
Supriya was a creature of flesh with a healthy appetite.
When her troubles began she often used to come down in the morning. She never took any notice of Sibnath.
Their house was an undivided family in name only. In the common kitchen, rice, pulse and fish curry was cooked,
which was meant for Sibnath and the servants. The two wives in the two upper floors had separate kitchens where
they cooked special dishes. Supriya loved cooking and enjoyed feeding friends and relations. One morning, when
Sibnath was coming out of the bathroom, Supriya saw his bare body. She had also come down for her bath as
there was no water in her own bathroom. With a towel round his waist and nothing on his shoulders, Sibnath felt
embarrassed as he faced her on the threshold of the bathroom. He smiled shyly but the moment his eyes fell on
hers he turned dry like a piece of wood. Supriya’s head was bent low but her glance was cold, steely, piercing.
Evidently she had discovered something in Sibnath previously unknown to her. Her look, slightly wet and glassy
was hypnotic like the gaze of a boa fixed on its prey.
That afternoon, when Sibnath came back from his office, she brought snacks for him. And then under the dullyellow, electric lamp, when he was having his supper in the dreary kitchen, Supriya’s young and attractive
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maidservant brought a steaming plate of chicken curry. With a mischievous smile she said,
“My mistress has sent you this.”
Pisima was sitting in a corner of the kitchen with her prayer beads. She was there by chance, as she generally
didn't wait on Sibnath when he took his evening meals. Sibnath knew her eyes moved like a searchlight. She
commented.
“Oh! Supriya is now paying attention to her husband’s elder brother. Good, very good.”
Sibnath relished his meal, leaving nothing on the plate, the curry was delicious. As he washed his hands, he
heard Pisima’s words,
“Sibnath, you don’t have a strong stomach, this rich and spicy meat may not suit you after all.”
One day shortly after this incident Supriya had a big fight with Indranath about the mistress he kept. As a result
of which Indranath stayed away from home for three nights. It was during this period that Sibnath heard the knock
on his door one night. He was half asleep when he answered the door. A dark figure was lurking in the corner.
Supriya. She came very near towards Sibnath almost touching him. She smelt divine.
“Dada do you have any cold water in your pitcher,” she asked in a whisper.
“Is something wrong with your fridge? Don’t you have water in your room?” was all Sibnath could say to
Supriya in reply.
Supriya went back to her room without another word. She never spoke to hint again directly after that incident.
Strange men started frequenting her room from then on.
Sibnath sighed and returned to the Lal-Dighi. The lake presented an ethereal sight before his eyes. The
wavering branches of the trees reflected in the pool. Leaves from the Deodar tree shaken by the wind, fell on the
tranquil water. Sibnath tried to remember if it was a night of the month of Falgun, when Supriya came to him.
Well how could he blame her for the frailties of Falgun?
His lunch pack was finished. It was twenty five past one in the clock tower of the G.P.O. The dark, skinny
woman’s clothes had dried. She was gesticulating and talking to a group of men, standing near an old, secondhand cart, fixed with a sugarcane crusher. Sibnath remembered having seen her. Her coquetry, her eye-wink was a
familiar sight in Dalhousie Square.
*
Experience had taught Sarala one thing, one must do what others do. That makes life less of a struggle. After
her appointment to the office where Bijoy had worked, Sarala wanted .to lead a life of her own. But that wasn’t
easy. She faced a lot of difficulty in the early days of her life as a daily passenger in the local trains. At home quite
often food was not ready for her before she left for work and Sarala was too shy to ask why. Then in the railway
compartment, on many occasions, she had to travel standing all the way for want of a seat. While coming back
home she had to keep standing in the platform again for hours together if the train was running late. She could
never sit for one, though she watched hungrily how easily other women squatted on the station platform, caring
least for what others would think. They even had short naps when they felt sleepy; went to the tea stall if they felt
thirsty. Pouring tea on the saucers they sipped and smacked their lips. Unabashedly ran to the loo marked
“Ladies” to empty their bladders.
Sarala could do nothing of this in those early days. She could not look at the toilets meant for ladies; nor could
she buy a cup of tea from the tea stalls even though her throat parched from thirst. That same Sarala. Sarala could
easily ask a stranger now,
“What time is it please? Can you say brother, the platform number from which the Sandhyapur bound train
will leave?”
How easily Sarala could now buy fresh bread from Sealdah market and haggle with the fruit seller. If someone
sat very close to her she no longer felt disgusted. She too made a little space for herself by pushing others and
quite often wrangled for it. When the rush of crowd in the train gradually grew thin Sarala got a comfortable
corner. It was just chance. Looking out at the deepening darkness these thoughts came to her. In darkness, Sarala
could sense the pulsation of Bijoy in her heart. She was talking to Bijoy now, as she always did when alone.
“See Bijoy, I do the same as others do. That’s why I face no problem. Comfort is better than happiness and
peace is far better than comfort. I too, observe everything that the other widows observe. You earn a good name
and don’t run risks. You return to your in-laws after office without wasting a minute. See, how timely I returned?
How I got down at Ashoknagar station?”
She was soliloquizing. A dim light lit the station. As she got down, a cool breeze blew over her drying her
sweat soaked blouse. She crossed the brick-lined railway platform, the narrow lane of the level crossing and
reached the well lighted shopping centre. She had to buy a wick for her lantern and two kilos of fine rice. She was
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carrying a cloth bag made out of worn-out bed sheet, neatly folded in her vanity bag. There were a row of cinema
posters beside the bamboo railings on one side of the road.
Suddenly she is transported back to her married days. She and her husband have just arrived at the station from
Sandhyapur in a hackney-coach. She is fresh after her midday siesta and a wash in the afternoon. Wearing a new
sari and gold earrings, she has come to the railway station and is standing by the side of her husband. They are
going to the next small township of Chaltegachi to see the latest release of an Uttam/Suchitra film
2
Sarala immersed in her thoughts, had already purchased the rice. She forgot to haggle about the price. She was
now buying ripe bael fruit. She broke one, plump and sweet smelling. Next day was Ekadashi. After serving food
to Bijoy’s father and mother she would drink a glass of bael-juice.
She arranged her bag and crossed over to the other side of the road. The horse-driven carriages coming from
the station would stop at the tri-junction of the road, one of which led to Sandhyapur, the other two to Pahartali
and Hijaltali respectively. Sarala had never been to either of these places. This happens; so near, but one prefers to
go only to faraway places. Distance lends enchantment to the view! A shaky, tottering buggy stopped in front of
her. The coachman was hoarsely calling,
“Sandhyapur, Sandhyapur, one more seat for Sandhyapur.”
Without wasting any time Sarala arranged her bags and got into it. A vegetable seller moved a little to make
space for her. A Mohammedan farmhand was sitting next to the vegetable seller. Sarala was now accustomed to
the earth smell of their bodies. The carriage started moving, passing along the sweetmeat shop, the wholesale rice
and grain .stores and the marketplace.
Suddenly darkness fell. The dense darkness was filled with the song of the hedge-cricket. This very note
transported her back to her life in Sandhyapur village. On the two sides of the road, houses far removed from one
another stood in lone grandeur. At some distance there was blue electric light on a trident of a temple.. People had
assembled there for the evening prayer. As the sound of bells faded, darkness enveloped the whole scene. The
smell of ripe crops filled the air. The Mohammedan farmhand and the cab driver were talking of the Bodo variety
of rice. Plenty of water and sun’s warmth had made the plants grow greener and stronger. On either side golden
wheat plants bent low. The whole landscape appeared somewhat clearer as the eyes got accustomed to the
darkness. There were a few Sajina trees. The season of Sajina flower was now over. Still one could see the last of
the flowers.
For a long while no human habitation could be seen. Vast stretches of paddy fields. Glow-worms twinkling all
over the. dark fields. The soporific drone of the farmhand lulled Sarala into sleep.
Happy memories of the past brought a lump to her throat as she saw the scenery around. Even some years ago
Bijoy used to return from work at this hour. After her evening wash and hairdressing, Sarala did her routine duty
of cleaning and lighting lamps and taking them to their respective rooms and then she returned to her room
waiting for Bijoy.
The window seat in her bedroom was her favourite place. The window opened onto a lengthy stretch and could
be seen from the turn of the road. She and her sister-in-law cooked the curries for the evening meal during the
day. Only rice was cooked in the evening.
Sarala sat on the window seat with folded knees and gazed at the painted toes with silver rings of her feet. One
ring had the filigree pattern of the ace of hearts, the other one had the pattern of the ace of clubs. Bijoy’s mother
told both her daughters-in-law to wear rings on their toes as they acted as an amulet against evil and danger.
3
Sarala thought that her waiting for Bijoy was not of this birth alone. It was as if she had been waiting like this,
birth after birth, every evening of her life, looking out of the window, lighting the lamps, the daily swabbing of
the floors with cow-dung, the daily changing of sheets. Sarala’s room had a huge old-fashioned bedstead, a chest
of drawers, a couple of wooden boxes containing brass utensils and a few steel trunks, all neatly covered.
Everything in her room was spic and span as before, though she no longer spread colourful bed sheets, or kept
face cream, powder, mascara and vermillion on her rack. Occasionally, she would place a wreath of flowers on
Bijoy’s photograph which hung on the wall. Sarala was there too on the photograph beside Bijoy, wearing the
bride’s ornamental headdress.
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Now there were no rings on her toes. God alone knew how many unclean, evil-infested places she had to tread
every day. Not Sarala alone, but the entire house had waited in avid expectation for Bijoy’s return from the office.
He found a bucket full of water and a towel ready for him when he came home. His bed was made with freshly
washed sheets on which he spread himself.
It was not so for Sarala. No one waited for her return.
Sarala, on the strength of her Inter-Arts certificate, got a job on compassionate grounds in the office where
Bijoy had worked. Perhaps because she got the job in place of her husband or for some other reason, Sarala chose
to stay with her in-laws. She didn’t go to her own people.
Sarala didn’t know if her father-in-law and mother-in-law were at all grateful to her for her choosing to stay
with them. They may be thinking that she got the job in place of their son, and was duty bound to maintain them
and that the lion’s share of her income should go to them. She had handed over all the money she had received on
Bijoy’s death to her father-in-law.
Sarala had also her own equation. She could now easily understand without any passion the hard facts of
everyday life. Her own people lived in Calcutta. A separate room in their rented apartment could not be allotted to
her. Calcutta was not Sandhyapur. She would have to stay as a widowed daughter of the house, sharing a room
with her mother and nephews and with only a narrow bed. But all her fine calculations crumbled when she looked
at the sky craning her neck.
Sarala got down from the carriage after paying the fare and looked towards the sky. She could not leave
Sandhyapur, if only for that stretch of the sky. There life and death were non-issues. Change and alteration were
not the words you could find there. Even time had no meaning. Sarala had heard her grandma tell her,
“When loved ones die they become stars in the sky.” Tut tut.
Why should they become stars of the sky? The sky is much bigger, where there is no past or future life. And
the saddest thing is that there is no one as Sarala or Bijoy there. But the most important thing is that those who
have chosen to live on this earth, in this world of men, should not look at the starry sky. So she bent her eyes.
4
The house was engulfed in darkness. The window of her room could not be distinguished any more. She felt
the weight of the bags in her hand. She was perspiring. She knew the uneven way to the house so well that she
didn’t grope but her arms ached. She trudged to the entrance of the house. Opening the bamboo gate she entered
the spacious courtyard.
Sarala dropped the two bags on the floor with a gentle thud. Her mother-in-law opened the door of their room
and came out with a lamp in her hand. The light of the lamp fell on the shrunken skin of her legs. Sarala placed on
the ground the bag of rice, the bael fruit, the loaf of bread and the packet containing new clothes for her, one by
one. She brought out a hundred-rupee note from her purse and gave it to her mother-in-law. Her sister-in-law also
came out from her room.
Sarala could not see the expression on the face of her mother-in-law in the darkness. She did not utter a word.
Her silence was the expression of her grief for Bijoy, lending a dignity to his memory and her loss. Even a waterbucket and a mug were not kept ready for her. She had to find them fumbling in the darkness.
She went near the well with the bucket in her hand. She threw the bucket into the well. The bucket touched the
surface of the water with a thud, then sank with a gurgling sound.
She shivered as she washed her face and body, the water was so cold. With head bent low she passed the still
figures of her mother-in-law standing there on the verandah and. moved to her room.
Her room was damp and musty. It remained closed during the day. Still she loved the musty smell of her room.
The floor of the room was laid with broken brick. The mud walls had a wash of cement and a coat of colour. She
placed a lamp on the table, opened the window. Then picking up a thin-bordered sari and a chemise from the rack
she changed her clothes.
Her window opened on to a big sparkling pond which belonged to her neighbour. She looked out of the
window and watched the ripples; the wind and the waves of the pond always made her feel that her very room
floated over the pond.
She turned to her bed, sat relaxedly on it. In her room she always felt the living presence of Bijoy—his loving
touch.
“Would it not have been nicer if both of us had worked together, sitting opposite each other, in the office? We
could travel by the same bus and in the same train. Whom should I tell the thoughts that rise in my mind? When
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you were alive, how little of Calcutta I knew. Oh God! Wasn’t it a piece of luck that I had passed the I. A.
examination? I was twenty then.
“Do you know Bijoy, I once failed in an examination? When I was in college, my friends sometimes played
truant and went to cinemas or restaurants. I never went with them. Oh, Bijoy do you know how I longed to fall in
love? No one cared for me and there was no one to fall in love with.”
Sarala got up still talking to herself. Her food was kept under a lid in the vegetarian kitchen meant for widows.
In the dim light of the lantern she sat squatting on the floor with the plate of food before her. She was eating but
she still had Bijoy in her thoughts. She felt she must unburden herself before Bijoy who was eluding her but
nonetheless was very much present there.
“Do you know Bijoy, a little away from my house, in a pink-coloured double-storied house, lived. a boy whom
we called Manikda. He was handsome, and a good athlete. In the morning I would see him practising yogasana
on the roof of his house. He figured in my dreams. Our acquaintance grew a little. His family was rich, and there
was an air of culture and education in their house. One of his brother’s was a professor.
“I made friends with Manikda’s sister. I often used to go to his house on the pretext of asking for storybooks.
On holidays Manikda played cricket with his friends on the. temple ground before our house. From my window I
watched him play.
“No, nothing happened. The whole thing was so one-sided, made of my own daydreams. As I grew older,
hectic searches to find a groom for me began. People often came to see me. I had to sit like a doll before
strangers. Beside the Shiva temple, at one end of the playground, lived an astrologer who had a daughter of my
age. Manikda and his friends used to go there when they felt thirsty. Manikda’s visit to the porch of the
astrologer’s house became frequent.” Sarala laughed silently.
“We didn’t have an open porch with sitting place in our house. Nor would I have been allowed to offer water to
thirsty young grown-up boys playing cricket. My secret love silently withered unseen. The astrologer’s daughter
married Manikda. No, Manikda married her.”
She finished the meal and cleaned the place. She undressed, placed the lamp on the rack near the mirror to tie
up her hair. She loved looking at her face in the mirror.
She did not have the courage to talk about Manikda when Bijoy was alive. A venial sin, she thought. She used
to pretend that Bijoy was the first man to enter her life. Her one-sided infatuation with Manikda could not be
called an affair. Then she remembered Bhusan.
“I did not love him, but Bhusan worshipped me, you know. Bhusan was my elder sister-in-law’s crippled
brother. Bhusanda watched the ceremony of my marriage, dumbstruck. He died of meningitis after a year of my
marriage with you. Had he been alive he would have wept bitterly, inconsolably over my widowhood. The shock
would have been too great for him to bear.”
She reached her bed. A gust of wind at intervals from the pond made the room cool. She lowered the wick of
the lamp, placed it on a stool by her bedside and hung the mosquito curtain down.
Sometimes snakes entered her room—water snakes. Sarala hated snakes. The white net of the curtain seemed
like a drizzle. She spread herself on her double bed, quietly moving the hand fan. The sweat drops on her neck
had dried. Looking up at the roof of the curtain, she told Bijoy,
“Your brother’s wife was saying that they were going. to spend their annual vacation at Vindhyachal. They
spent their last vacation at seaside Purl. We never went anywhere. We only made plans and time ran out. I was
married when I was 27, rather late for a woman of our social status. I used to shut myself within the house for the
sheer shame of not being married. When I was 27 you chose me as your wife. I asked you once, when I became a
bit free with you, why did you select me as your bride? You smiled fondling my nose-end. and you had said,
“‘Can’t say why?’ Then you became grave and said,
“‘My wants are few, a woman like you is all I want.’
“No, Bijoy, your demands were not simple.”
Sarala closed her eyes and breathed in hard as they had done every night at this time of the season. The old
fragrance was still there in the room. It came from the flowering lime tree on the bank of the pond, which
reminded them that spring was there again with its sweet fragrance. Bijoy, who loved this sweet smell of lime,
was there. His memory like a rooted sorrow pained her. Tears filled her eyes.
“Bijoy, do you get this sweet scent. of air? I can’t believe, my dear, that everything is over. Can it be so? You
are surely present there, only I don’t see you. You are eluding me. You used to say,
“‘We will go to Kashmir, all of us, mother, father, my brother and his family, all will go.’
“You wanted to share happiness with everyone. You wanted to enjoy the bliss of our married life, every bit of
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it, every inch of it—slowly, like a child sucking candy. But the end came so soon. So suddenly! Bijoy why, O
why, didn’t you give me a child? Something real to preserve your memory, as a token of our four years of
companionship. Bijoy, do you know that memory fades?
“Bijoy where are you?”
Sarala’s eyelids, heavy with sleep, closed but the smile on her lips stayed. Whenever she talked to Bijoy her
face beamed, her lips smiled.
5
Sibnath could overhear the low murmuring of voices coming from the desk just behind. The annual picnic had
been unusually delayed this year due to prevailing tension as an aftermath of the Recreation Club’s election. A
boy recently transferred from Bombay, whom Sibnath liked, had been elected to the Executive Committee of the
Club.
Sibnath was fond of his desk. The desk had a drawer on one side only. It had enough room for the few things
he had. Harimohan’s seat was next to his and then a wooden partition. Sibnath had hung a calendar with a
photograph of Sri Ramkrishna Deva. The picture of Sri Ramkrishna Deva had a special appeal for him. When he
had no work in hand, he would idly gaze at the photograph and wonder why all human faces were not pictures of
peace as Sri Ramkrishna’s—peace that lent divine grace even to a very ordinary face.
On the top of his table was a big square glass given to him by Gourangada after his retirement. He kept a dry
hazel leaf under the glass. He had found the leaf on the road near the High Court. It seemed to him fairer than a
flower. Sibnath would look at the dry, seared, leaf, and think of the day when he had picked it up, fresh and green.
Sibnath had a sharp-edged, paper knife. Mechanically he checked the letters, marked them down with a red
pencil, then laid them on the table under a paperweight. He was. busy opening the mail, but he could not
concentrate on his work. His attention wavered to the desk behind. Why were they talking at so low a pitch?
Perhaps they didn’t want Sibnath to hear what they were saying.
Sibnath was not sure if he would join them this year. Last year he did not go. He had not even paid the five
rupee annual membership subscription. Five rupees may be a small sum for them but Sibnath’s views were
different. Money was not earned easily to be squandered thoughtlessly. Last year he did not go to the picnic, nor
did he pay his membership fee. The year before, yes, he remembered attending the picnic but could find no joy.
The trip was boring, the picnic dull.
Sibnath thought people wanted to avoid him. But only during the last picnic did he realise that he too did not
enjoy company. His nerves tautened at the very thought of a picnic or a function or a gathering. His gaze became
sharp, his hands and fingers doubled into fists. He suffered from a meaningless tension. His idea was that others
disliked him and so it was best to avoid people.
Sibnath picked up a pack of envelopes. Berhampur, Ganjam, Jaipur, Koraput, Dhenkanal—names of far away
places. Names that had no meaning for him. All his world remained confined to his three storied Kasba house.
Sibnath was working like a machine, with his ears tuned to the conversation going on behind him. This year again
they were going to the old place, the old garden house on the other side of the Ganges.
He suddenly remembered the huge revolving iron wheel used for drawing water and the sprawling orchard, the
ochre water of the Ganges. Sibnath could still remember the smell of water in the garden party by the riverside,
damp and vapid. The glistening mud on the banks of the Ganges, the thick green grasses, he remembered every
detail.
A strong desire to go to the picnic took hold of him, as he feared that they might not ask him to join. His
membership stood cancelled, he being a defaulter. But then the party would be really good. He was unable to
reason why he did not enjoy the party. The huge aluminium cauldron containing mutton curry flashed before his
mind’s eye with its inviting aroma. The gay wanton merrymaking and singing. The frisking and frolicking of
young men with the women.
Sibnath’s knife was briskly active. Lalbagh, Dubrajpur, the list seemed endless.
But he had lost his chance. He was too shy to approach them for the renewal of his membership. It had been so
with him always. He had thrown away the golden chances that had come his way.
Suddenly in a flash he remembered the ruddy, wet face he had seen at Dalhousie Square this morning—the
face which seemed so familiar. But that was an old story long forgotten. That was ten years ago when his father
and mother were alive and he had just joined service in this office. His mother was a regular visitor to the
Kalighat Temple. There she met Sarala’s mother during the ritual breaking of fast in observance of Savitri-Brata.
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Sarala’s mother worried about her marriage, it was already getting late and Sarala’s father was on his deathbed. That was why she was keen on observing Savitri-Brata. Almost daily Sarala’s mother pestered Sibnath’s
mother. She had kept two thousand rupees apart for her marriage. She had some jewellery made also. Sibnath’s
mother knew her son’s value in the marriage market, the value of a young employed person.
Still she could not resist the pleas and wheedling of Sarala’s mother and went with a whole company to see
Sarala. She approved of her looks and the marriage was almost fixed. Sibnath also had gone to see her. He
remembered the road leading to Sarala’s house, beyond the Kalighat temple the; cool shady by-lane reached out to
the bank of the Ganges, where beautiful, little, ornamental clay models of Savitri with Satyaban on her lap were
the only wares for sale. Through the backyard of a small temple one reached the riverbank, where the steps were
cemented. The ferry boats carried the men to the other side of the bank.
A little distance through the grassy path and then her house. There was a small bamboo-fenced compound, a
small wooden gate. Over the entrance door was an ivy creeper. Sibnath went there on a lovely autumn afternoon.
In the golden afternoon glow, he saw the orange blossoms of Madhabi strewn allover. Sarala then looked fresh
and maidenly. Sibnath was charmed.
His vacant hours passed dreaming of the girl he had seen only once. Visions of women are like the memories
of past life. Sibnath came nearer and nearer to Sarala in his dreams. But the proposal ultimately fell through. Just
for a pair of gold bangles not conforming to the prescribed weight.
Marriage proposals often break, but what piqued Sibnath was something else. The postcard which Sibnath’s
father wrote was still fresh in his mind. It was dictated to his father by his mother and Sibnath had to post the
letter in obedience to his mother’s strict orders. It was written there, that he was sorry to end the marriage
negotiations as their son was not willing to marry Sarala.
Sibnath did not protest, nor did his hands tremble when he was posting the letter in the mailbox. He never for a
moment thought that it was not only an injustice to Sarala but to himself also. Injustice is not only confined to the
person on whom a wrong is perpetrated. It has other dimensions too. No less guilty than the wrongdoer is he who
silently acquiesces to a wrong done.
Sibnath silently accepted the wrong done to him. His mother expressed her ire, saying that one could not be so
brutally frank these days as to tell them they were not their equals so far as dowry and other things were
concerned, and that, was the safest course of turning down the proposal. At least it saved prestige. His father too
in his heavy voice said,
“Considering the salary you earn, a more sound marital connection is necessary. Marriage means expenses
which progressively increase, new arrivals of children, hard times, illness requiring expensive treatment. That’s
why women’s ornaments are required, to meet these exigencies.”
Even after the negotiation had fallen through, Sibnath often cogitated, after all how much succour a pair of
bangles of a certain weight would bring during really bad days? Sibnath used to watch his face in a mirror and
think of that strange road which led to Sarala’s house. That strange road, the narrow lane leading to a small
temple, the ferry-crossing, all these had become a part of his dream. He withdrew silently to the world of his
dreams. Those moist days were gone forever.
His mother fell down the stairs, suffered an attack of paralysis and died a few days later. His father too, died in
the same way the year after. And then the house underwent a sea change. Who had the time to meddle with other
people’s affairs? Their old surviving aunt, Pisima, was still alive—the lone reminder of the other days.
Sibnath had never seen his face in a mirror since then. He had once tried to see his face in a mirror, to know
how he looked through other people’s—nay, Sarala’s—eyes. Thickset and deep-arched eyebrows, an ordinary
forehead, eyes like the doe’s, though a bit sunken, aquiline nose, a black mole just under the nose, rather a longish
face. Among his brothers Sibnath was the best to look at, but his features lacked something, something that makes
a face distinctive. His brothers Indra and Chandra were not so handsome as he was but they were more attractive.
It was difficult to ignore their presence. Sibnath was rather tall, wide-chested, of muscular build shorn of all
unnecessary fat. And yet he made hardly any impression.
Youth does not endure and ten long years take their toll. Sibnath sighed. A sigh ten years too late.
He raised his head and saw Vilas and Chanchal were moving from table to table to raise subscription for the
picnic. Sibnath knew that they would not come to him. He thought of moving out to save himself from this insult.
“How about a trip to the toilet?” he asked himself. He had not smoked for a long while. A cigarette should go
well with maturation he thought.
Then he changed his mind. Why, why should he go away? Let them not come if they don’t want to. He
stretched himself on his chair but his eyes followed Vilas and Chanchal. Sibnath saw Jharnadi exchange a bluish
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fiver with her violet note. Triptidi rolled with laughing after cracking a joke. Burra Babu held out a tenner with a
broad smile. As the day of his superanuation was drawing near, his behaviour towards the staff was becoming
more and more cordial. Then the group approached Paromita Hazra, the young buxom typist. Balaram and Dipen
joined them.
Sibnath gnashed his teeth. A couple of years ago Reba was the chief attraction of the picnic. This year it
seemed, Paromita would take that place. Paromita had a stylish gait. She was young and smart and fresh from
college. She dressed flashily wearing her sari in a manner which carefully exhibited the curves. When she passed
by his desk, Sibnath got a strange, mixed scent of perfume and body odour. Sometime he could even see her
navel, a side view of her breasts. Sibnath then invariably lighted a cigarette to calm his excitement. The group
surrounded her, blocking Sibnath’s view.
Chanchal, Vilas, Balaram and Dipen came back with a bunch of notes and sat opposite Sibnath’s table, as
Harimohanda was not at his desk. They drew a few chairs around, ticked off the names on their list, discussed the
details of the picnic and then headed towards the tea stall. Sibnath’s mind was working feverishly.
“Why do I want to go to the picnic this year when I do not enjoy parties?” he asked himself.
He had not been attending picnics but that was no reason to cancel his name. A foolish, sly idea occurred to
him. He waited till they reached the tea stall. Sibnath followed them. The group did not see Sibnath shadowing
them. Sibnath was not easily noticed. He was aware that he was easily overlooked. When the shopkeeper wanted
to know how many cups they wanted, Sibnath from behind ordered five cups. Quite startled Vilas turned towards
him. A knowing smile flashed across his face as he saw Sibnath,
“Oh, it’s you! You are offering us tea! So kind of you!”
Sibnath blushed. He passed the cups on to them. Sipping tea, Sibnath watched the wind swept dust on the tarmacadamized, walled office enclosure. The group of four formed a circle and were engrossed in discussion about
the picnic, totally oblivious of Sibnath’s presence. They did not mean to insult him, that would have meant
showing him some importance. Exasperated at their unconcern he silently moved away after paying for the tea.
His ploy having failed, a depressed Sibnath sauntered towards Dalhousie Square after office hours. In the busy
homebound crowd he was the only one who was in no hurry. Sticking like glue, hanging like bats, in buses and
tramcars, men and women were speeding on their way back to their homes. In the thirty five years of his life he
had not been able to understand this hurry of the Calcuttans.
Sibnath was thinking of Sarala. What was the matter with her? Why did she not marry? With her hair drawn
tightly back, wearing a black-bordered sari what did she do in Dalhousie area? He ambled idly, crossing over the
road.
Suddenly his pace quickened, as he arrived near Lal-Dighi. Lal-Dighi, with narrow sidewalks all around it, was
at one centre of Dalhousie Square, surrounded by huge buildings, a maze of concrete. From the top of the
monument or from the top floor of his office building, Calcutta looked like a huge labyrinth of tall and not so tall
structures.
In Calcutta the sun sets shyly like one answering nature’s call behind the wall of a blind lane. Wandering
aimlessly he passed by the statue of the late Maharaja of Darbhanga, when he saw a figure, sari-wrapped knees
under a tattered umbrella, with a dirty, crying baby crawling towards her. Sibnath slowed his pace, the woman
was sitting with a tray of betel leaves, nuts and catechu before her. He saw her hands, pale and tinted with brown
stains of lime and catechu. Sibnath felt the urge to chew a paan.
“Give me a paan with lime, nuts and catechu only.”
Bent low and veiled she looked like a bundle of cloth. She made a futile attempt to see her client from behind
her veil. Sibnath was standing waiting for his paan when he was suddenly pushed aside by that black, strange,
swinging figure whom he had seen bathing in Lal-Dighi earlier in the day. The figure stood with arms akimbo and
shouted,
“How dare you come and open your paan shop here? This place is mine, I fix my canecrusher here, don’t you
know?”
The intruder’s voice was so shrill and her gestures so threatening that even Sibnath looked aghast at her. She
seemed to be in a furious rage, almost convulsing. Flashing her gaudy handkerchief she yelled again,
“Do you not know that I am Sokhisona? I mean what I say. I don’t want to see you here from tomorrow. Come,
Lakhan, let’s go.”
The two of them shot out like balls of fire. She was not alone. There was a man behind her. Like a docile lamb,
the huge lad, dressed in a coloured T-shirt and checkered lungi, followed her jauntily. The woman after giving
Sibnath paan, signaled to an old man in dirty rags—a haggard looking, hoary-haired, unkempt man, who was
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smoking a bidi a few feet away. With every puff his cheeks sunk within. He threw the butt of the bidi angrily and
without moving an inch, grumbled,
“Oh what a sickly, nagging hag! She has made my life a hell.” Then bitten by his conscience he stood up and
coming near her burst out,
“Now I don’t know what will happen to you. Who will give you shelter? I live on the pavement of Oriya
bustee under a rickshaw at night. Who is going to keep you with that brat of yours? I had chosen this site for you
but you have no luck. No one can fight with that dangerous hijra.” The gang-man of the tramline ponderously
joined in,
“Yup, Sokhisona is very dangerous, keeps goons. She is going to install her canecrusher here, the wheeled cart
placed here has been taken out for repair and painting. This site is very good for business.”
Sibnath did not leave immediately. He noted the place that had become so contentious. In the crowded
Dalhousie Square adjacent to the Telephone-Bhawan, that spot was green and secluded. Two or three railings of
the old square still existed, others broken. A grassy plot, ideal seat for the Goddess of prosperity, where business
must flourish.
Sibnath chewing betel, boarded a second class compartment of a downtown tram. In this way he would recover
the money spent on four useless cups of tea. …
1932
35.52 In Search Of Ismail Sheikh\fn{by Homen Borgohain aka Nirupama Borgohain (1932- )} Lakhimpur, Lakhimpur
District, Assam State, India (M) 5
I seemed to have lost all sense of time and place. Standing on the busy road I looked at the people around
before screaming, “Ismail!” Before the scream died down I began to run.
Life is pitiless and does not seem to condone even a small mistake. Fate means a plan, unknown, pre-ordained
and inevitable. I would have caught hold of Ismail right there had I not blurted out his name. I have looked for
him everywhere during the last five years. On hearing my voice, Ismail vanished into thin air. I had acted like a
fool.
But I must track down Ismail. Now that I’ve seen him he cannot escape. I could see from a distance that he
looked at me from the comer of his eye and then vanished into a narrow lane that intersected the main road. I ran
to the end of that road.
Two young men stood before a paan shop at the entrance. They were smoking cigarettes and watching me
nervously. Seeing my embarrassment they whispered something to each other. Their unusual behavior made me
nervous and afraid—the fear of a lone traveler journeying through a primitive country and not knowing the
people’s language. Bewildered, I looked at them for a moment and then briskly entered the narrow lane. Right
then, I heard loud laughter behind me.
After walking a few feet I paused. Though it was only about three in the afternoon, the lane was as dark as it
would normally be in late evenings. I took a close look around me. Flanking the lane on both sides were two
large, brick buildings. There was a wooden fence with a door-like opening. One could enter and exit through it. It
was obvious that the lane was not a thoroughfare but the entrance to one of the houses.
I wondered where Ismail could go in that direction. I had to follow him, but the truth is I was afraid to move
any further in that dark, narrow opening. I stood there for a while lost in thought.
Suddenly, I heard a woman laughing from the other side of the fence. Laughter is also a form of language. I
suddenly realized that it was strangely similar to the laughter of the two young men whom I had encountered a
few moments ago. For a while, I reflected on the science of language, trying to unfold the veil that covered the
mystery. Then I crossed over the fence and entered.
“You son of a bitch,” I heard someone greet me before I knew anything. I smelt the stench of alcohol. Scared, I
stepped back and froze at the sight of the person I saw. His eyes were bloodshot and his face was dotted with
rounded spots. His nose had a deep depression in the middle. This made his ugly face all the more grotesque. He
wore a black coat, a blue lungi, and a murderous look.
He let out a shrill guffaw and moved towards me.
“Hey, you bastard, don’t you recognize me? Your –—!”
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Introducing himself proudly in his vulgar lingo he proceeded to shake hands with me. I was horrified at his
sight and trembled with fear and loathing. He looked like a rotten lump of flesh infested with monstrous, deadly
germs. It seemed as if my hands and legs would be severed off my body if he touched me. As he came close I shut
my eyes, held out my hands, and screamed:
“Don’t touch me.”
He stopped in his tracks, motionless. I opened my eyes to notice on his face the pain and helplessness of a
destitute beggar. He had tears in his eyes.
“Hey bastard, you … do you understand now?” he asked in his coarse, broken voice.
“What do you mean?”
“Son of a bitch. Your don’t you see that I’m diseased. You’ll also catch it. Flee, flee away from here. Everyone
is diseased—stinking and rotten. I’ve dealt with them for ten years. I know them all. They’ve given me this
disease. Now, they close their doors when they see me. Filthy whores—all of them. Hell.”
I had forgotten all this while I was supposed to chase Ismail. He must have gone quite far by now. I was
impatient to catch up with him. I took out a pack of cigarettes from my pocket, held one towards him and asked:
“Did you see someone pass by a little while ago? He wore pajamas and his face was covered in a long beard.”
“Bastard, why are you looking for someone else when I’m here? Nobody knows this place better than I do.
You understand? But you must give me a fiver.”
It was futile arguing with him. Without taking any further notice of him I moved forward. Again, that shrill
laughter broke out over my back. It went on and on. It seemed as though laughter was the lingua franca of the
denizens of this blind alley.
Suddenly I heard some women laugh. The lane closed amidst three rows of houses that were arranged in the
shape of a horseshoe. Four or five women, smoking bidis, stood in the open square that looked like a courtyard.
Their pale and impassive faces were thickly coated with cheap cosmetics, their bodies and dresses exuded the
scent of cheap perfumes and the stench of lechery. They were like ghosts inhabiting the twilight world of their
consciousness.
“Did you see anyone pass by a little while ago?”
They nudged each other and broke into a resounding guffaw. It seemed I was speaking the tongue of a stoneage man. I wondered if it was possible for Ismail to hide in one of those hovels. Again, I asked:
“Did you see anyone passing by?”
“What sort of a person you mean, O babu?” asked a scrawny woman with a male voice. “Did he elope with
anyone? Let him. Is there any dearth of women?” Her last words were drowned in the deep-throated laughter of
her friends.
I was surprised. I had seen Ismail running in that direction. There was no alternative way out. So, he could
only hide in this place. But these women didn’t want to answer any question. What was I to do? Perhaps, enter
those houses and search. I decided to do just that. Starting from one end I proceeded towards the comer house.
The door was closed. So there was a strong possibility of someone taking refuge in it. Just when I was about to
push the door open, the women standing outside cried out:
“Hey, there’s a guy inside.”
Their voices startled me and I stopped. Suddenly my eyes turned inside the house through a chink in the
broken door and I realized that it would be inhuman to disturb the inmates.
Then, I stood before the second doorway which was ajar. I pushed it open and saw a beautiful girl. She sat in
front of the mirror and was busy doing her make-up. Hearing my footsteps she turned around and asked in a
choked voice as she rubbed a lipstick on her lips nonchalantly:
“Care to sit for a while?”
I did not reply. For a while I was spellbound by her nun-like gaze and impassive looks. Meanwhile she was
through with her makeup and came over to me. The girl was beautiful, her proud and mournful face making her
look all the more attractive. For a few moments I kept looking at her bruised lips, bitten by numerous men. She
would have lost count of the many lips she had kissed. But, how could she forget why she had taken to kissing
them?
“If you don’t want to sit, then leave. If you keep standing at the door my clients will go away.”
“What are you? A nun? A whore?”
“I haven’t seen a more crazy person. Why ask such a question?”
“Well, I can’t resist the temptation of exchanging a few words with a whore who reads a novel by Alberto
Moravia.”\fn{Alberto Pincherle, aka Alberto Moravia (1907-1990), Italian author.}
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Hearing this, she looked at her bed. Moravia’s Woman of Rome\fn{1947; it is a novel about a prostitute .} was lying
there. She smiled bashfully, as though caught in a mischievous act.
“You’re the second.”
“What do you mean?”
“Among those who come here you are the second who has spoken the language of a human being. There was
one before you, a college student.”
I noticed that the girl was beginning to be respectful, as though proximity to me had humanized her and made
her forget that she was a whore. I felt like treating her with the respect due to a human being. So I said gently:
“If you allow me, I’d like to bring you some books. I’ll be going now. Namaskar.”
“Wait, wait … where are you going? Please sit for a while. I truly mean it.”
“Why?”
“Why did you come to this area?”
I thought I had better tell her something about Ismail, because she was the only one in the area who could help.
“I came here after a man. I’ve been looking for him for a long time—almost five years. He’s been running
away from me for a particular reason. Today, I saw him on the road from a distance and, in my excitement, cried
out his name. Hearing my voice he ran and entered this lane. I came after him but lost track of him. Tell me, is
there a way out from behind this house?”
“No.”
“Then he must be hiding in one of these hovels. But who will allow him to stay in?”
“Why is he running away from you? And why are you chasing him like this?”
“It’s a long story. If I start telling you, I can’t go after Ismail. Meanwhile he would make good his escape.”
“How do you know that he hasn’t already escaped?”
“Oh yes. I got busy talking to you. Anyway, could you find out? I have a feeling he’s hiding somewhere here.
He couldn’t have thought that I’d come chasing him. Possibly, he would rather stay right here until nightfall than
go out and get nabbed.”
“What’s he to you?”
“Nothing.”
“Enemy?”
“No.”
The girl yawned. Then she said, as though to herself:
“Who knows what there is at the end of this search?”
“What do you mean? Who are you referring to?”
“You and me. Aren’t you curious about a prostitute who reads Moravia’s novel?”
“I am. But I didn’t want to hurt you by probing into your personal life.”
“I understand your feelings well. That’s why I feel like confiding in you. I don’t know why you’ve been
looking for this man for the last five years. I don’t know what you will do to him when you find him. Someone
has been looking for me for about five years. I saw him, though he didn’t notice me. If he finds me in my present
condition, he would probably kill me. But death doesn’t scare me anymore. Rather, I’m scared of the terrible
shock he would get on seeing me. You’re running after someone and I’m running away from someone. Do you
see that there’s a common thread that binds us?”
I was surprised at her perspicacity. I was indeed unprepared to hear what she said. I had been standing all this
while, but now I felt like sitting. It didn’t matter whether the woman before me was a whore or a capitalist, or
whether the room was a study or a working woman’s office. The crucial thing was the common experience, so to
speak, of two human beings. I was talking to a woman about life’s struggles, pains, hopes, and dreams. They were
the bonds that bound us—and the rest of humanity. Discovery of this truth filled my heart with a new feeling. I sat
on her bed.
“Who is looking for you?”
“My father.”
I was startled.
“Treat me as your friend and tell your story in full. To tell you the truth, you’ve made me curious.”
“I’ll tell you—that’s in my own interest, too. I’ve been looking for someone with whom I can discuss my
problems. But how could I expect to find such a friend among the buyers of women’s flesh? Anyway God has sent
you here. Please wait a minute. I’ll be right back.”
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The girl drew the curtain and went in. When she returned after sometime I couldn’t recognize her. She had
washed away the layers of powder on her face, untied the knots of different styles her hair was done up in and let
it flow down her shoulders. Wearing a white sari and a white blouse, she seemed completely transformed. I
admired her looks.
“Don’t expect me to recount a grand narrative. Events in life do not occur according to a pre-ordained scheme,
though people embellish them, in their description, with passion, emotions, and reasoning. I wouldn’t do that.
“About five years ago I got separated from my father at the Shealdah station. We had taken shelter, for the time
being, as refugees from East Bengal. The station was not exactly an almshouse opened for the emigre guests.
When I saw my father, a Brahmin and a Sanskrit scholar, eating the left-over morsel given by a prostitute, I took a
leap into the heart of darkness, not out of hatred but deep sorrow. In that single leap I descended from the sacred
height of a Brahmin’s house to the depth of a prostitute’s room.
“I thought I would never see my father again. But that was not to be. One day I saw my father, Shri Annadacharan Mukhopadhay. He had not used his hands for any other work except to offer holy water to the gods. But
that day he was carrying two women on a cycle rickshaw in Gauhati. I can’t tell you how I felt at that moment—
as if the earth shook several times under my feet. I hurriedly pulled up the orhni to cover my face. My rickshawpuller father passed by me. His eager and restless gaze indicated that his eyes searched for me at all places and in
every situation.
“I was mortally afraid from that day. I was horrified to imagine what he would do to me if he found out that his
loving daughter, who knew the Gita by heart, was a prostitute. I was particularly scared because most of my
clients come on a rickshaw to this place. What if my father came!”
The girl quietened down for a few moments. I also remained silent. Suddenly, she smiled; looked sharply at
me, and asked:
“Are you pitying me?”
I didn’t reply.
“I’ve narrated this tale to just another person—that college student. Do you know what he said? He couldn’t
understand why I was sorry for my father becoming a rickshaw-puller and me becoming a prostitute. He said,
‘People from the lower classes change their vocation in life on a daily basis. Circumstances force a peasant from a
village or a factory worker to take to driving a rickshaw. If the history of thousands of rickshaw-walahs doesn’t
bother me, why should I bother about a particular individual? Today, a Brahmin would be shocked if he gets to
know that a fellow-Brahmin was a rickshaw-walah. That’s because he’ll be haunted by the fear of his class
disintegrating.’
“‘If a Brahmin is compelled to pull a rickshaw it may be tragic for that individual but not for the society at
large. For five thousand years the high-caste people have, after all, lived off other people’s labors without doing
manual work. In the beginning, they did so on the ostensible plea that they were transmitters of knowledge. Later,
they used their status as a deceitful ploy. Now, of course, the social structures are collapsing. It’s good if a
Brahmin is driven by hunger to become a rickshaw-walah. This is how people’s thinking would change.’”
“Your talk would give one the impression that you are in a way happy that your father is a rickshaw-walah.”
“I keep repeating the words to myself. I must harden myself. Otherwise I’ll go mad.”
Just then I noticed that the room had turned dark. Perhaps it was dusk. The girl had no sense of time. I struck a
match, as though I wanted to light a cigarette. Tears were streaming down her cheeks. I blew out the match. Why
bring to light the suffering for which there was no help? Darkness was preferable.
“I’d like to know why you’ve been looking for that person. Is that person as helpless as I am?” she asked.
I decided to tell her Ismail’s story. The girl who could grasp the social significance of her father’s fate may
well find clues to another historical truth in Ismail’s story.
“The man I’m looking for is Ismail.”
“Ismail?”
The girl seemed rattled. I expected that. All the Hindu women driven out of East Bengal get upset when they
hear a Muslim name.
“Why are you startled?”
“It’s the Muslim goondas who ruined my life. It’s because of them that the daughter of a scholarly Brahmin is
a prostitute. Won’t I be startled to hear a Muslim goonda’s name? What has he done?”
“Listen to my story. The name of the man I’m chasing is Ismail. Like you, he was from East Bengal. I don’t
know his history. What I know is that he was a landless subject of a zamindar. One day he heard that hundreds of
landless peasants like him would leave their birthplace and emigrate to Assam with its millions of acres of land
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lying fallow. They were virtual slaves of the landowners because they didn’t own an inch of land. Ismail readily
joined the troupe of fortune-hunters in exile.
“You had to leave your birthplace. How did you feel when your links with your birthplaces were snapped? I’ll
answer it this way—exactly as Ismail had felt, as his wife and children felt.”
“What are you saying? They left their birthplace on their own. No one had driven them out on the point of a
sword. This was done to us. How can you compare the two situations?”
“When Ismail was leaving, his wife cried and cried. Her heart was filled with grief at the thought of leaving the
gourd-creepers that covered the roof of the house. Do you think they left the country of their own accord? Were
they not driven out by an invisible sword?”
“Who drove them out?”
“The conspiracy of history—a history that is controlled and guided by a handful of landlords and capitalists.
Why didn’t Ismail, whose heart’s blood made the land fertile, have any right over it? Why was he compelled to
leave the country? The number of slaves required to keep the machinery of exploitation going exceeded the
demand. So they were chased out like so many cats and dogs. The tears that you and Ismail’s wife had shed at the
time of leaving your birthplace had no religion. They were neither Hindu nor Muslim tears.”
“Why do you forget that the Muslims had driven us out of our land in the name of religion. They tortured all
the Hindus, rich and poor alike. People like Ismail were responsible for the genocide. Don’t forget that, in 1947,
the blood that painted the highways of Dhaka red had a religion. It was Hindu.”
“At the same time the highways of Delhi were also being splashed with blood. That blood was Muslim. But
being a woman don’t you understand the difference between tears and blood? The source of tears is the heart, a
sense of empathy with the suffering humanity. It overflows spontaneously when the heart is moved. That is why
it’s sacred and true. But the source of blood is violence—that’s why it’s vulgar and mean. To shed blood, like any
other heinous act, is sinful.”
The girl could not come up with an answer this time. It was a moment of introspection for her. I continued:
“Moreover, you were neither driven out by Muslims nor by the communal frenzy; all of you were driven out
by that conspiracy of history. A few moments ago you said that you were incarcerated in the name of religion. But
what is religion? At every age in history a handful of landowners and capitalists have deprived millions of all
comforts by conjuring up a picture of heaven in the world hereafter. The Bible makes clear that only the wretched
would go to heaven. The rich had made the following arrangements: ‘If you—the lowly slaves—serve us in this
world and deny yourselves all comforts then you will be able to spend an eternal life of comfort in heaven with
wine, women et al. We the rich must go to hell in any case. So let’s enjoy this world as much as we can.’
However, no religious figure has explained why the rich, being the more intelligent class, have opted for the
transitory heaven of this world and an eternal life of damnation in hell.
“Do you know the real nature of religions? At one time the Pope of Rome acted as a broker for heaven to fill
his depleted coffers. In other words, he was selling to the people of Europe entrance permits to heaven. According
to Islam it’s a virtuous act to convert a kafir. Why worry so much about other people’s salvation? Why tempt
people with rewards? You won’t find any justification for all this in religion, but in the newly-emerging Arab
nationalism and in the expansion of Arab capitalism. Millions of kafirs from Spain to Indonesia were converted to
Islam by force. Millions of poor soldiers sacrificed their lives in this holy mission. One does not know if those
nameless soldiers reached heaven, but a handful of kings and ministers lived in heavenly comforts in this world.
History is witness to that. The gold accumulated in Hindu temples for ages can release millions of people from the
hell of poverty. But keeping guard at the door of the temples stand the brokers of religion, the Brahmin priests.
The Muslims of East Bengal stained their hands with Hindu blood in the name of religion. The fact is that the
leaders had made them drunk on the wine of religion. If not dead-drunk how could one rape a woman about to
give birth to a baby?”
After this rapid-fire speech given in one breath I looked at her. It was as though she had no question to ask, no
arguments to refute mine.
“Listen to Ismail’s story,” I began.
“After coming here they set up settlements in the dense Assam forests. From birth to death their life was a
constant struggle with Nature. They were the brave sons of the earth, their spirit could not be crushed. Though
each year the fury of the Brahmaputra swept away their houses, they would rebuild them with renewed zeal.
About twelve years passed off like this.
“But in 1954, the Brahmaputra began to overflow the bank on the side of the settlement. Two years later, the
river devoured Ismail’s village with all its arable land. The homeless people took shelter under the trees. Cholera
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broke out taking the form of an epidemic. Many died. Ismail’s wife and his twelve-year old son were among
them. He was left with two small children—a boy and a girl.
“You said sometime ago that in life things do not happen according to any well-conceived plan, and that men
embellish them with emotion, imagination, and reasoning in their description. I wouldn’t say that. But I feel like
shedding a few tears for Ismail … well, having lost everything, about a hundred families of Ismail’s people
applied to the government for land. They did not get a reply. There was no fallow land around to put up new
settlements. For sheer survival they decided to transgress the law and encroached upon the government-protected
pasture land. That was when I appeared on the scene.”
“How?”
“I was the official entrusted with the task of removing encroachments on government land. One day I went on
the mission with armed soldiers, a court peon, and ten or twelve elephants. That’s how I waged war against
Ismail’s people. The law stipulated that I make the elephants trample over the huts. Mounting on an elephant that
stood at one comer of the village I surveyed the surroundings—miles of fields dotted with reeds and thatching
grass and small huts. The place looked desolate. The hundred-odd huts and their pitiful, harmless inhabitants,
looked helpless and vulnerable. Instead of destroying their homes I felt like embracing them and assuaging their
fears.
“Then, I ordered the huts to be demolished. Ten elephants moved. Women and children cried and screamed
loudly. The wind dispersed their cries. Suddenly I saw someone running towards me raising his two hands
towards the sky and fixing me with his gaze.
“‘Master, for God’s sake don’t destroy my house. My two children are down with small pox. In the severe cold
of Magha they’ll die tonight if there’s no roof over their head. Their mother’s dead, their brother too. They haven’t
eaten a square meal for a long time—Master, Master …’
“He cried and tossed over the ground as he said all this. I immediately ordered his hut to be spared but my
subordinate official returned to say that the hut had already been pulled down.
“On hearing this, Ismail got up. He looked shattered. The expression on his face changed.
“‘Dear God, I wandered around the world for their sake, abandoned my country, lost my wife to cholera.
Today, you didn’t even leave a thatch-roof over these motherless and sick children for them to die in peace.’
“My job was over. I wrote his name and address and returned home.
“The next day when I woke up I witnessed an unforgettable scene—two corpses, of a boy and a girl, lying in
the courtyard.
“Later, I came to know that Ismail abandoned the village with his children on the night of the demolition.
Though the people came to know about the children by and by, nobody knew Ismail’s whereabouts. Perhaps no
one bothered. But I must find him. I must apologize to him on behalf of the inhuman law and the law-enforcing
agencies. Otherwise I wouldn’t find peace after death.”
Having completed Ismail’s story I sat quietly for sometime. I had expected the girl to say something but she
kept quiet. The room was now enveloped in darkness.
“Won’t you light the lamp?”
She did not reply. I thought she didn’t want to invite her clients by turning on the light.
“I must find Ismail,” I repeated to myself.
But I was anguished by the image of that girl sitting still in darkness. I have been running after a man and she
had been running away from one. I went out looking for Ismail but ran into this prostitute. I wanted to know
Ismail’s whereabouts; instead I learnt about Annadacharan Mukhopadhay. But the amazing thing was that they
were one, their tale was the same. Both were victims of history’s conspiracy. Leaving the girl in the darkness, why
should I go in search of Ismail alone? I must also find Annadacharan Mukhopadhay. But if I did, I also had to find
the others. Who could find out millions of Ismails and Annadas of the world? Actually, to know one of them was
to know them all. What was needed was to discover their enemies, who were also the enemies of humanity.
It was quite late. I wanted to leave. Before doing so, I asked:
“Won’t you light up the lamp?”
She remained silent. She wasn’t inclined to do so.
I felt she wanted to reflect on the story I had narrated. Was Ismail a man or a Muslim? Her mind was lost in the
quest for Ismail.
117.243 In Camera Proceeding\fn{by Umrao Tariq aka Syed Umrao Ali (1932- )} Haswa, Fatehpur District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (M) 4
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The spacious courtroom is packed to the brim with lawyers and the general public, though this is an in camera
proceeding. The space is divided into three sections. A large stage extends from one corner to the other and
occupies nearly a third of the entire length of the courtroom. At the center of the stage stands a huge table with
thick, carved legs, covered with a green tablecloth on which are five or six inkstands and writing pads. Around the
writing pads are pincushions, a paper-knife, ink blotter, pencils in many colors, flag-slips, and staplers, all neatly
arranged. Everything on the table is neat and tidy. Behind the table are five chairs upholstered in green velvet and
elegantly carved. Behind it is inscribed the insignia of the court. The chair in the center, prominently visible, is
larger than the others.
The wooden witness-box is centered right in front of the table and appears elliptical when viewed from the
front. In the stand the court reader sits alert, all his papers and files ready. Next to him the stenographer checks to
see if the pencils are sharpened. Nervously, he takes out a handkerchief from his pocket and wipes the sweat off
his face, then folds the handkerchief and returns it to his pocket. The naik, wearing a stiff and tall white pugree\fn
{A note reads: The ceremonial head-dress, here used as a part of the uniform .} monogrammed in gold with the court’s insignia,
enters the court room again and again to hand the court reader a piece of paper and goes out again. Every action of
the naik and the court reader is calculated.
Near the court reader’s elliptical box are a few steps rising to the back of the room and lined with desks, each
with double drawers, and fixed chairs. The lawyers keep briefcases there and files not immediately needed in the
lower drawers and in the upper ones are books flagged with reference slips and files of the on-going case.
The remaining space is in the back of the courtroom, lined with cane benches for people interested in the court
proceedings, and friends and relatives of those involved in the cases.
There are no press reporters as this is an in camera proceeding and no one is allowed in without a special
permit from the registrar’s office. Permits have been issued only to high government officials, witnesses, police
officers, lawyers, and relatives of those involved in the case. Nothing, not even brief quotations, from the court
proceedings is allowed to be printed.
Inside, people interrupt their busy whispering to glance occasionally at the door by the stage reserved for the
honorable judges and the members of the jury. Dressed in black gowns, the row after somber row of lawyers
anchors the oppressive atmosphere. Over stiff collars and bands, their intelligent faces pore over files, turning
pages of dusty tomes. They talk softly among themselves, smoke cigarettes or pipes, quietly waiting with worried
expressions.
It is five to ten. The red-colored hands of the clock on the wall move, ticking off the seconds. The stage door
suddenly opens and the naik enters, bearing a golden rod in his hand. Measuring deliberate and slow steps, he
walks to the curved portion of the wall behind the middle chair, places the golden rod in its wooden frame, and
quickly takes a position behind the chair. Hearing the sound of the rod being installed, everybody rises and
extinguishes pipes and cigarettes. At the exact minute the naik reaches the middle chair, the door opens and the
judge and the members of the jury enter in single file.
The naik pulls out the judge’s chair. When everybody on the stage is seated, the lawyers and other people sit
down. There is a deep silence in the courtroom, punctuated by the whirring of the ceiling fans and the rustling of
paper.
The court reader rises to present a file to the judge, then places copies of it before each member of the jury.
At a signal from the court reader, the pattaywalha\fn{A note reads: A peon-cum-messenger working in an office.} goes to
the public entrance of the courtroom. Standing in front of the door, he loudly calls out three times, his voice
ringing inside the court room:
'The accused story-writer … story-writer … story-writer, the accused …”
Two policemen enter the room, escorting a thin, lanky man with disheveled hair. The story-writer looks around
him in bewilderment, but he appears to be satisfied with the entire setup. At a signal from the court reader, the
police take him to his place.
“During the last thirty-two sessions, the statement of accusation has already been read to the accused.”
The judge keeps turning the pages of the file while the court proceeds with the witnesses for the prosecution,
the defense witnesses, and then the arguments. The accused has no lawyer to hold his brief—an undefended
accused. When the statement of accusation was read out, he had only shaken his head to plead not guilty. He did
not cross-examine the witnesses for the prosecution. He did not speak a single word in the court. To fulfill the
obligations of carrying out justice, the accused was medically examined and the doctor issued a certificate
confirming that the accused’s mental state was not disturbed and that he was fully capable of comprehending the
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court proceedings. The doctor’s certificate is present in the files as Exhibit 16. Since there is no lawyer to defend
the accused, the attorney for the prosecution can present his case and open the debate.
When the judge becomes silent, the attorney for the prosecution puts the books on his table neatly and stands
up.
“My Lord, the defending story-writer is a dangerous person. Many years ago, the defendant present here in the
court was a fiery orator—”
“The learned counsel should limit his arguments to the present case only. The fact that he was a fiery orator is
beyond the scope of the present case,” the judge cuts him short.
“Milord, I was trying to present the defendant’s previous conduct in the light of Section 8 of the Law of
Evidence,” the attorney argues back.
“Begin the arguments,” the judge gives his permission.
“Milord, I was saying that many years ago the defendant was a fiery orator and his speeches stirred up
audiences in Lahore, Allahabad, Bombay, Delhi, and Lucknow. But this is something which happened many years
ago. Please look at his record for the last few years. The defendant present in the court has served a prison
sentence too. Details of the previous conviction obtained from the Bureau of Fingerprints are present in the record
of this court as Exhibit 4.”
The judge flips through the pages of the file and looks at Exhibit 4.
“Milord, as I was saying, the defendant is a dangerous story-writer. Your Honor, every story-teller can be
dangerous in some way or the other, but this story-writer in particular has defied the national laws and torn them
to shreds. For the last ten years, society was free of the evil of story-writers, but this certainly did not mean that
story-writers had stopped writing. Certainly not, Your Honor. Stories were being written all the time. But those
stories were so benign and innocuous that the story written by one could not be understood by the other storywriter, so how could the common man read and understand them? Things came to such a pass that instead of
reading stories, the common reader began to look at the advertisements in the magazines, since they at least had
some human interest. But Your Honor, the defendant started writing stories which pointed an accusing finger at
those very problems in society which it was in everybody’s interest to keep hidden, and in such a way that even
the common reader could understand them.
“Milord, if the defendant story-writer suffers from the affliction of having to write stories, then why does he
not write the story of the cock and hen-sparrow, which cannot offend anybody? Why does he not write the story of
the red and the green fairy which, even if people begin to understand, puts them to sleep? Why does he not write
the tale of the old lady in the moon which remains new even after centuries? Your Honor, the first time the
defendant was arrested, it was for writing a story in which a young girl gets so desperate from hunger that she
starts selling her body. Just think, Your Honor, how this will encourage those girls who are fed up of hunger and
starvation.
“And this was because the story could be understood by everybody. If the defendant could have written of the
girl as a fly and prostitution as a scarecrow, then his story could also have been completed and society would have
been left undisturbed. So this act of the story-writer disturbed the civic peace, and the subordinate court ordered
his pen to be seized. The judgment of the subordinate court is attached in Exhibit 3 in the files of the honorable
court. I will read out Exhibit 3 so that the gravity of the accused’s offense can be realized:
All people are hereby informed that the pen of the defendant story writer is hereby forfeited with effect from today till further orders. If
any person offers a fountain pen, ball point pen, or any kind of lead or colour pencil to the defendant which can be used to write a story on
paper through sale or loan, or even facilitates him to take it by stealth, then that such person will, without any regard for color, race, sex, or
creed, be given the penalty of one year's rigorous imprisonment, or one thousand rupees fine, or both.

“Milord, this announcement appeared in newspapers and on the radio and television several times,
announcements were made in several places, posters were put up, and, Your Honor, our people cooperated in a
very positive and encouraging manner. People brought their pens, ball point pens, pencils, and even writing reeds
to be kept in bank lockers, and shopkeepers stopped selling them without a license.
“But Your Honor, since the defendant was a proclaimed offender as far as story-telling was concerned, and
several of his stories were popular with people since they could be understood, so he did not give up his habit of
storytelling, and what this accused person did was that he carved up his fingers and kept writing stories. These
stories written in blood had the effect of a fire. Milord, blood can turn white or at the most it is spat out. Writing
stories with blood is against our tradition and this represents a rebellion from those exalted traditions, and thus,
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Your Honor, the defendant was guilty of the heinous crime of sedition. Subsequently, he was taken to the
subordinate court once again. The subordinate court gave the verdict that his fingers should be cut off. The verdict
was acted upon and his fingers were sliced off. My Lord, this historical judgment is attached in the file as Exhibit
2.”
“Will the honorable attorney for the prosecution tell the court which particular story of the defendant caused
his fingers to be cut off?” asked the judge.
“Milord, from Exhibit 17 to Exhibit 100 in the file is the real story of the defendant.”
“What sort of story is this?” the judge asked again.
“Your Honor, it is different from the stories being written these days which are called symbolic or abstract,
whereas this story is neither.
“Your Honor, if the abstract or symbolic story is analyzed in legal terms, then we will first have to look at the
definition of the crime in the legal texts. A crime is a particular act, or the lack of a particular action, an omission.
In these terms, the symbolic or the abstract short story is a collection of words without any particular impact. That
is why these stories are considered harmless and writing such stories does not fall under the definition of an act
nor omission. When a person’s action or omission is devoid of meaning and without impact, then it cannot be
considered a crime,” said the attorney for the prosecution.
“And what do you consider to be an ordinary story?” the judge asks.
“Milord, in short an ordinary story is one which is easily grasped by an ordinary reader.”
“Did you explain the difference between a symbolic story and an ordinary story in the subordinate court?” asks
the judge.
“Your Honor, on this point I cross-examined the investigating officer. He is present in court today. If you allow
me, then under the Criminal Procedure Code, Section 540, I request that he may be called and be examined by the
Honorable Court to save time,” says the attorney for the prosecution.
“Call the witness,” the judge orders.
“Witness Trilochan,” the attorney for the prosecution looks at the pattaywalha.
“Witness Trilochan be present … Witness Trilochan … Trilochan the witness.”
Trilochan appears and is made to stand in the witness box. He is administered the oath.
“You have investigated this case?” the judge asks him.
“Yes, Your Honor, myself and that memorable cat.”
“What do you understand by the term symbol?”
“Symbol, Your Honor?”
“Yes, symbol.”
“Your Honor, symbol means that which does not mean what it is ordinarily taken to mean. Thus, if instead of
‘woman,’ you write ‘cow,’ and the ordinary reader takes ‘cow’ to mean a woman, then this will not be considered
a symbol, but if you write ‘pineapple’ instead of ‘woman,’ then this will be a symbol. Similarly, if the ‘garden of
delights’ is taken to mean hell, and if the scarecrow takes a sickle in his hand and cuts out his share of the crop,
then this will be a symbol, and if in composition number one, the sun is shining bright over your head all the time,
then this will be a bright and clear symbol, and if there is a cigarette packet lying before you in which there is not
a single cigarette, and if your pockets are empty too, then this means that Socrates is without a cup—”
“Counsel for the prosecution, can your witness tell us anything useful?” the judge asks cutting him short.
“Your Honor, right now he is not a witness for the prosecution, but a court witness, and he is talking of the
difference between the symbolic and abstract short story, so how can he tell us anything useful?”
People start laughing and the courtroom is filled with the noise of hundreds of flies buzzing.
“You can go,” the judge tells the witness.
“Does the counsel for the prosecution wish to say anything else?” the judge asks.
“Your Honor, the defendant story-teller is not only a habitual offender but also a very dangerous person. He is
a constant threat to public peace. Who knows what he may write? From the symbolic story, one does not have any
such fears. But from his stories, one feels not so much fear as the threat of fear. This is a very dangerous
situation.. This honorable court is entitled to cut off his tongue. And the defendant’s crime is so heinous that his
tongue must be cut off. This is what justice demands.”
The attorney for the prosecution sits down, adjusting his papers.
Suddenly, from a comer of the court, comes the sound of a woman crying. The naik and the court reader shout,
“Silence, Silence,” but the sobbing woman gets up from her place. She is wearing the burqa\fn{A note reads: The
wrap-around and veil used by women who observe purdah .} so her face cannot be seen.
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“Do you wish to say something?” the judge asks her.
“Yes.”
“Then please enter the witness box.”
Sobbing loudly, the woman enters the witness box and lifts the veil of her burqa. Her hair is unkempt, her face
covered with dust, and her eyes red from weeping.
“Take the oath,” the judge tells her.
“Your Honor, this woman's statement should not be recorded in this case since she has no concern with it,” the
attorney for the prosecution objects.
“Objection overruled,” the judge decides. “Under Section 540 of the Criminal Procedure Code, her statement
can be recorded.”
The woman is administered the oath.
“Bibi,\fn{A note reads: A respectful way of addressing a woman.} who are you?” the judge questions the woman.
“Who am I? This is what you should be telling me. In front of you stands the accused who could be sentenced
to having his tongue cut off for writing stories that can be understood. This is what the prosecution is
recommending. The defendant present in the court is my husband. Years ago he used to be a beautiful person. He
had a smiling face and he had sweet things to say. His beautiful fingers would run through my hair and I would
consider myself the luckiest woman in the world. Then my husband, like many young men, saw the dream of a
just, equitable society, and started on this journey. He used his fiery oratory in Allahabad, Lahore, Bombay,
Lucknow, and Delhi. His speeches set the country on fire, from the Himalayas to Cape Kumari. The welfare state
came into existence and one night our house was set on fire. Our sons were hacked to pieces and I lost my honor
to rapists.”
The woman sobs. There is a deathly silence in the court.
“What happened next?” the judge asks her.
“Your Honor, it has been recommended that my husband’s tongue be cut off. The honorable court has had my
husband medically examined and issued him a certificate stating that he is mentally normal enough to understand
the court proceedings, but it made no attempt to check if my husband was intact body and soul. The night my
house was burned and my children were brutally put to death and I was raped, that night my husband’s tongue
was also cut off. Now tell me, Your Honor, how can his tongue be cut off again?”
The woman starts crying again.
“Your Honor, when my husband’s tongue was cut off, he started writing stories. Then his pen was confiscated.
He dipped his fingers in blood to write. His fingers were cut off and now it is being recommended that his tongue
be cut off. I could not be his tongue, I could not be his pen, I could not be his hand, so what can I tell you about
my identity? I request the honorable court, when it pronounces the verdict, to also tell me who I am. Your Honor,
reveal my identity to me … my identity, Your Honor!”
“Your Honor, the verdict in the case of the story-teller should be read out,” the attorney for the prosecution
requests the court.
The woman’s sobs echo in the courtroom.
After consulting the jury and waiting for the woman to become silent, the judge reads out the verdict.
“With the advice of the members of the jury, I will reserve the verdict for the Day of Judgment.”
83.122 Basant Never Comes, It’s Just A Feeling\fn{by Saroj Vasishth (1932- )} Himachal Pradesh?, India (F) 2
It was not basant. It couldn’t be. I had neither heard the koel and its crescendo calls of kuoo-kuoo nor had I
seen any peacocks in their iridescent wings spread out gloriously. I had neither seen nor heard the chakor or
papeeha or seagull. But I could feel spring in the air. It was the gentle breeze that whiffed past my frozen ears that
cheated me. I knew it was only the second day of January. I knew I would have to wait for a full month to get
intoxicated with the fragrance and aroma of Spring. A victim of my own impatient temperament, I opened my
cupboard, with a jerk. I just had to wear my new yellow phiran. Who would wait for basant to come around?
Luckily I possessed a yellow salwar kameez and a yellow scivy to match the new phiran. When, I stepped out,
with my left arm loaded with bangles matching each hue and color of the embroidery on the phiran and my
matching yellow shawl, my husband looked at me in spite of our sixty and fifty-five years his eyes lingered on
me.
“Oh! You look luscious.”
I smiled and reminded him, “it is already ten. Let us move,”
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The golden warm sun had appeared after an eternity. After days of shivering I was happy to see that the fog
had finally disappeared. Suddenly I felt that now it was possible to live. Life now looked like a cheerful affair; at
least that was what I felt on that glorious morning. Perhaps that was a very valuable day for me. For once, I was
free, free, with just nothing to do. I did not have to cook, nor clean the house. I had done my day’s writing the
previous night and had dispatched it first thing in the morning. I do not even have to write those letters to my
children. After postponing the chore for a month I had actually done it while sipping my first cup of tea in the
morning. I know it is very hard to believe, but I am invariably short on time for the simple joys of life … like
visiting friends. It had been decided that we would visit Sudha and Chander on this day.
Soon we were in Prashant Vihar. We had just settled down to our first cup of the coffee in house number ten of
the B-block of this extremely luxurious and posh area of New Delhi, when loud shrieks laced with the choicest
four letter words drifted into the room. As the volume of the noise increased I asked Sudha:
“What is all this?”
“Oh, this happens every day, we cannot even understand their language. See if you can make out something.”
I went out and stood against the gate. The noise was drifting in from the right, right opposite to Sudha’s house
stood a double storied house with a signboard declaring Church of God. Keeping their bodies neutral, keenly
aware of their dignity and solemn position, a brother and a sister were making an attempt to look unobtrusively
into the third floor of the bungalow on their left.
On the terrace of the third floor stood a very old couple. Both looked miserable. The old woman was the one
who was yelling the explicatory expletives. These gems were directed towards a yaung man who stood at the gate
of the house on my right. The expletives were in my favourite language, Punjabi:
“Tere ghar diyan kanjiria kithe ne?” (Where are the prostitutes of your house?)
“Ve teri o dhee kithe hai jinu tere thaloyon kadya si?” (Where is that daughter of yours, the one who was
dragged out of your bed, the one who was found under you)
“Aj mein tere sir de do tukde kar deyangi!” (Today I am going to break your head into two pieces.)
The old woman was holding two bricks and her terrace wall was well lined with a stock of stones, bricks, and
logs of wood. The young man on my right stepped out and said,
“I will come upstairs. Let us settle the whole matter today.”
The old woman had started pelting her ammunition on the young man before he could complete the sentence
or even cross the road. He ran back to the safety of his house. By this time his family and the neighbors were out
in full force.
The old woman on the third floor continued her attack with her hands and her powerful full throated voice.
Suddenly a young woman stepped out of the ground floor of the house. She beat her breasts and wailed:
“Help us, these people are killing us.”
This young woman was the daughter-in-law of the erring family. By now I had discovered that the neighbors
were unanimously against this Sikh family.
While the daughter-in-law was relating horror tales of enmity between Hindus and Sikhs the young man on
this side was threatening to telephone the police. I noticed a Gurmukh-type of an old man cycling down towards
the crowd at a speed on which only a eighty-five year old man can. The young man from our side leapt foster than
a deer and he attacked the Gurmukh Sikh gentleman with his bare hands. He didn’t need any stones, or bricks, not
even the logs. I don’t know how but that gentle looking youngster was suddenly transformed into a wolf. He
threw the old man on the road, removed the old man’s turban with his young hands and threw it on the pavement.
Suddenly I felt that the devil landed on the hands of this youngster. He was banging the bare head of that old man
on the road repeatedly and mercilessly.
Although the body of the old man was on the cold cement, but he was waving his hands and feet and in the air.
I opened the gate, ran towards the old man at the speed of a rocket and stood between the two men and said, “Stop
it.” I placed myself on the old man. The young man had never seen me in Prashant Vihar. His hands, raised high
up for the next attack, stopped mid way. I saw that he had a knife in one hand. He shouted,
“You get out of the way. Who are you anyway?”
I yelled back at him, “You can’t do it. You can’t kill this man.”
He was extremely upset to see a stranger interfering in his noble deed. His stance was that of a assailant.
Frustrated, he tried to remove me ignoring him and his knife I held the arm of the old man and picked him up. Just
as the two of us stood up the young man appeared to have regained his senses and said very softly to me,
“Please leave us alone, we don’t even know you.”
“You cannot beat up another human being like this. And I am not leaving.”
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I glanced at the crowd. Here were these people who had been neighbors for the last three decades and they
were hanging around as if they had just sauntered in accidentally. The old woman from the third floor had
descended and was amidst us. She had joined her daughter-in-law in the heart-rending wailing and breast beating.
There was no one in the balcony of the Church of God. Sulgate Dariya, Tamas, Aag Ke Dariya, Thanda Ghost,
Toba Tek Singh, The train to Pakistan, Nangi Awaze, Khol do, Khuda ki Kasam, Waris Shah Ki Heer, Ek Ladki
and Saadat Hasan Manto’s Black Margins dazzled my eyes like a thunderbolt. I had seen all this in Simla in 1947
and later on the years had read about these atrocities in unforgettable literary works by well known writers. I was
holding the hand of the old man, had even said to him,
“Come, we will go in and ring up the police.”
Suddenly I felt like an agent; why was I showing so much concern for this faceless humanity? I was
surrounded by carnivorous beasts. I had sensed that even Sudha and Chander were not particularly sympathetic
towards the Sikh family, I could not pick up enough courage to invite the old man into Sudha’s house for the
phone call.
Understanding my hesitation the old man announced his decision to walk down to the police station. He picked
up his cycle and replaced it at the actual spot of the attack, rearranged his turban on the pavement, deputed
members of his family to guard the exhibits to be shown to the police and then he left the ugly scene.
I opened the gate and went in. I could hear stray voices asking:
“Who was she?”
“Where has she gone?”
Both sides were continuing their verbal match. Soon the flying squad appeared which was followed by the
local police station’s van. All the neighbors were exhibiting their keenness to go to the police station. Each one
was dying to play the role of the protagonist.
“Why don’t you go? Be a good neighbor. It looks so bad, we must help,” said Sudha.
Silently Chander went and sat in the van.
“You are a real fool. Why did you have to go out and interfere? You just love to fight. What would have
happened if that fellow had stabbed you?” This was my husband.
Silently, quietly, my mind went back to 1947. We had gone to Simla for our summer vacations. As the owners
of the Devico’s restaurant we were living in the apartments which were a part of the Devico’s Ballrom. All our
bearers were Muslims. Every day we could hear the cries of Har Har Maha Dev, every day we could see the
naked shining swords, every day we were witness to the massacre on the road below our windows. These
heartless killings were not limited to Simla only. Their area of operation was extremely wide, it was
overwhelmingly terrifying. It galvanized and garbled your mind.
My father had sworn that he would not rest till he brought back every penny that the shareholders had invested
in his Lahore-based firms. He used to drive down to Lahore under those explosive conditions three or four times a
month. We knew that he had a large number of Muslim friends in Lahore who would protect him.
Even the officials posted by the two Governments for the safe eviction of the refugees went out of their way to
guard such a good soul. Each time he left Simla for Lahore he took with him at least three of our Muslim bearers.
They would leave our house dressed like Pundits, wearing dhotis and kurtas with tilaks on their foreheads. After
crossing the border they would change into salwer kameezs. My father did bring back every penny from Lahore
and he deposited all his bearers in Lahore successfully. Why did he do it? Who helped him? Or inspired him to
save so many lives? He was not going to get any awards for this act of his, nor was he going to amass vast
amounts of money. We used to wait for him silently. Each one of us knew what could happen. The newspapers
were full of hideous tales of people crossing over in disguise. More often than not the men were asked to open
their pajamas to prove if the suspect was Dharm Chand or Rasool Miyan.
Today is the 2nd of February. It is the basant of the year 1987. Once again I am wearing my yellow phiran with
all the accompanying yellows I own. This is in memory of the fourteen beautiful basants we celebrated in Lahore
in the early forties. Today the newspapers have published Justice Ranganath Mishra’s Commissions report on the
riots of November 1984 following Indira Gandhi’s assassination. What does it matter if this report is the official
version or the absolute truth. Despite my yellow attire the air is devoid of any festivities. I can neither hear the
koel and its kuoo-kuoo nor have I seen any peacocks, or heard any chakor or a papeeha or seen a seagull. There is
no sign of Spring. The old woman on the third floor is haunting me constantly. I can see that young man with the
knife in his hand, bent over the Gurmukh Sikh. If this is how the riots are going to rip us apart what does it matter
if the November 1984 riots were a result of a conspiracy or they just happened. Today’s basant has no
resemblance to the basant of Lahore. And yet I am dressed in yellow, for I feel basant never comes, its all there in
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you, its a feeling, an emotion, just as the riots can never take place, they are always organized, strategically
planned and meticulously executed.

† Chengannur Mahadeva Hindu temple (present construction largely from the 18th century, though the
original was much earlier), at Aranmula, Pathanamthitta District, Kerala State, India †
301.145 1. Excerpts from an Interview by Mary Nirmala 2. Uucredited Interview in The Hindu
(Thiruvananthapuram, India, January 27, 2006) 3. Various poems and poetic fragments\fn{by Sugathakumari
(c.1932- )} Aranmula, Pathanamthitta District, Kerala State, India (F)
1
1\fn{In Oru Brindavana Rangam, you say: ‘In my country, my too poor a country, isn’t every woman a Radha at heart?’ In this age when
values change and man-woman relationships crumble, do you still believe that a woman’s life is an endless search? }
In my heart there is a bunch of fragrant flowers which is symbolic of love. They will remain unfaded until my
death. I still carry in my heart a vibrant young girl. The ‘girl’ has not yet died within me. Though I try to suppress
and bury her, at times she peeps out with sparkling eyes that speak of love. But a woman’s longing for perfect
love is only a great dream. No woman can fully realize it. A man is incapable of quenching a woman’s thirst for
love in the manner in which she needs it. Perhaps the spiritual aspect of love is unnecessary as far as a man is
concerned. So a woman stretches her hand to God, who according to me, manifests Himself in Time or in Death.
Hers is a long quest. There is no life without this quest. This quest is continued through birth, death and rebirth.
2\fn{Your mind seems to oscillate between frenzy and pain, between longing for love and death wish … }
Illness haunted me throughout my youth. I was face to face with death many a time. The only certainty in life
is death. Death is not something to be feared. To me death is enchanting. It is a great tranquility, which awaits me
with love. It is a long and deep slumber. In my thoughts, God, death, and Krishna co-exist. They are inseparable.
They may be one and the same. … When I write ‘dark and handsome’, it doesn’t refer to the lover alone. It is
sorrow. It is death. A woman can reach her ideal lover only through death. This union is like the union of
Jeevatma with Paramatma.
3\fn{The lyrical quality which is the most beautiful characteristic of your early poetry is slowly but steadily disappearing from your later
poetry. In your latest work Devadasi, you seem to be fed up with this world. Is it because of your feminist impulses? }
In my youth I did write lyrical poetry. Do you still expect the same language of youth from me? When the sun
scorches you can’t speak in soft and flowery language. Language changes as you grow up and become more
aware of your society.
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4\fn{You are engaged in several social welfare activities for the betterment of prostitutes and destitute women. Your institutions …? }
The sad truth that women in the Thiruvananthapuram Mental Hospital were sold outside for prostitution, was
something more than I could bear. Hunger, rejection and sexual exploitation of women in the dark corridors of the
hospital paved the way for ‘Abhaya’ in 1985. “Athani and ‘Koottathani’ followed ‘Abhaya’. ‘Abhayabala’ is a
house for small girls who were cheated by men at a tender age. We train the inmates to become self-sufficient in
life. I am relieved at the thought that at least a small portion of such women and girls are saved and given a new
life.
5\fn{Do you think you have succeeded in your ceaseless fight against deforestation and exploitation of women? }
It’s my cause. I keep on striving. Whether I succeed or fail is immaterial. Stopping half way through … I call it
ultimate failure. Only rarely have I succeeded. But I toil upward… As long as I am plunged in Karma, I derive
strength from it.
6\fn{When asked about her message to women, she smiled and said}
Be proud of your womanhood.

† Sree Parthasarathi Hindu temple (glorified in the Divya Prabandha, the early medieval Tamil canon of
Azhwar saints from the 6th-9th centuries AD) at Aranmula, Pathanamthitta District, Kerala State, India †
2
I accept the honour\fn{ The title Padma Shri, conferred by the Central Government } with humility and gratitude. I’m
honoured by this recognition at the national level for my poetry.
*
I have been inspired to write mostly through my emotional upheavals; few of my poems can be called joyous.
But these days I feel I'm slowly walking away from it all, to a world that is futile or meaningless.
*
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I read somewhere that if you have seen hell once, there is no escape from its visions. I have seen so much that
many things are no longer important to me. Poetry can, up to a certain level, serve its purpose. Beyond that, I
prefer to let my silence speak.
*
They\fn{Contractors working on road development in Trivandrum, Kerala State, regarding the avenue trees along the MuseumKowdiar stretch of road} have weakened the base of the trees so much, leaving little soil base. In the next monsoon,
the trees will naturally get uprooted. Then they can point fingers at us and say that we prevented them from
cutting down the trees.
*
Many promises were given. The tribals\fn{ In the Attappadi Reserve Forest, Kerala State} are eagerly waiting for the
day when their hamlet’s\fn{Bommiyapadi} face will be changed. But for the corporates, their priorities are different.
*
I want the world to know about the haunting faces of those women I saw. The book,\fn{ Her complete poetry
titled Manalezhuthu (Writings on Sand), will be out soon.

works}

† Ettumanur Mahadevar Hindu temple (present building reconstructed 1542), Kottayam, Kottayam
District, Kerala State, India, during a festival at Aranmula †
3
a: Haemophilia
“Isn’t there any medicine for this ailment?
To stop the memories
That makes my heart bleed without a stop?
Isn’t there any medicine? I ask again
Somebody says, “there is only one cure”
Hot ashes from the cremation ground.
b: How to Kill?
How many mechanical touches by indifferent hands
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Silent fears, the sour taste of medicines
Filthy sights and dirty smells
Shameless lying on beds stinking
Of past diseases…
Needles that search deep…
Drugs that never kill the pain…
The black teeth of darkness
c: The Prostitute
At last I reach your smiling self
And fall into your arms broken to the core
And when upon your sandal scented breast
I unload the burden of my woes
I know, Oh dark and handsome Lord
That ‘Death’ is also your name
d: fragment from Girl Child ’90
When the sun rises tomorrow
Will a new day dawn for her?
Or …………………………
…………….. Will she reach an orphanage?
Will she be a guinea pig
To be sent abroad for experimentation?
……………………………………….
………………………………………..
Or ……………………………………
Will she be burnt alive? Or divorced
Or starved to death? Or beaten
In fits of liquor? Will she be auctioned?
And squeezed in the Red Street?
e: fragment from What Happened To Us?
Her soft and tender body
Like a single wound that is red and blue
……………………………………….
Warm blood between her fair and tender thighs!
f: fragment from The Colour of Love
It is what flows and flows filling your soul!
……………………………………….
Do you know the colour of love?
Love is what fullness is
And never with a colour?
g: fragment from Night Rain
Night rain,
Like some young madwoman
Weeping, laughing, whimpering,
For nothing
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Muttering without a stop,
……………………………………….
Your pity and your suppressed rage,
Your coming in the night,
Your sobbing and weeping when all alone;
And when it is dawn,
Your wiping your face and forcing a smile;
Your hurry and putting on an act:
How do I know all this?
My friend, I, too, am like you
Like you, rain at night.
h: fragment from Just For Her
As the mother earth, in whom the fire burns,
She, for you to trample on, sometimes to worship,
To cast derision upon, to desert,
To hold hands with, for support,
To rear the children on the fluttering breast,
Just for her, such a life …

The Aranmula Uthrattathi Boat Race, held on the last day of the Onam festival when snake boats around
100 ft (30 m) with four helmsmen, 100 rowers and 25 singers participate. The boats move in pairs to the
rhythm of music. After the watersport, there is an elaborate feast in the Aranmula temple. The festival is
the largest boat race festival held in Kerala State and is attended by thousands of visitors.
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† Above: the Ashtami Rohini Vallasadya held at the Sree Parthasarathy Temple premises at Aranmula †
117.247 A Revelation In The House Of The Dead\fn{by Asad Mohammed Khan (1932- )} “at my ancestral home,”
Bhopal, Bhopal District, Madhya Pradesh, India (M) 4
He wore a scruffy cap. The much-washed, ragged clothes were indicative of his financial deprivation. The eyes
gave the impression that he applied surma\fn{A note reads: Collyrium, antimony ground to a fine, black powder for black-lining
the eye. The author may be using this and the deep, guttural pronouncement of certain letters to indicate a former military ruler of
Pakistan.} regularly. Overall, he appeared to be a decent man.
When I showed him the NOC,\fn{ A note reads: No Objections Certificate, issued from a government office for granting
permission.} he bent double with cordiality, and said,

“What was the need for this, Sir? But if you could also provide two photocopies, it would be most gracious.”
I picked up my tiffin box and thermos and turned to leave when he laughed and said kindly,
“Oh, don’t bother, Sir, you will have to go all the way again. Give it to me when you come back another time.
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You are one of our men.”
I was taken aback. I was not one of his men, so why was he saying that?
It was after great difficulty that I had received the NOC. I had filled in a twenty-two-page questionnaire, one
hundred and forty attestation forms, affidavits, membership forms, letters of rights, obituary notices, medical
charts, and dentistry charts, and only then did I get the NOC, months later. If I had been “someone’s man,” I
would not have had to endure such trouble.
But I remained silent, for I knew I had to spend morning to night in the company of this man, and did not wish
to offend or displease him so early in the day.
When I returned the thermos and the tiffin box to the floor, he remarked, “Sir, you can put them up here.” And
before I could check him, he placed the thermos and tiffin box on the chest of a body on the slab.
“Here you go, Sir. Now you can sit comfortably,” he said, and pushed a wheelbarrow with broken wheels
towards me.
“I am on duty, so I shall remain standing till evening, but you please sit comfortably,” he said, and added with
a smile, “it is useless; the ice doesn’t come.”
“Why? Why doesn’t the ice come?”
“Oh, you know, Sir, the ice doesn’t come anymore.”
I did not know, but kept quiet and ambled towards the wheelbarrow.
“I wrote and sent letters umpteen times saying please arrange for a bench, many respectable people come here,
but no one listens.”
No doubt he must have written and sent letters, but I could not say this with certainty, so I remained silent.
By now he had creased the NOC into four folds and was tucking it into the inside pocket of his waistcoat.
Then, with great curiosity, he asked,
“Would you also like to take photographs, or merely ‘observe’?” He was pronouncing the words with a
guttural sound, but it did not matter and so I replied that I would not take photographs.
Hearing my reply he nodded his head in affirmation, and patted his pocket in a crafty manner. It was in this
pocket that he had put my NOC a little while ago.
“Yes, Sir, right you are; white NOC is to ‘observe.’ You are not allowed to take photographs on it. The one for
photographs is blue. They are not issuing blue ones these days. The situation is not favorable.”
I nodded in agreement, and he continued,
“All right, you please sit down while I turn the tap on; it’s getting hot.”
When he turned the tap in the corner, the water flowed with an even sound. I saw that in the corner where the
tap was, there emerged a drain that spanned a few inches and ran quite deep in the floor. The drain circled all the
four slabs where the bodies were kept and shot through the western wall of the morgue. There was a strong
netting where the drain disappeared out of sight. It was probably a measure to keep away mice, cockroaches, and
other unwanted creatures.
When he turned the tap on, the water readily flowed in the drain; in a few minutes there was a slight chill.
“Did you see, Sir? Actually there is no need for ice.” He mispronounced the word ‘actually,’ rendering it
meaningless. He went on, “If they can’t send the ice, it’s okay; they shouldn’t bother, the water is sufficient.
Anyway, I have this also.” He showed me a transistor radio that resembled a black soap box, which he had
strapped to his wrist by a black silk cord. He said,
“If, God forbid, there is a danger of stench, I turn this on.”
He switched on the transistor. A useless woman was singing a useless national song in which she aspired to
draw all the calamities of the nation on herself and ward off all evil. While I was listening to the song I noticed
that the tabla player was prevailing over all the musicians as well as that useless singer.
The andante was a give away that he was quite proud of his triumpti and would not let anyone else do better. I
smiled and then checked myself. This was no place to smile and notice such things.
He was looking at me. He grinned at first, then laughed lightheartedly and said,
“Everything is allowed here, Sir. You can smile at leisure. No one sees anything here. By the way, what was
the reason?”
He was still smiling. Of course, in such a situation I could not tell him the truth, so I said, by way of
sidetracking him, that I was thinking about the ice and smiling. At once he turned grave and said,
“This is no laughing matter, but a grievous situation. The man who worked here before me had a distant cousin
who had a lemon soda-cart. He would come here every day and take away all the ice and the bodies would just rot
here. Forgive me, O my God. One must not be so insensitive. After all, we all have to die.”
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I was deeply moved to hear about the doings of that insensitive, wicked, and greedy man. But what could be
done now? The issue was old, so I merely bowed my head and sat on the wheel barrow.
He went on, “Greed can drive a man to the limits, Sir. You can’t imagine.” With that remark he sighed like a
pious man, “Ah … Heh.” The thought of that man’s heinous deeds had made him morose. I turned towards him to
utter words of consolation and saw that he had turned his eyeballs towards me without moving his head and was
sneakily trying to gauge my reaction.
That was the first time I became suspicious. Maybe he was not as virtuous as he seemed to be. Diffidence,
however, was not a virtue and so I tossed the thought out of my mind.
But this was not a place and time to think about anything for too long. I noted that something or the other
suspended one’s train of thoughts. At this moment too, two things happened simultaneously. The drain which
began from the tap in the corner circled the slabs and left the morgue. I saw a cockroach in the running water, and
when I craned my neck to confirm my suspicion, he amplified the volume of the transistor. Amazing, I thought.
Why did he have to do that? But it was not worth getting disconcerted about; I should have come prepared for
such things.
I had prepared for the rest. I had even brought my tiffin box and thermos. Both lay on the slabs. Then it
occurred to me that I had brought fried potato cutlets for the afternoon.
I got up anxiously; I should remove the tiffin box. The cutlets were scalding hot and they were in the bottom
compartment. Their heat would transmit to the chest of the body on which they lay.
When he saw me getting up from the wheelbarrow, he switched off the radio and glared with hostility.
“What’s the problem, Sir, can’t you sit still?”
“This has to be removed from here.”
“If you remove it from here, where will you keep it?”
“There is this cupboard here.”
“Yes, there is one. So? What’s with the cupboard?”
“Open it. I will put my tiffin box and thermos inside.”
“The cupboard does not open, Sir.”
“Why?”
“Look, Sir, I asked for two photostat copies of the NOC which you could not produce. It was my kindness that
I let you—”
“You were the one who stopped me. I was going to get the copies made. All right. I will get them now.”
He replied triumphantly.
“The time is gone, Sir. You can’t get out of here till evening. Nor anyone can come in. These are the orders.”
“Incredible! What kind of a man are you?”
He said, “See for yourself; that’s the way we are,” and was about to turn the radio on again when he thought of
something and glanced at his wristwatch. Looking at the watch he straightened his cap with self-righteousness.
“Here we go, Sir,” he said and climbed the second slab which was further away from me and closer to the wall. I
thought that he would now begin his day’s work. But he did a strange thing. Looking at me while standing on the
slab, he leaned on the wall and with his shoes on tried to climb over the three bodies that lay one atop the other
and were covered by a dirty piece of cloth. The bodies were not stiff and so it was difficult to climb on them. I
saw that he faltered badly. Once he almost fell, looked at me and gave me an embarrassed smile, and tried to
climb the bodies from the foot end. Eventually, he hinged on the walls and firmly placed his feet on the body on
top; he jumped from the abdomen of the cadaver and managed to position himself on the chest. Staying still there,
he looked at me with adulation-seeking eyes and said,
“Did you see, Sir?”
I gave no answer, and in a gesture of apparent nonchalance he turned his back towards me. For a few moments
he silently kept his face to the wall. Or perhaps he mouthed something to himself which I could not hear. Or may
be he did not want me to hear. Then he became very quiet. He stroked his hands against the wall then bent and
straightened his arms and, in the fashion of a wrestler warming up, he thrust himself by the weight of his
shoulders to draw his face closer to the wall. He was probably in search of a mark there. I took a closer look and
saw that he was stooping towards a framed painting that hung on the wall. He pressed his lips to the glass of the
frame and moved away. Then he turned towards me and smiled triumphantly. When he had finished smiling, he
firmly placed both his feet on the neck of the body and stood there for a while, bending his knees like an athlete,
before finally jumping off from the neck and on to the ground. Now he stood near the slab and remarked,
“Did you see Sir? So this is how it is.”
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His entire conduct was amazing and inconceivable to me. I remained silent and stared at the wall. I had not
paid much attention before but now I noticed that the painting was a calligraphic work of art. On a blue ground
someone had painstakingly inscribed two words in yellow: “ha ha.” I am calling them two words because the
calligrapher had written the first “ha” in one style and the other in a different style. There were only two syllables,
“ha ha,” and this man had taken a lot of effort and pains to kiss that “ha ha.” Why did he do that? I did not
understand.
I had remained silent on bigger issues, but it was now essential to find out why he was acting in this manner.
So I asked him and he replied,
“Respected Sir, there is no answer to ‘why.’ You must have received no answer in the past too. So by now you
should have had some sense.”
As expected he mispronounced the words. When I remained silent he said,
“Look, Sir, we all have stomachs to fill.”
I turned pale at his reply. What did all these things have to do with the stomach? He laughed.
“I have become fond of you, so I’ll tell you. Otherwise, you know how it is blah, blah, blah.”
He went on but his radio drowned every other voice. Even if I had heard what he was saying, it would not have
mattered, because he was talking foxily and was cleverly moving his eyes and laughing.
The rumors about him were turning out to be true word by word, but without any proof one could not believe
the rumors. His expression, cap, and waistcoat had all been worn with such sincerity and piety that it seemed odd
to relate such things to him. But he was right, I should have had some sense by now.
By this time I had risen from the wheelbarrow and was moving towards the slab he had propped himself up on.
In the excitement of his deceptive chatter he was not aware how far I had come forward. So when, avoiding his
gaze, I caught hold of an end of the cloth that covered the bodies, and with a single twitch of the hand threw the
cloth aside, he became disoriented and made an attempt to do something, but it was too late and nothing could be
done. The three dead bodies on the slab were uncovered before us.
I saw that the bodies were shaved of their hair, even their eyebrows were scraped, and the one who did the
paring, in his lack of expertise had shaved off the eyelids as well. The ribcage of each body was slit in the manner
of the Urdu numerical A, and the chests were open like a barber’s leather case.
One look and I understood the man's conduct. I saw that the lungs, heart, liver, etc. of the body on top had been
pulled out and had not been replaced. The vacant area was filled by the genitals which had been sliced off and
stuffed inside the chest. They now lay heaped in a corner, for when not aroused the poor things occupy very little
space. I glanced at their original location and saw that with immense deception and treachery, silver toil had been
placed there to cover up the disappearance of the genitals. In this attempt he was no doubt quite unsuccessful.
When I looked at him he did not cow down in embarrassment but laughed with a certain arrogance.
“I had told you, Sir, that everyone had a stomach.”
Once more he was referring to the stomach. He was not even ashamed of mispronouncing the words.
I was thinking of saying something stem to him when he said in a conciliatory tone.
“Look, Sir, a man is quite helpless before his in-laws.” And laughed voicelessly.
I noted that he had been over-stressing the letter ain and hay from the depths of his throat; perhaps to show off
the level of his piety. But now, the game was over. Anyway, he continued:
“Look, Sir, one has to be on the best of terms with one’s in-laws. I have only one brother-in-law. He is in the
upholstery business. Once he said, ‘Brother, I cannot find stuff to fill the sofa mattresses. After ’71 jute is not
easily available and cotton is quite expensive. Big brother, God has bestowed so much of his mercy on you,’ he
said, ‘Brother, you are responsible for all the stuff which must surely go to waste anyway.’ Hee, hee, hee. ‘It is all
the same to the dead bodies whether they have any hair or not.’ Hee, hee, hee, hee. He is a real clown now. But he
was right, was he not, Sir? Now you do understand; one has to be on the best of terms with one’s in- laws.”
Now he had moved away from the slab and servilely rubbed his hands together and came towards me.
“Your humble servant Sir, cannot do anything else at the moment … tell me Sir, do you have a poultry farm or
anything, are you fond of birds and all? You need not be shy.” With a sweep of his hand he showed the entire
morgue. “Look, Sir, how many tones\fn{ Tons} go to waste here. The birds and others are also His creations. It is
better that it becomes of some use to His other creations rather than rot.”
With reverence he turned towards the painting on the wall and sighed.
“Ah-heh!, if the kind Sir would empty a part or two from the tiffin box, I would be most obliged. At the
moment, that is all I can do.”
I think it is important now to explain that I do not get into a rage quickly. I try to steer clear of anger and
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violence, but listening to him at that moment I shook with rage and confusion. It was imperative that I leave the
place. I grabbed my tiffin box and thermos and moved towards the morgue door. That man had anticipated my
intentions and so stood in front of the door. Now he was a changed man. He bared his cruel white teeth and
obstructed my path; whichever way I tried to get out, he moved towards it before me and blocked my exit.
I am not a born coward, but these events had made me quite shaky. I was shivering in my shoes. The thermos
and tiffin box in my hands rattled against each other. It was the tattoo of fear. At that moment, if there was any
sound in the morgue, it was this rattle.
When he discerned my fear, he victoriously mouthed “ha ha” many times. These were the syllables of the
painting. A few moments earlier he had caressed that painting with difficulty and reverence. Now he was using
them against me. I was surrounded on all sides and was about to make a lame move amidst the tattoo of fear and
his “ha ha” when someone knocked gently.
The noise was not from outside. Someone had knocked at the door of the cupboard. Someone was inside the
cupboard. But who could be inside the cupboard? Who can be inside a cupboard in the morgue except death? Was
it a figment of my auditory imagination? But no, that voice resounded again. This time he heard it too.
He heard the voice and turned pale. He tried to move towards the cupboard and I, who had been shivering in
my shoes until now, leapt forwards and obstructed his path.
Glaring at him with disapproval, I pressed my ears to the cupboard. Someone was breathing inside and was
knocking incessantly. There was someone who wanted to come out. My heart was filled with happiness.
In the morgue there was someone else besides me who was alive and wanted to come out.
There is someone else here also who is alive and wants to stay alive.
88.2 A Touch Of Sky\fn{by Nirupama Borgohain (1932- )} Assam State, India (M) 6
Successful businessman Brajanath Sarmah’s car collided with a passenger bus on the Shillong-Gauhati road. It
was hard to ascertain the cause of the accident. But it was not hard to see Brajanath Sarmah’s elegant, delicate
little car flattened like a pancake. Nor was it hard to foresee what it would mean to the owner of the crippled car.
With two fractured legs, Brajanath Sarmah was a cripple, an invalid for three valuable months, almost hundred
days!
One had to be in his position to appreciate his distress to the full. One had to have tasted the same sweet fruit
of success that leading businessman Brajanath Sarmah has tasted, to understand the implications. For a man to
whom an hour meant another wad of money, this confinement was unbearable. In a bed during daytime, Brajanath
Sarmah would be as out of place as a primitive tribal in a modem city. And to crown it all, the scoundrel who was
responsible for this mess, Sabin the driver, escaped without a single bruise! At that moment suave, cultured
Brajanath Sarmah lost the last traces of humanity in him and prayed fervently for a premature death of the driver.
Realization of the value of time had come to Brajanath Sarmah long before he had embarked on his own
career. Once, for some minor check-up, he had gone to a noted physician’s chamber. This trip turned out to be
more valuable than he had thought. While he was waiting, he heard a Rajasthani businessman say lightly,
“Doctor Sahib, your chamber is so far from town that it is very inconvenient for us businessmen to come to
you for medical advice. Apart from the cost of the trip, it takes up our valuable time. And I do, not have to tell you
what time means to people like us, sir.”
After he became a businessman himself, Brajanath Sarmah had recalled those words and thought how right
that Rajasthani businessman was!
One month passed away. His legs plastered and completely immobile, Sarmah had to suffer the indignities of
being treated like a baby, starting from his own relations to the doctor and the nurses. The days were uneventful
and the nights unbearable. Yet one day Sarmah was started by the realization that a whole month has passed by!
But he understood only after a few days why the previous month had seemed relatively short. Out of a sense of
duty, endless streams of friends and distant relatives had been pouring in that white-walled prison cell (yes, a
prison cell cannot be worse than this hospital room, where he was confined). For the first time in his life:
Brajanath Sarmah the businessman realized what a comfort human company could be.
But now the stream was reduced to a mere trickle, composed of the few intimate friends and relatives living in
distant places. One day that trickle, too, dried out. And Brajanath Sarmah experienced a feeling of vast loneliness.
In his active days, hemmed in by his desk-work as he was, he had not known what loneliness could be. Now his
soul yearned for human company. He had a feeling of being left out, cut off from the outside world. He also felt
slightly bitter. Had everyone forgotten him, then? But at the same time he understood that this feeling was unjust,
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for who could understand the value of time better than he? What right had he to expect others to sacrifice their
hours to speak a word of comfort to him?
Brajanath Sarmah had sired three sons and two daughters. The eldest son was helping him, the second one
holding a certain post, but that was only nominal. He was more or less dependent on his father. The youngest was
studying engineering.
Of the two girls, the elder had been married for twenty-five years now. The younger girl came just after the
second son and she, too, had been married a long while back. Both the daughters with their husbands had dutifully
visited their father and returned to the far off places where they lived.
However, he could not complain that he was not looked after properly. His wife had been coming regularly, as
also his sons. But the presence of his stocky, heavily built wife made the drab atmosphere of that white-walled
room more drab, instead of enlivening it. The clouds that covered her countenance on the day of the mishap,
showed no signs of disappearing. However, had her mood been jolly, his temper wouldn’t have improved. Still,
her sad, surly face made his painful hours heavy. He had never talked freely with his sons. They had failed him.
Not one of them showed any signs of succeeding him as the successful businessman.
Money was the one thing that mattered to Brajanath Sarmah. From the day he went to a shop, his thoughts
hovered around money and the magic of making it. He did not learn to interest himself in anything else. He made
money for the sake of making money. It never occurred to him that a currency note by itself was useless. It was
what it represented, what it stood for, that made it valuable. He did not learn how to enjoy life in that sense.
Brajanath Sarmah without his work was like a fish out of water.
His contact with the cultural world was limited to the two local dailies, which, however, he did not fail to read.
But you could not while away the endless hours by reading two news papers of slender volume. Anticipating the
dreary months to come, he shivered with apprehension. Once more his lips issued forth a stream of dark curses
whose target was the driver Sabin.
And then Madhuri arrived on one of these gloomy afternoons.
A snow-white sari with a border delicately entwined the slim, fair body. The tendrils of hair that fell across her
forehead trembled a little in the soft wind. The effort of climbing the stairs brought out minute beads of
perspiration that sparkled like gems on her up-tilted nose. And instead of sadness, her very attractive dark and
doe-like eyes twinkled a little with mischievous humor.
The presence of the girl in Ward No. 4 brought about a physical change in the atmosphere. The tortured air that
carried the little unseen agents of death and disease, suddenly disappeared, leaving the room fresh and pure. It was
as if a whiff of air that carried the delicate fragrance of fair pledges came in and kissed the sick old man. And
really; the girl had a bunch of flowers that smiled in harmony with her.
“Nagini!”
Brajanath Sarmah made as if to sit up. His voice shook with emotions—joy, excitement, surprise and deep
concealed hurt. And the hurt was justified. The one person for whom he had been waiting for the last thirty days,
had come only after a whole month had passed by.
“Where from did you spring up all of a sudden?”
It was the one question that he could form at the moment.
“Why, the vacations have started, and I have come away. As simple as that. Oh, but you are clever, Grandpa!
Your accident is so convenient that you have managed three months’ rest for yourself, without displeasing
Grandma!”
Her words were followed by peals of girlish laughter, sweeter than any song to the invalid’s tired ears. Without
waiting for her grandfather’s reply she began exploring and discovered the glass of drinking water.
“Have a drink if you want to, Grandpa. I am going to arrange these flowers. Next time I’ll bring a new glass
for you.”
As if he had not heard what she said, he continued from where he left off, in the same hurt tone, only this time
the hurt became clearly evident.
“Didn’t you think even once of your poor old grandpa, lying in a bed for a month now? So many people have
been visiting me these days—your uncles, aunties, cousins, sisters, brothers, no one has forgotten this poor old
cripple. But you, you have been neglecting me so completely. Living with the Nagas in their rocky land has
hardened you. It justifies the name I gave you.”
Madhuri smiled charmingly, the way a mother smiles listening to the small child’s hurt complaints—a smile
mixed with parental affection and indulgence. Then she began to recite softly some lines of a famous poem of
Rabindra Nath Tagore:
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I have come to you Basabadatta,
Now that the time is ripe.

“Grandpa, you have misunderstood me. Your Nagini has not forgotten you. You just wait and you’ll see how
wise I’ve been in coming so late. If I came to you last month, I would have been yet another meaningless addition
to the swelling crowd. I also knew that now would be the time when you need human company most. Keeping
everything in mind, your Nagini has come to you with two months’ vacation in hand.”
She smiled again with a mischievous glint in her eyes.
“Of course, if you were dying, then I would have left everything as it is and come running. But I don’t keep
any ends open. I made a phone call and learned the state of affairs. And I was informed that you had only
fractured your legs.”
Whatever hardness there was inside Brajanath Sarmah, thawed out at her words. His favorite granddaughter
had not changed in anyway at all; nor had her affection towards him. Now childishly enthusiastic, Brajanath
Sarmah eagerly asked,
“And you will spend these two months with us, eh?”
“Yes, you will have to bear my presence for two months. Now let’s rub your face with a wet towel …”
*
Madhuri was the first child born to Brajanath Sarmah’s eldest daughter and hence, his first grandchild. Sarmah
himself had affectionately named her Madhuri. At the time of her birth, Sarmah’s daughter was staying at her
father’s home. The birth of the girl, so perfectly beautiful, made him a grandfather for the first time and brought
great joy to the household, especially to the stern Brajanath Sarmah, whose pleasure was boundless. He
distributed both fish and sweets generously among the neighbors and relations.
However, as she grew up, she became a source of worry and unhappiness for the old man. About her character,
her looks and her intellect, Sarmah could not have any cause to complain. But the girl had a disturbing
revolutionary outlook to life that worried the old businessman. Sometimes he was startled to hear harsh and bitter
words coming from the lips of the otherwise sweet and adorable girl.
But these things were not that important, nor did they matter very much in life. Madhuri dealt the first blow to
his heart while she was doing her B.A. with honors in English. He had selected a boy of good looks, clean
character, sound health and sincere attitude for her. .His name was Prasanta Baruah and within a short space of
time he had earned a name for himself in the business circle. As a matter of fact, it was the boy’s business acumen
that had attracted Sarmah whose desire was to have a boy after his own heart as his grandson-in-law.
But Madhuri shattered his dreams.
“Marry that diligent business boy? Me?”
As if it was the funniest thing conceivable, she burst into merriment.
“Really, Grandpa! You wouldn’t do well as a match-maker! With you as the burning example, how do you
expect me to marry another businessman? He would value his money and business more than his wife!” Then she
placed a slim, pretty arm around his gray head and said,
“I am only teasing you, Grandpa, you’re not the universal, wooden-hearted businessman.”
So the desired marriage never took place. Madhuri passed her masters in English and then left for Nagaland for
a post of lecturer in the Kohima College.
For Brajanath Sarmah, that was another shock. Could not she find a nearer and better place to work? Madhuri
said that she would love to work in a place as naturally beautiful as Kohima. What silly impulses the girl had! Did
the day ever dawn that ended without her grandfather meeting all her demands? Did anyone ask her to remove the
softness from her young body by laboring like a horse in that rugged hill country?
After a few days, the cat was out of the bag. While she was doing her M.A., there was yet another proposal for
her—Nalini Sarmah. a magistrate and a promising young man. Once more, Brajanatb Sarmah had to listen to her
laughter that drew blood from his heart.
“Magistrate? In such a national situation you want me to marry a magistrate? Really Grandpa; you are
impossible! What with price-rise, inflation and the lot a magistrate cannot afford forty winks these days. Your
businessman would have given me at least some attention at night, but your magistrate wouldn’t be able to do
even that. He would be too busy thinking whom to send to jail, whom to release on bail, whose godown to check.”
The seeds of doubt that Madhuri had planted in everybody’s mind by refusing a boy like Prasanta, now showed
signs of germinating. Then they came to know about Sailen Bora. He was not even a Brahmin like them. Passing
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out in the same year and with the same subject with Madhuri, he had taken a lecturer’s job in the small township
of Dimapur. And Kohima is not very far from Dimapur. The mystery of Madhuri becoming Nagini was solved. A
post in an unrecognized college—certainly no job that could reasonably meet the most primary demands. Yet this
was evidently the man Madhuri had chosen as her life companion.
The unhealthy young man also had the unfruitful habit of writing. Dry and uninteresting articles at that.
This was another blow to Brajanath Sarmah and in fact, it was the worst in his life. The impact was the worse
for the fact that it carne from a loved one.
But everyone had accepted the situation. For everyone in the family was familiar with the iron side of the girl’s
character. Brajanath Sarmah, a veteran in matrimonial affairs, took it very calmly and stoically. He knew there
was no bullying the girl. So instead of having a scandal in his prestigious family, he asked the girl’s parents to
accept, though the incident carved a deep wound in his heart.
*
Madhuri left the hospital at 8:30 P.M. Before that, she had attended to his food. Sarmah’s third son was staying
the night with him.
After Madhuri had gone, Sibanath, the youngest son put out the light and went out for a stroll in the hospital
compound. It was too early to sleep yet a few of his student friends now studying medicine on night duty might be
around.
With the light off, everything in the word merged into the inky darkness, except the bunch of snow-white
flowers that Madhuri had brought. Brajanath Sarmah kept looking at the flowers. This particular variety was
abundant in their garden. Only nobody had bothered to bring a bunch for him. But today it was different—
Madhuri had come … Madhurri …
Slowly his heavy lids closed and the snow-white flowers were replaced by the vision of a smiling girl in a
snow-white sari.
The next day Madhuri arrived at 8 A.M.
“Good morning, Grandpa! Had your breakfast? I warn you before hand, you are going to tire of looking at me
today. I stopped Grandma from coming here. After you went and broke your legs, poor old Grandma hasn’t had a
chance to sit the baby on her lap.”
She was referring to the baby that was recently born to Brajanath Sarmah’s daughter-in-law (his only one).
“I’ve had my lunch and everything, and be prepared to be bored till your lunch-time. Did you have a good
night’s sleep? Here, have some milk.”
Brajanath Sarmah nodded in reply, and while he was being spoon-fed, he scrutinized his favorite granddaughter. Today her snow-white sari had green dots and she wore a matching green blouse. To complete the
ensemble, she was wearing green ear-rings. Madhuri always dressed herself with care. This was no calculated act.
She had the sacred belief in beauty and considered things in that sense. Finishing the milk, Brajanath Sarmah
smiled.
“Today you are a perfect Nagini with green in every part of your body, eh?”
The soothing cool that radiated from the greenness of her dress, tranquilized his soul and nerves.
She too smiled and looked out through the window.
“The leaves of that Krishnachurah by the sidewalk have become thick and green. That other tree is sporting an
untimely red flower. Grandpa, did you read Christabel by Coleridge\fn{Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834, English poet,
critic, and philosopher; he began Christabel in 1797-1798.} in college? The description of the leafless tree of that poem fits
this one. However, Coleridge’s description of the tree evokes fear in one’s mind, but this solitary little scarlet
flower is so pleasing to the eye.” Then remembering something, she turned towards him. Her eyebrows shot up
and her hands went to her forehead in an exaggerated gesture.
“Oh Lord, Grandpa! This whole month you’ve been looking at that door, have you? So you’ve been shut out
from nature’s sweetest things! I wonder how you have managed to retain your sanity, Grandpa! You’re drowning
yet you’re dying of thirst. The one good thing about Gauhati Medical College is the splendid view it affords of the
great Brahmaputra river, the far blue hills and the greenery all round. Yet you are deprived of even that, could no
one have attended to it?”
As was her wont, she began muttering to herself and went out clicking her heels loudly in annoyance.
Presently, she returned with a ward boy.
“Here, you hold that side, I am handling this end.”
Brajanath Sarmah gave a horrified cry, “Don’t be out of your mind Nagini. How can you lift up an iron bed
with a dead weight like me on it?”
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But Madhuri had already lifted and turned the bed. Now she smiled sweetly and said:
“I am your frail delicate maiden of the plains, Grandpa. I am a Nagini and as strong as any man on the high
hills. And as for your weight, Grandpa, at least your waistline has become negligible. Staying in bed has done you
at least one favor.”
She opened the window and let the gentle sunlight stream in. The blue sky of May came into view. The sun
was not yet high and bright and there was a pleasing shine in the soft indigo of the sky that had a soothing,
cooling effect on the fever-ridden, bloodshot, red rimmed eyes of the patient of the Gauhati Medical College. The
gentle hills on the other side of the river seemed to merge with the blue of the sky. Specks hung against the sky.
One of these specks materialized into a bird of pray that swooped down to take a catch. With the victim struggling
between its merciless beaks, it soared up again, and glided majestically against a background of royal blue.
Below, waters of the mighty Brahmaputra lapped against the banks.
Madhuri lay down beside her grandfather experimentally, then sat up.
“The waters of the Brahmaputra are not visible from here, really. But why see the murky waters when the
magnificent blue of the sky is so generously displayed in front of your eyes? When you can see the distant,
beckoning ranges of the blue and green? When you can drink in the beauty of the lush, green of the
Krishnachura? Don’t you feel a bit clearer in the head now, Grandpa? I should think the transformation from
watching the misery of the sick in the general ward to this royal beauty of nature is very pleasant. Is not it,
Grandpa?”
“Why not?” said, Brajanath Sarmah, whose head was usually stuffed with commercial facts and figures, did
not have the words to express himself. He had never before felt the need to watch and admire the beauty of nature.
But now that it was pointed out to him, a strange calm came over him. The sight of the peaceful, broad expanse of
the sky had a tranquilizing effect on his nerves. But his response was short, owing to his pitifully scanty
vocabulary.
With Madhuri it was different. Her mind wasn’t lacking in poetic expressions. She rambled on,
“Grandpa, do you know the story about the two prisoners who looked out through the same window? One saw
the muddy ground, the other the blue sky. You had been seeing the mud all these days, Grandpa. Now you see the
sky, though you are sitting on the same bed. You know Grandpa, I think people should look at the sky a lot. It
broadens the mind, it subjects the soul to self-searching. Once one of my friend’s elder sister and her husband had
come visiting from England where they have settled. The friend’s mother was evidently displeased with her
Anglicized grandchildren. She had made a remark which caught my attention:
“‘Seeing that dome like, smoke-filled London sky, their minds have become narrow.’”
Brajanath Sarmah joined in Madhuri’s laughter and said, “Perhaps she was right, Honey (another pet name
given to her by him). People should look at the sky. Take me, for instance. My world was narrow until you gave
me that glimpse of the sky.”
A content, peaceful smile played on Madhuri’s lips. Without saying anything more, she started fluffing the gray
hairs of the old man gently.
At about eleven o’clock, the lunch arrived from home and after feeding him, Madhuri rose to leave.
“I’ll come again in the afternoon, Grandpa. I think Grandma will also want to come. Now try to get some
sleep. I’ll draw the window curtain now, the sky is no longer pleasing to the eye.”
Madhuri drew the curtains and the sky disappeared from view.
In the afternoon Madhuri came with her grandmother. After they washed his face and fed him, his plump wife
referred to Madhuri:
“She has been a great help. She really lifted a load off my back.”
In the morning, Madhuri had arranged some flowers. Now plucking out three dead ones she said smilingly,
“Take the whole load off your weak shoulders, Grandma. Dump it on me and let me shoulder the responsibility.”
Grandma sighed, “Really, you haven’t changed at all.”
Madhuri burst into enthusiastic laughter and Brajanath Sarmah’s lined face was lighted briefly. After
sometime, he startled Madhuri by asking,
“Can you open the window, Honey, or is the sun too harsh yet?”
Madhuri pulled aside the curtain a little and inspected the sky.
“Sorry, Grandpa, you’ll have to wait a while. The sun is still high and bright.”
BrajanathSarmah spoke to his wife laughingly, “At this age I’ve learned the art of sky-watching from your
granddaughter.”
The old woman shrugged indifferently.
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“Really, watching the sky broadens your mind. Gives you a feeling of being able to give others something,” he
said.
But Brajanath Sarmah’s wife’s limited imagination did not have allowance for such lyrical talk. She said,
“Losing the car has been a big handicap, really, you don’t get fresh fish in the local market. But how do the
boys go to Paltanbazaror Fancy bazaar without the car? Now I have to rack my brains to prepare the menu. No
lunch is complete without good fish.”
Laughing resignedly , Madhuri went to the window and parted the curtains.
“How unimaginative and unpoetic you are, Grandma! Grandpa, don’t you think Grandma is looking at the mud
like one of the prisoners? She misses the nobility of life. Oh, how glorious the sky is today; indeed! It is really
majestic in its crimson glory.” She began to recite:
The blessed damozal leaned out
From the gold bar of Heaven;
Her eyes were deeper than the depth
Of waters stilled at even.

Following his granddaughter's instructions, Brajanath Sarrnah looked at the sky and a sigh was forced out of
him.
“Really, our short and wretched lives end without appreciating the splendid color-drama that the sky stages
everyday. What was that you were reciting just now, Nagini?”
Madhuri turned towards her grandfather with a smile.
“Grandpa, that was Blessed Damozal by a famous English poet, Rossetti.\fn{ Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882),
English poet and painter; the Blessed Damozal was written in 1842.} The poet imagines that his dead love is looking down on
Creation leaning against the golden railing of the sky.”
That day Madhuri could not stay till late in the night. Her grandmother took her along on some errand.
Sometime after they left, the youngest son arrived with supper.
Brajanath Sarmah surprised a relation for the second time in the day when his youngest son was drawing the
curtains. Stopping his son, he said,
“Let it remain parted. The moonlight is very lovely outside.”
The son, who was studying engineering, was startled into immobility for a while, then complied without a
word.
The next day it rained heavily from the morning onwards, but the sky cleared in the evening and shone with
the radiant beauty of the moon. The grandfather said to the granddaughter,
“Yesterday, I whiled away many sleepless hours by looking at the night sky. Gives you an unearthly feeling, it
does.”
Madhuri laughed.
“Under my influence, even your imagination is taking flight, Grandpa.” Then she began to sing softly:
The waves of moonlight flood the banks of the sky,
The mascara of the night glistens with its silvery touch

“What are you singing, Honey?
“A very popular song composed by our well-known poet Ajit Baruah, Grandpa.”
“Here, you sit here and sing the whole song for me.”
“But won’t the patients in the neighboring wards be disturbed?”
“Disturbed! It will half cure them, I tell you. And compared to the racket that is created by the transistor of the
woman in that room … You pay no heed to others. Here, sit down.”
Madhuri sat down and began in a lulling tone:
The waves of moonlight …

And in the days that followed Brajanath Sarmah saw a forbidding, stormy sky and at the same time saw
patches of the blue sky that carried feathers of frost-white clouds in flight. He saw the friendly, twinkling stars
form patterns on the bosom of the pitch-black sky. Then, one night he sat his granddaughter tenderly by him and
slowly formed the words,
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“If my grandson-in-law ever drops in Gauhati, bring him to your old, invalid grandfather.”
The smiling, bright eyes of the lovely girl who sat by her grandfather, suddenly brimmed over with tears.
70.57 Hope\fn{by Vimala Devi aka Teresa da Piedade de Baptista Almeida (1932- )} Britona, North Goa District, Goa State,
India (F) 2
Torrential rains poured down. Through the low roof, water trickled down monotonously on to the dung floor.
Pedru, squatting listlessly by the door, watched the river as the watery curtain blurred the scenery before him.
Other than the noise of the water gushing down from the heavens, there was only the sound, an equally
monotonous one, of the grinding stone with which his sister crushed the masala. His mother, ensconced in a
corner, grumbled softly. Pedro could understand nothing of what she said. Silently he gazed at the choppy current
of the river. Intermittently, a gust of wind would blow a spray into the house.
“Shut the door, Pedru,” murmured the mother. “It’s cold.”
“It gets stuffy in here!” retorted the son, bending forward.
“Oh yes, stuffy, but that’s not because of the heat.”
They fell silent again.

It was the first monsoon shower, and it compelled everyone to stay indoors. Pedro shook his head, despondent.
“Do you think I should go, Mai?” he asked.
“Go where, Pedro?”
“To speak to Mitzibai?”
The old woman didn’t answer. Morgorit was still at the grinding, as if nothing else mattered to her. She stopped
abruptly.
“When there’s a break in the weather, it would be good to find some dry palm leaves to reinforce the roof,” she
said. The coconut tree branches have become too thin and porous.”
Pedro didn’t say a word. It was his mother who retorted indignantly:
“A-la-la, Morgorit! Pedro can’t go about repairing roofs. He has passed out of the Lyceum and has to find
himself a good job.”
“Hss, I’m tired of working only to see Pedro spend his days at home without earning a penny.”
“He doesn’t like to go with us to the fields, Morgorit,” insisted the old woman. “He wants to become a
government employee.”
The girl held her tongue and the grinding could be heard once again. But it was not long before she broke her
silence.
“I work, don’t I, Mai? I worked from dawn to dusk so that Pedro could study at the Lyceum. I did so without
ever complaining for years on end so that Pedro might become a big man like Robert baab. And now Pedro
doesn’t even care to find himself a job whereas I keep on slogging! Just because Pedru hates to step into the
fields. Do you think it’s fair, Mai? And now I have no dowry for myself, yet I have to go on I killing myself here
and let Pedru stay at home smoking his viddi. For how long, Mai?”
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The old woman fidgeted in the corner. She understood her daughter and knew that she was right. But it was
worth all the sacrifice for Pedro. He would find himself a job. He was clever, and with a little more patience …
She bent forward and tapped her son gently on the shoulder. The boy started and for a moment turned his eyes
away from the rain outside.
“Go! Go and speak to Mitzibai, Pedro! Go and have a word with her. She is a good landlady. She will surely
help you.”
“But they are poor, Mai. As poor as we are. What can they do? A few days ago Vithal’s wife, Mogrem, saw
them having chapattis with tea for lunch! They are poorer than we are, mother. But do you think Mitzibai would
still be able to …?”
The old woman passed her fingers slowly around her tobacco-cone and then put it in her mouth. She lit it and
sucked in some smoke.
“But they are Brahmins, Pedru. Very old Brahmins. Whether poor or not doesn’t matter. They know all the top
people in Panjim. They have relations in the government. They are cousins of all the big people with influence.
They are paupers now, but once upon a time they were the richest bhatkars of Orlim. I still remember Teresinbai
in the big house, beautifully dressed, welcoming the pakle. And their mother, Rejinbai, was a wealthy bhatkan.
Very generous people! In her time nobody went hungry in Orlim. There was rice and coconut for everyone. Her
godown was always open to anyone in need. That was the cause of their downfall. And the gala parties they had!
They lasted up to four days and were attended by goverrnnent officials, and even the Governor himself. In my
young days I worked in the grandmother’s kitchen. And the father, what a handsome man he was! Robert baab
has his features but not the same temperament. Anyhow, he is a good boy.
“Then the father died, and they began selling their things; then the grandmother passed away, and now they are
poorer than we are. You are right, but don’t you realize they are still our landlords? Everybody respects them,
because they are good landlords. Very different from landlord Dias who robs us of everything—short of our soul,
as that belongs to God.”
Pedru smacked his lips, moistened by the raindrops brought in by the wind. The old woman continued:
“Let us pray the Rosary, Pedru, that Mitzibai will find you a job. The sacrifices the two of us have made will
be rewarded. Remember that you are the first one from Orlim to have graduated from the Lyceum. That is a
matter of pride for us. It was worth all the sacrifice, wasn’t it, Morgorit? Let us pray to Our Fathers for the soul of
old Rejinbai, that she may rest in the peace of the Lord … Amchea Bapa, Tum sorgar assa . . .”
A loud crash of thunder drowned out her voice. Raindrops, thickening, began to fall in through the thatched
roof.
*
“And at the eleventh hour, it’s this!” exclaimed Mitzi. “Roberto now says he won’t come with us.”
Teresa smiled and looked at her son.
“Do go, Roberto. It’s your duty to escort your sisters. Don’t you see they have to arrange a match for themselves?”
Mitzi, nineteen, wheatish-complexioned, fumed:
“We're going to miss the best dance of Clube Nacional because of him. And the money I’ve spent in stitching
this dress! This boy now wants to play truant. Is it fair, Mal?”
“They only go out to dance with those pale faces and my friends begin to gossip,” burst out Roberto. “They’ve
gone crazy—”
“Don’t believe him, mother. I dance just once or twice. It is Lena who dances much more. But what’s wrong
with that? Look,” she said, turning to her brother, “they say the buffet this year is going to be better than it ever
was, so the loss will be all yours.”
Roberto sat in the armchair, rocking, not looking at Mitzi.
“Now Lena has gone to Jeronima’s who has a special way with hairstyles. When she comes back she too will
be angry, I hope you know. . .'
Roberto kept rocking quietly. Their mother was at the rear end of the house. The two of them were left to
themselves. Mitzi caught sight of the serious look on her brother’s face. She went up to him and sat on the floor
by his chair. Roberto pretended not to have noticed her until she took his hand and began to stroke it.
“You remember, Roberto, when granny died,” she began. “You're right, we were very badly off then, and now
we have to take care to save the name of our family. I know well enough that we’re being watched all the time.
They’re waiting to catch us on the wrong foot and then have a good laugh at our expense. Of Course, it’s difficult
for girls who are poor and without a father to escape from the claws of gossipmongers. But we are sensible girls
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and lucky too to have you for a brother. Very well, then, let’s stay back home tonight. Would you like to play
cards, Roberto? Let’s send for cousin Alzira and have a great time.”
Roberto looked all perplexed at his sister, not knowing what she was up to.
“Well, that’s not what I meant to say. It is just that I don’t like you to dance with the pakle. Why can’t you
dance only with our boys? These pakle don’t have a good reputation and they give the girls a bad name, you know
it!”
“You’re right,” said Mitzi, seriously. “Our boys are so different from the pakle. Do you think I would marry
any one of them? Well, they cut a fine figure here, but back in Europe they’re only scum. And stupid too, don’t
you see? Our boys are quite different and when they marry, it’s for life. I’d rather marry a sudra than a paklo!
They change wives like shirts.
“And oh, talking of sudras, guess who came here a little while ago requesting us to find him a job? Imagine,
Pedru! Yes, Pedru, son of Salubrancar! These people are simply impossible. Now that he has passed out of the
Lyceum, he thinks he is somebody and wants a job. They think they are on equal terms with us, you see? He came
here with all that bai-fai, treating me like his equal. Anyway, I put him in his place. He wanted me to speak to
cousin Josinho to employ him in the Fazenda, imagine! His mother and sister work in the fields and he thinks he
is some gentleman only because he has graduated from the Lyceum. The cheek of it!”
Roberto nodded gravely in agreement. Then, turning to her, he said:
“Well, go and get dressed! You’re still keen on going to the ball, aren’t you? When is Lena coming?”
32.62 A Horse For The Sun\fn{by Udupi Rajagopalacharya Anantha Murthy (1932- )} Melige, Shimoga District,
Karnataka State, India (M) 14
I am writing this about good-for-nothing Venkata—his real name is Venkata Krishnaoisa—who suddenly
appeared before me one day in the market place after fourteen years. He didn’t recognize me. I had left the village
and gone away, but how could I possibly forget him?\fn{ A note reads, about the title of this short story: The Sun’s Horse (or A
Horse For The Sun) is a translation of the common Kannada name for a grasshopper (Suryana Kudure).}
There he stood, my boyhood chum, a spot of kumkum between his eyebrows, his head a shaven crescent, an
open-mouthed laugh with teeth fallen off here and there, and a jaw that moved round and round like an arati
platter. How can I forget such a Venkata? There was a khadi bag under his arm. He was standing there, his mouth
open, gaping at the vegetable shop as if it were a toy shop. I stood there in front of him, like someone who had
come upon a river in the sweltering heat.
Shifting his gaze from the heap of lentils to the bunch of bananas, from the bunch of bananas to the beans,
from there to the bright-colored cucumbers ripening through the year, and then to the one-eyed Konkani
shopkeeper who was looking at him without an expectations as if he were looking at the stray cows in front of
him, Venkata finally looked at me. But—he just looked.
Around there, he and I were the only ones without an umbrella under their arms—just the two of us. Although
it was the month of July, being an astrologer he was confident that it wouldn’t rain. The presence of umbrellas by
everyone’s side, in spite of the cloudless sky, proclaimed their hopes and anxieties. That I, who had left the village
long ago, lived abroad and was now a city-ape in Mysore and had come to the village without an umbrella would
not have surprised anyone who saw my crisp trousers. But as he stood there without his dhoti tucked up, without
even an umbrella, a bag by his side, looking at the vegetables that had come to the market place either from the
Kanara coast or Shimoga as if they were not edible matter, the smile on his face seemed to indicate that he was the
only one who knew the secrets of the heavens.
But would my thrill at seeing Simple Venkata so unexpectedly be muted by the disappointment of his not
recognizing me? How could memories stay green in a land where the rains had failed?
He was at least five or six years older than me—this Venkata. Yet he was the bosom pal of my boyhood.
Someone who had time and again freed up my mind and body. One incident flashes across my mind: I was scared
of the river. I must have been around eight or nine then. Without my mother’s knowledge, he coaxed me to go
with him to the river. He grabbed me and, as I was flailing and screaming, jumped with me from a rock into the
water. I coughed, gulped water, fainted, and then in his firm grasp floated gently into the depths of the water, rose
to the surface, learned to open my eyes in the water, watched with delight my palms getting smaller under the
water, my crotch tickled by the tiny little fishes; my palms bloated under the water. Neck, mouth, nose, head—
step by step I descended into the depths of the water. I just had to press down with my fingers and the water
would buoy me up like a cork. When I got out of the cool water and lay down on the cool sand, the sun would dry
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me.
The village stream must have dried up now. Although Venkata did not recognize me as I stood there
reminiscing, I stood on tiptoe and reached out with my hands like one about to dive into the water, and said:
“What’s up?”
“Ripe cucumbers have become so expensive.”
I didn’t give up. Locking my eyes with his, I tried to rush him.
“Did what’s under my arm look like a rooster to you?” said he, opening his gap-toothed mouth.
“I say, budaan saabi, why is your rooster’s head dangling like a Brahmin’s empty bag?”
“My rooster crushed and killed this one in a battle, sir.”
He raised the bag, as if he were holding a rooster by its feet and held it out to me.
“Having lost so many teeth, without having shaved that scraggly gray beard, on this full moon day, in this
daylight, with that cock under thine arm, to be running around like this in an alien land, what ill fate has befallen
thee, O Prince?”
Listening to the cadence of my speech, delivered in the style of the Yakshagana plays that we used to watch
together, he lifted his dhoti to tie it up, and sprang back. His buttocks hit the horns of an old cow that was chewing
a banana peel. Rubbing his bottom, he said:
“Anantha, aren’t you?”
He turned round and addressed the cow that had its muzzle in the gutter rummaging for banana peels:
“Mother, Mahalakshmi, why did you make me think that this Ananthu might be an amaldar? Or are you the
sorceress who always plays tricks on me?”
The cow lifted a banana peel out of the gutter and devoured it with its eyes half closed and mouth askew. The
one-eyed Konkani in the shop asked me:
“How much lentils shall I give?”
I took Venkata’s bag and filled it to the brim with lentils, tondekayi, cucumbers, beans, potatoes and onions. I
said to Venkata:
“Let’s go to your house.”
“Come home. I’ll give you an oil bath and make you see the moonlight. There’ll be hot water in any case.”
Then he hurried on purposefully, like someone taking things home for a feast, gently pushing aside the people
with his hands.
“Then I’ll buy bhrngamalaka oil.”
I climbed up the stone steps of Prabhu’s shop that reeked with the stench of tobacco.
“How come you are paying such a rare visit to the village, Mr. Murthy? Your brothers too have an account
here, just like it’s been since your father’s days. Come in, come in, shall I get you something to drink?” Prabhu,
who was sitting with a pencil stuck behind his ear, showed me a stool between the bins.
“I keep coming to the village. I haven’t been to the market place—that’s all. All’s well?” I said. The stench of
tobacco blended with the smell of jaggery that he was weighing on the balance.
“What’s well? No rains. Won’t be able to collect my dues. My eldest son died last year after just three days of
illness. Don’t have a paisa of profit in business. I sit here because this is the trade my father taught me—that’s all.
My children haven’t the good fortune of going to England and studying there like you. They sat here saying that
our tobacco and gram business was good enough. Look, he’s the second one, the fourth, the other two have
opened a cloth shop. I married off three of my daughters to lawyers. My eldest son’s children are going to high
school. How many children do you have—now—where are you,” he spoke, swatting the flies and cutting jaggery
pieces to balance it to the right weight.
I had a sense of deja vu; it had happened just like this way, right here, a long time ago.
“In Mysore. Two children. A boy and a girl. Do you have bhrngamalaka oil?”
“What, Mr. Venkata Jois’s oil bath, eh? When he was in prison wasn’t he the one who gave an oil bath to K. T.
Bhashyam? The number of ministers he knows! All the old timers. In this entire state of Karnataka, there’s no one
who hasn’t had his head massaged by him. But yet I wonder why he hasn’t received his pension for two years. I
say, Jois-re—why don’t you ask Mr. Murthy to put in a word? If you receive your pension I might even get some
of my old dues back. On the whole, this Jois here is an ill-fated man like me. He has a son—only in name. An
utter rascal. Didn’t study, didn’t pass an exam. Hangs out in the coffee shop. In all, our times were better. Now
things have all degenerated.”
*
Venkata opened his mouth wide and smiled and put the bag down, leaning it against his limp leg. He took the
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snuff out of his pocket and sniffed it. He took the dust-covered bottle from the hands of the boy who had brought
it and said, “B. V. Pandit’s brand, I hope? That’s the best. It really cools the body.”
'Yes, Jois-re, fresh stuff. I am the only stale thing here,” he said, as he took the money from me. “This is the
day’s first cash transaction. Look at the state we are in.”
Venkata reached out his hand over the boxes and held Prabhu’s hand that was on the balance. Then he
meditated.
“Prabhu, I thought as much the moment I saw you. You have excessive heat in your system. You need an oil
bath. I’ll come tomorrow and massage your head—OK?”
Prabhu who had let his hand lie limp in Venkata’s as if it were a bunch of greens, let out a tired sigh and said:
“Do you think there’s a single head left in the village that has not been massaged by this Jois, Mr. Murthy?
How such a son was ever born to such a man, God only knows. I heard that the other night the boy accosted the
College Principal, beat him up and took his money.”
Venkata drew a line across his forehead to suggest what fate had written there and laughed. And then, as if to
manifest the line, he raised his eyebrows. When Prabhu too raised his eyebrows, lines formed on his forehead. He
said, wiping the jaggery sticking to his hands:
“Will it mean jail, Jois-re?”
Venkata lowered his eyebrows, picked up the bag and, getting ready to move, said:
“What’s written on his forehead has to happen. I’ve got him out on bail. I gave the Inspector a good oil bath.
The Principal too. Now I’ve to do it to the Judge.”
Venkata’s laughter embarrassed me. But Prabhu was not embarrassed. Just as ever—this Venkata was the
laughing-stock of the village. A shameless man.
We walked towards Kerekoppa. Only the footpath didn’t seem to have changed in all these fourteen years. I
began to scold Venkata. He’s always been a clown like this. The way this sage had put us in a fix during the Quit
India movement.\fn{During World War II, the Indian National Congress Party (founded in 1885), which had demanded total
independence from British rule since 1929 and which after independence in 1947 controlled both the central government and most of the
state governments for twenty years following, launched a “Quit India” campaign that led to violent confrontations with the colonial
authority and prison terms for nearly 60,000 of its supporters .} We were in the high school then; he woke us up in the middle

of the night one day and led us, saying:
“Come on you guys, let’s hide the post box.”
In the darkness of the new moon night we stole the post box, buried it six feet deep in the sand by the river
bank and came back. Next morning there was such a commotion in the village. But we went about our business as
usual as if we had nothing to do with it. We sang: Oh Kamala Bai, Oh Kasturi Bai, we too shall fight, and such
other songs. We lay down in front of the toddy shop.\fn{ The local liquor store.} We went to the school and lay down
and picketed it. Venkata was our leader. But how could he ever hold his tongue? They say some stranger stopped
him by the roadside. He's supposed to have asked:
“I’m an outsider, where can I get some good coffee?”
This do-gooder Venkata took him to Shinappayya’s coffee shop. This idiot didn’t realize the man was a
CID.\fn{An undercover agent sent by the colonial authorities to spy on local patriotic movements .}
“What good-for-nothing boys you are, do you know what the students in Shimoga have done?” and so on, that
scoundrel of a CID taunted him, sipping hot coffee. Venkata let his tongue loose:
“Come on, come on, we are no less than the Shimoga students.”
“Where do you boys have the guts to hit at the Government directly?” the CID dared him.
And then Venkata bragged on and on about our night’s adventure. The result: the police marched us along with
Venkata in a procession to the river bank.
Then, sure enough, the whole village assembled by the river bank and the police handed us shovels and said
“You bastards, dig it up yourselves.”
In the blistering sun we dug and dug and took out the post box we had buried. In front of everybody’s eyes, we
carried it in a procession to the post office and put it back. Did it stop at that? The police herded us into a lorry
and left us in the Sakkarebailu forest. We walked and we walked, chanting, “Hari Hari,” eating berries on the way
and reached our village the next day.
Although I tried to remember all this in anger, I couldn’t help laughing. Venkata put down the bag and laughed
with me, clapping his hands and dancing.
“You are an eternal sucker,” I said.
He had failed year after year and ended up as my classmate. By then he had already acquired a quarrelsome
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wife. If an occasion ever arose to bring her from the village for some function or ceremony, on his way to school
he would walk briskly ahead of her in the street as if she were someone unknown to him. She would run after
him, saying:
“Listen, listen.”
That’s how we all came to know when we were in lower school—that he even had a wife. Once when our
maths teacher started to cane him saying, “You overgrown buffalo,” he made a pathetic face and said:
“Sir, sir, I’m a married man. Please don’t beat me.”
The teacher burst out laughing, carefully removed his turban, placed it on the table and continued to laugh as
he wiped his face and smeared it all over with chalk powder. Seeing the dark face of our teacher smeared with
chalk and turn grotesque, we began to laugh. Venkata went up to the teacher to wipe his face with a duster and
made us laugh even more. When the teacher went at him again with the cane he crawled under the table and
prayed with folded hands:
“Please don’t. If I have welts, my wife will find out.”
The teacher who suffered from chronic backache and couldn’t bend down, kicked Venkata’s bottom and said,
“Get out, you madcap, you widow’s husband.”
Yet even as this Venkata made me laugh, making it impossible to get angry with him, I realized he had brought
up his own son without any sense of responsibility. I turned serious and tried to scold him:
“You are an escapist, a characterless fellow, a spineless eunuch.” He said:
“Tell me, who has achieved anything through tenacity? Come—I’ll give you an oil bath and drain you of all
your conceit.”
Venkata then began to strut—like a schoolboy saying, come, I’ll show you.
“Wait,” I said.
I had to talk to him honestly and say: I had ignored you. Although I came to the village every now and then, I
never came to see you. You met me accidentally today and are opening me up like this. Yet I know that this game
is only momentary. I am drying up. This clowning of yours may be a habit with you. But in me there’s been born a
disquiet that I cannot understand. I desire nothing. Of late I can’t think of anything to write. The moment I open
my mouth, big fat words tumble out—the heads in front of me nod in appreciation. The moment the play is over I
feel empty.
Why don’t I see anything? Do you see, or are you merely pretending that you see? Isn’t even your humility a
posture? Or is it that I who had spent my childhood with you didn’t write about you, but instead went on to write
about highfalutin things and ended up being an empty drum like this?
“The smell of kedige,” said Venkata.
He flared his nostrils and sniffed the air around—the way the demons in stories sniffed—and said:
“The smell of humans.”
I kept my mouth shut. And that kept him quiet too. He put the bag down and vanished into the bushes saying,
“My daughter Ganga loves to braid her hair with kedige.” I didn’t know it was the season for kedige. After a while
he reappeared empty-handed. He swore:
“Don’t know where the damn things are hidden. Let’s go,” he said.
Someone met us on the way and stopped us. He wore gold earrings and carried a cloth bundle on his head. He
spat out betel juice and spoke:
“What, Joisa, I came by your house. Your wife stopped me and told me an earful. I believe you have been
absconding since morning. Went to the market place and hasn’t returned yet, she said and then she started to recite
your thousand names …”
Venkata lowered the bundle down from his head and asked:
“Did you see her in the backyard? Or in the front door? will you enlighten me regarding the exact location of
your encounter with my consort, O Sage Narada?”\fn{ A note reads: Sage in Hindu mythology who delights in instigating
quarrels.}
“Why, in the backyard.”
He spat out all the betel juice from his mouth, wiped his mouth with his hand towel and started to laugh—
showing the few red teeth that remained here and there.
“Then she’s made a curry out of the chagathe leaf that grows in the backyard. My wife is a noble soul who can
cook cattle feed and make it taste delicious. We are beholden to you for these auspicious tidings, O great sage.”
“But her tongue is something else,” he said as he went ahead and then he turned around to say, “but, Joisa; but
why does your son Subba keep hissing like that? I tried to talk—”
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“You mind your business and go, go away,” he said.
Although the words, “All right, Subba, you red-faced firebrand” were on the tip of my tongue, I swallowed
them and walked away thinking why should I meddle in others’ affairs. We think we’re all a family in our village,
but that son of yours … it’s the fate of all those who go to college.
Narada went away, balancing the bundle on his head and swinging his arms.
Venkata said, “Ha, OK,” and came and joined me. He behaved as if nothing had happened. This man is swanfooted, water doesn’t wet him.\fn{The American phrase for this is teflon-coated.} Oh, you scoundrel, I thought to myself.
I was certain his worldly affairs were in chaos. But he is untouched by all this—is he a madcap or a hypocrite or a
scraggly-bearded saint?
“How many children?” I asked.
“Four. The first is my illustrious son. Don’t ask, the girls aren’t married yet. Hence my wife, who was fierce as
Chamandi to begin with has now become Kali, no less. But then, am I not a devotee of the Mother? I accept the
scoldings of Mahakali as her gift and am still thrilled by the smell of this world.”
I was irritated by the reply that he delivered in the Yakshagana style. Why should someone like him father four
children? Live as the butt of every passer-by’s joke? I began to think: the village idiocy that Marx spoke of, which
is the cause of this country remaining backward, and so on. Venkata seemed to symbolize for me everything that
lived in a state of inertia. I tried as seriously as possible to expound to Venkata my anxieties about the stagnation
in this country that I had been sharing of late with my friends. But is he the kind who would listen?
“No rains at all.
“Should see this coming December whether the mango tree will blossom at all.
“Last year it didn’t yield a single bud-mango for pickles.
“Look, flocks of parrots come to that tree.
“There is Peacock Hill, there’s a cave. I’ll go live there the moment my children are married.
“Do you know how beautiful everything around looks from there? I’ll give my pension to my wife—and then
I’ll stay there.”
He blabbered like this all along the way, yet he heard me through. In the spaces between Venkata’s various
responses, I said:
“What is politics but changing the quality of life?
“But then, change in which direction? In that of the haves? Or the have-nots? But why does one need
determination to bring it about?
“The determination to change nature and the rest of the world to suit our goals and desires, is the foundation of
all politics. It is also the foundation of science.
“It is the root of all religious acts. That too is politics—the politics of the eternal.
“Don’t you wish that your wife and children should live in the way you think is right? To say that things
should not change but go on the way it is, is also politics.
“Do you know why? To change is the way of nature. Some try to stop it for their benefit, but that doesn’t work
for long.
“Everything cracks, explodes, nothing remains the same. That’s why we have to keep striving towards an order
that we think is right.”
I walked on, saying these things.
“What counts is what each one is born with.”\fn{ And here, I think, Venkata is right. What we are born with is the only sure
thing we have; but, of course, even this changes—do we not have the saying in America, “Use it or lose it.”? }
Saying this, Venkata put the bag down, joined his hands, looked up at the sky and prayed:
“I bow, I bow to heroes like you. Let people like you forgive this Clown Venkata. But then when your head is
all heated up, you will certainly need the services of someone like me to give you an oil bath,” and he pretended
to massage briskly an imaginary head in front of him.
“Thoo, you!” I said.
Venkata took my anger to be real and said:
“But, tell me, Ananthu. I couldn’t change even the wife I married. Can I change the world? I am here now,
what guarantee is there that I’ll be here the next moment?”
We had to cross a log bridge made of three areca stems placed together. He stood behind, saying:
“Careful. You go first.”
I walked nervously on the bridge, crossed over and stood waiting for Venkata. Thinking that I had finally
cornered him in an argument, I said:
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“Venkata, we may die the next moment. Or we may not die. But even if we do die, there’ll be others who’ll
remain.”
I forced Venkata to give the bag to me. Walking along the edge of the field, Venkata said:
“You know, we were in Panjurli’s grove before we crossed the bridge, Ananthu. They say this Panjurli spirit
has his temper at the tip of his nose! Once, long ago, I was coming through the grove singing to myself. It was
evening. I heard a rustling sound behind me, like someone stepping on dry grass. I turned around to see what it
was. It was a tiger. I blacked out and collapsed. I come around and find that I had peed in my dhoti.”
“Why are you telling me this?”
“Che, che, just like that. I am a sissy, Ananthu. I didn’t know what to say when you started to talk as if that
demon Panjurli had possessed you. I keep telling my wife, ‘Look. I am like this. Tell me, what can I do?’ She has
a foul mouth, that’s all. If I ever have a stomach ache, even if she has her period, she’ll walk all over and bring
this herb and that herb and make a concoction for me. I was frightened by the tiger—do you know why? Because
I don’t know how to catch it and make it sit down and give it an oil bath. If only I knew, I’d hold it by its
whiskers, make it sit down, and gently massage its forehead.”
Venkata clutched his belly and started to laugh. I laughed too, reminded of all the kicks that he used to receive
when we were kids. But then thinking that all his unsaid words were there in his laughter, I was terrified that I
might give in to him.
“Hey, you fool. Can you live without an ego? Even a saint needs an ego.”
Saying this, I thought—without destroying the likes of Venkata, there is no electricity, no dams, no penicillin,
no dignity, no respect, no joy of sex, no woman won, no peaks, no aircraft, no evolution, no memory, no passion,
no joy.
As I was thinking all this, I saw Venkata standing barefoot by the edge of the field, bubbling with joy, and I
was flabbergasted. Was he laughing at me out of pity?
“You say you haven’t married off your daughters who have come of age. What if they go astray?” I felt like
hurting this Venkata who could look upon me with pity.
“Why don’t you find a groom? Where will I get the dowry from? Those girls are like pearls. Why would they
go astray? If they do go astray, then it’s their destiny. How can I possibly change it?”
Venkata’s guileless manner silenced me. Shall I ask him to make money by any means? Shall I ask him to
make a revolution to change society? Then Venkata said, smiling, dropping his playfulness:
“I am a priest, a worshipper. To worship is what I was born for. I worship everything I see. Worship every head
that I find. Spirits like Panjurli, Bobbarya, Jattiga, and the School Inspector, the policeman, the district officer,
now you, once K T. Bhashyam—this way I worship the Mother. If you try to butt back at what comes butting at
you, do you know what happens? You bruise your head. The goddess, my Mother, fills my belly with food—my
wife Rukku makes cups out of banana leaves. I carry them on my head to the market place and sell them. Now,
soon, I’ll receive my pension. The other day I gave our MLA a grand oil bath. I told him how I had made K T.
Bhashyam see the moonlight when we were in jail. Just look how these trees and plants let the gods into them.
Just like them we too should let the gods into us. But then, there must still be some rancor left within me.
Otherwise my son Subba wouldn’t be such a hothead, burning away like this.”
Venkata snatched the bag from my hand and asked me to walk comfortably. He pointed out all his favorite
birds.
“Look, they don’t like to be seen by us. They don’t need your political change, they don’t even need my oil
bath. they shit pichak on the heads of the most fearsome devils and whrrrr they fly away. To live they don’t have
to be clowns like me; they don’t even have to be heroes. Isn’t it so, Ananthu?”
I was beginning to feel hungry. I started to walk briskly. Venkata walked behind me, mocking my gait—just as
he used to mock me during our schooldays. Do I still walk like that immature boy of days gone by? I felt
embarrassed.
The people of the village who were sitting idly here and there were worried about the rain. “ Jois-re, when will
it rain?” To this idle query Venkata replied with mock gravity, “Wait for a week more.”
“There aren’t even banana leaves for you to make your cups. So your mantras and tantras are good for nothing,
eh?” said a young man from the village wearing trousers, trying to taunt him. Venkata replied:
“Of late I’ve been bringing muthuga leaves from the forest and making cups. Life has to go on somehow, you
see,” and he bowed to the young man with folded hands and walked on. He called out to the boy grazing the
cows:
“What, Chilli, I heard your master’s cow ran away. He had come to me for divination. I gave him a talisman.
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Did the cow come back?”
“It came back, Jois-re,” said Chikka and continued to sit and play with the stones all by himself.
I thought to myself, this must be Venkata’s daily routine. The open life of feckless good-for-nothing Venkata.
Doesn’t sprout. Doesn’t rot. Laughs, makes others laugh. Dreams of living all by himself in the cave on Peacock
Hill. When something comes butting at him, he steps aside and makes way. Gets scolded by his wife. Has no
secrets, hides nothing. Only when there’s a gem in the hood of the cobra, can there be venom in the belly. This
one has neither gem nor venom. He’s an idiot, devoid of anger, fury and jealousy. I shouldn’t give in to him, just
because my raised fist has withered.
Venkata pointed out a tree to me. It was a huge, massive tree.
“There’s something special about this tree. It has a hand, do you see? It is pointing to the ground. They say it
means there is a treasure there,” he said.
I laughed.
“Some greedy people have tried to dig it up. But the treasure belongs to a spirit of the place called Jattiga. How
could anyone else get it?”
This childhood friend of mine was able to expound every square foot of this land. And not just that, he had a
personal philosophy too, shaped in the presence of the various spirits of the land.
This is how I got to know of it.
Venkata, who knew the by-ways within by-ways of Kerekoppa, took me round and round, and as he took me
around he wove every secret path we walked on into the story of Sri Raina’s exile. In the pathetic story of exile
which began with “Once, Mother Sita …,” the thick leaf that he pointed out to me became the wick of the lamp
that Sita had lit. Raina had once adorned his wife’s hair with the sitaladanda flower he had plucked from the tree
that was in front of us now. Over there, Lakshmana had shot an arrow into the rock and released the underground
waters. On the rock, he showed me a pit as big as cupped palms and said:
“Drain it, let’s see.”
It filled up as soon as I drained it.
“Drink,” he said.
The water was cool and sweet. He showed me a stone protruding on the rock and said:
“This is the udbhava linga that rose out of the earth, which Sri Raina had worshipped.”
He scooped the water in the cup of his hands and poured a libation on the linga. Then he closed his eyes and
stood with his legs bent like Shiva’s Nandi bull and said something like this:
“The Supreme Soul is Father to some, Mother to some. Those who think of it as Mother always have their eyes
on Mother’s breast. It is a breast ever flowing with milk. Those who drink it can’t take their mouth off that breast.
They don’t ask for other breasts. Those who think of it as Father, raise their heads and look at the Lord in his eye,
and they are roused. They want to look and they want to see; they want to swallow the whole world. Can the
hunger of the eye ever be quenched? The infant at the breast falls asleep; it wakes up and again drinks the milk. I
am one of those who drinks. You are one of those who see.
“I wonder why in someone like Sage Shankara who aspired to see and conquer the world, the desire to become
the infant Shanmukha and drink of the breast was ever born. Even if you do not understand, it’s all right. There is
no problem with drinking at Her breast. See how the earthworm keeps drinking. How the tree drinks and
blossoms.
“If Mother says, on her own, ‘How much do you drink?’ and puts you down, you might open the eyes and see
and know. That’s Mother’s wish. Sometimes Mother takes you off one breast and puts you on to the other. Then it
is terrifying. If this breast is life, that breast is death. There are some fortunate souls who have even seen her eyes
between the two of them. That is, if they didn’t scream out.
“Moustache-twirling heroism is not for the likes of me. Take it that my service to this world is that of a clown.
I just have the desire to eat and sleep. In sleep, you too drink. When children drink they kick their mothers. But
before your heroic passion to bend the world to your desires is born, should or shouldn’t your belly be soothed a
little first? Where do you find that soothing thing? In Mother’s milk, in my oil bath.”
Venkata who had delivered these words like a bhagavata in a mythological play, stood enchanted by the flow
of his own words. He snorted some snuff and said:
“This is a habit I’ve acquired since I quit beedis.” Then he said:
“The sight of you will be like putting a lock on my wife’s mouth,” and laughed happily. And nodding his head
approvingly at his own words he walked, splaying his crooked legs here and there. His legs are knock-kneed, so
he walks with his feet spread out.
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*
There was a house in front of us. A country-tiled, leaky house. Unwhitewashed, unswept, a barren house
without rangoli designs in front of it.\fn{ Rangoli are intricate, crafted designs made during festivals and other special occasions.
They are made using rice flour; coloured saw dust, sand or rice. You can also draw easy and simple rangoli designs using gulaal. It is are
available everywhere and come in myriad colours. Nowadays you also get rangoli molds in the market. Made using chalk, chalk powder or
white rock powder, they are known as muggu in Andhra Pradesh and Telegana, kolam in Tamil Nadu; mandana in Rajasthan, haookpurna
in Chhattisgarh, apana in West Bengal, aripana in Bihar, chowk pujan in Uttar Pradesh; and golam kolam or kalam in Kerala.}

“Sheshanna’s. He is very ill. Let’s see him—come.”
Saying this, Venkata put the bag down at the door, held my hand and led me into the darkness of the inner
rooms.
“Ananthu has come—Acharya’s son Ananthu—Professor, at Mysore, you know him, right?” he said.
Adjusting my eyes to the darkness, I thought:
“Ai, Venkata. This guy is a philosopher too. How shall I answer him? I need English words to do that. Or
translations of them that Venkata doesn’t understand like these:
“The bravado that becomes insensitive to suffering …
“The philosophical resignation of a coward …
“Inauthentic character …
“Escapism …
“Acquiescence born of superstition …
“The innocence of village idiocy …
And so on. If he reads what I write he will read only himself. Since he is a simpleton to begin with even my
irony won’t touch him. But what began as an object is now confronting me as a consciousness. For one without
desire, the incessant movement of the world, its flux, and its change are of no interest. In the presence of such a
non-political being all my knowledge is a waste. This man is the exact opposite of a Kissinger.\fn{ A reference to
Henry Alfred Kissinger (1923- ), Conservative politician .} But in Gandhi,\fn{Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869-1948), Indian
nationalist leader, and far more important, a Great Soul of Humanity .} along with an aspiration there was a quietude too. Ai,
Venkata, you came in as a story, now you are growing into an essay!
“This is Sheshanna. His son is in Bombay. You know Bombay where they make atom bombs—there: like you,
a red-eyed fellow. My illustrious son wants to be like him. He has a white woman for a wife. If she wears sari and
puts on kumkum, she looks just like our Mother Goddess. She had come here. She asked her father-in-law to go
stay with them. Where will he go? He is hooked on his onion-potato sour curry. On top of it he likes to boss
around. Everything should be as he says. Why should his educated son listen to it?”
Venkata continued to chat, slicing the betel nut fine with the cutter. Sheshanna started to cough. The kind of
coughing that seemed to choke him. Venkata lifted him and made him sit, leaning against himself. He held a plate
in front of him, rubbing his back all the while. I thought this was the end of Sheshanna. He coughed, coughed and
coughed, threw back his head and groaned, struggling to breathe. Venkata bent his head forward and said:
“Spit, spit.”
Sheshanna must have spat blood. Venkata made him lie down and went to the backyard to wash the plate and
came back. He said:
“I’ll heat some coffee on the stove,” and went in.
Sheshanna had his mouth open and was heaving heavy sighs. His breath came and went Ha Ho noisily, his
eyes opened and shut mechanically. From a glass tile in the roof and a high window, light dimly floated into the
inner quarters. I counted the bright-colored cucumbers that were hanging from a rafter.
I sat shrinking into myself, moment by moment. In one corner Sheshanna was lying on a rough-hewn bed like
a ghost covered by a thin blanket. Suffering from tuberculosis. Must be under Venkata’s medical care. Venkata has
always been a do-gooder like this. His school bag would contain scores of cork-stoppered bottles, medicines from
the town for all and sundry little wooden caskets of snuff for the women who had cultivated the habit on the sly.
Ribbons and double-edged combs for de-lousing the girls, silk thread for the anantha ritual, palm leaf, cotton and
silver paper for the gowri festival. Candy from the Muslim’s shop, for who knows whose children. Except for the
books that were supposed to be there, his school bag contained all these and god knows what else. Along with his
umbrella, there would be two other faded ones that were brought along for repairs. Wearing a patched-up shirt, a
tulsi leaf tucked in the knot of his hair, Venkata would swagger down the market place as if the whole street
belonged to him. He would bring amte fruit for us to eat.
Venkata brought hot coffee and made Sheshanna drink it. Sheshanna drank it noisily in small gulps, saying,
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“When will I close my eyes, tell me.” Venkata replied, as he blew into the tumbler to cool the coffee and kept
putting it to Sheshanna's mouth:
“Why will you close your eyes so soon? If Yama\fn{ A note reads: The god of death.} ever comes to your doorstep
riding his buffalo, you are the kind who will say, ‘Wait a moment Sir, I’ve made onion-potato sour curry; I’ll
finish it off and come.’ If Yama says, ‘Let me see what kind of a sour curry this is,’ and tastes it, he’ll leave you
here in this world and go back saying it’s best not to transfer this man from here; should we be hungry on our way
it’s good to have a place like this where we can get such superb sour curry. But then—why will Yama who has
come all the way go back empty- handed? Since he won’t want to waste his TA\fn{ Travel Allowance.} and
DA\fn{Per Diem.} he’ll ask you to show him another client. Then you’ll say, ‘In this village there’s a man called
good-for-nothing Venkata. He’s younger than me, but now his clowning has all gone stale—take him along.’If
Yama is scared off by my wife’ tongue then I am saved. Otherwise that’ll be the end of me.”
Sheshanna’s face seemed to come alive a bit. Venkata placed his head on the pillow and got up. He made signs
at me to get going, and started to go, saying:
“Sheshanna, I’ll send seasoned rice mixed with saru—my daughter will bring it for you.”
Sheshanna turned to me and said:
“Your son might know my son, Dr. Subramanya Shastri. Studied in London. He’s an engineer in Bombay. You
know the place where they make the atom bomb—there. They say he gets something like three thousand as salary.
A big bungalow.” Saying this, he tried to sit up. Venkata said “Lie down, lie down.” I said namaskar and got out.
*
Venkata took the pole off the stile and let me in first.
“Say, come look who’s here,” he shouted, joyfully announcing the weapon of his self- protection.
Rukku who came out fuming, cooled off as soon as she saw me, like a burning log doused by water. She wiped
her hands on her sari and beamed.
“He wouldn’t listen to me, Ananthu bought this for you,” said Venkata, putting the bag of vegetables into her
hands.
The wrinkles on her face that had been etched by a thousand worries, crinkled around her eyes in a smile of
gratitude. A big elongated spot of kumkum was prominent on her forehead. A sampige flower in her thin gray
braid, Rukku looked short and frail. Eyes that had dimmed, with the smoke of the stoves. Shakuntala, Gowri and
Ganga appeared. The elder two girls were wearing saris. They had come of age. Their black hair was braided
tight. Glass bangles, earrings, and fragrant sampige in their hair; that was all their adornment. Seeing me they
beamed bashfully. One of them brought hot water for me to wash my feet with. The other one brought the towel.
The youngest wearing a patched-up frock stood peeping from behind her mother. In the hands of the youngest one
I saw the jasmine garland that she was stringing with banana fiber. I looked around as I was washing my feet: the
garden in front of the house was beautiful. Flowering plants that I hadn’t seen for years were all there. Round
jasmine, needle jasmine, rose, nandi battalu, chrysanthemum, kumkumajaji, rathnagandhi, evening jasmine,
canna, sampige, various kinds of tumbe, conch flowers of various colours, chendu, parijatha—a garden that had
drunk water and was green. Though there were no rains, Venkata’s well hadn’t dried up.
The house was equally kept cool. A cool mud floor that had been scrubbed and shined into a dark smooth
surface. On it was a rangoli design drawn with white flour. Walls whitewashed. Bright-colored ripe cucumbers
hanging from the rafter. On the nail on the wall was an almanac. Venkata took off his shirt and hooked it on
another nail. In a corner, mattresses neatly rolled. On the door-frame, a garland made of bangle pieces, and a
cotton garland—must be from last year’s gowri festival. The copper vessel I had used to wash my feet with was
sparkling. Shakuntala placed in front of me a bronze tumbler with a cool drink made of rice water, milk, jaggery
and cardamom.
“I too have two children,” I said.
“Is everybody well at home?” asked Rukku. As she hurriedly ran from the kitchen to the inner quarters and
from there to the kitchen, a dispute arose between her and Venkata.
“Oil bath, right away,” he insisted.
“Let him bathe and eat. You can give him an oil bath at night,” she said.
Rukku won. Venkata followed me to the bath house.
“Thanks to your visit I wasn’t greeted with the sixteen-course ceremonial reception,” he said.
I laughed and poured the hot bath-water on myself. In the bath house was a large pot meant specially for the oil
bath. A trough of black stone. On either side were large cauldrons. In a big vessel there was cool matti. Soapnut
powder in tins. Seeing all this paraphernalia, I dreaded to think of the night.
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“Why do you make your wife angry?” I said.
“Why should I make her angry? It happens by itself. It’s a weapon that the Mother has granted her in order to
protect me. This clown has to be kept within bounds, you see. Children’s hair shouldn’t be disheveled. Firewood
should be dry. I shouldn’t be chattering with everyone I meet. People riding on this clown’s back should be gotten
off, you see. She protects me with her tongue.”
Venkata said this as he pushed a burning log of wood into the stove.
“Where is your son?” I asked.
“He is addicted to cards. None of my weapons work on him. He flares up when he sees me.”
I didn’t tell him that the failure of his philosophy confronted him in the person of his son. But as I poured the
water on myself, I looked at him as if I were making that criticism. Venkata spoke as if he didn’t understand any
of this:
“Subba gnashes his teeth saying that his father is worthless. But will my nature change? I believe his Principal
didn’t let him sit for his exam because he did not come to class regularly. So he accosts him at night and beats him
up. They say my son even took his money. He pesters me for money, he wants to start a flour mill in the town. I
am bankrupt. Where can I get that kind of money from?”
Don’t you understand evil at all, you fool. You are like the lotus that blossoms only in stagnant water. I
couldn’t stand you for more than two days. Doesn’t time move at all for you, O Sage, O Raikva. You live breezily,
scratching your sores and sunning yourself—playing the same clowning game over and over again.
Swallowing these thoughts, feeling both affection and disgust, I finished my bath. Venkata prayed loudly to all
the holy rivers: “Gangecha yamunechaiva godavari saraswati narmade sindhu kaveri jalesmin sanidhi kuru,” and
he channeled the water he had ritually poured on himself on to the yam that had grown in the dirty water. Seeing
me look at the yam, he said:
“We’ll pluck those leaves. My wife will make pathrode tonight.”
Shakuntala dried a tender leaf on the fire, laid it out for me, and drew a rangoli around it. She placed a plank
for me to sit on. Pickle made out of mangoes that still had the sap in them, jack-fruit pappads, long chilies, lime
pickle that was still tender, lemon pickle that had been dried for so many years, rice flour fries, another kind of
flat, spicy fry—I was too shy to ask its name—and rice payasa at the comer of the leaf.
“I haven’t made anything special. It was made in a hurry,” said Rukku, playing the hostess and pouring the
sauce on the hot rice. Two other kinds of tambuli, and, just as Venkata had guessed, the chagathe leaf curry.
Buttermilk, with coriander and fresh ginger in it.
Venkata sat resting on his hand, relishing the meal with his eyes closed. It was a long time ago, as a child, I had
had that soup of seasoned rice water and sour curds. I had even forgotten its name. It was a tasty, light meal that
filled every comer of the stomach. Before I could lie down on the mattress that Shakuntala and Gowri had spread
out for me, I heard Rukku stand by the door step and call out:
“Ayye, Subba, Subba, come eat,” The strained voice of a mother, that called out half in anger, half in anguish:
“Listen, listen. Call Subba.”
I came out with Venkata and looked. I only saw the back of someone wearing a shirt and a pair of pants.
Hippie-style hair covered the neck. He was walking briskly without looking back. His gait was just like his
father’s. But he was taller than his father, and slimmer. Venkata ran after him, without his shirt, in his dhoti. Subba
stopped, turned around, and swung his hands violently; he was shouting something. As he stood pleading with his
son, Venkata looked like Ashtavakra, the mythical Brahmin who was crooked in eight limbs.
Subba suddenly bent down. He looked around and picked up a stone. Venkata covered his face with his arms
and continued to plead as he stepped back. Subba walked away.
I couldn’t stand the sight of Rukku standing on tiptoe, agonizing over her son. Venkata who returned looking
foolish, saw me and said:
“Subba’s head is heated up. He was about to pounce on me like a tiger,” and shivered in mock terror.
“Can’t you stop your clowning at least now? I don’t know what kind of a father you are who can’t slap the boy
and drag him in,” said Rukku and went in, wiping her tears with the end of her sari.
“You go in and eat. Set aside Subba’s food. He’ll come home the moment he is hungry. Where will he go?”
said Venkata and went after his wife.
I went in and lay down.
The little girl Ganga sat playing with the shells all by herself.
*
Rukku was viciously telling her husband all that I had ever wanted to tell him:
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“Just because you rot here in this village, will your son rot too? The whole village mocks his father; you don’t
have a paisa’s respect. Why will your son respect you, tell me. You come and go grinning and giggling he he he.
What will the children learn from someone like you? Tell me, why does someone like you have a family? How
many years has it been since you received your pension? I have to do everything. I make leaf cups, look after the
house, keep the children in control. Cook three times a day and feed that miser Sheshanna who doesn’t part with a
paisa. When I sent him seasoned rice and curry, I believe he said, ‘Couldn’t she send some mango pickle? Why is
your mother so tight-fisted?’\fn{The reader will remember that the food was sent by one of Venkata’s daughters .} In addition to
slaving for him, do I have to listen to this too from him? The children and I are cooped up in this village. A
carnival, a movie, a town—tell me what have we seen? Poor Subba. He is so fond of rice and black gram payasa.
He is roaming in the sun on an empty stomach. He has gone so far astray that he assaults his own father. Someone
who doesn’t like us has put a spell on him. You don’t understand anything bad. You are a perfect fool …”
Her scoldings that kept rapping like the falling rain made me drowsy and I don’t know how long it lasted. It
was only when I opened my eyes that I realized that Venkata was fluttering around me with a bottle of
bhrngamalaka oil in his hand. I sat up, saying:
“What’s this?”
He smiled with his mouth full of betel juice and said:
“Come, come with me.”
I got up and followed him to the bath house. He made me tie a string round my waist and wear a loincloth and
asked me to strip. There was a fire raging in the stove. He had filled up all the pots with cold water. He shut the
door of the bath house and made me sit on a plank. He dipped a blade of durba grass in oil and touched it to my
forehead and the crown of my head and then, turning up his mouth full of betel juice, muttered some mantras and
performed the oil ritual. He poured some oil in his palm and smelled it. He lifted his dhoti and tied it up like
someone about to dig a pond, and tied another towel round his head. He spat out the betel juice and came back
and started massaging my feet. After he had applied oil all over my body, he poured castor oil into a plate, made
me sit on a stool and placed my feet in the plate.
“Its coolness will gradually rise to the crown of your head,” he expounded.
He moved his hands up and down, hollowed his palm into a spoon, poured bhrngamalaka oil into it, and
dripped it on to my head. Saying “Mother, Great Goddess,” he started to beat my head like a maddale drum.
Changing the beat and rhythm of his drumming, he said:
“I am now talking to your head. How does it sound? Now it sounds like the mridanga drum, right?”
I said hmmm, out of politeness. This ritual was beginning to embarrass me. From the way he was beating out a
rhythm, I suspected he was dancing behind me. But I couldn’t turn around.
“Through your head this rhythm will flow right down to your navel,” he said. “They say this rhythm massages
the six nodes of the body, the Kundalini centers. I don’t have any special knowledge of it. But I know the job,” he
drawled.
Surely, he must be dancing. He sounded like the drummer who plays on the earthen pitcher during the drum
passage in a concert.
After the drum session was over, the procedures that followed were intended to produce various kinds of
vibrations. Venkata’s heaving, gently trembling voice which provided a running commentary was directed
towards this vibratory activity. My back was being roasted by the fire that was way behind me. Venkata now
circumambulated me and worshipped my head with oil as he devoted himself to the various parts of my head in
complex compositions of tickling, teasing, pinching, squeezing, scratching, caressing, pushing and pulling.
“I was now talking to your head,” he said and wiped off his sweat with the towel and readied himself to
commence the second stage of the oil worship. As I wondered whether he had twenty fingers or a hundred, his
running commentary appropriately changed its rhythm and melody and took the form of a mantra-like chant. It
went like this.
Ananthu, Ananthu, you have now entered the forest entered the forest
In the forest, tree, tree, tree
On the tree a parrot, a parrot green parrot between the leaves,
A green, green parrot a green parrot with a hooked beak,
In the hooked beak, in the hooked beak a red fruit, red, red, fruit. . .
*
It’s cool below, cool, in the cool place a bush.
From the bush a fragrance, a fragrance … it’s a yellow-hued kedige.
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Look … look … look through the crack, how it is splitting … look
long, rough, thorny, green leaf, inside the green soft yellow …
Gentle yellow, fragrant, fragrant yellow … powdery, powdery yellow … slippery yellow … mysterious yellow.
*
Walk on, gently walk … walk softly, softly and look.
This is hasari, this is jack-fruit, this nandi, this muthuga, this banyan, this ranja.
Look at the root of the banyan … look at the tip of the roots … it has nails at the tips.
This is a sage, a sage with matted hair …
*
All over here the sky is splintered, splintered blue.
Lurking blue, provoking blue. Irritating blue, exasperating blue.
Walk on. Walk on
*
Stop … now an open space. An open open space, a wide open space, look.
In front of you a tiny plant. On the plant a leaf, on the leaf something is springing and leaping.
Springing and leaping, springing and leaping … bursting … like this … like this
One day, long long ago, as you were coming from school it sprang—didn’t it?
*
You threw away your bag and stood watching. Stood watching. Watching.
You stood watching the sun’s horse. You stood watching its crooked legs.
You stood watching its humped back. You stood watching its whirling whiskers.
Here, then there. Here, then there. There. There … ohohoh then here
Tiny horse, teeny horse. You stood watching wondering how the sun rides on its back. . .
On the green, oh how the sun rides … he’s the rider … this the little horse.
Teeny green horse. Horse who springs lightly and flies.
*
On its humped back the big sun lightly sat, gently sat, sat lightly, sat unseen, sat flashing between the cracks.
Look where he flashes. He flashes on the roof. He flashes on the green.
He flashes in the pupil of the eye, he flashes in the fringe of the cloud.
He thunders and rolls. He glides in the water. He glides, falls and shatters.
He was whole but now he breaks into a thousand splinters.
He becomes the shadow, he becomes the hue, he becomes the night, he becomes the light.
He glides, he shimmers.
*
Look, now an open space. A wide open space. Up above, the sun pouring down.
And in all this open space, there’s only this sun’s horse, lightly carrying the sun on his back
And springing and leaping and springing and leaping around. Look at his unharnessed back, his unbridled pride. Look at his crooked legs
… look at his erect tail … look at how his whiskers explore the world.
*
It is leaping from leaf to leaf. Look at it whole. Look at it piece by piece.
Cream of green on a pile of green. Even the eyes are green.
Listen to what it has to say. Listen to what the sun’s horse has to say.
*
What kind of a horse am I, what kind of a man are you. You are me and I am you.
Ananthanna, Ananthanna, springing leaping Ananthanna. Ananthanna carrying the sun on his back.
*
Now it’s gone. It’s gone, it’s gone, it’s gone.
Anger’s gone, arrogance’s gone. Fury’s gone. Fire’s gone.
Love of money’s gone. Pride of name’s gone. Everything’s gone.
*
All the evil spells have gone … father’s spell, mother’s spell, minister’s spell, magician's spell,
Whore’s spell, widow’s spell, tomb’s spell, womb’s spell,
Old spell, broken spell, spell of all the books you’ve read,
It’s gone, it’s gone, it’s gone. All the evil spells are gone.
Only the sun’s horse remains. You are the horse, you are the horse …

And as the tempo of his speech changed the rhythm of his massage too changed, and a thousand fingers were
dancing on my head, the oil dripped into my eye and it began to smart.
Venkata who noticed it let out a sigh and wiped my eye with the towel that was wrapped round his head. He
enquired anxiously:
“Ananthu, did you begin to see the moonlight?”
I didn’t have the heart to say no. I said hmmm. Venkata was drenched in sweat as if he had poured water on
himself. Sitting limply in front of him I felt ashamed of my nudity.
“No—you’ve only seen something like the moonlight. One more oil bath and you’ll see the real moonlight,”
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said Venkata drawing in the snuff. :
I was wrong: this Simple Venkata too is a scheming politician. What a manipulator! He planned to alter my
very being. He made me sit in a trough filled with hot water. He asked me to rub my armpits. He poured the cool
of matti on my head and rubbed it briskly with soap-nut powder. He kept filling the bowl with water and splashed
it at me from above. I was stewed and cooked and had turned red all over. There was no strength left in my arms
anymore. He wiped my body himself. He made me drink jaggery syrup, put a spot of soot from the cauldron on
my forehead and made me lie down on a mattress and covered me with all the blankets he could find in the house
and said:
“Should sweat well.”
In a short while I was soaked in sweat as if I had had another bath. He wiped me again and made me lie down
on a mat. He brought me some steaming coffee. I felt drowsy as I drank the coffee. Rukku who continued to cry,
started to make pathrode.
When I woke up, Venkata was pleading with his wife:
“Make some rice gruel for Sheshanna. I’ll go feed him myself and come back soon.” Rukku grumbled:
“I believe his son sends him five hundred rupees a month. He doesn’t give you a paisa. You are not worried
about the son who was born to you. Why should I cater to that miser? What is it to us if that old fogey lives or
dies?”
Yet, Venkata got Shakuntala to make the gruel and left.
As I sat up, Rukku came and stood in front of me and started to cry. According to her the trouble was with
Subba’s stars. He wanted to go to either Bangalore or Mysore and learn “engine-work.”\fn{ He wanted to be a
mechanic.} Why shouldn’t he come up in life like Sheshanna’s son? What does he lack? At least out of
consideration for my friend, I should take him to Mysore with me and find a job for him.
I was scared. If I took him to Mysore and kept him in my house, my wife wouldn’t put up with his pranks. Yet
I promised. I’ll rent a place for him to stay, I thought to myself.
This made Rukku so happy that the whole house glowed with her happiness. Shakuntala, Gowri and the little
girl Ganga too ran around with joy.
Venkata who returned and noticed the changed atmosphere in the house puffed up like a pumpkin. He didn’t
know the promise that I had made. Then without a trace of sarcasm, he enacted Sheshanna’s stinginess as if it
were a scene in a play.
This happened long ago: Venkata had brought him medicine. Sheshanna counted the change that he returned.
Then he counted again. (Seeing Venkata cough and count out the coins one by one with trembling hands, even
Rukku couldn’t help laughing.)
When he counted again, Venkata asked, “What’s the matter, Sheshanna?”
“This coin is worn out,” said Sheshanna.
“It’ll pass,” replied Venkata.
“Pass this off and get me another one.”
(Venkata opened his mouth and groaned like Sheshanna.) Venkata who had just walked three miles from the
market place, enquired:
“Do you want me to bring it right now from town, Sheshanna?”
“If you have occasion to go back to town again today …”
“Thinking that he’ll lose sleep over it, I gave him the coin that I had with me. What else could I do?” said
Venkata and took out from his pocket and showed us a coin that he hadn’t been able to pass off after all these
days.
“Throw it on his corpse when he dies,” said Rukku and walked away to layout the leaves for the night meal.
*
Then an incident took place that made it impossible for me to eat pathrode, that favorite dish of my childhood.
Although Venkata and Shakuntala tried to persuade me, how could I possibly ignore the relentless weeping of
Rukku?
This is what had happened:
Wishing to serve me cream in a silver tumbler, Rukku had opened the big bronze trunk in which she kept : all
the silver and jewelry that she had brought with her as a bride. What did she find there? Medicines that she had
saved for her grandchildren, berries, dried ginger, kastun tablets, rudrakshi, dried pomegranate seeds, sandalwood
bark, and soap-nuts for cleaning the jewelry—there was nothing else. All that Rukku had preserved for her
daughter’s wedding, making sure that they were not pawned even in the worst of times—earrings, gold chains, a
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four-stranded necklace, four bangles, a waist band, ear screws, nose ring, anklets, a pearl necklace, two silver
plates, three silver vessels, a silver prayer tray, a silver bowl, a silver plate for the unguents—all of this, all these
that had been carefully wrapped in a torn silk sari after the last gowri festival, everything was gone. Although
Venkata pretended as if nothing had happened and kept persuading me to eat the pathrode, the little girl Ganga
came running and blurted out:
“Mother’s crying. Subba has stolen all the jewelry. Everything was there on Friday, when mother opened the
trunk. She had opened it to take the pomegranate peel for your stomach ache. The day before, Mother had gone to
the tank to wash the clothes, no? Even Shaku and Gowri had gone with her, no? The same day, Subba gave me a
wet piece of banana fibre and said, ‘Make a jasmine garland, I’ll sell it in the town and bring you the money.’ I
wondered why he was being so nice to me that day and went to the bathroom. Subba was doing something in the
room. I thought he had closed the door to smoke a beedi.”
Neither Venkata, nor Shaku, nor Gowri spoke. Shaku went in to console her mother.
“We’ll get it. Where will it go? Must have pawned it somewhere. Eat your meal,” said Venkata and quickly
finished his own meal.
I went through the motions of eating and got up. I went out and sat on the platform in front of the house,
thinking why a harmless soul like Venkata had been cursed like this. I sat trying to catch a glimpse of Subba. Far
away there were a couple of houses and a temple. A path that had been worn down by walking feet. At a distance,
the green hill. The footpath that leads to the market place goes by this way. There was a coral tree near, where I
sat, exuding a gentle smell. The yard was full of flowering plants. The moonlight that I had failed to see in spite of
Venkata’s oil bath, flooded the garden now. I could hear Rukku weeping and moaning:
“How shall I marry off my daughters now? Why do you torture your mother so?”
“Aha! The moonlight,” said Venkata approaching me. He must have come with the hope that my proximity
would soften his wife’s wrath. He must be embarrassed to see me in the midst of all this.
I felt bad seeing my friend in such a state. I said:
“Come, sit down.” He replied:
“The smell of coral is lovely, isn’t it?”
I laughed and made a sign to him to keep his mouth shut. I am no good at words of solace. Yet I went in and
said:
“Rukkamma, you eat your meal now.”
She burst out weeping in front of me. When I came out, Venkata who was going round and round in the
moonlit garden said, “The garden is our Ganga’s life.”
Nobody slept that night. I felt that Subba was in a situation anyone could find himself in—anyone other than a
totally unambitious person like Venkata. What would I have become if I had had to rot in the village all my life? It
is only because I had stood up to my father and rejected the ways of my family that I could grow and become
what I am now. But why did the same impulse erupt even in this house?
Venkata seemed stunned by his son. His clowning, his oil bath, his servility—nothing seemed to work in this
case. This moon, this plant, this tree, these birds—people like Venkata exist in their midst, but so do the likes of
Subba, with their causeless cruelty. Will a state of mind like Venkata’s swallow it and digest it, or just spit it out?
If so, the clowning of an escapist is pitiable and embarrassing.
But my mind wouldn’t let me brush aside this childhood friend of mine who had begun to kindle in me the
simple human love that I seemed to have lost of late. The picture of Venkata cowering, twisted and curled up like
Ashtavakra, when his son came to assault him, haunted me. Subba with a stone in his raised hand had appeared
like a barbarian embodying fierce energy. It seemed that his barbaric rejection and nihilism contained in them the
same life force that created nuclear weapons and poison gas. It had spurned the limited shell of Venkata’s
acquiescence and come into being. How else? I too had kicked my parents. In Venkata’s state, there is only the
blossoming and the withering, like the parijatha tree; but there is no movement.
While lying down, I might have exaggerated the image of Subba embodying the movement. What was so
unusual about his stealing the jewelry? I tried to console myself later.
But what I saw—at a time when everyone was asleep, before the crack of dawn, when the earth and the plants
were being drenched with dew, and Venus was sparkling like a crystal in the sky—what I saw then weighs me
down to this moment.
Hearing some noise in the garden, I got up and went out to see.
It was the sound of trees being felled.
“Who’s it?” I said and started to go down the steps.
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“If you come near, I’ll chop you down,” cried out Subba with a knife raised, in the haze of darkness.
I froze. In the dim light of daybreak, Subba was hacking down the parijatha tree with his teeth clenched and
hair flying. He looked like a demon. All the softer flowering plants had already been felled by him. Only the
knotted and twisted parijatha tree withstood the strokes of his sickle and still stood in its place. Venkata who
came behind me ran up to Subba. When Subba raised the knife to hack down his father, Venkata sprang to the side
crying, “Amma, mother!” and came running back. Although I tried to restrain her, Rukku blurted out by my side:
“Cut me down, cut me down. Hack me. I’ll drink the poison that was born in my womb and die.”
She broke free of her daughters who were trying to hold her back and ran and stood in front of Subba.
“Don’t, don’t. Don’t provoke me. I’ll split your head open,” cried out Subba raising the knife.
All of us stood still with our eyes closed. When I fearfully opened my eyes, Subba had crossed the stile and
was walking away with the knife in his hand, cursing. Walking swiftly, he disappeared down the road that led to
the market place.
Rukku stood still with her eyes closed, as if waiting for the knife to fall. Venkata dragged her by her hand and
took her in. Seeing Ganga weep at the sight of her ravaged garden, her sisters wept with her. I sat stunned on the
mud bench. There were no words of solace left in me.
I thought that Venkata would be broken by all that had happened. But a surprise awaited me that morning.
*
No matter who dies, no matter how dear the person, life’s daily routines go on, don’t they?
Even in Venkata’s house, which looked as if there had been a death in the family. Shakuntala prepared the
morning coffee. I brushed my teeth with ash of the paddy husk. Venkata finished his bath and sat grinding the
sandal paste for the morning worship at the temple by the riverside. Rukku lay in bed. When the cow herd came to
graze the cows, Gown quickly milked the cows and sent them away. I thought something must have died inside
Venkata and did not want to meet his eyes. So I sat on the bench outside. But unable to bear the sight of the
ravaged garden I went round the house to the backyard and stood under the pomegranate tree.
Venkata was standing by the fence, quite limp, on his bandy legs. He was wearing only a loin cloth. I was
surprised: Arre, Venkata, what’s he doing here, standing by the fence and looking so engrossed? He couldn’t have
gone out to relieve himself; he had already finished his ablutions and morning prayers; his sacred thread was not
twined around his ear.
He stood absolutely motionless, unaware of my presence. I stood watching him. In front of a rathnagandi
fence stood Venkata, crooked, bare bodied, motionless and totally entranced. Except for the tall green fence in
front of him nothing else was visible. I softly walked up to him, not making a sound. I stood behind him. Yet he
was not aware of me. Arre, I thought and curiously looked at the rathnagandi fence. Bunches of yellow flowers,
here and there. Green leaves. I examined them, leaf by leaf. Curious as to what his gaze was aimed at, I closely
scrutinized everything that fell within my view.
Then I saw it: a sun’s horse.
Seeing this innocent friend of mine watch with such rapture this insect with its raised crooked legs, a light
body, a green geometrical angular Ashtavakra form, I was amused for a moment. But only for a moment.
The sun’s horse sprang; and as it sprang, Venkata’s intent head with its crop of hair sprang with it in sympathy.
I felt happy. Venkata turned around and, looking at me, said with such innocent ecstasy:
“The sun’s horse.”
My eyes locked into those wonder-struck eyes of his that had seen the sun’s horse and my mouth fell open:
“The sun’s horse,” I said.
69.93 The Childless One\fn{by Jai Nimbkar (1932- )} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
“God knows what monster child is growing inside her,” Radha's mother-in-law said in the kitchen.
Radha rolled over painfully. Her body was a clumsy burden to move, but if she lay too long in one position her
legs became numb. In the kitchen the voices of the two women—Shripati’s mother and aunt—went on and on,
gloating in whispers, letting an occasional word come out loud enough for Radha to hear. The murmur of the
voices and the smell of the food made her sick. She found the smell of methi particularly revolting and was
unwise enough to have said so. Naturally, methi was the vegetable most frequently cooked in their kitchen now.
Shripati had said:
“It will be better if you go to my mother.”
“She hates me,” Radha had said. “I am afraid to go to her.”
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“You will see, it will all be different now. After all, you are going to give her a grandson. For his sake she will
treat you well. And it will be better for you to be there, to have someone with you all the time. Here you are all
alone when I go to work.”
She still demurred and Shripati said, “Don’t worry so much, Radha. I will come and see you whenever I can.
You will be all right.”
Finally she had given in, though she had not believed him. What did he know? She knew that her mother-inlaw was too nasty to change. But sons never wanted to believe the worst of their mothers. Oh well, the days
would fly and in no time she would be back with Shripati. What would her son look like? Or daughter. Not like
the grandmother, Radha hoped.
She found that Shripati had been right after all. Her mother-in-law had not actually changed of course, but she
seemed to feel that a certain amount of consideration had to be shown to the mother of her grandchild. The
consideration was grudgingly shown, and Radha enjoyed it the more for it. The old woman catered to her slightest
whim, whether it was to visit a particular temple or eat a particular food, because she feared that the child might
be born defective if the mother’s wish remained unfulfilled. Radha even enjoyed the occasional malevolent glance
thrown in her direction when the old woman thought she was not looking.
Shripati came for a visit and told her mother, when he left, “Look after her well.”
As soon as he left the old woman fumed, “The nerve of him. Telling me what to do. Look after her indeed.
What have I been doing all these days but looking after her and fetching and carrying for her?”
Radha smiled to herself. This was sweet revenge for all the years of being treated like dirt.
When nine months of her pregnancy were over the old woman asked her:
“Have you counted right?”
“Yes.”
“Well, some women go the full nine months and nine days.” The aunt said:
“The first child is often late in coming. Especially if it’s a boy,” she smiled.
A few days later Shripati’s mother again asked:
“Are you sure you counted right?”
“Yes. Let me see, it was Paush …”
They counted and recounted the months and the days and Radha finally had to admit that she was overdue.
When she was almost ten months gone the midwife was called in. She poked Radha here and there and said:
“There’s time yet.”
The swollen abdomen which Radha had carried so proudly was now a focus of pain and fear and shame. At
first everyone had said that she looked so big because she carried a son. Now they avoided her eyes. She knew
they talked about her, from the way they suddenly stopped talking when she appeared. She stopped going out, to
avoid the women and their ghoulish looks and talk. But she could not avoid her mother-in-law, who went about
her work muttering not quite under her breath. When Radha had had enough of hearing the muttering she
screamed at the old woman.
“I am sure you have cast an evil eye on my child, you dried-up old bag. Oh I wish I had never listened to
Shripati and come here.”
“Where else would you have gone, eh?”
Her mother-in-law stood over her, hands on hips, legs planted wide apart, nostrils flaring with the sheer
enjoyment of the fight.
“Where would you have gone, I would like to know. You have no home, nor father nor mother. You were just a
poor dowryless girl and my boy was tricked into marrying you.”
“Tricked, you say? Was he a baby at his mother’s breast that he could be tricked into marrying anyone? He
married me because he saw me and liked me.'
“Saw you! Hah! Whoever heard of showing a girl to a bridegroom before even showing her to his parents? It
just shows what a shameless slut you are and what low-born savages your aunt and uncle are.”
“If my uncle is low-born then so are you. After all, he is your cousin.”
“Cousin? Nobody who would play such a dirty trick on me is a cousin of mine. She added in a reasonable, letme-be-fair voice, “But why should I blame him for wanting to get rid of you? Who wants to feed an orphan
forever?”
“How dare you call me an orphan when my father is alive!”
The mother-in-law snorted, “That no-good parasite. What I use is he to anyone even if he is alive?”
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This silenced Radha. Her father, who had perfected the art of living without working, had sponged off of
somebody all his life. At first his wife had worked and supported him. After she died, he had lived for a brief
period with her brother. Now he lived with his son and the son’s shrew of a wife, whose insults he swallowed
without protest along with his bhakri. Radha would rather die than throw herself on the mercy of her sister-in-law
who had a big rock where her heart should have been.
Shripati’s aunt was a gentler person. She did not abuse Radha or fight with her. She only told stories in a sad,
fatalistic voice. A woman’s belly had to be cut open because her child grew so big that it could not be delivered
normally, and then both mother and child died. Another woman had her first child very late in life and it was so
retarded that it couldn’t even crawl yet at six. Radha was twenty-three and married seven years.
Shripati came and saw his wife pale and bloated and hardly able to move.
“Why haven’t you taken her to a doctor at Songaon?” he asked his mother.
“We called in the midwife.”
“What does that stupid woman know about anything?”
“You may be a big policeman in Bombay, Shripati,” the old woman’s voice trembled with anger. “But I won’t
have you coming here and shouting at me. If you don’t think I am capable of looking after your precious wife,
you can take her away. I don’t see what you are so worked up about. She is not the first woman in the world to
give birth to a child.”
Shripati looked somewhat shamefaced but he was not going to let her have the last word while his wife
watched the exchange.
“All right, that’s enough,” he said. “You talk too much. I am going to Songaon to get a taxi. She is too sick to
go on the bus. And you had better be ready to go along. She will need someone to stay with her.”
At the hospital Shripati listened unbelievingly to the doctor’s verdict.
“You mean, it’s not a child at all?”
“No, it’s a tumor, a growth.”
“But everyone said she was pregnant with a child.”
The doctor looked pityingly at Shripati.
“You people are all the same,” he said. “If you had shown her to a proper doctor, you would have known this
long ago. She could have been operated on, and needn’t have suffered all these months.”
“What’s to be done now?”
“She will have to have an operation of course. As soon as possible.”
“Can you do it?”
“Yes. But if you don’t want to spend a lot of money you should take her to the government hospital.”
“I have money,” Shripati said a little contemptuously.
Radha cried a great deal when he told her all this, but he was so bewildered himself that he had no words with
which to console her. He could not believe what the doctor had told him. Even the next morning, when Radha was
taken into the operating room, he kept feeling that the doctor must be mistaken. By the time the operation was
over, he had convinced himself that everything was going to be all right and that it was a child after all. It was just
that the child could not be born in the normal way and the doctor had to do an operation. He had heard of such
cases. He went in smiling when the doctor sent for him. He did not see Radha anywhere but the doctor was
pointing at something rather proudly.
“Do you see that? That’s what we took out of your wife. She will be all right now.”
The thing lay on an enameled plate on a metal table, and looked like something bought at a butcher’s shop.
Shripati stood rooted to the floor, staring at the obscene pink-purple hunk. It still seemed to be pulsating, like
some horrible freak form of life. Next to it a label was propped up, stating its weight and circumference as though
it were a tuber put on display in a vegetable show. This was inside Radha? No, no, it couldn’t be. Someone was
playing an awful joke on him. He felt sick.
Radha was brought home from the hospital, and was slow in regaining her strength. She looked like an old
woman gaunt and frazzle-haired. She wept constantly and asked Shripati to take her to Bombay.
“After you get well,” he said.
“I’ll get well there.”
“But who will look after you until you get well?”
“Don’t leave me here. Your mother will kill me if you leave me alone and go away.”
“Shut up. How can you say that? Didn’t she look after you all these days? And who would care for you now if
she weren’t here?” When he left he told her:
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“Get well soon. Mother’s an old woman now and it tires her to cook and wash for you. You ought to help her
rather than make more work for her.” Radha cried:
“Don’t turn against me. I am your wife.” After Shripati left his mother said:
“Some wife, who cannot even give him a child.”
Radha wept herself dry and thought, “I’ve got nobody now. I’ve only got myself. I must get well quickly.” And
the next time her mother-in-law brought her a plate of sticky semi-liquid rice, she pushed the plate away and said:
“I don’t want this child’s food. Give me some bhakri. I want to get well and strong quickly.” Her mother-inlaw brought her some bhakri and laughed and said:
“It won’t do you any good, because you will never have any children no matter what you eat.”
“That’s a lie.”
“Ask the doctor. That’s what he said, that you can’t have any children. Shripati has no use for you now.”
“You are making it up, you vile old woman.”
Radha heard strange people come and go, and strange voices discuss and argue and agree. She said:
“You can’t do this. Shripati can’t marry again. It’s against the law.”
“Who is going to worry about the law? Shripati is a policeman.”
“He won’t marry again, just because you say so.”
“Won’t he?”
“It’s a sin to make bad blood between a husband and a wife, to break up a marriage.” The old woman smiled
and said:
“Keep your mouth shut, if you know what’s good for you, or I’ll kill you and then it won’t be against the law
for him to marry.”
*
Shripati showed himself quite willing to remarry and Radha, afraid for her life, left her mother-in-law’s house.
She went to Songaon and found work as a farm laborer. Every day she went to the temple near the vasti on which
she lived, and promised Bhairoba various offerings if he gave Shripati and his mother the punishment they deserved.
On the vasti she became something of a joke. She told everyone what had happened to her and her
uncontrolled rage and repertoire of abusive words caused much amusement among the laborers. They called her
vedi, madwoman, and baited her to fill an empty hour.
“If Shripati comes here,” they said, “what will you do with him? Will you cut him up into pieces and eat him
with your bhakri?”
“He would poison my insides if I ate him,” she said.
“Then what will you do?”
“Why don’t you bring him here and see what I do?”
At first this sort of talk offered her a release and gave her a strange comfort. But then she grew tired of being
used for a few laughs. She began to keep herself to herself. Life assumed a fairly placid routine for her but the
bitterness remained and now that she had no outlet for it, intensified. Though she did not talk about it, she still
fantasized about doing horrible things to Shripati. In time even this passed and she learned to live without having
her hatred of him as a constant companion.
*
And then suddenly, years later, Shripati came to see her. He came into the hut and for a few moments she did
not know what to say. Finally she asked him how he was, rather formally.
He said he was all right and added:
“You don’t look so well.”
She knew that hard work in the sun had aged her, darkened and wrinkled her skin and burned the luster out of
her eyes. The false concern in his voice angered her.
“I am well enough,” she said.
She looked at him, still handsome and young looking, with the sleekness of city living on him.
“And how is your old woman?” she asked.
“She is all right.”
“That’s not what I heard. I heard she is sick and dying and your wife lives with her and looks after her.” She
shook her head and said, “Poor girl. I don’t envy her. I’d rather weed in the fields all day.”
“Is this why you asked to see me, so you could insult me?” he shouted.
“I? I never asked to see you.”
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“That’s what Gena told me.”
It was then that she heard the men's hushed voices outside the hut and understood.
Shripati was getting up to leave.
“Wait,” she said. “Now that you are here, there is something I want to show you.” She raised her voice and
called:
“Mahadya, come in here.”
A small dirty child waddled in on rickety legs and stood looking impassively at the stranger, sucking on a
pacifier.
“Who is he?” Shripati asked.
“He is my son.”
Shripati laughed.
“Which dung heap did you pick him up from?” he asked.
“I didn’t pick him up from anywhere. He was born of me.”
“Have you no shame?”
“Why should I have shame? What can a woman do when her husband isn’t man enough to protect her? And as
for him, why should I be ashamed of having a son?”
“You filthy whore. Whose son is he?”
“He is not yours, that’s for sure.” She started laughing.
“Shut up.”
“When are you going to marry again, Shripati? How many times will you marry before you find out that you
will never have any children?”
He turned haughtily and walked out of the hut. She screamed after him:
“All you were ever fit to father was a lump of flesh, do you hear? A child with neither head nor limbs.”
66.60 Begum Sahiba’s Administration\fn{by Taj Begum Renzu (1932-2006)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State,
India (F) 3
“No you don’t! No! Never! Don’t you dare step here with this thing, this mangy lamb!” the Begum screamed
at Karima.
Inside the house, everyone, servants and all, shrank—so many jackals cowering with fear at the terrifying roar
of an angry lioness. Maalded escaped into the bathroom, Solut peered into the hearth, trying to kindle a fire, and
Ama began to polish the windowpanes. Sabir replenished the live coals in Begum Sabiha’s hookah. The Begum
herself resembled a burning coal now, red to the tip of her ears. The man just stood, with bowed head, before
Begum's trusted servant Karima.
“Please madam, let him be. The rogue, after all, is our own man. Must have been preoccupied all these
months,” Karima intervened tremblingly.
“Oh yes, poor indeed! I know the likes of him. When it is a question of knocking at a door, all their
preoccupations vanish. I know very well where he has been paying court all these days. And he dares to come
here, to patronize us today with this gift? Throw him out this moment! Wasting my time!”
Begum Sahiba waved her left hand in the air, in her own characteristic style.
“Please, sir! After all, she is our mother. In fact we are just the dust under her feet,” the man pleaded
whimperingly.
“Indeed! Why do you stop at ‘Mother’? Why not call me your grandmother? Would not that just suit me? Off
with you, you peasant! Deceiving this simpleton here to let you in, but then even the devil fears a peasant’s
wiles!”
While speaking, Begum Sahiba's rage reddened her face even more.
“Oh madam, kill me if you like, you have the right. You are the master, after all.”
“Justt listen to his stupid chatter! He thinks he can just walk in and spread a web of words, with a clutch of
bones in hand! Will you just leave? I can’t bear the sight of you or that thing you carry. I tell you, remove yourself
from my premises at once!”
Begum Sahiba threatened to rise from her seat. Sabir brought the hookah closer to her and blew into the
chillum. Pressing her knees, he said:
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“Why do you bother with these fellows, Begum Sahiba? Why upset yourself for nothing? How should this
thieving devil of a peasant matter to you? You yourself said that a peasant can cheat Satan himself. Please,
madam, smoke in peace. Come on, give it a pull. There, that’s it;” here, he tried to soothe her.
“Stop it will you? You have given a long rope to these country boors! I will cut your throat before I accept his
puny offering.” Begum Sahiba breathed fire.
“God is great!” the peasant chanted weakly.
Karim advanced to the peasant a lamb spared by the butcher’s wife, but dragged by the butcher himself to the
slaughter-house. Once outside the gate, Karim whispered with a touch of intimacy:
“You have only yourself to blame. How could you be so stupid? First you show up after almost six months and
then what do you bring? Not a full grown rooster, not even a crate of eggs, but just one, as so aptly put by Begum
Sahiba, a measly lamb!”
Begum Sahiba was Bashir Sahib’s Begum Sahiba. And Bashir Sahib was among the first citizens—a top
official of the government in fact just a step below the highest authority of the state. Officers and common men
would pay obeisance at Bashir Sahib’s doorstep every morning, looking up with sheep’s eyes at his magnificent
mansion. The lucky few would be granted an audience. Those deprived of the privilege would leave like the
peasant tails between their legs. To actually reach Bashir Saheb’s presence was fraught with as much danger as
trying to grab the lord of the most poisonous of snakes by the throat. There was one way, however, and that was
through Begum Sahiba, only Begum Sahiba—the blameless, spotless Begum Sahiba.
But even to reach the Begum Sahiba you needed an intermediary and these intermediaries were Moma, Karim,
Maalded and Wali. The most influential was Karim, or more properly “Karim Saheb,” the handsome, personable
Karim, Begum Sahiba’s favourite factotum. Once the suit was okayed at Begum Sahiba’s court, the door to Bashir
Sahib’s court would automatically open.
The day Karim, or Abdul Karim, Begum Sahiba’s Karim, was in the mood, her own court would be held to
settle disputes. And today was one such day. Subhan Dar’s wife had run away and lodged an appeal for annulling
the marriage contract. She had won. Her husband Subhan Dar was a drunkard, a thief and gambler. Fed up of his
ways, his wife had been driven to knock at the doors of justice. She had pursued the case to the High Court and at
last won freedom from him.
But today she had been hauled up in Begum Sahiba’s own court. Karim had collected the “court fees” of two
sheep, three roosters, a crate of eggs and two hundred rupees in cash from Subhan Dar. And Begum Sahiba had
ordered both the parties to present themselves. She was reclining against a bolster while the parties sat before her
with bowed heads. Begum Sahiba was in her elements, fierily holding forth:
“My God, this surely beats everything. One has heard of whores, but never one like this one. The slut! A
woman, and sue her own husband? Go about haunting courts of justice, leave your husband, will you? The lord
have mercy! You are nothing but a shameful bitch. Your very face tells all,” Begum Sahiba was spewing obscenities, her body twitching with passion.
A gushing stream of tears fell from the woman’s eyes, abundant enough to quench all the fires of hell. Wiping
her tears with a corner of her veil, she raised her terrified doe-eyes to Begum Sahiba’s burning, red-streaked ones,
a fledgling held in thrall by a cobra’s snake-eyes. Quaking with fear, she managed to utter:
“Please madam, how am I to blame? I suffered it all for ten years without complain, never breathed a word. He
would steal, come home drunk, tie me up with a rope and beat me. I have starved for days. What was I to do?
Should I have taken to immoral ways? Would you have been pleased, then?”
“Shut up, you whore! Have you no shame? Do you compare yourself with a man? A man can do anything he
likes—all men do it, it is not for a woman to interfere. Do you know anything at all about Islam or the Shariat?”
“But madam, I have been told that Islam lays down that a wife should be given food and clothing. Does it say
that she should be left without means, to starve, chained like a cow? When he needs her for everything, should he
not give her something to eat, something to wear?”
Begum Sahiba’s face was a study in scarlet, she was speechless with rage.
“Begum Sahiba, it is no use discussing it. All the courts, High court and all, have given judgment in the case.
My daughter is no longer his wife, nor he her husband. The matter is over, why flog a dead horse?” Subhan Dar’s
father-in-law, Wali Dar said, referring to the various court orders.
“Shut your mouth, you pimp! Planning to live on your daughter’s illicit earnings, are you? It is people like you,
a devil in the garb of a saint, who have destroyed morals in society. What are you waiting for, Karima? Come and
teach this doddering pimp the lesson of his life!”
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One hard blow from Karim’s heavy hand and Wali Dar staggered and fell down. A fountain of red blood was
released from his nose. He lay down, bleeding like a slaughtered sheep, and Begum Sahiba screamed at him,
“Give the rogue another one! Scoundrel! Pimp! Lecherous wretch! Go on, kick him, I say! Let him learn once for
all what it means to argue with me.”
The woman began to beat her chest and wailed out:
“God in Heaven! Is there no one to save us? Begum Sahiba, let me die for you, I beseech you, let my father go.
I promise to be your slave for ever!”
The father lay motionless, almost dead, in a corner, a broken bird in a hawk’s claws.
“Get up, you rascal. None of your acting here.”
Karim and the other servants of the house dragged the old man to the water tap outside. After a while the old
man staggered in, his bloodied face washed. Begum Sahiba was still breathing out the burning heat of a red
paprika. Billows of smoke blowing out of her mouth, she fumed:
“Have you come to your senses or not? Ready to send your daughter to her in-laws, you pimp?”
“What in-laws? Is there no law here?”
“Back to square one, are you,? Is there a law or court higher than Begum Sahiba’s? Don’t you value your life?
Keep your mouth shut, it is always best to listen to your betters,” Karim advised the old man.
“You there, Subhana! Come here, you son of a eunuch! Take this bitch by the hand. No, bundle her up and
carry her home and once there, settle her hash—you have my full authority—so that this nonsense of High Court
and all is driven from her head once for all,” Begum Sahiba delivered final judgment.
Like a monster Subhana advanced, his face a mirror of his criminal character. He bundled the woman up and
carried her away. The old man tried to intervene, but a couple of kicks were enough for him. There was a tonga
waiting outside—the kite had swooped and snatched the chick away. The old man, dead for all practical purposes,
was dumped outside. He only whimpered:
“Noory, Noory, where are you?”
Today Begum Sahiba herself carried the beautifully carved, steaming samovar of Kahwa to Bashir Sahib
upstairs. Bashir Sahib, dressed in a pashmina pheran, with a thick cap on his head, was seated at ease against a
bolster. Pouring out small quantities of Kahwa into his cup, Begum Sahiba saId:
“Did you notice the arrogance of this Sabir Butt? Even though he knew very well that his betters had built only
a brick wall, he has the gumption to build his with the best quality stone! But of course, his ill gotten goods would
make an appearance! The man has quite forgotten his station in life. And you? You’ll only drive me up the wall. I
give up!”
“Hunh,” Bashir Sahib drawled, as if to say he understood.
“What does this ‘hunh’ mean? I am asking you to clip the wings of these upstarts. Otherwise they will walk all
over you! And then there is your Rehman Kantur. He has only to see a new flower in our garden to go and plant
the same in his. We raised this new turf and what do you think happened? His patch sprouted the same. When we
started painting work in our house, the very next day you could see painters in his. May their eye-balls burst! Dare
to be our equals, will they?”
“Hunh,” again the same sound, as though to indicate that he understood everything.
“Will you listen? You do not seem to understand anything at all. Take heed, the times are no longer the same.
The other day our Bittoo plucked two pears from this Gumam Das’s tree. You should have seen what the son of a
bitch did!”
“Hunh, yes, I am listening.”
“There is something more. The servants had just dug a little outlet for our drain on Sharma’s land. Do you
know what he did? Sent word that his land was not meant for drains, the drain should be made on Government
land, not his. And to think that you address him as ‘Sharma’s Sahib!’ How mean he is! You should see the
varieties of vegetables he grows in this garden of his. But has he ever sent us a gift of some?”
“Hunh, I will show them, I will blast their land.”
“Just so much hot air! I know you will do nothing. You do not understand these neighbors of yours. They are
not the sort to oblige one. Can one ever expect an offer to winnow a bag or two of rice from them? Just think of
the neighbors of yore—ever ready to cleanse a neighbor’s cow sheds for them, they’d be.”
“Hunh.”
“Nothing but phlegm! What sort of a man is this? No concern for anything at all! Get up and take a look at the
garden, will you?”
“Hunh. Why don’t you do it?”
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It seemed that the whole Department of Agriculture, from top to bottom, was on parade in the garden. Some
were busy drawing up a list of different varieties of flowers, some moved around busily, spraying pesticide.
“Hey, you there! Do you call yourselves officers? You, who are unable to make this an improvement on the
Nishat garden?”
“Oh no, madam. Begum Sahiba, just give us a chance—we will nourish it with our own blood.”
“I am not convinced that this garden can ever rival the Nishat,” said Begum Sahiba.
“No, madam. Just watch what we can achieve,” another officer put in.
“To hell with you and your promises! The fruit trees have not been treated with pesticides to this day.”
“Oh please, madam, you talk of pesticides? We will inject our own blood into them—you will see.”
“I am still not convinced. You officers have the eyes of a parrot, just a bunch of weather-cocks, changing with
the wind,” Begum Sahiba said with a twisted smile.
The officers exchanged glances, perhaps looking for parrot eyes.
“See that the kitchen garden has no match anywhere.”
“Sure, madam.”
“That is all you can say, “sure madam!” If you can make my vegetables grow in ten days, I will consider you
fit to be officers.”
“Madam, leave it to us. The seed we plant will bear fruit within a couple of days.”
Begum Sahiba’s garden was being watered by fire hydrants, the lawn irrigated by a gush of water. In the next
house Rahim Sahib was having tea with his guests in the courtyard when the mouth of the hose pipe was suddenly
turned towards Rahim Sahib’s wall. It is not known whether it was on Begum Sahiba’s instruction or someone’s
devilry that the muddy spray, bouncing from the wall, rose to drench Rahim Sahib and his guests. It was as if the
whole world’s muck had been washed over them. But he could do nothing—an oppressed neighbor will always be
an oppressed neighbor. He looked up and saw Begum Sahiba. She stood her ground, meeting his eyes squarely.
There was a flush of satisfaction on her face. Striking an attitude, she turned to the firemen.
“Enough! Switch off your engines now. Our neighbors just cannot bear to see us prosper. Wish us dead, they
would! God knows what harm we have done to the world!”
69.60 Rats\fn{by Bhabendra Nath Saikia (1932-2003)} Nagaon, Nagaon District, Assam State, India (M) 3
Just as the hands of a blind man clutch first at his stick at the sound of any commotion before he tries to find
out what has happened, so the women reacted instinctively. Usually the women living in these shacks did not try
to keep track of their children, secure in a vague belief that sooner or later the children would come home on their
own. But today the noise outside unnerved them. Running out of their huts in a panic they shouted the names of
their children as though in a chorus. Even seeing one’s child at a distance wasn’t enough. Every mother ran to her
son, dragged the boy away from the crowd, pressed him close to her body and only then did she try to find out the
details of the incident. Within a few minutes all the mothers had found their children and had taken charge of
them. The shouting of their names soon came to an end. Only the voice of Moti’s mother kept getting louder and
louder. When all other voices died down, hers rose to a distraught pitch as she ran around calling her son’s name.
The other boys of the group said:
“Moti was with us, just here.”
Was here? But where is he now?
“Are you sure he was just here? Where exactly was he?” Moti’s distracted mother started questioning each
child. “He could have gone away somewhere else when you weren’t looking.”
Frightened, she hoped to hear from the children, “Yes, he might even have gone somewhere else.” But
repeatedly every child told her categorically that Moti had been at that very spot—the spot where a whole lot of
quintal-sized bags of rice lay in heap.
This was a small patch of empty space beside a narrow lane leading to some large warehouses. There was a
slightly wider lane (watched over by a filthy, multifarious business activity) from which this narrow lane somehow managed to branch out between two buildings. On one side of the lane was a long wall of corrugated iron
sheets enclosing a soap factory; on the other side was this small patch of empty space. A little way ahead, the lane
branched out into smaller ones that spread out between the warehouses. These warehouses were the larders for the
thousands who inhabited the city. These lanes had the same relationship to the city that the unsightly entrails of a
handsome man have to his face—inseparable, indispensable, revolting.
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With horrible roars, innumerable behemoth trucks daily entered the lane, unloaded tons of food-grains at these
warehouses and carried away loads of stuff to other places. At that spot where inexpert rickshaw- wallas had to
reverse their rickshaws twice to make a U-turn, huge trucks were turned around with an uncanny skill which only
their drivers possessed. But sometimes when a truck got stuck across the lane, it would create a terrific jam and
the fetid air around the place would be choked with the chaotic uproar of drivers and handymen. The looks of the
drivers matched those of the trucks; to look at them one would think the manufacturers took their measurements
for building the trucks. Either because of night-driving or because of something they consumed, their eyes were
perpetually red. As far as possible they preferred to sit grumpily on their seats without much noise but the handymen always raised a terrible racket. They wanted to fix responsibility for the jam even as they sat perched right on
top of the goods. Sometimes the jam would remain uncleared for hours on end. In addition to the congestion of
trucks in the lane, the street it joined also got piled up gradually, rarely though, with a long row of trucks. No one
was willing to back up his truck even a little bit to disentangle the mess.
“What’s it to me? To hell with it all.”
And the drivers would abandon their trucks and sit in the tea-stalls nearby. Sometimes the loaded trucks
entered the lane around midnight. But the warehouses opened only in the morning. On such occasions the place
turned filthier and even more fetid. At other times the drivers and handymen slept like infants in their own trucks,
Almost half of this open space was submerged in some strange greenish black liquid. This stuff was probably
rain water to start with, but then with a mixture of algae, engine oil and other waste it had acquired such a
distinctive color. After defecating on the surrounding patches of dry land, the children from the shacks cleaned
themselves with this water. On the other side of the vacant space was a row of hutments made of bamboo, thatch,
metal sheets cut out of bitumen drums, bamboo matting and strips, sacking, and deal-ood from packing boxes.
Earlier, some porters working on daily wages at the warehouses used to live in these hutments. But recently the
owners of the warehouses had engaged porters on a permanent basis. No one from these hutments had got those
jobs; so they had left this place. Now some women lived in those houses with their children. There were no
regular male residents at all. The few men who could be seen occasionally were not the fathers of the children
there. Barring a few women like Moti’s mother, the rest were old women. A few of them went out early in the
morning to beg; two of them winnowed rice and ground the spices at a neighboring hotel. Another provided fried
rice mixed with salt, onion and green chilies for the drivers and handymen.
But it was the children who were of the greatest help in providing every woman with her daily subsistence.
They would take colanders, baskets, bamboo platters or empty tins and spend the greater part of the day on the
lane. When they had no other work they would keep playing to the accompaniment of shouts and cries; but when
the empty trucks returned after unloading at the warehouses and were held up at that point due to traffic jams,
they would quickly climb on to the trucks and sweep out their floors. With their baskets and colanders filled with
the sweepings, they would run home, where their mothers winnowed the sweepings to extract from them rice,
lentils and other grains. The drivers and handymen appreciated this activity which cleared their trucks. And as for
the children, they always welcomed traffic jams for the fun of it apart from the gains involved.
The children had also equipped themselves with long steel spikes. Whenever the loaded trucks got held up in
jams they would try to make small holes in the sacks with their spikes, and coax out a little rice, lentils, sugar or
salt with their small fingers. And when the handymen shouted at them they would run away a short distance with
whoops of delight only to return undaunted soon after. When the drivers and handymen left their trucks to sit in
the tea-stalls, it was a period of unrestrained sovereignty for the children. They always “blessed” the trucks,
praying that they should get caught up in jams. Every time they “blessed” the trucks approaching from opposite
directions, they would clap their hands and shout in chorus:
“Come on, come on, get stuck.”
But today the jam was not very serious. A truck piled high with plump bags of rice was approaching the warehouse just as another one, also laden with rice, lentils, salt, sugar, wheat and flour for some cooperative society
was leaving the warehouse. At a distance both the drivers expected the other to stop his truck and back up a bit.
But neither of them actually stopped and at one point both the trucks came to a halt facing one another. For some
time the drivers were engaged in a wordy duel and the children began to shout:
“Come on, come on, get stuck.”
When only two trucks approached each other, they could still pass through with a little skill, taking advantage
of the open space. That is just what the drivers set out to do when they had finished their argument. But their faces
remained sullen. Neither of them felt disposed to move too much to the edge to make room for the other. After
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backing up a short distance both the trucks advanced with frightening roars and the belching of a great deal of
smoke. The children started their chant again:
“Come on, come on, get stuck.”
And that is just what did happen. The truck from the cooperative stores didn’t move aside as much as it could
have, and the left wheels of the other truck carrying the bags of rice got into the soft earth. Within moments the
accident occurred. The truck tilted heavily to one side, and in a twinkling of the eye the bags of rice cascaded
down one by one. The children ran plunging through the muddy water. Only Moti’s scream got muffled by a bag.
On that bag landed another, another and yet another.
Many people converged to the spot from the main road. They began looking for Moti only after they saw the
distraught mother. They removed the bags one by one. First they saw the sole of one little foot. Nothing abnormal
there. But when they lifted the last bag they turned their eyes away. Except for the stain of blood, no one wanted
to remember any other part of Moti’s frail little body.
The police arrived. The clearing from the warehouse was suspended for the day. In any case, it was nearly
evening. The movement of goods into the warehouse was also stopped. The trucks remained stalled on the main
road. The other women restrained Moti’s mother when the police took away the bundle of flesh and bones to the
hospital.
Slowly it got dark. The two trucks went to the police station. The bags of rice remained scattered there. A few
bags had fallen from the other truck as well. These bags of lentil and salt lay pressed against the fencing of iron
sheets on the other side.
Most of the children, stunned into silence, sat in the courtyard in the middle of their hutments. Of these, the
older ones spoke a few words intermittently. They could not sleep till late into the night. Yet, in spite of having
slept late, most of them woke up at the crack of dawn, for their mothers must have remained awake since the
small hours of morning. The older of the children approached the bags with their baskets and steel spikes. Rice,
lentils, salt and sugar. But they were careful to keep away from the bag stained with Moti’s blood. Soon after
dawn a group of porters began removing the bags under the supervision of a few well-dressed persons. It wasn’t
quite clear which one of these men made the decision, but two of the porters picked up the blood-stained quintalsized bag of rice and carried it to the hut of Moti’s mother. Moti’s mother, who had sat all through the night on her
cot, jumped down, hugged the bag, and started wailing:
“No, no, I don’t want it.”
The two porters dumped the huge bag with the blood-stained side against the wall. The dilapidated wall
groaned with the load of rice against it.
*
For several days Moti’s mother would cry periodically:
“Take it out, take it out! I don’t want any rice. Take it out!”
The women in the neighborhood were full of sympathy for her. This woman had no parents in her village.
Living with her father’s younger brother, she had helped in the cultivation of gram and lentils. Some man had
brought her here with the promise of marriage. The man had been a scoundrel. Even before Moti was born he had
gone away looking for opportunities in the opium trade. Moti’s mother had waited a long time for his return. The
drivers and handymen who came to the next hut to munch fried rice with oil and onions, often told her:
“Forget him, do you think he’s coming back? And what kind of woman are you? Why should you keep
thinking of that fellow with so many of us around?”
The men guffawed at these remarks which enraged Moti’s mother.
It was true she was afraid of living alone. She was afraid of others, just as she was afraid of herself. Time and
again her youth seemed to lay siege on her with cudgels and sabers, spikes and shafts, but with Moti’s head nestling against her bosom, she could manage to make her youthfulness wither away. If she could only pass a few
more years, she would reach the right age for a beggar. A few rags would at least help her to turn herself into a
beggar. Some day sooner or later, once he grew up, Moti would be able to find some work. And even if he didn’t,
it wouldn’t matter. It was enough for him just to be around. A child was an asset far more valuable than a husband. It was enough if the word “mother” continued to reach her ears. She did not crave any other sound.
But the shape of this desolation that had suddenly descended on her dwelling had crazed her. She took to
gazing at the bag of rice and sobbing silently. Later, she would be found just sitting in her hut in complete silence.
Some of her neighbours would give her a fistful of rice or lentils that they had salvaged out of sweepings or
received as alms. She would sometimes boil this but put it aside uneaten. At other times she wouldn’t even care to
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boil it. The handyman of the truck from which the bag had fallen, often dropped in to find out how she was
getting on. He sometimes brought her jalebis and other sweets from a nearby shop.
Moti’s mother never spoke to him.
The days rolled by. Moti’s mother was always hungry, but her neighbors no longer brought her rice and lentils.
Gradually she became aware that the pangs of hunger were very keen. Lying on her charpai she had noticed that
rats had nibbled a corner of the bag leaning against the wall. Every morning a few grains of rice would be
scattered around it. Her eyes would brim with tears as she swept away the rice. One day, after she had spent a long
time in bed on an empty stomach, she got up slowly. Holding the bamboo platter near the bag, she put the tip of
her finger in through the hole that the rat had made and extracted a little rice. It was a small hole and it took her
quite some time to get enough rice for one meal.
It was difficult to determine whether the repeated probing of her finger had enlarged the hole in the sack or the
rats had done it with a bit of help from her finger; but one morning a few days later, a lot of rice was found littered
on the floor. Moti’s mother didn’t quite relish the idea of the rats pillaging the rice. She spread a folded rag on the
sack and leaned the platter against it so as to keep the hole pressed. Thereafter, whenever she heard a clatter at
night, she would get up to check whether the rats had gnawed another hole somewhere else.
Now and then the handyman would drop in and protest:
“How can anyone subsist on mere rice? Let me get you some lentils or something.”
Moti’s mother invariably declined these offers.
Gradually the bag of rice began to sag. Even though the hole had widened considerably, it was becoming
increasingly difficult to get any rice out of it. Later, Moti’s Mother found that her entire fist could go in through
the hole. Then one day she couldn’t scrape up any rice even though she thrust her arm in right up to the elbow.
The grains of rice were hidden along the seams of the bag.
That morning Moti’s mother opened out the top seams. She then turned the bag inside out and shook it over the
floor. She found enough rice for her meal. She swept it all up onto the bamboo platter and winnowed it
thoroughly. Then she spread out the sacking in the sun. When she sunned it, the side that had been against the wall
all along remained now in contact with the ground. In the afternoon, after giving the sacking another good
shaking, she spread it out on her charpai.
Moti’s mother went to bed after her supper. Winter had set in. She had shivered through the last few nights.
She did not have to shiver so in the years past, possibly because Moti had hugged her close in bed. Today, because
of the sacking spread out on her charpai, it felt less cold underneath. Perhaps that was why she felt slightly warm.
And whenever she felt this sort of warmth, she also felt as if a strange rat was prowling all over her body.
Today she didn’t even have Moti pressed close to her to chase it away. A little later she thought that if the
handyman were to tell here, “Let me get you some lentils or something,” she would probably tell him, “Yes,
please do.”
At least for another Moti.
71.13 The Colonel\fn{by Vadakke Koottala Narayanankutty Nair aka V.K.N. (1932-2004)} Thiruvilwamala, Thrissur District,
Kerala State, India (M) 1
The Colonel who had moved into the ground-floor flat over the weekend seemed an early bird. He left the
place before the crow about the place had time to let off its ritual calls thrice-over at crack of dawn, and returned
only after it had gone off to sleep. And so the Colonel’s lady must be in absolute command of the house, Payyan
thought. It was as if the top brass and his lady, between themselves, had demarcated their respective areas of
command: his the regiment, hers the house. Even then her ladyship looked inclined to make herself scarce in her
theater of war.
Like a good neighbor, Payyan tried to call on them on Monday morning. The uniformed batman who answered
the doorbell said that the Colonel had already left. The Colonel’s lady? She too had left. A dog barked inside the
house as if for confirmation.
After that, for five days running, Payyan rang the bell but the jawan had the same old story to tell: both his
mistress and the master had gone their separate ways and there you are. So, Payyan thought, it would be hard to
meet them in the circumstances, he being a bird of the other extreme, early to bed and late to rise.
He decided to track the Colonel down the next Sunday morning. He went down and rang the bell at nine, an
hour after breakfast. The door opened and, without giving time to the. orderly to sing his refrain in the negative,
he walked into the living room. The place looked chic with curtains of the right shade, sofas and cushions of the
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right foam rubber, the walls replete with old Picasso prints and curios of rare oddity. The objects matched one
another and wherever they did not match, matchboxes had been placed as the perfect match work.
Payyan looked about him cautiously for the invisible dog that had barked on his first ever call, when curtains
of the bedroom door parted and the Colonel’s lady appeared, tall and smiling and with easy manners. She was
dressed in a chocolate-colored sari with matching sleeves. Buxom in her sleeves, she looked like a person who
loved to be coddled by …
“Good morning, Payyan here,” he said, “a journalist living upstairs.”
“Good morning, nice to meet you.” She sat down on a divan and waved Payyan to a chair opposite.
Payyan thanked her and said he had been calling for almost a week now and …
“Funny,” she said. Payyan could have left a note with the jawan and she could have fixed an appointment
earlier.
Payyan thought he must have looked foolish when he said that what was so obvious had not occurred to him.
“So you live upstairs,” she said, “how do you like the place?”
“Not too bad,” Payyan said, “it’s a bachelor’s apartment” … and before he could finish, the blow fell.
“Of course, of course, one up on mine for certain,” Payyan said.
“When I moved in,” she said, “the lawn was a shambles, and one of the first things I did was to hire a mali and
lay a few beds of roses. It’ll be lovely in winter when they are in bloom.”
“I’m sure it will be,” Payyan said, looking across to the lawn through the glass doors and seeing in his mind,
roses, roses, all the way. Let a hundred roses bloom, he thought, and let a hundred Colonels lock themselves in
combat.
“That’s a Tanjore bronze, isn’t it?” he said, looking at a Chidambaram Shiva on the mantelpiece.
“Yes, I bought it in Madras,” she said. “I was there a couple of years.”
Then he spotted a brass icon of the Buddha on the bookshelf and said:
“The Bodhisattva too looks serene, as he is duty bound.”
“I bought it in Chowringhee.”
“While you were in Calcutta?”
“Yes.”
Time went by and when the Colonel still did not put in an appearance, Payyan said:
“Maybe the Colonel is still asleep. Could I see him too in a week’s time or so?”
“Just a minute,” she said, “will you have some tea?”
This must be a ruse, Payyan thought. She might be buying time to show off some of the crockery she must
have picked up in Leopoldville, Nicosia or Sheffield. He was not interested and declined the tea with thanks. But
a veteran, after all, is a veteran.
“That cost me only one hundred rupees,” she said, pointing to a battle-scarred record player sitting on a coffee
table in the fifth comer.
“Where did you buy it?”
“Gaza.”
Payyan had been told that Gaza was out of bounds for army wives but did not argue the point.
“How does it look?”
“I’m sure it plays tops,” Payyan said, “and now about the Colonel.”
“You want to see me in my uniform too?” she laughed, throwing back her head and extending her right hand to
Payyan. “Well then, meet Col. Renu of AMC.”
When he came to, Payyan made an effort to rise from the. chair but the lovely Colonel said:
“Stay back for elevenses and … later on for lunch …”
Payyan stayed much more than that.
287.53 1. The Turnaround 2. A Game Of Tigers And Sheep 3. Traffic Lights 4. Yeshwant Rao 5. A Low Temple
6. An Old Woman 7. Heart Of Ruin 8. Hills 9. The Bus 10. The Butterfly 11. Scratch 12. The Tea Stall 13. The
Horseshoe Shrine 14. Station Dog 15. The Door 16. The Indicator 17. The Pattern: Seventeen Poems\fn{by Arun
Balkrishna Kolatkar (1932-2004)} Kolhapur, Kolhapur District, Maharashtra State, India (M) 9
1
Bombay made me a beggar.
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Kalyan gave me a lump of jaggery to suck.
In a small village that had a waterfall
but no name
my blanket found a buyer
and I feasted on plain ordinary water.
*
I arrived in Nasik with
peepul leaves between my teeth.
There I sold my tukaram
to buy some bread and mince
2
Who has the tigers and who the sheep
never seems to make any difference.
the result is always the same:
she wins,
I lose.
But sometimes when her tigers
are on the rampage,
and I’ve lost half my herd of sheep,
help comes from unexpected quarters;
Above.
The Rusty Shield Bearer,
neutral till then,
para-drops a winning flower—
yellow
and irrelevant—
on the checkerboard
drawn on the pavement in charcoal,
cutting off the retreat
of one tiger,
and giving a check to the other;
and quickly follows it up
with another flower—
just as yellow
and just as irrelevant—except
that it comes down even more slowly;
a flower without a search warrant
that brushes past her earlobe,
grazes her cheek,
and disappears down the front
of her low-cut blouse—
where she usually keeps
her stash of hash—
to confuse her even further, with its mildly
narcotic
but very distracting fragrance.
3
Fifty phantom motorcyclists
all in black
crash-helmeted outriders
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faceless behind tinted visors
come thundering from one end of the road
and go roaring down the other
shattering the petrified silence of the night
like a delirium of rock-drills
preceded by a wailing cherry-top
and followed by a faceless president
in a deathly white Mercedes
coming from the airport and going downtown
raising a storm of protest in its wake
from angry scraps of paper and dry leaves
but unobserved by traffic lights
that seem to have eyes only for each other
and who like ill-starred lovers
fated never to meet
but condemned to live forever and ever
in each other’s sight
continue to send signals to each other
throughout the night
and burn with the cold passion of rubies
separated by an empty street.
4
Are you looking for a god?
I know a good one.
His name is Yshwant Rao
and he’s one of the best
look him up
when you are in Jejuri next.
Of course he’s only a second class god
and his place is just outside the main temple.
Outside even of the outer wall.
As if he belonged
among the tradesmen and the lepers.
I’ve known gods
prettier faced
or straighter laced.
Gods who soak you for your gold.
Gods who soak you for your soul.
Gods who make you walk
on a bed of burning coal.
Gods who put a child inside your wife.
Or a knife inside your enemy.
Gods who tell you how to live your life,
double your money
or triple your land holdings.
Gods who can barely suppress a smile
as you crawl a mile for them.
Gods who will see you drown
if you won’t buy them a new crown.
And although I’m sure they’re all to be praised,
they’re either too symmetrical
or too theatrical for my taste.
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Yeshwant Rao,
mass of basalt,
bright as any post box,
the shape of protoplasm
or king size lava pie
thrown against the wall,
without an arm, a leg
or even a single head.
Yheshwant Rao.
He’s the god you’ve got to meet
If you’re short of a limb,
Yeshwant Rao will lend you a hand
And get you back on your feet.
Yeshwant Rao
Does nothing spectacular.
He doesn’t promise you the earth
Or book your seat on the next rocket to heaven.
But if any bones are broken,
You know he’ll mend them.
He’ll make you whole in your body
and hope your spirit will look after itself.
He is merely a kind of a bone-setter.
The only thing is,
as he himself has no heads, hands and feet,
he happens to understand you a little better.
5
A low temple keeps its gods in the dark.
You lend a matchbox to the priest.
One by one the gods come to light.
*
Amused bronze. Smiling stone. Unsurprised.
For a moment the length of a matchstick
gesture after gesture revives and dies.
Stance after lost stance is found
and lost again.
*
Who was that, you ask.
The eight-arm goddess, the priest replies.
A skeptic match coughs.
You can count.
But she has eighteen, you protest.
All the same she is still an eight-arm goddess to the priest.
*
You come out in the sun and light a charminar.
Children play on the back of the twenty-foot tortoise.
6
An old woman grabs
hold of your sleeve
and tags along.
*
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She wants a fifty paise coin.
She says she will take you
to the horseshoe shrine.
*
You’ve seen it already.
She hobbles along anyway
and tightens her grip on your shirt
*
She won’t let you go.
You know how old women are.
They stick to you like a burr.
*
You turn around and face her
with an air of finality.
You want to end the farce.
*
When you hear her say,
“What else can an old woman do
on hills as wretched as these?”
*
You look right at the sky.
Clear through the bullet holes
she has for her eyes.
*
And as you look on,
the cracks that begin around her eyes
spread beyond her skin.
*
And the hills crack.
And the temples crack.
And the sky falls
*
With a plate-glass clatter
Around the shatterproof crone
who stands alone
*
And you are reduced
to so much small change
in her hand
7
The roof comes down on Maruti’s head.
Nobody seems to mind.
*
Least of all Maruti himself
May be he likes a temple better this way.
*
A mongrel bitch has found a place
for herself and her puppies
*
in the heart of the ruin.
May be she likes a temple better this way.
*
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The bitch looks at you guardedly
Past a doorway cluttered with broken tiles.
*
The pariah puppies tumble over her.
May be they like a temple better this way.
*
The black eared puppy has gone a little too far.
A tile clicks under its foot.
*
It's enough to strike terror in the heart
of a dung beetle
*
and send him running for cover
to the safety of the broken collection box
*
that never did get a chance to get out
from under the crushing weight of the roof beam.
*
No more a place of worship this place
is nothing less than the house of god.
8
Hills
Demons
sand blasted shoulders
bladed with shale
*
demon
hills
cactus thrust
up through ribs of rock
*
hills
demons
knee-quartz
lime stone loins
*
demons
hills
cactus fang
in sky meat
*
hills
demons
vertebrated
with rock cut steps
*
demons
hills
sun stroked
thighs of sand stone
*
hills
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demons
pelvic granite
fallen archways
*
demons.
9
The tarpaulin flaps are buttoned down
on the windows of the state transport bus.
all the way up to Jejuri.
*
a cold wind keeps whipping
and slapping a corner of tarpaulin at your elbow.
*
you look down to the roaring road.
you search for the signs of daybreak in what little light spills out of bus.
*
your own divided face in the pair of glasses
on an old man’s nose
is all the countryside you get to see.
*
you seem to move continually forward.
toward a destination
just beyond the caste mark beyond his eyebrows.
*
outside, the sun has risen quietly
it aims through an eyelet in the tarpaulin.
and shoots at the old man’s glasses.
*
a sawed off sunbeam comes to rest gently against the drivers right temple.
the bus seems to change direction.
*
at the end of bumpy ride with your own face on the either side
when you get off the bus.
*
you dont step inside the old man`s head.
10
There is no story behind it.
It is split like a second.
It hinges around itself.
*
It has no future.
It is pinned down to no past.
It's a pun on the present.
*
Its a little yellow butterfly.
It has taken these wretched hills
under its wings.
*
Just a pinch of yellow
it opens before it closes
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and it closes before it o
*
where is it?
11
What is god
and what is stone
the dividing line
if it exists
is very thin
at Jejuri
and every other stone
is god or his cousin
*
there is no crop
other than god
and god is harvested here
around the year
and round the clock
out of the bad earth
and the hard rock
*
that giant hunk of rock
the size of a bedroom
is Khandoba’s wife turned to stone
the crack that runs right across
is the scar from his broadsword
he struck her down with
once in a fit of rage
*
scratch a rock
and a legend springs
12
The young novice at the tea stall
has taken a vow of silence
*
when you ask him a question
he exorcise
*
by sprinkling dishwater in your face
and continues with ablutions in the sink
*
and certain ceremonies connected
with the washing of cups and saucers.
13
That nick in the rock
is really a kick in the side of the hill.
It's where a hoof
struck
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*
like a thunderbolt
when Khandoba
with the bride sidesaddle behind him on the blue
horse
*
jumped across the valley
and the three
went on from there like one
spark
*
fleeing from flint.
To a home that waited
on the other side of the hill like a hay
stack.
14
The spirit of the place
lives inside the mangy body
of the station dog
*
doing penance for the last
three hundred years under
the tree of arrivals and departures
*
the dog opens his right eye
just long enough to look at and see
whether you’re a man or a demigod
*
or the eight armed railway timetable come
to stroke him on the head
with a healing hand
*
and to take him to heaven
the dog decides
the day is not yet.
15
from the cross
a dangling martyr.
*
since one hinge broke
the heavy medieval door
hangs on one hinge alone.
*
one corner drags in dust on the road.
the other knocks
against the high threshold.
*
like a memory that only gets sharper.
with the passage of time,
the grain stands out on the wood.
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*
as graphic in detail
as a flayed man of muscles who could not find
his way back into the anatomy book.
*
as is leaning against
any old doorway to sober up
like the local drunk
*
hell with the hinge and damn the jab
the door would have walked out
long long ago
*
if it weren’t for
that pairs of shorts
left to dry upon its shoulders.
16
A wooden saint
in need of paint
*
the indicator
has turned inward
ten times over
*
swallowed the names
of all the railway
stations it knows
*
removed its hands
from its face
and put them away
in its pockets
*
if it knows when
the next train's due
it gives no clue
*
the clock face adds
its numerals
*
the total is zero.
17
A checkerboard pattern
some old men must have drawn
yesterday
*
with a piece of chalk
on the back of the twenty foot
tortoise
*
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smudges under the bare feet
and gets fainter all the time as
the children run.
34.155 Go To Ten House\fn{by Chandrakant Bakshi (1932-2006)} Palanpur, Banaskantha District, Gujarat State, India
(M) 4
The time was around ten in the morning of day before yesterday. The horse Silver shied and kicked Asan in the
forehead and he had a hemorrhage. A P.W.D. truck was going in the direction of Varahnagar and we took Asan
and the dandy-man with us.\fn{A dandy is a kind of spring cart.} The dandy-man had run up to give us the news.
Sarvar, the owner of the horse Silver, doubled up to the police station and took shelter, out of fright.
Asan died on the way, in the rambling truck.
Around ten, when Silver kicked Asan, I and Sister were going to the Dawn Market to buy tomatoes and Papa
had folded up the newspaper and was cleaning his pipe in the sun.
*
Asan was nine years old, the only son of my elder sister and he had a fierce attack of polio when he was four.
The after effects of polio lasted for some years, and his left leg became scrawny and he developed a limp. He was
studying in a Bombay school and we called him up though his vacation was yet to start. Papa’s cardiogram was
clear but the doctor had advised him a change for he was badly anemic. Papa asked, may I smoke pipe and the
doctor said yes and Papa collected two tins of pipe tobacco and on our way back, I posted a letter to Sister because near Varahnagar, a friend of Papa’s boss, had a cottage which was going to remain unrented in the season.
The cottage was a way off the Dawn Market, but almost on the bus route, and nights on end, trucks, loaded with
timber from Kichhama Town rumbled along heavily down to the saw-mills in foothills. In cooler months it
snowed and thawing waters from mountainsides flowed eight miles downhill to fall in a tributary of the
Kishenganga river.
Papa liked this balmy place and hoped Sister would like it. She was coming back after four years from the
smelly, cramped air of Bombay.
Sister was three years elder to me and had married at an early age and when I failed in my last year at the
school, she consoled me:
“Come to Bombay and stay with me and I shall ask your Brother-in-law to get you admitted to some college.”
I could never finish the school and had to make Bombay off-and-on, and one afternoon when I almost stormed
in her home I found her gluing the jacket of a torn library book and that she was pregnant. She asked, why are you
so much pulled down? No. How’s Papa? Okay. And I guessed she was carrying and was not happy with her
inlaws.
A little chatting and the inevitable cropped up, she started asking me when I was getting married and all that.
Not now, I said. She almost made a face the way she used to do when we were small and I was her kid brother and
she, the big sister. If not now, then when? After you grow old, is it?
Sister’s voice had the shine of scrubbed brass utensils and the warmth of colored sun straining through broken
glass ventilators.
I looked around the bare walls and said unemotionally, why this bother? You select a girl, marry, become a
father, make children sensible humans and then work overtime to earn more and you see, these hard times—and
midway she cut in if I would like to have tea and I remember I had told her she was to have a girl this time.
It was a boy and we were pleased and Papa sent a list of long Sanskrit names, none of which the Brother-inlaw liked and he named the boy Asan. For a while Sister and Brother-in-law were having it good and Papa was
satisfied that his daughter was happy. He went to see the grandchild, gave him eleven rupees and came back and
told me the boy’s face is like his father’s.
I was disinterested, I said I like a girl as a first child and Papa blew up.
He said, you have to worry for a daughter all her life till she dies, her married life, kids, illnesses; but a boy
once he starts earning, stop being a liability. I told him girls get faster and better jobs these days, boys don’t and
Papa didn’t like it and said dryly, it is because you cannot earn.
And when we heard Asan had polio, all of us had almost the physical pain of a stab and Papa started bringing
ancient Ayurvedic treatises from the public library of the temple, studied late into the nights, scribbled directions
and sent to Sister. The Brother-in-law wrote furious letters to me which I never passed over to Papa because his
health was failing. Gradually, the first impact of polio was over and his muscles responded to treatment—though
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his leg remained scrawny—and he learned to climb up and down the stairs with heavy leather and beaten metal
boots. Sister massaged his leg before sending him to bed and the Brother-in-law did not talk to her.
We got news about this tacit break between the husband and wife much later because Sister wrote only about
Asan and her school (she always called the kindergarten a “school”) and how he could recite nursery rhymes and
did even additions of two-digit sums in English, saying “Carry the one … go to ten house!” Papa was thrilled and
was intensely proud of this and used to tell it around. Sister sent an underexposed snap of Asan taken at the
Hanging Gardens, with a smudgy sea in the background and two frontal teeth missing from a full boyish smile.
Papa studied the snap and said the boy’s face looked like his father’s and I didn’t object because, essentially, his
opinion was correct. I could see Sister deliberately did not send a full size snap and Papa was so happy with the
face that he skipped over the boy’s physical disability.
When Sister brought Asan he could walk with a limp and one leg was shorter than the other and she pulled out
an eight ounce. bottle of some frozen oil from her suitcase and I guessed that Asan’s massage was a regular affair.
I asked about it and she said, she doesn’t have to massage him regularly but since this was a cool place it was
advisable to keep the bottle around. Papa had reminded me to take a big bottle of brandy, in case of cold or a
wound, it would come in handy if anything else was not available, and I had wrapped the tightly-corked bottle in
my soiled pajamas and tucked it at the bottom of my cane picnic-box.
It was afternoon when we came to the place and the mountainsides smelled washed green with last night’s
rains and water was clear and air was breathing raw with the scent of wild flowers bursting through stony soil. A
bus from Luxmanpur, its metallic body awash with a down-pour on the way, throbbed by the side of the road. The
spotless blueness of the sky had gone farther up and sun shone on the telegraph poles and wires which swooped
down in an arc down the lush valley. The tops of the rolling mountains caught the sinking sun and the chill from
across the mountain ranges had started sweeping down. The first smokes of the evening undulated around lazing
cottages, under the load of gathering cold.
The cottage was pleasant and Sister liked it and she made steaming hot coffee for us and Asan asked on the
table, Uncle, why there is no afternoon here?—for which I had no explanation. Sister explained that the sky was
overcast with rain clouds and sun was cool here and roads had no asphalt and so they didn’t melt in the sun as in
the cities. And there was greenery. The Garhwali chowkidar said, during season trucks run on this road all day
long but these days timber-chopping stops and the men from foothills climb up the mountain with their sturdy
mountain ponies and freshly painted boats for season. Before the gathering of dusk, mountaintops were lost in
swirling mists and fireplaces blazed in corners, the chowkidar brought vegetables for the next morning. Asan saw
long, silken-haired goats grazing in slopes vanish in the dark.
Sister took out Asan’s pullover she had knitted two years back and which was frayed and discolored at the
elbows. Papa’s sunken cheeks exuded a new pink glow. Rain started and filled the windows and they had to be
shut, which Asan did not like. Straight rain spattered on stones and heavy wet branches swung in winds blowing
down the slopes and noises made Asan agog with ecstasy like a colt. Before the fire Papa told Asan stories,
listened to his recitation of English poems and after he went to bed, Papa talked to me about my work and then the
problem of the Brother-in-law came up and Sister sidetracked the subject. Lightening and rolling thunder and the
crash of split branches woke up Asan and he cried and Sister slept with him and we switched off the lights, staring
at the ceiling and trying to sleep listening to wet noises of creeping insects near the fire-place. The place was new
and this was the first night and sleep came in spells, punctuated by someone’s switching on the light for a while or
by small movements outside the window.
I slept late in the morning but Sister woke up early, out of habit, and air was light and warm with the sun and
smelling of washed stones and timber boles and the edges of woolly clouds shone luxuriantly white. Under the
oozy walls of the cottage lay dead night insects.
Papa bought red and gold khubanis for Asan, who was still asleep and a handsome horseman came up with his
horse. I asked him his name, he was Sarvar, he talked with authority about horses. His horse was numbered fortyone and he had come from Moradabad. The horse had a white coat spangled with black dots and its legs were
fuzzy white and Sarvar said, a sahib had named it Silver. He had fixed a new saddle for the season, Sarvar told
me, and it smelled of varnish and had new brass buckles. The saddle alone had cost him sixty rupees, apart from
other things and though the horse was new it did not shy from speeding buses and was tall and had a snowy tuft of
white hair falling through waving ears on his forehead.
Sarvar bent a limping front leg of Silver and with a twig took out a chip stuck up in the cleavage of the hoof
and in the meantime, Asan had come out and seen this wonderingly. Seeing him, Sarvar urged me to hire the horse
for “Baba,” but Sister said the horse was tall for him. Sarvar continued praising his animal and Asan attentively
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stared as the horse lowered its neck, shook its head, twirled the pointed ears. This was the road Sarvar daily took
his horse in the early morning; today he had been to the auction for fodder and was late.
Sarvar took the horse and four rustic bearers of a cushioned dandy strode up, offering a ride to Sister, chanted,
“Dandy, Mem Sahib.” She shook her head and they left and Asan asked, mummy, were they selling candy? We all
laughed. Asan’s two frontal teeth were new and uneven, in Papa’s words the “teeth of milk” were gone and “teeth
of curds” had sprouted up and they were to become flinty and smooth with time. It was ridiculous to hear
someone addressing Sister as Mem Sahib and she looked at me and both of us spontaneously broke into laughter
and I said, “They called you Mem Sahib, did you hear?” And an idea came to me that the dandy-wallahs might
have taken us to be husband and wife.
The sun shone bright and Asan ate khubanis and asked me, Uncle, what do they call this in English? Apricots, I
said, and he almost yelled, yes, yes, we have apricots in my reader. The rays of the sun were straight and warm
and all of us sat down in heavy cane sofas lined with leather strips, the road winded up before us with the stone
walls on either side and behind us on the rocky heights loomed fungus-covered boles of chid and deodar trees.
Last night’s rainy wind had chipped a huge chunk of bark in a tree in front of me and the clean wood showed in
the sun. Papa drew out a tin of biscuits and Sister, a bottle of multivitamin tablets. She unscrewed and passed two
tablets to Asan. I smiled and said, if you go on taking tablets like this, you’ll grow fatter than I am. Asan
complained, mummy, you always give omelette in Bombay, and vegetarian Papa listened, munching his biscuit,
nodding with a secretive glance. I smiled. You have started eating eggs! Bad boy. Sister wanted to say something,
and Asan retorted, you are a bad boy! Sister glowered at him, is this the way you talk to your Uncle? And the
breakfast was over.
Within three days Asanwas free with me, he wore my outsized shirts. The shirt-tails covered him up completely and he scampered around screaming, I am an Arab, Papa! Papa asked him if he had seen an Arab in Bombay
and he said, there’s a story about the Arab and his camel in my reader. He looked funny, midway between a fairy
and a clown, and made faces and Papa couldn’t resist laughing. Sister started telling about his pranks, when his
first tooth came out, he told her to keep it in her purse. If Sister was worked up, and called him names, he would
jump on her.
Papa complained, of late, he sticks my pipe between his teeth like an adult. If you do like that your teeth will
become black and you will suffocate.
Papa was never short-tempered and talked to children with understanding.
Asan said excitedly, yes Papa, I had a parrot and one night I gave it bread to eat and in the morning it was dead.
Parrots don’t know how to eat bread, isn’t it, Papa? Sister and I burst out laughing but Papa quietly explained to
him that the parrot does not have teeth and the passage in its throat is very narrow.
I used to go to the market to get newspaper for Papa. Sister cooked. Papa made Asan sit before him and made
him do additions since he was poor at it. I had told him that he has to study in vacation, Sister said. He wrote with
my pen and when Papa did not watch, he would stealthily swipe his smudgy fingers on the back of the cane sofa
and sensing that I have marked\fn{Seen.} him, he would goggle and give me a mischievous, toothy smile.
What do you like better, Bombay or here?
Here.
I asked him, whom you like more—Mummy or Uncle?
Both, he replied.
Papa asked you don’t like me, Asan, and he said, I like you, too.
We had a wonderful time for nearly ten days; he sat in the dandy with Papa, collected dogs around him and
threw them strips of roti and watched them lap water from a stone trough. Two fuzzy puppies scampered around
the cottage throughout the day and Asan stole biscuits from Papa’s tin and fed them. He insisted on sitting in
Papa’s chair and enjoyed cleaning his pipe and slept with my pen in his shirt pocket. Sister warned him not to take
my pen and I stopped Sister and she said I was spoiling the kid. Papa coolly answered for me, every uncle has a
right to spoil the nephew. Then laughter, and finally, Asan’s query, what’s Papa saying?
The day of our return came around and Asan asked Sister, Mummy, why don’t you make tomato soup and I
said we don’t get tomatoes in this season. We would sure get you your tomato soup before we leave this place,
Papa told him understandingly and then, turning to us—if you don't get good tomatoes, get him a tin of soup.
Asan shrieked in approval.
The horseman Sarvar was his friend and every morning while playing with puppies or hopping after [the]
chowkidar’s cocks he would look at the horse Silver going up and once again Sarvar asked me, Saab, may I take
Baba for a round? And Sister looked at the tall horse disapprovingly, Papa said boys must be made tough, and
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Sarvar said with his customary sweetness, Sir, my horse is very well-behaved though this is its first season. Sarvar
patted his satin neck. Silver ruffled its coat, stamped third foot, flying a dry cake of earth and swung tail on to
both flanks.
I said, Asan, go, sit on it and he tugged at his mummys sari. Then he tried to offer an apricot to Silver and
Sarvar said, my horse does not eat apricots, it eats cherries. Asan seriously asked me to bring cherries and I joked,
eyeing a couple of mules coming up on the bend, that only mules eat cherries. He gazed at a number of loaded
army mules climbing up in twos, nosing the edges of the road heavily and as they came up, he asked me, Uncle,
do they eat cherries?
Sister smiled, he is kidding you, son.
From the booking office of the Bus Company on the road to the “whispering valley” I bought tickets for our
return. Asan’s books were packed first because he announced that he won’t read his school books anymore.
Sister warned him that she would tell everything to his teacher in school.
What would you say? Asan asked.
I would tell her that Asan hasn’t learnt anything, chased cocks, played with puppies, chatted with horsemen
and broken his uncle’s pen and …
Asan made a face, if you do that I won’t come to Bombay.
This made Sister blow up and I toned her down.
Last day the sky came low, the cold wind swept down the mountains, rattled in the cottage, dust blew as in
plains, then a cloudburst cleaned up everything and Papa suggested a massage of Asan’s leg. Sister drew out the
bottle of frozen oil but Papa remembered brandy and asked me to take it from the picnic box. The wind had a
chilly bite and Sister put the pullover on him and rubbed brandy on his leg. Asan was complaining about a numb
in the leg and brandy quite relieved him and he limped about the place. He wore the new riding slacks brought
from Bombay for the first time since he hadn’t rode a pony so far. He is spoiling the new slacks wearing them at
home, Sister protested and Papa ruled that since it was chilly, it was advisable to let him play indoors.
We set out for the Dawn Market, Sister and I, and Asan reminded me, “Tomatoes, Uncle!” Papa also said, it’s
cold, bring tomatoes for soup and bring green chilies and pounded black pepper. You will get a ready alkathene
pack of pounded black pepper.
I said, please do not worry so much, Papa, we shall manage it.
When we started, Asan was insisting on cleaning Papa’s pipe and Papa snatched the cleaner from him. He
chased a hen around the chowkidar’s hut, Sarvar was coming up with his Silver trailing behind him, an uncouth
small boy was hawking wild khubanis under a deodar tree and dandy-men were squatting and smoking rolled-leaf
cigarettes in the first shine. Asan ran up to Papa and borrowed twenty paise to buy khubanis, Sarvar stopped the
horse to chat with the dandy-men, the boy selling khubanis was weighing, a dandy-man threw a burning stub of a
rolled-leaf cigarette, Asan picked it and pressed it against the flank of the animal, Silver; it shied wildly, buckled,
and flung a back kick that landed on Asan’s forehead, between the eyes. I and Sister had just reached the Dawn
Market for tomatoes and one sprinting dandy-man came up, halted and gasped, Sir, the horse has kicked Baba on
the head …
4.47 A Death In Delhi\fn{by Kamleshwar (1932-2007)} Manipuri, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 2
A shroud of fog covers everything. It is past nine in the morning, but all of Delhi is enmeshed in the haze. The
streets are damp. The trees are wet. Nothing is clearly visible. The bustle of life reveals itself in sounds, sounds
which fill the ears. Sounds are coming from every part of the house. As on other days, Vaswani’s servant has lit
the stove, and it can be heard sizzling beyond the wall. In the adjoining room, Atul Mavani is polishing his shoes.
Upstairs the Sardarji is putting Fixo on his mustache. Behind the curtain on his window a bulb gleams like an
immense pearl. All the doors are closed and all the windows are draped, but throughout the building there is the
clamor of life. On the third floor, Vaswani has closed the bathroom door and turned on the tap.
Buses are rushing through the fog, the whine of their heavy tires approaching and then fading into the distance.
Motor rickshaws are dashing along recklessly. Someone has just flipped down a taxi meter. The phone is ringing
at the doctor’s place next door, and some girls heading for work are passing through the rear alley.
The cold is intense. On the shivering streets, cars and buses, their horns blaring, slash through the clouds of
fog. The sidewalks are crowded but each person, wrapped in fog, seems like a drifting wisp of cotton. Those
wisps of cotton advance silently into the sea of haze. The buses are crowded. People huddle on the cold seats
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amidst figures hanging like Jesus from the cross-arms outstretched, with not nails in their hands but the icy
shining rods of the bus.
In the distance a funeral procession is coming down the street.
*
This must be the funeral I just read about in the newspaper:
The death occurred this evening at Irwin Hospital of Seth Di-wanchand, the renowned and beloved Karolbagh business
magnate. His body has been taken to his home. Tomorrow morning at nine o’clock the funeral will proceed by way of
Arya Samaj Road to the Panchkuin cremation ground for the last rites.

This must be his bier coming up the street now. Walking silently and slowly behind it are some people wrapped
in mufflers and wearing hats. Nothing can be seen very clearly.
There is a knock at my door. I put the paper aside and open the door. Atul Mavani is standing there.
“I have a problem, friend. No one showed up today to do the ironing. Could I use your iron?”
Atul’s words are a relief. I was afraid he might raise the question of joining the funeral procession. I
immediately give him the iron, satisfied that he plans to iron his pants and then set off on a round of the
embassies.
*
Ever since reading about Seth Diwanchand’s death in the paper, I’ve been apprehensive that someone would
show up and suggest joining the funeral despite the cold. Everyone in this building was acquainted with him, and
they’re all genteel, sophisticated people.
The Sardarji’s servant comes down the stairs noisily, opens the door and starts to go out.
“Dharma! Where are you going?” I call out, hoping for reassurance.
When he answers, “To buy butter for the Sardarji,” I quickly hold out the money for him to get me some
cigarettes at the same time.
The Sardarji is sending out for butter for his breakfast, which means that he’s not planning to join the funeral
procession either. I’m further relieved. Since Atul Mavani and the Sardarji are not planning to go, it’s out of the
question for me. Those two and the Vaswani family visited Seth Diwanchand’s place more than I did. I only met
the man four or five times. If they aren’t planning to attend, then there’s surely no question of my having to go.
Mrs. Vaswani has appeared on the front balcony. There’s a strange pallor on her attractive face, and a touch of
redness from the lipstick she wore last evening. She’s wearing just a robe and is fastening up her hair.
“Darling,” her voice rings out. “Bring me some toothpaste, please.”
I’m further reassured. The Vaswanis must not be attending the rites either.
*
Far down on Arya Samaj Road, the funeral procession is slowly approaching …
*
Atul Mavani comes to return the iron. After taking it, I want to close the door, but he comes in and says, “Did
you hear that Seth Diwanchand died yesterday?”
“I just read about it in the paper,” I answer blandly, to avoid further discussion of the matter. Atul’s face is
shining. He must have just shaved.
“He was really a fine man, that Diwanchand.” If the comments go any further there’ll be a moral obligation for
me to join the funeral procession. So I ask, “What happened about that business of yours?”
“The machine’s about to arrive. As soon as it does, I’ll get my commission. This commission work is really
senseless, but what’s to be done? If I can just place eight or ten machines, I’ll start my own business.” Atul
continues—
“Brother, Diwanchandji helped me a lot when I first came here. It’s because of him that I got any work at all.
People really respected him.”
My ears prick up at the name Diwanchand. Then the Sardarji puts his head out the window.
“Mr. Mavani! What time should we go?”
“Well, the time was given as nine o’clock, but it’ll probably be late because of the cold and fog.”
This must be a reference to the funeral.
The Sardarji’s servant Dharma has brought me the cigarettes and is setting out tea on the table upstairs. Then
Mrs. Vaswani speaks up—
“I think Premila’s bound to be there. Don’t you agree, darling?”
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“Well, she ought to be,” Mr. Vaswani replies, crossing the balcony. “Hurry up and get ready.”
“Will you be coming to the coffee house this evening?” Atul asks me.
“Probably.” I wrap the blanket around me and he goes back to his room. A moment later he calls out,
“Is the electricity on, brother?”
“Yes, it’s on.” He must be using an electric immersion rod to heat water. “Polish!” the shoeshine boy
announces politely in his daily fashion, and the Sardarji calls him upstairs. The boy sits outside polishing, while
the Sardarji instructs his servant to bring lunch promptly at one o’clock. “Fry some papars, and make a salad as
well.”
I know the man’s servant is a scoundrel. He never serves a meal on time, nor does he cook what the Sardarji
wants.
*
Thick fog still covers the street outside, with no sign of sunshine. The man selling wheat-cakes and gram has
come and set up his cart as usual. He’s polishing the plates, which are rattling.
The number seven bus is leaving with its crucified Christs hanging inside, while a conductor distributes
advance tickets to people standing in line. Coins jingle each time he returns change.
Among the cotton balls wrapped in haze, the dark-uniformed conductor looks like Satan himself.
*
And the funeral procession has come a little closer.
*
“Shall I wear a blue sari?” asks Mrs. Vaswani. Vaswani’s muffled reply suggests that he is adjusting the knot
on his tie.
The servant has brushed the Sardarji’s suit and draped it on a hanger. The Sardarji stands in front of the mirror
tying his turban.
Atul Mavani reappears, portfolio in hand, wearing the suit made for him last month. His face looks fresh and
his shoes are shining. “Aren’t you going?” he asks. Before I can ask “Going where?” he calls, “Come on,
Sardarji! It’s getting late—it’s past ten o’clock.”
Two minutes later, the Sardarji starts down the stairs. Meanwhile Vaswani spots Mavani from upstairs and
asks, “Where did you get that suit tailored?”
“Over in Khan Market.”
“It’s very nicely done. I’d like to get the tailor’s address from you.” Then he calls to his wife, “Come on, dear!
I’ll be waiting for you downstairs.” Joining Mavani and the Sardarji, he feels the suit material. “The lining is
Indian?”
“English!”
“It fits beautifully,” he says, jotting down the tailor’s address. Mrs. Vaswani appears on the balcony, looking
immaculate in the damp, cold morning. The Sardarji winks at Mavani and starts whistling.
*
The bier is now directly below my room. A few people are walking with it, engrossed in conversation, and a
couple of cars are creeping along.
Mrs. Vaswani comes downstairs, a flower in her hair, and the Sardarji adjusts the hankie in his coat pocket.
Before they go out the door, Vaswani asks me, “Aren’t you coming?”
“You go ahead. I’ll be right there.” I respond, though unsure where I’m to go.
The funeral has moved down the road. A car comes from behind and slows down near the procession. The
driver exchanges a few words with someone walking in the procession, and then the car surges ahead. The two
cars following the procession also slip ahead.
I stand watching as Mrs. Vaswani and the other three head for the taxi-stand. Mrs. Vaswani has put on her fur
wrap and the Sardarji is either offering her his fur gloves or just displaying them. The taxi-driver steps up and
opens the door. and the four of them get in. Now the taxi is heading this way and I can hear laughter inside.
Vaswani points toward the procession and tells the driver something.
I stand quietly, observing everything, and somehow I feel now as though the least I could have done was to
join Diwanchand’s funeral procession. I know his son well and at times like this one should offer sympathy even
to enemies. The cold almost destroys my resolve—but the question of joining the funeral keeps needling me.
The taxi slows down near the bier. Mavani sticks his head out and says something. Then the taxi goes around
to the right and moves ahead.
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Feeling beaten. I put on my overcoat, slip on some sandals and go down the stairs. My feet propel me
automatically toward the procession and I fall in quietly behind the bier. Four men are carrying it on their
shoulders with seven others walking alongside—the seventh being myself. I ponder the difference as soon as a
man dies. Just last year when Diwanchand’s daughter was married, there were thousands of guests and cars were
lined up in front of his house …
We have reached Link Road. Around the next turn is the Panchkuin cremation ground.
As the procession turns the corner, I see a crowd of people and a row of cars. There are some scooters also. A
chatter of voices comes from a group of women standing at one side. Each has a different hair style, and they
stand around with the same sensuality one sees in Connaught Place. Cigarette smoke is rising from the crowd of
men and blending into the fog. The red lips and white teeth of the women shine as they talk, and there’s arrogance
in their eyes …
The bier has been set down outside on a platform. Now there is silence. The scattered crowd has gathered
round the body, and chauffeurs holding bouquets and garlands of flowers wait for a look from their mistresses.
My eyes fall on Vaswani. He’s trying to signal his wife to go over by the corpse, but she keeps standing there
talking to another woman. Nearby are the Sardarji and Atul Mavani.
The face of the corpse has been uncovered, and now the women are placing flowers and garlands around it.
The chauffeurs, their duty done, stand near their cars, smoking.
One lady, after depositing a garland, takes a hankie from her pocket, puts it to her eyes, sniffles a little, and
then steps back.
Now all the women have taken out hankies and there is a sound of noses blowing.
Some of the men have lit incense and set it at the head of the corpse. They stand motionless.
From the sound, increased sadness has apparently reached the hearts of the women.
Atul Mavani takes a paper from his portfolio and is showing it to Vaswani. I think it’s a passport application.
Now the bier is being taken inside the cremation ground. The crowd stands outside the gate, watching. The
chauffeurs have either finished their cigarettes or put them out, and stand guard by their cars.
The bier has gone inside now. The people who came to offer condolences are beginning to leave.
One can hear car doors opening and closing. The scooters start up and some people are heading toward the
bus-stop on Reading Road.
The fog is still thick. Buses are passing by and Mrs. Vaswani says, “Premila has invited us over this evening.
You’ll come along, won’t you dear? There’ll be a car for us. That’s all right, isn’t it?”
Vaswani nods his head in agreement.
The women leaving by car are smiling and saying goodbye to each other. The cars start off …
Atul Mavani and the Sardarji are walking toward the bus-stop. If I were properly dressed, I could go straight to
work from here. But it’s already eleven-thirty.
*
The pyre has been lit and four or five men are seated on a bench underneath a tree. Like me, they just
happened to come along inside. They must be taking the day off. Otherwise they’d have come ready to go on to
work.
I can’t decide whether to return home, clean up and then go to the office, or whether to use the excuse of a
death to take the day off. After all, there was a death and I did join the funeral procession.
276.85 1. Parachutist 2. One More Attempt 3. The Emerging Question 4. A Daughter Of My Village 5. And
The God Is Pleased 6. Wrinkles: Six Short Stories\fn{by Ram Sarup Anakhi (1932-2010) } Dhaula, Sangrur District,
Punjab State, India (M) 11
1
The fire flared up in Kashmir by Pakistan had become a flame touching the sky at the border of Punjab
adjoining Pakistan. There was smoke everywhere, and people on neither side could see anything through that
smoke.
A complete black-out was being observed in the village as the war seemed to have reached the households
too. Sialkot and Lahore were looked upon as neighbouring villages. Pakistani parachutists were constantly
landing in Panjab. Their aeroplanes would drop them on earth and they came down hissing like eagles. There
was a frightening, hush-up across the villages and a wave of terror had spread all around them.
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A parachutist could land anytime and make harm to the villagers. They had been hiding in sugarcane,
maze and cotton filds. Wherever each of them landed, he took his position there and then. Many of such
parachutists had been killed, captured or handed over to the police.
These villages were close to the Haiwara Air Base and death seemed to have spread its wings over them.
The people of this village deputed two sturdy young persons from each locality to stand guard against the
enemy and to prevent any parachutist from throwing a bomb and making\fn{ The text has: parachutist throw a bomb
and make } the thickly populated village a heap of ashes.
The watchmen on guard duty had been watching a shadow-like creature at a far away mound of earth.
Every now and then, that creature appeared and disappeared from the scene and they kept an eye on it which
looked much like a bundle of maze-stalks in the twilight of the moon but none dared to go near the mound.
One early morning these watchmen witnessed that the shadow trying to hide itself in a corn-field, a little
away from the mound. As they raised a cry, many villagers gathered there and a word went around the village
that “a strange person had been hiding in Kundha Singh’s cornfields.” In a few hours, a large crowd gathered
at the common place and many of them carried lethal weapons like spears, swords etc. Some had sticks with
them and six or seven persons had with them their licensed fire-arms.
The cornfields were immediately surrounded as if they were going to hunt a wild pig. Nobody took
courage to enter the maze-field. All of them were challenging the man hidden in the field from outside. The
men with licenses weapons opened fire and shouted,
“Whosever hiding in the field should come out without any resistance or we shall gun you down there!”
Nothing was heard for some time. After a while the stalks began to rustle. All the people gathered there
stood startled when they witnessed a butt of a rifle looking up from the field. Instantly, the man hiding there
flung his rifle over their heads and shouted back:
“I am coming out. I have nothing on me to attack and both my arms are up.”
A man came out and stood before the people. Immediately, they rushed at him and surrounded him. None
dared to manhandle him still. Some of the old men present there recognised the man. He was Ali, the son of
an oilman Nura of this village.
Ali told them in a shattered voice that ten hand-grenades and two hundred ammunition rounds were laying
scattered in the field. A healthy young man ordered Ali to bring both his arms on his back and tied them with
his turban. He then ordered him to move forward and all the people gathered there began to walk behind him
in a procession.
“When death hovers on a jackal’s head, he rubs his body against the sweeper’s wooden post,” Ali heard a
shrieking voice.”
“He couldn’t enjoy his food comfortably in his own country” one more voice, sharp like a knife’s edge,
pierced Ali’s body.
Many excited youth were cooing and clicking. The savage, ancient men must have been making similar
sounds when hunting a new prey.
Bringing him into the village, he was confined to a large room at the village common place. The sarpanch
sent for the police at once through the watchman.
After some time, Ali was given food to eat at his place of confinement. He seemed to have come to his
senses after taking that food, because he had keeping him alive just on parched grams and coarse sugar for
many days. He felt as if he was imprisoned in his own house.
This was his own native village. His mother and his elder-brother were butchered here by the robbers in
1947 at the time of country’s partition and the latter also had abducted his brother’s wife as if she were a kid
of a goat. Somehow he was rescued and entered Pakistan.
After wandering on the roads of that country for one or two years, he was recruited to the Armed Forces
of Pakistan. Now Ali also came along [with] those parachutists who had been dropped by Pakistani
aeroplanes in Panjab.
They were directed to signal them with lights at night so that the later could throw bombs at the populated
towns or villages. Very tempting incentives were given to these parachutists such as high ranks and positions
in the armed forces on their return to Pakistan.
Ali himself disclosed these facts to the villagers. He also told them that when he was fitted with a
parachute and put on in an aeroplane at the air-base, he felt as his head had been pushed into a live fire place.
There was a lump in Ali’s throat. At the end of his statement, he told:
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“I have been walking around the village for the last six days. I thought of throwing a bomb and burn[ing]
down the whole village where my mother and elder brother were slain like a goat. But I cannot say what
prevented me from doing so when I reached near that mound. Uncle Dullah who used to bring parched corncobs, gram-fruit and cherries for me, would suddenly enter into my mind. I also remembered Aunt Isro, from
whose house I could take as much milk, simmering in an earthen pot on the fire, as I wished. The sweet
memories of so many other people, including my child hood companions came to me. Though I am a Muslim
myself, many Hindus and Sikhs living in this village seem to me my own uncles.
“I know my mother was slain by those robbers who did not belong to this village. My brother was also
slain by those people who were not from this village. How could I attack my own village then? How could I
see that village burnt to ashes from where I took my birth?
“I may be blamed as a traitor to my new country but I am contented that I have been faithful to my own
motherland!”
As the people sat listening to his soliloquy, the police arrived. An old man appealed to the Police
Inspector.
“Sardarji, please don’t say him anything here in this village. Take him away and deal with him as you
wish.”
The policemen comprising the police-party drove Ali forward as a yoked animal. His lips were tightly
closed. From his eyes tears trickled down his cheeks!
2
Mahesh appeals to me. He likes me too. After office hours, he says to mc,
“Sanjeevani, let us take a cup of coffee. I am feeling severe headache.”
We enter Neelam Coffee Bar. Sitting down on the sofas, we bend forward. He begins to talk hard I
respond. When he has nothing to talk about, he tries to whirl the ash-tray. But I prevent him from doing that
because the ash in it likely to spill. He brings a gloomy smile on his lips.
Our world is free under the table, free from any watchful eyes. He attempts to touch his feet with my leg.
I also wish to do such a mischief with him but no. I ask him not to do, that with the gesture of my eyes. He
hangs his face and heaves a deep sigh.
“They have taken much long to prepare coffee.” Saying this I try to divert her attention.
“Be quick, waiter!” he shrieks.
“O.K. Sir, it is just ready,” the counter clerk answers.
Our lips are touching the pleasing froth of coffee, our eyes reading each other. Coffee is being sipped.
Coming out of the bar, I have tried to say something to him but cannot do it. How frank he is with me! We
talk about so many things and the loneliness is common between us. There is only one thing, I cannot talk to
him about. Why do I hesitate? I do not know.
When I was at Patiala, Jagdish liked me very much too. As much as Mahesh does. He was as handsome
and tall as he is; and was like him in nature too.
I had fallen in love with him on the very first day. When he had joined, he was given a seat near mine and
as soon as he took his seat, he began to talk to me as if he were already known to me. I did not feel shy too as
if I already knew him well.
Surprisingly, we had taken tea after office hours in a restaurant near the State Bank and exchanged a
plenty of information about each other. We met frequently after office time. I used to reach home late by one
or one and a half hour. If my mother asked me the reason of my coming late, I would say that my Head Clerk
had detained me to work overtime to finish the pending work.
We also met on Sundays as well as on other holidays. He used to take me to his room.
Jagdish belonged to Rampuraphul. I knew he came from a respectable family. He was handsome and
employed and belonged to our community.
What mattered even if he didn’t. A girl needs a boy as her husband, any boy. But he must be earning and
good looking. If we try to find a boy in our own community, we seldom come across such a boy. If we are
able to find one at last, we have to perform and observe many customs and traditions too. How long will the
people go on bothering these customs of one’s community? Once when I had talked to Jagdish about the
matter, he had laughed and said,
“What is the need of marrying so early?”
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“When does one need it then?”
“Many years of life are ahead. One must make merry now.”
One Sunday morning, when we went towards Dera Baba Jassa Singh, we sat under a tree after we were
tired. I had harshly told him:
“Look, I have told you so many times but you don’t pay any heed. Tell me, should I talk to my mother?”
He began to look at me in a strange manner and I was frightened. I told him,
“Otherwise don’t meet me in future.”
“Don’t meet me,” he had replied to me without any hesitation.
“I offered you my body but you are leaving me in a lurch like this?” I had tears in my eyes.
What he told me then, had brought darkness before my eyes. I could neither weep nor utter anything; just
stood dumbfound. I don’t know when he had left me in my own state. He had left me after grabbing my
whole being.
But I didn't lose heart. I had yet enough in me as I was still a virgin in the eyes of the society and my
parents too. Marriage is the name for legal permission to sexual relations.
But no, it is also a matter of consoling one’s heart. A woman is not made only to satisfy the sexual urge of
a man. She also deserves her mental satisfaction from the man. She deserves, besides, his financial assistance
and the capital of motherhood and a dream of a happy world too. The one who does not provide her with all
these things is certainly a dog that gnaws at the flesh and gobbles it up.
Jagdish was such a dog. But I won’t let Mahesh become like him, he may not become my husband.
Although I get a hundred rupees more at Chandigarh than I got at Patiala I am still hard up. I live in my
uncle’s house and have not to pay for my food too. Moreover I have not bought any clothes for myself for
many years but I am still hard up.
I visit Patiala every month. My mother does not ask me the purpose of my visit but looks at my face as if
asking something. 1 do realise that she needs money. God knows what she would think of me as I don’t pay
her any money nowadays. At Patiala, I paid her a hundred rupees every month when I got my salary. Now
when I visited Patiala first time, I told my mother that I had opened a saving fund account in a bank.
All lies ! Because the whole of my salary is spent on entertaining Mahesh. He must be thinking that I
belong to a very rich family and am a spendthrift.
He also must be thinking why I don’t allow her to come near me, though I move along him to every
place? I talk to him so frankly; why don’t I allow him to do “that” what he wants? He must be surprised but
he need not feel so. If he chooses the right path, my whole self belongs to him. He might be thinking that I
am just enjoying him?
Once we visit Tagore Theatre. There are a lot of people gathered outside. Some eminent dramatist from
Delhi has come over here with his troupe to play an Urdu Drama. We have not got our tickets booked in
advance. So I am standing while Mahesh is talking to his friend a little away. The play is about to start but
Mahesh seems to be in no hurry to buy the tickets. Perhaps his friend has planned to arrange for the tickets!
There is a great rush of people who are thronging the place to see that play, though it had already been played
sixty times in Delhi.
Leaving my place, I move towards Mahesh but he is unaware of my coming there. I go and stand by them.
His friend is also not aware of my reaching there. Mahesh talks to him in a very loud voice,
“Take her where you like. She talks about everything but does not come on the right path, yaar?”
“You are a leper … rape …” his friend advises him.
“No brother, I am not going to rape her,” Mahesh speaks.
“Well tell me, how is my sister-in-law?” his friend asks him.
I get confused.
“Your sister-in-law is doing her teacher’s training at Faridkot and I visit her off and on,” Mahesh replies.
“Hasn’t she visited here ever?”
“No, I do visit her myself quite often. She goes to her parents at Mukatsar whenever she likes.”
I cannot hear much and go quite close to them. Mahesh becomes quiet. He has introduced me to his friend
and then him to me.
His friend smiles but I don’t. Neither have I tears in my eyes!
3
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Bilua, the sweeper was calling out to the crowd gathered at the village common place.
“It is the question of my honour, Babuji. Whosoever has molested my daughter, must be punished. That is
all I want.”
Bilua had called a meeting of village sarpanch, two panches, one lumberdar and four or five other
persons at the common place. Besides, ten to twelve persons more had gathered there and all of them were
aware of the agenda of the meeting.
When the streets were paved in the village, pucca drains were also built to sewer the dirty water out of the
village and their cleaning was considered inevitable. Because when it rained, the water used to stand in the
streets and gave the sight of a river. The streets would stink and the elderly men covered their noses with
napkins and muttered,
“The unpaved streets were better than these paved ones. No doubt, we have emulated the people living in
cities, but …” And then, these sweepers had reached the village from some where and almost every village
had such a family of sweepers to clean their drains and streets now.
Bilua, the sweeper of the village lived here with his wife, a young daughter and a small son. Although his
son was hardly twelve, he worked as much as a man did. All the four of them desilted the drains and swept
the streets every day. They started their work before dawn and finished it by noon. At evening, they begged
flour from the households to cook their food.
Bilua’s daughter never looked at anyone. Instead, she kept herself busy in her job of brooming the streets
raising dust and the passers-by walked past it. One day, when she was doing her usual chore, [a] village lad,
son of Arjan Singh, pulled the corner of her duppatta and tried to attract her by giving out a loud laugh. The
girl didn’t respond, just paused for a moment and started sweeping the floor again after thumping the handle
of her broom against the earth, as if nothing had happened.
The ungirdled son of Arjan Singh ran out of her sight. After a few days, he made the same mischief again
but the girl abused him in return,
“Your daughter be …”
The boy quietly left the place and none else watched him there.
Once he noticed her sweeping a narrow zigzag lane. He had made up his mind to do something! There
were only three houses in that lane and one of them had already been deserted and its front door opened on
the other side of the lane. It was a small house, with a front room and a porch, without any furnishings as the
dwellers had shifted to a nearby town a long time back.
Arjan Singh’s son had found a chance to break the lock of the door opening on the other side, had
unlatched the door of the room opening in the narrow street and had chalked out a line of action. He must
have jumped over the outer wall of the courtyard and broken the lock of the room. And on that day when
Bilua’s young daughter had come there for brooming, he had performed his planned action.
When Bilua came to know about the incident, he slapped his thighs and gave out a heart piercing wail. He
had already worked in a couple of villages before coming to this village but there, the people were not like
these scoundrels. They were rather gentle and kind, considered others’ daughters and sisters their own. Poor
Bilua perhaps was not aware of the fact that his daughter was too small at that time to be taken any notice of.
By the evening, the matter was the talk of the village.
“How rich Arjan Singh’s family is and what a disgrace his son has brought to it! Having deserted his own
wife, he has molested a poor man’s daughter only because he is a stranger here! What a shame!” Next day,
someone from the village advised Bilua to call a meeting of the villagers and put the case before them.
“The matter deserves to be looked into and the guilty punished, otherwise this ill-gotten son of Arjan
Singh would molest some other girl of the village,” he had told him.
So the villagers had gathered at the common place this morning and Bilua, the sweeper was talking to
them. The sarpanch said to him:
“Listen to me, man. By calling us here and telling this story of yours, you have only dishonoured
yourself.” Another panch told him:
“Heavens haven’t failed if he just touched her. Someone has certainly flared you up. We would have
looked into the matter ourselves if there was really something serious. It is just a—”
“Isn’t it a serious matter, Babuji? What is left of us? What more could he have done to us than this
shameful act?” Bilua replied gently.
“You fool! You shouldn’t have taken the matter to Panchayat. Instead, you should have spoken to us and
we would set him right by giving him a shoe-beating,” the second panch told him.
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“What has gone wrong with her if he just touched her dupatta?” The lumberdar was speaking.
“It is the question of our honour, Babuji.” Bilua lost his -temper. His eyes were red and his nose flowed.
“Tell us, what should we do now. The boy is absconding but his father is here and feels ashamed for his
son’s act. Tell us what more you want to do,” the sarpanch asked him.
“You have not to do anything. Just bring that lad here in front of me once and I shall …” Bilua was
trembling with rage.
“What will you do to him? You are cooing for nothing. We are settling the matter ourselves. What can you
do him further? Will you get him prosecuted by the Court?” A man from the gather ing got up and rushed at
Bilua as if to beat him.
“Will you kill him? What if someone molests your own daugh ter?” One more man stood up and there was
a pandemonium.
“Bring him here and give him a shoe-beating!” someone shouted.
“Hear me, you humble sweeper. Have you to live in this village or not?” the sarpanch threatened him.
“Why Babuji?”
“Forget it. Will you get our own men killed by creating factions\fn{The text has: functions} in the village? Go
to some other village. We shall bring some other sweeper,” the sarpanch advised him again.
A man ran towards Bilua and tried to hold his hand but some other person challenged him
“How dare you touch him?”\fn{ A reminder that sweepers belong to the untouchable classes:H }
The four bottles of liquor served to the men previous night were showing their effect well and Arjan
Singh looked forward to their achievement.
“Why don’t you report the matter to the police?” a man suggested to Bilua, but he remained silent. The
people were talking and leaving the place
“Why do we quarrel among ourselves for the sake of a sweeper? We’ll be killed and he will lose nothing
that way,” someone was saying.
“Look, friends. What an anarchy and injustice has enthralled the world? None is going to listen to the
poor.”
All the men except the sarpanch and two persons had left the place and Bilua was scratching the earth
with a twig. The sarpanch advised him:
“That is enough and go to your home now. Marry off your daughter, gentleman. The people are very
malicious these days.” With a little pause, he told him again:
“If you are not contented still, leave this village immediately.”
Bilua thought, it was a question of his bread and butter. Many families of sweepers were sitting idle,
without any work these days. At last he told the sarpanch:
“I have to agree with you, Babuji, because we are living in your village and eating your food!”
There were tears of blood in his eyes.
4
She was a nomad, her complexion quite dark but features sharp. She had eyes burning like a torch. Her
red petticoat hung up to her calves and the collar of her orange coloured shirt was well decorated with pearlbeads of white stone. She had put on shoes of unscanned skin with its toes turned upwards and tiny steel
bells tied round her ankles. The pin in her nose and the earring bells were made of brass. A small silver
locket hung round her neck and she wore many brass-rings in her fingers, coloured plastic bangles and
bracelets in her arms. A half-moon insignia was tattooed just above her right eyebrow.
It was a September noon. Hot weather had almost receded and I was reading or writing something in the
shade of a wall in the courtyard. Following my wife, she rushed into the courtyard. Closing my eyes, I
listened to their talk and was surprised to know that she could speak Panjabi fluently as if a Panjabi young
girl were talking. I stared at her and she sat down at once. My wife was examining the two buckets, the
bottoms of which had broken and water leaked through them.
“How much will you charge for their repairs?” My wife asked her.
In return, she asked my wife if she had got some broken, worn out canister. An empty but new cansiter
measuring a gallon, its handle broken, was immediately fetched by my wife. Since we could pour out
kerosene from this canister with a great difficulty, we had got it filled with dirty mobile oil for igniting fire in
the hearth and that dirt had now settled down at its bottom like a bad thought and could not be removed
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though we had tried to do that several times. If we put kerosine oil into it again, it would have been turned
black as a piece of coal and soured the eye. For that reason, this canister was lying unused in the store room.
When she looked at the can, the girl immediately said
“Well, it is O.K.?”
“No. Tell me the charges first,” my wife asked her in a sharp tone.
“Look, these are two buckets—”
“Yes of course.”
My wife stood firm at her statement. In fact I wanted to enjoy the scene. I knew well and laughed at the
thought that this nomad girl would ask for a very big amount and my wife would remove the buckets away
from her saying, ‘These buckets aren’t worth the amount you are charging for their repairs.’ The nomad girl
would then bring down her rate of repairs and my wife would insist her for less again and finally, the deal
would be called in between. I know, she always behaved in the same manner with all the hawkers in the
street, but the latter were also very clever and were quite familiar with the temperament of women. The
gypsy girl said to my wife,
“The job is worth ten rupees but you pay me only eight rupees.”
“Charge ten instead of eight but use your own canister for their repair.”
Saying this, my wife removed the empty canister from there. For a moment, I was afraid, lest the
wretched canister should find its way again into the store-room.
The nomad girl was looking at me. Perhaps she was wavering in her thoughts and wanted me to settle the
deal. So I asked her gently:
“Tell me, how much exactly will you charge?”
“Pay me seven, no, let it be six.” The girl inserted the smaller bucket into the bigger one, put the canister
into the former and stood up.
“The job is not worth six rupees. I shall pay you only four.”
My wife was still firm. The girl sat down once again. We heard a cry of our younger daughter and a
thudding sound; my wife returned into the room. The girl was incessantly looking at me and ultimately she
asked me:
“Are you employed somewhere?”
“Yes, I am working as a teacher here.”
“Don’t you belong to Dhaula?”
“Of course, but how do you know that?” I was much surprised.
“We also belong to that village.”
“How is it possible? You are just gypsies and come from Rajasthan. How could it be that you belong to
Dhaula village?”
“We have never visited Rajasthan and now we live at Dhaula. Though we do visit the nearby villages, but
our permanent abode is there and that is our village now.”
“How do you know me?” I asked her.
“Our carts are stationed near the well. I have seen you many times when you pass from there. Aren’t you
the nephew of the man who flies pigeons?”
“That is very strange. You know all about us.” I was further surprised. She sat silent for a few moments
and stood up saying,
“O.K. You pay me five rupees.”
“You are a daughter of our village. Take some tea.” I said.
My wife had listened to our conversation and had developed an affection for her. She said to the girl,
“Also take some chapattis to eat.”
“Also give her some jalebies. After all she belongs to our village,” I said. The girl was happy and she
said,
“Sister, you come with me and see our camp there. We are staying on the other side of the road and you
can bring the repaired buckets from there.”
“Why? Bring them yourself,” I insisted on her.
“When will you return?” my wife asked her.
“I will do that in half an hour or a quarter more.” She began to leave.
“Well, bring them then. It will be afternoon and you must drink tea with us at that time.” My wife told
her.
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I began to think. Sometimes we develop affection and fall in love with someone even while traveling
together. Just by mentioning the name of our village, she had in fact bought me. I had left my village many
years ago but as the days were passing, my affection for the village was increasing all the more. I felt myself
lonely in this town. A time would come when this love would end into a deep sigh!
Why do these nomads of Rajasthan call Dhaula their own village? It occurred to me that a person
considered the place his own wherever he dwelt for most of his life time. None of the places was a private
property of anyone. This earth belonged to the Almighty and so did the people living on it. One might live
anywhere on the earth and that place belonged to him.
My wife began to sift the wheat for grinding, and I lent my ear to the afternoon news broadcast. After
sometime, the girl returned with the buckets fitted with new bottoms. There was a bright smile on her face
and her eyes were gleaming. Owing to her dark complexion, her teeth looked much white and glistened like
pearls. I asked her,
“What is your name?”
“What have you to do with my name?” She laughed. The roots of her upper teeth were covered with gold.
“You are a daughter of our village. Shouldn’t I know your name?” I asked her with much affection.
Placing buckets on the floor, and clinching her petticoat she sat down and said:
“My name is Biran.”
“What a beautiful name!” I praised her.
She smiled. What difference did it make to a gypsy girl if her name was beautiful or not?
My wife fixed the tea-pot on the stove. A festival had been celebrated in the house a few days ago and
some jalebis were left. So my wife brought five or seven of them in a paper-bag and handed it to Biran.
Opening the bag, she gave a cursory look at them and tied the paper bag in a corner of her dupatta. She was
happy and sitting silent.
It seemed, she was thinking over something. My wife gave her a tumblerful of tea and two chapattis with
a piece of mangoc-pickle on them. She sat down and ate those chapattis, gulping down each morsel with a
mouthful of tea, without any hesitation. When she got up, my wife tried to pay her five rupees but Biran was
not going to accept the money. She said:
“I won’t take money from you because you come from our own village.”
“How does that matter? You have worked and should accept money for that. Please take these rupees,” I
said to her seriously.
“No, I won’t take that money. Tell me if there is something more to do for me.” Biran was also firm on
her decision.
I was in a dilemma; thought, “how sentimental this girl has been! If she does not accept money, we shall
feel ourselves burdened. Of course, she should accept her wages.” Taking the five- rupee note from my wife,
I approached her and said
“Don’t refuse it, Biran. It is your hard-earned money.” Ignoring my request, she began to go out.
“Well, listen to me.” I stopped her with a loud call. She turned her neck and stopped.
“Don’t accept the five-rupee note if you don’t want to. But you belong to Dhaula and are a daughter of
our village. We never let a daughter return empty-handed from our house. Take this five- rupee note as a
daughter of the village. Is it all right now?”
She took the five-rupee note.
5
A murmuring river flowed in the north of village Surajmukh. When it rained heavily, the river overflowed
and washed away some of the villages inhibited on both of its banks. After the rainy season was over, new
villages would come up at their place because the people had to live somewhere after all.
Ironically, they chose the same site to establish their homes. Many rituals were performed to please the
god of the river and to prevent his wrath. Community meals were served and brahmins fed after performing
religious ceremonies.
The customs and traditions of the land were also strange. In Surajmukh, a young man was sacrificed every
year at the altar of the river-god. The village was the largest in the area and the young man being sacrificed
would pass his pair of shoes to another young man of the village. The successor, the most handsome of the
village lads, was fed and nurtured well for the sacrifice to be given next year. A month and a quarter before
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going to the altar, he could visit the house of any beautiful lass of the village and could follow any girl in the
street to her house. As soon as the girl entered her house, the whole family came out. The young man, before
stepping into the courtyard, put off his shoes at the threshold to denote his presence in the house, and none
dared enter after him. Both the girl and the household were considered “blessed ones”.
As a result of this sacrifice of a human head, Surajmukh was endowed with every boon by the deity. The
crops grew well and the river never turned its course towards the village. All the inhabitants of the village
were living happily.
*
Gopal was a robust and handsome young man. Since his childhood, his parents thought of his selection
for the Sacrifice, and they were overjoyed to see him grow young. The river god had been kind to them from
the very beginning and had blessed their household.
Their wish was fulfilled one day. When Gopal reached his twenty second year, he got the pair of shoes. Of
course he had all the essential qualifications—a tall posture, large limbs, big almond eyes and the glittering
face of an angel.
The whole village pooled butter oil for him. Every morning he was given fresh butter, wild honey and
fresh unboiled milk along with many other dishes in his breakfast. His dinner contained roasted chicken,
wine made from grapes and curd of thickened milk. Every morning and evening, he was massaged with
mustard oil, rubbed with butter milk and washed with warm water. The process was repeated every day by
the two man of the village deputed to attend on him, who always cared for his comfort. They told him many
stories about the river-god, praising the young men who had been sacrificed on his altar.
Gopal got up and wandered in the streets as and when he felt like doing so. The two men attending on him
followed him too.
When Gopal was sad, he kept lying in bed, his attendants by his side. They did not talk to him then and
just pressed his limbs. When he was in a cheerful mood, he sang and danced and his attendants were
delighted too. The whole village including his father were happy.
*
Days went by and the festival of the deity drew nearer. Three months—two months—one and a half and
then one and a quarter.
Gopal fixed his mind on the most beautiful maids of the village.
First Day, he put off his shoes in front of Menaka’s house, second day at Kamala’s, third … forth … and
so on. He used to sleep with a new girl every day. Then came the turn of Narbada Kunti … Tripata …
Shakuntala … Gomti.
He visited Gomti the next day again. What qualities did she have? He had been visiting her regularly for
the last ten days.
Gomti was a slender, tall and very fair girl. She had big olive eyes and soft limbs. Gomti’s parents were
astonished and so were Gopal’s attendants. The whole village was surprised. Why did Gopal visit Gomti
alone?
The day of the deity came. Every man and woman of the village had a dip in the river early in the
morning. Various dishes were prepared in each household. Offerings of cereals and cooked food were kept
apart for the God of the river. Jubilations went on the whole day in the village. A sacred lire was made in
front of the altar and offerings were made into it. Religious hymns were chanted. The ceremony of Sacrifice
was to begin at the sun set.
Gopal had put on the sacrificial shoes, a sacred thread across his chest and a white wash-cloth round his
waist. A snow-white napkin was also tied on his head, and a vertical mark of sandalwood paste installed on
his forehead. Three parallel lines made of turmeric paste ran across his shoulder muscles and his breast was
painted with sandalwood paste. His eyes were burning red.
All the inhabitants of the village gathered there. The fire was alive in front of the altar of the deity. The
men, old, middle aged and young, arrayed on one side and the women on the other. Newly married and
young girls stood along with children on the front side.
*
Gopal was standing on the altar with two stakes on its either side, and a plank fixed on them. He bent
forward and placed the side of his head on the wooden plank bringing both of his arms behind his back he
closed his eyes. Every now and then, he opened them and it seemed as if they were full of blood.
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His look sent a wave of horror among the lookers on. Many Brahmins sitting before the sacrificial fire
were chanting a hymn in unison. Their voice created a sense of terror.
Immediately after the hymn would be over, Gopal would lift his head above the plank and look at the
young men standing on his side. He would call the name of a young man and the latter would dash to the
altar. Gopal would fling his shoes towards him. The young man would hold the shoes in his hands instead of
wearing them and sit on the other side of the altar.
Gopal would fix his head again on the plank in the same manner. After receiving a signal from the priests,
the dark giant-like man standing over his head would waive the sword in air and chop off his head in one
stroke. As soon as Gopal’s headless body dropped down, all the priests would chant in a choreus:
“The God is pleased; the God is pleased.”
Suddenly, the hymn ended. Gopal lifted his head above the plank and all the young men standing by his
side come forward to meet their eyes with his.
But Gopal didn’t look at them. Instead, his eyes were scanning the young girls and brides standing in
front of him and finally fixed on one of them.
All the villagers watched Gomti standing there. She was crying which was a very bad omen indeed. If
anyone brought tears in the eyes on the day of the deity, the village was certainly doomed to destruction. So
all of them began to curse her. The priests were calling her a “wretched one”.
All of a sudden, thundering loud voice came from the altar:
“The God is pleased! The God is pleased!”
People saw that Gopal came down the altar, walked past the priests and made his way through the bunch
of girls standing on his side. He went near Gomti and held her hand in his. Gomti stood startled and looked
astonishingly at him.
Leaving the crowd of people behind, they were walking away, holding each other’s hand. Gopal was
shouting in a loud shrieking voice as if he had gone mad:
“The God is pleased! The God is pleased!”
The people stood stunned with terror. A great calamity was surely ahead but none dared stop them. They
couldn’t speak even.
Perhaps they were thinking over something. Certainly they were thinking over something.
6
I had gone to Ludhiana by the first bus. Though my work was likely to be finished within an hour there,
but I had to go there and return too. It was summer and the middle of June. I hurriedly finished my work and
arrived at the bus-stand because I wished to reach Barnala before noon lest the hot wind coming out from the
furnace of noon should parch my body.
The bus had already been parked at the platform and was scheduled for Barnala. The only passenger
sitting in the bus was a young girl and the conductor was standing idle at the counter. I enquired from him
the departure time of the bus and ten minutes were still there as he told me. I bought a ticket and walked to
the urinals.
As I entered, the whole place stank giving out an offensive smell and there was mud all around the floor.
A crowd of people was already there. Somehow I arranged to stop inhaling and urinated.
When I hurried to wash my hands at the wash-basin, my eyes were fixed at the mirror by chance. Running
my hand on my face, I noticed that there was no gray hair in the beard and I looked still young. There were,
of course, some wrinkles under my eyes and I began to press them with the tips of my finger in order to
remove them. The flowers of smile on my face. I looked quite young even at the age of forty four!
What an excellence this hair-dye is! It turns an old man into a young man of twenty six. It really works
wonders sometimes. How natural my hair-dye looks The looker-on cannot judge that the beard has been
painted. Sometime back, I had read in some newspaper that the persons who dye their hair, turn blind soon
and I was horrified.
I thought that this imitated youth would achieve nothing What if I am blinded and run into the walls! For
a week, I did not colour my beard but soon the mirror began to tease me and I felt weary. So I started to dye
the hair once again.
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Entering the bus through its rear door, I walked past the girl already sitting there and occupied a seat in
the front part of the bus. When I looked at girl, I saw that she had a plastic basket with many wares tucked in
it and an attaché case upholstered in brown jean.
For some reason unknown, there were not many passengers in the bus that day. Perhaps owing to weather!
Usually, there is a great rush of passengers in the buses at early and late hours. The villagers come to the
cities in the morning and return to their homes in the evening.
Whenever I had visited Ludhiana before, I came in the morning and returned the same evening. As such I
was used to travel in a crowded bus. Sometimes, I had to stand during the whole of my journey but it was
really a strange thing that day.
An old woman and two or three men more were sitting in the front portion. Two men appeared on the
back seats later. The bus moved and two more passengers got into it at Bharat Nagar Chowk. They were
young boys with long hair on their heads and they had grown hair on their temples down the half of their
cheeks. They also wore thick steel bracelets on their wrists and had full sleeved shirts with wide open cuffs.
Their pants were belled at the bottom and much open like petticoats. Every now and then, they took out
combs from their hip pockets and ran them through their hair. There were rings, fitted with imitated stones on
their fingers. Looking at all the passengers in the bus, they took their seats just in front of the girl.
As soon as the bus moved past the University campus, the boys began to do some uncomely actions. The
conductor who was standing in the front door, looked back and smiled. When I also turned my head and
looked back, the boys were doing the same actions and I felt ashamed as well as enraged over their vulgar
behaviour.
The girl looked frightened and when my eyes met with hers, I noticed in them her helplessness and hatred
towards those boys. I subsequently pulled a periodical from my shoulder hag and bagan to scan it.
When the bus reached Muilanpur, the girl got up from her seat, lifted her basket and attaché case and took
a seat near mine. The boys were rally bastards. When the bus moved again, they shifted their seats near her.
Only two or three passengers had boarded the bus at that stop and it had hardly passed the railway crossing
when one of the boys lifted other boy’s leg and placed it on his knee He also touched his throat with his own
neck and began to cry, “Hai Hai”.
All the passengers were staring at them. But none dared to interfere. The conductor was also not
intervening, and kept smiling instead. The driver noticed their actions in the back-view mirror and threw an
angry glance on them. He also mumbled something but spoke nothing. The girl sat exasperated. I felt like
telling them:
“These lads alone have not grown young. Weren’t I young ever? How do these ill-begotten once trot like a
lizard? You scoundrels! Why don’t you drink the beauty of the girl through your eyes? Dissolve her sweet
existence in your blood through your hearts. Why are you taking your youth on a funeral procession?”
I deliberately looked at the girl and she too looked back at me. She was very beautiful indeed! Her eyes
were as clear as the peeled kernels of almonds. Next moment, I felt as if her looks wanted pity. When the bus
reached at Sudhar Bridge bus-stop, many passengers got into the bus. The boys were now sitting still and
staring at the passengers who hoarded the bus. When the driver pushed the button of the battery, the engine
of the bus gurgled. Suddenly the girl cried from her seat:
“Oh uncle, is it you? I didn’t happen to look at you.”
She got up from her seat and sat down beside me. Also she slid back her attaché case and basket.
I was a little confused and astonished as I didn’t know who that girl was. Taxing upon my memory, I tried
to recollect but I realised that I had never seen that girl before. Anyway, I welcomed her. Forging a smile on
her face, she asked me:
“Uncle, where are you going to?”
“I have to go to Barnala, small girl,” I told her.
My mind was still in a turmoil. Who could this girl be? I asked her where she was going herself.
“I shall get down at Dadhahur, uncle,” she told me. “I am undergoing a training there.” She began to talk
to me as if she were well acquainted with me.
Those rogues now stared at me, quite doubtfully; they were a little frightened and envious too. Now they
weren’t doing any mischief nor did they change their seats. Instead they kept looking at us for a while and
then turned their faces away. At last they turned their backs to us and looked outside at the heaps of the
harvest lying in the fields. Once in a while they talked with each other while still looking at the fields and the
cultivators moving there.
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In my heart of hearts. I was praising the girl for her presence of mind and moral courage. It was apparent
that she did not know me at all. Something must have occurred to her at the spur of the moment and she
made me her uncle. She had been quite successful in her attempt, of course. Perhaps she had seen the
wrinkles on my face and had not looked at my black beard. Both the boys got down at Raikot but looked at
me with sharp eyes. I too sprayed them with hateful hooks and they didn’t dare speak anything.
While getting down at Dadhahur, the girl affectionately bade me goodbye with a “ Sat Sri Aka!”. Her old
father was already waiting for her under a sheesham tree. He rolled his wash-cloth in a hoop. fixed it on his
head and placed the attaché case on it. They were walking before and after each other on the bank of the
canal.
With a feeling of victory, yet taking it as my defeat, I sat in the bus and was thinking about that girl until I
reached home, quite tired and weary. The memory of the girl kept on haunting my mind for three or four
days.
It was Sunday. As I looked my face in the mirror fitted in the wall, I noticed that the hair of the beard
looked quite gray at their root ends. I used to dye my beard on Sundays.
I took tea early in the morning, brushed my teeth and went through the newspapers. I enjoy reading
newspapers on Sundays because there is no hurry of rushing to the office. The time spreads its wings and
flies at a very slow speed. Sweet laziness pushes me in a state of strange intoxication!
On that Sunday too, I went on reading the newspaper for quite a long time. I even went through the price
list of the commodities. My wife had washed the clothes and hung them drying on the string. She had also
swept the floors of the rooms and cut the vegetables to be cooked for lunch but I was still going through the
newspapers in spite of her asking me several times to get up and take my bath. Ultimately she shouted at me
“Get up! Don’t you hear me?”
She also brought the phial\fn{ The text has: vile} containing hair-dye, a brush for applying the same, a mirror
and placed them on the table. Then she busied herself in cooking or some other household chores.
I stood up, entered the bath room and opened the tap. Rinsing my body with soap, I began to pour water
on it. Drying my forehead with a towel when I came out of the bath room, my wife asked me:
“Didn’t you colour your beard today?”
“I won’t do it any longer now.”
“Why?” She was surprised.
“No. I don’t need it, because I have become an uncle now.”
My wife laughed. She was perhaps unaware of the pangs in my heart. The wrinkles on my face were quite
visible to all but none could see the wrinkles which had been formed on my heart.
236.18 Excerpts from Speeches And Writing Of Brig. T. Sailo\fn{by Thenphunga Salio (1932-2215)} Melkhat Veng,
nr. Lunglei, Lunglei District, Mizoram State, India (M) 10

1
Greetings to all the people of Mizoram.
The People’s Conference Ministry is back in office to resume its work where it left off six months ago. This
has been made possible by hard work put in by all the well wishers of P. C.\fn{ People’s Conference} Party and above
all by the Will of the Almighty God.
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*
Almost a year ago, at the previous poll the people of Mizoram gave a massive mandate to the P. C. Party to run
the Government of Mizoram. The P.C. Ministers had just started work in all sincerity and right earnest when
unexpectedly and to my utter surprise eight P.C.M.L.,\fn{ P.C. Members of the Legislature} as motivated by selfish
interests and totally disregarding the wish of their electorate, joined hands with equally self-centered Congress
MLAs,\fn{Members of the Legislative Assembly; the legislature of Mizoram is unicameral } with a view to destroy the Ministry
and with no constructive programme for the future. I had no idea that these eight P. C. MLA rebels could have
behaved in the way they did. However, many people who had known their background said that they were not
surprise at their behaviour. They said they had expected it all along. I could have saved the situation quite easily
by an offer of some sort to anyone of the rebel MLAs if I was only concerned with the continuance in office of the
Ministry.
But I took no such steps as I was totally against defections and the destructive policy of my erstwhile
colleagues. Instead I chose to refer the matter back to the people’s court and accordingly recommended fresh
election. With the election just concluded the people’s verdict is very clear. They have condemned defections and
destructive policy. They want the same P. C. Ministry to continue its work. The newly elected P. C. MLAs are
solid with definite purpose in mind. They could form the new Ministry and appoint a new Speaker in a matter of
one hour. There shall be no more defection. What a contrast! Last year we had a series of troubles in the formation
of Ministry and appointment of Speaker due solely to nine MLAs who were self-seekers. When these self-seekers
are no longer with us, Ministry making is so easy.
Last year, P. C. Party won a landslide victory. This time P. C. Party won a comfortable majority. The reasons
for the slight reduction are two fold. Firstly. the vast majority of the Mizo people have not been explained about
the behaviour of the nine P. C. rebel MLAs referred to above. They therefore, could not understand why the P. C.
Ministry lasted only five months and were left in doubt as to the real causes leading to the dissolution of the
Ministry after such a short time. Secondly, Dr. Rothuama, M.P. spread utter falsehood with regard to the
imminence of the Statehood for Mizoram as a Christmas present of 1977. This has caused serious confusion in the
minds of several hundreds of voters.
In due reverence for the wish of the P. C. electorate the same Ministers of last year are now back in Office and
the same Deputy Speaker will be installed on 25th May. However, the old Speaker, Pu Thangridema, having faded
away due to his own miscalculation about himself, a new Speaker in the person of Dr. Kenneth Chawngliana will
be installed on 25th May 1979.
The P. C. Ministry now constituted. being the same as the last one, had made certain programme last year and
will now pick up the threads where they were left. Primarily we were concerned about self-sufficiency in food.
We aim at reclaiming all cultivatable flat surface into wet rice cultivation (WRC) and also starting hillside
terracing in real earnest. We are also concerned about harnessing the rivers of Mizoram into hydroelectric power.
We will now make a start in this direction—a start which ought to have been made fifteen years ago.
We shall concentrate on the six-point basic needs already enunciated, namely food, water, roads, transport and
electricity, and rural development. We had initiated steps towards clean and efficient administration by
enunciating our policy of hard work and no corruption. We had appealed to all Government Servants in this
regard. Many had responded to our appeal whereas many others have yet to respond. I now appeal to them once
again in the matter of hard work and integrity. Those who fail to respond will be firmly dealt with.
We shall leave no stone unturned. Peace and tranquility in this strife-torn land of Mizoram is the most
important aspect in all our thinking. Today the situation is in a fluid state. We shall leave no stone unturned to
restore complete normalcy in Mizoram in the near future.
It is a battle of hearts. We are firmly convinced that strong arm measures adopted by Security Forces in the
past have not met with success. They have only caused deeper alienation of the Mizo public. The problem is
basically human: It is a battle of the hearts of people for which strong arm measures will not do. The answer lies
in an imaginative effort. The way to the hearts of the Mizo people lies in thorough understanding of their
mentality, genuine sympathy for their aspiration and a search for their identity and the building up of a mutual
trust. Above all, love, sympathy, understanding and magnanimity will pay dividends in the end.
On the question of freedom of religious worship and practices, the spirit behind the constitutional safeguard is
being gradually eroded due to pressure from short-sighted fanatics. The unfortunate developments after the
Nehru-Shastri era have caused anxiety among the people of Mizoram and Christians in other parts of the country.
Let us hope that our leader at the Centre and in the States will reconsider the whole matter on the basis of mutual
respect and tolerance.
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Influx of foreign nationals into South Mizoram during the past years and even recently is disturbing the minds
of all thinking Mizos. It is hoped that the Central Government will leave no stone unturned to drive out such
unauthorized foreigners and take suitable measures to guard the international border effectively.
On the question of the evils of excessive drinking our policy is the same and I need not reiterate it. Very shortly
a drive will be launched to clean our streets of drunkards who are a menace to the public. I am also aware that
there is need to provide various recreational facilities to the young people of Mizoram. We shall make all possible
efforts to give them better facilities. To start with, the construction of the Aizawl Theatre Hall will be taken up in
right earnest.
Last but not least is the Chief Minister’s Relief Fund which I had tried to build up. The Chief Minister’s Relief
Fund is to be utilized for the purpose of granting relief to the destitutes such as physically handicapped and
disease-ridden persons and to those very young and very old people with no one to care for them. I had a dream,
to build up a system whereby the destitutes can be helped in various degrees. I still have the same dream.
Let us pray to God and look to the future with hope. Let us all unite and march forward towards a better and
happier Mizoland. Good Luck to all of you.\fn{Delivered upon the assumption of office as Chief Minister on May 8, 1979}
2
India is one of the greatest democratic countries in the world. India is a secular state. The Constitution of India
guarantees by Article 25 (1) freedom to profess, practice and propagate the religion of one’s choice. This is one of
the Fundamental Rights guaranteed to all the citizens of India enshrined in the Constitution of our country. It is
unfortunate however, that the spirit behind the constitutional safeguard is being gradually eroded due to pressure
from shortsighted fanatics and those who have vested interests. The unfortunate development after Nehru-Shastri
era have caused anxiety among the people of Mizoram and Christians all over the country.\fn{ Mizoram is
predominately a Christian (Presbyterian sect) State; some 70,000 Buddhists also practice their faith there.}
The Backward and Tribal peoples of this country are genuinely agitated and concerned about the calculated
manner by which they are being harassed and slyly alienated in the name of integration. Starting with the
infamous Niyogi Committee report in Madhya Pradesh and Orissa, then to the notorious Arunachal Bill, and now
with O. P. Tyagi’s “Freedom of Religion Bill” being introduced to the Parliament, the Christians in this country
cannot but feel that there is a calculated effort to alienate the Christians, and other minority religious groups from
the mainstream of the national life and make them second class citizens in this country of their own. Many experts
are also of the opinion that legislations with such vicious motives are a violation of the Fundamental Rights
enshrined in Article 25 (1) of the Constitution of India as well as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
I would therefore, urge upon the Centre to reconsider the entire matter relating to religion and freedom of
worship enshrined in the Constitution and also to take a note of apprehension of the people of Mizoram, the
members of all the Scheduled Tribes and the Christian Community in the country and cause the Freedom of
Religion Bill now before the Parliament to be withdrawn.
The Freedom of Religion Bill now before Parliament cannot but be construed as having such ulterior motives
as to harass and create difficulties for the Christians in particular, and for other minority religious groups in
general. A careful scrutiny of Mr. O. P. Tyagi’s Bill reveals that normal religious lives of individual Christians and
functioning of Christian organisations will no longer be possible if the bill was passed and enacted as intended.
The law of the land under Indian Penal Code has sufficient provisions to take care of those religious organisations
and institutions who have acted in violation of the existing laws of the land.
Why is it necessary now to introduce such thing as “Freedom of Religion Bill”? All Indian citizens have the
right of their political beliefs without state interference. Their equally important right to believe in and belong to
the religion of their choice should not be threatened directly or indirectly. I do hope and believe that the
Government of India will listen sympathetically to the prayers of millions of Christians in the country and
withdraw the bill now being introduced by Mr. O. P. Tyagi to the Parliament. I would also further appeal that the
religious freedom of the citizens, especially the minority community are not being denied directly or indirectly at
any time in this country.\fn{Delivered at a public meeting protesting the Freedom of Religion Bill held on May 11, 1979 }
3
In June 1978, when [the] People’s Conference Party formed a Ministry, it took a pledge to work and bring
about achieving these two objectives from the day we assumed office. However, a few disgruntled P. C. MLAs
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unfortunately withdrew their support and the Ministry had to go out of office before our cherished goats were
achieved.
We have once again come to power with popular mandate and with redoubled vigour and determination to
achieve lasting peace and prosperity. Unfortunately, at this juncture, some misguided elements have issued a
notice under the caption “Non-Mizos to quit Mizoram before 1 st July 1979”, threatening them with dire
consequences if they fail to do so.
This is politically motivated by self-centered motive and is [designed] to prevent peace and prosperity from
coming to Mizoram and therefore is not in the interest of Mizoram. I strongly disapprove of such threat to a
section of our society from any quarter. Any lawless activities will be firmly dealt with.
Security measures are being tightened to meet any eventualities and to maintain law and order. No one can be
allowed to disturb peace which is the long cherished desire of our people. I may sound a note of warning to those
who either out of mischief or for imaginary political gains indulge in rumour mongering and false propaganda:
This is not in our interest. I appeal to you all in Mizoram. It is the duty of all right-thinking people to ensure
the safety of their non-Mizo brethren.
It is unfortunate that in a territory where the majority of the population belongs to the Christian faith there are
elements who preach violence and hatred. No Christian having true faith in God will allow such a rancour to
prevail.
Because of the notice under the caption mentioned above, peace, which has been prevailing in Mizoram for the
last two years, is likely to be disturbed. In the event of disturbances breaking out again in Mizoram, the authors of
the “Quit Mizoram” notice are solely responsible. I therefore earnestly appeal to them to reconsider and desist
from their contemplated action. These they should surely do if they have love for the Mizo people.\fn{ Delivered as a
radio broadcast on June 4, 1979}
4
I [would] like to take this opportunity of addressing myself to the Non-Mizo officers.
I have been told that some of the non-Mizo officers feel a little panicky. I can very well appreciate this feeling
of insecurity in the minds of non-Mizo officers. I would like to assure these officers that our Government is alive
to the safety and security of the non-Mizos.
The Police force, aided by Army, will do their best to ensure the security of all non-Mizos and other Mizos
who may need protection.
The latest incident of the killing of Shri R. C. Chowdhury,\fn{ At Saitual on June 13, 1979} has been done by a
certain section of the society. I know the Mizo public in general does not approve of this sort of cruelty. In the
meantime I would urge you to continue to do your duty with the same devotion as before.
Ultimately, we must look to God in everything.\fn{Date of delivery unrecorded}
5
Consequent upon the demand for full sovereignty by the MNF, Mizoram had been in the grip of insurgency
since 1966. The violence by MNF was met with violence by Security Forces.\fn{I.e., units of the Indian Armed
Forces were directed to suppress the insurgency by the government of Indira Gandhi:H}
Seeing the sufferings and miseries that the Mizo people had gone through seeing that the Mizo people wanted
peace and that the Mizo people no longer support the extension of violent activities, the MNF leadership viewed
the situation and came out with what had been popularly known as “1st July ’76 Understanding/Agreement”
which provides, amongst other, for the following:
(a) The MNF gave up the struggle for independence and accepted a settlement within the framework of Indian
Constitution.
(b) MNF acknowledged that Mizoram was an integral part of India.
(c) MNF would henceforth abjure violence.
The above Agreement/Understanding was followed by suspension of operations by both sides, that is, MNF as
well as Security Forces. Then the Mizo people began to enjoy the fruits of “No violence” and had passed through
a comparatively peaceful time since then.
Unfortunately, however, the MNF Headquarters at the beginning of 1979 raised a new slogan “Nothing short
of full sovereignty” thereby nullifying/canceling the provisions of 1 st July, 1976 Understanding/Agreement as
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given in paragraph 2 (a) above.
On the 1st June, 1979 the MNF Headquarters issued a notice “Non-Mizos must quit Mizoram by 1 st July 1979”
which again cancels/nullifies the provision of 1st July 1976 Understanding/Agreement vide paragraph 2 (b)
above.
On 13th June, 1979, R. C. Chowdhury, SDO, PWD\fn{ Senior District Officer, Public Works Department? } at Saitual
was killed by the assassins who were bent on executing the notice “Quit Mizoram.” After this, in their attempt to
kill the SDO (Civil) Kolasib, the MNF killed two CRP men guarding the SDO’s bungalow. Also one man of MAP
guarding the State Bank at Saitual was injured by the MNF. These acts of violence had again nullified/cancelled
the provision of 1st July 1976 Understanding/Agreement vide paragraph 2 (c) besides the above violation of the
provision of 1st July 1976 understanding by the Commission of the above three acts (paragraphs 4, 5 & 6), has
resulted in the following:
(a) The incident at Silchar on 15 th June, 1979 with all the attendant sufferings, miseries and other trouble gone
through by the people and the Government of Mizoram such as loss of lives, serious injuries to several persons,
loss of properties, uprooting of many Mizo families at Silchar and the disruption of supply and traffic;
(b) The resultant communal tension in Mizoram and Silchar;
(c) Many interior villages in Mizoram are now on the verge of starvation because supplies cannot be sent to
these areas due to disruption/dislocation of communications of supplies and transport at Silchar and, on the line of
communication, Silchar-Aizawl road. Even Aizawl and Lunglei town faces tremendous difficulties because many
essential commodities are now not available in the market;
(d) The progress of development has been seriously hampered and retarded besides adversely affecting the
welfare and economic conditions of many people.
The Mizo people need peace and tranquility most of all. It is unfortunate that certain elements, completely
disregarding the greatest need of the Mizo people namely, peace and tranquility had brought about a period of
violent activities again.
Who are responsible for all these? It is the authors of the notice “Non.Mizos to Quit Mizoram” and those who
have restarted violence.
Today, the people of Mizoram are placed in a very difficult situation and the Government of Mizoram have a
difficult task to perform to restore normalcy in Mizoram. I need and seek the co-operation of all the people in this
matter.\fn{Delivered as a radio broadcast on July 10, 1979}
6
On 4th June, 1979, I broadcast to you and said some misguided elements have issued a notice under the
caption “Non-Mizos Quit Mizoram.” I had warned that as a result of this quit Mizoram notice, peace in Mizoram
was likely to be disturbed.
Again, on 10th July, 1979 I broadcast to you and said that because of the quit Mizoram notice disturbances had
broken out which had resulted in untold sufferings and miseries such as dearth of food and loss of lives etc. in
Mizoram.
On 7th August, 1979 at mid-day, a very serious incident had taken place a few miles outside Bilkhawthlir on the
main road. A vehicle was stopped by five armed men. 11 persons were robbed of their possessions such as cash
and then shot in their seats. Seven persons including a woman and her five year old child were killed, 3 were
injured and one man who feigned death escaped alive. The injured men stated that the killers were MNF.\fn
{Members of the Mizoram National Front} A statement of another MNF person since captured by Security Forces had
confirmed that the killers were MNF.
Seven persons including a woman and a young child who were unarmed, defenseless and innocent were
brutally killed in a cruel and cold-blooded fashion. What have you to say to this cold-blooded murder committed
by your own people? I, for one, hang my head in shame. I am ashamed. Think of your own wife or sister with her
child being killed in this fashion.
Let us do some serious heart-searching. Our forefathers were brave and chivalrous. And we are all Christians,
we have to do something. And you know what is that something you have to do.\fn{ Delivered as a radio broadcast on
August 8, 1979}
7
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We have gathered here today to celebrate the thirty second anniversary of our country’s Independence from
foreign rule. On this auspicious day I extend to all of you my greetings and felicitations.
Once again, I have the proud privilege to address you on this occasion as I did on the similar occasion last
year. Since then many changes have taken place. In 1978, when P. C. Party formed the Ministry, it took a pledge
to work for peace and prosperity in Mizoram. We earnestly set out towards achieving these objectives from the
day we assumed the office. Unfortunately, these cherished objectives could not be carried forward, because
certain elements within the party withdrew their support and the Ministry had to relinquish the office.
We have once again come back to power with the popular mandate and with redoubled vigour and
determination to work for lasting peace and prosperity. I am deeply indebted to the people of Mizoram for the
confidence they have reposed in me and my colleagues. It will be our endeavour to fulfill the promise which we
have made to our people and for which I will appeal to all, sections of the people for their whole-hearted
cooperation.
Today, on this occasion let us remind ourselves that India achieved freedom through peaceful and non-violent
methods. Democracy in our country has taken deep root and in fact the manner in which the recent changes have
taken place at the centre is only possible in a democratic set-up like ours with [a] tradition of tolerance and
secularism enabling different religions and faiths to flourish side by side.
Since Independence, India has achieved great progress in all fields. We have made great strides in industries,
defense, production, education, science and technology and above all in agriculture, in which we have not only
attained self-sufficiency but a position in the world market.
In Mizoram, immediately after assumption of office in May last, we were confronted with a critical situation as
a result of drought condition resulting in acute scarcity of water both for drinking purpose and domestic use as
also large scale damage of agricultural crops, and forest products. The Government took up the task in right
earnest and immediately drew up drought relief schemes, involving nearly two crores of rupees. On our request a
Central Team of experts visited various affected areas in Mizoram, and they have gone back duly convinced of the
critical situation. We are already going ahead with the scheme to cope with the adverse effect of drought.
We are equally conscious of the commitments that we had made to the people of Mizoram to the effect that my
Government will fulfill through a time-bound programme, certain basic needs such as food, drinking water, road,
transportation, power and rural development, etc. In fact, during the last tenure of my Government we had made a
beginning.
This time again we have picked up the threads where they were left. Primarily, we are concerned about selfsufficiency in food and with that end in view various schemes in agriculture and allied fields are in progress. In
the realm of agriculture the ultimate object is to wean away the cultivators from jhuming\fn{Slash-and-burn, or
shifting cultivation} to permanent cultivation, and there are as many as 20 different schemes which play an important
role for the above objectives. We aim at reclaiming all cultivable flat surface into wet rice cultivation and also
starting hillside terracing in real earnest.
During the past years we had faced courageously the onslaughts of thingtam\fn{Famine; also called mautam} by
extending various relief to the people like agricultural Distress Loans etc. In view of the present difficulties of the
agriculturists my Government have decided to defer repayment of loans by easy installments and also to
undertake [a] good number of EGS\fn{Emergency grants?} to augment the purchasing power of the people.
Peace and tranquility in the strife-torn land of Mizoram is the most important aspect in all our thinking. It is
very unfortunate that when we are preparing ourselves to undertake all the developmental works on a time-bound
schedule to achieve the basic needs, certain events that have taken place in the recent past have changed the
course of our activities. Some misguided elements have issued a notice under the caption “Non-Mizos to quit
Mizoram” before 1st July 1979.
This is politically motivated and is aimed at creating [a] disturbed condition in Mizoram and therefore, not in
the interest of the people of Mizoram. We have strongly disapproved of such threats but in spite of our sincere
desire to maintain peace, a violent incident took place in which one of our P. W. D. Officers was killed by the
underground. This act of violence was condemned by all right-thinking people of Mizoram.
It is equally unfortunate that a section of the people of our neighbouring district of Cachar had reacted through
retaliatory measures for the unfortunate killing of this Officer, who hailed from Silchar, in a most inhuman and
shocking manner. In their act of violence a few innocent Mizos lost their lives. I am however, proud to mention
that our people in Mizoram acted with restraint and no injuries were inflicted on the non-Mizo residing in
Mizoram.
We are, however, deeply distressed to learn [of] the cold-blooded murder of seven non-Mizos including a
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woman and a child by [the] MNF in an ambush near Bilkhawthlir on 7 th August 1979. Such an act of atrocity has
been condemned by all sections of people in Mizoram...
Seeing the sufferings and miseries that the people of Mizoram had gone through, the MNF leadership reviewed
the situation and came out with what had been popularly known as “1 st July, 1976 Understanding/Agreement”
which, inter alia, provided that the MNF would give up the struggle for independence, and accept a settlement
within the framework of Indian Constitution. MNF acknowledged that Mizoram was an integral part of India and
MNF would henceforth abjure violence.
This understanding was followed by suspension of operation by both sides and only then the Mizo people
began to enjoy the fruits of “Non-violence” and had passed through a comparatively peaceful time since then.
Unfortunately however, the MNF headquarters at the beginning of 1979 raised a new slogan, “Nothing short of
full sovereignty”, thereby nullifying the provision of 1st July, 1976 Understanding.
On the contrary, it is heartening to note that a number of erstwhile underground, headed by Brig. Gen.
Biakchhunga, his officers and men, have now surfaced and joined the mainstream of national life. To ensure
proper and prompt rehabilitation of the returnees, the Department of Rehabilitation is being strengthened. We
hope many more will join, to lead a normal, peaceful life.
The people of Mizoram aspire for peace and tranquility. It is unfortunate that certain elements completely
disregarding the greatest need of the Mizo people have brought about a period of violent activities again. Today,
we are placed in a very difficult situation and the Government of Mizoram have a difficult task to perform to
restore normalcy in Mizoram. In our attempt to overcome the present difficulties I need and seek cooperation of
all the people in this matter.
I am confident that with generous support from the Government of India and with your kind cooperation, we
shall march forward towards the goal of peace, prosperity and progress, for our people of Mizoram. Jai
Hind!\fn{Delivered on Independence Day, August 15, 1979}
8
On the night of 4th January, 1980 a very unfortunate and undesirable incident took place at Champhai. Pu
Thangthula A. O.\fn{Agricultural Officer?} of Zote was in the midst of a family gathering in the house of his fatherin-law, Pu Selchhunga, amongst old men, women and children. While there he was shot at by two persons. He
succumbed to the wound while on the way to Aizawl. Police have intimated that the two killers were MNF and
that the names were also known. This was also confirmed by the dying declaration of Mr. Thangthula.
The Govt. of Mizoram feels deeply grieved at the gruesome murder of Mr. Thangthula. This officer had carried
out his duties honestly and with sincerity. The reason why he had been killed was because of his honesty and
sincerity in the performance of his duty. It is reported that the killers had demanded money of him but he could
not part with the money, being government money.. The result was that his life was taken away.
Taking away of human lives in this fashion has taken place in Mizoram several times. It is indeed very
deplorable. Apart from humanity it goes totally against a Christian life. The Government of Mizoram wish to
record its deep appreciation of the services of Mr. Thangthula for his honesty, sincerity and fearlessness in the
performance of his duties, even at the risk of his life. At the same time the Govt. of Mizoram strongly condemn
and deeply deplore violent killings of the type that has just happened to Mr. Thangthula. The government
considers that the perpetrators, abettors and instigators of this type of cruel murder are [a] burden on the Mizo
society.
Mizoram is passing through a very serious economic crisis due to scarcity of food and other essential
commodities, This crisis is partly due to troubles in Mizoram and partly due to disturbances in the neighbouring
states such as Sikhar, Shillong and Gauhati. During this difficult period it is important that the public should
cooperate with the government servants who are actually serving the people, in the performance of their duties. If
there are some amongst us who create obstruction in the way of government servants and commit acts of
intimidation, the ultimate sufferers will be the common men.
It is therefore, important that the public should boldly condemn such people. As Christians we cannot approve
of such people who indulge in acts of violence and we must plainly say so in public.
Taking away of precious human lives in this cruel mariner will do no good to our land and our people. Let us
all co-operate and resolve that violence of this nature should not happen again.\fn{ Delivered as a radio broadcast on an
unspecified date}
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Tonight I speak to you once again from the depth of my heart.
Towards the middle of May, 1980 the people of Mizoram were happy to learn that Mr. Laldenga was sending
his trusted Lieutenants as emissaries to MNF headquarters with the instruction that the MNF should abjure all
forms of violence and withdraw the “Quit Mizoram Order.” The people were happy at the prospect of peace.
However, the expectation of peace was short-lived. Some more acts of violence have again been committed by
the MNF underground as under:
(a) In the third week of May, 1980, a vehicle carrying CRP personnel, along with a few Mizo civilians who
were given [a] lift by the CRP, was ambushed near Muallungthu, a few miles from Aizawl. As a result of the
ambush, a civilian Mizo girl was killed on the spot and three other civilians and eight CRP personnel received
bullet injuries.
(b) On 7th June 1980, the MNF opened fire on the sentries on duty at the residence of Chief Executive Member
of the Chakma District Council, Chawngte.
(c) On 11 th June 1980, [a] Mizoram Police (MAP) vehicle, while coming from Vairengte to Aizawl, was
ambushed at Thingdawl, not far from Kolasib, by the MNF.
(d) On 11th June 1980, an Army convoy of three vehicles of 7 th Garhwal Rifles was ambushed near village
Tawipui on Lunglei-Lawngtlai road by the MNF.
(e) At 9:30 p.m., on the night of 13 th June 1980, the MNF brutally murdered Mr. Allauddin Chowdhury, Supply
Inspector and Mr. Muhibur Rahman, peon in [the] Electricity Department and seriously injured Mr. Jamiruddin
Laskar, Junior Engineer, PWD, at their residence at Lunglei. This particular incident was of very cruel nature. The
MNF tied the hands of the victims at their back and made them lie on their beds. After ransacking their suitcases
and other belongings, the two MNF personnel cut the throats of these unfortunate victims.
(f) At about 10:30 a. m. on 18th June 1980, a passenger bus carrying 37 passengers was ambushed between
Kawnpui and Bualpui on [the] Aizaw1-Silchar road. Out of 37 passengers, 8 were non-Mizos. The 8 non-Mizo
passengers were shot, resulting in the death of 3 and serious injury to 2. After that, the bus was set on fire and
gutted.
What is the meaning of all this? Talking of peace in Delhi and killings on the ground in Mizoram makes no
sense at all.
To Mr. Laldenga, let me put this simple question to you. You have announced, time and again, that you accept
Mizoram as an integral part of India and that you want a settlement of Mizoram political problem within the
Constitution of India. You have earnestly told the National leaders in Delhi that you are a citizen of India and that
you have decided to abjure violence. With that end in view, you decided to send your trusted Lieutenants to MNF
headquarters with the instruction for them to abjure violence and cancel/withdraw the “Quit Mizoram Order.”
The people of Mizoram would like to believe that you are sincere this time when you tell the National leaders
that you will abjure violence and withdraw the “Quit Mizoram Order.” Why don’t you translate your sincerity into
action on the ground in Mizoram? Mere sincerity by lips, and that too only in Delhi, is not good enough. Why
cannot you publicly tell your followers here in Mizoram to stop [the] killing of innocent people; or, for that
matter, to abjure violence in any form? In other words, your sincerity must be translated into tangible form on the
ground in Mizoram here and now.
To the leaders of Student Action Committee:
Recently you have had certain deliberations as to what you want to do regarding foreign nationals, boundary
issue, human rights, etc. I would ask you to remember. whatever else you may do, that you should not indulge in
anti-national activities or violent activities. Whatever your programme may be; do not bring in any secessionist
tendency or violence in any form. In one of your recent meetings some of the leaders made inflammatory
speeches which can be construed as anti-national and as tending to violence.
To the people of Mizoram:
On 25th March, 1980 in my radio broadcast, I appealed to you thus, “So long as the people of Mizoram do not
condemn these acts of cruelty and violence by the MNF, such acts of violence will continue and the people will
continue to suffer and the progress of Mizoram is retarded.”
Do you want to continue to suffer? Do you want that the progress of Mizoram should be retarded? Today, you
are practically starving. You had no proper harvest last year and you are looking forward to rice coming from
outside Mizoram through Silchar and then to Aizawl and to your villages. You expect the Government to run
buses for you. You expect the Government to produce electricity for your villages. You expect the Government! to
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bring about development in the rural areas.
The work on all these projects, is hampered by the acts of cruelty and violence by the MNF from time to time.
You have to make a choice out of two. If you want progress and development, if you want food and drinking
water and electricity, these acts of cruelty and violence by the MNF must be stopped by you. You can stop it only
if you condemn publicly these acts of cruelty and violence by the MNF. Remember that these acts of cruelty and
violence do not bring anything good for you or for Mizoram, nothing whatsoever. It brings only disgrace and
shame for the Mizo community and miseries and sufferings to you.
To the Mizo MNF underground:
What is your target? What is your goal? Your leadership have told you that settlement of Mizoram political
problem will be made within the Constitution of India. Then why are you still killing people? You should know
that the Mizo people in general are completely fed up with your nonsense killings. We know that certain overground people with vested interest are instigating you to do all these. And you listen to them.
If you continue to indulge in these senseless killings, the law of the land has to take note of it. Law enforcing
agencies will have to do their works. I appeal to you to come home with your weapons, and live a normal life. Do
you realize that your various activities only result in miseries and sufferings to the people of Mizoram and retard
the progress and development in our land?
10
I am grateful to the Prime Minister for calling this meeting to discuss the draft Plan-Frame of the 6 th Five Year
Plan. I generally endorse the approach, and I consider the objectives praiseworthy particularly Paragraphs (v) and
(vi):
(v) Improving the quality of life of the people in general with special reference to the economically and socially
handicapped population through a minimum needs programme whose coverage is so designed as to ensure that all parts
of the country attain within a prescribed period nationally accepted standards.
(vi) Strengthening the redistributive bias of public policies and services in favour of the poor contributing to a reduction
in inequalities of income and wealth.

It has been stated that “during the 30 years of planned development which we have just completed, we have
made impressive progress in developing Agriculture and Industry, Science and Technology, Health and Education
and the infrastructure for a wide range of services.”
But I am sorry to say that this statement has no relevance so far as a portion of the country, namely Mizoram,
is concerned. Mizoram is still virtually where it was at the time of attainment of Independence. No doubt the rest
of the country has made impressive progress, but Mizoram is still far behind even in building up the requisite
infrastructure. Planned development has been attempted since it became a Union Territory in 1972. But no proper
and systematic development work could be carried out due to the disturbed conditions. In fact the first four Five
Year Plans had practically eluded us.
Implementation of the 5th Five Year Plan got underway with the handicap of the whole area being under
military operation. We have therefore, a huge backlog of development works which have accumulated for the last
30-odd years. Our Plan provision and programme must be such that we catch up with the rest of the country very
quickly.
Mizoram has several other reasons for being given special consideration for development. More than 90% of
its inhabitants are ignorant and backward scheduled tribes. The entire region is covered with mountainous terrain,
large areas of which are still almost inaccessible. The whole Territory is sandwiched between Burma and
Bangladesh, having a single narrow road link with the rest of the country through Cachar District of Assam. It has
no Railways or Waterways or Air services to connect it with the outside world. No wonder, therefore, it remains
extremely backward economically and industrially even after three decades of the inauguration of the Republic.
In order to tackle this gigantic problem we have drawn up our priorities for development as follows:
(a) Self-sufficiency in food
(b) Drinking water supply
(c) Power
(d) Roads
(e) Transport
(f) Rural Development.
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Some two decades ago the Territory used to be self-sufficient in food. However, we have now to import about
two-thirds of our requirements of food grains from outside due to various reasons including military operations.
The people very often go hungry in spite of colossal expenditure towards transportation subsidies, including airdropping. A vast majority of our cultivators still practice jhumming, which is not only unproductive but
destructive to our forest wealth, resulting in heavy erosion of the soil. These cultivators are to be resettled and
rehabilitate in wet rice cultivation, terrace cultivation, horticulture and plantation. We have to reclaim all the flat
lands for WRC\fn{Wet Rice Cultivation} and gentle slopes for terrace cultivation. A network of agricultural link
roads will have to be constructed. For various reasons our method of implementation should be highly
mechanized in order to fulfill our programmes. We need a sizeable allotment of fund for all these.
Some reductions in subsidies are envisaged in the draft. I am afraid subsidies on fertilizers and food transport
will have to be retained for some time at least for far-flung areas like Mizoram. To achieve price stability at least
in regard to essential commodities, not only designing of fiscal and monetary policies is essential but also an
establishment of an efficient system of transportation and stocking so that at no point of time far-flung areas like
Mizoram suffer from shortages. You will be pained to know that as we depend upon the FCI rice, particularly in
bad years, rice sometimes has been sold at Rs. 7.00 per kg. and salt at Rs. 8.00 per kg. We have established a
fairly efficient public distribution system, but it can provide relief to people only if there are sufficient quantity of
various essential commodities to be distributed. It is a good idea to have buffer stocks up to 15 million tonnes, but
this will have no meaning for us, if they are at Delhi or around (?) and the grains cannot be reached in time.
Drinking water supply, which is taken for granted even in remote villages elsewhere in the country, is still a
luxury even in Aizawl the capital of the Union Territory. You will be surprised to know that a kerosene tin of
water is sold for as much as Rs. 2.00 or more during the dry season in Aizawl. Electric power is necessary to
pump up water to our towns and villages which are traditionally located on top of the hills. In the absence of
power, we intend to supply drinking water to villages by means of gravity wherever possible. But for Aizawl town
and many other places there is no feasible means of water supply except by pumping up water from several
hundred meters down below. We need [a] large amount of fund to provide an even barely adequate drinking water
supply for the people of Mizoram.
Whereas we are talking of countrywide shortage of power and whereas the power supply in Mizoram is so
meager and erratic that the householder in Aizawl can use his electric light only occasionally, no detailed
investigation or development of a single unit has so far been carried out, though we have a considerable potential
for generating cheap hydroelectric power. If this potential is tapped, Mizoram could not only become selfsufficient in power but could be in a position to supply excess power to neighbouring States. A preliminary
investigation carried out by Central Water Commission on a single visit has shown that we have potential for
generating at least 1600 MW of hydroelectric power, and this potential may be raised to 3000 to 4000 MWs after
proper investigation.
At the moment the Territory holds the lowest record of rural electrification in the whole country. Schemes are
required to be investigated on priority basis. We are not in a position to do it on our own, on account of nonavailability of manpower. Training of our people to build up manpower will take several years. Centre, therefore,
must take the responsibility of harnessing this vast potential. Incentives may even be provided for technical
people if necessary.
For accelerated development in both Industrial and Agricultural spheres, building up of infrastructure is
essential. Network of power supply and communication system for both roads and railways have to be built up
urgently. Some of our villages can only be reached after several days journey on foot. Our FWD cannot build up
communication network fast enough. It is considered necessary and imperative that Border Road Task Force
should take up construction of many more roads in the territory.
One of the objectives of the draft 6th Five Year Plan is “reduction in regional inequalities in the pace of
development and in the diffusion of technological benefits.”
Indeed the country cannot make genuine progress while a portion remains stagnated and undeveloped. The
people of Mizoram therefore, expect a benevolent attitude and special consideration from the Government of
India and to provide them with a generous financial allotment for the implementation of the development
programmes of their Territory. They hope the Government would enable them to redeem the lost opportunities and
they are looking forward to a genuine economic development and progress in tune with the rest of the country. I
do hope the 6th Five Year Plan will be meaningful for Mizoram and will have its impact in developing the most
remote and backward area of the country.\fn{ Delivered at the National Council in New Delhi on August 30, 1980}
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84.121 The Last Chapter\fn{by Vijaya Rajadhyaksha (1933- )} Miraj, Sangli District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 8
Paradkar sat in a chair on the verandah, idly turning over the pages of the newspaper. His eyes flitted over the
contents of the newspaper but his mind failed to grasp what he read. He was thinking,
“Very soon there is going to be some big explosion in this house. Is it in my hands to avoid it? Suppose I do
not show Dinkar’s letter to Shardabai?”
It was with considerable thought that Paradkar had decided to show her the letter and discuss it; and yet as the
moment approached nearer he grew more and more restless.
*
The letter had arrived four days ago. On the envelope was written “Dinkar Pandit, Calcutta.” There was no
reason to be surprised because letters from Pandit used to come off and on. But an envelope and that too so thick
and heavy! Otherwise brief postcards used to arrive. The replies that went were equally brief. Contact was
maintained. But they did not know much about each other.
Dinkar too did not desire it. It was not that Paradkar would not care if he were to write something more but he
did not write. All is well on the whole was the inference that one was able to draw.
These thoughts crossed Paradkar’s mind as he opened the letter. His hands were shaking somewhat. The letter
was indeed different from the usual ones.
Pandit had written:
“Lately Shanta had been sick most of the time. I had to do everything for her. She passed away two months
ago. Now I am alone here. My mind is not at peace. I feel like coming back. How can I do it? Where could I stay?
Will you please think about it and let me know? I know that my loneliness will not disappear even if I come back
there. But I can no longer stay in this alien place. My financial position is fairly good … I can pay for my stay.
Please see if some arrangement is possible and let me know. I am waiting for your reply.”
This formed the main substance. There was a lot more around this. The communication was not only extensive,
its tone was also different. It contained a frank admission of his lonely and restless condition. This tone was not in
tune with Pandit’s nature.
As he read the letter, the realization dawned on Paradkar with great intensity that this must be a broken man.
Otherwise he would not write like this. His desire to come back did not seem to be quite right—at least not for the
time being. He would meet acquaintances. They would make all kinds of undesirable queries. Dinkar might be
able to keep such people at a distance. He was after all somewhat unsocial. Nobody would dare to ask him anything. But what about the family? What if he came across them?
From these questions only an idea occurred to Paradkar. He did not brush it off.
“Let me collect all the other information and then turn to this idea,” he decided. He felt that he should also
consult his wife. They had never talked at length about a man called Pandit but Maltibai had some idea about him.
Paradkar told her about Pandit’s letter and asked,
“What should we do?”
“Why is he coming here after all these years? Isn’t it awkward for everyone concerned?” Maltibai posed a
counter-question.
“That is his business. Since he wants it, we must do something about it. Can you think of anything?”
“Nothing at the moment. Suppose you were to fix him up with someone as a paying guest. But whether or not
it would suit your friend is also a question.”
“This thought came to my mind as well. To tell you the truth, I even made enquiries about some good home for
the aged.”
“An old people’s home! Would he be prepared to call himself old?”
“Look! Whatever he has done has been done. There is no point in raking it up”
Paradkar could not miss the sarcasm in Maltibai's question.
“Well! I too do not know everything. But from what I have heard—”
“We will talk about it later. Right now our job is to help him! Suppose, we offer him a place in the outhouse of
our bungalow? After all it is lying vacant. He could make some arrangement for food.”
“I have no objection. However, I do feel that you should talk to Shardabai before taking any decision. We are
on good terms with her.”
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“That is true. But I have never talked to her about Dinkar. Nor has she asked me ever.”
“Still, it is better to let her know. Her children are now grown up. If you like, you speak to one of the sons.”
“No … I will talk to Shardabai herself."
*
It was for this purpose that Paradkar had come. Shardabai had welcomed him cordially. They had talked about
a few sundry matters.
“Please allow me to order tea and make an urgent phone call;” saying this she had gone inside. It was time for
her to come back.
“I shall tell her and face the consequences.” Paradkar made up his mind as he saw Shardabai coming from the
living room to the verandah. “It is not necessary that something would happen. Shardabai has a peaceful nature. It
is possible that her mind has developed a certain detachment after so many years. It is better to talk freely without
presuming anything.”
“Tea will be coming shortly,” said Shardabai. “Take your own time. I am not in a hurry. There is something
that I have to tell you. That is why I have come with time to spare.”
“There is a letter from Dinkar.”
Shardabai became still. Neither of them knew what to say. But only for a moment. She controlled herself
immediately.
“Everything is all right, I hope.”
Paradkar was taken aback by her self-control and admired her too. He felt reassured.
“I have brought the letter with me. Would you read it?
“No, just tell me what you want me to know.”
“He is thinking of coming back. He is alone now and says that his mind is not at rest.”
“Hmmm!”
“I thought it over. Finally I have decided to offer him a place in the outhouse of our bungalow. He could live
independently Besides, we would be company for each other. That would be a support. One needs it too at this
age. We used to stay together in the hostel when we were in college. We could live like that again. I just wanted to
make sure that you would not have any objection.”
“Why should there be any objection?”
“After all, the acquaintances would come to know, the relatives would come to know. There would be
questions. I do not want to cause you any trouble.”
“I have stopped being bothered about all this. Please do not have any anxiety on that score. I have only one
thing to ask: Why are you taking on this liability?”
“Why not? He is in the best of health. There is no problem about money!”
“That is so now. But after some years?”
“We will think about that later.”
“No. Listen to me. Write to him on my behalf asking him to come and stay here. There is only one condition—
he is not to bring his money in this house!”
Paradkar was stunned. It had not occurred to him at all that there would be a suggestion of this kind from
Shardabai.
“It is natural for you to be surprised. You may even have doubts whether he would be properly taken care of
here. I can only tell you not to have any anxiety about that.”
“What about the sons?”
“There is no need to worry about them. There is a bond of trust between me and the children. They know
everything. I have not hidden anything; neither from them nor from the people around me. I kept on telling them
frankly whatever took place. I did not fabricate any false stories. There has been no attempt to cover up and no
attempt to pollute the minds. Therefore, the children would be able to accept him in this house with clear minds. I
have brought up my children in freedom. They are busy with their own work. Vijay is out most of the day. Srirang
too is preoccupied with his own affairs. My daughters-in-law are in service. I too have busied myself in many
ways. I am deliberately telling you all this so that you could understand the general atmosphere in our house. He
too could remain independent. We have extended this house recently. The two rooms on the terrace are vacant.”
“Shardabai, you are really extraordinary!” Paradkar said in full earnest. . .
“What is so extraordinary about it? Once one has made up one’s mind to stand up in life, everything can be
managed.”
Paradkar was somewhat overwhelmed. His mind was filled with admiration for Shardabai. This woman had
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really come a long way! When Dinkar was here she had no independent identity of her own. She used to come to
their house with him and go. Didn’t talk much. If one went to their house she would be seen completely
preoccupied with household chores and attending to the children. When Dinkar left the house, she had cried. At
that time one was worried as to what would happen to her and the children. In the period that followed one had
kept in touch with her and deliberately maintained the contact so that in case these people needed any support at
any time they should be able to ask for it without hesitation.
But no support was needed. This woman managed everything: the education of the children, their marriages.
Vijay a doctor; Srirang a professor. Neela too married into a good family. Quietly without making any noise of
any kind the woman managed everything. It was indeed extraordinary!
The tea had arrived.
“Please take it.” Shardabai offered a cup to Paradkar.
“Nobody else seems to be at home?”
“I told you. At this time only the grandchildren are at home. There is always a fracas. Nimish! Come here!
Look, a grandpa has come!”
There was naturalness and ease in Shardabai’s conduct. Paradkar was ill at ease. The conversation was going
on superficially. After some time he got up.
“I’ll take leave now.”
“All right. Do come again. Bring Maltibai along when you come. We have not met lately. And please keep in
mind what I have said. We have no objection whatsoever. The matter now rests with him.”
As he was coming out Paradkar thought, “I was unnecessarily worried. No explosion! Nothing whatsoever!
Shardabai has resolved everything. What she says is true. It is now Dinkar’s concern. I must write to him what
Shardabai has suggested. Who knows what his reaction would be like!”
He wrote to Pandit at length. He decided not to think about the matter till a reply came from Pandit.
Surprisingly the reply came immediately. Shardabai’s proposal was acceptable to him.
“I myself am not clear in my mind why I am taking this decision. To come back to a house one had abandoned
once is a kind of humiliation, isn’t it? But it is not infrequently that one suffers humiliation in one’s life. Let it be!
In any case We are going to meet now. We will talk about it as and when the matter comes up. I feel like talking
and lifting a burden off my mind. You would realize when you read this that I am undergoing a change.”
Paradkar too was wondering how Pandit had been able to take this decision so early. Could it be that the
complications involved in it had not occurred to him or did he now have only a pragmatic point of view? Paradkar
informed Shardabai,
“I will go to the railway station.”
“The train arrives around eleven, isn’t it? I shall not be at home at that time. I will leave instructions with
Sagunabai. The room upstairs has been made ready. If anything else is needed, she will be there. You too have
your meal here.”
“We’ll see.”
“Do come sometime.”
“Of course.”
Paradkar was still astonished at Shardabai’s restraint and mused, “On what kind of strength can a person
manage this journey? Does everyone possess this strength? Is it possible to acquire it? Does it require a strong
will? Can all of us acquire it? What a woman could do, a man like me …”
But the next moment he realized that this masculine ego was in vain.
*
After Paradkar told the auto-rickshaw to stop, Pandit stood dazed in front of the double-storied house called
Sadhana on Prabhat Road. His thoughts raced back in time.
“Isn’t there some mistake? How could this pretty house with a lovely garden be ours? Our house was squat,
looking somewhat discolored both inside and outside. There were about half a dozen plants in the compound but
they were not looked after properly. They bore seasonal flowers. There was a tap in the courtyard but no one used
it. Dried leaves would gather in heaps around it. Very often one had the desire to get it all cleaned but in the hurry
and hustle of the routine life one was never able to find time for these things. One kept away from house. Now the
place has undergone a metamorphosis. The basic layout is the same but the house is looking too attractive with the
surrounding garden, the creepers climbing over the wall and the newly-built terrace. The garden seems to have
been watered just a short while ago. How cool and peaceful one feels!”
There was the soft fragrance of the parijataka flower as they entered the house. It felt very cheerful.
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Paradkar rang the bell, standing on the doorstep. Pandit’s heart went pitter-patter, “Who would come to open
the door!”
There was a nameplate bearing the names Dr. Vijay Pandit and Prof. Srirang Pandit. For a moment he was
overwhelmed with emotion.
“How big have these children grown! What could they be looking like?”
A host of questions were surging forward in the mind.
“I feel like an outsider. I have indeed decided to stay here but how far will I be able to carry out my resolve? At
this moment I do not have the slightest idea. One thing is certain. I have to remain aloof. Paradkar had clearly said
so in his letter, ‘You are coming here for support, for company, you will get that in some measure. But do not
expect anything more.’ Do I have the right to have any expectation?”
Someone carried the luggage upstairs and kept it there. It was a spacious, airy room. There was nothing lacking
in any way.
Sagunabai brought tea. There was a sweet little boy of about two with her.
“This is Nimish. Vijay’s son,” said Paradkar.
Pandit was about to say something when Sagunabai said, “Come child. Aren’t we going to bathe now?”
Pandit realized that this was probably how the situation was going to be. Everything to be done properly but
not to go beyond etiquette. All this must be according to Sharda’s instructions. And there was nothing wrong in it.
Nimish turned around and looked at him. The innocent curiosity in his gaze touched Pandit to the core. A
peculiar thought suddenly rose in his mind.
“Suppose one day he comes near me and asks, ‘Grandpa where were you all these years?’ What will I say?”
Paradkar said:
“I will take leave now. Have your lunch and rest. I will come in the evening or some time tomorrow. Then we
will chat at leisure.”
“Paradkar might also want to know where I have been all these years and what I have been doing. He has to be
told all this sooner or later whether he asks for it or not.”
Pandit felt lost after Paradkar had left. He did not know what to do. He came to the terrace. It was clear, blue
sky. A lone bird was in flight. Below in the garden one could see the sprawling shade under the gulmohar tree.
Pandit kept on looking at that shade.
“Nimish would ask, ‘Grandpa, where were you all these years?’ All these years means how many? … Nearly
15 or 16.”
*
At that time Vijay must have been about 15. Pandit’s friendship with Manu was developing fast. He was nearly
fifty and she was about thirty; unmarried; principal of a girls’ school. Who knows what drew her to him? She had
once said, “You are good-looking and there is a manliness in those good looks.” He was tempted by that. She
always spoke like that without inhibition—not bothered about who would say what.
Their friendship was noticed by Sharda. Naturally she created a fuss.
“The children are young. Please stop all this at least for their sake,” she said again and again. But was he in a
mood to listen? He was completely swept away by the current. The dare-deviltry of youth had once again taken
possession of him. Sharda was immersed in her family with practically no time for him. She had the children
rather late in life. She used to be preoccupied in attending to them.
The vacuum in his life had started increasing. Manu filled this vacuum. Life acquired a new meaning.
One day an irresistible impulse rising like a lightning seized him and Pandit left his home. The question as to
where to go did not arise. Manu’s house was there. She was living alone. Her radical ideas had made it impossible
for her to get along with her parents.
“I am interested in my career. I do not want the shackles of marriage. That is why I quarreled and left home.”
“It was all right when you were alone. But now that we are living together and that too without getting
married, the society may harass you. Will you be able to keep your job?”
“I do no care.”
There were murmurs in the town. But both stuck to their resolve. The murmurs gradually died down. Manu
had to tender her resignation. She started accepting tuitions at home. Her free life was not much of an obstacle in
obtaining them.
Pandit did not have much trouble. If someone were to speak tauntingly, he would snub him there and then.
Who then would confront him? And where on earth do people have the time to keep track of the same affair for
ever?
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Gradually people got used to it. Three or four years passed smoothly. But once the novelty of the new life was
over … the same old tension and quarrels … a constant mental strain. And no one else to blame for it. It was also
not possible to go back. The bridge leading to the old life was blown by Pandit himself.
Once a fight started as usual. Manu said in a fit of anger, “Who are you to order me around? This is my house.
Only my word would prevail here.”
That was the last straw.
*
Once again there was that lightning-like irresistible impulse and Pandit left Manu’s house. He arrived straight
in Bombay. A friend had a vacant apartment. He had taken his permission to stay there. He had earned a good
reputation. As such it did not take him long to establish himself as an income-tax consultant.
The day would be spent in work. But when there was no work, time would be heavy on his hands. He would
get restless. He began to grow rather too fond of the bottle.
He came across Nirmala during that period. A rich widow, she had come to Pandit’s office for some work
because someone had suggested his name. Later no excuse was required to meet each other. Pandit left his
friend’s apartment. He started living in Nirmala’s bungalow in Walakeshwar. Not many people came to know
about it in that vast city. No one knew Pandit.
The problem was only Nirmala’s. Who knows how she managed in the beginning? But within a year she was
under strain. On one side was Pandit, on the other the children. The children used to call him “Uncle.” But later
Nirmala’s relatives convinced them that he was not an uncle. The children were upset. They started staying out
and would not talk to their mother even when they were at home.
Nirmala could not bear it. She took out her annoyance with the children on Pandit.
“I won’t tolerate this drinking, etc. The children are small.”
“I drink in my room. I do not drink in front of your children.”
“Still they know. That’s why they stay away from home. They have yet their whole life ahead of them. If there
is any bad influence on them at this tender age—”
“What do you wish to suggest?”
“Nothing in particular but—”
“Why are you afraid of saying it? Do you take me for an unclaimed dog in the street? Just bring him in and tie
him to a chain? Remember one thing. The need is yours, not mine.”
“Then it is not my need either.”
Pandit went back to the friend’s apartment.
*
He used to write only to Paradkar. Paradkar noted that the address had changed.
Many years had passed since he left home. Sometimes there would be memories of home, particularly of the
children but Pandit would banish all such thoughts with an effort. He had also forbidden Paradkar to write about
home.
Loneliness kept on mounting. Life had no more any direction passing from one whirlpool to another.
*
But Shanta was not a whirlpool. On the contrary it was she who had tried to bring stability to his drifting life.
If he had not met Shanta …
A letter came from the friend in whose apartment he was staying.
“My sister who lives in Calcutta is coming to Bombay for a few days. Since I have not met her for a number of
years, I am also thinking of coming over. You will not be inconvenienced in any way. In fact, Shanta’s coming
would make things more convenient. Though unmarried, she is an excellent housewife. You stay with us without
hesitation. We would also be able to chat with each other this way.”
His curiosity was aroused. What would Shanta be like? Why was she not married? Why did she stay in
Calcutta? What did she do there?
All these questions found their answers with Shanta’s arrival. She had contracted tuberculosis while she was
still young. The years of aspirations were all spent in struggling with the disease. She started working for the
homeless women during that period. That work was continued later too. After recovering from the illness she
decided to stay alone in a far-off place. No one raised any objection. She was down in spirits during her illness.
“Let her live happily wherever she wants to” was what the members of her family said.
Shanta was thin and plain looking. Her mind was cast in quite a different mold on account of having done
social work for so many years. She used to talk earnestly about her work. There was no doubt in her mind as to
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what she wanted to do and how she wanted to live. She had a clear vision of her path.
It was this being sure of herself that had attracted Pandit. Who knows what exactly attracted her? Till that time
she was not emotionally involved with anyone. But she began to change in Pandit’s company. Maybe the urge to
settle down, the urge for support which had hitherto lain dormant had become stronger. There was no change in
her decision even after Pandit had told her about his earlier life.
A new chapter in life began in Calcutta. It was a period of great peace. No tensions. No humiliation. The attraction of the body did not play a part in that. He wanted only companionship. He wanted to spend the rest of his
life in that companionship.
Pandit had joined in Shanta’s work. His knowledge of law was of help to her. With his collaboration she was
going to expand the area of her work. Together the two were going to take other problems in hand.
Pandit gained a new vision while doing that work. There are various kinds of suffering. Suffering cannot be
avoided. One has to learn how to bear it and while learning it one needs somebody’s support. What are these
people to do who do not have this support?
This question would arise frequently in Pandit’s mind. He was clinging tightly to the support provided by
Shanta. Perhaps she too …
But her old illness reared its head again. She started losing weight. It was painful even to look at her.
Shanta died in sleep. She did not suffer.
*
After she was gone, there was again the question, “What to do now?”
One path was in sight. To stay on and continue the same work. But now there was no attachment with that
alien city. The work also was not really suited to his constitution. He had managed to do it in Shanta’s company. If
she had survived a little longer, he might have even got genuinely interested in it but his stay in Calcutta was a
short spell of just two and a half years.
He at times wondered why he did not meet Shanta earlier. How he had carelessly scattered away in the wind
his life in the intervening period. He was confident of his physical strength. He was intoxicated with his own. He
never thought he was doing anything wrong. If only he had met Shanta at that time, nothing perhaps would have
happened. She would not have attracted any notice.
Pandit continued to be in conflict with himself for a month. Finally he had written to Paradkar.
*
When Pandit read Paradkar’s letter he could not believe its contents.
“Sharda is asking me to stay at home? After so many years!”
An upheaval in his mind! But a decision was taken in a helpless moment. He was to return Home!
If Nimish did pose a question all this would have to be told. It was not at all possible for him to understand.
Had Pandit understood it himself? Even though it was a kind of a rut, he did lead a normal family life for a few
years. It might perhaps have been slow moving and lukewarm but there was no abrasive discontent. If he had not
met Manu, he would have dragged it on till the end. He met her and reins gave way. Life galloped away madly. In
how many different directions he went in that momentum and the intoxication it brought about! Events
extraordinary as in fiction took place. In about fifteen years three women had entered his life one after another.
While the first one had boosted his ego by praising his looks, the second one did it by appreciating his intellect.
What the third one needed was primarily support, companionship. But even this expectation of hers was a kind of
a challenge to his male ego.
Was this life-away-from-home a happy life? He had to say “no” without letting his ego intervene. A lot of
tension, bitter memories and occasional humiliation also. But there was no alternative to leading this kind of life.
To be devastated, to strive to find one’s feet and in the process to be developed again. This cycle had gone on for
so many years!
Now he was tired. He longed for warmth. Would this house which was once his home offer this warmth? It
was not possible to say anything yet.
Pandit was gazing at the blue sky overhead as if at a blank paper. One could not say whether there were going
to be clouds or the stars were going to appear.
Sagunabai brought his lunch upstairs.
“Sir, please have your lunch. Please ring this bell if you need anything. I am in the kitchen.”
The food had a familiar flavor. A curry of green fenugreek leaves. Could Sharda have cooked this favorite
curry of his on purpose?
The next moment Pandit felt ashamed of himself. What right did he have to expect anything from Sharda?
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What had he done for her? Not even a simple query about her welfare during all these years!
Pandit felt somewhat relaxed after the meal. Inside he felt a little more confident. All was going to be well for
him in that house. He might or might not get affection. But there would certainly be no humiliation.
On account of that conviction and also on account of fatigue Pandit fell into a deep slumber. When he woke
up, the sun had climbed down. A soft breeze came into the room. On the table by the bedside was a thermos flask
and a cup. Apparently tea had been served.
As he drank his tea after splashing water on his face Pandit felt refreshed. He peeped over the terrace and
glanced downwards. Sharda was standing under a tree giving some instructions to the gardener. There were some
small children around. One of them must be Nimish. What were the others called? Pandit felt like calling them.
Perhaps he should go downstairs on his own? But he curbed that impulse. He had not as yet figured out how he
should conduct himself there. It was not possible to do that within a short time. He would have to grope around
for a few days. Maybe after that …
Some ten days had passed. Pandit’s daily routine was getting fixed. A walk in the morning. Paradkar or one of
the old friends would come in the evening. They had come to know from Paradkar. He had felt somewhat
embarrassed in the first meeting. Gradually the embarrassment gave way to free and open conversation. Nor did
he feel that the visits were resented by anyone in the family.
The meals and the afternoon siesta—everything in his room upstairs. But while he sat there, he was gradually
able to figure out what was going on downstairs. Around 8-8:15 Vijay would set out in the car. At 9 or sometimes
at 10 there was the sound of Srirang’s motorbike. In between one could hear the voices of their wives: “Madhuri,
it is time for the school bus. Drink your milk fast,” or “Sudershan, have you packed all your books in your schoolbag?” They would also set out after the children had left.
Sushama and Shobhana. He had come to know these names from Sharda’s calls. The girls were smart. They
moved about swiftly in the house. They were constantly asking, “Mummy, may I do this? May I do that?” While
going out everyone would say good-bye, “Bye mummy,” “Bye granny …”
Sharda too went out around eleven. And then there was only Nimish in the house.
The house got busy again in the evening. Late in the evening one could faintly hear the happy conversation at
the dining- table.
A scene would conjure up before his eyes. Sharda had spread over the entire house like a luxuriant creeper. The
house was blooming under her green touch.
While witnessing all that a question would pose itself to Pandit,
“Where exactly is my place in the house? On the terrace? Will it always be on the terrace? Would there ever be
any change? Would I ever be taken into the fold?”
This was the only thing that pinched. Otherwise there was no room for complaint. Nobody had been curt to
him. On that day itself when he had arrived, all the members of the family had come and met him. Formal, polite
concern. An occasional query, “Do you need anything?” Srirang would send him the books and the magazines that
he borrowed from the college. Sometimes he would bring them himself. Once when Sagunabai reported that he
had not had his meal, Vijay came to examine him and sent the medicine promptly. Sushama or Shobhana would
personally bring the evening meal. Smilingly they would ask some questions. Occasionally a grandchild would
come running.
What more could have been done? That’s why there was no room for complaint. Only the fact that it was for
the sake of decorum alone and that there was no attempt to eliminate tension or reduce distance, pinched Pandit
constantly.
One more thing.
Sharda had come upstairs only on the day of his arrival along with all the others. Afterwards she never came
there. She did not even speak if he met her in passing. But this aloofness was also restrained.
How had she managed to acquire that balance; that restraint? Would she ever talk about it; thinking whatever
had happened had happened, at a time when life was gradually passing through the eventide towards the night!
He could make her talk in case he got the chance. But would it seem proper? Everybody in that house was
cautiously keeping propriety. He too should be able to do so. There should be no transgression.
Pandit was reminding himself again and again. Days just passed. Pandit was observing his transformed and
well-to-do home. One afternoon when nobody was around, he wandered about through the whole house.
Sagunabai saw him downstairs and said,
“Sir, do you need anything?”
“No, I need nothing. I am just looking the house over.”
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“Please do! Bai has got everything renovated. The house was painted recently.”
Gone completely was the old look of the house. It was furnished in modern style but there was no display of
any kind. There used to be only four rooms in the old house. Now two rooms seemed to have been added on the
side. For each person there was independent arrangement. Which was Sharda’s room? Was it the same they used
to share? Pandit noticed that the room had been demolished in the reconstruction of the house. Instead there was a
spacious modern type of kitchen in the same place. Next to it was the dining-room and beyond that the living
room. There was nothing lacking anywhere.
All this created by Sharda!
*
Earlier he had never been aware of this potential that she possessed. She used to be somewhat timid and shy.
How did she change so much afterwards? Was it because his protective shade had moved away?
What all must she have suffered when he went away! The children were small. How exhausted must she have
been while bringing them up! But perhaps she brought everything quietly under control. She must have accepted
the life ahead as a kind of challenge. The fact that he was not there did not seem to have mattered at all. Everything was well looked after. The children were intelligent, clever; smart daughters-in-law; charming grandchildren
with Sharda at the center of the entire household. One could feel her influence over everything in the house.
He could have had a share in that. Who knows? The house would have perhaps grown in a different way. Or it
might have collapsed. Was Sharda able to face the challenge because she was alone?
Pandit’s feet dragged while wandering around in the house. He thought,
“Let me not go back. Let me sit here only. What would happen?”
He checked himself. With the same dragging feet he started climbing the stairs. Sagunabai had already left the
afternoon tea there.
There was a tumult in his mind. Should he speak to Sharda? How to speak?
*
One morning he became aware of a commotion near the gate. He peeped over from the terrace. Vijay’s car was
waiting. Luggage was being kept in the car. Everyone was dressed and ready. The children were excited. They
were apparently going on a journey.
“Take care,” Sharda said by way of a farewell.
“Mummy we are off, please look after yourself.”
“Don’t worry about me. Nimish would also be all right. Have fun. You will come the day after tomorrow. Isn’t
it? Be back before nightfall.”
Vijay’s car left. Pandit kept on looking vacantly at the road. He felt someone’s presence in the room. Nimish
was standing by his side. He wondered, “How did he come here? How is it that nobody stopped him?”
“Go downstairs, dear.”
Nimish shook his head to say “No.”
“Come. I’ll take you.”
Pandit took him downstairs. Saguna was nowhere to be seen. Sharda was sitting in the garden. Alone. There
was no one around. Should he talk to her? Before he could decide anything, the words slipped out of his mouth,
“He had come upstairs …”
“Oh, that’s why! I looked for him everywhere and wondered where he had disappeared.”
Pandit felt reassured. “The family seems to have gone out of town.”
“Yes, to Lonavala. They go there occasionally.”
“You … you …”
“I too go sometimes. I didn’t go today.”
The answers were spontaneous. Therefore, it was possible to keep the conversation going.
“Don’t you feel lonely? Am I being too cheeky? Please don’t be angry. If you are, I will instantly withdraw my
question. But I have been wanting to speak to you.”
“Well, go ahead.”
“Can I? I do not have the right and yet I want to understand you. Just tell me what you feel like telling me. I
gave you a lot of trouble. I do not wish to hurt you any more.”
“I have gone beyond all troubles. There is nothing in my life which I cannot tell.”
“How much have you changed in these fifteen-sixteen years! You must have suffered a lot. From where did
you get the strength to bear it? Weren’t you at all curious to know how I was faring during this period? Sorry, I am
asking too many questions.”
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“There is only one answer to all these questions. There were only two options for me when you left. To pine
and torture myself. Had I tortured myself, society would also have tortured me. I do not know from where I got
the strength. But it is true that I controlled myself in the very first few days. I might have derived strength from
the thought that I had to bring up my children. So I followed the second path: to forget everything and to start a
new life—to strike roots in life and to save myself. I am an ordinary woman; I did not even have sufficient
education. But once a person decides not to ruin herself and to keep blooming as much as possible, nothing is
difficult. Or maybe it is difficult. It is true that somehow I managed it.”
As Pandit listened with rapt attention, his entire life flashed before his eyes like a picture screen. What did life
give him? He might have obtained momentary pleasure. But what about the steady happiness that Sharda had
within her! The contentment! What Sharda had said was true. There are only two ways: to spend oneself away or
to plant oneself. He did not see the second path at that time. Even if he had seen it, he might not have accepted it.
Now, of course, he felt that the second path was the right one. Could he strike roots now? What strength this sense
of having struck roots gives!
Because Sharda had this strength, she was able to call him back. Would he ever get the strength to go beyond
regrets, beyond jealousy, beyond quarrels, beyond bitterness? If one got it one would be able to forget quite a few
things.
One must forget. One should be able to bid farewell to life with a light heart.
The shadows of the past were crowding the mind. He did not know what to say next.
“Please forgive me,” he said at last. “I have forgotten everything even without your asking me to do so.”
Shardabai got up and started going inside. She had brought the conversation to an end in an effortless way,
“Come, Nimish, you have to drink your milk.”
“Grandma, may I go upstairs?”
Pandit strained his ears to hear Sharda’s reply.
“Oh yes!”
Nimish leapt at the opportunity and ran up. Pandit followed him.
“He felt like coming … Sharda allowed him … What exactly is happening?”
But he had no desire to go deeper. He felt as if he had been allowed to enter a new life. His footsteps were also
as agile and light as those of Nimish.
Up there in the blue sky, white feathery clouds were scattered far and wide.
69.88 Doors To Silence\fn{by Krishna Prasad Mishra (1933- )} Orissa State, India (M) 2
As soon as he woke up from his sleep, his eyes fell on the bookcase, and the admirable arrangement of books.
Mahesh immediately closed his eyes, as if hoping to see something more pleasant, when he opened them again—
something like the photograph of Sumitra, all smiles, with the tenderness of the morning sky, or something like
roses in the garden, or the trees which will soon be in blossom. But when he opened his eyes again, he could only
see the same shelf full of books.
Then it dawned on him that he was not in his bedroom, but in the drawing room. This was nothing new; it had
been so the past few days. After getting up, he felt like lying down again for a little while near Sumitra in the bedroom. But he knew that was not possible any longer. Sumitra had made him conscious that he had no longer had
any place on the same bed. This realization had come to him not suddenly, but gradually as the seasons change or
man grows old. He would not have felt that way if Sumitra had given him some subtle hints. It was really strange
how it happened. Getting up from the divan with a strange tiredness, he remembered reading somewhere that the
touch of a woman gives and takes away youth from man. Mahesh stared hard at the book-case. He never expected
this from Sumitra. But it is not right to break a vow. Mahesh remembered …
*
He was terribly sleepy. He had returned from tour and was very tired after driving the car over a long distance.
After reaching home, he had gone to the bathroom straightaway. The children were asleep, except for the youngest one. After a bath and dinner, he had gone straight to the bed without even looking at the newspaper which he
had not read. He had not the faintest idea when Sumitra had come to sleep.
Those days, the youngest one used to sleep between them, when he went to bed. Sumitra would, however,
move the child to one side when they went off to sleep, and would herself sleep near Mahesh. That day, in spite of
his exhaustion, due to his tiring journey, Mahesh found it natural to sleep in the middle, changing his place with
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the young one. But in the middle of the night he found Sumitra nudging him to go to the other side of the bed.
Through his slumber he heard the alarm clock go off followed by the sharp voice of Sumitra:
“Get up and go to the other side, and shift the child to the middle. The elder daughter will get up just now; she
had set the alarm clock to study in the middle of the night. Go to the other side.”
Instead of going to the other side of the bed, Mahesh started kissing Sumitra holding her in tight embrace. That
was their post-marriage pact—whoever first got up in the night was to embrace and kiss the other one first. But
Mahesh had to get up when Sumitra shoved him hard and moved on to the other side of the bed. For a moment he
thought of reacting to Sumitra’s behavior, but instead he again fell asleep, in sheer lazy domesticity.
It was eight o’clock next morning when Sumitra woke him up with a cup of tea in her hand. The moment he
woke up, Mahesh asked Sumitra very irritably about her strange behavior of the night before. Sumitra had given a
very straightforward reply. How cruel can a woman be when the time comes, Mahesh thought to himself while
listening to her.
The children sleeping in the next room had to cross their room to go to the bathroom. The light in their room
used to be left burning the whole night, and the connecting door kept open to keep an eye on the children. The eldest was a grown-up girl going to the college. Mahesh suggested that the children ought to use the other bathroom
which they could go to without entering their room. He also argued that they ought to keep the connecting door
closed, for what were doors for if they were not bolted?
But Sumitra did not agree with any of his ideas. She thought Mahesh heartless when he spoke of such an
arrangement. How could he think of shutting themselves off from the children sleeping in the next room? It was
ridiculous. What if something happened to them?
Mahesh did not argue any more. He put down the teacup in disgust.
A few days later, Sumitra told him:
"Please tie your clothes properly before sleeping, or wear a pajama. Your dhoti had slipped off when you got
up this morning. The door was open, and the children must have gone to the bathroom this way.”
Mahesh felt like giving Sumitra a slap and telling her that this was bound to happen if they kept the door open.
But he controled himself. From that night he started sleeping on the drawing room divan. While going to the
drawing room with a bedsheet and pillow, he used to remember about the days when he was newly married. At
that time, they used to stay in a fiat in the suburb of Calcutta. Like every other newly married couple, they also
had their own private language which they alone understood. They had named their bedroom Digambar Temple.
\fn{I.e., skyclad (naked) temple.} But this private joke had caused them a lot of embarrassment. Once chatting with
friends in the drawing room, Mahesh wanted to write something, and asked Sumitra to get the pen. When Sumitra
could not find the pen on the study table, Mahesh shouted:
“Should be under the pillow in the Digambar Temple!”
There was silence for a while, but when the meaning sunk in one of the friends gave a loud laugh and it did not
take the others long to join in the laughter. Sumitra did not come out for quite sometime and joined them much
later.
Somebody had closed the bathroom door from inside. Mahesh sat on the edge of Sumitra’s bed, waiting to go
in. The other bathroom was engaged and he had to wait. Sumitra was asleep. Mahesh felt like sleeping for a while
and leaned on Sumitra’s back. The bathroom door could open any moment and the young son might wake up. You
never grow old, thought Mahesh, only your children grow up very quickly.
The daughter came out of the bathroom. She resembled her mother, and was wearing one of her mother’s
saris. This was very wrong, he thought, this wearing each other’s saris. The other day while he was going to
embrace Sumitra, she turned around and Mahesh was shocked to find that it was their daughter. That day he
quarreled with Sumitra. There was no need to exchange saris with the daughter as there was no dearth of saris at
home.
But instead, Sumitra advised him to give up his bad habit of kissing and embracing her at odd times. It is not
proper to continue these habits, she said, after the children are grown-up. At that time Mahesh had just returned
from office, and he started off for the garden. When he felt very sad,. he went to the plants in the garden, and tried
to forget his unhappiness by plucking dry and moth-eaten leaves from the trees. When they had moved into the
house, there was not a single tree in the garden; they had planned the garden together, and it was now a beautiful
patch of green. Before going to the garden he asked Sumitra:
“You don’t want me to sleep near you at night, touch you at day time, and you want me to leave all my bad
habits. What will I do then? How will I live?”
Sumitra busied herself with her household chores without replying to him.
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Mahesh looked at his daughter again and went inside the bathroom. How fast has she grown up! Her eyes and
complexion are just like her mother’s. While Mahesh was washing his face Sumitra entered the bathroom. She
took the towel from Mahesh’s hands and said:
“Do you know what happened last night? At midnight Mini came to me. She was very scared. It seems
somebody was going to strangle her.”
Mahesh kept quiet. Sumitra came closer to Mahesh and whispered:
“At that time I was coming to you.”
Mahesh looked at Sumitra. He felt as if he was standing on one side of the garden and was listening to a
disembodied voice floating down towards him from the other side through thick foliage. Mahesh looked at
Sumitra again.
She had stopped talking and was busy washing her face.
68.135 Death\fn{by Ved Rahi (1933- )} Jammu, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 4
The fog gradually became thicker and settled over everything. Soon, I couldn’t see anything—anything at all.
The tonga moved towards the town. As it jolted me around, I strained to see where I was. Gradually, I began to
make out things. The scene began to acquire an outline and a shape. The figures I saw seemed as delicate as glass
dolls—as innocent as the words of children—and as truthful—but they were no longer a part of my life. They had
slipped out of my hands forever. I could never hope to grasp them again.
A long time ago—I sat spinning.
We were taught many things in that school—spinning, weaving, sowing and planting amongst other things. I
loved to spin yarn. I was in the third class at that time.
Suddenly, I saw my teacher standing beside me. He was holding the hand of a new boy.
“This is Saleem,” the teacher said. “From now on, he’ll sit next to you. Teach him how to spin yarn.” Saying
this the teacher left.
I asked Saleem to sit beside me.
He was taller than I was. His complexion was fair, his face was broad and his hair was golden-brown. He
looked exactly like the boy in the illustration opposite the following poem in our Urdu book:
“I am a good boy, a good and a gentle boy.”
I began teaching him how to spin yarn. Suddenly, I saw that his nose was running and I exclaimed:
“Artey!”
He immediately sniffed the white snot back. I started laughing. He blushed.
*
“Madan,” I heard Saleem calling me.
I stopped. Turned to look back. I saw Saleem running towards me. He was being chased by four or five boys.
As soon as he reached me, he clung to me and said:
“They are trying to beat me.”
I was the class monitor. When the boys saw me, they stopped. Mohan was leading them. If he wanted to, he
could have grabbed us by our hair and banged our heads together.
“What did he do?” I asked them.
“He suddenly pushed me and sent me crashing against a passer-by,” Raju said tearfully.
“That doesn’t sound like a crime,” I said.
“That man thrashed me,” Raju said, and started crying.
“Why are you hiding? Come out,” Mohan taunted Saleem.
Saleem moved even closer to me in fear. I tried to assert my authority and said:
“Look here, if you continue to fight like this, I’ll report all of you to the teacher.” Then I made a suggestion:
“Don’t hurt him, I’ll take him to the teacher.”
The boys agreed and left. I took Saleem to the teacher and said:
“The boys in our class have become very mischievous. We need a second class-monitor. Please appoint Saleem as the assistant monitor.”
The boys were very upset when the teacher announced that Saleem had been appointed assistant monitor of the
class.
We were then in the fourth standard. During the hot summer afternoons, under the scorching sun, we would
slip out of our homes to bathe in the canal. We always saved the two paise we got from home to spend in school,
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for those afternoons. I would buy a cucumber for two paise, so that we could play with it in the water. After
playing for two or three hours continuously, we would be ravenously hungry. Saleem would then use the two
paise he had to buy chana and rotis. We would eat them, along with the cucumber, with great relish.
Saleem was afraid of water and used to wallow in shallow water like a donkey. He never dared to go where the
water was deep. That is why he still didn’t know how to swim. I loved to dive into deep water. One day I got
ready to dive into the water from the road which ran past the canal. Saleem stood on the bank and watched me. I
don’t know what got into me, but after diving, I began swimming underwater. When I surfaced again and looked
back, I was surprised to see Saleem frantically splashing in deep water. I rushed towards him and, after some
difficulty, saved him from drowning. He had swallowed a lot of water. After a long time, when he recovered his
breath again, he said:
“When you didn't surface for some time, I thought that you had drowned. I jumped into the water to save you.”
I laughed a lot. Saleem was annoyed by my stupidity and didn’t talk to me for many days.
*
A few days later, the following incident happened.
Lots of us were plucking berries from the bushes growing on the banks of the river Tavi. We had filled our
pockets with berries. Saleem and I had climbed high up a tree. We were about to climb down, when one of the
boys suddenly screamed:
“Snake!”
All the boys vanished in an instant. It seemed as if they had never been around. Saleem and I couldn’t get
down the tree that quickly. Scared, we froze in our places. Our limbs turned cold like ice. We felt that if we even
blinked our eyelids, the snake would bite us. We didn’t know where it was. After some time, I noticed that a black
snake was sitting coiled on a stone about six or seven yards away from the tree to my right. I was startled—but
realizing that it was far away, I also gathered some courage.
“Saleem!” I said in suppressed whisper.
Terrified, Saleem looked towards me. I said:
“The snake is over there. It is far away.”
Saleem looked nervously in that direction. Seeing that the snake was far away, he slowly moved to the branch I
was sitting on. We sat next to each other. We gripped the tree with one hand and held each other with the other.
Finding ourselves so close to each other, we were no longer mortally afraid. We looked carefully at the snake. We
noticed that it had something in its mouth. Perhaps a small mouse or a lizard. We watched it with some interest.
The snake was not looking in our direction, that gave us some consolation.
Suddenly we heard a strange sound. We clutched each other in fear. But before we could find out what had
happened, we fell down—the branch on which we were sitting, had broken. As we fell; we thought we were done
for. Now the snake would lunge at us. We quickly jumped up, and unconcerned about our injuries, ran for our
lives. We kept on running even after we had cleared the bushes. A black shadow of fear seemed to follow us. We
stopped only after we could not run anymore and were breathless. We slowly climbed up the bank. But we were
still afraid—perhaps about what people at home would have said if the snake had actually bitten us!
*
“Madan, why don’t you come to my house?” Saleem asked me one day. At that time we were in the seventh
standard.
“Adab,” I said to Saleem’s Ammi. She hugged me and kissed my forehead. How lovely she was! I couldn’t
take my eyes off her. She said:
“Saleem talks about you all the time. I have asked him a number of times to invite you home. Now sit down,
I’ll get you some milk.”
Saleem took me into a large room.
“Is he your friend?”
“Yes, Apa,” Saleem replied. His sister was sitting on a carpet in the middle of the room. She had a milky white
cat in her lap.
“She is my elder sister, Madan.”
I raised my hand in greetings. As I sat down facing her, she suddenly threw the cat sitting in her lap, on me. I
jumped up in surprise. Saleem and she burst out laughing. I also joined in the fun. After that I met Saleem’s
younger brother and his elder brother. I liked both of them.
I went to Saleem’s house almost every day, but I could never invite him to my home. Saleem never asked me
why I didn’t invite him to my house, but I felt very embarrassed. I was aware that my mother referred to the
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Muslims as melichas, and that when she walked on the road she was always afraid that either a Muslim or an
untouchable would brush past her. Once my elder brother had brought a hrijan\fn{One of the untouchable caste.}
friend of his into our drawing room and had asked for some tea for him, but mother refused to serve him any.
If ever Saleem accompanied me up to my house, he stood outside; only once in a while did he come into the
drawing room. He never drank water in our house. Maybe I never offered him any. My helplessness always
pained me.\fn{I ran into this in my small town. I had made a friend of Dan Stable, who went to the Roman Catholic Church—itself just
a block and a half down from the Presbyterian Church, in whose faith I had been raised, and to whose Sunday School I had gone. My
parents believed themselves to be zealous Protestants; and though they didn’t mind if I went to Dan’s house, as Madan went to Saleem’s,
they objected when I went to his religious instruction classes—for I was a curious man, even as a child, and I wondered what it was that
was so terribly different about “the Romans,” as they were called here and there by the intolerant of my community. Well, eventually I
began to talk with Father O’Malley, the village priest, and found him an interesting person—he had served in World War II as a chaplain—
and I remember my father trying to stop me one afternoon. He stood in the doorway of our house, and glared at me: “I know where you’re
going!” he shouted at me. “You’re going to visit that damn priest!” I said as evenly as possible: “Let me pass! You have no right to be this
way!” It was one of those moments of truth between father and son; but I knew I had him in a moral quandary, and I remember feeling that
he would do the right thing. And he did: he moved aside and let me go; but I have no idea about the religious divisions in Asia; for it seems
that they must be terrible barriers to the exercise of love and compassion, and the human race in Asia must have at least temporarily failed
there in a fundamental way, for all the greatness of civilization and culture that it has undoubtedly produced .}

“Madan, my father is going to admit me into the Military School,” Saleem said very sadly. Our seventh
standard results had been declared that day. Both Saleem and I had passed. I said:
“I have to go to the High School.”
“I too wanted to do that, but Abba has already enrolled me in the Military School in the cantonment.”
That day we sat at the bank of the canal and talked for hours. The next day he went to the cantonment. Now he
had to live there. When I went to his house a few days later, his mother held me to her breast and wept:
“Son, now that Saleem has gone away, will you also stop visiting us?”
“I will come, Ammijan,” I said. That day I found everyone in Saleem’s house sad.
I continued to go there for some time. One day when I went there, Saleem’s mother put her hand on my head
and said:
“Son, you shouldn’t visit us any more.”
“Why?” I asked, astonished.
Ammi held me closer to her and said:
“Son, this is a Muslim locality and your coming here is not free from danger.”
I kept quiet. I never went back there again. There were communal riots in the city. Two or three people were
killed every day. The riots became worse by the day. The state of affairs deteriorated. Incidents of houses being set
on fire began to increase. It was during those days that the announcement of Independence and the formation of
Pakistan was made. Fires began to rage all around. Groups of goondas, armed with naked swords, guns and
pistols began roving through the streets, making it impossible for decent people to step out of their homes. There
were screams of terror and the sounds of gunfire all the time.
I was concerned about Saleem. He was far away from his family. Had his father called him back? I wondered
how his father was? And his mother? I was concerned about his brothers and sister. Did they get away to
Pakistan?
I was miserable the day I heard that some Muslims had been lured away with the promise of helping them
reach Pakistan, to a place where they could be easily slaughtered. I was bewildered. I was very nervous, but I
couldn’t ever imagine that any harm could come to Saleem and his family.
Then, the tribals\fn{I.e., Muslim tribes in Pakistan’s northeastern mountains} attacked the province of Jammu and
Kashmir. People began to flee. My family sent me to Amritsar with some neighbors who were running away. My
uncle had fled to Amritsar with his entire family, after everything he owned had been looted.
Even there, I kept worrying about Saleem and his family.
When I returned to Jammu six months later, the city had completely changed. Instead of black caps one saw
only red caps everywhere. A red flag with a plough on it, flew beside the flag of the Suryavamshi dynasty. People
didn’t get tired of shouting:
“Long live the lion of Kashmir.”\fn{ Hari Singh, who was a Hindu and became Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir in 1925,
signed the Instrument of Accession on 26 October 1947, joining the whole of his Muslim-majority princely state (including Jammu,
Kashmir, Northern Areas, Ladakh, Trans-Karakoram Tract and Aksai Chin) to the Dominion of India. These events triggered the first IndoPakistan War (1947-1948).}

During that period my father had moved into a new house. As soon as I reached Jammu, I found out that
Saleem was still in the hostel. My happiness knew no bounds. I hired a tonga at once, and went to the cantonment.
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The moment Saleem saw me, he came out of the barracks. We held each other’s hands. Our eyes welled-over with
tears—our hearts were heavy. I asked Saleem about his family. He informed me that his father had succeeded in
arranging for a jeep during the riots, and had managed to escape to Pakistan with the entire family. They were
unable to reach the cantonment and take him with them. He had received a letter from his father, informing him
that they had reached Sialkot safely. I remembered how his mother had wept when Saleem had joined the school
in the cantonment. I wondered what her condition must have been like when she had got into the jeep and left
Saleem behind. A shiver ran through my body. I said to Saleem:
“Why don’t you come and live with us?”
“I am fine here. Besides, the arrangements for my journey to Pakistan are almost complete, and I may be asked
to leave at anytime.”
Saleem was right. I didn’t persist. After sometime, he said:
“Madan, before I leave for Pakistan, I would like to visit your house.”
“Why don’t you come today?” I said.
“No, I can’t. Here one has to take permission in advance before going out. If you come back here the day after
tomorrow, around this time, I’ll go with you.”
It happened to be a Saturday. We got into a tonga going towards the city. I was happy—very happy—because I
was taking Saleem to my house. Saleem, too, seemed to be relaxed. We were sitting close to each other. Saleem
said:
“Madan, I’ll write to you from Pakistan. I hope you’ll reply.”
“I’ll certainly reply,” I said.
“Write to me about everyone in your family. Tell your mother that I think of her often. Give my regards to your
father. I am sure your sister has adopted a few more pet cats by now, and your brother still dreams of being a
pilot.”
When I looked towards Saleem, I saw that tears were flowing down his face. I placed my hand on his shoulder.
He broke down and started sobbing loudly. The tongawalla turned back to look at us. After a while, Saleem regained control over himself. Embarrassed, he smiled at his own sentimentality.
“Madan, isn’t your house in that direction!” Saleem asked, as the tonga turned into the lane where we lived.
“I forgot to tell you,” I said. “We have moved into a new house. We had rented the previous one. This house,
we have bought. A Muslim family used to live in it. The entire family was killed during the riots. Only one son,
who was in Srinagar at that time, survived. Before leaving for Pakistan, he sold it to us rather cheap.”
By then, we had reached the front door of our house. When I looked at Saleem, I was stunned. A dark shadow
had covered his face. He stopped outside the door. I realized my mistake—but I didn’t know what to do. Without
thinking, I said:
“Come—let’s go in, Saleem.”
Slowly, he followed me in. I didn’t have the courage to look at him. I didn’t know what was passing through
his mind. Did his steps falter? I don’t know. I was dejected. I felt as if there was a heavy burden on my heart—I
felt suffocated. I felt guilty. I don’t know why.
I took Saleem to the room upstairs. That day, my mother had gone to her village—I was, therefore, not worried
about her. I had taken my sister into confidence, and she had promised not to tell my mother that Saleem had
drunk tea in the house. She quickly made the tea. I ran to the market and brought back some things to eat. I had,
perhaps, nourished the hope that Saleem’s mother would be pleased when she hears that he had tea at my place.
But, now, I had lost all my enthusiasm. I knew that I was deceiving myself.
I carried the tea and the food upstairs. Perhaps, the wind had shut the door. Carrying the tray in both my hands,
I kicked the door open with my foot. Saleem was startled, as if there was an earthquake. He was perspiring badly.
We could barely drink half a cup of tea each. Saleem drank even that with great difficulty. Neither of us
touched the food.
“Let’s go now, Madan,” Saleem said.
“Yes,” I said, as I got up.
As soon as we came out of the house, Saleem started walking very fast. When we reached the main road, we
got into a tonga. It took us an hour to reach the cantonment, but during that hour neither of us uttered a word to
each other. The silence was suffocating. We seemed to be surrounded by a heavy mist, through which nothing was
visible. Our hearts were numb.
“I am going,” Saleem said, as he got down from the tonga.
I continued to sit in the tonga. I didn’t say anything in reply. Saleem got down from the tonga and looked
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towards me. He seemed frightened. We looked at each other for some time.
“Madan,” he seemed to have called me from somewhere far away.
I got down from the tonga. He caught my arm, and asked in a terrified voice:
“Madan, can you murder me?”
I stood like a statue. Then he screamed:
“No, no, you cannot murder me, Madan!”
Still screaming, he ran towards his hostel. He went into the hostel.
I stood there like a statue of stone for a long time.
I didn’t understand what had happened.
68.116 Outside The Haveli\fn{by Aga Sohail (1933- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 14
In winter the sun rises leisurely and then, with elaborate grace and style, looks around and casts its gaze on the
surface of the earth. It was early in the morning, the earth was still shrouded in darkness, the buildings and the
trees stood silently wrapped in white sheets of mist, only a single ray of light sparkled on the highest tower of
Nawab Yousuf Ali Khan’s haveli.
Nanusakka picked up his empty leather bag in which he carried water on his shoulder, pressed both his hands
under his armpits for warmth and still shivering in the cold, left for work in the municipal office. Dirty, unwashed
and shivering children emerged from their small houses outside the main gate of the haveli, and gathered around
the fire which had been lit by Rehman Kahar. Rehman Kahar’s son-in-law, Latif Husain, got onto his bicycle,
promised to bring back some peanuts for the children, and rode off to the railway station, where he worked. Even
before the sharp and squeaking sound of his bicycle had died down, Baban Dhobi came into sight walking beside
his sleek and cleanly scrubbed bull which was loaded with a large bundle of dirty clothes. The sound of bells
around the bull’s neck finally dispelled the magic of sleep. When Allahrakha, who had just walked out of the
stable after brushing the horses and giving them fodder, and was now busy trying to light his hookah, saw Baban
Dhobi, he called out:
“Salaam-alekum.”
“Malekum-salaam, Bhai Allahrakha how is mizad sarith?” And Allahrakha, looked at him with contempt and
mockingly said:
“‘Mizad sarith’ has phalue!”
Mir Sahib, who was on his way back from the masjid, kissed his prayer beads and said:
“Baban Dhobi, will you always remain a brainless idiot and never learn to talk like a decent human being? You
have been made in God’s own image, why do you torture his language so sinfully? It’s not mizad sarith, but mizaj
sharif, mizaj sharif.”
When no one paid any attention to Mir Sahib, he walked into the courtyard of the haveli still mumbling his
prayers. He sat down on a bed which didn’t have any sheet covering it and began to mutter something to himself.
The moment his son, Ali Husain, saw his father, he began to write something furiously in a notebook.
Baban Dhobi took two puffs from Allahrakha’s hookah and continued on his way. The jingle of the bells
around his bull’s neck could be heard for a long time.
Gulam Husain, who was Nawab Sahib’s driver, pulled the carriage upto the front door of the haveli. All the
neighbors and their children crowded near the southern gate of the haveli to wait for the Sarkar to emerge from
the front gate. As soon as the Sarkar appeared in the courtyard wearing a mashroo pajama, an Iraqi higloo
achakan, a woolen jacket, bright red shoes and a cane, Mir Sahib was the first to greet him with respect and
courtesy. When the Sarkar emerged from the front gate, all his servants bowed to him with great deference. The
Sarkar, however, merely glanced at them, acknowledged their salaams with a stiff nod of his head, and sat down
in the carriage. For a brief moment, he gently felt his fair and healthy cheeks with his hands and then raised one
finger towards the driver to indicate that he was ready to depart. The driver bowed low in acknowledgment and
Allah-rakha went and stood on the low step at the rear of the carriage. The driver handed over the reins of the
horse to his master and stood besides Allahrakha. Then the carriage drove off.
The sound of its clatter could be heard for a long time. The moment its sound faded into the distance, however,
women and children swarmed out of their houses like chicken who had been let out of their coops. The children
shouted and screamed as if they had been suddenly given a holiday from school. Through a small opening in the
window in the upper part of the haveli, Alia Begum looked down onto the lane below and saw Ali Husain going to
his college with a bundle of books under his arm. Anna came up to her and said:
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“Badi Sarkar has asked me to convey her greetings to you. She wants to know if you have escaped the evil eye
of people and are well. She is longing to see you.” Alia Begum replied sharply:
“Why didn’t you give Ammijan an answer on my behalf?”
“What should I have told her?”
“Whatever you wanted to.”
“O may the Lord punish me for my sins.” Anna sounded as if she was really being punished.
“Don’t bother me. I want to be left alone.”
As Alia Begum said that she noticed that her mother, wrapped in a shawl, was standing quietly behind her. She
bowed to Ammijan respectfully. Anna bowed to her thrice and disappeared. Begum Sahiba stared angrily at Alia
Begum for a while. Alia Begum lowered her eyes and quietly withdrew.
Later that afternoon, when Abbajan came back from the durbar and sat down in the dining room, Alia Begum
waited nervously for him to scold her. Abbajan, however, looked at her and Sameena Begum, who was sitting beside her, with love and kindness. After sometime he asked all the servants to leave them alone. Only Anna stayed
behind. Abbajan gave Begum Sahiba information about the district, talked to her about the countless legal battles
the family was involved in, battles which had been bequeathed to him by his forefathers and on which he had
already wasted a lot of the wealth of the district under his control. There seemed to be no end in sight for the court
cases.
As soon as the sun set, the Sarkar went out in his carriage for some fresh air and later, after dinner, settled
down for the night to listen to music and watch his favorite dancing girls. Only then did Alia Begum breathe a
sigh of relief and feel relaxed.
Soft sounds of music crept through the closed windows of the women’s room in the haveli. Ammijan, who was
sitting reading her namaz, shut her ears with her hands. Anna spread out her dupatta, turned towards Madina and
began to mutter something under her breath. Alia Begum had become used to that scene for she had watched it
every day.
As soon as the sun set, the verandah was covered with a curtain and an angeethi was lit. Anna sat down on her
bed. Begum Sahiba reclined against her long pillow on her couch to chop betel-nuts and make paan. She sent
boxes full of paan into the music room. Sameena Begum sat wrapped in a quilt on Alia Begum’s bed and said:
“Baji, tell me what happened to the Princess after the Red Prince fell in love with the Blue Fairy and threw her
into a dark well?”
“What could have happened to that poor Princess?” Alia Begum asked with a sigh as she lay under her quilt:
What other nourishment, Laila
Can your lovers hope for—
Eat a piece of their own hearts
And drink their own blood in sorrow?"

“O poor woman, poor woman! She must have died in sorrow. Isn’t that what happened?”
“No, Bibi. If only she had died, she would have been rid of a life of torment. But she was doomed to live so
that she could slowly be tortured to death.”
“O Allah, that is horrible. Baji, don’t tell me such awful stories again. I get frightened. I feel as if I am the
Princess and the Red Prince has thrown me into a dark well. I feel suffocated.”
Actually, Alia Begum really did feel as if she was being suffocated inside the haveli. The night became colder.
Everyone went to sleep. Alia Begum, however, lay awake feeling miserable about her life. The haveli, Abba and
Ammijan seemed to be a part of some magical romance. She recalled the story of a Princess who was trapped in a
haveli. A black giant cut off her head and hung it on the wall outside. Later, with the help of magic, he joined her
head backward. The Princess, when she regained consciousness, said, “Allah.” The giant asked her once again if
she would marry him. When she contemptuously rejected his proposal, the angry giant cut off her head once
more. Then, accompanied by a furious storm and a lot of thunder and lightening, he vanished. Alia Begum
thought that she was that dead Princess and that her corpse was lying in the haveli. The black giant would soon
return, read some magical incantations over her and the entire haveli would burn and crumble into ash in an
instant, and …
Her heart began to beat fast with tension and fear. The snores of people sleeping in the haveli terrified her. She
lifted a corner of her quilt to look towards her mother’s bed. What she saw stunned her.
“Oh Allah, what magic is that!” she exclaimed softly.
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Music could still be heard creeping out of Abbajan’s rooms. Cautiously, she moved the curtain of the verandah
aside and looked into the courtyard. She saw Ammijan standing on one leg, with her hair scattered wildly over her
shoulders and a copy of the Qur’an on her head, performing some magical ritual. She at once buried her head in
her quilt. All sorts of strange thoughts raced through her mind.
Whenever Anna’s daughter, Buta, came to the haveli, Alia Begum felt that there was another world beyond the
haveli where human beings lived. Buta massaged Alia Begum’s feet and told her countless stories about people
who lived in that other world. Alia Begum’s thirsty soul listened to them with strange delight and was comforted
by them.
“Do you know that the white masjid on the banks of the Gomati is haunted by jinns?” Buta said. She was an
extremely superstitious woman. “The Jama Masjid, which stands at the corner of Tahseenganj and is on the road
which goes towards Husainabad, is haunted by jinns even in the daytime. I swear by God, there are jinns. They
are as tall as the palm trees. One night, exactly at twelve, when Gulam Bi’s son, Sardar, was walking back from
the Jama Masjid, he saw a corpse lying across the street. It was as wide as the street itself. When he removed the
sheet covering it, he found another sheet under it. When he removed the second sheet, he found another and then
another sheet under it. As he was about to lift the seventh sheet, he heard a voice thunder:
‘Don’t do that or you will repent it all your life. Go your way!’”
“Hai Allah, why did Sardar uncover the corpse? Is he so fearless?”
“Arrey Bibi, these men are all hopeless. They are not afraid of anything. I wouldn’t go near that place, even if
someone were to offer me a lakh of rupees. Once I went with my mother to Jama Masjid to pray for Badi Sarkar’s
health. What did I see there? The masjid was empty. There was a single candle flickering in a corner. Bibi, the
gates of the masjid are so tall, that even if ten elephants were to stand on each other, they would not be able to
reach the top. In that large masjid, there was an old man reading the namaz. When I turned around, after I had said
my prayers you know what I saw? The old man had vanished! I began to tremble. I told Amma, she too began to
shiver with fear. No, Bibi, I shall never go there again. May Allah forgive me,” as she said that, she held her ears
with her hands and repeated, “I’ll never go there again.”
“He must have been a jinn.”
“Of course, what else could he have been? After all jinns live there.”
*
Ali Husain, who was the son of Nawab Yousuf Ali Khan’s gatekeeper, knew that he deserved a better life. He
was well aware of his actual worth. His real quarrel was with his fate. He thought that he was doomed to lead a
life of defeat and sorrow. That is why he didn’t want the pundit to read his palm. But Mir Sahib, who was keen
that the astrologer should predict his son’s future, shouted at him in anger and said:
“Don’t be a fool. After every twelve years even the luck of the worm which eats garbage changes. We, at least,
are human beings. Go and show your palm to the pundit. Who knows when you’ll come under the influence of a
lucky star.”
Ali Husain continued to read his book in silence. The women, who lived in the small houses outside, had
surrounded the pundit and were asking him all sorts of questions. The noise was so great that nothing could be
heard clearly. Each one wanted the pundit to read the lines on the palms of her hand and predict her future, as if
the pundit wasn’t a human being but an angel who had the Book of Fate open before him.
“Brahmanji, when will my daughter’s hands be painted yellow with mehndi?”
“Brahmanji, will my daughter’s father get well soon?”
“O Punditji, tell me that I’ll win my case.”
Punditji, who had a turban on his head and a tilak on his forehead, and wore a white dhoti and a jacket, opened
his book, chanted the name of Rama a few times, uttered a few ritual verses, shut his eyes, calculated something
on his finger tips, and said:
“Your daughter will certainly get married before Dussera.”
“May you be blessed Punditji, may you live long.” The Brahmin again calculated something and said:
“You will win your case, but you will have to pay a heavy price.”
“O Brahmanji, have mercy upon me, please.”
“Don’t be afraid. The danger can be averted if you feed ten Brahmins.”
“How much will it cost me to feed ten Brahmins?” The Pundit again made some calculations, and said”
“Twenty annas.”
“O no! Twenty annas. Please, Punditji, can’t you reduce that?”
“The ceremony could cost you less, but it may not be effective.”
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“How much less?”
“Ten annas.”
“Not a paise less than that?”
“No.”
“O Punditji, we live in hard times. Before the rains such a feast used to cost only five annas.”
“These days you can’t even buy chana for five annas. You must feed ten Brahmins, ten. A Brahmin doesn’t eat
every day. But when he does eat, he eats well, so that he doesn’t feel hungry for two or three days at least!”
Ali Husain buried his face in his book.
Mir Sahib, who was getting more and more impressed by the Brahmin’s learning, was about to say something,
when Allahrakha, who was taking the horse from the stable to the lake, saw the crowd of women surrounding the
Brahmin and started singing lustily:
I have lost my days, longing for my love,
longing for my love.
Read the lines of my fate, Brahmin.
I have lost my days, longing for my love,
longing for my love.
When will I meet her, Brahmin?
May you, by the grace of God,
May you, by the grace of God tell me,
‘You’ll meet her in this season
You’ll meet her in this month.’
O, yes, yes, yes, in this season, in this month.
I have lost my days.

The Brahmin made his escape through, the open gate of the haveli and walked into the courtyard. When he
looked around the narrow courtyard, he saw two cots, a low stool covered with a cloth, a broken wooden box and
two rusty tin cans. On the wall there was a shelf made out of a plank of wood placed on two large nails. A few
books lay on the shelf. A lamp stood on an upturned tin can. Another tin can had been converted into a table on
which there were some sheets of paper, pens and ink.
Ali Husain continued to sit on his bed without paying attention to the pundit. Mir Sahib took Punditji by his
hand, persuaded him to sit down beside him on his cot and said:
“He’s my son. He has passed the Entrance Exam and is preparing to do his B.A.”
“May he be happy and well! May he live long!”
“Why don’t you acknowledge Punditji’s blessings, Ali Husain?”
Ali Husain carelessly waved his hand in Punditji’s direction. Punditji was delighted and said:
“May you live long, son.”
Then Punditji looked at Ali Husain’s forehead curiously and said:
“Mir Sahib, your son is very fortunate. I swear by God that he will be successful in life, very successful.
Indeed, only those who are blessed by the moon are as lucky as he is. Come here, son, let me look at your hand.”
Mir Sahib couldn’t contain his excitement, and said:
“Show him your hand, son. How much longer will we have to live this life of poverty, Punditji?”
Ali Husain extended his hand, but without much interest.
“Amazing! One can only wonder at God’s lila,” Punditji exclaimed, as he studied the lines on Ali Husain’s
hand. “Mir Sahib, this young man will be blessed by the Goddess Lakshmi and by the Goddess of power. He will
acquire learning and will be happily married. To tell you the truth, Mir Sahib, even princes and kings rarely have
lines like this.”
Mir Sahib’s eyes began to glow with excitement. But then he suddenly became sad and said:
“His mother passed away before he was even two years old.” He wiped his eyes with a cloth and added in a
tearful voice:
“I have looked after him with great affection since then. Had his mother lived for a few years longer, she
would have showered him with love.” Punditji, who had heard Mir Sahib with sympathy said:
“Didn’t you get married again?”
“How could I? Another woman would have been concerned about her own happiness, about her own home.
Why would she have looked after him? Soon she would have had a child of her own and abandoned him to his
own fate. I said to myself, pray to God and cast aside all thoughts of a second marriage. So, Bhaiya, with Allah’s
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grace, I am still here. Let’s see how much longer I am fated to stand on guard at someone else’s gate.”
There was only a dim light on the wooden staircase. The atmosphere, from the bottom to the top of the staircase, was suffocating. With pounding hearts, Mir Sahib and Punditji climbed up the steps. They were afraid that
the wooden stairs, which creaked badly, would break.
This was the first time that Mir Sahib, who had lived for years in the courtyard below, had been given the
permission to climb up the stairs. He was ecstatic, for he felt that he had been summoned to Paradise.
The stairs led into a round room with lots of doors with round arches. The world outside the haveli could be
seen only through one of the arched doors. Chandeliers hung from the ceiling. The plaster on the walls had
cracked and the paint had faded. Next to each door, there were lotus shaped lamps which hung down from chains
nailed to the wall. They must have, once upon a time, illuminated the room. Now they were covered with cobwebs. In one corner, there was a kerosene lamp. Its smoke had left a column of soot on the wall right up to the
ceiling. A few broken chairs lay scattered here and there.
Mir Sahib at once realized that Nawab Sahib’s style of living was nothing but a show; a disguise to cover up
the fact that his coffers were empty. After requesting Punditji to sit down on one of the chairs, Mir Sahib walked
up to a door with a curtain and said:
“Salaam, Badi Sarkar. I have come as you had ordered.” Anna’s voice from behind the curtain said:
“Badi Sarkar wishes me to acknowledge your greetings on her behalf.” Mir Sahib said:
“Punditji has also come with me. He too offers you his homage.” After a slight pause, Anna said:
“Sarkar wants Punditji to consult her horoscope and tell her when these difficult days will end and when
Nawab Sahib will regain his lands.” Mir Sahib turned to Punditji and said:
“Did you hear that request?”
Punditji knelt on the floor and drew some diagrams. Shut his eyes in concentration for a while, made some
calculations on his finger tips and then sat down on the floor with his head held in both his hands.
“What’s the matter, Punditji?” Mir Sahib asked.
Punditji merely recited a couplet in reply:
If I don’t utter a word my heart will be singed.
If I do say something my mouth will be burned.

There was a slight movement behind the curtain and someone sobbed. Everyone became numb with fear. Mir
Sahib stood spellbound, as if he had seen a snake.
*
Ali Husain was trying to read by the dim light of a lamp.
Mir Sahib finished his evening namaz, raised both his hands and begged God for mercy. He rolled up his
prayer mat, looked towards Imam Husain’s mausoleum, wept for a while over the fate of Imam Husain, and read
the following prayer:
As Salaamalaieka ya abab Abdullah
As Salaamalaieka ya ibne Rasool Allah
As Salaam alekum o Rehmatullah Barkat ho

Then he sat down comfortably on his bed, picked up his paan box, chopped a few betel-nuts, cleared his throat
loudly and recited the following verse:
Anees saw the glory of the sun
Only when it had begun to decline.

When Ali Husain still didn’t say anything, Mir Sahib said:
“The lesson I learnt today is that life is transitory.”
“What’s the matter, Abbajan?”
“What everyone had suspected is true.”
“Meaning?”
Mir Sahib stood up, looked around him carefully and then whispered conspiratorially in Ali Husain’s ear:
“It’s all a show, a façade. There is nothing left, the coffers are empty.”
“Really!”
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“Yes. There is nothing left. What you see is merely a charade.”
“What’ll they do now?”
“Allah alone knows.”
*
Buta fainted while she was massaging Alia Begum’s feet. When she opened her eyes, she found herself lying
on a bed. She at once became aware of her status as the daughter of a servant, and got up with a start. There was,
after all, a difference between herself and the elder daughter of the house. How could she lie on the same bed as
her mistress? She was afraid that if Badi Sarkar saw her, she would flay her alive and stuff her body with straw.
Still not fully conscious, she stumbled back to the courtyard where her mother was asleep. She thought she heard
someone in the darkness walk away from the courtyard with a heavy step. She thought it was a jinn, and was so
terrified, that she trembled and clung to her mother. Her mother asked her angrily:
“What’s the matter, Buta?”
“I am afraid, Amma.”
“Go to sleep. There is nothing to be afraid of.”
“I swear by Allah, Amma, I just heard someone walk away.”
“There are no jinns, you idiot. Go to sleep.”
As soon as Buta heard the word jinn she lost her nerve and began to tremble even more. She thought that, at
any moment, a hand would emerge from the dark and clutch her throat. She began to tremble like a leaf in the
wind. Blood drained from her face and she stood spellbound.
*
Mir Sahib snored so loudly that Ali Husain woke up with a start. He was even more astonished when he heard
sounds of singing coming from somewhere inside the haveli at that time of the night. Once in a while, he heard
Nawab Sahib laugh so loudly that the walls and the doors of the haveli shook. He lifted his quilt and looked at the
flame of the earthen lamp still burning in a corner. It spread a yellow light over everything. Ali Husain thought
that the whole world had been infected by jaundice.
Sometimes, at night, he could catch a glimpse of the moon through the wide cracks in the doors of the haveli.
But that night when he opened his eyes there was no sign of the moon in the sky. The night was cold and dark.
Mir Sahib’s loud snores were really terrifying. He had, however, been startled from his sleep by another thought
which had pierced through his entire body like the sharp pain one feels when a boil bursts. It had suddenly
occurred to him that he was not the only one awake in the haveli. Somewhere behind those walls, Alia Begum and
Sameena Begum too were awake …
He had, of course, met Alia Begum and Salima Begum in his childhood. He remembered the day when he had,
holding his father’s finger, walked into the haveli for the first time. Anna had taken him into the presence of Badi
Sarkar. She was reclining, with dignity and elegance, in a throne-like chair, against two large round pillows. Her
maids, serving girls and servants stood respectfully around her with their arms held in front of them. Anna had
said:
“Boy, say salaam to Badi Sarkar.” He had raised his small trembling hand, bowed his head and in a thin voice
said:
“Adavarz.” Badi Sarkar had nodded her head in acknowledgment and said:
“It is sad that Allah called his mother away when he was still an infant.” Someone asked:
“What happened?”
“Arrey Bibi, this child’s mother and I had played with each other when we were children. That unfortunate
woman died even before this child was forty days old. Someone had cast an evil spell on her. She fell ill, took to
her bed and passed away soon afterwards.” Many of the women surrounding Badi Sarkar had intoned
simultaneously:
“Oh no, oh no. May God have mercy.”
Sitting next to Badi Sarkar were two small girls. They had round faces, glowing cheeks, brown hair, wide eyes
and skin which was as fair as silver. He had thought that they looked like fairies and the entire scene had pleased
his heart. The two girls had looked at him with curiosity and surprise.
Badi Sarkar had caressed his head, wiped the tears in her eyes with a handkerchief and put two silver coins in
the small pocket of his chikan shirt. After that Anna had walked him out of the room, and when they reached the
top of the staircase, she had called out:
“Mir Sahib, your son is coming down. Check his pocket.”
He had never been summoned to the ladies' quarters again. Nawab Sahib had given strict instructions that no
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male above the age of five should be allowed in. But Ali Husain had often hung around in the verandah downstairs, in the hope that one day he would be sent for again, and that he would be able to play with Alia Begum and
Sameena Begum. He carried that hope with him when he went to the madarssa and then to school. He turned
from a baby into a young boy and from a young boy into an adult. But he was never again admitted into the
ladies’ quarters. The purdah upstairs was so strict that even a bird couldn’t have flapped its wings in those rooms
without permission. Indeed, the names Alia Begum and Sameena Begum were never uttered before him. They
were always referred to as Badi Bittiya and Choti Bittiya, even when the stories were about them. Neither of them
were sent either to a madarssa or to a school. Women used to go to their rooms to teach them. An English woman
was hired at five hundred rupees a month to teach them English. Ali Husain was aware of all that. But he never
again caught sight of Badi Bittiya and Choti Bittiya.
*
Preparations for Moharram always began many days before the festival. The walls were replastered and whitewashed. White sheets were spread on the couches in the sitting-rooms. Golden filigree was stitched around the
borders of black satin flags. Taziyas were placed at the front doors. The ganga-jamuni alams, which looked like
five-fingered claws, shimmered so brightly that it was difficult to look at them for long. Rose-water bottles were
placed in trays of silver. Together they created an atmosphere which was strangely grand and royal.
Lotus shaped chandeliers were lit in the evenings. Candles were placed in candelabras with five, four and two
branches. Incense was burnt and rose-water was sprinkled on everything. The mingled perfume of incense and
rose added to the mysterious charm of the haveli. At night, women from the neighborhood came to recite the
noha. Their loud lamentations were at once melancholic and heart-warming.
In the mornings all the male adults held a majlis. The rich and the respectable men of the city gathered at the
haveli. Dressed in black, they mourned the death of Imam Husain. During those days Nawab Sahib always sat in
the diwankhana wearing a black sherwani, a black churidar pajama and a dopali cap. His black dress made his
fair complexion even more attractive. No one could resist admiring the extraordinary elegance of his dress.
At the time of the majlis, Nawab Sahib would push the black satin curtains, tied with golden strings, aside, to
reveal the pulpit with taziyas embroidered with gold and silver threads, alam tabut and Shab-e-Zuljinah. People
would stand respectfully before it and made their supplications. Mir Sahib would light the incense sticks. The man
who told the story of Imam Husain, would first kiss the pulpit and then recite from the Rubaiyat of Meer Anees:
The world is a strange last sarai of life,
Where wayfarers stop, then depart forever.
When old age arrives, it stays forever,
When youth departs, it departs forever.

Standing in the crowd, Mir Sahib would shout, “Hey, hey,” and then add, “It’s the truth, it’s the truth.”
After that the story-teller would begin to narrate, in great detail, the story of the conflict between good and evil
at Karbala. His voice had so much passion and power that he never failed to touch our hearts. Yazid and Husain
seemed to appear before us with the clarity of a vision. All those gathered there could never refrain from crying
uninhibitedly at the fate of Imam Husain. Mir Sahib would beat his breast and weep. Tears, like two streams of
Ganga and Jamuna, would even flow down Nawab Sahib’s face. Ali Husain always found it astonishing that
Nawab Sahib, who laughed loudly till late at night with singing girls, could now weep so uncontrollably, and look
as if he had just returned after burying his entire family.
Mir Sahib was obsessed by the imambara of Husainabad. He didn’t, however, go there with his son to listen to
the majlis. He went there with Ali Husain out of greed so that he could get, along with the rest of the crowds, at
least two servings of roti and salan, pulao and sweets.
Two soldiers, with their guns on their shoulders, always stood on guard at the gate of the imambara. Beyond
the gate was a canal, and across the canal was a bridge, and on the other side of the canal were the vast and open
courtyards of the imambara. Those broad and spacious courtyards, with chandeliers and candelabras, flags with
gold and silver embroidery, twenty-foot tall candle-stands wound with silver threads, colorful taziyas and multicolored mirrors were impressive. On either side of the imambara stood two tombs with white turrets and domes.
In one corner was a small and pretty masjid. The white imambara, surrounded by a vast and green garden, seemed
to shimmer like a drop of dew on a new leaf in sunlight.
During the majlis of Moharram, the imambara was always so crowded that it seemed as if there wasn’t place
even for a sesame seed. Shoulder would rub against shoulder. Food would be distributed at all the four gates
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between eight in the morning and one in the afternoon. There would be so much pushing and shoving that one felt
suffocated.
There was many a majlis in the city. Mir Sahib, however, always took Ali Husain to Kaban Sahib’s majlis.
When Kaban Sahib sat on the twelve foot high pulpit in his family’s imambara and began the sermon, the space
between the imambara and the far corner of the neighboring market would be packed with men, women and
children dressed in green and black clothes. Ali Husain would watch the children pretending to be the mendicants
of the imambara and reciting the hymns prescribed by traditions. He would be fascinated by the book-sellers, the
water-carriers, the professional mourners, and the lovers of Husain who would beat themselves with chains and
small knives. As soon as Kaban Sahib began to read the sermon, a profound silence would descend on the crowd,
and when the slogans in praise of God were raised it would seem as if the voice of the crowd would pierce the sky
and shake the very foundations of paradise.
At night, when the imambaras of Asafi, Shahnajaj and Husainabad were lit, it would seem as if the sun had
risen again. Ali Husain would sit by the banks of the canal and watch the lights twinkle like fire-flies in the water.
Mir Sahib would have to drag him back home. Then he would dress Ali Husain in a green shirt and a green cap,
hand him a bottle full of sharbat and take him inside the haveli. When they approached the ladies’ quarters,
curtains would be drawn, and the women would withdraw behind them. Mir Sahib would go to the alam of Hazrat
Abbas and Ali Husain would offer sharbat to the children from his bottle. As soon as they left, the women would
recite the noha. Some women, who had been specially invited from Saadatganj to read the noha, had such
sorrowful voices that they never failed to touch the heart.
Loot leyo Banjara banwah
Loot leyo Banjara.

When they read the noha, Ali Husain always felt as if the arteries of his heart would burst and blood would
drain from his body. Amongst those voices, however, he would also strain to hear the voices of Alia Begum and
Sameena Begum, and would silently pray to God to grant him the bliss of listening to them at least once more. His
longing was never fulfilled. He was doomed never to hear their voices again. Perhaps, there was a strict guard
even over their voices.
Ali Husain turned over in his bed, shut his eyes and tried to go back to sleep. At that very moment the silence
of the morning was pierced by the muezzin’s cry:
Allah-ho-Akbar,
Allah-ho-Akbar

Mir Sahib got up to recite the kalma. He said his prayers with devotion and feeling, and asked God for
blessings. Then he read a hymn of supplication:
Give me peace of mind
Oh God who gave me birth.

It was an oppressive afternoon. Hot winds were blowing across the open fields and the city streets. The sky
was covered with dust. The sun was overhead and the heat was intense. The tar on the road had melted. The city
seemed completely deserted.
Suddenly a tonga, pulled by a starved and half-dead horse, appeared at the far end of the road which ran past
the haveli. The clip-clop sound of the tonga and the loud, encouraging noises made by the tongawalla were blown
away by the dusty winds. The tonga stopped in front of the southern gate of the haveli.
Mir Sahib got down from the tonga. Then he turned back to help a thin, old man descend from it. The old man
had a white sheet wrapped around his shoulders. He had long white hair; a white beard and white eye-brows. A
necklace of beads hung around his neck. It glowed in contrast to his sallow face and made him look even more
mysterious. He wore wooden sandals on his feet.
As soon as the two of them got down, the tongawalla parked his tonga under the shadow of a neem tree and
ran to the pond nearby to get water for his horse in a bucket. The horse was panting badly.
Mir Sahib led the strange old man upto the door of the sitting room of the haveli and knocked. The door
opened. Mir Sahib and the old man walked in. The door closed behind them. The sound of their footsteps could be
heard on the bare floor for sometime. Then it faded and there was silence once more.
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The sitting room was gracefully kept. A white sheet covered the couch. A few round cushions lay on it. A fan,
pulled by a servant, hung from the ceiling. Nawab Sahib sat reclining against a cushion. He wore a wine-colored
kurta, embroidered with chikan work, and a narrow pajama. His hair had turned gray and his face was. tense and
shriveled. His physical appearance was not only a sign of ill-health, but also of the sorrow of his heart. The room
in which he sat seemed sad and forlorn like a widow whose world lay shattered around her. Once upon a time, that
room had been filled with music and dance. God knows how many women, beautiful like fairies and glowing with
passion, had made it shimmer with excitement and gaiety.
There was no warmth in it now, no fervor. The hot fires of desire had cooled. Maybe there was still an ember
or two left in the ash, but Nawab Sahib looked like an illustration for the following lines from a Persian poem:
Look at the face,
But ask not about his health.

There was only a dim and dying flame that still burned in his eyes. It seemed as if his soul felt that it was
trapped in a desolate body and was desperately flapping its wings and trying to get out.
Mir Sahib had also grown old and weak. Shah Sahib, the mysterious old man, sat down besides Nawab Sahib
and stared for a while into nothingness. A few sticks of incense burned in front of him. After sometime he looked
up and, with his red eyes, gazed steadily on Nawab Sahib’s face. Nawab Sahib lowered his eyes, sighed and
mumbled:
“Alhamd-ulf-Alhaudulf.” It seemed as if his lonely soul was beating its wings against his desolate body.
“There is a basement in this haveli,” Shah Sahib said.
“Yes, that’s true,” Nawab Sahib affirmed.
That was a revelation for Mir Sahib. It made him very apprehensive.
“No one has ever entered it. My late grandfather had forbidden it. He had said that it was haunted by a ghost.”
“Forty pots full of gold coins hang from its ceiling,” Shah Sahib said. “How can you say you are poor and have
no money, when there is treasure buried in your basement?”
Mir Sahib trembled with fear when he heard Shah Sahib describe the wealth as if he had seen it clearly with
his own eyes. Shah Sahib said, in a thundering voice:
“If the pots of gold are not taken within forty days, they shall be contaminated by sin. My spirits have
informed me that the gold coins will turn into snakes and scorpions.”
Nawab Sahib’s eyes began to glow with the vision of wealth. He got up from his couch, fell at Shah Sahib’s
feet and exclaimed:
“Shah Sahib, if what you say true, I shall become your bonded slave for the rest of my life. I shall give you
whatever you ask for, as much money as you need. But tell me, how can I lay my hands on that wealth?”
“O friend,” Shah Sahib said, “I don’t need money.”
“Money is a curse for the peace of the soul,” Nawab Sahib said. Shah Sahib raised a finger in the air and said:
“I shall pray for you in the mosque by the river for the next forty days. On the fortieth day, at midnight, I shall
come back here to help you.”
Mir Sahib was stunned. He was shocked to realize that the harmless old man, with whom he had ridden in a
tonga for three miles, was a sorcerer who could decipher mysteries and knew the secrets of the underworld. How
quickly had he unveiled the hidden wealth of Nawab Sahib’s family! He couldn’t contain his anger against Ali
Husain, who had been touched by the new spirit of the times, and didn’t believe in magic and ritual. Now that Ali
Husain was in a university, he had begun to think too much of himself. In fact his feet hardly seemed to touch the
earth anymore. If only he realized that, even in the present, there were fakirs whose hearts were blessed and
whose souls burned with divine fire. That it was in the footsteps of such souls alone one could find blessings, be
illuminated. Mir Sahib was so overcome with gratitude that he began to weep. Shah Sahib turned to him and said:
“Old man, dedicate yourself to the service of Allah. He is hidden within you. Don’t try to find him anywhere
else. He burns in your heart. To learn about God, know thyself.”
When Mir Sahib heard Shah Sahib's exhortation, tears began to flow down his face. He fell on Shah Sahib’s
shoulders and began to weep uncontrollably. It was strange to see both Nawab Sahib and Mir Sahib lying at Shah
Sahib’s feet. The servant, who had been pulling the fan, was astonished. Even though he was dying of hunger, he
wanted to run at once to Allahrakha and tell him:
“There is a treasure hidden in the basement of the haveli. You’ll die of envy if I tell you how much.”
At that moment a maid servant came running into the room. She stopped suddenly when she saw that strange
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sight. But after a brief pause she began to scream loudly:
“Sarkar, Nawab Sahib, something awful has happened!” Nawab Sahib and Mir Sahib stood up at once, and
asked:
“What’s happened?”
“Alia Begum has fainted.”
“How?”
“I don’t know. She was up on the terrace. She had just taken a bath. Her hair was still loose. Maybe a ghost …”
Nawab Sahib shot past her and ran towards the ladies' quarters of the haveli. The entire place was in an uproar.
Some women were lamenting, “O God, O protector of the earth, help us, save our daughter.” Others were fanning
Alia Begum with a copy of the Qur’an, while some others were sprinkling water on her face from a steel cup.
Begum Sahiba was sitting with Alia Begum’s head in her lap and crying. Anna was massaging her feet and
praying:
“O Ali, O God who removes all troubles. O God who leads us by our hands. Come to our aid, Mir. Save our
daughter, O God.”
Sameena Begum and Anna’s daughter, Buta, were standing out in the courtyard and crying uncontrollably. Alia
Begum stirred a little and began to mutter something through her clenched teeth. Then she began to moan and
groan as if she was in pain. Her body lay listlessly on the floor. Her hands and feet were cold and numb. Her eyes
were shut. Nawab Sahib said:
“Please move away from her. Let her breathe some fresh air.” He caressed her head and softly called out:
“Bibi, my daughter.”
Alia Begum lifted both her arms and put them around her father’s neck, and started weeping, like a young
bride who was about to depart from her parents’ home with her husband. There were tears in her father’s eyes and
Badi Sarkar began to weep inconsolably. Anna too started crying loudly. Sameena Begum buried her face in a
pillow and wept.
Buta, who had recently been married, collapsed on the floor, without concerning herself, with the fact that the
mehndi on her palms had yet not faded, and that she was still wearing her bridal dress. She was weeping for Alia
Begum, who was innocent and beautiful, and whose large eyes had always filled her with unknown dread. She
had, in fact, once told her mother:
“Amma, there is something strange about Alia Begum’s eyes.” Amma had scolded her and said:
“What’s so strange about them, you stupid girl?”
“She has an evil eye. A jinn has cast a shadow over her. That’s why her eyes are slightly red and seem as if
they are intoxicated.”
“Shut up you silly girl. Control your tongue. You’ll get into trouble if someone overhears you.”
“It’s the truth, Amma.”
Later, when she had got married to Allahrakha, and had repeated the same thing to him, he had laughed loudly
and said:
“My love, when a girl grows up, she should get married. That’s all, otherwise—”
“Otherwise? What happens if she doesn’t?”
“If she doesn’t, she does evil things if she has a bad temper. If she is good natured, she burns like wet wood
and deliberately falls ill.”
“Allah. I hope Alia Begum hasn’t fallen ill.”
That day, when Alia Begum was lying unconscious, Buta wanted to tell everyone what Allahrakha had said,
but she didn’t have the courage. After all the entire incident was a bit shameful.
Alia Begum still had her arms around her father’s neck and was sobbing.
When the people who lived outside the haveli, heard the commotion inside, they gathered at the gate to find
out what had happened, whispered the news to each other, and expressed a variety of opinions. The women of the
neighborhood entered the haveli.
The noise outside woke up Ali Husain. He stretched himself, covered his mouth to suppress a yawn and
wondered what had happened. At that moment the door of the courtyard opened and Nanusakka and Rehman
Kahar walked in.
“What’s happening Nanu Chacha? Why is there so much of noise?”
While Nanusakka raised both his arms, as if to invoke the blessings of God, Rehman Kahar said:
“I have heard that a ghost has possessed the eldest daughter of the house, and she has fainted. Beyond that I
don’t know anything.”
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*
Exactly at midnight, when everything was quiet and still, and the haveli was shrouded in darkness, Shah Sahib
got up from the couch. Nawab Sahib and Mir Sahib, who had been watching his ritual performance with awe, also
stood up. Shah Sahib was wrapped in a white sheet and had a long necklace of prayer beads in his hand. The room
was filled with the smoke of incense and the smell of camphor. The flickering candle light made it seem even
more mysterious.
With trembling hands, Mir Sahib placed a pair of wooden sandals in front of Nawab Sahib, and then picked up
a lamp and led the way towards the steps which went down into the cellar. The clatter of Shah Sahib’s wooden
sandals was so loud, that it seemed as if he wasn’t walking on the floor, but was walking over loudly beating
hearts. Nawab Sahib had a large key in his hand. No one uttered a word. Slowly they climbed down the steps and
stood in front of the large door of the cellar which had been lost in darkness for years. Nawab Sahib put the key
into the lock, as Mir Sahib brought the lamp close up to it. The lock turned. Shah Sahib pushed the door open,
said, “Bismillah” and stepped inside.
For a few minutes there was no sound. Then the silence was broken by the sound of Shah Sahib’s steps as he
returned. When he came back to the door, he indicated with a gesture that Nawab Sahib should follow him. When
Mir Sahib too stepped forward, Shah Sahib glared at him and waved him aside. Nawab Sahib and he then
disappeared into the cellar.
Mir Sahib waited outside the door all night. He didn’t hear any sound from inside. Slowly the night faded into
morning and he heard the azan. He said his prayers and then, suspecting that something had gone wrong, opened
the cellar door. He stood at the top of the steps, but couldn’t see anything in the darkness. It was so hot and
oppressive inside that he felt faint. He immediately came out of the cellar. He was puzzled, and didn’t know how
to explain the mysterious disappearance of Nawab Sahib and Shah Sahib.
*
The next day, there was an uproar in the town. The police was informed. In the presence of a few important
and respectable people of the town, the police broke down the cellar door and recovered the bodies of Nawab
Sahib and Shah Sahib. The post-mortem report indicated that both had suffocated to death. But Mir Sahib, along
with a large number of other people, believed that they had died because something had gone wrong with the
magic, and that evil spirits had killed them. It is difficult to describe the scandal the event caused.
A few days after the calamity, Mir Sahib went up to the curtained verandah in the ladies’ quarters and said:
“Sarkar, I don’t believe the police. Shah Sahib was a well-known sorcerer. I am convinced that there are pots
of gold in the cellar.”
Begum Sahiba gave him permission to secretly investigate the cellar. Mir Sahib, however, didn’t have the
courage to go there alone. He had, after all, witnessed two unnatural deaths. Therefore, he summoned a few
trusted laborers, and had them open the ventilators of the cellar for fresh air and light. The following morning, he
entered the cellar. It was a very large place, but there was no sign of pots of gold in it. When he informed Begum
Sahiba, she herself went down to confirm his report. She too returned empty handed.
*
After his death, Yousuf Ali Khan’s household scattered like autumn leaves. Mir Sahib and his son, Ali Husain,
left for Pakistan. They settled in Karachi. Ali Husain got a job as a lecturer in a college. Soon, however, he
noticed that the conditions of life there were quite different, and that even if one worked oneself to death in a job,
one would have no money left to do anything with.
Mir Sahib had nothing to do. He lived near the sea at Manorrah. Everyday he went out for a walk on the beach
and watched the ships dock at the port and then depart. One day, he met a Memon Seth, and somehow so
impressed him, that the Seth began to sing songs praising him.
Mir Sahib was still an honest and a decent man. At first, in order to test him, the Seth entrusted him with
business worth a few hundred rupees. Later he gave him work worth thousands, and when he discovered that Mir
Sahib hadn’t cheated him even by one single paisa, he placed his entire business, worth lakhs and crores, in his
hands, and left for Europe.
Ali Husain soon realized that the Seth was like a hen which laid golden eggs. He began to take an interest in
Mir Sahib’s business affairs. Within a few years, Allah showered so much grace on them, that Mir Sahib first
bought a piece of land from a society, then built a house worth lakhs on it. Then he set up a large office, and Ali
Husain installed air-conditioners in it. They hired smartly dressed servants, bought cars and expanded their fishtrade with lots of nations.
Whenever Mir Sahib drove out in one of his cars to catch a breath of fresh air, he thought of Nawab Sahib’s
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horse carriage and said to himself:
“In Pakistan, Allah has blessed me with so much wealth that I can buy the likes of Nawab Sahib many times
over.” When Mir Sahib stood at the sea shore and watched his goods being loaded and unloaded, he said to
himself:
“Compared with this, the world of Nawab Sahib was no larger than a well. How ignorant we all were to regard
it as an ocean. How stupid and vulgar were those stories of magic and ghost haunted cellars. The reality is that the
sea is spread across three-fourths of the face of the earth. There is nothing but water as far as the eye can see.” The
waves of the sea leapt, danced and fell on the shore, and then receded.
Now, when Mir Sahib went to a majlis during Moharram, he made sure that his dress, his car, his house and his
wealth made a fine impression on people. He made a special effort to find those people who had once seen him
sitting at the gate of Nawab Sahib’s haveli. When those who had known him in the past, saw his wealth, they were
really astonished and perturbed. Stories about his wealth began to be passed on from one person to the next. And
Mir Sahib, who used to donate money for the majlis, and weep with genuine sorrow at the fate of Imam Husain,
now cried only because he was required to do so by custom.
Ali Husain began to move in the upper circles of society. He spent his time gossiping with charming
foreigners, drinking the best of wines, and declaiming about politics and money. When he got tired of staying in
the country, he went to Europe on business. He returned to his country only after he had his fill of the night-clubs,
bars and ballrooms there. In order to impress his father with his efficiency and accomplishments, he pretended
that his trip had been a business success. His father, of course, saw through the deception, but chose to ignore it.
In this manner, father and son spent their lives in comfort and luxury.
One day, Mir Sahib, on some strange impulse, suddenly decided that he wanted to visit Lucknow again, and
that his son should accompany him. Ali Husain had no interest in going back to Lucknow. Mir Sahib was,
however, insistent. He still nursed the secret hope that he would be able to get Ali Husain married, either to Alia
Begum or to Sameena Begum. After all, Mir Sahib was not merely rich, he was a millionaire, and what greater
favor could he bestow upon the impoverished family of the late Nawab Sahib, than to offer his son as a husband
for one of the daughters of that household. So Mir Sahib secretly arranged to have thousands of rupees transferred
to India through traders who were known to him, and took a P.I.A. flight from Karachi to Bombay. He collected
his money from the traders in Bombay and took a flight to Lucknow. He checked into [the] Carlton Hotel and,
that very evening, accompanied by Ali Husain, went to Nawab Sahib’s haveli.
It was the beginning of winter. The sun was slowly setting and a mist was quietly settling over everything. The
tall palm trees looked lovely in the fading light. The red glow of the setting sun had caught the highest point of
Nawab Sahib’s four-storyed haveli. Allahrakha had just yoked his horse to the tonga and had set out. When Mir
Sahib saw him, he ordered the driver to stop the taxi, and shouted:
“Allahrakha! Arrey, Miyan, listen. Allahrakha!”
Allahrakha was puzzled and startled when he saw two strange men sitting in the taxi. He wondered how they
knew him. He got down from the tonga and walked up to the taxi, but failed to recognize Mir Sahib and Ali
Husain. Mir Sahib said:
“Arrey, Miyan, it’s me—Mir Ali Hassan. And this is my son, Ali Husain.”
“Arrey, Mir Sahib!” Allahrakha exclaimed.
“Mizad sarith. Salaam alekum, Ali Husain Bhaiya. Welcome back.” Excited, he hugged both of them, and then
shouted out to the neighbors:
“Mir Sahib has come.”
He turned to Mir Sahib and said:
“It’s sad that after Nawab Sahib’s death, everything was ruined. Everyone left. You too went away.”
Ali Husain, who had been silent till then, asked:
“Do you still ply your tonga, Allahrakha?” Allahrakha laughed and said:
“What else can I do, Bhaiya? If I don’t ply this tonga, how will I eat? I have a large family.” There was a slight
hint of sarcasm in his voice, as if he was asking whether he should be flying an airplane, instead of plying a tonga.
Ali Husain looked at the courtyard of the haveli where he had spent many years of his life. He felt pained and
disgusted, and thought to himself, “Allah, Allah, how many years did we spend here living like animals!” His
eyes turned towards the staircase. They were still as decrepit, dark and damp, as they had always been.
Suddenly, they heard Anna’s voice from the rooms upstairs:
“It’s time for purdah.”
“Oh, no,” Ali Husain said to himself. “We seem to have leapt back into the past. Compared to the beautiful,
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modern and industrial towns of Europe, with their streets, buildings and, healthy and liberated women, Lucknow
is backward, defeated, old and decrepit.” He was so disturbed that he turned to his father and said:
“Baba, let’s leave. I feel suffocated.”
Instead of saying anything in reply, Mir Sahib glared at him. At that very moment, they heard a beggar coming
towards them, singing in a voice which was sad and touching. The beggar sang:
If I don’t utter a word my heart will be singed
If I do say something my mouth will be burned.

Then he tuned his single-stringed instrument and sang:
The lila of this world is strange, O Lord,
I lost the wager of love, I thought I had won.

Mir Sahib said, “His voice is full of pain.” Allahrakha laughed and said:
“He’s the Brahman you once knew, Mir Sahib. The poor man is now blind and has to beg.”
“Really!” Ali Husain said. “The same one who used to—”
“Yes, yes, Bhaiya, the same one who used to come here.” Extremely agitated, Mir Sahib called out:
“Punditji, arrey, Punditji. O Bhai, Bahman.”
The blind beggar stopped singing and asked, “Did someone call me?”
“Yes, yes, I called you. Mir Ali Hassan.”
“Mir Sahib!” the Brahmin exclaimed. He blinked his sightless eyes and rapidly walked towards him tapping
his stick. “You!”
Mir Sahib went up to him, placed his hands on the Brahmin’s shoulders. The Brahmin also extended his hands
and touched him. But when his fingers felt Mir Sahib’s expensive suit, he stopped and let his arms drop to his
sides. Then he asked:
“Is that really you, Mir Sahib?”
Trying hard to control his excitement, Mir Sahib said, “Yes, yes, it’s me.” Then he took the Brahmin’s hands,
placed them on Ali Husain’s shoulders and said:
“This is my son, Ali Husain. Bahmanji, as you had predicted., we are millionaires.”
The Brahmin sat down on the ground and said:
“I am glad that you acknowledge my learning. Didn’t I tell you that your son’s forehead had the light and glow
of emperors and kings.” Mir Sahib said:
“You were hundred percent right, Bhaiya.”
Mir Sahib took a hundred rupee note from his pocket, placed it in the hands of the Brahmin and said:
“Here, Punditji, keep this.” The Brahmin felt it with his fingers and asked:
“What is it?” Mir Sahib said:
“Money.”
Allahrakha who had been staring at the note with wide eyes, said:
“It’s a hundred rupee note. Go, Punditji, enjoy yourself. You’ll never forget that you met a rich man.”
The Brahmin kissed the hundred rupee note, touched his forehead with it reverentially and started putting it in
his pocket. Suddenly, he thought of something, stopped and said:
“Where do you live these days, Mir Sahib? I heard that you had gone away to Pakistan.”
“Yes, I live in Karachi.”
The Brahmin took a step forward, extended the hundred rupee note towards him, and said:
“I can’t accept this.”
“Why not?” Ali Husain asked sharply.“Because a hundred rupees is a lot of money. What will I do with it? Give me one rupee.”
“Arrey, Punditji, consider it to be no more than one rupee,” Mir Sahib said.
“No. No, I can’t take it.”
Allahrakha asked angrily, “Why, Bahmanji? What’s the matter?” The Brahmin said:
“It’s like this. I come this way every day. People give me alms and I get to hear familiar voices.” Then he
banged his stick hard on the ground and added:
“That way I keep in touch with this earth. You know what will happen if I accept a hundred rupees? I’ll not be
able to come back to this place. Mir Sahib, if you give me one rupee, I’ll accept it.”
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Ali Husain clenched his teeth and muttered something under his breath. Mir Sahib took the hundred rupee note
back and gave the Brahmin a one rupee note in exchange. The Brahmin blessed him a hundred times and left.
They heard Anna’s old voice call:
“It’s time for the purdah.”
Mir Sahib and Ali Husain walked up to the ladies’ section of the haveli. Two chairs had been placed for them
in front of the curtain. Allahrakha said:
“Mir Sahib is here.” Mir Sahib bowed and said:
“I have come to pay you my respects.” Ali Husain didn’t want to follow his father’s example, but he too bowed
and said:
“Adab.” Mir Sahib had been so deeply affected by what the Brahmin had said that he seemed a bit distracted.
Anna said:
“Badi Sarkar accepts your greetings. Her complaint is that you deserted this house. She didn’t expect you to do
that.” Ali Husain was hoping that he would, at last, after having waited for so very long, be able to catch one
glimpse of Alia Begum and Sameena Begum, and that one of them would be, perhaps …
Mir Sahib said, “What can I say, Badi Sarkar? I had to think of the future of my son. Allah has been merciful
and has granted us lots of favors. If you would agree to come to Karachi, I shall lay down everything I have at
your feet and serve you faithfully till the end of my life.”
After sometime, Anna said:
“Badi Sarkar says, Allah be praised. If she goes to Karbala she will certainly visit Karachi. But she has no
plans to go out in the near future.”
Ali Husain found these traditional formalities painful. He longed to rush up to the curtain, push it aside and
walk in boldly. But he couldn’t bring himself to do that.
Mir Sahib put a bundle of ten thousand rupees tied in a handkerchief, sent it into the Begum Sahib, and said:
“Sarkar, I couldn’t get you anything from Karachi. Please buy a few gifts for Badi Bittiya and Choti Bittiya.”
Badi Sarkar accepted the gift and Mir Sahib thought that he had finally won. He was confident that she would
agree to marry one of her daughters to his son.
The following afternoon, Mir Sahib and Ali Husain were invited for lunch at the haveli. From Ali Husain’s
face, it appeared as if he was already in possession of his beloved. Mir Sahib looked elated. After an elegant meal,
Anna placed an old, but expensive shawl in a tray before Mir Sahib and said:
“Badi Sarkar has sent you this as a gift.”
Mir Sahib bowed and accepted the gift.
Then Anna placed a handkerchief and a colourful cloth in another tray before Mir Sahib and said:
“Badi Sarkar requests you to present this to your son’s wife.”
Mir Sahib saw that the bundle of ten thousand rupees, which he had offered Begum Sahiba yesterday, had been
returned to him, and that one golden guinea had been placed on top. Mir Sahib lost heart and admitted defeat. He
realized that the haveli was a proud fortress and that it would take something more than money to conquer it. In
that haveli, he was still no better than what he had always been. Both father and son took their leave and came out
of the haveli.
When Ali Husain looked up at the old window of the haveli with longing, he thought that he saw someone
quickly draw a curtain across it.
Mir Sahib and Ali Husain got into their taxi. They heard Allahrakha sing:
I have lost my days,
longing for my love, longing for my love.
I have lost my days.

The taxi started moving. When Ali Husain looked back, he caught a glimpse of something white flash past a
window and then vanish.
Mir Sahib felt that the haveli had raised its proud head once more.
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The sound of the train faded away till it merged into the drone of crickets. Then it was dark again. A few trees
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of various shapes, swathed in inky cobwebs drawn from the sky, earth and emptiness, stood scattered around in
incredible postures.
There were no fireflies that day either. Even they don’t glow on the night of the new moon. The darkness lay as
thick as mud. No deepening, no lightening, no light and shade, there was nothing. The month of Poush. The cold
dew fell, like drops of darkness. And set in this fantastic atmosphere, the little gathering lit by lanterns looks even
more unreal. Only the figure of the goddess is under a jute canopy. Dasharathi has modeled the image this time
too. A dark blue body. Simmering. A bright red tongue. Elongated eyes. Some heads round her neck, in her hands.
As if fresh from the slaughter.
Preparations have been made for Sandhi Puja. The old priest, squatting on the reed mat and staring bemused at
the goddess, is murmuring mantras in a story-telling tone. Occasionally, he sighs and cries out in a broken voice:
“Maa, Maa.”
The call, like a bat’s wing, churns up the darkness and fades away. Four drummers have come. The little boy
keeps time on the gong. They are sitting around smoking pot. They will have to play soon when Nityacharan
dances. The sacrifice after that, and the puja.
The arena has been laid out in front of the goddess. The area, about eight or ten spans in length and breadth,
has been dug up and made slippery by pouring water. It is even difficult to walk here. On this Nityacharan will fly
like a bird. Bell-metal braziers on his head and in his teeth. Fire in the braziers. And with twisting body and on
perfectly balanced feet, Nityacharan will weave his strange dance. He will dance within the flames. He will dance
bearing flames. Nityacharan will become a flame.
Self-important young men rush about on small errands. The last minute anxious, disorganized bustle seems
irrelevant in the unearthly atmosphere and amidst fantastic preparations. Someone needlessly piles some more
jackfruit leaves before the sacrificial goat. People shift back a little, feeling the heat from the flames even before
the fire is lit. Women sit apart. The puja is set against the cremation ground. So there are no children about to
make a din. But all the village dogs have come along. They wander about, sniffing the ground.
Durga pulled slightly at the sari on her head. She was sitting at the very end of the women’s row, squeezed into
a corner. The night was a shade darker here. In the past, her place had been right in front on this night. Where the
faint heat of the fire would play touch and go with her. Where she could see every pose, every glance of
Nityacharan’s clearly. Durga stared distractedly at the slippery, muddy arena and tried to think:
“Before this, long ago, I was somehow … somewhat … I was …”
She suddenly realized that now she couldn’t think at all. She noticed with indifference that the other women
were paying her special attention today. Acknowledging her importance as Nitya’s wife. Surprised, Durga
understood that the respect due to her association with Nityacharan had not dried up yet. At once her thighs began
to burn. With bated breath, and eyes screwed shut Durga sat inert. That fear, oh, that fear again, now. Her heart
beat hard. The nerve-ends in her fingers and toes seemed to drone out an unintelligible cricket song.
She had seen the man in the crowd at the station on her way back from work. Looking at her, he winked with
his left eye and smiled. Durga walked quickly away and managed to board a women’s compartment. All the way
back, she trembled like a dry bamboo leaf. Who was that man? Why did he look at me like that? Why did he
smile? Did he have glasses? No, a thin moustache. Was he wearing a dhoti, or trousers? I can’t remember, I can’t
identify him, I don’t recognize him. Why did he smile? Does he know me? Which station was he going to? Or
was he just following me?
At every station, she tried to look for him, disguising her keen search with an absent glance. Just before
alighting, she noticed a young man near the railings, lighting a match and forgetting to light his bidi in turn, while
staring at her .face. Without another glance, Durga took the path through the fields. Is it the same man? But he
doesn’t have a moustache, and is in pajamas. Then why did he look at me? Is it that man, or another one?
She tries to recall the faces one after the other. But no the image emerges clearly. She can’t remember anything
distinctly. A featureless form hovers vaguely before her eyes. Her breath comes short in her effort to identify the
face. A hairy hand, just a hand, pinches her breast violently. Then clamps down on her throat.
The path through the fields was crowded that day. Everyone was going to see the puja, the dance. Durga could
hear Nitya’s name in many voices, snatches of stories, sometimes half-mythical. Those who knew her, smiled and
talked to her. And those who didn’t stared at her in wonder, starting a whispered conversation among themselves.
Pursued by an indefinable dread, Durga skulked past like an animal, her ears alert, full of suppressed anxiety and
suspicion.
Can’t stand crowds. I don’t like them. I am afraid. When people smile and talk to one another my heart sinks.
When someone looks at me, I feel like running away. When I suddenly come across someone I don’t know, I
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become suspicious. I tremble when I see an acquaintance talking to a stranger. Can’t stand crowds—I hate them. I
can’t trust anything. I feel a plot thickening round me. I know the net will slowly spread up to here. It will spread
slowly. I will be caught. Then a hand will point its finger at me and say:
“Here it is, here.”
That hand will not tickle my belly or claw at my throat. But I will die. I will go. I don’t know where. There was
peace in the house. I spent days lying low in my own house like a thief. My confident man also hid like a thief
with me.. Everyone was sorry for us. We were almost wiped out, yet we somehow survived. But today he has
come out of his shelter. He has dragged me out. I don’t like crowds. I can’t stand the eyes. I am afraid something
will happen. Maybe even today. I shall spend every moment in restless watching. But my anxiety must not show.
What will I do then? Oh, what will I do? Then I … that man … that hand … will dance. I shall watch the dance.
He looked like a hero then.
He had on a tight-fitting pair of shorts. His naked body had a slippery sheen. The dirty rag clinging to his loins
seemed to float like oil on water.
Nitya had preened himself today. Had fluffed up his hair with soap. Had put a vermilion mark on his forehead.
Round his neck and arms were luscious beads like bright, ripe berries. His chest glistened with the pride of
smooth, slender leaves. Manly hair covered his thighs, also his legs. The whole body was a tumult of muscles and
veins, all distended, intertwined. Nitya’s eyes were glazed. His lips perpetually held the careless, absent-minded
smile of the very obstinate.
Then the fire caught with a whoosh. It spread rapidly. A net fencing of fire. Nitya within the fence. Nitya has
no hands. The net will wind round once, twice, three times, and shrink to a tiny fence. Nitya is dancing with
flaming braziers on his head and in his teeth. He steps gently, lovingly, on the slippery mud.
And the sticks beat on the drums. The skin has been heated and tied taut. The kingfisher feathers adorning the
drums seem to form a hero’s canopy for a dark, dancing, sculpture in stone. Gleaming liquidly in the firelight.
Clear and sharp are the notes of the gong.
“Maa, Maa,” calls the old priest in his cracked voice.
The sacrificial goat cries out once in terror and falls to chewing the jackfruit leaves. And the dogs howl in
unison and begin scratching the ground.
Durga was staring in silence at the fire. Fire in the heart of the earth. Fire in the heart of darkness. The flames,
a vortex of a hundred hues. And smoke. The darkness shimmers, the flames shimmer, the smoke shimmers. Even
the drumbeats have become one rapid shimmering sound.
I have not seen such fire for a long time. There is dance in Nityacharan’s blood. No one thought he would
dance this time. The one who spends the whole year hanging his head in shame and stupefaction, lives off his
wife’s earnings, is now standing tall as in bygone days. Everyone is gazing in admiration. And I find it horrible.
It’s revolting. In the firelight, I can see every stitch on his severed elbows. Has he no shame! He must have
thought up some plot. I don’t trust anything. What more is wanted? Ah, what do you want? Why has he made me
sit like a joke in front of everybody, and gone off to dance? Is he suspicious? Suspicion! Is there?
That day I … that day … I … that day … fire … much bigger, the whole house burnt down. They pushed my
father in. Father was running from room to room. His hair, his beard caught fire. He pulled his dhoti off. All his
life, my father went from village to village reciting tales from the Puranas. But no Puranic hero came speeding
like the wind to save him. They didn’t let my father out. And when the sky split open with the demonic scream
from my father’s sweet Purana versed throat, with the sound of bursting bamboos, with the sound of the Muslim
call to prayer, they laid me in the open field lit by the burning house. My mother beside me. A hand began
pinching my breast. Cinders from the house came flying into my eyes. I was feeling very hot, yet I shivered with
cold.
“Maa, Maa,” shouted the old priest again.
Startled, Durga looked at him. I have not called anybody mother for such a long time. Vaguely, she recalled
where she was. Here, next to this cremation ground, this side of the river. My mother’s gone, my father’s gone,
my country’s gone. My mother did not receive her last fire. I have not called anyone mother for such a long time.
What is the old priest shouting? Who will answer him? Does anyone? Does anyone ever? Then why did this
happen to me? Why did this happen to me? Running away and living in the station, and then marriage to
Nityacharan.
They cleared the forests and settled the village by force. Houses came up. Capricious, forceful, the man strides
about with his head held high, with a reckless air; even on this side of the river, he is not afraid of anything, or of
anyone. Yet when living with him, I am half-dead with fear. I am terrified of that hand. I can see the hand clearly.
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A palm rough with cracked skin, blackened nails, swollen veins like sewer worms. Wants to destroy my new
shelter. Wants to place me like a criminal before a pair of unclouded, trusting eyes. Fondles me and pinches my
breast. So many nights I have clawed at Nityacharan’s arm and screamed in my sleep. He has caressed me and
calmed me down. Stubbornly, he would say:
“Everything will be all right, here on this side, you will have everything again.”
He would console me like a mother. I haven’t called anyone mother for such a long time.
“Maa, Maa,” it was the old priest again.
And suddenly the sound of drums faded a little. Then somebody threw in a bunch of jute-sticks. With
superhuman dexterity, Nitya ignited the second fence. The fire caught and spread. Two fences burnt in concentric
circles. Nitya is dancing at the center. The sound of drums is gradually rising to a crescendo. Beating faster. The
gong clanging loudly. And the sacrificial goat, suddenly frightened, has begun to call out. Shadows of the flames
tremble in its eyes. And the monotonous cry of the goat enveloping Nityacharan’s ghostly dance in that darkness,
the image of Kali, the sound of drums, some human silhouettes and the sorcery of fire, have together created a
brutal trap.
Who weeps softly in my ear? The man had a habit of striking his chest in times of passion. Who weeps softly
in whispers? Wife, I can’t go into the open street like this, armless, crippled. Nityacharan could not beat his chest
that day. Wife, I’m stuck at home, and you go out to work! Could not beat his chest. Wife, what do you do till so
late? Wife, why are you chewing paan? Wife, how come you get new saris? Wife, I know only you. Someone
weeps softly, in whispers.
The sound became clearer. It has thundered across the far bridge. A goods train. Some lights in front, a fire in
the engine room, a few people. Craning to look this way.
The dancing Nityacharan seemed to stare at the train in uncomprehending amazement. His feet speeded up,
unknowingly. Unknowingly too, the drumbeat grew faster. Unconsciously everyone was screaming “Maa, Maa,”
in chorus with the old priest. Thunderstruck, Durga watched the brazier fall from Nityacharan’s head, as if he
would shake off all superfluities in deep disdain. The roaring of the dogs drowns the goat’s cries and rises with the
wind. The train can be heard distinctly, as though Durga can just reach out and touch it. Little black stone-chips,
planks of worn-out wood, shining rails. The wheels roll on. The nuts and bolts pound a metallic beat. The two
rails shiver and shake. The train runs on. Two or three bundles of betel nuts were tied around his stomach, on his
chest and back. They heard near the bridge that the train was going to be stopped midway for a search. All the
stuff had to be carefully suspended under the bogeys of the moving train. The lines were shivering and shaking.
The banks were shaking. The wheels, nuts and bolts pounded incessantly. And suddenly, abruptly, Nityacharan
slipped. He fell between the lines, so he did not die. He tried to stop the train by pulling at it with his two bare
hands. In fear, perhaps, or in defiance. The iron wheels bit off a wrist and a forearm. And now again that whisper,
weeping in the ears. Why did this happen, wife, why did it happen? Who weeps? I’ve done no wrong. Who
weeps, wife, wife, oh my wife! Then the sound of the train merged into the drumbeats like a sigh. Inexplicably,
everyone moaned “Maa, Maa” again, fierce, yet somehow scared.
Then Nityacharan was dancing within two circles of fire. Sometimes the flames and smoke would screen him
from view. He treads on thick, slippery mud. Sweat pours from his body. The man who looked like a hero a while
ago, now turns the heart cold. For his eyes are red and his mouth holds that defiant, ruthless smile. Looking at that
naked, powerful body without arms, it suddenly seems as if a being from the Puranas has descended on this earth.
Before him is a chariot of fire. The figure of Kali has pushed out her tongue in shame.
Somebody had thrown in more jute-sticks. Nityacharan lit the third fence. This time the flames sprang up in
the mud. There are only about two or three spans left to dance in. The fire seems to come from Nityacharan’s
body. Some people groaned in fear. Some have risen in excitement. The old priest shouts:
“Maa, Maa.”
But no one joins him this time. The scapegoat is straining desperately at the tethering rope. Its dry tongue lolls
out. And the dogs are whining. Even the dogs are scared. Weeping.
Someone grips her neck hard. Raising dazed eyes, Durga saw it was the young daughter-in-law of a
neighboring house. She is unaware that she is holding Durga. Someone says in Durga’s ear:
“Witch.”
Durga looked slowly round as if waking from sleep. No one. Someone says:
“For your sins.” Someone says:
“I die.” Durga tries to reach out with both hands and seize the feet. Her hands lie inert on her lap like two dry
leaves.
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Even the drummers are dancing in frenzy. Sweat pours off marble bodies. The old priest starts dancing before
the goddess. It looks as though the stranger in the men’s row, who had been staring at her for a long time, is
swaying his hips slowly and taking dancing steps in her direction. Durga saw that now all the men and women
had begun to dance. And the flames are dancing in three circles. Red, yellow, purple. The smoke is dancing. Ash,
brown, black. The smoke smothers the fire. It swells and grows. Becomes gray. The curtain in the hotel swells and
grows. Becomes gray. A couple of chairs block the exits of the cubicle from the inside. The fan is spinning
overhead. Yet she is feeling very hot. But shivering with cold. She sees the house burn in front of her eyes—her
father running from room to room, unable to escape, hears the Muslim call to prayer, feels the cinders in her eyes.
Then the sound of the train, the wheels rolling on the rails, the metallic pounding of the nuts and bolts, Nitya
trying to stop the train with two hands, the cinders in her eyes. A radio is playing on the hotel counter. Then the
hairy hand, without tenderness, tickled her throat, a ring on the finger. Durga tried desperately to squeeze her own
throat with both hands and scream.
No one heard. On the tracks behind them, a train sped shrieking by, casting on the way an eerie pattern of light
and darkness. Vulcan on the run. And the fire leaping in three fences. Nityacharan dances, the whole gathering
dances. Even the drumbeats dance.
A shout comes from within the fences of fire:
“Wife?”
“What is it?”
“Come, let’s die.”
“Oh, no. Death scares me.”
“So, what will we do?”
“Tell me.”
“Live like this?”
“Yes, please. At least you will live.”
“Will you live like this?”
“I don’t know.”
“Live like this?”
“Yes, please. At least we will live.”
“O wife, will you live like this?”
“I can’t go on.”
“Then, what do you say?”
“I can’t go on.”
“Then what do you say?”
“I can’t go on.”
“Come let’s die.”
“I can’t go on.”
Durga went on murmuring brokenly, “I can’t, I can’t, I can’t, I can’t.” Again somebody said in her ear:
“Witch.” Someone said:
“For your sins.”
“Maa, Maa,” cried the old priest. Many trembling voices joined him in fear, devotion, excitement.
Nityacharan’s eyes were like Kali’s tongue. His body was bursting in sweat. His steps now fell at random on the
mud. He would collapse any moment. He threw off the brazier in his mouth. Close to him burns the innermost
fence. Fire in the mud, fire on the earth. Burning high. Leaping in a dance. Random steps in a dance of fire. He
can collapse any moment now. The elbow stumps look strange. A weary, superhuman spirit, exhaustedly flapping
its wings. And the mongrels have joined the scapegoat in a whining choric lament.
Durga saw the fire advancing like a twisting serpent. The three fences became one. The three worlds became
one. And churning the flood of fire, someone arose and thundered:
“I have come. I know. You cannot escape me.”
Durga knelt, mesmerized. Nityacharan could not be seen any more. Their settlement is burning. Then the
chariot of fire speeds towards Calcutta. The curtain of the hotel-cabin where she works is burnt up. Like a cruel
tyrant the fire began to burn up everything. A little boy fled crying, holding a doll in his hands. The fire spread.
People ran panting towards the river. The river was as dry as a desert. The Padma was a dry desert. The fire
pursues me. Where will I run? Cinders fly into my eyes. Durga feels very hot. Yet she shivers violently with cold.
Inarticulate-ly she says:
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“Who gave me such a heavy burden?” She says:
“I did not want you to die, I never wanted that. Oh, how I long for life!”
Then Durga saw vividly, her destiny standing in the circle of fire. The foe she never could quite identify, but
who had poisoned her every moment with fear, had invaded Nityacharan’s body, and was beckoning Durga with
his broken wing lifted high:
“This way, this way, here is the place.”
66.53 The Glazed Eyes\fn{by Avatar Krishna Rehbar (1933- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
Smash!
A sound shattered the stillness of the night, perhaps another window pane was broken and fell in fragments.
This was the last pane left in the window and my feelings were lacerated.
God! Why did it break? It was cracked, no doubt, but still it had been there. Perhaps it was the crack that killed
it—it is cracks that kill. I should have pasted paper on it, then it would not have fallen in a shower of smithereens.
Oh God, these fragments stab my heart. And the pain! What is happening to me? I want to scream, but my throat
—it feels dry as a desert and my tongue has become a piece of granite. What am I to do about this window now—
all the cold of the world is creeping in. Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh—the wind is a galloping horse and the tigerclaws of the icy current dig into me. Oh this night! This endless, black pit of a night! And the ceaseless ticking of
the clock, doesn’t the pendulum ever get tired? Why doesn’t it stop for a while, rest? Oh, it is only one o’clock,
and then it will be half-past one, two, two fifteen—an endless stretch, when will it ever end? This black cobra of a
night—darkness holds the world in thrall! My breath seems to cease. The window is rattling loudly. In spite of so
many inhabitants in the house, why do I feel so alone?
But no … no … how am I alone? These chairs, this table, they are all with me. That calendar on the wall, the
picture on it—the image of Ganapati—such a long trunk, such a queer nose! And these small eyes—an elephant
head on a human body—the symbol of an odd form, an inharmonious body. And it is this odd form that people
worship—is it a thing of beauty?
Oh, what is happening to me? I am not alone … no … no … look, there are shadows creeping in through the
gables in the attic—shadows—two eyes floating in the air, dancing in space. Now they are frozen in the air. Oh
they shouldn’t suffocate me, these frozen eyes! They are staring at me … I can’t … I just can’t bear it, this terrible
agony! Eyes are terrible agony! But they are not those eyes, inharmonious, with no spark in them. Eyes are
supposed to be a Madonna, a Jesus—a fountainhead of love and affection—full of compassion for all even while
nailed to the cross. Eyes are the beauty of a lily, the coloring of a rose, the dance of a moth, the leap of a deer in a
dense forest.
But no … no … eyes are the rage of Kali, the leaping flames of Chandi, no … no, these eyes are different.
These glowing eyes are a mirage … these glazed eyes …
Oh God, they are tearing my innards apart. I should disappear, or these eyes will … when will they leave me
alone?
But I know these eyes very well. How they loved this room once! Its walls and everything in it—even the
calendar with the picture of Ganapati. But I did not know that the calendar is business and the eyes were on the
lookout for business. How enthusiastically and with what excitement I had had these glass panes fixed, in all hues
and shades of colors. These eyes loved them. If I ever got late the eyes would get agitated at my absence. How
attached they were to me, to my body and its handsomeness!
But God, that moment! It came and I was wounded. I fell down. I was badly mauled, but how did I survive? I
was taken to hospital. They severed my legs from my body. The only thing left intact was my eyesight, but the
light that used to shine on my path was gone. And Mona Lisa’s eyes changed … I was caught in a. vortex of
darkness. I had never suspected that these eyes only loved my body.
Oh God, what is happening to me? My heart is ready to burst. My agitation grows, I am trapped in a cancer
ward, my breath grows short. These eyes are a delusion. In how many directions I tried to flee, but there was no
cure for my cancer. The pain torments me constantly. Oh the agony—it abrades my being. The more I try to
distance myself from the eyes, the nearer my wound draws them every day. How I hate them, how deeply I abhor
them! I want to run away from them, but what am I to do with my loneliness? It pulls them to me. I can
understand nothing, nothing at all. The nearness of these eyes will only go with my death.
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I wish I could scream—but where is the strength? But what is it that this Ganapati finds so funny? His own
grotesque form? Or my being? Look at him, wielding this huge trident! Let me pick up a trident too and laugh! Ha
ha ha, go on laughing uncontrollably, unrestrainedly, ha ha ha!
33.173 & 62.110 1. Wife—Working Woman 2. Happy Ending: Two Short Stories\fn{by Abburi Chaya Devi
(1933- )} Rajahmundry, East Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 9
1
Sunday was the busiest. By the time I was done with my chores it was nearing eleven. I looked for a patch of
the sun that was forever eluding my house and, just as I found a corner in which to settle down with the paper, the
bell rang. Damn! Must be the paper carrier with the bill, or the man from the shop next door to collect the empty
bottles. Reluctantly, a little irritated, I forced myself to open the door.
It was a new face. A young girl—in her twenties. A folder in one hand and a leather bag in the other. Must be
one of those girls who come to sell soap or sanitary napkins. My face automatically registered boredom as my
words came out.
“What do you want?” She smiled.
“I want you.” Pretty to look at, too.
“You know Mr. R. Rao. His wife told me about you. I hope you can spare me a little time.”
Raghava Rao was a good friend of ours. Still! Have I a choice? I thought, as I opened the door, and asked her
to come in. We seated ourselves in the corner, sharing the sun.
“My name is Sujatha. I am at the university—doing research.” As she spoke, her eyes sparkled like stars.
Young enough not to be married, I thought.
“Oh, in which area?”
“Sociology.”
“And your subject?”
“You are my subject,” she said triumphantly. “I understand you are a working wife. I have a few questions to
ask. I hope you don’t mind giving me the answers.”
“So …?” Vexation crept into my tone again.
“I’m sorry. I know I may be wasting your time. But I need these answers for the research I’m doing. Only
women like you can help me.”
She must have read my doubts and the irritation in my eyes, for the next minute she opened her bag, took out a
file and gave me a piece of paper to look at. It was a letter of introduction from her department confirming all she
had been telling me. I thawed a little.
“Gathering responses from working wives like you is an important part of my study. You know, it is not so
common in our country for women to work, and it is useful to know how women are fulfilling their dual
responsibilities of being a wife and a working woman, what their problems are, and how they face them.”
She stopped to catch her breath.
“Fine. It is a good subject you have chosen, Sujatha. I am very happy that you are doing this kind of work,” I
said, mainly to dispel my earlier displeasure and to give her some confidence to continue. She didn’t seem to need
any, though.
“Madam, I’d like to ask you a few questions and I hope you will answer them frankly. Of course I won’t use
your name or embarrass you in any way,” Sujatha said.
I was just about to say, “Ready,” when I heard my husband call me from the inner room.
“Please wait, I won’t be long,” I told Sujatha and went.
My husband was still lolling in bed.
“Who is that?” he asked. “I thought I heard voices.”
I told him.
“Oh, come on,” he said in a bored tone. “Don’t waste your time on her. Make some excuse and come back.”
“Sujatha is very sweet. Besides, she is well recommended. The Raghava Raos have sent her. I want to talk to
her. Better still, why don’t you join us?”
“Hell no!” he said. “You won’t catch me ruining my Sunday confessing to some unknown female.”
“All right. You think I don’t have that much sense. Don’t worry. I won’t say anything to compromise our
family secrets.”
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“Oh, all right. But come back soon,” he grumbled and turned over, pulling up the sheets.
I smiled to myself, closed the door, took a couple of Fantas from the fridge, gave one to Sujatha, and settled
back into my chair. By this time Sujatha was ready with her pen and pad and began her assault.
“How long have you been married?” she asked.
“We have completed four five-year plans,” I replied.
“Twenty years! How old were you when you married?”
“Never ask a woman’s age. But I’ll tell you. I was twenty when I was married.”
“And he?”
“Let me say he was ten years older.”
“Was it an arranged marriage, or—”
“Neither,” I taunted.
“You mean?”
“Some people who knew both of us brought us together. We both agreed and our parents had no objection. We
had a traditional wedding.”
“How many children do you have?”
“We don’t have any.”
Sujatha wrote something on her pad and looked up at me questioningly.
“Does anyone else stay here with you?”
“No. Just the two of us.”
“How long have you been working?”
“About fifteen years, I’d say.”
“Did you work before you got married?”
“No.”
“Does your husband like your working?”
“You mean he doesn’t like it.”
“Oh no. In fact he’s the one who made me take the job … but …”
“He doesn’t like it any more … is that it?”
“I’m not sure. But sometimes I have this feeling that he doesn’t like my working.”
“Tell me why you took the job in the first place and why you are still doing it.”
“In the beginning it was because I was bored at home with nothing to do. And now I am kind of used to it.”
Sujatha smiled, making notes all the while.
“Is that the main reason? To help time pass?”
“I guess so.”
“You’re sure you didn’t take the job because there wasn’t enough money?”
“Well, there is never enough money. But I can assure you it was not for the money.”
“But the money is useful for the extra expenses, you’d say?”
“I didn’t think so when I took the job. But neither can I say that the money has not come in handy.”
“Was it to get out of the home—to avoid your mother-in-law or anyone else?”
“No, no. Luckily, I don’t have such problems.”
“It was to make some new friends—spend some time outside the home with others, I take it.”
“Maybe! I got married just after I left college. Five years at home doing nothing was more than I could bear.”
“Didn’t you want to make use of what you studied at college?”
“Perhaps that was one more reason.”
“Didn’t you have any ambitions? To achieve recognition? To become somebody?”
“Thank heavens, no. It was mainly to spend some time usefully, not to make a name. But years of working
have no doubt given me some stature, a few contacts.”
“I take it you are happy with your job.”
“Most of the time, yes—but, then, every so often I get a little dissatisfied with things.”
“You mean at home, or outside?”
“Both. Sometimes when I am hard-pressed at the office, relatives descend on the house. If I spend some extra
time at the office, they don’t like it at home. And, you know, women aren’t such climbers in their jobs as men are.
So sometimes dissatisfaction creeps in.”
“Are you satisfied with your husband’s job?”
“As far as I am concerned, I am satisfied.”
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“I take it his parents are alive.”
“Yes.”
“Do you like your father-in-law?”
“What kind of question is that?” Sujatha smiled softly.
“It is hard for people to understand the woman’s side in many cases. But you didn’t answer my question. Do
you like your father-in-law?”
“Even if I do, can I say that openly?”
“O.K. I’ll write here ‘Yes’ to that. Now, about your mother-in-law. You like her?”
“Oh yes. I like her even more than I like my mother.”
“You are very fortunate.”
I agreed.
“Well, what about the others? His brothers, sisters? Do any of the other women in the family work?”
“Two of his sisters started working after marriage. One had been working three years when she got married,
but then she gave up her job. His elder brother’s wife is also working. Another brother is yet to be married.”
As I said this a thought came into my mind. Sujatha looked away as if she had read my thoughts.
“Perhaps part of your happiness has to do with having no children. Or—”
“When we married, my husband’s brothers and sisters were quite young. We never had the feeling of being
without children. The house was always full of children. Anyway it is all in the mind, I suppose. Happiness or
otherwise. Nothing to do with one’s wants or hopes.”
“Yes. But what shall I write here? That you are happy—”
“What do you think, looking at me? Write what you feel.”
“O.K. Let me change the subject,” she said. “Tell me, when you have some free time, do you feel like staying
at home, or going out, or both? Or does each of you feel differently?”
“It’s a difficult question. But let me see. This is one thing about which we argue. He likes to window-shop. I
like to shop. You know—buy things we need. I don’t see the sense in tiring my legs and my eyes walking past
shops. And then, on holidays I feel like going to a movie or a play or a concert. He wants to eat to his heart’s
content and lie in bed with a book. After he tires of that, he takes aimless strolls. If I suggest inviting friends or
relatives over, he starts arguing, and, finally, we end up going no place and wind up on different sides of the bed,
each with a book—”
“Is there anything else you do together?” Sujatha broke in.
“No. I don’t think there is anything we do together. No, wait. We write. I dabble in stories. He writes poetry.”
“Do you discuss your problems with your husband?”
“Many times. Sometimes he listens. Sometimes he gets into a rage, and I suffer in silence, and tell him about it
long after the crisis is over. Oh yes, we do discuss our problems with each other. As long as I don’t hurt him, as
long as our arguments don’t create misunderstandings between ourselves.”
“And does your husband tell you his problems—does he open his heart to you?”
“Yes, he tells me everything about our family affairs, our relatives and so on. But he is silent about his work
and his problems there.”
“What I mean is, does he confide in you? Are you quite satisfied?”
“Oh yes. If anything, he loves me too well and not too wisely. He worries about me all the time. If I have to go
out alone, he worries. I am old enough and can take care of myself, but he won’t agree. I often ask him to leave
me to myself and do you know what he says?”
“What?” Sujatha asked eagerly.
“Well, he laughs! ‘How can I leave you?’”
“Well, I suppose you are quite happy and satisfied,” Sujatha wrote. Before I could speak, she asked, “And he?
Is he satisfied with your love?”
“You should ask him that,” I said.
“But I want you to tell me,” Sujatha insisted.
Goodness, this girl is something, I thought. How can I tell her everything—everything in my mind—even if it is
for her research?
“Oh yes,” I said simply, hoping she’d stop.
“Do you and he have any differences of opinion, you know, on important matters?”
“You might as well ask me whether we eat everyday,” I said. Sujatha laughed and started noting things down
again.
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“I want some more details—if you don’t mind.”
Oh God, I thought, What have we been doing so far? Aloud, I said:
“All right. Shoot.” Maybe this will give me an idea for a story.
“Do you have different views on what you should spend on the house?”
“Oh yes,” I said enthusiastically. “I want to buy curtains. He prefers old coins. ‘Why waste money on curtains?
The ones we have are O.K.,’ he will say.”
“What about luxuries?”
“He has none. He can’t stand shopping. I’ve already told you that. And he hates picnics, parties, card games,
and the like.”
“Maybe he prefers religious functions?”
“No way,” I said. “He hates all such ceremonies. The year I was married I wanted to perform the Sravana puja,
and you know what he said? ‘You are an educated girl. Don’t indulge in such meaningless things.’ I like to
arrange my collection of dolls for the Sankranti festival. When I was young my parents stopped me because it
would interfere with my studies. And now my husband tells me that it is childish. I wanted to have the
neighborhood ladies over for Varalakshmi puja and he put on such a face. ‘Imagine all those women in this small
house,’ he said. And that was that. You name it. He has an answer for all my desires.”
Sujatha seemed disturbed.
“I am sorry. Am I boring you with our petty squabbles?”
“Oh no,” she said, embarrassed.
“And what about friends? Do you agree there?”
“Yes,” I said.
Sujatha looked at me eagerly. “Please tell me more. I don’t understand,” she said.
“I mix with his friends from the office and their wives. But he keeps his distance from mine.”
“Why?”
“Perhaps he doesn’t want to feel that he is just someone’s husband.”
“And that hurts you, no doubt.”
“Definitely, yes.”
“I suppose that means he doesn’t accept you as equal to him.”
“Of course. What man will accept a woman as his equal?”
“And you agree?”
“No, no. I say we are equal. And he says, ‘Look I'm older than you, taller than you. How can we be equal? You
have a frog’s mind.’ And I—”
“O.K. Do you at least agree on the chores you do at home?”
“Of course not.” I shook my head. “I don’t deny that he helps me in the house, more than most husbands I
know. When he helps me in the kitchen, he leaves cigarette butts in the sink, dumps refuse all over the place.
Costs me more work ultimately, so I let him go. I’d rather he did his own work.”
Sujatha abruptly changed the subject.
“What are your views as a dutiful daughter-in-law?”
“Well, we are both happy with my mother-in-law. But when it comes to his—”
“You mean?”
“Yes. He has this feeling that after marriage I should have broken away from my people. He doesn’t say it in
so many words, but I know he wants me to keep away from my people. I don’t think men will ever change in
relation to this, do you?”
Sujatha stopped a yawn—not too obviously. But her fingers were busy taking the notes. And then:
“What are your views, I mean both your views, on showing your feelings—your affection towards each
other?”
“Well, if he doesn’t like the food I prepare for him, I think he doesn’t love me. And if I don’t like the sari he
has brought for me, he gets the same feeling about my love for him.”
“No, what I mean is the more physical part of love.”
“Oh that,” I laughed. “You want me to tell you the truth?”
Sujatha blushed and turned her face away. Before I could answer, I heard his voice calling me from the
bedroom. I jumped out of my chair.
“Wait. I’ll be back in a minute.”
I entered our room.
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“Oh, you have awakened, finally, dearest,” I said sarcastically.
“As if I had been sleeping! One day a week, one day I get when I can lie down and relax. And there you go
yackety-yacking, clucking like a couple of birds. God! Is she still here?” he said with irritation.
“Look. Why don’t you come and sit with her for a while? I’ll make some coffee for you.”
“Never mind. I’d prefer you to finish with her. Then we can have our coffee here in peace.”
“You know, there’s something nice about that girl. I feel that she would be good for your younger brother
Srinivas. Shall I broach the subject?”
“God! You are out of your mind. You hardly know her,” he said, and settled back in bed.
I returned to the verandah, where Sujatha was fidgeting. As soon as she saw me, she shot out:
“Doesn’t your husband call you by name?”
“No,” I said, “he feels that calling me by name is rather formal. Like between friends.”
“But he could call you by some pet name.”
“You mean like a cat or a dog? What’s in a name, anyway?” I said shyly.
“Yes, of course.”
Sujatha referred to her notes for the next question.
“Oh yes, I was asking about your love for each other. You have no differences of opinion, I’m sure.”
“No,” I said briefly, to cut her short.
“Let me ask, when you disagree on something, one of you has to give in—or do both of you stubbornly hold
on to your views?”
“It could go either way. Depends on the situation.”
She wouldn’t give in.
“What happens most of the time?”
“What can a woman do except give in,” I said resignedly.
“Oh,” said Sujatha. “Here, I've listed a few qualities of husbands. All you have to do is check off the ones that
correctly describe him.”
She gave me a list with a series of items.
1. Argumentative
Right. Of course, I am no less.
2. Narrow-minded
Right. He’ll eat only what he likes. If I make something I like, he won’t even
touch it.
3. Fault-finding
Right. He sits at the dining table like a Supreme Court judge dishing out verdicts.
4. Frowns all the time
Right. But his anger never lasts more than a few minutes.
5. Spoils the children
Doesn’t arise. Thank God!
6. Secretive
Not very.
7. Jealous
Right. If I wear the sari my father bought me, he can’t bear it.
8. Chatterbox
Only with his friends. He has nothing to talk to me about.
9. Has a roving eye for other women
Which man hasn’t?
10. Lazy
Right.
11. Forgets his promises
Right. He tells me at night that we’ll go to Kashmir this summer, and forgets it
the next morning.
12. Selfish
Right. Sits in the bathroom for hours with the morning newspaper.
13. Smokes like a chimney
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Right. He feels that his manliness will suffer if he doesn’t.
14. Suspicious
Right. Just now when I told him about Sujatha, he was suspicious of her.
15. Irresponsible
Right. Couldn’t care less even if the tap were leaking away to glory. Won’t even
help me carry the shopping bags.
16. Doesn’t care about children
Right. As if he even cares about me.
17. Not interested in anything but his job
Right. That’s what he says about me, as a matter of fact.
18. Impatient
If I am ten minutes late coming home, he gets all excited. If I don’t answer the
doorbell at the first ring, he gets excited.
19. Doesn’t believe in tidiness or order
Right. You must see our room. Papers and books all over the place. Cigarette
ashes and butts. If I try to clean up, he gets upset because I have “disturbed his
books.” If I say that the place is like a pigsty, he says that’s how intellectuals live.
Can’t stand my making the beds. If I say, “How’ll it look if somebody sees this
mess?” he’ll say, “Why the hell should others come into our room?” And so on
… endless, really.
20. Gambles
I don’t think he knows how many cards there are in a pack.
21. Doesn’t worry about the home
Not if he has his friends with him.
22. Doesn’t like to go out with me in the evenings
Hates shopping. Likes walking.
23. Comes home late for meals
Especially when I’m feeling hungry.
24. Doesn’t like me to work ,
Won’t say it aloud though.
25. Miserly
No. Rather the opposite.
26. Won’t open his mind
What’s the use?
27. Can’t stand my talking about the neighbors
Gossip, that’s all women are capable of, he says.
28. No ambition
Not even for me.
29. Uncivilized boor
Ever since coming back from America, he slurps his food up and belches aloud.
It is a sign of satisfaction, he says.
30. Isn’t particularly bothered about the state of his home
No.
31. Doesn't treat me as his equal
Right. How can he? I’m two inches shorter.
“Seems to me you’re fed up,” Sujatha said.
“Quite an exhaustive list.”
“I’ve never been cross-examined so thoroughly before,” I confessed.
Her next question stopped me short.
“Have you ever thought of separating?”
“Yes. I have often thought of it. But never seriously.”
“How many times have you two quarreled this year?”
“I haven’t counted, but quite a few times.”
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“But why haven’t you taken the step to separate? After all, there seems to be enough reason.”
“Why don’t you get married, Sujatha?” I said seriously. “You won’t understand this strange chemistry that
keeps a man and woman together in spite of all their misunderstandings and incompatibility. Besides, there is
room only for two persons in a marriage. Others should keep out.”
I didn’t mean it as a hint to her, but my words came out in a rush.
“You need a sense of humor to make it go.”
“Do I take it that you love your husband, or the opposite?”
“Well, a little bit of love, a little bit of respect, I think,” I said, mostly to myself.
“And what does he feel for you?”
“Love and authority.”
“Is there a difference between the first year of your marriage and now?”
“Of course. Then it was just infatuation. Now it is love born out of understanding and togetherness.”
“One last question. If you were to marry again, would you marry him, or someone else, or not at all?”
“Of course I’d marry him. Only him,” I said fiercely.
“And what would he say to that?”
“‘No, I won’t marry you again,’ that’s what he would say. Of course, he is a man, you know.”
Relief at last, as I saw Sujatha sorting her papers, closing her shop.
“I can’t tell you how grateful I am to you for giving me so much of your time and patiently answering my
questions. I’m sure it’ll help my research a lot.”
“That’s all right, Sujatha. Actually, all these lurking thoughts and feelings—you and your questions have
brought them out of me. Really, it is I who must thank you. I see myself more clearly now. There’s something else
I want to ask you.”
“Yes,” Sujatha leaned forward expectantly.
“Never mind,” I said. “You’ll know of it by and by. I must go now. I think I hear him calling me.”
2
I took a sleeping tablet more than an hour ago. It doesn’t seem to be working. I waited till twelve o’clock
turning over on the bed struggling to get sleep. Then I took a tablet. If I don’t sleep for at least two three hours I
can not digest my food. It will be another problem then tomorrow. If I can’t digest food I will have to take
medicines for that again. It is much better to take a sleeping tablet now than to go in for all that trouble tomorrow.
There was no one at home. I thought I can sleep peacefully for at least two hours. Just as I was about to close
my eyes the loud call “Post!” woke me up. I got up with a start. I went to see the post. It was a receipt of the
subscription we paid for the women’s society. I got so irritated that I tore it up and put it in the dustbin before I
came back to my bed. The palpitation caused by the postman’s call did not subside. I wanted to have a glass of
water. There was no one who can get me a glass of water in this house. I just laid down holding the outer frame of
the cot. After some time my palpitation subsided. There was a newspaper on the radio table by the side of the bed.
I started reading the newspaper. After Apollo 11 landed on the earth it was a great relief to read the details in the
newspaper. I was so anxious ever since this voyage to the moon was launched. First, have they crossed the earth’s
orbit safely, have they started their circles round the moon, have they checked all the parts of the L.M.\fn{ Lunar
Module.} has L.M. started landing on the moon—there was a lot of anxiety at every step. I used to wait for the
newspaper in the morning and the radio news in the evening. I had spent many sleepless nights. Whether the L.M.
lifted itself up properly from the moon’s surface and rejoined the Columbia was another story.
At last the tension was so great that I called up the newspaper office in the middle of the night. They told me it
was just going to join the Columbia. I felt a great relief as soon as I heard it.
Again a number of thoughts and anxieties—could it safely land on earth? Why should I bother so much instead
of sleeping comfortably? I tried to reason to myself—but try as I would I could not sleep as if the problems of the
entire world have always been mine. As soon as the problem of Apollo was over we got the problem with our
president. I started worrying about Indira Gandhi and Nijalingappa who were now spoiling my sleep.
During the day I keep hoping that there might be a letter from daughter or son and wait for the postman. Even
while working in the kitchen or reading a paper in the drawing room I keep thinking about my children. They are
so deeply involved with their families they have no time to think about their mother or father. We could go and
live with our son but my husband doesn’t like the idea.
“Why should we come in the way of their freedom? Their way of life is different from ours and their way of
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thinking is also different from ours. We can’t live together. Let’s live here freely!”
He gave an elaborate lecture. For him there was no problem. He had retired and we had given a portion of our
house for rent. My son sends some money now and then. He keeps writing and keeps attending meetings and
conferences. He either goes to meet some one or sits at home busily writing something. The problem is entirely
mine. I can neither cook in the regular elaborate way nor take rest doing nothing. All sorts of thoughts come to my
mind and disturb my peace and sleep.
When I was young and I could sleep, no one ever allowed me to sleep. I don’t ever remember to have slept to
my heart’s content. I have no idea about my infancy. But right from the time I know, I never had an opportunity to
sleep. Right from my class one days, my mother used to wake me up.
“You must go to school! Get up quickly! You must get ready! Get up!” my mother used to wake me up from
good nice sleep! She was a very conservative woman. She always used to cook with a wet sari. So she used to
insist on giving me a bath before going into her kitchen. So I had to get up early so that she can make me ready
early. We could never sleep in summers due to lack good breeze and it used to be hot during the nights. I was also
forced to get up early. My mother used to put water on my face to wake me up. I could not even plan to sleep late
on Sundays as she used to plan a head bath for me on Sundays. I used to feel I was sleep-walking in the days we
had morning school. During the time of examinations I used to feel sleepy as soon as touching a book. My father
used to make me sit by his side and study to prevent me from sleeping. I used to stifle my yawns in the throat and
study holding my breath to stop myself from falling asleep. My father used to again wake me up early in the
mornings to start studies again! I used to promise myself I would sleep day and night as soon as exams are over!
But I don’t know what is the curse. I could never sleep during the holidays! The sleep that was ever ready as soon
as touching the book during examination never used to be there afterwards. I again used to read magazines and
papers to get sleep till late in the night. In the last year of college during the final exams I made a promise to
myself that I would never write an exam again. I would sleep as much as I like after this. My brother and sister-inlaw close their doors at nine o’clock in the night. I used to feel jealous of the luxury they were having. I would
also get married and enjoy life like them. I must get a life I without exams and without disturbed sleep and enjoy
it to the full, I decided.
I got married soon but my calculations went wrong! I had to get up early in the morning then too! I used to live
in a world of heavenly romance till late in the night and go to sleep in a tired state only to get up early in the
morning again to attend to the call of the milkman which used to be like that of Lord Yama to me. Then a busy
schedule after getting up, like morning coffee, breakfast cooking, attending to the maid, sending my husband to
his office and finishing all the morning chores. It would be eleven in the morning by the time I relaxed in an
armchair. I used to feel sleepy while reading the morning paper, as I was about to close my eyes I used to jerk
them open with the call of the postman or a vegetable vendor. If not, my neighbors’ children sometimes give the
call bell and disappear by the time I opened the door, just for fun and mischief. I could even hear them giggling
from some corner.
Again in the afternoon when he came home for lunch and had gone back to office after lunch, I used to sit with
a book in my hand. The sleep that evaded me in the morning used to visit me with a fresh hop again. Then would
come the maid to do the evening work calling out loudly, “Amma,” like a buffalo. I used to get busy preparing
evening tiffin, night’s dinner and again love play and half finished sleep. That was the routine, by which I never
got a chance to sleep.
By the time our initial craze for each other subsided our first son was born. He used to sleep throughout the
day, play with us in the evening and go to an early sleep after his night’s milk. He used to get up before the cocks
and wake us up with his chattering sounds. If we do not participate in his wordless chatter he used to start his fullthroated protest. I used to switch on the light at four in the morning and entertain him by showing picture of jeji
god. That was my major responsibility. I used to give him bath and apply powder on him and he used to go back
to sleep after his food. He used to get up as soon as my eyes closed after a morning’s work. I had to play with him
and enjoy his pranks, but I used to feel sleepy. I even used to try relaxing and sleeping while lying on his bed
along with him. He used to pull my sari, pluck my hair, kick me on the stomach and do everything he could to
keep me off sleep. I thought I would sleep to my fill after he grew up slightly. But then he started going to school.
I had to get up earlier than usual to get him ready for school. Then again I was pregnant with our second baby. So
this was how I never got any chance to sleep.
As the children grew up the responsibility to bring them up and start them on a secure future proved to be
much more difficult than preparing for examinations in my college days. The children occupied every minute of
my life. If they were late in coming home I used to get worried. If they feel slightly unwell I used to get anxious.
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My worry was whether my son would get first class or not, whether my daughter would get good match or not
then again whether my son would get a good job or not. Then the next anxiety was to raise money for their
marriages. We were anxious about my daughter-in-law and her ways. My son was not his normal self after he got
married. He started moving away from me. My daughter was not sent home for a long time by her in-laws. My
daughter-in-law did not conceive for a long time. Then I used to feel there was no one to care for me if I fall sick.
My husband too failed to share my joys, sorrows and apprehensions even after a long association. All these
worries bogged me down. Naturally I could not sleep!
Now children have their lives and [are] busy in their own families. Just the two of us are left now.
“Now what problems do you have? Can you not think of Rama and Krishna and eat something on time and
relax for the rest of the day,” he keeps telling me. How long can one just spend saying Ram and Krishna? If I say
it loudly people would think I had gone crazy, if I say it within myself even God would not hear it. More than that
I did not get any way of sleeping with that mantra. It keeps you more alert and keeps the sleep away.
Okay, I could start reading a newspaper. Then my mind would get engrossed in the problems of the world, like
Apollo 11, the President of India and telengana movement. My children are happily living with their families, but
my mind constantly worries about their welfare. Hence I cannot sleep.
I don’t ever remember to have slept comfortably even for a single day! All my life I longed only for sleep, it
appears so now! Why can’t [I have]\fn{The text has here: give.} a one time boon so that I can at least sleep once.
“Do not wake me up!” I will put up a notice and sleep!
The phone starts ringing or the neighbor’s boy would come asking for newspaper, or vegetable vendor or paper
boy—in the nights the babies in the neighborhood weeping—my sleep always gets disturbed! In another two
hours the first call of the cock will raise us all.
“If I can’t sleep for two hours at least I can’t get up in the morning and do the household work. It will be chaos
around if I don’t get up for a single day! I better take one more tablet! Today my mind is so bogged with these
thoughts I better take two pills!”
I got up from bed, fetched a glass of water and took out the sleeping pills bottle! I felt giddy! My hand started
shivering! I tilted the bottle into my hand just for one tablet! All the tablets fell into my hand! They are all
sleeping pills! They have lot of sleep in them! I want that sleep! I must sleep one day forgetting everything else! I
don’t want light sleep that I normally get these days! I must sleep like a human being and not like a cock! I have
never experienced this luxury in my life. If only I can sleep like that for today! The very thought of sleep excited
me, overpowered me. There is no other comfort greater than sleep! That is the only thing I never had in life! Once
I must sleep to my heart’s content!
To play it safe I got up and took a paper. I placed the paper on a book and wrote with a shivering hand on the
paper with a pencil:
“Don’t get panicked! I am just sleeping! Don’t think that I have committed suicide! Don’t misunderstand! I am
just sleeping for the sake of sleeping!”
60.80 The New Savithri\fn{by S. V. Shanmugam (1933- )} Pudukkottai, Pudukkottai District, Tamil Nadu State,
India (M) 1
Savithri did not cry. Her face did not show any emotion. Her feelings and state of mind remained unaltered.
Savithri’s sixty-year-old husband’s body was lying before her eyes. Although she had shared almost thirty-three
years with him she strangely did not express any emotion at his death!
Last night, her husband had expired within a few minutes of complaining of chest pains. When the formalities
at the hospital had been completed, his body was brought home.
Home was a five-room apartment on the tenth floor. His body was covered with a white cloth and placed in the
living room. His head was placed south. Garlands were placed around his neck. Fumes from incense sticks and
sambrani enveloped the room. A flame flickered in a lamp near him. Coconuts and lemons were placed together
with the betel leaves and nuts beside the lamp. A white cloth bound his feet together. Another white cloth bound
his arms to his chest. His mouth was filled with betel leaves, nuts and lime paste. A white cloth was then bound
around his mouth. Sandalwood paste was applied to his closed eyes. And his ears and nostrils were plugged with
cotton wool. All the pictures of god-forms and family in the living room were covered with sheets.
Friends and relatives gathered “to participate in the sorrow.” The women sized up each other’s clothes and
jewelry while the men discussed the latest happenings in Singapore and the rest of the world. Some had great
difficulty holding back their laughter. It was quite obvious that some others were just pretending to be sad. The
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noise they created made it clear that they were there primarily to exchange their own stories with each other. A
few others were showing their concern with the funeral arrangements by coming in and out of the room.
Savithri sat motionless near her husband until a relative walked slowly towards her and said something in her
ear. Savithri got up without saying a word to him and went to her room. She returned with her chequebook. She
pulled up a chair to the dining table and made out a cash cheque. She looked up at him as if to ask, “How much?”
She wrote an amount that was much more than he had suggested. She then got up to put the chequebook back in
the room. Her steps were unfaltering. She was very much in control of herself.
“She must have a heart of iron! Not even a single tear!”
“She looks as if she is made of stone.”
“She probably was waiting for him to die!”
Savithri listened to these remarks without any interest. She did not attempt to correct them.
Preparations for the funeral were soon under way. Oil, then soap-nut paste, was applied to her husband’s hair.
A hymn from Dhevaram could be heard from a tape-recorder. The body was then bathed and anointed with sacred
ash. A fresh dothi was put on him. Relatives and friends then came up one by one to drop a few grains of rice in
his mouth. When these rituals were over, the body was lowered into a coffin. A garland was placed around his
neck. Now, he was ready for his final journey. Savithri was present during all the rituals but did not display any
emotion.
The hearse in the car-park had been decorated with palm leaves and garlands. A coal fire was started in a mud
pot. Bark from a banana tree was wound around the pot so that it could be carried without burning one’s palms.
The tape switched to Sivapuranam, another hymn. Chanting Namasivaya, four men carried the coffin down the
stairs. When they reached the hearse they went around it from left to right, placed the coffin inside and closed the
door. Savithri’s youngest son, her grandchildren and Savithri performed the final ritual of circling the hearse three
times from left to right. The friends and relatives who were gathered expected Savithri to break down and cry at
that point. But she still showed no emotion. Some thought:
“She must have run the household with an iron fist. The poor man must have been happy to escape from such a
wife!”
The hearse was preparing to pull out of the car-park.
“Has Savithri’s thaii been removed?” a voice asked.
“Yes, her thaii must be removed,” a few voices rose together.
“Yes, her thaii must be removed at once!” the voices continued.
As per tradition, Savithri should have removed her thaii right after his body was bathed. A woman should have
touched the dead man’s hands and removed the garland from his body and put it around Savithri’s neck. Savithri
should have placed her garland around her husband’s neck. A married woman whose husband was still alive
should have stood next to her with some milk, flowers and a lamp on a tray.
But Savithri’s unperturbed countenance had thrown one and all off balance. They had all forgotten to perform
the most important of all the rituals. But everybody was determined to right the wrong now. An elderly lady was
urged to go forward to remove Savithri’s thaii. She put her hands up to Savithri’s neck.
“Please let me have the thaii, Savithri.”
Savithri got up with a start. She who had remained unmoved until this moment now showed a myriad of
emotions. Tears streamed down her cheeks. Her silence was threatening to shatter. Her lips moved.
“Don’t ask me for my thaii. I will never remove it. What for? Why?”
“A widow must not wear a thaii, Savithri.”
“Only a widow must remove her thaii, not I! I am not a widow! My husband is very much alive!”
The crowd took a step back at this revelation! Savithri’s voice was unwavermg.
“When my husband put this thaii around my neck, he and I became one in spirit. You have only removed his
physical body. His spirit is still very much with me. The life that we have shared, the children that I have borne,
the pottu on my forehead, the flowers in my hair … everything should remain. This thaii should only be removed
from my dead body. Never before that.”
Savithri’s children looked at her in amazement. They were as shocked as the others were.
“You are asking me to remove my thaii! But can you remove the memories and feelings that fill my heart?”
No one dared to speak.
The hearse started pulling out of the car-park. Everyone followed it dumbly.
Who could stop her from abandoning the customs and practices? Savithri dried her tears. She placed her thaii
on her eyes for a moment and walked towards her home.
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She never cried after that. Not even a single tear. Never ever. Why should she?
236.37 Excerpts from Seasons Of Splendour: Tales, Myths & Legends Of India\fn{by Madhur Jaffrey (1933- )}
Delhi, Nataional Capital Territory, India (F) 9
1. The Moon And The Heavenly Nectar
When the world was formed, the Creator of the Universe churned the mighty oceans to see what they might
throw up.
The oceans then were filled with milk and popping out of them, like rocks from a volcano, came massive
rubies, diamonds, emeralds and sapphires. Out of the churning also came the Heavenly Nectar of Immortality and
Poison.
When the Poison came out, it was accompanied by much fuming and hissing. The milky ocean immediately
turned to salt water. The god Shiva, wanting to protect the world, took the Poison and put it in his throat, which is
why his neck is always as blue as the wings of a shining butterfly.
Everyone wanted the Nectar of Immortality. At that time, there were no human beings, only gods and demons,
who immediately began squabbling over it. Vishnu, the creator and Preserver, was watching all this from the
heavens and decided it was time to step in. In his thunderous voice, he called out:
“All you gods and demons, tonight I will decide the question of immortality once and for all. Let us all meet at
midnight.”
When they all met that night, Vishnu came disguised as a beautiful maiden and in his arms he carried the jug of
nectar. He asked the gods and demons to sit in a row and when he passed a demon, he flirted with him and
fluttered his eyelashes to distract him. When he passed a god, he quickly gave him a sip of nectar, for it was his
intention that only the gods should become immortal.
However, he made one mistake.
As he passed Rahu, the evil star, he raised the jug of nectar to offer him a sip. Fortunately the Moon was
watching and he sent out a quick beam towards Vishnu with the message,
“Watch out for Rahu, the Demon.”
But it was too late. A single drop of nectar had already passed Rahu’s lips.
Vishnu, greatly upset at what he had done, drew his sword and cut off Rahu’s head. But Rahu had already
swallowed a drop of nectar and he did not die. He yelled furiously at the Moon,
“I saw you betraying me and I will have my revenge. You may shine brightly, just as you please, but once
every year I will wipe that smile and that bright light off your face.”
And that is why, once a year, there is an eclipse of the Moon. If you listen hard enough, that is the day you can
hear Rahu laughing.
2. The Serpent King
Kaliya, the serpent king was no ordinary snake. He had five heads and was so large that he could crush humans
to death in a matter of seconds. The Serpent King lived under the darkest whirlpools of the Yamuna River and this
is where he held his court. Whenever he so wished, he would rise out of the water and lay waste the countryside,
ferociously breathing fire and black smoke wherever he went.
Krishna was almost twelve years old by now. Even at this tender age he was the acknowledged leader among
his friends and looked upon with great respect by the large community of nomadic cowherds that moved wherever
the pasture was good. One day, a group of cowherds came to Krishna and said,
“Kaliya must be stopped. He has already swallowed three hundred chickens, a hundred and seventy-eight
goats, and eighty-three cows. Yesterday he killed the blacksmith’s son. This is the last straw. Anyone that tries to
cross the river, swim, graze cattle, grow watermelons, milk goats or even walk by the river is in danger.
Something must be done.”
Krishna collected a group of brave friends and walked towards the edge of the water. Suddenly a cloud of
black smoke rose above the river, shooting flames swirled upwards and, in one quick swipe, Kaliya encircled all
of Krishna’s friends in the curl of his body and dragged them down to the bottom of the river. Having done their
dirty deed, the five dreaded heads bobbed up again, breaking the surface of the water. This time the Serpent King
was floating along casually, mockingly.
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Krishna took one flying leap and landed on all the five hooded heads of the dreaded snake. He crushed one
head under one arm and another head under another arm. With his feet he began a heavy-footed dance on the
remaining three.
Kaliya felt as if all the mountains of the Himalayas were raining on his head. Such was the power of Krishna’s
feet. He decided to dive into his under-water court. He would drown Krishna this way.
Krishna held his breath as Kaliya dived deeper and deeper. Having killed two of Kaliya’s heads Krishna began
squeezing the next two under his arms until they also gave up and died.
The last head fought on. It snapped and lunged at Krishna and breathed fire on him, but Krishna trapped that
head, too, under his arm and began to squeeze. Kaliya gave a few last gasps and died.
Krishna swam into Kaliya’s court where all his friends, now quite pale and blue, lay dying. He pulled them out
of the water and laid them down on the shore. Then, with his mouth, he breathed life into each one saying,
“Dearest friends, it is time to awaken. Kaliya our enemy is dead. Awaken. Awaken. It is time to tend our
cows.”
3. The Mango Tree
In a small town, there was a small house in which lived a young man, his wife, and the young man’s sister.
This small house had a small garden at the back in which grew a small mango tree. One day the young man’s wife
came to him and said,
“Look here, I’m fed up with our situation. Your sister—”
“Have you come here to complain about my sister again?”
“What can I do? I know it’s quite useless. My complaints fall on deaf ears, anyway. I’m just so angry with your
sister. I get up early in the morning, draw water from the well, light the fire in the kitchen, cook breakfast, wash
and scrub pots—”
“Don’t go on,” said the brother. “I’ve heard it all before.”
“And what does your lazy sister do all day? Nothing … nothing … she lolls about in the garden, watering her
mango tree, talking to it, clearing away dead leaves, and feeding it manure and mulch—”
“That isn’t all she does. She comes in and talks to me. Just an hour ago, she was playing chess with me.”
“Just because she adores you, doesn’t mean you should ignore her faults. You must tell her to leave that …
silly mango tree alone, and come and help me with the housework. I really think we should marry her off. That
might teach her to be a bit more responsible.”
Since the sister was of marriageable age, the brother could not really object. He knew though, that he would
miss her very, very much.
A marriage was arranged. When all the ceremonies were over, and the sister was about to leave with her groom
to lead a new life in a new town, she turned to her sister-in-law and said,
“Dearest sister-in-law, I’m going to miss my mango tree so much. Would you please do me a great favour and
look after it for me? Please water it well and clear the weeds that grow in its shadow.”
“Oh, well, yes, yes,” answered the sister-in-law. Once the sister had left, the sister-in-law turned to her husband
and yelled,
“Did you hear that! Did you hear that? Did you hear your selfish sister? She didn’t say that she was going to
miss you. She didn’t say that she was going to miss me. She did say that she was going to miss her mango tree!”
She decided then that she was going to ignore the mango tree. The mango tree irritated her just as much as her
husband’s sister had. Now she could be rid of both.
As the days passed, the unwatered, uncared for mango tree started drying up and its leaves began to fall. At the
same time, the brother, who had been a strong, robust and healthy young man, began to lose his appetite and get
thinner and weaker. One day, a letter arrived. It was from the sister and said,
Dearest brother and sister-in-law.
I hope all is well and that my tree is green and that my brother is in good health.

The remaining leaves of the mango tree were quite yellow by this time, but the sister-in-law wrote back,
Dearest sister.
Your tree is fine, but your brother has not been feeling so good.
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Soon another letter arrived from the sister.
Are you sure my tree is green? And how is my brother?”

The mango tree only had one brown leaf left on it now, and the brother was so sick that the doctors had said
that he could not live. So the sister-in-law wrote back,
Your tree is fine, but the doctors have given up all hopes for your brother.

When the sister received this letter, she raced back to her small hometown and went straight into the small
garden to water her small tree. As she watered it, cleared the weeds around it, and mulched it, it began slowly to
turn green. The brother too, began to recover. As more leaves returned to the tree, the brother’s cheeks got pinker
and his eyes became brighter. Within a month, the tree was healthy and strong. And so was the brother. It was only
then that the sister turned to her sister-in-law and said,
“Now do you understand? It was not the tree that I loved, but my brother. It was not the tree whose welfare I
was concerned with, but my brother’s. The tree and my brother share a common soul. It was my duty to look after
them both.”
4. The Birth of Krishna, The Blue God
Once upon a time there lived a wicked king called Kans, who ruled over Mathura, a kingdom that sprawled on
the banks of the Yamuna River. He should not have been king at all, for the real ruler was Kans’s father, but he
languished in a dungeon where his wicked son had put him.
Kans had a sister called Devaki, a sweet, gentle girl who had reached the age of marriage. Kans approached his
sister one day and said,
“Devaki, I have arranged a match for you with a young, handsome man called Vasudev. He is of noble
parentage and very wealthy. Your horoscopes match perfectly. The marriage will be good for you, good for
Vasudev, and will prove quite beneficial to this court.”
The wedding took place as planned, but just as Devaki and Vasudev were about to leave for their new home, a
wise man appeared at Kans’s elbow and whispered,
“Do not let this couple go. Do you not know that you are doomed to die at the hands of their child?”
Kans went wild with fury. He pulled at Devaki’s hair, drew his sword, and was about to cut her head off when
his chief minister intervened,
“Your majesty, why commit the crime of killing your sister on her wedding night in full view of all the guests?
Would it not be easier to throw—quietly of course—the couple in prison? Then, as and when the children are
born, we can dispose of them. No one need know what is going on.”
Kans agreed to the plan. Devaki and Vasudev were thrown into prison where they became quite devoted to
each other.
In time, Kans received the news that Devaki had given birth to a baby daughter. He sneaked into the prison
through the back door.
“Where is the child?” he thundered as he entered the cell.
Before Devaki could let out a yell, he had picked up the baby and thrown it to the ground. The baby, instead of
just lying there, turned into a bolt of lightning that zigzagged upwards towards heaven, calling:
Kans, you have done an evil thing.
But I am not the one you seek.
My brother is yet to be born.
He will come and kill you.

Six other daughters were born to Devaki. Kans came and killed each of them and as he did so each turned into
a bolt of lightning that zigzagged towards heaven, calling:
Kans, you have done an evil thing.
But I am not the one you seek.
My brother is yet to be born.
He will come and kill you.
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It was on the eighth day of the waning moon in August, and the monsoon raged outside the prison cell. Vast
armies of thick black clouds marched across the skies, accompanied by drum-rolls of thunder. The rain poured
and poured. Roads were turned into rivulets and rivers into seas.
On such a dark, dark night, yet another baby was born to Devaki. It was Krishna. No sooner did he let out his
first little cry, than Vasudev, his father, heard a voice from heaven saying,
“Now, now. Take the baby now. Take him to Gokul across the Yamuna River and exchange him for your
sister’s newborn daughter. Return before dawn and all will be well.”
“But the locks … the guards … the swollen river.” Vasudev hesitated.
“Have no fear,” said the voice.
Vasudev wrapped the newborn baby in the few rags he could lay his hands on. When he got to the cell doors he
found that they were open and the guards around. them were sleeping. He carried the baby Krishna past the cell
door and out into the wet street. When the lightning crackled overhead it gave a brief flash of light. Otherwise, he
was surrounded by the deepest darkness.
At last Vasudev came to the banks of the Yamuna River. The monsoon rains had changed its gentle summer
character so that it was now like an angry ocean, roaring in the darkness. Whenever the lightning flashed all
Vasudev could see was water. Nothing but water, its surface stirred up into huge waves and nasty, circling
whirlpools.
Vasudev had no choice. The baby had to be taken across the river to Gokul if his life was to be saved. He put
Krishna into a threshing basket and tucked the basket firmly in the crook of his right arm. Then he waded in.
Vasudev could hardly believe it. The water seemed to be rising even as he walked. He transferred the basket to
the top of his head, but the water rose higher. Soon it was up to his nose.
What the poor human father did not realize was that the river was rising only because it wished to touch the
god Krishna’s feet. The baby knew this. Very gently he lowered a tiny foot so it dangled down from the basket,
low enough to touch the water. At once the mighty Yamuna River receded and parted, making a path for father
and son. As they crossed the river bed the waters closed behind them.
In Gokul, Vasudev made straight for the house of his sister, Yashoda. There he exchanged his son for his
newborn niece, then returned to his cell just the way he had left it. Next morning, Kans got word that Devaki had
given birth to yet another daughter. Again, he sneaked in through the back door and snatched the baby up to kill it.
But this time, the baby girl flew right out of his hands crying,
Kans, you intended to do an evil thing.
But I am not the one you seek.
He is born already,
And safely tucked away.

Kans was furious. He raved at Vasudev and Devaki for deceiving him. He yelled at the gods,
“I will get the boy! You wait! He is not getting away from me! Nobody defies King Kans!” Kans issued a royal
decree that would take care, once and for all, of his little enemy: all newborn males in the kingdom were to be put
to death.
The King’s soldiers went forth-into every little hut and every palace—and they slaughtered every male child
that was under twelve months of age. The parents screeched and cried but Kans was immune to their pain. He
laughed in his palace. Finally, he was secure from all threats to his life.
What he did not know was that Krishna was not in his kingdom at all. Gokul lay outside his domain. The baby
Krishna was safe.
5. Lakshmi And The Clever Washerwoman
Once upon a time, a king and queen lived in a beautiful palace. The Queen was rather spoiled and vain. Every
Divali, she would ask her husband for the most expensive presents. Each year, the King gave her whatever she
asked for, however difficult it was for him to get it.
One particular year, the Queen had asked for a seven-string necklace of large pearls. The King sent a thousand
divers to the far corners of the earth searching for those pearls. Just before Divali, the divers returned. They had,
at great peril to their own lives, found just the right oysters and, from them, pulled out only those rare pearls that
were large and perfect. The grateful King thanked the divers profusely and gave them large sums of money for
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their labours. He sent the pearls to the royal jeweler to be strung and on Divali morning he was able to present his
wife with the gift she desired.
The Queen was jubilant. She put on the necklace and immediately ran to the mirror to admire herself. She
turned her head this way and that, convinced that she was, indeed, the most beautiful creature in the whole world.
It was the Queen’s custom to go to the river every morning to bathe, accompanied by a bevy of handmaidens.
On this particular morning when she got to the river bank, she undressed and, just as she was poised to dive into
the water, she remembered that she was still wearing her seven-string necklace of pearls. So she stopped and took
it off, laying it on top of her clothes.
“Watch my necklace,” she called, as she dived off a rock.
The handmaidens watched the necklace carefully, but something happened which even they were unprepared
for. A crow flew down from a nearby tree, picked up the necklace and flew away with it. The handmaidens
screamed and shouted but it was no use. The crow had flown out of their sight.
When the Queen found out what had happened she cried with frustration and anger. She went back to the
palace and, still sobbing, told the King of her misadventure. The King tried to console her, saying that he would
get her a prettier necklace but the Queen pouted and said that she would not be happy until her seven-string
necklace was found.
So the King summoned his drummers and heralds. He ordered them to go to every town and village in the
kingdom, telling the people that a reward would be offered to anyone who found the Queen’s necklace.
*
Meanwhile, the crow had flown from the manicured palace grounds to one of the lowliest slum areas. Here he
dropped the necklace on the doorstep of a poor washerwoman’s hut. The washerwoman did not live alone. She
shared the hut with her constant companion, an old, toothless crone, called Poverty. The two were not particularly
fond of each other but they had been together ever since the washerwoman could remember and had become quite
used to each other's ways. As it happened, the two occupants of the hut were away when the crow flew by. The
washerwoman was collecting dirty laundry and Poverty, as usual, was accompanying her. On their way home,
they passed the village market where they stopped to hear the King’s drummers and the proclamation about the
Queen’s necklace. Poverty began to cackle,
“Oh the ways of royalty! What will they lose next? Why do they bother us common people with their antics!”
But the washerwoman was thinking other thoughts. She had never owned any jewelry and wondered how she
would look in a seven-string necklace.
When they got home and the washerwoman put her bundles down, the first thing she noticed was the pearl
necklace lying on her doorstep. She picked it up and was about to put it on when a thought occurred to her.
“I have an errand to run,” she told Poverty. “I will be back in a minute.”
So saying, she rushed off with the necklace and headed straight for the King’s palace. The guards tried to stop
her but when she told them what she was carrying, they escorted her directly to the King.
The King was very happy to get his wife's necklace back. He praised the washerwoman for her honesty and
then, picking up a large purse containing the reward money, he said,
“Here, take this for your pains. It should keep you well fed and well clothed for the rest of your days.”
To his surprise, the King found himself being refused. The washerwoman seemed to have something else in
mind. She said,
“I am a poor, humble washerwoman, Your Majesty. I do not want the money which you are so kindly offering
me. There is one favour, however, that I hope you will grant me. Today is Divali. I want you to decree that no one,
not even you, will light any oil lamps in his home. Today I want all houses to be dark. All except mine. I want
mine to be the only lighted house in the entire kingdom.”
The King, grateful that he had got off so lightly, agreed. He sent out his drummers and heralds with the decree
as he had promised. He ordered his palace servants to take down all the oil lamps and to put them into storage for
the following year.
The washerwoman rushed home, buying as many oil lamps along the way as she could afford. She arranged
these carefully outside her hut and waited. Night fell. The washerwoman lit all her lamps and looked around. The
rest of the kingdom to the north, south, east and west, lay in total darkness.
*
Lakshmi had, of course, left the heavens and was ready to perform her yearly duty of going from house to
house, blessing with prosperity all those that were well lit. This year, something was wrong. There were no lights
to be seen anywhere. Poor Lakshmi stumbled along in the darkness, from one house to another, but nowhere could
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she see the slightest trace of a welcoming glimmer.
Suddenly she spotted a glow of bright lights far away in the distance. She began running towards it. It was the
middle of the night when a very exhausted Lakshmi got to the washerwoman’s hut. She began pounding on the
door, crying,
“Let me in, let me in!”
This was the moment that the washerwoman had been waiting for. She called out to Lakshmi, saying,
“I will let you. in only on the condition that you stay with me for seven generations.”
Just then, the washerwoman looked behind her and saw Poverty trying to creep out through the back door. She
rushed to the door and locked it. Poverty began to shout,
“Let me out, let me out! You know there isn’t room in this hut for both Lakshmi and me.” So the
washerwoman said,
“All right, I will let you go but only on the condition that you do not return for seven generations.” Poverty
said,
“Yes, yes, I will do as you ask. Just let me out of this place. I cannot stand the sight of Lakshmi.”
At that the washerwoman opened the back door and Poverty rushed out. Then she hurried to the front door
where Lakshmi was pounding desperately and crying,
“Let me in, let me in.”
“Only on the condition that you stay with me for seven generations,” the washerwoman repeated.
“Yes, yes,” said Lakshmi, “I will do anything you ask, only let me in.”
And so the poor washerwoman let Lakshmi into her home and it was blessed with wealth and prosperity for
seven generations.
6. The Wicked King And His Good Son
Iranya Kashyap thought very highly of himself. He was good looking, rich—and he was the King. What more
could anyone want? One day, a wise Sage, who could see into the past and the future, came to him and said,
“Your majesty, according to what I see in the stars, you cannot be killed by man, beast or weapons, during the
day or during the night, on earth or in water, inside a house or, indeed, outside it.”
That, as far as King Hiranya Kashyap was concerned, made him immortal. If he was arrogant before, he now
became unbearable and was very cruel to those subjects who did not flatter him endlessly. If he said, “This bread
is stale,” all his palace cooks would have to agree and throw it out, even if they had just cooked it. If he said, “The
River Ganges flows up from the sea to the Himalaya Mountains,” all the courtiers would have to nod their heads
in agreement even though they knew that the Ganges began as a series of cool, icy trickles from the cracks of the
world’s highest mountains and then flowed, slowly and gracefully, down to the sea.
The sad fact of the matter was that Hiranya Kashyap thought he was God. Not only did he make his subjects
kneel and pray to him but he bullied and tortured those who did not. He had a sister called Holika who had been
told by the same wise sage that she could never be burnt by fire. Hiranya Kashyap and Holika became so vain that
they behaved as if they were owners of the entire universe.
Then, one day, all this changed.
Hiranya Kashyap’s wife gave birth to a baby boy whom they named Prahlad. Hiranya Kashyap found no need,
or time, to rejoice. When the courtiers came to him and said, “Congratulations, your majesty, on the birth of your
heir,” he only snarled, saying,
“Bah, what do I need an heir for? I shall live forever. I am God. Heirs mean nothing to me.”
One day, when Prahlad was four, he was playing outside the potter’s kiln and saw the potter praying.
“What are you doing?” he asked.
“I am praying to God to save my kittens,' she replied. “They have got locked up in the kiln by accident.”
“You should pray to my father,” said Prahlad.
“Your father cannot save my kittens from that awful fire inside,” she said, “only God can.”
“My father will punish you if you use God’s name,” Prahlad advised her.
“I’ll have to take my chances,” the potter replied.
“Your God can do nothing to help,” Prahlad said.
“Oh yes he can,” the potter answered.
“Then I’ll wait here and see,” the young boy said.
Prahlad waited. When it was time to open the kiln, he heard, “ Meaow, meaow.” It was the kittens. They were
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safe!
A year later, when Prahlad was five and was playing in the garden, his father chanced to pass that way. The
King paused long enough to ask his son,
“Who is the greatest being in the whole Universe?” He expected the same answer he got from all his flatterers.
“God,” said the child.
The King was taken aback for a second. Then he smirked,
“See, see,” he boasted to his courtiers, “even this small child recognizes that I am God.”
“No,” said the child, “you are not God. You are the King and that is all you will ever be.” Hiranya Kashyap’s
face turned purple with rage.
“Take this child,” he ordered, “and hurl him from the highest cliff in the kingdom.”
The courtiers were very fond of the gentle child but were terrified of his father. So they scooped little Prahlad
up and carried him to the highest mountain in the Himalayas. There, they stood on a peak that touched the sky and
dropped the boy.
Prahlad fell … fell … fell. But to his surprise—and to that of the courtiers looking down from above—he
landed in the midst of the warmest, sweetest softness that could be imagined. God had been watching from his
heavenly window and had decided to catch the child in his lap.
When Hiranya Kashyap found out what had happened, he turned black with anger. He had the boy brought to
the court and thrown at his feet.
“You were very lucky to be saved,” he raged.
“It was God who saved me,” Prahlad replied.
“As I was saying,” the King continued angrily, “you were lucky to land in such a soft patch. The courtiers who
threw you down there will have their heads chopped off and then I’m going to have a roaring fire made and have
you burnt in it. Let us see what your God can do for you then!”
The King commanded that a huge bonfire be made the following day. Logs were collected and piled into a
massive pyre. Then the pyre was lit. Hiranya Kashyap called his sister, Holika, and said,
“If we just toss this child into the fire, he will squirm and run out. Since you have been granted the boon of
never being burnt by fire, why don’t you take Prahlad in your arms, walk into the flames and sit down. Hold the
child tightly. When he is quite dead, you can walk out.”
Holika took Prahlad in her arms and walked into the middle of the fire. There, she put him in her lap and sat
down. The flames were leaping hundreds of feet into the sky. Hiranya Kashyap was quite pleased with himself.
He was finally getting rid of this troublesome child.
The flames were very hot and made the King perspire. At first he contented himself with moving back a few
yards. Then, when the heat and smoke became quite overwhelming, he said to his courtiers,
“I'm going into my cool palace. Let me know when all this is over.”
A strange thing happened amidst the flames. Holika had a change of heart. She looked up towards heaven and
prayed,
“God, please do not save me from the fire. I am ready to meet my Maker. But please save this innocent life. I
give my boon to this young boy. Let him live.”
The fire burnt for several hours. The King had just sat down to enjoy his dinner when one of his courtiers came
running in.
“Your majesty,” he said, bowing, “your majesty.”
“Yes, yes, what is it. You know I do not like being disturbed at dinner time.”
“The fire has burned itself out.”
“And?” prompted the King.
“Holika has perished in the flames.”
“What?!” cried the King, “And the child?”
“Your majesty … Well, your majesty …”
“Well, what? Answer quickly or I’ll have your tongue pulled out.”
“Prahlad is still alive.”
Hiranya Kashyap kicked his food away and stood on his feet, puffed up with fury like a balloon.
“Bring that brat to me. I’ll kill him myself.”
The courtiers dragged in little Prahlad and threw him in front of his father.
“So,” said the father, “you managed to escape a second time.”
“I did not escape,” said Prahlad, “God saved me.”
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“God, God,” cried the King, “I’m sick of your God. Where is he anyway?”
“He is everywhere—in fire, water—even in that pillar.”
“Oh, he is in that pillar, is he?” the King yelled. “Well, I am going to tie you up to that same pillar and kill you!
Let’s see if your God will come out to save you!” Prahlad was tied up to the pillar and Hiranya Kashyap raised his
sword to finish him off.
Just then, there was a loud thunderclap and the pillar broke in two. Out of the pillar came God. He had
assumed a strange shape.
The upper part of the body was that of a lion, the lower that of a man. So he was neither man nor beast.
He lifted the King and carried him to the threshold of the palace and then placed him in his lap. So the King
was neither in a house nor outside it.
Then he killed Hiranya Kashyap with one swipe of his long lion’s claws. So no weapon was used.
The time of the day was dusk. So it was neither morning nor night.
Pink and gray clouds puffed along in the sky. Hiranya Kashyap was finally dead, despite all his arrogant
predictions. The courtiers cried, “Long live the King” as they placed the young Prahlad on his father’s throne,
happy in the knowledge that they were now going to be ruled with justice.
7. Savitri And Satyavan
Once upon a time there lived a King and Queen, who after many years of being childless, gave birth to a
daughter. She was the most beautiful baby the parents could have hoped for, and they named her Savitri. When
Savitri grew up and it was time for her to marry, her father said to her,
“Dearest child, we hate to part with you. You have given us the greatest joy that humans can ever know. But it
is time for you to start a family of your own. Is there any man you wish to marry?”
“No father,” replied Savitri, “I have not yet met a man I would care to spend my life with.”
“Perhaps we should send for pictures of all the nobles in the country. You might come upon a face you like,”
said the King and he sent his court painter to bring back portraits of all the nobles and rulers in the country.
Savitri examined the portraits, one after the other, and shook her head. The men in the portraits all looked so
very ordinary, even though they were all emperors, kings anti princes. The King then said to his daughter,
“It might be best if you went to all the big cities of the world to find a husband for yourself. I will provide you
with the proper escort of men, elephants, camels and horses. Good luck. I hope you can find a man to love.”
Savitri set out with a large procession of men, elephants, camels and horses. In her effort to visit all the cities
of the world, she had to cross many oceans and deserts. She did this fearlessly. But she never found a man she
could love. When she returned home, her father said to her,
“You have looked in all the big cities of the world and have found no man that you wish to marry. Perhaps you
should now search through all the forests of the world.”
Savitri set out again with a large procession of men, elephants, camels and horses, and began searching
through all the forests of the world. She did this fearlessly. She had looked through the last forest and was just
about to return home when she came upon a young man who was cutting wood.
“What is your name?” she asked.
“Satyavan, your highness,” he replied.
“Please do not address me as ‘your highness’,” she said, “my name is Savitri. What do you do for a living?”
“I do nothing much,” the young man replied. “I have very old, blind parents. I live with them in a small,
thatched cottage at the edge of the forest. Every morning I go out to cut wood and gather food. In the evening I
make a fire for my parents, cook their dinner, and feed them. That is all I do.” Savitri returned to her father’s
palace and said,
“Dearest mother and father. I have finally found a man to love and marry. His name is Satyavan and he lives in
a cottage by a forest not too far from here.”
“But will you be able to live a simple life in a simple cottage?” asked her father. “This young man obviously
has no money.”
“That makes no difference at all to me,” Savitri said. “He is capable, honest, good and caring. That is what I
respect and love him for.”
The King sent a message to the blind couple’s cottage saying that Princess Savitri wished to marry their son,
Satyavan. When Satyavan arrived home that evening with his heavy load of wood his parents said,
“There are messengers here from the King. Princess Savitri wishes to marry you.”
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“I love the young lady in question,” replied Satya van, “but it will be impossible to marry her. She has money,
jewels, elephants, camels and servants. What can I offer her?” Tears rolled down the faces of his blind parents.
“Son,” cried the mother, “we never told you this, but long ago, before you were born, your father too was a
ruler with a kingdom of his own. His wicked brother blinded us and stole our birthright. You should have been
born a prince and heir to the kingdom, quite worthy of the beautiful Savitri. We have fallen on hard times, but if
you two love each other, why should you not marry? Who knows what the future has in store for anybody?” So a
message was sent back to the King saying that Satya van had agreed to the match.
*
On the day of the wedding, the King and Queen held a huge reception. Everyone of any importance was
invited. That is how it happened that the wisest Sage in the kingdom appeared at the scene: Just before the
wedding ceremony, the Sage took the King aside and whispered,
“It is my duty to warn you. The young man your daughter is to marry is decent and of good character, but his
stars are crossed. He will die very shortly. This marriage would be a tragic mistake.”
The King felt ill when he heard this. He called his daughter and told her what the Sage had said, adding,
“Perhaps it is best to call the marriage off.”
“No, father,” Savitri said solemnly, “I will marry Satyavan, whatever our future may hold.”
Savitri was no fool, however. She had heard that the Sage knew of heavenly remedies for earthly problems.
“Oh dearest Sage,” Savitri said to him, “surely there is a way I can prevent my husband from dying. You, in
your great wisdom, must offer me some hope. There must be something I can do.” The Sage thought deeply,
“You can extend your husband’s life by fasting. Eat nothing but fruit, roots and leaves for a year, and Satyavan
will live for those twelve months. After that he must die.”
With a sense of doom hanging over the bride’s family, the wedding did take place. The groom and his parents
were told nothing of what the future held for them.
Savitri began to lead a simple life with her husband and parents-in-law. Early each morning, Satyavan set out
for the forest to cut wood and to forage for food. When he was gone, Savitri made the beds, swept the house, and
shepherded her in-laws around wherever they wished to go. She also prayed and fasted. One day Savitri’s motherin-law said to her,
“Child, we know how rich a family you come from. Since we have lost our kingdom, we can offer you no
fineries but Satyavan does collect enough food for all of us. We have noticed that you eat just fruit, roots and
leaves and never touch any grain. That is not a healthy diet. We are beginning to worry about you.”
“Oh, please do not worry about me,” begged Savitri. “I love to eat fruit.”
*
The twelve months were almost over. On the very last day, Savitri got up with her husband and announced that
she would accompany him into the forest.
“Child, what will you do in the forest? The work is hard and there are all kinds of dangerous animals,” said her
mother-in-law.
“Do stay at home,” said Satyavan, “the forest is not a comfortable place.”
“I have traveled through all the forests of the world. I was not uncomfortable and I was not frightened. Let me
go with you today.”
Satyavan had no answer for his wife. He loved her a lot and trusted her instincts.
“Come along then, we’d better start quickly. The sun is almost up.”
So they set out towards the heart of the forest. Once there, Satyavan climbed a tree and began to saw off its
dried-up branches. It was a scorchingly hot day in May. The trees had shed the last withered yellowing leaves.
Savitri looked for a cool spot to sit down and just could not find any. Her heart was beating like a two-sided drum.
Any moment now the year would end.
“Ahhhh!” came a cry from Satyavan. Savitri ran towards him.
“Are you all right?”
“I have a piercing headache.”
“Come down from the tree. It’s the heat. I will run and find some shade.” Savitri found a banyan tree and
helped Satyavan towards it. Many of the banyan tree’s branches had gone deep into the earth and come up again
to form a deliciously cool grove. The leaves rustled gently to fan the couple.
“Put your head in my lap,” Savitri said to Satyavan, “and rest.”
Satyavan put his head down, gave a low moan, and died. Savitri looked up. There, in the distance coming
towards her was Yamraj, the King of the Underworld. He was riding a male water buffalo, and Savitri knew that
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he was coming to claim Satyavan’s soul. She turned to the banyan tree and implored,
“Banyan tree, banyan tree, look after my husband. Shield him and keep him cool. I will return one day to claim
him.”
Yamraj took Satyavan’s soul and started to ride away. Savitri followed on foot. She followed for miles and
miles. Yamraj finally turned around and said,
“Why are you following me, woman?”
“You are taking my husband’s soul away. Why don’t you take me as well? I cannot live without him.”
“Go back, go back to your home and do not bother me,” Yamraj said. But Savitri kept following. Yamraj
turned around again.
“Stop following me, woman!” he cried. Savitri paid no heed to him.
“Well, woman,” said Yamraj, “I can see that you are quite determined. I will grant you just one wish. As long
as you do not ask for your husband’s soul.”
“May my in-laws have their sight back?” asked Savitri.
“All right, all right,” said Yamraj, “now go home.” After several more miles Yamraj glanced back. There was
Savitri, still following.
“You really are quite persistent,” Yamraj said. “I’ll grant you one other wish. Just remember, do not ask for
your husband’s soul.”
“Could my father-in-law get back the kingdom he lost?” Savitri asked.
“Yes, yes,” said Yamraj, “now go, go.” Several miles later, Yamraj looked back again. Savitri was still
following.
“I do not understand you. I've granted you two wishes and yet you keep following me. This is the last wish I
am offering you. Remember, you can ask for anything but your husband’s soul.”
“May I be the mother of many sons?” Savitri asked.
“Yes, yes,” Yamraj said. “Now go. Go back home.” Several miles later Yamraj looked back only to see Savitri
still there.
“Why are you still following me?” Yamraj asked. “I having already granted you your wish of many sons.”
“How will I have many sons?” Savitri asked. You are carrying away the soul of the only husband I have. I will
never marry again. You have granted me a false wish. It can never come true.”
“I have had enough,” Yamraj said. “I am quite exhausted. Here, take back your husband’s soul.”
Savitri rushed back to the banyan tree so her husband’s body and soul could be joined again.
“Oh banyan tree,” she said, “thank you for looking after my husband. In the years to come, may all married
women come to you and offer thanks and prayers.” Satyavan opened his eyes and said,
“My headache has gone.”
“Yes,” said Savitri, “thanks to the kind banyan tree that offered us its shade. Let us go home now where a
surprise awaits you. I will not tell you what it is.”
Satyavan put his arm around his wife’s shoulders and they began to walk slowly back home.
70.121 The Refuge\fn{by M. T. Vasudevan Nair (1933- )} Koodallur, Kerala State, India (M) 7
The flow of water was low. The raft moved slowly. The two workers were young. Standing at either end and
punting the raft, they talked about many things. But he, squatting with folded arms at the center of the raft, was
thinking of previous lives.
This man wearing a kaili dhoti, humming a song and smoking a beedi seems to have been a golden iguana in
his previous life. It was by enlarging a little burrow of his creation that he came out of the cave when the disciples
went away closing the entrance.
He smiled at himself. We meet again. The moment is not lost. It comes back again.
At a turning of the stream the young punters struggled hard. After the turning the water current gained
momentum. The raft moved effortlessly. A spot of light was visible through the wooden huts far off.
He sat ruminating over his memories looking at the silhouettes of trees on the shore. Kollanampatta Narayani’s
house was on that headland. From the backyard of the house steps had been cut leading to the stream. In front of
the house there was the path. Between the path and the hedgerow the ground was leveled up and cleaned for
paddy to be dried in the sun on mats. Children would keep watch.
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As daylight neared, the two young punters controlled the rafts’ movement with great care. A melodious
murmur was heard when the rafters cut across the current. The raft was nearing the shore. God, after many years
the raft was reaching the wharf!
The golden iguana leaped on to the land. His friend threw him the rope. He pulled at the rope and brought the
raft close to the shore. He hesitated. Was it time to alight?
“Aren’t you getting out?”
He got down carefully. While fumbling in his pocket for change, the hand of the young man holding the rope
stretched out towards him. Only later he understood that it was not to receive cash, but to give it.
“Put this in Sheikh’s holy box, please.”
He received it obediently. By the time he thought of giving him something out of gratitude, the punter threw
the rope and jumped back into the raft. How fast do they move away in the current!
Standing on the wet alluvial sand at the wharf he doubted: Is this the place? He couldn’t see the old temple on
the bank of the stream. In its place he dimly saw the frame of a hut made of palm fronds and stalks. A lantern was
hanging in front of the hut.
The limp was on the right leg. The corn on the left foot. Fixing his big toe on the ground with difficulty, he
slowly climbed up.
In the light of the lantern sat an old man with a long yellowish beard chewing something.
He stood where the maximum light would fall on his face. Does the old man recognize him? He stood in front
and his shadow was enveloping the old man. Still he did not lift up his face, nor pretended to see him. He
continued to chew. Placing two fingers across his lips and turning left he spat. He stopped chewing. He tore off a
coconut spine from the ground and began to pick his worn out rotting teeth.
He cleared his throat.
The old man did not raise his eyes. He coughed aloud.
“Ho, then …”
Now the old man saw him. His gray eyes glowed in the dim light. With a sound that seemed to come from
underground the old man growled.
“Sheikh’s box.”
He was pointing to the big wooden box bordered with iron straps kept in front of him.
Through the slit on the top he deposited in it the ferryman’s small change.
“Where is Pulickal Narayanan’s house?”
The old man didn’t seem to have heard the question. He was searching for another toothpick.
“Pulickal Narayanan. Pulickal Narayanan is well-known,” he whispered to himself, though he was in the past
Chidvillasan.
That also did not bring about any change of mood in the old man.
“When I left there was no Sheikh’s box.”
Once again there was a glow in the old man’s gray eyes.
“Sheikh is eternal. You chaps, remember that. And in the fathomless depth of the northern waters there is
always Sheikh’s octopus.” He softened his voice and said humbly:
“I belong to this place. I merely asked you, that’s all.”
“Where is the corpse of the boatman who didn’t care to make the offering?”
Then was he really upset. The mind became gloomy. The old man’s previous forms. All move about in the
corners of his mind faint and elusive.
“I’m Sankaran, son of Kalyani who died in the cholera epidemic. Don’t you recognize me, mollakka? With no
one to remove the dead body mother started rotting, and smelling. Don’t you remember, mollakka?”
The old man laughed:
“In the land of the Sheikh …”
The old man laughed and laughed till he was tired. At last he shook his head as if to gesture:
“What’s the use of saying it?”
“I saw Narayanan in the hospital. That Pulickal Narayanan.”
The old man stopped laughing and stood up. He took the lantern off the iron hook and when it was brought
near his face, he was annoyed. The gray eyes sharpened like serpents advancing to sting. His legs began to
tremble. He dragged away his legs for fear and clambered up quickly. Behind him the old man mumbled:
“Seems to be Chekkuttippavai’s man. You, chap, need not try to deceive the natives.”
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It was a relief to reach the sandy path. The same old country lane. In the center of the deserted paddy fields is
an islet where strawberries grow. Once upon a time there was a house there. A vendor trading in the wooden
furniture of ancestral house in ruins lived there.
“Frightened to see mollakka?”
He turned around. An acquaintance? Not enough light to see the face.
“Who is that?”
“The peon.”
“Oh …”
“Even when the lord of the land’s boat is launched coins are put into the Sheikh’s box. From the depths the
octopus will hear the tinkle. Then withdrawing its thousand tentacles it lies down gripping the ground. Don’t be
afraid. Go straight without looking back. There’s no danger until you cross the boundary.”
Like a shadow he walked straight and moved away. He was not allowed to ask a word about Pulickal Narayanan’s house. He felt irritated.
On that endless pathway he stood agitated, doubtful. Turn left, you would reach the immolation ground just
after Narayanan’s house and the angler’s house. On the right was the marketplace. Here and there in the marketplace there was light. The rush of men had not ended. That clamor at a distance was possibly from the fish market.
He came before the first shop where there was light. There was no one in the shop. The stacks and glass jars
were empty. When he stood doubtful for a moment, a question arose from the shadow at the foot of the light.
“Do you have quick-lime?”
It was a boy.
“For the tail-less lizard to smell.”
“Pulickal Narayanan’s—” he began to ask.
“Shh … don’t talk. The lizard.”
He returned again to the lane. He saw the passers-by staring at him. He had only one thought then. To enter the
next tea-shop. Moving away from men, he walked close to the hedge. At the hedge-break landing to the field,
someone sitting on the bamboo-steps and smoking a beedi was calling:
“Hey!”
That may not be for him, he thought, and when he took two steps further, he heard:
“Hey, it is you.”
When he stopped, the other man threw away the beedi and came to him.
“Who are you?”
“I …”
He was in doubt. Were he to say he was Sankaran, son of Kalyani who died in the cholera epidemic?
“A foreigner?”
“Yes … no … I …”
“Doubtful. But you can tell. Was what Kuttada did right?”
“Which Kuttada?”
“That’s not the question. Was what Kuttada did right?”
“What did he do?”
“Phew,” the other man spat out.
There was no reason to think that he was someone drunk and unconscious. There was no smell of liquor. But
the fragrance of sandal and the thulas flower. Ear-rings glittered in his ears. Words did not tremble.
“What Kuttada did, was it right?”
He was eager to escape. He said:
“Wrong.”
“No, right. That alone is right. Or else, ask the Lord. Hmmm! Go. Be careful till you cross the culvert. Don’t
bring bad name to the land.”
“Where does Pulickal Narayanan live?”
“Don’t know.”
“Where do they live, the children of the elder sister of Kalyani who died in the cholera epidemic?”
“In the epidemic of 1943. Seven by the name of Kalyani died. The Brahmin widow Kalyani, lady maid
Kalyani, the mad woman Kalyani, the oracle Kalyani—”
Giving no chance to complete the list, he said:
“Who lived on the bank of Puman Canal?”
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“There is no house there. Houses cannot stand there. The last house was when Perumthacchan came to
Panniyoor temple. It is in the Varaba purana.”
He continued his journey in quest of the sources of light.
It was a big shop. He was happy to see it. The entire inside of the shop was drenched in the light of the
petromax. Many people with palm-leaf baskets and gunny bags were buying things. The stout shop-vendor added
up the amounts on a slate and took the money. Time and again streams of sweat fell on the slate erasing the
numbers. He would rub them off, and write again.
When he moved into the crowd, people made way for him.
The shop-keeper raised his head from the slate and looked. His nostrils expanded and contracted as if sensing
the smell.
“Hmmm?”
He felt comforted. His question, “Where is Pulickal Narayanan’s house,” was very soft and slow. But the entire
surrounding became silent. He saw all eyes turning towards him, as if he was asking what should not be asked. He
was afraid. Something must have happened to Narayanan.
“Sit down.”
The shop-vendor got the bench behind the table vacated. Once again silence stood overawed.
“Five palams of coconut oil cake … then?” The words again enlivened the transactions. When those who gave
money and got things went out, new customers came again. He sat restless and thirsty, anxious that it was getting
late. He closed his eyes to escape from the light of the petromax.
Perhaps Narayanan might come. That was why he was asked to wait.
What would be the time now?
He stood up when the rush was over. Probably Narayanan lived on the same route as the shop-keeper’s. He felt
sorry to think that no one recognized him. Among them were many faces he had known and forgotten. For
thirteen years he had lived in this place. He had kept watch at the foot of all these mango trees. He had run about
on all those foot paths and causeways.
Have things changed so much?
But then how did Narayanan recognize him?
Sending out the last two or three people the shop-keeper said to his assistant:
“Pull down the shutters.”
Then he began to count the money. Counting it again he ascertained the total and whispering to himself, bound
it fast in a pouch with a long string and stuck it into his waist.
“Come on.”
Outside it was cool. Across the paddy fields the breeze came silently like a neighborhood sweetheart.
When the assistant pulled down the shutters, put the bar across them, locked the shop and entrusted to him the
bunch of keys, the stout one walked in front jingling the keys with his fingers.
“Where did you meet Pulickal Narayanan?”
“In the hospital. I had gone there to get the corn operated on. Was hospitalized for a few days. Came back
without the operation. One day while going to the latrine someone standing at the door of Ward No. 16 was
calling. Narayanan! I shouted with delight.”
“Anyone will be delighted.”
“I donated blood for Narayanan’s operation.”
“Oh!”
“Narayanan is clever, isn’t he?”
“Which Narayanan?”
“Pulickal Narayanan.”
“Don’t know; of which place?”
“Of this place.”
The stout fellow stopped. Dragging his limpy leg, he came up close to him.
“In this place there is no Pulickal house. Even if there is one, there is no one called Narayanan there.”
He felt annoyed.
“Hei, shop-keeper, don’t befool people. I was also born and brought up in this place.”
“In this place?”
“In this place.”
“In this land?”
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“Yes, in this land.”
The stout shop-keeper laughed and then walked fast. It was hard for him to keep abreast. He thought that the
shop-keeper didn’t trust him.
“In God’s name, what I said is true.”
The shop-keeper said laughing:
“Who is the one and only God above all other goods? Who is the God to be worshipped with a sacrifice?” He
walked briskly to reach the stout fellow walking in front, swinging his hands.
The shop-keeper continued to whisper to himself. Time and again he would look back and encourage him:
“Come on, come on, don’t get late.”
He was tired and fatigued when he came near the culvert with coconut planks.
“This is the boundary. Don’t wait for midnight. Go straight and there is the porter’s wayside rest. Beyond it the
water-house. Climb over the hillock and you have the mosque. Enough to keep straight. Wandering around the
country at an inauspicious time …” the shop-keeper completed it after a little thought, “is quite uncomfortable.”
“I didn’t come for comfort. This land belongs to me.”
“Maybe, maybe. Who am I to say no?” Jingling the keys on his fingers he turned back and walked away
quickly.
He felt he could not take a single step. He sat on the culvert at the land’s boundary.
It seemed to him that this night began long ago. There was hunger, was thirst. If he had no limp and no corn on
his foot he could have run to catch hold of that stout shop-keeper and do something. What distance he had been
made to walk; and that for nothing.
Before the country path became deserted he should find out someone who knew Narayanan. He should eat
something. Should lie down under a roof hearing the breath and movement of familiar people. Dragging his feet
he trod back, along the track he had taken earlier.
In the marketplace there was only one light. Nearing it he was happy. A tea-shop. After business was closed,
the dishes were being washed. Still the embers were burning under the samovar. Taking small change from the
pocket and jingling it in hand he entered.
“Hmmm?”
“Tea.”
“No milk.”
“Tea without milk is enough.”
“No sugar.”
“First, give me a glass of water.”
“The dishes are thrown in the water.” He put the coins in a heap before him and said:
“Give me something.”
The shop-keeper wore a charcoal-colored dhoti.
“Coming from outside?”
“Yes.”
“What happened to the leg?”
“Caught by a crocodile while bathing in the river in childhood. The artery was cut. But escaped.”
“Long ago in the eastern river there were crocodiles. I killed one with a harpoon. Long ago. Now there is only
the octopus. Want beedi?”
“No. I am hungry.”
“Ah! Didn’t tell you the details of the crocodile I killed. When its stomach was torn open we got the crystal
necklace of the landlady’s calf. And we also got musk. They are even now preserved in the chest of the adhikari
[village officer].”
“I am hungry.”
“When the child of Chit-Fund Nani was suffering from asthma—”
He roared impatiently:
“I am hungry!”
“Crossing the culvert and the boundary the first thing to be seen is a well. Walk on.”
He longed to kill the man. But the strong arms and the hairy chest indicated a giant’s strength concealed in that
body. So picking up the change and pocketing it he went out. The sky was clear. Cool moonlight was spreading
over the rural scene.
*
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He feared he would totter and fall owing to fatigue. In olden days he wouldn’t feel tired even after wandering
over the whole land. The time when he went about as big fellow Sankaran passed through his mind. For a whole
night he exchanged blows with Kunhikoya. It was the time when Kunhikoya was riding in triumph. Reaching a
city he would carry off the bunk-keeper and beat him up and trample over him. When people thronged he would
declare:
“Just to attract people. I have nothing against him. I hear there are some big fellows here. Ask them to come.”
Many were subdued. When he had enough of it he went to Kedarnath, and while quietly meditating about the
soul alone, the last challenge came.
The world would not allow men to improve. The big fellow from Pendharpur. The very name would cause a
shudder to pehalvans and dadas. Fight till death. After three nights and two days the enemy retreated to his cave.
Disciples cautioned:
“There’s deceit, don’t go in.”
“Never bring discredit to ancestral glory. Make way. If I fall, blood will flow. If the enemy falls, milk will
flow. If blood comes close the cave, take to ochre and go straight to Kailas.”
When the enemy fell he roared the murder-cry. Coming out after wiping off the sweat, found the cave closed.
No way to exit. When he sat alone in the darkness of the cave and meditated, the disciples were busy building
memorials.
Then one day the hole of the golden iguana was seen and he came out through it with the power of mantra.
Wandered in various places. Then came the corn on the foot. The limp grew. In the hospital, what a wonder!
stood Pulickal Narayanan!
*
The by-lane leading to the hill-slope lay wide open before him. Walked that way. Below the hill there were
houses. On both sides of the by-lane there were pineapple bushes. The heady fragrance of their flowers,
blossoming in the night. The hissing sound of cobras, dancing with hoods spread could be heard. Should be
careful about setting foot in the shadow. Then heard the fragment of a song:
Syed Ali of Vattaparambu

Shocked at first. Male voice. From close by. Leaning on pineapple bushes the musician of the place sang:
Syed Ali of Vattaparambu
Heigh ho!
Syed Ali of Vattaparambu.

“Hai!”
He stopped.
“How is the line?”
He looked at the youth, singing with twisted arms behind the head and body leaning sideways.
“Just one line. The one line that came like a flash of lightning. A world of music in nine syllables. Syed Ali of
Vattaparambu. Say that again and again. Music is taking shape. One line of music to ward off labor’s tedium.”
He did not budge.
“Foreigners cannot taste it. Na sabdamatram arthaswarupam sambhavati sabdarthahor bhedata—so says the
author of Brihadaranyaka. The mere sound of words does not :represent their content realistically. Words are
different from the contents they unfold. Therefore, foreigner, sing:
Syed Ali of Vattaparambu
Ti mi tin ti mi.
Syed Ali of Vattaparambu.

“Ai, are you going?”
“I want food. I want a place to lie down.”
“Did the Lord permit?”
“Who’s the Lord?”
“Are you asking who is the adhikari of the land?”
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The youth sighed in grief. Then he spilled over into a scream. Suddenly he stopped weeping. He asked in a
serious tone:
“What did you do to get refuge in the land?”
“I lived here long ago, thirteen years.”
“Not enough.”
“Caught by a crocodile while bathing in the eastern river.”
“Hmmm, good. What then?”
“Fought and escaped, although the creeper gave way.”
“Not enough. Not at all enough.”
“It was I who donated blood when Pulickal Narayanan lay dying.”
“Excellent! What connection is there between Pulickal Narayanan and the land! Get away quickly.”
While walking away limping, he heard the music from behind.
The hill-top was spacious. Narrow footpaths leading down to various places. He greedily looked at the houses
lying in the valleys of darkuess with eyes closed. The first footpath ended at the thorny hedge. No outlet. All paths
ended at the hedges.
A jackal howled from the darkness. A thousand jackals caught up the refrain from far and near.
With fear he sat down on the grass. Unable to bear the fatigue he lay on his back. When the eyes closed the
howling seemed to come closer. When the eyes opened it moved away.
From a distance the sound of drums played at a festival was heard indistinctly.
*
While watching the east darken, redden and brighten, morning opened its eyes. Then sleep settled upon the
eyelids. He sat up hearing the voice of children. They were many. With palm-leaves and stylus they faced the east
to pray:
The dawns glowing over the far-off horizon unfolds the robe of light-rays,
For your sake!
The cows of plenty yield all wealth in the form of milk
For your sake!
From the womb of heaven winds take wings,
For your sake!”

As the children marched past in a line, before him a question emerged from his out-of-tune mind, unaware to
himself:
“Where am I?”
The children stopped. In one voice they said:
“In the land of the Lord!”
Then he remembered. In order to exist he must see the Lord.
“Where’s the Lord?”
“In the storied building.”
“Which building?” The children said:
“The region that extends from the culvert in the east to the pineapple bushes in the west and from Palakunnu in
the south to Sheikh’s stream in the north, is called the land. The Lord, the adhikari of the land, governs from the
storied building in the middle of the marketplace. Khadir Mohideen Sheikh and the Lord together protect this
land. “
He rubbed his eyes and looked again at the scorched faces of the children. Then, ignoring the pain of the corn
he ran limping along the first path he saw. Again the main road. In the marketplace thatched houses stood rubbing
shoulders. In the market he said to the first man he saw:
“I want to eat something. Or else I will die.”
“You are an outsider?”
“I’m a native of this place. I am coming back.”
“What many would say.” Baiting a throbbing grasshopper on the hook of his fishing rod, he spat out in
contempt.
“True. I am Sankaran. Sankaran bitten by the crocodile. In the house on the river bank, the epidemic—”
“Shh … complaints are in the Lord’s court.”
“I want food. I have been starving for three days.”
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“Man lives not by food alone.”
Pressing as hard as possible on the bony shoulders of the angler, he said:
“Don’t you know me? Don’t you know me who donated blood to the dying Pulickal Narayanan?”
The angler writhed in pain.
“Hands off me! I shall take you to the Lord.”
Amongst the low thatched houses the lofty building made of red stone alone has the tower. On top of the haycovered roof they had fixed a grotesque scarecrow. Standing beside the hedge across the road the guide pointed
out:
“Look there.”
A gray head was seen beyond the four-folded upper window. He took a close look through the wooden bars;
the Lord is pounding something in a small mortar.
“Take a good look.”
The nose is big. From the center of the gray skull four-five hairs bristle up.
“Let us go.”
“Didn’t see me.”
“The Lord sees everything. Wait and see.” He walked into the field carrying the fishing-rod on his shoulders.
The sun grew hot. The Lord never looked outside. When the gray head disappeared he walked towards the
lower door. It was closed. He knocked several times. Nobody opened it. He walked to the tent on the bank of the
stream. The man with the yellow beard sat picking his teeth. Back to the marketplace. Several times crept over the
street with the hope that either Pulickal Narayanan or somebody else may see and recognize.
The beams of light outside now seem to glitter inside his head. Though he had warned himself against falling
he fell down on the highway. He could indistinctly hear the voice of people thronging around him. Now they
would encircle him.
“Poor man, hungry and fatigued he fell down,” they would say. Many would come with tender coconut juice
and lime juice. He was dreaming … of a shade, the cool shade under the roof of a family …
Again when he opened his eyes, he was lying on a hot plank of granite. The porter’s way-side rest on the
boundary of the land. The throat still parched. He got down.
Forgetting hunger and fatigue he piled up the dried petals of pine-apple flowers. He made a country torch tying
them with creeper-vines. While rubbing the two pieces of rock picked up from different places, he mumbled:
“Kill and bury if you like. But don’t trample over.”
When darkness fell again, the sparks lighted the torch. With repeated blowing the fire burned apace and then
he walked towards the marketplace.
The people of the land passed by along the path laughing, scolding, and bargaining. The musician discovered
the Nadabrahma in Syed Ali of Vattaparambu.
Setting fire to the palm-fronds on the first shop, he stood on the road waving the country torch.
The uproar in the market subsided. The fire spread ablaze from shop to shop. The crimson light spread over the
entire sky.
The people of the land coming along the country lane and across the paddy fields clustered on the by-lane.
Holding his belly he laughed aloud until it shook the whole land. The murmur of the crowd grew into a clamor
and reverberated all around. He stood awaiting death. The people would now beat him to death. He did not worry
about this bodily frame which had to be thrown away one day.
Hands carrying rosaries of gold-studded rudraksha stretched forth from among the crowd. Rosaries of
rudraksha and garlands of tulasi and theti flowers showered upon his neck. Children, led to the front, making way
through the crowd, stood in a line looking at the flame and they sang:
Thou dost adorn the paths of the sky;
Create the sun and the stars that subdue time;
Give light to mankind.
God of Fire,
Thou art the light of mankind.
Thou abidest with us, as our dear and precious asset.

The roof of the two-storied building burned and crumbled down in flames.
“The Lord is dead; Long live the Lord!”
Carrying him on their shoulders the crowd cheered and went on a procession along the road.
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“Friends, the lamb gone astray. Sankaran. son of Kalyani who died in the cholera epidemic, has returned. Let
the fatted calf be butchered.”
The young musician’s voice called aloud. In the light of the dying blaze people saw the yellow-bearded man
carrying Sheikh’s money-box coming to welcome the new Lord.
“The Lord …! The Lord …! The Lord …!”
The sky shook. The cheers of men echoed on the far-off shores beyond the stream.
But he did not hear anything.
236.46 Excerpt from His Holiness Swamy Vijaya Mahantesh: A Biography\fn{by Panchaksari Hiermath (1933- )}
Bisarahalli, Koppal District, Karnataka State, India (M) 7
Hear the morning song of Vijayamahantesh
Wake up to bow down to the victorious
Wake up; and hear the auspicious
Wake as it is dawn and may it be dawn.
Worship is on in the holy town of Ilkal
See it with opened eyes
Hear the words of the Mahanta

Holy and awakened indeed is the elevated spot near the confluence of the two rivers outside the town of Ilkal,
having the two shrines of Swami Vijayamahantesh and his guru Swami Gurumahanta.
The quietude of the place, the chime of bells, the rhythmic beats of drums, the greenery of the surrounding
plantations of coconut and plantain, the brook called Jasavatirtha, the bewitching privacy, the melodious song of
the birds, the flow of gentle wind—all these, no doubt, testify to the holiness of Swami Vijayamahantesh’s land of
penance.
Come and see the earth, cooled by the morning breeze, is sanctified by the worship of His Holiness
Vijayamahantesh. She wears the holy marks of stars on her limbs, smears her body with the fragrance of fruits and
flowers, offers the trees and creepers, and sings the mantra of bird songs. She lights the lamp of sunshine and
bows to His Holiness. Wake up and see the light is lit. Wake up and be the light yourself.
The Swami was born on Sunday, 1850 in a village called Sasiwal in the kingdom of Mysore ruled over by the
Kings of Yadukula dynasty. The village was thickly populated by lingayats.\fn{Worshippers of the Absolute, the
Brahman} One Sri Viraiah Hiremath of that village was revered by all the neighbouring villages for his ishtalinga
worship,\fn{His worship of a symbol of the Absolute containing the finite; of the parallel between the microcosm and the macrocosm }
righteous speech and action.
Viraiah had a wife called Gauramma whose extraordinary fidelity more than matched his ideals. The entire
group of believers looked upon the couple as their spiritual parents and behaved with them accordingly.
This couple of divine ideals had three issues, the first being a daughter, the second, a son and the third, Sri
Vijaya Mahantesh, the would-be holder of the holy chair of the Monastery of Chittaragi. It was also rumoured that
the last son was none other than the great penitent Sivayogi\fn{A yogi who cultivates the Absolute in the form of Lord Siva }
Marulasiddha.
The couple were known for their divine service (lingasaraya) and hence they were visited by many parents
who used to appreciate their spiritual discipline. These couple had at that time only a son and a daughter. Once
there arrived a Sivayogi who after receiving the padodaka\fn{The water with which the feet of a jangama (an itinerant
preacher who guides the believers in spiritual matters) is washed; it is believed to be holy } and prasada\fn{The food meant for or
offered to the Absolute, which is said to be holy} blessed Gauramma with fruits and said:
“Mother, you are going to be the mother of an extraordinary son. Viraiah, you are indeed a lucky man. Your
next son is going to be a great saint (mahas ivayogi). Therefore you will have to bring him up with all the care and
affection. May God bless you.”
A few months must have passed after the reverend Sivayogi left. At a brahmi muhurta at night, Gauramma
saw the mountain of parusha\fn{The philosopher’s stone} in her dream. She saw crores of suns and moons shining
bright around the Great Linga. She saw a streak of light coming from. that mass of illumination and enter into her.
She opened her eyes and felt some invisible extraordinary joy enthusing her body and mind. In the fit of that joy
she awakened her husband and told him what she had seen in her dream. Viraiah also felt ecstatic about it. Both of
them remembered the words of Sivayogi instantly.
Dawn set in when they were contemplating about their future son. Birds began to sing. That dawn was a
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special dawn in the monastery of Sasival. Preparations for the reception of the great joy were being made in the
house from that day. Gauramma conceived. As days passed the pious lady began to have desires—desire to hear
the glory of Lord Siva, to worship the Ishtalinga, to serve the guru and jangama. Viraiah also was extremely
happy to see his wife’s joy. He took precautions not to displease her in her fulfillment of desires. As months
passed, she grew lustrous. During the eighth month the lingadiksa was rendered to her belly.
*
After nine months, Gauramma gave birth to the male child on Sunday i.e. Salivahan year 1772, Sadharana
Nama Samvatsara, Jestha, Krishnapaksa Sasthi. The child was fleshy and fascinating. It had bright eyes, big face,
glistening brownish body and a divine smile on the lips. The child was known as extraordinary at this early stage
itself. The inhabitants of the monastery were overjoyed to see it.
The guru christened the child with the linga officially on the twelfth day and wished him to be the reformer of
mankind. He further placed the child into the cradle and named him as Maleyappaiah.
The child, unlike many other children, grew in a very strange fashion Maleyappaiah used to feed on the breast
milk of his mother only if the latter meditated simultaneously. He used to play with the ishtaliliga hanging from
the mother’s neck while sucking her milk The mother had to sing the devotional songs even while rocking his
cradle. He used to laugh and kick and swim as it were inside the cradle itself. After a few months he left the cradle
and started walking on the four.\fn{on the floor? on all fours?} The mother somehow felt that the house was illumined
by the spark of light that was her son After a few months the child began walking along the wall … Then slowly
he started holding the sari-fringe of the mother, following her and calling her “mummy.” In the childhood itself he
listened to the devotional songs sung by his mother and imbibed them into his blood. He too used to worship the
ishtaliliga along with his parents.
When the boy attained the age of five, Viraiah made him worship Goddess Saraswati formally and sent him to
the school. The teachers dictated the sentence:
“Om Namah Sivaya.”
The boy practiced writing it again and again. The boy who had listened to his parents at the time of worship
could easily understand that that sentence was a holy mantra, though the teacher had not explained that to him.
Within a couple of days his teacher realized that the boy was different from the common herd of students.
Knowing that the boy had the samskara of the previous life, and therefore he wag going to be an extraordinary
person, the teacher began to make him sit by his own side and teach him Kannada and Sanskrit. He deemed
himself lucky to teach him.
Many a year passed in this way. The boy began to study the grammar and poetry of Kannada and Sanskrit. As
days passed by he began to feel that there was nothing more in the school to learn. By that time, his parents had
made him accept ayyachara\fn{The ritual which convert the itinerant preacher into a real itinerant preacher } by Sadguru
Prabhuswami from the Monastery of Bidare.
After initiation Maleyaappaiah grew into a different man. He began to shun the worldly values of life. He
would go to the cave in the hill outside the town, after his bath and worship; place the ishtaliriga on his left palm
and spend his time in practicing drstiyoga.\fn{A form of yoga in which the believer meditates upon the Absolute by
concentration of sight on the physical symbol (istalinga) of the Absolute} Nobody could get to know this habit of his for a
good many days. But when the parents and the sister came to know this they began to worry because they knew
he would go beyond their control.
The elder sister thought her younger brother would remain at home if he was married to her own daughter and
therefore, she came to the great yogi His Holiness Sri Sivalingaswami and explained her difficulty. His Holiness,
who knew Maleyappaiah’s nature, said to his elder sister:
“Daughter, please don’t have any hope about your younger brother. You and your parents have to avoid your
attachment with him. He is going to grow into an extraordinary Sivayogi. His services are not to be confined to
your family alone but to be utilized for the entire nation. He is going to be the member of the world family. You
may leave him to his luck.”
They obviously felt happy, sad and astonished at the same time—happy to learn that their son was going to be
great Sivayogi and sad to know that he was going to part with them. They prostrated before His Holiness and took
leave of him. They allowed Maleyappaiah to follow his own way of life.
He practiced severe penance even at that early age. His hunger for knowledge grew insatiable. At that time
there lived in Bellary sarana called Karadeppa who had made arrangements of board, lodging and Sanskrit
instruction for all the Virasaiva aspirants. Eminent men of those days were appointed in the Sanskrit Institute to
teach. The glory of the institute was known to the entire country. Maleyappaiah decided to study at that Institute
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and told his guru about it. Maleyappaiah felt elated when his guru said to him:
“The institute has great scholars who can teach you the Veda, the Upanishad, Literature, Music and Logic. It is
customary on the part of the teachers there to admit students only after examining their character and general
conduct. You may go there and earn the knowledge desired. Sarana Karadesba, believer in guru, linga and
jangama will entertain you with all the care and concern.
*
On a holy day Maleyappaiah joined the group of merchants going to Bellary without feeling restless about his
having to part with the parents, brother and sister, kith and kin. He reached Bellary and met Sarana Karadeppa
who was irresistibly drawn towards him and who felt inexplicable joy. He saw the veritable sivalinga in the bright
eyes of the boy. The first sight of the boy confirmed to him the fact that the boy was an extraordinary one. His
guess came true later on.
“Where did you come from?”
“From the great Monastery of Sasiwal in order to gain the advanced knowledge. Dear Sir, I heard about your
crystal reputation from my guru, who ordered me to contact you. Hope you will accept me as your disciple.”
“Our school is indeed lucky to have bright students like you. You may board and lodge here.
“It is not my practice sir. I will stay in a leafy-hut in the garden outside the town. You may not worry about
that. It is enough that you have admitted me.”
“All right. As Lord pleases. OK.”
“OK, Sir.”
*
As he had planned Maleyappaiah erected a leafy-hut in the garden soon after he had come to the city of
Bellary.
There was a well in the garden. The bel leaves and flowers were abundant there. He used to take his bath and
worship the ishtalinga thrice a day. After the morning bath and worship, be would go to the school to attend
lectures. After the afternoon bath and worship he would go to beg at five houses and eat the lunch after only
offering it to the ishtalinga. The third bath and worship used to be preceded by the study of the Vedas, the
Upanishads, the vachanas, and the works of St. Nijaguna. He used to be preoccupied with study, meditation,
breath-control and penance. He used to train his body, mind and soul simultaneously.
Having mastered the hard discipline of penance at the very young age, Maleyappaiah did not feel it difficult to
practice the ethical life (known as lmgadacharana). He used to sublimate all his feelings and therefore he
possessed the right consciousness, the right intelligence and the right knowledge. He had absolute trust in the
Absolute (Linga). He, therefore, did not seek anybody’s help and was not a burden to anyone.
But Sarana Karadeppa always worried about Maleyappaiah, who, he thought, was going to be the great
itinerant preacher (jangama). One day Karadeppa came to Maleyappaiah’s leafy-hut and grew dumbfounded to
see the aspirant enraptured in penance. Karadeppa fell into the eight-limbs salutation before the young aspirant
and stood up. After the penance was over, Maleyappaiah opened his eyes and saw Karadeppa sitting before him,
and asked:
Why, you are here? When did you come, sir?”
“No man, I am indeed lucky. This land is lucky. The city of Bellary is lucky to have you here.”
“You are overestimating me, the slip of a boy. The ancestors have said ‘the land tread by Saraoas is holy
indeed’. It is because of people like you that Bellary is lucky. You illuminate the lives of innumerable people.”
“No man, you have come here because of my merit in one of my early lives. You must grant me permission to
serve you. You must stay with us in our house. I have arranged everything for your worship and penance. Please
don’t disappoint me.”
The righteous man’s (bhakta’s) request had melted the penitent’s heart. Much against his willingness,
Maleyappaiah agreed to stay in Karadeppa’s house in appreciation of the .latter’s service to God and god-men.
Karadeppa’s joy knew no bounds at this consent. He brought the penitent to his house enthusiastically and to
serve him incessantly. All the members of Kardeppa’s family were at the beck and call of the penitent.
Maleyappaiah’s worship of the ishtalinga went on unhindered. All the time he used to converse with the
ishtalinga and his saintly reputation spread far and wide. He was successful in offering his self to the sivalinga
dwelling in country, the thousand-petalled lotus. The reputation of his saintly life spread through the length and
breadth of the country, and the heads of many a monastery longed to appoint Maleyappaiah as their heirdesignate, and sent word to him through their devotees to that effect. But the young monk used to refuse to oblige
them very frankly. Karadeppa was inwardly happy to know this stand of the young monk.
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At this time, the Head of the Monastery of Chittaragi, the great penitent Sriman Niranjana Pranava Swarupi
Gurumahanta Sivayogi passed away after handing over the charge of the Monastery to his disciple His Holiness
Srimaddaneshwar Swami. Though this monastery is said to be very ancient one, the historical evidence available
to us at present covers only the last six to seven hundred years. As per the historical evidence His Holiness Sri
Vijaya Mahantaswamy, the first head of the monastery was said to be a great man endowed with divine power. He
was followed by other monks like His Holiness Swami Revanasiddha, His Holiness Swami Sivalinga, His
Holiness Swami Puttabasavalinga, His Holiness Swami Digambara Chennabasava, His Holiness Swami
Basavalinga, His Holiness Swami Chennamalla, and His Holiness Swami Marimahanta etc.
After the death of His Holiness Swami Gurumahanta, His Holiness Swami Srimaddaneshwar was to head the
Monastery and fulfill the wishes of all the devotees. But His Holiness Swami Srimaddaneshwar himself had
intended to entrust the headship to some other monk.
The Monastery of Chittaragi was not a small one. But on the contrary it was a very big one catering food to the
devotees freely. It has not less than sixty branches in the districts of Bijapur, Raichur and Dharwad. Each one of
the branches has its own noble tradition Even then His Holiness Swami Srimaddaneshwar, far from occupying the
throne, waited for a young monk like “Basava waiting for Prabhudeva after establishing the Institute of the
Absolute (Sunya Pitha)”.
One day His Holiness Swami Srimaddaneshwar carne to hear about the reputation of Maleyappaiah and felt
that the latter would be the right person for the headship of the monastery. As per the advice by the said Swami,
the responsibility of searching for an appropriate heir-designate for the monastery fell on Sri Ramappa Desai, a
devotee and the owner of the Amaravati estate. He had relatives in Punganur beyond the border of Bellary, so he
used to visit it often. He had come to know about the young monk Maleyappaiah staying at Karadeppa’s house.
Once on the way back to Amaravati from Punganur, he stayed at Karadeppa’s and asked Karadeppa to persuade
Maleyappaiah to head the Monastery of Chittaragi.
Karadeppa decided to execute the plan. So both Karadeppa and Ramappa Desai forced Maleyappaiah to accept
the offer. Rich Ramappa Desai fell prostrate before Maleyappaiah for some time. Even then the young monk did
not agree. Sri Ramappa Desai stood up and described the wealth, glory and tradition of the monastery in
exaggerated terms. But Maleyappaiah was beyond all the worldly attachment.
Ramappa Desai had, therefore, to return to his estate disappointed. Karadeppa also felt sad about this. Though
Karadeppa was elated to know Maleyappaiah’s heroic detachment, he was equally sad to learn that the latter had
refused to head the monastery. Even after Desai had left, Karadeppa had tried to tackle Maleyappaiah many a
time.
“Dear sir, you should have kindly obliged Sri Desai, because there is none else fit for it.” Karadeppa said.
“Sir, I don’t want to have power and pelf, pride and greed or bondage. I would like to converse with the
Absolute freely. Please don’t entangle me in the affairs of the monastery.”
“No sir, this land has to attain glory through you. People have to benefit from you. Shouldn’t you have a center
for your activities? You can have your worship and penance unhindered even when you head the monastery. You
may go on a tour for the benefit of people. The devotees of the monastery wish that you should continue the noble
tradition of the institute. Kindly think over the matter. Otherwise, I would not have forced you so much.”
Maleyappaiah replied:
“Not now, Sir; somehow the lord does not agree for this now. Let’s see later. Please don’t be sad about my
refusal.”
Some days elapsed after this event. Instead of saying that the Monastery of Chittaragi was without a head, we
could better say that the monastery also practiced penance for the arrival of the young monk. A few days later,
Karadeppa, the pious worker passed away as a result of which the Institute and the Charity House came to be
closed and the residents therein had to seek shelter elsewhere.
*
Maleyappaiah left the house of the late Karadeppa and came to Naregal where he erected the leafy-hut in the
garden and started his worship thrice a day. Recently he had grown more intimate with the Linga than ever. To use
the words of St. Akkamahadevi, he led “the life of the merger of sight into the ishtalinga on the palm.”
He continued his worship in the garden uninterrupted. The adherence to the Linga and the control of the senses
enabled him to converse with the Linga “visible in the six-petalled lotus”, hear the dialogue between Sri
Karadeppa and Sri Desai of Amaravati and see the entire situation vividly. Malayappaiah said to himself:
“Now the right time seems to have come. I should not have disappointed Sarana Karadeppa. Lord Mahantesh,
fulfill Thy wish and allow me to fulfill Sri Karadeppa’s wish.” The next day Sri Ramappa Desai saw a dream in
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which Karadeppa appeared to him and said:
“Sri Malayappaiah has been practicing penance in the garden at Naregal. Now it is high time for you to go and
request him and, I am sure, he will not disappoint you. This time our wishes are going to be fulfilled without fail.”
Desai said: “OK, Sir, I start right now with my people and Sarota,” and opened his eyes and saw none before him.
Realizing that he had received the supernatural message, he took the sarota and went to Naregal with his group of
people.
Sri Ramappa Desai entered the garden, went into the leafy-hut and fell prostrate before Maleyappaiah. His
group of men also followed suit. After a few moments Maleyappaiah opened his eyes and said ecstatically:
“Come on, get up Sir. At last you won the battle. The Lord has at last ordered me to oblige you. I am willing to
behave as dictated by Basava “who purified the soul by naming the Unnamable and expressing the Inexpressible.”
Sri Desai said,
“We deem ourselves very lucky. All those including His Holiness Srimaddaneshwar and the devotees who
were worrying about the non-availability of an heir-designate for the monastery were really overjoyed to know
your decision. We request you to come to IIkal.”
*
They made Maleyappaiah sit on the decorated sarota dragged by the white horses, and reached Ilkal. Desai’s
messenger had carried the news to llkal before hand. The entire city was waiting there to welcome Malayappaiah.
The auspicious musical instruments were sounded. The sumaligalis welcomed him with arathi. Maleyappaiah
was astonished at the sight of the enormous devotion and adherence to Lord Vijayamahantesh demonstrated by
the people.
*
The procession came to the monastery accompanied by the instrumental music and slogans of victory. The
invitation cards regarding the ordination were sent to the heads of other monasteries, landlords, desais, officers
flowers. Every family was enthusiastic. The devotees of Lord Vijayamahantesh flocked together at Ilkal.
The monastery at Ilkal was dazzling with lamps. The extreme devotion of the people gathered there was
congenial to the ordination of the monk. The young but great penitent Malayappaiah was christened as His
Holiness Vijaya Mahantesh mounted on the holy Pitha of the Monastery of Chittaragi. Thus were the longcherished desires of His Holiness Srimaddaneshwar; of the devotees and of Karadeppa fulfilled at last.
*
His Holiness Swami Vijaya Mahantesh began to spend his time in worship more than he did before the
ordination. The garden on the bank of the confluence of the brooks namely Erihalla and Masagihalla became his
place of penance. He would sit there in the lotus-posture and stare at the isthalinga on his left palm and thus spend
much of his time in dristhiyoga. He practiced this yogic discipline for twelve years incessantly As a result of this
practice, he acquired the spiritual illumination and freshness, with the help of which he visualized the Lord of the
Five Faces (panchavodana) and sublimated his internal organs. He began to study and practice the principles of
life contained in the metaphysical lyrics of Basava. Thus the literature of Basava and the cow called Mahantamma
followed him wherever he went as his constant companions.
*
The cow, Mahantamma played a very significant role in the life of His Holiness Swami Vijayamahantesh. The
people had an impression that the swami would always consult the cow before going out of station. The cow
would start the moment the swami said
“Shall we go, Mahantamma?”
But people believed that the swami followed the cow. The cow’s body had been impressed with the figure of
lingo. The cow, supplying milk for the Sivayogi’s drink, is not supposed to be unholy. That is why she was not
allowed to go out of the precincts of the monastery. She was not allowed to eat anything except the grass and
paddy. Nor did she crave to eat as her instincts demanded. Even she appeared to have the spiritual discipline and
devotion.
*
Inspired by the lyrics of Basava His Holiness Swami Vijayamabantesh kept himself busy by preaching
devotion to the worldly people. He performed miracles wherever be went. The devotees deemed themselves lucky
to have a darqan of the holy preacher. Thus the Monastery of Chittaragi attracted innumerable devotees towards
it. People of all castes and classes flocked to the holy institute and became the devotees. It is significant to note
that the first biography of the holy preacher was written by a Vaisnavaite.
For the swami, religion was nothing but kindness and compassion. He would never camp at anybody’s house.
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He would always take the provision in his cart and many a time he would prepare his own meal. He would send
the provision with the officers of the monastery whenever they go on tour. He had instructed them not to tax or
incommode anyone.
There was no water in Hunagund. Even the newly dug well did not have water in it. At that time there came the
Swami, waited on the bank and willed. The well came to be brimmed with water.
Gurubasalah of the town lied to the swami just for the sake of owning a stone slab. He was about to die. But
before that he came to seek help from the swami who looked at him compassionately and cured him. Gurubasaiah
stopped lying forever.
His Holiness was resting in the monastery. Not aware of the presence of His Holiness, a devotee and an
itinerant preacher, sitting on the stone-seat, bet with each other and made His Holiness a witness in absentia. The
devotee said:
“You know the crops are being destroyed because of lack of rains this year. You know only eating the sweets.
Let me see if you can get rains by your power as an itinerant preacher."
This challenge touched the preacher to the quick. He felt as though some kind of strange energy ran through
his body and mind. He could not help saying:
“I will see that it rains before sunrise. But only one condition: You will have to feed one thousand and one
preachers on sweets. Are you ready for that?” The devotee retorted.
“OK, Sir. The feast will definitely be arranged if at all it rains. But where is the guarantee?” The preacher said
“I swear by His Holiness Swami Vijayamahantesh that it will rain by tomorrow.”
His Holiness Swami Vijaya Mahantesh heard these words from inside the room. He began to pity the preacher.
What if the rains did not occur? But strange to say the clouds flocked in the sky and began to rain heavily at
midnight. Thus His Holiness had brought rains to the land by the power of his penance. His Holiness called the
preacher and asked him as to why he promised the devotee like that. The preacher said instantly that he did it
because of his supreme faith in His Holiness. Thousands of such miracles wrought by His Holiness Swami
Vijayamahantesh were seen by people. His Holiness enabled the lives of people and blew like a pleasant wind in
the country. He traveled the entire land and lit the lamp of glory of the Monastery of Chittaragi by the power of
his penance.
*
The stones required for the renovation of the Monastery of Chittaragi, were to be brought from the woods near
Sirur. Once His Holiness went to the spot. They had to walk a long distance to get the water of the river for
drinking. His Holiness saw this and felt great pity for them. He therefore sat on the earth and scratched it with his
fingers. Strange to say, the water began to jet out of the hole. Since then the natural fountain has been known as
Vijayamahantesh Firth, and remains perennial.
His Holiness wrought these miracles neither to please himself nor to ensnare the public. He used to indulge in
them quite naturally and without any ulterior motives. He stood above the worldly gain or reputation.
*
His Holiness Kumara Swami of Hanagal, a younger contemporary of His Holiness Vijayamahantesh, used to
bother a lot about the society, and had contributed immensely to the religious awakening of the society. Thus both
of them loved and respected each other.
There was a great need for the establishment of an Academy of Penance (Sivayoga Mandir) which would pave
the way for the publication of vachana literature; the training of monks; the preparation of pure isthalingas and
sacred ashes etc. The Virasaiva Conference held at Bagalkot in 1908 resolved unanimously that the proposed
Academy must be established. It was further resolved that the Academy should be built on the spot suggested by
His Holiness Vijayamahantesh.
His Holiness Kumaraswami of Hanagal dashed to Ilkal instantly. His Holiness Vijayamahantesh knew for
certain that His Holiness Kumaraswami of Hanagal had come there to accomplish a definite task. He therefore
went and prostrated before the Swami from Hanagal and reminded the latter of the need for the concrete work
regarding the establishment of the academy. Both of them, who were only too willing to do their duty, were
accompanied by Rudragouda of Artal, Revansiddappa of Kittur, other Virasaiva leaders and the cow, and went in
search of the proposed site.
The band of enthusiastic people from Ilkal came to the famous historical town Aihole. Some among the group
suggested Aihole itself as the likely spot for the construction of the academy. But His Holiness Kumaraswami of
Hanagal was not to approve of this suggestion. Nor was His Holiness Vijayamahantesh to approve of this either.
The band of pilgrims led by the cow went ahead silently.
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Mahantamma led the group and entered into the thick forest situated along the bank of the Malaprabha.
Everyone followed her silently. The cow led them to that spot which His Holiness Swami Vijayamahantesh had
thought of. As they came to the midst of the forest, they saw a grave on a patch of land dazzling with the sunlight.
Mahantamma came and stood near the grave. All the saints and their disciples came and stood there. In that group
was also the old merchant Fakirappa.
His Holiness Vijayamahantesh knew the entire story of the holy grave there. Instead of revealing it himself,
His Holiness Vijayamahantesh asked Fakirappa about it Merchant Fakirappa said:
“This holy grave is said to be that of Kottureshwar. Even now the people of the surrounding area flock to the
holy grave to pay homage to it. This spot is reputed to be a spiritually live spot.” His Holiness Vijayamahantesh
added,
“All right, Mahantamma also has come and stood on this spot. This spot seems to be crowned with the holy
grave of Kottureshwar; encircled by the river Malapahari; and protected by the surrounding hills. Can you ever
think of a better place than this for the penitents and aspirants? Let the spiritual academy be erected here itself.
Some among them opined that it was not wise on their part to construct the building in the midst of the thick
forest. To this objection His Holiness Kumarswami of Hanagal retorted:
“This is the order of His Holiness Vijayamahantesh of Ilkal which is of great significance to me. I must
execute according to His Holiness’s wish even if you withdraw from the venture. Your Holiness, you must
inaugurate the laying of the foundation stone engraved with sivalinga-figures.”
“All right, you may fix the programme on Magha, Suddha, Rathasaptami. You may make all the arrangements
required. There is no better and holier spot than this for the establishment of the spiritual academy. The penitents
and aspirants trained here are sure to earn glory for the country.” According to the promise made earlier, His
Holiness Vijayamahantesh lay the foundation stone and the other stones engraved with sivalinga-figures.
The Spiritual Academy inaugurated by the Sivayogi of Ilkal grew into a huge institute and a source of
inspiration for the people. The aspirants trained therein have been serving the cause of religious awakening in the
motherland as well as abroad. The present swami of Murusavira Math of Hubli, Sriman Maharaj Niranjana
Jagadguru Gangadhara Raja Yogindra, is one of the trainees of the same Spiritual Academy.
The present Jagadguru of Murusavira Math, Hubli, is not merely an aspirant trained in the academy but is the
grandson of His Holiness Vijayamahantesh. Both the Swamis of Ilkal and of Hanagal are like twin eyes of the
Jagadguru of Murusaviramath, Hubli. The spiritual Academy is nothing but the materialization by His Holiness of
Vijayamahantesh of His Holiness Kumaraswami’s dream. It caters to the super-worldly needs of mankind.
*
His Holiness Vijayamahantesh was the head of the Monastery of Chittaragi for a period of thirty two solid
years. Even now he has remained green in the memory of people.
The light of Chittaragi merged into the Great Light on Friday (A.D. 1911) Virodhikrit Samsatsara Kartik
Shuddha panchami. The news spread through the length and breadth of the country. His Holiness Kumaraswami
of Hanagal, the Head of the Spiritual Academy at Ilkal, His Holiness Shiva Basava Swami of Haveri and other
monks rushed to Ilkal. Lakhs of devotees came to the town from all over the country to have darshana of the
sivayogi who had merged into the Infinite. The sorrow-laden devotees joined the funeral procession heading
towards the garden wherein the monk had practiced penance. His Holiness was buried just by the side of the grave
of his guru, His Holiness Sri Guru Mahantaswami The funeral duties were performed by His Holiness
Kumaraswami of Hanagal himself. The sense of the people’s bereavement was indescribable indeed. Similarly the
dumb suffering of the holy cow Mahantamma was also beyond description.
236.188 Excerpt from My Times: Memoirs\fn{by Vimla Patil (1933- )} Bombay, Mahrashtra State, India (F) 10
11
I started my career at The Times of India\fn{Almost invariably after this referred to as “TOI”:H } when Shanti Prasad
Jain was the Chairman. In my sub-editor days, I had few occasions to know anyone so high up in the hierarchy.
But one clear memory in my mind is of the time when Frene Talyarkhan sent me to interview Indu Jain, wife of
the present Chairman Ashok Jain, about her passion for flower arrangement.
I went to the family mansion, almost seven months pregnant, to see that Indu too was about as far gone in her
pregnancy as me. I spoke with her and had a shared laugh, trying to photograph her hiding her swelling stomach. I
think she was expecting her daughter Nandita then, but I am not sure.
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I got to know Indu later, and on several occasions, I had reason to find out what a beautiful and gentle person
she is. Once, when I was extremely sick in my Delhi hotel room during a show, she came with a simple lunch for
me, sitting and chatting with me about family and friends. On one occasion, she even asked me who was making
all the money at TOI. She suspected some officers and wanted me to confirm her doubts. I genuinely had no idea,
for Editors at TOI hardly enjoyed any financial powers. They did not decide paper quality, printing quality,
payments to contributors, salaries to staff or even the size or price of their publication. Yet, they were held almost
wholly responsible for loss of revenue or circulation.
Indu also once came voluntarily to a ceremony in Delhi where I was to receive the ”Executive of the Year”
award. I remember my surprise when I heard her shout “Bravo!” at the top of her voice.
One other time, I met Indu when I was holidaying with my family in Manali. Above the ridge of the coniferous
forest bordering the Beas River, there was an ashram where a famous god-man was holding lectures and
meditation sessions and Indu, with her companions, had come to the hills to attend these. She was always bright,
smiling and hospitable to me.
Her mother-in-law, Rama Jain, was the Chairperson of the company for some time. Except for meeting her at
my first interview, I had no opportunity to get to know her. I know that many senior employees were grieved
when she passed away and I wrote a feature about her career after a special interview with her sons Ashok, Alok
and Manoj.
Very few employees at the Times had an opportunity to get to know the Jains and I was no exception. The one
person I got to know just a little bit was Durga Jain whose work for retarded children and empathy with the
women’s movement built a tenuous friendship between us. I went to all the family weddings, paid my respects
when some senior member of the family passed away but through the almost 30 years, I had little to do with the
mai baap sarkar as Khushwant Singh called the family of Jains in a lighter mood.
*
I had just five or six encounters with Ashok Jain, who remained Chairman of the company for the longest
tenure during my years at the Times. I met him with other members of the Board whenever the price of Femina
was to be raised or whenever he needed my help in small matters. I remember two occasions vividly. One was in
London in 1977 and the other, sometime in the eighties, during the year when Kusumagraj, the great Marathi
litterateur, was to receive the Gyanpeeth award. I was in Belgrade for the Fashions of the World Fair in
September 1977 and on my way back, I had stopped for a few days in London to pick up some stories for the
magazine and meet prominent British journalists. On my arrival in London, I contacted the TOI office where V.M.
Berry was the Manager and Correspondent. I knew him in India and it was to greet him that I had phoned. Berry
informed me that the Chairman was in London and that I should say namaste to him. He gave me the phone
number at the Edgeware Road flat of Sajan Jajodia where Ashok Jain was staying. I called and greeted the
Chairman and was invited to a dinner with some of his friends that night. He had been there for some medical
treatment in that year and was entertaining the doctors as well as his friends. Shanti Chopra who assisted me in
my Belgrade show was also in London. It was to be a get-together. I was forced to decline this excellent invitation
because of the distance and the taxi fare I would have to spend to go to Marble Arch in addition to the fear of
coming home to Middlesex, where I was staying, alone at night. I informed Berry of my decision but he was
adamant.
“You have offended the Chairman,” he said.
I was upset, for that was hardly my intent. I phoned again and said I would come. I called a private cab and
drove down to the Edgeware Road flat to join the crowd. The Jajodias, the doctors, and of course Shanti were all
present. We all drove to Bond Street to a dance studio. I was with the Chairman in the first taxi to arrive at the
disco. He paid for our entrance and we went in. Later others followed, paying their own entrance charges.
Everybody danced, had some sandwiches and left. I remember Shanti and I went to a bed-and-breakfast joint to
stay for the night and in the morning, I took the underground back home.
My second encounter with Ashok Jain was in the eighties. The Gyanpeeth award was to be given in Bombay
after a long time and a Maharashtrian writer was receiving it from P.V. Narasimha Rao, who had contested for
Parliament from Maharashtra. The function was to be held in the Birla Matushri Sabhagriha and had to be
presented in the Maharashtrian style. I was asked to organize the evening. Almost every hour, I had to report to
the Chairman about the arrangements. Chief Minister Sharad Pawar was one of the speakers. The banana trees
and marigolds at the entrance, the lorans, the rangoli, the hostesses dressed in Maharashtrian saris and Ashwini
Bhide singing the inaugural prayer, made the function a grand success and I was told that the Chairman was
pleased. Samir Jain was also on stage and participated in the function that was compered by Sarita Sethi.
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*
At that time, Dr. Ram Tameja was still the head of the company and Samir Jain had not yet become the power
figure he is today. He was still in the shadow of his father but the signs of the times to come were visible. His eyes
were rebellious and his manner was as assertive as the family’s culture permitted. He was increasingly impatient
and this could be clearly seen from his demeanour. I did not know Samir at all. People around me said he was a
brilliant marketing man. They said he was eccentric. They said he was a tortured man with many insecurities.
They said he was an icon for the new generation managers who tried to be clones of him in attitudes and even
clothes. He seemed to prefer anonymity and almost always was a power that was perceived more than seen.
I met him again on three major occasions. The first meeting was very interesting. I had gone to Calcutta for the
Miss India show. The flight was so late that the press meet called on the eve of the show had to be handled by
Pradeep Guha, then the manager of the Calcutta office. It was dark when I landed at the airport and there was a
message to say that I should go straight to the Jain mansion to stay.
I went to the vast colonnaded mansion for the first time. Its walls were silent and its endless corridors dark. I
was shown to my room and being tired went straight to sleep. Next morning, with tea came a message that I was
to have breakfast with Samir Jain in the main dining room. In Shanti Prasad’s days, 50 Members of Parliament
used to dine at his parties in the same dining room. I dressed and went along to the massive table. At one end sat
Samir with his frugal meal and at the other, I sat down where a place had been laid for me. The conversation
across twenty chairs was clipped and short at best. It seemed to me that he was embarrassed in the presence of an
older woman.
The next time I met Samir Jain was in the Tal Chairman’s cabin. His child was facing a medical problem and
he wanted me to study it and suggest a way of dealing with it. I remember I did my best, consulting Vijay
Merchant and continued my efforts for years, to help him to overcome this problem. But Samir never talked about
it.
By the time I met him again, he was Vice Chairman and Joint Managing Director. He was a power figure who
was talked about with fear and awe. Young managers would boast that they had telephone conversations with him
for an entire 30 minutes! They would be like puppets whose unseen strings were attached to him and his power.
He never made it a practice to meet Editors. The communication link between his high eminence and journalists
was through selected people like Pritish Nandy. Or his whimsical xeroxed notes which talked about Japanese
management techniques or things Samir Jain had read about which he thought would add to the wisdom of his
officers and Editors. I was told that he also used these notes to have his own brand of fun. For instance he would
write to Nandy a list enumerating the star journalists at the TOI. He reportedly knew that the inclusion of my
name would evoke Nandy’s ire but he did write such missiles nevertheless.
I met Samir for the last time in January 1992 in the TOI transit flat in Walkeshwar, Bombay. Others present at
this meeting were N.P. Singh, Arun Arora and Pradeep Guha. Samir was a bit restless and kept going in and out of
the drawing room. I was told he hated the smell of cooking and changed his clothes each time he suspected such
smells wafting on to them. As it was lunch time, naturally such smells drifted out of the kitchen. I noticed two
things in this final meeting with the supremo. Firstly, all the senior officers who were present were mortally
scared of him. Most of the time, they agreed with him. N.P. Singh would make no comment. Guha would silence
me with a warning in his alarmed eyes if he suspected that I would say something to upset the boss. Arora joined
in spelling out the “exit policy” of the new powers.
Samir painstakingly explained this policy. For years before this meeting, rumours had arisen in the media
world that the TOI was closing down all magazines or selling them to other publishing houses. I had even had
offers from would-be buyers of Femina. Samir repeated this rumour in 1992. He said he was of the opinion that
the real money came from the Times and The Economic Times and that the space occupied by the magazines could
fetch more rent or lease money than their profit. The Times Guarantee Finance Co. had already taken over half the
floor. It would expand and take over the remaining area. There were rumours of a bank or a supermarket being set
up in the areas occupied by the magazines but none of these was confirmed.
The other fact which became very clear during this meeting with Samir was that he had no independent
opinion of people. He had, for his own reasons, contact with a few chosen officers and their opinion of others was
accepted by him. He never did, it appeared, research on his own or meet people face to face. My experience
proved this for all that he said on this occasion was a repetition of what Pritish Nandy might have conveyed to
him. I had been warned of this earlier by several officers but I had found it hard to believe that the Vice-Chairman
of the TOI would be of such a nature. Obviously, he trusted and consulted some chosen people who helped form
his opinions.
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Since my departure from the Times was imminent, there was little time to correct his opinions and what he
thought of Femina would really make no difference once I left. There was nothing I could do if he wanted to close
it down even if it earned a profit. He owned it and he had every right to do what he wished with it.
But my last meeting too was a weak replica of the fight I had put up over the years to make Femina an “equal”
publication at the TOI. I said to him repeatedly that this product or brand had to be respected for its success and
better investments had to be made in it if it were to show results in the fast changing times. But my pleas fell on
deaf ears till, of course, Pradeep Guha came into Femina’s life. For years, in every management meeting, I had
fought for better paper, more colour, better printing, better contribution rates, better pictures, better facilities and
better respect for the brand.
With Pritish Nandy in power, the answer was always no. Moreover, that message came to Editors through his
muscle-wielding assistants. The budgets on which all magazines worked were pitiful and nobody seemed to care.
Though I had no personal experience of this, I had heard rumours of Samir Jain talking to journalists in a cruel
way. For example, I had heard that he had walked into the cabin of Vinod Tiwari, the Editor of the Hindi film
magazine Madhuri, and said to him that he was “eating free food in the company because Madhuri was losing
money.”\fn{There are no closed quotes in this sentence; I have assume they would be placed here. The sub-divisions of the excerpted
material, within each paragraph and between sections of the overall text (excepting the contents of the chapters themselves) are mine:H }
Shocked, Tiwari narrated this incident to me and later resigned.
*
I met Nandita Jain briefly, only now and then, and the last of the Jains that I came to know was Vineet. He was
a handsome, rather innocent looking, young man when he first came to the Bombay office. I encountered him in
1992 during the Miss India show in which I was told he was deeply interested. He wanted Times TV to cover it
and he sent a message to this effect through Arun Arora. Times TV that year had come to the Delhi show, causing
innumerable problems because of the overloading of the power supply system and causing power failures in the
middle of the show. In the Bombay show, I had seen to it that there was a generator to avoid a repetition of this
happening. The 1992 Miss India show was a great event and both Vineet Jain and Pradeep Guha must have
decided then to take it over.
*
To date, after 30 years at The Times of India, I really do not know the Jains. But. then I am sure they do not
know me either. Both ways, to me this is a great pity.
12
I inevitably knew several editors within the TOI and outside. I also knew and contributed to the careers of
many media celebrities.
Shamlal was the Editor of The Times of India for many years. A learned man of great erudition, his collection
of books was reputed to be superlative. His column “Life and Letters” was the pride of his paper and many
talented people flourished under his leadership. The Times had experienced staffers and it was considered a heavy,
ponderous and scholarly publication.
But Shamlal had another side to his personality. He either hated women or thought very little of them. Few, if
any, women joined the daily in his days. He was hardly ever seen talking to women. Therefore, I knew him not.
My conclusions about him were based on two or three episodes. As Assistant Editor of Femina, I had written
an article on Radha in Indian Art for the Times Annual and every time I talked to him, he growled at me or gave
me extremely disapproving looks. My opinion was confirmed when he and I happened to be together in the Delhi
transit flat of the TOI. He would not join the breakfast table till I had finished and left. The waiter was
embarrassed at his behaviour, but that was Shamlal. Perhaps his attitude of dismissing women as unimportant
infected and contaminated the whole organization.
*
After he retired, Girilal Jain took over the chair. Girilal, with a very proper British pipe in his mouth, was
garrulous and expansive. He chatted with women and brought some laughter to the dry, arid regions of the TOI. In
later years he fell out with Samir Jain and retired.
R.K. Laxman was, and is, a ruling icon of the TOI. The most treasured talent at the Times, Laxman is beyond
rules, regulations and intrigue in that organization. He exists in his ivory tower, working in his very private cabin
with his very private assistant, most of the time. But he was fun to talk to and had a fond regard for me though he
had contempt for many of the high officers.
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At a TOI party I once overheard Laxman and Pritish Nandy boasting and laughing about how Nandy’s interior
decoration plans had deprived the company’s Executive Director and Secretary, P.R. Krishnamoorthy, of his table,
leaving him only with a sofa. It was obvious that neither of the men liked Krishnamoorthy. Laxman and I did
many television and radio programmes together and shared a good friendship.
Dina Rangnekar, Editor of The Economic Times, was a polished, gregarious and stylish person, perhaps
because he was married to a lovely Punjabi lady whose influence was evident in his Westernized lifestyle.
Dr. Dharmavir Bharati edited Dharmayug in his own inimitable style. He looked at every word going into his
magazine and had his staff reportedly shivering with fear. He too was fond of sexual innuendoes and peppered his
conversations with entendres. Dr. Bharati left the TOI before me when Nandy’s rule of arrogance made inroads
into his authority. I also heard later that he and Samir Jain could not see eye to eye though Ashok Jain tried to
mediate and hold on to Dr. Bharati’s services.
Mahavir Adhikari of Navbharat Times was a “Hindiwala” who, my observation told me, was fond of his bottle
and probably the company of women.
*
From the seventies, Khushwant Singh rode on the Weekly's popularity wave. His constant use of the boobs and
bums quotient succeeded in making the Weekly a vehicle of public opinion and the circulation went as high as it
could go. Khushwant, who I think is a fabulous person, had a weakness for boasting about women and for not-soclean jokes. But his sensual persona, I suspect, was a veneer. He would receive celebrity women in his office and
there would be rumours that there was more than office business going on in his cabin. He was alleged to have
affairs with Anees Jung, Fatma Zakaria and other women at the Times and outside. He himself may have
promoted these rumours. But in private, he was and is a learned man with a reputation for miserliness and
womanising. I feel this reputation is false.
Madhav Kamath came after Khushwant Singh and set his own pace at the Weekly. Fatma went to The Sunday
Times and Raju Bharatan became the chief man in the Weekly staff. Though MVK’s tenure was successful, he too
left on a bitter note because he was asked to vacate his company flat six months before he retired. His answer to
the management, defying this order, was circulated by him to all Editors.
Many promising journalists started at the Times, The Economic Times, Femina and the Weekly, and later made
their own niche in the profession. Behram Contractor was one such. He worked for the Times, wrote for the now
defunct Evening News of India—his column “Round and About” started in the Evening News—and left to start
Mid-Day during a major TOI strike. Mid-Day clicked but Behram moved on to the Afternoon Courier and
Despatch the concept of which was reportedly created by Bakul Patel with Kamal Morarka. She was on the board
of directors for a while but left when Farzana Contractor became the powerful lady at Afternoon House. Minhaz
Merchant was a trainee at the Weekly. Rich enough to start his own magazine, he left to start Gentleman and later
other magazines. After having done reasonably well, he sold out and now the magazines belong to the Indian
Express group.
Another Khushwant Singh trainee was the pleasant looking Bikram Vohra. In a sense, Bikram’s career too
started with Femina. He was an army officer’s son and must have known army life closely. His humorous column
about a middle class family began in Femina and went on till he left and he took it with him to the paper he later
joined. I met Bikram years later in Dubai as the high-flying Editor of Khaleej Times. He had a beautiful car with a
mobile phone, a beautiful wife and two smiling daughters.
The next trainee of Khushwant's Weekly to make a success of his career was M.J. Akbar who went to Sunday as
editor, then started The Telegraph and joined the Congress (I) to be elected a Member of Parliament. At present,
he is the Editor of Asian Age and a director of the electronics giant BPL. Akbar never wrote for Femina and
except that he married Mallika Jacob, a very beautiful and tranquil young woman whom I knew as a trainee in the
Weekly, I do not know much about him.
Vir Sanghvi, now a prominent journalist, started his career writing for Femina. He used to go around with
Zothanpari Hrasel, a free lance journalist, before he married Malavika Rajbans and both would come to me for
assignments. Vir, like M.J. Akbar, now commutes between Delhi, Calcutta and Bombay and is a high profile
editor.
Manek Davar, now with The Indian Express group, started his career writing consumer reports in Femina.
Today, he is influential and famous because of the scoop he wrote and published about the Reliance group.
Inder Malhotra, Darryl D’Monte, A.S. Abraham, Rauf Ahmed, Dilip Padgaonkar, Prem Shankar Jha—all these
men worked at the TOI and I came to know and interact with them from time to time. Dina Vakil was my
Assistant Editor and worked at Femina for almost eight years. But though she was a good journalist, she never
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wrote much. Even today, though she has been the Editor of The Independent and is now the TOI Resident Editor,
her quantum of writing has been below average.
Bachi Karkaria, on the other hand, carved her niche as a humorous writer and still has a good reputation as a
humorist while she edits the Metropolis on Saturdays and Bombay Times on Tuesdays and Fridays. I have been
the fortunate recipient of warm friendship from almost all these major journalists.
*
The most senior journalist among all, whom I had the good fortune to know, was Rusi Karanjia, the dapper
Editor of the Blitz. Rusi was always on my list of best dressed men and would on occasions surprise me with
flowers or a bottle of wine. He was a fitness fiend and an expert yoga practitioner. I would term Rusi the last. of
the great gentlemen in journalism for he is urbane, courteous, learned and sophisticated. He never, to my
knowledge, speaks in a high, or rude voice and never hurts anyone though he is a doyen of militant antiestablishment journalism.
On a recent occasion, when I went to the Blitz office to read some old issues, I was a lucky participant in his
birthday celebrations. The staircase of the old building was decorated with lamps and rangoli, and garlands hung
everywhere as proof of the tremendous affection his staff must hold him in. Though I did not know him closely
during my career, I am sure he is generous, caring and highly knowledgeable.
*
I have never been a journalist or an employee in any other newspaper group. Therefore, I am not aware of how
things are in other newspaper offices. But in the TOI, at least in the 80s and 90s, I noticed a peculiar state of
affairs between managerial bigwigs and high profile journalists.
Over the years, a situation had developed in which several of the Editors had become better known in the
country than the managers or even the owners of the company. For instance, not only people who read the Weekly,
but other newspapers, or read gossip columns, or saw Air India’s campaigns, knew Khushwant Singh. He had
been a well-known writer even before he came to work for the Times and the Weekly made him internationally
famous. If he went on a few lecture tours before, as the Weekly’s Editor, he traveled even more, accompanied with
more gossip about him. Since television came to India in the seventies, he was constantly featured on some
programme or the other. Though Arun Shourie, Inder Malhotra and others had their own claim to fame, somehow
Khushwant’s aura and charisma were different. In the seventies, Ashok Jain was Chairman. And though he was
not exactly famous for his generosity, he accepted the fact that Editors may be better known than him or the top
managers of the company. In some ways, this applied to me too.
Having become an Editor of a women’s magazine at a crucial time in the history of the women’s movement,
and because of my own outgoing nature, I became well-known in India. The basis of this fame was manifold. I
was an articulate speaker, the magazine had set new trends and women, looking for a support system, had come to
believe in Femina. The magazine was sincere, accurate and never misled women.
I too had to go on lecture assignments, attend conferences, inaugurations, go on state travel, organize shows
and participate in women’s gatherings. I knew many men who admired me, made passes at me and were willing to
wine and dine me. I do not remember deliberately planning all this but over the years, as Femina became high
profile and popular, touching a print order of 1,65,000 copies per issue, I too became known. I also became
known because I was a part of the women’s emancipation movement in India.
To some extent, I tempered the ideology of the aggressive Western rebellion and made it suitable for Indian
women and acceptable to Indian men. People who were more rabid or radical in their view labelled me a
“gradualist” but I know that if I had promoted or pushed militancy and activism in Femina, I would have killed
the magazine and been dishonest to myself. I felt, and continue to feel, that women must achieve everything they
want but they must cherish the strong family basis of our society too.
To cut this story short, I evoked resentment and jealousy among many, and our managers or owners were no
exception. My being a woman made it worse. Snide remarks were made. If any small right could be denied, it
was.
But there were fair, just and honest people in the management too, who did not allow situations to become
obnoxious. When Samir Jain became Vice Chairman and Pritish Nandy the Publishing Director, this situation
became worse. Whenever I went to the TOI offices out of Bombay, or talked to the new powerful managers, I was
told that “certain people” were “fronting” themselves and becoming too well known. The main person who
conveyed such messages to me was Chinnen Das, the Chief of the TOI in the Madras office, who repeatedly said
that Samir Jain objected to the fame and high profile careers of journalists.
Samir Jain personally never said so or wrote to me any note on this subject but senior managers, who always
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had a bee in their bonnet about Editors and journalists having a public presence, were thrilled to put down Editors
at every turn, quoting Samir Jain. They would try to meddle in the editorial process and use managerial power
games to put down journalists saying they were only projecting Samir Jain’s thoughts and ideas. The situation was
compounded because as a woman, I could not join their bar binges or hobnob with them at company parties.
This used to anger me, because according to me, my name, my personality and my talents were my personal
property. I had not acquired any of these from anyone except my family. I had worked hard with concentration to
achieve a superb brand consciousness and status for Femina which benefits the TOI even today. I had enough
vision to foresee that Miss India could become a big show one day. I daresay, had I chosen law or medicine or any
other profession, I would have done equally well.
So what was this hoo-ha about “fronting”? Since Samir Jain himself never said such things, were the jealous
words, actions and obstructions which prominent journalists faced the doing of executives who had risen from
being trainees or clerks to managers and directors?
I shall never know. But while I was at the TOI, this jealousy bogged down the work of many journalists like
me. But more about this later.
16
In 1982, something happened which was to change not only my life, but the entire face of Femina and The
Times of India. In December of that year, Pritish Nandy entered the “Old Lady of Boribunder”. The Weekly had
been debilitated because of constant labour problems and changing Editors. It was rumoured that Nandy would
change it and make it a number one journal again. After Khushwant Singh’s bitter departure, M.V. Kamath had
looked after it and then K.C. Khanna had come from the Times to run it. Khanna was to retire soon and Nandy
was selected to take over.
But there was trouble brewing. The staff of the Weekly would not welcome him and felt that Raju Bharatan, the
Senior Assistant Editor, should rightly be promoted. The union also supported this claim and the result was that
the management had a rough time bringing Nandy into the Weekly. Nandy was therefore settled into the room that
had for long been our studio and, to begin with, was made Editor of Filmfare in place of Bikram Singh.
There are many stories as to how Nandy joined The Times of India. Many people believed that he was the
choice of Samir Jain who, upon coming into power as Vice Chairman, had implemented his new policies in the
institution. Samir was reported to believe that only young “yuppies” could save his company and therefore was
determined to get rid of the “old riff raff”. That the TOI was bogged down with history and could change only in
the hands of young, upmarket brats.
Nandy fitted the bill. He believed in the management principles of De Bono and acted arrogantly, tossing
people around as if they were toys. He was reputed to have a much-discussed hotline with the VC, and never did
or said anything to contradict this belief.
I heard the authentic version of his entry into the TOI much later. About the time I was to leave Femina, I had
two or three conversations with P.R. Krishnamoorthy, Executive Director, who told me that Nandy had met
Chairman Ashok Jain on a flight from Calcutta to Delhi. Sitting next to him, Nandy, who was then a public
relations manager in a Calcutta company and a poet of some renown, had offered to revolutionise and redesign the
TOI magazines if hired.
Ashok Jain had been impressed by his ideas and despite the opposition from Ram Tarneja, Managing Director
and P.R. Krishnamoorthy, Executive Director, had hired him. I was informed that even Samir Jain had not quite
liked the idea of his joining the Times initially, though later they both were in cahoots and Samir formed all his
opinions on the basis of Nandy’s reports. I was repeatedly told by the topmost officers that Samir’s opinion of
every person at the Times was coloured by what Nandy fed him and the way events unfolded, this seemed to be
very true.
Nandy, upon arrival, became the Editor of Filmfare. He discarded the entire old staff of the magazine and
brought in a new team which would report to him. For years after this, the old staffers of Filmfare sat twiddling
their thumbs, with S.J. Banaji, a sidelined senior sub-editor of Filmfare, in a lawsuit or union suit, and others
leaving as and when the opportunity arose. Nandy treated them like dirt and the company merely watched.
Within a few months, Khanna was suddenly and gruesomely murdered, and the chair of the Weekly Editor fell
vacant. I do not know how the management got around the staff or the union, but Nandy was made the Editor of
the Weekly and, in addition, the Publishing Director of all magazines. He collected a team of men headed by
Pallab Bhattacharya who tried to talk, walk, work and behave like Nandy.
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The old Weekly staff members whom Nandy did not like were weeded out. Elizabeth Rao, the chief sub, was
transferred to Delhi, refused to go, went on leave and continues to be on leave for years. Fatma Zakaria, the
Assistant Editor, went to The Sunday Times. Nandy became powerful enough to hire people at will and empower
them to, in rare cases, manhandle other employees.
Neither the company nor the union could do anything to stop this strange power game where Nandy openly
took over personnel functions and became almost a law unto himself. As editors go, he had more panache and
facilities than any other Editor I knew: money, power, facilities of the best order including an anteroom with
luxuries, a hot line to the higher ups, hand picked staff and unlimited resources. The whole journalistic industry
sat up with unprecedented alacrity to watch a miracle of sorts that unfolded before their eyes.
And there was no-one, not even a single person of authority, who did not sing praises of Nandy’s new concept
of journalism. He was considered a designer par excellence, the new arrogant brat on the block, the leader of the
new direction the Times was to take and so on. And indeed, the early issues of the magazine did look bright,
colourful, well designed and had better paper.
But the print order did not jump as impressively as the Editor’s ego and position in the company. Slowly,
Nandy began to behave as though only he knew the art and science of editing. He found all other magazines
“rotten” and all other Editors incompetent. He entrenched himself so well in his position that he ruled like a tyrant
with a troupe of publishing staff, equally arrogant, following him meekly each time he went across the Times
building. His personal office expanded to include a fax machine, a fridge, a Xerox machine, a secretarial room
and unlimited powers to hire as many staffers as he wanted and fire people as he wished. He had street-smart
wisdom and his realization that he needed a foothold in the industrial scene, in political circles and in the film and
celebrity circuits was obvious from the content of the new Weekly. He repeatedly featured M.F. Husain. Today, it
is said that he has a reasonably good collection of Husain’s paintings. He gave much space to film director
Mahesh Bhatt and actor Anupam Kher. In conversation he dropped names of industrialists such as Dhirubhai
Ambani and Nusli Wadia and often picked up the phone in the presence of others to talk to Sharad Pawar in his
bedroom, or so he said.
He was planning to appoint his own men and women in all editorial chairs and he succeeded everywhere
except The Times of India and of course Femina. And both these caused him not a small amount of anguish. He
took over Science Today and remodeled it with an input of Rs. 11 lakhs to call it 2001 and caused it to close down.
He folded up the Evening News after editing it for a short while. He could not start People and Variety, two new
magazines he was to launch with Rauf Ahmed as Editor. He tried to redesign Dharmayug when Ganesh Mantri
took over from Dr. Dharmavir Bharati.
Soon his power grew so much that he was advertising manager, circulation manager, administrative and
personnel manager, all rolled into one. Around this time another new style, that of badmouthing colleagues,
started at all company parties and meetings. I myself heard so many below-the-belt jokes about senior men, that I
was appalled at the brazenness of the new culture. Nandy’s talk was peppered with four-letter words and the style
he set began to permeate into the institution.
Meanwhile, the Weekly's revenue fell with monotonous regularity till a time came when an issue had maybe
just a few, to be precise six, advertisement pages. I remember this because a new management rule demanded that
the number of editorial pages would be equal to the number of ad pages for all magazines and this rule made our
issue slimmer. I protested against this rule and won the point only when I pointed out the Weekly’s own dwindling
ad pages. But with all this, in every instance, the Weekly continued to be a special case.
However, with its print order and profit sliding down, the survival of the journal was threatened. A few years
later, the Weekly became a weekend paper and then a tabloid with stitched pages. Everything was given to it
except one important thing—the understanding that a paper or journal is published because readers, and therefore
advertisers, want it. I was told by Krishnamoorthy that Nandy’s career suffered a setback when he published an
advertisement with photographs of himself with hair and then with a fully shaven head. By this time, the Weekly
was showing considerable loss in revenue and circulation. With Nandy in the doghouse, the future was clear. I
was told that by the time his exit was near, the senior management had noticed that four or five people were
regularly featured in the Weekly—Anupam Kher, Mahesh Bhatt, V.P. Singh, M.F. Husain and one or two others.
When VP’s picture appeared on the cover for the fourth or fifth week in a row, Nandy’s exit was imminent. At
least, this is what I was told by my seniors in the company. Once Nandy left, strangely enough, all those who sang
litanies in his praise became his worst detractors. He did not have a single saving grace in their assessment. Nor
was he personally acceptable, despite the umpteen rumours that he would come back to the Times some day.
Anil Dharkar took over from Nandy a highly weakened magazine. And he ran it to the best of his ability, with
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paper quality, printing and picture quality deteriorating in a negative scenario.
Why did the Weekly close then? I think it went through too much trauma with Editors changing every few
years and bringing total personality changes in the magazine. It suffered benign neglect because at some point, the
Editor became more important than the journal. Absolute power corrupts, they say, and it surely corrupted the
Weekly.
After the closure of the Weekly, Nandy was quoted elsewhere bragging that only two Editors of the Weekly
would be remembered. Khushwant Singh and Pritish Nandy. He was absolutely right. Only, he forgot to add that
Khushwant would be remembered by readers for making it and Nandy for finishing it off! Nandy has also said in
the media that Femina during my long tenure was a “rotten” magazine meant for fat, ageing housewives.
Unfortunately for him, the records maintained by the TOI show him to be wrong because the final judgment about
a magazine is always based on its performance in the market and its staying power. Even he, in his worst tantrum,
cannot deny that Femina’s strong foundation and sturdy market presence have made it one of the greatest
successes in India’s publishing world, whereas the Weekly, a 135-year-old magazine, folded up unceremoniously
with him at its helm.
21
Suddenly, it was April 1993. It was time to say goodbye to an institution where I had put down roots for nearly
30 years.
I was given a small farewell party with coffee in paper glasses and biscuits. Dr. Ram Tameja, and a few others,
spoke about my career. It was as if I was in another world and listening to funeral orations. But that, too, was an
experience worth cherishing.
The break was sudden and unemotional. Had it been otherwise, I might have found it hard to separate myself
from Femina. As events happened, I felt free of binding limitations after a long time. I had already handed over
charge to Pradeep Guha, the Publishing Director, who had conveyed to me Samir Jain’s decision that the TOI
magazines and newspapers would hereafter be publisher-controlled rather than editor-controlled. The TOI did not
want any “high profile” editors.
Pradeep Guha, professionally a very sound, capable man, was shrewd enough to know which way the wind
blew. When Nandy left, the Weekly was handed over to Anil Dharkar to edit and it was known that its closure was
inevitable. The Independent from where Dharkar came was also sinking and plans were being made to distribute it
free of charge with all copies of The Economic Times in Bombay. Later, The Independent also closed down.
Dharmayug, after Ganesh Mantri had written a heart-breaking resignation due to the continued humiliating
treatment meted out to him, had come to a grinding halt. Guha therefore could prove his skills only with Femina
and Filmfare and the two grand annual shows—the Miss India Contest and Filmfare Awards—attached to them.
I had a long conversation with him about his taking over the Weekly. Guha replied that he was no fool. That
Nandy had brought it to such a state that he would not even touch it with a bargepole. Femina, on the other hand,
had a future. It enjoyed a strong foundation, an established, loyal readership, a well trained staff and the resilience
to change. He readily took it under his wings according to the new shift in the management policy to put the
publisher at the helm of a magazine, and not the Editor as was so in my case. He poured money into production,
product design and got unlimited financial and administrative powers to handle its future.
As for me, I gave Femina that strong foundation, that loyal readership, that trained staff and that resilience to
stay and survive without even one-fourth of the power or money that Guha has today. From the TOI’s published
figures, I learnt that in 1995, Femina prints 1.25 to 1.30 lakh copies. That is a good print order. Every time it does
well, I am delighted. It is a tree which I planted and nurtured. Its growth gives me incredible pleasure, and its
continuing success is the fruit of my hard work and vision. I have established the ambience and culture of Femina
and through these, I have achieved a semblance of immortality. Whenever the history of the magazine, the history
of the women’s movement will be written in India, my name will be associated with it. I left the magazine with a
megabank of data and methodology to enable women to achieve their goals and that priceless bank will always
stand in good stead to whoever runs the magazine.
In my career of almost 30 years, one person stood by me loyally and indefatigably. This was Rajam, a strong,
unbeatable woman who came to Femina as a typist in 1959 and stayed on to become my confidential secretary.
Rajam was a walking encyclopedia of information about women in India and a reliable manager of many of the
shows I produced in India and abroad. Out of our work grew a friendship which I shall cherish in the years to
come.
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My experience in these 30 years taught me a great many things. I was a callow, newly married young woman
when I joined Femina. I had two children and a family life with many ups and downs during these years. I worked
inhumanly hard after pitching myself against heavy odds and always succeeded in the face of calamity. I was a
totally self-made woman with no godfather to promote my career. I was economically independent, yet totally
involved in my family and friends. I brought up a son and a daughter of whom I am inordinately proud.
My son is a doctor and surgeon with the best qualifications in the world. He was always a merit scholar with a
first rank in school and on the merit list in most university and board examinations, both in India and in Germany.
In Germany he was a government scholar and did his M.D. in medicine, writing his dissertation in German. He
recently cleared his FRCS at a young age.
My daughter, a brilliant student of catering technology, is a graduate in the arts and a journalist qualified from
the London School of Journalism, a media personality and a dancer of great talent and fame.
My husband, who has been a wonderful pillar of support, has built a “nest” to which I return after every
advance in my career. He is a gold medalist and a remarkable engineer and has worked steadily to make our 36year-old marriage meaningful and rewarding. Today we both look forward to work, grandchildren, fun and travel.
I found as I left Femina that in spite of my age and experience, I was ill equipped to handle the vast, unkind
world outside. All my life, I’d worked for one company, one institution. The good and the bad, the best and the
worst were housed in that one stone building which is called the “Old Lady of Boribunder”. I’d never known what
it is to be sexually harassed or ill treated. I’d fought people, but not life. My employers had never questioned my
principles or my vision.
So when I left, I had to discover the world anew. I have, indeed, discovered that the world outside the TOI is
huge, full of opportunities, full of money, full of friends. Sometimes, seeing the work I am getting now, I wonder
why I did not leave earlier.
But I am glad I stayed on. I had infinite joy and satisfaction in my job and as long as I live, I will be confident
that I built a solid, strong magazine for the women of India and helped to change their perception of themselves. I
could have earned more money but I would not have earned as much love, respect, affection, confidence and
capability. Things have happened the right way in my career. Femina will always belong to me and I shall belong
to Femina. My success in Femina was based on the “feminine” qualities of compassion and friendship. I am
proud I have these qualities.
In my career I learnt some basic truths. I would like to share them with my readers. For achieving success, one
should:
Have a strong, honest and clean character because only such a character gives fulfillment in the final analysis.
Look after one’s health because health is vitally important.
Make family life strong because that is the foundation of all success.
Remember that a career is built, brick by brick. Shortcuts often bring anguish when they are taken for short-term
goals.
Keep in mind that money is important because it buys freedom and self-reliance.
Enjoy life. To be feminine, fond of a “decorative” life, or of an ornate lifestyle, is no crime.
Know that good friendships take years to build, but they are worth the effort.
Consider that it’s a woman’s birthright to be beautiful. She must always remain lovely to look at.
Not to be greedy by accepting what is not given in generosity and with respect.
Be businesslike in the modern age. This is imperative. However, a woman must find time to listen to good music,
appreciate art, family life, religion, culture and beauty.
Understand that a woman defines her home. She must design it as a beautiful, peaceful, restful place for herself and
her family.

68.58 Only A Woman\fn{by Vibhoot Shah (1933- )} Nadiad, Kheda District, Gujarat State, India (M) 3
Dr. Nandan would stare long at Ima whenever she put on her pale blue maxi which fit her extremely well
shaped, healthy figure, revealing its graceful curves. His eyes remained glued to her for a long time. He also
remembered, he had told Ima when she put on her maxi for the first time after their marriage:
“When you look so beautiful, I feel I am good looking myself. I feel happier when I see you bright and
cheerful.”
Ima did not utter a word in response but lowered her eyes shyly. For a moment, Dr. Nandan felt that a lovely
smile pure as a pearl, had slipped out of the corner of Ima’s eyes and entered into his own eyes.
On quite a few occasions, Dr. Nandan would sit by the side of the window, smoking his pipe, and looking out
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lost in his own thoughts. When he had not yet married, he would look out of the window at the vast expanse of the
sky, extending to a distant horizon and ponder over the origin of the earth and the human species. This sun, the
planets, the earth—were they the gaseous masses fluid and then solidified? This earth; was it a frozen substance,
flung out of the scorching flames of the sun, or was this entire universe the “Black Hole” formed out of the
squeezed solid material and the earth merely a tiny particle of it? Did human life evolve from the surging waters
on the face of the earth? But one thing was certain, that the first man lived in the African continent.
But look at the descendants of that ancient man, lying on the operation table before him, rotting and writhing
in pain in their deformed, decayed bodies!
After marriage, he had stood at the same window, smoking his pipe, pondering over things like cosmetics and
dress material, blouses and nighties, ear-rings and necklaces, fridge and stereo, beauty parlor and bedroom. He
would repeatedly tell Ima:
“I feel happy whenever I see you happy.”
But Ima’s response to such a remark differed every time.
“It would be better if you feel happy on your own. What has that got to do with my being happy? I feel more
annoyed when you try to please me.”
Ima changed with her changing responses. Her relationship with him changed. In the face of her changing
responses, Dr. Nandan would stand before the mirror and observe his sharply reflected, stunted, uncouth figure
which he once wanted to forget.
Today also he stood at the window, smoking his pipe, but he wasn’t looking at the vast expanse of the sky. He
was gazing at Ima standing before the dressing table, doing her make-up. Brooding for a while, he came to Ima
and asked:
“What did you want to tell me on phone this morning?” Ima continued looking in the mirror and didn’t care to
look at him. She replied:
“I wanted to say it only in the morning.”
“That’s right. But what was it about?” Dr. Nandan asked in a gentle voice. Ima promptly replied:
“I felt like saying it in the morning. I don’t want to say anything now.”
Dr. Nandan moved closer to Ima, put his hand on her shoulder and said:
“I felt that certain things could not be discussed on phone. We could discuss them now in peace without any
reservation.” Ima replied in a voice equally calm and gentle:
“Maybe so, but I don’t want to discuss anything now or say even a word about it.”
Dr. Nandan felt piqued, but containing his anger, he just slumped in the chair and said without looking at Ima:
“In that case, just stop talking to me for good.”
Ima moved over from the dressing table. She drew a chair and sitting opposite to Dr. Nandan said:
“Have I stopped talking to you? We are speaking to each other right now, aren’t we?” Dr. Nandan cried in a
slightly angry tone:
“You always twist my words. You never try to understand me.” As if Ima had been waiting to hear those words
from Dr. Nandan, Ima flung back:
“I am trying to do exactly that.”
Dr. Nandan was about to say something, but kept quiet in the face of Ima’s sharp retorts and excitement. There
was silence between them for a few moments. After a while, Dr. Nandan, in quiet, measured tone, as though
measuring his words, said:
“Ima, you know very well that when I go to the operation theater, I forget completely all my surroundings. 1
am cut off from the world around me. It is in these moments, I feel, I command complete concentration. And Ima,
it is this that makes me Dr. Nandan. And if you know—”
Ima cut him short.
“I know, you live in the operation theater only. Outside it, you are nothing.”
Dr. Nandan wondered, rather unhappily, about the implications of Ima’s bitter, harsh words. He felt that he
would not be able to bear it any longer. Nevertheless, as though offering a final solution, he observed with feeling:
“Ima, you are free to think of me as you like. But I repeat what I said to Dr. Raju and Dr. Kaushalya this
morning. Very likely, I have said this to you earlier. I just cannot say how deeply I am moved when I see the
helplessness and sheer misery writ on the faces of patients lying on stretchers waiting to be taken on the operation
table. In the operation theater also I see their agonized and tearful eyes and in those moments I seem to forget the
world around me and everything it contains.”
Ima kept polishing her nails with her handkerchief as Dr. Nandan talked. When she saw that he had finished
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whatever he wanted to say, she spoke with some disgust, as though unable to bear it any longer:
“Those patients are indeed very fortunate, Nandan, that you can see agony in their eyes.”
Ima’s words brought anguish on Dr. Nandan’s face. He said in quivering, almost inaudible voice:
“You are being unduly harsh to poor patients. You are hurling taunts at them to hurt me. Well … well … but
why have you got up? I have something more to talk to you.” Turning toward the wardrobe, Ima said:
“I am going out.” Glancing through the periodicals placed on the central table Dr. Nandan asked:
“Where are you going?” Looking at Dr. Nandan through the mirror Ima said:
“I am going to have my eyebrows threaded. I have already fixed an appointment.”
Dr. Nandan recalled a previous occasion when Ima had abruptly stood up as he was trying to talk about
something. She had given the same excuse: “I want to have my eyebrows threaded. I have already fixed an
appointment with the beautician.” He remembered how, on that occasion, he had said eagerly: “I met Dr. Girish
last evening. He had been on a holiday with his family to Saputara, the recently developed hill station of Gujarat.
It is a nice place, he said, worth visiting. Let us go there for a few days. Ah! You look more charming even when
you laugh in anger. You have not commented on my suggestion. Yes—about making a trip to Saputara. Yes, let us
go. Oh! What exactly do you mean by going on repeating: ‘Are you serious?’ ‘Is it your genuine wish?’ It won’t
be so this time. I feel deeply hurt by your manner of talking. What’s the point in using such words for a simple
thing like going to Saputara? Why do you take such an attitude about a pleasant thing like going to a hill station?
Then you start saying …”
And what all Ima had said in reply!
“How are we concerned about that now? Just because Dr. Girish and Rajanibhabhi went there? Are you sure
you are talking from the bottom of your heart? Even now, I am not sure if you are not mentioning it casually. A
holiday in Saputara will have very little meaning. Whether here or at Saputara—it is all the same for us. Quite a
few of our wishes have remained just wishes—nothing more. I do not mean to discourage you about anything. I
crave for warmth in everything. All I wish to say, let us not talk about things that won’t happen; things we would
never realize. You know I hate aspiring and doing things just because others do them. Apart from that, do you
think you can get so much leave? Will you be able to forget your hospital, your wretched operation theater while
you are there? Those emergency calls—will they not follow you there? Will your patients not chase you? Tell me,
won’t you be required to rush back, cutting short your holiday? Well … I am going to get my eyebrows threaded.”
Today also Dr. Nandan wanted to say something to Ima and she had stood up abruptly. Bipin Babu had insisted
this morning:
“That won’t do, Doctor. Both of you must definitely come to Prakash Acharya’s place this evening. Some
visiting Americans are presenting folk music there. It would be great fun. I am sure Ima will enjoy. I know she
loves good music. Well, well … now don’t you tell me you have to be in the hospital. Don’t I know a doctor’s
life?”
How did Ima fail to make that observation, Dr. Nandan wondered?
“I have been always seeing Bipin Babu alone ever since I met him. He has chosen to live alone. His speech, his
laughter, his way of life could be anybody’s envy. How he remarked with a laugh when he was suspected of
having cancer: ‘One should enjoy happy moments when they come one’s way, and not foolishly turn away. And
one should face unhappiness with a smile and never lose heart. I have no special philosophy. I never even like
mentioning my woes. I take life as it comes to me and enjoy. In fact, I have a certain revulsion for philosophy. It is
like getting ready for a journey all the time without undertaking any journey at all.’”
What would Bipin Babu have told Ima if he were in his place? How did Girish talk to Rajanibhabhi?
Even today, Dr. Nandan could hardly make up his mind. He could not decide what he should say to Ima. Then,
like someone trying to explain the obvious to an unresponsive person he said:
“Ima, looking to your annoyance and excitement, I must tell you with a broken heart that you have never been
able to accept me as a doctor.” Ima instantly reacted, as though she had heard that often enough:
“I did not blindly marry a doctor. I did it after careful thoughts. But don’t you realize that apart from being a
doctor, you are a man too? And that I am a woman? And that we are related as man and wife? Have you ever
thought about it? Need I elaborate?”
Dr. Nandan suddenly got up from his chair and stood before the mirror. He stared, as if closely observing his
own reflection. Then he turned to Ima and said:
“It is not necessary to say anything more. You seem to be expecting too much from me. You are demanding
what I am incapable of giving.” Ima kept on staring at Dr. Nandan and then said gently:
“It is not as simple as that, Nandan. You are a big doctor, a reputed surgeon—you can hardly forget that. Try to
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change yourself from Dr. Nandan to live with a light heart. Just feel the joy of it …”
Dr. Nandan did feel humiliated, but swallowing that feeling for a moment, he said:
“Ima, I have always considered you my companion. I have tried to forget my short, ugly figure in the warmth
of your company. I have always been wanting to shake off my physical deformity, my inferiority complex by the
tender touch of your feeling. I have been wanting to live a new life with your love. I wanted to—”
Ima felt outraged. She sprang up from the chair as though smarting under the impact of Dr. Nandan’s words
and cried out:
“What is this incessant talking about love? You sound so hollow, so insipid, Nandan. Ever since we married, I
have never experienced love in any of your actions. Love is not a matter of words. One must know how to live it
down in life. You can rip open somebody’s heart on the operation table, but you have not been able to win a
woman’s heart with love.”
Dr. Nandan could no longer contain his anger at Ima’s outburst. He hit back somewhat loudly:
“Let someone tear open my heart outside the operation table if he can. He would know then what lies hidden
there … what longing to get someone …”
Ima, as if wanting to fling Dr. Nandan’s every word out of the window, shrieked:
“Nandan, now that you are making such great claims, you may as well know one truth about me. You can’t get
a woman by patting her back lovingly. At the same time, you can’t get her even by living with her all your life.
Winning a woman’s heart is not as easy as you imagine. You would never be able to have me because you do not
know what a woman is.”
Ima’s face turned red with rage.
Dr. Nandan also lost his usual calm and equanimity. His words came out like burning embers:
“Since you have set aside all considerations of restraint and courtesy, and revealed the truth about you, let me
say something which I have suppressed for a long time. I have always taken you to be my companion and
colleague; but right from the beginning, your love for me has been without warmth and zeal. I have never felt the
throb of your warm blood. I never experienced the close, intimate touch of your body. Ima, you have committed a
sin by marrying me, yes, you have committed a sin. You have given me endless torture and agony.”
Ima turned her back to Dr Nandan and retorted:
“Haven’t I said you don’t know—you can never make love to a woman? So much so, that even though you
have been looking at me all these years, you don’t know what my eyes, what my lips look like?”
Like a wounded wild animal, Dr. Nandan charged at Ima. He picked up a plate from the table and flung it at
her and said gritting his teeth:
“Yes, your eyes, your lips … how could I feel the shape of the lips of a beautiful woman like you? How could
I, an ugly beast like me? You need a handsome, tall, sturdy man to make love to you. Go and get one. Go … go!”
Ima, as though she could not bear to be in the room for a moment longer, shrieked:
“Enough, enough. Shut up now. Indeed you are stunted and ugly. Your words prick me like sharp fangs of a
ravenous beast.”
Dr. Nandan, indifferent to Ima’s presence or absence in the room, mumbled, as if addressing the walls:
“Once again, I admit today, I am stunted, I am a repulsive hunchback. I am turning uglier every moment. I
know I can never have anyone’s love. Ima, you are only a woman, nothing more. Just a woman. Nothing more …
68.29 The Guest Who Came In A Palanquin\fn{by P. R. Shyamala (1933-1990)} Trivandrum, Thiruvananthapuram
District, Kerala State, India (F) 4
The Thampuratti sat in a velvet-cushioned chair, in front of a large mirror with a carved frame. Tathi looked at
the lady’s glorious face reflected in the mirror, as she ran her fingers through the proud woman’s long, wavy
tresses, taking out the knots to make them attractive. She was the lady’s faithful handmaid. She could even be
called her dearest companion.
Tathi looked at her lady's blue silk blouse embroidered with golden flowers and thought how well it suited her
complexion. Entrusted to look after the lady’s personal comforts, she moved very closely with her. She routinely
assisted in the lady’s bath and worship, handing ever her clothes, helping her to get dressed and making the bed.
So she had many opportunities to get to know the lady intimately.
The lady had not told her where she was going on that day. Nor did Tathihave the courage to ask. All of a
sudden, the lady declared:
“After laying out the bed, you can go down. Today, I will be going to the Manchoor Palace.”
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Tathi’s face cleared. Assuming a coy expression, she straightened the lower edge of the gold-bordered cloth
covering her lady’s breasts and said:
“I knew it when I saw you preparing so meticulously for your bath.”
“Away with you, you wicked girl!”
Lady Ratnamayi’s nose ring and the vermilion mark on her forehead enhanced her beauty. She was going to
Manchoor Palace to meet her husband, who would be waiting for her eagerly, counting the seconds. A person with
her lady’s temperament deserved to be told by her husband, “If you wish to see me, you will have to come to me,
wherever I am.” But he never uttered these words.
Tathi continued arranging the bed and the lady went downstairs.
Tathi glanced through the window. The palanquin and the palanquin-bearers were there, waiting. She finished
her work and ran down. The quick patter of her steps made no sound on the carpeted floor. As the lady bent a little
to enter the palanquin, Tathi saw a rose adorning her hair, fastened at one end. She must have plucked it herself
from the rose bush in the front courtyard.
Four men lifted the palanquin onto their shoulders. Other attendants followed.
The journey to Manchoor Palace!
The journey to her bridal chamber!
Why were Thampuran Udayavarman and Thampuratti Ratnamayi staying in two different places? Hadn’t they
cleared up the misunderstanding between them? It was difficult to decide which of them was more stubborn. But
because of this, for a long time they had been living separately. Anyway, whatever the reason for her lady’s
stubbornness, wasn’t she a woman after all?
No-one knew exactly why, a long time back, those two had quarreled. Only the faithful attendant Kannan had
been heard to say, “I know the reason.” Kannan’s father too had been an attendant in the palace. Tathi, who knew
her lady intimately, was naturally anxious to know the reason for the misunderstanding. In fact, Kannan had
become friendly with her by saying he could tell her why they’d quarreled. So far, he had not actually told her
anything. Once he had hinted that there was no serious dissension between the Thampuran and the lady, and it
was just a playful, amorous quarrel. But even then, he did not reveal any details.
The lady lived in dignity, as befitted her position and status. She fiercely opposed the world’s inequities and
injustices. But even as she fought against those evils, she bore in her heart the sweet pain of separation. Her
intense quest to find solutions to the people’s problems made her keep her own dreams locked up in an iron chest.
Now, when she made these occasional trips to meet her beloved, her well-wishers felt happy for her. Her mind
full of the fond good-byes uttered by her lady, Tathi crossed the gate-house to reach the southern courtyard. As she
came near the jasmine bushes two strong hands shot out and caught hold of her. Strong arms tightened around her.
Startled, she looked up and saw Kannan’s handsome face.
“Leave me, please.”
“Why, are you frightened? Why don’t you stop for a moment and enjoy yourself?”
“Oh no, someone will see.” Then, Kannan whispered in her ear:
“Didn’t you see your lady going? Does she tremble and flap her wings like you? You ask her.”
“But isn’t he the lady’s lawful husband?”
“You will also become my wife.”
For quite a few days Kannan’s love had put her in a dilemma—a love too sour to swallow but too sweet to spit
out. Could she trust Kannan? They had been seeing each other behind the pillars, in front of the gate-house. But
Tathi never crossed the limits of propriety. If anything untoward happened, her mother would kill her or commit
suicide. She lived in the village beyond the fields, the mountains, and the thickets of grass, praying for her
daughter’s well-being. Once a year, her mother visited her—when the mangoes ripened on the tree that stood on
the southern side of her small village hut. Filling the mangoes in a basket she had woven herself, her mother
would bring them from the village to present them to her lady.
“Old mother of Tathi! Do not feel worried about Tathi. No danger shall befall her.”
In the moonlight when she gazed at Kannan’s handsome face, she was reminded of her lady’s words to her
mother.
“No danger shall befall her.”
Who had uttered these words? None other than Lady Ratnamayi, the Preserver of Dharma, who could sense
from afar the injustices and dangers that pervaded the country and provide remedies for them. The lady would
definitely protect her from all dangers. Tathi could not contain her impish laughter. Was Kannan who invited her,
on the days when the lady visited Manchoor Palace, to come to the platform near the pond outside the gate-house,
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a danger to her? Even if he was, wasn’t her lady there to protect her? Kannan brushed back her unruly hair and
planted a kiss on her forehead. The lady’s faithful attendant! At a command from the lady, Kannan was prepared
to cut off anyone’s head and make a present of it to her. He was ready to protect her from anyone, even to
sacrifice his own life. If the lady requested, Kannan would protect Tathi too. It was this firm belief which finally
emboldened Tathi to cross the prohibited boundaries. After all, it was the lady’s goodwill towards them that had
served as a link between them.
They sat in the dark and exchanged stories. The jasmine creepers were laden with unplucked flowers. Their
fragrance reminded them of the heavens above. At last, Kannan held her by the shoulders and gave her a playful
shove.
“Now you must go. It is getting late.”
She lost her balance for a moment and hit against the parapet wall. With a pout she exclaimed:
“Oh! my poor back!” Kannan burst out laughing.
*
The next day, when she woke up and went to bathe in the pond, three or four withered jasmine blooms, stuck
inside her blouse, fell into the water. She sat on the steps of the pond and took some water in the palm of her hand.
The jasmine blooms floated in the water. That was the day of the festival of the temple. The lady arrived at the
temple with full ceremony. The drumming for the Sivabali could be heard from a distance.
Tathi sat in a comer of the inner verandah nodding her head sleepily. Someone came and woke her.
“Tathi, the lady wants you.”
Tathi sprang up, washed her face, and wiped it with a cloth. Then she went up the carpeted stairs. The lady was
sitting on her bed. She took the jasmine garland from her hair and put it on the bed.
“Tathi.”
“Your honor!” Tathi stood there, ready to carry out her lady’s commands.
“Why are you looking a bit tired?” Tathi went pale.
“I slept very little. Forgive me. Please do not be angry with me.”
“Even during the day you look tired?” Tathi stood there and trembled.
“I do not feel exhausted.”
“If you are not feeling well, go home for a few days.”
“I am not unwell.” Tathi thought for awhile. She could see no visible change in her lady’s expression. She went
down the stairs, clutching the banisters as she felt extremely tired. How could she tell her lady? Maybe she should
go and see the lady along with Kannan. Let Kannan tell the story. She would just stand there, with her head
bowed.
Or should she tell the lady after the marriage ceremony? That would be impertinence on her part, as both of
them were the lady’s faithful attendants. One thing was clear to her. She would get married only with the lady’s
blessings and best I wishes. That was certain. As she lay down to sleep, the memory of the erotic postures
depicted in the sculptures on the ceilings stirred, new desires in her heart; her thoughts shifted to Kannan and the
embracing figures sculpted on the pillars became sweet remembrances.
Still, she shouldn’t have done it!
A pregnant bride!
What could she do? It just happened. The white lilies in the pond would bear witness to the event. The
unplucked jasmine flowers left on the creepers, the stone lamps in the gate-houses with their wicks burnt out and
the moonlight which trans-formed the surroundings of the palace into a milky sea, were all witnesses.
Good or bad, right or wrong, she would never be able to erase from her mind, the haunting nights when they
whispered sweet nothings to each other. She kept her face close to Kannan’s chest, wept and implored him:
“Please do not delay. I want not only life but self-respect.” Kannan began to laugh.
“Stupid girl, why are you crying?”
“Tell me, when is our wedding? It should be soon. Then we would have to tell the lady only about the
wedding.” Kannan stroked her back consolingly
“Why are you so worried? Don’t we have enough time for that?”
Tathi was relieved. She went back and slept peacefully. Several times, Kannan saw the lady to discuss matters
of importance and he traveled to many neighboring countries as the lady’s messenger. Tathi shuddered and fear
clutched at her heart with the growing movements within her womb. She stood behind the stone on which a lovepoem was inscribed and reminded Kannan:
“The child inside my womb.”
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“Don’t worry, Tathi, let it grow. Don’t you believe that I will give you the bridal sari?”
The working season came. It was very difficult for her to even see Kannan. Lady Ratnamayi went to the
Manchoor Palace two or three times. In the palace hall, dance performances and music concerts were held. Tathi
continued to attend on her lady. When she had a ceremonial bath, Tathi handed her garments to her. She arranged
the bed and assembled the articles required for the puja.
Even though the lady was older than Tathi; she joked with her, forgetting the difference in age and position. At
such times, the lady never treated Tathi as a mere servant. It was on such occasions, when the lady stretched
herself on the beautiful mattress on the ornamental cot, entertaining idle thoughts, that Tathi felt like telling her
about Kannan. But she could never muster up enough courage.
The months went by. Once she waylaid Kannan deliberately in front of the stone lamp. Tearfully she asked
him:
“Don’t you see my swelling stomach?”
“Seeing your stomach, no one can guess that you are pregnant.”
“Oh! Please stop this painful humor of yours. When are you going to marry me?” Her voice faltered.
Kanna,n burst into laughter. Tathi was startled.
“My dear Tathi, I am alive, am I not?”
“That won’t do.”
Kannan’s face changed. In a grave tone he declared:
“Why don’t you leave me alone and allow me to carry out the lady’s orders in peace? What a nuisance!”
Tathi bowed her head in silence.
Kannan rushed out, beyond the walls of the palace. He mounted a black horse and galloped away. She heard
the rhythmic clatter of hooves. As the sound faded into the distance she looked around, realizing her plight. She
was alone, without any help, with no one to support her. She broke into a run, as though she finally understood
Kannan’s deceit. Crossing the verandah with stone pillars, walking beneath the kerosene lamps, she stepped onto
the soft, carpeted floor. She began to run again. She mounted the stairs and reached the inner verandah, when she
heard the sound of the tanpura from the lady’s room. She realized then that she did not have to lean against the
wall for support or break into tears while she recited her story, because there was a lady who wielded power and
could find solutions to problems. Still, she cried as though her heart would break.
The sound of the tanpura stopped. Tathi closed her eyes. The lady asked:
“Tathi what is wrong?”
She fell at the lady’s petal-soft feet.
“Get up.” She did not get up.
“I say, get up.” Hearing the command she got up.
“Tell me, what is the matter?”
She related her story in a broken voice.
“Impertinent rascal!”
“Please forgive me.”
The lady walked into her room with a serious expression on her face. Going near the bed, and pressing her
fingers on the tanpura she said:
“I will definitely speak to Kannan. How can I allow him to do you this injustice?”
Tathi opened her eyes wide in surprise. Was she hearing correctly? Why, the lady had never once been unjust.
She had always recognized the truth. So she would protect her also. The lady had in the past ruthlessly suppressed
injustice. The hands of those who harmed the people had been cut off. Let Kannan learn a lesson! He was familiar
with the tripod and scaffold. Let him realize that he couldn’t go very far, mounted on that black horse!
Tathi bathed, changed her clothes and went about her routine jobs, her mind at peace. She would be pleased to
see Kannan cringing like a thief before the lady. As she was stringing the jasmine flowers into a garland for the
puja room, the lady came out.
Tathi go up.
“Kannan has come back. I shall speak to him.” For her those were moments of hope, moments when
proceedings were being initiated against injustice and high-handedness.
Days passed with ease, like flowers shedding their petals. Lady Ratnamayi went to Manchoor Palace. She
concluded a treaty with a neighboring country. She devised new plans for the welfare and prosperity of her
people. Discussions were held with all the top-ranking officials. The Royal Durbar Hall was always crowded.
Public wells, public lodges—the emphasis was on providing facilities for the common people. Little doves flew
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up in the air, with messages of peace.
Tathi had a tough time concealing her enlarged stomach. She did not have the courage to ask her mistress:
“Lady, what did Kannan say?”
But one day the lady herself called her and told her:
“You must see Kannan. I have explained matters to him. Soon he will marry you.”
A breeze laden with the fragrance of roses shook the lady’s curls and lifted the dark clouds in Tathi’s mind.
*
She waited beside the pillar which had the engraving of an embrace. When Kannan came that way, she called
out to him. She couldn’t bring herself to say anything so she wept.
“Why are you groaning, Tathi?”
“Oh God! How can I describe to you the fire in my heart?”
“Wouldn’t I have quenched it? Why did you have to tell the Lady?”
“Won’t you protect my honor? The months are flying—”
“So what? Do you think I won’t marry you?” Kannan consoled her. She realized that Kannan’s love for her
was diminishing and gradually shriveling up. Even if he married her it would be only out of fear. Still, it would
give her a chance to regain her honor. Kannan was preparing to go to some distant place at the lady’s behest.
“When will you be back?”
“After four or five days.”
She was relieved. That day, as the lady bathed, she expressed her sympathy for Tathi’s physical discomfort.
“Tathi from now on, you don’t have to work. Let Kunhikutty come and do it. You can go to your home. I have
told Kannan everything.
“Kannan—” Tathi began hesitantly.
“Don’t you have faith in my words?”
“I will go away. By now, most of the people here know of my condition. It is only my mother—”
“I shall send Kesu and Kunhikutty along with you. They will explain everything to your mother.”
“Yes, Your Honor.”
“Farewell! You will do well. You acted thoughtlessly and made a mistake but you’ve had to suffer a great deal
as a result of it. Basically you are not a bad person so everything will turn out all right.”
Tathi left the palace, and its precincts knowing that her future hinged on the lady’s words. She walked along
the fields, crossed the hills and forests and reached the courtyard of that small house with the branches of a sweet
mango brushing against its roof.
Her mother was startled to see her. But when Kesu and Kunhikutty explained everything she was relieved.
*
Tathi’s life became one of waiting. The mornings saw her wake up, waiting for Kannan, the queen’s attendant,
who rode a black steed and galloped through the fields and valleys. Her twilights saw her going to sleep, still
waiting for him. She hoped that her wedding would take place before she delivered the child. The memory of
Lady Ratnamayi, the Preserver of Dharma who found remedies to a hundred instances of injustice, was engraved
in her heart.
Every day she made it a point to climb the hill behind her house to keep watch. To see whether Kannan was
coming on a black horse. But she never saw that figure, not even as a black dot in the distance.
One day a palanquin carried by men was seen in the valley. The pregnant woman leaned against a tree and
watched its progress intently. As it came nearer, it seemed to grow in size. Below, on the road in front of her
house, the palanquin was set down. A beautiful woman of noble bearing stepped out of the palanquin. She
climbed the steps leading to the house, and reached the spot under the tree, before the pregnant woman.
“You won’t give birth to a child, without having a husband. I have taken care of that situation.”
The young woman was visibly annoyed at these words.
“I am not going to deliver a baby without having a husband. Look!”
She pointed to a youth who sat in the courtyard weaving cane baskets.
The proud lady stood there perplexed. At that moment, an old woman came out of the house.
“My lady, bear with that girl and forgive her.” Then she signaled the girl to go inside. The girl did as she was
told.
“My lady! Why have you come to my humble hut?”
“To see Tathi. To make Kannan give her the bridal garments.” The old woman laughed ruefully and said:
“Tathi does not need the bridal garments any more. She waited to deliver her child, not wanting to take its life.
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Then she jumped into the pond below and killed herself.”
“I thought I saw Tathi just now.”
“That is not Tathi but her daughter Chinnakutty. This is her lawfully wedded partner. She is in her eighth
month.”
Lady Ratnamayi hung her head and returned down the steps. After she stepped inside the palanquin four men
lifted it onto their shoulders.
The palanquin then moved along the banks of the fields, through the path in between the cluster of rocks to the
road covered in red soil.
The pregnant woman watched from the shade of the tree. The palanquin eventually became a black dot in the
distance.
“Who was that Grandmother?”
“The Thampuratti.”
Was the pregnant woman satisfied? She leaned forward and looked
She could not see the palanquin any more.
84.14 Excerpt from The Burning Moonlight\fn{by Vasireddi Seetha Devi (1933-2007)} Chebrolu, Guntur District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 5
Chandra was scouring every inch of the city, searching for his mother and sister who were missing
He went round the inns and choultries. He looked for them among the multitudes who live on pavements. He
looked for them among the rows of laborers who flock the mills and the plants. He searched for them among the
beggars who are conspicuous by their continued presence at bus stands and cinema houses. Nowhere could they
be seen.
Where did they go? Where could they go? Are there any kith and kin left over so that they may go to them? Or
did they commit suicide?
Chandra had no strength left in him, even to bother about their whereabouts! He was moving forward. What is
the destination? He doesn’t know. How far? As long as he has strength in his legs to walk. As far as he has
strength left in him.
He stopped at a big hotel. A police van was stationed there and there was a big crowd around the van.
Chandra lifted up his head above the crowd to see what was happening. A bunch of girls were there in the van.
“What happened to them?” someone in the crowd asked.
“Police have raided a lodge,” replied someone else.
“Four call-girls have been rounded up,” some other voice volunteered to provide information.
“Our society is deplorably rotten! Girls of even good families are going to lodges,” one more voice unjustly
commented.
With this comment, Chandra was prompted to indulge in self-criticism. The very thought made him shudder
with horror. He very much wanted to see the faces of those girls and when he looked at the van, it had already
picked up speed and was seen moving away.
Even from that distance, he could see the faces of those girls. Among them, he could spot one particular face—
yes, that face is familiar to him—he can recognize that face even if that person happens to be one among a big
assembly, yes, that is, no doubt, Lakshmi. There was no mistaking. Yes, it is Lakshmi! His younger sister! His
sister in a police van! She had been rounded up, along with others, in a lodge! How terrible!
“Lakshmi, Lakshmi,” Chandra was running after the van.
“Who is this man?” some voice from among the dispersing crowd asked.
“God knows. Must be a madcap!”
“Young man. Seems to be an educated fellow!”
Chandra was running.
*
It is a court of justice. A girl was standing in the dock.
“What is your name?” a lawyer questioned her.
“Lakshmi.”
“What is your father’s name?”
“Gurunatham.”
“What is your mother’s name?”
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“Santhamma.”
“Have you any brothers and sisters?”
“One brother is there.”
“What is his name?”
“He is called Chandra.”
“What is his profession?”
“I don’t know. He ran away from the house, leaving us in the lurch. He is a dud.”
*
“Oh, the fellow has fallen down while running!”
A crowd gathered around him. Someone sprinkled cold water on his face and the other brought a soda bottle
and made him drink it. Chandra recovered and became his usual self.
“Where am I? Did I fall down? Was I unconscious? Didn’t I reach the court?”
But he could not hear even one question. Even if he heard, he could not make out anything from their
utterances.
He moved on. He was walking—walking towards the court. He reached the court. A young woman was standing in the dock, with her head bowed down. She is not Lakshmi. He looked at the other girls. Lakshmi was not to
be found among them,
“What is your name?” a lawyer questioned the girl in the dock.
“Savithri.”
There was loud laughter in the court and as it died down, someone was heard remarking, “What a wonderful
tribe! They have their names after most chaste and virtuous women!”
Again there was derisive loud laughter in the court. Chandra looked around. The lawyer was also seen
laughing. But his was a feigned laughter!
“You don’t have any kinsfolk?”
“No,” she replied, hanging down her head in shame and humiliation. Some more intolerable questions
followed. Chandra was trembling from head to foot.
This is the country which had given to the world the memorable saying, “Where women are honored, there
Gods rejoice!” (Yatra naryasthu poojyante ramante tatra devatah!) Manu, the Hindu law-giver, said it. Here a
woman is known as “Mother Goddess” (Matru Devi). She is called Annapurna, the food-giver and she has been
praised in so many other ways.
But how is it that the lawyer was asking this young woman such embarrassing and humiliating questions,
keeping her standing amidst so many males? Questions which should not be shot at a woman. Hearing such
questions, humanism itself is put to shame. Is this the holy, sacred land of India, that is Bharat? The lawyer was
shooting such atrocious questions at a helpless woman! He should pose such questions to the society which was
responsible for her degradation.
Who is that young woman? She is not Lakshmi. A young woman like Lakshmi. Of course, she is not his sister,
but she is perhaps a younger sister to a brother like himself. A younger sister like his own younger sister.
In this respect, all those girls are younger sisters to some brothers. Younger sisters like his own younger sister.
They are all daily standing in the dock for some reason or other. Why?
Perhaps his sister Lakshrni also may stand one day in the dock in this manner and answer similar questions.
This thought made Chandra cry. He was crying like a helpless girl. Tears were rolling down his cheeks.
“Is there any kinswoman of yours in that batch?” someone asked.
Chandra shuddered at this question and wiped his tears.
“There are.” He replied in a firm tone.
“Who among them?”
“All. They are all my kinsfolk. They are my sisters.” Saying this, Chandra abruptly left the court room.
“Looks like a mad fellow,” remarked a gentleman from among the assembly, observing Chandra’s strange
behavior.
What happened to his sister Lakshmi? Is she also going to be apprehended one day in a lodge? Hey, Bhagwan!
Is there a god? No. No God. God is one who has been created by cheats and rogues …
“Sir, please stop for a while, Look here for a moment.”
Chandra stopped. He looked to his side.
There was a dead body on the pavement. It was fully covered with a white cloth.. Not known whether a male
or female corpse.
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“Whatever you would like to give, give it here. That would be a meritorious act of yours.”
Chandra lifted his head and saw two boys, in soiled clothes, asking for donations for performing the last rites
of a dead woman.
“A destitute old woman. Looks like one who once led a good life,” the boy was announcing. Chandra was
startled to hear those words.
“A woman who, once upon a time, gave birth to sons like us!”
Something crept through Chandra's backbone!
“A mother who gave birth to children, like you and me, had died like a destitute. She has no one in this world
to perform her last rites. You will be giving for your merit. Please give whatever you want to give!”
The boys were shouting.
A passerby threw a ten-paise coin on a cloth spread near the dead body, and moved away with the satisfaction
that with the kind act of his, he gathered some merit for his other-worldly life.
A destitute woman!
A woman ripe in years.
A mother who gave birth to children like himself. A person who led a good life. But died with no one to care
for her.
Who is she? Who is that woman? Whose mother?
Doesn’t matter whose mother she was. A mother. A mother who had children like him. Perchance, was she his
mother? If she happens to be so, Chandra trembled from top to toe. Has his mother died like a destitute? Died like
a dog? Has she died, having no one to perform her last rites? She is survived by none in this world?
He took two steps forward and bent over the dead body.
“Sir, what are you looking at? Are you suspecting us? You think that there is no dead body here? You think that
we are telling lies? Please remove the cloth and look at the face of that kind mother,” the boy who was collecting
money asked Chandra with indignation.
Chandra stretched out his hand to catch hold of the cloth covered on the body so that he may remove it and see
the face of the woman. But withdrew his hand as if someone pulled him backwards.
No. She may not be his mother. He stepped backwards. Perchance, if she was his mother? He held back.
Even if she happened to be his mother, what could he do? Can he perform the last rites for her? Now? Can he
beg for money as those boys were doing? Money was certainly required for performing the last rites.
That he can never do? That was not possible for him! Even begging! Certainly he was a dud. A vainglorious
fellow. A futile fellow who cannot perform last rites for his dead mother. Why was he reflecting in this vein? She
was not his mother.
But she was a mother. Another mother like his own mother. After all, a mother of some human being! A
desolate mother!
Chandra turned back and was seen fleeing.
The boy begging for money for performing the so-called last rites, commented:
“Poor man, he has gone mad!”
*
It was past midnight.
The city was desolate; almost deserted.
Chandra was seated on the pavement, leaning against a wall. He was terribly hungry. His bowels were getting
twisted out of acute hunger. He felt a hot burning sensation in his heart.
What kind of pain is this? What is this affliction? Is it because of the thought that his mother had died? That
she died without having anyone to perform her last rites?
No.
Is it because his sister was apprehended while she was caught red-handed in a lodge? That she was standing in
the dock in public, with her head hanging down, and was answering to a lawyer’s nasty questions?
No.
Then what is this? Why this horrible suffering?
Hunger! The scourge of hunger was the most terrible thing befalling all beings in this world. A mother, unable
to withstand this affliction, sells her children. A woman commits adultery in order to satisfy her hunger. A man
commits suicide unable to bear the hunger any longer.
He himself had seen reports in the newspapers about hunger-deaths of families—not once, but many times.
Coming across such reports, he used to wonder whether hunger was really such a calamity as to cause the death of
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human beings who had the faculty of thinking, etc. Now he was experiencing it. It was three days since he ate a
meal.
“Who is that sitting there?,” some boy shouted from some distance.
Chandra raised his head to see the man who gave a shout. He saw two boys standing at some distance with
buckets and brushes in their hands.
“Who are you?”
They were asking him who he was. Yes, who is he? A man. One among crores\fn{Tens of millions; hundreds of
millions; a virtually unlimited number.} of people inhabiting India.
Chandra did not speak. He was simply looking at those boys standing like shadows. He was not inclined to
speak. His eyes were heavily closing. He could not bear the torment of hunger. It was killing him.
One boy, leaving his bucket and the brush on the ground, came to Chandra and sitting by his side, tried to
mitigate his suffering.
“Are you feeling hungry?” the boy asked.
Chandra looked into that boy’s eyes.
“Why do you look at me so minutely? Perhaps you will be wondering as to how I came to know about your
hunger. Isn’t it?” There was a faint smile on the boy’s face.
Yes, the boy was quite right. Since these three days, nobody noted that he was hungry. No one enquired
particularly whether he had his meal.
“I can easily identify the hunger. I know very well its traits and characteristics. I can recognize it wherever it
is,” the boy said with a sense of confidence.
Chandra had no strength left in him to endure the ordeal. He had no patience even to speak. He merely nodded
his head and said, “Yes.”
“O thou fellow! Here is a comrade in distress. Up, run, and get some buns and tea. Hurry up.” The boy ordered
the other boy who was his colleague in the poster work.
The other boy threw his bucket and the brush on the ground and ran towards the tea stall on the main road.
Chandra, in his heart of hearts, thanked both of them.
The first boy faintly laughed, indicating that he could understand what was passing on in Chandra’s being.
The other boy returned within a few minutes with buns and a glass of tea. As Chandra was consuming the buns
with zest, the boys eagerly looked on. Then having his tea, Chandra leaned against the wall and dozed off for a
few minutes. The beast in his belly was pacified. It lay down motionless. Chandra opened his eyes after some
time. He could muster some strength and said, “Thanks.”
“We can understand that word. So you are an educated man?” one boy asked.
“Yes, I am a graduate.”
“Are you working anywhere?”
“I am unemployed.”
“We will give you work. Will you do it?”
“Really? Can you get me some work? What sort of work? Let me know your names.”
“Did we ask you your name?”
“No.”
“Likewise, you also should not ask our names. We both have been working together and living together for
more than a year. We do not know what are our real names. We call each other by the names given to both of us
by our leader. If you join us, we will give you a new name,” the first boy said.
Chandra looked on, unable to understand what the boy meant.
“You want work. Isn’t it?” the boy specifically asked.
“Yes, I want work. Tell me what sort of work it is,” Chandra stood up.
“It is not a specific, well-defined work. You should do the work entrusted to you at a given time. It all depends
on exigency. No salary. You will eat your meal when we eat. If we are starving, you will also starve. Agreed?”
“Yes, agreed.”
“So from today onwards, you are one of us. Now I will tell you what you have to do. You will understand who
we are, and what is our task.”
“Tell me what is my job,” Chandra asked enthusiastically.
“Take that bucket and brush.”
Chandra did not catch his words.
“Look here, friend, your job is to write these slogans on the walls in the streets. The slogans are written here on
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this piece of paper.”
Chandra took the paper and read the slogans. He read them again and again.

LONG LIVE REVOLUTION!
*

THIS BOURGEOIS SOCIETY HAS TO BE ANNIHILATED!
*

POLICE HIGH-HANDEDNESS, DOWN, DOWN!
*

THERE IS BUT ONE PATH IF A MAN IS TO LIVE LIKE A
MAN—THAT IS THE PATH OF REVOLUTION!
Chandra now understood what they were up to. He paused and reflected for a moment. How blood spurted in
his brain. His eyes were blood-red. Some new vigor entered his body.
He took the bucket and the brush in his hands.
The boys looked at each other and smiled happily.
“From this moment onwards, your name is Surya! Comrade Surya! Comrade, now listen to what I say. This is
a grenade. This is the weapon for self-defense as well as for annihilation of the enemy. We are now going to those
other lanes for writing these slogans. You write on this wall, and having done it, come and meet us there.”
They went in different directions.
Chandra began writing the slogans hurriedly. He was writing with tremendous inspiration. He wrote all the
slogans all over the wall, and standing at a distance, carefully read them. Once again, he looked at the slogans
with self-satisfaction.
He saw some bright light amidst those slogans. He remained standing there, gazing at the light. He saw a brave
new world in that light. It was a world where men and women, the children and the aged, all were looking
cheerful. They were attending to their work, full of enthusiasm. All were hale and hearty. All had some work to
do. All were joyful and beautiful. The entire beauty of humankind was distinctly seen there. All of them were seen
moving in that wonderful bright light.
In that new world, bat-like men who always seek darkness, were conspicuous by their absence. There were no
leeches which suck the blood of other creatures, and look swollen, black, loathsome and lead a life which is
abominable. If and when a leech is found, people there throw some lime powder on it and force it to spew the
sucked thing. They are thus made to cough up.
His sister and others like his sister in that world need not sell their honor for their sustenance. They never do
so. They don’t have the need to do so. His mother and mothers like his mother don't die there like destitutes and
dogs. No dead bodies are found there on the pavements of the roads. No one commits suicide there owing to
starvation and misery. There, in that new world, one doesn’t find red caps which, from darkness, chase and shoot
down a person who is bravely marching towards the light Headlights! Dazzling and excessively powerful light
spreads on the road all of a sudden.
The sound of the jeeps coming to a screeching halt.
“Comrade, clear off!” the two boys shouted, as they were fleeing away.
Where to clear off? Why should he clear off? A thought for a split second! Whither? Why?
A gun was fired off! A hand grenade burst in the middle of the road.
He stood there looking at the bright red light. He was not stirring. Now he was no more a Chandra (Moon)
who shines with borrowed light, as they say. He was not at all that “dud” Chandra!
He was now the Surya who is self-effulgent with a million billion rays! Comrade Surya!
1934
117.253 The Ashes\fn{by Mohammed Salim-ur-Rahman (1934- )} Saharanpur, Saharanpur District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 10
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The red-colored candle had burnt away to half its length and the melted wax, guttering down one of its sides,
had collected and congealed to form what looked like a hill of red clay, heavily eroded by rains.
The candle had been placed to cast most of its light on the chessboard. The shadows of the chessmen loomed
huge on the opposite wall. Most prominent was the king’s shadow, whose crown had come to resemble a cross.
The shadows of the chessmen crowding the wall created an illusion of a scene from a graveyard. Each chessman,
on its part, seemed as if it were, more or less, a gravestone.
Looking at the candle, I tried to guess how long it would be before it went out and remarked without
addressing anyone in particular:
“It should go out round about one o’clock.”
Ashfaq looked up from the chessboard to glance first at the candle and then at his wristwatch and said:
“It is only a quarter to ten. What the hell is eating you?” And Sabir, picking up a bishop to make a move,
added:
“Why don’t you go and listen to the radio! I have a hunch that we will definitely get some news tonight from
somewhere or other.” I yawned and said:
“If you’re so sure of it, go and sit there yourself, your ears glued to the radio set. I spent some time listening to
the radio, in fact from half past eight till quarter past nine. There is nothing on anywhere. On every frequency all
you can hear is a maelstrom of noise. In fact, I feel we will never be able to hear anything from now on, for years.
What do you think, Rafeeq?”
Rafeeq, who sprawled on a carpet on the other side of the room, with the soles of his feet resting on the wall,
said nothing.
Ashfaq was on the verge of losing the game. Of the important pieces he now only possessed a bishop and a
rook. The king, placed constantly in check, was in trouble. There was no interest left in the game. I got up and left
the room. At least there were some signs tonight of people being out and about. Yesterday there were none. I
could hear men talking in the street below. Yesterday it seemed as if the entire city was in a state of shock, with
everyone moping in total despair. Beadon Road lay covered in darkness from end to end. As I looked towards the
corner where Beadon Road joined McLeod Road I suddenly saw, much to my surprise, a yellowish gleam appear
from somewhere. It lasted only a few seconds, and things turned completely dark again once the gleam
disappeared. I felt as if I could hear people singing and playing musical instruments. Perhaps my ears had started
ringing, or maybe the hour had come when a man begins to hear imaginary voices and sounds and to see
imaginary beings.
The war began Sunday morning. It was not clear from the early reports who, in fact, started it and where the
fronts were and what turn it may eventually take. Unfortunately we learnt nothing beyond these initial and vague
reports, because by midday we were completely cut off from the rest of the world. We simply had no idea of what
was happening or what might be in the offing. The city was abuzz with all sorts of senseless, horrifying and
fanciful rumors. Nothing except white noise could be heard on the wireless sets. The authorities ordered a
blackout, but the need to implement it didn’t arise because at three in the afternoon there were two severe
earthquakes within fifteen minutes. Some old, ramshackle or jerry-built houses collapsed and cracks appeared in
many buildings and houses. But the worst inconvenience was the power failure following the earthquake.
This sudden disaster gave rise to further rumors and misgivings. The news went round the city that Mangla and
Tarbela Dams had been damaged and the bridges across the Chenab and Jehlum rivers had fallen down. It was not
certain if these disasters had actually taken place. Nevertheless it was noticed that the traffic coming from the
direction of Rawalpindi had suddenly stopped altogether and the telephone links had also broken down.
Aeroplanes were no longer flying, either. Quite possibly they had been grounded as a precautionary measure, or
perhaps in order to conserve fuel. We had also lost contact with oil-producing countries and had no idea how the
war had affected them.
The dread which loomed largest was that in these circumstances complete confusion would prevail, with every
person for himself or herself. People would go on the rampage, looting and rioting with abandon. But, at least as
far as Lahore was concerned, only a few such incidents took place on Sunday and the following night. Relentless
terror had left the citizens in a trauma. Time and again they looked up as if expecting some dazzling nuclear
weapon to come whooshing in and hit them, as if the hour of their total incineration was at hand. Those who could
manage it left the city, believing that small towns and villages would be safe.
Although the overall situation remained unchanged on Monday, one began to notice some show of spirit from
the people, as if they had a glimmer of hope somehow. Very early in the morning a rumour quickly went the
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rounds of the city that a personage of impeccable holiness had visited the mausoleum of Data Sahib, the patron
saint of Lahore. During the small hours it was divinely revealed to him that those Muslims who were truly faithful
had nothing to fear. The reason being that the Mahdi, the Elect Leader, would appear on earth in Jerusalem late on
Thursday morning and the Muslims should get ready for a holy war. As a result of these glad tidings, all those
who had been ill at ease perked up a little and the mosques and mausoleums of saints were jam-packed with
worshippers and devotees.
Be that as it may, there was still no definite news from any quarter. Rumor alone enjoyed a field-day. It was put
about that some people had traveled down to Lahore from Bhimbar in the north. According to their version, they
had left Bhimbar on Sunday afternoon. They claimed to have seen a blinding flash towards the north and heard an
invisible speaker cry out in a terrible voice the words from the Holy Qur’an:
“Let it be a warning to you.”
The earthquake came hard on the heels of the flash and the cry. The problem was that apparently no one had
actually met these travelers. Everybody had only heard about them from someone. Therefore, one could not help
dismissing the whole story as a fabrication.
A howling windstorm blew up on Monday evening, uprooting thousands of trees and electric poles. It didn’t
last long, and afterwards a deep calm pervaded the air, apparently presaging some new calamity.
I stepped away from the balcony and began to stroll up and down the courtyard. There was no wind at all. It
would be Tuesday tomorrow, I thought, and Wednesday the day after. These two days seemed interminable, rising
up before us like huge mountains to discourage us. I looked forward to the coming of Thursday, like a drowning
man clutching at straws, hoping like others that perhaps Thursday would bring about a change and put an end to
the appalling agony we were experiencing.
*
As I walked about I felt something exceedingly light fall on my head. As I moved my hand across my head,
whatever it was immediately turned into powder. I was quite surprised. Where did this bit of dust come from with
not a breath of air around? The very next moment something landed on the back of my neck, causing me to feel
the same kind of light prickling sensation one experiences when an ant crawls across one’s body, ruffling the fine
hair. The faint tickling sensation made me think that perhaps a storm-blown spider’s web had lodged somewhere
in the courtyard and had now accidentally come to cling to the back of my neck. However, when I looked up, I
realized that something was in fact falling through the air in the form of tiny flakes. Of course, it was dark
outside, but I had been walking there for sometime and my eyes had grown a little accustomed to the darkness.
There was definitely something coming down.
I held out my hands before me, palms up. After a few seconds, something very soft and weightless dropped on
my left palm. Holding up my palm stiffly, I walked towards my room. A faint light was filtering through the
chinks of the wooden door. I stopped and looked at my palm. On it, and occupying almost the same space as a
rupee coin would, lay a thin flake of ash, very much like the thin layer which covers a dying ember and can easily
be blown away. I looked back at the courtyard and could now see the ash lying here and there like fallen leaves. I
opened the door leading into the room a little and said loudly:
“Ash raining down from the sky.”
As soon as he heard my words Rafeeq got up jerkily, as though he had been subjected to an electric shock.
Sabir, who had been sitting cross-legged for a while, looked towards me in amazement, placed both his hands on
the floor in an attempt to rise, and stared at me as if he were unwilling to believe what he had just heard. As a
matter of fact, he was so completely engrossed in his game of chess that his mind went into a somersault at this
unheard of happening. Like a monkey who had just dropped down from a tree, he just stared at me with his mouth
open and his hands resting on the floor.
Then suddenly all three of them rushed pell-mell towards the door. As he got up, Ashfaq, whether by design or
accident, tripped and fell against the chessboard, overturning it. There was more ash coming down now and the
courtyard was covered with it. Other people had also found out about it, and one could hear their voices from
nearby rooftops and houses.
Ashfaq went in and came back with the candle. We took a close look at the ash. It was blackish rather than
gray.
“Don’t touch it!” Sabir said. “It might be radioactive.” At this Ashfaq burst out into a guffaw and said:
“You really are remarkably silly. There’s ash all around us. By the time it dawns, if it dawns at all, we’ll have
breathed in huge amounts of it. So what does it matter if it is radioactive or harmless. Right now it appears that
the heavens above, the earth below, and the underworld have all been reduced to ashes. Even the devil himself
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must be rolling about in grief.”
“What do you mean, rolling about in grief?” Sabir asked. “He must be pleased as punch.” Ashfaq retorted
immediately:
“Well, how can you expect someone to be in a rollicking mood when he has just lost his job. With no human
beings left on earth, who is the devil going to deceive or seduce! The bugger won’t even get a pension.” Sabir
said:
“You know what I’m worried about? If a fire were to start somewhere in the city you kiss the place goodbye.
The shortage of water has already created a rumpus.” Ashfaq commented:
“The world lies in ruins and he’s worried about his own problems. As the saying goes: Why is the sheriff so
thin? Because he has the city on his mind.’”
I became anxious lest this exchange of sarcastic remarks prove to be the beginning of an abusing wrangle and
intervened quickly, not giving Sabir the opportunity to say something equally vicious. I said:
“For quite a while people all over the world have been telling each other: look here, try to be sensible. There
are so many things on earth which remain to be sorted out. Don’t just go on stockpiling arms. Nobody paid the
least attention. Now the big ones must have popped off in a matter of minutes. And who is going to face a slow,
agonizing extinction? We! They fought and died, leaving us to swallow the ash. Tell, me, what should we do with
all this ash? Add honey to the bloody stuff, knead it into a ball, and lick it like a lollipop?” Sabir said:
“My dear, that was a very peculiar thing to say. In the old city we used to live in—I’m talking of my childhood
—do you remember our house, the one with a well outside and a pipal tree leaning over it? Well, a dozen houses
or so beyond our place, there was a huge mansion belonging to a hakeem,\fn{A note reads: A practitioner of a therapy
established by the Muslims in India.} known as Hakeem Tajuddin. Therapeutic skills ran in his blood. His father was a
hakeem, and so were his grandfather and great-grandfather. He also owned a splendid collection of books. One
day, I don’t remember if it was June or July, his mansion caught fire in broad daylight. I have no idea what caused
the fire. Some people said that he used to dabble in alchemy and that’s how the fire started. My dear, it was a huge
conflagration. We, all of us brothers and sisters, were very young, and at that time it seemed to us that the whole
world had gone up in flames. Half-burnt pages of very old hand-written books swirled about in the air and landed
in our compound. There were ashes everywhere, and smoke. Pandemonium reigned in the neighborhood. They
had a hard time putting out the fire. Most of the mansion was burnt to the ground. Hakeem Sahib went out of his
mind. He kept walking up and down in front of his gutted mansion. When he saw someone he knew he picked up
a handful of dust and gave it to him, saying: ‘Take it and mix it with honey arid lick it. It is salubrious.’ That was
the first time I heard the word ‘salubrious.’ At that time the mere fact that a mansion had burnt down was enough
to frighten me out of my wits. And now, I don’t know why, while half the world, or maybe three quarters of it, has
vanished in flames, I feel nothing—no terror, no admonition, no regrets either. I only feel a little curiosity: Where
has this ash come from?'”
“In the end there is nothing left in the fireplace but ashes,” said Ashfaq with a smile. I said:
“It seems the ash fall is all but over.”
And that’s what actually happened. It had started coming down unexpectedly and, just as abruptly, it ceased to
fall. Ashfaq remarked:
“In the days to come weather forecasts will be worded somewhat on these lines: Conditions will remain partly
clouded with news during the next twenty-four hours. Ashes of white men to fall intermittently. Air pollution,
sixty-four percent. I think we should go in.”
We went back to the room. Sabir laughed as he said to me:
“Ashfaq seems to be in a jolly mood these days. I say, man, are you by any chance a misanthrope, delighted to
see the whole world engulfed in tragedy? On the other hand, mark his behavior. He knew he was going to lose the
game. So he pretended to stumble and overturn the chessboard.” Ashfaq, as he rearranged the chessmen on the
board in order to start a fresh game, said:
“What do game plans or chessboards matter? They get thrown out of gear or turned upside down as a matter of
course. Your insinuation that I am a sadist, pleased to see others in misery, is totally baseless. My philosophy is
that a man must always remain cheerful. Remember the proverb? A cake made of chaff fools everyone. Those
who fall for the trick and eat it, rue it; those who don’t are annoyed with themselves because they think they have
missed something mouth-watering. If both are unhappy in the end, why not become so by eating it? No one lives
forever. Whether you’re a sourpuss or always have a smile on your face the same fate awaits you. So why
shouldn’t a man be happy and in high spirits to the very end? Well, I’m not going to be overwhelmed by terror,
the way Sabir seems to be, or be struck dumb like Rafeeq. Hey, man, has the cat got your tongue or what?”
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But Rafeeq who, as before, was lying down with the soles of his feet resting on the wall, did not deign to reply.
Ashfaq, looking at him out of the comer of his eyes, remarked:
“Do you remember, Sabir, the story of the sandpiper which lay with its feet pointing to the sky?”
“Come, make a move,” Sabir said with a show of irascibility. A new game began. As I had nothing to do I sat
down to watch. Anything to while away the time. Sabir yawned and said:
“We let slip a chance. Might as well have gone out and checked. Maybe we could have got hold of some
cigarettes. Perhaps no tea leaves on hand either. Felt like having some tea.”
“The tea leaves are not a problem,” I told him. “There is hardly any water left.”
After watching the first few moves I stepped into the next room where I kept my transistor. I carefully listened
in to every band from end to end and all I could hear were crackles, whistles, and crashes which sounded like
thunder. In fact it seemed to me that the noise had multiplied.
I returned to the drawing-room and had hardly sat down when there came the sound of someone slowly
coming upstairs. It was obviously very dark out there on the staircase, and whoever it was had to climb the steps
with extreme caution.
“Who on earth has come to see us at this hour?” asked Sabir, looking up from the chessboard to glance at me.
“No idea,” I answered with a yawn and started to get up very reluctantly. Meanwhile someone banged the door
and shouted out:
“Hey there, anybody at home?” Sabir sounded a little startled as he said:
“It sounds very much like Mirza Sahib’s voice.” Rafeeq sat up. I hurried to the door and threw it open. Indeed,
there stood Mirza Sahib himself, wearing a Jinnah cap, dressed in a loose white shirt and baggy white trousers,
with a walking-stick in his hand. Some years back he had served as head clerk in our office, but now he led a
retired life. He was a genial fellow and often dropped in to see either Sabir or me. Actually he was devoted to
Sabir’s father, regarding him as a worthy spiritual guide. Therefore Sabir, by virtue of being the son of his holy
mentor, also commanded his respect. Perhaps he kept on seeking Sabir’s company as an expression of his
allegiance. His friendliness towards me had an altogether different basis. When I was newly arrived in Lahore I
had stayed with Mirza Sahib for a few months. I had a room to myself in his house. He was unwilling to charge
any rent for it, while I insisted on paying one. In the end we came to an agreement; I was to teach English and
arithmetic to Mirza Sahib’s daughter, who was studying in the eighth class, and his two sons, both in the fifth
class. It seemed a most reasonable arrangement, but within a fortnight or so the two or three hours I had to spend
daily cudgeling my brains to cope with the task began to get on my nerves, and I realized that it would be easier to
pay a monthly rent than to undergo such torture. Therefore, as soon as an opportunity presented itself, I left his
house and moved to another place. It is likely that Mirza Sahib took umbrage at the haste with which I made my
escape, but if he was displeased with me he never made a show of it.
“Come in, Mirza Sahib,” I said. “How come you are here at this hour of the night?” I ushered him in and he
was extremely pleased to see Sabir, remarking:
“Awfully nice to find you here. I was thinking of going to your house first as I set out. I don’t know why I
changed my mind and decided to come here. Must be the way you can make things happen, using your spiritual
powers. My congratulations, Mr. Ashfaq. I hear that you have been promoted. Ashfaq laughed at this and said:
“What good is it to talk of promotions. It seems all of us are about to receive our marching orders.”
Mirza Sahib was not acquainted with Rafeeq. I introduced them to each other. Rafeeq did shake hands with
him but that was all. He didn’t even bother to acknowledge Mirza Sahib’s formal greetings. Mirza Sahib turned.
his attention to us again, saying:
“What has the world come to in just a couple of days!”
“A couple of days!” Sabir interjected. “Why, sir, I believe it would have taken about an hour to make a clean
sweep of it.”
“As a matter of fact,” Ashfaq added, “Mirza Sahib is here only to see for himself whether this nonstop, nay,
devastating fallout has sufficed to rid our hearts of all the taint they have accumulated or would another
catastrophe be in order to bring clowns like us to our senses.”
“Serves us right, my dear, for our misdeeds,” Mirza Sahib responded. “There were times when the sky used to
flood the world with radiance. On the other hand, in this age of ours, ash is pouring down on us from above. With
everything bereft of blessedness, what else can there be but ashes?”
“It appears that an order has been given,” Ashfaq pronounced, “to clean up hell on a war footing. The ashes are
being dumped in the backyard.”
We went on exchanging pleasantries for a few minutes. Mirza Sahib also did his best to take part in our chit577

chat, but I could tell that he had something on his mind. He was with us and yet not quite there. When we fell
silent for a moment he cleared his throat with a loud ahem and said in an altered tone:
“Now I beg all of you to take a little trouble for my sake. That’s why I am here. Please come with me to my
residence, poor though it is, and spend some time there. I am marrying off my daughter. I have invited a few
gentlemen from the neighborhood to grace the occasion. You would represent my friends among the guests.”
The stillness in the room became almost palpable. We stared at each other as though we were on the receiving
end of a joke which was not only terribly incongruous but also absolutely ill- timed.
“A wedding, Mirza Sahib—now!” I had a hard time uttering these few words. And, of course, when I said now
I didn’t mean that it was getting close to eleven o’clock in the night.
It was the sort of query Mirza Sahib would have been expecting, and he must have thought out in advance how
to counter it. He took a deep breath and said:
“You know, of course, that my daughter has been betrothed to Haseeb, the son of my wife’s sister. Haseeb lost
both his parents while he was just a kid. I brought him up and saw to it that he got a proper education. From their
childhood onward Haseeb and Safia have lived in the same house and certainly get along with each other very
well. I always said to myself, let him get a good job and I will fulfill my obligation regarding my daughter. It
would be a great weight off my mind. Thank God, Haseeb was hired last month by Shimazu Fertilizers—the
factory the Japanese are setting up at Lodhran. He will be getting two thousand rupees each month. I did tell him
last month: ‘Never hesitate when there is something that will do you a world of good. High time you had a wife
and a house of your own.’ But you know what the young people are like these days. They never listen to anyone.
He kept on dragging his feet and must be regretting it now. I had a hard time persuading them to … Anyway,
better come with me, gentlemen. Any further delay would be unseemly.”
“Yes, absolutely right,” we said in unison as we stood up. I left them putting on their shoes and walked into the
next room where I kept my personal things. It came to my mind that I had a tiny casket of ivory. My father had
brought it as a souvenir from somewhere, and when I took a liking to it he gave it to me. Usually such exquisitely
crafted objects serve no purpose. As soon as you get hold of one of them your interest flags. Thereafter the object
lies in a state of neglect in a box or a cupboard, or adorns the top of a shelf. Taking out the casket from my trunk I
put it in my shirt pocket.
The delicate design of the casket and its smooth feel brought the image of Safia to my mind, making me linger
in the room. She was by no means handsome, but her thin eyebrows, her little nose, her fair mouth, her white
complexion with a hint of paleness in it, and the veins which stood out on her hands like a tracery of bluish vapor,
all these factors combined to convey the impression of something frail and vulnerable. I had never given her much
thought and only occasionally recalled her, just as one casually looks at something and moves on. Even so, I felt
rather annoyed when I heard that she was about to be married. I felt as if I had been wronged in some way. I tried
to recall how Mirza Sahib behaved towards Haseeb when I lived in his house and could remember nothing in
particular. Perhaps there was nothing noticeable about Mirza Sahib’s behaviour. It also occurred to me that
Haseeb was at college those days and could himself have tutored Safia or her brothers. As I .thought about all this
I put my hand in my pocket and took out the casket. Was there any sense in giving someone a present, considering
the predicament we were in?
After a bit of hesitation I put the casket in my pocket again. I found all four of them standing in the courtyard.
Mirza Sahib was doodling about in the ashes with the end of his walking-stick. I heard Sabir say:
“ … and neither did Dajjal the anti-Christ appear nor was there an assault by Gog and Magog.”
Ashfaq tried to calm him down with that peculiar smile of his:
“They’ll turn up, every one of them. Everything is going to happen. One should never despair of God’s mercy
and blessings. Who knows—” Sabir interrupted him by remarking:
“What’s that sound?”
We listened attentively. As a matter of fact one could hear a kind of hum overhead. We looked up and the first
thought which crossed my mind was that the whizzing sound had something to do with the world-wide war, and
some sort of missiles or aircraft, or some such thing, were flying past us in the sky and we, who had been lucky
enough to remain unscathed so far, were being finally targeted. Suddenly Mirza Sahib exclaimed:
“Why, they’re only geese.”
Now that he had managed to identify the flying objects we also began to make out the geese, a few hundred
feet above, with their wings spread wide, in formation after formation, flying past us, moving away in a southerly
direction. There must have been thousands of them and it took them some time to fly by while we looked
upwards, staring at them like halfwits. A shadowy energy was there, blundering about in mid-air, which probably
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had no goal in sight. Right at that moment I felt that man’s ties with the rest of the world’s creatures had been
snapped forever. Sabir said:
“Even the geese are better off than us. Perhaps they know that far away, somewhere in the south, there is still a
safe haven, and they’re not going to rest till they reach that place. Meanwhile it will all be over with us and when
the good days are here again, they will come back to find the world a howling wilderness, with not a man in
sight.” Ashfaq retorted with a scowl:
“Always lost in romantic mawkishness. It simply oozes out of you. What do we care whether the geese live or
die. We should be worried about ourselves. You die and that’s the end of the world as far as you are concerned.” I
observed:
“The geese are flying to the south pole. I remember an English poem which went like this. There is a war and
afterwards only the birds survive and they can’t even recall that there were human beings here on—”
“I think we’d better make a move,” suggested Mirza Sahib, getting a little perturbed.
We climbed down the stairs and came out. Mirza Sahib lived on Nicholson Road, which was at the very most a
fifteen minute walk from where we were. But we had to walk gingerly because it was very dark. Ash rose in the
air with every step we took. Leaving a trail of rising ash behind us we reached the end of Beadon Road, and as we
did so we heard sounds coming from McLeod Road and it seemed to us that there were people there who were
singing to a drumbeat.
“What’s going on, Mirza Sahib?” Sabir asked him.
“Some teenage hoodlums and elderly men are busy cutting capers at Lakshmi Chowk,” Mirza Sahib informed
us. “Looks like they belong to filmdom. Most probably drunk as well. I’m afraid they’ll get a thrashing. Hardly
the occasion to indulge in singing and dancing.”
When we turned into McLeod Road we saw about ten or eleven people in Lakshmi Chowk. Having made a
bonfire of a couple of chairs and a bench, they were swaying about to the beat of a drum, and some of them were
singing tunelessly. A number of spectators, gathered around in small groups, watched the scene from a distance.
As we approached the revelers we began to make out the words of the song. It was one of the hit songs from an
Indian comic movie which had been recently released. The song these guys were singing may have had an
element of comedy in the film, but now it conveyed a totally different meaning.
The man beating the drum was dark-skinned. While a couple of his teeth jutted out from his lips, he had, in
contrast, a pair of sunken eyes. He was shaking his head vigorously as if beating the drum was an act which had
more to do with his head than with his hands. Two teenagers, one sporting a bush shirt and the other dressed in a
loose shirt and baggy trousers, jigged about, moving in circles, while they sang:
The world caught fire
like a widow on top
of her husband’s pyre.
We made no fuss
and sat and watched,
the helpless us.
The big ones began to bash
each other in a flash.
We made no fuss
and sat and watched,
the helpless us.

A couple of men belonging to the group sat on their haunches. About five or six others were up on their feet,
swaying to the beat. However, it was an elderly person among them who was behaving most ludicrously, rolling
about on the ground and covered in ash from head to foot. At times, as the singers chanted the line, “and sat and
watched,” he raised his hands above his head and howled like a jackal.
“Don’t hang about. Let’s get away from here,” Mirza Sahib said peremptorily in a low voice.
At a short distance from the chowk\fn{The town square.} we came across a portly maulana\fn{A note reads: Aan
honorific title for a Muslim priest .} who was bickering with a swarthy man, possibly a crony of those who were singing
and dancing. We heard the maulana say:
“Get this rascally gang of yours to leave the place forthwith. If they fail to do so, don’t blame me for the
consequences. I don’t give a damn whether they are ready to listen to you or not. We shall stone them to death.”
The man, instead of making any reply, extended his hands horizontally, shrugged his shoulders, and began to
look this way and that, as if he didn’t care.
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“Mirza Sahib was right. Things look set for a brawl over there,” Sabir remarked. Near the Lahore Hotel we
saw dozens of young men armed with clubs and hockey-sticks lounging about and debating something. Ashfaq
whispered in my ear:
“I wanted to watch all this but resisted the temptation so as not to offend Mirza Sahib. Otherwise I wouldn’t
have moved a step without watching the punch-up from start to finish.” A shudder went through me as I replied:
“Enough of that, man! Haven’t we been watching a hell of a show since the day before yesterday? And you
still hanker for more, do you?”
A lantern was burning in the drawing-room of Mirza Sahib’s house. About a dozen guests were already there.
Haseeb, dressed in a new suit, sat on a sofa, his pose suggesting that he was ready to face a camera. There are
people who look uncomfortably grave when about to be photographed, as if to have one’s picture taken were an
extremely dreadful and solemn act. A similar bewilderment was now evident from Haseeb’s looks. The expression
on his face may well have been representative of what he felt in his heart, since it was difficult to ascertain
whether he had himself stated his willingness to get married or had agreed to do so because he felt too overawed
to defy Mirza Sahib.
The priest entrusted with finalizing the marriage was already there. As soon as we arrived the ceremony was
performed. Once Haseeb and Safia were pronounced man and wife, those present, who had been tongue-tied for a
while, began to chatter away. The circumstances being what they were, there was, understandably, only one
subject fit for discussion. Was the war over or still being fought? How much of the world had been destroyed?
Why could we not contact other countries? Why were the radio stations silent? One of the persons declared in an
authoritative tone:
“The war is still being fought, you see. Both Russia and America possess hundreds of nuclear submarines,
armed with missiles. They are still attacking each other with missiles. Even now the situation is extremely
precarious. My nephew is in the army. This is what he said.” Another fellow, chipping in, informed us:
“A friend of mine told me that one of his acquaintances managed to catch a station on his radio set. God alone
knows what lingo it was broadcasting in. The listener couldn’t understand a single word.”
All this had a very familiar ring. Everywhere you came across people who claimed that one of their
acquaintances had heard a radio broadcast but, as it was in some outlandish language, could make nothing of it. I
heard someone say:
“Well, sir, we’re all penned up here like prisoners now. The villagers rob everyone who ventures out of the
city. My cousin left for Gujranwala on his bicycle. He had hardly gone four miles after crossing the Ravi bridge
when some thickset thugs pounced on him and not only snatched away his bike but also stripped him naked. The
villagers are having the time of their lives, fired up by God knows what ancient sense of vengefulness against
city-dwellers like us. We have nowhere to go. No one knows for sure how chaotic the conditions may be out there
in the districts.”
Meanwhile tea, supplemented with biscuits, salty snacks, and assorted nuts, was offered to the guests. I was
dying to have a cup of tea and it seemed like manna from heaven to me and, incidentally, tasked like it too. Some
of the guests got up and left after taking their tea. Those who remained kept harping on about the same farrago of
rumors, personal anxieties, and expectations. I went up to Mirza Sahib and, whispered in his ear, that if possible, I
would like to see Safia for a couple of minutes. Mirza Sahib at once exclaimed:
“Yes, why not indeed! After all, she is your pupil as well.”
He stood up and went into the inner portion of the house. There did not seem to be too many women in there.
They went into purdah quickly enough, and soon Mirza Sahib appeared at the door and beckoned me to come in.
He led me to the room where Safia was, and hurried out immediately to see off someone who had in the meantime
called him over by name.
Safia, dressed in a red bridal suit, sat with her head bowed, her face nearly hidden by the light scarf which
covered her head and lay round her shoulders. I did take out the ivory casket from my pocket as I drew near her,
but became a little flustered as it suddenly flashed through my mind that it was hardly the moment to congratulate
her on her marriage or give her a present. It would either appear to be a cynical gesture on my part or be seen as a
display of sheer insensitivity. I also realized that I should have thought out properly and in advance what I was
eventually going to say to her. There was nothing I could do now. Holding out the ivory casket I said:
“I brought this casket for you. It is exquisitely crafted. My father bought it somewhere. In Egypt perhaps. As a
souvenir. There, take it.”
Safia raised her head to stare at me. Her eyes were swollen. She said nothing, nor did she try to take the casket
from my hand. Having looked at me for a few seconds she again lowered her head. Becoming nervous, I placed
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the casket on the bed in front of her. As a result of her reaction I was feeling increasingly frantic. I really felt as if
I were a prize idiot. In an attempt to conceal my sense of inadequacy I began to speak randomly:
“Everything will be okay very soon. Just now I heard someone say that. Anyway, no matter. We saw thousands
of geese before we came here. They were flying towards the south. The birds can sense things better than us. I
think the crisis is over. Everything will be all right now. Perhaps by the time it dawns. Okay, I’ll go now.”
*
I felt like kicking myself as I returned to the drawing room. After a little while we took our leave of Mirza
Sahib. He came out of the house to see us off and warmly thanked us for coming along. We, on our part,
congratulated him on his daughter’s marriage and expressed the hope, with more enthusiasm than the occasion
warranted, that the danger was probably over.
We traced our steps back to Beadon Road, with Ashfaq and Sabir walking a little ahead and Rafeeq and I
trailing behind. Earlier on, we had seen people here and there as we went down to Nicholson Road, but now the
place was deserted. Ashfaq and Sabir were talking to each other in low voices. I looked up at the sky and said to
Rafeeq:
“It seems to me as if all this is only a dream, as if we are wandering through a black-and-white dream. You
know, one can also see colored dreams at times, but most dreams are in black and white.” I waited for him to
respond but he plodded on, looking at the ground. I kept on talking:
“Take the case of someone undergoing a seemingly endless torment, or of one who has been in prison for a
long time. Perhaps he too, now and then, feels that his unrelenting torment or the chains and handcuffs binding
him are merely a dream. He is dreaming. The dream will come to an end, and when he opens his eyes he will find
himself somewhere, free and unimpaired. Even when utter despair overwhelms you, even then a ray of hope can
blunder through your heart. Right now, this city plunged into darkness and these deserted streets are either a
dream or a prison. Perhaps we always live in a condition of imprisonment, moving from one incarceration to
another incarceration. Macroprisons, microprisons. And then you find someone imprisoned throughout his life in
a dream of his own, or someone else incarcerated in his past, or rather, within a single moment of his past. I
believe that whatever has happened has been for the good. Perhaps the walls are coming down, or new walls …”
As I was saying this Sabir called me over and, leaving my sentence incomplete, I stepped out to join him. He
said to me:
“We have been discussing among ourselves the fact that everyone in the office thought that Mirza Sahib’s thrift
almost bordered on stinginess—only a very thin line separates the one from the other. Now look at the manner in
which he has married off his daughter. Ashfaq believes that there’s a lot more to it than meets the eye. Perhaps
that’s what people mean when they say: make hay while the sun shines. Simply a matter of getting the best results
without going to the expense. What do you make of it?” I felt at a loss to answer him:
“What do I make of it? I … Well. You can suspect the intentions of practically everybody. Who could say that
Mirza Sahib would have spent a huge amount of money on the wedding in normal circumstances. I am not
concerned with Mirza Sahib’s penny-pinching or opportunism. How can you condone people who go to
extraordinary lengths to blow a large amount of money on their wedding? Do they deserve a pat on the back? I
only wish to say: When you marry a boy and a girl, some thought should be given to their … Nothing makes
sense any longer. It is all over and done with.”
“Is Safia pleased?” Ashfaq asked me.
“Can’t say.” I deliberately refrained from expressing an opinion.
“Have you given her a gift?” Sabir wanted to know.
“Yes. I had on me a little ivory casket, a decorative sort of thing. So I took it along and gave it to her. Not very
intelligent of me. To give someone a present at this hour amounts to mockery. It is like telling someone: Here,
take it. It is of no use to me now and you too can’t make any use of it, so you can have it. Some gift!”
“If I were in your place there’s only one thing I’d have given the happy couple,” Ashfaq said.
“What?” asked Sabir. I also felt a little curious.
“Two bottles of sleeping pills.”
“Don’t talk such rot,” Sabir exclaimed with a show of annoyance.
We kept quiet for a while. There was not a man to be seen in Lakshmi Chowk; even the small group of singers
and dancers had vanished. It was then I noticed that Rafeeq was not with us. I had no idea where he had slipped
away to.
“I wonder where Rafeeq disappeared like this?” I said, giving voice to my astonishment.
“Well, there you were, delivering a lecture as you walked with him,” Ashfaq told me. “He must have been
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bored and decided to get away.”
When we arrived at my place on Beadon Road, Sabir expressed a desire to go home. Ashfaq tried to hold him
back by saying:
“Let us have another game. A final game. The last game of chess on earth.”
Sabir showed no interest whatsoever, shook hands with us, and walked away. Ashfaq remarked:
“Sabir got into a bit of a huff when I said that thing about sleeping pills.” I said:
“Maybe.”
Ashfaq said that he would also like to go. We shook hands, voicing our apprehension that it may well turn out
to be the last time we were together, although the manner in which we said it seemed to imply that neither of us
believed in it at all.
I went in. When I arrived upstairs I found I had forgotten to shut the door. I left it as it was, wide open.
I stood there for a long time, looking at the sky. There was nothing up there, neither stars, nor clouds, nor
geese. Even the ash had fallen just once. It was completely still, as if the heavens above were waiting with bated
breath for a change of scene. The city also seemed to be in the grip of a deep sleep. Just as on a burning day in
summer, exhausted and thirsty wayfarers long for a drink of water, in a similar agony I hankered for wind. Let
there be a puff of, let it turn gusty, let a storm blow up, I said; anything to carry all this ash away. The atmosphere,
airless and stifling, was almost suffocating. I said a prayer:
“God, please, let there be a breeze. Just a gentle breeze.”
I went into my room, lit a candle, and turned the transistor on, fiddling with it for nearly ten minutes. All I
heard, for the umpteenth time, was the same crackling sounds and hoarse whistles; also rumbling noises, which
persisted for a while, abruptly ceased, and then began again—like millstones grinding away. My eyes grew heavy
with sleep. I turned off the transistor, blew the candle out and lay myself down on the bed. As I was about to drop
off I believe I heard someone, probably riding a bicycle, pass on the road below, shouting through a megaphone.
Some other forecast, some other dreadful warning.
I woke up just before daybreak. For many years I had made it a routine to get up very early and go out for a
stroll. As the Jinnah Garden was not far from my place, I went there each morning, to have a long walk. I got up
rubbing my eyes, put on my shoes, and went into the room next to the stairs. There I saw Rafeeq, asleep on the
carpet. He must have come in sometime during the night.
The large bucket in the bathroom still had some water in it. I splashed my face quickly, picked up my walkingstick from the room, and went down. There were only a few people out on Beadon Road. The Mall too looked
rather empty. However, the Mosque of the Martyrs was thronged with people. As I walked along the Mall, making
my way towards the garden, I frequently came across shattered neon shop-signs, lying on the ground.
Moving at a leisurely pace I arrived at the Jinnah Garden. On all sides, in the faint, murky light, trees stood
still, like gray splotches. I felt as if I were stepping into a painting. Everything, the tracks, the parterres,\fn{ Flowerbeds.} the flower-plots, and the trees themselves, were smothered with ash. And I was all by myself in the garden.
But not really all by myself, because as I sauntered down towards the cafeteria, I saw a sweeper, with a broom
in his hand, removing the ash from the track. He looked bored. He stopped working as he saw me draw near and
raised his hand respectfully in salute. We often came across each other in the morning, he busy with his broom, I
taking my walk. Consequently we knew each other at least by face, if not by name. I waved my hand to
acknowledge his show of respect and stopped in front of him. It puzzled me to see him at work. Was there any
need for him to attend to his chore? Was he so overcome by a sense of duty? It was an incredible sight.
“What’s the use of sweeping out the place,” I said. “The ash is everywhere. There is nobody at work in the
whole city, not one person. What made you come here so early in the day? What was the rush?”
“Sitting back and doing nothing began to get on my nerves, Sir,” he said. “So I got up and came here. It feels
good to have the broom in my hand. You need something to keep toying with. So, you have a walking stick in
your hand, I have a broom in mine. Anyway, sir, we are only making do now with whatever little time we have.”
“Yes,” I said, “from the look of things it does seem curtains. But who knows, the crisis may well be over.”
He was surprised to hear this and exclaimed:
“Is that so? I heard people say last night that everything will come to an end today. There’s no place on earth
which is safe now. How can we survive? It’s up to the Almighty really. Let His will be done. Save us He can, save
us He may. But let me tell you, sir, the world had become a very filthy place. It got what it merited, its just
desserts.”
“Yes, the big powers have been wiped out,” I told him. “Did you see anyone else turn up for a walk?”
“No, sir, I have seen no one else.”
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I was about to walk away when there was a rustling sound, leaves stirred all over the place, ash swirled up, and
a gust of wind struck me, as hot as the searing winds that blow in May and June. I felt bewildered. The sudden
rush of wind ceased as swiftly as it had risen, replaced by the same suffocating, dead calm.
I turned away from the sweeper and had hardly taken a couple of steps when something big went sailing past
my head to land in a flower-bed. The first thought that crossed my mind was that the sweeper had gone mad and
thrown his broom at me. My blood ran cold as fear seized me. I began to turn round to face the sweeper and at the
same time looked at the flower-bed out of the corner of my eyes. What I saw checked me from turning round. In
the flower-bed lay a vulture, its dirty brown wings spread out, its craw resting on the ground, and its bill hanging
open as it struggled to breathe. It kept dragging its bill convulsively along the ground and then a shudder went
through its body and it died.
The sweeper came up to stand beside me. We stood there for a while looking at the dead vulture and I said:
“Must go away from here at once!”
“Go where, sir?” the sweeper asked. I could think of nothing by way of reply and scurried away. Having
covered a bit of a distance I looked back and saw the sweeper still standing where I had left him, near the vulture,
the broom in his hand, his eyes focused in one direction, very much like someone who, having completed the task
assigned to him, surveys, without a care in his heart, what he has done. Thrown into a fright, I began to walk even
more quickly.
Suddenly I saw a man coming towards me. He was walking very slowly, wearing dark glasses, with a white
stick in his hand, and dressed in a sleeping suit. I realized he was blind. He pulled up as he heard my footsteps and
asked:
“Have you also come here for a walk?” I had no intention of stopping for his sake but felt that it would be illmannered to walk past him without saying anything. So I said:
“That’s what I came here for.”
“I met no one on my way here,” he told me. “I live over there on Lawrence Road. My sons never let me go out
all by myself but today I managed to slip away. No one saw me leave the house, or perhaps the inmates had gone
away somewhere.” A faint smile flickered across his face. He continued talking.
“They say that a great war has been fought. I was on the Burmese front during the Second World War. You
must have heard of a place called Imphal. We were up against the Japanese over there. How peaceful it is here in
the garden. What a pity I can’t see it. I can only sense its loveliness. Every nook and corner of it is stamped on my
memory. It is a charming place. In Malaya also I once saw a very beautiful park. Its name has slipped my
memory. Perhaps it may come back to me soon. I used to come here very often. Some of the most pleasant
memories of my young age are associated with this place. Oh how I wish I could see it all again—its greenery and
its glory. But in order to enjoy its charm you must have someone with you.” A broad smile lit up his face.
“I mean, a lovely companion. How fortunate of you to be able to see it.”
I looked at the garden. Everything in it, the ash carpeting the ground, the grassy lawns, the trees right up to
their topmost branches, stood completely still, holding their breath, like a condemned person, his body covered
with ash, waiting for an invisible executioner’s sword to strike. My senses reeled. The ash began to look like
gunpowder to me and I saw fuses lit everywhere, smoldering away.
Right then there came another gust of wind, as hot as if straight from an oven. My hair stood on end, I had pins
and needles all over my body, my throat went dry, and giddiness overcame me. I felt like tearing my clothes off.
The smile faded from the blind man's face. Taken by surprise, he asked:
“Are they burning something here?”
Without bothering to reply I started running. As I hadn’t done any running for a long time I soon found myself
temporarily winded. I had to stop to get my breath back. Having rested for a couple of minutes I strode off
towards my house. In order to escape from the next gust of wind that may come my way I wanted to get to some
shelter as quickly as possible, to take cover behind walls, to arrive at a place of safety. As I walked down the Mall
I noticed that it was growing darker. The ash had started coming down again.
117.263 Requiem For The Earth\fn{by Hasan Manzar Haska aka Syed Manzar Hasan (1934- )} Hapur, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 3
Eventually there came a time when people keenly interested in statistics noticed that the matrimonial ads
appearing in the newspapers mostly asked for suitable wives. The demand for husbands diminished day by day
and in the end ceased altogether. The text of the ads also underwent a change. People became less demanding. At
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first they were fussy about the girl. They wanted her to belong to a certain place or caste or religion, or to a
particular religious sect. But gradually they grew less inhibited and expressed their readiness to marry a woman
from anywhere. Other conditions, however, were still in force. For instance, the girl had to be a Roman Catholic, a
Shia, or a Brahmin, and even when she moved abroad following her marriage, it was only to join one of her
fellow countrymen.
Soon afterwards the young men seemed willing to marry anyone. It did not matter if the girl happened to be a
Christian or a Muslim or a Hindu. Gone were the days when the girl had to be strictly a Maronite Christian or a
Bohri Muslim or a Chatterji Brahmin.
It seemed as if the boys and their parents were becoming less and less fastidious as far as the would-be wife or
daughter-in-law was concerned. Nevertheless their greed to acquire the latest electronic devices or to accumulate
creature comforts increased sensationally. Another encouraging change was noticeable in the wording of these
ads. The girl no longer necessarily had to be fair or handsome. Ultimately it was enough if she happened to be a
girl. Formerly it was customary to mention the required age of the girl in the very first line of the ad. By and by it
was relegated to the last line, only to be completely omitted later on. Now nobody looked for a girl who said her
prayers five times a day, fasted regularly during Ramazan, and was handsome, willowy, virgin, highly educated,
and had a wheatish complexion. Nor was it necessary any more for her to be between twenty and twenty-five
years of age. All these conditions were becoming obsolete.
But the statistics-hounds were stunned when they came across ads by wife-hungry Dutch and German boys in
a Malayalam newspaper. Other boys, from as far away as Trinidad and America, began to put ads captioned
“Wanted, a Wife” in Urdu papers. A number of marriage bureaus were set up which worked on a global basis.
People imagined that the bureau had something to do with the WHO\fn{ World Health Organization.} or the publicity
wing of the UN. It appeared very likely that these institutions were trying to mould the various nations of the
world into a universal brotherhood.
By now there appeared in English and French newspapers group ads by Red Indian and black males looking
for wives, and even in Urdu and Hindi newspapers one could see lists of men belonging to practically every
country on earth who wished to get married. It looked as if the world was facing a serious shortage of women.
Eventually even those demands which adhered to the dictates of race and religion were brushed aside. Such
demands were the most obdurate of all, but ultimately men appeared willing to give them up as well. For instance,
no one objected if the girl happened to be an Untouchable, and in some papers one even came upon ads like this
one:
White citizen, belonging to South Africa, age about 45, connected by birth to the Dutch Reformed Church, well-off,
wants to marry. The girl need not belong to any particular race or religion.

These events took place at a time when women had become familiar with pictures that appeared in the
newspapers showing six or even eight new-born babies lying in a row, wearing clean white diapers or clouts. All
of them belonged to the same mother. Some of the papers carried a photograph of the mother as well; she would
be laughing, or rather, making a half-hearted attempt to laugh. The photographer must have insisted:
“Laugh a little, please.”
Some of the women remarked that the mother invariably looked very much down in the mouth. And those
among them who were a little outspoken said impulsively:
“Is she a woman or a bitch? A litter of ten, neither more nor less.”
After looking at one of these pictures a son asked his mother: “How many babies did this woman have?” And
when the mother said, “nine or ten,” he exclaimed in astonishment: “Well, even more than our doggie.”
Now the scientists took over from the newspaper columnists. All that the columnists were required to do was
to touch up what the scientists said, turning it into something the general reader could follow. Genetics was the
rage everywhere.. Even the villagers were no longer unfamiliar with expressions like “genes and chromosomes.”
and often put questions about X-Y and x-x to find out what these meant. Everyone wanted to know why girls
were becoming scarce in the world, why babies born in the natural way or after taking fertility pills always turned
out to be male, why when a litter was brought forth by a mother the babies lacked viability. Even “viable,” a new
buzz word, became old-fashioned or over-familiar. Everyone knew that a collective grave would be needed for the
litter and there would be no burial rites. The reason being that after their birth these babies lay completely still and
made not the faintest of sounds. Pink like kittens or rabbits, hairless, eyes closed, there was something slimy
about them. They did not resemble human babies at all.
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The genetics experts had cried themselves hoarse saying that for some reason, which could not be determined
for the time being, women had lost the capacity to give birth to female babies. And this was later confirmed
following the study of the chromosomes of women who had volunteered for scientific experiments.
Such were the times when, during a get-together, at which specialists in child therapy were also present, the
participants began to discuss why mothers were constantly complaining that the children had become averse to
food. The mother had to wheedle and coax, and only then did the child condescend to take a bite or two with a
wry expression. The mother wanders after him, a plate in her hand, and when the child keeps on saying, “no, no,”
she sits down ruefully, wondering how on earth her child would grow up. There was a view, which was thought
worthy of serious consideration, that as mothers often stay away from their homes, they force-feed the kids in
order to play down their feelings of guilt, and also to atone for their sinfulness. One of those present said:
“Perhaps the women are trying to make up for the frustrations they knew in their childhood.”
His view also was regarded as weighty. But then someone said in all innocence:
“How strange it is. When I was a child every kid had only one thing on his mind, and that was to scrounge
around somehow in the cupboard, the storeroom, and also in the chhinka,\fn{A note reads: a suspended woven basket for
keeping foodstuffs out of the reach of cats, dogs, etc .} looking for something to eat and was soundly rebuked for trying like
mad to stuff himself with food, and now …” At this point someone chipped in to say:
“So in your opinion all this transformation has been caused by the changed circumstances?” The man tried to
say:
“What I mean is that in the past—” The one who had interrupted him said bitterly:
“What you mean is only that the days which have gone by were better simply because the kids took their meals
without being told to, and now they don’t do so even when food is pressed upon them.”
Although the man spoke seriously, his tone betrayed a hint of embarrassment.
“Excuse me, I have nothing to do with the sciences. That is why I have to fall back on commonplace words.
Maybe the children of our times have stopped eating because nuclear tests are being conducted and space rockets
blasted off every other day, nuclear devices keep getting lost in the mountains and the oceans, there is radioactive
fallout, nuclear waste, the spraying of insecticide on crops, food preservatives, monosodium glutamate, etc., and
the presence of all these things in the atmosphere, in the water.”
All those attending the party suddenly fell silent and quietly began to sip their cognac and whisky.
The man who had raised the objection still sat facing the simple-minded person and had no idea how to shake
him off. In the end he raised his cup to his nose and began to sniff at it.
The simple-minded person emptied his glass, placed it on a tray carried by a waiter who happened to be
around, bowed to the company and said, “You will excuse me,” and silently walked away to join another group.
*
A further change ensued. Once you could see, both along the seaside and in the market place, girls attired in
brilliantly colored saris, skirts, sarongs, and kabayas walking about with their boyfriends; and young women
came out in the evening to stroll around pushing their baby carriages. Now you only saw middle-aged and old
women. They wore floppy dresses in muted colors, as befitted their age. The dresses were baggy because the
women were already past the age at which the body is worth showing off.
These women became tired after walking only a little distance and threw themselves on the benches. Young
men went past completely incurious and spent most of their vacations fishing. By now fishing had acquired the
status of an art, because fish had become rare in the sea and were equally hard to come by in the rivers and lakes.
The poisonous effluents discharged by the factories and the oil spilled by giant oil-tankers which had gone under
sufficed to bring marine life to a state of near extinction. In any case, birds, animals, and creatures of the sea, not
being as tough as men, were not able to cope with these new disasters.
At first love poetry came into prominence for quite a while in every language. Later on the poets tried to tackle
more complicated themes and in the end put their pens aside. The number of stories appearing in the magazines
decreased steadily, and very few films were being made. As far as adventure stories were concerned, writers
belonging to the older generation regularly showed a girl accompanying the man setting out on a quest. But the
girls had already vanished. So how could a writer put one in his story!
Even for the stories involving Tarzan you needed a girl some gorilla or other could kidnap. But as there were
not enough girls to go around for men, how could you find one for the gorillas? In the stories men usually had to
struggle very hard to win someone’s hand. Sometimes a woman became the sweetheart of an outlaw and was
killed alongside him in an encounter with the police. All these matters had become quite dated and the new
generation, in any case not very new any more, watched these old movies with apathy.
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At the cinemas, whenever a scene appeared on the screen showing a man and a woman in an intensely
emotional mood, the young, belonging to the new generation, expressed their boredom by yawning vigorously.
Ultimately most of the cinemas closed down and governments turned them into ammunition depots. Film studios
were used as laagers\fnn{Camps; in the sense of vehicle parks} for tanks. The men of the older generation were
dismayed by the younger people’s attitude.
“Let us assume that women will start giving birth to female babies from tomorrow. Would these chaps be able
to find the girl attractive or not?”
Indeed, there was a strong possibility that girls might be born again. Every major research center was
investigating the causes of this global disease. Every now and then countries like Japan, China, U.S.A., Russia,
Great Britain, France, Switzerland, and Germany announced that the results of a new drug which was being tested
on animals were encouraging. For instance, there was a cow in Argentina which was producing only female
calves in great profusion, and that too after every three months. Two different types of propitious news came out
of some countries at the same time.
It was reported that an illustrious Hindu saint or a Muslim holy man, lost in divine ecstasy, gave a handful of
dust to a woman. She swallowed it and gave birth to a girl. However, the girl had to be guarded and kept in
seclusion so as not to expose her to any kind of eclipse, solar or lunar, and also to deny the men the opportunity of
looking at her, because men’s lustful glances can be as baleful as an eclipse. The other heartening news was the
development of a new drug at a certain research center. With its use the ratio of males and females in the second
generation of rats changed to one to two, in the third generation to one to three, and by the time the tenth
generation grew up the she-rats gave birth to she-rats only.
Once again the columns in the newspapers were crammed with what the scientists had to say. True, the real
drug had still to be discovered, but what a great achievement it was that if you gave a new product called J7314 to
bitches during the first week of the estrus cycle you could make them give birth only to dogs and if the product
was given to them during the last week of the cycle corresponding to menstruation, the litter consisted entirely of
bitches. But there was a snag. It was reported that the administration of the drug led to the appearance of cancer in
the teats of the bitches and therefore it wasn’t proper to test it on women.
The older people appeared somewhat bored, as if fed up with all such news items, and felt that the world was
approaching its end. A great many of them shouted in their sleep and said by way of explanation: “The mountains
are flying,” or, “a great hole has appeared right through the globe and as a result the waters of Ganges and Jumna
are pouring into Missouri-Mississippi and those of Missouri-Mississippi into Ganges and Jumna.”
The men belonging to the next generation, who still nursed dreams of marriage, read every news report with
great interest and quarreled amongst themselves without rhyme or reason. During the day most of them smoked
cigarettes loaded with charas and drank an infusion of boiled opium capsules and tea leaves at night. Now one
could often see lovely fields sown with opium and nobody found its cultivation objectionable.
But the third generation had nothing in common with the first two. Those belonging to it had rarely seen a
woman, and when they did come across one they only saw somebody who was either toothless or had fitted
herself out with dentures, and whose eyes appeared lifeless behind round glasses. Who on earth would care to
write poetry after coming face to face with such a creature!
At times someone would callously exclaim:
“This old hag! Did the heartbeat of millions go up on seeing her? I can’t believe it.”
On hearing such an expression of disbelief an old man once remarked:
“Look here, when we were of your age and our parents enlarged upon the scenic marvels of the countries they
had emigrated from and spoke of rivers, of hills covered with grass and forests, and the animals which lived in
them, we also used to laugh. Their recollections seemed so far-fetched to us.”
The young people found classical literature merely exasperating. It was left on the shelves in the libraries to be
consumed by the white ants. Old films which lay unused in the cans coalesced and turned into lumps. The issue of
women’s survival or non-survival meant nothing to the young men because they had grown up playing among
boys. They had no idea whatsoever what a sister was like either as a playmate or as a companion.
The pace of the research work largely reflected, in a subservient way, the speed at which women were
disappearing from the face of the earth. So long as the number of women, particularly of those women who could
still be expected to give birth to a child, was on the decrease the governments had no choice but to divert most of
their fiscal resources away from the establishments for space research and planetary exploration to the “Save
Mankind” fund.
There was no end to the articles on radiation, chromosomes, and genetics in the papers. The scientists who
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contributed these were also busy vilifying each other. They were of the opinion that if a certain experiment hadn’t
been carried out in a certain country twenty years ago the present predicament could have been avoided. The
country in which the experiment had been conducted twenty years ago countered by putting the blame on the first
country and said that the initial step in this direction had been taken by it fifty years ago. The columnists whose
syndicated writings appeared in every country behaved with moderation, expressing the view that it would be
more appropriate to say that we still don’t quite know why women have fallen victim to a particular type of
sterility. Therefore, as long as we were unable to pinpoint correctly the reason or reasons for it, every judgment
tended to be premature and the cure a little further off.
A man of letters who had given up writing nearly fifty years ago, while leafing through his old diaries, came
across a strange dream he once saw. He had written about it at length:
Very hot today. While reading the newspaper after my lunch I fell asleep. I saw an island in the distance on which
there was a clump of coconut palms. In the backdrop the sky was absolutely clear, looking as though a washerman had
put an excess of bluing on a white sheet. I was on a fishing boat, far away from the island. A light wind was blowing.
Somehow I had intuited that we were in the Pacific. My companions, who may have been either Japanese or Filipinos,
were busy hauling in the fish at the other end. I was looking at the island. And then, as though out of thin air, someone
said to me: that’s Bikini Atoll. And immediately afterwards there rose a column of smoke from the coconut palm grove.
The island vanished behind a pall of smoke. Ash began to fall on us as it must have fallen long ago on the city of
Pompeii. My companions jumped into the sea although it was infested with sharks. I tried to crawl under a plank as the
boat, buffeted by the waves, began to founder. When I woke up I sensed that some of the ash had settled on one of my
thighs also. It seemed to me as if I were experiencing a burning sensation where the ash had fallen.

The writer found it annoying that he should have missed out on the news value of so significant a dream at the
time. He mailed the dream to a magazine for publication. In a letter which he appended to his dream the writer
wondered whether the present situation was the outcome of such and such experiments conducted over the years
on certain islands and in certain deserts. The tests had been carried out so secretly that even those who lived
nearby didn’t know anything about them.
Every week, for six months, he waited for his letter to appear, and in the end came to the conclusion that
perhaps the opinion he had formed fifty years ago concerning the newsworthiness of his dream was a sensible
one.
Finally it came to pass that people woke up to the realization that women had already disappeared from the
world. The inhabitants of every village, every hamlet, could tell you when and where its last female member had
passed away and where she lay buried now. Even in cities which boasted of populations of ten millions, people
could recall the names of the last five or ten women who had died there. Sheila, for instance, and before her,
Jodha, and before her, Sakeena, and before her …
And these names could be rattled off by any Tom, Dick, or Harry. However, to ascertain these names was
almost as useful, or as pointless, as to learn the name of a bird which had become extinct. Take the dodo, for
instance, which could still be seen in Mauritius as late as the seventeenth century. But who on earth would now
care to find out where the bones of the last dodo lay buried.
The announcement by the Save Mankind Center that a cure had been found led to an intensification of the
search for the surviving women. When people got to know that after taking the medicine every woman would be
able to have children the normal way, and some of them would be male and some female, the terror of extinction
served as a spur. The quest took on a sense of urgency because no one wants to die in obscurity. The fear that the
cities would stand as they were but emptied of the people who built them was a nagging one. Everywhere men
could be seen on the move, either individually or in groups, trying to run down women. All day long aircraft flew
over rural areas in the hope that a woman may be found among the cotton-pickers or even among those who
collect firewood in the jungles and carry it home. The ads which appeared on the radio and the TV or on wall
posters were identical:

Where are the last women
or the last woman?
A cure has been found.
But as the days went by dejected people began to make their way back home from the islands and the oases. And
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the staff of the world organization called “Save Mankind” became increasingly panicky.
Then one day they received a letter which had been mailed to the organization from some remote mountain
village. It said:
In a nearby village I have seen on a number of occasions a woman walking towards a hill, accompanied by her
husband. He is a former schoolmaster and now herds sheep but spends most of his time looking after his wife. Both
their young sons died suddenly of a blood disease. I know where the woman lives.

Early next morning several helicopters landed simultaneously on the hill mentioned in the letter. It had a lake
at the top and was flanked by a glacier on one side and by a big plain on the other. The sheep bolted as the
helicopters came down noisily, and someone peered out from a cave at the newcomers.
Getting out of the helicopters, the men headed for the cave, making their way across the plain. Their boots
trampled small lilac flowers hidden in the grass which had barely raised their heads in the morning breeze to sun
themselves in the light of the day just beginning.
Having reached the cave they called out to the man in several languages and tried to attract his attention by
clapping their hands. But complete silence prevailed inside the cave. When one of the visitors tried to look in by
raising the curtain made of animal skin, the man hiding inside said testily:
“What do you want?”
“We have come here on behalf of the global organization called ‘Save Mankind.’”
The man inside asked in a voice which sounded even more angry:
“What for?”
“Did you hear the announcement—about the last woman? Do you own a radio?”
After a while the man replied:
“Yes, I have a radio—and I have been listening to the announcement for a long time.”
“We have come here with a medicine,” the interpreter said. “For your wife.”
“We don’t need any medicine,” the man said indignantly.
The men outside tried to soften him by indulging in sweet talk. If only, they said, he would let them try on his
wife, just for once, for the sake of mankind’s survival, the medicine they had brought with them. She represented
the last hope for everyone.
He raised the curtain, came out, and sat down on a stone facing them. The woman also emerged from hiding
and seated herself on a stone near the cave’s entrance. She had very little life left in her. Both of them appeared
fearless.
At last, looking at his wife, the man addressed his visitors in a disagreeable tone:
“Absolutely not. For me, the most important thing is my life.”
“Not the survival of mankind?” He narrowed his eyes and said:
“Since when did you start worrying about mankind? Did you ever care for my world? I wanted you to leave it
alone, just as it was, free of every damn pollution. But you destroyed it through smog, radiation, radioactive ash,
and your experiments. Where is my school now, my village, my two sons? Where are they? You have accounted
for them all. Your greed knew no bounds. You always wanted to hoard up much more than what you actually
needed. You did not even spare the seas and the mountains. For you these were merely places to be used for
installing nuclear devices to spy on the movements of your enemies. Why should I allow myself or my wife to be
exploited for the sake of mankind’s survival? And come to think of it, when did you ever care for man’s survival!”
The men outside were constantly in touch, by wireless, with their respective governments, seeking advice and
also briefing them on the latest situation, moment by moment. They learnt that the schoolmaster’s wife was ill, a
piece of news which made them jump with joy because they had the medicine with them which could have cured
her. But the schoolmaster turned down their offer of help.
The day drew to a close. The visitors began preparing to settle down on the hilltop for the night. They kept
getting strange messages every now and then. For instance, the astronauts who were about to leave for some
planet asked before blasting off:
“Has the woman agreed?”
A cricket commentary which was being relayed through a communications satellite and followed closely by a
number of listeners stopped abruptly. Someone brought his mouth close to the mike and said to the commentator: '
”Shut up! Let me talk. Has the woman agreed?” And on being answered in the negative he uttered a thanks and
returned the mike to the commentator.
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With nationals belonging to various countries converging there, the hilltop became fairly populated in a matter
of days. Their sale task was to keep the rest of the world informed about the woman’s illness and the decision of
her husband. The condition of the woman was worsening rapidly and neither she nor her husband were willing to
quit their cave.
Outside, heated debates often erupted among the representatives of various countries as they bickered to
apportion the responsibility for the catastrophe and to determine which country was the first to carry out
experiments in genetics. The representative of a small country said proudly:
“Thank God the initiative was not taken by us. We, who belong to the eastern nations still cherish our spiritual
values.” The representative of a major power, fuming with anger, looked at him and said:
“Who are you trying to kid? What about the country in your neighbourhood you were always hell-bent on
crushing? A country as eastern as you are and possessing as many spiritual values as you do.” A delegate
belonging to a black country piped up:
“We never wanted all this to happen. We could have made short work of our enemies any time with bows,
arrows, and spears.”
“You never wanted all this to happen? You belong to one of those petty troublemakers who kept pestering us:
‘Look alive! Any more remissness and the other super power will overrun the whole world.’ Which door did you
not knock at to beg for arms? You and your spiritual values and your eastern-ness! Were these values you stood
for or bogus belief?”
While these men were busy squabbling with each other the schoolmaster came out and yanked at the curtain
made of skin to remove it from the cave’s mouth. Inside the woman could be seen lying on a heap of skins. The
schoolmaster went back into the cave and when he re-emerged he had a spade in his hand. At a little distance from
the cave he began to dig.
Someone asked the space Research Center via the communications satellite:
“Any news?”
The wireless operator said:
“I think the woman died last night.”
There was silence for a while at the other end. Then the person who had sought the information said rather
inanely”
“That means she did not agree to take the medicine?” The wireless operator snapped:
“Of course!”
*
The hole the schoolmaster was digging had taken on a distinct shape by now. It was a six foot long hole. Inside
the cave the woman lay completely still. Once again someone called the Space Research Center via the
communications satellite.
“Are you sure the woman is dead?”
“Absolutely,” the operator said. The person who had called up asked,
“What are you going to do with the new medicine?”
“Don’t know. We haven’t given it a thought so far,” the representative of Save Mankind said. The man on the,
other end of the line said:
“Pass it on to us.”
“What for?” the representative of Save Mankind asked.
“We know what should be done with it,” the caller from the Space Research Center said.
Only silence greeted his remark.
After a while the man from the Space Research Centre added:
“We will place it in the capsule fitted to the nose of the space rocket. It will also go off into space when the
rocket is fired.”
*
With the help of his spade the schoolmaster kept flinging out the earth from the grave he was digging. He
worked slowly, pausing every now and then. He took no notice of the noise the helicopters made as they flew
overhead and went on talking to himself:
“Dear earth, how good you still are and how beautiful. You are so beautiful that I am ready today to yield to
you my most precious possession, one which I denied to your enemies.”
78.426 The Miller Of Kosi\fn{by Shekhar Joshi (1934- )} Almora, Almora District, Uttarakhand State, India (M) 4
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Time hung heavy on Gosain Singh; even the chelum had failed to divert his mind. Getting up from under the
shade of the mehal tree, he once again went into the mill-house. The funnel was still one-fourth full of unground
wheat. Bending over the funnel he shoved his hand into it and lazily turned over the grain. Brushing the flour
from the millstone he collected it in a small heap. Before coming out he again looked into the funnel but the level
of the grain had not gone down. The upper millstone revolved with a slow grating sound. The door of the mill
house was low and he had to stoop through it. A thin white film of flour had settled over his head and arms.
Leaning against the pillar he swore under his breath. “Damn it! Just over one maund\fn{A greatly varying weight of
India: in Madras, 25 pounds; in Bombay, 28; in Bengal, a little over 82 .} since morning—and the son has already gone down.
How exasperating!”
The situation was indeed exasperating. It was almost June and not a sign of clouds. In other years the
transplanting of paddy used to be over by this time. But this year the brooks were lying dry. Not to talk of
irrigating the fields, even the seed beds were on the verge of withering. The water-mill situated on small streams
had stopped working long ago. Gosain was more fortunate—his mill was on the Kosi river. But its pace was lazier
here than that of a sluggish pack-pony.
In the nether part of the mill the churner, cutting through the water, emitted a feeble sound. Even the cowherds
churning curds made a better sound. Pulling his army trousers up over his knees, Gosain lowered himself into the
stream, keeping a watchful eye for holes to plug up. Every drop of water was precious in these days of drought.
By putting up a bund,\fn{An artificial embankment.} he had been able to divert the channel towards his mill. He
waded back through the water to the mill.
In the distance he saw a man, a bundle of grain poised on his head, coming towards the mill.
“Hey, listen,” Gosan shouted. “You won’t get a turn here. My hands are full for the next two days. Better try
Umaid Sing’s mill.”
The man looked at Gosain hopefully. He keyed his voice to a higher pitch: “I am badly in need of flour,” he
said. “Can’t you serve me out of turn?”
Gosain smiled. How the fellow shouted, as if the mill was making a deafening noise! “Everyone is in a
desperate hurry,” he said, keeping his voice low. “Try your luck elsewhere.”
*
Sitting under the shade of the mehal tree, Gosain raked up the embers of firewood, got his hookah going, and
began to puff at it.
The grinding stone went round and round with a monotonous drone. The grain trickled from the chute with a
pecking sound. The churner coughed wheezily.
There was no other sound. Even the water of the Kosi flowered sleepily. Could ankle-deep water make any
noise? The rocks nay naked, exposed to the sky. In the afternoon heat the birds were silent.
Gosain thought that he should not have turned away the man so abruptly. In any case, when he saw so many
bags of grain awaiting attention, the man would have gone without his asking. But it would have given him an
opportunity to while away some time, talking to the man.
At times, this loneliness got on his nerves. Not the loneliness of the Kosi, but the loneliness which had seeped
into his very being. He had nobody whom he could call his own. Not even a pet animal. Had life any meaning for
a man who had set up no home and had no wife and children?
He rolled down the ends of his army trousers; they had got wet in the water and the wetness felt pleasant
against his skin. His lips curled with a faint smile. These trousers brought back memories … in fact, he thought,
they had bequeathed to him his legacy of loneliness. But what was the use of ruminating over these things? Try
how, he could not help recall the havaldars’ trousers.
Havaldar Dharam Singh had come to his village wearing military trousers. Smart, laundered, with razor-sharp
creases. The thought of wearing such trousers had lured Gosain into the army. When he left the army, after long
years of service he carried his loneliness along with the trousers.
Other memories were linked with the trousers. For instance, the time he had come home on leave …
This was his first annual leave. A pointed cap, with a crest of crossed khukris, rested on his head at a jaunty
angle and he was smartly rigged out in his regimental uniform. The news of his arrival in the village had spread
like fire in a pine forest. The young and the old, all came to greet him. His uncle’s room was packed with visitors
and a red and blue striped carpet had to be spread in the courtyard to receive the overflow of callers. But the girl
for whom Gosain’s eyes searched was not there.
The girl Lachma did turn up the following day, from the village across the brook, on the pretext of looking for
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the calf of her buffalo.
At first it seemed Gosain would never meet her. The boys of the village would not leave him alone. He had
become the cynosure of their eyes. The village headman, Narsingh, remarked that even Sobnias’ urchin of a son
had started wearing his tattered cap at an angle!
One day with great difficulty, he managed to get away from the boys. He had seen Lachma going towards the
forest, and telling the boys he was going in search of wild game, he had got rid of them and followed Lachma. Far
from the village bounds, her head resting on Gosain’s knees, Lachma lay eating ripe, juicy kafal fruit. Gosain
playfully squeezed her hands and the blood-red juice of the fruit spurted on his trousers. “Never mind,” Lachma
said with a coquettish smile, “Leave your trousers here and I’ll have a blouse made for myself out of it.” Then she
burst into laughter.
It was a long time ago. Gosain had perhaps laughed and said he would have a velvet blouse made for her.
Gosain had sounded her further through an intermediary for Lachma’s hand. But her father had rejected him
saying, “How can I give my daughter to a man who lives in distant lands and whose life all the time hangs by a
thread before the barrel of a gun?”
Did anyone buy a velvet blouse for Lachma? Did Ramua, who had come to marry her from a village across the
hill, whose parents were dead, who had no brothers and sisters?
This he learnt from Kishan Singh, a sepoy\fn{Private, native soldier.} of his own unit. Standing in front of the
Quarter Master’s Store, one sad winter evening, Kishan Singh was explaining the reason why he had to have his
leave extended: “Ram Singh of our village insisted on my joining his marriage party. He has got a beautiful wife,
friend! Beautiful and jovial. Real fireworks! Lachma or some such name. She hails from near your village.”
It was a Rum Day. Usually, Gosain Singh took only half a peg of rum.\fn{ A small drink.} That evening he took
two and made a nuisance of himself. Next day the Havaldar Major had him pulled up for not observing Malaria
Precaution. “The bloody Adjutant!” Gosain swore as he recalled that evening of long ago.
He remembered the day before he was due to leave his village to join his unit when he had sought out Lachma.
“I swear by Ganganathji,” Lachma had said. “I’ll do as you order me.” There were tears in her eyes.
He had thought that if he ever chanced to meet Lachma he would ask her to atone for her sin before
Ganganathji. False oaths before the Gods always brought misfortune. He did not know if he would ever meet
Lachma. The playmates of his boyhood days had gone to the plains in search of a living. He never felt like going
to the village. It was too much for him to find out the whereabouts of Lachma either.
While he served in the army he never visited his village once. Naik Gosain Singh’s name was always on the
list of those who asked for voluntary transfers from one military station to another. Full fifteen years he stayed
away.
A few months ago he had returned to his village. His name had been put on the reserve list, after fifteen years
service. When he joined the army his hair was black; now it was pepper-and-salt. He had remained single because
of Lachma.
Had somebody been there to share his loneliness he would have read out to him the book of his life, word by
word, letter by letter, recounting the variegated experiences of his life to the last detail. But thee was no one
around him. Here he sat, under the shade of the mehal tree, by the burning sand of the river Kosi, listlessly
listening to the monotonous sound of the mill. He was a derelict, his life a vast emptiness.
*
As he gaze wandered he saw a woman approaching by the foot path, a bundle of grain on her head.
Noting a change in the sound of the mill Gosain went in. the grain in the funnel was almost all gone. He
emptied a small bag into the funnel and shut off the cock. The sound stopped and he started filling the bags with
flour.
“Can you grind my wheat?” Gosain heard a soft voice behind him. “I’ve no flour left for the evening meal.”
It was the woman. The load on here head was small. Her voice sounded familiar. An end of the cloth the
loosely held the bundle had fallen over part of her face and Gosain could not make out her features. He wanted to
come out to satisfy his suspicion but instead he started rearranging the bags. The wooden cock had again started
beating against the grinding stone and Gosain’s heart beat in tune with it.
Wheat flour lay scattered on the floor of the small mill room and Gfosain’s body was covered with a white film
that made him look old. The woman did not recognize him.
She again repeated her request. The bundle on head, she stood in the sun, waiting.
Unable to avoid her question any longer, Gosain said, “You see this big mountain of grain. It may take a long
time.”
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Without a word, the woman turned to go. Bending low, Gosain came out of the mill-room. On seeing the
woman in the clear light there was no mistaking her identity. He kept watching her and then dusting the flour off
his clothes, he strode forward. “Lachma!” he shouted. The woman had by now reached the far end of the river
bank. “Lachma!” he shouted again.
The woman looked back. “Did you call me?” she shouted.
“Yes. Bring your grain. I’ll grind it.”
In order not to startle her by suddenly disclosing his identity, Gosain stood in the shadow under the mehal tree.
Depositing her bundle of wheat in the mill room. Lachma came out wiping the perspiration from her face, and
looked around for a shady place to rest. She went to the darim tree, which was the only other place suitable for
resting.
“May God bless your children,” she said with gratitude as she passed Gosain. “You have been kind to me. I
would never have had my turn at the other mills.”
Suppressing his amusement at the blessings bestowed on his unborn progeny, Gosain, not giving her a moment
to look at him, reciprocated her good wishes. “May your children live long. When did you return to your parent’s
home, Lachmna?”
Sitting under the shade of the darim tree, she glanced at Gosain. She could not have been more surprised had
the slow moving waters of the Kosi suddenly burst into flood. This was indeed Gosain, the man whom she had
known long ago.
“You …?” She wanted to say more, but the words stuck in her throat.
“Yes, I retired from the army last year,” Gosain said. “I put up this mill to while away the time.” He
ineffectually tried to force his expression into a smile.
“Are your children well?” he asked after a pause.
Without raising her eyes, she nodded. Then she picked up a darim flower and began plucking its petals one by
one. Gosain idly raked the fire, which he had made for the hookah.
Just for the sake of saying something, he asked how long she intended staying with her parents.
She was silent for a while then she started sobbing. Gosain could only look on, not knowing how he might
comfort her. He now noticed that her throat was bare of the ornament which betokens a married life. It meant she
was a widow, and he was angry with himself for being so unobservant.
The meeting was so unexpected he could not remember the things that had lain pent up in his heart so long.
Lachma, responding to his sympathy, began to tell him about herself, and he sat and listened to her. “Whom God
forsakes, every one else also forgets,” she said, wiping her tears. “Living with my brother-in-law and his wife was
unbearable. I came to live with my mother. Now she is also dead. I have only a small son with whom to share my
misfortune. If it were not for my son, I would tie a stone round my waist and drown myself.”
“Do you live with your uncle now?” Gosain asked.
“In hard times no one comes to your rescue. That’s the way of the world. Uncle has his eyes on my fathers’
property. He is afraid I’ll spirit it away. I have plainly told him that I have no fancy for the property. I can fend for
myself, even by working in the fields. I don’t want to be a thorn in anybody’s eye.”
Lachma sat leaning against the trunk of the darim tree with her legs folded under her. Fifteen years had gone
by, and time had left its mark on Lachma’s face too; yet in her care worn features he glimpsed the girl of fifteen
years ago.
“The heat is unbearable this year,” Lachma said, changing the subject.
Gosain sat watching her. Her hair was alight with sunshine filtering through the leaves of the darim tree.
“If you feel the sun is too hot, please come under this tree,” Gosain said, getting up.
“It’s all right here,” Lachma said.
The grain in the funnel was almost finished. Gosain lifted Lachma’s bundle and poured in her grain. Then he
went to an adjoining room\fn{The text has: mill.} and returned with some brass and aluminum utensils.
Collecting some wood, he made a fire and poured water into a charred kettle. “It will soon be time for tea,” he
said as he passed by Lachma. “When the water starts boiling put tea leaves in it. the packet is lying there.”
Lachma did not reply. She watched him, as he walked along the footpath that led to the river. It took him some
time to get milk from the wayside shop. Returning, he saw a six year old boy sitting beside Lachma.
“This boy will not leave me alone even for a minute,” Lachma said, by way of introducing the child. “Now he
has trailed me here to harass me.”
Gosain saw that, avoiding his eyes, the boy was every now and then pressing his mother for something. “Be
quiet!” his mother at last rebuked him. “We will soon be back home. A little patience will not kill you.”
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After adding milk to the tea, Gosain again went into the mill-house. He came out with some floor, squatting by
the river side, and kneaded the flour into a dough.
Lachma got the tea ready, and Gosain poured it into a tumbler, a mug and a mess-tin. Then he got busy making
chapatis at an improvised oven.
Putting aside her tumbler of tea, Lachma volunteered to make the chapatis She looked so determined that
Gosain could not say no to her. Crisp, brown, swollen chapatis. Gosain had not seen such chapatis for ages—so
different from the chapatis he was accustomed to eating in the regimental mess\fn{ Army food seems the same the world
over.} or made by himself. Lachma’s hands moved swiftly as she rolled the dough, her silver bangles jingling
softly.
Gosain looked at the child. Holding the mug of tea he had fastened his eyes on Gosain.
“The chapatis will get cold” Lachma said addressing Gosain. “Better eat them with your tea while they are
hot.”
“They are for the child,” Gosain said. “It’s too early for me to eat.”
“He has had his food,” Lachma protested. “I gave him something to eat before coming here.”
The child had been following their conversation attentively. His restraint reached the snapping point. “Mother
does not mean what she says,” he blurted out. “There are no chapatis in the house.”
“Shut up, boy!” Lachma glared at him. Then the blood drained from her face with shame.
“Don’t be hard on the boy,” Gosain said. “Children get hungry out of time.”
He held out two chapatis before the boy. The boy looked greedily at the chapatis and then at his mother.”
“Now take them!” she said curtly. “To my shame, the boy always displays his worst traits.”
Gosain placed a lump of jaggery\fn{A form of sugar.} on the chapatis and offered them to the boy. The boy
started eating. Gosain looked on, amused at the little jaws working busily.
He sensed that this brief interlude had made the atmosphere tense, and that Lachma was aware of it too.
He dipped a piece of chapati in the tea, smiled and said, “It’s true, the chapatis made by women have a
different taste.” He tried to laugh. “If I had some vegetables the child could have eaten one more chapati.” He
looked helplessly at the boy.
“Had he been so lucky he would not have been born in our house,” Lachma said. “We have gone without food
for two days. Today I earned some money. I’ll buy a few things.”
Gosain felt in his pocket. “Lachma!” He took out a one-rupee note. “Take it,” he said offering it to her. “I have
enough for myself. I received my pension day before yesterday.”
Lachma shook her head. “I can manage without it. I am not so badly off.”
Gosain was ruffled at her refusal. “What good is man if he does not stand by others in their need?” he said
dryly. “I earned a lot in my life and threw it away without a thought. It was a lot of money, if you came to
counting it. But what use was it? Money is worthless if you don’t help others. Utterly worthless! Like barren soil.”
But in spite of Gosain’s ingenuous logic Lachma was adamant. She gently stroked her child’s head and said
with philosophic calm. “If God Gangnath is on your side, then the evil days pass away somehow. As for the
stomach, it’s like the funnel of a mill. The more you put into it the more it demands. If people speak to you kindly
that is enough to lighten your burden.”
Gosain looked at Lachma. Gone was the turbulence of her younger days; she was calm like the sea within its
shores.
He could not force the money on her. With a deep sense of frustration, he slowly walked away towards the
mill. Suddenly he took a few quick strides, stood at the door and looked back furtively. Lachma was still sitting
under the tree, her back towards the mill. He disappeared into the mill-room. Quickly he added a few seers of
wheat flour to Lachma’s heap from his own lot, and came out carefully wiping his hands.
He spied someone near the bund. “Who’s there?” he shouted. Perhaps it was some one attempting to make a
breach in the embankment and divert the water towards his field.
He quickly came up to Lachma and told her that her flour was ready. He uncertainly stood before her a
moment. “Lachma!”
She looked at him, wondering.
“Lachma!” Gosain said hesitatingly. “When you have put by some money, don’t forget to make a sacrificial
offering to god Gangnath, and beg his forgiveness. The gods should be kept appeased—for the sake of those who
are dear to one.”
Without waiting, he hurried towards the embankment. When he returned after dealing with the trespasser, he
saw that Lachma, with the bundle of flour on her head, was slowly walking along the footpath, the child by her
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side. He kept looking at her till she disappeared round a bend.
The wooden cock still pecked at the grinding-wheel with a sharp, staccato sound. The mill stone went round
and round with a monotonous drone. The churner bit into the water coughing wheezily. All else was silence and
there was a vast emptiness in his heart.
69.130 Mama’s Boy\fn{by Nisha da Cunha (1934- )} Goa State?, India (F) 4
Lusito sat at the window and looked down at the now familiar Sunday quiet street—he wondered if the bag
lady would come up the underground steps. It had become very important to him to see her every day. Important
as well as fearful. After a while, he wrote a letter to his mother.
Dearest Mama,
I miss you very much. I wish we had talked more, but we understood each other very well. Did we not? Maria
Amelia is not home yet—today’s tour is a long one, even when she is firm with the tourists, somehow, it does not work
so well when she takes them to Fatima. They are overwhelmed in a very emotional way. They will walk on their knees,
some of them on their bare knees for great distances, helped by sons or daughters or husbands praying the while. I
wonder what they are asking for, or giving thanks for or perhaps they are guilt ridden. I bleed upright for you. Standing
upright for you. Also for me and you as we were. I bleed for my lost life.

Fortunately, his mother would never read this letter. Only a month earlier Lusito had heard the parish priest
intone solemnly:
“Man that is born of woman hath but a short life to live, and is full of misery. He cometh up and is cut down
like a flower, he fleeth as it were a shadow, and never continueth in one stay.”
So he knew for certain that she was dead—and though he longed for the impossible, he also knew that no
matter what he did the dead did not rise. So. Now he was here. Something he had ached for, for three years, but he
missed her dreadfully. Powerfully. He could smell her faint perfume, she had always dried rose petals and
carnations and little bags of these hung in her cupboards. As a child he had often hidden there when she went out.
And felt she was with him. Three years ago on his only trip abroad, Mama had said:
“Only come back, I’ll take care of you. Promise. You go, it’s good for you to go, you have never been to Lisbon, you have never been anywhere. Travel is good. It makes you strong in yourself, it teaches many things. You
go. Only, come back.”
And he had gone. Mama had insisted. Three years ago he had been thirty-seven. Now he was older. He was no
longer a boy. He was a man. Also he was no longer a young man. Mama had always called him her boy. And that
is what he had always felt like, “her boy.” Widowed very young she had turned him into her husband and her son.
He fulfilled—almost—both needs in her. What it did to him, of course, was difficult to assess. But gradually what
emerged to the observer was a man of beautiful manners of the last century, towards all women, specially slightly
older ones. He had delicate wrists—like a girl’s. He had fair and delicate skin and dark hair. His eyes were like his
mother’s, the color of honey, or brandy with light shining through. Throughout the year when he .left the house he
wore white suits wonderfully cleaned and pressed. A straw hat—“Protect your head and neck, my boy,” his Mama would call out as he left. “Be careful of the sun.” And this after living in the tropics all their lives.
His Mama was still the most beautiful woman he had ever seen. Tall and slender and elegant in anything she
wore. Of course, she knew exactly what to wear. She embroidered delicate little pieces, she played bits of larger
pieces on the piano—“nothing too violent.” Distress caused headaches. They lived almost entirely on what her
husband had left behind so thoughtfully. Neither of them really worked. Of course she cut the flowers and
arranged them in all the rooms they actually lived in. For this she wore gloves. She was a perfectionist.
Sometimes she took the greater part of an hour over the centerpiece for the dining table—the length of the stems,
the color—she must be able to see her boy even as they ate and conversed over the meal.
He worked, very part time, in a bank. Their neighborhood had changed over the years—as whose had not?—
and sometimes Lusito was caused some distress by small boys calling out as he passed:
“Mama’s boy! Here he comes; there he goes, our Mama’s boy.”
Once a friend of his Mama’s had brought a visiting niece and Lusito enjoyed the young woman’s company. His
Mama observed this and said after they left:
“Lusito; did you notice what vulgar feet that girl had?”
And Lusito was ashamed at having enjoyed the visit so much. Now over three years later, he wondered what
his Mama would have made of Maria Amelia’s feet—most of the year they were in open sandals and in the house
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she always padded around barefoot. He loved her feet. He hoped he would not mind if his Mama found her feet
vulgar. He reminded himself that his Mama was dead. He still thought of everything in terms of his Mama. He
wished he could stop. Surely, it was time. He had a mind of his own—it was just that he felt insecure, he had no
real confidence. He remembered exactly what she had said, regarding feet:
“You can always tell from a person’s feet and hands”—and he had asked, “Tell what?”—and she had said,
“Who a person is, of course, his background. We have always been the best for hundreds of years and you can tell
from our feet and hands—try and remember that.”
His own feet and hands were like his Mama’s, pale and slender without a blemish—delicate. In his own
country his work had never involved anything that might rub off on his hands—he was not really trained for any
kind of work. His Mama had said:
“We intelligent, and of a very good family, and where we need to work people will always realize this. It is
their gain to employ people like us—you must never do a job that in any way makes you feel ashamed or
embarrassed while you are doing it and when you are talking about it.”
Well, they had never talked about it each evening when he came home. There was never anything to say—
about his bank—and she greeted him as if he had just come home from a stroll through the park or along the
promenade near the sea.
Here, of course, it was different. People rushed to the metro or to catch buses or trams, carried briefcases (even
Maria Amelia carried one of her translator’s pamphlets, her tour maps, her lists of hotels and vouchers for coffee
and lunch). Some of her tourists came from the strangest places. Each day’s lists carefully typed by her, her own
guidebooks marked with little strips of paper as she studied them each night for the next morning’s tour. When she
left each morning so early she would call out:
“I’m going to be late—don’t forget we need bread, vegetables. Don’t wait for me, it’s a late tour. I have my
key.”
And he would turn over and dream.
Late in the evening he would go out and buy the things they needed and hurry back home. He called it home
now and yet it was so different from his real home with Mama. That had been the house he was born in and lived
in all his life—large and set in a garden and so familiar. Of course, for many years most of the rooms were closed,
everything covered in dust-sheets, but the rooms where they had lived in were large, with carved and beautiful
furniture, lovely things everywhere and, of course, Mama’s flowers, arranged with her own hands.
Maria Amelia’s apartment was one of many and there was a lift. He only knew the other occupants when he
shared the lift with them or met them at their front doors putting their cats out. No dogs, no children. It was very
quiet. The rooms were very small. The furniture too large for it. Sometimes they walked sideways to avoid bumping into things. No flowers. Once when Lusito had bought some, Maria Amelia had said:
“We can’t afford flowers; anyway I don’t like cut flowers—they have no life.” Seeing his face she had added,
“Perhaps on very exceptional occasions, and when Lusito asked, “When, which exceptional occasions?” she said,
“The night you make love to me and do not think of your Mama, only me.”
He had hated her for saying that. It had lain like a great heavy sword between them ever since. He had thought
he was good at hiding things. After all, his Mama had never guessed about Maria Amelia. Not for three years. He
really loved Maria Amelia so it troubled him. But the other love had been nearly all his life. Rather like the matter
of his white suits.
When he had first come he had worn them till Maria Amelia had said:
“They are too expensive to look after and I don’t have the time to do them myself. Perhaps you could dress
like other people—?”
So the white suits hung in the closet like pale ghosts of his past life. That is why he hurried to the shops at
dusk: he could not bear to be seen not wearing his white suit. He was afraid someone would see him and
recognize him and he would lose his identity, something that he had brought with him when he came to this
country.
“But,” he said, “when I came here three years ago I wore those suits and you liked them, didn’t you?”
“Yes,” she said, “I liked them but then you were a tourist, so it was charming, it was different, unusual.
Tourists wear all kinds of clothes—but now it is different. You live here. Also it is not practical. Surely you realize
it. They are not for ordinary days—maybe for special days like weddings or christenings or funerals.”
His Mama had always worn very feminine, very pretty flowered dresses in the summer, but then it was almost
always summer in that country, always hot or very warm, and she had worn pretty hats; and carried a silk parasol,
pale mauve and faded. Her husband, that is his father, had brought it for her from Venice. Maria Amelia wore
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jeans and large faded T-shirts at home and on holidays, scuffed, many-times-mended open sandals, and for the
tours an elegant appropriate uniform with a perky little cap. She never bothered much and she always I looked
nice.
That long-ago holiday when he had been a tourist seemed now set in a magical land, a time set-out of time. Not
all of it, of course. The early part—when he first got there—he had visited relatives and close friends of his
Mama’s youth, and then he had come to Lisbon. He had had just a week left. At his small hotel there had been a
friendly man called Miguel who had said he must go north, there were wonderful things to be seen—Coimbra and
Alcobaca and Batalya. There were good guided tours leaving every day. He must, otherwise he would miss much.
So the very next morning he left for the first of these guided tours. He waited in a park with a tall equestrian
figure and soon a bus with deep picture windows arrived and a young woman with a clipboard checked all their
names and they set off... She and he had been delighted to speak in Portuguese. She pointed out many things as
they left the city and made for the highway, she was pretty and she seemed to smile only at him. All day she
remained fresh and pretty, never tired of pointing out places of interest as they drove, little incidents about the
landscape, the pine forests or the vineyards, or a tower, a ruined monument. The first stop had been a charming
small town, walled with cobblestones, and a castle called Obidos. Over coffee she asked him where he came from
as he spoke Portuguese and he told her he was from Goa. At lunch he had hoped she might be at his table but she
sat with her assistant and the driver of the bus. The place he liked very much was the cathedral at Alcobaca,
twelfth century gothic, pure soaring pillars white and unadorned; Batalya also with marvelous Moorish cloisters
and the beginnings of stained glass windows were a wonder to him—he had only known the great cathedral in old
Goa the altars covered in gilt and much carving. He spoke to her of this and she was much interested and said she
would love to visit Goa.
He had not liked Fatima at all.
Two days later he went on another tour after he had checked very carefully that she would be the tour guide.
Her name was Maria Amelia. They drove all along the River Tagus, they saw Santarem and Tomar. Again, he did
not much care for what was supposed to be the high point of the day, the university town of Coimbra, the senate
house chapel and Biblioteca—very ornate and crowded with tourists. He and Maria Amelia spoke at every
opportunity but the day had to end. They exchanged addresses and telephone numbers and that was almost all. It
was the last time he saw her, but just before he left for home he managed to telephone her and tell her he would
come back. Soon.
When he got back he spent hours telling his Mama about the visits to all her relatives and friends and told it as
if that had been the meat of his first holiday ever. He never told her about Maria Amelia. He knew instinctively
that she would pretend no interest and become cold and distant. He could not mention how much he loved her. So
he never spoke of her. Of course, he spoke of Obidos and Batalya, of Alcobaca, and she loved the lace and the fan
from Nazare and the statue and candles from Fatima. His secret he kept from her—it was the first and the only
secret of his life. He filled his accounts with the wine and the food and the vineyards and the churches and the
River Tagus and the Museum of Old Carriages, but he never mentioned Maria Amelia. He was afraid to do that.
He felt that she would laugh about it or belittle the most important thing in his life. He went dangerously close—
talking about the Moorish courtyard and cloisters of Alcobaca, but he never once mentioned Maria Amelia, his
new love. At the end of his recitals his Mama would say:
“You seemed to have managed very well to enjoy yourself without me.”
And he felt ashamed and guilty but all he said was, “But if you had been with me it would all have been so
different, so much more, much much more,” which was, of course, true and untrue.
“I have had a pain,” she said, “an unusual, nagging pain in my side. It has troubled me, specially at night. I
might have it seen to, though perhaps it will go away, just as it has come—now that you are back. After all, it
came when you went away.”
But the pain did not go away but became much worse. Immediately, Lusito’s holiday receded with all its joys,
and he became troubled, wondering, thinking only the worst. He had terrible forebodings. Something evil was
growing inside her, causing her pain. Perhaps she was going to die. He could not imagine his life without her. The
month away had been a dream—perhaps it had not really happened. Perhaps he was being punished for having
gone, punished for having met Maria Amelia. Punished for having forgotten his Mama. Punished for thinking
only of his new love.
He thought this even more strongly several months later when he sat with his Mama hour after hour in the
hospital overlooking the water. The room was white and the bed was white and they kept his Mama so drugged
against the pain that they could hardly talk to each other. He wanted to tell her he loved her so much and was so
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sorry he had gone away and enjoyed himself and made her so mortally ill. She wanted to tell him to take her
home, not to let them operate on her, take her home, and let her rest in her own bed and arrange the flowers carefully, taking an hour over each vase. Her eyes remained closed. He gazed out of the window at the barges moving
from the river to the sea, and in the distance, the island of Dewar and lights from Piedade. Waiting.
When it was over, he was so numb with the shock—dead almost of her pain—he was hardly able to understand
what had happened. But he performed all the rites for the dead correctly, and all the mourners murmured how
brave he was, what a stoic he was. They did not know that it was easy for him because he had become a stone, a
bit of ice inside. He had wanted it to happen those last six months. He never wept for her—he had wept too often
in that white room overlooking the waters. He performed all the tasks mechanically and with great correctness,
often quite surprised that his Mama had not praised him for this or that. If she did, he could not hear her any more.
When the forty days of mourning were over, he packed and he locked all the windows and doors and watered the
flowers and closed the gate and left. He left for that other land, thinking:
“I can recapture that, after all it has only been three years, no more.”
He would recapture all the joy and happiness of that other time and place because she was there.
It was not summer any more. It was raining when he arrived. For the first time he became a little afraid. He
should have written, warned her. She would not know anything about what had been happening to him. Through
the rain he saw that the evening was turning dark. He rang her number from the air terminal. He hoped she was
not on a tour. After a while her voice answered, breathless, as if she had been running up the stairs.
“Who speaks, who speaks?” she asked. “Sorry, I just came in, who is that?”
He said, “It’s me,” and then a long, long pause. She was so calm and accepted him and told him how to get to
her apartment. It was quicker than making him wait till she picked him up. Could he manage? He marveled at her
voice, and the fact that her life was the same, she had waited for him, she had not disappeared. He loved her all
over again—for her constancy. He loved her for being in the same apartment, for not saying, “It’s late, we’ll meet
in the morning.” She had run up the stairs and answered the phone and not asked any questions. She had accepted
the fact that he would come back. She had waited. He had not changed his pocket diary for three years, it
contained only her address, her telephone number, the things they had seen and done together. Three years ago.
The street where she lived was very quiet and the streetlights were lit. Shaded lamps glimmered through
curtains. His heart thumped hard, he knew he was alive again. And why. He was nervous even though he had
heard her unchanged voice. She had met and talked and smiled and helped hundreds of people in three years but
she had remembered him. He climbed the stairs. He rang her doorbell. When it opened, it was her. It was her, in
jeans and a T-shirt and nothing on her feet. She was smiling and welcoming.
He wanted to cry.
But he did not.
“So you did come back,” she said.
“I told you I would. Only it took so long. I had to wait—” he said.
“And now you have come.”
“Yes, you see I could not leave her—she would have been alone.”
“But now—you have left her—she will be alone.”
“No, she left me—she died you see.”
“I’m sorry, that you waited so long—too long—I think.” His heart like lead, he said:
“Will it not be the same—?”
“The same?” she said. “Time does not stand still for three years—not for anyone. You did not write, not once,
did you not think I too could not bear to be left so long?”
“No, I could not, she would have spoilt everything.”
“And now she cannot any more—is that what you mean?”
“Yes, that’s it. Now I can start again—we can start again.”
“Perhaps. Have you eaten anything? Where are you going to stay?” She gave him food and he said:
“Still, I wish you could have known Mama.”
“She is more real than I am, how could I fail to know her,” she said looking at him as she handed him a glass
of wine. As she made up a bed for him on the couch he looked out of the window and saw an old bag lady
shuffling along and disappearing down some steps. Maria Amelia joined him at the window and said:
“She sleeps down in the metro. She has lived there all the years that I have lived here. She never moves to another street. I would miss her. Sometimes she is the only thing that moves on this street.”
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It was very quiet. He wondered what it would be like in the morning. Feel like. He was very tired. He hoped he
had not made a terrible mistake. What he had done might seem impulsive. He had not thought of anything else
through all that had happened to him for three years. But there were affairs of the heart—one-sided. He would
think about it in the morning.
In the night he dreamed of the bag lady and then she became Mama and when it became unbearable, he woke.
It was morning. Maria Amelia had a tour. He watched her from the window, hurrying and then disappearing down
the steps of the metro. He was filled with resolve. He would find a place to live—he would wait for Maria
Amelia. He would wait till she was glad he had come back. It was just a matter of time. He had waited so long. In
his mind. He had not shared that with her. For three long years—she had not known. But now he was here and she
was here. It was the same bit of earth. With nothing in between. No shadows. No ghost. No Mama.
As he turned away from the window he saw the bag lady come up the steps of the metro to start her long day
on the street. She was munching something and talking to herself. As he watched her, she looked up suddenly and
saw him at the window—her hand went up in greeting, in recognition, and he saw that it was his Mama.
69.85 Farewell To A Ghost\fn{by Manoj Das (1934- )} Balasore, Balasore District, Orissa State, India (M) 3
It was on moonlit nights that the deserted villa looked particularly fascinating. From the river-bank we looked
at it in long silences. When in spasmodic breezes the tall yellow grasses around it swayed in waves, it looked like
one of those fairy-tale phantom castles floating on an unreal sea. But though pale, desolate and eerie, I must
repeat, it was fascinating.
Generally we didn't talk during the night. But the next morning one of us would confide to another and we
would all know by evening that he had caught a glimpse of the girl standing on the broken terrace gazing at the
moon or looking down at the river shedding tears which looked like drops of gold.
It was nothing new, yet we were thrilled every time and would stand on the river-bank again the next evening.
Any of us village boys would have done anything to help her in some way. But we knew we could do nothing.
She was so near, but she belonged to a far-away world. Besides, it was necessary: the temptation of becoming too
much enamoured of her. We had all heard again and again about the gallant lad of a by-gone generation who had
fallen in love with her. There was a big banian tree\fn{Or banyan; the east Indian fig tree } which stood in its mighty
aloneness on the point of the river-bank closest to the villa. The lad had often slipped away from his home and
climbed the tree. Settling down on a branch, he would gaze for long hours into the crumbling room on the top of
the villa through its weather-beaten window. Apparently he could see her sitting inside the room on the cot in her
usual melancholy.
But did she ever see him? Yes, occasionally. Otherwise why should the lad have fallen down from the tree,
unconscious, not once but thrice? It was all right as long as you could look at a ghost without the ghost looking at
you. It is only when the ghost looks into your eyes that you faint.
Finally, one summer noon, throwing to the winds all the stern warnings of his well-wishers, he had crept into
the villa, climbed the decrepit stairs and peeped into the room.
Perhaps the girl was asleep, for it was said that she wept the whole night and slept most of the day, sobbing in
her sleep.
He should have behaved more prudently. Even a generation later we boys censured him for his rashness and
pitied him. To be in love was dangerous enough. And to be in love with a ghost was terribly perilous. How could
he have forgotten that?
But he had rushed up and kissed her before she could stop him.
She had shrieked. Many had heard her giggling, sobbing and her mad babbling, but that was the only time anyone had heard her shriek. The shriek probably would not have been heard by you or me, but just then a popular
erratic mendicant happened to be passing by. He roamed about in the cemeteries of our area, coming into the
village only when hungry—once in two or three days. He could understand the language of crows and cows.
Evidently, he could also hear what others could not. When the villagers discussed the missing lad he revealed that
he had heard the unusual ghost-shriek.
A dozen of brave men of our village entered the villa next morning. They had sprinkled on their heads the sacred water of the Ganges and had hid pieces of iron under their girdles so that the ghost could not come too close
to them. But I can swear, no one even thought of carrying sticks or weapons. No one would have done anything to
offend the girl in any way.
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They found the lad lying on the hundred-year-old cotton mattress on the cot inside the room upstairs—dead.
That he had kissed the girl was conclusively proved not only by the girl’s sudden shriek but also by the flow of
blood from the lad’s mouth. That of course is the price one pays for kissing a ghost.
It was indeed a grim warning. But the people’s affection for the ghost did not decline. What could she do if
people fell in love with her? She had never asked them to. She had not killed the unfortunate lover! She could not
undo the fatal curse that separated her world from ours. Not once during the hundred years she had been there had
she tried to lure away or possess anybody.
It could even have been more than hundred years. In those days the feringhees\fn{Foreigners.} cultivated indigo
over large areas. They were concentrated in Bengal, but some had spread to the neighboring land, that is, our
State, Orissa. Their experiment did not succeed on our soil and they soon packed off leaving behind the imposing
house they had built.
As the legend goes, three young feringhees had brought a girl with them. She had been kidnapped or brought
from the Sundarbans. She was the illegitimate daughter of a sahib by a tribal woman and combined in her the
ravishing freshness and wilderness of her mother’s race with the light complexion of her father. Because of her
strange origin she could not mix with our womenfolk. It was out of the question for our women to befriend a girl
with white blood.
From the very beginning the girl revolted against her masters. She was brutally punished. After several attempts to escape had been foiled she pretended to have been tamed, and she allowed a year or so to pass. But one
day the feringhees had to go to their headquarters on business. There was an epidemic of smallpox in the area and
the feringhees, avoiding native contact, rowed themselves to the town. When the current was favorable it took
only a day to reach the town.
They reached the town all right, though a little late, the next morning. A number of excited crows circled over
the boat. The three young jeringhees lay stiff and cold around a carrier of half-eaten food.
The girl had prepared the lunch for them. She had obviously prepared it with the choicest poison.
The girl had had an accomplice in this her desperate bid for liberty, the keeper of the villa, a sly fellow who
had been with the company for many years. The girl knew where the feringhees had hidden their gold and money.
The understanding was that both would escape with the wealth. But once she had uncovered the cache the rascal
had stabbed her and disappeared.
Three days later, more feringhees appeared. Outraged, they forced the villagers at bayonet point to bury the
girl’s body and searched every house for the killer. A lot of Ganges water had to be procured from the neighboring
villages to purify the houses thus defiled.
But all this had faded into a painless memory. It was only casually that people now referred to these incidents.
The fate of the feringhees or the murderer of the girl did not interest them. It was only the girl that mattered—I
mean her ghost. We always thought of her as one of us, although we knew quite well she was different. Apart
from being a ghost she was of white blood—that had come from beyond the seven seas. Although we knew that
blood had lost much of its relevance after she had become a ghost we could not help being a little more respectful
towards her on that account.
There never passed a feast—whether due to birth, marriage or death—without an offering being carried into
the compound of the villa, in the dead of night. Some young people would carry the food in earthen pots. An earthen lamp too would be carried. The party would always be led by a respectable elderly man, generally the headpundit of the primary school. We juniors were allowed to view the scene only from a distance. After the pots and
the lamp had been placed between the villa and the bani an tree, the head-pundit would intone:
“Unhappy girl, here is your share of the feast which has been given by the benevolent so and so on such and
such occasion. Be satisfied with this. And so far as it is in your power we ask you to guard the village from evil.
We have never tried to dislodge you or disturb you, have we? No. But why not? Because we look upon you as
almost one of our daughters. God give you peace!”
The party would leave the place without looking back. And nobody was supposed to look into the compound
thereafter.
But we did look, hiding from the adults, from our favorite spot on the riverbank. In the flickering flame of the
earthen lamp and the dance of the fluctuating shadows we felt as though we saw something mysterious. Our hair
stood on end. The lamp would suddenly go out.
“Naturally, she does not relish our watching her eat,” one of us would say, and we would leave her alone.
“But she obeys the head-pundit, doesn’t she? The pundit knows how to speak to her,” the head-pundit’s pet
pupil would observe as we rejoined the feasting crowd.
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“Who on earth does not obey him!” would be the retort from his rival.
I had, however, a feeling that when the head-pundit implored her to guard the village against evil what he
really meant was that she herself should not cause any harm to our village. His words, I felt, even implied a threat.
What else did he mean when he reminded her that we had never tried to dislodge or disturb her?
I felt embarrassed. She was so innocent and so good. What right had the head-pundit to be hypocritical towards
her?
Strong hot wind blew during tbe summer afternoon for days on end. During these hours everything was quiet
except tbe wind. The wooden doors of the entrance and the windows of the villa had disappeared a long ago.
Violently exploring every nook and corner of the villa, the wind produced a variety of shrieks and whistles. I do
not know why I was fascinated by these sounds. My father wanted me to sleep then, but I would sit up in bed
listening intently to the sounds. Secretly I even felt like going into the villa, for no other reason than to give the
girl a moment’s silent company. But, I was afraid she might not understand my purpose. That checked me.
One day, feeling bold and a little proud, I admitted to myself that this was like falling in love, and I blushed.
Maybe other boys of that village also felt like me. It never occurred to us that the girl was at least a hundred years
older than us. Some wise man had told us that once one had become a ghost he or she never grew in age.
*
It was when we were preparing for the Middle School Examination that the shocking news came. The
Government had decided to demolish the crumbling villa and use the land for some other purpose. No wonder that
we forgot our studies and hid behind the school wall to listen to the elders discussing the issue in the evening.
“Can’t we request the Government to spare the villa?”
“No. Since the local zemindar\fn{Landlord} was declared bankrupt the land had become the property of the
Government. The Government does not show any consideration for ghosts,” the village headman said and his
statement was followed by a prolonged silence and intermittent coughs and yawns. Then a lizard tick-ticked and
two or three people muttered:
“True, true!”
“But what will happen to the girl? She has lived there all these years, has never harmed us. There are
innumerable reasons to believe that she is a benevolent ghost.” The lizard tick-ticked again and this time more
people said:
“True, true!”
The discussion continued for a long time. All agreed that something had to be done for the girl. But nobody
had a surplus house to offer her. And however good a ghost she might be, a ghost was still a ghost and keeping her
with one’s family was not a practical proposition. But if nothing was done for her she would naturally come and
settle in somebody’s house.
It was perhaps midnight when they came to a decision. Long before that our mothers or uncles had found us
out behind the wall and had driven us back home.
At the request of the villagers the demolition work was delayed for a few days. On an auspicious day a
renowned priest, well-versed, in necromancy, was brought from miles away. He was tall and hefty, with a round
red mark on his forehead. He wore a garland of beads which we were told were carved out of the spine of a
notorious witch. He never smiled.
It was a day of melancholy for us all. Outwardly too the day was gloomy with clouds and it drizzled from time
to time. Almost every family had brought a little food—rice, bananas, coconuts, sweetmeats or cakes—to offer to
the girl. Nobody was barred from witnessing the ceremony and so the whole village pressed near the villa. For
many people, particularly women and children, it was their very first entry into the compound.
The presents were arranged in a semi-circle on the verandah. In front of them the priest placed a parcel and
slowly removed its cover. It was a complete human skull. There was a stick of bone too. He recited some mantras
while drawing figures in the air with the bone and then, his face flushing, shouted menacingly:
“But where is she? I have pronounced my command already thrice. She should have appeared before me
immediately. How dare she be so obstinate?” The headman said apologetically:
“Look, Baba, she must be sleeping upstairs. She rarely sleeps at night, you know!”
“I will then go up and drag her down by her ear. She will realize that I am not one to go unheeded!!” hollered
the priest and he climbed the stairs.
We looked at each other helplessly. I felt like weeping. Should not somebody have told the priest that she was
not to be treated rudely? We could hear the priest’s thudding footsteps upstairs. And then he roared something
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incomprehensible and the sound and its echo made beads of sweat break out on our faces even on that cool morning. He soon came back triumphantly and said in a commanding tone:
“There. Eat everything to your heart’s content and then leave the house!”
We had almost ceased to breathe. The priest looked at us with contempt and suddenly yelled at the top of his
voice:
“What! You will not eat? Mind you, that is not going to soften me. Eat or not, you must leave the villa and the
village now, instantly.” The headman managed to say:
“Baba, you should perhaps wait a little. She has never disobeyed us. She will eat. Please tell her that it is our
earnest request. Our womenfolk have brought these presents with much love!”
But the priest did not seem to care.
“She is leaving. Make way!” he shouted at us.
Immediately the crowd parted.
She did not eat. But when commanded to leave she did so without delay. We did not see her, true. But we knew
how deeply wounded she must have felt. We felt extremely small.
“Come on. That is right. I will lead you,” the priest said and slowly walked through the crowd showing the
invisible spirit the way with the pointed bone in his right hand. With the left hand he gave some directions to his
assistant who remained behind and collected the magic skull and, I believe, all the foodstuff.
All followed the priest. The village was left behind and we walked through the meadow for nearly a mile,
braving the drizzle and the fear of a heavy rain.
“Stop!” commanded the priest standing under a tall palm tree. Then he uttered strange incantations and beat
the tree with the bone and circled it a number of times.
“So, from now on this will be your dwelling. Understand?” the priest bellowed, looking up to the top of the
tree. He then grinned at us proudly and said in a rather pompous tone:
“She can never leave the tree. I have bound her to it!”
Now all turned back. We boys walked with the women, slowly, while the men-folk, walking faster, surrounded
the priest ahead of us. We walked in silence. But at one point someone sobbed. Then everyone was weeping as
quietly as possible. When we reached the village the workmen had already started pulling down the villa. Rain
should make their work easy, the contractor informed the headman.
*
After three or four days of rain the sky became clear. The moon shone bright and as on other moonlit nights we
boys gathered behind the village to pay ha-tu-tu. But there was no spirit in our play. Eventually someone said:
“The ground here is quite low. Can’t you see it is still damp? Why not go farther into the meadow where the
ground is high and dry?”
No sooner had he said this than we began to run. Soon we were near the palm tree and our hearts were in the
game. We played on late into the night, happy to be near our lonely ghost. And we returned almost every evening
till the summer vacation was over.
At the end of the vacation I went to the town for admission to a High School. I had never lived in a town
before. Soon I became engrossed in a variety of interesting things. I forgot about the ghost.
Three months later it was puja vacation and I was returning to my home. From the nearest bus-stop I had to
walk several miles to reach my village. I was in high spirits.
Suddenly, while crossing the meadow, my eyes fell on the palm tree and for a moment I felt as though my legs.
were paralyzed.
The tree was dead. It had been struck by lightning. Its branches were charred and crumbling.
With a heavy heart I started walking again. During the fortnight’s holiday none of the boys spoke of the girl.
And as it was the rainy season, there was no question of our going to play in the meadow.
Gradually I passed the age of playing ha-tu-tu and my visits to the village became rarer.
And the new generation of village boys were so different, so ignorant.
They were just afraid of ghosts.
68.8 When Dreams Turn Live\fn{by Sarah Thomas (1934- )} Trivandrum, Thiruvananthapuram District, Kerala
State, India (F) 5
The puradam day had just dawned. Devakiamrna was restless. Before the next dawn, a hundred things had to
be put in order. Though the steward Raman Nair and the maidservant Sarada were there to help, she had to see to
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various things herself.
Her children and their families should not want for anything. That had never happened before. Only yesterday
morning, when Unni called from Dubai, had it been confirmed that all of them would be with her in their family
home for Onam. Letters had already come announcing the arrival of Appu, Sarala and their children, as well as
Kesavan, Padmini and their family. There had been some doubt about whether Unni would come. His wife was
three months pregnant and had been advised not to travel. And she did not want to insist on their coming. Yet, if
Unni was not there when her other two children came and were all together—he was the youngest, the darling
who had toddled about, hanging on to the end of her sari … when was it? It seemed like yesterday. His growing
up, crossing the seas for a job and getting married, all those things had a dreamlike quality even now—if Unni
was not around there was no celebration of Onam or the birthday as far as mother was concerned. That had
always been the constant complaint of the older children. Anyway, because Rajani’s brother had arrived there with
his N.O.C. (no objection certificate) looking for a job, the problem had been solved. Unni could now come home
in peace. After all, his near and dear ones, this place and Onam, Vishu and the temple festival are all today—
indeed, had always been—very important to him till, that is, he got married. Once a year, choosing an auspicious
day, he would make it a point to come home. With him came friends and fun. The sleepy house would suddenly
be full of life.
All that had changed three years ago. She knew that she shouldn’t complain. She should remember that her son
was now married. He had his own constraints. The girl had been chosen by her, at his insistence, as a solution to
his sadness at leaving her alone in her old age. It was not for gold or money; he only wanted a girl who would be
willing to attend on his mother. But, as he went back after his leave, Rajani’s face grew dark with sorrow.
Unable to bear this she herself paid for her to go out and join him. Three years had passed. He was coming
home for the first time after that.
Appu came only once in five years. He and his family had to spend a huge amount to come from America and
then to go back. What’s more, it was he who had suggested that all three of them should meet at home once a year
during Onam. After all, it was not merely the Onam season. The Avittam day of the month of Chingam was her
birthday too. Yes, she would be seventy after three days. She started reminiscing about her early married life …
her eyes closed … a long moment of oblivion enveloped her. Now, it was his (her husband’s) image that appeared
before her eyes—busying himself about the yard and cow-shed. Now and then, he called out instructions. Do this,
Devoo! Do that … three children fit to be stuffed into a single basket. Yet she had never stepped aside in
hesitation on a single domestic matter. She had worked along with him, with one child on her hip and the other
hanging onto her hand, till she was bone weary. Those had been the times!
All this wealth had been amassed by such hard work, turning blood into sweat in the process; the two-storied
house built after demolishing the family house; the coconut grove purchased and the farm-land block of
Thekkemanakkel leased—all in the same manner. He could never enjoy leisure, even for an hour. And then? One
day as he came back after work, he fell lifeless on the steps like an uprooted tree. Yet, she held out without
weakening. The sons he had left her with! Who did they have—other than her—to support them? Hadn’t he made
enough not only to support the children till they were settled in life but also for them to lead a life of comfort till
they died? His presence alone was missing.
So far she had controlled the family affairs with all dignity. She could hold her head high then and now.
Valyedathe Devaki Amma (Devoo) still commanded awe and respect. Devakiamma, the owner of a two-storied
bungalow, coconut groves and paddy fields—her unwillingness to admit that these proud possessions had turned
out to be a burden was another issue!
How much time was wasted in futile thoughts! She walked into the kitchen calling loudly, “Sarada! Hey
Sarada!” She knew that of late only when she actually appeared, would the servant girl acknowledge her. Yet …
Sarada had just started lighting the fire. She should have swept the courtyard and scrubbed the verandah by
now. This girl does not care any more for my instructions. It is high time she was given a warning. But perhaps
after the children had come and gone. Otherwise she might pull a long face before them—and all that will irritate
the children. They always complained that I was not kind enough to the servants.
Again, her thoughts went back to the preparations for receiving the children. The room upstairs should be made
ready for Appu and Sarala. That was the only room he liked in the house. According to him that was the only
room with some privacy. He felt that the room downstairs was like a thoroughfare, with everyone going in and
out. Rekhaand Reshmi could be accommodated in her room, although she felt that they might not like the musty
odor there. She had gathered as much from their conversation in English with their father when they came last
time. Appu was against the idea of letting them sleep in their parent’s room. Letting the children sleep with their
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parents was unthinkable in America.
The next was Kesu and his family. The bedroom was not a big issue here. Even the hall downstairs was enough
for them; they lived in a two-roomed flat on the fourth floor of a huge building, on a busy street in Bombay.
Kesu’s wife though, aping her elder sister-in-law from the United States, pretended to be unhappy with the limited
facilities here. She had once hinted that the bedroom used by her and her husband when he was alive could be
opened up and given to them. But, Devoo pretended not to hear. Somehow, she loved to keep that room as it was,
swept and scrubbed, with a big lamp lit inside it.
For Unni, even the sofa in the drawing-room would suffice. Once he was back here, he had no time to be at
home. He would go off in search of his old friends, and would be lost with them in the temple-courtyard or by the
river or at the market corner. He would come home only around midnight because he knew she would wait for
him and would not eat her food.
After deciding on the rooms, she instructed Sarada to sweep them out, sun the mattresses and make the beds.
The next item was food. The children’s tastes had all changed. No one wanted hot, sour or salty things, as
before. Curds, curry without a sour taste, sambar without chilies, pickles without salt—she knew that even if the
curries were prepared in this manner, they would not please them. It was difficult for them to have even one meal
without fish or meat. Still, on an auspicious Onam day! Yes, Onam dishes would do! Adaprathaman on Onam day
—for the children.
Although she knew that jaggery payasam was not generally liked, she was not prepared to change the customs
that were part of their lives when he was alive. How delicious was the adaprathaman that he himself used to
prepare just to suit the, children’s palates. Making adas with the pounded and finely strained raw rice cultivated in
paddy fields on the East side; then extracting the milk from the juicy and rich coconuts plucked from the special
coconut tree and then mixing it with the jaggery made out of sugarcane. His face would glow with satisfaction as
the children hungrily licked the last of the payasam off the plantain leaf!
Oh! Wasn’t it better to refrain from conjuring up the memories of the past! Appu was sure to arrive by the noon
train. But he would stay in Sarala’s house for one night. That was done with the intention of distributing all the
special stuff brought from America to her folks. Their neighbor, Revathy teacher who had now rented the gatehouse had told her about it. Appu had never forgotten to present his mother with an onapudava and shawl. Yet
when she heard about the gifts that Sarala gave her mother and sisters so lavishly how she missed having a
daughter then! He had been very sad about not having a daughter till he died. But in those days she had prided
herself over the sons who, when grown up, would be a prop to her—and now she had begun to think in this way
—how fickle the mind was!
It was quite late into the night by the time preparations for the children’s stay were complete. The huge bronze
vessel, scrubbed and polished and filled with water, was kept in the bedroom upstairs. Hadn’t they written to
inform her that they would be with her in time for breakfast? Appu and Sarala should not have to bother about
fetching water for bathing as soon as they came.
As she lay down to sleep, she started mentally ticking off each item to make sure she had not forgotten
anything. The three children were going to be in their family home after five years. They should not want for
anything, because she was there. As Revathy teacher said:
“Valyamrna’s daughters-in-law are lucky. Do they have any problems in their husbands’ house? Everything
goes according to schedule. They only have to sit, stretch their feet and enjoy everything. But I wonder if they
realize the value of what they have. When I go to my house on Saturday, my mother-in-law is waiting to go to her
daughter’s house—my husband has ordered that his mother should be given two days off. She takes care of the
house only in name. All the difficult jobs are left for me. Once I go to that house I get time to bathe only after
coming back here.”
As Revathy teacher says, it would be interesting to see how these children and daughters-in-law would manage
if I was not at home for a day!
As she lay, brooding over many things, sleep overtook her in the early hours of the morning. In her sleep, she
entered a strange world of dreams.
*
It was just dawn. Raman Nair had already come. Sarada too had followed. Because it was the day the children
were to arrive. On the previous day, she had given them strict instructions to come early. Why was Raman Nair
trying to insert the key into the keyhole and open the locked door instead of coughing as usual to announce his
arrival? Oh! no! it was not only Raman Nair and Sarada, but she too was standing outside the house. Magic!
Imagine! She was not inside the house! Never in the last fifty years had this happened! He had insisted that
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wherever she went, she should come back home to sleep. She had never tried to violate that principle. And, why
had this happened now? Did it mean that she had been removed from the house without any previous warning? It
was a moment of weakness! Her thoughts turned into anxiety, which began to intensify. She was hurrying to get
inside along with Raman Nair. He was giving some instructions to Sarada. Suddenly, he went to the northern side
of the house and yelled out:
“Look here! First, clean up Grandma’s asthithara. Everything else can be done after that!”
What! Grandma’s asthithara! That meant her own asthithara? Only then did it dawn upon her that she was no
more! My God! Now, when the children came home, who would look after their comforts? If only I could let
them know how helpless I am after death!
No! Sarada just stood rooted to the ground like a pillar!
“Girl! Why do you stand there and stare?” Raman Nair asked coaxingly. She muttered, twisting her lips:
“Hmm! Indeed, I must light the lamp, eh! When alive, did she give us any rest? It was with such difficulty that
I saved some money and made a pair of anklets, on the last Onam day! And she did not let me wear them in this
house even for a day. Wicked woman! ‘Maid-servants need not walk about jingling bells,’ she said.”
What ingratitude! W as it not she who had lent her the thirty rupees because she did not have sufficient money
to buy the anklets? She had not paid it back either! Then how can she say I didn’t allow her to walk about jingling
her anklet bells? She was the one who flirted with everybody, from the milkman who comes in the morning to the
Ezhava laborer who comes at dusk to tap the toddy. Then, when Unni was at home—if she was not checked—oh,
it was only her private fear this, after all. Never mind! Doesn’t Appu say, whenever he comes home, that one
should not expect gratitude and love from servants?
Raman Nair was talking to Sarada, patting her on the back consolingly:
“Foolish girl! That’s all over! Now what we have to do is to please the old woman’s children. Let them go back
without any complaint after giving us fifty or a hundred rupees as tips. When the mother was alive, she would
never allow them to give us anything even if they wanted to. Now, that nuisance is over.”
Was it the same Raman Nair who was talking like this, cursing her with such hatred? She had never thought of
him as a paid employee. He had forgotten all the generosity she had showered at the marriages of his three
daughters, and also when he built his house. A sort of depression crept into her mind—there was some truth in
what he said. Wasn’t it her duty to prevent any wastefulness on the part of her children? Raman Nair did not have
the sense to understand these things—didn’t he also have grown up children?
But why had all her children taken her absence as a stroke of luck? She had no time to think further. She heard
a car stopping at the gate. Sarada was running towards the well with the bucket:
“Oh! I have not kept water on the verandah! And they’ve come after such a long Journey! They’ll want to
wash and clean their hands and feet before coming inside!”
At least she had that much sense. She stood on the verandah, watching. This was not Appu and his family. It
was Kesu, Padmini and the children. And Raman Nair, carrying the boxes and mattresses. The children were
grimy with dirt and dust from the two-day long train journey. Why did her son stop silently for a second at the
entrance of the house? Is there sadness in his eyes? Perhaps he is remembering me. Poor Kesu! Perhaps my
absence is painful for him. In the next moment Padmini’s mocking voice could be heard speaking to Sarada as she
began to pour water on her feet:
“Go away, girl! As if I am going to take off my chappals and wash my feet! To please whom? At least now one
can have one’s way in this house.”
The daughter-in-law seemed to be talking as though she was relieved. Was my presence such a great problem
for her? Does my son have nothing to say against that? He seems to agree with her. Don’t they know that it’s not
done to take footwear splattered with mud into a scrubbed and clean house? Up to now her anxiety had been
confined only to their comforts. But now her mind was sore. She did not even feel like entering the house with
them. Let them have everything as they please. Why should I … look! The son was whispering something to his
wife. Perhaps it was because she was dead that she could hear everything so clearly.
“You go and tell Sarada to open father’s room and arrange it for us. Our married life in Bombay was such a
mess with the children always around. Even here it’s been the same. At least this time we can have some privacy.”
Was that her son who was talking thus? Was it true that there was so much selfishness tucked away within
him? Suddenly, her thoughts became entangled. From his point of view, what he said was true. She could have
arranged privacy for them when he came on leave after so many years. Yet at a time when he should feel griefstricken over her absence, her son …!
She did not want to hear anything more. She sat leaning against the parapet wall of the verandah, her hands
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covering her ears.
She did not know how long she sat like that. Another sound at the gate! She stood up in surprise. It was Appu.
Who were those three persons along with him wearing trousers and shirts? Where were Sarala, Rekha and
Reshmi? Or perhaps they had not come because she was no longer there. They used to come down from upstairs
only to eat. How would it be if there was no one to prepare or provide food?
Oh! Raman Nair seemed to know those who had come with Appu. All of them were talking and laughing. Kesi
and family were running down the steps to receive them. She still couldn’t recognize them. It was Padmini who
said, laughing loudly:
“Oh, you look fantastic in pants! If mother was here, she would not have been able to tell brother-in-law from
sister-in-law or the children.”
What am I hearing? These people in trousers and shirts with cropped hair are Sarala and her children! Sarala
was heard whispering to Padmini, as they were going inside:
“You know how comfortable these clothes are. This is what we are used to. Before this we had to start growing
our hair six months before coming here. I would have to hear all kinds of rubbish from Mother if I didn’t land up
here looking like a true Indian Lady! Last time how strongly she opposed my wearing a nightie at home! I told
Appu that day that I would not enter this place as long as Mother was alive.
Moreover, in that country it isn’t usual to care for the father and mother. Yet it was all because of Appu’s oldfashioned ways that I came this time, and because of our share in—”
She did not have the courage to listen any more. How could Sarala, who was the mother of two children, bring
herself to speak thus? Did she not know that a similar fate could well await her? It is true that I objected when she
came to drink bed-coffee wearing something called a “nightgown,” through which all her undergarments could be
clearly seen. Unni was not married then. Kesu had then come home without his family. Moreover, when a person,
whom the younger brothers-in-law think of as their mother, appears in such a shameless manner …!
Although Padmini had gone upstairs with a long face, she had no idea that that was the moment at which she
had decided not to step into this house as long as she was alive. So, wasn’t her absence a triumph for Padmini?
She had to move away from these loveless daughters-in-law.
She should get into the relative calm of her room with her grandchildren who were born of her blood. Rekha
and Reshmi were exploring the room excitedly. Both were equally happy! She couldn’t understand what they
were saying—it was in English. Still, it was a pleasure to watch them! The eldest girl was fourteen. She didn’t
look like a girl. She had his face. The broad forehead, sharp nose and thick lips. Even the odd tooth that appeared
on the left as she laughed aloud was like his. A pleasant whiff of cool air! When she heard what her granddaughter said to Sarada, who brought milk for the children, she couldn’t help sobbing.
They considered it good luck to have got the room to themselves. They said that the foul smell of her
medicated oil, her snoring and her choking cough were all disgusting to them. No! She would not stay here any
more. Her grandchildren rejoiced in having got rid of her. She came out with a throbbing heart.
Appu and Raman Nair in the courtyard. Appu was taking all the soda bottles that Raman Nair had brought.
Raman Nair said with a faint smile:
“Now there is no need for you to go upstairs to drink. You can do so in the dining room. I have brought the
chicken from my house. You don’t have to worry about Mother seeing it.” Appu was also laughing.
“I remembered it only when Raman Nair mentioned it. Go and ask them to set the table. I shall bring the battle.
Anyway it is very easy now.”
When she heard Appu muttering these words to himself she was really shocked. She hadn’t expected this from
him. What did he say was easy? Sitting in the lounge and drinking before lunch, or her absence? She was too
weak to think any more. She groped slowly towards the verandah. She sat leaning against the parapet wall. Unni
was still to arrive. He would probably come today. Tomorrow was Onam. He wouldn’t break the habit of many
years. After seeing him once more—
But it was the postman who came in Unni’s place. She understood that it was Unni’s letter when Raman Nair
took it from the postman and went inside. She felt a sudden anxiety to learn of his whereabouts. Had Rajani fallen
ill this time? How I long to see a baby born to him. She had made many offerings to God. She waited for the
children’s discussion of the letter.
Peals of laughter like a string of crackers! What had he written to cause so much mirth? The mounting
curiosity to hear it. The children’s voices from the lounge—it seems that Rajani was not pregnant at all. What they
had written was a lie. It was all because she was afraid she would have to stay with mother for some days if she
came along with Unni, whose nature would demand it of her—they were going on a tour of Europe this year
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instead of coming to India and getting bored! Unni need not feel guilty this time for disappointing Mother. Yes,
what he wrote was true—a kind of detachment filled her mind. Yes, hereafter not only Unni but nobody, nobody
need feel guilty about me. Suddenly, she felt relieved. I can now withdraw dispassionately from here—from this
family turned alien to me …
*
What happened next? Where did I go? No, she couldn’t remember anything. As she opened her eyes, it was
really bright. But she did not worry about the hundred things to be supervised. The many-splendored day for
which she had been waiting for five years had lost its charm forever. She could only remain lying down, frozen in
her confused thoughts, unable to decide whether she was an indispensable or unwanted person in that house.
22.141 The Night Train At Deoli\fn{by Ruskin Bond (1934- )} Kasuli, Solan District, Himachal Pradesh, India (M)
2
When I was at college I used to spend my summer vacations in Dehra, at my grandmother’s place. I would
leave the plains early in May and return late in July. Deoli was a small station about thirty miles from Debra: it
marked the beginning of the heavy jungles of the Indian terai.\fn{The name of a belt of marshy jungle between the
Himalayan foothills and plains; below, an Indian railway train, running at night and contemporary with the time-frame of this story:W }

The train would reach Deoli at about five in the morning, when the station would be dimly lit with electric
bulbs and oil lamps, and the jungle across the railway tracks would just be visible in the faint light of dawn. Deoli
had only one platform, an office for the stationmaster and a waiting-room. The platform boasted a tea stall, a fruit
vendor, and a few stray dogs; not much else, because the train stopped there for only ten minutes before rushing
on into the forests.
Why it stopped at Deoli, I don’t know. Nothing ever happened there. Nobody got off the train and nobody got
in. There were never any coolies on the platform. But the train would halt there a full ten minutes, and then a bell
would sound, the guard would blow his whistle, and presently Deoli would be left behind and forgotten.
I used to wonder what happened in Deoli, behind the station walls. I always felt sorry for that lonely little
platform, and for the place that nobody wanted to visit. I decided that one day I would get off the train at Deoli,
and spend the day there, just to please the town.
I was eighteen, visiting my grandmother, and the night train stopped at Deoli. A girl came down the platform,
selling baskets.
It was a cold morning and the girl had a shawl thrown across her shoulder. Her feet were bare and her clothes
were old, but she was a young girl, walking gracefully and with dignity.
When she came to my window, she stopped. She saw that I was looking at her intently, but at first she
pretended not to notice. She had a pale skin, set off by shiny black hair, and dark, troubled eyes. And then those
eyes, searching and eloquent, met mine.
She stood by my window for some time and neither of us said anything. But when she moved on, I found
myself leaving my seat and going to the carriage door. She noticed me at the door, and stood waiting on the
platform, looking the other way. I walked across to the tea stall. A kettle was boiling over on a small fire, but the
owner of the stall was busy serving tea somewhere on the train. The girl followed me behind the stall.
“Do you want to buy a basket?” she asked. “They are very strong, made of the finest cane …”
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“No,” I said, “I don’t want a basket.”
We stood looking at each other for what seemed a very long time and then she said, “Are you sure you don’t
want a basket?”
“All right, give me one,” I said, and I took the one on top and gave her a rupee, hardly daring to touch her
fingers.
As she was about to speak, the guard blew his whistle; she said something, but it was lost in the clanging of the
bell and the hissing of the engine. I had to run back to my compartment. The carriage shuddered and jolted
forward.
I watched her as the platform slipped away. She was alone on the platform and she did not move, but she was
looking at me and smiling. I watched her until the signal-box came in the way, and then the jungle hid the station,
but I could still see her standing there alone …
I sat up awake for the rest of the journey. I could not rid my mind of the picture of the girl’s face and her dark,
smoldering eyes.
But when I reached Debra the incident became blurred and distant; for there were other things to occupy my
mind. It was only when I was making the return journey, two months later, that I remembered the girl.
I was looking out for her as the train drew into the station and I felt an unexpected thrill when I saw her
walking up the platform. I sprang off the footboard and waved to her.
When she saw me, she smiled. She was pleased that I remembered her. I was pleased that she remembered me.
We were both pleased, and it was almost like a meeting of old friends.
She did not go down the length of the train selling baskets, but came straight to the tea stall; her dark eyes were
suddenly filled with light. We said nothing for some time but we couldn’t have been more eloquent. I felt the
impulse to put her on the train there and then, and take her away with me; I could not bear the thought of having
to watch her recede into the distance of Deoli station. I took the baskets from her hand and put them down on the
ground. She put out her hand for one of them, but 1 caught her hand and held it.
“I have to go to Delhi,” I said.
She nodded.
“I do not have to go anywhere.”
The guard blew his whistle for the train to leave and how I hated the guard for doing that.
“I will come again,” I said. “Will you be here?”
She nodded again, and, as she nodded, the bell clanged and the train slid forward. I had to wrench my hand
away from the girl and run for the moving train. This time I did not forget her. She was with me for the remainder
of the journey, and for long after. All that year she was a bright, living thing. And when the college term finished I
packed in haste and left for Dehra earlier than usual.
My grandmother would be pleased at my eagerness to see her.
I was nervous and anxious as the train drew into Deoli, because I was wondering what I should say to the girl,
and what I should do; I was determined that I would’t stand helplessly before her, hardly able to speak or do
anything about my feelings.
The train came to Deoli, and I looked up and down the platform, but I could not see the girl anywhere.
I opened the door and stepped off the footboard. I was deeply disappointed, and overcome by a sense of
foreboding. I felt I had to do something, and so I ran up to the station-master and said,
“Do you know the girl who used to sell baskets here?”
“No, I don’t,” said the station-master. “And you’d better get on the train if you don’t want to be left behind.”
But I paced up and down the platform, and stared over the railings at the station yard; all I saw was a mango
tree and a dusty road leading into the jungle. Where did the road go? The train was moving out of the station, and
I had to run up the platform and jump for the door of my compartment. Then, as the train gathered speed and
rushed through the forests, I sat brooding in front of the window.
What could I do about finding a girl I had seen only twice, who had hardly spoken to me, and about whom I
knew nothing—absolutely nothing—but for whom I felt a tenderness and responsibility that I had never felt
before?
My grandmother was not pleased with my visit after all, because I didn’t stay at her place more than a couple
of weeks. I felt restless and ill-at-ease. So I took the train back to the plains, meaning to ask further questions of
the station-master at Deoli.
But at Deoli there was a new station-master. The previous man had been transferred to another post within the
past week. The new man didn’t know anything about the girl who sold baskets. I found the owner of the tea stall,
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a small, shriveled-up man, wearing greasy clothes, and asked him if he knew anything about the girl with the
baskets.
“Yes, there was such a girl here, I remember quite well,” he said. “But she has stopped coming now.”
“Why?” I asked. “What happened to her?”
“How should I know?” said the man. “She was nothing to me.”
And once again I had to run for the train.
As Deoli platform receded, I decided that one day I would have to break journey there, spend a day in the
town, make enquiries, and find the girl who had stolen my heart with nothing but a look from her dark, impatient
eyes.
With this thought I consoled myself throughout my last term in college. I went to Dehra again in the summer
and when, in the early hours of the morning, the night train drew into Deoli station, I looked up and down the
platform for signs of the girl, knowing I wouldn’t find her but hoping just the same.
Somehow, I couldn’t bring myself to break journey at Deoli and spend a day there. (If it was all fiction or a
film, I reflected, I would have got down and cleared up the mystery and reached a suitable ending for the whole
thing.) I think I was afraid to do this. I was afraid of discovering what really happened to the girl. Perhaps she was
no longer in Deoli, perhaps she was married, perhaps she had fallen ill …
In the last few years I have passed through Deoli many times, and I always look out of the carriage window,
half expecting to see the same unchanged face smiling up at me. I wonder what happens in Deoli, behind the
station walls. But I will never break my journey there. I prefer to keep hoping and dreaming, and looking out of
the window up and down that lonely platform, waiting for the girl with the baskets.
I never break my journey at Deoli, but I pass through as often as I can.
68.15 The Fisherman\fn{by B. Saraswathy (1934- )} Kerala State, India (F) 3
Full of hope Kalyani raised the little fishing net with the tip of the long bamboo reed. But even before she
spread the net she despaired of seeing the catch. There were no fish in it. She shook the net out on the ground
praying the while for at least a minnow. But there was none. Nothing alive was trapped in her little net.
“My God, it is already dusk. And not even a solenette.\fn{A small European fish} This is the end for me,” she
muttered to herself even as she swung the net over the water again. Taking a little bran mixture from a coconut
shell container, she threw it over the net and waited impatiently. She knew the fish wouldn’t get into the net that
fast. Yet she hoped. The last ray of hope. She prayed to the gods by all their names pleading for at least one fish.
She would get one. Certainly she would. What if she didn’t? She grew fearful. She felt that her body couldn’t take
his blows any more. She cursed fate that she had to live with such a man. But was it only fate? Was it not also her
fault that things had come to such a pass?
She could have said that she was not willing to marry. But nobody had asked for her consent. She had been
able to see him before the marriage and had felt that never before had she seen a more unkempt man. And yet she
heard the rest of the household say:
“It’s the girl’s good luck. The boy has a little plot of land and no responsibilities at home.”
Yes, she was lucky and did not wish to reject that luck. Nor did she have the courage.
And then marriage was a promise of fun. There would be the feast, the hustle and bustle, the new clothes with
gold brocade, the chain and the tali. All that was good.
It was on the wedding night that she first thought about him. He came to her reeling drunkenly. She screamed
in terror. In that black revolting face rolled reddened eyes. She looked at him only once. He tripped over the steps
and fell down and started vomiting. She fled, holding her nose against the stench: Somebody came and lay him
down properly and cleaned the place. She spent the night sobbing. Even in her worst nightmares she had not
imagined such a terrible drunkard for a husband. Oh, why recollect all that now? It was all over wasn’t it?
She took some more bran mixture and threw it into the water. She thought how different her experiences were
when she had a good catch and when she didn’t. He wouldn’t eat if there was no fish. And if the food wasn’t
satisfactory he would beat her, break the vessels and hurl the rice and the plate at her face. Then he would do
anything that occurred to him. If the meal was good his mood would be different, that day he would be very
affectionate to his wife. He would sit beside her when she ate the remains of his meal. He would utter endearments to her and delight her with erotic songs he had picked up at the toddy shop. She believed that in truth he
loved her. If she couldn’t cook for him as he pleased he certainly had the right to give her a beating or two. Was it
not her duty to satisfy him somehow? She knew this well enough.
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Before and after her work in the fields she would spread the net in that still canal. As she pulled the net out,
golden and silvery fish would spring about in it. She would catch them all and put them in a pot of water out of
reach of dogs and cats. Only then would she eat the gruel of rice and water. In this way, without much effort, she
could provide a curry. There had been other occasions as well when she had not caught any fish. At such times she
would invariably make up for the lack by getting fish from elsewhere. Once or twice she borrowed from Paro on
the other side of the canal. Since she had had luck on some days Paro had been only too eager to lend. Kalyani
had to clear the debt only when she had a good catch. Sometimes she would buy from those who fished with big
nets on the canal bank. But they would not give on loan. Neither did they want fish in return. They wanted only
money. This Kalyani did not like. She had no such item as “money” in her budget. And yet she often had to part
with money to buy fish. The small savings she had in her little earthen pot would be reduced by a few coins. She
hoped that one day when she had a beloved little son, the pot would grow full.
Kalyani felt that she had made a bad start that day. Even if she was willing to part with a few coins from her
savings, there were no fishermen on the river bank. She had picked a quarrel with Pam over some coconut palm
leaves. Paro might have caught some fish but Kalyani could not ask her for any. In truth Pam had been the cause
of the quarrel. But people believed that Kalyani was to blame. Kalyani had seen a palm leaf drop from the
coconut palm on her land. But Paru had used a stick to drag the palm leaf out of the water, where it had fallen and
had taken it home. Was it her fault that Kalyani had picked a quarrel? Was it wrong of her to have called Paru a
liar?
But Pam had not given in. She had hurled at Kalyani all the choicest abuses that she could think of. Hearing
the quarrel their respective husbands had arrived on the scene. Both vowed vengeance for the abuses flung at their
wives. The women blew their noses and walked into their thatched huts. The verbal exchange was now between
the men. They stood on either bank of the canal and furiously threatened to cut and stab each other, to slice each
other into bits and to fling the bits into the canal. It took the efforts of the local bigwigs to quieten them down.
And after all that, how could she now ask Paru for fish? She wouldn’t even think of it. If this time she could get at
least two little fish she would be able to tide things over.
She raised her net with a prayer. There was a glittering fish thrashing about in it. Though not very big, it wasn’t
that small either. Her face glowed. She laughed without meaning to.
It was when she turned to shake out the net that she saw a young man approaching at a distance. Seeing the
stranger she blinked in surprise. Her joy at having got a fish had brought a fullness to her lips and a glitter to her
eyes. She blinked. She could not recognize the man. And yet she felt that she had seen him somewhere. Where
was it? She skipped through her memory. Oh, she realized … in the Ramayana! A figure like that of Srirama in
the Ramayana. He had no tuft of hair on the back of his head, no drape of bark (valkalam) and no sacred thread.
But he had a bow and arrow. She knew that the object tied to his wrist was for telling the time. She had seen
others before with similar objects tied to their wrists. That handsome face and figure was like that of Srirama. The
large bow and arrow! That object called a catapult was used for fishing. Kalyani had seen many others before with
a catapult but she had never felt that any of them were like Srirama.
This man did not belong to the locality. She was sure of everyone around here. Most of the people here were
known: those who worked on the farms and those who employed the farm laborers. She could recognize all those
who worked with her. Besides, it was not difficult for her to understand that the man belonged not to the class of
laborers but to the class that employed them. But there were no employers thereabouts whom she didn't know. It
must be someone who came from far away. Oh, let him be anyone!
“Look, the fish has escaped,” said the young man who had by then come close to her.
She was shocked.
“Oh, I’ve been cheated,” she exclaimed. She shook out the net. No, the fish was not to be seen. It had escaped.
In the distant west, near the edge of the earth the sun God glowed like a red ball of fire. She gazed at Him in
despair. He caressed her affectionately, dabbed her pale face with red paint. The soft breeze danced through her
dry curls.
The young man stood gazing in delight at the poetic vision before him. She turned to look, not at him but at the
heavy fish as big as small winnowing sieves, that hung from the hooks he carried.
“Are these for sale?” she asked not looking at his face but rather addressing the fish.
“Yes,” he replied smiling. “Your catch has escaped, hasn’t it?”
He threw down the heavy fish that he was carrying before her. The wretched creatures were thrashing about on
the string that was drawn firmly through their mouths. Their eyes stared. Kalyani felt sympathetic towards them
though her own sorrow was above theirs. Today her husband might beat her to death. These fish were expensive.
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Otherwise she would have bought one.
“How much does one cost?” she asked looking gravely at the seller. But on seeing his face she hung her head
shyly.
“The three small ones are one rupee each. These two are one and a half rupee each.”
“Oh, why do you want four times the price? Ask a reasonable price. It is getting dark.”
“Is it my fault that it is getting dark? I mentioned a reasonable price. You may buy if you wish!”
“No, I don’t want … oh, it is night already! When shall the rice be cooked?” Muttering thus half to the stranger
and half to herself Kalyani picked up her things and started walking.
“You haven’t mentioned what price you are willing to give,” he called out to her. She turned round and said”
“You will not lower the price, will you?”
“Stop and hear me.” Taking the fish the man went up to her and asked, “How many do you want?”
“A small one. Tell me the price first!”
“Why make it a small one? Have these big ones.” He unhooked the two large fish, strung them separately and
held them out to her. She took them. How heavy they were!
“Oh! These will be costly. We aren’t that rich,” she said coyly.
“But there is no price on them. I do not catch fish to sell them. I do it for fun.”
“If you are giving them as charity I do not want them.”
“Oh no! They are not for nothing. I shall ask for a price later. For now you may take them.”
He looked at her as if he certainly intended to extract the price of fish. She felt a stab through her heart. She
suddenly remembered: night was drawing in. The stars had already come out. She ran.
*
Kalyani began to cook quickly. The rice and curry should be ready before her husband arrived. Her hands were
shaking when she cleaned and cut the large fish. The fish-bones pricked her at places. Her heart was seething even
then. What a piercing look! She felt that the staring eyes of the fish were looking at her. She became angry. She
prised out the eyes and threw them away. The scales, like silver coins, looked at her gesture and smiled.
Her work was over. The fish was cooking on the fire. She did not think of her husband who would begin eating
without enquiring where it had come from. Neither did she feel happy to think that today he would be happy. She
thought of the fisherman. Who could he be? How did he trust her enough to give her the fish?
“It is not for nothing. I shall ask for a price.”
What did that mean? That look! When she thought of that the wound in her heart bled again.
The master of the house arrived, thus putting an end to her thoughts. The stench of liquor spread around. It was
with great difficulty that he stumbled in.
“Hey, you, Kalyani, serve me rice,” he slurred. He sat down, swerving from side to side.
Kalyani served the rice. The steam rose from the rice and curry.
“Where did you get this karimeen from? Ha! What flavor!” he said, gulping down the food. Kalyani had
moved away. He couldn’t be trusted till he had finished eating.
“From where did you get this? Speak.”
“I bought it.”
“Good woman. So you have money with you? But when I asked you today you didn’t give me any. From
where did you buy the fish?” He ate and asked the questions without expecting any reply from her. Now and then
he would spit out the rejected food that he burped up.
“I bought it from the fishermen with big nets.”
After she spoke, Kalyani realized that she need not have told a lie. It made no difference to her husband
whatever she said. Yet she was afraid to mention that fisherman even when her husband was in a drunken state.
He was eating in great swallows, enjoying the taste. Kalyani felt sympathetic towards her husband. Though he
was a drunkard, how much he trusted her! The wound caused by that fisherman’s stabbing look bled again.
After the master of the house had finished eating, the dharmapatni (dutiful wife ) sat down to eat the remains
on the plate. She ate the rice on it and began to get up.
“Oh, have you finished? Eat well. Finish that curry,” he said. Her palette forbade her to eat the slices of fish. It
was fleshy meat, like human flesh.
“I don’t feel hungry today.” She rose and left.
Kalyani unrolled the mattress, spread it in a corner and curled up on it. He began singing and dancing. He was
not pleased to see that she was ready to sleep so early on this happy day. When he saw that she had no intention of
getting up, he pulled her up roughly by the hand. She trembled.
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“Ha! What torment is this! A man must learn to hold his drink. Disturbing others—”
“Torment … who is tormenting? Do you dare to raise your tongue?” He pushed her. Her head hit the floor. She
did not scream. He stamped heavily on her body with stumbling feet. Even then she thought not of his cruelty nor
of him, but of the loaded words and glances of the fisherman. She could not sleep. Whenever she closed her eyes
the vision of the stranger rose before her.
*
Kalyani did not rise with the dawn. She dozed off a little. Her husband shook her awake. She who had to warm
up something to eat and then go to work, how could she sleep? When he saw her he was frightened. There was
clotted blood on her face and hands. Her face and eyelids were swollen and ugly.
“What’s the matter, Kalyani?” he asked lifting her up lovingly. He felt grieved. How cruel he had been! Never
before had it happened thus … once or twice he had hit her and that too had been in a state of drunkenness. Never
had there been such obvious marks.
He brought a pot of water and told her to wash her face. He himself lit the fire in the oven and began to cook
the rice. They sat together and ate the rice gruel. She looked at him gratefully and he looked at her with love and
repentance. In that silence they communicated eloquently.
Kalyani went to work that day though he had told her she need not. She worked briskly, careless of her bruises,
thinking only of her loving husband. Occasionally there arose in her mind the figure of a fisherman … the young
woman knew that today also the man would come her way.
That evening as soon as she returned home after work she went directly to the pot in which she kept her
savings. Shaking it out she took the half and quarter coins and added to them the half rupee she had in the folds of
her dhoti, thus making it three rupees. She walked straight to the bank of the canal. She looked around but didn’t
see anyone. Spreading her net in the water she waited.
Then he came. Today too he carried fish. She bit her lip hard and stood waiting, looking at him. He wore a
smile as he approached. When he came close she held out to him the money she carried.
“What are you giving me?”
“The money.”
“Didn’t I say that I don’t need any money? Today I have only two fish. Here this fellow jumped away twice.”
“Take this.”
“Which of these do you want? Or why not have them both?”
“If you don’t need the money … there … throw it into that canal!”
She threw the money at his feet, proudly turned her head and walked away gravely. A shadow fell over his
face.
That day too the husband beat up the wife because the meal was not satisfactory. Though she sobbed for some
time she slept well that night.
The next morning they sat together and ate the rice gruel arguing agreeably over whether the new farmer at the
farm they worked on was better or worse than the previous one.
68.56 The Crow\fn{by Ghana Shyam Desai (1934- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
I opened my eyes and looked around. On my left. the sea had tossed up and remained suspended there. Its
curving, white-topped waves had surged high and a few drops of water were suspended in the air—in the process
of either moving upward or downward and the lower portion of the sea looked like a drawing of uneven lines.
Since the breeze had stopped, the rows of cypress trees on the right stood still, without any movement, like a
painted backdrop of the trees hanging nailed to the sky. The shore shimmered with yellow sand—at some places
patterns were created by hundreds of shells and conch-shells; and other places wore a mottled appearance. But
there was no insect all along the shore, not even a hole dug by it. And I was stretched all alone on the wet sand.
My hands and feet were partly buried in the sand; they won’t move. A few particles of sand were stuck on my
body. Pale, white colored toes were jutting out of the sand at one place, very close to each other, slightly bent
towards the top, totally devoid of emotions, as though they belonged to somebody else.
In the meanwhile, I looked at the sky above me and noticed a small black dot. It became conspicuous in the
sharp light. With a dip in the yellow color, would it not become yellow—that was my fear. I stared straight at the
dot. As I looked carefully, I found the dot growing in size. Hence, I concluded that it was moving towards me. My
curiosity increased. The dot grew bigger and bigger. And then a strong wind blew. The screen of the trees rustled
noisily. The waves of the sea raged higher. After a wide circular movement that dot descended on the water of the
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sea. It swam towards me. Then it landed on the shore.
Only then could I see that it was a crow of an ordinary size. It came hopping in my direction, pulling its chest
out. The manner in which it walked—it seemed as though it was pulling the whole sea to the shore! The sea
behind and the crow in front, both moved thus for some time. Hopping and jumping, it moved very close to me.
Its color was black. It stared at me for a little while with its neck bent on one side. But its eyes were looking
somewhere else. This made it look like an innocent child. Suddenly it uttered a kurrr kurrr sound. It expressed its
emotions after pressing them with its tongue behind the beak. Then it took a small jump and sat, on my knee. My
knee was pressed between the two sharp claws of its feet. There was a crackling sound. It pressed its claws so
hard that I felt as though my knee would break into pieces.
Then I looked at it carefully. My impression was wrong. It was not an ordinary crow. Its grip showed that it
had demoniac strength. Now its eyes became frightful, its eyeballs rolling fast out of some strong, suppressed
desire. In spite of all that, I would not have been so scared if its beak did not keep on opening and closing. Now I
could assess its real strength. It was staring straight at me with its dreadful eyes. Blackish and slightly crooked
beak, blackish-gray neck, rounded edge of its eyes, wicked strength of its claws—I was terrified.
Then gradually, still staring into my eyes, it jumped from my knee and sat on my navel on one leg. It stood still
for a while, as though a black Brahma had emerged from my navel! Then it lifted its beak and stared at the sky.
Suddenly looking down, it started rubbing its beak on its ribs. I noticed that its beak was not straight like that of
other crows, but slightly crooked like a pair of scissors of a surgeon. Then its eyes stopped moving around. It
fixed its gaze on me. It was a scorching look. In its eyes was either an attraction which would numb your senses,
or some intoxicating element which would make you feel sleepy, or perhaps the fear that it might hurt you badly.
But, much though I tried, I could not look anywhere else. Slowly, I got lost into its eyes.
It started pulling me with terrible force. I forgot about everything around me—about the cypress trees standing
still, about the patterns in the wet sand created by the marine insects. With the same mesmeric look, the crow bent
closer towards me and hit its beak on the chest. It created a thuk thuk sound. I wondered if it was a woodpecker! I
looked at its face carefully. But no, it was a crow all right. Then I could understand why its beak was sharp like a
surgeon’s scissors.
At first, it started tearing my skin with its beak as one does with a pair of scissors. Its beak moved in a straight
line. After tearing for a while, the crow started digging a hole at one place. After digging a little, it thrust its beak
between two ribs. I felt unbearable pain but couldn’t utter a single word. Some red liquid was dripping from its
beak [as] it looked towards the slay. As it did this, a little liquid went down its throat. There was a gulping sound.
Looking at the slit of its beak, I thought it was laughing. Then it bent forward and with a jerk pulled out a vein
from the cavity between my two ribs. Keeping it[self] on my chest, it started digging its beak into it.
I screamed loudly, but my scream froze somewhere within me. It seemed the crow hadn’t heard it at all. For, it
had started pressing the vein in its claws and was joyously pounding it with its beak. Then it raised its beak. Along
with the vein were extracted small red lumps of flesh. One of them was dangling at the edge of the crooked beak.
Its beak, being dipped in blood, was red. A small piece of flesh slid inside as soon as it was kept in the beak. Then
the crow started rubbing its beak on the wing. A little blood got smeared on the wing. Whirling around, it was
swinging with joy.
Then, all of a sudden, there was a big change. Its size seemed to have swollen. It looked more dreadful with the
swelling size.
Now, in a frenzy, it started pulling out the veins with its beak, one after another, with speed. Having messed it
up, the veins got entangled with one another. They turned into a coil. Then it stared fixedly at me. It was such a
bewildering stare that I could not turn my eyes from there. Somebody was pulling me from inside and I was
getting pulled.
Then the crow spread its wings and the whole sky was covered with them. There was pitch-dark all around.
Only its eyes were sparkling in that darkness. Its eyeballs were no more rolling but were steady. I experienced a
brutal force in its pull. Feeling helpless, I loosened the grip on myself. Then sharpening its gaze like a bumblebee, it went on pecking me with its beak. I was in an unbearable agony. I made many woeful cries, but none
would reach its deaf ears. Now I could not see anything except its round eye.
Suddenly, the crow fluttered its wings with force and flew, and I got pulled behind it as though somebody had
pulled me out of myself with a powerful stroke. In the beginning, it flew along the shore. It flew at great speed. I
flew behind it. The crow in front and I following behind. Fluttering my wings with frenzy I chased it, but it was
not easy to keep\fn{The text has: cope.} up with its speed. After taking a big circle over the sea, it disappeared behind the clouds.
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When I went beyond the clouds I found no one there. I was all alone in the sky. I felt very lonely, as though cut
off from my umbilical cord.
Now my attention was drawn towards myself. There was a raging fire in my stomach. It was an unbearable
burning sensation—as if I were burning fast within me. In desperation, I fluttered my wings with force. I created a
whizzing sound.
I returned after taking a round over the sea and flying above the cypress trees. I saw a small dot on the seashore. I felt a pang of fear, wondering if with a dip in the yellow color spreading all around, it would turn yellow. I
swiftly descended on the surface of the sea to find something that would pacify the fire in my stomach.
Swimming with the waves, I came to the shore. I jumped on the sand and proceeded further. There was a
human body half buried in wet sand. Its pale, white-colored toes were jutting out of the sand, touching each other
and slightly bent at the top. Joyous kurrr-kurrr sound came out of me. Nevertheless, I tried to suppress the
excitement. As soon as I reached there, I jumped and placed my claws on its knee. I pressed the knee between my
two nails and immediately there was a crackling sound. Then I placed my hungry look on its face. And … the
moment I recognized the face, I was shocked.
66.80 Sunshine\fn{by Harikrishna Kaul (1934- )} Srinigar, Srinigar District, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 4
Arriving in Delhi, Poshikuj found herself in a totally new world. She heaved a deep, contented sigh. The best
part was that there was no Muslim in sight—everywhere her own Pandit brethren. The vegetable seller a Pandit,
the barber a Pandit, the milkman a Pandit. Above everything else, there was deliverance from that fishwife! The
“fishwife” meaning her elder daughter-in-law, the very thought of whom gave her goose pimples. How she would
pounce on her like a witch at the slightest excuse! There was a time when no one had dared to take her name in
vain, but thanks to that virago, her name had been dragged in mud. Well, God had also “rewarded” her as she
deserved. Otherwise, born of the same mother, why should the destinies of Gasha and Saaba have been so
different? Look how Saaba is prospering here, and Gasha? Not enough to eat even. And all because of that
fishwife’s deserving. No, she would not go back to Kashmir even when summer came, she was resolved.
It was around ten in the morning when Poshikuj came into the courtyard to sit in the sun. Half the courtyard
was paved in brick and the other half was turf. Around the turf were flower-beds. Potted plants decked the paved
part and flowering creepers hung from the roof of the house. Saaba was the pet name of Poshikuj’s younger son
Surendranath, who had been allotted a nice “D-II” type Government house in Sarojini Nagar. On the ground floor
were the drawing room, bed-room and kitchen. An open space in front of the kitchen had been converted into a
dining room with a table and chairs. A toilet, bathroom and two bedrooms were on the first floor. There was a
terrace and a Barsati on top.
Surendranath had gone to England on scholarship for higher studies, and it was there that he had found a job in
the Indian High Commission. He had been transferred to Delhi three years back, posted to the Ministry of
External Affairs on a post of some importance, earning around a thousand rupees per month. He had been married
before going to England, which was a matter of some regret to Poshikuj. Had he been unmarried before going
abroad and landing this plum job, what a catch he would have been! The richest and the noblest of the land would
have been begging before Poshikuj now! But what was written down in fate could not be undone, so she never let
anyone suspect this secret sorrow of hers.
Poshikuj sunned herself to her heart’s content in the lawn, feeling the warmth seep into the sinews of her neck
and back, relaxing them. It seemed that her rheumatism from Kashmir was all gone. She looked up to the sky. Its
glassy blue pleased her very much. On the upper balcony she could see the washing that Chhoti had hung out to
dry. How they shone in the bright sun! The foreign machine was certainly a boon. Chhoti could not have taken
more than five minutes to finish the washing and yet how sparklingly clean the clothes looked!
Suddenly her train of thought was disrupted when she happened to see Chhoti’s undergarments among the
washing. And she blushed with embarrassment. Oh God, what must the neighbors think of such immodesty? She
got up and began to pace the courtyard. On an impulse she went and plucked some flowers, gathering them in the
palloo of her sari. She would take Chhoti along and go to a temple, perhaps the Birla Mandir. They say it was a
worthwhile sight to see. It would not take them too long, half an hour at the most. They would be back before
lunch. She went in, put the flowers from her sari palloo on the dining table and sat in a chair, waiting for Chhoti
to come downstairs.
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How long she takes! Must have been in the bathroom for more than an hour now. God only knows what all she
rubs on that body of hers. Coming to Delhi has certainly changed her, all restraint and propriety forgotten. But
still, you had to admit, she is a thousand times better than that fishwife!
After a while, she heard the bathroom door open and Chhoti came clattering down the stairs. She wore fresh
clothes—a crisp sari and a matching blouse. Her hair was not done yet, but still she looked better now, not floating around in a gown as she was earlier, thought Poshikuj.
“Oh no, Mataji! What have you done?”
The sight of the flowers on the table drew a cry from Chhoti. Poshikuj was stunned—she knew she had done
something she shouldn’t have.
“Why did you pluck these flowers from the garden? Particularly these hollyhocks?” There was a tinge of anger
in Chhoti’s sense of loss.
Her daughter-in-law’s sharp rebuke hurt like death. And all for just a few flowers! How the woman preens
herself on her new sophistication. There I was just Kakni and here she has elevated me into Mataji! Mataji Shit!
But swallowing her fury, she said in a low voice:
“I thought we could go to the temple.”
“You should have told me first. There is no temple in this location, nor anywhere near. The places close are the
Ashoka Hotel and Chanakyapuri.”
“What is that?”
“Oh you wouldn’t understand. Come, let us go and sit in the sun.”
Poshikuj was stung—she seemed to be on fire from top to roe. This daughter of the notoriously stupid Govinda
understands, and I wouldn’t? The cheek! She needs to be put in her place. Asking for it, she is, otherwise she will
walk all over me. No, I must assert my self.
“Do you take me for a complete fool? Don’t I know about the Birla temple here, where people throng from all
over the place?”
“Birla Temple is very far away from here. Farther even than Connaught Place and Gole Market, it is.”
Poshikuj did not believe her. It was only the other day when she had seen something like a temple in the distant
western horizon where the sun sets. It had blue domes. She was sure in her heart that this must be the famous
Birla Temple. She turned to her daughter-in-law with a determined look and said:
“Then what temple is it that can be seen from the terrace? The one with those blue domes? The cleaning
woman also told me that that was the Birla Temple.”
“What does the cleaning woman know, Mataji? That building is neither a temple nor a mosque, it is the
Pakistani Embassy—Pakistani office, as they say.”
Poshikuj was revolted at this explanation from her daughter-in-law. What a fool this woman takes me for! The
brazen lie! No one dares to openly mention the word “Pakistan” in Kashmir, even though there are only Muslims
around. And she would have me believe that there is a Pakistani office in Delhi, where there are only Pandits
everywhere? What a cock and bull story this daughter-in-law of mine is cooking up! But who can argue with a
shameless liar? Poshikuj restrained herself, not wanting to get into a fracas with this one and have another scene
like the ones with that fishwife. She had no strength to deal with viragoes—silence was golden at such an
occasion, she told herself.
It was around twelve, Chhoti lit the gas and made rotis. Then she warmed the vegetables which had already
been done in the pressure cooker in the morning. She laid the table and placed two tumblers of water on it. She
sliced some onions in a plate and squeezed a lemon from the fridge on them. Poshikuj saw the preparations for the
meal and said:
“Don’t set a place for me on the table, I am not having your ‘lunch’”
“But why? Do you want to fast?”
“Why should I fast? Let the plates be. Give me my roti in the small basin and I’ll have it here, on the floor.”
Saying this, she went up to her room and brought down the rag of a durry her bedding from Kashmir had come
wrapped in. She spread it on the floor. Chhoti merely looked at her and brought half a dozen rotis in a small basin,
the vegetables in a small bowl. Poshikuj took out a small towel from her petticoat pocket, spread it out and laid
the bowl on it. The basin she held in her lap and began to eat with relish.
The meal over, Chhoti went up to her room. She came down after about an hour, dressed up and hair done
smartly.
“I am going to Miss Kapoor’s. I shall be back by three o’clock,” she said.
Poshikuj did not reply, but her silence made no impact on Chhoti. She merely looked at her watch and left.
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Poshikuj felt rebuffed. But she told herself not to mind, who was she to stop her? Let her do what she will.
She went back to the garden. The warmth of the sun soothed her ruffled feelings. One could give anything for
this lovely winter sunshine! To tell the truth, this was the only worthwhile thing here, she thought. She pulled her
sari up and began to scratch her leg. Her eye fell on her feet and she saw the chapped skin and cracked heels. God
damn the winter there! How it ruins ones hands and feet! And then she thought of Bittu and groaned. The poor
wretch! His chilblains had turned into suppurating sores. How many times I warned that witch to take better care
of her son—make him wear warm socks and fur shoes, I used to tell her a hundred times. But would she ever
listen? But then, a fur shoe does cost a pretty penny. And what is poor Gasha’s salary, after all? Barely enough to
make two ends meet. Come to think of it, he doesn’t have an overcoat to wear. How he must shiver in the cold
outside! It is all a matter of luck, nothing else. She heaved a sigh.
Poshikuj looked around at the flats. All was silence. No one in sight, as if everybody was dead. Aren’t
neighbors supposed to interact with one another all the time? But here they might as well be living in different
countries, completely oblivious of one another! But even if they did mix, how would she understand their foreign
gibberish? Besides, the names of these women are equally strange: one is “Mrs. Jain,” another “Mrs. Sundar,” a
third calls herself, “Mrs. Prakash” and still another is “Mrs. Something!” Just look at this Sikh woman next door.
Her daughter-in-law must be my age but still she is called “Mrs. Khem Singh” God knows what this “Mrs.”
means? Well, this city may have something to it, but frankly, what does it have?
She heard the rumble of a scooter, and knew Saaba was back. He came in and asked her:
“How was your day, Ma ? You O.K?”
“I am all right, son, May God shower prosperity on you.”
Saaba went up. to his room but came back immediately.
“Where is she?” he asked Poshikuj.
“She said she was going to see Mrs. Kapoor!”
“Which Mrs. Kapoor?”
“The same who does all those things to her hair, I mean the one who is rather fair and slim.”
“You mean Miss Kapoor.”
“That is what I said.”
Saaba burst into laughter. “You never said that. It is Miss Kapoor, meaning Kapoor Sahib’s daughter. You
called her Mrs. Kapoor, which would make her his wife!”
“Let her go to hell for all I care! How should I know these subtleties?”
“You will have to learn these subtleties now that you are staying here.”
Saaba turned to go up but Poshikuj stopped him with, “How come Chhoti is so close to this Kapoor woman? I
do not quit approve of her ways, let me tell you.”
“Oh come on, she is all right. How does it matter? We have to watch our own interest, that is all.”
“What is that supposed to mean?”
“It means that her father is a big officer in All India Radio and that Chhoti is trying for a job there.”
“What do you mean? Do you want your wife also to work now? Is not your big salary large enough?”
“It is not a question of money alone. She gets so bored here, it would be a good change for her. And then, if
your income increases, is there any harm in it? There are so many needs and expenses, you know. We have a
radio, yet no T.V. We have a scooter, but no car.”
“You are just being greedy.”
Saaba merely laughed. His glance fell on the durry and he asked:
“Who spread this rag on the floor?”
Poshikuj could feel that Saaba was angry. Softy she said:
“I did.”
“Why?”
“I find it difficult to eat, seated in a chair at the table, son.”
Saaba said nothing. Soon after, Chhoti returned and he took her aside and the two had a brief consultation with
each other. After that they had tea. Then they called a cab and taking Poshikuj along, went to Chandni Chowk.
Here they bought a steel thali, a wooden Chowki and a pair of chappals, a voile “Chikan” sari and a small Shiva
idol for her. Once home they served her food in the steel thali.
That night Poshikuj could not sleep at all. All kinds of thoughts kept coming in her mind, leaving her restless.
So they are thinking of buying a car. What luck for this daughter of Govinda the idiot! Well, you had to say that
she has brought luck to our family. On the other hand, there is that wretched one, bringing nothing but misfortune
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to home and hearth! God knows whether Gasha bought a bicycle or not? He was saying that if available on
installments, he would certainly get one. The poor fellow has worn his feet out, trudging from Rainawari to his
office every day.
Come to think of it, a quilt is too heavy for the weather here. God knows how cold it must be there. I will ask
Saaba to write to Gasha—he must not stay too late. To hell with that Jawahar Nagar tuition work, God forbid if
anything should happen to him, we won’t be worth a penny. Just think of all that abundance of things available at
Chandni Chowk! How many clothes! Such perfect outfits for Bittu. If I had been carrying my own money, I could
have bought something for him. Well, if I ever go again I will definitely get a shirt and shorts for Bittu—and a
hockey ball.
I must also get bangles for the girls next door. And that fishwife must also have a sari or something. Of course,
if God should spare me, Saaba will keep me in luxury. He was telling me that he would take me to Hardwar next
month.
How keen that departed one was to go to Hardwar! But even after death, he could only reach Shadipur. How
could poor Gasha afford those five, six hundred rupees for the journey all the way to Hardwar? Had Saaba been
here, things would have been different.
So there are Muslims here too! All those burqa-walis in Chandni Chowk. Would they also be feeling the same
fear here that is always there?
She heard the door of Saaba’s room open and someone walked on the cement floor with rapid steps. Poshikuj
recognized the footsteps. After a while there was the sound of the bathroom flush. Curse the woman’s bowels,
Poshikuj commented to herself, but what could you expect, after consuming gallons of that dal with rice in the
evening? The roar of the flush must have woken up the whole neighborhood. Why, she should have had it
broadcast from the radio! Isn’t that the place where she is supposed to be working now?
As the dawn broke, Poshikuj left her bed, went to the toilet, had a bath, and came back to her room. Wrapping
a blanket around herself, seating the Shiva idol in front, she began to chant a bhajan. She knew bits of the Shiva
Mahima Staffa and recited them too. Her prayers over, she went up to the terrace and sat in the sun. The sky here
seemed much wider, it was not like the bounded sky of Kashmir, mountains all around and a tiny patch of sky in
the middle. Perhaps it was due to this unbounded expanse of sky that people’s vision also widened here, material
prosperity must uncloud minds too. One loves to have baths here, so easy to keep oneself clean and tidy.
Her thoughts were interrupted by Saaba’s call, and she came down. The table was set with cups and saucers,
bread and eggs. Saaba, was wearing dressing gown, reading the newspaper. Chhoti came in from the kitchen
carrying a tea-pot. She was in a gown-like garment, her hair tied with something that looked like a strip of red
cloth. Placing the tea-pot on the table, she went to the fridge and brought out butter and strawberry jam, both of
which she proceeded to apply to the bread. Poshikuj ate a couple of slices of bread with her tea. The other two had
eggs too. Watching them, particularly Chhoti, eating the eggs made Poshikuj think of Bittu. How thin the poor
thing was, yet not even a cup of milk was available for him. If that, mother of his had allowed him to come with
me, his health would certainly have improved in this winter sunshine.
The tea over, Saaba went to his room. Dumping the cups and plates in the sink for the Ma to wash, Chhoti
followed. After some time both reappeared, spruced up, smartly dressed. Poshikuj gave them an appraising look.
“I am leaving for office Ma, and she will come with me up to the market. I will help her buy the meat,” said
Saaba and pushed the scooter outside. He sat on it, with Chhoti on the pillion. She put her right hand on his
shoulder. Phut, phut, phut went the scooter, speeding on the road.
Would Gasha have purchased the bicycle after all? I could have given him the fifty-sixty rupees I have, to help
him out. I could send them to him. Poshikuj was lost in these thoughts when suddenly Miss Kapoor materialized
before her. After saying namaskar she asked in Hindi:
“Mrs. Bhan is at home?”
Poshikuj understood the question and replied in her broken Hindi: “Market—get meat.”
Miss Kapoor smiled. Poshikuj did not like her smile. Indifferently, she said:
“Sit—she come soon.” But Miss Kapoor did not sit with her, she went into the drawing room instead, sat on a
sofa as if she owned the place.
“What does the bitch want here?” Poshikuj said to herself and shrugging for shoulders went to the lawn to sit
in the sun. Chhoti returned with her shopping and Poshikuj told her, “There is someone waiting for you inside.
Mrs. Kapoor, it is.”
“Mataji, not Mrs. Kapoor, it is Miss Kapoor.”
“All right, Miss Kapoor let it be! One speaks to her normally and she laughs at one in return!”
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“You must have misunderstood. The poor thing is not that sort.” Saying this, she too went into the drawing
room.
Her daughter-in-law did not believe her. This hurt Poshikuj deeply. But it was her own fault, intervening without rhyme or reason. The couple think no end of the bitch. No wonder they do, considering they need a favor from
her father. Miss Kapoor, indeed! God knows how many men she must be intimate with, and she is still a Miss,
Poshikuj snorted to herself.
Warmed by the sun, Poshikuj had began to doze when a burst of laughter from the drawing room made her sit
up. They were laughing at her, she knew. The mortification was worse than death.
She would not stay here long. She must soon find someone to go back to Kashmir with. She could leave within
the next few days in that case. And if she could, the only thing she would carry back with her, would be heaps of
this winter sunshine!
11.50 Tipu Sultan\fn{by Iqbal Majeed (1934- )} Moradabad, Moradabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3

As Tipu Sultan’s\fn{This character—in the story, a tonga puller—is named after a person famous to Indian Muslims. Usually
called Tipu Sahib (1749-1799), he was the Muslim ruler of Mysore, who died defending his city against a coalition of enemies, led by the
British.} horse passed through Nagar and reached the bank of the river Ban Ganga, it spotted the sweetmeat shop
and started thrashing about in excitement at the sight of sizzling hot jalebies. The poor tired beast had not set eyes
on jalebies for a long time and it was not surprising that he became restive. It reared and refused to budge an inch.
Tipu was very fond of his horse. He called to the sweetmeat seller for half a kilo of jalebies. The sweetmeat seller
weighed it out and wrapping it in a sheet of newspaper handed him the packet. Tipu got down from his tonga and
held out the packet as the horse munched up the sweets with relish. The jalebies over, Tipu was about to throw
away the paper when his eyes caught a headline which almost leapt to his attention:

INDIA ASKS BRITAIN TO RETURN SHIVAJI’S SWORD, BHAVANI.
Tipu Sultan had some faint memories of Shivaji, of whom he had read when he was studying in the local
Middle School. It was said that Shivaji was a gallant Maratha chieftain and had employed many Muslims to man
the guns of his artillery; he had placed them in high position and they had acquitted themselves with great credit
in many battles. As far as his meager knowledge went, it was a good sword but there was nothing exceptional
about it to single it out from other good swords. Shivaji would not have missed this particular sword in any case,
more so because being a Maratha chief he must have had many swords at his disposal. Why this clamour to get
back his sword? Surely, there was something more to it than met the eye?
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Suddenly Tipu’s chain of thought was broken as a scene from a film on the Pandits of Banaras who conducted
prayers on the banks of the holy Ganga flashed back into his mind. There was a fat and strong man among them
brandishing a long sinister looking sword and yelling, “Jai Bhavani!” before plunging the sword into the neck of a
victim lying prostrate before him.
Tipu had been so terror-stricken that he had run out of the cinema hall. Later his friends had laughed at him. “It
was only a film,” they had explained to him, “not reality.”
On that day, too, he had felt a strong desire to learn more about Bhavani and he had gone to the Budhwar
Crossing to fish for more facts about this.
“Tell me, Khan, what’s this thing called Bhavani?”
He had asked the first friend that he had met. Khan had just gathered his tehmet round his legs and had
deposited himself on the low wooden seat of his carriage as Tipu had fired the question at him. The man was a
hefty Pathan, sporting a sparse beard. He lighted his biri at the wrong end and since he was living far from home
he ploughed a lonely furrow, plying his business most of the time. As the word ‘Bhavani’ fell upon his ears his
face clouded over.
“Sultan, talk of something else,” he had gasped. “This word sends shivers down my spine.”
“It is me that the word scares,” Tipu Sultan had honestly confided. “But, dada, why should you be afraid of the
word?” he asked.
The Khan was a man in his fifties and lived in a rented house. He owned a decrepit, recalcitrant mare and a
ramshackle tonga. He had been born in those times when princely states were still intact.\fn{ I.e., before 1947. There
were over 500 of them:H} The city roads were so wide open that he could race his tonga against the train from
Barkhera to the railway station and forge ahead of the train. Those dear alleys that he knew as home and loved
now struck fear in his heart and he openly cursed them.
“You did wrong Khan,” he mumbled to himself, “I swear by the holy Qu’ran, one had better run a paan-shop
than a tonga.” And with a heavy sigh, “Alas, how long will the mare live? And then …?”
Sultan had been listening fleetingly to Khan but had been thinking of Bhavani all the while. But the Khan had
carried on in his own vein, “The animal keeps dozing at the tonga stand the whole day. In the evening what does
one take home? Tell me, what does one take home?” Sultan had had no answer.
“Dada, you haven’t answered my question. Why are you afraid of Bhavani?” Sultan had repeated.
“That’s what I’m coming to,” the Khan had said in a shaky voice, as if the question had troubled him. “There I
was, my tonga and horse trotting along,” he had mused, “but that harami rushed past, splattering my mare’s face
with dirt and spewing a whirl of smoke behind!”
“Who?” Sultan had asked.
“That haramiauto—who else?” Khan had replied. “As my eyes followed the receding auto, I saw Jai Bhavani
painted on the back of its hood. I swear, it put me in such distress, I drove the tonga home, unharnessed the mare
and flung myself down on my cot.”
“But I’m talking about Shivaji’s sword. It is called Bhavani.”
“Call it Bhavani or anything else for all I care,” the Khan said pulling a long face.
“It is now in vilayat. The angrez had carried it away,” Sultan had handed out the information. “Our
government wants it back.”
“But why all this rumpus? If they have got it, they will return it. It’s as simple as that. It couldn’t be of any use
to them.”
“But is there anything special about that sword, dada? Why do we want it back?”
A bitter but naughty smile had twisted the Pathan’s face.
“They want to have it to shove it up your ass,” he grinned. Then he yawned. “Come, I’ve to groom my
animal,” he said. “She can’t have enough of it these days.”
*
Tipu Sultan was a happy-go-lucky man and took things easy. As a boy he had failed his middle class
examination and dropped out from school. As a youth he had been declared winner at a wrestling competition and
honoured with the title of Tipu. Ever since, he had gone under either name. Somewhere between his boyhood and
youth he had found himself tugging at the reins of a draught pony.
It was all still so vivid in his mind. Auto-rickshaws had not yet been put on the roads, the roads not so wide,
the valleys not so deep nor the distances so long. The Sindhis had only just come to Beragarh. Fear did not loom
so near, the people were not so bold, the women did not smoke so many cigarettes and the seths and moneylenders did not bring out an Urdu newspaper to blackmail the unwary and hold them to ransom. Nor were they so
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adept at declaring losses where none existed. It was in those days that he used to rub butter on his horse’s flanks.
On moonlit nights he would squander two hundred rupees away at one go.
Sultan knew many good men of the city, some wise elders among them. One day as he was crossing
Ibrahimpura he saw some of the city’s sophisticated gentry gathered around Ghurumian’s shop. They were
familiar faces, all. After salaaming one of them he said, “Please pardon my impertinence, Sir. May I be so bold as
to ask you a question?”
“Yes, go on, let us hear what you have to say.”
“For days now I have been dying to know what this thing called Bhavani is.”
“Bhavani!” one of the man interjected.
“Bhavani?” another asked.
The man to whom Sultan had put the question, tossed it on to the man standing next to him. “Tell him what
this Bhavani is. Just answer his question.”
“My dear man, don’t you know what’s Bhavani? It’s a kind of disease which generally affects the digestive
system. The afflicted person keeps on stuffing his stomach with food.” Upon which they all burst out laughing.
Humiliated, Sultan walked off, the laughter still chasing him.
The bazaar folk were a much nicer lot. They were not so cunning but neither simple nor ignorant of the ways
of the world. But all the same, they had the knack of treating the serious as a joke and laughing it away—how and
when they had acquired this trait no one can tell. Sultan was hurt at the manner in which they responded to his
question. He was offended. Rattled, he came back again and drew himself up before them in defiance. They
looked at him silently.
“What makes you laugh?” he asked them.
They were annoyed with Sultan but finding him so very grave, one of them cared to reply, “Bhai, aren’t we
allowed even to laugh?”
“But I had only asked you a simple question.”
Seeing Sultan’s serious face, one of the bazaar men who had an earphone plugged in his ear, queried him
seriously, “Sultan Bhai, you have only one question to ask, haven’t you?”
“Yes, only one.”
“But I have hundreds of them.”
“Because, Sultan Bhai, we have already answered your question without your knowing it. But there is no one
who can give us the answers to our questions. Sultan Bhai, do me the justice (though I know you are hardly
capable of it) and tell me if a man has in his heart a thousand questions writhing without a single answer, tell me,
what is he expected to do? While these questions make love with one another and keep on breeding till the heart is
ready to burst at the seams, and your wife and your children fly at your throat and your breath is about to stop and
you feel suffocated, for you no longer like your home but have to live in it to keep up appearances and decorum
and you have to keep count of each morsel of food that goes down your throat—so, Sultan Bhai, under such
circumstances what can one do except keep smiling and keep the sunny side up. So, Sultan Bhai, when one asks
you a question just smile and when one comes up with an answer, smile again.”
This garrulous man of today was indeed one of the silent type. The people sitting around him saw him go red
in the face, usually twinkling eyes behind his glasses go hazy with tears.
“Take it easy! Take it easy!” said one, thumping his back, handing him a glass of water.
That day Sultan came in for several great surprises, each time with a fresh jolt. Stopping at the street-crossing
he shoved his hand into his pocket for a one-rupee note to play satta with. Instead, his hand clutched upon a party
election manifesto and a party emblem. Cursing these political parties he fished out of the other pocket the satta
number (which serves as a cue to lay the wager on) from among the loose coins meant to buy feed for his horse.
He ate two hot samosas with the money and going to the Budhwara Crossing laid his stakes, the number dictated
by his intuition. While he was making his mind up for the next number to play, he heard the muezzin’s call on the
microphone and started. All the same he placed his stakes in haste upon various numbers and then looked at the
man standing next to him. There was something in the man’s face that led him to ask his question, “Bhai, what is
this Bhavani?”
“Bhavani is a Hindu,” the man replied. “Of course I know that I know it is a Hindu goddess.”
“I happened to be in Moradabad on the Eid day,” the man said. “I heard this name being pronounced there also.
Brother, every time I heard this name I felt my heart would jump out of my throat. It was fear. The old people told
me that not even in ’47 had they heard such terrifying slogans.”
“What slogans were they shouting?”
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“They were shouting Jai Bhavani! Just to strike terror in our hearts and they were succeeding in their purpose.
We were ready to jump out of our skins in fear. I swear by the Holy Qur’an many pregnant women must have
aborted. By Allah, they were terrible days and most gruesome nights.”
Feeling utterly bewildered, Sultan decided to call it a day. He bought some feed for his horse with the money
that was left in his pocket and went home.
The next day was a Friday. It was probably for the fourth or fifth time in his entire life that Sultan was going to
the mosque to say his namaaz. The Friday sermon enjoined that man should fear none except God. He should not
bow his head before anyone except God and he should dispel all fear from his heart.
The namaaz over, Sultan met the Imam Saheb who had delivered the Friday sermon.
“Tell me, what am I supposed to do?” Sultan asked him.
“Why, is something troubling your mind?”
“I don’t know. But I get startled without any rhyme or reason. A vague sort of fear keeps haunting me all the
time.”
“What do you do for a living?”
“I ply a tonga.”
“How many children do you have?”
“Only a son.”
“What’s your name?”
“Sultan.”
“Sultan, may Allah bless you. You have such a nice name. A man with that name can never be afraid of
anything. You must wear the talisman called ‘Ali Sher-e-Khuda’ round your neck and that will be the end of your
fears. It will guard you against all calamities.”
After doling out this piece of wisdom the Imam Saheb went his way.
Upon enquiry, Sultan learnt that an old widow had a small shop in Jumrati Bazaar where she sold all kinds of
talismans. Maybe she stocked the kind of talisman the Imam had recommended for him.
Sultan went up to the shop which was known as Phulmati’s shop. He found an old woman wailing at a man,
“Haji saheb, I am a poor widow and have only a short span of life left to me. You give refuge to all. Give me four
more days. I will pay you the arrears of shop rent to the last paisa. Give me only four more days.”
Sultan thought that he must buy the talisman before it was too late. If the landlord had his way with the old
woman he might not get an opportunity again. The old woman left the shop just then, leaving her son to attend to
the business. One could count the ribs in the boy’s bare chest. His face was swollen and he was breathing
wheezily like an asthmatic. Sultan’s eyes fell on a talisman the widow’s son was wearing round his neck, and he
looked at it intently. It was a beautiful talisman with the words, Jai Bhavani inscribed on it. Sultan then examined
the other talismans, all of the same material and made to the same pattern. And there it was—the talisman with the
words Ya Ali inscribed on it. He bought it hastily, lifting it to his eyes in reverence.
Lying in his bed at night, Sultan kept gazing at the talisman, its strings firmly held between his fingers. He was
going to wear it round his neck. His eyes fell all at once on his son who was sleeping on a mat on the floor by his
bed. He quietly climbed down, knelt by the mat and tied the talisman round the neck of his sleeping son. Then he
gazed at his son, love welling in his heart as if he had become a father for the second time and was now fulfilling
a father’s commitment. That was how he had felt, that flashing pain and joy of fatherhood, when he had for the
first time, placed the reins of his horse in his son’s tender hands.
85.110 The Dustbin\fn{by Raghubir Dhand (1934-1990)} Sangrur District, Punjab State, India (M) 9
Though an icy day in December, it had been made wonderfully cozy by the arrival of two little pieces of good,
heart-warming, news.
The first was about my wife’s return from the hospital. Her hospitalization had left the entire house upside
down. Sometimes, a glass broke, sometimes a shirt got scorched with a hot iron, and sometimes the matchbox was
simply not to be found. Time and again it was the same complaint, “Why had the widows been set to grind the
wheat?” When things threatened to get out of hand, I started cursing God, saying, “Oh Cruel One! You created the
Indian male for lording it over his little kingdom, not for cleaning bathrooms.” Often distraught and angling for
compassion, I would start whining, “I’ve been mauled up so badly that I can’t stop groaning, and yet my pain
doesn’t touch your heart?” That bloody son of mine was, of course, good for nothing—a true son of his Indian
father. Tucking into his bread, beans and sausages, he would invariably scamper off to the park.
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Hanh, it was my ten-year-old daughter who often stayed back. Poor girl! She was too caring and a little too
considerate. Though she did her best to knead the dough, either it spread itself too thin, became watery or turned
as solid as a brick. And when it came to rolling out challahs, it seemed as if she was doing an exercise in
geography—sometimes they turned into a map of England with Northern Ireland forcibly tagged on; at others,
they resembled France or Italy. With her mother in the hospital, I didn’t have the heart to say anything to her,
though I often squirmed inside, muttering to myself, “Oh, you silly girl! If a map is what you must draw, then, at
least, draw one of Hindustan.” But the very next moment I forgave her, saying, “Now, what’s her fault? When did
she ever visit Hindustan? If there’s anything of Hindustan she’s seen, it’s on the telly, that too, naked, skeletonlike children, heaps of garbage and flies swarming all around.” Or how one day she had read in the newspaper
that the Prime Minister of Hindustan was born on February 29 and he drank his own urine at breakfast. On
reading it, she spat in the sink and observed in English, “Everything is so strange about him,” which I had
promptly translated to myself as “Oh listen camel! Every limb in your body is crooked.”
Tired of eating half-cooked, triangular chappatis, I had finally decided to seek the help of those who counted
themselves among our well-wishers or had somehow convinced us that they actually were. They were, in any
case, going to complain later, “Oh, why didn’t you tell us? We could have been of some help to you. What’s the
point in having brothers and sisters around?” I made three calls in a row. Each time, the subject was the same—
“Bhenji, on your way back from work, do make it convenient to drop by. We want your help with kneading of
the dough. Besides, you must explain to Guddi how to do it.”
Though the question was the same, each time the reply was different.
“Bhaji, it’s hardly a favor. But today, he’s likely to be late and you know, I can only come with him.”
“Bhaji, kneading the dough is no problem. But these days my hands often turn numb. So tired was I of this
problem that I finally bought a machine.”
“Bhaji, this is the easiest thing in the world. When I was in India, I would’ve a basketful of rotis ready in no
time. Now, this cursed one, not as if he had a small family! No, it was a herd really. But you know how, for the
past one year, I have had this frozen shoulder. I can’t tell you what it is to get through the day. I don’t know what
to do; it’s so painful. So now, he’s the one who sees to the cooking and all that. Bhaji, don’t mind.”
Let me admit that it was patently wrong on my part to say that the responses were any different. Each time, the
answer was much the same, only the manner of saying it was different—somewhat like multicolored capsules
stuffed with spurious medicines.
The only reason for my being so happy about my wife’s return from hospital was not that now, without having
to lift a finger, I could still look forward to a decent, well-cooked meal or a spruced up house. There were other
reasons, too, which had more to do with the typical English climate.
After coming to this place your own woman, with whom you might not so much as exchange a word in your
country, suddenly begins to appear not only attractive but also romantic. After seeing white men and women
walking min arm or enjoying the bright sun on the beach, their bodies are sprawled m half-naked splendor, we too
start changing colors the way a chameleon does. After all, friends, a wife is someone who brings you a thick
packet of sterling pounds as well, doesn’t she?
My wife’s homecoming was something like a yellow moon suddenly appearing on a dark night—or an ailing
person miraculously recovering without any medicine.
*
Another piece of good news was no less heart-warming. Today, my favorite writer Kalyanji had decided to
visit us rather unexpectedly. A sudden, overwhelming joy coursed through me as though a cold draught had
tickled my senses while I sat by the bank of the canal in my village or some peacock, drunk with monsoon
showers, and hiding among the thick grove of jamun trees, had suddenly burst into a dance.
Kalyanji was a brilliant writer. He was so positive that he didn’t have a trace of bitterness or malice,
whatsoever. He portrayed the dreams and desires, agony and ecstasy of common men with a skill that was simply
matchless. So much so that each piece of his writing was a living testimony to an impeccable control over both
content and form. The most interesting part was that, while fashioning his style, he would neither tilt to the left
nor fall into a ditch over to his right. In the end, he always came up with something so completely original, and
said it in so unexpected a manner, that even the most ordinary readers also found something memorable to carry
with them, tucked away safely into neat phrases.
I, too, had this burning desire to be a writer. In a way, I already was a minor writer of sorts, but I had this
ambition to breast the tape the way only some front-runners such as Kalyanji manage to do. Since his arrival in
the house, my desire had suddenly shot through the roof, as it were.
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As for my desires, the less said the better. So many of them had already surfaced unexpectedly and then sunk,
almost as suddenly. Once, on reading The Ramayana scripted by Jaswant Singh Tohanwi, I had developed this
strange passion for becoming a disciple of Hanuman. And as this thought occurred, I scurried across to Shourie,
the goldsmith, with an offer of a turban and a rupee, requesting him to accept me as his disciple. He asked me to
memorize Hanuman Chalisa, which I did within less than a day. Guruji’s next command was:
“Now son, go and develop your power of concentration by reciting it over and over again. After a few days,
this power will be put to the test. Demons shall strike terror in your heart, poisonous snakes shall come hissing
towards you and milk-white apsaras shall torment your flesh. But if you manage to emerge, unscathed, you would
have Hanuman, the King of Monkeys, in your thrall.”
Once my initiation was over, I went leaping through the night, across to the flat mound that was close to the
railway gate and, by the crack of dawn, I had literally blown off every page of Hanuman Chalisa, with clouds of
dust thickening all around. Despite the sleepless night I had had, the next day I went around the village, swirling
like a dust storm as though I was ready to carry Ram and Lakshman aloft my shoulders, only waiting to hop
across the village canal. In much the same manner, the following night, as soon as the twelve o’clock mail train
had trundled away, perching myself on the same mound, I had started reciting out of Hanuman Chalisa. Hardly
had an hour or two passed when a sudden hollering sound was heard from across the mound,
“Who is it, bai, hiding here in the mounds at this hour?”
I decided to retreat into silence, increasing the speed of paath from forty-five to seventy-eight. The voice came
all over again, shrill but clear,
“Oye, why don’t you speak up? Should I come, then? You’d better wait, now!”
It seemed as though some demon had materialized. So I ran as fast as my feet could carry me and stopped only
when I had found a barn to hide my head in. And that’s where I kept hiding until the morning, holding my breath.
Let alone recite the mantra, I didn’t go anywhere near the mound, again, until I found out that it wasn’t a demon
but Baroo, the addict, who had come to the mound that night. He wanted to scare me off the mound and steal
peanuts from a field nearby.
Another time, during the wrestling match at the time of Hola Mohalla, when I saw Gulzar, the wrestler,
participate in a round, the desire to become a wrestler surfaced, inevitably. This time round, it was no less than an
all-consuming passion. So I made Gulzar, my guru, by offering him a turban and a rupee. Keen on showing my
prowess during the next year’s Hola Mohalla, I started making all kinds of preparations. I would get up at four in
the morning and start exercising. Everyday, I would do as many as five hundred push-ups and no less than seven
hundred sit-ups. In the evenings, I stepped in the wrestling-ring to flex every muscle in my body. I would have all
kinds of nourishing drinks, made out of crushed almonds and quince fruit or lotus fruit or whatever else. I even
went to the extent of buying myself a weaver’s shuttle from a place close to the bridge of Kanganwaal, a few
miles away from the village.
And I would use this shuttle to scrape the milk off the huge vessels in which the halwais kept it to boil, without
ever disturbing the top, creamy layer and each time, it was the cat who took not only the blame but also the
abuses. All the tricks were now on my fingertips. Whenever I saw two wrestlers fight, my muscles would start
twitching, even get knotted up. I would start hollering,
“O bloody fool! What’re you waiting for? Come on! Slip out of his hold and attack him from behind his back
… You fool! Scratch him and press him down with your knee on his neck … Pull his drawers off and throw him
down … O you blind one! Can’t you see, how he just might twist you around … At least, push him off-balance
and get the better of him, you crazy fool!”
Finally the day I had so desperately been waiting for arrived, the day I was to put all my newly acquired skills
to practical use. It so happened that I was pitted against Ithar of Malerkotla—that reed of a man. I dug in my heels
saying that I couldn’t afford to give consent for a bout with someone like him. No, I didn’t want to be insulted. I
wanted them to look for someone who could actually match my prowess. Finally, it was guruji who, reasoning it
out with me, said,
“O you fool! There’s no other way of getting started. In the beginning, it’s always better to take on someone
not as powerful as you.”
Hearing his words, I somersaulted into the fray, blowing off the dust in everyone’s face. After shaking hands
with Ithar, I was still contemplating my first move when suddenly his grasp fell around my neck just the way a
sickle falls over a large chunk of fodder and slices it off in a single stroke. He started rubbing my head and face
deeper into the dust. Within minutes, my appearance had been ruined beyond recognition. God be thanked that the
bout was in our village and so people could prevail upon him to let go of me. Since that day, let alone fight a bout,
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I haven’t even so much as been to see one.
So this is how I had a passing fancy for something different each time, almost like the clouds floating up in the
hills which come and go, without leaving a trace.
*
But the desire to be a writer was perhaps the strongest among them all. I had put myself through quite a
ruthless dissection to find out why some of my earlier interests had vanished into thin air, unable to survive the
very first knocking they got. But come what may, a writer I had to become, that too, someone as great as Kalyanji
and if possible, even greater—such was my unshakable resolve.
Kalyanji came and I seated him on the sofa, next to the room heater. My wife, resting in the adjacent room, had
to be carried in. After introducing him to my children, I took out a bottle of whisky. When he told me that he did
not drink, I was surprised that, despite being a writer, he wouldn’t. Baba Ghalib could only create some of his best
poetry under the influence of liquor, and I too, drank out of the borrowed money. I thought he might have just
refused out of sheer politeness—something that Punjabis often do the first time. So I made the offer, once again:
“Have a small glass, how does it matter?”
“No, my dear! I neither drink nor do I think it’s something worth drinking. Hanh, we’ll have tea, that too, if
you were to make it. Don’t hassle your wife, she needs rest.”
The moment I heard this firm dressing down couched in polite words, I promptly went and put the bottle of
whisky back into the closet. While returning to my seat, I noticed a smile of satisfaction on my wife’s face, which,
indeed, made me feel rather ashamed of myself.
While sipping tea, Kalyanji told me that he had come for a wedding in the neighboring town. On learning
about my wife’s condition from someone there, he had come specifically to enquire after her. He was here only
for a few hours and would go back with the marriage party. Keen to put these few hours to the best possible use, I
asked him,
“Kalyanji, you’re a great writer. I, too, wish to improve my skills. Now on the basis of the vast experience you
have, please tell me how should I do it?”
At first he smiled, but then started looking at me rather solemnly. Slowly his lips moved but before he could
say anything, they were sealed again. Someone had packed in all his force into the thumb pressing the doorbell
and was now simply refusing to lift it off again.
When I opened the door, Amroo bhai and Tejo bhabhi were standing outside.
Amroo was my friend from the village—out and out illiterate. I was educated and a writer to boot. Without
making it too obvious, we often treated each other as two completely different persons, I, in my high shoes and
he, in his low ones. That is why, though we were in the same town, we would rarely ever meet, if at all.
Before seating themselves, they made solicitous enquiries about our well being. Once they had settled in, Tejo
bhabhi started pressing my wife’s arms and shoulders. When I cast a quick glance at her, I found her to be
different from the same Tejo bhabhi who, after Arnroo bai had left for England, would often come to me in the
village, asking me to pen down her letters for her. She would say –
“Deora! You must write the letter in a firm tone; mustn’t whine. Bai, write that he should send the permit
today itself. And write that if he ever dared to look at any white woman, I’d thrash him so badly that his head
would start looking like a nihangs bowl. Hanh, you must write this. After all, I’m also a daughter of Raisarias of
Mewa … don’t hesitate … just put it down there …”
I would stop her in mid-sentence and say,
“Bhabhi, bai must have already got himself a head resembling a nihangs bowl. Now you must threaten him
saying, you’d leave him for Sheru, the shepherd.”
But Tejo bhabhi would flash a momentary smile and then suddenly turn sad, saying,
“O bad one! Why do you tease me? You know how difficult it is to spend even a single day without him
around.”
Once again, I had decided to take the liberty that I always did owing to our very special kinship as devarbhabhi and said,
“Bhabhi, this fur coat makes you look like just another mem; but the salwar is still trailing around you. Why
don’t you start wearing trousers with flares? Now even the old women go around wearing them.”
If bhabhi wished, she could have actually sent me scurrying for cover by using her inimitable wit. But
throwing a quick glance at Kalyanji, she lowered her gaze and said,
“Do white women ever wear salwars when they visit our country? Why should we mimic them?”
Then running her hand over my wife’s cropped hair, she said,
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“May God bless our deorani who wears them. She is no less than a mem really.”
Then suddenly she got up. Opening the buttons of the coat, she said,
“This good-for-nothing can never think of anything better to do than tease me. O queen of mine! You tell me,
is there anything I could help out with?”
Despite my wife’s constant protestations, she marched straight into the kitchen to wash up a sink full of pots
and pans.
And Amroo bhai kept sitting there, silently—almost as if he was sitting on a platform bench, waiting for a train
to arrive. Amroo bai, who, despite having done the double shifts at night for twenty years, had retained the
freshness of milk preserved in a copper vessel without being boiled. About two years ago, on getting to know that
one of his hands had been mangled up in a machine, I had visited him in the hospital to express my concern. But
Amroo behaved as if nothing of consequence had happened. He had said, then,
“Chotte bhai, you can very well see my condition for yourself. I’m whistling like an engine. As they say, never
believe a Jat\fn{People living mainly in the states of Punjab, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. They are Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs. Their
principal occupation is farming.} to be dead until the seventeen days of ritualistic mourning are over."
Having washed all the dishes in no time, bhabhi came out of the kitchen. She said,
“Now, we’ll leave. I’ll come in the evening again and do the cooking for you. And you’re not going to get up at
all, understand? And you, mora, there was no need for you to burn your hands for more than a month. Had you
regarded me as your bhabhi, wouldn’t you have informed me of our deorani going to the hospital? Why would
you treat us as human beings? We are the unlettered ones, after all …”
And bhabhi had stopped at nothing. Though known for repartee in my own circle, I had been left speechless
by hers. It was more of an effort at small talk when I said,
“Bhabhi, you should’ve had tea or something.”
This time round, Amroo stepped in for her.
“No, we’ll have it another time. The pubs are about to open. I’d rather have some beer. Besides, hajji is sitting
with you. Please carry on with your conversation.”
Leaving behind a bundle of ten pound notes upon the table, Amroo bai said,
“This is something like a hundred pounds. You may need it. If you need more, just send a word across. Your
situation doesn’t permit you to be short of money.”
Without listening to a word of what I had to say, they just banged the door shut and left within seconds.
*
Then a long silence fell.
In an effort to break the silence, I thought of broaching the same subject with Kalyanji, once again. But before
I could say anything, he shot,
“Well, young lady, what kind of thoughts are you lost in?”
My wife smiled—a smile that resembled a ring denuded of its gold coating. Then she spoke, as if pleading,
“Seeing you so withdrawn, I thought you were getting bored. We don’t really entertain them much. Please
don’t mind. These people don’t know their manners, really.”
“Young lady, how did you form such a wrong impression? I was thinking of something totally different.” With
these words, Kalyanji cut my wife short.
“What?” The query almost rolled off my tongue.
“Just that Amroo appears to be some kind of a wish-fulfilling tree and Tejo, a kamdhenu cow. As though they
are the real pillars, holding up this earth.”
Having said as much, Kalyanji fell silent as if he wasn’t left with anything more to say.
Seizing my opportunity, I carne straight to the point.
“Kalyanji, tell me then, what should I do to become a good writer?”
Gazing at me intently, Kalyanji had just said, “Aziz …” when a repeated knock on the rear door froze the
words on his lips.
I opened the back door.
*
Dilshad sahib and his wife were waiting outside. They had a special affection for us. Though I wasn’t from
Majha, I had taught in his town for sometime. But he would often say,
“We are the only two brothers from Majha here. The others are from Doaba, who don’t even know how to
pronounce the Punjabi equivalent of ‘weight’ and often prefer the feminine gender in their description of a
chicken. Majha is simply incomparable and it alone could have sired such an iron-willed man as Kairon.”
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His wife, too, had infinite affection for my wife. Even if my wife were to be in bed with high fever, she would
rebuke her gently and say,
“Now look at her. The way she’s pretending! Surely you don’t want your elder sister to go back without food?
Get up, now. Don’t behave as if you’re going to die this very moment. If you tire, bhaiji is always there to give
you a light massage.”
Once they had settled in, Dilshad started off in his usual style,
“Now you know bha, I don’t really enjoy my food till I have had a good, hearty chat with you. Forget other
things, but today in the gurudwara, your bhau really set the pigeons aflutter. Everyone spoke … they just went on
and on … and may Guru bless you, I just sat in one corner, my lips firmly sealed. Then came my turn. Raising my
left arm as I hollered, “Waheguruji da khalsa, waheguruji di fateh,” my big steel bangle jingled against the small
one almost like Nalwa’s scimitar. And then with your good wishes, your Jat shot off a couplet by Guru Gobind
Singhji.”
When injustice comes knocking at the door
Cowards wither in shame, the brave hit the floor.

“Dilshad Sahib, not scimitar, but sword, and this, incidentally, is Saadi’s couplet.” I made the mistake of
offering him a correction.
“No, bha, I think you’re forgetting. With your good wishes, I know the whole of Baani\fn{Banni’s Granth Sahib,
the alternative Granth Sahib, not generally considered the orthodox text .} by heart. Anyway, may Guru forgive you your
follies. And the next thing you heard was a round of applause. You see, I had taken the precaution of making a
few of my men sit among the audience. So the spell was truly cast. First I turned my attention towards that
pompous comrade Kewal Singh. He often goes around saying, ‘Stop these langars as everyone in England has
enough to eat.’ He wants the hundred pounds or so, spent every week on running the langal, to be diverted
towards hiring teachers, so that our children could learn Punjabi or music. He even wants the public libraries to be
set up out of this fund. I said: ‘Brothers and sisters! See for yourself. Such are the people. Forever ready to run a
sickle through the roots of Sikhism. They are communists, yes hard-core communists. Come to think of it, without
langars what would Sikhism be? The sangat had better be warned against such people. Now if they had their way,
they wouldn’t just stop the langar but close down the gurdwaras as well. That is why there are no gurdwaras in
Russia or China. As for the other thing. Hire teachers to teach children dance and music? Comradeji, we certainly
can’t allow mujras to be performed in Guru’s house. I must commend the immense patience of the sangat which
hasn’t caught you by the beard and thrown you out …
“Barely had these words escaped my lips, when the people rushed forward, hollering, ‘Let this pig-headed
comrade come forward. We don’t want to listen to his nonsense. We’ll pull down the house of the man who tries
to stop the langar …’ The sangat was up in the arms … and bhau, I tried the same old strategy that Kairon often
used to adopt, ‘Peace, brothers, peace! I admire your devotion to Sikhism. But this is Guru’s house, not the
battleground of Kurukshetra … peace … I say peace!’”
“Now bha the result is that this swollen-headed comrade can’t ever dream of entering a gurdwara.”
Hearing such fiery words from Dilshad Sahib, I too felt momentarily provoked. Applauding him, I said,
“Wah, bhauji, who dare open his mouth in your presence?”
Laughing in a self-appreciative manner, he said,
“Your bhau is not the one to accept defeat so easily. After all, I had learnt my oratorical skills from none other
than Kairon Sahib. Just listen to this now …”
Dilshad Sahib had just about begun his story when my daughter came in and said,
“Daddyji, please give mummy her medicines.”
The moment I made to get up, catching hold of my arm and forcing me to sit down again, Dilshad Sahib said,
“Bha, listen to what happened next. Once the link snaps, you don’t really enjoy listening. It doesn’t matter
whether the medicine is given sooner or later. It wouldn’t, in any case, deny her the ritualistic masaya bath. Child,
you could also give her the medicine!”
The girl looked at me. Seeing the obvious expression of helplessness in my eyes, she left as quietly as she had
come. And Dilshad Sahib went back to his story.
“Bha, then I turned my attention towards that ill-bred one.
“‘Oye, you’d better listen to me carefully,’ I said. ‘You come to the gurdwara wearing jeans and jackets, and
sporting side-burns as long as a spade. And then talk of how maharaj was a picture of simplicity and how he used
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to mingle with the common people? And some temerity that you question the very idea of creating such a large
bedroom for him! Do you want us to create a platform where young boys and girls could flex their muscles about
Sikh religion and culture?’
“So that was it, bha. Right there, in the presence of the sangat, literally tearing him into shreds, I said,
“‘Wah aye, sinner! You want maharajs bedroom converted into another club? You expect us to listen to you
and disgrace our religion. You want our boys and girls to use this place as a meeting spot and then pair off before
parting? May you never prosper! Brothers and sisters! I regard it my sacred duty to warn you. Protect yourself
against such Ranga Massars of the twentieth century.’
“Now these words of mine were enough to spark a revolt in the sangat. And they didn’t take a breather till they
had pushed him as far as Eisenworth Road.”
I was about to congratulate Dilshad Sahib on his great victory when, coming out of the other room, his wife
announced,
“Aaoji, the table is laid.” Dilshad Sahib said,
“Come on bha. Kalyanji, you also come. Let’s get this over with. One doesn’t quite enjoy cold food.”
While my wife busied herself with rolling out chappatis, my daughter lent her a helping hand by hastily
putting ghee on them. Throwing a casual glance at the bowls full of chicken, raita and salad, Dilshad Sahib asked,
“Bharjai, aren’t you going to offer us drinks?”
My wife broke into a sad, wan smile as though moon was shining over a stretch of burnt-out stubble. She
brought in a bottle of whiskey and banged it on the table. Pouring himself a good-sized peg, he declared, “Help
yourselves—Cheers!” and gulped it down, twirling his mustache in his usual style. Then he hollered,
“Now bha, it’s victory all the way through. Your bha is the secretary. The president is also ours and so are the
executive members, barring two Akalis. In the whole of England, it’s the first gurdwara over which the Overseas
Congress has nearly absolute control. So you see, how destiny works. There in the elections, victory is for Indra
Rani and here, it’s for us.”
“This means, Indraji will definitely visit our town.”
“Of course, bha! We’re all set to welcome her. The reception will, indeed, be a memorable one. I’ll get police
to set up cantonments in every possible corner.”
*
Having had our dinner, we got up to wash our hands. Standing in front of the mirror, Dilshad Sahib ran his
hand over his turban and beard. My wife came and sank into the sofa in such a manner as if she had been flung
from a distance. The sink and the table were still littered with the dishes. Looking at her watch Mrs. Dilshad asked
her husband,
“I say ji, what’s the time?”
“It’s going to be three.”
“Oh, three? Please hurry up. If we miss the front-row seats, half the fun of watching Mohammed Raft sing
would be lost. His songs, of course, we listen to almost every day. But I’m more interested in admiring his stage
presence. Thank you, bhen! The food was really sumptuous. Now, you’d better rest awhile before washing up the
dishes. Hanh, do take good care of yourself.”
And, they left.
Once again, I turned towards Kalyanji.
“Kalyanji, please tell me how to write a story that moves just the way a skilled farmer does across his fields
while ploughing—with verve and excitement. He doesn’t leave a single dike jutting out, doesn’t flash a whip at
the bullocks and makes sure that the ploughshare doesn’t hurt them. The bells chime loud and clear as he ploughs
and the leveled-out field begins to look somewhat like a phulkari design upon the ground. So attractive is it that
passers-by can’t help pointing out, saying, ‘Bai, this is the way to do it, really.’”
Again, assuming a serious posture, Kalyanji started off: “Aziz—”
This time, the knock on the back door was both gentle and polite. Excusing myself, I walked across to open the
door.
*
Bhatia Sahib and his wife, Atka, were standing there, beaming.
People used to say all kinds of things about this couple such as,
“All you need to do is to dangle a bottle of whisky in front of Bhatia and you could even take him to Mount
Everest.” or
“Keep a safe distance from him as he often acts as a police-informer.” or
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“He entertains white officials in palatial hotels. He offers their wives phulkari shawls, embroidered saris and
miniature models of Taj Mahal. He is the kind who kills two birds with a single stone. One, he has maneuvered a
scale three position for himself. Two, he organizes exhibitions of those very phulkari designs, saris and models;
gets Lords and Mayors to inaugurate them and ensures an award or two for himself as well. A real time-server!
Each time he meets the officials of the Indian High Commission, an achkan and a Gandhi cap is what he flaunts.
And when he heads for the temple, he’s bound to have a tilak on his forehead and a mantra on his lips. It isn’t
easy to know what he is up to, really!”
Though, people often had such things to say about him, I hadn’t ever tried to find out whether it was true or
false. All I knew was that he had been the president of a temple since its very inception. He represented several
organizations, floated specifically for the welfare of the immigrants. Besides, he was the cultural secretary of the
International Writers Forum. His wife was quite obsessed with socializing; sitting at home was something she
hated to such an extent that my wife had nicknamed her “the footloose one.” She was really proud of her wellconnected parents. Somewhere in the northern part of India, her father owned an iron and steel factory. Like her
husband, she, too, took a special delight in organizing exhibitions. He would exhibit Indian handicrafts and she,
the sagging (p)arts of her body.
They were quite close to us. Often they would say that it was only our house where they could just walk in
without so much as a thought. They had recently returned from India, having spent almost eight weeks there and
we had reason enough to be annoyed with them. My wife had bought a few clothes for the kids of her widowed
sister. She wanted them to carry a small packet, which she had prepared only after having checked up with them.
But they hadn’t so much as met us before leaving let alone take the packet along. It occurred to me that now was
the time to make our displeasure known to them. But the moment Bhatia Sahib had settled in, he said,
“Yaar, you’re really irresponsible. Why didn’t you send the clothes? We had kept the suitcase open and waited
until the last minute.”
Hearing him speak in this manner, all thoughts of displeasure vanished quickly from my mind, leaving me to
think of how I could now give an apt rebuttal to his irrefutable claim.
“Bhaiji, but you didn’t even bother to get in touch with us before leaving?” complained my wife, bailing me
out of a nagging sense of anxiety.
Only a woman knows how to go hammer and tongs after another woman. So pat came the reply from his wife,
“Bhen, I wish you had seen my condition then. You would have actually thrown a fit. The doctors gave me so
many injections that my limbs appeared to be perforated. A cold had left me with a splitting headache and the
fever simply refused to subside.”
“Anyway, bhenji, you tell us how you are?” Bhatia Sahib changed the topic.
“It’s all right, bhaji. My shoulder still aches, though.”
In response to this, Alka said,
“Bhen, you’re whining over just one shoulder! You know, I made the mistake of buying these stilettos\fn{ Stiletto-heeled shoes.} in India. Hardly worth two hundred rupees, but somehow he took a fancy to them. He said, ‘Alka
darling! You must buy these.’ My father kept telling him, ‘Alka, my daughter, is very delicate. These stilettos
won’t suit her.’ But he just wouldn’t hear any of it. And that’s what happened. The moment I got into the car, they
started pinching me. It developed into a bunion and that brought on the fever. Even now, I’ve a blinding headache
—a dull tom-tom in my ears. It’s almost as if my heart would jump out any moment. I literally had to drag myself
out of bed to come here. You feel and see for yourself.”
With these words, holding out one of her arms in front of my wife, Alkaji sought confirmation of her claim. It
was the same arm that had an Omega watch tied on the wrist.
“Bhenji, you’ve got a lovely watch,” I proffered, merely to fend off any of her exhibitionist postures.
Alkaji suddenly sat bolt upright and said,
“It’s a gift from my mummy. She bought one for him as well. I say, why don’t you show yours? The chain was
cutting into my skin. So daddy got it replaced with a real gold one.”
“So, Bhatia Sahib, how was the trip to India?”
Reaching out for the bottle on the table, Bhatia Sahib said,
“Frankly speaking, we’ll have a drink.”
We had really been caught unawares. We had trained our daughter in such a way that the moment she saw
Bhatia Sahib step into the house, she would go scurrying into the bedroom to hide all the bottles under the
mattresses. But now she was away, gone to the shop next door to buy milk. After downing one peg, he poured
himself another before saying,
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“The India tour? Wonderful! I was really surprised by the way our country has progressed. A vast network of
roads all around. Televisions far outnumber people now and almost everyone goes around zipping on a scooter.
No daily-wager is prepared to work for anything less than ten rupees a day. And such beautiful houses as you may
not even find in England. Yaar; out here, it’s nothing but a living hell.”
“So how did you spend your time?” I asked, helping him out of the universal towards the particular.
Gulping down another peg, Bhatia Sahib said,
“It was honor and bouquets all along the way. An exhibition of my collections was held at Pant University,
Delhi and another one in Kashmir. I gave lecture-demonstrations. Newspapers splashed my pictures. Organizations and individuals showered me with awards and commendation certificates. Now the exhibitions would be
organized here as well. My lucky star is really in the ascendant. Do you know that, very soon, a Hindi center is
likely to be set up in England? I’m an applicant for the position of an officer-in-charge there. Just a matter of time
before the final decision is taken. Well, that would make me a real raja, and the center will be my true estate. Can
you think of anyone who can match ‘our’ caliber here?”
“I’ve heard that Chakravarty is also an applicant. He is a first class graduate in Hindi. Besides, he’s a wellknown poet as well, and—”
Cutting me short, Bhatia Sahib said,
“Forget all that. How can he ever compete with us? All the authorities in the department of education are dead
against him. People don’t really turn a blind eye when ‘they’ either go picketing or publish letters in the
newspapers. Where will he get the kind of references that I can boast of? Soon, I’m going to start a fresh round of
exhibitions. The Temple Committee and the Overseas Congress—all are ready to pitch in for us. We’ll send
Chakravarty into such a spin that he’ll forget his own name as well.”
So thoroughly bored was I with his total self-absorption that I would have just about given anything for a
change in the topic of conversation. It was in an effort to bring a bit of romance into our sultry conversation that I
had turned towards Alkaji and said,
“You’ve got yourself a marvelous haircut.”
It was as though, unwittingly, I had stirred a hornet’s nest.
“Thanks, bhai sahib. You know, some of my relatives in Ealing have nearly died of jealousy. They keep calling
up, repeatedly, all because of this haircut. But who bothers? I haven’t ever given them much importance. It’s
another thing that I got them gifts—Bata chappals for Kamla and a purse from Kashmir Emporium for Surinder,
an ivory necklace and a silk scarf for Manju and salwar kameez in the latest cut for Mrs. Dilshad. All of them
quietly took the things without so much as a polite thank you. Just look at Mrs. Dilshad, the way she pretends here
all the time. You know, I went to her house in Amritsar, as I had to hand over some of her things. My Gosh! Was it
a house? Full of houseflies. I wish I could have done the vanishing trick there. They got bottles of Fanta from the
bazaar and started forcing them into our hands. Of course, he had it, out of sheer politeness. But you know how I
hate such cheap stuff. I wouldn’t even touch it with a barge pole. So I gave my bottle away to our chauffeur …”
Once Alkaji had wound up her story, stepping forward, I quickly filled up Bhatia Sahib’s glass with the whisky
left in the bottle before dashing in to bring the story I had written recently. Adding a small dose of literary fizz to
the ambiance, I said,
“Now let me read out my latest story to you.”
Bhatia Sahib smiled. Taking the sheaf of papers away from me, he glanced over them once and said,
“Look Alka darling, what a beautiful hand! Isn’t it?” Screaming a sudden “Ho!” which sounded more like a
siren in the factory, he said,
“Oh God! It’s five o’clock! Time always flies in your sweet company. We’ve to meet someone at five-thirty.
We’ll listen to your story, another time. Alkaji, we must go now.”
*
They left, while the papers just lay there, listlessly, much in the manner of a soiled turban that has been
dragged through the mud in the presence of the entire panchayat; and the empty bottle, too, lay upon the table,
looking rather like a drained-out whore.
I cast another longing look towards Kalyanji. But he looked at his watch and said,
“It’s already five. I must get to Southall before six, in any case.”
Very reluctantly, I got up. It took me quite an effort to quell the raging desire inside. Thinking that such an
opportunity may not come my way for years, I decided to walk him to the bus stop, hoping to discuss a thing or
two on the way. As soon as we came into our rear garden, I said,
“Kalyanji! Please tell me, what must I do to become a good writer?”
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He seemed to have turned a deaf ear to me. It was a dustbin lying in a far-off corner of the garden that had
grabbed his attention. At that point of time, a handsome, lion-like dog was easing itself into it. Though it had seen
us enter, it just went ahead with its business most unabashedly. Angry, I picked up a stone and flung it across in its
direction. The dog ran away and promptly, I put the lid back on the uncovered dustbin. That moment, something
must have crossed Kalyanji’s mind and he bent down to pick up a stone. Putting it on top of the lid, he said,
“We’ll discuss that bit about your becoming a writer another time. Hanh, you must know what precautions to
take against such good-looking dogs that often come sneaking in through your rear door. They are always sniffing
around for uncovered dustbins. Yours is generously large and roomy. Always remember to keep the lid on. And
there’s no harm if you were to put a stone on the top as well.”
33.180 The Incident—And After\fn{by Anupama Niranjana (1934-1991)} Tirtha Halli, Shimoga District, Karnataka
State, India (F) 4
He looked anxious as he climbed the stairs, apprehensive that somebody would see him and stop to talk. His
friend’s wife, chatting with a neighbor, saw him come up.
“Where’s your wife? You seem to be alone.”
Avoiding answering her, he reached the second floor. What business is it of hers? he thought indignantly. But
the recollection that she had seen them go out together earlier in the evening sobered him up at once.
Perhaps I should have said something to her. What if she begins to speculate wildly? Standing there, working
away at her gossip loom, spewing out yarn …?
He was drenched with perspiration. Standing by his door, he tried to overcome the breathlessness the climb
had brought on. His name—white letters embossed on the door—confronted him. He read it over impassively, and
without recognition. Is this me? The faceless fellow that I am? Instead of leading this life, I could just walk away
… along the sea … like the camels there.
Involuntarily, his hand pressed the doorbell. The noise resounded inside, evoking an answering tremble in him.
Mother will open the door now. What do I say to her? His tongue darted over lips dry and lifeless. Quelling the
beating of his heart, he tried to put on a brave face.
His mother received him with a questioning glance. Unmindful, he took off his slippers, and crossing the hall,
entered his room. His mother waited awhile at the front door for her daughter-in-law to join them, and then,
seeing that she did not appear, shut the door.
“Where is she, Son?”
Pulling off his trousers, he replied, “She’s gone to her friend’s place.” The tone was even, the telltale quiver
suppressed.
“To Sunithi’s?”
“Hmm.”
His mother went inside. Listening to the clatter of vessels from the kitchen, his agitation surfaced again.
“If she wants to visit her friend, she should go in the morning! Why go at night? Besides, Sunithi’s married
too! It’s disgraceful! Haven’t you any sense, leaving her behind like this?”
Haven’t you any sense … to return … leaving her behind?
The words reverberated. Assumed a million forms. I left her, and returned. Where? Not sense, it was courage
that I lacked. Draping a dhoti around himself, he rushed to the bathroom—and let himself cry. His wife had said,
“Why take this street? It’s already dark. Even if one shouts, there’s no one around to come to our aid!”
“Don’t be so timid! What’s there to be afraid of, when we are on the scooter? Besides, this is a shortcut. In a
couple of minutes we’ll reach the main road that leads home, wait and see.”
What a splendid time they had at the seashore that evening! She was always scared of getting her feet wet, of
walking up to meet the waves. “What if I drown?” Her trembling reached me, journeying through our clasped
hands.
He recalled how he had felt like lifting her high and smothering her in a shower of kisses. In the distance, a
couple had strayed even farther into the water. Boys flirted with the oncoming waves. On the shore, ponies and
children played. Their happiness had matched the buoyant murmur of the sea, as if the world were devoid of
sorrow. But at last the sun set. Darkness came up on muted feet.
“Let’s make a move. But before going—some bhelpuri and ice cream.”
As he ate the ice cream, he was floating in happiness. The sight of her wide open eyes and blossoming bosom
urged a fast return home. Hence the shortcut.
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He emerged from the bathroom. Somehow, he felt diffident about facing his mother. Wondering whether she
had believed him, he stretched out on the bed.
“Come and eat.”
“I don’t feel like a meal now, Mother. We stuffed ourselves at her friend’s place.”
“So you went to Sunithi’s too! Why did you not say so? I thought you had met her near the beach.”
Mother is not convinced. I can tell by the way she is questioning me.
He got up in a huff and went out onto the balcony. A great many of the windows of the opposite building had
withdrawn for the night. On one balcony stood a husband and wife, side by side. With an arm over her shoulder,
the husband whispered something in her ear. Standing alone, his body began to quiver. Affection, love, desire,
kissing, embracing, then uniting—he had considered these the most significant aspects of creation. But all at once,
they lost their meaning, seemed mere shadows, without substance.
He retreated. Shutting the door of the balcony, he tumbled onto the bed. The same bed, once the fount of
pleasure, now seemed a smoldering volcano! He hid his face, felt himself burning in that fire.
In the obscure darkness, somebody had stopped the scooter. Heavy-set men, with harsh voices. One of them
had pulled his wife off. She screamed into the night.
“Who is it? Let go!”
He had rushed forward. A fist lodged in his face; he slumped as his eyes blurred over. When he came to, he
could hear the piteous cries of his wife from a distance. In the background, he dimly perceived the contours of a
hut-like structure. He tried to get to his feet, but tenacious arms restrained him.
“Just get on the scooter and scram. Raise an alarm and I’ll finish you off!”
His throat felt dry as he saw the razor glint in the stranger’s hand. His legs quaked under him.
“Go straight home! If you dare bring the police, we’ll stab your wife and leave!”
To go to her rescue would only invite fresh danger. Instead he had rushed home, intent on saving his own skin.
He tossed about on the cot. His mother, having completed her work in the kitchen, was fastening the latch of the
window. In a little while she would spread her bedding in the hall and sleep. The next moment she would begin to
snore.
I should have gone to the police, he thought. His wife’s image stood before him. At the moments when his
being was utterly satisfied, life without her had seemed unconceivable. And now, all of a sudden …
But if the police had been informed, she might have been killed. Yet, of what use is her life now? Supposing I
had rushed forward to save her? Then the sharp point of the razor would have carved my breast. I would have died
a martyr’s death. But what earthly reason would there have been in both of us dying, making a show of bravery?
Still, if survival was guaranteed, one could achieve almost anything …
His thoughts shamed him, and he felt a momentary contempt for himself.
He turned onto his side. He pictured his wife approaching him for an embrace. How did she get here? At this
moment, in the hut. He tugged at his hair in despair. He had treasured her kisses and caresses, once. But now all
that seemed drained of meaning.
He rose. The light was still burning. His mother’s snores were audible from across the hall. He picked up his
trousers from the clothes stand. Why not take his friend, go there and try to rescue her, he thought. Looking
distractedly into the mirror, he failed to recognize the face that met him. What if his friend refused to come? If he
is let in on the secret, it’s as good as telling the twenty-odd families in the building. And later, how do I face
them? Deciding against turning to his friend for help, he lay down again.
Can I continue to love her as before, knowing all that has happened? Impossible, he thought. But why? She has
lost her chastity, is that it? And what about me? Hadn’t I roamed the streets of this town, in pursuit of flesh? But
that was before I got married. I’m a respectable man now. Whereas she’s a fallen woman, for no deed of hers.
His eyes grew heavy with sleep. I stand on the edge of the ocean. The people are looking for somebody. The
waves thunder, rise to the skies, recede. Suddenly, the current throws something onto the sands. “A colossal fish!”
The people crowd around. I, too, strain to see, in curiosity. But it’s her corpse! I scream—
He woke up immediately, with a violently beating heart. It took him quite a while to return to reality. A novel
thought came upon him. What if she commits suicide? What do I say to the others, if it is so? Besides, her father
is a police inspector. He would not hesitate to pin the blame on me: “You killed her.” Dead or alive, she would
pose a problem.
He rose and went to the toilet.
“Aren’t you asleep yet, Son?” asked his mother, roused by the sounds of the door closing. Sleep had packed
sloth into her voice.
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“I was. But I woke up. Go to sleep, Mother!” he said, abrasively. Turning off the light, he went back to bed.
His wife had said:
“Do you know how much I love you?”
“How much?”
“More than my life!”
What will she say now? She is sure to spurn me. How can I ever face her again? Strange! Our intimacy over
the past two years has made us almost inseparable. Yet, now, how this incident wrenches us apart!
“We’ll have two children, what d’you say?”
“Will only two do?”
“Hmm. One a boy and the other a girl.”
They had had no children in the two years that had passed. But what if she becomes pregnant now? If so, it has
to be removed. My friend can give me the information … where to go, and so on. The expense does not matter.
Only, Mother should not hear of this.
If we feel it’s not possible to live together, a divorce can be arranged. I can say she is mentally unbalanced, or
even that she’s sterile. But what if Father-in-law asks me to get myself examined by a doctor first? The easiest
thing would be to be magnanimous and say, “I have forgiven you.” She may even be grateful to me. Then we can
put on our masks and continue the deception …
Suddenly, his stomach gave a sickening lurch.
It was still early in the day. The world was once again being prodded to life. She got off the scooter-ricksha and
walked quickly, to avoid prying eyes. As she climbed the stairs, her legs seemed to give way under her. The ache
in her thighs was unbearable. Clutching the banisters, she made her agonizing way upstairs. When her husband
tried to support her from behind:
“Don’t touch me!” she said. The tone was contemptuous and full of rage.
Sighting their ascent from the balcony, the mother went to the door. Her daughter-in-law’s disheveled hair and
her soiled and stained sari made her ask anxiously:
“What in God’s name is all this?”
The daughter-in-law walked by with bent head, without answering. The son replied:
“A bull came into the street. I had to brake rather suddenly and she fell off.”
“A bull? What if you had lost your lives!”
The daughter-in-law snatched her clothes from the stand and rushed into the bathroom. She turned on the
heater and tap. Hot water began to fill the bucket. As she sat down on the low stool to bathe, her tears flowed
freely.
Could a bath cleanse her? Could all this water wash away the sin now attached to her? She did not commit it!
But this stigma would remain till the very end …
All those screams have made my throat hoarse. Why, even a stone would have relented and taken pity on me!
And what became of God, the god I worshipped every day? From whom else could I expect help, when my dear
husband drove away, without even lifting a finger?
Her sobbing increased. Putting the soiled clothes in a corner, she looked at her body. Is this me? The smooth
fair skin was discolored by rude wounds. Her thighs were thoroughly battered. The vaginal bleeding hadn’t
ceased. The contact of hot water brought a silent scream to her lips. Oh God! Had life a meaning for her anymore?
She had eyed with longing from the hut the solace offered by the sea, but had no energy left to cover the distance.
Otherwise she could have rested peacefully at the bottom of the sea.
She began to dress. Outside, mother was conversing with son.
“Are you going to work?”
“Yes. I have to, I’ve no leave to spare.”
With her body and mind in tatters, she would have expected her husband to stay home; it was the least he could
do. But instead he seemed to be running away. What kind of a man is he, who cannot protect his wife? He could
have given up his life, fighting those blackguards—that way I would have retained my respect for him. Even if he
had died, I would have lived on with memories of him.
She came out. Her husband, standing before the mirror and shaving, appeared to her a total stranger. He
breathed his last near the hut, she thought in trepidation. The soapy lather covering his face made him look like a
rabbit. She flung herself onto the bed.
Surprised that her daughter-in-law did not put in an appearance at the kitchen, the mother came up to their
room.
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“What’s wrong? Aren’t you well?”
She felt her daughter-in-law’s forehead experimentally.
“She seems to be running a temperature. Why not consult the doctor?”
Mowing his beard with care the son replied:
“There’s no need. The hurt must have brought on the fever. She’ll be all right tomorrow.”
Memories a few months old rushed unbidden to her mind. She had complained of a headache.
“Shall we go to a doctor?” he had asked worriedly.
“To the doctor for a headache! Just get me an aspirin.”
He had rushed away immediately for the tablet.
“I won’t go to the office today,” he had said.
And now—how could a relationship break up overnight? Husband, wife, love, the bond—what do they all
mean? Of what worth was life if one turned to it only for happiness and sought to slip away when confronted with
sorrow?
She drank some coffee—because her mother-in-law insisted. Then she slept. Her body ached, as if she were
being dismembered. No, I cannot live with this coward. Did he show any concern? Did he say, “I’m sorry. Please
forgive me.”? Hell, just looking at his face repels me! Anyway there are no children to tie me down. I could go to
my father’s home, work and earn a living. This man’s shifty eyes disgust me!
He left for work. In a short while the maid arrived to finish the chores. As she washed the clothes, she suddenly
shouted from the bathroom:
“Amma, the petticoat’s all stained with blood. What happened?”
“I fell.”
“Wherever from?”
From the skies to the underworld. She stopped herself just in time. I should have washed those stains myself.
The maid is bound to tell all the neighbors. Could one wash away all the sins as easily as one removes these
stains?
The maid began to beat the clothes, to make the dirt run. The noise resounded through the tiny house. Those
stains are forever, they will not fade … she lay back, tired.
The cooking done, her mother-in-law joined her.
“If you had come straight home all this wouldn’t have happened! Why did you have to go to your friend’s
place?”
Shall I tell her what really happened? She debated for a moment. Probably she won’t believe it, but if she does,
she’ll be aghast. Her only son! How could this happen to his wife? And what about the family now? She would
lament, weep, bemoan her plight. Then it would all be put away for the sake of the son. A decaying life would be
dressed up in dignified robes.
“Will you have lunch? You didn’t eat anything in the morning, either.”
Hunger. Yes. But the churning hasn’t stopped. Mother-in-law, too, looks like a stranger.
She pecked at her food and rose. Another worry began to gnaw at her. What if she should become pregnant?
No, never. The doctor would help her remove the lump of sin. But then the whole story would come out. The torn
vagina, the swollen thighs—won’t he know what has happened? What if he refuses to treat me—a police case,
you see. Then the entire town will be put in the know. Fine. I’ll stand on the rooftops and shout, This is the story
of a woman who lived in this respectable town. Let them hang their heads in shame—the men, the women, the
police …
As she was drowsing, her husband’s friend’s wife came in.
“Aren’t you feeling well? Where were you all evening? I couldn’t get a word out of your husband!”
She gave a wry laugh in answer.
“The maid just left. She says there were heaps of soiled clothes at your place today!”
Does this woman know? In doubt and apprehension, she lay back, fatigued.
The pool of fear kept widening. What now? Do I put everything behind me and resume this drama of love? If
love means only sex, I am sick of it. There is only one way out of all this, the easy way: death. To reach heaven
treading on the waves of the ocean, that is the real deliverance!
The sun was wilting when the husband returned. Slipping in like an outsider, he changed his clothes and
walked into the kitchen. Sipping his tea, he asked his mother”
“How is she?”
“She’s lying down, can’t you see?”
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Mother and son went over the morning’s conversation again. He settled down in the hall, with the radio for
company.
Tossing about in bed, she mused, I should wire my father. After all, he is in the police department. If he can
come here, perhaps those wicked boors can be tracked down and punished. Maybe Father can do what this
coward cannot!
Night stole over them. He lay on the far side of the bed and did not speak. She waited, fearing he would fall
asleep. Then, stiffening her resolve, she began:
“Say something. We’ve got to arrive at a decision, haven’t we?”
“What’s there to decide about now?”
“Does this mean that this is the end?”
No reply. Silence slept between them. He had a restless night, but towards daybreak a deep slumber overtook
him.
He woke in the morning to her absence. Perhaps she was in the bathroom. He turned on his side. A quarter of
an hour passed, but still no sign. He got out of bed and checked. There was no one there!
His heartbeats quickened. The drawn bolt on the front door confirmed his fears. She had left! Surely she would
not have gone visiting at this hour. He was reminded of the sea. Maybe she had killed herself. Relief displaced all
other emotions: what a simple solution to the knotty issue! In the next instant: how vile could he get! What would
the people think, if he didn’t lament the death of his wife? Taking a grip on himself, he looked towards his
sleeping mother. Shall I wake her, tell her the news? No. It would be better to think calmly first. Tangled in
thought, he sat on the bed.
Her things were still here. Since her clothes were untouched, she could not have gone to Sunithi’s place. Or to
her father’s. Which confirms the suspicion of suicide. Now, the first step would be to lodge a complaint with the
police about her disappearance. Next, write a detailed letter to her father …
His mind moved listlessly from thought to thought. While his hands played with the pillow, something dark
caught his eye. Inquisitively he bent forward and saw the note.
It contained just a few lines:
Yesterday our relationship came to an end.
I am leaving to lead an independent existence.
Do not look for me.

She had signed the letter with her mangalsutra.\fn{Her necklace that a Hindu groom would have tied around her neck in a
bridal ceremony identifying her as a married woman:W/H }

118.181 & 231.266 1. Summer Vacation 2. Excerpt from A Childhood In Malabar: A Memoir\fn{by Kamala Das
aka Kamala Syrayaa, Madhavikutty (1934-2009)} Punnayoorkulam, Thrissur District, Malabar District, Kerala State, India
(F) 16
1
It was always there, as long as I could remember, a small, emaciated tree, somewhat bent and with shriveled up
branches. That was a summer with no hint of rains. I watched the tree, its leaves, and above the few leaves, the
spider’s web hanging from a bare, sickle-shaped branch.
That tree was the only one of its kind, in a field full of coconut palms planted in memory of family ancestors
who had been cremated on the southern side of the house. I wondered if it was telling us, “I know I should not be
here. But please take pity on me. Don’t destroy me.”
I was walking one day with Muthassi—so I called my grandmother—picking up tiny dry miniature coconuts
now and then and collecting them in the folds of my skirt. I asked her,
“What is the name of that lonely tree?”
Muthassi’s eyesight had never been too good, not even in her youth. She blinked once or twice, straining to
look in the direction that I pointed. She said,
“That one? It a nyaval tree.”
“Nyaval?”
“Yes, Ammu, nyaval. Haven’t you seen nyaval fruit? Maybe you haven’t. Deep purple in color, about the size
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of a marble.”
“Can you eat nyaval fruit?”
“Of course you can. They have a slightly sweet and sour taste. I used to eat them a lot when I was a schoolgirl.
And that reminds me of a girl, a certain Devu from Madathil House. She was famous for her black tongue. Once
she remarked that my eyes reminded her of two dark nyaval fruit on a ceramic plate. I was really scared that I
would go blind. I couldn’t get a wink of sleep that night.”
Suddenly Muthassi bent down and picked up a gauze-like dry leaf lying under a coconut tree and said,
“I can use this as a strainer when I make oil out of scraped coconut kernel.”
I continued walking towards the nyaval tree and asked Muthassi,
“Where is that Devu you talked about now?”
“Oh, Devu,” Muthassi reflected with a wistful smile. “She died a long time ago. Now I am the only one left.
All my friends—they are all gone. Karthu, Vadakkemuri Chinnammu, Marath Kunju—all my companions, dead
and gone.”
“Are they all dead?”
“Hmm.”
“So now you are alone, Muthassi, without any friends.”
I felt sad for my Muthassi, lonely in her old age, so I went up to her and hugged her close.
“Don’t worry, Muthassi. Haven’t you got me? I’ll always be with you,” I consoled her.
“Yes, Ammu. That’s more than enough for Muthassi.” She tightened her hold on my hand, and so we crossed
the field and reached the courtyard in front of the house.
“Muthassi, just look at your hands, with all the veins standing out! I can’t even see the veins on my hands.
Why is that?”
“You are a small child, Ammu, whereas Muthassi is a worn-out old woman.” Muthassi threw the dry leaf into
the front verandah, and we went on to the bathing enclosure next to the pond. A towel and a red soap dish with a
piece of soap in it were lying on the steps leading to the pond.
Seeing the soap dish, Muthassi exclaimed,
“I forgot that I had left that soap here. I am lucky the crow didn’t steal it.”
“Why, Muthassi, do crows eat soap?”
“No, but a crow might take it away, attracted by the color.”
Dear Muthassi, I thought, how naïve she is. That used piece of soap was not at all pretty. And yet she thought
the crow would steal it. A piece of soap worn down by use, looking like a fragment of a tile! Was it likely the
crow would be tempted enough to carry it off?
“So Muthassi, you think the crow knows what is pretty?”
“Of course. Is there any doubt? The crow has a keen eye for beauty. Otherwise why does it carry off the small
oil bowls? Ammu, birds are very intelligent. They have more common sense and knowledge than human beings.”
“Why is that?”
“It is like that. That’s all.”
With that cryptic remark, Muthassi took my dress off, dipped it in water, soaped it and placed it on a stone.
“Muthassi …”
“Yes, Ammu.”
“When my school re-opens and I go off to Calcutta, who will come with you to the pond?”
“No one, Ammu. No one will come with me.”
“Won’t you be afraid, Muthassi?”
She looked up from her washing, and said with a laugh,
“Why should Muthassi be afraid, Ammu? She is no longer a child. Do you know how old your Muthassi is?”
I shook my head.
“Sixty-eight. I will be sixty-nine this coming Chingam.”
“When will you die, Muthassi?”
“How am I to know the time of my death? It’s all in the hands of God. When it’s time for me to go, he will take
me. No one from this Tarawad has lived up to this age. My mother died when she was forty; my uncle at fortyfive. And grandmother, if I remember correctly didn’t quite reach fifty. As for Kamalam … I am a sinner, that is
why I stay alive. I often wonder what further sufferings are in store for me before I die.”
Muthassi wiped the tears that welled up in her eyes with one end of her mundu and noisily cleared her nose.
“But Muthassi, are you going to die soon?” I persisted.
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She tried hard to laugh. I could see her small teeth, worn down and reddened. Her mouth had the fragrance of
the betel leaves and nuts that she chewed. I put my arms around her neck, my face against her cheek and pleaded,
“Promise me that you won’t die, Muthassi, promise me.”
Muthassi’s eyes filled with tears once again. But she smiled and said,
“All right, Ammu. I promise I won’t die. Is that enough?”
Some women came to visit Muthassi. Seeing me, they asked,
“Isn’t this your daughter’s child?”
Muthassi objected to this catechism.
“Who else could she be? Do you imagine I would keep other people’s children in my house?”
The women laughed in a conciliatory fashion.
“Of course we recognized her, but we thought we should ask. That’s all. Who brought her home? Has
Velayudha Menon come as well?”
“No. He brought her as far as Trichur. He wasn’t able to get leave. Sankunni Nayar and I went up to Trichur
and brought Ammu back.”
“Why did you have to travel all the way to Trichur, Ammu-kutty Amma? Sankunni Nayar could have gone by
himself and brought her home.”
“Indeed! What an idea! Bharati, do you really think Velayudha Menon would have entrusted his child to a
mere house steward? As long as I am alive such a thing is not likely. It is not a problem for me to go up to Trichur.
I always tell the taxi driver to come and spend the previous night here so that Sankunni Nayar and I can set off
before daybreak. We usually reach Trichur railway station at exactly the right moment to see the train arrive.”
“The child has grown since the last time we saw her,” the fat woman who wore a necklace studded with red
stones said. She had a sleeping infant on her lap.
“She has grown a wee bit taller,” Muthassi conceded. “But she hasn’t put on any weight. She looks fatter
because of the clothes she is wearing.”
At this stage, I put in, “I am fat.”
The thin woman with protruding teeth covered her mouth with one hand and laughed. Then Muthassi lost her
temper. She turned to me and said,
“You call yourself fat! You are just skin and bone. No, you haven’t put on any weight, neither do you look
pretty. Just look at your face—so dark and drawn.”
Muthassi made me sit next to her and began to smooth my unruly hair.
“Ah,” I protested, “Ah!”
All of a sudden the bald child lying on the fat woman’s lap began to scream.
“Stop it,” the fat woman chided the child. “He is a rascal! Screaming like that just when I am having a
moment’s rest.”
Muthassi said, “He must be hungry. That’s why he’s crying. Why don’t you feed him?”
“No, no, he’s just had his feed. The rascal deserves a sound slap.” She tried to frighten the child by rolling her
eyes in anger. “I’ll kill you,” she said. “Just you wait. One of these days, I’ll really kill you.”
I moved closer to Muthassi and asked her in a whisper, “Will she really kill the child?” Meanwhile the child
continued to scream at a higher pitch. I thought that his head looked like a huge rubber ball with a hole in it. Or
perhaps it was more like a yellow balloon.
Muthassi couldn’t hear what I said. She asked me, “What are you saying? I can’t hear you.”
“Will she kill that child?” I repeated.
“Who are you talking about?”
“That child’s mother.”
Muthassi burst out laughing and said to the woman, “Bharati, did you hear what Ammu is asking me? She
wants to know whether you’ll kill your child. She thinks you really mean to do what you say.”
The fat woman asked me in a horrified voice, “Ammu, would mothers ever kill their own children? No one
loves a child more than its own mother does.”
“Poor child! How can she know?” commented the dark woman with graying hair, who had been sitting silently
chewing betel leaves until then. “Just think of her fate. So very sad.”
The woman whom Muthassi called Bharati mused, “Motherhood and moonlight are alike, so comforting, so
essential to life. There can be no happiness without either.”
At this point, Muthassi suddenly stood up and straightened her mundu. She said, “You must excuse me. It’s
nearly four o’clock. I must go to the kitchen and see if the coffee is ready. My servant Achutan is a slowcoach; he
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never does anything on his own. You come with me Ammu. Let’s see what he is up to.”
Achutan was sitting on the kitchen floor, arranging parippu vadas on a plate. The mundu that he was wearing
was as black as the kitchen walls. He got up as soon as he saw Muthassi and said, “I couldn’t get poovan bananas,
so I got the Mysore variety.”
“Hmm,” said Muthassi, signifying assent. She lifted the lid of the coffee kettle with a kitchen prong to check
whether the water was boiling. The fireplace was lit by a small hurricane lamp.
“Achutan,” Muthassi said in an exasperated voice, “Can’t you clean this lamp at least once in a while? Do I
always have to remind you of everything?”
“I did try to clean and polish that lamp,” Achutan replied. “The soot won’t shift though. I think it is time to
change the glass.”
“I don’t think the glass needs to be changed. You are just looking for an excuse to avoid work.”
Then Muthassi bent her head to examine the bananas that Achutan had arranged on a plate. Achutan looked at
me with a sly and knowing grin on his face. I had often caught Achutan watching me with that knowing look. I
turned my face away in distaste.
“Achutan, bring four plates of bananas and vadas to the Tekkini. Let the child have her snack here.”
I asked, “Can’t I have my snack at the Tekkini too?”
An emphatic “No!” was the answer.
“Why, Muthassi?”
No explanation from Muthassi. Just a curt, “That’s the way I want it done. That’s all.”
As Muthassi stepped out of the kitchen, she instructed Achutan in a lowered voice, “Before you pour the milk
into our coffee make sure you have set some aside for Ammu to drink at night. You don’t have any discrimination
Achutan, and sometimes your excessive generosity to outsiders can be trying.”
Achutan looked at me once again with the same sly knowing grin. As soon as Muthassi left the kitchen he
leaned one leg on the wall next to the fireplace, removed a bidi\fn{Homemade cigarette.} from behind his ear, and
said to me in a philosophical tone, “Do you know where Achutan draws his life energy from? It’s from this bidi.
Not from tea or cooked rice or rice gruel—Achutan cannot function without smoking at least two bundles of bidis
every day. Do you know that child?”
I did not reply. Achutan lit a bidi and started to smoke. He then lifted the coffee kettle off the fire, using a
folded piece of paper.
“I will give you your milk first. Only after that will I serve the others their coffee. Satisfied? Don’t you know
that Achutan cares for you more than for anyone else in this house?”
I sat on the steps leading to the kitchen verandah. Achutan thought that I hadn’t heard what he said. So, biting
on his bidi, he repeated with a peculiar slur, “Do you know it?”
I laughed scornfully. At this, Achutan removed his bidi from his mouth and put it away by the fireplace. He
continued earnestly, “Not merely in this house. In the entire village, there isn’t a single soul whom Achutan loves
as much as he loves you. Are you aware of that child?”
I shook my head, meaning that I didn’t know. Wanting to change the subject, I asked him, “Where were you
born, Achutan?”
“Achutan’s birth place! It’s nowhere nearby. It is a place called Perindri, you must have heard of it. Oh dear, I
can’t afford to stay here forever indulging in small talk with you. I mustn’t forget those greedy women waiting in
the Tekkini. I have to serve that set of gossips their coffee and snacks, or else your Muthassi will kill me.”
“Achutan, you don’t like those women, do you?” I asked in a lowered voice.
“No, I can’t stand the very sight of them. I don’t like women who go and gossip from one house to another.”
He put four vadas on a plate and gave it to me.
'By the time you finish eating those vadas your milk will be ready.”
Even the vadas smelt of Achutan’s bidis. But somehow I didn’t have the heart to scold him.
At noon Muthassi sat on the verandah, reading excerpts from the Ramayana. She used a pair of broken
spectacles, holding them to her nose with her left hand.
I was very sleepy, so I stretched myself out on the bare tiled floor. I could see the sky through the railings of
the verandah: a glistening, silvery expanse.
“Muthassi,” I called out.
“Mmm?” She stopped her reading and turned to me.
“Will you be unhappy when I leave?”
“Yes.”
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“Terribly unhappy?”
“Why should I be terribly unhappy, Ammu? You’ll come again next year, won’t you?”
“But … if you die meanwhile …”
Muthassi brushed aside my fears with a laugh.
“I won’t die so soon, Ammu. I will live long enough to see you married and have children. Isn’t that enough?”
“Muthassi, please tell me. Who will I marry?”
“Who knows!” Muthassi turned her gaze to the sky. “I don’t know. Only God knows.”
It was very comforting to put my head on Muthassi’s lap. Gradually my eyes closed. I could hear the humming
of a bumble bee from some part of the verandah. Muthassi explained, “The bumble bee is building its nest.”
Very much later, I woke up to find that Muthassi was not there. I was lying on a woven grass mat with a pillow
under my head. Where had Muthassi disappeared? I had the strange sensation of having slept for years together,
during which time Muthassi had died. I sat up, startled. The bumble bee was still humming.
“Muthassi,” I called out.
From somewhere below came Muthassi’s answer to my call. I got up, went slowly down the stairs and reached
the Tekkini. Nani Amma who earned her livelihood by pounding rice was there with her five-year-old daughter.
As soon as the little girl saw me, she hid her face with one end of her mother’s mundu.
Muthassi was sitting by the inner courtyard, making cotton wicks for the oil lamp. She had stretched her legs
out on a bamboo mat and was putting away the cotton wicks, one by one, into a biscuit tin.
“Nani, do you think I can go on having avil made just to provide you with a job? The avil you pounded last
time is not yet finished. I know you have a lot of money worries, but I have no way of helping you if you come to
me every other day with your requests.”
Nani Amma bowed her head. She stroked her daughter’s hair and smiled. I was fascinated by the iron ring she
wore on her right hand, a ring with intricate work on it. She wore a shabby mundu and torn blouse. And yet, I
thought, she was lucky to be wearing such an unusual ring.
I went near them to take a closer look at the child. She came up to my shoulders, and was dark skinned—so
dark that it was difficult to make out where the roots of her hair started. I would call that color the very essence of
black. The only clothing she had on was a skirt with red spots. There was a knotted black thread round her neck.
I asked her, “What is your name?”
She did not reply, but hid her face and most of her body behind Nani Amma’s mundu.
Nani Amma answered, “Amini—that’s her name.”
Now Muthassi asked, “How old is this girl, Nani?”
“She was born when that terrible storm struck our village,” Nani Amma said dramatically. “Everyone was in a
hurry to leave their houses with their beds and their cooking vessels. Only I remained, unable to get up from
where I was lying. I told myself, if I am destined to die like this, then let me die.”
“But the fact is,” Muthassi interjected jokingly, “that you didn’t die. That means your time hadn’t come, Nani.”
Putting away all the cotton wicks in the tin, Muthassi stood up.
“Come, Nani, come to the Vadakkini. Let me give the little girl something to eat, maybe the dosas left over
from breakfast.”
The Vadakkini, as I remember it, was a dark room with a jackfruit in one comer, kept there for ripening, along
with a basket of tamarind.
“Sit down,” Muthassi said to Nani Amma.
Nani Amma whispered softly into the child’s ears. She wiped the floor by brushing it with her bare feet, took
the mundu from her shoulders, spread it on the floor and sat on it. The child stood behind her, only her shining
eyes visible in the darkness. It seemed to me that there was no child, only those eyes suspended in the darkness.
I went to the kitchen in search of Muthassi. She was busy putting out pieces of dosa on a plantain leaf. The
dosas were stale, having been left in the open, on the window-sill, since morning.
“Are you going to give those pieces of dosa to that child?” I asked Muthassi.
She nodded.
“Haven’t they been left in the open for rather a long time? I saw flies hovering there. Don’t you think the child
might fall ill if she eats them?”
Muthassi hesitated for a moment. Then she said with a laugh,
“All right, Ammu. I won’t give them to her. What about the snacks that were prepared this afternoon? Are you
happy now?”
Half an hour later, I saw Nani Amma getting ready to go home, having had the food and tea. She was carrying
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a small basket containing the rice Muthassi had given her. She said to her child, “Amini, just hold this basket for a
moment. Let me tie my mundu properly.”
That child pretended not to hear her mother, and turned her head away in a different direction. This
indifference infuriated her mother, who said,
“What are you doing, girl, star-gazing? Didn’t you hear me asking you to hold the basket?”
With great reluctance the girl held out her hands to take the basket, but it slipped. The contents spilled out in all
directions: first the rice, then the tamarind which had been concealed underneath.
“Useless girl!” Nani Amma rebuked her daughter and pulled her by the hair. She sat down, hastily gathered the
rice and the tamarind into the basket and left the place in a hurry. Her daughter followed, weeping copiously.
I knew that Muthassi had only given the rice to Nani Amma. It became clear to me that she had stolen the
tamarind. I was furious with her. I thought stealing was really low, dishonorable. I decided I should not let her get
away with it.
I ran after her and called out her name. She turned her head, but on seeing me continued walking faster. Her
child hadn’t stopped weeping. Finally I caught up with her and questioned her.
“Nani Amma, why did you steal the tamarind? Is it right to take other people’s property?”
“I didn’t steal,” Nani Amma denied stoutly. She continued walking. The red sand kicked up by her retreating
feet swirled around in the courtyard.
“I am going to tell Muthassi,” I said. “You shouldn’t steal things. Don’t come to this house again. You are just
a petty thief.”
That stopped Nani Amma. She held out the basket to me and said in a huff, “Take it. Take back your precious
rice and tamarind. I don’t want anything from you.”
I was dumbstruck. I extended my hands to take the basket, like a lifeless wooden puppet. Nani Amma picked
up her daughter and made to walk off. Then came her parting shot.
“We are poor people, child.” Her voice shook as she said, “And you—you are the rich.”
I left the basket on the ground and ran back. I felt like weeping. I felt—as I had never done before in my life—
that I had somehow committed a grave sin. I was too shaken to mention the incident to Muthassi. What happened
to that basket? Did anyone pick it up? Did Nani Amma herself come back for it? I wanted to know nothing more
about it.
*
It was time for me to go back to Calcutta. When we reached Trichur railway station, Sankunni Nayar said
pompously, “The train is due to arrive in precisely half an hour and two minutes. Velayudha Menon would have
boarded the train at Cochin. The first-class coach will come in at the other end of the platform and the third class
coaches will be at this end.”
“Will you please stop bleating, Sankunni Nayar,” Muthassi said, cuttingly. “I am quite familiar with all these
details. This is not the first time I have come to Trichur railway station.”
Muthassi got out of the car, gave an eight-anna coin to the taxi driver and said, “It is the child’s gift to you.”
The driver put the coin into his pocket with a smile and saluted me.
Muthassi wore a gold-bordered mundu and veshti and had a gold tulasi mala around her neck. She looked regal
and the people at the railway station made way for her in a respectful manner.
The clerk at the platform ticket counter asked her, “So the child is going back after her vacation?”
Muthassi did not deign to answer. She had an air of aloofness which she reserved for strangers. She held on to
my hand, crossed the revolving door and entered the station platform.
I wanted to go to the other end of the platform where the books were sold, but Muthassi would not allow me.
She led me to the Ladies Waiting Room and made me sit down. She then seated herself opposite me, in a large
easy chair. I could see a Brahmin woman in a red sari trying to catch Muthassi’s eye. Later, when Sankunni Nayar
came, she said to him, “Sankunni Nayar, she wants a book. Please choose her a good one.”
Sankunni Nayar put the rupee note Muthassi gave him into the pocket of his green shirt.
“Don’t buy any of those vulgar books.”
“What are you saying? Am I crazy, that I would buy vulgar books for the child?”
After he had gone, still muttering, Muthassi leaned back in her chair and smiled. “When you come home next
year you will have grown bigger.”
“What about you, Muthassi? Will you have grown bigger too?”
Muthassi laughed. “At this age? Will Muthassi grow bigger? Oh no! If at all, I will grow smaller and smaller,
until I am all shriveled up.”
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I suddenly remembered that small, lonely nyaval tree.
“Muthassi.”
“Yes, dear.”
“That nyaval tree. How long has it been there? Who planted it?”
“Who planted it? Who indeed! I don’t know. It’s been there as far back as I remember.”
“Will it bear fruit?”
“Will it? I don’t know. Even if it does, the fruit won’t be large.”
“Why?”
“That’s the way it is. That’s all.”
“Muthassi.”
“What Ammu?”
“Perhaps the tree will bear fruit by the time I come home next year. Then you and I will pluck the fruit and eat
them, together.”
After depositing my small leather suitcase and the Malayalam book, which Sankunni Nayar had bought for me,
safely in the compartment my father went and stood at the door. Muthassi’s face looked flushed. She asked my
father, “Have you taken an oath not to come to our place? She was my only child—my daughter, my son, my all.
She died. But you are still a son to me.”
Muthassi wiped her nose and face with the edge of her veshti. Tears still streamed down her cheeks.
My father said, “I shall come next year, definitely. I don’t yet have the courage. Please don’t take it amiss.
Remember how we used to come, every year, the two of us, to that house. And now, how to come there, all by
myself? Please don’t misunderstand me, mother. I just cannot do it as yet.”
“I shall never misunderstand any of you. Especially my children. Never that.”
The train moved away from the station; my father pulled down the glass shutters of the window.
“Father?”
“Yes dear.”
“Will Muthassi die by this time next year?”
“No.”
“She won’t, will she? Are you sure?”
“Yes. I am sure. Muthassi will never die.”
“Is that the truth?”
My father put me on his lap and kissed my forehead. He looked at me with tears in his eyes. I still remember
the words he said.
“I promise. Your Muthassi will never die. She’ll never die.”
“Will never die, will never die …” the wheels of the train seemed to chant.
2
I still remember very clearly the day Ammamma\fn{ Mother’s mother} first took me to the kovilakam, the palace
where the Thampurans lived. That was the day I first learned about the caste system.
I remember the two granite statues at the gate of the kovilakam. Ammamma told me they were sentries. I
thought fondly of the uniformed watchman who stood at the gate of the house in Calcutta where my parents lived,
on Park Street. A live doorkeeper! And a dear friend, who always let me sit with him on his charpoi and asked me
questions about my teacher and my ayah.
Ammamma held my hand tight as we entered the northern verandah. Beautiful women, who shimmered with
the radiance of swans on a lake, floated before my eyes in the dark interior. Each one held a fan in her hand. As
soon as they saw us, the fans stopped moving and they hurried to the door.
“Kochu! Who is this child?”
“Bala’s child, Kamala. She’s come for the summer holidays. She goes back to Calcutta on the twelfth of
Mithunam.”
“Sit down, Kochu.”
“Kamala, sit down.”
A woman spread out a grass mat with an image of a tiger on it. None of the women of the house sat with us.
They arranged themselves in various places on the stone ledges and the floor—smiling at us and waving their
fans. Their white clothes and fans reminded me of white birds. Birds that flew close to heaven. All of them had
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long, wavy hair, bright eyes and red lips. They wore jewelry fashioned in traditional designs. They smiled at me
over and over again.
“She’s not as fair as Bala, is she?”
“But she’s not as dark as Madhavan Nair!”
“Lovely hair! What oil do you use for the child, Kochu?”
“Oil extracted directly from scraped coconut. I make enough and send it to Calcutta every year. They’ll never
be able to make it there.”
“The child is lucky to have a grandmother like you!”
“She’s a lucky child. There’s no doubt about that.”
“Is Amma Thampuran asleep?”
“No. She’ll be here soon.”
When she appeared, the woman who had the title of Amma Thampuran did not wear a blouse. Her breasts were
covered with a small cloth. She was plump and fair and had hair that was growing gray. Staring at me, she asked
Ammamma,
“Isn’t this Bala’s child?”
“Yes.”
“Isn’t her name Kamalam? “
“We call her Kamala.”
“Let the child speak. Why are you answering all my questions, Kochu? Doesn’t the child speak Malayalam?”
“Oh yes, she does. They speak Malayalam at home.”
“I suppose it’s other languages she hears in Calcutta—English, Bengali and so on.”
“Yes.”
“Does she go to school?”
“Yes.”
“Which one?”
“St. Cecilia’s European School.”
“Why does Madhavan Nair send the child to a European school?”
“That’s what he wanted.”
“Can’t the child stay here? She’d be able to drink tender coconut water whenever she likes, eat mangoes and
learn Malayalam from Nambidi Master. And she’d be a companion to you, Kochu. What do you say, Kamalam—
why don’t you decide not to return to Calcutta?”
I was really impressed by Amma Thampuran’s intelligence. I was frightened of Achan, my father—more
frightened than I was of Ammaman, my mother’s uncle. Father had great expectations of his children. I could
never rise up to them. An inferiority complex stung me whenever I was in Achan’s\fn{ Father’s} presence, though
in my grand-uncle’s eyes, I was always a clever child.
While we were going back from the kovilakam, Ammamma told me that we had no right to touch any of the
people who lived there and that they belonged to a caste different from ours.
“What will happen if I touch Amma Thampuran?” I asked.
“She’ll have to take a dip in the pond. We are Nairs, remember. If Nairs touch them, they will be polluted.”
Ammamma explained the differences between castes. The Namboodiris were of the highest caste; then came
the Thampurans. Below them were the Nairs, then the Thiyas, the Vettuvas, the Pulayas, the Parayas and the
Nayadis. The poor Nayadi could only stand at the other end of a paddy field from where he could call out,
“Valia Thampuratti of Nalapat!”
They were like the birds that sat on the highest branches of trees and cried in sing-song voices. I longed to go
up and talk to them. But the Thiya woman who took them rice in a winnowing tray would never consent to take
me along.
“You’ll scream in fear if you see a Nayadi, Cheria Thampuratti. He looks like a kuthichudiyan. Haven’t you
seen our kuthichudiyan, the bird that sits on the kanhira tree in the snake shrine and hoots? The Nayadi looks like
that. I’ll never, never take you to see a Nayadi. No, I won’t!”
One day, while I was having my kanji, Ammamma served me pappadams and I said, using the term of respect
I had heard Valli use so often to her,
“Adiyan doesn’t want pappadams.” Ammamma was very amused.
“Why do you speak of yourself as adiyan, Kamala? Can’t you say “I”?”
“But that’s what Valli says.”
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“Valli’s a Thiya by caste. You’re not a Thiya.”
“Then what caste do I belong to?”
“If you haven’t realized what caste you are by now, Kamala, you’ll never understand even if I explain to you.
It is now that I understand the truth of what Ammamma said.
*
It was someone’s birthday at Ambazhathel—I’m not sure whose—the day there was a cyclone. Ettan, my elder
brother, and I were invited to the feast there that day. Malathikutty took us to the serpent shrine before lunch. We
watched Meenakshi Edathi\fn{Elder sister} setting out turmeric, milk and bananas for the snakes.
Meenakshi Edathi was a distant relative of the Ambazhathel family. Being poor, she was dependent on their
generosity. She was dark-skinned and middle aged. She spent her time rushing around the house and compound,
never stopping to rest, her face perpetually wearing an expression that asked for forgiveness.
She had only certain trivial duties to perform, like welcoming the oracle with an offering of paddy when he
came in a procession, lighting all the lamps at dusk, churning the curd and taking out the butter for the children,
and drawing designs with rice batter on the door on the day of the Nira festival. There were innumerable servants
to carry out all the other tasks. However, the family could not have existed happily for a single day without
Meenakshi Edathi. She was the only one who knew how much paddy should be boiled each time to make enough
rice for the household or how many mundus had been given to the washerman or when to give the children a
purgative.
“Why isn’t the snake coming?” I asked.
“Snakes never come out when human beings are watching, child. The black Krishnasarpam will glide out as
soon as we go away,” said Meenakshi Edathi. .
I began to feel sleepy after lunch. Malathikutty came back with us to Nalapat. Barely an hour after we got
home, we heard the sound of the gale.
The wind tore through the coconut palms in the southern compound with a frightening roar. The dry leaves that
had collected around the pond swirled upwards belligerently. Branches shook. The seat of the swing that hung
from the ilanji tree fell down.
“I wonder whether it’s a cyclone. The sound of it scares me,” said Ammamma.
She asked all of us to sit down in the middle room upstairs and gave us metal dice to play with. Since the light
had grown dim, she lit a brass lamp as well. Muthassi called out from the thekkini, the southern room, downstairs,
“Have you closed all the small windows, Kochu?”
“I’ll close them, Amme; I’ll close all of them,” answered Ammamma.
We suddenly heard the sound of the rain from the south-west, like the roar of a vast crowd of people. Using all
her force, Ammamma slammed the windows shut. Raindrops glimmered on her face.
“It’s not even four, but it’s pitch dark outside,” said Ammamma.
“I want to see Kutti Oppu\fn{Another name for elder sister},” said Malathikutty.
“She’ll come by dusk,” said Ammamma.
“I want to go to Ambazhathel now, this minute,” said Malathikutty .
“I’ll send you to Ambazhathel as soon as the storm stops.”
Ammamma tried to comfort her, but Malathikutty began to sob loudly. That was when we heard a coconut
palm crashing down.
“Kochu, what was that? Will the house collapse?” That was Muthassi.
“Don’t worry. It was a coconut palm falling. We’ll go and have a look at it once the rain stops. Let’s say our
prayers and sit here quietly,” said Ammamma.
All of us took shelter in the southern room downstairs as Ammaman’s mother instructed us to do. She said this
room had the strongest ceiling. The thekkini was flooded and the water that had collected in the sunken courtyard
of the nalukettu, the central hall with four wooden pillars, began to overflow. Ammaman and all of us children sat
on the bed. Ammamma and the grandmothers sat on the rolled-up mattresses stacked on the floor. And the servant
woman took refuge in the makeshift toilet adjacent to the room. Ammayi arrived, drenched to the skin, unmindful
of the thunder and lightning and driving rain.
“How can you be so foolish, Bala? What if you fall ill of a fever?” asked Ammaman. Ammayi laughed.
“Here’s Kutti Oppu,” exclaimed Malathikutty joyfully.
Arnmayi hugged her. Cheriamma suggested that we chant aksharaslokams to forget our fear: each one of us
would have to recite a verse and the next person would follow with a verse that began with the first letter of the
third line of the quatrain that had just been chanted. No one volunteered, though. So Cheriamma recited from
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Vallathol’s Imprisoned Aniruddhan. Arnmamma said,
“I can’t remember a single couplet.”
“I hope the house doesn’t collapse,” murmured Muthassi.
As soon as Arnmaman and Ammayi went upstairs, the servant woman started to wail loudly. She kept hitting
her head with her hands while she wailed.
“What madness is this? Do you want to break open your head?” asked Ammamma.
“What if I never see my folks again … My Guruvayoorappa! I’ll never see them again!”
“You can go home tomorrow morning, as soon as the rain stops. All right?” said Muthassi.
“This rain will never stop. It’s a whirlwind, isn’t it? We’ll all die,” sobbed the woman.
“Is she crazy?” asked Muthassi.
We heard trees crashing to the ground. And a dog whining in the western yard.
“Aiyo, Sankara! What if the cowshed crumbles? Bring the cows in and tie them up in the washing area outside
the kitchen,” said Arnmamma.
“The cowshed won’t fall down, Valiamma. Its beams are quite strong,” said Sankaran Nair, who had gone to
check things out.
“Then let the cows stay there.”
“There’s knee-deep water in the yard now,” said Sankaran.
“We want to swim!” I cried.
“You can swim in the courtyard of the nalukettu,” said Ettan. I put my hand into the water in the courtyard.
“It’s ice-cold,” I grumbled.
“Don’t play in the water, children,” Ammamma called out loudly.
We climbed back on the bed. Someone seemed to be knocking on the door on the southern side. Sankaran
opened it. A dog stood on the verandah, dripping wet—Thumbi, the black-and-white pet dog from Arnbazhathel.
“Look, here’s Thumbi. He’s drenched. Poor thing, he must have come out with Balamani Amma,” said
Sankaran.
We looked at Thumbi and he looked at us. He was shivering in the cold. Sankaran spread a gunny bag on the
verandah.
“Lie down on this. In a storm like this, how can we make a difference between a man and a dog? Go to sleep,
Thumbi.” Thumbi lay down on the gunny bag and looked contentedly at me and my brother.
We spent the whole night in the southern room. By the time we woke up, the rain had stopped. It was the sound
of a pleading voice saying “Please open the gate” that actually woke me. A young man stood smiling in the waisthigh water at the gate.
“I’m from Vadekkara. Is everyone here all right?”
“Yes,” said Arnmamma. “We’ve had no casualties. How did you come, Balan?”
“I started out at daybreak and waded through the water.”
“That’s really smart!”
“The number of huts and trees that have collapsed! Fowls lying dead everywhere, dead goats floating in the
water—what a sight!
“Come in, Balan, and change your mundu.”
“Have they sent us anything from Vadekkara? Murukkus or dates?” I asked.
“No, child. I’ve come empty-handed,” said Balan, displaying his buck teeth.
“What a time to ask for murukkus and dates!” muttered Ammaman’s mother.
I hung my head, ashamed.
*
Kunhan Nambisan was a short, phlegmatic man. He had the crumpled look of a banana that, instead of being
steamed, had been cut and cooked in water. Somehow, he made me uneasy. His appearance was not pleasing in
the least. You couldn’t even tell whether his skin was fair or dark, or between the two. And he had patches all over
his body. As for his voice, it was neither a man’s nor a woman’s; it sounded like that of a wounded owl, or a
sparrow that had caught a cold. His speech was plentifully punctuated by grunts. Instead of saying yes or no, he
would express his feelings in rhythmic, forceful grunts.
The karanavan of the Ambazhathel family, Keshavadasa Menon, was very fond of Nambisan’s company and
liked to see him at least twice a week. He realized no one had Nambisan’s ability and patience to listen to
everything he said and grunt appreciatively. No matter how often his salaried employees said “Yes, Master” to
him, Keshavettan did not feel gratified. Although the manager called Mannankandan used to praise him in all the
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ways he knew, Keshavettan was not sure his eulogies were sincere.
Since Kunhan Nambisan belonged to a high caste, his poverty did not prevent him from leading a pleasant
social life. He was respected not only by the Ambazhathel taravad, or extended family, but also by the Thendiyath
and Palasserry families and at the Eliyangode kovilakam.
Punnayoorkulam had no listener as perfect as Nambisan. The patience to listen endlessly, the capacity to grunt
approval whenever needed, the knack to fall asleep while people were being slandered, pretending he had heard
nothing: who else had all these qualities?
No one ever spoke ill of Nambisan. They only found fault with his wife, Nangeli Brahmaniyamma. She had
worn rowkas even when she was very young. Those were the days when society considered young women who
wore rowkas too fashionable. Later, when women began to cover their breasts, society still found it hard to
abandon its disapproval of Brahmaniyamma. She was a woman who had no beauty at all; even her voice was
ugly.
When she stood before the inner shrine in the temple and sang a song of praise to God in her rough voice, the
villagers would laugh softly among themselves. Her neighbours spread a rumour that she often scolded her
husband, probably because she sounded angry even when she spoke normally.
As she grew older, Brahmaniyamma began to talk to herself. I once heard her mutter, as she walked along the
edge of the field, stamping on the punna flowers,
“How can one not slap an impudent child?”
Assuming that it was me she meant, I ran away. After that, I always hid when I saw her.
She knew everything about the fasts observed on occasions like Ekadashi and Shashti and often discussed
these matters with the grandmothers at Nalapat. It was she who convinced Muthassi that the best food to have on
Ekadashi day was gruel made from chaama, our Kerala millet.
“If you have wheat kanji twice a day, your stomach will begin to hurt,” she said.
“Yes, wheat generates heat, doesn’t it?”
“Of course it does! Terrible heat! It’s not good for the body at all.”
“But Punjabis and others eat chapattis made of wheat. They’re not unhealthy, are they?” Muthassi’s question
did not please Brahmaniyamma.
“Who’s seen Punjabis anyway? How do we know whether they’re healthy or not?”
“That’s true; we’ve not seen any Punjabis.”
“Then how can you be sure, Ammukutty Amma, that they’re healthy?”
Brahmaniyamma laughed, showing her worn teeth, stained with red. Muthassi shook her head, overcome.
“And doesn’t chaama generate heat?” asked Ammamma.
“No, it’s cool, like sago and arrowroot. If you don’t believe me, ask our Kunhunni Nambisan.”
“I don’t have to ask anyone, Brahmaniyammi; I believe you.”
“You must grind some coconut chutney to go with the chaama kanji. And have it with salted mango. Delicious.
And you won’t feel weak from the fast.”
“I’ll never fast again on Ekadashi,” said the servant woman. “I fasted last month and when I went to the temple
in the evening, my legs gave way just as I began to circumambulate the shrine. Kalikutty, who works at
Thendiyath, was with me. She was really frightened. I sat down right there—it was so painful. Cramps went up
my legs. I couldn’t get up until Kalikutty massaged my legs.
“Everyone who had come to worship crowded round me. The men kept staring at my legs. I nearly died,
Brahmaniyamma. The Namboodiri said, don’t fast on Ekadashi any more; you’re not old enough for such things.”
“The Namboodiri is right. You’re not old enough to fast on Ekadashi, Lakshmi.”
“There’s no specific age for Ekadashi fasts,” proclaimed Brahmaniyamma. “I don’t remember a time when I
didn’t observe a fast on this day. If you’re a Hindu, you have to fast on Ekadashi regardless of whether you’re a
man or a woman. How can you live a good life unless you please Sri Parameswaran?”
Everyone admitted that Brahmaniyamma was right.
*
When it was not raining, carpenter Kunju worked under the mango tree in the northern yard. Or rather, he
presided over the work done there. Other activities like the boiling of paddy and the drying of vegetable wafers on
mats also took place under the mango tree. It was a vantage point: anyone who sat there could talk to the cook in
the kitchen or the women in the pounding shed or people walking through the fields. It was the nerve centre of our
world. Seated there chewing betel leaves and tobacco, Kunju would make little stools; grandmother, dolls, flat and
rounded rulers and other wooden articles. All the dolls bore a resemblance to Valli: hair knotted above the head,
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pendulous breasts, no clothes except a short mundu. One day I asked Kunju,
“Can’t you make me a prettier doll?”
“Aren’t the dolls that Kunju makes pretty?” he asked.
“They are, but …”
“A head and breasts: that’s what women must have. They don’t need anything else.”
I nodded. Kunju picked up a doll and went on,
“Doesn’t this one have a head?”
“Yes.”
“Doesn’t it have breasts?”
“Yes.”
“What more do you want?”
“Nothing. But I don’t want this doll. You can take it home, Kunju.”
I ran up to Muthassi and climbed on to her lap. Ammamma was reading the Ramayanam.
“What’s the matter, Kamala? Why are you breathing so hard?”
“Aren’t there any other carpenters besides Kunju?”
“Why are you angry with Kunju, Kamala?”
“I don’t want his dolls. All of them look like Valli. Why don’t you send for another carpenter?”
“Who else will come and work here all day? They’ve all got other things to do.”
Kunju would lay his leaf on the ground and eat there. The cook would serve him two big ladles of rice. Kunju
would make balls the size of a bitter lemon, dip one side of it in sambhar and eat greedily. Now and then he
would bite into a roasted chili. I would sit on the verandah and watch him eat. His eyes would fill and overflow as
he ate.
“Do you like sambhar, Kunju?” I asked him.
“The sambhar here is not hot or sour enough for me. I can’t eat food that is not pungent and sour.”
“Can you eat a hundred ground chilies, Kunju?”
“Why a hundred, I can eat a thousand! I’ve been used to it from childhood. The astrologer Pannikkar told me I
have a demoniac nature, I’m an asuragana … and my birth-star is Triketta. Asuras like their food to be spicy.
They drink toddy and arrack and eat meat and fish.”
Kunju’s well-built figure was coppery in colour. And his face was bright red. While he boiled paddy, he would
be enveloped from time to time in a haze of blue smoke. I would imagine then that he was a genie who had come
out of a pot.
Kunju used to make various kinds of flat and rounded rulers for my elder brother. Ettan used to put them away
safely in his study in the padippura, the gatehouse.
Kandaran, the master carpenter, built our padippura. When he arrived at Nalapat, a dark-skinned man with a
wrinkled body, with a tuft knotted over his head and a tooth curved like a tiger claw, Ammaman himself went out
to receive him.
“No one but you will be able to carry out this task,” said Ammaman. Kandaran smiled and his curved tooth
trembled slightly.
“My eyesight is growing weak. I don’t go out to work now,” he said.
Kunju knew Kandaran had come and gone. But he did not get up from where he was seated, under the mango
tree, or go out to welcome him.
“Doesn’t Kandaran make dolls?” I asked Ammamma.
“Don’t you ask him to make you a doll now,” warned Ammamma.
“They send for all kinds of people to take measurements and all that. But when they really want something
done, there’ll only be Kunju to do it,” proclaimed Kunju. The women who were seated in the cowshed and the
verandah laughed.
“It’s true,” one of them agreed. “Ultimately, Kunju’s the only one who is really useful.”
*
The Ambazhathel family, who were our neighbours and relatives, had a cook whom everyone knew: Kunju
Nair. He was six feet tall and belonged to Edappal. Neither the kitchen nor the outhouse at Ambazhathel had high
doors, which is probably why Kunju Nair learned to stoop while he walked. His mouth was always full of a
reddish mixture of betel leaves and tobacco. He would come out of the kitchen from time to time, like a fish
surfacing for fresh air, stand on the verandah holding on to the rafter, bend forward and spit forcefully. No one
ever dared contradict Kunju Nair’s pronouncements. He had his own opinion about everything that happened in
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the world.
Ambazhathel was a wealthy joint family. In those days, no one wanted to divide the family wealth and give
each member an individual share.
Everyone appreciated the dishes Kunju Nair made. After his death, none of the cooks who succeeded him
achieved his standards. People therefore lost interest in food, and apparently this was the most important
provocation for dividing the wealth of the taravad later. It was the children of the family who told me these
secrets.
The Ambazhathel house was beautiful. On the eastern side was a garden in which grew jamoon trees, many
varieties of hibiscus and a mandaram tree. A mango tree cast its shade over the eastern yard. There were three
pillars in the wide front verandah and cement ledges to sit on. Keshavadasa Menon used to recline on a cane bed
there, with karyasthan Mannankandan, the manager of his property, seated on a platform next to him.
Keshavadasa Menon was adept at solving the crossword puzzles in the weekly magazine. Whenever he was not
sure of a word, he would say,
“I can’t think of the right word, Mannankanda,”
“Think of Guruvayoorappan; imagine he’s with you. Then the word you want will most certainly come to
you.”
We once had a cook named Chappan Nair at Nalapar. He was a simple villager. Unlike the Chappan Nair at
Punnayoorkulam, who was a military man, our Chappan Nair didn’t speak English or Hindi. But no one who had
tasted his ash-gourd sambhar could ever forget it. This must have been why the Ambazhathel children used to
come over for lunch to Nalapat on most days. Every Thursday, they had dry roasted mutton at Ambazhathel. The
Nalapatfolk were vegetarians and never used onions or garlic in their cooking. Which was why I disliked the
peculiar flavour of the food I first ate at Ambazhathel.
The Nalapat women did not usually eat in other people’s houses. Nor would they eat in front of strangers.
Later, with the advent of schools, colleges and new fashions, they had to change their way of living. Once, when I
came back from Ambazhathel, Ammamma asked me,
“Were there onions in all the vegetable curries there?”
Actually, all I had eaten there was rice and a curry made of roasted, pounded green gram. They had not served
all the festive dishes, kalan and olan and erisserry, that Ammamma had presumed they would. I had spent five or
six nights at Ambazhathel at the insistence of my friend who was part of the family. As a child, I did not ever
dream that I would go to Ambazhathel one day as a bride. .
Chappan Nair of Nalapat was a great bhaktha, a devotée. In the daytime, his forehead would be smeared with
sandal paste and after dusk, with vibhuti. He was paid a salary of five rupees a month. He would ask Ammamma
for small amounts from it the very first week of the month and gradually completely run through the sum.
Ammamma would take out from her letter box the eight annas or thereabouts that remained on the first of the
month and give it to him. Once a month, he put on a striped shirt and paid a visit to his village. He usually spent a
night there. He always took along a paper packet of neyyappams and jaggery.
“They must be for his wife,” the servant woman would say. “After all, he visits her only once a month. He
can’t go empty-handed. Poor man, he’s so simple and good.”
Around this time, Lakshmi, who worked at Thendiyath, ate some raw cow dung. And not just a small amount.
She ate a whole plateful. Unnimaya, who swept our yard, brought us the news. The boys at Thendiyath had said
they would give her a nose ring if she ate a heap of cow dung and Lakshmi had collected the cow dung at once
and begun to eat it! When she had finished, they said,
“We didn’t realize you’re such a filthy creature. You can’t work here any more.”
“The wretch! She got the punishment she deserved. Brainless creature!”
However, Lakshmi was back at her work a week later. She was no longer called Lakshmi though. The village
knew her now as Pacchha-chanakam-theeni or Eater of Raw Cow Dung and she was no longer allowed to enter
people’s kitchens. All she could do was sweep the floor and smear it with cow dung.
One of our neighbours went mad around this time. He let his beard and hair grow long, gave up bathing and
sleeping and sat on the sand in the yard, staring at the sun. One day, when Amma’s uncle and his friend
Marathattil Sankaran Nair passed that way, he got up and salaamed.
“Gandhi jai! Kasturibai jai!” he cried loudly. Ammaman repeated this to us and we laughed endlessly.
“He’s quite crazy. Did he think Ammaman was Kasturba? Or Sankaran Nair?' I asked Arnmamma, but she did
not give me an answer.”
*
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When I was a child, we did not have television or the cinema in our village. Maybe that was why everyone
tried to make the entertainment of guests a real art. The hosts would serve the most delicious food and drink to
persuade the guests to prolong their stay.
Guests who came to Nalapat liked to stay there for at least a week. Most of the time, they relaxed in the front
verandah, paying no heed to the passage of time as they savoured Ammaman’s conversational skills. Many of
them were well-known people. Advocates, literary figures, diplomats, expert physicians, astrologers: they were all
Ammaman’s friends.
His closest friend was most certainly Sri Kuttikrishna Marar, who used to visit Nalapat at least twice a year.
Each time he came, he stayed two weeks. Someone hinted in an article published after Ammaman’s death that he
had not lent Marar money when he needed it. This must have been why Marar did not visit Nalapat during the last
few years of Ammaman’s life.
Ammaman lived like a king, but he did not have much money. It was not easy to sell books. Marar’s request
for money must have distressed Ammaman deeply. He probably did not want to declare his poverty openly.
Whatever it was, the two close friends evidently parted company because of a misunderstanding. I used to lie on
Ammamma’s lap in the thekkini trying to listen while Marar conversed with Ammaman. Marar had a feeble voice;
so I could never follow what he said. Ammaman’s voice was firm and, of course, familiar to me.
When I told Ammaman of my desire to learn Malayalam, he gave me Marar’s Malayalashailee, a book of
grammar. It was from reading this book that I acquired, mastery of the language.
Marar was very shy. He would speak to no one except Ammaman. He used to take a walk along the edge of the
snake shrine and through the western compound. The women would stand at the windows and look at him
through the bars when he went to the privy situated far away from the house. Indeed, they looked at all the visitors
through the window bars. It was easy to catch a glimpse of those who came to eat with Ammaman in the thekkini:
they could be seen through the slats of the vadikkini window.
Muthassi and Ammamma never stared at anyone for long. None of the guests was good-looking enough to
capture attention.
I remember that the guest who ate the most was Chelanattu Achutha Menon. There was a Sankaran Nair who
used to turn up at Nalapat occasionally, a man who talked angrily about agriculture and the landlord-tenant
relationship all the time. Everyone was afraid of him. An advocate called Govinda Menon used to come for threeday visits. There was an astrologer, Shoolapani Variar, who was very dear to Ammaman. Ammaman used to get
his horoscope and those of his family scrutinized by Variar over and over again. I don’t know whether he did so
because he believed in astrology or because he found it amusing. Maybe Ammaman considered all branches of
knowledge sources of amusement. He dabbled in all of them, but never plunged deeply into any.
I saw Ammaman grieve only once. When his mother’s body was wrapped up and carried by her relatives to the
southern yard to be cremated, Ammaman was lying in the southern room, his body full of diabetic carbuncles.
Leaning back in bed, he suddenly broke down and began to weep. His sobs astonished me. I would never have
believed that the Ammaman who always comforted us when we cried, saying, “Now, now, don’t cry,” could
himself weep.
He never used to speak to his mother. He would come to the door of the thekkini and say something loudly as
if he was addressing all the women inside—that was all. If he ever asked a question, it was Ammamma who
answered, as the sole representative of the women of the house.
The grandmothers spent their days in prayer. They chanted prayers continually, starting with Narayana, Rama
Rama, Namah Shivaya. Ammaman’s mother and Ammamma’s mother, our Muthassi, wore chains of tulasi beads
set in gold. And rings of gold, silver, copper and steel on their fingers.
Once, Vazhenkunnam Namboodiri came to stay with Ammaman at Nalapat for a few days. Ammaman told us
that he was an expert in magic. Surrendering to our insistent demands, Vazhenkunnam conducted a performance
on our patio. I remember him taking off our rings, burying them here and there and later plucking them from the
air. And then, at the end of the show, I found Devaki lying on the floor in the vadikkini, sweating profusely.
“What happened, Devaki?” I asked her.
“I felt someone tug at my chain and thrust a hand into my blouse. 1 couldn’t bear it, child. My legs gave way.”
“Who would thrust a hand into your blouse, Devaki?” .
“That Namboodiri, the magician. Who else?”
“But he was standing so far away from you. He wouldn’t even have seen you, Devaki.”
“He saw me all right. He was staring at me while he stood far away, performing magic. He looked as if he
wanted to drink my blood!”
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“You’re just imagining things, Devaki,” said Muthassi. “If you talk ill of people like him, God will punish
you.”
“Oh yes! People can stare at me and do whatever they like to me! I don’t have anyone to speak for me, do I?”
lamented Devaki.
“Why are you so angry with the Namboodiri, Amral?” asked Unnimaya.
“There’s no man you’re not angry with, is there, Devaki?” I asked.
“You know what’s in my heart, child,” murmured Devaki. She stood up and gave Sankaran, who was leaning
against a pillar, a stern look.
“If you trust men, they’ll betray you, child. They’ll sweet-talk you in the beginning and then betray you.”
“Have men betrayed you, Devaki?” I asked.
“No one can, child. No great man can come along and take me for a ride. Let them keep their desires to
themselves!”
In response to Devaki’s loud rants, Sankaran gathered the phlegm in his throat, spat noisily into the yard and
disappeared into the kitchen. Unnimaya, who was chopping jackfruit, lowered her head and shook so hard with
silent laughter that a bit of the sticky exudation from the fruit stuck to the tip of her nose!
*
One afternoon, as soon as Ammamma went upstairs after lunch to rest, Lakshmi the servant ran up and
whispered in my ear,
“The korathi’s come.”
“Who?”
“The korathi who reads palms. Haven’t you seen a korathi, child? She’s brought a parrot too. If you give her a
coin, the parrot will pick up a card in its beak. Your destiny will be written on it, child.”
“Where’s Korathi?”
“I’ve sat her down in the pounding shed. If Valiamma\fn{ Mother’s elder sister} sees her, she won’t allow her to
read your palm.”
The korathi was seated on the ground in the pounding shed, nursing her baby. Her skin was the colour of milky
coffee. Her forehead and chin were covered with dark green dots. She smiled at me. Milk dribbled from the corner
of the baby’s mouth. It seemed to me then that the baby was smiling at me.
“Is your name Korathi?” I asked. My question displeased Lakshmi.
“Why are you asking her such foolish questions, child? Do korathis have names? They don’t have pet names
or family names or anything. They wander from house to house. They don’t have a home or a village of their
own.”
“Where do they sleep at night?”
“Under trees. Or in a cave on a mountain. Isn’t that right, korathi?”
The korathi nodded, looked at me and smiled. Her mouth was full of crushed betel leaves, perhaps the reason
why her lips were so red.
“Why do you have those dots on your forehead and chin?” Lakshmi explained.
“They’ve been tattooed. Korathis and koravans, their men-folk, get themselves tattooed. The pattern is traced
with a needle on the skin till it draws blood and the area is smeared with the juice of a leaf.”
The korathi had still not said a word. The torrent of words that streamed from Lakshmi’s mouth began to get
on my nerves. I didn’t want her to answer the questions I was asking the korathi. I brushed off Lakshmi’s hand
and went close to the korathi.
“Move back, child!” screamed Lakshmi. “Don’t touch the korathi! Her body is covered with dirt!”
In spite of having been insulted, the korathi continued to smile. I saw my face reflected in her eyes. The mixed
odor of tobacco and newly turned earth rose from her.
“Stand back, child, or I’ll call Valiamma this minute. If you touch the korathi, you’ll have to take a bath. Don’t
you know they wander all over the place?”
“Where’s your house, korathi?” I asked.
Still she wouldn’t speak. It was as if she thought her smile was an answer to all my questions.
“Don’t you know korathis don’t have homes? Didn’t I tell you that, child? You don’t believe me, do you?”
“Go away. Go to sleep, Lakshmi,” I said.
“Oh yes. And suppose the korathi grabs the chance to run away with you?”
The korathi shook her head. Her eyes gleamed.
“You won’t run away with me, will you, korathi?” I asked.
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“No,” she said.
“The child will give you a couple of coins. Will you read her palm and mine?” said Lakshmi. “Open the cage
and let the parrot out. Let it pick a card.”
It was only then that I noticed the parrot. The cage was covered with a red cloth. The korathi took off the cloth,
picked up the cage and brought it close to my face.
“Tathamma’s not well. She won’t pick a card today.”
“If the parrot doesn’t pick a card, you won’t get any money,” said Lakshmi. The korathi’s face became
cheerless.
“Tathamma’s not well at all. She hasn’t eaten a thing today.”
I saw the little dish inside the cage. It was full of grain.
“Shall we give it some milk?” I asked.
“Tathamma won’t drink anything. Tathamma’s ill.”
“What’s wrong with it?”
“Diarrhoea. It shits all day and all night. Because of the evil eye.”
“Will it die?” I asked.
“I don’t know, Amma,” she said.
“How old is it?” I asked.
“It’s 300 years old, Amma,” she said.
“Three hundred? Don’t tell such whopping lies, korathi,” said Lakshmi.
“It’s not a lie, Amma. It’s the truth. It’s my father’s mother’s parrot. And she got it from her father.”
“What’s its name?”
“Chivakami.”
“So it’s a she-parrot, then?”
“Yes, it is.”
The korathi took the parrot out and kissed the top of its head. The baby, which had been asleep on her lap,
woke up and began to cry.
“Can I touch the parrot?” I asked.
“It’ll fly away from the child’s hand. Don’t give it to her,” said Lakshmi.
“Tathamma can’t fly. She’s ill,” said the korathi.
I stroked it. To my astonishment, I discovered a vein throbbing in its throat. The parrot spread its wings once,
then shrank into my palm with an air of defeat. I blew away the dust and chaff off its wings.
“Shall I put it on the ground?”
“Tathamma can’t fly,” said the korathi.
The parrot hobbled towards the pounding stone. It picked up a grain of paddy lying near it. Its left foot was
lame.
“What’s happened to its foot?” asked Lakshmi.
“The cat grabbed it through the bars of the cage. If you give me money, Amma, I can read your palm.” I gave
her an anna.
“Never will you drink
Kanji served with disrespect,”

she sang, looking at my left palm. Then she went out and spat the betel leaves on to the sand.
“Can you tell me when I’ll get married?” Lakshmi asked, holding out her square, calloused hand and closing
her eyes as if she were meditating. I couldn’t help laughing.
“Why are you laughing, child? Don’t poor people get married as well?”
The korathi cleared her throat. She stared at Lakshmi’s palm for a long time.
“You don’t have a marriage line, Amma,” she said.
“You mean I’ll never get married as long as I live?”
“No. But the lines show that you’ll have children. Two boys and three girls.”
“Oh God! Will I be betrayed then? Will that low-born rascal betray me?”
Lakshmi began to cry loudly. The korathi fastened the ends of her rowka tightly. She threw the bundle with the
baby over her shoulder, picked up the parrot’s cage and hurried away towards the fence.
“My coin’s gone too!” wailed Lakshmi.
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“It’s not yours, Lakshmi. I gave her the anna, didn’t I?”
“Oh, the child’s lost her money! These wretched korathis shouldn’t be allowed into the house. If Valiamma
gets to know, it’s me she’ll scold.”
“But the korathi came because you called her in, Lakshmi.”
“Indeed! I never bring these creatures in. Who asked her to come in?” She lowered her voice. “Maybe it was
Sankaran Nair.” …..
1935
70.76 Madness\fn{by B. M. Suhra (c.1935?- )} Thikkodi, Kozhikode District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
The alarm clock as usual woke her up early in the morning. She didn’t feel like getting up. It hurt as if slashed
with a blade all over. She felt the weight of a huge rock in her head. It had been some days since she began feeling
unwell. Yet, when the alarm went off, she always dragged herself out of the bed. But today somehow, she just
couldn’t leave her bed. What would happen if she didn’t? Would the earth stop moving in its orbit? She curled up,
pulling the blanket over her.
Her husband was startled at the non-stop ringing of the alarm. He woke up, turned off the alarm and shook her
shoulders trying to wake her up.
“Get up. The alarm had gone off long ago!”
“You get up.”
She turned her back to him.
The husband got up and put on the light. He pulled her blanket away.
“Get up and make some tea.”
“I told you I won’t.”
He was taken aback at her belligerence. His voice turned harsh.
“I asked you to get up and make tea.”
“And didn’t you hear me saying no? Stop getting on to my nerves and go make it yourself.”
She shouted at her husband who stood flummoxed looking at her.
“Didn’t you hear me? Go to the kitchen.”
Not able to confront her glare he walked to the kitchen. She guffawed in pure joy. Why didn’t she do this even
once in the last 15 years? She pulled the blanket over and went back to sleep. In her dreams she saw a colorful
world. One had to be really lucky to lie idle like this in a cold morning.
“Tea.”
“Keep it there.”
She ordered, half asleep.
Her husband kept the cup of tea on the side-table and left in a huff. She slowly stepped into the bathroom,
brushed her teeth, washed her face and had tea at leisure. She had never got time to enjoy her morning tea. The tea
was not bad. Was it a bit too sweet?
Then it was okay. She had almost forgotten the days when she had her morning cuppa in bed. When she was in
college her mother used to wake her up with a cup of piping hot tea.
She felt rejuvenated with the tea and walked up to the verandah. Her husband sat there sour-faced, reading the
newspaper. She turned red seeing him.
“Well, are you still sitting here reading the newspaper? Haven’t you been to the kitchen yet? Don’t you know
that the school bus comes at 8 o’clock?”
He stared at her.
She didn’t budge. She snatched the paper away and said:
“There is puttu flour in the cup board and some bananas. You fry a few papads.”
“I don’t know how to make puttu.”
“What about omelet then?”
“Um.”
“Fine. Bread and omelet will do for today. But from tomorrow, try and learn to make something better.”
He stood dazed.
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“Don’t stand here with a blank face. Go fast and buy a loaf of bread. Buy some plantains too. You can steam
them.”
She laughed out aloud when he went in silently to put on his shirt. Walking out with a bag to the shop, he
looked back at her in suspicion several times. When he returned, she was in the armchair reading the newspaper.
After she was through with the newspaper she felt like taking a bath.
The morning shower always made her feel fresh. While in college, she began her studies after an early morning bath. Now after all her morning chores it would be mid-noon when she found time to bathe. The water in the
overhead tank would be boiling under the scorching sun and after the bath she felt more exhausted.
She hummed a tune and walked in to see her husband sitting by the telephone and leafing through the
directory. It’s quite a task to search a number in it.
“Haven’t you been to the kitchen yet? Did you give the children tea? Keep your phone calls for the evening or
you would be late for office. I am going to have a bath.”
She pushed and shoved her husband who stood rooted to the kitchen. She felt like sitting on the chair from
where she dragged him away and make a call to someone. But who to call? She didn’t have any friends in this
city. Her mother these days was hard of hearing. She went to the bathroom and switched the geyser on. She
rubbed her husband’s herbal oil all over her body. She massaged her scalp with another oil preparation. While the
water was getting hot she worked out a bit. Then she poured cold water over her head till she felt refreshed. She
washed her body with warm water and scrubbed off the oil. After the bath she pampered her body with talcum
powder, changed into a well-ironed sari and blouse and combed her hair. She saw a different person in the mirror.
She put kohl in her eyes and a bindi on her forehead and enjoyed herself once again in the mirror. Not bad. Not
bad at all! She didn’t look her 35 years.
As she stood there she felt like singing. She used to sing well in college. Even now her voice was good.
Humming a love song she reached the door.
But someone had locked it from outside. Who? Why did he lock her up in the room?
She listened to what was going on outside with her ear on the door. He was talking on the phone.
“Hello, Murthy, it’s me, Raghavan. Please come here fast. I don’t know what has happened, my wife is not
well since morning. It’s rather strange, she has become a bit violent. She had never uttered a word against me in
15 years. But this morning she became a completely changed person. She behaves as if she is settling scores with
me. I am really scared. I think we will have to take her away forcibly. Send an ambulance. Get someone to assist
you. I might have to admit her in the hospital. Come fast. I am very scared. No, I have locked the room. Don’t
worry. Just come fast.”
She couldn’t hear anything more. She hit her head on the door and screamed.
“Open the door. I am okay … Open the door … I am all right. I did it for fun … Please open the door. I have to
get to the kitchen. Open the door … Please!”
62.112 Distorted Lines\fn{by D. Kameswari (c.1935?- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 6
Loosely plaited long hair adorned with flowers of mixed variety, kajal on her black eyes, tilak on the forehand,
a chain of black beads around her neck—Shanti entered the hall one step behind her husband, Rao. She wore a
kanjivaram silk sari with a matching blouse. But she covered her shoulders totally with her palloo. She had some
plain chappals on her feet. On the whole she looked like a typical Andhra housewife.
As she entered the hall her eyes dazzled—different lamps shedding different shades of light adorned the hall
with a smooth polished floor. There were large numbers of ladies dressed in various kinds of modern attire sitting
on the sofas all around. The gentlemen were all standing in front of them in groups holding their drinks. There
was laughter all around and the sound of chattering voices. The whole thing looked very pompous. Men were all
dressed in a standard formal dress. The variety was in the ladies attire.
About a dozen pairs of eyes watched her keenly as she entered. Shanti looked around nervously and dropped
her eyes to the floor for a while. Rao straightaway joined his colleagues in the group. Though they were married
three years ago she has not so far got an opportunity to taste the life of an army officer’s wife as they have been in
Sikkim all these years. Rao was transferred to this place only one month back. This is Shanti’s first chance to
attend an army parry. The social night was organized in the mess that day in honor of General Bhagat. There
would be a dance after the buffet dinner. One can hear the music of the regimental band outside.
“Namaste!” A gentleman in white shark skin coat, dark brown black trousers greeted her with folded hands.
“Namaste!” Shanti was startled out of her reverie.
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“I am Lt. Mehra,” he introduced himself.
“Shanti.” She introduced herself with a lot of diffidence.
“Please come,” he cordially invited her and showed her a seat. The ladies sitting there moved a little bit to
accommodate her.
“What will you have?” Lt. Mehra asked her in English.
“No, No! I don’t want anything!” she said nervously.
“I did not ask you whether you want something or not,” he left the place without waiting for her reply.\fn{ The
reason for his response will become clear as the scene unfolds .}
“We haven’t met so far. My name is Mrs. Arora.” The lady on her right side introduced herself.
“I am very glad to meet you. I am Shanti,” Shanti said turning to Mrs. Tiwari.
“You must now forget that name. Here after as long as you are here you are only Mrs. Somebody,” Mrs. Tiwari
corrected her.
“Oh please forgive me. I am Mrs. Rao.” Shanti felt ashamed of herself. That was her first lesson. She felt as if
she was caught stealing.
“Major Rao is new to this place, isn’t he?” Mrs. Tiwari asked.
“Yes, we came only one month ago.”
Mrs. Arora was very short statured, plump and fair. She wore a nylon sari and her gray hair was pinned up.
She was in a sleeveless blouse and wore lipstick. Though she is an elderly lady, she dressed herself in an
extremely modern fashion. She was also keen to display her knowledge of English, though she did not appear to
be good at it.
Mrs. Tiwari was neither short nor tall. She was also fat and her dress belied her age. She appeared to be very
reserved in nature and was very conscious of her status as a Colonel’s wife. She spoke very little but spoke with
dignity and authority. Her shawl kept falling off her shoulders. She also displayed a tendency to drop English
words frequently in her conversation.
Mrs. Oaruwala was about thirty years old. She was of a healthy pink complexion and good figure. Her sari
matched her complexion. Her blouse was sleeveless and backless. She pinned up her hair and it totally covered
her ears. She too wore lipstick. She was sitting gracefully to a side and was talking to somebody.
Shanti looked around strangely. She could see Mrs. Ranjit Singh, tall and coarse in Punjabi attire. Her hairstyle
was very peculiar and her face looked strange in it. She divided her hair unevenly. It appeared as if she looked
down on people she was talking to.
Mrs. Thomas was again very tall. She wore a long frock and a pullover, high-heeled shoes, bobbed hair and a
lipstick that looked ugly on her. She tried to create an impression that she was a foreigner.
There was Mrs. Tulani, slim, tall and fair. She wore a thin silk sari with a matching sleeveless blouse. From
her hair make up one could see hairpins made of fine filigree work. She also wore long hanging earrings, and a
gold chain. Her ornaments, chappals, handbags—every thing matched the color of her sari. She wore a cardigan
and she looked at Shanti, as if surprised at her old fashioned appearance.
Again there was Mrs. Oeshmukh, who looked at modern as the rest of the ladies assembled there.
Mrs. Menon was the only odd person out there. She had a bright charming face. She came in kanjeevaran silk
sari without zari with the same color blouse. She had gold bangles on her right hand and a wristwatch on her left
hand. She wore a cape over her shoulders.
Shanti felt a kind of depression after looking at all those assembled there.
“Please have it,” Lt. Mehra brought a black colored drink and handed it over to her. Shanti was embarrassed.
“When everybody is having a drink you should also have it. You are still new here. You will soon learn all these
traditions,” Mrs. Arora explained to her as if to a child.
“What objection can you have to having a coca-cola?” Lt. Mehra asked her laughingly. Shanti took the glass.
She felt more hurt at being pointed out like that than her ignorance.
Lt. Mehra talked to her for a while and left. Mrs. Arora and Mrs. Tulani were engrossed in a deep discussion.
Shanti emptied her glass and looked around. Everybody was holding a glass in hand, they were not drinking,
simply holding the glass sipping only now and then. Shanti thought she was making too many mistakes. The
difference between these ladies and her in the manner of dressing was more prominently felt because of the
ignorance she displayed regarding the customs of this highly sophisticated society. The gap looked larger by her
lack of knowledge of the customs of this society.
Exactly at 8.30, P.M., the chattering in the hall stopped. All the men moved towards the entrance. People were
seen shaking hands. General Bhagat had arrived. The bank music started playing loudly. Even the ladies stopped
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talking for a while. They were all looking at the door.
A gentleman, tall, bald and heavy, walked into the midst of the ladies’ gathering. The Brigadier started
introducing the ladies to him one by one. The General stood in front of Shanti, beaming at her. Shanti immediately
got up and wished him. The brigadier did not know her name and stood awkwardly for a while and said:
“They have just come, only recently.”
“Mrs. Rao,” Mrs. Arora introduced her.
“Please take your seat. Where are you from?”
“Rajahmundry,” Shanti replied.
“Rajahmundry? Where is it? Near Bangalore?” the General asked and looked at the Brigadier in confusion.
“No, I think it is somewhere near Madras,” said the Brigadier, indicating his ignorance.
Shanti understood the mistake she made. The general moved away before she rectified her mistake. Mrs.
Tiwari then promptly told her in low tones:
“You must know certain basic things. Even if you do not know you would have known had you looked around
a bit? You need not get up when the General comes to greet you. You can wish him while sitting. Then when the
Brigadier was struggling to get your name, you should have introduced yourself.”
Shanti started sweating profusely. If she sits here any more she might commit some more mistakes. But how to
leave!
It is almost nine o’clock now. People started going in for dinner. Shanti saw Rao then. He seemed to be in a
different world. She had not seen this Rao so far. He was moving his limbs more vigorously than normal.
“Darling! How is everything?” he asked her, laughing.
She could smell the liquor on him.
Fifteen minutes after dinner the music started. Pairs started moving into the middle of the floor. The gentlemen
came, one by one requesting and the ladies joined them on the floor. Shami’s heart started beating fast.
“Would you honor me with a dance?” Colonel Tiwari asked her bending slightly forward with utmost respect.
“No, please forgive me. I can’t dance.” Shami somehow uttered.
“It’s all right.” The colonel moved away. Two or three people asked in a similar way and left. In between
dances they were taking drinks, yellow, white and black ones. Gradually the noise became louder and the din
increased making normal conversation difficult. Everyone became quite unsteady in movement and speech. They
were all moving, just wildly in accordance to the rhythmic beat.
Shanti hoped that Rao would come and ask for a dance. But he was not seen anywhere around. Every five
minutes somebody would come and ask, sometimes pressing her a little hard. How long could she escape?
It was 2.30 A.M. None of the men could hear what the other person is saying.
“You have not danced at all till now?”
Shanti looked up to see. General Bhagat.
“I don’t know dance.”
“What nonsense! What is there in these dances, just. take steps rhythmically. Come, I will teach you.”
Shanti could not say anything. General extended his hand. Music started The General held her hand and took
the steps forwards, backwards and sideways. When Shanti came to the floor people stopped dancing and started
clapping. Shanti tuned red blushing deeply.
“Forgive me. That’s enough. I am tired!” said Shanti as soon as the music stopped.
“It is alright; come.” He took her to the sofa, thanked her and mingled with the group on the floor. Shanti got
up and sat in a corner. Mrs. Menon was sitting by her side.
“How long are they going to stay?”
“It depends on the General. Nobody leaves till the General leaves,” said Mrs. Menon laughing at her in a
friendly manner. She saw Rao at a distance and signaled him.
Shanti started feeling very sleepy. She could not understand how the others managed to keep themselves
awake. She was so annoyed that she lost her original fear complex. After a while no one knew what dance was
going on.
At last at 3.30 A.M.
“Okay chaps! Thank you, good night!” The General wished the ladies and left the hall; moving towards his car.
The Brigadiers and Colonels followed him.
Throughout on their way home and after reaching home too Shanti wanted to have some discussion with her
husband. She wanted to ask him many things. She also wanted to pass some comments and voice her judgment on
some of the people over there. She itched for a discussion on that evening’s party. But Rao went to sleep without
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even changing his clothes.
*
Next morning he got up at nine thirty in the morning. By the time he finished his bath it was ten thirty. Shanti
finished cooking lunch by that time. She gave him coffee and looked at his blank face. She thought of the drowsy
eyes she had seen the night before.
“You never told me that you drink.”
“Is it such an important fact that I should advertise?” he asked.
“Then why should you drink at all?” she pointed out.
Rao smiled and did not give a reply.
“I think last night you totally forgot about me,” she said.
“I was all the time watching you. The way you were sitting silently without talking to anyone, the way you got
up when the General came, the number of people who came requesting your hand for a dance, how you refused
them all and finally how you danced with the General. I was watching you all the time. I also saw you collapsing
by Mrs. Menon’s side with sleepy eyes.”
Shanti blushed and dropped her eyes to the floor.
“Look, Shanti, whether you like it or not we are here now. When you are here you should observe the rules of
their game. Nothing happens if you drink once in a while. But if you don’t drink you would be particularly
noticed by one and all. I know, it doesn’t matter if you don’t talk to people and sit in one corner all by yourself,
but you would be thought of as unsocial. Why should you give anyone that chance?”
"Then you mean to say I too should have danced?”
“How does it matter?”
“You may say whatever you like! I can’t dance. It is beyond me—dancing like that holding a stranger. Why
should we have these English customs, I don’t understand!”
Rao again laughed, looking into her eyes. Shanti got very angry. She felt that he was laughing at her ignorance.
“If you laugh like that, I will get angry.”
“I like you very much when you get angry,” he said affectionately.
First Shanti did not know how to begin a discussion. Then she decided to tell him of her inner reservation. She
started slowly.
“I felt very humiliated yesterday when they treated me like that. Like an outcaste. Looking down at people,
talking to them like that. Maybe, I made a few mistakes in the beginning. But why should they point out like that
on my face, in the presence of so many people.”
Rao again laughed at her, in the same way.
“Shanti darling. Do you know what I felt yesterday looking at you.? You shouldn’t get angry if I tell you.”
“Okay, I won’t. Tell me, what was it?”
“You looked liked an ideal 19 th century housewife. It would have suited you well if you were placed in an
exhibition with that label on you.”
“If you felt like that why didn’t you tell me?”
“Instead of my telling you I thought it would be better for you to know it by seeing others.”
Shanti did not say anything for a long time.
“Shanti, you are an intelligent girl. You have good education, knowledge, wisdom and everything. I feel very
proud of you. Yet, you have to change a bit here. Shanti, you should be like Roman in Rome. You must adopt their
ways while you are here. You should not have that long, painted hair with ribbons here. You slowly pin up your
hair like everybody else. Stop wearing Kanjeevaran silk saris. You must start some fashionable wear. They are
not major problems for you to tackle. If you want, you can change. I told you earlier too—two or three times. But
you did not pay any attention to me. When it is easier to mix with people by adopting their ways why can’t we do
it? You don’t lose anything. You must remember one more thing. If you mix freely with them, they will learn to
respect you and your status in society also moves up. This is not like other places. An army officer’s job is
different from other jobs. In this society where ladies and gentlemen move freely if you insist on staying outside
of their life and activity, I will be left out too. If you look at it from one angle, my status, my place in society are
dependent on your ability to adapt.”
“Does it mean that if you do not wear sleeveless blouses, lipsticks and nylons, you are an uncivilized person?”
“It is not that. We should go along with the tide. The times have changed. We too should change accordingly.
Nothing wrong in it.”
“Okay, from tomorrow I will start wearing sleeveless blouses, lipsticks, chiffons saris and adopt new hair653

styles. Shall I start learning dance too?”
“I know you don’t like dancing. I don’t see anything wrong in it. This is a big family. All the officers are the
members of this family—like brothers. If you have that in mind you don’t feel you are dancing with a stranger.
Chastity is in the mind. You danced with the General yesterday. How did you feel? He is of your father’s age. If
he holds your hand and takes a few steps this side and that, what is so wrong about it?”
“I have only mentioned it casually: why are you giving me lectures.” She ruffled his hair.
*
“Why didn’t you tell me there is a picture in the club tonight? It seems there was a circular yesterday,” Rao
asked while taking lunch in the afternoon. In the office Menon had asked him casually whether he was coming for
the picture that day. That was how he came to know about it.
“We can’t go anyway, that’s why I didn’t tell you.”
“Why? Why can’t we go? If we go at seven after dinner, we will be back by ten. Why did you say we couldn’t
go?”
“Baby’s feeding time is at nine o’clock. Who will give dinner to Suja?”
“For today we can always make some arrangement. You can entrust the job to ayah or Ramu. We will give
dinner to Suja before going. Ayah will take care of babu for today. It is a good picture.”
“Be quick, time is up,” Rao called out knotting his tie.
“I am ready,” Shanti said. Rao frowned as soon as he looked at her.
“Again the same attire. Why are you wearing a silk sari again? Why didn’t you wear the chiffon sari we
bought the other day? Can you not take off your black beads and toe rings for today? Should you decorate your
hair with so many flowers? You should have pinned up your hair.”
He looked at her from top to toe and passed these comments. Shanti said with an odd expression:
“I feel more comfortable with this plait. I can’t properly put up my hair. It takes minimum half an hour. Let me
come like this just this time.”
She avoided looking at him. Rao silently started the scooter.
“Ayah, give milk to babu exactly at nine o’clock. Milk is in the flask. Ramu put Suja to sleep without making
her cry.”
“Come on. We are going only for two hours. You don’t have to give so many instructions. Where is your
cardigan?”
“It is okay. It is not cold today. If I go in again we will get late.”
Rao did not know what to say.
The club was brightly lit with tube lights: A lot of people were moving around greeting friends and
acquaintances. They were all differently dressed. Some people were standing in the middle of the room and
chatting. Some were sitting on the sofa and browsing through the magazines. The picture was yet to start. That
club was exclusively for the army officers stationed there. Every week they showed picture in the club’s open-air
theatre. Every day officers come there to play billiards, cards and tennis. They also have dances and dinner parties
in addition to games and sports.
Nobody paid much attention to Rao and Shanti as they entered the club. There were many people other than
the ones they met in the mess party. The club was resounding with the laughter of the ladies. They were all
dressed more pompously than ever—each person a unique model of fashion.
Shanti looked at Rao and reading his thoughts moved towards the ladies group. The people who were so far
talking and laughing aloud suddenly fell silent.
“What a good day! You have come to the club today,” asked Mrs. Tiwari in a humorous tone, half mockingly.
Everyone around smiled and exchanged glances.
“What do you do in the evenings? You can come to the club for an hour at least,” asked Mrs. Tiwari again.
“I’ll try to come,” said Shanti feeling embarrassed by her proud exterior.
The lights were dimmed as the picture started.
“You see, today also nobody talked to you freely. Unless you change they will be treating you this way,” Rao
commented on their way back.
Shanti felt very uneasy and unhappy. She felt she was being pushed towards a path she was unwilling to tread.
*
“Arre! What a surprise! Is this a dream or an illusion? Are you an angel coming from heaven to grace my life?”
Sleeveless blouse, chiffon sari, hair that was put up high on her head in a modern style, lipstick, fashionable
chappals: Shanti looked so totally ultra modern that Rao was shocked.
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“Why? Are you not satisfied? Is there anything more you want?” Shanti said in a sullen tone.
“Shanti, are you angry with me? Do you know how beautiful you are? This hairstyle suits you much better
than all the others. Good girl. You look very smart. If you just oblige me now and then, do you know how good I
feel, no.” He took her in his arms.
“Come on, let’s go to the club,” she said after serving his coffee.
“I feel overwhelmed by this flood of kindness. Is it because you feel mercy on me, or a joke or a sign of some
anger?”
“Why do you feel so surprised? Hereafter I will dress up exactly as you would like me to. Now this Shanti is
entering her new life as Mrs. Rao. That’s all. Today I went to Mrs. Tulani and learned a few new hairstyles. She
told me she would teach me to dance also. Now you don’t have to be ashamed to go out with me.”
“Did I ever say that? Is that how you understood? You are more educated and more beautiful than most of
them there. Why should you give them a chance to look down on you?” said Rao in a conciliatory tone, trying to
convince her.
“Okay, I am not saying anything to you. I said it just casually. Shall we go now?”
*
Everybody looked keenly and appreciatively at her that day. They looked at each other too. All eyes were on
her that day.
“Today Mrs. Daruwala called saying there is some ladies party in the club. Shall I go?” Shanti asked her
husband while serving lunch. He had to ask her a number of times earlier to go to the club. Now she wants to go
on her own. He felt happy and was surprised too.
“Sure, go ahead! You don’t need my permission. Go Shanti! I will take care of the children today.”
“I will be back soon and then cook dinner for us.”
“Look, dinner is not very important. You don’t have to cook after you return. We will eat in the canteen today.”
*
“Aren’t you coming yet? What are you doing in the office still?” Shanti called her husband on phone, as it was
long past his normal return time.
“Sorry dear, I can’t come immediately. Why?”
“I thought we can go to the club if you come early. I am ready.”
“I am sorry. I can’t come today. We will see tomorrow.”
“Mrs. Menon is here. She is asking me to go with her. Shall I go?”
“Do you want to go? Okay then, go!” said Rao
*
“Oh God? Why did you come so late! Babu cried a lot today and slept just now. Suja is feeling hungry and is
crying.”
Rao was deeply upset when she came home at 8 o’clock in the night.
“Why, why did she cry? I gave him her milk before going. What is ayah doing? If baby is hungry you should
have given her food. I cooked before going.”
“Why should you sit there for so long?” The work pressure at the office is taking its toll on Rao.
“We lost track of time while playing cards, rummy that too. I lost five rupees initially. Then I played with
vengeance. I lost another ten. I wanted to get back half of it at least. That’s how I got delayed.”
“Okay! Whatever it is, now hurry up and give us dinner.”
*
“I kept Rs. 150 in the purse yesterday. It is not here now. Did you take money from my purse?” Rao asked her
looking into his purse.
Shanti was sitting at the dressing table, shaping her eyebrows with an eyebrow pencil. She said casually:
“Yesterday there were some new stocks in Bata shop. Mrs. Daruwala was taking. I also bought some pairs of
chappals for Rs 20. I paid twenty for the tailor. I bought a sari for hundred rupees. Something like the one Mrs.
Tulani bought the other day. I also paid an advance of Rs. 20 for day after tomorrow’s party.” Rao frowned.
“Why twenty to the tailor? What did you get stitched?”
“You know, it seems there is an expert tailor who can stitch sleeveless blouses with nice designs on the back. I
got four of them stitched.”
“You should have stitched them yourself. You have the machine.”
“I don’t know these fashions. And I don’t have time.”
Earlier she used to stitch her blouses and children’s dresses too, to save money. Rao looked at this Shanti in
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confusion.
“What is day after tomorrow’s party about?”
“We have decided to have parties once in a week by turns in everyone’s house. Day after tomorrow is my turn.
Purely ladies party. You will have to disappear somewhere on that day.” She laughed.
“I have to pay insurance premium tomorrow. That’s why I kept this money. You have spent all that on your
whims and fashions,” he complained.
“How do I know? I am sorry. My mistake.” She readily apologized.
“It is okay! The mistake is mine,” he said.
*
Rao went to Delhi for one week on official duty. He returned that day at 7 o’clock in the evening. Sujata was
alone at home, playing near the bed. The beds were not made and they looked clumsy. Toys, books and clothes
were scattered all around in the house. Everything was in great disorder. After a while ayah came back carrying
Babu.
“Mem Sahib has gone to the club. I took Babu out as he was crying. Ramu went to the market. The baby has
turned the house into this mess,” Ayah explained in answer to his annoyed query, “Why is this house like this?
Where have you all gone leaving Suja alone?”
Rao went to the club straight away. He saw Shanti as soon as she entered. She was on the floor dancing with
someone he had never met. He was surprised at her skill—taking steps in tune doing the foxtrot. The foxtrot
stopped. She also waltzed with the same gentleman. Rao occupied a chair and ordered one big black and white
whisky. Dance stopped for an interval. Shanti was walking back gracefully to the chair chatting with the fellow
and mopping the sweat on her neck. She saw Rao then. He had taken two large pegs of black and white whisky by
then.
“When did you come?” she asked happily as soon as she reached him, sitting in front of him.
Rao did not give any reply. He just rotated the glass in his hand. Shanti understood his silence, partly.
“Let’s go home.” She got up. Rao took the last gulp, kept the glass forcefully on the table and got up to go. She
sat behind him on the scooter holding him with both hands and leaned her face on his shoulder. She understood by
his silence and by the speed with which he drove the scooter many of his inner feelings. She closed her eyes as
she focused her mind on the overwhelming thoughts that raced through her mind. She felt very sad and depressed.
She saw different lines—straight, crooked and colorful ones. She felt trapped in those lines. Did she cross any of
these lines? Which one of them was the Lakshmana Rekha she was not supposed to cross. She was too confused.
“What is this speed? Go slow,” she shouted at him.
“What are you afraid of? This is also fashion, to go at a high speed.” Rao said dryly.
Shanti closed her eyes and held him tightly. Again she saw before her eyes those dazzling lines—distorted, like
lightning.
70.129 The Savage Chant\fn{by Kakkanadan aka George Varghese (1935- )} Kerala State, India (M) 2
When from a mysterious source of tremor, the cavalry horses turned back and fled, and the clatter of their
hoofs surrendered to silence, the clouds of dust that rose from the jungle track fainted and faded away and the
monsoon showers with their drum-beats echoing in the horizon poured down and cleansed the jungle track of the
confusion of hoof marks, the naked Nishada [the savage] appeared at the mouth of the cave, pushing aside the
huge boulder that covered it, contemplated the enticing beauty of the forest, surging around him and started his
eulogistic recital:
For you, O Nymph of the forest,
For you, O Queen of the forest,
For you, Earth Mother, Supreme Power, Divine Mother,
For you, Abode of power, All-Beautiful, Giver of boons,
For your abundant tresses, spilling over on this earth like the night, O Mother
For your long brows jutting out like arrows, O Mother of the universe,
For your two glowing eyes, watching and guarding the universe, O Mistress over all,
For your nose, beauty’ concentrate: O Charming Lady,
For your two lips, dripping with blood, O Terror,
For your long neck, your full breasts, your sandal-colored belly, your navel where blue eddies whirl, the blue hair
spreading below the navel, your holy vagina, the source of Time’s creation hiding behind the pubic hair, the long and
rounded thighs, the long legs, the charming feet, the holy dust on the feet,
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What can I, ignorant and blind and deaf and dumb and helpless,
What can your humble servant give as offerings?
The mute utterances of my ignorance?
If so, Mother, let my mute utterances fall on You like flowers!
Let my silence be a flower-screen and make you invisible to the gaze of others!
Then shall you own the womb that bore me as a fetus.
Then shall you become my jungle lass causing lightning flashes to creep all over my body,
Then shall you be the woman bringing to birth all my co-generations.
Selfish am I, who desire you.
Selfish am I, who was born of you.
Selfish am I, the savage am I.

Thereafter as a result of heavy showers in the forest, huge trees were uprooted, the rivers overflowed and
streams of water gushing from the mountains sped towards the east.
The footprints on the forest paths faded away. The cries of the forest birds were drowned in the din of the rain,
the whole forest roared in excitement. When that roar reverberated in all directions, when the reverberations
reverberated, when the reverberations reverberated, when the reverberations, reverberated, when the reverberated,
other noises ceased, and the roar grew louder, grew tenfold, a hundredfold, thousand fold, ten thousand fold and
the ocean of sounds was born, and there roared the noise of the waves of the ocean of sounds.
*
Long long ago, with a red nose and red navel string, I came into this forest.
Who was it that later gave my nose the power to smell? Who was it that gave energy to my ears? Who gave
sight to my eyes and touch to my skin and taste to my tongue?
I saw and smelt and heard and tasted and touched the forest. And then with the eyes that opened by seeing the
forest, a nose awakened by the odor of the forest, a tongue that sucked in the taste of the forest, ears intoxicated
by the music of the forest, and a skin enthralled by the touch of the forest,
While upon the riverbank, amongst the trees, as a companion of my wild beasts, I, known as Nishada, was
rambling with my savage complexion,
Mother, Lover,
You poured into me the essence of the primordial sound, while the droplet of the cosmos of sound that sank
into me awoke into myriads of songs in me in the flute you had graced me with, while I wandered in the forest
range, with the divine melody sprinkled by my flute,
it became visible to me:
the wild beasts and the wild plants, motionless, ears alerted, enthralled by my rhapsody and the strings of
clouds in the sky flowing gently like waves of music,
all that and all that became visible, to my savage naked eyes.
*
As I poured forth through the flute the enchanting melody, that you had passed on to me, in order to intoxicate
the forest that waited with alerted ears, there on the riverbank under the dim twilight, under cover of nudity, partly
hidden by the thrilled creeper-vines, below the sky, above the earth, I saw you who abide in my flute transforming
yourself into another ineffable lovely form and standing motionless, with open eyes, absorbed in my melody.
When the flames of my eyes met with the blaze of her eyes, when the warmth of her smile scalded the air,
when the scalded bubbles of air burst into clouds of smoke and climbed up into the heavens,
the sun in my psyche was shattered
the moon in my womb was shredded the star in my pulse was pulverized
I felt the muscular tendons that held me together melt in the great heat and myself slowly crumble to pieces. I
trembled with fear. And I turned into shreds. My limbs drifted off from me. And I fell shattered and scattered as
fragments, as discarded broken bits and ruins in the forest land around me; beneath the sky and around the
sacrificial altar of nightfall.
The fury of the wind was inaudible to me. The song of the stream and the cries of the beasts and the stir of the
forest were lost to my ears.
I only knew that the melody of the flute that you poured into me overwhelmed everything and filled everywhere, enveloping the earth, and in that deluge of that melody everything was uprooted and washed away and
destroyed.
And then I searched for my remnants in the forest, picked them up and brought them together. I made myself
again. I was satisfied with the new self of mine made by me.
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This self I built was myself. It was fine. I laughed my savage laugh.
And since in my laughter you arrived ceremoniously, O Mother, laughter became sweet, laughter became
music.
When the music put the forest to sleep again, on the river-bank, partly hidden by the jungle wines, you
appeared before me, my jungle lass.
And when once again sparks shot out of her eyes and her smile scorched the air and her loose tresses
enveloped the twilight like a flame,
again the sun in my psyche was shattered the moon in my womb was shredded
the star in my pulse was pulverized. Like a fallen star of long ago she stood before me on the riverbank,
screened by the entwined vines.
My flute gave birth to hysterical melodies. As the forest stood stunned at the mad excitement of music, my
twilight beauty’s feet stirred. Feet stirred. When the feet stirred, the hands stirred, the body stirred, the eyelashes
stirred, the eyes stirred, the brows stirred, the lips stirred, the loose tresses stirred, the breasts stirred, the nipples
stirred.
Mother, I searched through the alphabet you taught me once and discovered a word: DANCE.
A jungle dance was staged before me!
She flitted across and moved into time and space like the movements of planets and stars on the zodiac, My
flute toiled hard to rise to the speed of that movement. As my melody grew beyond my own control, and became
the marvelous dilation of the primordial melody, growing and spreading and stirring up the forest, her efforts to
keep pace with my melody turned into pearls of perspiration and I saw them glitter all over her golden figure like
stars in the heavens. She did not succumb to defeat. Her momentum gained pace, the lightning flashes of her
moving figure fluttered all around me. My cheeks expanded and contracted. I was afraid my breath would cease.
But I was not prepared to give in.
Our competition shook the forest. While I, squatting on a rock, shook the forest with my music, she, flitting
and frisking around me, was jolting it.
I was disturbed by the fear that I would be swept off my feet upon the rock where I sat. As she grew more
beautiful and tempting with the fatigue of dancing and the fear that the intensity of her temptation would cut off
my roots grew within me, I tried to cling fast to the rock.
When her temptation grew more and more intense, when inside my tree-skin, inside my nakedness, inside the
interior of my self, the sun and the moon and the stars were pulverized, my feet swayed wildly. My hands swayed
violently. My savage movement swayed against Nature like primitive dance of an insane savage. I had stepped
down from the rock. Under the pressure of my feet the forest land shook. In the rhythm of my primitive dance, the
whole forest stood trembling.
The dance competition shook all directions. She challenged me, swaying her hair, rolling her head, twitching
her neck, darting her glances, waving her brows, moving her lips, shaking her breasts, swaying her hips and
moving her hands and feet with lightning speed. And I faced that challenge.
I feared her alluring movement would tire me. I thought with a shudder of the heart that if the fire of my
passion burnt like this, we would merge into a single flame and blaze into a single tala, and that that blaze would
be my death. I prayed to Adi Parashakti. O Mother of the world, I begged to you sincerely, protect me please!
But her temptation grew in strength. My fire grew in intensity. The dance continued. Through the dance we
moved close to each other. Through the dance we moved away from each other. Through the dance we spread
through the forest.
With her eyes ablaze with the flame of love,
She sucked and swallowed my nakedness, and stretched out her hand. I evaded her, her hand again stretched
out, stretched out, stretched out.
At last, O Mother, at last, O Girija, Varada, Jagadamba, at last …
What should not have happened happened. Touch.
Suddenly the sky split and fire came out like a shower through the opening. Volcanoes exploded. The hot lava
flowed digging into either side. The trees of the forest fell, uprooted. The animals stunned, roared, and ran about
with no sense of direction. The birds flew from fire to fire. The serpents got twisted together and rose high on
their tails and danced. In the rivers flowed the liquid burning in the fire. The river roared past carrying all uprooted trees and dead animals.
She and I were one and the same. She and I were entwined together. We were dance. We were movement. We
were madness.
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As we stood entwined and coupled like serpents, the earth at our quivering feet split into two. We were falling
into the opening of the earth, into the womb of the earth. And as we sank into the depths of ignorance through the
slippery warmth, through the darkness melting and merging into the glutinous heat, through the fallopian tube
embroiled in darkness and consumed by heat.
As I remembered that I have lost the purity of my forest and reflected how many miles I may have to travel
hereafter along the dark alleys cluttered with the moss of the grief of the lives coming through the darkness of the
ages, through the pain of death through the weary light of rebirth, breathing in the rotten stinking civilization,
drinking the dirty water of civilization—and as I feel by exhausted, crumbled, and shattered, writhing in the
fetters of that reflection,
Mother, you alone, Mother, you alone, Mother you alone.
70.24 God’s On Trial\fn{by Gulzar Singh Sandhu (1935- )} Kotla Badla Village, Ludhiana District, Punjab State,
India (M) 3
Noora sat quietly under a mango tree by the tombs of the pirs. He was absorbed in doing the homework given
by his teacher. Rahmte, his sister, was cutting fodder from the Sikh Martyrs field, near the pirs’ graveyard.
The Martyrs’ entombed near our field are supposed to possess miraculous powers transcending death, fire and
time. We of the Sikh religion have profound faith in them. So much so that I was not allowed even to take the
school examination unless I pledged an offering to them. My grandfather believed that it was only because of the
Martyrs’ kind intercession that I never once failed in any examination.
That summer day, I was also sitting with Noora under the mango tree. While Noora was engrossed in homework, I watched Rahmte, cutting fodder from our field. I liked her so much that I felt like talking about her to
Noora.
“Of your two sisters whom do you like more? Rahmte or Jaina?” I asked.
“Jaina,” he said, naming the elder one who had been married for four years then.
“Why don’t you like Rahmte?” I asked, and was suddenly aware that I could be misunderstood.
“She beat me once, which Jaina never did,” he said casually, to my satisfaction, and returned to his book.
Assured that I was not misunderstood, I started watching the rhythmic movement of Rahmte’s limbs operating the
sickle.
Just then something startled a peacock on the Martyrs’ peepal tree, and it shot off into the air flapping its large
wings with a heavy, muffled thud-thud. One of the feathers came off and sailed down to the ground. I was then a
keen collector of peacock feathers. As I saw one sailing down in its rich dazzling colors, I threw down my book
and ran for it. But it never touched the ground. Rahmte had grabbed it from the air, before I could.
“Hand it to me,” I said a little tensely.
“I got it first,” she replied coldly.
“None of that!” I threatened. “You have to give it to me.”
“Oh, I have to, have I?” she scoffed. “In that case, I shan’t.”
“Come on, hand it over and I’ll never ask anything more from you.” I tried to sound suggestive and grown up.
She flushed.
“Take it, there,” she said curtly throwing the feather away. She collected the fodder into a sheaf, picked it up
and started to go home. I could not take my eyes off her slender figure, straining under the weight of the sheaf. I
was left wondering whether I had really offended her.
Back in the graveyard I found Noora’s father, the saintly Badru, saying his namaz. Noora stood by humbly.
Both the father and the son had incongruous yellow scarves, the symbol of the Sikh religion, around their necks,
for they, along with others, had recently agreed to “conversion.” These were the days of communal riots and the
yellow scarf guaranteed security to the Muslim minority in East Punjab.
The partition of the country had torn India into two parts and conversion had been made a condition by the
Sikhs, for those Muslims staying on in India, in retaliation to a similar declaration by Muslims in Pakistan for any
Hindus or Sikhs there. The majority, no doubt, in our area were Muslims, and that too of the orthodox sect of
Sunnis. But what could they do? They were in India and whoever did not convert to Sikhism was killed.
After the invitation for conversion a huge number of steel bangles, wooden crescent combs and yellow scarves
were procured for an elaborate conversion ceremony. Just when the prasad (the sanctified sweet) was being
prepared for initiating the Muslims to the Sikh religion, a phlegmatic voice said:
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"What good is this initiation, bound by outward symbols? These cannot deter them from continuing to be
Muslims at heart!”
It was Baba Phuman Singh, pausing to fling a pellet of opium into the hollow cavern of his mouth.
“What else do you advise us to do?”
“Feed them with pork,” he said.
“Our own people have been made to eat beef on that side of the border,” said another.
Everyone agreed to feed pork to the Muslims gathered for initiation. Four or five pigs were killed and cooked
immediately. This ceremony had been carried out in a similar manner in neighboring villages also.
The Muslims listened and watched with the resigned passivity and indifference of those who no longer cared
whether they live or die.
“Our Gurus baptized with prasad only,” my father whispered to Babaji, in mild protest.
“Keep your mouth shut, man. Nothing like silence,” he said, and drifted towards the pots of meat to examine
the quality.
In a little while all the Muslims were initiated into the Sikh religion. Wearing the five symbols of Sikhism they
started swallowing the pieces of pork served to them.
“We have always been Hindus. Only that blasted Aurangzeb made us change,” one of them said in a futile
effort to seek justification for his acts. Babaji, and a few other village elders, sat a little separately from the rest, in
their own superior elite group of Sandhus.
“The Maharaja of Patiala is a Sidhu,” I heard him say. “Sidhu and Sandhu are equal. The only difference is that
our jagir provides us only with opium while the maharaja’s gives him all the luxury he can dream of.”
The talk did not interest me.
“Noora and his people are not being baptized?” I asked my father.
“Hush!” my father silenced me. “I have delivered all the five symbols to them and they are wearing them.
Noora’s father is a saintly person and respects us. I wouldn’t want him to feel disgraced in public. Maybe he does
not want to take part.”
When my grandfather asked about the baptism of Badru and his family, my father managed to convince him
that Badru had taken pork in his very presence. To allay any remaining doubts, Father swore solemnly, and thus
the whole of Badru’s family was also counted among the baptized.
And where was the lie in it? That day when I had demanded the peacock feather from Rahmte, she was
wearing a yellow dupatta on her head and a steel bangle on her wrist. Her father, Badru, and her brother, Noora
too were wearing yellow scarves around their necks and steel bangles on their wrists. Both were performing the
namaz. They would not have dared to pray the Muslim way had there been a witness. But then the only person
present was myself and I was Badru’s pupil. They knew well that I would not tell anyone in the village that they
were praying the Muslim way. How could I, who till the third standard had done my sums with the help of
Rahmte?
It is still all so clear before my eyes—that day, Rahmte carrying the sheaf of fodder, Badru and Noora praying.
The long henna-dyed beard of the holy man touched the ground as he bowed in prayer. His loose Lucknowi shirt
was a little dirty. I stood at some distance watching them all, when I heard sudden shouts of
“Boley so Nihal, Sat Sri Akal.”
It was the Sikh cry and it sent us running for our lives in great terror. In the general panic Noora stumbled and
fell on the ground. The galloping hoofs came to a stop and many a spear was jabbed viciously into his body. He
lay there with his entrails hanging out. It was the last I saw of him.
I looked at the riders in yellow and blue and stood there dazed. They had already closed in on Badru. The saint
pleaded with folded hands, flourishing his yellow scarf and the steel bangle on his wrist to show he was a Sikh. A
Nihang Sikh with fox-tail mustaches, playfully struck the wrist which was raised to exhibit the bangle, and cut it
clean from the elbow. When Badru raised his other hand in abject supplication, the tyrant struck that off too.
“Send this bug as well to Pakistan,” someone shouted and ran towards me.
Sending one to Pakistan was a common phrase for killing a Muslim.
“He’s a Sikh one, you fool,” a voice checked him. It was the Nihang Sikh who had speared Noora. From his
saddle he lifted me up and put me in his lap. I do not know what happened after that, for I lost. consciousness.
When I came to my senses the next day I was lying in bed on the verandah. My mother’s eyes were red and
swollen with crying.
“He’s saved, don’t you worry. It was only shock. He is just a child after all.” Babaji was talking to my mother.
“It was almost the end of him,” my mother said wiping her tears and rubbing my limbs.
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“What a dreadful shock for you, my son! God protect you, God bless you,” she said, wiping my face with her
dupatta.
“Bless and be blessed, afterwards, first give offerings to the Martyrs who saved his life,” said Babaji, and
everyone agreed to this proposal. They started making preparations for the Martyrs.
Chokingly, I told my mother about Noora’s death and asked her in a trembling voice if she knew anything
about Rahmte. She told me in tears that Jaina and Rahmte were abducted by the crusading rioters along with other
Muslim girls of the village. Many were murdered, about fifty of them. Whoever was seen with a new yellow scarf
and bright steel bangle was killed.
Meanwhile, the whole of the village made ready to offer prasad to the Martyrs. Though it was a quiet evening,
everyone was frightened. Baba Phuman Singh was absolutely stunned. He was almost out of his wits. Just a short
while earlier he had been informed that his life-long friend Ghanshiam Das had also been killed by mistake. He
had been carrying a yellow scarf to one of his Muslim friends out in the fields, when he was surprised by the
rioters who killed him, taking him to be a new convert. They did not wait to check who was who. They were busy
people. They had to visit and plunder other villages too. For them the sight of a yellow scarf was proof enough of
“converts.”
While praying at the Martyrs’ Field, Babaji (my grandfather) was still thinking of Ghanshiam Das. Yes, true,
he had to die some day. But this sudden and uncalled-for death had given a new uncertainty to people, including
Babaji. It meant that anyone who was carrying a yellow scarf, even if he was a Sikh or a Hindu, would not be
spared. Where then was the guarantee of safety to converts? In fact, those who had not accepted Sikhism were
safer, for they were cautious, not caught so easily, and hence not killed. Thus, absurdly, avowed Muslims were
escaping while Sikhs were being slaughtered!
Even though he was singing aloud the praises of Guru Gobind’s sons, the Five Beloved Ones, and the Forty
Martyrs, Babaji’s heart was crying over the calamitous riots. Towards the end, when he was reciting verses in
honor of those who had shared their wealth, fought sinners, offered sacrifices for the faith, his legs suddenly
buckled beneath him. The mention of “sacrifices for the faith” choked his throat. His khunda fell off on the
ground. The rest of the prayer was completed by my father. Having finished the ceremony, my father told me to
go and offer prasad to the Martyrs. As I placed it on their tombs, the crows from the peepal tree nearby came
cawing and swooping and ate it up in no time.
“Let the Martyrs remain hungry,” I said to myself.
As my father distributed the prasad to everyone and was about to leave, Babaji came forward and held him
there by his arm.
“Tell the boy to put some on the pirs’ tombs too,” he said pointing towards the pirs’ graveyard. Looking in that
direction I remembered Noora. The peepal in the field reminded me of Rahmte who had frowned at me under it.
Had she done it in love or in hatred? 1 would never know now.
“What do you mean?” Father asked Babaji, a little puzzled—“on the pirs’ tombs?”
“You remember the massacre," Babaji whispered to Father, after taking him beyond the boundary of the field.
Perhaps he dared not say it within the Martyrs’ domain, afraid of their curse on his unbelief.
“Yes, I remember,” Father said bitterly.
“Those who were initiated have been killed, haven’t they?”
“So what?” whispered my father still puzzled.
“Those who did not agree to initiation are saved, you know that.”
“I don’t understand,” Father said, frowning perplexedly.
“Well, if you don’t, I can’t help it,” snapped Babaji, a little irritated by my father’s denseness.
“Listen,” he tried again, whispering very low to prevent the Martyrs’ overhearing, “Those who remained
Muslims were saved, were they not? Well, who knows if tomorrow the pirs don’t turn out to be more powerful
than our Martyrs?”
Suddenly enlightened, I ran and offered prasad at the pirs’ tombs.
Father did not stop me. Perhaps the insinuation in Babaji’s remarks still escaped him.
69.90 Sabara\fn{by Chaudbury Hemakanta Misra (1935- )} Orissa State, India (M) 3
Sabra earned his living by selling wonders.
He habitually referred to himself in the third person, as if somebody from the streets had given him the namelike "make Sabara's bed now", "Sabara likes arhar dal" or "Sabara will now take tea", etc. I was puzzled by his
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name and had once asked him how he came by it, when he merely laughed showing his gold-studded teeth, the
way he smiled after the act of bringing forth lots of multi-colored ribbons from his mouth.
When he came to our village the first time, he had a fat woman with him. She was Mali. Sabara cut her up and
then joined her; made her climb up a bamboo pole and, the “bamboo queen” that she was, Mali turned like a fan
on the top of the pole; and then he made her senseless and asked her what was there in whose pocket. Once he put
her inside a box and pierced the box with a lot of swords from outside, then tied the box around with a rope and
locked it up, and then threw the box into a tub of water. And then, as everyone was shouting “No, no,” he got a
big stone from somewhere and threw that too on top of the box. There was a stunned and breathless silence; just
then Malli came out smilingly from the box, and not in her usual dirty, striped sari she had gone in with, but with
a glittering royal dress!
Claps thundered from all directions and on the brass platter kept on the ground there was a shower of countless
coins. Sabara, who was so heedless when he was cutting up Mali carefully collected the coins and after counting
them put them in the knitted wallet he had dangling from his waist. He now saluted everyone respectfully, with
folded hands, and said:
“Gentlemen, enough for today.”
The next time he came to our village Mali wasn’t there. We came to know later that she had eloped with someone. Instead, Sabara brought along a boy named Bhagia. He had a pair of big eyes which always seemed sleepy.
Though his complexion was rather like cow dung, he was quite a good-looker. But, of course, the acts were not as
attractive as they were with Mali. When she was in the box and swords were being shoved into the box, peoples’
eyes were automatically closed tight. And when she came out with that glittering royal dress, she looked a fairy,
although she was so fat that her breasts seemed to bulge out of the tight dress, and when she ran, her fat belly kept
bouncing up and down. Indeed Mali was different.
Now, when Bhagia emerged in a blue bloomer and a striped vest from the box, he batted his eyelids and smiled
in such a manner as if he already knew the real secret and the act was nothing but a sleight of hand. Who could
work as sincerely as Mali? Towards the evening Bhagia could be seen cooking rice and dol for Sabara or washing
a big brass plate by the pond with ashes and earth. It was clear from the beginning that Bhagia also would run
away some day.
Just when and why Sabara’s eyes fell on me, I don’t remember. After Malli left Sabara, the number of
applauding crowd dwindled to half. It was quite clear from the dresses and equipment that the business was not
going too well. But the acts were becoming much more interesting to me. I noticed, though, that when Mali was
there he could get all the clappings after one or two acts, but now nobody bothered. He seated Bhagia at a distance
and sat down, himself, at the other end. Sahara had a piece of paper in his hand with Om Sri Hari written on it.
Bhagia shouted, “Come, come!” from his end, and the piece of paper slowly glided towards Bhagia, as if it was
attracted by the call. At his end, Sahara took another piece of paper. It was blank. He burnt that paper, collected its
ashes and called someone from the crowd to rub the ashes on his bare back. Everyone could see now that his back
had Om Sri Hari written on it. On the other side, the paper in Bhagia’s hand had just nothing on it!
No one had perhaps seen such an act in his whole lifetime, but no one clapped either, except me. I remember
that Sabara had given me a strange kind of look. But how exactly, with what words and methods he had won me
over and with what hope did I leave home and stole away with him, I don’t really know. Anyway that is long past
now.
I knew nothing—neither the secret tricks of sorcery nor the chores Bhagia did. I just wondered why at all did
he bring me with him and add a third member to his troupe, when the income was so poor that meals for even two
was hard to come by. To the best of my abilities I learnt all that Sabara taught me. To begin with I was quite shy,
but it all turned out fine, in due course. We became very famous for one particular act. In that I would be the
“bamboo queen” turning like a fan on the top of the bamboo pole and then Bhagia would axe down the bamboo
itself and Sabara would then put the bamboo pole with me on the top on his forehead and dance dee-dum-dum,
while I would go on turning round and round on the top of the bamboo.
He bought beautiful saris from the bazaar and a lot of imitation ornaments and blouses and things to wear
under them. I was very shy to wear those things at first, but I thought that in a way this was a good trick too, since
no one would recognize me with them on. It was indeed great fun when I came to my village again with those
things on. For strangely, nobody recognized me. What was worse, that mischievous fellow Mangulia winked at
me a number of times and kept hovering around our camp towards the evening. He even offered money to Sabara
in exchange for me and went away only after threats from Sabara.
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On the next day I came out for our usual begging round up to my own house, with Bhagia. Oh boy! Wasn’t I
afraid! I had been told that you could play tricks on anyone you liked, except, on your own mother. Still, I might
as well take the risk, I thought. My heart of course was pounding like anything, but I had the head covered with
one end of the sari and kept biting its corner, and then with Bhagia’s hand in mine own I stood close to our front
door. Bhagia called out:
“O Mother-of-Sons, O Mistress-of-the House, O Mother, let the beggar get a handful, Mother!”
Although we were not really begging, this was the routine. When people come out and see us instead of the
usual beggars, they would drop a coin or two in our open palms. Bhagia may then perform one or two acrobatic
tricks for them and we would proceed to the next house. Bhagia had also a changu drum with him to play; I was
only for show. When Mali had been there she would even sing a song or two, I was told.
The first to come out was my elder brother. A busy man, he wore always an irritated expression. He had the
same expression when he flung some coins towards me, but when his eyes fell on my face, how his face softened.
Perhaps he became a little lost remembering something and then he again gave us some more coins and left.
Bhagia saw that there was no need even to show acrobatics and was about to turn away. But he understood me
when I whispered in his ears, “This is our house, stupid!” and shouted:
“O Mother-of-Sons, O Mistress-of-theHouse, a little water for us, O Mother!”
That did it, and with a brass pitcher my mother came out to give us water. How she must have cried when I had
run away, I thought. When Bhagia was drinking water I had my fill of mother’s face. After Bhagia had finished,
mother looked at me and said:
“Now you take it.”
But I turned my face from side to side in a gesture of declining the offer. Even a little slip in speech or
movement would have given me away. If I had spoken a single word, from whatever distance, mother would have
certainly recognized me. Bhagia was just waiting, with his mouth agape, to see when I would start crying. As
always he was after some fun.
It went on fine like this till Bhagia ran away. When Bhagia was there, Sabara would always fondle and kiss
me. He used to say:
“You are my wife, you are my Mali, and that one is only a servant.”
He insisted that I wear those things even at home. One night I could know why Mali had run away. Sabara was
impotent, but his hankering was no less, nor his restlessness.
Who cajoled Bhagia away we don’t know. He had stolen whatever money was there in the camp—not a penny
was left even for food. One pack of magic playing-cards, a bunch of invisible wires and the foam rubber egg
which Sabara would put into a tin can, beat and pound on it and then bring it out unhurt, all in one piece, and
show it to his audience—these were some of the things Bhagia had stolen.
When Bhagia left I had to wash the utensils and do all the chores and yet dress up glitteringly like a queen in a
silk sari. If you clean utensils everyday how can you, possibly, maintain your beauty and delicacy? Sabara didn’t
fondle me that much any more. He threw utensils at me. Once he even started beating me saying:
“I brought this bloody rascal and that brought all my ruin.”
When he got tired beating with his hands he started beating me liberally, with his feet. Afterwards he looked at
me and cried bitterly himself. Then he tried to console me with soft words.
“What could be your fault, everything is due to my own ill luck,” he said. Then he kissed me on the cheeks and
said everything was going to be all right from now on.
“Listen,” he said, “from now on we won’t do just the acts, there ought to be good business. For otherwise
Goddess Laxmi won’t come to us.” Then he gave me detailed instructions as to what should be done and sent me
to the town nearby, to buy things for the acts.
At first Sabara started the usual ordinary acts to draw the crowd. But all the while he kept drumming his handdrum and telling people:
“Gentle masters, please don’t leave the place. This is just nothing, the real act is coming, coming soon.”
That day he cut his tongue into two strips, put a wire through my throat and made me unconscious, made me
the bamboo queen and laid me straight on a rope, caught hold of an onlooker and retrieved four eggs from him
which he instantly ate up then and there; I could easily feel the old touch of the master in all the acts. Quite a
crowd had already collected by the time the big act was over, and someone shouted:
“Sabara, stop this nonsense, let’s have the real thing now!”
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Sabara bowed low to him and performed a salaam, unbuttoned his shirt, and lo and behold, a right royal red
robe was inside. Even I was astonished to see the new dress. Where was such a beautiful thing kept all these days,
I wondered. Then he stood up on a wooden packing-case and displayed a small bottle of red liquid to the crowd:
“Gentle masters, what is in this bottle, what is in this bottle, what is it, what is it?” he said, and shook the bottle
a little bit and—dear me, Sabara had so many tricks up his sleeves—that red liquid became milk-white. And
Sabara continued:
“This is a very wonderful thing, my dear masters, everything is due to the greatness of my guru!”
So saying, he brought out a little duckling and put a drop of the liquid into its mouth. It was instantly stiff and
stone-dead.
“Gentle masters, you see, this is a deadly poison. But Sabara says, this is not as simple as it looks. Sabara
knows that if you drink a drop of it, even the snake’s venom will vanish. Sabara is standing here to show you
that.”
Then he went outside the ring of the crowd and brought an earthen pitcher he had kept somewhere:
“Gentle masters, what is there inside this pitcher? In the pitcher there is a deadly cobra. And Sabara will bring
it out, Sabara will let it bite himself! Gentle masters, my fathers and mothers, this is an act of life and death. Let
there be some money on the plate first, then the snake will be out.”
Really, there was a lot of money. I collected them and put them in an old cigarette tin. Sabara took the bottle
from me and invoked many gods and prayed. Then saying, “Jai Guru!” he opened the pitcher. The snake was
hissing inside. He brought it out with his bare hands. It was really funny, dear sir, to see the crowd. People at the
front were withdrawing in fear of the snake and at the same time people behind were pressing forward to see the
act.
Sabara provoked the snake by touching its tail and the snake raised its hood and hissed loudly. Sabara played
his little hand-drum and showed his hand till the snake bit him once. Sabara smiled and then put the snake in the
pitcher and tied the cloth over it. Then he went round showing the spot where the snake had bitten him. Then he
stood at a place to allow the poison to spread over his body. He started sweating, turned blue all over and froth
came out from his mouth, but he had still that strange smile on him with his gold-studded tooth. He sat down and
fell on the ground, shortly after. His body became stiff.
Then at his signal, I put a drop of that medicine into his mouth.
Soon enough Sabara got up fresh and fine. A thundering applause shook the whole place. There was another
shower of money. After I had finished collecting them Sabara stood upon the packing case and declared that the
medicine was available with him for sale at the rate of just one rupee per bottle. Before he could even finish his
sentence, the crowd started closing on him. Sabara shouted:
“Please don’t worry—there is plenty of stock—everyone can have a bottle.”
He added that if by any chance one missed it today he would again come to the same spot the day after and
give it to him.
Sabara and I could manage to get away from the crowd with the money. We could have been swamped by the
people, but for the fact that Sabara could use the pitcher in his hand, like a weapon, to tear through them.
Back in the camp Sabara had me seated close to him. He brought out poorie, sweets and jalebis from paper
packets and insistently fed me more and more to surfeit. Then he gave me a hundred-rupee note and said:
“You go your way.”
I cried a lot but Sabara said that he was going to give up this business himself. I should be a good boy and go
home, because if we were caught, those who bought the medicine would not leave us alive. Then he changed his
dress, packed and hired a coolie, and then went away.
None has seen him after that.
43.12 Bread\fn{by P. Lankesh (1935- )} Konagavalli, Shimoga District, Karnataka State, India (M) 2
Summer. Wherever it was shady, there were people. Wherever it was damp, there were houseflies. When she
got down at Singarapete\fn{A note reads: A small town in the state of Karnatake in south India .} railway station, she hadn’t
noticed lots of things: coolies\fn{ A note reads: Porters, who carry a passenger’s luggage for a price .} scurrying here and
there; a station full of dirty-limbed, ragged people, babies clutched in their armpits. Colorful pieces of paper,
meaningless to her, were stuck all over the walls. Behind the station, on one side, smoke was rising from earth to
sky. On the way into town, there were several processions. She’d tried to read the banners and posters of many of
the processions, but couldn’t. She’d tried to discuss some things with her daughter who’d just had a baby but the
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daughter seemed a bit scared. Afraid that her mother was trying to probe into her husband’s affairs, she had
dodged the questions. The son-in-law gave her no chance to speak when he came home from the office.
She gave her daughter the foodstuffs and everything she had brought for her, nursed her after the delivery for a
week. She was now on her way back to the railway station with her tiny trunk and traveling bag. Her daughter had
given her fruit and flat bread for the journey.
It was about four miles from her daughter’s house to the station. She did think of taking a horse-cart instead of
trying to walk the distance in the hot sun. But she had walked all the way, unwilling to fork out two rupees for a
cart.
“Walked four miles. They say this dump is a station. There’s not even standing room,” she grumbled to the
person next to her, standing near a pillar on the crowded platform. But that person just stood there, unmoved.
At her foot was a gob of someone’s snot covered with a swarm of flies—when they came close to her own feet,
she felt queasy. She looked around, but decided to stay put as there seemed to be no place of refuge from the
invasion of flies. She got very curious about the silent motionless person who stood there under a full head of
hair; long hair falling from the crown of the head; from shoulder to ankle a dirty green cloth. She coughed, to
attract attention.
The person turned around slowly, mechanically. It was a man, not a woman. A face spent in fever, big pits
under his eyes, countless lines on his face—a face full of anger and pain. She felt uneasy. She quietly dragged her
trunk and bag a little away from the pillar. But he too moved a little and looked her in the eyes. She tried to look
away, but couldn’t. If she started out from there, he might follow her. There were people milling all around—
people going about their own business indifferent to her problem. She wanted to stop some of them and tell them
about this man. But she couldn’t find the courage.
Well, she said to herself, and stood there stubbornly. There were many others like her, waiting near other pillars
with baskets, bags, cooking vessels. Dirty people, they sit anywhere at all, spit any place; the more she looked, the
dizzier she seemed to get. Then a gong struck, announcing an arriving train. She thought of asking someone when
approximately the train might arrive, but her tongue stuck in her mouth. A railway clerk was writing something on
a blackboard near the gate. After he left, she could see what it was:

TRAIN DELAYED BY ONE HOUR.
The man was looking elsewhere. She felt a little better.
She wished she could join her children at once, and hear their voices. She was also famished. She was
unaccustomed to eating in public, with everybody looking on. Still the belly accepts only one answer. Quietly she
opened the bag and drew out the bread. She undid the packet and put it on her lap, thinking of saving at least two
pieces of bread for her little baby. As she put aside one and started folding up the paper packet, the man with the
long hair gazed at her, his eyes popping. Then she knew that his eyes were not fevered or unhappy, just hungry.
She thought she could give him one of the pieces of bread. But she didn’t want to get too familiar with him. She
had suspicions, fears. So she tried wrapping up the bread in some haste, when he directly pounced on her, grabbed
all of it and started cramming it into his mouth. She was startled out of her skin by what happened so fast:
“Ho! Ho! Thief! Thief!” she screamed.
People slowly gathered around her. One of them, a thin tall cruel-eyed man, stared at her and asked:
“What happened?”
She was trembling.
“This man stole my … my …”
“Stole your what?”
“My bread. That’s what he’s eating.”
The long-haired hungry man had already bitten off and finished half of it. He didn’t seem to be aware of the
world around him. His dhoti\fn{A note reads: An Indian man’s traditional lower garment.} didn’t quite cover his thighs, his
shirt was open at the chest. Long matted hair, unkempt beard. The world seemed dumb-struck at his singlemindedness. Some men grumbled something; some left the scene; others were neutral. The tall thin man with the
cruel eyes asked again:
“Why scream so loud for such a small thing? You know why he stole it, don’t you?”
Some people laughed at his dry-voiced question.
Her helplessness grew. She shivered uncontrollably. Trying to force a sound out of her throat, she said:
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“Can’t you see it, he grabbed it from my hand?”
“He was hungry, that’s why.”
The answer was very direct. He got hungry, so he took it: a proper answer. But the roused, disturbed mind
fumbled for something that had to be said, and made her say:
“If he’d asked me, I’d have given it to him myself. He needn’t have grabbed …”
But her words dissolved in the hubbub around her. Some laughed, some sneered. Down her neck, close to her
chest, hot breaths and teasing voices that made her break out in a sweat. A weak-limbed wide-eyed creature raised
his voice and said:
“We know all about people like you. This has gone on too long. Don’t try and fool us now. Tell us, take an oath
on your baby’s head and tell us: would you really have given it if he’d asked for it, would you really?”
“Anyone can take any oath,” sneered another man.
She got into a rage at these country dogs barking at a woman instead of coming to her help; it didn’t matter
even if she died now. She cried out bravely:
“Who are you to get me to take oaths? I would have given it if I wished; if not, I wouldn’t have. Aren’t you
ashamed to scold a poor woman when this cur grabs food from her hand and devours it? Don’t any of you have
wives, children?”
She spat.
“Dogs!”
“So we’re dogs, are we?”
“What else? Get out of my way. Don’t touch me.”
“Why do dogs need wives and children?”
“Give that whore one in the face!”
“Look, look at this woman’s cheek!”
“If you touch my hand, I’ll pick up my sandals. Will you move aside, or else …” As she said this, her voice
grew louder. It became a scream. Trampled underfoot, her bag and trunk seemed to have disappeared. Numberless
people from all over the station crowded there.
“Thug!” she spat out viciously.
The gathered crowd laughed, clapped hands, a thousand eyes stared at her. This was her first such experience.
She had a feeling she was standing stark naked, she was scared she’d do something vile in the pressure of
circumstance. Then began the people’s murmur, panic. Someone said:
“Police!”
At a distance, a policeman was coming towards her, parting the crowd on both sides. She felt the breath of new
life. Her fear turned into a fit of weeping. She wept helplessly in a loud voice. The policeman came in a hurry,
asking something. His face and body were sweating. He had an ugly devouring look. As soon as he came near
enough, he seized her bag, went straight to the beggar, grabbed the bread in his hand, and hit him on the head with
his stick.
The crowd had stood motionless so far. But when the stick struck the bread-thief, there was a wave of anger.
The anger was itching to become action. The policeman struck the beggar again. Blood began to flow. He stood
there stunned by the blow. The policeman, too, was probably scared. He started pushing people with his stick,
saying:
“Go now, get away from here.”
She was staring at the thief there was blood running down him. The crowd held the policeman by his stick and
asked:
“Why did you hit him?”
It looked as if any minute the policeman would be tom to pieces by the crowd, when she said:
“Please, don’t hit anyone, please.” She went closer to the “thief” who was bleeding badly. She couldn’t touch
him though she wanted to. Shivering, she looked around for her trunk and bag.
The policeman stood by, scared himself.
“Look here, madam. It’s you that’s responsible for this mess. You’d better leave.” Trying to please the crowd,
he added, “We lose our heads because of people like you.”
But she couldn’t have left then. She wanted to take out fruit from her handbag and distribute it to the “thief”
and to the whole crowd. She took the fruit out of the bag, and took out the face cream, the powder, the baby socks
and dolls that were in the bag along with the fruit, and held them out, her hands in a gesture of giving—but no one
took anything. She tried to say, “Excuse me.” But. the words didn’t come. From her faint hands, the fruit and the
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socks fell to the ground.
Then a distant whistle and a fearful military cry was heard. The crowd tried to disperse. But it wasn’t easy to
get through a dense milling crowd. Everyone scrambled, everyone got into everyone else’s way. The policeman,
who had begun to adopt a somewhat neutral position in the meantime, plucked up new spirit and started beating
the crowd with his stick. She said:
“No, no, please.”
Nobody heard her say it.
The reserve force was soon on the crowd. The policeman said to her: “Look here, these people are always
getting into trouble, come away. They’ll all run now,” and pulled her by the hand. A police hand curved around
her shoulders and caressed a breast. She tried to escape it.
“Why are they beating up the people? Please. No. Don’t beat them. No, I won’t come. You leave me alone and
go your way.”
But he didn’t let her go, his khaki chest pressed against her sweating breasts. The policeman said:
“Have you gone off your head? Come, woman, or we’ll be hurt. Come away.”
The reserve force kept up a fierce pressure. The people moved back far away and watched, with cruel,
revengeful eyes. But the bread-thief stood bleeding near the same old pillar and still stared at her. The policeman
dragged her brutally across and gave her over to the reserve force. They stood guard around her as if she were
some princess. She wished she could run from there and join the crowd. She wished she could scream out what
she felt.
But the police surrounded her, behind her a van. Left right, left, right. As if they’d conquered a country, they
marched with her.
“Where to?” she asked.
“O come with us. We’ll send you home,” said one of them.
Tears welled up in her eyes. She turned around. Between the bars of the station, the walls and the sacks, she
could see the beggar. His eyes, full of anger, fever, and hunger still seemed to look only at her. As she looked on,
he seemed to walk straight in her direction. She wiped her eyes and looked again. There was no one there. The
filthy body odor of policemen. When she closed her eyes, he was there again—a green shirt, a dhoti that didn’t
quite cover his thighs, hunger in his eyes, and drenched with blood.
33.188 Castoffs\fn{by Wajida Tabassum (1935- )} Amravati, Amravati District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
“For Allah’s sake, don’t! I feel so shy.”
“Come on, what is there to be ashamed of? Haven’t I taken off my clothes?”
“Mmm …” Chamki said shyly.
“Will you take them off or shall I tell Anna Bi?” shrieked young Shahzadi Pasha, so used to giving orders that
it had become her second nature.
Very timidly, very shyly, with her small hands Chamki removed her shirt, then her pajama,\fn{A note reads: A
pajama is a trouserlike lower garment made of fine fabric and worn by both men and women .} and then, at her mistress’s behest,
jumped into the tub full of soap suds.
They finished their bath and the young mistress, in a voice which was tender yet full of a sense of superiority
said:
“And now tell me, what are you going to put on?”
“Clothes?” Chamki asked gravely. “These of course, my blue shirt and pajama.”
“These again?” the mistress cried out in amazement, wrinkling her little nose. “Such dirty, smelly clothes?
What is the use of bathing, then?”
Chamki did not answer. Instead she shot another question back at her.
“And what are you going to put on, Pasha?”
“Me?” The mistress said with complacency and pride:
“That set, the one grandmother gave me for my Bismillah, when I began to learn how to read, the glossy one,
there, that one. But why do you ask?”
Chamki thought to herself for a moment and then, laughing, said, “I was thinking—” she stopped abruptly.
“What were you thinking?” inquired Shahzadi Pasha, greatly curious.
Suddenly, from the other side of the door, Anna Bi’s voice rose sharply.
“Well, Pasha, you drove me out of the bathroom and now what are you doing there with that useless wench?
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Come out quickly or I’ll tell your mother, Bi Pasha!”
Chamki blurted out, “Pasha, I was thinking that if only you and I become sisters by exchanging our dupattas,
as adopted sisters do, then I, too, could wear your clothes couldn’t I?”
“My clothes? You mean all those clothes that fill my boxes?”
Chamki, a little frightened now, just nodded in reply.
The young mistress doubled over with laughter.
“What a foolish girl you are! You are a servant. You should wear my castoffs. All your life you will wear
nothing but cast-off clothes.”
And with affection that was more tinged with arrogance than with sincerity, the young mistress picked up the
clothes she had shed to bathe, and tossed them to Chamki.
“Here, take this. Wear these used clothes. I have plenty.”
Chamki grew angry.
“Why should I wear those? Will you wear my clothes?” She pointed at her own dirty clothes.
Shahzadi Pasha was furious. She called out:
“Anna Bi, Anna Bi!”
Anna Bi gave a noisy push to the door which, not being bolted, opened wide.
“So,” said Anna Bi with false displeasure, “you two are still standing around without your clothes.”
Shahzadi Pasha quickly snatched a soft pink towel from the stand and wrapped herself. Chamki stood as she
was. Anna Bi looked intently at her daughter for a moment.
“And who told you to take your damned bath here in the mistress’s bathroom?”
“Shahzadi Pasha asked me to have my bath with her,” Chamki said.
Anna Bi glanced around to make sure no one was looking. Then she quickly pulled her daughter out of the
bath.
“Now run at once to the servants’ quarters. You’ll catch your death of cold. Don’t put on those sweat-soaked
clothes. In the red box there are a kurta and a pajama that Pasha gave us the other day. Wear those.”
Standing there naked, the seven-year-old girl was lost in thought. Then, hesitantly, she said:
“Ammanni, if Shahzadi Pasha and I are equals, why shouldn’t she wear my clothes?”
“Just wait! I’ll go and tell Mama what Chamki said,” [said Shahzadi Pasha].
Anna Bi was frightened and lifted Chamki into her arms.
“But Pasha, this whore, she’s just mad—she’s a fool. Why do you want to tell your Mama these silly, trivial
things? Don’t play with her or talk to her. Just spit on her name and forget her existence.”
When she had dressed the young mistress, combed her hair and plaited it, and fed her, Anna Bi was finally
through with her chores. Coming back to her room, she found Chamki standing there naked like a leafless tree.
Without stopping to think, she began to thrash her daughter.
“You quarrel with those who feed you—you whore! If the master throws us out, where will you go with all
your airs?”
According to Anna Bi’s reckoning, it was a matter of great good fortune that she had been hired as a wet nurse
to the young mistress. She was given food and drink from the table of the mistress. After all, she was nursing the
Nawab’s only daughter at her breast. Nobody could keep count of the clothes she received—they had to be clean
and fresh for one who nursed the child. And the greatest boon was that her own child received all the clothes
discarded by the young mistress. There was really nothing more one could ask for. The beauty of it was that often
even silver jewelry and toys were given away as used or discarded goods. And here was this stubborn wretch who,
ever since she reached the age of discretion, had obstinately been asking why she should wear the mistress’s used
clothes! Sometimes she would look into the mirror with a knowing air, and say:
“Ammanni, I’m far prettier than Bi Pasha, am I not? Then why shouldn’t she wear my used clothes?”
Anna Bi felt frightened each time her daughter said such a thing. After all, these were big people. If someone
were to hear that the wretched Anna’s daughter said such terrible things, they would have their noses cut off and
be sent away. And anyway, the days of suckling the child were long over. It was the tradition of that great house
that people such as Anna left only when they died. But even an offense can be forgiven only if it is fit to be
forgiven. Twisting Chamki’s ear, she tried to drive some sense into her.
“If ever you say such a thing again, be warned. You will have to wear the young mistress’s cast-off clothes all
your life. You understand, you donkey’s child?”
The donkey’s child sealed her lips for the moment, but the lava kept boiling within her.
*
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When she reached the age of thirteen, Shahzadi Pasha missed her namaz for the first time. She had attained
puberty. On the eighth day there was the ceremonial garlanding. Her mother had made her a suit of clothes woven
with gold thread so beautiful that it dazzled the eye. Pairs of tiny golden bells had been sewn on the dress, so that
when the young Shahzadi Pasha moved, they tinkled like anklets. In keeping with the custom of the house, even
this excessively expensive suit was later given away as a cast-off piece. When the overjoyed Anna Bi took this
gift to her room, Chamki, who had matured beyond her age, said with much grief:
“Ammanni, take these things if you have to, but at least don’t be so pleased with them.”
“Listen child,” the mother whispered confidentially. “If we sell this dress, it will fetch no less than two
hundred rupees in British currency. It was our great good luck that we found our way into this palatial house.”
“Ammanni,” Chamki said wistfully, “you know what I long to do? Once, just once, I want to give Bi Pasha
some of my used clothes.”
Anna Bi struck herself on the forehead.
“Listen, you are now a young woman. Have some sense. If anyone should hear these words, what will I do?
Have some pity on my white hair!”
Seeing her mother weep, Chamki grew silent.
Chamki and Shahzadi Pasha had started learning to read the Quran Sharif and learning elementary Urdu from
the Maulvi Sahib together. Of the two, Chamki was brighter and quicker. When they had both finished their first
reading of the Qur’an, the mistress, in her generosity, had a simple new dress made for Chamki too. Although
later Chamki, as usual, also was given the young mistress’s much more expensive cast-off dress, she prized this
simple one above her life. She did not feel humiliated in it. The light orange cotton dress meant far more to her
than all the lustrous, glittering clothes she possessed.
Now that Shahzadi Pasha had finished the education she needed, and had reached puberty, preparations began
for settling her in life. The house became a veritable residence of goldsmiths, tailors, and other merchants.
Chamki kept thinking that for the wedding day, amid all the pomp, she would wear only the cotton suit which was
her own and not anyone’s castoff.
The mistress, who was a truly generous lady, cared for her servants almost as if they were her own children.
And so she worried about Chamki’s marriage with the same anxiety that she had for your young daughter’s. At
last, after much talking, she had found a good match for Chamki too. What she thought was that, after her
daughter’s wedding, while the feasting and merrymaking continued, Chamki’s marriage should also be performed.
There was barely a day left before the young mistress’s wedding, and the palace was teeming with guests and
the voices of girls, swarming like locusts, rose high and filled the mansion. The young Shahzadi Pasha sat
surrounded by her companions, who were smearing her feet with henna. Affectionately she said to Chamki:
“When you go to your husband’s house, I will color your feet with henna myself.”
“God forbid!” Anna Bi said with tender affection. “May your enemies touch her feet! Your speaking thus is
enough for us. Give her just one blessing, Pasha—may her bridegroom turn out to be as noble as yours.”
“But when is she going to get married?” a spirited girl in the company asked.
The young mistress laughed the proud, condescending laugh of her childhood days. She said:
“When she gets all my wedding castoffs, her dowry will be ready.”
Castoffs again—castoffs—castoffs. Chamki felt as if a thousand sharp needles had pierced her heart.
Swallowing her tears, she went to her room and lay down silently.
At sunset the girls began to drum ritually on the dhol. One risqué song followed another. They had stayed up
through the previous night. Tonight they would do the same. On the other side of the courtyard, stoves had been
lit and cooks were busy preparing countless varieties of dishes. The house was so bright with lights that it looked
like day.
Chamki put on her orange dress, through which her sorrowful beauty glowed all the more strongly. This one
set of clothes freed her from all sense of inferiority, and made her feel supremely exalted.. It was not anybody’s
castoff. The dress had been made with cloth freshly bought from the market. This was the only unused clothing
she had ever received. All her years she had been wearing Shahzadi Pasha’s castoffs.
“But Bi Pasha—you don’t know just how far I can reach. You kept giving me your used things, didn’t you?
Now wait and see!”
She picked up a tray of sweets and entered the bridegroom’s mansion. It was brightly lit, as was the bride’s
house, which was also bustling with activity. After all, the wedding was to take place the next morning.
In the huge house, in the midst of all the tumult and confusion, no one noticed her. Inquiring of one, then
another, she went straight to the bridegroom’s chamber. Exhausted by the lengthy rituals of having turmeric and
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henna applied the bridegroom lay stretched out on his canopied bed. When the curtain moved he turned to look,
and kept looking.
Orange kurta reaching down to her knees. Tight pajamas clinging to her firm, fleshy calves, her plump arms,
orange dupatta lightly embroidered with gold, reddish eyes, still moist with recent tears, a wreath of jasmine
blossoms in her hair, a murderous smile on her lips—all this was not altogether new for him. But then, a man
whose mind has been filled with thoughts of a woman for several nights becomes treacherous the night before his
wedding—no matter how virtuous he may be.
Night invites temptation. Solitude encourages it. Chamki gave him a look that shattered him. Purposely she
stood with her face averted. Unable to resist her, he rose and stood facing her squarely. Chamki glanced at him
from the corners of her tilted eyes. He was floored.
“What’s your name?” he said, gulping his spittle.
“Chamki” she said, and a bright smile lit up her pretty face to the radiance of the full moon.
“Hmm, the way you glitter—it is but fitting that your name should be Chamki.”
He put his hand hesitantly on her shoulder—precisely in the manner of a man who before bringing a girl
around to his will talks about this or that. Then, trembling, he removed his hand from her shoulder and caught her
by the hand saying:
“What do you have on this tray?”
Chamki deliberately encouraged him.
“Sweets—for you—we kept vigil last night, you know.”
Without a rapier, she pierced him to the core.
“To sweeten your mouth …,” she smiled.
“I don’t believe in sweets when I wish to sweeten my mouth. I—you know what—” and he bent forward to
sweeten his mouth with the honey of her lips. And Chamki melted into his arms—to loot his virginity. To be
looted herself and to loot him.
*
The day after the wedding, when in accordance with the custom of the house, Shahzadi Pasha gave her used
bridal costume to her nurse’s daughter, her playmate, Chamki smiled and said:
“Pasha, all my life I kept wearing your castoffs, but now you also …”
And she began to laugh like one possessed.
“Something I have used you will also—for the rest of your life …”
There was no stopping her laughter.
Everyone thought that the sorrow of parting from her childhood companion had temporarily driven Chamki
out of her wits.
11.53 I Am Game\fn{by Sultan Jamil Nasim (1935- )} Agra, Agra District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 4
A volcanic eruption. The lava gushing out of the volcano and flowing down.
Such was her life—marked by explosions powerful enough to shake its very foundation as happens in the case
of a building. And then another explosion, coming soon after and equally powerful, reducing the four walls of life
to a rubble.
She was feeling entombed in the sprawling rubble of her own existence. What else is there in a tomb except
darkness and utter loneliness? She had not experienced such darkness in her life ever before. It was like eternally
groping in the dark to find her way out. And her loneliness was so intense that she could not even hear her own
voice.
When Afroz’s mother woke up in the morning she saw that the sunlight had climbed down from the roof. Her
daughter Afroz’s bed was empty. She looked up at the sun. It must be past eight, she guessed. Afroz must have left
for school by now.
She cursed herself for having overslept. The foolish girl! So she had gone to school on an empty stomach.
Even without drinking a cup of tea! Her gaze traveled towards the kitchen. The chulha was burning and the water
was boiling in the tea kettle, steam hissing out of it like a thin wreath of smoke. Poor girl! She must have thought
of preparing some tea for herself and then realized that there was no time for it. Specially for a girl like her who
was in the habit of leaving her bed late. Well, now she would make the best of a bad situation and prepare a cup of
tea for herself.
She removed the kettle from the chulha and throwing away the boiled water proceeded towards the bathroom
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to get fresh water from the tap there, that being the only tap in the house. The bathroom was closed. As she
pushed the bathroom door open, something like lightning blinded her eyes. After taking her bath, Afroz was
wiping her body with a towel. As if electrified, Afroz gave her mother an alarmed look. “Oh, mother!” she
exclaimed and quickly sat down on the ground, ineffectually trying to hide her nakedness with her small towel.
As if coming out of a daze, Afroz’s mother moved away from the bathroom door and walking up sat down on
her cot Emerging from the bathroom, properly dressed for school, Afroz gave her mother a shy look as she walked
past her and proceeded to dry her hair with her towel, tossing her head every now and then.
Afroz’s face was glowing like bright daylight. As her mother looked at her face many questions invaded her
mind like the darkness of the night-question for which she should have found answers a long time back. But
having remained bent over her sewing machine day and night she had become oblivious to everything except the
clothes she was sewing on the machine. Today as never before, she realized she had kept wasting her life in
measuring her customers’ bodies without caring to size up her own daughter’s growing body. In the meanwhile
her daughter’s youth had stolen a march over her on stealthy steps. She had even failed to hear the sound of those
footsteps for it was drowned in the noise of the sewing machine.
Today she felt as if she was seeing her daughter for the first time—as if she had relegated her to the limbo of
time soon after her birth. The girl had already crossed the fourteenth year of her life. She recalled she was herself
fourteen when her husband, Nayaz Saheb had come into her life, having accepted her hand in marriage. And then
this girl had arrived to bring joy in their lives.
One thought leading to another, Afroz’s mother recalled her days of youth, her marriage with Nayaz Saheb,
about Afroz’s birth and about her husband’s death in an accident. His death had occurred four years ago but
during this period her life had been marked by cataclysmic changes. East Pakistan had become Bangladesh and
those whom she regarded as her own had become aliens. So much so that due to quirks of fate people had become
aliens in their own country. With all props of help gone, Afroz’s mother had to shift to a refuge camp where she
found herself face to face with starvation and where women were not above trading their bodies to come by some
money.
She was in dire circumstances when Majid, her aunt’s son, came to her as a godsend. A wayward youth of
shady character and reckless ways, he had turned a new leaf in his life and had seemingly redeemed himself by
doing humanitarian work in those troubled times. Shuttling between Dacca and Karachi, he had pulled out many
hapless girls out of chaos and found asylum for them in Pakistan. All along Afroz’s mother had kept Majid at
arm’s length on account of his vagabondage and erring ways. But now his vagabondage had stood him in good
stead. Along with fifteen other girls he had escorted Afroz and her mother from Dacca to Kathmandu and from
there taken the party to Karachi. Perhaps even Nayaz Saheb could not have played such a heroic role.
Reaching Karachi, Majid did all that he could to help Afroz’s mother to find her bearings. He bought for her a
small house in the down town area of Karachi. As for those fifteen uprooted girls he vaguely hinted that he had
entrusted them to the care of a humanitarian agency.
As Afroz’s mother saw, Majid’s old ways had again asserted themselves in Karachi. He would suddenly
disappear and not show up for two or three months at a stretch. It was a period of revolutionary changes in which
the people of Afroz’s mother’s ilk came in for much suffering. In Majid’s absence when it became difficult for
Afroz’s mother to procure even two meals a day she took in sewing work at home to keep her going. One problem
that was causing her still greater anxiety was that her daughter was growing up fast uninhibited by the adverse
conditions perpetrated by the revolutionary upheavals. She knew of no device by which she could arrest her
daughter’s growth. And here she was basking in the sunshine of her own youth, unmindful of her mother’s
anxiety.
One good thing about Majid was that he was taking special care of Afroz. At his instance, her mother had put
her in school and he had bought books for her. Though he was often missing for long periods yet he went out of
his way to provide mother and daughter with the wherewithals of life so that Afroz’s mother should not have to
stretch her hand before others. For that matter her income from private tailoring was unpredictable like the out-ofseason rains. Being under Majid’s obligations she was prone to turn a blind eye to his misdemeanors and the kind
of reckless behavior he was heir to. However, it recoiled to his credit that during this period his behavior towards
them had remained exemplary; he never gave them a chance to complain so much so that Afroz’s mother had
started addressing him as Bhai Majid.
In the ashes of her mind Afroz’s mother kept raking up embers of the past events of her life, some gay, some
sad, but none of these had been able to dim Afroz’s fair image. That morning when she returned to her room after
attending to her chores she found Afroz’s overnight clothes lying in a heap on her bed. She had hurriedly removed
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her clothes to put on her school dress before leaving for school. Holding her shirt from its shoulders as she held it
before her to examine it, she felt as if she was holding her own shirt. The sight of the shirt shackled her mind.
Afroz was indeed growing up fast and it was time that she seriously went about finding a match for her. Her own
financial condition being what it was, not to talk of two or three years, she would not be able to amass sufficient
money even in ten years to arrange her marriage. She thought she would talk about it to Majid. If he agreed to
lend her a helping hand it would surely make things easier for her and she may be able to marry off the girl within
the next two or three years.
She gathered Afroz’s clothes and hung them on the clothes line. She put away her comb in the alcove and had
just picked up her mirror to put it away when some thought led her into the courtyard. She stood there a long time
looking at her face in the mirror.. There was not a line of age on her face—only a faint brooding shadow like the
falling evening dusk. She scrutinized her hair for streaks of gray in it and could find none. How foolhardy of her
to indulge in such fanciful thoughts. Only four years ago when her husband was living, he used to go raving mad
praising her beauty. No doubt she had suffered much and undergone great hardships during these four years since
her husband’s death. But neither these hardships nor the passing years had taken toll of her beauty; she was as
beautiful as before. But by the same reckoning, Time had worked the other way in her daughter’s case. While it
had stood in her case it had taken wings in her daughter’s case and she was fast maturing into womanhood.
Majid happened to walk in just then. She thought it opportune to share her thoughts with him.
“Majid Bhai, Afroz has been asking for a burqa for the past many days,” she said.
“Well, I’ll have one made for her,” Majid replied nonchalantly.
“She has also grown out of her shirts.”
“I’ll get new ones made to her size.”
“Majid Bhai, burqa or no burqa, I think it’s time that we thought of her marriage.”
“Marriage? Whose marriage? Afroz’s? But I had other ideas for her in my mind—some big plans.”
Afroz’s mother looked at Majid expectantly, hoping that he would be more explicit about his plans. But instead
of coming out with his plans, he gave a different direction to his talk.
“Apa, how much do you manage to earn every month?” he asked her.
Afroz’s mother gave him a surprised look.
“You know it too well that I don’t have a steady income,” she said. “It ranges between a hundred and hundred
and fifteen, and some months not even that.”
“I wonder how the two of you manage to live on such a meager income.”
“Yes, you’re right, Majid Bhai,” she said in a gloomy voice, finding that Majid had touched her in the raw.
“Times are so hard and living has become so costly. We can hardly fill our bellies with the money I rake in from
these tailoring jobs. But for your help I would have been nowhere. Whatever little I have—these utensils, piece of
furniture and all that—is the result of your benevolence.”
“And if I withdraw my hand of benevolence?,” Majid said in a mock serious tone.
“Then we shall starve. I’ll be forced to remove Afroz from her school. But, Majid Bhai, why are you asking
such questions?”
“To tell you the truth, Apa, I’m tired of the hectic life that I have been leading. I left Dacca many years ago and
since then I have been working hard day and night without a moment’s rest. In the beginning I was alone and had
to fend only for myself. I managed with what little I earned. But now that you have come into my life my worries
have mounted. I want someone to share my worries. If I am taking you into my confidence it is with a specific
purpose. If you take my advice we can easily come by some money and lead a comfortable life. You must think of
the poor girl, Afroz. At her age, she would also like to have a good time like any other girl. We have also to do
something about her dowry. Well, I think I can take the responsibility of marrying her off in a good family. There
are such filthily rich people living in Karachi.”
Afroz’s mother was listening to Majid with rapt attention. After a lapse of such a long time was Majid’s mind
still working along the same lines in which her mind had worked soon after coming to Pakistan? The horror of it!
But she had inured herself against such an eventuality. Majid’s upright behaviour towards her had inspired
confidence in him. Her fears and all those ugly thoughts, she believed, were nothing more than a figment of her
imagination. Ultimately, she had come to regard him as a brother.
But there is no knowing a man. Was it that after such a long time Majid was now going to reveal himself in his
true colours? Within the narrow four walls of her house she saw Majid’s shadow assuming new dimensions. Her
past and her present. And Afroz’s future—what did it all add up to?
“Majid Bhai,” she said in a tired voice, “from today more than ever before, Afroz has started weighing on my
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mind like an unbearable burden. I’m prepared to do anything for you. You have only to tell me.”
“I can remove this burden from your mind just in a day. You have only to say and it shall be done.”
“I’m listening.”
“As luck would have it, this morning I ran into a rich man of Karachi. Perhaps he had seen Afroz on her way to
school. Today he spilled the beans. I have given him word.”
“What do you mean?”
“I’ve agreed to his proposal.”
“What proposal? I haven’t even seen the man. I know nothing about him and you say that you have given him
word.”
“What’s there to see? He is prepared to shell out any amount of money.”
“What for?”
“Only for a night,” Majid said with alacrity. “It’s now up to you to bring Afroz round.”
For an instant Afroz’s mother failed to comprehend what Majid was driving at. Was he uttering words or
blazing forth red hot lava? When its implications dawned upon her, her heart sank and the world seemed to have
crashed around her. More than on other days, she realized with greater intensity how her daughter was blossoming
in the first flush of her youth. And today a price was being tagged on to her youth. She felt darkness creeping
upon her. It was Majid’s doing.
“What are you thinking of?” Majid said. “Wealth does not knock on one’s door a second time.”
Afroz’s mother flew into a rage. Had she not been under so many constraints she would have scratched Majid’s
face.
“I … I … never expected this from you of all persons,” she said in a voice full of hatred. “You have been like a
snake in the grass. I don’t want your help. I don’t want your money. You evil-minded man, remove yourself from
my presence!”
She did not know when Majid left her house and what were his parting words. He whole body seemed to be
afire. It had never occurred to her even in her imagination that things could take such a turn.
No, she could not contemplate such a situation even if the world turned upside down.
*
She had spent a night in a refugee camp in Dacca. The night had come dancing out of nowhere and was
devoured by the outstretched tentacles of a blazing fire. It was a night in which hunger had raged like fire in her
stomach. She had seen Afroz’s chapped lips and life expiring in her eyes. Nearby she had seen outstretched
feminine hands greedily grabbing crumpled notes. Was it the dawn of the same prolonged night of long ago
ushering the morning? But what kind of morning? Oh, God, one is punished for one’s crimes. But why punish for
one’s helplessness?
A month passed. And then more months. Afroz often asked her mother why uncle Majid had stopped visiting
them and why she was not being sent to school. The intake of her mother’s tailoring work had also decreased
considerably. Why didn’t she tell uncle Majid about this state of affairs? She did not want a burqa and did not
mind if there was no money to pay her school fees. But how could she do without food? She must eat to survive.
That day Afroz’s mother put on her burqa and set out in search of Majid.
When he came she said with downcast eyes, “If it concerned me alone I would have certainly committed
suicide without a moment’s thought. But I have also to take my daughter into account. She is dependent on me
and I have perforce to think of her. The other day you opened the door of hell for me. I am ready to enter it. Go
and fix up with anyone you can find. For fifty or a hundred or any amount you can pin him down for.”
Majid looked at her as if he had started doubting her sanity. Then he said in a crackling voice, “Apa, you are
asking for fifty or a hundred. That’s nothing. With Afroz’s grace they would shower fifties and hundred on her
every day!”
Afroz’s mother gave Majid a hard look.
“Now go,” she said in a brittle voice. “I don’t want a customer for Afroz …”
“Oh!”
“I want one for me. I’m game!”
62.107 Why Should One Marry?\fn{by C. Ananda Ramam (1935- )} Eluru, West Godavari District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 3
“Madhavi and Mohan are getting married,” people talked of this and told each other constantly with a great
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sense of wonder and excitement. The reason for this news getting this wide attention and circulation is not
because it is a case of widow remarriage, or a second marriage, nor is it because it is an inter-caste marriage. All
these things have become very common now. Madhavi raised a much bigger and fundamental question:
“Why should one marry at all?”
When he was sufficiently sure that Madhavi cares for him, Mohan asked her as a matter of regular formality:
“When do you want us to get married?” It was then she raised this fundamental question, why should we
marry? Mohan was shocked.
“How is that? How can we not marry?” he did not know what else to say.
“Where is the question of how? I like you. I think I will have a comfortable life with you. I would like you to
become the father of my children. What else is there to discuss?”
“What do you mean? You do not want to marry me even after we get children!” Mohan was too shocked for an
intelligent response.
“What is the connection between marriage and children? Don’t you read newspapers? Haven’t we read about
an ancient tribe who lead a happy life with their children without the ritual of marriage?"
“Chi, Chi! Do you want to be like a prehistoric tribe, without any civilization?” he asked her directly looking
into her eyes.
“Oh, yes! What is this civilization these modern people have anyway? They think that they can have a woman
as a bonded labor for life by marrying her. In fact they think of woman in worse terms that that!”
“Maybe, there are one or two people who behave like that! You can’t condemn us all! You can’t totally write
off marriage!”
“Okay! Tell me then! Why should we marry?” Madhavi asked in a conciliatory tone.
“Why … why … because …” Mohan could not think of any reason immediately. Madhavi noticed that he was
searching for words.
“Yes, Why? Do we have to marry because we believe that marriage is very sacred? Do any of us believe in all
those mantras that the priests recite in the name of marriage? Does anyone hear those mantras and understand
them? Do the priests recite them with any sincere intent? I only hear people hurrying him up ‘please get done with
these rituals.’ How does it matter if we don’t marry? We are not under any meaningless compulsion!”
“Okay, let’s go in for registered marriage then!” Mohan suggested.
“Why, for legal rights? I don’t want any share in your property. Even if you want to establish your right over
my income in the name of marriage I won’t agree.”
“Cha, cha! Not for money.”
“Then why?”
“Where is the guarantee that we will be like this always? Tomorrow if we may change our mind—”
“Oh, if our minds change tomorrow can marriage bind us? Is that why you want marriage? Who wants this
kind of marriage? Tomorrow if you tell me that you are in love with someone else, and you don’t want me can I
ever force you to stay with me? If I have to beg you that way to keep you with me do you call that marriage? Chi,
if you ever change your mind, just go with whosoever you are in love with. I will not stop you!”
Mohan noticed her anger and was scared. He asked her changing the topic.
“Why are you assuming that only I would change? Is there any guarantee that your mind would not change?”
He expected her to say, “I would not change even after hundred lives!” But Madhavi smiled mischievously and
said, “Yes, that’s true! Even my mind may change! So take care to keep it with you always, with your love
affection and care!”
“I am just dead!” Mohan sat with both his hands on his head. Suddenly he looked up:
“Yes, you forgot one thing! What about the stigma we have to face in society if we live together without
marriage.” Now with this point she will come round, he thought.
“Society stigma!” Madhavi smiled contemptuously. “Do you know how this society can look down on people?
One lady I know unfortunately married a man who is not mentally sound. She is far better placed than him in
looks, intelligence and status too. She did not understand the extent of her misfortune as she tried to make him
human even in his insane state. With her efforts he got some occupation and status in life, though he did not
change completely. But he would not do anything unless she ignites him. People say she dominates him. They do
not understand and give credit to any of her efforts. They simply call her the crazy man’s wife and use it as a
weapon against her. Tell me, should I be afraid of such a society? Anyway I don’t need to be afraid of this society.
I have a job. They don’t dare to look me down. The president of the ladies’ club has even invited me for prize
giving ceremony tomorrow.”
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“So you say you don’t want to marry!” There is disappointment in his voice.
“Well, unless you give me some good reason why we should marry I am afraid I can’t. I will not do anything
blindly.”
Mohan could not persuade her. He did not have any ammunition to counter her arguments. That day Madhavi
washed her hair, wore a new sari, came to Mohan and asked him:
“Give me some gift as a token of our association.” Madhavi never asked anything of this sort earlier. He asked
her excitedly:
“What do you want? A ring? A chain? A sari?”
“No not a sari! Something I can keep all my life!”
“What do I have other than my heart?” he told her. Madhavi laughed and said:
“Give me something that translates your invisible affection into a tangible one.”
He took off his ring and put it on her finger. Though it was loose on her finger, though it was not fitting on the
ring finger, though it is so clearly a male ring, she kept in on her finger.
Madhavi and Mohan started living together. They did not marry. It was something very strange for every one
around. Mohan was very uneasy with it. But Madhavi was clearly indifferent. She too faced many petty irritations
because of this arrangement. However educated they are and however well placed job-wise ladies do sometimes
show clear fondness for gossip. They do ask all sorts of questions.
“Are you and Mohan living under the same roof?”
“Yes.”
“You did not marry?”
“No.”
“Why?”
“We didn’t feel like!”
They did not know what to do with some one who has such a fearless answers for all their inquisitive
questions. Madhavi is in a good job. They may need her good will. They did not want to annoy her any further.
One day Mohan asked in a very pleading voice, “Don’t you really want to get married?” She replied in the
same old fashion, “Why should we marry, tell me!” Mohan was wildly annoyed.
“Why shouldn’t we marry, tell me!”
“Because, in this country, it is more fortunate for a woman to be some man’s sweetheart than his wife. She can
retain a man’s affection for a longer time that way,” she replied smilingly.
“You know even if I kill you now it won’t be a sin,” Mohan retorted in desperate anger.
“Don’t say such things! I am not your wife,” she said with provocation.
“Okay, don’t you ever want some respect in society?”
“If I can’t have my individual identity and if I have to live as Mrs. Mohan all my life, do you think it gets
greater respect for me? Now I have my own image in society as Madhavi. In addition to it I am Mohan’s friend. Is
this not better?”
Mohan can never defeat her in arguments by answering her point by point.
Madhavi used to go to camps on official duties now and then. Mohan usually stayed in a friend’s room closer
to his office during her absence. He used to come back on the day she was supposed to return. That day Madhavi
came back and Mohan did not. He did not come even by night or the next day either.
Madhavi was worried. She went to enquire. She was shocked to see the scene there. Mohan was lying on the
bed. Sitting closer to the bed on a stool was a girl massaging his head. She saw Madhavi and asked her in obvious
tone of irritation:
“Who are you?”
“I am … I …” Madhavi did not know how to introduce herself. That girl immediately said:
“Whoever you are, you can’t talk to him now! Come sometime later.” She shut the door on Madhavi firmly.
Madhavi had no option but to return home in a three-wheeler.
Mohan came back home after three days. With one look at her he asked, “What happened? Are you not well?”
Madhavi looked as if she had not eaten for one month with this three days tension. She was pale and looked run
down. She did not pay attention to Mohan’s question, she asked him:
“Who was that girl?”
“That girl? I was sick—” Even before he completed his sentence she said,
“If you are sick can’t I come over to you? That chit of a girl banged the door on my face!”
“Cha, cha, don’t call her like that!”
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“Oh, is she now that close to you?”
“Yes! Very close!”
“You just and went and made another nest for yourself! Is there anyone in the world who has given more
affection than me?”
“Why do you think no one other than your useless self could love me?”
“Am I useless?”
“No! You are very great! Well, when even a great girl like you can love me why can’t the others?” Mohan was
laughing at her. She knew he was pulling her leg. Still she made no effort to control her anger.
“Are you going to marry her?”
“I should marry someone or the other! No?”
Madhavi did not reply. Mohan continued:
“I have loved no one other than you! But I must marry someone; you are not willing to marry. If I marry
someone else that person will automatically get all the rights over me. I can’t even come and see you. Even if I
want to my wife will not allow me. Even if I fall sick she will sit constantly by my side. She will guard me like a
devil. She will not allow you to come anywhere near me.
“These things may not bother you. But Madhavi, if I feel like seeing you, will you allow me to see you even
from a distance.”
“Shut up!” She was trying to hide her tears behind her anger. Mohan looked at her intently:
“Why, we can’t even see each other from now, no?”
“I will marry you!” she said turning her face away to hide her tears.
“No, no! Don’t make such a big sacrifice for me! You will not do anything meaninglessly unless you believe in
it!”
Madhavi turned to him angrily.
“Tell me the truth! You are no longer interested in me, no?”
“No, no! I am always interested! I want to marry you. But you are not interested!”
“Let’s us get married in the registrar’s office tomorrow itself.”
Madhavi and Mohan were thus married and they gave a party. People who came for the party commented:
“At last Madhavi too got married.”
The girl who was sitting with Mohan the other day too attended the party. Madhavi’s face turned red as soon as
she saw her.
“You called her too for the party,” Madhavi commented to Mohan. That girl smiled broadly and said:
“Why not? How can I not attend my own brother’s marriage reception?”
“Brother?”
“Yes! He is my uncle’s son, my father’s younger brother’s! I came to see him during the holidays and found
him sick. Even while he was on the sick bed there was a continuous stream of visitors. I had a lot of trouble in
turning them all away. You also did not tell me that you are my brother’s would be wife. How am I supposed to
know, tell me?” Mohan interceded saying:
“At that time she also did not know,” he laughed.
“What? Has the marriage been fixed in just four days?”
“Haan! Yes! It is all thanks to you!”
By that time Madhavi understood the whole thing. She looked at Mohan angrily, but then laughed when she
saw him laughing. After the party was over she confronted him and got into a fight with him:
“How dare you cheat me like this?”
“Cheating? Did I cheat you? Just think carefully! I started to tell you what exactly happened! But you
imagined all sorts of things, tortured yourself and started making all sorts of charges. I thought this is all for our
good and extended it a bit more. Amma! We should thank God that He gave girls this quality of jealousy.” Mohan
patted his cheeks in a gesture of devotion to God and folded his hands to the unseen force called God. “But then
you married me because you wanted to be near me when I fall sick! No?” he asked her affectionately.
“Tut! It is not that! If you fall sick no one else should have the right to serve you, that’s why! I had no other
option but to marry you,” Madhavi said, preparing herself to bed.
70.11 Gallows\fn{by Daya Pawar aka Dagadu Maruti Pawar (1935-1996)} Dhamangaon, Ahmednagar District, Mahrashtra
State, India (M) 3
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There goes the siren of the mill! Workers in bunches are thronging near the gate. It is recess at 11 a.m. That is
when the workers break for their lunch and we, Babus, start our shift.
As you try to enter the mill, you have to push through the crowd pouring out from the gate. As usual, there are
those two women sitting on either side of the gate selling bananas. Generally, workers, particularly some cheap
ones, would crowd near them. They would keep staring at them while eating bananas bought from them. But today there is no one around them.
I notice a new man selling bananas. The buyers are flocking to him. They are in larger numbers today. I have a
glimpse of the man through the crowd surrounding him. I step forward and give him a closer look. My throat goes
dry. I feel like a criminal.
It is Sada Kamble, selling bananas. His shirt is torn at the shoulder-seams. His pocket is sagging with coins. He
had lost his job in the last strike. On seeing him selling bananas, I feel as if he is made to sell cow dung cakes
where once flowers sold. I am stunned at his courage. He was a worker with warm blood running in his veins. He
never behaved like a leader. He always answered the call of his fellow-workers. Never once did he hesitate to
stake his life for their sake. Today he is reduced to this position!
I cannot watch him for long. I feel uneasy. There is a storm of thoughts inside me. Sada happens to look in my
direction. Even in this condition of his, his eyes arrest me. :
“How are you, Master? Why stay away? Come, have a banana at least.”
He offers me one. I am really embarrassed. I place a ten paise coin on his palm. Thousands of scorpions sting
me from within as I buy the banana from him. The feeling that I became an accomplice in Sada’s tragedy grows
stronger, hurting me more and more.
Back at my desk while I toy with the figures. I am confused. I cannot concentrate on the work. In fact, even
we, Babus, had joined Sada in the strike.
*
I remember my first encounter with Sada. I had just then been transferred to this mill from the headquarters.
When the transfer order reached my hands, the clerks sitting next to me expressed sympathy. It was popularly
believed that transfer to the mill was a punishment, as good as banishment to the black water of the Andaman and
Nicobars.\fn{Whose capital, Port Blair, began life as a penal colony.} One reason for this was that in the mill you do not get
to see girls moving around, no naughty jokes to share. In the mill, you are amidst workers all the time. If salaries
are not paid on time, you receive vulgar abuses, worst of their kind. It is said that there are liquor dens in the mill.
Workers frequently get drunk. This was the image of the mill!
But, at that time, I thought all this was thrilling. I was fed up with the stereotyped life in the office. The same
conversation over lunch everyday: “You know what! We have bought a fridge!” or “Tomorrow, you know, he is
booking for a scooter,” etc. This white-collaredness in us used to make me feel that I was melting away like wax.
I have now been in the mill for a week or so. From my seat, there is a view outside the window. Some 400-500
workers have gathered near the gate in groups. Some one else is holding a megaphone before his mouth. Some
one is standing on a chair and making a speech with his hands upraised. The voice of the speaker is coming to us
through the windows. By that time, I have left my seat. I join the crowd and become one amongst them listening
to the speaker.
His speech goes straight to the heart. It is not something that has to do with principles or theories. It is all about
the workers, their domestic difficulties, the costs ever swelling like floods, the financial problems they face
towards the month-end, inadequate salaries, profits of the owners through exploitation of labor of some people
being bought over by the management causing a split among the workers! His presentation of the subject is lucid.
He doesn’t look in the least like a professional leader. He wears the same greasy clothes as all others in the mill.
Bright face, ruffled hair, but shining bright eyes and a strong voice. This naturally makes the people attentive to
him.
I ask the worker standing next to me who the speaker is. He is startled. He eyes me with suspicion. He is right.
My dress is different from what is worn by the workers. After a brief pause, he says:
“He is Sada Kamble, our Union Leader. In the last strike, he lost his job; a man of terrific courage, he could not
pocket humility.”
The siren sounds again. The urge to get introduced to Sada gets stronger in me. I go forward and congratulate
him. He just smiles. Such a gesture coming from a Babu from the office is something new for him. He is visibly
moved.
His introduction is still lingering in my mind. I see him entering the office. Perhaps he has sold out all the
bananas. He is walking towards me. All the clerks around stare at us. My alliance with Sada is frowned upon by
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one and all. “The boss is watching you,” and such like comments in a hush-hush voice were circulating around,
but I never gave in to them. I offer Sada a chair next to me and say sympathetically:
“Sada, a man like you should not really have been in this condition!”
“What else could I do? Should I let my children die of hunger?”
“But you receive contribution from the workers. Is that not enough?”
“The first two months were all right. It was essential. Later on, it dwindled. The workers are mortally scared
and want to avoid the risk of “being reported against.” They do not contribute any more.”
“Even if they contribute ten paise each, it will be enough for your family to be well fed.”
“I explained everything to them. Finally, squatted at the gate with an empty box for collecting contributions.
But they pass by looking the other way.”
He is saying all this with depression writ large on his face where his agonies have concentrated.
“Do your bananas sell well at least?”
“Oh, like hot cakes. But I am thinking of closing down the business.”
“Please don’t. They are the ones who pushed you to the footpath. Your sight should burn their conscience like
embers. What nothing else could do, it should. Make them ashamed of their own selves.”
“They are all scared. I know them for the past ten years. They are not conscious of their own sorrows. Don’t
you see? Every morning and evening, they bow their heads before the god in the temple outside the mill. They
think that everything is decided by Him, and without turning a little finger the temple-priest is getting fatter.”
Sada’s argument is incontrovertible logically.
“But why do you want to stop selling bananas?” I prod him to speak, with my questions.
“Master, you might, but I am not ashamed of any kind of work. Since my arrival on the scene I have been
watching those two women who used to sell bananas. They have lost their business. I hate to be in the way of their
livelihood, you see!”
Sada, a man who shows such serious concern for other’s lives. The whole system has come down on him and
yet he thinks only of others. “What will happen to them?” and such thoughts! How is he going to survive like
this? He raised a volley of questions in my mind and I did not even know when he left bidding me good-bye.
What a difference between him and me. I am the one who has been compromising always, and he is the other
extreme! Do I like Sada because I cannot be like him? His role at different stages leaves one stupefied. That way,
even I have my share of problems. I get worked up if I do not get my morning milk-bottle, but Sada, he might
perhaps be drinking black tea without a drop of milk in it. I started visualizing his house in the slums I had seen
once. His children and his wife in rags. Yet, how is he so invincible? What is that chemical that he has drunk to be
able to fight like this?
I recall an incident while he was in the job. It was the election for the canteen management in the mill. The
canteen, subsidized by the management, was looked upon as a potential meadow for grazers. It was running on
loss, and on loan. The reason behind his contesting for the election was to fight with the management to stop
corruption in the canteen, to get good returns for the workers for their well-earned money. His complaint was that
those bought over by the management mismanage the stocks for personal benefit. He sought my help in canvassing for him in the election. He came to see me. He was sitting next to me speaking about the mismanagement.
At that moment, the canteen boy came and served me tea. I asked the boy to serve tea to Sada also. When he
tasted the first sip, the expression on his face suddenly changed. He raised his voice:
“Master, why this discrimination?”
I did not quite understand what he was talking about.
“You, Babus, get good tasty tea, whereas we workers are served with sweetened dishwash. Don’t we pay for
our tea?”
Sada was now quaking with anger. He was of a fiery temperament. Everyone around kept watching..
“Hey, Sada speak in a low voice. This is Office.”
“So what? Who is it I am afraid of? Master, this discrimination is deliberate. It is to create rift between us,
workers and Babus, by keeping you Babus happy. You get overtime allowance. We are crushed like sugarcane in
whatever salary we may be.”
This incident earned him a good name among the workers. He was elected with a roaring majority. But then he
got frustrated there, too. One man alone cannot do anything single-handed on the Canteen Committee. The
representatives elected by the workers are fewer in number compared to those nominated by the bosses. The
authority is vested in their hands. His was the position of a trapped mouse. And the forecast that Sada would
resign from the Committee came true.
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His personality came out at its best at the time of the strike. Bonus was the issue. The whole mill was
simmering like a volcano, ready for eruption any moment. He entered the battlefield with the support of the
workers.
All of us joined him in the strike as never before. While repeating Sada’s slogans, our hearts would pound in
apprehension. What will happen if they threw us out? What will happen to our children if we lost our jobs? He
was very much disturbed. The strike went on for full two months. The factory was on the point of a lockout. But
Sada did whatever he could to keep the strike going.
But the first blow to the strike came from some of us, the Babus. It happened this way: There was an official
belonging to a certain community in a high post in the headquarters. He arranged for the meeting of his
community colleagues in their temple. Next day, all the clerks belonging to the community came on duty.
Gradually everyone else did. I too could not help it. I surrendered and joined duty.
Now my real fear was how to show my face to Sada. First, Babus let Sada down, and the demoralization
filtered down to the workers also.
“Sada belongs to a much lower caste than you. How can he be your leader?”—this was the kind of feeling that
was aroused in the workers.
Sada was dismissed from service for instigating the workers. While removing him, the management was
careful. His name was linked with some workers who were allegedly involved in running the liquor trade within
the mill premises. It is said that Christ, while he bore his cross, was accompanied by some criminals. Sada’s
position was no different.
After this, Sada was nowhere to be seen for a month or two. Then one evening while returning from work I
saw him across the street. His eyes had sunk deeper. The face had a stubble. He was looking like one suffering
from some incurable disease. I crossed the road to meet him. He had with him a boy of seven or eight years of age
holding his hand. By facial resemblance, I could tell that he was Sada’s son. He had inherited those bright eyes
from his father.
“Master, I came to meet you,” he said with a smile on his face.
“Come, let us go and sit down in some tea-shop nearby,” I suggested casually. He started walking along with
me. We settled down in a corner of a nearby tea-shop.
“Sada, why don’t you make an appeal? Those who were dismissed with you have been reinstated,” I gave Sada
my sincere advice.
“No, Master. Never! I’ll never make any appeal. Making an appeal is like begging. Instead, I would prefer
death by trampling.”
He spoke with conviction. I felt as if sparks were flying from his eyes.
“You should not be so very headstrong. You have your wife and children to look after.”
“Master, we somehow manage. My wife sells vegetable on the streets.”
“How about the children?”
“This year, it was all in a mess, Master. There is no money to buy them books. Master, can you do me a
favor?”
Sada was talking fervently. He was not like the one fighting the management.
“My daughter is studying in the ninth standard. Can you arrange for her boarding somewhere.”
“Certainly. Do come some time. I will get the necessary form from the institution for you.”
I was somewhat calmed by the thought that I was getting to do something for Sada. He did not meet me for the
next two or three weeks. I had the form ready with me and the last date for admission was drawing near.
Next time when I met Sada, he was terribly depressed. I could not recognize him till he had come closer.
“Hey, Sada. I waited so long for you. The form is with me.”
“Master, it’s no use now. My daughter eloped with some hoodlum in the slum.”
He told this in a deadpan voice.
I was taken aback. I felt as if my own daughter had eloped with someone. I looked at him with great sympathy.
“I have been searching for her for the last fortnight. I checked with every slum in the city. What else would she
do? It’s no fault of hers. There was nothing to eat at home. And who would care for her likes and dislikes?”
“Sada, think over! All is not lost yet. Think of your other children. Make an appeal. They will take you back.”
“Master! Ask me to do anything except this. I cannot compromise on principles.”
Sada took leave. When he left, I started feeling ashamed of myself unconsciously.
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One day, while I was busy at my work I saw there was some agitation at the gate. I set my work aside and
came out. The Boss’s snow white car was speeding in. The guards at the gate were holding Sada tight. Sada was
struggling to release himself from their grip. Simultaneously, he was shouting:
“I would like to resign. I want my hard-earned money back, my Provident Fund Gratuity.”
While saying this, he was waving a paper in his hand. I went closer and tried to put my arm around him.
“Calm down, Sada. You will get everything.”
“Master, don’t touch me. You are a bird of the same feather. You are all sold out. I want the fruit of my sweat.
What, am I going to get it after my death? I cannot concentrate on any work. I cannot think. Do you want me to
go mad, insane?”
Muttering something like this he started running.
I kept staring in his direction helplessly.
1936
86.135 The Third House\fn{by Lakhi Devi Sundas (c.1936- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India
(F) 2
A very strong incense smoke had spread all over. Waving tulsi, banyan, pipal, mango, bel leaves and duba
grass (a kind of grass used in puja) tied in a bundle with raw thread, the purohit (priest) was circling the house
chanting Vedic mantras. She was asked to follow whatever the priest wanted her to do. She was following the
priest in the parikrama, holding in her hand a copper plate which was filled with a burning diya (light) and rice,
flowers, vermilion and a small size of pitcher full of water.
But her eyes were filled with tears. Her steps were shaky. She was about to tumble as her tear-filled eyes could
not see clearly. She was about to trip over her sari and the whole puja ingredients were about to fall apart.
However, only some water from the pitcher flowed down.
In his tone of warning, the priest said to her, “Don’t let the burning lights be off,” and turning to her little niece
said, “Why don’t you hold the plate?”
Little Sanu was quite puzzled. She could not understand why her aunt was in tears on such an occasion.
“Nothing; it is because of the strong smoke, my eyes are filled with tears,” she replied in a cracking voice.
Though she put on a brave front, there was a great turmoil, a volcanic eruption in her inner self. For days
together her turmoil, mental agony, and restlessness were haunting her but who could see it? A very big question
is before her:
“For whom is all this being done, for whom and for what?”
At this very time her sister-in-law happened to come out from inside. Seeing her eyes reddened with tears, she
cried in a tone of distress,
“Dear, why do you weep on this auspicious day? You ought to be very, very happy. This is no one’s but your
own house, your own. Of course, it was your own choice, that you wanted to stay alone and to have your own
home, so your brother has constructed this house, at your choice. If you so desire you can bring your nephew and
nieces and stay here with them. Otherwise your paternal home is there. You can stay wherever you would like to,
there is no problem.”
On hearing the same words “your own home,” she could not restrain herself, she burst out in loud cries. She
had been hearing from her childhood that a woman generally had three homes. Her paternal home where she is
born and brought up, her husband’s and the last one, the house she will enter on death, a home of peace, in the
next world.
In the meantime, the priest had completed all the rituals outside the house. She was asked to enter her new
house in the midst of Vedic mantras. Inside the house, a small mud platform-like “Vedy” had been got ready for
the homa. Charu of rice, and naivedya, millet and til were prepared to perform homa, and she was asked by the
priest to follow his instructions. He chanted from the Yajurveda mantra. and poured ghee, charu, honey and
nectar into the fire. The naivedya started burning with a hissing sound and thick and profuse smoke emanated
from the homa.
The delicious aroma of food from the kitchen, mixed with the homa smoke. The womenfolk were engaged in
light banter. The sister-in-law rebuked them lightly.
“Oh! Be silent, don’t crack jokes.”
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The priests’ “Swaha! Swaha!” was heard and like an automatic machine, she was offering the naivedya to the
burning homa, as the priest was doing with every chanting of swaha.
The repetition of swaha was testing her patience. Her mental dam had broken. She found it surprising that at
last she could have her own little wooden house. At last she had no worries where she would go now. Wasn’t it
ironic that the priest was trying to make every wall, roof and pillar of the house a very secure place and a
stronghold by chanting mantras. But would that place really be a secure place, where no mental torture, woes and
worries would creep in? Are the wall, roof and furniture and decoration pieces the meaning of a home? Are the
compilation of varied physical items the essence of a home?
She was so engrossed in her thoughts that she could not understand what the priest was telling her to do. The
priest then by way of attracting her attention said in his hoarse loud voice,
“Listen, you pick up all these items, wish whatever you have in mind, and pray from your inner heart and soul
and then throw all of them in the agni (fire) all at one time.”
She was once again shaken by this instruction. The puja method was the same. This was the third time she was
performing the swaha rite. First, as a bride sitting next to her future husband in the mandap and performing their
marriage rites. Her brother-in-law was there to teach whatever the priest was asking her to do. The second time
was when she was performing the house-warming ceremony with her husband, for their newly built house. As the
eldest daughter-in-law of the house, she was entrusted with all the responsibilities. In her father’s house she was
the youngest in her family but in her husband’s house, she was the eldest daughter-in-law and had to bear all
responsibilities. She had to learn many things. In the midst of all that learning, she knew there is no end of
learning, no full stop. She had to learn and understand much more in life. In this process of learning, she
understood much but felt that she did not understand anything.
*
She remembered that particular day at her husband’s house, the house-warming ceremony of her husband’s big
building. Oh! She was very busy that day. She was full of excitement and enthusiasm. It was because she had
sacrificed her wants, luxuries, ornaments, expensive saris, etc., just to save bit by bit. She had to curtail her bare
wants to have a house of their own. Her whole aim was centralized to have a house of their own. As a primary
school teacher, she had to sacrifice and suffer a lot yet there was satisfaction, as it was for an ideal and for a cause.
But were her sacrifices rewarded? Could the four walls of cement and brick really be a home for her?
And today destiny had repeated itself. Now she had her own house, own home where no one would claim her
share. “No one could neglect and insult her,” that was the motive of her brother and relatives to make this house
hers.
But again and again the question cropped up in her mind, whether this house built by her paternal side for the
sake of prestige could really be a home for her. So the meaning of this house to her was nothing but a last
sacrificial rite. Her life in this house would be like an island. Her father’s house was her home. After marriage her
husband’s house became her home. She and her husband had constructed a new house of their own out of their
sweat and blood.
From the beginning she had worked as a primary school teacher, and her husband was a petty contractor. Yet
she was satisfied. Sometimes, a feeling of loneliness caused by lack of children was there, but she had hopes. Let
there be a house first.
With the lapse of time, her husband became a big contractor. Money, riches and a very big house were there.
But she did not change. She did not give up her school job, nor did she attend any big parties or celebrations, for
she was satisfied with simple living. She had no issue of her own but in the faces of her school students she saw
the faces of her own children.
“These are my children,” she often said to herself.
But the times have changed, and along with it, it has brought about a change in the family. With growing
wealth, her husband and his family’s lifestyle changed and changed their hearts. In the company of the affluent,
the husband started drinking. This became his way of life. In the big household another woman was to come as a
second wife because she herself did not bear a child: It was a bolt from the blue, a great shock to her idealism, a
shock to her womanhood. A small house was made into a big house by her sacrifices and her idealism, but now
she was outdated in the big house, for their lifestyle and way of thinking.
“You have to reconcile to this life,” her father-in-law and mother-in-law had said, as if nothing had happened.
“No, we shall go to the Panchayat,” challenged her brother and relatives, revenge and the desire to teach a
befitting lesson evident in their tone. It was a prestige issue.
Finally one day, the Panchayat or village court was called. In the Pramukh’s house she was observing the
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whole drama, enacted to decide her fate as a silent spectator. She could do nothing except observe. She could
neither raise her voice nor protest.
After the Panchayat’s decision the two families became two rival groups. Both the parties’ egos were hurt. Her
husband found it insulting to abide by the Panchayat’s verdict. Since she had no issue the Panchayat ordered Rs.
3000 to be paid as a first wife’s honor. She felt highly humiliated and dishonored.
“Would money heal my wound? No, I don’t need anything—I can stand on my own feet.”
In the long drama of the Panchayat, she uttered only these few lines.
But the question was haunting: where would she go? To her paternal home with her parents no more in this
world, or to be an extra burden to her brother and his family, to go back at the same point, from where she had
started her life journey? With the amount of the Panchayat’s decision her brother constructed this very wooden
house which she wanted to have as a shelter.
“Yes, this is your own, your own house, sister.” A word of confirmation and consolation came from her brother
and his wife.
*
“Swaha!” The priest chanted the last mantra and poured the last remains in the homa’s agni. Amid the loud
sound of bells and conch shells, the whole atmosphere seemed to have been drowned in its echo.
*
“Namaste, Guru Ama, we did not know that this was your house.”
After a fortnight, one morning she found two women standing in front of her verandah. One face seemed very
familiar. Folding her two hands, she replied with a smile,
“Yes, this is a small house.”
“Doesn’t matter, whether big or small, after all, this is your own!” the familiar face, nodding her head in
agreement, replied. She continued,
“Whenever I passed through this newly built house, I wondered who could be the owner. Kiran had confirmed
that this house belonged to her school teacher. But how on earth could I believe that this house could be yours? I
would have come to see you long ago. It’s good, destiny has always desired that we should be neighbors wherever
we go. But do you stay alone in this house?”
A silence. What could she reply?
“If I knew earlier, I could have come to see you. My daughter Rambha—you know, your ex-student—has been
married. She was here till the other day. If I knew this, I could have sent her to see you. What do you do alone
during holidays? Do come to my place for a chat, my house is nearby. I often take this route and pass by your
house, so we might see each other very often. OK, see you!”
Bidding goodbye these two women left her alone.
After their departure, she stood still for some time, pondering their utterances. Their voices were heard from
the distance, and she could understand they were passing remarks about her.
“Isn’t so …,” one voice was asking
“Yes, of course!,” confirmed the other, it was the voice of Rambha’s mother.
After that nothing could be heard.
Her eyes fell upon the leaves, hung by the priest around the house on the housewarming puja day. The leaves
were all dried up by now, yet they were there moving and dancing with rush of wind as they were attached with
the thread, just like her, attached to the name of the house simply for bare existence …
33.191 Tears Of Fire\fn{by Binapani Mohanty (1936- )} Chandol, nr. Cuttack, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India
(F) 6
She was one of those who could cover the length and breadth of the town at one stretch, moving from one
crossroads to another, from this neighborhood to that, like lightning—anyone could vouch for that. Whatever time
of day it was, she’d rattle the latch of the front door and call out:
“Green bananas, banana blooms, jackfruit and mangoes!” At other times she would shout:
“Yams and pumpkins for you, mistress! Cook them with some dried fish!”
Some called her Ketaki, others Keti, still others addressed her as Nani or Apa.\fn{ A note reads: Terms of address for
an older sister or aunt. Nani is generally used by brahmins, and Apa by the non-brahmin castes . I used a very smiliar word—Nonni—for
my grandmother all her life. My parents gave it to me as a term—“She is your Nonni,” they said. I never knew where they got it from:
W/H} It made no difference to her. If she had her basket on her head, the whole world was in place. Her legs were
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still strong and her arms and feet still nimble. She prayed they would stay that way. What else did she need?
But how times had changed! When she was younger, nobody had ever dared snicker at her or make a passing
joke—why, nobody had even dared look at her. Two sons and daughters to bring up, and her husband had come
home one evening after a day of toil, flushed with fever. He had closed his eyes and never opened them again. But
Ketaki wasn’t one to give up. The children had to be kept alive somehow!
In a starving household a widow has no time to bewail the loss of a husband. A hundred people had crowded
round Siba Babu’s wife to comfort her when he died—and had gone away calmed with tea and sherbet. Siba Babu
was a good man and he had gone at a ripe age. Their children had all been well taken care of, so his wife could
recount his virtues and droop like a tree in a storm.
How would such fortune have come Ketaki’s way? She had not even been able to weep till her heart was
soothed. But she didn’t complain. She had stifled her sobs and tended to the children. The girls would be married
one day, and the day the two boys grew up to be government officers, Ketaki would go to the Shiv a temple and
offer bel leaves; then, prostrating herself, she would weep till the heavens burst and floods swept through the
rivers and the oceans. On that day she would speak her last words.
Right now—well, she couldn’t afford to. She couldn’t carry a basket of flowers to the temple and wail for two
hours, day after day, like Siba Babu’s wife. She’d set aside just one single day for the gods. Now was the time for
her to tuck the end of her sari firmly into her waistband and battle for life itself. She could feel God smiling
faintly in his sleep—and why not? Ketaki was not one to give in as long as she had a breath in her. She was not
one to be cowed down.
Pari Bhauja counted the bananas in the cluster Ketaki held.
“How long you take, Bhauja,” she said. “It’s sweltering today and my throat is parched. Do hurry up.”
Pari Bhauja was over fifty. Husband, sons, daughter, and a daughter-in-law—she was totally wrapped up in her
family. The attendant from the office usually shopped for the groceries, but there was always something or other
still to be bought from Ketaki.
“Why don’t you stop for a while, Keti,” Pari Bhauja asked as usual. “What’s the hurry? You have only these
green bananas today, and who’s going to buy many of those?”
“No, I’ve no time to stop today. Ramu Babu’s daughter ordered a dozen green bananas yesterday. Something
she read about in a book and wants to try out. I should be off.”
Pari pulled her mouth into a sneer.
“Well, well, one would think they cooked only delicacies in that house! If you ask me, that girl is a real hussy!
Fools around with a bunch of young men—and her parents never say a word. If she were my daughter I’d have
torn her to bits.”
“But Moti is a wonderful girl, and an accomplished one, too. I’ve known her since she was born.”
“Rubbish! She slipped out of her mother’s womb into your arms, I suppose. How would you know of the
things that take place inside a household, you who roam the streets all day. Go now, I’ll pay you tomorrow.”
“No Bhauja, we’ve no oil in the house. Not a drop to cook with, or to oil my daughters’ hair. Don’t hold my
money back today. You can do it tomorrow if you want.”
Pari was clearly annoyed. She undid the knot at the corner of her sari and flung the money down.
“Go,” she said, “eat your fill of green-banana rolls and chutney at Ramu Babu’s house. That girl has already
driven men crazy—and now it’s women who are carried away by her. But not me—I’m not that easy to fool.”
She stomped back inside, leaving the bananas on the ground, as if she had bought them only as a favor to
Ketaki—no one in her house would eat such stuff.
Ketaki had met many kinds of arrogance. Five years ago it would take Pari four days to pay for a meager two
bundles of greens and a pumpkin. But now that her husband had become a rich contractor and was bringing in
piles of crisp money, what was there to stop her from speaking as rudely as she did?
Ketaki walked on, barefoot, in the scorching afternoon heat. At the corner of one street, an old man had set up
a shack with some large earthen pitchers filled with water. He floated mint leaves and chilies in the water and sat
there, pouring it out to thirsty passersby. For fear that some high-caste person would take offense otherwise, he
had thrown a sacred thread across his shoulder and lined his brow with sandalwood paste. Ketaki put down her
load and helped herself to a long drink of the mint water.
“How come you’re here this morning?” the old man asked. “Didn’t you wait for a drink at the contractor’s
house?”
“This is where the likes of us should drink. It’s only because I usually get to the contractor’s house before I
pass you …”
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“Here, take a few chilies and some mint. They’ll make a chutney to go with your rice.”
Ketaki took the mint and the chilies from the old man’s hands and wrapped them in a wet cloth. He added:
“Stick to the side of the lane, daughter, and walk in the shade. The tar keeps melting in the main street—
besides, nothing is the same as before. Who knows what might happen? You have grown older, that’s true, but you
are a woman after all—”
He stopped suddenly in the middle of what he was saying. Two ricksha pullers had come up to ask for water.
Ketaki plodded on with her load. She went down that street every day. It was only a few yards to Ramu Babu’s
house. She would dump the bananas with Moti and rush home, stopping for mustard oil and coconut oil on the
way. Why should her sons have to come out in the heat? The eldest had become thin as a reed studying for his
final high school exams. Fate wouldn’t take it lying down if a fatherless son grew plump. But wait, was it a bee
that had stung her?
Ketaki turned around. A number of small whitish stones suddenly landed around her feet. What lunatic was
playing with a catapult [slingshot] in the heat of the afternoon? She looked to her left and to her right. No one.
Then she heard someone elaborately clearing his throat.
Good God! Who on earth were these? Eight or ten toughs posed theatrically in front of the debighara,\fn{A note
reads: A spacious structure built in a market square or at a crossroads to accommodate the image of Debi, the goddess Kali or Durga, at
festival times. Often nowadays during the rest of the year young men use the premises as a clubhouse .} leering at her. One of them

stood a little ahead of the group and was holding a slingshot. Some drama, this! Such antics had never been seen
in the debighara before! Where had these hoodlums suddenly sprung from?
Ketaki’s bile began to rise—but this was no time to get provoked. She turned to go, and had barely taken
another step when a stone hit her hard on the ankle. She dropped to the ground. As if on cue, the boys burst into a
theatrical guffaw.
“Was it because you didn’t hear us,” they taunted, “that you stalked off like a queen?”
Ketaki rubbed her ankle.
“Don’t you know me? Ketaki is my name.”
“And this the end of your kind of game!”
“Can’t you find anyone else to play the fool with?”
“How much do you earn in a day? Nothing less than fifty rupees I’m sure. Why, you’re all over the town. Out
with the stuff!”
“Why should I pay you? Do I live off you? Do I owe you anything? Who do you think you are, anyway?”
A muscular bull of a man swaggered up to her.
“Woman, do you know who you’re speaking to?”
“Why should I know who you are?” Ketaki asked as she lifted the basket back on her head. “Who are you to
stop me? I’m not scared of anyone—not even the governor! You hoodlums, don’t you have mothers and sisters at
home?”
“Enough of your pious rubbish! Open up that bundle at your waist and put down five rupees if you still wish to
ply your trade on this road. Otherwise we’ll just take everything you have and make sure you won’t step out of
your house again.”
“Ruffians! Scum that you are! Why should I give you any money? Just because I’m a woman alone? Wait and
see. If Durga doesn’t emerge from this very debighara and wring your necks, pick a mongrel for a pet and call it
Ketaki!”
Ketaki was quivering with rage. The basket kept slipping from her head. What was she to do? The old man
would have helped, but the young men had encircled her and were hovering mockingly. It was so hot there was
not even a crow in sight. Every door, window, and thatch shutter was down.
Ketaki lost courage. She sat down weakly.
“Why should I give you any money?” she asked.
“Don’t you know that you use this route?”
“Does the street belong to your father?”
“No, but the father is drunk and reeling in the house. Yes, the road is ours; it belongs to us all. After all, you
earn a tidy sum on this road. Why won’t you share it with us?”
What could Ketaki say? What can anyone say to the young people today? They might humiliate you right in
the middle of the street. She had the five rupees Pari had given her for the bananas. She thought it over for a
while.
“All right. Let me go over and sell these bananas at Ramu Babu’s house, and then I can pay you your dues. I
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have learned today that the street I walk on is yours.”
“Don’t worry. As far as streets go, you can take your pick. Walk on any road you might want to. Our boys are
everywhere. Pay your toll and go your way. Otherwise you’ll end up at home cradling those two daughters of
yours on your lap, you bitch.”\fn{ A note reads: The insinuation is that by the time these young men have finished with them,
Ketaki’s daughters would be unmarriageable.}
Ketaki couldn’t remember having heard such disgusting talk in her life. It wasn’t that long since these boys had
been weaned from their mother’s breasts, yet they acted as if they owned the world! What terrible times these
were! Parents moved aside in fear of their children, and even on the town’s main streets the police and the
government cowered before these ruffians. Whom could she speak to?
Smarting with shame and anger, Ketaki took out the five rupees she had tucked into her sari at the waist and
flung it at their faces.
“All you can do is grab a helpless woman’s money! No, what you’ll eat is not money, but shit, you scoundrels!
No one will be there to lift a finger when you are in trouble.”
All Ketaki heard in reply was ugly guffaws, as though her words were a sweet-scented shower of sandal-water.
The insult burned through her. A moment more and, who knows, they might have stripped her naked. She walked
rapidly ahead. Moti would be waiting for her. She had promised to return early, and the children would be
expecting her to share the usual pakhala\fn{A note reads: A summer meal for many poor people in Orissa, is a fermented dish
made of leftover rice mixed with water.} together.
She was still climbing the steps to the veranda when Moti opened the door.
“Aren’t you feeling well?” she asked. “Why are you so pale? Shall I get you a drink of water? Or perhaps
some torani?\fn{A note reads: The water from the pakhala.} You look exhausted, and there you are, still walking around
barefoot in the summer heat. How often have I asked you to get yourself a pair of chappals, or use mine.”
Ketaki leaned weakly on the pillar.
“No, my child, don’t tie me up in the strings of your affection. My time is almost up.”
“Why, what happened? Why do you talk like this? I hope the children are all right.”
“They are well, my child, but fate is against me. Never, never in my whole life have I bowed my head before
anyone. I have even fought with God. But now, against these young men, I simply cannot win. If I had stretched
out my hands to ask for that money, or if I were simply spending what belonged to my father or my husband, it
might have seemed all right. Ten rupees or so is all I get for a hard day’s work and if I give away five from that,
how can I stay alive?”
“Did those young men at the debighara ask you for money?”
“Who else? I wouldn’t have minded so much if they were collecting the money for some worthwhile cause.
They’re simply going to squander it on drink, the rascals.”
“Have you paid them already?” Moti asked in a grave voice. “Or are you going to? As for me, I’m going to tell
the police. These men won’t let the common people survive. They’ve been extorting money for their club for the
last eight days. I didn’t open my mouth when they picked on well-to-do people. But when they force money out of
poor ricksha-pullers and women like you, how will you survive?”
“Take the bananas, my daughter, and pay me. What can you do? It’s no use talking to you of these things. I
might as well be munching carrots near a deaf person. You’re a woman. If they lift a finger, that will be the end of
you: You live here, in this neighborhood. So be careful about what you say or do.”
“What are you saying? That I shouldn’t do anything? They insulted you on the road. Tomorrow it will be me,
and the next day some other father’s daughter. What kind of farce is this? What is the country coming to? Of what
use are all these laws and regulations?”
Ketaki carefully tied the money Moti had given her into a knot in her sari.
“Go inside, child,” she said. “This blasted country can choose to go where it pleases. There’s no saying when it
will come back to its senses.”
“Wait, eat something before you go. It’s awfully hot. I’ll keep a couple of the banana rolls in the fridge for you.
You can have them tomorrow.”
“No, my dear. The children will be waiting for me. And look, please don’t interfere with those rowdy young
men. They’re berserk. When will your mother be back from her mother’s house?”
“The day after tomorrow. Why? She doesn’t go there often, you know. Grandfather’s been ill. You’re anxious
about me, aren’t you? What can those empty-headed boys do to me?”
By then Ketaki had already got to the crossroads with her basket. No one heeded what you said these days.
Still, Moti was a smart girl—beautiful, but also clever. And of course that was why Pari disliked her. Besides,
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Moti was also a good sportswoman and had won many medals in cities like Calcutta and Delhi. May God grant
her happiness, Ketaki prayed. And may she have a long life as well.
The sun seemed to have gone down a little. The children would be waiting for their pakhala. She had promised
to take some mustard oil and salted fish back with her. The chilies and mint tied in the piece of cloth had begun to
wilt. Her mind was seething with resentment. But whom could she speak to? If her husband had been alive,
perhaps to him. But would he have been able to do anything by himself? He was so excitable it was a good thing
that he was not alive to see such times.
Early the next morning Ketaki went out and bathed in the Sahu’s pond. When she got home she found that the
wholesaler’s wife had already brought pumpkins, banana blooms, and bitter gourds and had stacked them in the
basket, ready for her to sell. She usually shared half the profits.
Ketaki felt reluctant to step out of the house. But if she didn’t, what would the family eat? Yesterday she had
missed out on her evening job. Her elder daughter worked in the household of a Marwari businessman and earned
fifty rupees a month. The younger one ran odd errands, and that brought in enough for her meals. The younger
son hadn’t done well in school, so he bought and sold old newspapers and in the evenings he helped out at a
grocery shop. He earned enough to take care of both his meals. The elder son had just taken his high school exam.
If he did well, he would keep the family name going. Until that time Ketaki would have to sweat it out. And then
there were the two daughters who had to be married.
Ketaki walked up to the main road with her basket of vegetables. She would go to Moti’s house first and find
out what those ruffians had been up to. If they dared come in her way today, she would file a report at the police
station. She had been selling vegetables in that neighborhood for ten years—was she to stop just because she was
afraid? She would find a way out somehow.
She was already near Pari Bhauja’s house before she realized where she was. She had no intention of going in,
and was on the point of passing by when she heard Pari’s call:
“Keti, oh Keti, Ketaki, come here, will you?”
Ketaki strode swiftly along the street, paying no heed. The old man was at his usual corner. Catching sight of
her, he shouted:
“Don’t go that way, my daughter. There is trouble there. The place is swarming with policemen.”
Ketaki felt a sudden sense of relief. This is what she had wanted all along. She wasn’t going to miss the sight
of those young men being taught a lesson.
“Moti asked me to bring her some banana blooms. I’ll give them to her and be back in a moment.”
“Moti? Ramu Babu’s daughter?”
“Yes, her mother is away and she must be waiting for me.”
“There is a saying that goes, ‘The flower you now quarrel over is the very one the gardener plans to sell.’ Moti
is no more. She was found dead, lying naked in her backyard. Can such things be kept secret? It is those boys who
are at the bottom of all this. Keep hold of yourself, my daughter!”
Ketaki’s head reeled. She barely managed to prevent herself from falling. What was it that she had heard? Why
had Moti gone over to those young men?
Ketaki dropped down beside the pitchers, quite weak.
“I only told you what I overheard. Don’t tell anyone I said anything. Those scoundrels won’t let me go alive.”
Ketaki cupped her palms and gulped down a few mouthfuls of water. Rising to her feet, she asked:
“Wasn’t Moti’s father around?”
“He was, but what could he do? Moti wasn’t one to be stopped. She always came out into the open and said
what she felt. She was one for provoking women into coming out of their houses and she did that again yesterday.
She went around, got a group of women together, and stood there shouting at the debighara. And then the police
came and took the boys away. We breathed again with relief. But look what has happened today—look at the
havoc they have wrought on her body. They have sucked her blood dry, those murderers!”
“But weren’t they taken to the police station? Why do you blame these men? Perhaps a snake or some wild
animal attacked her in the garden.”
“Taking them to the police station was a mere show. They go in one way and come out the other. Can they ever
be held there? If they had been kept back, would the sun and the moon have kept rising in the east? The whole
town would have been plunged into darkness, my child. It is they who run the country now. Who can stop them?”
Ketaki’s mind had wandered back to the previous afternoon. What monsters they were! What was it that had
made an ill-omened woman like her tell Moti everything? Self-reproach burned at her insides, but her eyes shot
fire.
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“Pick up your vegetable-basket and go back home, my daughter,” the old man said.
“No, not yet. Let me leave the basket here with you for a moment. I want a glimpse of the girl. What a learned,
lovely person she was. Despite all her father’s money she didn’t have a streak of arrogance in her.”
The old man wiped his eyes.
“You should have come earlier. The police ambulance came a while ago and moved the body to the
government hospital. It’ll be cremated after the autopsy. You’d better go home. You’re a woman. What can you do
here? Look at that crowd of policemen—and so many young men. As if there’s a fair on! Who knows what might
happen. You have daughters of your own at home.”
Ketaki’s heart rose and fell in apprehension. Yes, she had daughters. Grown-up ones. Yet Moti was a girl in a
million. One would be fortunate to have such a daughter. If Moti could die because of a cursed woman like
Ketaki, could Ketaki not fight against all odds? Would she have to carry the burden of this debt for all time?
All of a sudden her own life seemed meaningless. She had been struggling alone since her husband’s death, but
now the children were old enough to fend for themselves.
Ketaki picked up her basket and turned toward home, as if in deference to the old man’s words. She didn’t
even glance at Pari’s house. Jealous as Pari was, she wouldn’t hesitate to speak ill of Moti. It was a terrible,
terrible thing that had happened. The girl had lost her life because of Ketaki. What need was there for her to go on
living? Her only wish—that when her sons grew up to be government officers she would weep to her heart’s
content in the Shiv a temple—would go unfulfilled, that was all. She would have turned her world upside down in
joy, when that happened.
But that was not to be her fate. Ketaki was going to fight. If God was on one side, she would be on the other.
She quickened her steps almost to a run and the basket kept slipping from her head.
She rushed into the house and closed the door. Then she began hunting among the old bundles for the little
money she had kept hidden, and brought it out; She had put away her earrings the day her husband died. She
brought those out too. They were tarnished, but would fast regain their shine when they were polished. She would
have turned these into new earrings when her daughters got married, but now a time more portentous than seven
such marriages had arrived. Deep inside her heart she continued to smolder as she moved across the darkened
room.
As dusk fell she called out to her eldest son:
“Fasten the door securely before you sleep. I’ll be late getting back today. They’re celebrating some festival at
the Marwari’s house. Your sister won’t be able to cope with all the work alone.”
Her son latched the door from inside. Darkness had fallen. It was the phase of the waning moon. Ketaki had
put a can, an ax, a sickle, and a vegetable knife in her basket. She had also tucked a pinch of opium into the corner
of her mouth—a habit she had given up years ago. Her whole being felt uneasy, but she walked firmly on. How
would she ever get anything done if she felt so weak?
She paused for a minute in front of the Shiva temple on the way. Bowing low, she said:
“You are saved, my Lord! Here I am, burning in the fires of my own doing, much before I could weep and my
tears could topple that altar of yours and sweep it away. Rest in peace for some time more, Lord.”
And then she went, through the darkness of the lane, mingling finally with the darkness of the night. Her dark
body and soiled dark clothes and the basket over her head all merged to become one with the night.
It was not yet dawn the next day when a great uproar was heard near the debighara. A fire raged across the
structure. The blaze had burned down the outer door, which had fallen to one side, leaving a mocking mouth, now
wide open, and still smoldering. Ketaki sat on a boulder nearby, calmly puffing on a bidi. In front of her lay a
whole pack of bidis, a box of matches, and an empty can of gasoline. The vegetable knife, the ax, and the sickle
lay there too, smeared with blood; Ketaki appeared to be out of her mind. Two men emerged from somewhere and
dragged her towards a jeep parked nearby.
People were surging in, creating a stampede. There were police officers everywhere. The fire fighters had also
arrived, and were dousing the debighara. Was Ketaki dreaming? She simply couldn’t remember anything.
Two onlookers forced their way through the fire and managed to pull out two half-burned young men.
Someone commented:
“Drunk. One of them was probably lighting a cigarette when it happened. Must have caught them unawares.
How tragic! Five strapping young men fight among themselves and get burned alive.”
“It’s always your own deed that gets you in the end,” another added.
The voices cleared Ketaki’s opium-induced stupor. Why was no one able to understand? Oh God! The basket,
the can, the sickle, the vegetable knife—they were all lying there. The police constable who snapped handcuffs on
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her wrists as she climbed into the jeep shouted at her:
“Come on, you harlot! You’ve chewed these young men alive. Where do you think you’re going?”
And then the truth dawned on Ketaki—that when those young men had had their fill of drinks and dropped
down drunk to the floor, she had poured out the gasoline from the can, lighted a match, and locked the door,
carefully latching it from the outside. The debighara had barely caught fire when a young man came rushing from
somewhere and tried frantically to open the latch. It was then that Ketaki had sliced through him with the ax. The
head had rolled away from the man’s body and came to rest beside the boulders. She had sat on the boulder and
kept chopping.
Yes, it was the very same man.
People crowded around and stared at her. The whole area was choked with cars and other vehicles. Suddenly a
voice was heard above the din.
“Wait! Wait please! Let me give her a drink of water. You can take her after that. Her throat must be parched.”
Startled, everyone turned to look.
The old man who had been doling out water at the crossroads paused with the jug he was holding for her. A
policeman grabbed his hand and yelled:
“Stop! What water is that? Have you put poison in it?”
“What? Poison? What are you saying, sir? Would I give poison to a woman like her? Please let me go.”
The old man edged his way to the police jeep. Ketaki looked around in a daze, but climbed down from the jeep
and stretched her cupped palms out towards him. Slowly he poured a stream of water into them. Tears from her
eyes mingled with the old man’s tears in the water in her palms. Drops trickled through the cracks between her
fingers and fell to the earth.
The world has been torn many times, has been bloodied too, and been salted and wetted with tears. But who
keeps a note of these events as they happen day after day?
The old man moistened the towel on his shoulder with the water left over in the jug, wiped Ketaki’s face with
the wet cloth, and hurried back. He didn’t look at her, but simply turned around and walked on.
Ketaki climbed back on the jeep in a trance. As on every other day, the sun was there in the sky, and the trident
on top of the Shiva temple could be seen from afar. But Ketaki went on staring at the earth, which had begun to
shimmer in the harsh heat of the sun.
Instead of tears though, today her eyes held fire.
33.197 Bebeji\fn{by Manjul Bhagat (1936- )} Meerut, Meerut District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 3
Bebeji loved it, squatting on the well-swept mud floor in front of the lowly tandur, the humble eating place of
the poor. The week before, she had eaten there three times. But Bebeji was not poor. She had cooked her usual
supper of buttered maize roti and sag of mustard greens. After having cooked it, she just could not bring herself to
sit down alone to it. Instead, she found herself pulled to the tiny warm place, the tandur, put together with flimsy
bamboo walls. How strong were the walls of the stately house Baoji had built for her. They reminded her of the
pillar-like strength and powerful personality of her late husband. Yet, death had snatched him away. The day he
died Bebeji had lost faith in the house too. It was no longer secure and indestructible.
“Son, why don’t you pickle the big lemons when they are in season?” she asked.
The tandurwala poked the fire in the deep hole sunk in the earth, slapped the round rotis on the walls of the
earthenware oven, and answered languidly:
“Why should I bother about the pickle? The curry I serve is tongue-tingling enough.”
“Ah! There was a time when it took me days just to slice the raw mangoes, juicy lemons, or fresh cauliflowers
to pickle them. I had to fill jars and jars of them, there were so many to eat them!”
The tandurwala brought out piping hot rotis from the homemade oven. He lifted them out quickly, with tongs.
Holding one out to the old lady, he coaxed:
“Here, have one more roti, Bebeji. Just see how golden-red this one is.”
“Yes, it is roasted just right. But I don’t want any more. Bless you though. May your little tandur become a big
hotel one day.”
Bebeji was touched by the tandurwala’s concern. She usually ate only a couple of rotis, but the old lady liked
to be pampered while eating. The aroma of oven-fresh rotis filled the hut, while the friendly glow of burning coals
in the tandur encircled her with a special warmth. She wrapped the shawl around her a little more snugly.
“Son, I will make a jarful of pickled cauliflower for you. Just watch how the pickle will bring you permanent
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customers. They will return just for the pickle and want more and more rotis to go with it.”
The tandurwala believed Bebeji. She had proven it last winter. She had given him two jars of the delicious
stuff. The customers asked for the pickle and the rotis, alternately. They just didn’t know how to stop. Licked their
fingers to the very bones. The tandurwala cooked less of the dal, meant to go free with the rotis. Instead, he
charged five paisa apiece for the pickle. He wanted to pay Bebeji for the pickle, but she would not hear of it. She
paid for her meals too, as usual.
The tandurwala could pay back this generosity only with an active and interested participation in Bebeji’s
conversation. There were prompt and well-timed nods from his side, whenever Bebeji was inspired to quote one
of her wise platitudes. She quoted one now.
“Son, in my family it is not the beast of burden which cries out in despair, but the load itself.”
“Hmm!” The tandurwala made the appropriate polite noise. Bebeji then elaborated the point.
“Now, I asked my younger son to come here and make his home with me. I could have relieved his lazy wife
of all the household chores. Can you imagine what he told me? He said his wife was adept at household chores
and that, if I closed down my establishment here, and went to live with them, life would be easier for me.
“Don’t I understand their tricks? His wife simply does not want me to interfere with her life. She wants me to
live with them as a guest.”
The tandurwala guessed there was another platitude coming.
“Ah! The daughters! They were plucked away by sons-in-law. And sons? Possessed by their wives. Only I
remain, a barren, old, lonely self!”
The tandurwala never pointed out that Bebeji had no daughters to be plucked. Instead, he consoled her by
protesting that, while he breathed, Bebeji could neither call herself barren, nor alone. Wasn’t he as much her son
as her own two? Why did she think he was sitting there so complacently plying his trade? Because he had Bebeji
at his side! He finished with histrionic flourish. Bebeji got up to go only after the last client had left.
What a huge house Baoji had built for her! To shield the interior from the vulgar view of the passersby, he had
built a grand verandah, leading first to an empty passageway and then to the rooms, all constructed with discretion
in mind.
All his elaborate planning had erred but once.
He was powerless against his own death.
The day he died, Bebeji became anesthetized against all physical pain, and against all minor pain. Only her
heart ached and throbbed, yearned and throbbed inside a wooden body. It made her wander in search of she knew
not what. Only the tandur gave her a little respite.
Then one day the tandurwala announced he was leaving for a brief visit to his village. Bebeji wandered about
like a tortured ghost inside her lonely house until one night at a late hour, she saw a tiny flicker of light at the
tandur. That night she slept for a while. But the break of dawn saw her lifting the bamboo curtain of the tandur
hut, which was now covered also by a thick bedspread. The curtain lifted to present a stunning view.
The tandurwala was spread-eagled on the tiny cot, a comely young woman cradled in one arm while the other
arm lay protectively across a two-year-old boy.
Bebeji bolted back, buttoning up her shirtsleeves primly. She covered her head to the hairline as she ran home.
Then she smiled as the truth dawned upon her. Why! The tandurwala had brought his family home, bless him.
She began to grate carrots for the sweet halwa she wanted to cook for them. She remembered how she had fed
Baoji till his dying day. Fifteen crushed almonds and a ladleful of pure ghee in his nightly glass of milk. But his
doctor friend gave him such a scare. The rascal told him that she would kill him by feeding him such a rich diet.
Bebeji stirred and stirred till all trace of fat disappeared from the milk. Then she ordered Baoji to gulp it all down.
But he took it in sips, the milk tasted so divine.
Yet, that athletic body turned into dust without warning. Baoji died quietly in his sleep.
Bebeji’s faith in God’s sagacity was shaken. Wasn’t Baoji someone? Bebeji’s very own? Then why was she not
forewarned of his end?
The tandurwala’s son Nikka became almost an extension of Bebeji. Always trotting beside her, he learned to
reach her house all by himself. When his parents were still asleep, he would toddle towards the big house and
clamber onto the old lady’s lap demanding his maize roti, buttered generously and sprinkled with sugar.
The child’s mother would arrive shortly thereafter, breathless and anxious. But she never forgot to touch
Bebeji’s feet first. Bebeji was stern with the young woman, always remonstrating with her for neglecting the little
one. The tandurwala’s faith in Bebeji strengthened as he watched her growing concern for his personal affairs.
Once, when the tandurwala had gone to watch a matinee show, Bebeji strolled towards his hut. She saw the
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young woman slumbering soundly while the tiny child smeared mud all over his body and played on his own.
Bebeji took the unguarded child home and reported the matter faithfully to the tandurwala in the evening. He
promptly slapped Panno in Bebeji’s presence for her careless ways. Thereafter, Panno and Nikka were seen more
and more at Bebeji’s house. Sometimes, the tandurwala, too, joined his family there. Then they all ate what
Bebeji fondly cooked for them,
Bebeji missed her sons whenever she cooked the traditional dishes. The elder one was far away, in a foreign
land. The younger one, though in the country, was wrapped up in his own life. He visited once every two years
with his family. He came by car and was always in a hurry to leave for other towns, vacationing all over the
country, but never in Amritsar.
Amritsar was the one town Bebeji yearned to visit. Her sister lived there, but her younger son always managed
to talk her out of going.
The tandurwala began to look after the minor repairs of the house. The leaking taps and the fused wires were
his responsibility now. Then one day, Bebejl ordered all of them to sleep the nights at her house. It was a good
proposal and one promptly acted upon.
After closing down the tandur they all slept at the great house, like one family.
One morning found Bebeji walking about in great agitation. That day, at last, she was to board a train for
Amritsar.
Sweet laddus and pinnis filled with dried fruit were all prepared and packed to be taken to Amritsar. The
tandurwala was to escort her. They were taking Panno and Nikka, too, lest they should both go astray in their
absence. The train did not leave until dusk, and the day had only just begun. Bebeji’s fond heart was impatient.
Just then a taxi came around the curve and halted beside her. Bebeji's lips formed a perfect O as she saw her
younger son Chhote get out of it with agility. His wife and two children followed, each clutching a suitcase. They
all touched her feet. She blessed them automatically. Her mind silently took in the fact that this time Chhote had
avoided driving his own car, lest Bebeji take up the matter of motoring down to Amritsar again.
Chhote marched inside. Bebeji followed, still stunned by his sudden arrival. Chhote hesitated at the bedroom,
now occupied by the tandurwala and his family. Bebeji visualized the intimate scene that her son must now be
taking in, the wanton fearlessness of the young woman clasped in her husband’s strong arms. Her guess proved
right as she saw her son galloping back, an unhealthy red spreading on his cheeks.
“Who are they?” he stammered.
“Son, he is the tandurwala,” said Bebeji simply.
“Well, why isn’t he at the tandur, then? What is he doing here in my house?” Chhote demanded.
“He sleeps here.”
“But why?”
“Because I feel scared at night.”
“You? Scared? At this age, Mother?” Chhote was incredulous.
Just then, Panno made her youthful appearance. Still warm with sleep and raising her arms to her uncovered
head, she yawned and stretched. Chhote’s wife blinked at the vision. Spotting the visitors, Panno covered her head
respectfully.
“Panno, touch your sister-in-law’s feet,” commanded Bebeji.
Panno obeyed.
Chhote’s wife retreated a few steps, stung at being called the sister-in-law of lowly Panno. Bebeji now brought
out Nikka and ordered him to fold his hands in greeting to the visitors. Still dazed with sleep, Nikka was about to
holler for his morning needs. But he obeyed Bebeji.
“Mother, would you please step aside, for a moment?”
Chhote scrambled over the sprawling luggage and took his mother aside.
“Why is this entire family of bandits here?” he demanded furiously.
“I told you, they only sleep here at night.” Bebeji lost her patience now. To change the scene, she took Nikka
over to the drain, prompting him to pee. The boy took up the cue immediately. Chhote was beside himself.
“Will you listen here, Mother?” he persisted.
Bebeji addressed Panno in theatrical whispers.
“Go child, tell your husband. We shall not go to Amritsar after all, Chhote is here.”
For the next two days Chhote raged silently. He saw strangers swarming all over his property. Unable to bear it
any longer, he shouted in a loud voice, for all to hear:
“Mother, when are these people going to get out of my house?”
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“Son, how long will you be staying?” Bebeji countered innocently.
“Never mind that. Why doesn’t this vagabond family sleep in their own hut?”
“Son, next time you come, you must wire your arrival in advance.”
“Bebeji, listen, let me tell the fellow to get out now!” Chhote demanded.
“Yes, you must let me know in advance. So that you do not find the house locked.”
“Why locked?”
“Because, we could be away, in Amritsar.” Bebeji finished, firmly and happily.
The “we” in his mother’s sentence upset Chhote more than the prospect of the gates of the great house being
locked against him. He looked dumbfounded at his mother.
Could the old lady have gone mad? Could that be possible? he pondered.
11.84 & 33.200 1. A Story Wriggling Along The Rail Tracks 2. Fun And Games: Two Short Stories\fn{by Jeelani
Bano (1936- )} Badayun, Badayun District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 4
1
The people were looking at the sky as if there was no God living on earth. Under the bridge some rail bogies
lay in complete shambles while the river which was in spate swirled past them as if it was determined to wipe
everything out of existence. The jungle was resounding with the cries of the injured passengers. A night had
passed but many passengers were still lying entangled in the wrecked bogies and crying for help while the dead
bodies buried under the carriages were being pulled out and deposited on the river bank. A huge crowd had
gathered along the bank and was curiously watching a contingent of medical army men at work. The air was filled
with heart-rending cries. A powerful stench rose from the mangled bodies keeping the crowd from drifting nearer.
Every now and then some people frantically pushed themselves through the crowd and rushed towards the place
where the dead bodies lay mangled out of recognition.
“Is it yours?”
“No.”
“And this one?”
“Yes … No … I’m sure.”
Oh, God! What a ghastly sight. They looked in horror at broken and disfigured faces, trying to recognize their
own kith and kin among them. It seemed as if the wails of the injured would rip the jungle apart.
“Your relative? Sure? Then take the dead body and move on. Oh, you there! Come turn by turn.” Some men
deputed by the municipality were trying to keep the crowd under control.
Death had claimed so many lives all at once, making people inured against the great calamity. It was proving
quite a job to carry away bodies, swollen out of shape and rendered heavier by remaining in water for a long time.
Why were these people born? Just to die in a horrible manner? To torment their relatives out of spite?
*
“Saab, my man! Bawa! … Bawa!”
A woman in rags, apparently a beggar, advanced towards the dead bodies. She was carrying an infant in her
arms and there were four naked children following her, weeping. She seemed to have gone out of her mind with
grief.
“Get back! Come later!” Every time the woman came forward the man in charge of the dead bodies pushed her
away.
“Saab, my Bhura! I’m waiting here since yesterday, Saab. He used to beg on trains. He was in this train.”
“Oh, this beggar woman has made my life hell! Move on! I say, move on! Well, all the dead bodies are lying
there. The male ones are on that side. Hurry up! See if your man is there.”
The man gave her a violent push and then turned to his companion “Sali, the way she is trying to find her man!
As if she is going to perform his funeral rites!”
A foolish woman! Why didn’t they tell her that they had made arrangements to bury dead bodies free of
charge? They would be dumped into deep ditches and covered over with earth. What more did she want?
“You, woman, have you found your man? What are you looking for on the ground? He must have flown to
heaven long ago.”
“He was wearing a black lungi and there was a leather bag slung over his shoulder.”
“Aee, the black lungi must have come off his waist long ago,” the man said. “What a foolish woman you are!
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Do you think the looters would have spared his bag? They would have taken it away in a jiffy. On hearing that a
train had fallen into the river they must have made a beeline to this place. To loot things. Hurry up, will you?
What’s that black piece of cloth?”
“Oh, it must be my man. He had a big running sore on his leg.”
“Then remove the dead body at once and be gone. The police people do not allow anyone to linger here.”
The dead body had become very heavy. It must have weighed maunds and maunds. She could never imagine
that he would be so heavy.
“Bawa! Bawa!” the famished children cried as they saw their dead father’s body.
The eight-year old Munna came forward to lend a helping hand to his mother. But a wave of stench assailed his
nostrils and he fell back.
“Ya Allah, I’m ruined. Munna’s Bapu, why have you deserted us?”
She sat down by the side of the dead body, utterly exhausted and full of despair. A policeman advanced
towards her, brandishing his baton.
“Hurry up!” the policeman cried. “Take away the body and go. Later on you will have all the time in the world
to weep at home. If you delay the dead body will be dumped in a lorry and taken away.”
Choti got up, feeling terribly apprehensive. To carry a dead body in a lorry meant paying some money to the
lorry owner. Most of the other people were carrying their dead bodies in this manner. And she would also have to
buy a shroud and arrange for the dead man’s burial. But she had no money nor a home where she could assemble
the members of her community to perform the rites in connection with the burial.
She had no regular home. She used to sit under a crumbling wall in front of the railway station with her five
children. Her husband, Bhura, would leave early in the morning by the Ajanta Express, his bag hanging from his
shoulder, and return late in the evening with his bag filled with the leftovers of passengers. Choti had built a roof
of old tarpaulin over her head by driving nails into the wall and they would all sit under the roof to protect
themselves against the sun and the rain. It was here that Choti had become the mother of five children. When
young, some village hoodlums had abducted her from her village and after having a good time with her for five or
six months they had discarded her and left her in front of the railway station. When she came to herself, she found
to her horror that her legs were broken. It was at this crucial juncture that Bhura came to her rescue. He nursed her
and looked after her for months together. She could not clearly recall as to when she became a wife from a
companion. Bhura begot five children from her.
“Will you or will you not take away the dead body? How long will you keep waiting here with these five brats
of yours?”
“Babu, I don’t have any money. I am a beggar and delivered a child only a few days ago.”
“Well, then remove yourself from here with your children. I won’t allow you to stay here a moment longer,
making a nuisance of yourself. We shall bury this dead body along with other unclaimed bodies. Come here.”
The man produced a fat register.
“Put your thumb mark over here. Where do you live? What’s your name? What was your dead man’s name?”
They dragged away Bhura’s dead body and Choti started crying along with her children. She wanted to remove
the piece of cloth from his face and have a last look at it But they were in too great a hurry to allow her to do so.
*
When she returned to her old place, her five famished children in tow, the hawkers and rickshawallas gathered
round her.
“Poor, helpless woman!” they said, their hearts oozing with sympathy. “Her husband died in that disaster,
leaving behind five children to care for.”
It was only now that Choti fully realized how much sunshine, Bhura, the blind beggar, had brought into her
life. She could not fill her children’s bellies with it. Since her children had grown up on others’ leftovers Choti had
not improvised a hearth or had a cooking pot to cook rice in. Till now it was she who used to distribute her surplus
food among other beggars.
“Arnma, get me a bag,” Munna said. “Like Bawa I’ll also travel in trains and beg food from passengers.”
But Choti would have none of it.
“You are too small for that,” she said. “And if you fall … that’ll be the end of it No, I won’t allow you to beg
on the trains.”
Though Choti tried her best to dissuade the boy from going to the station yet he would run up and down the
standing trains and collect a rupee or two in alms in the course of the day.
*
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“What’s your name? Do they call you Choti? Did your man die in the Ajanta Express accident? It was a
railway clerk questioning Choti. He was carrying a heavy register with him.
“Well, come to the railway office tomorrow and collect your five thousand rupees,” the clerk told Choti.
“Five thousand rupees!” Choti almost collapsed on hearing the news. Was Bhura really as precious as that?
On getting five thousand rupees Choti found that her life had undergone a sea change. The power of money
had opened new worlds to her. Like all moneyed people she was always on her guard against the people around
her, regarding the whole world as her enemy.
She ate to her fill, regaled her children with buns and tea. She bought a new sari for herself and began to see
dreams of living in a room having a tin roof over it Her broken legs had suddenly become amazingly strong so
that she could move about on the railway platform without feeling any strain. What a nice man Bhura was! Even
in death he had provided her with means of living well.
*
When Choti went to sleep at night Bhura would suddenly plant himself before her and then grope towards her
leaning on his lathi. The stench from his clothes would fill the room. Choti felt guilty at not having provided a
proper shroud for him. That was why his soul kept wandering around her in this manner.
Choti would close her eyes but she would still find him standing there.
“Choti! Choti!” … Yes, the unfortunate man used to call her just in that tone of voice.
“Choti, are you asleep?” Choti got up flustered. In the dim station light she saw Bhura standing before her,
wearing the same black lungi, his old leather bag hanging from his shoulder.
“Who … Who are you?” Choti became jittery. “Angry? Are you angry with me?”
Bhura’s hands groped in the dark as he tried to pull her towards him like a lovelorn husband.
“I had fallen out with a railway policeman,” Bhura explained. “He pushed me out of the carriage at a wayside
station. Mistakenly, I got into a train bound for Bombay.”
“Raap re! So you are still living? So you have returned?” Choti started trembling with fear. “But you had died
in the Ajanta Express accident,” Choti added after a pause. “I had gone to the site of the accident to find out about
you. Those people had taken away your dead body.”
“My dead body? What are you saying?”
Choti failed to come out with a satisfactory explanation. All she could do was to keep crying. “You had died in
that train accident,” she repeated, “and the station Babu had given me five thousand rupees as compensation for
your death.”
“Five thousand!” Bhura jumped excitedly. Had his life been evaluated at five thousand rupees? He had not
thought of it even in his dreams.
“We are in a tight spot.” Choti suddenly became thoughtful. “If those people come to know that you are alive
they will snatch away the money from me.” Holding her head between her hands Choti started crying.
Bhura felt so ashamed of himself that he wished that he could sink into the earth. What a blunder he had
committed by staying alive!
“Bawa, where have you come from?” Munna and Bitto had woken up. “Was that body full of stench not
yours?”
When the children learnt that their money would be snatched away now that their father was alive they also
started crying.
“No, I’ll not let that happen,” suddenly Bhura said resolutely. Searching for his lathi, he said, “Choti, we shall
disappear from here. Get up. The Bombay Express is due to arrive.”
They hastily collected their belongings, tied them up in bundles and dragging their sleepy children proceeded
towards the station. Bhura had covered his face with a piece of cloth. As the train slowly pulled out of the station,
Choti cast lingering looks at the tattered piece of tarpaulin cloth which was fluttering in the air as if bidding
goodbye to them. “Good, that I have left my old things behind,” Choti said with the bravado of a Maharani who
was going to enter her palace.
*
Ultimately they settled down outside a small wayside station where no express trains stopped. Only goods and
passenger trains stopped here once a day and once they stopped, they made no sign of starting again. But the hut
with a tin roof situated outside the station was very comfortable and cozy indeed. As was their old habit, Munna
and Bitto would run up to the station and come back with some coins gathered from the passengers as alms.
But Bhura had become very lazy and had become addicted to drinking. He would keep lying in the hut,
coughing wheezily and squabbled with Choti for money all the time. It did not take long for Choti’s money to
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disappear like the damp fuel wood with which she stoked her hearth.
Her hungry children would run after the rail passengers for alms. In the slum-like locality Bhura would knock
about, leaning on his lathi. But he could not procure anything more than a fistful of food grains. Hunger would
rage like a fire in the bellies of the seven members of the family. Frustrated, they would fly at each other’s throats.
Even now when they recalled the story of those five thousand rupees they would feel as if the gate of paradise had
opened for them.
“What made you think that it was my dead body?” Bhura asked to divert his mind from hunger.
“Amma had just kept crying. It was I who went and stood by the dead body and told them it was my father’s
body,” Munna said with pride. “These people took me at my word and no more questions were asked.”
“A clever boy, indeed!” Bhura rolled his blind eyes in their socket. Hunger is the worst disease of all but the
children are the panacea of all ills.
“But I had also asserted that it was Bawa,” Bitto said authoritatively. She wanted to impress upon them that
she had also played as important a role as Munna’s in this five thousand rupees drama.
“I had gone mad out of grief,” Choti said. “How was I to know that your death would fetch us five thousand
rupees?”
“It always happens like that,” Bhura said. “It’s the government’s rule. If anyone is run over by a train or meets
with a rail accident the government must compensate the victim or its family with money.”
Munna and Bitto were listening intently to Bhura but Choti glared at the sightless man. They had dragged his
body and dumped it in the lorry. And that was the end of it. But God only know from where he had suddenly
descended upon them to claim his share of these five thousand rupees.
Early in the morning after Bhura and Munna left to beg alms, Choti sat down outside her hut to pick lice from
Bitto’s head. Before them a vast jungle stretched into the distance. On the other side there was a wide stretch of
fields, beyond which they could see the improvised huts of nomads who had set up camp to help in laying down a
new railway line. A thin dirt track cut through the fields towards the village.
A train was due to arrive. The station master was waving the green flag while a few passengers were frantically
running towards him to make sure that they would not miss boarding the train.
But it was a goods train. Crossing the platform it slowly picked up speed. And then they heard a loud report
and the train stopped with a jolt.
Perhaps the locomotive had come off the rails. People ran towards the engine.
“Someone has got crushed under the wheels! It’s a goat! No, it’s a child belonging to those nomads.”
Choti and Bitto also ran in the direction of the accident As Bitto saw the body drenched in blood she cried,
“It’s my brother, Munna! Munna! Munna! Amma, Munna has been run over by the train!”
“Munna?” Choti’s head reeled as if someone had pierced a spear through her heart
“Please move aside—all of you! It’s my brother!” Bitto beamed as she gave the news to the people standing
around her. The entire station was filled with people. Choti was standing there, leaning against a wall, her eyes
closed.
“Bawa! Bawa! Munna has got crushed under the nin. I’ve recognized him,” Bitto cried as she saw her father
coming in the distance. Then her eyes fell on Munna who was walking a few steps behind his father.
Bitto angrily curled up her lips.
“Munna, you rogue, what made you come here just at his juncture?”
2
“Give me a piece of bread. Give me something to eat.”
She stood in the hot sun on the rock-hard floor of the courtyard. There was no flesh on any part of her body.
With her the mysteries of human anatomy were like an open book.
“Mother, give her a piece of bread. She’s been roaming in the neighborhood since yesterday begging for food,”
young Adil pleaded with his mother.
“Get lost,” Mother shouted at the girl. “What cheek, planting herself in the yard, demanding food, as though
we owe something to her father.”
“Wheat is selling at three rupees a kilo. How can one give away bread to beggars?” chimed in Grandma, seated
on her prayer mat and looking for her rosary.
“A piece of bread,” the girl whined again.
“Will you go, or shall I pick up my shoe to beat you?” Grandma’s sequence of prayers was broken.
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“Why don’t you give her something to eat or find some work for her to do? The wretched girl is starving,” Adil
ventured, taking pity on her sunken belly.
“That’s right. We’ll take her on as servant.”
Mother seemed to brighten up at the idea.
“God has heard my prayers. Look, wench, will you work for us?”
“Work? What work?” the girl mumbled, a look of incomprehension on her face. After a moment’s pause she
started sobbing again.
“Give me a piece of bread.”
“O.K., we’ll feed you, but you’ll have to work for us.”
Mother suddenly remembered that there was some cooked rice left over from yesterday that she hadn’t felt like
throwing away. She was waiting for a mendicant beggar to whom she could give it, bringing down God’s
blessings on her in the bargain.
“Thank God, we have found a servant at last.”
Azra heaved a sigh of relief. Examinations were around the corner, and all her time at home was taken up with
cleaning and cooking. She had to walk a mile to school, and her back felt like breaking, from washing clothes
incessantly.
“Listen, wench, can you cook?”
If one has to employ a servant, one is entitled to some comfort. Who can pay the salary and feed a servant for
nothing?
The girl said nothing. She merely stared at the mother, as though there was no use answering such silly
questions. One needed stoves for cooking, and how many houses had stoves? This time the question came from
Grandma.
“Can you cook meat?” she asked.
She had designated herself the chairperson of the intervening committee.
“Grandma, why mention meat to her? She may be a Hindu,” Adil remonstrated in a low tone.
“What? A Hindu?”
Mother sat up.
“The girl hardly has any clothes on her. How is one to know if she is a Muslim or Hindu? It’s good Adil has
alerted us. The wretched girl would have robbed us of our precious religious relics.”
“Are you a Hindu?”
“Hindu?”
The girl’s voice seemed to grow fainter by the minute.
“What a stupid girl.” Mother couldn’t suppress her laughter. “She’ll drive me mad.”
The talk of the girl’s presence in the house seemed to have reached the elder brother in his room. Throwing
aside the detective novel he had been reading, he came out in search of the girl.
“So thin,” he said with disgust, “and much too young. Get your elder sister, if you have one.”
He turned to his mother and said, “She’s very young and is of no use!” He thought to himself that if this girl
was willing to do anything for a little food, the elder sister would certainly be of some use!
“My sister?” she asked. She seemed ready to lie down, and go to sleep right there.
“Look at this! This young lady has come to stay here permanently,” Azra started laughing, raising her head
from her book.
“Give one a little bread,” the girl repeated, ignoring all remarks.
“See how clever she is. She doesn’t say anything about working. The wretch will disappear the moment she
gets something to eat.”
“Have you worked anywhere before?” Grandma continued her investigation. She whispered into the mother’s
ear, “Who knows, she may be a thief’s accomplice! She might get up in the night and open the door from inside.”
The girl did seem to look stealthily towards the kitchen, where the stoves glowed like the devil’s eyes, and
from which emerged the appetizing aroma of rice and lentils being cooked into a kichidi.
“She’s a thief, all right. See how her eyes roam around so greedily?” Azra, being a student of psychology,
could claim to read people’s minds and their hidden desires.
“Rooo-t-eee,” the girl whimpered. She could hardly make her voice heard.
“The wretched girl is dumb. God knows what she is mumbling.”
“That suits me fine,” the elder brother thought to himself. “That wretched Naseeban had a loose tongue and
spread all kinds of stories about me in the neighborhood.”
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“I’ll give you seven rupees a month. It will be a full-time job,” Mother told the girl.
“Seven rupees! Have you gone mad, daughter-in-law? Seven rupees to a waif like her? Five rupees and not a
paisa more. Stay if you are willing, otherwise get going.”
She nodded her head in consent. The moment the deal was struck, the elder brother’s wife emerged from her
room. Then she started in at once.
“Wash the baby’s clothes. Scour out the pans, and clean the baby’s bottle with hot water.”
The young lady thought that if she listed these duties then, there would be no misunderstandings about the
work schedule later.
The girl continued to sit in the hot sun, her head lowered between her knees.
“Mother, tell her to water the plants—I’m so busy with my exams,” Azra said, without lifting her eyes from the
book.
“When you’re through with her, send her to me.” Grandma suddenly remembered her aching limbs. “I’ll be
able to sleep a little if she massages my body.”
“I’ll never eat anything cooked by her. She’s so untidy,” the elder brother remarked, probing her body once
again. “Ask her if she has an elder sister.”
“Where do you live? Where’s your house?”
“Get up and sweep the floor.”
“How clever she is,” Azra raised her eyes from the psychology textbook.
“Mother, give her a little bread,” Adil pleaded, and then left the house.
“But listen to me first,” the grandmother exclaimed, opening her snuffbox. “Does anyone around here know
you? Who’ll be responsible if something is lost?”
“If you break a plate or a cup, the cost will be deducted from your pay.” The mother issued another warning.
“See how immobile she becomes the moment work is mentioned,” Azra remarked. “Do you think she wants to
work? Feed her, and she will disappear in no time.”
“Get up and sweep the floor.”
“Wash the baby’s clothes first.”
“And never eat anything without my permission.”
“See how she pretends to be dying when asked to do a little work? Let’s have a little fun now.”
Azra tossed aside the book she’d been reading, went inside, and returned with some bread in her hand. She
waved it above the girl’s head.
“Here, catch this!”
She tried to lift the girl’s drooping head. It fell limp in her hand.
The show had come to an end.
84.69 Kith And Kin\fn{by Rajinder Kaur (1936- )} Kåangra District?, Himachal Pradesh?, India (F) 2
The dead body was brought home from the hospital at two in the morning. At the hospital all had wept silently,
but as soon as they reached home they burst out crying, wailing and weeping hysterically. Tears flowed, knowing
no barriers.
Ramdevi, her two daughters-in-law and her two sons were grief crazed.
It was only two days ago that Babu Ram Saran had suffered a heart attack. Immediately, he was rushed to
hospital. Two days and two nights of running about and shuttling between the hospital and home had left
everybody weary and exhausted. Last evening Babu Ram Saran seemed to recover. He had talked to his wife
Ramdevi and his two sons.
But at night all of a sudden he expired. No one had even dreamt that the master of the house would leave them
all so soon.
Ramdevi’s eldest son Kishore, with tears in his eyes and sorrow drenched voice, asked everyone to be calm
and compose himself or herself.
Gradually the wailing and crying subsided. A melancholy silence prevailed in the house. Ramdevi’s head was
on her right knee, her hands clutching her legs. She was staring fixedly at the floor. Ashok and Kishore too, with
eyes swollen, sat with their heads clutched between their hands. Ramdevi’s younger daughter-in-law was trying to
put her baby to sleep in her lap. Ramdevi’s grandson Ramesh had already gone to sleep near his mother Preeti.
Some old memory of Babu Ram Saran stirred Ramdevi again and she began to keen and wail once more. Both
the children woke up and began to cry. Her two sons too raised their heads and looked helplessly at her.
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Becoming aware that she was stoking the dying embers of grief again, Ramdevi stopped crying abruptly as if a
train running at full speed was braked to a halt. She was feeling guilty.
Ramesh had again gone to sleep. The baby too fell asleep in Usha’s lap. Ramdevi’s sons and daughters-in-law
once again sat sorrowfully resting their heads on their knees.
Once again silence reigned in the house.
Far away somewhere the sound of the watchman’s whistle was heard. The moments were creeping away
slowly.
Ramdevi sat silently, her head on her knees, lost in the memories of her past.
*
Only four days ago, when Babu Ram Saran was going to the market to buy vegetables, he had said,
“Ramdevi, come with me to the market.”
“I! No, no! You go alone, please! I don’t feel like it.” Ramdevi had replied dryly.
“Why, what have you to do at home?” he had asked.
“I can’t walk! I get tired of walking,” she had replied with hesitation.
“Ramdevi, you have started talking of getting tired now at this age! God knows how many more years we have
to live still. We better keep ourselves fit.”
“But it is time to prepare the dinner. I have to light the fire and look after the baby.”
“O, for so many years you have been doing all that. Now you should leave these chores to your daughters-inlaw.”
“As long as there’s strength in one’s bones one should go on working. Otherwise, no one will offer even a
glass of water to you.”
“Now come, come. Why waste time in argument? Let’s go. I don’t ask you every day.”
And she had agreed. While stepping out she had said “ta-ta” and called a “bye-bye” to the baby. She felt as if
both her daughters-in-law were staring at them and smiling.
“What will they think?” she said as soon as they had come into the street.
“Let them think what they wish. They too often leave their children with you and go to the movies. Ramdevi,
now the times have changed. Remember your own times? You could not even raise your eyes before your motherin-law. In your youth you feared your father and mother-in-law. Later you got busy with your children. Only now
there is some relief. All the children are well settled. Let them take care of themselves. I too have retired. Now we
must go out for a walk in the morning and evening.”
At the market place, Babu Ram Saran himself bought all the vegetables. Till now Ramdevi had never bought
any vegetables herself. She was always busy inside the house.
On their way back, Babu Ram Saran remembered something. Ramdevi had been asking for a pair of chap pals
for quite some time. Babu Ram Saran stopped at the shoe store and asked her to select a pair.
Ramdevi stared at him in surprise. Till now she had never bought any clothes or shoes of her own choice for
herself. Babujee’s choice had always been hers too. And now in her old age what would she do with her own
choice?
*
The chappals bought that day were still lying in the doorway. Her eyes fell on them. Something broke within
her. But she dared not break the all pervading silence in the house. To suppress the flood of agony welling up in
her eyes and throat, she put the wad of her sari end in her mouth.
Far away somewhere a cock was crowing. People were going to the milk booths, their bottles clinking in their
bags. And gradually the street resounded with the usual noise.
Kishore asked Usha to prepare tea. When Usha brought the tea, there were five cups in the tray. Kishore and
Ashok took their cups silently. Preeti twice looked at her mother-in-law and desisted, but later she also picked up
a cup.
Usha brought a cup to her mother-in-law but Ramdevi sat motionless.
“Mother, please take some tea, You have not slept for two nights. Any moment now people would start coming
in.”
But Ramdevi was silent. She thought, “How can I take tea when the dead body of my husband is lying before
me? I, who had never touched food without giving it to Babuji first? No! It is impossible!” And she shook her
head.
After drinking there tea, one by one all went out. Usha got busy with her baby. Preeti began to help Ramesh in
cleaning his teeth. Her two sons started making arrangements to seat the people coming in for condolence.
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Ramdevi’s left knee felt stiff as she had been resting her head on it for a long time. She now shifted it to the
other knee. Her left leg had become numb. If she moved her leg even a little, she felt pins and needles.
All of a sudden she wanted to uncover Babuji’s face and have a look at it. Then she trembled. If one of the
daughters-in-law saw her doing it?
Whenever Babu Ram Saran and Ramdevi had sat together and talked, she had always felt that her daughtersin-law, were whispering to each other about them. Once she had overheard one of them say,
“These old people are never tired of talking, even after all these years.” The other had said,
“People become more romantic in their old age.”
She used to wonder then how she could disengage from her life-long companion in old age. They needed each
other now even more. Their sons and daughters-in-law had no concern with old people’s joys and sorrows. They
got busy with their own children from the break of day.
For him, only she provided water in the bath room, only she arranged his clothes, prepared his breakfast and
sent him to the temple. How could these daughters-in-law know what things he liked to eat, what his favorite dish
was? They could only laugh and make fun.
She began to sob again.
Now the neighbors had started coming in. Relatives had also arrived. The whole day long, sounds of weeping
and keening echoed in the house. Everyone was crying—Ramdevi’s daughters, her sisters-in-law, her daughtersin-law. Now at least there was no one to stop Ramdevi from weeping out her woe and sorrow. Her wailing
mingled with the general weeping and crying.
No, there was no one to laugh at her now.
*
The last rites of her husband have been performed. All the relatives have left for their homes. And Ramdevi,
with her baby in her lap, is sitting out in the verandah. Osha and Preeti are in the kitchen. The baby has started
crying. Ramdevi goes to the kitchen to bring milk for her. But she stops still at the door. Usha is saying:
“Mother has become so weak from crying all these days. Even old age doesn’t decrease one’s love, after all.”
Preeti replies:
“Oh, No! She didn’t weep so much. You should have seen my mother when my father died. She wept so much
that she fainted again and again. After all, having spent the whole of one’s life with one’s partner … but my
mother was very young then.”
Ramdevi could hear no more. She could not stand there any longer. Her heart swelled. And stuffing the end of
her sari in her mouth, she went back to the verandah. Now only the enveloping darkness of the evening was
witness to her tears, flowing quietly down her cheeks.
68.55 Photographer’s Day\fn{by Radheshyam Sharma (1936- )} Vavol, Gandhinagar District, Gujarat State, India
(M) 1
The dark room. The photographer saw through a window mesh the hazy dawn moving up the street as he lay in
bed. The noisy chirping of the birds that were about to leave after spending the night on the neem and the
pomegranate trees, rubbed like a file against the photographer’s ears.
Click!
“Malli, sit straight and look at the lens. Chin slightly lower … not very low, yes, that’s fine …”
“Why have you dipped your eyelashes in collyrium with jasmine scent? You can never sit still—little butterfly!”
As many hollows as found on the planet of the moon have been chiseled and scattered on the cheek.
Chhi … chhi … chhi …
The photographer started transforming the morning sounds of the birds into a picture on the screen of his mind.
The elder son’s careless snoring led him to imagine some wild bear’s sneezes. He wanted to press his eyes hard.
The blue sky turned to a darker hue and hovered over lush green fields. In the pond which had turned into snuff
color, pitch black buffaloes glistened with their tails hanging in the water. There, with a crock-crock-crock sound,
a swarm of locusts moved with a slanting motion over the open fields.
The dawn, having lost its whiteness of frosted glass, released the stark yellowness in the reins of space. The
jarring homing of some old car on the quiet street was heard on the main road.
Click!
Can a “positive” be processed from the plate of the air generated by the flapping of the wings of chirping
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sparrows?
“Toru, you’re really fantastic! Your name should have been Vichitra-Tarang instead of mere Tarang.
“Like Vichitra-Veena?”
“Stop it!”
As some bones moved on the string-cot, the photographer’s ear caught the sound of the movement of life.
Click!
The flash of a bulb.
A lonely terrace of the house, wife standing against the railing.
“What a mess! Why did you close your eyes?”
“Thanks to your camera …”
A ten-year-old boy. A huge portrait of Rana Pratap in a big hall of an old mansion. The tall Chetaka-Rana
Pratap’s horse. A pillar-like spear, dagger-like mustache. Jai Eklinga, armors of twenty-thousand valiant soldiers.
You’re a master juggler with the camera.”
“My name is Tarang, not a master juggler.”
The photographer fingered his hair flattened by being pressed to the pillow. The room was semi-dark as the
darkness was dissolving. The rest of the darkness was swallowed in the photographer’s yawn which was like a
deep well. The wife sat up on the bed. As she rubbed her eyes, the slime spread on her face. What is the texture of
the phlegm which irritates the throat? Tarang’s mental reply: Like a wild bat hanging on a banyan tree. A tremor
of primus stove from the small kitchen. Wondering whether to open his eyes or not, the photographer caressed the
black wart on his forehead with the thumb of his left hand.
“Tie a hair of a horse’s tail tightly, and the wart will fall off”—the voice of neighbor Chenama.
“The mew … mew sound from a wooden ladder. Have you ever counted the steps on a ladder? Yes—as many
as the months in a year.
The photographer’s eyes abruptly opened and fell on the mirror—on which mercury had worn out. Gave a
minute to a broken comb to pass through his tangled hair. Tarang squinted his eyes and started observing his
reflection in the mirror. While brushing his teeth arid moving in the room, he had a feeling as though somebody
had pressed his door bell. A flash—there isn’t a soul either inside the house or outside or in the sky. Only I am, all
alone. The scattered rays of the sun were seen reflected in the street by the mirror.
The bathroom. Water continuously running from the tap …
An air-conditioned office of an editor of a daily. A thundering sound like a gun-shot.
“How you've bungled! Why isn’t there a picture of mine when I was with the minister? If this is what you’re
going to do, then you’ll have to leave the job and sit at home. Look, you must get beautiful photographs of
Neeta’s arangetram. Don’t forget that you’ve come here after changing jobs at four or five dailies.”
On the thin mesh of the bathroom window, the photographer’s steady lens-eye caught a moving cockroach
with a mustache. Wide veil of water poured on the lens-eye with a big mug.
“Come, now, second round of tea is ready,” the wife’s voice.
The photographer takes out his camera carefully from a leather case hanging on a peg and wiped it with the
edge of his kurta. Holds the camera with both the hands in the direction of his wife, who is pouring tea, says
“shoot” to himself and clicks.
“Have you taken my picture?”
“No, there’s no film in the camera.”
“When will you take my picture?”
“Bring tea.”
While drinking tea, he glanced through the view-finder at the raised voice of the careless boy. Mew … mew …
on the ladder. Tarang grumbled to himself:
“My own cat snarling at me, is it?”
Yellow flowers and a tiny patch of blue sky continued floating in the fast flowing water on the smooth side
near the edge of a pavement. The photographer, as was his daily habit, smoked a Charminar and took a calcutti
paan while listening to a film song on radio at a paan shop. Counted the extinguished lights on the lamp posts in
the street …
A shop of bicycles for hire. Its fat owner saying, “Pump it yourself,” looked like a replica of hippopotamus.
A huge procession crushing a narrow street under the echoes of footsteps. Close-up of slogan-cards. The
procession passed by, compelling the photographer to get off his bicycle … zindabad …
Crossing the bazaars, restaurants, squares, theaters and at the end of a wooden bridge, the fast-pedaled bicycle
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stopped near a desolate zoo in the early hours of morning. A cow was walking in the half-dried lake, engraving
the print of its hoofs. Behind it a tall white heron with its long feet was efficiently pouncing upon the insects with
its beak from the hollows made by the hoofs.
The faces of various human beings were collectively represented in the photographer’s face near the zoo
resembled a Ganapati’s mask in a bhavai performance. Tarang was afraid that the iron spokes of the gate painted
in red and yellow colors may be swept away in the stormy wind. On entering the animal enclosure, Tarang put
peanuts in his mouth and stared at the eyes of a fox in its cage. It seemed to look beautiful rather than cunning.
Click! Click!
An exhibition of photographs at the Cultural Center. Editor’s “hearty congratulations” to Tarang who was
walking in wearing his bush-shirt covered with gold and silver badges. Tarang’s slap to the editor. Next morning a
banner line in the newspaper …
A programme had been arranged in the zoo to make a tiger and a goat drink water from the same tank!
Click! … click! … click!
35.47 Kabadi\fn{by Anand aka P.Sachidamand (1936- )} Irinjalakuda, Thissur District, Kerala State, India (M) 5
Noor Mohammad, emerging out of his disturbed sleep into the filth of wakefulness as he opened his eyes, did
not hear the loaded truck arrive and take a reverse turn. For the kabadiwalas who lived in the outskirts of
Nizamuddin, this was the most painful time of the day—when the army of mosquitoes retreated and the army of
flies took over with all its might. The unfinished sleep, the problem of answering nature’s call before the arrival of
daylight, the change of guard of mosquitoes and flies, another day of filth knocking at the door—all these send
kabadiwalas scurrying in all directions. It was not surprising, therefore, that Noor Mohammed, though he had
heard the truck arriving, did not pay any attention to it.
More trucks arrived. Men got down from them. At sunrise they numbered a thousand. Their number swelled
into several thousands as the sun rose up into the sky. They encircled the slums of the kabadiwalas, the small hills
of junk they had collected and all the filth and dirt the kabadis themselves had excreted, then picking up the
shovels and pickaxes they had brought with them, they set to work. The kabadis saw they were extending the
boundary of the Hindu crematorium which lay adjacent, into the wasteland where their slums stood, by
demolishing the old wall and setting up a new one. Noor Mohammed and his people watched uneasily as the
crematorium opened its mouth to swallow their huts.
Their uneasiness turned to alarm as another horde, representing the kabristan on the other side, rushed to the
scene. The kabadis knew better than to consider them their friends, for they too had a claim to the wasteland. In
fact the kabristan had already started eating into the slums. Recently a couple of bodies had been buried right in
front of the make-shift huts.
Everything happened quickly after that as Hindus and Muslims fought each other with stones and bricks for
some time. Then torches were lit and thrown at each other. Some of them fell on the piles of junk-paper and
plastic that the kabadiwalas had gathered in front of their huts.
It was the sight of the burning piles of junk which made Noor Mohammad throw all his self-restraint to the
winds. He did not know who exactly had set fire to them or whom to take on in the crowd. What enraged him was
the destruction of the wealth of junk-waste which others had used and thrown away—which he had accumulated,
bit by bit, by his combing operations in the city. He saw it as a simple equation: Noor Mohammed on one side and
the whole mob on the other.
He rushed at the mob with all the stones and sticks he could hold in his lone hand. Some say his clothes caught
fire in the commotion. Others deny it. There is an eyewitness account of a flaming torch being thrown at him. But
before the torch reached him, a swifter missile, a bullet fired from a police rifle, pierced him. The flaming torch
struck him immediately after and among the burning piles of junk, his body, with the bullet inside, burned out into
a charred, amorphous mass. He did not get time to reflect on the moral justification of the situation into which he
was thrown or the meaning or outcome of his action, no time even to utter a cry of desperation at the tragic end of
his life which gave him a momentary exultation, that contrasted sharply with his rotten, monotonous existence.
The curfew sent back the crematorium and the kabristan into their shells for the time being. Noor Mohammed’s burrow in the earth was already sealed. The fire-engines changed the burning out-skirts of Nizamuddin
back to the atmosphere of March, when winter lingered and summer hesitated to enter.
*
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Beyond Nizamuddin, in the bushes near the golf-course, there is an uninscribed tomb. It is six feet long and is
whitewashed. One day, somebody started lighting incense-sticks on it. Saplings planted around it soon grew up
into shady trees and in the evening it served as a haunt of rest and recreation for the marginal men of the city:
street circus players, men with performing monkeys, snake-charmers, kabadis, telmalishwalas. They cooked and
ate their food and fed their animals in the shade of the trees. They sang and danced and exchanged stories. They
had gathered there on the evening of that fateful day as usual. Perhaps they had not heard about the tragic death of
Noor Mohammed, who was a regular visitor there. Even if they had, they did not seem to be affected by it. That
was typical of these marginal men: they never reckoned their losses and gains. “It seems that the snake-charmer
has left the town,” or “What happened to the fellow with the monkey, I wonder,” they would remark casually. But
that was all. They ate and drank and talked and sang as usual. Noor Mohammed, smoked out of his hut at Nizamuddin, thus gently slipped out of their conversations, songs, and dances.
But more about Noor Mohammed later. Let us look at the crematorium and the kabristan first.
The trustees of the kabristan at Nizamuddin say that it is six hundred years old. Nizamuddin lay beside Lodhi
road, built by the British, connecting the tombs of Humayun, Safdar Jung, and the Lodhis. But gardens and
orchards now cover the tombs of Humayun, Safdar Jung, and the Lodhis, which are two to four centuries old.
Under the vast lawns, trees and flowering plants, the tombs are as dead as the illustrious men whose mortal
remains they enclose.
But not so the tombs of Nizamuddin. They are as alive today as they were in the fourteenth century. Hazrat
Nizamuddin’s was the first, followed by those of Amir Khusru, Jahanara, and Mirza Ghalib. All of them are
covered with green cloth. Incense-sticks are lighted, flowers are offered and qawwali recitals are held regularly.
The shouts of flower-sellers, the aroma of paratha and kebab, the rush of devotees and beggars, large chunks of
meat hung up in butcher’s shops, the narrow lanes in which business is always brisk—Nizamuddin throngs with
life.
For the last six centuries, these tombs of Nizamuddin have been managed by Sufi Pirzadas who, as the Sunnis
say contemptuously, make a living off dead men. But the Sufis who swam in the gulf separating Hinduism and
Islam—the former with its Supreme Soul fading away into mysticism and the latter with its omnipotent God who
determined the fortunes of each individual—and surfaced in Persia and India had nothing to do with death or
tombs. They conceived God as the Lover and men as His many loves. In their frenzy of love for God, they sang
and danced gaily, went without food or clothes, and forfeited their mundane bonds. They yearned for the divine
union of the lover and the beloved. Nothing should come between the lover and the beloved—except love. And
there was no love apart from the lover and the beloved. To the question, “who smote you,” their answer was,
“none other than he who cared for me.” They visualized tauhid or the final union as fire: to burn like a candle, to
burn through its flame, to weep through its melting wax. Finally when everything is burned and melted down,
nothing remains. For them, life was a continuous process of burning and suffering. Drink your own blood when
you are thirsty, for no wine is more intoxicating. Eat your heart when you are hungry, for there is no flesh that is
more tasty. How can a worm like me pray to you, the greatest? How can I even pay respects to you? They were
wary of prayers. Could they take such a liberty? As they sang and danced, the Sufis shed not only their clothes
and their worldly relations; they cast away customs and moralities, religions and philosophies. As they traversed
the path to the union with the Supreme Soul, neither life nor death held any attraction for them.
But this state of affairs did not last. Age and decay eventually caught up with Sufism, a philosophy which had
rejected body and mind—even the soul. Diverging from the path of Omar Khayyam—Oh, Lord, open the door for
me, Khayyam sang, for you alone can open them, show me the way, for only you can do it—Sufis posited holy
men and gurus, and the rituals which went with them, between God and men. Sufism, which had led men away
from the shariyat which was bound by laws and priests, to tariqat, the experience and the joy of the self, now
reveled in borrowed experiences. How shall I traverse this path, without a murshid to guide me, Rumi lamented.
The murshids, the gurus, who were waiting for this opportunity, promptly presented themselves. The song and
dance, born out of the love of God, gave way to the worship of god-men. Miracles took over the realm of personal
experience. For the devotees who cried for miracles, they performed trifles of magic and rituals and set themselves up as little gods. In the dargahs of god-men, in the cubicles where their relics—teeth, hair, and clothes—
were kept, men sought divine solutions for their earthly woes.
All around the tomb of Hazrat Nizamuddin, who when he fell out with Giasuddin Tughlak turned the waters of
a baoli into oil and lighted lamps with it, were buried the more notable among the devotees, who had come to see
his miracles: Amir Khusru, Jahanara, Mirza Jehangir, Mirza Ghalib. In course of time, their tombs too acquired
divinity. Each tomb sprang to life and grew in stature. Each demanded its chadar and its share of flowers and
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incense. They got them all. Qawwalis, paratha and kebab, meat stores, trades and crafts—as the locality grew by
leaps and bounds, the Pirzadas, whom their detractors condemned for making a living out of the dead, flourished.
Today, tombs are an integral part of Nizamuddin’s identity. Not satisfied with making demi-gods out of saints
and shrines out of tombs, not content with seeking prosperity in life from the spirits of the dead, death marched on
in its conquering stride. Adjacent to the dargahs of the saints and the tombs of the lesser among the holy men,
were buried the bodies of men and women who could acquire no divinity. Dying of dysentery, run over by buses,
blasted by bombs, burned alive in riots, the bodies of the common people of Delhi reached the kabristan. The
Pirzadas claim that these dargahs of Sufis are endowed with a perpetually renewing bond, cemented by the
barkat and the spiritual presence of the dead saints. As the dead could claim more divinity than the living, the
graves of the common people, as they swelled the ranks of the dead, became yet another bridge between the dead
saints and the living men who sought their blessing.
*
On that evening in March, the Pirzadas of Nizamuddin fought a pitched battle for the tribe of the dead. The
divinity invested on the dead for more than six centuries and the expansion of the kabristan, keeping pace with the
increase in the number of deaths, gave legitimacy to their war-cries. If burying a body in the same spot where
another was buried earlier amounted to desecrating the memory of the first deceased, the growing tribe of the
dead certainly needed a growing kabristan. To give a man a niche of his own after his death—which was denied
to him in a life of miseries and wants—who shall dare deny this call of the kabristan? What shall we do with the
bodies of the dead? How long shall we bear their coffins on our shoulders?
In fact, neither the Hindus nor the Sikhs who maintained the crematorium had an answer to this call of the
kabristan. For one thing, the crematorium had come up only recently, a tract of land with no divinity attached to
it, catering to the new areas attached to the city, as it expanded southwards. For another, though the Vaishnavas,
taking a leaf out of the Sufi’s book started anugata upasana, though a stray saint like Ramakrishna declared
himself to be God, and though the Sikhs with their cries of “Wahe Guru,” elevated Nanak, a philosopher saint, to
the level of the Creator-worship of saints, never became popular among them. Even when it did, there was no
attempt to tie them down to where they were cremated. Being idol-worshippers, they had no lack of places to light
incense-sticks and make offerings. They communicated with the dead not from the crematorium, but from Kashi
and Rameswaram, where they went to feed the departed souls on their shradha. They never prayed to their
departed souls for barkat or blessings. On the contrary, they gave the dead souls all they could. The place of
cremation had no individual significance. They could cremate any number of dead bodies on the same spot. Why
did the Hindus try to occupy the kabadis’ basti when they knew that a crematorium had no divinity attached to it
and there was really no need to extend its boundaries?
There is no direct explanation for it if one insists; yet, it has to be sought in the war-cries for the kabristan. The
Hindus argued that each Muslim, when he died, became the owner of six feet of land, and consequently, this land
was lost to the Hindus forever. Thus, the Muslims, not content with attacking the Hindus when alive, posed a
threat to them even after their death. Violence had to be met with violence, reproduction with reproduction, death
with death, the kabristan with the crematorium. That was the final solution. And thus, on that cool morning of
March, Nineteen Hundred and Ninety, Hindus entered the basti of kabadis with pickaxes and shovels. If the
boundaries of the crematorium could not be extended, at least the encroachment of the kabristan was to be
stopped.
Was all that happened on that cool morning in March a prelude to a catastrophic war? Only history can tell us.
Anyway, from what we saw of the two groups, each trying to steal a march over the other in ferocity, throwing all
their might into the pitched battle to extend the boundaries of the kabristan and the crematorium to accommodate
more numbers of their dead, it appeared that they certainly anticipated such a war. We also saw Noor Mohammed,
the kabadiwala caught between the warring groups, fall dead with a bullet in his chest.
In this battle between life and death, materialism and spiritualism, gods and saints, philosophy and
pragmatism, or lust for possession of a piece of land, who shall claim Noor Mohammed as their martyr? Can
marginal men ever become martyrs? Living outside the limits of society, they can only be victims. The horses
which died in the American Civil War were nobody’s martyrs. There have never been any war or revolution in the
interests of the marginal men. But marginal men do get killed in wars and revolutions. Killed for nothing. The
kabadiwalas who bought and sold old newspapers in which events lay petrified, and empty liquor bottles drained
of the last drop of intoxication, have never felt that surge of hot blood in their veins which prompts men to leap
into battle.
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But was Noor Mohammed a mere victim, a worm rotting outside the death-trap of Nizamuddin, slipping
through the dragnets of the songs and dances of the marginal men who gathered under the trees of the golf course?
Noor Mohammed was a week-end caller to me. He materialized in our colony each Sunday, doing his round of
the colony with his cries of “kabadiwala, kabadiwala”—a reticent, but pleasant young man. Buying old
newspapers, bottles, and tins from us, handing over the price of the lot, hauling his huge sack on his back, he
would leave quietly.
When my wife haggled with him over the price of the junk, I would remind her: consider yourself blessed that
he bundles away all these from this hole which we call our home. At least, he makes it possible for us to walk
without bumping into things. Noor Mohammed, though he knew not a word of our language, would grin at us
getting the drift of what we were talking about. Often he would give us a bit more than the normal price. Seeing
his difficulty in raising his balance and putting the weights and junk in the pans, all with his lone hand, I would try
to help him. But he did not really need any help. Watching him taking his round of the colony, glancing at each
balcony and window, calling out in his sing-song voice to the residents to persuade them to sell him what they no
longer needed, I used to wonder at the waste we created for him to take away.
For all his earnestness and diligence in collecting them, how reluctant we were to part with the things we no
longer needed! In our tiny apartments, we went on piling up junk: old magazines, children’s school books, clothes
which no longer fitted us, furniture, household implements and toys fallen into disuse. Though old and useless, we
accumulated them for some fancy of ours in the shelves, in cupboards, under bedsteads, even in a raw pile on the
floor in the open.
The magnitude of the junk takes us by surprise only when we shift houses. Where did all this rotten, dusty,
rusted junk come from? The last time I was transferred, I sold about a quintal\fn{A hundred pounds.} of paper
cuttings to the kabadiwala. All of them were my reference material. But for want of space, they became mere junk
to be discarded. Did I really grieve over the loss of the black letters which had started fading from the paper on
which they were printed as well as from my mind? Cleaning up is a depressing job. But sometimes it becomes
philosophical, taking you to the heights reached by dispassionate hermits.
Over four decades of wanderings, travels, and change of dwellings, I had developed a strange relationship with
junk. It had become a pattern: reluctant to part with it, I accumulated it; for want of space, I discarded it. Then I
accumulated it again. Stones, pieces of wood, dried leaves preserved between pages of books, printed pages,
scenes imprisoned in photo-frames, taped voices—how many of the articles I treasure now were with me in my
childhood? How many of them did I inherit from my ancestors? Not many. Age makes things unimportant and
insignificant. On the other hand, age sometimes makes them priceless too. There is no fixed life cycle for a thing,
to determine how long it will be around before the kabadiwala takes it away. When does one forget the portraits
of one’s ancestors and start gazing at the photographs of one’s children? When do children cease to look at their
parents? What makes an article a piece of stinking junk or a priceless curio?
Each Sunday, when I watched Noor Mohammed walking away from my door with his heavy sack slung over
his shoulder, and his shrill cries of kabadiwala getting lost among the yellow painted apartments looking brighter
in the sun, my thoughts would wander and get lost in the labyrinths of evolution, history, extinction of races, wars,
revolutions and migrations-processes which made new things look old, and created junk.
Noor Mohammed, who was normally a lonely introvert, who seemed to be lost in himself, became my
acquaintance, or even my friend when we met unexpectedly in the haunt near the tomb on the golf course. I was
on my evening walk, and seeing a narrow track going into the woods, and taking it for a shortcut to somewhere, I
decided to follow it. Instead of leading me to any thoroughfare, it took me to that strange haunt. It was bustling
with men and animals of all kinds: monkeys, bears, snakes. Some of the men cooked, while others sang and
danced. I was watching a snake-charmer opening the mouth of his snake and pushing pieces of food into it, when
Noor Mohammed appeared with his Sunday smile.
That a man like me would visit their haunt was beyond his wildest imagination. Overwhelmed, he introduced
me to the monkey performer, the telmalishwala, the snake charmer, and the beggar.
The fact is that I returned that evening more bewildered than those men and women who had gathered at the
haunt were on seeing me among them. The track which I had expected to lead me to the familiar world I knew, led
me, instead, to a blind alley. The people I saw there did not belong to the society in which I lived. They did not
care for—or rather, were unaware of—such things as homes, jobs, families, nations, languages and religions, over
which we fretted, quarreled or shed blood. Existing beyond the limits of our social order, they were a discovery to
me.
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But they were the same people I met everyday on the road; only that I never paid any attention to them even
while I watched their performance or requisitioned their services. I just accepted them as they were. I fancied
myself as a discoverer in that I found out I could speak to them as I spoke to the men and women I met in queues,
in the lobby, or a train compartment. I asked the monkey performer about his children and discussed the price of
articles in the market with the snake-charmer.
Once, as my wife tried to calculate the difference in the prices per kilogram of Times of India and India Today,
Noor Mohammed and I became engaged in a long dialogue. Noor Mohammed was a Bangladeshi refugee—a
refugee twice over. One could not call him a Bihari—he was not born at the time of the Partition. But his parents
were Bihans. Dreading communal riots, they ran away to what was then East Pakistan. Two decades later, when
the Bengalis brandished their swords against him for being a Bihari, Noor Mohammed took refuge in Hindustan.
“Babu, you sell the papers because they are old, these bottles because you have used up all the oil in them. But
when does a man become unwanted in a territory?” Noor Mohammed asked me.
Noor Mohammed was continuously expelled from one place to another. Uprooted two decades ago from the
delta of the confluence of the Ganga and the Brahmaputra, he has now reached the western chunk of the subcontinent where the greenery recedes and the desert begins. As he waded through blood and tears, insults and
jails, he lost an arm, his home, his family, relatives, village, language, religion They fell off from him one after the
other. Flung into one dustbin after the other by civilization, he moved to the margin of the society and then to the
barren no-man’s land beyond it. The candle of his life too burned and wept. But unlike the Sufis, he never reached
God. He became a mere kabadiwala. Stuck to the slums of Nizamuddin, without taking roots, without branching
off, without bearing fruit. Noor Mohammed bore the marks of age, though he was not old yet.
One day, I accompanied Noor Mohammed to the slums in which he lived. It was a triangle created by two
flyovers which connected several busy thoroughfares of the city. On the third side lay one of the most ancient—
and one of the dirtiest—slums in the city, Nizamuddin. The kabadis used the same tins, sacks, and plastic items
they collected to build their huts. The women sorted the junk the men and children brought and prepared separate
piles of them. They wore no clothes worth the name. It seemed a long time since any one of them had taken a
bath. Even the whites of the eyes of the children had turned a muddy pale yellow. The stench of urine, excreta,
and countless other rotten waste pervaded the whole slum. Flies and rats infested it in thousands.
Noor Mohammed revealed to me the trade secrets of the kabadi business. Early in the morning the men and
children set out with their sacks. The men gave the junk they bought from houses to the women, and the children
handed over to them what they collected from roads, markets, and garbage cans. Sorting them patiently, the
women prepared the huge piles of junk which lay in the yards in front of the houses of the junk merchants. Each
junk merchant had his territory clearly demarcated. They were in fact little magnates who had their own
comfortable houses in the slum. At the end of every week, the trucks of recycling companies arrived to collect the
junk from the junk merchants.
“Things are not what you make them out to be, Saheb,” Noor Mohammed said, “everybody here is well off.
Everybody gets two square meals a day.”
I could not help reflecting on his idea of prosperity. He was happy, living in the midst of the filth and squalor,
if he could get two square meals a day.
“But Noor Mohammed, all this filth, all this—”
“All this piss and shit,” Noor Mohammed suddenly turned a philosopher. “What are we really made of, Saheb?
We certainly make all this piss and shit, though we may or may not make better things. As long as we live, we go
on producing piss, shit, sweat, spittle. And we become rotting corpses when we die.”
I gazed at him amazed. He moved over smoothly to other topics, as if there was nothing unusual in what he
had just remarked: that, it being winter, I could not see the hardships of the slums at their worst, that the men and
women who now slept under big quilts would sleep on the road and under the flyover in summer. That the maidan
would be bathed in the fiery sun during day and a kind of dust at night. Noor Mohammed talked about the flaming
meteors he saw in the sky as he lay on his back in the open, about the vehicles that passed by, making the flyover
shake, about the alluring notes of the qawwalis which floated from the dargah as the roar of the vehicles died
down.
“Do you know what the greatest burden of civilization is,” I asked my wife that evening. “The materials which
we excrete each day, the waste that is left over from what we eat. However hard we try to carry it away through
underground pipes and in trucks and wagons, it goes on accumulating around us. To deal with it, an entire branch
of science called wastology has been founded. Do you know what Noor Mohammed said today? We are all
corpses set to become a nuisance to our children.”
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My wife was amused.
“It seems that you have been taken in by that kabadiwala.”
“Not by a kabadiwala, by kabada-waste, decay. It takes more time to extricate ourselves from waste and decay
than what we spend to make a living. Look: the junk that piles up in our homes, the garbage that litters the city
roads, the piles of cement and concrete left behind by construction workers, the effluents discharged by factories,
the bodies of the dead, the paper we write on, the words we throw out in speeches, old topics, rotten theories,
ideas and ideologies. We are frightened of presenting a new idea or theory—frightened of it turning into a rotting
problem tomorrow.”
What I heard next was the news about the riots and firing at Nizamuddin. I did not pay much attention when I
heard the news in the evening nor when I read about it in the papers the next morning.
Suddenly I caught Noor Mohammed’s name.
“This may be some other Noor Mohammed,” my wife said. “There may be many Noor Mohammeds in
Nizamuddin, even among the kabadiwalas. Take it from me he will be here as usual next Sunday.”
“Let us put it this way,” I said. “If Noor Mohammed is dead, another Noor Mohammed will come next Sunday,
to take away the junk, to recycle it, to give it back to us as consumer goods, to give new life to lifelessness, to
rotting articles. Though caught in the cross-fire over and over again, in the war between two rotting systems of
beliefs, Noor Mohammed will rise up again. It is such a relief, isn’t it?”
Noor Mohammed had enough opportunities to die—when the Pakistan army butchered people in the streets of
Bangladesh, when cholera reigned in the refugee camps, when the Naxalites abducted him in Bihar taking him for
an informer, when he was arrested and thrown in jail during the Emergency for wandering about in suspicious
circumstances, when he was caught in the riots in Delhi which took three thousand lives—there are innumerable
opportunities for man to kill man without the constraints and prohibitions of the laws and conventions built up
over ten thousand years. But death caught up with him here among the piles of junk, in the tussle between rival
burial grounds.
It was two weeks before his death that Noor Mohammed had talked about our dead bodies, describing them as
the final wastes we left behind. He did not say anything about the dispute between the kabristan and the
crematorium. It had already become a problem affecting the lives of the slum dwellers, a menace disturbing their
nights and adding to the uncertainties of their days. In spite of this why didn’t he say anything about it? Was that
what he had in mind when he talked about the waste we expelled and our corpses which he considered the
ultimate waste products?
The corpses of the two religions which, not being able to bury them, their followers carried eternally on their
shoulders? The burial ground which had to be expanded in advance for the catastrophic war that was to rage
between them?
32.53 Sheesha Ghat\fn{by Naiyer Masud (1936- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 9

† Naiyer Masud, who received the honor of being the subject of the entire 1997 issue of the Annual of Urdu
Studies, was awared the Urdu Prize of the Sahitya Akademi (2001) and the Saraswati Samman (2007) †
Sad maul ra ze raftan-e khud muztarib kunad
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Mauji keh bar-kinar ravad az miyan-e ma
(Each wave that strikes out to embrace the shore
Rolls up a hundred more when it departs.)
Nazeeri Neeshapuri
And with such luck and loss
I shall content myself
Till tides of turning time may toss
Such fishers on the shelf
George Gascoigne

After\fn{The title of this story is, according to a note “the name of the place, literally, the glass wharf.” } keeping me with him
with the greatest of love for eight years, my father, my moohbola baap,\fn{A note reads: literally, 'by-word-of-mouth
father,' these words have been retained here—where they appear for the first time—since neither “foster father” nor “adoptive father”
conveys the sense of the original adequately. The word father replaces all this in the rest of the text .} was finally forced to find

another place for me. It was not his fault, nor was it mine.
He had believed, as had I, that my stuttering would stop after a few relaxed days with him. Neither he nor I had
expected that the people here would turn me into a sideshow, the way they do a madman. In the bazaars, people
listened to my words with a curiosity greater than that displayed toward others, and whether what I said was
funny or not, they always laughed. Within just a few days my condition worsened so much that when I tried to say
anything at all, not only in the bazaar but even at home, the words collided with my teeth and lips and palate and
bounced back the way waves retreat on touching shore. I would get so tongue-tied that the veins in my neck
would swell and a terrible pressure would invade my throat and chest, leaving me breathless and threatening to
suffocate me. Beginning to pant I would be forced to leave my sentence incomplete, and then start all over again
after I had recovered my breath.
At this my father would say:
“You’ve said that. I heard you. Now go on.”
If he ever scolded me, it was for this. But my problem was that I just couldn’t resume my account from where I
had left off, I had to start all over again. Sometimes he would listen to me patiently and at others he would lift his
hand and say:
“All right, you may stop.”
But if I couldn’t begin my account from the middle, I couldn’t leave it unfinished either. I would grow
agitated. Finally, he would walk away, leaving me still stuttering, talking to myself. Had anyone seen me then, I
would have been thought insane.
I was fond of wandering through the bazaars, and enjoyed sitting there among the groups of people. Though I
could not comprehensibly put thoughts into words, I made up for this by listening closely to what others said and
silently repeating it to myself. Sometimes I felt uncomfortable, yet I was happy enough. The people here did not
dislike me, and above all, my father held me dear and looked after my every need.
For some days, though, he had seemed worried. He had begun talking to me for long stretches of time, a new
development. He would come up with questions that required long answers, and then listen attentively without
interrupting me. When I would grow tired and begin to pant, he would wait for me to resume my account,
listening all the while with the same concentration. I’d think he was about to scold me, and my tongue would start
to tie itself in knots, but he would just gaze at me, saying nothing.
In only three days my tongue began to feel as if it were unknotting a little. It was as if a weight were being
lifted off my chest, and I began to dream of the day when I would be able to speak as others did, with ease and
clarity. I started to collect in my heart all the things I had wanted to share with others.
But on the fourth day, my father called me over and had me sit very close to him. For a long time his talk
rambled aimlessly, then he fell silent. I waited for him to pose one of his questions, but he said abruptly:
“Your new mother is arriving the day after tomorrow.”
Seeing the joy dawning on my face, he grew troubled, then said slowly:
“She’ll go crazy if she hears you speak. She’ll die.”
The next day my luggage was all packed. Before I could ask any questions, my father took my hand and said,
“Let’s go.”
He didn’t say a word to me during the journey. But on our way, he told a man who chanced to enquire, “Jahaaz
has asked for him.” Then they both started talking about Jahaaz.
I knew Jahaaz, too. When I had first come to live with my father, Jahaaz earned his livelihood by performing
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clownish imitations at fairs and bazaars. He would wear a small pink sail tied to his back. Perhaps that’s why he
was called Jahaaz, a ship. Or perhaps he wore the sail because his name was Jahaaz. The pink sail would billow
when the wind blew hard and Jahaaz would look like he was moving forward under its power. He could mimic to
perfection a ship caught in a storm, convincing you that angry winds, raging waves, and fast-spinning whirlpools
were bent on sinking the ship. The sounds of the wind howling, the waves slapping, the whirlpool’s ringing
emptiness, even the sails fluttering, would emerge distinctly from the mimic’s mouth. Finally, the ship would sink.
This routine was very popular with children and older boys, but was performed only when the wind was high.
If the wind halted, however, the young spectators were even more delighted, and called out:
“Tobacco, tobacco!”
I had never seen anyone smoke tobacco the way Jahaaz did. He used every kind of tobacco, in every way it
was possible to smoke it, and when the air was still he would perform such astounding tricks with clouds of
smoke that the spectators couldn’t believe their eyes. After producing several smoke rings, he would take a step
back, then twist his hands and wrists in the air as though sculpting a figure in soft clay. And sure enough, the rings
would take on a shape, just like a sculpture, and stand suspended in the air for some time.
The boys were not allowed to watch some of his mimic acts. For these he would hide inside a rapidly closing
circle, two or three spectators deep, and the only way those standing at a distance knew that Jahaaz was
performing was by a glimpse of the fluttering sail and the sound of the spectators’ laughter.
A year after I had come to my father’s, Jahaaz almost lost his voice. He also acquired a severe cough. For his
acts he had used many different voices, but now if he opened his mouth a coughing fit would seize him, and at
times it took him nearly as long to finish his sentence as it would have taken me. Not only did he cease to perform
his mimic routines, he stopped coming to our village altogether, and after the first year I did not see him again.
*
We passed many settlements and ghats on our way. Everywhere we went, there were people who knew my
father, and he would tell them that Jahaaz had asked for me. I didn’t understand what this meant, but asked no
questions. In my heart I was angry with my father. I wasn’t the least bit happy about living apart from him. But
my father didn’t seem happy either. At least he didn’t look like someone who was about to bring home a new
wife.
Finally we arrived at a grimy settlement. The people here were glass-workers. There were few houses, but each
one had a glass furnace, and ugly chimneys belching smoke protruded from the straw thatch of the roofs. Layers
of soot had settled on the walls, the lanes, the trees. People’s clothes and the coats of stray dogs and cats were
black from the smoke. Here, too, a few people knew my father. One of them asked us to eat and drink with him.
An oppressive feeling stole over me. My father looked at my face carefully, then he spoke to me for the first
time on that journey.
“People don’t get old here,” he said.
I didn’t understand him. I looked at the people strolling by and, indeed, none among them was elderly.
“The smoke eats them away,” he said.
“Then why do they live here?” I wanted to ask, but the question seemed futile, so I simply stared in my father’s
direction.
“Jahaaz knows glass-working, too,” he said after a while. “This is his home.”
I stood up with a start. My tongue was in many knots all at once, but I couldn’t stay silent now. Would I have
to live with a smoke belching bazaari clown like Jahaaz, in this settlement where a dark barbarity seemed to pour
over everything? This question had to be asked, no matter how long it took. However, with a reassuring gesture,
my father beckoned me over to sit by him, and said:
“But Jahaaz moved away long ago.”
I was relieved. As long as Jahaaz doesn’t live in this settlement, I said to myself, I can live with him anywhere.
Then my father said:
“He lives on the ghat now.”
He pointed in its direction.
“On Sheesha Ghat.”
The oppressive feeling returned. My father did not know perhaps that I had already heard of Sheesha Ghat
from visitors to his house. I knew that it was the most widely known and least inhabited ghat of the big lake, and
that a terrifying woman by the name of Bibi was its sole owner. She had been the lover of a notorious dacoit—or
maybe he was a rebel—and she later became his wife. In fact, it was during one of his visits to Sheesha Ghat that
his whereabouts had been betrayed by informers to the government people and he had died, at their hands, on this
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very ghat.
A strange development altered the situation completely; the entire ghat was given over to Bibi. She had made
her home in a huge boat that now lay anchored in the lake. She ran some sort of business, in connection with
which people were allowed to come to the ghat now and then. Otherwise it was forbidden to go there. Nor had
anyone the courage to do so. Everyone was frightened of Bibi.
How had Jahaaz come to live on Sheesha Ghat? Would I have to meet Bibi as well? Would she speak to me?
Would I have to answer her questions? Would she lose her temper when she heard me speak? I had grown so
absorbed in these questions and their imagined answers that I didn’t even realize we had left the settlement of the
glass-workers. I was startled when I heard father’s voice in my ear:
“We’re here.”
*
This was perhaps the most deserted area around the big lake. An expanse of muddy water began at the end of
the barren plain, its far shore invisible in the distance. On our left, set back from the water, a big boat obscured the
view of the lake. Perhaps at one time it had been used to transport logs. Some of those logs seemed to have been
used later to build many rooms on the deck, quite a few of them—large and small. The planks on the boat were all
loose, and a light creaking sound issued from them, as of some giant object slowly breaking apart. On the shore of
the lake a low, long retaining wall lay face down on the ground. Near it stood four or five rickety platforms with
huge cracks in them, and close by was a moldy length of bamboo, nearly claimed by the soil.
I sensed that this must have been a bustling place once. It was called a ghat, but all that was left now was a
roofed shelter extending from a building toward the shore, the front of it overhanging a little pool of lake water
that had sloughed over into a depression in the ground. At the rear of the shelter, on a little rise, sat a shapeless
building of logs and clay which looked as though its builder had been unable to decide whether to construct it of
wood or earth and, during these contemplations, the building had reached its completion. The roof, however, was
all of wood. A small pink sail, perched on a projection in the center of the roof, was fluttering in the wind.
My father must have been here before. Grabbing my hand, he quickly walked down the slope and up the five
earthen steps that led to the doorway of the building. There was Jahaaz, sitting on the floor smoking. We went in
and sat down too.
“So you’re here, are you?” he asked my father, and began coughing. He seemed to have aged quite a bit in
eight years. The extreme paleness of his eyes and darkness of his lips made it seem as though they had been dyed
in different vats. From time to time his head would move as if he were admitting something. During one of these
motions he caught a glimpse of me with his pale eyes and said:
“He’s grown up!”
“It’s been eight years,” my father told him. We sat silently for a long time. I would have suspected that the two
were talking in signals, but they weren’t looking at each other. Suddenly my father stood up. I rose with him.
Jahaaz raised his head, looked up at him, and asked:
“Won’t you stay a little?”
“There’s a lot to be done,” my father said. “Nothing’s ready yet.”
Jahaaz nodded his head, as though agreeing. My father walked out and was down the earthen steps before he
turned, came over and took me in his arms.
We stood there silently for a long time, then he said:
“If you don’t like it here, tell Jahaaz. I’ll come and get you.”
Jahaaz’s head moved in that way of his, and my father went down the steps and away.
I heard Jahaaz cough and turned toward him. He took a few quick drags of his tobacco, made an effort to even
out his breathing, then got up, took my hand and walked out under the shelter. We just stood there quietly, Jahaaz
running his eyes over the lake. Then we returned to the earthen steps, but Jahaaz stopped at the first step.
“No,” he said. “First, Bibi.”
We walked along the shore of the lake until we came to the big boat. Carefully balancing on the gangplank
made by joining two boards, we reached the ladder at the other end, then climbed onto the boat. There was a
curtain of coarse cloth over the door of the small front room. The two-colored cat dozing before it peered at us
through half-open eyes. Jahaaz halted as he neared the curtain. I stopped many steps behind him.
At Jahaaz’s first cough the curtain slid aside and Bibi appeared. The sight of her filled me with fear, but more
than that with amazement at the thought that this shapeless woman had once been someone’s lover. She looked at
Jahaaz, then at me.
“Your son’s here?” she asked him.
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“Just got here,” Jahaaz replied.
Bibi looked me up and down a few times, then said:
“He looks sad.”
Jahaaz didn’t say anything. Neither did I. The silence lingered for some time. I kept looking at Bibi.
“Do you know how to swim?” she asked.
I shook my head.
“Afraid of the water?”
I nodded. “A lot?”
“Yes, a lot,” I indicated.
“You should be,” she replied, as if I had said what was in her heart.
I viewed the expanse of the lake. In the still air, the muddy water seemed completely at rest; the lake could
have been mistaken for a deserted plain. I shifted my gaze to Bibi. She was still looking at me. Then she turned
toward Jahaaz, who was handing her the tobacco-smoking paraphernalia. For some time they smoked and
discussed something to do with finances. Meanwhile, a brown dog appeared from somewhere, sniffed at me and
went away. The cat, which had been dozing all this time, raised its tail on seeing the dog, arched its back, then
retreated behind the curtain.
I peeked at Bibi from time to time. She was a strongly built woman and seemed bigger than her boat, but it
also seemed as if she, like her boat, were slowly disintegrating. At least, that was my impression from looking at
her, and from her words, which I couldn’t hear very well. Suddenly she stopped in the middle of what she was
saying, raised her head and called loudly:
“Parya!”\fn{A note reads: Given Urdu orthography, it is significant that although the most likely reading of this name is Priya
(beloved), it can also be read as Pariya (fairies).}
The sound of a girl’s laughter came toward us, as though floating on water. Jahaaz took my hand and led me
back to the gangplank. I heard Bibi’s voice:
“Take good care of him, Jahaaz.” And she repeated, “He looks so sad.”
The way she said this, even I began to think I was sad.
*
Yet there was no reason for me to be sad. When Jahaaz showed me my quarters, I couldn’t believe this was
part of the shapeless house on the deserted ghat, between the muddy lake water and the barren plain. All efforts
had been made to ensure my comfort. The rooms were lavishly decorated, mostly with glass objects. Glass was
also inlaid in the doors and the vents in the walls. I was surprised that Jahaaz could create a place like this. He
must have had help from someone, or else had been trained in the art of decoration, I thought. A lot of the items
seemed to have been brought there that very day. I suspected that other things had been removed, and that before
me, perhaps long ago, someone else had lived here.
After I had seen the place where I was to live, I thought I had seen the whole of Sheesha Ghat. But on the
second day I saw Parya.
I am amazed to this day that during the many times people at my father’s house spoke about Sheesha Ghat, no
one had ever mentioned Bibi’s daughter. I first heard her name the day I arrived at Sheesha Ghat, when Bibi
called her from the boat. I was so overwhelmed by the day’s confusion, it didn’t even occur to me to wonder who
Parya was.
The next morning, I heard the sound of someone laughing. Then a voice said:
“Jahaaz, let’s see your son.”
Jahaaz jumped up and grabbed my hand.
“Bibi’s daughter,” he told me as he led me out to the shelter.
About twenty-five yards away I saw Parya, standing tall and perfectly erect at the far end of a narrow, slowly
swaying boat in the lake. With a light shimmy of her body she advanced the boat toward the shelter. Another little
twist brought the boat nearer. Advancing and stopping, she pulled right up to the shelter.
“Him?” she asked, with a questioning glance at Jahaaz.
I was as wonderstruck that this girl was Bibi’s daughter as I had been at the thought that Bibi had once been
someone’s lover. I tried to look at her closely, but now she was inspecting me from head to toe.
“He doesn’t look so sad,” she said to Jahaaz. Then turning to me, she said:
“You don’t look sad.”
“When did I say I looked sad?” I tried to say, feeling a little irritated. But all I could do was stutter.
Parya laughed and said:
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“Jahaaz, he’s really …” Then she began laughing louder and louder, until Bibi’s voice boomed from the boat:
“Parya, don’t bother him.”
“Why,” Parya asked loudly, “because he’s sad?”
“Parya,” Jahaaz said encouragingly, “you’ll have fun with him.”
“Who needs fun?” she said and started to laugh again.
I began to feel uneasy, as though trapped, but then she asked:
“Have you seen your new mother?”
“No, I haven’t,” I told her with a shake of my head.
“Don’t you want to?”
I didn’t answer and looked the other way.
“You don’t?” she asked again.
This time my head moved in a way that could mean yes or no. It occurred to me that my new mother was to
arrive at my former house today, or perhaps had already arrived.
My father had said that she would go crazy if she heard me speak. I tried to envision myself talking and her
slowly going crazy. I tried to imagine what it would be like to live with a woman who would go crazy because of
me. I also reflected that at this time yesterday I had been at my old house, and the memory seemed to come from
the distant past. I relived my eight years there in eight seconds. Then I thought of my father’s embrace before
leaving me in Jahaaz’s custody. I believed now, even more than before, that he loved me deeply.
“Jahaaz will love you deeply, too.” Parra’s voice startled me.
I had forgotten about her, but she had been watching me all this time. She moved to the other end of the boat,
balancing herself as she walked. With a little spin of her body, her back was toward the shelter. A light swing of
her torso nudged the boat forward and slowly she slid away from us. I felt as if a wonder had taken place before
my eyes.
“If Bibi had not called to her,” I said to myself, “I would have thought she was the spirit of the lake.” If not the
spirit of the lake, she was indeed a wonder, because she had been born underwater, and her feet had never touched
the earth.
*
Bibi had received her boat from her forefathers, Jahaaz told me that day after Parra left. No one could say how
long it had been in the big lake. But Bibi had lived far away from the lake where her husband, the dacoit, or
whatever he was, came to meet her clandestinely. When Parra was about to be born, her husband had Bibi sent to
the boat along with a midwife. One day, Jahaaz had heard Bibi crying in pain. Suddenly, the voices changed.
Some government people had arrived and were questioning Bibi as to the whereabouts of her husband. Bibi
would not tell them anything at all, so they took to repeatedly holding her underwater and in the midst of one of
the longer episodes, Parra was born.
“I could clearly see bubbles coming from Bibi under the water,” Jahaaz Said, “then amid the bubbles Parra’s
little head emerged. And you could hear her cry.”
The government people realized that Bibi hadn’t been lying about the pain. They left, but continued their
surveillance. And one day, Parra’s father came to the ghat, just as they had thought he would. They surrounded
him on the boat. He tried to escape, but was injured, fell into the lake and drowned.
Since that day Bibi had made the boat an abode for Parya and herself. She sometimes ventured out, but never
let Parya set foot on land. She would roam around the lake in her small craft, or would return to her mother on the
big boat. Why? Had Bibi made a vow of some kind? Was it the condition of some pact? No one knew how long
Parya would continue circling the lake, and whether her feet would ever touch earth.
I spent a year at Sheesha Ghat, and during that year I witnessed the passing of every season, and in each season
I watched Parya’s boat roam the waters. She was my only means of diversion. The outer door of my abode opened
on to the barren field, which led only to the fishing settlements at its nearest outskirts, past the smoky dwellings of
the glassworkers. I stayed away from these habitats because of the drying fish. The fishermen were always
immersed in their work and were of no use to me, just as I was of no use to them.
There were many ghats at the far ends of the field, including some large fishing settlements. A few ghats were
alive with activity, but once or twice when I went to them I realized that the news of Jahaaz’s foster son had
preceded me. So, except for roaming the abandoned field and amusing myself with a few stray objects, I mostly
sat underneath the shelter. Jahaaz, too, after running around all over to complete his errands, would come and sit
here with his tobacco supplies and recount all sorts of tales. They were tales worth remembering, but I forgot
them anyhow. But, I do remember that when a story of his failed to hold my attention, he would become agitated,
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even frenzied, and narrate it the way he used to perform his imitations. He would then suffer a bout of coughing
and ruin what little interest there had been in the story.
In the beginning, I thought that Sheesha Ghat was completely cut off from the rest of the world, and that this
part of the lake had always been a wasteland. That was not the case. It was true, however, as I had heard before,
that no one could set foot here without Bibi’s consent. I had assumed that Bibi never let anyone come here, but
once, at Jahaaz’s, I noticed that on certain special days the fishermen gathered here, bringing their nets and boats.
Sometimes, they came in such large numbers that the scene looked like a little fair set up on the water. Sitting at
my post under the shelter, I would hear the fishermen calling to each other and shouting directions. Filtering
through their voices here and there came the sound of Parya’s laughter. At times they seemed to be forbidding
Parya from doing something. Occasionally, the voice of one of the older fishermen would be heard scolding
Parya, yet laughing heartily at the same time. Then Bibi’s voice would come from the boat:
“Parya, let them work!”
Parya would laugh in reply, and the fishermen would tell Bibi not to say anything to Parya.
On those days, and other days too, Parya would come to the ghat early in the morning. Standing in front of the
shelter in her boat, she’d chat with Jahaaz for some time, then call me out to the shelter as well. If Jahaaz went
away, she would talk to me. Her conversations were a bit childish. She would tell me stories about her dogs and
cats, or why Bibi had scolded her the day before.
Sometimes she would ask me a question so suddenly that I’d start to answer with my tongue instead of the
bobbings of my head. She would laugh wildly at these attempts only to get a scolding from Bibi that made her
push out to the far reaches of the lake. In the afternoon, Bibi would call out to her in a loud voice and Parya’s tiny
craft would be seen advancing toward the boat. Then the sounds of Parya laughing and Bibi getting angry would
emanate from the boat. Late in the afternoon, she would set out again and stop in front of the ghat. If Jahaaz were
not there, she would talk to me about him. She found something to laugh at in everything about Jahaaz, whether it
was his smoking, his disorderly dress or the sail on top of his house.
As she was talking to me one day, I began to suspect, and was soon convinced, that she had never seen the
clown routines Jahaaz used to perform in the bazaars years before, and neither did she know about them. That day,
for the first time, I tried to speak somewhat calmly, so that I could tell her about Jahaaz’s mimic routines. She
listened to me very attentively for a long while, without laughing, the way my father had begun to listen to me in
the end.
Then Jahaaz walked out underneath the shelter, smoking, and relieved me of my efforts by telling Parya all that
I had been trying to recount. He even performed two or three of his minor routines. To me they seemed pathetic
imitations of his old ones, but Parya laughed so hard her boat began to rock. She wanted more, but Jahaaz was
overcome with a coughing fit. Parya waited for it to stop, but he gestured to her to go away. As she turned her
boat around she said:
“Jahaaz, Jahaaz, you would make even Bibi laugh.”
*
The next morning she arrived at the shelter earlier than ever, but Jahaaz had slipped away somewhere. She
began talking to me about Jahaaz and described the mimicking as though I hadn’t seen Jahaaz performing his
routines the day before, indeed, as though I’d never known about them. I listened to her for a while, then tried to
tell her that Jahaaz used to walk through the bazaars with the sail tied on his back, and mimic sinking ships before
the crowds. But I could not tell her, by tongue or by gesture. Finally, I fell silent.
“Tomorrow,” I said in my heart, “somehow, I will tell you.”
I watched her as she retreated from sight.
“Tomorrow,” I said again in my heart, “somehow.”
My father arrived at the ghat the same evening. In one year he seemed to have aged more than Jahaaz had in
the eight-year period before my arrival. His step was halting. Jahaaz walked by his side, supporting him, almost
carrying him.
As soon as my father saw me he drew me into his arms. Finally, Jahaaz separated him from me, and made him
sit down.
Turning to me, Jahaaz said:
“Your new mother has died,” before the coughing overtook him again.
There was no conversation between my father and me. Shortly after he arrived, Jahaaz took him off
somewhere and returned late at night, alone. I had just lain down. Jahaaz fell asleep after smoking his nightly
tobacco, but I kept wondering how my father could have grown so old so quickly. I thought of my new mother
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who had died without seeing me, and perhaps without going crazy. Then I went over the year I had spent at
Sheesha Ghat, remembering how I had been bored at first by the extended, nearly unbreakable silence. Now I felt
that the place was always full of sounds. Faint calls would come from the glassworkers, fishermen and the other
ghats. Water birds would call over the lake. But I had never paid attention to them. Now, when I tuned my ears a
little, I heard the halting sound of waves coming in and turning back after touching shore, and the faint creaking
of the planks of Bibi’s boat.
I decided that Sheesha Ghat was the only place for me, and that I had been born to live here.
“Tomorrow morning, I’ll tell Jahaaz,” I told myself, and fell asleep.
*
In the morning my eyes opened, as usual, to the sound of Jahaaz’s coughing. Then I heard Parra’s voice, too.
They were talking, as on any other day. Jahaaz was inside and since he was unable to see Parra’s boat from where
he sat, he spoke loudly, coughing again and again.
I got up and went out to the shelter. There was Parra, standing in the middle of her boat. After chatting with
Jahaaz a little more, partly about Bibi, she walked to the other end of the boat. The boat made a half-circle from
the light movement of her feet and then Parya’s back was toward the shelter.
For the first time I took a good look at Parya, and found myself more amazed than ever that a woman like Bibi
could be her mother. At that instant Parya’s body twirled and the boat moved away from the shelter. It swayed a
moment and stopped. Parya scanned the expanse of lake before her. Again the boat rocked lightly but Parya,
straightening her body, adjusted its balance. She made another barely perceptible motion with her feet. The boat
made a very slow half-circle.
I viewed Parya from head to foot as she stood in the bow. I was afraid she might not like the way I was staring
at her, but she wasn’t looking in my direction. She was gazing intently at the ghat’s still water, as if seeing it for
the first time. Then, measuring her steps, she walked to the end of the boat nearer the shelter. Leaning over the
water, she looked into it once again, stood up, shook her body into alignment, and very calmly placed a foot on
the water’s surface as one steps on dry earth. Then her other foot left the boat. She took one step forward, then
another.
“She’s walking on the water!” I exclaimed to myself, my surprise tinged with fear.
I turned my head toward Jahaaz, who was smoking a little distance away, then looked back to the lake.
Between Parya’s empty boat and the shelter there was only water, concentric circles of waves spreading on its
surface. A few moments later Parya’s head emerged from the circles. She slapped the water with her palms over
and over as though trying to clutch the surface of the lake. The water splashed and I heard Jahaaz’s voice:
“Parya, don’t fool around with water.”
Then a noose of smoke tightened at his throat and he doubled up, coughing wildly. My eyes turned to him for
an instant. He was having a fit and needed help. I looked back at the lake. New circles were spreading on the bare
water.
Parya rose again, then began to sink. My eyes met hers. I jumped up shouting, “Jahaaz!”, my tongue beginning
to knot. I leapt toward the old man. His coughing had stopped, but his breath was gurgling. He was rubbing his
chest with one hand and his eyes with the other. Dashing up the steps, I grabbed both his hands and shook him
with force.
“Parya …” my mouth said.
He looked into my eyes with his pale irises, then lightning flashed in his eyes and I felt as though a bird of prey
had escaped from my grip. Dust was dancing on the steps to the shelter and Jahaaz was standing at the shore.
Parra’s boat completed a full circle. Jahaaz looked at the boat, then at the water. Then, with full force, he let
out a call in a strange language. I heard Bibi match his cry from her boat. Then from far, far away the same voice
returned. Bibi’s asked:
“The sad one?”
“Parra!” Jahaaz said with such force that the water before him trembled.
Other voices, far and near, repeated Jahaaz’s cries over and over. Fishermen, some with nets, some emptyhanded, began running toward the ghat from all directions. Even before they got to the shelter, some of them had
plunged into the water. Jahaaz was signaling to them with his hands when a splashing sound came from the left. I
saw a barking dog running helter-skelter on the big boat and the two-colored cat, its back raised, looking at the
dog from a corner of the roof.
Then I saw Bibi, almost naked, like some prickly man-eating fish, as she cut through the water. Her body
collided with Parra’s boat, sending it spinning like a top. Bibi dived and came up on the other side of the boat. She
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signaled to some of the fishermen and dived again.
Fishermen from other ghats were seen rowing toward us. Some had jumped overboard and were swimming in
front of their boats.
Heads bobbed everywhere in the water between the shelter and Parra’s boat. The crowd grew, collecting along
the shore as well. There was din and commotion everywhere. Everyone was talking, but it was hard to tell what
was being said by whom. The loudest noise, of splashing water, obscured all sense of the passage of time. Finally,
a loud voice rang out. The clatter peaked and suddenly died to nothing. The bodies in the water, swimming
soundlessly, slowly gathered at one spot. All were silent now except for the dog barking from the boat.
At that moment I felt my hand clamped as though in a vise. Jahaaz was standing next to me.
“Go,” he said, giving my hand a shake.
*
I couldn’t understand where Jahaaz wanted me to go. Now he was pulling me into the house. Turning back, I
tried to look toward the lake, but he tugged my hand. I looked at him. His eyes were glued to my face.
“Go,” he said again.
We had come to the back door of the house. Jahaaz opened it. In front was the barren plain.
“They’ve found her,” he told me, then pointed across the plain and said hurriedly:
“You’ll reach the glassworkers’ settlement in a short time. There you’ll find someone to take you out of here. If
not, just mention my name to anyone.”
He put some money, tied in a handkerchief, in my pocket. I wanted to ask him many things and didn’t want to
leave, but he said:
“Only you saw her drown. Everyone will ask you questions. Bibi more than anyone. Will you be able to
answer?”
The scene rose before my eyes—the people, fishermen with rings in their ears, rowers with bangles on their
wrists, visitors from different ghats—all forming a ring around me, two or three deep, questions flying from every
direction, Bibi fixing me with her intent stare. They all fall silent as Bibi approaches me …
Jahaaz noticed me trembling and said:
“Tell me what happened. Anything. Did she fall into the water?”
“No.” I managed somehow.
“How did it happen, then?” Jahaaz asked. “Did she jump?”
“No,” I said, and followed it with a shake of my head. Jahaaz shook me:
“Say something, hurry!”
I knew I wouldn’t be able to say anything with my tongue, so I tried to communicate through hand gestures
that she had been trying to walk on the water. Yet my hands halted again and again. I felt that even my signals
were beginning to stutter, and that they too were incomprehensible.
Jahaaz asked in a constricted voice:
“Was she walking on the water?”
“Yes,” I said again with some difficulty.
“And she went under?”
“Yes.”
“She was heading toward Bibi?”
“No.”
“Where then?” he asked. “Was she coming toward us?”
“Yes,” I gestured with my head.
Jahaaz lowered his head and grew a bit older before my eyes.
“I’ve seen her every day,” he said at last, “from the day her tiny head popped out of the water”—he was nearly
coughing the words—“but I hadn’t noticed how grown-up she’d come to look.”
I stood silently, watching him grow even older.
“All right, go!” he said, putting his hand on my shoulder. “I’ll find something to tell them. Don’t you tell
anybody anything.”
What could I tell anybody? I thought. And my attention, which had meanwhile strayed from the ghat, returned
to it. But Jahaaz gently turned me around and nudged me in the direction of the open field.
When I reached the edge of the field, I turned toward him and he said:
“Your father came to take you back yesterday. I told him to wait a few days.”
Again he coughed a little. He grabbed both panels of the door and slowly began to back away.
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Before the door closed, I had already started on my journey. But I’d only gone some fifteen steps when Jahaaz
called out to me. I turned around and saw him walk toward me haltingly. He looked as though he were imitating a
ship whose sails had been torn off by the winds. He came up to me and embraced me. He held me to him for a
long time. Then he released me and stepped back.
“Jahaaz!”
Bibi’s wail was heard from the ghat.
The pale eyes of the old clown looked at me for the last time. He nodded, as though in affirmation, and I turned
and walked on.
4.60 Our Side Of The Fence And Theirs\fn{by Gyanranjan (1936- )} Allalabad, Allalabad District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 3
Mukherji has been transferred and no longer lives in our neighborhood. The new people who moved in have no
contact with us. They appear to be Punjabis, but maybe not. It’s hard to know anything about them. Ever since
they arrived, I’ve been strangely anxious to find out about them. For some reason I can’t stand staying detached.
Even on journeys I have to get acquainted with the other travelers. Perhaps it’s just my nature. But no one at our
house is indifferent to those people. We’re respectable, honorable people. Having young women in the home,
we’re forced to understand everything and to be constantly aware. We’re full of curiosity, and keep forming
impressions based on the activities of our new neighbors.
I’d like to invite the whole family over to our house and be able to come and go at their place. But probably
they’re completely unaware of my feelings. Their life is an unusual one. They spend a good part of the day sitting
around on chairs set on the firm ground near the verandah of their house. Those chairs remain outside all the time,
even at night. They’re very careless, but the chairs have never been stolen.
On one side of our house, there’s a government office and a high brick wall. Behind us is the back of a twostory apartment building and, in front, the main street. As a result, we have no real proximity with any other
family. The new neighbors seem like certain people found in big cities who establish no connection with others
and keep strictly to themselves. Both this city and the neighborhood are quiet and peaceful. People come and go at
a leisurely pace and stroll around casually, since life has no great urgency. That’s why we find our neighbors
strange.
I went outside. Those people were having morning tea, at the late hour of nine. Besides the husband and wife,
there’s one girl who must be their daughter. One always sees these same three people, never a fourth. The
daughter may not be pretty, but she’s a well-mannered young woman. If she used the right make-up, she might
even look pretty. I’ve noticed that she laughs a lot—and frequently. Her mother and father laugh also. They
always look happy. What sorts of things do they talk about, and why are they always laughing? Are their lives so
full of delightful circumstances which keep them laughing? Or are they insensitive to the harsh, realistic
circumstances of life? Amazed, I compare my family with the neighbors.
They startle me by suddenly bursting into laughter. I’d been concentrating on the rose beds, but now my trowel
stopped. Their laughter seemed unable to stop. The girl rose from the chair and stood up, handing her teacup to
her mother for fear of spilling it. Instead of standing straight, she was doubled over. Something funny in the
conversation, perhaps a joke, must have set off the explosion of laughter. The girl, helpless with laughter, was
unaware that her dupatta\fn{A note reads: A long thin scarf worn over a woman’s shoulders and sometimes also covering the head;
usually worn with salwar-kameez, the woman’s pajama-type pant, usually tight at the ankles and worn with a long shirt (kameez or
kurta).} had slipped off one shoulder. The movement of her bosom was visible—free and unrestrained. This was

too much! Her mother should have scolded her for that carelessness. What kind of person was she not to mind?
But maybe, unlike me, none of them had even looked in that direction.
Daily a kind of mild compulsion grips me, and my helpless fascination about the new neighbors grows. I’m not
the only one. Puppi is very curious too, and keeps praising the material of that girl’s kurtas. My brother’s wife
also glances periodically from the kitchen toward their house, and Granny even knows when the neighbors have
bought water chestnuts or squash and when the stove has been lit. Nevertheless, those people don’t show a scrap
of interest in us.
The girl never looks in our direction, nor do her parents. It doesn’t even seem intentional. So the thought of
them conversing with us is remote and unimaginable. Perhaps they don’t need us in their world. Maybe they
consider us inferior. Or maybe they fear trouble because of our proximity. I don’t know to what extent that could
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be true, however, since the sight of a young man in the vicinity doesn’t seem to fill her parents with the fear which
my father feels for Puppi at the sight of my friends.
We never hear a radio at their place, while ours blares constantly. There’s bare ground in front of their house,
with not even a blade of grass. Our house has a lawn, along with a vegetable garden and beds of strong-smelling
flowers. Why doesn’t that girl make friends with my sister and my sister-in-law? Why don’t her parents mix with
mine? Why don’t they notice us drinking tea out of cups prettier than theirs? What they ought to do is add us to
their list of acquaintances. They should be interested in everything of ours. Next to the fence, on our side, there’s a
big tall tamarind tree with fruit six inches long hanging from it. Girls are crazy about tamarind fruit, and yet this
neighbor girl never even looks over longingly. She’s never given me the satisfaction of breaking a piece of fruit
off the tree.
I keep waiting …
Our neighbors evidently have no problem that might make them want to seek our help. Perhaps the little
internal problems that exist in our home and others don’t exist in theirs, which is astonishing. None of the three
ever appears worried. The girl’s father must frown occasionally, and at times her mother must get upset, but
nothing can be seen or heard from our place. Possibly the girl has some secret and private corner in her heart—
some complication or emotional conflict. Maybe so, maybe not. Nothing definite can be known.
A light usually burns at night in their middle room, where Mukherji and his whole family used to sleep.
Apparently even indoors they sit together and talk. They must have an endless supply of stories and material for
conversation. A sigh slips from my lips. In our house the talk deals only with the weather, mosquitoes, the birth of
children, the new wives of relatives, kitchen matters, and ancient divine heroes who obliterate the present.
The fence between our houses is a barrier only in name. It’s only a foot high ridge of dirt with some berry
bushes, a long stretch of dry twisted wild cactus, and some unknown shrubs with white ants clustered around the
roots. In between, the ridge is broken in several places. Paths have formed, used by the fruit and vegetable sellers
as well as the sweeper woman and the newspaper vendor. The postman and milkman have been using these paths
for years. Despite the damage from dogs and cats coming and going and from animals grazing on the plants, the
fence remains much the same as ever. Until a short time ago, Mukherji’s daughter Shaila used to take this route
bringing books over to me. It’s such a convenient and simple fence that we can easily ride bicycles through the
gaps from one side to the other without dismounting. And previously we used to pass through that way, but no
longer, because our neighbors interpret a fence as something uncrossable.
They’ve been living here for three months …
I often move my desk outdoors for study. At this time of year the outside air is lovely, like ice water in an
intense summer thirst. But studying there is difficult. My eyes leap the fence and my mind hovers around the
neighbors’ house. A young and unattached girl. Cheerful and fearless parents. If only I’d been born in that home!
That’s the way my mind wanders.
At times the neighbor girl sits outside all alone, doing some work or doing nothing. Occasionally she strolls
over to the wall on the other side of her house. Elbows propped on the wall, she watches the street. Then she
returns. Loafers from other neighborhoods come into our area a lot. Not that there’s any lack of them in our
neighborhood too. But she always seems innocent and free, walking with small swaying steps.
At our place, in contrast, my sister-in-law takes Puppi along even when she goes outside to get flowers for
worship. She’s scared outside the house and in it too. She’s kept scared. A sharp eye is kept on Puppi also. One
time the neighbor girl’s father put his hand on his wife’s shoulder in the course of conversation, and Puppi was
immediately called into the house on some pretext. That scene produced an uproar at our place. Such
shamelessness! Gradually people in our house have begun considering the neighbors quite dangerous.
With the passing of time, the attraction toward the neighbors has changed into dislike, though they might as
well be non-existent as far as we’re concerned. In time, however, our family has made the neighbors a focal point
for all the evils in the world. Our eyes cross the fence thousands of times in what has become a part of our daily
routine. A new distress has crept into our minds, added to our other worries. I, too, waste a lot of time, but not a
glance from there ever falls this way.
Somewhere nearby a diesel engine, finding no signal to proceed, stands shrieking. The novelty of the sound is
startling. For a while all of us will talk about nothing but the diesel engine.
Yesterday those neighbors had not been home since noon. A few guests were staying at their place, but there
was no hustle and bustle—just the usual carefree atmosphere. I rose and went inside. Sister-in-law was drying her
hair. Then, I don’t know why, she teased me slyly, connecting me with the neighbor girl. Smiling to myself, I went
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outdoors. Just then the girl and her mother returned, probably from the bazaar, carrying some packages. The father
must have remained behind.
Both that evening and this morning people kept coming and going there. But it couldn’t be considered a large
number of people. Their house had the atmosphere of some ordinary festival celebration—just faintly. We were all
astonished when the milk-man reported that the daughter’s marriage took place last night. It was some man from
the other side of town. She’d had an Arya Samaj wedding. My sister-in-law threw me a teasing look of sympathy,
and I started laughing. I laughed openly and freely, thinking what dreamers we all are.
Now and then three or four people would arrive at their house. They’d go inside, then come out a little later
and go away. They were mostly serious and restrained people. At times children gathered, shouting and running
around, but otherwise there was no commotion—as though everything were taking place easily and smoothly.
There was no way to know just what was happening, nor how.
At our house this has been a day of great uneasiness. After several hours, the girl emerged. She was wearing a
sari, maybe for the first time. She stepped out on the verandah straightening her sari and carrying a coconut. Her
swaying walk was restricted considerably by the sari and she moved forward with an eye on each step. She hadn’t
veiled herself in any way, nor, even with her husband walking so close to her, did she show any of the
embarrassment and coquettishness of a traditional bride. Her husband looked like some friend of mine. No one
was weeping and wailing. Several times the girl’s mother kissed her warmly on both cheeks. The father patted her
head. The girl’s eyes could no longer conceal a shimmer of tears reflecting her excitement over the new life
ahead.
Squirrels were darting across the fence from one corner to the other. Mother expressed amazement to me over
the girl’s failure to cry. According to her, the girl had become hardened by her education and had no real love or
attachment for her mother and father.
“They’re all like that these days … with not one tear for those who struggled and sacrificed to raise them.”
I was not interested in listening to such things. I observed that Mother was enjoying the sun, shifting her
position to stay in the patches of sunshine. Then Father made a pronouncement:
“In the old days, girls would cry all the way to the edge of the village. Anyone who didn’t was beaten and
forced to cry. Otherwise her life at her husband’s home could never be happy.”
Father feels very distressed that things are no longer like that. “The old days are passing and men’s hearts have
become machines, just machines!” At such times his voice grows sharp, and the wreckage of Kali Yug, this Age of
Darkness, dances before his eyes.
A few small isolated fragments of cloud have appeared in the sky over our home and then passed on. The
parents and relatives reached the gate and were waiting to give the girl a last farewell. The boy’s party had
brought a Herald car for the groom which looked like a colorful room. That colorful room glided slowly away and
was gone.
Granny was the most astounded of all and kept muttering to herself. This marriage made no sense at all to her.
“No fanfare, no uproar, no feasting. What’s the point of such stinginess! And besides, not even asking the
neighbors on such an occasion. What’s happening to mankind? Good god!”
Having said goodbye to the girl, the people walked back to the house. Each carried out a chair and sat down
outdoors. Ever since the girl’s departure, her mother had been a little sad and subdued. A few people kept her
company, probably trying to cheer her up. My friend Radhu swore that he could prove the girl was a woman of
the world. I felt only the sadness of an intense loss. A sort of strange emptiness—an emptiness at being left behind
and an emptiness produced by Radhu’s loose talk about the girl. Absolutely unfounded! Maybe talking about a
girl’s misconduct provides a kind of depraved satisfaction. But perhaps in one corner of my mind I, too, like my
family, can’t tolerate the behavior of the neighbors.
Night is sloughing off the cover of evening. The people who were seated around a table across the fence have
risen and dispersed. As usual, a light is burning in the middle room of the neighbor’s house. Their night has
become peaceful and quiet as usual, and there’s no way to know how they’re feeling about the absence of one
member of the family. At our house, though, the bazaar of neighbor-criticism is doing a heated business.
4.74 Empty\fn{by Rasmesh Bakshi (1936- )} Indore, Indore District, Madhya Pradesh, India (M) 4
I had started cutting one minute from each task. Today shaving took only thirty seconds, I bathed in just two
minutes, and it took one minute to dress. By saving time on each chore I hoped to leave early for the office, so as
to finish the work there and use the free time to meet her. My mind is always scheming to find free time, to the
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point that even meals have become just a formality. Just as a miser is always multiplying and dividing, I’m always
busy manipulating time. The result of all this is that I’m terribly busy—day and night.
After devoting my energy to stealing time for a rendezvous, it actually ends up being very brief. We barely
manage to exchange five or six kisses before either her university bell rings or my boss’s lunch is over. We end up
rushing and racing.
Not only that, but if we go to the British Council Library then we have to dodge some girl friend of hers sitting
there. Or we go to the zoo and some old-fashioned family sees our behavior and starts staring, at which point we
try to do something to make them feel ashamed or, if they have a daughter, to make them resolve to keep an eye
on her.
After buying a chocolate bar, we sit on a bench and take turns feeding each other. It’s really a sight, and the
passersby get very curious. We consider it crucial to disturb those people, and much more time is wasted in
arguing over one thing or another than is spent in actual lovemaking.
One day we were feeding each other ice cream when a sweeper's moral sense was aroused. He carne over and
said, “A big sahab lives in the bungalow there in front. It might be good if you could sit somewhere else.”
Scooping up a spoonful of ice cream, she responded, “We’re not doing anything wrong. This boy doesn’t know
how to eat ice cream, so I’m teaching him.”
The sweeper was about to say something when she stood up and held out the spoon. “Here, you taste it too.”
The sweeper beat a hasty retreat and we both laughed for a long time.
Similarly I kissed her one day at Water Gate near the Hooghly River. A policeman in a white uniform carne
over and said, “I saw that.”
Before could say anything she had replied, “What’s the rate for watching?”
A policeman is a policeman, but this question embarrassed him and he thought it best not to press the issue.
I told her that we should behave the same way with our parents. It would be a good way to stop them from
taking issue with us. But at the mention of parents she always becomes serious and starts describing their tyranny.
Several times we got together and were suddenly in the mood to mesh when parents intervened. They’re like a
curse on us. As soon as we think of them, our bodies forget even their natural deviltry.
Suddenly the doorbell rang. I had just been thinking that I’d saved some time from the office, and was
wondering what to do if she wasn’t free … still buttoning my shirt, I opened the door and was taken by surprise—
she was standing right in front of me. Eyeing her from head to toe, I couldn’t figure out which aspect of my
surprise to express first—her unexpected arrival or that outfit of hers.
“I just couldn’t believe it was you!” I stammered. “What gave you the courage to come at this hour?”
She had seated herself casually on the sofa, after throwing her books on my table. Closing her eyes she said,
“Well, what shall we do?”
Delighted, I leaned over her. “And what’s this you’re wearing today?”
“I was feeling terribly empty today. What’s there to do?”
“Meaning what?”
“When my sister was around, I was always busy with something or other because of her. Last night she left by
train for her in-laws’ place. I went to the university, but it’s a holiday there. I’ve had this emptiness since early
morning. I had written nothing in my diary for two months, so this morning I got up and filled it in. Previously I
used to elaborate on all kinds of little things in the diary, but now for any day I meet you I just write your name on
the page and doodle around it. It makes me feel as though I’m writing my own destiny.”
“But there are seven strokes, seven knots in writing my name. What are you going to do with a knotted
destiny?”
“I’ll have the knots stitched on my clothes!”
She said this in response to my kiss, speaking only after I sat down contentedly next to her. She seemed to
want to explain the emptiness which had somehow come over her.
“The thing is that previously the thought of coming to your house would start a conflict in my mind as to how I
could come—what if I did and someone saw me? Besides, I used to be afraid of you. Now there’s no more
conflict left. Meeting you is just a meeting. Mummy told me I’ve woven a cloak of public shame. You know what
I answered?”
“What?” As was my habit, I was playing with her bare arm.
“I said—‘Mummy dear, your cloak of public shame proved a bit too small. That’s why mine’s become so
tight!’”
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I laughed. “How did you get the nerve to say that to your mother? The mere sound of her voice used to scare
you.”
She rested both arms on my shoulder.
“That’s precisely my tragedy. That’s why I’d get so upset when I was afraid, because then I’d feel that some
incident had taken place and I’d been caught …”
“You mean to say that no incident can take place now?”
“What could happen now? When one’s not afraid of anything, then what can happen? All that’s left now is to
undergo the incident.”
“What made you suddenly start thinking like this?” I asked pointedly.
“When I couldn’t live without you. And once a person’s determined to face whatever happens then what’s the
use of beating out his brains thinking about all those things, or of masturbating over a battle with those things?”
I liked what she said. The fact is that if we have the power to fight against a situation and yet are afraid to
create a battle around it, then it’s like the way we behave when we eat snacks. There’s no battle involved when we
enjoy asking for more hot pepper and yet exclaim as it burns our tongues.
“But if I’m forced to fight against Mummy and Daddy, then I’ll fight. I’ll suffer any consequences. I’ll give
any response that’s called for. You keep describing our life as an armed siege, but it seems more like high jump to
me. We each have to jump the right height for our own physical strength. If we fail, it’s only because of weakness.
As for me, I don’t see a siege even when I look at this love of mine through a telescope.”
I was watching her sparkling eyes. When she speaks with conviction, her whole body becomes still. Her
eyebrows turn into a taut bow, and the collyrium\fn{ A medicated application for the eyes; usually an eyewater .} pulling at
her eyelashes lengthens. Her fingers intertwine and she forgets to keep adjusting her dupatta.\fn{A long thin scarf
worn over a woman’s shoulders and sometimes also covering the head .} She doesn’t emphasize her words with gestures nor
use long sentences for clarification. Her tears turn to acid, strong enough not only to start a fire but to destroy the
frying-pan as well. Several times they’ve fallen on my dirty floor and cut right through the dirt there. Swallowed
by this torrent of feeling, I pulled her very close.
“This morning Daddy got hold of a letter I’d written to a girl friend. I can’t write emotional letters to people
close to me. I only report what I’ve been doing. This was that kind of letter. Only one line in it might have
suggested we were indecent friends, that we were having an improper relationship.”
Mischievously I responded, “Meaning what? How could two girls have an improper relationship? Are you
hinting at homosexuality?”
“Sure,” she laughed, “I'm a homosexual. That’s why I’m in love with someone girlish like you!”
At that I punched her waist and she doubled up with laughter. Her explosive answers to everything are the most
pleasing bond in our relationship. We both seem most natural when we pretend to attack each other. It’s become a
habit with me not to feel right about something until she has reacted by striking out at me.
Repressing my delight, I said, “Well, what did your father say after reading it?”
“Oh my, he got absolutely furious about the letter. Said it was all vulgar.” She began describing his anger as
though telling a story—“I very quietly said just one thing—that there was nothing evil in what I’d written. Then,
Daddy asked whether I thought any decent person used such language. I answered that it’s the language of our
new generation, at which he said that the people who used to be called hoodlums are now being hailed as the new
generation.”
She stopped to check my reaction, but there had been no reaction since I’d not been called a hoodlum. I just
said, “Then why get upset? That’s a perfectly correct evaluation of us.” I assumed a loving expression and looked
at her.
She gave me a slap and said, “Evaluation my eye! That puts us nowhere. Even Daddy has begun calling us
hoodlums and loafers! And we used to be so good …” She began weeping softly.
“Well come on,” I said, “let’s roam around Calcutta today.”
“All right, let’s go.” She stood right up. “Honestly, I’ve been feeling so empty ever since morning that I can’t
figure out what to do or what not to …”
When she stretched as though ready to set off, I eyed her closely.
“You look very small in that blouse and skirt. Why did you change to those clothes today?” This was the first
time I’d seen her in a skirt and blouse.
“What was there to do? I changed clothes hoping to break the emptiness. When I was in high school, I’d get
that deadly feeling of emptiness on the last day of exams and put on a kurta-salwar\fn{A note reads: A woman’s outfit
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consisting of a long, loose shirt (kurta) worn over a salwar (a pajama-type pant, usually tight at the ankles).}

in order to feel
composed.”
“And now?”
“Now when I wear a skirt I feel naked!” Being risqué seemed an attempt to free herself from the emptiness
which had engulfed her.
“And how do you feel in a sari?” I asked, closing the door as we went out.
“A sari’s a mosquito net! I think a sari is worn for protection against mosquitoes.”
I burst out laughing, but she didn’t laugh. Walking down the street, I tried to break through her emptiness by
asking, “Say, what ever happened to that Miss Goal? Did she go back to America or is she still searching for her
aims in India?”
A girl had come from America—Miss Mary. She had stayed in the university guest house, wanting to meet the
“new people” of India, and we both had gone to visit her. Accepting us as representatives of India’s young
generation, she had asked, “What’s the goal of the new generation? For instance, in America our aim at first was
the freedom movement. Then being anti-social became our goal. Now we’re searching for some new god—but
even when we stand facing that god, we’re responsible for our own actions.”
At that point we had started to laugh. I was still wondering what to martyr in the name of a goal when she shot
back: “We don’t have any goal.”
Disturbed, the American girl declared, “How could the land of Gandhi produce a generation which doesn’t
even have a goal?” She suggested that we make some one thing our goal. I asked what value that would be and
she replied, “Those who have a goal are not empty.” It was the recollection of that statement which prompted my
question about the girl.
“She’s still knocking about here in India,” she answered and hailed a passing taxi. “Just four or five days ago
she showed up at the Blue Fox. She was doing the Twist with a Beatle!”
“You’re sure it wasn’t her new god?” I said after the taxi started.
She shook her hair aside, wiped her face with a hankie and slid over near me. “Gods don’t know how to do the
Twist. Even my Daddy doesn’t know how.”
We both laughed, but only for a moment. I had a distinct feeling that she was forcing the laughter and that she
couldn’t have laughed spontaneously even over a joke. Her condition sobered me.
“What’s the matter?” I asked. “Are you unhappy today?”
“Of course not. I already told you I’m feeling terribly empty today. When I’m unhappy, I become calm. Look
—where’s the calmness in me today?”
I took her hands in mine, feeling uneasy as I do when she becomes sad. There are lots of ways I can remove
her sadness. Several times, merely tickling her has broken the sadness. There’ve even been times when a stolen
kiss or two eliminated her unhappiness. She herself admits that it melts away when I take her in my arms.
But what became of all that today? Seeing her in that skirt I’d become extremely aroused. I kissed the little
mole glistening on her knee. With that, the tension usually gave way. I was convinced that she’d start sparkling
again as usual and say in English, her body relaxed, “I’m the richest girl in Calcutta.”
But today just the opposite happened. In response to my affection, she kissed me only once, and even that was
fleeting. Just as I was feeling very contented, she’d said, “I just can’t figure out what to do. I’m feeling so empty
that … that …” It was then, to break that emptiness of hers, that I’d come up with the proposal of going
somewhere.
Worried at my inability to ease her unhappiness, I asked, “Just what is it you’re actually feeling?”
She looked at me and replied, “It’s as though some great force were boiling deep inside of me.”
“Any other day you’d have claimed that I’d fractured your limbs. Even after one of those experiences would
you feel a force boiling inside you?”
“Yes.” She put her hand on my shoulder, “That’s the tragedy.”
She began looking somewhere outside. There was no expression in her eyes, her face like a pressure cooker
whose cover gave no indication of what was boiling inside. Earlier we used to spend all our time planning an
attack on our problems. But now, though the problem is still there, it’s no longer problematic. Maybe that was the
reason she felt so empty.
I was about to say something when she spoke up.
“Listen, Ramesh.”
I looked over at her. She only calls me directly by name that way when she has something special to say.
“Dear, why did our country become free so quickly?”
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She looked me straight in the eye and I let her continue.
“If the country were still enslaved then we could revolt, we could throw bombs, we could scatter English
corpses around. Now there’s nothing to be done. It seems as though there’s a force inside which I’m battling
against.”
Her words were hitting straight home with me. It was as though she were carrying a sword and shield rather
than wearing a skirt and blouse. My whole structure rested on the context of her dreams, so her emptiness was a
problem for me. I pulled her close and put my trembling lips to hers …
It sounded like something being ripped to pieces. The taxi braked so strongly that our kissing faces were
knocked against each other. Locked together, we were thrown against the back of the driver. Passing cars had
stopped and pedestrians rushed from the sidewalk to our taxi.
We pulled ourselves together, opened the door and jumped out of the taxi. An eight- or nine-year-old boy had
been run down. The boy was crossing and the driver had lost control of the car.
It took me some time to comprehend the situation, but she immediately moved forward and pulled the boy
from underneath. His right foot had been injured, and if the taxi had gone an inch farther he would have been
mashed.
The boy was gasping, and blood flowed from his foot. The taxi driver began shouting. “People walk around
blind and we’ll be blamed when they get killed!”
This shouting irritated her. “What are you yelling about? Why don’t you keep the taxi under control when you
drive? What’s the matter, don’t you know how to use the brake?”
The driver couldn’t very well remain silent. “Memsahab, I’ve been driving a taxi for ten years!”
“Show me your license,” she demanded.
“I will not. Are you a traffic policeman or something?”
“Whoever I am, show me your license and then talk! You’ve smashed this boy’s leg. You’ll have to pay the
damages.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah!” “Watch your tongue when you speak!” She moved forward and seized the driver’s hand.
He freed it with a jerk that almost knocked her down.
Just then a Bihari stepped out from the crowd and repaid the driver with a hard slap. I stood watching as the
whole crowd rained down on the driver. His turban landed some distance away. When he jumped in the taxi to
escape, people smashed the front window. In no time a full-blown riot had developed on that Calcutta street.
Three or four other taxi-drivers had pulled up, and it looked as though the two factions would start battling. A
wailing siren approached and then stopped, while the excited crowd waited for the next scene.
A policeman asked, “Who hit the driver?”
In response a rock came flying and struck against his helmet.
Now there were three factions. The crowd saw the policemen’s sticks flailing and began to run. The same
Bihari who had first struck the driver came over to us and said,
“Your hand wasn’t hurt, sister? That bastard gave it a bad jerk. The hoodlum, raising a hand against a woman!
Rotten lecher!”
Neither of us replied and we set off in silence. Her eyes were sparkling now and she was walking faster than I.
She seemed to have tightened her belt a notch. When she realized that she was walking ahead, she stopped and
took hold of my hand.
“Why are you going so slowly?” She pulled me with such force that I was dragged alongside her.
“It’s nothing … I was wondering whether he might have been watching us kissing through the rearview mirror
and whether that could have been the reason for the accident.”
“Then the fault is his. Why was he watching what we were doing?”
I wasn’t surprised at this response. But I was still disturbed at the sudden course of events. She interrupted my
silence.
“I was getting furious at that driver. If I had the strength, I’d have beaten him up myself.”
I looked over and saw that she was brimming with emotion, her eyes flashing and her hands shaking with
excitement.
A minute later we were sailing along down Rajpath. Suddenly we were in front of Rajbhavan, the Presidential
mansion.
“Say, why did you bring me here?” she asked.
“I didn’t bring you. It was you who brought me here!” I protested angrily.
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Just then a police van passed by on our right, carrying away the driver who had been arrested. Behind the van
was our taxi, driven by a policeman. I noticed that the meter was still running.
4.78 Relationship\fn{by Rasmeth Giriraj Kishore (1936- )} Muzaffarnagar, Muzaffarnagar District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 6
Manki opened the tin door of the garage, making quite a clatter. To her right was a cooking hearth, the coals
dying out, surrounded by a small fading circle of light. Manki came inside and then fastened the bolt on the door.
“Hey!” she called, peering into the room. “Are you asleep?”
“Uh—no.” The boy sat up.
“Have you baked the chapatis?”\fn{Flat, thin pancakes usually made of wheat flour and somewhat similar to a tortilla .}
The boy answered in a sleepy voice. “Yes, I’ve cooked them.”
Manki stepped forward and her foot struck a cooking pot.
“When are you going to get some sense?” she exclaimed. “Leaving the pot right in the middle of the floor!”
“Shall I light the lamp, mother?”
“Do you have to ask? Just light it.”
Manki plopped down and sat on the floor. The boy lit the lamp and the
room grew larger. Manki looked over at her son—like a tall bamboo, standing there wearing a torn pair of shorts.
“Wretch!” she said with a smile. “Go cover up. You run around letting everything dangle like a bottle!
He lifted a black dirty sari of his mother’s from the floor and wrapped it around himself.
“There!”
Manki laughed. “You're a full-grown man and yet your mother still has to tell you what to cover and what to
uncover.”
“Shall I serve the chapatis?” the boy asked softly.
“Is that something you have to ask about too? I’m so hungry my guts are cramped. Bring the food right away.”
Placing the chapatis, wrapped in a dirty cloth, on a plate, he set them in front of her. He also righted the pot
that had been kicked over and put it in front of her. She strained in the dim light to peer into the pot and then
muttered, “Looks like you didn’t add enough turmeric.”
The boy sat there silently. Manki unwrapped two or three sweets from the end of her sari and placed them on
the chapatis. Rolling up the chapatis, she gnawed at the sweets along with the bread. Periodically she also added
some dal.\fn{Pulse or lentils, similar to split-peas and usually eaten as a kind of sauce with rice or chapatis.} The boy kept
watching her face.
“Mother,” he said after a while, “you haven’t eaten the dal. I took only a little so you’d have plenty.”
Manki swallowed the chunk in her mouth and then responded.
“How am I to eat it? There’s not even any turmeric in it. I don’t like plain grass and stuff! It was that ladydoctor’s servant who gave me the two laddoos.\fn{A laddoo is a round sweet made with milk and sugar .} With those I can
manage.” About to put the last sweet in her mouth, she hesitated a moment but then went ahead. After gulping
some water from the jug, she declared with a chuckle, “The lady-doctor has gone away, so that rascal is
entertaining in grand style.”
Rising, she belched loudly and then squatted next to the closed door and washed her hands. Still squatting
there, she urinated. The boy had lain down. Manki took off her sari and hung it on a peg. Removing the ragged
loose blouse also, she draped it over the sari. For some time she massaged her bosom with both hands. Then,
covering herself again, she lay down.
“Hey Girdhari! You haven’t even put out the lamp. Go put it out.”
Girdhari got up slowly and blew out the lamp.
“You fool,” Manki immediately scolded, “is that any way to put out an oil lamp, by blowing it? Better learn
some sense or you’ll end up just knocking around.”
Girdhari went and lay down without a word. The coals in the hearth were dying out but some light filtered
under the door from the electric light out front. The place where Manki had washed her hands and then urinated
was still damp.
“Mother, what happened?” Girdhari asked suddenly.
“About what?”
“About that Ramtirth.”
Manki chuckled. “What was there to happen with him? I’m the one who wasn’t willing. He said he wouldn’t
take in such a big son along with me.”
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Girdhari said nothing.
After some time Manki spoke again. “So I told him, ‘In that case, go away. I’ve got plenty of others.’”
“Then you won’t be going to live with him?” Girdhari’s voice was full of eagerness.
“The bastard has nowhere else to go. He’ll come back.” Manki began to laugh loudly, the sound echoing in the
semi-darkness.
Girdhari again spoke up softly: “You were mentioning a silver waist-chain yesterday, weren’t you?”
“If he takes me in, he’ll give one. The man earns a hundred and a quarter a month.\fn{ One hundred twenty five
rupees every thirty days.} If he were to die the next day, I’d already have his wealth in my hands. When your father
died, I was left to go around scrubbing pots. He swallowed up everything we had.” She smiled. “As for the silver
chain, the old man’s ready to give me one too. But Ramtirth is a young man.”
“Which old man?”
Manki laughed again. “Oh, that lady-doctor’s servant Baru. He has one foot dangling in the grave, but he’s
determined to make me a widow again, the bastard. From him I’ve demanded a gold chain.”
“That would be nice if he’d give it,” Girdhari said with little conviction.
“Suddenly he’s going to become a big spender! Why, he’d have to hold an auction to afford even a two ounce
chain, the old goat.”
Girdhari kept still as Manki chattered on for a while. Then she fell silent also. After she turned over facing the
other way, Girdhari asked, “Are you asleep, mother?”
“No.” Girdhari waited a moment and then raised the question about himself. “That Ramtirth doesn’t want to
take me in?”
Manki turned, trying in the darkness to see her son’s face. He lay there quietly.
“The scoundrel already has two children of his own,” she tried to explain. “He says you’re so big … that I
can’t keep supporting you forever. And what would happen if I were to die?”
“Then you go ahead, mother,” Girdhari murmured.
Manki lay in silence for some time and then called tenderly, “Girdhari, you must be feeling cold. Slide over
next to me, son.”
Girdhari crept over. Pulling him close, she stroked his back and said, “If we get you settled at his house, you’ll
be able to have a job at the cloth mill. Your marriage’ll be arranged too. Who’s there to care about you besides
shameless old me!” She paused and then declared, “I’ll settle it with him tomorrow afternoon. Barn has asked me
over for lunch. Ramtirth will be there also. You come to the lady-doctor’s house too and have your meal there.”
“And the lady-doctor?” Girdhari asked fearfully.
“Oh, she’s away on a four or five day trip.”
Girdhari stammered, “The old man has invited Ramtirth too?”
“Oh, he’s a friend of the old man. Barn says either I should live at his house or at Ramtirth’s. The two of them
are partners in crime!” Manki laughed.
Girdhari slid back to his own place. Manki turned over and before long she began snoring. Girdhari got up
quietly and unlatched the door. The bolt clattered against the tin door.
“What is it?” Manki asked from her sleep.
“Nothing—I was going outside to pee.”
“Well, just squat there and do it. Why go outside?”
“All right.” Girdhari was about to squat when he changed his mind and went outside. Standing there urinating,
he stared up at the sky. Afterwards, he kept standing there for some time. Despite the jangling of the latch when
he returned, Manki didn’t wake up.
*
Girdhari arrived at the lady-doctor’s house to find it all closed. After a full circle around the place, he sat down
near the back door. A mixture of voices was coming from inside. Putting his ear to the door, he tried to listen.
The voice belonged to Manki.
“Stop it. You’re trying to steal all the fun free. First give me your promise.”
Girdhari now put his eye instead of his ear to the crack. His mother was lying naked. Drawing back for a
moment, he glanced around and then started peering inside again. His body trembled for some time. Squatting on
the ground, he supported himself with one hand between his legs.
Ramtirth was clinging to Manki. The old man, standing, was watching the two of them intently. Suddenly
Manki pushed Ramtirth aside.
“Agree to my terms and then come ahead.”
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Manki half rose from her prone position and said with a smile,
“Both things have to happen, the boy and the chain. Give the chain alone if you can or …” She smiled at Baru.
“Or else both of you do it together. Why sacrifice this poor old Baru? He can’t do much anyway. Actually I’ll be
your woman alone.”
In a flash Baru straightened up, leaped forward and stripped stark naked.
“What’s that you say? I’m not capable of anything? Take this and see!” He clamped himself to Manki, but was
soon puffing heavily. Manki stroked his head and began to laugh.
Girdhari’s lips were puffing a bit also. Now Ramtirth was standing. He tried to push Baru out of the way but
the old man clung to Manki like a child. A strong shove and Baru lurched to one side, gasping as he fell to the
floor.
Ramtirth was trying to fasten himself to Manki. She crossed behind her back, and put her face close to
Ramtirth’s. He took one look and then clasped her upper portion with both arms. Manki brought her hands up and
shoved him over backward, saying,
“You want to take away my honor completely free. Only your children matter, not mine. Get away!”
Ramtirth tried to use force again but Manki warned,
“Are you going to move away or shall I start screaming? If my son’s a dumbbell, am I supposed to poison
him? Shouldn’t I look out for him?”
Girdhari, face taut, was about to throw open the door when he hesitated at the sound of a latch from the
adjacent house. Taking his eye from the crack, he glanced quickly around and then huddled in a corner. A woman
was coming out of the house. Seeing Girdhari crouched in the corner, she came and stood right over him.
“Why are you sitting here?”
Girdhari stammered, “My mother’s inside.”
“Who’s your mother?”
“She scrubs the pots and pans here.”
“Manki?”
“Yes.” The woman flared up.
“Then what are you doing here peeking and peering? Why don’t you have the door opened?”
He continued to cower there.
“Look,” the woman repeated, “what are you sitting around for? Knock on the door. The doctor’s away. If the
house has been robbed, who’ll be held responsible? Where’s that old man gone?”
“Inside,” Girdhari murmured, his eyes glued to the ground.
“Are you crazy or something?” the woman said angrily. “Either get the door opened or go back home. Why are
you crouching here like some thief?”
At that point a man emerged from the same house. “Come on,” he called to the woman and she went off with
him. For some time Girdhari kept looking around apprehensively, and then he put his eye to the crack again.
The old man, bent over the other two, was thrusting his body forward, rocking back and forth. All at once he
cried, “Get out of here. You’ve stirred up enough trouble. Shameless creature!” There was no answer from
Ramtirth or Manki. The old man leaned over and stared. “I’m opening the door,” he shouted.
Girdhari stepped away from the door and looked the other way. His face had begun to droop from being in the
sun so long. A couple of minutes later the door opened. Manki was adjusting her sari.
Seeing Girdhari at the door, Baru said, “You saw your mother’s mischief?”
Manki became angry. “Are you completely shameless, old man? What mischief has his mother done?
Bastard!” Turning to Girdhari she asked, “When did you get here anyway?”
“Just now.” Girdhari looked crushed. Ramtirth came outside and began staring intently at Girdhari. Girdhari
avoided looking at any of the three.
“Go eat your food,” Manki snapped. “Then help with the pots and pans. The morning has worn me out.”
Baru interrupted immediately. “There’s nothing to eat here for troublemakers. No shame and no modesty!”
“What are you jabbering about?” Ramtirth broke in. “What’s there to blame anyone for? You certainly didn’t
forbid it.”
This time Girdhari stared at each of the three in turn. His mother’s face was distorted, and she was looking at
Baru the way she’d been eyeing Girdhari a short time before.
“Go inside,” she told Girdhari. “What are you standing around gaping at here?”
After Girdhari had gone in, Ramtirth turned to Baru. “You killed it today and now you’re fussing.”
A faint smile appeared on Manki’s face. “I haven’t died!”
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“As far as I’m concerned,” Baru exploded, “I don’t care who dies. But give back my forty rupees. When you
grabbed the money you weren’t concerned about my age!” Baru straightened up and leaped toward Manki. She
burst out laughing.
Becoming still angrier, Baru roared, “What are you laughing about? I don’t care what kind of bargain you’ve
made. I won’t let you leave without handing back the forty rupees. Talk to that lover of yours. He’s going to give
you a big silver chain when he can’t produce even my forty rupees.” Baru kept using his upper lip to control his
sagging lower one.
“Nitwit!” Manki laughed. “Why’re you making such an uproar? It’s you who’ll lose your job. That poor old
lady-doctor hired you … no one else would pay you even a cowrie.”\fn{A shell; at one time, the smallest unit of Indian
currency.}
Girdhari stood silently in the inner courtyard, staring at all of them. Baru began gasping again and moved
inside, where he sat down in a corner trying to catch his breath. Manki came in from the kitchen with a metal
platter of food. As she started to serve Girdhari, Baru shouted, “You’re giving that wretched idiot his food on a
tray? Dump it in his hand—in his hand.”
Manki ignored him and went back to the kitchen. Girdhari glanced once at the old man and then started to eat.
Manki brought out a bowl of the remaining rice pudding and handed it to the old man. He looked over at Ramtirth
with a smile. For herself Manki brought the pot in which some rice was left. Pouring the remaining dal and
vegetables into the pot, she started to eat.
Ramtirth laughed. “During your reign you’ll give to everyone and only I’ll be left out.”
Manki smiled, “Why will you be left out?” Pointing to the pot between her outspread legs she said, “You come
over here too.”
“Go on, go ahead,” the old man said. “That’s right where you belong, Ramtirth.”
Ramtirth laughed and said nothing. He too began eating out of the rice pot.
Girdhari had finished eating and was watching the three of them. As soon as Manki noticed him sitting there
idly, she spoke up.
“Hey, why are you just sitting there? Take care of the pots and pans.”
He started gathering up the utensils.
“You saw that son of mine?” Manki smiled. “What a prince he is—a regular Raja Ram. And so innocent he
doesn’t even know how to wiggle his ears!” Ramtirth looked over at Girdhari. Eyes lowered, he was scrubbing the
pans.
Baru came over and sat next to them. “Look,” he pleaded, “you two have reached an agreement. Now give
back my forty rupees.”
Ramtirth turned to Manki. “Tell me, should I give you the chain, take in your son, or shall I pay the debt?”
Manki laughed. “Why should you get involved in this? And is it my fault that nothing happened with him?”
“So I’m to pay the money and others have all the fun?” Baru protested.
“Go away, you bastard!” Manki rebuked him. “As though I even have any money with me.”
“Low-caste slut, get out of here!” Baru grabbed Manki’s hand and sprang forward to give her a shove.
Ramtirth reached out for Baru, but Manki had already knocked him aside.
“Now clear out! Your feet are dangling in the grave but still you run around foaming at the mouth chasing after
women.”
Girdhari stopped scrubbing the pans and looked over at them. Manki turned to him: “Go ahead, leave. Try to
be nice to this rat and you get paid back with misery.”
“Just let the memsahab come back! When this slut fell sick and was being eaten up by worms, I was the one
who told the memsahab and had her treated. Now it’s me who brings misery! Let her return, and just see if I don’t
have you dragged out of here by the hair.”
“Do what you like. But you think I won’t tell her why you gave the forty rupees? And with your mother …
indeed!”
Manki took Ramtirth by the hand and started out. Beaming at the touch of her hand, Ramtirth followed along
behind her. Manki returned once more to tell Girdhari, “Hey, come on, get out of here.” Then she again walked
out.
Girdhari continued washing and wiping the pans. After completing the job, he said a polite goodbye to Baru
and went outside.
Manki and Ramtirth had left.
When Girdhari had gone, the old man closed the door and quietly sat down, leaning his back against the wall.
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*
When Manki returned, Girdhari was sitting cross-legged in front of the coals. She sat down affectionately
beside him.
“Chapatis?” Girdhari asked without looking at her. “Uh—no, I’m not hungry,” Manki answered and then
laughed. Girdhari sat in silence for some time, then rose and seated himself near the oil lamp.
“Hey, Girdhari,” Manki said with a smile, “it’s good we left today before the lady-doctor reached home.
Otherwise she’d have eaten us alive. As it was, the old man couldn’t do anything.”
“Uh-huh,” Girdhari murmured.
Manki looked over. “He complained to her about me, saying I owed him forty rupees. I asked right out,
‘Rupees for what?’”
“Mother, where did you go this afternoon?”
Manki grew serious for a moment and then smiled, “He took me to the bazaar.” With that she continued her
report. “The matter was left hanging right there. I really turned the table on the old man—came right out with the
whole story!”
“Mother, what’s in that bag?”
“Oh, I forgot—your father bought some clothes for you. He was very angry at me, saying I’ve turned a nice
boy into a regular madman who roams around in rage.”
She glanced at Girdhari. He was busy adjusting his torn shorts.
Manki opened the bag and held up a pair of shorts, an undershirt, and a shirt.
“See what nice clothes your father bought for you.”
Girdhari cast a quick glance at the clothes and remained seated in silence.
“What’s wrong? Don’t you like them?” Manki asked sharply. Just as mildly Girdhari replied, “They’re fine.”
“Then go and put them on. Let’s see how you look.”
Girdhari stared at his mother and finally said, “Please hang them up.”
Manki was about to speak but said nothing. Rising without a word she walked over to the hearth, where she
began removing the coals and extinguishing them. After putting out the coals she sat down to scrub the pots.
“I’ll clean those in the morning,” Girdhari said.
“No, I’ll do them myself.” She paused. “He’s coming with a tonga\fn{A note reads: A carriage, pulled by a single
horse, in which the driver faces forward and the passengers face backward .} tomorrow morning. There won’t be time.”
“I see.” Girdhari didn’t get up. After some time he asked, “Did he give you the chain?”
“He’ll give it tomorrow.” Manki laughed again. “I managed a good beating for that girl today. I was testing
whether he’d listen to me or not. Just a bit of a thing, barely out of diapers, and yet she looks me in the eye and
challenges me. I told him that if she gave me any trouble I’d skin her alive, and that he’d better not call me a
wicked stepmother. The little bitch was asking why I had come to their house. As for the boy, he just sat there like
an idiot-owl.”
Girdhari lay down. The sound of pans being scrubbed continued. Before long he rose, hitched up his shorts and
went outside. Manki saw but said nothing, standing on tiptoes to watch as he walked over and sat down outside.
He was seated absolutely erect, the light from the lamppost shining on his body.
Manki stood looking for some time and then called loudly, “Hey Girdhari, what are you sitting there for?
Come in the house.” In a mumble she added, “The pig, sitting there naked when he’s a full-grown bull of a man.”
Girdhari gave no response and she called again. This time he rose without looking one way or the other and
headed straight for the house, where he came and stood at the door.
“What happened?” asked Manki. “What made you get up and go outside?”
“I just felt like it.”
“Now what’s eating him!” Manki muttered. “So grown up and yet he can’t even look after himself.”
Girdhari went in and lay down. Manki spoke again.
“Now go to sleep. We have to pack and leave in the morning. Here I have to do forced labor for the woman
who owns the house. She doesn’t charge rent but so what! She considers me just a servant. In our own home we’ll
live in comfort. I talked back to the lady-doctor too. Without knowing anything, she started scolding me—as
though I’m her nurse or something.”
Hearing no response from Girdhari, she inquired, “Are you asleep?”
“Well, no …”
“You lie there like a corpse, not saying a thing. If you act like that with your father …” She stopped and
changed her approach.
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“Don’t act that way with your father. With me it doesn’t matter.”
Girdhari now responded to her earlier statement very calmly.
“That’s fine,” he said and turned over.
After finishing the chores, Manki lay down too. There was silence between them for a while. Manki thought
that Girdhari had gone to sleep and she turned to face the other way.
Girdhari opened his eyes and looked over at his mother. Her back was completely naked. He reached out his
hand, then pulled it back. Suddenly he blurted, “Mother …”
Manki turned over with a start. “Are you still awake? I thought you’d gone to sleep.”
Girdhari said nothing.
“What is it? Why don’t you speak up?”
He remained still.
“Come on, tell me,” Manki repeated. What were you going to say?”
“The lady-doctor isn’t married?”
“What does marriage mean to those people?” Manki said after a pause, chuckling in a vulgar manner. At this
unexpected response Girdhari raised up, trying to see her. Loud laughter kept coming from her direction. He lay
down again.
“What makes you ask, huh? Are you going to marry her?” She was laughing again. “She’ll take you around in
a motorcar. She swaggers around now, but we’ll be well-off too then. I’ll have her running around calling out
‘Mother-in-law! Mother-in-law!’” All this was accompanied by laughter, but then she paused to explain,
“Those people don’t believe in marriage and all that.”
Girdhari said softly, “Mother, shall I lock the door?”
“I’ll do it in a minute,” she replied.
Girdhari adjusted his shorts, got up, and closed the door.
“Now get some sleep,” Manki said. “We have to get up early in the morning.”
Girdhari lay there silently. After a while he sensed that she was still awake and asked in a low voice, “Are you
asleep, Mother?”
“I’m going to sleep.”
“Mother, what time is he coming?”
“Who?”
“He …” Girdhari paused and then said, “Ramtirth.”
“You call him father from now on, understand?”
Girdhari gave no reply.
“He’ll be here by seven or eight o’clock,” Manki said.
“Uh-huh,” Girdhari muttered.
Hearing this acknowledgment, Manki felt relieved, and before long she was snoring.
Girdhari slowly rose and walked to the door. He stood there quietly and then returned, but instead of going
straight to his own place he leaned over his mother. The clothing had slipped off her breasts. He went on staring,
then returned to his own spot and lay down. Manki’s snores were growing louder.
Manki got up somewhat earlier than usual. Girdhari had already risen and gathered all his mother’s possessions
into one place. Sitting unperturbed, he was waiting for Manki to wake up. He had not yet put on the new clothes
and was wearing the same old shorts, though a long undershirt somewhat covered his nakedness.
Manki rose and washed up in minutes. Girdhari kept sitting there like a statue.
“Look son,” Manki protested, “can’t you do anything without being told? Go get cleaned up. Your father must
be on his way.”
Girdhari looked over. Manki was combing her hair, still wearing the petticoat in which she had slept.
Transparent, it showed everything. Girdhari drew his eyes away and looked at her blouse. It was not as loose as
usual, and the arms protruding from the sleeves pleased him. After doing up her hair Manki said, “Go on outside.
I’m going to change clothes.”
Girdhari went out. Manki took a sari and petticoat from the bag she’d brought the previous night and put them
on. She marked a dot of color on her forehead and the red streak of a married woman down the part in her hair.
Unwrapping a packet of powder, she applied it to her face. Then she put on a new pair of sandals. Everything
done, she looked in the mirror and gave a little smile.
She was still smiling when Girdhari came in. He glanced at her out of the corner of his eye.
“Tell me, Girdhari, how do I look?”
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Girdhari gave a cursory glance and said softly, “Fine.” Manki laughed. Girdhari picked up his things and
started off to bathe.
Manki stopped him immediately.
“Take your new clothes with you. Are you going to wear those same rags?”
Girdhari took one look at the clothes hanging there, then lifted them off the peg and took them with him.
He returned from his bath wearing the new clothes. Meanwhile Ramtirth had arrived with a tonga, and he and
the driver had lifted almost all the luggage into the horse-carriage. Manki, speaking softly like a new bride, was
telling them where to put the things.
As soon as he laid eyes on Girdhari, Ramtirth exclaimed, “Well! He’s not ready even yet.”
Girdhari stood there silently. Some luggage still lay on the ground. Manki called Ramtirth over and suggested,
“Give Girdhari some money to take a rickshaw. He can bring the rest of the things.”
“Look,” Ramtirth protested, “he’s just lucky to be coming at all. All the things can fit in the tonga. He’s seen
the house, he can come on foot.”
Manki looked at Girdhari. Head bowed, he was standing there in silence.
“Let’s go,” Ramtirth told the tonga driver, and the carriage started off.
Manki looked again toward Girdhari. His eyes were on the wheels of the tonga.
After the tonga had left, Girdhari made one round of the garage. Then he took off the new clothes, put on his
old shorts, and lay down on the ground.
1937
118.192 The Retrievers\fn{by Afzal Ahsan Randhawa (1937- )} Amritsar, Amritsar District, Punjab State, India (M) 6
He did not reach home. He will never reach home. The man who had two souls and cast no shadow. Even then
he will never reach home, never.
On the ninth night of the chetar moon,\fn{A note reads: Chetar, roughly mid-March, is the early summer month in the Indian
local traditional calendar.} he was not well. Sick within and sick outwards. If that night there was anything even
faintly resembling the soul within his body, then it was drenched in blood. His physical being was breaking up,
crumbling into pieces both from inside and from outside. All of last night he barely slept, a sleep which could not
have brought any relief because of the pain, anguish, and intoxication. There was no comfort.
There were seventy-seven counted nights, all filled with pain and sorrow, tears and lamentation more acute
than this lack of comfort. The nights of a lost, sick being in the desert of loneliness, nights spent in the ugly rooms
of this strange but old and beautiful city. Without her, on cheerless, old and strange beds. Each and every night, he
died many times. What could she have known about this; or could she even guess about it? She would feed him
well and leave him to sleep for the night and then reappear before the morning pangs of hunger set in. The rising
sun’s virginal light in a katora in her hands, she would place it on his sleeping, thirsty lips. But each and every
second of the night, how did he pass this time without her? This could never be grasped through any knowledge
or creative intuition. In that desolate and ghost-ridden place where he had stayed for a month, when he lay there
semi-conscious from severe pneumonia, she would spend entire days sitting by his bed, bringing him food and
nursing him. The semi-consciousness of every lonely night and the pain sinking down to his bones—how he
wished he could pass away quietly on anyone of those nights—away from her, away from friends and family.
Why did he never think of a death such as this before? Such thoughts come from wisdom and knowledge and he
did not have wisdom, or the knowledge of anything.
That ninth night of the chetar moon, he did not have the alcohol which would enable him to fight it out with
himself. And neither did he have any hope of spending any other day with her. She who was his own, his very
own. That ninth night of the chetar moon, his last night in the enemy city, which was to be spent in staring at ugly
walls and pushing aside the sad, somber and weary hours of separation. That night he used her electric rod thrice
to make coffee and drank it, black and bitter.
The barren land inside him was lost in darkness, filled with pain, loneliness, fear, and a heart-rending sadness.
Till past midnight, he stayed up writing letters to those friends in the Punjab who were exhausted from the toil of
traveling between this city and their towns and villages. But after only a few letters, his fingers started hurting.
That night of loneliness and separation stretched to a hundred years. How does it happen that a night extends itself
to a hundred years? He could see each and every minute spent with his woman on the dirty wall of this room. Like
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a movie, on the screen of his mind, each and every twist and turn, all the sounds and every feature of this movie
run constantly. Where is she? Where has she gone? She who enjoyed snatching a single moment from the cruel
hands of the sky as if she had snatched a treasure from God—she who would snatch a moment from the clasped
hand of time and laugh, saying,
“Look, man, take a look, one more moment added to the sum total of our age!”
Where was she this instant of time, where was she during this last night?
When this ninth night of the chetar moon had just been born and was learning to crawl, he had gone as usual to
drop her home.
“Do come early tomorrow!” he said as she was about to get down from the taxi. “Don’t go on sleeping till late
in the day.”
She laughed. Her pearl-white teeth flashed in the darkness.
“You are not going anywhere in the morning. If I have to go myself to spread my jholi\fn{A note reads: The lower
part of the shirt which is extended in front of another person for begging .} and beg for thirteen days, I will do it. I will go to the
Joint Secretary and beg from him.”
“I have to leave tomorrow morning at all costs. According to my papers, I must leave this city before tomorrow
evening.”
She remains silent. She does not contradict him.
“But this bringing together of seventy-seven centuries and dividing them—can I do this all alone in the
remaining eight hours of the night?”
He keeps quiet.
“And the morning love? You are not going anywhere. You can extend your stay for thirteen days. And if even
after my asking, they are not ready to drop thirteen days in my jholi, then I will make thirteen years of these
thirteen days and extract it out of their powdered bones. Just you watch!”
“Crazy!”
“No, I am not crazy. We will destroy your papers and disappear. Let them keep searching for us.”
“They will put me in prison.”
“That’s even better. We will get to stay together. It will save me the trouble of having to come and go every
day. And we will be the government’s guests.”
“Will they let you stay with me?”
“Why not?”
“Can the body and the soul be imprisoned at the same time? Only the body. The soul cannot be imprisoned. If
souls could be imprisoned with the bodies, the jailers would have a field day. People would die off in barely a
night. It is the free soul which keeps people alive in prisons and dungeons … you don’t even know this, you wise
one!”
“You are not going anywhere tomorrow morning. I am not prepared as yet for sending you away and I have not
even made my farewell love.”
“Come early tomorrow morning. One hour for love and one hour for packing, two hours for the registration
office and at twelve sharp we will leave for the airport. The airline wants us to report at one-thirty on the dot.”
“Tumhari aisi ki tesi \fn{A note reads: A mild and rather polite form of abuse.} One hour!”
She is ready to pick a quarrel. The taxi-driver hears their conversation but does not show it.
“My farewell love requires twenty-eight years, twenty-eight years to the full, twenty-eight years which I kept
waiting for you and did not give up hope. Are you listening?”
He managed a smile, just to keep her cheered up. She called love “an existential crisis.”
“I reach you through this existential crisis.”
He would be offended:
“I have reached you through your soul.”
She understands this but does not agree. She is influenced by Western writers, especially the French writer
Duras,\fn{Marguerite Duras (1914-1996), French author.} who maintains that a man or a woman reach out to the other
through the whole of their being.
That night, what time did he get up and when did the day break? The night was like a sick man in agony, filled
with pain, sighs, longing, and weeping. The night spread out to one hundred years. She comes in at nine-thirty.
She is yellow like the sarson\fn{Mustard.} in bloom. Her eyes are filled with centuries of insomnia. She is wearing
a kisri\fn{Yellow.} sari. All colors of parting, enough to make the heart sad. She steps inside and opens the
backdoor, parts the curtains.
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“Please allow the sun to come inside, your majesty.”
With an engaging smile, she fills two cups with coffee and places them near him. She pulls out a paper bag
from her purse with fresh sandwiches. She sits on his charpoy and with great difficulty makes him eat. Fully
occupied with the coffee, he does not speak. Nor does she. As if the hour of parting, which was yet to come, had
drawn out the blood from them. Both knew that in a little while they would part. Neither knew and neither could
know when they would meet again, when they could tie eternity to the latch of some door. When, if ever?
Finished with the coffee, she packs like a robot while he prepares for his last shave and bath in this city.
He calls her “his woman” but she is unmarried, twenty-eight, born and bred in a cosmopolitan city far from the
Punjab, filled to the brim with a western education and having a western lifestyle, conversant in three or four
languages, and a creative soul herself.
She still appears to be western in the eternal moments of love—or encircled with terrifying fear, when everything returns to its originality. The young man loves her, a blind and unending love. She is the first woman in his
life (even though a number of women came from here and there and made the shallow waters of his being bubble
with life) who is a part of his being and soul, clearly his other half. The woman is not ready to believe this and
how could she? One can accept that in her heart and soul there is the wide expanse of the Punjab plains, in her
passion the swirling fury of the Punjab rivers, in her beauty the redness of the sun’s rising and setting in the
Punjab, in her breath the fragrance of all the wild flowers in the Punjab, and in her body the warm, humid feel of
the loam from the Punjab. But she has no idea of the wounds festering over the body of the Punjab, the land and
its afflictions. Perhaps she has not even spared a thought for this. In the face of the young man, she had for the
first time caught a glimpse of Punjab and returned towards her origin, the Punjab within her. As if a heavy box
lying inside an attic had had its rusty old lid creaked open, the Punjab within tumbled out. Now she was surprised
at the richness within her—the woman, the gazelle-like, smart and elegant woman, a creature of blown glass,
easily damaged and broken even if lightly touched … it was as if all her being was shaped from kneaded flour and
vermilion by the Creator in some hour of spare time, an unblemished body which would be stained if touched.
Bearing the signs of the changing seasons, yet very alive, with a lot of spirit and thirsty to the core—the dry riverbank. She had once told him during one of their eternal moments,
“Come, my rain cloud! I have been waiting for you for the last twenty-eight years!”
She who was delicate, a glass doll that he was afraid of touching, would flare up and burst forth like a fiery
flame, scorching the edges of the very skies, would spread out like the wide plains of the Punjab, like the flooding
water, she would move with more energy than the five rivers. Punjab would be wide awake inside her, like a
fragrance, like a flame, like the light and like the sun. And she who was so much like a doll would be transformed
into a lioness, one who would stand on her feet, be wounded and not yield an inch of the earth around her. The
young man loved that spirit in the girl. Her bones and joints would begin to sound as if they were about to crack,
but still she would laugh with her eyes closed and say to the young man,
“I’m all right, you worry about yourself!”
He would be thrilled hearing this battle cry from the Punjab, this spirit of sacrifice and accepting one’s death
and at the same time wishing well for the other, this beautiful tradition of love that has come to be Punjab’s lot.
The young man’s ears and her cry would come together and be the whole of the Punjab, the ever-alive Punjab, for
the woman and the young man, the center of their universe.
Having packed, the young man and the girl leave for the registration office. Now the girl is taking his
photograph, click, click, a snapshot of each and every moment she has been seeing for the last seventy-seven
days, capturing them through her eyes. Once on the road, she hails a rickshaw for the registration office opposite
the ITA, to the office and back. On the way, she gives the film for development within an hour at double the usual
rate. She wants to give him the photographs before his departure. In the crowded streets of the big city, the
rickshaw moves forwards slowly like a sick man.
“Move faster,” she asks the rickshaw-driver.
“The registration office is here.” She holds his hand and takes him across the crowded street as if he were a
blind little boy. The office is a place where the young man does not want to take her. He wants to keep her away
from the strange people there, policemen, plainclothesmen, security men, CBI, and numerous other types. Once,
when he had first arrived, a security officer had questioned her about him, or perhaps he wanted to intimidate her
for openly going about with a young man from the enemy country. But she sprang upon him like a wounded
tigress.
“He is new to this city. He is my guest. If I don’t stay with him day and night, then will a security officer do
that?”
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And after that no security officer carne within close range. They were a little terrified of her, she was no
ordinary woman. Today she waits outside on the lawn. The rickshaw-driver waits across the road. The young man
tells the registration officer that he is leaving today and hands him the papers.
“Why didn’t you get your visa extended?” they ask him. Previously he had had his visa extended twice, once
for seventeen days and then for thirty days. His visa could still be extended for thirteen days because he could stay
in that country for up to ninety days. But he did not apply for the last possible thirteen days.
“No!” the young man says gleefully. “I am going back today!”
The security officers and the plainclothesmen breathe with relief. For the last seventy-seven days, following
him secretly and trying to find out more about him had wearied them out. What does he read? Whom does he
meet? What does he say? Where does he go? Where does he wander off to? Where does he have his breakfast?
And his mid-day meal? What is the number of the rickshaw he gets into? From which place does he get on the
rickshaw and where does he get off? What is the brand of the cigarettes he smokes and how many? The literary
gatherings he goes to, who else is there? What speeches does he make there? What kind of poetry does he read?
The parties he goes to, who else is there? What sort of conversations does he get into? Why does he start crying
while reading poems? Why do people cry hearing things like this? They were under strict orders to meet each and
every soul, intimidate them, and collect every possible bit of information from them. Where he read poems and
cried and those hearing him too had tears in their eyes, the secret police had even the count of these tears,
although the government does not really need information about the number of tears. But his people saved his
tears, tying them up in their pugrees and dupattas, and in this very city was a soul who had saved up the number,
warmth, and light of his tears for all times to come—the woman who was at this moment pacing in front of the
police headquarters like a princess.
“Would you care for a cup of coffee?” the security ASP who was a law graduate asks the young man.
“No, thank you. I am in a rush.”
“We are very sorry that you could not go to see your birthplace in the Punjab. But these are policy matters.”
“Yes,” the young man barely controls his tears.
“During your stay here, I hope that you had no complaint about us?”
Getting up to shake hands with them, he says “No, not at all. Thank you very much.” When the ASP asked
about any complaints, there was a definite reason to it. There was a special meaning in what he had said. In the
first few days, a police inspector nearly went crazy following him everywhere on a scooter. Whenever he came
back late at night from some party or the other, the inspector would boldly walk into his room and park himself
there. “Where did you go? Which places did you visit? Why did you go? When did you go? Why did they invite
you?” and other such absurd questions. On the fourth day, he was in the office of a senior officer from the Home
Ministry, together with an influential friend of his who was also a Member of Parliament, to submit his visa
application for visiting the Punjab. He had laughingly said to the officer:
“I am a poet. I am here on a visit at the invitation of one of your official bodies. I am a lawyer and a politician
too. I know what should be said where and what one should avoid saying. Secondly, I am not here for politics.
What is the meaning of sending security officers after me and why question those who come to visit me?”
He told them about the woman.
“She is from the same clan as I am and she is my white cane.”
The officer politely heard him out, then picked up the receiver and, said something to his subordinates.
“No vigilance, sir!” the officer told the young man as he was getting up to go. Of course, they could hardly
cancel out the vigilance but it became more discreet. This is what the ASP was referring to.
“What took you so long?” As soon as he comes, she looks at her watch, and clutching him by the arm, pulls
him into the waiting rickshaw.
At twelve-fifteen, they pile up the luggage in a taxi. The hostel manager, Shri Yadav, who has become a friend
and is a pleasant, handsome, good-natured Kshatri,\fn{A caste.} comes out to see them off. An hour-and-a-half,
and the pain of separation has made them almost speechless. She, however, is more courageous and bold. She
peels a banana and gives it to him, he shakes his head, and she says in a tone at once pleading and commanding:
“Eat it! you are going on a journey.”
He does not want to, but he cannot refuse her. He eats the banana in silence. She peels off another one and
starts putting it in his mouth. Before leaving the room, she puts five different biscuit packets, two packets of
chips, and some sandwiches in his hand bag and tells him in an affectionate, bantering style,
“O my long distance traveler friend, save some corn to eat on the way!” Then she points to the bag, “Whenever
you feel hungry on the way, eat all this. I will take the accounts on the Day of Judgment. Don’t forget!”
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He does not say anything, but in his heart he is pleased with her Punjabi manner.
The inevitable, which they had been pushing away for the last seventy-seven days and keeping it away from
their doors, was now sitting amidst them and laughing loudly. At one-thirty they reach the airport. Her face is pale
like the sarsoon flowers, her eyes like the desolate rooms of an empty house. She gets off and pays the taxi. One
hundred and ten rupees. The taxi driver, a Punjabi sardar,\fn{A note reads: Sardar here implies that the person was a Sikh .}
takes out the luggage from the boot. The young man pulls a trolley from the several standing there in a row. He
piles on his luggage and begins pushing the trolley. She steps forward and holds the other end of the trolley
handle: Nobody can push life’s trolley all alone. They push the trolley to the glass door guarded by armed security
men.
People keep coming and going. They stand next to the wall, both silent. People nearby are watching them, a
young man who is a foreigner and with him, a silent, sad, and beautiful girl in a kisri sari, huddling together like
frightened children. Six or seven Punjabi men are eyeing her. The young man glares back at them and they turn
away. She puts her hand in the young man’s jacket and pulls out five or six cardamoms.
“Who else will dare to put hands in your pocket like this?”
She puts a couple of cardamoms in his mouth and some in her own, slowly starts chewing. The young man
puts his arms around her and pulls her to him.
“Why don’t you look at me?” she asks him, but his gaze is far away, towards those desolate roadways where
she has to go back all alone. A flood of tears surges inside his heart and rushes towards his eyes. A little while ago,
they had promised not to shed tears.
“Now you have no more complaints from my country, do you?” she asks him.
He remains silent. With brimming eyes, sinking heart, and desperate soul, he places his hand on her cheek.
This is what he used to do. She knew what it meant. The touch of his hand and her pale cheek, it was time to go
inside. The hour of separation, which had been haunting them from the first day and which she had tried to avoid
and delay, now loomed over their heads. They avoid meeting each other’s eyes. She moves ahead and pushes the
trolley towards the door; security men check the young man’s ticket.
“Are you going with him?” the inspector asks her as she stands between the door and the trolley.
“He is not taking me along.” The inspector gets the joke and clicks his tongue. This was a wounding statement,
but aimed at whom? The young man shuddered. He always shuddered whenever he thought of the divided Punjab.
His eyes would fill with tears.
“Then you cannot go further than this door,” the inevitable speaks and laughs in the shape of the inspector.
Wounded to the core, the young man swings the trolley forward and then comes back to her and pulls her aside.
These laws and rules, what do they know about the affairs of the heart?
“May God be with you!” he says in a trembling voice.
“Be strong, remain strong.”
“Take good care of yourself.” She speaks as if she has turned to stone.
Inside, the young man catches hold of his trolley and takes it to the airline counter. The man at the counter
marks something on his ticket, a tag is put on the luggage and a sum of money collected as airport tax, then the
luggage is pushed onto a fast moving belt. A security force officer comes and gives him two small locks.
“The devi\fn{A note reads: Used here as a polite form of referring to a woman.} standing at the gate sent these for you.”
He takes the two locks and puts them in his pocket. She had bought them on the way from the hostel to the
airport for his bags. But this was no day for locks. Both passionately believed in breaking locks. He rushes
towards the gate. As he comes out of the gate, the security officer looks at him with raised eyebrows, but decides
not to say anything. Standing with her back to the cemented wall, one cheek pressed to the glass panel, and turned
to stone, she stirs from deep slumber and tries to smile. The inevitable stands at a little distance and laughs loudly.
She holds his hands and raises them to her eyes. He pulls his hand back, the embarrassed, uncouth, villager of a
young man. He lights a cigarette, takes a few puffs, then throws it in the ash-tray and looks towards the other side.
He still has to go past the security check, customs and immigration. Once again the two press each other’s hands
without saying a word. Once again separation heralding death. He goes in. Both the immigration counters have
long queues. Once again he runs out. A few more moments of holding hands, being together. The security officers
stare at him coming out.
“Have you: forgotten anything?” the inspector asks him politely.
“Everything,” he wants to say, but cannot utter anything. She stands over there, her gaze fixed inside, her eyes
filled with tears, and she cannot see him coming out. When he comes close and places his hand on her shoulder,
she huddles close to him. The dam of tears is finally broken. His tears are visible under his glasses. He is unable
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to speak. He just strokes her shoulders.
“One grieves like this only for the dead,” he says with a great deal of difficulty. She pulls herself back, and
once again places his hand on her tear-filled eyes, then kisses it. He takes her hand and places his lips on it.
“Can’t you at least look at me, once?” she pleads, holding back her tears.
He looks towards her. The desolation, emptiness, a flood-ravaged land destroyed by him. This is what he is
afraid of seeing. But he cannot see anything, cannot say anything. He can hardly breathe. It is nearly three
o’clock. He is getting late.
“Be strong.” His broken, trembling voice is coming from somewhere far.
“I will keep on standing here. All my life. Until you return. May God be with you!”
Neither of them could speak, neither does so. These were the voices of their souls. He mumbles something
which she cannot understand, neither can he. Before being lost in the crowd, he wipes his eyes and takes a look at
her, still standing, leaning on the wall, her face pressed against the glass panel. The last view of her remains
implanted on his heart, soul, and eyes, a living figure. Is she still standing over there?
At the airport gate, leaning against the wall and with her face pressed against the glass panel, the woman in a
kisri sari and with a countenance like sarsoon flowers stands still long after bidding him farewell, and the plane
took off at five o’clock and landed at Lahore at five-forty-five. In pouring rain he takes a taxi and goes straight to
the Lahore railway station and sits in an express train to take him further away, but he never reaches home. Did he
really get on the aeroplane in the other country? If he did, then whose was the shadow that crept on towards the
woman in a kesri sari standing at the airport gate, the shadow which she could not see but which leaned over her
and when she wiped her eyes and got on the rickshaw to return to the city, the same shadow accompanied her. The
young man never reached home. The young man who left on the tenth night of the chetar moon never came home.
Where did he lose his way? Between two women … one who remained at her city’s airport bidding him farewell
and the other waiting at the threshold of her home for his arrival … and he hasn’t come home.
Where could he be? He who is lost in the forty-mile-long and thousands-of-years-wide night? Lost in the
darkness between two women, one saying goodbye to him at the airport in her city, a woman who was his lost
legacy, lost and found again, his lost fragrance, and after years of running after it, he had finally caught up with it,
a woman who was his lost birthplace, a smoldering, burning paradise of a city, a city which he had lost, a city
which was now being returned to him by Providence, a woman who was the partitioned Punjab, the missing half
for which the angels from heaven had searched with him, then joined the two together and dropped in his jholi.
And the other woman who had sent him off on the twenty-third night of the month of poos\fn{Mid-December.} and
who from the same day had waited at her doorstep for him to return, a woman who for the last twenty-three years
had accepted all the sorrows, misfortunes, and problems he faced, a woman who was the mother of his children, a
woman who had been living these twenty-three years for him and even when everybody else had left, she stood
by him, walked with him shoulder to shoulder during this night which was forty years long and thousands of
miles wide, at the two ends of which stood two women. He was lost in the desolate night.
He will never come home. A home waits for him at the doorstep and a home bids him farewell at the airport.
Will he ever reach one of these women alive? Will he ever be able to cross the long desert of the night where he is
now lost? The long night of Punjab which seems an eternity, the night which seems a curse from the heavens, the
night with a woman at each end. This much is certain as an inscription on a stone and strong as faith: that he will
face the devastation written in his fate in this desert of the night. He understands this much. He will accept his
fate, his destruction, his end with a big heart and laughing, cheerful face and wide open arms. He will go to meet
his end, all alone … he who was separated from the one who waits and the one who bids farewell … far away
from them and all by himself! He will not fight his fate, nor will he welcome it by saying “ Ji ayan..”\fn{A note
reads: A Punjabi phrase used for welcoming guests.}
He would be writing a last poem about his Punjab, sitting under the shade of a faraway shisham, sitting crosslegged in the scorching heat of a jeth or asadh\fn{The summer months.} afternoon when they will finally arrest him.
They will tie up his arms. They will smash his pen. They will tear up the sheet with his last poem. Just as they had
done with his beloved Punjab. They will beat him up. They will tantalize him and tie him up half-dead to the
shisham tree and riddle his body with bullets. That night they will celebrate their victory and his defeat over
bottles of “aristocrat” and in the morning radio and television will chant that a terrorist was killed in a “police
encounter.”
At the time of giving up his ghost, his pain-ridden, unopened, blue lips will be chanting that very last poem,
Punjab Ka Jas.\fn{A note reads: Punjab ka jas could roughly be the spirit of the Punjab.} But this Punjab Ka Jas, will it
remain alive after his death or die like him? That is not important or necessary. What is really important is to tell
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you that two images in his eyes just before death and a little while after it, will live after the eyes have closed. One
image of drowning, dying, blood-bathed, burning, injured but springing from the living Punjab, and the other
image of two women—two women from the Punjab, each standing astride like a lioness at the two ends of the
Punjab. One standing at her airport, bidding him farewell, and the other at her doorstep waiting for him. Both of
them mourn their young man, the ghabro,\fn{A note reads: Refers to handsome, macho men.} for a day, a week, a month,
a year, or a lifetime till the Day of Judgment, this nobody can say with certainty.
What is certain is that the young man, that ghabro who got off at Lahore airport and sat in a fast train out of
Lahore at six o’clock on the tenth night of the chetar moon, left for home but never reached home. That young
man, that ghabro, that noble one, will remain forever in the hearts of the two women like eternity, like the Punjab.
He never reached home. He who had two souls and cast no shadow, he will never reach home, never.
78.430 Circus Cat, Alley Cat\fn{by Anita Desai aka Anita Muzamdar (1937- )} Mussoorie, Dehradun District,
Uttarakhand State, India (F) 1
I first saw Anna, the new “nanny” of the English children who lived next door, in a pink stucco house, late one
evening when she came to hound us out of the shrubbery where we were playing hide-and-seek—a game which,
as anyone knows, grows exciting only at dinnertime. I crept behind a screen of bamboos and peered out at her
through their polished bars of the bamboo stalks. She was large and heavily built, with very black bright eyes and
a lot of wiry black hair. She bent down to pick up a neem switch\fn{A switch made from a branch of the neem tree.} and
slapped it against her thigh as she called to us in a loud, sharp voice. And through the cage of bamboos, in that
blue twilight, I saw the lawn turn to a sat-dust covered stage floor and Nanny’s white uniform into spangled pink
tights and the switch in her hand to a long, whistling whip that cracked in the air which was filled no longer with
the talking of mynah birds and the barks of pet dogs, but with the roars of tigers and the gibbering of apes. Sick
with terror, I found I could scarcely breathe and preferred to creep over the manure pit to my own home than onto
the lawn and face to face with Nanny.
My imagination was fired, no doubt, as much by the fact that I had only that morning heard that Nanny came
from a circus where she had worked as cat-trainer, as by the cracking of the switch in her hand and her hefty
shoulders and authoritative voice. How the staid, plain and entirely unimaginative family of Bates could choose a
circus performer to be a Nanny for their children is an eternal mystery, though they endeavored to explain it to us
as an act of charity. Anna, they told us (her real name, or stage name, was Shakti—Strength! Power!—but the
Bateses preferred to call her by the more tame and domestic name of Anna) was a Malabar girl who had been born
into the circus, and had trained the big cats since she was thirteen. Her special “breath-taking, death-defying,
terror-stricken” act was to drape a tiger over her shoulders and stand on the backs of two lions whom she would
then order to emit great, rumbling roars that made her large frame tremble all over and the tiger snarl. Dressed in
parrot-green tights and a lilac shirt with silver spangles, her fierce mane of hair standing on end, she must have
looked a sight.
Then she married the boy who fed the cats. The boy was ambitious. In no time, he had taught her that a
woman’s place is her home and was straddling the lions himself and wrapping the tiger round his own neck. Anna,
in a spurt of cat-like temper, left. By that time she had a baby, and when Mrs. Bates found her, she and the child
were near starvation, begging on a Daryaganj street. Mrs. Bates gave her a white uniform and put bath-salts in her
tub in order to wash off that special circus odor of elephant manure and cat sweat; she was installed as the
children’s Nanny, and her baby put in a cradle on the back veranda and fed on milk and oranges.
All this played real havoc on our imagination, as nothing had ever done before. She had only to rattle the knobs
of the windows and doors as she banged them shut against the summer heat, to make us feel we were being shut
into our cages. We would no longer walk, or run, but prowl. We would not hop or skip;, but spring and leap. Even
our voices changed. Anna had only to comer into the room with a tricycle or our skipping-ropes, and we would
feel the trainer had arrived wooden chair in hand, to practice the act, and in this spirit we would play the games
she ordered us to lay. Anna had only to sit down at the breakfast table and cut the bread ito slices for us, to make
us think of it as a great hunk of fresh meat, dripping with scarlet blood, and we would shudder as we gnawed at it.
A cooking-spoon in Anna’s hand would become a biting, snapping, snaky whip. A plain brooch pinned to her lapel
would change the plain white uniform to a gaudy, satin stage costume. When the lights were switched on at night,
the brightness of Anna’s eyes was the brightness of a stage-performer’s eyes in the glare of white-hot arc lamps.
No matter how hard Mrs. Bates tried to domesticate her and turn her into a tame alley-cat, a nice, motherly pussycat, Anna remained to us the “breath-taking death-defying, terror-striking” Anna of the circus. Poor Anna herself
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played no part in this—no matter how hard we tried, and how cleverly, she never spoke of the circus once. Yet the
very house, with its Rangoon creeper, its worn rugs and nursery pictures, became the Big Top\fn{ The common name
for the main tent of any circus.} for us, the dinner-bell, the big drums, the lights, the spot-lights of the stage. We lived in
a constant quiver of thrill upon thrill. I dreamt of cats all the night, long-striped cats leaping in the air, great cats
shaking their manes as they roared, their muscles rippling under the smooth skin, the shining hair. They sprang
soundlessly from dream to dream, landing softly on my eye-lids, and from strangers of the jungle they became
companions of the long nights of excitement.
And the Anna’s baby vanished. I came across Anna in the garden one day, her hair more disordered than ever,
her eyes red from weeping. “My baby’s gone!” she cried theatrically, “My baby’s been taken away. Oh God, oh
god, give my baby back to me—but I’ll never see her again—she’s been taken away from me.” And I joined
wholeheartedly in the weeping to think that God had taken the child at such a tender age and left poor Anna all
alone. As I ran back to the house to tell my mother, I wondered if the baby had suddenly been taken ill, because
she had seemed very healthy and well only the previous day. My mother was, for this reason, equally shocked and
immediately went to see Anna.
Anna wept on her shoulder, looking quite thin and pathetic in her sorrow. My mother pressed her hand and
soothed her. “What God decrees, we must accept Anna. It is sad but it must be, Anna.” On her wa out, she looked
in on Mrs. Bates, and asked, “When is the funeral to be?”
“The funeral?” Mrs. Bates jumped. “What funeral?”
“Why, of poor Anna’s baby!”
“Anna’s baby? Why, is it dead?”
We were nonplussed that the mistress of the house should not have heard of the tragedy yet. My mother and I
interrupted each other in trying to tell her what had happened and were horrified when the kind old missionary’s
wife chortled and clapped her hand over her mouth to stop her laughter.
“The baby dead!” she cried. “Whatever gave you the idea? It’s only that Anna’s husband and his family came
and took it away. We’re trying to get it back only the circus has moved to Bombay now so it will be a bit difficult.
We’re sending Anna off to try though.”
That was the last we saw of Anna for a long time. The next time was several years later when we went to see a
circus and found Shakti’s name on the hand-bill, and a picture of Anna with a snarling tiger on her shoulders. She
was smiling hugely.
We could scarcely wait till she appeared and then were so excited we could not even applaud. We watched out
for her baby and wondered if it had grown into the little girl who was somersaulting in the sawdust and tumbling
around with a deeply preoccupied expression on her thin face. But throughout the performance, the thought
uppermost in my mind was: where is Anna’s husband? And I had a vivid picture of Anna in a great cage, gnawing,
gnawing upon a great, bleeding hunk of flesh, Anna snarling at the people who came to snatch it from her, Anna
throwing back her mane and giving a great roar of triumph, Anna the queen of the circus cats, Anna the circus cat
…
84.129 Ash Tray\fn{by Chaganti Tulasi (1937- )} Vizianagram, Vizianagram District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 4
“Amma [Madam], somebody has come for you,” Kamala stood on the threshold.
She felt irritated. Even on Sundays she couldn’t relax. Who could have come? Oh! These people were always
after her life.
“Who is it?”
“A man.”
“Why didn’t you enquire the name, etc.? What does he look like?”
Kamala could see the irritation and disgust on her face. She could gather that her Amma’s mood was spoilt.
“There’s only one gentleman, tall and handsome like a Raja,” she said and turned back to find out his name.
Must be a father or brother of some student to enquire about the college seat or hostel accommodation. It was a
Sunday and after a nice early oil bath and a cup of coffee, she normally relaxed in the easy chair reading her
favorite poems and this gentleman had come like a spoilsport! Ever since she became the Principal, no poetry,
nothing! She could withstand it when the poetry of her own life was dwindling. But now what was she to do if
amid so many responsibilities she was not allowed to read aloud and enjoy poetry even on a Sunday morning?
“No need to ask the name. I am coming.”
She got up. Passing through the bedroom into the drawing-room she paused, noticing that the flowers in the
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vase were not properly arranged. Every morning, she herself rearranged them in that square vase. The stems were
too long, spoiling the beauty of the flower in the middle. She took the flower and the stems out, trimmed and
rearranged them. A. slight change and what a difference!
She smiled to herself. Is it so with life too? You can fill it with charm just by changing it a little here and there.
Without such small changes life may also look pale and colorless. But if some hands enhance the beauty, some
just ruin it!
Holding the drawing-room curtain she stood rooted to the spot. The visitor was still standing there.
“You!”
It took her a minute to recover!
Sekhar! After fifteen years! Not one or two, but fifteen years!
“So, you could recognize me?” he said.
Why not? Yes, he had changed a lot in these fifteen years. He used to have a shock of black curly hair. Now he
had a bald front! A glowing fair skin he always had and now thanks to his long stay in a western country he
looked still fairer. That’s why she was taken aback for a moment. But those eyes, sharp, handsome and lively—
could there ever be any mistaking about them?
“Please take your seat,” she said. She was not able to meet his steady searching gaze—she had washed her hair
and her wet hair had been let loose. He was gazing at her and her knee-long hair. Unconsciously she drew her sari
over her shoulders, covering the hair.
“You are just the same, no change,” he said, sitting on the sofa.
She had really not changed a bit. Everyone said so. Although she had entered her forties, her hair hadn’t
thinned or turned gray. Her body hadn’t turned fat and ugly.
“Not a single gray hair … what hair oil do you use?” Everyone asked her, envying her long jet-black tresses.
“Slim and trim, you are evergreen. And how active! We can’t keep up with you.” People praised her to her
face. Those who didn’t know her thought that she was still in her thirties.
She just smiled. When did this gentleman return to India! Why did he come here? Did he come all the way
looking for her? He still remembered her! Of course, it was difficult to forget her, but still, his visit was indeed a
surprise.
“I first thought of writing to you before coming down, then thought otherwise. Babulu said you had settled
down here, working as the Principal of the Women’s College. I came only last night.”
“Babulu?”
“Yes, our Ramasastri.”
At first she couldn’t place who this Babulu was. Ramasastri. O yes, he was also called Babulu.
Oh, Ramasastri! Where is he now?”
“He is at Bombay. I wanted him to accompany me. But he couldn’t.”
It was Ramasastri who had introduced Sekhar to her—a handsome engineer. Mother, father, brother, all were
pleased with Sekhar. And she herself? She was dazed and lost.
But later … she didn’t even bother to know where Ramasastri was or what he was doing. Why should she?
Along with Sekhar, he too had gone out of her life. So, Ramasastri, staying at Bombay, had kept track of her
whereabouts, her job, her building a house of her own, etc.? Incidents that took place fifteen years ago swam
before her eyes as if they had happened only yesterday.
“Kamala! O, Kamala!” she called. Sekhar laughed.
“You haven’t changed a bit! Kamala! O, Kamala! You can never call anyone without adding an ‘0’.”
He still remembered it all. Whenever she said “Brother … O brother,” her brother would tease her:
“Sekhar! Beware! Very soon she will be saying, “Sekhar … O Sekhar!1’.”
Sekhar laughed, but she couldn’t. She was pained to recollect the incident. The day to say “Sekhar … O
Sekhar” never came. It was not in her stars, as the elders say. Now, after fifteen years, entering into the middle
age, when Sekhar was nothing but an acquaintance to her, all this should not really hurt her. Why did then her
heart wriggle with pain?
Kamala came.
“Bring two cups of coffee.”
“It is years since I tasted your coffee and now you want to give me Kamala’s coffee?”
Sekhar always liked the coffee she prepared. Her brother’s friends often visited their house for her coffee.
Even now, her friends would come into the kitchen, demanding the coffee she prepared saying that they didn’t
want Kamala to make it. She saw the same Sekhar asking for her coffee. Time, what a change can it bring! Could
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she have given him coffee if he had visited her the day before his final exit from her life? How her heart was filled
then with anger, hatred and disgust for him! How selfish! A useless fellow who couldn’t keep his word. How low
everyone spoke of him!
Now, he had come to her in her forties, with a high social status as a Principal, and she had to be polite to the
visitor. If there hadn’t been the gap of so many years she might have railed at him to his face. Now, there was no
anger. Railing and bawling did not seem proper. And, where was the need?
As she got up he too rose, saying, “Can I see your house? Am I to sit here only?”
Kamala might be wondering who this gentleman was, who was so friendly. No one came to her Madam’s
house like this. The Madam didn’t know any other world than her books, her college, her garden and her plants.
Nobody visited her except her brother coming now and then. Kamala could not even imagine that this gentleman
had once set her Madam’s life on fire. And now he had appeared again!
“Sure, why not?” She asked him to come in with her. The face always wore the ready mask of politeness, it
hadn’t got anything to do with the turmoil in the heart.
Yes, he should see her and her beautiful house! Once he had turned away from her. Let him see! Let him see
how she was now on her own, raised to such a high position! How well she was leading her life! Because her
people didn’t have and couldn’t give him enough money, he had rejected her and had married an uneducated ugly
girl, because she had brought gold and money, enough to send him off to England. She heard that he had settled
down there as a reputed engineer. He must have come on home leave. Perhaps he was here on his way to some
relatives.
*
After Sekhar had left for England, and they came to know of it, everyone at home called him names.
“If he couldn’t stick to his word why did he promise to marry our girl?” they said. “Why at all was he visiting
her every evening?” They called him a rogue, they called him selfish. “It’s money, money plays wonders!” was
their comment.
“If only he’d hinted that his intention was money, I’d have sold the house and given him the cash. I could have
done anything for my daughter,” her father had wailed. Hoping that there would not be any dowry he had
encouraged Sekhar’s visits. Now that his true color was revealed, he vowed to get her a suitor a thousand times
better than Sekhar, whatever the cost!
But nothing could dent her stubbornness. She was determined never to marry.
“If he is a rogue, aren’t all of them the same?”
They tried to persuade her but failed.
“She’s headstrong. Leave her to her fate,” they gave in and as a result she earned a name for herself in society,
on her own merit as a college Principal, a good administrator, a strong personality, a good Madam, a kind
motherly figure. Now she owned a house with a beautiful garden in front and a good library—lots of work at
hand. Her well-wishers were genuinely surprised—such a charming, good-natured lady, efficient both at home
and outside, why isn’t she married? “She’d have made an excellent housewife.” They talked within her earshot.
*
Now, let him see, let him see her house, her status, her personality. Let him know that marriage is not the sole
glorious thing that will lend charm and beauty to a woman’s life. Let him know that money is not the only
important thing!
Sekhar stood long staring at the flowers on the dining-table.
“Beautiful! The flowers are beautifully arranged! Have you learnt Ikebana?” he expressed his appreciation.
Telling him about the flower arrangements, she explained how to bring about beauty with slight changes, how to
trim the stems, long and short.
“Yes, you are correct. Sometimes we have to snip and rearrange our life also. We have to trim and beautify the
ugly life.”
Now, why did he say that?
“This is the bedroom, that one is the guest room.”
“Is it the bedroom? Call it a reading room or library. You have collected quite a number of books,” he started
examining the bookrack.
Yes, her bedroom was full of books, stacked not only on the racks, but on the table and even on her bed.
Picking up the Anthology of Modern Poetry which she was reading and had left halfway, Sekhar sat in the easy
chair.
“You have a good home here. Now, will you give me coffee?” he said.
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How easily and effortlessly he was talking, like a frequent visitor and friend! Didn’t seem to be at all ashamed
of the past, his behavior in the past. As if he would ever apologize for what had happened so long ago!
“Oh sure!”
She went into the kitchen.
*
The past continued to dance before her eyes as she made coffee. Although bald, Sekhar was still handsome.
Did she still have a weakness for him? Perhaps that was why even his bald head looked attractive. But, she
couldn’t be so childish. If only had wished it, she would have married someone long ago and raised a family. But
how could Sekhar be just “anyone” her heart retorted.
What did his wife look like? Had he fetched her along, she could have seen her. Must be having children too.
When did he come to India? For how many days?
She didn’t ask him anything. He was lying there with closed eyes, book on his chest. Hearing her footsteps, he
looked up. His eyes were wet with tears. So, he was feeling sorry!
She wanted to say, “No regrets for the past.”
He finished his coffee without a word. She also took hers silently looking at him. Did he really enjoy it?
Taking out a cigarette from his pocket, he said, “With your permission.”
She nodded. The same old words!
“No ash tray?” he asked, looking around.
“There has been no need to buy one,” she said. Her brother did not smoke nor did her father. Sekhar smoked a
lot. Once she had said,
“No use, I’d have to buy an ash tray.”
“Then hurry up.”
It was fifteen years ago. .
*
Sekhar looked at her. God knows what he thought, he put the lighted cigarette.
“Will you come to the guest house with me?” he asked
“Guest house?”
“We are putting up at the guest house. You must come with me.”
“With family? Why haven’t you brought them all along with you then?”
“I wanted to, but then I hesitated, as we are meeting after such a long time. Instead, I want to take you there.”
Should she go or not? How to say “no” bluntly? What else could she offer? If she went, how would his wife
receive her? What had he told her? He should have brought her along and introduced her. But she should go. She
should see her. Yes, the desire to see his wife suddenly grew very strong in her.
*
She went to the guest house.
“Come in, this is the room,” he led her in. No one was there. On the bed a two-year-old child was sleeping. She
stood near the bed looking at the boy. He was chubby and sweet. Curly hair, just like his father, smiling in his
sleep. She turned to Sekhar. Sekhar was looking at her.
“Sit down.”
She looked around as she sat. No one else seemed to be there.
“Where IS the child’s mother?”
“I am his father and mother both.”
“What?” she stared at him.
“Yes, he was born taking away his mother’s life.”
The child was sleeping quietly and peacefully. Sekhar told her that he had come back to India forever, that he
had got a job and didn’t like to leave the child in anyone’s care. He told her that after a lot of hesitation and
debating in mind he had gone to Ramasastri and got her address. At last he asked”
“Are you still prepared to buy an ash tray for me?”
For some time she sat there looking from Sekhar to the sleeping child, one from the other. Sekhar was after all
Sekhar. In spite of the lapse of so many years he was still the same Sekhar. She had now got one more chance to
take a decision. And with this decision her life would take a new turn. Would the turn be a beautiful one at this
age? All said and done, he was the same Sekhar!
One minute, two … three … five …
Sekhar was looking at her.
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“I am sorry Sekhar, my home is rather small; there’s no room for an ash tray,” she said.
66.84 The Sunless Tomorrow\fn{by Hriday Kaul Bharati (1937- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
It must have been around two in the afternoon when the the Postman knocked at the door. The way he knocked
made me tremble with fear—I knew he could not be the bearer of any good news. I have known this Postman for
a long time now, ever since I can remember. I know him so well that I can tell, by the way he knocks, the content
of the letter he brings. I also know that he will not leave my door till I accept the letter. Knowing full well the
futility of trying to ignore him, I got up with sinking legs to open the door. There was a bluish tinge to the sunlight
outside, as if a cobra had bitten it. I was in a panic: God forbid, what if it had come to be?
The Postman went on knocking unfazed. With lifeless feet, I dragged myself through the corridor. It seemed to
take me an age to reach the door. The Postman handed me the envelope. He mounted his bicycle and left. He did
not even greet me. But within that moment I noticed that his whole skin looked like leather, with innumerable
wrinkles on it.
And the skin between the wrinkles was all covered with hair, fine, monkey-like fur.
I tore open the envelope. Inside was a telegram and the message read:

It is my last day today. I shall not
rise again. I know what is going
to happen to you in my absence.
But I must obey. These are the
orders. Yours. The sunThe sun will not rise tomorrow. That explains the bluish tinge to the sunlight. So my panic was justified—the
cobra has not spared it. I folded the telegram and noticed the envelope for the first time. The Postman had
scribbled a message in purple ink in his own hand:

You must be wondering why I exchanged no
greetings with you today. But the fact is that
since my skin grew tough and this monkey’s
fur appeared on it I have lost my power of
speech. Instead of coherent speech I can only
emit monkey-like screeches. And who has the
time to interpret the meaning of these
screeches? That is why I have stopped
speaking-screeching.
I barely managed to put the telegram into my pocket. My knee-joints seemed to have come unstuck. A mist
rose before my eyes. I was about to fall down when two people stepped under my armpits and held me up. Even
through the thick layer of clothes, their bones poked me uncomfortably. They were two dressed-up skeletons. This
was just a feeling because the fog before my eyes had thickened further and I could see nothing. But soon the
feeling also deadened, the last thing I felt was that I had also been bitten by the cobra. And then I knew no more.
When I came to, I found myself laid flat on a table in what looked like an operation-theater. Four people stood
around the table, looking at me with bowed heads. In white overalls, their faces were swathed in white bandages,
which left only their eyes unmasked. Above their heads hung half a dozen powerful bulbs, which gave out more
heat than light. It was not possible to see their faces. Apart from the bandages, the light shining upon their scalps
left their faces in darkness. All the four heads were totally bald, the color of limestone, not a single hair on any of
them. One of them raised his hand and slowly laid it on my brow. The touch was cold, hard, like an icicle. He
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stretched his fingers and dug their tips into my forehead, a scorpion, emptying his venom. My forehead seemed to
have been slit by his hand. His hand continued to stroke my brow for sometime. Perhaps its warmth was
comforting to him. Or may be he wanted to suck it out. But I know that it would not matter to me, my own
warmth would not end. But the press of his hard, bony fingers hurt and what hurt even more, was the cracking
sound that the bones of his fingers made while they moved along my brow. I frowned and closed my eyes. Slowly
he removed his hand from my brow. I was afraid that if I opened my eyes, his hand would return.
Suddenly there was the sound of footsteps and I opened my eyes. All the four had moved away from the table,
and were discussing something. For the first time, my eye fell on the wall behind them. It was made up of paper
glued at the edges, and there was writing all over it, some of it blurred and some clear. The wall appeared to be
made up of countless leaves from books, joined together. Some were straight, some crooked, some diagonal, some
upside down. But this paper wall too had a bluish tinge to it, daubs of purple bruises. A crack ran along the length
of the wall, and a hole had been torn in the middle. I tried to read the writing, but could not, my spectacles had
gone when I fell unconscious. I screwed my eyes and concentrated hard, trying to read the words. Perhaps my
plight was noticed and they returned to the operating table. One of them addressed me:
“You can see now?” I nodded. He asked:
“What were you trying to find on the wall, with your eyes pin-pointed?”
I shook my head. His lips parted and he concentrated his gaze on me. For the first time I noticed that the
hollow wells of limestone under his brow contained two pupils.
“Not trying to read this writing, were you?” He was pointing to the wall of purple bruises.
I nodded.
“Can’t read it?”
I shook my head. I dared not open my eyes. I was certain now that if I tried to speak, not words, but screeches
would come out, monkey-screeches. Again he glanced at the paper wall, and pointing with his skeletal hand, said:
“These are pages from History—from the ancient times to the present.”
He brought his hand back and tapped my brow with the sharp points of his fingers a couple of times, as though
beating a tattoo on it.
“We noticed that sunlight could pass even through a solid masonry wall, so we had to raise this kind of wall,
made up from the leaves of History. Do you see that hole in it? A bit of glue had been left there by mistake. A bird
pecked at it, the result is that hole. The event is still safely imprisoned in the words there, but the hole has tom
away the date and year of the event.”
I was tempted to tell him that the event had thus been orphaned. But my fear of emitting screeches instead of
words would not let me. He fell silent and the other began to speak:
“The crack in the wall is our own fault. These were fragile events and we should have known that they would
not be able to withstand the light of the sun. These leaves should not have been used at all.”
He had barely finished the sentence, when all the four drew very close to the table I was lying on, and bent so
low that their heads touched. At the same time the light from the bulbs grew dimmer, while the heat increased.
“Come on now, call out, a loud call and then you will die. Go on, give a call,” one of them said.
The lights were even dimmer now, but the heat had increased further. I was bathed in sweat, but I did not call
out. I was absolutely sure that instead of a call, it would be a monkey-screech.
“Give a call, a loud one and then you will die,” the other one also insisted.
I shut my lips tight.
“Call!”
“Call out, will you?”
“And then you will die.”
“Call! Call! Call! Call!”
All the four roared in my ears and I stuttered, a a a … and screamed. My scream is still ringing, even now,
even here. My breath does not give way and the scream never stops. And now it slowly turns into a monkeyscreech. And slowly my skin turns into leather. The leather becomes wrinkled and on the raised bits between the
wrinkles appear hairs. The paper walls are covered in countless purple bruises—in fact it is bruised all over.
Outside it seems that it is already tomorrow—the tomorrow when the sun will not rise.
My scream is still ringing in the air. It continues, even now.
234.160 Excerpt from The Servant’s Shirt\fn{by Vinod Kumar Skukla (1937- )} Rajnandgaon, Rajnandgaon District,
Chhattisgarh State, India (M) 14
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If I go out to do a piece of work, as for instance to eat paan, that isn’t particularly going out of the house,
because I have to return. After making every effort to complete the task, after chewing the paan that is. A house is
not so much for leaving from as for returning to. For going out there are other peoples’ houses, others meaning
people we know, or people with whom we have some work; houses to which we go for a social visit, bazaars or
gardens, offices or factories. But for coming back, a home is essential even if it is a single rented room, or a room
shared with other tenants.
For my wife the house was not so much a place to come out from and therefore it was not so much a place to
go back to. If she ever went out, she returned home soon. Living alone one has to lock up the house, but if one’s
wife, or parents or brothers or sisters are in the house, one can leave without locking up. In any case a servant is
never handed a bunch of house keys; if the house is small the servant is not handed a key at all.
The best part of having family living in the house was that one could thunder in and crash out on the bed. Or if
the urge was strong and the road in front crowded, one could rush to the loo\fn{Bathroom; British English:H} and pee
right away. When employed, the time to return home would be evening after offices close. When unemployed,
one came and went randomly; there was no set time. On holidays I used to set out from the house again and again
for no reason whatever.
I had decided early in the morning to go out and be away a long time. When I cleared my throat and spat there
was a tinge of blood. My cold had settled in. Mother stood close by, short, emaciated, not a tooth in her mouth,
white hair disarranged, looking exactly like a mother. As I edged past her I whispered,
“Mother, I spat blood.”
My voice sounded weak. Take, for example, the weakness of a patient who has to be helped out of bed. No
appetite for days but he craves spicy vegetables. Nobody will cook these vegetables for him. What he manages to
swallow comes right back up. The patient spends his time groaning in discomfort but the doctor says he will live.
The patient feels that his family’s concern is more slight than the disease warrants. When he talks about his pains,
his wife tells him he will be all right; the doctor has indicated there is nothing to worry about. When he declares
he will die, his mother soothes his forehead and reminds him of the doctor’s assurance that he will be well soon.
When he is thirsty, instead of water his wife brings him milk. He drinks down a little so as not to offend. He
grows nauseous. People from the office drop in to ask after his health. He is too weak to make conversation. He
pulls the covers all the way to his chin. His wife or his mother speak for him. Even before colleagues can ask
about his health, his wife or his mother volunteer the doctor’s pronouncement-he should be well soon. He resolves
never to speak to his mother again. He resolves to curse out his wife. On account of his weakness he says nothing.
He does not die; he turns on his side and falls asleep.
The truth is I was not ill. Nor was my house a nursing home. But the house in which I stayed did belong to a
well-known physician in the town. I was paying fifty rupees for rent, high considering the state of the dwelling. It
had not occurred to me to factor in the benefit of having a doctor next door. Mother leaned forward.
“I can’t make it out. You take a look, bahu. Is it blood or the paan he has been chewing?” My wife set down
the bucket of water she was carrying across the courtyard.
“He bought two paans last night. One was still wrapped in paper this morning. The phlegm has shavings of
betel nut in it.” She was smiling.
“He does have a cough and keeps clearing his throat all the time.”
My mother poured water from a lota over the spit. My wife followed through with the whole bucket.
I was out of the house and back within minutes. The time had been too short for anything but the going and
coming. Of course, one blink of the eye is sufficient for a change of scene and I had had a whole five minutes. My
wife and mother too must have enjoyed a change of scene, as for instance, they were free of me and had the
chance to go about their housework unhindered by my presence.
Mother seemed quiet when I returned. The bucket in my wife’s hand was empty. Mother spotted me first. Her
glance expressed wonder that I had returned so soon, or that I had left something behind, or that I had taken to
pacing up and down between the courtyard and the road outside. This was her first visit to us since I had found a
job.
When I set out the second time I saw Sampat in front of Thakur’s paan shop, Sampat, my childhood friend,
whose pock-marked face and bulbous nose had become a habit. Was friendship no more than habituation? In
childhood I was unhappy if I heard a comment about my ill-shaped nose. Then by itself my nose became a habit.
Hands, too, we never know them hung on arms. A matchbox resting in the hand exerts weight, the hands
themselves never. Or almost never, unless the left hand is cut off and carried by the right hand. The two ears, we
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hardly remember they are attached to the face. Where else could they be attached? Our unmindfulness of body
parts has social value. Things are peacefully where they should be; there is nothing to seethe about.
Sampat came from my home town. We were in the same Hindi class till fourth grade. Then he fell behind.
When I got my BA he was finishing tenth grade. We both found jobs in this town. He worked in the chemistry
laboratory of the college and had rented a house close to mine. His face lit up,
“Shall we get some paan?”
“I am not a paan-eater,” I said. “Sometimes I chew one and forget. When I spit it looks like blood and gives
me a fright.” He waved a cloth bag at me.
“I am headed for the vegetable market. Will you come along?”
I felt elated. Shopping for vegetables was essential and I had avoided going to that market all week.
“Let me pick up a bag from the house.”
When I entered the house I saw that the bucket in my wife’s hand was full again. Mother sat on the floor
winnowing rice.
“Will I see you with a bucket of water each time I return to the house today?” I said to my wife. To Mother I
said,
“Moher, last evening you were winnowing rice and again today. Do we have gunny sacks of rice in the
house?”
“And the brass drum you are filling with water,” I said to the wife, “is that a drum or a deep well?” I edged
near and teased her,
“The drum came with your dowry, that is why you keep it full.” My wife said,
“But the bucket is from your father’s house.”
That annoyed me. I pulled the bucket from her and set it down, splashing half the water onto the floor.
“People are out of their minds,” Mother muttered to herself.
“Mother, each day I am told to go buy vegetables. But today when it is a holiday nobody asks me to go.”
“You have returned home twice in the last half hour. The tap runs water only for an hour and a half. There is
some defect in the tube well. Stand your bucket in line by the tap, wait your turn, that is how you get water. There
is time remaining for one or two trips to the tap. If you leave and come back in fifteen minutes bahu will still have
a bucket of water in her hand. What does this prove? The work that is begun must be concluded. I, too, will still
be winnowing rice. The rice I have separated today will last us two meals. Nothing goes right when you have a
day off. Your behaviour with bahu needs improvement.”
“Do we need vegetables or not? Am I the only one who consumes them?”
“Yes, we need vegetables. I hardly eat any. Bahu eats your leftovers. Fresh vegetables are expensive. If you did
not enjoy them so much we would not bother with them.”
When my wife appeared with the shopping bag I snatched it from her. She smiled at my rash gesture. She had
known I would do something dramatic.
“What’s on the list?” I asked calmly.
When I became calm I was like the man whose job it was to feed the lion. Ultimately all jobs are like this. On
one occasion, through no fault of his, the door to the cage was left open. When his wife brought him his food she
noticed the open door. Her shriek woke him from his nap. The lion was still finishing lunch. The feeder leapt up
and secured the door. More than the lion he was afraid of his boss. He knew the day the lion’s food wasn’t ready
on time he would offer himself to the animal to keep his boss happy. Buying vegetables in the market was not like
a job. Precisely because I had a job, today was a day off and on the day off people have small household errands
to run.
“A kilo of potatoes, coriander, chilies, a quarter kilo of garlic, a quarter kilo of red spinach,” Mother
enumerated.
“Some coconut hair-oil,” my wife added.
Buying coconut hair-oil seemed to me a different order of errand from buying vegetables. How can people dart
into a jewelry store as soon as their grocery shopping is done and buy themselves a gold ring? You can send a
servant out to buy vegetables, but you would not send him to buy a gold ring. A servant is allowed to incur a little
damage, say a rupee or two lost on the way to the market. He would not be allowed the loss of ten or twenty
rupees. As far as the sahib was concerned Mahangu was honest, but he was not to be counted on if a hundred
rupees came his way. This meant he was honest up to ninety-nine rupees. One’s susceptibility varied according to
one’s means. I, Santu Babu, who had been employed for a year now and been married for almost that long, I could
be counted on to be honest up to four or five hundred rupees.
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On a vegetable expedition it was acceptable to buy fruit-plums, custard apples, guavas, bananas. Buying
coconut hair-oil or the stove grille or an earthen water jug was out of line. It is well known that the shopping list
should be uttered in one breath. Otherwise no end to the things that are needed, not to speak of the money
required. Coconut hair-oil I would have to buy sooner or later. “Another time” might put the errand off a few
days. It was my own household: I could not bail myself out of being me, my wife could not bail herself out of
being wife, Mother could not bail herself out of being mother.
I kept waiting. Mother had begun to winnow rice again. My wife was pouring cleaned rice into a tin box. I
went and stood in front of them. The vegetable matter had not been settled, at least not to my satisfaction. In what
my satisfaction consisted I did not know. They did not know either. They kept working as if I was not there.
I have experienced my disappearance before. I disappear when people ignore me. I picked up a few grains of
rice to chew on. The feeling of having disappeared did not change. ..
My foot knocked down a brass cup. In the scientific way appropriate to brass the cup clanged as it rolled. But I
was a magician who had been brought low by other magicians. The other magicians were neither my wife nor my
mother. Who they were was concealed by yet more magic. The only way out was to quit the field. Was quitting
the field the same as quitting the house? In that case why did I feel defeated even when I was returning from the
outside? Clearly, my sleeping and waking, my going and coming, my walking about on the road—all these were
part of quitting the field.
I did not wish to leave the field forever. All I knew was I could not stay inside too long, nor could I dawdle
outside. When I left, I wanted to stay away indefinitely. I also wanted that the scene inside should repeat when I
returned: my wife carrying a bucket of water, my mother winnowing rice. Even if I had been away an eon I
wanted everything to repeat the way it was this moment—this house, this cup tipped over on the floor. Well, not
everything, not the cobwebs on the walls, nor the fly that alighted again and again on my wife’s foot. I wanted the
rings around my wife’s eyes to vanish. I wanted my wife and mother infinitely happy. I would not have objected
to the house being freshly whitewashed.
I had my limitations. I could never know what was going on inside the house while I was away. When
someone said the country would be rolling in prosperity twenty years from now, I would think, why twenty years?
Who can peer into twenty years? Why not now, this very instant?
I had not thought I would run into Sampat. That is why I had set out without a shopping bag. I had to find a
reason to stay away indefinitely and all I had was a small town, which I could cover from one end to the other in
half an hour. But where was Sampat?
I quickened my pace. It was stupid walking fast to pass the time. Time was no distance you could cover more
efficiently by moving fast. Time passed whether you were digging the ground with a shovel or sitting idle waiting
for something to happen. I did not want to seem idle. By the time I had walked past the hospital, Lalbagh,
Chaundmari, I was outside the town limits. This occupied half an hour. In order to go home I would first have to
return to town. Gauraha Babu, on the other hand, could manage to go home from the countryside without
returning to town because his house lay at the border.
One step outside the house and he was out of town. Gauraha Babu was only a few years older than me. I had
not been able to call on him at his home because he lived in an out of the way place. What must he be doing
today? If he had gone for a walk in the countryside, he could return to his house and to the town at the same time.
I wasn't tired when I sat down on the bridge. A few minutes spent on the bridge were only a few minutes taken
from infinite time. To sit longer would be to signal one’s uselessness in the world. I lived and breathed in an
awareness of futility as I lived and breathed in the encircling air. I got up off the bridge and headed home.
Moti Talab could be seen from the road, to the right or left depending on whether a person was coming or
going, but the pond remained where it was. The embankment was high. No water was visible from the road. One
would have to climb onto the embankment to glimpse the water. Nor would glimpsing the water secure a view of
the fish in the water, even though I knew and the man who had contracted for fish knew there were fish in that
water. Along with what we can see for ourselves, getting on in the world requires recourse to past experience. And
even more than experience, getting on in the world requires understanding. Understanding often leads to disasters,
so the work of the world requires cleverness. The best thing about cleverness is that the mistakes we make do not
harm us as much as they do others. All our troubles came from people who were cleverer than us but whom we
did not know personally. In the middle of these troubles it was no easy matter to figure out the purpose of life.
Wise elders there were in plenty. If we picked one out, we could say to him:
“Respected One, tell me straight out, what is the meaning of my life? What am I supposed to attain? I am
young, twenty-two, or at most, twenty-three years of age. Let me know now and I will not bother you with
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questions again. I have lots of enthusiasm; I can figure out how to do things, all I need to know this once is what I
am supposed to do.” If by mistake the wise elder turned out to be my father, he would say:
“Do not be greedy. Practice contentment. Do not imitate those who are better off than you. Think about those
who are poor and feel glad you have escaped their fate. Pay attention to how you can maintain your position. It is
not important to worry about maintaining the world. The world can take care of itself. Gather only so much wood
as will make a fire to cook with. The tinder for setting the world on fire lies at the bottom of the ocean. It got
damp ages ago and no one can dive down that deep. The world cannot be changed. If you alone change, you will
die a sorry death. Please let me die in peace and when your time comes, may you too pass away in peace.”
I wasn’t long on intelligence. Even so I began to understand that sometimes the pond is dry, at other times halfempty, at other times full. When there is water there will be rocks, wood chips, fish, frogs, slime, etc. A crocodile
mayor may not appear. A whale is seen only in the ocean. A washerman sets out for the pond at three in the
morning. A beggar and a wealthy man do not work at all. Many ponds have gone dry because of low rainfall in
the past two years. “Small ponds are sprinkled over the region” does not imply that water is sprinkled over the
region. The biggest pond is called Rani Talab. Such was the reach of my knowledge—no more than this.
Some days I knew nothing but sorrow. On other days events occurred which did not cause pain. On yet other
days there were moments of happiness. I was shaped to fill to the brim when a little pain poured in and fill to the
brim when a lot did. I did not have the wit to shorten a line by drawing a longer line alongside. What use was wit
anyway if it showed every approaching sorrow as huge and every past sorrow as miniscule?
There was a boy in our town by the name of Francis. He learned to play field hockey and practiced hard till he
became one of our better players. He traveled abroad for matches. He was the first one to bring home a transistor
radio. Francis’ father was a member of the police band. Very few people knew who he was. But after Francis
began to play for our town everybody knew Francis’ father.
Many people practice enduring sorrow from their childhood on. This practice does not require a playing field.
The effort of scraping a living provides warm-up enough. I did not want to excel at enduring sorrow and qualify
for the town team of sufferers or the district team. No one’s father gained fame from his son’s being a skilled
sufferer. In any case my practice faltered at home because I loved my wife, my mother, my brother, my friends. I
wanted to build stamina to fight against sorrow. I wanted to acquire good form. Staying alive and bearing pain
were identical twins.
The age had doors as strong as vaults and as transparent as glass. I had gathered general knowledge from
peering through the glass. I had never sat on a horse but in my thoughts I was a cavalryman from the start. I had
never entered a plane but books and films had made me a seasoned passenger. I knew the air fares between Delhi
and Bombay, between Bhopal and Delhi, between Nagpur and Delhi. I knew all the conveniences offered by the
Oberoi-Continental in Bombay. I had learned abundantly from newspapers and advertisements. I even knew from
pictures of air-hostesses what kind of girls they were. My method allowed me to be modern without great
expense.
This is what I wanted for my wife. I wanted her to know what was available. She could learn from
advertisements how to put on make-up even though neither of us liked to see powder on her face; powder was too
expensive. I had bought myself ordinary shirts and trousers but I knew what fashionable clothes were like.
Sometimes I would carry home women’s magazines for my wife. The cost of knitting a sweater remained high. I
thought she could do without newspapers. For myself I took in the paper at the tea shop along with half a cup of
tea. On days we had curried vegetables at home, we did not cook lentils. In this way, ten days in a month we did
not cook lentils.
The arena of struggle was modest. Blows fell softly from afar till we hardly felt pain. Life was sucked out of us
as a matter of course. We did not think to object, or if we did object it was as a matter of course. If the price of
vegetables rose, I thought the fault lay with the vendors who went from lane to lane with their vegetable baskets.
When I bought from them, I spoke sharply about accuracy in weighing. I told them to leave out the rotten
potatoes. I told them they were thieves and scoundrels. This was the extent of my protest.
Ants swarmed over each instant of life. Maybe that is why we sweated. But we got used to putting up with
them. As soon as a moment separated from the ants, it dropped away and died along with the ants. If someone
came along to chop off our heads all at once, we would have struggled mightily. So no one rushed in to chop off
heads. The head was slowly severed over generations. There was no special bother about it, poverty was a fact of
life. Our heads doddered as we kept to our work—that is, the work of offering up our heads.
To break free from the cage of my salary was beyond me. The cage fitted me closely, like a shirt. For that
salary I poured out my strength until all that was left was weakness. Through a peephole in the cage I watched
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movies, or dreams. Movies gave me what they gave everyone—confidence to live. This living was status quo. If a
rickshaw-puller can marry a millionaire’s daughter he is content to pull his rickshaw. Seeing a rich girl falling in
love with a poor boy gave poor people the joy of a servant who would rather sweep dirt from under a rich man’s
bed than sleep on his own charpai. The servant who cooked would make extra food so there would be leftovers.
But science does not deliver benefits to the poor. The mistress would put the leftovers into the refrigerator. Of
course something would fall to the servant since even in the refrigerator food spoils eventually. Mostly people had
the taste of a stolen nibble from a heap of sweets. People’s ideas were changing rapidly. Rubbish accumulated
equally rapidly. Rubbish would stay fresh longer. Goodness would rot in an instant. At most it lasted an hour or a
day.
I found myself in front of my house before arriving at the wish to enter. I continued on to the paan shop.
“One kapoori paan this way.” The paanwalla glanced up.
“You look troubled,” he said.
“No trouble, it happens to be my day off. I am going home.”
I went by the hotel to skirt my house. Guptaji stared at me from his shop. Or did I imagine a stare because I
still owed him for the goods I bought on credit? He asked me where I was going.
“I am going home,” I said.
“You have left your house behind.”
“Is that so?” I said and instead of turning around made my way further ahead to the barber shop. I sat down at
the barber’s and busied myself with the newspaper. The large mirrors at the shop were confusing. People coming
towards the shop appeared to be going. If I went to my house now, would the mirror show me setting out?
In a mirror I never looked as good as I felt myself to be. That faith, or call it hope, kept me going. In reality life
is not as bad as it looks to be. When I was a child this same barber would arrange my hair very nicely after the
haircut. Immediately after that I was required to have a bath. I would try every ruse to avoid bathing and thereby
disturbing my hair. Mother told Bhaiya to bathe me forcibly. My brother placated me saying he would arrange my
hair in the barber’s style after the bath. In this way the hairstyle became a hallmark, a permanent part of the
features of my face.
I could have changed the style if I wanted. I had had my head shaved down to the scalp when my father died,
and when my elder cousin, my uncles, my grandfathers died. But I let my hair grow the same as before. The way a
person dresses becomes a permanent part of a person to his dying day. A person who wears a dhoti will die in a
dhoti. He cannot expect upgrading to trousers at the time of his death. A person who remains half-clad will die
half-clad.
“Ready for a shave?” the barber asked.
He was wearing a fresh white shirt and white trousers. He was about fifty or fifty-five, hair still black, a few
light wrinkles on the shiny face. He was the one barber who hailed from Gujarat. This fact exempted him from the
low esteem in which barbers were held in our town. By the Gujaratis themselves he was regarded as inferior.
“I will give myself a shave later,” I answered. “I am sitting here waiting to go home.”
I felt I had blundered. What could sitting here waiting to go home mean? I did not need to wait to go to my
own house. It wasn’t as if my house was a bus which would roll to a stop, I would climb in, it would roar away.
The door to my house was not barred to me.
“Sampat!” I shouted. I almost broke into a run to catch up. “I have been waiting for you. Friendship is an
amazing thing. I need you badly and you appear.”
“You look troubled,” Sampat said. “I waited for you. You did not stir out of your house and I had to go to the
bazaar all alone. You let me down. If I hadn’t idled waiting for you, I would have been back home with vegetables
a long time ago.”
I assured Sampat he was my friend in need. He was my reason to be away an hour. If a movie had been on, I
would have gone to the movie.
“Have you been locked out?” Sampat asked.
“No,” I replied. “Everyone is at home.” Sampat was puzzled.
“Nothing unusual,” I said. “I can go home this instant if I wish. Nobody can stop me. But I don’t want to be
back yet. I want to while away some time and return respectably late.”
“What would happen if you went home now?” There was eagerness in Sampat’s voice.
“Nothing would happen,” I replied. “Mother will be winnowing the rice and my wife will be carrying water in
a bucket. When I return quickly I feel the desire to explain. Why I return so soon is never clear to me. Time hangs
heavy on holidays. Has this ever happened to you?”
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Sampat explained that in the beginning he did not know how to cope with holidays.
“The day off reminded me of my days without a job. The holiday was segregated from days of employment.
Each Monday I wondered if they would take me back for work. That was during my probation. Now I am used to
days off. I know I must stick with my job till I qualify for a pension.”
“You speak of a pension because you expect to live long.”
“Are you on your last legs?” Sampat asked.
“Friend,” I said to him. “I know you will save me.” Sampat wanted to take his leave.
“I have all these errands accumulated for the holiday.”
“Like teaming up with your father to beat your mother?” I ventured.
“My mother gets a beating on weekdays too.”
“Why not give her a break on the weekend?” Sampat was defensive.
“It is not as if she gets a beating every day. Who in your house forbade you from coming back early?”
“Nobody,” I answered.
“What’s the problem, then? You go to your house. I will go to mine. When I get there I will take a long nap.
It’s been ages since I took a nap in the middle of the day.”
“Sampat,” I said, “can’t you spend an hour with me?”
“Are you hiding something? Have you been quarrelling?” Sampat asked.
He took my arm and pulled me in the direction of my house, letting go only at the turn in the road. Guptaji saw
Sampat dragging me to my house.
“Can you go the rest of the distance or shall I lead you to your door?” Sampat asked.
He pushed me forward. At that very moment my wife came out into the lane. Would she have seen us? If she
had, she and my mother would know I was not returning out of my own free will. The thought gave me peace. My
wife had gone in by now. She would be telling Mother I had returned.
“Let me be,” I said to Sampat. He thought I wanted a fight.
“I am going now,” he said. “I have these vegetables to deliver. Father must be waiting.”
After Sampat left I stood watching people on the road and thinking about things which could never happen. I
would go home to find my wife pleading that I should stay away a little longer.
“Can’t you spend more time outside? It is a long way to lunch. It does not make sense to have tea. So much
housework remains: washing clothes, doing dishes, fetching water, sweeping rooms. We have not been married
long but I know we have been companions for many births. I am prepared to spend my whole life with you, not
from resignation but out of love. It is my luck that I met you. Who knows how another husband might have
treated me?”
And yet she would block the door and plead with me to stay away. Or it might be that my mother would say:
“Back so soon? Now you will complain that we are forever cooking. Come back in three or four days. We will
manage till then. It is not me I am worried about. My time is over. It is the young bride.”
I entered the house ready to compromise. There was no one in the courtyard. I stepped softly but both Mother
and my wife knew I had come in.
“Santu,” Mother called out from the kitchen, “wash up and eat.”
I washed up, rinsed my mouth, cleared my throat twice and sat down on the rata laid out for me. No
vegetables, but there was buttermilk. I ate my fill and fell asleep on the charpoi.
I must have slept for two hours. When I awoke my eyes fell on Mother in the kitchen. She was making tea.
Had I continued sleeping Mother would have woken me when the tea was ready. My wife was sitting by the bed
on the swept floor dicing lauki.
“Where did the lauki come from?” I asked. She told me the vegetable woman had come by.
“I had protested,” she told me, “that you would be unhappy over the price the vendor demanded, but Mother
insisted. She said she wanted the lauki cooked for you. For too many meals there haven’t been any vegetables.”
“I don’t need an explanation,” I snapped back. “I was planning to go to the bazaar this evening. I could have
bought you all the lauki you needed.”
“There is no knowing whether you would go or not. Mother does not like you to eat a meal without
vegetables.”
“As if you like me to eat without vegetables,” I said. “Don’t ask me to buy vegetables for us again.”
“All right, I won’t ask.”
“Who says you won’t?” I replied. “You will ask a thousand times. You cannot survive without vegetables.”
“Yes, I can,” she said. “I can stay alive even if I never ask you to buy vegetables.”
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“Nobody else would have talked back.”
“Don’t compare me to anyone,” she said.
“Bahu, come get the tea,” Mother called out from the kitchen. My wife got up.
“Don’t bother,” I said. I called out to Mother, “I will come and get it myself,” and walked into the kitchen.
Between sips of tea I asked Mother what she had paid for the lauki.
“I don’t remember,” Mother said. “Why don’t you ask bahu? First you quarrel with her, now you start a quarrel
with me.”
“Who is quarrelling, Mother? Why don’t you people ever understand?”
I had finished the tea. I changed into a shirt and a pair of trousers and began hunting for my sandals.
“Are you going out?” my wife asked.
“Do you need me to buy anything?” I said this to provoke her.
“When will you be back?”
“If I am back immediately,” I said, “will you allow me into the house? Is there something you need?”
“I was just asking,” she said. “There is nothing I need.”
“You are sure you don’t need vegetables, or perhaps some coconut hair-oil?”
“We need coconut hair-oil.” she answered, “but it is not urgent.”
“If it was urgent before why is it not urgent now?” I was dissatisfied.
“The things we need do turn up eventually, and eventually,” she said, “you will bring us coconut hair-oil.”
“I want to buy everything right now. Give me the shopping bag and the bottle for oil.” My wife gave me the
shopping bag but the bottle could not be found.
“I can’t lay my hands on the bottle,” my wife said.
“I can’t wait much longer.”
“Mother, I can’t seem to find the hair-oil bottle,” she said to my mother.
I settled myself on the edge of the bed. Mother had joined my wife in looking for the bottle.
“Bahu,” Mother said, “your mind is a jungle. Such a big bottle and you have no idea where you set it down.”
“He”—she was referring to me—“has not oiled his hair for days. That is why I have forgotten. Shall I clean
out another bottle?”
If I had not been present I am certain the bottle would have been found immediately. As it was my wife located
a bottle in the collection of odds and ends, wiped it dry and handed it to me. I walked out with shopping bag and
bottle in hand, a responsible family man. I wondered if Sampat had taken a nap.
It was dark when I returned from the bazaar. On my way back nobody asked me where I was headed. Not that
they had any reason to do so.
At night when my wife climbed onto my charpai and lay tired at my side I felt a great tenderness. I turned
towards her and touched her feet with my right foot. I drew my foot back; the edges of her sari and petticoat were
wet.
“The bottom of your sari is wet.”
“I will put on another,” she said and got up to change.
“Wear a fresh petticoat,” I said. “The one you have on is wet.”
“I will change out of that too,” she answered.
I saw her move to the corner and pull a petticoat down over her head. I made room for her when she returned
to the bed.
“You pull down your petticoat just the way I put on a shirt. Why don’t you step into your petticoat the way I
step into my trousers?” I asked her.
“All women wear petticoats this way. If I put it on your way I would have to wrap a towel around my middle
first.”
“You should wear panties, the kind they wear under frocks.”
“I am not used to wearing panties under the petticoat, many women don’t. I did not move on to skirts and
blouses when I grew out of frocks. I jumped straight to saris,” she said. “Must have been in eighth or ninth
grade.”
I myself wore shorts through high school, moving on to trousers when I entered college. My first pair were
khaki hand-me-downs from Bhaiya.
My wife said she had enjoyed buying vegetables from the vendor. I told her I would take her with me to the
bazaar. It had been days since she had gone anywhere.
“I went to visit Shakun a week ago,” she said. “I came back soon because Mother had stayed behind and I did
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not like the idea of her being alone in the house.”
“Aren’t you bored working in the house all day?”
“There is no work for me outside the house. Housework keeps me busy and the days pass.”
“How would you feel if you forgot which day of the month it was?”
“It would be nothing special. I remember days by yesterday, the day before, some days ago and many days
ago. If a letter from Bhaiya arrived yesterday, I would say it came yesterday. If. a long time has elapsed without a
letter, I would say a letter came many days ago.”
We were lying on our backs looking at the tiles on the roof. They were laid on lattices mounted on beams.
“Can I go to sleep now?” she asked. She looked tired.
“Yes, sleep now. You can go to your own bed.”
She lay down on the charpai adjacent to mine turning on her side to face me. She gazed at me a while. Then
her eyelids closed and she was asleep. The lips parted, slightly at first, distinctly later. Her face glowed like a
night-light. It was her habit to sleep facing my charpai.
The cinema hall was close to our house. The devotional song which signaled the last show began to play. As
soon as the song was over newsreel music came on. The narration in the newsreel pertained to a dam whose
construction would be completed ahead of schedule. The dam could irrigate half a million acres and generate an
additional income of three billion rupees. Thousands of labourers were working on the dam round the clock. The
sound of trucks and other machinery could be heard. There was the light rumble of a plane taking off. This was
followed by the clamour of a thousand people, the sort of clamour which accompanies the arrival of a dignitary
from abroad. A band struck up. Whose national anthem could that be?
I heard mice scurrying along the tiles and shut my eyes. Dust shaken loose from the ceiling settled on my face.
I sat up with eyes clamped tight. When I opened them I was relieved to find that dust from the tiles had not got in
under the. eyelids. The silence of the night carried sounds which held no meaning for me. On my wife’s hand I
saw two mosquitoes together. One slap and they were dead. She woke up.
“Are you having trouble falling asleep?” she asked.
“I took a nap in the afternoon, that is why. It isn’t very late, ten or ten-thirty at the most.”
“Would you like me to come sleep on your bed?” she asked still lying on her side. I said no, I would go out for
a stroll. By the time I changed she was fast sleep.
I put on my sandals and stepped out of the room. Mother’s voice followed me,
“What is it, Santu, taking a leak?”
I replied that I was going out—it was only ten—I would be back shortly. Mother came to the door with a
lantern. I asked her why she did not switch on the light instead. The switch was right next to her bed.
“I prefer a lantern,” Mother said.
She reminded me not to be out late. Her hair was disarranged. The confusion of that white hair made me want
to care for her more deeply. She looked weak and aged at night, especially if her sleep was disturbed. Even
otherwise she woke up frequently, never sleeping more than two hours at a stretch.
Until the last show peanut vendors and tea makers manned their portable stands on the street, under the street
light or else farther away using carbide lamps. They stayed open for the last customer from the last show.
Instead of going towards the cinema I turned into the lane which led to the bazaar. Up ahead by the street light
I saw Mahavir returning with his empty tray and weighing pans. He must have run out of peanuts. By day he
stood outside the municipal school and sometimes at night by the cinema hall. I had been able to recognize
Mahavir at a distance from the growth on his neck the size of a baby’s head. On seeing him for the first time
strangers thought he carried a baby on his back. Mahavir had no child nor any other relative. He lived alone.
Mahavir walked briskly in spite of his age. I would have had to run to catch up with him. He leaped easily over
a ditch dug right across the lane. The bulb in the street’s only lamp-post cast a dim light. The lane opened out to a
wide road. When I came to the road I looked in either direction but Mahavir was nowhere to be seen. There was a
liquor shop to my left lit by a single bright bulb. Had Mahavir gone into the liquor shop? Next to the liquor shop a
man sat frying potatoes over a small stove.
Two men with staffs for support stumbled out of the liquor shop. Their steps fell this way and that, less from
the liquor they had drunk than from the lakhdi in their diet. Broken bottles and bits of glass gleamed on the tile
roof of the liquor shop. The adjacent neighbourhood was occupied by satnamis who provided the principal
clientele for liquor.
I turned left and after walking some distance sighted Mahavir. I may have missed him earlier because he was
bent over searching for something on the road. The only source of light was the faraway bulb from the liquor
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shop. His tray and scales lay to one side. I asked what he was looking for. Had he dropped some coins? Mahavir
looked up and recognized me.
“It is not money I have lost,” he said, “but my weights, the 200 gram one and the 50 gram one.” I squatted on
the road next to Mahavir feeling the ground with my hands.
“I found the 200 gram weight,” I said.
“The 50 gram weight will be nearby,” Mahavir ventured.
“It is too dark to find the smaller piece,” I said after searching a little longer. “Do you have a matchbox?”
“No matches.”
I suggested that he continue his search in the morning. Mahavir declared that if the weight was not found now
it would not be found the next day.
“We found one of the weights,” I said.
Mahavir explained that he could manage all right without the 200 gram weight.
“Do you mean that a heavier weight will not let you weigh out anything of lesser weight but a small weight
will let you add up to a heavier weight?” Mahavir said it was simpler.
“Only one or two customers come for 200 grams of peanuts, most people buy 50 grams. The 50 gram weight is
the useful one.” Mahavir insisted on his own view of things, which is a kind of debating.
“Do you have a 25 gram weight?” Mahavir said he did not.
“But a 25 gram weight should be yet more important.”
“I used to have one,” Mahavir replied. “When that was lost I told the schoolchildren that I could only sell them
50 grams, nothing less. When school lets out, there is a rush for 25 grams of peanuts. I weigh out 50 grams for
one boy. He divides it up into equal halves and two boys are taken care of at one time. Sometimes I take all the
money from the first boy, sometimes I let each one pay me half. The boys work it out among themselves. They
don’t create a problem for me.”
“I will see you later,” I said.
Mahavir wanted to know where I was going. I told him I was running an errand. He turned into a by-lane and I
took the shortcut to the satnami neighbourhood.
It was dark in the satnami quarter. To be sure, there was a light pole but no bulb in the socket. The light from
the liquor shop was as good as shadow by the time it reached here. The blind pole was stuck in the ground as a
marker of absolute darkness. Every six months a new bulb was fitted into the street-light. Every six months
children threw stones at the bulb. A few men and women watched the stone throwing, interested to see which
child would hit the bull’s eye. The elders sitting by their huts did not scold the children. They may have imagined
that in the dark neighbourhood a single street-light was a joke. A new bulb lasted a day or two at the most.
A few huts were lit by oil lamps or candles. In addition, there was dirty yellow light from the public lavatory at
the edge of an open field. The rest of the field was broken by heaps of municipal rubbish. A stale smell hung in
the air. The locality adjacent to the satnami quarter was called Kundrapara. The orderly, Mahangu, from our office
lived in Kundrapara. On account of consuming the harmful lakhdi lentils many people in the satnami
neighbourhood had deformed limbs. Five or six of them could be seen at this time standing about outside the
lavatory.
I had reached the main road, National Highway 6. The neon lighting gave the road a strange sheen. I walked
along until I sighted the old bungalow which housed our office. The bungalow dated from British times. It was a
large dwelling situated on a two acre plot. Mango trees, palm trees and jackfruit dotted the property. There were
also groves of bamboo, one thicket so dense it seemed a fountain of darkness.
The new building housing the main office was situated directly behind the bungalow. A Sufi grave lit at night
by small green bulbs lay between the bungalow and the office building. When the wind blew into the bungalow it
carried a smell of incense from the grave. When the wind blew in the opposite direction it carried the sweet smell
to the new building.
I was seeing our office by night for the first time. Through the glass windows I could see neon lights burning
in each room. My room lay to the left of the hall. I was happy to note that it was the neon lamp above my table
which had been switched on.
The bungalow opened into a hallway. There was a fireplace on the right side of the hall. The bungalow had
been empty for some time before our office moved there. A brahmin orderly-cum-watchman had been assigned to
the bungalow during the transition. He must have thought the fireplace looked like a shrine. Like a true devotee of
Hanumanji, he brought in a smooth rounded stone, marked it with holy vermilion paste and began to perform
daily worship before it.
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The watchman was transferred to another building before our office moved to the bungalow but his Hanumanji
stone remained behind. Nobody disturbed the stone; it was not in anyone’s way. Before starting his daily
sweeping of the hall, the cleaning man always bowed to the god.
The hall was large with a high ceiling and six doors. Two doors opened on each side. Opposite the door which
allowed entrance from the front porch stood a door leading to a room in the back. Transoms as wide as windows
opened along the high walls. The transoms had subsequently been sealed with iron plates nailed along the
openings. The hall had been divided into three sections by placing steel cabinets across. From the room in the
back a latticed walkway led to two small rooms on either side. These were intended to be kitchens but were now
used for storage of broken furniture and useless odds and ends.
A dozen old and new brooms stood in a corner. There was a collection of clay pitchers, some of which had
managed to remain unbroken for five or more years, some of which had been purchased only the previous year.
Rolls of frayed rugs lay upon tables. In one of the rooms old tent cloths were piled half-way to the ceiling.
Pesticide was sprayed on the tent cloths every six months.
The doors on the right side of the hall opened into two rooms which were joined to one another by a
connecting door. The two rooms opened further into another room each. At an angle to these rooms lay a large
bathroom with a toilet, a broken shower and a large tiled tub, some pieces of which littered the back of the
bungalow. The left side of the hall was identical to the right side with one exception. An extra small room had
been added to the left side. This small room was allowed to remain empty in memory of the Sufi saint.
A water pipe poked through the wall close to where Head Babu had his table. The end had been sealed but on
rainy days water beaded and dripped along the pipe. Sometimes rust flaked off and jets of water misted Head
Babu’s corner. It had taken many days to repair the pipe.
As soon as the office opened for work there was a commotion of babus in all the rooms. Important departments
of the office claimed three rooms each. Smaller departments such as ours made do with a single room. The entire
bungalow was circled by a three-foot-wide porch. Many windows were paned in blue glass, intact since the days
of the British. A large room had been added to the back of the bungalow. This was the malkhana. The newer
building housed the Sahib’s office and the treasury. Seen from a distance by day the bungalow appeared to be
wearing a shawl of baked tiles. In the darkness it bore a dark roof like any other house.
I turned to gaze at the tables assigned to Head Babu, to Gauraha Babu and to Devangan Babu. Head Babu’s
table was overlaid with thick glass. No other table had a glass top. Devangan Babu’s table was bigger than the
ones allotted to me and to Gauraha Babu. Devangan Babu and Gauraha Babu had drawers in their tables. Mine
did not. My pincushion lay on top of my table. Theirs were put away in the table drawers. At closing time all the
things on Head Babu’s table were gathered and placed in a steel cabinet. The daily ritual created an impression of
space and neatness around his table. The papers on my table which I had stacked under a glass paperweight lay
scattered now. Head Babu must have needed one of my documents after I had left for the day.
My eyes fell on the piles of office files and I noticed a rat scurrying among them. This is not how things should
be. Head Babu was right to forbid snacks at work. If there is food, there are bound to be crumbs. Nobody brought
in snacks yesterday yet here was a rat capable of gnawing away essential documents.
I tapped on the window pane and made hissing sounds. The rat leaped over a tray, paused by the pincushion
and disappeared into another stack of files.
“Who goes there?” someone called out.
“Friend,” I answered.
I could hear the sentry running from his post by the treasury office. I came to the front and stood in the light.
The sentry recognized me as he came forward.
“You, Santu Babu?” he said with surprise. I told him I was out for a stroll and had wandered this way.
“Head Babu, the nazir and some other officers are in the malkhana. They have been there all evening,” he
confided.
“Then they have been here since they came to work in the morning. What are they up to? Is there a meeting
on?” I asked.
“A meeting is what the sentry whom I relieved said to me.” The voice of Head Babu crossed the sentry’s.
“Who is that? Whom are you speaking to?” Head Babu called out. This was followed by the swishing sound of
loose trousers as Head Babu walked towards us.
“It is Santu Babu,” the sentry said to him as he went back to his companion at the sentry post.
“Santu Babu!” Head Babu’s voice betrayed surprise.
“Namaste, Head Babu,” I said.
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“How did you happen here at night?” Head Babu asked. “Is there something I can do for you?”
“No,” I said. “I had trouble falling asleep. I had taken a nap in the afternoon. I started walking this way. When
I discerned our office from a distance I had the desire to see it from close up. Is there a meeting in progress?”
“Not really,” Head Babu answered, leaning against the wall for support.
“I will be on my way,” I said. Head Babu seemed intoxicated.
“Santu Babu, I am very pleased with you. The Sahib, too, is very pleased. You are like a son to me. At the
same time you are a friend. Now that you are here you should come in with me. Will you have a drink? Fine
contraband liquor has just come to the malkhana.” Head Babu stood flush against the wall.
“I do not drink, Head Babu,” I said.
“Take some opium, in that case. Or smoke ganja. The seized goods are to be destroyed within two days. Rats
have already bored holes through the bottom of the ganja sacks. The seal on the mouth is undisturbed but the rats
could have nibbled away the seal if they chose. Smoke some ganja,” Head Babu exhorted me, annoyance and
kindness mixed in his voice.
“I do not use intoxicants,” I said praying Head Babu would not take offence.
“All right. Be at work on time tomorrow.” I spoke up impulsively:
“I am always the first to arrive at the office. And another thing. Just now I looked into our room through the
window. A rat hid between stacks of files on my table. I tried to drive him away but the rat would not leave. Our
files will be destroyed.” Head Babu broke into a laugh.
“Santu Babu,” he said, “the rats around the malkhana make merry. When they bore small holes in the rubber
bladders full of liquor it dribbles onto the floor. Some of that liquor must go down their throats. .I have seen rats
in this office teetering this way and that as they run. It is not the files they are interested in, Santu Babu. You can
go home and sleep peacefully. Tell no one about what you have witnessed. Do not mention that you saw a rat on
your table. How will you get home? On foot? I think you should return home soon. Shall I have one of the newlyseized bicycles brought to you?”
Head Babu was short and fat. On account of hydrocele\fn{ The accumulation of serous fluid in a body sac:W } he wore
baggy trousers. He liked his bush shirts long. He had a hernia and kept planning a remedial operation for the
winter. One winter passed after another without the operation. When his intestines bulged, he would reach with
his hands and massage them back into place.
I asked Head Babu one day if he would tell me when his intestines knotted up. He summoned me an hour later
to say,
“Look, my intestines are a tangle now.”
He undid the buttons of his bush shirt, pulled his undershirt up and showed me the swelling in his belly. The
swelling ran diagonally across. He began massaging and gradually the bulge disappeared.
“Notice the swelling is gone!” Head Babu said to me.
He informed me that his life was in peril each day. There was no knowing when tense tough ropes would move
up from his belly and strangle his heart. He was fated to die at work.
“When any of you has the least pain you ask for sick leave. You plead that extra days of absence not be docked
from your salary. If I deny the request you slump over your table and go to sleep.”
Devangan Babu said his head hurt a few days ago but he had continued to work. When he had asked Head
Babu for half-a-day’s leave Head Babu had refused.
Devangan Babu was five-foot-two. In the diary he kept in his desk drawer he had entered five-foot-two in the
blank for height. He had entered 58 kilos for weight. In the place for automobile registration he had entered the
registration number of his bicycle. In the blank for driver’s license number he had written in the names of his two
sons—Madan Lal Devangan and Sohan Lal Devangan. For telephone number he had written—son of Ramcharan
Devangan, Village Dongargaon. For radio license he had written down his radio-license number. Next to safedeposit vault he had written—the green box. He was fair-skinned and wore his curly hair long. He had his own
theatre troupe in the village. He lamented that his job in the town had cost him his love for the theatre. Gauraha
Babu said to Head Babu,
“You spare no one. I have a cut on my finger which still hurts. Day before yesterday the pain was sharp. I told
you I did not want to do any typing but you insisted. The swelling in your belly disappeared in minutes but the
swelling on my finger has not subsided. I could not sleep last night. The cut throbbed in my hand like the ticking
of a clock. A warm compress was no help.”
Gauraha Babu laid his swollen hand on the table. There was a bandage around one finger.
“Have you wrapped betel leaves around your finger?” I asked.
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“Yes,” Gauraha Babu answered. “I crisped betel leaves in ghee and made a poultice over the wound.”
“Was it real ghee?” I asked.
“Real or unreal I bought half a kilo at the pure ghee rate of twenty-five for a kilo,” Gauraha Babu said.
I said I did not use ghee myself. Not that I was stingy; I did not believe in the practice of adding ghee to every
meal. Gauraha Babu asked if everyone in my sub-caste avoided ghee.
“Do you think eating ghee has to do with caste?” I asked him.
Whether it had to do with caste or not, I knew that good things were expensive and things of high purity very
expensive. Gauraha Babu would make the half-kilo he bought last him three or four months.
“Take the nazir as an example,” Head Babu interjected. “The nazir has only one good eye. He must keep
watch over the treasury as well as the malkhana. For twenty years he has discharged that responsibility ably with
his one good eye. No one complains about his work. A hand has ten fingers. When one of those fingers suffers a
cut the other nine continue to function. I advised Gauraha Babu that the document was important and needed to be
typed that day. I did not insist that the document be typed immediately. A typist can type with nine fingers. A
novice can type with two fingers. There was no swelling on Gauraha Babu’s hand at the time. Did I commit a
wrong? Devangan Babu finished his work in spite of a headache. A person has only one head. Devangan Babu
had to think with the same head that was hurting. Surely Gauraha Babu could have typed with nine fingers.”
I said that working instead of resting caused Gauraha Babu’s hand to swell.
“Gauraha Babu, has the swelling from your intestines climbed into your finger?” Head Babu smiled. “The
swelling in the finger has to be massaged down into the hand. But to massage the swelling back to the belly is
dangerous business. What if the swelling mounts to the brain?”
“If swellings spread from belly to finger,” Gauraha Babu retorted, “they will spread next along the fountain
pen to the table and from there to the typewriter. The intestines will get tangled in the keyboard and soon
everyone in the office will have hernia.”
I added that hernia was the least of the afflictions workers in the office suffered from. Gauraha Babu sat still a
while, then walked over to Head Babu’s table.
“I will not be able to work today,” he said. “I am running a fever. My hand hurts terribly.” Head Babu
continued perusing a file.
“I do not have the authority to excuse you from work. You will have to go to the Sahib. Make sure you take
your swollen hand along with you so he can see for himself.”
Gauraha Babu asked Head Babu to speak to the Sahib on his behalf. Head Babu asked,
“Which hand is it?”
“The left hand.”
“If you specify in your application for sick leave that the swelling is in the left hand, the Sahib will imagine
that you can continue working with the right.”
“Head Babu, the left hand is not separate from my body,” Gauraha Babu said. “Pain in the hand affects the
entire body. I will not go to the Sahib on my own.”
“Write,” Head Babu instructed him, “that you are unable to work.”
“Do you imagine that I am lying?” Gauraha Babu asked.
“Not at all,” Head Babu responded. “But now that you have raised the possibility I am beginning to wonder.
Tell me truly—is the pain bad?”
“How can I convince you?” Gauraha Babu asked.
“It is not I who need convincing. In order to convince the Sahib it is necessary for your hand to be presented to
him. Without presenting all of you, how can I present your hand? I want you to accompany me. You do not have
to speak if you are afraid. I will speak for you.”
Head Babu fell silent and settled into his work. Gauraha Babu returned to his table and sat before the
typewriter. He glanced at all of us. I was the only one who met his glance; the others were absorbed in their files.
Gauraha Babu edged the typewriter away with his right hand. He put his head down on the table and closed his
eyes. His swollen hand rested in his lap. His right hand gripped the armrest on the chair.
On our way home in the evening I felt Gauraha Babu's swollen hand. It was hot to the touch. Devangan Babu
suggested that Gauraha Babu travel home by rickshaw but Gauraha Babu said he was not that sick. I was of the
view that Head Babu had gone too far and asked Devangan Babu to do something about it.
“All I can do,” Devangan Babu said, “is perform.”
He did not take my concern seriously. I pointed to the road and told Devangan Babu the stage for his
performance lay just ahead. As they looked towards the road a beautiful girl passed by on her way to the dak
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bungalow. She must have been a college student or a recent graduate working at her first job. Five municipal
workers in white caps and white uniforms also turned into the dak bungalow. Gauraha Babu and Devangan Babu
may have imagined I was pointing not to the girl but to the municipal workers.
“A white cloth as white as typing paper is hung behind the stage. On its right a date is given, whether the date
of the performance or some other recent date. Below it in large letters which viewers can read from a distance the
subject of the letter is indicated. The sound of clacking typewriters fills the air, then absolute stillness followed by
the tap of a single key. A person arises from the stage floor and stands against the white cloth like a letter upon a
page. This person should be a villager, rough-skinned, brown, dust-covered up to his knees, wearing leather
thongs the colour and texture of his skin, his body gleaming with sweat. He should glance at the audience and
smile sheepishly as one who admits his fault. He hangs his head down awaiting punishment. A loud tap. A woman
appears, a shoemaker, hammering nails into the sort of shoe a villager discards after long use, the sort of shoe a
yet poorer villager picks up from the side of the road or the rubbish heap, a shoe discarded by poor villager after
poor villager a hundred times. Another tap of a key and to her right a young boy appears, four or five years old.
Then six or seven people appear and together make a sentence, an ordinary sentence, a necessary sentence, such
as: Here I am, or: We shall stay quiet, or: We are hungry, or: How lovely that smell is, or: Twenty paise for two
hours. Gauraha Babu,” I went on to say, “I am running out of ideas. Please tell me what sentence the villagers
should make.”
“What time is it?” Gauraha Babu asked.
“Is that a sentence you are proposing,” I retorted, “or is that an inquiry about time?”
“It is getting late,” Devangan Babu said.
“Is that a sentence you are constructing,” I asked Devangan Babu, “or is that in reply to Gauraha Babu’s
question?”
Both Gauraha Babu and Devangan Babu had fallen silent. I continued,
“Then these figures should step forward from the paper background and enact the significant sentence or some
other minor event, as for instance, the making out of an application.”
“Let that application,” Gauraha Babu announced, “be for casual leave for me. Let it explain that difficult
circumstances over which I have no control compel me to request two days casual leave. My name should be
properly signed at the bottom.”
Devangan Babu said that the difficult circumstances would have to be specified. Gauraha Babu thought that
Devangan Babu’s opinion applied to very difficult circumstances. Devangan Babu claimed that people got
habituated to difficult circumstances and began to treat them as ordinary. Only very difficult circumstances
created crises and therefore the need for casual leave.
I said that the application would be refused because people were also capable of getting habituated to very
difficult circumstances. Devangan Babu responded by saying that besides fellow-babus, the audience would
include neighbours from various neighbourhoods and the Sahib too. In all likelihood the Sahib would have to be
invited as the chief guest. Gauraha Babu objected to this arrangement.
“If the Sahib is going to be present,” he said, “I do not want to sign at the bottom.” I asked Gauraha Babu if he
felt afraid.
“It is not a matter of fear,” he answered. “Why should my name alone appear? Why not all our names?”
“Is it not you,” Devangan Babu asked, “who needs the leave?”
Gauraha Babu did not see why his need for leave should be the subject of the play. I asked him what he would
propose. Gauraha Babu said he had no experience of putting on plays.
“I took part in school plays,” I responded. “I even wrote a script in college but no one liked the performance.”
Gauraha Babu said that he for one had always been a spectator.
A group of five orderlies walked past us. Three babus and five orderlies. One of the orderlies carried paan in a
wad of leaves. Red kattha juice had dribbled from the wad onto his white uniform. Gauraha Babu remarked that
our Mahangu in khaki uniform was a better sight than these orderlies in white.
Mahangu brought out a brand new bicycle from the malkhana. It must have been purchased yesterday and
abandoned by its owner within hours. As he lowered the bicycle from the verandah Mahangu greeted me with
Ram Ram, Sir. I stepped forward and took the bicycle from him.
“Do you come here often?” I asked Mahangu. “The office is well-lit at night.”
Mahangu was silent. He was addicted to ganja but was hardworking as well. Officers vied with one another to
have him assigned to them. Malkhana guards left him alone. They knew that Mahangu was the best orderly for the
Sahib, useful on many counts. He could cook dinner and breakfast. He could, to great loss for Sahib Madam,
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accompany the Sahib on inspection tours. Sahib Madam endured Mahangu’s absence only because the Sahib was
also away and the workload in the house manageable. How it would be if the Sahib were at home and Mahangu
away the Sahib Madam never knew. It had never come to that. Sahib Madam would say, “Leave the rest for later.
It is past ten, time for you to be home.” Mahangu would answer, “There is just the kitchen to mop” and in this
way not go home for a week at a time. He would find a corner and drop off to sleep in his uniform.
The silence of late night had fallen upon the road. The bicycle ran lightly. I was savouring the pleasure of
coming back for the last time this day.
“Mother! Mother!” I cried as I rapped on the door. I heard Mother’s feet behind the door and saw a lantern
flicker through the cracks.
“Is it Santu?” Mother asked as she opened the door.
“It is, Mother.”
“What time is it?”
“Must be between one and two.”
“Where have you been?”
I told her I had been to the office on urgent business. I asked her to go back to sleep and assured her I would
lock the door. It was Mother’s habit if she woke up at night to take a lantern with her and pull on the doors to
check that they were shut.
The back door was shut but I wanted to look out. As soon as I swung the door open, the landlord’s bungalow
appeared, its night-light illuminating his domain. The property extended over an acre with an orchard in front
containing neem trees and a giant mimosa. A ring of bricks had been raised around the trunks of most of the trees.
The landlord was a doctor; the brick platforms served as seats for the poor patients who traveled from outlying
villages for a cure.
Something was always under construction on this property. Hundreds of bricks lay in a semi-permanent pile
under the mimosa. The relatives who accompanied patients picked out a few bricks from the pile and built small
stoves. They would bring rice and flour from the village along with wood and kindling. There was a well near the
trees fitted with a hand pump and a separate motor pump housed in a tin shed. The hand pump was intended for
tenants—I was the only one just now. The pipe connected to the hand pump was kept short deliberately. As the
water level dropped in the summer months the hand purnp became useless. The doctor’s motor pump worked
throughout the summer and was adequate for his needs. The sun and moon rose from behind our back door. At the
moment deep night lay over everything.
My wife was sleeping on my bed. She had moved from her own bed so she would know I had returned the
instant I lay down. I did not want her to find out I was back through the method she had devised. I wanted her to
know in my way. I noticed that she had forgotten to place a lota of water for me under my bed. I shook her awake
gently.
“I am thirsty,” I said. “You forgot to set out water for me.” She adjusted her sari as she sat up.
“I remember pouring water for you,” she said.
She gazed at me and nodded back to sleep. I told her it was impossible trying to wake her up. At that she got
up, filled water in a lota, covered it with a cup and placed it near me. She went back to her own bed. I was
drinking water when she asked for the time.
“Must be about two,” I answered.
“Where were you?”
“I had gone to the office,” I said.
“This late?”
“Yes,” I told her, “The Sahib sent for me.”
But she was already asleep. I lay awake a long time listening to dhobis beating laundry by the pond. A cock
crowed. Carts laden with harvested paddy creaked by. Mother would be waking up soon. The question of my
waking up did not arise since I had not fallen asleep to begin with.
Staying up all night I had succeeded in catching the day. Had I slept off I would have felt I had lost track of the
day. There could be no hope of keeping pace. When I opened my eyes day would be there all right, but like a
weight around my neck.
I shall leave my house many times and return to my house many times, by day as well as by night. …
1938
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236.94 & 22.75 A. Excerpts from The Intrusion And Other Stories B. My Beloved Charioteer\fn{by Shashi
Deshpande (1938- )} Dharwar, Dharwad District, Karnataka State, India (F) 13
A
1: The Last Enemy
He took off his armor. He had been wearing it for so long that the removing of it should have made him feel
lighter; but he felt nothing. His mace had been the first thing he had put down, and now, without the armor, he
was quite unburdened. He hesitated a moment, then stepped gently into the water. It was cold, colder than he had
imagined. Deliberately, with an effort, he moved further in until the water was up to his knees.
His body rebelled against the cold. He made an involuntary movement, as if to get out, and slipped. Clutching
at a long, slimy weed that gave way and came into his hand, he went down into the water and came up spluttering.
It was not very deep. He found he could stand up, his feet anchored in slime; the water came only up to his
shoulders. He spat out something he had swallowed and shuddered violently. Then, as if these reactions were the
end of all sensations for him, he stood still.
He did not know what he had intended to do when he first entered the water. Perhaps he had hoped to cool the
fire that was in him. Not just the painful fires of his wounds which gaped red all over his body, but the flame that
had begun burning in him when he had seen all those bodies.
Dead, he had thought. All of them dead. The word had reverberated in his mind, making a loud, ugly clamour;
but here, neither the word, nor those bodies that lay sprawled in monstrous abandon on the field he had fled from,
seemed to have any meaning. And what had those bodies to do with the men he had known, living men who spoke
loudly and laughed joyously?
In a while, he did not feel the cold any more. It was as if his body had stopped rebelling against the cold and,
instead, had accepted it. With acceptance came comfort. More comfort than he had ever had from the bodies of
women he had desired and possessed. With them, there had been both a secret fear and a resentment—that they
submitted to him, not out of choice, but because they had none. Now he deliberately welcomed the cold, and with
that, the body that had given him so many moments of pleasure and pain, ceased to trouble him.
Only now, with his body at ease, did he notice the silence. He had lived for so long in the midst of sound, a din
almost, that the silence seemed unnatural. It was almost an assault on his ears. But gradually he accepted the
silence too, as he had the cold. And he stood unutterably still, a man without a past, with no future, submerged in
the murky waters of a muddy lake, thinking of nothing.
A water bird, snowy white and long-necked, came down in a graceful swoop and stood poised for a brief
moment on a tangle of weeds. Then, with a swift upthrust of its wings, it flew away, silence closing in on its
flapping wings. He felt strangely grateful to the bird for having ignored him. That was what he wanted now—to
be unseen, unheard, untouched—in fact, not to exist. And yet, he no more thought of ceasing existence by
drowning himself in the lake, than he thought of getting out of there. Both the actions required too much effort of
will—and he had none left.
After a while—how long?—his ears, which had become attuned to the silence, heard a discordant sound.
Distant, yet unmistakably approaching. It was— yes—the sound, full of a throbbing, tremulous excitement, of
men hunting. A sound familiar to him. Had he not lived in the midst of such sounds ever since he could
remember? For a moment, memory pierced the armor of numbness he had worn since he laid down his own and
past joys came back to him.
Hunting. The impatiently pawing, neighing horses. The clank of armor. The twang of a bow. Bursts of
comradely laughter. The feeling of happiness that almost tangibly surrounded them. And now, as this memory had
been the first breach in the wall of not-knowing, not-caring, not-remembering, other memories surged in, flooding
him, carrying him away into the past.
Bhima, only you could have done this. Is there anyone else with your strength? And I? And I?
He was as good as Arjuna, as strong as Bhima. His parents had always told him so, and his brothers and his
friends. Yet he had known that if he had said it aloud—am I not as good as them?—the Acharya would have
smiled his scornful, sarcastic smile. And said—Duryodhana, a true Kshatriya does not brag.
Yet, what else could he do but boast when they, those whose praises he craved, gave him none? Gave them
instead to those five brothers he had always hated and feared.
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Feared? The word had slipped into his mind. It gave him a pang. Had he indeed feared them? Yes, now, here,
in this place, he could admit it to himself. He had feared them. Perhaps, it was because he had known even then
that this would happen. That they would get what was rightly his. He had always known that he was born to be a
king. Even if they, his parents, his brothers and his friends had not told him so, he had known it himself, with an
absoluteness that left no room for any doubts. For who else but he had all the qualities of a king?
The thought of his weak, blind father, or that poor fool Yuddhishthira as a king had filled him with scorn and
genuine amusement. No, it was only he who was fit to be king. The certainty had given him a strength and a
steadfastness that had awed them all.
But even then, those five brothers and that woman of theirs had been like thorns in his side. A woman with five
husbands—he could never understand how they could call her virtuous. He himself had never been able to look at
her without having lewd thoughts of her giving in to all the five at once. He hated her. She it was who, more than
anyone else, had turned Krishna against him.
Krishna—his desertion had hurt Duryodhana more than he had ever revealed to the world. He should have
guarded himself against that hurt; he should have known that for Krishna it was always Arjuna, Arjuna before
anyone else. Arjuna, I give you the first choice—my army or I.
That was when he had his first moment of doubt, when Arjuna chose Krishna. But he had concealed both the
doubt and the pang, feigning triumph, saying—it was your army I wanted, Krishna, not you. How could he, who
had but to express a desire to have it fulfilled, reveal that he had failed to get what he desired?
And yet, the knowledge seeped into him, filling him with warmth, he had been a king much more than any of
them. There had been glory enough in his life—the glory of being a king, of being admired, loved and feared.
There had been love too, the love of doting parents, of admiring brothers and loyal friends. He, in turn, had been a
generous and loyal friend, which was why men had fought and died for him. Yes, even Bhishmaand Orona, was it
not for him that they had died? As for the others, the very names of those men brought warmth to his chilled body.
But Karna-Karna of the magnificent body and great heart, lying dead there …
The distant sounds had become loud and distinct. Who could be hunting here, he wondered vaguely and what?
This was no forest but a bare plain.
No! Comprehension came with the shocking suddenness of a blow from the dark. It was not a bare plain,
either, but a battlefield strewn with the dead. His dead. His brothers, his friends, his kinsmen.
Karna, always the thought of Karna, so treacherously killed.
So many dead, while he lived. Hurt, wounded, but still alive. And, realization came in a moment: the sounds he
was hearing were the sounds of his enemies hunting him down. The wounded animal was being followed to its
lair. Soon they would be here. They would see his armor and mace lying on the ground, they would see him
standing in the water and they would think him … what? An animal, frightened and in pain, hiding itself?
A hoarse cry of wretchedness was forced out of him. Why had he not died there on the battlefield among his
own men? Why had he alone been spared? Was it to face this humiliation of being caught like an animal in a trap?
This was not what he had fought for! This was not what he had spurred on the others to fight for! He had dreamt
of royal glory and dignity, of power and magnificence, not for himself alone, but for all of them. Instead, there
had been death for them. And for him …
The voice and sounds again. Nearer now. The sounds were like strong thin ropes, relentlessly dragging him
into the future. From being a great and glorious king to a dishonored and defeated man. Defeated. Dishonored. As
he tasted the words, something happened to him. Thoughts, the like of which had never touched his life, came in.
Hesitantly at first, like timid guests. Then, more boldly, like brash, familiar visitors.
And it was as if all those things that had seemed so full of sweetness when he had dreamt of them a little while
back—pomp, glory, royalty and yes, even love and loyalty— all these things became misty and unreal. As if they
were just part of a dream he had dreamed, standing here, submerged in the slushy waters of a lake. A dream,
whose beauty was flawed by unreality.
And this thought came to him too—dim at first, but brighter soon, like a star as the night grew darker—that
this, the present alone was real and true. It was for this that he had been born—to come and stand here, in the dirty
waters of a lake, and be cold, lonely and alone. To know that this was the truth and the rest but a dream out of
which he had now been awakened.
How strange it was that with this, once again a feeling of his own greatness stirred within him. A greatness
which he felt was more than what he had had as a king. He was even greater than his victorious: enemies. For, had
he not faced a fearful truth without fear?
An elation filled him as if he had defeated one more enemy. His last enemy, perhaps.
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The sun now set with a suddenness that left behind a startled world in an uncertain light. As if a giant hand was
at work, the orange gashes left behind in the sky were soon wiped out. Only darkness was left. He shivered,
violent, uncontrollable shudders that loosened the grip of his toes in the squelchy mud and made him sway and
totter.
Only for a moment, though. He stood firm and erect again.
2: The Stone Woman
Looking out from the cool darkness of the arched entrance, I am blinded by the glare. For a moment I can see
nothing.
Slowly things come into focus and I see a shining, chiseled jewel, gleaming in the sun, rising out of the earth,
offering itself to me. I blink. The illusion disappears and it becomes what it is—a temple. I hear his voice calling
out my name and I see he is already in the center of the courtyard, vainly trying to shelter himself in the narrow
shadow cast by the pillar of lights.
Guiltily, I move forward. The sun strikes my head with savagery, the stone under my feet scorches my soles. I
take quicksteps, end up running and reach him in a rush. He holds me to steady me. His hands linger. Once again,
for a few seconds, we ride the waves of physical pleasure together.
“Guide, saar?”
We turn away from each other. A young man, dressed in a kind of slick smartness, is smiling ingratiatingly at
us.
“I can explain everything, inside the temple, outside, in any language—English, Hindi, Kannada.”
“Shall we …?” He looks at me questioningly.
But even before I can reply he begins to discuss terms with the guide and I retreat into the world that’s always
waiting for me these days—the world of the wonder of the two of us, the marvel of the two of us together. The
time before this seems so distant, I can scarcely connect myself with it, to the girl I was then.
“All right, let’s go,” he says. Abruptly he stops and looks at me. And smiles.
“You’ve lost,” he says.
“Lost? What?” Realization comes suddenly.
“Oh God, was I humming again?”
“You’ll never win!” he says triumphantly.
The guide, waiting for us by the stone lions at the entrance, clears his throat impatiently and we hurry to
position ourselves before him. He gives us a satisfied look, passes his hand over his sleek, oiled hair and begins in
a tone quite different from his normal one:
“This temple was built by King Vishnuvardhana of the Hoysala dynasty in the year …”
“You’ll never win!” Was there contempt in that? No, the feel of his palm against mine, warm and reassuring,
tells me he isn’t really displeased. I relax.
But I must conquer this silly habit, I warn myself. Why a tune gets hold of me this way, I don’t know. But there
it is, a different one each day, dancing about in my head all day. Always Hindi film tunes.
“Silly jingles,” he says.
“One day” he’s challenged me, “let’s see if you can control yourself just one day.”
I’ve stopped listening to film songs, I try to crush the tunes whenever I know they’re there, but they’re always
biding their time, waiting to spring out, taking me unawares. Why, even now, as I’m listening to the guide
narrating facts in a drab monotone, I can still hear the song going on inside my head.
God, I must stop it. I give him a quick guilty look to see if he’s hearing it too. No, he’s listening intently to the
guide and I force myself to listen as well.
“Now these ladies you see above you …”
Obediently I look up and—what did he call them? Ladies? God, no! They’re women, lush-bodied, highbreasted women carved on rectangular stone panels, leaning provocatively out of them, towards us, it seems.
Women in all kinds of poses—looking into the mirror, doing their hair, playing on musical instruments, dancing,
hunting. I walk along, looking at them, as if mesmerized, while the man goes on describing each carving in
meticulous detail.
“Madam will know this hair-style,” he stops before one to say and names a film star who made the style
famous. “Ladies are always the same,” he adds and the two men exchange smiles. Must I smile, I wonder? But the
men are not looking at me and we move on. The guide points out tiny details, like the fly on a woman’s arm, the
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seeds of the fruit a parrot is eating, the tiny bells on a woman’s anklets—
“You can see how they seem to be moving,” he says.
But it’s not these details in the carvings that amaze me, it’s what we’re seeing here—the joyous, playful,
narcissistic existence of these women. Were they really like this? Could any woman ever have been like this?
“Beautiful.”
I hear the word over and over again and I look at the women with their high, firm breasts, tiny waists, straight
noses and elongated eyes and wonder—are they? I suppose they are. But they don’t look real, a voice inside me
protests. And yet … no, I don’t know. Sometimes I think that’s the truth. I don’t know.
“What an ugly thing,” he’d said soon after we were married, touching the silver bracelet I was wearing.
Was it ugly? I had never known. In fact, I’d been wearing it for so long, it was like part of myself; I scarcely
saw it. But I put it away that day. Yet even now, in idle moments, the fingers of my right hand grope for it and
there is a sense of loss when they miss its familiar contours.
As we go on, from one panel to another, I find myself overcome by a sense of uneasiness. A strange feeling
that the stone women are converging on me, pressing on me so that I can’t breathe. Is it the heat? Yes, it must be
the heat, for I am conscious now of the faint beginnings of a headache.
I have a feeling of relief when we go inside, into the temple. There is a sense of space here. The guide takes us
to a smooth shining dark circle.
“This was the dance floor,” he says. And then,
“Look at the roof. The most beautiful carvings are here.”
I look up at the canopy of complicated intricate carvings and have a sense of vertigo. I clutch at his arm and
am conscious that my palm is clammy. I can no longer pretend. I am feeling sick. I retreat into a kind of daze and
words come to me disjointed and fragmentary.
“There was a queen who used to dance here,” I hear the guide say.
“The king didn’t mind?”
“She danced for the gods, saar.” The voice is reproachful. “Danced for the gods.”
At the words, I have a bizarre picture of a woman dancing on that smooth polished floor, a galaxy of gods
lolling before her, dressed, like the gods in TV serials, in plastic beads and tinsel crowns.
At last it’s over. Thankfully I begin to move out.
“Madam, you don’t want to do puja?”
The guide asks me in surprise. For the first time I realize that this is a temple with gods to be worshipped. No,
just one god. “Chenna Keshava—the most beautiful god,” bejeweled and beflowered, flanked by his two wives.
As we wait for our offerings to be accepted, my uneasiness congeals into a heavy oppressive weight that threatens
to suffocate me. I make an involuntary sound.
“What is it?” He turns to me.
“I’m not feeling well.”
Solicitously he helps me out, the guide following us. I can hear him murmuring,
“It’s the heat.”
“Shall I get some water?” the guide asks when we get out.
“Water?”
“No, wait, is there any tender coconut here? There is? Okay, you wait here, we’ll get you something to drink.
All right? I won’t be long.”
They leave me on a platform below a tree and go away. The cool breeze chills my wet, sweating body. I wipe
my face.
“Not feeling well?” It’s a woman, sitting cross-legged, a child sleeping on her lap, looking at me curiously.
“A little.”
“Must be the heat. Shall I give you some water?”
“My husband has gone to get me a tender coconut.”
I can see the two of them standing before the coconut seller. They seem remote, there’s a dream-like quality
about them, about the whole scene. A pleasant dream. I feel suddenly more peaceful.
“'Just married?”
“Five months back.”
Where do live? What does my husband do? Where are my parents? And my in-laws? And am I working, too?
Really? And what do I do?
The questions gush out of her. My monosyllabic answers don’t seem to discourage her. I can see the guide
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coming towards me, a coconut in his hand.
“This is your husband?”
“No, he’s the guide.”
I sit back and sip the cool liquid, letting her words flow over me. The sound of the rustling branches is
infinitely soothing. A twig gently drifts down into my lap and I realize that this is a neem tree. The woman is
telling me about herself now.
“My grandchild,” she says, tenderly passing her hand over the sleeping child’s hair. The child stirs and her
voice drops a decibel. There’s such an air of ease and comfort about her, it’s as if she’s in her own home,
conversing with one of the family. He comes tp me, putting his wallet back in his pocket.
“Feeling better?”
“Yes, much better.”
“Shall we go?”
“Your husband, hunh?” she says rather than asks. I nod.
“Look after her,” she tells him.
“What does she mean?” he asks me as we move away. I smile.
“She thinks I’m pregnant.”
“God!” He makes a face. :I could see her going yak yak yak. She must have bored you to death.”
“No, not really,” I say. I can see he doesn’t believe me, but it’s the truth. There was something about her, a kind
of rough warmth, that reminded me of my mother.
I go for a bath as soon as we get back to our room. I have a sense of washing away something more than just
the sweat and the dirt. When I come out, I see he’s ordered some tea for us. I sit by him and pour it out. A new
song enters my mind:
Isi liye mummy ne meri tumhe chai pe bulaya hai …

I stop it, crush it, refuse to let it go on. He puts his arm round me.
“You smell wonderful,” he says, nuzzling into my body. His hands move over me. Suddenly he stops and
moves back.
“You’re wearing something new. I don’t like it. It hides you,” he says, his hands moving as if tracing the shape
of my body.
For some reason, when I look at him, eyes narrowed, mouth pursed as he gazes at me thoughtfully, my mind
leaps back to those stone women in the temple. This is how they must have looked, I realize, the men who
sculpted the women in stone, as they shaped them from their imaginations. As if I have evoked the sound, I even
hear the tap tap of the hammer as the men chipped away at the stone, working out their fantasies on it, creating
women with unreal bodies, women who played and sang and danced all day. For a moment, while he looks at me,
I am overcome by a sudden fear, as if I am becoming one of them too, women frozen for all time into a pose they
have been willed into. Then I lean back and say:
“It’s comfortable, I like it.”
We go on talking but I can see a faint shadow on his face—he is puzzled and doesn’t know what it is that is
puzzling him. I move closer to him, into his arms and the shadow is gone. And the tune comes back, flows into
my mind, on to the tip of my tongue.
3: It Was The Nightingale
The last time, I say to myself, as I fit my key into the latch. Then I smile at myself—what a portentous phrase!
I have always had a hatred of exaggerated emotions. I have learned to play down my own—most of the time
anyway. Today is one of those other times when I can’t. I’m brimming, spilling over with feeling. Before opening
the door, I make a fierce attempt to cork them in. I succeed, but it makes no difference. The atmosphere in the
house is redolent with emotion. His resentment and anger come across to me, nebulous like a rising mist, but
tangible enough to choke me.
All the way home I have been indulging in a savage self-flagellation. Thinking—how shall I excuse myself?
How shall I show him how desperately sorry I am about coming home late? Now, seeing his face, everything dries
up in me. There is nothing I can say which will undo what I have done. And yet, there is no anger on his face.
Only I, who know him so well, can sense the storm behind the imperturbable calm. I know his very stillness is
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intended to be a loud reproach.
I go quietly into the bedroom without speaking. My packed suitcases stand with an air of finality against the
wall. The room has the desolate look of one denuded of all personal articles. His things are still there, but it
suddenly strikes me how abandoned they look all by themselves. Hurriedly I throw my bag on the bed and wash
my hands, my feet, my face. I am wiping myself with the towel when he enters. And all at once the silence
between us is unbearable.
“I’m sorry, I’m very sorry,” I stammer out.
“Don’t, please don’t make a thing of it today. Not today, please, not tonight.”
His calm breaks and the words cascade out of him. I could say the same to you, couldn’t I? Why couldn’t you
have come early today? Why did you come late, today of all days? Do you know what time I returned? Do you
know how often I’ve looked at my watch? Do you—”
“I couldn’t help it. I’m sorry. You know I didn’t do it deliberately. There was so much to do, so much to clear
up …”
My voice trails away. Ever since I decided to go, there has been this vague something between us. We had just
managed to come to terms with it. Why did I, I ask myself angrily, have to bring the shadows in again?
“So much to do! And I, I suppose, had nothing!” The rage in his tone withers me.
“I had planned,” he goes on after a silence, in which I can see him trying to compose himself, “to go out to
dinner. It’s too late now.”
“I’ll have something ready. It won’t take any time.”
“Don’t trouble yourself. I’ve put the cooker on.”
I feel guilty and resentful. Every way I turn, there’s a “No Entry” lane. He is obsessed with his hurt. I have
accepted that. And yet his pain pierces my armor of understanding—but—not-caring. As I set the table, I teeter on
the edge of self-abasement. Anything to get over this sullen, hurt-filled silence. Instead I say,
“Dinner is ready.”
We sit down to eat. Now is the time to talk of practical details, business matters. But we have been so long
preparing for this time that everything has been said and there is nothing left for this last night. Only those futile
protestations, those unending demands, those eternal promises all lovers I make when parting. These are not for
us. What promises can I make him? Or, he make to me? This is the price we have to pay for too deep an
understanding. We can never use the small change of love. And yet I know I have to speak now.
“I …”
I begin and choke over a mouthful. He looks at me inquiringly, waiting patiently for me to go on, his raised
eyebrows mutely asking a question. I will see him like this so many times, looking at me with that quirk of his
eyebrows. And the memory will pierce me like a knife, leaving me limp with longing. Will the memory blunt one
day and cease to stab and hurt?
Suddenly I’m aware of what I’m doing. I’m putting two years between us. A fearsome period. Two years of
experiences we will not share. And each one a brick that can ultimately become a wall between us. It isn’t quarrels
that shatter a marriage, it’s doing things apart. Can we stand two years of separateness? Confronted with this
thought, the link between us seems tenuous.
“What were you saying?” he asks me, polite as a stranger.
No, no stranger. I will break down the wall.
'”You have beautiful eyebrows,” I say.
He stares at me in comical astonishment. I begin to laugh. But as his look changes I begin to feel the fluttering
in my stomach that is for me the harbinger of desire. Thank God, we are eating at home. Thank God, we have not
gone out. He is so impatient he scarcely lets me wash my hands or rinse my mouth.
“Oh, don’t, don’t!” he cries out and suddenly I leave everything and go to him.
“Why do you?” he mumbles and stops as his mouth finds mine.
And then we are lost. No, not lost. Found, because this is where we really find each other. We do not have to
search. Each goes out to the other and we are merged in a oneness that is absolute. I give all of me until I am only
a hollow ecstasy. And pain.
And then I realize he is holding back. I will not let him do that. I am stronger and fierce and fiery until he melts
and responds with equal intensity.
Later we lie in the usual serenity and peace that descends on us after loving. But I know it is ephemeral and
spurious. His hand lies heavy, limp and unresponsive in mine. And now I know I must speak. My body has
receded into the background, my mind is active and alive.
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“I wish,” I say angrily, “you had refused to let me go.”
“How could I?” His voice is drowsy. But it is lassitude, not contentment, that makes it so.
“If you had once, just once, showed the smallest doubt. But, there never was a doubt, was there?”
Never was a doubt. He does not know, he will never know, how I have fought myself. How I have longed to
give ambition and success the go-by and stay with him, throttled by his love. No, not throttled, that’s not fair. It’s
a soporific, his love and mine, which makes me long to lie down in lethargic bliss. And I would, but for that
savage in me, the savage I myself have nurtured, which kills all such self-destroying doubts.
“No,” I say, hating myself for saying it, “I had no doubts.”
“But what intrigues me, Jayu,” he goes on, his tone no longer angry or argumentative, but reflective, “is this:
why I are you really going? Is it really going to make all that much difference to your work? You know you’ve
just begun feeling your own way. And you don’t crave for a foreign-returned tag.”
“You know why I’m going,: I say lightly. “To get a bigger salary when I return.”
“And when have you done anything for so simple a reason as that?” he asks equably.
He knows I am frightened of myself. If I give in once, if I give way once, I will walk that road of selfabnegation forever. And shall I then end up like my mother who stripped herself of everything and cried out
against us as denuders?
“To go when you need not have gone, when we had made other plans.”
Other plans. To have a child. Now the child will have to wait. We will not let it be born yet. Can you feel a
traitor to someone who does not exist?
“I couldn’t miss this chance,” I say, sensing that my tone is petulant. “If you had been me—”
“—I would have put ourselves first.”
Of course. A wife and mother first. Like his mother.
“Don’t let her put you against me by her constant criticism, will you?
“Who?” I stifle my laughter at his façade of ignorance.
“Your mother, of course.”
I am thankful she will be here tomorrow, not today. I am thankful I have these last moments with him alone.
“She doesn’t criticise you, Jayu. You’re prejudiced. How a woman as rational and intelligent as you can be so
prejudiced—”
I laugh again under my breath at his doggedness. To his last breath he will assert his mother likes me. Just as, I
suppose, he tells her I am fond of her. But we understand each other better, she and I.
“No, she won’t criticise me directly. But she will tell you that story she had narrated to me umpteen times. Of
how ‘I never went to my mother’s house even once after my mother-in-law died, because if I did, who would look
after HIM?’”
I say it all in one breath and become breathless. He is silent. I can imagine the blank look on his face. He is
intensely loyal. Does he have the same look when she says or hints at things against me?
“You should try and understand her, Jayu,” he speaks placatingly. “For women of her generation, life held
nothing, literally nothing, apart from husband and children. She can’t understand how a woman can see beyond
that.”
How can she when even he cannot? To me, our lives are intertwined, yet they are two distinct strands. They are
like two lights that shine more brightly together, but to keep my light burning is my responsibility and mine alone.
“I wish,” I say slowly, “that you had met my mother. She died a year too soon.”
Now, from this distance, I can understand her. Even feel sorry for her. Then, there was only dislike and
contempt. And anger at what she was and what she was doing to me. A woman who had nothing of her own. Who
tried to live her life through her husband and daughters. Who was shattered by any tug at the bonds. Who tortured
herself and tormented us. : Who made her own hell and gloried in it. And so, for me, each step out of home had
been a battle, each success a treachery towards her.
Now I am free, but the fear remains … will I … shackle myself? Or others? And often there’s an abashed
feeling that I’m making gestures of defiance at a person who doesn’t exist.
“Forget it, Jayu. You’ve made your plans and they can’t be changed. Let’s not talk about that now.”
And so we lie together and talk the whole night through of other things. And I know that however often I will
long for him when we are not together, the physical longing will be nothing compared to the craving for this
intimacy, this effortless communing. As we talk, we doze and wake up, again to each other. And once I wake out
of a little dream, short and forgotten in the very second of waking, yet leaving 'behind an impression of sweetness
and intense happiness. And once he talks to me of his grand-aunt who looked after him when he was a child. He
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does not know why he thinks of her now, but I do. He had often told me how totally selfless, totally loving she
was. To him, she is always the ideal woman. And though he loves me, he finds it hard to accept me as I am, so
unlike that woman who mothered him when he was a child.
And I cannot change. He knows this too. And more. For once he says, his mouth so close to my ear that his
breath tickles me,
“You know, Jayu, I believe it is not pride or ambition but obstinacy that is your real vice, after all.”
We long to be understood, but only if that understanding encompasses our virtues. When our vices are
uncovered, we are indignant and ashamed, as if surprised in the bathroom. Why, I ask myself, did God make me a
creature of many parts, not of one alone—and that ambition?
At last I can see through the window that the night is coming to an end. He sees it too.
“Time to get up,” he says.
“Believe me love, it was the nightingale,” I murmur against his shoulder.
“What?”
“Not me. Juliet. She said it, trying to hold Romeo back: believe me, love, it isn’t the lark, it’s the
nightingale.”\fn{Act 3, scene 5: “Are you going? It’s still a long time until daybreak. Don’t be afraid. That sound you heard was the
nightingale, not the lark. Every night the nightingale chirps on that pomegranate-tree. Believe me, my love, it was the nightingale.” }
“You wouldn’t ever say that, would you? If it’s the lark, you’d say it is the lark. You wouldn’t ever fool
yourself, or others, and say it’s the nightingale, would you?” He sees the hurt in my eyes and bending down
swiftly to me says,
“But who will now quote Shakespeare to me in bed?”
And so we get up with laughter. We leave the house and reach the airport in the same mood.
Two years, I tell myself, are nothing. Lovers have parted since time began and people have stayed apart for ten
times two years and come together again. Why am I making such a big thing of it? But I know that each parting is
a little dying. And so it is for him and me. And this is my doing and all my life I will carry the burden of this guilt.
Inside the airport there is a crowd even at this early hour. A babble of noise. Garlands lie in trash bins like
coiled snakes. The smell of flowers is heavy and sickening. He gives me a wry smile.
“All these people. And for you, only me.”
“That’s how I wanted it.”
And that is why I discouraged all the others from coming. Even my sister Sumi. But now I wish there was
someone to go back with him. It saddens me to think of him going back to the empty flat alone. With the pillow
having the impress of my head still upon it. The bathroom smelling of talcum. And my teacup, unwashed, on the
dining table. But, perhaps, these little things don’t mean so much to a man.
But I am glad I am going to a place where there is nothing of him. I will be starting on a blank sheet, a clean
page. No. I’m fooling myself. The memories of hurt are bottled inside me. I will carry them wherever I go. At last
it is time for us to part. Now I will tell him how little I really want to go. How much I want to be with him. Now I
will explain that my going does not mean I care for him less.
But the finality of the moment carries away my words. I can say none of these things. I can only cling to him.
Even as he ' holds me close, I feel the reproach in him. And perhaps he can l feel the guilt in me. Will they always
come between us?
We let go of each other and I walk away, my bag cutting into my shoulder, my eyes tearless and dry and
burning.
5: Ghosts
She peered out of the window. A gray world. Even a fog would be better than this nothingness, she thought. In
a sudden spurt of anger, she rubbed at the glass vigorously with her palm. As if the gesture had conjured up
something—people, sounds, even, maybe, a touch of colour—he looked eagerly through the clear circle.
Nothing. An empty street. Houses, like the one she was in, on either side. And above all, silence. A sepulchral
silence. Abruptly she let the curtain drop into place and turned into the room, looking around vaguely as if it was a
strange place. Then her eyes focused on the sleeping baby. A silvery line of saliva was trailing out of the corner of
his mouth. She gently wiped it and then, as if she had made up her mind, picked him up. The baby responded with
a miraculous rightness. He opened his eyes—they stared at her blankly—and then his mouth. She waited for an
outraged roar. There was none. Only a whimper that changed into a smile when he became aware of her.
Poor little fool, she thought with scornful tenderness. To have a world consisting of one face only and to be
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happy in that world! What would it do to him? She had a bizarre picture of him as a man, flitting from woman to
woman, in a tireless chase of variety. And, maybe, one day a psychiatrist would ask him—tell me about your
childhood. Your infancy. Ah! There you are! An unnaturally isolated infancy.
Her movements, as she went about her tasks, were hesitant and uncertain, like a person’s in a strange house. It
was only the baby she handled with ease and familiarity. She put him down on the carpet in the centre of the
room, but every few minutes she came back, as if to reassure him, though he lay quiet and seemingly content, his
eyes following her as she moved about.
While she fed him and changed him, a thought nagged at her, filling her with uneasiness. For a while, she let it
remain just that—a vague disquietude. Then it became, all at once, loud and clear. There was no bread in the
house. She had to go out and get some. She kept even this distinct thought at bay for some time. Finally, looking
at the time, she got up. Reluctantly she began to dress the baby who, gorged and content, whimpered his protest.
Her turn now. Would she never get used to all these unfamiliar accoutrements? They never seemed to be part
of her, all the warm clothes she had to pile on herself. And what’s the use anyway, she thought, of this hateful
exercise? The minute she stepped out of the house, she realized how vulnerable she was.
It was her face that bore the brunt of the attack. The cold was her enemy and the wind its weapon. Her eyes
began to water, her nose too was soon shamefully running. It is like a parody of grief, she thought, as she removed
her gloves and fumbled clumsily for her handkerchief. She wiped her eyes and blew her nose, feeling like a bad
actress enacting grief.
No wonder they went away, these people, so many of them, out of this hellish place, to warmer ones. Which is
why they came to my country and that is why I am here now, sniffling and snuffling, walking like a brown ghost,
among people who don’t know I exist. There was a faint satisfaction in thus relating history to her own self, but
the complacency soon evaporated when she remembered the manner of her arrival.
Heathrow Airport. And the man who took her passport saying something she didn’t understand. The contempt
on his face when he realized she didn’t.
“Bloody women,” she heard him mutter. “Why the bloody hell do they come here?”
She had been too overcome by amazement—how could she be defeated by the accent, she who knew the
language so well?—to retort, to show her anger. To him, she was obviously no different from the group of women
—Pakistanis?—in beautifully colourful brocade-bordered salwars and kameezes, who giggled softly each time
they were asked a question, covering their faces with the ends of their dupattas.
She could remember an older woman, also in a salwar kameez, who was stolidly mopping the floor, emptying
the ashtrays of butts, and how drab she was, as if she had lost all her colour after staying in this place so long.
“These bloody women, why the bloody hell do they come here?”
Just a few hours from Bombay. Garlands of tuberoses and marigolds. Faces pressing on her. Voices.
“Look after yourself. Keep warm. Take care of baby. Write to us. Have a nice time. Have a nice time. Have a
nice time.”
The sickening fragrance of the dying, crushed tuberoses. Garlands abandoned in chairs, curled up like sleeping
snakes. The heat. So warm that the coat she held over her arm seemed huge and heavy, a burden she could not
carry. Sweat trickling down her face, her back, her thighs. Now, walking home, it seemed so far away, it could
have happened to someone else. Not to her. Not to this woman dolefully wheeling a pram down an empty, gray
street. It was strange how deserted she felt, deserted not only by the others, but by all the myriad beings that had
gone into the making of her.
An excited girl running, her plaits flying behind her. A girl, pleased and tremulous, wearing a sari for the first
time. Pink. Flecked with gold. A jubilant woman crying out … England?
Suddenly she began to hum. Her voice came out hoarse, as if with disuse. She cleared her throat and began
again. Only after a moment she realized that it was the tune of a song from an old Hindi film. A song, popular
once, buried in oblivion; now, the singer forgotten, perhaps dead. Why had it returned to her here and now? And
the words … my heart is breaking into a thousand pieces … how melodramatic they sounded, how silly! Specially
when she said them, hummed them rather, to the same tune, in English.
Involuntarily she giggled, then abruptly stopped. What if someone heard her? She looked guiltily around, then
up. Yes, there she was, the woman in the window. Almost invariably there at this time of the day. At one time,
hungering for company, for conversation, for female gossip, she had hoped … for what? A smile, maybe, a wave,
perhaps a hallo, or even,
“Why don’t you come in and join me for a cup of tea?”
Now, she was just the woman-in-the-window. A woman in a pink cardigan, a cigarette drooping from the
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corner of her mouth, doing God knows what, because there was never any more of her. She was cut off at waist
level. A cut-out figure, pasted on cardboard, flat and one-dimensional.
She resumed her humming.
“They lie all around you, you trample them under your feet, my heart “ A little louder, defiantly louder, as she
passed under the window.
But the woman would never hear her. Not with a sheet of glass between them. In fact, she had an odd feeling
that, even if the woman raised her head from what she was doing and looked at the road, she would not see her.
For her, there would be nothing. Just an empty street.
Back home. She banged the door hard. Noise, any noise was welcome. Once, when her husband had gone
north for a seminar, she had lived with silence for a whole week. The only words she had heard had been:
“Ta, love. Sorry, dear, we don’t have that. How many bottles, darling?”
A nation of shopkeepers. Well, at least there was that; which is why she haunted the little shops instead of the
large self-service stores, where people walked around her, not seeing her at all, their faces knit in concentration as
they stared, as if hypnotized, at the shelves. In the little shops, sometimes they talked to you. Once a girl had even
said:
“Haven’t seen you for ages, dear.” And she, feeling suddenly uplifted at that, had begun an explanation. But
the girl had turned away from her to serve someone else and that was the end of that!
She was ashamed to show how much it meant to her, these brief moments of contact. Once a man, walking on
the common, his beautiful dog prancing about him, had said,
“Missing your lovely warm country, eh?” The tears, taking her by surprise, had spurted out of her eyes.
Turning her face away from him, she had said briefly, almost curtly, “Yes,” and walked away.
Never let anyone know your humiliation. Never reveal how shamefully , humiliatingly isolated you are. How
utterly lonely. Keep writing home … yes, it’s wonderful here. I’m having a lovely time. I’m enjoying myself
terribly. (Terribly? Why terribly? And yet, how appropriate it was, they would never know, all those who read her
letters, envying her, perhaps, her experience.)
The smell of cooking, strange cooking, enfolded her as she stood in the hall, putting away the pram. It filled
her with unease, reminding her that she shared the house with strangers.
“We have to share the bath and toilet with the people downstairs,” her husband had told her.
“Who are they?”
“I don’t know. I’ve never met them.”
“Indians?”
“No, but coloured. Like us.”
“I can’t possibly use the same bath as strangers,” she had complained once.
“For God’s sake, don’t act the pure Brahmin. Not here. Not now. It’s going to complicate matters immensely.”
Pure Brahmin? For an instant, she had been outraged, the words clashing against the image she had of herself
as a liberal. But maybe he was right. And she couldn’t bring herself to use the bathtub. She finally solved the
problem by filling a bucket under the kitchen tap and having a bath standing in the tub. Every day.
But they got back at her with these strange, nauseating smells. She felt suddenly nostalgic for a curious medley
of odors. Jasmines in summer. The night queen. Ripe mangoes. Fresh ghee, liquid and brown. Spices.
She closed the door, shutting out the smells.
“I have a headache,” she said to herself. Her words made a small dent in the silence. She’d got into the habit of
talking to herself recently. The headaches had become a habit too. She had learnt to put up with them, though,
after her last visit to the doctor. She had to wait ages in the small room reeking of the odors of sickness. And
tobacco. The cough-cough of smokers and patients. The regular whine of the swinging door telling them that one
more patient had come in, or gone out.
“Headache?” the doctor had asked her when she went in, scarcely looking at her. “All women have headaches.
Tension, nervousness, imagination. Here, take this.”
Not even the pretence of a cursory examination. A prescription handed blindly. She took it and walked out and
the next patient walked past her unseeingly. The door whined behind her. No one looked up.
It frightened her, the way people looked past her, through her, over her, beyond her. The Tube, particularly,
terrified her. Rows and rows of faces—all blank. So many eyes that never seemed to rest on her, or, if they did,
registered blankness. Some nights, after she had gone through this ordeal, she flung herself at him hungrily,
greedily. Sometimes he responded.
But it was only a fumbling in the dark. (So many clothes. His hand, groping, unsure, often missing the mark.)
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And then, when it was over, they turned their backs on each other in perfect unison, as if they had practiced this
earlier. He went off to sleep—she could hear his soft, steady snores—but she lay in the dark trying to burrow
through the silence.
Most of the time, however, he ignored her frantic overtures. As if it shocked him. Or embarrassed him. Or,
maybe the simple truth was that he was too tired. He would turn his back on her, and there was only her own self
left. She would pass her hands, softly, tentatively at first, fiercely later, over her own body. But there was no
reassurance there. She had to get that reassurance—yes, you’re here, you’re real—from someone else.
And so, giving it up, she would lie in the dark, in the silence. An absolute silence, not even the tick-tock of a
clock to ruffle it. Sometimes, rarely, the baby cried. Soft, whimpering cries, stifled almost by the bedclothes.
Muted, as if they came from the depths of a deep, dark grave. Strange to think of graves. But, why not? More
natural, really, to think of graves here, rather than a brightly burning, scorching, cleansing funeral pyre.
Dinner was done at last. And just in time. Her timing was now almost perfect. It would never do to be late and
miss something. At first she used to switch on the TV only in the evenings. Then she found herself watching,
avidly waiting, for any programme—for school children, for toddlers. Now she kept it switched on even when
there was nothing, just a blank screen, as long as there was some music. Once or twice the set had broken down.
She had watched the wavy zigzag lines, the distorted faces, the crazy cut-up images in despair, fiercely willing
them to be normal again. Ultimately they had had to call in the repair man. A huge, coloured man who whistled as
he worked, chucked baby under the chin and said things to her she couldn’t understand because of his accent. And
then he had done; and though it was bliss to have the TV working again, she had been sorry to see him go. She
had rushed to the window in time to see him stride purposefully away, distant now from her as if she had never
been. She had gone back thankfully then to the TV.
She sat down now to watch. The room was filled with noises; no more silence. It became warm, peopled by
faces that were more real than the rows of blank faces outside. These people—they were all her—friends. She was
not alone now, because they didn’t exclude her. A woman smiled, and it was at her she was smiling. A man
winked, and they became fellow conspirators, she and he. She was part of them, a real person, not a ghost whom
people looked through. A ghost who moved invisibly in a gray world peopled by blank-faced strangers.
She sat and stared at the screen, uncaring really of what it was she was watching. Once she got up to feed the
baby and change him. He went off to sleep after that, a smile on his face, as if the noise and the warmth had
reached him too. As if he was, like her, cocooned in a sense of belonging. Once she went to the window,
wondering vaguely why her husband had not come home as yet. She twitched the curtain aside. Nothing but a
gray silence. A gray fog that cut her off from everything. A figure, shapeless, muffled and silent passed under the
dim, jaundiced light of a street lamp. She shivered. Once, in a fit of bravado (Look, I’m not scared! Look, where
I’m standing! Look, no hands!) she had gone out alone into a night like this one. And it had tasted—no, smelt—
flat and dull, like the smell of her own loneliness.
Hastily she dropped the curtain and came back into the room. The screen was now full of dancing, singing
boys and girls. What was it about? She didn’t care. It was enough that they kept silence away from her. In a little
while, he would come home and she would get up to serve their dinner. After they had eaten, he would sit and
watch for a while, then go to bed. But she would sit on, watching until the last possible moment. And then …
No, she would not think of that now. It was enough to watch, to smile, to respond, to know that, at least at this
moment, she was not alone.
B
I smile as I hear them at last, the sounds I am waiting for. A rush of footsteps, the slam of the bathroom door. I
wince as the sound whams through the silent house … and, a minute later, another bang. And then, bare feet
running towards me.
“You shouldn’t bang the doors that way,” I say reproachfully. “You might wake Mummy.”
She sits opposite me, cross-legged on the low wooden stool, hair tousled, cheeks flushed.
“Oh, she won’t wake up for hours yet,” she says cheerfully. “Have you had your tea, ajji?”
Our daily routine. I can never confess to her that I have had a cup an hour earlier. This is her joy, that I wait for
her.
“No, I’ve been waiting for you. Have you brushed your teeth?”
She makes a face.
“I’ll do it later,” she says, trying to be brusque and casual.
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“You’ll do no such thing. Go and brush them at once.”
“Only today, ajji. From tomorrow, I promise, I’ll brush them first,” she cajoles.
“Nothing doing.”
I try hard to be firm. But I can’t fool her. She knows I am on her side. She lowers her voice to a conspiratorial
whisper. “Mummy won’t know. She’s sleeping.”
Now, of course, she leaves me no choice. I have to be firm. She goes reluctantly. And is back so fast, I have to
ask, “Did you really brush? Properly? Show me.”
“Look.”
I have to grin back at the grinning, impish face.
“Now tea for me.”
“No,” I say, “tea for me. Milk for you.”
Ultimately, as always, we compromise and her tea is a pale brown. I switch off the Primus and, without the
hissing sound, our voices sound loud and clear. We look at each other guiltily, thinking of the sleeper, and try to
speak in lowered tones.
Happiness can mean so many things to so many people. For me, it is this. The beginning of a new day with this
child. We talk of so many things. But too soon it is time for her to go to school. Bathed and fresh, she sets off.
When she is gone, silence settles on the house. A silence that will not lift till she returns. I had got used to this
silence in the last seven years. It had never seemed terrible to me. It was a friendly silence, filled with the ghosts
of so many voices in my life. They came back to keep me company when I was alone … my younger brother, my
aunt who loved me when I was a child, my two infant sons who never grew up, and even the child Aarti, who
seems to have no connection with this thin, bitter woman who now shares the silence with me. But since she
came, the friendly ghosts have all gone.
It is late before she wakes. I have had my bath, finished my puja, and am half-way through cooking lunch,
when I hear her stirring. I take down the dal from the fire and put on the tea. By the time tea is ready, she comes
into the kitchen. Wordlessly she takes a cup from me. She drinks it in hungry gulps as if she has been thirsting for
hours, then thrusts the cup back at me. I pour out some more. I, too, say nothing.
Earlier, I used to ask, “Slept well?”
And one day, she had put down the cup with a trembling hand and said, “Slept well? No, I never do that. I
haven’t slept well since Madhav died. I’ll never sleep well again all my life. I have to take something every night
so that I can close my eyes for a few hours. Now, never ask me again if I slept well.”
Nine months I carried this daughter of mine in my body. I had felt within me every beat of her heart, every
movement of her limbs. But—and this my doctor had told me then—my pains and shocks could never penetrate
to her, she was so well protected. Even now, she is protected from my pains. Even now, I have no protection
against her pains. I suffer with her, but like all my other emotions, it is a futile suffering. For I cannot help her. I
can only fumble and blunder and make things worse.
“Why didn’t you let me know earlier?” she had asked me angrily when she had come home after her father’s
death. “Why didn’t you send for me earlier?”
“Don’t tell Aarti yet,” he had said, “I don’t want to frighten her. Not now specially.”
Habits of obedience die harder than any other. I had not dared to inform Aarti. And the next day he had had
another attack and died instantly.
Three months later Priti had been born. She never saw her grandfather.
“Who is that, ajji?” she had asked me once, seeing his photo.
“Your grandfather, Priti.”
“My grandfather,” she had pondered. “And what was he of yours?”
What was he of mine? The innocent question had released a flood of feelings within me.
“My husband,” I had said bluntly, at last.
As I settle down to cooking lunch, I wonder whether Aarti will today like what I am cooking. Whether she will
enjoy her food and eat well. I know she will not, but the hope is always in me. Just as I hope that one day she will
talk and laugh again. But that day, one day, when she had laughed, she had frightened me. She had burst into loud
laughter, shattering the tenuous peace of the house.
“What is it?” I had asked her, wondering whether to smile, to laugh, to respond in some way to her.
“Isn’t it gloomy here? The right atmosphere for a pair of desolate widows. That’s what we are, aren’t we?”
Widows … I remember my mother who was one. She had had a shaven head, worn only coarse red saris, and
been shorn of all ornaments all her life after my father’s death. And I think of Aarti, who for days neglects herself.
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And then, one day dresses up, makes up her face and wears flowers in her hair. And yet Aarti it is whose face has
the arid look of a desert.
Life has been cruel to her. It was her father whom she had loved; and he died, while I live. It was her husband
whom she had loved even more than the child; and it was he who died, while Priti is left to her. Children are more
sensitive than we think. They understand so many things we think they don’t. Otherwise why would she have said
one day to me,
“Ajji, can I sleep in your room at night?”
I am old and gray and have lost all that I have loved in life but these two persons … but at her words, my heart
had leapt in happiness. Yet, I had restrained my joy and asked her, “Why, Priti?”
“I’d like to. You can tell me stories at night. And there are so many things I suddenly remember at night and
want to tell you. And …”
“But Mummy is with you.”
The child’s face had fallen.
“But, ajji, if I try to talk to her, she says, “Go to sleep, Priti, and don’t bother me.” And she never sleeps at all,
but just reads and smokes. And I don’t like that smell.”
The child has a high and clear voice and I had hushed her in a sudden fear that she might be overheard. Yes,
she smokes incessantly now. Earlier, she had tried to hide it from me. But not for long. When I was a child, in my
father’s house, it had been considered wrong even for a man to smoke. But today, I would of my own accord let
my daughter smoke if I thought it brought her happiness.
But it doesn’t. She puffs out smoke as if she is emitting bitterness. There is an infinity of bitterness in her now.
And I cannot help her. I can only try to look after her body. Such a small thing, but even in that I fail. She is thin
and brittle. Most of the time she never dresses up. Just goes round in an old gown, her hair tied up with a rubber
band. Priti, looking at an old photograph one day, had wistfully said,
“My Mummy was so pretty, wasn’t she, ajji?”
The child’s pride in her mother had roused in me a rage against Aarti. She seems to me like a child sulking
because she does not have what she wants, willfully ignoring the things she has. Has anyone promised us
happiness for a lifetime, I want to ask her?
“Why don’t you go out?” I had asked her once.
“Where?”
I had mumbled something she had not heard. She had gone on instead:
“There is nowhere I want to go. Everywhere, I see couples. I can’t bear to see them. I could murder them when
I see them talking and laughing.”
This talk amazes me. I cannot understand her. My niece had once told me of something she had read in an
American magazine. About children of eleven, twelve, thirteen and fourteen who stab and throttle and rape and
gouge out eyes … often for no reason at all. And I had wondered … what kind of parents can they be who give
birth to such monsters?
Now, I know better. The accident of birth can be cruelly deceiving. We fool ourselves that our children are our
own, that we know them. But often, they are as alien to us as baby cuckoos born in a crow’s nest. And yet we
cannot escape the burden of parentage. If my daughter is so empty that she can hate people who are happy, the
fault is, to some extent, mine.
These bitter thoughts do not often occupy me. I have my work. The quiet routine of my day is like balm to my
soul. Daily chores are not monotonous but soothing. Now that the child is with me, the day is full of meaning. I
wait, as eager as a child myself, for her to return from school. When she has a holiday, I don’t know who is
happier, she or I. If there is an unexpected holiday, we are equally full of glee. But when she, my daughter and her
mother, comes to us, we feel guilty and hide our happiness.
“Do you remember your Papa?” Aarti had asked her one day with a sudden harshness.
“Papa?” There had been a moment’s hesitation. “Of course, I remember.”
“I can’t imagine you do. You never speak of him.”
The child had stared at her with a frightened face, feeling guilty for she knew not what; and when Aarti had left
us, she had burst into sobs, clinging to me. And I had been full of pity, not for her, but for Aarti, who could turn
happiness into a wrong. But I can say nothing to her. She has never shared anything with me and now she hides
her sorrow like a dog its bone. She guards it jealously and will not let me approach.
And I have kept my distance. It was only in my imagination that I cuddled her as a child, only in my
imagination that I shared her happiness and confidences as a young girl. And now I assuage her grief in the same
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way.
“Look,” I tell myself I will say to her, pouring some water into my cupped palms. “Look,” I will say as the
water seeps through, leaving nothing. “You cannot hold on. You will have to let it go.”
But I know I’m fooling myself. I have no courage to speak. I am only a foolish, middle-aged woman who has
never known how to win anyone’s love. Priti’s affection … that is a gift of Heaven, that ray of sunshine God
sends even to the darkest comers. For Aarti, it was always her father. Even now, she spends the whole afternoon
prowling in what was his room. It is seven years since he died, but the room is unchanged. I have kept everything
as it was. I dust and sweep it meticulously myself. But strangely, in spite of this, it has a neglected look like Priti
has sometimes. Priti is well-fed and well-dressed; she has her tonics and vitamins and all the other things they
give children these days. Still, a neglected child peeps out of her eyes at times, filling me with pity and guilt.
Now I can hear Aarti moving round in his room. Even after his death, he can give her something I can’t. The
thought hurts. Hurts? It’s like having salt rubbed into a raw wound. Suddenly it is unbearable and I go and open
the door of his room. She is sitting on his chair, her feet on his table, smoking and staring at nothing. As she hears
me, she turns round startled—I have never disturbed her till now—and with the movement of her feet she knocks
down his photograph which stands on the table. Now it lies on the floor, face down. She rushes to pick it up. The
glass has cracked. Long splinters of glass lie on the floor and the photograph looks somehow naked. She looks up
at me, something showing through the deliberate blankness.
“I’m sorry, mother. I’m sorry.”
I stare down at the photograph and say nothing.
“I’m sorry,” she repeats. “Don’t look like that.” She passes her hand over the photograph. “I’ll get it fixed
tomorrow. I promise I’ll do it.”
“No, don’t!” My words are harsh and abrupt and she looks at me in surprise. “I don’t care if it’s broken. I don’t
want to see it here. I never want to see it again.”
She looks up at me, stunned, frightened. “What’s wrong with you? What’s happened to you?”
“Nothing. I’m all right. But I don’t want it. Let it go.”
“What are you saying? What is it?”
“Let it go, let it go,” I repeat. We are speaking in sibilant, strangled whispers. Can he hear us? Can he hear me?
“I don’t understand you. Let what go? He is my father.” She is still crouching there on the floor, holding the
photograph in her two hands.
“Yes, your father. But what was he to me? The day he died, I let him go. Like that.”
Now I make the gesture I had imagined—cupping my palms together and then separating them. She stares at
my hands with fascinated eyes. “And there was nothing left. Nothing.”
“But I … I am his daughter. And yours. Am I nothing? Am I?” She is panting, her eyes hot and angry.
“What are you then?” I ask her. “You are just smoke and a bit of ash—like those cigarettes you smoke. Like
my married life.”
Pain lays its talons on her face. Her eyes are anguished. But I force myself to go on. What have I to lose?
Nothing. Only the child’s love. And this cannot destroy that. On the contrary, I have a feeling that she is with me
now, giving me strength for the battle, urging me on to it. My beloved charioteer.
“He was your father … but what was he of mine? I lived with him for twenty-five years. I know he didn’t like
unstringed beans and stones in his rice. I know he liked his tea boiling hot and his bath water lukewarm. I know
he didn't like tears. And so, when your baby brothers died, I wept alone and in secret. I combed my hair before he
woke up because he didn’t like to see women with loosened hair. And I went into the backyard even then, because
he hated to find stray hairs anywhere. And once a year he bought me two saris; always colors that I hated. But he
never asked me and I never told him. And at night …”
She is still crouching there, her hair falling about her face. She whimpers like a puppy. “Don’t,” she says.
“Don’t tell me. Don’t.” With each negative she bangs the photograph she still holds in her hands and the glass
splinters again and again. Now, he is totally exposed to both of us.
But there is no pity in me. It is not the dead who need your compassion—it is the living. Not the dead who
crave for loyalty, but the living.
“I don’t want to hear,” she says.
How innocent she is in spite of her age, her education, her books, her marriage and child that knowledge can
still hurt. It reminds me of the day she had grown up and I had tried to explain. And she had cried out in the same
way, “Don’t tell me. Don’t!” This is another kind of growing up, when you see your parents as people.
“At night,” I go on relentlessly, “I scarcely dared to breathe, I was so terrified of disturbing him. And once,
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when I asked whether I could sleep in another room—I don’t know how I had the courage—he said nothing. But
the next day, his mother, your grandmother, told me bluntly about a wife’s duties. I must always be available. So, I
slept there, afraid to get up for a glass of water, scared even to cough. When he wanted me, he said, “Come here.”
And I went. And when he finished, if I didn’t get out of his bed fast enough, he said, ‘You can go.’ And I went.”
I know these things should not be said to her, his daughter and mine. But I am like a river in the monsoon. I
have no control over myself.
“And one day when you were here—you and Madhav—I heard you both talking and laughing in your room.
And I stood outside and wondered: what could you be talking about? I felt like I did when I was a child unable to
read, looking at a book. Until then, I had hoped that one day he would say he was pleased with me. That day I
knew it would never happen. I would always be outside the room. I would never know what goes on inside. And
that day, I envied you, my own daughter.
“You hear me, Aarti? I envied you. And when he died, I felt like Priti does when school is over and the bell
rings.
“You understand, Aarti? You understand?”
Why am I also crying? We look at each other. She looks at me as if she has never seen me before. Then, with a
sudden movement, she springs up and glares at me. Whose is the victory? Whose? I have made her look at me.
But what, my heart shrivels at the thought, if she does not like what she sees? And as she moves backwards and
starts running away from the room, from me, I realize what I have done.
And then I hear the cry:
“Ajji, I’m home. Where are you?”
“Here,” I call back loudly. “I’m here.”
117.276 The Open Sewer\fn{by Chaudhry Shaukat Ali (1938- )} Amritsar, Amritsar Disrict, Punjab State, India (M) 3
The mystery of his sudden disappearance that morning posed a challenge to his family and co-workers. He was
a fairly normal, decent, soft-spoken, well-dressed man, in the habit of leaving his house around nine every
morning. The foul smoke, creeping amidst the growl of traffic, would begin chasing him as soon as he stepped out
of the house. To escape the onslaught of dust and fumes, he would turn onto a relatively less busy street. Both he
and the street moved along, while the silent trees on the sides looked on indifferently. This quiet street, richly
shaded by green trees, joined a crossing where noisy mini-buses, wrapped in their own thick fumes, their jaws
wide open, roared by him. He would muster enough courage to squeeze himself into one of them. Then, for a long
time, breathing with difficulty, he would watch the scenes outside, racing swiftly by him. At one point he would
get off the minibus and, walking across a bridge over a murderous road, would finally reach his office.
Only one or two passers-by on that busy street witnessed the incident that led to his disappearance that
morning. The rest was conjecture and hearsay. Thinking about the motives for his action, the witnesses had
assumed much. They had fabricated incidents that had very little, if anything, to do with reality.
As on any other day, he woke up early from his sleep that day. He noticed the room filled with the pleasant
mild light of the changing season. From the kitchen came the low clinking of cups and saucers. While waiting for
his tea, he scanned the headlines in the newspaper.\fn{ A note reads: Mid-term elections and the references to the possibility of
Benazir Bhutto’s return help identify the story as being set in the Martial Law period of General Ziaul Haq when Benazir’s return from
exile was eagerly awaited as heralding the return to democracy .}

The elected government promises to eradicate evil of bribery
Mid-term elections out of the question
Political opportunists not to be permitted to play with country's future!
No tremors on Benazir’s return home
Seeing the picture of an opulent, well-fed woman in a large ad for the International Slimming Parlor on the
back page of the paper, he burst into laughter. He said to his wife;
“See if this is not Mrs. Arshad who’s always giving you recipes for staying slim.”
“My, she looks so much like her, doesn’t she,” his wife answered. “But she is much shorter. She must be
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someone else.” He and his wife divided the sheets of the newspaper between themselves and, while drinking tea,
ran through the news, the ads, and the pictures.
He did not take long to shave and take a shower. It was his habit to change before sitting down to breakfast. As
usual, before leaving the house, he sprinkled his favorite eau de cologne on his shirt. Its fragrance lit up the room.
He could hear the sweet trill of the birds outside. He didn’t feel like going out and was tempted to get back into
bed. But he knew that he was fully dressed and ready to leave.
Outside, everybody seemed to be in a rush. The unceasing flood of the noisy traffic flowed fast. The sun
striking the car wind-screens dazzled his eyes. He took out the handkerchief from his pocket and covered his
nose. If he could, he would have bought some cotton wool from a drugstore and stuffed his ears as well, but he
knew that such an act could have disastrous consequences. He could be run over, and he couldn’t afford to die yet.
His house was still incomplete, his children still young and dependent upon him. He was putting up with a lot
merely for the sake of keeping his household running. Just yesterday he had felt like slapping the pock-marked
face of the meter-reader from WAPDA,\fn{ The Water and Power Development Authority .} who in his cold and frightful
voice had demanded either the payment of the electricity bill or some bribe, but he refused to lose his composure.
In fact, he had invited the man into his drawing room, made him sit down and offered him a Seven-Up. When the
meter-reader decided to leave, he even accompanied him some distance to see him off. He recalled many such
incidents which he encountered every day. Every day he had occasion to laugh, and several times, but, if truth be
told, his laughter was always hollow and phony. He laughed only because he was expected to; actually, what he
indulged in was a forced, exaggerated coughing which could be mistaken for laughter. Each new day brought a
new set of expectations which he willy-nilly had to fulfill. Stepping out of the house every day, he felt as if he
were going out to engage in some unpalatable, ugly, and detestable act, as if he were going to jump into a gutter.
He looked at his watch. It was ten o’clock. The pale sunlight spread everywhere. He crossed the over-pass on
the open sewer. The thick, gooey, filthy liquid in the sewer was inching its way forward. The grass on the sewer’s
banks had turned black; every kind of sewage whirled in it in small coils. The bubbles on the putrid black liquid
looked white, like blisters on some human corpse that had discolored and begun to rot in places. The stench from
the sewer enveloped the whole neighborhood.
For a while he stood staring at the thick black liquid. The stench began seeping into him through his nostrils
and gathering inside his body. His head grew heavy as if he were drunk: this was a kind of experience he hadn't
had before. The impulse to jump into the sewer sent a shiver down his body. He began itching all over with the
mere thought of it. He began to feel nauseated by the thought of touching the thick, putrid, stinking muck. It was
like hugging a corpse crawling with worms. His head was about to burst with the stench. He stopped breathing
through the nose. After a short, thoughtful pause, he held his nose with the forefinger and thumb of his left hand
and began to survey the situation.
Traffic was moving normally on the road. At a short distance he could see a few day-laborers busy doing
patch-work on the road, walking up and down slowly, carrying on their heads baskets full of gravel. Other people
were moving around on the other side of the over-pass. He cast a decisive look around him and planted his feet
firmly on the ground. The next instant, he leapt up in the air and plunged down into the sewer, head first. The
thick black slush made a loud splash and millions of bubbles began muttering on the surface of the sewer. A
passer-by who saw him jump shouted to others around:
“Hey, run! Someone has fallen into the sewer. Hurry up. Help him out. The poor fellow is going to die!”
The laborers threw down their baskets and ran towards the over-pass. Some passers-by were stunned and
stopped in their tracks. A man driving his car brought it to a stop and motioned a worker to come towards him.
Another man, riding his scooter, inquired,
“What happened? Who fell in the sewer?”
Nobody answered him as everyone was rushing towards the scene of the accident. In no time a huge crowd had
gathered there, each person pushing the others to make room for himself. Everyone was watching the spot where
the splash had occurred a minute ago. Their necks craned forward and eyes popping out, people stared at the
surface of the sewer.
“Get the poor man out. What are you waiting for? Don’t make a spectacle of it!” shouted one of the onlookers
who had realized the seriousness of the situation.
“Act fast. Go down into the gutter, otherwise the poor man will suffocate,” a few others also joined in the
chorus. By now the thick liquid in the sewer had resumed its normal unperturbed flow. Its calm surface gave no
indication that anybody had jumped into it a few moments ago.
Another five minutes went by. People began leaving; the crowd was thinning. The few who were left were
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busy exchanging conjectures. The fellow who was the first to draw everybody’s attention to the jump was relating
the story to the newcomers:
“I was unconcernedly walking by when I saw a man standing right there where you are now. He was holding
his nose with his fingers. I didn’t pay much attention. I thought he was doing that because of the foul smell of the
sewer. It never crossed my mind that he would jump into it. From his looks, he seemed to be an educated
gentleman. He was wearing nice clean clothes. I was horrified when I saw him jump off the ground. The next
moment he was in the sewer, his head going in first. I think he must have been too educated. Such people can
sometimes lose their marbles, you know! Otherwise this is not a pleasant way to commit suicide. If he wanted to
die, there are a hundred and one ways to do it and much easier than this one. I’m sure the man was crazy.”
None of his listeners agreed readily. They just nodded their heads without saying anything, only appearing to
agree. When his narration ended, a few more people walked away. One man who was about to leave said,
“Look, we don’t know what was wrong with him. Only God knows what goes on inside people’s heads. May
the good Lord have mercy on all.”
One by one almost everybody walked away from the scene. Only a handful, four or five people, were left
behind. They huddled together to decide what to do about the accident, and finally agreed that the incident must
be reported to the police. All of them started walking to the police station. There they had to wait a long while, for
the S.H.O., the officer in charge, had gone out to conduct another investigation. The clerk told them in a
disinterested voice,
“Look, try again, later. I’ve no idea when S.H.O. Sahib will be back. And in any case, we have other, more
urgent things to worry about. There’s a demonstration going on in the city. The S.H.O. Sahib will have to attend to
that as soon as he gets back.”
They continued to sit and wait in the police station. The S.H.O. came back quite late. His beer-belly seemed
ready to burst out of his uniform, and he was out of breath. Gasping for :: air, he asked these people what the
purpose of their visit was. One of them informed him,
“Sir, we are here to bring to your notice an accident. Today at about 11 a.m. a man who seemed to be an
educated gentleman, and was wearing a white shirt, striped gray slacks and chocolate-colored sweater, took his
life by jumping into the open sewer near this station. We are here to ask you to recover his body and hand it over
to his next of kin.”
The S.H.O. did not pay much attention to what was being said to him but in a stern tone asked if the deceased
was related to the person giving the information. He replied,
“No, sir, he wasn’t related to me. I only saw him jump and am here to report the accident.”
“Why didn’t you grab and overpower him when you saw him jump?” inquired the S.H.O.
“Sir, please try to understand; it all happened suddenly, in a few seconds. How could I have read the man’s
mind?” he answered.
After a few more questions the S.H.O. ordered the report to be filed.
The evening newspapers carried the news of the incident:
Frustrated by domestic squabbling and tension a man commits suicide by jumping into the open sewer. Early in the
afternoon an Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police accompanied by a few policemen went to the site of the accident to
conduct the investigation. Five divers were sent down into the sewer. They combed the thick liquid for twenty-five or
so yards downstream, but their effort was in vain, for no dead body was recovered.

The four witnesses were included in the investigation by the Assistant Sub-Inspector.
“When you heard the splash,” he asked them, “did you make sure that it was a man who had jumped in the
sewer, and not some animal, like a dog or a donkey?”
“Yes sir, it was a man. I saw him with my own eyes. He was about thirty and seemed a respectable person.
He’d held his nose before jumping. I also remember that he jumped head first.”
“Well, in that case, I think he might have got out of the sewer a few yards down. He was probably mentally
sick,” concluded the Sub-Inspector. The investigative team sat on the bank of the sewer discussing the issue for a
while. The thick-black liquid in the sewer flowed calmly within its banks and the stench continued to spread far
and wide.
*
He reached home after sunset, covered from head to toe in that stinking slush of the sewer. Some of it had gone
into his nose, ears, and eyes. But for the sound of his voice, his wife would never have recognized him. He was
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feeling nauseous, a fair amount of muck having found its way into his stomach. When they tried to get him into
the shower, he signaled with his hands for everybody to move aside. He was going to throw up. He retched a few
times and bent down, but nothing happened. Then he shoved his finger into his throat and vomited copiously. He
was at it a long time. The plastic wash-basin in front of him was almost filled with his vomit. After he had got rid
of the smelly slush inside him, he was made to sit under the shower.
Gradually, the thick slime washed off his limbs. Later, he changed his clothes and fell into a deep sleep.
The next day, as he was about to leave home, his wife implored him,
“For God’s sake come back home after you finish your work. Arid please stay away from that sewer. It has
taken many lives. You’re lucky to have escaped yesterday. Please take a different route to your office today.”
Soon after he left home, his mind began to go over yesterday’s incident He recalled that, strangely enough, the
stinking black liquid of the sewer was warm. He also remembered that being fully submerged in it had somehow
alleviated many of his inner distresses. And when the filthy, smelly liquid had rushed into his stomach, he had felt
a curious intoxication that had made his ears ring and a not altogether unpleasant headache had hammered his
brain from inside. But how disgusting and hellishly awful was the smell. That was why he had to hold his nose
before he jumped.
Today he had put on a light blue suit and had a rose-bud in his lapel. He tried to banish the memory of the
sewer from his mind, but the more he tried it, the more he thought of it, so that at one point he felt the urge to run
to the sewer and jump into it again. But he was wearing a brand-new suit today. And he remembered the smell of
the sewer. It was intolerable. For a moment he thought of returning home, but his feet kept moving forward
involuntarily. Soon he was walking fast The sewer was not far now. He began almost to run. He had weighed the
pros and cons of the matter and knew that he wasn’t going to be able to resist the loathsome beauty and the ugly
charms of the sewer. Seeing him run towards the sewer, people had begun to gather and watch him, but at that
moment he feared nothing. In no time, a crowd had gathered on the opposite side of the sewer.
He paused at the bank for a moment Then, in order to escape the intolerable smell, he gripped his nose firmly.
The very next moment, jumping off the ground, he landed in the thick liquid of the sewer, head first The resulting
splash was so forceful that it spread the slush in all directions. To save their clothes from being spattered with
flying filth, the crowd quickly dispersed. White bubbles lingered on the surface of the sewer for a long time.
A person stood there explaining to the crowd:
“I know this man. He jumps into the sewer every day. I’ve been watching him do this for many years. I don’t
know why he does it, though. But, don’t worry, it’s not his first time. Go and get on with your work.”
83.113 The Morning After\fn{by Mridula Garg (1938- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 6
Bansal Babu and Manku were calling out from the flat below ours, “Bhabiji! Aunty! Satto Aunty!”
How loudly these people shout, was her first reaction. But soon she panicked. A couple of hours earlier, they
had raised a similar hue and cry, which was an appeal for protection. She had not liked it. But the news they
communicated was so terrible and strange that tumult, itself had panicked. Indira Gandhi had been assassinated.
Sixteen bullets pierced her body!
Now what has happened! Quietly, reverentially, she prayed to the Almighty—“Shubh Shubh,” she went out
into the balcony to look down.
“Bhabi, do not let the boys go out, there is rioting in the city.”
“Aunty, I have seen four Sikhs being chopped up. They were killed and thrown over the bridge.” Manku
conveyed all this to her without littering a word. He mimed it all. She did not understand anything although she
trembled as she watched Manku.
“Sikhs? Why have they killed Sikhs?” she enquired.
“Haven’t you heard? Indira Gandhi has been assassinated by Sikhs.”
“The news bulletin on the radio said that her guards have assassinated her.”
“That’s right, the guards were Sikhs.” Manku’s voice was trembling because he was so excited.
“So what? If two Sikhs have assassinated her, it does not mean that the entire community has killed her.” This
was an angry Ashok who had stepped out into the balcony.
She noticed Ajay and Sarabjeettoo were about to step out along with Ashok. She turned around and pushed
Sarabjeet to the back of the room. She shouted angrily, “Ashok, come in.”
A surprised Ashok, too, was pushed to the back of the room. She closed the door and secured the latch. She
stood in front of them, panting and breathing so heavily that the boys were surprised.
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“What happened?”
She asked them to come closer. She held Sarabjeet’s hand and whispered, “Do not go out. No one should know
that Sarabjeet is here.”
The boys laughed boisterously.
She put her hands across Sarabjeet’s mouth and said, “Quiet! Not a single sound!”
Ashok forgot to laugh, he was indignant. “Amma, what has happened to you?”
“Haven’t you heard? There is rioting in the city, they are killing Sikhs.”
“Nonsense! You are an expert at believing all sorts of rumors. Bansals are so good at rumor-mongering and
you get trapped.”
Sarabjeet removed her hand and said, “There might have been a stray incident, Auntyji. How are we affected?”
Ajay leaped forward opened the latch and said, “I’ll go and find out.”
She held his wrist and hissed,” No, I forbid you to do anything without my permission.” She bolted the door,
and stood against it as a barrier.
“You do not know, but this is exactly what happened in 1947. Sarabjeet is in danger, we have to keep him in
hiding.”
“How can I be in danger, Auntyji, everyone knows me around here.”
“That is the danger. Everyone knew Babuji in the colony. He was a Ticket Collector in the railways. Everyone
knew him. That is why do not waste time! Come with me.” She held Sarabjeet’s hand and dragged him to the
store room.
“Just stay here,” she said. “Do not switch on the light! I am locking the door. If I knock thrice, take it that it’s
me.”
“Auntyji, I think you have seen some super detective movie recently. I will sit here to please you, but will it be
possible to breathe in this store room?”
She would have laughed, but could not. She pointed to a small hole in the wall, “There is an opening,” and
bolted the door.
“Auntyji, get me something to eat. You know how it is in the afternoon.”
She turned around, prepared a plate of food and brought a bottle of water. After she had locked the door,
Ashokand Ajay turned away from her.
“You cannot understand because you have not seen any of this. I have seen it in 1947. I was ten years old. My
own father …” She was choked.
“Ma, I think you are overreacting. In 1947, the country was partitioned. Today why should anyone kill anyone?
Do you think people have lost their minds? Are they mad?”
“No, they are not mad, but they do become maniacs.”
“All of them? Has every one become a maniac?”
“No, not all of them, some do go berserk.”
“Why?”
“Those who evoke such passions are very small in number, yet they are enough to create trouble. One match
stick can set fire to a pile of coal. Once a crowd collects, it is either to celebrate or to hurt and kill. A person who
is one of a crowd is not a human being.”
“Whose speech are you repeating?”
Ashok laughed.
Ajay wanted to know, “Where do they come from?”
He sounded inquisitive. She could not reply, as she found herself entangled in the question, where do they
come from, these rioters, murderers? Only till yesterday, they were all so busy conducting themselves so properly,
preoccupied with their jobs and work, no one was interfering with others. What has come over them today, how
come they have identified each other today, how come they have formed a bond, a gang? How come they are
killing people en masse? Who are they? Where do they come from? Where do they go back and hide themselves?
“Ma, tell me where do they come from?” Ajay repeated his question.
“They do not come from anywhere,” Ashok scolded him. “Ma is just suffering from hallucinations.”
Just then, she heard Bansal’s voice.
“Bhabiji?”\fn{Brother’s wife.} She hurried out to the balcony.
“What is it, Bhai Saheb?” she spoke very sweetly.
“Is Ashok at home?”
“Yes, he is.”
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“Is a friend of his here?”
“He went away a long time ago. He come in the morning. When you left for the Medical Institute, he too went
away. That was soon after three o’clock.”
“If he comes again, do not let him in.”
“Never. How can they be trusted now?”
“Shame upon you, Ma,” Ashok shouted. “Why can’t they be trusted?”
“Quiet!” she scolded him. “They were distributing sweets, they have taken revenge. We had no choice, they
had to be killed. The blood in the veins of Hindus has not yet converted into water,” said Bansal.
“Did you see them dancing the Bhangra\fn{A note reads: A vigorous folk dance of Punjab performed by cultivators after the
harvest.} or distributing sweets?” asked Ashok.
“Of course, do you think I am telling a lie?”
“Did you actually see them?” Ashok asked. He was in a dilemma.
“They needed this beating. They would have never stopped otherwise. How many Hindus they have killed in
Punjab. We just sat bock and watched.”
“Why did we sit back, I could have considered them brave had they gone to Punjab to take revenge. What is
the point in rioting and killing Sikhs here?”
“Excellent, my son, you are supporting the enemy. Do you understand, if we do not kill them, they wipe us out.
Bhabiji, am I saying something wrong?”
“Oh no, it is the truth.”
“Do you believe that? Do you truly believe it?” It appeared that Ashok was annoyed with himself.
“How can you understand if you keep clinging to your mother’s apron strings? My child, just step out and see
for yourself,” Bansal challenged him.
“Yes, yes, I am going out,” Ashok shouted at Bansal. His throat was choked with emotion. He shoved his
mother aside and left the house, barefoot.
“Ashok, Ashok,” her shouts failed to stop him. She started praying to Lord Hanuman, “ Bajrangbali,\fn{An
epithet of the monkey god Hanuman.} protect him, protect him.” She was mumbling that for a long time.
*
Sarabjeet’s hand had become numb as he sat in the store. He was about to take the first bite when he heard
Satto Aunty’s conversation with Bansal. What was he doing here? Eating food with those people … the bite he
was holding in his hand fell back onto the plate. He stood up and went up to the door. Light was filtering in
through the crack at the bottom of the door. By this time his eyes had become accustomed to the dark. The door
was bolted from outside. He looked for the latch, but there was not any. He realized that if the door was opened,
he would be helpless, being unarmed … everything would depend on them. He searched the small cage-like
room, inch by inch. All he could find was one sturdy wooden board. He held it in his hand and stood vigilantly.
*
It was dark, it always was like this after sunset. On the radio, they were playing the sitar and veena alternating
these with religious songs, followed by Om Shanti, Om Shanti Shanti, Shanti homage to the soul of dead followed
by silence and prayers. Why would a man drowned in pain go and kill another person? She herself was in pain.
When she lost him, she was so depressed. It was seven years now, but the wounds were still raw, she continues to
suffer from a haunting agony and keeps praying that no one should be afflicted the way she has been. Even now,
after such a long time, it hurts as if the wound was still open and raw. How she had looked forward to living in her
own house. After much hardship, they had built a two-room flat, but they were not destined to live in it for even a
single day. It had to be let out. The rent was her main source of income, the pay of a teacher at a government
school was insufficient for a family. Thank God we have this room to live in, a roof above our heads. Bansal is not
a bad man, he does not raise the rent every other day, and is very helpful whenever there is any difficulty. It’s been
ten years now. We are better off than many others. We came as refugees. My father’s brother and his wife had
helped us initially. Mother used to say, “Satto, we have been ruined, pray to God that this should not be repeated,
pray that no one sets fires, kills others, let no more blood flow, let no one’s daughter be violated, let no girl’s
father be butchered right in front of her eyes, let no mother witness her son being …”
The sound of barking dogs was piercing the silence. She was alarmed. Ashok had not returned!
“Where could he be! Oh God! Protect him, Bajrangbali.”
The dogs had stopped barking. The terror, engulfed in the silence, had reduced. The words of Mira Bai’s song
—Mere to Girdhar Gopal, Doosra Na Koi—were embracing and soothing her gently.
“I am a mad woman. How easily I am disturbed. Ashok was so right. What happened thirty seven years ago
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was because of the Partition. The Britishers were instrumental in dividing our country. Our India was like a tall
dense tree, anyone could come and live here … but a banyan tree is also tall and dark and nothing grows under it
… Why ore my thoughts so topsy turvy? Let me go and open the store! The poor boy must be cursing me, sitting
trapped in that dark room.” She smiled and then said to herself. “I am so forgetful, I did not even ask him if he
wanted something more to eat. Ashok is absolutely right, I am over suspicious.”
“Ma! Won’t you serve food today?” asked Ajay. She smiled spontaneously.
“Come, I will serve the food. I am an unfortunate wretched Woman.” As she stood up, a scream pierced the
silence and then peace prevailed.
She put her hand on her heart and mumbled, “Did you hear it?”
Ajay nodded.
She held his hand, put her finger on her lips and gestured let there be no sound.
She increased the volume of the radio. Drowned in the peaceful music, she started working very very softly.
There was a tallish cupboard in the room. This was the only piece of furniture that could cover the store’s door.
She, with Ajay’s help, picked up the cupboard and placed it in front of the store. Now the lock was not visible.
Now the center of attraction was the cupboard. She rearranged the bed, the two chairs and the wooden box. While
changing the arrangement she ensured that the job was accomplished with the least possible noise. The Bansals
must not find out that things were being shifted around. Suddenly she realized that because of the changes, dust
hidden till now was more easily noticeable. She cleaned the floor with a mop; she did not use a broom for she
knew that if she did that the Bansals would wonder why she was sweeping the room so late in the day. In any
case, it is considered inauspicious to sweep after sunset.
*
The moment the cupboard was placed outside the store, it had become darker inside. Sarabjeet tried to peep
through the crack, he felt as if the wall had been shifted to the door.
“What have they done? Why have they switched off the light? Why have they imprisoned me in total
darkness? Vahe Guru,\fn{God is great.} where am I? I have no weapon on me, no window to jump out from, no key
to open the door, no way even to save myself from total darkness!”
He recalled Satto’s words, ‘Do not switch on the light.’
“That means there is a light inside. I must switch it on.” Very carefully, he searched the entire wall, but failed
to find a switch.
“Why did she lie to me? Oh God!”
Sarabjeet never expected this of Ajay and Ashok’s mother. He had been visiting them for the last five years.
Satto had always treated him like a son. He and Ashok were in school together now they were in final year at the
college and were planning to start a scooter repair shop in partnership.
“What has happened today? What is my fault? Have I killed Indira Gandhi? Her Sikh guards did it, why did
they? The ill-fated guards! Why did they behave treacherously? Their job was to protect her, their livelihood
depended on her existence! They had sworn and were duty bound to care for her. And yet they killed her with
their own hands! An unarmed woman! They pulled the trigger not once but sixteen times! This is not a deed of a
brave Khalsa.\fn{A Sikh.} We, as a community, do not attack even an animal twice. If we can kill in one go, it’s
fine, otherwise, we let it go. Who knows, some Monas might have grown beards and fired at her, so that their illdeed brings a bad name to Sikhs! I am sure this is what has happened. My community might be short-tempered
but it can never be perfidious, it can never deceive. So why am I sitting here like a fugitive! So what if I do not
have any weapon on me? I possess two hands, two feet, why can’t I break open the door and explain everything to
Ashok’s mother?
I will tell her—Auntyji, don’t be angry, this is just a crafty trick, do not be misled by others. I am not an
enemy, tell me the truth, am I not like your own son?
Suddenly the store’s interior and exterior was filled with red flames. His eyes were dazzled. For a moment, he
could comprehend nothing.
“These kind of flames could only be seen at a funeral pyre. Didn’t I see them at Bhaiji’s funeral! But how
could this kind of fire be lit here? This is not a cremation ground! Vahe Guru, this is a proper fire!” He could see
tall flames rising higher and higher through the tiny round hole in the wall.
“The entire locality had been set on fire! Right behind this house! Who knows, the front street, too, could be
aflame, or may be … Vahe Guru, may be this house is also on fire! What cheats, they have thrown me in the pyre
and deserted the house! You murderers, I am not going to be burnt alive. I am Khalsa. Get it. I am a Khalsa! I will
kill as many as I can. Jo Bole so Nihal, Sat Sri Akal!”
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He collected his wits and pushed the door with all his strength.
*
“Oh my God! What is this boy doing! Does he want the whole world here? Be patient, my boy, be patient.
What has happened to you?” Indecisively, she wondered, “Should I open the door and go in or …”
Just then she heard many foot-steps on the stairs.
“Bhabiji! Aunty Satto! O Bhabhiji! Have you heard the news! A group of Sikhs have declared war. They are
shooting from the gurudwara,”
Bansal Babu and Manku had rushed up as they found it hard to stay downstairs. She too hurried out and they
collided at the door.
“Has Ashok come back?” asked Manku
“No, he has not.”
“Why did you let him go? Hope he is all right.”
“Protect him Bajrangbali.” She held her head and leaned against the wall.
“Didn’t I tell you that you cannot depend on these Sardars! Have you seen the flames outside?”
“Ashok,” she mumbled. Her voice was extremely indistinct.
“Have the Sikhs started the fire?” asked Ajay.
“Who else could do it?”
“But it is the gurudwara that is aflame.”
“So what?” Manku stepped forward and held him by the collar.
“If they start shooting, do you think we will go and offer them water to drink? We had to retaliate. We will
burn each one of them alive, you just wait and see.”
“Ashok,” repeated Satto in an inaudible weak voice. “Where is Ashok?”
“I will go and look for him,” said Manku. He pulled Ajay by his hand and went out.
“Bhai Saheb!” she cried out, as tears rolled down her cheeks.
“Do not worry, Bhabhiji! Why do you worry, we will take care! Ashok will return, very soon! Manku will find
him! He has gone to look for him. Has he gone away?”
“Who?” Her voice trembled.
“Ashok’s friend!”
*
Sarabjeet had stopped pushing the door after the very first attempt.
He could hear every syllable of the screaming and shouting very clearly. He stood near the door, holding the
wooden plank firmly in his hand. Let the door open … he held his breath and waited for that woman’s reply.
He could not hear her. He wondered, “Why is she talking so softly? People downstairs are talking very loudly.
Whatever are they plotting? This is not the appropriate time to break open the door. At least, this house is not on
fire. The mistress of the house is at home. It appears that they are extremely alert. I should wait for the right
moment to attack!”
“Has he gone away?” Bansal Babu repeated his question.
“He went away a long time ago.” Satto was weeping, therefore, her reply was barely audible. “He must be
dead by now.”
Bansal went away. She dropped on the bed and started murmuring Hanuman’s name reverentially.
Sarabjeet stood near the door—the only thing that stood between him and death. He was very alert. His hands
and the wooden plank were absolutely ready to attack. “If I have to die, I shall die courageously.”
*
Night is after all night, even if it is pierced by flames. A time came when both Sarabjeet and Satto, he, standing
against the door and she, sitting on the cot, dozed off.
Day always dawns at the end of the night.
But some dawns are darker than the night. The dawn of the first of November was one such frightening dawn.
Ajay entered his own house stealthily and he knocked on the door very softly. He was terrified for the slightest
noise could cause destruction. Satto was at the door at the very first knock.
“Who is it?” Hearing the mumbled reply, she opened the door slightly and pulled him in.
She looked at him and felt totally devastated. How can this be? She had seen it all with her own two eyes. The
youthful handsome body of Ashok’s father had been burnt alive right in front of her! There was no possibility of
any doubt. How could he return after seven years?
Quickly, Ajay bolted the door. He pulled her by the arm.
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“Ma, we cannot keep him here.”
Did he say “Ma?” Oh! This is Ajay, my son, what has happened to his face? He is only fourteen, how come he
looks forty years old?
“What do you mean—?”
“I have committed a big blunder. I went to the police station.”
“So what?”
“I asked for their help. They said, ‘What kind of a Hindu are you? If you had killed him, we could have helped
you.”
Satto held his hand. “What can we do now?”
“There is only one way out. We have to cut his hair.”
“He will never agree!”
“He will, he will agree,” Ajay’s voice was dry and hoarse. “I will relate to him all that I have seen.”
Startled, she looked at her younger son. Was this the same boy who was asking me earlier where these people
came from?
“Hurry up! There is no time! We have to take him away from here.”
“Why? There is no danger for him in our house.”
She got the reply in the form of a hue and cry that engulfed their house and the crowd formed a fortification
around the area.
“Kill him! Kill Kill him!”
“Make sure that he does not escape.”
Ajay pushed the cupboard aside. She opened the lock.
A fast-asleep Sarabjeet woke up, but the wooden plank had slipped out of his hand. Before he could pick it up,
Satto was inside. He clenched his two fists and was about to hit her on the head, when she quickly said to him,
“My son! My child! Hurry up. We are in danger. Cut your hair and escape with Ajay. There is no other
alternative.”
Ajay bought a pair of scissors and Ashok’s razor-blade. A stunned Sarbjeet was standing in the same position,
ready to hit with his clenched fists, raised above his head. Outside, piteous screams were echoing in the hue and
cry.
A truck and a couple of scooters stopped outside their house and flames started rising from the house across the
road. This was followed by screams! Ah! Those unbearable screams! They continued the shaving operation at top
speed. The moment Sarabjeet’s hair was trimmed and the face was shaved, he was given Ashok’s clothes. The
neighborhood was familiar with his trousers and shirt. They had seen Ashok in these clothes thousands of times.
He was wearing the second set when he went out last night he has not returned. “Ashok, where has he gone
away?” But this was not the time to think or lament.
“Auntyji.” While changing, Sarabjeet wanted to say something, his voice was choked with emotion, but there
was no time to bid a formal farewell or even wish each other well.
“Hurry up,” said Ajay. “The crowd is busy destroying the house across the road. You drive the cycle and I will
sit behind you.”
This was a good decision. The crowd would not be able to see Sarabjeet’s face so well.
The two of them left on Ashok’s bike in a bid to escape the crowd.
No one from Bansal Babu’s house noticed them. Every one was on the roof top, watching the spectacle. It was
a ridiculous sight. She gathered Sarbjeet’s hair and locked the store room once again. She was unable to decide
what she should do with Sarabjeet’s long hair. She was forced to go to the balcony as the raving, hysterical,
delirious crowd and their slogans did not give her a choice. She looked down from her balcony... I
What kind of a crowd was this! Are these youngsters out for a crusade or a celebration? They look like
intoxicated elephants, their faces were devoid of any kind of agony or sorrow, or pain, they did not look sorry of
grieved, they simply looked barbarous. She had witnessed an assassination In 1948. A massive crowd had
mourned that tragedy. No one had cooked the evening meal nor the next morning. What is going on today. Houses
are being burnt down. Was this a mourning or a festival?
Hanging out on the balcony, she noticed that Ajay and Sarabjeet were not yet out of danger. She tried to pray:
“Bajrangbali …”
Right outside her house, four young men were dragging an old man.
“Leave him alone, you brutes,” she screamed and was then instantaneously transformed into a rock. Soon a
white car drove up, one of the occupants looked out of the window and shouted:
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“Stop them, stop them, that is a Sikh with his hair shaved off!”
Wasn’t this the man for whom we had all, including the Sikhs, voted?”
“No! Don’t stop them, look at this,” she raised Sarabjeet’s long hair above her head. “The boy is locked up in
my house. Come and fetch him. Leave them alone. Those two are my sons. Hurry up, come upstairs! If you delay
he may run away,” she was in a frenzy.
She was in an extremely agitated state of mind. The crowd ran towards her house, like a pack of wolves with
their tongues hanging out.
“There, he is in there.”
They broke open the cupboard, which was loaded with clothes and other things. They turned towards her.
“He is in the store, behind the cupboard.” There was no time to use the key to the lock, young hands broke
open the latch and the lock. Holding their rods and sticks, they peeped in. The room was empty.
“What lies! Tell us the truth where have you hidden him?” So many of them were shouting. They rushed
towards her.
“Shame upon you, you brutes! Is this what your religion has taught you? You call yourself Hindus? What if it
was your son instead of Sarabjeet? What if some one was to burn your Manku alive or drag and beat up your
Manish? You too have sons and daughters. If you want mercy for your children, spare them, show some
compassion. You too have old parents! Come with me, let us go and save that old Sardarji. Come.”
He was leaning against the railing in an attempt to save himself. What she saw across the road shocked her.
She was petrified, and was all set to jump down. Just then a rod hit her head. Sarabjeet’s hair was drenched with
Satto’s blood! Before she fainted she saw her elder son on the fringe of the crowd and she mumbled,
“Ashok …”
66.69 A New Triangle\fn{by Rattan Lal Shant (1938- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 5
As they came out of the Court, they were feeling light, unburdened. They walked together, stealing occasional
glances at each other, exactly like a couple in love who have just succeeded in winning their parents’ approval and
are now desperate to find a secret place away from home and prying eyes where they can take each other in arms,
gratified at having surmounted all obstacles to happiness. Would you ever expect to see a newly-divorced couple
walk out together, just like friends? But they did.
Coming out of the Court premises, Surendra stopped to buy a packet of cigarettes from a shop. Ratni stopped
too, automatically waiting for him to join her. Surendra turned to the right and so did Ratni. They came to the
biggest restaurant in that market and both of them stopped in their tracks. Surendra spoke first:
“I’m craving for a cup of tea. If—”
Without a word Ratni went through the gate and up the front steps of the restaurant, as if just waiting for the
suggestion. Of course she knew that this was Surendra’s favorite haunt where he used to spend hours together in
the company of his friends. Once, long ago, when she had expressed a desire to accompany him there, Surendra
had silenced her with a sharp rebuke:
“No woman from a respectable family goes there.”
The issue had snow-balled into a quarrel serious enough to lead to Ratni running away to her parents’ house.
The tea came and they helped themselves, separately. Surendra took sips from his tea and watched Rami’s
face, trying to read the expressions as they flitted across it, while she kept her eyes to the floor and drank her tea.
It was after years that the two of them were sitting like this, cozily having tea together. During the past month in
particular, they had been behaving like two mad dogs, snarling at every trifle, ready to bare their fangs and pounce
on each other at the slightest provocation. Ratni would leave for school every morning, leaving instructions, with
Doonichand to attend to Surendra’s needs. She hardly showed any interest in whether he ate anything or not. As
for him, he would return late in the night and fall upon his bed like an unclaimed corpse. Ratni would be gone for
weeks together, staying at her parents’ house, and Surendra would often sleep at his friends. The relationship of
caring was over. Days would go by without even exchanging a look. Doonichand remained the only connecting
link. It was he who would enquire from one about the other out of habit, but only receive a rebuff for his pains.
The waiter stood before them with a slight smile. Ratni turned to Surendra. She noticed the fringe of short hair
on his brow. Today his cheeks appeared pinker than usual. There was a slight shade on his temples and chin—a
trail left by the razor blade. She looked out of the window and searched for God knows what in the busy
Amirakadal square. One day in this very market square she had suddenly run into Surendra after a number of
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days’ absence from home. The Principal was with her, and it was she who drew her attention to him walking in
the distance.
“There! He is looking for you. Are you two planning to spend the evening here in the market?”
Surendra had come forward and greeted the Principal politely. As though with the right to do so, she had
complained:
“What have you done to our Ratniji, Professor Saheb? She seems to grow thinner everyday.”
He looked at Ratni, as though seeing her for the first time. Yes, Ratni did look altered—but then did he look
any better? And who was bothered about him? The Principal noticed that both seemed to be embarrassed, perhaps
they were overcome at her concern for them. She went on:
“Now look here. Yours is an ideal family and we refer to you too so often in school. How lucky you are, just
the two of you, I mean when there are children, one loses ones comfort, the peaceful life is gone.”
There were no children but still there was no comfort, nor any peace. The Principal left, and Surendra asked
Rami:
“Where are you headed for? Rainwari or home?” Ratni shrugged her shoulders:
“Might even go home—I don’t mind.”
The two took their seats in the bus. Neither spoke to the other. On arrival at home, both went into the bedroom.
Doonichand brought tea, but noticing the scowls on their faces, said nothing and just slunk away. Ratni broke the
silence:
“I am sorry to have upset your plans—you had to come home because of my Principal.” The strain showed on
Surendra’s face as Ratni continued:
“I know you are itching for a fight. My going off to Rainawari is a good excuse!” Surendra went on sipping his
tea quietly. After a while, he said:
“I know your school is close to your parents’ house, that is why you are there whenever it pleases you.”
Ratni stood up.
“It is ages since I have seen you laugh. I know you feel confined because of me—were I to be knocked off
while commuting, you would find a happy release. Why do you go dumb at home? Outside it, you are articulate
enough.”
Surendra laughed.
“This is an original line! Where is your usual refrain: ‘Were I to die you’d be inconsolable in your grief and
then you’d know my worth!’” Ratni, beginning to undress, retorted:
“But of course: Do you think anyone else is going to bother about you?”
Surendra too got up to change.
“I have told you once and for all that your abusing yourself does not matter to me in the least. You might find
emotional relief through these antics, but if you think it will upset or worry me, you have another think coming.”
Rami retaliated with a dramatic, “And that you couldn’t care less and that your heart is as hard as iron and your
determination steely! Isn’t it?”
The servant came and stood before the door. Seeing him, Ratni snapped:
“And what do you think you are doing here?” Doonichand, taken aback, made a feeble reply:
“What should I cook, Madam?” Surendra answered:
“Meat. I feel like having biryani today. Mutton pulao, don’t you understand?” Ratni addressed the servant,
“There is no ghee in the house, biryani is out.”
“Saheb brought some the other day—when you were at Rainawari,” the servant announced with a mischievous
glint in his eyes and left. Surendra picked up the thread again:
“Know nothing about my steely determination, do you? Want me to remind you of the time we were married?”
This seemed to silence Ratni, but then she said:
“I am not interested in these old stories. How long will you stretch them? I have told you once for all, you are
an introvert, just a loner—you should never have married.”
“If I had not, how could I have enjoyed the privilege of hearing your original curses and abuses?”
Ratni seemed to be saying to herself, “This is the price I must pay for being born as an Indian woman—and
then to be a Kashmiri Pandit. How can I fight back? And why should he care? He will do just fine without me.”
“Of course I will, you think I will cry and plead before you? Fall at your feet and beg, ‘Oh please don’t leave
me—if you do, I shall kill myself.’ Yes?”
Ratni’s fingers froze over the blouse hook and her face turned red with anger. Gesticulating wildly, she
shouted:
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“Whether you suffer or not, is of no consequence to me. Do you hear? This is not the Ratni of seven years ago,
agonizing over her parents-in-laws’ moods, torturing herself, waiting for her husband’s return at midnight, so that
she too could put some thing into her mouth—I have gone through the furnace and become tough as nails.”
“How long will you go on trading these worn-out phrases? They mean nothing,” said Surendra as he sat on his
bed and picked up a book.
“And how long will you go on with your pseudo-psychoanalysis? Isn’t that worn to a shred too?”
*
After finishing their tea they left the restaurant. The waiter waved to Surendra knowingly, as though wishing
him luck with his new girl. Surendra felt refreshed—now he was the sole master of his life.
As they were leaving home this morning, there was no discussion of future plans—no decision regarding the
division of their joint possessions: the house in which they were tenants, the household goods, the single servant.
They just got ready and left as if they were going to a party or a wedding, and headed straight to the Judge’s
chamber. They were the first to get their divorce papers signed. On leaving the Court, they walked together since
no fixed plans had been made beforehand. Surendra turned homewards as they came out of the restaurant and
Ratni mechanically followed. They did not take a bus and walked companionably as though relishing a rare
experience. In the old days any excuse would have done to start bitter recriminations, each holding the other
responsible for the dreary meaningless lives they were leading. It was Surendra who was the first to rebel as
against his parents, dramatically returning all the engagement gifts sent by the parents of the girl chosen for him
by his family, declaring his decision to marry Ratni instead. Ratni arrived on cue and the two walked out together
disappearing for two whole weeks. But when they returned, a surprise awaited them. In their absence, their
parents-the new-in-laws had come to terms with each other and they were married like any other traditional
Kashmiri Pandit couple. Within a few months, however, Surendra had an argument with his parents and declared
that he could no longer live in a joint family. Far from protesting or creating a scene, his father handed over some
keys to him, as if waiting for this and said:
“Here you are, son. Lodging have already been taken for you, and advance rent paid for the month.”
This took the wind out of his sails, but he bottled his resentment. Ratni was furious. They left for their new
home. As they were passing through the bazaar, someone made a lascivious comment:
“Seen such goods after a long time indeed. What a lucky dog!”
But Surendra walked on as though deaf. Once, in this very bazaar he had snatched the whip from a
tongawallah who had dared to make a pass at Ratni. Furious, he had thrashed the tongawallah till the whip-handle
broke in his hand. And gloating over his victory, he had walked towards Ratni through the crowds like a hero, but
had found her in tears. Sobbing, she had protested:
“Did you spare a thought for the one caught in this mob, while you swaggered off to deal with the
tongawallah? lf your manliness could not tolerate an insult to me, why didn’t you make arrangements for my
safety while you went off on your macho-act?”
He suddenly went cold when he saw her torn blouse. Then and there he swore to himself, never, never, again
do I take her out with me.
Ratni seemed to be lost in thought. What could she be thinking of? A pity-like emotion rose in Surendra and he
thought: lodgings will have to be found for her first, then I can make my own arrangement.
For the past three months, the two of them had been leading separate lives. Tensions had been rising for quite
some time between them, but the decision to get divorced was taken rather suddenly.
Surendra had returned late as usual. Ratni had also just got back: She was changing when he entered the room.
Ratni went on taking off her clothes without embarrassment. She was sure he would leave and have his tea served
in the drawing-room, as usual. But instead, he put his arms around her and covered her with kisses. But Ratni
stood stiff, icily cold.
“Which film have you just seen?”
“I am hardly doing what they do in films.”
“Must not have had your fix for some time. How do you hope to get it here?” She pushed him away and began
to dress. Enraged, he screamed:
“What else are you capable of giving?” And then he muttered to himself, “but you do not even have that. I
don’t know why I am tempted You are nothing.” He breathed hard.
Ratni burst into a mocking laughter. Fully dressed, she stood before him, perfectly in control, and said:
“This is your real face. You must be seeing it all the time, but, thank God, I too have seen it now.”
Coming to bed that night, Surendra said:
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“Ratni, what is it that still holds us together?”
Rami seemed to be prepared for the question and removing the quilt from her face, answered:
“Nothing.”
“Then why this pretense of closeness and intimacy? Do you feel this widening gulf between us?”
“Don’t you feel it too? To put it bluntly, we have just grown too far apart on our separate ways.”
“Yes, why should we be afraid of facing the truth?” Surendra’s face seemed to be aglow with excitement,
“Why should we persist with the hollow pledge of emotional dependence on each other? Why drag on with this
myth? What is the compulsion?” He sat up and continued: “For once, you sound truly emancipated—thinking
with a clear mind. Tell me, can we honestly say that we can depend on each other in any way?”
Ratni took the words in, and her face lost color.
“Yes, I am hardly alive—just a corpse that breathes, with no feelings left. This dead, routine existence is too
much for me now.” Surendra spoke with a heavy, serious voice.
“Wouldn’t it be better to put an end to it by properly parting ways?”
There was silence for a long while. Surendra went on smoking, one cigarette after another, while Ratni stared
at the ceiling. Then he came to her bed. She did not stir, lay still as a rock, indifferent to his advances. Though
they tried hard, their twisted thoughts could not be unraveled. Like the Sadhu who tried to twist a rope long
enough to measure the height of the Harmukh peak, it was an exercise in futility—the rope to measure the peak
could not be devised, the glacier did not melt, nor could the stream be made to flow upwards.
*
The first problem that accosted them on getting home was that of the house. There were three rooms in all. It
was decided that for the time being each one would take a room and the drawing room would be shared. The cost
of running the kitchen and the servant’s pay would also be shared.
Doonichand removed one bed from the bedroom and Ratni shifted her clothes and stuff also to the other room
— her own from now on. While arranging his clothes in the cupboard, Surendra said with satisfaction:
“Good, we have resolved an extremely thorny issue with such maturity, without bitterness. Thank God we did
not lose our cool.” Ratni was equally enthusiastic:
“And we can both use the drawing room to entertain our respective friends and relatives.” Surendra frowned:
“You want to deceive them? Hide the truth?”
“But we don't have to advertise it either.”
Doonichand had been feeling bewildered since the morning. Now he came, sat down on the floor and holding
his head, began to cry, “Please let me go—how can I work here any more, in these circumstances?”
But Surendra calmed him with, “How does it matter to you? We will stay on here for some time and then you
can go with either of us. All right, you will stay with me.” Ratni protested:
“Why should you take him? He does not belong to you alone. You—”
But she cut herself short and went to her room. Surendra stretched himself on his bed, relishing his freedom.
What a relief: to be answerable to no one for his comings and goings, or even doings. Today he was liberated
from all the responsibilities and burden of a householder. At last he could be himself, lead an honest, open life,
free from subterfuge, lies, guilt. There would no longer be a gulf between his interior and exterior. He wondered
what it was that had weakened him all this time. Was he not the man who had broken with all tradition and defied
his whole environment with one stroke at the time of his marriage?
As for Ratni, she was quite capable of standing on her own two feet. When you had no expectation of support
from the partner, why cling on? Now she too was free to find her own identity. Most people merely talked of
women’s emancipation, it wasn’t every one who had the courage to actually make it happen in his own household.
Dinner was brought to their respective rooms. Surendra went to bed soon after, snoring away in deep slumber.
But sleep eluded Ratni. She sat on, knitting one stitch after another.
The next day Surendra left early in the morning, locked his room and returned only after three days. Ratni
attended school as usual and like a dutiful housewife, returned home every evening. She ignored the lock on the
door of the other room, then one day casually inquired from Doonichand. He too was at a loss, so could offer no
satisfactory explanation.
Returning on the fourth day, Surendra went straight to his room. He had hardly sat down when Rami came in
and stood before him. He shook his head:
“No, no, this won’t do—you can’t demand any explanations from me.”
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“You are getting me quite wrong. I have come for an entirely different purpose. I want to borrow fifty rupees
till the first.”
Surendra gave her the money, calling out to Doonichand. “I have brought some mince-meat. Cook it, will
you?”As she left the room, Ratni said:
“I suggest let it be till tomorrow. There’s lots of stuff cooked already. I mean we can both pay for it tomorrow.”
Surendra took out a bottle of liquor from his bag and sat cross-legged on his bed. Doonichand, who knew the
signs well, brought a plate full of fried mutton and placed it before him.
After a while, Ratni came back.
“Can’t we live like friends? I mean in a civilized way?”
Surendra’s eyes had grown heavy-lidded with red streaks in them. He replied:
“Why, haven’t you been able to find other lodging?”
“That is not the point. I mean I can’t bear to watch you drink like this.”
“Who asked you to watch? You are the one who has invited herself in.”
Ratni grabbed the bottle and put it away in the cupboard. And only then did she go into her own room.
Surendra did not have the heart to go to the cupboard and retrieve his bottle after she left.
*
The days went by. The occasions when they met were few: either while checking the accounts with
Doonichand or while going in or out of the bathroom, comment upon news of the college or school. That was all.
One day Surendra suddenly realized that he had not seen Ratni leave her room at all for the last few days. He
also saw a few ladies coming and going, all of them her colleagues. Questioning Doonichand revealed that Ratni
was ill. He went to her room immediately after his return from college. She did not look well at all, her body
seemed bloated. Doonichand had already called the doctor and brought the medicines. Surendra stood near the
bookshelf and did not go too close to her. Turning the leaves of a book, he said:
“Did you show the doctor last year’s test reports and hospital note?”
“The doctor knows everything—there is no need to show him old prescriptions and reports. What is happening
now, today, is what matters.”
Surendra, silenced by this, stared at her face, her colorless, almost lifeless face.
“But as a friend I surely have the right to enquire whether you have any money?” And not waiting for an
answer, he called Doonichand and handing him some money for purchase of fruit and other stuff, left the room
without a backward glance.
But today he found no peace in his room, he had never seen Ratni looking so pulled down before. But he
would not let himself go soft, brooding upon how Ratni used to look before marriage. With a firm shake of his
head, he went to bed.
Two more months went by. Neither did Surendra shift from the house, nor Ratni look for another place.
*
One day Doonichand asked for and was given a month’s leave. On return from school, Ratni made tea for
herself. Seeing that Surendra was back too, she took him a cup. He was engrossed in a book and took the cup,
unaware of who had brought it to him. Ratni was pleased and stood there watching him for quite some time. Then
she snatched the book from him and said:
“Better have your tea first, Sir.”
Surendra rose with a start.
“You made the tea? Why? Oh of course, Doonichand has gone home.”
Ratni laughed and went into the kitchen to cook. After a while, she came back with a register. “Will you lend
me a hand, like old times?”
“What do you mean ‘Like old times?’ Today, we must talk about today.”
“Even a neighbor can be asked for help, sometimes.”
She went back to the kitchen, her loosened hair swinging seductively. The sari pallav had slipped from her
shoulder. Surendra’s heart began to beat fast. He stole into the kitchen and suddenly planted a kiss on her neck.
Ratni stood still, she did not even turn her head, but her ears were red. Surendra, furious with himself, stamped
out, regretting his impulsive action. He wondered why he had done so, why! Did he lose his self-control? Shortly
after, Ratni came into the room; head bowed, and put her arms around him. Surendra started guiltily and tried to
pull himself free, but Ratni’s grip did not loosen. She whispered:
“I have bolted the door.”
“The door … let’s close the windows.” Surendra could hardly speak. He felt like a shy, new bride.
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*
It is four years since the divorce papers were signed. Doonichand’s health has improved considerably in this
period.
As said earlier, it is hard to tell whether this story of Surendra Nath and Ratni can be really called a love-story.
Aren’t there supposed to be three angles to a love story?
This one has only two.
33.205 Monsieur Hulo’s Holiday\fn{by Nabaneeta Dev Sen (1938- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State,
India (F) 7
I\fn{A note reads: Hulo is the Bengali word for “tomcat”.} was just about to put my daughters to bed when it happened.
The quiet night air was suddenly torn apart by an inhuman wailing. It wasn’t very far from us—in fact it was
alarmingly close. The sound I rose right behind me, or so it seemed.
What on earth could it be? A careful, fearful listening gradually revealed the identity of the mysterious
presence—a cat.
A cat? What? A cat in our house? In this paradise of all rodents? Families of mice live here happily, nesting
safely amid the endless books and journals entrusted to me by my dead father. Even field rats come in and play
about with my friendly, non-violent dog (the kind that is better termed “doggie”) on the living room carpet.
Gradually the wailing increased; it became almost human. No. Not a cat. I discarded the thought. It could only
be a ghost—and ghosts do not matter. We know, thanks to Poe, that ghosts occasionally develop a weird practice
of catlike wailing from within solid walls. I tried to pay no attention and continued with the fairy tale. But the wail
took on greater dimensions and became impossible to ignore. It sounded more and more like a vehement protest.
This could hardly be a ghost—it had to be a desperately angry tomcat. But where could it be?
“Mother, there is a cat under my bed,” announced Daughter Number One.
“Please, may we just peep under the bed?” piped up Daughter Number Two.
“Please, please let’s take a look—it’s crying,” came a joint appeal. “It must be caught somewhere! Let’s free
it.”
Obviously, fairy tales interested them no more. Far more exciting things were happening in their lives at that
moment. In a minute they were up and out of bed, prancing around, opening and shutting drawers and wardrobes,
slamming doors and windows, pulling chairs and screaming—
“In here!”
“Over there!”
“By the window!”
“Outside the window!”
The cat remained invisible, but my two daughters were fully and vigorously visible as well as audible. Not
unexpectedly, my dear mother appeared on the scene in her wheelchair. An icy voice demanded:
“What exactly is going on here?”
“A cat, Grandma!”
“A lost cat!”
“lt’s crying for its Mommy.”
“Where is it?”
“Outside the window.”
“In the ventilator.”
“Under the mattress.”
“In the refrigerator.”
Excited suggestions kept pouring in. The cook and the maid had joined the crew. Our friendly, non-violent dog,
the first in the family to go to bed, was up too, and had joined the fun, madly rushing around, getting under
everyone’s feet, whining and barking alternately. The room bustled with activity.
The noise seemed to come from the window. But there was no sill for a cat to rest on. It could be coming from
the small, high ventilator above it—but this was a second-floor room—the cat could not be outside. Outside the
window, there was a fine stretch of winter sky, infinite darkness strewn with the few dim stars rationed for us
through the dense Calcutta smog. Could a cat be stuck out there? Besides, this ventilator was the traditional
family mansion of a line of quarrelsome sparrows. I’ve grave doubts whether they'd keep quiet if a cat tried to
take refuge there. Yet, we all listened intently.
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The wailing, steadily growing louder, came from outside, almost from the ventilator. The cook brought the
ladder and took a good look with a flashlight. Mother insisted that the ventilator was so constructed that only
sparrows could enter it, that neither people nor cats might disturb their peace. Nope, the cat wasn’t in it. But the
noise still seemed to come from there. The flashlight woke the sparrows, who screeched, objecting to the cook’s
unholy, curiosity. He slid down quickly, since the nest contained little babies, and mothers can be quite ferocious
when they suspect foul play!
“Must be stranded on the cornice outside the ventilator,” announced my mother, who knew there was a cornice
on top of the ventilator, since she had had the house built. We had never thought of its existence. But how could a
featherless quadruped have gotten up there? Aren’t their movements rather restricted?
“Ah! Cats! You don’t know what leaps they are capable of! Go and look down from the third-floor balcony.
You’ll find him on the cornice below,” announced Mme. Hercule Poirot\fn{ An allusion to the famous French detective,
introduced by Dame Agatha Christie in 1920.} from her wheelchair.
A wild dash up the stairs—my kids, the cook, the maid, and the dog, each competing with the others to reach
the balcony first. Leaning from the third-floor balcony, I found, sure enough, a couple of 20-carat emeralds
sparkling diabolically from a bundle of rather solid darkness, darker than the night itself.
“Who is it?” I screamed, rather pointlessly, and the wailing stopped. Instead came a threatening growlmeeeowwrr—Goodness gracious! Not he! Not here! It’s Monsieur Hulo the Terrible, no doubt. We all know that
famous snarl! Monsieur Hulo is the exact opposite of Madame Khairi, the domesticated Royal Bengal Tigress of
the Simlipal Forest Reserve. Children love to play with her. She laps up milk from saucers held out to her lips.

There was nothing domestic about this particular domestic animal, formally known as an alley cat. Huge and
ferocious, he doesn’t care for mortal beings. Raven black, tough as a wild boar, totally unorthodox, independent,
measuring about three feet (tail included). Monsieur Hulo walks about like Alexander the Great. What style! What
majesty! What grandeur! One can almost see the army marching behind him, the Te Deum (or whatever its Latin)
playing, the world conquered, bowing to His Majesty. Monsieur Hulo dismisses all humans summarily, as
irrelevant. He recognizes only the brown-and-white street dog who rules this block.
But pet dogs? Pooh! Recently Monsieur had developed a new habit of strolling over to Mr. Gupta’s Great Dane
pup, Caesar, and after a calculated display of his fine set of teeth through fiercely trembling whiskers and a bloodcurdling Yeaowrr, he helped himself to a good portion of poor Caesar’s lunch. Caesar was getting thinner by the
day. I watched this tragic scene from my window quite helplessly. The other day he had visited our kitchen,
jumped on our cook with his chilling war cry—tchssttt—and made off with a whole fish, right out of his hand. We
are quite sure Monsieur Hulo is the missing link between the common cat and the Royal Bengal Tiger.
But how did the Monsieur get there? On that narrow cornice beneath our third-floor balcony? And when?
Eventually the cook disclosed that two days before, when the Monsieur had returned to our kitchen again to
catch fish, the cook and the maid gave such fierce chase that the Monsieur had seen no way out but to leap blindly
over the third-floor balcony into the vast unknown. Luckily he had landed on the cornice, which was an uncharted
territory for cat folk. The cook had tried his best to get him out, but genuine efforts having failed, was keeping
him supplied with bread soaked in milk and some fish bones. Surely we don’t want a creature of Lord Krishna to
die on us? It would be very inauspicious for the house. (Especially so if it happened after a chase!) The cook had
decided to keep quiet, expecting Monsieur to leap up onto the balcony some day. But the balcony was just that
much higher than his extraordinary high-jump record. So the Monsieur had been subsisting on the food dedicated
to him for the past two days and keeping a low profile.
But a quiet, secluded existence with a limited food supply was not his idea of life—hence today’s rebellion.
Trapped on the suffocatingly small space of a cornice over a window, Monsieur Hulo felt restricted, angry,
claustrophobic, helpless, and hungry. But above all, he felt deeply humiliated. He had not touched the food
rationed out for him since last night. He was on a hunger strike. Next, he sent out furious SOS messages all over,
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calling for help. However disruptive he might be for human society, Monsieur Hulo had to be rescued.
Suggestions poured in. Shibu announced, “What’s the problem? Four of us will hold Aunt’s big mosquito net
out in the courtyard below under the cornice, and you can push him off with the bamboo pole we use to brush the
ceiling. We’ll catch him in the net, circus style!”
“Oh, no!” shuddered Shibu’s aunt—my mother, that is. “Not that one! It’s thirty years old and the cat weighs a
ton. It will be the end of both. Use the new bed sheet—that’s strong enough, I think!”
I was rather scared. What if the cat fell outside the bed sheet? I know they are always supposed to land on their
paws. But from such a height? No. I could not push him off the cornice. How about lowering a ladder instead?
Cats, unlike cows, do climb stairs. Let the Monsieur come up by himself. A dignified solution for such a figure.
Everyone agreed.
The ladder was let down and strongly secured, tied to the railings with ropes, so that the Grand Monsieur
would be safe. After fixing it all up, we disappeared into the room and lay in wait, barely daring to breathe. The
wailing stopped. But no sign of a cat. The clock ticked on. The howling began again—and how! Deep pathos
welled from his notes.
“Ma, the cat is weeping,” my daughters began.
“It’s very bad for the household, you know ma’am,” said the maid, “this howling of black cats at night. It
brings bad luck, even death, to the house. He must be silenced immediately.”
“I know, I know, but how?”
The maid started praying. God is the only savior of Stranded Stray Cats on Hunger Strike in Hindu Households.
“The poor cat is so terrified, he’s lost his natural instincts,” declared Mother. “He has forgotten the technique
of climbing altogether.”
“Then someone must get down there and carry him up here,” Daughter Number One chirpily suggested.
“But who?” asked the more practical Daughter Number Two.
But who was the question. Monsieur Hulo was no pet tiger in a forest reserve. He was a really tough guy, an
enormous ancient, ferocious, wild animal, now generally extinct. This act called for a master life saver—some
wilder creature, a rarer specimen.
Shibu paled.
“Me? On that narrow cornice? You want me to fall to my death?”
We had forgotten that Shibu had vertigo problems.
The maid calmly ordered the cook to wind his dhoti tightly around his waist and descend carefully. It might be
mossy, she warned.
“Why don’t you pull your sari around your waist and descend carefully instead?” came the cook’s curt reply.
The avalanche the maid let loose through her toothless snarl prompted me to volunteer. I have always been
good at climbing trees. A ladder is no big matter. But the Monsieur …
O.K., O.K., O.K., I’m getting down! No big deal, this! I, once a climber on the south face of the Matterhorn,
am I afraid of this puny little bit of concrete?
Fixing my sari as advised by the cook, tying my hair up into a tight topknot, I was ready in half a second.
Ready and certainly steady. Just waiting for a “go” (or a “no”?)—the Monsieur might scratch my eyes out. And
bite my nose off. And …
So, I gravely demanded a safety blanket, in which I intended to wrap him before he could start functioning. As
soon as the words escaped my mouth, I found myself heavily weighed down—a daughter dangling from each
arm, registering firm and vigorous objections, and making me look like a jackfruit tree in season.
“Mother is sure to slip and fall,” they said in a chorus.
This naked lack of confidence in me was saddening. My image in their eyes did not seem to live up to my
expectations.
“Remember the time I forgot the keys and climbed up the drain pipe?” I tried to promote myself.
“But this is no drain pipe! It’s Monsieur Hulo! He’ll surely push you off the edge, Mother.”
Monsieur Hulo’s plaintive notes had reached unbearable depths of pathos. What could I do? Poor little me?
Should we let the creature die in our very own house—and, during this festive season? Shibu had vertigo and the
cook was unwilling. The maid was old and I stood there worthless and immobile, weighed down by two
determined daughters clinging to me for dear life. Mother could not go down a ladder in her wheelchair. It was
getting late. Already two hours had gone by. It was after the ten o’clock news. Where could I look for help?
Whom could I grab, beg, force, entice?
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*
Suddenly I had a brainstorm!
The fire department, of course! They are the ones who solve such out-of-the-world problems as God can’t
solve. And what could be luckier? Just round the corner we had the sleepiest fire station in the universe. The
bright red vehicles never left their shelters. The men in their grand uniforms sat under the banyan tree all day long
playing cards or sipping tea from little earthenware cups. They were bored stiff and would certainly be grateful to
have something to do. There were our saviors, for sure. That very day I had read in the newspaper that some cats
can have vertigo, and that one such unfortunate feline had perched itself on a factory roof for days on end until the
fire department was called to rescue it. Quick as a wink Shibu marched off, but returned shortly with a long face.
“You try to convince them yourself. They won’t listen to me.”
“What’s their phone number?”
“I don’t know. They wouldn’t give it to me. They simply refused to cooperate. ‘Go to the central fire station
and get their permission,’ they said. Wretched people. Lazybones. Try them for yourself.” Shibu was disgusted.
I was flabbergasted. I had thought I was doing them a favor finding them a harmless pastime.
But the world seems to work on another set of rules, not on the ones I invent for it.
The silence of a winter's night is shattered by a phone call to the main office of the Calcutta Fire Department. A
distressed female voice pleads:
“Would you be kind enough to give me the phone number of your fire station at such and such a place?”
“Where’s the fire?”
“Well, it isn’t fire, really—something else—very urgent.”
“What is it?”
“Well, actually, someone—you know, has slipped and fallen … well … it, I mean he, must be rescued—and
immediately.”
“Who has slipped? Fallen into what? From where? Now look here ma’am, we don’t take up cases of drowning
anymore.”
(Shibu’s frantic advice in the background: “Didi, tell them it is tame—they won’t come if you don’t tell them
it’s your pet.”)
“He hasn’t drowned, he’s fallen onto the second-floor cornice and is very dangerously perched there.”
“How big is the baby?”(Shibu: “Tell them it’s tame.”)
“Well, it’s extremely tame, you see—”
“What? A tame baby?”
“What baby? A tame cat.”
“Now, just a minute—this happens to be a fire station, not a cat-catching center. Call the CSPCA.”
“Oh no! Of course! We do appreciate all you do for us, of course we know how terribly busy you are—but you
see, for the last two days this cat—our very own pet cat, you know—has been stranded on this unapproachable
cornice. We can’t get to him. He is dying out there.”
“I am very sorry to hear that. But one should not keep the fire brigade busy with cats. If it were a person, we
would rush there immediately.”
“But this does happen in other places. One depends on the fire department for help during accidents like this--”
“Forget about other countries, ma’am. This is India.”
“Why other countries? It happens in Bombay! Didn’t you see it in the papers? This cat was stuck on the
roof. . . and finally they called up the fire station—”
“He must have blocked up a chimney or something. There must have been some sound practical reason behind
it—couldn’t have been just human sympathy for cats—”
"Oh please, there is nothing wrong with human sympathy, you know, do it out of pity this time. One can’t kill a
cat in a Hindu household, it brings bad luck—I would have climbed down myself, only my daughters became
hysterical at the idea—”
“I’m sorry, ma’am, but this is impossible for us. This is the season for fireworks, with the Diwali festival ahead
—what if there were a massive fire somewhere and our men were busy with your cat on the cornice—would that
be right? This is a large city, ma’am. We can’t afford such luxuries—we have to be ready for emergencies, Diwali
is only a few days away.”
“Is Bombay a tiny village? Are London and New York small towns? If they can afford … besides, the fire
station on our street has quite a few engines—I have never in my entire life seen all of them go out at the same
time—and this is hardly a luxury, to save a life—”
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“Your house is on a street with a fire station?”
“Right next to it—”
“Then why don’t you go over? Or send someone?”
“My cousin went over, but they said they needed the permission of the main office—”
“Look, it is quite impossible for me to give an official order. You can make a request and see if they do you a
personal favor. You can ring them up if you wish. Here’s their number—”
“Thank you! Thank you very much indeed! I can’t tell you how grateful I am!”
*
“Hello! Is this the fire station?”
“Yes, may I help you?”
A repeat performance of the previous conversation. This officer was more duty-conscious than the other.
“I’m sorry, but I cannot risk the life of one of my men for a cat.”
“Oh no, of course not. But how does this risk come in? It isn’t a fire, you know, only a cat. A very tame … pet
cat.”
“What if our man slips and falls? There is a point in dying to save another human being—but certainly not in
trying to save a mere cat …”
“Dear me! Why should the poor fellow die? The cornice is wide enough, besides it’s pretty clean, and does not
have moss on it. However, talking about the cat so lightly—(you know not what you speak of)—”
“I know, I know. A pet becomes pretty much like one’s own kid, but even if my man sprains his ankle—I
cannot take that risk, you see? Tell me, would you—”
“Listen! Can you hear it? The deadly screaming?”
I had wildly dragged the receiver to the window.
“How long can one stand that howling? I am going crazy. Can you hear it? Can you?”
“Yes! Yes, of course! I can! I can! I can quite understand your situation ma’am, but—”
“Look here—does one call up the fire station at the drop of a hat? Especially if one is a woman? At this time of
night? Is it not the last resort? In front of my very eyes … in my own house … the poor darling, a creature of
God.”
“Ma’am—er—you don’t quite get it. It is not possible to give an official order—”
“What about an unofficial one? On humanitarian grounds? I would have got it down myself, but unfortunately
my daughters are scared—and my mother is a rather nervous person—or else I would have got it down ages ago
—”
Meanwhile my eyes had truly begun stinging, and my voice choking.
“Don’t you dare climb down in a sari, ma’am, that would be extremely dangerous.”
“What else can I do? Obviously there is no gallant, tenderhearted, unselfish young man in your office who
would take pity on a cat—and there’s none in my house—”
“If you want my honest opinion ma’am, there are hardly any gallant, tenderhearted, selfless young men around
anywhere these days. But I’ll gently suggest it to my men. Honestly, I do not think … anyway, I’ll try, but I can’t
promise anything. You see—animal lovers are quite scarce nowadays …”
The fat cat’s wailing increased and was coupled with my restrained sniffs. There was a pause, and a determined change in the voice.
“Oh all right! Give me your address anyway. Which house is it? Oh that one—it’s hardly a couple of minutes
from here! Let’s see what can be done!”
*
About twenty minutes passed. It was getting later in the night. The starved feline was wailing away in an
alarmingly human voice. Shaking away. my obstructive daughters with a final flush of determination, I got ready
to climb down onto the parapet. My mother declared:
“Not in your sari, my dear—put on some pants if you want to get down there.”
The very thought of such a sight, of Didi in pants, accomplished what love for a creature of God had not. It
prompted the agonized cook to volunteer hastily:
“No, no. Didi—allow me.”
Who says chivalry is a thing of the past? No sooner had he got down, than the fire engine arrived. Fantastic
timing. A joyous chorus of excited voices filled the night air—
“Someone is already there! Someone is already there!”
Just as M. Hulo, firmly wrapped in a blanket, was placed in my arms, somehow the fire engine’s bell rang out
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loudly, breaking into the hushed night. God knows what it did to the confused, nervous wreck of a cat. He leapt
out of my arms and, disentangling himself from the blanket, flung himself wildly out the second-floor window
onto a different, quite unapproachable cornice farther off and higher up. This time it was quite impossible to reach
him with a normal domestic ladder. Heartbreaking lamentation filled the night air, coming from our room as well
as from the street.
All was lost! And then?
In a second they jumped out of the fire engine-not one, not two, but half a dozen gallant, unselfish,
philanthropic, tenderhearted, chivalrous young men. The three-tier ladder darted out heavenwards, ready, steady
and then the crucial question: Who would it be? After all, this was no fire, which was a simple matter of routine
…
Observing the hesitation, I volunteered, “Why don’t I go up? Let me—” and I took a step. Before I had
finished my sentence, or my step, someone, just anyone, had made a frantic scramble up, up to the second story.
There he turned:
“Does he bite?”
“Well, you see, it would be a good idea to wrap him up in a towel or something.”
Turkish towels were immediately thrown down from various neighboring balconies—all lit up by now, and
lined with keen spectators. Our man on the ladder caught one nimbly, and proceeded upwards. Uncle Tom was
most perturbed at the weird sight of a human apparition presenting itself out of nowhere in a most unhumanly
corner-dark, uninhabited, twelve inches wide, with a straight drop of thirty feet. Visibly shaken out of his wits by
an event so unexpected, he started a frenzied rush all over the narrow cornice. What excitement ensued all around!
As if this were the football game of the year! The street crowd below and the crowd on the balconies cheered
faithfully. All eyes were fixed on our hero conducting the remarkable chase up in the air. And then—gotcha!
Amid the earthshaking applause that followed, the lights went out. A power cut. Warnings rang out from all
over, and six or seven fire department battery-powered torches flashed at once.
A voice like God’s own rang out in the darkness, happy and proud,
“Got him, ma’am! Got him! Don’t you worry, ma’am, I won’t let him go till he is safe in your arms, I promise
you.”
I almost jumped out of my skin!
“Thank you, oh thank you so much, sir—but just put him on the roof of the garage. That’ll be quite enough.”
“Not on my life!” said our hero, rapidly coming down, clutching a grumbling bundle close to his heart. “I’ll do
nothing of the kind!”
The street sported an unusual social gathering for 1:30 A.M. So what if it was the middle of the night? Retired
and bathed ricksha pullers, homing beggars, bored and curious night watchmen, agitated street dogs, sleepy
neighborhood cows, and various fun-loving people of all ages had filled the courtyard and spilled out onto the
street, blocking it. A flow of anxious advice—contradictory but concerned—was pouring down from the candle-lit
windows and balconies. The older children were all up and awake and had joined the parents, feeling
emancipated. There was an excited mass-scale twittering around, a festive atmosphere.
At this precise moment, when most of it was over, our new next door neighbor, an elderly gentleman—Mr.
Chowdhury—appeared in his pajamas, rubbing his eyes sleepily. When he finally realized what was going on, he
began in the deep, husky voice of someone just awakened:
“Oh, I see, so this is that massive, ferocious, black-as-death—”
Desperate, I grabbed his arm and gave him a significant pinch. A pinch only, not a punch, but that finished Mr.
Chowdhury. At least, his sentence. Completely flustered by this sudden, unprecedented attack of romantic
exuberance, Mr. Chowdhury was struck dumb. I knew the explosive words that were about to escape his mouth:
“ … that horrid, evil, bad-tempered, bully of a tomcat? The one who steals my fish every day and drinks up my
grandson’s milk?”
No, that sentence could not be uttered right then, not at that point, not in that situation. Truth and revelation
must wait for the right moment. I could not allow it to ruin all. In that warm liquid atmosphere of love and
affection for all creatures of God, a sentence like that had to be forestalled by hook or by crook. In that
unenlightening pitch dark of the power cut, standing under a three-story-high ladder piercing the fog-hazy sky, in
the lawless, candlelit rejoicing that went on all around, Mr. Chowdhury stood motionless, wordless, one arm
grabbed and pinched, the other free but frozen.
Meanwhile, our hero appeared hugging a struggling, grumbling, lively bundle close to his heart. Down he
came, gleefully offering me the towel-wrapped danger, as a doctor offers a newborn baby to its father. Sheepishly,
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I said,
“Just leave him on top of the garage roof—he’ll be quite okay there.”
“Are you crazy?” said our hero. “Who knows where he’ll leap to next? Another heavenly spot—another replay
of all this? Come on, hold your baby yourself—lock him up for a couple of days, so he learns his lesson.”
Like the awkward new father, I held out my arms, smiling uncertainly, and received my fate—come what may
—clutching him fast to my bosom.
The power came back with perfect timing. There was general rejoicing and a public cheering ensued. The
lights exposed me, trembling, with “my beloved pet” struggling furiously in my arms, his fierce roars muffled
inside a towel.
I started to run.
My intention: to turn the corner (our house is on a corner lot with two entrances), go to the main entrance (as
the crowd was gathered at the courtyard and back entrance) and release the Monsieur to his long lost freedom.
I carefully avoided Mr. Chowdhury’s eyes. He had lost his wife recently. He knew I was a wild divorcee. He
might get ideas. I was running round the corner, with a typhoon welling inside a towel, too powerful a natural
phenomenon for me to control. Just as I turned the corner, Monsieur Hulo freed himself (tearing the towel), bared
his teeth and nails, and disappeared in a fraction of a second. But not before using them both on my left wrist.
Because it was the wrist, the bleeding was bad, but I wrapped my whole forearm up in the towel and, holding my
elbow close to my breast like a baby, I heard myself thanking the real princes of the fire station with real tears
trickling down my cheek and real pain shattering my wrist.
“What you have done for a creature of God today, dear brothers, I shall never forget—God will reward you for
this kindness.”
My voice was choked with emotion, a throbbing pain in the wrist, and tears.
Deeply touched, the young man began a short speech.
“We were only doing our duty, ma'am, no need to thank us for that, and a pet is like a child, don’t we know it?”
The bells in the fire engine rang through the night once again, and the real princes—the kind, loving, tenderhearted, generous, fearless, adventurous, dutiful, and beautiful young people—jumped up on it. The winged red
horse disappeared into the night, and with it, a group of brave young men.
Monsieur Hulo, I could see, was busy with his toilet, licking himself all over, nonchalantly sitting on our
boundary wall. The crowd had magically dispersed, guards, dogs, cows, and all. Only Mr. Chowdhury was still
standing dumbfounded, half-asleep, in a nightmare in the center of the courtyard. The balconies were empty,
lights were off.
Mr. Chowdhury looked at me while nursing the point in his arm where the unkindest pinch of all had hit him,
with an expression on his face that even Marcel Marceau would envy.
I had to take fourteen injections in my stomach.\fn{ The prescribed medication—then and now—as a protection against
rabies.} The price of kindness to stray animals. My wrist still sports that war memorial.
Mr. Chowdhury avoids our family like poison.
So does Monsieur Hulo.
Moral: Don’t disturb the fire department. The “bloody” aftereffect is too much to bear.
33.201 The Escape\fn{by P. Vatsala (1938- )} Calicut, Calicut District, Kerala State, India (F) 4
Janaki waited at the path through which Ramachandran would have to pass. Surely he would glance her way as
he shot by in his car. These five years would have changed him a lot. Still, she hoped that time would not have
created a rift between them.
She watched visitors going into Ramachandran’s house, people she knew and people she did not know. They
came over the bridge and over the ferry, flocking in from all directions. Thekkumpadikkal, Ramachandran’s
house, had suddenly become the center of the village. Janaki noticed how passersby turned to stare at it.
Five years ago, when Ramachandran would come back from the city with the application forms he had
collected, looking tired and worn-out, no one had even bothered to glance at him. Those who flocked to his house
then had been creditors who came hoping to get back the money that Ramachandran’s father had borrowed from
them for the education of his son. Janaki had often heard Ramachandran’s married sisters complaining loudly
about the jewels they had been forced to pawn for his sake.
Janaki thought of the days Ramachandran had spent filling out those application forms. Putting the broad,
sweat-stained envelopes on the wooden bench running along the front verandah, he would call out to her
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grandmother:
“Now for a dip in the pond!”
He would try to make himself forget his difficulties as he swam in the cool waters of the pond at Janaki’s
house. He would try to drive from his mind the bitterness he nursed against doors that refused to open to him.
Strange. The Ramachandran who had disappeared from the village one day had come back now. It was
rumored that he’d come back with enough money tucked away at his waist to buy up the whole countryside. As a
prelude to this, his father had already bought a barren hillock that no one else had seemed interested in. Janaki
wondered what Ramachandran was going to do with this hillock, all covered with rocks and wild castor oil plants.
A cloud of red dust rose up on the horizon. Ramachandran’s taxi came into view. She opened the wooden
barred gate a little way and peeped out. Her hopes sank. Ramachandran didn’t seem to be in the car; it was full of
boxes. Huge suitcases and bags. Innumerable packets. Perhaps a young man was sitting imprisoned somewhere
among them.
It did not occur to Janaki that many people at Thekkumpadikkal must be waiting impatiently for this heavily
loaded cart of provisions.
The red dust on the road settled.
Children ran past her, fascinated with the car, a rare sight in the village. Passersby turned to stare at it.
Janaki turned and went in.
The acacias, which had bloomed for Ramachandran’s return, blazed in the afternoon sun. She leaned back
against the pillar on the veranda, gazing into their red flames. Grandmother was cleaning the vegetables. She
asked:
“Is somebody ill?”
The old woman had always associated the arrival of a car in the village with someone’s falling ill.
Janaki glanced at her, but did not answer.
“Who was that, child?”
“Ramachandran of Thekkumpadikkal has come back.”
“Thank God, at least one of them has done well!”
She pressed her face into the pillar. It smelt of Ramachandran’s sweat. Streams of people flowed steadily into
Ramachandran’s house. Adru, the fisher boy, went by with a big stick in his hand.
Butcher Ahmed’s son now brought a packet of meat regularly every day to the village. Before, meat had been
bought in the village only for the festival marking the year’s end. All roads led to Ramachandran’s house.
One day, a crowd of workers appeared by the barren hillock. They began to split open rocks that had been
burnt through by the summer sun.
As she washed her clothes by the pond, the maid from Ramachandran’s house declared:
“They’re building a mansion!”
Everyone in the village could see the hillock with [men with] pick-axes swarming over it like moths.
Janaki thought, Surely Ramachandran must be somewhere among the crowd of workers, supervising them.
There was no chance of his coming now till the work was over.
The women from Ramachandran’s house paraded in the village streets in foreign finery. They went across the
river to the movie theater and came back in taxis. Taxis had indeed now become a regular feature of the village.
The children from Ramachandran’s house played in the newly harvested fields with their pretty toys. They
were the envy of the village children. They boasted about the circus they had seen in town.
The house on the hillside rose higher and higher. In the middle of that barren land. Like a challenge. The
villagers often climbed the hill to look at the wondrous structure that glowed like a jewel, transforming the whole
village. Careless of the scorching summer sun, they stood around, admiring the skill of the workmen. Retired
people with nothing to do could be seen coming down the hill in the evenings, accompanied by their servants.
The days passed like the acacia flowers that fell steadily from the trees. No one came up the gravel path,
though grandmother swept up the withered flowers meticulously every day.
One day, Grandmother said:
“Do you think he’ll ever come here again? He’s grown rich now.”
Janaki was certain that Ramachandran’s family and the visitors who came to the house were greedily sharing
every minute of his time at home among themselves like vultures.
Surely he’d come, at least to say good-bye, after he’d given all his belongings away and had only a small
suitcase of necessities left? Surely no one could stop him then.
The house on the hillside grew bigger day by day. It seemed gradually to take on the shape of a fearful animal.
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Steel rods stuck out of it like claws. Inside it, gas lamps replaced the daylight, and there was no longer any difference between night and day. A concrete mixer had been ordered. It clattered over the wooden bridge with a
terrifying sound, almost shattering its spine. A retinue of admiring village children followed its progress up the
hillside.
Janaki thought, It’s almost finished now. She shuddered with fear as the gaps that had been left for the doors
and the windows were at last closed up with heavy iron grills.
Was Ramachandran trapped in this prison house? She imagined him in one of its many rooms, glued to a dark
corner like a lizard. His family would be enjoying themselves noisily. Forgotten and ignored, Ramachandran
would exist only in the echo of their voices.
She longed for the last day of his leave to arrive. He was sure to go out that day. He’d come up the path,
swinging his little suitcase. The flowers on the acacia tree would brush against his cheek. He would catch sight of
her and exclaim:
“Janaki! I forgot to bring you a gift.”
“Oh no, I don’t need a gift. I just want to see you again once, that’s all I want.”
So she dreamed, of Ramachandran coming to say good-bye to her, smiling, walking down the path.
The acacia flowers turned dark red.
A hurricane lantern glimmered like a memory on the crest of the almost-finished building. Moments fell gently
from the trees, like leaves.
Janaki waited.
She listened to footsteps in the street.
None was Ramachandran’s.
A soft breeze wafted in the scent of areca flowers. The flame of the lamp flickered. The rhythmic thud of the
iron pestle could be heard from within. It disturbed her, sounding like the footsteps of a sentry. She listened for the
swish of gravel on the path. But she could hear only children’s voices, reciting their lessons, from the houses
across the fields.
She sat on the front step, her face buried in her knees. A shadow touched her shoulder, startling her awake.
“Are you asleep?”
She got up hastily.
He put his foot on the first step. She moved aside.
Ramachandran came up. She did not have to remind him not to knock his head on the low roof beam. He sat
down in his accustomed place on the parapet, even before she thought to ask him. Janaki's voice stayed trapped in
her throat.
“Where’s Grandmother?”
“She’s in bed. She must be asleep.” She asked:
“When are you going away?”
She saw him start.
“I couldn’t get out till today,” he said softly. “Did you think I wouldn’t come?”
“How was I to tell?”
“Even now, I got away only on the excuse that I needed a haircut.” Janaki gazed at his face, with its dense
growth of beard. She thought he had the look of a caged bird. There was still a shimmer in the arid desert of his
eyes, like a slow trickle welling up from a spring that is not yet completely dry. Janaki found it hard to believe
that this lean, wild youth sitting before her was the rich Ramachandran, the focus of attention of the whole village.
The glow of the lamp made a feeble effort to light up his rough, dry hair. She raised its wick a little higher. He
said to her:
“Come and sit here, by me.”
He made room for her next to him, on the parapet.
He gathered her wet hair into his hands and said:
“I’ll never forget the fragrance of the oil you use.”
She sat still.
He spoke to her of the emptiness of the deserts he had walked through. He told her of how he had chased death
in his car, down endless highways.
Grandmother could be heard snoring gently from within.
When palm torches passed through the lanes, Ramachandran stopped talking. He was afraid of the tiniest
movement in the village.
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It hurt her, this look he had of a bird that wanted to flyaway and be free. She went in and brought him a cup of
black coffee. He drank it. Then he leaned back, his hands folded behind his head. She sat watching his eyelids
throb.
“Janaki, why don’t you talk?”
“It’s you who are news in the village now.” She attempted a smile.
“Say something.”
She began to tell him: About Grandmother’s falling ill. About her learning to sew. About buying a sewing
machine. About Grandmother’s wanting to sell the arecanut grove.\fn{A type of palm tree, the areca; of which the arecanut
is the seed:H}
“Sell it? Why?” Ramachandran stared at her.
“For money. For my wedding. There’s the jewelry to be made. The feast to be arranged.”
His hands tightened on her shoulders.
“Whom will you marry?”
She laughed as if to say, What difference does it make?
His hands slackened and fell away from her shoulders.
They sat together in silence. Across the river some lamps went out. A child was crying persistently somewhere. The big front door of the neighboring house creaked shut. Footsteps rustled in the courtyard. Janaki said:
“Your father’s come looking for you!”
His father had put out his torch before entering the courtyard. He came up to his son in the dark.
“Couldn’t you at least have told us when you left?”
His anger was barely under control.
“The workers are waiting.”
Ramachandran put his hand in his pocket, drew out his purse and held it out without a word.
His father tucked the purse into the palm of his hand and snapped:
“You’d better come for dinner. It’s past nine.”
When his father had left, Ramachandran asked her:
“Will you let me sleep on the parapet tonight?”
Dawn blossomed like the petals of a flower. Ramachandran took off his shirt, flung it on his shoulder, and
walked to the grove. He felt like a dandelion wafting on a breeze. Overgrown palm leaves lay scattered on the
ground near the tank. Bees hummed around flowers that were stretching themselves toward the sun. Looking
deeply into the water, Ramachandran asked:
“Why did I ever leave all this and go away?”
He slipped quickly into the water and swam across the pond and back. He had a sense of relief: his limbs had
not forgotten him. He felt as if a suit of iron armor had been taken off his body. An anthem of freedom seeped in
through the very pores of his body. He stayed thus, delighting in the cool feel of the water till every searing
memory of the burning tap water running through the city’s desert was obliterated. The dry skin on his hands
turned moist. He watched the fish shed their scales and disappear. In five long years—
He sighed, pondering the horny nails on his hand. Janaki looked up, hearing a voice.
“Father,” he said, “you are to come home.”
He was surprised to see his son.
He climbed out of the water, shook the moisture off his body and asked:
“Why?”
“It’s time for tea. Besides, the fishmonger and the butcher’s boy have come.”
He took the keys out of the pocket of the shirt he had left on the stone step, and gave them to his son.
“Don’t lose them. Give them to your mother.”
The boy twirled the keys around his finger.
“Come here.” Ramachandran said.
The boy moved farther away.
He tried to gather him into his arms and kiss him. The child struggled, as if he were in the grip of a stranger,
and wriggled free.
“Your face is prickly, it’s full of thorns, Father.”
The father laughed, but the son did not.
“How is it that father and son are still not used to each other?” Janaki inquired.
“He was already five years old when I first saw him.”
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The maidservant arrived, to remind him about breakfast.
He gave her his dirty shirt and said, “It’s not very old. Wash it and give it to your husband.”
The woman smiled her gratitude.
“Your tea is growing cold,” she repeated.
He wrapped himself in the pure white of the homely dhoti Janaki had given him. He looked at the full-grown
chickens pecking at each other in the yard and laughed out loud.
The servant arrived.
“When do you want the car?”
“I don’t want the car.”
The companions who had been constantly hanging around him came one by one to see him.
“Aren’t you leaving today?”
“No.”
“Have you extended your leave, then?”
“No.”
“What—?”
Ramachandran laughed. He blew on the black coffee that Janaki had brought him and sipped it.
The last to come was a childhood friend, a serious young man.
“Have you decided when you’re going?”
“I’m not going.”
“Not going! Are you mad? How can you strike at the root of a tree that bears gold—and that too, knowingly.”
Ramachandran laughed again.
“Do you know how many young men long to be in your shoes? Don’t hurt your family, Ramachandran.”
“I’ve already given them so much, much more than they need.”
“You can come back again on leave in a year’s time, after all. And if you have enough money, more than one
wife is—”
Ramachandran’s palm fell squarely on his friend’s cheek.
The other clenched his teeth and got up.
“You’re mad! Completely mad!”
Ramachandran said, “That’s when I will be alive.”
32.118 Excerpt from Answered By Flutes\fn{by Dom Moraes (1938- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 8
… When I first flew into Bhopal in February, the last effects of winter were still apparent in the air. The nights
demanded blankets, and green trees rustled pleasantly around the small, off-white houses and offices of the city. It
was a scattered city, except where the comparatively recent housing colonies crouched together around their
shopping centers. The impression of space was pervasive: two man-made lakes, one large and one small, lay
quietly among the houses, bordered with trees from which, at dusk, black bats fluttered, squeaking like unpleasant
children. Between the city and the low blue hills on the horizon, the plains spread away, badged with wheat-fields
and water.
The Gothic menace conveyed by the twilight apparition of the bats was not unsuited to the lakes. There has
been blithe conversation in the city as to how well adapted they are for the use of swimmers and yachtsmen. In
actual fact they are so heavily polluted by sewage that one writer has remarked:
“Even after chlorination and filtration the water cannot be guaranteed as safe for drinking.” He adds: “The
water of the upper lake lacks in calcium, as a result of which a large part of the population suffers from stomach
trouble.”
To dredge the lakes, an expert assured me, “is not like emptying a bathtub. The cost would be inordinate, more
than it would be to put up two dams to double the water storage.” But the lakes, blue under the sun and
deceptively beautiful, add to the peaceful, indeed rather somnolent atmosphere of the place.
I was rather surprised, at first, when people who took me out to dinner left their front doors unlocked and open,
and their houses empty behind them. Driving back after dinner, we would pass stray parties of strollers, or lovers
with hands entwined, murmurous by the lakes. It was late and lonely, but they apparently welcomed the darkness
which causes keys to be turned and bolts shot in most other cities. Nevertheless, the local English paper carried a
daily police diary, and seemed to fmin no dearth of matter with which to fill it. According to the 1981 census
estimate, the total population of the city is about 672,000.\fn{ In 1991, this had increased to 1,063,662.} Most of the
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crimes committed are in the old town, poorer and more densely populated than the new one. The green new city
still possesses horizons, and in its purlieux\fn{Undeveloped areas?} it is still possible to listen to silence.
*
But the low and decrepit houses of the old city seem to exude noise. The narrow roads are cluttered with
people and domestic fauna. Beside the roads are uneven lines of small shops and wayside stalls: on grimy mats,
fruit and vegetables are spread out for sale. Bargains are made by means of hoarse shrieks swapped between
buyer and seller. Five times a day the wailed cadences of Muslim prayer rise towards Allah. Film music blares
from radio sets in the tea shops. Through all this hubbub, however, the people drift slowly, as though drugged, the
male population like white-clad wraiths, the women often in black burkas, long dresses like Bedouin tents, with
hoods and veils to cover heads and faces. The driftwood of history has washed up in the quarter: doors studded
with brass open upon squalid courtyards, massive plastered arches lead nowhere.
At the heart of all this chaos are two narrow main streets, exactly parallel, and connected to each other by nine
alleys, even narrower, but also parallel to one another. This grid system endures, ancient and solid, amidst the
formless sprawl around it: like the studded doors, like the arches. The bricks of forgotten forts prop up the skewed
walls of the houses: chipped mosques and crumbled mansions, where noblemen once lived, unexpectedly seize
the eye at the corners of the miserable lanes. The gateways that once provided entry into the city no longer exist
and now it is open to the world beyond, and seems to resent it, for soon it may cease to exist in its present form, in
an era where renovation is all the rage. From the viewpoint of aesthetics, health and improved facilities, the
renovation of the old city is highly desirable: from the romantic viewpoint, not.
The Bhopal area has always been haunted by life. Plants, animals and people have inhabited it since prehistory,
then, generation by generation, gone back into the black and fertile soil. Glaciers and wind once carved out the
landscape: the glaciers melted and turned into rivers, the rivers dried up and left few relics. The effect of all these
evanescences has been to populate the countryside around the city with a host of memories, memories of the
Buddhist, Hindu, and Muslim dynasties, enshrined in myth and, sometimes, in stone. The memories travel back
beyond the frontiers of known history, to when the Bhopal district was a place without a name.
From 1956 onward, a great deal of construction work was done in Bhopal. At several building sites, prehistoric
tools and weapons were found in the upturned earth, and identified by archaeologists. When proper excavations
started, many more such primitive artifacts were dug up. It seemed as though if the topsoil were to be lifted like a
lid off the city, a museum full of Paleolithic relics would be discovered underneath. Fragments of Heliolithic
pottery\fn{7000-3500BC} with black motifs on red-ware, reminiscent of Harappan work,\fn{ An Indus Valley civilization
thought to have existed between 2500-1700BC .} have also been unearthed. Even more importantly, a considerable number
of painted rock shelters have been found all over Bhopal district, some within the city limits.
For millions of years through prehistory, the weather ripped at the rocks, and hollows were formed in the hills.
For thousand of years, down to the present day, these hollows were used as human inhabitations. The ceilings and
walls of these shelters were painted by their inhabitants, and each group tended to paint over the work of previous
artists. This has caused some confusion: the earliest paintings have been tentatively dated back to a time some
25,000 years back, but there are others which were obviously done much later, in a historical period. Indeed a
certain number of scholars have said that none of the paintings are, in their opinion, prehistoric.
Be that as it may, they exist. Green and yellow, red and white, the colors were taken from mineral deposits in
the raw earth and rock, and were mixed with water and a fixative, tree resin or animal tallow. The brushes used
were probably made of treated palmetto twigs or, for delicate work, porcupine quills. Some critics say that the
shelter people only painted when they had nothing better to do, but the paintings cannot be described as idle
scribbles. The use of a fixative indicates a desire to preserve the work, and the preparation of the colors and the
brushes would in itself involve a lot of time, energy, and trouble. After all this, it is difficult to believe that the
artist would start to paint merely because he was bored.
The best work, when examined in detail, has an awed and mysterious quality about it. The eye of the painter
seems newly dipped in air: freshly washed by the world, it seems to see everything for the first time, to
commemorate and record all this newness and mystery. Since prehistoric man was much enmeshed in ritual, the
earliest stick-like but identifiable animals depicted in the caves were probably deified. Then stick-like men appear,
hunters, whose sex the artist defined with a penis, as he defined the sex of a woman by her breasts. Later the sticklike men and animals disappear, and clearly outlined shapes stand out on the sallow rock. The hunters are now
also warriors.
Over thousands of years, the weapons of hunters and warriors developed. The very early hunters carried axes
and spears, but there is a multiplicity of bowmen. A kind of bolas, a throwing weapon which consisted of two
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round stones, fastened to either end of a rope, also appears. Much later in time, men are seen mounted on horses
or elephants, and now many are equipped with shields and swords, but in all the periods covered by the paintings,
the bowmen are present. The armed figures in the paintings are shown killing all sorts of animals, and also other
men. But in the very earliest work there seems to be no mystique about death: killing seems taken as a natural
human activity.
Themes of a less sanguinary type recur: women with children, dancers and musicians, men roasting their kill
above a fire: honeycombs, fish, and isolated animals, all sources of food. Of the animals shown, the wild boar and
the gaur are often depicted on a very large scale, possibly to define their hugeness in the eyes of the hunter,
possibly because they were tribal totems. The bowmen are everywhere: their weapons, which obviated the
necessity to approach a potentially dangerous prey too closely, look small and frail as their wielders, but were
clearly effective. They were probably without flights,\fn{ Feathers.} but the bamboo shafts were tipped with
delicate brutal stone heads that pecked and bit their prey.
Female archers are also portrayed, so that it is conceivable that the whole tribe would take part in a hunt.
Women would appear to have been in relatively short supply. However: there are descriptions of group sex, two
men to a woman, and of bestiality practiced on what appears to be a bitch. These, like the portrayals of killing,
possess a certain rather occluded innocence: they are not pornography, but statements of situations. There is no
attempt anywhere in the rock paintings to portray an individual. This is perhaps not only due to a deficiency of
technique, but because the earliest painters in the rock shelters did not clearly perceive people as individuals,
whether they were to be copulated with or killed.
Who these early painters were is an issue that has been much disputed. However, before the Dravidian and
Aryan cultures manifested themselves in India,\fn{ The Aryans came to Northern India c.1500BC; as the Dravidian people
(those of central and southern India) include some of the most highly civilized people and some of the most primitive forest tribes, it is
inappropriate to speak of a specifically Dravidian culture pattern (although, as we shall see, human remains discovered around the Bhopal
area indicate that people were living there over 25,000 years ago. The earliest human remains in the world—as of the most recent
discovery, made in Ethiopia and announced in June, 2003, date to c.160,000BC. Prior to this the generally accepted date was
c.150,000BC.} a shy and primitive people must have haunted the landscape: in all probability they were the

ancestors of the present tribals, who still form a quarter of the population of Madhya Pradesh. The rocky hills
where the painters left their presences form a strip from east to west across the entire state, and the motifs and
style of some contemporary tribal art are not unlike those found in the rock shelters. The shelter dwellers of
Madhya Pradesh have turned in the minds of later races into the “demons” of Indian legend, as the goblins and
trolls of Europe probably derive from racial memories of an earlier people.
*
Goblins and trolls would not have been unhappy at Bhimbetka. Some thirty miles south-east of Bhopal city, on
a hogback ridge that rises above a once densely forested plain, stand the astonishing rock formations where
people lived (as a fossilized human skull found there proves) more than 25,000 years back. Seen from a distance,
they look like deformed Gothic castles strung out on the ridge: closer to, they are even more extraordinary, ridged
and serrated masses of yellow and reddish rock which appear to have been splintered into pieces at some period in
the past: so that great slabs and boulders seem to balance upon one another as though ready at any moment to
come down.
The plain below is tame now, and under cultivation, and when I first visited the place, seemed friendly under a
mild sun. This was in February: we scrambled about on the scree around the hills: green trees stood around us,
sibilant in themselves, each populated by a musical curia of birds. A pleasant spot for a picnic, and indeed it is
used as such by weekend trippers from Bhopal: on the walls where sambar and blackbuck in red and white
outlines were perpetually poised for flight, numerous people had written their names, driven perhaps by the same
instinct towards posterity as the original painters. Arrowheads and beads lay amidst pebbles round the excavation
sites.
I thought of the stone implements and weapons the curator in the museum had shown me. The very placing of
such artifacts in a museum civilizes them in some sense: at least when in glass crypts, between concrete walls,
under artificial illumination, they seem to belong to our day, or anyway to some period not too far removed. The
arrowheads and beads I picked up and threw away on that first visit to Bhimbetka seemed to belong to another
place and time, but they evoked no associations in me or not very many more than discarded ice cream cartons
would in a public park. It was all that sunlight, perhaps, an anodyne to the senses: or the visible presence of
people farming on the plain below.
At Lascaux\fn{An underground cave site in Southwestern France where, c.15,000BC, prehistoric artists painted the interior surfaces
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with some 1150 engravings and 600 paintings in shades of yellow, red, brown and black .} and Altamira,\fn{A cave in Northern Spain,
whose walls and ceiling bear some 930 paintings or engravings of bison, deer, horses, and boar, and which is thought to have been
continuously occupied from c.19,000-13,000BC (though radiocarbon testing on the charcoal used to depict the bison on the painted ceiling
has yielded dates between 12,380-11,620BC .} I always experienced a sense of mystery and, in the early days, before the

tourists became tidal, of slight fright. These labyrinthine caves were proper places for a mystery: animal sacrifices
took place within the painted walls, and ritual torches flamed, the paintings were themselves the mystery, and
nobody appears to have actually lived in their vicinity. They seem to have been visited at intervals and for a
purpose. At Bhimbetka the caves had been inhabited, very possibly not only by man but by his immediate
ancestors, for many thousands of years. Lying on the ridged, sloped floor of what is called the zoo cave, painted
animals above and around me, it was possible to see why.
This was a fairly typical shelter, shaped like a V lying on its side. About it loomed a mass of rock yellowed
with lichen. A sentinel on the summit could look down across the sandstone slopes to the plain, and across the
plain to the hills beyond. Presences on the plain could thus be clearly seen by the shelter people as soon as they
appeared: the presence of food in the shape of browsing herbivores, and of fear in the shape of advancing
enemies. The caves were not difficult to defend, if the people were forewarned of attack, for the screes and the
tangle of thorns below made approach difficult. A ragged river seems to have flown past the foot of the
formations, providing a water supply and attracting animals.
The shelters cannot have been very comfortable to live in, but at least they kept off much of the rain, and,
being slightly elevated and open at one end, afforded some relief from the summer heat. For many people, these
caves had been a home: children had scrambled and played on the talus below, and the smudge fires, producing
smoke by day and flame by night, were shekinahs to the hunters as they came home. As the centuries passed,
however, warriors from higher cultures appeared on the plains, armed better than the hill dwellers, and armored:
mounted on elephants, inimical. The records in the rocks show conflicts between them and the scantily clad and
poorly armed people of the shelters: skirmishes rather than battles.
My next visit to Bhimbetka was in June, shortly before the onset of the monsoon. As we drove across the plain,
a sullen lid of cloud shut down on us. The whole landscape was shrouded in dust spiraled by the wind, and there
were no cultivators in the fields. We neared Bhimbetka, and saw ahead of us, shrouded in low cloud and dust, the
monolithic formations on the ridge: in that light, they seemed to have receded, both in space and time, back into
their past. The birds, when we climbed to the caves, were silent, but the trees hissed like kettles in the wind, and
their dry leaves brushed together with a sound like fire. While my companions went on ahead, I seated myself on
a rock and looked over the plain.
All I could see was cloud overhead and dust below, through where there were occasional ghostly intimations of
trees and fields. An eerie stillness held the air, like that within the eye of a cyclone, but unrelated sounds broke it
now and then, the rustle of dead leaves in the wind, the snap of dry thorns, the distant cry of an animal. Deprived
of daylight, Bhimbetka had become a place of fear. If it was so for me, a product of my century, it must have been
unimaginably more so for the naked men who lived by instincts rather than ideas, who were aware of the forest
around them and were apprehensive as to what might come out of it, who were full of a prescience of the
unknown.
It was a day of discovery: I went after my friends, and we looked at the painted walls of the shelters. Even in
the stygian atmosphere of that afternoon, the colors, dim as they were, seemed to leap off the walls, as much a
source of comfort as food and a fire. In the lee of a huge rock we kindled cigarettes. Beyond it was a cave which
contained the picture of a colossal bull in pursuit of a hunter whose two companions stood helplessly by. The
snout of the bull, dwarfing the hunter, nearly touched him, and for him there was no escape: he was being driven
towards a monstrous crab-like creature that rose from the shadowed wall in a posture of menace. Perhaps in the
end the images of bull and crab, dreamlike lords of death, most fully expressed the ethos of Bhimbetka.
*
By the time India had moved into a period of ascertainable history, death by violence was a commonplace in
the country. The Mahabharata and Ramayana had already recorded bloody battles that had been lost and won in
prehistory. The somber cavalry and infantry depicted in some of the rock paintings may have had brief clashes
with the shelter dwellers, but must usually have been on their way to some more consequential conflict. Greed
and lust have been the prerogatives of princes everywhere and always: by 600 BC northern India was a cockpit of
warlords and princes in continual combat. The overspill of blood from the north found its way into the forests of
what is now called Madhya Pradesh.
Some princes sickened on this bloody surfeit. Blades clashed and widows keened all over the country: this
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terrible harmony drove the Buddha\fn{ Traditionally in 533BC.} from his paternal palace into the forest, in whose
thorny arbors he separated truths and founded one of the seminal philosophies of the world. In the third century
BC the Maurya prince Asoka,\fn{291?-232BC.} weary of warfare, accepted the Buddhist doctrines. He planted his
empire with pillars, each inscribed with an edict that mainly pertained to the proper conduct of life.
His own life was somewhat bound up with the land which is now Madhya Pradesh, for while still crown prince
\fn{He seems to have been king from c.273BC .} he was made Viceroy of Malwa, the spacious plateau which today
occupies the center of the state.
His duties took him around the territory. He visited a prosperous town called Vidisha, some thirty miles north
of modem Bhopal. Vidisha was famous for its money lenders, one of whom had a daughter, Devi. Asoka married
her, and she bore him three children. But when Asoka eventually departed for Patna (the ancient Indian kings
tended, for political reasons, to have a wife in every fort) he left a disconsolate Devi behind in Vidisha. Since he
took the children with him, she had little to do: she occupied herself in the establishment of a Buddhist retreat on
a hillock not far from her home. The hillock was called Sanchi, and Asoka in turned crowned it with a Buddhist
stupa and built a school there for monks.
Sanchi is one of the most famous Buddhist shrines in the world, but its provenance was not entirely to do with
Asoka. After he died, and the Maurya dynasty was succeeded in 187 BC by the Sungas, more stupas were built.
Another seven centuries were to pass before the last additions were made to Sanchi, for successive dynasties
renovated it and built upon its slopes. During this lengthy period, Buddhist monks and scholars flocked to the
hillock, pilgrims and students. They still do: when U Nu,\fn{ (1907-1995), first, and twice, Prime Minister (1948-1958; 19601962).} the exiled Burmese Prime Minister, fled to India, where he spent ten years, he elected to live in Bhopal, so
that he could be near Sanchi. The Dalai Lama did not take so extreme a step, but has been there.
It is a lonely place, though lonely in a different way from Bhimbetka. The gateways hewn from golden stone,
glow gently around the dome of the main stupa. Whenever I visited it, I was effusively welcome by a pack of
crossbred terriers who appeared to be resident: going up towards the stupa, I was ambushed by trees, in most
seasons covered by flowers so intricately frail they seemed to have been painted on enamel. There was a tranquil
incantatory murmur from indubitably Buddhist birds and the whole hillock was apparently drenched in sleep.
Nothing in the entire place demanded anything much from the visitor: not amazement and not awe: only, as it
were, a kind of participation in its peace.
The gateways, four of them, introduced rather than admitted me into the circular inner courtyard. Steps lead up
from it to a parapet that circles the dome. I used to walk around it slowly, looking down beyond the gateways to
the luminous trees and the smaller stupas cloaked in their benison of shadow. The Jatakas, episodes in the life of
the Buddha, are shown in stone on the gateways, each winged with a scroll that uncurls on either side, an
indication of how serenely and endlessly that life unfolded.
Some of the figures were mutilated, centuries back, by Muslim steel: but even these barbarously hacked
statues, crouched on their plinths like victims of torture, seem to live beyond sadness and to accept.
Time had left milestones all round the Bhopal district. The Sunga kings who replaced the Mauryas, though
themselves, Hindus, built new stupas at Sanchi. But they also put up temples: one, dedicated to Vishnu, was
erected in 113BC at Bhesnagar, now a suburb of the modern Vidisha. Its sculptured walls fell away with the years,
like petals from the calyx of a stone tulip. An inscribed pillar, the solitary stamen, remained. It now stands in a
dusty enclosure near Bhesnagar: the local cattle loaf about round it, somnolent with their cuds: it is fronted by a
bemired lane. The inscription on the pillar records the conversion to Hinduism, in particular to Vaishnavism, of
Heliodorus,\fn{3rd century BC) an ambassador sent by a Greek satrap\fn{ Heliodorus was born in a city in what is now Syria .}
to the Sunga court two centuries before Christ.
The dynasties rose and fell in northern India, too many to enumerate, some Hindu, some Buddhist. The power
of each dynasty swelled and shrank, by processes too complex to explain. Each left its tide wreck in Malwa.
Pillars with indecipherable inscriptions, copper and silver coins which are perforated and rusted, have been found
and dusted and comfortably lodged in museums. They are cold to the touch, and convey no hint of any human
dream, though they must have passed through many. The conniving courts, with their truculent or timorous kings,
their sumptuous queens who smelt of musk and honey, led a sealed and hermetic life in their own day, and have
carried their possibly unpleasant secrets, intact, down the centuries to ours.
We know their names, however, and their approximate dates. A Paramara ruler, Bhoj, held uncertain sway over
Malwa for nearly half a century from AD 1010. He was singularly luckless in his battles, a pity, since he was
embroiled in a considerable number. The Kalyani Chalukyas not only invaded his territory but plundered his
capital, Dhar. Further defeats followed, administered by the Chandelas and the Kalachuris respectively. How he
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continued to keep his throne is a mystery, since he was no learner from experience. Towards the end of his life, he
made a quixotic attempt to attack another branch of the Chalukyas. Predictably, he was defeated once more:
inadvisedly preparing for further combat, he fell ill and died.
Apart from his remarkably poor martial record, there seems little reason to remember him. He dabbled in
literature, which may explain his inability to master more physical skills, but none of his work has survived.
However, he is said to have been responsible for the dam that created the twin lakes of Bhopal. The unfortunate
monarch’s primary claim to fame rises from these polluted waters. It has been authoritatively stated that from a
corruption of the word Bhojpal, Bhoj’s dam, comes the name of the capital of Madhya Pradesh. If that is so, the
king has his memorial, and a legacy of water, however unsanitary, is a more beneficial bequest than that of most
kings, a legacy of blood.
If the lives of the shelter dwellers were commemorated in paints, the lives of the ancient and medieval Indian
courts were commemorated in stone, Ever since the historical period commenced, the more powerful kings busily
built temples. Not only were masons necessary, but sculptors: sculpture was essential to a temple, with friezes on
the façade, and large statues for the inner courtyards and shrines. Since temples proliferated all over the country,
thousands of highly talented sculptors must have existed all over the subcontinent for this plethora to be possible.
This is remarkable in itself, especially since India has no subsequent history of noteworthy sculpture.
When the temples were first built they were brightly painted, to stand out at a distance. The coats of paint have
been stripped from the statues by weather and years, so that we see them now devoid, as it were, of their outer
habiliments. They were probably not meant to be seen like this, but it is equally probable that they look better now
than they did when new. The conceptual passion and precision, the delicacy of delineation in the statues,
especially when the number produced was so immense, is incredible. Sculpture in ancient India was by no means
a mechanical art: the elaborate coiffures and rather scanty raiment are precisely portrayed, but the expression, not
only in the faces but the flesh of the statues, reveal deep empathy between the perception of the sculptor and the
properties of his material. If modern European sculptors tend to fight the nature of their medium, the ancient
Indian sculptors seemed to become part of the nature of theirs. They answered the needs of the stone, and the
difficult stone answered them.
The sculptors did not set out to depict the lives of the poor. There was as little room for the problems of the
masses in the temple friezes as there was in the courts. The gods and heroes portrayed in the friezes had to look
physically perfect: the diseased had no place among deities, nor the malnourished among monarchs. The sculptors
conformed to the prevalent idea of physical beauty, that is to say the court ideal. It is difficult to believe that all
the courtiers were as physically perfect as the statues, but the sculptors must have had models. Even today there
are Indian women, though not men, who look like their counterparts in the temples. I personally do not find it
difficult when I encounter such women, to transpose them mentally to a temple frieze: admittedly with no very
devout intentions. I doubt if the intentions of the sculptors differed much from mine.
The sculptors ceased their activities abruptly when the Muslims, who disliked idols, conquered India. By the
fourteenth century, Malwa was Muslim. The conquerors beheaded statues, Hindus, and one another for some
years. The plateau was transformed, not for the first time, into a backdrop for battle. Fortifications were in
fashion, and the hills were strewn with soldiers. Islamnagar, near modem Bhopal, became the capital. Its ruins,
not unreasonably dilapidated, remain: unkempt tombs and desiccated fountains, shabby, silent palaces. By the
nineteenth century Bhopal had supplanted it as the capital. Much of the old city already existed, lying by its lakes
in the forest while its future approached it.
Such a multiplicity of statues existed in the temples and shrines of Bhopal district that it is not peculiar that
many of them have turned up in the city itself, and some in unexpected locations. Two statues of Ganpati are
preserved in a mosque. The compound of the police headquarters contains what are described as “41 images”
fixed in its walls. These date back to the Paramara period, as do the Jain statues and pillars situated behind the
office of a large bank. Whether the statues were found at these sites or brought there seems a little unclear. The
present and past are rather confused in Bhopal: an archaeological map of the city marks, among other historic
sites, the bus stand and the railway station.
The provenance of all the sculptures lying around Bhopal cannot be exactly ascertained, but Madhya Pradesh
has become a state much visited by antique dealers. It abounds in ruined or deserted temples watched over only
by stray dogs and trees, and some of these temples contain sculpture which, if broken off the wall by an expert,
can be profitably disposed of in Delhi or Bombay. Moreover, cultivators sometimes find hacked heads or even
small statues in their fields: terracotta pieces too: and the dealers are ready to buy them. Destitute priests in
unattended temples can be bribed to turn a blind eye if statues are taken from the shrine: so can underpaid
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watchmen. An immense fortune has been smuggled out of the state in art treasures, one exert told me, and more
than half the illegally acquired pieces of temple art in India come from Madhya Pradesh, taken away by thieves.
The difficulty about prevention of theft lies in the size of the state. Some shrines and temples have been
declared national monuments, and are administered and watched over by officers from Delhi: others, protected
monuments, are looked after by the state. But there are a number of sites which have not really been taken
account of, remote and hard to protect which the agents of the dealers are fairly free to plunder. Village temples
are impossible to preserve: the local people, when offered money, are perfectly willing to part with a few chipped
pieces of stone.
“It’s very systematic,” said one officer, “and because the dealers have such a network, very difficult to keep
under control.”
Apart from the thieves of the present, the museums of the world have, in the past, systematically depleted
Madhya Pradesh of its antiquities.
“The British Museum and the Victoria and Albert in London,” an archaeologist remarked bitterly, “have more
pieces from central India than all the museums in Madhya Pradesh. Bharhut, which was a sort of sister to Sanchi,
was destroyed by the French and the British: destroyed in the sense that the best pieces were taken away for
exhibition in the West. Sanchi was protected by the fact that it stood on a hillock and was surrounded by thick
forest. Even so, one of the Napoleons wanted to carry the northern gateway of Sanchi away to a Paris museum.
“The logistics were too difficult for him, luckily. But even Indian museums, all those more than sixty or
seventy years old, have collaborated in destroying the archaeological sites in the state. The total number of ancient
works of art taken out of Madhya Pradesh, not only by unlicensed thieves but by museums, comes to much more
than the total number removed from the rest of India. Apart from all this, there’s excavation. Mortimer Wheeler
said, ‘archaeological excavation is only destruction.’ University students are carelessly issued with licenses to
excavate; and they cause irreparable harm. They aren’t guided properly. For an important operation, you have to
put a knowledgeable surgeon in charge. He’ll do what’s necessary with the least damage. In an archaeological
excavation, much depends on the leader. We are very careful, now, about issuing any licenses for excavation.”
My informant sank back in his office chair, tired after this tirade. A peon brought in a file, which he examined
carefully. He initialed the pages, sent the peon and the file away, and resumed his discourse.
“Now,” he said, “our main task is one of preservation. The rock shelters, for example. The paintings survived
exposure to the weather, but now they are also exposed to the public; who can damage them more quickly and
severely than natural processes could do. We cannot remove them from the shelters. All we can do is to maintain a
photographic record, and find enough money in the budget to keep a proper watch over the shelters. It’s exactly
the same with the shrines and temples. They must be guarded against people as well as natural processes.
Chemists have now been asked to cooperate in the preservation of ancient monuments and prevent more
deterioration.”
Most Indian museums exhibit antiquities without details as to the nature of the site and the physical position of
the objects when they were found, both of which are important to the researcher. So the archaeological department
is trying to ensure that all sites in the state are completely documented before anything is removed from them.
After this they want to start small museums in the Panchayat halls of villages, and to distribute popular literature
and picture books on archaeological sites in Madhya Pradesh to primary schools. The idea is to educate people
into a realization of the importance of old stones, “though,” said the archaeologist frankly, “we aren’t sure
whether this will work.” Full-scale replicas of certain temples have been built in the original materials, and are to
be exhibited at the Gwalior museum. “They will be painted: they’ll look as they originally were.”
The Department of Culture in Madhya Pradesh, under which the archaeological department comes, has allotted
it a budget of Rs. 57.5 lakhs for the 1980-2 period. This is part of what is called, in a rather Wellsian way, The
Sixth Plan for Culture in Madhya Pradesh. The other components of the Plan include various schemes for
teaching and popularizing the arts, and, perhaps more practically, for providing opportunities and money to
indigent artists. According to the blueprint, special efforts are to be made to preserve tribal and folk culture in an
authentic manner. This may be more difficult to do in practice than it would seem to be while its existence is
confined to paper, for the scheme has various aspects, and the doubtless multifarious files it will create will
inundate several different departments and ministries. Everything in life is connected: so is everything in
administration.
*
It is difficult for the administration to know how to deal with the tribals.
“It’s said on the one hand that we must preserve their culture,” said a senior official of the tribal welfare
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department, “and on the other that we must improve and modernize their lives. That means that we have to
introduce them to a new culture. It is as certain as night follows day that this will destroy the old one.”
The problem inherent in all development schemes in the state is that each involves a certain amount of
destruction. A great deal of deforestation has taken place and has benefited irrigation and industry, but not tribal
culture, for it is essentially a forest culture.
It is not only that a number of essential elements of tribal diet disappeared wherever the mixed forest was
lopped down, but the fact that the thinking and behavior of the tribals were created and shaped by the forest. The
forest was a part of their lives, and offered education: effort and money went towards the establishment of schools
and polytechnics in tribal areas. But teachers complained that tribal children, whose parents were illiterate, did not
come from a background that encouraged the educative process: moreover, their thinking patterns were different
from those of other children.
Tribal children, the educators in the field said, were very likely to drop out of the system, never to be scooped
back into it: while they were in it, they impeded the advance of the other children. It was also true that those who
endured the system to the end and acquired posts (often as teachers) thereafter, tended to seek employment in the
towns, and to look down upon the tribal lives they had left. Equally, their people in the forest treated those who
were educated and employed as outcasts. It would take a generation to remove all the barriers: meanwhile, there
was the question of the preservation of tribal culture in, as the Plan stipulated, an authentic manner.
When I was told about all this in Bhopal, I had not yet been to the tribal areas. But I was impressed by the
number of departments involved in the cultural issue: tribal welfare, forestry, and education, directly, and several
others, like irrigation and industry, indirectly. The administrative system, however, is flexible, and absorbs both
present and, anticipatorily, future shock. Its ability to bend is more noticeable than its capacity to break, a legacy
from the British administrative system which is followed in Madhya Pradesh as in every other Indian state. The
system banks on the adaptability and resourcefulness of the officers in the field, without which it could not
survive.
When the state was founded, there was no proper Secretariat: now there is one, Vallabh Bhavan, half a dozen
stories in pink and white sandstone, inhabited by hundreds of ministers and officers and thousands of files.
Herbivorous clerks ruminate at their heaped desks over paan and cups of tea, swap stories in the corridors, or
disappear for hours on unspecified errands. Government service is secure: and in thirty years they will be able to
peg their lives to a pension. Surveying them, it is difficult to see how anything is ever done, though the scene is no
different from that in any other Government office in India. But things are done, and the teleprinters are busy all
day.
This is largely because of the senior officers. I was amazed, in Bhopal, to see that many chose not to take
holidays: “in fact,” one said, “I get more work than usual done on Sundays, because there’s nobody around to
disturb me.” This was in the late afternoon of a weekday, and the clerks had fixed expectant eyes on the clock. At
five precisely, they all rose and left, chattering happily as they went.
“It’s the only time in the day,” said my friend, “when they are particular about punctuality.” He would himself
remain in the office a couple of hours more, so that he could start the next day from a clear desk. His key
personnel would stay with him, voluntarily.
“We have to get things done.”
*
The Vidhan Sabha, or Legislative Assembly, squats with a lowering look in the middle of the new city. It is not
far from the lower lake, and next door to the Aquarium, in both of which places torpid fish, fortunately mute, also
open and close their mouths all day. Madhya Pradesh is for some reason one of the major Indian states without an
Upper House;\fn{Its legislative assembly, however, is bicameral .} but it does not seem to feel the loss much: indeed its
tranquility is, if anything, increased thereby. As the largest Indian state, it has a plentiful supply of MLAs: 320 in
1981. Some come from towns and cities, others are backwoods boys: it is only natural, therefore, that the standard
of debate should be uneven.
Bhopal, in comparison to most other state capitals, is not a very political city. The interests of the people are
confined to local issues, and indeed this is true of most parts of the state, where the political involvement is
largely parochial. A geographer of repute explained this to me:
“Until recently,” she said, “because of the difficulties of transport and terrain, the people in many parts of the
state were isolated, not only physically but mentally. Anything that happened outside their own area didn’t
concern them. Even their social attitudes stayed fixed in the past: stagnant. They may have been curious about the
outside world, but they were also completely insulated from it.”
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Smiling from a sofa, a friend told me a story.
“In the 1980 elections,” he said, “a lady politician badly wanted to spread her party message to the interior of
her constituency. This was a remote area, with no roads, but she was rich. At great expense, she hired a helicopter.
Then she sent a courier to the interior to inform the people of her arrival. She landed in a village and was
delighted: there were hundreds of people there, not only from that village but from every village in the
neighborhood, all cheering and clapping.” I said:
“So it was a worthwhile expense.” My friend replied:
“No. They hadn’t come to see the politician. They had come to see the helicopter.”
Geographical factors have played a very important part in the history of Madhya Pradesh. They have kept
some parts of it isolated from others: also, for centuries, they kept large tracts of what now forms the state isolated
from other parts of India. There were densely forested hills, thought to be the abode of demons, deep streams and
rivers with no way across, no bridge, no ford. Central India, then, acted as a buffer zone, an unknowing keeper of
the peace between north and south. It was very difficult for the fierce northern kings to invade the south, or for the
ambitious southern kings to lead their armies north, over the bulwark of rivers, hills and forests in between.
In my first days in Bhopal, I was immersed in the past: like a medieval pilgrim in the capital of a new land, I
browsed over the rock shelters, the monuments, and the libraries in and around the city. I talked to many people,
and absorbed into myself the aura of huge lands beyond the horizon. A brobdingnagian burden\fn{ Huge burden; after
the Brobdingnags, the mythical race of giants which appear in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726).} of inaction waited to be shed
from my shoulders: like the medieval pilgrim, I wanted to be on my way, though I did not expect anthropophagi
or unicorns to cross my path. Steel mills and tribal polytechnics were more like it, but even these, at a distance,
and still to be seen, acquired an aura of romance. I was ready for the road, and itched to be off.
My photographer and I were accompanied by a senior Government official, P. S. Dhagat. A gentle person, he
often had a rather concerned look about him, understandable enough in anyone forced to accompany me on a long
trip. However, he made some order out of my chaos, and shepherded me through the state with a continual
murmured flow of information on every topic from agriculture to zoology. He had been a journalist and a labor
leader, and a quarter of a century in Government service did not affect his socialism or prevent him from
believing the best of everybody else, often to his undoing.
Because he was so exceedingly unmilitary, I nicknamed him the General. Led by him, we departed into the
distances …
68.61 The Horizon\fn{by Ila Arab Mehta (1938- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
Our apartments are just opposite to each other yet how far apart, how distant they are! I am on the eighth floor
and you on the tenth.
You weren’t staying there before. The doors of the balcony of that apartment used to remain closed. Around
four in the evening, when the sun has moved towards the western horizon, its sparkling golden rays dash against
the large glass doors of the balcony and scatter around. Lying on the sick bed, I look intently at that divine, golden
soul. My weak body is lying bed-ridden, while my thoughts travel to the sun millions of miles away.
But then the sun sinks deep down the horizon. When it disappears sweeping away all its sparkling rays,
everything is enveloped in darkness—my limbs, my whole being, my consciousness—everything melts away in
darkness.
And it is only in these moments of seclusion that I can open my eyes and look at myself. The shadow of death
hides itself away like darkness mingling away in darkness. Very likely, the shadow of death has crept into my
body.
At one time, I used to occupy the high throne, ornate with a thousand rays of the sun. A complete woman! My
beautiful person, then, used to shine in all its splendor. And then … Anoop used to caress my soft glistening hair.
Then …
Anoop enters my room when it is dark.
“Hello.”
“Hello.” Then a brief silence. Anoop clears his throat.
“How do you feel?”
“Well.”
“I have shown the report to Dr. Vimawala.”
“What did he say?”
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“Nothing could be said right now. Everything appears to be normal at the moment.”
How correct! Nothing could be said now. (You see, we have removed the tumor-affected breast. We now have
to arrest the further spread of the malignancy. But there is no cause to worry. Betty Ford had it. Even Mrs.
Rockefeller had it.)
Have I not ceased to be a complete woman? My body is like a flat blank wall.
Anoop seldom moves his eyes away from my face. (And supposing it spreads? Well, don’t think of it. Keep
yourself cheerful. But … I have come to like darkness now. I am no more afraid of getting lost in it.)
I now live alone on a solitary island; like a stump of a fallen tree. When the urn filled with the splendor of the
sun’s golden rays pours out on the large glass doors of the opposite balcony—I keep on asking myself:
“Why did this happen to me? Why to me of all persons? Why only me?
*
And then one day, as if in answer to my question, those doors suddenly opened and I saw you!
It was so unexpected; so incredible! A man standing opposite me looking at me!
A hundred throbs in my heart. The very throbs I used to hear in the dark.
A pile of magazines lay by the side of my bed. Picking up one of the magazines and covering my face with it, I
used to look at you stealthily.
Oh! How I was tossed in a gale as it were! I was seeing a celestial object floating towards me. You weren’t
young. Nor were you old. Tall, well-built, dignified. You stood in the twilight of the setting sun. A complete man.
In ancient times, the stone would have moved; and this amazing world of wondrous colors and fragrance would
have come alive and flown in the veins of the stone. And Ahalya would have seen standing before her eyes Lord
Rama—the complete man.
My body too experienced a mild flutter—like, a slender creeper. swaying by the touch of the wind. Did you
notice it?
Agitated and bashful, I turned on my side and lay with my face to the wall. The wall spread before me—drab
and dull, its color fading in many places. I kept staring at the wall. I don’t know how, but I felt certain that you
were still looking at me. My eyes were glued to the wall but I could feel your eyes.
One evening, once again …
You are there in the balcony as before. Your thoughts surround me from all sides. Who are you? Why were you
looking at me, leaning from your balcony? Yes. You have been looking at me. And with my mind filled with your
image I look at the wall. No mirror hangs on the wall. I would have held you in my eyes, if a mirror had been
fixed there.
I see that the life style of this household, the habits, the arrangement have changed after my operation. I think
man can easily adjust to his new surroundings. Memory is transient, only dreams are eternal.
Yes! my dreams and Anoop’s dreams. But of late, Anoop has been sleeping in the adjoining room. Savita
sleeps in my room. The room facing the sea is occupied by my two sons. Even the strong sea breeze cannot move
the well pasted posters of Bruce Lee and Amitabh Bachhan.
Anoop leaves for his office, children for their school.
“Good- bye Mom.”
“Bye-bye.”
“Well, I am off to the office. I might be slightly late this evening. There is a bridge session at Suresh’s place.
Bye …”
Everyone leaves the shore launching his boat away in the vast sea, once again leaving me alone op the solitary
island.
It’s good in away. The doctor has not held out much hope. I may not be alive tomorrow. But would that matter
at all? This earth will keep on revolving on its axis as ever before. The same old earth; the same old sky and man
an insignificant worm.
And again I see you standing in the balcony in the evening. A sweet tremor like what one experiences while
taking a dip in a running stream runs through my body. I used to feel very lonely in the evenings. But now I don’t.
Someone has flung a handful of golden rays of the setting sun towards me.
“Won’t you stand in the balcony tomorrow as well?”
Tomorrow!
I wash my hair in the morning, and comb it lightly.
“Good-bye Mom.”
“Bye, Rakesh dear.” I leave my bed to see him off. How it glows—his dainty little face! I give him a warm
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kiss. I know you aren’t standing in the balcony. I am sure, however, you will be there in the evening, looking at
me. How long would you keep on looking at a woman who stares all the time at the wall before her—a woman
who has been waiting to die? Perhaps you are not aware of my imminent death. You seem to be looking only at a
woman.
I am standing at the doorstep today to bid good-bye to everyone.
“Madam, please go and lie down,” Savita says reproachfully.
I ignore her and keep on moving about the house. I have been wanting to tell death which has been hiding in
an unknown dark corner, “I am a beautiful woman—do you know that?”
Anoop came to my room late in the evening. He pulled a chair and sat by the side of my bed. I was frightened a
bit and glanced toward your balcony. But you had gone inside. Yes, you were very sensible. The sprouting of the
soft green blades of grass, blossoming of a flower, transformation of a larva into a colorful butterfly: how intimate
these happenings are! Who can be a witness to them, except some unseen elements of nature? The throbbing of
my heart when you opened the glass doors of your balcony every evening: that too was personal, wasn’t it?
*
“Can you do me a favor? Send for a carpenter tomorrow.”
“Why?”
“I want a mirror fixed on this wall.”
“A mirror?”
“Please get it done tomorrow morning.”
“Why this sudden hurry?”
I parried the question. The blank wall, with its fading color, could hardly reflect the rising or the setting sun; it
remained flat, bereft of any emotion and wore darkness as it came. I wanted a mirror fixed on it—to catch the
reflection of the golden rays of the sun spreading on the glass doors of the opposite balcony.
I was rudely shocked when the mirror was fixed. I too looked like a flat wall, wearing darkness over me, didn’t
I? Was that my face? The gown with its fading print hung over my body, as if over a hunger. And that evening
when you came out and stood in the balcony my mirror caught your reflection.
I saw you and me side by side in the mirror.
Which are your favorite colors? I pulled a sari of pale blue color from the wardrobe and slipped in the
adjoining room for a while.
Do you ever think about women? About the colors of saris women wear?
Oh! … Who are you? Why do you live there alone? Tell me, every evening, when you stand in the balcony,
don’t you feel like having someone by your side—someone to talk to, to quarrel and get angry with and someone
to entreat?
In the, afternoon I have a wash and gently rub my face with cream. My face, moist with fragrance of the
cream, smiles at me.
Anoop enters unhesitatingly and we talk till late in the night. We talk about the future.
Yes, about the future. We have got it back today after three long months. We plan to go to Nepal with the
children to spend the next vacations.
Anoop quickly gets a couple of timetables. Like every woman in the world I cannot read any timetable. Anoop
can read as every man in the world. He can not only read but also understand.
Anoop has a hearty laugh when I make that observation. The mirror reflects the laughter. When two mirrors are
held against each other, nothingness spreads between them. Once someone stands before the mirror, the past, the
present and the future come alive and spread before him.
I am awake even after Anoop has gone to bed. I think about Anoop, the children and the trip to Nepal. Like the
drone of the tanpura resonating all through the varied patterns of alap, you too resonate all through the fabric of
my being. Are you aware of that?
*
I was in the kitchen before it was time for the children to return from the school. I got busy preparing snacks
for them despite Savita’s protests.
The door opened with the usual bang. Children rushed into the kitchen. For a moment they stood in surprised
hesitation to see me in the kitchen. The next moment they eagerly helped themselves with the snacks.
“Why don’t you have a wash, children?”
With their mouths full they rushed to the bathroom, spilling more water on the floor than using it. Anoop who
had just then returned from his office, barely saved himself from slipping. He thundered:
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“Who has splashed water in the bathroom?”
The children caught hold of me and slipped behind me. Yes, I felt f was picking up the thread of life from
where I had left. During dinner Anoop mentioned:
“Ah! I forgot to tell you that one of our neighbors is coming for dinner tomorrow.”
“Who?”
“One who stays on the tenth floor in the opposite building. He was in my office today, for some work. I invited
him to dinner tomorrow.”
My heart beat fast. Were they my heartbeats? A quiver went through my body as though I were a girl on the
threshold of youth. There was a lump in my throat. He is to come.
And the next evening you stood not in the balcony but at my doorstep! Our eyes met for a split moment.
Neither light nor shade—it is some divine glow spreading on the earth. It was a bright pleasant evening, a twilit
world as some poet has described it. We sat opposite each other in this heavenly atmosphere. I felt a strange
trepidation in my heart. I said a prayer:
“Let not a false word be uttered to defile this divine atmosphere!”
But my fear was misplaced, I now realize. In the close vicinity of the one who emits soulful vibrations from a
distance, I am experiencing life’s fulfillment; like a dip in Ganga’s waters.
Rather unwittingly, we are carried away by your talk—very natural, yet extraordinary, full of repartee and
highly intellectual. You have lived in Bangalore for a long time. You are not a typical Bombayite though you have
now settled here. You never mention the usual topics Bombayites discuss vociferously—the current rate of
ownership flats, accommodation on square foot basis, the slum nuisance, the useless T.V. programmes and things
like that. You talk about pleasant weather and flowers, about temples of the South. Your city comes alive from
your words and Anoop cannot help asking you:
“You may not have liked leaving Bangalore to come and settle down here. Bombay is a jungle of concrete.
Won’t you agree?” You chuckle a bit and say:
“No, not so Anoop. You don’t have the beautiful trees and flowers of Bangalore, I agree. But to compensate, I
have got something equally beautiful.”
My heart throbs!
“What’s that?”
“The sea. I can see it filling the entire horizon from the balcony of my apartment. It’s a wonderful sight. After
returning from my office every evening I look at the sea for long hours. As the sun sets, I see its varied hues
reflected in the waters; I see the restless waves and as they tumble on the sands on the shore. The fierce movement
of the waves and the calm of the shore. I feel they symbolize life.”
You stop talking. My eyes remain glued to the floor. A few drops slide through them like saline waters of the
sea. You stand at the doorstep taking leave of us. I return to my lonely room like Ahalya returning to her cottage
after bidding farewell to Lord Rama. Anoop says:
“A remarkable person! And how strange? Oh, hell—we have never bothered to look at the sea although we
have been here for years.” And then suddenly with a twinkle in his eyes, he turns to me:
“Come, let us look at the sea.”
We open the window of the children’s room and keep on looking at the sea. The rays of the room dance on the
waves. I utter a sigh. A sweep of sea breeze sends a quiver through my body. The entire ocean rushes towards me,
drenches me, drags me, drowns me and then again holding me gently on the crest of a wave flings me back on the
shore. I go on expanding, like the sea filling the horizon.
236.104 Excerpt from Chakori: A Novel\fn{by Chandrasekhara Kambar (1938- )} Ghodageri Village, Belegavi
District, Karnataka State, India (M) 9
1
Om. We invoke the Shivalinga of Savalgi
Who is the basis of Origin
And pleading with Him, the Lord who is the Sound incarnate,
To show us Truth, we begin our story.
*
We are the Dreams,
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We belong to all times and all spaces
Are of all ages and all minds;
We are the Dreams alive from primordial times.
Gathered together,
On the evening of Maha Shivaratri,
In the yard of the Yakshi temple,
And in the Great Darkness of the new moon,
Dark as the locks of Lord Shiva of Savalgi,
We narrate the story of Chandamutta, the great artist,
And Lord Shiva himself listens as we tell this tale
Which will keep us awake the whole night;
Those of you who have faith and devotion,
Come here
And listen.
Salutations to the feet of Chandamutta,
Who has borne on his head
The divine foot of Hampi Virupaksha
Seated on the Eduru Basava,
And the divine Mother Pampamma.
Salutations to the divine feet of
Siddarameswara Swami of Savalgi.
Salutations to the feet of father
Basavanneppa and mother Chennamma
Of the Visvakarma clan.
We now sing the story
In the form of a poem.
*
Those who have not seen Shiva
Come here and listen to the story of one who has.
The Lord himself has declared:
Those who tell this story
And those who listen to it and
Utter the name of Shiva
A thousand times,
Will be liberated from all their karma
And all their desires will be fulfilled.
*
A thousand times we have narrated, O Shiva
The story of Chandamutta,
And a thousand times we have listened to it, O Shiva
And we have lived that song a thousand times, O Shiva
Once again we shall narrate it as
A new poem set to new tunes
*
The generations to come
May prosper.
We sing so that
Lord Shiva of Savalgi himself
Should nod admiringly, “Quite so”;
So that the story may enter deep
Into the hearts of the faithful
And illumine their minds.
*
O Lord, let our song
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Shower like flowers
At your all-giving feet
And on the hearts of the faithful.
2
During that primordial time, when the world of Shiva was a world of shining light, whole and complete, Lord
Shiv a was happily engaged in tapas and meditation. Having meditated continuously for an eternity, he found
himself utterly bored one day. So to amuse himself he looked at his face reflected in the nectar that was held in a
small cup tied to his waist. Extremely happy at what he saw and desiring to create another one in the same image,
he cut off the left part of his body and called that part Adi Maya and she became his playmate. He soothed the
wound of his cut by pouring nectar on it and gave some to Adi Maya too to apply on her wound.
But she was unable to hold the cup and dropped it, spilling the nectar. Shiva was angered, and in great fury he
told Adi Maya that she had better wait till she was old and wise enough to handle the nectar. He then placed it
safely in an inner room of his house.
“Look, Adi Maya,” Shiv a said, “play as you wish, and wherever you wish, but do not ever open the doors of
the inner room of Great Darkness.” Warning her thus Shiva went back to his meditation.
As he closed his eyes to meditate, Adi Maya who could not contain her curiosity, opened the door of the inner
room. In a moment, the Great Darkness contained in the room rushed out and began to spread all over Shiva’s
world of brightness and light.
When Shiva learnt of the disaster he wished to retrieve at least a portion of his world from this Darkness. He
cut off that portion of Shivaloka that was enveloped in darkness and flung it away. Adi Maya, who was screaming
for help in the inner room, found herself falling along with that part of the world submerged in the Great
Darkness.
The nether half of the world that was cut off thus was not to be found anywhere. Naming a spark of his third
eye as the sun, Shiva commanded him to search for Adi Maya. The sun looked for her everywhere; he would rest
when he was tired, only to resume the search all over again. The time he took for the search became the day and
the time he rested became the night. In this way the movement of time continued and days, weeks, months,
seasons, years and ages went by.
Meanwhile, Adi Maya, who remained in the nether half of the world of Shiva, looked around her. What was
there to see? If you looked up you saw the sky and if you looked down you saw yourself. The wound caused by
the cut from Shiva still burned. Desiring to become one with Shiva, Adi Maya looked up anxiously and grew
restless. Her melancholy knew no bounds. Ages passed and as she did not have the nectar any more, her body
collapsed and eventually she died. Then …
The swollen parts of Adi Maya’s body
Became the hills and mountains,
Her perspiration and tears
Became the brooks, rivers and the drops of rain,
Her breath
Became the winds.
Thus the world of mortals
Was created.
As all this happened
An eternity went by.
Adi Maya was reborn as the cow, Punyakoti, on this very earth and gave birth to eighty-four hundred thousand
varieties of life starting with an ant and ending with an elephant. It happened thus:
In the beginning there was a forest.
There was a cave in that forest.
In that cave was the calf Punyakoti,
The heroine of our story.
*
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She was sad because she had no child.
She was sad because of the relentless silence of the days and
She was sad because of the sleep that filled the nights.
She was sad because she was bored.
Then, while she slept/she had a dream.
*
In the blue depth of the skies
A magic silver cup shone bright
And disappeared pouring down,
The milk of moonlight.
The mind of Punyakoti was stirred
By the primordial desire for union
And she woke up.
*
By and by, life in the forest
Became dull;
Her eyes, burning red with desire,
Rained tears,
She looked up
And thought deep down in her mind about
How and when she could get that magic cup.
She sat alone, brooding
And her horns brushed against the walls of the cave.
*
The scratch marks became the images
Of the trees that bear flowers and fruit,
Of the birds that twitter,
And of the bull that is tall as the hills
Grazing in the green fields of the upper half of Shivaloka.
This was her devotion to Shiva and his ways.
*
By her devotion
The image of the bull
Was filled with the vigor
Of Nandisha of the heavens.
Red sparks rained from the eyes of the Jogi Bull,
And he breathed smoke from his swollen nostrils,
Kicked his feet to raise mountains of dust,
Bellowed and waited.
Suddenly he advanced and climbed over
The cow in heat and indulged in sexual sport.
The milk in the silver cup of his trunk
Overflowed and
He disappeared into the skies!
*
Her body trembling and covered in sweat
The great mother came to herself slowly.
She collected the spilt milk in a pot
And put it safely in a vessel tied
To the ceiling by a rope,
And waited.
*
As time passed Punyakoti
Became the mother cow,
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The mother of the trees and plants and crops
The religion of green flourished because of her.
One after another
She had a hundred and one living creatures
Thus was made a world that was abuzz with the sounds of creation.
Afterwards, eighty-four hundred thousand forms of life took their birth, but the world became a grinding mill
of sorrows as these creatures cried from hunger. Do you know what this Adi Maya then did?
To protect her children she poured her milk and blood, growing weak and wasting away in the process. Her
body dried up and she lay limp in a well twelve leagues deep. And there she remained as another ten eternities
went by.
In the other world, as Lord Shiva sat in deep meditation, a drop of sweat trickled down his forehead and fell on
the earth. And from that drop was created the Mortal Man. After blessing the Mortal Man with the boon to enjoy
life on earth, Shiva returned to his meditation, closing his eyes once again. But the Mortal Man soon tired of a life
without a companion and prayed till the Great God appeared before him, pleased with his devotion. The Mortal
Man, his hands folded, pleaded with Shiva thus:
Listen Father, I have no woman in the house,
I have no cattle in the sheds,
Tell me, how can I live alone?
Shouldn’t you grant me some support?
To this request Lord Shiva replied thus:
Man, born of my flesh!
In the underworld called Atala, Vitala and Patala,
The Magic Woman of the Mountains Adi Maya has taken her birth
And now lives in a molehill.
A Satan Serpent called Purushamriga keeps a watch on her.
Conquer the serpent; marry Adi Maya
And begin your family life.
Thus blessed, the Mortal Man received from Lord Shiva a fistful of hair plucked from his body which he was
to use in the event of trouble. The Lord then disappeared.
Following the Lord’s instructions, the Mortal Man came to the rim of the well that took one to the underworld
Patala, and entered it in search of the Magic Woman.
Suddenly he saw before him the Satan Serpent called Purushamriga! He had eyes which were as bright and
dazzling as the sun. There were long strands of hair on his body that looked like thorns. Encircling the molehill
palace that was a hundred leagues across, Purushamriga raised his hood, taking in the fresh smell of man. Even
before the Mortal Man could say, “O Lord Shiva, what shall I do?” he found himself on the tongue of
Purushamriga. Just as you would play with a betel nut in your palms, Purushamriga played with the Mortal Man
on his tongue and was about to push him down his jaws when the Mortal Man remembered the hairs that Shiva
had given him.
He threw the hairs down, and lo and behold, each hair became a thousand Shivalingams and the unseen bells
of the heavens began to chime! Immediately Purushamriga spat out the Mortal Man and began to go nine times
around each Lingam in prayerful devotion. Seizing this opportunity, the Mortal Man ran inside the palace of the
molehill. He broke open the seven gates and there was the Magic Woman of the Mountains weaving a cloth!
The Mortal Man was utterly charmed by her beauty. He conveyed to her the order of Shiva. Hearing this the
Magic Woman of the Mountains blushed and turned red as red-hot iron, and gave him a piece of the cloth she was
weaving. And then, hurrying, she picked up the two horns—the horns that belonged to her from her previous birth
as Punyakoti—and ran to the door of Patala with the Mortal Man.
The Mortal Man let the Magic Woman of the Mountains climb up before him. Then, just as he was trying to
climb the wall, throwing his right hand and right leg over it, the Satan Serpent came there and began to pull at his
left hand and left leg which were still in the region of the underworld! So, the left half of the Mortal Man was in
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the grip of Purushamriga, while his right half was in the hands of the Magic Woman of the Mountains! She uttered
the name of Lord Shiva and kneeling down, pulled at the Mortal Man, tugging at his right hand and right leg with
all her might. Then suddenly, there was a noise—like that of tender wood being tom. She fell back as if a rope she
had been pulling at had suddenly given away. Panic-stricken, she saw that the right half of the Mortal Man—his
right hand, right leg and the right half of his face—had come off in her hands! He was cut along his spine and was
bleeding from head to trunk. Seeing this, the Magic Woman of the Mountains screamed in terror.
The Lord of the world, Shiva, saw all this from above and ordered the Sun God who shone over the world from
the blue skies to go and help the Mortal Man. The Sun God came down and poured the dazzling light of his red
eyes over the right-halved Mortal Man and look, the incomplete body became whole! The Mortal Man came to
life as if waking from sleep and in gratitude, he bowed down to the Sun God, touching the earth with his head.
The Sun God gave him his blessings for a life of happiness with the Magic Woman of the Mountains. And then
the Sun God set.
However, there was another problem at night. The Satan Serpent was left with the left half of the Mortal Man
but could not eat what he had got as the body was cut and incomplete. So he spat this half-body out onto the earth.
Now Lord Shiva called the Moon God who was hiding behind his tangled hair and ordered him to go and help
that half of the Mortal Man which had been spat out. The Moon God poured his moonlight on that amputated half
and lo and behold, the Mortal Man came back to life yet again. His task completed, the Moon God went back to
his abode in the tangled hair of Shiva after blessing the Mortal Man with a happy life.
There were now two Mortal Men where there was only one before. The one who got his life from the Sun God
became the elder brother, the one who got his life from the Moon God became the younger brother. But they had a
quarrel—who should possess the Magic Woman of the Mountains? Lord Shiva appeared and said that the Magic
Woman of the Mountains belonged to both the brothers and that they should share their possession equally.
He then closed the door to the underworld, spreading a black blanket over it. He made the elder brother sit over
it facing north, made the younger brother sit facing south, and settled the Magic Woman of the Mountains
between them. He handed them the silver staff of authority and blessed them saying:
Live
Great among men
But be humble before God.
So saying, he went away to his world of brightness and light.
From this point of time began the routine commerce of daily life in the world. The two brothers built a
settlement where there was enough work to do and enough food to eat. They also built a cowshed where they
raised cattle and sheep in the name of Punyakoti and had milk, butter and ghee. They founded the clan of
cowherds and shepherds.
But the quarrel between the two brothers had not ended. They ignored the commands of Lord Shiva and each
one claimed that the Magic Woman of the Mountains belonged only to himself. It thus happened that the Magic
Woman of the Mountains was forced to live with the one who claimed her at the moment. She was distraught not
knowing “how to walk in two ways at once”, and prayed to Shiva for help. Once again, Lord Shiva descended on
the earth. He gave the left horn of Punyakoti to the elder brother and the right horn to the younger brother and
settled their dispute. Not only that, the Lord also prepared a written document in which he recorded that the right
over the woman during the day belonged to the elder brother while the right over her at night rested with the
younger brother; that the lineage of the elder brother would be called the Clan of the Sun and the lineage of the
younger brother the Clan of the Moon; that the day has one truth and the night has many truths; that the Magic
Woman of the Mountains should spend the day with the elder brother and the night with the younger brother. To
make sure that the agreement was honored by the brothers, Shiva appointed the sun and the moon as the guardians
of the agreement.
But even this did not settle the dispute. One violated the realm and time of the other. The three of them
quarreled so much that Lord Shiva was irritated and after capping the earth with a lid called the sky he returned to
his own world. Now Lord Shiva was no longer there to listen to their complaints and settle their disputes. If
earlier the brothers quarreled for the Magic Woman of the Mountains, they now began to quarrel in the name of
the sun and the moon, who were the gods of the two clans.
Once, in an attempt to frighten the younger brother, the elder brother blew the horn that had come into his
possession. It sounded like “Heem” and even before he could put it down, out of the horn’s sound flowed the
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knowledge of making fire, of making weapons, and of winning wars with weapons. The elder brother had sixtyfour kinds of knowledge with him now and was extremely happy. He danced in joy.
Now the younger brother also wanted to blow his horn. He did so and it sounded like “ Om”, and even before
he could put it down, from the horn’s sound came twenty-seven Arts—like music and literature—along with us,
the Dreams.
But the Sun God and the elder brother didn’t like us, the Dreams and the Arts. When we were happy at night in
the cool light of the Moon God, the Sun God sent lightning and thunder and the kinds of knowledge which could
threaten the Arts. The Arts were frightened and sought unknown places to hide in. The Magic Woman of the
Mountains grew anxious and sent the Wind God to bring them back, but the Wind God failed to do so. Then the
Moon God was asked to protect the Arts. In order to protect them from the anger of the Sun God, the Moon God
decided to acquire for himself the nectar from Lord Shiva for two weeks and then give it to the Arts so that they
too could become immortal. The day on which the Moon God lay sated with the nectar was called the full moon
day, and the day on which he was emptied of the nectar, having given it to the Arts came to be called the new
moon day.
Six and three—that is nine—eternities were over now. But the brothers’ desire for revenge was far from over.
In addition to this desire for revenge was the desire for evil. The brothers tortured and cursed each other, they
tried to possess, usurp and steal the silver staff of authority, they committed murders. Thus they lived.
Here we conclude the prologue, and now sow the seed of the story.
*
At the foot of the hill, is a great settlement called Shivapura where Macha and Sirilakki of the Clan of the
Moon lived. They had seven sheds full of cattle and seven sheds full of sheep. They were rich but issueless. So
they prayed to Lord Shiva to grant them a child, they built temples for the Bhutas, they offered food and clothes
for the poor, yet they had no child to call their own. They then turned to the guru of their clan, who told them that
they were childless because of the anger of the Yakshi. So, on a full moon day, they made a mandala\fn{A circle}
in the yard of their house, put a bronze pot in the centre of this mandala, and invoked the Yakshi to grace it. They
then tied a heifer on one side of the mandala and offered a fertile hen on the other side, lit a lamp and offered to
observe five festivals for the sake of the Yakshi. The Yakshi accepted their offerings and in due course, Sirilakki
became pregnant.
The couple offered worship to the Mother Goddess on the hill for Sirilakki’s safe delivery. On an auspicious
Monday, which was also a full moon day, at an auspicious hour, Sirilakki gave birth to a baby boy. The moment
the child was born, the father sounded the bells with onions and dispelled the evils with the rite of cutting the
umbilical cord. After three days the couple purified the house, observed sixteen types of purificatory rites ten
nights later, and named the baby Chandamutta. They then handed him over to the Goddess Shetvi, the Mother
Goddess, so that she could inscribe the child’s fate on his forehead.
Days passed by. The child drank milk from his mother’s breast and crawled, he ate rice and learnt to sit up.
Even as Chandamutta the child grew into a boy, Macha, his father, was killed by the dagger of revenge. Widowed
young, Sirilakki could now no longer adorn herself with bangles, or bordered saris, or vermilion on the forehead.
She was just Lakkabbe, both father and mother to the child. She taught him the trade of the clan, gave a thread for
his waist, anklets for his feet and rings for his ears. When she discovered that Chandamutta had an ear for music,
she asked the guru of the clan to teach him to play the flute.
Chandamutta soon became a young man ready for marriage, but mischievous like a child, he often went off
with his friends to tend the cattle and sheep.
3
It was evening. Abbe hummed a familiar tune And pounded the grain. Then came the winds of magic and the
rains of wonder. In the tender twilight of the evening the marriage of the Yakshi took place And the sun went
down in the west.\fn{This entire chapter has been rendered as prose turned into verse. I have re-prosified the verse; not one single
word has been altered:H}
Abbe stood waiting at the door, gazing at the forest path, looking for her son who had not yet returned. The
cattle came and went to their sheds. The son came too, but, not saying even a word to his mother, not leading the
cows to their shed, removed his footwear, threw away to a comer the blanket on his shoulder, and the bag, and the
flute and his staff. He went straight to his cot and threw himself down.
Abbe heaved a hot sigh as if burning coal had been poured into her womb.
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“Chandamutta, my child, Chandamutta, take off your soiled clothes and wash yourself, son,” she said. The son
who usually responded thrice if he was called once did not utter a word today.
He has no father, or even brothers, whom shall I ask what has happened to my son? Abbe thought and prayed
to the Goddess of the hills. The friends of Chandamutta came there, having sent their cows to their sheds.
“Hey you, Kencha, and Decha. You must know better, please tell me, why is my son silent? He hasn’t talked to
me, he hasn’t taken off his soiled clothes, he seems to be sad and is lying down quietly. Whatever has happened to
him? Who has scolded him.”
“We too don’t know, mother,” said the boys. “We don’t know the reason.” But they told her what had
happened.
“Today, just as he does every day, Chandamutta played on the flute. It was evening and the music he played
was sheer magic. With their ears pricked up to listen, eyes dreaming, even the cows were enchanted. And they
slept quietly in the cool shade of the trees. Not just the cattle and us, his friends, even the trees and plants danced
to his tune today.
“Later, while the cattle slept we, the boys, amused ourselves in games and fun. Well, we wanted to play the
game of marriage. And we declared him to be the bridegroom. But Chandamutta didn't agree. He tried to escape
from us, and ran away into the woods.
“We searched for him. There, where the three roads meet Chandamutta was standing; under a tender banyan
her tree, staring at an old statue of stone.
“Perhaps some angel of the skies drawn by the magic of Chandamutta’s flute had come down to earth and
stood transfixed, now turned to stone upon hearing our voices, so we thought. She was a little virgin, her face was
pure and bright, and she had the look of an expert hunter. She stood erect and taut like a bow and though she was
a statue of stone every part of her seemed alive!
“We agreed that the statue should be the bride, and declared the marriage of Chandamutta. We made a garland
of amritavalli and asked him to put it round the neck of the statue. He did as told.
“Oh, mother! How can we ever describe the wonder of that moment! We heard from somewhere the auspicious
music of marriage. The magic wind touched us with all its strength. We saw the eyes of the horizon flashing with
a sudden bright light. The plants, the trees and the creepers opened their eyelids. And on the floor of the woods we
saw a colourful rangoli made of flowers. The earth was thrilled. We felt it as the blades of grass kissed our feet.
Birds of many colours, unable to contain their enthusiasm, tittered in joy. The peacocks danced with pleasure.
That tender young banyan tree which had a bright ring of green light around it; that young shining tree which
ached with its many pleasures and immersed the birds in the luxury of sensuous pleasures; that tree on which we
feasted our eyes: we wondered what had happened to it now.
“Had some angel filling the tree with her joy, made it sing? We wondered. While all this was happening, our
friend Chandamutta stood there oblivious to the world around him.”
“What is this you say, children?”
“Yes, mother. He seemed lost. His eyes looked heavy with dreams. His cheeks were flushed, his whole body
showed the thrill of some intoxication. We gently touched his shoulder, and shook him.
“Then, recovering, he looked at us. His eyes had the light of the other world in them. He seemed to have
returned unwillingly to earth. He recognized us. But, for a moment, he was completely lost.
“Immediately he began to shed tears. Afraid, we asked him why he was treating us like strangers, and whatever
had happened to him. [He said:]
“‘Someone called me. Someone entered my heart. Someone moved within my mind in bliss, and disappeared
without appearing.’ [We said:]
“‘Why didn’t you let us hear whatever you had heard? Come, you crazy fellow, don’t shed tears.’ [He said:]
“‘I heard the jingling anklets, but I didn’t see the feet. The angel of the pleasure of sound danced like a doll in
a dome of emptiness.’ [We said:]
“‘Talk not like this, words without the thread of reason. Why do you stand like this, feeling anxiety at every
word?’
“However much we tried, we couldn’t find out the secret of his sorrow. The magic wind came again, and the
rains. We were separated. Now we are happy that he is safe in his house. This is the story, mother.”
The mother’s heart ached as she listened to the friends of her son. Chanting the name of Shiva the Truthful,
she went into the house to see her son.
4
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Abbe went to the cot on which her son slept. Her eyes searched for him as her feet groped in the darkness.
“O Chandamutta, my son,” she called out, then—her feet touched the head of her sleeping son. She sat down
by his side and touched his forehead with trembling hands. Her son’s body was burning with fever.
“Oh, my son!” she cried out and prepared a hot potion for him to drink. Then she took him to the cot and put
him to sleep. Was it a ghost or a devil that was troubling her son? She prayed to the Moon God, the God of her
clan, and took an oath that she would offer garlands of jasmine and fresh meat to him if her son got well before
daybreak.
As Chandamutta slept, we, the Dreams, came out. We, who were hiding behind the green leaves hidden by
colourful flowers, or the magic Dreams that play with the moon and the stars in the blue sky, all of us in the
vicinity gathered around the eyes of Chandamutta and divided our work amongst ourselves:
“You, spread the stars all over the sky, and make a festival of lights. You go and bring the moon, but don’t
disturb the locks of Lord Shiva’s hair; and place him in the blueness of the sky.
“You—go and gather the winds from the world of the moon and make them blow gently here; remember that
the winds should bring incomparable pleasures with them and the fragrance of the flowers of the meadows. Bring
the sleeping Chandamutta to the woods. Bring him gently, and let him see happy sights and wonders.
“Where is the Yakshi? Where is she who relates the worlds and makes them merge into one? Let her youth be
graced by the bliss of the other worlds. Let her lotus feet, with her anklets tinkling, bring her straight to the
woods.
“Did she come near Chandamutta? Did their eyes meet? Were their gazes entwined? Did their happiness
bloom? Did their bodies bathe in the thrill? If so, then listen to the song of Chandamutta”:
Who lurked here?
Who has come to our region without my knowing it?
Who came here sporting
And forgot the way back
And made my heart wonder?
She with a slender waist
And face like a lotus,
Has the majesty and presence of the other world.
Her nose is like the champak flower,
Her eyes are the colour of the lotus petal,
And flowers drop from her hair
As she bows with the heaviness of her breasts.
*
She stood near me, looking down
There were beads of perspiration on her forehead.
Fragrance of flowers unknown spread everywhere
And she stirred and came to me
From the horizon.
Was she a frightened deer
Or the daughter of a god?
Who could know the truth?
*
It was like some new and fresh moon
Descending onto the earth,
It was like a desire fulfilled,
It was like a gream tumbling down
From the peak of pleasure.
*
The girl flashed her lashes,
It was like lightning,
Like a fountain shooting up suddenly.
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But by then, Abbe came there to wake her son who had gone to sleep on an empty stomach. She caressed his
curly hair so we, the Dreams, hurriedly gave up our designs and, grabbing the Yakshi from the closed eyes of
Chandamutta, ran away.
Why did you wake me up?
Why did you separate the moon from my eyes?
Chandamutta began to weep. The mother’s heart trembled at the severity of her son’s tone.
“Wake up my son, were you dreaming?” she asked, touching his shoulder.
“The moon was swimming in the bright moonlight. I had caught him with my eyes but you came and woke me
up. He has now descended from my eyes to my heart,” he said, clutching his chest.
Abbe’s happiness burned out like an ember. She decided to visit the guru of the clan the very next day. Feeling
that she ought to take fresh vows in the name of God, she moved towards the idol of the Moon God located in a
small niche in the wall.
5
The morning star appeared in the sky. Abbe woke up before cockcrow. Picking up the broom she cleaned the
yard. She took out the dung and the waste from the cowshed and threw it out. She brushed her teeth, took a bath
in the pond and put on fresh clean clothes. She then lit a ghee lamp for the God of her clan. She did not milk the
buffaloes or let the calves drink milk from the cows, but looked anxiously at her son still sleeping on the cot.
Praying to God to protect her son, she rushed to the guru of the clan who was considered the Elder of the whole
earth.
The guru had finished with all the rituals of the morning. He had spread a black blanket on a three-legged seat
and was deep in thought. The previous night he had had a dream. His eyes reflected his worry. Just then, Abbe
came there and fell at his feet, seeking his protection.
“My son, after returning from the woods, didn’t speak to me, or eat, or change his clothes, but has just fallen
asleep.”
“Relax, my child. Tell me the whole story.” Standing there, hands folded in reverence, Abbe narrated her
plight.
Yesterday while playing
The children of the village
Performed a mock-marriage
Of my son with a statue.
*
Whether it was the magic wind
Or the Yakshi fever
Something that should not have happened
Happened to my son.
*
He is my son, true.
But is he not your disciple too?
Didn’t you teach him holding him by the hand?
Didn’t you impart the art of music to him?
Didn’t you give him education?
*
Now should his life be ruined?
We have no one else but you,
For us you are equal to God.
Please protect us.
*
He used to reply thrice
If I called him once.
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Now he doesn’t even recognize me.
He just came home and slept.
If I wake him up
He moves his hands and feet in the air,
He murmurs broken words.
I don’t know if it is some magic or some curse.
She then made a vow:
O Goddess Mother of the hills,
I’ll offer milk and rice every Tuesday,
I’ll offer you chicken and sheep.
Please let my son be as before.
But the guru sat quietly.
“Oh! Oh! You are not saying anything!” wailed Abbe.
The guru understood her anguish. As he turned towards the hills and was about to utter a prayer, a messenger
came to the door, tapped the earth with his stick, touched his feet and said,
“Guru.”
“Who are you?” the guru asked.
“The Hegde has sent for you. Wherever you are, and whatever you may be doing, you are to come at once and
meet him.” The guru turned to Abbe and said,
“The Goddess Mother of the hills will look after you. You need not worry. Do not say anything rude to your
son. I will come and make Chandamutta speak.”
And as Abbe touched his feet he placed his hands on her head and blessed her. He took the vermilion from his
bag, smeared some of it on her forehead and blew some of it in the direction of the hills, saying, “O Goddess
Mother of the hills,” and then he set off. …
236.324 As Days Roll On\fn{by Anima Dutta (1938- )} Sivasagar, Sibsagar District, Assam State, India (F) 5
Like today, I often spend solitary evenings sitting on the verandah at the back of our house. Usually, at this
hour there is nobody in the house. Neither my busy husband who is forever occupied in his work, nor my children
Kollol and Kingkini. Nor, of course, Pallav who lives across seven seas in a land totally alien to me. And not even
our servant Dhaniram who sojourns out during this hour of the day.
I sit alone, immersed in myself. They say I am an introvert. And that an introvert is a sick person. Maybe I am.
In the evenings the women in our neighbourhood come out for a stroll on the street. Though well within the city,
this quiet area where we live is an out of the way place. The road in front of these houses that nestles against the
hills is still and empty. And the absence of the usual rush and roar of traffic makes it ideal for these evening
ramblings.
I, however, never go out for a stroll. There had been times when I used to, but nowadays I simply have no
desire to do so. Every day, at dusk, I sit alone and gaze at the hills behind our house. And a sharp pang of
loneliness and emptiness envelopes me.
Yet these moments are mine; these belong to me totally. For these are moments when I do not have to do
anything for anyone, when I am free to look back at those bygone days and to take stock of the cheques and
balances in my life, to weigh the gains and losses, to think only about myself.
Suddenly the dulcet tones of birds pierce my loneliness, breaking my reverie. Their gay chirping and
playfulness only bring in a note of nostalgia—what Tagore had called “the ache of memories”. On the drumstick
tree at the foot of the hill, on the amla tree, and on the variegated foliage of these low woods I call see alighting a
couple or two of birds resplendent in their many-hued plumage. The jade-winged, red-beaked woodpecker, the
blue kingfisher, the whistling magpie-robin, the petite tailorbird, the plump, ash-coloured shrike prancing and
hopping from branch to branch, from bough to bough. Sometimes I catch a glimpse of an oriole, its plumage
awash in the amber rays of the setting sun.
The hills too are bathed in amber. Oftentimes, drowned in myself in that heady atmosphere, I am caught
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unawares by the evening stealthily closing in on me. The rising moon takes a peep at me through the gossamer
leaves of the amla tree. A whisper of wind escapes through the leaves and caresses me. The entire ambience is one
I am most familiar with. And, as I watch the scenery, my whole being is engulfed with the ache of memories.
These are not the pangs of lost love but a nostalgic yearning that seems to grow forever in this autumn of my
life—an aching longing for the golden days of my childhood and youth, for those days unfettered by worries and
anxieties of any kind. And that is the world I hold closest to my heart.
A mature spring has generously endowed the environs of our house and the front garden looks breathtakingly
beautiful in its ample bloom. The debdaru is dense with its verdant silken foliage and the white clusters of the lily
plant have just opened their tender buds to the world. The fallen temple blossoms adorn the carpet of greenery
below while the bougainvillea blooms a deliciously orange hue. Our house, too, looks pretty against the multicoloured arum leaves arranged on rows of flowerpots.
Yet this glorious beauty that the changing seasons has brought fails to bring me cheer. For at this moment my
mind inhabits another world. It guides me through the corridors of memory into a world long dead and gone. A
world where I hear my dear mother’s sweet voice and my beloved father’s grave but soft words within the fond
discipline of which we four brothers and sisters had lived, ensconced in peaceful security.
My parents have long since taken leave of this mortal world. Now they live only in the ache of memories, in a
few teardrops. Like a happy dream that lingers on in the waking hours.
So here I am today, a woman at the threshold of middle-age who has spent day after meaningless day for each
of her eight-and-forty years. I have had my share of life’s myriad emotions—joys. sorrows, laughter, tears, anger.
rage—and now I am spent, tired. It seems ages since I was born, since I bid farewell to the days of my childhood.
And I have been time’s weary traveler trudging step by step towards an unknown destination.
Meanwhile, as this fruitless life of mine crawls towards its “final day”, I partake of the little joys and sorrows
of this worldly existence. I pick petty quibbles with my family, sulk petulantly, make merry or chide someone
silently in my mind. At other times I smother the same person in maternal love and, with sympathy, counsel him
about the ways of life. As I sit thus in the evenings, I often remember a couple of lines from a Bengali poem:
Ekti diner chita nibhe gelo tamashar kule
Samadhi dilam taake jhare jaoya bashonar phule.
Surjver samidh jwale aar ekti aagantuk din
Abarao emoni eshe sayaher tate hobe leen
*
Yet another day of merry-making
Turns into ashes;
I buried it in the moldering heap of desires.
Another day is in the offing,
Burning the funeral pyre of the sun,
To merge likewise
In the borders of the dusk.

And then I recall an innocent question my elder son Pallay had asked me when he was five years old. One day
as I put him to sleep after dinner, he stared for a long time at my face and said:
“Ma, every day I go to sleep at night, wake up in the morning, then go to school, play in the afternoon, study in
the evening, and have dinner at night and then go to sleep again. Does everyone else do the same every day?”
Surprised at the question, I had said:
“My little one, I don’t understand what you say.”
“I mean … is it going to be morning, afternoon, evening and night day after day … forever?” he tried to
explain. Stunned and frightened at such a philosophical question from one so tender in age, I had given him a
brief reply:
“Yes, it shall be so.” And then what he said made me even more surprised:
“No, it can’t be so forever. I know you are lying. Ma. Why everything comes to an end, why?”
Pallav’s words had pierced the core of my heart. To wean him away from such things I had told him fairy-tales
—about Cinderella who had won the heart of the prince, about Tezimola and her sad plight …
Well, how time flies! Now my son lives in Toronto in Canada. He has a job there and has married an English
girl named Fiona. He hasn’t visited us for quite some time though he keeps writing regularly to tell us that he does
plan to visit us soon. But somehow that “visit” has not yet materialized.
Last July, Fiona had written to me from her mother’s house in Westmoreland Fieldhead in England. I have
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treasured that letter in which she had described the beauty of English summer:
We are in the middle of our summer here and the flowers are lovely, especially the roses, and the wild flowers in the
field make a brilliant carpet of colour.

And in the glorious description of English roses and wildflowers my daughter-in-law’s face becomes
resplendent. Whenever I remember my little Pallav’s words, I am reminded of that Bengali poem and then my
mind is overwhelmed by a wave of tenderness. By a sense of imminent death, a sense that wells up in my heart all
the time. To me death is something to be desired. Yet, at times, the specter of death looms large over me like some
terrifying prospect. When the bitter aspects of this worldly existence tire me, then thoughts of death become
desirable. And yet, when life’s joyous moments and the endearment of my children fill my bosom with bliss, then
death plagues me like an ominous thought.
Such conflicting thoughts are a reflection of the emptiness within me. Perhaps at my age it is natural for an
introvert woman to harbour such thoughts. After all, I am now an ailing, middle-aged woman.
*
I was born forty-eight years ago into a small town but cultured, aristocratic family. My father held an
independent business of his own and was a renowned man of his times. He brought up his four children on a
sound education. My mother was—both in mind and body—a very beautiful, God-fearing woman. My parents
shunned injustice and hatred and though they gave us a strict upbringing, they seemed to respect our individuality
and made allowances for our personal likes and dislikes.
We lived in a joint family. My elder sister Rupa and I would spend most of the time with my uncle’s daughters
Bula and Mala: in the daytime we would go to school together, in the evenings study together, in the mornings
pick bakul flowers, pluck sappy bahat buds to wipe our slates with, suck on sweet-figs, and on moonlit evenings
walk along the banks of the river that flowed by our house. Rupa would draw and paint. Mala and Bula would
sing, and I would try my hand at writing poems.
Quite a few of my poems had appeared in college magazines and newspapers. Since a very young age I was by
nature a reflective, withdrawn but sensitive child.
Nowadays the memories of those days spent with Bula, Mala and Rupa haunt me. I remember vividly that
purple ezar-strewn road we would take to school. I remember how during Bohag Bihu we four girls would collect
betel-leaves in the gamochas woven by my mother and aunt and how we would try to write our names on the
leaves with pencils; how we would inscribe “Hail Lord Shiva, the blue-necked god” on the leaves of the
nageswara tree and stick them on the roof-top; and how during the Holi festival we would boil jarath seeds to
make colour, weave garlands of temple blossoms, giggle as we wore balsam-buds on our ears, and plead with
Bhodia kokai to pluck for us ample orchid blossoms that hung from the mango tree.
Our sprawling house by the river was well kept. At the western bend of the embankment that ran along the
house was the huge bamboo grove that had belonged to our great-grandfather. During the Holi festival it served as
a convenient hiding place for my brothers. I remember how my brothers would chide us girls as we shrieked in
terror at our own shadows in the grove.
In the blood-curdling silence of the grove, as we walked gingerly over the fallen leaves, we would often
mistake our shadows for wild animals. At other times we would hunt for wild turmeric flowers in the grove and
one day we had howled as we accidentally crushed devil-nettles and went into uncontrollable fits of itching.
The winding road from our house to the eastern bend of the embankment had a patch of woods on either side.
Many a time, alone on my way back from school, I would hold my breath in the foreboding presence of the woods
and run for my life. In those woods bloomed creeping jasmines and there lingered in its air the sweet fragrance of
keteki blossoms. During the Bihu season my aunts would collect those pollen-filled keteki flowers and put them
among the clothes in the boxes.
These memories of my childhood make me lonesome. And my bosom is in utter turmoil at the remembrance of
those days long dead and gone.
At the other end of those woods had lived a respectable family who were our distant relatives. One of the
members of that household—a celebrated poet of Assam, whom we fondly called Kakadeuta—Grandfather—had
settled abroad. His visits after long intervals would cause a stir of sorts in our small town, As if our
neighbourhood was privileged by his visits. I remember having seen him since I was about five or six years of
age.
My father and uncle would welcome Kokadeuta into our house and we children would gape in wonder at that
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towering, yet gentle and handsome personality. People would hold functions to felicitate him. I heard the elders in
the family remark:
“He is such a famous person! And yet so simple and childlike!”
And from their words we came to know that Kakadeuta was a person of considerable renown. He brought
glory not only to our town but also to the whole of Assam. We had read his poems at High School and College as
part of the syllabi, and the pathos and sadness in them alerted us about the gnawing loneliness that awaited us in
life. Kakadeuta had, of course, by then, taken leave of this mortal world.
I had written poems when I was in high school and college and had cherished hopes of becoming a great poet
like Nalinibala Devi, of having my poems read and recited by future generations of students. But those dreams of
writing poetry were destined to remain mere dreams.
I got married while I was still a BA student in a college in Guwahati. My husband, Srutayu Barua, is employed
with the state government. He is a man of principles, and a practical, hardworking person. After my wedding, it
did not take me very long to realize that we were not mentally compatible. My husband is known to all as an
honest, diligent and hardworking officer. He has qualities any woman would admire in a man.
But it is impossible for such a man to have any sort of mental compatibility with a sensitive and introvert
woman like me. An ideal marriage is based on mutual love and affection, compassion, respect and trust between
husband and wife. That such a bond between us was not possible became clear to me a few days after our
wedding. When, at breakfast, he had told me:
“So, Bonu, you write poetry. Keep writing as much as you like, okay. I have no objections to your writing. But
there’s just one thing—I can’t be a good student of literature, you see. You poets believe that the sky has limits,
that stars shed tears, that flowers have feelings. These things don’t enter my head. I am a very practical man, you
know. I hate emotion.”
He had laughed as he said those words. But I had been so taken aback that I simply could not respond to his
words. Why, I thought, my elder brother too was a well-known physician with no literary leanings. But I
remember how generously he had praised the two short English poems I had written at school.
“Our little Sarojini Naidu!” That’s what he had called me.
I was so stunned at my husband’s deliberations on poetry that I was dumbstruck. All I could do then was look
silently out of the window where I could see the graceful shimmer of the sunrays that broke through the wintry
mist, at the dewdrops on the bleeding-heart that bloomed on the verandah. And, on that day, I understood that my
honest, rational husband was not large-hearted enough to understand the sentiments of others. He was one of
those self-centered persons who thought only about themselves. It was under these circumstances that I bade
goodbye to poetry.
Soon I had a family. And gradually my family began to grow. To others, we with our three adorable children,
made a picture-perfect family. I got all the material comforts of life one could wish for. But I also got my share of
heartbreaks. With my well-placed husband I went on innumerable holidays. I sat under the coconut trees on the
beaches at Panjim and enjoyed the beauty of the evening. I saw the glittering Queens Necklace that skirted Marine
Drive, and the splendid cave-paintings at Ajanta and Ellora that were a pleasure to the eye. One moonlit night at
Digha I heard the swaying music of the sea. I had countless such experiences.
At times, when seized by pangs of loneliness, I wallowed in my own distress. My children who had once filled
my maternal bosom with love and affection have now weaned themselves away from me. And though they are of
my own flesh and blood, they sometimes seem like total strangers to me. I no longer have anything in common
with them—neither with their ways of thinking, nor with the way they dress up, talk or behave. They are the new
generation. And my mental makeup is such that any sort of mutuality between them and me becomes impossible.
Yet I love them with all my heart. I give them whatever they desire, for their happiness is all I want.
Rabindranath’s words set my heart in a tremulous feeling:
“This is your time; for now is the beginning of my end.”
I have nothing in common with my children Pallav, Kallol and Kingkini. Pallav lives in a different country, in
a different culture altogether. We, for instance, had worn the mekhela-chadar from the age of twelve. But now my
daughter Kingkini, a student of Business Management at Gauhati University, wears pants and baggy shirts. And
Kallol likes to sport a mass of unruly hair on his head. When I feel like listening to a Meera-Bhajan, Kallor and
Kingkini choose to play their favourite pop number by Whitney Houston.\fn{ 1963-2012, American singer} At times.
when I feel like singing a few lines of Bargeet, Kingkini likes to play Western tunes on her guitar. And when, on
moonlit nights, I feel like taking a walk along the river, my husband prefers to remain indoors, his head buried in
his innumerable files.
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In the midst of such a discordant family life I pretend to be happy and satisfied. In this way morning gives way
to evening, evening to night and night to morning again. In this way another day offers itself, only to melt away in
the borders of the dusk. And the days roll on, one after another.
Soon, the evening will give way to night. The birds on the trees at the foothills will not fly nestward. One day I
too shall leave and that day is gradually dawning. Though I seem to have got everything life could possibly offer,
the angst of having got nothing resounds in the emptiness of my heart.
There are perhaps a number of women like me who have led such an empty existence as I have. But they have
borne their lot with typical womanly patience and tolerance. And that is why they are happy.
But why could I not be happy? Why did I become like this? Day and night I am plagued by loneliness and
despair, so much so that there have been times when have even wished for some illness to end this existence of
mine. To merge with death the way the night merges with daybreak, like the way the fragrance of flowers merges
with the wind. Then would end all my troubles.
I remember Bibhuti Bhushan’s Devajaan—did such an eternal life of the soul exist in the blue, blue horizons?
In yonder lands where the earth meets the heavens? In the orbits of stars? But then, if after death one had to only
come back here, wouldn’t death itself be undesirable in the harsh realities of this blighted worldly existence
wherein one burns in a thousand fires of death, disease and decrepitude?
Hearing the sound of a car approaching, I stood up. It was my husband. The past few days he has been terribly
busy. His office is hosting an All-India conference. He leaves home at eight in the morning and comes home quite
late in the evening. But today he has come in early. I looked at him with surprise. He was carrying Pallav’s letter
in his hand.
“Read this letter. It’s good news. Pallav and Fiona are coming home next month. I have come home early today
to give you this piece of news. Now, what are you doing here all alone? Where is Kingkini? Hasn’t she come back
from the university yet?”
“No, she hasn’t.”
“And Kallol? He was supposed to have returned today, wasn’t he?”
“Yes, he was. It’s getting dark. Well, he hasn’t reached home, after all. He is your son; you should know
better,” I said.
“Should I know of his whereabouts, or should you? You have been too indulgent towards him. Oh, these spoilt
children!”
“It’s not fair! You cannot lay the blame on me. Do you spend enough time with your son the way other fathers
do? You are a twenty four-hour government officer, aren’t you! How much time did you spare for them when they
were young'? Is it enough to simply buy them a few goodies?” I snapped back.
“It is the mother who shapes a child’s habits. It is she who gets to spend more time with them.”
“Oh, yes! Certainly! When children go astray it is the mother’s fault and when they do well in life, it is because
of the father.”
The sarcasm in my words was obvious. This time he did not say anything. He went inside but not before he
had told me:
“Kindly send me a cup a tea with Dhaniram. Just tea, okay? I had a pretty heavy lunch today, you see. I don’t
feel like eating anything.”
After arranging for his tea, I came back to sit on the verandah and thought about Kallol. The day before
yesterday he had gone to Shillong on a motorbike with a couple of friends. I had not liked the idea at all:
“Go if you wish to. But take a bus,” I had said.
“Come on, Ma. If I had to take a bus I wouldn’t have gone at all. Vinit, Bakul and I are going on motorbikes.
Sheer adventure, you know! But how can you ever appreciate these things?”
After this, I did not say anything. Kallol has been a stubborn boy right from his childhood. This has always
been a source of concern and anxiety in us. I did not say anything to him. He left for Shillong the day before
yesterday. He was supposed to have reached today. But he hasn’t. Maybe he will come tomorrow. I read Pallav’s
letter and then kept clutching it in my fist.
Pallav and Fiona are coming home. With a bunch of golden hair and a pair of eyes blue as iris blossoms. A girl
from another land will come and call me Ma. The thought made me feel lighter. All the resentment I had
harboured against Pallav for marrying a foreigner disappeared in the face of the news that he was coming home.
Like the snow that melts in spring, all the accumulated sorrows of these past years melted away.
My heart welled up with an inexplicable joy. Slowly the gnawing loneliness that had kept me aloof even in the
midst of family and friends disappeared. The rough, undulated terrain of my heart seemed to become verdant with
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my budding hopes. I was elated. In a few days from now Pallav and my daughter-in-law from a faraway land will
fill this house with laughter and merry-making.
I wondered—would I get from Pallav the same wealth of joy, that wholesome wealth of love and affection
within the binds of which he, our first-born, had had us captivated? Little Pallav—who could not for a moment
stay away from me.
I remember the way he would rush towards me from the gates of our house, panting in the excitement of
coming home from school, and hug me tight. In his shining, black eyes we, his parents, had found reflected all the
grandeur of life. We loved Kallol and Kingkini with a similar passion.
Now they have grown up. They are the new men and women of today. Between this new generation and us
there lies a yawning gap. Caught up in their own selves, their eyes glow with their lust for life, their golden
dreams of the future. Gradually, they are moving away from us. And I am going backwards. It is not my
immediate past but memories of my childhood and the days of my youth that bring me joy.
I don’t know about my husband- I could never really know this man, always so busy and occupied with work.
All I know js this—that he is a devoted government officer, a responsible husband and father. He is a man of
grave disposition and few words. He is adept at fulfilling his duties towards us. I shall always praise him for this
quality in him. But my loneliness grows all the more because of his quiet and reserved nature.
It is said that a person’s real nature and thoughts can never be gauged by a second person. This fact about the
many hidden aspects of our lives has been poignantly expressed by one of our famous writers. How true! Nobody
ever opens the doors of one’s heart wide for another person. Absolutely true!
“Ma!”
This time it was Kingkini who called out to me. She had just returned home from the university.
“Did you have late classes today?” I asked her.
“No, Ma. Classes were over at four. After classes we went directly to alok to celebrate Shubham’s birthday. I
mean all of us in our gang—Jaya, Baby, Mona, Ranjan, Abhi and I. We had great fun. The food was simply wow.
We ate to our hearts’ content. Ma, why are you sitting here alone in the dark? Why haven’t you switched the lights
on? For a moment I was foxed that there was no one in the house,” Kingkini jabbered away in the new-fangled
language of the new breed of youngsters.
“Will you have tea now?” I asked her.
“No. I am going to Alpana’s house to take a few shots at table tennis.”
“It’s getting dark, Kingkini. There’s no need to go out now,” I argued.
“Please, Ma. Don’t stop me. I will be back in a jiffy. Anyway, Alpana will see me off. So don’t worry.”
“Okay, go. But first listen to this piece of good news. Pallav and Fiona are coming. We received a letter from
them today,” I said.
“How nice! Why didn’t you tell me that before? Look, Ma, this time you must tell Pallav-da to do something
about my going abroad. Bye! I’ll read the letter later.”
And Kingkini rushed out. I kept staring after her. There she went, hopping like a rabbit. Kingkini was very dear
to us. As she our only daughter, we sometimes loved her to distraction. Everything about her was good. But I was
always worried because she did not really think deeply about anything. Just now, for instance, she had said that
she wanted to go to Canada. Not for a moment did it strike her that she would be leaving her parents behind to
settle in another country.
Well, I cannot imagine not having her around. It is not that she does not love me. She does, But her love is not
absolute. If need be, she could stay away from me. In her scheme of things, in her life,. I am not indispensable. In
fact, I am not indispensable to any of my three children. It is no use telling them these things. In their eyes, what
price my emptiness?
Slowly the evening settles down with a finality about it. Now there are no birds on the branches of trees. The
moon takes a peep at me through the fine gossamer screen of the leaves of the alma tree. The soft leaves of the
drumstick tree seem to dissolve in the darkness.
Once again my mind wells up with sorrow and in my heart there is this unceasing gray haze of loneliness. The
lonely, weary hours stand sentry at the gates of my life. I know my health is slowly giving way. There always
seems to be some ailment or the other in me. The betrayals and failings of my body and mind make me brokenhearted.
Perhaps I shall not live much longer in this world. Every day I come closer to death. With my little bundle of
life’s joys and sorrows tucked under my arm, I have trudged along towards death—my final destination—and now
I stand at its portals ready to enter its dark cave. Pallav and Fiona are coming. For a few days they will create a
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flurry of happiness and then they will be gone. Then for a long, long time he will not return.
In the twinkle of an eye day after terribly busy day of a Western lifestyle will roll on till one day he will
receive news about me. In answer to his innocent question asked at childhood, he will receive the piece of news
about me. And then he will try to hide those tears that will come streaming down his face, and turning to Fiona,
blue-eyed Fiona, he will try to comfort himself by saying softly:
“One chapter is over. Yes, one chapter is over.”
And on that day I will have finally given him the answer to his question.
236.352 1. The Icicle 2. Darkest Before Dawn: Two Short Stories\fn{by Uma Paramerswaran (1938- )} Madras,
Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 10
1
The safety scanner light at the back door went on, filling the yard with light. Marzi, the neighbour’s cat was the
cause. She lazily rubbed herself against the caragana bush and walked away. The light shone on an icicle hanging
outside the window, and diamonds flashed for a few moments through the white cloud of dryer exhaust rising
from just below the window. Then the light switched itself off.
I remembered something I had forgotten to do all week—to phone Ranjit and ask if I could borrow his tripod
for the weekend. I had this toy that Sivaram had given me for New Year’s, a Camcorder, and I was going to take
the most fantastic clips during the next few weeks—like of the diamonds glistening off the icicle. I also had to tell
stories on video for my grandchildren, stories that my children had been asking me for years and that I had never
got around to writing. What did it matter if the grandchildren were not born yet? One of these days they would
arrive. As one of my tennis friends said, she had come to the point where she didn’t care if her daughters never got
married as long as they provided her with grandchildren.
Yes, I had to make video documentaries of how each of the stuffed toys we had adopted over the years had
come home. Like Rakesh, the raccoon, who had been sitting rather forlornly in a corner at a garage sale down the
lane until I had swept him into my arms and brought him home, given him a Lysol bath, and surgically replaced
his tail.
The Camcorder was state of the art—everything Sivaram buys is state of the art, he’s one of those classy men
who’d never ask the price of things or god forbid go to a garage sale. I looked forward to using it but I had just
figured out that the guys on television, who slung their state-of-the-art equipment easy as easy over their
shoulders, were carnivores and could probably lift twice their weight without so much as a heave. Salad-eating
vegan that I am, I needed a tripod.
Maybe Ranjit had already left for Saskatoon, as he had every weekend since Deepa and little Anji had moved
there. I phoned. He was still at home.
“Come on over,” he said, “I just came in, a little late getting back from work, not starting for Saskatoon till
tomorrow, so come on over.”
It took me half an hour to clear the table, stack the dirty dishes in the dishwasher, hang out the shirts from the
clothes dryer etc. I got into my coat.
“Hnhn,” Sivaram grunted, as I said bye, bye. The six o’clock news was still on and so he probably had not
registered what I’d said. That’s what “hnhn” meant. “Okay!” meant my comment had been entered and his mind
would process it later. “Drive carefully” meant he had really heard and registered at the same time, especially that
I was taking his Volvo.
Ranjit lived less than a mile away, and so the car had hardly got warm when I was at his door. Don’t believe
everything of what salesmen and other owners say about a Volvo. We’ve always had a Volvo, but that’s another
story. Ranjit opened the door.
“Come on in,” he said, “I just have to turn off my computer.”
“What are you surfing?” I asked, pretending to know all the right jargon.
“Just reading a chess column,” he said, “did you hear about how Kasparov got beaten by a computer?”
In one corner were stacked a couple of cartons, a child’s desk and a huge stuffed toy, a panda. This one was
white with black eyes the way pandas are supposed to be, unlike our Rakesh, who was blue and had whiterimmed black eyes and a black-ringed blue tail. So we’d never figured out whether he was a panda or a raccoon.
I moved some newspapers from the sofa to the table so I could sit. The couch had a couple of pillows and the
recliner a blanket. Both couch and recliner were angled just right for the screen of the television set, which was on
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the Sports Channel. I figured, from the plates and potato chips and beer mug on the side tables that Ranjit lived in
the living room whenever he was home. Moving from recliner to couch when he wanted a change. The house had
a musty winter smell, of cooking spices, cigarette smoke and beer, that had piled up in the closed rooms. In a few
minutes, as always with such smells, I got used to it.
“Can I get you a cup of coffee?” he said, bringing the tripod to the living room.
“So tell me all the news,” he said.
“Not a one,” I said.
“Come on, Maru. Who has had a baby, who is getting married etc. etc. Or tell me about your volunteer work:
how is the old cow, your boss?”
“Don’t be such a gossip, Ranjit. How are you doing?”
“Till Deepa moved, I had a direct line to community happenings; now I am totally out of everything. Just me
and my work, waiting for the weekend.”
“You haven’t missed even one weekend, eh?” I said admiringly.
“Not me, Maru. Anji will never be four again. I just can’t miss out on this. It is so incredibly precious. Each
week it is like she’s grown. She can’t wait to tell me what she has learnt at day-care. I am so glad we got her into
the University day-care. She loves it. And Deepa can study without worrying, that’s a great help.”
“But isn’t it tiring for you driving all the way Friday and Sunday evenings?”
“No sweat, just a straight road that you can drive on with eyes closed. Oh, you should see the way she throws
herself onto our bed Saturday morning. We let Mom sleep in and take off. Did you know she’s started adding? I
took her an abacus a few weeks ago, and now you should see her! She is so much into drawing too. I am taking
her this desk, see the way it opens up like a little easel, get it? Marty made it for his kids, and now it’s mine. Hoho-ho. Being a parent is like being Santa Claus all year round. Shit, I miss not having her here.”
“No denying you are Santa,” I said. “The basement is so chock full of toys. You really should think of donating
the playpen and stroller and car seat and what not before they get mildewed down there.” He put his hands behind
his back and looked out the window.
“Would be nice to have another kid,” he said. ‘Not good to be an only child.” He turned and looked at me.
“I worry, Maru, I do. Life is so unpredictable. Who knows how long we’d be around to take care of her? I
mean, she needs people, family. Like, I just lift up the receiver and talk to my brother in Jaipur.”
“When did you call him last?” I laughed.
“That’s not the point. I know my brother and sisters are there for me, no matter where we are. I’d like to buy a
safe car, you know what I mean? I worry; our other car is a jalopy, much worse than the one I have here. ‘It is just
for within the city,’ Deepa says and shrugs it off. But did you know that most accidents take place within ten
kilometers of home? Every weekend I think I’ll leave my car there but face it, I can’t afford to take risks—a
couple of weekends ago, there was this behemoth of an accident just ahead of me—not until Anji is a little older
at least, and Deepa lands a job, maybe.”
“Ranjit, you are turning into a worry wart. Come to think of it, you’ve always been one. So how’s your new
job?”
“No big deal. Same paper shuffling and boring programming, but at least I don’t have to be on the road all the
time and work up sales. Less money but this one leaves me free weekends. And that’s worth everything else put
together. Anji will never be four again, Maru. Oh, you’ve got to come with me some weekend and see for
yourself.”
“I’d love to see her,” I said. “No chance of them coming over some long weekend? It is months since they
were here.”
“Oh, I don’t know. Deepa is always rather busy. These courses with practicals keep students hopping. She’s
also working with some nursing home where her prof has a project going. She’s doing very well, though. Straight
A’s all the way.”
I could hear the pride in his voice. I remembered, too, his frustration three years ago when Deepa was looking
for work.
“It burns me up, Maru,” he had said, “to see her working in Henry Armstrong’s Instant Printing. For godsake, I
mean, she is a straight A student and they are saying her Delhi degrees don’t count, so she ends up replacing
toners in bloody photocopy machines. Sometimes I think I should run for the Legislature and get some action
going, really. Pisses me off, all this racism. Say, did I show you her grad pics from last fall? I took them with this
tripod and my Canon.”
“Yes, Ranj, you did, about a dozen times if you want to know, though I’d be delighted to look at them, all fifty
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of them, over again if you could find the album under all this rubble.” He moved his hands in a one-two punch at
me.
“Aye, Maru,” he said, “you’re a one.” I took out the pop-up picture book I had brought for Anji.
“From what you say,” I said, “maybe she’s outgrown this already.” He smiled proudly.
“She’s my daughter, never forget that, Maru. Say, have I told you how her name is just so right, though I never
realized it when I insisted on naming her that?”
“Anjali? an offering, as in Tagore’s Gitanjali?” I remembered him reciting Tagore soon after her birth.
“Yeah, that too. But I mean Anji as in inside Ranjit. Got it?” He placed his hand on his heart.
“Shit. Why is it only women get to carry the tykes inside?”
“I’d better be going,” I said, ‘It has started snowing already. They are forecasting heavy snow for tomorrow.”
“Oh, shit. Really? He took up the remote control and switched to The Weather Channel.
“Oh, shit. I thought of leaving early morning. I guess I’d better get started right away and beat the blizzard.
Oh, shit. Sorry to boot you out, Maru. Thanks for dropping by.”
“I should be thanking you,” I said.
“Any time, Maru, any time. You can keep the tripod till the cows come home. All my gear is out in Saskatoon,
and by now I’ve got it all figured out how to sit my Camcorder on my shoulder.”
“You have? Tell me the secret.” He smiled. “Uh unh. Okay, seeing as you are my best friend and all, you can
get it at any photo place—Don’s, Astral, Japan Camera …”
He put on his coat and took up his overnight satchel. He picked up the panda from the sofa.
“I guess the other things will have to wait till next Friday. So what do you think your name is going to be?” he
said, giving the panda a squeeze.
“Panduranga,” I said. “Tell Anji his name is Panduranga the panda. But wait, what do I ask for? A shoulder
strap?”
“I love your ignorance, Maru, love you.”
He smiled. He had a charming smile, a little boy’s smile, his eyes dancing with light. It made my heart ache to
see that smile, and my eyes wandered to the bookshelf where, within a diamond-studded glass frame, he and Anji
flanked Deepa in her baccalaureate convocation gown. I went up to him and gave him a hug.
“Drive carefully, little brother,” I said, using the diminutive of my own Tamil language which could better
express the gut-wrenching affection and sadness I felt for him. “Drive carefully, little brother, and give my love to
Deepa and Anji.”
We walked out of the house together, he to his battered Toyota, I to Sivaram’s new Volvo. Can’t he see? I cried
to myself, the whole convocation album scrolling on my mental screen, he so happy and proud and hugging her in
every photograph of them, and she drawing away from his touch. It was only a matter of time.
*
“First name in fashion designs, sixth letter ‘i’,” Sivaram said, his pencil poised over the morning crossword.
“And Michael Jackson’s famous gait. Take a break, who can remember such old hat?”
“Moon walk,” I said. “You always get the answer to clues like Scarlett’s locale or one of the Musketeers.”
“Those are classics. There’s a difference, in case you haven’t thought about it. I can wager even kids now
fifteen wouldn’t know Michael Jackson from a hole in the wall. By the way, I have to go to Saskatoon first
weekend of next month.”
“Great,” I said. “I’ll come along.” He lowered his head and looked at me from above his reading glasses.
“Saskatoon, not Sweden or Sasquatch. You want to come to Saskatoon? As in Regina-Saskatoon?”
“Yes, sure do. Meet some old friends. Like Deepa. She called me just yesterday, .and today you tell me you
have a meeting in Saskatoon. Don’t you think there’s something to the coincidence?”
“Like divine providence leading you?” I shrugged,
“Why not?” There was no need to tell him that Deepa called me routinely once every few weeks.
“Is she still out there? Maybe that explains it. I ran into Ranjit the other day and he looked out of sorts. Or
maybe he’s lost some hair or weight or something. He looked different. Are they still together?”
“Of course they are together.”
“Okay, okay, don’t blow a fuse. Your feminist crowd break-up all the time, even lesbians, I mean. So what is
Deepa doing? Physiotherapy, isn’t it?”
“She is working on her Master’s,” I said. “Doing very well, too. She hopes to get an assistantship soon.”
“You mean you’re going to let her join the slave-pack?”
He smiled. That had been one of our frequent points of dissension. In recent years, he had taken to bringing
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over graduate students from India, and paying them peanuts. I felt he was exploiting them. He maintained that he
was doing them a favour. We had this argument every little while.
Did I know of the recent changes in Immigration policy? That if one wasn’t related to someone already here or
wasn’t an entrepreneur with a million dollars, there was absolutely no way one could get into the country? Six
percent was all they admitted in the Independent category, did I know that?
“In our days, if we had brains, we could come help both ourselves and the country get ahead. I mean what
future was there for Canada if we only allowed six percent as independents? So our people,” he still said ‘our
people’ even though he had spent more of his life outside India than in, “can come in only as students. Not with a
job or even as post-Docs, as most of us did. No, not even for a PhD because, of course, no one had grants to
support them. Only as grad students in the Master’s program,” so he chooses these bright young men from middle
class families and gives them a foothold into the country.
“And peanuts,” I said.
“So what if they lived for a year or two in basement rooms along Silverstone and Townsend, and on peanuts
and snow? Take my word, Canada will be the richer for them, which is more than I can say of my Canadian-born
undergraduates, even those with parents born elsewhere.”
“If they don’t run off to the States,” I said.
“If Immigration would admit more graduate students instead of reintegrating so-called families and having to
monitor and/or encourage marriages of convenience by opportunists …”
The argument always ended in a tie.
“Ranjit is supporting her all the way, of course, but an assistantship would help,” I said, remembering what
Ranjit had told me about wanting a safe car.
“Would you please phone me around eleven today so I can get Beth to book your ticket along with mine? And
whether you’ll be staying with me or with Deepa. Unless, of course, you think I shouldn’t ask Beth.”
That was another of our bones of contention—the way bosses asked their secretaries to make the coffee and do
their personal work.
“I’ll stay with you Thursday, for sure,” I said. “The first evening is always fun at your conferences. Giorgio,” I
said, “Giorgio Armani. And isn’t Sasquatch a yeti or something?”
“Thanks,” he said. “Didn’t think you’d notice. Just assume I said Surabaya or Swaziland,” and went on to
solve the day’s cryptogram.
*
Deepa came to our hotel at nine that Friday morning to pick me up. The first thing that hit me was that she was
looking beautiful. A kind of glow that can come only from within. I hadn’t seen her like that since the time Anji
was about due.
While Ranjit hovered and worried himself sick over her, she just sat smiling, with that glow on and around her,
as though she knew everything about her birthing would be, could not but be, perfectly normal.
How happy they had been then, those last few months and the first few months. Ranj did everything around the
house, cooked and cleaned, and washed the dirty diapers—no rash-prone non-eco-conscious disposables or diaper
service for his baby, nothing but cotton diapers laundered at home and aired in the sun. Did I know the Vitamin A
in the sun was good even for clothes?
“It’s going to work out so well,” Deepa said, “that you’ve come on a Friday. I am taking the day off and Anji
will be at day-care till four and that will leave us the time to catch up on all the news.”
“You are looking gorgeous,” I said, getting into her car. “Looks like you like what you are doing.”
“Oh, yes, yes, yes,” she said, “every minute of it.”
She told me about her work, her classes, her professor’s project. Massage therapy, meditation, holistic care. He
was trying to tabulate and formulate why the body reacted the way it did, and please don’t tell me people in India
and China knew all about it centuries ago. She was more interested in the actual results. To see a wasted limb get
back to being functional … it was so tangible, so real, so worthwhile.
I was being carried onto her high. We went to her department, where she had a few chores to finish. I sat in her
cubicle and flipped through some journals while she did her work. The cubicle was piled high with library books:
on the table, the shelves, the floor. Only the computer desk in the corner was neat and functional. Beside it was
stacked the first draft of the first chapter of her thesis.
It was creditable how far she had come and how fast. It was less than a year since she had started her Master’s
program. I felt proud of her, my protégé.
The years of her Bachelor’s program had been rough, not because of her skills or time, but because she knew
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the crossroads that awaited her once she had her degree. She had delayed completing her program, while she
endlessly debated with herself as to what she should do. I was the only one privy to her debates. She would talk
and talk Just my being there so she could debate aloud helped her get the courage to take her decision. She knew
very well what she wanted to do but she needed the time to process it through her psychological channels, to
arrive at a point when she could live with herself for taking the decision.
Now I sat back and listened to the sound of her voice as she discussed something with a colleague in another
cubicle. Technical jargon flowed back and forth, and there was so much confidence in her tone as she debated the
issue. I didn’t listen to what was being said, but I was filled with delight at how happy she sounded, and when she
laughed, it was so carefree, like she was home free.
We went to her apartment. It was just four blocks from the university, and overlooked a playground.
“I have been so lucky all the way,” Deepa said, “Anji just loves to stand on the sofa and watch the playground
while I get dinner ready. Not that I cook much. Anji has a good breakfast; she is addicted to her cheese sandwich
for lunch; milk and an apple when she comes home. But dinner has to be coaxed in, spoon by spoon. Thank god
she eats vegetables and all that at least during the weekends.”
“So when are you coming to Manipeg?” I said at some point. “You used to come often enough but you haven’t
been there for, how long?”
“I am not counting,” she said. “The longer the better. Those weekends used to wipe me out. I ended up cooking
and cleaning all day every day, feeding all the people who had invited him over in my absence; I had to slog to
pay for what he had enjoyed. Ugh. And the house was always such a mess. Knowing I would come, he never
lifted a finger between my visits. Not that he helped in any way when I was there, for that matter. He has been a
couch potato ever since I went back to university. I had to earn my tuition fees, that is the way he saw it, I guess.
Wonder what he does now. Gets a cleaning woman, I suppose.”
I was not ready to answer. But she did not seem to expect or want an answer. She went on to talk about Anji.
“She must love having him here every weekend,” I said.
“Why wouldn’t she?” she said. “He spoils her rotten.”
“Children can be spoilt but there’s no such thing as being spoilt rotten,” I said. “Love is one commodity that
never stales.”
“I can handle love,” she said. “Anything that doesn’t occupy space or can be eaten up. But he brings her things
every weekend. Just look around you, Maru,” she said. “Soon we won’t have any room to move. See that desk?
He brought it a few weeks ago, it is supposed to be an easel for his daughter’s masterpieces. Really. And the
stuffed toys! You won’t believe the size of the panda he brought the time we had that storm—I don’t know if you
had it out there. And father and kid give names to each of these stuffed animals. It takes Anji half an hour every
day to say goodnight to her toys. Really, he spoils her rotten. It takes me two days to get her back on track. And
two days later he’s here again. UND has a better program, you know, but I figured Grand Forks, and even Fargo
were too close; that the eight hour drive to Saskatoon would faze him; so I chose this place. Boy, was I wrong! I
sure am looking forward to the day when I can go farther than his driving distance and have Anji all to myself.”
“But he loves her,” I said. “It would break his heart.”
“Oh,” she said, “how I wish he’d just find some other woman and get out of my hair.”
2
Jayant put away his violin. He couldn’t get the right note.
He wasn’t surprised. Everything he touched turned to dust and ashes. Treachery had been his companion as far
back as he could remember. Everyone to whom he felt close ended up betraying him. He should be used to it by
now; yet each time he was caught unprepared, each time it was a sudden rapier thrust.
No, that was too dramatic, too romantic an image, only Romeos and Caesars got hit that way. There was this
commercial fishhook, a fail-proof hook that twisted itself ninety degrees into the fish, and the fish died a long
slow death. His sister’s eyes had twisted the hook into him. It had started off with her trying to tell him how much
they’d miss him but all too soon it reached a point when she coldly said,
“I am glad you are pitching out because that is the only way you'll get into that thick skull of yours that we are
different, and no matter what we do, we are never going to fit in here. Take to the road, get high, sleep around, but
still and all, we’ll never belong except in our own homes.”
“Fuck off, Jyo, you’ll see.”
“All those expletives. All the ‘in’ jargon. But you are never going to be one of the boys. Not that I see why
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anyone would want to fit into this mould.”
“Don't you come at me with all that crap about morals and Hindu values. I’ve had an earful from Dad for
nineteen fucking years. He and his pipe dreams about India. Why the hell didn’t he stay there? A nuclear scientist,
Trombay, the whole bit. He’d have been somebody by now. Instead he quits the place to be and rots here selling
houses.”
Jayant picked up a table tennis ball and squeezed it in the palm of his left hand. As he raised his hand to run it
through his hair, a habit he had, a faint smell of camphor from the ball wafted up, arousing deep nebulous
memories of another place another time. Jyoti said,
“It couldn’t have been easy for him to pack up everything and move out at thirty-five. And it is no bed of roses
here, mowing the lawn, painting the house, and a hundred menial chores which were done by servants in the
luxury of his ancestral home.”
“Some house that, a sprawling shambles handed down untouched from the time of the Peshwas where you
have to walk half a mile to get to the shithouse, Jeesus. And the irony is that all that crap about giving his kids a
better future was just a way of rationalizing his failure.”
“Stop that, Jay, stop it.”
“And you know what your trouble is, kid? You are on the moon with that Pierre of yours, holding hands and
singing moonshine into his blonde hair. If you’d get laid a couple of times you’d come off all those preachy
echoes of Dad’s slogans.”
He looked at her, and there was something in her eyes that drew him sharply against the wall of recognition. In
a whisper he said,
“You haven’t, sis, you haven’t?” It was clear Jyoti had.
Jayant grabbed the darts from the table and zinged them at the board in lightning sequence. All three lodged in
the inner circle, one dead center.
Jyoti had slung her denim jacket over her shoulder, and gone to the stairs, leaving Jayant amid his open
suitcase and stacked T-shirts.
*
Jyoti went to her room and her fingers trembled as she tried in vain to shut the door on her memory.
They were in India still at the time. She was about ten. Jayant, whose school, even though run by the same
Roman Catholic Mission as hers, had a longer December vacation so he was visiting cousins in Delhi. In an
interclass recitation competition, Jyoti had been chosen to represent her section. She was already known for her
talent for memorizing poems overnight and this was not the first time she had competed. That evening, as she
memorized the selected poem, the import of the lines hit her:
Oh call my brother back to me!
I cannot play alone:
The summer comes with flowers and bee,
Where is my brother gone?

She burst into tears. The scenes were so clear—Jayant run over by a lorry; Jayant on the Yamuna, his usually
curly hair straightened out and streaming behind him as he floated feet first; Jayant tripping on the railway track
and being scooped up and flung away by the engine’s cow-catcher.
Jyoti cried herself to sleep, sure Jayant was dead. She went to school next day, her stomach knotted with
cramps. But she couldn’t withdraw for that would be letting down her team. And so she sing-songed her way—ti
dum ti dum ti dum ti da—that way the meaning didn’t matter.
*
Jayant picked up the violin and ran his bow lightly across the strings. He tried an old melody, the very first he
had learned. And he remembered.
He remembered his grandmother, seated in the courtyard of their ancestral house on the familiar thick woven
mat of silk straw. The courtyard was large and rectangular and seemed cut in two halves. The far half had trees, a
bakul tree that spread its branches over the far right wall, and there were flowering bushes of jasmine and raat-kirani, and a clump of banana trees.
Along the far left wall was the vegetable patch from which the gardener brought in coriander leaves or mint
and fresh okra or long beans every morning. In the middle of the far wall was a door beyond which were latrines
and still farther the servant’s quarters. The nearer half of the courtyard was flanked by the house on one side, by
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storerooms and bathrooms on another and by the kitchen and dining room on the third. Here, the ground had been
plastered smooth with years of daily sprinkling of cow-dung water so that it was an even mellow yellow, hard as a
tennis court. At the centre was a planter of whitewashed brick for the tulsi plant, complete with little niches where
the clay lamps and incense sticks could burn despite rain. And near it, under the shade of a parijata tree sat his
grandmother with her violin.
It was a scene etched in Jayant’s memory, a scene to which his spirit returned in quiet moments, a scene which
he sought out when storms came up. A scene where everything was in place, exactly in place. Aji playing her
violin every day just after her three o’clock tea.
At the time of his first visit back to his grandparents from Canada, Jayant had been fourteen. Not young
enough to admit openly that he wanted to sit by his grandmother, nor old enough to take the initiative and speak to
her. He was self-conscious of his Marathi: it had rusted in the last four years away from India. Even though his
parents spoke Marathi at home, he and Jyoti had switched to English and his kid brother, Krish, could not even
understand Marathi. Jayant could not bring himself to enunciate once familiar words lest he made a fool of
himself. So he lingered every afternoon, on the charpai or the swing, a book in hand, close enough to smell the
potpourri that gave all the contents of her mahogany chest of drawers a subtle jasmine fragrance, but not letting
on that he was listening.
Sometimes Aji sang as she played: she had a well-trained voice. Even his untrained ears discerned the felicity
with which her voice moved like rippling water through the notes, the way she maneuvered her voice in the
alapanas like water falling over rocks in shallow rapids. One day, as he sat on the swing biting into a green guava
and pretending to read, she stopped playing after just a few minutes. He waited without turning his head,
disappointed.
“Jayant.”
“Yes, Aji.”
“Come here. I’ve never heard you sing, baba.” He came over, lay on his stomach and raised himself, his
elbows just inside the edge of her mat, cupping his face in his hands.
“Aji, I don’t know any good songs.”
“Come, come, you know many English songs, right?”
“Oh, I’ll never sing those. They sound so awful compared to yours.” He laughed, embarrassed.
“When some say that, I know they just need some persuasion, but when others say it, I know they mean it.”
“And which am I, Aji?” he said teasingly, holding out two fingers. She clasped both and then took his hands
between hers.
“Why, Jai baba, your palms are calloused. What have you been doing in Canada? Are you a woodcutter
there?” She too knew how to tease.
“Aji, even woodcutters there have Palmolive-soft hands,” he hummed the tv commercial tune. “We have
machinery for everything.” He imitated the sound and action of a chainsaw and then proudly said,
“I got all these here, from chopping wood. Ask Chhotu.”
Chhotu was an old retainer, well over sixty and still straight-backed and steady armed. He chopped wood for
the stove on which bathwater was warmed for the whole family. Chhotu had gone into a tizzy when the vialyati
baba (the boy from foreign lands) had first wanted to chop wood but Jayant had cajoled him into yielding. Chhotu
had taught him how, but only after absolving himself of responsibility by calling on all the gods to bear witness to
the stubbornness of the young master. Some of the callouses were due to tree-climbing, an old pastime that Jayant
had picked up with alacrity within days of coming to Pune.
“Do you know where I would like your calluses to be? Here, and here and here,” she touched the inner tips of
the fingers of his left hand, “like mine.” She ran his fingers over hers and he could feel them just under the fine
pale brown skin.
“When Savitri wrote to me years ago that you were taking piano lessons, I told myself I would teach you to
play the violin and leave my violin for you.” Jayant’s eyes smiled brilliantly as he leaned forward.
“Would you, really?” And then because he had meant the bequest, he added quickly,
“Teach me, I mean?” Aji laughed, her small white teeth circled by the red tinge of chunam that spiced the
betel-leaf roll she ate after lunch.
“It is quite all right to mean both, baba, and I really would love to do both, teach you now and leave the violin
for you when it is time for me to go. Can you believe that no one in our family—little Anu is my forty-eighth
descendant your Uncle Balwant tells me—not one has taken to the violin? We have vocalists, dancers, tabla and
sitar players but no violinists. Not one.”
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“You have one, now,” Jayant said, and in the next three months he had picked up the rudiments of classical
music on the violin.
Aji died two years later. Had she left him her violin? Perhaps he would know only when his grandfather died.
His inheritance. Just outside old Pune, in the shadow of Shanwar Wada the stronghold of the Peshwas, within
sight of the Hill of Lakshmi whose slopes housed their family deity, Vithoba. His inheritance: trees that had stood
there since the time a patriot had climbed the sheer face of the Moghul fortress with a rope tied to the tail of a
giant lizard and earned for himself the name of Ghorpade; fields and villages that had increased gradually since
the time Ram Shastri, to whom the family traced their lineage, had left Pune vowing never to return until the
murder of Narayan Rao had been atoned with the ascension of Madhav Rao. Jayant remembered every detail of
the proud family history that had been passed on to him through bedtime stories.
His inheritance. Foreclosed by his father. How impatient his father had been to leave India! Jayant remembered
the trips from Bombay to Delhi for their immigration formalities: the numerous trips to Pune to fill out forms for
which only the family lawyer and munshi knew the details; what property had he inherited? what had he added?
moveable, immoveable? income tax? arrears? did he have proof there were no arrears? had he resigned his job?
had he proof his resignation had been accepted? did he owe his employers money? did he have proof he didn’t?
would he repatriate the money he’d spend on airline tickets?
Forms, legal advice, bribes just to get people to do what it was their job to do. In order to expedite the
paperwork, his father had legally renounced all claim to ancestral and paternal property.
And now he was a real estate broker.
Betrayal, Jayant thought, his lifelong companion.
*
Jyoti parked her car near the Khoslas’ driveway, even though it was the no-parking side. Picking up her cousin
Priti would take only a minute, she thought. Kamla, who was eight years old, same as Priti, opened the door after
fumbling with the latch and key. She pushed the stool away as Jyoti entered, and Jyoti knew she was alone and
had looked through the peephole before opening the door.
“Come in, didi, Mom just went out to pick up Dad. She’ll be back in a minute.”
“Everything is so quiet here. Where is Priti?”
“She never came. Didn’t you know? Aunty Veejala phoned to say Priti couldn’t come today but she promised
she could sleep over the weekend. It’s going to be so much fun.”
Kamla went on to tell Jyoti of the plans she had for the weekend. So like Aunt Vee to have changed her plans
and to forget to inform Jyoti.
“Please do stay, didi, and see my science project.”
Jyoti obligingly took off her boots and was about to follow the girl to her room when the doorbell rang. Both
went to answer it.
“First check through the peephole,” Kamla repeated the injunction that no doubt had been given to her a dozen
times before her mother had left. Jyoti opened the door.
“Collecting,” said one of the two boys at the door, ready to tear the yellow tab for the newspaper subscription.”
“Nobody’s home,” Kamla said, “you’ll have to come later.”
“Nobody’s home,” the boy mimicked to his companion. “What you see ain’t people but ghosts,” and both
laughed far more loudly than the joke warranted. Jyoti closed the storm door and was about to close the inner door
when she heard the boys shout,
“Paki, Paki house. Dirty, dirty.”
A shiver went down her spine. She wondered if she’d heard right.
“What did they say?” she asked. Kamla nodded mutely.
“Did he say Paki?” Kamla nodded again.
Jyoti opened the door and walked out in her stockings. One of the boys had just thrown a snowball at the
window, and the other was about to follow suit but stopped at seeing Jyoti and pretended to clean his gloves with
the snow. Jyoti caught the newspaper boy by his coat collar and dragged him into the house.
“Did you say something?”
“Nothin’. I didn’ say nothin’,” he mumbled sullenly.
“I heard someone shout ‘Paki.’ It couldn’t have been you, could it?”
“Wasn’t us.”
“Now, who could it have been, do you think? eh?”
He struggled to shake himself free. She unzipped his parka with her left hand so she could get a better hold of
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him. The other boy stood on the steps, wondering what to do. Jyoti shut the door, stood with her back to it, and
turned the boy with both her hands so he had to face her. Then she let go of him. –
“You want to grow up a barbarian, eh? This is a great country but snot-faced kids like you are stinking it up.”
She chucked him on his chin so he had to look at her.
“We are getting a little tired of obnoxious pigs like you, and our older boys have formed a cleanup brigade.
Did you know I have only to make a phone call to get them to take care of you? They might not move in today or
tomorrow but you can bet on it they will move in on you when you are not looking. When they are done with you,
even your mothers won’t recognize you, eh? And they’ll throw what remains of you in the garbage can in your
back lane. You wouldn’t like that, would you?”
The boy stood as though she were still holding him. She whipped out a colour clipping of a California quartet
with trendy spiked hair and jackets. The picture had happened to be on the back of a newspaper item she had cut
out for her Sociology term paper but she knew the quartet were just right for what she wanted now. She waved it
in front of him.
“Just to give you fair warning, this is them. How come you haven’t heard of them, eh?”
“Can I go, now?” He tried to sound nonchalant and failed.
“There’s something you have to say, remember? Starts with an S and it is not your favourite four-letter word.”
“I’m sorry,” he said.
“Be sure to tell your friend, and anyone else you care to tell. And don’t forget the garbage can. I should tell
them the BFIs are easier. That’s an idea.”
She pushed him out, closed the door and watched him through the window. She was trembling inside with a
deep sense of power that frightened her. Kamla was looking at her with her round eyes now rounder with
admiration.
“Oh, didi, did you look at his face? He was so scared he’d have peed in his pants if you’d let go.”
Jyoti ran her fingers through the girl’s hair absently. Kamla wore her hair like most everyone her age, parted at
the middle, feathered at the sides. She looked like every other eight-year-old, in blue jeans with an open-laced
shoe on the hip pocket, a plaid shirt—exactly like everyone her age, born here and unaware of any other place,
leave alone any other country.
“Have you ever peed in your pants?” she asked. Kamla laughed.
“I’ve sometimes felt like, but of course never really done it. Oh no.”
“When have you felt like that?”
“You know,” (how like her kid brother Krish she used that phrase with the stress on “you”, Jyoti thought,)
“these junior highs who hang out at the Seven-Eleven—they make swear signs,” she giggled with embarrassment.
“Do they call you Pili?”
“Not when I’m with Sandy and the rest. We always walk home together.”
Jyoti felt nauseous. Her outburst had worked. It was frightening that Vithal, Priti’s brother who was in the
angry-young-man phase, should be right, oh god, she had acted exactly as her cousin would have them act, and it
had worked. Or had it? Had she only jeopardized the poor girl’s walks home?
Jyoti’s stomach was all knotted up. It was her first encounter with racism. Oh, she had heard of incidents all
right. With Vithal as cousin, there was no way she could have stayed ignorant, though she had thought he
exaggerated everything. But now she had felt it for herself, the sudden uncontrollable spasm of fear and shock at
hearing the word “Paki” flung at her.
It was just a matter of time, she told herself, before the problem resolved itself. Just wait a couple of
generations and there’d be a lot more interracial kids. Her own for example. They would be beautiful; they always
were, these children of two races. One just had to wait.
Jyoti caught herself short as other thoughts spilled over. Pierre, was he the man? But how could she doubt it,
why this nagging fear? One thing at a time, she told herself, and the thing right now was to get her term papers
and exams out of the way. She would not think of anything but the exams. Not about Vithal, not about Pierre. But
how could she clear her mind of them, of those junior high boys she had never seen who made obscene and
intimidating gestures to eight-year-old girls? What about Priti? Jyoti broke into a cold sweat. And what about
Pierre? Was he the man? Would he ever understand what and how one feels when they have the word “Paki” flung
at them?
*
Jyoti’s words had twisted the hook into him. Jayant felt he would gladly run his sword through Jyoti’s
boyfriend, Pierre. That guy was slimy. There was something altogether suspect about his appearance; something
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phony about his symmetrical face that looked like a plastic surgeon’s cast of Adonis; his hair a perpetual Resdan
commercial, greaseless, blow-dried, each hair bouncing back into place separately.; his clothes that seemed taken
out of glossy magazines. He earned good money though he was a college dropout, and he drove a Porsche.
Except that he hadn’t been driving lately. Jayant knew that his license had been suspended for three months but
didn’t know just why—did Jyoti know? Three months ago he would have asked Pierre the most personal
questions without hesitation, but now he hated the guy so much he couldn’t get past even the formalities of
greeting. And at this moment he knew why—his instinct had alerted him to what Jyoti had just told him.
Betrayal. His life was haunted by shadows. Pierre whom he had loved was a guttersnipe.
Betrayal had been by his side always.
Jayant strummed listlessly on the violin with his fingers. Yes, of course he was jealous of Pierre. Not jealous in
the narrow textbook way that reduced everything to the physical and to complexes neatly pigeonholed with
pretentious pseudo-scientific names. Jyoti was an extension of himself. It was a sacred inviolable bond that could
be expressed only in symbols. Like the rakhi girls tied round their brothers’ wrists on Rakshabandhan day; like
the Rajput wedding rite where the bride’s brother stood at the gate of the house and challenged the coming
bridegroom to a symbolic duel, after which they embraced and went in together to the bride who waited with
roses to garland the groom.
Jayant sipped at a pop that had gone flat. Some part of him was still resisting. Hogwash, it said, all this hype
about rituals but another part knew it was not rituals he was talking about.
He had loved Pierre once, and not without cause. Therefore he should be able to love him again. Jyoti loved
Pierre: and if she was not as radiant as she should be, it was because of them—he and Dad and Ma—their
instinctive resistance to this alien seducer who had pulled away one of their own. They were taut like high-tension
wires that vibrate almost unseen with sounds almost unheard.
The shadows around him, undefined but familiar, moved to some inaudible theme song of the collective
unconscious of all their lives. Jayant placed the violin carefully beside him.
Like the headlights of cars that paused at the STOP sign across the street and cast on the living room wall
distinct shadows of the leaves and fruit and branches of the ornamental crabapple tree below the large window, his
memory, or need, from time to time shone on silent shadows within, defining one or two with recognizable
outlines whereby they came alive with a face and a name—Ajoba’s library, Aji’s jasmine-scented saris, the STOP
sign across the street, Jyoti’s denim jacket, the smell of camphor in the niche of the tulsi tree, the ridiculous
oversized billboards on Pembina Highway advertising Stanfield briefs and Cougar boots, all came together in an
epiphany of vibrations.
He would do with due grace and honour what he had no doubt done with due grace and honour in a hundred
past lives: when Pierre came on his white mare with plumed silk turban tasseled with red and white flowers, he
would meet him with drawn sword; sheathing it, he would anoint Pierre with sacred vermilion and turmeric, and
embrace him, with stars and moon and assembled guests as witness.
The dark night of the body was over.
234.214 Excerpt from The Story Of My Environment\fn{by Kuppali Puttappa Purnachandra Tejasri (1938-2007)}
Kuppalli, Shimoga District, Karnataka State, India (M) 10
1: On The Banks Of A Pond
Every Thursday is the shandy at Gonibeedu. It is a holiday at the plantation. In the last twenty-five years I have
never been worried about time hanging heavily on me even when there was nothing going on in the plantation. All
kinds of exciting things constantly keep happening around me and I am totally immersed in them until I falloff to
sleep at nightfall. On the contrary, I am worried that time is passing. As Kivi and I step out of the house the
evergreen forests of Mainad rise and glow like green flames.
Whether it rains or not, the huge trees of Mainad are full of flowers, always following their own timetable.
Probably their roots bore into the earth like borewell pipes and go straight to the water sources beneath. That is
why they never wait for rains.
I was walking towards the old tank to the right of our fence. Halfway there, I heard a woodpecker pecking
away at a dry tree branch and making a sound like that of a drum. I stopped and watched it for a while.
The woodpecker attacks the tree so fast that when it starts boring, you cannot even see its head and neck. That
this little bird was using its head as a hammer scared and bothered me. The other day when I was going through a
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door, I had banged my head on the doorframe, albeit not very hard, but it was enough for me to give me a dizzy
spell and make me rest for fifteen minutes. Now, watching this woodpecker bang its head on the tree made me
dizzy again.
What would happen to its brain? Won’t it have some kind of brain hemorrhage? How does it survive? And
apart from all this, how does a woodpecker know exactly where in the tree trunk it can find the worms to start
burrowing a hole there?
The more I think of these things, the more secretive my surroundings become. As Fukuoka says, it may be
foolish to think that we can understand everything. As far as nature is concerned, the best thing to do is to try and
understand whatever we need and just wonder at the rest. Who knows what mechanism is there inside a
woodpecker’s head and how it has evolved? .
After watching the axe-like hammerings of its beak for some time I dragged myself away firmly deciding not
to spend any more time there.
I had not seen the tank to the right of our fence for a long time. Nobody could guess its existence because all
around it there was a very thick and frightening growth of wild rose. Once I heard a helpless scream from inside
this shrubbery. I found an opening in the underbush which had been made by buffaloes and crept through it. This
was like a tunnel and it led me to the edge of the tank.
A water snake was struggling to swallow a large frog. Not realizing the limitations of its own mouth, the snake
had caught hold of this huge frog, which must have weighed at least a kilogram. The frog had swallowed a lot of
air and had distended itself like a balloon, thus thwarting the snake. At the same time it was making this
screaming noise. When I appeared on the scene, the snake saw me and spat out whatever portion of the frog it was
holding and disappeared. Thus saved, the stupid frog did not immediately go off but sat there blinking.
This was a real old tank. All around it wild roses grew profusely forming an almost impenetrable wall. A lot of
creepers also could be seen at the edge. The village buffaloes would come here when the sun was very hot and
wallow in the muddy water. Whenever I was free, I would sit on the fallen Jambu tree nearby and watch the
hundreds of goings-on at the edge of the tank.
The first thing that Kivi used to do on reaching this spot was to chase the cranes by the edge of the pond. These
cranes had become used to this prank of Kivi over a period of time and so would not be frightened any more.
They would just fly to the opposite shore and settle down there. Kivi would be very upset and since they would be
visible on the opposite side, he would run right around the marshy edge of the tank, totally unmindful of the
slippery mud. And when he reached there, the cranes would coolly fly back. This would go on for a couple of
times and by then Kivi would be panting for breath and would give up the chase and come to lie down near where
I was sitting in the shade.
If you just think about the way these cranes catch the fish in water, you would be amazed. You see, you and I
cannot catch fish with our hands despite the fact that we have ten fingers. The body of the fish is so smooth and
slippery and what weaponry or implement does the crane possess? Think. It has a forceps like beak, that is all.
Even if you take ten forceps instead of one and spend an entire lifetime practicing, you will not be able to catch
fish with forceps. You may not be able to pick up dead fish even. But these cranes stand one legged and pretend to
be asleep and when a fish comes by, catch it in a flash. Even as it is wriggling at the edge of their beaks the cranes
would swallow it like a pill right in front of our eyes.
There were some coots and coloured jacanas in that tank. These would hide in the reeds, scared of Kivi’s
barking. Once we sat quietly, they would slowly dare to peep through the reeds.
Once the grebes which were remaining hidden under the water, came out, raised their heads, shrugged the
water off their feathers, shrieked and started to swim, the coloured jacanas which looked like colourful hens with
thin stick-like legs would gingerly step on the floating water lily leaves and travel the length and breadth of the
tank.
Kivi and I would sit there at the edge of the tank till it was lunch time and watch the goings-on. Sometimes
Kivi would get bored and go into the forest to chase a squirrel or a lizard.
In the middle of the tank was a big log which was half under water. From a distance, at first sight it would
resemble a sleeping buffalo. Almost every time I went there, a couple of mud tortoises could be seen on this log
sunning themselves. The moment they saw me they would jump into the water. Afterwards, even if we sat there
motionless for a very long time, they would not muster the courage to climb back on that log. Just like submarines
use their periscopes to see above the water level, they would remain under water and stretch their necks so that
only their eyes came above the water level and would dive back again.
In one comer of the tank where a branch of an adjacent tree had bent towards the water, some weaver birds had
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built nests and would be dangling there, chirping away. Just below in the water, shoals and shoals of tadpoles
would be moving like a cloud, coming up from time to time to the surface for oxygen. By the time the rains
started, all these would lose their tails and become yellow and black striped frogs and come out of the tank. They
would stick together on land as they did earlier in water, and when they leaped, it looked as though an area of the
earth itself was moving.
I have not seen any animal eating these frogs. May be their meat is poisonous or repulsive to other animals.
Each living being has its own peculiar defense mechanism. I will describe to you one or two such peculiar defense
mechanisms I observed here on the sides of this tank
At the edge of this tank large bullfrogs would be hiding in the reeds. Some of them were such gluttons that
they weighed a kilogram at least. It is the legs of these frogs that are being exported for edible purposes, as a
delicacy. Because their skin is also green like the reeds and the neighbouring grass, they cannot be spotted until
we are very near them. Then they suddenly leap into the water, giving us a fright. However much Kivi tried his
best to catch one of these he could not. And every time they jumped into the water they would squirt some urine
from their behind. I thought they urinated out of fear and did not realize that it was a defense mechanism.
Once Kivi somehow spotted one of these frogs from a distance and almost succeeded in catching it. At least, it
got very close and was about to close its mouth on the frog. The frog leaped two paces into the tank at the very
last moment spraying Kivi’s snout with urine. Probably even Kivi did not realize this in the beginning; because it
was going about as though nothing had happened, gazing intently where the frog had disappeared. But after few
minutes it was shaking its head with froth coming out of his mouth and clearly looking very uncomfortable.
Dogs cannot spit like human beings. So Kivi was rolling about like a rabid dog, frothing at the mouth and
rubbing its mouth on the grass. If I had not observed the frog squirting urine at Kivi’s mouth I would have thought
that it had become sick.
Kivi took nearly an hour to recover from the effects of the frog’s urine. I could not simply watch it struggling
to pour saliva lout of its mouth by rubbing on the grass, so I dragged it to the tank and washed its mouth. From
that day onwards, Kivi stopped trying to catch frogs. Not only that, when Kivi lay in front of the house, if a frog
were to come out from behind a flower pot and leap in its direction, it would run away and sit somewhere else.
Because of the effect that the frog’s urine had on its taste buds, Kivi had decided never again to fool around
with a frog. But a funnier story is about how the mud tortoise taught both Pyara and me a lesson.
*
I always thought that the tortoise was a helpless, harmless animal. If it gets caught, it cannot even run fast.
Whenever I saw these mud tortoises from a distance sitting on that log in the centre of the tank, I wanted to look
at them from close quarters.
Once a tortoise was sitting on the grass at the edge of the tank. I did not notice it for it resembled a broken pot
lying inverted and simply walked past it to (he other side of the tank. After I passed, it must have started to move,
so Pyara who was coming behind me saw this moving pot. He called out, “Choo, Kivi,” and ran towards it.
The water’s edge was some distance away and the tortoise must have thought it was not possible to escape and
so stopped dead in its tracks and withdrew into its shell. When Pyara and Kivi reached it, it was lying still like an
iron box. These mud tortoises have the shell covering their belly also. No animal can do anything to them. I could
see everything from the other side—Pyara and Kivi running towards the tortoise, the tortoise stopping, both of
them also stopping on nearing the tortoise. It was lying so still that Kivi looked at Pyara wondering whether it was
a living being or some inanimate object. Pyara started lifting it, either out of curiosity or because he wanted to
take it home. Then all of a sudden, as I was watching him, he dropped it with a thud and closed his nostrils. Kivi
started sneezing and ran towards me shaking its head. I was surprised.
“Hey what had happened?” I shouted at Pyara.
“Can’t touch, it lets out a stench,” he said.
“You must have let out gas and you are blaming it, that is all!”
“No, no, no, why should I give out a stench. Come and see,” said Pyara from the opposite side. When I went,
there was no smell. Pyara took off his fingers pressing his nostrils and was surprised.
“Arre, where did the smell go?” he wondered and to test whether the tortoise would let out the stench again,
lifted it.
My god, what a fart did it let out this time! It was like stuffing a dead, decomposed rat into my nostrils. I was
about to throw up.
“Throw it away,” I shouted and ran away closing my nostrils. Pyara did not want to touch it again. He was too
disgusted. He kicked it so that it would fall into the tank and he too ran with me, holding his breath. If the frog
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had attacked the taste buds, the tortoise had attacked an even more important sense and had almost poisoned our
breath!
*
A similarly funny encounter I had was with some piglet. Once Kivi and I were about to return home from the
tank, when we heard a noise. From the dense underbush on the other side of the tank, a wild piglet came out and
galloped away towards the forest. I had heard from our supervisor the previous day that some one from
Makonhalli had come hunting to the forest behind our house and that they had killed a suckling pig. The piglets
had escaped.
Just as I was wondering whether those little pigs had been hiding here, another piglet came out and ran towards
the forest. And another one, before I could even take my eyes off the earlier one.
I was very hungry when I had started towards home. Even then, I wanted to find out what they were doing
there, hiding in that underbush. So I walked down, crossed the pit in front and came up to the wild rose bush. I
went through the bush and came near the underbuush.
Those piglets were not really very small. They must have been four to six months old. They were almost as tall
as Kivi. When I neared the underbush Kivi must have got the scent of the pigs which had run away. Kivi started
moving around, trying to catch the trail of the scent. When I peeped into the underbush the two remaining piglets
sprang up and started running.
I had no gun with me. I had not come prepared for hunting. Nevertheless, when a wild pig runs right in front of
you, who can be patient and quiet? I called out for Kivi and ran behind the piglet.
If that piglet had run straight into the forest like the rest of the brood, I would never have been able to follow it.
But because I was making a lot of noise while trying to chase it, it ran into the nearby wild rose bush and hid
there. By then, Kivi which was somewhere nearby, came near me and rushed into the wild rose bush. When the
piglet came out and started running, Kivi chased it.
Even then, that piglet could have escaped into the forest, but another dog from the village ran into it from the
opposite direction. The piglet got confused, changed direction and ran towards the plantation. Now both the dogs
chased the piglet. Totally confused, the small piglet ran helter-skelter and soon it became very tired. As it was just
climbing an incline near the plantain trees, Kivi reached it and caught its neck. I only wanted to catch it and did
not want to kill it and ran to rescue the piglet.
I was under the impression that the pig, when angry, would either bite the dog or try to lance it with its snout.
Instead, this piglet gave a long bloodcurdling cry. This cry was so deadly that it felt as though molten iron was
being poured into the ears. The two dogs were now enveloped by an unknown fear. Suddenly scared of the noise
which resembled hell’s trumpet, Kivi released its grip on the pig’s neck.
The pig did not run away. It just turned towards the dogs and repeated its deadly scream. This ear-splitting cry
scared the dogs, which moved back a few steps. I think those two dogs had already decided on the future course
of action. The next time the pig started to scream, the dogs, unable to bear it any more, slunk away with their tails
between their legs.
After the dogs left the scene, the pig ran off into the forest. But soon the labourers of the estate and others came
running. They wanted to know what had happened.
“What happened? What happened?”
Everyone asked with apprehension. Probably they had never heard such a bloodcurdling cry in their lives.
When I told them that it was a pig screaming, they were all surprised and asked,
“Can a pig scream so scarily?”
2: Pyara’s Shaithan Problem
Pyara could not stand garden lizards. Whenever he saw one of them on a branch or a rock in the forest, he
would swear at them “cut throat bastards” and chase them off with stones. In such a dense forest, I never saw the
quick-footed lizards becoming a victim of Pyara’s anger. However craftily Pyara tried to corner them, they would
somehow escape up the branches or through the crevices of the rocks.
Kivi would also join the chase. Obviously, learning from Pyara, Kivi also thought that these lizards were his
deadly enemies. I could never understand why Pyara should hate these lizards so much. After all they were not
poisonous. They didn’t even have teeth to bite. So one day, I asked him as to why he was so upset about these
harmless creatures.
He told me a story. But it had happened in distant Arabia, a long long time ago.
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It seems Prophet Mohammed, the founder of Islam, was forced to leave Mecca for Madina (or Madina for
Mecca) with enemy soldiers in hot pursuit. Desperately looking for a place to hide, Mohammed entered a cave in
the mountains and disappeared from sight. When the pursuing army came to that area, a lizard which was resting
on a nearby rock nodded his head to indicate that Prophet Mohammed was indeed hiding nearby. So the enemy
soldiers started searching. But providentially, a spider wove a web across the entrance to the cave in which
Mohammed was hiding, and when the soldiers reached the spot and saw the web, they concluded that no one
could have entered the cave and so went away, continuing their murderous search elsewhere.
So the timely help from the spider saved the Prophet’s life. This is why Pyara called lizards “treacherous
bastards”, and though he couldn’t care less about any other precepts of his religion, he invariably became the
avenging faithful and would chase the lizards all over the place.
These kinds of cock and bull stories and blind beliefs are not confined to Muslims alone. Religious literature in
India is replete with such stories. Didn’t Shiva in his abode at Kailasa transpose an elephant’s head on his son
Ganesha’s body and isn’t the mouse the ordained means of transport for this elephant headed Ganapathi?
These stories still influence human behavior. Many people do not kill mice caught in their houses even if they
are creating havoc. They try to drive them away or try to release them away from their house, because they think
that by killing them they will be causing danger to Lord Ganesha’s vehicle. Since Lord Shiva wears a snake
around his neck like a scarf, even today many people refuse to kill even poisonous snakes.
You must have heard of the service that the squirrel rendered to Lord Rama when he was building the bridge to
Lanka. It is supposed to have dipped its bushy tail in the sand and transported the sand particles thus caught in its
tail to the work site and shook it off there. Even now, people refer to this and say,
“I will try to do my squirrel bit.”
How much of help accrued from this exercise of the squirrel is another matter. Lord Rama was moved by its
dedication and devotion. He took the squirrel in his palm and patted its back in appreciation. That is how the
squirrel got those stripes on its back. They are Rama’s finger marks.
The story is so popular that whenever we want to help anyone we call it one “squirrel’s bit”. Even people who
haven’t heard of this story of Lord Rama freely use this expression.
The result is that, even though some of these original stories have long been forgotten, people have developed
either love or unnecessary hatred towards some animals. All this is due to folklore and nothing else.
Take the owl for instance. In European literature, it is always the symbol of wisdom and is described as the
wise old animal of the forest or the enlightened one. But in India, it is a bad omen. A symbol of death. If it were to
perch itself on someone’s house and screech, the household would perform all kinds of pujas and homas and
penance to ward off the evil effect. That is at least what the Panchanga says. (The Panchanga is a kind of ready
reckoner for Hindu rituals.)
The story is the same with the cat. If you come across a cat it is considered ill luck, whereas if you see a fox,
that is good luck. People so firmly believe this! When they set out to do something important and if a cat crosses
their path, they either postpone or cancel the journey. The skies would fall! Even marriages get cancelled, and so
do sacred thread ceremonies!
How the poor cat got such a bad name is not known. No one knows what it did to betray some mythological
hero. The story is forgotten but the cat still suffers from the infamous reputation.
In some other cases, even though there is no background of mythology or even folklore, we come across
instances where some animals are disliked because of their behavior or life cycles. Owls and reptiles, like
monitors, quite often live in old dilapidated temples and crumbling fortresses. These are nocturnal animals which
venture out in search of food and sustenance only in the night. They have infrared vision and can spot the warmblooded animals which emanate these rays in the night. Throughout the day they sleep in the ruins, which are the
only places free from hustle and bustle. That is why you find owls, bats, and some of the reptiles in dark,
uninhabited ruins.
Because of this life style of these species, they have become symbolic of ruins and ruination. If these animals
venture into inhabited places, people think that it is a bad omen, suspecting their visitation as a foreboding of
impending tragedy to their villages and towns. Though in fact, what happens is that only after a structure is
ruined, or a village deserted do these animals go to live there and not the other way round.
I do not have to state again that I do not believe in all these good omens and bad omens. It is a scientific fact
that the animals and plants have no special love or hatred for human beings. But these blind beliefs are contagious
like the common cold. There was a time when I never used to bother when a cat or owl crossed the path. But after
listening to exclamations of my companions day in and day out every time a cat crossed our path—“Oh, my God!
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What a thing to happen!” or “Che, Che. No!” or plain banging of their heads—their lamentations seemed to have
slowly impinged on my subconscious. Now, if a cat crosses my path I almost muter “Che” myself.
I know it is not even momentary and I immediately disregard and carry on with whatever I am doing, but what
I am trying to say is that these blind beliefs and superstitions are very contagious. They have succeeded in making
even me falter for a second. If this is what can happen to me, what about an uneducated, uninformed Pyara?
It is not at all surprising that he curses and has a grudge against the lizard. If ours is a Hindu religious blind
belief, his is a Muslim religious blind belief. That is all there is to it.
I didn’t tell Pyara anything about his habit of chasing the lizards. .These lizards were no holy creatures to me.
And surely they could easily give the slip to Pyara and save themselves without my help. Only when they came
near the house and Kivi chased them, they would slip in between the flowerpots and since Kivi would also try to
follow them, the pots would break. This was the only material loss I had suffered for a long time because of
Pyara’s blind belief.
*
But Pyara once got into deep trouble because of this superstition.
This fellow, who had thought of them as only traitors, suddenly became convinced that they were devil
incarnate and stopped going anywhere near them. As you trek to our village from Jannapura, you pass through a
place called Nidugodu. There is a wide, open field around this place. This field was absolutely devoid of any
vegetation but tall grass.
In this field, there was an elevated area with an anthill. A lizard could be seen sitting on the top of this anthill
nodding its red head and this would irritate Pyara and Kivi no end, whenever they passed that way. And if they
chased, it would quietly disappear inside the anthill.
Once, as we were all walking through this field, we saw Shikari (hunter) Manjappa digging that anthill. I
thought that Manjappa wanted that particular quality of red soil to build an earthen stove and we carried on, But
Manjappa called us. He showed a number of colored mushrooms, each the size of an egg, which he had collected
from the anthill.
In Malnad, after the rains you get these mushrooms which grow on some of these anthills. They resemble eggs
and are very tasty. Everyone goes around collecting them. Manjappa had flattened the anthill to collect all the
mushrooms that had grown on it. He gave us some.
In all this excitement, we had completely forgotten about the lizard which lived there. We collected the
mushrooms and started on our way back to our hamlet. We had come some distance when the lizard, which must
have been hiding somewhere nearby in the grass, came out and started to rum. Obviously, it was not inside its
abode when Maanjappa had destroyed the anthill.
The moment Pyara saw the lizard running he shouted “Aye, Namak haram” (an Urdu expression for traitor),
and started looking for a stone to hit it. Since he could not find anything suitable nearby in that barren field, he
called out to Kivi, and shouted encouraging utterances, like “Choo! Choo!” and went after the lizard.
This time the lizard was in real trouble. There were no plants or shrubs in that barren field to slip into and
Manjappa had destroyed the anthill. Though Pyara could not catch the lizard, Kivi was certainly capable of that.
So when Kivi came and started after the hapless creature, Pyara stopped running. And whenever Kivi closed in on
it, it would quickly change direction and run in another direction. This way it was succeeding in tiring Kivi.
But it was running out of ideas in that barren field where there was no place for it to hide or climb to safety. All
of a sudden, it ran towards Pyara who was standing nearby and cheering Kivi, and in a jiffy climbed up his legs
and disappeared inside his shorts!
Kivi was dumbfounded that this lizard had literally vanished all of a sudden, and not knowing what to do,
stood around looking for the reptile in the vicinity. But the effect of the lizard entering Pyara’s shorts was
absolutely devastating. It must have felt around for a good place to hide! Pyra who must have definitely thought
that it was going to bite the family jewels, let out a blood-curdling shriek and, strewing the mushrooms all over
the place, started to jump up and down as if he was possessed by some devil. Kivi also got scared of this peculiar,
sudden behavior of Pyara and was actually taken aback.
I did not panic, knowing fully well that the lizard was not a dangerous creature. But the fact that it was inside
his shorts did shake me up a bit. I shouted to him to remove his shorts. By now, Pyara had gone absolutely crazy.
He couldn’t care less about the niceties of public decency. He loosened his shorts, jumping up and down all the
time.
The moment he took off his shorts the lizard was free to climb up his torso. It got inside his shirt and tickled
him all over the place. When it started climbing on his chest, Pyara became petrified. He could not tie up his
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shorts. There was no time to think of that. So he dropped them and still screaming at the top of his voice, started
to remove his shirt. During all this I was continuing to shout instructions.
Hearing my shouts on the one side and Pyara’s screams on the other, Manjappa, who was on his way home
with his basketful of mushrooms, came back to investigate. Putting his basket down, he came running thinking
that something terrible might have happened.
By this time, Pyara was completely naked and the lizard, after climbing on to his head must have decided that
this was some kind of a funny tree which had no branches! It jumped down and ran off.
When Manjappa reached us and enquired with real concern as to what happened, I told him that the lizard
climbed up Pyara’s body. Manjapa started laughing.
But we couldn’t laugh for long. The lizard, which had jumped off Pyara’s head and started running, was soon
sighted by Kivi which started chasing him once again. And that lizard, after running hither and thither for a while,
once again made a beeline towards us.
“Oh my God. Shaithan\fn{The Devil} is back!” shouted Pyara and picked up his clothes and started running,
stark naked. Worried that it may get into my pants as well, I started running behind Pyara, with Shikari Manjappa
too running behind me.
This was the scene that startled Annegowda, who was smartly dressed in his starched dhothi and was on his
way to the bus stand. Two of us chasing a naked boy! He was flabbergasted. He didn’t know whether he should
catch the boy or whether he should also run along with us. By the time our little procession on the run reached
him, the lizard was nowhere in sight. It must have found some other direction to run away. Kivi also came back
and joined us in a couple of minutes.
When we related the story to a totally confused Annegowda, he laughed and laughed. He had noticed Pyara
who was still standing in the buff regaining his breath. And Manjappa, looking at Pyara with disgust scolded him,
“Hey, you fool, put on your clothes. Early in the morning, we have the privilege of glimpsing your private
parts. We don’t know what other misfortune awaits us today.”
3: A Day With Kivi
Many of the characters which appear in these stories have become part and parcel of eternity. Kivi, Pyra,
Masti, Mara—none of them are alive now. But the one friend with whom I can still enjoy reminiscing about those
good old days is Sriram.
It is one of life’s surprises that Sriram who is now a professor of English at the University, once did a turn as
Kivi’s assistant and roamed the forests looking for animals to hunt! Twenty five years ago Sriram had just finished
his M.A. and become a teacher. For some days he was teaching at Sringeri College and I had just then bought a
piece of forest land and had not yet built a house. So, I used to stay in my friend Vasu’s Boothana Kadu
farmhouse.
This was not far from Sringeri. And so, Sriram would come over on most weekends and holidays almost
without fail.
Sriram hails from a village called Byatha, which is in the plains near Bangalore. He was quite a stranger to
Malnad and consequently had no knowledge of the rain forests of Malnad, their flora and fauna and also hunting.
So, he could not have had my inborn interest in these things. But the one common trait we shared was our liking
for meat. If we had to eat rice and sambhar for four days in a row, we would complain like hell, as though we had
been made to undergo a forced conversion.
Sriram was even more emancipated than me in some respects. For him, meat was meat, and from whichever
animal it came, it did not matter. He had completely rejected the religious belief by which some communities
shunned certain animals’ flesh. In this tricky matter of faith, he took a totally secular stance.
Though I agree on this issue with him in principle, many times I have an instinctive distaste for certain kinds of
meat. But Sriram is a man of principles—edible means edible. It doesn’t matter what it is. That Hindus shouldn’t
eat beef and Muslims shouldn’t eat pork was utter nonsense to Sriram. Though we completely agreed with the
ideology underlying Sriram’s stand, we did tease him about his “anything on a plate” attitude.
But he couldn’t care less. Over the years, he had actually acquired quite a few disciples like Kadilal Dayanand,
Gangeya and others. In brief, this cult’s belief can be stated as follows—among the two-legged species, man, and
among the four-legged variety, chairs, tables and cots, were the only non-edible items. Anything else could be
eaten by human beings. The followers of Sriram’s cult have progressed several steps ahead of their guru and have
conducted extensive studies on how birds and insects and other living beings taste; and their research is
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continuing. Whatever their ultimate findings, we can unhesitatingly state that Sriram and his followers have made
significant contribution towards building a secular society in India. Every time Sriram arrived, one of my routine
questions would be
“What news of Sringeri?”
And this was enough to launch him on a tirade against the Brahmin dominated society of Sringeri. He would
complain against their rice and curry diet to his heart’s content, adding that his tongue has lost all its sense of taste
and become almost a piece of wood, that the food was most uninteresting, that his tummy had become like a
balloon with gas due to the dal and rice, that life itself had lost all meaning, and that he was disgusted. He
described the whole thing as if this forced vegetarian diet was a conspiracy to do away with him.
This was just a game we played before we set out on a hunt. We used to convince ourselves that the worsening
situation warranted an immediate hunting expedition. This little drama would convince us that it was an
emergency.
This holiday routine of ours had become so well established that Kivi would get excited the moment Sriram
arrived. He would create a racket as though he was clearing his throat for the hunt and would start pulling on his
chain with all his strength.
Sriram was not really interested in walking around in the forests among all those thorny bushes which was
really a bruising experience. He didn’t know how to hold a gun either.
Vasu’s farm had a recurring problem with monkeys. To drive out these monkeys he had devised a country gun
which would make a big noise. It was made of ordinary metal pipe. You had to put in the explosives and push an
iron rod into it and it would make an ear splitting noise.
Sriram would carry this contraption when setting out with Kivi on these hunting expeditions. Even though it
was not a proper weapon and there was no possibility of killing any animal with it, Sriram firmly believed that by
exploding it, he could at least save himself. Sriram’s job was to follow Kivi and provide support and
encouragement. If Kivi waylaid some animal in the forest and started barking, Sriram would explode his country
cannon once and shout “Shoo! Shoo!” to encourage Kivi. The animal would mistake this sound for actual gunshot
and run helter-skelter. Some would run towards me, some would even run towards Sriram. If he saw something
running away from his sight, he would get angry and curse Kivi for not chasing the animal in the right direction!
This would be followed by a spot of rest under a shady tree until he calmed down.
Those days, the animals we usually got were jungle fowl, barking deer, rabbits, which were plentiful, and
occasionally we would spot a wild boar. It was very difficult to hunt the boars because we were only three. With
utter disregard for both Kivi and Sriram, some of these boars would simply grunt and run away, often running
towards Sriram and rushing past him. When reminded of these instances today, even after twenty-five years,
Sriram becomes wistful and sad.
“How many kilos of meat slipped out of our hands that day?” he sighs and becomes sad and silent.
*
One Sunday morning, we set out with Kivi and I had my gun and Sriram had his metal pipe contraption. The
morning sun lent an invigorating air to the proceedings as we chatted and headed towards the forest near the
Kuduregundi estate. The thare trees were in full bloom and the air was full of their distinct aroma of honey. Near
this estate, a small stream flowed between two hillocks. Thick forests had grown on either side of the stream and
in the summer many animals would gather here as it was very cool. Sriram would start from the edge of the forest
with Kivi and his sound machine and drive the animals. I would wait near the opposite end with my gun. If any
ill-fated animal ran towards me I would shoot.
More often than not, the animals would not run into our trap but would run away in other directions.
Sometimes, even before we reached the forest, the excited Kivi would have made a lot of noise and driven the
animals away.
That day, Sriram followed this routine and tried to drive the animals towards me. We seemed to be out of luck.
We could not see any animals. Both Sriram and Kivi shouted themselves hoarse but only got tired after some
time.
The invigorating sun of the morning had lost its soothing effect and had started burning down on us by now.
Unable to stand the heat, Kivi had rolled in the muddy water and was looking more like a dirty piglet with his
tongue hanging out and panting for breath. Sriram was also breathing hard when both of them came to where I
was standing.
“Looks like our hunting trip is a total flop today,” said Sriram.
“How can there be no animals here? I think the two of you didn’t make enough noise to drive the animals this
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way,” I said.
“Look who is talking! Here you are comfortable in the shade. We had to walk through all those thorny bushes
and scream at the same time. It was killing! And this hot sun! I couldn’t even drink some water because Kivi
jumped into the stream and muddied the whole thing.” Sriram had a list of complaints about the hardships he had
had.
From there, we went into the forest on the other side of the hill. There used to be a lot of wild fowl in this area
which had dense growth of pygmy bamboo. We could not see any jungle fowl. Let alone fowl, we didn’t even
spot the occasional lizard. Walking up and down the uneven terrain really sapped our energies and even the
prospect of non-vegetarian food was losing its charm. The rocks underneath felt like burning coal. The bushes
didn’t offer any shelter to sit under. Sriram made up his mind to get back.
“Why don’t we go and buy some meat. Let this hunting business go to hell,” he said.
“We will lose face if we return empty handed,” I said.
“What face? If there are no animals in this forest, what can we do? Have we given it in writing on a stamped
paper that we will return only after hunting something?” Sriram’s arguments for returning were becoming
stronger.
I knew Sriram’s behavior well. Even if he got a little tired, he would lose all enthusiasm and would literally be
grounded. There was no alternative to getting back. We didn’t even have the strength to walk back home.
This is often the fate of these hunting trips. The enthusiasm that is there when you set out is completely gone
when you are returning. Even slight ups and downs in your path look like insurmountable mountains. The huge
trees of the forest, the sweet smell of the flowers and the music of the birds had all ceased to exist for us.
We started walking back rather listlessly. Sriram probably wanted to convince me that he was undergoing
extreme suffering and would start limping from time to time. When I asked him, he would say that it was a thorn.
I thought of encouraging him to walk faster and said,
“Come on, walk faster, otherwise the mutton shop will be closed.” Even this did not bring any more strength to
Sriram’s legs.
*
I think we had come half the way. Kivi suddenly pricked up his ears. He seemed to smell something and ran
into the forest. A little while later, we heard him barking from a bush nearby.
Sriram was looking like a dry leaf by now, and Kivi’s sudden discovery of something didn’t kindle any spark
in him. He looked at me.
Just at that time, three wild boars ran from one bush to another grunting loudly to scare Kivi away.
However much he is tired, a hunter can no longer keep quiet when he spots an animal. My indifference
vanished in a moment. I ran with my gun to the other side of the bush, ready to shoot. Kivi had probably chased
one of them and I could near his barking at a distance. But none of the boars came my way. Kivi was continuing
to bark as I waited, almost certain that the boar had come towards me. It was only a matter of time. Suddenly I
heard Sriram shouting above Kivi’s barking,
“Come, Come here! The boar is here!”
His voice had really become high pitched. I thought, if he screamed like this and the boar was somewhere
where he could see it, it would definitely run away. So I shouted back, “Don’t shout and don’t move! Stand where
you are!” and set out in his direction. Perhaps I walked quite casually because I really didn’t believe that the boar
would still be there when I reached him.
Sriram was standing like a statue. I too didn’t make any sound and asked him by signs as to where the animal
was. He rolled his eyes towards his left. I looked and found nothing. The bushes were not very thick on that side
and even though I observed very closely I could not see anything. Just empty space. I looked at Sriram,
questioningly again. He rolled his eyes once again in the same direction. Again I could not see anything. I was
wondering how I could not spot a big animal like a boar. I couldn’t help it any more. I had to talk. I asked him,
“Where? I can’t see anything.” Sriram was losing his patience.
“See here, Herrrrre!” he screamed, pointing to his feet.
I had not expected a wild animal to be sitting so close to him. That is why I had looked at the neighboring
bushes when he had rolled his eyes. Now he was pointing at his feet.
When I looked, I saw a medium sized boar crouching in front of Sriram just about two yards in front of him! It
looked as though it was ready to spring on him. From where I was standing, I knew it would be difficult to shoot
the boar without endangering Sriram. I moved a couple of steps to the right. The boar saw me, jumped and ran. At
the same instant my gun also exploded. I didn’t know whether I had hit the animal. But it ran off into the forest. It
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had certainly not come thereto attack Sriram. It had suddenly found Sriram in its path and not knowing what to
do, had crouched there, thinking that it was hidden from Sriram’s view.
“What kind of a hunter are you to miss it from such a close range? If only I had a machete instead of this
contraption, I would have finished it myself,” Sriram scolded me.
In a few minutes, Kivi returned having heard the gunshot. He smelt the boar and vanished into the forest in the
direction in which the boar had run away. As we could not pick the trail of the boar, we lacked Kivi’s enthusiasm
in chasing it. We were very tired. Added to this, was the disappointment of having missed a sitter at almost point
blank range and losing the hunt.
Anyhow we had to wait for Kivi to return. Sriram was describing details of how the boar had come suddenly
and seen him, how it had crouched, how he had got scared that it would charge him. From time to time, we would
shout for Kivi. But as our hunger, thirst and the weariness increased, we started cursing Kivi.
In this dejected state, we suddenly heard Kivi barking incessantly from somewhere in the Kuduregundi coffee
estate, which meant that Kivi had successfully followed the trail of the boar and the boar was now confronting
him!
We were so tired that we didn’t have the strength even to return home. We were certainly in no mood to climb
the hill that separated us from the coffee estate to reach Kivi. Sriram simply refused to move. He asked me to go if
I wanted to and sat down.
But there was no choice. If the boar was there, Kivi would never return, no matter how long we waited. So,
finally, we decided to go and started dragging our feet. The gun and Sriram’s country cannon felt like millstones
around our necks. We were walking by sheer will power alone.
By the time we reached the estate, we were half dead. Kivi was barking in the estate amidst coffee plants. I
thought that the wounded animal might charge at me any time and so walked gingerly between the coffee plants,
ready to shoot. When I looked, I found that the boar was lying dead!
I was beside myself with joy. All the trouble was suddenly worth it! I patted the panting Kivi on his back and
shouted for Sriram.
As soon as we thought of the distance we had to trek back, our happiness vanished. Sriram looked so tired that
I doubted whether he would help me carry the boar home. I had to do something to activate him.
“I say Sriram,” I said, “we have to take this away from here this very minute!” I said in a hushed tone. The
urging in my voice had the desired effect. He sat bolt upright and asked,
“Why immediately?”
“See, this boar has fallen inside someone’s estate. If any of the estate workers come to know of it, they will ask
for the estate’s share,” I said. Sriram’s countenance had a sudden transformation.
“Is that so? How much is the estate’s share?” His voice was almost a whisper now.
“According to the hunting conventions, if the animal falls in someone’s land, we have to give them half.
Otherwise, they won’t allow us to touch the animal,” I said.
“Half! If we give them half, what will we get? What kind of convention is this? We have struggled and
sweated it out since morning and we have to give up half? Come on, just take this,” he said handing me his metal
pipe cannon. The very thought of having to give up half of the boar had made him a new man. He held up the hind
legs of the animal and said,
“Help me put it across my shoulder.”
I had not imagined that he would be ready to carry the animal all by himself! I said,
“Look, you won’t be able to carry it alone. You hold on to the forelegs and I will hold on to the hind legs.”
Sriram was actually angry now.
“Don’t talk too much. And don’t delay any longer. Somebody from the estate might see us,” he hissed.
The moment I helped him to lift the boar, both Sriram and Kivi just vanished. I think that they actually ran
away! I just didn’t see them again. I started alone towards the Boothana Kadu estate carrying his sulfur-smelling
cannon and my gun.
*
We tease him even now about that day. The way he was determined to run away carrying a whole boar when
only moments before he was unable to carry himself around.
On the way back, I saw both Kivi and Sriram. They had placed the boar just beside the fence of the Bhoothana
Kadu estate and were fast asleep under a tree.
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70.128 He\fn{by M. P. Narayana Pillai (1939- )} Pullvazhi Village, Ernakulam District, Kerala State, India (M) -1
It was a holiday.
He came to me asking if there were old newspapers for sale. I said to him:
“I don’t read newspapers. Neither old nor new papers are here.”
He went back. A little later he came asking me if there were vessels for lead-plating. I said:
“I don’t cook my food. So I don’t have to lead-plate my vessels.” And he went back.
He came then asking if anybody in this house had fever in recent times. When he was answered in the negative
he noted it in the book he had in hand. He made a mark with his pencil on the white washed wall.
He came again to tempt us with two snakes. He played on the pipe and the snakes danced, but I didn’t yield.
He went back disappointed.
He came now disguised as a woman dressed in sari. He offered to give steel plates in return for old clothes.
When he was told that I wore only old clothes he put his basket on his head and went away.
He came next on a bicycle with a file to sharpen knives. When I told him I was not in the habit of going about
with sharp knives he withdrew himself.
Then it was noon; he came as a vaccinator to kill me with an injection. I escaped by running. He came at night
as an owl and stared at me rolling his eyeballs. I stared back at him rolling my eyeballs.
After a little while I got frightened. I closed my eyes. He came as a jackal and howled. He howled again and
again.
I also howled back.
Then he came as a killer cock and crowed.
I closed my ears in fear.
When I was overcome with fear he tied me up with a chain.
69.96 The Only American From Our Village\fn{by Arun Joshi (1939- )} Benares, Benares District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 3
Dr. Khanna was easily the most outstanding immigrant physicist at the University of Wisconsin. Personally, he
considered himself to be the finest of physicists, immigrant or native. He was also among the dozen or so bestdressed men on the campus.
When he was forty Dr. Khanna, his wife Joanne, and their two sons decided to visit India, the country that Dr.
Khanna had left 15 years earlier and where his fame had preceded him.
The four week trip was a success by all accounts. He was received by an official of the Council of Scientific
Research. He addressed a conference on Interplanetary radiation and inaugurated three well-attended seminars.
He met the President and the Prime Minister. He was offered many jobs each of which he politely declined. His
wife and children were worshipped by his relatives whom they had never met before and for whom they had
brought Gillette razors, pop records and a mass of one-dollar neckties. The records and the neckties were unusable
because the relatives had neither record-players nor suits but the razors were greatly prized, especially by the
women who saved them for their teen-aged sons.
The last of the four weeks Mrs. Khanna and the children went off on a sight-seeing tour. Dr. Khanna delivered
his final talk at a college in his former home-town.
The talk went well. He was introduced to the audience in glorious terms and the boys stayed quiet which was
not natural for them. He was thanked profusely and, it seemed, endlessly by the lecturer in Physics. Some of the
audience stopped by on their way out and bid their humble farewell with folded hands. At the end of them all an
old man came shuffling along and insisted on shaking Dr. Khanna’s hands.
“I am the ashtamp farosh of the town,” the old man said staring up at Dr. Khanna. His eyes were heavy with
cataract. The grease on his jacket shone in the yellow light. Dr. Khanna looked on, puzzled. The Principal was
embarrassed.
“Mr. Radhey Mohan,” he explained “sells court paper\fn{ Special stamped paper on which certain legal documents are
required to be written:W} in front of the District Courts.”
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“Yes,” the old man repeated. “I am the ashtamp farosh of the town. I knew your father. I am very happy to see
you. I came here only to see you because I am only an ashtamp farosh and do not understand such matters. Nor do
my sons because they are not even matriculates. I have not been out of this town. I live in the village which was
also your father’s village and is, therefore, your village. Ha! Ha! I can take you there if you like.”
“I had been to our village when I was a boy,” said Dr. Khanna hastily. He was glad he could say that because
some trick of the old man, a slant of the lips, a glint in the eye, the accent, which had also been his father’s, had
made him uncomfortable. “I have been to our village several times,” he repeated.
“I know. When you came with your father, you always came to my house because your father and I were very
close to each other, like brothers, and I was not then the ashtamp farosh because I had property and I did not have
to be an ashtamp farosh and I lived in style. Of course, all this does not interest you. I know that.”
There was a pause. The Principal who had been trying to put an end to this unexpected encounter edged Dr.
Khanna towards the door. The ashtamp farosh put his hand on Dr. Khanna’s shoulder and began again.
Darkness gathered on the grounds outside.
“He was a good student, the best. I sat at the same desk, so I know. I carved my name on my side of the desk.
Your father did not want to spoil the wood so I carved his name on his side. Before he died we went and looked
for the desk and, believe me, it was still there. So were the names. It was very strange. I had not expected the
names to be there. Your father’s name is on the Honors Board, too. Mine is not there. because I failed in
matriculation. But his name is there. If you like we can go and have a look. He stood third in the state. May be
you don’t know it. Standing third in forty thousand boys was no joke. He won a scholarship as he always did. He
wanted to take up a job but his mother said he must go to college. So he went to Lahore. I am told he made a mark
there. But I don’t know. I saw him only when he came home for vacation. If he had made a mark he did not let it
get to his head. He was always the same with me. I wanted to know about the dancing girls of Lahore but he did
not know about such things.
“But he had brains. Even I could see that. I met him every summer, several summers running. Then he took a
job somewhere. In Lucknow or Kanpur or Allahabad—I don’t know. You must know better. I saw him when his
mother died. He cried a lot. Then he locked up the old house and went away. I did not see much of him for twenty
years. Only once or twice when he brought you and your sisters to see the village.
“He came back after he retired. He looked old, older than his years, but he was happy. He was very proud of
you. He told everyone what all you had done. He got angry with me because I was not interested in what you had
done. He used to say you would be a big government man when you came back. He would say you were coming
back in one year, in two years, any time. Then you got married and he was quiet for many months. But he started
talking again. He said you were the only American from our village. I asked him once what was so great about
being the only American from our village. He said it was an honor.
“Some of us used to go for walks. He talked all the time. And he talked only of you. We got fed up with his
talk, to tell you the truth. We had a foot in the grave, all of us. What did we care for your achievements; what you
did and what you did not do. I told him so one day. He was angry with me. I suppose I should not have said that.
He stopped coming with us. He did not go for walks for a while, then he started to go by himself. He chose different timings and took a different route. But I would see him now and then. He had a stoop. You are developing a
stoop similar to his, if you don’t mind my saying so.”
The ashtamp farosh paused. He seemed to have lost the thread of his thoughts. Then he started again.
“After his retirement he had a shave every other day. We used to go together, to the same barber. He would
have his shave first because he did not like to wait. But he had to wait anyway while I had my shave. It came to
the same thing. But he did not mind that. Some people are strange.
“Then, all at once, he started to shave every day. He also had two shirts made. Two new shirts and a suit. He
said it was too costly to have a shave every day in the bazaar, so he bought his own razor. A razor and a cake of
soap. I asked him what on earth had got into him? Why in God’s name did he have to shave every day. He took
me aside and said he was expecting a ticket. What ticket? I asked him. He said he was expecting a ticket from you
to visit America. A return ticket. He looked at me when he said that his eyes twinkled.”
The ashtamp farosh fidgeted inside his pockets for several moments and pulled out a bidi. He did not light it.
“To tell you the truth I was impressed. Kundan Lal going to America, that was not something you could laugh
away. I told some fellows about the ticket and before morning the whole village knew about it.
“You see what I mean? Maybe you don’t. Maybe you don’t have villages like ours in America but you must try
to understand what it meant after the whole village knew you were going to send him a ticket. Did you send him a
ticket?”
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The question took Dr. Khanna by surprise. He looked confused. He said:
“I could not, I did not—”
“I thought as much,” said the ashtamp farosh, cutting him short. “Then he did another foolish thing: he turned
religious. All his life I had never seen him inside a temple and now he went there every evening. Morning and
evening. And that wasn’t all. He started even to sing, the old fool. What did he know about singing? Yet he would
stand with all those old women and sing, like a donkey, if you don’t mind my saying so. I say this only because it
hurt me to see him making a fool of himself, I caught hold of him in the street one day and I told him what I
thought of him. What do you expect from God, I asked him. Your son? A letter from your son? A ticket? What?
Why was he cutting himself off from the rest of us, I asked him. If you were doing well, as he said, what was
eating him. Why was he cutting himself off from his friends?
“I thought he would be angry. But he wasn’t. He just stood there in the middle of the street and looked at me,
looked right through me as though I were air. Then he went off muttering to himself. I saw him many times after
that but I did not speak to him again. I did not want trouble, to tell you the truth. Then he fell ill.”
The ashtamp farosh lit his bidi, took a deep pull and, on an impulse, threw it away. Dr. Khanna could see it
smoldering in the verandah. The smoke nauseated him. Outside, it was totally dark.
The winter night had set in.
“Why did you not send him the ticket?” the ashtamp farosh asked suddenly.
Once again Dr. Khanna was taken by surprise.
“I could not,” he said. “I did not have the money.”
The ashtamp farosh looked at him, puzzled, but he said nothing.
“Nor did your father have the money. So he stayed home and became quiet once again.”
The ashtamp farosh fell silent. His expressions became vague. He let his hands drop into his pockets where
they fidgeted with a variety of objects.
“Of course he had never had much money. He had a scholarship in school that paid for his fees. But he had
only two pajamas and two kurtas and he had no shoes. We went to school together and came back together.
Between the school and our village is the cho. Do you remember the cho? It runs in the rains. Nine months it is
dry. In summer the sand gets very hot. Have you seen how they roast corn in hot sand. You could roast corn in the
cho. It was half a mile of boiling sand in May that we had to cross. No more, no less. And your father had no
shoes. So he would stop this end of the cho and take a handful of dhak leaves and tie them on his naked feet with
a string and he would cross the sand. And if the string came off he would jump around screaming on one foot
while I tied the leaves back on to his foot. That is how your father crossed the cho for ten years, Dr. Khanna,” said
the ashtamp farosh.
His tone was not harsh. He was not even looking at him but somehow Dr. Khanna had the unreasonable feeling
that the old man was going to slap him. He wanted to get away and he looked helplessly at the Principal but the
ashtamp farosh stood between them and the doorway. He had begun to talk again, in a softer voice, as though to
himself.
“I told him not to do it. I told him he was being stupid.”
After another silence he addressed them again.
“When he fell ill your sister came. He asked me to write to you. I sent you a telegram. It cost me one hundred
rupees but you chose to reply only by a letter. I did not understand what you said except that you had to attend
some conference. I told your father you had a conference. ‘Does he say when he can come?’ he asked. I told him
you had not said when you could come. ‘He must be busy,’ he said. He did not mention you again. He got better.
One day he said, ‘Radhey, let us go and look at our old desk.’ It was the month of May and it was very hot but he
was feeling better and I thought a trip to town will do him good. We went in a rickshaw. And the desk was where
it had always been. The same room, the same row, the same place. There were his initials on his side and mine on
mine. We went to the Honors Board and had a look at his name. We started back and came to the cho.
“Then the mad thought entered his head. It was madness. No more, no less. There are no words to describe
such madness. He even looked mad to me. He stopped the rickshaw before the cho. He got off and kicked away
his shoes and started plucking at the leaves of dhak. He could not tie them because he had arthritis and he could
not bend. ‘Tie these on my feet, Radhey,’ he ordered me. ‘You are mad, Kundan Lal,’ I told him, but he had a bad
look on his face and I knew it was no use arguing with him. I thought he would come to his senses when he
touched the boiling sand. But I told you he wasn’t himself. He stepped into the cho. I followed him carrying his
shoes hoping he would stop, shouting at him to stop. I could feel the sand through my soles but told you he had
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lost his head. He walked the whole half mile. The leaves fell off on the way. God himself could not have stopped
him. He had fever by the time he got home. The next day he died.”
Dr. Khanna winced but his training in the new civilization had been perfect.
“I was very sorry to hear of his death,” he said calmly.
“We must go now, Radhey Mohanji,” said the Principal. He stretched his hand but the ashtamp farosh was
gone, shuffling through the dark, a bidi in his mouth.
*
That week-end Dr. Khanna and family boarded a plane for Chicago. At Chicago they changed. As the plane for
Madison got aloft Mrs. Joanne Khanna was heard to say to her husband:
“What’s the matter, darling, you keep staring at your feet. I have been watching you for the last two days and
you’ve done nothing but stared at your feet.”
Since then a lot of people have been heard to say that. To a psychiatrist Dr. Khanna has confided that he has
periods of great burning in his feet. He has further indicated that he thinks he has been cursed. Dr. Khanna’s
output of research since he came back has been zero. He has generally come to be known as the man who does
nothing but stare at his feet.
68.66 Plain Understanding\fn{by Chinu Modi (1939- )} Vijapur, Masana District, Gujarat State, India (M) 1
If you row with oars, the boat would sail. That was his plain understanding. But with that understanding, Nitin
thought about the slaughter house. A sheep is happy if you decorate it, and after tying it to a stump and putting a
noose around its neck, offer it green grass, it won’t bother about grazing freely. And it would be happy and excited
to find that grass so close to it.
But how long can one carry on with such plain understanding that if you row with oars, the boat would sail? If
you sit in the boat in the so-called river without water in its bed and go on rowing, you would only be out of
breath with sweat trickling down and be exhausted. The sand carried by the wind would hurt.
But Nitin does not realize that this means that one should stop rowing in such a situation. The reason behind it
is that he only knows that if you row with oars, the boat would sail, definitely and without mistake.
A relationship is something that happens without any reason and without waiting for an auspicious moment. Its
memory is still intact in Nitin’s eyes even today. But it was a different story when there was water in the river. The
boat used to move at full speed as soon as one started rowing. But the wretched memory is like a stone thrown in
a well. It can neither dissolve nor can it come out of the well. Hence, it is out of the question to hope that Nitin
can be free of that memory. In a way, it is unreasonable also.
Of course, it should be considered an unfortunate event. Therefore, with the help of that memory, Nitin has
continued to carry on with his plain understanding. He is sitting in the boat and rowing with his oars. Even the
river told him:
“Nitin, oh, Nitin, I am now dried up. Your boat will not sail in me.”
But Nitin is not the type to be easily convinced. He said:
“Do you cease to be a river even if you go dry? And I have put my boat in the river and am rowing. Now tell
me, river, if the boat is put in the river and rowed with oars, would it sail or not?”
What could a river say or do after this? She tried to explain once again. Then she felt that at this rate poor Nitin
would … so she stopped Brother Wind and said:
“My dear Brother, please convince Nitin that I have gone dry. He still puts his boat in me and rows with his
oars. If he goes on like this, he would …” Brother Wind said:
“Sister River, if I go close to Nitin to make him realize, his boat would move and he would remain in an
illusion that rowing with the oars, you can indeed sail the boat.”
The river wondered what to do now. A dried up river cannot go to the mountain, nor can it go to the sea. What
a pity, Nitin’s plain understanding would ruin him. What can a river do, after all? On the other hand, Nitin thought
of referring to the books on navigation and asked his mind a specific question to the experts on navigation:
“If a boat is put in a river and if you row with oars, would it sail or not?” And he received the reply from
everywhere:
“It would surely sail, why would it not?”
Therefore, Nitin is rowing his boat with double the force, with only his plain understanding that if a boat is put
in a river and if you row with oars, it would surely sail.
*
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I am a newspaper reporter. I came to know about Nitin and went to interview him.
“Nitin-bhai, namaste.”
Both hands of Nitin were busy rowing the boat.. Hence, without returning my greeting, he smiled and said:
“Pardon my immodesty. I greet you.”
“Nitin-bhai, there is no water in the river and the boat is in the sand. Still, why are you rowing?” I asked.
“Why am I rowing? Brother, I want to cross the river. There is a kalpavriksha on the opposite bank. I must go
and water it. Poor kalpavriksha—I can water it only if I reach the other side!” I sighed and said:
“Every day I collect news for my newspaper. I make a story, write it down and it is printed in a giant size
automatic press. The number of people who read the newspaper is larger than the number of copies sold. It is also
not certain if the readers really read. Nevertheless, every morning, I start making a story. Nitin- bhai, have you
seen that kalpavriksha? What does that tree really look like? Very big—gigantic, is it?”
Nitin asked:
“Haven’t you seen the kalpavriksha at all?”
“No.”
“I haven’t seen it either.” Nitin also sighed and said softly:
“In spite of that, I’ll have to go to water the kalpavrlksha. It is my plain understanding that if you do not water
a tree, the poor thing withers. So, bye-bye, I should reach there soon.” And with redoubled effort, Nitin started
rowing with the oars.
While returning from the dry river-bed, I saw Nitin looking at the other side as he rowed. He was probably
trying to see the kalpavrlksha which was yet to be identified on reaching the bank …
Even if dried up, it is still a river. If you put a boat in a river and row with oars, the boat would sail, indeed.
That is my plain understanding of watering a kalpavrlksha
*
It is said that water does come to that river—if not during this season, definitely during the next season.
67.38 We Are Waiting\fn{by Hasan Azizul Huq (1939- )} Jabagraam, Burdwan District, West Bengal State, India
(M) 8
We\fn{I have restored the quotation marks to this story, which was printed without them, so that the computer can read them
efficiently: H} are standing beneath a large tree. He and I. Eight years have passed. Both of us have aged eight more
years. But his name still hasn’t changed. He has a woman’s name—Runu. Runu is taller than I am. He has a hard
face. But his woman’s name hasn’t changed. What tree is this? The tree we’re standing under? No, it’s not a fir
tree. I can’t possibly ask Runu. He’s standing with his right leg slightly raised. The sky is still light, but I can’t see
his face. This place is dark because of the shadow of the tree. A bullet is lodged in Runu’s right thigh. He says he
can’t feel any pain. Runu never feels pain.
It’s very important that I know what tree this is. I can still a see a bit of light in the field. If I came out from
under the tree I could probably tell what tree it was—banyan or ashath. Shall I come out? I don’t know what tree
this is, perhaps I’ll never find out.
“Runu, do you want-to sit down? Maybe you’d better sit down.”
“Nah, I’m fine.”
“I don’t know how long we’ll have to wait. How long will you stand!”
“Until the bus comes,” Runu says. “We have to get on the bus super fast, can’t wait a moment.”
“What if the bus is empty?”
“Then we can’t get on, people might notice us.”
“But will the bus be crowded on a winter’s night, Runu?”
“If the bus isn’t crowded, we won’t get on.”
“What if only empty buses come?”
“Then we won’t get on the bus.”
Runu speaks from the dark shadow under the tree. I can’t see his face properly. Runu never feels pain. I know.
Then it’s better to sit down. Until the bus comes.
“Come on, let’s both of us sit down.”
“Nah, I’m okay,” Runu says.
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I can’t sit down unless he does. I’m feeling very cold. I’m wearing a khadi shawl over my T-shirt. Runu is
wearing a pair of blue pants and a shirt the colour of clotted blood. Soon it won’t be possible to see him at all. I
just have to get on a bus with him tonight.
“Runu!”
“What?” His voice is very normal, very fresh. Is it still flowing? The blood? I can’t tell.
“Does it hurt?”
“It tingles a bit. It’s nothing, don’t worry.”
What should I tell him? I can see the light erasing itself down the length of the field. Darkness is moving forward from behind me. I can see that too. There is nothing in the field. The crop has been harvested. A shivery cold
wind is coming in from the empty field. Stormy winds usually arise in the daytime during this month, not in the
evening. But looking at the empty field I can tell that a strong wind is twisting its way here. Now it’s up to the
thick tree trunk to block it as much as it can.
It doesn’t seem as if the bus is going to come. Will Runu stand here all night with the bullet in his thigh? In this
cold, in this wind? I know he can do that. But that will lead to other things. We will be caught in the morning. I
also know that Runu will not allow himself to be caught. He has the revolver with him. So that will lead to other
things. Will I have to wait somewhere with him again tomorrow evening? Will a bullet pierce his other leg? When
will today’s wound begin to fester? How long does it take? I don’t know.
“Runu, here, take the shawl.”
“No, I’m not cold, brother.”
Brother! Runu is a lot harder than I am. He always outdoes me. Someone who can wait hour upon hour with a
bullet-fragmented thigh without any thought of shelter, why should he take my shawl? I don’t have an extra
shawl. We keep on waiting.
*
Now I begin to remember what happened eight years ago, during the Liberation War. Eight years ago we were
waiting exactly like this one evening. Underneath an old fir tree. One of the thick branches of the tree had perhaps
been broken off by a storm some time ago. That part of the tree felt feeble somehow. The two of us were standing
beneath that tree that evening. It was the rainy season then. The rainy season had arrived early in nineteenseventy-one. In fact, the rainy season had begun in May. The sky had its face lowered. It made the tender earth of
Bangladesh very uncomfortable for the Pakistani forces. We were standing under the fir tree hoping that at any
moment it would start pouring. It would be good for us. It was very cloudy as well. Yet, remarkably, just before
the sun set, just at the point in the western horizon where the sun was just then, a sliver of sky suddenly cleared
up, I remember. Then a kind of crimson light spread across the sky, tinting the clouds red. The fir tree turned a
kind of tawny color, but a little later the stormy monsoon wind began to blow. The sun either set or was covered
up by the clouds. Like today, darkness descended quickly. It was so dark that even our boat, tied to a bend in the
riverbank straight ahead, could not be seen clearly. Only an obscure shadow rocked on the waves amid the
darkness. I could hear the noise of the waves breaking on the riverbank.
Runu never thinks about these things. Even if reminded of such things nothing happens to him. He doesn’t say
a single unnecessary word. He stands silent. When the darkness thickens, the noise of gunfire comes from the
direction of the city. It rumbles within my chest when I hear the gunfire. I start talking unnecessarily.
“Hey, do you think they’ll be able to get it all right?”
Let’s see. When the night deepens, I can clearly hear the sound of the waves. A vulture or a hawk, a big bird,
flaps its wings in the fir tree. Sometimes the sound of gunfire grows louder. Runu stands close to me. He can’t be
seen at all. He is wearing a lungi and a T-shirt. Both our rifles are in the boat; there are even a few hand bombs.
We can reach the boat in a single leap if we want to. Runu is very good at rowing. During the end of the fighting,
when we had to stay a few days in the village on the banks of the Boleshwar, that river of jet black waves, and
then on the banks of the Horinghata, Runu had to work as a boatman much of the time.
“Well, aren’t they coming? How much longer should we wait?”
It is Runu who knows how long we have to wait! But I know that if he were told to stand under the fir tree his
whole life, he would do it. If his life span were over, he would die standing there under the tree. So it’s no use
asking him. Runu doesn’t respond to what I say.
It suddenly began to rain in large and sparsely spaced drops. The sky was covered with clouds, there was no
wind, there hadn’t been a single flash of lightning. Not a drop of rain fell on us. The fir tree couldn’t keep the rain
off, but the rain stopped before a single drop fell on us. I could hear the wind. It was probably because the wind
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suddenly raised a whispering sound among the leaves that we didn’t hear the sound of footsteps. I was taken
aback when I saw three people suddenly standing in front of us. The tallest shadow said:
“We have brought no light.”
He spoke in a normal voice.
“There is no need for light,” Runu said.
“Shall we leave?” asked the tall shadow.
“Are your hands empty?”
“Yes.”
“Did anyone notice you when you were coming? Do you think anyone saw you?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Did you walk all the way?”
“Yes. Shall we leave at once?” the tall shadow asked again. The other two shadows were silent. I finally
realized that the shadow completely enshrouded in a shawl was a woman. The other one was, a boy, twelve to
fourteen years of age.
“Weren’t there any people anywhere on the way?” Runu asked.
“Maybe there were, we didn’t see them.”
“Please come with me,” Runu said. Taking a step towards the shawl-enwrapped woman, he said, “Take my
hand.”
“I don’t need your hand. I can see clearly,” the woman replied crisply.
“Shall we go then?” the tall shadow asked for the third time.
While moving towards the boat, Runu said, “Wait a bit. We’re getting on the boat.”
Just as long as the boat can be seen, okay. I didn’t say a single word. It was Runu who decided what was to be
done if something big was going to happen. We moved towards the boat with the woman walking in the middle. A
steep bank. I couldn't see the water just heard the waves.
Runu jumped onto the boat. He bent over with his hand extended, Don’t jump from there. First take my hand and
climb in.
“Tareq, hold her from the other side.”
We lowered the woman from the riverbank gently into the water. She climbed onto the boat with some
difficulty; Runu instantly took the boat mid river.
The boat moved down river. It was ebb tide. So far everything had gone according to plan.
“Please sit under the canopy. Or you can lie down. We can’t risk a light. We shouldn’t talk too much either,”
Runu said. “We’re going down river pretty quick because of the ebb tide.”
The wind that had arisen was still blowing. But it had weakened. A cold, damp wind. The sky, the river, almost
nothing on either side could be made out clearly, except that the shadows of the villages on both sides were
getting thicker. Despite the wind it seemed to me that it was going to rain. It would be good if it did. When the
woman was crawling under the canopy on her palms, even though I couldn’t see clearly, I could tell that it was
painful for her to move around. I knew she was to have a baby within a few days. I hadn’t seen her face yet.
Neither had Runu. To tell you the truth, our connection with this job was sudden. It wasn’t our own. The woman’s
husband had crossed the border with us in mid-April. The wife was then at her father’s place in the village.
The village wasn’t too far from the West Bengal border. We had seen that there was quite a good resistance
being built up here. We waited for our leaders. No orders arrived. Not a word even from the district- or mahakuma-level leadership. We knew about the ideology before the crackdown on March 25. Perhaps the ideology
remained valid. But everything was in a shambles in the new situation. It was very important for us to know what
to do. There was no way for us to turn back; perhaps there was no place for us to turn. back to, either. Returning to
our own homes was out of the question.
We understood that the Bengali bourgeoisie were trying to organize a movement. The path they knew well was
that of parliamentary politics. Now, flung out of there, face to face with arms, they were courageously crossing
the border. This had nothing to do with either the people or our party. But there was no way for us to scrabble
back to our schools and colleges or to return home. We could see quite clearly that the Pakistani forces were
continuing their slaughter quite indifferent to our ideological position. They were murdering anything that walked
around, anything that moved. The more we said that the people’s will was not with this, the more they attacked
the people with increasing force. Within a month after March 25, all of the eight crore people—every single
individual—became involved with what was happening. Nobody was immune.
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We were waiting. Even our small group. I had never seen Runu think. He was at ease at work. If there was no
work, Runu was odd and inept. When I brought him into the party from college, I didn’t have to try too hard. He
learnt against whom and why and what type of struggle it was, like a little boy learning his letters. Then he only
wanted jobs. One after another. I saw no conflict within him after the action. I never saw the childlike innocence
of his face dimmed. But I knew very well that if he ever thought of any of the assassinations as simple murders,
he would kill himself instantly.
Runu was present when we took on this job. The woman’s husband had joined our small group. I said:
“Do you know that your politics and our ideologies are not the same?”
I won’t say his name, but I can tell you his nickname—Mukul. Mukul said:
“There is no our ideology or your ideology with this thing. The Bengali race is at stake.”
I knew they were used to speaking like this. Quite well arranged sentences—with a preponderance of Sanskritbased words—so the words were a spiel, not real talk. Of course we had our own spiel. A bit different. I had also
played a pitch of our own. There’s a difference. Bourgeois ideology and proletariat ideology can never be the
same. In a class-controlled society, you’re into politics for a certain class, we’re into it for a different class.
“I entered politics honestly,” Mukul said.
“That doesn’t make any difference—what matters is the benefit of which class you are into politics for. Your
individual conniving doesn’t make any difference. If you are a hundred percent honest, it still doesn’t make any
difference.”
Mukul said a bit excitedly, “We are into politics for the whole nation. The oppression of the West Pakistanis
has—”
“Drop it,” I stopped him rudely. We weren’t unarmed at that moment. I continued to say:
“If you are so concerned about the good of the people, then why are you running away, leaving all the people
behind? Is there anything about taking up arms in your ideology? Was it ever there? What were you doing with
Bhutto and Yahya right up to the night of March 25, up to the night that the Pakistanis attacked the common
people this country? Didn’t you know what was going on, or did you know but kept your mouth shut? Weren’t
you bargaining with them so that you could lord it over the people of this land? Tell me, is taking up arms even
mentioned anywhere in your political agenda? Is this what a revolutionary war is like? You have always practiced
the politics of the vote. It’s only because those bastards refused to pay any attention to you that you turned
revolutionaries.”
That was how I used to talk. I would always repeat in my mind:
“Never hide the fact that you are a Communist.”
I kept looking at Mukul’s eyes. There was a wild violence lurking within his eyes. I caressed the revolver
gently. Controlling himself with difficulty, Mukul said:
“If we were involved in this so-called bourgeois politics as you say, then the Pakistan army would have
attacked us, they wouldn’t have tried so hard to kill people from every walk of life. This proves that all the people
of this land are behind us, not behind you. You don’t know reality. If you declare openly who you are, the people
of this land will skin you alive—do you know that? Anyway, I don’t have time to argue about it. If your group
stays on here, will you work with us? Remember, this is my area. I have to know what you are going to do. Will
you take your stand with the people and take up arms? Or will you betray the people by collaborating with the
Pakistani army saying that, No, we won’t help the bourgeoisie?”
I could see that it made Mukul very happy to be able to use the phrase “with the people.” But it really wasn’t
possible for me to answer his question. I replied:
“I don’t know what we’ll do, but joining hands with the Pak forces isn’t an option. We never deny that the Pak
forces are the enemy.” I turned away from him and said:
“Runu, everything okay?” He nodded. He hadn’t spoken a single word till then. I had been feeling
uncomfortable while speaking with Mukul. I didn’t know what we were supposed to do in the situation. But
looking at Runu’s face, my self-confidence returned. He said in a low voice:
“We should try and take over the Liberation War, now that bullets have entered the flesh of the poor.”
It was a couple of days after this that we took on the responsibility of escorting Mukul’s wife from her father’s
house. Mukul had found someone trustworthy to send her news but hadn’t been able to find anyone to fetch her
from her father’s place. I knew too that there was no one other than Runu who could do this thing.
Runu’s oars were making almost no noise at all. Our boat was floating along, a dab of darker shadow within
the all-encompassing sea of shadows. Apart from the faint slapping of the river and the low whistling sound of the
boat cutting through the water there was no other sound.
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What does it feel like when there is nothing on your mind? When there is no stimulus at all to arouse the
senses? Darkness had smudged the sky and the earth together. We had a powerful flashlight inside the boat. The
woman sat silently with her head resting on her knees. Not a word could be said. The lamp could not be lit even
once. The villages on either side were quiet, even the barking dogs were silent. The Razakars were being formed.
They had entered the ways and byways of the cities, the nooks and crannies of the villages. They ravished any
woman they pleased, they grabbed any food, they killed any person, they snatched any thing. The Pakistanis had
created them. From within us. I was standing at the mouth of a great abyss but I still hadn’t fallen in. But what
was the difference between falling and not falling? My mother hadn’t been raped yet, neither had my sister.
Neither had your wife nor your sister. But what was the difference? In this land of millions of people any mother
or sister or wife might be raped. Perhaps they were not being raped, but they could be. Could a worse scenario be
imagined for any country? Far from trying to remedy the situation, no one had even explained the ideology of
resistance to me. I said carelessly:
“The bourgeoisie have created this situation, so you can wash your hands of it. When the fruit is ripe and ready
to fall off the tree, then you can just turn the key and complete your revolution. Our train always passes through.”
What was I thinking of? I thought there was nothing on my mind. Was the criticism I offered Mukul of their
brand of politics wrong? I didn’t think so.
Runu saw it first. He pointed a finger upriver, from where we’d just come, and said:
“Doesn’t that look like a strong light?”
I looked up and saw, upriver, far away, a dark spot upon the river growing pale like white smoke. There was
not much need for us to wonder a lot about it. A little later we heard a low and deep booming.
“It’s the sound of a launch, coming this way,” Runu said in a thick, indifferent voice.
“What now?”
“Yes, you’re right,” Runu said in the same voice. “I’ll take the boat to the shore. I don’t think we’ll get much
of a chance to use the rifles.”
“Is your revolver okay?”
“Yes.”
“Don’t be scared, Bhabi. It won’t do any good to be afraid. It’ll only spoil the slim chance we have of
surviving.”
“What’s happened?” the woman asked above the sound of the wind.
“A launch is coming. A launch so late at night, who else could it belong to except them.”
The woman began to crawl out from under the canopy. The boat rocked. Runi’s oars made a quick, slapping
sound. The woman tried to stand up. The boat rocked even more. I could see her enormous womb. There was a
full-grown child there. Was it time for him? Was he going to come out?
“Bhabi, don’t get up, sit down. I am taking the boat to the bank. The two of us will be on either side of you.
You just do as we do. Don’t talk whatever happens.”
As he spoke, Runu quickly slipped the boat into a small hollow on the riverbank.
The searchlight from the launch was scouring the river now. It could be seen clearly.
“Take the boat slats up and put the rifles underneath, Tareq. Quickly. There isn’t anything else under the
canopy, is there? All right, c’mon out.”
Runu planted the pole in the earth and moored the boat to it. For a moment he stood there like a stone idol with
his finger raised to his lips. Then he leaped down to the edge and offered his hand:
“Take my hand, Bhabi.”
We helped her up up the high bank. The headlight of the launch moved agitatedly.
“We must hurry.”
Runu hunched down suddenly and turned on the flashlight to look over the riverbank once. There was an
indentation in the ground behind a small, snaggly date tree. In the blink of an eye, Runu pushed us in there. We
lay down on the ground on our bellies. The woman was between us—lying low with enormous difficulty. I could
hear her breathing.
The headlight of the launch seemed to pass over our backs. Runu had his hand on the nape of the woman,
pressing down her head. The light moved here and there hesitantly. The sound of the engine grew muted. The
launch was slowly moving towards the bank. I touched Runu. I held on to the hand that he had near the woman’s
neck. Runu’s hand was cold and hard.
A thread this way or that. Not much of a difference. But still what a difference! I grew conscious of the dampsmelling, hard earth beneath my elbows and of the ache in my knees. I was an atheist; even at that moment there
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was nothing within my mind, but still what a difference, what a thing being alive was! The light glanced over our
backs once more. The launch was standing near the riverbank. Quite a bit away from us. But the light was towards
us. We could hear a huge uproar from within the launch.
Two people were climbing the bank. The light passed over their heads twice. They were climbing on to the
bank, bending forward slightly. The person behind lost his footing once. He grunted. When they were on the bank
an intense light fell upon them. The man behind was wearing an undershirt, his lungi tucked up between his legs
and fastened to his waist. A rifle was hanging down his back. He took hold of the hand of the man in front and
made him stand facing the launch. The light was too strong to see anything. The light was on his whole body. But
I couldn’t see his face properly. All we could tell was that he was a young boy, not more than eighteen or nineteen
years old. Wearing a shirt and a lungi. He was covering his face with his hands again and again because of the
light.
But the man behind would go near and pull his hands down and straighten his head-as if positioning him for a
photograph. Then he raised both his hands, laughing out loud. He showed his teeth and shouted, “All right!” He
backed away quickly. Crack—the sound shattered the silence. The lungi-clad boy’s knees buckled, and he fell to
the ground like a sapling brought down with a single stroke. The light remained steady on him. I could see his
face clearly. A stranger’s face. Don’t ever ask me what that face was like. A strong tug seemed to wrench my
fingers out of Runu’s grasp. I heard two dumb, strangled moans:
“My brother.”
Don’t ask me what those words were like. Again a wrenching, like the pull on a fishing pole. The woman was
trying to stand up. Runu was holding the woman down with brute force like a sacrificial animal. There were no
more tugs. She lay there with her enormous belly pressed to the earth. A pile of tilled, strewn earth.
The light was steady now on the other man. With his arms raised in the air as if dancing, the man let out a
tremendous shout again, “Finished, all right!”
The light began to move away lazily. The sound of the engine grew louder. The launch backed away, then
reached mid river and chugged ahead. In the meantime the man grabbed hold of the dead boy’s hands and began
to pull him towards us. All my thoughts were suspended. Did he want to throw the dead body into this hollow? I
stared at Runu like an animal at bay. He had let go of my hand. I couldn’t see him. The launch hadn’t gone too far
away yet. The man was coming towards us, pulling the corpse with him. We could hear his hissing breath. The
man stood near the date tree and panted. Then he turned toward us, saw us, and froze like stone.
In that moment Runu leapt on him like a cheetah. He seemed a lot taller than he actually was. I only saw the
strange shape of Runu’s body once like a flash of lightning. I could see them struggling in the dark. They fell on
the dead body again and again. A little later there was the sound of someone choking. It made one’s body shiver.
Almost at the same time the muted sound of a revolver shot reached my ears. Runu stood up and fired again.
The launch had left. Panting real hard, Runu said:
“The woman is unconscious. She’ll probably come to if we sprinkle water on her. Get the mug from the boat
and get some water from the river, Tareq. Her brother never got home after delivering Bhabi to us. I told him to
stand there as long as the boat could be seen.”
Because he was panting, Runu’s voice sounded distorted as if he was sobbing. But weeping was something
impossible for Runu. A bit later he said in his calm, deep voice:
“We can take the boy’s dead body with us—there’s no problem with that.”
And that man’s dead body? Runu stayed silent for a while and then said:
“We’ll take the rifle.”
*
This thing happened eight years ago. After such a long time, Runu and I are together again. The night has
deepened. In the meantime two buses have gone by. Almost empty. I saw the conductor counting the money,
leaning on an iron post inside one bus. There were some passengers in both buses. Both buses had stopped here.
Two passengers got off here from the last bus. They didn’t see us.
“Runu, I don’t think any more buses are going to come. If they do, we’ll get on them whether there’re people
inside or not, okay?”
Runu answers from the darkness, “Okay. Actually we’re a lot less safe.”
“Less safe? Less safe than what? The danger that we are usually under is a lot more than the danger of getting
on an empty bus.”
“Asking for more security is selfish.”
“Not selfish, Runu, just carefulness.”
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“Same thing.”
Suddenly delusioned, I think that the same bird from eight years ago is flapping its wings in the fir tree above
our heads. I can hear the noise of dry branches breaking. But I correct my mistake immediately. There is no river
here. This is dry land.
“Runu, how can we be selfish?”
“Forget about me—I’ve never seen anyone quite like you, I never hope to see anyone. Take me, for instance,
am I selfish?”
I move very close to him. I am speaking from the point of view of the work that we are doing.
“If you join in to do this work then you can’t think of safety.”
“Yes,” I say in low, bitter and hoarse voice, “you can’t get on a bus because you will wet the seats with your
blood.”
“Nah, it’s stopped.”
“It’s stopped? What’s stopped?” Not understanding what he means, I’m surprised.
“The blood.”
My whole body shudders two or three times.
“How can you tell in this darkness whether it’s bleeding or not?”
“Don’t you know that bleeding stops by itself? Blood has a natural power of coagulating.”
“Damn your coagulating. Listen, I am claiming that I am not selfish. I am a very ordinary party worker,
claiming that I am not selfish. No one can reprimand me about my work. I left my college without sitting for the
exams. I still haven’t returned. I’ve told you I can’t stop thinking altogether.”
“You know I can’t use my head even if I try.” Runu sits down so easily while saying this that I forget that he
has a bullet stuck in his thigh. I can see him indistinctly. He says in a low voice close to my ear:
“It’s your job to do the thinking.”
“Why have we come, Runu?”
“I believe what you have told me. We have come to make the revolution.”
“Will the revolution happen?”
“If I didn’t believe that it would happen, why should I continue to work?”
“At the moment you have a bullet stuck in the flesh of your leg.”
“Is that very important in terms of the revolution? Whatever it means to me, it’s insignificant when speaking of
the revolution.”
“Runu, we don’t yet know where we shall find shelter tonight. We don’t even know whether we will find
shelter at all. Not even a quack has had a peek at your wound.. Do you know that your wound can get infected?” I
hear a low laugh. Runu says:
“That’s the problem with using your head, Tareq. Whichever way it goes, it rushes ahead. It can’t be restrained.
And it isn’t only the intelligence that forges ahead—anger, frustration, tenderness, they all crowd there. It turns
very personal then.”
“Even you are making it personal.”
“What does this have to do with the revolution? Our party has work to do, decisions to make. Some
responsibilities from there have come upon our shoulders. Sometimes we can carry out our responsibilities,
sometimes we can’t. That doesn’t make the revolution happen at once, nor does it stop the revolution from
happening forever.”
“You’re the one who doesn’t use his head.”
“No, never. Think about it—the crux of what I’m saying is fairly simple. I joined the party for the revolution.”
I begin to get angry, really angry. My rage rises so fast that I am surprised myself. Who am I angry at? My rage
has no particular direction. I look into my own dark mind. Who knows what is swirling up from within? I feel like
crushing the whole of Bangladesh to a powder.
“What kind of party is ours?”
Runu suddenly asserts himself:
“Tareq, what are you saying? I’ll say something hard to you. You haven’t taken a bullet yet.”
“That’s no comfort. Let me ask you, have we come with anything that can keep us back?”
“No.”
“Do we want to return to what we came from? To our middle-class families?”
“No.”
“Good. So in the lingo of the party we have been declassed.”
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“Yes. But not yet in our thoughts and ideas, Tareq. Like you said just a while ago—”
“Forget our thoughts and ideas. These are the things that talkative scoundrels say.”
“Tareq,” Runu says in an impatient voice.
“I say, These are the things that talkative scoundrels say. Most of them are leaders. Why are you surprised?
Haven’t you seen them? I’m asking you, haven’t we come to this work sacrificing everything? It’s not written in
any book, but I’m telling you, we have come to do the work of the revolution with our whole and very existence.
Runu, has anyone other than yourself proven that more?”
“Okay, so it is. What are you saying?”
“We’ve been what … ten years? Okay, let’s consider these ten years. We won’t even reckon up that much. Are
we beasts? Nothing has happened, the revolution hasn’t happened, we can’t even expect that it will—”
“Yet three or four revolutions have happened within the party, that’s what you're saying, is it?”
I don’t smile. The people we took orders from ten years ago—where are they now? But that can happen—the
process of construction and deconstruction will go on. And within that process we’ll just float along like water
hyacinths and stick to this guy once and that guy next?
“You can’t get angry over this, Tareq. If there is one true party, then among all the groups or the parties that
you see today, there is only one that is true. And naturally the one we are in is the true party. No one goes
knowingly into the wrong path.”
“Runu, you’ve studied logic quite well. But leave logic out of it and look at the last ten years. There was one
true party, then it became two. Immediately they both took the true line and they both took the wrong line.
Actually one was true. Then the two broke up into four—which means that there were four true ways, four wrong
ways and that one among those four was the true way. This went on until now there are sixteen right ways, all
sixteen are wrong ways and, if I accept your line of reasoning, then only one among these sixteen is right. You’re
trying to say that we’re the ones on the right track? Of course.
“Let the process of construction and deconstruction go on, I have no objection. But how have the people taken
this process in the last ten years or even the past fifty or sixty years? Forget about the seesaw of the leaders—how
are the people taking so many right ways and so many wrong ways?
Runu says in a very weary voice:
“There is no way to avoid this. Then you just have to leave.”
“I did not join up just to give up. I didn’t come to join the revolution to please anyone or to take some credit. I
will either die or see the liberation of all the people of this country. I hope the freedom of the people will come
before I die.
Runu’s teeth are making a chattering noise. Is he feeling very cold? The wind has stopped blowing, but the
Magh sky is dripping cold.
“Do you remember that day eight years ago, Runu? You know, when Mukul said that if the people knew who
we were they would skin us alive? I felt very angry that day. If he had said something like that again that day I
would’ve probably killed him. But look eight years ahead, where are our old leaders? Every single political stance
you can imagine in a country like ours—bourgeois democracy, republicanism, religionism—in every single
ideological stand you will find someone or other. Of course, they all have good reasons, but everything is
happening in front of everyone’s eyes. There is blood staining everyone’s teeth.”
“I don’t know why you’re saying these things,” Runu says in the same calm voice. “I can’t understand why
you're saying these things today.”
Tremendous rage overtakes me again. It would be better if I could have screamed. With difficulty I control
myself from screaming like a madman. I reach out and touch Runu and say:
“A patriot like you, in seventy-one when the others were chewing on chicken drumsticks, you swore that you
would die fighting. After the Liberation, eight years later, your blood has been shed. Even if no one else knows, I
know what you are. There may be other people here who love the country as much as you do, but there is not a
single person who loves the country more than you do. And a person like you—”
Reaching out his right arm and grabbing hold of my shoulder hard, Runu says in a flinty, merciless voice:
“Don’t you know who got our freedom in seventy-one? Don’t you know what thousands of the common
people got for fighting in the war? Can’t you even see who has sucked the fruit of liberation dry in the last eight
years? Whoever’s blood has not fallen in this country is a traitor. That blood is saying that I am still on the side of
the people. I will be on the side of the people depending on how much blood I can give. No matter how many
mistakes I make. Ahh!” Runu shouts out of intense pain.
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I flinch and go to him. I touch his head and realize that his hair is sopping wet from sweat even in this
tremendous cold. I touch his forehead and feel the sweat dripping down. I get very scared. I say again and again:
“Runu, what’s happened? Are you in a lot of pain?”
Runu shakes his head in the dark. There are no houses nearby. I stare at the empty road. The fog swirls in the
darkness.
Then I see a light. A pair of strong lights. Moving towards us quickly.
“A bus is coming, Runu, a bus is coming. Whether it is empty or crowded, we have to get on this bus. We have
to go somewhere.”
In case the bus doesn’t stop here, I decide to go and stand in the middle of the road to make it stop. I stand up.
“Don’t go,” Runu says, “we don’t need a bus. I can’t move”
“Why not?” I am surprised.
“My leg has been feeling pretty bad for some time now. I think it’s done for.”
As soon as he stops, a harsh light falls upon us. I can see that it’s not a bus, it’s a jeep. It moves beyond us and
then brakes to a stop. Then it backs towards us. It gets off the road. The red light at the back of the jeep blinks on
and off.
I grab hold of Runu’s hand with both my own.
“No, not the revolver, it’s no use. It’s meaningless as well. Nothing will move forward if we die.”
For the first time Runu listens to me. His hand sweats within my own. They jump off the jeep. We can hear the
sound of heavy boots. The Magh sky is jet black. There are a lot more stars to be seen in the sky compared to
other times. The wind is cold. The earth is very cold. There is no river around here. The cold wind whistles in the
fields.
We are waiting.
62.62 Money\fn{by Ranganayakamma (1939- )} Tadepalli, West Godavari District, Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 3
A crore!\fn{Rs. 10,000,000.}
A crore!!
What’s a crore?
Money! Wealth! Rupees! A crore of rupees!

Apparently that highly educated young man has asked for a dowry! A crore of rupees as dowry! Isn’t that
surprising?
What’s there to be so surprised? There’ll always be people who ask for dowry as long as there are those who
give it. Not one, they could ask for two crores. They could ask for four. Or a hundred crores! What’s the limit on
money? Is there any limit on numbers? Why don’t people demand when there are people willing to give? That is
not so surprising.
Then what is it that is surprising?
That the father of the bride promised to give that much dowry—that is surprising! That even a dowry of rupees
of one crore has become not so surprising, is surprising. That is surprising.
What’s so surprising about even that? How many crores worth of property would a person who is willing to
give a dowry of a crore have?
He must have either tens of crores or hundreds of crores. What’s so surprising, then, about his parting with
one? That’s no surprise either.
But what is the real surprise then? It is the young woman who surprises us. She too is as educated as him. It is
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really surprising that a woman has agreed to live with a man who says:
“I’ll agree to live with you only if you give me so much money.”
Even a “well educated” man has demanded a dowry! Even a “well educated” woman has agreed to it!
If we set aside his and her education, he and she will remain. He, a man! And she, a woman!
Men ask for dowries and gifts, women oblige them. That the same truism is applicable here too, is surprising!
That there’s nothing more to education than the physical weight of books is surprising!
“Should I take a dowry or should I ask for a share in my mama’s property?” the son-in-law debated with a
number of gentlemen.
“Take whatever is more,” said the intelligent ones. “That’s right, isn’t it?”
“Which one is more?” the son-in-law asked his mama.
“Share in the property is ten rupees more. But …” said the mama.
“But what? Why don’t you tell me?”
“Giving dowry is our custom.”
“Should I lose the ten rupees for the sake of custom?”
An intelligent gentleman, sensing the danger the son-in-law would fall prey to if he were too keen on the ten
rupees, warned him:
“If you are looking for a share in the property, you should know that all that would be only in your wife’s
name. If it’s dowry, it will come to you,” he explained, revealing all his wisdom.
“When my wife herself is under my control, why won’t her property be?” Though surprised, the son-in-law
asked an intelligent question.
“We can’t say. Times are changing!”
“Are they? Are times changing so much? Are they changing in such a way that even when my wife is under
my control, her property is not?”
“So much so that even your wife will not be under your control.”
“Is that so? Then, what should I do?” The son-in-law was worried.
“It doesn’t matter if it’s ten rupees less. Opt for the dowry. Don’t go in for a share in the property. It’s not good
for a man.”
The son-in-law liked this wise suggestion. But to suffer the loss of ten rupees—that was his problem. This
time, he wanted to depend on his own wisdom. After deep contemplation, he announced:
“I’m not going to forego even those ten rupees.”
“What’ll you do? How will you manage it?” the intelligent gentleman asked with a stupid look.
“Just see what I’ll do! You better add the ten rupees to that one crore and give me. Otherwise …”
“What’ll you do otherwise?” asked the maama.
“You won’t have any choice but to look for another match for your daughter.”
“No, no. Don’t say such a thing. Don’t disgrace me in the eyes of others,” pleaded the mama and agreed to all
his conditions. The match was finalized.
“I want to see all the money in hard cash. How wonderful it would be to look at!”
“Have you ever seen a pile of a crore of rupees?” asked the mama.
“No. I have never seen such a pile. But why did you say A crore? Isn’t it a crore and ten rupees? You cannot go
back on your word, okay?”
“There’s no question of going back on my word. I won’t be happy to deposit all the money in the bank and
give you a cheque. Neither will you have the pleasure of receiving it with your own hands that way. I’ll give you
all the money in cash.”
“That’s right. Then, I don’t have to account to the income tax fellows either.”
“Yes. That’s the advantage. You have to think of what’s advantageous at every step. Moreover, I like to look at
the money in sacks. For many years I have been piling up ten paisa coins. It’s one of my pleasures. Ten paisa
coins worth a crore! So many sacks of money! I’ve filled a whole shed with them, so much that two eyes are not
enough to look at them.”
“Will you show them to me? How wonderful a sight it will be!”
“All those bags are for you. Your dowry.”
“So many of them? Have they been counted properly?”
“Yes. The men who work for us have counted and packed them.”
“Have they been counted by the servants? We can’t trust them. Moreover, they don’t know how to count.”
“It’s all right. I’ll give you an extra sack. We’ll weigh it in front of you.”
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“No, no. There is always a lot of cheating in weighing. I’ll count them myself.”
“Count them yourself?”
“Yes, I’ll do it that way. Shall I start right away? Will I finish in two days?”
“Not now. Start counting after the marriage.”
“But what if I find the amount less after the marriage?”
“I’ll give you twice the difference. Is that all right?”
“All right. All right. Give me the key to the shed right now. I’ll keep it with me.”
“It’s with my daughter.”
“She might lose it while dressing up for the wedding. Give it to me right now.”
“All right. As you please. It’s the key to the shed that contains a crore of rupees. Careful!”
“Why did you say A crore? Isn’t it a crore and ten rupees?”
“That's what I meant. A crore and ten rupees. Not just that. I’ll give you an extra sack.”
*
As soon as he got off the wooden plank on which he’d been sitting for the marriage ceremony, the bridegroom,
still in his wedding clothes, rushed to the shed and started counting the money. Except for the coins, the whole
world disappeared from his sight the moment he got there. Sunrises, moonrises, full moons, new moons, seasons,
the very idea of time, in short, all nature vanished.
The wheels of time kept moving!
Twenty four years had passed by the time he finished counting the coins in the last sack. He was seething with
anger when he finished counting.
“It’s forty paise less! How deceitful! He said he had given me an extra sack. Cheating fraud! I’ll teach him a
lesson. I’ll make him touch my feet and apologize,” jumping up and down, he turned around.
Two women were standing there looking at him in wonder. One of them appeared to be a little over forty five.
The other resembled her. She looked like her daughter.
The counting wizard of a bridegroom looked, perplexed, at the older woman, his memory of her rather hazy.
“I … marriage … aren’t you the same person?”
“Yes.”
“If so, I don’t choose to live with you.”
“Is that so? Why?”
“Call your nanna. I’ll tell him why. How can he cheat me like this?”
“How did he cheat you?”
“He gave me forty paise less.”
“There may have been some minor error in counting.”
“No. The servants must have pocketed them.”
“No. If they had wanted to, they would have taken much more. It must have been an error in counting.”
“Who is going to suffer now for that error? Call your nanna. Ask him to come quickly!”
“It’s five years since he died.”
“Died? How could he die without telling me?”
“A lot of things have taken place without your knowledge. Minutes after the wedding, you were engrossed in
counting the money. For two years I kept coming here to see you, to try to stop you from counting. Whenever I
came to speak to you, you stopped me with angry gestures of your hand to suggest, Don’t interrupt. Don’t. I will
lose count. Sometimes you actually lost count and ran back to the first sack. You knocked down the sacks you had
already counted. Oh, the many times you had done that! I realized my mistake soon enough. I lost all interest in
you when I understood your nature. I came to the conclusion that it was better to die than live with you.
Fortunately for me, a man whom I still consider my treasure, came into my life. My father didn’t initially agree to
my marrying him but eventually, he acquiesced. Our marriage took place without a word about money. I came
again to tell you about it that day. Seeing me approach, you stopped me from coming close, saw red and said to
me:
“Don’t come. Don’t. I have to count carefully. Don’t interrupt.”
“Two years later this girl was born. At least then I wanted to tell you, and came to you again. Count … don’t
interrupt. Don’t, you gesticulated frantically, visibly disturbed. So I waited, to tell you after you had finished
counting. Twenty four years have passed.”
“Twenty four years?”
“Yes. Twenty four years! One third of a man’s life! Most of those who were alive on our wedding day are now
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dead. Five governments have changed in our state. My daughter has completed her college education. My parents
incurred heavy losses in business and lost their entire property. My father died of distress. My husband and I have
been happy all along as we have had no interest in property. We have both been supporting ourselves by working.
If my life had not taken this turn, but had been tied to yours, my eyes would still have been closed. I would have
been thinking of giving all this money to our daughter as dowry. But today I can’t even stand that word. It is as
intolerable to me as Sati,\fn{A variety of suttee, female self-immolation.} Imprisonment and Noose. I have told this girl
our story. She came because she was curious to see the man who has been counting money for twenty four years.
If my nanna had not given you this money, not just my nanna, if no one had given you a dowry, you would have
led a normal life. You don’t seem to understand how you have lost the capacity to lead a normal life. I don’t know
how long I have been waiting to say these things to you. How many times have I tried to pull you out of this
danger! But the moment you saw me, you used to be worried about losing count. That you have lost direction in
life has never bothered you. Doesn’t matter. At least now you’ve finished counting. I am happy that at least now I
have been able to tell you everything I wanted to.”
“Hmm! Happiness! Who is happy! It’s forty paise less. Your nanna said he would give twice the amount by
which it is less. All lies. Who will give me the eighty paise now?”
Both the women turned to leave.
*
“Fool,” said the daughter.
“I too should take half the blame for what happened then. I can’t understand how I had agreed to live with a
person who demanded money from me to live with him. I was only happy to know that my parents were giving so
much dowry for my sake. I couldn’t see beyond that.”
“You have realized your mistake, haven’t you? He too can realize his mistake, but why would he? For he
wasn’t the one who gave the money, but the one who received it.”
“That’s why he received his punishment. He has lost a lifetime.”
“As Nanna said, the fault lies in so much money getting accumulated with one person. How did Tatayya get so
much money? You say that one shouldn’t agree to live with a person who demands dowry. In fact, one shouldn’t
live with a person who has property. When there’s property, won’t there be maintenance of its accounts? Nanna
was right, the entire problem lies with property alone.”
“What’s the connection between dowry and property?”
“Isn’t it obvious? If parents have some property, aren’t they supposed to give their daughters a share? But they
don’t. Why they don’t is an entirely different matter. They don’t give it, do they? Instead of giving an equal share
in their property they give some part of it as dowry. The problem of dowry is the division of property. Nothing
else.”
“What if parents don’t have any property?”
“We’ll come to the question of not having any property later. Consider what happens when they have property.
Because people, even when they have property, give it in the form of Dowry, it has become a custom. What’s
more, it appears as if there’s no link between property and dowry. Those having no property too follow the same
custom as those who do. It has nothing to do with whether one has property or not. Dowry has become a practice
with everyone.”
“Many more such practices will arise if women have no sense like me.”
“Having sense makes no difference. If girls stop giving dowries, calculations concerning their property will
begin. Aren’t the girl’s people finding out how much property the boy’s people have? Aren’t they fixing marriages
on that basis? This is also like that. All the bargaining for dowry will turn into calculations about property. Only a
propertied girl will be able to marry. A girl without property won’t. Therefore, what looks like a dowry problem is
nothing but a property problem.”
Her mother tossed her head.
“What else is there in the lives of propertied people but monetary transactions? If they don’t count it in terms
of ten paisa coins they count it in terms of ten rupee notes or hundred rupee notes. If they don’t spend twenty four
years they will spend all the twenty four hours counting their money. Isn’t that the difference? Will the greed for
money cease if each human being gets a share in the property? As for myself: I can’t love a propertied man, leave
aside a man who asks for dowry.”
62.59 Surpanakha’s Sorrow\fn{by Kavanasarma aka Kandula Varaha Narasimha Sarma (1939- )} Andhra Pradesh, India
(M) 3
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Ramaraju was fuming. He was fretting, spitting fire, letting out steam. He decided that he had to take revenge
for the insult he had suffered.
He felt humiliated because Ravanarao had deceived him and carried Sita away. He was not worried because his
wife was suffering at the hands of his enemy but because he felt that people might laugh at him for being so
effeminate and doing nothing while his enemy had a good time with his wife. Ravanarao should pay. Only then
would he have peace of mind. Only then would his manliness have any value.
Ramaraju was so worked up that he took Latchumaiah and went looking around the neighborhood. When he
went a little southward he saw a flower garden.
“This is Ravanarao’s sister’s garden, Anna,” said Latchumaiah.
“I know,” said Ramaraju imperiously. “So what do you want me to do?”
“Did I say anything, Anna? I only reminded you.”
“Do you have to remind me that this Surpanakha is that Ravanasura’s sister?” Ramaraju said, irritatedly. When
Ramaraju was in college, the other students had named Ravanarao’s sister Surpanakha because she was of a
jealous and mean nature and because she was Ravanarao’s sister. She had once nurtured a lot of affection for
Ramaraju but Ravanarao had found her a good match. Later her husband left her and took up with another woman
and she started looking after this garden where she lived happily selling flowers and fruits. She used to come to
their parnasala and speak to Sita. But of late she had stopped that.
“That girl is a bit jealous because you take good care of me,” Sita had once laughingly told Ramaraju. Though
she had dismissed the whole thing with a smile, she hadn’t stopped meeting Surpanakha. Nor had she turned her
away.
Sita would look out anxiously for Ramaraju if he went out anywhere. That day when he and Latchumaiah
came home, Sita was not waiting at the doorstep looking out for him. Ramaraju remembered that day vividly.
“Sita,” he called out.
There was no reply.
“Sita!” he shouted.
Sita didn’t answer, ‘What is it?’
“Sita!” he screamed as if the roof would come down.
Still Sita did not come running.
Sita never went to the town, not even to see a film. Thinking she might have left a note, he searched all over
the house but found nothing.
Then Ramlaraju remembered that he had appointed Sita to serve Dasakanthaswami. He walked towards a hut
in the corner of the garden. No sign of movement there. He went in and looked around. The prayer things had not
been disturbed. There was a smell in the room, the kind of odor found in hospitals. He thought perhaps someone
had been injured. He came out and called:
“Latchumaiah!”
“Coming, Anna.” Latchumaiah walked towards him.
“Where’s Amma, you rascal?”
“I don’t know. I was with you, wasn’t I?”
“Why did you come with me without my asking you to come, you wretched rascal?”
“You didn’t ask me but Amma told me, ‘Go and see. Our car seems to have broken down at some distance.
You may have to push it. Or do something else. Go and check. This is a forest. If our car isn’t there, come running
back. If it’s our car, take this bag, tell him to go to town and get me the grocery I want.’ When I reached, weren’t
you under the car? I pushed the car and it started with a whirr. Thinking I may have to push it again on the way, I
quickly got into the car.”
“Where’s Swamiji?”
“I don’t know!”
All was quiet for a while.
“Perhaps Swamiji has taken Amma along with him to the Siva temple,” said Latchumaiah after sometime.
“It’s good you didn’t say he eloped with her, you wretched fellow,” Ramaraju snapped.
But the seed of suspicion was sown in his mind. In a little while it grew into a huge banyan tree. Wondering,
‘What could that odor be that I smelt in the hut?’ he went in again. He inhaled and realized that it was chloroform.
“So you're a fake swami, you scoundrel! You threw a blanket over my eyes, didn’t you? You deceitful
scoundrel! You’ve kidnapped my wife, haven’t you, you bastard!” Ramaraju hissed.
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He searched for Sita and the swami. He found a jutka driver who was on the verge of death. He said:
“Saar, the car sped past me like a rocket. Amma was bundled in at the back. I tried to avoid the car, fell into the
pit and was seriously injured.”
Ramaraju understood what had happened. He knew now that this was Ravanarao’s handiwork.
*
Ravanarao and Ramaraju were bitter business rivals. Ravanarao’s people had lived in that town all along while
Ramaraju's father had come from another district and settled there. Ramaraju wanted to enter Ravanarao’s family
business, which had been with him for generations, and establish his authority. And Ravanarao was infuriated by
this.
Ravanarao placed his most trusted people in Ramaraju’s service, got copies of documents of his business
transactions and gave them to the income tax authorities. Ramaraju entrusted his entire business to his halfbrother and stayed away from it. That brother’s uncle wielded a lot of influence. He was trying to throw money
around and get the cases dropped.
Two years ago, Ramaraju had bought a garden at some distance from the town thinking it might come in
useful. He had given up his business for a while and was trying to wash away the sins of his past and earn a good
name. So he built a house, with all amenities, in that garden, called it a parnasala and lived there with Sita. He
took Latchumaiah along to keep him company.
Trying to prove that he had no desire for money, he started wearing clothes made of coir.\fn{Stiff elastic fiber made
from the outer husk of the coconut.} He kept good company so that people would call him an honorable person.
Thinking, who better than swamijis—agents of Gods—to give him a clean chit, he turned to them!
It was around this time that he learnt of Dasakanthaswami. He was told that when the swami prayed to Lord
Siva, his voice had the power of ten voices, and that he could sing in the voices of Ghantasala, Balasubramaniam,
Raja, Madhavapeddi, Pithapuram, M.S. Ramarao, P.B. Srinivas, Raghuramiah, Suribabu and Rajeswararao. He
requested the swamiji to come to his parnasala, stay for a week and accept alms from him. The swami agreed.
What Ramaraju did not know was that the swami was none other than Ravanarao in disguise.
Ravanarao’s wife was aware of his intentions.
“You should fight amongst yourselves and decide who is the stronger of the two. But it is not right on your part
to kidnap Sita. Would you be able to tolerate it if Ramaraju kidnapped me?” she asked, trying to make him see
reason.
“Shut up! I am not a fool like him. I have not built a hut away from the city and am not living with you there.
There are ten people, along with five hounds, guarding you! It’s not possible for Ramaraju even to look at you
from up close,” Ravanarao said, proudly twirling his moustache.
Dasakanthaswami had a hut built close to the parnasala in Ramaraju’s garden and lived there. He kidnapped
Sita at the first opportunity, drugging her with chloroform and carrying her off. Though he had a house as large as
Lanka, he hid Sita elsewhere, so that even if Ramaraju came with a search warrant, he would have to go back
empty handed.
“What can this Ramaraju do? He doesn’t have any proof against me,” he boasted.
Ravanarao had forgotten about Surpanakha. But that day Ramaraju remembered Surpanakha was Ravanarao’s
sister.
The next day, Ramaraju went as if to visit her and invited her over.
“Why don’t you come and see our garden? It seems you have stopped coming over because Sita is no longer
around.”
Surpanakha immediately understood that he was really saying Sita is not here and I’m alone. When she was in
the first year of the Intermediate Class, she had cast her vote for Ramaraju who was in the final year of B.A., and
had helped him win the election as President of the Union. Those days she used to love him deeply. Knowing that
they didn’t belong to the same caste, however, she had had no illusions of marrying him. She remembered those
times.
She dressed up in her best clothes and went to Ramaraju's garden , the next day. Eager to be kissed by Ramaraju she went straight to him. He smiled maliciously and said:
“Latchumaiah! Get that knife you had sharpened this morning and cut off this bitch’s nose and ears.”
“What kind of love play is this?” Surpanakha asked, thinking it was all a joke.
“I’m coming, Anna,” said Latchumaiah, drawing a knife.
Ramaraju bolted, the doors so that Surpanakha could not escape. An atrocity was committed on Surpanakha in
that very garden in broad daylight.
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“May you be ruined! May your wife be a widow! What did I do to you, you cunning bastard! May you drop
dead!” cursed Surpanakha.
“Your brother has brought me disgrace by carrying my wife away. I’ve taught your brother a lesson by cutting
off your nose and ears. Go! Go and tell your brother! Go and tell your woes to your brother. Tell him that this is
just the beginning, not the end. That the worst is yet to come,” said Ramaraju and then ordered Latchumaiah:
“Go, push her out into the street.”
His follower obeyed the order.
Surpanakha went to Ravanarao’s house. He shouted angrily with his ten voices, called the doctors, had her
wounds dressed, took a certificate and filed a police case. The police imprisoned Ramaraju. Ramaraju’s brother
bribed the authorities, got someone to put in a word and had him released. The brother also engaged a lawyer for
defending the case in court. The lawyer argued:
“This girl has a history of biting ears\fn{ A note reads: This Telugu expression has two meanings: (a) the literal one of biting or
having one’s ears bitten, and (b) gossiping about others and listening to gossip; often used as a pun .} and having her ears bitten
ever since childhood. It is because of this habit, that she has had her ears bitten off after she left Ramaraju’s place.
As the people who bit her ears had long teeth, her ears got torn. What's there in the certificate presented by
Ravanarao in the court? That her ears were torn. It doesn’t say that Ramaraju had them cut. There’s no evidence.
As for the nose, this girl has had an English education. She was in the habit of poking her nose into things.
Because she poked her nose in the wrong place, it was cut. There is no proof that my client had anything to do
with it. Blood on Latchumaiah’s knife is only circumstantial evidence. Many hens are killed in the house of the
Rajus. It hasn’t been proven that the blood on the knife and Surpanakha’s blood type were one and the same.”
The court dismissed the case as there were no eyewitnesses. Outside the court, Surpanakha, with her deformed
face, said:
“Why should we become victims of the rivalry between men, the male scoundrels? If my brother kidnaps
Ramaraju’s wife, Ramaraju should go straight to my brother and cut off his nose and ears, shouldn’t he? Because
he lacked the courage to do that, he targeted me. Look, how manly my brother is! Because he couldn’t compete in
business with Ramaraju, he kidnapped his wife. So much for his valor. This is a country of courageous men!
When Harijans revolt, unable to face them, these heroic men invade their homes when they are not around, and
the brave policemen who go ostensibly to protect the weak, violate their women. When the police come and arrest
the rogues, the rest of the rogues come, and instead of doing anything either to the men who had tipped off the
police or to the police themselves, they rape the women of the town. Whoever wants to settle an account with the
other, targets only the women. We become the scapegoats of their vengeance. Why don’t you settle your own
accounts, you rascals? May you all be ruined! Oh God, can you not help us conceive without men, and even when
we have children, can you not make sure that we don’t give birth to male worms? Or are you yourself male?”
Surpanakha was inconsolable.
“That’s how it is, our life as women,” sympathized her sister-in-law, Ravanarao’s wife.
35.35 The Infidel Parrot\fn{by Punni Singh (1939- )} Mainpouri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
Noori had a long-cherished desire—hanging in a cage in the verandah should be a parrot that sang Allah’s
praise all day. Some parrots have a very lucid tongue. They can be taught to say anything. It was one such parrot
that Noori wanted, one that would chant Allah’s name right from the morning and address her as Ammi.
Eventually she revealed her heart’s desire to Javed Miyan. He smiled and said:
“No problem at all. I’ll bring you a parrot this evening.”
He kept his word. As he returned from duty in the evening, a cage was dangling from his hand with a parrot
inside. Noori leapt up to hold the cage and kissed the hand holding it.
As Javed Miyan left home for his office the following morning, Noori began to teach the parrot:
“Say tota: “pir-dastgir.” The parrot stared at her. Noori tried again:
“Say Mitthu Rahim; it’s your miracle.”
This time the parrot blurted out:
“Ram and Rahim are one.”
Great God! The parrot was a trained one. Its tongue was so free. One rarely comes across such a parrot. Thanks
to Allah! She was lucky. Noori smiled while looking at the parrot.
She repeated:
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“Rahim, your miracle.”
The parrot was obstinate. It would only say:
“Ram and Rahim are one.”
Peeved, Noori got up angrily and went in to bring a cucumber and a knife. She sliced the cucumber and thrust
the pieces inside the cage. The parrot nibbled at them looking at Noori from time to time.
She began with renewed enthusiasm:
“Say tota: ‘Pir-dastgir, pack your bags for the pilgrimage of Mecca. Ammi.’”
The parrot stopped nibbling and stared at Noori. Perhaps he was trying to grasp the words. Now there was a
glimmer of hope. The parrot would certainly learn. A little more prodding and it would repeat what was taught.
Noori repeated her sentence:
“Pir-dastgir, pack your bags for the pilgrimage of Mecca. Ammi.”
The parrot tried to reproduce the words haltingly:
“Pir … ka … dast.”
“Yes dear, do repeat: ‘Pir-dastgir, pack your bags for the pilgrimage of Mecca. Ammi.’”
The parrot added some more words to produce the sentence:
“Lift up pir’s hand, Ammi.”
“Scoundrel! He asks me to lift pir’s hand. Bastard!”
Noori glared at the parrot menacingly. She continued to glare at it for a long time.
She was reminded of her childhood. Her mother had a parrot brought in by her father. It was good-looking and
loveable. The only hitch was that it wouldn’t learn and behaved like Noori’s parrot now did. If Noori’s mother
wanted it to say “Rahim,” the rogue would say “Ram.” When she taught him to say “Allah, Allah,” it would
mutter “Ishwar, Ishwar.” He would repeat many other words used by a kafir. One day Noori’s mother got furious.
“Kafir!” she hissed and called it a thousand names. Then she took the parrot out of the cage, wrung its neck and
threw it away.
Noori peered at the parrot nibbling the cucumber pieces. No, she couldn’t kill the parrot. She had felt awfully
bad when her mother had done so. She was beaten up when she had expressed her resentment.
Her mother was strange indeed. Noori remembered something else about her. Noori had a friend of the same
age, Radha. Her family lived in the house facing Noori’s. Radha’s mother had a beautiful parrot that talked
fluently. Every morning she would sit on the doorstep and teach the parrot the verse:
“Saints thronged at Chitrakut, the holy site.”
What a parrot! It repeated the whole verse accurately.
Noori’s mother became allergic to both the verse and the parrot. Then she too acquired a parrot. It was quite a
good one. She would also sit at the doorstep early in the morning and prompt it to say the sentence: “Pir-dastgir,
pack your bags for the pilgrimage of Mecca.” Much before the break of dawn both the parrots could be heard,
from their cages in the verandas, repeating aloud the sentences taught to them. The wayfarers would stop in their
tracks to listen to the voluble fight between them.
That was not all. Sometimes Noori’s mother would make a sign to the parrot which would immediately break
into an invective:
“Sala kafir! Sala kafir!”
The parrot on the other side would take the cue and yell spiritedly:
“Sala musalla! Sala musalla!”
Radha and Noori enjoyed this verbal duel. People from the neighbouring mohallas also flocked there and had a
hearty laugh.
But the fight between the birds sometimes led to a quarrel between Noori’s mother and Radha’s. This Noori
did not like.
She looked closely at the parrot again. What a nice color! The beak was just as fine and the voice as sweet. It
would be simply wonderful if it started talking. Noori threw in some more cucumber slices. The parrot did not
show any interest and began to peer at her instead. Noori repeated once more:
“Pir-dastgir, pack your bags for the pilgrimage of Mecca. Ammi.”
The parrot did not respond.
Could it be that the parrot was brought up in a Hindu household? She recited the verse she had heard from
Radha’s mother:
“Saints thronged at Chitrakut, the holy site.”
Dumbfounded, Noori listened to the parrot repeat the verse without missing a word.
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She gawked at it for a while and then repeated the sentence about the pir going to Mecca. This time the
parrot’s voice was quite clear but he produced the sentence in a truncated form as before:
“Lift up the pir’s hand, Ammi.”
She bit her lips in frustration and glared at the bastard. Then she got up in a huff, hung the cage from the hook,
threw herself on the bed and began to sob. Slowly she dropped off to sleep.
When she woke up in the evening Javed Mian was pacing up and down the verandah. But she stayed in bed.
Was he any better? If one talked to him about religion and God, he would simply laugh and talk a load of
rubbish! He did so to tease her. For all you know, he may have brought such a parrot knowingly!
Noori had been married for ten years. A child born after two years of marriage died when it was six months
old. Now, the doctors said, she couldn’t have any more children. She tried persuading Javed Miyan to marry a
second time, but he would only laugh at the suggestion and say:
“What’s the point?”
In the same mohalla some Muslims had as many as four wives and ten children. He would talk sensibly about
the affairs of the world, but wouldn’t understand this. Noori was fed up with her boring and monotonous life.
Often, she thought of divorcing her husband and going away to her Abba. But all her resolutions fell through
when she looked at his face.
Javed Miyan came in, stood by her bed and smiled. She couldn’t stay in bed any longer and got up with a wry
smile. Noticing that she was worn-out, Javed Miyan said anxiously:
“What’s it? Are you all right?”
“Hai Allah, what would happen to me? I’m all right.”
Noori clasped him and said after a brief pause:
“Listen, please take away this wretched bird. I hate it.”
Javed Mian was disappointed. He kept staring at her. He had thought that he knew well every single gesture
made by his wife, but no … it seemed that he didn’t understand her all that well. He wondered what could have
gone wrong. Only the previous day she was so eager to have a parrot. And now, she was asking him to dump it
somewhere. He asked Noori:
“Why? Is there anything wrong with the parrot? He seems quite good.”
“Perhaps you couldn’t make out while buying. He is a kafir.”
Javed Mian broke into a hearty guffaw that lasted for a while. Noori stepped back and looked at him in
consternation.
“If you don’t believe me then talk to him yourself. The rascal speaks the language of the Hindus. The bastard is
a damned kafir.”
“Listen Noori, we’ve already poisoned human beings. Isn’t it better to spare these birds?”
“What do you mean? What are you trying to say?”
“What I mean is quite clear, Noori. We’ve poisoned human minds in the name of religion and have set fire to
this beautiful land. Nothing would survive if we now administer this poison to birds.”
“I haven’t yet understood what you want after all? Shouldn’t there be any religion?”
“Let there be. But it should not transgress all limits. No religion of the world is above human beings. Not
greater than these birds, for that matter.”
Noori was in tears. There were other men in the mohalla and in the city, but he was exceptional. His views
were unpopular in the city. People in the mohalla had started calling him a kafir. But he did not pay heed to their
criticism. He always spoke against religion. Well, people in this city were rather tolerant. Elsewhere, they would
have set fire to their house. How many times had she urged him to refrain from decrying religion, to respect the
word of God.
She clung to Javed Mian and said endearingly:
“Don’t utter such blasphemy. Why, your views are not liked by the people of the mohalla.”
“Noori, people don’t like to be told the truth because it’s bitter. Let others not understand me, but surely you
can. People must learn to live in peace and togetherness regardless of their religions.”
“Then why do they fight?”
“Good question. There is really no issue to fight over. Some people have simply usurped the rights of others.”
“You’re talking nonsense again. We’re talking about religious feuds.”
“I’m coming to that. Some people foment communal violence in order to distract attention from human rights
issues.”
“Do you mean to say that you are the only one who can see through this?”
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“Why me only? Every clear-sighted person can see through this façade. Just tell me this, Noori—was any
religious leader ever killed in the communal violence that frequently rocks our city? No. The victims are always
cart-pushers, vendors, and such other people who wander about from street to street in search of livelihood.”
This was a shocking realization for Noori. Yes, he was stating the truth. She couldn’t explain why only the
poor and the helpless die in communal violence.
“Why do only ordinary people die in communal violence?”
“Noori, ask the question yourself and find out the truth.”
What could she do herself? What could she decide? Could she ever find a straightforward answer to her
questions? No. Never. The questions she had asked her parents in her childhood had remained unanswered. Her
readings also could not provide satisfactory answers. Now, her husband has also tossed back the question at her.
Perhaps the fault lay with her. Perhaps she couldn’t understand her husband’s view, because of the city’s vitiated
\fn{Impaired} atmosphere.
She fixed her gaze on her husband’s face. She often toyed with the idea of not looking him in the eye, though
she couldn’t bring herself to do so. As a matter of fact, she could not find anything in his face or eyes that she
could hate. He seemed so sincere and earnest. Then, why didn’t she have faith in his views? This was her
dilemma. While he understood the whole world, why couldn’t she understand him after having lived with him for
so many years?
As she thought and thought she felt a big lump in her throat. She threw herself into Javed Miyan’s arms and
said:
“I’ve often hurt your feelings. I’ve sinned trying to falsify your views. Now I realize the actual situation … and
I can say with conviction now that our parrot is not a kafir.”
Again Javed Miyan broke into laughter.
“Begum, a small correction. Not just our parrot but no parrot is a kafir.”
35.41 A Home For The Peeroos\fn{by Kethu Viswanatha Reddy (1939- )} Rangasai Puram, Prakasam District,
Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 6
Right in the presence of a lush neem tree, an ancient Home for the Peeroos, or pirs, icons of local Muslim
saints, stood venerated by both Muslims and Hindus. The plaster had peeled off here and there; the coat of
whitewash given before the last festival of the Peeroos, Muharram, had faded and now looked dull and drab; the
rafters above looked ripe for decay; occasionally, when the rats scampered among the rafters, wood-dust
showered below. From two sturdy rafters hung the chest of the Peeroos. The Peeroos who shone resplendently
during the days of the festival of the Peeroos, who trod the pit of live coals, and went out in a procession—all the
Peeroos, small and big, lay locked up in that very box, waiting and wondering when the next festival of the
Peeroos would be.
Almost right below the chest of the Peeroos, sat Mastan, all alone in a sagging string cot, feeding his champion
rooster. He tucked both legs and wings of the cockerel under his thigh; with his left hand he pried open its beak,
and picking up from the cheta, a bamboo tray, a fistful of the mix of fresh millet and greengram, he fed the rooster
adroitly in a well-practiced act, so that the grains did not drop or spill. Taking out the tin iota, tucked into the
string-work of the old cot, he poured a few gulps of water into the cockerel’s throat. Caressing the neck of the
rooster, he surveyed the entire chamber of the Peeroos and began talking to himself:
“Your mother, in the coming Sankranti tournament you should finish off your rival roosters with just one flying
kick. If you win the tournament in that style, I shall deck you—with pendants. If things go our way, we should
repair this Home of Peeroos at least this year. If we win a good wager, I shall get a new Peeroo made. Eat well,
your mother.”
Opening the beak of the cockerel again, he picked up another fistful of the feed. He did not even notice the
President Asvatha Reddy and the four or five men accompanying him who now stood near the neem tree in front
of the Peeroos chamber.
“When these elections come, we will have to go round every wretched whore-son,” thought Asvatha Reddy,
swallowing his own ire. Changing colors in no time, he greeted Mastan courteously.
Mastan came down from the world of the rooster into the world of Elders. Hastily rising from the rickety
sagging string cot, in his torn, ragged banian and dhoti, the slender Mastan stood straight like a Peeroo. Released
from his hands suddenly, the rooster jumped into the cheta, scattered the seeds hopelessly, hopped up on to the
chest of the Peeroos and crowed.
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Looking at the half-rupee worth of seeds lost in the dust, Mastan felt his ire rise.
“If anyone can rear fighter roosters, it is Mastan alone.”
With Asvatha Reddy’s flattering words, Mastan’s anger vanished. He ran to the terrace and fetched his patched
quilt and spread it on the sagging string cot and warmly invited him:
“Be seated.”
None of the visitors sat.
“Spreading a cot to accommodate a whole crowd?” quipped one among the crowd.
“Whatever you may say, the etiquette of the saibus is beyond our caste of Kapus,” chipped in another, raising
Mastan to the skies.
“This is nothing, you should have seen those days when his father Budane Sab was really thriving. Even the
saibus from Bombay were overwhelmed beyond words by their courtesies. It was only because at some time in
the past prices crashed that he lost heavily in the lime business, otherwise their family would have been on par
with our farmers. In those days where was today’s demand for lemons?”
Asvatha Reddy ended the eulogy on Mastan’s family with a rhetorical question.
“What is wrong even now? In comparison with the other saibus in the village, Mastan alone is doing extremely
well, sitting pretty with his legs crossed—without leaving the chamber of the Peeroos,” someone else sang in a
supportive tune to Asvatha Reddy.
Mastan was elated; as though the festival of the Peeroos had arrived. In the excitement, he asked hastily:
“What, Reddy? So many of you have come to me. What would you have me do?”
“Because we are certain of you, we have come. Elections to the Assembly are approaching. Tummal Apalli
Pulla Reddy—owns buses, factories, and whatnot—is standing for election from the Janata Party. The votes of the
farmers are ours of course, because I am there with him, and where, of course, the malas and madigas (the
untouchables) will go! If you come in, the votes of the saibus of our village and the neighboring villages will also
be ours.”
Asvatha Reddy revealed the reason for his visit.
Mastan was overwhelmed. Remembering that in the elections to the Parliament Asvatha Reddy had asked for
votes for Indiramma, he thought:
“What is this, this gentleman is now asking us to vote for the Janata Party?”
Wondering what problems he would have to face if he were to give his promise now without consulting his
people, he hesitated. And he said so to Asvatha Reddy. The Assembly candidate responded readily:
“Even that is good. Will it be possible to settle the matter tonight? From tomorrow morning you can ride the
jeep with us.”
Before leaving the place, Asvatha Reddy gave him just the scheme to entice everyone:
“All right, talk to your people. All of you, of course, have been asking me for quite a long time to get this
Home of the Peeroos repaired; you, particularly. Though I am the President of the Panchayat Board in name, as
they say ‘Everyone in the village is a relative, but there is no place to pee.’ We cannot collect house taxes—no one
will pay. No revenue for the Panchayat. Paying the government share from my pocket, and feeding the Panchayat
officers, that of course is my burden—let it be. This time we shall foot the bill. Convey this to your people. This
very day, as my contribution, for use in the Home of the Peeroos, I shall send a petromax lamp. Without a lamp, in
the dark if some wretched sons of whores lift the Peeroos, no one can help. The festival of the Peeroos is
celebrated by all of us together, isn’t it? By the way, if you say yes—your people will say all right.”
Mastan nodded his head.
Now these votes are going to drop into our box, believed the election troupe; and they moved on to another
place, to cast similar baits.
Lying in his sagging string cot, Mastan thought:
“At last good days have come for this Home of the Peeroos.”
The rooster perched on the chest of the Peeroos crowed.
Asvatha Reddy did not fail to keep his word now that he had a motive. That night the petromax light arrived.
Now and then it gasped, choking, and the pin had to be used to stir it back to life. In that light sat all of them, old
and young, like unscrubbed Peeroos. Having engaged in labor all day long, there was exhaustion in their faces; as
also indifference and disdain. No one felt that strong fervor born in the belly.
Mastan informed them all about Asvatha Reddy’s visit, and his proposal. It looked, on the face of it, attractive
to everyone. But then their minds were piqued by the somersaults in the past. Their lives had neither the leisure,
nor the opportunities to await the call of conscience. Particularly, they did not know how to say no to Asvatha
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Reddy and get away with it. If they could each make a little something out of the bargain, it might help. At least,
they hoped, on the day before the polling, there would be disbursements. Some of them even felt jealous that in
the affair Mastan himself might make a neat profit. Some were apprehensive:
“We might get into trouble. If the President of the Panchayat is in the Janata Party, Reddy will certainly be
siding with Indiramma.”
No one came forward with a definite and concrete suggestion.
“Well, fellows? Decide, one way or the other,” Mastan demanded impatiently.
“What’s there to decide? Isn’t Asittu (Asvatha) Reddy the first to ask?” someone said.
“Yes, the village munsif (official headman) Reddy hasn’t come yet.”
“The village Reddy appropriated the fields of the Peeroos, thirty years ago. At the time of the election for
President Asittu Reddy promised he would make the village munsif give back the lands. We gave him votes, but
the lands are still with munsif Reddy,” the old saibu, formerly in charge of the Peeroos, grumbled.
“He gave each household fifty rupees … Peeroos lands, Peeroos lands, even if we go on beating our foreheads,
what do we get? That is in Reddy’s name. Do we have the patta—the title deed—to make the demand? Gone is
gone. Let’s at least retain this Home of the Peeroos. If there is one heavy shower, even this one will collapse.”
Mastan’s argument appeared sound to everyone.
But someone raised another doubt:
“Then do you want flags put up? What if the other party comes! Besides, all these days we have voted for
Indiramma. If anyone comes, it will be village munsif Reddy. And he won’t—we might raise the matter of the
lands of the Peeroos: Asittu Reddy is the first to ask.”
“All our people are engaged in some service or other with Asittu Reddy or his relatives. Moreover, our people
live in only five or six villages hereabouts. Picking a quarrel with Asittu Reddy is no small matter. Though he
appears soft to look at, when it comes to it, if we say beat him with a stick, he will say beat him with chappals.
Why should we get into unnecessary trouble? If the other party comes we will say that Asittu Reddy came first
and we have given our word to him first.”
Mastan’s arguments were not disputed by anyone.
The old former Peeroo saibu said bluntly:
“Let votes go to whoever you like, you must make it clear to them, work on the Home of the Peeroos should be
completed before the election. And after that if they give us something let’s accept it.”
Saying “achcha, achcha” everyone rose. On their way they mused:
“What votes, and of what use—we cannot escape labor from the early morning.”
In the Home of the Peeroos some kerosene still remained in the petromax light sent by Asvatha Reddy. Though
it gasped for breath from time to time, it still burned. Mastan ate his meal and brought his sort to the Home of the
Peeroos. He sought to boast, as though he had achieved something that day.
“Orey, Vali,” he said, “this Home was built by your forefathers. As a child I played here. I listened to tales of
our Peeroos from the old saibu of the Peeroos right here. During the Festival of the Peeroos, I put on the Tiger act,
with a mask and paint. It was such fun in those days. When your dada Budansab was engaged in the lemon
business, we stored heaps and heaps of the fruit and lifted them in gunny sacks. When you were born—it’s
thirteen years now—your father took all the orchards around here on lease. We expected a profit of one lakh.
When the merchandise was sent to Hubli, Bangalore and Bombay, we could not recover the railway charges. We
lost everything we had. With that worry your dada died, in this very Home of the Peeroos. From that time I
decided not to engage in business. This home brought luck to cockfights. Not even one rooster of ours has fled
from the fighting ring; nor has one died. That’s why this Home means so much to me After so many years it is
getting repaired. If our house springs leaks, we can come here and sleep. Every night, you can read here.”
Vali could not understand why his father was saying all these things to him. He had witnessed the goings-on so
far. He had never thought much of his father who only once in a blue moon, getting into a nostalgic mood, went to
Asvatha Reddy’s lemon orchards to trim them or pick the fruit, who never sat in the Home of the Peeroos, and
who never bothered about anything except roosters; on the other hand, it was his mother he liked, who, engaged
in all sorts of labor to sustain the entire family and took care of the household chores. It was his mother who had
nagged and forced his father to send him to school. Now that he had come into the seventh standard, his father
had started taking interest in him. Vali had drawn closer to his father recently. And today what attracted Vali the
most was the petromax light. Its illumination alone stirred his mind. When his father had finished pouring out his
own tale, he just asked him one question:
“I am going to study here everyday. Will this lamp be here always?”
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Though he felt happy at his son’s query, Mastan did not know how to meet the expense of the kerosene daily.
“It will be with us, beta,” was all that he could mumble.
Next day, as agreed, Mastan pledged his support to Asvatha Reddy, who, in Mastan’s very presence, sent a
carpenter to find out what repairs the Home of the Peeroos needed, and then put Mastan in the jeep for
canvassing.
In one week Janata Party flags flew on the houses of the cotton-ginning community. Either because of the
support of the relatives of Mastan, or because of the divine benediction of Asvatha Reddy, the flags flew freely
even on the houses of the cotton-ginners in the villages around. The symbol of the ryot and his plough appeared
handsomely on the faded walls of huts and terraces.
When he heard this, as anticipated, village munsif Reddy who was supporting the Hand sign, spewed flames.
He wanted to incite the harijans. But pleading, “in our hearts we are any day for Indiramma,” they excused
themselves. Remembering that the cotton-ginning community had been always with Asvatha Reddy, village
munsif Reddy decided:
“I must take care of these vulgar people.”
He resolved, particularly, to set Mastan who was enjoying a prestigious position because of his former glory
right. Pondering about it, he grabbed hold of “Hides” Kemal who had sometime in the past got into an altercation
with Mastan in some cockfight. In the entire area Hides Kemal was the only one who was Mastan’s equal in
cockfight competitions. The news flashed in the villages and hamlets that in the cockfight tournaments of the
coming Sankranti festival, Hides Kemal was tying a knife to his rooster against Mastan’s cockerel.
Asvatha Reddy himself went to Mastan one night and sending for the elders to the Home of the Peeroos started
consultations.
“I am there backing you. Whatever the wager, accept the challenge. Our people are there,” he preached in the
Bhagavad Gita style.
In the wood outside the village the stage was prepared for the cockfight on Sankranti day. Stalls vending
savouries and sweet karjikayalu opened business. Pots and pots of toddy arrived. Canisters and canisters of
arrack reached the shades of the trees. With the hustle and bustle of crowds, with displays of force and taunts, the
folk festival began.
Only the President and village munsif Reddy were not there on the spot. In order to establish the alibis that
they would need in the event of trouble breaking out they had left the village. But their retainers were geared up to
join battle when the time came.
Two or three lackluster wager fights took place first.
The moment Mastan and Hides Kemal entered the fight, betters and provocateurs threw challenges:
“Come and face it if you can, ours is the Janata rooster.”
“Come and face it if you can, ours is Indiramma.”
Intense passions found a place among the crowd. The betting reached four thousand rupees.
The roosters tied to fine knives entered the arena from opposite sides.
“Jump! Tear! Your mother!!!” wild shouts.
One or two jumps they did, only a feather or two they lost. For the third attack both roosters were poised,
moving forward. That’s all. Someone shouted frantically:
“There, two jeeps of rijer (reserve) police are coming!”
Up and out, they scattered.
As Mastan attempted to collect his own rooster, the bird’s knife cut his hand sharply. Blood flowed freely. In
panic he let go of the bird and ran for his life. But he stubbed his foot against some rocks and fell down. A bullock
cart was standing nearby, the driver was not in his place in the bow of the cart, and in this confusion the beasts
bucked and ran. The cart wheels went over the legs of Mastan who was lying on the ground.
“Amma, arey ya Allah,” Mastan cried and lost consciousness.
*
When he regained consciousness, he was in his sagging string cot at the Home of the Peeroos. His wife and
children were beating their foreheads and wailing. And those around did not know what to do. Some advised the
Puttur bandage; some others suggested the big hospital in Cuddapah; others Kurnool. Looking at his injuries and
his missing legs, Mastan wailed loud and long. Some local treatment was given. Mastan spent the day writhing in
pain.
Asvatha Reddy and the MLA candidate Pulla Reddy appeared there by the morning. In no time they made
arrangements to transfer Mastan in a car to the hospital at Vellore.
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The coolies, the labor, and the poor people praised their generosity. For that matter, when Hides Kemal came to
know of this even he switched sides. The song, Anna, Pulla Reddy, your hand itself is of gold resounded through
the villages and hamlets.
Village munsif Reddy regretted the failure of his move. With the change that had come about in the people’s
attitude on Mastan’s shift to Vellore he realized Pulla Reddy’s success was certain.
“Let’s take care of things the night before the election,” he consoled his candidate and slackened the canvassing. What if Mastan was physically absent from the scene? Janata candidate Pulla Reddy won the election. What
if one leg was removed? What if two of his fingers were lost?
After a month Mastan returned to the Home of the Peeroos. The entire village turned up to offer their
sympathies. Though it nettled him somewhat that Asvatha Reddy did not come, Mastan considered him a man
who helped in need. Pulla Reddy alone must win the election forever, he prayed to Allah.
When he took a good look at the Home of the Peeroos now, he realized it had not changed much: a rafter or
two replaced, cavities stuffed, and mortar pasted over their face. The clay above had not been replaced completely
either. The roof had not altered.
Mastan sent for the old former Peeroo siab and inquired. Reluctantly the old man revealed what had happened:
every household had received twenty five rupees or so. Some even got loans of two or three hundred on bonds.
On top of that because they were spending so much on Mastan everyone, including himself, did not press much
about the Home of the Peeroos.
“The old fellow must have received something. Let it be; now the Home is somewhat improved. We can see
about it at the time of the next elections. At least I have come out alive,” thought Mastan and consoled himself.
*
A few months passed since Mastan’s return to his village. He whiled away the whole day in the Home of the
Peeroos. With the one acre of land they had, and by laboring in the orchards of others, Mastan’s wife was
somehow managing the household. Frightened by his experience of cockfights, Mastan stopped rearing cockerels.
In the village Rooster Mastan gradually became Lame Mastan.
It became difficult to manage the household. High schools were reopened as usual. The time had come for Vali
to be admitted in the school of a neighboring town. Should he ask Asvatha Reddy for aid—Mastan was debating
daily within himself.
One morning Asvatha Reddy’s field hand arrived saying the President was calling him.
Supporting himself on his son Vali, Mastan left for Asvatha Reddy’s home with much hope. Seated on the
jagiti (dais) in the verandah of his house, Asvatha Reddy said:
“Come Mastan.”
Only, he did not ask him to sit. Except during the election time, Asvatha Reddy knew how to keep people in
their place. Overawed, Vali kept observing everything. Asvatha Reddy unsheathed his knives.
“Look here Mastan! When I look at you I feel bad. Pulla Reddy has written this letter, here—asked me to find
out about you. And another thing. Three thousand was spent on you in the Vellore hospital; while you were in the
hospital I gave four, or five hundred to your boobamma. You are a gentleman. On the other hand, that poor fellow
the MLA’s seven or eight lakhs just vanished into the air during the election. Election means even a wretched
fellow on his death bed demands to know how much you will give, such are these evil days. Let it be, he has
written here that it will be proper if you can bear at least half the expenditure incurred on you. What is to be
done?”
Mastan was speechless as if struck by a thunderbolt. Then he grew angry, experiencing deep resentment and
pain. Recalling his helplessness, he took a look at his handicap; then looked at Vali and into the unflappable
Asvatha Reddy’s face. When he was about to plead with a tale of his own woes, in words reeking with pity,
Asvatha Reddy said bluntly:
“After all, how can you in your present situation give anything. Here sign this bond. Got it written for fifteen
hundred. If you wish, here look at these hospital bills. When things get better you can return.”
Mastan signed somehow on the bond and without a single word, turned back. Right before him he saw village
munsif Reddy coming to call on the President. The MLA had joined Indiramma’s party, and the two had joined
hands now. It was all a game for them, Mastan reflected.
Slumped in the Home of the Peeroos, he regretted why he had not asked, “Isn’t this trouble because of you?”
Even as lemons had sunk his father, he had been undone by roosters.
Vali sat next to his father, and sought to clarify a doubt:
“Ba! Is Asittu Reddy a good man?”
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Mastan did not respond.
“When we moved around in the lorry during the elections, he gave each of our school boys one rupee. But he
offered me two rupees.”
“When he feels the need, any son of kafir will give.”
“I did not take that money. I got into the lorry only on one day then our new teacher asked us not to get into
lorries like that. During elections, it is the moneyed people who run things, it seems?”
“Yes, it is those sons of bitches only.”
In his resentment Mastan now descended to obscenities.
“Then why should we give them votes? Even when we gave our votes, has not he got a bond signed by you?
Why?”
Mastan had no answer to that question. He was thinking of the trouble that had landed on him now. The one
remaining acre would go towards the debt; Asittu Reddy would annex it to his land.
“Thieving sons of whores, all of them,” he thought.
He looked up at the chest of the Peeroos. He could not suppress the fire in his belly. He said, “Won’t elections
come soon? Then I shall take care of these sons of whores,” and hit the floor hard with his walking stick.
All this struck Vali’s young mind as unjust. What had happened now, and what recently, his new teacher had
told him, he remembered, and his blood boiled. In his child’s heart indignation was striving to find a place.
Father and son in the Home of the Peeroos
In the Home of the Peeroos which had not changed much, though whitewashed anew, a couple of rafters
replaced …
And like a Peeroo, resplendent during the Festival of the Peeroos, and while treading the pits of live coal, and
waiting and longing for the next Festival of the Peeroos, Lame Mastan waited for some elections to come …
Like the lush green neem tree, with its every twig and branch swaying, awaiting some good wind or light, Vali
—
Both, in that Home of the Peeroos …
32.188 Aunty\fn{by Bani Basu (1939- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 10
The feast for the Brahmans\fn{ A note reads: Tenth day of the lunar fortnight of the second month of the Bengali calendar,
Jaishtha. The date marks the descent of the river Ganga upon earth. On this day a bath in the Ganga relieves one of ten kinds of sin .} was
over yesterday. The arrangements were sumptuous. Today was the last day of mourning. No one knew how, but
there were around two-hundred-and-fifty guests. Over fifty of them belonged to the clan. In addition there were
the families related by marriage. And then the neighbors.
“Where would our fathers prestige be, leave alone our own, if we hadn’t fed them fish and rice?” said Anish.
Deepika, or Dipu, said:
“Absolutely. Father was totally helpless. You men had escaped long ago. These boys of the neighborhood—
Keshta, Bishtu, Gonu, Bhodor—if they hadn’t been there, there probably would have been no doctor when he
needed one. After all, Aunty is only a woman.”
Midstream, her words hit a raw spot in Anish. Dipu was always good at being unpleasant. Hadn’t he admitted
already that he had done nothing? He couldn’t afford to. If a man works in Hoshiarpur in Punjab, he certainly
can’t keep running across to Rishi Bankim Sarani in Srirampore every once in a while to look after his father.
Those staying closer to home should have been the ones to come to some arrangement among themselves on this
matter. The reply to Deepikas snide comment, however, came from Anish’s wife, Deepika’s sister-in-law. Coming
from Comilla, she had a way with words.
“Well, Didi,” she said, “your elder brother fled a long time ago, thinking of what would be best for the family.
But these days even daughters get a share of the property. Should only the sons do the looking after?”
Abashed, Deepika replied:
“If only you had a charming son like mine! You would have understood then, Boudi, whatever few hours ride
it is between Asansol and Srirampore, why I didn’t have the opportunity to visit my fathers home more often.”
Atishs wife, Shukla, was the cheerful sort who didn’t like quarrels and conflicts. She laughed and said:
“Ever since you came, Didi, you’ve been concentrating your attack on Bubulram. Why? What has he done?”
“What can he possibly do? Nothing at all. Only his daily routine is written in letters of gore. Today a fishbone
plants itself on his brow; tomorrow a deuce ball hits his groin. The day after, his hand falls on the kitchen knife
and out flows a river of blood. And then there is a stream of complaints—from the neighborhood, from the school.
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Its just that he comes first in class every year, so they don’t throw him out in spite of all his devilish pranks.”
Dipus face shone with pride.
“Is he that naughty? He doesn’t look it though!”
Dipu was happy to have turned the course of the conversation. She hadn’t really wanted to quarrel with her
elder brother, although she enjoyed making a biting comment once in a while.
“What do you mean, naughty?” she said. “Didn’t I tell you he is an absolute devil? Keeps punching a sandbag
twice a day. Then makes me squat and dashes off over my head. Says he is learning karate. And the club is an
additional nuisance.”
Dipus sister Anita, or Anu, could share her elder sister’s pride in her son. Usually in these matters sisters feel a
sense of empathy.
“Mejoboudi,” she said, “did you know that Bubul was the all-Bengal champion in yoga last year? He can do
such difficult asanas, you’ll go crazy watching him. Worse than the circus contortionists.”
Shukla opened her eyes wide.
“Really, Anu! Such a young boy and so much talent! We only knew that he was good at his studies.”
As the ladies had, as usual, gotten around to extolling the virtues of their offspring, Anish was about to leave
the room in disgust. Atish came in to say:
“Dada, what are you doing here? Fathers boss, Das Sahib, and quite a few others from the office have been
waiting a long time. Remember Das Sahib?”
“What are you saying, Rontu? How can I not remember him? He is the man who guided me in my youth. I sat
for the competitive exam only because he said so. You should have called me.”
The two brothers, looking like hermits with their shaven heads, immediately bustled out of the room, holding
onto the flowing ends of their dhotis. Out in the verandah they bumped into their youngest sister Ishita, or Itu. Up
the flight of stairs was the large hall of the first floor, where the guests had gathered. Itu was looking after them.
Seeing her elder brothers, she waved her arms and said:
“There you are, Gaur-Nitai, alias Jagai-Madhai. Where are you off to in such a hurry? Do you realize that the
first batch of guests must be fed now?” Atish said:
“You’re the expert. Why don’t you call Dipu, Anu, and Boudi? Don’t ask Shukla, she’ll end up doing
everything wrong.”
“Is that the truth or are you protecting your wife?” Itu made an eloquent face.
“Stop trying to be too smart. Why don’t you call her and see the fun? She wouldn’t know one aunt from
another; she’d mix up the uncles and cousins and make such a mess that you’ll be taught a lesson.”
Atish didn’t stop any longer. Anish had gone ahead, so he too lifted the end of his dhoti and advanced toward
the stairs.
Das Sahib and the others had been there quite a while. When Anish, the eldest son of the family, got a first
class with Honors in BSc, Das Sahib had driven down in his impressive car all the way from Theatre Road to
Srirampore, carrying a box of cakes. He had filled the corridors of the old house with the resonance of his deep
voice and said:
“Rakhaharibabu, don’t you send your son into the university now. Let him sit for the competitive
examination.”
“But with such good results! Shouldn’t he study further?”
“Why? To become a clerk? Or to take a seventy-five rupee job as a schoolteacher? This is an order—Anish
will sit for the administrative services examination. Forget about his MSc. Bengali boys are increasingly being left
behind in the competitive examinations, Rakhaharibabu. Boys from the South, UP,\fn{ Uttar Pradesh State.} and even
Bihar get into the administrative services these days. And these Bengali bookworms, driven by the ghosts of
Faraday and Edison, manage nothing more than their daily bread.”
At the time when Anish had joined the IPS, sons of middle-class families did not think along these lines at all.
Certainly not his middle-class father. Touching the feet of an octogenarian Das Sahib, Anish remembered those
early days.
“Enough, enough. May you have a long life, son.”
Having lost his hair and teeth, the erstwhile Sahib had become a homely old Bengali gentleman. In the empty
cave of his loose, hanging mouth he seemed to be perpetually chewing something. There was a walking stick in
his hand. It was easy to doubt whether there was a human body at all inside the shell of the sparkling dhoti and
kurta.
“Your revered father was a hundred percent honest man, honest citizen, my son. Dutiful, unselfish, concerned
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about the well-being of others. Who knows why he had to survive ten long years in this way after his wife’s death.
It’s all Gods will.”
Anish’s father-in-law was present. He said:
“Their mother had produced gems, Radhamohanbabu. With her blessings, all the children are well-settled.
Wherever they were placed, there must they stay.” He added a Sanskrit shloka to that effect.
“But the boys took turns to do the looking after. And over and above them all was my other sister by marriage,
their aunt. She kept her elder brother confined within the shelter of her arms, and never let the children feel the
absence of their mother. I was quite a regular visitor, you see. The pan was ready in time, so were the fruit juice,
tea, sherbet, sweetened bel fruit, flea-seed husks; all set to a rhythm from which there was no departure.”
“Really! Is that so?”
The mobile mouth of Das Sahib became more agitated.
“Rakhaharibabu must have indeed been a man of great virtue. As for me, having married off my only daughter
in Canada, I keep counting my days, so that I don’t have to suffer the loss of my wife. Its my prayer night and day.
You know how it is—even a dog would shed tears for a widower. So where is this pious sister of ours? Let us
bless our eyes with a glimpse of her.”
Both Atish and Anish realized that Das Sahib had become somewhat senile. But recalling that this tiger sans
claws and teeth was once a man of immense power and a guardian angel to this family, Anish said:
“Rontu, go and fetch Aunty.”
Das Sahib had come on the day of the funeral ceremony, driving his old Morris Minor. But that day the
brothers had been busy with the ceremony. All the elaborate rites were performed exactly according to the
scriptures. The priest, a university professor, wouldn’t tolerate any compromise. Consequently there was little
time for social intercourse. Having listened to the devotional songs, rewarded the singers, sat at the ceremony for
ten minutes, and had his share of sweets and a cold drink, the old man had departed along with the rest of them.
*
Atish was getting into quite a state bringing Aunty out of the ladies sitting room upstairs, down the steps, and
across the big verandah. If only Das Sahib had asked for his wife Shukla instead, it would have been a more
pleasing and easier chore. Shukla is sociable, witty, and pleasant looking. Not just pleasant, she is downright
beautiful. After twelve days of mourning, she was looking gorgeous in her golden silk Tangail sari, her nails
painted, her hair shampooed, and vermilion on her forehead. She would have come smartly, talked sweetly. But
escorting Aunty was making him gasp for air. As it is she was over seventy-three. In a stiffly starched, plain white
sari which her nieces and the wives of her nephews had made her wear, she looked just like a pod that had
outgrown the fruit. With her rheumatic legs, she suddenly looked eighty, now that her brother was dead. Helpless,
immobile, like a bundle. With eyes that didn’t see, feet that couldn’t move. Annoyed, Atish said:
“Do you have legs made of straw, Aunty? And who put you in these stylish clothes? It’s standing up around
you like Queen Elizabeths gown! God help me!”
Other than a few missing molars, at her age Aunty still had most of her teeth. She said:
“I can do so little nowadays, my child, my sweet. Now all of you are my eyes, my legs. If you can take me
along, well and good. If not, I’ll just sit down here.”
Atish said, “Help! Why did you have to stop? Don’t you know, Das Sahib wants to meet you?”
The last batch to be fed had only the members of the family and the helpers. Seeing that Aunty was still willing
to wait, Anishs wife Pratima insisted:
“That can’t be, Aunty. You must go and lie down now.” Aunty said,
“You come from East Bengal, darling; how can you possibly talk of lying down in the afternoon? I don’t need
to rest.”
“You haven’t even eaten anything.”
“What? Two fat bananas, a fistful of wet flattened rice, sweets! Enough to drown in. I’ve crossed seventy-three
—in my seventy-fourth year—just a bit once a day and my body carries on as usual. I last out on the strength of
my mind, not of my body any longer, my sweets.”
Pulling a low stool toward her, she settled down on one side.
“Have a little of the smoked fish, darlings, Shukla, Mejobouma, don’t throw it away. Just swallow it with the
rice, as you would the banana on Dashara.”
Anish remarked, “These old customs are not there any more, Aunty. Forget about them.”
Shukla asked Atish, “What is all this about swallowing bananas on the tenth day?”
“How do I know?” Atish replied.
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Deepika was sitting on the other side. She said:
“Why! Don’t you remember, Mejda, Mother used to stuff a banana with bitter gourd and make us swallow it?
Supposed to be a great antidote. Its true, we hardly ever fell ill. Twice a week the bitter chireta herb, twice a week
the equally bitter kalmegh. Those were the days! Loud wails, thrashing limbs—what drama!”
By three in the afternoon the house was more or less empty. The relatives departed one by one. As it was a
Sunday, all those invited had managed to come. They met each other after so long that much time was spent in
getting the latest news. The members of the older generation are all going—the lamps are going out one by one,
they said as they left. The children of the family were either playing around with the furniture brought by the
decorators, or falling off to sleep.
Anu came in to say:
“I couldn’t control your son, Didi. He has defeated me. Put away three-fourths of the chairs all by himself. The
men from the decorators are sitting idle, smoking their bidis and grinding away. He has started on the tables now
—those long wooden planks, that is.”
Chewing a pan, Dipu asked in a lazy voice, “What are Dada and Mejda doing then?”
“You think they are anywhere around? Dada went to see off his father-in-law at the station. And Mejda too.”
Shukla said, “Hey, Mejdi! Watch out, I’m right here. Don’t you say anything nasty about him!”
Anu turned to look at her. Itu was smiling. She said, “We three sisters say whatever we have to in public. We
don’t say it behind anyone’s back, Mejoboudi.”
Shukla laughed.
“We had actually started on Bubulram.” Dipu said:
“Oh yes, he is removing the furniture. Let him. It is better to start early with whatever one is going to do in
later life.”
“Is your son going to be a decorator or a caterer?” asked Anu.
“He’ll be a Class IV government employee,” replied Dipu. “What else can he be?”
Shukla commented, “How can you worry so much about a boy who comes first in class every time?”
Dipu said, “Do you think the Class IV employee has any less of an IQ? With the right guidance, some of them
could have taken over from doctors and engineers. It is really a matter of inclination, Boudi. If someone is
inclined toward cleaning up after other people, he will do just that in life. Aren’t there other children here? Dadas
Rai may have grown up. But what about your Kishen, or Anus Sampi, Mampi? Are they picking up empty chairs,
dirty tables, or dirty dishes?”
“Why leave out the activities of my son, Didi?” said Itu, “just see what he is rehearsing for the future.”
Itu’s son was only seven months old. He had just woken up from sleep, produced some waste matter, and was
looking grumpy. Itu rolled with laughter.
“Look at that! According to your formula, that’s all my sons going to do all his life.”
Dipu hit her sister playfully. Shukla had tears of laughter in her eyes. She said, “Really, Itu, you’re the limit.
Lets find out where your elder brothers and sisters have gone.” Itu shouted out to her:
“Leave the others out of it. We all know who you’re going to look for.”
Everyone laughed. But after a while, Shukla actually appeared with four of them. Anus husband hadn’t
managed to come today at all. Dipus husband had attended the funeral ceremony and returned to Asansol. The
only son-in-law present was the youngest—ltu’s husband.
Atish folded the end of his dhoti and settled down in the middle of the group.
“All right, say what you want to say to me,” he said. “I hear everyone has been looking for me for a long
time?”
Dipu said, “Actually it was only Shukla. But now that you are here, you may as well believe that it was all of
us. It’s really been a long time since the brothers and sisters got together. They say kings might meet often, but
sisters never do. But in our case, we never even meet our brothers.”
Anish asked, “Where are the children? I saw Dipus son having a great argument with Ismail. Ismail claims that
there is a doddering old man in his village who is 273 years old. Dipus son says, that is impossible. He has read
the name of a Chinese or a Russian in the Guinness Book of Records.”
Anu said, “Really, it’s so sad to be old, isn’t it? How old was Father?”
“Eighty-three. He couldn’t hear, couldn’t see. No teeth to eat his favorite food with,” replied Dipu. Anish said:
“But he had his dentures!” Pratima said:
“So what? Father wouldn’t use them regularly. They used to hurt him a bit in the beginning as they usually do.
My father had false teeth by the time he was in his sixties. But someone had gotten it into your fathers head that
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dentures can cause cancer. So that was that.”
“We’d been telling him to go through a cataract operation right from the time he was seventy,” said Itu.
“Mother was alive then and I wasn’t married. All he said was he wasn’t going to live for long and he could carry
on with his eyes as they were till then.”
Atish said, “From seventy, he reached eighty-three. Nowadays these operations are nothing at all; they let you
go after two hours. If he had given me permission, I would have arranged for it. But he wouldn’t allow it.”
Dipu said, “It was only because of Aunty that he didn’t become an invalid, didn’t have bedsores. The two of
them would shuffle up to the terrace together twice a day and look after the plants. Father went while he was still
in reasonable shape. He didn’t like to eat anything but vegetarian food lately.”
Itu said, “But whenever we came, Aunty would get meat and fish.”
Anu said, “Itu, do you remember Aunty’s potato curry? And her fried notay leaves?”
“Of course I do!” replied Itu. “Its a funny story. I didn’t used to have spinach and all those leaves. Didn’t even
like potatoes then. At my in-laws,’ in Bhagalpur, they have a Bihari Brahman. You can’t imagine how bad his
cooking is. He has no idea of Bengali food. My mother-in-law, being an advocate, doesn’t pay any attention to the
kitchen. I came back home after three months and peeped into Aunty’s kitchen. Aunty said, ‘Go and sit down, I’ll
get your lunch.’ I said, ‘Give me a little of whatever you have made yourself, Aunty.’ Aunty said, ‘You’ll eat fried
notay leaves?’ ‘Definitely.’
“Oh Didi, oh Boudi, you don’t know how lovely it was! The taste lingered. In the evening she made soft, white
parathas and potato curry. Not steamed potatoes. Just curry. But what a taste!”
Anu said, “She sends a basket full of homemade flour sweets every year to my in-laws’ home. We have other
sections of the family as our neighbors; we share the sweets with them. Now every year from the sixth day of the
Durga Puja, they all come and ask me whether Aunty will send the sweets this year! Greedy pigs.”
Atish said, “That’s nothing. When I was first posted to Durgapur, I took Aunty there. She soon became a
popular figure. My students and colleagues knew Aunty more than they knew me. In fact I was being introduced
to people as Aunty’s nephew—all because of all those homemade sweets and pickles and what have you. In
desperation I told her one day, ‘Aunty, I brought you to solve my meal problems. And there you are, feeding all
Durgapur. If you go on in this way, I’ll soon be out on the street.’ She laughed, ‘Why, does someone want to have
my cooking?’
“You know, E.R. Sen was an absolute glutton. He was badgering me. Aunty said soothingly, ‘Let me see what I
can do.’ That evening, when E. R. Sen arrived, she offered him a plate of her sweets and said, ‘Pinaki dear, I’ve
been wanting to do something with your help.’ E. R. Sen said, ‘This nephew is always at your command. Just tell
me how many times I’ll have to go to the market.’ Aunty replied, ‘Well, yes, dear, that’s just it. I very much want
to feed your family at your home.’ Put him on the spot. But he loved Aunty so much, he just picked her up in his
arms and danced around the room. I didn’t have to do a thing. He arranged for Aunty to feed all our colleagues on
the campus. The applause was deafening.”
Dipu said, “Aunty must be very clever. I’m sure an IQ test will place her above the average.”
“Very possible,” said Atish. “Even Mother had a terrific memory. She could recall the year and the day of any
incident. When Itu had said something funny, where Rontu had picked up his Asiatic cholera, what I had been
discussing with my friends—Mother could repeat everything exactly. What an intellect. A lot of our old people in
this country are like that. They all retain their original brainpower. But where is Aunty now?”
“Forced her to go and lie down a bit,” said Anu and Itu. Anish said:
“There is something important to discuss. We may as well get it over with now. It would have been better if the
brothers-in-law had been present as well. As they are not here, we’ll have to sort this out among ourselves.”
Anu was slightly apprehensive at Anishs tone of voice.
“Why are you so serious, Dada? Say whatever you want to say with a smile. The way you’re going on, It’s
giving me palpitations.”
Anish lowered his voice.
“In this huge house, Aunty will be alone now. Have you thought of that? Totally alone. Is it right to allow an
old woman of seventy-three to live this way?”
“That’s true! What do we do? There’s not even a reliable servant in the house,” said Dipu.
Atish said, “Forget it. You can’t leave such a large house and an old woman in the hands of any servant,
reliable or no. The only solution is for one of us to be here. Anu, you could do that!”
Anu or Anita lived in Ballygunj Place, her husband had his own firm of auditors somewhere near Garia. Her
in-laws stayed with her. Anita said:
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“I could come and visit. But I can’t live here. My father-in-law is seventy-four, my mother-in-law, sixty-nine. I
have to look after them all the time. Sampi and Mampi are studying in Modern High. We had to make a lot of
effort to get them admitted there.”
Anish said, “Anu is the only one who lives in Calcutta. If she can’t come and stay here, there is no question of
the others. In that case the solution is to take Aunty with one of us. Just now everything is uncertain for me.
Having been three years at one place I can get transferred anywhere any minute. Wherever it is, I’ll get good
enough accommodation all right. But I work in the danger zone. That’s why I’ve sent Rai to a hostel. Even
Pratima should not be with me. If I take a totally dependent old lady like Aunty with me, in a weeks time Pratima
or I will get a stroke just worrying. What do you say, Rontu?”
Atish said, “You know that I’m to leave for Germany in three months’ time, Dada. I was planning to send
Kishen to boarding school and take Shukla with me. Wives are allowed there. She won’t get another chance such
as this in her life. If I take Aunty, it won’t be possible. Dipu, can’t you? Anu and Itu both have their in-laws with
them as well as other relatives. It wouldn’t be right to take Aunty there.”
Dipu hemmed and hawed.
“He isn’t here. I can’t really decide anything without taking his opinion. Also, he is terribly bad tempered. I
never hid that fact. All of you chose him for me, he is your brother-in-law But when the man throws a tantrum at
the drop of a hat, I can’t take the risk of bringing Aunty into his home without asking his permission. And I know
that he intensely dislikes having a third person in the house.”
Anish sounded hopeless.
“Then what?” Atish said. “There’s only one solution left. There are many good old peoples homes available
these days. Find a place for her in one of them.”
Anish asked, “And the house?”
“Sell it and divide it among the five of us. Nobody will come to live in Srirampore. I’ve bought some land
already in Durgapur. I can start building there if I get my share.”
Anish looked thoughtful.
“I, too, need a house. I’ll probably settle in Delhi finally. The money would certainly come in handy. But
there’ll be little left after dividing it by five.”
Dipu and Anu silently exchanged glances. Dipu said, “If it’s a question of relinquishing our shares, your
brothers-in-law should be present.”
“Don’t talk rubbish!” said Atish. “The shares will belong to you, not to our brothers-in-law You can easily say
whatever you want to yourselves.”
Itu said, “We share a house with my in-laws; its a large family. Whatever he earns, every paisa has to be
handed to his father. Only I know what it is to have no money of ones own.”
Anu said, “You’re absolutely right. I, too, feel the same say. The keys are kept by the mother-in-law The
authority is hers and the labor is mine. If she ever gives any pocket money, you have to submit a debit-credit
report, maintain a journal of accounts.”
Dipu said, “You see, the house in Bhadreswar is their ancestral home, divided among seven brothers. You can
imagine what it’s like. Three of the brothers live elsewhere. The rest are all hanging on to the property. Whenever I’ve been back, I’ve stayed with Father. It will take us more than one lifetime to extract our share of my inlaws’ property, buy some land, and build a house. If I get my share from this property, we could think of a roof
over our heads somewhere, whether in Bhadreswar or in Asansol.”
Anish said, “All right, all right. That’s final then. Start looking for an old people’s home. I’m here another
week, we must make some arrangement within that time.”
Just then there was a noise at the door. Auntys close-cropped head became visible. She opened the door wide
and said:
“Dinu, my sweet, all my darlings are gathered here. Boro Bouma, my love, just pour out the tea for everyone
from Dinus tray, please.”
Pratima and Itu both stood up. Pratima poured the tea and Itu passed on the cups.
“What have you done, Aunty?” she exclaimed. “Fried fish, pompadoms, sweets! After that huge lunch?”
“Keep your mouth shut, silly girl,” admonished Aunty. “You want to eat the tops of the puris alone and look
like a rope to tie corpses with, that’s up to you. Don’t I know how many bites all of you took after feeding the
guests to the gills in the afternoon? I didn’t allow the cook to add all the fish to the gravy. Now go on eat, enjoy
the hot food. Montu, don’t you dare say no. Mejobouma, see that Rontu eats. He won’t be able to say no to you.
Dipu darling, I know you couldn’t eat anything in the afternoon with that naughty son of yours around.”
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Anu said, “You didn’t call me darling or love, Aunty. Didn’t even ask me to eat. So I won’t. There. Familiarity
breeds contempt, doesn’t it?”
Auntys face broke into a wide grin.
“I’ll feed you myself, I’ll place you on my knees, darling. You are very special. The Lord Shiva has daughters
like Lakshmi and Saraswati. But his very own and dearest is Mother Manasa. She sits on the Lords knees.”
It is true that when Anu was born, her mother nearly died. For a long time she was not allowed to feed the
baby, or even pick her up in her arms. Anu was brought up almost entirely by Aunty.
Shukla said, "Why don’t you sit down, Aunty? Here, on this stool.”
“Of course I will,” said Aunty. “How can I resist being here, where all happiness has gathered? As God has
still left me with my eyes, let me see all of you and fill my heart.”
Atish said, “We have gathered here only to mark the end of the mourning for Father. And you call it a happy
occasion, Aunty?”
“Why shouldn’t I? Dada, too, must be saying the same thing up there—and laughing as he says it to Boudi.
Unless we die, you don’t come together, my loves. He has gone the best way. God willing, I too will go that way.
And then all of you will gather like this, laugh and be happy, tease each other …”
Aunty wiped the tears from her eyes with the edge of her sari.
*
About three days later, after making inquiries, Atish came and told Anish, “Dada, there’s a big problem."
“What is it?”
“The old people’s homes are all right, but the better ones want large sums of money. Some of them even want
it in advance.”
“Did you check up with the missionary organizations?”
“I did, but you know what a strict Brahman she is. If we leave her in one of those places, Aunty might starve
herself to death.”
“Problematic.”
Anish looked thoughtful.
“All right, let me tap the sources I have.”
Finally, Anus husband, Ranjit, brought news of a social service organization. It was run entirely by Hindus.
But they looked after old people from all castes and creeds, free of cost. You could take a train there from Sealdah
station. One day Anish and Atish went with Ranjit to check out the place. It seemed quite all right. They received
secret donations from some big people, so they didn’t charge anything. If anyone insisted, they might agree to a
small donation.
Next, the news had to be broken to Aunty.
Dipu said, “What will you do now, Aunty?”
“Do about what?”
“I mean, where will you live and how? Have you thought about that?”
Surprised, Aunty looked at all of them and said:
“I have five children, not just one or two. At the age of seventy-three, do I have to worry about my own
future?”
All the children remained silent. Ultimately, Atish said:
“All right, we should do the worrying for you, then. You have given us permission to do so. Now listen. We
have located a very good institution for you in Shyamnagar. You will stay there. They will look after you. We’ll
come and visit you whenever we can. It is an entirely Hindu setup. No Christians, no non-Hindus at all. You’ll be
able to live the way you want.”
Aunty was staring in amazement. The end of her sari had fallen off her head in sheer surprise. Looking blankly
at him she said:
“Institution? What will an institution do for me, Rontu? Can’t I stay here? In this Dash Gal?” The house was
named Grace Dale. Aunty had always called it by a strange name, but that odd name had always remained her
favorite.
Looking uncomfortable, Atish replied:
“Of course you can stay here. But who will look after you? That’s the problem. You’re not getting any
younger, are you? Is it easy to look after this huge house an keep it habitable? And where will we find such a
reliable servant?”
“Why? Dinu will be here, Rontu. At the end of the month you can send a hundred or two, whatever you can,
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just as you did when your father was alive. Its been more than enough for me. You’ll all visit me when you come
this way. You’ll stay, have your meals here.”
“And what if you fall ill?”
“Nothing will happen to me, love. I’ll go in my sleep. And Dinu is here.”
“We can’t trust or depend upon Dinu that much, Aunty. He will go to his village the moment it is harvest
season. Won’t turn up for two or three months. Ultimately the house will be taken over by squatters, you’ll see.
And that Dinu will help them to settle down.”
“What will I do then?”
“You’ll do what I said. You’ll live in a beautiful place. When I come back from Germany, I’ll take you with
me. When Dada can, he will fetch you too. Just for now this seems to be the only possible way out.”
Aunty said nothing.
Anish and Atish had some work. They went out. The house agent was outside. Then they would have to go to
the office of the municipality to find out what must be done about the mutation of the property. Everything had to
be done in a short time.
Pratima had gone to visit the neighbors with Rai. Rai had hair with a golden tinge, a fair complexion, and a
face that was attractive if not beautiful. She studied in Miranda House. Seeing that little girl so grown up and so
lovely at the funeral, the neighbors were all highly impressed. The social visits were a result of many invitations.
Shukla sat for a while, then suddenly remembered that she hadn’t seen Kishen in a while. Who knew what
mischief he was up to with that naughty Bubul. She got up and left, calling for Kishen. Dipu was fiddling with her
nails. The three sisters cautiously left Aunty’s room one by one.
Aunty went on sitting on the small stool. Evening fell on her face, then night. In just a few hours, Aunty
became ten years older.
*
After all the papers were signed, Dipika said, “Could you tell us your visiting days and the hours, Mataji, we’ll
note them down.”
Mataji lifted her head.
“You’re making a mistake. The people who come here have nobody in the world to call their own, nobody who
can take their financial responsibility. So we don’t have any visiting hours.”
Taken aback, Anita asked, “No visiting hours?”
“No, we only keep those who have no one of their own.”
Anita recovered quickly: “That’s true, of course. Aunty really has no one of her own. No children, no grandchildren, nobody.”
Dipu said, “We are not her blood relations. Not her own family at all. Did you know that she was Father’s
stepsister?”
Itu said, “None of us knew that while Mother was alive.”
“It was Mother’s generosity. After all she came from a different family,” added Anu.
Dipu said, “It was Father’s generosity too.”
*
This story would have ended here. That is the way it should have been. But it didn’t happen like that. Late one
night, Dipu started howling in her sleep. The noise woke up Asamanja, her bad-tempered husband. It woke her
naughty son. Asamanja said:
“What’s the matter? Why are you raising the roof in the middle of the night?”
Dipu kept crying like a child, saying:
“Tell me first whether you will allow me to keep Aunty with me, tell me! I’ll be your slave for life. After Anu
was born, I wouldn’t eat anything unless she fed me with her own hands. I would place my hand on her breast,
think her my mother, when I went to sleep. And that Aunty—oh, I would have died without Aunty. I had the
rickets. You wouldn’t have had me at all. Some other witch would have come to make your home.”
Asamanja said:
“Why start this in the middle of the night? You never told me you wanted to bring Aunty to stay with you?”
“How could I? You’ve such a temper! I wouldn’t be as scared of Hitler as I am of you!”
“Then why blame me? It’ll be wonderful if Aunty is here. She is a great cook. Go and fetch her. I won’t have
to suffer half-cooked food with too little salt and too much sugar. And this is what’s making you cry?”
“What if your mother says something?”
“She’ll only say it in Bhadreswar. Wouldn’t reach our ears here. And if she does, she is my mother, I’ll handle
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her. Oh! You women are so crafty.”
“Not crafty, just cowards.”
“All right, accepted. Now go to sleep.”
Dipu came across Anu right at the station. All five of them now had a key to the collapsible inner gate of the
Srirampore house. Dinu had the key to the outer door. Until the house was sold, he would stay as the caretaker.
Astonished, Anu said, “Didi?”
Dipu said, “Anu?”
Anu was looking tearful, “I dreamed last night of a thin, emaciated kitten whom Sampi was throwing across
the wall. Suddenly the kitten cried out in a pathetic tone. And then I saw it was not a kitten at all, but Aunty! Didi,
I can’t leave Aunty in an old people’s home. God will never forgive me then. When Mother was ill after giving
birth to me, Aunty saved my life. It is she who is my real mother.”
Anu started weeping.
The two sisters shared a rickshaw and had a heart-to-heart on their way home. Dipu said:
“I swear Anu, I’ve only been scared of my husband all this time. Terribly scared. If the socks aren’t darned, he
throws them away. If there’s less salt in the dal, he throws that out, too. I had been summoned to Bubuls school
and was late coming home. He just walked out of the house. God, that man! Today for the first time I respect him,
perhaps love him too.”
Anu said, “I thought a lot and decided that I’ll come and stay here till the house gets sold. I’ve looked after my
mother-in-laws son all this while. Let her look after my daughters for a change. Sampi and Mampi will come to
this house Friday nights and go back with their father on Sundays. Its good for them to be a little self-reliant. Then
when the house is sold, I’ll take my share and keep Aunty as a paying guest in a South Indian home very near us.
They would give a room, a bath, and a small kitchen, so she can cook for herself. Aunty will manage quite well,
and I’ll be able to look after her all the time.”
The door of the house was opened by Atish himself.
“What brings the two of you here?” he said in surprise.
“And what about you, Mejda?”
“Don’t ask. Ever since we reached Durgapur, Shukla has been sulking. Yesterday she started making a terrible
racket. Said, ‘I won’t go to Germany. If it is in my fate, I’ll get another chance. If not, I don’t care. I’m not greedy
for anything foreign. You go. I’ll stay here with Aunty and Kishen.’ And then there was another incident.”
“What incident?”
“Come inside. I’ll show you.”
On their way in, Atish shouted instructions to Dinu, “Make some good tea with soaked bay leaves. And start a
curry or something. Two of the sisters are here.”
Dinu came and said, “Give me some money, I’ll go to the market. There’s no kerosene either. I’ll have to buy
that too.”
Suddenly the lights went off-load-shedding. The courtyard was covered with moss, the basil plant had become
a little jungle. It wasn’t looking like anything divine at all. More like a disheveled demon.
Atish said, “Be careful when you go to the bathroom, Dipu. The courtyard especially. I took such a toss …
ugh!”
Dipu said, “We wouldn’t have had to worry about such things if Aunty were here. The larder was always full,
as if the generous goddess Annapuma had set up her store here. The house shone as if with the presence of
Lakshmi herself. The courtyard slippery with moss, the house in darkness. Never in all my life have I seen it
looking like this.”
Atish scolded her, “Go on, do something about it quickly. Stop lecturing me. All your life, indeed! How long
have you lived in this house? Five years or seven?”
Dinu said, “Whatever’s five could be taken to be seven as well. Not much difference, Dababu.”
When the electricity came back, Atish handed a telegram and an aerogram sent by fast mail to the sisters.
It was from Anish to Atish at Durgapur.
Am transferred to Delhi. Send
Aunty sharp by the next Rajhani.
Awaiting information. Dada. XXX
Itu’s letter was also sent to Durgapur. She had written to both Atish and Shukla.
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Dear Mejda and Mejoboudi,
Right from the beginning we did not like the idea of sending Aunty to an old peoples home. But I am after all the
youngest, and also have a large household at my in-laws. Your brother-in-law is not only shy, he is also the youngest in
the family. For me it is unfortunately quite impossible to do anything about Aunty. But ever since I heard that they
don’t even allow anyone to visit her, I’ve been extremely unhappy. Discussing it at length with your brother-in-law, I
discovered a legal point. Although Aunty was Father’s step-sister, they shared the same father. And although Father had
added to it a bit, Grace Dale in Srirampore was built by Grandfather. As such, Aunty should get a half share of the
property. The other half we can divide up among ourselves. Aunty, therefore, is not as helpless as we believe. After
selling the house, use her share of the money to put her in a really good place where we can go and visit her and bring
her over when necessary. And if that is not possible, if you are going to deprive her after all, I would like to surrender
my share. With that money, too, something similar could be arranged. Our ancestral property is built on about 700
square yards of land. One-fifth of that should be worth at least a lakh of rupees.
With love.
Yours,
Itu

After reading the letter, Dipu said, “Thats true, Mejda. According to the laws of today, Aunty should have a
share in the property. None of us thought of that. Did you?”
Atish said, “Honestly, I didn’t, Dipu.”
They carried on their consultations late into the night. In the middle, Dinu went and got them some inedible
roti and vegetable. There was no kerosene in the shops and Dinu didn’t seem terribly keen on cooking for the four
of them. Finally it was decided that they would fetch Aunty at once from Asha Niketan. The attempt to sell the
house at Srirampore would be shelved for the moment. As long as Aunty was there, she should enjoy the house.
Dinu would be there. If necessary, they’d look for another servant. Anu would supervise and come and spend the
weekends here. Later, after Aunty’s death, they could decide what was to be done with the house. Next morning,
the three of them sent off telegrams to Anish and Itu, telling them about the new arrangements, and made their
way toward Sealdah.
As the train moved, the three kept impatiently reading the name of each station. Atish said:
“You know, actually, for us, there has never been any difference between Aunty and our parents. Mother and
Father looked at it that way.” Dipu said:
“You’ve realized it a little late in the day, Mejda. In Aunty we had our fathers blood and our mothers
affection.”
Anu said, “Do you remember how Mother used to call her Didimani? That tone of her voice? It was as if
Mother and Father protected her with all their might because she was a child-widow.”
Dipu said, “Last time I heard Father say, ‘Ruchi, you must go before me,’ Aunty said, ‘Don’t ever say such a
thing, Dada. You go first. I’ll come after you. Who’ll look after you if I am not there?’ And who’ll look after you
when I am gone?’ asked Father. Aunty said, ‘Don’t worry about me. For a woman just a little bit goes a very long
way.’”
The Mataji now in charge of Asha Niketan was not the one they had met earlier. Though it was difficult to tell
at first sight. The same white clothes, the edge of the sari drawn behind the ears and round the head. She listened
to them carefully and said:
“You made a mistake, a terrible mistake. We don’t take in anyone here who has any family. Society demands
that people look after each other. Anyone who has someone to care for her wouldn’t come to a charitable
institution. It is the moral responsibility of her near and dear ones to look after her somehow. Why did you keep
her here? Do you see the problem? We have branches of our institution all over India. We try to do whatever we
can, not just for old people, but also for anybody who is alone and totally helpless. They all work for the
institution as well. We don’t keep the inmates too long in one place. Every few months they are taken to a new
place. This is our rule. We never take any address for them. We don’t even call them by their names. Besides a
number, a new name is added for each member. We try to help them wipe out their past and build a new life here.
As far as I remember, though, there haven’t been any recent transfers. This name you gave me, Ruchishila
Bhattacharya—I can’t go inside and ask anyone about it. Here we are named after light, water, air, fire—Alo,
Salil, Banhi, Varun, Pavan, Agun. I don’t know who among them would be Ruchidevi, and cannot let you know
either.”
Seeing Anu in tears, Mataji relented:
“All right. I’ll do something for you. Stay in here; I’ll darken the room. You see that square window—behind it
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is a verandah. I’ll take the women inmates down the verandah. Keep count of them and tell me the number when
you recognize her. After that I’ll arrange to fetch her.”
She shut the windows that looked outside, kept only the inner one open, and left the room.
A little while later the identity parade began outside the open window; The first woman had close-cropped hair,
salt and pepper, a somewhat wrinkled face, not quite fair, not dark either. The second had shoulder-length hair, salt
and pepper, a somewhat wrinkled face, not quite fair, not dark either. The third had close-cropped hair, all gray, a
somewhat wrinkled face, not quite fair, not dark either. The procession ended after the thirteenth woman inmate.
Mataji came in a little later.
“Did you see them? Which one is she?”
Dipu said, “Who else? The first one.”
“Never!” said Atish. “The third one. You didn’t realize she has gone all gray.”
Anu said, “I’m sure she’s the fifth one.”
Mataji said, “What? You say she is a close relative, your aunt, and you can’t recognize her? All right, I’ll go
and ask these three ladies separately if one of them is Ruchishiladevi. Although, once again I must point out that
this is against our rules.”
Five minutes later Mataji returned to say:
“None of them is called Ruchishila. The first one is Janakibai, a Bihari. The third one is Fatima Begum—
obviously a Bengali Muslim. And the fifth ones name is just Butia. She used to live in a beggars’ slum and never
had a proper name. Even if she had one, she has forgotten it now. We call her Dharitri—earth. Why don’t you do
something—give us a recent photograph of your aunt, some identification mark, and a proper description. After
that we’ll see what can be done.”
Then Atish, Dipu, and Anu talked it over at length among themselves and discovered that in the last ten years
Aunty had never been photographed on any occasion. Also, that she was not too thin, nor fat; neither dark, nor
fair; her hair was not all gray, nor all black; she hadn’t lost all her teeth, nor did she have all of them; she was not
too old, but certainly nothing less than old.
Actually, she had no identifying mark on her.
In fact, she was just an aunt. One of innumerable aunts. Not anyone’s mother or father, just an aunt.
11.120 The Apocalypse\fn{by Muhammad Umar Memon (1939- )} Aligarh, Aligarh District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M)
5
Who had so lovingly, so caressingly massaged my scalp last night? Who?
I walked down the length of the courtyard, entered my room, tried to read, lost interest, sat down at the
window and stared listlessly out into the dark slumbering garden. Dawn broke, sad and white. In the hazy
morning light, I saw Shaikh Karim Nawaz’s fox terrier snap at Mr. Jawaid Husain’s black and white cat, who had
just caught a sparrow. A sadly comical sight it was: a panicky sparrow trying to shake itself free from a merciless
cat trying to break loose from a merciless dog. The cat couldn’t hold on to its victim; the dog did.
This house is our house. This room is doubtless my own. But the question lingers on in my mind, a little before
finally falling asleep, when the senses are so drugged that everything appears blurred and foggy, when the mind is
neither fully awake nor fully asleep. Whose warm and caressing fingers had I felt on my head last night?
She is still—love does away with life, it seems, and hate perpetuates it—in this very house, sleeping near the
staircase in the extreme right of the courtyard. She is not only a body of sparse flesh and prominent bones, she
also has a name. I know that name; yes, I know her name. She is endowed with a personality, impulsive,
passionate, quarrelsome, but her own. How much venom can that frail body hold? I often wonder.
Just now I have heard her sneezing. She has turned on her side in the bed. Perhaps she is yawning. She has just
wiped her eyes—eyes still heavy with sleep and watering as they linger in their reluctance to open up in the
surrounding dawn. (Why … why … why dost thou show to the apt thoughts of men … the things that are not? the
things that are not … that are not … that are not … the things …) One could still see a few muddled traces of
anxiety across her face, anxiety over the light we had last evening or, perhaps, over some personal matter way,
way back in the past. I don’t know.
In the numb consciousness preceding sleep, last night, whose affectionate fingers had absorbed all heaviness
from my aching head and sucked all pain from my being? The stubborn question keeps coming back like a refrain.
This has never happened before. No, it is just impossible. How can it be? Mother had said He returned home late
last night. Just as he was closing the the shop, he said, a whole bunch of prospective customers walked in so he
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had to stay on. He was very exhausted and retired without eating a bite. He said he had a headache. A strange
coincidence. (Come to think of it, coincidences tend to be almost always strange. Why?) I, too, had a splitting
headache.
“Come! I’ll give you a little massage …”
It just doesn’t look right that your children should give you trouble in your old age. Then again, right or not,
where have these hateful youngsters sunk their consciences. This last part was said silently in the heart. In a sense,
it was meant for her. But was it? If only I had said that out loud! She was restless in her bed, kept turning on her
side feverishly, in agony perhaps. My bed was spread out at its usual place in the courtyard, last in the row of
seven beds, in the extreme left corner. And so were the beds of the others to my right at their usual places.
That is all right. But, really, whose fingers had caressed my aching head last night? Behind me, to the right was
the same neat row of beds. After me came brother, then mother, sister, Hami, children and, last of all, at the far
end of the courtyard, was her bed.
No. It is impossible. She wouldn’t have come all the way from her bed to massage my head. No. We have
hate’s blazing wall between us. And it is not a question of walking from one end of the courtyard to the other.
What kind of light is that this morning? A light descending slowly and gradually like a revelation, a yellow
light embroidered with edges of golden red. Am I in the middle of a revelation then … in the world of apocalyptic
visions? Maybe.
She has again pushed the bed in her usual way, rather forcefully. She only knows how to push, drag, snap and
yell. Some strange suppressed anger informs all her actions. Things bend and break and bleed at her touch or
screech like glass being sawed away, a sound as jagged glass or the indented blade of a sword. Indented sword.
(All pre-Islamic poetry is replete with descriptions of indented swords. What a people were these Arabs who used
to think of bravery in terms of the number of dents in their swords. He who had none was a coward, pure and
simple. Were this still so, then Faizo, the provision merchant on the corner of our street, might yet be the
gallantest of the gallant; his slicing knife has nothing but dents …)
But the sounds she makes! It would not only wake the dead but also fill their bloodstreams with crushed glass.
Knowingly and purposefully she pushes everything with such force as if she were determined to make everyone
around aware of her presence. Look, now, I, too, am a—no, this a is too general—rather, the most important
member of this family, alive and unique. Some people surely have a way of making others aware of their
existence, aware of the fact that they too bear so many pounds of atmospheric pressure on their body. Hell is other
people! Why is it at all necessary to make others feel one’s presence?
And whenever father and mother visited us, she grew even more vengeful. For now one could be sure that she
would do everything in her power to spoil their stay by hurting their feelings or by offending their fine sense of
what constituted propriety among women. Salma would be allowed to strut about, shamelessly bare-breasted,
before dad and mummy. How can one overlook, much less tolerate, the impudence of one’s own daughter? But
she would, the wretched, lewd woman that she is. Pappoo, the lousiest brat one ever saw, would hang around
inside the house all the time, raising hell in the courtyard, smashing everything to pieces. No one stopped him.
There is nobody to straighten out the anarchy of this house. As for him, the uxorious—well, he and his shop and
the rest can go to hell.
Hell, why do I keep thinking about these things? Am I too sensitive?
That’s all right. But who had so lovingly caressed my head, heavy with pain last night?
Better draw the curtains together. All decent people do so and yet the peeping toms are forever prying. My legs
are beautiful enough to drive anyone crazy. Bathed in honey and milk, soft and lissome, the warm, pure white
inside of freshly-baked French bread. But the body above is adorned with two deep incision marks that still carry
the memory of the surgeon’s indifferent fingers. Incision marks, each about eight inches long, very much like a
leach in shape. Before their sheer, ecstatic beauty even the surgeon would have been carried away for a moment.
Why not draw the curtains? Somebody might peep in, especially from the second-floor bedroom of the
neighbor’s. If she saw me as I am now, heavens, what a nasty row she would make. I still remember how she had
once accused Hami. She told all our friends, even casual visitors, just about everybody, that Hami was a pervert,
even had incestuous tendencies, had been sleeping around with a whole bunch of girls and had even had the
temerity to once squeeze the breast of his own niece as she lay drowsing in the courtyard. The bitch!
But, perverted or not, Hami sure is a shameless person. The punk! He just stood there and let her do this to
him! Why must he stay in this house after all that she has been saying about him? There may be such uncles who
would delight in sleeping with their nieces. (Come to think of it, this was perhaps the tragedy of Khalida Ahmad,
too. Lolita … Lolita … Lolita, light of my life, fire of my loins. My sin, my soul, Lolita—fire of the loins; those
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small, swirling, fiery circles rising from the knee-joints and spiraling upward, the naked electric wire …) But one
for whom even the loveliest girl would not think twice of leaving the comforts of the parental home, would
perhaps know better than to squeeze the breast of his spindly, consumptive seven-year-old niece.
God, she is a bitch! Her very presence has lacerated my soul. Kill her? That’s no use. The absence of her
physical being wouldn’t blot out the memory of her personality. She would haunt me. No. How can one throw
memories out and slam the door shut! The mind is the enemy and memory faithfully arrests the person of the
departed and all that he did while he lived. I can kill her but can I also make myself believe she never existed?
Somebody just passed, riding a scooter. What if he peeped in and saw me? How very strange are some mornings!
Shall I try to remember the events of last evening and remember them exactly as they happened? It is like
trying to force a big, black cat out of a tremendous heap of freshly fluffed-up cotton. But to remember is to
mercilessly scratch out the scab and penetrate to the still pulsating wound. And what for? Is there even a shred of
truth in the assertion that the past is always beautiful? It is only its memory that is, not the past, not even the night
of the honeymoon, whose memory comforts, but whose reality invokes horror. And so we pursue the image and
forget the essence. Between reality and our perception of it lie the cobwebs of emotion that blur. We look back at
things with emotion, tenderness and ease, forgetting that the past was in its own moment about as difficult,
gruesome and tyrannical as the present.
That is why people begin to see their killers as their helpers. This is how the mother-in-law of Thressa
gradually brought herself to look at the killer of her own son as her greatest benefactor.
The night was fresh and white like newly-blossomed jasmine. We had quarreled in the evening. Never before
had we quarreled so madly. Had she really grabbed the roller and the tongs and struck them against the wall in
frustration, in anguish? She must have. The dent in the kitchen wall, flakes of paint on the floor directly under the
dent, broken pieces of crockery—victims of somebody’s violent temper. She did really get into a rage. Doubtless
we had a quarrel; yet the question persists: Who had massaged my head last night?
Our first quarrel took place at a time when I had just undergone surgery and was still recuperating. It was then
that I realized that for some reason I couldn’t explain to myself, she hated us all, derided us and would do
anything to undermine our family honor. Of course, one can live without worrying too much about the likes and
dislikes of others. For me it wasn’t all that easy, though. I couldn’t very well run away from her. The cripple that I
was and still am, I had to confront her every moment of my life, while she kept growing more vehement in her
detractions against our family. Some friends informed me that she accused Hami of being a pervert, a worthless
rake, a playboy whose sole purpose in life lay in seeking out and seducing nymphets such as Anabel and Lolita.
Fortunately, she hadn’t transformed Hami completely into Humbert quite yet. For that she would have had to have
Hami kill a lover of Lolita’s. I don’t know what made her hesitate. Maybe she thought people wouldn’t be so
gullible after all. One of these days, I am sure, she will do just that.
What sound is that? Perhaps she has banged doors and dropped pots and pans. This is very much her. This is
how she expresses her anger, her presence, her importance. There is a confused noise in the street. The kids are
perhaps going to school, shouting as they usually do. There it is, the mutilated body of the black cat with big
white spots. What happened to it? Might as well smoke.
Well, I’ve lit a cigarette, have even puffed a few times. Have I really lit one and am I really drawing at it? The
doctor has finally permitted me to smoke. Now I can smoke freely in front of the family without feeling ashamed
or embarrassed. I can smoke right under their noses. And no one can blame or hassle me. How can they, especially
after all that I’ve been through? I’ve gained my freedom but I’ve had to pay a terrible price for it: two surgeries.
But I remember what a fuss she had made of my smoking. And so we had a quarrel over that too. She must use
each of my habits against me—that’s her. And the lies she can fabricate! She once told all our friends,
“You know why Hami’s sister, the unmarried one, of course, doesn’t ever get married? Well, why must she?
Some women are too hot to remain tied down to just one man. (What was her name? What Kaur? The one who
would challenge her playmate to coitus with words and names to designate different stages in a card game? Some
woman she was!) That’s why she is always on the go, looking out for newer men each time. Went to Lahore
twice. For heaven’s sake, why must she go to Lahore? Exams? Don’t tell me you take her excuses seriously. I’ll
tell you why. Abortion! That’s all!”
But she is no less amorous and passionate and hungry of men than that … Kaur. I remember so vividly the day
when she said to Hami right under my nose,
“I hear you bought yourself a used motorbike. Now, chevalier, how about getting yourself a wife, even a used
one. That’ll calm you down.”
Stupid! He just stood there and said nothing. How I wish he had had courage and replied,
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“A used wife; think that’s good enough for brother? Won’t you agree, sister-in-law, one experience suffices for
the whole family?”
Before brother married her, they say, and with good reason, she’d abandoned her former husband and was
flirting around with all the young boys of the family at her aunt’s and had let herself be shamelessly led away by
the hunger of her body. A bitch in heat—that’s what she is. A vulgar slut! They say, they always say, but need one
always trust what one hears? The elder sister-in-law had said,
“You know, Jawaid is a nervous person. He was tense enough already but came down with fever induced by
trepidation almost as soon as they got married. So obviously that night; I, mean the very first night of their
wedding, he kept away from her. Well, now, that can happen to anyone, granted Jawaid is a bit more shy and timid
than most. A little patience and things would have become normal. But patience is a commodity she obviously
doesn’t put much faith in. The next morning her sister kept telling just about anybody who’d listen that Jawaid
was impotent and that he had ruined her sister’s life. Now, would you believe that! Would you really and truly
believe a decent person can sink that low!”
And then brother and she had six children in eight years. Isn’t that great! An impotent … Might as well write a
story about that and call it The Dud’s Grand Feat. Wouldn’t it be great fun if suddenly one night Lady Chatterley,
waiting for the keeper in the hut, had discovered that the fingers struggling with her undergarments were those of
Clifford himself—a robust, virile, almost savagely-aggressive Clifford. The Dud’s Grand Feat!
What had happened last evening? We quarrel just about every day. The nature of the previous evening’s quarrel
must have been rather serious for I still have a strange bitterness in my mouth. A friend of mine from overseas and
his wife were visiting me. They had just been married and were on their honeymoon. I put them in the last room
near the staircase. In the evening—(Dr. Salima had said, “I say, is there any illness you haven’t had? Come, I’ll
have you put on a beautiful gold pedestal in the national museum. I’m pretty tired diagnosing you. Why don’t you
have a zipper installed from neck to navel so that any time something goes wrong we only have to zip you open
and have a peek.?)—what happened in the evening? My friend is alone in the room with his wife, Razia, getting
ready to make a tour of the town. Razia wants to iron her sari. Woe to me, I give Razia the iron. A bomb explodes,
“You won’t settle on anything less than swiping clean every single thing that belongs to me. Why …!”
“Please,” I say nervously. “Please don’t shout. What’d my friend and his wife—”
“No,” she cuts in, making me feel all the more nervous. “No! I won’t! Why did you even so much as touch it,
my iron? How many times do I have to tell you it’s time you quit stealing my things? I had brought it along with
me as part of my dowry. It doesn’t belong to your family. Now, go get it back.”
Did she really say all that? What I am certain of is that we did have a quarrel. “Please, please don’t shout.” And
then I sink myself into deep silence. My silence annoys her. She is feverish—almost hysterical—but help- less. I
am silent because I don’t want to make my friend regret he came here, not because I am a coward or incapable of
defending myself against her onslaughts.
“Tell me,” she starts allover again, provokingly, “Tell me, why did you take my iron?”
I am silent.
“Am I raving or something? Why don’t you reply?”
I don’t say a word.
She can no longer contain her irritation, flies off the handle, grabs the tongs and hurls them madly against the
wall. The wall paint chips and flakes dangle for a moment then come floating down on the floor. On the spotless
creamy surface of the wall one can now see around the dent the faint pink of the earlier coat of paint …
Cat. White cat with black spots all over, black cat with white spots all over. A few stray dogs milling around
smelling and licking the scattered entrails of the disemboweled cat. A car. No, it was the sound of a truck. One
mustn’t travel on the highways at nighttime. Heavy, giant trucks travel on them from four in the evening until
early morning. Mother had asked him, almost pleaded with brother Najmi not to go but go he did and then we
only saw his body torn and crushed and disemboweled like that of the cat.
She hit me with the roller anyway. In normal circumstances, I would have paid her back in full for her
insolence. Can only remain silent now, which infuriates her further.
“Come; fight back, kill me! That’s what you want, don’t you?”
I don’t reply.
Shameless Rami is urging the kids to get ready soon. He is taking them to the puppet show.
“I’ll commit suicide, Rami, I’ll kill myself if you take these brats to the show. Stupid, don’t you have any
shame? Don’t you know what this bitch was telling her mother about our mother the other day? ‘Mother, let’s not
take this senile old hag along or she’ll spoil the fun.’ Rami, Rami, why must you take them now?”
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I wish I had said that out loud. I haven’t talked to her since. How she has slighted me! If Razia and her
husband had heard that … shameless woman!
How impudently she has come to me saying,
“Why do you always have to quarrel with me? What have I done wrong, really? Do you seriously think I
would have refused had you asked for .the iron? Look, dear, I just can’t bring myself to let people use my things
without having had the courtesy to ask me first. It is annoying.”
“Shut up,” I say indignantly. “Get lost!”
But she doesn’t move.
“Let’s be quits, please,” she is pleading with me. “Why don’t you ever try to understand me? After all, I am not
a stranger, am I?”
“Will you please shut up now? I don’t need your moralizing.” I am still curt and angry. Yet, for all my
indignation, I see an odd dampness in her eyes. No. No. Just can’t believe that. She is coming straight from the
kitchen. Perhaps smoke got into her eyes. She is just incapable of feeling sorry.
“Try to understand …”
To hell with you, bitch. (The things that are not. The things that are not? O error, soon conceived … the things
… O error … the things that are not …)
I am too angry to eat. Try to read but that doesn’t work. Must sleep now. Have a splitting headache. Rep, why
must one have headaches? No drug works against my headaches now. Rep has just returned from his shop, so late.
Says he has a headache, too. Surely she will massage his scalp. Everyone is asleep except mother. Banpa’s
premature death has suddenly made her look twenty years older.
What peace of mind and heart does mother get prostrating before her Lord day in and day out? There must be
some solace in doing that, only I can’t bring myself to accept there can be any. The entire courtyard is bathed in
moonlight. A cool, soft, light blue, caressing moonlight.
But I have a severe headache.
“Mother, I’ve a headache, a really bad one.”
“Darling, do you hear me, I’ve a headache.”
Both myself and brother have said this simultaneously, only to two different persons.
“Come, I’ll massage your head,” says mother lovingly.
“No, mother, that’s all right. I’m okay now.” At least this part of the sentence I’ve said loudly, the rest only in
my heart. She gets up, pushes her feet into her slippers. She is walking now and now she has stopped. Brother has
sighed peacefully, as if he has already begun to feel better. I turn on my left side, hatefully, bitterly. Wretched
woman! On my left is the wall; on my right, the beds in their usual places. The one next to me is that of brother’s.
Her’s, in the extreme right of the staircase, must be empty now.
Twice she went to Lahore for an abortion … that was not your iron, honey, why must you feel so free, then …
Humbert is sitting at Lolita’s feet in devotion. He is now putting cotton balls between her toes; now he is
polishing her nails. In the room, Razia’s husband is bending over her.
“Come on now, darling.”
“No. Not here.” Shades of crimson, red and orange swivel and fuse amid the rustling of clothes. The game of
blazing passion has begun in the room. The fragrance of exuberant white muslin and freshly washed bodies. Their
faces aglow with flames raging inside their bodies. The young woman is now all passion, desire and submission.
(Amidst gentle tinkling of bells and disjointed scenes against a dark, swiveling background, sleep is now carrying
me into soft, subdued worlds of bluish night.) I see only dark, burnt, disfigured corpses all over—corpses of dark,
monstrous African negroes I shall not rest until I’ve destroyed you … A skeleton rises on its joints like a robot in
the midst of a sea of corpses. It is advancing towards me with arms outstretched and teeth grating ferociously …
Help me. Help me, mother, please … (“What’s the matter, darling? Turn over to the right.”)
Who has said that?
Fingers, advancing towards me moment by moment, hungry, restless fingers, they have now grabbed my head
and crush it … Corpses, amputated limbs, collar bones, finger joints, feet—they are strewn about all over the
place A bleeding nigger pal, crawled close to a demure white gal and breathed his last, touching his private parts
… Darkness has wounded the light. Nigger pal, white gal, private parts … Help, help me, mother! Fingers—they
have perforated my being. I’m suffocating! Mother! Nails! Mother, nails are digging deeper and deeper into the
leech-like incisions of my belly! They have stripped me completely! Mother! …
Shall we camp out here, right here, under this tree? We shall leave in the morning. What a cold, friends!
Gather the leaves and build a fire. The savage dance of sensual fingers have come to an ignoble end on the cold,
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dishonored, anguished, naked body. Mother, what took you so long? It’s too late now, mother. I am dead. Fingers
have pulled out my soul; they have molested my chaste body. All my life I’ve burnt like hell in the cocoon of my
useless chastity and now I’ve been pushed down off a cliff, falling into a bottomless, dark pit where it is very
cold. When I am dead, my dearest, sing no sad songs for me; plant thou no roses at my head, nor shady cypress
tree … Dewdrops will keep fresh the grass on my grave. As for now, vermilion, flaming red, brown autumnal
leaves are falling silently over my naked corpse. They have now covered it completely.
Look, here, a corpse beneath the leaves. Come, have a look. This must be some innocent, anguished being.
See? What deep wounds are there on the breast, wounds caused by holding a burning cigarette against the live
flesh or, perhaps, these are the wounds of a sharp tongue. You came very, very late, mother. (Sleep, darling, sleep.
Please let’s not quarrel any more. See, you haven’t even had your supper.)
What a peace! What silent joy! It is as if some heady intoxicant is being slowly injected into my veins. Hell!
Was it your iron? Tell me … you wretched bitch! You’ve plagued my entire life Mistake? Error? What error?
What mistake …? O hateful error, melancholy’s child …
It was still quite dark when I woke up. I looked all over the courtyard. Everyone was sound asleep. I got out of
my bed and threw a glance, full of hate, at her bed. Wretched woman. I nearly spit in her face, which looks so
innocent, so vulnerable, so beautiful while asleep. I came to my room, turned on the lamp. I tried hard to read
something but my mind was still confused, is still confused. I can’t read. There is a disturbing, frustrating silence
in my room.
I am bored to the very marrow of my bones. I decide to stand up and walk over to the window. Outside,
darkness is gradually giving way to light. Yellow light embroidered with edges of golden red, like a revelation, is
slowly engulfing me. I feel dizzy. Who massaged my head so lovingly last night? I don’t know. Was it mother?
No, it couldn’t be mother for I’d heard her go to her bed and lie down. Still I can’t be sure. I was drowsy then. Am
I imagining things? Possibly nobody massaged my head. That is not possible. My hair is disheveled in a way that
is possible only after a massage. Disheveled, ruffled hair and then, there is still some residual hair oil on my
forehead. As far as I remember I haven’t had a drop of oil in my hair in the past fifteen days. Then who was
playing with it? I don’t know. Did she? No. That wretched woman is just incapable of any tenderness, any gentle
human emotion. No. It can’t be she. Perhaps, then the beds had been, for the first time, misplaced. Yes, that’s
possible. No. Not quite. Was it then that she failed to make out our beds and, drowsy as she must have been, she
came over to mine instead of brother’s? I haven’t the vaguest idea.
1940
62.131 The Mind That Rebelled\fn{by Govindaraju Sita Devi (c.1940?- )} Kaza, Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh,
India (F) 4
It was five thirty in the evening. Girija came out of her office. The sun that was bright till that time suddenly
disappeared and the sky was overcast with dark clouds. She just took two steps and the rain started. Within
minutes it began to pour heavily. She had to walk half a furlong to reach the city-bus stop. She was so annoyed at
the rain and said to herself, “Should this stupid rain come now?” Girija was thoroughly drenched.
“I must reach the bus stop, wait for the bus.” She started walking fast looking down at her wet clothes.
There were so many people already waiting at the bus stop. Even after waiting for fifteen minutes, half an
hour, there was no sign of a bus coming. Even if it comes there was no guarantee that it would stop there.
“I must, reach home, but how? I must reach home fast! How?” There were no autos and no rickshaws too. She
left her home at nine thirty in the morning. “I must go! How? How?”
She started getting restless. In the meanwhile one bus came and went without stopping there. She sighed
helplessly.
Then she suddenly noticed one Maruti car coming in her direction. She recognized it as their neighbor’s car
and rushed to the middle of the road waving frantically in an effort to stop it. Their neighbor Harigopal was
driving the car. His wife Swaroopa was sitting by his side. Swaroopa was a very good-looking woman. In addition
to that she takes good care to dress herself in a manner aimed at attracting the passers-by. Her way of talking too
is very unique. She speaks in low and interesting tone. Girija used to think they were on the whole an attractive
pair.
In her anxiety to reach home to her sick daughter as soon as possible she did not think that she did not have the
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right kind of status to ask them stop the car for her sake in this way. Harigopal slowed the car. It went a little
ahead on the road and stopped. Girija ran to catch the car feeling very happy. She was so happy indeed that she
did not notice her chappals slipping.
Swaroopa looked at her angrily as if to question her credentials to stop their car.
Girija stopped in her tracks struck by the way Swaroopa was looking at her. A girl of sixteen ran to catch the
car, opened the door and got into it. The car moved away.
Girija controlled the tears that were welling up in her eyes with great difficulty.
“Sister, if you don’t mind, come with me. I’ll drop you at your home,” a twenty-year-old youth asked in all
politeness, stopping his scooter in front of her. The tears in her flowed down her cheeks liberally. She climbed on
his scooter and gave him the address of the house, thanking him. He took her home as per her directions. She
thanked him profusely and invited him into her house to have a cup of tea.
“No, I have to go!” he declined politely and went his way.
Girija sighed deeply and opened the lock on her house. She entered asking her child, “ Papa, how are you, my
child?” She came closer to her daughter’s bed.
“Amma, these ants are biting me,” she replied, crying.
“Ants? Where?” She tried to pick up the child.
“No don’t pick me up. I soiled my clothes. I had to go for toilet twice today!” There were tears in her voice.
Girija too could not control her tears. She quickly cleaned the child, changed her bedclothes and removed the
ants to the extent she could. [She] put her back on the bed after hugging her tightly for a while. Papa buried her
face in her mother’s breast sobbing wildly.
Tears poured down Girija’s eyes. She began to think, looking at her daughter, what misfortune is this? The
baby was born to her with a moon like face, golden skin and big beautiful eyes. She made her so proud at that
time that she forgot all the agony of childbirth. Her husband Gopi was also so happy to see this beautiful baby. It
was only four months after the birth they realized the baby’s limbs, neck and back were not stable. They took her
to a doctor only then. They changed the doctor after six months when there was no improvement. Both of them
applied for leave. Without food and sleep they ran to each and every doctor they had heard of. They did not think
of money. They even borrowed large sums of money. She did not improve.
Now she also began to realize that she is not like other children. All the time she cries about that. Both of them
work for private companies. Girija leaves home at nine in the morning and returns at six in the evening. Gopi is
on shift duties, typists both of them. They curtailed all other expenses and spent their earnings on their daughter’s
treatment. Before leaving she gives papa all the things she needs and locks the door from outside and goes to her
office. By five thirty every evening she gets restless to reach home. Only when she gets delayed like this she feels
extremely sad at her daughter’s plight.
“Why is my baby like this, is it because she is born to me? What did I do to deserve this? The only mistake I
made is I married my maternal uncle. Even my mother married her uncle. My aunt, mother’s sister, and some of
my friends too married their uncles. They did not have children like this. They are happily married with healthy
children. Then, why were we particularly unfortunate? Bhagwan, if I made any mistake, unknowingly, punish me
for it. Spare my child. Make her a healthy, normal baby.”
She began to pray desperately.
“Amma! Ants are still biting me.”
She came out of her thoughts with these words of papa. She searched for the ants and found one on papa’s
back. She pulled it out savagely.
“Amma, because I cannot brush them off they bit me real hard. I cried loudly as I was so helpless. Then our
neighbor’s son, Babi, came to the window, looked at me and made faces at me and even threw stones at me and
ran away. I was hit by all the stones he threw at me.”
“Ayyayyoo! Is that so? Let me see! I will catch hold of that fellow!” She tried to get up.
“They are not at home. They have all gone to see a picture. But when I shouted aunty came and twisted Babi’s
ear and dragged him away from the window. Even then I could not stop crying. Please, amma, don’t leave me and
go to your office.”
She could not say that she wouldn’t go the office. Even if she made any such promise she knew she would not
be able to keep it up. Papa needs her at home. She needs the money her company gives. There is no way she can
solve this problem.
Once it so happened, thinking it was quite sunny and warm she opened the window and went to her office. But
suddenly it rained so badly that papa was thoroughly drenched by the time she came home and was shivering.
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Girija was totally shattered that day at her daughter’s helplessness. Papa fell sick due to that. This happens all the
time. She keeps falling sick and one of them has to apply for leave to attend to her. They have to make the rounds
of the hospitals too. Since they work for private companies every time they apply for leave it is always on loss of
pay. Otherwise also, when one comes back from office tired, the sight of this daughter further tires them out. It is
not one day or one month; for years together without any hope of change in their destinies. All these thoughts
place before her a sight of a tenable life that awaits them. Still they took her to the doctors without hesitating.
Every time a new doctor is in town they go to him, running, hoping for a miracle. They follow the new
prescriptions, the disease shows no sign of improvement, but their troubles increase due to side effects. They
finally end up in more debts. That is the state of Girija’s family life. Still, the hope lingers that her daughter’s
joints’ problem would be cured, that she would go to school and play and study like other children.
In the days when science is supposed to have progressed so well it is hard to believe that incurable diseases
still exist in this world.
“Amma! Amma!”
She came into this world with her daughter’s call.
“Your sari is wet. I am feeling cold due to your wet sari.”
Then she remembered that she has not changed her sari: She changed papa’s bed sheets first arid gave her
warm milk, then changed her sari. Quickly she made tea for herself and after drinking her tea she finished
cooking for the night. She came into the front hall and found papa sleeping. Her husband is doing late shift duty
and would not reach home till after nine in the night. She looked at the clock. It was about seven o’clock then. She
came and sat near the window. She could see the lights in the opposite house. There was some music coming from
the TV.
She could see Swaroopa petting her five-year-old daughter. That baby is very beautiful like a doll. She always
wears colorful frocks of different models and makes her parents proud because of her looks and energy. Girija too
is fond of that baby. Swaroopa owns property worth five lakhs. She has one daughter and husband who gives her
all the love and what more does one need in life, Girija thought to herself,
Girija slipped into sleep admiring the fortune of the wealthy lady in front of her house.
Pankajam, who lives two houses away from Girija’s house, is a close friend of Girija. Her husband too works
in the same company as that of Gopi, Girija’s husband. After Girija and Gopi leave for their offices Pankajam now
and then comes, opens the door to check on papa. But she goes to her parents’ place very often so they cannot
totally depend on her. Girija would feel the absence more whenever Pankajam goes away. She has not been in
town for the last fifteen days. She came back only that day. On the day she came she visited papa, gave her milk
and waited for Girija at home. As soon as she came she even made tea for her. Girija is extremely fond of this
Pankajam who always comes to her help. She said taking the tea:
“On the day you stay at home like this I feel so relieved, you know!”
Pankajam laughed. Girija went to her daughter and asked, “Papa, how are you today?”
“Atta gave me milk, changed my frock and changed my underclothes too. Ask her to stay in our house only.”
Pankajam and Girija laughed at the request she made. In the meanwhile the gate of the opposite house opened,
they could see their Maruti car entering. Swaroopa got out of the car in a weak state and was taken into the house.
“Pankajam, what happened to her?”
“They did not want any children after their baby and took precautions, I believe. He wanted another baby but
she did not want. But due to some miscalculation she conceived and she wanted an abortion as she thought one
daughter would help them to retain their status well. She went in for an abortion. There were some complications
and she was saved very narrowly.”
“Is it so?”
“The ideas of these rich people are very strange, Girija! Okay I will go now.” Pankajam left for her home.
Girija finished her cooking and sat with her daughter. Gopi came back early that day. He brought biscuits for
his daughter and jasmines for his wife. It is months since Girija wore flowers in her hair.
After dinner, making sure papa was sleeping Gopi put the mat in the kitchen and called Girija asking her to get
her own pillow. It is again months since he called her like that. She understood the message. She did not delay.
Papa keeps getting up many times during nights and keeps calling her parents. Just then she got up.
“Amma, there is no light here. I am scared.”
Gopi never normally gets angry with his daughter except in times like this! He did not get up and did not allow
Girija to get up too! Papa did not stop screaming!
“She sleeps through the day and makes us sit up the whole night along with her! How long can we carry on
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like this?” Girija said to her husband.
Gopi suddenly got angry. He got up, put the light on and slapped his daughter harshly. Papa never got this kind
of beating from her father so far. She became very stiff with fear and screamed aloud. Girija came running hearing
that scream. Looking at papa’s scared eyes their anger vanished.
Papa did not become normal for about fifteen minutes. Then she started crying saying repeatedly that she was
scared. Girija did not feel any sympathy this time when her daughter was crying. She did not understand why she
was not feeling sorry for papa. Gopi’s face darkened. He went out of the house and lighted a cigarette as if he was
ashamed to look at his wife.
Four five months went by. Papa has been continuously having diarrhea. Girija is at home, on leave. She is
increasingly getting fed up with all the services that papa demands from her. This feeling of irritation too has gone
too far. Nowadays she does not answer when papa calls her, she never on her own calls papa with any feeling of
affection. As papa cannot understand this change in her mother she too is always crying for some reason or the
other further irritating her mother.
All her attention is on Swaroopa’s house. Before she was married she used to dream of a house like that, a
husband like Harigopal, a baby like Swaroopa’s, and a car like theirs. She used to dream that she would go in a
car and enjoy all luxuries of life. But after marriage, her life is just a routine. Even her husband is not a new man
in her life. He is the maternal uncle who grew up in their house.
She told her mind to adjust to these things. But now this lame girl is taking away all her comfort and happiness
in life. She is unable to tolerate this any more. Whenever she makes up her mind to resign herself to her fate, the
lady opposite stands in front of her and causes all the restlessness afresh in her mind.
“Swaroopa can do anything for her happiness including getting rid of an unwanted pregnancy. But she … she
could do nothing!”
Girija is tiring herself out thinking like this all the time.
One day it was time for papa to have her milk. She started calling her mother for milk. Girija’s limbs started
shivering, yet she brought the glass of milk for papa, slowly ever so slowly counting her footsteps!
“Amma! Are you angry with me for crying yesterday when you were going to your office? I will not cry any
more! Please don’t be angry with me,” papa begged her.
The sound of papa’s voice calling her repeatedly “amma, amma” made the hand that held the milk shake and
her mind flooded with affection for her daughter all of a sudden. Her mind rebelled.
“Girija, what are you doing? Just because your daughter is lame and coming in the way of your happiness you
are … you …
“You … who always talk about the inhuman behavior of others around you. What are you trying to do now?
Can you really do it? Do it! Let’s us see if you can! You cannot do it. I am your conscience! I will not allow you
to do this act.”
Her mind rebelled and the milk in which she mixed sleeping pills dropped to the floor and broke into pieces.
Just then Gopi entered the house with biscuits and some medicines for his daughter. Girija ran forward and
hugged him tightly crying in agony. Gopi did not understand why she was crying. He saw the sleeping pills yet to
dissolve in the broken milk glass.
“Girija you should never yield to momentary temptations like this.” He was about to say something.
Girija heard the car entering in the opposite house and rushed forward to close it with a bang. Gopi then
understood the whole thing. He opened those doors wide and said to her:
“Girija, even if you can close these doors can you ever close all the doors of this colorful world around us?
You must rather practice controlling your mind.”
He went and picked up his daughter. She looked at her father and her mother who seemed to be guilty for some
reason. She said:
“Amma! Nanna! I will never cry again.”
84.19 Brahma-Vriksha\fn{by Prapanchan aka Vaidyalingam (c.1940?- )} Pondicherry, Pondicherry Union Territory,
India (M) 3
We occupied our newly built house. Surprisingly enough there was a patch of vacant space in front of the
house. It looked as though a four cubit cloth was spread there. We discussed how to use it.
In accordance with the custom of giving respect to the elders in the house, first we asked granny about it. She
said that we could purchase a cow, tie it there and rear it—the traditional view. That would give grace to the
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house. The arrival of a cow was something like the arrival of Lakshmi Herself. The cow would yield milk. From
the milk we could get buttermilk, curd, butter, ghee and other sundries. Those days every house had a cow. Now
people have changed a lot.
Granny’s suggestion was turned down by mother. She said,
“All my life I have slaved for this family and become a shard and have lost all the strength I had. As if that was
not enough should I now collect cow dung too?”
From the day she came to this house as a young bride she had been noticing things. Her sisters-in-law gave her
a hell of a time. She had to get up at four o’clock in the morning and she was allowed to go to bed only at two
o’clock the next morning. She did not get a husband as any other woman would ordinarily have got. She was not
given silk saris on auspicious days. When all sorts of people were adorning themselves with diamonds she was
not able to wear even gold ornaments. On occasions of marriage she felt ashamed. She mused thus and finally
came back to the world of reality. She said,
“We can have a vegetable garden, plant lady’s finger, brinjal, tomato and such others. Would be useful for
making curry. We could even plant coriander.”
My younger sister Soundara vehemently opposed this suggestion. She was a student of Home Science in a
college. A friend of hers had jasmine, kanakambaram and rose in her garden. If these flowering plants were
cultivated she could gather these flowers and adorn her hair with them. That would be a pleasant sight. Flowers
were wonderful things. One should know how to enjoy beauty. Brinjal, lady’s finger and all of their kind were
useful only for eating. Man did not live on food alone. Soundara lived on dreams.
Without coming to any decision the assembly dispersed. All of us had many things to think over and do. It was
evening.
Two days later father called us and told us that we could plant a murungai branch in the vacant space. Among
trees murungai was the best. It would not snake its roots all over and pull down the compound wall or the very
foundation of the house. It would not fill up the entire space. Among the greens the murungai leaves were the
most excellent in quality. A very good expectorant. The leaves contain calcium. No need to speak about the fruit.
Could prepare sambhar with them. The aromatic savor would draw the entire village. Could make tamarind sauce
too. Also curry with coconut gratings. The tree would add beauty to the front portion of the house and provide a
foliage of shade. The heat of the sun would not come anywhere near the room by the roadside. The room would
always be cool. Father likes murungai, too. There is no liking or disliking for mother.
Next morning the son of a friend of father brought a murungai branch. He woke up father and gave it to him
by that time we were already up and taking coffee. That was a Friday.
Mother had taken her bath and tied a towel at the end of her hair to drain the water. In the turmeric glow of her
face there was a faint smile. And she looked all the more charming.
Coffee was served to the boy who brought the murungai branch. Father went to take his bath. Usually he
would take 30 or even 45 minutes to finish his bath. That day he finished it very soon and came, water drops
dripping and with a towel round his middle.
Father had a silk dhoti and a silk towel. He used to wear them on the death anniversary days of our grandfather
and some auspicious occasions. Their color was neither yellow nor brown but something in between. The border
was green in color, a span in width. When the rays of the sun fell on it, it would sparkle. The dhoti and the towel
would be used only 10 or 12 days a year. The rest of the year they would be folded and kept in the almirah and
they would have an especial smell. Whenever they were taken out of the almirah the scent of camphor would
permeate the entire place. When father was surrounded by that scent I used to like him much. As though that day
was a special one, father had that dhoti around his waist and the towel thrown over his shoulder.
The murungai branch had been cut only a few minutes earlier. Sap was surging from it. The smell of a fresh
green tree came out of it. The thin outer skin had been crushed and there was the green inside. Father dug a hole
and set that branch firmly at the center of the vacant space. Mother helped him in planting it. When she bent down
to hold the branch, the back of her shoulder got wet because of the towel tied round the coil of her hair. I was
watching the fun of it. Soundara ran, brought a bucketful of water and poured it all around the branch. Mother
went to the third house, brought some cow dung and placed it at the top of the branch. All through that morning
the murungai was the subject of our talk. Father and I went to our offices late that day. So also Soundara to her
college.
For the next few days we completely forgot about the murungai branch. None of us felt that the murungai had
come into our lives.
*
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Agog with excitement, one morning Soundara woke me up from my bed.
“You devil, why do you pester me at this early hour?”
“Anna, come and have a look. The murungai branch has sprouted!”
Instantly I sat up. Both of us came down. Round the murungai the entire household was present. The murungai
branch looked like a blasted one, stark and thin. On its bark at many paces there were green dots—dots like green
grams stuck to the branch. To see the spirit of life throb to push its way up thrilled me. Even without my being
aware of what I was doing I stretched my fingers to touch them.
“Shh, don’t touch,” said grandmother. Shouldn’t point fingers at children, flowers, leaf buds. Shouldn’t touch
them also. Touching would harm them.
From that day onwards the first thing we did soon as the day dawned was to have a look at the murungai.
Every node of it grew as we watched. The leaf bud, the size of a blackgram, the branch it would send out like a
tender nerve, its leaf resembling a green pea, its ever new leaf buds breaking forth now and then—everything took
place before our very eyes. I had stitched two shirts during this period for myself.. Since my full pant became
tight it had to be loosened. One day, secretly, I plucked one—its only leaf, put it into my mouth and tasted it. It
savored delicious.
The first day we used that murungai stands vividly before my eyes even now—as though it is in my heart.
Mother had to melt butter. Grandmother said that if butter was clarified with murungai leaves it would give an
excellent aroma. Mother followed her instructions. We used that ghee for lunch. Was it the peculiar quality of that
murungai tree or the state of our minds? The ghee had a special taste that day. The leaves in the ghee too were
tasty. Those tender leaves of the murungai. That mother should have plucked them and used them thus. This
thought disturbed me.
Many times the murungai branch reminded me of Soundara because of the manner in which the sapling had
transformed itself into a full-size tree. Mother gave birth to Soundara at a time when the best part of her life was
nearly over. There is a difference of 15 years between Soundara and me.
I had been seeing Soundara at close quarters from the days of her childhood. I had been seeing the green tree
from the very day it sprouted. She turned on the mat; her eyes saw only the calf of my leg; seeing that alone she
cried making me understand that she should be lifted. The tree swayed its small twigs in the breeze and befriended
me. A new skirt and blouse were stitched for Soundara on the day she went first to the school. She wore the skirt
trailing. In the dry, desiccated branches there were bunches of green fruit. Soundara matured; she was seated and
garlanded—in the middle of the hall. Her smile expressed her shyness. She ate puttu and kali and the usual rituals
were performed. All these scenes of Soundara and the murungai passed through my mind one after the other.
When I took the cycle and started to go to my office the murungai would wave its hand. Would look as though
it talked. For our conversation there was no need for words. Feelings were enough. The eyelids became lips.
When Soundara occupied the chair in the middle of the hall, the murungai branch too did. Between its legs
shadows gathered. Father and I decided to lean our cycles against the tree. In the noonday heat I would place my
easy-chair below the murungai and lounge. In the soft breeze and the delight of the shade I lost track of time. It
had become a matter of routine to read and write under the tree. Till darkness set in my reading and writing would
be under it. And away from it I couldn’t do these things.
My college days were on the banks of the Kaveri. It was an ancient tiled house. I learnt Sanskrit. Like the
people of those days the houses also were big ones. A broad verandah. In the middle was a courtyard. Inside the
house itself our teacher had a murungai tree. It was under it I had my schooling. If only it had a tongue it would
have recited Ramasabdam and Godastuti in a more mellowed tone and with a deeper devotion than I did. Sitting
under its shade many students would have had their rudiments of learning.
One day our teacher said that the murungai was a brahma-vriksha. The bark, the roots, the leaves and other
parts of the tree added to man’s potency, that vital force that perpetrated the human race. Brahma is the Lord of
creation. So also is the tree. Hence it is known as brahma-vriksha. From that day whenever I looked at the tree I
saw in it the four-headed Brahma. The teacher, the children, all of us grew in the shade of the brahma-vriksha.
A bridegroom was chosen for Soundara. She too liked him. The marriage was celebrated soon after. When she
left the house with her husband she wept. So too father, mother, grandmother, and myself. Separation from
relatives is always a sorrowful affair. Among those Soundara loved, the murungai tree would certainly be one.
Of late women began to frequent our house. Women of mother’s age. Women of the opposite house, the next
house, the third and fourth houses. Because of age they would be mostly stout or very thin. When I entered the
house they would pass me in a hurry. Their body odor would hit me right in the nose. The pungent smell of chili
powder, the smell of coriander, the odor of dirt, the stink of unwashed body. Unfailingly each of them would have
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in their hands a bunch of leaves or two or three fruit. Pretending that they had come for something else they
would feel highly elated, laugh and chit-chat when mother herself plucked the fruit and gave them. Mother was
not of that type who went to neighboring houses for gossiping. She was not interested in that. Therefore, women
had generally slighted her. Now they came there because the murungai was there.
Those who had used the leaves of our tree told us that the leaves tasted like honey and that the fruit were
sweet. Mother would take it as a compliment to herself.
To reach the sky appeared to be its ideal. It had neither a thick growth nor was it stout and strong. Even though
its top touched the sky, to me it appeared a toddler.
*
One day people with their hideous teeth popping out cut down all the trees. They put up stones one over the
other and built houses and crematoriums for them. Hence all kinds of birds left their nests and flew over the sky.
The murungai tree became the abode for crows and sparrows.
The sound of human beings and the roar of machines were a din to our ears. That stage passed and the chatter
of birds became music to us. We could see the top of the murungai tree through the window of my room upstairs.
Even lying in my bed I could see it. It became a habit of mine to open my eyes after hearing the song of some bird
or other.
It would be a very pleasant experience to meet face to face a phase of the world in the first pale streaks of
dawn when the rays of the sun did not touch the earth, to hear the chirping of a house-sparrow, the cawing of a
crow or the twitter of a mynah that came rarely or the sound of akaruvaattuvaali. We would be surprised to see
how people could live by themselves in their houses. More than human beings it was the world of birds that
welcomed the dawn with eagerness and joy. Their enthusiasm and playfulness would be equal to the romping of
children in the maidan. They would spread their wings and jump from one branch to another. With their beaks
they would brush their chests. At evening time they would appear differently and make calls in a distinct-manner.
In that tone could be felt the contentment that the day’s activities were over and the peace and the anguish that the
day had come to an end.
When we looked at the murungai tree filled with birds and loaded with fruit, in a way it would resemble a
grandfather jumping up and down with his grandchildren on his shoulders. All of a sudden it would heave a sigh
as though it had completed a thousand years. That would be a pitiable sight, immediately it would dance with joy
like an youngster.
Not a day passed in our house without a dish prepared with some part of the murungai. Murungai fry made of
leaves; murungai kootu; murungai sambar. That sambar with its own refined taste. I liked it very much. The fruit
would be used to make a tangy sauce or fry. Some such dish would always be there. We liked all the products of
our tree.
A headmaster came and occupied the third house from ours. He was the senior-most teacher in a very big
school. Even after he occupied that house in our street we were looking after our affairs in our own way. To him
we seemed to be insignificant creatures. When he went from or came to his house along our street he used to walk
looking up at the sky. The man of the opposite house tied his cow to the pillar in the verandah of the headmaster’s
house and milked the cow. The headmaster came out and hopped up and down in a fit of temper, his hair
disheveled and his cloth and towel flying about him. People of the street experienced only that day how anger
grated in his voice. Another day he came to see me. He was in his official dress. He chatted about the low
standard of modern education, cinema, flour-machine, family planning and many other topics in Elizabethan
English. No, it is wrong. He alone talked. Finally, “Hey … a murungai tree,” he said. No need for me to confirm
that statement. It was indeed a murungai tree. I plucked some fruit and leaves and gave them to him. He had a fine
set of teeth.
Nowadays it had become impossible to sit under the murungai tree in the evenings. Suddenly there would be a
downpour of rain. Time did not fail in its duties. There was a chill in the air and it was pleasant to sit inside the
room. The mud road was wet and miry. One had to take one’s step carefully. Often the wind would roar, lash and
become a hindrance to daily life. Wild wind went past our village.
*
One day it was raining. I went to my office. Even when I was inside the office there was a whirlwind. The
shutters of the windows banged uncontrollably and instilled fear in our hearts.
The whirlwind stopped. There was perfect calm. I returned home for my lunch.
In front of our house there was a huge crowd of children and old people. The murungai tree lay stretched
across the entire street. Its twigs like slender fingers. Leaves like dots. In between yellow leaves like golden spots.
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People took as much as they could of the leaves, fruit and fuel. Even while we were watching this the place where
the tree stood was tidiness itself.
Mother, father and grandmother were standing a little away. I took the cycle and stood it at the usual place. A
habit to keep the cycle in the shade of the murungai tree. The tree appeared as though its waist had broken. It
seemed as if half of it was sunk under the ground and the other half was dirt-streaked.
Only the next morning I felt the impact of its absence. Yesterday it was. Today it was not. Only the stump
remained.
Some days passed.
One day I came down from upstairs for my morning coffee and as usual stood by the murungai tree. Wonder
was waiting for me there.
From the stump of that tree there was a small sprout at one place.
It was life.
85.119 Excerpt from Tanda: “The Camp”\fn{by Atmaram Kaniram Rathod (c.1940?- )} Thandas Village, nr.
Yavathmal, Yavathmal District, Maharashtra State, India (M) 13\fn{ [Internet: That gypsy tongue | Business Line—“‘I do not
have a birthplace in the conventional sense. The place where I was born was known as Tanda,’ says the Banjara-Marathi writer Atmaram
Kaniram Rathod, in his short story of the same name. Tanda is a place where a nomadic tribe chooses to pitch its tents for a while. The one
that Rathod talks about is located in the Yavatmal District in Maharashtra.’”] This is spelt slightly differently in the place I first looked it
out:H}

… During the year 1963-64, a new crop of leaders began to mushroom in the Yavatmal district. There was a
veritable leadership wave. Upstarts—among whom were vagabonds, beggars, bankrupts, cheats and scheming
scoundrels—began to masquerade as political leaders, with their conspicuous khadi and hand-woven robes, and
joined the political bandwagon. Politicians made a show of their doors being open to this new breed of political
worker. They gave them some leeway but kept them on a leash; anybody found to be crossing his limits was
promptly dealt with, his wings clipped in his own village or town by the politician giving a boost to his adversary.
Failure to clear the seventh-standard examination thrice in Warandali district did not dampen my spirits. I
decided to pursue my studies for the fourth time.
There was no change in living conditions at the hostel, which disturbed me. I shifted to the house of my
cousin’s in-laws in a nearby village. My cousin’s father-in-law was also the follower of Mai’s guru, so I
established a quick rapport with him. I used to help him in his preparation for morning worship. To the delight of
my uncle, we would take our evening meals together after I came back from school. My spirits lifted after once
again following the teachings of Sevadis Maharaj. I had a fine time.
But this happiness did not last long. After the Dassara festival I came back to my tanda.\fn{A Banjara camp.}
Baa and Yaa were glad that I had decided to stay with my uncle instead of at the hostel. They had hoped this
would help me to reach matriculation level. But suddenly I was devastated by a mishap.
As usual, I had gone to the farm early in the morning. I had lighted a fire and was warming myself while at the
same time shooing away the flocks of birds. All of a sudden my father appeared on the scene. I thought he had
come to see whether I was keeping a proper vigil, but to my utter astonishment, he put his hand on his head and I
saw tears rolling down his cheeks. In a choked voice he said,
“Dina, whatever I nurtured and expended was for the benefit of you children. I bought this farm out of my own
earnings. I am emotionally attached to it. I cremated my father here, and it has been my endeavor to save the farm
from being sold. After me, you alone can take care of it. If the farm is lost, the children of Moto, and for that
matter the entire family, will be thrown out on the streets. The farm cannot be left to the care of the servants.”
I was nonplused by Baa’s impassioned entreaties. I thought I had no choice but to take the mantle thrust upon
me by my father. I began to give much of my time and attention to looking after farming activities.
We had a servant called Kalu, who had worked for us for many years and was considered very reliable. When
he got married, however, he began to take fruits and grains from the farm on the sly. When Baa learnt about this,
he realized the farm could not be left to the care of the servants. For this reason he begged me to abandon my
education, and I acceded to his request.
Kalu was our favorite servant. There was no reason to doubt his honesty and integrity. He might have been
prompted to commit minor thefts out of his love for his wife, and I did not think anything wrong in that. But my
parents could not reconcile themselves to the thought that a person upon whom the entire family depended should
take to thieving.
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Although I had to stop pursuing my education, I still did not forsake the idea of going on for higher education.
When I would go to the field in the morning, I would take a few jowar chapatis and stuff my pockets with
jaggery. My pockets would be smeared and stiffened with jaggery. My sister-in-law would accuse me of stealing
jaggery from the house and would raise a hue and cry.
In an ashram in Vitthala, there were several religious books. My uncle would take me to the ashram. I had a
strong urge to write devotional poems and stories, but beyond this I had no clear idea of what I wanted to write
about Sevadas Maharaj. It was sometime during this period that my pursuit of a literary work on him began.
In addition to jowar chapatis and jaggery, I used to carry a notebook to the field rather stealthily. Because my
father did not like my urge to write, he would accuse me of not pursuing my studies sincerely, but rather indulging
in the unproductive activity of writing poetry or stories. My father thought of me as a worthless fellow, not
capable of earning my bread. This impression hurt me.
Although Baa himself had asked me to look after our agricultural work and stop going to school, I was pained
at his ridicule. Even if I was physically at the farm, my heart was in school. I was happy to help Baa when he was
in distress, but I was not someone who could do anything at his behest. I was not like the mythological Ram, who
was supposed to have renounced his kingdom and spent fourteen years in the wilderness at the wish of his father. I
was an ordinary humble person. Like any young man, I had my own dreams. At times I even felt like renouncing
the security of my home, finding a solution to the agony of life, establishing a new religion, being a Buddha. But
that would have meant forsaking my family, my wife and offspring. At other times I wanted to be a world
conqueror as mighty as Alexander the Great I dreamt of raising an army from among the young boys of the tanda,
of achieving immortality and a place in the pantheon of stars like that of the mythological Dhruv.
These thoughts made me uneasy. They created a sense of diffidence in me. I spent the year in such a frame of
mind. Baa would get irritated with or without provocation, and would call me the choicest epithets. There was no
end to my sister-in-law’s dislike for me, either. In such circumstances I would take refuge at the samadhi\fn{Profound contemplation; i.e., at a place where the necessary trance-like state could be induced .} of Sevadas. I traveled the distance on
foot, as I had no money to buy a bus ticket. The twenty-five-mile road to Pohra passed through a dense forest, but
so strong was my urge to be the feet of Sevadas Maharaj and Goddess Jagdamba to find succor that I was not
afraid to go alone through the jungle without telling my family.
Recently, when Babu and I were riding a mobike, Babu was afraid to take the jungle road. I tried to drive away
the fear from his mind, but I confessed that I was also terrified. I relayed to him the adventures of my younger
days, when I used to walk alone on the same forest road only a few years earlier.
*
It was sometime during the year 1971-72; I do not remember the exact time. But the atmosphere was hot with
political activity on the eve of the general election. Vasantrao Naik was seeking election from the Pusad
constituency and was certain to win. I was touring the Mangrul, Pusad, Lonar, Akola and Washim constituencies
with Sanawatji. I was everything for Sanawatji—an unpaid personal attendant, an errand boy and a peon.
One day we reached Pusad in the morning. We met Baba-sahib and briefed him on our electoral tour. Babasahib said,
“You have quite a lot of territory to cover. Now concentrate on the Pusad constituency for a few days.”
I don’t know why, but there was a sudden change in Sanawatji’s approach. I knew he wanted to spend a few
days in Pusad, yet he shot back,
“No, no, this will not be possible for me. How can we rest at this time? I am the poor man’s poor, humble
leader.”
“But we need your services here—”
“Maybe! But I do not belong to one constituency alone. My community is waiting for me. My country beckons
me.”
There was an exchange of hot words between the two big-shot leaders of the community. Neither was prepared
to climb down from his position. I watched the exchange between the two senior leaders with amusement. At last
Sanawatji got up and walked away. I followed him mutely, carrying his luggage in both hands. After we had
walked some distance, a jeep arrived.
“Baba-sahib has called you,” the driver said to Sanawatji.
“Tell him I’m not coming,” Sanawatji roared.
The driver pleaded that if he went on without taking Sanawatji, he would be beaten up by the master.
“Save me from his wrath.”
We returned to Baba-sahib’s bungalow in the jeep.
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“Where are you going?” Baba-sahib asked.
“Vijapur,” replied Sanawatji.
“Then take the jeep.”
“No, we’ll board a bus.”
Both of them went inside. After a while I was called in. Sanawatji said,
“Atmaram, I do not drink even water at a candidate’s place. Take this money for travel. I will not touch it.”
Isn’t this a joke? We left Babasahib’s bungalow with my pockets stuffed with ten thousand rupees. We went to
Vijapur, from where K. T. Rathod was seeking election.
Rathod was not at home. His wife, a woman with a sense of hospitality, came out with water and tea. Sanawatji
flared up at this.
“Atmaram! Didn’t you tell the woman?”
“What?” I inquired in a surprised tone.
“That I do not partake of food or water at an election candidate’s place. Although K. T. is my close friend, he is
fighting the election on a party ticket and I do not subscribe to any party. I am a man of independent policy. I am
campaigning in the election because I have some similarities with the policies of the Indira Congress.”\fn{ I.e., the
Congress Party of the time when Indira Gandhi was Prime Minister of India (1966-1977 and 1980-1984) .}
In what words should I describe the woman’s discomfiture? She was in tears, seeing that a noted social worker
like Sanawatji refused even to drink water at her house. At last a compromise was struck. I would take meals at
K.T.’s house as Sanawatji’s representative, and Sanawatji himself would put up in a posh hotel. K. T.’s campaign
chief was drafted into Sanawatji’s service. He informed us that a hall had been booked in the hotel for Sanawatji
to address the campaign workers.
Sanawatji retired to his room for a rest. I spent my free time visiting the Upali fortress and the famous Muhkhe-Maidan gun. At that time I did not know that in the future one of my poems would be named after it. (During
the Asmitadarh meet somebody, possibly Keshao Meshram, gave this title to my poem.) I roamed around the
historic places there. I am fond of exploring and seeing new places. When I first visited my wife’s tanda, I
preferred to spend my time on the hillock.
You may say, “What’s so great about that? We have seen the Eiffel Tower, Niagara Falls, the Taj Mahal, the
Apollo spacecraft and such other historical and modern wonders, and studied them as well.”
But those for whom I am writing this do not know anything. When the people of the tanda saw the smoke
emanating from the rocket, they thought it was some celestial occurrence. I know that continuity in research was
the hallmark of the success of the space mission. But the same continuity was not followed in tanda education.
You fed the backward people of the tanda information about the electoral symbols of parties and candidates and
reaped a rich harvest on their naïveté. You amassed wealth on the strength of their votes.
When I went to the hotel, most of the prominent Congress leaders of Vijapur had assembled in large numbers.
They took care not to disturb Sanawatji in his sleep. They asked me to awaken Sanawatji, but I refused. I asked
them to assemble in the meeting hall. One of the workers asked me,
“When will Sahib take his meals?”
“I can’t say. It depends on his mood.”
“What will he have?”
A full chicken, curd, four parathas, rice—everything should be special,” I told him.
I gave him the menu just as the pujari used to give my mother the list of things required to perform the
Satyanarayan ritual. She would follow his instructions with all devotion. With the same devotion, the party worker
assured me,
“Don’t worry. Everything will be extra-special.”
It seemed that Ketibhiya’s wife had told her husband about her encounter with Sanawatji. Ketibhiya was
Karnataka’s fisheries minister and had once been president of the Karnataka Pradesh Congress Committee.
Whenever he wrote to Sanawatji, he addressed him as “Honorable Sanawatji.”
The meeting began around 8.30 at night. The waiter brought Sanawatji’s dinner around 9.15. The faces of the
nearly seventy people present brightened at the aroma of the rich food. The cunning Sanawatji quickly read the
crowd’s mood. He thundered,
“What is this?”
“Your dinner, Sir,” somebody said in a meek voice.
“What is the menu?” Sanawatji asked, his eyebrows raised.
One of the workers spelled out the menu as I had instructed, with the hope that seeing his favorite dishes
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served would make the old man happy.
“Who told you to prepare such rich food?” he asked in a high-pitched tone.
When the worker cast a glance at me, I simply looked the other way. Somebody tried to mollify the enraged
old man.
“Ketibhiya told us to make proper arrangements for you, so we wanted to serve you the best possible dinner.”
“I know,” he said with a sense of inflated pride, “that Keti is my disciple, and therefore I managed to get the
election ticket for him. I have been successful in quelling chaos in Naik Sahib’s Congress party. You can ask
Atmaram. But I was so eager to meet you. Remember, I am a poor worker from a poor class in society. How can I
eat such rich food? Bring some bhel for me.”
“But what to do with this food? We may have erred, but please partake of the food.”
“No! No! Impossible. Bring some bhel for me.”
“And what about this food?”
“You need not worry about that. I’ll give it to some poor man.”
The crowd was wonder-struck by the big-heartedness of this poor leader of poor people. The leader, who had
spent his entire life wearing only a dhoti and was supposed to be the godfather of industrial tycoons, must have
similarly mesmerized millions of people in this country!
The meeting concluded at 12.00 midnight. Everyone left. Sanawatji ate the entire chicken and the rest of the
rich food, leaving only a few morsels for me.
*
When I returned to Pusad it was time for both Holi and the naming ceremony of Moto’s second son. It was
customary in the tanda that, regardless of when the child was born, the naming ceremony was performed on Holi.
Besides, I was very fond of playing Holi, the festival of colors.\fn{ The spring carnival, when members of all castes mingle
and let down their hair, sprinkling one another with cascades of red powder and liquid, symbolic of the blood that was probably used in
past centuries.}

Balu met Sanawatji and asked him to send me to the tanda.
“I do not imprison myself in the traditions of the community,” Sanawatji said. “Atmaram is my assistant.
Where is the need for him to follow old and backward traditions like Holi and Diwali?\fn{ The festival of lights in early
winter.} I will not allow him to do so, and I will not send him either.”
Balu was disappointed. Later he whispered in my ear,
“Aatu, without you, what is the charm in the Holi celebrations? We will cancel the naming ceremony.”
“No! No! Don't cancel the festivities. I will come but on the day of Holi,” I promised him.
“Will this old hack allow you to go?” he asked.
“Yes, definitely. You take care of other things,” I told him firmly.
*
By the time we returned to Sanawatji’s house it was night-time. We immediately went to sleep.
I was awakened by Sanawatji’s elder daughter, Neeta, the next morning. She had fallen in love with Sohan,
who worked in her father’s office in Delhi. She used to write him very emotional letters. She would never forget
to write the two words “eternal hope.” Sohan himself would show me her letters. I used to get restless after
reading them. When I met Neeta for the first time she asked me,
“Bhaiya, do you have ten rupees? I have to buy sugar!”
It was her father’s money, but I promptly gave it to her.
After taking tea, I went to Sanawatji’s room. I used to take dictation of his letters.
“I am a man of independent disposition. But being a like-minded party, if you want me to work for you in the
election, let the invitation come from the State Congress or you can chalk out a tour programme for me and send a
copy to the State Congress,” he would write to Congress leaders.
Slowly the people from Kateumari Tanda began to gather round Sanawatji. He had accustomed the people of
his tanda to lingering around him. He had another habit as well: he was very fond of writing letters and preparing
files. He had piles of files.
If he visited Kateumari he would send messages to at least a hundred people about his impending visit. At least
fifty of them were certain to turn up at their own expense to seek his guidance. How fortunate this small place
Kateumari is! The global headquarters of “Vishwa Banjara Mahasangh” is located there, with branches in Delhi,
Bombay, Pondicherry and New York. You can see Sanawatji’s letter-pad for confirmation.
One day people were gathering in his office and I was putting the finishing touches on a letter when Sanawatji
suddenly roared,
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“Atmaram!”
“Yes, what’s the matter?” I inquired in a frightened tone.
“You have not submitted yesterday’s account.”
“It’s ready. I’ll give it to you right now.”
“You shouldn’t have to be reminded every day. If you do not fulfill your responsibilities on your own, it gives
rise to suspicion.”
I was taken aback by this sudden attack on my character. I put before him the account and the cash. He perused
the account and said,
“Atmaram! The balance amount shows a shortage of ten rupees.”
“I gave it to Neeta-tai,” I told him.
“Gave the money to Neeta?” he thundered. “Was it your money? My money? Does it not belong to the
community? Who is Neeta?”
What could I say? I was on a mission of social service. In those days it was beyond me to understand how a
community that had slogged away serving others for generations could suddenly turn so lazy. Or had the elites
taken upon themselves the task of serving these deprived masses? It was a strange turn of events. Was there a
certain cunning in diluting commercialism into Samyayoga?
“With whose permission did you give the money?” Sanawatji thundered again.
“I wanted to ask you but you were sleeping,” I explained.
“I was sleeping? Maybe; if you’re going to toil for social welfare, you also need some rest. But the society to
whom this money belongs had not gone to sleep.”
I could no longer tolerate his hypocritical sermons, especially when he was trying to humiliate me in front of
my acquaintances. I retorted,
“Neeta said there was no sugar in the house for your tea.”
“In the house? Whose house?” he roared angrily.
I was puzzled by his posturing. He continued in the same moral vein.
“This house does not belong to me. It may belong to Neeta or her mother, but my home is my society. I am
only a guest in this house, and a guest never makes arrangements for his tea in other people’s houses. Understood? You don’t understand me … nobody does. I have been toiling for the upliftment of the deprived masses
and you people are putting a damper on my efforts. It is for this reason that I want a Mahadev. A Mahadev-bhai
Desai.”
My God! Sanawatji was going to be another Gandhi!\fn{ If this is a reference to the Mahatma, Gandhiji Bapu, the author is
being sarcastic; Gandhiji led the non-violence movement against British colonial rule; and he fasted unto death in order to stop the nationwide communal rioting during the partition of 1947.} And he said that society is awake! But if society is awake, it does not

allow parasites to dominate. Because even the gamblers’ eyes open after they have gone through the rigors of
vanvasa (wilderness) and are prepared to fight back. And ours is only a mass of humanity toiling for a loaf of
bread. What will happen if this exploited society awakens? But what a pity that there is no one to provide them
the basic needs of shelter, food and clothing. Then why do you talk of Samya-yoga, you fools? The time has not
come yet.
Sanawatji continued his lecture.
“Call Neeta,” he said.
“Here? Into the meeting?” I asked in a trembling voice.
“Yes,” he said firmly.
“Let go,” somebody from the audience said in a quivering tone. “Why blame Neeta-tai or anybody else? We’ll
collect donations from the people and pay you a hundred rupees to compensate for the ten. Will that be all right?”
Silence descended on the hall. With his head cast downward, Sanawatji was watching everyone’s reaction in
the hall from the corner of his eye and listening to the amount of each person’s donation. Within minutes Rs 400
had been collected. Some people had pledged donations on credit, but they were certain to pay later.
The incident had no effect on Sanawatji’s household. But later Neeta caught hold of me in private and said,
“Bhaiya, because of me you had to suffer insult. Please forgive me.”
“You are Sohan’s friend. So forget about the episode,” I said teasingly. “But you made a mistake.”
“Mistake?” she said, surprised.
“You called me Bhaiya and became my sister. That means that Sohan will be my brother-in-law.”
In fact, I was delighted to have Neeta as my sister. Although her complexion was brownish, she had a lovely
face. We developed a close friendship with the passage of time.
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A jeep came in the evening. I sat in the vehicle and waited for Sanawatji to get in. Somebody told me he was
calling me. The people of Kateumari had gathered around the jeep to bid him goodbye. I went to the conference
room through the western entrance. Sanawatji was standing at the eastern entrance and beckoned me to follow
him. We walked out into the courtyard and Sanawatji closed the door to the hall for privacy. Thanks to the thick,
bushy creepers, nobody would know what was going on in the courtyard. Neeta was there. Sanawatji seemed
ashamed of what had happened earlier. He asked apologetically,
“Do you have fifteen hundred rupees?”
I was bewildered. I merely nodded to say yes.
“Neeta has to be sent to Nagpur for her examination. Please give me fifteen hundred rupees for the time
being.”
I didn't bother to count fifteen hundred-rupee notes. I handed over all the cash I had with me. I don’t know
how much he gave to Neeta!
The people waiting outside thought we were being scolded for giving ten rupees to Neeta. There was an air of
uneasiness in the crowd.
We reached Digras and spent the night there. The next day I firmly told Sanawatji that I was going back home.
Even then he lectured me:
“We are the poor servants of a poor society. Rituals, festivals, family have no place in our lives. Society
beckons us.”
But seeing my firm resolve, he allowed me to go just for a day. I returned to the tanda and played Holi to my
heart’s content, dancing with my friends in gay abandon. I was in no mood to return to Sanawatji, and although all
my belongings were in his house, I stayed back at home.
Whenever I returned to Moha, my tanda, my starvation began anew. Rati would get annoyed that I was so
careless about my job.
“Why have you come back?” she would ask, irritated.
“I just felt like coming back home.”
“Nobody would be so careless about his job.”
“I would forsake everything for you. Even sacrifice my life.”
But she would not listen. She would stop talking to me. I had only one weapon to make her talk again—I
would write poems and recite them to her. The words in the poems would bring a pleasing smile to her face, and
her big eyes would sparkle with mesmerizing emotions. These moments were lifelong treasure for me. I thought
we were born for each other. But I did not know then that nobody is born for anybody or lives for any other person. When I wrote those poems I did not have the maturity to understand life’s harsh realities. I admit now that I
was naïve to assume that somebody was born for me, or that I was born for the person I loved.
*
I completed my biography of Sevadas and sent the manuscript to the Sahitya-Sanskriti Mandal, a literary
organization, for publication. I then had to wait for the verdict. What should I do in the meantime? I decided to
learn the reaction of the people of the tanda to the book.
Gulab Rupchand Rathod was a student at a Pusad college. He was fond of writing poems in the Banjara
dialect, and he published them as well. I developed a friendship with him. We decided to recite my Sevadas
biography in his tanda.
Gulab was a resident of Talegaon (Deshmukh) in Darwha taluka. The villagers and the tanda were very fond
of organizing religious discourses. In those days my favorite outfit consisted of a dhoti, a Nehru kurta and a
pancha on my shoulders.
Every day I would hold a discourse from 7 to 10 p.m. covering two chapters. At first I was not sure whether
those who came on the first day would come back, but I was surprised to see people actually come in greater
numbers on the second day. I felt reassured. On the morning of the fourth day I was sitting alone at the place
where I delivered my discourses. A man about forty years old came to me and put his head on my feet.
“Maharaja, O saint! Please bless me,” he pleaded.
“Who am I to bless you? Sevadas alone can bless you.” I uttered only these words.
The next day the man brought me several gifts and fruits from Darwha. He took me to his house, offered me
milk and fruit, presented the gifts and bowed before me devoutly. I was at a loss to understand what was going on.
He said,
“Maharaja, your blessing has done me a world of good. But it was my misfortune that I did not understand
your message. Tell me only once again, O saint!” And he clutched my feet.
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I pushed him aside in a bid to free my legs from his grip.
“What do you want?” I asked him.
“Why do you ask me, Maharaja? Whether anybody has understood your power or not, I have recognized you.
Yesterday you said that if Sevadas is pleased, he will bless you not just with four hands but with eight hands. Not
everybody understands the language of the saints, their hidden message. I have understood your message. I put a
bet on the numbers four and eight and I was rewarded with a booty of three thousand rupees. Tell me only once.
Only one figure,” he pleaded passionately.
I was taken aback by this. I had traded in dangerous territory. I was bewildered and surprised that a saint who
was born 150 years ago could oblige his followers in this manner and make a saint out of me! I thought that if just
one miracle like this took place after every discourse, I would be flooded with invitations to hold discourses. I was
almost in a trance, and in that state I said to this man,
“Sevadas will bless you.”
Before I could say anything further, a beautiful eighteen-year-old girl came before me. She used to attend my
discourses regularly and stare directly into my eyes. Her simple, naïve brother said,
“Maharaj, please read her palm and tell me whether she will get a good husband.”
She placed her palm in my hand. I had studied some palmistry, and I also knew how the fake sadhus, fakirs
and the likes of them used to cheat my mother when telling her fortune. I was aware of their preposterous
pretensions and their ability to look convincing to the gullible. My mind wavered. I took the girl’s palm in my
hand. What a beautiful palm it was! It was difficult to find girls with such beautiful hands in the tanda. Because of
the hard work they had to do day in and day out, their hands acquired stony hardness. How could any of their
hands be as soft as petals? There’s an exception to every rule, and this girl seemed an example of that.
My sight was transfixed by her transparent-looking white hand. I looked at the beautiful hand unblinkingly and
started telling the girl’s fortune. I promised her a bright future and told her about the pitfalls and setbacks likely to
occur. I assured her brother that she would be married to a nice boy. The brother listened to my predictions with
rapt attention and complete faith. In return I was invited for dinner, but I refused the invitation.
My discourses ended with a dinner for the entire tanda. Just as I was about to leave Gulab’s tanda, some
people came with a marriage proposal for the beautiful girl. As a result I was given a warm and affectionate
sendoff. I began to understand how gullible people can be; you can take them for a ride by playing on their
emotions.
I had to go from Moha to Pusad. There was a bus from Warud to Pusad, with tickets for just thirty-five paise.
But I could not afford even this meager amount at that time. I used to go out after tea and eat some snacks in the
hotel if somebody offered them; otherwise I had to do without.
I used to visit Rati’s house at the appointed time; and she would offer me a few chapatis. I expressed
satisfaction with whatever little she offered, though it was hardly enough to fill my hungry belly. She would ask,
“Why do you eat so little?” I would lie to her.
“I already had my meal at home.”
“Will you swear in the name of God?”
“No, no! I won’t swear in the name of God.”
“Who served you a meal so early?”
“My elder sister-in-law.”
“Are you telling the truth?”
“Are you mad? My elder sister-in-law loves me like her son. How can she allow me to go without food? Tell
me!”
I lied to Rati about my sister-in-law’s affection for me. That was the only thing I lied to her about.
I was uneasy on my journey from Moha. It was my habit to conceive new poems or sing folk songs while
walking alone; I would go into a trance, and perhaps in that state I unwittingly raised my voice. I was reciting a
song in praise of Sevadas. Somewhere on the road from Warnad to Pusad, near the agricultural field of Advocate
Kutumbe, two men stopped to listen to my song. They may have thought I was an auliya or a sadhu. They said,
“O saint! Please bless us!”
I was not perturbed by this; by now I had learnt that matka gamblers are always on the lookout for fakirs and
sadhus—for fortunate figures that will help them win their games. I had tried my hand at matka gambling on quite
a few occasions, but I was still a novice at the game of cards.
The two men eagerly waited for words to spill out of my mouth. I took my only four-anna coin out of my
pocket and gave it to them. I told them,
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“I found this coin near the pole where a sheep was tied.”
I do not know what figure they conjured up and bet, but after three or four days I saw them standing in the
same spot. I escaped.
*
I went to Pohra and read out the Sevadas biography to the mahant there. His response was lackluster and
discouraging. He said,
“You are a family man. What are you going to achieve by writing a book on this saint’s life? Take four or five
thousand rupees from me and forget you ever wrote the book.”
I told the mahant that I would not take a farthing less than forty thousand rupees, and came back to Pusad. I
told Sir what had transpired at Pohra and asked him what I should do.
“What is your opinion?” he asked me.
“I should not give the mahant my book.”
“Absolutely right. I need not tell you anything further.”
Things were happening rather dramatically. But worries about my livelihood continued to haunt me.
Everybody assured me that once the book was in the market, it would sell like hot cakes. I, too, was sure the book
would sell without much difficulty. But I needed money to get it published. An MLA from Digras, Ramrao Patil,
who was a devotee of Sevadas, donated five hundred rupees, and I got a grant from the Sahitya Sanskriti Mandal
during the Ramnavami Fair at Pohra in 1973.
Eventually I opened a shop to sell the Sevadas biography. Around five lakh people\fn{500,000 people.} gathered
at the Ramnavami Fair in Pohra—people came from Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and
Maharashtra. I was expecting all eleven hundred copies to sell out. But before my book was published the
mahants got another Sevadas biography written by somebody from a village near Washim, and released it in the
market. The mahants were wily enough not to print the price on the book.
It was an old tradition that the mahant would visit various tandas after the festival of Makar Sankranti in the
month of January. Every tanda, depending on its financial status, would collect a fund, present it to the mahant
and hold a feast for the entire tanda in his honor. A red carpet was unrolled to welcome him.
Everybody wanted the mahant to visit his house and oblige the family with his blessings, but he could visit
only a couple of houses. Everyone in the family would bow their heads at his feet in reverence, and the head of
the family would fold his hands and say,
“Swamiji, please accept a donation of 2,501 rupees for the construction of the temple, and bless my family.”
The swami would then place the Sevadas book in his hands. Overwhelmed by the generosity of the mahant, the
host would ask,
“What is the price of the book?”
“How dare you ask the price of my blessings?” Ashamed, the host would say apologetically,
“I’m sorry for committing such a grave mistake. We are simple people, prone to committing such mistakes.
Please pardon us.”
“That’s what I’m saying. The price of my blessings is eleven hundred rupees!”
And the exploitation went on.
Yet people made a beeline to buy my book. What were the reasons? Being in poetic form, it was definitely a
better book than the other. But the tanda did not know the value of the poetry; what appealed to them was the
realism of my story. I had taken great pains, had wandered from place to place to gather authentic information.
Another attraction was the ladi geet, a form of folk poetry that had almost become extinct. I believe it was the
revival of the ladi geet that attracted people to my book. I sold more than two hundred copies in no time.
But suddenly my shop was attacked, and I had to wind up my business and return home. The next year the
organizers refused to give me permission to open my bookstall, and paid no heed to my pleadings. At last I
opened my stall outside the fair, sharing the place with two cobblers.
*
Now it was the summer of 1974. For the last few years my efforts to get married had not borne fruit. Sometimes either I or the girl rejected the match, and sometimes it was because of my unemployment. My father was a
shrewd man; he knew that I did not want to marry any particular girl. But he was also worried that his reputation
would be sullied if he agreed to a match and then, because of my own lack of interest, had to go back on his word.
Coincidentally, Balu’s marriage was also settled. Baa mortgaged the remaining four-acre piece of land to raise
money. I decided to flee home, but somebody broke the news of my plan to my family so I had to drop it. At last I
agreed to get married, on the condition that I do so in a mass marriage ceremony. Because of this precondition,
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my marriage was postponed for three years, as Yashoda’s orthodox parents were not prepared to marry their
daughter off at any place other than their own house.
I thought that my precondition would help me ward off marriage, but I could not avoid it for long. On May 25,
1974, I got married. How could I enjoy the pleasures of marriage in the absence of any gainful employment?
However, Yashoda was least concerned about my financial status. Her world was restricted to toiling day in and
day out, eating sumptuously and sleeping without any worries nagging her. I got annoyed with her attitude. She
was always attached to my mother’s apron strings, even assisting her with farm labor.
I admit that I could never understand her. She would put a damper on my efforts to educate her. She was more
interested in agricultural activities—in the livestock and the standing crops—than I was. I grew despondent. How
could I interest her in education? I was not going to abandon her because of her illiteracy, yet I wanted to make
her aware of the injustice meted out to her. I was helpless. She would never respond to my entreaties. I was
disgusted by her stony attitude.
Sometime around the month of August I went to Yavatmal and booked a room in a lodge where Sanawatji
usually put up. I was there to meet Sudhakar Rao Naik—he was president of the Yavatmal Jilla Parishad and I had
met him in connection with somebody’s work. The meeting was fixed for the morning.
After seeing the last film showing I returned to my hotel room late at night. Around 2 a.m. somebody slapped
me hard on the back. I knew it was Sanawatji. I was puzzled by his presence there—the poor “monarch” of the
poor was standing in front of me. He looked somewhat different.
“Try as I might to avoid him and keep him at bay,” I thought, “he continues to hound me.” I stared blankly at
him. He broke the silence.
“When I heard you were putting up in this lodge, I left my room and came to stay with you. We have to get up
early in the morning. We have so much work to do.”
*
Sanawatji went to sleep but I stayed awake. How could I sleep? Questions started cropping up in my mind.
What sort of work did he have?
“Why are you here?” Sanawatji asked me the next morning.
“I have some work with Sudhakar Babu,” I said.
“Is the work finished?”
“No, not yet.”
“It will be done. But you have to come to Delhi with me.”
I was pleased by the prospect of going to Delhi and seeing the historic Red Fort, where Bahadur-shah Jaffar
had penned his famous ghazals, where the jawans of Azad Hind Sena were tried and on whose ramparts the
tricolor was first hoisted when India gained independence. I longed to see that historic monument. I was in a
happy, childlike frame of mind—as if I’d got a new toy. I wanted to get a teacher transferred through the good
offices of Sudhakar Rao. I had taken three hundred rupees for travel expenses and had spent the entire amount.
But the attraction for Delhi was so strong that I forgot about the work and went to Delhi.
We dispatched several telegrams from Nagpur. Sanawatji may also have sent letters. We reached Delhi, and the
next day volunteers started gathering. Sanawatji’s office was in an MP’s government bungalow. Since I had not
brought any clothes, new clothes were purchased for me.
As workers and volunteers started gathering, we dispatched letters to the president of India, the prime minister
and Yashwantrao Chavan asking for appointments and waited for a favorable response. Workers continued to pour
in, one of them being Nemichand, bald yet with close-cropped hair on the sides, a fair complexion and bright,
shining eyes. He was a tall young man and wore clean neat clothes. He came around 7.30 in the morning and went
straight to Sanawatji’s bedroom to pay him respect. At the same time Sanawatji called me for dictation.
Nemichand took the pad from me and said,
“What will I do? You can handle some other work and leave the dictation to me.”
I glanced at Sanawatji. He gave his usual smile.
So Nemichand started taking care of Sanawatji’s every need. He brought him tea and betel leaves, prepared his
paan, ordered his meals and stood at hand while he took his meals, gave him massages, and washed his clothes.
He single-handedly did the work of ten people. Coincidentally—or perhaps it was arranged by Sanawatji—our
appointment with the prime minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, was fixed. After that it was a meeting with Yashwantrao Chavan, and later in the evening a meeting with President Mr. V. V. Giri, all in a single day. If Sanawatji
claimed this was due to his influence, that these important meetings could be arranged, his followers were bound
to be awed by their leader’s standing in the higher echelons. Nemichand always gave the impression that he
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would prostrate before Sanawatji in reverence.
On the day of our meeting with the prime minister, crowds began surging early in the morning and everybody,
including myself, was busy getting ready for the big occasion. Nemichand was more worried about Sanawatji’s
preparation than his own. He somehow managed to get ready in time. All of us went down to the ground floor.
Sanawatji was dispatching his workers to the prime minister’s house in taxis and auto-rickshaws; eventually only
four or five principal aides remained, and two taxis waited for them. At last Nemichand came and got into the taxi
that was to take Sanawatji to the prime minister’s house.
When the taxis reached Safdarjang Road, Sanawatji looked at me and asked who was going to pay the taxi
fare. I looked around. Nemichand had already paid the bill. About a hundred workers were waiting for Sanawatji
with stony faces. Sanawatji asked,
“Where are the garlands? Who is going to bring them?”
Before anyone could even react, Nemichand got into a taxi and went to get the garlands.
Soon after the meeting with the prime minister was over, we went straight to Chavan Sahib’s house. Here also
Nemichand paid for the taxi, as if he had decided to pay Sanawatji’s every bill.
In the evening we set off for the Rashtrapati Bhavan. It was a short distance away from North Avenue and
could easily be covered on foot. But according to Sanawatji, nobody could go on foot to the Rashtrapati Bhavan. I
doubted his words.
“Where are the garlands?” Sanawatji demanded immediately after we reached the security gates.
Nemichand turned back to get the garlands.
“Atmaram, we are going to meet the president of this country. The garland should be commensurate with his
high status, not like the niggardly one brought this morning.”
Nemichand stopped in his tracks.
“Who brought that garland this morning?”
The president arrived. We met him. But what were we going to talk about, and who was going to talk? The
president did not understand Hindi, and Sanawatji did not know English. At last Advocate Shivajirao Moghe
spoke to the president.
The president walked away from the meeting. We thought we would be served sherbet. Somebody came from
the president’s secretariat and asked us politely to give him a memorandum, if we had any. Everybody was at his
wit’s end, as it turned out that Nemichand had left the papers at his apartment. Sanawatji looked at me with
profound rage, but I pointed to Nemichand and said I had had nothing to do with the papers. As we stepped out of
the Rashtrapati Bhavan, Sanawatji said,
“Let us go to Maharashtra Sadan. Uncle Vasantrao Naik has come.”
Even there, Sanawatji started acting smart. He began to tell Naikji how he had met leaders, ministers and
prime ministers, and tell him about the discussions he had held with them and the representations he had
submitted to them.
“All this! What for?” Naik Sahib asked him. Sanawatji smiled and said,
“The sixth conference of our community is to be held in Kanpur.”
“But Uncle, we have not even held the fifth conference,” I innocently blurted.
“Shut up!” Sanawatji shot back in anger.
Vasantrao intervened and changed the subject. He agreed to help organize the conference and inquired after
everybody’s welfare.
Soon after we came out of Maharashtra Sadan, Sanawatji, now livid with anger, shouted at me,
“I told you to keep your mouth shut, especially when you don’t know what to say and where to say it. How can
the community make progress when people like you behave in such a stupid way?”
I cast my head down. But I was happy in my heart that I had had the satisfaction of exposing the humbug!
After our brief encounter with Naik Sahib, the volunteers were eager to return home, and began to prepare for
their return journey. Nemichand came to me and asked,
“All are going?”
“Yes. If you want, you can go, too,” I said.
“No, I will not go. I will stay with Sanawatji and serve him. But what about the money I have spent?”
“Money? What money?” I asked. I was bewildered, but also pained at the thought that one more gullible, naïve
person was falling into Sanawatji’s dragnet. I thought of alerting him but he interrupted my thoughts.
“I bought the garlands for the president and the prime minister with my own money.”
“How much did you spend?” I started to feel sorry for him.
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“One hundred sixty-five rupees!”
“So much?”
“Yes. Was Sanawatji annoyed at the quality of the garland for the prime minister? I bought the president a
garland costing one hundred and ten rupees. Didn’t he find it beautiful?” he asked.
Piqued by my silence, he said in a disturbed tone,
“Not only a hundred sixty-five. I have spent over three hundred rupees. Have I not been paying Sanawatji’s
taxi bills? Besides, I have also been footing his bills for meals, refreshments and tea. All this amounts to—”
“Have you left any money for your journey back home?”
I pitied him but at the same time also felt disgusted with him.
“No, I have nothing left. But why do I need money? I am not going back home. This was just for your
information.”
How angry could I be with him? There was a time when, like Nemichand, I was also eager to be close to
Sanawatji. Still, I felt something should be done for Nemichand. I was not inclined to tell him about my bitter
experiences with Sanawatji. I entered Sanawatji’s room. He was speaking to his workers.
“Nemichand wants—” I stammered.
“Does he want to go? Let him go. But ask him to come and see me before he goes,” he said.
“No, he has no money,” I muttered.
“Has he lost the money or was his pocket picked?”
“No. He spent one hundred sixty-five rupees on garlands and over three hundred rupees on taxi bills.” I
managed to utter those words in one breath.
“He bought garlands? Who told him to buy the garlands?” He stared at me with anger writ large on his face.
How could I say that I did not know who had asked him to bring the garlands? There was a pin-drop silence in the
room.
“He says he has no money left for his return ticket.”
Everybody in the room kept mum. Ultimately the same old trick of collecting chanda (donations) was resorted
to.
Everybody contributed to the price of Nemichand’s return journey. I gave the money to Nemichand.
“Take the money and catch the first available train,” I told him.
“I will not go,” he said firmly. He urged me, “Please ask Sanawatji whether he will allow me to stay with him.
I will do anything for him.”
I tried hard to reason with him but he would not listen. At last, I had no choice but to go to Sanawatji.
Nemichand listened to our conversation very intently.
“Nemichand says—” I began carefully.
“Now what?”
“He says he wants to stay with you.”
“He wants to stay with me? Just tell me, how can a poor leader of a poor community afford to have a worker
who buys garlands with his own money?”
I left the room without saying a word. Nemichand was sitting alone in the adjoining hall, staring blankly at the
whirling ceiling fan. He did not ask any questions, nor did I say anything to him. I went to sleep. Outside it was
raining heavily. I was shivering because of the cold. Thinking that the fan was running at full speed, I switched on
the light. Nemichand was sitting in a chair under the fan, half naked and perspiring profusely. I was shocked. I
asked him,
“Why haven’t you gone to bed? Are you not well?”
“It’s hot here. I will take a bath.”
“My god! I am so cold and you are talking of it being hot here. Have you gone mad?”
“No, I don’t feel the cold. See if Sanawatji is sleeping with a rug.”
When he saw Sanawatji sleeping in his rug, he quietly went to sleep, pulling a rug over his own head.
The next morning he was down with high fever. I fetched Sanawatji’s special morning tea. He seemed to be in
a good mood. Feasting on his butter toast and taking sips of his delicious tea, he talked to the workers in a light
mood.
“Atmaram! You are a married man now. How long can you stay with me? I am aware of your problem. I wish
to open a college here for you, which will fetch a regular income. You will be the ultimate authority of the
institution. You will take the entire income. But you have to look after my Delhi office. We can collect money for
the college from all over the country. Do you agree to the proposal?”
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Initially I was stunned by the tempting offer. But I quickly gained my senses.
“We will see about it later. But now—”
“Are you mad?” he said.
“I don’t know whether I am mad, but I am certain that Nemichand is,” I said.
“Who are you to give that certificate?” he countered.
Later on the doctor informed me, “The patient is suffering some mental shock. He needs to be taken to a
mental hospital. I will give you a letter.”
“I will take him to the mental hospital,” I offered. “Please inform Sanawatji. He must be waiting for me.”
My throat was parched. The doctor understood my predicament. He phoned Sanawatji and explained
Nemichand’s condition. He gave me the receiver and started writing the letter.
“This is Atmaram speaking.”
“Yes, this is Sanawat.” His voice came through the wire.
“The doctor says—” My voice began to quiver. He promptly interjected,
“I know. Take him to the hospital and come back immediately. I have to rush to Pondicherry by the evening
train.”
“But only yesterday you said we were staying here for fifteen days.”
“You may stay here. I am going.”
“What about Nemichand?”
“Admit him to the hospital as per the directions of the doctor, and rush back immediately.”
He hung up.
I put down the phone and gave the doctor a pathetic look. He handed me the letter and said,
“Go ahead and god bless him.”
“Where are we going?” Nemichand asked, soon after we came out of the hospital.
“To another doctor, more expert than Dr. Kittoor. He himself has recommended it. He has also written a letter
for the doctor.” I tried to minimize his anxiety.
“Am I really so ill?” he voiced his suspicion.
“No, but there is no guarantee of these doctors. If they feel bored, they send the patient to another doctor.” I
tried to reason with him.
I don’t remember the name of the psychiatrist, but upon hearing it Nemichand grew disturbed and asked, with
expressionless eyes focused on me,
“Why have you brought me here?”
The question irritated me. I said,
“Why do you ask this question when I’ve already told you that you need medical examination by a doctor?”
I thought Nemichand did not understand me. Suddenly he broke free from me and ran away. With no sentry at
the gate, his escape was that much easier. I searched for him all around, but he was nowhere to be seen. At last I
phoned Sanawatji from the Gol Market post office. Without listening to what I had to say, Sanawatji growled,
“Why are you so late? Do you know how much value Gandhiji used to attach to punctuality? How can we
work for the poor?”
I was in no mood to listen to Sanawatji’s self-righteousness. I stopped him midway and narrated the whole
episode concerning Nemichand. He said,
“It’s all right. But why are you so late when I told you to rush back immediately?”
“I know. But Nemichand has fled from the mental hospital. How can I come till I find Nemichand? Is it not my
duty to search for him?”
He shouted at me at a high pitch, “How can I serve my poor people if I get involved in caring for such madcaps? What will happen to the poor workers of the poor society? You rush back immediately.”
“But Uncle …” I tried to cajole him. In the tanda if you address an elderly person as Uncle and a young leader
as Bhau, they are very pleased. As soon as I addressed him as Kaka (Uncle) he seemed somewhat mollified, and
was prepared to at least listen to me.
“Uncle, anything could happen to Nemichand now. What should we do?”
“Look,” he said quietly, “a social worker should not worry about lunatics and illiterates! Let it be; you will not
understand these things. You are still not mature enough. Rush back immediately—we have so much work to do. I
shall go to Pondicherry tonight.”
He put down the phone.
I went back to our office and accompanied Sanawatji to the parliament house. He was unnecessarily loitering
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in some ministers’ cabins. Was this deliberate, to avoid Nemichand? In my heart I was terribly annoyed. Where
was Nemichand? What would happen to him?
Sanawatji was not happy with my mood, but he had no courage to speak his mind. He relented. We came back
to our flat. We could not believe our eyes.
Nemichand was sitting in front of the closed door in a dejected mood. I felt relieved. How could I tell what
Sanawatji’s feelings were?
The taxi arrived. I locked Nemichand in the flat and went to the railway station to see Sanawatji off. Even there
he persisted with his question:
“What have you decided?”
I wanted to leave Delhi immediately. But not with this cunning leader. Besides, there was the problem of
Nemichand. He had to be conveyed home safely. And there was still another reason for staying in Delhi another
week—the Independence Day celebrations were just eight days away. Like a child, I was so eager to see the
spectacular show at the Red Fort. It was in fact my childhood dream. I did not want to disclose my inner desire to
Sanawat. There was no use telling him.
“What have you decided?” he asked again.
“No. No, I cannot take the decision without consulting my family. I will think it over,” I said.
“What is there to consult the family about? Thousands of people sacrificed their lives at Gandhiji’s call without
caring for their families.”
“I know. But it was Gandhiji’s call. Gandhi had a clear goal, and it was based on high moral values.”
I spoke without allowing Sanawat to read my mind. By now I was very well versed in Sanawat’s scheming, his
cunning ways and his deft use of words and language and theatrics. I was determined not to be taken in by his
sweet tongue.
But he was very shrewd. He did not give up hope.
“Let us not talk of high moral values. We can also take our aims to a higher pedestal.”
I was reminded of P .L. Deshpande’s farcical play Pudhari Pahije (Leader Wanted). The character in the play,
a communist, wants the entire universe to be nationalized. Sanawatji assured me that if I went along with him, he
would raise the stature of our alms.
“Let us see.” I changed the subject. “When are you coming back?”
“After at least a month,” he said coldly.
“What about me? How can I live without money here?”
“I have some forty rupees with me. Keep the money. Besides, I will give you some addresses. You can borrow
money from there.”
“And if I don’t get anything from them?”
“No. No. It’s not possible. I’m sure you will get the money. And even if you were to starve for the cause of
society, how does it matter? I will send money immediately after I reach Bombay from Pondicherry.”
Thinking about my trip home, I bade him goodbye.
When I returned to the flat it was very late at night. Nemichand was taking a shower. It pained me to see his
condition. I managed to take him out of the bathroom with some consoling words.
“Has he left?” he asked.
“Yes.”
“Can I ask you some questions? Will you tell the truth?”
“Yes, I will tell you the truth as far as I know.”
“Am I so worthless as to be unable to do any social work?” he asked with a quiver in his voice.
“No. In fact you have some of the best qualities,” I told him emphatically. I asked, “Why should you insist on
working with Sanawatji and get upset when he refuses to allow you to continue?”
“Although he did not allow me to stay with him, he is still a great man. Really a big man.”
“Yes, he is a ‘great man,’” I said. “But let it be. Give me your address.”
He gave me the address. I sent a telegram to his relatives. When they came, I handed him over to them. Later I
heard that he had indeed gone mad. However, I had no way to inquire after him, as I had lost the diary in which I
had noted down his address.
*
I visited the historical places in Delhi, like the Red Fort, Kutub Minar, Okhla Lake and the Safdarjung
Gurudwara, which is connected with the history of the Banjara community. You will not believe this, but it’s a
historical fact that the parliament house of independent India was built on the “land of lakhs” of the Banjaras.
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When Sikh Guru Teg Bahadur was hanged\fn{1675.} in Chandni Chowk on the orders of Mughal emperor
Aurangzeb, lakhs of Banjaras let loose their thousands of bullocks, unleashing unprecedented chaos. Taking
advantage of the chaos, the Banjaras managed to retrieve the head of Guru Tegbahadur and perform the last rites
in their tanda. Some hundred years later a Gurudwara was built on the site where Guru Tegbahadur was cremated.
However, the tanda had to be shifted to avoid the ire of Aurangzeb. Later the parliament house was constructed at
the same place. Once I learned its history, it was impossible for an emotional person like me not to visit this
historically significant place. I was deeply moved by the sight of the place.
I borrowed some money from Chandagiram Sabana, a Banjara, and left Delhi. I had barely enough to reach
Yavatmal, and I had never undertaken a journey with so little money in my pocket …
84.65 The Masseuse\fn{by Malathi Rao (c.1940?- )}Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka State, India (F)
4
Swatantra came running out of the house. But that signified nothing. For she always ran instead of walked.
Time was very precious for Swatantra. “Not to pursue her own pleasures, mind you”—I argued myself blue in the
face on this point, but my friends, Pushpa and Mrs. Saxena, insisted on disagreeing with me there. They judged
Swatantra and condemned her. Pushpa and Mrs. Saxena behaved with that characteristic middle-class morality,
confronted with a woman like Swatantra, who though poor bubbled with enviable vivacity and joie de vivre. Even
with a hundred births neither of my two friends would have been anything but the birds of doom that they were.
Well, as I was saying, Swatantra ran in order to get through her daily round as masseuse in half a dozen kothis
of the mohalla. People were too used to seeing her slight form sprinting or walking very fast, the cloth bag
clutched in her hand.
Seeing her thus erupt from behind the greenery of the Gupta house, I naturally made inquiries about her affairs.
She called me “sister” for the simple reason that I had employed her as cook for two months last winter. Now she
no longer cooked for me, but we had kept up the contact. Today, as usual, I asked her about her present activities.
“I went to Idgah,” she told me, “to meet relatives.”
“Oh.”
“Also to inquire about an eligible boy …”
“Eligible boy? For whom?” I became curious.
“My daughter Baby …”
“That fourteen-year-old child?” I scolded Swatantra.
She clarified with a smile that was most disarming.
“Not fourteen, but going on seventeen, sister:”
I remembered it was this smile, now lingering on in Swatantra’s eyes in a rather tantalizing manner, that had
driven Pushpa and Mrs. Saxena to pronounce their social and moral strictures on poor Swatantra. She interrupted
my thoughts, however.
“You will come for Baby’s wedding, I hope? If this young man agrees, the marriage will be in August.”
“August isn’t very far …” I said.
“Yes, and there’ll be a hundred preparations to think of and to make before the wedding. My husband is no
good at these things.”
All the same, Swatantra. continued to smile as though she had no worry in the world. Perhaps she will receive
all the help that she needs from the Sethjis she works for, I thought. Swatantra’s husband had remained a
nonentity ever since I had known her.
“The boy—what does he do?” I asked.
“He is OK. By the way, he was not home yesterday.”
“You are not giving Baby also to agriculture, are you? Like your first daughter.”
“This boy,” said Swatantra, “works in a grain shop. He writes accounts. No, not the fields again. One is
enough.” Then, as an afterthought, she asked me, “Is anyone cooking for you at present?”
“No.”
“I’m free in the evenings, sister, and I can come. You know how sorry I was to leave you, last February.”
“No … it won’t work …”
“I still don’t know why you threw me out; but all the same, you are my “sister” and nothing can come between
us,” she said and gave me that warm smile again. Of course, she made me feel quite a heel for the suspicions I’d
entertained about her. Looking at Swatantra, I felt my own part in the whole business had not been very gracious.
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However, she was in a hurry and time was very precious for Swatantra. I saw her now wiggle away to Sethji
Gheewalla’s house where she gave an oil massage to the first daughter-in-law, every afternoon of the week.
I stood for a moment, wondering if I’d ever know the truth about Swatantra. Come on, I scolded myself, as I
resumed my walk; after all, how much did I care for her, what was my commitment to her, how was I in any way
better than Pushpa or Mrs. Saxena—or that class of women for whom people like Swatantra were merely like the
furniture one used and discarded.
I couldn’t tell you with any exactitude—this or that was my grievance against Swatantra. I was happy enough
with her until my two friends, Pushpa and Mrs. Saxena, came to visit me one afternoon. It was winter and we sat
on the terrace. The talk turned to the difficulty of finding good servants and I told them about my new cook,
Swatantra.
“Only she is not just a cook. She is a masseuse as well,” I said laughing.
“How?”
“Well, she goes to a number of houses in the mohalla and gives the overweight Sethjis oil massage, ordinary
massage and so on. Three rupees per massage, she charges.”
“And when does she cook for you?” Mrs. Saxena asked.
“In the evenings. Exactly at six p.m. she is climbing my staircase, and she is through with the cooking within
an hour. That’s one thing about her: she races helter-skelter.”
Mrs. Saxena had looked askance at me.
“To my mind, somehow all this doesn’t seem right, Anandi. Cook and masseuse don’t go together, you know.”
“Think of the aesthetic aspect of it,” butted in Pushpa. “She goes and kneads all those fleshy bodies … and
then she comes and with those very hands she kneads your dough … chhee, chhee, chhee!”
Put that way, it did sound obscene. I had visions of mounds of flesh in the nude and the small ball of dough in
my kitchen and I felt depressed about the whole thing.
“What you can do,” suggested Mrs. Saxena, “is to ask her to wash her hands with carbolic soap before she puts
her hands to your pots and pans.”
Swatantra, of course, never bothered to wash her hands if I didn’t happen to be in the kitchen. Sometimes I
stood there until she had scrubbed her hands. With a ready smile she complied, but the next day she’d forget again
or was too lazy to do it. I began to think this slovenliness was a part of her whole personality. Most evenings I had
to clear up the mess in the kitchen, after she’d left. What I discovered was a total lack of discipline and
professionalism in her. She really was no cook. I was sure she was not so bad a masseuse. After all, what skill did
it require to pound at extra rolls of flesh on the Sethjis, young and old.
“A rolling pin flattens out any paunch in one week,” Swatantra said with a laugh, as she rolled out chapatis in
my kitchen.
“A rolling pin?”
“Yes, sister, a rolling pin. I use it on some of the ladies. I just roll off their extra flesh as I roll off this chapati.”
“You look so thin yourself,” I said, “where do you get the strength to flatten out the fat accumulated over the
years through pure ghee and laziness?”
“Want a demonstration?” Her silver earrings twinkled as she turned round to me, with a smile.
“Oh no, no … thank you.” It was enough that she was cooking for me. I had no intention of hiring her services
as masseuse as well. There I’d draw the line—where making use of another person’s skill was concerned. She’d
knead me and pound me as she did my chapati dough. Perhaps use a rolling pin on me too. Not that I’m like one
of those fat Sethjis. Scratch me and tickle. She’d roll me this way and that. Go over every inch of my body. Some
said it toned up your muscles, took years off you, gave you a new feeling altogether. Bearer of the new elixir of
life, Swatantra was very much in demand in the mohalla. But I drew the line. In fact, I had a mania about this
business of touching. I lived alone and touch was something totally absent in my life. I wanted no masseuse now,
even if she held out the promise of toned-up muscles and dreams of renewed youth.
I needed a cook, however, and Swatantra was a god-send to me. I had found her at a time when I had given up
all hope of ever finding help and I intended keeping her. The only fly in the ointment was that she pursued this
other profession as well—that of a masseuse. The timings did not clash, no. But it created distrust and suspicion in
me about her sense of cleanliness. I was often forced to spy on her.
One evening I caught her. She was pounding away at the dough, her hands all floury. She didn’t bat an eyelid.
“I’ll wash them now,” she said with a laugh and a wiggle of her shapely bottom.
“Now? After I’ve told you a hundred times to wash your hands as soon as you step into the kitchen!”
That evening I was upset. I saw Mrs. Saxena’s point. Cook and masseuse didn’t go together. I thought I must
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correct this anomalous situation. I decided I’d tell Swatantra I didn’t want her any more.
But the next evening, she came with her nine-year-old son all muffled up in a shawl and she made him sit on a
foot-stool in the corner of the kitchen. I didn’t have the heart to tell her anything.
During this time, Mrs. Saxena took to visiting me any time of the day. Somehow the conversation always
turned to Swatantra, after a few minutes. Her prurience irritated me. When she came alone, that is without Pushpa,
I found her easier to handle. But with each of her visits I realized my own vulnerability, my “Achilles’ heel.” Mrs.
Saxena always had something nasty to say about Swatantra, and she knew this is where she had me in her
clutches. I always made a desperate attempt to defend my companion-cum-cook-cum-“sister.” On one occasion I
happened to say,
“She hardly looks a cook, when she makes up her face and dresses up—”
“What! She uses make-up, your cook?” Mrs. Saxena raised her eyebrows.
I began hotly, “Sitaji, just because Swatantra is poor—”
But Mrs. Saxena was tittering, “You better investigate a little deeper into this masseuse business, Anandi.”
“Why?”
“Well, don’t mistake me. She might be having a bit of fun, you know. You never can tell what goes on in these
big houses under the guise of masseuse and all that nonsense.”
“Who would be interested in her, Sitaji?” I asked.
“Who, she asks! Why, the Sethjis themselves—believe me.”
I pondered for a moment over what Mrs. Saxena had said. How could I believe her, for what she was saying
was mere conjecture.
“All that I can say is … the poor creature is putting all her strength into rolling away the extra weight of the
Sethjis with a rolling pin, and the fat old ladies dream of becoming young and beautiful!”
“What rolling pin?”
“Why, the ordinary one,” I said.
She laughed loudly as though it were a big joke—as indeed it was. “Your Swatantra …!” she chortled, shaking
her head. After a time she left, quite unconvinced about the rolling pin.
*
I was determined not to be browbeaten by either Pushpa or Mrs. Saxena. The following Saturday, they came
face to face with Swatantra in my house. At least they had the good sense not to stare at her, though it was the first
time they were setting eyes on her. However, my two friends didn’t fail to exchange looks.
“Namasteji,” Swatantra said with a smile to my guests. “Come and eat; dinner is ready.” Her smile to me
seemed like a silver lining in the dark mentality of my friends.
Swatantra served us hot chapatis, vegetables and coconut chutney. We moved to the living room after dinner.
Swatantra had left, but her presence lingered.
“There is something in her eyes,” said Pushpa, moving her own eyes like a cheap actress.
“She has very pretty eyes—” I said.
“And her smile,” added Mrs. Saxena, with sour disapproval. “She is the kind of woman I wouldn’t admit into
my house for a minute.” She gave a mock shudder.
“Why?” I asked.
Mrs. Saxena shook her head as though she didn’t want to say anything further.
“Why?”
Pushpa said, “You know why.”
“Tell me, why are you both against her?” However, I was astonished by Mrs. Saxena’s lightness of tone as she
said,
“Masseuse, cook—whatever it be, Anandi—her main object seems to be to please men. She is far too attractive
—”
“She pleases me—and I’m not a man,” I wanted to say.
“You are a simpleton,” cut in Mrs. Saxena, rudely.
“No,” I protested. “I don’t think you are right to judge by appearances. Just because Swatantra is poor, you
think she has no right to be attractive.”
“There is no mistaking the type,”
Mrs. Saxena’s own type was that of the beard-and-mustache-growing female. She also had the hard tough body
of a prize-fighter. “That petite body would serve as a pretty morsel to any Sethji or his son—or sons.”
Pushpa gave a whoop of laughter, while I muttered under my breath:
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“It is plain jealousy, to talk of things about which we know nothing—”
“At times the fat Sethji might be playing the pimp—to keep the husband happy and not to allow him to stray
far,” Mrs. Saxena observed.
Well, enough was enough, I thought. They had gone too far. I had seen their dirty minds. It was clear I must
defend Swatantra from my friends. But before I could say what I wanted to, Mrs. Saxena once again broke out.
“What I really wanted to say, Anandi, was that she goes from house to house, touches bodies, limbs, backs and
God knows what else, of all kinds of people: well, only women, she says, but who knows. How do you know
what to believe and what not to believe, and then she comes and touches your food—now don’t you think, she
might be a carrier of all kinds of diseases. I don't know, perhaps not of cancer but all the other contagious
diseases.”
I spluttered, wheezed, lost my voice, found it—all in one split second. My friends, I wondered if I should still
call them that, had declared open battle with Swatantra, whom they had marked as their prey, from the moment
they had heard about her. Their high-powered missiles threatened to win the day. I said in a small voice:
“She is a poor woman … merely trying to make ends meet …”
But they turned the screws pretty well into Swatantra’s coffin before they left. If I had any qualms about giving
her the marching papers, my friends very kindly offered to do it for me.
“Of a very different sort. Not like you or me,” said Mrs. Saxena.
“Just to say it in one word,” added Pushpa, “it is the class she belongs to. When have the lower classes had any
morals?”
“Of course, she is not educated,” I said, making a last-ditch effort to save Swatantra from the injustice of her
‘sisters,’ from her middle-class judges. I had truly come to like Swatantra, with her warm smile, her prattle about
her daughter married to an agriculturist in Sonepet, and Baby who was fourteen last year, but seventeen today.
*
One evening in the last week of February, Swatantra had come early and said,
“You are going to Nandnagri with me.”
“What for?”
“You’ll visit my home. There is only one room … of course …”
“Don’t you eat?” I teased her. “Where d’you cook?”
“I cook in one corner of the room, sister.”
“And the bathroom?”
“One has to bathe outside in the summer,” she said. “In winter you manage somehow. As for the latrine, Baby
and I are put to the most terrible inconvenience day after day, as we have to use the common latrines … some half
a furlong away. It’s awful …” I thought she was very upset by the whole thing but she smiled readily enough
when I said,
“I’d like to see where you live—but not today.”
“I know you’ll never come.”
“Of course I will. I’ll come for Baby’s wedding.”
And it seemed now I’d attend Baby’s wedding, if that fellow at the grain shop said “yes.” Though things were
really not the same; at least, I could not see Swatantra as I knew her first. Or even perhaps as she really was. Who
knows which was the real Swatantra?
But the Swatantra that I now saw was the one Mrs. Saxena and Pushpa had conjured up for me. Whenever I
saw her on the road and she smiled at me, I wondered—which Sethji is she carrying on with? Or could she be
carrying on with half a dozen of them at the same time? Such was the power Mrs. Saxena had wielded over me. It
seemed Swatantra was totally unaware of what went on in my mind. Otherwise how else do you explain her
wanting me to attend Baby's wedding?
A word about the manner in which she had to leave my service. Well, as I said, my friends had finally worn me
down with their missiles against Swatantra. And one evening, it was exactly two months to the day since she’d
entered my service, I told her I wouldn’t need her any more. She joked and laughed and asked me why. I told her
the doctor had advised me not to eat chapatis.
“Who is that foolish doctor?” she said. “In fact, you must eat chapatis.”
After a great deal of banter in a similar vein, finally I convinced her that I wouldn’t die of starvation sans her
cooking. Even so the poor thing brought me food, in a brass tiffin carrier.
For two days following her dismissal. I wolfed down the food shamelessly.
Of course, once broken, things can never be the same. Mrs. Saxena and Pushpa have gone out of my life. It
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carne as a reaction after this Swatantra business. Truly, they had no business to butt in as they did. As I told you,
Swatantra and I keep up a sort of contact. I see her running from house to house, always in a hurry, a masseuse in
great demand.
85.97 On The Other Side Of The River\fn{by Pratibha Ranade (c.1940- )} Maharashtra State?, India (F) 3
Once upon a time, long, long ago—or perhaps it was not that long ago, it could have happened recently or it
might happen in the future as well … one can never be sure about the tricks time plays with its boundaries.
So, once upon a time, there was this village, situated on the banks of a beautiful river. It was an ordinary
village like most villages. Its people toiled from dawn to dusk and then, sprawling under the starry sky, tired and
bored as they were, they would grumble about this and that, gossip about those who were not around. Someone
would spot a falling star and instantaneously fall to his knees to pray,
“Oh God Almighty! Give me a better life.”
And suddenly, one fine morning, all the villagers were surprised to find that everybody was talking about the
same thing. Although nobody ever knew who had brought the news in the first place. Yet all of them were discussing the news with great excitement. There was hope and wonder. However, there were a few grumblers, who
would not believe what they had heard. It was just too amazing for them.
“Impossible! Incredible! Had anybody ever heard about such a thing happening before? You can’t spread word
just like that …”
The news was that a brand new, beautiful, clean village was going to appear in the woods, across the river. It
would have broad roads lined with evergreen, flowering trees; a number of city plazas with beautiful fountains;
spacious comfortable workplaces for the people; a well-equipped hospital, library, college; school buildings with
playgrounds for the children of the village. The people from here would all get spacious, lovely houses with
gardens. And all these for free! Without paying a single paisa!
Do such things ever happen? Yet people went around saying emphatically that it would come to pass. Because
they had been told by … perhaps, by a falling star?
There was only one condition, rather a strange one at that. The condition was that people would get those
lovely houses for free, that was certain, but, it was said, they would not be allowed to take any of their belongings
over with them. Whatever you owned should remain here.
Now … now, that was going just a little too far. What could it mean? If they didn’t take their things along, how
could they live there?
We have toiled for all these years, building our homes, brick by brick. There are our clothes; the pots and pans;
the furniture, the mattresses; a thousand things we have collected. And yet it was said that they would not be
allowed to take a single thing across with them. Were they supposed to go with empty hands and live in empty
houses?
Now, now, hold on. Wait a minute. The houses out there were not empty. They were painted in pretty colors,
their floors covered in glistening tiles, with the most modem of fittings, just right for a modern lifestyle. How
would old things fit in with that? Instead of your old things you would have highly polished furniture, beautiful
pictures hanging on the walls, exquisite crockery, cooking vessels of glass and steel … all the necessary things
you wish to possess. Why carry your black-bottomed pans and pots with you? You would find the kitchen shelves
of those houses lined with beautiful pots and pans. Women who hate cooking would want to cook there—that was
a promise. Your wardrobe would be well-stocked with pretty, fashionable clothes. You need not take a thing from
here, not a stitch of cloth nor a thread of linen. Nobody should worry; things would be selected with care and for
beauty and comfort.
That may be so, but what about our snapshots? We have snapshots taken over so many years. Snapshots of our
mothers and fathers, our grandparents, our children and our grandchildren. Surely we would not find a substitute
for that? Those snapshots are our treasure, a very precious treasure.
Oh, yes. That was indeed true. Who could deny that? But suppose something had happened … like a fire, or a
theft or even plain neglect. Wouldn’t you have lost them all? Couldn’t they simply disappear? So, just imagine
that they had. When you go over to the other side, you would get the most modern of cameras, you would get
your snapshots printed within minutes!
Now it is up to you. Get going. Get the old stuff out of your mind. Across the river a brand new, beautiful,
blissful life is awaiting you. No smoke. No dust. No filth. Everything spic and span, promising joy and comfort.
The only condition was, you must cross the river without a single thing from this side.
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Do you agree? Then go. But if even one of you tries to enter the new village with an old possession, the whole
village would disappear with each of the beautiful houses, everything would disappear. You would be left in the
woods. So, be very careful.
That was the real fix.
The idea of living there, on the other side of the river, was so very attractive. And yet, to go there without any
of your own things … that was a little …
*
However, the bachelors had no such qualms. They had no emotional involvement with any of the few things
they had. Within a few days the village had lost all its bachelors to the other side. And really, every word of what
they had heard turned out to be true. Whatever they were promised, whatever they had expected, came true. What
a pleasure to live and work in a village like that.
In a week or so, the bachelors came back home, for they were allowed to pay one visit to the old village.
Everybody crowded around them. What they heard set off a mighty hustle and bustle amongst them. For now they
had to go, get there, on the other side first, grab the first house they could—there would be a school, offices,
markets nearby. A house which would have a cool breeze and a beautiful view.
Now that the news had turned out to be true, nobody was interested in their old possessions. Even snapshots
and old letters could be left behind.
People dropped their work, gathered their little ones and old ones, holding them up, carrying them on their
backs and rushed to the bank of the river. The boats rocked under the weight of the people leaving for the
promised land. It took only a few days for the whole village to empty.
*
Many, many days after the entire village had moved, an old woman, who lived on the edge of the village,
started out for the new village. An old woman, her back bent, with a handful of white hair and misty eyes.
Previously, she had had no idea of what had been happening in the village recently. She hardly ever went to visit
anybody. Once in a while she would make a trip to the nearby shops to pick up a few odds and ends, but only
when it was absolutely necessary. Her needs were so few; once in a while, an acquaintance who happened to be
passing by, would peep in. There were very few friends left anyway.
This is why it took her so many days to find out what was happening. And when she came to know about it,
she was not really bothered about joining the other people, not keen for the new things and new places. The only
river she was waiting to cross now was the last journey, beyond which lay the other life. She felt no pull towards
this life here, neither had she energy nor enthusiasm. She would drag on through her last days, nodding off or
telling her beads. She had no temptations in this life nor the curiosity to follow the others. She decided not to
cross over.
She watched the hustle and bustle of the people with eyes wide open, yet with detachment. To begin with, as
the village emptied, she did not mind. She had her beads for company. But after some time she felt lonely, and a
sense of unknown terror started to seep in. She felt like running away from that empty village. She rose on
trembling legs and started off, supporting herself with her cane. It was so easy for her to leave as she was not
emotionally involved in any of the worldly things here; just as a matter of habit, she dropped her beads into the
folds of her sari, nothing else. And off she went.
The old woman hobbled painfully to the bank of the river. Looking at the frail old woman, the boatman was
touched. Oh dear! Old woman! Why do you want to go? You also want to have a new hut for yourself? The
boatman teased her playfully. Her toothless mouth mumbled something, which the boatman neither understood
nor cared about. He gently transported the old bundle to the other side. She had to walk a little distance from
there. Panting heavily and pausing at times, the old woman began to walk. The new village was now almost
within sight. But the old woman barely noticed it. She was wondering whether her hut would be at this end of the
village or the other. If it was at the other end, how much longer she would have to walk!
*
And so the old woman, pushing herself on, with her hand supporting her aching back, crossed the threshold of
the village. She couldn’t have walked more than ten paces when the village disappeared. Just vanished into thin
air! All that remained now of that beautiful, shining, dazzling village was the old wood, green and verdant. All the
people working in their comfortable offices, women in their brand new, beautiful houses, children in their lovely
schools, suddenly found themselves out in the open, under the blue sky, surrounded by big trees, shrubs, creepers.
There was utter chaos. What had happened? Who had done it? Why had it happened? Who was responsible for
it? Somebody surely must have brought an old thing across. Who could it be? Who had arrived last?
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Everybody ran around helter-skelter. They searched. They shouted. They inquired. They created
pandemonium. Out of that utter chaos, they discovered that the old woman was the last person to come. They
surrounded her. Screamed, wept, shouted.
The old woman was terrified. She was already tired after her long walk. She could not take the noise. She
could not understand why everybody was shouting at her. She slumped down, mechanically pulled her beads out
of the folds of her sari and began to murmur. Whenever she started telling her beads, her ears would grow deaf
automatically, and she would drop off into a lovely snooze, distancing herself from her surroundings.
“The beads! The beads! Oh, you crone, why did you have to bring your beads with you? You would have got
crystal beads here. What folly made you bring those wooden beads with you? You are such a hag now. One foot in
the grave already. But you couldn’t resist the temptation, could you? Did you not know that you were not
supposed to bring a single thing here? Why did you have to bring this calamity down upon us, you crone?”
The old woman muttered, “My dear people, please forgive me but this cane in my left hand and these beads in
my right hand—this is me, we are one.”
*
But nobody was interested in her murmurs.
For them the only thing left to do now was to go back to those smoky houses in the old village. They had not
been lucky enough to keep these beautiful houses in this beautiful village. They must return. How eager they had
been when they came. What enthusiasm. What pleasure.
Utterly disgusted, they now got ready to return. They knew what to expect back there. They had no desire to go
back but they knew they must. Again, they gathered their old ones and little ones and started off. With them the
old woman also started to move, willy-nilly, dragging herself along, terrified of being left alone.
The first flush of anger was now over. The angry mutterings had stopped. They realized that nothing could be
done about what had happened. The people walked in silence, and began arriving in hordes on the riverbank.
They saw the old village appear faintly in the distance. Each one tried to guess where his own home was. The
moment the spires of the temple was spotted, they knew what lay to the right and to the left of the temple. And
then, in relation to that, they could guess a little further.
“My garden was in full bloom when I left. The flowers must have wilted now. But, if they have, they won’t
take long to bloom again.”
“My garden didn’t have the all-season flowers that the new village had, but it had mogras and jasmines and
chamelies—all with sweet fragrances. I will plant new saplings now. I will nurture them. It shouldn’t take long for
them to sprout into new shoots. And there will be new trees and new flowers.
“First thing after getting back, I must scrub my pots and pans with tamarind, to get them gleaming clean. Of
course, the glass and china in the new village was lovely, no doubt about that, but brass and copper have a gleam
of their own, don’t they?”
“One day I must come back here with my old camera to take pictures of this wood; I would show our grandchildren my pictures and tell them about this thing that once happened here, to us.”
Now, once again, everybody was in a great hurry. This time, it was to get back. They pushed and shoved to get
onto the boat first. Once again, there was chaos, people running around helter-skelter, shouting and screaming.
The old woman was pushed and pulled this way and that. She could not move forwards an inch.
The bachelors, who had been the first to leave the old village, were in no hurry to get back. They led the old
woman gently away from the crowd and sat her down in the shade of a banyan tree.
“Old woman, look at the confusion you have created. Everybody was so happy living here. We didn’t have to
worry about anything in the world. Now everything is over. Why do you want to mess about with that crowd
now? You will get trampled down there. Wait a while. We will take you over later. They are in a hurry. Let them
go.”
The old woman sat panting. She watched the hustle-bustle with wide-open eyes. She could not understand why
everybody was in such a hurry to go back. Here they had had a new life all to hand and willy-nilly she had
destroyed it. And yet these people had not beaten her, just scolded her. How was it that they were returning just as
eagerly as they had come? Do people actually prefer the old side of the river to the new one?
62.123 Values Realized\fn{by Yaddanapudi Sulochana Rani (c.1940- )} Kaaza, Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, India
(F) 6
“Oho! Such a small injury on your leg and you are behaving as if your whole life is over. Manju, what is this
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madness? The doctor said you’ll be all right in a week’s time,” said Sekhar to his wife who was all the time
looking at her leg as if she has lost it for good. She was reclining on a circular pillow, sitting on a cot drawn
nearer to the window. She was looking like a queen who has lost her kingdom.
“It is okay. There was pus on the wound because it was the iron blade of the vegetable cutter. It is taken care of
now and you are okay. No need to get scared.” Sekhar was standing in front of the dressing table mirror trying to
put the tie-knot.
“Of course, you would say that! How can you understand my pain? I have been sitting on this bed for the past
ten days without putting my foot on the ground. If you can understand the hell I am going through, you wouldn’t
talk like that. Anyway, why should you be worried? It is not going to effect your life, your club or your meeting.”
Manju did not look at him but her face was red and her lips pouted.
“Don’t start that again! I am getting ready to go after taking your permission. Okay, I won’t go if you feel so
bad. You know, the club’s annual day is fast approaching and I am an important member of the executive
committee. Otherwise, I would not have bothered at all. Okay, it doesn’t matter.” He removed his tie and throwing
it aside, sat by her side.
“No need for all this. You go. It is, after all, not a one or two days affair. You go now. If I am alone at home I
feel very lonely. When you are by my side I just don’t think of anything else. If you go out for a while this injury
magnifies itself into a huge devil and scares me. It mocks me and threatens me that I may be a cripple and may
never be able to walk normally. I don’t get scared if you are with me. I feel very bold. Whatever may be the
circumstances I may have to face, whether I am beautiful or not; healthy or not; even if I am physically
handicapped, I feel always assured that there is someone with me always, to take care of me. You are always
there, that’s my strength. That’s all. Did I ever behave like this before? Did I ever express unhappiness when you
went out? You know it, don’t you? Can you not now understand the reason for my insecurity?” She covered her
face with both her hands to hide her sense of shame and pain.
Sekhar looked at his wife keenly for a while and moving closer to her kept a hand on her head and said, “You
know, Manju you take every small thing to heart and get very sensitive and sentimental. I can understand the
reason why you don’t want me to go out. But what can I do? I’ll be away only for half an hour. I’ll just give them
instructions and come back. You keep my watch. If I don’t come back by seven o’clock, you can give me any
punishment you like. Okay, look at me now!” He removed his watch and tied it to her hand.
“No, it is okay. You go now.” She did not allow him to tie the watch on her hand. Sekhar put it on her hand by
force. He came to the mirror again to knot his tie.
“Take your medicine. The doctor said if you don’t get fever today you would not get it again. I’ll try to come
earlier than seven. Okay.” He left, talking to her.
Manju could hear the gradual moving away of the car. She sat straight and touched the watch.
“I’ll back by the time the needle touches seven.” She could feel his touch on the chain.
*
Anyway, this injury on the leg had given her a new experience. In one way she is very happy.
Ten days ago Sekhar went to a camp on office duty. He went for a eight days as a higher officer from Bengal
visited the site. He could not take Manju along with him, as it was an inspection tour. Eight days dragged on like
centuries. At last the day of Sekhar’s return had come. It was very late in the evening.
Manju took a bath and wore the white sari he likes. Her mind was set only on the call that she might hear
anytime—his voice calling out to her: “Manju!” She wandered about the house for want of any work. The cook
was busy in the kitchen preparing the night’s dinner. Manju was getting coffee ready to give him as soon as he
comes. She was just about to put the coffee in the flask and she heard his voice:
“Manju.”
How did he come so silently! He came half an hour earlier than the scheduled time. She could not believe her
ears and ran into the hall. While running her foot hit the vegetable cutter on the floor. Once given a chance the
blade did not want to lose it and it cut into her foot deeply. Manju paused for a second, pushed the cutter aside
with the same foot and ran into the hall like a whirlwind. By that time Sekhar had removed his shoes and was
pushing them towards the wall with his leg.
“You came quite early. Oh God, this evening was so particularly dragging. At last you are here. How nice! This
whole week I was so bored every single minute.”
She went straight into his arms. She was not aware of the wound on her foot, and the bleeding caused by it.
“Wait, Wait a minute! Let me remove my socks.” He tried to remove her hands from around his neck. The truth
is, the cook has come into the hall, following Manju and was peeping at them with wide-open eyes.
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“What is this? What are these marks on the floor?” Initially he was embarrassed as the cook was looking at
them. He looked down at the floor to avoid her eyes and then he saw the imprints of blood on the floor. Manju
thought of her injury then.
“Arrere! Let me look at you leg. It is bleeding so badly! What happened?” He sat on his knees in front of her
and took her foot into his hand.
Her pink and rosy foot displayed a two-inch-deep cut. It is still bleeding. His eyes dazzled at the sight of so
much blood.
“Yes, while coming I stepped on a vegetable cutter. It did not pain then.”
“You stupid face, you are always like this. What is the hurry? Once I am home would I not come into the
house? Could you not come out normally? Why should you run like that? Actually, what were you doing in the
kitchen? And who kept the vegetable cutter on the floor?” He kept his hand around her and carefully led her to a
chair near the wall. Every step she took left its mark on the floor, red and bloody.
“Oh my God, look at the blood!” He took out his kerchief from his trouser pocket and pressed it to her wound.
The servants and the cook ran into the hall, on hearing his angry voice—so unlike him to shout as soon as he
entered the house.
“Shh, it is paining,” said Manju leaning back in the chair and closing her eyes. It is not pain that caused her to
close her eyes. It is the feeling she had at the concern and anxiety in his voice. He was holding her foot in both his
hands. Without changing his dress, he took her straight to the doctor. The doctor assured them that there was no
need to worry though it was a deep cut. It would heal quickly. He put a bandage on her foot. Manju did not feel
anything. She walked up to the car with her bandaged foot and was quite cheerful.
“You should be more careful! You are not aware of what is happening to your body at all. It is not always
good, you know. See now, you got hurt unnecessarily. You have lost a lot of blood, too.” He tried to tell her in the
night, before going to bed.
“It’s okay! I am not worried. I like this. I have not seen you worrying about me so much earlier. In the evening
when you were holding my foot in your hand while it was bleeding, I was just looking at the expression in your
eyes and it was so soothing. I would like to see that kind of expression every minute of my life.” She looked tired
but her eyes reflected a bright inner light.
Sekhar did not understand. But he was overcome with some peculiar feeling that she got hurt so badly while
running out to meet him.
Next day also it did not pain much. Manju moved around quite normally, though Sekhar shouted at her for not
taking rest. But on the third day her foot swelled enormously and she could not put her foot down. She was in
pain too. Doctor came home that day. By evening she developed fever. The wound became septic. The doctor
advised operation to remove pus.
“No, no! He may amputate part of my foot or he may even cut one or two fingers. No, no I don’t want any
operation. I’ll be all right quite soon. Don’t let them make me lame, please.”
“What is this Manju? You are not a small kid. Why would he cut your fingers? You magnify everything.”
Sekhar chided her.
“If you act now, it will suffice with small operation. If you now refuse this operation we may have to remove
your entire leg later on. I have no objection if you like that idea.” The doctor picked up his bag and got up to go.
“To remove the entire leg! I am worried now about losing two fingers and he is talking of removing the whole
leg.” Manju’s whole body trembled with fear. At last after a long time, she hid her face in Sekhar’s shoulder and
told him:
“If it needs to be done, let them, do the operation. But see that they do not cut my fingers. My aunt once had to
lose three fingers when her wound developed pus. I can’t tolerate that ugliness.”
“There is no need to be afraid at all! Why don’t you believe me? Why would they cut your fingers? Even if
they say that your fingers should be removed I would give mine in place of yours, okay? May be they would look
rough, unlike yours. Can you tolerate them, at least?”
Sekhar laughed at her. That’s Manju’s nature. By mistake on the road or at the crossing she sees a lame or a
blind person, she turns her face away. Once, Sekhar remembers very well, they were coming home after having
dinner at a friend’s house. They stopped at a petrol pump. They saw a beggar woman in a destitute condition.
Manju could not sleep for two days. .
That poor woman had an infant in her hands, which looked like a lump of blood. Manju looked at the baby.
“Sir, please have mercy on my baby and give something!”
Manju turned her face away with fear and Sekhar was not affected by any of these things. He simply took out a
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coin from his shirt pocket and threw the piece at her. They filled up the petrol and were on their way. Manju, till
that time talking and laughing fell strangely silent. Sekhar observed this and asked why was she so suddenly
silent.
“People say that God is the creator. How can there be such ugliness in creation when God is involved! We are
so happy and healthy, why are they like that? Whether God created this ugliness or not, my only appeal to Him is
that if at all He is kind and merciful as people say he is he should show it in abundance to the poor and do justice
to them.”
Sekhar did not make any comment, neither did he argue. He just heard it and kept quiet. He only wondered
how certain things he wouldn’t even notice, cause such deep impressions on Manju’s mind and eat away her
peace of mind. He kept on wondering why they moved her so deeply while not touching him at all.
Sekhar recalled all these things as she was preparing for her operation. After the operation was over he went to
her and told her, stroking her hair:
“Nothing to worry, you will be alright within a week.”
Doctor said she should not at all strain her leg and advised complete bed rest. It was hell for her, but there was
no option. Sekhar bought one calendar and kept it in front of her.
However, with Sekhar’s nursing and cook’s company she somehow managed for six days. Sekhar canceled all
his appointments to be with her. It was six days since the car was taken out from the garage. It was first time after
their marriage that he spent so much time with his wife. Now she stopped getting temperature in the evenings.
The wound also healed, almost, by seventy five per cent. While it is still slightly raw, the doctor advised her to
start walking a little without straining her leg much. Sekhar used to keep her hand around his neck and holding
her carefully help her to walk from the cot to the wall and back again to the cot. His soft nature, his patience
surprised Manju no end. She began to see new depths in his character. He always remembered to give her
medicines exactly on time, to check her fever every evening, to read for her in the afternoons.
Manju started feeling it would be very nice indeed is she continues to be on bed throughout her life. If she gets
well he would disappear and get busy again with his work, his friends, meetings, parties and celebrations. Of
course she would always be by his side. Before all this Manju liked it too, that way. But now this leg injury had
given her the taste of a new experience. She learned to see him in a different light. With this sickness, throughout
the two of them were always together. There was no one to drag him away from her for card play or cricket.
One day while watching him keenly mixing medicine for her she said:
“If you were a doctor and I were your patient, if both of us could go to some corner of the world in beautiful
surroundings—if we could live on top of a small hill, in small house—how nice it would be. If I sit every evening
like this reclining on the cushions and you get medicine for me. How nice it would be.”
Sekhar stopped mixing medicine and looked back towards his wife over his shoulder. Manju appeared to be
living in a world she created for herself.
“Why do you look like that? Don’t you think it would be nice?”
“Well, it would be nice. Only we may get tigers and lions as our visitors. Anyway, I will have to start shooting
lessons to be on safe side. I should get the gun out from tomorrow. Here, take the medicine: Really Manju, I
cannot understand one thing. I break my head everyday over this. Why didn’t you ever become a story-writer!
People like you who live in an imaginary world should become fiction writers. Otherwise it is quite dangerous for
us who have to live with you, or people like you.”
“What do you mean?” asked Manju without taking the medicine glass from his hand.
“What else? Lot of people imagine beautiful things and forget. But you insist that you should get all these
things in real life. You want to experience you dreams in reality.”
Both of them laughed. It was a glorious moment for both of them.
*
Manju’s eyes looked into a vacuum for a long time. They dropped to the watch. The needle is moving is
moving lazily and indifferently. It is ten minutes to seven. Somehow she could not believe that Sekhar would be
back by seven as promised. He only wanted her permission to go out. That’s why he was so obliging. Her
suspicions proved true. It is seven and then seven-fifteen. But there was no sign of her husband.
“I can’t blame him. It is my mistake. I told him to go, had I kept silent for a few more minutes and sat with a
sulky face he would not have gone at all. Once he had gone he would not be able to come back as per plan or as
he wished. What can I do?”
How long can she hold him this way? How long can she go on impressing upon him that she craves for his
attention. Could anyone enforce feelings of affection by such tactics? It is a delicate bond. Now what could she
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do?
“I wish I wasn’t hurt. Then I would not have known to what depths of affection he is capable of,” Manju
sighed and closed her eyes. She did not take her medicine. The whole of this week he gave her the medicine. She
kept looking at the medicine glass placed on the table.
The clock in the hall chimed eight and nine too. There was no sign of Sekhar. She was deeply hurt though she
tried to console herself. How nice it would be if I get fever again? He would then come home, feel her forehead
and get concerned for her again. It would be nice to experience that concern. But that did not happen. She thought
so much that she felt weak and got severe headache. But there were no physical symptoms of illness.
She heard the horn at 9.10 P.M. Manju quickly removed the watch, kept it on the table, turned to the wall and
closed her eyes. Her ears stood out to hear his call, “Manju.” But he did not call her. “Is Manju sleeping? Has she
taken her medicine?” she heard him ask and Shambhu simply said “Yes” to both the questions. He knew his
mistress would not neglect medicine and since she switched off the light long ago he assumed that she must have
been sleeping. She wouldn’t be so silent if she is awake.
Sekhar did not want to wake her up and remind her that he was late. So he got busy in reading the scripts for
the annual day programme.
Next morning by the time Sekhar got up Manju was moving around normally. He said, “You are moving
around as if you are totally normal. Why don’t you take rest for two more days? The wound is still raw.” He knew
she was angry for yesterday’s delay in coming. So he talked to her first in an attempt to pacify her.
“It is okay! I should be the one worrying about my leg. It is okay with me even if it doesn’t get cured. You
don’t have to skip your meetings for me.”
Sekhar was angry at her tone, [her]sarcastic manner of speaking.
“Yes, of course! That’s all. All ladies are like this, so typical. She forgot all that he has done for her all these
days in just one night.” He did not talk to her further. She felt:
“Why can’t he just say he got delayed. I waited for him anxiously. He would probably be happy if she doesn’t
get well. Completely.”
She gave a holiday to all the servants in a fit of anger. The cook has been asking for leave for a long time. She
wants to go to Vijaywada to see her sister. Manju now gave her leave and the train fare too.
“You stay for four days if you want. My leg is all right.”
Shambhu too is now very old. He gets severe cough during nights. Manju told him to take rest for full four
days and take proper medicine.
Raju is next—nobody needs to give him holiday. He takes leaves at every small pretext.
“Why did you give them all leave at a time? Who is going to do the whole work at home? Your leg is not
totally cured. Why didn’t you tell me before sending them all away? Am I so insignificant in this house?”
Sekhar was hurt and angry at his wife’s behavior. Now, for everything she is limping around. Whenever she
gets angry on Sekhar she shows it on herself.
“After we got married, this is the first time for me to do something independently, without consulting you,
whenever I ask something you always say, “do as you like.’ I never acted independently. I always consulted you. I
thought this is a small matter and I need not ask your permission for this, How do I know that your ‘do as you
like’ is just a lip service? This is the first mistake I committed after our marriage. You can forgive me,” she said.
She came very close and told him so in a low but emphatic tone.
Sekhar forgot to bat his eyelids.
Till yesterday she was like a baby, like an angel. What happened to her today? Why does she think I am saying
this? Is it not for her good? She refused to understand. Sekhar was really angry.
“Okay, your wish, do as you like. Move around as you please. Don’t complain of pain hereafter.”
“I won’t, I won’t! I promise you, okay? Not even if it pains. Even if my legs, hands or eyes are taken out also I
won’t complain of any pain and ask for your help.” Manju’s eyes filled with tears.
“Manju.” Sekhar tried to go closer to her. But she ran away crying bitterly.
Sekhar went to his office without eating anything that day. Manju can put up with anything but she cannot bear
it if he goes to office without eating. He is not in the habit of eating outside in the hotels. He did not even take
coffee that day. At 12 o’clock she packed his lunch in a multi-tiered carrier and sent Raju to the office. She sent a
note to him along with the lunch carrier:
“Don’t skip lunch in protest or anger. Raju will be there keeping a watch till you finish. He will report to me if
you do not eat. Come home quickly.”
Raju left with the lunch carrier.
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“Yes, I must adjust. He is a man working outside throughout the day. He must be having lots of work outside. I
can’t expect him to be with me all the time holding my palloo. I am only one amongst his many interest. For me
he is everything. Not so with him. I should understand this.”
She finished her lunch and sat in the hall waiting for Raju’s return. Her eyes are on the wall clock. Her ears are
keenly waiting for the sound of Raju’s feet. Her hands are embroidering on a pillow cover with her mind busy
elsewhere. Raju must be in the office now. He must have kept the carrier on the table and given him the note.
Sekhar must be reading it now. Once he finishes reading he comes and sits before the carrier in an angry mood.
Then he remembers my note and looks up to see if Raju is watching. His mood undergoes a change and he would
then start eating his food, smiling to himself. He may have otherwise finished his food in an indifferent manner.
Manju looked up when she heard the cycle bell. Raju came in with the carrier.
“What did your master say?” she asked.
“Raju did not give any reply nor did he take out any note. He came to her slowly and said:
“Amma, he is not in the office. He was in the office for ten minutes only in the morning. I believe. I brought
the food back.”
Manju threw aside the pillow cover she was embroidering. Her eyes, which were on the wall clock till a
moment ago now turned red with anger. But she controlled herself.
“Okay, go inside and do your work,” she told Raju. He went inside.
Manju got up and came to the bed. Where could he have gone? Where else? Must have gone to the club. The
annual day is only a few days away. He could have taken lunch at least. At home she keeps worrying about him.
He must be enjoying himself there after taking his lunch with Raju at the club Chatting away with a cigarette in
hand. She looked at her foot. It is good I got this injury. Otherwise I would never have known his true nature. He
could have told me before going to the club. And she never objects to his going there. All the anger that had
deserted her earlier returned with double force. Now not for a day or rwo or six days or even six months—in fact
she would not talk to him with any affection for six months. If he treats me just like any man would treat his wife
she would also do the same. She would just give him the courtesy and respect a husband should get from any
wife, not a grain more of affection would she show him. She promised herself firmly.
When the hall clock chimed three in the afternoon she heard the car horn outside. She did not get up, as she
knew it was Sekhar’s car. Raju ran to the gate and opened it. She heard the car coming inside. She sat down on the
bed just hearing the noises outside.
Raju came into the room running.
“Amma, Sekhar babu has a bandage over his eyes. Dr. Yoganandam is with him too.”
But Sekhar was already there. Both his eyes were covered with a white bandage. Dr. Yoganandam, holding his
hand, slowly was leading him to a chair near the wall. Raja was also there.
“What is it? What happened?” Manju asked coming into the hall. He is occupying the same chair that she had
when her leg was wounded.
Raja looked at her. Dr. Yoganandam said:
“Today is a lucky day for all of us. He escaped a major accident, in just a split second. He could have lost his
eye totally. You are very lucky.”
“What happened?” She kept asking without moving from where she stood.
“You know, tomorrow is the annual function. We were all making arrangements on the stage. We are actually
putting up some special curtains for our drama. The curtains were draped to an iron wire. We were trying to fix
the wire from end to end and were trying to tighten it. We were just trying to check if it is okay when the wire
suddenly hit Sekhar just near the eye, my mistake! The person who was standing in the upper store did not see
Sekhar. He pulled the wire hard hitting Sekhar on his face in the process, just missing the eye,” Raja explained,
coming forward.
“There is no need to worry. But he should not strain his eyes. That is why we bandaged the other eye too. You
should see that he doesn’t move out of the house. It is your responsibility. Tomorrow is the annual day in the club.
Sekhar should not move out of the house. Do you hear me Sekhar? I am telling you too.”
Tomorrow is the annual day. Manju knew since how many days he has been making plans for this occasion.
Tomorrow he cannot even open his eyes. He has been looking forward for this day and the great event is going to
bypass him totally. There was no change in Sekhar’s face. He was sitting there as if he was used to it for a long
time.
“Don’t worry, I will take care of everything,” Raja said before leaving.
He was not upset about his injury. He did not call Manju near him. He was simply sitting and talking to the
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others, explaining to them all the things he has so far done and things to be taken care of still. Manju stood there
like a doll hearing everything. For a moment she thought, may be he is not hurt, he may be just acting so to tease
her. Next moment she wondered at his supreme confidence and his ability to take care of everything and at the
same time stay above it all. She was totally taken in by his personality.
After some time Dr. Yoganandam and Raja had gone. Before they left Sekhar made him promise that he would
be allowed to give his speech next day and his bandage would be taken off briefly during that time. Manju went to
the door to see them off and came back into the hall.
“Manju, come here,” he called her as he heard her approaching feet.
“Now at least, you recall my existence.” She stood slightly away from him.
“First come here, have they all gone, Raja and all?” he extended his hand into the space in the direction of her
voice. She quickly came forward and hid her face in his outstretched hand.
“What is this? Chi, chi! Are you crying for this? There is no danger at all to my eyes, haven’t you heard Dr.
Yoganandam? It is all your luck. How is your leg? I did not see it at all today.”
“My foot is okay. First tell me. Even when you are dangerously hurt and your eyes are damaged also, can you
be this cool and detached?” She took his hand in both her hands.
“Why not? Surely. In fact I am now happy and relieved, I can close my eyes and sit with you all the time.
That’s what you always say you want. Isn’t it? I will now sit in front of you all the time. Let me see now if you
don’t get vexed with me soon.” He started playing with her hand.
“If I say that you should be with me always does it mean that I want you to go blind or lame. Is this why you
got this?” She pulled her hand away.
“Look, you are getting angry again. If you move away from me in anger I can’t come after you. You have to
come to me on your own when your anger subsides.” Manju came to him again and gave him her hand. He pulled
her closer and said:
“Manju, look here. You should learn to take things in your stride. If there are situations in life where you feel
pain, you cannot avoid them. But all the time if you keep on anticipating that something is going to happen it is a
sign of weakness and foolishness too. A wise man feels sorry for the things that have already taken place and
coward gets scared at some imaginary pain that might befall him in future. Do you understand? I got hurt in the
eye. I surely feel some pain. But if I lose my peace of mind by magnifying it, what do I achieve? What is the use?
Tell me.”
“But the injury I had on my leg also was not much. But why was I feeling so bad? I felt the whole world had
become a huge vacuum and everything around me was total darkness. Was it a sign of weakness? Does it mean I
am a coward?”
“No, it is not cowardice. It is a beautiful feeling. You were not actually worried about your leg. But you were
afraid that I would neglect you if anything happens to you. No, let me finish. I am not afraid that way. I do not
have any fear complex about you as you have regarding me. Even if I were badly hurt, even if I lose my eye I
would not worry. I know I have you with me, always. If I lose my eyesight you will be my eyesight. Am I not
right? You seem to have forgotten that I have not eaten anything since morning. I am feeling hungry. You feed me
now with your hands. First, take me to our room. You must take me to the club too tomorrow. The driving you
have learnt for fun is now going to help us. What are you thinking about? You are very quiet.”
“No, no it is nothing. Let’s go to our room.” She supported him as he got up from the chair.
“What is it? Tell me.”
“Just what you told me now. Get involved in everything but be above it all.”
“Is that all? Are you not going to tell me that you are not afraid of losing me, that you have confidence in me. I
thought that that’s what you have realized.” Sekhar stopped in his tracks questioning her.
“No, no. I have full confidence in you, always. I just talk like that some times. I have no fear complex at all.
You must have known it too. Let’s go.”
She wiped her eyes and walked along with him. But some inner voice in her shouted:
“Not now, even after hundreds of years there would not be any change in the nature of the relationship between
a man and a woman and the delicate difference that lies between the attitudes of the two towards each other.”
62.129 Street Lights\fn{by Vasa Prabhavathi Devi (c.1940- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 2
Eastern sky is gradually acquiring an orange shade. The birds are already up and chirping. The sweet fragrance
from the half opened buds pervades the air. People are slowly getting up and are seen here and there. One can hear
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Suprabhatam\fn{Morning worship.} from the nearby Venkakteswara Temple. All the devotees in the temple are
immersed totally in the worship and prayers taking place in the temple. One can also hear the cries of Allah-hoAkbar from a mosque in the neighborhood.
Dharma Rao got up to go home after the Suprabhatam is over. He stood before the God once again and folded
his hands. It appeared as though he is very reluctant to leave the serene atmosphere of the temple. Though he has
come out of the temple his mind is still full of the quiet and peace of the temple and the God inside. He has a
broad forehead which bears three horizontal marks drawn with sandal wood paste across his forehead. In the
center one can see a red tilak. He looked severe and dignified in this attire. He wore a red silk dhoti of
Peddapuram silk and his personality acquired grandeur with this dress. He is a regular visitor to the temple during
morning worship time. He is an ardent devotee of Lord Venkateswara and offers freshly plucked flowers to the
Lord every day.
He came half way through the road and suddenly stopped in his tracks. Akbar Khan can be seen coming out of
the mosque. All the tranquility that so far reflected on Dharma Rao’s face disappeared with this encounter. He
turned his face away. Akbar Khan too did the same. Dharma Rao walked towards his home all the time looking to
a side. He did not also pay attention to people coming from the opposite direction.
Dharma Rao went into the back courtyard and washed his feet throughout grumbling to himself. Kamakshamma did not understand either his mood or the grumbling which has become very common nowadays.
“Who do you curse everyday?” she asked with curiosity.
“Who else can I curse? I curse myself!” he shouted at her.
“That’s what I am asking you. Why so?” She repeated her question.
“Should I tell you every thing? Those people who have now come to our backyard! We should blame the man
who sold his plot to him. Even if he did not have sense the person who built his house in that plot should have had
some sense!” he shouted.
Now she understood his mood completely.
“Why do you talk like that? What do you lose if they built a house there? What can they do to us?” She tried to
reason with him.
“What else should they do? They corrupted our religion. Why should they have their house right across our
back yard? You are forced to see their faces every morning after taking bath. We can’t perform any morning
rituals. Chai, what a horrible house!”
“Why should you feel that way? They have not interfered with us in any way. We have our customs and
practices. They have theirs.” She tried to bring some rationale to his foul mood.
“What customs can we observe now? Everything is spoiled. Every day first thing in the morning we have to
see these faces.” He shouted loud and clear.
“Whose faces are useless? Ours or yours?” Akbar Khan shouted back with equal vigor from the other side of
the wall.
“Your faces are useless. Yours and yours only.” Dharma Rao shouted even more loudly.
Akbar Khan’s son started pelting stones from the other side of the wall. One stone hit Geeta on the forehead
and she started bleeding. Dharma Rao’s son then started throwing stones as soon as he saw his sister bleeding.
This time Akbar Khan got hurt and blood gushed out of his wound. Soon the enraged children of Akbar Khan and
Joseph crossed the wall over and jumped into Dharma Rao’s courtyard with sticks and lathis. On this side Dharma
Rao’s neighbors joined the fray with all their might. There was a small-scale pitched battle.
“What do you think of us!” both sides started shouting at each other. This was nothing short of a battle.
Dharma Rao’s head was smashed, almost. His son’s hand was fractured. Joseph’s back was broken on the other
side. Akbar Khan’s forehead too. Some one called the police.
Half the people ran away as soon as they saw the police. All the injured people were taken to the hospital and
first aid was administered to all of them. Later they were all brought to the Police Station—Dharma Rao, Joseph,
Akbar Khan, their children—all of them sat with sour faces in the police station. Elders of the village came and
got them all released on bail.
“To each one of us our religion is sacred. Different religions have different customs. We cannot say this is great
and that is not,” they tried to persuade them.
“What are you saying? Is there any religion in the world which is greater than ours? Our god is the most
ancient one. Their Jesus and Prophet Mohammad are like sons of our God. Our god is the greatest all.”
“What nonsense? Our god is the ancient one.” Joseph and Akbar Khan shouted at a time.
“Dharma Rao, keep quiet.” The temple priest dragged him away.
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“Are you also supporting these barbarians? Don’t you know how great are our Gods and our Rishis? Don’t you
know? Our God is Adi Shankara.”
Dharma Rao kept on arguing with the priest till he reached his home. He took a head bath again as he had to sit
by the side of non-Hindus in the police station. That cooled him a little.
“Amma, Kamakshamma, you must pacify him and control him. Otherwise lives might be lost,” the priest
warned her before going.
That evening while Joseph’s mother was cooking her sari caught fire and her body too was engulfed in flames
in no time. The male members of the household have gone out on business. Akbar Khan’s house too caught fire.
The ladies started screaming. Dharma Rao did not go out to help. He did not allow anyone else in the house too to
help them.
“That’s what happens if anyone talks ill of our god and our religion. Serves them right!” He started saying
loudly. Kamakshamma heard him and said:
“Oh no, no! It is wrong! You should not talk like that when they are facing such trouble. You did not go out to
help. On the other hand, how can you say such things! You have read so many sastras and they should have
enriched your mind. They have made you very narrow minded and foolish. At least if you want to say such things
don’t say them so loudly. They will kill you if they come to know of it,” she said in a frightened tone.
“Oh, let them try.”
Akbar Khan and Joseph heard these words and were very angry. People in the village came and helped to put
out the fire. But the houses were totally burnt along with all the furniture and other belongings. It was a great loss
to them. They had no place to stay. People collected donations and provided shelter to the victims.
Dharma Rao felt his house was safe because of the grace of his Lord. Others were boiling inside at this
attitude.
Then it was Diwali time. By evening in all the houses from yards and streets were decorated with clay lamps.
The crackers of various types brought light and sound to the village streets. The sky resounded with the sound of
thundering crackers. Akbar Khan’s son all of a sudden sent a rocket into Dharma Rao’s house. Kamakshamma
was arranging lights in the front yard and her sari caught fire suddenly. People standing around immediately tried
to put off the fire. But her body was totally burnt. Dharma Rao came out and screamed in terror at the sight of her
charred body. Kamakshamma was writhing on the floor in pain. The children gathered around her and started
crying. The neighbors came and took her to the hospital. She was admitted in the hospital’s emergency burns
ward.
Joseph felt very bad when he heard about it all.
“She is a very nice lady. May Jesus protect her.” He ran to the hospital and cried at the sight of her suffering.
Even Akbar Khan and his wife felt very sad. “Hey, Allah,” they ran to the hospital. They too could not control
their tears when they saw her.
Dharma Rao was sitting in a corner silently and helplessly. Akbar Khan felt very heavy in his heart as he saw
Dharma Rao. He wanted to go and apologize, but he was afraid. All the children were crying surrounding her bed.
They too cried along with the children.
Doctors came and sent everybody out. Joseph went to the church and prayed for her. Akbar Khan went to the
Mosque and asked his God to save Kamakshamma. Pujari of the Venkateswara Temple too commenced his
prayers. All her children prayed to God and offered coconuts and begged God for their mother’s life. Dharma
Rao’s plight was unimaginable. The doctors who first said that the first twenty-four hours were critical now said
they should wait for another six hours. Everyone prayed for her life.
Kamakshamma slowly moved her head. Her body was burnt. But her face was saved. Her face reflected her
cool.
“Mother, please forgive me,” Akbar Khan folded his hands.
“Mother, Jesus will surely save you,” said Joseph.
“All Gods are one. Every God is great. They have all come together to save me. You must now learn to live
together in harmony. That’s what I want,” she said. Her voice was very feeble and it appeared to be coming from
deep inside a well.
“Don’t make her talk!” doctors warned. The temple priest came.
“Dharma Rao, you were all arguing all the time, each one saying that your God alone is great. Now see what
happened. What injuries have you inflicted on your conscience? All Gods are same. Believe me! All Gods are
one.”
“True, Pujariji, what you say is true. I realize it now. We have all got our individual faiths, each one’s as strong
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as the other’s.” They have joined hands together now: Dharma Rao, Joseph and Akbar Khan.
“Now you must throw your light like the street lights which lighten the path of people walking in darkness.
Then our lives become fulfilled.”
“Yes, what you say is true. Streetlights lighten path for people walking in darkness. A worthy man should
always be like a street light,” said Dharma Rao. His face glowed with new realization. All of them looked at the
streetlights that just came to life.
They give light to one and all without any discrimination—poor or rich, Hindu or Muslim—they don’t make
any difference. God also reflects the same truth. To Him all men are same.
They all looked at him with calm, serenity and peace.
22.85 Birthday Deathday\fn{by Padma Hejmadi aka Padma Porera (c.1940- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 7
For a long time the train circles the town, defining it, as a dog will circle a patch of ground to mark his
sleeping place.
As other journeys have circled their destination—Innsbruck, two years ago; the bus from Venice reaching a cup
of hills and then slowly rounding its rim in the darkness, descending tier by smaller tier to a handful of jewels
glimmering at the bottom of the valley. “Innsbruck!” the driver cried when the jewels became street lights: a
destination reached. “Innsbruck—!” springing out on Austrian soil and at once becoming aggressively Italian,
pushing the blue cap to the back of his head, tired but tirelessly male and appreciative, eyeing each woman
passenger as she stepped out pale and blinking a little, dizzy from circling the hills.
As I have circled decisions, hesitating on the brink of commitment: what is this, before I embrace it? But I
cannot know until I’ve embraced it. As I could not identify the jewels until they turned into Innsbruck, nor can
really assimilate this dusty Deccan town, last seen five years ago, until I return again today. Is this the measure of
age then?—not chronology but layers of awareness: the remembering, the likening, the overlap of experience. I
am not twenty-five but two similar journeys to be encompassed and understood.
“Excuse me, shall I pull down that window for you?” The man across. Unctuous. Fatly solicitous.
“No, thank you.”
Take notes to share with your sister: a profiteer, what else? Bet he bribed the booking clerk to get a lower
berth. Will she say that or will you? Being with her is a perpetual deja vu: everything felt is repeated; everything
known is deepened and returned by her quality as by time.
“But you are facing the engine, aren’t you? You may be getting coal in your eye.”
“No, no. I’m all right. Really. Don’t bother. It’s very kind of you.”
Kind indeed, when scarcely half an hour has elapsed since he bullied his secretary so unmercifully at the last
station! Such misplaced and heavy-handed chivalry. Probably beats his wife. Look studiedly out at the dark earth
slipping past: black-cotton-soil-of-the-Central-Indian-plateau … At what point did that cease being a textbook
phrase and become landscape seen from moving windows?
Why, when a trip grows from ambition to actuality, does it at once change its shape? Poring over atlases: as a
child, tracing routes with a grubby forefinger: I want to go there and there and there. See that and that and that.
When first did “there” and “that” get tinged with “them”—a place endued with persons met, an alien landscape
made unalterably yours because you caught a cold there or ran into a friend at the corner or were so desperately
unhappy that in acknowledging your misery you accepted its surroundings as well?
Neither colds nor griefs nor friendships in Innsbruck, yet a journey out as jeweled as the journey in: to my
tropical eyes the very first glimpse of springtime in a temperate climate—such new and tender green light
everywhere, everywhere, everywhere, until the whole world had turned to emerald. Here the ground is black and
baked; the sun beats down. No, the journeys are not similar after all. There in Europe the circles were described in
depth, feasting the eyes and the senses. Here in India these train tracks draw horizontal rings around the town
while the town itself stands deep with age and implication, casually shuffling the centuries together as if they
were a well-thumbed pack of cards.
Remember writing about that to my husband last time, five years ago, when he was still merely a friend and a
foreigner, adding: “You must come here, you simply must.” And now he will … and now he will …
Train wheels take up the rhythm, toss it irrepressibly along. I dare not smile, the man across may smile back
and start making overtures again.
With a violent lurch the tempo slows down: … and … now … he … will.
Why are they stopping? Have we arrived already?
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“No signal probably,” the man says.
Nothing outside but the hot blue immensity of sky; fields lying fallow; a single bullock-cart propped forward
on its shafts, the bull disengaged and tethered to a stump close by, the driver snoozing in the shade of a scraggly
babul tree. Clusters of huts in the distance: dried thatch, mud walls, black earth.
Suddenly out of nowhere a beggar woman come—thin, of no age at all, hair pulled back into a peasant knot,
protruding teeth, a baby asleep on her shoulder. She has covered its head with the tattered end of her sari; beneath
it escape stick-like arms and legs. I open my purse and find a coin.
“You should wait until we are about to start and then give,” says the man. “Now, see, they’ll all come
running.”
In place of the woman a boy of less than three. Faded blue shirt barely covering his belly; around his hips a
thin black cord against the evil eye; his sex, spindly thighs and feet stained with dust and urine; one eye a running
sore on which flies settle and do not fly away. He doesn’t raise his hand to ward them off, he just extends it, palm
upward:
“Amma …”
“You are simply encouraging them. This is how even able-bodied fellows become beggars.” (Echoes of a
cartoon in a Madras newspaper: one wayside beggar informing another: “I have decided to open a branch office.”)
An old man now, a girl, a cripple, two more men—“See what I told you? Able-bodied chaps.”
No more coins left, no change to pay the porter when I get off.
Suddenly I am afraid: of vultures gathering, of the fattest vulture of them all in front of me, drawing up a bulging
dhoti-clad leg to lean back more comfortably against the buttoned upholstery. The train gives a warning lurch.
Calmly he feels in his pocket, opens a shiny wallet and, shaking out a few coins, flings them from the window just
as we begin to move. The beggars scatter and then avidly converge, getting down on their hands and knees,
scrounging in the dust; left behind. Wheels rattle louder, spin faster, devouring every hunger and shame and
platitude:
If you give to one, they all come running. Whatever you do is a drop in the ocean …
The man belches, complacent. His point has been proven, his vanity fed.
Abroad, in Europe and America, I’ve chafed against the stuffy impersonality of trains: hermetically sealed off
from outside smells and sounds, neatly dispensing with even their own thudding clatter as they glide in and out of
dumb-show stations. Here one is thrown open with every window to every scrap and pain of life. To shut out, to
soft-pedal, is to be lessened: not so lacerated, not so responsible, that much less alive. Profiteers are part of the
bargain then—will this trip never end?
All of a sudden it does. Against the sliding blur of people and noise—red turbans of the coolies, cries of the
platform vendors, bookstalls, piles of luggage, cavernous waiting rooms—a vivid delicate face springs into focus,
eagerly scanning each compartment as it rumbles by. My sister. Thin hand, replica of my own, clasps mine. We
have never looked alike, only hands to show the comforting kinship.
“How was it?”
“All right.” Tell her later. Jostling of people, maneuvering of luggage.
“Suitcase, bedding, water-jug. Nothing else? Sure?”
“Sure. Oh, and I’ve no change.”
“What did you do, eat it? Never mind, I have enough.” Incredible how anyone so exquisite can be so efficient.
To avoid the last-minute scramble she has engaged a porter well ahead of time. Number 83 on his brass badge; but
by now, especially with the train so late, she must have divined not only his name but that of his wife, his
children, his village and his sure-fire remedy for whooping cough. He coils his turban into a cushion padding the
crown of his head, places the suitcase on top of it, swings up the bed-roll in a single gesture and strides off
towards the exit. Holding the heavy earthen water-jug between us, we try to follow, only to be blocked off at
every second step by what seems to be a welcoming committee of sorts thronging my fellow traveler. Flashbulbs
pop and sizzle against an overpowering odor of roses and human sweat. Can’t point him out to my sister, he is
hidden by the crowds, unseen but well imagined: laden with garlands and the lard of his own importance. In a
sudden access of distaste I lose my bearings.
“Hey, where did our porter go?”
“Jeevanlal? He said he’d wait for us at the gate—what are you giggling at?”
Your knowing his name. Reaffirmation of faith and familiarity. Sheer giddy relief that, for once, those whom I
most cherish will be safe within the bounds of a single country, not scattered haphazard across the globe to turn
travel from a luxury to a lifeline.
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Answering my thoughts, she tells me the moment we escape the clamor of the platform:
“Guess whose cable we got today?”
My turn to beg. “He’s coming soon?”
“Day after tomorrow. The visa has come through. He wired to say he’d grab the earliest available flight out.”
Never has this town been more layered with time, personal time now, three layers on every dust mote: the
future of his arrival day after tomorrow; the actuality of our presence here today; and over it all the remnants of
the past, five years ago: a sense of reading over my own forgotten shoulder, therefore, able to wander in the
garden or write letters while the elders talked, shown the town as now I can show my sister.
“We haven’t been together on a trip like this since high school, do you realize that?”
But she doesn’t hear me, busy settling accounts with Jeevanlal and wearing her absorbed, practical face so
absurdly resembling her three-year-old son’s that I in turn am distracted and do not hear when she speaks.
“Psst! Snap out of it. I said taxi or tonga?”
“Tonga, of course.”
Remember to tell him this when he arrives: as children, out in the districts, down endless country roads edged
with rice fields, we went to elementary school in a tonga painted bright blue, the horse stepping smartly along in
feathered crest and jingling harness, the driver whistling film songs to its beat.
Today our driver is mournful, with drooping moustaches and a dispirited horse called Raja. When he says, “ Ai,
Raja, ai!” and flourishes his whip, it livens tentatively up to a trot, only to lapse back soon enough to its habitual
shuffle.
“Leave him be,” my sister says. “We are in no hurry. Is he an old horse?”
“Old? Raja? Why, I got him scarcely a month ago at the very best age a horse can be—“
Moustaches bristle; he is lying and they both know it, a companionable feeling. She asks him where he lives,
he tells her; talks of his brother, a tenant farmer; the monsoons; the crops; a new dam being built upriver … See it
again: her inheritance, as firstborn, of our parents’ gift: of giving themselves so simply to the substance of things
while never losing their own complexity, so that every human encounter is allowed to fill its limits, whether
rounded and complete or probing jagged comers; in accord or in argument, always that sense of a touchstone.
Easy to think, away from them: “It couldn’t be. Distance does it. I’m idealizing,” only to come home and be
witness again, watching her now, wondering: When did envy of her as a sister stop and delight in her as a person
begin? Past how many childhood resentments, absences, miles, years, growing up parallel though separate to
reach this spacious closeness—a ripening result of time, once more, as only this dusty town can evoke it.
“When did you arrive?”
“Yesterday.”
“How are our host and hostess?”
Eyes solemnly wide. “They are away today, but you can imagine.”
“Yes, I can.”
I start giggling again. Between us they are a private joke with all the probable improbability of a cartoon:
Highly respected literati from a wealthy business clan who have set themselves up as patrons of the arts and the
sciences alike, benignly engrossed in charities, ideally engrossed in each other—perfect couple, share and share
alike: he takes on the sciences while she appropriates the arts. Regularly over the years they have also brought up
innumerable nieces and nephews, sheltered destitute cousins and widowed great-aunts, finally becoming, though
childless themselves, titular heads of a huge and constantly accruing household. Why then should their laudable
lives give off such a tinny sound?
“Perhaps,” my sister suggests thoughtfully, “because they seem to stake such proprietary claim on all
compassion and conjugal bliss. Nobody can expect to get away with that, now can they?” Chin in hand, as we jog
up and down, she watches the road unrolling like a broad gray ribbon beneath the tonga wheels, skirting bazaar
and cantonment area to take us to the oldest quarter of the town beyond the university campus.
“I was thinking about it when I woke up today. Lay in bed: waggling my foot and listening to all the earlymorning sounds around their place—cook yelling, taps running, old lady brushing her teeth with a neem-twig and
making such alarming noises in the process that—”
“Good God!”
At my groan, so loud and unexpected, the tonga driver turns around to glance speculatively at us above his
moustaches.
“Don’t tell me she’s there now.”
“Where else would she be, poor thing? And they’ve never harbored an international marriage in the house
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before, so you might as well prepare yourself for an inquisition.”
Dismaying prospect. The old lady, our hostess’s aunt, is like no other old lady we know: possessed and
personified by a curiosity so all-consuming that she has passed into a proverb in our dialect—eternally she lifts
lids to peek beneath, opens doors to hear within, tweaks the curtains in every bedroom to flush out some possibly
lurking love. … Yet now in the old house she stands like a painting under the high shadow; of arches of the
verandah: deep red sari offsetting white walls, grey stone floors; a waiting, parched-ivory face, deceptively bland
and fine-boned.
“Why are you so late? How much did you pay the tonga? How many hours did you spend on the train? Were
you alone in the compartment? Did anyone try to molest you? Why hasn’t your husband come with you, have you
quarreled? Oh, will the visa be ready by the time he leaves? Is this why you and he and your sister are coming
from three different directions on three different days instead of traveling together like sensible people? Where
will you go next? Where are your parents now? How long …”
Age. This too, ceaseless reckoning of people and places and times, usually dismissed in formula: Curiosity
Keeps Her Alive. Or could it perhaps have been congenital in her case? Once to be deplored, now accepted and
even indulged. With so little of it left, she is entitled to leaven her life as she chooses. (“Crowded as our
conditions are, we can have room and respect for our old people.” Who said that, so righteous and resonant?
Politician? Poet? Someone in a dream?) So now she welcomes visitors, fusses over the younger generation—“The
boys are in Darjeeling, the girls are down south.”
Can’t get a word in edgewise to ask what boys? Which girls?
No matter. For the moment, a house blessedly empty and beautiful. Curtains from Orissa, hand-woven and the
colour of wet earth. Kashmiri rugs on the floor—mountain and cloud, kingfisher and chenar leaf, against the cool
grey stone. A Tibetan prayer wheel. Tanjore bronzes. On one entire wall a great carved lintel from a South Indian
temple. Objects disparate yet coherent like the landscapes they represent, blown together by the wind through
open doors, held together by the spaces in the old house, intact as when a spendthrift Nawab built it fifteen
generations ago.
“Lovely,” I admit sotto voce under the continuing barrage of questions. “And no air conditioning or closed
doors, thank God.”
“If it salves your conscience any,” my sister murmurs back, “that lintel was neither bought nor yanked off.
Presented-in-appreciation-of-charitable-services-rendered. She told me.”
Abruptly the barrage stops.
“What are you talking about? … Go and wash up, children. We’ve put you in what used to be the harem.”
Three rooms to the side of the house open out on to a courtyard completely enclosed by high stone walls,
shaded by a mango tree at one end and a jackfruit at the other. “And no doubt a eunuch standing guard in
between,” my sister mutters. “So much for the good old days.”
“What eunuch?” at once the old voice demands eagerly behind us. “Where, where?”
Day after tomorrow, driving home from the airport, my sister will probably warn him: “Listen, your bugging
devices are nothing compared to our old lady, so just you watch out.” Sitting between them, I shall be able to look
from one profile to the other, maybe against a wet darkness blurring past the windows, light rain falling. As a
child, remember being most still when most happy, unable to move lest the brimming moment spill. “It’s all
right,” he will say, unperturbed. “I’ve got used to you scrutable Orientals by now.” But we forget: the old lady
speaks no English, except for one word. Might otherwise leave him alone, aside from a constant unwinking
scrutiny when he is in sight, meanwhile pelting us with questions, plying him with food and uttering her one
English word. “Eat,” she will say benevolently. “Eat, eat …”
“Just like my mother,” he will groan.
Even so she will not perpetually smile like her niece, our hostess, and make small talk, mouth flattening sweet
and smug across pretty white teeth; nor, like our host, introduce him to officials: military officials, government
officials, business officials—an avalanche of bureaucratic handshaking from which he may never recover.
Even to conjecture the scene, here on this first day of my visit, makes me quail.
“Sightseeing,” my sister whispers. “That’s the answer. We’ll take him out sightseeing morning, noon and night
until we leave.”
By evening we have already become conspirators, truly contemporaries as we escape the house to pitch our
moment’s presence against the entrancing centuried town. Walking down the narrow bazaar lanes, we practice
translating the names of things into English, all for his delectation when he should arrive day after tomorrow.
(“Look, the green gourd in the basket. That’s dil pasand, Heart’s Choice. And that knobbly one over there—that’s
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called kala kand, the Root of Art. It’s true, I swear it!”)
But how to translate the untranslatable: exactly what it means to hear these languages sounding together again,
plosive to fricative like clapper to bell: liquid Hindi phrases decorating a vegetable; harsh clatter of Marathi
haggling in a market; pure classical Urdu spoken by the old retainers at the tombs of the Muslim saints, and by the
caretaker declaiming to us at the Chakki, an ancient flour mill with its creaking water-wheel still in use—
“The water comes in underground tunnels from an unknown source in the hills seven miles away,” the
caretaker enunciates slowly and deeply and beautifully into pale gold evening light, as if he were reciting a poem.
Day after tomorrow perhaps a question to be translated: How can it be unknown if you know it is seven miles
away? Are you sure no one ever found it—neither engineer nor sanitary inspector, not even the urchins playing in
the hills or a cowherd grazing his flock? Today we listen, my sister and I: belief is sustenance, like the water itself.
“Mian Mohur.” The name resounds majestically on the caretaker’s tongue, his delivery rising in grandeur from
ode to epic.
“Mian Mohur, the hunchback slave who became our prime minister in 1600. It was he who installed this water
supply and we can still use it safely, all our townspeople, all these centuries later.”
It churns over the wheel, splashes down exquisitely carved and inlaid channels, past formal gardens (sunlight,
grass, croton leaves) to a place of pure white minarets and petaled arches, fluted pillars and marble floors. “Shh,
listen—“ A mosque. Within, the chanting sounds and stops and sounds again. We move away, not to disturb.
“You know,” I tell her, “this is one of the things I’ve most missed, being away from home.”
How can I explain it? Only hands can gesture together, showing her everything coalesced—not just sunlight,
grass, croton leaves, but a total opposite of what it was like abroad where I have lived since my marriage.
“Life was somehow so compartmentalized there. One language at a time. One era at a time. One religion at a
time. Except for the cities, which were another problem entirely, everything else was pruned down to stay in its
place, very tidy. No bursting of boundaries, of things spilling over into your life willy-nilly, like this jumble of
languages and religions and the past and the present that we are smitten with here. Yes, that was perhaps the most
cramping of all: the business of being caught perpetually and irretrievably within your own time-span; clutching
the present, being clutched by the present …”
“Inevitable, though, isn’t it?”
Thoughtfully my sister traces the outline of a leaf with her forefinger.
“After all, theirs is a different idiom of existence, so they are bound to possess a different sense of time. Don’t
you see? For us it is an underpinning, such a constant dimension that without it we are well and truly lost.
Meaning, if the past can cripple us, it can also provide our crutches. For whatever that’s worth.”
Yes, we’ve both learned that, culturally as well as personally, our respective marriages having taken us towards
the same insight from opposite ends—I in rebelling against tradition, she in accepting it. After a pause, she adds:
“Old you know that the language in some of the Vedic texts has no present tense? Because the moment a word
is uttered, it is past.”
Typically, while I am still mulling over that, she has a practical prescription to offer.
“Tell you what, let’s to go the caves tomorrow.”
“Marabar?” I laugh. No, not the mythical Marabar; just Buddhist caves here in the bare northern hills
overlooking the town: dark, unpretentious, a little smudged by time.
“Carved between the fifth century BC and the second century AD,” our guide Abdulla waves a reckless hand
the next day. What’s a couple of centuries more or less? Our hosts have insisted he accompany us on the
expedition (impossible to contemplate two young women going off unescorted to that lonely hillside), but we like
the young rascal: the way he stood shock-headed, solemnly at attention while being interviewed in the big house;
the way he now goes whistling, chattering, throwing out casual snippets of information—mostly inaccurate—as
he picks his way over thorn and pebble and scrub to reach the easternmost cave.
Last time I was here, it was a friend who took us around: a meticulous, erudite man; dates and trends and
theories holding their shape in his mind as palpably as the shapes of chaitya and vihara around us. This time we
have no need of annotations—enough to know, outside, the feel of sun-warmed stone at fingertips; inside, the
musty smell of bats and centuries; and from far away the sound of a child’s voice floating faintly into the dimness.
We turn to each other, struck by the same thought.
“Listen to that, Abdulla. More people coming up the hill. Why don’t you go and show them around, that way
you have two groups of clients at one trip? We can wait for you here.”
“Here is a boulder perched on the hillside, slightly askew but with the huge and solid certainty of Krishna’s
butter-ball. Abdulla wavers, his feet turned towards the exit, his face half-turned towards us in doubt.
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“Yesterday there were goondas here, such hooligans! Don’t know where they came from. Luckily they didn’t
deface anything but they threw stones at tourists and tried to dislodge rocks and hack at the roots of trees to bring
them down. I don’t know if I should—”
“Don’t worry, it’s all right. Really. Look, if we sit on this boulder we’ll be within your view all the time, so you
can keep an eye on us as you promised.” She smiles reassuringly at him; succumbing, he grins back—a broad
delighted gleam of teeth in the darkness—and disappears.
“Devious, aren’t you?”
“Certainly.” Unabashed, she scrambles up after me. Not since our teens have we felt such a gleeful sense of
playing truant, flouting censure (“Graceless, two grown women climbing rocks like monkeys!”), sitting there with
our saris billowing around us. It was she who draped a sari on me, when I first wore it to school, admonishing
sternly: No pins. No long strides.
“Remember that?” We don’t talk together so much as simply be together, using not sentences so much as
spaces shared—for those we both love; for filling in blanks; for pooling the discoveries of our separate lives (how
in my foreign flat privacy can change to loneliness, how in her bustling joint-family home companionship can
turn to chaos); catapulting back and forth from the past to the possible; ranging at random over books read,
pictures seen, people met, clothes worn; moving from experience to insight; from language to dialect to the
kinship of silence.
Especially here, the reason for our pilgrimage. “It’s not only the stone, even the stillness here is sculptured.
Have you noticed?”
I notice: Abdulla’s whistle can’t penetrate it, nor the chattering family he escorts. (Father sporting dark glasses,
mother a wad of betel leaf in her cheek; twin sons with breaking voices and downy upper lips; a small girl in a
vivid red skirt.) Silence is what the Buddhist monks have left behind in this place, carved as carefully as their
caves: the accumulated peace of their years of discipline and meditation. Met with thrice before, recognized again,
this quiet that is not disturbed by noise—once in a Thai temple; once in a synagogue in Cochin; once,
unforgettably, in that mountain village in Japan, tucked away behind the hills, so remote you could fool yourself
into believing fate couldn’t touch you there.
Shrilly the family troops out of one cave and into another. Teeth gleaming, Abdulla follows. Above us the sky
turns hazy with heat; a kite circles, lazily watchful. In front, the hill falls away in a series of bumpy slopes to the
plateau below: at one end of it, a potters’ village (narrow streets, women carrying brass pitchers balanced on their
heads) and at the other, almost directly beneath us, the ruined splendor of the Empress’s Golden Palace, very
seventeenth-century Moghul, gaudy and somber at once.
On cold nights the wind must whistle eerily through those broken arches; today it blends faint noises from the
town. Small deliberate creak of the Chakki’s water-wheel, clang of cycle bells, human hum of the bazaar,
mechanical sounds from a crew of men laying a new road just around the bend of the hill and out of sight: a dull
banging, whirring, drilling, pause; banging, whirring, drilling, pause—suddenly a deafening explosion.
Everything moves. Dizzy, I turn to my sister, find her staring back at me equally startled, one rueful eyebrow
climbing her forehead. “Don’t tell me I’m pregnant again.”
“You couldn’t be. I felt it too.”
“Oh, it’s the dynamite, silly. From the road.”
She has scarcely finished speaking when there is another explosion, louder than the first. With it, a rumbling, a
sliding. Our rock pitches forward and we are thrown off balance, scrabbling frantically at its surface for a
handhold.
“Let’s get out of here.”
But we can’t. Try to move, and the boulder teeters again, rolling forward another few inches before coming
precariously to rest just short of a small rocky ledge.
“Don’t move!” Abdulla has come running out; his terrified face sets the seal on our danger.
Then this must be one of the rocks that the hooligans tried to dislodge yesterday for the pleasure of seeing it
hurtle downhill. What they began anything can complete at any moment—another reverberation, our slightest
movement, a sneeze. The ledge might break our fall; it might not. The entire family surrounds Abdulla now, circle
of frozen upturned faces staring at us, we staring back, petrified until made part of the boulder in a desperate
travesty of stillness. My heart thudding or hers? So loud, so violent, it might shake the boulder, send us crashing
down, ending …
“Buttress it—” Again caught by the same thought, we can scarcely whisper.
Somehow the father understands and forestalls us, suddenly galvanized into authority.
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“Stones. Pick up the heaviest you can find and lay them against the base of the boulder. We can try to keep it
from moving. You, Amol—”
A quick stream of Bengali to one of the twins and the boy takes off, running zigzag down the steps of the hill
followed by his mother’s anxious cry. Perhaps “Be careful, you might fall!”
Again the father interrupts, brusque.
“Shh, no noise. Come on, Abdulla. Hurry.”
Time topples … slowed down to their every movement: a nightmare choreography, their bending down,
picking up each stone, staggering over with it, carefully lowering and easing it into place against our rock. May
not work. Against the whole height of the hill, one small boy, now a dwindling brown streak still zigzagging down
the bottom steps.
Things happen in threes. Two blasts already. One more, and the end. No one speaks.
The child says shrilly “Ma?—” on a high note of fear.
With a hand on her shoulder the mother turns her away, glancing briefly back at us, implacable, one-mother-toanother:
If anything should happen to you, I want to spare her the sight.
Notice it all. Take in every detail to keep from shaking. Three dried grasses waving on the ledge. Black and
ochre dust. My sister’s blue sari on the rock, rock the color of a water buffalo’s back. Child’s red skirt vanishing
around a tree trunk. Remember the mother’s look to recognize it afterwards if there is an afterwards. Now,
childless, I must let my sister accept that look: having children she has more value. We are not only ourselves but
what others have invested in us.
One more day. Please let me have one more day until he arrives tomorrow. Vertigo; falling; down into terror;
no tomorrow. But cling. Cling to the thought of it; until he comes tomorrow. Please. Flesh has never been so
sweet, to look, to touch, to be with one another, laugh over the names of vegetables—oh God, if prayer is so easy
it couldn’t be prayer.
As the fourth stone settles into place there is a slight bump, the rock begins to teeter. Watching Abdulla jump
out of the way, we daren’t move, breathe, clutch each other; but nothing happens. One more stone may do it, hold
back the rock. If there isn’t another blast, if the twin reaches in time to warn the road crew. Time.
Not layers or tenses now but time itself. Runnels of sweat down back, down legs. Palms clammy; thighs damp
against the rock. No need to ask what she is thinking. Never so close, never so separate; separate investments.
Like joined twins being relentlessly tom apart, morsel by morsel of flesh and memory. Always complaining you
didn’t look alike in life, now perhaps in death you will, no more complaints, equally mangled—Stop it.
From the road a confused noise but no report. Amnesty once more. With it, a sudden ineradicable rage. Why,
why, if this is to be the end, were these last vouchsafed days frittered away in hypocrisy, mouthing politenesses to
our host and hostess; why not my husband here; her family; our parents—our lives are those we love.
JUMP. Have I said it aloud? Turn to her at last, unable to focus or see her face; only the eyes, familiar, loved,
hazel-flecked; my older sister, my touchstone self commanding NO. SIT STILL. BE STILL. BE, become … Not
dynamite exploding but all my separate selves, from the center outwards, from him, from what we have built
between us, to become beggar’s hunger, profiteer’s greed, old woman’s curiosity, embrace them each and die, stop
the waiting; not half in love with easeful death but totally, totally, cool caved dark—Tomorrow. Think.
Concentrate. Tomorrow. Without him, death may be impossible as life. Tomorrow.
If no explosion yet, probably never. The twin has reached.
“They’re coming!”
Shrill, it’s the child again, resilient, red skirt bobbing up and down. She has come all the way from fear to
excitement: A spectacle! Men with ropes, pulleys, axes on their shoulders; climbing slowly, tortuously up the
jagged steps. In abeyance now, the chaos, the anger, the unbearable love—And for her? Next to me, a still,
beautiful blur, what is she thinking, what am I thinking, going off at tangents, always talking to him in my head:
“Stupid, isn’t it, having to stave off terror by watching yourself stave off terror?”
With help on the way we can force ourselves to look down now, concede the worst: rock, hillside, gravity,
pulling you down into death. Infinitesimal too, our deaths like our lives, mere scratches on Mian Mohur’s water
system, just two more dead for the Golden Palace. Now, saved from it, it is possible to entertain the idea,
entertaining idea, death.
Pulleys; men; noise. Ropes flung tight around the belly of our rock and fastened to a tree trunk at either end.
Barricade of stones built higher. Brown, sinewy arms streaked with sweat; hot heavy breathing in the sun; palms
flattened, braced against the boulder. Peremptory order:
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“Now jump.”
We jump. Saris billow behind; absurd parachutes. Alive, alive. Safe. At least for the moment. Tell them, thank
them. Mouth dry, hand at last clutching her, as if never to let go. “You saved our lives—” Invitations to dinner;
baksheesh; gratitude; recompense absurd as parachutes, all the way down the steps of the hill to the potters’
village below (through narrow dusty streets, past women balancing pitchers on their heads); pebbles underfoot;
reek of drains and cow dung; to where our hosts’ car awaits, handing time back to us—stolid anachronism, parked
next to the Golden Palace.
Stepping in, I hear her pause and turn to Abdulla. All this time, noticing and noticing, I haven’t noticed his
face: waxen, still terrified, skin pulled perilously taut across high cheek-bones.
“Of course it wasn’t your fault,” she is saying crisply. “After all, we suggested it ourselves. Didn’t we? How
on earth were you supposed to know the boulder was pried loose? I’ll tell them that. Don’t worry. We’ll sign a
paper, if you like.” As a guide, his reputation would have died with us. Still very well might. But suddenly, nerves
frayed endlessly beneath the endlessly burning sun, I turn on her in exasperation, protesting in our dialect—
blessed obscure dialect that nobody here understands—“Will you stop being so impossibly good? You’re too
much, worrying about him after what we’ve been through.”
She glares at me, annoyed in return, not saintly in the least.
“Damn it, it’s his livelihood, isn’t it? We are safe now, it’s all over. What about him?”
Again that parental heritage: no vehement claims on virtue, merely this willingness to take each moment
wholly and then leave it as wholly behind: receive and relinquish with open hands. Theirs after all is the same
wisdom that sang the Vedas in the past tense.
She has always possessed that. It is I who need to go on innumerable journeys, almost die, to learn; meanwhile
slowly counting my age by birthdays of knowledge.
Above us the caves are pitted dark and high in the hillside; here the broken archways of the Golden Palace
wear the sky proudly, like an immense blue crown.
62.65 & 63.3 1. Incentive 2. Ragam Gandhari: Two Short Stories\fn{by P. Sathyavathi (1940- )} Andhra Pradesh,
India (F) 7
1
Viriboni sounds great on the veena. Though Sarada had learnt a lot of kritis, she had a special love for Viriboni.
She didn’t know why, but she knew that she liked it very much. That day, while cleaning the house, and wiping
her veena, she felt an urge to play Viriboni on it once again. She remembered her veena teacher.
“If you practice, you’ll become as great as Dhanammal!” he used to say.
But where was the time to practice? By the time she had tightened the strings, adjusted the shruti and was
about to begin the varnam, the bell rang. She put aside the veena and opened the door.
“What’s all this? Why is the house in such a mess? Didn’t I tell you I’ll be back by four? I’ve asked my
colleague Sivarao to come at five. He said he would come with his wife. Why did you take the veena out now?
My God! Did you make anything for them to eat?” her husband said.
Sarada put the veena back in the box. The Viriboni varnam lingered in her mind. Now she had to welcome
Sivarao and his wife and had to set the house in order before they came. If the house wasn’t neat, Rao would be
angry. It seemed that everyone who worked for a foreign company had to have the same kind of lifestyle.
Their culture too, was different. She covered the veena box and placed a flowerpot on it.
Sivarao and his wife arrived. They stayed on till midnight. The next morning, before the children left for
school and Rao for office, the breakfast table had to be laid out, as elegantly decorated as on a film set. Everything
had to move like clockwork.
Rao left town now and then on official work. Though Sarada was able to breathe a little easier during his
absence, the children would invariably have unit tests or something else just then. So Sarada simply never got the
chance to take out the veena and play Viriboni.
That afternoon. Rao was out attending a camp. Sarada’s younger daughter had been pestering her for notebooks and the elder one for socks. She set off to the market to buy these as well as the grocery. She had the car
only when Rao was in town. It was not there otherwise.
Ten yards away from her flat was a moduga tree with a tea stall under it. Four or five rickshaws always stood
there. On days when Rao was late, Sarada used to sit by her window looking out at the tea stall. From her
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window, Sarada would watch Venkatesu, who served tea to the customers, work till twelve in the night. The place
bustled with activity till the late night show was over.
Narayana, who ran the tea stall, was fond of her daughters so he made it a point to speak to Sarada.
“How are you, Amma? What brings you here?” asked Narayana.
“I want to go shopping. So, how are you? Your business seems to be flourishing. It’s always busy here,” said
Sarada.
“Yes. It is busy; isn’t it centrally located?”
“That means you must be earning a lot,” Sarada said, congratulating him.
“How, Amma? I’m just a worker. On a monthly salary. The owner is our Ramulu babai,” Narayana sighed.
“So this stall is not yours! But then why are you here?”
“Where else can I be? It’s the same wherever I work. At least, there are some facilities here.”
Venkatesu was working mechanically, dipping the dirty cups into a tub of water, washing them clean, filling
them with tea, putting them on a tray and going around.
“Narayana, if you bought this stall wouldn’t you have had all this money?” she asked.
Narayana looked at Sarada with pity—like a person who has attained ultimate knowledge looking at an
ignoramus—and laughingly said:
“How can I buy it, Amma? What’s my salary? Not even one tenth of the earnings per month from this stall. It
won’t be enough even for my family. If I have to buy a stall in a central place like this, I have to pay for the good
will. Moreover, why would Ramulu babai sell the stall? Amma, who would want to sell the golden goose?”
In the meanwhile the children had called a rickshaw puller and fixed a price. Sarada got onto the rickshaw
feeling sorry for Narayana.
It was eight thirty when they returned home from shopping. Rao was waiting for them. He looked a bit
annoyed. Sarada realized that the job for which he had gone out of town had not been successful. Moreover,
coming home to a locked house always angered him.
“It’s bad, very bad, they keep nagging us. Don’t the buyers know the defects of the product? When we ask
them to rectify the defect, they ask us why they should employ us.”
He then abused the higher authorities and the dealers nonstop for a quarter of an hour and then went in to
bathe.
Rao didn’t speak much to his wife and children. And when he deigned to, he spoke only about his office. Apart
from his job, he had no personal matters to talk about. His colleagues, his office, his Regional Manager, Vice
President, their dealer here, their dealer there, their questions, his intelligent replies, his experience, his
intelligence, their abusing him for not reaching the targets, his rejoinders, his company, its greatness, its turnover
in crores, the many facilities for the employees—Sarada knew all these by heart.
If she made chapattis for breakfast, he would start off:
“None of my colleagues eat chapattis early in the morning. Only idlis, or bread, butter and jam. You and your
village upbringing. Go and watch the wives of my colleagues and the kind of things they cook.”
His company was heaven and those who worked in it, gods. Yet all of them were slaves to the bosses of the
heaven, the Marketing Manager, the Vice President and the General Manager. They are enjoying their slavery. It’s
like that, Sarada used to think at first.
But Rao had changed her mind.
“When the company provides us with so many facilities, it’s not slavery. We are like a family. We work
earnestly. That means, we care for the company’s well-being.”
Sarada appreciated her husband’s devotion to his deity. Her husband was a great man. A sincere worker. Hence
his promotion and the car. So many perks. This house has everything because of his hard work. The children are
getting a good schooling. We have enough to eat and squander. Three cheers to the company! Three cheers to my
husband! said Sarada to herself.
She was now the wife of an employee of the company. If she looked after his comforts and provided him with
all that he wanted on time, he would be able to work efficiently. Then he would get promotion. It would enhance
his status. Increase his salary. The children would be well educated. Their prestige would go up in society. Therefore, just as Rao worked with sincerity and devotion for the company, so Mrs. Rao worked for Rao—with a lot of
regard, with implicit obedience—and found her life’s fulfillment in it.
*
On a particular day Sarada felt like playing the Viriboni. On another day she felt like taking her children out.
Sometimes she wanted to visit her friend, Sakuntala. But she could never do any of these things. On one occasion
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Rao’s friends came home. On another, it was his immediate boss who had come for dinner. Yet another time, it
was his Regional Manager who was in town to launch a new sales campaign.
After attending the annual sales conference, Rao would come home and talk about it over the meal.
“It was tense at the conference this time. Nobody had the guts to say anything. Our Vice President scolded
each one of us, just as you scold the maidservant, rubbing in the fact that you had given her an old sari, ice cream
and money for the cinema. That’s how it is! That they have given us bonus, rent-free quarters, a car, medical
benefits. Actuals. And in spite of all these, we have not met the targets. Maybe, they feel, we have too many
comforts. Somehow I picked up the courage to say, Improve the product. Give incentives. Advertise on the
television like everybody, et cetera. The Vice President jumped up like a monkey on hot coals.
“‘If we keep doing all those things, why should we spend so much on you every year? Why do we need so
many marketing staff. Is this a soap or sambar powder? To change the formula once we have to spend crores of
rupees. And if we should advertise on television, why should we give you Traveling Allowances?’ he screamed at
us. That’s the way they think …”
And so Rao would rant on. No one cared to listen to him when he carried on in this manner. But one had to. He
was the lord of the house. One was meant to listen carefully to one’s master.
Sarada would listen to him. She now knew all about the company. Having spent fifteen years listening to his
spiel she now felt a bit annoyed. She sensed an emptiness in her thoughts and deeds, for she felt she had lost herself somewhere. She felt compelled to search for and recover her self
This realization first dawned when Ragini and her family moved into the apartment next door with their two
children. Ragini’s husband had not completely drowned himself in the company culture. One day, when she went
to their house, they were discussing a movie. Another time it was politics, and on yet another it was literature and
music. That is when Sarada’s impatience started. The day it began she took her veena out of its case, played it,
and taught her elder daughter sa, ri, ga, ma. That same day she had an argument with Rao.
Rao had gone to attend the annual conference once again. Whenever he went out of station his suitcase was
always packed by his wife. All missing buttons were dutifully stitched on to his shirts. He made her put powder in
the folds of his kerchiefs and then fold them. He made her pack his ties, shoes and slippers separately. He was
accustomed to this for the last fifteen years. When he checked into a hotel room and opened his suitcase, he found
his clothes arranged in the order he was to use them. All his colleagues were envious of the way his suitcase was
packed.
Sarada finished her work and sat by the window. The children had finished their lessons and gone to bed. The
business in the tea stall was brisk. Narayana was counting money. Venkatesu was moving around. The cash box
was filling up. Narayana sat without moving, to ensure that there was no pilferage, busy filling the cash box.
Venkatesu worked tirelessly. And Ramulu babai came and took away the day’s collection, reflected Sarada as she
watched all this.
Venkatesu’s task was the most difficult. But what he got was not even a twentieth of the day’s collection.
Narayana’s job too was tough. Moreover, one couldn’t fix a price on his honesty. He too did not get even a tenth
of the fruits of his labor. What kind of justice was this? she thought.
Sarada was annoyed. Venkatesu was twelve. He deserved a bright future. Yet he was on his feet, tirelessly,
from morning till night, contributing to Ramulu babai’s wealth. With his honesty, his dedication, his intelligence,
Narayana too was helping increase Ramulu babai’s wealth. Dissatisfied, Sarada was about to get up and move
away from the window. It was almost twelve. Narayana was closing shop. As he was locking up he put a
chocolate in Venkatesu’s hand, pleased with his hard work. Venkatesu accepted it with the same devotion as he
would have accepted prasadam and put it in his mouth. Though this was the last scene she witnessed every day,
that day Sarada watched this act of munificence with disgust. She pulled down the curtains, switched off the light
and went to bed.
Rao came back from the conference with renewed energy. He had brought things for the kids and spoke
enthusiastically to them. He must have received accolades from the powers that be. When he was happy the house
joined in, when he was in a foul mood the whole house wore a gloomy silence.
“This time the sales of our region were more than anyone else’s. We have exceeded the target. The same Vice
President, who scolded me the other day, specially praised me this time. You know, I will become a Marketing
Manager in August. This time my company has given complimentary gifts to the wives of the employees too. The
wives of all the middle management employees were given wristwatches for helping their husbands work
efficiently.”
Rao’s enthusiasm was not new to Sarada. She stood there and watched him. Taking the wristwatch out he said:
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“The culture of my company is so different. They know that behind every successful man is a woman.”
When Sarada looked at the wristwatch she was immediately reminded of the chocolate Narayana tossed into
Venkatesu’s hand every night. Narayana couldn’t go around handing out the tea himself
There would be no business for him without Venkatesu. Hence the incentive. Yes. And behind every man was a
woman.
Perhaps behind a woman who had forgotten herself and lost her own self was, not just a man, but a whole
system, thought Sarada, for the first time in her married life.
2
She cleaned all the modern household gadgets that he purchased for her affectionately and arranged them
neatly in their allotted places. Then she waged a valiant war against ants, mosquitoes and cockroaches and won
her battle. Then the uncrowned queen of a spotless kingdom, Saraswati, came out of her kitchen into the verandah
to have some fresh air.
The garden acquired a greenish hue with the thin sunlight falling on the just watered plants. The evening
breeze was very refreshing. Saraswati’s daughter, Gita, was playing badminton with her friend Rashida on the
cemented area between the gate and the verandah. While Rashida was playing a matured game Gita was unable to
even hold the bat. Gita was getting upset as Rashida taunted her.
Saraswati felt hot steams flowing onto her face. She took two steps towards the playing field in great agitation
and then drew back on a second thought. It was time for Babi, her son, to come home. He wouldn’t like tiffin
prepared earlier and served cold. One should serve him hot dosas only when he comes to the table. Gita should
also be given something to eat as soon as her play is over. She wouldn’t like dosas. She should be given chapattis.
She also would want white chana curry with it. Subbarao does not eat rice in the nights. He should be given chapattis too. But she cannot make them now. He will throw them if she makes them now. He will say even buffaloes
won’t eat cold chapattis. So now she should make some chapattis for Gita and make dosas for Babi. When she
has so much work to do she cannot in anger or excitement go and play tennis. We must feed the children properly
and on time. Otherwise they cannot study well. That is what Subbarao says. Saraswati feels that may be it is true,
since her husband said it.
“Wah! Kya khuibhu, aunty!” Rashida entered the kitchen.
“Whatever my mother makes it is always excellent. That’s why my father doesn’t like food anywhere else,"
Gita told her.
Saraswati did not say anything. She served them both chapattis. In the meanwhile Babi came home. She made
dosas for him. One need not ask mother. They say even mother will not give food unless asked. But it is wrong!
One need not ask mother. If you just wish for it in your heart of hearts and it will come to your mouth.
Not just her son, Saraswati serves everyone like that! Master of the house Mr. Subbarao comes homes at seven
thirty. She gives him boiled, cooled and filtered water in a brightly shining glass. She keeps the house spick and
span by the time he comes home. If it is not like that he makes fun of her. Taunts her. Earlier she used to get
annoyed at his words, now she hates them. So she never gives him an opportunity to open his mouth. She puts the
fan on as soon as he comes back home and sits in the sofa. She also gives him hot streaming coffee prepared with
freshly made decoction. She adds boiling milk to the decoction and pours it in a bone china cup and gives it to
him. Then she waits for a minute to make sure everything is okay with the coffee.
By the time Subbarao comes home Saraswati should never be in a stained wrinkled sari. She should finish
every work other than making chapattis for him. Exactly at eight thirty he switches on the television. By that time
the children should finish their studies. When he puts the television on Saraswati should be there sitting along
with him. She should show appreciation for all the comments he makes while watching the TV. They have a
tuition master to help the children with homework and explain to them the things they have not followed.
It is his responsibility to see that their ranks do not come down.
Subbarao gives responsibility to people just to prevent shouldering all the responsibilities himself. If it is
tuition master’s responsibility to look after their studies, Saraswati should take care to keep the house clean and
give them all food on time freshly and cleanly prepared. Children should not bring friends into the house, should
not create any racket in the house, and study and get good marks in school.
Doesn’t Subbarao have any responsibilities? Yes, he should always keep Saraswati and the children in his
control, see that the things that he doesn’t like never take place and he should guard his position safely in the
house those are the great responsibilities he allotted to himself.
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Gita finished her homework and sat in the sofa by her mother’s side. Babi has not finish yet. He was not
getting one sum. The master has not been coming for the past four days. Babi brought the book and stood near his
father.
“What do you want?” Subbarao asked in a friendly voice.
“I am not getting this sum.” Babi replied.
“Oh, that’s all!”
He took the book from his hand and looked at it for a while and decided, “quite a difficult sum!” He put a
serious face and asked loudly, “Is your tuition master not coming?”
“Master’s wife delivered a baby girl. Her has not been coming for the past four days.” replied Saraswati.
“Well. If she delivered a baby why shouldn’t he come? You cannot control anyone! You make me pay all these
people! Yes, how are you bothered? If you are earning you would know.”
He criticized Saraswati without bothering to solve the sum. Saraswati knew that he couldn’t solve that sum.
Looks like even Babi knew that. He quietly slipped away into his room. Saraswati went into the kitchen to make
hot chapattis for him. Subba Rao’s rule is that everybody should come for dinner by nine thirty.
Babi was grumbling in his room.
“Nanna doesn’t know how to solve this sum, Gita. That’s why he loses his temper. He never can teach us.
Amma says she has forgotten all that she has learnt. She is always busy with her work!”
When children were small Saraswati used to help them with homework, But Subbarao did not like it.
“You cannot do all these jobs, Sarasu! I will get a master! Let him look after this. You just do your work.” That
means jobs like cooking etc. Whenever maids annoyed them he used to buy her a gadget.
“You cannot work hard, Saraswati. Wash the clothes with this machine! Sweep the floor with this! Grind the
lentils with this! Don’t depend on servants!”
Washerman cannot wash as well as Saraswati can! Maidservant cannot sweep as well his wife! House looks
better when you do your own jobs! Thus he used to constantly praise her. Gradually Saraswati also started
disliking work done by people other than her.
That is how Saraswati lost touch with children’s education, her own studies and the outside world—and
became a Saraswati limited to her house and family.
*
“Amma, Nanna is so well educated! How is that he cannot explain one sum to Babi? You were less educated
than him but could teach grammar so well to me once!” Gita asked her mother before going to sleep.
“No, you should not say that! Nanna works hard throughout the day in the office and comes home tired! Then,
just think, how difficult it is for him to think! There is no question of his not getting it. Is it not doing such a big
job in the office?”
That is how Saraswati is expected to tell them. But that day she could not tell her daughter that.
“Nanna is so nice! He is giving us all such good life! He buys such good things for us all! We should respect
him! We should not talk back to him! We should always obey him and do his bidding!”
Saraswati always tells them like that. That is how Subbarao instructed her.
Today she cannot tell them that. Not just today! For the past few days she is getting more and more restless.
After everyone has gone to sleep she opened Babi’s math’s notebook. Seventeen years since the ties between her
and the Goddess Saraswati have broken!
Back. Back …! Seventeen years backward, for half an hour, after groping in the dark, Saraswati could solve
that problem! That means … that means … she has not forgotten her studies!
“Yes, my study was not a shallow one. It was a funda study! A degree in maths main! First in the college! And
fourth rank in the university!”
“Very intelligent girl! Study further! Don’t give up studies! You can achieve something!” blessed her principal
while giving away the prize. But the blessing did not work.
“It is all good, your happiness! But it is enough now, whatever you have studied. If you study further we
should get someone who has a higher degree. Then you will grow older and the dowry will go higher. I cannot
manage, Saraswati, my child!” her father pleaded.
When this proposal came they all thought that Subbarao was an excellent proposition.
“He was dark to look at,. So what? He is very well mannered and doesn’t have a single bad habit. He always
obeys his parents. He might be a little dull. This is all right! He has a big house in the city; now it would easily
cost ten lakhs. Their family is reputed one. That’s how his father could get him this job by spending a little bit of
money here and there. It is not a joke now-a-days to get such a job. He has a good job, a big house, no bad habits,
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and has an influential father. What else do you want? They even reduced their dowry demand after looking at our
girl, not her active nature of course! But these things are of no value, youth fads! Just forget them! For a woman
the main assets are beauty and humility! Even the horoscopes have matched. We are saved! Thanks, God!”
“Saraswati, both you and your husband should go to see places, Mahabalipuram, Madras, Kanchi, Tirupati,
Bangalore and so on! Anyway we have saved on the dowry, here, take this money!”
Saraswati’s father praises her and gave her the money to go on a honeymoon. .
Then that honey-haired blue-eyed girl, Violet, from U.S. was so impressed by Saraswati’s long hair. The kajal
in her eyes, the henna on her hands, the alta on her feet, and the silver anklets were so impressive! She looked at
all those with a keen interest. Saraswati and Violet took photos of each other near the stone chariots of
Mahabalipuram. They chatted with each other too for long!
“Come and have lunch with me, both of you,” she invited them.
“I won’t come. If you want you can go!” declared Subbarao. with a sullen face.
Saraswati excused herself from Violet and took her leave.
“So you are also crazy about foreigners like village people! Or do you want to show that you can speak good
English? Why else should you go after that girl!” he said to Saraswati later.
Then Saraswati understood he could not talk beyond saying “yes” and “no” to her. He cannot speak English
fluently. So he doesn’t like her to speak either.
While going to the beach in Madras she wore a chudidar dress and left her hair loose.
“You must now stop wearing these dresses! My sisters stopped them from getting married. My parents would
not agree. I also don’t like them!”
In Bangalore while going to Lalbagh they unexpectedly met Girish Karnad. Saraswati had a lot of respect for
him. She rushed forward to talk to him and introduced herself to him.
“Have you not recognized him? He wrote a nice play called Tughlak. He is a good actor too!” Saraswati was
too happy to continue.
“You must now stop this childish behavior! Do remember that you are now married! You should stop talking to
every other person now! You should only talk to people that I talk to.”
It means he doesn’t know anything about public figures even. She extended her hand and stopped a passing
taxi.
“That’s what I am telling you! What is the hurry? Here am I, a man, to do these jobs right behind you!”
Honeymoon was over. Saraswati understood her husband thoroughly. He studied one degree more than hers
surely, but his education just helped him to secure a job and nothing else. He only has a degree and nothing more
than that. No other education! But has an anxiety all the time, to appear more educated, intelligent,
knowledgeable, mature and protective—in every respect superior!
“Okay Saraswati, now you are a responsible housewife! Look after your house, your children! That is
important! What else can a woman hope for? Tell me? Live happily with that money you have, get all the
necessary luxuries and save for a good future! This is important. You must remember this! What is the use of
remembering Pythagoras theorem? Can your algebra solve the problems of your family! You just .studied because
the government said one should not be married before one is eighteen! Because they gave you good education you
paid their debt by doing well in your studies! You won prizes even! Now you don’t need all those things. Look
after your family! That is important. You just stay under his controlling eye and win him over. That is what is
required!”
Subbarao is a good fellow!
Yes! He is a good fellow! In his house, a house that costs ten lakhs, there is no place to keep the medals, cups
and shields she has won! That’s what he said! He told her to keep them in her parents’ house only!
Subbarao is a good fellow!
He limited her maths to milk accounts and dhobi accounts! He bought her gadgets that filled the whole house!
In those gadgets and the delicious food she could make with their help he is playing a musical chairs with her life,
like the one where one goes in circles and reaches nowhere!
He cannot hear the music in her heart. He sings the songs that burn her heart. He is the husband who is making
her sing the gandhari ragam!
Once Saraswati remarked to her mother while she was in college:
“Amma! Why is this lady so stupid! Instead of showing her blind husband the way, she invited blindness by
blindfolding herself deliberately and voluntarily! Why should both of them be blind and break their heads in case
of a fall?” Then her mother said:
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“No, you should not say that! She is greatly devoted to her husband! She sacrificed her eyesight simply
because she decided that she would not have the privilege that her husband does not enjoy. Actually what do they
lose? They had so many servants that they would always be helped around. They would also help them by taking
them wherever they want.”
She patted her cheeks as a gesture of remorse on behalf of her daughter. Is it sacrifice, anger or helplessness?
Whatever it is this country should be helped by some power from the loyal wives of this kind!
The blindfolds that Gandhari tied voluntarily on her eyes by putting out the light is not fitting the ladies of this
country properly! She made centuries of blindness their legacy. Now she wanted to throw it out. There is pressing
demand in her mind to come out of the shackle this voluntary blindness!
“Gita, like some God who came to help Sakkubai by coming in the middle of the night to grind the flour for
her, some God came in the middle of the night to our house too and solved my sum,” Babi was telling Gita next
morning jubilantly.
Again that evening Rashida came to play tennis.
“Gita come here!” Saraswati called her from the verandah.
“Wait mummy!” said Gita without coming. If mother calls it is only to give her something to eat or to tell her
to stop playing or to tell her it is time for her father to come home and she should stop shouting. It is only for
these things, or that is what Gita thinks.
That’s why Saraswati goes to Gita, takes the bat from her:
“You must play this way, see you must hold the bat like this and hit the shuttle like this. You must do your
service this way!” She showed her everything!
Gita looked at her mother disbelievingly. Rashida requested her:
“Aunty, please play with me!”
The body that was not allowed any exercise other than household work for the past seventeen years refused to
help her to take a forward step. With tears in her eyes the former state champion of badminton, Saraswati, stopped
her play breathless and tired!
Then stood straight!
“From tomorrow I will also play.”
She walked back into the house with this statement.
84.1 Berth Number Six\fn{by Mamta Kaliya (1940- )} Vrindavan, Mathura District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 4
Bhagwati said, “I got here a long time ago, to be first in line. I persuaded them to set aside a lower berth for
you in the ladies’ coach.”
That didn’t make me particularly happy. A lower berth means staying up all night worrying about your purse,
noticing the footsteps of everyone walking past, making sure your sari doesn’t slip off your breasts, and
continually starting up for fear your blanket has fallen to the floor. As far as the ladies’ coach goes, I have traveled
on this route so many times it no longer makes a difference whether I am traveling in a ladies’ coach or men’s.
When I go home for vacations, most of my travel time is spent in marking exams, and when I journey back, in
reading through the new textbooks. Even so I said to him,
“You did well.”
I have lived alone for so long I have forgotten if I am a girl or a boy. Actually, it’s high time I stopped calling
myself a girl. But one advantage of staying unmarried is that a woman can call herself a girl at any age, so long as
she takes care to pluck out the graying hair. I have had my share of aging. I have fallen prey to all kinds of
diseases while I flipped the pages of dictionaries and exercised my vocal cords: allergies, sinusitis, tonsillitis,
myopia, appendicitis, and who knows what else. My hair has turned very dry. But all this doesn’t matter; the
eleven hundred girls at the college still call me Miss Kaliya.
When I reached I the train I found that two women had already established themselves in the coach I was to
share with them. I put on a show of great preoccupation as I sat down. I have found from experience that traveling
with ladies is a nuisance. During the course of the journey, they are sure to ask for your soap, mirror and
hairbrush, and sometimes for an exchange of seats. So I have made a practice of making friends with the
conductor when I get on a train. He lets me know how long each stop will be and at each stop I get off and walk
on the platform to avoid needless contact with other travelers.
One of the two women had poured hot water out of a thermos bottle and was busy mixing a formula for her
baby. The other woman was rocking the child like an ideal fellow-passenger. When they asked me in Bengali how
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far I was going, I felt reassured. I told them pleasantly that I did not understand Bengali even though I can follow
most Bengali conversations. The woman with the baby alternated a spoonful of the formula with a suckle at her
breast. This way of feeding a child struck me as profoundly mysterious. The women wanted to ask in broken
Hindi the usual things passengers want to know about one another. Pretending not to hear I spread out my newspaper. They took the hint and busied themselves in their own conversation.
Here we go, I thought, looking at the baby. I’ll be smelling urine all night and pretending things are as natural
as they should be. I had already seen in my sister how doting mothers can become. If my sister’s son asked for a
double sundae long past his bedtime, my sister would at once phone the ice cream place and ask to have the
sundae delivered. If I suggested that a late night sundae might not be good for her son, she looked at me with
contempt as if to say, “What would an unmarried woman know about children?”
All my memories of my sister are like this. She made me ashamed of myself. One day I showed off my
collection of saris. She said without appreciation, “If a single working woman can’t put together a nice collection
of saris, what is she good for?” So before these traveling women could look down on me, I decided to busy
myself with reading.
I spread a blanket over my berth, put my feet up and sat against the window. I was on the lookout for a dining
car waiter to bring me tea and biscuits. I wanted to enjoy the newspaper. But I grew tired of waiting and looked
out the window. I had kept my parents from coming to see me off. My mother is fine. She is a very good mother.
But the older she gets the more childish she becomes. I feel responsible for her. In the hostel, I wake up sometimes in the middle of the night, worrying if she has taken her antibiotics or kept her sweater on when she went to
bed. I keep expecting a telegram about her taking a turn for the worse. My dear foolish mother, who makes a
hundred spelling mistakes, and whose letters require me to exercise the greatest control over my red-ink pen!
How she loves to tell me stories about my childhood—that I used to call guavas “gwavavas,” that I used to cry
when the snake charmer took the snakes out of his basket, that I walked very slowly till I was twelve and people
called me “freight train.” I know these stories by heart like stories from a book, but of the original events I have
no direct memories.
Suddenly a heavy bag filled with soft material landed on my foot. I sat up to find a large woman occupying
one end of my berth without so much as a by your leave. I could feel the fat shapelessness of her buttocks through
her sari. I mastered the urge to kick her off and contented my self with cursing Bhagwati under my breath.
She said, “How far are you going?”
I glared at her. “You know this berth is mine.”
The woman with the child spoke up. “During the day two extra passengers are allowed into the compartment.”
I glanced at her sharply. When I glance this way in class, the offending student keeps her eyes lowered for the
rest of the period. But the passenger paid no attention to my look and began to bounce her child.
The train pulled out of the station. I was filled with loathing. It crossed my mind to change compartments.
Then I remembered that schools had just opened and trains were running full.
Shortly after the train began to move a man appeared at the door to our compartment. He said something to the
fat lady in Bengali about a “trunk.” The fat lady frowned. The man considered a while and came to decision. He
went away to return with a battered steamer trunk. This he tried to wedge through our door.
I said with authority, “Don’t put that in here. It won’t leave us any room to get in and out.”
He paused and looked at me with entreaty. He said in English that I would be doing him a great favor. I don’t
know why I relented. I suppose I felt sympathy for the humiliating work this courteous man was being forced to
perform. I raised my feet off the floor to let the trunk through. The fat lady did nothing to help: the part in her hair
was lined with sindur\fn{A note reads: Cinnabar powder worn in their hair by married women to signify their blessed state .} but
she treated her husband like dirt. These women! By offering food and some comfort between their legs how
quickly they make common porters of their husbands!
I could see gray stubble against the man’s dark face but his body looked strong. He asked his wife in Bengali,
“Will you have some tea?” The fat lady wiped her nose with her sari. By the time the sari reached her eyes they
were moist. I couldn’t make out how she managed the tears. The husband couldn’t make anything out either. But
the other two women sprang to attention, ready to sympathize with any complaint. The husband glanced around
guiltily and slunk away.
After he had left, the women asked the fat lady what was wrong. She didn’t answer in words but the tears
flowed faster. In spite of my familiarity with Bengali, I could not understand what the two women whispered
heavily. I guessed that the husband and wife were going to a funeral, perhaps to the funeral of the husband’s
mother. I had not yet seen a woman cry so readily at the death of her mother-in-law. When my aunt’s mother-in928

law died my aunt’s principal emotion had to do with the fifty-five ounces of gold that fell to her share.
The fat lady’s husband looked as if he were implicated in his mother’s death. In a short while, he returned to
our compartment with the conductor. He said with self-confidence:
“The conductor will fix things for us.”
The conductor smiled at me, “Is everything all right?”
I smiled back even though I felt like asking him to seat this she-elephant somewhere else. But I didn’t want to
seem unattractively pushy. I have never been able to allow myself to seem unattractive to men.
The husband of the fat lady said to the conductor, “We had to start out in a hurry; otherwise, I would never
have boarded a train without holding reservations. Please find a place for my family [“Family” referred to his
wife]. I myself can squeeze in anywhere on the train. The conductor answered that there was no seating
accommodation to be had but that he could find them upper berths for sleeping. The husband repeated his request:
“You must find a place for my family.”
When the tram stopped at a station, I got down to look for water. I could make out neither the name of the
station nor any sign of water faucet. A tea vendor walked by with a kettle of tea in one hand and a bucket of cups
and saucers in the other. I bought some tea and walked over to the magazine stand. When the conductor told me
that the train signal was down (indicating that the train had been cleared to leave), I hurried into the train. As the
train moved out I looked for the signal but it was too dark to see easily. I did not want to put on my glasses for
fear of looking suddenly different to other passengers. I liked my eyes the way they were.
The waiter brought dinner early. While I was eating, the two women took out their chapatis and vegetables
from a box. The woman with the child gave the child her breast and began to eat her own dinner. I remembered an
arithmetic problem we had to solve at school:
“If a tank is being filled with two taps at a certain rate and emptied by one pipe at a certain rate, how long will
it take for something or the other to happen?”
The fat lady had not yet eaten anything. When the train stopped at the next station, her husband brought her
tea. She said she wanted nothing to drink and forced her husband to take the tea away. The poor man probably
drank down both cups himself. He came back to ask if she would eat anything. She refused vehemently. I was
angry that she was making her husband starve. I wondered why the fool of a husband endured her tantrum. One
scolding from him and she would come to her senses.
The two women finished eating and prepared to sleep. They tried to let the middle berth down but could not fit
the loops over the hooks. They looked at me helplessly. I said they could ask the conductor to assist them. This
made no impression and they returned to their fumbling. In a while, in spite of the foolish women, the loops
caught on the hooks and the berth swung in place.
As the two women spread out their bedding, the fat lady grew agitated. She glanced towards me a few times
before asking which my berth was.
“The lower one.”
The fat lady’s eyes scaled the upper berth as if it were the highest Himalayas. Then she turned her attention to
the door. I wasn’t particularly sleepy but I wanted the fat lady off the berth so I could stretch out. Just then her
husband appeared. She growled something at him in Bengali which he answered with, “But everybody sleeps on
the upper berth. There’s nothing to be afraid of.” The lady delivered her final pronouncement, “I will not sleep on
the upper berth.” She turned her face to the wall. Her body shook and groaned from the effort of rearranging
herself.
The man took a few steps into the compartment. He asked me in English how far I was going.
“Bombay.”
After looking around the compartment he asked even more softly, “Is the lower berth yours?”
“Yes.”
“I know it will inconvenience you terribly but would you consider sleeping on the middle or the upper berth?”
He said his wife was afraid she would roll over and fall off.
At this, I grew afraid. The fat lady would be amply cushioned if she fell, but there wouldn’t be anything left of
me to put together again. My perplexity showed on my face.
The man said, “I am very sorry to trouble you like this.”
“I will sleep on the middle berth,” I said to him, “but you might teach you wife the courtesies of travel.”
The man grew light-hearted like a person who finds the wallet he left behind in a restroom. He conveyed the
happy news to his wife. She signified consent by stretching for a long yawn. The man looked at me and said, “I
will spread you bedding for you.”
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I got off the berth and sat on the trunk. The fat lady stood against the door like someone convalescing from a
protracted illness. “You foolish women,” I thought to myself, “how long can you keep a husband if you carry on
like this? He will slip away from you the moment a new typist is hired at the office.”
He made the two beds quickly. As he was laying my papers down, he noticed my copy of Time magazine.
When I told him he could borrow the magazine, he smiled happily. I felt great sympathy for him. This was
probably the first time he had smiled in weeks.
I looked toward his wife but she had stretched herself out on the lower berth and covered her eyes with an arm.
When her husband tried to remove one of the two pillows under her head, she snapped at him, “I want both of
them.” He drew back and looked at me to indicate how difficult things were for him.
“She is acting like this because she is suffering. We had gone to my mother’s for the October vacation. My
mother kept our son with her when we returned. She is all alone, you see. She used to live with us, but the two of
them didn’t get on at all. We thought, ‘The school is right near her house; what’s the harm if our son stays with
Mother a year or two.’ But my wife has been depressed ever since we came back.”
The fat lady growled, “You can go now. I want to sleep.”
Her husband left.
A wave of anger passed over me. Such a silly reason for the lady’s tears! And I was under the impression her
mother-in-law had passed away. To hell with her, I thought, and turned my mind to the Illustrated Weekly of India.
It had an illustrated article on the art of kissing. I forgot about my fellow-passengers. I decided to save the article
for my colleagues at school. We shared such things frequently. One of us spotted a book once May We Borrow
Your Husband? and quickly raised a collection to buy it. We tried to loan the book to our married friends but they
refused our offer. What becomes of their sense of humor when people marry? The wives hold on to stupid
potbellied husbands as if the husbands were winning lottery tickets. What the wives don’t recognize is our
superior status. We haven’t married because we cannot stomach fools. Until last year I used to answer curiosity
with, “I’ll get myself a doctorate and a doctor, both from abroad.” But one day Mrs. Savant said, “What hope can
you have abroad when you haven’t turned up a man from among the six hundred million in India?” I could have
answered that I did not I want to be blessed with flabby Mr. Savant and their Humpty Dumpty children, but she
was my superior at the school and her age demanded respect.
*
In the morning I took my time putting on fresh clothes and brushing my hair. Traveling when one feels fresh
and well-dressed affords its own special pleasure. Besides, I had grown so used to being dressed and groomed by
ten in the morning that I felt depressed if I neglected my routine.
On the way back from the restroom I wanted to take a peek at passengers in the other coaches, but I was afraid
of being spotted. Back in my own coach I saw that the women still wore last night’s saris and that their eyes were
puffy .
I scrawled a quick note to my mother saying I had reached Bombay safely and put the note in my purse. I
planned to drop the note in a mailbox outside Bombay Central station. I began to read an essay by Adib in the
Weekly. The train was passing through very beautiful country. I did not look out but I could guess where we were.
Instead of wasting precious time on the scenery, I read about the rise and fall of different members of the
Congress Party. The story made me feel like shouting, “Buck up, Indira Gandhi!” She was a true warrior like the
Queen of Jhansi.\fn{A note reads: Rajput queen, active against the British in the mid-19 th century.} Thanks to her, politics had
now become a spectacle, as interesting as any dance-drama. Even her photograph on the front page revealed the
good looks of an aging actress.
Station after station flitted by as the Bombay train sped to its destination. After the train made a brief halt at a
wayside station, all the passengers began to roll up their bedding and scrub the faces of children with moist
towels. It was probably their boredom which led people to exert extraordinary effort in getting ready. The
conductor explained to me that Kalyan would be the next stop.
At that I wrinkled up my nose. Kalyan meant the Sindhi Colony and the Sindhi Colony meant smuggling,
plump bodies, nylon saris and loud quarrels. No amount of hearing the national anthem play after movies had
persuaded me that the Sindhis and Punjabis were my equals. I was secretly proud of my superiority as a person
from Uttar Pradesh (even though the men of Uttar Pradesh have become quite choosy about the kind of women
they will marry).
After the Kalyan stop, the fat lady’s husband came into our compartment. His wife handed him her beaded
purse and marched off to the toilet. The other two women stuffed their blankets and pillows into a carrying case.
When the fat lady returned, she snapped at her husband,
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“Why haven’t you rolled up the bedding? We will be past Oadar anytime now.”
The husband returned her purse to her and set about rolling up the bedding. He folded things carefully before
laying them in the hold-all. His wife sat by the other women and began picking her teeth with a safety pin. The
man packed the hold-all and hoisted it onto the upper berth in one motion.
The fat lady grew excited, “What did you do that for? Now it will get left behind.” When the husband said he
would remember, the fat lady stood up. “That bedding should be on the floor.” The man acknowledged defeat and
set the hold-all on the floor. Then he turned to me and asked if he could help.
I was in no hurry and in any case I carried only a blanket by way of bedding. I thanked him for his offer. The
man sat down at the edge of the berth and began to count his money. I thought I would get my handbag and do my
hair over. I put one foot on the steamer trunk, the other on the berth and reached for my handbag. I hadn’t shut the
handbag properly. Some oranges rolled out. I tried to retrieve the oranges when my foot slipped. I would have
taken a bad fall if the man hadn’t caught me as I slipped. Even so, I got scratched by the buckle on my bag.
I was about to thank the man when his wife shouted at him for dropping the change from his hands. He picked
up the change like a thief while his wife shifted about to peer beneath the berth. When the man looked at me he
said, “There is blood on your hand.” I pressed a handkerchief over my wrist. “It’s just a scratch. It will be all
right.”
The man went out and came back with a wet handkerchief. He took hold of my hand and pressed the
handkerchief over my wrist. The conductor also appeared and went quickly to the other compartments to see if
any passenger carried a first aid kit. In little while he came back disappointed.
The man held on to my hand and said, “It could have been a lot worse.”
I was amazed that such a strong-looking man could hold a wrist so delicately. Suddenly I felt kindly towards
everybody in the compartment. I said to the fat lady,
“I am very grateful to you. If it had not been for your husband, I would have taken a bad fall.”
I do not know if the fat lady understood although she looked at the other two women with eyes full of
meaning. But I did not feel the least bit angry. My head was as light and airy as a cloud.
32.126 Make Mine Movies\fn{by Jehangir Adil Jussawalla (1940- )} Bombay, Mahrashtra State, India (M) 2
I remember there was this blood-red sky and a whale singing in it. The whale was spotted. I know. We had
drawing books of Minnie the Whale, the outlines to be filled in with paint. I remember the heron shedding a tear,
one sole tear that hung from its eye till it distended, detached itself and splashed into the lake. The course of that
tear changed the course of my life. Minnie was dead.
The whale that sang for bird, bee, flower and tree had been harpooned, I think, and the heron was in mourning.
So were the lake, the forest and the sky. Are these memories false? No one’s been able to tell me. No one seems to
have seen or heard of the film I saw, an animation film called Make Mine Music.\fn{Jussawalla has since confirmed that
the film does, indeed, exist. Not only does it exist, but it is singled out by the Bengali ftlmmaker Ritwik Ghatak as one of Disney’s most
experimental films.}

I remember my mother and her elder sister Freny in whose flat we were staying at that time. I remember the
humiliation of trying to keep out of their sight, moving from room to room in that flat on Altamount Road, so that
they would not see that I was crying. Shoulders hunched, head lowered, I had become the heron, grieving for its
dead friend. I don’t think I’ve ever felt such pain in my chest before or since. My heart was broken. I remember
the two formidable women confronting each other:
“Did you say something? Why is he crying?”
“You must have said something. Why else would he cry?”
Six-year-olds weren’t supposed to cry, so the tears came slowly, squeezed out by a pressure of my chest which,
after several bouts of pneumonia, was more like a tube than a chest. I couldn’t bawl.
Exasperated at not being able to place the blame anywhere, neither on each other, nor the servants, nor the
neighbors, they warily approached me one last time—children know when it’s one last time; they have to say
something, even if it meant bursting into uncontrollable sobs at that very moment; and I wasn’t known to speak.
“Chullee rurtu thun.”
The bird was crying, I said in reply to their question. Now they were alarmed, questions about my sanity, I
imagine, whirling through their heads.
“Bird? Bird? Which bird are you talking about?!”
“Film nu,”
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*
Hundreds, perhaps thousands of films later, I wonder if it was that scene with the heron in Make Mine Music
that set the pattern of my responses to every film I see. Minnie the Whale does sing again, from Heaven—that was
the whale in the sky at the end of the film—and all creation is happy but I wasn’t. Perhaps the ending seemed
false to me.
The moment of truth, for me, was in the heron’s grief and in the suddenly shattering fact that loved and loving
creatures do die, even in what we called cartoons then. I’d witnessed such deaths before. Bambi’s mother dies but
I barely remember the scene in the film. And nothing very bad happens in Dumbo. The Wizard of Oz, with its tin
and lion men terrified me as did the forest fire in The Jungle Book (in color). I still remember the fire, the whole
screen a sheet of flame, but barely recall Mowgli. And Mowgli was Sabu, the very Sabu my parents were so proud
of, the one Indian actor in Hollywood.
Such is the intensity of the moment of truth films provide that I try not to see them any more, at least not in
public. When I do, I become a six-year-old again—tears, terror and all. That’s not a nice thing to have happen to
you when you’re in your fifties, so I’ve decided to stop. Even recalling a film’s moments of truth can be
distressing. Films devour me as a sponge devours plankton. At the end of its meal, I’m spat out of cinema halls,
drained, a wreck.
We had no 1.30 shows when I was a child but even to be excoriated at the end of the 3.30 show, the matinee,
was to hit the pavements in the harsh light of day. The contrast between the wild prairies of the cinema hall and
the streets of Bombay couldn’t have been greater. It disoriented me, as it has done others, further.
It’s not as though I didn’t try to do something about it. I did. I decided to contain my experience of films,
control it, as it were, by putting it down on paper. On the pages of a ruled exercise book I drew further rules,
vertical, making a box of, I think, four columns: Film, Director, Music, Photography. After every film I saw, I put
down the names of those that fell under the appropriate category and in a space under Remarks, wrote what I
thought about the film I’d seen.
In the beginning, what I thought was mostly what The Times of India critic thought, there was no one else in
1951 but gradually I came to have views of my own. I think the process steadied me a little, helped distance
myself from the sponge. Till the next time round.
*
We were a regular film-going family, in the sense that we saw films together about once a week, almost always
on Sundays. After a generally silent drive to the cinema hall and the customary purchase of packets of wafers and
chocolates there’d be a far-from-pregnant pause. Once the film got going my father would get involved in the
action perhaps more than anyone else, punctuating the goings-on on screen with whoops and cries. Suddenly, on
occasion, he would rise from his seat in an attempt to ward off a sword, descending, let’s say, from Basil
Rathbone’s hand on Errol Flynn’s neck.\fn{A scene from Robin Hood; Rathbone played the (evil) Sheriff of Nottingham; Flynn
was Hood.}
Since my mother was the strong, silent kind and my brother and I the weak, silent kind—what relatives
pityingly called “the quiet type”—my father would take it upon himself to comment briefly on the film after the
show.
“Chela ganda.”
Silly nonsense, he would say after a disappointing Abbot And Costello or an improbable action adventure. Or
he’d say “Soo fine acting” (what fine acting) of a star whose performance impressed him. Sometimes his
comments had a more sinister purpose. Stated casually, almost in the air, while opening the door of his car, say, to
drive us back home from the cinema, the comment would be directed to one or other member of his family, with
the intention of making him or her think.
“What? Can there only be unhappiness in an artist’s life? No happiness at all?” he said after we saw Lust For
Life at the Metro.
This was meant for me, the artist, whose glum and acned mien tried him greatly in those days. I was meant to
respond. Needless to say, I didn’t. After Pather Panchali at the Liberty, he said:
“You see what befell the family after she treated her mother-in-law that way?”
This for my mother who he felt, quite wrongly, was mistreating his.
It was generally my father who decided on which Hindi films we should see. The films themselves would have
been suggested to him by his patients, some of whom were film stars. In this way we saw, among others, Barsaat,
Baiju Bawra, Anarkali and Aan. Meena Kumari had invited us to see her on the sets of Anarkali—a dungeon
scene which we saw. But the Anarkali we went to see had been replaced by Bina Rai. My father couldn’t believe
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his eyes. What had happened to one of his favorite patients? As for Aan, billed as India’s first completely
technicolor movie—it was a mish-mash. The color held but nothing else did. A mixture of Cadillacs and
swordfights, good acting and bad, confused us so much that I never wanted to see a Hindi movie again. And the
beginnings had been so propitious.
In those years, in the forties, there used to be a tradition, now made irrelevant by video. At children’s birthday
parties, if the children were too many or too small, they wouldn’t be taken to the cinema, the cinema would be
taken to them. At one such party, or was it my navjote, my father decided to show Andaz. The patients’ waiting
room, emptied of its sofas, became the darkened cinema hall and as the hired projector whirred and the hired
screen came to life, hundreds of eyes, young and old, watched enthralled.
It was some years after my first “moment of truth” in cinema but in Andaz too they came thick and fast. Two I
remember most vividly are Nargis in a state of shock after her father’s death, spilling a glass of milk; and the
moment Raj Kapoor swats Dilip Kumar over the head with a tennis racket, sending him rolling down the stairs
like a dazed fly. So that’s how men fought over a beautiful woman. Great. I was growing up.
*
Did I spend my childhood only seeing sad films? No. But funny films had their problems too. If sad films led
to uncontrollable tears, funny films led to uncontrollable piss—if I laughed too much I wet my pants. Several
cinema seats in Bombay must have borne evidence of my affliction.
But the one I remember most clearly was borne not by a seat but a carpet. It belonged to my best friend’s
mother and, at the moment of urinary epiphany, held about twenty children watching 8mm cartoons. (It must have
been a party.) The evidence, mercifully, was attributed to the pet Australian terrier Trixie, though, as I left the flat
surreptitiously, I heard ominous cries and exclamations. The servants were insisting that Trixie had been tied up
near the kitchen, a considerable distance away from the carpet, right through the show. The cries come from my
best friend’s mother and his aunts.
That was a narrow escape but at the Strand, watching Bob Hope in Funny Pants, I peed quite openly. There
was an incredibly funny dialogue which involved gold stones, gall stones and gold gall stones, so I just hitched up
a side of my shorts and peed. I can still hear the hiss, amazed that an elder cousin sitting next to me didn’t (or he
pretended not to), the effusion gradually settling around the shoes of the man sitting in front of me. If he’d been
wearing sandals I’d have been thrashed.
It wasn’t only with family that we saw films. Sunday morning (10:30) shows could be seen with friends; so it
was that my best friend, whose mother’s carpet I’d wetted, and I went to several. Avid readers of comics (his
father ran New Book Co. and had stacks of them), we saw the first (black-and-white) versions of Superman,
Batman, Captain Marvel and Flash Gordon, and unanimously felt they were trash. Once, at a morning show, we
crept into a cinema hall to see a film which wasn’t meant for the eyes of persons under twelve. It was Jean
Cocteau’s Beauty and the Beast.\fn{Jean Cocteau (1889-1963 French author and film-maker) made this film in 1945 .} It scared
the shit out of us. So did the gentleman who, leaning over to us from the row behind, asked us how old we were.
“Twelve,” we said, quaking.
“You don’t look twelve,' he said and chuckled, the chuckle rippling through the whole row behind.
We watched the rest of the film not just terrorized but mortified.
We watched the comic hero films at the Capitol, Beauty and the Beast at the Empire and films I’ve forgotten at
the Excelsior. These cinema halls are close to where I work now and together with the Metro, Eros and the Regal,
formed an acre of my childhood. Three-D came and went with Bwana Devil, House of Wax and others.
Cinemascope came and went with The Robe, River of No Return and others. The wide screen has come and will
go. But the acre remains, only its magic’s gone.
I don’t want to go back to it, really go back to it, by having someone play the film backwards, let me be six
again. Though I’d like to tell my father, as someone in Finnegans Wake does:
“Carry me along, taddy, as you done through the toy fair.”
But he can’t.
Once we were teenagers, we saw films on our own. Rock Around The Clock came to the Strand, the audience
went wild, it was great, it danced in the aisles and seats were broken. It was the end of a chapter.
But it was at the Excelsior where a bird broke my heart.
84.101 Two Long Years!\fn{by Surjit Kaur Kalpana (1940- )} Pandori Nijjhran, Jullandhur District, Punjab State,
India (F) 3
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It was the twitter of sparrows that had woken Veer Singh up. Rubbing his half-groggy eyes, he turned rather
peevish wondering,
“Even in this cold, why don’t they take it easy? Early in the morning they start making a noise as though their
mother had emptied a basket full of grain out on the floor.”
Pushing the heavy, velvet curtains away from the window, he looked out. Upon the windowsill lay snow, thick
as cotton flowers! Looking around at the houses right across, he noticed how their ebony black rooftops had been
bleached white, as if with milk. As far as the eye could see, a white sheet of snow lay all around. It was a
particularly cold day in December, and a Sunday to boot. The warmth of the cozy bed was so tempting that he slid
back into it, once again.
He was about to shut his eyes, when the image of his wife, Puro, suddenly flashed across his mind. At that very
moment, the phone rang, he picked up the receiver and Puro was on the line. It was as though the telepathy had
really worked. She had been away to India for less than a fortnight now, yet Puro had called him up at exactly the
same time when he sat, thinking about her.
After the customary “hello,” their conversation had suddenly taken a serious, almost grim turn. Hearing his
wife talk in this manner, he had suddenly been thrown off-balance. It was hard for him to imagine that such a
thing could have happened. They kept talking for a long time. Finally, he relented, conceding the demand of his
wife. He had told her on the phone,
“In a day or two, I should be in India. I’m confident, you’ll be proved wrong.”
As it was a Sunday, he had to postpone everything until the next day. On Monday, the first thing he did was to
apply for leave. Being a British passport holder, he had to get the visa as well. When he filled in the form, the
embassy official told him to collect it the next day. Having bought the air-ticket at a premium, he was in India on
the third day. Even at the time of boarding the plane, he found it extremely difficult to believe what Puro had told
him. Incensed, he was thinking,
“How is it possible? I’m sure there has been some misunderstanding. How could his own sister, who had been
more of a mother to him, ever do this?”
It occurred to him that Puro had not done such a thing ever in the past. She would always take care to either
carry something for his elder sister or send it through others. Often, she would parcel clothes for his sister, her
husband or her children as well. Then? Something must have transpired so that Puro had to say all that she did on
the phone about his sister and brother-in-law. Slowly, his trust in Puro was restored, and certainly not without a
reason.
After his marriage when he went to India, the first time, he had told Puro about the financial condition of his
sister. It had brought tears to her eyes. She was desperate to be of some use to her elder sister-in-law. Having
given it a thought, it was she who had advised Veer Singh that they must have something to fall back on, later.
How long would they keep commuting from the village? Eventually, they would have to buy some property in the
city. So, why not now? It was her idea that his sister and her family could stay there. It would cut down their
expense on commuting and help improve their financial condition as well.
Veer Singh thanked God that his wife had understood his dilemma so well. Then both of them had thrown
themselves into their own work. Now they would not take any leave, and do as much overtime as possible. In
their effort to save money, at times they did not even bother about the minor needs of their own children. Having
put a stop to wasteful expenditure altogether, they now attended only to their minimum needs. Veer Singh had
given up his beer, too.
In less than two years, both of them had managed to save as much as ten thousand pounds. They raised a little
money by taking a second mortgage on the house. Puro gave away the bangles she was wearing to Veer Singh,
thinking that these would fetch him a good price in India. One never knew what it would cost to buy a house or
build one on a plot of land. It was after all this hardship that they had bought a place in the city, some fifteen years
ago and now …
The face of his elder sister, who was more like a mother to him, suddenly flashed before his eyes. Seeing him
happy, his sister used to feel overjoyed. Puro must have misunderstood something.
Didn’t his sister have immense affection for him? She would bless him, kissing his forehead several times
over. His eyes shut, he saw his thin, weakling nephews walking to school in their torn shoes. Even if it rained a
little, their kaccha kothas would spring a leak. And his sister would spend the night, pushing the beds of her
children away from the leak. As the house was kaccha from inside as well, the mud plaster would keep flaking
off. His brother-in-law would get up early in the morning and leave for work, pedaling his old, ramshackle
bicycle, an old blanket wrapped around him, and return late in the evening, tired and exhausted. Then he
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remembered how he had bought his brother-in-law a new bicycle so that he wouldn’t have too much of a problem,
pedaling across to the town. His brother-in-law ran a shop in the town. Half of whatever he earned in a month
went towards paying off the rent, and the other half was barely enough for all of them to scrape through.
How could a brother ever bear the thought of his sister being so hard up? He wanted to secure their release
from this hell, at once. Until he was able to arrange for a house at Jalandar, Veer had been sending his sister
whatever little money he could from time to time. He was prepared to do just about anything to ensure the
happiness of his sister’s family.
Worried about his sister’s financial position and drawn by her love, he had again returned to Punjab after two
years. With the help of a friend, he had bought a six-story house in Model Town. The house had a big room up
front that could easily double as a shop. For eight lakh,\fn{800,000 rupees.} Veer Singh had thought it to be a
reasonably good bargain. It had taken him four or five days to get the ownership papers registered in his name and
to get the water and electricity meters transferred. Leaving his luggage in one of the rooms, he had gone straight
to the village to greet his sister and brother-in-law. After a while, when Veer explained everything to them, they
had invoked blessings upon him, repeatedly.
Very expectantly, the entire family had moved to the town. What was there in the village, anyway? It was an
apology of a house, really. Veer Singh stocked the house with all the goods and furniture he could think of. He not
only got his nephews admitted to a school in town but also paid up their fees for the entire year in advance. Veer
Singh did not want his sister and her family to be put to any inconvenience. Although his wife had already sent a
suitcase full of clothes for his sister’s children, he still bought them a few pairs of new clothes each. He helped his
brother-in-law buy some stuff for his shop as well. Veer Singh really wanted his sister and her family to live in
relative comfort.
So long as Veer Singh stayed in town, they really looked after him very well. A day before he was to return,
late in the evening, his brother-in-law set the ball rolling.
“It would have been much better had we discussed the rent for this house and the shop also.”
Veer Singh spoke with a real feeling of kinship,
“Bhaayia-ji, what are you saying? Did I do all this to take rent from you? I want to see all of you happy. It
shall give me immense satisfaction if your business were to pick up. Yes, rather than pay me the rent, you must do
one thing.”
The brother-in-law asked, “What?”
“You must set aside an amount every month equal to the rent you were paying for the shop earlier. Slowly,
you, too, would be able to buy a house of your own. If you manage to save some money, I’ll also help in whatever
manner I can.”
The brother-in-law had responded in a rather evasive manner.
“It’s a new place; let’s see what happens and how much we save.”
Seeing the entire family of his sister happy, Veer Singh was completely at peace with himself. The first time he
had been extremely distraught, but this time round, he was happy that he had been able to do something for his
sister and brother-in-law, even himself. Now they had a shelter in the town, a roof over their heads, a place they
could retire to, as and when they wanted.
Caught as he was in a whirlpool of thoughts, he did not realize when the plane suddenly landed at Delhi
airport. From the airport he took a deluxe-bus going directly to Jalandar. He was in the doldrums and his anxiety
mounted with each passing moment. It was with great difficulty that he had managed to get through the journey.
Hiring an auto rickshaw, he reached home at four in the evening.
Puro knew that her husband was to arrive in a day or two, but his sister’s family was completely taken aback
on seeing him turn up, all of a sudden. So much so that they started looking at each other in total disbelief. Cutting
through the sheath of their amazement, Veer Singh laughed and said,
“I’m not really a ghost or something. I’m very much your own Veer Singh.”
The same sister who never used to allow him to cross the threshold without pouring the customary oil at the
door, now steadied herself as she hugged him and said,
“May God bless you with a long life. I really pray for my Veer.”
He met his nephew, too, who had grown up to be as tall as he. The brother-in-law also shook hands. But Veer
Singh felt that today he had not received the earlier warmth and affection from any of them, that he had not been
greeted as enthusiastically as he had always been in the past. Unknown fears surfaced in his mind. He really
wanted to get to the bottom of things. It was tea in the evening and dinner at night. When finally the husband and
wife retired to their room, Puro told him everything at length.
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The long and short of it was that now his sister and brother-in-law did not want to give up their hold over this
house he had bought. Even after his wife had told him about it, he found it extremely hard to believe his ears. His
heart said that, somewhere down the line, Puro had somehow misunderstood it all. He even thought that his wife
might be trying out the customary guiles and wiles that women often use to create differences between brother
and sister. But Puro remained calm and undisturbed. She was waiting for the moment when everything would fall
into place, solving the jigsaw puzzle. Veer Singh was also scared that if he ever broached it with his sister, he may
even have to suffer embarrassment in the process. The next day, after lunch, his faith and trust unshaken, he
finally decided to broach the matter with them.
The moment they had heard him out, his brother-in-law and his nephews started looking at each other,
exchanging meaningful glances, as it were. It was apparent from their manner that they had forearmed
themselves. A long silence fell upon them. Even his sister kept sitting, without a word. Softening his words, Veer
Singh repeated himself, and said,
“There is no hurry. Now, we also need the house. Besides, bhaayia-ji is also doing reasonably well. You take
your time and be on the lookout for a house. In these fifteen years, you must have set aside some money as the
rent, and I’ll try to contribute the rest.”
Veer Singh was still in the middle of his sentence when his brother-in-law got up from the manji in great
resentment and said,
“Look, bhai Veer Singh! When you uprooted us from the village, we hadn’t really asked you to buy a house
and bring us here. We hadn’t really begged you for it. Whatever it was, at least, we had two rooms of our own.
Now they, too, have collapsed. There is nothing left in the village that we could go back to. You’ve really given us
too much of trouble. Now this means we’ll be rendered homeless again, belonging neither here nor there. Your
property needed protection and so you thought, it’ll be good if we guarded it without you having to spend an extra
penny.”
When he heard all this, Veer Singh nearly lost his nerve. He just couldn’t think of what to say and how. The
brother-in-law kept up the tempo of his tirade,
“We must have spent a good deal of money on getting this house of yours repaired. We haven’t even kept any
record of how much, really! Whatever little we had managed to save, we had to spend on this house. We didn’t
keep a penny with us, really.”
Veer Singh remembered that in these fifteen years, he had sent no less than fifteen thousand rupees for the
repairs of this house. But the brother-in-law went on in an angry tone,
“How can we think of buying a house, bhai. Looking after yours has nearly cracked our backbone. Besides, it’s
not your Walayat where a house can be bought in two years' time. This is India, you know. Here, it takes a lifetime to build a house of your own.”
Veer Singh just kept looking at all of them, wide-eyed. Before he could speak up, his older nephew said,
“Uncle, bhapa and bibi told us that you took just two years to buy off this property. You had also paid up our
school fees for an entire year. You spent so much on us. How does it make any difference to you? It’s a matter of
two years, after all. Since then, you must have put in several such two years. You have no dearth of money. You
can buy off a much better place than this now.”
Hearing his nephew address him, using a disrespectful pronoun “you,” Veer Singh was surprised. Now, it was
the turn of the younger nephew. So he said,
“Uncle, your Walayat is a goose that lays golden eggs. In another two years, it’ll lay more such eggs, making
you wealthy and rich.”
With these words, both the nephews exchanged a mischievous look and burst into a loud guffaw, sending
tremors through Veer Singh’s heart.
Two years? Two years! Veer Singh looked at his wife, Puro. He saw a mixed expression of regret, sadness and
anger lurking in her eyes as well. Then wiping the saline tears off his eyes, he looked at his sister as though he
were asking her,
“Bhain, what is all this?”
Without looking straight into his eyes, she, too, seemed to be saying,
“Well I’m really helpless. What can I do?”
And her look settled this issue of “two years” conclusively.
A lump rose in Veer Singh’s throat. Looking at his elder sister, who had almost been a mother to him, he
understood that very moment that this miracle of “two years” had changed the bonds of blood into two distant
shores of the ocean, which could never ever meet again.
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84.74 The Reason For Darkness\fn{by Kusum Ansal (1940- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 3
The telephone was ringing insistently. I glanced at the clock. It was just four o’clock. The ringing of the bell
filled the darkness with foreboding. Mohan turned over in an attempt to disregard the telephone. I picked up the
receiver. A voice I was not familiar with came across.
“Hello, is Mohan Babu there?”
“Yes what is it?” I was feeling rather perturbed.
“I am speaking from house number seven at the Ring Road. Can you hear me? Mr. Nimesh Bijlani’s wife has
met with an accident. He wants you people to come here.”
I dragged myself back to bed. Suddenly I felt I had turned into stone. It must have been my expression.
Blinking his eyes in the light Mohan sat up and asked anxiously:
“What is it, Nilu? Who telephoned? What has happened?”
“Somebody called. Nimesh wants us at seven Ring Road. There has been an accident.”
“May be someone is pulling a fast one.” Even more than me Mohan tried to hide from the truth.
“No maybe it is true. Biswajeet dropped me here at half past one. Chandrika was with him, maybe.” Tears
rolled down my cheeks, I had lost my courage.
My body felt like a machine, so many stormy thoughts crossed my mind. I felt faint. Some how I managed to
change my clothes and get into the car. Bad thoughts kept stumbling in my mind. We did not have to look for
seven Ring Road. A small crowd, a couple of cars, the police van. Besides, we recognized Nimesh’s blue Fiat. I
found it hard to walk. Nimesh held my trembling band. We moved toward the crowd, numb with fear. Truth,
however cruel, has to be faced in a crowd.
Biswajit’s car lay shattered near the electric pole. Biswajit was sprawled face down on Chandrika’s body in a
pool of blood and a pile of broken glass. How did they fall in this position? Chandrika always wore jeans but
today she was wearing a sari. One hand of Biswajitt Jay on her beautiful naked leg and the other was under it.
What kind of embrace was this, death passed through them and they never became aware of it. The crushed
cigarette between Chandrika’s fingers appeared to be new. The blood flowing from Biswajit’s head was falling
into Chandrika’s hair and face. Suddenly I screamed:
“Why don’t you remove them to the hospital?” A strange cruel voice scolded me:
“You don’t know. They are dead. Don’t go near them. Don’t touch them. We have to photograph them.”
I wanted to cover Chandrika’s naked body, but people stopped me from going near her. For how long did these
spectators want to see the dead bodies? Chandrika’s body looked glorious even in that state. She had lived this
body. How proud she was of her body. How she indulged in various dietings, and yoga. With how much devotion
and spiritual endeavor she kept it under control by special rules and regulations. I remembered her oft repeated
words.
“Nilu, what are all these men? Do they look for intellect in a woman? The truth is that intelligent women
irritate them. They don’t even like a woman if she does not agree with them. Their eyes glance at the face of a
woman and then they slide down to the body. To keep a man tied to one’s body is the biggest achievement of any
woman. This alone answers all the questions. Keep the hungry soul of a man satisfied with a whisper of your
body.”
This same body of Chandrika’s lay naked on the road like a question mark to so many answers, allowing every
passer by to pass remarks about her. So many people were commenting. If the sword is in the wrong hands, the
protector becomes the destroyer. We were unable to do anything for them in spite of the fact that we were their
friends. The delicate truth of our being their friends was drowned in the noise and the public road.
“What a pose she is in, saali.”
“You can say what you like. She was out for a spree with her yaar. Death has devoured them.”
“Midnight fun and frolic. Wine, woman, who can remain in his senses?”
Beautiful woman, beauty, what kind of beauty is this, like the flower that gulps insects and yet claims to be a
flower? The dead body of someone’s daughter, someone’s mother, and her uncovered beauty. What remained of
the beauty? Instead of silent sadness, the place was full of shameless laughter—and yet human beings claim to be
human. My heart was filled with hatred.
A little later I noticed Veena sitting by the roadside. I went near her. Veena was lost in prayer with her eyes
closed as if she was in her room where she kept the Guru Granth Sahib, and not the road. Whenever I went to her
house, I always found it full of the smell of incense mingled with the sounds of prayer. Both Biswajit and Veena
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were of a sweet temperament, very humble. Like a morning prayer they were always soft spoken, very mellow
and gentle. Perhaps they were like this because their only son was born with defective eyes. His eyes just did not
grow with him, his half closed eyes became weaker day by day. In spite of the best medical treatment the two
continued to go to mandirs and guru-dwaras. They cared a lot for their son, even read out the text books to him.
For whom was Veena praying? As I glanced at her I found it difficult to look at her.
Just a short while ago, a few hours earlier, I was also in this car. Chandrika and I had accompanied Biswajit to
the Talkatora Gardens for Raag Rang’s cultural evening. Biswajit dropped me first. After dropping Chandrika he
was to go home. This was nothing new. Our families were together, as a matter of habit. Our hobbies, likes and
dislikes were similar. It was pure coincidence that the two of us were left alone with Biswajit. Nimesh had to go
out unexpectedly and Mohan had to stay back for dinner with his colleague after the board meeting. The first two
days of the cultural festival the three families had been together. We had felt no hesitation when the three of us left
without Nimesh and Mohan, simply because we had faith in each other. What is man after all? Incomplete, half
made, yet God has given him enough intellect, the gift to think independently. At least there is no watch on
thinking.
None of us imagined that we would have to pay such a heavy price for our desire to live in the manner we
wanted to, and that life itself would refuse to stop. Living is such a delicate affair, like a stalk of grass, how much
does it take to break it? Just one wrong step and you are faced with death.
Chandrika lay on the bare road like a tired deer. Lifeless, a victim of wrong calculations. In that moment of
death she had no right even to natural sympathy and pity. The body was not beautiful, it was only an associate, a
companion, it had now dissociated itself.
Nimesh, without indulging in any analysis, was giving a statement to the police. He was fully aware of the
kind of malicious talk people were indulging in about his wife. And Veena, she was silent. To explain the reason
for darkness a lamp has to be lighted. And the lamps had been extinguished. She could say what she liked, it
would all be engulfed in the darkness. After short intervals she recited the lines the Granth Sahib:
You are responsible for all that happens.
Nanak Thakur is impermeable.
His power immense.

The day dawned. Everything was like any other day, the same sunrise, yet everything had changed. The bodies
of Biswajit and Chandrika, after they bad been through the hands of the police, and the postmortem in the
hospital, were taken to the cremation ground. Everything was over by the evening. Veena was extraordinarily
silent and Nimesh extremely perturbed even though he knew the truth. The contextuality of time is a very
important and a relevant factor. The anomaly of two young dead bodies had strangled the truth.
After the cremation I accompanied Veena to her house. Mohan went away with Nimesh. Once again the house
was filled with the loud lamentations of Veena’s parents and in-laws. The black smoke of calumny bad escaped
from the roadside and had engulfed Veena’s house and its moral faith. Propriety of conduct and decorum had been
lost in this lapse.
Inspite of the sleeping pills Veena had not slept, she got up a number or times to bow her bead to the Granth
Sahib. I could sense the violent storm in Veena’s mind. I tried to persuade Veena to have a cup of tea. No one had
even touched a drop of water since the accident. Veena picked up the tea cup, her lips had hardly touched it when
Biswajit’s younger brother Raman came in with the morning newspaper. He threw the paper in front of Veena and
said:
“Just read this. Virji has given his family such a bad name. Even if he had to do it, he could have given some
thought to us.”
What he said was less biting than the comments we had heard at the roadside. The front page carried a
photograph of the accident and a report. The paper had commented that the latest scandal of the capital had
evaporated without coming in the limelight. It went on to report that the wife of a senior bank official had been
killed at mid night in a car accident along with her lover.
“Let the entire world say what it likes. They were both innocent. You know your husband so well, Veena,
Biswajit was not the kind to indulge in anything immoral. He was so pure, a man of character, God-fearing.”
The vacant look in Veena’s eyes remained. I could not detect even a shade of the faith I was looking for; it just
did not show in her eyes. The still atmosphere around us remained infested with smoke. She touched the corner of
Raman’s shawl lightly and said,
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“Vira, don’t say all this, not you, please. Often we say what we have not heard. Now we have heard so much.
Perhaps I am the cause of his downfall. Perhaps I did not fulfill his needs. I do not give enough of myself to him,
not as much as Chandrika could. Lust is an obstacle but I never imagined that it would become such a big
obstacle.
“I was so engrossed with my son's illness and my prayers. I did not pay any attention to anything else. Can
trust be violated in this manner?”
I was absolutely stupefied as I looked at her face—a void had surrounded us, a desolate zero engulfed us,
rendering me unable to think.
Just then Nimesh and Mohan came in. Nimesh had perhaps come to console Veena. Before Nimesh could say
anything Veena pushed the newspaper towards him. Nimesh had probably seen it earlier. He folded the paper and
placed it by his side.
“Veena, I do not know what impressions you had formed about your husband, but I am his friend. Therefore I
know him very well, I know Chandrika very well too. He was a man of character, noble, virtuous. And Chandrika.
To be fashionable does not mean you have no character. I am not perturbed with all the nonsense people are
indulging in. My Chandrika was of a very high character, a good woman.”
Raman once again opened the paper and threw it towards us.
“Why are you deceiving yourself Bhai Saheb? This is no ordinary pose, nor is it accidental. Good character, is
this what it means?”
Some of the visitors smirked quietly, mockingly. But Nimesh remained calm and peaceful. Steadily, with
unflinching faith he replied:
“We are all human beings. Just that. Only human beings. The biggest truth is our body. Suddenly if such a
moment of impulse did arise between them, surely they must have been on the same wave length? This body
becomes sick, sometimes it develops a disorder, a change or a perversion. Do we blame the body? Veena, you
pray all the time. A prayer is not just a familiarity or an identification of God. A prayer is an active participation
with God, it is an act of collecting and understanding your own being and His greatness, of adopting it, of seizing
it. Biswajit was your partner in the act, such a man can never do wrong. Something else went wrong somewhere.
No wave, however large that has arisen in a particular moment, can destroy the entire life that you have lived, nor
can it consume the entire faith and trust that helps you to live.”
I noticed the flicker of the trust and faith that I had been waiting for. Before she could say anything Raman
pulled her out of the crowd ruthlessly. In a voice devoid of any kindness, he said:
“Stop all this philosophical talk of yours. My brother was such a simple innocent man. You trapped him, you
are responsible for all this. And listen to me, don’t ever come to this house. I will not tolerate this liberal,
unrestricted way of living.”
Stunned with the insult, the three of us simply stared at him. I felt that a bridge had been destroyed, an
invisible bridge which we utilized to reach each other. Now a broken bridge was dangling in the boiling lava, in
the lava of accusations imposed by society. The cyclone of words, cruel words was giving a different twist to the
horror of death. Our friendship was being pushed into an area of hatred and repentance after weathering the tears
of sympathy shed by the society.
231.100 Excerpt from Bitter Sweet Truth: Recollections Of An Anglo-Indian Born During The Last Years Of
The British Raj; An Autobiography\fn{by Esther Mary Lyons (1940- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal
State, India (F) 20
3
… “Minnie! Look who is beside you!” I heard my mother say.
Immediately I sat up to see who it was. To my delight, it was my dear Papa, fast asleep. I saw him only from
time to time. I was told that he was a very busy man and had a lot of important work to do.\fn{ Normally I begin
novels, autobiographies and diaries from the beginning; but in this case, we have to do with an author who actually begins her
chronological recollections at chapter three.H }

My father was very handsome, with fair skin and dark hair. He had the most beautiful blue eyes, so different
from the others at home. I loved him very dearly, especially because when he was at home I received all his
attention. I would sit on his lap for breakfast and he would feed me with pieces of buttered toast dipped in the egg
yolk. He played hide-and-seek with me and enjoyed throwing me up into the air and catching me just before I fell
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on the ground.
Mum would stand by and beg him to stop—she was scared that I would fracture my head. But Papa knew what
he was doing. We would continue playing and laughing at Mum’s concern. It was so much fun! I loved him so
much!
I put my head on Papa’s shoulder and watched him open his eyes and smile at me. Papa then embraced and
kissed me, making me feel all-important and loved. The year was 1944, when I was three years and eight months
old. I lived in a big house with my baby sister Violet, my mother, Uncle Eddie, Aunt Natasha and their two
daughters, Enid and Helen. Enid was six months older than Violet and Helen was five months younger.
Violet was only six months old and Papa found her too small and helpless. He would hold her for a few
minutes only. He gave me much love and attention.
I remember the time before Violet, Enid and Helen had arrived and I was the only child. We were living in
Mirzapur, a small town in the north of India and Papa stayed home most of the time. He was the editor of the
paper called The Poor Man’s Voice and had a lot of typing to do. Uncle Eddie was not with us then. Seven-yearold Cajeton and five-year-old Julius were living with us. They were my companions, related to Mum and Aunt I
was told and I enjoyed playing with both of them. Cajeton played in the sandpit with me. I was two and a half and
he pinched my cheeks to make them red.
I was fair like Papa with light brown hair and eyes. Cajeton and Julius were both dark with black shiny hair.
Cajeton had mischief written all over his face and both Aunt and Mum were ever ready to pounce on him for his
pranks, to protect me. One day Mum caught Cajeton kissing me on my cheeks and told Aunt Natasha that the
boys were no company for a little girl, so they were sent away immediately. Cajeton was returned to his parents in
Bettiah and Julius to his home in the village of Latonah. It was sad without them and I could not understand all
the fuss about kissing.
Soon after they left, Aunt Natasha married Uncle Eddie in the city of Meerut. We moved to Saharanpore,
where Enid and Helen were born. My little sister Violet was also born in Saharanpore. On our move to
Saharanpore, Papa took a job, which kept him away from home most of the time.
Uncle Eddie was a good man but had a bad temper. One day Aunt Natasha complained to him about the dhobi
(the man who collected dirty clothes and brought them back washed every week). She used to keep an account of
every item of clothing she gave him to launder. Almost every month, when the time came for payment, there was
an argument between the two. On one occasion she called out to Uncle Eddie and complained that the dhobi was
cheating her. I heard a loud argument between the two men, which ended with Uncle hitting the dhobi hard with
his fist. Aunt stopped complaining and restrained her husband. The poor dhobi ran away with a bleeding nose and
I never saw him again. We soon arranged for another person to launder our clothes.
Uncle kept pigeons and hens in the back yard. He had built large pens for them and took great pleasure in
looking after his pets. He had a variety of pigeons and enjoyed training them to obey his command. There were
also a few ducks and two big geese, which Papa bought for me! He too seemed to enjoy poultry when he was at
home. Papa and I would feed the birds together. I enjoyed carrying the grain on a plate and getting into the pen
with Papa to help feed them. The geese frightened me as they always chased me when I went near them. One of
the geese bit me near the left eye one day when I eventually decided to be more adventurous and develop a
friendship with them. Papa was very angry and the next day both the geese were served up roasted at the table for
dinner.
We had curry and rice with dal (lentil soup) for lunch and European meals for dinner. Both Uncle and Papa
loved curry and rice. Uncle enjoyed eating fresh red-hot chilli with hot curry. He would perspire throughout the
meal, but that did not stop him! I was given special mild curry, as Papa did not think hot curry was good for me.
He preferred me to have plenty of fruit and milk instead.
Papa and Uncle were good friends and often had long conversations in English. They went away together for
days, Uncle always returning earlier than Papa. Uncle Eddie was a tall and well-built man. He was taller than my
Papa was, but although he was fairer than both Mum and Aunt, he was not as fair as Papa. Uncle had a yellowish
fairness whereas Papa was more pink and whitish. He had dark brown curly hair and brown eyes and the features
of the people from the hilly region, heavy cheekbones and slanting eyes. He had an authoritative loud voice.
I adored Papa. He knew everything and even managed to persuade Mum to give Violet orange juice and baby
food between feeds. Mum knew the Indian way of bringing up babies, which was to give them only breast milk
till they were at least a year old. Papa made her give Violet tinned milk and baby food available in those days of
the British Raj. He even managed to persuade Aunt Natasha to do the same with her babies. When Violet
developed bad blood dysentery at five months, Papa was able to save her by having Mum give her only apple
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juice and boiled rice in place of milk. He was also a linguist and, I was told, he could speak several languages. He
spoke to Mum and Aunt in fluent Hindi and the dialects spoken in the state of Bihar.
In front of our house in Saharanpore there was a huge plot of land which ended at the railway lines. I often
watched the trains, including the slow-moving goods trains, which carried sugarcane. Very often the local poor
boys would jump on the slow moving goods train and steal a few sticks of sugar cane. I enjoyed watching them
jump off the train and run to their homes. They always seemed to be in a hurry and feared being caught redhanded. There was a Christian cemetery on one side of our property and on the other side were the servants’
quarters.
Tulsi was our maidservant who helped Mum and Aunt with the housework. She washed all the babies’ nappies
daily. She was a good cook and made European and Indian dishes. Papa did not like Mum doing all the
housework without a helper. He also liked her to take the servant with her for shopping, to carry the groceries.
Papa was very concerned about Mum and saw that the servant carried an umbrella over her when she went out on
a sunny day. I remember Papa had a black car in Mirzapur and drove Mum and Aunt for shopping himself. But
since we moved to Saharanpore we did not have any transport and had to depend on tongas. (A cart driven by a
horse used for transportation instead of a car).
I especially remember one day when Mum and Aunt had closed the windows and doors in the large bathroom
that had a cement floor, two cold water taps and a pedestal toilet with a wooden seat; they had already massaged
the babies with warm mustard oil making them ready for bathing. But Tulsi had not brought the hot water from
the kitchen. Aunt asked me to run and hurry her up with the hot boiling water. I had been sitting quietly in one
corner, watching the babies being massaged. Since I always enjoyed doing things for Aunt and Mum, as it made
me feel a grown up, I ran towards the door blindly in my effort to please Aunt and failed to see Tulsi, who was
then about to open the closed door with boiling water in a huge container which tilted, the hot water falling over
me scalding me badly. I screamed with pain and both Mum and Aunt immediately rushed towards me. I heard
someone saying that the white of raw eggs should be put on the burns at once. This was done and I was soon
surrounded with dozens of eggshells. I felt better, more because of all the attention I received than from the effects
of the egg whites. Unfortunately Papa was not at home.
*
Parvati, our sweeper, was about fourteen or fifteen years old. She was a pleasant girl who sometimes played
with me. She lived in one of the servants’ quarters built of mud, but very clean and neat, because their occupants
swept and lined the floors with cow dung and mud every day. They had made pictures of Hindu gods and
goddesses on the front walls. There were lots of stray dogs, cows, goats and poultry around the houses. Every
evening there was loud Indian film music and meetings of men. Women stayed indoors working or chatting
among themselves. Occasionally they would come out to fill the men’s hookahs with tobacco, or rekindle them
with hot coal. Whenever the women came out they covered their head and faces with their saris. It seemed to be
the custom amongst them to show their faces only to their husbands. Children played all around the place, making
as much noise as possible over the music. We, in our big house, would sit on our verandah in front and look on,
listening to the songs and the talk. Sometimes they would end up in a brawl using filthy abusive language I did
not understand, but Mum and Aunt would take me inside the house saying I should not listen to them.
Parvati used to make me beautiful bead necklaces and bangles. She had even made a lovely bead curtain for
her house. I came to know that she was to be married. Her mother showed Mum and Aunt all the embroidered
sheets and tablecloth she had made for her wedding. She did such things very well, but she could not read or
write. Then one day there were loud film songs coming from the loudspeaker erected on the top of Parvati’s house
and many women assembled to decorate both her and her house. The mud house was brightened with flowers,
especially marigolds, the holy flower in all Hindu temples. I was given a sari to present to her. In the late evening
a procession arrived with the bridegroom on a white horse and men with musical instruments loudly playing some
Indian film songs. I could not see the bridegroom’s face as it was covered with flowers on long strings. The music
and holy chanting went on for a long time and I fell asleep to the sound of it.
Suddenly, in the early hours of the morning, I woke up to the sound of loud crying, which I knew came from
Parvati’s house. There was also the sound of people talking, shouting and laughing. Just then I heard Mum telling
Aunt that Parvati had tried to run from her room after the wedding: her husband had wanted to consummate the
marriage but she was frightened, had refused him and then climbed on the roof saying that she would commit
suicide. But they caught her and pushed her back into the room. I did not really understand what was going on: I
only knew that I felt sorry for her.
Next day I saw her crying. She looked pale, but the parents sent her away in a palki, which is a box-like
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carriage containing the bride, carried by hand, beside the bridegroom’s horse. After she left her house was quiet
again. Her mother started working for us. A few weeks later Parvati came to visit her parents and us. She looked
very sad, so unlike the happy friend I once had who used to run and hide round the house. She cried and told
Mum that her husband and his parents used to beat her and that she still did not like sleeping with her husband
because he was always drunk and was cruel to her.
The husband was much older than she, perhaps in his thirties. But her mother told Parvati that this was her fate
and since she was married, she belonged to her husband. I hated everything that had happened to my friend. I
could not understand why her parents sent her back again, even if they cried when they did so, since they could
have kept her at home away from the man she did not like. Her husband never brought her back to visit home
again and that was the last time I ever saw Parvati.
*
The 27th November 1944 was my fourth birthday. Mum kissed me and gave me a box, which she said, came
from Papa in Delhi. I opened it and found a beautiful fine clay doll. There was also a lovely pure silk sari for
Mum, pale yellow with a black border and irregular geometrical patterns.
“Is this sari for you Agnes?” Natasha asked as she entered our room.
“Yes, Mino sent it for me,” Mum replied.
“When my husband buys things for me, he buys for you too—I make sure of it—but when Mino sends things,
they’re only for you. I never forget that we were once very good friends and always wore the same design and
colour of blouse and sari. Everything we bought was always the same for the two of us. I’ve done so much for
you and Mino, but you both seem to forget it all, you are both very ungrateful.” As she said this, Aunt Natasha
picked up the sari, looked at it and then, flinging it back on the bed, stormed out of the room.
Meanwhile, Mum continued combing my hair, which was so scanty and soft that it curled round my face. I had
a new dress and a pair of shoes to wear that day. Once I was ready Mum dressed herself in a sari from the
cupboard.
“Why don’t you wear the one Papa sent, Mum?” I asked, picking up the new sari and the doll box.
“Leave it where it is Minnie. I don’t want any fights with Natasha. Come, let’s go. Do you want to take the
doll?” Mum asked.
“Yes, Mum, but I want to carry it out of its box to church,” I said.
“Don’t be silly! You have to carry it in the box or forget it,” Mum replied. But I insisted on taking it out of the
box.
“What is the problem Agnes? Why aren’t you coming? We are late already,” Natasha grumbled as she walked
into the room.
“Minnie wants to take the doll to church, but without the box,” Mum said.
“Well, I can’t see any harm in that. After all, it’s her doll. Why can’t she carry it without the box?” Aunt said.
Then she hurriedly cut the strings, which held the fine clay doll inside the box and gave it to me. I was thrilled and
hurriedly moved towards the door following Aunt Natasha, while Mum was instructing the ayah about looking
after Violet.
At the threshold I tripped and the doll slipped out of my hand falling on the cemented floor. It broke and lay
there in small pieces and I could do nothing about it. I heard Mum gasp and come towards me, perhaps to hit me,
but Aunt came to my rescue and quickly took me in her arms saying,
“Don’t do that it was only an accident and besides it’s her birthday today.”
“She should have listened to me,” Mum said and walked out of the room. Aunt and I followed.
Throughout the service I sat tormented. My beautiful doll, sent to me by my darling Papa, was broken; but I
could not cry, because I felt guilty that I had not listened to Mum, I was to blame. I also felt guilty about upsetting
both Mum and Papa by breaking the doll.
When we returned home after the service I went straight to the room where the pieces of my doll lay. Parvati’s
mother was there sweeping the floor. She looked at me and said:
“Baby, why did you not listen to your Mum? What a beautiful doll it was! Your Papa had sent it to you with
such love and affection and you broke it the day after it came!”
What could I say? I just stood and watched her pick up the pieces. I was distracted by Mum’ scream:
“Well, if you think that Mino shouldn’t have sent a sari only for me but for you also, then take it!” Mum used
to address Papa with his pet name, “Mino,” which was given to him by his mother, I was told.
“Why should I take what he sent for you only? All I’m saying is that you all are ungrateful and thoughtless.”
Natasha was speaking to Mum. I turned to go into Aunt’s room just in time to see Mum rush into our room, pick
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up the sari and dash out into the kitchen, from where she came out with a match box. Before I knew what was
happening, she put a lighted match to her new sari saying to Aunt Natasha:
“Here, will this satisfy you?”
Aunt stood and watched in shock and silence as the sari turned to ashes and then walked back to her room.
Mum had left after the flames had taken hold of the sari. I was stricken—first the doll had gone and then the sari.
It was all finished with and everyone was calm. Tulsi who watched in silence started sweeping the ashes, once
both Aunt and Mum had disappeared into their rooms.
*
“Papa, you’ve left your glasses on the table,” I shouted as I ran towards the door.
Papa returned a few months after my doll was broken. We had a wonderful time together. He played with me
and often took me out on long walks. But Mum did not seem happy. I often saw them together talking in the
room, Mum crying and Papa consoling her. Uncle Eddie and Papa were also often engrossed in long conversation.
This was the first time that Papa had stayed for so long in Saharanpore.
I was very happy! He was my dear companion who made me feel so important in the house. Uncle and Aunt
were always concerned with their two babies. Mum was busy with Violet and I was usually alone except when
Papa was home I had him to myself. He read beautiful picture books to me and I loved listening to the stories.
One day I sensed tension in the house. Mum had been crying all morning and Papa had been speaking to her
softly. After breakfast I saw his suitcases being packed. Then a tonga was called; perhaps my beloved father was
going back to work.
He took me to the room, cuddled and kissed me and left me with my favourite sweets. While I was enjoying
the sweets I saw his sunglasses on the table and took them with me, calling Papa.
He was getting into the tonga. I called out to him loudly and he stopped. I ran towards the gate as Papa left the
tonga and walked towards me. He picked me up and once more cuddled and kissed me. It was then that I noticed
tears in his eyes.
Certainly something was wrong. I began to cry too, saying,
“Papa don’t go. Don’t leave me. I want to come with you, Papa.”
“Don’t cry, Minnie, I’ll come back soon. Look after Mum and Violet.”
He wiped my tears and his own and tried to put me down, but I clung to him. I believed that if I did not stop
him leaving, I would never see him again.
“Agnes ise ko ley jao,” (Agnes take her away) he said in Hindi and forced me into Mum’s arms, who held me
so tightly that I could not get back to him. Soon the tonga bearing Papa and Uncle disappeared. I cried and
sobbed. Mum took me back to the room and I noticed that she too was crying.
“Why are you crying, Mum? Isn’t Papa coming back?” I asked trying to wipe her tears as well as mine.
“Yes, he said he would come back soon,” she said very quietly but without much conviction.
Uncle returned after seeing Papa to the train. Darkness fell and Mum busied herself lighting the lantern and
making a bottle of milk for Violet. I felt alone and miserable.
*
Not long after Papa left, Uncle Eddie took me on his bicycle to a nearby Convent School for the first. time. I
was given a new school bag with a slate, a box of chalk, an exercise book and a pencil. I was thrilled because,
apart from having a new dress and shoes, I was going on Uncle’s bicycle and everyone was making much of me.
I sat in front on the bike weaving through the bazaar, to a large building next to the church. I was taken to a
lady who was teaching little girls like me. When Uncle turned to go I cried not realizing that he was not going to
be with me at school! I sat sobbing the whole morning until Uncle came to take me home again. Mum said I had
to go to school every day and eventually I got used to the idea. .
Mum also cried often. Aunt Natasha argued with Mum. Violet caused problems, her dysentery had gone but
she cried a lot and developed a great hunger for milk. One day while Violet was drinking it, Mum turned to speak
to me when Violet threw the glass milk bottle down and started crying again. She did that often. Mum slapped me
for not attending to Violet but I did not cry because I felt that I had let Mum down.
I think Violet broke about fifteen bottles in a week throwing them, as soon as she found the person holding
them was not paying attention to her. I wondered when Papa would come back to help Mum. Uncle Eddie was
mostly at. home but he was with Helen and Enid. Enid was able to walk and was given much attention. She was
lovely—very plump with very curly hair.
*
One day when I was nearly five, I was playing outside in the big playground—it was September 1945, Uncle
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Eddie and Mum came towards me with a gentleman who looked like my father: he was fair skinned, had blue
eyes, but was dressed like a priest.
I ran to him calling “Papa!”, but Mum grabbed me, saying that he was not my papa but a dost (a friend). I was
confused, I was sure he was. I could not understand why Mum said that he was not. The man looked at me and
smiled the way my papa did, ran his hands over my head and patted my cheeks before he turned and left with
Uncle Eddie. I stood in silence watching him leave. Mum stood beside me but said nothing.
*
Everything changed since Papa stopped coming home; Mum expected me to help her with Violet; Uncle and
Aunt were always with their children; Aunt Natasha and Mum were not so friendly; I was scolded or slapped
when I did something wrong. I once found a small pair of scissors and went about using them on everything I
could find. I was curious and intrigued at how they cut things! Suddenly I heard Aunt say:
“Who cut the new table cloth I spread on the table?”
“I did it Aunt, see,” and I proudly demonstrated how I’d used them.
She called Mum, complaining how useless and brainless I was and how I had added to the financial problems.
Mum slapped me without asking for an explanation. Then the ayah, collecting the dry clothes reported that some
clothing had been snipped. Mum locked me in the toilet after a few slaps on my cheeks.
As there was no electricity in the house, we used lanterns and I thought I could see wasps in the room. I was
very scared of them and of the darkness. I cried bitterly, begging to be taken out. I didn’t understand why I was
being punished, but no-one paid attention to my cries. I was kept there for thirty minutes crying hysterically when
Aunt said the punishment had been long enough. I decided I would only do what I was told; help Mum and Aunt
with Violet, Enid and Helen.
Soon Violet became a problem, whenever she saw Helen struggling to stand with the help of a chair or bed, she
would push her down, which led to an argument between Mum and Aunt. As soon as she was able to walk Helen
went for Violet—Uncle and Aunt thought it funny.
Violet was fair-skinned like me and had very thick black hair. She always did what she wanted. Violet loved
food and would devour an enormous amount in a very short time and still complain of hunger. Aunt and Uncle
nicknamed her “greedy guts”.
One day, about six months after I started school, Uncle did not come to pick me up afterwards. I waited outside
the gates and when every other child left, I cried. The nun on duty saw me, took me to the chapel and asked me to
wait. I remember sobbing and while tears trickled down my cheeks, I prayed with folded hands for Uncle to
come.
After a long time Mum arrived in a tonga for me. She looked worried.
“Where is Uncle, Mum?”
“I don’t know. I was unaware that he couldn’t collect you today. I am sorry that you had to wait.”
When we reached home Uncle and Aunt were in their room. Perhaps there had been a quarrel! From that day
onwards Birju, the new servant, took me to school and home again. He was often late collecting me because he
had to complete housework first.
The nuns were very fond of me, I was always quiet in class and sat alone during playtime. Sometimes, the nun
on bus duty would take me for a couple of trips around town dropping the other children home until Birju
collected me.
I did not like to be in school for very long because I developed a great anxiety of a fight breaking out at home
between Mum and Aunt or Uncle. Also I was afraid that Violet may be in trouble due to her difficult nature. I felt I
had to be with Mum and my sister all the time to protect them from fights and trouble. The teacher at school had
been teaching us about Jesus and His goodness. She also taught us prayers, which I started saying very often. I
was very impressed with all she taught us about Jesus and began loving and trusting in Him as if He was a real
person and beside me all the time. I visited the chapel in my recess and lunchtime, praying loudly to Jesus to
protect my mother and sister when I was not at home. I developed great faith in Jesus. I believed that He
understood my feelings and would help me out in the absence of my father. I remembered to thank Jesus for his
kindness when I found Mum and Violet safe at home after school.
Somehow I could not feel carefree like other children. Once when we were out on the front verandah, Violet
was playing with Helen, while Mum and Aunt were sitting on cane chairs talking. Enid was on Mum’s lap, since
she was very attached to my mother. I was playing with Parvati’s sister in one corner of the verandah.
Suddenly I heard a scream and turned around just in time to see Violet being attacked by a bull. It had picked
her up between its horns, flung her down and was about to do so again. I ran crying to save her. Violet had
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wandered off near the herd of cattle that were grazing in front of the house. Parvati’s father hit the bull with a
stick. I pulled up Violet and dragged her towards Mum.
Not long afterwards Enid fell sick and her condition was serious for a long time. She was under medical
supervision day and night for typhoid. She wanted to be looked after by my mother all the time since she was very
affectionate and caring. Mum would leave Violet with me and the ayah and take care of Enid with Aunt and
Uncle.
One day her eyes became fixed for a short while which made Aunt cry hysterically. I began praying to Jesus
for her recovery. I liked Enid very much because she was very quiet, whereas Violet and Helen fought all the time
and were the cause of arguments between Mum, Aunt and Uncle.
Mum loved children and even fed Helen with her own milk while nursing Violet, because Aunt Natasha did not
have much to give her child. I was told that her students were extremely fond of her when she was a kindergarten
teacher long before I was born, because of her loving and caring disposition.
Papa wrote to Mum every now and then. His letters were always in Hindi. She brightened up on the days the
letters came. On my fifth birthday, I received a pretty frock, some coloured crayons and a colouring book from
Papa.
In the evening of my fifth birthday, Uncle was playing on the bed with his two daughters, I sat at the end of the
bed and watched them play the way my Papa used to play with me. I started playing with Uncle Eddie’s shoes and
managed to pull out a nail, which I put into my mouth. Something made me laugh suddenly and the nail went
straight into my stomach. I told Uncle that I had swallowed a nail from his shoes. He could not believe it at first,
thinking that I. was making an excuse to get his attention. But since I persisted he yelled out to Mum and warned
her about it. Both Mum and Aunt were in a panic. Immediately Mum called a tonga and rushed me to Dr Austin,
our family doctor. He advised Mum to give me plenty of boiled potatoes that evening.
About six months after my fifth birthday, when I was playing in front of the house with children from the
servants’ quarters, I heard screaming and shouting coming from our house. I stopped playing and immediately ran
towards it. Inside I saw Uncle holding Mum by her beautiful thick, black plaited hair and shoving her head into
the hot charcoal fireplace. She was small, while Uncle was tall and heavily built.
“Stop it Eddie, it’s over! Forget it!” Aunt Natasha was saying, pulling him away. I ran towards my mother to
save her.
“Bloody woman, you think we have lived on your Mino! He bloody well left you all on us and has suddenly
disappeared. Who is going to meet all the expenses? It was all very well for him to ask me to look after you all,
but where is the money to support you and your children? He must have given it to you. He could not have left
without providing for you all. I am sure you have the money but you will not give it for use in the house.”
I heard Uncle saying all this to Mum in his loud angry voice as he let go off her hair.
“Yes, I have a lot of money left by Mino and I am a bad woman! I am to be blamed for everything and I have
ruined things for everyone. I should die! I wish God would take me away now,” Mum said.
“God won’t bloody well take you away—you take yourself away. Here, here is a knife to cut your throat with.
We’ll be rid of you then and your darling children can go off into an orphanage,” Uncle said.
Mum took the big shiny breadknife, which Uncle thrust at her and held it to her neck. I caught the knife in the
middle with both hands, keeping it from her throat, pleading with her at the same time, not to do so. My hands
began to bleed. Uncle stood by smirking whilst Aunt watched for a moment and then ran to my aid.
“Agnes, stop it! Look, Minnie’s palm is cut.” But Mum persisted.
“Leave me. I’m fed up with my life. I’m not the only one to blame. Mino found it easy to run away, I’m left to
face the world with these children. It’s all hopeless. Let me die.” She continued sobbing.
“Agnes, stop it. We are sorry. We shall manage somehow if you swear you have no money and you do not
know his whereabouts.” Uncle suddenly became aware that Mum was serious about wanting to kill herself.
“I told you he left me no money. He said he would send some, but he hasn’t and I haven’t even had a letter
from him for some time. I don’t know where he is,” Mum said.
I did not know what they were talking about; I only wanted to save my mother. She was all I had. Mum left the
kitchen and went sobbing towards our room. I followed her and when she sat on the bed I sat beside her, putting
my arms around her. It was then that Mum realized my palms were cut. She kissed me and bandaged my hands
without saying a word. Then she cuddled me and we both sat there crying.
For a long time I was haunted with that horrible scene of the fight and I was full of fear and apprehension
about my dear mother’s life. All the more I wished for the return of my Papa. I had felt safe and secure when he
was at home and now it had become a nightmare.
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In 1946, I did not receive any birthday present from Papa on my sixth birthday. I had not seen him for a long
time and wondered when he would again return but no one answered my question. Everyone maintained silence
on the topic of my dear Papa. The schools remained closed for a long time since there was trouble over the
struggle for independence from the British. There were times when we could hear a lot of screaming in the
distance. I once overheard Mum and Aunt talking about some clashes between the Hindus and the Muslims about
separate areas once India was independent.
4
As conditions became worse I heard Uncle discussing a move from Saharanpore. The clashes between Hindus
and Muslims often ended up in violence. Many people were killed daily on the ground of religious differences.
Prices of foods went up. Some things were not available in the market at all, like kerosene oil so we used candles
at night.
The days and nights were filled with the noise of people screaming and crying. All schools were closed
indefinitely and most people stayed inside the house. Although Hindus and Muslims were killing each other they
did not touch the Christians. They spared the houses which had the sign of the Cross either drawn across the door
or put up on the roof.
One day I found our things packed into boxes and loaded into two tongas. Aunt, Uncle, Enid and Helen got
into one tonga while Mum, Violet, Birju, our servant and I were made to sit in the other. Mum had to force me in
because I was waiting for my Papa to return to the house.
The platform at Saharanpore station was packed with people and their belongings. Mum was carrying Violet
and dragging me along by the hand. Aunt and Uncle carried their daughters. Birju carried some luggage as well as
supervising the four porters who were heavily laden with our tin boxes full of kitchen utensils and clothes.
We pushed ourselves through the train door. Even though our berths were booked in the sleeping coach of the
third class compartment, there seemed to be more people than seats. The people were everywhere: not only inside
the coaches, but also on the roof and hanging outside the doors and windows. Some even sat on our boxes and we
could not object. Uncle was irritable and lost his temper with the porter over payment. He punched the porter on
the nose. Luckily the train started before a crowd could gather.
I was exhausted and worried that Papa would not know where we had gone when he came back to
Saharanpore. No-one else seemed to think about that!
When I woke the next day we were in the mountains, a few hours from Darjeeling, in the great Himalayan
ranges of north India. We changed trains to one that was short and traveled fast on winding tracks. The air was
fresh and I could see snow in the distance. There were many eucalyptus and pine trees, the women wore saris
different from those of Mum and Aunt. They spoke a different language, Nepali, they had different ways of
farming. The fields were arranged in steps and they mostly grew tea.
I hated the bus ride up the mountain, because the roads were narrow and winding. Mum and I felt giddy and
sick. We reached Kalimpong at about three o’clock in the afternoon. Uncle had arranged a house which belonged
to a Britisher who had returned to England and wanted someone to stay in it while he decided about its sale.
Uncle Eddie said it would be a safe town to live in during the Hindu and Muslim riots over a separate area for
Muslims (Pakistan). I loved the bungalow and the garden with its trees, flowers and butterflies and easily
imagined that fairies and elves would be completely happy living there too.
Mum used to read me the stories from the Old and the New Testament from the Hindi Bible. She was very
religious and never went to sleep without saying her prayers. Every Indian employs a sweeper, who belonged to
the lowest caste, to do the menial work in the house. Servants were very cheap in India and every family had at
least two. Indians are very conscious of class and caste and therefore it becomes necessary to keep servants, since
people of higher caste cannot perform many types of work, even in the privacy of their own house, because of
social norms.
I remember the day Mahatma Gandhi, the man who was responsible for the independence of India, was shot
dead by a Hindu fanatic. Uncle read about it in the newspaper at the breakfast table and announced that the shops
would be closed for some days as a sign of mourning. There were many days before we could buy food in the
market again. Uncle was out of a job. Since we moved to Saharanpore, Papa had started work with the U. S.
Foreign Economic Administration surveying the strategic mineral deposits of India for the war effort. He had to
frequently travel to the high mountain ranges of the Himalayas. He employed Uncle Eddie to help him on his
trips. Since Papa stopped coming home, Uncle never seemed to have a permanent job.
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*
One morning we had a visitor, a young man in his late twenties. Aunt Natasha was very happy to see him and
welcomed him affectionately. He was introduced to me as Uncle David. I soon discovered that Uncle David had
been invited by Aunt Natasha to live permanently with us in Kalimpong.
Soon Uncle David accompanied us on our long walks instead of Mum and Aunt. I thought him quite goodlooking with his brown complexion and black curly hair, but nowhere near as handsome as my Papa. We children
were expected to call him Uncle. In India, amongst the Hindus, everyone who is older is given a status of respect
as Uncle, (Chacha, if he is the brother of the father, or Mama, if he is the brother of the mother.) Aunt, (Chachi, if
she is the wife of Chacha, or Mami if she is the wife of Mama). The sister of the father is called Phuphi and her
husband is Phupha. An elder sister is called Didi or Bahen; an elder brother is called Dada or Bhai. But the
Christians and the descendants of the British in India addressed everyone older as Uncle or Aunty out of respect,
irrespective of whether they were from the father’s side or the mother’s. The older sisters and brothers were called
by their names as were the younger ones.
I was told that I had to go to a boarding school and given to believe that it was my Papa’s wish. I was told that
Papa would eventually visit me at the school. A lot of clothes were made for me, as well as shoes and other things
were packed into a black tin box. Then one morning, my mother took me to the big school on the top of a hill.
Aunt Natasha, Uncle David and Uncle Eddie watched me go with sad faces. Mum had sold one of her heavy 22carat gold necklaces to buy all the things required for me at the boarding school. Since Uncle Eddie’s sister, Agnes
Wright, was educated in the same school run by the Loreto nuns, he was confident that it had to be a very good
English school for me.
It was expensive and only the rich could afford to study there, but it was arranged by the Bishop of Patna. My
mother had written to him. I was to be adopted overseas, I came to know later.
I could not help crying when Mum left me at the convent with a foreign nun. Though the nuns were kind, I
kept crying incessantly for days. I could not understand why Papa could not visit the home where my mother and
sister lived and why I had to be put into a school for him to visit me. I hated the dormitory where I had my bed. I
was the youngest boarder, just six and half years old.
I was there for a fortnight when I became seriously ill. Mum was called and had to take me home for medical
attention. While I was away they’d changed houses. Uncle Eddie had got himself a permanent job in a sugar cane
factory at Tarnkuhi, in the plains of north India. His work lasted for nine months of the year, but he received
salary for the whole year. The British owned the factories and only the Anglo-Indians and the domiciled Britishers
were employed.
I was referred to a doctor in Darjeeling. We stayed in a hotel while I was treated. Mum paid a large fee to the
private doctor. Mum and Uncle David took me for a daily injection for two weeks to a large hospital. Uncle David
carried me on his shoulders and let me go horse riding at the Mall, right in the middle of the shopping centre. He
also bought me a lovely little red car to play with in the room. There was such peace and we were happy there,
Mum seemed relaxed and without worries.
Mum disclosed to Aunt and Uncle that Papa and she had a joint account in the State Bank of India. She said
that Papa had left about twenty-five thousand rupees, a huge sum of money in those days, for her in the bank. She
said that she had forgotten about it. Unfortunately, when Mum went to withdraw some money, she was informed
that all the money had been transferred into another account in New York and then withdrawn. Uncle Eddie lost
his temper at Mum’s secretiveness and for her losing the money.
Up until then Mum had been pawning and selling her gold jewelry to make ends meet. She had plenty of 22carat gold jewelry, as Papa had presented her with many pieces because Indians prefer to invest in gold jewelry
rather than keep money in the banks.
Soon after we returned to Kalimpong we changed our house once more and lived at “Seven Miles”. We lived
on the ground floor of a double-storey timber building. Mr. and Mrs. Green lived on the first floor. Mr. Green was
an Anglo-Indian like Uncle Eddie. Mr. Green was married to a Nepali woman and their only daughter was
studying in England. Every British or Anglo-Indian married to the native Indian woman preferred to send their
children to England for education in those days.
The building was at the side of the main road to Darjeeling. On the other side of the road was a high hill
covered with trees and bushes. On top of the hill was the Catholic Church and a mission school, St. Philomena’s
convent, run by the nuns. The medium of instruction there was Nepali and the school was for the poor Catholics.
At the side of the school, a short distance away, was the English boarding school, where I had been admitted
before I became ill.
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We kept poultry and while Uncle Eddie was on holidays he had time to make cages for the hens. My job was to
open them in the morning and then close them in the evening, as well as cover the boxes with gunni or jute bags.
Very often I did not like doing the work: Helen, Enid and Violet were always playing and I was made to work,
something that I felt was unfair. One evening I closed the hen’s cages, but refused to cover the boxes: something
within me stopped me from picking up the gunni bags lying on the ground. Uncle was very angry with me for
defying him. He stood in front of me and insisted that I pick them up. Eventually, with tears in my eyes, I bent
down to pick up the bags. As I lifted them, Uncle screamed:
“Run!” Then he called out:
“Natasha, bring the stick—there is a cobra under the gunni bag.”
Mum came running and pulled me away. Uncle killed the snake with the stick and threw it on the side of the
road. Everyone stood by in a state of shock and wondered how it got there. After that day Mum made sure that the
woman who helped with housework also saw to the poultry.
*
Uncle Eddie had to return to his place of work. The day Uncle left, Enid cried bitterly. It reminded me of the
day my Papa left in Saharanpore and I felt sorry for her. I hated anyone leaving because I feared that they too,
would not return.
One morning, Mum and the teacher who lived next door, took me to the poor Catholic school for girls at the
top of the hill. The classes were conducted in the Nepali language. I was admitted to Class 2, as I was seven years
old. In India children start schooling at the age of five. The Principal gave concession for my monthly fees.
There is no social security or welfare organization in India so Mum opened a small shop in a tent at the side of
the road near our house. Mum sat on the floor and sold cigarettes, pann (betel leaves), snacks, biscuits and
homemade lollies for the children. She also received orders for embroidery work on the vestments, which the
priests wore during Mass and the Altar clothes. She also took orders for sewing and embroidery work on
bedcovers and tablecloths. She would sit till late on her hand machine or the embroidery work every night and
start early in the morning on the cooking for the shop. Mum and Mrs. Green, her good friend, went to watch the
football match in the city practically every weekend.
I climbed up the hill in front of our apartment every morning to attend the school. I enjoyed it during the day
when Mum was busy at work, but ran home immediately after, to be with her in the evenings. I leamt to read in
Nepali and enjoyed reading storybooks myself every night while Mum did sewing or embroidery work for her
customers. At times I read the stories to Violet.
The pupils at school came from very poor homes and could not afford uniforms. There were both Catholic and
non-Catholic students. Mum always dressed me in socks, shoes and pretty frocks that she designed and stitched;
besides, I was much fairer than the other girls in the school so everyone made a fuss of me. My light brown hair
always had new ribbons and bows.
I always did well in maths and reading. The first year I was awarded a lovely hand knitted blue pullover on
prize-giving day for coming first in the class of forty-five students. I felt nervous yet proud to walk up on to the
stage and accept my prize. Mum was unable to attend the function, but I knew she would be happy with my
performance.
After school I ran towards home with my award under my arm. As I passed the school gates, some big girls
stopped me and asked to look at the prize. I could not refuse as they were big, strong senior students. I watched
them unwrap it and saw the blue pullover which I had received as an award being worn by one of the girls. I could
do nothing but look on in despair. The girl was fat and pulled a stitch which brought tears to my eyes.
They gave me back the pullover after each of them had tried it on. Mum seemed very happy to know of my
success, as was Uncle David. I wished that my dear Papa was around to share my achievement too. The pullover
was too big for me so I gave it to Mum.
*
Uncle David was always thoughtful and kind to Mum. Aunt Natasha did not like it and one day I heard the
three of them quarrelling.
“David, I must remind you that she is much older than you. I don’t like the way you give her attention and take
care of her children,” I heard Aunt saying. Then she turned to Mum and said in a very angry voice,
“Agnes, I hope you are not getting any ideas about David! He is younger than you are. You have your bastard
children. Look after them and leave David alone.”
“How can you accuse me of such a thing, Natasha? I consider David my younger brother. He is being nice to
my children and me, that is all. You are making such a heinous story out of it all. Can’t anyone be good to my
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children and me! Can’t I have a good friend and a brother to help me sort out my problems! Why do you always
consider me bad—what have I done, except made a fool of myself by falling in love once with someone who did
not have the right to love!” Mum asked.
But Aunt Natasha continued saying things I could not understand and scolded Uncle David. Though he was
twenty-eight, he was very quiet. Aunt was older than he was so he would not answer her back because this would
have been contrary to the way in which he had been brought up. That evening he packed his box and went to live
at Mrs. Green’s house. Mum was thirty-six but looked much younger and prettier than everyone else. I hated to
see her unhappy.
Mum met Uncle David near the cinema in the city whenever she went to watch a football match. She loved
both the football and Indian films. I went with her to the cinema a couple of times to the only picture hall in
Kalimpong which was made of tin and corrugated iron. When it rained, the roof made such a noise that no one
could hear what was being said. There were rows of collapsible chairs on the bare muddy floor where we sat and
watched the film. After the film the floor was always littered with peanut shells, fruit peel and other debris.
I remember the three of us watched a film called Sindoor, about a widow who fell in love with a man, to
everyone’s disapproval. She had a son who wanted a father. I shared his feelings. The film had some very sad
songs in it, which brought tears to my eyes as I thought of my dear Papa who had left me and not returned. I
thought of him every day and wondered where he was.
One day Mum took me to a butcher’s shop and I noticed one of the young butchers staring at me. I did not like
his gaze so I tugged Mum’s sari to show her that I wanted to leave. Two days later, on a Sunday morning, Mum
asked me to mind the shop while she went home to make some more lollies. We had just returned from the
Sunday Church service and I was still in my best clothes.
The butcher boy walked past the shop making signs to follow him up the hill. He walked up the hill for a
distance and before long, he was beside me dragging me by the hand to a bush. He sat down on the grass and
started pulling at my underpants. I struggled to get free but he was much stronger. To my relief, the schoolteacher
called from the shop below and the butcher’s fingers loosened. I pulled myself away and ran down the hill. I must
have looked upset and shaken.
The teacher asked why I had left the shop unattended. I could not speak and sat down on the floor ready to sell
the things. I could not tell Mum what had happened, but I made sure that I never visited the butcher’s shop ever
again with her and avoided being alone outside the apartment.
*
Mum closed her little wayside shop, as she did not make much out of it. She caught the bus early in the
morning to a fish market and bought baskets full of fresh fish to sell door to door every day. She continued sewing
and embroidery “on order” as before.
On one of her rounds with the fish, Mum met an Englishman and his wife. The wife was a South Indian who
could not speak English. When the couple discovered that Mum had a certificate to teach, they asked her to tutor
the wife. Mum gave up selling fish and taught her some English words, table manners, tasteful dressing in saris
and cooking. The couple had two children, Hector and Barbara, who were later sent to England for education.
One day Mum’s friend, Mrs. Green, invited us for lunch for the Hindu festival of Dushera, which celebrates
the day when the Hindu God Rama left for the forest with his wife Sita and brother Luxman. Mrs. Green put out
some home-brewed liquor with jadh, which was milky in colour and tasted so good that I had three glasses of it.
The “glasses” were made of steel so that they did not break. Everyone, was busy chatting and no-one noticed what
I was doing.
After awhile I felt light-headed and flushed. It was about two o’clock and time for lunch. The food was ready
and everyone sat in a line on the floor, legs folded, like yogis. Mrs. Green and a servant placed steel plates in front
of each of us, in which the delicious yellow pilaf rice was served. Another servant followed her with a most
appetizing pork curry, which was served next to the pilaf on everyone’s plates. Puris followed next.
I began feeling giddy and sick. I remember becoming conscious again on Mrs. Green’s bed with Mum sitting
beside me and saying it was time to go home.
“But where’s my food?” I asked.
“It’s four-thirty and everything is finished. That will teach you never to touch adult drinks again!”
She looked so angry that I thought it best not to question her any more on the subject. But I was hungry and
felt sorry for myself on account of missing the lovely food, especially the pork that I liked more than anything
else.
*
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I missed Papa very much and whenever I went to a film with Mum, I used to cry listening to sad Hindi songs.
The songs seemed to express my feelings of love for him. We had a gramophone at home and I would sit beside it
sobbing for my dear Papa while listening to the sad songs. Many years later I discovered that those songs were
sung for lovers, but the sad tunes mattered to me, they brought tears to my eyes and I associated every word with
the disappearance of Papa and my empty feelings of loss. I wondered how he could forget my mother and me. I
prayed daily to Jesus for his return. I stopped asking Mum about him because it either made her sad or angry; in
any case, she did not know where he was.
No one seemed to know! I thought it best to keep my feelings to myself and pray. I searched for his familiar
face in the crowd whenever we went out and any attention or affection given to me, reminded me of him and
brought tears to my eyes. I became a dreamer and a sensitive introverted child, always lost in my thoughts. I was
only eight years old and found it difficult to be carefree like the other children. I pitied myself for not having a
Papa. I had so much to ask but trusted no-one to answer my questions. I feared being humiliated; besides Mum
was busy working to provide for us while Aunt Natasha was preoccupied with her own children.
*
Through Mrs. Green we came to know Mrs. Kingsley who had a large property and offered us a piece of land.
Uncle Eddie built a good cottage out of mud and bamboo sticks. The walls were plastered with mud inside and
outside. The flooring was of brick and mud plaster. The cottage had a thatched roof, with three small rooms but
only one room had a door. Uncle, Aunt and their children lived in the big room with the door. Mum, Violet and I
occupied one of the rooms without the door. It opened into the kitchen, the other third one belonged to Uncle
David.
The toilet was repulsive. The door was made of a tin sheet with a latch but we had to sit on two bricks over a
hole where there was a tin can at the bottom. Indian people always use water to clean themselves instead of toilet
paper, they consider using water cleaner and more hygienic so a bucket of water and a mug was placed daily at
the side. There was always soap near the tap to wash the hands.
Mrs. Kingsley was a Nepali Indian woman of a big build. Nepali women have the same features as people
from the hilly region: rather flat face, yellowish smooth complexion and small slanting eyes. She wore a gold ring
in her nose and large heavy gold earrings in the ears and a number of bangles, all 22-carat gold. When she drank
tea, her long nose ring dipped into her cup of tea. She chewed pann (betel leaves) which stained her teeth black.
Mum and Mrs. Kingsley became very good friends. Aileen Kingsley was a very good friend of mine. We had
great fun running up the sloppy land and the green fields. We lived in the lowest terraced land, the Kingsleys lived
on the top of the hill. There was a lot of terraced land in between.
While Uncle Eddie was on holidays he grew vegetables at the back of the house. He loved dogs, gardening and
farming and we kept the poultry. Uncle bought a cow and Mum milked it with the help of a servant. A few goats
were added to our list of animals. Mum seemed to enjoy looking after the farm animals, but she hated dogs and
cats.
Mrs. Kingsley was a very kind lady with eight children of her own and she adopted many local children whom
she helped with education. In turn they took care of her big house and land. She allowed many poor Nepali
families to live free on her property. They grew crops and gave her part of the produce. She was very respectful
towards the Catholic priests and they had a high regard for her because of her charitable nature.
*
I was a very sickly child in Kalimpong. Very frequently I suffered with fever and bad throat. The local doctor
told Mum that I needed my tonsils removed. Mum heard about an English specialist visiting the small government
hospital in Kalimpong. She made an appointment for the operation in the local public hospital.
The doctor carried me in his arms after the operation, back to the little recovery room, since there was a delay
in finding the nurse and the stretcher. He took special care of me because he said I reminded him of his own
daughter back in England. The operation was a success and from then I did not have frequent attacks of cough and
colds, but my health remained delicate. There were times when I had spells of giddiness and feelings of fainting in
the school. I often felt the sinking feeling with great thirst and saw stars in front of my eyes. But I did not tell
Mum about it, as I did not want to add to her worries.
Uncle David carried me on his shoulders and bought me chocolates. He called Mum, bahen, meaning “sister”.
I used to be very frightened of thunder and lightning. I cried with fear, closed my eyes and put my fingers in
my ears, to dull the sound. Uncle David always picked me up and put me in bed beside him, covering me up with
a blanket so that I did not see or hear anything. There were times when I used to sleep in Uncle David’s bed,
listening to the wonderful stories of Gautama Buddha which impressed me greatly as did the stories from the
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Bible which Mum read to me. I liked Uncle David because he gave me attention like my Papa.
Mum worked at the sewing machine till late in the night, to earn money. I remember one night her right index
finger caught in the machine and the needle went through it. Uncle David helped to get it out while Aunt
reprimanded her for working so late at night under the light of the lantern. Her finger was bleeding profusely and
there was no doctor available. She found a piece of her old white sari and wrapped the wound. I was worried and
concerned. I found it hard to sleep because I did not know how to help her.
Mrs. Kingsley was very kind in helping Mum with sewing orders. Mum did all sorts of jobs to support Violet
and me. She was always working and had lost a lot of weight since Papa had disappeared yet I never ever saw her
resting in bed even when she was ill.
By then everyone at home was fluent in the Nepali language. Mum, Aunt and Uncle David spoke in Hindi
amongst themselves but spoke to us in Nepali. Uncle Eddie spoke to Aunt and Mum in Hindi as Papa had done.
He had studied up to Class Seven in English but he was also fluent in Nepali having grown up in Kalimpong.
About that time I was preparing for my First Communion and Confirmation. I learnt all my prayers in Nepali.
Every Sunday Aileen Kingsley and I had to stay back after Mass for Catechism with other children to prepare for
the two Sacraments on the same day. I enjoyed watching the coloured slides about the life of Jesus on the
whitewashed wall of the room. Once in a while, as a reward, we watched a silent film in black and white with
Charlie Chaplin.
On the day I received my first Communion and the Confirmation, Papa’s absence made me very sad. No one
seemed to bother about my feelings. Everyone else seemed happy celebrating my First Communion, but I could
not forget Papa, especially when I watched other children with their fathers. Where was my Papa? Why was he
not coming back to his Minnie? I was forever plagued by these questions but afraid to ask anyone.
After the long service, we were served breakfast in the hall near the church. Uncle David took photographs. We
had the Kingsleys over for lunch and Mum killed the biggest rooster we had. Only Mum could cut the rooster’s
neck. I used to run as far as I could go, away from the scene, because I could not bear to see the blood or hear the
poor rooster cry before dying. Mum poured a teaspoon full of mustard oil and a clove of garlic, into the rooster’s
beak before killing it. She said it made the rooster tender to eat. I thought it was all very cruel and never ate any
fowl killed at home. However I enjoyed eating all types of meat, as long as no one reminded me of where it came
from.
*
Mrs. Kingsley’s children went to the English school on top of the hill. I attended the Nepali school for the
poorer local children. After school and on the weekends, I loved to play with little rag dolls I made myself out of
Mum’s old sari pieces. I played with them by myself for hours. I wrapped the rag pieces onto a stick to form a
figure and dressed them in saris or dhoti-kurtas.
Sometimes Aileen Kingsley and the poorer children joined me. We built huts out of twigs and mud for the rag
dolls and played real family life dramas. In my doll’s family, the father was either dead or had run away and the
mother brought up the children. We arranged marriages between our dolls and had small parties after the
weddings. Sometimes, when Mum was at home and in a good mood, she’d make a sweet dish for us to eat during
the wedding reception. The boy doll always took the bride away with a big dowry of real sweets and clothes, like
pieces of rags as sans. We used silver foil to make jewelry for our rag dolls.
Sometimes the father of my dolls was bad and he would beat his wife and the children. I enjoyed my makebelieve world of the dolls. Violet, Enid and Helen were too small to join in and spent their time in the house with
toys bought from the shops at Christmas time.
*
Not long after my First Communion we all went for a picnic to the banks of the River Teesta, a few kilometers
from home. Mr. and Mrs. Green, Mrs. Kingsley and her children and the Messys joined us. We set out in the
morning on foot, carrying containers of both cooked and uncooked food. The picnic spot was between three and
four kilometers downhill. Uncle Eddie and Aunt Natasha took it in turns to carry Helen. Mum held Enid’s hand
and Violet was with Uncle David. I enjoyed running ahead.
On the way we passed many small streams trickling down the side of the big rocks onto the road. There was a
very steep drop on one side full of green trees, beyond which, in the distance was the Himalayan ranges with
snow capped-peaks. We met many Nepali and Tibetan men and women on the way carrying long baskets on their
backs supported with bands from their heads. They always carried a T-shaped stick each, so when they were tired,
they could support the basket on the stick and stand erect. They chewed tobacco as they walked bent under their
heavy loads.
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The place was very beautiful and there was no one else there except us. The picnic things were placed in one
spot and while some began gathering wood to light the fire, others put bricks and stones together to make a
fireplace. The fire was lit and the big container with rice was placed on it. Another fireplace was made to warm
the cooked meat curry which we had carried with us in a large aluminium container. Most of the women cooked
while we children rushed into the cold river. Uncle Eddie came along with us. Enid, Helen and Violet were
allowed to go into the water wearing just their cotton knickers, while I was told to remain in my petticoat because
I was older. We splashed about in shallow water as we could not swim. I enjoyed watching Darryl in the distance,
yodeling and plunging into the deep water
When the curry and rice was ready we sat on the dari (a carpet undersheet) spread out on the sandy banks.
Each family had brought plates. Most of us ate with our hands, as cutlery was too heavy to carry; only the adult
men used forks and spoons which had been brought for them.
We finished lunch and washing around four o’clock in the afternoon. Darryl, his sister Philomena, Uncle David
and the other men played cricket. We children were making a sandcastle, while Aunt and Mrs. Messy watched us.
Mum, Mrs. Green and Mrs. Kingsley wandered around the sandy bank, chatting and exploring. They noticed a
large wooden box buried in the sand, not far from where we were playing. I heard Mrs. Kingsley say to mum:
“It must be some treasure!”
“No, no, it must be the statue of the Goddess Durga thrown into the river after the festival,” Mrs. Green said.
“Well, let us see what it is,” Mum concluded, walking towards the box eagerly.
The others followed. Uncle David stopped playing and joined the three ladies as they opened the lid. I saw
them bang the lid shut as soon as they opened it and walk quickly away from the box.
“What is the matter?” called Aunt Natasha.
“There is a body of a young bride in it—dressed in all her bridal clothes, a red sari and a lot of jewelry,” Mum
replied.
Later I heard that the dead body was that of an eighteen year old bride who had committed suicide on her
wedding night because she had not wanted to marry the man her parents had forced her to marry. The Nepalis, as
do most Hindus, throw their dead into the river with or without a coffin. In this case, the box had buried itself in
the sand after being carried downstream by the current.
We turned for home late in the evening. It was exhausting walking uphill following the main road and took us
longer than in the morning. By the time we lit the lanterns and were ready for sleep, it was midnight.
Mum made me go to the toilet. She stood waiting outside the toilet door, holding the lantern for me. Just as I
was leaving the toilet, we heard the weeping of a woman as if in great pain. Mum looked frightened and asked me
to hurry; indeed, she literally dragged me inside the house and locked the door.
“What is the matter Agnes?” asked Aunt from her room. Even Uncle David came out of his.
“Can you hear the crying sound?” Mum asked in a frightened voice.
“Yes, it sounds like someone in great pain!” Aunt said.
“It may be the ghost of the dead woman you all disturbed by opening the burial box,” Uncle replied.
“Say some prayers for her soul and go to sleep,” Aunt said. I don’t know when the crying stopped because I
dozed off, cuddling up to Mum on one side while Violet lay on her other.
The next day, Mrs. Kingsley said that even she had heard the sound between her house and ours. The crying
sound continued for many nights after that. It started a little after midnight and went for an hour or more. But each
night it sounded further down the road, until it was very faint and one night it stopped. Uncle David said the ghost
of the dead woman must have followed us and then had returned to its burial place at the banks of River Teesta.
Many years later I heard that Darryl drowned at the age of eighteen even though he could swim very well.
*
On my ninth birthday, Uncle David presented me with a pair of brown boots, hand-made by a Chinese
shoemaker from the city. I remember the day I first wore them, Aunt Natasha enquired from Mum how much they
had cost and how she had afforded an expensive item without a permanent job. Mum looked uncomfortable. I
tried to defend her and said before she could speak:
“Uncle David bought them for me, not mum.”
“Uncle David! When did he give them to you?” asked Aunt.
“Yesterday, when we went to the Chinese shop in the city,” I replied.
“Uncle David is very good to you, isn’t he!” Aunt said sarcastically and walked away.
I noticed Mum looking very worried. I did not know the reason, nor did I know how to help her. A little while
later, when I was playing in the garden outside the house, Aunt came to me again.
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“Has Uncle David been very often to the city with you and your mother?”
“Yes, he meets us every time we go to the city and we watch films together. Uncle said I needed a pair of good
boots. Do you like them Aunty?” I was very excited about my new boots.
“Of course they are very nice, especially when your mother didn’t have to pay for them,” Aunt said as she
hissed her way back to the house, full of temper and venom.
That evening there was another serious fight between Mum and Aunt. Fortunately, Uncle Eddie was not at
home, as he was at work in the plains at Gorakhpur.
“So, you are still after David! There is a difference of twelve years between you two. He comes from a good
respectable family and is a bachelor. He has his whole future before him. You are enticing him because you want
to palm your bastard children off on him! He has been calling you bahen (a sister), but behind my back you have
been trying to get him to shoulder your responsibility! I will not let David get involved with you and your
children!” Aunt screamed.
“Natasha, why are you so suspicious? Yes, David has been out with me and has bought those pairs of boots for
Minnie, but as I said before, I have always considered him as a younger brother. He loves Minnie and only wishes
to help us. David is scared of your suspicions and that is why he has been meeting us on the quiet, only to be a
good friend and brother. I know my responsibilities and duty towards my children. I still love Mino and no one
can take his place in my life.” Mum replied.
It made me very sad. If only Papa was here things would have been better for Mum. That evening I sang sad
songs and prayed to Jesus for Papa to return to us in Kalimpong.
Shortly after the fight, Uncle David left for his home in Bettiah, in the plains. I watched him cry bitterly before
leaving. Later I heard that he had joined the Indian army from where he resigned to join the Jesuits in the Patna
Mission as a lay Brother. Aunt seemed very proud of the fact when she got the news, since it was considered an
honour to be a man of religion. Mum continued with her tuition and visits to the city with Mrs. Green and Mrs.
Kingsley. They were good friends and had great sympathy for her.
*
Mum was very quiet after Uncle David left. I felt that she was planning something. I noticed that she often
wrote long letters to the bishop in Patna or to a priest in Muzaffarpur. Then one day she told me that I had to go
back again to the same boarding school up on the hill which was run by the Loreto Nuns. She again told me that
Papa wanted me to be in the boarding school and that he would visit me soon in the place. Just before I left for the
boarding school, I overheard Aunt telling Mum one day:
“How can you part with your own children! I stopped you from putting Minnie in an orphanage soon after she
was born and now when she is growing up so well, you wish to send her off to America for adoption on the advice
of Bishop Wildermuth and Father O’Brien and give Violet for adoption to Father O’Brien’s American sister!”
“I am doing what I think will be good for the children’s future. I cannot give them the good education and the
standard of living they deserve,” Mum replied in her quiet and calm manner.
I was taken to the same English Convent School where the Kingsleys went a week later. I was not happy about
it, but Mum insisted that it was good for me and I had to go. She put me into the boarding school during the
Easter holidays when all the other boarders were at home and the school was closed. There were only two big
girls in the boarding school at the time, because their parents were overseas. I cried when mum left me, but it had
no effect on her. She had an indifferent expression on her face. I struggled to follow her, but a fat nun held me
back. However, I decided I would return home to my mother somehow and very soon.
I was in the boarding school for about ten days and I cried every day. I missed my mother very much and
worried about her welfare. I did not want her to disappear like my father did. I also missed home and my friend
Aileen. I missed all the fun we had playing in the big field, running wildly and free. At the boarding school
everything was timed and routined. It was a very gloomy and depressing place. I wanted to find my father. I
missed all the love I had from both my parents when we were in Saharanpore. I was very confused about what
was happening. Why was I always put into a boarding school when other children stayed at home? I could not
understand why everyone said hurtful things to my mother and she cried so much. I knew how hard she worked
and she was very clever because she could do so many things but why did she cry often? She put me into the
boarding school against my wishes. I had done nothing wrong to make her cry or be angry. Sometimes she’d slap
me after a fight she had with Aunt Natasha or after the dolls play when there was a disagreement with Aileen or
other children. She afterwards cuddled me saying,
“I am sorry Minnie, I know it was not your fault. When they complain I feel so hurt and angry with myself. I
slap you instead because of my frustration. I hate any conflicts. I cannot fight back because they all condemn me
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saying I cannot take care of my children. I have no money and I have to depend on others for help. When anyone
complains, even when I know it is not your fault, I still punish you because I don’t know what else to do. I am
sorry. I am so sad with my life; I don’t know where to take you two and how to manage it all. I love you two so
much but I don’t know what to do for the three of us.”
Mum then cried and I forgot her beating me for no reason and cried along with her.
“It is alright Mum, I don’t mind you slapping me. I am sorry that I have made you cry. I will let the others do
what they want, even take my doll away or eat my lollies. I will not fight with anyone, I promise. I will be what
you want me to be, but don’t cry.”
Mum was all I had. She often cuddled Violet and me at night when she thought we were asleep and kissed us
quietly.
But why was I put into the school? Had I done something she did not like? I wanted so much to get back to her
and tell her that I was sorry. I was pretty sure that she was crying and I needed to go to her and assure her of my
love.
There were two girls, about fourteen or fifteen, with me in the boarding school. They had not gone home for
the holidays and they informed the nuns of everything I said and did. They enjoyed staying at the school and
eating the European food but I missed the curry and rice I ate at home. I often cried at mealtime and told them I
would kill myself eating the leaves from the plants outside if they hassled me too much about eating. I wanted to
go home to my mother and that was all I wanted, not the food or the beautiful bed or the toys. Nothing interested
me, I felt like a prisoner suffocated with all the goodies they offered at Easter. All of the things given to me after
the midnight mass were lovely but I did not want them. I wanted my mother and home.
The school was very expensive: ninety rupees per month, which included education, board and lodging. (In
1949, ninety rupees were a large amount: you could buy a loaf of bread for only ten paisa or one tenth of a rupee
and a month’s groceries cost only ten rupees.)
Aunt Natasha came to see me on Easter Sunday. With great difficulty she was allowed to meet me for a little
while. Aunt told me that she had come to take me home but the Reverend Mother had refused it because Mum had
not left any such instructions.
I came to know that Mum and Violet had left Kalimpong for a place in the plains called Muzaffarpur. They left
two days after I was put into the boarding school. Aunt was alone with Enid and Helen waiting for Uncle Eddie
and then they too were to go back to the plains. I cried when Aunt left and that night I planned to run away from
the convent the next day. I wanted to go with Aunt to the plains where I had the chance of meeting my dear
mother and sister.
The next morning as usual we three girls were ready to go for breakfast. But before doing so, the older girls
went to the morning Mass in the chapel with the nuns, while I was made to sit out near the dormitory steps and
play with some toys. I was waiting for this opportunity. As soon as I saw the girls disappear into the chapel I
jumped up and ran towards the long steps which went all the way down the hill, past the poor Nepali school I had
been attending and down on to the main road.
I ran as fast as my legs could carry me. When I was at the foot of the steps, I looked back up the hill, in the
distance I could see the heads of the two girls looking down at me. I crossed the main road and used by-ways and
short cuts to reach Aunt’s house.
Aunt was sitting at the table having breakfast. Enid and Helen were still sleeping. I was out of breath for I had
covered about two miles, non-stop. Aunt was shocked to see me, but she lovingly made me sit and have breakfast
with her before she started asking questions. I told her I was not returning to the convent. She sat and watched
thoughtfully as I ate.
I was enjoying my parathas (Indian homemade bread) and mince curry, when the two girls arrived. They were
breathless too, as they had come running the long way, by the main road. Aunt made them sit down and served
them with tea from the teapot covered with a fancy tea cozy. After breakfast she took me back to the convent
school with the girls, promising me that she would get permission for me to be at home for the holidays. She also
promised to write to mum, asking her permission to take me down to the plains and to Muzaffarpur, where she
and Violet were.
When we reached the convent, the Reverend Mother looked very concerned. She stared at me and spoke to
Aunt.
“I don’t think I can keep her here against her wishes. She is old enough to know her own mind and is fretting
for her mother. I cannot look after her for twenty-four hours a day. She is a very headstrong child. It would be best
if she is returned to her mother. I’ll write to Bishop Wildermuth in Patna and tell him the story.”
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I was delighted and ran out of the convent gate with Aunt. All I thought about was that I had won and was
going home to my dear mother and sister!
Little did I know then what sort of a future I had won with that freedom.
5
We had to wait at least a month before Uncle Eddie could come home to us. Aunt had packed the entire
luggage with the help of the servant, but she could not travel alone with the children and so we had to wait for his
arrival.
One day while packing a huge black metal trunk Aunt found a white envelope containing a few strands of soft
golden hair. She said they were mine. I was born with only very scanty golden soft hair. Mum and Aunt decided
upon having my head shaved by the barber a few months after I was born. They were confident that a thicker new
growth would follow. The hair grew again but this time light brown in colour and thin.
I missed my mother and sister very much. Somehow I felt that Mum did not want me and that this was why
she left me and went away with Violet. I could not understand why first Papa left then Uncle David and finally
Mum and Violet. Everyone seemed to leave me and go away.
Aunt Natasha was the only one left, so I was determined to hold on to her. I made sure that I was always with
her in case she decided to leave me too. I slept in the same room with her, next to Enid and Helen and followed
her everywhere throughout the day.
*
One day Mr. and Mrs. Douglas came to visit Aunt Natasha. Mr. Douglas was an Englishman. Mrs. Douglas
looked like a fair skinned Nepali. She was dressed very tastefully in the most beautiful white silk sari, with a thin
gold border. She had very thick black hair which was done up into a large puff in front and then neatly folded into
a big bun at the back. She wore a very bright red lipstick as a contrast to her black hair and white skin. Mrs.
Douglas 'was a very softly spoken and gentle lady.
After they left I heard Aunt talking with our maid-servant that Mrs. Douglas was once a very poor local
woman, who used to survive by picking up coal pieces from the railway lines and selling them to earn some
money. A photographer once took some photographs of her carrying a heavy basket of coal on her back. He
enlarged the best photograph and had it displayed in his shop, as an advertisement of his photographic skill. Mr.
Douglas took a fancy to the photograph when he saw it and bought it for his house. Not long after, Mr. Douglas
saw Mrs. Douglas walking up the hill with her heavy load of coal. He recognized her as the lady in the
photograph and offered her a friendly and caring hand. Slowly he won her heart and they were married. He taught
her to read and write and to become a good wife to him. They were to leave for England soon and settle down
there.
*
Uncle Eddie came a few days later and one day we all boarded the bus to Darjeeling, from where we caught
the train to Bettiah, a city in the state of Bihar, [in the] north of India. Aunt said she had informed Mum and she
would meet me at Muzaffarpur, which was on the same route to Bettiah.
I felt sad leaving Kalimpong because I was used to its beauty and the landscape and I was unsure where we
were going. Aunt did not enjoy good health in Kalimpong and was keen to return to the plains. She had to leave
behind many luggage bags in the house, as we could not carry all of it with us. Aunt asked Mrs. Kingsley to look
after it, as she was sure we would return; if not, she would send for them. The big black trunk, which contained
the hank of my hair, was also left behind.
It took a few days and nights to reach Muzaffarpur where Mum took down my entire luggage from the
compartment. I was happy to see her and enjoyed her fussing over me, but suddenly when I realised that the train
was moving and that Aunt was about to leave me, I started crying to go with her to Bettiah. I felt I had to do so,
because she had brought me home from the boarding school, whereas Mum had left me. Perhaps I was still angry
with Mum. Uncle pulled me up into the train again, telling Mum to pick me up in a week’s time from Bettiah.
Mum said nothing; she and Violet simply stood amid my luggage at the station as the train sped past.
After a few hours we arrived in Bettiah. We hired three ekkas (a cart, pulled by a horse, with only a high
platform to perch upon). The ekkas carrying the luggage and us were driven through narrow streets filled with
people, unlike those at Kalimpong. The men and women were dressed differently and the children ran about
naked, which would have been impossible in Kalimpong, due to the cold weather. Aunt was familiar with the
language, which the ekka drivers spoke. It was very different from the Nepali language. She seemed very happy
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and excited.
The drivers kept hitting the horses with whips to make them run faster. On both sides of the street were rows of
houses. There was hardly any greenery.
Suddenly the ekkas stopped in front of a house, which was plastered with mud and had a red-tiled roof. The
wooden door was open. A girl of about fourteen was playing outside. As soon as she saw us, she began calling to
the people inside the house saying that bahen (sister) had come. At this, a number of others came out from the
house to welcome Aunt, Enid, Helen and Uncle. I heard a dark skinned man of about twenty-four asking whether
I was Agnes bahen’s daughter, Minnie. Aunt replied that I was and that I had come to stay for a few days with
them, after which I would be taken back by Agnes, my mother.
I suddenly felt I did not belong there. In the excitement even Aunt forgot me. This was the first time I realized
that Mum and Aunt were not real sisters, that Aunt had her own seven brothers and four sisters. My mother was
Aunt Natasha’s friend and they addressed each other as sister (bahen).
The dark man took me by the hand and led me through a narrow corridor into a wide courtyard, which was
tiled with bare bricks. The verandah around it was plastered with mud over the bricks. All the walls were
plastered with mud. On the other side of the verandah were a few rooms. At one end of the courtyard was a pump
to draw up fresh water. The part of the verandah nearest to the water pump was closed off to form a kitchen. In
the kitchen there was a double fireplace on the floor, made of mud. Coal and wood was used as fuel. Many
utensils, most of aluminium and brass, lay neatly stacked up in one corner of the kitchen. Opposite was a flight of
three cement steps leading to a small room. This was the only cemented room in the house and I was told later
that it belonged to Aunt Natasha. She had had it built for herself when she was teaching in Bettiah.
Our luggage was taken into the cemented room. I was taken to two ladies sitting in the middle of the courtyard.
The older lady looked at me closely and said that I looked like my father whom she remembered very well. The
two ladies were Aunt Natasha’s mother and grandmother.
On one side of the courtyard sat an old man with hardly any hair on his head. He was introduced tome as Aunt
Natasha’s father.
Minnie was also the name of Aunt Natasha’s youngest sister who became my friend and together we climbed
the terrace steps without railings. The steps were very steep and I had to hold on to the walls on one side whilst
climbing them. Minnie would spread the washed clothes for drying on the terrace roof and tell me stories about
fairies and giants while doing her work. From the terrace roof we looked into the neighbours’ courtyards. The lady
on one side of their house was happy to see me, as she said that she knew my mother. Everyone who saw me
seemed to look closely at me and then start talking in whispers amongst themselves.
The courtyard opened onto a large garden at the back, which had many fruit trees. Uncle Noorat had a pet
monkey, which he kept tied to a tree. Uncle Norbert, Aunt’s brother, frightened me with ghost stories and saying
that he could turn me into a monkey with his magical powers. He was the real life of that house, full of jokes and
fun. Many years later, he became a very religious Jesuit priest in Raffia and died as the Rector of the Jesuits in the
city of Raffia.
I liked being in Bettiah because there was so much to see and so many people to meet. Aunt had a lot of
relatives and she was invited over by everyone. This was the first time she had come to visit her parents and
relatives after her marriage. She had married on her own and out of their caste to an Anglo-Indian. In Bettiah the
marriages are arranged even amongst the Christians. Aunt’s relations were angry with her at first, but since she
had been writing to them continually, they had accepted the fact, though they felt awkward at first to meet a sahib
(the name given to the British and the Anglo-Indians by the native Indians) son-in-law. Once Aunt and Uncle were
in Bettiah and in the house, the relations poured in from everywhere to see them and invite them over, as was the
custom. Uncle looked awkward and out of place, as he was brought up in British ways and did not know the local
language well enough to communicate. Aunt’s relations were all staunch Catholics, but they followed Hindu ways
since it was their original background.
I discovered that everywhere I went with Aunt Natasha and Uncle Eddie, people made much of Helen and
Enid. I had to sit very close to Aunt to be noticed. When they did take notice of me, they would always ask the
same question:
“Is this Agnes’s daughter?” Then look closely at me and say,
“She certainly looks like her father.”
After that they would forget my existence and continue fussing over Enid and Helen. Very often Aunt’s sister,
Minnie, would discreetly coax me to leave the room when visitors came to meet Aunt and take me upstairs on the
terrace roof to listen to her stories or to play hide-and-seek.
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Aunt Minnie took me to her school one day. Education was not free and compulsory in India, I was not
allowed into my appropriate class but given permission to stay with Aunt Minnie as a visitor for the day. It was a
private school run by the nuns. I realized that even the nuns looked at me in the same critical manner and spoke in
whispers to each other as did everyone else when Aunt Minnie told them that I was Agnes bahen’s daughter.
During the break she bought me some powder in a small packet called churan. It was so sour and salty that it
burnt the skin on my tongue and even made it peel. Later Aunt Natasha scolded Aunt Minnie for giving me
churan as she said it contained some arsenic-like ingredient and could be harmful for a child of my age. The
school did not have a canteen and so the students bought food and snacks from the hawkers who sat outside the
school gates.
Hawkers sold things from baskets, which they carried on their heads and went from house to house, calling out
what they were offering. They carried a light cane stand under their arms and when anyone wanted to buy
something from them, they put the basket on the stand to display and sell. I ate a variety of homemade sweets and
peanuts bought from hawkers.
Uncle Eddie returned to his job at the end of the week promising Aunt that he would find accommodation for
her close to his place of work. He said he was very ill at ease in Bettiah, as, besides being the only Anglo-Indian
amongst all the Indian Christian relatives, he was also not used to a big family.
Before Independence, all converted Christians preferred English names of the saints as the British Government
rewarded the Christians and the Anglo-Indians with good jobs. Some even went to the extent of changing their
surnames. But since Independence it has become a fashion, even among Christians, to keep an Indian name and in
particular the surname, in order to show their caste. All Indian surnames show the caste one belongs to. After
Independence most Christian names have been replaced by Sanskrit names having the same meaning, ego Norbert
is turned into Daleep, Violet into Malti and Michael into Savannand.
*
Mum arrived after ten days to take me back to Muzaffarpur. I was happy because I felt that I did not belong at
Bettiah, as Aunt Natasha was too involved with her relatives. Besides, Aunt’s mother and grandmother were full
of questions about how mum intended bringing up the two of us by herself.
“They are my children and I will do everything I can to raise them myself,” I heard Mum responding to Aunt
Natasha’s mother.
*
Arriving in Muzaffarpur late at night, Mum took me to the teachers’ quarters beside the small Catholic primary
school. There were three other teachers with Mum living in that building made of brick and tiles. Each teacher
had a separate room but shared the kitchen and toilet. There was a sink on the verandah for washing if the
bathroom was occupied.
I slept cuddled up to Mum and Violet. She explained that she had managed to place me in the good school at
Kalimpong with great difficulty and effort, that it was for my future welfare and she said she didn’t understand
why I ran away.
“Anyway, I’m glad to have you back, I missed you a lot. We will leave it all in the hands of God and trust in
Him and His mercy,” she consoled.
Next morning after breakfast of bread and butter with tea, Mum took us to meet the American parish priest,
Father O’Brien. I realized from their conversation that he was a friend of my Papa and intended helping us. He
seemed displeased with me for running away from the boarding school in Kalimpong.
“You have kicked your future away by doing so Minnie,” he said to me. “You would have had a good future in
America later on. You ruined everything by running away like that! What can I do for you all now?”
He spoke in perfect Hindi with a Bihari accent like my Papa did. I had heard Mum speak the Bihari language
with the other teachers and in Bettiah. By then I could also speak the language a little, along with Nepali. There
seemed to be many similarities between the two languages.
“She is only a child Father,” Mum said. “I think I will keep them both with me. I shall work hard to support
them.”
“So you’re not going to send Violet to my sister in America?” Father O’Brien asked.
“No, I don’t think I can part with them, they too, cannot live without me either,” Mum replied.
“It is your decision and your life Agnes, but it is going to be very hard. I cannot keep you here for long. I have
my own staff, I don’t really need another teacher. Besides, many people know you here. There will be gossip and
scandalous talk which could give this school a bad name. I cannot risk that, nor would the new Bishop
Wildermuth like it to happen. So you will have to make your decision soon and then, I am afraid, leave the city.”
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“I shall go to Patna and speak to the Bishop myself. Perhaps Mino has written to him and sent us some money.
Bishop Wildermuth was a good friend of his, I am sure he will help us,” Mum said.
“It is most unlikely, but you can try. I shall pray for you,” Father O’Brien concluded.
We walked back to the teachers’ quarters. The others seemed to be very sympathetic. They were mostly from
Bettiah and advised Mum to see the new Bishop, as she had planned. Mum had very little money; she was entirely
dependent on Father O’Brien’s charity. Mum took us out of the school compound the next morning on purpose so
she did not confront any of the parents and the school children. She was once teaching as a nun in the very school
and therefore it seemed appropriate for her to avoid them by staying out of the premises during school hours. It
was a very hot summer day and we did not have enough money to buy a cool drink. When we returned that
evening the teachers offered us their leftover food, which was all we had that night. It was strange being without
Aunt Natasha and her two daughters. I missed them and wondered why we were not living together anymore.
Soon the school closed for two months of summer holidays and Mum was busy sewing for the church while
we played outside our room every day. Father O’Brien paid Mum for the work and she used the money to buy
food for us. One day Mum announced she was going to see the Bishop in Raffia for some help and would be back
within two days. She left by train that evening. We were left in the care of a teacher who had not left for summer
vacation.
Although the teacher was very sympathetic towards Mum and said she would take good care of us, after Mum
left she complained about all she had to do for us. Violet was only five years old. We were used to sleeping with
Mum in one bed and Violet had the habit of rolling and throwing her hands and legs about the bed in her sleep. In
India children mostly sleep with their parents, girls with the mother and boys with the father, till they are mature,
chiefly because they lack accommodation and have to make do with one room and very often with one bed. That
night we slept with the teacher. In the morning she was full of aches and pains.
We had a visitor that afternoon: a neighbour of Aunt Natasha from Bettiah came in to spend few hours in
Muzaffarpur Catholic Mission, while waiting for the connecting train to Bettiah. She told me that we should have
gone to Bettiah and stayed with Aunt Natasha whilst waiting for Mum’s return from Raffia. Immediately I got
ready to go with her, but Violet refused. That afternoon I left with the lady and went back to Aunt Natasha, who
was very happy to see me again.
“So your Mum has gone to ask help from the new Bishop. As if he will be bothered with her! Why doesn’t she
come and live with me over here?” Aunt said.
I felt safe and happy in Bettiah. It did not matter any more that everyone made much of Enid and Helen, as
long as Uncle Norbert and Aunt Minnie took some notice of me. It was also good to have enough food.
Uncle Cherobim, one of the brothers of Aunt Natasha, told me that he had once saved my life.
“One day when you were about a year old, I found you sitting at the edge of the well facing us, with your back
towards the hole. You were digging the ground with a sharp knife. The well did not have any boundary wall
around it. If you had just turned back in panic, you would have gone straight into the deep well. I crept quietly
from behind, leapt over the well and picked you up. Your mother and Aunt were paralyzed with fear.”
“Yes and what about the time she sat covered in honey under the bed!” Aunt said. “Your father had bought a
big tin of honey for you and kept it under the bed. Somehow you had crawled under the bed, knocked the tin over
and spilled its contents all over the floor. We found you sitting there, in the middle of it, honey all over you,
licking it up hungrily.”
I was happy knowing that Aunt Natasha’s people loved and cared for me. I liked being with people who knew
me. It made me feel accepted and loved. I felt a sense of belonging and security.
But a few days later Mum came for me. I could not refuse to go with her. No one asked me to remain, even
though I was hoping they would.
“Did the new Bishop give you any help?” Aunt asked. “Was there any message from Mino? Bishop
Wildermuth and he were good friends once!”
“Bishop Wildermuth has promised to see to the education of the children. He has given me ninety rupees for
the time being. There is no message from Mino and the Bishop does not know where he is,” Mum replied.
“Why don’t you stay here and work as before?” Aunt asked.
Mum did not want to stay and teach in Bettiah. She said she wished to live independently with us and away
from everyone who once knew her. That same evening she took me back to Muzaffarpur.
*
For the next few weeks she was back on her embroidery work for the church. Mum was extremely religious
and attended the service every morning without fail. She received the Holy Communion daily after fasting from
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the previous night, not taking even a drop of water till she had received the sacrament.
I missed the life we lived together with Papa. I also missed Aunt Natasha and the life in Kalimpong when we
were all living together. I liked living in a family and with many people around. One day I took the liberty of
asking Mum:
“Where is Papa? Why doesn’t he come to us any more!”
“I don’t know where he is. He has left all the responsibility on me and escaped. I don’t want to talk about him
any more,” Mum replied.
I felt uncomfortable. I did not really understand what the talk of responsibility was about, but I wondered
whether my Papa had actually forgotten me.
“Mum, why are we not living with Aunt Natasha anymore?” I asked again.
“They haven’t got a place of their own and I don’t want to live in Bettiah. Besides we have to live on our own
and not depend on others,” Mum replied closing the conversation.
I liked living in Muzaffarpur, especially when the teacher went away and we had the whole place and the
kitchen to ourselves. Mum worked in the church daily, decorated the altar with clean linen and changed the
flowers and the candles. She cooked us good meals and seemed happy that she was able to attend the church
service every morning. She made sure that we also said our evening prayers and the rosary with her daily before
going to bed. …
70.143 The Coming Of The Infantry\fn{by Punathil Kunhabdulla (1940- )} Vatacara, Kozhikode District, Kerala
State, India (M) 3
Komukkutty and Vishnunarayanan were brothers. One of them was born in Guruvayur and the other in
Ponnani. Let us begin with the story of the man born in the presence of God. God is still an object of doubt; it will
be improper to withhold it too long.
Vishnu’s mother gave birth to him on the threshold of a temple. And since God had given her a mouth, the
mother named Kangaru, who had carried him about with difficulty for ten months and undergone pain to give
birth to him, ran away from the place. Nobody knew anything about her whereabouts after she had thus run away
in fear of the two demons called disgrace and society. Not even her own son Vishnu ever came to know of it.
Vishnunarayanan, the son of God, cried out from the threshold of the temple where he was lying. At first no
sound came out when he opened his mouth; air alone came out. Then little by little the voice developed. A priest
who opened the door was the first person to hear that sound. Even today it is he who goes on hearing that sound.
The priest did not have breast-milk in his custody. He put some prasadam [something eatable placed before the
idol and consecrated] into the wide open greedy mouth of Vishnu.
Vishnu sucked and swallowed it. Then the eyes opened. Opening his eyes, Vishnu saw the extensive world. He
laughed. Thereupon he saw many people laughing.
He walked. There were many people to accompany him while he walked about.
And he fell down. But not even a child was seen anywhere in the surroundings when he fell down. The priest
alone rushed in from somewhere.
Until then he had been a God. Thenceforth the priest tried to make a man of him.
Vishnu wakes up earlier than the crow, hearing the sound of the river running through the courtyard of the
temple. He washes himself in the cold river water. Offers worship to the nagakllnyakas and goddesses. Smears his
forehead with wet holy ashes. Articulates the panchakshara. Learns verses by heart. Studies devotional poems. He
is becoming a man.
Having become a man, he wanted to live.
One day, unnoticed by anybody, he swam across the river and reached the other side. While he was walking
around in search of a place where he could dry his wet clothes, he heard a question which started him.
“Who are you?”
With his eyes wide open in astonishment, he passed his hand over the forehead from which the holy ashes had
disappeared. Just then he heard another question:
“Where are you going?”
Unable to find an answer to the question, he stood there with wide open mouth.
*
When Komukkutty ran past the Ponnani mosque and Peringanmala and reached the shores of the vast Arabian
Sea, he too heard the same two questions.
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Komu’s mother cried aloud when she gave birth to him on a country mat spread inside the enclosed verandah
of Maliyakkal house. Just then he heard the call to prayer from the mosque.
He grew up, nourished by his mother’s milk. His head was clean shaven and thanda, a circlet of silver, adorned
his feet. He learned by heart the letters of Qur’an, which Musaliar wrote on a wooden plank smeared to whiteness
with chedi. He used to stand wailing before Ossan who held a knife in his hand, while the guests, who were seated
outside, ate delicious rice preparations cooked in ghee and belched with satisfaction.
As he walked to the religious school along the country path paved with the shadows of peepul trees, he
conversed with the angels. When it rained he used, to sit down watching the lightning and the rain drops. He
placed lighted sandal sticks on the tomb of the high priest and offered prayer when his mother was laid up with
illness. In the mornings of Ramzan days he ate cold rice along with wet pappadams unseen by his mother and
later on felt a sense of guilt. He got accustomed to the sound of sabots.
He offered worship cleaning his body in the pond at the mosque. He longed to see Mecca and Medina.
About that time a great event took place.
One day he looked at his own image in a mirror. He forgot for a few moments God’s commandment that one
should not look at one’s own shadow. He felt ashamed to see his clean shaven head. When he remembered the
beauty of the neatly combed curly hair of the Nair youth named Krishnankutty, tears rushed down his cheek. He
put down the mirror and ran away. He ran past the mosque and the hill. When he reached the shore of the Arabian
Sea, Komu heard the very same sound which Vishnu also heard:
“Who are you?”
Shocked, he put his hand unconsciously on his shaven head. Now he heard another question.
“Where are you going?”
Finding himself at a loss about the answer to that question, he started running again.
Vishnunarayanan was also running along from the opposite side.
*
In the course of this race both of them saw the cherumis [Harijan women] had come to Ponnani to become
Muslims.
They met each other on the highway. And shook hands.
Vishnu kissed the shaven head of Komu. And Komu ran his fingers through Vishnu’s tuft of hair.
This was the beginning of their friendship. Silent moments passed. Even the horizon silently watched them. It
was Komu who broke the silence.
“Hallo, Nampoothiri chap, what is meant by ‘Who are you?’”
Vishnu threw up his hands. Then he asked:
“What is meant by ‘Where are you going?’”
“One has to ask the Almighty,” said Komu.
*
They commenced their journey in search of knowledge. They went round foreign lands like Mamparam, Mahe,
Tirurangadi and Onchiyam without a passport. But succeeded only in writing travelogues which they published in
newspapers, and not in finding answers to their questions.
Disheartened by this failure, the two turned their eyes towards the hill top which was being embraced by the
fog descending from above. Suddenly:
A light on the hill top.
There stood on the hill a great man who carried a golden cross suspended from a gold chain worn round the
neck, and was dressed in an overcoat, and who subsisted on wild honey and wild tubers. An aura of wisdom
around him. From the hill top he shouted loudly.
“Oh misguided children …”
Vishnu and Komu (the disciples) sat down.
Lengthy speeches. Hearing the whole series of lectures, Vishnu and Komu gained the capacity to read and
write English without any mistake.
(As there were no vacancies in the posts of LDCs and UDCs in any office, they escaped the danger.)
At this stage they turned into two great revolutionaries. Vishnu hated temples, smashed idols. Komu grew and
cropped his hair. He discovered the answer to the question, “Who are you?” Brandishing his closed fist in the air,
he shouted.
“I am Komu—the shortened form of Koja Muhayaddin!”
Temples and idols began to tremble. Mosques and veils were shaken.
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On the highways of Guruvayur and Ponnani, along the mountain slopes and riverbanks across the courtyards
of temples and mosques. Vishnu and Komu danced and walked hand in hand.
*
Thus time was moving on without any particular conflict, when Komu turned to Vishnu one day and asked:
“Man rabbukka?” Who is your God?”
Vishnu stood there as if thunder-struck. He had not expected such treachery from Komu. This calamity took
place at a time when they were living like a single heart although in two bodies.
The Namputhiri chap Vishnu was also intelligent. He decided to try a hand against his opponent. He
confronted Komu with a counter-question:
“What is the meaning of Kurukshetra?”
Komu found himself in a tight corner. He had heard of many Kshetras (temples), had also seen many. But what
was this Kurukshetra? Where was it?
Komu consoled himself.
How could he know of Kurukshetra? There was no temple near his house. He had not seen or enjoyed
Kathkali. The picture of a priest opening the temple door was familiar to him only in imagination. He had nothing
to do with Unnayivarier who had written an attakkatha.
*
Absorbed in these thoughts seven days and seven nights passed. On the eighth day, when Komu was waiting
for the Madras Mail at the Kozhikode railway station, Vishnu arrived there with a traveler’s bundle.
They smiled at each other.
“To which place?” Vishnu asked.
“To Benaras,” replied Komu.
“Anything in particular?”
“To find out an answer to Kurukshetra.”
“And what about you?” Komu asked.
“To Aligarh.”
“What for?”
“I must find out an answer to Man rabbukka too.”
With outstretched arms the two friends approached each other. They remained united in an embrace until the
mail arrived.
At the junction where the railway line branched out into two, one leading to Aligarh and the other to Benaras,
they broke into tears.
Vishnu reached Aligarh.
There he saw ragging. And he ate dunlop, the name given to bread in Aligarh University Campus and meat.
With the onset of winter, he saw people dressed in western style. He sighed at the sight of veiled beauties and
bearded young men. Visited the dilapidated old palaces of Nawabs. Walked through the courtyards of mosques
looking at the minars. Greeted his friends with the words Assalamu Alaikum—uttered in an impure manner of
articulation. During the Remazan period he tried to observe fast. He put on a cap; dressed himself in sharwani;
enjoyed kawali; participated in mushairas.
In spite of all this, he failed to become himself. He was transformed into another person.
At Benaras, Komu saw the temples. He watched sanyasins clad in kaupina, and half-naked young women
taking bath in the bathing ghats of Kasi. When they had finished their bath, he went into the temple along with
them. He gave ground nut kernels to the monkeys which were hopping around along the beams of the temple. He
was thrilled on bearing the sound of the bells rung by devotees.
He saw yogis; practiced the yogasanas. He carried in his hands chains of rudraksha and put on ochre robes.
Exhibited pictures of Mahesh yogi and Satya Saibaba on the walls. Visited Badrinath and Rishikesh.
Still he failed to be his own self. He became a different man.
*
Thus three or four years passed by. Vishnu and Komu returned
home.
One day they met each other on the highway.
Neither of them smiled. Nor did they enquire about each other’s well-being.
Komu had shaven his head and put on a cap. Vishnu had a tuft of hair tied together on the back of his head.
There was no trace of love on the face of either of them. The eyes were burning with hatred.
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They withdrew from each other, as if they were magnets whose like poles had been brought together.
Komu roared:
“I am not the same old Komu, remember that, you Brahmin chap. I am Baffakki.”
Then Vishnu shouted.
“You Mappila chap, I have changed my name too. I am Madhok now.”
They took out hand-grenades for liquidating each other. Just then:
They heard the reverberating sounds of an infantry from somewhere far, far away—the sound of marching and
trumpeting. When the army came nearer, they saw the commander. A middle-aged man without a sacred thread on
his body. He thundered.
“Ai, I shall finish b-b-both of you.” He produced a weapon resembling a sickle.
“D-do you know me?” he asked.
“I don’t.” The answers of both were blurted out simultaneously.
"Ai, I’m S-Sa-Sankaran.”
“Have you changed your name?” somebody asked.
“I haven’t changed it,” he explained. “Only the short n-n-name was e-e-expanded.”
The grenades dropped down from the hands of Komu and Vishnu.
69.105 A Dead Wife\fn{by Sunita Jain (1940- )} Ambala, Ambala District, Haryana State, India (F) 3
Mr. Varma, the attorney living next door, is getting married today.
I’m depressed. I feel like picking up a quarrel with him. Maybe it will make me feel better. The thing is, I am
still unmarried and very sensitive about it.
Mr. Varma’s bungalow is situated such, that, sitting on our porch, I can see most of what goes on in there. The
fence between the two houses broke down a few years ago and was never repaired. Both our families were so
friendly that neither wanted to bother—and it was easier to visit each other.
I can see that every thing is ready, the procession is about to start. Two men are sprinkling water from leather
buckets onto the red gravel, to keep the dust low. It’s quite a large gathering of relatives and friends. But I have
decided not to attend his wedding—even if Mother gets upset. How shameful for him to marry within two months
of Mrs. Varma’s death!
As I had expected, Mother was not happy to see me sitting on the porch.
“Good Lord! Don’t you want to be there on time? The procession is going to start and you’re still sitting there
holding a book! I don’t understand you any more!”
“Mother, I’m not going. But you go ahead; don’t wait for me.”
“But why? They’re our neighbors, and they’ll certainly be hurt. What shall I tell them?”
“Anything, Mother. I’m not going.”
“At least—tell me why? I haven’t even prepared dinner; you’ll have to go hungry.”
“I’m not hungry. Mother, I’m surprised at you, too. You loved Mrs. Varma—and as soon as she dies you dress
up for Mr. Varma’s wedding!”
I couldn’t go on. Mother sat down next to me.
“No one can change fate, darling. I loved Kamla more than I love my own sisters!” Her voice had a
melancholy tone.
“What really shocked me, Mother, was that Mr. Varma would get married so soon—”
“Don’t blame him, dear. I’m sure he isn’t too happy, either. Didn’t you see how he cared for Kamla when she
was sick! He is getting married for the sake of the children.”
“The children! It’s all a pretense, Mother. A stepmother won’t make them happy. He’s so rich; why doesn’t he
hire someone for them—a governess, I mean?”
“A governess will never be the same as a mother. You’re too young to understand. Why do you think she won’t
love them? Just because she’s a stepmother? People aren’t all like that. You’re angry, that’s all. Varma has his
work; he can’t take care of babies! With a wife he won’t have to worry about his children.”
“Suppose she doesn’t love his children.”
“Then that’s their fate. Otherwise their own mother wouldn’t have died, Darling, when I got married your
grandmother gave me your eldest brother as a wedding gift! He was only eighteen months. Ask him if he missed
his mother for a moment. I still love him more than I love all of you combined!”
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What Mother said was a fact. Anyway, when I argue with her I always lose! She’s gone to the wedding and the
procession has started. I am still sitting here and listening to the loud pop music for the wedding. I have heard that
recorded music in marriage ceremonies is already outdated in big cities like New Delhi; but Meerut is not that
advanced. I wonder why the authorities don’t levy a tax on those who disturb other people’s peace and sleep. I
have a headache.
The bride arrived this afternoon. A new-born baby and a bride are my greatest weaknesses; I can’t help peeking
at them. I forgot my anger for a while and went over to see her.
Usually, a bride is surrounded by all the women of the house. But Mrs. Varma was sitting in a corner, almost
alone. She wore a red cotton sari and looked uncomfortable. Her veil came up to the tip of her nose. I lifted the
veil and stared. She was hardly seventeen or eighteen! Her eyes were swollen and red from constant crying, and
she kept staring at her toes. She had a very fresh and healthy complexion.
I noticed that the family wasn’t very curious about her. Firstly, because she was a “second,” and then she came
from a poor family. Her dowry consisted mostly of cotton saris. Everyone was busy eating and joking. Those who
were curious were Mr. Varma’s six children; they came by turns, and looked with awe at their new mother. That
awe told me that they’d been fully prepared for a stepmother.
I returned home bursting with anger, and immediately poured it out on Mother!
“You see, Mother! You were so sympathetic to poor Mr. Varma! What right did he have to marry such a girl?”
“What happened?”
“He’s halfway to the grave and married to a girl younger than myself!”
“Shame, Geeta! Don’t talk like that! He’s only forty!”
“Double—more than double—her age! Mother! It’s unjust! She’s only a child and she’ll have to care for six
children. She looks like their elder sister, not their mother! I’m so upset, Mother, that I can hardly bear it. Tell me
—isn’t it awful to marry a widower?”
I bit my tongue. But it was too late. Mother didn’t say anything. As I stood there, ashamed and uncertain, she
quietly wiped her eyes to keep tears from falling into the dough she was kneading.
There’s a transmitter between our house and Mr. Varma’s which brings the up-to-the-minute news with running
commentary. It’s a live transmitter—our servant, Jugni, the woman who does the cleaning for both houses. The
first comments that we heard were:
“The new bride really belongs to the lower class. She has no shame or dignity. She lifted her veil the very next
day, and is roaming all over the house like a man. She’s also sending all Mr. Varma’s aunts, who’d been in the
house for months, back to where they belong.”
I was surprised, and my surprise kept her talking.
“Don’t be astonished, Geeta. She just doesn’t know what she’s supposed to do as the lady of the house. I think
she comes from a village, where she worked, ate, and slept. I’m sure that within a week she’ll send the cook
packing, too. God help the children! Gone are the days of the first Mrs. Varma!”
I was worried, too, especially for the baby Pintoo, whom I love dearly. I was wondering if the new Mrs. Varma
would be unkind to such a small baby. I felt frustrated that I could not do anything. What right did I have anyway?
In the afternoon, we heard that Mr. Varma had gone to court looking very pale. And all the guests were leaving,
and “the bride” was getting the house thoroughly cleaned! I caught hold of the eldest boy and asked:
“Binnoo, how’s your mother? Do you like her?”
“I don’t know!”
He ran away.
*
I usually get up very late in the morning. When I got up the next day I peeked into the house next to ours. It
was all very quiet. The children were nowhere in sight. On other days I could see them playing and quarrelling all
day long.
I finished breakfast and came out; I was in for a surprise. All the five boys seemed very clean and tidy, and
they were sitting in a row. Mr. Shastri, our school teacher, was looking at them! As I looked on, perplexed, Jugni
carne out and whispered:
“See what I told you! The cook was gone this morning, and now the teacher has come, so the children can’t
even enjoy the rest of their vacation!”
At about two in the afternoon Binnoo came to borrow mother’s sewing machine.
Mother was surprised.
“Sewing machine! What will you do with it, Binnoo?”
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“Auntie, Mother wants it. She wants to sew some underclothes for Pintoo and Mikky.”
“In this weather? It’s boiling hot outside. This is no time to make clothes. What was she doing in the morning,
when it was cool?”
“She was cooking, Auntie. The cook’s gone.”
“Oh, I had forgotten!”
Mother seemed very worried. She was talking to herself.
“Something’s surely wrong. Haven’t heard or seen a bride like that.”
*
About two days later Pintoo was sitting in my lap; I was reading a magazine that had arrived that morning.
Mother asked:
“Pintoo, what’s your mother doing?”
“Oh, Aunt, I forgot to tell you. Mother has built a beautiful temple in her room. And she has Lord Krishna’s
statue, about this high. She prays in the morning and sleeps there at night, and I sleep with her. Mother says if I
sleep in the temple I won’t have bad dreams.”
My mother sat stunned for a few minutes, then suddenly got up and went across the lawn.
I went on reading; Pintoo fell asleep in my lap. She was getting so heavy that I decided to take her home and
put her to bed. As I put her down, she caught my sari and wouldn’t let go. This was her old trick. I stayed with
her, patting her slowly, until she was fast asleep. The window was open, and I could hear Mother and Mrs. Varma
in the next room. Mother was saying:
“You should take care of yourself, dear. You’ll make yourself sick this way.”
“Auntie, I’m all right. Please don’t worry about me!”
Mother becomes a “relation” so quickly! Her generosity and love seem inexhaustible.
“No, I don’t think that you’re all right! Why did you dismiss the cook? Now you have to do the cooking yourself.”
“Somehow, Auntie, it didn’t seem right for me to do nothing and the family to eat food cooked by a servant.
And I wanted to hire a tutor for the children!”
“The schools haven’t opened yet.”
“I know. But when I cleaned the house all their books were torn and in bad shape. So I decided to get them
ready—”
“And when did you plan this temple? And I don’t think you look like a bride. There’s hardly any jewelry on
you. Even this sari is terrible!”
“I don’t mind it, Auntie!”
But Mother didn’t hear. She went on:
“And I’ve heard that you sleep here too!”
It seemed Mother couldn’t wait any longer.
There was no answer.
“Where does Mr. Varma sleep?”
“In his room.”
“In the study?”
“Yes.”
“Now what’s that? You sleeping with the children and he in his room! How long have you been married? Four
days! Listen to me, darling; tell me if something is the matter. I’m old enough to be your mother. You’re so young.
Tell me if I can help?”
I heard muffled sobs. Mother was trying to soothe the bride. I couldn’t make out anything for a while, it was
all drowned in crying. Then I heard Mrs. Varma saying”
“[The] night of our wedding, he said, ‘Take care of my children. They are yours too, now. God has already
given me six. I’ve made arrangements. I had myself operated on a few days ago … so that we won’t have more.”
“What! Operated!”
“Yes, Auntie. But I’m very grateful to him. He told me. Otherwise, I would have died! Now I’m happy. I’ve
given myself to Lord Krishna!”
“What are you talking about?”
“Auntie, I’m a very simple, uneducated girl. All that I’ve studied are some religious books, and they say that
relations between a man and a woman are for the reproduction of life, which is our sacred duty. Otherwise, it’s
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vice. It’s lust. I told him I’d take good care of his children, and he’d have no complaint, but he could never touch
me …”
I heard a sob which was more like a heart breaking. She was saying, in a voice which cut my heart:
“To that sister of mine, his wife, he gave six, Auntie, but he cannot give me one! Only one, just so that my life
wouldn’t be wasted …”
I didn’t have the courage to hear any more. I sat there plastered to the floor, my knees too weak to carry me.
68.21 The Stone Woman\fn{by K. B. Sreedevi (1940- )} Vellakkattu, Malappuram District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
When did I last come this way? A long time ago perhaps. My father was with me at the time. But, I did not,
while traveling through the skies, see the full beauty of the Earth. Yet, my father who could read my face, would
often instruct the pilot to reduce our speed whenever we flew over a holy river or a hermitage. I could smell the
fragrance that arose from the sacrificial pits prepared by the sages, as the fresh paddy, ghee and other sacrificial
offerings were cooked.
When did it all happen? A thousand years ago? After that, she had changed. Her life itself had taken a different
path.
Or, had it? Time had changed, but not Ahalya. She walked ahead. The flowering forest. The spring forest laden
with flowers. Flowers strewn everywhere, like a carpet spread encircling the roots hanging from the branches of
trees. An illusion of a continuing rain of flowers, created by the sun’s rays filtering through the branches. This
time her husband had not raised any objection when she had told him of her wish to attend the final auspicious
rituals performed by Sage Valmiki to break his penance. He merely asked her to convey his salutations to the great
sage, a devotee of Sri Rama. In the olden days she wouldn’t have been allowed to wander alone in this forest. Nor
would she have had the courage to do so.
But today her husband did not doubt her. Nor did she feel afraid. She had gone to him to get his permission to
go on this journey. He had placed both his hands on her bowed head and blessed her. Peace be with you. Could
this change in him be attributed only to the changing times?
Sri Ramachandra had freed the forest from all demons. Human beings had nothing to fear. It was Sri Rama
who taught her not to fear anything other than non-observance of one’s own duties. He had given this advice to
her when she spoke to him in wonder about his might, which had vanquished demons such as Khara, Dushana and
Trisira in a mere three and a quarter hours. Spiritual strength was indeed greater than physical strength. For a
person who had spiritual strength, one quarter of a minute was more than enough to kill fourteen thousand evil
forces.
One could go on listening to that voice which resonated like the peal of temple bells. The moment she saw him
she knew that her long penance had not been in vain. She was drowned in the heavenly pleasure evoked by his
gentleness.
“Ahalya, I can see your true soul. Wake up from this worldly sleep.”
Why is a sage incapable of uttering such words? Is it because they have mastered the art of the all-destructive
curse? Ahalya trembled for a moment. How could she blame the virtuous? At once she corrected herself. Could
she forget the great Valmiki, who was also a sage? Even the curse he uttered, though powerful, was a temporary
outburst, arising from an incomparable compassion.
Ahalya tarried for a moment or two in the same place. In truth, it was not a curse at all. It was the expression of
a far-sighted vision. Even at that time, that sage must have been aware of Sita, the great sacrificial fire. He might
also have realized that it was imperative to protect that fire from the indifference and insults of the world, and
keep it burning, for the preservation of the human race itself. That was why he …
Ahalya looked at her arms, one after the other. She was shaking with excitement. Was it surprising? Which
woman wouldn’t feel proud and excited at .the thought of Sita?
Ahalya walked further. The whispers and bird calls of the forest sounded pleasant to her. Her own past life
opened the doors of her mind and looked out. Hadn’t she always felt the same way, this awareness of the changing
seasons, the sights and sounds she saw and heard? All births and deaths seen through naked eyes, unshielded by
any curtain! All those years, she kept wondering, who was more compassionate? Her husband, who gave her a
chance to experience all that …
Or …?
One scene stood out clearly in Ahalya’s memories. She was, at that time, living in Gautama’s hermitage,
experiencing the love and cruelty of nature. One day, as she stood with her head bowed, after worshipping the
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early twilight according to the prescribed rituals, she overheard a conversation from somewhere close by. Both the
voices belonged to women. She recognized that they were people of Mithila, from their dialect and manner of
speech. They had come to pick a rare flower, called lavanyakarn, which was available only in Gautama’s
hermitage. The younger of the two women asked:
“Why is our young mistress so fond of this flower?” The answer was:
“Don’t you know? She has been told that the worship done with this flower will give her her husband’s love.
This plant has been brought down from Heaven and nurtured by Ahalyadevi.”
“These days the young mistress is absorbed in prayer and worship all the time.”
“Isn’t that natural? Haven’t you heard of the arrival of the pair of Krouncha birds who predicted that Sri Rama,
the son of King Dashratha will wed Sita?”
“Oh, How lucky! It is indeed the good fortune of the whole of Mithila.” Keeping the flower basket down, she
folded her hands and bowed her head in worship.
“After that, the young mistress’s mind has been completely absorbed in Sri Ramachandra. She is eagerly
awaiting his arrival.”
“Haven’t you collected a basketful of flowers?”
“Let us go back. Even now, I feel very sad when I stand here.”
“Why? Why do you feel sad when you are in such a beautiful place?”
“The hermitage seems very empty without the presence of Ahalyadevi.”
Then, there was no word from either of them. After some time, the voice of the younger person asked:
“Why was Ahalyadevi subjected to such a scandal, even though she was a virtuous woman?”
“Shut up. What are you saying?” The voice of the older woman was filled with anger. “Ahalyadevi was not
born out of a woman’s womb, and she is noted for her generosity. Do we really know whose fault it was?”
“Come, let us go. Please remember that we are holding sacred flowers to be used for worship. Let them not be
contaminated by idle thoughts and words.”
They walked away and disappeared.
She was exhilarated by the conversation between the two attendants. Her mind was filled with the form of Sita,
who collected the flowers grown by Ahalya and offered them in worship to achieve an early union with her
chosen husband. After that Ahalya began to pray to Sri Rama through Sita. At last that moment envisioned by
history had come.
He, the handsomest and the most dazzling man stood in front of her, who, by then, had become detached from
the emotions of love and hate, to awaken her from her inanimate state. Even then her only prayer was:
“Devi, May your waiting be rewarded soon.”
After giving anew life to Ahalya, Rama appeared in front of Sita. Ahalya thought, who was more
compassionate? Her detached and saintly husband, who without any compassion, cast her onto bosom of the wide
world with the words:
“Ahalya, you do not know anything about this illusory world. Do you?”
Or …
She had, by then, crossed the boundaries of the forest. Ahalya turned and looked around in all directions. Had
she reached the banks of Tamasa so soon? How auspicious Tamasa looked! So innocent and pure like the minds of
good people. She wanted to stay back and look at the river for some time.
An ominous sound!.
Someone was weeping. She went in search of the person. It was a mendicant woman, clad in the bark of tree.
She seemed to be an inmate of Valmiki’shermitage. Ahalya went closer to her and addressed her, gently.
“Oh! Good woman!” Hearing the voice, she wiped her tears and looked at Ahalya. Ahalya asked:
“In this hermitage, do you have any reason to feel so sad?” The other woman sobbed:
“How can I tell you? It seems as though the world is coming to an end.”
“What is the matter?” Ahalya stepped closer to her and tried to soothe her. After a moment or two, the woman
said in a hoarse whisper:
“Sri Rama, the ruler of Ayodhya has forsaken his pregnant wife, Sita.”
“What?” Ahalya gasped with her mouth open. “Am I hearing the truth?” Her voice was hoarse with
helplessness.
“Yes, sister. Some time back, Sage Valmiki, who came to perform the rituals in River Tamasa, found her sitting
on the banks, like the very personification of sorrow. The great and generous sage offered his protection to the
wife of Sri Rama, I have come in search of the fruits she wanted.”
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Before she could complete her sentence, Ahalya’s sorrowful, mourning wail pierced the air:
“The fire has abandoned its own flame.”
Nature deserted by its Protector.
This terrible experience …
This insult …
This hate …
The saintly woman, who stood next to Ahalya realized that her voice had grown faint. As she watched, she
called out anxiously:
“Sister, respected one.” There was no reply. She moved closer to where Ahalya stood and placed her hands on
the shoulders of the still figure. She stepped back in fear.
“What! This is just a figure in stone.”
Like a tragic wail, those words echoed and re-echoed on the banks of Tamasa. Hearing the noise, some
mendicant women who were bathing in the river came running. They stared without blinking at that beautiful and
inanimate figure. The beauty which dazzled the man whose desire was unabated, even after gazing at it with his
thousand eyes. As they watched, they noticed on its head, the imprint of feet decorated by the shapes of a
thunderbolt and a fish. Later, they looked down at her feet and saw the imprint of Sri Rama’s hands on their upper
part. Finally they raised their heads and looked.
Her face had a glow of its own, acquired through long of penance.
They looked at each other and said in the same breath:
“Oh! It is the wife of Gautama.”
The woman sage from Valmiki’s hermitage who had become a friend of Sri Rama’s wife said in a firm voice:
“Yes, now Ahalya is nothing but a stone.”
44.192 & 66.40 1. The Management Of Grief 2. The Tenant: Two Short Stories\fn{by Bharati Mukherjee (1940- )}
Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 16
1
A women I don’t know is boiling tea the Indian way in my kitchen. There are a lot of women I don’t know in
my kitchen, whispering, and moving tactfully. They open doors, rummage through the pantry, and try not to ask
me where things are kept. They remind me of when my sons were small, on Mother’s Day or when Vikram and I
were tired, and they would make big, sloppy omelets. I would lie in bed pretending I didn’t hear them.
Dr. Sharma, the treasurer of the Indo-Canada Society, pulls me into the hallway. He wants to know if I am
worried about money. His wife, who has just come up from the basement with a tray of empty cups and glasses,
scolds him.
“Don’t bother Mrs. Bhave with mundane details.”
She looks so monstrously pregnant her baby must be days overdue. I tell her she shouldn’t be carrying heavy
things.
“Shaila,” she says, smiling, “this is the fifth.”
Then she grabs a teenager by his shirttails. He slips his Walkman off his head. He has to be one of her four
children, they have the same domed and dented foreheads.
“What’s the official word now?” she demands. The boy slips the headphones back on.
“They’re acting evasive, Ma. They’re saying it could be an accident or a terrorist bomb.”\fn{ A note reads: In June
1985, an Air India flight from Toronto to Bombay crashed off the coast of Ireland, apparently as the result of an explosion caused by a
bomb. All 329 people on board were killed.}

All morning, the boys have been muttering, Sikh Bomb, Sikh Bomb. The men, not using the word, bow their
heads in agreement. Mrs. Sharma touches her forehead at such a word. At least they’ve stopped talking about
space debris and Russian lasers.
Two radios are going in the dining room. They are tuned to different stations. Someone must have brought the
radios down from my boys’ bedrooms. I haven’t gone into their rooms since Kusum came running across the front
lawn in her bathrobe. She looked so funny, I was laughing when I opened the door.
The big TV in the den is being whizzed through American networks and cable channels.
“Damn!” some man swears bitterly. “How can these preachers carry on like nothing’s happened?”
I want to tell him we’re not that important. You look at the audience, and at the preacher in his blue robe with
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his beautiful white hair, the potted palm trees under a blue sky, and you know they care about nothing.
The phone rings and rings. Dr. Sharma’s taken charge.
“We’re with her,” he keeps saying. “Yes, yes, the doctor has given calming pills. Yes, yes, pills are having
necessary effect.”
I wonder if pills alone explain this calm. Not peace, just a deadening quiet. I was always controlled, but never
repressed. Sound can reach , me, but my body is tensed, ready to scream. I hear their voices all around me. I hear
my boys and Vikram cry, “Mommy, Shaila!” and their screams insulate me, like headphones. The women boiling
water tells her story again and again.
“I got the news first. My cousin called from Halifax before six A.M., can you imagine? He’d gotten up for
prayers and his son was studying for medical exams and he heard on a rock channel that something had happened
to a plane. They said first it had disappeared from the radar, like a giant eraser just reached out. His father called
me, so I said to him, what do you mean, “something bad”? You mean a hijacking? And he said, behn, there is no
confirmation of anything yet, but check with your neighbors because a lot of them must be on that plane! So I
called poor Kusum straightaway. I knew Kusum’s husband and daughter were booked to go yesterday.”
Kusum lives across the street from me. She and Satish had moved in less than a month ago. They said they
needed a bigger place. All these people, the Sharmas and friends from the Indo-Canada Society, had been there for
the housewarming. Satish and Kusum made homemade tandoori on their big gas grill and even the white
neighbors piled their plates high with that luridly red, charred, juicy chicken. Their younger daughter had danced,
and even our boys had broken away from the Stanley Cup telecast to put in a reluctant appearance. Everyone took
pictures for their albums and for the community newspapers—another of our families had made it big in Toronto
—and now I wonder how many of those happy faces are gone.
“Why does God give us so much if all along He intends to take it away?” Kusum asks me.
I nod. We sit on carpeted stairs, holding hands like children.
“I never once told him that I loved him,” I say.
I was too much the well brought up woman. I was so well brought up I never felt comfortable calling my
husband by his first name.
“It’s all right,” Kusum says. “He knew. My husband knew. They felt it. Modern young girls have to say it
because what they feel is fake.”
Kusum’s daughter, Pam, runs in with an overnight case. Pam’s in her McDonald’s uniform.
“Mummy! You have to get dressed!” Panic makes her cranky. “A reporter’s on his way here.”
“Why?”
“You want to talk to him in your bathrobe?”
She starts to brush her mother’s long hair. She’s the daughter whose always in trouble. She dates Canadian
boys and hangs out in the mall, shopping for tight sweaters. The younger one, the goody-goody one according to
Pam, the one with a voice so sweet that when she sang bhajans\fn{A note reads: Devotional songs, hymns (Hindi).} for
Ethiopian relief even a frugal man like my husband wrote out a hundred dollar check, she was on that plane. She
was going to spend July and August with grandparents because Pam wouldn’t go. Pam said she’d rather waitress
at McDonald’s.
“If it’s a choice between Bombay and Wonderland, I’m picking Wonderland,” she’d said.
“Leave me alone,” Kusum yells. “You know what I want to do? If I didn’t have to look after you now, I’d hang
myself.”
Pam’s young face goes blotchy with pain.
“Thanks,” she says, “don’t let me stop you.”
“Hush,” pregnant Mrs. Sharma scolds Pam. “Leave your mother alone. Mr. Sharma will tackle the reporters
and fill out the forms. He’ll say what has to be said.”
Pam stands her ground.
“You think I don’t know what Mummy’s thinking? Why her? That’s what. That’s sick! Mummy wishes my
little sister were alive and I were dead.”
Kusum’s hand in mine is trembly hot. We continue to sit on the stairs.
*
She calls before she arrives, wondering if there’s anything I need. Her name is Judith Templeton and she’s an
appointee of the provincial government.
“Multiculturalism?” I ask, and she says, “partially,” but that her mandate is bigger. “I’ve been told you knew
many of the people on the flight,” she says. “Perhaps if you’d agree to help us reach the others …?”
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She gives me time at least to put on tea water and pick up the mess in the front room. I have a few samosas\fn
{A note reads: Deep fried pastries filled with vegetables or meat .} from Kusum’s housewarming that I could fry up, but then
I think, Why prolong this visit?
Judith Templeton is much younger than she sounded. She wears a blue suit with white blouse and a polka dot
tie. Her blond hair is cut short, her only jewelry is pearl drop earrings. Her briefcase is new and expensive looking, a gleaming cordovan leather. She sits with it across her lap. When she looks out the front windows onto the
street, her contact lenses seem to float in front of her light blue eyes.
“What sort of help do you want from me?” I ask. She has refused the tea, out of politeness, but I insist, along
with some slightly stale biscuits.
“I have no experience,” she admits. “That is, I have an MSW\fn{ Master of Social Work.} and I’ve worked in
liaison with accident victims, but I mean I have no experience with a tragedy of this scale—”
“Who could?” I ask.
“—and with the complications of culture, language, and customs. Someone mentioned that Mrs. Bhave is a
pillar—because you’ve taken it more calmly.”
At this, perhaps, I frown, for she reaches forward, almost to take my hand.
“I hope you understand my meaning, Mrs. Bhave. There are hundreds of people in Metro directly affected, like
you, and some of them speak no English: There are some widows who’ve never handled money or gone on a bus,
and there are old parents who still haven’t eaten or gone outside their bedrooms. Some houses and apartments
have been looted. Some wives are still hysterical. Some husbands are in shock and profound depression. We want
to help, but our hands are tied in so many ways. We have to distribute money to some people, and there are legal
documents—these things can be done. We have interpreters, but we don’t always have the human touch, or maybe
the right human touch. We don’t want to make mistakes, Mrs. Bhave, and that’s why we’d like to ask you to help
us.”
“More mistakes, you mean,” I say.
“Police matters are not in my hands,” she answers.
“Nothing I can do will make any difference,” I say. “We must all grieve in our own way.”
“But you are coping very well. All the people said, Mrs. Bhave is the strongest person of all. Perhaps if the
others could see you, talk with you, it would help them.”
“By the standards of the people you call hysterical, I am behaving very oddly and very badly, Miss
Templeton.” I want to say to her, I wish I could scream, starve, walk into Lake Ontario, jump from a bridge.
“They would not see me as a model. I do not see myself as a model.”
I am a freak. No one who has ever known me would think of me reacting this way. This terrible calm will not
go away.
She asks me if she may call again, after I get back from a long trip that we all must make.
“Of course,” I say. “Feel free to call, anytime.”
*
Four days later, I find Kusum squatting on a rock overlooking a bay in Ireland. It isn’t a big rock, but it juts
sharply out over water. This is as close as we’ll ever get to them. June breezes balloon out her sari and unpin her
knee-length hair. She has the bewildered look of a sea creature whom the tides have stranded.
It’s been one hundred hours since Kusum came stumbling and screaming across my lawn. Waiting around the
hospital, we’ve heard many stories. The police, the diplomats, they tell us things thinking that we’re strong, that
knowledge is helpful to the grieving, and maybe it is. Some, I know, prefer ignorance, or their own versions. The
plane broke into two, they say. Unconsciousness was instantaneous. No one suffered. My boys must have just
finished their breakfasts. They loved eating on planes, they loved the smallness of plates, knives, and forks. Last
year they saved the airline salt and pepper shakers. Half an hour more and they would have made it to Heathrow.
Kusum says that we can’t escape our fate. She says that all those people—our husbands, my boys, her girl with
the nightingale voice, all those Hindus, Christians, Sikhs, Muslims, Parsis, and atheists on that plane—were fated
to die together off this beautiful bay. She learned this from a swami in Toronto.
I have my Valium. Six of us “relatives”—two widows and four widowers—choose to spend the day today by
the waters instead of sitting in a hospital room and scanning photographs of the dead. That’s what they call us
now: relatives. I’ve looked through twenty-seven photos in two days. They’re very kind to us, the Irish are very
understanding. Sometimes understanding means freeing a tourist bus for this trip to the bay, so we can pretend to
spy our loved ones through the glassiness of waves or in sun-speckled cloud shapes.
I could die here, too, and be content.
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“What is that, out there?”
She’s standing and flapping her hands and for a moment I see a head shape bobbing in the waves. She’s
standing in the water, I, on the boulder. The tide is low, and a round, black, head-sized rock has just risen from the
waves. She returns, her sari end dripping and ruined and her face is a twisted remnant of hope, the way mine was
a hundred hours ago, still laughing but inwardly knowing that nothing but the ultimate tragedy could bring two
women together at six o’clock on a Sunday morning. I watch her face sag into blankness.
“That water felt warm, Shaila,” she says at length.
“You can’t,” I say. “We have to wait for our turn to come.” I haven’t eaten in four days, haven’t brushed my
teeth.
“I know,” she says. “I tell myself I have no right to grieve. They are in a better place than we are. My swami
says I should be thrilled for them. My swami says depression is a sign of our selfishness.”
Maybe I’m selfish. Selfishly I break away from Kusum and run, sandals slapping against stones, to the water’s
edge. What if my boys aren’t lying pinned under the debris? What if they aren’t stuck a mile below that innocent
blue chop? What if, given the strong currents …
Now I’ve ruined my sari, one of my best. Kusum has joined me, knee-deep in water that feels to me like a
swimming pool. I could settle in the water, and my husband would take my hand and the boys would slap water in
my face just to see me scream.
“Do you remember what good swimmers my boys were, Kusum?”
“I saw the medals,” she says.
One of the widowers, Dr. Ranganathan from Montreal, walks out to us, carrying his shoes in one hand. He’s an
electrical engineer. Someone at the hotel mentioned his work is famous around the world, something about the
place where physics and electricity come together. He has lost a huge family, something indescribable.
“With some luck,” Dr. Ranganathan suggests to me, “a good swimmer could make it safely to some island. It is
quite possible that there may be many, many microscopic islets scattered around—”
“You’re not just saying that?” I tell Dr. Ranganathan about Vinod, my elder son. Last year he took diving as
well.
“It’s a parent’s duty to hope,” he says. “It is foolish to rule out possibilities that have not been tested. I myself
have not surrendered hope.”
Kusum is sobbing once again.
“Dear lady,” he says, laying his free hand on her arm, and she calms down.
“Vinod is how old?” he asks me. He’s very careful, as we all are. Is, not was.
“Fourteen. Yesterday he was fourteen. His father and uncle were going to take him down to the Taj and give
him a big birthday party. I couldn’t go with them because I couldn’t get two weeks off from my stupid job in
June.” I process bills for a travel agent. June is a big travel month.
Dr. Ranganathan whips the pockets of his suit jacket inside out. Squashed roses, in darkening shades of pink,
float on the water. He tore the roses off creepers in somebody’s garden. He didn’t ask anyone if he could pluck the
roses, but now there’s been an article about it in the local papers. When you see an Indian person, it says, please
give him or her flowers.
“A strong youth of fourteen,” he says, “can very likely pull to safety a younger one.”
My sons, though four years apart, were very close. Vinod wouldn’t let Mithun drown. Electrical engineering, I
think, foolishly perhaps: this man knows important secrets of the universe, things closed to me. Relief spins me
light-headed. No wonder my boys’ photographs haven’t turned up in the gallery of photos of the recovered dead.
“Such pretty roses,” I say.
“My wife loved pink roses. Every Friday I had to bring a bunch home. I used to say, Why? After twenty odd
years of marriage you’re still needing proof positive of my love?”
He has identified his wife and three of his children. Then others from Montreal, the lucky ones, intact families
with no survivors. He chuckles as he wades back to shore. Then he swings around to ask me a question.
“Mrs. Bhave, you are wanting to throw in some roses for your loved ones? I have two big ones left.”
But I gave other things to float: Vinod’s pocket calculator; a half-painted model B-52 for my Mithun. They’d
want them on their island. And for my husband? For him I let fall into the calm, glassy waters a poem I wrote in
the hospital yesterday. Finally he’ll know my feelings for him.
“Don’t tumble, the rocks are slippery,” Dr. Ranganathan cautions. He holds out a hand for me to grab.
Then it’s time to get back on the bus, time to rush back to our waiting posts on hospital benches.
*
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Kusum is one of the lucky ones. The lucky ones flew here, identified in multiplicate their loved ones, then will
fly to India with the bodies for proper ceremonies. Satish is one of the few males who surfaced. The photos of
faces we saw on the walls in an office at Heathrow and here in the hospital are mostly of women. Women have
more body fat, a nun said to me matter-of-factly. They float better.
Today I was stopped by a young sailor on the street. He had located bodies, he’d gone into the water when—he
checks my face for signs of strength—when the sharks were first spotted. I don’t blush, and he breaks down.
“It’s all right,” I say. “Thank you.”
I had heard about the sharks from Dr. Ranganathan. In his orderly mind, science brings understanding, it holds
no terror. It is the shark’s duty. For every deer there is a hunter, for every fish a fisherman.
The Irish are not shy; they rush to me and give me hugs and some are crying. I cannot imagine reactions like
that on the streets of Toronto. Just strangers, and I am touched. Some carry flowers with them and give them to
any Indian they see.
After lunch, a policeman I have gotten to know quite well catches hold of me. He says he thinks he has a match
for Vinod. I explain what a good swimmer Vinod is.
“You want me with you when you look at photos?”
Dr. Ranganathan walks ahead of me into the picture gallery. In these matters, he is a scientist, and I am
grateful. It is a new perspective.
“They have performed miracles,” he says. “We are indebted to them.”
The first day or two the policeman showed us relatives only one picture at a time; now they’re in a hurry,
they’re eager to lay out the possibles, and even the probables.
The face on the photo is of a boy much like Vinod; the same intelligent eyes, the same thick brows dipping into
a V. But this boy’s features, even his cheeks, are puffier, wider, mushier.
“No.”
My gaze is pulled by other pictures. There are five other boys who look like Vinod.
The nun assigned to console me rubs the first picture with a fingertip.
“When they’ve been in the water for a while, love, they look a little heavier:” The bones under the skin are
broken, they said on the first day—try to adjust your memories. It’s important.
“It’s not him. I’m his mother. I’d know.”
“I know this one!” Dr. Ranganathan cries out suddenly from the back of the gallery. “And this one!” I think he
senses that I don’t want to find my boys. “They are the Kutty brothers. They were also from Montreal.” I don’t
mean to be crying. On the contrary, I am ecstatic. My suitcase in the hotel is packed heavy with dry clothes for my
boys.
The policeman starts to cry.
“I am so sorry, I am so sorry, ma’am. I really thought we had a match.”
With the nun ahead of us and the policeman behind, we, the unlucky ones without our children’s bodies, file
out of the makeshift gallery.
*
From Ireland most of us go on to India. Kusum and I take the same direct flight to Bombay, so I can help her
clear customs quickly. But we have to argue with a man in uniform. He has large boils on his face. The boils swell
and glow with sweat as we argue with him. He wants Kusum to wait in line and he refuses to take authority
because his boss is on a tea break. But Kusum won’t let her coffins out of sight, and I shan’t desert her though I
know that my parents, elderly and diabetic, must be waiting in a stuffy car in a scorching lot.
“You bastard!” I scream at the man with the popping boils. Other passengers press closer. “You think we’re
smuggling contraband in those coffins!”
Once upon a time we were well brought up women; we were dutiful wives who kept our heads veiled, our
voices shy and sweet.
*
In India, I become, once again, an only child of rich, ailing parents. Old friends of the family come to pay their
respects. Some are Sikh, and inwardly, involuntarily, I cringe. My parents are progressive people; they do not
blame communities for a few individuals.
In Canada it is a different story now.
“Stay longer,” my mother pleads. “Canada is a cold place. Why would you want to be all by yourself?”
I stay.
Three months pass. Then another.
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“Vikram wouldn’t have wanted you to give up things!” they protest. They call my husband by the name he was
born with. In Toronto he’d changed to Vik so the men he worked with at his office would find his name as easy as
Rod or Chris. “You know, the dead aren’t cut off from us!”
My grandmother, the spoiled daughter of a rich zamindar,\fn{A note reads: Landholder.} shaved her head with
rusty razor blades when she was widowed at sixteen. My grandfather died of childhood diabetes when was nineteen, and she saw herself as the harbinger of bad luck. My mother grew up without parents, raised indifferently by
an uncle, while her true mother slept in a hut behind the main estate house and took her food with the servants.
She grew up a rationalist. My parents abhor mindless mortification.
The zamindar’s daughter kept stubborn faith in Vedic rituals;\fn{ A note reads: The Vedas are the oldest scriptures in
Hinduism.} my parents rebelled. I am trapped between two modes of knowledge. At thirty-six, I am too old to start
over and too young to give up. Like my husband’s spirit, I flutter between worlds.
*
Courting aphasia, we travel. We travel with our phalanx of servants and poor relatives. To hill stations and to
beach resorts. We play contract bridge in dusty gymkhana clubs.\fn{A note reads: Athletic facilities.} We ride stubby
ponies up crumbly mountain trails. At tea dances, we let ourselves be twirled twice round the ballroom. We hit the
holy spots we hadn’t made time for before. In Varanasi, Kalighat, Rishikesh, Hardwar, astrologers and palmists
seek me out and for a fee offer me cosmic consolations.
Already the widowers among us are being shown new bride candidates. They cannot resist the call of custom,
the authority of their parents and older brothers. They must marry; it is the duty of a man to look after a wife. The
new wives will be young widows with children, destitute but of good family. They will make loving wives, but
the men will shun them. I’ve had calls from the men over crackling Indian telephone lines.
“Save me,” they say, these substantial, educated, successful men of forty. “My parents are arranging a marriage
for me.” In a month they will have buried one family and returned to Canada with a new bride and partial family.
I am comparatively lucky. No one here thinks of arranging a husband for an unlucky widow.
*
Then, on the third day of the sixth month into this odyssey, in an abandoned temple in a tiny Himalayan
village, as I make my offering of flowers and sweetmeats to the god of a tribe of animists, my husband descends
to me. He is squatting next to a scrawny sadhu\fn{A note reads: A Hindu holy man (a mendicant ascetic).} in moth-eaten
robes. Vikram wears the vanilla suit he wore the last time I hugged him. The sadhu tosses petals on a butter-fed
flame, reciting Sanskrit mantras\fn{A note reads: Mystic words used in ritual and meditation .} and sweeps his face of flies.
My husband takes my hands in his.
You’re beautiful, he starts. Then:
What are you doing here? Shall I stay? I ask. He only smiles, but already the image is fading.
You must finish alone what we started together. No seaweed wreathes his mouth. He speaks too fast just as he
used to when we were an envied family in our pink split-level. He is gone.
*
In the windowless altar room, smoky with joss\fn{Incense.} sticks and clarified butter lamps, a sweaty hand
gropes for my blouse. I do not shriek. The sadhu arranges his robe. The lamps hiss and sputter out.
When we come out of the temple, my mother says, “Did you feel something weird in there?” My mother has
no patience with ghosts, prophetic dreams, holy men, and cults.
“No,” I lie. “Nothing.”
But she knows that she’s lost me. She knows that in days I shall be leaving.
*
Kusum’s put her house up for sale. She wants to live in an ashram\fn{A religious retreat.} in Hardwar. Moving to
Hardwar was her swami’s idea. Her swami runs two ashrams, the one in Hardwar and another here in Toronto.
“Don’t run away,” I tell her.
“I’m not running away,” she says. “I’m pursuing inner peace. You think you or that Ranganathan fellow are
better off?”
Pam’s left for California. She wants to do some modeling, she says. She says when she comes into her share of
the insurance money she’ll open a yoga-cum-aerobics studio in Hollywood. She sends me postcards so naughty I
daren’t leave them on the coffee table. Her mother has withdrawn from her and the world.
The rest of us don’t lose touch, that’s the point. Talk is all we have, says Dr. Ranganathan, who has also
resisted his relatives and returned to Montreal and to his job, alone. He says, whom better to talk with than other
relatives? We’ve been melted down and recast as a new tribe.
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He calls me twice a week from Montreal. Every Wednesday night and every Saturday afternoon. He is
changing jobs, going to Ottawa. But Ottawa is over a hundred miles away, and he is forced to drive two hundred
and twenty miles a day. He can’t bring himself to sell his house. The house is a temple, he says; the king-sized bed
in the master bedroom is a shrine. He sleeps on a folding cot. A devotee.
*
There are still some hysterical relatives. Judith Templeton’s list of those needing help and those who’ve
“accepted” is in nearly perfect balance. Acceptance means you speak of your family in the past tense and you
make active plans for moving ahead with your life. There are courses at Seneca and Ryerson we could be taking.
Her gleaming leather briefcase is full of college catalogs and lists of cultural societies that need our help. She has
done impressive work, I tell her.
“In the textbooks on grief management,” she replies—I am confidante, I realize, one of the few whose grief
has not sprung bizarre obsessions—“there are stages to pass through: rejection, depression, acceptance,
reconstruction.”
She has compiled a chart and finds that six months after the tragedy, none of us still reject reality, but only a
handful are reconstructing. “Depressed Acceptance” is the plateau we’ve reached. Remarriage is a major step in
reconstruction (though she’s a little surprised, even shocked, over how quickly some of the men have taken on
new families). Selling one’s house and changing jobs and cities is healthy.
How do I tell Judith Templeton that my family surrounds me, and that like creatures in epics, they’ve changed
shapes? She sees me as calm and accepting but worries that I have no job, no career. My closest friends are worse
off than I. I cannot tell her my days, even my nights, are thrilling.
She asks me to help with families she can’t reach at all. An elderly couple in Agincourt whose sons were killed
just weeks after they had brought their parents over from a village in Punjab. From their names, I know they are
Sikh. Judith Templeton and a translator have visited them twice with offers of money for air fare to Ireland, with
bank forms, power-of-attorney forms, but they have refused to sign, or to leave their tiny apartment. Their sons’
money is frozen in the bank. Their sons’ investment apartments have been trashed by tenants, the furnishings sold
off. The parents fear that anything they sign or any money they receive will end the company’s or the country’s
obligations to them. They fear they are selling their sons for two airline tickets to a place they’ve never seen.
The high-rise apartment is a tower of Indians and West Indians, with a sprinkling of Orientals. The nearest bus
stop kiosk is lined with women in saris. Boys practice cricket in the parking lot. Inside the building, even I wince
a bit from the ferocity of onion fumes, the distinctive and immediate Indianness of frying ghee,\fn{Clarified butter.}
but Judith Templeton maintains a steady flow of information. These poor old people are in imminent danger of
losing their place and all their services.
I say to her:
“They are Sikh. They will not open up to a Hindu woman.” And what I want to add is, as much as I try not to, I
stiffen now at the sight of beards and turbans. I remember a time when we all trusted each other in this new
country, it was only the new country we worried about.
The two rooms are dark and stuffy. The lights are off, an oil lamp sputters on the coffee table. The bent old
lady has let us in, and her husband is wrapping a white turban over his oiled, hip-length hair. She immediately
goes to the kitchen, and I hear the most familiar sound of an Indian home, tap water hitting and filling a teapot.
They have not paid their utility bills, out of fear and the inability to write a check. The telephone is gone;
electricity and gas and water are soon to follow. They have told Judith their sons will provide. They are good
boys, and they have always earned and looked after their parents.
We converse a bit in Hindi. They do not ask about the crash and I wonder if I should bring it up. If they think I
am here merely as a translator, then they may feel insulted. There are thousands of Punjabi-speakers, Sikhs, in
Toronto to do a better job. And so I say to the old lady:
“I too have lost my sons, and my husband, in the crash.”
Her eyes immediately fill with tears. The man mutters a few words which sound like a blessing.
“God provides and God takes away,” he says.
I want to say, But only men destroy and give back nothing.
“My boys and my husband are not coming back,” I say. “We have to understand that.”
Now the old woman responds.
“But who is to say? Man alone does not decide these things.” To this her husband adds his agreement.
Judith asks about the bank papers, the release forms. With a stroke of the pen, they will have a provincial
trustee to pay their bills, invest their money, send them a monthly pension.
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“Do you know this woman?” I ask them.
The man rises his hand from the table, turns it over and seems to regard each finger separately before he
answers.
“This young lady is always coming here, we make tea for her and she leaves papers for us to sign.” His eyes
scan a pile of papers in the comer of the room. “Soon we will be out of tea, then will she go away?” The old lady
adds:
“I have asked my neighbors and no one else gets angrezi1\fn{A note reads: An English speaker, a Westerner.} visitors.
What have we done?”
“It’s her job,” I try to explain. “The government is worried. Soon you will have no place to stay, no lights, no
gas, no water.”
“Government will get its money. Tell her not to worry, we are honorable people.”
I try to explain the government wishes to give money, not take. He raises his hand.
“Let them take,” he says. “We are accustomed to that. That is no problem.”
“We are strong people,” says the wife. “Tell her that.”
“Who needs all this machinery?” demands the husband. “It is unhealthy, the bright lights, the cold air on a hot
day, the cold food, the four gas rings. God will provide, not government.”
“When our boys return,” the mother says. Her husband sucks his teeth.
“Enough talk,” he says.
Judith breaks in.
“Have you convinced them?” The snaps on her cordovan briefcase go off like firecrackers in that quiet
apartment. She lays the sheaf of legal papers on the coffee table.
“If they can’t write their names, an X will do—I’ve told them that.”
Now the old lady has shuffled to the kitchen and soon emerges with a pot of tea and two cups.
“I think my bladder will go first on a job like this,” Judith says to me, smiling. “If only there was some way of
reaching them. Please thank her for the tea. Tell her she’s very kind.”
I nod in Judith’s direction and tell them in Hindi:
“She thanks you for the tea. She thinks you are being very hospitable but she doesn’t have the slightest idea
what it means.”
I want to say, Humor her. I want to say, My boys and my husband are with me too, more than ever. I look in
the old man’s eyes and I can read his stubborn, peasant’s message: I have protected this woman as best I can. She
is the only person I have left. Give to me or take from me what you will but I will not sign for it. I will not pretend
that I accept.
In the car, Judith says, “You see what I’m up against? I’m sure they’re lovely people, but their stubbornness
and ignorance are driving me crazy. They think signing a paper is signing their sons’ death warrants, don’t they?”
I am looking out the window. I want to say, In our culture, it is a parent’s duty to hope.
“Now Shaila, this next woman is a real mess. She cries day and night, and she refuses all medical help. We
may have to—”
“Let me out at the subway,” I say.
“I beg your pardon?” I can feel those blue eyes staring at me.
It would not be like her to disobey. She merely disapproves, and slows at a corner to let me out. Her voice is
plaintive.
“Is there anything I said? Anything I did?”
I could answer her suddenly in a dozen ways, but I choose not to.
“Shaila? Let’s talk about it,” I hear, then slam the door.
*
A wife and mother begins her new life in a new country, and that life is cut short. Yet her husband tells her:
Complete what we have started. We who stayed out of politics and came halfway around the world to avoid
religious and political feuding have been the first in the New World to die from it. I no longer know what we
started, nor how to complete it. I write letters to the editors of local papers and to members of Parliament. Now at
least they admit it was a bomb. One MP answers back, with sympathy, but with a challenge. You want to make a
difference? Work on a campaign. Work on mine. Politicize the Indian voter.
My husband’s old lawyer helps me set up a trust. Vikram was a saver and a careful investor. He had saved the
boys’ boarding school and college fees. I sell the pink house at four times what we paid for it and take a small
apartment downtown. I am looking for a charity to support.
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We are deep in the Toronto winter, gray skies, icy pavements. I stay indoors, watching television. I have tried
to assess my situation, how best to live my life, to complete what we began so many years ago. Kusum has
written me from Hardwar that her life is now serene. She has seen Satish and has heard her daughter sing again.
Kusum was on a pilgrimage, passing through a village when she heard a young girl’s voice, singing one of her
daughter’s favorite bhajans. She followed the music through the squalor of a Himalayan village, to a hut where a
young girl, an exact replica of her daughter, was fanning coals under the kitchen fire. When she appeared, the girl
cried out, “Ma!” and ran away. What did I think of that?
I think I can only envy her. Pam didn’t make it to California, but writes me from Vancouver. She works in a
department store, giving make-up hints to Indian and Oriental girls. Dr. Ranganathan has given up his commute,
given up his house and job, and accepted an academic position in Texas where no one knows his story and he has
vowed not to tell it. He calls me now once a week.
I wait, I listen, and I pray, but Vikram has not returned to me. The voices and the shapes and the nights filled
with visions ended abruptly several weeks ago.
I take it as a sign. One rare, beautiful, sunny day last week, returning from a small errand on Yonge Street, I
was walking through the park from the subway to my apartment. I live equidistant from the Ontario Houses of
Parliament and the University of Toronto. The day was not cold, but something in the bare trees caught my
attention. I looked up from the gravel, into the branches and the clear blue sky beyond. I thought I heard the
rustling of larger forms, and I waited a moment for voices. Nothing.
“What?” I asked.
Then as I stood in the path looking north to Queen’s Park and west to the university, I heard the voices of my
family one last time.
Your time has come, they said. Go, be brave.
I do not know where this voyage I have begun will end. I do not know which direction I will take. I dropped
the package on a park bench and started walking.
2
Maya Sanyal has been in Cedar Falls, Iowa, less than two weeks. She’s come, books and clothes and one
armchair rattling in the smallest truck the U-Haul would rent her, from New Jersey. Before that she was in North
Carolina. Before that, Calcutta, India. Every place has something to give. She is sitting at the kitchen table with
Fran drinking bourbon for the first time in her life. Fran Johnson found her the furnished apartment and helped
her settle in. Now she’s brought a bottle of bourbon which gives her the right to stay and talk for a bit. She’s
breaking up with someone named Vern, a pharmacist. Vern’s father is also a pharmacist and owns a drugstore.
Maya has seen Vern’s father on TV twice already. The first time was on the local news when he spoke out against
the selling of painkillers like Advil and Nuprin in supermarkets and gas stations. In the matter of painkillers,
Maya is a universalist. The other time he was in a barbershop quartet. Vern gets along all right with his father. He
likes the pharmacy business, as business goes, but he wants to go back to graduate school and learn to make films.
Maya is drinking her first bourbon tonight because Vern left today for San Francisco State.
“I understand totally,” Fran says. She teaches Utopian Fiction and a course in Women’s Studies and worked
hard to get Maya hired. Maya has a PhD in Comparative Literature and will introduce writers like R. K. Narayan
and Chinua Achebe to three sections of sophomores at the University of Northern Iowa.
“A person has to leave home. Try out his wings.”
Fran has to use the bathroom.
“I don’t feel abandoned.” She pushes her chair away from the table. “Anyway, it was a sex thing totally. We
were good together. It’d be different if I’d loved him.”
Maya tries to remember what’s in the refrigerator. They need food. She hasn’t been to a supermarket in over a
week. She doesn’t have a car yet and so she relies on a corner store—a longish walk—for milk, cereal, and frozen
dinners. Someday these exigencies will show up as bad skin and collapsed muscle tone. No folly is ever lost.
Maya pictures history as a net, the kind of safety net traveling trapeze artists of her childhood fell into when they
were inattentive, or clumsy. Going to circuses in Calcutta with her father is what she remembers vividly. It is a
banal memory, for her father, the owner of a steel company, is a complicated man.
Fran is out in the kitchen long enough for Maya to worry. They need food. Her mother believed in food. What
is love, anger, inner peace, etc., her mother used to say, but the brain’s biochemistry. Maya doesn’t want to get
into that, but she is glad she has enough stuff in the refrigerator to make an omelet. She realizes Indian women are
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supposed to be inventive with food, whip up exotic delights to tickle an American’s palate, and she knows she
should be meeting Fran’s generosity and candor with some sort of bizarre and effortless countermove. If there’s an
exotic spice store in Cedar Falls or in neighboring Waterloo, she hasn’t found it. She’s looked in the phone book
for common Indian names, especially Bengali, but hasn’t yet struck up culinary intimacies. That will come—it
always does.
There’s a six-pack in the fridge that her landlord, Ted Suminski, had put in because she’d be thirsty after
unpacking. She was thirsty, but she doesn’t drink beer. She probably should have asked him to come up and drink
the beer. Except for Fran she hasn’t had anyone over. Fran is more friendly and helpful than anyone Maya has
known in the States since she came to North Carolina ten years ago, at nineteen. Fran is a Swede, and she is tall,
with blue eyes. Her hair, however, is a dull, darkish brown.
“I don’t think I can handle anything that heavy-duty,” Fran says when she comes back into the room. She
means the omelet. “I have to go home in any case.”
She lives with her mother and her aunt, two women in their mid-seventies, in a drafty farmhouse. The farmhouse now has a computer store catty-corner from it. Maya’s been to the farm. She’s been shown photographs of
the way the corner used to be. If land values ever rebound, Fran will be worth millions. Before Fran leaves she
says:
“Has Rab Chatterji called you yet?”
“No.” She remembers the name, a good, reliable Bengali name, from the first night’s study of the phone book.
Dr. Rabindra Chatterji teaches Physics.
“He called the English office just before I left.” She takes car keys out of her pocketbook. She reknots her
scarf. “I bet Indian men are more sensitive than Americans. Rab’s a Brahmin, that’s what people say.”
A Chatterji has to be a Bengali Brahmin—last names give ancestral secrets away—but Brahminness seems to
mean more to Fran than it does to Maya. She was born in 1954, six full years after India became independent. Her
India was Nehru’s India: a changed, progressive place.
“All Indian men are wife beaters,” Maya says. She means it and doesn’t mean it. “That’s why I married an
American.”
Fran knows about the divorce, but nothing else. Fran is on the Hiring, Tenure, and Reappointment Committee.
Maya sees Fran down the stairs and to the car which is parked in the back in the spot reserved for Maya’s car,
if she had owned one. It will take her several months to save enough to buy one. She always pays cash, never
borrows. She tells herself she’s still recovering from the U-Haul drive halfway across the country. Ted Suminski is
in his kitchen watching the women. Maya waves to him because waving to him, acknowledging him in that way,
makes him seem less creepy. He seems to live alone though a sign, THE SUMINSKIS , hangs from a metal horse’s
head in the front yard. Maya hasn’t seen Mrs. Suminski. She hasn’t seen any children either. Ted always looks
lonely. When she comes back from campus, he’s nearly always in the back, throwing darts or shooting baskets.
“What’s he like?” Fran gestures with her head as she starts up her car. “You hear these stories.”
Maya doesn’t want to know the stories. She has signed a year’s lease. She doesn’t want complications.
“He’s all right. I keep out of his way.”
“You know what I’m thinking? Of all the people in Cedar Falls, you’re the one who could understand Vern
best. His wanting to tryout his wings, run away, stuff like that.”
“Not really.”
Maya is not being modest. Fran is being impulsively democratic, lumping her wayward lover and Indian friend
together as headstrong adventurers. For Fran, a utopian and feminist, borders don’t count—Maya’s taken some
big risks, made a break with her parents’ ways. She’s done things a woman from Ballygunge Park Road doesn’t
do, even in fantasies. She’s not yet shared stories with Fran, apart from the divorce. She’s told her nothing of men
she picks up, the reputation she’d gained, before Cedar Falls, for “indiscretions.” She has a job, equity, three
friends she can count on for emergencies. She is an American citizen. But.
*
Fran’s Brahmin calls her two nights later. On the phone he presents himself as Dr. Chatterji, not Rabindra or
Rab. An old-fashioned Indian, she assumes. Her father still calls his closest friend, “Colonel.” Dr. Chatterji asks
her to tea on Sunday. She means to say no but hears herself saying, “Sunday? Fiveish? I’m not doing anything
special this Sunday.”
Outside, Ted Suminski is throwing darts into his garage door. The door has painted-on rings: orange, purple,
pink. The bull’s-eye is gray. He has to be fifty at least. He is a big, thick, lonely man about whom people tell
stories. Maya pulls the phone cord as far as it’ll go so she can look down more directly on her landlord’s large,
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bald head. He has his back to her as he lines up a dart. He’s in black running shoes, red shorts, he’s naked to the
waist. He hunches his right shoulder, he pulls the arm back; a big, lonely man shouldn’t have so much grace. The
dart is ready to cut through the September evening. But Ted Suminski doesn’t let go. He swings on worn rubber
soles, catches her eye in the window (she has to have imagined this), takes aim at her shadow. Could she have
imagined the noise of the dart’s metal tip on her windowpane?
Dr. Chatterji is still on the phone.
“You are not having any mode of transportation, is that right?”
Ted Suminski has lost interest in her. Perhaps it isn’t interest, at all; perhaps it’s aggression.
“I don’t drive,” she lies, knowing it sounds less shameful than not owning a car. She has said this so often she
can get in the right degree of apology and Asian upper-class helplessness. “It’s an awful nuisance.”
“Not to worry, please.” Then, “It is a great honor to be meeting Dr. Sanyal’s daughter. In Calcutta business
circles he is a legend.”
*
On Sunday she is ready by four-thirty. She doesn’t know what the afternoon holds; there are surely no places
for “high tea”—a colonial tradition—in Cedar Falls, Iowa. If he takes her back to his place, it will mean he has
invited other guests. From his voice she can tell Dr. Chatterji likes to do things correctly. She has dressed herself
in a peach-colored nylon georgette sari, jade drop-earrings and a necklace. The color is good on dark skin. She is
not pretty, but she does her best. Working at it is a part of self-respect. In the mid-seventies, when American
women felt rather strongly about such things, Maya had been in trouble with her women’s group at Duke. She was
too feminine. She had tried to explain the world she came out of. Her grandmother had been married off at the age
of five in a village now in Bangladesh. Her great-aunt had been burned to death over a dowry problem. She
herself had been trained to speak softly, arrange flowers, sing, be pliant. If she were to seduce Ted Suminski, she
thinks as she waits in the front yard for Dr. Chatterji, it would be minor heroism. She has broken with the past.
But.
Dr. Chatterji drives up for her at about five ten. He is a hesitant driver. The car stalls, jumps ahead, finally
slams to a stop. Maya has to tell him to back off a foot or so; it’s hard to leap over two sacks of pruned branches
in a sari. Ted Suminski is an obsessive pruner and gardener.
“My sincerest apologies, Mrs. Sanyal,” Dr. Chatterji says.
He leans across the wide front seat of his noisy, very old, very used car and unlocks the door for her.
“I am late. But then, I am sure you’re remembering that Indian Standard Time is not at all the same as time in
the States.”
He laughs. He could be nervous—she often had that effect on Indian men. Or he could just be chatty.
“These Americans are all the time rushing and rushing but where it gets them?”
He moves his head laterally one, twice. It’s the gesture made famous by Peter Sellers. When Peter Sellers did
it, it had seemed hilarious. Now it suggests that Maya and Dr. Chatterji have three thousand years plus
civilization, sophistication, moral virtue, over people born on this continent. Like her, Dr. Chatterji is a naturalized
American.
“Call me Maya,” she says.
She fusses with the seat belt. She does it because she needs time to look him over. He seems quite harmless.
She takes in the prominent teeth, the eyebrows that run together. He’s in a blue shirt and a beige cardigan with the
K-Mart logo that buttons tightly over the waist. It’s hard to guess his age because he has dyed his hair and his
mustache. Late thirties, early forties. Older than she had expected.
“Not Mrs. Sanyal.”
This isn’t the time to tell about ex-husbands. She doesn’t know where John is these days. He should have kept
up at least. John had come into her life as a graduate student at Duke, and she, mistaking the brief breathlessness
of sex for love, had married him. They had stayed together two years, maybe a little less. The pain that John had
inflicted all those years ago by leaving her had subsided into a cozy feeling of loss. This isn’t the time, but then
she doesn’t want to be a legend’s daughter all evening. She’s not necessarily on Dr. Chatterji’s side is what she
wants to get across early; she’s not against America and Americans. She makes the story—of marriage outside the
Brahminic pale, the divorce—quick, dull. Her unsentimentality seems to shock him. His stomach sags inside the
cardigan.
“We’ve each had our several griefs,” the physicist says. “We’re each required to pay our karmic debts.”
“Where are we headed?”
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“Mrs. Chatterji has made some Indian snacks. She is waiting to meet you because she is knowing your cousinsister who studied in Scottish Church College. My home is okay, no?”
Fran would get a kick out of this. Maya has slept with married men, with nameless men, with men little more
than boys, but never with an Indian man. Never.
The Chatterjis live in a small blue house on a gravely street. There are at least five or six other houses on the
street; the same size but in different colors and with different front yard treatments. More houses are going up.
This is the cutting edge of suburbia.
Mrs. Chatterji stands in the driveway. She is throwing a large plastic ball to a child. The child looks about four,
and is Korean or Cambodian. The child is not hers because she tells it, “Chung-Hee, ta-ta, bye-bye. Now I play
with guest,” as Maya gets out of the car.
Maya hasn’t seen this part of town. The early September light softens the construction pits. In that light the
houses too close together, the stout woman in a striped cotton sari, the child hugging a pink ball, the two plastic
lawn chairs by a tender young tree, the sheets and saris on the clothesline in the back, all seem miraculously
incandescent.
“Go home now, Chung-Hee. I am busy.”
Mrs. Chatterji points the child homeward, then turns to Maya, who has folded her hands in traditional Bengali
greeting.
“It is an honor. We feel very privileged.”
She leads Maya indoors to a front room that smells of moisture and paint.
In her new, deliquescent mood, Maya allows herself to be backed into the best armchair—a low-backed, boxy
Goodwill item draped over with a Rajasthani bedspread—and asks after the cousin Mrs. Chatterji knows. She
doesn’t want to let go of Mrs. Chatterji. She doesn’t want husband and wife to get into whispered conferences
about their guest’s misadventures in America, as they make tea in the kitchen.
The coffee table is already laid with platters of mutton croquettes, fish chops, onion pakoras, ghugni with
puris, samosas, chutneys. Mrs. Chatterji has gone to too much trouble. Maya counts four kinds of sweetmeats in
Corning casseroles on an end table. She looks into a see-through lid; spongy, white dumplings float in rose water
syrup. Planets contained, mysteries made visible.
“What are you waiting for, Santana?”
Dr. Chatterji becomes imperious, though not unaffectionate. He pulls a dining chair up close to the coffee
table.
“Make some tea.” He speaks in Bengali to his wife, in English to Maya. To Maya he says, grandly, “We are
having real Indian Green Label Lipton. A nephew is bringing it just one month back.”
His wife ignores him.
“The kettle’s already on,” she says. She wants to know about the Sanyal family. Is it true her great-grandfather
was a member of the Star Chamber in England?
Nothing in Calcutta is ever lost. Just as her story is known to Bengalis all over America, so are the scandals of
her family, the grandfather hauled up for tax evasion, the aunt who left her husband to act in films. This woman
brings up the Star Chamber, the glories of the Sanyal family, her father’s philanthropies, but it’s a way of saying, I
know the dirt.
The bedrooms are upstairs. In one of those bedrooms an unseen, tormented presence—Maya pictures it as a
clumsy ghost that strains to shake off the body’s shell—drops things on the floor. The things are heavy and they
make the front room’s chandelier shake. Light bulbs, shaped like tiny candle flames, flicker. The Chatterjis have
said nothing about children. There are no tricycles in the hallway, no small sandals behind the doors. Maya is too
polite to ask about the noise, and the Chatterjis don’t explain. They talk just a little louder. They flip the
embroidered cover off the stereo. What would Maya like to hear? Hemanta Kumar? Manna Dey? Oh, that young
chap, Manna Dey! What sincerity, what tenderness he can convey!
Upstairs the ghost doesn’t hear the music of nostalgia. The ghost throws and thumps. The ghost makes its own
vehement music. Maya hears in its voice madness, self-hate.
Finally the water in the kettle comes to a boil. The whistle cuts through all fantasy and pretense. Dr. Chatterji
says, “I’ll see to it,” and rushes out of the room. But he doesn’t go to the kitchen. He shouts up the stairwell.
“Poltoo, kindly stop this nonsense straightaway! We’re having a brilliant and cultured lady-guest and you’re
creating earthquakes?”
The kettle is hysterical.
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Mrs. Chatterji wipes her face. The face that had seemed plump and cheery at the start of the evening now is
flabby.
“My sister’s boy,” the woman says.
So this is the nephew who had brought with him the cartons of Green Label tea, one of which will be given to
Maya.
Mrs. Chatterji speaks to Maya in English as though only the alien language can keep emotions in check.
“Such an intelligent boy! His father is government servant. Very highly placed.”
Maya is meant to visualize a smart, clean-cut young man from south Calcutta, but all she can see is a crazy,
thwarted, lost graduate student. Intelligence, proper family guarantee nothing. Even Brahmins can do selfdestructive things, feel unsavory urges. Maya herself had been an excellent student.
“He was First Class First in BSc from Presidency College,” the woman, says. “Now he’s getting Master’s in
Ag. Science at Iowa State.”
The kitchen is silent. Dr. Chatterji comes back into the room with a tray. The teapot is under a tea cozy, a
Kashmiri one embroidered with the usual chinar leaves, loops, and chains.
“Her nephew,” he says. The dyed hair and dyed mustache are no longer signs of a man wishing to fight the
odds. He is a vain man, anxious to cut losses. “Very unfortunate business.”
The nephew’s story comes out slowly, over fish chops and mutton croquettes. He is in love with a student from
Ghana.
“Everything was A-Okay until the Christmas break. Grades, assistantship for next semester, everything.”
“I blame the college. The office for foreign students arranged a Christmas party. And now, bap-re-bap! Our
poor Poltoo wants to marry a Negro Muslim.”
Maya is known for her nasty, ironic one-liners. It has taken her friends weeks to overlook her malicious, unAmerican pleasure in others’ misfortunes. Maya would like to finish Dr. Chatterji off quickly. He is pompous; he
is reactionary; he wants to live and work in America but give back nothing except taxes. The confused world of
the immigrant—the lost-ness that Maya and Poltoo feel—that’s what Dr. Chatterji wants to avoid. She hates him.
But.
Dr. Chatterji’s horror is real. A good Brahmin boy in Iowa is in love with an African Muslim. It shouldn’t be a
big deal. But the more she watches the physicist, the more she realizes that “Brahmin” isn’t a caste; it’s a
metaphor. You break one small rule, and the constellation collapses. She thinks suddenly that John Cheever—she
is teaching him as a “world writer” in her classes, cheek-by-jowl with Africans and West Indians—would have
understood Dr. Chatterji’s dread. Cheever had been on her mind, ever since the late afternoon light slanted over
Mrs. Chatterji’s drying saris. She remembers now how full of a soft, Cheeverian light Durham had been the
summer she had slept with John Hadwen; and how after that, her tidy graduate-student world became monstrous,
lawless. All men became John Hadwen; John became all men. Outwardly, she retained her poise, her Brahminical
breeding. She treated her crisis as a literary event; she lost her moral sense, her judgment, her power to
distinguish. Her parents had behaved magnanimously. They had cabled from Calcutta:
WHAT’S DONE IS DONE. WE ARE CONFIDENT YOU
WILL HANDLE NEW SITUATIONS WELL. ALL LOVE.
But she knows more than do her parents. Love is anarchy. Poltoo is Mrs. Chatterji’s favorite nephew. She looks
as though it is her fault that the Sunday has turned unpleasant. She stacks the empty platters methodically. To
Maya she says:
“It is the goddess who pulls the strings. We are puppets. I know the goddess will fix it. Poltoo will not marry
that African woman.”
Then she goes to the coat closet in the hall and staggers back with a harmonium, the kind sold in music stores
in Calcutta, and sets it down on the carpeted floor.
“We’re nothing but puppets,” she says again. She sits at Maya’s feet, her pudgy hands on the harmonium’s
shiny, black bellows. She sings, beautifully, in a virgin’s high voice, “Come, goddess, come, muse, come to us
hapless people’s rescue.”
Maya is astonished. She has taken singing lessons at Dakshini Academy in Calcutta. She plays the sitar and the
tanpura, well enough to please Bengalis, to astonish Americans. But stout Mrs. Chatterji is a devotee, talking to
God.
A little after eight, Dr. Chatterji drops her off. It’s been an odd evening and they are both subdued.
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“I want to say one thing,” he says. He stops her from undoing her seat belt. The plastic sacks of pruned
branches are still at the corner.
“You don’t have to get out,” she says.
“Please. Give me one more minute of your time.”
“Sure.”
“Maya is my favorite name.”
She says nothing. She turns away from him without making her embarrassment obvious.
“Truly speaking, it is my favorite. You are sometimes lonely, no? But you are lucky. Divorced women can date,
they can go to bars and discos. They can see mens, many mens. But inside marriage there is so much loneliness.”
A groan, low, horrible, comes out of him.
She turns back toward him, to unlatch the seat belt and run out of the car. She sees that Dr. Chatterji’s pants are
unzipped. One hand works hard under his Jockey shorts; the other rests, limp, penitential, on the steering wheel.
“Dr. Chatterji—really!” she cries.
*
The next day, Monday, instead of getting a ride home with Fran—Fran says she likes to give rides, she needs
the chance to talk, and she won’t share gas expenses, absolutely not—Maya goes to the periodicals room of the
library. There are newspapers from everywhere, even from Madagascar and New Caledonia. She thinks of the
periodicals room as an asylum for homesick aliens. There are two aliens already in the room, both Orientals, both
absorbed in the politics and gossip of their far-off homes.
She goes straight to the newspapers from India. She bunches her raincoat like a bolster to make herself more
comfortable. There’s so much to catch up on. A village headman, a known Congress-Indira party worker, has been
shot at by scooter-riding snipers. An Indian pugilist has won an international medal—in Nepal. A child drawing
well water—the reporter calls the child “a neo-Buddhist, a convert from the now-outlawed untouchable caste”—
has been stoned. An editorial explains that the story about stoning is not a story about caste but about failed
idealism; a story about promises of green fields and clean, potable water broken, a story about bribes paid and
wells not dug.
But no, thinks Maya, it’s about caste.
Out here, in the heartland of the new world, the India of serious newspapers unsettles. Maya longs again to feel
what she had felt in the Chatterji’s living room: virtues made physical. It is a familiar feeling, a longing. Had a
suitable man presented himself in the reading room at that instant, she would have seduced him. She goes on to
the stack of India Abroads, reads through the matrimonial columns, and steals an issue to take home.
Indian men want Indian brides. Married Indian men want Indian mistresses. All over America, “handsome, tall,
fair” engineers, doctors, data processors—the new pioneers—cry their eerie love calls.
Maya runs a finger down the first column; her fingertip, dark with newsprint, stops at random.
Hello! Hi! Yes, you are the one I’m looking for. You are the new emancipated Indo-American woman. You have a
zest for life. You are at ease in USA and yet your ethics are rooted in Indian tradition. The man of your dreams
has come. Yours truly is handsome, ear-nose-throat specialist, well-settled in Connecticut. Age is 41 but never
married, physically fit, sports-manly, and strong. I adore idealism, poetry, beauty. I abhor smugness, passivity,
caste system. Write with recent photo. Better still, call!!!

Maya calls. Hullo, hullo, hullo! She hears immigrant lovers cry in crowded shopping malls. Yes, you who are
at ease in both worlds, you are the one. She feels she has a fair chance.
A man answers.
“Ashoke Mehta speaking.”
She speaks quickly into the bright-red mouthpiece of her telephone. He will be in Chicago, in transit, passing
through O’Hare. United counter, Saturday, two p.m. As easy as that.
“Good,” Ashoke Mehta says. “For these encounters I, too, prefer a neutral zone.”
On Saturday at exactly two o’clock the man of Maya’s dreams floats toward her as lovers used to in shampoo
commercials. The United counter is a loud, harassed place but passengers and piled-up luggage fall away from
him. Full-cheeked and fleshy-lipped, he is handsome. He hasn’t lied. He is serene, assured, a Hindu god touching
down in Illinois.
She can’t move. She feels ugly and unworthy. Her adult life no longer seems miraculously rebellious; it is
grim, it is perverse. She has accomplished nothing. She has changed her citizenship but she hasn’t broken through
into the light, the vigor, the bustle of the New World. She is stuck in dead space.
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“Hullo, Hullo?”
Their fingers touch. Oh, the excitement! Ashoke Mehta’s palm feels so right in the small of her back. Hullo,
hullo, hullo. He pushes her out of the reach of anti-Khomeini Iranians, Hare Krishnas, American Fascists, men
with fierce wants, and guides her to an empty gate. They have less than an hour.
“What would you like, Maya?”
She knows he can read her mind, she knows her thoughts are open to him. You, she’s almost giddy with the
thought, with simple desire.
“From the snack bar,” he says, as though to clarify. “I’m afraid I’m starved.”
Below them, where the light is strong and hurtful, a Boeing is being serviced.
“Nothing,” she says.
He leans forward. She can feel the nap of his scarf—she recognizes the Cambridge colors—she can smell the
wool of his Icelandic sweater. She runs her hand along the scarf, then against the flesh of his neck.
“Only the impulsive ones call,” he says.
The immigrant courtship proceeds. It’s easy, he’s good with facts. He knows how to come across to a stranger
who may end up a lover, a spouse. He makes over a hundred thousand. He owns a house in Hartford, and two
income properties in Newark. He plays the market but he’s cautious. He’s good at badminton but plays handball
to keep in shape. He watches all the sports on television. Last August he visited Copenhagen, Helsinki and
Leningrad. Once upon a time he collected stamps but now he doesn’t have hobbies, except for reading. He counts
himself an intellectual, he spends too much on books. Ludlum, Forsyth, MacInnes; other names she doesn’t catch.
She suppresses a smile, she’s told him only she’s a graduate student. He’s not without his vices. He’s a spender
not a saver. He’s a sensualist: good food—all foods, but easy on the Indian—good wine. Some temptations he
doesn’t try to resist.
And I, she wants to ask, do I tempt?
“Now tell me about yourself, Maya.” He makes it easy for her. “Have you ever been in love?”
“No.”
“But many have loved you, I can see that.” He says it not unkindly. It is the fate of women like her, and men
like him. Their karmic duty, to be loved. It is expected, not judged. She feels he can see them all, the sad parade of
need and demand. This isn’t the time to reveal all.
And so the courtship enters a second phase.
*
When she gets back to Cedar Falls, Ted Suminski is standing on the front porch. It’s late at night, chilly. He is
wearing a down vest. She’s never seen him on the porch. In fact there’s no chair to sit on. He looks chilled
through. He’s waited around a while.
“Hi.”
She has her keys ready. This isn’t the night to offer the six-pack in the fridge. He looks expectant, ready to
pounce.
“Hi.”
He looks like a man who might have aimed the dart at her. What has he done to his wife, his kids? Why isn’t
there at least a dog?
“Say, I left a note upstairs.”
The note is written in Magic Marker and thumb-tacked to her apartment door.
Due to personal reasons, namely, remarriage, I
request that you vacate my place at the end of the
semester.
Maya takes the note down and retacks it to the kitchen wall. The whole wall is like a bulletin board, made of
some new, crumbly building material. Her kitchen, Ted Suminski had told her, was once a child’s bedroom.
Suminski in love: the idea stuns her. She has misread her landlord. The dart at her window speaks of no twisted
fantasy. The landlord wants the tenant out.
She gets a glass out of the kitchen cabinet, gets out a tray of ice, pours herself a shot of Fran’s bourbon. She is
happy for Ted Suminski. She is. She wants to tell someone how moved she’d been by Mrs. Chatterji’s singing.
How she’d felt in O’Hare, even about Dr. Rab Chatterji in the car. But Fran is not the person. No one she’s ever
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met is the person. She can’t talk about the dead space she lives in. She wishes Ashoke Mehta would call. Right
now.
*
Weeks pass. Then two months. She finds a new room, signs another lease. Her new landlord calls himself Fred.
He has no arms, but he helps her move her things. He drives between Ted Suminski’s place and his twice in his
station wagon. He uses his toes the way Maya uses her fingers. He likes to do things. He pushes garbage sacks
full of Maya’s clothes up the stairs.
“It’s all right to stare,” Fred says. “Hell, I would.”
That first afternoon in Fred’s rooming house, they share a Chianti. Fred wants to cook her pork chops but he’s
a little shy about Indians and meat. Is it beef, or pork? Or any meat? She says it’s okay, any meat, but not tonight.
He has an ex-wife in Des Moines, two kids in Portland, Oregon. The kids are both normal; he’s the only freak in
the family. But he’s self-reliant. He shops in the supermarket like anyone else, he carries out the garbage, shovels
the snow off the sidewalk. He needs Maya’s help with one thing. Just one thing. The box of Tide is a bit too heavy
to manage. Could she get him the giant size every so often and leave it in the basement?
The dead space need not suffocate. Over the months, Fred and she will settle into companionship. She had
never slept with a man without arms. Two wounded people, he will joke during their nightly contortions. It will
shock her, this assumed equivalence with a man so strikingly deficient. She knows she is strange, and lonely, but
being Indian is not the same, she would have thought, as being a freak.
*
One night in spring, Fred’s phone rings.
“Ashoke Mehta speaking.” None of this “do you remember me?” nonsense. The god has tracked her down. He
hasn’t forgotten.
“Hullo,” he says, in their special way. And because she doesn’t answer back, “Hullo, hullo, hullo.”
She is aware of Fred in the back of the room. He is lighting a cigarette with his toes.
“Yes,” she says, “I remember.”
“I had to take care of a problem,” Ashoke Mehta says. “You know that I have my vices. That time at O’Hare I
was honest with you.”
She is breathless.
“Who is it, May?” asks Fred.
“You also have a problem,” says the voice. His laugh echoes. “You will come to Hartford, I know.”
When she moves out, she tells herself, it will not be the end of Fred’s world.
35.84 Where Has My Gulla Gone?\fn{by Padma Sachdev (1940- )} Jammu Tawi, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(F) 4
Nestling in the bowl of the surrounding hills, the Dal Lake glowed like a jewel as my shikara traced a slow,
stately path across its calm bosom. Drugged by the sensuous beauty of it all, I lifted a languorous face to have it
caressed by a breeze which had no color, nothing but a perfumed presence. The paddle-oars were in the hands of
Gulla, who guided my shikara past the row of elderly houseboats moored there. They seemed to watch over us as
fond grandparents observe the frolicking of a frisky grandchild. The splash of the oars beat time to the gentle
drone of the lapping waves. Nature blushed at its reflection in the mirror of the lake.
Suddenly, the shikara stopped. I opened an indignant eye to see what had disturbed the perfect harmony of this
idyll. And there, in front of us, was a lotus garden. Rich, splendorous blooms, tossing their gaudy heads in the
breeze. Here were children in little boats, laden with lotus blooms all around us. A little girl, perhaps eight or nine,
stripped to the skin, jumped into the waters of the lake. The water was crystal-clear, and through its surface, one
could see the waving fronds of weeds, lush green and dangerously slippery. But the girl seemed as confident as a
mermaid and swam easily to the surface again. Tossing the wet hair out of her eyes, she held out a blood-red
bloom. Beyond her, the Char Chinari suddenly turned human and with their backs to each other, held out red lotus
blooms in their hands.
Panting, the girl asked me, “Will you buy a red lotus?”
I replied with my eyes closed. “No,” I said rather curtly.
“You must,” she persisted. “You will have to. Every year you come here and buy my flowers. You will have to
buy this red lotus.”
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Her harsh voice broke my reverie, and I looked towards Gulla. To my horror, I saw that the paddles in his hand
had turned into red lotus blooms and they were dripping blood. There was terror on Gulla’s face. Once more the
girl’s harsh voice rang out:
“Buy these flowers. Pay me just a rupee, but take them.”
I looked at her standing in the water, but now the waters of Dal Lake had frozen over and were shining like
glass. The sky was gray, overcast. Dazzling light bounced off the frozen surface of the water, blinding me. The
girl stood motionless. I saw that the red flowers she was holding were dripping with blood, covering the frozen
surface of the Dal with a pool of blood.
The girl’s voice rang out again:
“Come, buy. Won’t you buy these flowers? This year the Dal has brought forth only red lotus blooms: no
yellow and white ones this time. Nor will they ever bloom here again. The Dal will yield only red lotuses now.
Come, buy, buy.”
I opened my eyes wide. The blood from the lotus stained the Dal as the red color that drips out of the setting
sun. The girl had now grown up: she was still naked and her body was covered in blood. When she felt my gaze
upon her, she smiled but her smile was full of an unbearable sadness. It reminded me of the smile of Lal-didi
when her cruel mother-in-law covered stones with rice to feed her. This was how she must have smiled at that
cruelty, I thought.
I looked towards Gulla, but Gulla had vanished! My shikara bobbed rudderless on the lake, the paddles lying
like broken wings in the water. I screamed loudly:
“Gulla, where are you? Where have you gone, Gulla? Gulla, where are you? Where?”
I was sobbing in terror and woke up screaming. For a moment I didn’t know where I was. I looked around
wildly. I wanted to scrub the horror of the dripping blood-red lotus from my mind: I wanted to hear my own
voice. But my voice had disappeared into some deep well within me. I made another effort:
“Where am I?”
I was at home. I was on my bed. But my Gulla had gone. Vanished. I looked all around me and wept again.
“Where has my Gulla gone?” I screamed, trying to use my voice to come back to reality. I picked up the telephone
and dialed any old number: it rang. The clock on my table said it was four in the morning. It was ticking-tick-tock,
tick-tock.
So this was a dream! How eerie, how real, how luminously true! But piercing this realization came the thought
again: Where was my Gulla?
My Gulla is not the hero of some wild dream; the phantom creature of some nightmare of fantasy. My Gulla
was real, is real, my very own Gulla, Ghulam Mohammed.
My Gulla was a creature who spread happiness. When he came on duty, he was happy. He had just got married
then and was painfully shy about it. Whenever I asked him about his bride, he would blush and run away,
giggling.
My Gulla’s story goes back some thirty-two or three years. I was in hospital, recovering from a dangerous
illness and Gulla was a nursing attendant there. I don’t remember to have seen him when I came in, but later,
when I was recovering he seemed to be always around. He lived somewhere near Nishat Bagh where his father
had a dairy and sold milk.
Every morning he would come into my ward and ask me cheerily, “So how are things?” (he always spoke to
me in Kashmiri). And I would smile and say, “I am fine, Gulla,” and he would go away smiling.
One day he asked me, “You call a cow ‘mother,’ don’t you?”
I said, “Yes, we do.”
He tittered scornfully.
“How can a cow be called mother?”
I explained patiently: “Gulla, when someone loses his mother, the cow feeds him with her milk. Should she not
be called a mother, then?”
Gulla slowly digested this and nodded. “Yes, that is true. So a cow is a mother to all of us.”
“Yes, Gulla,” I replied. “The cow is a mother to us all.”
“I look after cows,” he said. “Every morning when the azaan is given at the mosque, I get up. Sakina keeps
sleeping.”
“Sakina is your wife, isn’t she?” I asked.
“How did you know?” he asked, amazed.
“Mothers can tell,” I replied.
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“Then I’ll call you Moji,” he said. And thus it was that Ghulam Mohammed, alias Gulla, became my son.
Gulla was just a few years older than I was then, but he had a childlike innocence. After he adopted me as his
“Moji,” he showered me with love. Every time he took his cows grazing, he would pick wild flowers and ferns for
me. Every Sunday, he would wipe his cows down in winter and bathe them in summer.
“The cows really love me,” he’d say. “When I take them their evening feed, they lick my hands. When I bathe
or wipe them down, they don’t move.”
I’d tell him that animals were more loyal than human beings: he was right to care for them.
“I care for you, too, Moji,” he’d laugh. “Aren’t you my mother after all?”
“Yes, Gulla,” I’d smile.
He would bring me walnut skins—to make my teeth sparkle, he’d say. He would put the wild flowers and ferns
he’d bring for me in empty medicine bottles to cheer up my room, saying:
“This year there is a riot of these flowers in the hills: you’ll never see flowers like this anywhere else.”
Truly, those wild flowers had a fragrance which was unique. It was as if the pure Himalayan breezes had
distilled their essence into those blooms. All day long they would glow in my room and perfume the air, and I
would remember with sadness all my loved ones at home, so far away from me.
One day, Gulla came bounding into the room.
“Moji,” he babbled excitedly in Kashmiri. “Bakshr Sahib came to our area today!”
“Who?” I said, feigning ignorance.
“Oh Moji, are you mad? Don’t you know who Bakshi Sahib is? The Prime Minister of Kashmir!”
“Oh,” I replied, teasing him. “Not of Jammu?”
“Yes, of course,” he replied. “Jammu, too.”
“What did he say to you?” I asked him.
“What would a Prime Minister say to me! I said ‘Salam,’ and he raised his hand, too. That’s all,” he said
simply.
“Didn’t he ask you your name?” I went on.
“You’re mad, Moji,” he replied, blushing. “Why should he ask my name It is the same as his own.”
“But you are Gulla,” I teased.
“Every Ghulam Mohammed in Kashmir is called Gulla when he is young,” he informed me. “Did you know
that even that famous singer Ghulam Mohammed who sings on the radio was called Gulla when he was young?”
Then he began dusting my table vigorously, singing a Habba Khatoon song:
Call me back home,
I can’t abide my in-laws.

I kept listening to his humming. Then he looked up and said:
“O Moji, I almost forgot. There is a little Gulla who has come to the children’s ward.”
“Which Gulla?” I asked, a little confused with so many Gullas around.
“This one has a clean head,” he replied, smiling.
“Clean head?” I asked.
“Clean-shaved head, Moji. His hair was shaved off when he came in.”
“Is this the little fellow who wears a long shirt and roams the whole ward?” I asked.
“Yes, that’s the one,” Gulla nodded.
Then, when the doctors had made their rounds, Gulla brought in Gulla. The little fellow was about five or six
years old and his whole head had been shaved, and then bandaged on one side, which didn’t seem to bother him at
all. As soon as he came, he asked me:
“Do you have any biscuits?”
I was a little taken aback. What a remarkably uninhibited child!
“Don’t you know what biscuits are?” he went on, taking my stunned silence for ignorance. “They are round
and sweet.”
“What will you do with them?” I asked him.
“Nothing. I want to see what they are like,” and he got up. “I’ll go now—I’ll come again.”
That evening I got a packet of round, sweet biscuits and sent for him. He came running, without a care for his
poor, ill head and asked me:
“Did you get them?” He made himself comfortable on my bed, as if he did this everyday, and said:
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“Where are they?”
I handed him the entire packet. He ripped open the wrapping and forgot all about me in his eagerness to eat
them. There was something deeply satisfying about him eating those round, sweet biscuits. He nibbled each one
of them (so that he wouldn’t have to share any) and when he finished the last one, he looked up and said
approvingly:
“They were very good.”
“How would I know?” I asked him. “You never gave me any.”
“How could I share so few biscuits with anyone?” he asked innocently. “But don’t worry, tomorrow I’ll share
them.”
After that gentle hint, I got biscuits for him every day. And everyday he would gorge himself, brush the crumbs
off and run away.
One day, his mouth stuffed with biscuits, he looked up and said:
“Apa, when I pass the fifth class, I’ll marry you.”
“Will I still have to buy you biscuits?” I asked him, a twinkle in my eyes.
“Naturally,” he replied. “Did you think I’d marry you without them? When I grow up,” he went on, “I’ll give
you a hundred rupees every evening. In summer when the visitors from Hindustan come, I’ll work hard and earn
money for you. You will have to cook for me, though,” he warned me. “I’ll bring you a dressed chicken.”
“Why? Won’t you skin it yourself?” I asked him.
“No, no, I can’t,” he shuddered. “I’m scared of blood.”
One day I asked him:
“Gulla, how will you marry me? You are so young.”
“Oh don’t worry,” he replied airily. “I won’t be young forever. I’ll grow big and then everyone will have to call
me Ghulam Mohammed. When I grow big,” he suggested disarmingly, “you grow small, and then when the Qazi
asks you whether you want to marry me, you say yes. But you must learn how to cook, for you will have to do all
the cooking.”
“What will you eat?” I asked.
“Haak and bhaat. Sometimes, haak with gosht.”
I bowed my head, like a good, obedient wife.
“I’ll get you wild rice from the village,” he went on, carried away by the promise of good food. “You don’t get
rice like that anywhere in Hindustan.”
All this talk of cooking and food made Gulla homesick.
“My mother is a wonderful cook, you know: she cooks delicious gosht. But whenever they cut up a bird at
home, I get up and run away: I’m scared of blood. A bird always knows when its hour has come,” he mused. “It
starts crying.”
“Why do you eat it, then?” I asked.
“Because Allah made him for me to eat,” he retorted and scampered off.
One day, as I ruffled his hair lovingly, I asked him.
“Gulla, why did God strike us down with this illness?”
He pondered on this for a while and replied:
“We have to atone our past wrongs.”
“But have you ever done anything so wrong?” I pursued the topic. “I don’t think I have either, then why us,
Gulla, and not all those other sinners?”
Gulla was silent for a while. Then slowly he spoke:
“We don’t know, Apa, but may be Allah Mian keeps an account of his own.”
And then as if this was a line of thought he didn’t want to pursue any further, he sprang up and ran away. I
followed his retreating form until he disappeared.
Then a day came when, his mouth full of biscuits, he announced:
“My penance is over: I am well now. Today the big Doctor Sahib told me to send for my people from the
village to take me home. May God release you soon as well,” he added solemnly and raised his hands in
benediction over me as old men do: “Amen.”
“Amen,” I echoed.
And Gulla left for his village. Gulla had left. But Gulla was still there. He would nurse me lovingly and give
me news from all over Kashmir. When he was in a jovial mood he’d tell me:
“You know, Moji, my father was brought up by Bakshi Sahib.”
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“How is that?” I’d ask.
“He was a chowkidar in Bakshi Sahib’s house. When Bakshi Sahib became a big man, he made him a
constable: so Bakshi Sahib is his father, isn’t he?” He’d cock his head at me.
I’d look at him in wonder. What a remarkably simple and innocent man my Gulla was! Today when I dreamt
of him after all these years, the perfume of the lotus blooms had been overpowered by the stench of blood. Every
bit of Kashmir left now is smothered in flames.
I knew a Gulla once. But which Ghulam Mohammed alias Gulla is this whose stony face stares at me from the
front page of my newspaper today? Who holds an AK-47 rifle, and whose face is masked, whose eyes are full of
terror and hatred? Whose hands drip blood, hands that can kill at will?
If this is my Gulla, then who is responsible for putting such lethal weapons in his innocent hands?
No, I do not, I cannot believe that this is my Gulla. My Gulla balked at shedding the blood of a chicken, how
can I believe then that my chicken-hearted Gulla would wield a wanton gun to kill men? No, this face in the
newspaper is not the face of my Ghulam Mohammed.
Then where is my Gulla? Where has he gone?
I fling the newspaper away and say once again:
“Balai lagai tch-tchuk na myon Gulla bihi.”—By his beautiful face, I swear you are not my Gulla.
33.212 Poor Champudi\fn{by Varsha Adalja (1940- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 2
Darsaniyo thumped the tabla with vigor. The sound of the bells tied round his wrists and his powerful voice
strove to rise to the full height of the eighteen-story building.
When her brother started singing the latest hit from a new film, Champudi was delighted and began dancing
with verve and abandon, twisting her body this way and that. Since not many people had collected yet, her
attention kept drifting to her mother sitting in the corner of the compound wall. They were accustomed to dancing
in alleyways, but this was the first time the family had come into the compound of a huge building like this one.
As she danced, Champudi cast another glance upward. She was in a splendid mood that day. She had often
pleaded with her mother and brother to let her dance in the areas where the large apartment houses stood, and that
day she had wept and insisted that they come to Walkesar. The new building had dwelt in her mind ever since the
construction work began. From the moment they had left home that morning, she had plagued Darsaniyo.
“Now, brother, today we just have to go to Walkesar.”
As usual, Darsaniyo had been irritated.
“How often must I say no, Champudi? Those rich people have small hearts. You’re too young to understand.”
Jeevli, their mother, walking behind them, had lost her temper.
“You’re always thinking up some new plan. The empty pots and pans move restlessly today. What are you
brats going to eat? Your father’s started on one of his attacks of asthma and here’s little Kaniya full of fever. We’ll
have to burn up the money on medicine for both of them. Let’s go to our own area. That’s best of all.”
Champudi had glared at Kaniya resting on her mother’s hip. That was that. Time and again it was Father’s
asthma and Kaniya’s fever. She loved her little brother, but he was forever falling ill. And all the money would be
washed away in the colored water of potions for them. There was a time when Mother had treated them to ice
cream, and occasionally they had had a peppermint to suck. But from the day this Kaniya had entered the house—
“Come along now. Make it snappy.”
Giving her head a despairing shake, she had run to catch up with her brother.
When they had reached the huts near the railway line, her heart had filled with bitterness, as if she were seeing
the place for the first time. Streams of filthy water flowed wherever they pleased. The smell of rotting garbage
had sent a wave of nausea through her. She had thrust the end of her torn skirt into her nostrils. Ragged, grimy,
messy children, and women scratching their heads and holding babies to their sagging breasts, had appeared on
the scene. Some men had turned up as well, smoking cigarette stubs and cleaning their teeth or passing a comb
through their hair.
Darsaniyo had burst into song and Champudi had begun to contort her body. Screwing up her face disdainfully,
she had looked around. Well, whatever one might say, the people here were simple souls. They enjoyed watching
her dance. Sometimes they would give the children food, and the small coins usually amounted to ten or twelve
annas.
But today Champudi had been determined to have her way.
“Come on, let’s go to Walkesar. To that new apartment building.”
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Fed up, Jeevli had finally given in.
“All right, let’s go.”
After walking for an hour in the sun, when the three reached the new building at Walkesar, poor Jeevli had
been half-dead with the heat and fatigue, Kaniya almost delirious with fever, and all of them acutely thirsty. But
there had seemed to be no way to get water. So Jeevli had deposited herself in the shade near a garage.
“Hurry up, children. These are all big people around.”
The newly painted building looked imposing in the sunshine. Champa forgot her thirst and exhaustion.
Springing up, she said to Darsaniyo:
“You’ll see, brother, the coins will rain down on us. There’ll be no room in your pockets to hold them.”
Darsaniyo, too, recovered his spirits, seeing the shiny cars and the splendid building.
“Look here, Champudi, if we make enough, I’ll treat you to a Fanta.\fn{ A type of orange soda-pop.} Let yourself
go.”
Champudi took her place in the middle of the compound. Darsaniyo’s melodious, powerful voice knocked at
the closed windows of the tall building:
“May our friendship live forever.”
Champudi recollected the style of acting of the hero in the film as she began to dance. One after another, in
quick succession, faces appeared at the windows. Brother and sister grinned at each other. Champudi threw a
quick glance at her mother. Today they’d have the medicine for Kaniya and the Fanta. Immediately, one after
another, in quick succession …
She looked up. The panes of the open windows shone like diamonds in the sun. The plants on the balconies
were ravishingly beautiful, but there was nobody to be seen there anymore.
She lowered her tired neck. A few people had formed a circle in the compound, but she still hadn’t heard the
ring of a single coin falling. Her eyes began to fill with tears. Darsaniyo took up one song after another, but the
beat of the tabla was slowing down.
Champudi heard a whistle. Her attention was drawn in its direction.
The driver of the car opposite was sitting on the seat, with the door open, and there was something shining in
his hand. Champudi’s heart leaped up. She ran to him, delighted, and stretched out her hand. The driver Jerked his
hand back. Champudi was crestfallen.
The driver laughed and opened his fist. There was a silver rupee coin smiling at her.
“Take it,” the driver said.
Champudi stretched out her hand. The driver grabbed it. Spreading out her palm, he placed the coin in it and
closed it again.
Running to her mother and flinging the coin in her lap, Champudi started dancing again. Wasn’t she lucky!
This was the first time in her life she had ever seen a whole rupee coin. Twirling and twisting, she, continued to
dance. Quite a few people had collected in the circle around her. Champudi looked up again and her gaze slithered
down the smooth wall of the building. Not a single one of .those wealthy housewives was watching her. All
morning she had been cherishing a secret dream. Today she’d really make a pile. These were all big people.
Somebody might throw her an old silk sari or maybe a colorful frock she’d outgrown.
But now her feet were aching, and all she’d gotten was a single rupee.
A young couple came out of the building and got into a fine, large, bright red car. She danced up to them. The
girl was so pretty! Champudi liked her a lot. With luck, they’d give her a whole rupee note. The young man’s full
pink lips showed as he laughed. Champudi bowed and stretched out a hand.
“Get away, you wretch.”
The boy angrily started the car.
“The watchman is so stupid.”
The car turned out of the compound. The bottle of Fanta seemed to be disappearing as well. Like the beat of
the tabla, her feet, too, slowed down. The sun seemed to have gritted his teeth, the better to beat down on them.
She heard a whistle again, and again her heart bounded. The driver was standing in the circle and there was
something shining in his hand. Her eyes were glued to the shining coin as her feet danced on. But she didn’t hear
the ring of the coin. The hand with the coin in it was raised and waved at Champudi. Champudi ran up, but the
rupee wouldn’t detach; it seemed to be stuck to the fellow’s hand. She wasn’t sure if the crowd had increased, but
her body was crushed on all sides.
Getting hold of the coin, she started dancing once more. Two or three more coins followed, of varying
denominations. The life came back into her. Since luck was with her, she again danced with zest. What was that
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film her brother had taken her to the other day? There was a girl in it dancing exactly like this. She had gone from
person to person in the group, laughing, dancing.
Leaving her place in the center, Champudi went round to each person in the circle, smiling and dancing. She
started making alluring eyes and gestures just like the girl in the film. From somewhere or other, two- or threerupee notes were thrust into her half-torn blouse. She didn’t care any more about old frocks thrown down by the
rich women from above. Her tender breast was covered with rupee notes.
She ran up to Darsaniyo.
“Here you are, Brother.”
She burst into merry laughter and held out the crumpled notes to her brother.
“Give them to Mother.”
Darsaniyo glowered at her and spoke in such a harsh voice that Champudi wilted. Why wasn’t her brother
pleased? She flung the money into her mother’s lap when she heard another whistle. Without noticing that her
mother looked aghast, she ran off. Reaching out for the four-anna coin held high above her, she was caught up in
the crowd. The pressure against her breast suffocated her. For a time she couldn’t make her way out at all. The
driver was near her.
“Why are you frightened?” he said, and putting his arm round her, pulled her out of the crowd. Champudi
smiled at him with relief. Poor fellow, he was really a decent man.
Putting her whole heart into it, she resumed dancing. She whirled round and round, just like the girl in the film.
People had plied that girl, too, with money. A little heap of money danced in the air before her eyes. Fatigue,
hunger, thirst, all were forgotten. She just danced amid the crowd, smiling at them all. The crowd kept increasing,
and every so often she was crushed by it. Each time, the driver rescued her. Her tender breast began to hurt. He
would press a shining coin into her palm and Champudi’s eyes would shine. She went on dancing …
Suddenly, as she stretched out for a ten-paise coin, her hand was roughly pulled back. She was startled, but
when she saw Darsaniyo’s face livid with rage, she was really terrified.
“Come on, you’ve made enough money. No more dancing. Get back home.”
“But Brother, just a little longer. Tomorrow all of us can go to the movies and have our ice cream as well.”
“Can’t you understand when I tell you something the first time? Or do I have to hit you?”
Seizing her by the wrist, Darsaniyo started to make his way out of the crowd. With Kaniya on her waist, Jeevli
joined them.
“May you live long, both of you, brother and sister. We’re not going to huts anymore, only big buildings like
this one.”
Champudi looked at her brother, who was still dragging her along firmly grasped by the wrist, and said
hesitantly:
“Mother, it was that dance like the one in the film that pleased them all so much.”
“Darsaniyo. Go to some good film tonight together.”
Darsaniyo, who had been walking along in dead silence with bent head, suddenly bellowed:
“Don’t dare ever to suggest coming to this place. I’ll break your legs.”
Poor Champudi couldn’t understand a thing. Still holding her brother’s hand, she walked along utterly
downcast.
11.70 The Flavor Of Stray Paths\fn{by Rasheed Amjad (1940- )} Srinagar, Srinagar District, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (M) 2
Death descended into his eyes in the form of a dream and before he opened his eyes in the morning, she had
edged past him on stealthy steps.
He hurried away to the school where his wife was teaching. She was sitting in the verandah basking in the
winter sun with the other teachers. She saw him coming. He was looking so flustered.
“Is something the matter?” she asked in alarm.
“I’m dead,” he replied panting hard for breath.
A cry escaped from his wife’s mouth. But the next moment anger ricocheted on her lips and sprawled on her
face.
“Stop being funny!” she said. “You should feel ashamed of harassing me in this manner.”
“I’m not joking,” he said wringing his hands. “I’m really dead.”
“What rot are you talking?” she cried, her anger mounting.
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Their talk aroused the other teachers’ curiosity.
“Bhai Saheb, what manner of talk is this?” one of them said.
“I’m telling you the truth. Believe me, I’m dead,” he asserted with vehemence. “Hurry up!” he said quickly
turning to his wife. “There is no time to lose. I have to inform many people about it. I’ve also to arrange for my
coffin and all that.”
His wife glared at him. She would stand no nonsense from him and must give him a bit of her mind. But she
thought the better of it and quietly accompanied him out of the school.
As they reached the road, he said,
“I think Rattawala graveyard should be all right for me. It is quiet having a thick cluster of trees.”
His wife gave him a sharp look.
“What’s wrong with you?” she asked.
“There’s nothing wrong with me—except that I’m dead.”
“But how?”
It set him thinking.
“Yes, how did I die?” He found his wife watching him intently.
“Yes, how did I die?” he asked himself. He taxed his mind but failed to come up with an answer. He only
remembered that death had descended into his eyes in the form of a dream. After that he remembered nothing. He
taxed his mind again but to no avail.
“Let it be,” he said, giving up at last. “Come, we shall have tea somewhere.”
The bearer had just gone from their table after taking his order when the manager came to them.
“Who are you?” he asked.
“I? … I’m I.”
“And this lady?”
“She’s my wife.”
“Any proof?”
“What proof? She’s my wife—and that is that.”
“Have you got the relevant papers—the nakahnama, I mean?”
He gave his wife a scrutinizing look. How was he related to this woman—a mother of two children? He kept
staring at his wife.
“Why are you looking at me like this?” she asked.
“Oh, it’s nothing,” he replied. “When are you meeting me next?”
“What?” She gave him an astounded look. “Do you think I’m your girl friend?” Without waiting for his answer
she walked out stamping her feet
The following night, death which had seen the aperture of his eyes wide open again came on stealthy steps and
entered his body through his eyes. The whole night she tramped through his body and made an exit as the
morning approached.
When the day was sufficiently advanced he went to the graveyard and met its custodian.
“Dig a grave for me,” he requested the grave digger.
The grave digger looked at him with suspicious eyes.
“The grave must be fairly long and sufficiently wide. The slabs must be smooth and clean. You must select a
good place for the grave, preferably near a thick shady tree.”
The grave digger scratched his head with his finger, gave him an angry stare and walked off without
exchanging another word with him.
The next night death came again and gave a knock on his body. He was scared and asked in a terrified voice,
“Who’s there?”
“It’s I,” death whispered to him. “Open the door!”
“No, I won’t,” he said in a trembling voice. “I won’t let you in.”
Death gave out a loud laugh. “But I’m already inside you.”
“Then who’s this knocking on the door from outside?”
“It’s you, yourself.”
“I?” As if in a daze he felt all over his body. Death laughed again. She almost doubled up laughing. “You mean
I am outside my body and Death is inside it?” he said.
“All right, let’s talk—have a dialogue.”
“Talk with whom?” he muttered. “I’m not inside myself.”
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The next night Death knocked again.
“Who’s there?” he asked in a subdued voice.
“Come, let’s have a dialogue,” death laughed.
“First tell me, where are you? Inside me or outside me?”
“I’m inside you and also outside you.”
“In that case where am I? Going by what you say I’m neither inside nor outside.”
“Let’s talk,” Death laughed.
Hearing this he was still more overawed and hid into himself. Death kept knocking on his body the whole
night. She kept calling him, addressing him by his own name.
In the morning he skipped his breakfast and went to the graveyard. The grave digger was having a leisurely
cup of tea in his hut.
“Have you dug my grave?”
The grave digger looked at him with suspicious eyes.
“All right, I’ll dig it myself.”
He picked up a pickaxe and made a round of the graveyard. He started digging his grave under a thick shady
tree. Soon his body was dripping with perspiration. He took off his shirt and threw it away. Then the banian and
his trousers, leaving him in his bare underwear.
The sun rising slowly came over his head. He bent down and looked into the grave, measuring the grave with
his eyes. It had exceeded his height. He removed the remaining earth from the grave, gathered some stones to
pave the grave with. Then he procured a bucket of water and wet some mud to plaster the slabs and fit them into
place. Finishing his job he descended into the grave and lay down flat in it
While lying in the grave he saw his wife, children, mother, sister, brother and other relatives gravely peeping
down at him from above and urging upon him to climb out of the grave. He replied from inside the grave,
“Don’t despoil my dead body. Put the remaining slabs over my body and cover it up with earth.”
His wife pleaded with him in a whining tone,
“For God’s sake, come out. Have pity on these children, if not me.”
He shook his head dolefully.
His mother said, “Son, come out. Think of my old age.”
He again shook his head. “Don’t despoil my dead body,” he said.
They all said in unison, “Come out!”
He said, “But first tell me, who am I?”
They all replied in one voice, “You are A.”
He burst into laughter.
“I’m not A. I’m not inside me, nor outside me. But he is inside me as much outside me.”
They said, “If you are not A. then tell us what are your < … >.”\fn{ A word has not transmitted from the text during the
time of scanning, or was absent from the text to begin with: at any rate, the end of this sentence is unclear, I do not have the text at the
moment in order to be able to check it.}

He shrugged his shoulders. “That’s precisely what I myself have no idea about—that I am neither inside me
nor outside me. While he\fn{Death.} is both inside me and outside me.”
They were standing over the grave in a circle, trying to cast him in their own mould, by giving him a name,
personality and a background and urging upon him to come out while he was lying in the grave stubbornly
resistant to their request. He was just refusing to come out in the mould they wanted and on the terms they had
laid down. In the meanwhile, enveloped in the gray and somber fog of existence and non-existence, the season
and the time ran forward chasing each other and merrily laughing at this huge spectacle.
They just went on laughing.
251.163 Excerpt from A Bad Woman’s Story: A Transcription Of Buri aurat ki katha\fn{by Kishwar Naheed
(1940- )} Bulandshar, Bulandshar District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 10
1
Who did Eve narrate her story to?
To Adam—he proclaimed that I had emerged from his rib; to God—His books branded me a temptress and
worshipper of false gods; to the Earth—it divided itself into enclaves and the unnamed bodies of those who
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challenged it were lowered into its womb; to the Sky—cowardly and fainthearted, to save itself from the shrieks
and cries it hid itself behind a blue mirage. Yashodhara asked:
“Shall I tell my story and yours?” Eve said:
“Your eyes are scarred, so how will they count the wounding arrows that the wind rains down on you?” Zarrin
Taj Qurratul Am, daughter of Qazwin, said:
“I tried to live like you but the Qajar kings of every age handed over my mystic’s raiment to the executioner.”
Danae the goddess of Greek mythology said:
“I was abandoned in a boat in the open sea so I could bear your punishment and my boat went on crashing
against unknown islands all my life. I will tell my story.” Sappho and Anna Akhmatova said:
“Our manuscripts of poetry were snatched away from us; our poetry was deemed shameful for our country—
let us tell our tale.” Blind Safla Bibi said:
“I told your tale without even asking you. The sin of giving birth to a bastard child was mine alone, and the
punishment of lashes was also mine to bear.” Eve burst out:
“Who punished you? Were you alone in this act, absolutely alone?”
In the old chronicles you never find details of incidents, only the judgment and the punishment, to teach a
lesson to others. In Italy Maria of the Valentine family said:
“They say Lake Como emerged from glaciers. Hundreds of villages and thousands of people exist beside its
shores. Who knows how many hearts have perished in its waters? I was wed to a 48- year-old prince from Milan.
No one thought of my 20-year old youth. They only saw the wealth and the grand mansion that even today goes
by the name of Villa Serbelloni.
“Only Verri could understand the person within me. He was a famous writer. When he gave me the plays of the
well-known French playwright de Gouges to translate, I felt as though my veins had learnt to speak. The
interaction between words and intellect was also added to the bag of sins and so I enclosed myself within walls of
solitude.
“But matters didn’t end here. As reparation I had to return the royal curios and wealth one by one. In the palace
which bore my name tales of cruelty continued to transpire. This is where Clara and Mussolini were targeted by
Valerio’s bullets.”
In Sargodha 8-year-old Jacob is locked up in jail. He is an accused. He was writing something on the walls of a
mosque. Who knows if he was writing anything? The guardians of the mosque were enraged. They called out to
the protectors of the people:
“Jail! Jail Jacob!”
J, Ch, H, G … G for God but M for Man—no, Monkey! Monkey, Mad, Misbehaved, Maniac, Miscreant,
Malodorous, Miserable, Malediction, Majesty—our heroes, having caused rivers of blood to flow, address the
medal-givers as “Your Gracious Majesty”.
Monarchs have one wife. Yashodhara too was a wife. So were Sita and Nur Jehan. But Qurratulain Tahira and
Umrao Jan Ada were no one’s wives. Stories about them were told by many but some remembered them like they
do Queen Anne—there it is not only King William’s Glorious Revolution that is talked about. In Spain, along with
King Ferdinand, Isabella’s role in crushing the Arabs is also remembered. Similarly the successes of Catherine of
Russia and Theresa of Austria also go into the balance.
Eve! You have changed your name so many times! Sometimes you called yourself Anne Sexton and
announced your real birth at the age of 29. Sometimes you were Forough Farrokhzad or Sara Shagufta. And
sometimes my mother!
How strange! I am telling the stories of all these people who are no longer alive, in their name. But whenever
those who are ostensibly alive will be mentioned it will be as though they are fairy tales. We who even blush at
our own reflections in the mirror, how will we bear the burden of being described in words!
Truly, these days when Lawrence\fn{ The author D. H. Lawrence is meant:H } is seen as run-of-the-mill and Henry
Miller too; when psychological novels are passé; when long, unstructured novels carry no weight and my friends
are engaged in freeing the novel and short story from verbiage and the constrictions of technique, then even fact
begins to read like fiction.
The problem of today’s individual is that he believes neither in nature nor in history. Nor in himself. Who is
he? Who will discover his inner being? However, nowhere in the world today is anyone being hanged for his
philosophy or drinking a cup of poison.
Galileo, Bacon, Newton, Descartes—the Church censured them all. From Ibn al-Haitham to Ibn-e-Sina all
were deemed reprehensible.
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For that matter, Bi Amma, Khalida Adeeb Khanum and my mother too were regarded as reprehensible. And no
one wrote about the misfortunes of those princesses and mistresses of castles, who were forced to scrub dishes in
other people’s homes when their circumstances changed, and lived tucked away in attics. Time splits itself into so
many stages …
One stage was when Father went from Hapur to Gulavthi to wed my mother. He had been married three times
before but the marriages had been short lived. Each wife had gone leaving one or two children behind as
keepsakes. The fourth wife—daughter of a Syed, eldest of nine brothers and sisters—came to do the impossible.
Having sat in a lap until the age of ten or twelve, she received as her bridal gift stepdaughters to sit in her own lap
along with several gardens, scullery maids, and maidservants.
Father was employed in the Court of Ward. He was the manager of Rajghat Naroda. He had left his studies
after class eight, while his elder brother had done his matriculation and become a commissioner in the police
service.
With regard to Father we had heard it said that he used to write poetry. I had never seen him reading, writing,
or listening to poetry. But his coherent writing and well-rounded essays could be seen in his letters, in the Shikasta
script that was a paper by itself in the Munshi Fazil examination. For me, as for all my brothers and sisters, the
Shikasta script was entirely familiar and easy because it was the script used by our father.
When I saw this style of writing in the Diwan-e-Hali in the Islamic collection of the museum of Venice,
reading the two pages gave me great pleasure. There also I was thrilled to see Fariduddin Attar’s handwritten
manuscript Mantiq al-tayr, the manuscript of Nizami Ganjvi’s book, a handwritten Shahnama and Jami’s
Yusufand Zuaikha. All the handwritten manuscripts including the original Tarikh al- Tabari, letters from the time
of Ibn Taimur, Abu Hatim’s writing on ivory, the Qur’an written in Sicily, the Kitab al-Nakhl—all these things
were part of my heritage, because my father wrote in the same Shikasta script.
My mother was the eldest daughter of the Maulvi Syed family. All the men in her family were followers of Sir
Syed Ahmad Khan. The boys studied at Aligarh; each one was allowed to do his masters in the subject of his
choice. After their holidays when the boys went back to the Aligarh hostel special arrangements were made:
canisters stuffed with sweet biscuits, sesame seed laddoos, carrot haiwa made with desi ghee, nishasta haiwa,
would be sent with them.
With regard to the education of girls it was the same deference to Sir Syed Ahmad Khan:
“Girls should only be taught to read the Qur’an by sight [without comprehension]—and Behishti Zevar.” My
mother also was only educated to this extent.
Did she make a fuss to study like the boys? There is no evidence of this in the attitudes or conversations of the
brothers and sisters. Nevertheless, our upbringing and her insistence on the girls’ education seem to be a
throwback to the wounds suffered by her when she was stopped from studying. There was a great deal of anger in
her, and bitterness. This bitterness would invariably poison her sweet temperament.
Mother had first got married at the age of thirteen; the eldest child and much loved, she did not get a loving
husband. Rather it became a situation of tit for tat. The henna on her hands had not yet faded when one morning
she brought him a cup of milk; finding it hot, he flew into such a rage that he threw the hot milk on her face and
pronounced talaq. She locked herself in the room and Grandfather had to come and have the door opened and
take her home.
This was the same mother who had to cross the bridge of living in a new household with three grownup
stepdaughters. Each one had a different mother, each a different temperament. From the very beginning there was
no familial affection in the house. And the well of patience invariably ran dry.
Father’s not having studied much showed up in his opposition to higher education for the children; to the
extent that he refused to give additional money for their education or raise the allowance for the domestic
expenses. Our mother would give us one roti instead of two. Five brothers and sisters would be made to study
around one lantern. She would dish out one piece of meat and gravy with her own hand. When the older brothers
and sisters had outgrown their clothes they would be passed on to the younger ones. While she cooked the food,
she made us all sit around the stove, teaching us Urdu and sums. Thrusting heavy stones in our tiny hands, she
would make us grind whole red chilies, sweep the floor, cook the rotis, but insisted that we should never give up
studying.
Dholana was the ancestral home of my mother’s family and Gulavthi was where they lived. Grandfather had
avoided educating the girls. But he had started a school in Gulavthi: Gohar Girls School. Gohar Bano was the
name of my grandfather’s mother. Grandfather Fazlur Rahman was himself an advocate whose office was in a
completely separate haveli. In front of the haveli there were long corridors with rooms where clerks and qanungos
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and those who had come for hearings stayed. My grandmother Amatul Islam taught the Qur’an to the
neighbourhood children. When the children were leaving, they would be given baskets filled with fruit from the
season’s harvest: melons, mangoes, water chestnuts. Fruit was never bought from the market.
Despite this prosperity, breakfast would consist of leftover rotis from the night before and tea or home-made
beaten curds. Everything was made at home, from vermicelli to bans. In addition to lentils and vegetables, beef
was cooked in all the homes. However, mutton was bought for those who were sick. But there was no tradition of
eating chicken or fish.
Every dupatta was dyed at home, every outfit stitched at home, all spices freshly ground. Wheat and rice were
cleaned at home by scullery maids. Outfits which had been through several washes were not wasted. It was
common to sew patches on men’s pajamas. Turning old sheets into sacks, pillow covers, and tablecloths was
considered good housekeeping. Wedding dupattas were turned into linings for quilts and ghararas were cut up
and used as borders. In spite of all the prosperity it was the custom to put the curry on the roti and eat it. Frugality
was in evidence everywhere. After the curry had been taken out, water was never poured into the empty cooking
pot: the roti would be used to wipe the inside of the pot first. Matchsticks were rarely used: early in the morning
the smaller children like us would be handed the kurcha to fetch embers from some other house and this was how
the fire would be lit. Even books were bound at home so that after a year they could be used by another child.
Tight pajamas would be worn in winter but saris and ghararas throughout the year. Most of the women would
use Victorian-style hair combs to do up their hair. The little girls were happy so long as they got crimped dupattas
glittering with mica—nice new clothes and new shoes were bought only for the two Eids. No wonder then, they
would spend the whole night before an Eid looking at the new clothes and thinking: We’ll get to wear them in the
morning.
Our mother never had the time to tell us fairytales. And if some old woman did tell us stories it would be about
the coronation of Queen Victoria or the First World War, or about ghosts and spirits. In those days every house
had some phantom or the other.
Purdah was customary to such an extent that my maternal grandmother, and for a long time my mother too,
never appeared before her sons-in-law. The palanquin would be kept in the dobari. A stone would be placed
inside, my mother would take her place, and then the palanquin bearers would be summoned. They would set
down the palanquin in the same way in the dobari in Grandmother’s house; this is how the shortest journey would
be covered. We only found out afterwards that the stone was placed in the palanquin in order to hide the real
weight of the woman. Holding a flour-dipped hand out for the pulse to be felt and even for little girls to veil
themselves upon the entry of the water carrier into the house were part of the social etiquette.
As far as purdah was concerned there wasn’t much difference between Hindu and Muslim households. All the
Hindu women would go out wrapped in thick chadors. No woman’s face would appear at the door or window.
When palanquins started dying out, white sheets would be tied around tongas and this is how Muslim and Hindu
women would go out. Between the house and the lane too a passage was made from white sheets held up by the
male servants so that the ladies could get into the tongas.
Hapur was my paternal grandfather’s district. Father had to go from one town to another in connection with his
work; my mother and the kids would accompany him. Our stepsisters would also be with us. Father was very fond
of good food, beautiful clothes, and jewelry. He indulged in photography and would also develop films and make
enlargements. In line with this obsession he would ask Mother and the children to dress up in all sorts of clothes.
From nine-gemmed armlets and seven-stringed necklaces to tinkling anklets, he had taken photographs of Mother
in all guises. I had seen her with gold sovereigns and silver coins in my childhood. She used to dispense them by
weight. It was during the same period that we had heard that in her father’s room there was a pit filled with gold
and silver bricks.
Among the coins, in addition to annas and pice, there was also a half-pice coin for which you could get a
whole lot of sweets.
Water was brought to the house by water carriers in mashk. They would knock on the outer door and announce:
“Veil yourselves! The water carrier is here!” All the women would go into seclusion; the water carrier would
fill the jars and leave.
During the early days of the cinema there were silent films. We would go up to the roof and watch silent films
being shown on the wall in front, but that too behind Mother’s and Father’s back.
I also remember the “marriage” of orchards. Before the first fruit appeared the orchard would be ritually
married, and its first harvest distributed among the poor.
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Mother and Father were both headstrong. Perhaps in their youth this willfulness was part of their romantic
style. But by the time I became aware conditions had changed; I was the fifth born among their living children.
The two eldest sons had died at birth and one in the middle too. I was thus the eighth child and after me there
were a brother and a sister who are still living.
Our house was divided into two sections—the male section which was ruled by Father, and the other section
where everyone stayed was under the command of my mother. When my brother came back from Aligarh he
would sleep in the male section.
After coming to Bulandshahr, Father left his job, and started operating bus services between Delhi and
Bulandshahr. Now he had an office in Lower Kot near the bus depot. When Mother and Father had had a fight or
were upset with each other, we would find out by Father’s not coming home from his office. Many days would
pass like this, then one day we would see Mother wearing a sari. She would have jasmine flowers in her ears and
would be laughing, while Father would be filling earthenware cups with water and placing them on the parapets.
During Father’s angry periods Mother would send for a black rooster; a woman would come and take this
rooster away and give my mother sugar which had been prayed over. The longer Mother’s prayers became, and
the more she counted her prayer beads, the less interest Father showed in prayers.
Some other passion was growing inside him, some other flame flickering.
2
The Second World War and the Pakistan Movement arrived at our doorstep at the same time. The war was
followed by a period of soaring costs and shortages. Every household got a daily ration of one bottle of kerosene
oil. Every household was rationed one thick muslin sari a month. In our home the prayer beads were kept
burnished by expedient lies. My younger and older brothers and I would queue up for oil every evening and
Mother would keep on reminding us:
“You are not related to each other, or else we will get just one bottle of oil.”
Later on we came to know that in Balochistan a lifetime of slavery used to be bartered for just a glass of water.
In the Arab world the same oil turned kings into tyrants and a rebel like Princess Sana was sent to the gallows.
Camel traders who had started trading in oil invited those with Patriot missiles, for they too were fond of guarding
other people’s homes.
Parachutes left over from the Second World War started appearing in the bazaars. To escape from the thick
saris Muslim women started opening up the stitching of parachutes and turning them into shaiwars and ghararas.
High-heeled shoes, coats, and sweaters began to be sold in the bazaars and Muslim women would wear these
surreptitiously in place of sandals.
It was during this period that Gandhi made the declaration about using the spinning wheel and weaving
khaddar and many Hindus started wearing only khaddar. The Muslims started their own efforts for a separate
country. The same women who had dipped their hand in flour before showing it to the hakim and would only go
out in a palanquin, started organizing meetings at various places, raising funds, and arousing fervour among the
children for a separate and independent nation. We kids who used to play guii danda would pick up the same
sticks to carry out processions.
“Ley key rahenge Pakistan/Bat key raheyga Hindustani/Ban key raheyga Pakistan” (We will get our
Pakistan/We will break up Hindustan/We will make our Pakistan). Such slogans would echo from time to time in
every lane where the Muslims. Lived.
Bulandshahr was a city divided into two—the section populated below was called Lower Kot and the one
above, Upper Kot. Lower Kot was populated mainly by Hindus—[vegetable] shops were also in Lower Kot. In
Upper Kot there were mostly Syeds, revenue officials, and Brahmin Hindus.
At that time there was no bigotry or gulf between Hindus and Muslims. All of us young girls would play on the
swings together, chatter across the parapets, and go to school together. It was a missionary school, the teachers
mostly Christian missionaries. Hindu, Christian, and Muslim girls would eat together. Muslim girls would study
Hindi while Hindu girls would be taught Urdu.
In the dance class there was no differentiation between castes. We all learned dancing together. Diwali,
Dussehra, and Holi were also celebrated by all. In the same way, Christians and Hindus were among those who
came to give greetings for Eid or Baqr Eid. Similarly Muharram was holy for all. Koonda feasts would be held in
one house and young girls from all the houses would spend the whole night busily preparing food. Whether it was
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a majlis or a tazia procession it was treated with the same respect by everyone. On 9 and 10 Muharram all Sunni
households would observe the fast. The special dhania and khichra of Muharram were savored in all the houses.
*
In 1946 changes began to appear in the landscape. My older sister appeared for the Middle Vernacular Board
Examination. Father had great faith in her intelligence. The results came out: she had come second. Father refused
to accept it. He went to Allahabad and had the papers re-examined.
A Hindu girl’s marks had been fiddled to make her come first. When the fresh results came out my sister stood
first. But the pleasure had soured. In everyone’s minds there was the same flame burning: this place is closing in
on us. This is not our home, not our country. The mangoes from our orchards and swings gave us solace but an
unspoken thought had taken root in every courtyard.
All the Muslim women had started putting away a handful of flour while kneading dough morning and
evening. In every home, one child was given the duty to collect the flour from all the houses, sell it at the shop,
and deposit the money at the Muslim League office. When Quaid-i-Azam appealed for donations from the
Muslims the women came up with this movement themselves and followed it through. Until Pakistan was made
this duty was discharged in every house morning and evening.
Men and women’s public meetings were held separately but now joint meetings started to gather steam.
Mother would go to the meeting place in her burqa, a child in her lap or clinging to her finger. At home we would
trace out the Pakistani flag with candles on sheets of paper or in our copy books. One day a huge procession came
out. Who had come? Perhaps Quaid-i-Azam or Liaquat Ali Khan.
The same ladies, who only got into their palanquins behind drawn sheets, dressed up their kids and stood
waiting at the entrances to their houses with flowers. Time flew by and one evening we saw Father entering the
house wearing garlands and carrying a basket of sweets: Pakistan had come into being. Mother ordered:
“First say your prayers of thanksgiving, then eat the sweets!”
It was time for the Isha prayers. We children had gone to sleep. Our happiness was interrupted by bristling
soldiers who came in and took Father away. Then we found out that along with my maternal uncle, all the
important Muslim leaders in the city had been rounded up. The following day, clutching my tiny shalwar, I was
becoming familiar with the jail environment along with my brother.
How fate had eased my path! How could I otherwise have assimilated the full horror of what went on in the
jails during the Ayub Khan, Yahya Khan, and Ziaul Haq martial laws. In 1970 when I received information about
Yusuf’s whereabouts—Chakki No. 440, Kot Lakhpat Jail—I knew that each cell is called a chakki and this was
the number of Yusuf’s cell. Greeting Habib Jalib and other friends at the entrance of the jail on the day of his
release the thought did not occur that perhaps they would not come this way again. After all, for whom would the
prison gates open?
In 1970 Yusuf and his father were arrested the same way, at night. Two cars full of army personnel arrived and
took him away at four in the morning. In the FIR was written: The accused has said ‘The army is an ass. How can
it run a country?’ In this case Yusuf was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment. (How this sentence was quashed
and the penalty I had to pay for that is for another chapter.) This is why even my children were not afraid when
from 1977 to 1979 I was under CID surveillance. One motorcycle would be in front of me and one jeep behind
me.
All this outspoken loudmouth was doing was reciting poetry to vent her anger at martial law. What else could
one do? Every unlawful action and every unimaginable tyranny was going on in front of us like a nightmare from
which there is no escape.
But this period was an eye opener in another way as well. There were many friends who apologized for not
coming to visit at the house or in the office, on the pretext that car numbers were being noted down, and names
and addresses too. My own visits to other people’s homes declined as I didn’t want to see any friend being
embarrassed.
But hats off to my kids and neighbours. The pride with which they encouraged me and the ways in which they
tricked the CID resulted in no little amusement. What could the poor wretches do? They were just following
orders. When my children took food out to them they would be even more ashamed and when their duty was over
and those who had to go to the gallows were hung what did it achieve? What happened to people everywhere?
In Bosnia people were forced to eating their own excreta. Their women were raped in front of them. In
Somalia and Ghana famine-struck people were reduced to eating the hides of camels. In Kashmir the houses
became empty; there are only women and children but they don’t weep and wail. The women of Palestine and
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Kashmir who would not even utter a “yes” at the time of their marriage, now have guns in their hands. They wrap
the shrouds over their children themselves—my eyes become misty …
Peace, harmony, tranquility, national security … at what a price, what a heavy price. In the scale of the big
countries we have no value. The whorehouses of the capitalistic system attack these days in the name of war for
human liberties.
The period from the founding of Pakistan and leading up to Father’s release was one of strange restlessness. It
had already been decided that we would go to Pakistan but when and how were still unknown. During that period
every night was a night of torment. Every night there would be rumours—today armed posses from such and such
village will attack and carry off the girls. All night long Muslim boys would stand guard with sticks on the
rooftops and the whole night women would be counting their prayer beads.
Aligarh was still identified with Muslim boys and girls. The boys’ uniform was black sherwani with tight
pajamas and for the girls ghararas made of latlia cloth, and black burqas. In our eyes, the girls who studied at
Aligarh led a charmed life. We used to dream that we would grow up to live and study like them in Aligarh. This
dream was in tatters before our eyes. A huge crowd had gathered. All the women were standing in shock, their
eyes red like embers. The girl who was the darling of the whole city and studied at Aligarh had been kidnapped.
God knows through how many jungles she had wandered, bleeding from everywhere. Now she lay unconscious.
Sympathy there was, but all kinds of phrases were being bandied about and every mother was gathering her
offspring to her bosom.
It was during this period that I began to shriek in my sleep at night. Mother would blow prayers over me; she
would read the Ayat al-Kursi, walk with me in her lap until the morning’s azaan sounded.
How believable are the shrieks uttered in dreams when shrieks uttered in the full light of day are taken to be
dreams? It all happened in daylight; in broad daylight the announcement was made. I remember it like I do every
wound.
I had been to Bengal several times before. I had hosted many Bengali poets, friends, and women’s groups. But
this was a strange invitation—there was no host, nor guest. This was in September 1971. I was sent on an official
visit to Bengal to write a booklet in favour of the government hoodlums [Al Shams and Al Badr] who were
fighting against the Bengalis.
I went immediately. You can’t feel burning or pain unless you jump into the fire.
There was a camp beside the Burhi Ganga River full of women. Can I really call them women? Scrawny girls
barely thirteen to fifteen years old, whose breasts had not yet emerged but whose bellies indicated that they were
six or seven months pregnant. Where were their families? They had been killed under cover of night as
conspirators and traitors. To sully their bloodline the women had been ravished. Homeless and unprotected, they
sat with head bowed, parched lips, and dry eyes in Burhi Ganga’s lap.
I had heard on BBC that in order to get the Iqbal Hall, one of the hostels for Dhaka University students,
vacated, all the boys had been killed. After much searching I arrived at Iqbal Hall. It was being whitewashed from
outside. When I entered, scorched clothes and the smell of gunpowder bore witness to the brutality.
Some of my friends seeing my madcap actions and the fuss that I was making put me on a plane right away.
My report was censured at the official level. All my friends and I who had spoken out on behalf of the Bengalis
were regarded as traitors and unpatriotic. I could not say anything because the day the announcement came, the 5
o’clock evening news had only this to say:
“The armies of both the sides have laid down their arms by mutual agreement.”
When I left my house to condole with likeminded friends and to mourn with them, I let out an uncontrollable
shriek at the scene before me. It was unbelievable, but real: people were laughing; unconcerned; eating ice cream.
For six months afterwards I couldn’t speak. No doctor could understand the reason for it.
Some years later I went to India. There, on a street hoarding, was the historic photograph of General Arora and
General Niazi, which is framed and occupies a whole wall in the Dhaka museum. Below the hoarding was
written:
“The victor’s uniforms are made of cloth manufactured by our firm.” And in the Dhaka National Liberation
Museum, below the photograph is the caption:
“At last Bangladesh is free. The Pakistani army chief is laying down his arms.”
In Dhaka the National Liberation Museum was spread over a whole floor, and photographic, journalistic, and
literary documentation of the struggle of the Bengalis against the Pakistan army was preserved there. In one
corner there was a table on which was written:
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“The historic table on which the Pakistani army signed the surrender document.” The officials of the Pakistani
High Commission warned me repeatedly:
“Don’t go to see that museum. You will feel bad.” I said to myself:
“Khoon key dhabbay dhulenge kitni barsaaton key bad?” (How many monsoons will it take to wash away
these bloodstains?) To understand this line I will have to visit this killing field.
The mother of four daughters was clueless about her own future and that of her husband. She was not a
passenger on any departing train, nor was she waiting for the arrival of one! Clickety-clack! At last in September
1949 a Hindu friend of Father’s made a booking on a train. After his release Father had managed to cross the
border with the help of his Hindu friends. On the other hand, restrictions had been imposed on the arrival of
Mohajirs on the border. How would we go?
Once again the expedient lie came to our aid. Government servants were still allowed to send for their families.
A cousin declared us as his family and arranged to invite us. Father’s friend made the arrangements to send us but
had to bring us back from the platform. All those who were present there were imploring:
“Go back! Save the girls!”
In the train that had left the night before all the young men had been shot one by one while the girls had been
carried off—once again we were neither passengers on a departing train nor waiting for an approaching one.
The decision was made: abandon the household goods, sell the jewelry, get tickets on the Dakota plane and
look to the safety of the children. Once again the expedient lie came in handy—I had been made to wear a burqa
from the age of seven but with a burqa you needed a full ticket, whereas children until the age of twelve only
needed half ticket. The burqa was whisked off and all of us arrived at Lahore airport from Delhi.
I had been jotting down some names throughout the journey—Adha Pakaji—the fat Brahmin teacher who
taught us Hindi. Always in a white muslin sari, with covered head and a shining face. Whenever a girl poked her
hand or face out through the curtains of the tonga, she immediately gave her a slap. Whenever I got good marks in
Hindi she gave me a kiss. Miss Ghosh, the English teacher who mischievously caught the thread which had been
passed through my newly-pierced nose and ears and said:
“Repeat after me. This is Mother’s punishment for failing in English!”
The hurt, both from the thread being pulled and the failure, would bring tears to my eyes. To punish myself I
cut off the threads from my ears and nose. I never wore jewelry. But does closing the holes in one’s ears and nose
stop that vortex of voices?
And that shamshan ghat on the way to school, where the Hindus would cremate their dead, where we had been
forbidden to stop, where there was always a thin line of smoke which swims in the sockets of my eyes even today
… After Yusuf died whenever I went to the graveyard, that shamshan ghat would confront me. Some images keep
enlarging over time.
3
On Fridays whenever I have to pass through Lahore’s Mall Road, I slow down my car near Masjid-eShuhada.
Sometimes I stand near the footpath. Words spew out from the microphone in a terrifying voice. I move to a
different street and park my car at Nila Gumbad. Here too I get no relief. I stand near the stairs of the Shahi
Masjid; the cheap perfume from the burqa-clad women brushing past clogs up my nose. I block my ears.
I think about the young and old in my family, who go to say their prayers with great humility and fear of God;
they fast; they offer their five daily prayers; they open the Behishti Zevar, read its verses and offer the sacrifice;
the women read the Milad-e-Akbar; they pray for blessings which, after passing through hundreds of thousands of
angels and imams, only get to some poor soul with difficulty. All of them, my own people, having listened to the
ravings of the maulvi in the form of the khutba, in their own neighborhoods, return home like sheep and are back
again in the mosque the following week.
We had all finished the Qur’an by the age of seven. Mother would teach us herself; breakfast would only be
served after we had recited a chapter. I would feel so hungry that several times I tried to skip a page or two, but
even though Mother would be busy cooking the rotis and getting my other brothers and sisters ready for school,
she would turn on me like a shot:
“What did you do wrong? Read it correctly.”
Grumbling in anger and irritation, I would turn back to the missed page under Mother’s piercing gaze. My
blood would boil and I would scream:
“I am hungry!”
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One slap. My head would spin and after this the pages dampening with tears and the recitation in a voice
choked with hiccups was all that the chapter was worth.
It was forbidden to read the Qur’an with comprehension on the basis that doing so negated the reward. Those
who were illiterate were told:
“You just run your fingers along the lines of the verses; you will get the same rewards as in reading the
Qur’an.”
Every religious obligation had to be fulfilled on Mother’s orders like Allah’s commandments. Even in the
depths of summer all the children would observe the fast and walk to school. The funny thing was that the
warnings themselves would show us the way to mischief. We were ordered:
“Don’t even think of drinking water surreptitiously in the bathroom. Allah is watching.” When I couldn’t bear
the thirst I would go to the bathroom and say:
“Oh, Allah you can see how thirsty I am. Look, I am drinking water.”
I don’t know if Allah likes my addressing him directly or not. But it’s been a habit my whole life that in
moments of helplessness I address Allah directly and look for an answer. But Allah has also shown me a time
when people would display a prayer mat and lota prominently in their room just for show; when the Public
Service Commission while testing doctors would ask:
“Recite the Namaz-e-Janaza”; when it asked professors of Urdu:
“Recite the Dua-e-Qunoot”; when it asked teachers of geography:
“Recite the third Kalima”; and ordered scientists:
“Say, the combination of hydrogen and oxygen creates water by the grace of God.”
During the days of poverty and helplessness that followed our coming to Pakistan, there were strange liberties
and constraints. Before shifting to other houses there were many families living together in one house like sheep
in a pen. There were restrictions on talking to male cousins of the same age. You couldn’t stand at the window
looking at the clothes on the mannequins in the showcases of the shops in Anarkali bazaar. There were no books
to read; only the Qur’an. I had made reading the Qur’an day and night, reading its meaning and even the Tahajjud
prayers, a part of my daily routine. Once again everyone became cross.
“She’s gone mad! Prayers and ablutions all the time! It’s not good to read the Qur’an at noon or when day and
night meet. It’s not good to eat and drink at that time either … stop it!”
I remember when, having got fed up of my antics, Mother sent me to a woman to finish reading the Qur’an.
Her house was some distance away at the corner of a lane. This woman would first have me wash the dishes or
sweep the floor. She would get me to knead the dough and say:
“Hazrat Bibi Fatima would do all her work herself. If you adopt the same habits you will also have a life of
ease.” With the chapter open in front of me, I would start grumbling:
“What a nuisance! At home Mother gets us to grind the spices which burn our hands. And Bua makes me
sweep the floor and my crimped dupatta gets dirty.” This went on every day. I would grumble more and read less.
One evening the neighborhood girls were returning home together after reading the Qur’an. Our lane was a
cul-de-sac and we would all play hide and seek. Satisfied that no outsider could enter, the families were happy to
let the girls play together. All of a sudden the girl who was “it” shrieked
“Oooeee! What’s this?”
The others all turned around. The elderly gentleman from the corner house on the right was going back in
hastily tying his kamarband. The girls all started badgering the one who had been “it”.
“What happened? Tell us. What did he do? Did the old man say something?” And the girl who was “it”—me—
could only stare straight ahead, with pointing finger, dumbstruck, lips trembling, drenched in sweat. The old
crones from some of the houses, understanding the delicacy of the situation and figuring it out without asking for
details, pushed the girls into their respective houses. After that my going to the old lady’s house was stopped.
At the time I was offering Tahajjud prayers and jalali wazfas I was around ten years old. I didn’t feel frightened
in the least waking up at 2 a.m. and sitting on the prayer mat after performing the ablution. It was summer.
Everyone was sleeping on the rooftop. I was on the prayer mat.
A strange thing happened—it was as if a finger had passed right through me like a shadow. My mouth became
bitter; once more my body was drenched in sweat. I turned towards Mother’s bed but she wasn’t there. I turned
towards Father’s bed; his bed was empty too. I looked towards the terrace below; the same shadow was standing
on a prayer mat.
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In rage I picked up my mat and threw it down. I did not understand then and I don’t now. I did not understand
Thanda Gosht\fn{A collection of short stories by Saadat Hasan Manto. It includes the short story. Thanda Gosht (Cold Meat), regarded
as obscene. On account of this story Manto faced prosecution } either and when I took the book to my brother asking:
“What is there in it over which the lawsuit is going on? I have read it several times but I can’t get it.”
Thwack! I got a slap on my face and the book was snatched out of my hand. So many books snatched out of
one’s hands! In childhood it was family members, and in adulthood the government. But why fret. Just look at
your history. The burning of books on the crossroads are pages from your own heritage. The banning of books has
happened during your own time. There is no need to go into the history of fatwas. At every step, in every country,
Muslims are the target of stoning.
When blind Safia Bibi declared, “I have been raped. I am pregnant. I don’t know the name of the rapist,” she
got a slap on the face from the Shariah Court. Her sentence was 20 lashes and 14 years’ imprisonment. On hearing
the decision she too was drenched in sweat. Neither Earth nor Sky can believe it, but it did happen in Pakistan.
During the 14 years from 1979 to 1993, husbands sent their wives to jail on allegations of Zina, so they could
marry a second time without hindrance. Brothers accused sisters of Zina, and in gobbling up their inheritance felt
their manhood vindicated. Fathers got their daughters accused of Zina to prevent them from marrying of their own
will so that they could lay their hands on the dowry which would make their own lives comfortable.
All this is not being written by a Wolpert or Khushwant Singh who could be branded a bigot or a liar. If
lawyers like Hina Jilani, Asma Jahangir, Rashida Patel, Shaheen Sardar Ali and Fakhrunnisa had not been there
perhaps these facts, like princesses, would also have been sealed up within walls.
People quote examples from Pharaoh’s time. That is held to be the pre-Islamic period. But the promulgators of
Islam and the Shariah Courts have even alleged that the 13-year-old Balochi girl who accused her father of rape
was doing it on the instigation of her maternal uncle who wanted to grab her share of the property.\fn{ Report of the
Shariah Court} I am watching—I am listening.
Then a time came when fathers began to compete in getting cases filed involving Zina with their daughters.
This is not a tale from Pharaoh’s time. These are real-life incidents that took place in 1993 in the rural areas of the
glorious land of Pakistan. For the sake of money fathers accepted this shame and our illustrious sons showed it on
television—a slap on the faces of all women.
Childhood memories are less of fairytales or stories of princesses from Alif Laila (The Thousand and One
Nights) and more of the scourges of fear. It’s a different matter that youth and old age had to go through the same
fire and turn into ash.
Fear of the hereafter was drummed into me with the first breath of consciousness. If you played with dolls, at
once a shout:
“Stop it or you’ll have to bring them to life on the Day of Judgment!” If you made two plaits, then a curse:
“On the Day of Judgment two snakes will be tied to your head!” If you didn’t wear bangles, a rebuke:
“Allah does not accept the prayers of a woman who doesn’t wear bangles. On the Day of Judgment you’ll be
taken to task!” If you climbed up to the rooftop, a hue and cry:
“Ai hai! A demon will get you! Ai hai! What a long thick plait. A djinn will get after you! Go, cover your head!
Get down or on the Day of Judgment you’ll have to explain yourself in front of Allah!”
Sometimes I would hold up reeds like alams and beat my chest like Imam Hussain’s mourners and read
marsiyas. The moment Mother saw me she would pull me by my plaits:
“Wretch! Bringing a bad name to a Syed household. Beating your chest. On Judgment Day Allah will strike
your chest!”
“Ai hai! Marrying of her own accord! The Shariah forbids it. I won’t forgive her. I will never look at her face
again!”
For several years Mother did not see my face and when she did she did not take me into her arms and kiss me.
A limp hand was placed on my head. The warmth of the womb goes deep inside; it does not hide its fire.
“Ai hai! She is going back to work just 15 days after her husband’s death. She is not even completing the
iddat! God forgive us. What have we come to?”
Yes, staying inside your house, bent over the stove the whole day, slaving away for the family, that’s the iddat
of the Shariah. Leaving that, to drown your loneliness in files, is to prepare your bed in Hell.
“Woman is inferior … otherwise she would have been God, she would have been a prophet, she would have
been equal to man … This is why woman can’t be head of state.”
Who is saying this … who is giving this judgment? All those who were rejected by the masses. Who the
masses did not vote for, who they did not hold capable of being their representatives. They only dare to start using
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the shield of religion the day after the masses give their verdict against them. They are men … they are God …
because they have always portrayed God as male. In childhood, whenever God’s majesty was talked about, I
would imagine Him sitting in the sky like a king. No one explained why prayers and protection are only sought
for while looking up towards the sky when, if He is there, then He is closer to you than your jugular vein. If He is
there, and even a leaf cannot flutter without His orders, then a woman’s becoming prime minister, not once but
twice, is proof of some wisdom, some message! A friend from London says:
“Woman is mother, she procreates. You call the creator God but deny the equality of women.”
Colleagues agitated to ban her book and then to have her kicked out of the department. My book was also
banned on the pretext of religious morality. In 1983 I was in America and learnt about the ban from the American
press. What had I done? Only translated Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex. The English edition had not been
banned. They said the Urdu translation was a base attempt to publicize immoral issues with regard to the female
body. Therefore, five notices were published in the newspapers, announcing the censorship separately for each
province and for the whole country.
I had presented the body of a blossoming woman with its psychological ramifications. So, okay, perhaps it
titillated the clerks who read it. But what was there in Ikramullah’s book Gurg-e-shab or in Fakhar Zaman’s book,
Ik Maray Banday di Kahani?
Censoring words through clerks continued for ten years during which they even went so far as to censor
Qur’anic verses. Allama Iqbal’s “Ya tera gareban chaak ya daaman-e-yazdan chak” was not allowed to be
broadcast on radio or television. No man could touch a woman on television. They could not sit on a bed together.
This is not about something happening in the sixteenth century; it is to do with people who were trumpeting:
“We want to enter into the twenty-first century.”
All this reminds me of the stories of the Hungarian short-story writer Géza Csáth. His view is that mother and
whore—in both garbs—woman is reprehensible because these relationships are just guises to grab man’s wealth
and the fruit of his labour. In his eyes only the dream woman is good, because she doesn’t make any demands.
What can I do? Those who have a monopoly on religion don’t allow me to obtain the books of writers like
Khayyam, Ghori, Amichai, and Karmi. In Bellagio where I am at present, every day we eat the fruits that grow
here; we drink the water from the stream that flows in front. But even though I feel refreshed by its bracing wind I
cannot say that it is heaven.
On the basis of religion an 80-year-old woman like Shah Bano in Hyderabad Deccan had to return the rights
granted to her by the court. Having delegated the right to men to marry four wives, society feels satisfied. A
Lebanese friend asked me,
“Have you read Al-Khansa’s poetry? I replied,
“Yes, as much as was available.” He asked,
“And the poetry of the pre-Islamic age?” I replied,
“I don’t know anything about it.” The Lebanese friend said,
“That was the age of true knowledge and true poetry. That’s the poetry we were taught in school.”
While to us, in the name of religion, Behishti Zevar, Pakki Roti and Kamasutra were permissible. But the door
to knowledge slammed shut! The poetry of the pre-Islamic age unacceptable!
Inni kunto min az zaalimeen (Truly, I was among the tyrants).
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1: Lost Leader
A hedgehog who had been pampered and privileged early in life decided one day that it was her obvious
destiny to become the most refined hedgehog the world had ever known. Were there any precedents? She dipped
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into the literature on the nature of hedgehogs.
“Hedgehogs are creatures of the night,” she read.
“Hedgehogs eat insects, but will eat almost anything, including carrion.”
“Hedgehogs—” sometimes she got so cross that she found it difficult to carry on, but she persevered.
“Hedgehogs lie about and spend half their time sleeping underground.”
Once she came across a picture of a hedgehog with raggedy-looking leaves stuck all over her. The caption
indicated that the hedgehog had deliberately rolled in the leaves, presumably in order to keep herself warm. The
Refined Hedgehog slammed the book shut.
“Right,” she said, “I am going to enlighten them.”
She called a meeting in broad daylight and prepared a feast of delicate flowers and bunches of grapes in
varying hues of blue and purple. At about two o’clock three hedgehogs arrived and stood there uncertainly
blinking at her. She did her best to make them feel at home. Half an hour later a few more straggled in. The
Refined Hedgehog clambered up a rock. She glared briefly and then she shouted,
“Hedgehogs are wonderful!”
For a moment or two nothing happened, then one of the hedgehogs understood what she had said and took up
the cry. The rest followed. The Refined Hedgehog smiled to herself. She glared at the hedgehogs once again.
“Hedgehogs enjoy the best things in life!”
The hedgehogs were learning. They fell upon the grapes with a great deal of grabbing and grunting and larking about. The Refined Hedgehog was a little less pleased, but she waited for her guests to finish eating. It didn’t
take long. She glanced about her. The garden was a mess and it looked as though some of the hedgehogs were
thinking of leaving. She shouted quickly,
“It’s Time We Came Out!”
The response overwhelmed her. As the assembled hedgehogs streamed out of the gate on to the streets, the
Refined Hedgehog was jostled and pushed and trodden upon.
She lay where she had fallen, telling herself that she ought to join the others; but as they marched down the
street she saw that more and more hedgehogs were Coming Out. She stayed where she was and nursed her
bruises, then, very, very softly, so that nobody could hear her, she whispered to a leaf,
“Hedgehogs are not wonderful.” A little while later, after she had had time to recover, she confided cautiously
to another leaf,
“Not all hedgehogs are always wonderful.”
Time went by. The Refined Hedgehog lived quietly. She had lost her ambition and seldom went out.
Nevertheless, as it happened, she did go down in history, not quite as she had intended, but as the Legendary
Leader and First Casualty of the Hedgehog Cause.
2: Manners
Once upon a time a bright red fish crept about on the ocean floor, sidled past seaweeds and apologized if any
other fish so much as looked at her. When asked what it was she was apologizing for, she humbly replied that it
was for occupying space. She irritated everyone.
But on the whole it was felt that if she chose to sidle rather than swim, then this was after all a minor
eccentricity and hurt no one. And so she sidled and slithered as much as she liked and prided herself on her
excellent manners, until one day she met a bully.
“What are you sliding and slithering for?” demanded the bully. Whereupon the red fish was so overcome that
she tipped over on one fin and floundered in the mud.
“Well?” growled the bully.
“Oh,” gasped the red fish, “oh.”
These pitiful sounds were not hard to interpret—with a little trouble. They seemed to say,
“Oh that I, who am so distinguished for an exquisite courtesy, should be treated so.”
But the bully took no trouble. The bully simply occupied space and watched with what looked like superb
confidence. The red fish writhed. She writhed and wriggled and buried herself deep in the mud. And the bully
smiled: at least the red fish had tidied up after herself, and left no trace of an awkward existence.
3: O Red Bird Of Paradise
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The really unusual birds in the entire forest were the red ones with two green wings. It wasn’t that they were
freaks or even mutants or stray representatives of an exotic species, or anything like that. It was just that all the
other birds in the forest had green bodies with two red wings or green bodies with two green wings or red bodies
with two red wings or yellow wings or purple wings or some other combination which went unnoticed.. It was
only the red birds with green wings who were considered unique.
“You are unique,” someone would say to one of the red birds.
“Oh no,” the red bird would reply. “Have you met my sister? She is like me.”
“Well, yes,” the bird would be told. “She too is unique. Let’s not quibble. The fact remains that birds like you
are extraordinary.”
“Well, yes,” the bird would assent. “That is so. That has always been so. We are used to it.”
And so really there was no problem. Everyone was agreed that the birds were unique, until one day a zoologist
came along who treated the birds as though they were ordinary. This caused consternation.
“Haven’t you realized,” someone said to the zoologist, “that these birds are extraordinary, while the rest of us
are ordinary?”
“Oh no,” replied the zoologist, “these birds are very, very ordinary.” Everyone was flabbergasted.
“But they don’t act ordinary.”
“No,” said the zoologist.
“And the rest of us do.”
“Yes,” said the zoologist.
“Well, what does it mean?”
“I think it means,” replied the zoologist, “that being extraordinary is an acquired characteristic.”
4: Two Ducks And A Tortoise
In the course of a long and lazy summer two ducks and a tortoise became excellent friends. When autumn
came they continued friends. But as the days grew shorter and the nights colder, and there were chunks of ice
floating about, the ducks became more and more moody.
The tortoise thought that she had offended them. She was very sorry.
“Please,” she said, “whatever it is I’ve done or not done, it was entirely unintentional. Can’t we be friends?”
“But we are friends,” the ducks replied and fluffed their feathers and did their best to look pleasant.
“But we no longer swim and play and dive underwater as we used to before,” the tortoise insisted. “You’ve
been avoiding me of late. Please. What have I done wrong?”
“Oh,” said the ducks pulling themselves together. “Oh. It’s not you at all. It’s just the—the nature of things, the
nature of reality, the way ducks are when winter comes.”
The tortoise didn’t understand. She felt lonely and miserable. The ducks for their part were also unhappy. They
didn’t know how to break it to her that they would have to leave soon.
“We could just stay here and freeze to death,” said one duck to the other.
“But after we were dead, she would still feel lonely and still feel bad,” replied the other.
“True,” said the first and dropped the argument.
The two ducks shivered and scowled and scowled and shivered and in the end they agreed to tell the tortoise
the truth since they couldn’t think of anything else to tell her.
The tortoise was brooding on a rock by herself. The ducks approached her.
“Look,” they blurted out, “if we don’t leave soon, we’ll freeze to death.”
“Is that all?” asked the tortoise.
“What do you mean—is that all? It’s a serious matter. Didn’t you hear us? We’re freezing to death.”
“Oh yes, but the solution is simple. I’ll go with you.”
“What?” said the ducks.
“I’ll go with you,” repeated the tortoise.
And so the three friends devised a sling which they attached to a pole. The tortoise climbed into it. The ducks
picked up the ends of the pole in their strong beaks and they all flew away together in short hops. In the summer
they returned, and this they did year after year until, at last, they decided to retire and settled in the south.
5: The Promise Of King Hilar
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When King Hilar fell off his horse in the middle of the forest and sprained his ankle, he was so grateful to the
woman who rescued him that he promised her the thing he treasured most. The woman didn’t pay any attention to
this. All she saw was that he was hurt and needed help. Whether or not he was the King Hilar didn’t matter to her.
She was happy enough living in the forest and didn’t need anything much or promises of things from anyone. And
so when the courtiers had been sent for and the king had been rescued and taken care of, she forgot all about him.
But the king didn’t forget. He took himself very seriously indeed and felt strongly that a royal promise ought
not to be broken. He lay on his couch and thought hard.
“Shall I give her my emerald bowl or my golden sword or my silver studded saddle or my beautiful carpet with
all the beasts of the forest woven on it in silken threads of a thousand different colours, or shall I give her …”
He became confused. He summoned the Royal Treasurer.
“Read out a list of all my treasures,” the kind commanded him.
“Certainly, Your Highness,” answered the treasurer, “but it would take weeks and weeks.”
A promise was a promise, but the king didn’t want to spend weeks on it. He frowned at the treasurer.
“Listen,” he told him, “just reel off the names of half a dozen treasures I happen to own.” The treasurer said
quickly,
“Well, Your Majesty, there are the two riding camels, the three elephants—two black and one white—and the
Arabian racehorse. There are also—”
“That will do,” interrupted the king. “Now send off someone to summon the woman.”
“What woman, Your Majesty?” asked the treasurer timidly.
“The woman who rescued me, of course,” growled the king. Then he lay back and pretended to sleep because
his ankle was hurting him.
The courtiers rode into the forest and brought back the woman who had helped the king. She was a little
annoyed at being disturbed in this way, but tried to be nice. The king smiled at her expansively.
“Now, dear lady, I have among my possessions two black elephants, one white, two riding camels and a
thoroughbred horse. Which of these would you like for yourself?”
“None of them, Your Majesty, though it’s kind of you to offer. You see, I live in a small house in the middle of
the forest. Where would I put them? And what would they eat?”
“Oh. Well, is there something else you would like instead?”
“Nothing, thank you, Your Majesty,” the woman replied. At this, His Majesty became petulant.
“But don’t you see, you’re getting in the way of a king keeping his solemn promise. Do try to help. Isn’t there
anything at all that you would really like?” The woman thought.
“Well,” she murmured at last. “I would really like a cup of tea.”
“Is that all?” The king was disappointed. “That’s too easy.”
“But that’s what I want,” replied the woman. “And you have to make it.”
“Oh,” said the king. He summoned the Royal Chef.
“How,” he asked, “do you make a cup of tea?” The Royal Chef explained in detail.
“Oh,” said the king again. “Well, fetch me some fire and some water and a few tea leaves.”
Then the king limped about and finally produced a weak cup of tea. He handed it to the woman who had
waited patiently through all this fuss.
“Thank you,” she said. She drank it politely, and then returned to the forest where she lived happily.
6: That Shaggy Look
The wild mare had come to the moors so long ago that she had almost forgotten why it was she had originally
walked out; but here was her niece standing before her expecting to be given the right answers.
“It was because you were fed up with bourgeois respectability and creature comforts, wasn’t it?” her niece
demanded.
The wild mare hesitated. Living as she did on the moors she had learned to appreciate warmth and shelter, not
to mention food and water; besides, as best as she could remember she had never had anything against creature
comforts, and as for bourgeois respectability she wasn’t quite sure what it was. Luckily her niece hadn’t noticed
that she hadn’t answered.
“And, of course, that shaggy look is a form of protest,” her niece went on.
This was too much. The wild mare had never been vain, but she had never thought of herself as a sloven.
“Do you mean my long hair?” she asked stiffly. She wanted to explain that it was difficult to get it trimmed and
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that moreover it kept her warm.
“Yes,” her niece broke in. “Look, I’ve copied the style. Do you think it suits me? It’s very much the fashion,
since these days you are the fashion.”
“What do you mean?”
“Your ideas and everything. Thank you for explaining them. I shall tell everyone when I get back.”
“But I haven’t explained anything,” the mare cried out.
“Of course you have. All that you said about doing without and wearing your hair long—it’s really caught on.
Well, I must go now.”
Her niece left, while the wild mare stood stock still and pondered the point that in the course of time she had
gained acceptance, if not as an individual, then certainly as a tourist attraction.
7: Wolf
There was once a young woman who made friends with a wolf. At first the men were filled with admiration.
“It’s because she’s a virgin,” they would whisper slyly. “Look, how even the wild beasts fear her. She has
tamed the wolves.”
All this was nonsense, of course. There had never been any question of taming. It was simply that the woman
and the wolf got on, and frequently went for walks together. But as time went by and the virgin continued to
remain a virgin, and the wolf continued to remain a wolf, the men became peevish.
“The fact is,” they explained to one another, “she uses the wolf to guard her virginity. The man who would win
her must slay the wolf.”
The story spread, the hunters got ready and a great wolf-hunting expedition was organized. The virgin was
asked to serve as bait.
“That isn’t good sense,” the virgin protested; but the hunters said that they were in charge and understood these
matters.
In the end they tied the virgin to a tree in the forest and hid among the bushes. They waited for the wolf. No
sign of a wolf. By the following morning they were tired and hungry so they returned to their houses and slept all
day. At night they were back. Still no wolf—and no virgin either.
A sure sign, they told one another, of the presence of wolves. All night long they ranged through the forest.
They grew tired. They fell asleep in the forest. They woke up and hunted and fell asleep again. They were
thoroughly lost, but night after night they hunted for virgins and also for wolves.
In the end the elders decided that the forest had swallowed them, so they put up a sign on the edge of their
town in large red letters warning the unwary that there were wolves about.
8: Subsequent History
The subsequent history of the young woman and that of the wolf is harder to trace. Once they had eluded the
hunters, they looked at one another ruefully.
“Perhaps some other country, some other village …” muttered the wolf.
They were tired and wanted to rest. But the first set of villagers they came upon hemmed and hawed and
finally said well, all right, they could stay provided the wolf was thoroughly examined and had every tooth and
claw removed.
When they approached the next village the wolf tried hard to look as harmless as possible, but this lot weren’t
interested in the wolf. They told the young woman that it was necessary for her to marry one of them and settle
down at once.
And so the two friends walked away and when at the third village they were rudely greeted by sticks and
stones, because, it was claimed, their reputation had preceded them, they were not greatly surprised, but just
walked on until, at last, they entered a realm that is not as yet familiar to us.
9: Ordinary Ears
It so happened that a sow gave birth to seven little piglets with bright red ears. At first the sow was startled, but
as the piglets were born one by one she got used to it. And so when the eighth and last piglet was born with
perfectly ordinary ears, she was a little put out. She had thought she had produced a distinguished litter. She
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examined the piglet carefully, she noted its habits and play patterns, but it showed no signs of being exceptional.
She worried about it and in the end she confided in her sister.
“It’s little Ordinary Ears. I’ve checked the weight charts, I’ve checked the height charts, and the number of
hours she spends rooting about. She conforms to the norm in every particular.”
“Oh well,” replied her sister. “There’s no need to worry. It’s not given to every little piglet to stand out you
know. It’s true that I’ve been lucky in my own little ones, but mediocrity is, after all, the salt of the earth.” Little
Ordinary Ears’ mother didn’t care for this answer, but she didn’t know what to say, so she said hastily,
“Little Ordinary Ears isn’t ordinary at all. That’s not why I’m worried. The truth is she’s very unusual.”
“Oh?” murmured her sister.
“Yes,” said the sow, trying to think rapidly. “There’s nothing wrong with her. It’s just that she has a rare
condition.”
“Well, you had better take her to the doctor.”
“No, no, it’s nothing like that.” Ordinary Ears’ mother hesitated.
“It’s—it’s just her ears.”
“What about her ears?”
“They’re made of the purest and most durable silk.”
“What?”
“They are made of the purest and most durable silk. They are very delicate and soft. And it makes me afraid
that some day somebody might snip them off.” Suddenly her sister smiled sympathetically.
“Oh my dear, I feel for you. That’s exactly my worry about my own little ones. Silken ears must run in the
family. But after all, that is something that we can both be proud of.”
“Yes,” responded Ordinary Ears’ mother. “We come of good stock.”
Then the two sisters grunted in agreement and allowed themselves to enjoy the sun.
10: Schooling
Once upon a time there was a red fish with blue dots, absurd fins which stuck out on both sides like elephants’
ears and a spangled tail. The other, more ordinary gray fish informed her dispassionately that she was absurd—no
two ways about it, she was indisputably and manifestly absurd. The red fish chewed her lower lip, sighed and
agreed, well, yes, blue polka dots … a bright red colour … patently absurd, but was there anything she could do
about it?
“No, no,” the gray fish said kindly. “There is nothing you can do. We were not suggesting that it was your
fault.”
“You have misunderstood me,” replied the fish. “I was not trying to expiate guilt. I was merely trying to
change my appearance.”
“But would that be honest?” The red fish looked at the others in surprise.
“Are you saying,” she asked, “that I either have to be bad and beautiful or I have to be ugly and honest?”
“Oh no, no, no. Heaven forbid that we should use such loaded language,” they cried out in chorus.
“Well, what are you saying then?” demanded the red fish.
“We were merely commenting on your appearance.”
“What’s wrong with it?”
“Oh, there’s nothing ‘wrong’ with it. It’s just that it’s a little—”
“Yes?”
“Foreign.”
In the end the red fish swam away, while the silvery fish glanced discreetly down their streamlined sides, their
elegant backs, and shimmered.
11: Pelican
The Blue Donkey said, “I’ll tell you a story.”
“Oh good,” said her disciples as they were supposed to do.
“There was once a pelican,” the Blue Donkey began, “who had acquired a tremendous reputation for wisdom.
Birds would fly across the length of the lake in order to consult her, and as the advice she gave was often sensible
and always kindly, her reputation increased. Soon the lake became a place of pilgrimage and birds were flying in
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from all over the world for a bit of advice and a bit of sight-seeing. Things got crowded, but nobody much minded
and the pelican continued modest and friendly.
Then one morning a fish poked her head out of the water, and before she had finished saying, “Please, O
Pelican,” the pelican had snapped her up and stored her in her beak. The fish continued speaking,
“Do you always eat up those who find themselves in trouble and come to you for help and advice?”
The pelican wanted to say, “Of course not!” but the fish was in her mouth and she couldn’t speak. The fish
went on,
“I am at this very moment in grievous difficulty. What is your advice?”
The pelican wanted to say, “Keep away from pelicans, O you silly fish.” But, of course, with her mouth full
she still couldn’t speak.
“Well?” insisted the fish.
“Persistent little beggar,” the pelican thought. She had got into the habit of giving advice and it bothered her
that she couldn’t give it.
“You’ve got a problem, haven’t you?” continued the fish, who appeared to be a compulsive talker. “It seems to
me you have two choices. You could swallow me up and obviate my need for kindly advice together with my
need for a kindly pelican, or you could spit me out and find out what it was I came for really.”
“I will let you go,” said the pelican, spilling out the fish even as she spoke. “Now what did you come for?”
“I came to show that as far as fish are concerned your reputation as a sage is tarnished.”
“Oh,” said the pelican, “that doesn’t matter.”
“What do you mean?” asked the fish.
“Well, you see,” said the pelican, “I don’t eat birds and to my fellow birds that’s what matters.”
“But there are fish among us,” the fish cried out, “who are willing to see pelicans as fellow fish.”
But the pelican just shrugged and ignored the fish. The Blue Donkey paused and looked at her disciples
earnestly.
“Now, was the pelican evil?”
“No,” they all said.
“Was the fish a fool?”
“Yes,” they all said. The Blue Donkey shook her head and frowned.
“Now look,” she admonished them. “Think properly. Whose side are you on?”
“Neither,” replied the disciples, taken by surprise. “We’re not really interested in birds or fish.” The Blue
Donkey frowned more fiercely.
“That’s not the right answer. Try once again.” The disciples thought hard. Then one of them ventured,
“It really depends—”
“On what?”
“On whether the pelicans see the fish as fellow pelicans or simply as fish.” The Blue Donkey sighed.
“Look. Let’s simplify matters.” She glared at the circle of little donkeys.
“Are you pelicans or are you fish?”
“Both?” said the disciples anxiously, hoping that at last they’d got it right.
12: Higher Education
When two ducks came across a hippo, standing in the middle of their pathway to the Cam, they consulted one
another about whether they ought to try to be nice. She is, after all, a stranger, they decided, and who knows they
might some day find themselves on the shores of Africa and a helpful hippo would then prove to be a very good
thing. This was unlikely, of course, but the thought of being nice to the hippo made them feel kindly and they
liked the feeling.
“Better teach her the rules,” one of them murmured. .
“You’re blocking the path,” the other called out. The hippo lumbered on and dropped into the Cam.
“No splashing allowed,” the first duck yelled. “Bathing privileges conditional only.”
“Sorry,” replied the hippo and submerged herself.
The ducks waited for the hippo to reappear. They wanted to have a talk with her and explain everything. They
waited half an hour, but nothing happened.
“Do you think she’s drowned?” one of them asked.
They peered underwater, but the waters of the Cam were murky and muddy and they couldn’t see a thing.
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Another half-hour passed. No hippo appeared. The ducks began to feel cross and foolish.
“Anyone would think that we had nothing better to do than to wait for hippos.”
They swam away downstream. After a while one of them said,
“What do you suppose happened to the hippo? She just vanished.”
“It’s just as well,” the other replied. “She’d probably have found it hard to really fit in.”
13: Calvin Versus Darwin Versus The Penguin
“Consider the penguin,” the Moralist informed whoever was listening.
The penguin ignored her. After all, if the Moralist wanted to shiver and chatter on the remote shores of the cold
Antarctic, that was her business; the penguin was considering a morning dip.
“From the penguin we can learn,” the Moralist waved in the direction of the penguin—rather rudely, the
penguin thought—“the dire consequences of giving way to a slothful impulse.”
The penguin stared. As far as she knew, she wasn’t slothful. She paused for a moment. The Moralist went on,
“There is no excuse. Not for anyone. No one by nature is born lazy. But consider the penguin”—another
careless wave. The penguin gave up; she set off briskly towards the sea.
“But consider the penguin”—the Moralist hadn’t noticed that the penguin had left—“ Penguins cannot fly!
Centuries of sloth have made the penguin congenitally indolent.”
The Moralist finished on a note of triumph. Meanwhile, the penguin, encased in her evolved swimsuit, was
flying through the waves on her adaptable fins and steering with her feet on the trackless ocean.
14: The Guitar Player
A girl played on her guitar and it so happened that someone passing by listened and fell in love with her.
“Is it my music you love,” inquired the girl, “or me?”
The music continued, water from a fountain rose into the air and fell away. The listener thought hard and
finally said,
“I don’t know. What is the right answer?”
“Shan’t tell you,” replied the girl, “but that’s not it,” and she went on playing. Soon another passer-by
happened to see her and also fell in love.
“Is it me you love,” inquired the girl, “or my guitar?” The second passer-by stared at the guitar, smiled at the
girl and at last ventured to say,
“Well, I don’t know. It’s a beautiful instrument. What is the right answer?” But she just said that that wasn’t it,
and went on playing.
The two passers-by were greatly perplexed. All night long the guitar music ran through their heads, and when
they returned the next day it was perfectly obvious that they had both prepared their speeches.
“I would love you,” declared the first, “even if you could not playa note of music.”
“And I would love you,” swore the second, “even if you did not own a guitar.”
“You don’t understand,” replied the girl. “I am a musician. Which me do you love, if you do not care about my
music at all?”
“Oh,” they said. “Did we give you the wrong answer?”
“Yes,” replied the girl.
“Well, what is the right answer?”
“You must love me altogether, just as I am, all my gifts, all my possessions, everything I’ve been and ever
shall be from now on.”
“But that’s impossible!” they cried out together.
“Yes,” agreed the girl and chose a sad little tune to suit the occasion.
15: Horror Story
A barn owl who had moved into a new neighbourhood generally kept herself to herself; but since, for quite
some time, owls had been a rarity there, the gossip and the rumours quickly began.
“She lives alone.”
“She sleeps all day.”
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“She’s out all night.”
As a foundation to build upon, these pieces of information were more than sufficient. Soon the owl represented
everything that was wicked and glamorous. One or two fledglings aspired to be owls, but most were content to
titillate one another by hooting meaningfully and falling about.
The days went by, and though the owl was closely observed, she did nothing to add to her reputation. Her
neighbours grew restless. Just one or two details would have been most helpful.
A crow and a starling took it upon themselves to call on her. They chose a respectable hour and they knocked
and knocked, but the owl failed to answer. They knew she was in, because the starling had heard the rustle of
feathers. There were other attempts, all unsuccessful. It was the general feeling that something should be done,
but no one was quite sure exactly what.
And then one day the owl flew away. When the birds realized that she had gone forever, there was great
excitement. They finally decided on a course of action.
They invaded her stronghold, and found, as they’d expected, dozens and dozens of skeletal remains—not
hidden discreetly, not stashed away neatly, but just lying about.
16: The Blackbird’s Heart
“Hang your heart on a tree! Hang your heart on a tree!” an irascible old woman had once told a blackbird.
And the blackbird had believed her. The blackbird had reasoned that high and hidden in a tree somewhere her
heart would be sheltered. Then, when a cat leaped on her, the cat would discover that she had no heart and would
let her go. Then, when a boy with a shotgun aimed at her breast, it wouldn’t much matter. The pellets might lodge,
or the pellets might shoot clean through her, but her heart, high and swinging on a tree somewhere, would remain
unpierced.
But it so happened that this unfortunate bird fell most fiercely and unsuitably in love. Her heart was now
demanded of her. She flew away quickly in search of it. She had hidden it away in the early spring; it was now
November. The wind helped her, and the trees divested themselves with lavish abandon, but the blackbird whirled
in uncertain circles. Each time she spied a red berry she thought it was her heart, but how could she be sure? In
the end she gathered all the berries that she could find and dropped them one by one in the lap of her true love.
“Choose one,” said the blackbird.
“But which one is your heart?”
“I don’t know,’ replied the blackbird.
Then the blackbird’s true love gobbled the berries, while the blackbird watched and fell completely and cleanly
out of love. A few remained.
“Are any of these your heart?”
But the blackbird had gone. The blackbird’s sweetheart looked around her. Windy November was nearly over.
She scooped up the berries and took them indoors for her tree at Christmas.
17: Art Is Long Etc.
And then it so happened that the bluebird built a nest of the softest and most variegated moss, chose and
arranged the strands with an artist’s concentration, and wove them together with dedicated skill. When all this was
done, she laid a solitary egg.
It could be argued that this was a puny effort, but that would have been quibbling and the merest malice. It was
the sort of egg that fabulists have attempted again and again and again to describe. It came out of folklore and
fairy tales and millionaires’ dreams. It was veined and translucent. It was warm and soothing. From any
perspective it curved with clarity. It charmed the senses, and the variegated nest of the softest moss was its perfect
setting.
Then it hatched. Shards littered the immaculate floor. An untidy fledgling stretched its neck over the rim of the
moss and shrieked its needs. Dirt obscured the precise colouring.
But the fledgling thrived. And, as for the bluebird, though the daily drudgery exhausted her, she was pleased
that her work had been allowed to live.
18: Australian Notebook
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There were three elements: the woman, the cockatoo, and me—a disembodied narrator observing them. The
woman had a body; the cockatoo was rock, sheer white rock, flint veined with quartz; and the cockatoo was in
there, neither awake, nor asleep, but probably content.
The woman was standing in front of the rock face. I don’t think she was praying, though in the white
moonlight that might have been appropriate. She was just looking at it. I could see the bird.
But what happened next wasn’t really possible: wing feathers stirred. How can feathers be composed of solid
rock? How can they stir? Wouldn’t the rock crumble?
The rock was crumbling, slivers of flint grinding against one another, sparks and noise filling the air. When the
bird emerged it had a sulfur crest.
So far so good. The bird bowed. The woman bowed back. Everything was seemly, till the woman and the bird
began shrieking at each other.
I turned away then. Mere observers have their limitations. I saw them take off. The woman and the bird? No,
the two cockatoos, the cockatoo and her sister. It stands to reason. Flying women belong to the realm of myth and
comic books. But sulfur-crested cockatoos racketing in the sky—that’s observed reality. And I have not presumed
to interpret them.
19: Auto/Biog.
Then the Black Butterfly, intrepid and unsteady, weaving her way through galactic daisies, must have felt as
powerful and pointless as any spaceship.
“Whither bound, Black Butterfly?” And the words, fragile and fragmented, came fluttering back:
“To meet my Destiny.”
Binocular vision, a wide-angled gaze and the selfless stance of a mere machine enabled me to record the
flights and falls, the diversions and deviations, the heights and depths, of the space-bound queen. But to know the
unknown sets, as it were, its own limits. She led, I followed, scrupulously refusing to think anything. No doubt
she had instruments of her own on board. The look-alike stars were there for a purpose.
Her instruments could deal with these. I freewheeled freely. Belief and disbelief, both suspended, I did my job.
That too, perhaps, is a kind of destiny?
20: Kittiwake
A ship or two sailing slowly beneath her, one or two icebergs seemingly innocuous, lying in wait—but what
did they ever do?—they merely stood there—were observed by the kittiwake with a disinterestedness that might
have been the envy of scientists anywhere. It was not in her nature to let markers so large, even when unfixed, go
unremarked.
But ships could not be eaten, and the ice would only splinter; they could not sustain her. It was the interface of
ocean and the cold blue air—on which she herself circled—the pattern upon pattern, the shifting and the sliding—
was it the wind?—or was it the water?—that held her enthralled. So that eye and brain worked, scrambling and
unscrambling, scanning the waves, on wings so reliable, so steady and strong, that no brain power was required,
and none spared, to attend to them.
Every now and then the pattern held; then—the arrow through the circles, the kittiwake triumphant, the
treasure retrieved, the scales glittering, the fish in her beak, returning to her perch, to the watching and gliding on
smooth, blue air. This gull, this kittiwake, might have been the envy of poets anywhere.
21: Beauty Incarnate And The Supreme Singer
“Look,” said the wren to the iris. “I’m not a nightingale. You’re not a rose. But we too have a tale to tell, a
song to sing, that sort of thing.”
The iris was startled. She hadn’t noticed the wren. She was engaged in letting the sun shine through her
translucent skin, shaping and concentrating so that she glowed blue, with here and there a deep purple,
modulating into darkness.
“What do you mean?” she said.
The wren was taken aback. She had thought that her meaning was clear.
“Well,” she began, “you are not Beauty Incarnate like the rose—”
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“I am beautiful!” The iris was irritated.
“Well, yes, that’s just what I was getting at,” replied the wren. She hadn’t meant to annoy the iris; just the
reverse.
“What I was saying was that I am not a Supreme Singer, and you, of course, are not a rose—”
“Don’t want to be a rose!” snapped the iris.
“No, of course not,” soothed the wren. “You are not a rose, but you are very beautiful, and I would very much
like to sing your praises.
“Oh. Go ahead then, but I’m busy at the moment.”
“It’s not that simple.” The wren explained.
“Don’t you remember? The nightingale sang all night long—”
“Not all night,” said the iris firmly. The wren ignored the interruption—
“with her heart pressed against a thorn—“
“I haven’t any thorns.” The iris gazed down her long, green stalk, her smooth green leaves, with a certain
smugness.
“—and bled to death,” the wren finished triumphantly.
“Why?” asked the iris, jolted at last into proper awareness.
“Because she was suffering. In order to sing you have to suffer,” the wren told her.
“But you’re not suffering, are you?”
“I am a little,” replied the wren modestly.
“Are you going to bleed?” By now the iris was thoroughly alarmed.
“Not if you’re nice.”
“I am nice. I’m very nice,” the iris assured the wren earnestly. “And please, you don’t have to sing my praises.
I don’t really care for poetry much.”
“Now you’re being cruel.”
“No, no. I am not cruel. And I am not a rose!” the iris protested.
But the wren wasn’t listening. She had already begun her plaint.
22: By The River
One day when the summer raged so that each leaf shook and clanged like tinsel, the beautiful black mare and
her mistress rode into the forest to bathe in the river. As the woman splashed and played in a pool that the river
had made and the mare cavorted among the spears of grass, the magic of the place took hold on them.
“O mare,” said the woman while droplets fell from her wet black hair, “I understand you now. It must be the
virtue of the water of this river.”
“And I understand you,” responded the mare, turning her head in a curve so graceful that had anyone seen her,
his heart must have broken at the beauty of the gesture. “But it can’t be the river. It must be the grass I’ve just
eaten.”
For a while they disputed happily: the woman saying she hadn’t nibbled so much as a blade of grass, and the
mare protesting that she herself hadn’t stepped into the river. Eventually the woman emerged and lay down on the
grass, while the mare disported herself in the river water. Whether it was the grass or the river didn’t much matter.
But what was it then that the two had in common? An observer might have said that they were both beautiful.
An observer might have added that they were both desirable. But would he have noted that they liked one
another?
23: One Of Us
“We’ll pay you,” said the Chair of the Board of Directors.
“Thanks,” replied the Blue Donkey without stopping to think. She had got so used to haggling and hedging and
quibbling and cribbing about the matter of money that she had responded without thinking, but in a moment
caution prevailed.
“Pay me for what?”
“For writing a story that proves our point.” The Blue Donkey considered.
“How much will you pay?”
“Fifty pounds.”
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It wasn’t very much, but it was better than nothing. The Blue Donkey stopped hesitating.
“What is your point?”
“That we’re in the right, and that they’re in the wrong.” The Chair of the Board expounded further.
“They’re lying and cheating. They won’t co-operate and they hinder us when they can. What’s more they’re
breaking all the rules!”
“Which rules?” the Blue Donkey inquired.
“The rules of all civilized societies on earth!”
“Are they civilized?”
“No!”
“That explains it.” The Blue Donkey sighed.
“What you mean is that they’re breaking your rules.” The Chair of the Board shrugged.
“It’s the same thing.” She looked the Blue Donkey straight in the eye.
“Look here, which side are you on?”
“That depends,” murmured the Blue Donkey.
The Chair of the Board decided to change her tactics. She would reason with the donkey.
“Don’t you care,” she asked, “about justice and humanity and the quality of life?” When the Blue Donkey did
not reply immediately, the Chair went on,
“The fact is, it’s a human rights issue, and so of course it follows that you’re on our side. You see, you are one
of us.”
She waved expansively to include the other board members. The Blue Donkey stared at them.
“Do you mean to say,” she asked curiously, “that you see yourselves as a bunch of donkeys?”
“Of course not.” The Chair appeared unoffended. “But we do share the same values.”
“I see,” said the Blue Donkey. “So it’s a question of values?” The Chair nodded.
“And of rights?”
The Chair continued to nod vigorously. Then she looked at her watch and wrote out a cheque. She thrust it at
the donkey.
“And also of interests!” she concluded in triumph.
24: Blood And Water
When the disobedient daughters of the River Ganges diverged publicly, proved deviant, and made it clear that
they wished to follow their own course, their mother disowned them. Though unable to kill and to kill quickly, she
changed them all into pale, blue flowers: five-petalled things, nondescript, no longer doughty, merely demure, and
without defense.
“Go where you please,” she told them scornfully, “undistinguished, unhonoured and unashamed.”
That last epithet she hadn’t quite meant to put in at all, but the River Ganges was hardly inclined to unstitch
her words and the sentence remained.
Inch by inch the daughters of the Ganga crept across the earth. They were found everywhere and found
nowhere, since no one ever troubled to look for them. A cow or a goat might step on them, an ignorant child might
sometimes pluck them—until told by its parents that these were only weeds; but on the whole they continued
unnoticed and safe.
Centuries passed, the worship of Ganga fell out of fashion. Men dismissed her as a once mighty river, now
reduced, and no longer a source of gain or grain. And the river herself began to understand that even a god must
suffer disgrace. News that is no news spreads slowly.
Though the daughters of the Ganga had traveled everywhere, they had carefully avoided their own birthplace.
They began to return. Only the blue of their pale petals and their sudden reappearance gave them away.
“Can we help you, Mother?” they asked quietly.
Immersed as she was in her own despair, Ganga did not hear them. With the last of her passion she was
pleading for death. And the daughters saw death approach. Was it their pity or merely the weakness of a dying
goddess that broke those bonds so long imposed? With a sound like the shattering of millions upon millions of
glass petals, the Daughters of Ganga flooded the riverbed.
25: The Function Of Friendship
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“What is friendship? What is sisterhood?” Regan demanded of her friend the poet. In her profundity Regan
was intent on the meaning of things.
“For example,” she went on, “you and I are friends. But what does it mean?” Her friend laughed.
“It means,” she replied, “a commonality of interests, and mutual trust and mutual esteem.”
Regan considered. Did her friend then regard her with proper esteem? That was as it should be. But she had
answered so quickly. Did she know the right answer? And why had she, Regan, not thought of it? No, her friend
was too glib.
“Surely a difference of interests would vitiate the friendship,” Regan murmured, and smiled.
It was a smile she might have shed on a favourite pupil. Unfortunately, the favoured one’s attention had
wandered. She was admiring the roses. Regan sighed. How make her understand that Regan’s concern was with
the essentials of things? Something dramatic and definitive was necessary. Should she reveal her secret power?
And could she both reveal and conceal it?
“Listen,” she called out. “Do you see that mirror hanging on the wall?” Her friend turned around.
“No,” she answered in her simplicity. Regan stood up and indicated the mirror.
“Pretend there’s a mirror,” she commanded her friend. “Look into it and listen carefully. Then tell me what you
hear and what you see.”
The friend obliged. She pretended to look and pretended to listen; she grinned.
“The mirror says that you are the fairest of us all,” she told Regan happily.
Regan understood that the poet was only teasing. She hid her annoyance.
“Look,” she said. “I’ll show you how to do it.” She walked up to the wall and looked into the mirror.
“Now,” she called, “what do you see?”
“A wall,” replied her friend, who had tired of the game, “and you looking at it.” In cold anger Regan retreated
to her couch again.
“You are no poet! You see nothing!”
It was a dismissal. Her friend rose to go. In the doorway she paused.
“Please,” she asked hesitantly, “what was it I was supposed to see?” Regan’s answer sliced the silence.
“Truth. Truth holding up a mirror to Justice.” The closing door 1012unjabi1012d it.
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88.22 Transgressor\fn{by Zakia Mashhadi (1942?- )} Bihar State, India (F) 4
As soon as the car entered the gate, Farah could hear loud music coming out of Shaukat’s room. As she entered
the house, the music got mingled with boisterous laughter. She smiled. As she passed his room she stole a glance
inside. There were three girls and four or five boys. One of the girls was a foreigner. Shaukat saw her and shouted,
“Mummy, come here.”
She did not want to intrude but since Shaukat called her she went into the room. The faces were all familiar:
Umran, Nitin, Seema, Uzra, Chopra. Shaukat said, introducing her to the foreigner:
“This is Sara, mummy; Sara Dean. She has come recently under a student exchange program.” The girl looked
surprised and said:
“Your mother? Good heavens! She is young enough to be your sister, younger sister.”
Umran laughed. Farah also smiled. The girl facing her was a tall, well-built girl though she could not have
been more than eighteen or so. Farah had to lift her head to look at her. Shaukat had his arm on her shoulder and
said:
“Mummy is like a sweet little doll, isn’t she?”
“Yes,” replied the girl, “and a very beautiful doll at that.” From the girl’s accent Farah could tell that she was
British.
After the customary small talk Farah turned back to go to her room and said:
“Shall I send you some tea?”
“No, thanks, mummy,” Shaukat replied. “We had tea. Sara prepared a delicious Spanish omelet to go with it.”
Seema said:
“Auntie, all the eggs in the fridge are gone; so also the butter.” Uzra shouted:
“And Nitin ate off all the raw vegetables.”
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A loud laughter followed this.
Asu Bua had put the tea trolley in Farah’s room. She changed and settled in a comfortable chair. Balancing the
cup of tea in her hand, she closed her eyes.
Distance had reduced the noise considerably. Farah felt a loneliness envelop her. The sprawling big house gave
a feeling of emptiness. There was also emptiness within. Asu Bua came to take back the tray. Her fifteen-year-old
nephew who helped her with cleaning and other chores was with her.
“What is it, Amjad?” Farah asked, her eyes still half closed.
“Shaukat Mian says he will not be dining at home tonight. It is the foreign lady’s birthday today and they will
be dining out.”
Farah heaved a sigh. Shaukat was not there for breakfast either. He had to go early to the library and hadn’t
woken up Asu Bua to give him breakfast. Instead he had eaten something or the other lying in the fridge. He had
also prepared his own cup of coffee. She smiled.
“Shaukat is very hardworking and conscientious,” she said to herself. “Although he loves outdoor life and
company, he is very serious about his studies. He has inherited this from his father.”
There was loud laughter on the lawn. She saw Shaukat peep through her window. He was saying:
“Mummy, I hope Amjad told you that we are dining out.”
“Yes, Shauki,” Farah replied indulgently, “but please don’t get late. You know I get worried.” Shaukat replied:
“Oh mummy. Am I a little child? We are going out for dinner after all. It is bound to get a bit late.” And he
waved her goodbye.
Farah saw his tall frame disappear. Even though his fair face had a thick growth of hair now which was visible
even from a distance, even now whenever she felt lonely and alone, Farah used to hold him close to her bosom
and kiss him tenderly on his forehead. Although her spare time was no longer spent in interesting but useless
pastimes like painting flowers, cats and dogs on his things or stitching his clothes or running after him with a plate
to feed him; though a child no longer rushed to her leaving the lap of the ayah\fn{The nurse.} when she returned
from office—the memory of these pastimes gave her immense pleasure.
Fifteen years ago, when her husband had suddenly died, in the prime of his youth, in an accident, Shaukat was
only three years old. Just as someone drowning clutches at a straw or a floating plank or something equally
insignificant, Farah had made three-year old Shaukat her anchor. And she had spent the last fifteen years holding
on to him. At night whenever loneliness haunted her, she cuddled up with Shaukat lying next to her and found
solace by holding him tight. As Shaukat grew he had to be given a separate bed. Then a separate room. Since the
last couple of years he had become quite independent and had developed other interests besides books and
college. He had made a large circle of friends. But this did not affect his love for Farah. A mother never becomes a
rival of friends and other interests, particularly for a happy and affluent teenager.
Farah took Shaukat’s involvements in stride.
“I am educated,” she would say to herself, “I am not one of those meddling old hags who shut their eyes to the
needs of the young.”
*
But she couldn’t prevent the python of loneliness from raising its ugly head. Perhaps it was this that drew her
towards A-Hassan, a director of the hotel where she was the interior decorator. He had separated from his wife
many years ago. Sometime back she had taken her divorce and had gone to Canada with their eight-year old son
to join her waiting lover. This had completely shattered A-Hassan though normally he was a man of cheerful
disposition. Whenever Farah saw him she thought of her husband Saleem. If he had been alive, Saleem would
have been about the same age as A-Hasan.
Saleem was also as cheerful as A-Hassan. The two had in fact many things in common. Her acquaintance with
A-Hassan kindled smoldering embers buried inside her just as the setting sun sets ablaze the silhouette of the
mosque behind which it is setting.
All of them had gone. There was complete silence. Farah looked at her watch. It was nearly seven. This gap
between the evening and night Farah found most difficult to endure. She moved towards the telephone to ring up
A-Hassan. But on second thought she gave up the idea.
“Such impatience is not becoming,” she said to herself. “He said he would come and he must be coming.”
Their friendship had flowered into deep mutual. Affection and regard. When they were alone he called her Farah
instead of Mrs. Ahmad and their conversation was personal and intimate. Often he telephoned her at the house
and came to see her. She had also gone out for dinner with him a few times. There was no hesitancy about being
seen together as there was no danger of scandal. Farah’s friends and well-wishers felt happy for her instead of
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questioning this friendship.
With these thoughts came other worries.
Farah had noticed that of late Shaukat had become rude and insolent and did not show her the customary
deference and respect. He also objected to A-Hasan’s visits to the house even though he knew how helpful AHasan had been in settling matters about his father’s insurance.
“I must wait for an opportune moment to break the news to him,” Farah said to herself. “He is no longer a
child. And the reaction of a grown-up son is difficult to anticipate. Would he accept A-Hasan as his step-father? If
not, what would be the solution?”
Soon after Saleem’s death, when her father was still alive, he had tried hard to persuade Farah to marry again
but she had flatly refused. A comfortable living was no problem. Saleem had left behind plenty. Besides, Farah
had continued her favorite hobby of interior decoration even after marriage. This had helped her to find a job in a
five-star hotel. She had concentrated her attention on bringing up Shaukat. If she had married when her father had
suggested marriage, the question of Shaukat’s like or dislike would not have arisen.
“Was that really a wrong decision?” Farah asked herself. Loneliness often takes reckoning of life’s decisions.
Farah was faced once again with this reckoning,
A-Hasan had gone a little while ago. After he had left, Shaukat had come into the room, made a cup of tea for
himself and walked out with it. To show his annoyance he had put down the milk pot with a thud on the dining
table. Farah had got very upset as it was her favorite tea-set which she took out only on special occasions.
“Shaukat!” she had called out sternly. But he had taken no notice.
After some time she got up and went to the kitchen garden at the back. Shaukat sat there turning the pages of a
thick book on political science.
“Shauki,” she said sitting on the arm on his chair. Shaukat looked up at her, put down the book and said:
“Mummy, you really should not wear salwar and kurta.”
This gave Farah a jolt. Shaukat had never before commented on her dress. She was considered a well dressed
woman, a woman of taste. He of course donned like the rest of his tribe multicolor unisex clothes which she
disliked, particularly the silver chain he insisted on wearing round his neck. But she was not in favor of putting
restrictions on growing children. Shaukat’s remark about her dress upset her and she said harshly:
“I ensure that my clothes do not transgress limits of modesty. But what I wear is my business. No-one has the
right to dictate to me what to wear and what not to.”
“Mummy,” Shaukat said, ignoring the harshness of her tone, “you should wear only saris. Other things do not
suit you.”
Farah was annoyed and made it show. Shapkat showed his irritation by turning his face away. Farah for a
moment felt as if Saleem had come back to life. He was also like this. A loving husband but a ruthless dictator.
His silence was as menacing as his reprimand. But his personality also had other facets which Farah had loved
and which had helped her to forget her college romance.
“Shauki,” she said changing her tone, “time has come when I should tell you that A-Hasan and I have decided
to get married. I think I also have a small right to life’s joys.”
Shaukat did not show any astonishment. Very calmly he said:
“Mummy, are you telling me or are you seeking my permission?”
“Permission?” Farah was surprised. “From a son? I want to know your attitude, Shauki,” she said mildly and
added, “Believe me, he is a very nice man.”
“Mummy,” replied Shaukat, “my attitude has been clear right from the time I saw this association develop. But
you kept your eyes shut. Let me clarify again that I would rather remove myself from the scene than have
anything to do with that brute. I hate that old lecher.”
And he got up and strode towards his room.
“The old lecher …”
Farah Ahmad could not believe her ears. A-Hasan was not a day more than forty-five; was a very cultured
individual and a perfect gentleman. Yet Shaukat had called him an old lecher …
However she did not lose heart. She was confident that she would be able to bring him around.
A month passed but there was no change in Shaukat’s attitude. Farah’s efforts were bearing no fruit. Mostly he
kept to himself: had also started dining alone in his room. One day Farah saw him pack his bags. He was also
crying and was wiping the tears with his shirt sleeve. She watched him in silence. When he was a child he often
came to the house wiping his tears with his shirt sleeves either because his favorite toy had got broken or because
a school bully had slapped him. Having packed his bags he came to her and said:
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“I am going away.”
“Where?” asked Farah, trying to be as calm as she could.
“Wherever these feet take me,” he said. “And I do not need your money. I am capable of standing on my own
two feet. Be happy. You have a right to life’s joys.” His eyes were full of tears. His words had acidity enough to
destroy the most sturdy fiber. Farah took him in her arms and placed her lips on his thick black hair. That one
moment flashed before her, her entire life during the last eighteen years: young Shauki in his cradle; Shauki
struggling to suck the milk out of his bottle; Shauki on Saleem’s shoulders laughing with joy. And then Shauki the
light of her dark and dismal days after Saleem’s death. Farah realized that not all the A-Hasans in the world could
bridge the gap which Shaukat’s going away would create—Shaukat a part of her being; Shaukat the fruit of her
wedlock with Saleem …
The embrace quickly cured the rupture. Their tears mingled to heal the wound with the magic of a miracle
balm.
*
Farah started drawing away from A-Hasan. It took her five long years to overcome the break. Meanwhile time
started taking its toll. Her shoulders started drooping a little. Her crystal-clear youthful face showed wrinkles
under the eyes.
Shaukat had completed his business management course and had taken a job with a Baroda firm. Farah went
around in a stupor unable to decide whether she was happy or sad. She wondered what her life would be without
Shaukat. The wound of her break with A-Hasan had started paining.
Shaukat was offered a job by a local firm but had turned it down because the Baroda job was likely to give him
a chance to go abroad. Besides, the prospects were better. He had said to Farah:
“I am fed up of living in Delhi. I want to get out.”
She was packing his newly dry-cleaned clothes in his suitcase. Suddenly she heard a loud laughter. Shaukat
was coming towards her room. With him was a girl. Girls often came with him but in groups. This was the first
time. He had come with only one. And he was bringing her straight into her room Both these things were unusual.
Introducing her he said:
“Mummy, this is Prayeen,” The girl said “Hi” with a very American accent. Shaukat continued:
“Mummy, Praveen is a very dear friend of mine and we have decided to get married. I thought I should
introduce you to your future daughter-in-law.”
Farah heard this and found it unbelievable. But she forced out a smile and looked at the girl. She was wearing
faded jeans and a see-through blouse. She did not fit in at all with Farah’s image of Shaukat’s wife around which
she had built a thousand dreams … Nonetheless she put her hand softly on the girl’s shoulder and said,
“When are you planning to get married? I hope I shall be invited.” Shaukat laughed:
“Didn’t I tell you that mummy is great!” And he picked her up and whirled her around.
These men, thought Farah, they are all alike regardless of whether they are sons, husbands or fathers. Years
ago, she recalled her father saying to her:
“Farah, make sure that you don’t do anything that may bring shame to the family.” And she had willingly
sacrificed her college romance to marry Saleem: had not only married him but had also loved him …
“Great indeed,” she said to herself. “These men build barriers round you and demand that they must not be
transgressed, must never be broken. Sita, Savitri, Mariam, Fatima—all were great because they languished within
the barriers built for them. And the men! They are free to do what they like. No limits are set for them. They have
no fetters.” Then she said as if by way of an announcement:
“Farah Saleem Ahmad will no longer remain a prisoner. I shall break these barriers, cast away these shackles.”
She looked at herself in the mirror and felt satisfied that she was still young. And as if to reassure herself she
said:
“Age is no hindrance to loving and being loved.”
Next day she went into A-Hasan’s cabin and holding his hand firmly she said:
“We ought to get married.”
231.255 Excerpt from Conversations With Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak\fn{by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak
(1942- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 11
As the years go by it’s become in my memory, I think, more and more of a sort of legend.\fn{ This was in response
to the following question: “Gayatri-di, you left Calcutta in 1961, right? Before that you were in Presidency College. I have heard you say
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that you are hopelessly romantic about Presidency College. Could you tell us something about Presidency College and the English
Department then?” I will footnote at the end of each response the question or statement by the interviewer prompting the next response
from this informant, in conformity, e.g., with the presentation adopted for the interview excerpt with the first President of Kosovo. The text
is very heavily footnoted, but I have chosen to retain them, as they are explanatory in nature, though I have adjusted their style of
presentation to that used in the Protocol for World Peace. The interview itself—elsewhere described as a “public conversation”—took place
in Calcutta in 2003. According to W, the person being interviewed is responsible for one of the seminal papers in the foundation of a
philosophy known as Deconstruction Theory: H}It’s also true that when I actually stand up to speak—not quite this way,

relaxed, having a conversation with Swapan Chakravorty—I quite often do so in the style of the Presidency
College of the late 1950s. I used to debate and it’s this style which is immediately recognizable as jalamoi
baktrita\fn{Stirring speech}—it looks like you got the joke. So, to an extent I feel that I was made by Presidency in
a certain way. My teachers Tarak Nath Sen, Subodh Chandra Sengupta (whose centenary is this year), Amal
Bhattacharjee, Tarapada Mukherjee—these four I think were the ones who actually taught me how to read. Tarakbabu, in fact, the way he taught us to read, a sort of an inspired and dogged literalism—it’s the way I still read. So
to that extent, yes, I am very romantic about the Presidency College of those days. Also, you know, I took science
for my Intermediate. In those days there was the IA and ISC and I wanted to get into Presidency College. I could
manage in Physics except Maths, I couldn’t do it. So I thought, “Well, I came first in English in Intermediate so I
can get in.”\fn{You studied your Intermediate at Lady Brabourne?}
Lady Braboume, yes. So I feel it’s like a rock in my past.\fn{ And at that time you were living on Ironside Road?}
No, I was born on Ironside Road. The house is no longer there, 6 Ironside Road it was. It was my mamabari
\fn{Home of one’s mother’s brother. “Cyan Mazumdar,” the interviewer says, and after it in square brackets: renowned physician after
whom Ironside Road is now named}
Gyan Mazumdar, Pratul Mazumdar. I was, in fact, born in Pratul Mazumdar’s part of the mamabari. No,
Presidency College I was living at my jethamoshai’s\fn{Home of one’s father’s elder brother} in Ballygunge Park. But
we grew up, in fact, right across the street, by the liquor store.\fn{ The liquor store is still there, I can assure you}
The liquor store is still there, there’s a little gali\fn{Alley}, small house, but the house gone. But I’m from this
para,\fn{Neighbourhood} yes.\fn{And before that you were in Diocesan School [St. John’s Diocesan School for Girls]}
I was in Diocesan, yes.\fn{And you’re hopelessly romantic about Diocesan?}
I’m not hopelessly romantic about Diocesan. I believe it laid the foundation of what I am. With Presidency
there is more of this kind of romantic thing that kind of grows. But Diocesan! I think I begin to discover the
importance of that school in my life as the years go by. Especially our Principal Charubala Das. As the years go
by she becomes, in a distant way, a certain kind of role model. Because, of course, at that time we could not
understand what she was. But her sort of intellectual honesty, the ability to speak to young people in a way that
inspires them and yet also inspire a certain degree of awe, austerity—it’s really something. I now begin to realize
that this was a very important person in my life.\fn{ And so when you went to Presidency College, after your school and Lady
Brabourne College, you never had a sense that you were somewhat different in any way? You know, a woman studying English literature,
quite exceptional in her results or otherwise? No one gave you that sense of— }
In what way would I be different? I mean, the year before me was Ketuki Kushari.\fn{ Dyson, writer, poet} She
also went to Diocesan. And before that there was Nabaneeta,\fn{ Dev Sen, writer, academic} there was Jasodhara,\fn
{Bagchi, scholar} there was certainly nothing unusual—\fn{There were no women teachers at that time?}
No, Kajol-di came in just about when we were leaving.\fn{ And then you went on to the US, in 1961. There also you didn’t
feel that you were not at home or you were different in any way? Or did your teachers give you that— }

I tell you, I have never thought about the question of home. I’m very pleased that I was asked this question
because the way I am, I like to discover what I think through questions asked by other people. And once I was
asked here to speak about home I realized that it is really rather different from ghar. The word ghar in Bengali
doesn’t just mean “home;” it also means “room” in the way in which it doesn’t mean that in Hindi, let’s say. And
once I was asked the question, I began thinking about all of this. It seems to me … I mean, when I was a child we
had a room, the living room, the sitting room, and it was called the bairer ghar.\fn{Outer room} Not boshar
ghar\fn{Sitting room} but bairer ghar. Now, what’s the idea of a bairer ghar? Clearly my parents were plain-living,
high-thinking, educated, ecumenical, wonderful parents. There was no experience of andarmahal\fn{Interior
quarters; the purdah:H} at our house at all. On the other hand, baithakkhana\fn{Sitting room} was not something we
said either—too archaic. But this bairer ghar, this peculiar expression, I think, really carried with it a kind of
historical aura of the andarmahal and the baithakkhana. (I’ll come to the US, I promise you. You are so indulgent,
all of you, to have come just to .hear us go on about ghar that I am allowing myself to be indulged.) It looks to me
that this bairer ghar business (since I come from such a strongly exogamous tradition, women going to their
sasurbarn\fn{In-laws’home}—because of the circumstances of my personal life, not my history, I am in search of
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the kind of andarmahal where you choose to be. You know? And I think that’s the way in which my sense of
ghar, ghare thaka,\fn{To stay at home or inside a room} gharer chowkath\fn{Threshold}—that’s how it comes to be.
Now let’s get me to the US since that’s what Swapan wants to know. I was a young person, I was 19 years old,
I knew nothing. But I thought I knew everything. I’m sure you’ve all been young and you know this feeling. And
I was going from Calcutta, Presidency College, debating champion—you know what I mean? I thought I knew
everything about the United States. So the contemporary sort of topos, of feeling exiled and away from my roots
and so on and so forth, all these happen in terms of intellectual fashions. A lot of people have said this, a lot of
people have thought this, there is now a kind of industry expressing this, there’s a category called the NRI.\fn
{Non-resident Indian}
None of this existed in 1961. I borrowed money, I went off.\fn{ It was something called a life mortgage, right?}
Well that’s what the guy told me, the managing director of Metropolitan Insurance.\fn{ And the name didn’t scare
you? Life mortgage?}
Well, believe me, I thought it was terribly romantic. When I look back upon it I think I was incredibly,
incredibly foolhardy. I was stupidly brave, you know. Young people can be like that. But I didn’t care. My sister
and I were going down Chowringhee some time ago and there was the Panurge Company and above it was the
insurance house. Panurge is still there. And I remember, DNB got me a ticket on the Greyhound bus from New
York City to Ithaca. And he got me a one-way ticket to New York City. I borrowed $5,200 (US) before
devaluation on “life” and he said he would not give me the money unless I could actually send him, every month,
some kind of a letter from a teacher, from a professor, saying I was making good progress. I hadn’t known him,
you know. I just walked in with some sort of a chit kind of a thing; I’d heard he was a philanthropist.
I fell into good hands. I mean, anything could have happened. I had no work permit or anything, obviously.
Just enough money for a year and I thought the world was my oyster. I did not feel culture shock at all. It was
later that I realized that, indeed, there must’ve been things going on. But just as I was telling you, I find out what’s
happening to me by thinking back upon it or people asking me questions, making comments, etc.
You must remember in those years, those were the 1960s right? There was an image of India—Allen Ginsberg,
Gary Snyder, all of these people in the United States—which had nothing to do with the Calcutta I had known. On
the other hand, being young and imaginative and a literary type, I fell into it. So it was a kind of fantasmatic India
into which I stepped once I went to the United States. That’s what it was.\fn{ You were on the cover of Newsweek in 1963
and you said a few unpleasant things about Americans. That you find Americans funny if they smile at you, even if they don’t know you,
on the street and so on. Do you think that was foolhardy or simply lack of experience? Or do you think that was what the 1960s had
induced you into thinking?}

No, it’s the way I am. I really thought it was idiotic. I still do. For example, I don’t like the instant first name
thing and you know, it’s kind of happened here a little bit. Very young people address me as tumi. In fact, this
afternoon I said to someone, ‘I don’t think it’s appropriate that you should call me tumi, I’m much older than you
are. Let’s develop a relationship and there will come a moment when perhaps the apni will fall into tumi and it’ll
be a great moment.’ My mother called one of her best friends ‘Mrs. Mukherjee’ until she died. This kind of instant
intimacy I do not like. I find it off-putting and to the extent that it’s come here—I’m not very happy with that
either. So I said this because I thought it. I received extremely negative fan mail. But on the other hand, if I may
carry us forward to today, I received the Polly Prize last year from the man who George W. Bush placed on his
Peace Institute—I’m sorry I forget his name. The Polly Prize is given to the academic who made the least
appropriate statement in the entire United States in the whole year. And this was because of something I said at
Pearl Harbour. Now obviously, nothing has changed—you know what I’m saying? This is what you made me.
And so this is what I am.\fn{ On a more serious note, you spoke of Paul De Man as someone who really treated you not as a young
Indian woman coming from a far off place to study English literature but gave you the confidence which you felt you might not have had
once you were in the United States and discovered what you had thought about your achievements here may not be altogether relevant
there. Tell us something about Paul De Man}

It’s not that De Man didn’t think I was Indian. What it was was that he never thought of me as exotic. He
actually … This is an unusual thing, you know. I mean, I have lived long enough and been on enough sexual
harassment cases and I’ve seen how the academy takes care of senior men. The more I look back, the more
astounded I am at how impeccable he was in his attitude towards me. There weren’t many foreign students in
English at US universities then. It was in 1965 that Lyndon Johnson lifted the quota system, the Asian quota.
There was a new Alien’s Act and there was 500 per cent Asian immigration into the United States. But I went in
1961. There was nothing—no multiculturalism, no academic feminism. I was a young good-looking person,
clearly smart but nonetheless very exotic. It would have been easy for De Man not to have taken me seriously
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intellectually. So it wasn’t so much that he didn’t think me exotic but that he placed me in the cleanliness of
intellectual recognition. I really was extremely fortunate in this.
I must say Tarak-babu was exactly of that sort; he respected me. In fact, Amal-babu once told me when he
criticized me,
‘You know, Gayatri, you must realize that you invite high standards.’
And again, today, in my classes, this is what happens. There is this insane thing in the United States of positive
reinforcement, constant positive reinforcement. I still say to my students,
‘I tell you you’re wrong because I respect you.’
I think deliberate non-hierarchical behaviour is another name for contempt. I mean, people find me a hard nut
to crack but I seem to be living and dying this way. Yes, De Man was extremely respectful and wonderful.\fn{ And
at the end of five years you got your green card. Do you still carry it with you everywhere? }
I couldn’t since it was stolen.\fn{ And yet you said some time back that you didn’t want to be an American then. You felt that
you never wanted to be an American. Could you expand on that? }
I don’t quite know exactly what the answer is so I say what comes to mind. I know that today the idea of being
American is repellent because of what has happened. But I think—I’m kind of rationalizing—it didn’t occur to me
to go in for citizenship. And I got the green card on this Lyndon Johnson indispensable thing, not because I’d
married an American. At that time it really didn’t occur to me to apply for citizenship. And I think the reason why
I stayed was because I married. You know, this exogamous business. I don’t think it’s a contradiction with a
feminist position but I think that’s really what it was.
Then in 1970, the year I received tenure, I saw Tarak-babu for the last time. My sister was getting married and
I remember she left and we all wept and I was all dressed up in my good clothes and jewels and so on and so
forth. And I went to see Tarak-babu late at night and I said,
‘Sir, I feel like returning, feel like teaching here.’ And Tarak-babu said in his way—I’m sure there are some
people in the audience who remember him—
‘Gayatri, who will you teach? Who will learn? Go away.’
That’s what he said, 1970.\fn{Do I need to translate that? Okay, please—}
After that, life kind of carried me along. There was never a question of applying for citizenship. You know, I’m
a lazy person. That’s one of the reasons why I’ve never given up wearing saris. I mean, come on, it never
occurred to me.\fn{Tell us the story about you wearing a sari and someone complimenting you}
The subway, yes. It’s the most peculiar thing. I wear saris not as a cultural statement or anything but because it
just is something I’ve always worn. Occasionally I wear a suit or so because I don’t like to be tied to wearing
saris especially since other people buy me saris and I never express my own taste. Mahasweta-di gave me this
one. But as the years have gone by, people have come to think (because multiculturalism has come in) that it’s
more of a cultural statement. Until a couple of years ago in the 116 th Street subway station, an Indian-American
boy I should imagine, second generation or something, came around and congratulated me on my courage
because I wore a sari in public. I thought this was the sweetest thing. I’ve never associated wearing a sari with
any kind of courage. I was asked a couple of years ago, no perhaps 10 years ago by Toen van Dyke in Amsterdam,
‘Professor Spivak, did you never want to be accepted that you kept on wearing the sari?’ I looked at him and
said the same thing,
‘You know, it never occurred to me. I’m really lazy about these things. It never occurred to me that people
wouldn’t accept me if I kept on wearing what I wore.’
And so, since I clearly wasn’t thinking about this, I suppose it just didn’t happen. In fact, people find it quite
difficult to accept me. But that’s true here as well. It doesn’t depend on me being in the United States.\fn{ But
there’s an advantage here because when you wear white with that haircut, that spiky haircut, people take you for something else, you know,
the “widow” cut}
Why is that an advantage? I have three husbands living!\fn{ A note reads: General laughter. The interviewer then says:
“This question of syntax , in clothes, in accent, in language and so on, bring to mind another story you told me. Nowadays you work in
Manbhum and Birbhum quite often and you were coming back in a train and somebody thought you were not quite all there.” }
You got it wrong. That wasn’t in Manbhum or Birbhum, it was in Bangladesh.\fn{ Bangladesh, yes, that’s right}

I was coming back from Shibganj. And I was on a bus with a local headmistress. In Bangladesh, I was often
called a khepi\fn{Crazy woman} So I’m sitting on the bus with this headmistress and moving towards Rajshahi. And
there’s this woman, toothless, sitting, squatting in the aisle and she asks the headmistress, ‘Are you taking her to
the hospital?’ The headmistress is obviously extremely distressed so she looks at me and she looks at me and says,
‘Didi, the problem is they mistake too many brains for too few.’ So I say to her, in Bengali of course, I say to her,
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‘Tell her I’m an officer. Then she will understand.’ An officer can be forgiven for seven murders: soot khoon
maaf. So she understood what I was saying and, really, then gave a very dignified response to our exchange. She
said, ‘I didn’t laugh.’ This was really such a dignified response. She really had simply just asked if I was all there
but she had not laughed at me. So that’s Bangladesh.\fn{ To come back from Bangladesh once again to this question of
rootedness. You’ve often addressed this question. People claiming that they are in exile or that they’re always away became they write in
some other language or live in some other country. You’ve also said that a diasporic person is one who doesn’t really choose to live in exile.
This entire question of rootedness: does it bother you that people are always trying to look for roots and place you in a way as a diasporic
or whatever?}

I don’t think people are that eager to place me particularly as anything. Abroad, I now realize, because of this
habit of wearing a sari, people tend to think of me as really Indian. And this genuinely irritates people who are
living in India. I can’t do anything about this. At international conferences there are quite often folks who are
Indians from Indian universities. The academic culture, it’s now all the same, right? On the other hand, when I am
kind of constructed as Indian, it’s very irritating to them. And I don’t know quite what to say. I can’t just sort of
stand on the stage and say, ‘Hey sorry, I’m an NRI.’ That’s not possible. And they can’t, for example, see the
difference between the JNU\fn{ Jawaharlal Nehru University} ethnic of a Kumkum Sangari\fn{Literary scholar} and the
dowdy Bengali middle class sari of a Gayatri Spivak. You know what I mean? This is too complicated a cultural
idiom.\fn{Do you think we do better than the Americans in this?}
No, I don’t believe so. I don’t think anybody … I mean, it’s not a sari you’re thinking about. Anyway. So that
does happen, being constructed. I mean, my very dear friend Romila,\fn{ Thapar, historian} for example. I finally had
to tell her, ‘You look around and see if I am making the claim or if people are making me uneasy by establishing
this claim in public. Don’t fault me. I don’t go forward there and speak for India or anything. It’s very difficult for
me to focus on me and deny this if I’m constructed in this way. I can’t come to the stage in a swimsuit.’ This is my
thing, first of all.
Secondly, it seems to me that there’s another group of people who take it for granted that I am completely
deracinated.\fn{Torn up by the roots:W} And that’s fine too. As I say, I don’t really think about the question of home
or roots at all. I feel sometimes, when someone asks me the question, that I have roots in air. You know? I am at
home everywhere and I am not at home anywhere. It seems to me when one is at home, the place where one is at
home has no name. You know Dwijendralal Roy wrote a song where the place is not named so that it belongs to
everyone. There is no name, no country’s name, in that song. I find that song quite moving for that reason. And so
I do think, for me—and again, I’ve been thinking about this—home is a kind of direction. Bari jaachi,\fn{I am
going home} I’m leaving home, that kind of stuff.
This is more of, this is what home is. I live in Calcutta in a rented room. But when I close the door and lie
down on the taktaposh,\fn{Wooden cot} I’m home. It just seems to me that the question of home and then giving a
name to it undoes the idea of home. It’s like ghar. I find the two to be different; home and ghar are two different
things just as 1019unja is different from ghar. I’m very based in these kinds of languages. It does seem to me,
where will I stop? Not just me but anyone Indian. In the United States you now say South Asian when you mean
Indian, in fact. There is no South Asian in South Asia alas. On the other hand, it thrives in the US. What is it to be
Indian? I was born before Independence and then you come into this Bengali. What does it mean? It means a
Calcuttan, it means a Balliganjy. I’m not from north Calcutta. So how much focused will one become? And as I
say, there is also this business of the gotrantar—exogamy. Where is a woman’s home? Is that an advantage or a
disadvantage—that home is flexible?\fn{That’s what I was going to ask you. Is it an advantage for you, given the kind of work
that you do—critique of imperial cultural politics as you once said, imperialistic cultural politics—because you don’t have a home base or
do you think there is the danger of a sort of false ecumenism in all this? }

I have a home. I have many home bases. I think that is one of the ways in which the imagination thrives. I’m
just coming from Macedonia. When I was in Macedonia—it’s the Republic of Macedonia, right?—\fn{ For many
years after the breakup of Tito’s Yugoslavia, Macedonia was officially called “F.Y.R Macedonia”, Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, because Greece, who borders Macedonia on the south, has a province of that same name, and objected to the name “Republic
of Macedonia” on historical grounds.H} I felt incredibly honoured that they had bothered to translate my stuff. How they

knew about me I don’t know. It was incredible. I very much felt at home there because there was this sense of
Gayatri Spivak having provided them with a way of saying that the Republic of Macedonia has a language
because the Greeks won’t grant it, the Bulgarians won’t grant it, the Serbians won’t grant it. Somehow I had this
feeling, although I didn’t understand their language, that there was in the relationship between them and me some
kind of exchange which I could only understand in terms of the metaphor of being at home. I minded leaving
Macedonia. So it seems to me that if the imagination does anything to a reader of literature it allows, it trains the
imagination to enter other people’s worlds. That’s what a book is, that’s what a poem is, that’s what the past is.
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And it seems to me that from that point of view the idea of home is infinitely expandable. I would’ve been more
comfortable if I was speaking in my hometown in Bengali to you. On the other hand, I often say that I have done
absolutely nothing to protect my Bangaliana. And if I had spoken in Bengali you would have seen that, indeed,
there is a good deal of Bangaliana here. Whatever has lasted, has lasted in the wash, dhope like gechhe. In the
same way I have lived in the United States for 45 years and made no attempt to be American or resist it. I believe
that in many ways it has affected me but on the other hand it isn’t because I’ve tried. When I’m in New York there
is a certain kind of Harlem accent that affects my speech but that’s not because I’m trying—you know what I’m
saying?\fn{There are two things I want to ask you since you bring up the question of language and accent. Let me ask the second one
first. If politics is often provisional, if politics is a stance that you take in reaction to something, if there’s always a reactive emphasis to the
definition of your political positions, don’t you think that there comes a time when the definition of where you belong or what is home is
integrally a part of that kind of political stance that we have to take? For instance, when we are taking a stance against racism or, let us say,
imperialism or colonialism?}

The idea of politics being provisional comes from a time in my life when I was constantly being asked to
justify the relationship between the kind of philosophy I have been influenced by, namely Deconstruction, and the
political. That time is passed. The fashion for Deconstruction, I believe, is over, thank god. I don’t choose to think
one way or another because it’s fashionable. In fact, the sari business: one good thing about it is that I despise
what the fashion industry does to women. And this allows me freedom since, clearly, as you can see, I am not at
all conversant with fashions in saris. It allows me to defeat that one. As in clothing so in thinking. It seems to me
that that fashion being over that question of the provisionality of politics is not asked or I don’t answer the
question of the political in that way. The way in which I now see the political is a field where one must be
involved in the calculations of changes in the law, calculations of taking positions in spite of the fact that positions
change. On the other hand, the only way in which political change can be at all effective in the long run—I mean,
in a hundred years everybody in this room will be dead but on the other hand, a generation will be born. And no
generation is born educated. Manush kara\fn{To bring up; literally, to make human } is the Bengali phrase. A human
child has to be made human. And it seems to me that unless at the same time a long-term education which is a
kind of non-coercive rearrangement of desires is undertaken, no political change will last. It is just that there will
be law which is the political, the juridical, the legal, if you like. But law is not justice. And if one confuses the two
and if one feels that a political and a legal victory is the end rather than the beginning of the problem and if one
gives up on that training for the ethical, what I was talking about, the uncoercive rearrangement of desires. This is
why I’m interested not just in building schools and putting teachers in them. Nor in making reports on the
problems with primary education. What I’m interested in is actually training teachers from that kind of a
background, the largest sector of the electorate in what is often called the world’s largest democracy. I also go to
China and it seems to me that that for me now is the kind of work that some of us can do and I want to find more
people that will create a base for whatever political change one might want.\fn{ We’ll come back to the work you’re doing
right now in a minute, maybe you’ll have more to say on that. But let me take you back to the question of language and this question of
identity in language since you were talking of translation and your experience in Macedonia, and the question of accent. This entire
question of language being a kind of location where you can safely anchor, moor, your identity. It feeds into a sort of nativism which is
getting popular here and elsewhere now, all kinds of places. Does it bother you that people think in terms of “this is a natural language,”
“this is an artificial language,” “since you are bilingual these are the problems you are bound to face” and so on? Would you like to— }

I’ll talk about it. You know, I’m not very conversant with linguistic theories or theories of language learning so
what I’m about to say is really just kind of common sense. And I indeed may be questioned by people who are
aware of the latest theories in this area. It seems to me when a child learns a language it is exactly not organic
because what happens miraculously is that the child, the infant, invents something like a language because this
possibility of articulation is what makes a human being human. And the parents or whoever is around begins to
recognize the language but, at the same time, the child gets inserted into something which has a history before the
child was born and which will have a future after the child dies, in other words a language with a name. On the
other hand, the child, as it grows into a woman or a man, will have contributed something however infinitesimal
to the change of this thing that exists outside and yet becomes for the span of a lifetime an interior instrument and,
in fact, the instrument with which we know our interiority.
Now I teach English in a place where the dominant language is English and what is most frightening about
English as a language of power is that it does not need to be nativist. It is not necessary for the Anglophone US
person to bother with being a nativist. That’s the scariest part. And it seems to me that every nativism takes its
mark from what is not native: just as there is no justice without the possibility of perjury, there is no ghar without
the possibility of bahir.\fn{Outside} In the same way, all of these nativisms begin to contribute to the arrogance of
a language which is by itself extremely supple and beautiful but in its form of power, also dangerous and scary. So
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it seems to me when one learns … when I go to China, for example. And I’ll tell a little story here and then come
back to your question and if you think I’m talking too long then just shut me up.\fn{ Please carry on} But the older I
get the more I talk, life is like that. In fact, I have my school friends here who know very well that I never won a
class prize at Diocesan because conduct was always “talkative.” This has not gone away.
It seems to me when one learns another “language,” another named language, it is that other possibility of
learning that I kind of described, learning any language as a mother tongue. I see too much of a language-transfer
as children become Americans whose parents, in fact, are not comfortable in English. So I won’t say mother
tongue. Mother tongue can be transplanted. But when you learn a foreign language, so-called, it seems to me what
is activated in a more remote way is that first experience. And it therefore seems to me very strongly that not to
have had a good solid confident relationship with the first language is a misfortune. Because it’s in terms of that
that all of the other languages are learnt. What you’re doing is that you’re expanding your language base and it’s
taking on different names. That’s what happens. When you and I were having a chat the other day you thought
that perhaps I was being an organicist. But I hope you will see that this is not at all an organic idea, of feeling that
there is one language which is organic to one. It’s really the idea that the peculiarly contradictory phenomenon of
learning my first language is the one that’s animated even when I learn my second and my third and so it is
language that’s expanding and the mind’s becoming more agile.
What I was going to say about China is this. I go to China, to one-teacher schools in remote rural areas in
Yunan province. I’ve been learning Chinese now for some time and if you’re interested in this kind of work then
you don’t engage in solidarity tourism. You don’t go to a million schools, you go to the same kind of place. But in
order for me to earn credibility there in China, since I’m not an NGO and I’m not coming from Columbia
University, I’m just me, even with an Indian passport—the United States has a different aura—I have to make
people trust me and I earn trust by giving millions of talks. Whenever anybody asks me to give a talk, I’m ready
to give a talk on just anything to anyone. Because they can see when I’m talking to a whole crowd that I’m okay.
This is the anecdote that I’m going to tell you. (If I started talking about my talks I myself will be extremely
entertained but I’m sure you’ll be bored.)
I love these talks because they’re so unusual. Academically, they ask me two years ahead of time and I go
through my secretary and we do schedules, etc. But these talks: one day’s notice and I completely don’t know
what I’m talking about but I carry straight on through. So I’m talking in Yunan to a group of public officials and
managing directors and so on who are learning English because of the entry into the World Trade Organization.
I’m talking and I’m saying whatever I want to say. At one point I say, “Look, you must love English,” and so on.
One guy says to me,
“Well, you know, you Indians know English so well because, of course, the British owned you.” So I say to
him,
“You’re absolutely right. We learnt English well because we had a boot on the back of our neck. But that’s
what should make you realize that you now have the boot of the United States on your neck, man, that’s what
you’re talking about. The World Trade Organization. Don’t repeat our mistake.” And I said to him,
“I love English because I love my mother tongue. And I will tell you, you do not learn English because United
States is asking you to, you do not learn English because you are entering the World Trade Organization. The only
reason to learn a language is to be able to read its poetry.”
There is enough in rural China still with their great ancient poetry and this statement moves them. I say to them
—and this is absurd because I will never learn Chinese well enough to read Chinese poetry—‘I’m learning
Chinese because some day I want to read your great poetry. Now you must learn English for that reason. Because
you love your mother tongue and because you will read great poetry in English. Believe me, poetry in English is
absolutely magnificent. Do not learn it because you want to enter the WTO.’
You see what I’m saying? It seems to me that the base of your own, that first language you learnt in that
mysterious peculiar contradictory way, if you learnt it well, that’s the base upon which it works. And I’ll tell just
one other story which you liked.
My sister and I were on the New York subway. We’re going to get down and I said,
“Tulu, next stop.” And we get off. Then I asked her, just for fun,
“Hey Tulu, in which language did I speak to you?” And she looked at me and said,
“Why, in Bengali!”
Of course, ‘next stop’—I spoke to her in Bengali!
That’s what I’m talking about. The lexicalization of foreign languages, so-called, into that base of the language
you learnt first in this wonderful and contradictory way.\fn{ One can learn a language such as Chinese well enough to read
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poetry. There’s another way of being at home in a language as Baudelaire put it in his journal—that you’re comfortable being obscene in
that language. You had once said that you still find it difficult to use street language in any other language but Bengali. I mean, your
Chinese isn’t as good—}

Ah, that’s not true. You should hear me in English.
No, no, I’m good enough. I went through the 1960s in the United States! I’m pretty good. I have to keep
myself under control, both in my Bengali khisti\fn{Obscene abuse} and in my English. In fact, Nabaneeta\fn{ Dev
Sen} once told me—because with Nabaneeta I speak as I speak—
“Gayatri, after baba’s\fn{Father’s} gone, I haven’t heard this kind of language from anyone. You sound
somehow babatey.”\fn{Father-like}.
Now that word babatey is Nabaneeta’s own copyright. On the other hand, I have no difficulty being obscene in
English and I can move some in French, not very well, I’m not trilingual. But I can swear, yes, I can swear.\fn{ But
that makes it very difficult for you elsewhere in India with other Indian languages }
Yes.\fn{That is what I was coming to in the next question. This question of being Indian and being at home in a language— there’s a
kind of mismatch between the two, isn’t there? And what is it to be Indian then, in the sense in which this word is being used every day in
the media, diasporic Indian Gayatri Spivak. How do you react to that?}

I am not a diasporic Indian. I was talking about this diaspora to someone from Hindustan Times this morning,
and I’ll repeat myself. You know, the word diaspora means to throw seeds out. As far as I know, it occurs for the
first time in the Alexandria codex where it’s written in distress by Jews in Egypt who are too remote from Hebrew
and Aramaic to read the word of God in the language in which it was uttered. And diaspora in that text is seen as a
punishment. And indeed, after that the historical Jewish diaspora is the one that actually took the name. And it
seems to me the middle passage, the chattel slavery in the United States, that terrible thing cannot be described as
a diaspora. On the other hand, there is an African diaspora. Also indentured labour, Indian indentured labour. All
over the world that’s a certain kind of phenomenon. It seems to me today the reason why the word “diasporic” has
been claimed is because it is difficult for human beings not to want to feel comfortable. Eurocentric economic
migration is otherwise charged with a kind of guilt\fn{ On the part of the migrant, she is saying:H } and I don’t take a
moral position on it anymore. I think it’s difficult to be human and not want to put a good face on one’s
predicament. And so the migrant middle class then looks toward the dominant race and recodes itself in terms of
its nostalgia. I think it’s so easy to move back and forth now. In my own case I really have never felt I’m a
diasporic at all. I’m quite at home in the 26 th Precinct in New York City. I shouldn’t really say this here in public,
but some of you saw the BBC profile: I like to drive and my only indulgence is a stick shift good car. So good a
car that it’s my only indulgence, it’s an extravagance. I shouldn’t do it but a toy has to be decadent. It’s the only
decadence left in my life, otherwise I’m Christ-like. Anyway, I am driving this thing and my DMV; my
Department of Motor Vehicles, is in Harlem. I’m wearing a sari any old way and I’m driving. Again and again the
police come around. Legally, they can’t ask me to lift the hood, the bonnet, but they believe I am drug-related in
some way. They’ll talk to me this way and that way and I’ll have to lift the damn lid. So one day I told this guy,
the officer, he has his name here, I addressed him by his name.
“Kenneth,” I said, “tell your buddies in the 26 th Precinct there’s an Indian lady here, middle-aged, drives the
beamer, owns the car. Don’t bother me any more.”
Now the thing is, if I were not at home in the 26 th Precinct of New York City (they never bothered me again),
do you think I would’ve been able to say this?
On the other hand, I am certainly completely at home, and at home enough, to be irritated by our wonderful
city. So it seems to me that I somehow missed the boat on the diaspora, if you know what I mean. Although I do
understand and I treat with sympathy the fact that a certain kind of writerly imagination has been inspired by this
more than a fashion in nostalgia and is producing books that are interesting to read. It’s not very interesting for me
but that’s just a question of taste, it’s not a moral position. There came a time—you know, I’m kind of old
fashioned—when I couldn’t watch any more of Bergman’s movies because I said to whoever it was that I was
going to movies with then,
“I cannot look anymore at the psychological problems of the rich.”
Surely this is not a good aesthetic judgment on Bergman’s films so you have to put me down as having a
somewhat naïve taste. But that’s my position on the diaspora. I don’t believe I’m a diasporic. No, I come and go.
I’m sorry about the word anabashi.\fn{Non-resident} I think it’s a dreadful bureaucratic word.\fn{ Could you tell us how
you felt in the early days when you used to come back to India? The idea of probash\fn{Living away from one’s homeland} and
probashi,\fn{One who lives away from one’s homeland} as someone who is coming home, who works outside, has that changed?}
No, it hasn’t changed but it has also changed. Probashi bangali was a concept. You know, there was a journal
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called Probashi which my mother used to subscribe to so I had this thing about the word probashi for a very long
time and probashi Bengali is very much a concept. If you read a certain kind of Bengali novel, Bibhuti
Bhushan\fn{Bandyopadhyay, novelist; (some of his work is in the Protocol:H)} if you like, the notion of the probashi
Bangali—because there are also Bengali teachers especially for mathematics and literature, Bengali lawyers all
over the place. My friends in Nigeria, my friends in Rabat, will suddenly talk to me about Bengali teachers. I was
constructing a stereotype of myself, this idea of someone who worked away from home and came back was
something I occasionally entertained. I never thought of home but I did think sometimes of being somewhat like
that old-fashioned probashi Bangali. And it was also interesting to me because I was a woman and somehow, we
did not have a concept of a probashini bangali of this sort.
Now what. Happened was—this was when I began the work with the teaching of teachers and I would say to
my students in the United States, “Look, I don’t love you any more,” they must’ve thought I was completely
crazy. I would say,
“I see now that I earn my living here and that my work is elsewhere. Since I was brought up by bourgeois
parents, I believe that if I take a salary and I don’t love the people I am teaching I should try to teach even better.
So get your money’s worth, pay attention to what I’m saying because I don’t love you any more.”
I would say this, but then what happened was that what the work here was teaching me began to infect the
classroom there. So that if any of you have the desire to look at the piece I wrote—I gave this as a benefit lecture
to the Oxford chapter of Amnesty International—you will see there written out what my experience here teaches
me. Since I train teachers I’m not interested in just reporting on them or being kind. So that work has begun to
influence my relationship to my classroom in New York City and elsewhere, in Hong Kong—I go all over the
place—in Hawaii. So it seems to me that from that point of view that probashi bangali-ness—I work abroad and I
come home—that has sort of moved a little.\fn{Survived.}
Moved a little. Moved a little. Moved a little. Because now, somehow, no place is probash. The outlines are
beginning to waver.\fn{You’re beginning to sound like Saint Gregory, you know. To a Christian all the world is a journey and no
country is fatherland. Anyway—}
Isn’t that something my friend Edward Said quotes? I believe so, it’s a man’s remark.\fn{ Is that so? Does he? No
one reads Saint Gregory but I do}
It’s a man’s remark. I’m not a Christian, I’m not anything. I am so irreligious I even think atheism is a religion.
So … there you are.\fn{The point you made about your work here with schools and schoolteachers—would you like to expand on that
a bit? I did promise we’d come back to that. What have you been doing? }
What I do is I try to learn because you can imagine that’s why when someone says “Indian identity” or
“Bengali identity” I feel quite amused because—if you want to use a clichéd phrase, “cultural difference”—the
cultural difference between me and these folks in Birbhum and Manbhum is much greater than the cultural
difference between someone from the academic culture in Macedonia. Because the academic culture is culture,
you know. You start from your kindergarten every day this acculturation. You cannot say just that the school is
outside and the home is at home.
Anyway, so what I try to do—I mean these are also Indians. They vote, their votes are bought and sold, they
have an extraordinarily fine analysis of parliamentary democracy as a competitive sport where the rule is the
person who promises most and performs least wins. That’s a very fine analysis indeed. It would be
counterintuitive to say anything else to these people. I’ve learnt a great deal. When George W. Bush so-called won
the elections by cheating, I thought,
“Well, I’ve seen this.”
So what I do is I try to learn how to persuade these teachers who are below that scandalous line which keeps
class apartheid firm between barolok\fn{The rich and the respectable} and chhotolok:\fn{The poor and not respectable}
chhotolok matha khatay na.\fn{The poor do not exercise their brains} And you would be absolutely amazed!
You know, people put money, people put schools, people put teachers, but this they never shake. You’ll be
amazed at how completely absurd it seems to these teachers if I were just to go and say that they should teach the
way we were taught in school, the way, in fact, if you just cross the line and go into a middle-class school even in
the country towns, you’ll see they’re being taught. So I tried to learn how to train these teachers who are illeducated, uneducated, who have forgotten everything beyond Class 3 (some of them are madhyamiks,\fn{[Holders
of the] Secondary School Certificate} some of them are madhyamik-fail, Class 8-pass, etc.), so that they are not
compromised by this other way of teaching because, after all, they have to take the exams in the other way. It’s a
real challenge.
And it’s also to devise—and I have no idea that I’m succeeding. I make huge mistakes, I don’t know anything,
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this is not my field, it’s field-work. On the other hand, it’s a genuine challenge. Because the children are not fools,
the children are not born stupid because they are born poor. You destroy them by killing their heads. I tell them
shrom na kariiay lekha 1024unjabi1024 na\fn{You cannot be good in studies unless you work hard} and ask them if they
have understood. Shrom\fn{Labour} they know but when I ask them what the shrom is, they talk about cutting
wood, they talk about looking after goats and so on and so forth, manual labour. In fact, there is no concept of
matha khatano or intellectual labour at all. And these are not dumb kids.
So I try to see how one can, without just talking at them, learn year after year to see what sticks so that an
intuition of the public sphere comes in as a habit because this whole thing about legal awareness or talking about
rights—this does not actually stick. Anybody who has taught children or adolescents or young adults knows very
well that talking at—I come from the land of consciousness-raising—is absurd, is completely bogus. It’s mental
habits that you change. This is why I was talking about the uncoercive rearrangement of desires. This is the
work. \fn{How do they respond to what you tell them about translation or how to teach a language simply through translation? How do
they teach language?}
English, well, by translating every word. I don’t tell them what to do. I tell them how to use the book. What I
think and I would very much like to go on trying to do is to insert this kind of position in the civil service so that it
becomes institutionalized. You know, sort of brilliant people optionally training teachers periodically. People who
make big salaries rather than the worst people from the education departments going to give these absurd trainings
for one week and then going away so that nobody ever pays any attention.
How to use a book is what they have to be taught. This is a complete explosion of the concept of private
tuition. You’re not going to be able to teach primary school teachers to suddenly become saints. And you’re not
going to be able to abolish private tuition. But suppose you do what is basically private tuition collectively and
free. Then indeed you are actually exploding the concept into some kind of usefulness.
So that’s what it is. I don’t tell them what to do. I show them how to use a book.\fn{ And do you find that they’re
comfortable with different registers of different languages in a way that academics or people educated in the city would not usually
associate with them, and still talk in terms of natural or artificial languages or acquired languages? }

Well, you know I’m in two areas, right? In the Manbhum area, of course, there is the so-called Sabar language
that they speak. It’s actually, as far as I can tell, a variety of Gaudio-Prakrit at this point because you can learn it
by the rules of consonant shift which is completely scary. There are Kheriya language grammars in Columbia
University which do not at all resemble the language they are speaking in among themselves. But in Birbhum
they’re speaking just Bengali. So in Manbhum there is an adroitness, especially among the older generation, in
moving from what they think is their language into what is a straighter Bengali but not like mine.
On the other hand, I’m not an anthropologist and I find myself in a peculiarly destructive kind of situation. I
am not repeating Levi Strauss’s remarks about the writing lesson, etc. On the other hand, if they’re going to take
the same exam as I did …
That’s all I’m doing. I’m just a teacher trainer. I’m not interested in cultural preservation or anything. Just as
I’m not interested in making anthropological studies of my students in New York City. So it seems to me that yes,
there is a linguistic adroitness and it also seems to me that as this literacy effort moves, that linguistic adroitness
—just like the great genealogical memory—is inevitably displaced into something else.\fn{ Let me touch upon a rather
sensitive issue. Given the fact that you’re always coming in and recently you’ve done all this work, do you sometimes feel bothered by the
fact that you don’t have a bigger role as a public intellectual in Bengal? }
Look, this is an impossibility. There’s never going to be any kind of role for me in—\fn{ Why do you say that?}

Because, I know it. Everybody in this room knows it. We all know that there is a certain way in which—it
reminds me of Paris—the intellectual life is kind of tied up. You were talking about belonging—think about that
word. It implies being possessed by something. It’s a property word.
“I belong.”
“I belong” means somebody else owns me. Intellectual life is like this. This is a highly intellectually developed
city, like Paris. New York is different, New York is mongrel. But there is no way I’m going to enter this. First of
all, now it’s too late, I’m too old. But I’m not foreign enough and I’m not native enough.\fn{ Are you writing
something in Bengali now? Do you plan to?}
I’m going to have to write something I don’t particularly want to write, it’s about—\fn{ Then don’t write it}
No, no, no. I’m constantly writing things I don’t want to write, you should know this. I’m commissioned and I
say yes to things. I want to write about the possibility of socialist ethics, I’ve been wanting to write about it for
15-20 years. But god knows, I’ll probably die without writing this book. I think this is going to be the book to end
all books and I think it’s better not written. But anyway, yes, I’m going to have to write this thing in Bengali about
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a kind of local chieftain because I have to keep these people happy. But I also promised someone that I would
write something in Bengali very briefly about Subodh-babu—that might be fun.
Because what I’m going to write about is that Subodh-babu, Subodh Sen Gupta, gave us the idea that a scholar
of English does not have to be confined to English alone. Even when he was teaching us he was writing extremely
detailed stuff on, translating, I believe, Abhinavagupta, Anandavardhana. All that stuff. And so I think that’s what
I’m going to write on in terms of Subodh-babu. This sort of comparativism which Subodh-babu practiced without
being called a comparativist. I’m going to have to write that by the end of the year.\fn{ And the work on the
Mahabharat?}
With Bimal Krishna Matilal. That was not in Bengali. That was in English. And I hope, sooner or later … The
only problem there was that Professor Matilal was the sort of person who was so learned that he was completely
unnervous and completely unhysterical about other ways of thinking. And so he actually welcomed the
opportunity of hearing about the non-foundational ways of European thinking. And since I have a poor smattering
of Sanskrit, really nothing but I can move along, we exchanged. … We finished the stuff on the Mahabharata but
he died before we could begin the work on rational critique and since that is much more difficult, I cannot
undertake it alone. I have been trying and I don’t think just the Mahabharata stuff is going to be interesting to
people in itself.
So I’m trying. I go from here to there, pillar to post, trying to find someone who will sit down with me and
read some of this stuff. But it is difficult to find a person like Bimal Matilal you know, in order for a strange
person like me to find a teacher who will neither push me away because I seem too Westernized nor be too
teacherly so that there is nothing I can give in exchange. It’s difficult for me to find such a teacher and I hope one
of these days I will learn a little at least so that I can complete that work.\fn{ The last thing I wanted to ask you was, you
didn’t want to talk much about Calcutta but you just said it was an intellectually developed city and so on. Do you think that Calcutta is
hurtling towards a kind of post-city stage with dissemination of electronic images, media, language? That there is a homogenization since
the time you were talking about brought about by these means of communication and it cannot be topographically or linguistically defined
any more? Do you find these changes in Calcutta?}

Yes, I do. I mean, you must realize that I don’t stay here especially since I don’t really have a scene here apart
from Seagull and the time that I was asked I was very honoured to give the Amal Bhattacharjee Memorial
Lecture. Calcutta University finally asked me to give a Mohini Mohan Bhattacharjee Lecture. I don’t really have
much of an intellectual life here. I come and I go.\fn{ May I interrupt you for a moment? Did the letter say you have been
“appointed” Mohini Mohan Bhattacharjee Lecturer for so and .so year? }
I don’t remember.\fn{You should look up that letter again}
If I have it. Why?\fn{Because that’s how they “appoint” the Mohini Mohan Bhattacharjee Lecturer }
Really? I believe—in fact, the Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, I must mention the Centre for Studies in
Social Sciences. They also are very kind and I’ve been giving the Deoskar Lectures. I do have these little bases
but I have no real connection with what goes on here. I come, I deposit my luggage, I go off. Therefore I have
nothing really heavy duty to say. But it does seem to me, of course, that there is this kind of uniformity that’s—
but it’s also true that if you spend a lot of time with the thoroughly disenfranchised below that line, you’ll be
surprised to see how little it has penetrated. I’m waiting for cell phones to get in because the cell phone is the
thing with which the first move is made.\fn{It’s got in, in a very big way}
No, I’m talking about the people I work with. I mean, there’s no plumbing, so come on … So you also have
that sense. In China, for example—I’ve never been to Beijing, I’ve never been to Shanghai but that’s another story
—I have offended their most famous postcolonialist impresario because I would not be a professional
postcolonialist. So doors are closed to me at the moment. I have hopes, I have hopes.
But, at any rate, where I go this kind of uniformity is not something that is happening a lot. So one really has to
ask the question: is it going to be conflictual so that something will always have to pay the price for this
uniformity? Or is it in fact—in New York City, especially in the Giuliani administration, you look at the homeless
on the steps of churches and so on and you wonder how much they’re clued in to this sort of globalized
uniformity. I remember in the 96th Street subway station (subway stations are a large part of my life), I’m once
again wearing a sari and I’m waiting and there comes this black guy, reeling drunk. Comes to me and says,
smelling of cheap liquor in the worst possible way,
“Take your green card and go home, man.”
The thing is, is he in the globalized thing? I don’t know.\fn{ Don’t you think there’s a kind of symbiosis between the two,
the assertion of jingoistic sentiments, of ethnic identity and global capital? They need not necessarily be at odds. Don’t you think so? }
Yes, I agree but I think the one is going to catch the flak for the other so that you are not going to have this sort
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of post-city. It’s a divided world and, to an extent, the divisions now move within these so-called countries of the
Global South especially India because, of course, it’s moving up.\fn{ Since we’re on this subject, is there an explosion of
parochial sentiment now? Months on from the Iraq War in the academia?}
You mean in the United States? Not so much in the academy. But no one listens to us. Not just after the Iraq
War, after 9/11, there’s an incredible kind of American patriotism. By the way, you know I saw in the newspaper
that I’m described as an unpatriotic person and it is true. I am unpatriotic. But that comes from the Dr. Johnson
thing, you know—patriotism “the last refuge of scoundrels.” And I think it’s wrong to translate it as
adeshapremik.\fn{One who does not love one’s country} It’s wrong to translate it like that because I think patriotism is
something like pitribhumibad:\fn{Fatherland} patria and then you have the –ism.
Now that’s a very different thing from deshoprem.\fn{Love of one’s country} Any –prem is an irrational thing.
This is what I was saying about law and justice. You actually work against—it’s a conflict of interest, love is a
conflict of interest. You can’t base policy on love.
Deshoprem is not patriotism. And it seems to me, in terms of what’s happening in the United States now, it’s a
disgrace that there is this a death of the imagination. The imagination actually can enter other folks. I mean Martin
Luther King, in his famous talk called “Beyond Vietnam” in 1967 in Riverside Church, said “it is necessary for
me to imagine the humanity of the person who is designated my enemy.”
Then, of course, he spoke as a Christian, I speak in the name of someone who so loved the enemy that he died
for them. Now I’m not a Christian, I’m not a religious person, but I can read this as a narrative, singular and
unverifiable and, indeed, I went from here to suicide bombing, etc., which is why I won that Polly Prize. This is
what I said to the Macedonians, I said,
“Patriotism is wonderful but do you realize that George W. Bush was just able to blackmail your government
into signing the thing against ratifying the international criminal court because he said, ‘We are going to
acknowledge you as a republic?’ So put your patriotism aside, look how vulnerable it makes you.” I said the same
thing to the Hawaiian nativists,
“Look, I understand, I was born in a colony. I quite see that you’re in a situation of native Hawaiians,
minorities in their own state with Pearl Harbour there. You cannot therefore become this kind of died-in-the-wool
nativists. Use the fact that you’re part of the United States and become the critical body inside the United States
that can explode it. Remain Americans, don’t become nativists.”
So this is the argument against the destructiveness of patriotism which is quite different from deshoprem.\fn{I
agree with you. Last question. You’re not always comfortable with interviews. And you sometimes talk about interviews as ways of
learning, as it were, on the hop. Now if I were to ask you a fanciful question at the end of this discussion that if we are to think of
interviews not as stuff to be published in academic journals but as a kind of interaction in public, an interview where you can slip in and out
of languages, where you can reminisce, etc.,—does it make you feel that since 1961 we have been able to sustain certain areas of
cosmopolitan sensitivity in this city which would make you feel comfortable and, in fact, optimistic about the way the intellectual life in
this city—because I’m interested here, I teach here—is going? Would you say that or would you say that it hasn’t really moved much from
the time you left in the early 1960s?}

I think that you people are more cosmopolitan than I am. I’m not joking. It does seem to me that the idea of the
cosmopolis, I don’t have an intellectual taste for this. But again I have no moral position on this. The way I am
—\fn{Surely we have a moral position against parochialism?}
Parochialism. But my way of working with it is as I have discovered—I absolutely do not prescribe this for
everyone—is to have found many homes rather than to have become a cosmopolitan. I fall into a place and I
become of that place. And I’ll tell you this is absurd: I have been asked directions in foreign countries where I
have just arrived and I do not know the language and I’m wearing a sari. Why? Because there must be something
which says that I live here. And I’m very grateful for it. Sometimes it’s irritating because I have to do sign
language and show that I don’t know anything. But, nonetheless, that’s my way, to have found many homes, to
have found roots in air rather than to have become a cosmopolitan. For me, today, in this situation in a divided
world, the cosmopolitan person is somewhat marked. It’s not a moral judgment I’m making but I find that it’s not
something I do easily and I’m therefore hesitant cosmopolitan that I am..\fn{in it. Those of you who have seen me
abroad will know I’m not good with the kind of conversation the real cosmopolites undertake. I’m always a little
bit behind. And I do think, in Calcutta, the general elite intellectual is more\fn{ I’m not very sure about people asking you
for directions because you’re in a sari. People have the habit of invariably choosing the wrong person to ask directions }
Sometimes I know the directions. In fact, I don’t know if there’s anybody from my university days here but if
you remember Miss A. G. Stock—I met her long after I had left India, I think maybe in 1975—I don’t know when
she died but just before she died—in Russell Square somewhere. I hadn’t seen Miss Stock in 10 years and the first
thing she says to me is,
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“Gayatri where is Gower Street?”
This was it. Not, “Oh my god, how wonderful to see you, what are you up to?” etc. And I was able to tell her
where Gower Street was. So sometimes, I know where places are. …
70.140 From Dawn To Dusk\fn{by M. Mukundan (1942- )} Mayyazhi (Mahé), Mahé Sub-division, Pondicherry
Union Territory, India (M) 3
Having dropped him at the station the train whistled and clamored away towards the north. Even after the train
went out of sight, the cloud of smoke stayed. Changing shape, that black cloud spread all over the sky. He stood
there watching the smoke, bewildered. The spiraling smoke crept about, octopus-like, on thousand legs.
He stood alone on the crowded platform. On all sides there were unfamiliar faces. He knew none of them.
Their voices were strange, so was their odor. Who were these people? What did they do here? A khaki-clad porter
aroused his curiosity. The station master who went into his office with a green flag was also an object of his
curiosity.
His eyes full of amazement, he moved into a corner and stood there, carrying a box in his hand.
Within a short time the platform became deserted. He was left all alone. Now he thought of the train. His eyes
traveled along the lengthening railway track. The train had disappeared at the end of the railroad. The railway
track itself disappeared into the distant void. The smoke emitted by the train had by now merged with the sky and
melted away.
He became lonely. He felt like an infant whose umbilical cord had just been cut off. He was alone on the
platform, the deserted platform. The sounds he heard were those of loneliness; the colors he saw evoked
loneliness. The rusty pillars which supported the roof of the platform, the cement benches under the mango tree,
those rails writhing under the hot sun, everything evoked loneliness. This railway station, this town, this blazing
sky suspended above the town, this sun burning in the sky—all these called forth and awakened loneliness.
Upon this spacious earth, under the vast sky, he felt all alone.
Lamenting over the train which had sped away after dropping him at the station, he sat upon his box. Oh train,
please come back. Take me in. Call me back into your warm, moist, soft body. Bind me with the umbilical cord.
The train did not hear his voice. The train was running several miles away, without turning back, without
remembering the paths left behind, like Time.
“Son …!”
He raised his head and looked up. It was an aged man, dressed in a single dhoti and a half-sleeved shirt.
“My name is Nanu Nair.” Nanu Nair introduced himself. Showing his betel-stained teeth he laughed.
“Don’t you know Nanu Nair?” He sprang up from his seat on the box.
Nanu Nair? Whoever didn’t know Nanu Nair? He had been hearing that name for a long time. So often so
many people had spoken to him about Nanu Nair. He had desired on many occasions to see and get acquainted
with him. Well, it has materialized at last. Nanu Nair was kind and compassionate. There was no reason to be
afraid of anybody hereafter. Under the heavens and upon this earth, henceforth there was no reason to be afraid of
anybody. There was Nanu Nair to protect him.
“When did the train arrive?” Nanu Nair asked. “I happened to be a little late.”
He did not pay any attention to what Nanu Nair said. He was having a good look at Nanu Nair. A big
projection on the throat. Hair turned completely white. On the feet slippers with broken straps. This big man was
extremely small in stature.
Nanu Nair wiped his neck and face with his towel. He was drenched in sweat. The wet shirt clung to his back.
“Then shall we walk?”
He nodded.
“Give me the box.”
“I shall hold it myself.”
“Give it to me, son.”
Nanu Nair snatched away the box. As he carried the box in his hand, the veins stretched out tightly. It seemed
that there was no flesh or bone on his arm but only the veins.
“Was the journey comfortable?”
“Yes.” He had slept throughout the day.
“Did you get food and all that?”
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Nanu Nair was asking one question after another, walking out of the station. He followed. Outside the station it
was busy. There were several rows of cars. Four or five buggies were also there. The Konkani gypsies who lived
by fortune-telling and ate roasted rats had built shelters under the mango trees. On the other side of the road,
shops lay huddled together.
“Can’t you walk son? It is not far enough to go by a car.”
While walking one could leisurely see the sights around in detail. Nanu Nair put the box on the ground, took a
cigar, lighted it and started smoking. He stood watching in wonder the cigar and its burning tip. He was further
astonished to see the smoke emerging from Nanu Nair’s nostrils and mouth. Smiling softly, Nanu Nair picked up
the box and started walking again. The cigar was held tightly between his teeth. In the sunlight he saw the
shadows of Nanu Nair and himself. He stopped in wonder to watch the shadows moving along with them.
“Walk quickly. It is very hot.”
Nanu Nair changed the box to the other hand. Then a horse-drawn coach approached them from the opposite
direction. The horse was foaming at the mouth. When the coach came near them he pointed at the horse and
asked:
“Which animal is this?”
“It is a horse,” Nanu Nair replied without removing the cigar from his mouth. He did not divert his eyes from
the horse even after the coach had passed them. He turned back and stood looking at the horse. As the horse was
in front of the coach its legs alone were visible to him. In between the moving wheels the legs of the horse were
moving rhythmically.
“Proceed, my son.”
Nanu Nair directed him. While walking he spoke about horses. Once upon a time horses were wild animals.
Horses lived in the forest drinking water whenever they were thirsty, eating grass whenever they felt hungry and
mating whenever they wanted to. Man, the monkey who also lived in the forest hunted the horses, roasted them in
fire and ate them. Later on men trapped the horses, caught them alive and made them work in the fields. In course
of time they learned to ride on horse-back. In those days horse was the main vehicle of man. Following the discovery of wheels, horse began to draw coaches. Horses pulled men through forests, villages and towns.
“When did man start exploiting the horse fully?”
“It was during the war. In ancient days the horse had a decisive place in a war. The country which possessed
more horses defeated the country which had fewer horses.”
But now, the use of horses was declining. There were tractors to work in the fields. Men had cars, aeroplanes
and ships to travel by. The number of horses also was going down.
“However the circus people still require horses,” Nanu Nair concluded.
He walked along dreaming about horses, yellow horses with shod hooves and reins. They reached a junction
where three roads met.
“Do you know the way to your house?”
“No, I don’t know.” He shook his head. He did not know anything. Did not know even the way to his own
house.
Nanu Nair turned towards the street leading to the house. It was not a tarred broad road. Just a country path full
of pebbles and ups and downs. There were no marks left by vehicles. But the footprints of men and animals could
be seen. There were footprints of a few birds also.
“Might be of hens or crows,” said Nanu Nair. He put the box down, took another cigar from the folds of his
dhoti and lit it.
“The small footprints are those of young ones and the bigger footprints are those of adults,” Nanu Nair
explained. He picked up the box and continued the journey.
He watched with interest the footprints created behind his steps, on the path traversed by him. Under the steps
of Nanu Nair also footprints were being born. Nanu Nair’s footprints were not similar to his own.
“I am wearing slippers. There are no slippers on your feet,” Nanu Nair explained.
They continued their journey in front of the procession of footprints.
“Which tree is that?” He asked Nanu Nair pointing at the jack tree which stood by the side of the road. Without
removing the cigar foom his mouth, Nanu Nair replied:
“It is the jack tree.” He continued: “Jack tree is which bears jack fruit.”
“What about mangoes?”
“They grow on mango trees.”
“Where is a mango tree, Nanu Nair?”
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“I will show you, I will show you.”
As he walked Nanu Nair wiped his neck and chest with the towel. He was completely drenched in sweat.
Sweat was flowing down the forehead, cheeks and throat. He was also breathing hard.
“I shall hold the box, Nanu Nair.”
“You need not, son, Nanu Nair is used to it.” They proceeded along the red-earth road.
“Nanu Nair!”
“What do you want, son?”
“Tell me whether mango is a tree or a creeper.”
“It is a tree, son.”
“Then what is a creeper?”
“Cucumber grows on a creeper and so does pepper.”
“What is the thing called pepper?”
“Be patient, son. You will learn everything.”
For a while he walked silently behind Nanu Nair. The tip of his dhoti was being dragged along the ground. The
hairy legs were wet. Still he was not tired. He did not breathe hard. It was Nanu Nair who became tired and
breathed hard.
“Look there, that is the mango tree.” Nanu Nair pointed out a mango tree. An enormous tree spreading out its
branches. There were mangoes on every twig. The twigs were interlocked. His eyes rested on a crow which was
asleep on one of the lower branches.
“Nanu Nair—”
“It is a crow. There are many varieties of crows: sacrificial crow, seafaring crow, mappila crow—”
“This is a sacrificial crow, isn’t it?”
“It is not, son. It is a mappila crow.”
“How can one distinguish between a sacrificial crow and a mappila crow?”
“It is very easy. The sacrificial crow is black in color. Its body is attractive. On the other hand the mappila
crow is smaller and unattractive. There will be gray around the neck. It also thieves.”
The crow which was sitting on the mango tree had an emaciated body, bony legs and reddish hue around the
neck.
“You are correct. It is a mappila crow.”
He shook his head. They turned aside from the road, got down into a paddy field and walked along the bund.
“There is your house,” Nanu Nair pointed out.
A large house with a covered entrance and thatched roof. They crossed the paddy field and came to the front of
the house. Nanu Nair pushed open the door. Many unknown persons were standing on the verandah.
“Has he come? Has my son come?”
A woman wearing a heavy gold earring and dressed in white clothes came down running. She embraced him.
He stood astonished. Nanu Nair laughed and said:
“It is your mother, son.”
He embraced his mother. There was the sweet smell of refined betel-nut in his mother’s mouth. She climbed on
to the verandah. Nanu Nair introduced the people one by one.
“This is your father.”
Father was resting on an easy chair. He was fair and had a strong, stout body. He wore studs in his ears.
Nanu Nair pointed at a girl who was clad in a voile sari\fn{A thin, plain-woven, semitransparent sari:W }} and was
standing hidden behind the door.
“Who is that? Do you know her?” he asked.
“No, I don’t.”
“It is your wife, son. Chandrika.”
He went and stood near the door and observed her. She wore vermilion on her forehead. Her neck was
beautiful like a conch shell. She stood there with downcast eyes. He ran his fingers softly on hers which were
resting on the door frame. Her cheeks blushed owing to the sudden. Flow of blood.
“You go and have a bath,” the mother told him. “The water is ready. The soap and towel are also in the
bathroom.”
When he returned from the bathroom after his bath, meals were ready.
“Nanu Nair, let us have our meals.”
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Father and Nanu Nair took water in a vessel and washed their faces. He too did so. They sat down for the
meals. While eating, Nanu Nair asked him:
“Haven’t you become acquainted with everybody? You have understood everything?”
He nodded in agreement. After the meals his father and Nanu Nair chewed betel and talked about local affairs.
He stood leaning against a pillar and enjoyed the beauty of the sky and the trees. The sky was blue, the trees were
green. He had already learned these matters. He had learned everything, he knew everything now.
“Haven’t you been traveling for three or four days, son? Don’t you feel tired?” his mother asked him.
“Go in and sleep for a while,” said his father.
He went up the stairs and reached his room on the upper floor. Chandrika was there in that room. She was
standing near the window, looking downwards. Strands of her hair were flying wantonly in the draft which blew
in through the window. He went to her and raised her face with his hands. Her eyes, darkened with kohl, were
moist.
“Has Chandrika been weeping?”
She smiled.
They sat down on the cot. He took hold of her arm, put it on his own lap and counted the plastic bangles on it:
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven. He caressed her hair and cheeks. She lay on her back and he put his cheek
close to her neck and lay near her. His right hand rested on her bosom.
It was dusk when he woke up. As he sat up on the cot it suddenly occurred to him. He had understood all
things with the help of Nanu Nair. Nanu Nair had explained everything. But did he try to find out what was most
vital—as to who he himself was? He was a fool—he had met everybody, got to know all their names, but did not
find out his own name. He certainly was a fool. He should go to Nanu Nair and ask. He descended the stairs and
reached the ground floor.
“Where is Nanu Nair, father?”
“He has just left.”
He went out to the courtyard and ran to the gate. Then he stepped into the road and looked for Nanu Nair. That
man was walking away at a distance.
“Nanu Nair!” He called out loudly.
Nanu Nair did not hear it. He called out raising his voice to a very high pitch:
“What is my name, Nanu Nair? Who am I, Nanu Nair?”
Nanu Nair did not hear. He did not look back in response. Towards dusk, through fading light Nanu Nair
disappeared.
68.51 The Building\fn{by Madhu Rye aka Madhusudan Thaker (1942- )} Jamhambhalia, Devbhoomi Dwarka District,
Gujarat State, India (M) 2
Hari was a clever man, you know. A man of high principle in a way—and don’t think you could fool him
easily. But let us, as they say, begin at the beginning.
So, Hari thought he should work, and he took up a job, you follow? He went into government service. A
regular clerk with a chair and a desk and a fan and all. Hari was the filing clerk. And the head clerk was pleased
with him, meaning, he didn’t glare at him if he was late, as some ordinary head clerks did. In fact, he let Hari
adjust to the bus timings and he could come a couple of minutes late, although regular, you understand. So Hari
fixed his schedule to the minute. He took the 9.47 bus from home, got off. At the terminal and walked to the
office. The bus hit the terminal at 10.10 every morning and Hari alighted at the fixed minute, left foot first, right
hand extending the ticket to the checker at the stand. The checker took the ticket and Hari whirled on his right
heel directly towards the office-building. All in one motion like clockwork, as they say: step down from the exit
door, check your watch, hold the rod; clip your ticket between the first two fingers of your right hand, hit the
ground (generally the same spot), turn over the ticket to the checker, whirl, walk, left, right, left. Hari observed
this system meticulously all six days a week, all twenty-five working days a month. There was a joy in doing a
thing right, day after day. Sometimes, if the checker was a step or two away from the appointed spot, Hari was
annoyed that his gait was interrupted, but he would locate the checker quickly and surrender the ticket as a matter
of principle before leaving the stand. No use making a scene over this little inconvenience, and one has to observe
the routine. As I said, Hari was very stern about these matters. And so, everything was fine. Hari was happy with
his work, the rest of the staff liked him, the head clerk respected him; even the boss in the glass cabin smiled at
him occasionally. Why, only last week the boss had even said:
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“Thank you.”
So Hari loved his job of filing. The more work he got, the more he loved it. And he concerned himself only
with his own work. Unlike other clerks—no lazing, no gossiping, you understand. Maybe he reported a bit late
every morning, but didn’t he make it up by staying late every evening? How else could you keep your conscience
clean, tell me that?
*
But suddenly one morning everything goes wrong. It is a fine spring morning; the bus hits the terminal, alights
Hari from the exit door in style, glances at the watch, extends the ticket with the correct force of the arm, and
what’s this?
The checker is not there!
Now that was unfair! Hari was very angry, quite understandably. But you can’t waste your time looking for the
checker, especially if you’re late already, can you? Hari did look around, lingered on a bit, but by the sheer force
of habit, was drawn in the general direction of the office-building. Really, thought Hari, the chap must be crazy.
So Hari rolled the ticket into a tiny ball—in anger—not knowing what to do with it. It just so happened that only a
step away was this huge building under construction. A cement mixer at the foot of the building under
construction gyrated away, as they say, at a stone’s throw. Hari cursed the checker once again and absentmindedly
tossed the ticket into the cement mixer. It just so happened that his thumb and the index finger shot the ticket like
a carom-striker which flew smack into the wide circular mouth of the mixer and disappeared instantly. Hari was
pleased with his aim; it’s difficult to aim at the center of a gyrating mouth of a cement mixer, come to think of it.
Thus began the new practice. The checker fellow never appeared—or so it seemed—and Hari disposed off his
ticket every morning into the mixer, aiming carefully. He never missed.
The building was going up steadily. It was consuming tons of cement, and Hari enjoyed contributing his mite.
Days, weeks—months passed merrily. After some six months the building was almost complete. The mixer was
removed one day, but the checker reappeared on the same morning at the stand, at the right spot, to collect the
tickets. Hari, continued his original practice. Everything was fine again.
Or was it?
Hari was a clerk who began to think about those tickets he had tossed into the mixer. True, the building was
complete. It was painted and finished beautifully. People moved into it to work. The building housed hundreds of
departments. It was really big. Hundreds of people worked on all its floors. Hari took a good three minutes to pass
it on the way to his office. Hari was sort of worried about the building. For six whole months, he had been
dumping those tickets into the mixer. The paper of the ticket was mixed with the cement which was now part of
this huge building. Maybe only in a small proportion, but the concrete was adulterated with paper! By him, Mari!
Maybe in a small way, but the building was so much the weaker! Damnation!
Now why had he done it, why? Why, thought Hari, should he have done something out of the way? If this
building crumbled down just because of those confounded tickets, who was to blame but him, Hari? He was
worried. His conscience bothered him every time he passed the building. But the deed, as they say, was already
done.
*
And so, days, weeks and months passed and after six months, one morning, Hari thought he saw a pencil-thin
crack on the: side of the building. He stopped, as they say, in his tracks. He hurried away to the office, feeling
miserable. And guilty. He thought of the crack all day. He could hardly work—the crack danced before his eyes.
On the way home again, sure enough, the crack glowered at him. Hari couldn’t finish his supper; in fact he
choked up with the first morsel of rice.
God, what had he done!
Now each morning, he dreaded the crack. On his way to the office and back, he checked to see if it was
widening. The crack crept down, bit by bit, and widen it did, as they say, slowly but surely. Why did he have to do
it? Such juvenile conduct! Hari was miserable. He cursed himself all the time in vile language. If the crack
developed and gave way, if the building collapsed, who would be responsible? If all those men and women were
killed, poor innocent people, who would be responsible? Who adulterated the concrete with silly little paper balls?
The crack widened, deepened and expanded. The cracks were now all over the building, down to the ground.
From pencil-thin lines, they grew into broad brush-strokes, up and down, left and right, in tens and hundreds and
thousands.
Hari often traced them with his fingers to check if they were real. He felt them for width and depth. They were
dangerous.
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Hari could not eat or drink. His hair began to gray. He could not work—every time he thought of the cracks,
his eyes welled up. Lives of hundreds of innocent people were in danger, and he was responsible. He could not
take it any more, and so he called God.
*
Hari had excellent relations with God. At critical times like this, he knew, he would help him. Every time he
wished to consult Him, he just called Him. God would hiccup and would know that He was wanted by Hari.
So God 1032unjabi1032d and knew Hari needed Him. He appeared the next day at Hari’s place, and asked:
“Yes, Hari, what is it this time?”
Folding his hands, Hari greeted God, and said:
“God, you know everything, and, of course you know what it is this time. All I can say is that I did this
unwittingly; I didn’t mean any harm. However, I do appreciate that what is wrong is wrong, thoughtless or
otherwise. Please now, calculate the extent of my sin and punish me duly. Even if you punish me harshly, I’ll
understand. I can’t go on like this. And I’m really sorry.”
And that made God laugh. God laughed. His head off, as they say. Finally, He stopped laughing and said:
“You silly little, cute little softy, it’s nothing. There’s nothing to worry about at all!”
Now this made Hari really very angry.
“What do you mean, nothing? I have with my own right hand, fed those tickets into the mixer, thereby
adulterating the cement, for six months! What do you think those cracks are? My tickets have lined up, that’s what
it is. How can you say, it’s nothing?”
And God laughed again. He finally stopped laughing and patted Hari’s back lovingly and said:
“Get lost, you fool!”
Hari was shocked at His behavior. What kind of a joke could this be? Did He mean his sin was not worth
bothering about? Wasn’t his a cardinal sin—almost murder? He felt let down in a way, you understand, by God’s
light-hearted response. So God smiled at him, and said:
“It’s great to know your kind still exists in the world, Hari.”
But Hari wasn’t to be fooled with praise. He demanded his due punishment. Or an explanation. So God put His
hand nicely on Hari’s head, as is the custom, and said:
“Look here Hari, the building was destroyed the moment it was built. In other words, like everything made, it
is doomed to be unmade. Not because of your tickets or anything, you silly! Far from it. Most people here aren’t
half as soft as you are. They commit wrong as a way of life, and don’t give a damn, pardon me. They thrive on the
wrong they commit.
“This building and all other buildings and all the houses and all that people [build] here, have developed these
cracks and are biding their time before falling apart. That is because the chaps who laid the foundation were
unscrupulous, the fellows who made the cement adulterated it with chalk, those who laid the bricks cut corners,
the contractor cheated, the architect took bribes. No one did his job honestly and hence every little thing is worth
a little less than it ought to be. Everything is destined to perish, not because you were thoughtless, but because
everyone else was unscrupulous. So now, go home. And don’t worry your nice little head with the affairs of the
world. Leave all that to Me. You’re a fine man, Hari. Stay that way.”
Hari thought he had been fooled all along, eh? Everyone was for himself and didn’t give a damn, as they say,
for anyone else. And all this baloney about right and wrong was so much bullshit, as they say.
Hari was furious. It meant that all the monstrous wrongs committed by all the big chaps piled up, thought Hari,
on our heads—who always tried to make a clean breast of things. Hell, didn’t that mean that the whole
goddamned world is full of those horrible cracks and is doomed to crumble on our heads one of these days?
God knew what Hari was thinking. He smiled and said:
“Right, Hari, you got it now.” And Hari felt helpless and miserable and angry. So God took him by the
shoulder real nice, and said:
“Now, now Hari Bhai, that’s the way things are. You shouldn’t feel so upset. Never mind being soft-centered.
Just stay the way you are, I like you. And don’t do anything uncalled for, okay? And for my sake, please don’t get
all worked up about other people’s affairs.
\fn{“You see,” The Divinity continued, “this world, like all other worlds, is a testing ground, a proving ground for the soul, to enable it
to measure itself in bodily life to what is Right and what is Wrong, and, hopefully, through exercising its own free will, to find itself as
perfectly in tune with Right as possible—so that in the life of the World to Come, your soul will be entrusted with even greater
responsibilities in your exercise of love and compassion than you enjoy now. }

“Smile now. Bye.”
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And God vanished.\fn{And this is the last word in this story of where the alternative ending would have taken us:H }
*
So, God had vanished, but Hari wasn’t fooled with all that baby-talk. You understand?
Don’t worry!
Easier said than done.
From then on, Hari began to see those invisible cracks all over the place. He could now very clearly see how
everything was destined to perish—this thing today, that tomorrow, and the rest the day after. Hah! And everyone
knew. Everyone knew how to make the most of everything at someone else’s cost. And God knew. Everyone went
on doing exactly what was wrong, with mutual understanding. Even God was in it! Neat, thought Hari. Things
continue to be that way, and everyone is happy, and the world goes on …
Brother, since that day, Hari eats his meals and does his job and stuff like that.
But he hasn’t laughed, not really, anyway!\fn{ Or, more accurately, there is the alternative ending by H (see the above two
footnotes:H}
234.245 Excerpt from Metamorphosis\fn{by Sivasankari (1942- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 8
Lavanya looked at her watch. It was 5:15. Dhamu will turn up in fifteen minutes. He comes always on time.
The white Organdy sari—matching blouse—pearl earrings. Not much of makeup in visage. A black thilak on
the forehead. Lips lightly rose-hued. Curls cut to size. A rubber band keeping the back hair bound. Perfumed, she
started with her handbag. Before she could leave the A. C. room, sweats ran down her face. She went straight to
the verandah and sat on the swing.
“May I put the chair on the lawn?” asked the gardener, dropping down the waterhose,
“No. I am going out.” He left.
“Going out? Shall I bring your coffee?” asked Appu, just flashing into her presence.
Twenty years ago, Appu came into their family. He has witnessed the phenomenal growth of her father
Kailasam’s industry, attaining peak performance. He joined as their family cook while she was just five. He got
fused into their everyday-ness. After his wife’s death, Kailasam did not remarry and he brought Lavanya as he
would rear his son. She was married to Ram, and only the previous year, Kailasam lost his life in an air crash. All
these Appu has seen.
“I do not feel hungry. Just get me some cold water.” He gave.
Seeing Dhamu’s ambassador car, Lavi came down the steps of the portico. The car pulled up.
“Hey there you look nice.”
Dhamu’s comment pleased Lavanya. She sat by his side in the car and they left. Coming out of Pois Garden,
they went into Drive-in-Restaurant nearby. Under the green coverage of a tall tree, he parked and the waiter took
orders.
“So …” Lavanya broke in.
Dhamu looked full into her face. He was startled at her uncommonness. Than he spoke softly.
“Lavi, for two days, I was thinking about what you told me that day. At first I felt this will not go through. But
after long analysis, I could understand your angle of approach. You never behave like any other ordinary woman.
I know—you are really different. Cleverly, discriminatingly you always do a thing all these years. As such, I
resolved yesterday to give you full support to what you want to do.”
Lavanya smiled. The waiter put the tray on the car door. Dhamu gave her a cup and sipped the other.
“I have a girl on view for your requirements. We will talk to her and get her consent.”
Two children were playing ecstatically at a distance. Two in see-saw. Four in the swing. Another pushing a
screaming child.
“Go ahead, please,” she said. Dhamu admired her equipoise, her unperturbed approach to any problem.
“Menaka, that is her name. Passion for stardom made her leave her home and end as an extra in films. She is
young, very intelligent—”
“I know Menaka for the last two years. She is fair, vibrant. In my film India Today she has danced as if the
sculptures have sprung to life. That same girl, you have seen her.”
Yes. Lavanya remembered her—a magic of a maid, tender waist, inviting legs, giddy breasts. That girl is
beautiful.
“Good. That is really good.” Dhamu felt happy over her consent.
“I could think only of Menaka to suit your requirements. I searched for a befitting girl for playing the dancer
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like those nude statues. By chance, I stumbled over her. Her visage impressed me. I wanted to jewel her sheathed
skin. But she calmly asked,
“‘To create reality, why not stand nude? I have no objection.’
“So, I agreed. I know her as a model. I do not know her in depth. But I think that if at all some girl agrees with
you, it will be her. If you want, I will sound her. What do you say?”
Lavanya was lost in thoughts. She pictured Menaka in her mind’s eye. Young girl. Good looking. A dancer.
Good.
“But what about her education? Her native home? Her kith and kin?” she asked.
“I do not know much about all those, Lavi. But wait a minute. She speaks in English fluently. So, she is not an
illiterate. She speaks well—and she is bold. What more should we ask for?”
The waiter came to receive the cash for the bin. The khaki shirt boy removed the tray. Silently, Lavanya
thought over these things.
“All right, Dhamu, do you know her house?”
“No. But I know her address.”
“Will she be there now?”
“Can’t say. If there is no shooting, she might be.”
“Okay. Start. Let us go and ask her.” Dhamu laughed.
“Why such haste? Can’t we wait for some more time? Let Ram return from Bombay, and we can discuss with
him—”
“No. No. Dhamu. I have thrashed out this problem since several months. No use in delaying matters. I am
determined. I don’t want to tell Ram anything at this stage. Let us talk to this girl. If she agrees, fine. Else, leave it
at that. First, I want to try. Do not stop me, please.”
Dhamu mused for a minute. Then started the engine. But he switched it off and hesitatingly asked,
“Lavi, to proceed without telling Ram seems not all right. Will he understand you? We must not offend him.”
She looked agitated.
“Do you think I like to hurt him? Is that endearing to me?”
“This is a serious affair. He is much concerned in this. That is why I feel he must be consulted.”
“I know how to convince him, to bring him round. He is a wonderful husband. He will accept if I place my
proposal agreeably. But it is a difficult task, I know.”
Dhamu knew her resolve. He started and, steering his way through the heavily parked cars, drove out.
“You are right. Ram is a determined, straight, thoughtful husband. Emotions are his slaves. He is not a slave to
feelings. Erratic broodings never approach him. But even then? Anyhow, you are determined. I will not stand in
your way. I wish you best of luck, Lavi. Well. Let us go and see Menaka.”
Whistling his drive through Gemini Circle, he motored to Kodambakkam.
Lavanya was lost in contemplation, since she was doing a thing without her husband’s approval. She was
really scared [about] whether things will work out the way she wants.
Oh, so much to do. This Menaka must be seen. I must like her. And Menaka must give her consent. So much to
do. After accomplishing these, Ram must be approached. Why vex even in the beginning and tell him everything?
This concerns Ram, I agree. But to say yes or no in the end is his job, right? First, I must see Menaka, make up
my mind.
Oh, so much to do! Then if I feel that everything is fine, then Ram can be told. He will understand. Sure. My
Ram always desires to act as I want. Ram, I love you Ram. Because of the love I have for you, I am plunging into
this project—will you understand it, Ram?
*
Lavanya met Ram in the final year of her post-graduate course. Her father Kailasam stopped her joining
medical course.
“Full six years! Cannot bestow attention on husband and child. I agree that it is noble profession. But even
then … no no Lavi, you must be married soon and I want around me grandchildren,” he protested.
“This is too much,” she said.
“I got you on the tenth month of our marriage. Had your mother lived, at least nine or ten would have been
your brothers and sisters. You are my only child. And I don’t want this to be repeated.”
“Father, please, let me join medical college.”
“Lavi, please, let me search for a good bridegroom.”
Both burst into laughter. Eventually Lavi gave in. She passed B. A. in first class, getting University rank, then
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joined post-graduate course.
Kailasam was much attracted to Ram, who joined his company as Marketing Consultant. His conduct, speech,
skills pleased him. He wanted Lavanya to meet him. He wanted both of them to know each other, so he planned
carefully.
“That Ram is brilliant,” he said casually one day to Lavanya.
“Ram’s advice is very crisp and fruitful. Lavi, he is very clever,” he said another day.
“He deals with labour problems correctly and justly. He understands them. He knows labour psychology. Not
bad,” he added.
“Many work for money mechanically. But I am happy to see that Ram is different. He is sure to come up. You
will see that,” he said another time.
Lavi knew that her father was not in the habit of praising anyone beyond limit. Though she took his words
lightly, an urge to see Ram got ingrained in her mind. Normally, she used to refuse her father’s invitation to come
to his office on her way from college and return home with him, but when he repeated his request that day, she
readily agreed, and stood before her father at four in the evening.
Precisely at the same time Ram came there with required statement for scrutiny. Well, Kailasam wanted him
there purposely. Lavi had hitherto listened to her father praising him, but, seeing Ram, she was spellbound. Very
tall. Say, six feet two inches? Mmm. Yes. Broad shoulders. Must be an athlete. God! He is so good looking!
Very formally, Kailiasam performed their first meeting. Though he had decided to have Ram as his son-in-law
six months ago, he waited long, aware of his daughter’s ways of decision. Lavi is a different girl, clear thinking,
forbearance—all ahead of her age. She will not speak much. Reserved type. But, once she moves closer to
anybody, she is very free. Till then, too difficult.
She must decide things herself. This is required, this is wanted, this is not wanted, this is necessary, this is not
necessary—all these must strike her first and then alone, she will take a plunge. Once she is at a thing, she will not
stop till she succeeds.
Resoluteness, firm conviction of the mind, skill—these in her made others respect her as one in a million. No
shedding of unnecessary laughter. Unnecessary Talks? Oh no, never. Only a gentle smile a smile that will
captivate any heart.
Lavi was always first in college. A tennis champion. Swimming, horse riding, mountaineering—she excelled in
all these. By looks and wealth, she beamed perfection and her father looked upon her as a daring lioness. As she
was ageing, he was in search of a valiant partner, a real lion to match her, and in this opportune hour, his eyes
clashed on Ram’s. Seeing Ram moving very close to him, the desire to own him, as his son-in-law, ripened
quickly.
But what use desiring alone? Lavanya must look at him as a lion among men. She will never listen to anyone.
He mused and mused and mused. At last, he contrived their meeting each other.
Since he never discussed with her Ram’s looks, character, his athletic skills, Lavanya had no chance to divine
her father’s plan. She came to see the man who had won her father’s heart. But she fell into liking him even at
first sight—captivated by his looks and presence. Understanding clearly their liking each other even in the first
encounter, Kailasam invited Ram to play tennis in his house next Sunday.
Ram came on time. Confronted by a fair, rich tennis player, Ram played calm and sure and won a straight set.
While breakfasting in the lawn, he analyzed her M.A. subject—politics.
He spoke with restraint. Ordinarily every youth who comes into her presence would falter and suggest “how
about a picture this evening” or “why not take a drive around”, but Ram was completely different. That night Lavi
1035unj to her father,
“Your Ram is really clever.”
Then, what hell. That was how it started. Ram came daily to play tennis, captured her whole attention and
remained her victor. His father was in Secunderabad. Kailasam went there and made arrangements for wedding.
And Lavanya became Mrs. Ram on an auspicious day and Ram was raised to the position of Associate Managing
Director.
*
That particular day Lavanya had slight pain in her stomach. She did not make much of this wee ailment. But in
the same afternoon, she had great flow of blood.
She was surprised. She had not reached that month’s menses date. She referred her diary; last menses was on
the previous 25th. Today is 15th. Twenty days are too early, very unusual with her. Due to hormonal changes to
women in the marital life, these happen, she thought. She left it at that.
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Next month the period was shorter—on the 17 th day she felt perturbed. The blood flow did not stop for ten
days. There were aches in the back and stomach. Unable to tolerate, she complained to Ram and her father.
“Why did you not tell us months back? Go and consult doctor,” Kailasam advised. Ram enquired anxiously.
Then she phoned to Dr. Suseela, her friend Ramaa’s sister.
Dr. Suseela and her doctor husband had practiced in London for ten years. Suseela took special training in
Gynecology. As they did not like their daughters being brought up in foreign atmosphere, they returned to India.
In two years, they had built up roaring practice, with a bungalow in Nungambakkam and a modern nursing home
within its precincts. Lavanya came to the doctor by appointment.
“Hello, Lavi! How are you? What is the matter? Any good news?” Lavanya was known to them all. Ramaa
was living in Nigeria with her husband.
“I saw you last at your marriage. It is about seven months, isn’t? So, tell me what is all about.”
Naturally the doctor expected happy news from Lavi. But when Lavanya explained, she was not pleased.
“I am sorry. You have put on flesh. So, I thought you are expecting. Well. Stretch yourself on the table. Let me
examine.” After the examination the doctor looked disturbed.
“I cannot say anything definitely. I will give you some tablets. Take them. Let me see you during your next
period.”
Lavi fallowed the doctor’s advice, and the pain stopped in two days. Next month Ram went to Poona and
Rajasthan with Lavanya on official business. They had delirious time for full twenty days. After ten days or so,
she looked at the calendar, remembering something suddenly.
Thirty five days have gone by. Goodness?! Carrying a child?
That night the couple spent in aching joys! They wanted to inform father, only after confirming with the
doctor.
But third day, Levi felt acute pain in abdomen. Her agony was unbearable. What is wrong? Any other ailment?
After fifteen minutes, she felt cruel pain. She phoned up Ram, Kailasam and Ram came in ten minutes. In
minutes that followed she vomited. Her eyes darkened. Tongue was dry. She screamed in agony.
They rushed her to Dr. Suseela’s nursing home. She was taken to the emergency theatre. Before operation, the
doctor announced:
“This is an ovarian cyst. I am afraid there is rupture. I must operate and remove the affected ovary
immediately. Let us hope for the best.”
When the cut was made the doctor was shocked. Not only had the cyst on the one ovary ruptured, there were
many tiny cysts on the other ovary, too. If both ovaries were damaged, conception was not at all possible. O
God!\fn{The construction of this paragraph in the text before me is as follows: When the cut was made the doctor was shocked. Not only
the cyst on and side of ovary had ruptured, there are mani tiny cysts in the other ovary, too. If both ovaries are damaged, conception is not
at all possible, O, God! Since “many” is incorrectly spelled, the English of the second sentence is in part incoherent, and there is
throughout a confusion of tenses, I think we have here to do with a paragraph that has escaped the proofreader. I have emended the text
with as faithful an adherence to the (admittedly and hypothetically unknown) original as possible:H }

She removed the ailing ovary, then went out and informed Ram about the danger from the other ovary. What
could he say?
“Nothing is more important to me than Lavanya.” He consented.
Operation was over in two hours. Doctor explained the quick deadly growth of the cysts to Ram.
“We had operated many patients after discovering these symptoms. With Lavi the developments were so
sudden. This is most unfortunate. We come across cases like this one in a thousand. Your courage can alone be a
tonic to her.”
“My one request, doctor. My father-in-law-must not know about this. I will tell Lavi in my own way. Let three
of us alone know about this,”
Ram pleaded. The doctor understood; and truth about Lavanya lay frozen with those\fn{ The text has: them}
three.”
*
Four months after the operation, one night Lavanya made up her mind and talked to Ram. Night meals over,
they were in the bedroom upstairs.
“I must talk to you,” said Lavi.
Ram lessened the sound of English music that was blaring through the stereo. Gathering her up in his arms, he
said,
“Go on.”
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“After listening to me, you must not feel sorry, nor get angry. Listen. Understand me, please, Ram. Will you?”
He looked at her, amazed at the preamble. Then knowing she will talk only sense, he shed a cheering smile.
“Why don’t you divorce me and marry again? All aspire for children, including you. Why should you suffer
because of my inability? You can talk to me freely, Ram I will understand.”
Lavanya choked in grief. She bit her lips. Tears beaded her eyes. Her cheeks were drenched.
Ram released her from his clasp. He walked the room several times. He staggered, but slowly said:
“Do you take me for one of the common lot? How can you talk to me like this? Is a child more important to me
than you? Do you know how happy I am to be gifted with a wife with understanding? Hell with this child; I am
really happy with you. I am contented. Must we crave for a thing we cannot possess? Once fallen a victim to
feelings we can never get peace in this life. Let us rule our emotions. Let us not allow them to rule us. Stop this
talk this very moment, darling, stop it, and I sincerely mean it.”
He consoled her, wiping off her tears and gently caressing her. Lavanya was peaceful only for that moment.
But the volcano in her heart was still fuming to burst.
*
Three years have gone by. Till her father’s death, in an air crash, how much she had learned to utter lies. An
ovary removed, yet the other is there. Her father, father-in-law and mother-in-law were saying, “Do you not want
a child?”, “Why don’t you take some treatment?”, “When will you permit us to play with our grandchildren?”—
but she would smile away their questions.
“Why hurry? Let us enjoy life for some more time,” she would say.
“Three years? Just three years. Let another two go too.”
“We are going on a world tour next year, we want to be free for that.” Thus she would speak lightly and make
them laugh.
But, Lavi never expected that tragedy. Very near is Cochin. Before her father could return, his life ended
abruptly. He left only on a days’ work; but the next day brought news of air crash and the plane burnt in full. Her
father’s last words were about his grandchildren:
“I will see your aunt in Cochin, Lavi. Last time I was there, she asked—have you stopped with marriage
treats? No further festivities? But why? This time too the same, she would say. Then talking seriously:
“Money in abundance—home, garden, all luxuries—these will last ten generations but not one child in sight.
That is my sorrow. Ram’s brains, skills carried to his children—oh, how grand that would be. No one to equal him
in this world … once my wish is fulfilled then I am ready to go. I will leave this world pleased.”
That day he spoke in self-abnegation. These words drummed in Lavi’s ears constantly. How to see this dream
come true? She thought and thought.
In a year’s time she schemed a plan. A very bold plan—a plan that would shock all, a plan that would shatter to
smithereens Indian habits, Indian culture.
Night and day, Lavi continued to think. It concerns only she and Ram. No third one to be referred to. What
right has a stranger to sit in judgment over her act? Or draw indictment? It is none of their business.
Culture! What havocs perpetrated in its name! All talk and talk on culture, chastity and tradition but at home
what travesties they enact!
Hell with this society!
Hell with this hypocrisy!
She ached for peace. She ached for joys. She ached for fulfillment of her father’s last wishes. That is her sole
aim, sole mission! After anguished deliberations, the only help she could get was from Dhamu.
Dhamu is her cousin. Five years older. Very nice man indeed. Noble heart, good understanding, studied with
Ram in Vivekananda College. And he was near to Ram’s heart, But his passion was for cinema. With the
collaboration of an advertising agency, he prepared many documentary films.
“I must talk to you personally. Very confidential matter,” she phoned Dhamu few days ago and revealed her
plan to him.
“Do you think this will work?” was all he asked.
“Trial costs nothing, Dhamu.”
“Did you talk to Ram?”
“Well. Let us examine the feasibility of this suggestion first. Ram can be told later.”
Dhamu wanted time for decision.
*
With a jerk. The car pulled up. And Lavanya opened her lids.
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“Asleep?” Dhamu asked.
“Some old thoughts.”
He knew them. So he kept quiet.
It was difficult to ride through that narrow lane. A gutter was fouling the entire atmosphere. Pigs were roaming
galore, Children, half-naked and half-fed, suffused the street. Rikshaws, carrying customers, were seen
everywhere. Women in foul attire, drawing passenger’s attention.
Suddenly, Dhamu was not happy. This is not a place for “high-ups.” Menaka could have been brought out of
these slums to meet Lavi. The car stopped.
“This is her home. You stay in the car.” He went in and returned after five minutes.
“She is in. Will you come or may I bring her here?”
“No. I am coming.” They went in.
It was a home with several tenants. Dirt, poverty, foul smells. They entered upstairs. Entered third tenement.
“Come in,” Menaka greeted them.
She was looking at her in wonderment. The other tenants had gathered by then to see an aristocrat lady in their
midst. She put two bamboo stools for them to sit. Two minutes sped by.
“What news?” Menaka asked Dhamu.
Dhamu was agitated. He looked at Lavi.
“Is she a producer? Am I going to be booked for any picture by her?” Menaka asked. “If you don’t want to talk
to me, why did you come at all?” Dhamu began:
“Well, we have not come for any picture. But this lady needs your help. She is here to speak to you.”
Menaka shed a look that liked to know the lady’s desire. Then:
“Speak,” she said. Lavanya began:
“I will tell you why we are here. First tell me, are you alone here?”
“There are two other girls with me—Kamala, Rathi.”
“Where are they?”
“Night duty.” Lavanya understood what she meant by night duty.
“You did not go?”
“Oh yes, I go. But not daily. When I need money for my next meal I go. Not otherwise:”
“You speak English well. Are you educated?”
“By my English speaking, if you think I am well read, that suits me too.” Menaka smiled. “What do. You want
from me? Let us not waste time:.”
“How much you earn a month, Menaka?” Menaka looked at Dhamu nonchalantly.
“May be thousand or a hundred, It depends, but how does that concern you? Please be direct in your demand. I
have a group dance tomorrow. I have to practice.”
“Assuming you earn thousand a month, you yearly earn twelve thousand rupees, right? Listen. You will be in
my service for one full year. I will give you twenty five thousand rupees. When the contract is over, you are free.
You will be a free bird.” Lavanya spoke deliberately.
“Not money alone,” she continued. “All your expenses this one year are mine—your boarding and lodging,
your dress and other expenses. That twenty five thousand will just be your pocket money.”
Twenty five thousand rupees?
No expenses at all for one full year?
Is this woman crazy?
“What is my job?” Manaka asked. Lavanya rose up.
“Not a difficult one. For one year, you are to stay with me. That is all. I will talk about details later. I will give
you one day’s time. We will meet you tomorrow. Come Dhamu, let us go.”
Menaka was stunned. Lavanya tapped her shoulder and said,
“Dhamu told me you are a brave and a bright girl too. That is why I am here. You must not tell anyone why we
came. You must keep this as precious secret. Tomorrow evening at four! Good night!”
Menaka was spellbound. The two left,
“Will she consult with anyone?” Lavanya asked.
Dhamu shook his head, meaning “I don’t know.” On reaching home, he left her saying he would ring up the
next morning.
Lavanya went upstairs: jolted in her mind the next day’s programme.\fn{ Or, The next day’s program jolted in her
mind:H} Ram would return day after tomorrow. By then she must do something concrete.
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*
The sea breeze was very balmy. It was a little dark.
Lavanya looked full into Menaka’s face. She studied her reactions to her proposal—explained in detail for full
thirty minutes.
Menaka never spoke in the middle.\fn{ I.e., never interrupted her:H} Me? … Like this? … What do you think I am?
… Because I am poor, am I to sell myself off to any project? … Have I not got a mind, a desire, a prestige—no,
Menaka did not indulge in these. She remained resolute, non-plussed. Dhamu was standing at a distance.
“Menaka! You understood what all I said? Are you with me or not? Speak plainly.”
When Menaka looked up, her eyes sparkled. Dark. Beautiful eyes. She smiled too, teeth dazzling.
“Nothing to hide. I am not afraid,” Menaka spoke fluently. “I know Dhamu, Sir, very well. His goodness, his
generous heart, and skills—all I know well. There is none in this field like him. I am sure that he does not know
much of my private life. But I thin I know him. I have talked to people in this field and I hold him with great
esteem. He occupies a place [which is the] envy of all. While shooting his India Today, someone talked ill of me
in one of the sets. And mind you, that man comes of a high family. When Dhamu Sir heard of this, he insisted on
the accuser apologizing for the wrong done. Such was his respect and treatment even to extras. So, when you
came to me through him for help, I resolved to do whatever he asks for.”
What does she say? How does she accept without dissent?
“Dhamu, come here,” Lavanya said in paroxysm of joy. “She says that she is willing.”
“True, Menaka?” he asked.
“Yes. I am ready.”
“Think over again. No hurry, I will give you two day’s time.”
“Not necessary, Sir. I do not know whether she is your friend or relative. Yet, I know she is close to you. That
is enough for me. Moreover, who will give me so much money? I am ready, Sir.” There was ominous silence.
“Do you agree whole-heartedly?”
“Yes, Sir.”
“You must not back out till the contract period expires.”
“Yes, Sir.”
“You must swear that you will not tell anyone. You may believe in a particular god; let us go to that temple and
you must take an oath there.” Smiling Menaka said,
“I have no belief in god, I; but I promise, on my honour.”
Dhamu had sent his steno the previous day to her place and learnt Manaka had not spoken a single word to her
mates and this had strengthened Lavanya’s opinion of her. Suddenly she was very happy. Dr. Suseela must be
consulted and after Ram’s assent, I must plunge into this project. Shaking off the sands from her sari, Lavanya
said:
“In four days, we will come to you. If nothing turns up, yet Dhamu will give you two thousand rupees, as
consolation. You must then forget all. If the plan fructifies, I will meet you and take other steps.” Menaka
consulted.\fn{Considering the context, the author does not mean Menaka “consulted”, but that she agreed, or, perhaps, nodded her head,
something like that:H}
*
Lavanya phoned up Dr. Suseela next morning.
“Good morning, doctor.”
“Hello, Lavanya. Good morning. How are you?”
“Fine, thanks. I want to talk to you confidentially. When can I come?”
After consulting her diary, she gave lunch time as suitable. At one that afternoon, Lavanya went to doctor’s
house. She did not broach the subject during lunch as the doctor was dining with her husband. After lunch,
Lavanya and Suseela went into the reception hall.
“Okay. What is bothering you!” the doctor asked.
Layer by layer, Lavi revealed to the doctor her plan. She talked with emotion. The doctor understood her
seriousness.
“This is my plan. I entirely believe in your capacity to carry out everything.”
“Lavi, did you talk to Ram?”
“Not yet. I have fixed up a girl called Menaka. She is ready. She has promised absolute secrecy. After
confirming with you, I will convince Ram—pleading or weeping or stubbornly persisting.”
“Do you believe Menaka will keep up her word?”
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“I believe her, doctor. Without belief, where is the world?”
“Fine. Let me tell you if it is possible medically. In India, this is not still common. Doctors, specializing in this
technique, are very rare. Luckily, in London, I handled such cases. So from my side, there is no problem. First talk
to Ram. Let husband and wife resolve unanimously. Rest I will do.”
The doctor felt Lavanya was hesitating.
“I am a doctor. I consider my profession divine. As such, I will not talk about this to Ram or even my
husband.”
“Million thanks,” piped Lavanya.
*
That evening Ram arrived by evening flight. Not aware of the volcanic project Lavanya has sculpted during his
four days’ absence from the city, Ram landed. Smiling through the glass window, he hastened to the exit and
cried, “Hi, darling, I missed you,” and taking her into his throbbing arms, he came out. Since Lavanya herself had
brought the car, Ram sat at the drivers wheel and switched the ignition on.
“Where is the driver? Everything in order. How did you spend these four days?”
He patted her back. Then he waxed eloquent over the success of the Bombay trip and the contracts he had
scored.
Ram’s happy mood greatly pleased Lavi. Reaching home, they went into their AC bedroom. Ram nestling
round her ivory neck, she cupped his face in her palm and asked,
“Are you tired, darling?” But he swerved round and breasting her in full, gleefully said;
“Tired? Me? No. May I prove my freshness and rage.” Burying her lips in his, she lisped:
“I have a desire. Will you fulfill it?”
“Order, honey, I obey. Why plead?”
Lavanya sat upright. She prepared herself to unravel the ache that rocked her heart all these day.
“Is anything wrong??” Ram asked.
“Nothing is wrong. But I have a desire.”
“Tell me, sweet.”
“First promise you will fulfill it.”
“Hi, Lavi, what is this? Like a child you talk! Have I refused you anything so far, till this hour?”
“No. But this is different. Unusual.”
“Tell me. Then I will tell you yes or no.”
“You can, my darling, you can.”
“Then proceed.”
“But you have not promised me—” He laughed boisterously.
“What has happened to you today? Just like a child … all right. I promise.”
“Ram, I want a child.” Ram was shocked.
“Do you want to foster a child, Lavi?” he asked, pathos ringing in his voice.
“No.”
“Then?” She hesitated, even feared.
“What is it, Lavi?” She huddled him closer and planted her lips on his ears and slowly said:
“You must not be upset on what I tell you, Ram. After long and sure deliberation, I talk. You know I am not
hasty, nor thoughtless. Please listen patiently. And remember you have promised to carry out my wish.” Then she
proceeded.
“You know, father wanted to have grandchildren desperately. His last wish really upset me, made me think,
rethink and devise a way out. I cannot, you know, get a child. I thought of these, all these years. But you can,
honey. Instead of adopting someone’s child, why not get a child who will inherit half your genes? Is this not
better? Ram, do you follow what I say?” Ram drew her passionately into his arms, and cried,
“What are you at, Lavi?”
“Wait and listen.” She murmured. “I cannot carry in me your child. But some other girl can carry, is it not?”
Ram suddenly remembered the sensation the Test Tube Baby created in recent dailies.
“Lavi, did you read much of Test Tube babes? Are you trying to play with that?”
“I am not playing. I am serious. No Test Tube Baby. I mean artificial insemination.” Flinging himself off her
hold, he shouted:
“Lavi!”
“No use getting excited. If you love me, listen patiently to my plan. Some woman to carry your child in her
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womb for just ten months only. Then the child is ours. Ram, please think patiently, please.” Ram stepped back and
cried:
“My God! How absurd, Lavi! How dare you think so low and mean?”
“What is absurd and what is mean? This is just like blood transfusion. You give blood very often to Blood
Bank; but do you care to whom your blood is supplied—to an adolescent girl or an old man? This insemination
process is a very common practice abroad. What is wrong in this, Ram? This is not adultery, not a fling. Nothing.
Nothing, You give blood to save somebody who is physically ill, right? This act is to save a couple from
heartbreak, to save a married couple from wreck; to save somebody from mental wreck. Just an injection. That is
all. There your responsibility ends. No other. See a doctor for a minute and there your ends, I mean it. Who is she?
What is she? Black? or white? These you are not concerned Ten months after I will show you our child That is all.
No pain. No trouble. No predicament for you All these years, I have not begged a favour from you like this. Now
I beg on bended knees. Please fulfill my wish, my burning desire, my passionate longing. … You have already
promised me. Do not forget Ram,” Lavanya pleaded.
Then, she broke into sobs.
“God! My God,” Ram roared. He kicked the tea table. He opened and banged the door. Not knowing what to
do or say, he walked out of the room.
Silence reigned supreme for the next two days. Unable to see his wife anguish any further, on the third day
Ram said,
“Why should we suffer like this? You forget your request. I will also forget, right Levi?”
“But, you promised. How can you break it?”
“Ram that promise!”
“Hell with that promise. How can I promise without knowing your wish?”
Her subs infuriated him. He rushed upstairs. Lavanya’s continued agony made Ram come round the next day.
“All right. What do you want me to do?” She beamed with triumph and said,
“Nothing immediately. Just leave everything to me.”
“Will your wish bear fruit so early?”
“Why not? I have consulted the doctor. No one else will be told. Ram. I have selected a girl already. Just for a
day, come to the nursing home. And forget all. Please, darling. Willingly say your “yes”. In one year, we get our
child. How wonderful to think about it.”
Like an adolescent with all her longings, she forgot her inability to bear a child but stood firm in getting her
husband’s babe through another woman. Ram was deeply touched.
“For you, I will do everything. I love you so much, Lavi,” he said, crushing her in his arms. …
33.214 That’s The Way It Is\fn{by Gauri Deshpande (1942-2003)} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
It has been my belief for a long time that “love” means something done with the mind or the heart. Which
means that, while love is an emotion, even in my childhood I wasn’t so naïve as to think that the visible part of
this emotion, its expression, had only to involve the mind and the heart. Probably because even then, my parents
never made me listen to such ideas as “God, the Loving Father, brought you to us.” On top of that, I had an uncle
who had a terrible itch for free love. I said to him once:
“What is love but free? Anybody should love anybody else. Who’s to say no?”
Since I was then only ten years old, he just looked at me pityingly. From this you’ll understand how quickly I
got into the habit of differentiating between love as an emotion and its expression. Even though the gap between
my uncle’s free love and my free love diminished over the years, it never disappeared—even very recently I’ve
enjoyed loving several people at the same time. And because, in my opinion, the emotion of love was related only
to the mind and the heart, I’d never felt there was anything wrong about it.
To tell you the truth, I used to like falling in love very much. On getting up in the morning, I would spend a
great deal of time making plans. Whom would I meet that day? What should I say to her (because I’d fall in love
with women, too) or to him? What should I do with her or him? Where should we go, how should we laugh, what
should we argue about? Then the day would fly by, fulfilling these dreams, and the night in reviewing just what
had happened or why it had not.
Owing to this system, first in my mind and then later even in my life, I made a variety of serious blunders. And
so I had to accept that my uncle’s, my friends’, and my own ideas about love were all dead wrong.
In college the professor sometimes said, speaking of Keats:
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“He died of a broken heart.”
Because I couldn’t hold back the laugh that at once spluttered out, everybody called my cynical, strange,
stony-hearted, and other such labels. In fact, I used to like all the Romantics very much, whether English or
Marathi. But I’d feel within me somewhere that what they had said wasn’t enough. And this feeling would many
times express itself in my making fun of their idea of love. I became ever more convinced that the palely loitering
knight, dying, sickly, wan from love, was entirely a farce. Because wasn’t I myself, though constantly falling in
love, eating heartily four times a day and sleeping ten hours a night? And no matter how much I tried, I never lost
even one pound. So forget this business of wasting away.
Nothing happened to anybody else I knew to make me any less certain that nearly all love literature was pure
fabrication. So many of my friends had fallen headlong in love, married, had kids. They, and I, too, with greater or
lesser happiness, set up homes. And all these things, more or less, would in due course have come to an end; but
as the days passed, I suddenly seemed to feel that something, you know, had really gone wrong. Shakespeare,
Keats’s knight, and Donne had understood something that had been hidden from me. While reading P. S. Rege’s
poetry, I used to feel, Here it is—almost! Just one more turn and I’ll see it.
Without my actually realizing it, certain things began to take their places and make sense. A small boy I saw on
the street held his dead cat tightly to his chest. Dry-eyed, lips tightly drawn, he was fighting with his parents not
to give it up. Just so, at the airport I saw a couple, who were completely immersed in each other, parting. On both
their faces was the same dry distrust. After they had turned their backs to each other, they never once looked back.
The dog we kept in our home acquired a strange obsession. He fell in love with the neighbor’s Alsatian bitch. It
was just as tragic as it was absurd, because he was a dachshund! He gave up food and water, and would cry day
and night with his face lifted to the sky. Then one day he just disappeared. Finally, the mistress of a recently
deceased man came to his wife begging for his shirt. His children tried to get the servant and the watchman to
drive her away. But she just sat in the doorway, dumb, until she got the shirt. Then she got up and went away, God
knows where.
Now supposing there is an earthquake in California. We only read about it in the newspaper. Of course, who,
of her own choice, would like to find herself in an earthquake? And when there is an earthquake right here, what,
beyond a little lost sleep, happens? But that there are such things as earthquakes and also that it’s always other
people who suffer from them is indisputable. The same with love; it certainly is something; and compared with
me, other people must know a lot more about it, or so I began to realize very forcibly.
When the train had reached this point in my life’s journey, it was already time for me to put on chalisi.\fn{A
note reads: Chalisi lavane means “to have reading glasses fitted;” chalisi lagne means “to enter one’s forties,” “to become middle-aged.”
Both meanings are implicit here .} I had entered the store and stood waiting to get my glasses. So without even looking

in the mirror, I was saying:
“The frame’s fine, just fine!”
(Even now, after wearing glasses every day for ten years, if anybody were to tell me to paint a self-portrait, I’d
paint it without my glasses. And I’m constantly warning my daughter, “Hey! Don’t read lying down or you’ll
have to get glasses!”)
Just then somebody touched me on the back. I looked and it was you. Now the readers will think that, by
suddenly introducing this entity “you” halfway through my story, I’ve deceived them, but not at all. I’ve known
“you” nearly all my life, and long ago, having decided that there wasn’t that kind of thing between us, we each set
out on our own ways. They say that, when we were very small, our families used to spend the summers as
neighbors in Mahabaleshwar and that we quarreled and fought so much, the dust flew. Even if I don’t have any
childhood memories from Mahabaleshwar, still our relationship as adults should prove the latter half of my above
assertion true.
“You” means Marston. By birth American, when just a few months old you came with your missionary parents
and stayed her. Except for your name, you have nothing at all binding you to your homeland. You even insist on
speaking our language.
“Marston! Hello!” I said.
You just smiled. After a moment you said:
“Getting glasses?”
I was already feeling bad enough, so now I got irritated and said:
“No, a loop.”
Then you laughed freely and said:
“Come, come—I must get rid of these blues.”
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So I, too, smiled, gloomily, and said:
“Middle age has caught up with us, Marston! We’re already facing the question of which college to send the
girls to.”
“At least you haven’t started with weddings yet, so there’s no problem. And I, at least, can’t see any difference
in you at all. You’re still just as you were in college when you used to march around ignoring the whole world.
You’re just as outspoken, quick-tempered, troublesome, argumentative.”
I felt a lot better. Still, I said:
“And my glasses? What about my glasses?”
“They’re no problem. They help give you that ‘high-thinking’ look.”
It may have been because I had just purchased the proof that half my life was over, or perhaps because I was
finally convinced that I would have to discard the vague hope of not having completely missed the right way, but I
couldn’t just get up and start walking away with the usual, “O.K., Marston.” Your company felt so comforting—
you who have known me so long, and since my very childhood have seen my tiniest idiosyncrasy, you who have
always looked at me patronizingly and sarcastically. I felt:
“It’s not as though I have to speak to him about anything.”
How many times had I become piqued because, from where you were four rows away, you just smiled
sarcastically. How many times during the past twenty-five or thirty years had you simply waved from where you
were across the street and gone on your way? Then, too, it was never as though we felt obliged to stop and talk.
Not only that, but at Nirmala’s death, when we came to offer condolences, hadn’t we two just stood facing each
other, looking at one another, not knowing what to say? What a surprise that just that day you happened to see me
in the store and stopped to talk. And in the same way, we set off walking. Suddenly I turned and asked:
“How long have I known you, Marston?” Surprised, you stopped and said:
“How should I know? I’ve known you since you were just this big.” And with that you raised your shoe about
a foot off the ground. I said, smiling:
“Ha! I was never that tiny.”
You smiled and nodded your head, up and down, like a heron, and we turned once more and began to walk.
Passing by sari shops and shoe and clothing stores, we went as far as the Jehangir Art Gallery. We stopped to see
whose exhibit was there. You said:
“Huh, there’s nothing in that. A waste of canvas.” And then turning, unexpectedly:
“Are your glasses for nearsightedness or farsightedness?”
“For farsightedness. They’re chalisi.”
“That’s right,” you said, “you really do need glasses to see up close.”
We were still standing in front of the art gallery. I looked up. You weren’t smiling then. You were looking at
me with a sad, dejected face. I, too, kept looking at you. I saw that your nose was quite snub. Your skin had
tanned dark. Your hair, originally tawny, had become more like salt and pepper. Your eyes were nearly as dark as
mine. Thin lips and a very wide mouth—so your smile stretches from ear to ear like the Cheshire Cat. Small ears.
Very becoming. Nicely shaped, sensitive, like the pointed ears of a fox.
And suddenly, as I was trying to decide how many years I had known you, I saw …
At a picnic once you shoved me into a pond. When I pretended I was drowning, you jumped in, but because
you couldn’t swim, I was the one who had to save you.
When my youngest daughter was sick with pneumonia, I saw your face often at night through her mosquito net
in the hospital.
At your wedding, when we presented you with a frightfully expensive gift, how angry you became! It was the
first and the last time you were angry with me. You looked at me angrily, with red eyes, tight lips and finally,
because Nirmala poked you, you said, Thank you, curtly, with great effort.
After that you were at parties thousands of times, the children’s birthdays, at ceremonies, on committees.
Sometimes I saw you and sometimes not. Sometimes I was aware of you and sometimes I wasn’t.
Your eyes suddenly filled with tears, and in the clear sunlight, in the middle of the rush hour, I, who was nearly
forty years old, completely oblivious to the world around us, dropped down and sat on the steps of the art gallery.
We stopped looking at each other only when you sat down next to me.
After some time you took something out of your wallet and held it out before me. It had been written on a long
time before with the, large, round, small-girl script I used to use. A yellowed, torn note on which I had written,
Marston, you’re stupid. What has Keats’s philosophy of beauty got to do with love? Where he
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clearly speaks of beauty, truth, etc., don’t you go and force love in unnecessarily. You’ve a habit of
misconceiving and mixing up the different things in life. Can’t you put two different things into two
different compartments?

I must have written it in exasperation to you, where you sat four benches away, years ago, while everybody
else in class was arguing. But I can’t remember that now.
When I looked up, slowly you had begun to laugh, and I myself was beginning to cry. I said:
“Why do you laugh? Is this something to laugh about?”
You just kept on laughing.
I said reproachfully: “Marston, you knew all about this.”
And here all means all. I was all wrong; I had “missed my way in life.” My constant arrogant insistence
—“What I say is right!”—had kept me from knowing what it was that others understood about life. I didn’t let
myself know. All this.
Without replying yes, or no or anything, you ran both your hands over my hair, saying:
“Look, not even one white hair yet.”
And then your face came so close that, without glasses, I couldn’t have seen it. You said my name and I
replied:
“Oh no, Marston!”
It’s likely a few people may have even stopped to look, but in Bombay nobody has the time to be surprised.
After a long while you got up and left. It had become dark. I, too, began slowly, slowly, to walk. I had to submit to
facts: if there were an earthquake right next to me, much less in California, nothing was going to happen to me
now, beyond a little lost sleep. Just what it was we said or even what we didn’t say, I don’t remember now. What I
do remember—just this somewhat bitter, satisfying thought:
Keats and company, after biding their time for so many years, shouldn’t have taken this kind of revenge.
32.181 The Offspring\fn{by Mamoni Raison Goswami (1942-2011)} Guwahati, Kamrup Metropolitan District, Assam
State, India (F) 7
Pitambar Mahajan was sitting in front of his house. His shoes were covered with a thick layer of mud, but he
did not remove them. He looked at them with pride—only he and the Gossain of the Satra possessed shoes in this
remote village.
Pitambar was in his early fifties. Once a robust man, his worries had slowly emaciated his healthy body. Folds
of skin hung loose beneath his chin. He talked to others with eyes averted and head bowed. His gaze was always
directed to the ground beneath his feet as if he were looking for something.
Heavy rain had soaked the ground and water had collected on both sides of the village. Half-naked children
played in the water or stood here and there, fishing with bamboo poles in their hands. With the rains, there was a
rank growth everywhere of all sorts of plants and creepers like halechi and nalakochu. Flying frogs leaped from
puddle to puddle and sometimes hit against the legs of passers-by.
Pitambar was staring intently at a chubby, naked boy trying to disentangle his fishing line from the leaves of a
nalakochu plant. Suddenly his thoughts were interrupted by the grating voice of the village priest, Krishnakanta.
“You have no child to call your own! Why do you devour that child with envious eyes? Each time I have gone
to and returned from the temple, I have seen you sitting there like this! What about your wife? Is she better now?”
Pitambar replied hesitantly:
“Several times I have taken her to the Civil Hospital at Gauhati, but it is useless. Her whole body is swelling
up now.”
“So there is no hope of an issue, is there? Very sad, indeed. There will be no one to continue your family line.”
Pitambar remained silent.
The priest stood near him for some time. He was wearing an old dhoti well above his knees, and a 1044unjabi
made of endi cloth the color of dried sheepskin. His shoulders were covered with a cotton chaddar. As
Krishnakanta had only two teeth left in his mouth, his cheeks had caved in and created two hollows in his face.
When he spoke, his face presented a peculiarly comic expression. His small eyes always shone with a cunning
glint. His sparse hair was parted in the middle. He bent down and whispered in Pitambars ears:
“What about another marriage, eh?”
Pitambar removed his chaddar and wiped his face with one end. Before he could reply, the eyes of the two
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men were drawn toward a young woman passing by. She was Damayanti, the widow of a young priest from the
Satra. Her rain-drenched clothes clung to her body. The color of her skin was like the dazzling foam of boiling
sugarcane juice. Though her figure was rather ample, she was immensely attractive. People said all sorts of things
about her. Some even called her a prostitute. Perhaps the first Brahman prostitute of the Satra!
Krishnakanta called out:
“Hey, Damayanti, where are you coming from?”
“Can’t you see these cocoons?”
“So, now you have started mixing with that crowd of Marwari merchants, eh! When the need arises, one stoops
to washing even goats’ legs as the saying goes, is it not?”
Damayanti did not reply, but bent down to squeeze out the water from the wet folds of her mekhala. Her blouse
had stretched tight and was pulled up, revealing the white flesh which, to the two men, looked as tempting as the
meat dressed and hung up on iron hooks in a butchers shop! Krishnakanta turned his eyes away almost
immediately, a little self-consciously, but Pitambar kept looking, enthralled by the sight. Damayanti straightened
up and, without glancing at them, walked away, her mekhala rustling.
“I hear that she eats meat, fish, everything.”
Krishnakanta nodded and said:
“This girl has brought disgrace to Bangara Brahmans. She has thrown to the winds all restrictions and rituals
prescribed for widows.”
“Yes, yes! I have myself seen her once exchanging two baskets of paddy for a pair of khariya fish!”
The priest exclaimed:
“Hai! Hai! A widow and khariya fish! Chee, chee! Kalyuga! Kalyuga!”
“Shut up, you Brahman! Why do you want the whole world to know about a Brahman widow eating fish? It is
the same everywhere, I hear. On both the north and south banks of the Brahmaputra. These old customs should be
scrapped.”
Pitambar stopped to swat some flies buzzing around him with the corner of his chaddar. In the meantime
Krishnakanta sat down with a sigh on the stump of a severed tree nearby. Pitambar asked:
“What about your jajamans for whom you perform religious ceremonies? How do they look upon you
nowadays?”
“You know everything, still you ask me! My elder brother quarreled with me and made off with most of the
business. I am now ruined!”
“Bapu! You don’t know Sanskrit well. Your brother has spread this news everywhere and that’s why your
jajamans do not want you anymore.”
Krishnakanta hotly denied this:
“Ah! Ah! Now you tell me, how many Brahmans on the north bank can speak Sanskrit like Narahari Bhagawati? We studied together in the Sanskrit tol. He used to receive a cane beating very often but not once did I. I know
why I have lost so many jajamans. Even the Brahmans well versed in all the four Vedas are starving to death. It
was once easy to get a sacred thread, two dhotis, and five rupees every month from each jajamans house.
Nowadays, they don’t want to observe the rituals. To avoid expenditure, our old jajaman, Manikanta Sarma, took
his two sons to Kamakhya and performed their thread ceremony there! Mysanpurs’ jajamans have now started
performing the sraddha of their fathers and mothers at the same time.”
As Krishnakanta went on, Pitambar did not say one word either of assent or dissent. All the while, his mind
hovered about the brief glimpse he had had of Damayanti’s white flesh. He had never seen such soft, burnished
flesh before. It was not as if he had not seen or touched a woman’s flesh. There was his first wife, then he had
brought a second one with the hope of getting a child. Now she lay bedridden with rheumatism. Her whole body
had become rickety—she was like a bundle of bones dumped in a corner of the bed. He had trodden the road to
the hospital at Gauhati so many times that the soles of his shoes had worn out. He was numbed by the fear that he
might have to die without an issue to continue the family line.
This gnawing fear had been further heightened by the constant nagging of the priest and others, rubbing salt
into his wounds. All this had upset his mental balance.
Pitambars ailing wife, lying in bed in the mud-walled house, could see the priest standing outside. She signaled
with a movement of her eyes to a servant standing nearby that he should carry one of the mooras outside for the
priest to sit on. Pitambar, absorbed in himself, neither noticed the moora nor knew when and how it came to be
there.
Krishnakanta stood up and said:
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“People of the village are gossiping about you, that you have gone off your head. What do you think? Don’t
you know that there are many people in this world who are childless like you? Just try to look at it in a different
way. After all, it is all maya, illusion!”
Pitambars head drooped. The priest could see the gray hair on it. His clothes looked worn and untended. Only
his shoes, though muddy, were intact. He felt a kind of pity for this man. Once upon a time he was so handsome
that people called him gora paltan. Now he had money, a granary full of paddy, everything. Still he was not
happy!
Suddenly Krishnakanta was struck by a thought. He looked around. He could see the open door of Pitambars
bedroom and the reclining body of his wife. He could even see her eyes, burning like those of an animal in a dark
jungle, as if she were straining with all her might to catch what he was saying to her husband. The intensity of
those glowing eyes, even after traversing that long distance, was heartrending! The priest would not have believed
it possible.
He made up his mind. Bending down, he whispered into Pitambars ear:
“I can help you out of this agony.”
“Another solution?”
“Yes, this time it is absolutely pakka!”
“I don’t understand you …”
“This time there is no question of an unsuccessful pregnancy! She has gone through four abortions and every
time she has buried those evil things in the bamboo grove behind her house.”
Startled, Pitambar cried out:
“Are you talking about Damayanti?”
“Yes, yes! Nowadays Brahman girls are even marrying fishermen. The daughter of the Gossain on the
Dhaneshwari riverbank married a Muslim boy! Gandhi Maharaj has shown us the path. That’s why I am telling
you—”
Pitambar exclaimed in a surge of excitement:
“What is it you are saying?”
“If you want, you can make Damayanti your own!”
Krishnakanta turned his head and looked again toward Pitambars bed-ridden wife. He could still see the two
glowing embers in her face. She was staring steadfastly at him.
Pitambar stood up. Here was Krishnakanta putting what he could only dream about into clear-cut words! He
went up to him, trying to seize his hand in an excess of gratitude, but Krishnakanta shrank back. He had just taken
his bath and he had to go and do the daily washing-ceremony of Murlidhar in Gossaills house. If this man touched
him, then he would have to bathe again.\fn{ For his touch would render him ritually unclean. I remember reading once that if the
shadow of a lesser caste happened to touch a Brahman or anything owned by a Brahman, the person or thing would have to be religiously
purified before it could be used, eaten, or engage in social discourse .}

Pitambars condition was like that of a drowning man suddenly sighting a colorful sail. He did not know
whether to touch the priests hands or his feet.
“So you had this in mind for quite a long time, did you?”
Krishnakanta again cast a glance at the invalid woman. This time her eyes were shut tight, probably in a spasm
of pain. Pitambar knelt down near the priests feet and entreated him earnestly:
“Only you can do it! Please help me with this girl! She is a Brahman. I will keep her in all comfort!”
A cunning smile played for a moment on Krishnakantas toothless mouth.
“Hmmm, well … er, I’ll see about it. I’ll have to come again a couple of times. Then there are her two little
daughters to be taken care of.”
Pitambar got up with confused emotions and made his way to the bedroom. When he entered, he saw his wife
open her eyes and look at him. She now saw him opening the wooden box where they kept money and other
valuables. A little later, he closed the box and went back to the priest.
Krishnakanta took the money, twenty rupees in cash, and went away humming under his breath.
*
A week had passed. Pitambar waited anxiously for the priest, his whole being on tenterhooks. In these past
seven days, he had seen Damayanti passing by his house on her way to Gossains place, carrying cotton for
making sacred threads. The sight of her body heightened the turmoil in his mind. His obsession for her created
strange hallucinations. Before his maddened eyes, Damayantis clothes seemed to disappear each time revealing
more and more of her beautiful white-fleshed body.
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People said that she was born at Rauta on the banks of the Dhaneshwari river in Kamrup. There is a belief that
nowhere else can you find girls as beautiful as the Brahman girls born on the banks of the Dhaneshwari. Pitambar
was now convinced that this was absolutely true.
Pitambar started sitting outside his house every day. At this time of the year, Damayanti came regularly to
gather kollmu and other vegetables that grew wild along the drains bordering the road. Her two little daughters,
skinny and naked, usually trailed behind her. Their thin and undernourished bodies looked incongruous against
their mothers healthy and voluptuous body. Damayantis long and reddish-brown hair often caught Pitambars eyes.
One day Pitambar gathered enough courage to go near her when she was plucking green leaves and said:
“You will catch cold if you stand like this in muddy water every day.”
Damayanti looked back, her eyes opening wide with astonishment. But she did not reply. Pitambar said again:
“I’ll send the servant. You tell him to collect as many greens as you want and …”
But his sentence remained unfinished. She looked back and Pitambars eyes fell before her intense, disdainful
gaze. He left the place hurriedly and went and sat down on the tree stump in front of his house.
He could see his wife lying again on the bed like a bird with broken wings. In the morning she had seemed
better, even moved around the room a little, but now the bed had claimed her again. Anger welled up inside him.
He threw a look of undiluted fury in her direction. Sometimes he felt he could hear her dried-up joints creaking in
her ailing frame. He looked at her with disgust. It was time for the next dose of her medicine but he did not get up.
He looked at his shoes, took out his handkerchief, and started cleaning them. He glanced often at the road,
impatient for the sight of Krishnakanta.
Suddenly he heard the krr-krr sound of cart wheels. He knew what it was. His tenants were bringing his share
of Boka Bhan, that variety of rice harvested in July, grown on his land. Normally, he would have been very happy
at the sight of the carts laden with paddy. He would inhale with great pleasure and satisfaction the fresh fragrance
of newly harvested paddy and rush to the carts to count the number of baskets as they were unloaded. But today
he remained where he was. His servants, however, came out immediately and started carrying the baskets to the
granary. When this was done, the tenants were offered tea, jaggery, and parched rice, which they gulped down
with obvious enjoyment. They then went to the well, washed their hands, and partook of the pan and betel nuts
kept separately for them. The tenants now approached Pitambar to take leave of him, but were perturbed to find
him indifferent and unresponsive.
“Ah! You don’t have children. All your granaries are now overflowing with paddy! Who will eat it? And you
are growing old. Now is the time to worship god and offer charity and alms,” they seemed to be saying.
Pitambar went inside the house and brought out the money. He made their payment one by one and sent them
off in complete silence. He then returned to his original place and sat down again. His eyes turned to the open
door through which he could see his bedridden wife. Her eyes were open. A tumbler lay below the bed. Perhaps
she had taken a drink of water. It was long past her usual medicine time.
Pitambar got up to go inside and give her the medicine. He removed his shoes and placed them in a corner. As
he was about to cross the threshold, he heard a coughing behind him.
Krishnakanta at last!
He ran back and put on his shoes. His wife’s eyes had followed him, expecting her medicine, but now she
closed them again wearily. The fire in her eyes was extinguished, only the ashes remained.
Pitambar asked impatiently:
“Bapu! What news have you brought for me? Tell me quickly!”
In his excitement he even forgot to offer him a seat.
“Tell me! What is the news?”
The priest glanced round in all four directions. The invalid was lying on her bed like a corpse. She was not
going to hear anything! He whispered into Pitambar’s ears:
“Just listen! I have dug up some information. Right now her womb is empty—it is not even one month since
she buried the evil fruit of her last adventure. Her little daughter said that this time her mother had used a crowbar
given by that student who goes to Sariali college on bicycle, to dig the grave. He is a boy without character from a
very rich household. During college hours, he used to go straight to Damayantis place and hide his textbooks in
the basket of rice. His college fees went for her cosmetics.”
The priest lowered his voice still further and barely whispered:
“On the bare floor! In front of the little girls! Hari, Hari! They copulated shamelessly. This time it was
obviously that students child.”
Pitambar heard everything in ice-cold silence. The priest continued:
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“I told her about you. She was infuriated! She spat out. ‘That pariah! How dare he send this proposal to me!
Doesn’t he know that I am from the jajamani Brahman caste and he, the vermin, is a low-caste mahajan?’ I told
her that when she was wallowing in the slime of sin, how could she talk of high caste or low caste? She was not
getting any proposals for marriage from Brahman boys. Who will marry a widow? That, too, with daughters? At
least you are prepared to marry her, who is like a piece of sugarcane, chewed and thrown away. I told her
straightaway that you would take the Panchayats consent, arrange a havan, and marry her with due formalities.
She questioned me about your wife. I told her that your wife was like a straw which may be blown away anytime,
that you would keep her in great comfort. I even told her you were the only man in the Satra who wears a pair of
costly shoes! Suddenly she started crying. I don’t know why she cried. Then she wiped away her tears with her
chaddar and said, ‘Nowadays, I don’t keep well. I would like to lean on something solid and permanent.’ I told
her, ‘How can you remain in good health? I have heard that you have got rid of those evil things from your womb
four or five times. If the Panchayat takes up this matter, it will be a terrible thing for the Satra. Even if somebody
goes to your door for a glass of water, he will be fined twenty rupees. You have been spared only because you are
a Brahman. But for how long?’ She replied, ‘What can I do? I had to live. They even stopped their orders for
sacred threads and puffed rice. They considered me impure, contaminated! And those tenants! They have turned
thieves and don’t give me my share of paddy. They take advantage of my helplessness. In these circumstances,
where should I have gone with my two tiny daughters? I have not paid the land revenue. The land, too, will be
auctioned off! What can I do?’”
Pitambar grew impatient.
“What about my proposal?”
“Yes, yes! I am coming to that. She wants to meet you. On the full moon night. At her dhekal, the room in the
backyard for pounding the paddy.”
Pitambar was overwhelmed. Krishnakanta took this opportunity to whisper in his ears:
“Come, take out forty rupees for me! The mosquitoes are playing havoc. I want to buy a mosquito net.”
Pitambar went inside the house. He saw that his wife was awake. He did not care and went straight to the
wooden box. He took out the money and turned round to go out of the room. The sick woman was staring at him.
He burst out enraged:
“Why are you staring at me like that? I will scoop out your eyes!”
Krishnakanta heard everything, understood everything. Taking the money, he whispered to Pitambar:
“Look, if she stares too much, give her a dose of opium. Like your first wife, she is not quarrelsome. She
probably feels deeply guilty for not bearing you a child.”
And he laughed toothlessly.
The invalid lying on her bed closed her eyes again. The priest, becoming serious, continued:
“But that bitch, Damayanti, has great hunger for money! It’s all right now. You can touch her in the dhekal …”
Pitambar threw a glance at the sleeping woman inside. Even from that distance he could clearly see small
beads of perspiration on her forehead.
*
It was a full moon night in the month of August. Pitambar took out his best clothes. He lovingly wiped his
shoes clean with his hand. He took the looking glass out into the open yard and scanned his face. He had shaved
in the morning. Peering into the glass, he saw the crisscross of wrinkles on his face. He thought it looked like a
fish caught in a net.
He set out for Damayanti’s house. He had to cross a thick sal forest. Her house lay beyond the forest on the
outer edge of the village. It was an ideal place for Damayanti to carry out her nefarious activities.
In the moonlit sky, he could see mushroom-colored clouds shaped like a canon. He felt that the moon looked
like somebody had skinned and quartered a deer and placed it in the sky. It was so temptingly lustrous. Suddenly
the moon became the naked voluptuous body of Damayanti in Pitambar’s eyes. He tried to imagine the shape of
her breasts. They would be like the soft, rounded stomach of a pregnant goat. And the shaft of her body like a
tender bamboo shoot. He lowered his eyes. No, no, he could not look at the sky any longer. He walked faster.
Near the sal forest, a pack of jackals flashed across the path. He reached the gate. Silently he slipped inside and
entered the courtyard. He saw the dim kerosene lamp burning in one room. He peered in and saw a child fast
asleep near a cluster of jackfruit and baskets of rice. The other girl was writing something on a small slate.
Damayanti was observing his movements from the dhekal. She called out:
“Hey! Here! This way!”
Like a duty-bound soldier, he turned round on the quick and went toward her. A clay lamp of mustard-oil was
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burning near the pounding horse. She was leaning against a ramshackle wall. Pitambar did not dare look into her
eyes: he was afraid. Suddenly it struck him that it was all an illusion!\fn{ “Ghost” is meant here, not maya:H} Her figure
before him in the dim light was also an illusion. But his thoughts were cut short. He heard her say:
“Have you brought some money?”
He was stunned. He did not expect her first question to be this. He said quickly:
“Here! Take this! Whatever I have is yours now.”
He took out a small string purse from his waist and put it in her hand. Damayanti thrust the purse into the
cleavage of her blouse. She took the lamp and guided him to the room where earlier the little girl had been doing
her lessons. They found both girls fast asleep, clinging to each other. Damayanti then took Pitambar to an adjacent
room, damp and dark. In it was a low cot, made of guava wood. It had been given to her deceased husband at the
time of Gossain’s funeral ceremony. She blew out the lamp …
*
Two months had passed. It was late evening. Pitambar left the dark in haste to get back to his house.
Damayanti went to the well languidly and started taking a bath.
Just then, the priest entered the courtyard. He remarked sarcastically:
“You never used to take a bath after sleeping with the Brahman boy. What has happened now?”
Damayanti did not reply.
“Eh! He is from the lower caste, is that it …”
Suddenly Damayanti came running out as she was, in drenched clothes, and rushed to the far comer of the
courtyard. She bent over and started vomiting. Krishnakanta stood still for a moment, stupefied. Then he shuffled
up to her and said gently:
“This must surely be Pitambars …”
Damayanti still remained silent.
“Ah! This is good news indeed! That man was yearning for a child.”
Even now she did not say a word.
“So I will go now and give him the good news. He can now wed you openly.” He came up to her and
whispered:
“People are shocked and horrified by what is going on in this house. There was talk, off and on, of calling a
meeting of the Panchayat. And listen! There was another thing. Something very serious! That three-month-old
fetus you buried behind the bijulee bamboos; one day a fox dug it out, swallowed part of it and left a half-eaten
limb in the Gossain’s priests courtyard. You know, the one who washes the Gossain’s murlidhar. He had a hard
time getting himself purified—had to swallow two glasses of cow dung water.”
Damayanti started vomiting again, making sounds of auk-auk, her mouth wide open. The priest continued:
“Knowing all this, Pitambar is prepared to marry you. Listen, with my hands on the sacred thread, I tell you,
this time if you do not save yourself from sin by taking this chance, you will surely burn in hellfire!”
After giving the best news of his life to Pitambar, Krishnakanta said:
“So, at last, your dreams may come true. If she does not destroy this child, then you can rest assured that she
will marry you.”
Pitambar was sitting on the tree stump in front of his house, as usual, wearing his prized possession—his
shoes. When he heard Krishnakantas words, his whole body trembled. Was it really true? Could it be his own, his
very own child in that woman’s womb? It must be the truth! This Brahman could not possibly utter lies. It is really
my child!
He stood up, restless and agitated, and started pacing up and down in front of his house. Krishnakanta said:
“At this age! To become a father! It’s really a fortune, a miracle!”
Pitambar kneeled at the priests feet and entreated:
“Please, Bapu! Don’t let my hopes be shattered. You know my background. My forefathers were brave
warriors. They fought those Burmese invaders. You know that! If this lineage is snapped, if there is no son to
carry it forward, only this doomed sufferer knows what tortures my soul will go through. And now this seductive
sorceress holds my life in her fist. Oh Bapu, tell me! What should I do?”
Krishnakanta lifted one hand in consolation and said:
“Like the vulture keeping vigil over a corpse, I’ll guard that woman. Not only that, I’ll issue a strict warning to
that old hag not to give her any of her evil herbs and roots for an abortion. But all this is not possible without
money. I’ll require lots of money!”
This time, Pitambar did not have to go inside the house for it. Only that morning, he had sold all the jackfruit
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from his seven trees to a merchant from Orput, and he had the entire roll of currency notes in his pocket. He took
it out and placed it in Krishnakanta’s outstretched palm. The priest blessed him and left.
When Pitambar entered his house he again encountered the piercing, unblinking gaze of the sick woman. He
was perturbed by those accusing eyes but only for a moment. Then he was his usual blunt and callous self again.
He growled:
“You barren bitch! Why are you staring at me like that?”
Pitambar became almost insane with happiness. He would sit in his favorite place outside the house and dream
about his child in Damayantis womb. He imagined the different stages of his growth: he dreamed that his son, in
the flush of youth, was taking him for a walk along the river bank. It appeared to him that the long golden thread
of his family lineage was pulling them forward into a glorious future. He dreamed that both father and son were
moving into a bright light where heaven and earth fused together on the distant horizon.
With the help of his servant he took out an old box perched on the rafter of his bedroom. He cleaned the dust
and the cobwebs sticking to the box and, taking it to a corner of the room, opened it stealthily. Inside there was a
package wrapped in cloth. It contained some half-burned pieces of his fathers bones and a string of gold beads his
father used to wear around his neck. On his deathbed, his father had given the string to him, telling him that the
gold beads would be like golden steps which his son would mount, carrying the family flag.
Pitambar gazed at the relics for some time, then repacked them carefully in the same cloth and placed the box
in its original place on the rafter.
Days passed. Pitambar became impatient. He had heard that a five-month-old fetus in a mother’s womb cannot
be destroyed. He waited, nervous and agitated, for this precarious period to be over. Each day was like a mountain
that stood before him. Every day he imagined that he heard the footsteps of the girl coming toward him. He heard
her telling him to make arrangements for the havan. She would say plaintively:
“I cannot stir out of the house now. Look how big my stomach has grown. I have been thinking! Hindu,
Muslim, Brahman, or Kayastha. All these are like pieces of an earthen pot. There is no meaning in these words. I
only want a man from whose body real blood flows when his flesh is cut open.”
In Pitambar’s overwrought mind, the specter of Damayanti became all too vivid and beautiful. He even
imagined that he heard the musical notes of anklets from her smooth bamboo shoot-like ankles.
Three months passed. Now almost every day Pitambar strolled along the banks of the Dhaneshwari with the
youthful son of his hallucinations. The dream pursued him persistently, day and night.
*
It was the month of August. The storm had broken in the afternoon and it was raining heavily. Pitambar went
to the room near the dhekal to close the door. His wife was staring at him. He stood still. The wide open eyes were
like shining snakes in the dark. Suddenly, the storm lashed out. All the oil lamps flickered and died out. It was
pitch-black. Over the roar of the storm, he heard crashing sounds. What was that? Surely lightning had struck a
tree in his courtyard and split it in two. Which tree was it? He wondered. He rushed out helter-skelter. His
servants were already there shifting the heap of coconuts from the veranda to the dhekal.
Gradually the thunder and lightning abated, but the rain continued to come down in sheets. Suddenly Pitambar
heard somebody calling out to him. Lantern in hand, he rushed out to see who it was. A figure loomed into view,
completely drenched, dhoti held high above his knees. He had an old torn umbrella in his hand. The man was very
thin, almost skeletal. He came toward Pitambar. What was it now? Holding the lantern higher, Pitarpbar looked
closely at him. It was Krishnakanta! Pitambar exclaimed.
“Bapu, you? What is it? Why have you come in this foul weather?”
With great difficulty the priest reached the veranda and shut his umbrella. His hands were trembling. He
looked extremely agitated. He squeezed out the water from his dhoti and said:
“Your first wife died under an inauspicious star, Pitambar. That must be the reason for what has happened
now.”
“What? What did you say? What is wrong now?”
“It is said in the shastras that when a person dies under this star even the shortest blade of grass in the
courtyard burns to ashes. For you now, everything has become ashes!”
Pitambar cried out in alarm.
“What has happened? For God’s sake, tell me quickly!”
“Alas! She has destroyed it. She has got rid of the unborn child. She will not carry the seed of a low caste. She
is a Brahman of Shandilya gotra. Oh, Pitambar! Pitambar! She has destroyed your child!”
The youth walking along the Dhaneshwari had suddenly slipped and fallen into the river …
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*
One day, in the middle of the night, Damayanti woke up with a start, disturbed by some sounds coming from
the backyard, as if someone was digging up the earth. Alarmed and frightened, she woke up her elder daughter.
Both strained their ears. Yes, yes, there were distinct sounds of digging coming from the direction of the bamboo
grove behind the house. That was the very spot where both mother and daughter had, some nights before, dug a
pit for the aborted child! Yes, that was the night when both mother and daughter were terrified by the frequent
howling of the foxes as the daughter held the earthen lamp and Damayanti dug the earth with a crowbar in jerking
movements and scooped out the loose earth with nervous hands.
Thuk! Thuk! Thuk!
They opened the window cautiously and looked out. They saw a man digging in the dim light of a lantern hung
from a bamboo tree nearby.
Damayantis heart started beating fast. Was it Pitambar out there? Yes, it was! He was digging the earth with
single-minded determination. Gradually, the tempo of the digging increased. The Mahajans whole body and face
assumed a terrible, violent aspect. He dug and clawed the earth frantically with frenzied energy.
Damayantis body started trembling from head to foot. Her heart beat violently. What should she do? Should
she shout? Should she keep quiet? A terrible thing was happening!
“Mahajan! Mahajan!”
There was no response!
Thuk! Thuk! Thuk! Thuk!
“Why are you digging, Mahajan?”
Pitambar looked up, but did not reply.
Thuk! Thuk! Thuk! Thuk!
Damayanti became frantic. She shouted furiously:
“What will you get from there? Yes, I have buried it! It was a boy! But he is just a lump of flesh, blood, and
mud! Stop it! Stop it!”
Pitambar raised his head. His eyes were burning.
“I’ll touch that flesh with these hands of mine. He was the scion of my lineage, a part of my flesh and blood! I
will touch him!”
1943
117.330 & 231.186 A. Excerpt from A River Sutra: “The Teacher’s Story” B. Excerpt from Raj\fn{by Gita Mehta
(1943- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 21
A
Master Mohan was not a bitter man. Although he led an unhappy life, his gentle nature disposed him to small
acts of kindness—helping a stranger to dismount from a rickshaw, reaching into his pockets to find a boiled sweet
for a child—and when he walked down the narrow streets leading to the avenue where he boarded the tram that
took him to his music students, he was greeted warmly by the neighbors sitting on their tiny verandahs to catch
the breeze.
*
“Good evening, Master Mohan.”
“A late class tonight?”
“Walk under the streetlights coming home, Master Mohan. These days one must be careful.”
Near the tram stop, the paan-wallah smearing lime paste on to his paan leaves always shouted from inside his
wooden stall,
“Master! Master! Let me give you a paan. A little betel leaf will help you through the pain of hearing your
students sing.”
Even though it meant losing his place on the queue, Master Mohan stopped to talk to the paan-wallah and
listen to his gossip of the comings and goings in the quarter. And so he was the first to learn the great Quawwali
singers from Nizamuddin were coming to Calcutta.
“You should ask Mohammed sahib to go with you. You are a teacher of music, he is a lover of poetry. And they
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are singing so close, in that mosque on the other side of the bazaar.”
“But my wife will not go even that far to hear—”
“Wives! Don’t talk to me of wives. I never take mine anywhere. Nothing destroys a man’s pleasure like a
wife.”
Master Mohan knew the paan-wallah was being kind. His wife’s contempt for him was no secret on their
street. The small houses’ were built on top of each other, and his wife never bothered to lower her voice. Everyone knew she had come from a wealthier family than his and could barely survive on the money he brought back
from his music lessons.
“What sins did I commit in my last life that I should be yoked to this apology for a man? See how you are still
called Master Mohan as if you were only ten years old. Gupta sahib you should be called. But who respects you
enough to make even that small effort!”
Her taunts reopened a wound that might have healed if only Master Mohan’s wife had left him alone. The
music teacher had acquired the name of a child singer when he had filled concert halls with admirers applauding
the purity of his voice. His father, himself a music teacher, had saved every paisa from his earnings to spend on
Master Mohan’s training, praying his son’s future would be secured with a recording contract.
But it takes a very long time for a poor music teacher to cultivate connections with the owners of recording
studios. For four years Master Mohan’s father had pleaded for assistance from the wealthy families at whose
houses his son sang on the occasion of a wedding or a birthday. For four years he had stood outside recording
studios, muffling his coughs as tuberculosis ate away at his lungs, willing himself to stay alive until his son’s
talent was recognized, urging the boy to practice for that first record which would surely astonish the world.
When the recording contract was finally offered, only weeks before the record was to be made, Master
Mohan’s voice had broken.
Every day his wife reminded him how his voice had not mellowed in the years that followed.
“Your family has the evil eye. Whatever you touch is cursed, whatever you are given you lose.”
Sometimes Master Mohan tried to escape his wife’s taunts by reminding himself of those four years of happiness that had preceded the moment when the golden bowl of his voice had shattered and with it his life. As her
shrill insults went on and on, drilling into his brain, he found himself only able to remember his father’s anguish
that his son would have to abandon a great career as a singer, becoming just another music teacher like himself.
Master Mohan’s father had made one last effort to help his son by engaging him in marriage to the daughter of
a rich village landowner who loved music. He had lived long enough to see the marriage performed but not long
enough to celebrate the birth of his two grandchildren, or to witness the avarice of his daughter-law when her own
father died and her brothers took the family wealth, leaving her dependent on Master Mohan’s earnings.
Prevented by pride from criticizing her family, Master Mohan’s wife had held her husband responsible for the
treachery of her brothers, raising their children to believe it was only Master Mohan’s weakness and stupidity that
had robbed them of the servants, the cars, the fancy clothes from foreign countries that should have been their
right.
“How can I ever forgive myself for burdening you with this sorry creature for a father? Come, Babloo, come,
Dolly. Have some fruit. Let him make his own tea.”
With such exactitude had she perfected her cruelty that Master Mohan’s children despised their father’s music
as they despised him, allying themselves with their mother’s neglect.
After giving music lessons all day Master Mohan was left to cook a meager meal for himself, which he took up
to the small roof terrace of the house to escape his household’s contempt. But he could not escape the blaring film
music from the radio, or the loud noise of the gramophone echoing up the narrow stone stairwell leading to the
terrace. It set him coughing, sometimes so loudly that his wife, or his daughter and son, would run up the stairs
yelling at him to be quiet. Though he tried, Master Mohan could not stop coughing. It was a nervous reaction to
his family’s ability to silence the music he heard in his own head.
So when the paan-wallah told him about the Quawwali singers, Master Mohan found himself day-dreaming on
the tram. He had never heard the singers from Nizamuddin where Quawwali music had been born seven hundred
years ago. But he knew Nizamuddin had been the fountain from which the poems and songs of the great Sufi
mystics had flowed throughout India, and that even today its teachers still trained the finest Quawwali musicians
in the country. He could not believe his good fortune—seven nights spent away from his wife and children
listening to their music. And what is more, the music could be heard free.
On his way home that evening he stopped outside Mohammed sahib’s house. Finding him on his verandah,
Master Mohan asked shyly if he would be listening to the Quawwali singers.
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“Only if you accompany me. I am a poor fool who never knows what he is hearing unless it is explained to
him.”
So it was settled, and the next week Master Mohan hardly heard his wife and children shouting at him as he
cooked himself a simple meal, relishing the taste of it while they listened to their noisy film music.
“Make sure you do not wake up the whole house when you return!” his wife shouted behind him as he slipped
into the street.
By the time Master Mohan and Mohammed sahib reached the tent tethered to one side of the mosque, the
singing had begun and curious bazaar children crowded at the entrances.
Mohammed sahib peered over their heads in disappointment.
“We are too late. There is nowhere for us to sit.”
Master Mohan refused to give up so easily. He squeezed past the children to look for a vacant place in the tent
filled with people listening in rapt attention to the passionate devotional music breaking in waves over their heads.
He felt a familiar excitement as he led his friend to a small gap between the rows of people crushed against each
other on the floor. The fluorescent lights winking from the struts supporting the tent, the musty odor of the cotton
carpets covering the ground brought back the concerts of his childhood, and a constriction inside himself began to
loosen.
On the podium nine performers sat cross-legged in a semi-circle around a harmonium and a pair of tablas. An
old sheikh from Nizamuddin sat to one side, his white beard disappearing into the loose robes flowing around
him. Every now and then a spectator, moved by the music, handed the sheikh money, which he received as an
offering to God before placing it near the tabla drums sending their throbbing beat into the night.
The more the singers were carried away by their music, the more Master Mohan felt the weight that burdened
him lighten, as if the ecstasy of the song being relayed from one throat to another was lifting him into a longforgotten ecstasy himself.
Twice Mohammed sahib got up to place money at the sheikh’s feet. Master Mohan watched him stepping over
crossed legs as he made his way to stage, ashamed his own poverty prevented him from expressing gratitude to
the singers for reviving emotions that he had thought dead.
After two hours Mohammed sahib’s funds and patience were exhausted, and he went home. Gradually the tent
began to empty until only a few beggar children remained, asleep on the cotton carpets. Master Mohan looked at
his watch. It was three o’clock in the morning.
In front of Master Mohan a young woman holding the hand of a child suddenly approached the podium to
whisper to the sheikh. The sheikh leaned across to the singers wiping perspiration from their forehead.
The lead singer nodded wearily and the young woman pulled the child behind her up the stairs. The boy
stumbled twice, struggling to recover his balance. Then he was on the podium, both hands stretched in front of
him. Master Mohan realized the boy was blind as the woman pushed him down next to the smgers.
The lead singer sang a verse. The other singers took up the chorus. The lead singer sang another verse, his arm
extended to the boy who could not see him. The singers prodded him and the startled child entered the song two
octaves above the others.
I prostrate my head to the blade of Your sword.
O, the wonder of my submission.
O, the wonder of Your protection.

It was a sound Master Mohan had only heard in his dreams.
In the very spasm of death I see Your face.
O, the wonder of Your protection.
O, the wonder of my submission.

Until this moment he had believed such purity of tone was something that could only be imagined but never
realized by the human voice.
He crept forward until he was sitting by the young woman.
“Who is that child?” he asked.
The young woman turned a pleasant face pinched by worry to him.
“My brother, Imrat. This is the first song my father taught Imrat—the song of the children of the Nizamuddin
Quawwali.”
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Tears glistened in the large eyes. Under the fluorescent lights Master Mohan thought they magnified her eyes
into immense pearls.
“Last year I brought Imrat with me to Calcutta to sell my embroidery. While we were here, terrible floods
swept our village away. Our father, my husband, everybody was killed.”
Master Mohan glanced at the stage. The singers were already intoxicated by the power of their combined
voices, unable to distinguish the singular voice of the child from all the other voices praising God.
Do not reveal the Truth in a world where blasphemy prevails.
O wondrous Source of Mystery.
O Knower of Secrets.

The woman covered her face with her hands.
“I have been promised a job as a maidservant with a family who are leaving for the north of India, but I cannot
take my brother because he is blind. I hope the sheikh will take Imrat to Nizamuddin until I can earn enough to
send for him.”
Master Mohan felt tears welling in his own eyes as he heard the high voice sing.
I prostrate my head to the blade of Your sword.
O, the wonder of your guidance.
O, the wonder of my submission.

The next evening Mohammed sahib confessed, “I am not as musical as you, Master. God will forgive me for
not accompanying you tonight.”
So Master Mohan went alone to hear the Quawwali singers. The young woman and the blind child were sitting
under the podium, still there when the other spectators had gone.
He waited all evening, hoping to hear the child’s pure voice again, but that night the boy did not join the
singers on the stage. The following night and the next, Master Mohan was disappointed to see the young woman
and her brother were not present at the Quawwali.
On the fourth night Master Mohan found himself the last listener to leave the tent. As he hurried through the
deserted alleys of the dark bazaar, he heard someone calling behind him,
“Sahib, wait. For the love of Allah, listen to us.”
He turned under the solitary street lamp at the end of the bazaar. The woman was pulling the child past the
shuttered shops towards him.
“Please, sahib. The Quawwali singers are traveling around India. They cannot take my brother with them, and
in two days I must start work or lose my job. You have a kind face, sahib. Can you keep Imrat? He is a willing
worker. He will do the sweeping or chop your vegetables. Just feed him and give him a place to sleep until I can
send for him.”
A drunk stumbled towards the street lamp.
“What’s the woman’s price, pimp? Offer me a bargain. She won’t find another customer tonight.”
The woman shrank into the darkness clutching the child in her arms.
“For the love of Allah, sahib. Help us. We have nowhere to turn.”
To his astonishment Master Mohan heard himself saying, 'I am a music teacher. I will take your brother as my
pupil. Now you must return to the safety of the mosque.”
The woman turned obediently into the dark alley. Master Mohan was grateful she could not see the expression
on his face, or she must surely have recognized his fear at the offer he had made.
At the entrance to the tent he said, “I will come tomorrow evening to fetch the child.”
The woman turned her face away to hide her gratitude, whispering, “Please, sahib, I have a last request. See
my brother follows the practices of Islam.”
The next morning Master Mohan went to the corner of the avenue to consult the paan-wallah.
“You did what, Master? Do you know what your wife and children will do to that poor boy?”
“They would not harm a defenseless child!”
“Your wife will never permit you to keep the boy. Make some excuse to the sister. Get out of it somehow.”
As they argued Mohammed sahib joined them.
“I couldn’t help myself,” Master Mohan pleaded. “The girl was crying. If she loses her job, how will she feed
herself and a blind brother? This is no city for a young woman alone.”
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Mohammed sahib pulled at his moustache.
“You have done a very fine thing, my friend. Prohibit your wife from interfering in your affairs. It is you who
feed and clothe your family and put a roof over their heads. Your decision as to who shall share that roof is final
and irreversible.” He slapped Master Mohan on the back and turned towards the tram stop.
The paan-wallah shook his head.
“That fellow is as puffed up as a peacock. It is easy for him to give advice when it costs him nothing. Don’t go
back for the child, Master.”
But Master Mohan could not betray the young woman’s trust, even when he returned to the tent that night and
saw the sobbing boy clinging to his sister’s legs. Master Mohan lifted the weeping child in his arms as the sister
consoled her brother.
“I’ll write often. Study hard with your kind teacher until I send for you. You’ll hardly notice the time until we
are together again.”
The child was asleep by the time Master Mohan reached his silent household. He crept up the stone stairs to
the terrace and laid Imrat on the cloth mattress, pleased when the child rolled over on to his torn shawl and
continued sleeping.
Well, you can imagine how his wife shrieked the next morning when she discovered what Master Mohan had
done. As the days passed her rage did not diminish. In fact, it got worse. Each day Master Mohan returned from
giving his music lessons in the city to find his wife waiting for him on the doorstep with fresh accusations about
the blind boy’s insolence, his clumsiness, his greed. She carried her attack into the kitchen when Master Mohan
was trying to cook food for himself and Imrat, chasing behind him up the narrow stairwell so that everyone could
hear her abuse raging over the rooftops.
When Master Mohan continued to refuse her demand that Imrat be thrown out into the street, Dolly and
Babloo triumphantly joined in their mother’s battle, complaining they no longer got enough to eat with another
mouth sharing their food. In the evenings they placed their gramophone on the very top step of the stone staircase
just outside the terrace, so the child could not hear the fragile drone of Master Mohan’s tanpura strings giving the
key for Imrat’s music lesson. They teased Imrat by withholding his sister’s letters, sometimes even tearing them
up before Master Mohan had returned to the house and was able to read them to the waiting child.
Somehow Master Mohan discovered a strength in himself equal to the family’s cruelty to Imrat. He arranged
for the child’s letters to be left with the paan-wallah, and on the rare occasion when he entered the house and
found his family gone to visit friends, he gently encouraged Imrat to stop cowering against the walls and become
a child again. He would cook some special dish, letting the boy join in the preparations, encouraging him to eat
his fill. Then he would take the child onto the roof terrace. After allowing his fingers to play over the strings of his
tanpura until he found the note best suited to the boy’s range, Master Mohan would ask Imrat to sing.
Hearing the clear notes pierce the night, Master Mohan knew he had been made guardian of something rare, as
if his own life until now had only been a purification to ready him for the task of tending this voice for the world.
Then one day the music teacher returned late from giving a music lesson and found his daughter holding Imrat
down while his son tried to force pork into the child’s mouth. The child’s sightless eyes were wide open, tears
streaming down his cheeks. For the first time in his life Master Mohan struck his children.
“He’s only nine years old. How can you torture a child so much younger than yourselves! Get out of this house
until you learn civilized behavior!”
With those words war was declared in Master Mohan’s household. His wife accused Master Mohan of striking
his own children out of preference for a blind beggar, unleashing such furious threats at the child that Master
Mohan was worried Imrat would run away.
Mohammed sahib would not agree to let Imrat live in his house, despite the music teacher’s eloquent pleading.
As he listened to Mohammed sahib’s elaborate excuses, Master Mohan realized his friend wished to avoid the
unpleasantness of dealing with his wife.
“I warned you, Master,” the paan-wallah said with satisfaction when he heard of Mohammed sahib’s response.
“That man is just good for free advice. Now there is only one thing to do. Go to the park in the early mornings.
Only goats and shepherds will disturb you there. Don’t give up, Master. After all, there is a whole world in which
to practice, away from the distractions of your house.”
So the music teacher woke his young charge before dawn and they boarded the first tram of the morning to
reach the great park that is the center of Calcutta city.
When they arrived at the park, Master Mohan led Imrat by the hand between the homeless men and women
wrapped in tattered cloths asleep under the great English oaks turning red each time the neon signs flashed, past
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the goatherds gossiping by their aluminium canisters until it was time to milk the goats grazing on the grass,
toward the white balustrades that enclosed the marble mausoleum of the Victoria Memorial.
The music teacher lowered his cane mat and his tanpura over the side of the balustrade before gently lifting
Imrat on to the wall. After climbing over himself, he lifted the child down, both so silent in the dark the guard
asleep in his sentry box was left undisturbed.
With a swishing sound Master Mohan unrolled his cane mat, still smelling of green fields, and seated Imrat
next to him.
Then he played the first notes of the morning raga on his tanpura. To his delight, Imrat repeated the scale
faultlessly.
Master Mohan explained the significance of the raga, initiating Imrat into the mystery of the world’s rebirth,
when light disperses darkness and Vishnu rises from his slumbers to redream the universe.
Again Imrat sang the scale, but there was a new resonance in his voice. He could not see the faint blur of the
picket fences ringing the race course in the distance, or the summit of Ochterlony’s Needle breaking through the
smoke from the illegal fires built by the street hawkers around the base of the obelisk. He could not even see the
guard looking through his sentry box, his hand half-raised to expel them from the gardens, frozen in that gesture
by the boy’s voice. He only saw the power of the morning raga and, dreaming visions of light, he pushed his
voice towards them, believing sight was only a half-tone away.
Afraid the raga would strain the child’s voice, Master Mohan asked Imrat to sing a devotional song. The boy
obediently turned his head towards the warmth of the sun’s first rays and sang,
The heat of Your presence
Blinds my eyes,
Blisters my skin.
Shrivels my flesh.
Do not turn in loathing from me.
O Beloved, can You not see
Only Love disfigures me?

Master Mohan patted Imrat’s head.
“That is a beautiful prayer. Where did you learn such a song?”
Tears clouded the clouded eyes.
“It is a poem by Amir Rumi.\fn{Jalal al-Din Muhammad Rumi (1207-1273), Persian mystic and poet.} My father said that
one day he and I would sing it at Arnir Rumi’s tomb together.”
The music teacher took the child in his arms.
“You will still sing at Amir Rumi’s tomb, I promise you. And your father will hear; your voice from heaven.
Come, sing it once more so I can listen properly.”
The child blew his nose and again shocked the music teacher with power of his voice.
Do not turn in loathing from me.
O Beloved, can You not see
Only Love disfigures me?

At that moment a sudden belief took root in Master Mohan’s mind. He was convinced God was giving him a
second voice, greater than he had ever heard, greater than his own could ever have been. He was certain such a
voice must only be used to praise God, lest fate exact a second revenge by robbing him of it.
Sure of his purpose as a teacher at last, Master Mohan asked the boy,
“Did your father ever teach you the prayers of Kabir?\fn{ Indian poet and mystic, (1440?-1518) whose teachings blend
elements of Islam and Sufism with the ideas of the Passionate Devotion Movement (bhakti) of Hinduism.} Do you know this
hymn?”
He played some notes on his tanpura and Imrat responded with excitement, opening his throat full to contain
the mystic’s joy.
O servant, where do you seek Me?
You will not find Me in temple or mosque,
In Kaaba or in Kailash,
In yoga or renunciation.
Sings Kabir, “O seeker, find God
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In the breath of all breathing.”

And now a most extraordinary thing happened. Someone threw a coin over the wall, and it fell on the grass in
front of Master Mohan. The music teacher stood up. On the other side of the balustrade, just visible in the first
light of dawn, he saw a group of goatherds leaning on the wall. By the next morning people were already waiting
for them, and the guard waved Master Mohan and Imrat benevolently through the gate. Word had spread in the
park that a blind boy with the voice of an angel was singing in the gardens of the Victoria Memorial. In the
darkness goatherds, street hawkers, refugees with children huddled to their bodies, waited patiently for Imrat to
practice the scales of the morning raga before Master Mohan permitted him to sing the devotional songs that
would give them the endurance to confront the indignities of their lives for another day.
Morning after morning they listened to the music teacher instruct Imrat in the songs of Kabir and Mirabai, of
Khusrau and Tulsidas, of Chisti and Chandidas, the wandering poets and mystics who had made India’s soul
visible to herself Sometimes they even asked the boy to repeat a song, and Master Mohan could see them
responding to the purity of the lyrics translated with such innocence by Imrat’s voice.
To show their gratitude they began to leave small offerings on the wall above the balustrade: fruit, coins, a few
crumpled rupees. And when the morning lesson ended, the street vendors crowded around Master Mdhan and
Imrat to offer a glass of steaming sweet tea or a hot samosa straight off a scalding iron pan.
Within a week Imrat’s audience had expanded. Wealthy people on their morning walks stopped at the
balustrade, drawn by the beauty of Imrat singing.
Some seek God in Mecca.
Some seek God in Benares.
Each finds his own path and the focus of his worship.
Some worship Him in Mecca.
Some in Benares.
But I center my worship on the eyebrow of my Beloved.

Over the weeks more and more people made the balustrade part of their morning routines, until Master Mohan
was able to recognize many faces at the wall, and every day he smiled at a young woman who folded a ten- rupee
note, placing it in a crevice in the parapet.
When they dismounted from the tram, the paan-wallah shouted his congratulations to fortify them against the
raging wife waiting at the music teacher’s house.
“Well, little Master Imrat. Your fame is spreading throughout Calcutta. Soon you will be rich. How much
money did you make today?”
“Thirteen rupees.”
Imrat pulled the music teacher towards the sound of the paan-wallah’s voice.
“How much have we got now?”
“Still a long way to go, Master Imrat. But here is another letter from your sister.”
The paan-wallah kept Imrat’s money so Master Mohan’s wife would not take it. It was Imrat’s dream to earn
enough money by his singing to live with his sister again, and each time she wrote he sang with renewed force.
*
Perhaps it was the fervor in Imrat’s voice the morning after he had received another letter from his sister that
made the miracle happen.
As Imrat was ending his song a man in [a] blazer shouted,
“Come on, come on, my good fellow. I haven’t got all morning. Do you read English?”
The music teacher put down his tanpura and walked to the balustrade. The man handed him a paper without
even looking at him, turning to the woman at his side.
“Does the boy have a name or not? Can’t sign a recording contract without a name.”
Master Mohan pulled himself to his full height in defense of the child’s dignity although the man in the blazer
had his back to him.
“He is blind and cannot read or write. But I am his guardian. I can sign for him.”
“Jolly good. Turn up at the studio this afternoon so the engineers can do a preliminary test. That’s what you
want isn’t it, Neena?”
His companion lifted her face and Master Mohan saw she was the woman who left ten rupees on the wall
every day.
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She smiled at Master Mohan’s recognition.
“Is this gifted child your son?”
Master Mohan shyly told her the story of Imrat, suppressing anything that might reflect well on himself, only
praising the boy’s talent. He could see the interest in her eyes, but the man was pulling at her elbow.
“Fascinating, fascinating. Well, be sure to be at the studio at four o’clock. The address is on the contract.”
Master Mohan studied the paper.
“It says nothing here about payment.”
“Payment?” For the first time the man in the blazer looked at him. “Singing for coppers in the park and you
dare ask for payment?”
“We are not beggars.” Master Mohan could not believe his own temerity. “I am a music teacher. I give the boy
his lessons here so as not to disturb our household.”
The woman laid her hand on the man’s arm.
“Don’t be such a bully, Ranjit. Offer him a thousand rupees. You’ll see it is a good investment.”
The man laughed indulgently.
“You are the most demanding sister a man ever had. Here, give me that paper.” He pulled a pen from his blazer
and scribbled down the sum, signing his name after it.
Master Mohan folded the paper and put it carefully in his pocket. When he looked up he saw two men
watching him from the other side of the wall. Their oiled hair and stained teeth frightened him, bringing back
memories of the musicians who had waited outside the great houses where he had sung as a child, until the menfolk sent for the dancing girls who often did not even dance before musicians such as these led them to the
bedrooms.
On their way home Imrat lifted his blind eyes to his teacher and whispered,
“But how much money is a thousand rupees? Enough to find somewhere to live with you and my sister?”
The music teacher hugged the child.
“If the record is a success you can be together with your sister. Now try and rest. This afternoon you must not
be tired.”
As they dismounted from the tram the paan-wallah shouted,
“Last night two musicians were asking about you, Master. Did they come to hear Imrat today?”
Imrat interrupted the paan-wallah.
“We are going to make a record and get lots of money.”
“A record, Master Imrat! Be sure you sing well. Then I will buy a gramophone to listen to you.”
It was no surprise to Master Mohan that Imrat sang as he did that afternoon. The child could not see the
microphone dangling from the wire covered with flies or the bored faces watching him behind the glass panel. He
only saw himself in his sister’s embrace, and when the recording engineer ordered him to sing the studio
reverberated with his joy.
“The boy has recording genius,” an engineer admitted reluctantly as Imrat ended his song. “His timing is so
exact we can print these as they are.”
His colleague switched off the microphone.
“Ranjit sahib will be very pleased. I’ll call him.”
A few minutes later the man in the blazer strode into the office followed by his engineers.
“Well done, young man. Now my sister will give me some peace at last. She has done nothing but talk about
you since she first heard you sing.”
He patted Imrat’s head.
“Come back in ten days. If the engineers are right and we do not have to make another recording, I will give
you a thousand rupees. What will a little chap like you do with so much money?”
But he was gone before Imrat could reply. Master Mohan dared not hope for anything until the record was
made. To prevent the child from believing too fervently that he would soon be reunited with his sister, the music
teacher continued Imrat’s lessons in the park, trying not to feel alarm when he saw the same two men always at
the balustrade, smiling at him, nodding their heads in appreciation of Imrat’s phrasing.
One day the men followed Master Mohan and Imrat to the tram, waiting until they were alone before
approaching the music teacher with their offer.
“A great sahib wants to hear the boy sing.”
“No, no. We are too busy.” Master Mohan pushed Imrat before him. “The boy is making his first record. He
must practice.”
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“Don’t be a fool,” brother. The sahib will pay handsomely to listen to his voice.”
“Five thousand rupees, brother. Think of it.”
“But your sahib can hear the child free every morning in the park.”
They laughed and Master Mohan felt the old fear when he saw their betel-stained teeth.
“Great men do not stand in a crowd, snatching their pleasure from the breeze, brother. They indulge their
pleasures in the privacy of palaces.”
“He must finish his recording first.”
“Naturally. But after that …”
“We will be here every morning, Master.”
“You will not escape us.”
To Master Mohan’s dismay the men waited each day at the park, leaning against the parapet until Imrat’s small
crowd of admirers had dispersed before edging up to the blind boy.
“Please, little Master Imrat, take pity on a man who worships music.”
“The sahib’s responsibilities prevented him from following his own calling as a singer.”
“He could have been a great singer like you, Master Imrat, if he had not been forced to take care of his family
business.”
Master Mohan could see the smirking expressions on the faces of the two men as they tried to ingratiate
themselves with Imrat.
“To hear you sing will relieve the pain of his own heart, denied what he has most loved in his life.”
“If you sing well he will give you leaves from Tansen’s tamarind tree to make your voice as immortal as
Tansen’s.”
Master Mohan knew these men had once learned music as Imrat was doing now, until poverty had reduced
them to pandering to the vices and whims of wealthy men. Even as he despised them he was relieved that Imrat’s
record would save him from such a life.
Now they turned their attention on Master Mohan.
“We have told the great sahib this boy has a voice that is heard only once in five hundred years.”
“The sahib is a man of influence, brother. Perhaps he can arrange to have the boy invited to the Calcutta Music
Festival.”
The music teacher felt dizzy even imagining that his blind charge, who had been no better than a beggar only
eight months ago, might be invited to sing in the company of India’s maestros. The great singing teachers always
attended the festival. One might even offer to train Imrat’s pure voice, taking it to a perfection that had not been
heard since Tansen himself sang before the Great Moghul. He nearly agreed but controlled himself enough to say
again,
“You must wait until the boy completes his recording.”
Fortunately he did not have to think long about the temptation offered by the two men.
On the day he took Imrat back to the recording studio, the young woman was also present in the office, seated
on an armchair opposite her brother's desk.
“I played this record for the director of the radio station. He thinks Master Imrat has great promise, and must
be taught by the best teachers available. A talent like his should not be exposed to the dust and germs in the park.
There are empty rooms above one of our garages. He must live there.”
The woman put her arm around the boy.
“Wouldn’t you like to stay with me? Your sister could work in my house and your teacher would come to see
you every day.”
The boy nodded happily, and she handed two copies of the record and an envelope of money to Master Mohan.
“So it is settled. As soon as his sister reaches Calcutta they will both move into my house.”
Master Mohan took the records but left the envelope of money in the woman’s hand for Imrat’s sister.
“Are we to be given nothing for feeding and clothing this changeling you brought into our home?” Master
Mohan’s wife screamed when she learned her husband had left the boy’s money with the studio owner. “What
about the whole year we have kept him, restricting our own lives so he could become rich? Are your own children
to receive nothing out of this, only blows and abuses?”
Her fury increased when Imrat’s record was released and proved immediately popular.
In the weeks that followed, the record was played over and over again on the radio by enthusiastic programmers. While Imrat waited for his sister to send news of her arrival in Calcutta, Master Mohan was informed by the
recording studio that Imrat’s record was disappearing from the record shops as fast as new copies could be
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printed.
Now his wife’s rage was inflamed by jealousy. She could hear Imrat’s record being played everywhere in the
bazaars. Even the paan-wallah had brought a gramophone to his stall, storing it behind the piles of wet leaves at
his side. Each time a customer bought a paan the paan-wallah cranked the machine and placed the record on the
turntable, boasting,
“I advised the music teacher to adopt the child. Even though he was only a blind beggar, I was able to
recognize the purity of his voice immediately.”
A week before Imrat’s sister was due to arrive in Calcutta, the music teacher’s wife learned from Mohammed
sahib that her husband had refused to let Imrat perform at the home of a great sahib.
“And he was offering the sum of five thousand rupees to listen to the blind boy,” Mohammed sahib said in
awe.
“Five thousand rupees!” Master Mohan’s wife shrieked. “He turned down five thousand rupees when his own
children do not have enough to eat and nothing to wear! Where can I find those men?”
That night the music teacher helped Imrat into the house. To his distress, he found his wife entertaining the two
men who had come so often to the park.
She waved a sheaf of notes in Master Mohan’s face.
“I have agreed the brat will sing before the sahib tonight. See, they have already paid me. Five thousand
rupees will cover a little of what I have spent on this blind beggar over the last year.”
The music teacher tried to object but Imrat intruded on his argument.
“I am not tired, Master sahib.”
“Waited on hand and foot by our entire household! Why should you be tired?” She grabbed the boy’s arm.
“I’m coming myself to make sure you sing properly to pay for all the meals you have eaten at our table.”
The two men smiled victoriously at the music teacher. “Our rickshaws are waiting at the corner of the street.”
As they rode to the great sahib’s house, Master Mohan felt tears on his cheeks. In a week Imrat would be gone,
leaving him imprisoned again in his hateful household. He hugged Imrat to his chest, his sighs lost in the rasping
breath of the man straining between the wooden shafts of the rickshaw.
At the high iron gates of a mansion the rickshaws halted. A steward opened the gates and Master Mohan’s wife
seized Imrat’s arm, pulling him roughly behind her as servants ushered them through a series of dimly lit
chambers into a dark room empty of furniture.
Wooden shutters sealed the French doors on either side of the room, and large patches of paint peeled from the
walls. The floor was covered by a Persian carpet that extended from the door to a raised platform. Above the
platform two unused chandeliers hung from the ceiling, shrouded in muslin-like corpses.
A man sat on the platform, his size exaggerated by the candles burning on either side of him. The musicians
bowed to him obsequiously. The sahib ignored them. Still smiling, the musicians climbed on to the platform
where a harmonium and drums were placed in readiness for the concert.
“Come here, little master,” the great sahib said. “I am told you have a voice such as India has not heard for
hundreds of years.”
Master Mohan’s wife released her hold on the boy, and the music teacher led him to the platform, grateful that
Imrat could not see this empty room with its sealed wooden shutters and the shadows flickering on the peeling
walls. As he helped him up the stairs, the music teacher whispered in Imrat's ear,
“Only sing the two songs from your record. Then we can go home.”
“Soon I will be with my sister again,” Imrat answered in a whisper as Master Mohan gently pushed him down
in front of the two musicians. “Tonight I must thank Allah for his kindness.”
For a few minutes only the music of the harmonium echoed through the heavy shadows of the room, and
Master Mohan could feel his wife shifting restlessly from foot to foot at his side. Then Imrat’s clear voice pierced
the darkness.
I prostrate my head to Your drawn sword.
O, the wonder of Your kindness.
O, the wonder of my submission.
Do not reveal the Truth in a world where blasphemy prevails.
O wondrous Source of Mystery.
O Knower of Secrets.

The boy’s sightless eyes seemed fixed on infinity, and it seemed to Master Mohan that the candles in the
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shrouded chandeliers were leaping into flame, ignited by Imrat’s innocent devotion as he sang.
In the very spasm of death I see Your face.
O, the wonder of my submission.
O, the wonder of Your protection.

Listening to the purity of each note, Master Mohan felt himself being lifted into another dimension, into the
mystic raptures of the Sufis who were sometimes moved to dance by such music. For the first time he understood
why the Sufis believed that once a man began to dance in the transport of his ecstasy, the singers must continue
until the man stopped dancing lest the sudden breaking of the dancer’s trance should kill him.
The heat of Your presence
Blinds my eyes.
Blisters my skin.
Shrivels my flesh.

The great sahib rose to his feet. Master Mohan wondered if the great sahib was about to dance as music poured
out of that young throat which carried in it too great a knowledge of the world.
The heat of Your presence
Blinds my eyes.
Blisters my skin.
Do not turn in loathing from me.
O Beloved, can You not see
Only Love disfigures me.

In the flickering light of the candles Master Mohan thought he saw something glint in the sahib’s hand. The
musicians were smiling ingratiatingly, waiting for the great sahib to circle the boy’s head with money before
flinging it to them. Now Master Mohan could not see Imrat, dwarfed by the shadow of the man standing in front
of him as he sang again,
I prostrate my head to Your drawn sword.
O, the wonder of Your kindness.
O, the wonder of my submission.
Do not reveal the Truth in a world where blasphemy prevails.
O wondrous Source of Mystery.
O Knower of Secrets.

The great sahib turned around and Master Mohan thought he saw tears on his cheeks.
“Such a voice is not human. What will happen to music if this is the standard by which God judges us?”
Imrat was not listening, intoxicated by the power issuing from his own throat.
In the very spasm of death I see Your face.
O, the wonder of my submission.
O, the wonder of Your protection …

B
1
On a cold January morning when Jaya was five years old, her father insisted she accompany him into the
jungle. The Maharani objected. The Maharajah overruled her.
“You coddle the children too much. Tikka’s feet weren’t allowed to touch the ground until he was old enough
to ride a pony. Now you’re doing the same with the girl.”
Under her veil the Maharani frowned in concern. The crown prince of Balmer, known to everyone as Tikka,
was a sturdy nine-year-old with his mother’s fair skin and the hard black eyes of his father. Tikka stood
respectfully enough while his mother lectured him about the target practice that littered the ramparts of the Fort
with dead pigeons. Minutes later the Maharani would hear shots and turn, half remorseful, half proud, to her
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attendants.
“What can I do with this boy and his love of guns? It’s his Rajput blood.”
Tikka’s younger sister, on the other hand, was a gentle child who had inherited the Maharani’s green eyes and
her father’s dark skin. The Maharani frequently wondered if that dark skin would create problems when the time
came to arrange Jaya’s marriage. She worried about Jaya’s temperament too. In the evenings when the Maharani
untied bundles of brittle miniature paintings to show her children their ancestors, Tikka always demanded to see
scenes of battle. He loved the ancient Rajput weapons, the great crossbows and the evil short spears which opened
like shears in a man’s belly. But Jaya stared silently at the strange, almost mystic paintings in which a horse was
composed from trees and mountains and kings, and the Maharani did not know what went on behind her
daughter’s wide green eyes.
*
Two hours before dawn Maharajah Jai Singh swung his excited daughter onto his saddle, cursing when her
long skirt caught on the pommel of his saddle, as officers of the Household Cavalry, rifles slung across their
shoulders, reined their skittish horses, casting strange shadows on the cobblestones outside the stables. Jaya
settled back into her father’s arms, the unfamiliar cartridge belt pressing against her spine. Someone wrapped a
cotton quilt around her. In a clatter of hoofbeats through which Jaya could hear the sound of her anklets as her
short legs hit the side of her father’s mount, they rode down the ramparts of Balmer Fort.
The city below the Fort was silent. A few lamps in the lakeside temples showed that here and there a priest was
waking. The metallic ring of horseshoes on the cobbled streets set dogs barking, and irate voices from lampless
windows called the dogs to be still. Then they were in open country, fields on their left, the flat blackness of Jalsa
Lake on their right.
The riders tunneled through the dark by the light of the lanterns swaying on the riders’ lances. The steady
rhythm of her father’s horse lulled Jaya to sleep. When she awoke, farmers were moving toward their fields
behind black buffaloes dragging wooden plows, and smoke from cow-dung fires was rising above the mud walls
of the villages.
A line of camels approached, cushioned feet making no sound on the road. Men covered in rough shawls
swayed on their backs. The dozing camel. herders were startled awake by two shikaris, royal hunstmen, galloping
toward the ruler.
“What news?” the Maharajah shouted.
“Panther, hukam! Six or seven miles into the jungle.”
“It’s a big one, hukam. Better not take the princess. “
They wheeled their horses behind Jai Singh as the riders approached the elephants waiting at a village on the
edge of the jungle. Maharajah Jai Singh dismounted, watched by a group of village women with veiled faces.
“Take care of the child, daughters. I will send for her later.”
Surrounded by cooing women who pinched her cheeks and marveled at her green eyes, Jaya did not notice her
father’s entourage climb onto the waiting elephants. The women dispersed, and a ring of village children
appraised Jaya through kohl-lined eyes, waiting to see what would happen to this Bai-sa, or royal sister, from
Balmer Fort. A boy of perhaps ten years asked,
“Bai-sa, have you ever drunk cow’s milk?”
“Of course I have. All children drink cow’s milk.”
“But you must drink out of a big golden glass, Bai-sa.”
“No, I don’t,” Jaya retorted. “I have a glass from England with a picture of a red soldier.”
“It’s still a glass. Do you want to try it our way?”
A cow was chewing sugar cane beside a tree. The boy clambered under the cow, pulling Jaya behind him. Jaya
obediently squatted, her head pushing against the cow’s soft belly. The boy squeezed the full udders, directing a
stream of warm milk into her hair and eyes, and the crowding children hooted in delight.
The village women broke through the cordon. Seeing Jaya covered in mud and milk, the women held their
earlobes in mortification.
“What will Maharaj say when he sees his daughter?” they shrieked.
“It was only a game,” the boy wailed. “She wanted to try it.” Ivory bracelets clattered as the women beat the
children.
“What will Durbar say?”
“Junglies! That’s what you are!”
Tikka came striding through the crowd of bawling children. In the sudden silence the women tried to clean
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Jaya with their veils. Tikka winked at the ten-year-old before turning in disgust to his sister.
“You’d better stop crying and get on the elephant. Bappa's caught the panther.”
Lashed on the elephant’s back was a shooting howdah, a canvas box with sides high enough for a grown man
to stand and take aim. Jaya and Tikka clambered onto stools inside the howdah, their waists held by shikaris as
the elephant keeper, the mahout, sat on the elephant’s neck, stroking the back of the elephant’s ear with a steel
prong.
“Gently, my beloved. Step as lightly as a dancer, my graceful one,” the mahout chanted.
The elephant moved off the road, uprooting young plants and dusting them against its knees before looping the
plants in a crackle of breaking stems into the soft maw of its mouth.
“Lightly, lightly, my beloved.” The elephant flapped its ears at the mahout’s whisper, and the sound of those
huge ears brushing against the leaves was like the sound of sails filling with air or the wings of some mighty bird
about to alight.
The moisture of the night had not yet evaporated. Sunlight glinted off cobwebs stretching across the thorned
bushes where a herd of blue bull deer was feeding. Jaya shouted in excitement. The herd turned for a second, then,
in a rush of leaves and trampled branches, broke into flight.
“You’re not supposed to talk in the jungle,” Tikka hissed. “You’ll frighten the animals away. And if a tiger
hears, it will attack.”
In the distance an animal roared. The elephant trumpeted in fear. Wild boar squealed and wheeled out of the
elephant’s way, tusks shining white in black-tufted snouts. The roars got louder, and Jaya crouched on the floor of
the howdah, gripping her brother’s ankles. Tikka pulled her plaits.
“Stand up, Jaya. It’s the biggest panther you’ll ever see!”
Under the insistent blows of the mahout’s steel prong the elephant reached the Maharajah’s position, but Jaya
stubbornly clung to her brother’s ankles, eyes shut in panic. Only when the shikari lifted her up did she open her
eyes, terrified she might fall from the howdah rocking on top of the agitated elephant.
Through the undergrowth she saw her father and his men facing a large black panther chained to a sal tree.
Blood dripped from the panther’s neck as it leaped against the steel links of the chain, and roars of rage filled the
jungle. Jaya clung to the shikari, eyes squeezed shut, even as she felt herself being lowered into someone’s arms
and carried closer and closer to that sound. When she dared open her eyes she was standing less than a foot from
the lunging animal. Spittle and drops of blood fell on her skirt. She tried to hide behind her father’s legs.
Maharajah Jai Singh prised her fingers loose and forced her to face the panther. For what seemed like hours
they stood in front of the sal tree, her father, her brother and herself, almost within reach of the enraged panther’s
claws. After a long while Jaya’s terror subsided. It was as though she had lost the capacity to fear and was
watching the proceedings from some distant vantage point where she was not threatened. She even wondered if
the sal tree was trying to comfort the panther as it dropped red blossoms like silk handkerchiefs on the captured
animal’s back.
The Maharajah took her hand as they walked back to the waiting shikaris. He put his other hand on Tikka’s
shoulder.
“Rulers are men and men are always frightened. A man cannot govern unless he confronts his own fear.”
Jaya was too young to understand that Maharajah Jai Singh was teaching his children Rajniti, the philosophy
of monarchy, as it had been taught to prince after prince of the House of Balmer. Not until she became a ruler
herself did she comprehend that the Maharajah taught his children the traditions of courage when he was himself
a frightened man.
2
The land of Jaya’s birth lay beyond the desert known as the Abode of Death.
Even that year, three years before the start of a new century, the small tribe of bards making its way to the
Kingdom of Balmer saw many auguries of death. Water holes and village wells were dry. The artificial lakes
which watered the great desert kingdoms of Jodhpur, Bikaner, Jaisalmer were covered with green slime, their
levels sunk so low the foundations of water palaces stood revealed, ringed by brown-scaled crocodiles dozing in
shallow water.
There was little food to spare for the storytellers as they converged on village squares at nightfall to tell their
tales for a place to rest, and yet they became a caravan. Throughout Rajputana it was known the Maharajah of
Balmer awaited the birth of his first child. Families in search of a season’s work, other storytellers and tinkers and
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acrobats, called to the bards,
“Do you go to Balmer for the birth?” Learning it was so, they grabbed sleepy bullocks by their vermilionpainted horns and shouted “Hut! Hut!”, urging the animals onto the road.
Once a group of ash-covered sadhus lying naked in a broken pavilion built by a forgotten king waved their iron
tridents and clambered into a crowded camel cart. Sometimes the carts were pushed aside by the crested carriages
of rajas who lived in the stone fortifications that outlined the treeless’ black hills. When the sun was at its height,
the fortifications seemed to breathe, expanding and contracting in the haze as though the hills were massive,
brooding lizards from the time of mythology and the motion of the stone battlements the sluggish shifting of their
spines.
Sometimes the caravan attached itself to the processions of court ministers journeying to Balmer with secret
messages from their maharajah to the ruler of Balmer, in defiance of the laws of Imperial Britain. Then an
elephant led the way, flanked by cavalry units holding banners. When the processions moved on, a silver coin,
embossed with a maharajah’s symbol on one side and the profile of the English Empress on the other, was gifted
to each member of the caravan, even the children.
Scrub jungle gave way to sand dunes. At sunset, the sudden darkness brought a feverish chill to the empty
landscape. The travelers, willed their emaciated animals to reach the shelter of villages spaced farther and farther
apart before the demon women who had died in childbirth came howling through the night in search of children to
replace the stillborn infants they had never suckled.
Now the caravan was so large no village could contain it, and the travelers pitched their own camps. While
their children slept in the cloth cradles tied between the brass spokes of camel carts, the bards, the gypsy
genealogists of royal India, talked through the night, exchanging news of the Rajput kingdoms.
“Our rulers are preparing to travel to London for the Diamond Jubilee of the White Widow, the Empress
Victoria.”
“The retinues and gifts they must take to impress the British Empire will dangerously impoverish their
treasuries.”
“At least in London they can speak together. Here, Britain still fears conspiracy and will not allow the kings to
meet except in the presence of Englishmen.”
“But court astrologers are reminding their maharajahs that famine has come every twenty years since the rise
of British power.”
“And twenty years have passed since the last famine.”
The bards shook their heads, dismissing astrology for the reality they had witnessed on the road. They had seen
the villagers praying for rain. The farmers knew already. Another famine had begun.
3
Few Europeans had traveled to Balmer in previous centuries, and those who had survived the dangerous
journey had confused Balmer with the desert, calling it the Land of Death. In the half-century since Balmer had
signed a treaty with the British Empire, Europeans had visited the kingdom more frequently. Only ten years ago
the Tsarevitch of Russia, accompanied by two Grand Dukes of the Russian court, had passed a fortnight with the
Maharajah of Balmer. Earlier, the son of the German Kaiser had stayed in the capital. These recent visitors had
found Balmer to be a land not of death, but of prosperous farmers.
Even now it seemed as though the drought which threatened the outside world had stopped at Balmer’s
borders. Fields stretched in patchwork circles around villages shaded by towering silk-cotton trees, and the main
avenue which led to the capital city, broad enough to accommodate a marching garrison, was lined with banyan
trees spreading their branches over pergolas covered with nesting pigeons. The bards knew each pergola
enshrined the ashes of some Balmer noble who had died in battle and the wives who had burned themselves on
his funeral pyre.
Night had fallen when the bards finally saw the marble cenotaphs of the Balmer maharajahs glowing like a
ghost city on the outskirts of the capital. The caravan hastened past the monuments of death through the elephant
arches guarding the capital, and entered bazaars blazing in the light of kerosene lanterns. From behind mountains
of marigold garlands, hawkers called to women on their way to the temples on the edge of Jalsa Lake. In the wide
octagon of the central piazza, shopkeepers sat cross-legged inside wooden shops selling gold or quilts or
medicines and fragrant sandalwood, dusty mirrors behind their heads reflecting their gesticulating customers.
Children came running to direct the caravan.
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“Maharajah Jai Singh has built a tent city for you.”
“Where the elephants wrestle at the Dasra festival.”
Led by shouting children, the caravan moved past the ornate houses of the merchants and up the steep ramparts
of Balmer Fort to the elephant grounds, where haphazard cloth tents clustered around a central cooking area,
disguising the smell of the camels, horses, bullocks tethered in the adjoining field. In front of the tents the eightyfoot-high wall of the inner fort rose with perpendicular austerity. Messengers were waiting to guide the bards into
the inner fort.
The Maharani was near her time. It was auspicious that her unborn child should enter the world hearing the
stories of his ancestral line. Through the carved zenana walls, the Maharani’s attendants watched the bards unroll
cloths painted with the histories of the Rajput kings so that moving pictures would illustrate their recitations.
The Maharani lay on a cushioned pallet, a woman with skin the color of milk and the green eyes of the
mountain kingdom of her birth. Her women cooled the soles of her feet with henna paste while in the courtyard
outside, the bards declaimed:
“May you bear sons to increase the sons of the Sun.”
“Two thousand years ago the great Queen Pushpavati was all that remained of the Sons of the Sun.”
“Her father, her brothers, her husband, all her great line lay slaughtered in the City of the Hundred Temples.”
“Her sisters and daughters had burned themselves, running past each other to enter the flames of the funeral
pyre.”
The cloistered audience listened with familiar horror to descriptions of lost battles and burning women as the
illustrations rolled on the painted screens.
“Why did Queen Pushpavati remain a living widow? She was the most valiant and honorable of Rajput
women. It was her duty and her honor to mount the funeral pyre first.”
In a swell of drumbeats, the curtain moved upward. The Maharani’s attendants peered at the cloth painting,
admiring the over-explicit artwork.
“Because she was with child. An unborn infant waited in her womb to avenge the honor of his ancestors.”
“For this reason only, Queen Pushpavati endured the taint of widowhood.”
Other people who lived in Balmer Fort, the elephant boys and the grooms, members of the household guard,
even the administration clerks, came to sit in the courtyard and listen to the bards declaim the history of their clan.
“Queen Pushpavati, the greatest queen in India, famed for her prowess with a sword, who could draw a bow
almost as well as a man, who rode at the side of her husband in pursuit of the cheetah:. this warrior queen was
now a widow.”
Everyone knew the story. Still, they muttered at the indignity of the queen’s fate as the tale unfolded: the
child’s birth, his martial feats as a boy, the growing suspicion that he was of royal blood.
When the painting of a white-turbaned king holding a rose rolled onto the cloth screens, the audience knew the
narrative was ending even before the bards sang in unison:
“Thus did Queen Pushpavati give birth to the son of the Sun, and then ascend her funeral pyre; thus did the son
of the Sun sire a hundred sons; thus, each son became a king; and thus did our Empire come to be known as
Rajputana, the Empire of the Sons of the King.”
The pleased Maharani sent her eunuchs out with a bag of gold coins for the bards. That night, while the bards
feasted in the tent city, the earth began to shake. Sudden light pierced the darkness, catapulting flocks of
frightened birds into the sky. Panicking animals fought against tethering ropes and small children hid in their
mothers’ laps, not understanding why their mothers laughed and tossed them in the air.
Thirty-nine times the deep roar of the cannons burst through the night, announcing the succession was secure.
The Kingdom of Balmer had its thirty-ninth heir. Maharajah Jai Singh of Balmer was blessed with a son.
4
For eleven centuries the massive yellow stone battlements of Balmer Fort had stood on the hill overlooking
Jalsa Lake, enclosing silver fountains and pillars inlaid with lapis lazuli and gardens linking courtyards painted by
master artists brought from the ateliers of Delhi. But these concessions to pleasure had the air of afterthought. It
was the underground passages which led to Jalsa Lake so that water could be procured in time of siege, the
narrow stone corridors with ceilings so low no traitor could raise his sword arm high enough to strike a death
blow to an unsuspecting king, which gave the true profile of Balmer.
Now, inside the fort, Maharajah Jai Singh of Balmer gave audience in the great Durbar Hall, accepting gifts
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from the nobles who represented the kings of India. Every day he took his place on the gaddi, the wide cushion
covered in crimson brocade that was the traditional throne of Rajput rulers. Behind him stood the chattri-bearer,
holding the royal canopy over his sovereign’s head as in time of war he would hold his sovereign’s standard.
The Maharajah’s head was covered by the red turban of festivity, tied with a simplicity that lent dignity but no
decoration to the narrow face with the severe eyes. His stern mouth was partially hidden by a beard, divided in the
center and swept backward into black wings across an austere white tunic broken only by a bandolier of emeralds.
Before him nobles sat in rows down the expanse of the Durbar Hall, their ceremonial swords laid across their
knees, the jeweled hilts tied with gold gauze to signify they came in peace. Relays of dancing girls separated the
Maharajah from his guests with their billowing skirts as certain nobles edged closer to the gaddi for a private
word.
“You must go to London, Highness,” whispered a noble from Udaipur. “We are bound by the vow we took four
hundred years ago that we would not bow before alien emperors. But you are not restricted.” His companion
leaned closer to the King.
“Highness, your izzat, your honor, is unchallenged. Tell the Empress famine is upon us. Tell Victoria the
speech of Britain is golden, but her taxes are more savage than the sword of the Moghuls.” Another noble from
another kingdom took their place, his lowered voice urgent in Jai Singh’s ear.
“Maharaj, be cautious. Britain cripples us with her greed. Half of India’s money goes to fatten England. The
other half is spent on an army in which no Indian can be an officer. On more railways to move British goods,
more police. The Angrez are weaving a spider’s web of power from which we will never disentangle ourselves.”
For a week Maharajah Jai Singh listened to messages carried by the representatives of other Indian courts. In
the end, it was the promptings of his wife which tipped the balance. The Maharani lifted her arms over breasts
swollen with milk so her husband could bless the new heir to the sacrament which bound the kings of Balmer to
the gods in whose name they ruled.
“Go to London, Durbar. You are the voice of the people’s assembly. Victoria must listen to you. India’s
Empress cannot ignore India’s suffering.”
5
Lines of weary peasants stumbled beside the railway tracks leading to Bombay, where Jai Singh would board
ship for England. Jai Singh stared at the devastation that had overtaken British India in the past year as frightened
passengers told his ministers of the riots that had broken out when British officials had evacuated whole villages
before setting every house on fire to prevent the spread of plague.
The railway stations were crowded with families fleeing the famine and disease in Bombay itself. They spoke
of the sanitary cordon that had been created around the houses of the British residents and the rich Indian
merchants who managed British interests.
“But everyone else is foraging for food, or dying of cholera.”
“Grain, robbed from cargo ships exporting Indian wheat to foreign markets, is being sold in the city’s bazaars
at exorbitant prices, and starving factory workers are deserting British factories in defiance of armed overseers.”
When he reached Bombay, Jai Singh could not decide whether he was waking from a nightmare or entering a
dream. Inside imposing homes, Indians and Englishmen alike discussed how magnificent the Indian rulers would
look when they paid public homage to Victoria in the Jubilee procession. Not once did they mention the famine.
At the docks, royal women were taking leave of their maharajahs inside screens held by armed eunuchs. From
the upper deck, Jai Singh watched the temporary zenanas moving like giant silk balloons in the crush of horses
and men as the young lancers from the Indian kingdoms, who were to ride as the Empress’ guard of honor,
boarded ship for London. As the ship cast anchor and Bombay harbor receded into the harsh glare, a premonition
of doom enveloped Jai Singh.
He was unable to shake the mood during the voyage. Sitting at the Captain’s table or promenading on the deck
with the young lancers, Jai Singh listened silently to the excited talk of the Jubilee celebrations and did not say he
feared India’s wealth was providing a carpet for Victoria’s feet, leaving India no protection from the pitiless sun.
In London, unbalanced by the strangeness of his surroundings, Jai Singh briefly forgot the famine. In the
unfamiliar rented house in Mayfair he crossed and uncrossed his legs, trying to accustom himself to sitting upright
in chairs. At night, he tossed in the high four-poster bed into which a man’s body sank like a corpse—so unlike
the short, hard bed of the Rajputs, which ended at the ankles so a warrior would always sleep lightly.
During the day, the Balmer grooms negotiated his coach through streets crowded with hansom cabs and buses,
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and Jai Singh marveled at the unending, alien wealth of England. Wherever he went he saw preparations for
Victoria’s parade. Wooden stands were being constructed along the route of the procession, Union Jacks festooned
the façades of the buildings, portraits of the Empress stared from every window.
Only on a visit to the Stock Exchange did he feel briefly at home. The ordered confusion was so like an Indian
bazaar. Men chalked figures onto blackboards, listened to names being called out across the smoke-filled
chamber, erased the figures, chalked up larger sums. Then Jai Singh began to recognize the shouted names, and
his throat tightened as he heard the calls for British companies that shipped Indian goods and Indian labor around
the world. Returning home, he read the inscription engraved on the stone portals of the Royal Exchange, THE
EARTH IS THE LORD’S AND THE FRUITS THEREOF , and remembered that each day of his stay in England he had seen
how the fruits of the earth fed only the appetites of the British Empire.
At last, Jai Singh was summoned to the India Office, which governed the affairs of the Indian kingdoms.
Accompanied by two young aides-de-camp and the corpulent figures of his court ministers of Trade and Foreign
Affairs, Jai Singh mounted the marble staircase to a gallery dominated by a large oil painting depicting the
conquest of an Indian king. The black frock coats of the three British officials who ushered him into the spacious
office with molded ceilings seemed to reprimand the brocade tunics of his own delegation. Jai Singh took his
place on a sofa, a young Indian lawyer in an English suit and wing collar perched nervously next to him, his
ministers on chairs behind.
“Tell the Angrez there is famine in British India. Our trade routes pass through British India. We are
landlocked kingdoms. Everything that enters or leaves our borders is taxed twice over by British India. Now the
famine in British India is crippling us.”
As the lawyer translated his words, Jai Singh read indifference on the faces of the Englishmen, and the
misgivings he had felt on the ship returned.
“Britain is conscious of the situation. Indeed, the Lord Mayor of London has begun a Famine Relief Fund.” Jai
Singh rested his hand on the lawyer’s arm.
“Tell the Angrez the Lord Mayor’s fund is of little use when the Empire’s taxes inflame the famine. Explain to
them when British India starves, royal India dies.” A thin Englishman with sharp features consulted the Balmer
file, the expression of contempt in his eyes at odds with the smiling mouth.
“Ask His Highness how much of his revenue goes towards the maintenance of his harem. Does he not feel that
a railway would add to his country’s wealth and create more revenue for his pleasures?”
“A railway will flood my country with cheap goods made in British factories. My revenues are already limited
by Britain. How shall I pay for a railway?”
The Englishman flushed. In a soft voice, almost as though he were paying Jai Singh a compliment, he said,
“But surely His Highness has extensive funds. After all, Balmer no longer maintains an army. Britain must pay
to defend Balmer, since Balmer is defenseless.”
The veiled threat hung like smoke in the air. Even now the British were preparing to hang the Maharajah of
Manipur, who had challenged the British, as a common criminal. Jai Singh could feel the anger of the Balmer
delegation pressing like a knife against his spine at his reply:
“Balmer is grateful for the protection of the British Empire. Observe our gratitude. We spend as much revenue
paying homage to England as we once spent on our armies.”
Convinced he would not receive a sympathetic hearing from the men who governed India from the India
Office, Jai Singh waited impatiently for the Jubilee celebrations to end so he could seek a private audience with
Victoria.
He paced the over-furnished rooms of his Mayfair house, glaring at the expensive objects which crowded
every table. He stared at the men in frock coats and the women in elaborate hats walking in Brook Street below
him, and longed for the stone parapets of Balmer Fort above which desert eagles glided in an empty sky.
At night he attended the balls which preceded the Jubilee Parade and listened to stories of the Prince of Wales’s
partiality for actresses and other men’s wives. He heard other scandal about one of Victoria’s grandsons, who was
said to frequent homosexual brothels, marveling that the British were so unafraid of contamination when some
disease in Victoria’s blood had already poisoned the bloodlines of the crowned heads of Europe, even Tsar
Nicholas II of Russia.
Two days before the Jubilee, Jai Singh received news that an old friend of his father’s, the Maharajah of
Dungra, had arrived in England and wished to see him. Watched by a curious crowd, Dungra was waiting for Jai
Singh on the pavement outside his house in Belgrave Square, his rotund form clothed in a deep blue tunic broken
by a dozen rows of baroque pearls which fell from his neck to his ample waist. A man with a cap pulled low over
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his forehead nudged the woman standing next to him.
“Look at the old bugger,” he said scornfully. “Wears more gewgaws than a music-hall harlot.”
Jai Singh dismounted from his carriage. To the sound of a desultory cheer from the pavement spectators
Dungra led Jai Singh inside the house, and London melted away in the hiss of starched turbans as the Dungra
guards came to attention. The doors behind the guards opened to reveal a semicircle of barefoot and turbaned
retainers.
Jai Singh followed his uncle into a room from which all foreign furniture had been removed. Low silver beds
were placed around a dais which held the crimson gaddi of the ruler. In one corner of the room was a silver urn
the height of a man, guarded by a bare-torsoed priest.
The rulers held out their hands to be cleansed of the pollution of the foreigner with the purifying water of the
holy river Ganges. Only then did Dungra motion Jai Singh to a silver divan.
“Tell me, Jai”—the old Maharajah settled his heavy frame into the cushions—“what do you think of our
imperial masters, now that you have seen them at such close quarters?”
“What does it matter what I think, hukam? I have no army to give weight to my views.” Dungra raised a
languid eyebrow.
“Be careful, Jai. That is a seditious remark. You are in England. For such sedition you could lose your throne.”
“I speak the truth, hukam. The proudest warriors in the world have become toy soldiers to decorate British
parades. Armed with guns we cannot fire because the firing pins and the ammunition are kept in British India. We
owe fealty to an empress whose guard are called Beefeaters. But we are Rajputs who hold the cow sacred because
it nurtures life. Countless Rajput soldiers died of thirst in besieged forts rather than drink water from streams into
which enemy armies had poured the blood of slaughtered cows.” Dungra folded his hands over the pearls sliding
across his stomach.
“I often think we Indian kings are like old courtesans, Jai. Decking ourselves in gems and stories of our
glorious past because we fear the present. We speak of our warrior blood. But for three generations there has been
no war in India. No trumpet of armored elephants, no cavalry charges. Only the insolent silence of the Empire’s
Pax Britannica.” Placing a paan made of betel leaf covered with beaten gold into his mouth, Dungra leaned
forward.
“We all inherited treasuries to raise armies. Now that we have no armies, some of us squander our wealth on
pleasure. Others like yourself hope one day to rise against the British Empire.” A plump finger wagged at Jai
Singh.
“Yes, you do. You are young and all young men dream impossible dreams. As for myself, I have taken the
money in my treasury and invested it in the wealth of the West. For twenty years my subjects have paid no tax. I
have imitated the actions of the British Empire. Foreigners pay the costs of my government.” Jai Singh interrupted
the older ruler.
“Are you suggesting that the warriors of India should become moneylenders? It is against our dharma, the
righteous action prescribed for us in the ancient scriptures.”
The mask of the merry clown slipped for a moment from Dungra’s features.
“You speak like a child, Jai. The ancient scriptures enjoin us to spend only seven percent of our wealth on
ourselves and our governments. The rest we are to multiply for our people.” He spat a red streak of betel juice into
a silver spittoon.
“Come, let us not be so serious. Tell me how you find London’s social life.”
Jai Singh wondered if he should mention the India Office official sneering at the forbidden zenanas of India
when his own princes risked disease from shared women and boys bought in homosexual brothels.
“I think, Highness, their idea of dignity must differ from ours.” Dungra’s thick lips, stained red with betel
juice, opened in laughter.
“Dignity? Dharma? You live in the past, Jai. Such words have lost their currency. Now the world runs on
money.” He clapped his hands and a servant entered, carrying a parcel tied in crimson muslin.
“You have been blessed with an heir. Regard this gift as a prophecy of the times we must live in, if we are to
leave our sons kingdoms, not cremation grounds.”
*
On the eve of the Jubilee Parade, the Indian rulers were summoned to a reception by the Empress at
Buckingham Palace. Jai Singh I followed the Beefeater guard through the halls which led to Victoria’s Drawing
Room, wondering if Victoria would be wearing the bracelet of flawless diamonds sent by the Maharajah of Jaipur
to avoid losing caste by eating at the same table as the untouchable who was his Empress. The bracelet made
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Victoria the Maharajah’s sister, and an Indian could take nothing from a sister’s house, not even a sip of water.
Learning of the custom, the Empress had excused the other Indian rulers from attending the state banquet which
preceded her reception.
Jai Singh heard his name and titles being announced, and for a startled moment he felt himself an intruder who
had wandered into the imperial toshikhana, the very treasury of the British Empire.
The human symbols of Britain’s power—the British cabinet in their court dress of knee breeches and silk
stockings, the foreign ambassadors wearing the insignia of their nations, the crowned heads of Europe connected
by treaties and marriage to the Empire—stood in stiff circles under the chandeliers.
On a dais, the focus of that power sat on a red velvet chair, an old woman in a black dress embroidered with
gold suns and silver stars, her feet covered by the jewel-encrusted border of her long skirt. Jai Singh saw that
Victoria wore Jaipur’s bracelet as he answered her queries about his stay in London. He moved on to exchange a
few words with the Prince of Wales and the British princes and princesses standing on the dais beside their
mother.
Others of Victoria's children were in the room. The Empress of Prussia with her two sons. The Princess of
Naples. The Duchess of Teck. The Grand Dukes representing Tsar Nicholas II broke from their conversation with
Archduke Ferdinand of Austria and Hungary to reminisce with Jai Singh about their visit to Balmer. Beside them
the son of the Japanese Emperor, heir to the Chrysanthemum Throne, looked blankly at the Heir Apparent of
Siam.
There was a sudden lull in the murmur of polite conversation. Jai Singh turned and saw a stocky little man
striding down the room, dressed in an unadorned tunic coat and cotton pajamas. Amusement rippled through the
gathering as Sir Pratap Singh, the Regent King of Jodhpur, approached the Empress. His crumpled leggings were
now being imitated by European riders who called them jodhpurs after this eccentric figure, reputed to be the
finest rider in the world and famous as the man who had actually made the Prince of Wales dismount from his
horse because he found the Prince’s hands too hard.
Ignoring the stir, Sir Pratap reached the dais and raised his sword above Victoria’s head. There were frightened
gasps from the gathering. The Prince of Wales stepped forward to protect his mother, stopping in confusion when
Sir Pratap placed the sword at Victoria’s feet.
“Bloody native!” an outraged British official hissed behind Jai Singh. “What on earth does he think he’s
doing?” The whisper was silenced by shock when Sir Pratap took Victoria's small hands from her lap and placed
them on his eyes.
Jai Singh knew Sir Pratap was obeying the Rajput code of honor. The sword Sir Pratap was forced to carry by
British protocol, his honor demanded he place at Victoria’s feet. Now, where other rulers had presented the
Empress with superb gems, Sir Pratap was offering Victoria his eyes, the most precious possession of a warrior.
Moved by the simplicity of Sir Pratap’s gesture, Jai Singh glanced around the crowded Drawing Room. The
greatest names in .India were in Buckingham Palace that night. The kings of the Maharatta Confederacy—
Gwalior, whose armies had fought Wellington and caused Napoleon to dismiss Wellington as the “Sepoy
General”; Baroda, with the famous cannons cast from pure gold. The Sons of the Sun, the Rajput kings, all
conscious that the senior Rajput king of Udaipur had declined to pay obeisance to this foreign Empress. The
mighty rulers of northern India, whose armies had come to Britain’s aid at the time of the Mutiny. The Muslim
rulers, led by the frigid Nizam of Hyderabad. The kings of the torrid Hindu South; the Maharajah of Mysore, the
Elephant King of Travancore.
They lit up Victoria’s Drawing Room with their tunics of gold brocade and aigrettes secured by gems that
dwarfed the Koh-i-noor. Ropes of pearls and emeralds and rubies swept in waves under their beards and across
their chests. Holding their jeweled swords in their left hands, they stood with the customary immobility of Eastern
rulers among the circulating guests. But Jai Singh knew all their shining splendor could not disguise the
impotence of kings without armies who had been forced to travel thousands of miles to pay homage to an empress
twice untouchable, a widow and a foreigner.
That night, propped up in the unfamiliar four-poster bed, Jai Singh unwrapped the muslin from Dungra's gift.
Lines creased his forehead as he studied the documents which informed him that he, the ruler of Balmer, now
owned shares in the Canadian Pacific Railway and a railway in Brazil, part of the American Fruit Company,
smaller parts of Bell Telephone, an Australian gold mine, three banks and a dozen other foreign enterprises.
Refusing to accept the defeat represented in the file, Jai Singh thrust the documents from him, vowing to guard
Balmer until his son could mount the throne in full dharma as a warrior and protector of the people.
*
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Rain threatened on the morning of the Jubilee Parade. Looking through the windows while the servants
wrapped the eighty-foot length of starched muslin turban around his head, Jai Singh felt sorry for the people
milling behind the British troops who defied the gray sky with their scarlet coats and burnished silver helmets.
A huge cheer went up as the Maharajah of Balmer and the Balmer Lancers, mounted on black chargers, made
their way to Buckingham Palace. Jai Singh could feel the charged anticipation in the air, knew anything that broke
the boredom of the two million people who waited for the Jubilee procession to begin would elicit applause.
Near Whitehall there was a confusion of colors as the colonial cavalries moved their horses into position.
Behind Australians in yellow coats, New Zealanders in cavalier hats with sweeping colored plumes, Sikhs in
bright red turbans. Jai Singh saw the colonial infantries, Chinese troops in triangular straw helmets, Trinidadians
in spotless white puttees, Maoris with shields and spears.
The Balmer Lancers wheeled their horses through the gates of Buckingham Palace, to ride in Victoria’s guard
of honor. Jai Singh watched them, his heart aching for these proud young men who could never fulfill their
dharma as warriors.
In the square outside the palace, rulers from a quarter of the world, their armies now absorbed into the great
ocean of British power, waited on their horses, holding emblems heraldic of more glorious times to add their own
bright pageantry to the triumphant display of conquest, and people hung from the branches of trees, waiting to
witness the magnificence of imperial power on a scale such as the world had never seen.
The parade began, led by British heroes who had brought foreign governments to their knees. On the balcony
of Buckingham Palace Jai Singh could see the small figure of the Empress taking the salute of the Englishmen
riding by on prancing horses named after defeated kings, and he knew the paper treaty that called him Victoria’s
brother was meaningless in the face of such proud power.
Six naval guns on their gun carriages rolled below Victoria’s balcony, separating the troops of the colonies
from the troops of the Motherland. The cheers rose to a crescendo as Life Guards, Dragoons, battery after battery
of Hussars and Lancers preceded by their mounted bands came down the Mall.
The sun burst through the clouds as the Indian Imperial Cavalry rode out in front of Victoria’s carriage. A roar
of applause went up from the crowds crushed against the troops. Never had the sun failed to shine for Victoria;
and here it was again: Queen’s Weather for the Queen of Queens.
Forty Indian rulers, faces impassive, spurred their horses behind the carriage of their empress. Jai Singh saw
that only Victoria’s young godson, Maharajah Victor of Sirpur, waved with spirited enthusiasm at the cheering
crowds.
*
In the days that followed, Jai Singh failed to gain a private audience with the Empress, unable to penetrate the
euphoria that surrounded Victoria’s court. Britain was drunk on its own glory and wanted to hear no tales of death.
The long journey back from Bombay to Balmer was bleak evidence of the extent of the famine. Land taxes had
not been lessened in British India. Dispossessed farmers, unable to scratch a living from soil that had become as
unyielding as rock, were moving across India like clouds of dying birds. At every railway junction Jai Singh
overheard accounts of the British revenue officers who had been beaten to death on the very day of Victoria’s
Jubilee Parade, and there was open talk of insurrection against the Empire. On the borders of Balmer a delegation
of anxious village elders surrounded their ruler.
“Destitute peasants have been streaming into Balmer, hukam. Now moneylenders are coming in their wake,
trying to buy land at derisory prices in the hope of capitalizing on the continent-wide panic created by the
famine.”
Then an old man, bent double with age, asked the question Jai Singh could not answer:
“We still own our land, hukam. But if the rains fail again, what shall we do?”
1944
83.128 Hyena\fn{by Chitra Mudgal (1944- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 7
“Khrr … khrr … khrr.”
Her dozing frame, listless because of three days fasting, came alive with a start. Having regained her
composure, her eyes surveyed the room trying to locate the source of the sound. But there was nothing there. A
darkness as quiet as freshly extracted mustard oil, filled the room. For a moment she thought of opening the door,
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letting the light in, though the afternoon heat was at its height. But the thought of the searing wind whirling
through the courtyard made Pancchanhwali desist from getting up from her string cot. It would banish the cool of
the room. She reached out instead for the straw fan on the ground. She closed her eyes and began to wave it over
[her] to get respite from the heat.
The mice had become a menace. The bare floor would be cooler but she couldn’t sleep on it. The mice may
nibble at the toe sometimes or the heel. Not that there weren’t plenty of mousetraps in the house. Only none was
available for her room. For days she had been thinking of giving Piare some money, asking him to get a trap from
the village market. But she kept forgetting. The fan was now stirring hot air. There was an earthen pot of water
lying in the corner of the room. But she had vowed not to touch a drop, had been lying like this for the last three
days. Wouldn’t moistening the fan mean breaking her vow? After all she had made a real vow … not the pretence
of it.
“Khrr … khrr.”
That sound again. A faint rustling too. Terrified, she got up and flung the door open. She had to ascertain what
it was. She saw it. Something like a rat’s tail was dangling from between the rafters under the straw of the
thatched roof. But the very next moment her eyes popped out in alarm. The rat’s tail—why was it growing longer
and longer—swaying loosely, like a rope lowered into a well without a pulley to keep it in tension. She’s stared so
hard that she was barely able to blink when the snakes’ form began to twine wildly between the rafters. And such
a deafening shriek burst out of Pancchanwali’s feeble fasting frame that within seconds a crowd of alarmed family
members gathered in front of her room. Quickly drawing her sari a hand’s length over her face Pancchanhwali
rushed out of the room to the shaded verandah, her lungs beating hard. Sticks and long iron rods were brought.
“Dada re dada! It’s the black snake. It’s hanging upside down, hissing … won’t let anyone enter the room!”
Pancchanhwali’s fearful frame quivered like a leaf.
Mothers scolded their excited, curious children who strained forward to take a look at the reptile.
Janpiare took up the challenge. He entered the room armed with an iron rod, when suddenly the senior most
widow, Didda, climbing down from the top floor, admonished him:
“Don’t you dare lay a hand on Nagraj! Not even by mistake. If you do, we’ll all be finished—the whole family.
Just do obeisance and move away. He’ll go his way soon without harming a soul. He’s been the guardian of this
house for decades. And it is because of his blessing that we’re thriving.”
Already shaken, Pancchanhwali was outraged.
“Protector or destroyer? Hadn’t this protector ended the life of the older Bua’s Ramendra? Had the boy
touched him with a stick to invite this kind of revenge?”
But right away many voices cried out in Nag Baba’s defense.
“Of course, he had touched him! Weren’t the children playing marbles on the terrace when Nag Baba’s tail was
sighted? Ramendra had playfully pelted a marble at his tail but Nag Baba does not sit still and nurse an injury. He
strikes back instantly. So he turned right around and bit Ramendra.”
*
The seeds of Pancchanhwali’s fast were unwittingly sown, long back, the day she insisted on going to
Allahabad for Kumbh. More important than bathing at the confluence of the holy Ganga, Jamuna and invisible
Saraswati on this auspicious occasion, was the lure of her elder sister’s invitations.
“Come once at least to meet me, Munni. You can easily manage. You live in such a large family … others can
take over your chores.”
Didda also pleaded her case with the Lambardar. “Take her along too, Lala. If nothing else, the poor
unfortunate might gain a little peace by bathing at the Triveni. After all what comfort, what consolation does she
have in this dreary life of hers?”
Thus, she had come to Allahabad. When it was time for them to return, her sister prostrated herself at the
Lambardar’s feet.
“You’re not merely her elder brother-in-law but a father-in-law to her. It’s now fifteen years since she’s stepped
beyond that threshold The children here will also come to know that their aunt is still alive … if her husband had
been around they could have enjoyed his company too.”
The Lambardar could not tear his feet free from her clutching hands and found it impossible to deny her
appeal. To refuse a supplicant was also against his social code. Finally, it was decided that a week or two later
Pancchanhwali’s brother-in-law would himself bring her back. Since it was harvest time the Lambardar would not
be able to send anyone to fetch her.
All night Pancchanhwali lay next to her sister, snuggled to her breast like a suckling child clinging to her
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mother. She talked and talked. Her father, her mother were no longer alive, her parental home did not exit for her.
But its memories were alive—Banwari Kaka’s dussehri mango orchard, or singing songs with friends or fighting
over raw, blackened koyalpadi mangoes, or searching for little ripe wild cucumbers in the vines on her way home
from school. Each time her sister’s husband got up to go to the toilet he found them chattering and each time he
told them to go to sleep. But they dozed off only before dawn.
Her sister’s home, her way of life, was something beyond Pancchanhwali. It hung in her mind’s eye like a
rainbow-hued dream.
The older son, Yogendra, was pursuing his medical studies. He didn’t live at home, though he was [in] the
same town.
“He has to stay in the hostel so he can concentrate on his studies. He’ll come to meet you, Munni. Sukhda
telephoned him yesterday. When he heard that his Mausi was over he was overjoyed. You played with him such a
lot when he was a baby! Remember the time when we had gone into the fields to pluck chana sag? You made
Yogendra sit up at the edge of the fields to play among mustard flowers while you went to pluck the greens,
devising a bag by tying up he ends of your pallu. Remember how he had suddenly stumbled and a long baboo
thorn pierced his left arm? How he had howled! Remember, Munni?”
The second daughter Sukhda was in her final year of M.A. Behini told her that from next year she’ll start
teaching in her college and do her Ph.D. alongside. Pancchanwali was surprised that Behini was educating her
daughter to that extent but was not so much bothered about getting her married. Her sister laughed.
“It’s not that I’m not bothered,” she said, “but I’m not in a big hurry. Sukhda should have a proper career of
her own. It’s very important that girls learn to be self-reliant. Times are changing. It’s no longer the way it was in
our days—no one feels responsible for others any more. And parents are not going to be there all the time to help
out in times of trouble. After seeing what you’ve had to go through, how you’ve been forced to depend on others,
I made up my mind that if anything at all is to be given to daughters, it’s education.”
The determined look on Behini’s face seared Pancchanhwali’s heart like molten hot wax.
*
Behini had learnt from her circumstances. But she herself had not. Why?
There was her own daughter Puniya. She did not go to school any longer. She spent her time carrying the other
daughter-in-law’s babies balanced on her hip, roaming around here and there like any unkempt rustic girl. It was
not that she didn’t want to carry on with her studies. She definitely did. But the problem was that the village
school taught only up to the fifth class and Puniya had completed her studies there. So what else was there for her
to do but roam around carrying babies?
When she saw Uttara and Sukhda setting out for college on their bicycles, Pancchanhwali stood at the doorway
staring at them till they were out of sight. From the rear Uttara looked just like Puniya … so much so that she was
almost deceived into believing it was actually her … and her eyes were moist. When the crowd that swelled the
city for the Kumbh began to disperse it was as if a whole township would evacuate. Even so, Allahabad with its
bright electric lights remained in Pancchanhwali’s eyes like a wondrous vision of paradise. One day, while
returning from the Hanuman temple with her sister in a rickshaw, she saw a girl riding a two-wheeler scooter.
Pancchanhwali’s eyes were wide with surprise.
“Tell me Behini,” she asked, “is this a boy or a girl?” Behini laughed at her naïveté.
“It’s a girl, Munni, absolutely a girl … Sukhda also knows how to drive her father’s scooter … Because of the
traffic your Jijaji doesn’t allow her to take it out.” Then looking at Pancchanhwali’s pallu, which was drawn right
to her nose, she scolded her lovingly:
“Why have the veil all the time? Is the whole of Allahabad your in-law?”
At home Uttara and Sukhda too would pull her pallu off. “Why Mausi, why do you wrap yourself up in this
burqua all the time?”
What could Pancchanhwali say to the girls in reply! How many miles away from Allahabad was her own
village Bharatipur? Not too many. But what a difference in the lifestyles! How could she explain to these girls the
kind of life that was hers! Even cattle were unleashed when the night was over, free to roam around, grazing the
grass and ruminate as they wished But she was not allowed even that kind of respite. However could she
understand the ways of the changing world outside her village?
That night Behini suddenly asked her about her plans for Puniya.
“Have you ever thought, Munni, what Puniya’s future is going to be?”
“I …?” Behini’s question jolted her, made her sit up.
“Yes, yes—you, who else?”
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“What can I think of, Behini?”
“Why not? You’re her mother. Your daughter’s future, her education, her marriage … surely you must have
thought about these things.”
Bemused, Pancchanhwali replied, “The elders of the house are there … to think about such things.”
“Who?”
“Lambardar.”
“Then why has Puniya been taken out of school and made to sit at home?”
“Because there’s nothing else she can do.”
“Why not?” Behini was cross questioning her like a lawyer.
“I have already told you that the village school is only up to class five—”
“All right. But isn’t there any other school nearby for girls?”
“Yes there is … in Dhanuhi Kheda … up to the tenth.”
“How far is it?”
“May be four miles.”
“Is Puniya interested in studies?”
“Very much. The village teacher Manorama behanji keeps saying, ‘Pancchanhwali, you have only one child
not half a dozen. Puniya is good in her studies. Send her over to the Dhanuhi Kheda school.’”
“She’s absolutely right. Why do you let Puniya sit at home wasting time? Get her admitted to the Dhanuhi
Kheda the moment you return from here.”
“I had sent word to the Lambardar, Behini.”
Pancchanhwali’s throat choked suddenly, remembering her own helplessness. Her sister heaved a long sigh,
clasped her to her breast, stroked her back lovingly.
“Look Munni, your own fate turned traitor but you bore it bravely. You’ve lived out your life. But the time
ahead would be even more trying. You must give serious thought to Puniya’s future. What’s to become of her?
Give her a chance to make something of herself. I wrote to you so many times. If you trust me, send Puniya to me.
I’ll educate her. For me Punnu’s just like my own Sukhda and Uttara. I can do it. My adverse time is behind me
now.”
Pancchanhwali’s eyes started flowing. With great difficulty she was able to say, “Trust me Behini, people
speak the truth when they say ‘The mother may die, but the Mausi must live. I’ll see to it that my Punno goes to
school. I’ll definitely see to it.”
But before her Jija could escort Pancchanhwali home suddenly one evening Dauwwa the eldest brother-in-law
arrived to take her back. He told Behini that the Lambradar had a fall and dislocated a bone in his left foot. Since
the Lambardar’s daughter Bitalu was also close to delivering, the house needed Pancchanhwali. Running the
kitchen was becoming difficult. Puniya was also missing her mother.
When she heard Puniya’s name Pancchanhwali could no longer hold herself. Otherwise Behini was insisting
that she stay on as had originally been planned, so what if there was none to take charge of the kitchen? Her Jija
had already taken leave from work; he would take her to the village next week.
When the time came for departure, the neighbors found it a difficult task to disassociate Pancchanhwali away
from her sister and put her into the rickshaw. The way she cried! It was as if her body was returning to the village,
while her spirit had been mortgaged to her sister.
*
Yogendra managed to arrive at the station in time, rushing and searching through the crowds. He finally saw
his aunt. When he bent down to touch her feet, Pancchanhwali buried his head to her breast and blessed him with
tears, for a long time. Just a week after her return, she sent a message to the Lambardar’s door asking about
Puniya’s schooling. Early in the morning when she went to the fields to defecate, she happened to met Manorama
behanji, [who] told her that she wanted Puniya to continue with her studies.
Behanji assured her that if she had made up her mind, she would accompany Puniya and get her admitted to
the Ohanuhi Kheda school. She would even help her make up for all the work she had missed in between.
“This is the right decision,” she said, giving Pancchanhwali the needed boost. “Three or four girls from the
neighboring village Sagwar are attending that school. I’ll introduce Puniya to them and she can go with them.
After all, isn’t the Lambardar planning to send his children to Unnao to study?”
Manorama behanji was right. A year ago Lambardar had bought land at Unnao. Now he was constructing a
house there. He planned to send his wife to the town with the children, so they could attend school there. Back in
the village, there was no future for them. They would never learn anything, remain lazy and rustic. Provisions—
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grain, oil, ghee, all would be send from the village. And as for the home in the village, there was nothing to worry
about.
Pancchanhwali could manage it all—she had ten hands for work, hadn’t she? In any case, the Lambardarin had
handed over charge of the kitchen to her years ago. Since their mother-in-law, Jiya, died, she had to manage the
household, shoulder all the responsibilities. The social duties, the goings-on in the village, left her little time for
anything else.
Pancchanhwali did not get a reply to her request. This time she got hold of the Lambardar’s younger son
Satishwa to carry the word. She even mustered up courage to say that she wanted an answer soon; but Satishwa
returned to say that Bapa had conveyed that he didn’t have time for useless talk.
The moment she heard that, Pancchanhwali suddenly felt herself assurance give way. She continued to go
about her work in a mechanical way but deep inside she felt awfully hurt. Rejection burnt hot like a slow fire,
stoking rebellious flames in her. She’d worked herself to bones to make life comfortable for this family. As soon
as anyone opened his mouth to make a demand, she’d spring up to fulfill it. She woke up at the crack of dawn and
the night would be far gone by the time she slumped on to her string bed. She didn’t even pause to look around, to
attend to her own daughter, to see where she was, that she was doing. Whether she was down with fever or if her
stomach ached—it did not affect her set routine. Till she had finished massaging Didda’s and the Lambardarin’s
feet she would not dream of her own rest. And in this very household, a simple wish of hers was named “useless
talk!” Had she asked for something impossible—a throne for her daughter? A kingdom? The Lambardar did not
even consider her worth talking to.
If Puniya’s education was “useless talk” what for was that palace he was constructing for his own children’s
education?
*
The next morning, when she returned from her toilet, a determination had seized her. Instead of attending to
her usual chores, she returned to her room and flung herself down on her bed. When the Lambardarin woke up,
she found the usual early morning sounds missing. She did not hear the swish of the broom sweeping the
courtyard, nor did the familiar bitter smoke rising from cow dung cakes hurt her eyes. Something was up. After
filling her iota with water, before going into the fields she paused for a watchful moment in front of
Pancchanhwali’s room and felt a deafening silence. She discovered Puniya lying curled up next to Didda and
shook her awake.
“What’s the matter Puniya? Why isn’t your mother up?”
Puniya replied sleepily, “How do I know Badi Aroma?”
“Get up go and ask her.”
“Puniya … tell Didiya that I will not get up today.” The reply came from Pancchanhwali herself, forestalling
Puniya. So, she was awake! What kind of play-acting was this?
“What’s the matter, dulhan, why aren’t you up?”
“Because I’m angry, Didiya.”
“Angry?”
“Yes, yes, I’m angry!”
“If you decide to be angry, dulhan, who’ll take I are of cooking?” The Lambardarin was apprehensive that
Pancchanhwali might be sick. But apparently something else was afoot. She felt her temper rise.
“If there’s no one else to cook then tell the Lambardar to hire a panditayin to cook for you. I am not going to
do it any longer.”
The sting in Pancchanhwali’s words pricked the Lambardarin like a scorpion.
“Have you gone crazy, dulhan, that you’re uttering such words at the auspicious morning time? If the morning
tea is not sent to the Lambardar don’t you know what hell he’ll raise?”
“So? Let him! I’m not leaving my room.”
The Lambardarin’s strategy was thus rendered ineffective. Pancchanhwali was not to be pushed around any
longer. Why should she put her heart and soul slogging for this household where no one was prepared .to consider
even a single request of hers?
There was indeed a terrific ruckus when Pancchanhwali did not get up. But she stuck to her guns, absolutely
adamant. She wouldn’t stir out of the room to perform her daily tasks neither did she touch a drop of water nor
swallow a single morsel of food. Didda herself tried. “Who cares for your sulking?” She scolded, “To whom are
you showing your temper? Get up, get to work!” But she was forced to retreat, defeated.
Because Pancchanhwali wanted a reply from the Lambardar. Till he himself came to her, she would not eat,
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she would not drink.
*
It was the third day of Pancchanhwali’s fast. To crown it all, Nag Baba made an appearance, dangled from
between the rafters of her little room. The crowd which rushed in to kill him with sticks and iron rods had turned
back after offering obeisance in response to Didda’s warning.
Pancchanhwali was finding it hard to muster up courage to return to her room. It was the only corner she could
call her own, in this great house, her only place of refuge, however stifling. But her weakened frame could not
hold itself straight. Defeated, she crawled in and lay on her bed.
The night passed in fear. Each time she heard the faintest “khrr … khrr,” she’d spring up like a timorous young
girl. The moment her sleepy eyes closed, Nag Baba would appear in her dreams, hissing from between the rafters.
Her throat was so parched that she began to fear her body might overcome her resolve. That she might reach out
to swallow a whole pitcher of water in a single gulp. No, she must be firm, that would not dishonor her vow. It
would have been better not to have taken resort to fasting if she couldn’t keep it. By the morning she had fallen
seriously ill. She began to throw up. The little that remained in her belly came out. After that dry retches racked
her frame. What was left inside to come out—after all!
In panic, Didda sent word that the doctor should be called to attend to Pancchanhwali. But the Lambardar sent
word that first he himself would come and speak to her. After that, if need be, the doctor would be called. It was
better to confine family matters within the house. How much time would it take for rumours to float around the
village?
When Pancchanhwali heard that, a spark of hope kindled in her sinking heart. The Lambardar wanted to speak
to her! Perhaps he was coming to admit his defeat. He would definitely send Puniya to the school at Dhanuhi
Kheda. And if he didn’t consider that proper he would educate her in Unnao along with his own children. After all
it wasn’t as if she was an alien child!
Pancchanhwali would not speak directly to the Lambardar. She had never spoken to him to this day, had
always maintained the decorum, the distance between the husband’s older brother, as tradition demanded. She
sent for Satishwa and asked him to stand by her to act as a go-between.
*
Pancchanhwali came out of her room clutching at the wall for support and stood leaning against one of the
pillars of the verandah. Satishwa stood close by. The clip-clop of the Lambardar’s wooden sandals cautioned her
that he had entered and was at his usual place.
“Why have you stopped eating and drinking for the last four days, Pancchanhwali?”
It was as if an enormous wave beat against her ears. She felt her feeble limbs turn to stone. A flood of tears
burst forth from her eyes. How could her parched body produce so much water? What kind of question was that?
Didn’t he know why she’d been fasting for the last four days? It was like adding fuel to the fire.
“I’m asking you why you’ve been fasting?”
Not receiving a reply to his earlier question, Lambardar repeated it in a calm, measured tone.
Pancchanhwali dry lips moved faintly, but unending tears flowing from her eyes choked her.
“I want an answer; why these tantrums?”
The calm voice was tinged with anger now, for how dare she not reply to him?
“Tantrums?”
Her longing, her ardent wish to educate her daughter was being dismissed as a foolish outburst of feminine
tantrums. Were her desires so unimportant to this family? Was there no one here who could lend a loving,
thoughtful ear to her sentiments? The one who fed the whole household day after day had been hungry and thirsty,
writhing like a fish for four days and she was supposed to be putting on an act! All of a sudden she muttered
something in Satishwa’s ear. The boy informed the father:
“Bappa, Chachi says she sent you a message. She wants a reply.”
What kind of effrontery was this? It was as if from sitting in judgment, the Lambardar had suddenly been put
on trial himself. On hearing Satishwa all the women of the house, young and old, who had been cowering in their
places, had goose pimples on their skins.
“Punnu has studied as much as she needs to! It’s sufficient.”
“It’s not enough Lambardar. Puniya will study further. She’ll go to Dhanuhi Kheda and study. I’ll educate her.
Punya’s mother is still alive.”
Pancchanhwali quite forgot what for Satishwa was beside her. Her trembling body was completely out of
control.
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For moment the whole house was stunned into silence.
Pancchanhwali’s guts cut the Lambardar to the quick. This chit of a woman had the gall to stand up to him? A
person who could dare to question his authority had arisen from within his own four walls! Did the traditional
code mean nothing now? If this spark of rebellion was not crushed right away, a new element might well take
root. It would take no time at all for other mouths to open up, other voices to rise. And this voice which had
arisen, this flame which had ignited should immediately be contained within the house.
The Lambardar toned down his loud, harsh voice and tried to make it sympathetic.
“It’s my job to take care of Puniya’s future. Pancchanhwali bahu, it would be better if you remain within
bounds and do the household tasks as usual.”
“I want proper arrangements to be made for Punya’s education.”
“Pancchanhwali?” The Lambardar suddenly lost his carefully cultivated cool.
“Yes, yes. I want proper arrangements. I don’t want her to remain ignorant and uninformed like me. If I had
some education, I wouldn’t have to depend on others to slave at these menial jobs. My own fate, I suppose! But I
want my daughter to study … to become a doctor like her father. If it’s not possible here, I’ll send her to stay with
my sister in Allahabad. Please give me my share of the property, Lambardar. If I have a few paisas in my hands I
won’t have to turn to others.”
“Your share …?” The Lambardar’s nostrils flared up with anger. “You mohterfu … will you shut up or not?
Piare! Ballua! Is anyone there?”
His voice rang out across the threshold and crossed to the door, Piare responded to it, leaping across the
doorstep running up to him, trembling like a leaf.
“Ji, Maalik?”
“My rifle’s there in the bungalow. Bring it at once.”
“Yes, Master. But …” Piare fell down his feet.
“Piare—do as I tell you.”
It was as if the bumblebee around the tulsi plant in the courtyard stopped buzzing in sheer terror. The horrified
women quivered like wisps of straw. Had Pancchanhwali gone totally out of her mind? Such open defiance of the
Lambardar? Was the ill-omened one possessed by evil spirits? Had a witch overpowered her? To that day, if
Pancchanhwali’s voice was ever heard it had the musical note of a tinkling anklet on a bride’s foot! Who could
have ever imagined that it could roar like an enraged tigress?
Premonition was writ large on everybody’s face like a hooded cobra ready to strike. Piare whispered in
Ballua’s ear and sent him running to the brick kiln under some pretext. “Bring Dauwwa here somehow. Tell him
that Lambardar is furious, he may take a life, he’s asked for his rifle …”
As he brought down the rifle from the wall Piare’s hands felt numb like a bird whose wings had been clipped.
As if his muscular body which could effortlessly carry many heavy sacks of grain had suddenly lost its vigor.
Pancchanh dulhan often asked him to get bindis and tikulis from the village fête. The tikuli gleamed like rays of
the sun peeping from a patch of cloud, and his gaze seemed to cling to it She had been the cursed one, the hapless
one.
Not even a month had passed, when the younger Kunwar, her husband, had suddenly disappeared one night.
He had come from the hostel just to bring his bride home. A frantic search was made …
Fourteen years passed but there was no trace of him. Pancchanhwali still waited, neither a wife nor a widow.
Puniya was born a premature seven month baby. Jiya had been alive then. She had nursed and nurtured the babe
and willed her to live, cherishing her in her younger son’s memory. After Jiya’s death Pancchanhwali had been
orphaned and lived like a suckling calf without its mother. She had to put up with all kinds of accusations—that
she had come pregnant from her parents’ place and Kunwarji had not been able to tolerate it; that an old enmity, a
quarrel over land, had taken his life. He had been studying medicine and had not wanted to get married, some
said. So after the marriage he left the house and became a sanyasi.
Piare handed the loaded gun to the Lambardar but fell at his feet the very next moment, begging him, “Forgive
her master. Forgive her.”
“Get aside, Piare get aside.” The Lambardar kicked him out of the way. Piare rolled over and fell into the
courtyard.
“Come out, Pancchanhwali!” the Lambardar thundered.
But what was this? Instead of begging for mercy, Pancchanhwali hastened out from behind the pillar, into the
courtyard! Her pallu flew off her head. Didda and the Lambardarin ran out to hold her. Puniya rushed too and
clung to her mother, screaming all through. God only knew from where Didda’s old bones acquired so much
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strength that she could drag Pancchanhwali to the tulsi plant in the courtyard.
“Dayan, bitch, shameless one … have you totally gone out of your mind? Get inside the purdah … is it proper
for daughters and daughters-in-law to abandon all modesty, all decency and prance around exposed—without
veil?”
“Get away, Didda … she wants her share of the property. I’ll give it to her … her share,” the Lambardar
intervened.
By then Dauwwa had come from the brick kiln. He caught hold of the Lambardar from behind. His cousin
Narendra made bold to grab the rifle from him. Dauwwa scolded him:
“What is this childish behavior, Lambardar? You are deliberately putting your hand into a snake pit. Go away
… is it proper for you to deal with a crazy woman?”
And Narendra and Dauwwa forcibly pushed the Lambardar out.
Didda and Lambardarin covered Pancchanhwali’s uncovered head and dragged her to her room. The moment
she hit her bed Pancchanhwali lost consciousness.
All night the Lambardar tossed and turned on his bed. She had asked for her share in the property. This was a
matter that could not be suppressed. It could easily go out of the house into the village panchayat and into the
courts of law. Giving her share would mean losing eighteen bighas of land. If that happened how much would be
left for him? He had four sons, two daughters. Only one had been married so far. What a heavy burden lay on his
shoulders. If he relents now his family might face ruin. Uneducated Punia could be married off involving a mere
ten or twelve thousand rupees. She would quietly agree to any boy that he might consider suitable for her. If she
got education, acquired a mind of her own, would he be able to marry her off within such a meager amount?
It was almost morning when sleep overpowered him, but then a terrified Satishwa came and shook him awake.
“Bappa! Bappa, Amma says that she and Chachi had gone for the morning ablutions in the arhar fields off the
drain … when a hyena came, pounced on Chachi and made off with her. Up Bappa, get up.”
The wailing and crying of the women from within the house spread the news through out the village that
Pancchanhwali had been carried away by a hyena, early in the morning. The sleepy village began gathering at the
Lambardar’s haveli.
Piare could only bury his face into his knees, trying to suppress sobs. He kept wondering as to when did
Pancchanhwali offend the Nagraj? When did she step upon the serpent god?
70.50 Bhiku’s Diary\fn{by Meena Kakodkar (1944- )} Goa State, India (F) 3
Bhiku’s shop lay across the road from Velingkar’s chawl. The “shop” was actually an outer room of Bhiku’s
house. This house, built by Bhiku’s grandfather, was quite modest. (Bhiku himself could not have built a house
even if he had wanted to.) It had two bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen with an attached wash area, a porch in
the front. There was also a pig-toilet in the backyard. So what if it did not have plumbing; it was still his private
toilet. At least he did not have to suffer the indignity of getting up very early and trekking down to the stream to
answer nature’s call. All the residents of Velingkar’s chawl did that. So what if it was only a pig-toilet; at least you
didn’t have to worry about who would pass by and see you. The only creatures around were the pigs, and they
didn’t care.
The residents had, however, erected a toilet for the women at the rear of the chawl about fifteen to twenty years
ago. Bhiku found it difficult to keep track of time now, but he could still remember Gharudada’s daughter, Nalu,
who was then of marriageable age, going round to the rear early in the morning with a tumbler in hand. Bhiku
himself was an eligible bachelor then. Now Nalu’s daughter was on the verge of matrimony and Bhiku was still as
eligible as ever. Anyway, the question is not about Bhiku’s bachelorhood. The question is about the time the
residents of Velingkar’s chawl built a toilet for the women.
Bhiku and his old mother led a more carefree and comfortable life than most of the chawl’s residents. With the
earnings from the shop, Bhiku could have taken care of a wife and children had he married. But even though he
was nearly forty-five years old, he had not married. He felt, however, that he had not yet crossed the limits of
eligibility: these days, when the brides were forty-plus, what was wrong with the bridegroom being fifty years
old?
From his shop Bhiku could see all the houses of the chawl but was interested only in Gharudada’s house.
Gharudada had one son and five daughters. The eldest daughter was Nalu and the youngest Leelu. Bhiku had been
smitten by Nalu, who was like a doll when she was young. He still felt that Gharudada should have approached
him for Nalu’s hand in marriage, but perhaps he had been too familiar a person. Just as you cannot spot a
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chameleon in the foliage of its hiding place, so had Gharudada not thought of Bhiku as a suitor for Nalu. After
Nalu’s marriage, Bhiku set his heart on the next daughter, Shilu. After her marriage, he set his heart on the next
and then the next, until only Leelu remained. Having thus set his heart on becoming Gharudada’s son-in-law,
Bhiku spent most of the day with his eyes trained on his house.
It is not that Bhiku did not receive any marriage proposals. But his expectations were so high that he did not
bother to consider any of them. Maybe if the girl had been like Nalu he would have given it a thought, but that
never happened. .
Here it would be appropriate to tell you about Bhiku’s appearance. He was about five feet tall and his breath
was something unmentionable. Taking into account all the muscles in the body and the hair on his head, he
weighed about thirty-seven kilos. But this did not stop him from expecting a tall, fair and well-built wife. Now all
his expectations were on the verge of being buried.
Nalu and Leelu were worlds apart. Leelu was not as beautiful as Nalu, she was tall, flat as a board, and dark.
Gharudada had tired of looking for a suitable husband for Leelu, but he still did not consider Bhiku. This hurt
Bhiku. He felt that Gharudada should marry Leelu off to him rather than make a spinster of her. Keeping this in
mind, he would always give a discount to Leelu and Gharudada on anything they bought from his shop.
Being a loner, Bhiku found it difficult to talk to people. He did not smoke and kept himself busy with his work.
He tended some vegetable plants in the garden patch behind his house. The Velingkar chawl residents did not
have even an inch of space to plant anything. Bhiku would regularly send gourds, ladies’ fingers and brinjals from
his patch to Gharudada’s house. He was trying to prove to Gharudada that even if he was not very presentable, he
led a comfortable life; he had a separate toilet and tended a flourishing vegetable patch. What galled Bhikti was
the studied ignorance that Gharudada maintained about all these virtues.
Besides his vegetable patch, Bhiku had another interesting hobby.
He maintained a diary. He had begun writing one the previous year when someone presented him with a diary
and a calendar. Bhiku could never throw away anything without having used it fully, and so he began writing in
the diary. Once he started, he would religiously set aside some time each day to record at least the transactions he
had made during that day. Bhiku was smart when it came to running his shop, as these few samples from his diary
illustrate:
22 February: There was an unexpected demand for potatoes today. I managed to palm off some rotten potatoes along
with the good ones.
23 February: Two customers returned with some rotten potatoes. Customers these days do not have the slightest
qualms and return goods if they find them even slightly bad. I must find a way to tackle this problem.
24 February: Put up this sign today: 'Goods once sold shall not be taken back.' Now let them come back with rotten
potatoes.

Apart from the daily proceedings in his shop, he would jot down his observations on Gharudada's house. He
would occasionally vent his anger and frustration in his diary:
5 May: Saw Gharudada sitting in the balcony with his head in his hands. Leelu’s proposal must have been rejected.
Naturally …
6 May: When Gharudada cannot see suitors sitting right in front of him, where in blazes is he going to find them?
He married off that Nalu to someone in Pemem who does not have a house, not even a bicycle.
12 May: Leelu’s pride is as bloated as her body. She won't even make polite talk with me. I gave her such a .large
discount on everything she bought today, but the'shrew has eyes only for that Tukaram Mechanic.

There was nothing else in Bhiku’s life worthy of being entered in his diary. His world was made up of himself,
his shop and the few people around him. He found it difficult even to confide in his mother. She had given up
asking, “Bhiku, when are you going to marry?” a long time ago. “In time, Mother, in time,” had been Bhiku’s
stock response before he too stopped. It was past the hour of bringing a bride to the house, and Bhiku spent much
time thinking about this.
He had his business, his house, no vices, no missing limbs; in fact, he was sure, he would make an ideal
husband. He did not think appearance was as important as family background and character. Height was not a
problem either—didn’t his uncle have a happy family even though he was shorter than his wife by almost half a
foot?
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Yet Bhiku was so worried that he might never get married that he had shown his palm to all the astrologers he
could find, from the famous ones from Belgaum to the footpath variety with their parrots. They all agreed on one
fact:
“A late marriage is indicated.”
Nobody had elaborated on how late “late” was, and Bhiku still clung to the hope of getting married.
*
Anthony’s garage was visible from Bhiku’s shop. Bhiku had seen one of the mechanics, Tukaram, smile slyly
at Leelu, and he’d seen Leelu giving him one of those looks. Bhiku had concluded that if this continued, it would
not be long before Gharudada was disgraced. He knew that Tukaram, tall and fair, was a lady’s man and was seen
with a different girl every day. He was also known to drink occasionally. What galled Bhiku was that Leelu was
attracted to such a man. He thought of talking to Leelu, or warning Gharudada about the impending disaster, but
could not summon up the courage to do so.
Whatever the position of Gharudada’s family today, it was a well-known and upper-caste one. Bhiku thought
that Leelu should not even speak to Tukaram, who was not of her caste. He felt that it would be better if Leelu
was married off to him before she created an embarrassing situation for Gharudada. When he could no longer
stand the looks that passed between the two, he took the opportunity one day, when Gharudada came to purchase
some beedis, to broach the topic of Leelu’s marriage.
“You see, Gharudada, everything should happen at the proper time.”
“I know that, Bhiku, but these things are not in our hands, now are they?”
“Even though it is not in our hands, before things get out of hand—”
“But we can’t find a suitable suitor for Leelu. You very well know how she is—flat and broad as a plank. To
get someone suitable …”
Bhiku could not muster the courage to tell Gharudada about his uncle who had married a taller woman but had
still managed to lead a fulfilling life.
“I have visited Mumbai and Karwar, but to no avail.”
'Why visit Mumbai, Karwar, when all you have to do is ask the shopkeeper right across the road: Bhiku
thought bitterly, but he didn’t dare utter a word.
Life went on as usual. And then it happened, just as Bhiku had prophesied.
Leelu ran away with Tukaram.
There was pandemonium in the neighborhood. Everyone talked about how Leelu had tarnished the family
name. Gharudada collapsed helplessly. All four daughters, Nalu, Gulu, Shilu and Pomini rushed back home with
husbands in tow. There was a frantic search all over. The family was in a quandary on how much they could reveal and what they should keep to themselves. After all, it was a question of family honor. They were sure that a
wayward lout like Tukaram would have fun with Leelu for a couple of days and then leave her helpless.
Gharudada and his wife shed tears at the thought of what Leelu’s fate would be.
At this hour of misfortune, Bhiku closed shop and walked over to Gharudada’s house, who promptly burst into
tears at the sight of Bhiku.
“Bhiku, things did get out of hand as you had said. The girl has ruined me.”
With some difficulty, Bhiku said:
“Do not give up hope, you will definitely find her.”
“And what after we find her? Who will marry her now?”
And Bhiku took the plunge.
“Someone would …”
“Of course not. We could not get anyone before, and now I won’t have the nerve to approach anyone.”
“We are humans after all; we make mistakes.”
“You sow what you reap …” and Gharudada sat down with his head in his hands.
When Gharudada's wife heard Bhiku’s words, she called Nalu inside. Then Nalu called all her sisters and they
were followed by their husbands. Finally Gharudada was summoned inside. And there followed excited whispering, some of which filtered out to Bhiku.
“Why don’t you ask him?”
“Ask him what?”
“Whether he would marry Leelu, of course!”
“No, Leelu is so … and he is so …”
“This is no time to think of all that.”
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“I did not mean age, I meant in size.”
“Oh, I know, Bhiku will reach her waist … but who will have her now?”
“Nobody will marry her now, the fool.”
“If that is the case, then ask Bhiku if he would … he’s not so bad, is he?”
“Let’s wait till we find Leelu. What’s the point of asking before she is found? And what if we never find her?”
“How can we not find her when even the police are looking for her?”
Bhiku, sitting outside, felt pleased by all the whispering going on inside. He was sure that when the astrologers
had said, “A late marriage is indicated,” they had meant this. So when Gharudada brought the matter up with him,
Bhiku immediately gave his assent.
No one thought of asking Leelu her opinion and nobody considered the possibility of Tukaram marrying Leelu.
They had all concluded that a good-for-nothing like Tukaram would cheat Leelu.
On returning home, Bhiku, in high spirits, spoke to his mother and even discussed repainting the house.
*
When Leelu did not return at sundown, Bhiku felt very restless.
Two more restless days went by. On the third day, a taxi pulled up outside Velingkar’s chawl. Hoping that
Leelu would get off Bhiku fixed his gaze on the taxi.
Leelu got off the taxi and she was not crying. She had green bangles on her wrists and a mangal sutra around
her neck. On seeing Tukaram follow her out of the taxi, Bhiku forgot to tie up the parcel he had in his hands.
Hoping to see Gharudada kick Tukaram out of the house, Bhiku looked on, along with the rest of the residents of
the chawl. No one could see or hear anything that went on inside.
About an hour or so later, Leelu came out with Tukaram and sat in the taxi. Bhiku noticed that even though no
one had come to see them off no one had prevented them from leaving either. The taxi drove away. Bhiku felt his
hopes of marriage being squashed under the wheels of the taxi.
Bhiku had not expected Tukaram to marry Leelu, nor had he expected Gharudada to mutely allow Leelu to
walk away with Tukaram. He was not in any frame of mind to understand that Gharudada had no alternative but
to do what he did. After all, Leelu had married Tukaram and stayed with him for a couple of days. Bhiku felt a
black cloud of hate rise in his heart. And that night he recorded in his diary:
1 December: From today, no discounts for Gharudada.

66.132 Twenty Four Feet\fn{by Sadhan Chattopadhyay (1944- )} Barisha, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India
(M) 6
Monimoy Babu had snuggled into his easy chair lowering his body like a boat, while resting in the balcony of
the second floor of his house in mid-afternoon. He did not notice that the placid shadows on the waters of the tank
in front of his courtyard had suddenly shattered into pieces. It was only his son Baren, who saw it. He had
finished his lunch, and was picking his teeth while coming down silently from the verandah. He followed on
tiptoe a harmless snake on the grass. After the slimy creature had twisted its way into a hole near the tank, Baren
stood in the shadow, and absent-mindedly continued to poke at the irritating bits of meat that had remained stuck
between his teeth. It was then that he noticed it. The little tank was dreaming of the sky in the sleepy afternoon.
Baren could see on its waters the still reflection of the four areca-nut trees which were on its other side, and the
three banana trees of Suranjan Babu’s. He watched the stork, which looked like a hermit with one foot atop a dry
bamboo stalk in the middle of the tank. The scorching sun rays of the tense summer afternoon of March-end
seemed to have faded away into a mellow sunshine around this tank. The confusing medley of shouts from the
neighboring brick-built houses failed to break through the forbidding gates of this silent circle. Even Maya Sen’s
song—Ei Udashee Haoar Pathey Pathey\fn{Along the Path of the Loose Wind .}—being played on tape by Baren’s
younger sister Rumi on the first floor of their house, seemed to faint away into a slow tempo in the ambience of
the mellowing sun and the desolation of this spot.
It was just then that the reflection on the waters shattered into pieces. Shaken by its suddenness, Baren turned
his head. There were rattling sounds from a corner. The alert stork took to its wings. The waters of the tank, riding
over the blurred reflection, rushed in waves to reach the banks. Baren then spotted the man. Standing on the steps
half-submerged by the waters of the tank, he was washing his feet. He was half-bent almost like a bow. He
washed his face, rinsed his mouth with the dirty water. Slapped some water from his wet palms on the shaggy
crop of his grimy hair. Then, with extreme care, he washed his spade and cleaned it, and climbed up to the bank in
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huge steps—each step leaving a wet mark of a flat sprawling foot, accompanied by drops of water dripping from
his spade and elbows.
The man did not leave and take the path used for going back. Instead, he remained standing there, as if
entangled in some puzzle—watching the incongruity between the tank, the areca-nut trees, and the newly made
brick-built houses. Perhaps Baren had not noticed earlier that he had been behaving like that ever since he stepped
into the tank. The man stood, and let his eyes wander across the new habitation, the different houses of various
sizes and the few remaining trees. He smiled to himself, wiping off the water from the bristles of his chin. Then he
narrowed his eyes in an inquisitive way, as if trying to discover something.
In the courtyard of Baren’s house, two expensive saris were hanging from a rope, a steel jug was lying in the
garden, a child’s tricycle was standing in the open verandah, and a few such other things were strewn around.
Baren quickly hid behind the shadow—in the same tactful way he had followed the serpent. He totally concealed
himself. The man slouched stupidly with the spade on his shoulders, and passed the courtyard of Baren’s house.
He moved his head from side to side, peering curiously, and crossed three more houses walking further down the
lane. Baren knew that the lane reached a dead-end. It was not possible for the man to get away. Baren stretched
his neck and saw that the man was now near the house of Sujit Das Gupta, the chartered accountant. His dog
started barking in suspicion.
The man, with the spade hanging from his shoulder, immediately turned around in the opposite direction.
Baren now took this opportunity to block his advance. As their eyes met, the man stood still giving him a sly
smile. Baren saw it change into a smile of embarrassment. His face was mottled by the wet bristles of white and
black beard. The sweat on his chest had dried into a salty mess. His dark skin looked taut. Age had not yet bitten
into his muscles; his body was agile without any fat. His shoulders looked solid like an altar which had borne
many sacrifices, black with blisters. His eyes looked red under the glare of the sun.
“What’s the time, sir?” he asked with a smile.
“Ten minutes past two.”
“It’s all right then.”
Baren could not understand what was “all right,” or what could have gone wrong. But the man seemed to be
quite happy to know that his guess about the time tallied with the sophisticated workings of the watch! Baren
asked him:
“Why didn’t you bathe?”
“I’ll fall sick if I bathe now.” The stumps of his yellow teeth showed when he spoke.
“Why?”
“My body is hot now! I’ll wait till the evening when it’s cool, and then I’ll have my bath, my meal—and finish
for the day.”
Baren touched the man’s skin with his thick white paws, and immediately drew back as if he had picked up a
boiling hot potato. The man smiled at his shock, and said:
“I was working for the last eight hours under the sun.”
But Baren was not quite convinced. He feared that the man was trying by some magic spell, to divert him from
his initial suspicion which drove him to stalk him. He now asked him directly:
“What’s your name?”
“Triloki Jadav.”
“Are you an Anir?”\fn{ Originally a cowherd caste living in Bihar, and parts of northern India, who are now designated as
Backward Castes, as distinct from Scheduled Castes which include Harijans [Untouchables].}
This pleased Triloki, and he said: “Yes sir, yes sir!”
“Then you are a Harijan?”
This however hurt his ego, and he made a mild protest:
“No sir. Is an Ahir a Harijan?”
“Where are you coming from?”
“From Nouturiya in Bhagalpur district.”
“Why have you come here?”
“For work. A babu is constructing a house over there.”
Even though Triloki pointed his hand towards the south, Baren could not quite make out. No one could blame
Baren for his ignorance. During the last ten years, the entire area, due to the growth in population, had been
changing so fast like Aladdin’s empire, that no one knew who was the next door neighbor. Baren could not keep
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track of who was building a house, who was laying the plinth, or who was casting the roof. One could have
known about such things some twenty or twenty five years ago.
Baren noticed that Triloki was fond of talking on and on. He was trying to measure the tank, and was
frequently looking up at the top of Baren’s house. He was apparently in no mood to finish the chitchat, even in the
heat of the sun. Baren thought to himself, “Let me see how clever you are,” and asked him:
“How are the Harijans faring in your village?”
“Very well, sir! The government has built houses for them with electricity connection. They no longer live in
mud huts with tiled roofs like Ahirs. It’s their fate now to live well, not ours.”
Baren did not show any interest in the caste problem. He knew that there was no point in entering into any
argument with this man about problems of government, society, depressed classes, etc. etc. So, instead of adopting
a tone of accusation, Baren tactfully asked him in a casual manner:
“Tell me now, why did you enter this lane?”
Triloki did not reply. Instead, he let his eyes wander towards the second floor of Baren’s house, and the cornice
of the neighbouring flat. He looked as if he was trying to sniff at some past memories. The scorching sun did not
bother him, as if it was his playmate. Very carefully he brought out a pinch of tobacco-powder, put it into his
mouth, and nodded his head self-knowingly. He then asked Baren:
“Where is your homeland, sir?”
“This is our homeland. And that is our house.”
“No, no! Where did you live earlier? Surely you did not always live in that house.”
“Always! Does anyone live always? You? Me?” Triloki laughed.
But Baren could understand what he wanted to know, in spite of his inability to frame the question in the right
words. Baren therefore said:
“Want to know about our original homeland? It was across the border. Bangladesh—when it was known as
Pakistan.” Triloki laughed, and said:
“I know Pakistan.”
Baren asked him, “Have you ever been there?”
“You know Dinajpur district? I have been there. I have also visited Maldah and Balurghat."
“Nonsense! Maldah and Balurghat are on this side of the border.”
“Yes, they are now in India.”
“They have always been in India. But tell me, what made you visit all these places? What were you up to?”
“We were harvesters. We used to cut crops and carry them to the farmers’ barn. The contractors recruited us
from our villages. After working for six months all over Bengal, we used to come back to our villages during the
rains. But after the creation of Pakistan, we lost our occupation.”
“Why?”
In a mixture of Hindi and Bengali, he said:
“In the past, there were not many people in this part of the country who themselves harvested. After the birth
of Pakistan, the Muslims from here crossed over there, and in their place came the cultivators from that part, who
knew how to harvest. So, we were rendered jobless. Since then, we have been moving from one place to another,
as laborers who are employed to gather earth and sand, and pound them for mortar for building houses. Twenty
years ago, I came to this area of yours to work on such a project.” Bareu asked:
“In this locality?”
“Yes, sir.”
“May be! But tell me now, how much land do you own in your village?”
“Two to three bighas.”
Listening to the man, Baren was gradually changing his view about him. It was no longer possible for him to
size up Triloki according to the ideas that he had formed earlier. The man seemed to be full of mystery—a bit
funny also! Here was a simple and unassuming old man, whose sweat and blood must have taken in the raw odor
of earth and air for the last sixty or seventy years. Yes! He must be at least sixty! Baren could make it out easily.
He asked him now:
“Does the land yield enough for you to last the year?”
“No, sir. There’s another person who works as a share-cropper on the land, and he takes his share from my
annual yield and earnings.”
“Who cultivates your land?”
“I have a son who works there. I have four sons and three daughters.”
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“You move around the whole year, and yet how did you manage to produce so many children? Did you do it
through letters to your wife?”
Triloki could not understand Baren’s joke. He was in a happy mood, having found a babu from such a big
house, who had condescended to talk to him for so long. He therefore thought that the babu must have had said
something very important. Making a guess at that, he nodded his head and said:
“Yes, sir!”
Baren immediately broke into a loud guffaw. From the first floor of his house, his younger sister peeped out
and asked him:
“What is it, dada?”
“Nothing!” replied Baren. He stopped his laughter, and kept looking at Triloki with a mischievous glint in his
eyes.
The Alsatian dog from Das Gupta’s flat now began to bark furiously. He must have taken the man with the
spade as an intruder. But Baren, now that he had got over his initial suspicions about him, felt like having some
fun with him. Why not tease him with a game of words? Baren was an engineer with a well-known company. He
now tried to fancy—how would Triloki fit in as his partner in the talks and discussions that took place over
glasses of vodka or Scotch whisky in his office parties, or the gatherings with his friends, or at his club? What
would happen to the poor fellow? It was fun watching some one collapsing in the face of a language gap, when
bombarded with unfamiliar words. Baren always enjoyed such a situation, as a pastime of sons. Whenever he had
a chance, he played tricks on others in such games of words. So now, he asked Triloki:
“Is there a video in your village ?” Triloki, making a wild guess, said:
“Yes, sir. The zemindar’s son used to ride a pony some five years ago.”
“Have you seen Amitabh Bachchan?”
“I don’t stay in my village for more than three or four months.”
“What about Anup Jalota’s bhajans?”\fn{Dear brothers.}
“He must be some important fellow!”
“Maruti?”
“What is the word, sir?” Triloki threw the question at Baren in such a manner as if he could explain it if only
Baren uttered the word again. Baren finally dismissed him:
“Get lost, you bugger!” Triloki smiled, and asked him:
“What is it, sir?”
At this, Baren could not help laughing his head off. He came back to the verandah of his house. He
remembered that in the morning he had started reading some article in the Sunday supplement of the daily
newspaper. He now wanted to finish it before his siesta. He had had his relaxation by playing games with Triloki.
He knew that towards the end, Triloki was suspecting that the babu was pulling his leg. It was at that point of his
victim’s realization which turned his smiling face into a sad one, that Baren knew that he was successful in his
game. In this game, the fun lay in the sad face of the opponent. Baren frowned, and shouted at him:
“What are you looking for?”
Triloki replied with a smile spread across his mouth:
“A noble man.”
“A noble man? What’s his name?”
“I don’t know his name and address. I’ve forgotten. It was some twenty, or twenty two years ago. Standing in
the waters of this tank today I remembered that his house must have been somewhere around.” Baren asked him:
“What was his appearance like?”
In reply, Triloki raised his hand to give an idea of the height of the forgotten person. It seemed to Baren that
the person must have been short-statured. According to Triloki, his complexion was dark in those days. He
remembered that it was winter. The “noble man” had given him a jacket, which he had kept as a memento, and
which was still being used by his sons to keep away the bite of the cold winter of Noutiriya.
Baren squinted his eyes. Torn between belief and suspicion; he asked him:
“I hope you are not pulling a fast one.” Triloki asked in disbelief:
“What did you say, sir?”
“Are you fibbing, or telling the truth?”
Triloki bit his dirty tongue to express his hurt feelings. He did not expect this from Baren! Lowering his voice,
and with a faint smile on his face, he said in a mixture of Hindi and Bengali:
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“One should never lie. One has to meet God some day! Sir, we work, wandering all over the country. It is hard
labor! But no one cares. So, when one or two men show affection towards us, we remember it throughout our
lives. We sometimes long to see them again. That’s why, when I came to work in this area, I remembered him.
That babu built his house somewhere around this place.”
Baren asked: “Is it Moni Babu?”
As soon as he threw the question at Triloki, his face lit up with remembrance, and he shouted:
“Yes, Muni Babu! Muni Babu!”
Baren felt a sudden change within himself—just as darkness abruptly descends after the sunset over a hill top.
As he watched Triloki, shades of feelings trembled in his mind like shadows on the waters of the tank.
*
When Monimoy first came to this area, it was a desolate spot covered with trees, plants and herbs. He was one
of the first settlers here. In this world, everyone dreams while sleeping. But there are some who cannot sleep
because of their dreams. They pay the price for their insomnia with money, self-torture, or anguish. Monimoy
belonged to this second group. He had an ordinary job, and lived in a hut with a tiled roof Bur his spirits were
always bubbling. He had the peculiar knack of attracting particularly those whose sweat and blood had smelt the
odor of earth and air, and he made them his near ones. Those were great days in Monimoy’s life! It was that hut of
his with the tiled roof and surrounded by a broken fence, where Triloki Jadav first arrived to lay the plinth of
Monimoy’s house. He came with a small team of workers.
Baren was very young then—just a child, too young to remember. Standing in the courtyard now, Triloki
remembered how this little boy, while playing, had once thrown a peeled off banana-skin at his back. Triloki’s
body was drenched in sweat as he was bearing down the stones and preparing the mortar. When the banana-skin
stuck to his sweaty back, the little boy laughed at the sight. But Monimoy had watched the incident. He was angry
and slapped his son, and made him hold his ears and go through the punishing exercise of standing up and sitting
down for full five minutes under the sun.
Triloki was embarrassed, and felt that it was his fault. He should have shifted his back when the boy threw the
banana-skin. He now remembered those snatches from the past. One day for instance, when the contractor came
to collect his usual cut from the wages of Triloki and the other artisans, the babu drove him out. Triloki, scared
out of his wits, pleaded with the babu:
“What have you done, sir? The contractor will fire us.”
“Let him. You work with others. Why should I allow him to demand commission from your wages?”
“Then look for other artisans, sir. If we leave this contractor, he will oust us from the slum where we are
staying.”
“Is it that easy? Even if he does, you can come and stay at my place. Does he own all the artisans of the
world?”
And indeed, Moni Babu set up a shed behind his courtyard for all the artisans and laborers, and looked after
them till they got a new contractor. When the cold wind blew in the night, the babu used to come and sit with
them. He was quite a raconteur! In winter, inside the shed in front of a fire they used to talk till late night. Triloki
knew many tales—about ghosts, spirits, giants, fairies, how the princess changed into a golden girl deep in the
forest, how gracious the gods were, etc. etc. Whenever the babu wanted to hear stories, Triloki used to spin yarns
for him. Once he narrated to him the story of the birth of grass. Sometimes the babu also used to tell him stories.
But they sounded obscure to Triloki. Stories about a country where there were no kings, no zemindars, no gods—
nothing.
Triloki used to think about the unhappiness of people living there. How can people be happy in such a place?
Once there were rains at the end of winter. Water seeped through the wet; earth flooding the plinth. Triloki and
his men poured all their love and energy to save the babu from the crisis, putting themselves forward as shields
against those days of untimely rains. The babu once said:
“Stay back, you folks! Land is selling cheap here, and many houses will come up. There’ll be a lot of work for
you.”
But they could not stay back. There was the call of the homeland. The time of harvesting had arrived. On the
day they left, the babu settled their wages, gave them lots of bread, and presented the jacket to Triloki saying:
“Don’t forget me. Look me up the next time you come here.”
Triloki was overwhelmed. Tears welled up in his eyes. To him, even a drop of love was a huge world.
Twenty four years had elapsed. He had no chance to come back. Triloki did not know how many changes had
taken place in the meantime. Time had rolled on for him across fields and, harvests, watched by the earth and
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forests, the sun and the stars of the vast sky. He did not know how many elections had been held till now, how
many five-year plans had reached their targets, what new sources of oil, iron or copper had been discovered, or
how many kings had come to the throne. He only knew the name of Indira-Maiji,\fn{Indira Gandhi.} and had heard
about the war of Bangladesh.
They were working at that time under a contractor in an inaccessible area in Katihar. Kerosene was not
available, and they were told that the cause was the war. On another occasion, they got worried over news of
sterilization of males, and became agitated. Some workers in their camp chased away a few babus who came
there to propagate sterilization.\fn{The reference is to the Emergency period (1975-77) during Indira Gandhi’s regime, when forced
sterilizations took place under a family planning drive and evoked considerable public opposition .} And, sometime ago he heard
that Indira-Maiji had been shot dead.
In the meantime, he had forgotten the name of Mani Babu. His face also had become hazy in his mind. But he
remembered him—just as he could instinctively remember the wild smell of the arhar pulse. He also knew that
people must search for “noble men” all through their lives. Today, when he got down into the tank, the old scent
came up, and overpowered him. But it was no longer possible for him to recognize the place from the new houses
that had come up. Still, Triloki could make out a little from the signs of the old landscape around the tank. But he
wondered—was this the same house?
It was indeed difficult to recognize the house. The construction of Monimoy’s house was not a one-day affair.
It grew up step by step, little by little. The structure of the ground floor remained bare for a long time, and then
finally the ceiling was cast. After that, the work was given rest; money had to be acquired to build further. Then
came up the structure of the first floor, followed again by a period of rest, the work being resumed after taking out
a loan to complete the roof of that floor. In the meantime, Baren had become successful in life. So, at later stage,
the second floor and the balcony could be built with a lot of flourish and style. There was now a network of
television wires above this floor, and down below at the gate of the ground floor there was a huge door bell to
preempt the “ungenteel” visitors from shouting out “Moni-da!” or “Baren!”—as was their habit—whenever they
came to call on them! One press on the button of the bell, and it let out a sweet sound—imitation of a bird’s song!
Monimoy had retired after having made a lot of money. He now led a peaceful life of retreat on the second
floor of his house.
Baren looked at Triloki’s face, and found it immersed in the happiness of the past. The man was peering
curiously at the huge house. Baren, in his pet game of fancy a few minutes ago, had imagined him in the role of
his partner at parties over drinks. He now put back the man in his old role—out of pity, or wonder! Should Baren
call his father? Tell him that his friend had arrived? Everyone in the house would have some fun. But then, Baren
again thought, the man could have made a mistake, and confused one place for another. People could make such
mixups even at the interval of two years, and this chap was claiming that he was coming here after twenty or
twenty two years! Who knows? He might have also had a few large swigs of handiya!\fn{An indigenous liquor made
by fermenting rice.} But even when about to ask Triloki to leave, Baren hesitated. He did not want to get involved. It
was his father’s problem. Let him solve it in whatever way he wanted. Baren said to himself, “Let’s see the fun!”
He came to the courtyard, looked up, and called up his father:
“Saba! There’s someone asking for you.”
Monimoy was just about to doze off. He had been watching for quite sometime a flock of vultures circling
high up in the sky, like dots in a spin. There was a lot of breeze in the second floor balcony, and he was enjoying
the cool here. This mood of his was spoilt by Baren’s sudden call. A little annoyed, he asked:
“Who is it?” Without getting into any explanations, Baren merely said:
“An artisan.” Monimoy asked:
“Artisan? Which artisan?” But by then, Baren had withdrawn into his own room.
When he did not get any reply, Monimoy began to wonder. He was too lazy now to leave his chair, and look
down from the balcony. But which artisan could come at this time of the afternoon? And, why? He first thought of
Roshan Ali, who cast the roof for the second floor. That was two years ago. And he remembered him. The man
was a cheat. He had duped Monimoy. He used a machine to cast the roof, and yet within two years seepages
began to appear during the rains. Monimoy had been nursing the desire to fix the chap if he could lay his hands
upon him. Monimoy’s blood boiled whenever he found that he had been fooled by anyone. He never forgot to pay
him back in his own coin. In a rough voice, he hurled the question:
“Who’s it? Is it Roshan Ali?”
There was no reply. As he repeated the question once or twice, and in a louder voice at that, Baren got annoyed
and came out in his verandah to shout back:
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“No!”
Meanwhile, Triloki had been standing on the same spot. Still resting in the second floor balcony, Monimoy
was foxed by Baren’s answer. Who else then? Miffed by his son’s behavior, he thought to himself:
“These modern breed of educated youth are utterly callous! Baren should have come up and told me; but
instead, he leaves things half-spoken!”
Monimoy then went back to guessing—who could be the artisan? Is it then Rampirit, who built the structure of
the second floor? Monimoy now remembered that the man was yet to receive some payment for his work. May
be, he had come to ask for it! Monimoy, now in a very gentle voice, asked:
“Is it Rampirit?” He then began to call Baren:
“Khoka! Khoka! Khoka!” Exasperated by his father’s calls—thrice in two seconds—Baren lost his temper and
shouted back:
“No! No! Instead of yelling, can’t you look down?”
Monimoy’s mind began to wonder—who else then, can it be? He remembered that the roof of the first floor
was constructed even earlier. Who was employed for it? Yes—he now remembered! It was Rahamatullah. But
then, who was employed to build the structure of the first floor? Monimoy racked his brains trying. to reconstruct
his memory of the building of his house. Was it Moqsed Ali … Moqsed … Yes perhaps? Memory failed him. Who
made the plaster for the first floor? He did not remember. The harder Monimoy tried in his memory to come down
the steps of his house, the more confused he became.
The roof of the ground floor? The names and faces of those who cast it would not come back to his mind. He
could not even step down in his memory from the roof of his ground floor. Everything was hazy. He had totally
forgotten! Even the laying of the plinth of this house! Who remembered now how many artisans came to build
this huge mansion? It took twenty four years. It was no joke!
Meanwhile, on the waters of the tank the reflections had become placid again. The hermit-like stork had
returned to the bamboo stalk in the middle of the tank, still as before. There was a gentle breeze in the air. The
banana leaves were swaying their heads. Rumi was playing the same old trash music on her tape all through the
day! Monimoy wondered why couldn’t she put on a cassette of bhajans? He raised his head for a moment, and
tried to look down from the balcony. But he could not make out anything. He could just form a vague impression
of some stranger with crumpled features standing there. Annoyed with his son, he dismissed the whole thing, and
resumed his boat-like posture on the easy chair. He said to himself:
“Let the chap come up; why should I go down?”
Triloki Jadav was still standing, amazed and expectant, on the plinth that he helped built twenty four years ago.
But Moni Babu, over the last two decades, had climbed up—step by step from that plinth, and reached a height of
twenty four feet, where he now lay, covering his face with the newspaper—like an ostrich buried in seclusion.
35.15 The Vettamangalam Elephant\fn{by Thoppil Mohamed Meeran (1944- )} Thangapattanam, Kanyakumari
District, Tamil Nadu State, India (M) 3
My wife and children lived in our ancestral house at the corner of the road leading to the sea shore. It was
made of red clay bricks with a roof of woven coconut fronds. We would have a fresh thatch to replace the existing
one before the onset of rain and the house had bravely withstood many a stubborn downpour. The existing thatch
was put up almost six years ago.
At a remote comer of the Tamil country I earned my bread writing accounts at a rice-mill located at one end of
a village. My eyes were glued to the leaves of the accounts ledger even as I received my son’s letter from the
postman. Wedging the open pen further up between my fingers I ran my eyes on the words:
The thatch is about to give way. We should put up a fresh one before the rains.

But the last line threw me completely off balance.
Vappa, don’t come home. They are bringing the Vettamangalam elephant in a ceremonial procession for a dip in the
sea. People talk of riots and murder.

I did not quite know for how long I remained still, the letter open in front of me.\fn{ This elephant was, of course, no
ordinary elephant, but the outward manifestation of a god. Hinduism allows this sort of religious interpretation of the relationship between
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the Divinity and humankind; but, of course, Islam does not. Mama is a Muslim, part of a very small minority in an overwhelmingly (85%)
Hindu province; his employer is a Hindu, ostensibly one of tolerance .}

“Mama.”
I came back to life hearing Naina’s voice. It was a source of much satisfaction to be ensconced in my swivel
chair, turning the ledger pages day in and day out. It was a most pleasurable, almost heady, experience filling in
and checking the purchase and sale and the debit and credit columns. At the dot of nine I would occupy the seat
and start turning the pages of the ledger.
Though the mill was closed on Sundays, it wasn’t so for me. That is when I wrote Naina’s “plain paper
account.” I would lunch with Naina in his room on the upper floor. Mami would personally supervise our meal.
Years had passed, filled with little else besides the smell of paper and ink and an occasional holiday that was
allowed when brimming clouds ambled across the skies. It would become impossible to dry the paddy. That’s
when Naina urged me to go home.
It was only when I was all set to board the Jayanti-Janata Express for my journey homeward that I’d hand over
the plain paper account to Naina, peeling it off the inner pocket of my vest. Naina had pinned his unshakeable
faith in me.
I read the lines again and again searching desperately for the faintest ray of hope, be it even thinner than a
strand of cat’s fur. Why wasn’t it easy any more to regard the Vettamangalam elephant as an animal, like any
other, that was led along a public road belonging to one and all, to the sea that made no distinction between man
and animal? Why couldn’t the people accompanying the elephant be seen as no different from others? How did
the two emerge as symbols meant to strike fear in the minds of a few, with an equally fearsome response? To
whom belonged those secret hands that leavened human hearts with poison?
Thoughts crisscrossed, in search of dim path-marks, converging presently on Naina’s oft-repeated story of his
betrayal by none other than his own man.\fn{His own employee.}
The perfidy of the accountant from Manavadu had dealt such a vicious blow that years had to pass before
Naina’s life could return—to an even keel. The Manavadu man had been put off by Naina’s refusal to increase his
salary. While Naina supervised work in the paddy-yard a government jeep drove right into the mill. Four or five
officers went towards the husk pit and took out the sheaf of paper stuck into the frame at the lower edge of the
roof as if on instruction. The earth gave way under Naina exactly at the spot where he stood.
Naina was absolutely certain that it was Manavadu who’d sent an anonymous note to the IT [Income Tax]
officials, causing his ruin. Manavadu did not return to work following this incident.
Armed with a sickle Naina was on the lookout for Manavadu for years. But he failed to set his eyes on him.
“I wanted to sever his head off his neck and surrender to the police, holding it in my hand,” he would tell me.
Blood would rush to his face as he said so.
Shorn off his last paisa Naina took to growing chili in the unirrigated lands of his native village. I was his
commission agent for the produce.
Naina’s days of hardship ended the year Korea bought red chili from us. By then I had taken to smoking
endless “Kaja” bidis outside shop pyo1s, thanks to my partner-and-cousin’s digging my grave, so to say, right
under the cashbox.
“You Muslim fool! Born as foolish as the rest of the bunch! Twiddling thumbs for a living, are you! Come with
me, I say. I’m starting a rice mill.”
I boarded the train with Naina.
Naina would invariably add the word “fool” to “Muslim” whenever he addressed me in a jovial mood. I took
no offence whatsoever. I would also tease him now and then quoting my favorite proverb when he began to wax
eloquent:
“Your thoughts are undoubtedly the greatest,” I’d tell him “but the condition of your bullock-cart tells me a
different story!”
Naina would reward me with a toothless grin like a child.
Huge clouds began to fill the skies after a long hot spell that scorched the last blade of grass. Naina announced
his never-failed-heretofore weather forecast:
“The western sky is dark at the horizon. It’s going to pour until we are drowned.”
The sky would darken more and more and suddenly it would burst. It would rain at a stretch for as long as a
month, non-stop. These wet days would be my holidays. That is when I could go home, meet the children and
repair the roof.
“Hey, Muslim fool! Why don’t you go home for a holiday?”
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I stared back at Naina.
“Why do you stare like that, Mama?”
“The Vettamangalam elephant will be taken in a procession to the sea. The entire town is disturbed about it.”
“Didn’t you mention that you had to get the roof repaired?”
“Yes.”
“Then go home and do that. Let Mami and her sons be comfortable without getting wet under a leaky roof.”
I was silent.
“Why are you so silent, I say?”
“The Vettamangalam elephant, Naina.”
Naina laughed aloud at my worried expression.
“What does it matter to you if the elephant comes?”
I stared hard at the paddy-yard. A couple of raindrops fell on its tiled floor.
“You there! Shovel up the paddy, fast!” Naina shouted.
Mustafa Pasha, Visvanathan, and Philip shoveled up the grain with a fresh burst of energy. How much longer
will the three use their shovels together, I wondered.
For how long would Naina trust me with the plain paper account, his most precious possession? How many
more Sundays would I be eating delicious mid-day meals cooked and served with such affection by Mami?
“Mama, look here! Isn’t it time you went home?” Naina exhorted. “Will see you later.”
I could not bring myself to look Naina in the face. I was intently watching the men gathering the paddy in a
heap. Before the drizzle turned to a downpour, the paddy had been neatly heaped and covered with a tarpaulin
sheet. Soon it began to rain as though the skies were intent upon emptying themselves. Water gurgled along the
drains to be joined by the many rivulets coming down the roof.
It was about four in the afternoon. Yet the lights had to be switched on. The south-bound Bombay-Kanyakumari-Jayanti Janata had to be boarded at one o’clock. One caught a bus at a town five kilometers away in order to
reach the station. It was a night-and-day journey by train and a further twelve kilometer bus ride before one
reached home.
The entire bus route was decorated with flags and ceremonial arches. My heart had ached on reading the
slogans scribbled on the walls all along the bus route, during an earlier journey. Must I read those messages once
more as I travel by tonight?
I read the letter once more. In the light of the sixty watt bulb the lines looked no different from what they had
earlier. The same words, the same sentences, wounding me.
The pure sea breeze that cast a refreshing chill on the fresh green leaves began to waft with the smell of death
and the smoke billowing out of torched houses. An indescribable emotion welled up within me.
“Mama, do eat,” Mami’s maternal voice seemed to ring in my ears gently admonishing me to eat properly. I
wondered how I could face her in the days to follow—in what frame of mind.
My heart beat fast when I thought of the fierce look given to my kids by Ponnayyan’s children. He and I had
sat on the same bench in school for eleven years. I would invariably spend the last night of the Vettamangalam
festival in his home after the grand finale of fireworks.
I still savor the taste of the cucumber sambar served by his mother.
Memories cast long shadows and receded back one after another. I recalled the day when I wept, wanting to
see the gold-bedecked temple elephant. How I loved the sight, with Sankaran Potti holding a pearly umbrella over
its head, a band of lively pipers and drummers leading the procession. I remembered the friendly faces in the
crowd that greeted Vappa and pulled my cheeks affectionately, one of them giving me a balloon with a long tail.
The school would be closed that day. It was time to chew sugar cane and feast on fried gram balls blended with
jaggery and dates. The datestones were buried in soft mud this time of the year. It almost always paid to tug at
Umma’s sari and beg for coins. The air would be heavy with the fragrance of Kozhundu that women loved to
wear in their hair. There would be water-pandals in front of houses all along the procession route. A tiny raw
mango pickled in brine would be placed on every extended palm with the help of a wooden ladle. Water would
flow into cupped hands through the half-hollow of a green banana trunk. A few would offer buttermilk along with
pickled mango. Pure pleasure it was, to drink it, all along the way!
“Drink, Drink your fill.”
Ladies in fresh saris, their earlobes weighed down by pambadams, would exhort, their faces exuding good
cheer and contentment at having quenched someone’s thirst on a hot day. Nair’s home-made rice murukku, fried
gram rolled in palm molasses, Kaliyodakka fried in coconut oil—the smell of it could never go on its own from
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my nostrils. And the grand shows that they had watched—Veluttamti Dalavai staged by Munjirai Kesavan Nait,
the dance performance of Tiruvattur Lakshmibai Tangacchi, Kappil Natarajan’s Manishada, the song studded
dramatic discourse—all of them heard and watched squatting on the red floor, knees close to chin. Those
moments of anticipation when, as one more head in a sea of heads one looked up to see the night sky above
Vettamangalam breaking into a thousand huge blooms, opening up and receding and thundering till the crack of
dawn. Tomorrow would be the night of fireworks and the following morning the elephant procession would take
place.
Anything could happen then. Human beings were frail and an easy prey to inflamed animal instincts.
Even now it was wonderful to recall the beating of the toy drums made of mudpots and bamboo and patched
animal skins, while following the elephant. And it was just as delightful to recall the grand fights that ensued at
home over fried gram balls and dates when I divided them up among my brothers and sisters.
My heart was heavy when I thought of my offspring who would be denied what were once my most cherished
moments. The wings of time had flown them in a different direction.
When I read about K. S. George, who succumbed to tuberculosis, my mind flew back to the festival pandal
where I had first seen and heard him. A forum, it had been, for the rise of many a great artist.
The acrid smell of blood and ash assailed me even as I groped for traces of friendlier winds from the past.
“Mama.”
I raised my head. The room was full of light. The ledger lay open in front of me. The tip of the pen had dried
up. Naina stood before me with his toothless smile. I somehow imagined that Naina was standing at a distance—
he’d usually stand very close to me. Even now the towel that lay on his shoulder was actually touching me, blown
by the breeze from the whirring table fan behind him. From that moment I felt the gulf separating us, though I
didn’t know why.
“Aren’t you going home?”
“No, The elephant is coming to Vettamangalam.”
“So? What if it does?”
“I’m afraid.”
“Afraid of what, I don’t understand.”
As Naina went down the steps I looked at the wall clock. It was a quarter past ten. Pillaivel’s idli shop would
be shut by now. Was Naina here all this time? Doing what?
I came to the paddy yard. The second shift was on and everyone was busy as usual. The belt moving with the
motor and the machine wheel seemed so much like the thoughts connecting me with my ill-fated town. My heart
beat fast when I thought of the procession. My wife, my children, my old home with the dry thatch, my relations.
My village! I roamed around ashen homes, the prostrate coconut and banana trees, the silent streets splattered
with blood and the erratic footprints of a frightened people.
I stood under the bright mercury vapor lamp in the paddy yard and stared into the dark in the direction where
Naina had left. A pair of eyes—Naina’s—stared back hard. A new emotion assailed me that hurled me miles away
from Naina. We were presently treading two different trails separated by impenetrable thorns and bushes. I
seemed to discern new meanings in each and every word and gesture of Naina’s.
The new meanings ordained that Naina was an enemy. I was in an enemy camp surrounded by Naina, his wife,
and sons. Each one of them was an enemy.
I was mortally afraid and groped blindly for means to protect myself. But the confusion led me nowhere.
No one could tell when Ponnayyan’s offspring would kill mine with weapons probably hidden on their bodies.
Nor could anybody define the moment when my children would kill his.
The Vettamangalam procession, a mere two days away! The late Sunday mornings. Mami’s lunches with
delicious sambar and aviyal. Would they taste the same? Wasn’t it true that the enemy was busy plotting the
extermination of my kith and kin?
And in my inner pocket lay Naina’s life-pulse, the plain paper account!
I imagined the IT officials swooping down on the mill. On the tiled floor I light a fire into which I toss Naina’s
life force. It burns quickly turning into ash. Naina, pauper once again, walks the street with the aid of a stick.
I placed the “life force” into the table drawer carefully and shut it. Could I ever face Naina with his belly laugh
stooping and cowering before him, with a mind that had become host to cancerous thoughts?
I stepped into the dark night. The light in the railway station glowed in the middle of the night. I sat on a bench
awaiting the south-bound Jayanti Janata. My eyes saw a village—my village—in flames.
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If I buy a garland as soon as I get off and garland the elephant as it enters town the fire will, perhaps, be
doused … or will it?
31.153 In Search Of Myself\fn{by Chhaya Datar (1944- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
The dazzling glare of the sun had dimmed. The wind that had blown wildly all day was a little subdued. The
dust that had bitten the flesh was at rest. I stood up to my knees in the Tapi. Her waters swirled caressingly round
my legs and flowed on. My body still felt the waves of heat from without, but within, the coolness of the water
rose all the way into my head. The sun stood to the west, smeared with dust—a circle of dust rimmed with light.
Standing alone in the vastness of the Tapi, I shed all social connections.
The beat of a drum rose in the distance, growing gradually louder. A flute joined in, running a high, piping frill
around the deep resonance of the drum. The sun sank quickly out of sight, and the river began filling with grains
of darkness. The rhythmic shuffle of dancing feet had begun. The camp was coming alive. This was the cultural
program before dinner.
I walked from the river to the camp while the darkness deepened. A delicious sadness took hold of me. A
sadness of the kind one can never experience in the city, with its noises, its people, and its brash lights. In the
morning I had received a letter from my husband. It had confirmed the fear I had had when I took a week off to
come here—the fear of being suddenly called back. His sister’s son was going to be fed his ritual first solid meal.
My mother-in-law was coming down for the ceremony. My presence was essential. I had been asked to cut short
my itinerary and leave for Bombay immediately.
I was furious. Wandering in these parts for the last four days had made me forget home and family. I had
experienced the heady freedom of a kite soaring high in the sky. The letter had brought me back to earth. I
couldn’t decide what to do. My mother-in-law was a harsh woman. If I didn’t heed the letter, my husband would
be very angry. Yet I wanted to continue traveling in this district. I was there to see how the adivasi farm laborers
had been organized into a union and to write about them if I could. I wanted to discover what drove these
ignorant, uneducated people to come together to fight.
I walked down the pitch-dark pathway towards the camp. By the time I reached it, the drum had warmed up.
Its beat echoed like the call of the pigeon. A tambourine repeated the rhythm. Women who had grown stiff with
the afternoon's lessons had thrown off their tiredness, tucked their saris in at the waist, and now danced in circles
of four and five. Their bodies swayed back and forth. Their feet seemed to tap the beat out automatically. The
lamp in the center shot long needles of light. The semidark beyond turned the women to shifting shadows which
formed flowerlike patterns in dance. The drum beat the same rhythm again and again; feet tapped the same
rhythmic pattern. Some women pulled me into one of the circles. I danced round and round with them, feeling
quite dizzy. The flute made me feel uneasy; I felt choked. It was like fighting sleep after taking a sleeping pill. I
was rising higher and higher like a circling bird.
I had been traveling in the district for three or four days. I had arrived at Nandurbar on the first day, and caught
the train to Dhulwad at sundown. By the time I had reached Dhulwad, it was pitch dark. Adchi lay two miles from
Dhulwad. That is where my itinerary was to begin. The road, unblessed by the daylight of electric lights, was a
dense dark. The stars shone sharp and brilliant. In the velvety darkness that covered all things without and within,
speech was an intrusion. It was rare to feel this intimacy with the natural world. Buildings, roads, lights severed
one from it. But here one was surrounded by the natural world. It wrapped itself around, cloaking one with its
moistness.
They sat eating bhakris and thin watery dal in the light of an oil lamp. My eyes filled with tears. The walls of
the hut were made of twigs plastered with cow dung. The cooking pots were of clay. They placed two brass plates
before us. That was the only metal in the hut. The dal had been cooked in an earthen pot and the tawa [griddle]
was of clay. No copper and brass water pots, no trimmings of any kind.
At night the worker who had accompanied me called the women together. They came one by one, many with
babies nursing at their breasts behind their saris. Somebody fetched a hurricane lamp. But—it didn’t light the
faces of the women. It was difficult to tell what brought them there, whether it was curiosity, eagerness, or
obedience.
I remembered what a friend had said over a cup of Irani tea just before I left.
“There’s no need to feel so excited about this trip of yours. It’s all politics. Some people use money for
political power, others use sheep.”
“But Rajesh,” I’d protested, “the mistake lies in thinking of the ignorant as sheep. I know there are people who
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treat them that way for their own ends. But the workers in the place I’m visiting aren’t like that.”
“Nonsense. All they have to do is to understand mob psychology. These are days of mob politics and sloganmongering. The voice of the individual has been killed.”
I hadn’t a clue about how these women who had gathered before me thought and felt. Were they sheep? Was
this a flock of sheep? I was asked to speak a few words as a visitor from the city. I spoke in Marathi. My
companion spoke in a mixture of Marathi and the local dialect. A woman asked a question. My companion
answered with a slogan in a lusty voice. The women raised their fists and joined in. slogans. Slogan-mongering. I
was a little disturbed.
Early in the morning, my hostess had escorted me to the edge of the village for my ablutions.
“Go anywhere you like. It’s all fields out there.”
The horizon lay beyond the limits of vision. Vast and spreading black soil dotted by a squat bush or two. At the
edge of the expanse stood the ball of the sun, ready to start its day. Two figures walked across its face carrying
loads on their heads. I began to feel lost in the immensity of the landscape. A serene land. No sound, no fury. A
vast, expansive land, difficult to encompass, where humans moved like busy worker ants. And in the center of the
village sat the landlord in his stone house, with nothing to do but give orders. Like the queen ant.
A water pump started up at some far-off well. The landscape shook a little. It was afternoon in the village, but
the men sat around with folded hands.
Why were they not at work?
There was no work.
What about the government scheme?
Hadn’t received wages last month.
How many days’ wages?
Sixteen.
Fourteen.
Ten.
What work was it?
Road construction.
What were the daily wages?
Five rupees.
That wasn’t bad.
But they got only two-and-a-half.
Why?
For one shift.
How many hours was that?
Six.
Impossible to work more in the sun.
What time did work start?
Seven in the morning and went on till one.
Was Somwaribai also working on the scheme?
Who could afford to sit at home?
What about the cooking?
When she left work, she would carry the coarse jowar grain to a village two miles away, get it ground, come
home and make bhakris.
Walk two miles to have grain ground?
What was to be done? There was no mill in the village.
What time would dinner be after such a late lunch?
What need was there to eat twice? Once was enough.
And the children? What did they have in the morning?
Leftover bhakri scraps.
And now that the work had stopped?
They had bought grain on credit. But the grocer had stopped giving credit. So the children had been sent out to
fetch foreign grass that grew on the embankments of the landlord’s vegetable garden. When they got back, she’d
cook the grass.
And the firewood?
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They’ve cut it in the jungles.
Didn’t the forest officer catch them?
He did, and put them behind bars sometimes. Or sometimes made them carry the wood they had cut to his
place.
I had a feeling I was discovering the individuals in yesterday’s flock of sheep. And yet how similar they all
looked. Their joys and their sorrows all cast in similar molds. Then how could they speak of them in different
words? They could speak only in one tongue. Their tales of woe all fell into the sea of slogans.
A march had been planned for the next morning. We were to walk to the taluka office. Women were to be in
the vanguard. I had watched Bombay processions from the roadside. Here, I was part of one, and felt its
differentness. In a sense this was a mob. But it was not a flock of directionless sheep. This mob had been given
sharp definition by its goal. There was a vitality in it. Its slogans weren’t hollow as they often are on marches.
They were vigorous. Closed fists held the very essence of life. The loudest voices belonged to the women, as if
this were their only way of asserting their existence. They had been transformed for the time being from ants into
full-blooded human beings.
Such were the varied moods and situations in which I had been seeing these people for the last four days. The
dancing was still going on. I was exhausted. Even after I decided to call it a day, the others continued. They
danced late into the night, and yet, when I woke up the next morning, they were already up and about, gathering
on the maidan for drill.
My enthusiasm had waned after the letter. To get back to Bombay by the next day, I would have to leave that
night. I was seething within, but totally helpless.
The class began. Four adivasi women came, their babies slung on their hips. The babies played in the mud
outside. The mothers learned new things within. These women had had no education of any kind before. But they
sat through two hours of learning at a stretch, nodding their heads when familiar situations were discussed, each
one eager to tell the tale of her village. One by one, individuals took shape out of the mob.
It was twelve noon. Everybody waited anxiously for the end of class and the call for lunch. Just then, a young
woman hurried in, panting. Her face dripped with sweat, her feet were bare. In her hand she carried a bag.
Everybody looked at her and a whisper went around.
“It’s Bhuribai, Bhuribai has come.”
Bhuribai came in and sat on the parapet. The worker asked:
“Why are you so late, Bhuribai? The camp started yesterday.”
Suddenly the tears that she must have been holding back burst forth. She stretched out both her hands. They
bore crackling fresh burn marks.
“It’s my brother-in-law’s wedding today, brother. I had packed my bag yesterday to come here. But my fatherin-law wouldn’t let me go. I made a fuss. So at night he heated the tawa and burnt my hands. The skin was
burning all night. I couldn’t sleep for a second. In the morning I got up very early and sneaked out before anybody
woke. I didn’t have any money so I had to walk all the way, four miles.”
Bhuribai sobbed all through her story. I felt the tears pricking behind my eyelids. I remembered my letter.
Where had Bhuribai found the courage to do what she had done? Why was it so important for her to come to the
camp?
“Bhuribai, you need not have come. A wedding in the family is an important event. You should have stayed
home.”
In a sense I understood how her father-in-law must have felt. But Bhuribai was suddenly all fire.
“Sister,” she exploded, “you are saying I need not come for union work?”
I was taken aback. Here was an ignorant, uneducated woman who had broken her leash and come here. The
strength to do that had come from within. She had come, she stayed, and by afternoon she was one with other
women from her village.
I felt distressed, still unable to find the springs of my own motivation. For four days I had lived in the midst of
appalling poverty and hardship. I had been able to identify individual faces in the mob. I had seen the spark of life
springing to light. I had seen bodies grow vital again in the headiness of dance. The steel frame around me
cracked. The sparks of this life set my old world on fire and the fire raged unrestrained. The time to leave was
approaching. An angry mother-in-law, a sulking husband, a sarcastic sister-in-law. I saw them all in minute detail
and around them danced the burn marks on Bhuribai’s hands.
There was a dust storm again that day. The wind whistled, the dust bit the flesh. I stood in the waters of the
Tapi with my husband's letter in my hand. Carefully I tore it into tiny shreds and threw the shreds into the water.
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They bounced up and down and then floated away. Once again I shed my social connections. At least for some
time.
31.156 Black Magic\fn{by Meherunnisa Parvez (1944- )} Balaghat District, Madhya Pradesh, India (F) 4
The sun-loving, frisky little goat jumped up, leaped over the wall, and landed on the earth where Kaki, with her
dry, cracked soles, was sweeping the front yard here and there.\fn{ In this story, the author has inserted some footnotes and
enclosed them with double brackets, thus: [ … ]. I have preserved them .}
It was early, early in the morning, and Khodi’s heart was still pounding from the dream. What a strange dream!
People kept piling thick, thick, logs brought from the forest, while she tried hard to cross the open field to get to
the bazaar. But it was hopeless. However much she ran, however hard she ran, she remained where she was—and
the pile of logs kept growing! It was a horrid dream! Her heart was thumping like that of a charging cow that had
stopped, gasping to draw breath.
Khodi had returned from the fair at Jagdalpur only the day before, with her body tattooed, and now this dream!
She had clenched her teeth as the sharp needle pricked her tortured body. Kaki had sat nearby and watched. Khodi
had taken her time choosing the flowery design for the tattooed. At last she had agreed to have a marigold tattooed
on her back, and small mustard flowers on her arms. The village priest had said:
“This is the only writing that will go with you to the house of the gods. Those who have not had it done will
suffer in hell. This is the only mark of the body that will survive. No one can recognize a body without a tattoo.
After Surajni had her thighs tattooed, marriage proposals poured in, even from faraway places! People were
prepared to pay two hundred rupees—in cash! Kaki has had her whole body tattooed. The more you are tattooed,
the happier you will be. Kaki has enjoyed having four men!”
Kaki had nagged her every day about it, and at last she had agreed to get herself tattooed. The watchman’s
wife, Sukhmati, went every day to Jagdalpur market to sell rice. Khodi had gone along with Kaki. On the way,
when Kaki sat down to rest, the watchman’s wife kept asking about her own husband. Nanka had broken loose
like a stray bull and escaped! Four fairs had gone by, and still there was no sign of him. Was it true he visited Kaki
on the sly, drowning himself in drink and the joys of the flesh?
Well! Even if that were true, Kaki was not the one to tell her—she who went around the village with a thick
silver chain dangling from her neck! Once your husband slips out of your hands, you are lost.
Well! Sukhmati herself was no innocent. She used to hide behind the haystack and carry on with the
Lambadar’s son, Nahua, but now, when her husband’s eyes roved, she went to pieces like torn mesh! And rice
always falls through a torn sieve, does it not?
She had returned from the market the night before, her whole body raw from the needles, and what a dream
she had had in the morning! Her hair stood on end like the needles whenever she thought about it. That witch, the
watchman’s wife, must have done black magic. She was convinced of it. It is a woman’s caste, her nature, to
destroy other women. No wonder Sukhmati had stared at her new sari—she must have pulled a thread from it to
cast a spell.
The other day, Kaki said, when Nahua’s wife had delivered, her stepmother-in-law had dipped a thumb in the
blood of the afterbirth, and in three days the new mother had kicked the bucket. She would get Kaki to read the
rice at night—and all would be known. The rice was bound to collect around the cursed watchman’s wife’s name
—that would be a sure sign.
The cock came closer and began to crow. Khodi looked up. It was already getting dark—her whole day had
been spent lying on the cot. She went out and opened the latch of the henhouse. The cock called out to the others,
pecked the hens in, and went in himself.
Kaki returned with two men after sunset. Both men sat down on the broken bench on the veranda. Kaki walked
into the house instead of going to the liquor pots.
“Khodi! Go put some rice on the fire—quickly! The Patel [headman] of Titar Village is here. He’s come for
you. He is willing to pay a hundred rupees and a goat. Do you hear?”
Khodi felt sharp needles all over her body once again. Her body tensed—besides the dull pain, there was now
a tingling feeling all over. Kaki picked up the cot to take it outside, but stopped at the door, and said:
“Add the dry mogri fish to the dal and cook it.”
Khodi got up quickly, and took down the vessel with the dry fish that was hanging over the fire. When the rice
fields were ripe and ready, full of water, she had gone out with Surajni to fish in them. Kaki served smoked fish
with her brew every day, and paid Khodi for the fish. In this month alone she had sold fish worth two kowdi-five.
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“How do so many fish get into the fields?” Kaki asked.
“One fish drops down from the skies with the rain, and then it gives birth to many. They lay eight hundred eggs
at a time. Then the bhata dagu fish lose their way and ask the mogri fish where to go.”
Kaki told such stories about the fish!
She could hear the voices in the front room. The guest from Titar had brought some sulphi beer in a gourd.
Kaki was emptying cup after cup. Her eyes turned red with drink. Perhaps Kaki would not sell liquor today. She
waved away two men who came looking for it. Today she was drunk with joy.
“Who said Khodi was deserted by her husband?” Kaki asked. “The people of this village are jealous of her
erect womanhood. That’s why they talk to hurt. She left him herself. He could not cope with her raging youth—he
was terrified!”
She peeped through the chinks in the thatched wall. Among the crowd she recognized the one who had asked
Surajni for some tobacco on that Friday near the river.
“Hope there is no fault in the girl?”
“None—only that her name is Khodi, ‘unlucky one.’ None of my children survived, so I called her that. When
she was born, we put her on the rubbish heap. Then, her paternal aunt put some money on the heap, picked her up,
and placed the girl in my lap. Since then, she’s always called her aunt ‘Mother,’ and me ‘Kaki.’ Like a mahua
drink, once it gets nigh into you, it never leaves you. Such is my Khodi,” said Kaki, sinking against the wall.
“Khodi! Have you finished cooking? We are famished—it feels like rats nibbling in our tummies.”
Outside, they were squashing mosquitoes with both hands. When she came out to serve the food, she found
Kaki lying drunk near the wall. Once Kaki started on her sulphi brew, she drank till she was senseless. She
couldn’t care less about food.
In the morning when Khodi returned from the canal, they had all left, taking their sticks and their gear with
them.
Kaki had slept without eating any food, so her eyes were still swollen. Kaki watched her and said:
“They want to take you during the full moon.”
Khodi sat down on Kaki’s cot, and did not reply.
“Kaki, I had a bad dream. Why don’t you spread out the rice and see if anyone has done black magic?”
“I’ll do it in the evening. I have to go to the temple now. One of the girls there has a swollen stomach—it’s
black magic, and I have to rid her of it.”
“No, do it now. I’ve felt terrible since yesterday, so restless. It’s this nagging doubt I have.”
She caught Kaki’s arms and tried to pull her up.
“Come, I’m sure it’s black magic that’s been done on me!”
“All right, I will. Go and clean the floor first.”
*
Khodi got up to clean the room near the veranda—the room stacked with liquor. That was the room with
Kaki’s gods in it. It had spiritual power for Kaki, and she could drive away or recall the spirits only from this
place. Pots of liquor were piled up there. Kaki said the god that possessed her was liquor. Without that she could
do nothing, she could not bring down the powers of black magic.
Kaki sat on the floor, now freshly cleaned and layered with cow dung. She was drunk, and she took out her
small wooden box of rice and piled the grain on the floor. She would choose a name, and then, repeating it, keep
spreading the rice out and picking it clean. Continuing her chant, she kept spreading more rice out and cleaning it.
But the rice did not implicate anybody.
“Here, you silly girl! The rice has not gathered around any name. You’ve just wasted my time. Everyone is
waiting for me in the temple. That girl will get well only with the help of the bigger gods.”
And she walked out, without pausing to rest. She threw the grain at the chickens and soon they were clucking
away with joy. The cock pecked at a grain with his beak, dropped it, and called to the hens. When two hens joined
him, he enjoyed pecking at the grain with them.
Kaki watched the birds with joy. She was proud of her cock. He had so far earned another five chickens and
fifty rupees for her. Every fair, Kaki herself would take her bird to the cockfights, and he would win every time!
After the fair, she would spread out the rice and check to see if anyone had done any black magic. You could
never trust village folk. They would do it just out of jealousy. Every time her cock won, she would happily
sacrifice a small black chicken to appease the gods.
The full moon shone like a diamond in the nose of the night sky. People were sitting on the veranda, some on
the cot, some on the floor. Kaki was pouring the brew for everyone, but the goat tripe she had brought back from
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the market she served in leaf-bowls only to her old customers, the ones who would stay the whole night.
The night fell silent like a well-behaved child. The noise of the drinkers grew with its stillness. People were
getting drunk and the talk grew loud and vulgar. They began pawing and clutching at Kaki. She would give her
dark, gleaming, plump body a shake, and twist away from them, mocking:
“Don’t get fresh—go home—your mother is waiting for you.”
The whole house smelled of the fresh sulphi brew made from mahua flowers. Not so far away, near the canal,
the jackals howled. The chickens in their mud cage near the kitchen fire clucked with the cold. It felt as though
Kaki had always sold this brew in this small, prosperous village. Her three husbands had all run away. The fourth
time, she had taken the hand of the village policeman and agreed to come and live here with him. He had had no
children. Then Khodi was born, like a fig flower.
When the policeman died, Kaki began brewing and selling liquor. The house and Kaki’s copper body always
smelled of ripe mahua flowers. In the whole of this village, and in all the villages around, there was no one like
Kaki. No one who knew so much witchcraft and so much medicine.
Today, the Patel of Titar had given Kaki a hundred rupees and a goat. He had also brought her some brewed
stuff in a special gourd. Kaki tied the money up in a cloth and pushed it into the stored grain with a long bamboo
pole—she always kept her money this way, shoved into the bottom of the grain bins.
When everyone had gone and the veranda was empty, Kaki poured some of the sulphi brought by the Patel into
a leaf-bowl. When she was very happy or extremely sad, she would sit by herself and drink. Khodi watched Kaki
drink well into the third quarter of the night, mumbling to herself. Soon Kaki lay dead drunk on the veranda,
oblivious of the world. Her thighs were half exposed; a swarm of mosquitoes hovered over her bare flesh. When
Khodi heard the cock crow, she dragged Kaki inside.
Khodi was met by the Patel’s other wives. The older one looked friendly, but in the eyes of the second one—
now the middle one—she saw gathering an impending storm of jealousy. This house was much better than hers. It
had a large open space around it. The women and children had come over to see her. Unsure of herself, she stood
under the eaves near the pots that collected rainwater from the roof. The women looked her over from top to
bottom, judging whether she might bear a child for the Patel. They stayed late into the night drinking and dancing.
She awoke in the morning and went outside. There was a dhoti hanging on the door. She picked it up and
walked towards the well. All was still. Her body had been clawed at and pummeled all night long. She kept
pouring water over it to wash the strange male smell away.
When she returned, she saw the middle one sweeping the house. A cloud of dust enveloped her. She might well
have been swept away too!
As the days passed, she tried to make a place for herself in the house. The eldest one lived in there but had no
relations with the Patel. She had a heavy, horse-like figure, with large, frightening eyes. Probably she was bald,
for she kept her head covered with a cloth. She ate like a devil, polishing off two portions of rice at a time. But
she took care of the whole house. Even on the first day, Khodi sensed that the Patel was afraid of the eldest one.
The middle one was like Badshah Bhog, the fine, long-grained rice from Nagarnar, beautiful and fragrant. Her
smooth, fair calves had beautiful flowered tattoos. She kept admiring herself all the time, her envious black eyes
lined with black kohl. Whenever the Patel stared at the middle one, she slipped away like a mogri fish. On those
nights he was sure to go to her. Kaki had said such women were no good. Women, like fish, were also of different
castes.
When she heard that the eldest one actually had no hair, Khodi shivered with fright. She must be a vampire
who left home at night to return before daybreak after drinking the blood of men. Kaki used to say that vampires
used ropes let down from terraces to draw blood from the navels of sleeping people. When they couldn’t get
human blood, they would drink animal blood. The Patel said that there were three or four vampires in the village.
They played in the fields after their work was done, their mouths dribbling blood. The thought made Khodi’s hair
stand on end.
Kamar village was planning to celebrate the Bali festival, and there was going to be a large gathering of
people. Bali was coming to Kamar after five or six years. There was excitement in the air. Gods and goddesses
from near and far were gathering in Kamar. The marriage of the two gods Bhimdev and Kodini was to be
celebrated in low key for a month and a half, to be followed by a big celebration on the last day, when people
would gather for the marriage procession. Only after this would sowing start in the fields.
Everyone was talking about this event. Khodi was eager to go and see the Bali. It was a rare opportunity. The
eldest one had left many days earlier. Khodi pleaded until the Patel agreed to let her go with the middle one. She
was overjoyed and got ready to wash her best clothes for the event.
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*
When they reached Kamar it was at the beginning of the third quarter of the day. The village center was
overflowing with people. They were all collected near the big pipal tree, where the god Bhima’s marriage was to
be celebrated. The marriage procession had not yet arrived. Khodi followed the middle one towards the place
where the gods had been resting; the procession had already begun by the time they reached the spot.
Eight or ten girls, twelve or thirteen years old, were singing and dancing. They wore white saris and had let
their long hair fall in loose ringlets over their faces. They were obviously possessed by the goddess. Two men,
balancing large brass pots on the ends of bamboo poles at least twenty feet long ran forward. The priest, who was
leading, wore a silver crown and carried a pot of burning incense. The virgins, possessed by the goddess,
followed, still singing, dancing, and swaying. Ahead were some young men with bows and arrows, and one boy
with a wooden sickle. Right in front of the procession was Bhima’s chariot, covered with white and orange
flowers. Another man carried an idol, also possessed by Bhima. A woman, with a full water pot on her head, was
swaying, and a man followed her, spreading burning incense around. Pipes and drums filled the air.
Many smaller gods were also present in the procession. From every home, the household gods had been
brought out and the women, swaying and dancing, carried these in small baskets behind the main procession.
When the procession reached Bhim kut, where all were gathered, it was already the end of the third quarter of
the day. The god was placed on a wooden chair, draped with a black velvet cloth, and decorated with peacock
feathers. The two young men with long bamboo poles came up, touched the god, and began to swing the poles,
while the young, unmarried girls danced on the dais.
The atmosphere was charged with romance. Young girls and boys drew flowers from the chariot, exchanged
garlands, and were thus married. In Bastar, it is customary for young people to pick up flowers that have fallen
from the god’s chariot during the Dussehra festival and to give them to each other as tokens of their love. People
were drinking and dancing, and the air was heady with sensuality.
The young men from the city were enthusiastic about this festival. They were flirting and roaming around.
Khodi wanted to taste these moments of joy, but she suddenly realized that someone was following her. Upon
turning around she saw a youth wearing full-pants and shirt, with a machine slung round his neck, watching her.
He followed her wherever she went. The middle one smiled when she saw this.
Khodi was upset by the middle one’s smile. She did not like it. She went straight to the village priest and
complained about the youth.
The priest smiled.
“That—that babu is taking pictures. He’s come from the city to film this event. Perhaps he likes you and is
taking your photograph. There’s nothing wrong with that.”
She was comforted by this reassurance. The festivities continued throughout the night, and people kept dancing
till the early hours of the morning.
From the time she had stepped into the Patel’s house, she had not gone back to visit Kaki. She met the
watchman’s wife, Sukhmati, at the celebrations. The middle one was tired and went to rest at her mother’s sister’s
place, while Khodi roamed around the whole night with Sukhmati.
Sukhmati told her that Kaki had fallen while drunk, after which she could not walk without a limp, though she
still sold her brew, hobbling around. Recently, she had begun to wear a chain made of gold around her neck.
That man was still following her, but now she smiled every time she saw him watching her.
In the morning there was going to be a great feast for the whole village after the goat sacrifice. But they did not
wait for it. The middle one insisted on returning home.
The whole village got to know that Khodi was going to be a mother. The Patel was pleased. The older one was
also happy. Only the middle one was like a wet log of wood smoldering away the whole day.
*
Then the goldsmith, Chamru, was murdered.
There was a commotion in all the homes. The police took many people away. The Patel went with Chamru’s
wife to the city every time there was a hearing in the big court. From the time Chamru was murdered, the Patel
had to visit Jagdalpur City frequently to attend court hearings.
One night, birds were still calling out, and the lantern had just been hung on the veranda. The light shone
through between the slats in the door. The Patel had been away in the city for two days. The mango tree had
started bearing fruit, and the fragrance of little raw mangoes hovered in the air. The house inside was filled with
the smell of stale maize rotis. Khodi liked this smell. Kaki’s house had been filled with the scent of raw mahua
flowers. She turned and took in a deep breath.
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“The small one—is she asleep?”
The Patel had returned and his voice could be heard from the veranda.
“Yes, she was feeling sick and heavy, and has gone to bed.”
She heard the older one’s voice from some nearby corner. The heavy steps came up and stopped near the door.
After some time he opened the door, the fresh air rushed into the room, and the old smells of maize rotis stung her
eyes and nostrils.
“Choti!”
He banged the door shut.
She got up slowly on her elbows, confused. The Patel had the lantern in his hand—now it was dark outside, the
room lit. His shadow was now tall on the wall.
“Have you eaten?” she asked.
He did not answer. He sat down on the cot in a rage.
“Did you go to Kamar to see the Bali festival?”
She stared at him, surprised. He stood up.
“As I was returning from Jagdalpur, they were showing a government film in front of the palace. I went to see
it with the others. Your photo was there—you were laughing, chewing pan, and walking about with gay abandon.
Speak up—did you go there to see the gods, or work in the government cinema? You spent the night with that
babu, didn’t you? The middle one told me everything—and now you want to place the babu’s child on my head!
Speak up! You bitch!”
He kicked her in the stomach with rage. She lost her balance and fell from the cot.
The Patel was still shouting out to everyone as he left. The other two wives came up to him, and he kept
cursing Khodi loudly. The edge of the cot had hurt her head and it was aching. What had happened so suddenly,
she wondered? She didn’t understand a thing.
Oh! This was the work of the middle one—she had kindled this fire. And now the evil magic of suspicion
would never leave the Patel’s eyes. It was as if someone were hammering nails into the fresh mud walls of her
heart.
She pulled herself up. The cold feel of the wet earth seemed to reach her heart and she felt as if the slow poison
of a festering wound were spreading through her whole body.
Wearily she leaned against the wall and splayed her legs out—like this … like this …
It was like this when Kaki, after drawing out the power of black magic, would lie back exhausted against the
wall.
31.160 The Blanket\fn{by Pratibha Ray (1944- )} Alabol, Cuttack District, Orissa State, India (F) 7
That was Mother-in-law’s memento. She used it those last few days before her death. Her son, Manmath, had
bought the blanket with his scholarship money and had given it to her as a present while he was studying in
college, years ago. The blanket had been folded carefully with mothballs placed between layers. Then it had been
wrapped in a much-washed white sari and stored in an old trunk. Even during the cold winters, the blanket never
saw the light of day. In the exotic aroma of mothballs, huddled against a corner of the trunk, the blanket reposed
sleepily, savoring the warmth of the trunk’s inside.
Mother-in-law would go through even the most bone-chilling of winters with her hand-sewn, patched old
cotton sheets, but she would never dream of taking out that costly foreign blanket of hers. Her younger cousin
would at times taunt her:
“Don’t be so stingy, Sister! Do you think Manmath will not buy you a more expensive blanket when he gets a
job? Is that why you hold on to this one? Can’t you foresee what Manmath will grow up to be? The first leaf of a
basil plant has an aroma. If he could get you an English blanket while he was studying, can there be any doubt
that he’ll bring you a silver-embroidered one when he starts working?”
Nirmala would then, in a gesture of reverence, put both her palms together and look up at the skies. In a voice
tinged with melancholy, she’d say:
“Is he man as yet that I should think of such things? Let the gods grant him a long life, let him grow up to be a
man first.”
And Sebati would counter:
“Oh yes, but you know how severe the winter is this year. The English blanket should be just right. A blanket is
meant for the winter chill. Did Manu bring it all the way from Cuttack so you could stack it up somewhere?”
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Nirmala would open the trunk. She’d lift the blanket with great care, as though it were a sleeping child. As
though she were afraid the child would awaken and cry out in distress. How touchy and churlish her Manu had
been when he was a child! Even today when he came home on a holiday, he behaved in more or less the same
irascible manner.
Nirmala would let her hands move softly over the layers of the folded blanket, feeling it tenderly, caressingly.
As if its small, warm sleep would be upset were she rough with it! Then, with a shy smile, she’d gingerly, slowly,
stroke its silk binding and announce with pride:
“Sebati! Have you noticed how exquisitely the border has been done! Look at the way the strands of silk have
been woven together—like a garland of jasmine buds! Or a row of chubby children playing leap-frog. Whichever
way you look at it, it is ingeniously beautiful! And look at its color. How soft and sleek it is, with the flushed hues
of an onion skin! As though it would leave a mark if you simply touched it. Have you seen another like this,
where the rose tint of the body complements exactly the mauve of the intricate silken binding? Really, I can’t
stand those other blankets—hairy, shaggy things that only chafe the skin!”
She grimaced and went on”
“And if you pull one of those over your body, how suffocated you get! To top it all, the awful smell. As though
it were bear or sheep skin! But this one—this has a baby-skin scent. Perhaps it is the only one of its kind. Look
everywhere, I’m sure you won’t see one half as good in the whole village! Take my word, there’s no one to
surpass my son Manu when it comes to choosing something. His choice is absolutely the best!”
And Sebati would quip with an amused smile about her lips:
“Ah, Sister! You speak as if Manu had woven the blanket himself,” and burst into laughter.
Nirmala would put the blanket back carefully in its place.
“Will such a thing ever be available again?” she’d ask. “My son bought it with his scholarship money, for me
to remember all my life. If I use it, it will surely be spoiled and torn in the long run. After all, what good does an
English blanket do in the penetrating cold around here? One needs quilts, the warmth of a fire. When my Manu
becomes a man, I’ll ask him to buy me a quilt. A quilt is said to be warmer, cozier. Yes, I’ll have one made for my
later days.”
Indeed, Nirmala had never used a quilt in her life. Who did in those days? Especially for a woman, a quilt was
unheard of. Usually old, worn-thin saris were pressed together and stitched one over the other to make a thick,
flat sheet. It was an art, making those. And one lasted an entire lifetime. Winter never came to a standstill for the
lack of a quilt or a blanket. Nirmala was truly adept at stitching these sheets. For she could also embroider pretty
designs on them—parakeets and elephants, pitchers and lotuses and the sun. And new clothes slowly became old,
and when the old sheets tore, they were replaced by newer ones.
Every year after the long rains, Nirmala’s blanket stole its warmth from the sun, silently through the hours.
Winter came and went, not caring for blankets or quilts or old sheets, and, with the passage of time, Nirmala
became a mother-in-law at last.
Mira came to the house as a new daughter-in-law. As usual, Nirmala took out her old clothes along with her
precious blanket to be aired in the autumn sun. And Mira helped her mother-in-law to spread them in the courtyard. Mira's gaze fell upon the onion-hued fleecy blanket and froze. As, wide-eyed, she watched her mother-inlaw gently unfold the blanket and flatten it out, the wonder was unmistakable in Mira’s eyes. Even though she
tried her best to hide her feelings, her covetousness seemed to break through the evening sky of her eyes like
shimmering stars. Strange, but this blanket seemed totally out of place among the assorted clothes in the trunk!
How could such a fabulous imported blanket come to be in the possession of her mother-in-law?
Nirmala asked Mira to hold on to one edge of the blanket while she kept brushing the other end, and began
passionately:
“You know, Manu bought this with his scholarship money. It’s seven years old already, and I haven’t ever used
it. Day by day, the blanket seems to look brighter, doesn’t it? Anyone who sees it is fascinated by it. Is there
another like it? Manu, too, was such a delightful child that passersby would stop and stare at him. I haven’t seen
another child with the looks Manu had as a baby. With all his studying, and now with this responsible post which
makes him travel the year round, he’s really lost those looks. What was the necessity, after all, of taking this
important job? Where does he get time to settle down, relax a little, have a single meal in peace? You know how
his father left us homeless all of a sudden. But Manu studied brilliantly, got a scholarship, and climbed from rung
to rung. And now he doesn’t get an hour to rest.”
Eyes flushed with tears, Nirmala hung the blanket up with painstaking care and caressed it with her palm. She
gently brushed off an almost invisible speck of dirt, imagining perhaps that she was wiping the drops of sweat on
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Manmath’s tired forehead.
Mira found it hard to appreciate Nirmala’s sentiments. She could merely stare at the blanket and think, What
good is such a blanket if it is merely stored away in some old trunk? Even if her mother-in-law covered herself
with it, who would realize the value of such a blanket in a remote village? And then how would this blanket look
beside the patched-up sheets on Nirmala’s old-fashioned rosewood bed? On the other hand, such a blanket would
adorn a modern bedroom, would enhance its looks. People would notice it, know it was a foreign one, talk about
its unique color and workmanship. Why, she had never seen anything resembling this in her life! And the newly
wedded Mira had begun to think highly of her husband’s tastes.
But the next moment she couldn’t see the sense of it all, of a gift that was given away by her husband without
thought. Was it appropriate to have presented his mother with such a blanket? A handwoven sari or images of the
Lord Jagannath, perhaps an appliqued canopy from Pipli that she could place over the gods in her prayer room,
could easily have satisfied. And even had he decided on a blanket, couldn’t he have chosen a more usable one?
His mother might then have put it to proper daily use. He could have kept this blanket for himself!
Mira was straightening out the folds in the blanket when she said:
“What good is it if you put away such a marvelous thing inside a trunk? Only if you use it, will it be noticed,
talked about. Why don’t you use it this winter? It will be ideal for the chill. This will never chafe your skin. So
silken and smooth. Really I’ve never seen one like this.”
Nirmala was ecstatic.
“You haven’t seen one, have you? I knew it! Like Manu, this one has no parallel in the world. That is exactly
why I lay it aside in mothballs. Can you ever replace it?”
Mira’s outburst was spontaneous.
“Better things than this are available today. Will this blanket wear away so soon? Can’t we get another for you
if it tears?”
Nirmala brushed the blanket tenderly with her palm once again. Her throat felt a little constricted. In a voice
thick with emotion, she said:
“Yes, you’ll get everything. But then you won’t be able to buy one with Manu’s scholarship money, will you?
Can’t you just get me a quilt for my use right now?”
Mira said eagerly:
“A quilt isn’t a big thing. If you don’t want to use this blanket, please use the quilt that I brought along in my
trousseau.”
Mira had a feeling that her mother-in-law would give her the blanket in exchange for the quilt. For surely
Nirmala would consider her daughter-in-law to be the fittest person for the use of her blanket. A quilt, Mira
thought, could be procured at any time. But it would never be possible to buy a blanket exactly like this one. A
better one, maybe. But not one like her mother-in-law’s.
Mira’s heart fell when she saw her mother-in-law carefully fold the blanket. She heard her say:
“But why should you part with your quilt? My days have gone with these cotton sheets. If you could make me
a quilt, it should last until my death. Isn’t a quilt warmer? For whether the heart wants it or not, this aging body
longs for a little comfort. But I want to keep my blanket as it is. Such a blanket was never meant to be used, you
know. Besides, your children will see it some day and understand that their father studied on a scholarship.”
Nirmala pushed the mothballs between the folds, wrapped the blanket in an old white sari, locked it in her
trunk—and thus shut the door on the secret hopes of Mira’s craving.
*
Mira remembered the affair of the blanket for many years. There always lurked in her heart some unfulfilled
need, even in the midst of the luxuries with which she had surrounded herself. She even bought a couple of
imported blankets. Nevertheless it was hard to shake that old feeling off. As though there really had been only one
such blanket made in the whole world, just as her mother-in-law had insisted. At times she would needle her
husband:
“Why does your mother store that blanket of hers? She should be using it at her age. It’s truly a marvelous
thing! One could never get another like it today!”
Manmath would respond with a broad grin:
“That’s why I gave it to her. Isn’t it fabulous? I once thought that all the world’s beautiful things were made for
my mother alone! Who else was there but Mother for me to think of?”
And he would give Mira an amused smile.
Once Manmath suggested to his mother:
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“Why do you lay the blanket aside, Mother? Don’t you feel chill in these old cotton sheets of yours? Your son
holds a good job now, but you never let go of your old things!”
Nirmala smiled and answered:
“Do the days stop moving because of this? Do you remember how you’d curl your skinny body against mine
and snuggle into the warmth of these sheets—all those years till you passed your high school exams? And what is
this high job you hold today that you can’t sleep well at night?”
And Manmath thought to himself, Truly what comforting days those were! Of course the chill seeped in
through the flimsy cottons. If one were somewhat careless in his sleep, the body turned to ice. But he would pull
the sheet off his mother's body in his sleep and lie till dawn in restful warmth. When he awoke, he would feel
guilty for having used the sheet himself while he let his mother shiver through the night. He would tell himself to
be more careful in the future. But, strangely, the same thing happened every night. It was only much later that
Manmath realized that it was his mother who covered him up to ward off the cold. His tender heart went out to his
mother for her concern. He promised himself he would buy her a really good blanket when he got his scholarship
money. Manmath kept his word. But his mother treasured the blanket in her old trunk. And Manmath told himself
it was hers, so she could do with it what she wished.
Nirmala noticed her son’s serious demeanor. True, her daughter-in-law had advised her often to use the
blanket. But how could they understand that such a blanket was not meant to be used by a common villager? Had
he forgotten, too, that he had bought it with his scholarship money? If they wanted to, they could buy her a quilt,
which she would use until her death.
Manmath said somewhat absentmindedly:
“Well, if you want one, we’ll have a quilt made for you next year.”
He instructed Mira to send her a quilt next year before the winter. Mira answered:
“I’ve thought so too. But it slips my mind. We’ll send her one next year.”
But when the mild breezes of spring begin to blow, one forgets the chill of the winter months. And in the heat
of the scorching summer, one literally begins to pine for the cool touch of winter. Effortlessly, today’s matters are
lost when tomorrow comes. And every year, when the chill became severe, Mira recalled that a quilt had to be
made for her mother-in-law. But by then the winter had half gone. Had she ordered one then, it would have taken
not less than three weeks for the quilt to be delivered. It would be best if the quilt were sent to her next year
before the advent of winter, so she’d be able to use it for the entire season.
So each year around the middle of winter, Mira or Manmath would remember the quilt they had promised
Nirmala. Each accused the other for being negligent. Their plans for the quilt were left for the following year.
Gradually, Mira consoled herself with the thought that the quilt was not that essential for her mother-in-law.
Otherwise, wouldn’t she herself have reminded Mira about it? Then, one day, some thought made Manmath
exclaim:
“Oh, let it be! If the winter is that severe, Mother has her blanket to cover herself with. What use is a quilt
when the night is drawing to a close?”
In reality, Manmath sensed that the night was nearing its end. Mira felt that too. Manmath and his wife brought
the old lady from her village so she’d be with them when the end came. Nirmala had not forgotten to pack her
blanket along with her other belongings when she left her village. How could she have parted with it in those final
days, when she had lavished such motherly care on it through the years?
Nirmala often shivered from the fever that attacked her. She suffered from the extreme cold that seemed to
enter her bones, Her patched-up cotton sheets were useless. One day, Manmath took the blanket out of Nirmala’s
trunk and covered her frail and trembling body.
“Why do you treasure it, Mother?” he asked. “You never used it even for a day.”
His voice was choked with emotion, A mist formed in front of his eyes. Eagerly, Nirmala pulled the blanket
close to her and answered:
“If you feel unhappy, my son, then here you are. I’ll use it from now on until my death. But you are here
beside me. What harm is there if the blanket goes with me to the burning ground? Let all your ills, troubles, and
dangers rest in this blanket. Let them be mine. I have prayed for this all my life. Let God be your refuge from this
moment on. It’s time for me to rest.”
Nirmala closed her eyes and let the warm caress of the blanket seep into her aching bones. A calm entered her
heart, and she asked herself, Who said a quilt was more comfortable? If I’d known earlier that Manu’s blanket
would be so warm, I would have used it long ago. But I feel my winter is coming to its end.
From her closed eyelids two tears silently trickled down her cheeks in contentment perhaps, or in pain.
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Mira felt satisfied that her mother-in-law had, at last, made use of the blanket. But for how long? The doctor
had predicted fifteen days, or a month at the most. Everyone admired the blanket Nirmala used, and friends and
relatives were convinced that the son and daughter-in-law had not ill-treated her. Mira recalled how her mother-inlaw had spoken of the blanket being taken to the burning ground. For according to ritual, all the dead person’s
possessions—mattress, pillow, and sheets—were taken by the dhobi [washerman] before the pyre was lit. Would
such a remarkable blanket end this way?
The thought totally upset Mira. The impending loss of the blanket was greater torment indeed than the death of
Nirmala. No one could go against the laws of the world, but one could certainly prevent the blanket’s falling into
strange hands.
A solution occurred to Mira at last. She reasoned that there was no harm in it. She pulled a clean white cover
over her own quilt and covered Nirmala with it when she was asleep. She removed the English blanket. Let the
quilt go with the dhobi, she told herself. Making another was no problem at all. But to replace this matchless
blanket was quite impossible!
Nirmala awakened from sleep with a start. The first thing she noticed was the missing blanket. Distraught, she
began to rave:
“My blanket! Where’s my blanket?”
Mira caressed her mother-in-law’s feet.
“So often you have asked us for a quilt. But we haven’t been able to make you one through sheer negligence.
This one is my own. Your English blanket will not be enough to suppress your shivers and keep you warm. So I
have stored it away carefully in your trunk.”
Nirmala asked:
“Where’s Manu?”
“He’s here in the house. He took leave from the office because you’re ill. He doesn’t go out of the house,”
Mira explained indulgently.
Nirmala felt relieved. She went on weakly:
“Well, if Manu is here, why do I need the blanket? Let it be where it is. But what will you do in this winter
chill? You gave away your own quilt just because I asked you for one long ago!”
The old woman’s voice sounded worried.
Mira’s answer came through faintly.
“The winter is almost over. I can manage somehow. But you need the quilt more than we do now. What spasms
keep racking your body!”
Nirmala stretched out her hand and fondly patted Mira’s cheek. Blessings seemed to pour forth from her
weakened eyes.
“How very thoughtful you are, my child. Your goodness of heart will never go unrewarded. God will bless you
always.”
Tears shone in Nirmala’s eyes. Inside her feverish palm, Mira’s hand was bathed in sweat. It seemed to be
growing weaker.
That night, Manmath wanted to know why Mira had given away her quilt. She repeated the words she had said
earlier to her mother-in-law. But her voice was barely audible as she spoke, the words unclear. Somehow all her
excitement about the blanket had diminished. One single thought kept fouling her mind—that she had lied to her
mother-in-law while she lay on her deathbed, that she had succumbed to the temptation of a mere blanket! And
Mira had received all her blessings from that simple, truthful heart, despite her own deceitful words.
Nirmala’s life came to an end a few days later. She used the quilt until her death. She would point to the quilt
when relatives came to visit her and say:
“A present from my daughter-in-law! Who knows what she is using herself in this chill! What a generous,
thoughtful girl, my Mira!” And there was praise for Mira all around.
*
The blanket was totally Mira’s after the old lady’s death. Mira had at first wanted to place it in her bedroom,
where it would look grand. But strangely, she, like Nirmala, aired the blanket in the sun, packed it with mothballs,
and stored it away on the lowest shelf of her cupboard.
Manmath laughed at her actions.
“Women are all of the same mind. And you were the one to accuse Mother! For whom do you treasure it now?
Mother laid it aside all these years, and whom does it serve now?”
Mira’s voice grew soft, trembled.
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“Well, that’s all we have left of Mother.”
Mira’s eyes clouded with tears. And Manmath was amazed by his wife’s esteem for his mother; why, he never
had had an inkling of it when she was alive! How little he actually knew of Mira, he thought, even though he had
been living with her all these years!
At times he told her:
“If you would use that blanket, Mira, I’d sleep better perhaps.”
“Why?” Mira asked, and Manmath answered:
“Even though Mother used it for only a few days, every strand of it exudes the scent of her body. When it’s
aired in the sun, the unmistakable scent is everywhere. One doesn’t feel she is dead, but is here, moving around
the house. If you use it beside me at night, Mother’s presence will put me to sleep. Somehow, with increasing age,
I haven’t been able to get to sleep lately.”
Mira tried often to use the blanket. She tried to erase certain thoughts from her mind. But when her eyes
closed, the blanket’s weight lay heavy upon her chest. A choking sensation gripped her at times. The words of her
mother-in-law as she lay close to death, like a benediction, became more oppressive and burdensome with the
days. And she thought, A simple deceit, a single lie I uttered once—for that, do I have to pay such a terrible
penalty? Why hadn’t she thought of that before?
Now it wasn’t easy to express her agony before her husband or children, or even her friends. Her unspoken
anguish began to torment her. How petty she would appear were this known! All the years she had nursed her
mother-in-law would vanish into nothingness at the admission of that single lie. She could imagine people
pointing their fingers at her, saying what a small mind she had—to have pulled a mere imported blanket off her
mother-in-law’s wasted body! And how the dying woman had to bear the harsh winter with a torn old quilt!
When the blanket was aired in the sun, the neighbors admired it and spoke of its exceptional quality. And Mira
remarked with a dismal look in her eyes:
“That’s the only memory of Mother we have.”
But her throat dried up, her vision blurred. They withdrew, talking of Mira’s love and respect for the dead lady.
But Mira’s heart cringed inside in her grief.
In time, Mira’s repressed sorrow increased even further. Then, one day, she fell ill with a high fever. Her fever
continued and she began to shiver. Her body slowly weakened. The doctor failed to diagnose her malady. The
blood tests showed nothing wrong.
One day Manmath came home early and found her lying nearly unconscious. He felt her forehead, found it was
burning. Her feet were clammy and cold to his touch. She trembled a little in her sleep. He thought she might be
feeling a chill. The thick winter quilts were in locked trunks in the storage room, so he took his mother’s blanket
off its shelf in the cupboard and covered Mira with it. He had a feeling that his mother’s blessing would soon see
Mira to recovery.
Mira slept on for a long time. When she awoke and noticed her mother-in-law’s blanket on her body, she began
to scream. She flung the blanket to the floor. Her body shook.
“How did this blanket get here? Who covered me with it?” she cried.
Manmath saw the look in Mira’s eyes and suddenly felt afraid. Perhaps her fever had shot up, perhaps she was
hallucinating. Gently, he sat her down. He picked the blanket up from the floor. His voice was soothing.
“You were shivering from the cold. There was nothing else I could find. I thought that if I covered you up with
Mother’s blanket, you’d get well soon. Why are you upset about this?”
Mira’s voice was unsteady.
“Please, for God’s sake, don’t ever cover me with that blanket.”
“But why?” Manmath's surprised voice echoed in her ears.
“That is all we have of Mother, that memento,” she mumbled. “With what care she preserved it all those
years.”
Tears started flowing from Mira’s eyes. She could not restrain them. But she could not say anything. Manmath’s eyes brimmed too as the memories flooded in, feeling the love and regard he perceived in Mira’s heart at
the moment. He held her close and added:
“Let it be as you say. We’ll keep the blanket with care. If you’d like to keep Mother's memory alive, why
should I destroy it?”
A moment later he said:
“Mira dear, how generous you are! Really, how much you have cared for my mother!”
Mira’s eyes grew hazy again with tears. She said incoherently:
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“Oh, don’t ever say that please. It pains me a lot. Please. Wasn’t she my mother as well?”
Manmath sat, overwhelmed by Mira’s words.
Mira felt she would rot inside in agony. How could she get a little peace? How could she free herself from this
torment once and for all?
When one takes a nap on a winter afternoon, a chill seems to envelop the body. Mira’s fever had persisted
through many days; it had not ever completely left her. She suffered from shivers in her bones whenever she
rested, especially during the afternoon, when the thought of the blanket would bear down upon her as a load on
her mind. She’d think of her mother-in-law and the graces she had showered on Mira, and her mind would turn to
her own deceit—to be swallowed up again, in unbearable agony.
One day Mira grew restless. She suddenly seemed to hear someone’s call, poignant and faint, outside the
house. Must be the beggar woman, she thought. Mira usually felt irritated when she heard the old woman’s voice.
But on this afternoon, she walked up to the veranda and asked:
“What is it you want? Haven’t I told you often that there would be no rice left if you came this late in the
afternoon?”
The old woman said piteously:
“I’m not begging for a bowl of rice today. But if you could kindly give me something to cover myself with,
something torn and old, anything you have, God will bless you, my daughter. The old man will not last long in
this chill. One can live without food for three days, but this merciless cold will not let us survive. It turns the
bones to ice.”
She dabbed at her eyes.
“If you won’t let me have something, the old man will surely never live through this night. And he’s had a
fever for the past four days.”
Mira simply stood there, motionless, for a long while. She didn’t know what to say. Could the old man
possibly survive with a thin cotton sheet?
Mira turned round abruptly and went in, opened her cupboard, and brought out her precious blanket. With firm
steps, she walked to the front gate and placed the blanket in the old woman’s outstretched hands. Her own heart
seemed to open out, expand. Her voice was husky when she said:
“Here, this is my mother-in-law’s memento. I am not being generous. But if you are going to bless me, say a
prayer for my mother-in-law, that she may rest in peace.”
The beggar woman was stunned. She couldn’t believe her eyes. Was this real or all a dream? In a frightened
voice, she pleaded:
“I am a mere beggar. What will I do with such a thing? I wanted only a torn, tattered sheet.”
Mira was firm.
“I cannot take back what I’ve given you already. It is a blanket. Do use it. I am sure your old man will recover.
Take it and go your way.”
Manmath had just come back from his office. The disbelief in his voice was obvious.
“What have you done, Mira! Our only memento of Mother-and you gave it away! You could have given
something else. But to hand over Mother’s memory … I find it hard to understand you.”
Mira asked the beggar woman to leave and shut the gate. She walked into the house ahead of Manmath.
Without looking at him, she said:
“It’s our only memento of Mother, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that it should be kept under lock and key. I
think I’ve used Mother’s memory in the best possible way. Every year, do you remember, Mother used to give
away her hand-sewn cotton sheets and old clothes to the poor? I gave the blanket away so that Mother’s soul
would rest in peace. I feel certain that the woman’s blessings will fall on her in that other world.”
Manmath reached for her hand. He touched her forehead and said excitedly:
“You don’t have a fever today, Mira! I feel so relieved.”
The intense tone of Mira’s voice softened Manmath.
“No, I don’t have fever. But there’s a pain inside me, a pain that persists somewhere.”
Manmath's heart melted in sympathy. He said:
“But the doctor insisted there was nothing wrong with you. If one could only look into the heart …”
Pale, he began searching for the pain in Mira’s heart.
234.196 Excerpt from Unveiling India: A Woman’s Journey\fn{by Anees Jung (1944- )} Hyderabad, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 9
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I was three years old when I was first photographed. It was a garden party for children—or at least that’s what
I assume it was. Dressed in a frock spattered with gold polkadots, a round brocade hat trembling on my head, I am
in the arms of a radiant father. None of the little girls is on ground. Each is held aloft by a father or an ayah, but
not a mother. There are no mothers in the photograph. The only other ladies besides the seventy beaming nannies
are the governesses, who look English, standing at the edge of the crowd in straw hats and summer dresses.
In the next photograph I am older—already solemn at the age of nine or ten, looking at the world with wider
eyes. Dressed in white lace but without the round brocade hat, my head seems bigger, my body contorted in the
manner of a young girl beginning to grow. I look ill at ease seated in the lap of a gentleman. He is an elderly man
with an air of distinction, dressed in a black coat and a black bow tie, unsmiling, slightly stern, despite me on his
lap. Poised on his right and left, and behind him in a row, are more gentlemen in black. Among them is my father.
They are a group of men who seem to know each other, bound in the portrait by the colour black, a colour that
connotes formality, solemnity, ceremony.
Some of them though have small white garlands around their hands, a touch that softens the gravity of their
demeanor. The garlands tell me that .it is an after-dinner portrait. The garlands also evoke the sense of a Deccan
night scented imperceptibly with jasmines, the small white flowers of summer that women in back rooms of the
house would knit into strings and send out for the men to wear on their arms. After the last of the lush mangoes,
the gentlemen would dip their fingers in crystal bowls circled by the white garlands. Slipping them casually
around their wrists they would walk away carrying the fragrance of an enclosed garden. Dinner parties such as
these were a regular summer ritual in our house. As were good food and camaraderie.
But the good life it would seem was designed only for men. Page after page in the old album unfolds groups
and groups of them, ceremonially dressed, naturally guarding a rite which they deemed was bestowed on them.
No women are part of this rite except those from abroad, usually the West. Dressed in gay chiffons, wide plumed
hats and high heels they seem at ease with men. Do the men enjoy their presence and also accept the fact that the
women in the portrait have forfeited their claim to privacy, a tradition treasured amongst women of Hyderabad?
My mother remains absent in the only family portrait that rests on the last page of the album. Her seven
children are grouped solemnly around a father, proud in the colour black. The inscription below the picture reads
“Hosh ki Duniya”, Hosh being my father’s pen name. My mother, it appears, has no claim on this happy world
which she has helped create.
Where was she when the portrait was taken? In one of the back rooms perhaps or standing behind a chilman,
the ubiquitous bamboo curtain designed to conceal women from the outside but not the outside from them. My
mother, like all mothers of children photographed in the garden party, remained behind the chilman—their part of
the house which was never allowed to enter the picture frames that ceremonially documented the high points in a
family history.
The inside though was like a little city in itself. Enclosed but not shut, this city of women, defined and
strengthened by its own norms and rituals, was charged with essences that gave the house its sense of being. From
here generated the aroma of food and flowers, the exuberance of henna that stained feminine hands, the rainbow
dyes that coloured yards and yards of cotton that garbed the bodies of women; the tinkle of bangles, the glitter of
jewels, the chatter, the tales, the gossip that served like a social glue binding woman to woman in a circle, where
their supportiveness became their strength. Even their survival.
I was among five sisters who grew up in this world, which I took for granted. My mother, like all the other
women, was part of a landscape that I never questioned or tried to explore. It was the men on the outside who held
our fascination. Larger than life, their attentions mattered. Father, the only familiar male figure, who dominated a
world outside, also filled the inside forcefully and invisibly. He embodied the ideal, exhibited courage to look into
the future, nourished the tenuous links between the outside and the inside and helped create balances that spelled
harmony within the family. His will governed the essential patterns of our life. He set paths for us to travel on,
paths that would lead us into a city bigger than our own. He gave us names that were to become our identity.
Names normally given to boys he gave to his five girls as if he saw implicit in them the roles that would be their
emerging destiny.
The black Plymouth that drove us to school had dark draperies. Seated in the back seat we felt suspended like
spring dolls in a magic box. We emerged every morning from a house that in many ways was like a citadel. It had
high white walls, courtyards that were never without flowers and stone terraces above which the sky stretched.
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The outside always beckoned. Once I pulled at the dark draperies and tried to peer out. The ayah—who combined
the roles of matron, guardian and, to a lesser degree, servant—rebuked me. No one was to see us, she warned
gravely, for we were little treasures to be claimed in time by those who had earned the right to it.
Twenty years have passed. I have still not been claimed. The old ayah, I have learnt, died some years ago. Her
little treasures, unguarded, have scattered, have been pushed into worlds where Plymouths with dark draperies do
not exist.
Many other things have taken their place. Albums filled with pictures of women looking into the camera with
unveiled eyes, for one. I am among them: sad-eyed at seventeen, leaving home; with hair cropped and a bag slung
over my shoulder at the top of the Empire State Building in New York; hiding rubber boots under a sari while
struggling to walk over the Michigan snows; seated among strangers from lands whose names were once part of a
school atlas; laughing without concealing my mouth with a hand; dressed in a formal black sari with my hand
resting timidly in the hand of a man with smiling blue eyes; proud in a gown that conferred on me a distinction;
dancing at a New Year’s Eve gala in New York’s Grand Central Station; behind a polished table with senators in
Washington; in front of the Eiffel Tower; throwing coins in a marble Italian fountain; sailing down the Rhine;
riding a horse on a Colombian ranch; trembling in a Siberian autumn; drinking toasts with mao tai at a round table
in Peking; deep in conversation with luminaries, monks, men, women, children; beaming again with a family of
seven, grouped now around a mother, whose head is serenely draped and whose eyes, though watery now,
continue to watch.
She has finally stepped out of the chilman and entered the frame. My father is dead. The citadel that he raised
with pride and love to house his happy world has been sold. His children have scattered. They come together once
in several years in Bombay where in a flat with several windows lives their mother. Beyond the windows the sea
and the sky meet in a haze of gray and blue. There is no horizon.
“What is at the end of the sea?” asks my young niece, tying a jasmine garland she has knitted, around my
mother’s graying braid.
“There is land behind the haze and people and houses they have built. Each house is a dream realized,” says
my mother.
“Where is your house?” asks my niece.
“Where my children are,” my mother tells her. Home for her children too continues to be where she is, where
everything touches roots. Sounds, of a distant courtyard that once housed a city in its precincts, return. Tiny and
staccato they break the surge of the waves outside. Spaces no longer enclose the sky or the earth.
I go down to the beach in a dressing gown. Men sit by the limpid waters and defecate. Women dressed like
men go jogging. My little niece builds castles in the sand, gets bored, wants to play another game.
“I do not know many games,” I tell her.
“What then did you do as a child?” she asks.
“I looked at the world with wide eyes,” I tell her.
Though I had not seen the beach when I was her age, had not gone for a walk even on the street where we lived
and never seen a city other than the one where I was born. And yet I had known of the sea and the hills, of the
mythical rivers and the lands to which they brought water and life and sustenance. Games were played indoors.
We would pitch our stakes at pachesi and cards, play “lone-part” with servants in the outer courtyard when father
was away, listen to music played softly in our rooms and read books by Jane Austen, Marie Corelli and the Bronte
sisters, turning the heroes of fiction into our own; also, when the nights were lit by a round paper moon we would
climb up to the stone terraces and sing sad songs.
“I lived in a veiled city of women so 1 never went anywhere,” I tell her.
“Where is your veil then?” she asks.
“It blew away in a strong wind,” I say, wondering if it really did.
“I think of you—demure, tentative, rather frightened, very warm but in semi-purdah, asking sophisticated
people to tell you what they never will,” comments a writer friend.
I have returned to the circle, to a family and a country which is not on the outside but is part of me. While
returning to them, I have returned to my self, to the calm centre of the land and its life, quietly inherited it and
resumed from where I had left off. I have returned—though with eyes that have learnt to see and perceive. The
sense of being veiled, however, continues to cling. I have graduated from the magic box into the hurly burly of a
working world. I no longer peer at landscapes. They have begun to peer at me as I move amidst them. I have
become a memsahib, one who symbolizes the new species of women who have crossed the Laxshman Rekha, the
mythical line that was not to be crossed even by the gods.
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The years move, the seasons change. I move with them seeking my peace, my alternatives. The road which 1
have traveled has emerged on its own. And the road that lies ahead is not clearer; the landmarks emerge only on
arrival. People tell me I have “arrived”. I do not know what it means. For I never planned a career, just grew into
it. Hence I make my norms as I go along. They cannot be shared with others as they are strictly mine. I have not
yet found a face that suits a “modern” woman and a graph that determines the patterns of her life. 1 continue to
live out an experience for which 1 have yet to find a name.
*
I am a Muslim woman from Hyderabad, a city whose name conjures up images of fragile women languishing
behind veils. How then can I be “modern”, work, live alone? I live alone but not by choice. Secretly I long for
courtyards filled with the laughter of children, for stone terraces where I once slept and heard others breathe.
Living alone I feel narrows one’s concerns, reveals the inadequacy of joys that are not shared. Even freedom
without sharing becomes abstract and unreal. Childhood’s walls have fallen. Flowers are no longer the pride of
courtyards. Nor are young women.
My reality no longer has one face. I have stepped out of an enclosed reality into one that is larger, more
diverse, and mobile. A reality that has its own rhythm. I am traveling through the desert in Rajasthan—brown,
bleak and alien. I miss the gentleness of the terrain where I was born. Yet these miles of desolation, the gods vivid
against a stark land, the women revealed in their fierce brilliance—slowly these make themselves felt.
Twenty years ago, Gomti, the woman with the river’s name, would not have entered my consciousness. Today,
nothing inhibits me from walking into her courtyard. I have come to explore the way she lives, in a home that
encloses her with a husband and a child. Gomti greets me as if we were acquainted, offers me a bowl of water.
Water is a drink more precious than anything else, even the usual cup of tea, among the dwellers of these desert
lands. Gomti walks miles every day to fetch from a well water that she then cools in large, round jars of red clay.
To honour a stranger is a natural part of her tradition. She brings me water, serves me food and stands fanning
the flies away as I eat. She says little for she lives her thoughts. When she speaks, she discloses her dreams
without embarrassment, even the ordinary dreams, dreams that with time have acquired the drabness of the land.
Large and plain-looking she exudes womanliness, a quality of giving. Intimacy pervades her courtyard; an
unspoken strength links her, the black-eyed baby asleep on a rope-strung cot, the white cow tied to a leafless tree,
and the man whose picture hangs high on a white wall. He wears a bulbous turban, has a regal moustache, and
looks like a prince.
“My husband,” she murmurs and looks away, suddenly shy.
“Today is Gangaur, the Hindu festival that is special to women,” she tells me. She dresses herself in a bright
green chunri, with spangles of gold, and with a tray of ritual offerings, walks over to a neighbour’s house.
Gathered under an aged banyan tree is a group of women, radiant in red and gold. Against a wall smeared ritually
with kumkum, sit two small idols of clay. The women have made these and decked them with their own hands.
They represent Ishar and Gangaur, the mythical man and wife, who through the ages have remained the
embodiment of marital love.
The women sing, praying for long life and prosperity for their husbands. Their soft, frail voices soar out of the
courtyard to join other voices from other courtyards, chasing away the stillness of the long desert afternoon. Some
of the women look old; some are girls beginning to turn into women. The meaning behind Gangaur dissolves the
barriers of age. The women appear to quiver on the threshold of a new life, given by an ancient rite.
Krishna tantalized the women worshippers of Gangaur. He was the dream consort who stole their garments as
they bathed in the river. And each woman came face to face with him in order to reclaim her own: woman to man,
soul to God. Gangaur returns every year to the desert when the grasses are green and the harvest is ready. To love
and be loved symbolizes to the traditional Indian woman her security, her happiness and her fulfillment. The rite
of Gangaur binds woman to woman in this common wish, consolidates the ties between individuals and family,
family and community,
And the land gives each an identity that is part of the larger whole. Gomti allows me to enter her world and that
of women like her. She does not know the world I come from, the lands I have traveled, the books I have read, the
faces I have met and loved. Yet we recognize each other. Something unvoiced connects us—perhaps the simple
fact that we are women. I see her living close to the earth, bound to a reality that is natural, almost predetermined,
a reality that has not changed with time.
I am not a part of Gomti’s tradition. Her gods are to me fragile dolls of clay. If not for her, Gangaur would have
no immediacy or meaning, would have remained a local holiday marked red on a calendar. I have moved away
from celebrations that are the inheritance of a particular community or religious group. I do not associate my joys
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with seasonal days and events.
My moments of celebration occur without warning and are very private occasions. I do not share my joys as
naturally as Gomti does nor can I wholly identify myself with the larger joys that fill the circle of my existence. I
live on two planes—my own and the larger seasonal one. I would be lonelier if I had to derive sustenance from
either to the exclusion of the other. My reality is fluid. I move in and out of the timeless and the collective.
Women begin to be an enduring part of these various realities—whether it is Gomti, distant and durable in the
desert, or the frail austere widow in white who on a dark moonless night among the paddy fields of Orissa sold
me green bangles so that I might savour the joy of being a young woman; or my mother, fragile but constant in
her affections and loyalties, allowing my various realities to enter her small, bare room and find a place to rest, a
space she created a long time ago that continues to be charged with her silent energy. I had not known then that
silence could be a language through which women in this land realized themselves. I owe that legacy to my
mother, a legacy which I am just beginning to unravel and understand.
This book is a journey into those energy-filled spaces of silence which women like my mother continue to
inhabit. In the macrocosm of a vast land I find the microcosm of my own experience repeated and reaffirmed. In
all women, strangely, I see a mother. Coiled within the lives of these women I sense a resonance and a faith
recognizing which I find myself transformed.
The effort here is to probe the mystery of this experience and look beyond to another that is beginning to spell
change and is centered in change. Where the two experiences meet lies a revelation, and a story. It is the story of
women who understand what survival is—a survival with grace.
*
The journey began for me three days after the assassination of Indira Gandhi. I left the frenzied city of Delhi
accompanied by T. S. Nagarajan, a photographer who shares my faith and passion for India. Indira Gandhi
dominated our thoughts. In many ways she symbolized the women of India—“fragile, withdrawn, a muted,
delicate-toned thread in the strong aggressive colours that crossed and recrossed to weave the background tapestry
of her life …”\fn{So Pupul Jayakar, in Indira Gandhi} Many invisible traits enriched her inner world, beyond which she
powerfully lived and reigned. A close friend who knew her without veils says that the centuries entered into her
when she was with the women of rural India and that she shared “that primordial knowing which the women of
this land hold and communicate”. In spite of the elevated position she held she was strangely unified with the
spirit of women in this country. Talking about the quality of life, she had once said:
“It does not lie in what an individual has but what he or she is. It can only be measured in that person’s
capacity to achieve harmony and resonance with her fellow beings and with nature; to perceive the meaning of
thought and experience the beauty of action. In short to find joy in life.”
How does one perceive a people’s quality of life when it lies veiled behind a face that is ragged, creased by
struggle and pain? To look into such a face one needs almost a third eye, an eye that reaches out to life at more
than one level. The Indian, man or woman, rich or poor, lives on many levels. Some of these I traveled through
and tried to understand. Each level revealed more than a physical reality. In each I sensed essences that were
strong, dramatic, tragic, often lyrical and stoic, as grounded to the earth as the trees and the colour of the land
itself.
In Bakarpur, a wilderness in Bihar, in a hamlet of mud huts and some tired brown trees lives a potter’s family.
The potter’s is an ancient role. At marriage a man and a woman go to the potter for the blessings of the wheel. His
pots, carved with fish, parrot and mango leaf, are part of every Indian home. They augur prosperity, fertility, a
happy home. The potter’s house is a hut of mud, stained by the sun, weakened by the rain.
“Nothing has changed,” says Balkeshar, the potter, son of a potter, grandson of a potter. “Nothing grows here.
When there are no roots and leaves we do not wash our mouths for a day or two, to keep the hunger down.”
Circled by a field of clay pots and clay cups is his wheel, and his grizzled father, as dark and weathered as the
earth that he rolls in his hands with such ease, and fashions into pots, cups, gods and goddesses.
The potter’s mother is a small, shrunken woman with warm, limpid eyes. Her sari is a bright green, the colour
of paddy, a myth in this parched land.
Colours do not level age in this part of the country. Colour signifies the fullness of being a woman, one who is
a wife, a mother, and a grandmother. This shrunken woman is all three—a wife, a mother and a grandmother. Six
bright-eyed children tower above her. They are her joy and she is a point in their lives that neither shifts nor
changes, a point of rest but not of knowing. Two of them work in the fields and bring back a little money that they
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hand over to her, the head of the family. The other four walk a mile every morning to sit under an ancient banyan
which is the village school. There, a wiry young woman, who never smiles, teaches them the alphabet and tells
them stories of gods and demons. They return home in the afternoons to sit in the field of clay cups with their
father and grandfather. They play with the cups, break some, stack the others in large round baskets which their
mother and grandmother carry on their heads to the market.
A hundred cups of clay are sold for half a rupee! These cups and pots of many shapes speak of a family’s
heritage, as much a part of the old woman as they are of the six bright-eyed children.
“You are our guest,” says Balkeshar’s mother, placing me on a string cot she pulls out into the winter sun. She
sits at my feet, takes my hand in both of hers. They are thin and scaly, having known years of work with the clay
of the earth.
“Why have you come? There is nothing in our village. What can we give you? All we have are these clay cups.
Take some home. The tea tastes as fragrant as the earth if you drink out of them.”
I leave Bakarpur without the ritual cup of tea that the poorest of the poor offer in India. But in my lap I hold
delicate clay cups fashioned by strong hands that have effortlessly mastered an art that ensures that whatever they
mould will carry the fragrance of the earth. The tonga jingles back through the wilderness. In my mind move
images, not of hunger and desperation but of a family together sharing pride and love and hunger.
*
“Women derive status from their husbands and power from their sons” is an old saying no longer relevant in
Attani Markulam, a village with squares of green, circled by sentinel-like gray hills. In a land as deceptive as a
dream live a few hundred poor people.
Amutha, the colour of ebony, strong-boned and twenty-two, is one of eight young women in the village who is
not married. A remote smile deepens her face when I ask her the reason. She is too poor to be married, the others
say. She listens to them as if they are talking about someone else. She is the eldest of three girls born to bear the
honour and the responsibility of the family. She works in the paddy fields, grinds cottonseeds for the cattle, helps
an ailing mother at home and sends her two younger sisters to a typing school. She has not seen the school nor set
eyes on a typewriter. Does she have a dream?
“I do not dream,” she says tonelessly, standing at the edge of a paddy field, lush and not her own. “I do not
know the man who owns this field. He lives in a distant village they say. I work for him. I earn a few rupees each
day.”
Is there anything else she would like to do? Her, eyes suddenly light up, as if my words hold a promise.
“Teach me a craft. Show me how else I can use my hands. I want to earn more, live better. The girls in the
village across the bridge are learning to spin. I would also like to.”
The girls who weave cloth in a shed with a new red roof are as dark and fragile as Amutha. Amidst the whirr of
looms, alien to this green silence, they sit stooped, their eyes glazed, their hands moving like the controlled arms
of a machine.
Are they nappy? They stare, say nothing. They have not been outside the village nor have they had occasion to
meet strangers. Hence they are shy, I reckon.
“They earn Rs. 25 a month,” says the instructress, as if it is an answer to my musings. “The girls hand over
their wages to their parents. When enough money is saved for a dowry they will get married. They will not be so
young then. And there will be fewer children.”
Earning money has begun to command more stature in these poor paddy villages than gaining a husband and
bearing children.
*
Miles away in Garag, Rukmawwa was married and abandoned by a husband. She returned to her mother’s
village where an elderly Gandhian couple had started a hand loom spinning mill. She was given a loom and taught
how to spin and weave khadi. Years ago, seeing a woman in a half-torn sari, Gandhiji had started a movement—
to spin and weave and wear native cloth—khadi.
“I wear what gives me bread,” says Rukmawwa, after working at the loom for 17 years. At forty she has found
her peace—a livelihood, a home and a backyard of fruit trees.
“Have one child, plant two trees” is the motto at the mill.
Rukmawwa has no children. But she has trees in her backyard.
“They are like children,” she says, her face radiant amid the green she has grown around her. Her pride in trees
goes back to an ancient tradition. Trees are an abode of female deities. In them rests a divinity worthy of worship.
Rukmawwa insists that I visit her home and see her backyard of trees. She has placed two blooms of red
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hibiscus on either side of her frail wooden door. They signify welcome. As do the brass platters on which she has
carefully arranged sweetmeats and bananas. In steel tumblers tea spiced with cardamom is ready.
“You have a long way to go,” she says, putting her leathery arm around me in the manner of an old friend.
“You must eat a little, drink a little and take a fruit from my garden. I have no flowers to give you as I have no
daughter.”
In Rewati Ramanna the trees are green, the sands golden and the sea not distant. In this village, which was
once a garden growing basil for the gods of Puri, wild grasses grow today. They sustain the poor. Women gather
these grasses and knit them into baskets. Men, dark and sturdy, pull rickshaws, a vocation associated with the
lowly. It is a harijan village. Born to be “untouchable” they were renamed harijans meaning “Children of God”
by Gandhiji.
When these people, shunned for centuries by other men, fold their hands in greeting one automatically bows to
them in humility. Poverty has not robbed them of courtesy nor an inner refinement that has its roots in a larger
way of being. In a dust-filled yard I meet an old woman bent over a pile of dry palm leaves.
“Child, don’t sit on the ground. Let me spread a mat for you,” she says without looking up, pulling from under
her a tattered mat which I realize is the only one she owns. She is eighty years old and lives alone. Her three sons
are married and have gone away to bigger villages. Who looks after her? She points to the pile of palm leaves and
goes back to cleaning them.
*
In a sun-baked village in Mathura there are few shadows at noon. Women are circled in song around an old
banyan tree whose roots hang above their heads like the blessings of an elder seer. As summer descends, women
gather around the tree, clean it, paint its trunk with white chalk, and tie a red thread around it. That’s the way a
banyan is worshipped, a tree revered through time. It is the seed of the banyan that contains the nature of creation,
says an old Hindu parable.
The story goes that the sage Uddalaka once asked his young son to break open a fruit of the banyan and find
out what was within. The boy saw only tiny seeds. The father asked the boy to break open the seeds and see what
was within.
“There is nothing at all,” said the boy.
“My son, that unseen subtle essence within the seed contains the huge Nyagrodha banyan,” said the sage. “In
that unseen essence all things exist. It is the truth. It is the Self. And thou art that.”
The banyan tree does not exist for itself. Its shade is for all who come under its circle—family; clan,
community, often the village itself. The story is part of folk mythology, as is the worship, kept alive by women. .
The prayer is the same. The culture is of gratitude. Poverty perhaps can sear the body but not the spirit. A
guest, a stranger, even a passer-by, is accepted as a divine messenger. A house that is not open to guests is not
open to God. In Jamkhed women wear saris woven by hand in the colours of the earth. Lallan Bai brings for me a
deep brown sari that I had admired on her the day before. She has washed and brought it as a gift. It is one of two
saris she owns. She makes me wear it, insists on tying my hair in the manner of village women, puts a large dot of
red powder on my forehead and takes me into the square holding my hand. Women rush out of small thatched
homes and surround me with ripples of laughter.
“You look like us,” they say.
I feel like them, wrapped in the coarse fabric woven by caring hands. Their sari, in a strange way, has taken me
out of my form and put me in another. Barriers break. We laugh like friends who share one world.
“Bring a mirror from somewhere and show her,” says an elderly woman smiling toothlessly.
The women run in different directions and return empty handed. Finally, Suman Bai emerges and triumphantly
holds in front of me a broken piece of mirror, the only one in this village of thirty homes. All I can see in it is the
tip of my nose. But I had already seen myself mirrored in their faces.
Bakarpur, Kanyakumari, Garag, Mathura, Jamkhed. All Indias within India, not one landscape and not one
people but many that slip in and out making the Indian state of mind. In this complex pantheon of diversities the
Indian woman remains the point of unity, unveiling through each single experience a collective consciousness
prized by a society that is locked in mortal combat with the power and weakness of age and time. She remains the
still center, like the center in a potter’s wheel, circling to create new forms, unfolding the continuity of a racial
life, which in turn has encircled and helped her acquire a quality of concentration.
“The nobility of her being does not depend merely upon race though but upon ideals, is the outcome of a
certain view of life.”\fn{Ananda Coomaraswamy in Dance of Shiva}
To return to the words of Indira Gandhi, the Indian woman is not just the conserver of tradition, but also the
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absorber of the shocks of the future. Therefore, “she must be a bridge and a synthesizer. She should not allow
herself to be swept off her feet by superficial trends nor yet be chained to the familiar. She must ensure the
continuity which strengthens roots and simultaneously engineer change and growth to keep society dynamic,
abreast of knowledge, sensitive to fast-moving events. The solution lies neither in fighting for equal position nor
denying it, neither in retreat into the home nor escape from it.”\fn{ Indira Gandhi in Eternal India}
3
I inherited my mother’s god—a god without a face. He lived in a distant heaven. I regarded him less with love
than awe.
“He is all truth, all goodness, all justice,” said my mother. She taught me to pray to him in Arabic, a language
which to my mind was meant only for prayers. Like a parrot I recited the high-sounding salutations five times a
day, never questioning, never knowing what they really meant.
“Prayers are a way of remembering God, of acknowledging His goodness and kindness.”
So said Venkatamma, my ayah, who was a Hindu. She would go every morning to a temple to thank a shining
black stone for the blessings bestowed on her. And on Fridays she would take us to the white shrine on the hill,
raised in the name of Moula Ali. There she would drape her head, clench her eyes and pray as fervently as she did
at the Hindu temple.
“Why do you pray in a Muslim shrine?” I once asked her.
“God is everywhere and the restlessness of the human heart is everywhere,” she said.
I did not believe her then. I do now. Every time I pass a wayside shrine now I stop to look at the god’s face. I
put a coin at his feet and remember Venkatamma. If not for her, I would not have known that gods had faces.
As a child, I missed the fact that my god was faceless. He neither had a human head nor an elephant’s trunk.
He did not play the flute nor indulge in pranks with those who loved him. I missed the intimacy of decking him
with flowers or keeping him in my room as a constant presence. Born in a Muslim household I learnt to live with
a faceless god.
Around me, though, abounded gods with faces, attributes, names. In the city of my birth. people shared each
other’s shrines, naturally revered each other’s gods. The way Venkatamma did. If remembrances are indicative of
a heritage, then mine is a mixed one. I am as much a Hindu as I am a Muslim. The rituals and ways of celebrating
God that grow around a shrine, a temple, a saint’s grave are neither Hindu nor Muslim. They reflect a people’s
emotional fusion, a unity of thought, a faith that grows out of meeting and confluence.
My father lent reason to this belief, talked of humanism as the focus of religion.
“Purdah,” my father would say, “is a state of mind.”
He would tell us the story of Zainab, grand-daughter of the Prophet, who had the courage to set aside her veil
to tell the world of the injustice of the tragedy of Karbala. When the chador was ripped off her head, after her
brother was killed, and an entire clan of men wiped out, she garbed her face with her hair. That was the veil,
which symbolized her privacy, her personal grief. At the opportune moment though she rose, pushed back her
hair, and spoke.
The court of Yazid shuddered as the voice of a woman rang out to right a wrong. That was the strength of a
woman traditionally seen as veiled.
“Women, though secluded, commanded respect,” my father explained.
The Prophet would rise to receive his daughter. It was his young wife Ayesha who lived to verify his sayings.
“To seek knowledge men and women should travel and explore,” said the Prophet.
They were partners in life, in war, in a home. My father in his own way pushed the ideal. Stand on your feet,
do not stretch out your hand in front of a man, work with men but do not forget that your strength is your own,
that of a woman. He trained me to live in a world of men like a woman.
“You don’t look like a Muslim woman,” people say.
“My religion has no face,” I tell them, and move on. Faith is an energy, which along with other forces, lends a
dimension to my life. It is not as integral to my life, though, as it is to most women around me.
I travel to Bidar, the stronghold of Muslims who, I am told, continue to live as they did in Bedouin times.
Driving three hours from Hyderabad is like driving back across three centuries. I go to meet Jalaluddin Changezi,
keeper of the Muslim faith that he has ringed around with dogma in the manner of the massive fort walls that hem
in the town.
He shuffles out of the shadows, holding in his hand a hurricane lantern that sheds light, vaguely revealing his
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face and form. It is unmistakably one of a man of religion—saffron robes, a long reverent beard, kind eyes. What
brings a Muslim woman without a veil to him?
“A search”, I tell him, as he looks away unconvinced. Women from long distances, hidden behind veils, come
on Sundays to hear him preach. He brings to them the word of God and tells them how to be a dutiful wife, a good
mother, a good neighbour.
“Times have changed but the written word has not,” he begins, in the manner of an oration. “Look around you.
There is more greed, more want. Man struggles shamelessly to fulfill these wants, though his needs are few. He
can meet them with what he honestly earns. If he can fulfill his wants with ten rupees why does he want to earn
fifty? Why does he seek from a wife a dowry that his religion prohibits? What did the Prophet give his daughter
when he married her? A wooden bowl, twelve small clay bowls to serve guests, a camel skin, a pillow of grass
and a chakki to grind the grain. God grants the children and provides the bread to feed them. No one can interfere
with the will of God. Interference accelerates the degradation of man. And of woman. Today you see women
walking down streets with their heads bare, their faces revealed. A woman’s place is not in the street but in the
home. She is made different from man. If a man stays at home he loses his vitality. A woman does not. She is like
a diamond. If you have something precious you don’t wear it on your cap and show off. You preserve it, guard it.
And if you have a wound you don’t expose it. You bandage it, look after it, hide it. That is the way a woman is. In
the Qur’an she is described as a fitna, one who tempts man and brings trouble. She should stay where she belongs,
within the walls of her home.”
But haven’t times changed? Does woman not need to step out, see and understand the complexities that are
now part of a world in which she too lives? Isn’t this the world in which site makes a home, raises a family, makes
friends? If this world has begun to surround others will it also not impinge on her?
“Yes, the world has changed. But the word of God has not,” repeats the reverent old man.
His voice is friendly but non-committal. The essence of his teaching is solely religious, based on the precepts
of a book that, according to him, is changeless. Though he lives in a time that has changed, he continues to live
outside it. The large white house, seemingly sturdy in the shadows, is the root of his world. He was born in it, has
aged in it and will probably die in it, like his forefathers.
But the veiled women who come to him on Sundays have begun to live in houses whose walls have begun to
crumble. Their courtyards have shrunk. Their children have been pushed to play in streets that have other sounds.
The words of God, though, continue to be recited in the madrasas of every mohalla in Bidar. The Qur’an was
first spoken not written. When recited from memory it had power; it conveyed not just the meaning but the vital
energy of the person reciting it. The speaker’s personality and his tone altered the meaning of the text. Today,
when it is read, not recited from memory, the text is less alive, more literal.
For maulvi Karamatullah neither the tone has changed nor the meaning. He kept alive the word of God in
madrasa Mahmud Gawan, built 500 years ago, until he was driven out by the archaeological department which
was more keen to preserve the monument than the word of God. Gathering his brood the respected teacher
retreated into a tin shed that became one of the twenty-five madrasas donated by the city to the community. On its
paint-peeled wall hangs a tarnished frame that encloses an image of Kaaba, the holy shrine in Mecca.
In a corner amid a cluster of worn-out sandals and shoes rests a well-used earthen pot that cools water for the
thirsty young. Young boys wearing round, white caps on their heads squat on the mat-covered ground and chant
the Qur’an in small, shrill voices.
Young women, their heads draped, crowd the other half of the room. Their eyes move from right to left over
the ornate Arabic script that flows into their lives like an eternal poem whose beginning they have yet to fathom.
The maulvi’s pride in this class of hundred[s] is a young girl who is blind. Conscientiously she chants the holy
verse in the manner of a divine performer. Like the other girls she too comes to the madrasa in a curtained
rickshaw.
“But she is blind,” I tell myself.
“But the world is not,” says the maulvi, as if he has read my thoughts. For she has the body of a woman. And
like a diamond, or a wound, she should be hidden, not exposed, as said Jalaluddin Changesi in the light of the half
moon.
At the edge of Golasangi village in Bijapur, an ancestral kingdom of the Bahmanis, the women continue to
hide themselves as if they were diamonds. Ragged in discoloured saris, they are gathered in the bare verandah of
a stone house, one that belongs to the most important Muslim family in the area. They are the former jagirdars to
whom the village was gifted by the Mughal Emperor. The jagir entitled the family to land, money and privilege,
isolating them from the life of the village. The jagir was sold a long time ago but the aura it once bestowed on the
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recipients continues to cling.
In the small stone houses that tumble into each other live the descendants of the feudal overlords—six graying
brothers and their wives with forty children and relatives. No man is allowed beyond the door on which hangs a
burlap curtain.
“The women of our household observe strict purdah. None of them has stepped out of this house, not even to
vote,” says the eldest brother as if he is recording a feat.
I feel I have achieved another by taking my photographer in, the first man and outsider to enter these guarded
premises in a hundred years. Our entrance does not stir the women out of their entranced condition. With heads
draped and bodies garbed they move in a monotonous rhythm, reciting verses in praise of a saint whose tales of
miracles have acquired the sanctity attached to the word of God. An elderly woman takes me aside and tells me a
tale as if it has happened in her lifetime.
“We may not go out of our houses but we are educated women,” she says, in the manner of an assertion. “We
can read the Qur’an and the hadith, understand Arabic and Persian. Everything that needs to be known is in these
books.” She withdraws when she realizes that I am a Muslim who does not swear by the Book.
“Who is the man with you,” she asks, looking suspiciously at the photographer.
“He is my brother,” I lie, putting her mind at rest.
“Do you go around without a veil?” she questions.
“Purdah is a state of mind,” I tell her, repeating my father’s words.
In Islam, the veil is not just meant to hide a face but cover a woman’s body in a modest fashion, leaving the
face, the hands and feet open.
“The Book,” I tell her, “allows a man to see a woman’s face before he marries her. Even the Prophet saw
Khadija and, later, Ayesha, whom he married. Does the woman cover her face when she goes on the Haj
pilgrimage?”
She stares and says nothing.
I then pull out of my bag a copy of the Qur’an and read out to her a verse that pertains to purdah.
“‘The rule of modesty applies both to men and women. A brazen stare by a man at a woman is a breach of
refinement. Where sex is concerned, modesty is not only good form, it is not for the good of the weaker sex but
also to guard the spiritual good of the stronger sex. The need for modesty is the same both in men and women.’
That is in English.”
“The word of God is in Arabic,” she says, in the manner of a dismissal.
“Why were girls buried among the Arabs?” she asks.
“Because of dire poverty, because of their inability to earn, because there was compulsion to sell them as
slaves and because they could not be married,” I tell her. At a time when women were treated as chattels, the
Prophet endorsed the view that women should seek knowledge, go with their men to war and help nurse the sick
and the wounded.
The woman listens and looks blank.
“Why so many children?” I ask, as a trail of unkempt, unwashed children circles me.
“Can anyone stop nature? It is God who gives and God who takes. To tamper with one’s body is against the
word of God,” says the woman. .
“Why then did she pierce her nose, her ears, and have her sons circumcised? Did that not amount to tampering
with the body?
“But sterilization is another matter,” she rejoins. “It amounts to killing life.”
“Azal, or coitus interuptus, was practiced even in the days of the Prophet, and at a time when the Qur’an was
being revealed to him,” I tell her. “The Prophet and his four Caliphs advocated azal. Nine hundred years ago
Imam Gazali preached that azal was good for the health and beauty of a wife, for safeguarding children and the
slave girl from getting pregnant. The Prophet blessed a family with children only when they were not a burden on
the parents. If a man recognizes his inability to support his children and decides not to have them, he is doing the
right thing, according to Islam. After your prayers, go and look for a job, a way to live. Work according to your
ability. Only then does God bless you, said the Prophet.”
“Our times have changed,” say the graying brothers. “What work can we do in a place where we once ruled?”
It is time for me to withdraw. I leave them clustered behind the burlap curtain of their house, cloister kept
intact by the inspiration of a Holy Book. Wrapped in a heavy velvet cover, that has lost its colour and texture with
time, the Book embodies a God who for this family is changeless in a changing world. Within this ghetto they live
trapped by God not inspired by Him. …
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70.131 A New Order\fn{by T. Ramachandran aka T. R. (1944-2000)} Thrippunithura, Ernakulam District, Kerala State,
India (M) 9
It was the day before yesterday. And thrown from the wayside, there flew over the wall and fell into my cot a
kindness from her. The letter fell right in my lap. Someone quite tall must have thrown it, I guessed.
At once I got up, opened the door and looked for the man. As he ran away I had a clear view of his back. There
were two bald patches on the back of his head, and around them grew dense black and gray hair.
Amused I turned to the cot. I read her letter. It moved me and I heaved a sigh. While respectfully declining her
invitation, I found solace in being sought after even in extreme situations.
“ … come to me and be here.” Her letter blushed with tenderness for me. “This is the place for you. This
valley. The lofty hills around. As far as the eyes can reach the greenery spreads unceasingly upward. And in its
waist is the estate. Right in the middle of the estate, the flower-garden, the flower-pool, the steps leading up to the
bungalow, on either side of the bungalow and behind it eucalyptus, coffee … With your eyes ploughing along the
furrows in the pool and the mountain slope, you stroll through the plantation and the eucalyptuses. Till night
descends. Bored with nature, you walk down to drink at the pool. Again the steps. Up there you walk past the
corridor and get into the room set for you and relax. What’s more, I am here, too. Rush. Loving, sighing
Annamma Thomas.”
More than this town it is the valley that suits me. Annamma seems to have known me through and through.
The smell of boiling tar from the barrels on the roadside pierced my room and nostrils.
Mrs. Thomas, rice, fish, meat, the lofty hill, the eucalyptuses lining the valley, the stream, a dip in it and eggs
and bread followed by tea, milk and tobacco, Mrs. Thomas. A colossal. dream washed over my mind, like a wave.
Stream and fresh water fish. If only it had flowed through my room with last year’s calendar and yesterday’s teacup, floating over … burdened by the barrels, spades and thick black tar it should take the first turn at the
hospital-gate. It should flow into the valley and cutting across the estate flow right up to the hill-top. It marks the
flowering of a new civilization in the valley. And my mean self its very ideal.
It was an unusually pale noon. Then I sat down to write:
“Mrs. Thomas, I don’t have the money or clothes to take me to you. I know I can’t put on a shirt that is torn all
over except the pockets. A day-long journey isn’t even a part of my dreams. Besides, here I sleep away whole
days and nights. There the long wakeful stretches will shatter me.”
Still her words lured me. What an awfully curious avenue she had opened before me.
I was hungry. It was past noon. I was already under its spell. It wasn’t exactly a nap. I slept like a corpse, all
day and all night. Indeed there were intervals. But then intervals of wakefulness were preparations for the next
spell of sleep. Long and deep slumber: both in the mornings and the evenings. I am used to drifting downward
along the slope of sleep and then I have what Mrs. Thomas once called the slumber within slumber. And still
further down, I slipped into pits that burst open in the region beyond the last sob. I broke my back and fell asleep
in one of them. Slumber within slumber within slumber. Dreaming of dreaming. If at all there were intervals
between contiguous stretches of sleep they were quite short, and what’s more, they were taken up with
daydreaming of the past and the future. Valleys of sleep.
I shut my eyes. Blue, black and the last sob engulfing the vast desert. Sobs and deserts and red skies. This is
how I learned to distinguish colors.
“Mrs. Thomas, this postcard I write, I took it on credit and credit-wise I am in the red at Sukumaran’s shop: I
can’t make myself bold to ask him for money, for the estate-trip you exhort me to make. I will reach your estate
the day I grow richer with love. I will turn up when I have no more sleep to sleep.”
I got out and crossed the road. They had held their tools aloft, on their broad shoulders. The workers turned to
the left at the hospital-gate and melted away in unknown directions. One of the last shafts of sunlight galloped
past Sukumaran and the wayside mail box. I read it again before mailing it.
“Sir …”
I heard his voice from the other side of the mail box. I was overwhelmed. I went mad with anxiety. Was it for
the money owed him that Sukumaran called me to him. I mailed it in a huff and turned to the road.
“Someone asked for you,” he went on aloud.
“Me?” I waited no longer and moved on.
“Didn’t he meet you?” He wasn’t going to stop.
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1 felt him behind and crossed the road. Halfway through, I saw a stranger standing at my door. He was quite
tall. Even as I looked at him, he opened the door and got in.
“Finding out this room—it was tiring.” I heard as I approached him.
And in his voice I heard the panting of a man at the end of his quest. He went on:
“My ankles are swollen, and the knees may break at any moment.” Holding a scroll of paper in his hands he
stood there. He didn’t even turn in my direction. Nor did he seem to take note of me. He trembled in fright as I
tip-toed by him and moved to the cot.
I pointed to him the other end of the cot.
“They were all staring at me. None seemed to remember Nanappan.” He was done in, he went on.
It was difficult for me. I couldn’t really see his face. While yet asleep, I had got out in the sun to mail the reply.
All the same I turned to him and smiled heartily.
Men and things grew clearer. There was no more darkness in my eyes. 1 saw fiery determination in his eyes.
I saw everything around me and saw clearly. He had now set his eyes on me. We exchanged glances. A violent
confrontation of eyes. His plush temples grew dark. My mind was quiet. And quiet was its surface. As if it were
poised for a realization. Everything around me was all of a piece. I was several separate entities in one vision. The
shock of it, the shame of it. Wasn’t it this fellow that threw her letter into my room and ran away? Wasn’t he the
man that once amused me with two bald patches on the back of his head?
“I am sorry, you?”—I turned to him.
This did not break Nanappan’s silence.
“Do please tell me. What do you want?” I asked him aloud.
“Thomas …” Nanappan exploded.
“Thomas, my landlord?” I was on the point of tears.
“On his order.” He asserted. “I am taking over this house.”
I was awfully frightened. Sweat streamed along the lines on my palm. The cot I sat on would have crumbled
and its props shattered.
Blood throbbed in his sleepy temples. His eyes were flames of fire. There was an old black scar on his
forehead. He let his eyes drift from one object to another. From the clothesline to the tea- cup on the table, and
from the calendar on the wall to the corners of the room.
Suddenly he moved forward. I looked at him through the tear drops in my eyes. It was as though he were seen
in a glass-case.
He spread out the paper scroll right under my eyes. I sobbed.
Nanappan. Thomas. And the lease signed by both—it was all unmistakable.
Tears trickled down my temples. And the glass-case was broken. He had simmered down. He sat at the other
end of the cot, with his back turned on me. His proximity would be painful to anybody. With those big black eyes
riveted on the floor here and the road there.
Deafening silence prevailed in the road. The stark smell of tar had closed in on me. Darkness swelled up the
deserted road and the asymmetric hospital.
I felt helpless. More for Nanappan than the lease. Neither my landlord’s endorsement of the lease nor
Annamma’s words shook me. Perhaps Nanappan frightened me a little.
In fact the lease hadn’t yet got on my nerves. I turned round. I saw the back of the man. It really amused me.
And the emerging images so found an association in my mind that I asked myself: Wasn’t it Nanappan that had
thrown her letter into my room? And soon I explained it away as a mere freak of my dull mind. I looked on. He
was wearing a loose shirt. A loose garb always seems to give one a strong frame, especially from behind. Really a
thin figure. Now it dawned on me. Those two hairless circles on the back of his head touched me to the core. And
with the growing gray around them he looked funny. Endowed with an additional pair of eyes on the back! The
conflicting men with their backs turned on each other. With the locks of gray acting as eyelids, the hind-eyes
would baffle anyone. I had no doubt. They, though they looked utterly lost, observed and reported everything to
Nanappan. Objectively and instantly. All that they observed behind him. At the same time the fore-eyes were lost
in the dark outside the window. They couldn’t bear the war within. But they were kept informed of everything that
happened behind his back. The two circles were wet with tears. Pity. He pitied me. I was surprised for what I had
seen in the fore-eyes was utter hate for me. I was really delighted. Between those two pairs of eyes there went on
a perpetual war between pity and hate. Right within his head. Between two rival magnates. And it was this
dialectics that tore him into two, led him on to write the lease and brought him over here. My theory was unassailable. Especially in these matters.
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“I am going to settle here.” Nanappan stood up.
“Tomorrow. Get ready.” And he moved to the door.
And now I saw the eyes again. They were fixed on me. Anger burnt in them. The hind-eyes were wet with pity,
I guessed.
He went away with bowed head. None of those four eyes fell on me. And at the gate he stopped, turned around
and looked back to drive home the import of the lease.
I didn’t stir out of my room. I stood firm.
My faith in a new birth of light in me was firm. It was this faith that gave me strength.
Darkness overflowed the front yard.
Back to the cot. The table with its mouth wide open. The tea-cup with yellow spots on its fringe. Last year’s
calendar. The same old world. I just stretched my body to lie on my back.
Tea-cup, table, walls and my cot—everything was drowned in the darkness that streamed in. However I was
aware of the active presence of everything around me. If there were occasional lapses in this awareness, I had to
pay for them with sudden submission. For at all such moments a painful vision occurred to me.
An abrupt avalanche of golden rays and in its blaze there burst open the letter and the lease. So, I willfully
opened my eyes and put out the vision. I looked for a ray of light in the whole room. And the dying white of the
walls and the clothes struck me. Those were the last bright patches I saw the day before yesterday. My eyes had
become exhausted too. I shut them.
Again the golden blaze: rich golden rays converged on the letter and the lease. They shone brightly. Mr.
Thomas and Mrs. Thomas—both seemed to aim at the same target … me … I had to move out before his return.
The lease won where the letter had lost. They were the two sides of the same paper. Invitation and ouster. Letter
and lease.
At the end of the letter: loving, sighing, Annamma. Overleaf: it closed on a stern note:
That the signatory hereunder will maintain the grounds and gardens appertaining to the said premises in the
condition in which they are at the date of these presents subject to deterioration by natural causes beyond the
control of the lessee, that he will pay all rents, rates, taxes and other charges now payable or hereafter to become
payable in respect of the demised premises, that he will not without the previous consent in writing of the lessee,
transfer or sublet or part with possession of the demised premises, that he will not without consent in writing of
the lessee use the demised premises for any purposes other than residential … followed by the witnesses thereof,
and, then, that sinister date.
The two signatures formed a line.
Vadakkethil Nanappan Nanappan (sd) OM, Pothumpandathu Thomas Thomas (sd) + They grew clearer and
closed … OM … CROSS … It was the union of opposites. Reconciliation of two conflicting civilizations … Just
like him his lease is a dialectical piece … Green and blue letters crawling along a zigzag, and all the strands tied
together at the end … A sudden rupture … A moment broke up … A shock and the stamp-paper-record … And
then there were mutually unconnected letters unfolding their eye-lids … And at close, Yours ever, Annamma.
Again it turned round. OM CROSS … OM CROSS … In the dark whirlpool of its alarmingly fast revolution
… OM + OM + ANNAMMA. The union of the eternal man and his counterpart was revealed in OM +. It
unfolded progressively into our earth, our solar system, galaxy, cluster, the anchorless expanse and finally grew
into the all-embracing process of planetary evolution. From cosmic dust unto cosmic dust through heat and hope.
There was a flame in every cell in me and the flames form the genetic equation of an extremely subtle racial
alphabet, which began with hunting in the valley and it ended beyond the hospital. And in the flame in each cell
OM + Annamma OM + Annamma.
A cry, a roar, a whisper. Away from the hospital, beyond the kiln and further away from the slums there rose at
the center of the town, the cry: at dawn and at midnight. Nearly always it crept into my ears. I knew it had broken
the back of the night. As at midnight, so at dawn the siren ended on a weak note. It drew to the close. This is how
yesterday dawned.
The strife in the street had just set in. It was made up of cycles, buses, and the shuffling of human feet. The
iron hospital-gate was open. Sukumaran’s shop was open. And workers emerged one after another. The collective
voice of children crawled by.
There was a broad patch of light emerging at the door and extending beyond my cot. A longer line of ants
made to the window.
I stood at the door gazing at the daylight on the road. It was under my eyes that the newspaper-boy and the
milkmaid went past ogling at each other. A rare lame dog was asleep on the wayside. As I stood at the door, my
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shadow grew longer and embraced the dog. The moment the shadow touched him the dog woke up and moved
elsewhere. I knew well, the moment Nanappan’s shadow touched me I had to move away and lie elsewhere. New
rays. My feet grew hot. I knew it was getting late and Nanappan would turn up shortly. For the first time in my
life it was yesterday that the concept of time took on meaning. I wondered how soon it would be noon. The day
was growing. And my anxiety about his impending return grew. His face grew clearer in mind. It wouldn’t be long
before he came and cast his shadow on me, it dawned on me. I still remembered his tall person and those eyes on
the back. And revolving so fast he showed up in the whirls breaking out in the daylight before me, the letter and
the lease. OM CROSS shining in the fore-eyes alternated with Annamma and her letter that shot up in the hindeyes. Light emerged in shapes of letters in a new alphabetical alignment. Nanappan split into two. Mrs. Thomas
behind and Thomas at front. Nanappan went through a series of lightning-streaks and ended up in alternating
guises. Mrs. Thomas and Thomas.
I turned away from the whirls in the overflowing daylight. I was helpless. I shed tears that made a line on my
temples. So, I grew aware of my temples and myself. I formed the whirls unwinding themselves, one after
another. He was the one that had thrown her letter on my cot. The OM that signed the lease and took over this
house! The pressure of OM CROSS mounted on me! His figure faded into the growing light of the day. My eyes
looked around. Certainly he had not turned up. It was noon. Where would I go? I asked myself. Once he came in,
I had no room here. I should move out for good, so, I thought. I had to collect my sheet and clothes and take them
outside.
Before anything else I yearned for a cup of tea.
A red hot day. I waited at the door. My eyes turned longingly to the east. They fell exactly on the teashop, at
the end of this line of houses. Neither Pillai the proprietor, nor his cook was coming out with my tears. Wasn’t it
very late? I asked myself. Would it be long before he really came? Was it that I could take my own time to move
out?
It was still there. The cup that was served the day before yesterday. Pillai hadn’t taken it back. Till midmorning
yesterday. How he stopped everything, one after another! Still no one showed up.
I had to remove my clothes and the torn sheet. I had to take them out.
Before anything else a cup of tea!
It was well past midmorning. For a cup of tea!
A fire burnt in my breast. And no shadow was seen falling in front of Pillai’s shop. However he had to take
away the cup. I assured myself that Pillai would come. Indeed he had stopped the supply of everything—
breakfast, lunch and supper. One after another it all came to an end. And now at last he had pulled down the last.
Morning tea. I was frightened at the realization. The cup on the table was the last of its kind to be served to me.
That was the end of the journey And what was left over in it?
I looked out again. I saw many stepping out of the tea-shop. And no one brought my cup. Pillai wasn’t seen nor
was his cook, I saw none bringing my tea. . . . Proud of their breakfast, some moved out into the road.
I would have called out Pillai’s name. But I desisted lest it should alienate him. I liked his cook more than him.
He has always shown an unflagging regard for me. Pillai like Sukumaran had plunged headlong into onedimensional hate. They were perpetually at war with me. If it was Pillai that brought the morning tea, the day
would turn gloomy.
He wanted to rush in and put the cup heavily on the table. And would force open my eyes. He would turn back
bitterly and leave the room. While hurrying out he would call me “the shameless one.” I closed my eyes at all
such moments. I would wake up when he was on his way out. I even gave him time to return and only then lifted
the cup shamelessly.
I like his cook more than him.
It was incredible. It was the cook. He emerged from the tea shop with the cup in his hands. It was my tea.
Incredible! I opened my eyes. A long straight line blazed in the air, between the cup in his hand and the cot in my
room. But, also, he turned to the right and crossed the road. And another line of fire straightened up between the
tea in the cook’s left hand and Sukumaran at his shop window. Later I saw my tea afar in Sukumaran’s upraised
hands. And with him rushing in the direction of my room the triangle had its base aflame.
He hurried into my room and darted back in a moment. The empty cup on the table had been taken away.
“Don’t touch it,” I shouted.
But by then he had already set foot on the line that blazed first. It was hard to believe. I wasn’t going to get any
more tea. So, that was the end of it. The end of the journey.
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I still yearned for tea. Now it was really late. The day burnt along several straight lines. I was done up. I
couldn’t stir out.
Indeed I couldn’t believe it at all. The worst had happened to me. It was all silent in the street. Workers had left
for lunch. As for me the case of lunch was instructive of the course my life was to follow. Lunch used to be served
first to me and only then to Sukumaran. But then this order was suddenly reversed. My lunch didn’t reach me till
Sukumaran had his after-lunch nap. Still later, my lunch was put off till Sukumaran was seen returning refreshed
from the tap. To have to eat the noon meal in the evening was too much for me to bear. And now Pillai had
abruptly stopped the supply. Breakfast went the way the lunch had gone. And the last thing he denied me was the
morning tea. Lunch and breakfast! I was all the time expecting it. So, I was not shaken when I had to do without
them. But with tea it was different. The end was sudden and unexpected. One abrupt move and tea was denied to
me. It was now Sukumaran’s exclusive privilege.
It was mid-noon yesterday. I hadn’t got anything. Still I lay on my cot waiting for my tea.
The stark awareness of Nanappan’s take-over flashed across my mind.
I got up. Once the overnight cup was taken off, the table was bare. I saw the water tap on the other side of the
road. It was deserted. The hospital-gate was silent. The sick had got into the hospital. And since the workers had
left for lunch the road was deserted. There wasn’t anybody near the tap. So I felt free.
I drank on till it weighed heavily in my belly. I stood up. There was more water in my stomach than my weak
legs could prop up. While turning back I looked to the east. The tea shop looked lonely and gloomy. There rose
above the road the smoke emanating from the food that burnt in his belly. It merged with the smoke from boiling
tar. Shadows of the black clouds of smoke were thrown on the road. Many dark shapes flowed along with the tar.
And one gradually grew white, and leaving others behind it moved forward. It came in and developed into a
complete form. It carried its burden in both hands. A few clothes wrapped up in a sheet.
Nanappan’s untimely emergence didn’t shatter me.
I overtook him to get into my room. I hadn’t given a thought to the plight I was in. Nor had I packed my
clothes. And what’s more, I hadn’t yet had my tea.
But still I wasn’t shocked when he materialized before me. I got into the room.
He put his baggage on the floor before he turned to me.
I wasn’t shaken. Nor was there any sweat in my palms. I wasn’t shaken. I stood my ground.
I retired to pack my sheet and clothes. My end was in sight. Just like the sunset. The tumult and bitter smell
around continued unabated.
I took away the clothes. Every piece I packed in the sheet and kept it outside the door.
Nanappan took over the room. He stepped in. He moved the table a little, pushed the cot to the corner and
struck a match. I followed the entire course of events. And it was all silent there. For a long while. The day died
and the sun shrank. As if time were to close in on me.
Once his dark shadow touched me, everything turned black. The sun had set. My day was drawing to a close.
There wasn’t even a shadow cast in the paths of heaven and earth.
Twilight trembled on the road. Again he came out. He looked at the front yard and road. He didn’t turn to me. I
had already spread my sheet on the floor! I was lying on my back at one end of the corridor.
Then I heard him get back to the cot in the room.
It was all sound and fury. He shook off his sheet, pushed the cot still further, shut the window, pulled down the
calendar and struck several sticks on the match, lit the candle and closed the door. He was back on his cot.
Nothing escaped my notice. Darkness grew.
I stretched my body. I picked up my clothes. They were made into a pillow. I rested my head on it. My pillow
then gave out a foul smell. Giant mosquitoes sang and flew around my ears.
When I closed my eyes and ears I heard still bigger mosquitoes winging within me. They fluttered their wings
and flew about within the four walls of my person. And amidst the tumult OM CROSS ANNAMMA. It flamed
into a beam of light. I had a shock of realization. The final form that evolved out of her letter followed by his
lease revealed the oneness of Annamma and Thomas, the unity of opposites. OM CROSS ANNAMMA.
I opened my eyes and the mosquitoes within me were set at naught. And those that flew outside my person
flocked to my ears.
Now that my eyes were open, I could see every shadow on the road. Nothing could be seen clearly. As for the
front yard, it had dissolved in darkness. I would have discerned the faintest scratch of light upon darkness.
Nanappan closed the door, got on to the road and walked off. He cut across the darkness in the road. And I
watched him walk past the hospital and stop at the water tap.
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I knew he was done up when he came. I saw him fall asleep in a moment. And at dusk he got up in a hurry, lit
the candle and fell asleep again.
Now he stood up and walked back to his room. It took but a moment for him to open the door and get in.
I heard his cot creak. I heard him breathe fast. His breath shook the room. It was long and low. The breath! It
struck me in the corridor. The weak whimpers of his cot pierced my being. A wind blew over me, the wind that
blew across the ridges and groves in the valley. Every time the cot creaked he fell into a deep pit. From one pit of
sleep into another. I saw my sheet in a pit in the valley. It didn’t take Nanappan long to get lost in a deep trench.
Nothing more was heard from the room.
No more did the mosquitoes buzz around my ears. I shut them and the eyes. Eventually I recovered the earlier
world.
The sins of sleep are the same whether on the cot or in the corridor.
His cot fell silent. A long agonizing interval followed. I couldn’t turn this way or that. I was tied fast.
And then the siren blew.
Once again Nanappan’s cot creaked. I grew aware of the whistle that woke him up and made him surface to
life.
I got out of the tangles of sleep whenever I heard anything move in his room.
At long last I struggled back to surface. Nanappan’s cot gave out a shriek.
Now it was quite bright on the road. And it was pale white for me. There were many marks of light on the wall.
A long queue of men and women stretched towards the water tap. Their faces glowed in summer. Pillai’s cook
was the first in the line. His pots headed the queue. The moment his pots were full he took them in both hands and
rushed to the tea-shop in the east.
I gathered up my clothes and sheet. I got out to the road. There wasn’t any crowd there. But a crowd was about
to collect. There were many to drink at the tap and they elbowed each other out.
I didn’t stay. I hated to be late. I returned and packed up everything in my sheet. I put it in front of the door. I
heard him waking up in the room. I walked up to the gate.
I moved in the dawn. I felt refreshed in the sun. They were bright blue rays. I was released from any anxiety
about the future. The situation called for firm faith. I felt confident. That Nanappan wasn’t going to chuck me out.
He wasn’t as unkind as I had feared. Annamma could lure me away, my landlord might drag me out, but never in
the absence of Nanappan. After all, Nanappan conducted both the letter and the lease. I stilI had faith in his
piteous eyes. He wouldn’t be instrumental in my fall.
I was relieved of fright. I grew ebullient. Above, the sun seethed ebullience. I was one with its rays. Summer’s
wrath within me and outside.
I washed my face. My eyes were the cleaner for that. I cooled my face. One palmful of water after another. Yet
another. And an mage in every palmful of water. Annamma first and Thomas later. And they both merged into
Nanappan. The last was the reflection of my face.
My swollen eyes, I kissed the cheeks. That was the end of it.
The new day flowed out on the road. But the hospital-gate wore a deserted look. And the road was a vast
vacancy.
An old man and his dog in front of Sukumaran’s shop.
I woke up so early today that I could see for myself the grandeur of dawn.
Some on the point of a bath, others to collect drinking water, besides the sick, the old man and the dog—this
was an unforgettable morning. Nanappan wouldn’t force me out, I felt confident. So rejoiced. Another search was
on for another refuge.
I whistled a couple of bars in praise of mornings and moved back in its rhythm.
I got into the yard and my face fell.
I choked off the hymn half-way through. I looked at the door and it was open. But my clothes and sheet
weren’t there beside the door. I didn’t feel Nanappan’s presence in the room.
The finale of the song stuck in my throat.
It was all bright white rays around. I approached the door. With my neck outstretched I looked into this room.
I failed to find my clothes. There wasn’t anything in the corridor. He ought to have kept it safe. I had hoped.
And my hope was betrayed. He had left that room apparently without even caring to close the door.
True, he wasn’t here; yet I couldn’t make bold to wait here, here Nanappan had slept a night.
And still it was all dark in this room. Naturally I thought he had put my clothes somewhere in the room. So I
searched on.
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My legs moved fast like a wheel. … I rushed out into the backyard.
My clothes hadn’t been thrown anywhere there.
I turned back and got on to the road. He hadn’t thrown them into the backyard. Or on the road. I felt certain. I
searched minutely, nothing escaped my eyes. But it wasn’t there front of the house on the roadside.
I turned to the east and walked on. Nanappan had to be discovered. My clothes had to be recovered.
Neither the barrels nor the shades around slowed me down. I went on panting, and sweating in the sun. The air
was getting hot. However I walked on.
Pillai’s door had been opened. His eyes weren’t open yet. And the sleeping face was hanging over the cashbox
on the table. The seats looked forlorn. The interior was deserted. At the other end, there rose unending coils of
smoke against a black grimy wall. Then there was the cook. He was blowing on the fire in the oven.
I saw his bent back.
Neither of them turned to look at me. They weren’t aware of my presence at the door.
Nanappan was not there. I looked for him. I looked for him under the table and beside the chair. I had forgotten
all about the missing clothes. Now Nanappan was the sole end of my quest. I didn’t think of anything else. My
mind was fully taken up with the quest.
Pillai and his cook—I left them for good and gave no thought to them.
I struggled westward.
I was horrified at the thought of being charged with several crimes, crimes that my landlord would hurl at me. I
was panting hard and quickly. But there couldn’t be a landlord if there was no Nanappan. It was sinister relief.
I walked on. I had hope. Hope of chancing upon him on the road to the west. And on the way I stopped at
Sukumaran’s. I saw him open the door. I waited in front of the shop, I looked for Nanappan in its nooks.
Suddenly Sukumaran turned round, he was struck by my panting. It looked as though he had sensed my search.
He watched me waiting and searching in despair. Could he help me? Did he really see Nanappan? I asked him in a
low whisper.
Sukumaran glanced at me mercifully. A smile flashed across his face. And he pointed at the water-tap.
Was he really there near the tap? I wanted his word for that. But he had already turned away and was back at
his job. So there was no point in pressing it further.
I left him. I had to elbow out the sick at the gate. The sick had queued up early in the morning. The sick that
pushed one another away. Then I saw the water-tap. Again it was Pillai’s cook that stood foremost. I first looked at
the crowd, and exchanged glances with everyone. It was in vain. He wasn’t there.
I rushed back in despair. Again the same queue. The same sick people again. They made faces at one another.
Scar-crossed forehead, blood-shot eyes, wounds and blood and pus. Some were yet to blossom. Into wild flowers.
A sweet scent was already in the air.
I rushed past the sick and the maimed. Back on the highway. I crossed the road. Already there were workers
breaking open new barrels. I saw a crowd collecting in front of Pillai’s shop. And my shadow was cast on an old
dog.
When I got back to my room I found the door still open. Evidently Nanappan hadn’t returned. Today for once I
looked into this room with eyes that were not clouded with fear. There was a dead candle on the table. He had lit it
yesternight. A white patch of wax on the table. I had just now scraped it off. With my knife. An old sheet had been
spread out on the cot. With the clothes in a heap at one end of it. Obviously he had made them into a pillow. I
noticed a few depressions in that foul-smelling pillow and sheet. They were the ones into which he had fallen in
his sleep. The valley had gone down in my sleep and the depressions were reflected in the sheet and pillow. As it
was all dark under the cot and in the corners I couldn’t see anything more in the room. If there was anything lying
in the dark, it was not easy to find out. And nothing moved anywhere in the room. I couldn’t make myself bold to
open the window. To let in daylight and search further. I was not in the mood. I remained there till tension in me
died. No more was I given to painting. I was yet hopeful.
Now it struck me that I hadn’t searched the road to the west. If ever he could be brought to earth, it would only
be there on the road. He must have gone out looking for something, I thought. How else could he disappear? I
wondered. Lost in thoughts like this I moved out. Fear gripped me. What terrible charges Annamma and Thomas
would fling at me! But, then, how could they do it if Nanappan wasn’t going to be found out? But could he ever
return? My eyes were wet with tears when I had an inkling of the charges they would hurl at me.
I got on to the road and moved westward. Sukumaran was on the other side and he watched me closely as I
walked on slowly. Still I didn’t pick up speed. I was careful not to tire my feet. So my progress in the western
direction was slow.
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Down the road I found none. Both sides of my road were deserted. Even the road was lonely. And daylight
burnt in the sharp turns I took.
One couldn’t go on like that for long. What, after all, was the good of my struggle to the west?
The sun burst into big bright beams. Sullen heaps of summer seemed to burst on either side of the road. As
though several dumb people emerged all of a sudden in the grounds laid out in terraces on both sides.
I couldn’t push further to the west. I was done up. Everywhere summer burnt and voices died. With no chance
of meeting Nanappan or anyone who had seen him. There was no use in pressing further.
I left the utterly deserted road behind me. I turned round and returned to the room. The journey suffered a
distortion in that it turned back on itself. And now there was no thought of the missing clothes. My thoughts
entered solely on Nanappan and I made him the land’s end of my journey. And the path was uniformly broad till
the mo-ment of desolation. It narrowed down progressively from the moment I found lonely to the present. The
end of my path was not in view.
So the summer seethed along the path, our path.
I had no mind to follow his path to the end. I refused to vanish in the west.
That was the end of my journey. I gave up the quest. I walked back along the path that grew broader and
broader to the east, the east that stretched as far back as to the hospital, to the room where I started from. To me
this room is the basis of my belief and the hub of a new cosmic dust wind.
A sudden exhilaration; I was getting back into nothingness, my room.
I returned confident that he wouldn’t come back, that he couldn’t be found anywhere. I was on the point of
recovering all that belonged to me and had been lost. Recovery was at hand.
And then, distressed, I soliloquized what it would be like for Annamma and Thomas to have to live without
Nanappan. A few more steps and I realized I couldn’t move along a straight line. As I had done when I went west.
First cyclic, then spiral and my path developed into the unceasing oscillation between labor and wage. I felt I
wasn’t running in retreat. I was marching forward. Was it a retreat or an advance? I was in doubt. And then I saw
this room before me. I moved up and turned to the door. Every move I made was part of a wider pattern. Even
Nanappan’s fate was but a part of an all-out change.
A sudden light flashed in my nerves. I was blinded by the blaze. I didn’t step into the room. I didn’t see a thing.
Darkness persisted even at noon. Dawn hadn’t grown in the room. The window at the back lay shut. Never once
had I closed it. Nanappan stayed here a night and he had shut it for the first time. All the four corners of the room
were drowned in the dark. This is how Nanappan had changed the conventions of the room. Overnight it was all
over. I wondered why I shouldn’t break into the room and push open the window. I could have at once driven
away the darkness before me. I could then look for Nanappan under the cot and in the corners. I argued with
myself and it wasn’t useless. For then it dawned on me that there was no latch on the window.
So I rushed out into the backyard and pulled open the unlocked windowfold. Then I pressed my face against
the lattice and looked in. It was in one big leap that daylight splashed all through the room. And the corners of the
room looked bright in the avalanche. Bloodstains blossomed into red flames in the corners down the steps of
history, our history.
Now there was no nook in the dark.
Looking at the cot I was baffled. The sheet spread out on it and the pillow had borne the brunt of his sleep. The
valley of his sleep and the depressions he had been trapped in blazed in a white beam of bright rays. I saw last
year's calendar on the wall. A shock.
A whistle. The siren went off. Its shrill blast shattered the mid-day silence. I intently looked everywhere for the
marks of history—on the table, on the cot, on walls and in the corners of the room.
And Nanappan could be seen everywhere.
The brick-laid floor changed into red flames in the scorching sun. And each flame blossomed into a new form.
Annamma first and Thomas later. Finally like OM CROSS they merged into one form, of the form Nanappan
burning in flames.
And now when I sit on the cot to write this I am distracted by the innumerable flames on the floor. And in
every flame Nanappan goes on revolving in fire.
When I write down these facts I become aware that I am involved in a long journey. As I note down all that
happened to me in the order in which they did, I realize that the journey ends where it begins. Another kind letter
from her, another lease concluded between OM and CROSS, another Nanappan and at the end I will write out
everything. He will appear, again with a lease. Again at the end he will vanish in the west.
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Rising on my feet I look through the window. The road is dark. Darker forms emerge one after another. They
frighten me. Like a criminal I hide my face behind the wall to the left of the window. And sneakingly I count the
pieces that rise in the squares on the road. Every form shrinks into a pawn. The pawns are trapped in squares even
by light and shade. Pawns crumble and they leave the board. Squares do not stir a whit. Their rhythm goes on
unbroken. A new order at every moment. One after another, as though it were all a continuum. The series is
unbroken. And the course of the journey is decided by the pieces that crumble at the end, and leave the board.
1945
231.237 Excerpt from The Walled City\fn{by Esther David (1945- )} Ahmedabad, Ahmedbad District, Gujarat
State, India (F) 9
1
1940. I was born in the walled city of fourteen gates. Walls on which the black-faced langurs with their long
flag-like tails sit like sentinels, daring me to break the line of their gray bodies. Black beady eyes watch me from
under long bushy Einstein brows just like Uncle Menachem’s.
The river is dry and on the banks in the empty heart of Bhadra fort, Kali waits patiently. At night. her black
face and red tongue fill my dreams and sometimes her eyes flicker like the patterns in the kaleidoscope I bought at
a fair.
A cow with cage-like ribs limps across the sands and rubs itself against the crumbling walls of the city. A
mangy dog chases its tail in the cool shadows. They are cutting the mango trees and building a new Ahmedabad
across the river: I can smell the dying fragrance of the mango blossoms. In the walled city, the houses and the pols
—those narrow streets crowded with box-like tenements—grow tall and dense like trees in a rain forest, and the
blazing sun burns the white mosaic on the terraces.
I go around the temple with my friend Subhadra and then, from the mandap, I look her god in the face. The
white shell-eye with blood bursting at the corners scorns me. My feet stand frozen, like the dancers on the pillars;
the fragrance of sandalwood paste spreads over the alcove and kindles strange desires. I peer into Subhadra’s face,
asking for a dot of kumkum. She looks at me questioningly and her hand remains suspended in time. The flame
flickers in the brass thali and my forehead burns for the coolness of sandalwood paste.
For my mother Naomi, the bindi is an abyss. It is for her the valley of death. where she does not wish to tread.
In her dreams, I drag her into the red circle with my defiant eyes. I do not know that she swims in blood. Her
mother seems to call to her, and Naomi cannot answer: A kumkum circle separates them.
*
Back home, I fall into the pit of the sofa with my Children’s Illustrated Bible. It is time for dinner when Uncle
Menachem returns from the dispensary. He rules over the dining table which is laden with tall bottles of rum and
plates of samosas. The smoke from his cigarette spirals across my forehead as he contemplates the lines on my
hennaed palm. He looks like an ancient prophet with his huge moustache curving over his lips, his long, smooth
hair parted in the middle of his forehead. He shakes his head and this scares me.
My horoscope interests him and he draws lines and circles on a small piece of paper. He writes down numbers,
calculates this and that and refuses to believe what he sees. I try in vain to read what the stars foretell. He sees the
moonless night in my eyes and laughs,
“Lines mean nothing.” But my horoscope haunts me and I am afraid of the dark street beyond the door. A face
rises from the cigarette smoke, moving from the window into the dark night. I recognize the beggar from the
Delhi Chakla bus-stand, wrapped in her dirty sari.
“Don’t look at her,” says my mother every time we pass her by, but my eyes remain glued to her: What was the
original colour of her sari, I wonder. Perhaps it was yellow. A single eye watches me and hands, dry and caked
with dirt, stick out from a mass of rags. I can feel her hands round my neck.
I see her as a little girl with a horoscope.
*
Death haunts Naomi.
The leper chases her and her clothes turn into pythons that grab at her feet. She dreads the thought of being
touched by the woman, as if the dirt on her hands would snatch away a comfortable home.
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“Door raho!” she screams in Hindi but the homeless one moves menacingly towards her. Mother is scared and
quickly throws a coin at her. The hand picks it up and rolls it on the dirty pavement, making sure that it is real.
Nervously I chew on a coin but Mother’s eyes stop me. At home my knuckles are rapped for the coin could
have passed through the hands of many lepers. I could get leprosy and become an outcast.
I want to return to my mother’s womb. Later Mother torments me by combing my hair. It is difficult to sit on
the floor for an hour as she pats the coconut oil into my hair; removes the knots, picks out nits with her forefinger
and thumb, and kills them by pressing them between her thumbnails. She arranges my hair into neat lines down
my back and weaves them into an artistic braid, tying the end with a red tassel.
My neck hurts. Does the beggar woman ever comb her hair? Did her mother plait it for her? Was she ever a
child? Lice from her hair migrate to mine as I doze under Naomi’s oily hands.
Subhadra smiles and plays with her long, thick, black braids that are coiled like serpents in the basket of a
snake charmer. Her mother also tortures her, but Subhadra says it is for her own good. How else will she become
strong enough to withstand the many pregnancies to come—the fate of woman.
I cannot smile. One winter night, a madwoman with dirt in her hair and spit rolling down her chin, lies naked
on the pavement, thrashing and screaming. I dare not ask Mother why. She tries to soothe me and pretends that
nobody is screaming, that the sounds mean nothing. I creep into Mani’s room and snuggle into the grayness of her
sari.
Mani is our maid. She hears and sees things as they are. I think it is the devil screaming in the dark night.
“The woman was raped last year and now a child is being born,” Mani says. “Men are beasts. They don’t even
leave a madwoman alone. The child will now belong to the street. The beggars will help.”
Under the banyan tree. next to a funerary stone, is the palm-print of an anonymous sati, perhaps another
madwoman sainted after death. I return to my bed with the cry of a newborn child resounding in my ear’s. I
wonder how Subhadra can smile so mysteriously. The dream of her unknown lover thrills her. but does she hear
the screams? Mother tries to appease me the next day.
“You did not hear anything last night. It was a bad dream and the sounds of the night are not real. We feel we
hear them, but they are never there.”
I think of Naomi’s world of the real and the unreal. Perhaps I was never born to her and she never knew the
pain of my head tearing through her flesh. Granny says I am a gift from heaven. Mother had had two false
pregnancies. and when she conceived again, they were not sure I was there, but I was.
My body feels numb, as though my blood is draining out. Am I an apparition like the daughter of the chudail,
the witch with the green face who sits on the tamarind tree, feet facing backwards? You cannot see her, only hear
her glass bangles as she moves from one tree to another:
My stomach feels small under my dress. and I wonder how another life will form within me. There seems to be
place only for me.
2
Sometimes I hear the elders arguing late at night and I know of only one reason for this. Mother works as a
secretary in a textile house and that seems to bother everybody. Now Granny has given an ultimatum to Father
and there is tension among the elders. Father does not work and Mother refuses to give any money towards the
running of the household.
According to Granny our tiny family must also contribute its share. Father promises that he will soon find
work. To avoid further discussion. he tries to persuade Mother to spend part of her salary on the house. She cries
and refuses to do so, suggesting that the three of us move out instead. She feels everybody is unfair to her and
says that after the closeted life she had led as a girl, it has not been easy for her to go out and work among
strangers. But she works to ensure a better future for us and accuses father of being a dreamer. I see in her eyes
the fear of the street, and feel as if I am drowning in an unknown river: I cannot see myself in another house. I
hope she will leave me with Granny and not force me to go with her.
Mother expects more sympathy from Granny and asks how women can survive if men abandon them. In her
voice there is the memory of her own mother’s fears. Granny cannot understand why a woman cannot stay at
home and keep herself busy. She argues, much to Naomi’s irritation, that she herself works only in the house and
that that is enough.
True, my mother Naomi does less housework than Aunty Hannah or Granny. They have never become
reconciled to the fact that Naomi works outside the house and earns a salary, while the rest of them have to
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depend on the men to take care of their expenses. The women of the house think that Mother is far too
independent and they have always been a little jealous of her: Every morning, when she comes down dressed and
ready to leave for work, they are already busy in the kitchen or helping our maid Fatima clean the house. During
the day there are endless chores, but in the evening, when my mother comes back from work, there is nothing
much for her to do, except stir the curry or set the table.
Mani and Granny look after me and everyone finds it difficult to adjust to a working woman within the family,
someone who earns to support only herself. Muttering under her breath as she scrubs my back in the bathroom.
Granny brands Mother mean and selfish. Aunty Hannah believes that she just sits in a chair all day long and has
the best of both worlds. But Mani and Fatima sympathize with Naomi and always welcome her with a cup of tea
when she returns from work.
3
Black hats, fez caps, turbans, long beards and tight black suits dominate the family photograph. The elders
incline their heads and look at us. The girls are in long flowing dresses with large bows in their hair and chains of
beads around their necks, and the women in nine-yard saris secured between the legs. They wear nose-rings and
heavy anklets, and under the frilled sleeves of their blouses their armlets gleam. I don’t know where we, the
younger children, will find a place in the family portrait. The family is like a huge banyan tree and we are the
birds.
The house is also like a banyan tree. To reach it. one must turn to the right from Dilhi Darwaza—it is said. a
Moghul emperor had returned to Delhi. royally piqued because the umbrella. of his elephant had grazed the arch
over the gate—continue past the shops selling mattresses and then squeeze between the garage for the family
Victoria\fn{A four-wheeled low-bodied vehicle, it had one forward-facing seat for two passengers and a raised driver’s seat supported by
an iron frame, all beneath a calash top and usually drawn by one or two horses:W/H } and the Syed family’s three-storied house
where there are more goats and chickens than people and where the air is always thick with the strange smell of
goat droppings and jui flowers.
In this dense jungle of roofs, doors, animals, birds and sounds, the houses appear small and they always open
into a courtyard with a tree or a few plants. Houses with roofs high and low, form a network that links various
parts of the walled city. Cool, congested, yet inviting, the buildings rise tall and spread from lane to lane and the
odors of curry swim from one house to another:
The large wooden doors of our house painted green, with red lotus knockers, are often kept closed, so that
stray dogs do not come in. To enter the house one pushes open the wicket gate which is locked only in the
afternoons when Uncle Menachem takes a nap. There is a lavatory by the doorstep, and the thin, stooped sweeper
Kalu, who wears khaki shorts, collects the drums every morning at ten, empties them into his wheelbarrow, and
takes away the night soil who knows where.
“The curse of his caste,” says Mani.
Granny’s cousin Gerard lives across the street and his son Joel, the long-haired body-builder, stands on the
terrace in the morning sun, massaging his bulging biceps with mustard oil. He is our uncle and is preparing to
compete for the title of Mr. Gujarat. He has the right build for that. Cousin Malkha watches him from the corner
of her eye while pretending to do her homework. He resembles a Greek god as he bends over from the waist to lift
weights. Malkha cannot resist him and writes him a love letter. I know something happened to Malkha after she
went for the morning show of Samson and Delilah at Central Cinema.
From her bed Granny watches every move that Malkha makes. In fact, everybody seems to be watching
Malkha. Granny recently discovered a red stain on the gray-tiled bathroom floor. A little red spot which has
darkened Malkha’s existence. She looks sad, and complains of stomachaches; Amina our fat cook prepares hot
water bottles and giggles about Malkhababy’s marriage. Malkha glares at her and tries to watch Joel from the
window. They exchange looks of longing, and in her dreams, Malkha walks into Joel’s arms.
In the verandah of Great Uncle Gerard’s house is a huge wooden coop where Anwar and Father keep their
pigeons. It is bigger than Anwar’s house next door. Anwar is Father’s friend and works all day long with his
brothers, sitting hunched on the ground, chiseling perfect square stone tiles in the open yard in front of his house.
Together, Father and he look after the birds, discussing them all the time, even while Anwar works. They have a
fine collection of Pouter pigeons which they let out in the evenings to show off their proud strutting walk.
Father is not allowed to keep birds in the house. Granny says it is too much work and he laughs and accepts
her decision. It is good to enter the house to the cooing of pigeons.
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*
I think the kitchen is the soul of the house, because that’s where the water pots are kept. When we come into it
from the sun, it is like diving into the belly of a green coconut. The brass ladle clangs against the pot as we pour
out water into the silver glasses.
Granny, Aunty Hannah and Amina spend endless hours around the huge oven which is plastered with yellow
clay from the river and fed with coal and logs of wood. Only they know the secret of keeping the fire burning at
the right temperature.
Near the windows and suspended from the ceiling, onions and garlic trapped in big net bags sprinkle their dry
skin on us. Peeling is an activity that needs many hands. The women sit at the dining table for hours and shred,
grate and cry over mounds of onions. Fatima. hunched over the pestle, grinds the garlic and ginger paste so
perfectly that the curry melts in the mouth. Aunty Hannah watches over her shoulder and tests the masala till it
reaches the smoothness she wants.
The dishes are stacked on shelves ranged against the wall. The huge meat safe protects the milk. yogurt and
leftover food from flies and cats. Mother thinks the kitchen is cluttered and messy. She prefers to use a kerosene
stove or cooking gas, and stainless steel dishes.
The nicer china bowls, porcelain vases and glassware from the time of Queen Victoria’s coronation are
displayed in rosewood cupboards with glass panes. They are so precious that they may be touched only by the
hands of the women of the house.
There is a huge teakwood dining table with heavy legs and generations of old stains. There is a fixed place for
everyone. Uncle sits at the head of the table and father sits on the opposite side. Aunty Hannah irritates Mother by
taking the place of authority opposite Granny and nearer the stove. To me the dining table seems like a room in
itself.
Uncle Menachem cannot imagine lunch or dinner without gulab jamuns or pedas. He winks and says it is not
permissible to mix milk and meat, but he cannot help it. We do not know what he is talking about. His son Samuel
explains to us the rules of traditional cooking, shamelessly eating a milk peda with a meat samosa. He says,
“In our house we do not marinate meat in curd. We do not cook the Iamb in its mother’s milk. In a way we
obey the law, or at least try to.”
Every alternate day it is Fatima’s duty to buy samosas from Khamasa Gate, on the steps of Rani Sipri’s
mosque. They are supposed to be the best in the city but the brothers continue to argue over whether the Pankor
Naka samosas are better than the Sipri ones.
4
In the house at Dilhi Darwaza the windows are closed only at night or on hot summer afternoons. Through
their iron bars, in a perpetual flurry of light and sound, the street enters the house and becomes a part of our lives.
Bhuriben, the Rabari woman, calls out to Mani in the early hours of the morning, balancing on her head the
shining brass pots of fresh milk. Mani tells the time by the calls of the different vendors on their rounds and her
world is disturbed when a regular does not pass by.
Jingling bangles, colourful tassels and embroidered hand fans; the smell of new brooms, raw mangos, fresh
vegetables, green mint, pink candy floss; the forbidden cart with the coloured bottles of sherbet. pots full of kulfi,
pickles and freshly grated ice gola dripping with rose syrup lend a richness to our lives.
There is nothing Mani likes better than haggling with the broom seller who calls out in a funny nasal whine.
The bhaiya who sells us vegetables knows her well and refuses to sell her anything if she tells him to bring down
his price. He argues that vegetables are expensive and that he has to send money to his wife in Mathura.
Late every afternoon, Mani waits in the backyard for Kamla the Vaghri trader, who barters old clothes for new
aluminium vessels. Kamla cannot afford to travel by bus since she has six hungry children and instead, walks
through the streets of Ahmedabad with her burden of clothes and vessels. When she reaches our house, she sits
under the shade of the neem tree and Mani joins her there with a glass of water and a bidi and keeps her company
until she finishes her lunch of dry bajri rotla and a green chili which she brings wrapped in a cloth. Between them
exists the sympathy of travelers.
Aunty Hannah grudges Mani her afternoons under the neem tree. The family washing is dried in the backyard
and she suspects that Kamla is a thief and thinks that Mani steals clothes from the house, passes them on to her
and gets a share of the spoils.
I feel a constriction in my throat when Aunty Hannah accuses Mani of stealing a dress that has probably been
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misplaced. Mani keeps silent, and her expression remains hurt and withdrawn until the dress is found.
Mani uses the side door of the dining room which opens into the backyard. She tells me that she feels
imprisoned when the back door is locked at night. Aunty Hannah is paranoid about Kamla entering the house.
The courtyard is also a sort of parlor and the men sit around here on string cots. The hookah changes hands and
guests are entertained with tea and sweet biscuits, or the rice cakes that Mother sometimes bakes. I prefer the
Gujarati chevado which Mother is now learning to make from Subhadra’s mother.
Upstairs, there is another drawing room that Uncle Menachem uses as a temporary clinic and library. It is also
my parents’ winter bedroom. The hexagonal table with the carved lion paws is moved aside, their mattresses are
brought in, and they sleep with the smell of tincture-iodine wafting around them. Father’s rifle and dilruba stand
in a corner. Sometimes they wake to the sounds of patients banging on the door, howling with pain.
A narrow staircase of Burma teak leads to the open terrace where you can dream uninterrupted. There are
rooms on the left and a mosaic-domed birdbath as well. It is a place that nobody cares to use or clean and against
the sunset it gives the house the silhouette of a palace. I scrape my heels on the dry droppings of pigeons and
glance at the room near the landing as I turn to leave.
It is a storeroom, cluttered with neatly folded mattresses and quilts, phlegm-stained pillows, bags of old cotton,
expensive carpets, silver rose water sprinklers, black iron trunks full of old clothes, torn paper kites, a charkha, an
old harmonium, moth balls, mousetraps, dry neem leaves, huge copper cauldrons and sepia-tinted framed
photographs of unknown relations like the faded clots of blood on a moldy quilt. Granny keeps the key to this
room in a key-bunch that hangs from her waist on a silver hook.
Uncle Menachem. large-hearted that he is, lends the backyard to Subhadra’s family and the Patels, for
weddings and rituals like the naming of newborn babies. And on some nights, Mehboob Khan or the Syed family
or Anwar’s cousins hold a feast in our backyard to celebrate a wedding or a circumcision.
Biryani cooks in large blackened pots on open fires and the night grows heady with the flavour of saffron.
Eunuchs dance and people throw coins at them. They wear pink and blue brocade saris and strings of jasmine are
woven into their long false braids. They make obscene gestures, pick up their saris and show their thick hairy
legs. We watch in amazement.
Then a girl takes over and sings provocative lyrics in a high-pitched nasal voice. Sometimes, in the middle of a
stanza, she stands up with her hands held over her head and shakes her hips. The crowd swoons. She stoops to
collect the currency notes they throw at her and bends in an elaborate salaam, then gives herself a breather: She
chews paan, spits the red juice and continues to sing till the early hours of the morning. We admire the courage
with which she sings all alone among so many men.
To me the singing girls and the eunuchs look alike. But I’m sure they must be different. The girls do not clap
their hands like the eunuchs, with their fingers spread out and palms clashing together like cymbals. Instead, they
make delicate gestures with their hands and show their alta-coloured\fn{ Red-colored} ankles adorned with the circle
of silver bells.
In loud whispers Cousin Samuel tells us all about the eunuchs. Hiding in the darkness and huddled at the
window which opens into the backyard, we listen to him. They kidnap young boys, he says, and then in front of
the goddess Bahucharaji who rides a rooster, they castrate them with a knife. If they survive, they become like
women and begin to dress like them. Samuel’s eyes are round with fear.
I would hate to see Samuel suffer like that. Anyway he is very careful when he goes out into the street. He
steers clear of anyone suspicious who could kidnap him and transform him into a eunuch or a maimed beggar. But
if it happened how would we ever recognize Samuel again? Of course he knows our address, but what if we
changed house? Besides we would be grown up and no longer look like little frogs! Samuel warns us that little
girls are also kidnapped and turned into singing girls and we cling to each other.
Our eyes are dazzled by a sudden light. Aunty Hannah stands with her hand on the switch. Outside, a girl in a
red sari with a design of green mangos continues to dance. We turn back for one last look, and I notice that she
has a black velvet purse swinging from her arm.
Caught in our midnight escapade, we return to bed. Aunty is upset with Uncle Menachem for allowing the
neighbours to use our backyard. We the corrupted, fall into a fitful sleep and dream of fairies and pimps.
5
In the morning, we drag ourselves to school. At lunchtime the kites swoop down on my pickle-soaked chapatti.
As I take a bite and keep my eyes on their flight, the thought of their sharp claws gouging out my eyes and the
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blood splashing on my red-checked uniform makes me throw the chapatis at them. They are leftovers from the
night before and the heat of the afternoon has made them rancid. There is never any time in the morning to make
something fresh. The swooping bird makes a somersault and catches a piece in mid-air:
Mother opens my lunch box and a stale, acrid smell hits me. Did I eat enough, she asks. My stomach rumbles
and Shirin’s lunch floats in front of my eyes. It comes in a car, neatly packed in a tiffin carrier. The chauffeur lays
out the steaming rice, dal and vegetables on a white cloth, complete with the silver. As Shirin eats and blinks at us
absently, the chauffeur drives away the kites.
I cannot pay attention to Sister Josephina’s geography lesson. I wonder how it feels to be always hungry, and
to live on the cold pavement. At least I can look forward to a hot, steaming dinner. Amina makes delicious mutton
curry and roasts hot chapatis on the iron griddle.
I find it a bother to study on an empty stomach and make a mistake in my arithmetic homework. I munch the
stare dry chapati I find in the meat safe. Mani scolds me and wants to give me a fresh one.
“That,” she says, “is for the sweeper woman, when she comes to ask for leftover food.”
At dinnertime, the food sticks in my throat. Uncle says I have worms.
Later, in the coal room, a scorpion stings Amina’s hand and she screams. Uncle applies a drop of some sort of
acid and cauterizes the sting with a lighted matchstick. Tears stream down her fat cheeks as her hand swells and
she asks Allah to forgive her: She wonders if she is going to die. Naomi tells her,
“Nobody dies of a scorpions sting.” I blow on her hand and she smiles. Mani murmurs,
“You suffer in this birth for the sins of your last birth. The pavements are full of people suffering for the sins of
their past life.”
I thrash about in my sleep. The sins of my past life keep me hungry in this life. Most nights I go to bed without
a proper dinner. I eat too much chana and drink too much water or an interesting conversation distracts me.
The only time I seem to eat well is at Subhadra’s house. Sometimes after school we play together. At seven in
the evening, when preparations for dinner have not yet started at home, the food is ready to be served in
Subhadra’s house. I refuse her invitation, saying that I have eaten a snack and that I will eat dinner later. But she
hears the rumbling in my stomach and forces me to eat. Her mother will not allow a meat-eater like me inside the
kitchen where a lamp burns in front of the family deity. So we sit in the mosaic-tiled drawing room and eat from
brass thalis. I smell for hours on my fingers the hot Gujarati dal, basmati rice, sour potato curry and the sweet and
sour mango pickle. I hope Mother doesn’t find out that I’ve eaten there. As a rule, the family eats together after
the men return and have had their rum and soda.
The hair inside Mani’s nose twitches with anxiety. She feels that I should not be too friendly with Subhadra.
We are different, she adds as an afterthought. I can never understand her when she talks like that. I try hard to
keep away from Subhadra, but she is my best friend. We grew up together. But the meat of dead animals sticks to
my teeth and the camphor on her breath rejects me. Between us there is a wall of dead animals and birds.
On hot summer afternoons she comes to my house and then runs back to her own to drink water. Her nose
twitches at our kitchen smells. I am ridden with guilt for the ways of my ancestors. I wish I had been born to
Subhadra’s mother; I would have then been accepted.
We go to the synagogue on Friday evenings with Granny. I am nervous and long to play with the Star of David
around her neck. It is very difficult to tell her that the Hebrew prayers bore me. I do not understand the meaning
of the words. For hours I stand next to her and fidget with the ends of her sari.
Subhadra. sings her prayers in the little pooja alcove and she knows what they mean. She rings a little brass
bell, moving it in circles around the pictures of her gods and lights agarbattis. As we flip through the pages of the
old Hebrew prayer book, she asks me the meaning of my prayers. I do not know what they mean.
Her finger traces a name written in Marathi in heavy ink with a quill pen. It says Dandekar. She asks me the
meaning of the name.
I hesitate; it is my family name. Quickly I tell her that we do not use it. It hangs somewhere in the inner world
of my memory, with the tales of ancestors shipwrecked on the Konkan coast, reciting the Hebrew prayers silently
and becoming one with the people there, wearing Indian clothes, speaking the local language and taking a new
name, the name of the surrogate village that had adopted them.
I look at my image in the mirror. I am but a wisp of that memory and sometimes I question my Jewishness. My
complexion is a deep brown like Subhadra’s and my long plait is tied with red tassels. I could be her sister.
Naomi and Aunty Hannah have lighter skin. Granny, in fact, has pink cheeks. But then there are many with
dark skin like mine at the synagogue. Mother says it is because I play in the sun and rubs a paste of fresh cream
and chana ata on my face to lighten my skin. Samuel and I search for features similar to ours in the Children’s
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Illustrated Bible.
Granny wears the nine-yard sari in the Maharashtrian style, and covers her head. She speaks to us in Marathi.
We answer her in Gujarati. She always scolds Hannah and Naomi for not teaching us enough Marathi. It is our
mother tongue, she says.
We ask her to write her name and she giggles like a little girl. The written word eludes her. Like most Indian
women of her generation she was not sent to school. Aunty Hannah is ashamed that her mother-in-law’s signature
is a thumb impression and boasts of her own proficiency in English and French.
Yet Granny astonishes us by fluently reciting the Hebrew prayers. She insists we repeat them after her, and our
lips move with hers.
Hannah and Naomi wear the sari in the modem Indian style, with the pallav on the left shoulder. They wear
gold and glass bangles on the right arm and delicate Rolex watches on their left wrist. Their long black hair,
heavily oiled, tied into long plaits and woven into an elaborate bun, sits at their nape. On festivals and weddings a
string of small chrysanthemums decorates the bun, a sign of their Konkani tradition.
Subhadra wonders why my mother does not wear the red kumkum dot on her forehead. Her mother looks
beautiful in a sari worn Gujarati style across the right shoulder and tucked at the waist. There is always a bright
red bindi between her brows.
The sun blazes like a huge dot in the sky. Subhadra makes a perfect dot on my virginal forehead, and some of
the kumkum dust falls in a thin line on the bridge of my nose.
Naomi’s eyes bore into the middle of my forehead. The wooden scale raps my knuckles and the blood rushes
from my hand to my head. Later, when Mani is alone, I look at her bare forehead and tell her that she’d look
beautiful with a dot. She is shocked and convinced that Subhadra is an evil influence on me.
“Our religions,” she says, “do not permit such rituals.” I dare not ask why.
In my dreams, I draw the bindi in a thousand and one ways, with powder, paste and glue. The circle must be
complete if you wish to open the third eye.
“That’s crazy,” says Subhadra. “When Shiva opens his third eye, the world is destroyed.”
I wonder whether the great flood and Noah had anything to do with the third eye. I see tongues of fire in
Shiva’s long tresses, and dread to think of the floods that he could unleash. To me, his foot, suspended in space
and balanced in perfect symmetry, is beautiful.
When I lift my foot so as not to tread on the dirty sari of the beggar woman, I wonder if I have the power to
destroy her. But she sits there, already destroyed, caught in the web of fate. Does she also pray to her gods with a
little tinkling bell before she leaves to beg?
“Late in the night,” says Mani, “she cooks some khichdi for herself, and sometimes people throw leftover food
into her bowl.”
The tea vendor across the road always gives her tea in the morning and calls her “Ma”. When he has leftover
bhajias he gives them to her; sometimes with raw papaya chutney, and tells her to eat them before the dogs smell
the food and snatch it from her hand. But she has learnt to keep them away by throwing a few morsels at them.
Late at night, one of the more friendly dogs sleeps in the curve of her body.
I ask Mani how she knows all about the beggar; and she explains that her favourite bidi shop is near the
Dariapur bus-stand where the woman begs for alms. If it were not for Granny, Mani would have also been on the
streets. Perhaps she likes to gaze upon the fate she has escaped.
“Before your birth,” she says to me, “I became homeless, during the communal riots.” She refers to them by
the simple word komi, which always sounds like an era.
She has made a place for herself in the storeroom between the drums of wheat, rice and dal and sleeps on the
thin patchwork quilt she herself has made with colourful rags and old saris. I am afraid for her and wonder how
she prevents the centipedes that crawl into the room from entering her ears. Mani says, once inside your head they
could have families in there and you would not even know about it, but would slowly become mad. I do not feel
safe in my bed and dread to think that they could fall into my ear from the ceiling.
I climb into Granny’s bed. Instinctively she opens her breasts to me.
6
Mother often seems uncomfortable with us. When I say us, I mean my father’s family. She grew up in a
different environment and does not belong here, in this house. She has lived in the same city, but her early life had
been different from ours. In her father’s house the sweeper does not make rounds to collect drums of night soil,
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nor do the maids sit around and gossip. The street is not a thoroughfare to their house.
“Being like the British” obsesses my grandfather Daniel. He used to work for a British-owned company and
affected the mannerisms of his bosses. Yet in a strange way, Indian life and customs too fascinate him.
I am sucked into the labyrinths of his life, although I am taken to see him only once a week on Sunday
afternoons. We sit on the swing and I watch his bald head and think of Subhadra’s lustrous hair, while he helps me
put on a pair of silver anklets. We laugh when I move my feet and the silver bells jingle.
Mohun, the man who looks after Danieldada, applies a red dot on Dada’s shining forehead. Grandmother Leah
had been terrified of the kumkum bindi. It had been the colour of her nightmares. As Mohun bends towards me.
Mother’s slap echoes in my ears and I move away to study the peacock in the brass chain of the swing, for in his
hand is a brass plate with a clay lamp, kumkum powder in a silver box, and pedas. I know this is his daily routine
of aarti.
Danieldada has given him a room, the walls of which he has covered with pictures of gods. His favourite is the
cute little Ganesh. I like the smiling elephant too. Will my mother materialize on the verandah now, look angrily
at the thali and at me, and turn upon her own father with hatred in her eyes? She feels that Mohun is given too
much liberty, and cannot understand why Grandfather allows him to have a pooja room for his gods in what is,
after all, a Jewish house.
The spell of pleasure is broken. Naomi is upset with Danieldada for having bought me the anklets. According
to her, Jewish girls should wear no ornaments, except perhaps a chain, a brooch, a watch or bangles. Besides,
young girls like me should not be given such expensive gifts.
Dada is hurt. He unhooks the anklets, wraps them in a piece of red paper, and carefully replaces them in a little
red box. He will keep them for me to wear when I visit him. He likes the sound of silver bells. I want to scream,
“Give me back my anklets!”
I twist the chain of the swing, strangling the peacock and the parrot. Danieldada smiles sadly as I pull on my
socks and shoes. I walk stiffly with Naomi to the victoria and all the way back she explains to me the correct dress
and behaviour codes for Jewish girls. Phrases with a series of “don’ts” fly around my ears. but I am thinking of
other things. Anyway, I could not have worn anklets with shoes. Perhaps I could have.
I am confused. I decide to ask Granny about anklets and Jewishness. I remember finding an old sepia-tinted
photograph of Granny as a thoughtful young girl standing with her arms folded near a vase of artificial flowers
placed on a stand. She is wearing a nose-ring. Ballerina-like, she balances on one foot while the other, adorned by
a heavy, chain-like anklet is visible below the hem of her skirt. Anklets and nose-ring don’t seem to have affected
her.
I need to hold my mother, but her starched sari repels me. In my mind I hold on to Ganesh with his nice round
stomach. It is comforting to look into his affectionate eyes, although perhaps he too is a little short-sighted like all
elephants. Samuel tells me that all the animals of the world will disappear very soon. He laughs at me when I tell
him that we will always have Ganesh, then asks me why I use the word “we”. I tell him that I use it in the same
way Mani does. Samuel says seriously that all religious texts are different but he does not know how and I
surprise him by telling him of the similarities between the stories of Krishna and Moses.
We ask Uncle Menachem, and he broods over the question. He says that Mani has a Bible similar to ours,
though not entirely. We have the same father in Abraham and we have the same prophets. Only the way we say
the names is different. He sees that we are not entirely convinced and questions us about the difference between a
temple and a synagogue. We tell him that the synagogue has no idols, while a temple has human figures with
weapons and flowers.
I dread to tell him that I find the colourful and noisy Hindu temple an easier place to pray in. The synagogue is
silent and I can never decide on one point, one central bindu, on which to focus my attention. Although afraid of
his reaction, I ask him why we cannot have the picture of a bearded prophet in the synagogue, and suddenly my
thoughts turn to the compassionate eyes of Christ in the chapel of my convent school. I had always felt sorry for
him until my classmate Elizabeth had looked strangely at me and accused me of being the “you people”.
Uncle Menachem is not listening to me, his attention is focused on Granny lighting the Shabbat candles. A
white silk tablecloth embroidered with the word shalom is kept aside for Shabbat and the kaddish prayers. We
always look forward to the days when we cover our heads with handkerchiefs and stand, pushing against the
table, while Uncle Menachem says the prayers and lifts the crocheted cloth to bless the flaked rice, washed well
and mixed with rose petals, raisins and sugar: There are dates to remind us of the desert. bananas and apples,
unsalted omelettes and sweet puris made of wheat flour and jaggery, deep fried in pure ghee. The jar is full of
wine made from black currants soaked the night before, then boiled, cooled and crushed with Granny’s own
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hands. The bread, freshly baked in the clay oven, is on the table and the salt is in a small blue plate. With each
Hebrew sentence we pick up the dates and the apples, just the way Uncle does, one after the other: the words
mean nothing to us.
We are allowed to ask Uncle Menachem all the questions we want to before the Shabbat candles are lit. After
that he sits brooding and re-reads stray parts from the Bible to himself. Then, as Aunty Hannah and Mother bring
in the steaming soup plates filled to the brim, he blesses in Hebrew the bread and the salt and we wait to be
served.
No sooner do the prayers end than the whole family scatters to different parts of the house. But they make it a
point to come to the table and kiss the glow of the candle with their fingers. Amina, Mani and Fatima also kiss the
flame. Uncle Menachem and Father remember to wear the frilly, gold-embroidered, blue skullcaps.
Father keeps silent during the prayers. He says he has forgotten the words. Sometimes, he even forgets to kiss
the candle flame and has to be reminded to do so.
*
Soon we may have to live in Danieldada’s house. He is nice to be with, but I dread the thought of living there
with my mother. The tension between her and my grandfather troubles me.
The silences of inner anger burst into screams and accusations. The sun is never as hot as it is on such days.
The river is turbulent, and the fish die. We lie quietly in bed, staring at the ceiling. A lizard crawls there upside
down and I wonder whether it is me on the ceiling and the lizard on the bed. We stare at each other. seeming to
move in strange circles. A lizard falling on the head, says Mani, brings death.
I am afraid of becoming motherless. But then my mother does not have a mother either. She died young. I
would feel like an orphan without Mani.
7
The chameleon turns from red to yellow in Danieldada’s garden.
I am not sure if I like the silence of Shahibagh. Once in a while we can hear the peacocks in Shahdahan’s
palace. A heron stands silently on one leg in the thin line of water in the middle of the river bed.
I miss the bustle and activity of the big house and the crowded street of Delhi Chakla. Here no one dares to
enter the house. Mohun keeps a strict watch on the door from the kitchen window.
The school bus picks me up at the gate of the house and I don’t think I will ever make friends here. I feel
awkward in my rather ill-fitting clothes. The girls of Shahibagh dress well but Mother insists on my wearing these
matronly clothes. It seems as though she thinks my body is sinful and has to be hidden. The belt around the
ribcage suffocates me.
I realize that Uncle Menachem is not my father and Granny is not my mother. Suddenly I am face to face with
my own father. We are both like aliens in my mother’s house. On hot afternoons we yearn for the other house.
Strapping iron grips on his trousers. my father escapes on his bicycle to the old house under the pretext of looking
after his pigeons. I would like to ask him to take me with him but he keeps his eyes averted. He does not want me
to get too attached to the old house.
From the swing in the verandah I follow father with my eyes in much the same way that I gaze at the street
leading to Granny’s house when the school bus passes that way. If only I could be sick near the old house, then
the bus would have to stop and I could request the conductor to drop me off there.
This never happens even though my head throbs whenever we near the Dilhi Darwaza crossroads. I always see
the beggar woman and sometimes Mani at the meat shop smoking a bidi. I almost call out to her, but I worry
about the smart Shahibagh girls. The water spills from my water bottle as we drive past the masjid of Rani
Roopmati. At the ghodagadi stand, the sharp smell of horse urine hits us. The girls’ handkerchiefs are already out
but I can never find mine.
I look forward to the days when there is nobody at home in Shahibagh. Then I am dropped off at Granny’s and
when she is chatting with Ruksanabibi in the courtyard, I crawl into Mani’s quilt of colours.
“The mosque walks,” she says, “and so it is called Chalte Pir ki Dargah. Every year they take measurements
and it has always moved a centimeter. If you wish for something, you tie a string at the lattice window. The wish
comes true if you believe in the holy spirit who lives there. The spirit moves below the green cloth strewn with
red roses.”
I wonder if my other grandmother Leah had also asked the spirit a favour. In a green sari with red roses, worn
over a frilly white silk blouse, she walks out of her bromide portrait in Danieldada’s room and I see her, round1129

faced and plump, tying a string at the lattice window. She moves from one trellis window to another, always
asking the spirits to free her husband from the arms of another woman.
I find it difficult to believe, looking at this nice old man who is my grandfather, that he could ever torture
anyone. He seems so gentle when he ties my laces or struggles with the hooks of my uniform. Yet I see a certain
resentment in his eyes when he looks at my mother, his daughter. Memories of my grandmother Leah’s unrealized
wishes haunt them. I have never seen her: In the bromide photograph. she looks as beautiful and loving as
Granny. They say my hair curls as naturally as hers did.
212.78 Excerpt from The Fire Sacrifice\fn{by Susham Bedi (1945- )} Ferozepur, Ferozepur District, Punjab State,
India (F) 11
“ Prajapate na tvadetanyanyo vishva jatani pari ta babhuva yatkamaste juhumastanno astu vayam syama
patayo rayinam …” While she chants the mantra Guddo keeps pondering its meaning:
“All-pervading Lord of the universe! Whatever the objects or goals we pray for, taking refuge in you, let our
desires be fulfilled …”
Remembering what she had prayed for, what she had desired, Guddo glances around at the members of her
family gathered in the room. Today, the first day of the new year, is full of joy for Guddo. She was brought up to
believe that if the first day should be a happy one the rest of the year would pass without troubles. And so she has
planned the fire sacrifice in her apartment today. Her sister Gita said,
“How can you perform a fire sacrifice in an apartment? The whole place will fill up with smoke, then the fire
alarm will go off, and don’t forget the wall-to-wall carpeting.” But Guddo answered,
“I’ve seen a fire sacrifice done in Juneja’s mother’s place. There wasn’t any problem. All you have to do is
spread aluminium foil on the rug and put a big cast iron pan on it for the fire-pit. You can get the kindling and all
the other things you need from the Gujarati grocer. Anyway, I’ve already ordered a fire-pit from somebody at the
New York Arya Samaj. It’s expensive, of course—thirty dollars, he said. But the thing is, you can get everything
right here in the city.”
Guddo has invited both her daughters, along with Anuj, her son-in-law, and her two sisters with their children
and Satinder, her brother-in-law. She came to this city over ten years ago but today is the first time she’s had a
chance, to say nothing of the courage, to perform the sacrifice. It seems to her that this is the first moment she's
had to sit and catch her breath since she came here.
*
In the beginning it was her younger sister, Pinki, who told her she ought to come to New York.
Pinki emigrated about seventeen years ago; Satinder, her husband, came first, right after their engagement, and
was able to send for her three years later. While he went on studying he eventually found a job for himself. In
those days it was still fairly easy to get work, but Jijaji, Gita’s husband, used to carp at him.
“What’s the point of all that studying?” he would say. “With two MAs and a PhD he can only teach people
whose second language is English. And he doesn’t earn very much, either. If only he’d become a doctor or an
engineer, well …”
But Pinki’s letters were so full of enthusiasm, brimming over with praise for the wonders of America, that
anybody who read them would long to catch a plane and fly over on the spot.
“Guddo, sister, you wouldn’t believe the wealth and luxury here! When they say the rivers are flowing with
milk, well, it’s really true. Everything’s so cheap you don’t have to worry about the price. In India it’s a big
decision whether to put butter on the toast or not, but here everything is cooked in butter. And the orange and
apple juice, you can drink it to your heart’s content. There’s no shortage of anything!”
When Pinki left India she’d been as skinny as a broom straw. But when after three years in America, she came
back on holiday for the first time, how fair her skin had become! Her cheeks were pink as roses, her figure had
filled out beautifully, she radiated health and well-being. And of course everybody in the family was buzzing
about her, she was invited and welcomed everywhere. And she’d brought a vast amount of baggage stuffed with
gifts—bright flower-print parasols, American pastel georgette and chiffon saris, transistors and hair-dryers,
lipstick and nail-polish, lotions and wrinkle-removing creams, after-shaves, colognes—something, in short, for
everybody in the family. And as Guddo looked at Pinki’s beautiful soft sweaters and listened to the tales of that
foreign paradise, how she had yearned to get all of it for herself!
Then, unexpectedly, fate took an abrupt turn that made it seem impossible for her not to come to America:
quite suddenly her husband fell ill and died. Guddo’s life was turned upside down.
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She had earned her BA degree but before completing her MA she was married to the boy her father had chosen
for her, a well-settled young engineer. Now all of a sudden he was gone, and her father too was dead. With the
help of her brothers and her husband’s friends she somehow managed to go on to get her teaching certificate and
find a job in a local school. Then, within two years of her husband’s death, with money from the Provident Fund
and loans, she started construction of a house built on land they’d bought during the early days of their marriage.
When the house was finished Guddo rented out the back part to augment her limited teacher’s income and
improve the quality of her life. She would have liked to send the three children to a convent school but could not
afford the fees. So she enrolled only the little boy, while the girls entered a government school. They were both
bright and able, and the younger was always the first in her class. As for Guddo herself, she began to study for a
master’s degree in English while she continued teaching.
Pinki kept on writing to her, telling her she simply had to come to America. There she would be able to earn
many times the money and have the children study in really excellent schools; on the other hand, so long as she
continued working as a teacher in India she’d always be hard up for money. At first Guddo was in a quandary
about it. She wondered if there was any point in uprooting herself from her settled domestic life. Then too, she’d
probably be a burden on Pinki in New York. Biji (as she called her mother) and her brothers advised her not to
abandon her stable, comfortable existence, especially since they had all worked so hard to get her on her feet after
the tragedy.
But her elder brother’s wife had a different view. She said sarcastically,
“If you go to America at least you’ll get rich—but if you don’t, you’ll always be pestering everybody else here
for help. Don’t forget, you’ve got two daughters to marry off.”
Guddo was hurt, of course, and realized how much her sister-in-law was fed up with doing things for her. If
she went abroad at least her brother’s family would be freed from their responsibility. After all, who wants to have
to put up with a widowed sister-in-law? But Biji disagreed.
“There’s nothing for you in America,” she said. “You’ll only be a burden on your younger sister.”
Guddo knew perfectly well that Biji was just worried about the inconvenience to Pinki and the possibility that
Guddo would take advantage of the good-hearted girl. She also knew that behind her back Biji was saying,
“Guddo’s always been given the best of everything because she’s the eldest and still she’s got her hand out all
the time. How much do we have to keep doing for her? Why doesn’t she settle for what she already has? Why
does she keep sponging on her brothers and sisters? There’s no reason at all for her to go and move in with Pinki.”
But there was a special bond between Guddo and Pinki. As the oldest child in the family Guddo had practically
brought up Pinki, the youngest, and when she was only ten she’d carry her around with her everywhere. Later she
always took Pinki’s side in the disputes with her sister and brothers. Always soft-spoken with Pinki, always
affectionate, Guddo never beat her, unlike Gita, the middle sister, who would slap her over any trifle. Guddo
recalled how once when Pinki, coming home from playing, had climbed with her dirty feet onto Gita’s freshly
made-up bed, Gita struck her all over her body. Pinki cried for hours. That night Guddo took her to sleep in her
bed. After that, Pinki often came to sleep with her. At mealtimes, because she was the eldest, Guddo was the one
who served the food for everyone; when they had the younger girl’s favourite okra or mashed eggplant Pinki
would set a stool next to Guddo and stare at the dish with longing eyes until Guddo, after serving her father and
brothers, would give the biggest portion to Pinki. So it was no surprise that Pinki would always do whatever her
sister asked. Now she had even sent Guddo the ticket for her and Raju, her son, to come to America.
Years before, after she married and went to her husband’s home, Guddo had again found herself the eldest of
the daughters and daughters-in-law. This meant she was constantly burdened with the problems of her husband’s
five brothers and sisters. She quickly learned that she was expected to get them educated and married off and, in
fact, devote her whole life to looking after them. And they didn’t mind sponging off her, if she gave them the
chance. Bubbu, the middle brother-in-law, wanted to come and study in the city where Guddo lived.
Alarmed, she wrote back at once that he had no chance of being accepted at the city school. Fortunately, it
turned out that he actually was refused admission, otherwise God knows how many years she would have had him
on her hands. And then, think of all the money she’d had to send for her fault-finding sister-in-law’s wedding!
Even afterwards the girl still complained because Guddo and Premkumar, her husband, didn’t come to the
wedding—for they knew that if they did it would cost them even more. And there were still three more sisters-inlaw to be married off.
So, since she knew there would be no pleasing her in-laws no matter what she did, Guddo began to ignore
them. But she learned the cost of this strategy after her husband’s death when the in-laws declared themselves
quite unable to give her any financial help or even moral support. Furthermore, she had also made the mistake of
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letting Mantu, her own brother, stay with her a few months while he took a course—they would never forgive her
for that.
Guddo was more and more alone. She no longer felt the same attachment to her brothers and sisters, and after
Premkumar’s death nothing in life really meant much to her any more except for her three children.
Then, four years later, she finally got the chance she’d been waiting for, to go to America. The red tape over
green card and passport didn’t bother her at all, but it broke her heart to leave her two daughters at their boarding
schools to finish their studies—Anima, the elder, doing her BSc in chemistry, while Tanima went on in a pre-med
programme. But there was no help for it.
2
While she and Raju rode from John F. Kennedy airport in a taxi with Pinki and Satinder, Guddo did not feel the
kind of excitement, the indescribable joy, she had experienced so many times before in her imagination. On the
contrary, when she saw the city’s towering buildings of hard stone she was aware of a strange sadness, a feeling of
suffocation.
“This part of town,” Pinki told her, “is called Manhattan.”
Pinki’s ground-floor one-bedroom apartment was in the very heart of Manhattan, right across the street from a
fashion boutique and a bookstore. Until late at night the whole neighborhood seemed to be holding a noisy
carnival, so Pinki always kept the apartment windows shut tight, with thick curtains drawn. If you ever drew them
back for even a second the eyes of nosy passers-by invaded the room. In the stuffy apartment the stale smell of
Indian spices and fried food permeated everything—curtains, carpets, bedding, people. As that smell spread with
the central heating Guddo, anxious and nauseated, felt that it would suffocate her. The only relief she found was
from sticking her head out of the bathroom window, which opened on a closed court, and filling her lungs with
fresh air.
Pinki took a couple of days off work to give Guddo a tour of the city: Statue of Liberty, Empire State Building,
World Trade Center, United Nations … Pinki’s apartment was on Twelfth Street, near New York University, in a
part of town called Greenwich Village. Because so many artists lived there and because of the free ways of the
university students, the area was considered very bohemian.
Pinki also introduced her to all sorts of popular American foods. Raju was in heaven enjoying pizza,
hamburgers, hot dogs, and ice cream made in thirty different flavours.
Pinki’s son, Arjun, resented not being included in these sightseeing expeditions because he was at school.
Guddo soon found there were other problems. Satinder, Pinki’s husband, who spent most of his free time doing
research, was worried because he hadn’t been offered a tenured post at the university where he taught, so he had
the additional burden of having to look for a new teaching job. Pinki was afraid that if he didn’t find it soon they
wouldn’t be able to get by on her salary alone.
One year before Guddo’s arrival, Gita, the middle sister, had come to New York with her family. Conditions at
home had become so hopeless that, following the example of other Indians with relatives in America, Gita
decided that the only possible solution to her problems was to join Pinki. Jijaji, her husband, had been wiped out
by the nationalization of his coal mines. Though he tried his hand at various other jobs nothing worked out. Even
the land he had bought earlier for farming, thought at the time to be a good investment, turned out to be a total
loss when the government appropriated it for Sanjay Gandhi’s small-car manufacturing project and paid much less
than it was worth in compensation.
With no other source of income available and the family savings used up for daily household expenses, Gita
wrote to Pinki to see what she could suggest. Pinki had already applied for American citizenship and would soon
be getting it. As soon as she learned of Gita’s money troubles, she enthusiastically took on the responsibility of
sponsoring her sister’s family. In times like these that’s what brothers and sisters are for, she thought. She
promptly sent off the necessary papers, and within a year Gita, Jijaji, and their three children were living in
Pinki’s one-bedroom apartment.
For Jijaji it meant starting his life all over again. The coal mines were an inheritance and he had never had any
training in business management. In those days it was considered more than enough if you studied through the
Intermediate level. He had felt no need—or desire—for further education. But things were different in America,
where you couldn’t just start a business from scratch, without the capital or, for that matter, the courage. Having
failed so many times, by now he had lost all his self-confidence and for the first time he began to feel inferior
because he wasn’t an engineer or a doctor.
Encouraged by Pinki and Satinder, he started selling Indian brass figures and ready-made clothes every
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Saturday and Sunday at a flea-market on a Greenwich Village sidewalk. Other Indians were already there
peddling similar cheaply made objects. Samples of folk art from other third-world countries were also on sale
nearby—wooden statues from Africa, jade and other semi-precious stones from Mexico, various kinds of jewelry,
Uruguayan leather handbags. Gita and Jijaji would fill suitcases with out-of-date wares bought from Indian
wholesalers and bring them to the market.
Jijaji felt so ashamed of having to sell things on the sidewalk that tears actually came to his eyes; if any Indian
walked by and saw him he would pray for the earth to open and swallow him. When she realized this, Gita told
him,
“If it distresses you so much, why go on with it?”
But of course, for the moment, there was nothing else.
Months went by. Pinki, who once had longed for her brothers and sisters, began to regret inviting Gita and her
family. The children were constantly fighting. If anything was misplaced they would blame one another, and often
they even quarreled over their food. Gita’s son Ashok complained that Pinki ordered things like Danish cheese
from outside for Arjun because he’d been brought up “to eat American”, but he had to eat dal and vegetables. Gita
tried not to make too much of such things but all the same everybody, shut up in the tiny apartment, was getting
on one another’s nerves. The former harmony of the household vanished and resentment steadily increased
between the two families.
The two brothers-in-law were not getting along either. Jijaji wanted to talk about nothing but his schemes for
making money, while Satinder had no taste for such small talk; he had his own circle of professors and scholars
and spent most of his time away from the house with them—something else to make Pinki angry.
But for her part, working a full day in a library and commuting three hours a day, she had little leisure for
worrying about such matters. Her ambition was to become the director of the library eventually and she gave
everything to her job. When Arjun was only a year old she had enrolled in a master’s programme in library
science. Early every morning she would leave him at a child-care centre and then go on to work.
After many setbacks, Jijaji finally found a job as a doorman in a luxury apartment building. In the beginning he
had considered such work beneath him but when nothing else worked out he felt that his job offered him his only
chance at earning a salary. Gita too found a position as a temporary substitute in a child care centre. By then
almost a year had gone by, and as soon as Gita was earning a salary, she and her family, exasperated by the
constant bickering, found an apartment for themselves in an inexpensive area far from Manhattan. Worn out, Pinki
did nothing to stop them from moving. By Indian standards, this was shockingly rude, but at this point Pinki no
longer cared.
Nor did she feel much like having Guddo join her either so soon after Gita’s family had left. But this was
precisely the moment when Guddo, invited long before, was all set to come. So Pinki enjoyed only a brief rest
from Gita and her family, with all their complaining and arguing. All the same, when Guddo finally arrived,
Pinki’s happiness knew no bounds.
3
Guddo had brought suitcases full of Pinki’s favourite things—home-made mango chutney, cauliflower pickle,
chat-masala, papadum, Indian frying pans, silk saris—and everything else Pinki had requested. Pinki said,
“Sister, for a few days you’re going to take it easy here, have fun going around and seeing the city. There’s no
need to start looking for work right away.”
Guddo was a first-rate cook. Every day she would take pains to prepare some special dish to delight Pinki and
Satinder when they came home in the evening, tired out from their jobs. They had completely forgotten what it
was like in the old days in India when there was always someone to see to these things.
The house was still crowded but at least it was not so bad as before. There was a difference of six years
between Raju and Arjun, so there were not many occasions when the two of them would squabble. Like Arjun,
Raju was enrolled in a state school nearby, not one of the best but a private school was far beyond the resources of
both sisters for the moment.
For the next two months Guddo stayed at home, cooking and looking after Pinki’s apartment. Jijaji, who still
resented the way Pinki had accepted his departure without coaxing him to stay, said one day,
“Pinki’s found herself a servant she doesn’t have to pay—now Guddo won’t have to look for any other job.”
Guddo was annoyed, even though she knew Jijaji’s sarcasm came from his having had such a bad time himself,
but it wasn’t her fault that she hadn’t found a job. Every day Pinki would instruct her to find out about such and
such a place or phone another or send out an application. But somehow or other there was never a sign of any
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kind of job in sight. Even before the question of teaching arose Guddo had been told that she wasn’t sufficiently
qualified and she herself would have to do further study. “Further study,” meant college fees, so for the moment it
was out of the question.
An acquaintance of Pinki’s, who had just set up a news stall on a subway station platform a few blocks away
from the apartment, told Guddo he had a job for her if she wanted it. The pay was a bit above the minimum wage
set by law, and there was also the possibility of overtime. The news stall was open from seven in the morning
until one a.m. Guddo felt that it was demeaning for the widow of a prominent engineer to sell newspapers, but at
this point she was completely out of money and even had to ask Pinki for carfare to get around in the city. So she
started working.
Standing in a small square space walled with thick plastic, surrounded by rows of newspapers, magazines,
cigarettes, chocolate and candy, Guddo felt as though she herself were stuffed into a pack of cigarettes. The door
behind her remained closed all the time; in front of her was a rectangular window through which she handed out
the newspapers and candies to customers and took in the money. Through the transparent plastic sheet fronting the
stall Guddo watched the steady flow of passers-by on the station platform. From eight o’clock on, young and old
alike would come rushing down the stairs on the way to their offices. As soon as a train stopped each brilliantly lit
car would fill with the crowd of passengers, jammed tight together, with coats and scarves sometimes snared in
the automatic doors. Guddo was reminded of her college days; conditions on the New York trains, she thought,
were no better. Around ten o’clock the rush diminished, office workers giving way to elderly people, mothers with
babies in strollers, or school children with their teachers on an outing.
Prakash Patel, the owner of the stall, was a shrewd businessman and had established several other similar news
stands. He would often make a surprise visit to check up on the intake of cash. Guddo had a green card but most
of his employees were illegal Indian immigrants who had no work permit so he could pay them salaries below the
minimum wage.
The work was hard for Guddo. Her legs and feet hurt from standing for so many hours behind the counter, and
she suffered because she was afraid to use the ladies’ room after Pinki and Satinder had told her so many
frightening stories of the murders and muggings that took place there. She was fearful, too, just to be on the
subway platform, for as soon as a train left, a sinister silence fell upon the station. Only the sound of someone’s
footsteps on the stairs would relieve her anxiety. But when she told Patel about her fears he surprised her by
showing no concern.
“You have your job, do it or be on your way—there’s no shortage of people looking for work here, you know.”
Guddo was accustomed to polite and considerate treatment from Indian men. Patel, though not positively rude,
was blunt and bossy, all the while he kept her at a distance. She was furious with him—men like him used to be
lucky if her husband gave them jobs as clerks in his office—who did he think he was? Anyway, she couldn’t stay
stuck in this job forever, she’d have to talk to Pinki right away.
Because the station was underground Guddo was also much troubled by the cold. Her shoulders had even
begun to ache from the weight of the heavy coat she had to wear all the time. She must simply try to find a job in
some fashion boutique, she told herself, she’d had enough of Patel and his news stall.
4
“Are you from Pakistan?”
The questioner was an elderly American, staring at her through the news stall window. He had been standing
there for some time, turning over the pages of Playboy. When she looked up and saw him, the magazine was
opened to a picture of a naked girl. Embarrassed, Guddo hesitated to answer him. Then, turning away, she said
casually,
“No, from India.”
“I was there, you know, during the war, in Calcutta,” he said in Hindi. “How do you like it here?”
Guddo was happy to hear her own language from an American. They went on talking and in no time at all she
felt they were old friends. In the coming days he would often stop by her stall to ask how she was. If she was busy
with customers he would hang back until they were gone. One day he asked her,
“You’re very beautiful, you know, you’re well educated too—how can you do work like this?”
Guddo merely smiled a faint smile. The old gentleman was retired and lived alone. His wife had died three
years before, his son and daughter had settled in California and rarely came to visit him, so his was a lonely life,
wandering about, shopping, tending to insignificant matters.
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At first Guddo listened to his stories with some enjoyment, but very soon she found that he repeated himself
endlessly, and she lost interest in him. When he showed up she would busy herself doing the accounts or giving
change. While she worked she saw only the customers’ impatient hands, for by the time she gave them their
change and raised her eyes their faces had already disappeared; the old man’s was the only face she recognized, so
she remained just as alone as he on the other side of the news stall plastic.
*
The train was just pulling out. Again the dreadful silence took possession of the station platform. An occasional
sound of footsteps sometimes reassured Guddo, sometimes frightened her even more. Hearing a sudden
movement she raised her eyes towards the window and found herself staring straight into the barrel of a gun. A
tall black man was holding a pistol steady on her; she heard him say,
“Put all your cash through the window, be quick about it!”
Completely numb, Guddo automatically opened the cash drawer, took out whatever money was there, and
passed it through the window. The man quickly stuffed his pockets and like a flash was already on his way up the
stairs. At this moment there were still a few people on the platform but they were all watching the tracks, they
seemed to have noticed nothing at all. Stunned, Guddo could not even cry out. All she could think was, What if he
had killed me?
Customers began to appear again. No one said anything. Guddo’s whole body was trembling. Handing out the
change once more, she kept seeing that pistol in every hand. She felt she couldn’t stay another minute in the stall;
without hesitating another second, she locked it up and ran home to pour out her terror to Pinki.
“I almost got killed today,” she said, sobbing.
“What are you talking about?”
“I don’t know what God is trying to do to me! Has He ever shown me any kindness?”
“For heaven’s sake, tell me what happened!”
“Believe me, I’m never going to work in that stall again.”
After she heard the story, Pinki immediately called Patel. When he heard what had happened he said,
“Have the police been informed?”
“My sister came running home right after it happened, and I thought I ought to call you first.”
“You should have called the police immediately! By now there won’t be any witnesses to the robbery.”
And in fact, there hadn’t been any witness—confirming Patel’s suspicion that Guddo might have stolen the
money herself. So she lost her job and a whole week’s salary as well. A report was lodged with the police, but
nothing came of it. Pinki told her,
“Robberies like this go on every day here. If somebody gets killed then these people will make an
investigation, but no one’s concerned with small-scale muggings like this. And as for the wages Patel owes you,
forget it! If you sued him the lawyers would cost more than what you’d get from him. So that’s it, just put it
behind you and look for some other kind of work.”
That night the hand holding the pistol swam constantly before Guddo’s eyes. With trembling lips she began to
repeat a prayer in Sanskrit:
“Oh Lord, take our sorrow away. Why can’t things happen the way we want? Please, please grant us what we
ask.”
5
In only a month Guddo found another job, this time far from the apartment, as a salesgirl in a store where they
sold fancy kitchen goods and household wares. The atmosphere here, at least, was better. As she looked around
Guddo thought that when she had her own place she would buy just this size of bottle or tin for her spices, there
would be the same kind of garlands of onions and baskets of potatoes hanging, the same enameled pots. Until she
had seen them she had never imagined a kitchen could be so beautiful.
Around the time she began her new job, things at home began to change. When she first arrived Guddo took
responsibility for all the housework to relieve Pinki of the burden. Even after she started full-time work, Guddo
remained responsible for it. Falling into the routine of her job, she now began to find it burdensome to do the
cooking and household chores. It occurred to her that what Jijaji had said—about Pinki having a servant for
nothing—was true.
Guddo wondered why her sister couldn’t see that she too got home from work worn out. So now she began to
let the housework go. She would give Raju some money to buy himself a slice of pizza, while she herself grabbed
a bite to eat at work or else brought a sandwich with her. When for two days running she deliberately came home
late she found Pinki already busy cooking dinner. The third day Guddo got back at her usual time but stayed out
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of the kitchen, putting on a show of helping Raju with his schoolwork instead. Pinki waited until half-past ten for
Guddo to come into the kitchen before she made the dinner.
Pretty soon this violation of the established domestic order began to cause trouble.
“There’s not one clean undershirt!” Satinder shouted at Pinki. “The bathroom’s piled high with dirty clothes.”
Shocked, Pinki shrilled back,
“There’s so much work, how much do you expect me to do alone?”
She put a lot of emphasis on that “alone”. Guddo was no fool; she had been aware for some time that her sister
was exploiting her. Pinki was the younger, after all, and still when she came to visit in India Guddo wouldn’t let
her so much as wash a dish—why couldn’t she do the same for her?
By now Pinki was beginning to feel the pinch of supporting Guddo. It occurred to her that since Guddo had
had a steady job for quite a few months she ought to start looking for her own place to live. As soon as Gita and
Jijaji had found work they took it upon themselves to leave. But Guddo, despite Pinki’s not too subtle hints, never
so much as mentioned moving to a separate apartment.
Surely she’d saved enough money by now, Pinki brooded, so why did she keep hanging around? Maybe Biji
was right—Guddo took from everybody so long as her victim didn’t get fed up and stop giving. Her sign was
Scorpio, and remember what they say—those born under Scorpio take advantage of other people, then cast them
off like a fly out of the milk.
Gita was not slow to give her opinion.
“She may be a widow, but is there anything she has to go without? Her kids eat and dress better than we do,
and they study in the best schools, what else can she ask for? And just look, neither of us owns a house but Guddo
has one in India, doesn’t she? She was saving up the money she took from us way back then so she could have
that house built. By getting everyone to sympathize with her because she’s a widow she finds somebody to do her
work and somebody else to send her the tickets. By weeping and wringing her hands in front of Jijaji she got him
to pay her monthly expenses, and now she doesn’t even remember it.”
Satinder’s tolerance also began to wear thin. One day he said to Pinki,
“Why should I keep putting up with your family? We’ve done enough. Now that she has a decent job why
doesn’t she find her own place? You know Toni wants to come so we’re going to have to make some arrangement
for him.”
Toni was Satinder’s younger brother, who was planning to come to New York in a couple of months to study.
That same day Satinder, in a rage, struck Raju. He never had liked the boy’s attitude. He told Pinki,
“Your sister’s completely spoiled the brat. He’s not going to survive here, I tell you. The kids in this country
see to their own meals, but he can’t even lift a finger. Doesn’t Arjun make his own snacks when he comes home
from school? But Raju has to wait until his mother or one of us waits on him.” And to Raju he said,
“Your mother’s turned you into a sissy. If you keep on like this over here you’re never going to get anywhere
at all.”
No one understood just what was happening to Raju. His naturally lively temperament was imprisoned within
the dingy walls of the apartment. Sometimes when he was sitting, completely silent, he would suddenly go into a
rage over nothing at all and start yelling. Once, coming back from school, a gang of boys beat him up for no
reason. Raju was hurt psychologically as much as physically, and the fear grew up in him that it wasn’t safe to
play outside. His surroundings seemed utterly baffling to him, quite beyond his control. He had entered a strange
and alien world.
Arjun, six years younger than Raju, had his own group of friends. Though he held the status of elder brother,
Raju at twelve still felt the need to play with other children. The change from the comfortable life in Chandigarh
frightened him. He didn’t want to trouble his mother with complaints—and in any case, he didn’t have the sort of
complaint he could express in plain words. From home to school, from school straight back home, then the
homework, television, or reading comics—such was his whole routine.
One day when Arjun called him a sissy, he lost his temper and struck him. When she heard Arjun crying,
Pinki’s pent-up anger exploded; she slapped Raju several times and said,
“Since you people came there’s been no peace in this house! Every minute you’re causing trouble.” Although
this stung Raju more than anything, he didn’t complain to his mother even now, but simply said,
“Mummy, I think the house and school in Chandigarh were a lot better.”
Guddo began to realize that they couldn’t stay with Pinki much longer. But it was going to be difficult to find a
decent place to live on her salesgirl’s salary. She wanted to put off moving for a little while at least, but then Raju
said,
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“Mummy, you told me we’d get rich when we went to America but now we’re here we’re poorer than ever, and
Uncle’s angry and Arjun thinks he’s better than us—I don’t understand what’s going on here.”
There was no possibility of returning to India. She wouldn’t be able to pay the five thousand rupees for
Tanima’ medical school out of a teacher’ salary. However badly things were going here in New York, she was still
rich in terms of Indian rupees. And she could earn a little extra by working overtime.
Guddo stiffened her resolve. She would stay, even if it meant more squabbling. She now began to do the
grocery shopping to lighten Pinki’s burden. And she became ever more careful about spending anything—and
still, when you counted it in rupees how much she had to spend every day just for carfare! She was only earning
three dollars an hour. If she worked in a fashion boutique then she’d have to have better clothes to wear on the
job.
At first she borrowed Pinki’s skirts and blouses, even though she felt strangely ashamed when she wore them.
But at her new job she had to wear a suitable uniform when she was behind the counter. It was all right to wear
saris or salwar-qamiz at home, and she had lots of fine embroidered saris still packed in cases which would be
taken out only for parties and other special occasions. For his part, Raju needed warm jackets and all sorts of
other clothes. So any idea of a new place to live had to be postponed. Just the same, she had a look at a few
apartments, but for one reason or another all of them were unacceptable. And the rents were so high that when she
heard them she was stunned into silence.
6
The next time Guddo got her pay cheque she went out during her lunch break, cashed it, and bought some
games for Raju and playthings for Arjun. On the way home that evening, though she was tired from all her
running around at lunchtime, she still felt light-hearted, thinking that Arjun would be pleased with his toys and
this might relieve the tense atmosphere in the apartment.
But when she came through the front door of the apartment house and started up the stairs she was struck with
a presentiment of something wrong. Brushing it aside, she hurried straight on to the apartment, put the key in the
lock and opened the door. She was still thinking of the packages in her hand until she looked inside and was
scarcely able to believe the sight that met her eyes.
Her big trunk was lying on the floor not far from the door, and close by, Raju sat on a stool staring at it; he
looked terrified. Her clothes were scattered all about as though they had been pulled from their hangers and
thrown down in anger. Before she could grasp what had happened, Pinki came rushing from the kitchen, shouting:
“Please, sister, have mercy on us, let me live in peace! We have our lives too, you know. I can’t stand any more
of this! Quarreling every day, Satinder in a rage—I can’t take it!” Then softening her angry tone a little, she went
on,
“I’m sorry I have to be so rude but you’ve really gone too far. You’ve been earning a living for a long time
now, so please, can’t you make some other arrangements for yourself?”
Guddo was speechless. In her wildest dreams she had never imagined a scene like this. Today the pistol was in
her sister’s hand; she felt the panic shoot through her like a bullet. All she could manage to say, in a weak voice,
was
“What … what happened?” And now Satinder was confronting her, his words striking her ears like hammer
blows.
“We spent our hard-earned money to bring her here and she doesn’t give a damn about us. If I ask Raju to go to
the store to bring me a bottle of soda he doesn’t even get off the bed. I ask you, is there any reason we have to run
ourselves ragged waiting on her? Do we even have to go out and find her a place to live too? Tell her, it doesn’t
matter where she goes but she can’t stay here. I won’t have them in the house a minute longer!”
Guddo stood there, as though stupefied. She had no idea where she could go at this time of night. Softly she
said,
“Look, Pinki, don’t put us out on the street. Starting tomorrow I’ll look for another place. Whatever kind of
place I find, I’ll move. But where can I go at this hour?”
The only person she knew in the neighbourhood was the old gentleman who spoke Hindi. If she’d taken a
liking to him he could have been useful at a moment like this—but she’d never bothered to find out his address or
even his name. With Satinder standing by, Pinki spoke even more angrily.
“You’ve been looking at other places for a long time but you always turn your nose up. When that Gujarati girl
wanted to share her place with you why didn’t you go? But the truth is, you’d have had to pay your full share then
while you could live here for nothing—”
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“But how could I share with anybody when I have Raju? And after seeing what sharing is here …”
This last sentence infuriated Pinki. All Guddo had meant was that in order to keep up her son’s education and
assure his independence she really ought to have her own place all to herself, but it came out in this sarcastic way.
But Guddo was the one to be hurt as Pinki burst out:
“Yes, if only you knew how to share! Right from the beginning everybody told me that Indians didn’t have any
idea of how to live in a civilized way. You’ve made this apartment so dirty I hate to step inside it. Everything’s in
disorder, everything out of place. You can’t keep house the way you did in India, the standards here are rather
different, you know!”
This attack struck at Guddo’s whole sense of herself as a civilized person; no longer humble, she suddenly
launched a counter attack.
“Oh marvelous, and I suppose you’re an angel of cleanliness? Oh yes, you’ve turned into a real American. I
suppose you were born here? I’ve seen your idea of cleanliness. Stuffing the dirty clothes under the beds, shutting
up all the filth in closets and drawers and spraying fragrances, that’s your idea of being clean. Don’t think you’re
so high and mighty—you came from the same place I did! Just because you’ve got a few dollars now it’s gone to
your head, so you think you can simply throw me out of your house. Just where do you get off ordering me
around? If my husband were alive today we’d see if you’d dare insult your big sister like this. I brought you up
with my own hands, I washed your diapers, and you talk about being clean! You used to come back from the toilet
smeared with filth, you didn’t even know enough to keep your nose clean.” Losing all control, she yelled,
“I spit, I spitt on your house! God will punish you for the way you’ve treated me, don’t think He won’t! You
can’t put me out, I’m leaving. God brought me here, God will take care of me now. And to think I thought I
should feel grateful to you! What right have you anyway to invite me or send me away? It’s God alone who can
do such things!”
Guddo’s whole body felt as though it were on fire, her hands trembled with her emotion. Raju was frightened:
he had never before seen his mother act like this. Throwing his arms around her he shouted,
“Stop it, Mummy, please stop it!” Then, in a frightened voice,
“Can’t we go to Aunt Gita’s house, Mummy?”
At this Guddo, suddenly aware of her helplessness, burst into tears.
“My fate is cursed,” she said. “Otherwise would we ever have come here? We’re going to have to go
wandering the streets, that’s what it’s come to. If they meant to treat us so badly why did they send for us? Now
they call us dirty and stingy! But when they came to our house they stayed for months at a time. How cruel they
are, how unjust! Only God can punish them for it.”
As she said this Guddo felt like some pure spirit whose curse is all-powerful. Pinki and Satinder stood there in
silence. Though they regretted what had happened and felt it was their duty to persuade her not to leave they
couldn’t get out the words that might stop her. They feared that if they said anything at all she might actually stay
and start up the trouble all over again. Because the best thing for everybody—no one could doubt it!—would be
for Guddo to go away. They stood silent, waiting for her to take her first step out through the door.
7
In the taxi on the way to Gita’s house Guddo tried to calm herself by reciting mantras, the mantras for the fire
sacrifice which she had memorized.
“Yatkamaste …”
What could that sage have meant by desire? All Vedic philosophy, all the mantras always spoke of bringing
happiness to this earthly life, even the happiness of material success as well. For through performing all those
actions and all those rituals, one reaches the Supreme Being.
But was self-realization really the truth of life? For self-realization was a kind of selfishness. Pettiness and
weakness too …
So what must I do? Guddo wondered. Was she doing the right thing now? At this point she couldn’t retreat to
India, she’d get nowhere at all with a teacher's salary of 700 rupees. No, she had to go on here, this was where she
was fated to struggle.
Gita had settled in Flushing, about twenty kilometers away, where housing was much cheaper than in
Manhattan. A lot of Indians who came to New York had taken up residence in Flushing. Shops selling Indian saris,
Indian groceries and appliances running on 220 volts—destined to be sent back home—were becoming more
numerous as more and more Indians came here to live.
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Gita’s apartment was on the seventh floor of a ten-storey building that had an elevator. With only two
bedrooms the apartment offered no room to spare. Gita’s three children, Kanika, Radhika and Ashok, slept in one
of the bedrooms, Gita and Jijaji in the other, so they arranged for Guddo and Raju to sleep in the living room.
Every night a mattress and bedding were put down on the floor, and early every morning Guddo would go off to
work, Raju to school, and the room became a living room again.
By day there was no one at home to use it except Jijaji, whose work hours were from either four in the
afternoon to midnight or midnight to eight in the morning. Daytime was when he got most of his sleep. When
Ashok and Radhika came back from school around three-thirty they sometimes saw Jijaji for a few minutes, as a
matter of duty, and often did not see him at all.
Radhika was thirteen now, Ashok eleven, and Kanika, who at sixteen was in her last year of high school, did
not come home until around five-thirty.
Every morning and every evening the apartment was terribly crowded and full of noisy bickering. Among the
children there was never an end to the disputes over which TV programme to watch. Radhika, sharp-tongued
when she was angry, would trade insults in English with Ashok. All evening the telephone kept ringing, mostly
calls from Radhika’s girlfriends, and she would talk for hours. Though they scolded her constantly, she just kept
on doing what she wanted.
Kanika’s position in the household was somewhat different: her parents took everything she said very
seriously. Gita often remarked on how intelligent Kanika was, and Kanika, as though aware of her importance, did
not talk much with anyone at home. Every evening she had to see to some serious work for school, term papers
and the like, and as soon as she got back would shut herself up in her parents’ room to study.
It took Guddo an hour and a half to get home from work by subway every evening, and she worried constantly
about Raju, who also had a long subway ride to school. One day she’d seen three boys get up from the seat across
the aisle, pull out revolvers, and order all the passengers to hand over their money and jewelry. When one man
took too much time one of the boys fired at him and he collapsed. Guddo could not tell if he was wounded or
dead. She had to give them her gold chain, her watch and the few dollars she was carrying. The moment the train
stopped the three boys ran off with their bag of loot. There was a commotion and the train was held in the station
for a long time while the police took away the man who’d been shot and questioned the passengers.
Guddo experienced less panic in this shared experience than she had when she was robbed earlier, but her
general uneasiness increased. Here anything could happen at any time! Would the man who’d been shot survive?
Her mouth felt as dry as cotton wool from anxiety. Her Raju … he too was constantly riding the trains. And those
boys looked no older than high school students. She would have to ask the principal not to keep Raju late at
school, he had to be home by four. She really must have him transfer to a school closer to home. Every day now
she kept giving him special instructions. Often she would meet him near the store and the two would come back
together. As soon as she stepped into one of the trains, that scene always rose before her eyes and she would
silently recite mantras for Raju’s safety and her own. She consoled herself by thinking that whenever you did
anything at all—even just getting into the train - if you remembered a mantra, your wishes would be fulfilled.
This was the best she could do to quiet her anxiety.
Right from the beginning Gita made it clear that Guddo was expected to contribute to the household expenses.
Everything was so expensive that she and Jijaji already used their full salary to keep up and could not get by
supporting two more people. So Guddo was to give her three hundred dollars every month—Guddo whose
monthly salary was a mere six hundred. But this way, at least, she wasn’t obliged to feel beholden to anybody.
Still, she was shocked that her sister wanted to make money at her expense. But this could only be Jijaji’s idea—
since he was unsuccessful in every other undertaking, he could at least make money through her. Well, Guddo, for
her part, had managed to save up some money while she was staying at Pinki’s—one had to make the most of
every opportunity.
And Jijaji, poor fellow, how could he be happy working as a doorman? It was no better than being a chaprasi
or a peon in India. And perhaps he had suffered even more than Guddo. He was still selling at the sidewalk market
on the weekends. So every Saturday and Sunday it was a ritual for the whole family to pick up the goods, bring
them to the sidewalk to spread out, pack up what was left, and finally count the money they had made.
But they never made very much. Brass ashtrays and candlesticks, Nataraj figures and the rest of it had all
become very common-place by now. Jijaji said,
“When this stuff that’s left over is finished we won’t buy any new goods. Why keep on doing something you
find unpleasant?”
But didn’t he find working as a doorman unpleasant too? Well, at least he earned a living from it. On the
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surface he looked very much the same but his words revealed his inner dissatisfaction and hostility. Because of his
insecurity a strange kind of miserliness had affected his way of doing business—he kept an account of every
penny and would spend nothing without long and careful consideration. Above and beyond the household
expenses there was the cost of the children’s education.
If Kanika had not won a scholarship her school fees would have taken his whole salary and Gita’s too. While
she studied, Kanika also earned a bit by working a few hours in a library. Guddo felt that Jijaji’s attitude and
behaviour had changed very much, or perhaps until now she had never really known him. One day she said to
him,
“I’ve heard that almonds and pistachios are very cheap near the place where you work. When there’s
somebody going to India I’d like to send along some for my daughters. Do you think you could bring me six or
seven pounds?” She had hardly finished speaking when Jijaji answered,
“Give me the money for it in advance, and a couple of dollars for the subway fare both ways.” Years before,
when Guddo’s husband died and she wanted to sell the twin beds, this same Jijaji had immediately taken out five
hundred rupees and said,
“Take this, but don’t sell the beds, they’ll be something to remember Premkumaiji by.”
What had happened to that generosity of his since then? Now it seemed as though he was caressing every
dollar with his eyes.
Guddo, feeling like an unwanted paying guest, was more and more uncomfortable in Gita’s apartment. It
wasn’t convenient for Raju to study either; he had no quiet little comer to himself. Guddo reflected, I’m paying
three hundred every month and still it isn’t the least bit like having my own home.
So she began again to look for her own place and after some time found a one-room basement apartment for
rent in a five-storey building not far from Gita’s. The rent was a hundred and seventy-five dollars a month. Even
though it was dark and damp in the basement, Guddo felt an intense need for privacy and peace, and Raju too had
been waiting so long for the same thing.
When Gita found out, she was aghast. She felt that Guddo had betrayed her by finding a new place on the sly,
while Jijaji was angry at the extra income he was going to lose if Guddo left. Furthermore, he would miss teasing
and flirting with her, for this had become a habit with him.
For her part, Guddo was now fed up with his amorous advances. He liked to put his hand on her shoulder and
at night he’d ask her why she was arranging her bedding on the living room floor when she could come and sleep
in his bed. Guddo always responded to his flirting with harsh reproaches. If Jijaji had been able somehow to
console himself that Guddo was attracted to him, of course she would have been even more welcome in the house.
But from the beginning Guddo had never given the slightest indication that she liked him at all.
She had always been something of a puzzle to Jijaji. One evening after Premkumar’s death, when they were
both alone in the house in Chandigarh, he insisted that she come and see a film with him. She had refused, saying
that if people saw them going out together, God knew what they would make of it. But now there were no people
to see, and Guddo was tired to death of his constant jokes about “Sister-in-law is half a wife,” and the like.
Guddo had never found Jijaji attractive; now that he had come down in the world she positively disliked him.
She was one of those women for whom a man’s worth depended not so much on his personal qualities as upon his
social and financial status. When she became a widow her grief stemmed mostly from her realization that she
would no longer be regarded as the wife of an important official. That was why she spent beyond her capacity, to
make sure her children received a superior education so that they too could attain some status. And where she
herself was concerned, she wanted to go on studying chiefly as a means of earning a better salary. For when her
daughters came to New York they would not be able to get along on her salesgirl’s wages.
She was determined to find something better. Then she learned that the federal government had established a
job-training programme in Chinatown for poor people, citizens and immigrants alike. It included a course in
accounting which offered a scholarship of one hundred dollars a week. With her MA in English, Guddo was more
than qualified for acceptance. The only drawback was that even though she had been the wife of an officer of high
rank her name would have to be listed among the city’s poor and needy. So she looked around a bit more, but
when nothing came through she went ahead and applied for the Federal training programme. …
88.26 Three Old Men\fn{by Bano Sartaj aka Rs. Sartaj A. Kazi (1945- )} Yavatmal, Yavatmal District, Maharashtra
State, India (F) 3
My palatial house is situated on the right side of the road which goes towards the East from Kasturba Chowk.
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This road is known as Jail Road. The Central Jail is situated about half a kilometer away on the highway.
People who walk on this road in the mornings and the evenings are those fond of constitutionals. Policemen
and prisoners also frequent the road during court hours. I see them from my balcony. I like watching prisoners.
Every morning at 10 o’clock policemen take the prisoners for appearance in courts, holding firmly in their hands
the chains of the prisoners’ handcuffs. The prisoners are of all ages. Looking at their faces I sometimes try to
guess their crimes. Newspapers often carry reports of youngsters caught gambling or picking pockets … some are
caught stealing. I also hear people tell such stories. About the older ones nothing can be said with certainty. They
sometimes make matters of no consequence into prestige points. Sometimes they indulge in crime knowingly.
The circle of the young ones’ crimes is large. Finding a woman going alone, they abduct her or rob her. If she
resists, they use the knife on her. Once they enter the world of crime there is no going back. They end up as
murderers and robbers. The passage of time makes them lose all sense of shame. I see them going, lost completely
in their thoughts.
I also watch carefully the prisoners’ faces when they return from the courts in the evenings. I can easily
recognize faces which have a glow of hope or those which show no signs of hope. There are also those floating
between hope and disappointment. I recognize well these feelings on their faces. I feel cheated when I watch
prisoners transported in police vans. I don’t get a chance to see them.
Prisoners with repeated jail sentences or murderers or terrorists or Naxalvadis\fn{ Communists.}—how do they
enter these pastures? How did they deviate into such a life? How, for instance, can a woman who is a symbol of
compassion and affection become a criminal? I can never find an answer to these questions. Often I wish there
was a children’s school on this road instead of the jail. Or that my house had a balcony facing the long road going
towards the north which has a nursery school. I could then have seen the pleasant and innocent faces of young
children instead of criminals.
My husband mostly remains out of town on account of his business. Our children are in a boarding school.
They come only during their holidays. I am therefore generally alone in this palatial house and I spend my time
walking up and down in it.
In my childhood we had a parrot in the house. Every morning I used to release it from its cage and it used to
flutter about everywhere; fly into the kitchen to pick up a green chili for itself; go near the water pitcher to quench
its thirst and so on. As soon as it started getting dark, it returned to the cage. I likewise keep myself busy the
whole day. I don’t have to struggle for anything. Nor are there any problems needing my attention. .
My husband has given me full freedom to go to club parties or to have parties at home. There is complete
understanding between us on such matters. I had in fact kept myself busy in this fashion for a number of years.
Now the aging process has made me prefer spending time by myself. Noise, hustle and bustle 1 do not like any
more. My only pastime now is to stand on my balcony and watch the world go by.
In the beginning I liked this immensely. But my becoming a recluse created another problem. I started gaining
weight. A bird which flies in the skies is more active than one confined in a cage. It becomes lazy and lethargic. It
doesn’t have to make an effort to find its food. On the advice of the family doctor I have started exercising in the
morning.
This is how the three old men attracted my attention.
*
You may think that I am concocting a story. But the fact is that these three men arrive from three different
directions.
The one wearing a loose bush-shirt and loose trousers comes from the north. He carries a cane with a silver
knob. The second old man wears a dhoti-kurta and comes from the south. The man who comes from the west
wears a kurta-pajama.
The three when they meet go and sit on a small parapet on the left of the road. The parapet faces my balcony.
Then they start walking on the Jail Road. The old man in bush-shirt and trousers being older and weaker walks
slowly. Normally the three walk together but sometimes the other two step ahead, engrossed in their talk. As soon
as they become conscious that they have left their companion behind, they stop and wait for him to join them.
Then they start walking at the pace of the older man.
I often feel like listening to what they talk. Normally there should not have been this desire. After all when
three old men get together what could they be talking about except about their sweet and sour past: about their
children or their children’s children. What else is left in old age to talk about except this?
I have never seen a woman or a child with any of them. Women although they get up early generally get
themselves involved either in prayers or in kitchen chores. Children start getting ready for school the very
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moment they wake up. What surprised me was that even on holidays no-one else accompanied them. I could not
accept that they had neither wives nor grandchildren.
The old man with well starched clothes used to often pluck flowers from the hedge as they trailed down my
compound. Surely he must be taking these for his wife, I used to say to myself. Why then was she never seen with
him? Who could give me the answer? Who could I ask?
I incidentally came to know the names of two of the men. This I managed because I kept a keen eye on them as
soon as they came and till they dispersed. My ears also listened to everything they said. The man with pants and
bush-shirt, who looked older, used to shout out when he parted company,
“Right ho Patil, Right ho Bhao Saheb, we will meet again tomorrow if I am still around.”
Though I could not say who Patil was and who Bhao Saheb, yet I felt satisfied with this introduction. The
vagaries of weather never became an impediment in the morning walks of these men. If it was raining, they
carried umbrellas. If it was cold they covered themselves well with woolens. I dearly wished that sometimes one
of them would drop out. I wanted to see if the other two would take their normal walk or just sit on the parapet for
a while and then disperse. But this did not happen. An unknown force seemed to bring them all together.
One winter morning I got up late. As soon as I reached the balcony I saw that there was a thick fog all over.
When I looked towards the parapet I could only see some shadows moving. The light of the lamp-post was too
weak to penetrate the fog. I felt as if something unusual had happened. I kept on looking in that direction. When
my eyes got used to the dim light, I saw that one of the old men lay on the ground and the other two were trying to
help him. I said to myself:
“This is your opportunity to make their acquaintance. Go and help them.”
I instantly shouted for my servants and ran downstairs. Baldeo and Peter woke up with a start and the three of
us rushed towards the parapet. We saw the two standing there looking completely helpless.
“Uncles,” I said, “my house is right in front. Let’s take him there.”
They readily agreed. Baldeo and Peter lifted the old man who lay unconscious on the ground and brought him
into the house. Laying him on the bed, they placed two chairs by the side of the bed. The two sat down. They had
worried looks in their eyes.
When I came back after ringing up the doctor, I found that the man on the bed was still unconscious. The other
two looked sad. The man who had fainted was the one with well starched clothes. I asked,
“Was he unwell? How did he faint all of a sudden?” The man in pant and bush-shirt replied,
“Don’t know. Today Bhao Saheb reached first. I put my hand on his shoulder to greet him. Just then he
stumbled and fell. For a moment I got a shock. But luckily just then Patil also came.” Then addressing Patil he
said,
“Till yesterday Bhao Saheb was his usual self, wasn’t he?”
Patil nodded in confirmation. Then I said,
“Give me his address. Let me send someone to call his relations.”
The two looked at each other. Then they said hesitatingly,
“We don’t know his address. We in fact don’t know anything about one another.”
Our conversation had to stop because just then Dr. Jain came. After examining the patient, he said,
“There is nothing to worry. On account of weakness he has fainted. I shall give him an injection. Let him drink
a glass of hot milk as soon as he regains consciousness.”
As soon as the doctor left, I asked Peter to bring a glass of hot milk. By the time he came, the old man had
regained consciousness. Looking around him and at me he asked in a feeble voice,
“Where am I?”
I gave him the glass of milk and asked him to drink it. He tightly held the glass and said,
“I was sitting on the parapet. Patil and Anna must have come there.”
Thus I came to know the name of the third man also. I said to myself, “So this trimurti is Bhao Saheb, Patil
and Anna.” Patil and Anna came near him.
“We are here with you,” they said. “Please drink your milk.”
Bhao Saheb drank the milk without any fuss. Then he lay down and closed his eyes. Peter brought tea for
everyone. Giving them their cups of tea I told them that I had been watching them walk for quite some time. I
added that it surprised me that they didn’t know anything about each other. Patil said,
“When we met each other, dear daughter, we had decided that we would not dissect each other’s private life.
There are a hundred other topics to talk about.” I said out of contrariness,
“No, uncle, I don’t agree. Human life has a million facets. Even if one talked for years, there would be some
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matters which would remain undisclosed.”
“Perhaps you are right,” Patil said. “You see, it is I who made this suggestion. I made it because my life has
been such a storehouse of unpleasantness that I wanted to forget about it for a while. I don’t know why Bhao
Saheb and Anna accepted my suggestion,” Patil continued.
“Uncle,” I said, “one’s sorrows become more bearable if one shares them with others. Storing them within
oneself doesn’t help. Please tell me what torments your soul. You have called me daughter. Share your sorrows
with your daughter.” Patil took a deep breath and said,
“It is likely that my story may sound trivial to you but for me it has been an unbearable burden. I spent all my
life rearing a plant hoping that when I am old I would be able to rest under its soothing shade. But I was
disillusioned. I was cast away.
“Let me tell you in plain terms. I was an ordinary clerk. I saved every pice\fn{The smallest Indian coin; worth less
half a penny.} all my life to enable me to give my only son a good education. He became an engineer. Then he got
him married. Now he is leading a happy life. He has two children. But there is no place in his life for me. All that
I get are clothes and money to feed myself. He doesn’t think I have any other needs. His wife doesn’t even talk to
me. They don’t allow their children to visit me.” Raising his slightly dirty dhoti he said,
“I have eczema in this leg. This is the excuse for keeping the children away from me. My grandchildren have
never to this day sat in my lap.”
Patil suddenly became overwhelmed with grief.
“And your wife?” I asked.
“She sides with her son and daughter-in-law. ‘Thank God,’ she says, ‘that we have not been turned out of the
house. Many sons do that to their parents.’ Perhaps she is right. But when I see other, old men playing with their
grandchildren, I feel a prick in my heart, a pang. The pain is unbearable.”
Patil could not hold back his tears. Anna and Bhao Saheb were looking at him in surprise. When Patil became
conscious of their stare, he wiped his tears with his dhoti and tried to force a smile. He did not succeed. The tears
refused to stop. Choked for years, they had at last found release. Anna said in order to divert the attention,
“My story is also similar to Patil’s. But in mine there are three characters instead of one. And instead of giving
solace they hurt all the time. These are my three children. They as good as not being there.”
“Why, what happened, uncle?” I asked surprised. “Why this anger?”
“Listen to my story and you will know,” Anna said. “One of my sons has gone and settled in Canada. Another
son and my daughter have settled in London and have acquired British citizenship. Eight years ago they came to
perform the last rites of their mother. Perhaps they will come again when I die. Or they may not. Who knows?
They send me fat remittances every month. I cannot even spend all the money. They neither come here nor do
they ask me to come and live with them. They think the money they send me ends their responsibility towards me
… Can money compensate for the lack of love of one’s children?”
Anna had barely finished when Bhao Saheb sat up in bed. Holding Anna’s hand he said in a voice heavy with
emotion:
“Never, my friend, never. I should have asked that question myself and demanded an answer. If you ask me I
would say, ‘Love of children can never be compensated by money. Look at me. I am rich, I have a lot of money.
But I have no children. My being without a child is a constant cancer in my being. My wife and I would have
given up all our wealth for the gift of a child. We always said: If only we had a son, he would have looked after
us; taken care of us. If there was a daughter she would have brought praise by her model behavior in her
husband’s house. What sweet dreams we dreamt all our lives!
“But listening to you now, I think my loss is no loss at all. My sorrow is no sorrow. The loss at having and then
losing is much greater than not having at all. I must go and tell this to my wife.”
And Bhao Saheb got up and went towards the door. Patil and Anna followed him. They proceeded ahead
holding each other’s hand Behind them, as I looked at them, I said to myself,
“Never again will I look at these three men as if they are curio pieces. If one has to look at prisoners it is better
to look at those bound by handcuffs and chains than these old men doomed to the dreadful dungeons of their
past.”
22.65 & 31.149 & 32.91 1. Yellow Fish 2. The Squirrel 3. Gifts: Three Short Stories\fn{by Ambai aka C. S. Lakshmi
(1945- )} Coimbatore, Coimbatore District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 10
1
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High Summer. Already the sand feels hot. It will not hold its wetness. Away, to the left of the shrunken sea and
spent waves, the sand spreads like a desert. Yet the eye is compelled by the sea alone. Now the white boat has
arrived. This is the forerunner. Its appearance is the signal that the fishing boats are returning. It floats ashore like
a swan, swaying from side to side. Far from the shore, bright spots begin to move. The fisherwomen make ready
to welcome the boats ashore. Bright colours: blinding indigo, demonic red, profound green, assaulting blue. They
stand vibrant against the white boat upon a faded blue and ash-grey sea.
Now it is possible to see the other boats. Walking further, quite close to the boats you may see the fish filling
the nets. Bodies and hands darkened by the salt wind, the men will spread their nets and start sorting the fish the
minute the boats come in. Now the fish splash into plastic troughs, round eyes wide open. The unwanted ones are
thrown away. There is a general murmur of tired voices, rising for a split second, then falling.
Black hands. Brown wood of the boats. Between the meshes of the nets, white-bellied fish. Crowding near, the
colours of the saris press upon the eyes gently but firmly. Painted troughs. Dry sand. An extraordinary collage of
colours, on the shores of the wide-spread sea. A composition that imprints itself on the mind and memory.
A yellow fish is thrown away on the sand. Of that palest yellow that comes before the withering and falling of
leaves. It has black spots. As I stoop to watch, it begins to shudder and leap. The mouth gasps; gasps and closes. It
shudders and tosses on the hot sand.
That mouth closes; closes and opens, desperate for water.
Like Jalaja’s mouth.
Too hasty infant Jalaja. She pushed and bumped her way out into the world. Her name had already been
decided. She who rises from the waters. Lotus. Jalaja. They had to put her in an incubator. I stood outside that
room constantly, watching her. Her pale red mouth. Her round eyes. Sometimes she would open and close her
mouth, as if sucking.
The ashes which Arun brought back from the electric crematorium were in a small urn, a miniature of those
huge earthenware jars of Mohenjodaro and Harappa.\fn{ Two, and perhaps the earliest, manifestations of human civilization .}
Its narrow mouth was tied with a piece of cloth.
“Why is the mouth closed?”
“What mouth?”
“The mouth of the urn. Open it.”
“Anu. It contains only ashes.”
“I want to see. Open it.”
“Anu.”
“Open its mouth. That mouth …”
Loud racking sobs. The cloth was removed to reveal the urn’s tiny mouth.
The ashes were in this very sea.
The sea is at some distance. The yellow fish leaps hopelessly towards it. Its mouth falls open, skyward. Lifted
from the hot sand, it falls away from the fingers, heaving and tossing. It falls away again from a leaf with which I
try to hold it.
A fisherboy is on his way back from splashing in the waves. He comes when I summon him in Marathi,
“Ikkade-e, come here.”
“Will you throw this yellow fish back into the sea?”
A quick snort of laughter. He grabs the fish firmly by its tail and starts running towards the sea. I run after him.
He places it on the crest of an incoming wave. For a moment it splutters, helpless, like a drunk who cannot find
the way home. Again it opens its mouth to the water, taking it in. Then a swish of the tail fin. An arrogant leap.
Once again it swishes its tail and swims forward. You can see its clear yellow for a very long time. Then it merges
into the blue-gray-white of the sea.
2
Old, sprawling bungalows with long verandas that once housed the British government offices. Verandas
hugged by meshed windows with angled tops. Ornamental arches spanning the veranda every ten feet. Passing
under the arches of that dim veranda where the sun hardly enters, an anticipation that at the end of the darkness
awaits a library. No particular reason why. But setting foot on that veranda, the anticipation. A hurried breath. A
watering of the mouth. And often enough at the end—a library there, in fact. Lying there yellowed, stretched in
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iron almirahs [cupboards].
Once, during the days when the night falls early, the sun had just set. I stepped onto the veranda and a face
suspended in mid-air floated out in front of me. From the owl-eyes and down, the flesh of the cheeks and neck
cascaded like a waterfall. I started. The body turned cold. A smile parted the wrinkled hanging folds of skin,
revealing a few teeth.
“Were you frightened, madam?”
A light came on. A long veranda took shape. Arch after arch. A feeling as if I were entering a cave. At the end
of the veranda behind the iron door checkered with iron rods, a soft red light. Above and below the door a curl of
red smoke. Like a shadow door leading into another world. I imagined that the door will open to reveal Urvashi,
the divine nymph, dancing with her ankle-bells tinkling. Perhaps they were not even verandas, just narrow
passages, but for me they were verandas. I felt that each path would lead to old ripe books, their tongues hanging
out, lying on their backs. As I touched them, every now and then a dog-eared fold in the page. Close to the fold, a
heavy marking. Painful, so painful. Sometimes books with their spines broken under their own weight. Touch one
and you hear a snap. Just touch it, wake it to life—and it is an Ahalya, seduced by Indra and turned into stone by
her husband’s curse, waiting for the touch of Rama’s holy foot that she might come to life again. Who can tell in
which new epic this event will find a place?
The phantom door stood there in front as a physical reality. He opened it. A small garden path. At the end, a
heavily boarded wooden door left open.
“They’ve all left. I was waiting for you. Here is the book you asked for.”
A sudden gust of wind. The pages fluttered frantically. As I pressed a hand on the cover to hold it down and felt
the tremor of the leaves passing into my hand. The old man was no longer beside me. Only the light in front is
still burning; the others have all been turned off. Open iron almirahs touching the high ceilings. Inside, two lofts
with railings. An iron stair to climb. I was alone. My hand rested on the book. In the corner, beside the door, the
sound of the fluttering pages set off by the wind mounted into a heavy thud. It was then that it appeared. It sat on a
pile of books that had just been mended. Giving me a brief look, it began to lick the glue, enjoying it.
“Don’t,” I said. “That is Chintamani. The women’s magazine that was run by Balammal. On the back cover, a
fading image in a sari, nine yards long, that is she. My relationship with her has just begun. We have not yet
conversed. I do not yet know everything about her. Only that she does not much like Vai Mu Ko”\fn{ A note reads:
Vai Mu Kodainayakiammal, an early-twentieth-century Tamil author of more than 115 novels, is popularly known as Vai Mu Ko. She also
edited the Journal Jagan-Mohini, which she took over in 1924 and ran for more than twenty years. She was a contemporary of Balammal,
the editor of Chintamani which also began in 1924.}

The squirrel listened. It looked at Balammal briefly and left. The wind, the fluttering, and the throbbing under
my fingers continued.
All this has happened so often before both in reality and in dream that it is hard to tell which is the dream and
which the reality. It does not even seem so important. The books crumble and fall as I touch them—that is real.
The crumbled powder sticks together—that is real. It is also a fact that, with that crumbling powder, the nymph
advertising Keshavardhini, a popular hair oil and shampoo, also crumbles to pieces. Many times, in dreams as
well as in reality. That is why I do not try to sift them. When I think I am dreaming, the fan might stop and the
sweat drip down. Thinking it real, I might raise a book and smell it, and then the raindrops splashing on my face
through the window might wake me up. I never take any notice. Might some experiences not extend from dream
into reality and might some not be reflected from reality into dream?
On a sloping desk near the window, there is a heavy dictionary, brown with age. When the wind blows, it
shakes its large pages. Bend, and they strike your face. Rising like a gentle stroke, the pages roll from B to J. The
wind stops. I turn again to B. Caressingly, one page flies up to stroke my cheek and returns, leaving a faint smell.
Moving from one end of the almirah to the other, touching the books. Laying the basis of a relationship. A
stroke in the dust. Like caressing a naked child. Do you know I share a relationship with all of you? It was my
finger that gently stroked the groove running through the letter Mary Carpenter wrote in the nineteenth century.
The letter asking for a school to train women teachers. I was the one who blew off the reddish brown dust that
looked like rust. The dust that had collected on the description of the Rani Victoria Kummi\fn{ A note reads: The Rani
Victoria Kumrni, which means “Queen Victoria Dance,” was a group dance done in honor of the Queen Empress [who was simultaneously
Queen of England and Empress of India].} in the Viveka Chintamani. A speck flies against my lip and I flick out my

tongue, lick my lip and swallow it. An old generation descends into my stomach. If some jashoda had peered into
my mouth, as she did into the young Lord Krishna’s, perhaps she would have seen, not the universe, but a Victoria
dance.
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Perhaps Krishna himself had arrived when this library had opened to preach his sermon: Be Like Water On a
Lotus Leaf Detached. Nothing touches anyone.
*
Knee-high steel tiffin carriers. As the Buckingham Carnatic Mill workers went on their first strike in May
1921, on the third floor, downstairs:
“Is it mutton today, my girl? It smells good.”
“Yes, father. I made mincemeat, early this morning. All month long, during Puratasi, we can’t eat any, and that
makes me feel weak. My husband ground all the spices. It is not yet time: it is just twelve. Let’s go and sit under
that tree in the corner. We’ll take the water pot along.”
“The master is coming.”
“Well, Miss? Talking of food, are you? My wife says I should eat only fruit. It seems I have a paunch. One
should have been born a woman. Bear two children and bloat. The blouse should choke your breath.”
“Well, sir, you do have a slight paunch. That is probably why she says that.”
“Well, in my next life I shall be born a woman. My flesh can then hang around my waist like Elizabeth’s.”
“Oh, sir! Why do you drag an innocent woman like me into all this? I am without guile or malice. That is why
I am not all thin and shriveled up.”
“Hey, when you go to buy betel nut-powder, fetch half a dozen fruits for me.”
“You mean half a dozen jackfruits, sir?”
“What is this, I say? People coming to work dying of hunger. Doesn’t like my paunch, she says, my paunch!
Can’t I even smell a spoonful of ghee? What’s wrong with my being served some onions tossed in butter with
chapatis? Don’t I toil the whole day without pausing for breath? The lot of you—”
“What did we do, sir?”
“Go, get back to your work, girls. Five lakhs of books have to be cataloged. Chatting about mincemeat and
husbands grinding spices!”
Laughter.
*
Squeak-squeak.
It comes and sits on the Factory Act. Again it makes a sound.
Keech. Keech.
“Look, you are a nut-eater. What business have you here? Aren’t there trees outside? Go then. What do you
find in this glue? Go climb a couple of trees. What sort of bad habit have you picked up?”
It spreads its four legs out effortlessly on the book and lies flat on its stomach. A sunbeam bending and sliding
in through a hole in the meshed window touches it softly on the head. It closes its eyes.
I don’t touch the squirrel. Not that I believe in miracles. But I don’t feel like putting one to a test. I’m not used
to talking to magical princes.
The third floor is a neglected place. In the corner the man who catalogs the Telugu books mutters to himself
now and then. The other books—torn and about to tear, pasted together to postpone death—rest till they can be
cataloged. An iron-sheeted floor full of holes. One might actually see what is happening downstairs. Once, the
book of songs used several years ago in the Madurai Meenakshi Temple to drive away evil spirits slipped from
my hand and fell through the hole right on the librarian’s head.
For my sake, he had once climbed up onto these open iron almirahs, touching the ceiling, forgetting his
paunch.
“I can’t reach the top, sir! You look and tell me what’s there.” As soon as he had climbed up, he struck the
topmost stack of books with his hand. The dust rose in a wave.
Standing with legs planted on shelves facing each other, his head hidden in clouds of dust, one hand pressed to
his throat to control an imminent sneeze, he had seemed, as I craned my neck to look at him, a good, obedient
genie conjured up with a rub of the wonderful lamp.
“What is there at the top, sir?”
“Dust, dust!”
“No, sir, I mean what books!”
“I’ll see, Madam. People write many good books without all this climbing. This is rubbish, madam, just
rubbish.”
“If you like, I’ll climb up sir!”
“No, Madam! This is my duty.” He let fly ten sneezes. “These are just women’s books. Do you want them?”
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“Throw them down, sir.” They had fallen with a thud. Volumes of Penmadhi Bodhini and Jaganmohini.
Following them had come others. The sight of them tearing through the roof, sides splitting open—even this grew
familiar. For someone who does not believe in miracles, here was an overdose. As my finger touched the spine of
a mended, nineteenth-century book, a tremor rose from the sole of my foot, like an orgasm. Anna Sattianandhan
on her deathbed, asking her husband to pray, and, on the third floor only the squirrel and me to grieve. The
woman who first set out on horseback to spread Christianity broke through the meshed windows of this very third
floor. A Bengali girl writing to her father, pleading that he should not sell his only house to meet her marriage
expenses, set fire to herself, and the killing flame chased through this room, like a snake. The flame spread
through the third floor, its shape visible to the squirrel and me. The Telugu cataloger was not here that day.
What had appeared on the third floor were not mere books; they were whole generations throbbing with life.
Stately matrons wrapped in nine-yard saris, wearing shoes, and carrying rackets, playing badminton with the
white women. How best can young women please their husbands?—so many sermons preached untiringly on the
subject. Addressing her as “my girl,” trying to sound kind, these preach the dharma that women should follow.
Nallathangal, chasing her son even as he pleads with her to let him go, pushing him into a well, and jumping in
herself. A brahmin priest, stubbornly refusing to perform the last rites for a girl because she is an unshaven
widow. Knee-length tresses shorn as she lies dead. The devadasis dedicated to the temples, dancing to exhaustion,
singing, “I cannot bear the arrows of love.” Gandhi addressing the women spinning at the charka. Uma Rani of
the journal Tyagabhumi declaring, “I am not a slave.” “Kasini”\fn{ A pseudonym.} giving new patterns for bangles
in the women’s section. The Ananda Vikatan cover girl walks, swinging her arms while her husband carries the
shopping bag. Tamarai Kanni Ammaiyar—the lotus-eyed one—saying, “Let us give up our lives for Tamil.” Her
real name in Sanskrit: Jalajakshi. Ramamrutham Ammaiyar angrily confronting Rajaji, who wrote, “Gandhi won’t
come unless you pay him money.”
They are all here. I am also here. Sometimes they are like figures of smoke, weightless, sometimes weighty
and impressive. The day the girl widow’s head is shaved, a heaviness in my heart. Razors appear all around. Each
lock of hair falls with a hard sound. And rubs against my cheek, roughly. It is only when the squirrel taps his tail
twice and raises dust that my senses return. It is leaning on the Kalki with Ammu Swaminathan on the cover. It
has finished eating the glue.
I look down through the hole.
The librarian’s head is leaning against the chair. On the table, a file titled Subject: String. His favorite file.
Three years ago a shining violet file, now moldy, corners dog-eared. The file began with a letter saying that a
string was needed to separate the old magazines, here by month, here by year. It is not the practice to supply string
to the library; explain. The reason for breaking this precedent, said the letter that came in reply. Then the
explanation: the magazines that are not separated by month are mixed and useless. Useless for whom? For the
researchers. What researchers? Are they from Tamilnadu or from abroad?
The letters piled up. One day, the librarian pulled out a bundle of string from his trouser pocket. Later, he wrote
a letter asking to be reimbursed for the string, which set off a series of letters beginning with the query, “Why a
bundle of string?” Every evening the file would make its way to the table. He has not yet been reimbursed.
*
The squirrel chirps.
Keech. Keech.
My only link with reality. And yet my companion in illusions.
Keech. Keech.
I know. It is late. Your glue is gone. But I don’t want to leave these women. A magic string holds us together. I
hear them talking. As Shanmuga Vadivu’s veena strikes the first note of the octave, the sound leaps to my ear.
“Beholding the colorful lotus and seeking it, the bee sings a sweet song—utterly lost,” sings K. B. Sundarambal.
“Utterly lost,” echoes Vasavambal from behind, accompanying her on the harmonium. On the Marina Beach, Vai
Mu Ko hoists the flag of freedom. With children in their arms, the women who oppose Hindi go to jail.
See, this is another world! That glue should have infused a little of this world into you. A world for you and
me.
“Come down, lady.”
Smiling, he looks up and calls.
“I’m up here.”
He comes up.
“The ruling has arrived.”
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“What ruling?”
“They find all this mending very expensive. Not many people use these books. Just one or two like you. That’s
all. How can the government spend funds on staff, glue, et cetera? They are going to burn it all up.”
“Burn what up?”
“All these old unwanted books.”
My mind goes blank. Only at the edge a small thought rises. So the file about the string has finally come to a
close. Only the burial is left now.
“Come, lady.”
I approach the iron stair and turn back to look once more at the room. The evening sun and the mercury lamp
spread a strange light on the yellowed books that are to be burnt. Like the initial flood of fire that spreads over the
pyre. He turns out the light.
The darkness mingles with the dull red light changing everything into a magical flame, deep red. The squirrel,
with its four legs spread out, lies prone before the window as if in surrender.
As I go down the stairs, a little wave of thought. That window faces north.
3
She wanted to hold that bus terminus in her memory. To lodge its sounds and images deep in her mind so that
she might recall them at will later. A Tamil film song, full of murmuring, heaving and moaning. Ringing
invitations of video coaches. Announcements. Against these reverberating background noises, a breast emerging
from a folded back choli. The nipple ripe and full. Tiny lips seizing it with little sucking movements. A clashing
red and blue silk sari, damp at the neck. Jasmine and kadambam flowers squeezed into sleekly oiled, tightly
bound hair. Dark haunches of a man squatting outside the town lavatory, preferring to spray its outside walls. A
girl with stick-like plaits, arrested at midpoint of a shrill call, mouth gaping open to reveal the deep throat.
He—Chidambaram—was trying to get her a ticket, standing among the crowd jostling about the conductor. It
seemed to her that he never let his veshti down to its full length. It must have stayed folded and doubled since the
morning when she first saw him. A half-sleeved shirt. Worn sandals on his feet. It was in just those clothes that he
had come to meet her at the railway station, in the early morning. He had recognized her immediately. At once he
had relieved her of her small suitcase. He had evidently decided she couldn’t cope with such things as carrying
her own case, or buying her own ticket. As they came out of the station, he had remarked with some surprise, “My
goodness, you walk at quite a pace,” and had led the way out.
“Where are we going?”
“Look there, just to the corner street. To the Tamaraparni. We’ll bathe in the river and then carry on.”
“Oh no, I couldn’t possibly do that.”
“Nothing to worry about. Look at the number of people bathing out there.”
One end of a sari was held against the chest while the other end went slap-slap against a stone. Water splashed
against turmeric-stained cheeks and feet; wet thighs. Wet hair fell upon shoulders. Sari ends were held up by the
teeth while cholis were slipped on in seconds.
Lightning glimpse of waist and back; then magically the sari was securely in place.
Not she. She wore too many bits and pieces. Nor were these simple enough garments to manage with such
ease: to remove, to put on in full view of all.
“Do you not want to bathe?”
“No. I am not accustomed to the river.”
“It’s a shame to come here and not bathe in the Tamaraparni.”
“No, no, no. I can’t manage it.”
He was a bit taken aback by her obstinate refusal.
“Can’t see why you have to fuss about bathing in a river,” he muttered. Then, “Well, in that case let’s go.”
He stopped before a wooden door and called, “Anni.”
The door opened. He said to the man who held the door open:
“This is the lady I told you about. It seems she is writing some sort of report. Krishnamurti wrote, asking us to
assist her. Ganapati is not in town, though. At first I thought we’d book her a room in the Hotel, but she doesn’t
want that as she is here for only half a day. So I’ve brought her along.”
“Please come in. Why take a room when my house is at your disposal?”
Inside, a face peeped out of the kitchen.
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“She says she’d like a bath,” he announced, as if it were news.
“What?”
“She wants a bath, she says.”
“Didn’t you bring her along the river?”
“Of course. But she says she is not accustomed.”
“It doesn’t matter. She can bath here.”
There was coffee in a minute. Then, “Come,” the woman invited her.
She pointed to the washing area inside the kitchen.
“I’ve put water for you in a bucket. Help yourself. No need to shut the door: nobody comes here.”
At the hearth, there was daal cooking, fragrant with turmeric. Next to it stood the dosai griddle.
“You’ll find a piece of turmeric on the shelf, she said, coming into the kitchen with a swift movement, to sit in
front of the griddle. And before her visitor could quite take in the casualness, the utter lack of self-consciousness
of that entry, she had started pouring out the dosaibatter.
Hunger tore at her insides. The very first green chili coming apart under the grindstone tickled her nostrils and
went straight to her head.
“Do you want me to scrub your back for you?”
“No, no. Thank you.”
“Are you shy? No need to be shy; we’re both women.”
The very first dosai fell on the waiting banana leaf, crisply gold. Another sizzle. Under the quick strokes of the
ladle, the batter spread again to a perfect round.
“Don’t you ever put oil on your hair?”
“Of course I do.”
“Then why has it become so dry? No reason why you shouldn’t have a healthy head of hair if you rub in a
couple of handfuls of oil and then wash your hair with shikakai paste in the Tamaraparni.”
Her own hair was shining black, tight and sleek as a bronze pot.
“Are you looking at my hair? I’m fifty years old. You won’t find a single gray hair on my head. I still get my
periods.”
Is there nothing you want to hide? You too must have been reared as I was.
“Why is your sari hanging off your shoulder? Tuck it in properly at the waist. What are you doing in the front
veranda? Shut up. I don’t want to hear your voice. Put those books away. Chop these vegetables for me. Chum the
curds later … ”\fn{The husband is apparently speaking.}
Regulated. Repressed. Then from what source of strength does such innocence spring? Such a smile?
“I was married at fourteen. He was twenty at the time. Not that he was unknown to us or anything; he is my
own uncle’s son. What else was there after that? My realm has been to feed them all: two girls I have; one son.
We’ve married them all off now. Can you imagine, I have a grandson?”
And is that the sum total of your life story? In four lines?
Meanwhile she was wondering how she was going to put on her underclothes.
“I’ll go and serve him now. I have to serve him a fresh dosai the second he has finished the last. He can’t stand
it otherwise. If he gives a single blow …” She smiled and hastened, leaf in hand.
She drew on her clothes quickly. The choli was difficult to pull on over her still wet body; it caught at the
elbow. “
“Will you come and eat? I’m hungry.”
“Would you like me to do the dosais?”
“'Do you really know how?”
“I can manage. They won’t be as perfect as yours. But they’ll do.”
“When you say that you forget the difference in age between us. How old are you and how old am I? And I’ve
been cooking dosais since I was ten. Enough to feed twenty people a day, for forty years. How many does that
make?”
Seven thousand and three hundred dosais a year. Two lakh and ninety-two thousand dosais in forty years.
Besides idlis, vadais, appams, vegetable curries and sambars. How many times has she drained the rice? How
many kilos of rice has she cooked? And she smiles.
“What is this report you are writing?”
“About women.”
“What is there to write about women?”
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“How they live. What work they do. What they think about their lives.”
“What do they think? We bore our children. We fed them.”
“But you didn’t bear children all the time. You must have had other thoughts in between. Mustn’t you?”
“Yes. So we had our thoughts. Go on with you.”
They continued to eat silently.
She dipped a fragment of dosai in chutney, but paused before eating it.
“There was a book in our house, when I was a small child. It had many photographs. Of the sea. With waves,
covered in foam. In some photos the sea was still as a mirror. But I’ve seen the sea at Tiruchendur. Once when I
was very ill I kept calling for the sea in my delirium. He was furious; called me a mad woman. I don’t know what
that disease is. It was like a spell, a curse of the sea. I used to start up from my bed saying, ‘I want to go to the
seaside. I want to see the sea.’ Then he’d give me such a slap across the face. I’d quieten down. He’s a great
devotee of Muruga, he is.”
*
In another city there was a little girl. On the street she lived in, there was a small bookstore, glass-fronted. If
she stood on her toes, her eyes and nose alone would reach the glass window. It stood behind a swiveling
bookcase. A small patch of the blue sky, the moonlight threading through it like embroidery. A boat. The sea and
boat and moonlight blended together in a mass of blueness. She loved blue. Very much. Every time she reached
the street corner, her eyes and nose would press against the glass. The shopkeeper noticed her one day.
“What is it, child?”
“The sea.” She pointed.
“Come in.”
He took it down and gave it to her to look at. It was a painting from Europe. Could it have been a Monet?\fn
{Claude Oscar Monet (1840-1926), French artist; he made many trips to the French Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts during the 1870’s
and 1880’s.} Can't remember now. One day he actually gave it to her. A gentle moment from her own childhood.
The Painted Sea.
*
“What is the conversation about, Teacher? She doesn’t know much, but she can make you a good fish curry.”
He was laughing.
The visitor watched her. She returned that glance for half a second and then stood up with her leaf to walk past
her husband.
As they left, she said:
“Next time you come, you must plan to spend a couple of days. We could make a trip to Tiruchendur.”
“Oh yes, certainly. We will take a picnic. The Murugan temple there is a very fine one, Teacher,” he added.
She wanted to stroke that cheek. To take down the tightly plaited hair and see it spilling down, free. To touch
the dark neck where the heavy gold chains lay. But what they had shared in material terms were the dosais alone.
So, “I will certainly come again to eat the dosais made by your hand,” she said.
Chidambaram brought her her bus ticket.
“You will be all right, won't you? Ganapati will certainly meet you there. He’ll take you home as soon as your
work is finished. He’s not here at the moment. That’s why. … You’ll reach there safely, won’t you?”
“I got to this place from Delhi, didn’t I? Of course I’ll be all right.”
“But alone …”
“Don’t worry. I’ll be fine.”
Before the bus finally got going, he said to the conductor:
“She’s new here. Please make sure she gets off at the right place.”
She could hardly breathe. Protection is a form of repression too. I can only protect you if you stay at home. As
soon as you come out and breathe the air that I breathe, danger surrounds you. Terrifying dangers stand at all eight
points of the compass, mouths open, ready to devour you. Look how much I care about you, how concerned I am.
She longed for the sea. The tossing, insulting sea.
Ganapati had indeed come to meet her. After her work was done, they took a bus to his home. By that time it
was one o’clock at night. They crossed a graveled verandah, then the outer courtyard, and came to the door. He
called softly, “Chandra, Chandra,” without knocking.
Immediately, a young girl of about twenty came to the door, a wooden one with an iron grille, and opened it
with a smile.
“Come in,” she said, tidying her loosened hair. “Anni is asleep upstairs,” she added.
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“My sister,” he introduced.
The girl smiled again. She spread a small mat in the main room, next to the kitchen.
“Please sit down.”
She lit the portable stove and placed the griddle upon it. Inside the kitchen there was an old-fashioned hearth
with firewood stacked under it and kolams upon it. She brought two banana leaves. Fresh dosais fell upon them.
Spices. Ghee. And hot milk arrived in tumblers before they had finished eating.
In the morning, she came with tea.
“How did you guess that I drink tea?”
“My brother told me. He said that people from Delhi only like tea.”
“What else did he say?”
“That you walk terribly fast. That you go everywhere on your own.”
“How would you like to come with me?”
“How is that possible? They won’t allow me to go anywhere outside the house.”
“Don’t you ever go out?”
“Once in a while. To the temple. Sometimes to the festivals. To the cinema, if my brother and sister-in-law take
me.”
“Then what do you do at home?”
“Oh, I’ve got masses to do. How can Amma do all the work by herself? Anni and I help her. We have to feed
the cows, grind the rice for dosais, make the chutney. Then there is the washing to do. My brother likes to have
his shirts and trousers starched and ironed. Otherwise he can get very angry. If I have time, I’ll read a magazine in
the afternoon. I like the serials.”
“The tea is delicious.”
“In that story from Surabi magazine, this girl has just gone off with this man just because he asked her. To be
continued, it says. I’m afraid he’ll ruin her. She shouldn’t have gone to him, should she?”
“Don’t you ever want to go out?”
“Of course I do. But I will be able to, won’t I, when I marry? I could go with urumll anywhere I want—shops,
cinemas, other places, other towns. They are looking for a bridegroom for me, but so far things haven’t worked
out.”
“What sort of husband do you fancy?”
“Why do you ask? Are you going to look out a bridegroom for me, then?”
Mischief in her eyes.
“Why don’t I look out a bridegroom for you in Delhi? How do you fancy a fair, light-skinned Punjabi?”
“You are laughing at me.”
“No, really. You tell me.”
“Are you asking me what sort of man he should be? Well, he should be a good man.”
“Meaning? That he shouldn’t drink or smoke? Or what?”
“He mustn’t get angry. He mustn’t threaten me.”
“Rich or poor?”
“He must be good-natured. If he is educated, he’ll get a good enough salary, won’t he? He should look after me
well.”
She reached for a piece of paper.
“What do you really want after you are married? Come on, let me make a list.”
“Are you teasing me?”
“No, honestly, I want to know. Tell me.”
The girl stood leaning her head against the heavy chains of the indoor swing, bent knee resting on the plank.
Her hair fell in waves upon her forehead, the eyelashes dropped slowly like sails, letting the boat eyes drift. She
had her list, sure enough:
I want to walk along the streets outside, every day.
I want to eat a plate of snacks in a restaurant.
I want to walk into a shop and choose my own sari.
I want to go to the cinema.
I want to see lots of places.
She walked about with firmness in the world of her own backyard. She restrained the buffalo. She fed it. She
showed the visitor the bath house that was used during menstrual pollution, dark as a cave. Whenever one peeped
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in, she was found by the kitchen hearth … Shall I cook the dosais now? Would you like me to pour the idli batter?
… At night she folded her legs quietly and modestly and fell asleep, her sari neatly tucked about her. At the
slightest sound of a sneeze she was up, as if she were switched on, to make a soothing drink of pepper and jeera
in hot water. When she put her hands to her face, they smelt of food. The smell of food which had been cooked for
generations.
As the suitcase was closed, she said, “I shall really miss you.”
“You’ll send me a wedding invitation, won’t you?”
“Of course. How can I not?”
Ganapati took the case from her. She came to the front door of the house.
“Won’t you see me to the gate?”
But she signaled, no. She smiled. She wore a purple, the colour of aubergine flowers. As they reached the gate,
her voice alone followed:
“Don’t forget to buy some of the special halva of this town for akka.”
When she turned around she caught only the tail-end of that purple sari. She let that purple cloth spread out
across her mind. It seemed to unfold, then gather itself and swirl in waves. A purple sea. Gradually it seemed to
turn into a poisonous blue, rising higher and higher. She could hear the sound of a sharp slap across a face. From
the hand of the devotee of Mumgan.
Chidambaram, waiting for her at the bus stand, handed her a package.
“What’s this?”
“I told Anni you were leaving. She sent you dosais for the journey.”
And Ganapati brought her the halva just as Chandra had wished. Halva nestling upon a banana leaf, glistening
with ghee.
31.167 Her Independence\fn{by Veena Shanteshwar (1945- )} Dharwar, Dharwada District, Karnataka State, India
(F) 3
Saturday.
She had been feeling heavy in mind and body since afternoon, and kept gazing impatiently at the clock. She
heaved a sigh of relief when it was at last half past five, and rose hurriedly, gathering up her bag, her small
umbrella, and her lunchbox. She rushed out without waiting for her companions, automatically smoothing down
her hair before the mirror that hung by the door. Worrying that she would be late for the six o’clock local train,
she looked at her watch and walked more quickly. As she stepped onto the main road, a bus bound for the station
came to a halt before her. She was naturally tempted. But wiser counsel prevailed, and she reasoned that she could
buy some spinach for the thirty paisa she would save. The station was not even a mile away. She could walk the
distance in less than fifteen minutes. Her spirits lifted; it was Saturday; and Shankar would be home. He loved
anything with spinach in it.
She still had a couple of hundred yards to cover when she thought she heard someone hailing her. She walked
on resolutely. But the voice reached her with renewed vigor.
“Hey, Vimala!”
She stopped and looked back. It was Shashi Kulkarni, who taught at the Girls’ Training College. There were
three other women with her, all wearing white khadi. Vimala supposed that they were members of Bhagini Seva
Sadan, the women’s group just started by Shashi.
“My goodness, Vimala, how fast you walk! At this rate, why do you need to take a train from Hubli to
Dharwad? Even on foot you could reach your house in Malamaddi in ten minutes!”
Managing a tired smile, she asked:
“What’s the matter, Shashi? Why do you pursue me so relentlessly? Look, be quick. I can’t afford to miss this
train.”
“Why should I delay you and invite the wrath of your husband and children? Actually, we wanted to meet you
at your office, but you’d already left. That’s why we’re running after you like this. We at Bhagini have our annual
meeting tomorrow and—”
“I’m sorry, Shashi, but you know it’s impossible for me to leave the house on a Sunday.”
“I know, but this is no ordinary program. Since this is International Women’s Year, we want to make it a very
special affair. The collector himself has agreed to preside. You, you will be one of the guests. You must speak—
for about fifteen minutes—”
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“Shashi, you must understand—I haven’t done that for ages. Besides, I’ve neither the inclination nor the time
now.”
A look of surprise mingled with regret crossed Shashi’s face.
“How strange to hear you speak this way, Vimala. I can’t believe you are the same person who used to talk
about working for women’s upliftment, women’s emancipation not so long ago! Surely you don’t think of our
work like some others do—as propaganda or a passing fashion. You know that women, especially middle-class
women like you and me, face thousands of problems. In all of Hubli or Dharwad, there’s no better person than
you to talk about these things.”
“Please Shashi, don’t force me to speak.” She sounded a little desperate.
“I won’t take no for an answer. You simply must show up. It’s at the town hall tomorrow evening. You can
even appear just at six.”
“Look, you know my husband’s been transferred to Belgaum. He’s home only on the weekend. How can I—”
“Oh, come on. Married for a decade, mother of three, and yet not ready to miss an evening with your husband?
No wonder men get so swollen-headed. You must come tomorrow.”
[They arrive at the station.]\fn{This is an insertion by the translator.} The train whistled shrilly. Vimala jumped and
collapsed onto a seat without having said a word to Shashi and the others.
*
Having reached home, she washed, changed her sari, and was making tea when the baby began to wail. Raju,
too, had raised his voice in protest:
“When I say I won’t give it to you, I mean it. Mother got this ball specially for me.”
Her tired body demanded a cup of tea, and she made no move to console the kids. She proceeded to strain her
tea, hoping that her father-in-law would stop his chant of “Hare Krishna, Krishna Hare” and attend to them.
Nothing like that happened. The child’s wailing reached the skies. In a fit of anger she rushed out, wanting to
silence the three children with blows.
Just then, Shankar entered. She checked herself. The children stopped screaming when they saw their father.
She tried to smile as she bent to pick up his briefcase. With a touch of impatience, he said:
“What the hell’s going on here? Their rumpus could be heard down the street. Here you are—educated, a
graduate—I had thought you’d be able to bring up the children well. I even agreed to a small dowry. But you’ve
done nothing for them—they’re so undisciplined and unruly!”
Picking up the youngest child and the briefcase, she went in without saying a word.
Having given everyone something to eat and drink, she sat down in the kitchen. It was nearly eight. As she
kneaded the chapati dough, she suddenly remembered: there had been three memos from the Life Insurance
Corporation. The premium on Raju’s policy was also overdue. She never found the time to do it on working days.
Perhaps Shankar could help. Also, the baby needed to go to the doctor for a check-up. She wondered how the
child had spent the days with his grandfather. Also, Neelu needed cloth for her uniform. This could be done in the
evening. Maybe in the morning Shankar could go to the depot and get some firewood. Kerosene had become
scarce lately. Besides, the monsoon was about to begin.
“Vimala Bai, could you get me some water?”
The weak voice of the father-in-law. She was reminded of the doctor’s words:
“These repeated attacks of stomachache could mean appendicitis. Why don’t you ask your husband to bring
him over to the clinic? I’ll give him a thorough checkup. An operation might be necessary.”
At least this Shankar must do.
It was half-dark in the kitchen. She started suddenly as a pair of arms encircled her.
“What are you doing? The children …” she remonstrated.
The arms drew her closer. While her body responded half-heartedly, she extricated herself.
“There’s the cooking to be done. We mustn’t keep Father-in-law waiting for his meal.”
Releasing her, he said complainingly, “It’s always children, Father-in-law, cooking—have I no place in your
life?”
The children, the father-in-law, the cooking—whom are they for and whose—she pushed back the retort and
bent over the chapatis.
After dinner the kids began to clamor for their bedding. Reclining in a chair and smoking, Shankar said:
“For heaven’s sake, can’t you see to what they want? They’re giving me a headache.”
She attended to the children, closed the main door, spread out the mattress for her father-in-law, and went to
finish the chores in the kitchen. Shankar followed her in, yawning widely:
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“Now don’t sit scouring the dishes for hours. Just leave them aside. I’m already sleepy.”
She continued her work, pretending not to have heard.
Lack of space forced them to sleep in the kitchen. When Shankar worked in Dharwad, they had had roomy and
comfortable quarters. There the mice did not trouble them at night. There they did not need to rise before dawn to
fill the buckets. But ever since Shankar’s transfer, the problems had piled up. The salary he drew as a supervisor
was insufficient to keep them going—ill-health, growing children, the loan to buy a plot of land, the marriage of
his sister—no, it was not enough. So she held fast to her clerical job in a bank in Hubli. And the law that says
working couples have a right to live in the same town? Shankar, too, was seeking a transfer to Dharwad—or was
he? Perhaps he had forgotten. Must remind him …
Yes, I must confide in him. I cannot bear these responsibilities alone. I’ve been crumbly lately both in body
and in mind. Please come away here. Soon … I’ve had enough … but I can’t stop my tears. It doesn’t matter, even
if I trouble him.
It was late when she went to bed. He did not give her a chance to speak …
When she could breathe again, she said in a low, tired voice:
“Shankar—”
“There you go again—‘When will you get your transfer?’—isn’t that it?”
All of a sudden she wondered whether he was really trying to get a transfer. Perhaps he was reluctant to come
back to all these problems, perhaps he did not want a transfer …
She turned again to him, and held him by the shoulders.
“Shankar—”
“I’m awfully sleepy, Vimala. Let’s talk in the morning. I promise to listen to you. Only, don’t disturb my
sleep.”
She was silent. The husband’s snores, the father-in-law’s groans from outside, the scrabbling of mice, the
blowing wind …
She could not sleep.
Somewhere a clock chimed two. Another two hours. Must fill the buckets. The dratted taps go dry before six in
the morning. The baby wakes at six. Sleep after that is impossible. Father-in-law would want his tea by half past
six.
Turning, she looked at her husband, stretched out on the mattress. He seemed content. He still looked young
except for a slight graying at the temples, and he had not lost his zest for life. And she was six years younger, but
already an old woman. The past two years had been extremely trying—housework, the office, looking after the
children, shuttling between Hubli and Dharwad. Yet the mirror tells me I’m no longer the old Vimala. The lined
face, the gray hair, the tired body and mind. All my energy is gone.
She rose at dawn to turn on the taps.
Shankar stirred.
“What the hell are you up to at this hour?” he grumbled.
She was reminded of the early days of their marriage, of how he used to come help her draw water at the well.
They had gone to visit his parents in their village … She smiled. He got up abruptly and joined his son, who was
sleeping in the outer room.
Shankar rose only when the others had eaten their breakfast. Serving him tea, she said:
“Please go to the firewood depot later. With the monsoon approaching, we must have a stock of fuel. Later,
you must go see Dr. Athavale. Your father’s having a lot of trouble with his stomach.”
“Isn’t there a doctor next door? Why can’t you find some time and take him there? Some women are so very
efficient, but look at you. You never get anything done.”
“What shall I do?” she burst out helplessly. “There’s the insurance money to be paid, the uniforms to get, the
baby’s health to be seen to, pending accounts at the office to be completed—”
“That’s enough. I come here only on the weekend, and even then there’s no peace. I’m more at home in my
room at the Belgaum lodge.”
He got up in a huff. From outside, she heard the soft voice of her father-in-law.
“Why are you so edgy, Son? She’s all alone, poor woman, working both in the house and outside. As for
yourself, you live away from all this. Why don’t you help a little, at least when you’re here? Tomorrow’s Monday.
Nobody will object if you go a bit late to your office. Just finish that insurance work before you leave.”
Shankar did not speak.
In a little while, Patil dropped by in search of his friend Shankar. As Vimala served them tea, Paril implored:
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“Please let Shankar come with me. There’s a good English movie showing this morning. It’s been ages since
we went out together.”
“Oh, sure. Who am I to object?”
The others finished their afternoon meal and Vimala sat down to wait for her husband. She remembered
Shashi’s invitation. No, better get some work done in the evening. After that, if he’s free, we can take the children
out, she planned.
Shankar rushed in.
“Isn’t lunch ready yet? Be quick. Our junior engineer’s car is leaving for Belgaum at two o’clock. I want to
join them.”
Vimala halted in her tracks.
“What’s the hurry? Can’t you stay till morning?” her father-in-law asked.
“And stand for more than two hours in line just to get a bus ticket? Anyway, the car’s empty. I might as well go
in it.”
He ate in a hurry. Picking up his briefcase, he took leave of his father. Vimala followed him outside.
“Next week there’s a holiday—it’s the second Saturday. Will you come down on Friday then?”
He said in an off-hand manner:
“Let’s see. Even on a holiday there’s always work to do.” He added sarcastically, “What do I come and do here
the whole day? Even you aren’t interested these days.”
He waved to the children.
Vimala watched till he turned the corner. She thought of her father-in-law’s remarks: “Lives alone … far
away.”
Belgaum, the lodge, who knows how he lives, what he does. The insurance policy, the monsoon, fuel, the
baby’s fever, Father-in-law’s stomachache, cooking, office, the local train … she sank down, momentarily
overwhelmed.
“Our country has been free for a quarter of a century now. And yet we find our women bound in slavery. The
causes: 25 percent tradition, another 25 percent circumstances, and the remaining 50 percent men (applause). This
is International Women’s Year. The year in which women must awake to self-consciousness. We must open our
eyes to the realities around us. We must protest against the injustices we suffer. At no time and for no reason must
we give in. Only then …”
Hubli’s town hall was filled with women that Sunday evening. They listened to Shrimati Vimala Shankar with
curiosity, and with admiration.
260.202: 1. Prayer Of A Monolith 2. The Spear 3. Grace 4. bonsai-god 5. The Edge: Five Poems\fn{by Temsula
Ao (1945- )} Jorhat, Jorhat District, Assam State, India (F) 5
1

I stand at the village gate
In mockery of my former state.
Once I stood in a deep forest
Proud and content
My beloved of the laughing dimple
Standing by my side.
Then one day some strangers
Came poking and prying
Stabbing at a mound here
And sizing up a boulder there.
Suddenly and old one
Sighted me and cried,
‘Ah, this is the one
This one will do'.
The others who saw her
Shook their heads and murmured,
‘But not this one
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Just look at the ugly crack'.
I protested and pleaded,
‘Please do not leave her,
It is only a dimple
Left by a passing lightning'.
But they ignored my pleas
And went about their ways.
They dislodged me from my moorings
They tore me from her side
They chipped and chiseled
They gave me altered proportions.
They pulled me to the village
Strapped to a make-shift carriage
And planted the ‘made-over' me
As their new-found trophy.
When the party reached the village
Children ran out in glee,
Colourful women ululated
While drunken men capered
Round my new-placed
Mooring of misery.
Even the village mongrels
Rushed out and raised their legs
Against my chiseled side
Staking their claim
To the general pride
As I stood in my shame
For someone else's fame.
Thus I stand now at the village gate
In mockery of my former state.
O you elements,
When you pass by the forest
And my beloved queries,
Just tell her
I have gone to my glory
But please, please, never
Tell her the story
Of my ignominy.
2
It was the spear that started it all.
I had to go back for it
To the shed in the jhum
And when I regained the main path
The others were long gone.
At the stream I stood hesitant
On the tree-trunk lying across,
But its cool waters inviting, I waded in
For a quick soak in its wet fold
Before the long trek home.
In the embrace of the soothing fluid
Weariness left my tired limbs
And I came out a new man
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My mind bent on home and
The one waiting there.
The shadows were lengthening
As the rays of the fading sun
Sped through bushes and shrubs
Along the rough-hewn jungle path.
With the spear as my only companion
I hurried my pace
When suddenly a low bark
Stopped me in my track.
Another low moan and a blurry flight
Across the path, and my spear fled
With lightning speed
No volition, only instinct accelerating
Deadly aim towards the shapely silhouette.
A thud and a crash in the shrubs
And afterwards, a great stillness
I crept forward and gasped at the sight
Of a writhing doe, my spear firmly
Impaled in her wounded bigness
Her life ebbing away.
She exhaled with a last moaning heave
Expelling new life from her dying frame
Wrapped in her guts and the birthing blood.
She tried to free new-born
From its watery fold
But my spear stood unyielding in its hold.
Grief engulfing my suddenly
Tired body, I stood there numb
A mute witness to my own crime
Until, the evening shadows urged for safety.
Hurriedly gathering some wild grass
I covered her unseeing teary eyes
To mark my shame and invoke
Nature's forgiveness.
Next I erected the circle of genna\fn{A word which may mean several things: unclean, sacred as well as taboo, all meanings
indicating prohibition of some sort. The practice of genna has been a part of Naga rituals observed on many different occasions. }
Around the still and bloody duo
Praying fervently that other predators
Would know the sign and steer
Clear of the spear-blighted spot.
Leaving my accursed weapon where it stood
I ran and stumbled
Fearful of other demons stalking me
I ran faster, bleeding and weeping
Until I stumbled into the waiting arms
Sitting by the roaring hearth.
As she cradled my tortured self
In the stillness of the night,
I caressed her rounded fullness
Praying to the gods
To protect my seed
From mindless stalkers
Such as me,
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For now I knew
It was not the spear alone
That caused it all.
3
Three score and ten
the biblical measure
of man’s life on earth.
*
As I approach this landmark
in my life’s journey
I often ponder on this great unknown:
*
When I step on this threshold
will that herald my entry
into an uncertain eternity?
*
But there have been many,
set free to walk the earth
beyond the ordained span.
*
And I too hope to see the day
when I can cross the portal
to join the liberated band.
*
And should my fortune be such,
I too shall walk in the sunshine
of a Grace exceeding the scriptures.
4
once i wanted to grow a god
in the middle of my garden
*
which would grow majestic
and command the reverence of all
*
whom women would dress
with crimson drapes
*
and worshippers would offer
gifts of flowers and fruits
*
the cash would flow
and I would build a fitting temple
*
where I would lord and
bask in the reflected glory,
*
but it was not to be
*
because the god-designate
languished in his assigned plot
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*
and thwarted my grand ambition
of owning a god in my domain
*
so I ended up by re-planting
the scion of giants in a puny pot
*
forever constricting
his genetic propensity
*
and reducing his divine destiny
to become a stunted absurdity.
*
there he squats now dislocated,
awkward, and grotesque
*
a pathetic travesty of his natural majesty.
*
now from his prison in the pot
the banyan hurls me taunts
*
hisses at me with utter contempt
and shakes the earth off his roots
*
he even ridicules me, shouting loudly,
‘hey you wanted me to be a god?
*
and that too in the turf
where another reigned underground?
*
he resented my intrusion
and called me an upstart
*
he drank up my sap
and gnawed at my roots
*
so that I would not become
the new god of your dreams.
*
and on the day you dislodged me,
oh, how he capered and shouted in glee
*
“hey, hey behold, the new god
of the constipated earth!”’
*
time has moved on and the agitations
are milder, for he is now resigned
*
to his lot in the almost crumbling pot
and I too am past caring
*
as I sit in my rickety rocking-chair
in the dilapidated verandah
*
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a far cry from my dream-temple.
*
and on certain days i seriously begin to wonder
If it was indeed a god I was truly after.
5
I know that too many of us
have been sitting on this edge
at the end of an ordinary
domestic day
*
When children scamper home
with bruised knees, bleeding noses
and sometimes with tales of glory
of subduing foes in brawls.
*
But once home the hurts and glories
of the day end with a hot meal
and the comforting hug
of familiar sweaty arms.
*
But the bleary eyes and unsteady gait
of the latecomer portend
another stormy end to the day
as he swaggers into his domain
*
Demanding immediate attention
from the one sitting on the precipice
usually in terror of this rogue protector
and his malevolent maleness.
*
But it’ll be different tonight.
*
So she sits still,
ignoring the yells and threats
firm in her resolve
never to submit again.
*
Her reasoning is simple:
*
Why should the snow-white sheets
still glowing with the gold of the day
be sullied by the sordid drama of the night
when she can simply leap over the edge?
*
OR ----70.146 Once Upon A Time\fn{by Paul Zachariah (1945- )} Urulikkunnam, Kottayam District, Kerala State, India
(M) 3
Once upon a time there lived a community of frogs in a pond in the corner of the lawns of a house. Their
number was limited; for most of the dark garlands of eggs the frog mothers deposited into the muddy waters of
the pond, crying, nightlong during the new rains, fell a prey to the fat fish and to the curiosity of the children of
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the house armed with long sticks. And from among those who somehow escaped and made their way up the
realms of metamorphosis, many disappeared—again victims of others’ hunger and curiosity.
True, the fish too used to vanish into the kitchen periodically, but the people had also ensured that their number
remained high. As the number of the fish increased, so did the anxiety of the frogs. This anxiety passed from
generation to generation like a legacy. The threat from the children of course receded as their own metamorphosis
took them to faraway places. But the race always lived under a sense of doom.
One day the young daughters of the house brought home a cat. When, with silent steps, she moved among the
frogs in the lawn one night, they sat frozen in a vague sense of danger. Occasionally she would hook a fish from
the pond, her paws flashing like lightning. From their hideouts, the round eyes of the frogs watched the white
cruelty of her claws and the speed and strength of her paws. But never did she extend her soft furry paws towards
a frog. She ignored them like the stones or the patches of moss in the lawn.
At night the frogs hunted in and around the pond. They waited in the grass for the tiny faded creatures that
dusk brings forth and their long tongues lashed out in the night air sweeping up the colorless struggling bodies.
It came to pass that on certain nights the cat did not fish at the pond. Instead she went chasing certain calls that
echoed from far and near. Sounding her soft and subdued responses to the urgent calls, she would wander away
into the night.
In course of time her belly grew big with child. Her movements became slow. At night, with her big belly, she
would walk to the pond, followed all the way by the intensely suspicious eyes of the frogs, and sit licking her face
and paws clean.
Every morning the frogs would get together and count themselves. They would calculate the increase that
could be expected in their numbers during the coming rains. Judging by the rough estimates of their progress from
generation to generation, they would sadly note that there was no reversal of the declining trend. Even though the
fish were given special feeds (to which the frogs too helped themselves), during the monsoons they relished the
fresh eggs of the frogs. Therefore the frogs even secretly admired the cat to some extent—though mingled with
fear and suspicion—when they thought of the fish that struggled upon her sharp claws.
One day, upon an old discarded mattress in the cellar she licked clean three little staggering kittens looking like
bits of cotton wool. They looked about with large, round suspicious eyes and meowed loudly. Their mother went
to the kitchen at regular intervals, drank milk from a bowl and returned to feed the young ones in an uproar of
meows. The kittens grew and began to peep out of the cellar. Very soon they were playing about in the kitchen.
One morning it was with a numbing shock that the frogs saw something in the grass—the cold, lonely corpse of a
frog among the dew laden leaves of grass. It had been bitten and clawed. As they watched in horror from the
pond, the sweeper lifted the body with a stick and threw it far away with a grimace.
At dusk the frogs gathered together. Panic enveloped them like a net. Huddled in a grave and tragic silence
they counted themselves. They grew aware of the reality of the missing member with a horror that gripped their
hearts. They sat there helplessly. Striving to compose their minds, determined to see what the morrow would
bring, they waited, on the smooth cold steps of the pond, in the wet grass and upon the dark water, their gaze fixed
upon the heavens, trapped by the flaming stars and with the undertow of a new fear in their hearts.
From the depths of the sleeping house came the meowing of the kittens and their mother’s consoling
responses. These sounds assaulted them like a fearsome thunder. Forgetting their hunger they sat, pressing their
bodies close to the earth as if to bury themselves in it. After a while they heard the sounds leaving the house and
approaching them. The night passed like a blanket dragged slowly away by an unknown hand. When light
appeared again, bringing its shadows, the body of yet another frog lay dead and frozen in the mild morning sun,
untouched even by the shadows.
When that terrible day had passed, the frogs once again gathered on the steps of the pond like forlorn ghosts
and counted themselves. The awareness of their loss fixed them in the center of a mesmeric circle beyond which
they could not proceed. Beneath a dark sky drained of all hope, they sat staring at the night, their hearts
constricted by a great anxiety. The night flowed rapidly into the estuary of dawn, and slowly the frogs moved
away in the directions that hunger took them.
The next day again a frog’s body lay upon the grass, mauled and torn apart.
All along that day and in the evening, the frogs appeared on the steps of the pond like a dark crowd. At sunset
the sound of prayer and the meowing of the kittens flowed from the lighted windows of the house. The kittens
were clamoring for play.
The dark and gloomy group upon the pond’s steps now tried to analyze their predicament with sinking hearts.
Action, it was action that was required. What was the guarantee that the coming dawn would not bring yet another
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dead body? The loss they had suffered was extraordinary. In three days there were three deaths and two out of the
three were expectant mothers. Action, they said: immediate action to safeguard the existence of the race.
First of all they decided that until a further decision, none, especially the pregnant ones, should hunt outside
the protection of the water. They resolved, then to offer one frog every day to the cat, choosing the victim by lots.
The female members were to be excluded from this ritual. Thus they acted to ensure racial survival.
Their reasoning was that the fact that the kill had not been eaten proved that the cats did not relish frog meat.
But the wanton killing might go on accompanied by the terror of uncertainty and the cats might by and by develop
a taste for frog meat. This was the greatest danger. Therefore, the frogs believed, the best alternative was to glut
the cats with frog meat day after day and make them feel sick of it quickly so that the race could soon go about its
life peacefully once again. The decision was accepted with an unwavering unanimity. They accepted it with cold
and unmoved hearts. None was frightened or sad or doubtful, except one.
This frog grew sad, reflecting on the futility of the decision. Because he believed that the three frogs had died
not as food but as toys of the kittens. He also knew that once it was realized that we were playthings and not
victims, all there was to do was to wait, accepting and thereby renouncing all, understanding that there is nothing
to be done and nothing to be sad about. But he saw speaking and not speaking as part of a larger pointlessness,
and, therefore, kept silent. He kept to himself the dread that came with the realization that he too would have to
take part in the futile lottery and hollow sacrifice, and merged himself into the solidarity of the group.
It was this frog, still in his youth, on whom the lot fell to be the first sacrifice.
He heard of his selection with great anguish to be the first in an absurd sacrificial chain! He was visited by an
intense sadness when he thought of his brief life ending in such an absurdity. He now waited for the next step,
hoping that the cats would arrive early and bring to a quick end his purposeless sacrifice.
In the dark waters of the pond the frogs gathered round the first sacrifice in grave silence. When the time came,
the sacrificial frog dropped away from the clan like a falling leaf. Laved by the encircling and tranquil ripples of
the cool water, its solitary form swam slowly towards the bank, leaving its race behind forever.
It took its position on the narrow path that led from the house to the lawn and began the waiting. Sounds died
away in the house. The clatter of pots and pans ceased. One by one the lights went out. But none emerged from
the house to accept the sacrifice. The hours of the night ticked away. No soft silent feet came down the steps to
play. Soon it was midnight and the moon also rose. Moonlight lay shining upon the dew on the grass. None
arrived to accept the sacrifice.
In the pond the impatient movements of the race broke into waves, ripples and bubbles, faded and rose again.
At the sacrificial spot under the moon, a dimly shining night stood guard. The sacrifice remained untouched.
For there had been a birthday feast in the house and the satisfied kittens had fallen asleep under the dining
table, unmindful even of their mother’s invitingly wagging tail. Gripped by sleep, they had entirely forgotten the
nocturnal walks in the lawn and the games they played.
The delay inflicted a cruel pain on the sacrificial frog. Each moment weighed heavily on him and his calm
started cracking. As the hours lengthened, in his solitude upon the sacrificial ground, he could not concentrate on
anything but himself. His old fears about such a moment of falling into an entanglement with himself had now
become a reality. He was aware that he was slipping into a self-centered mood of terror and sorrow. Then the
moon rose, stripping him of his privacy and making his waiting a naked and public act, and his turmoil doubled.
He yearned for the cover of darkness and began talking to himself. They must be watching me from the pond,
he said. If only they would not look and grant me freedom from their eyes. Or, frustrated and tired, have they
finally closed their eyes? Then I am happy. Could there be some among them weeping for me? Desist from
delusions, he admonished himself. If only a cloud would cover the unceasing light of the moon! It is not that I
want to hide myself. I only want to be able to weep, laugh or tremble with shameless fear during those important
moments unobserved by other eyes.
Gods, where are you? Come and accept me! Why does not my race free me at least now? No, none must see
my body being torn apart by sharp claws, pieces of me hanging on white teeth. None must hear my helpless cries.
The kittens are bound to toy with me, prodding and pulling me around. None must witness my pathetic and
humiliating pain. Finally when my body is discarded, mutilated and half dead upon this grass, no ear or eye
should perceive the last twitches and screams or my ugly remnants.
In the house, the kittens slept soundly, entwined around their mother. In the land of their dreams they trotted
playfully with raised tails. The impatience of the watchers in the pond grew to a peak. The moon shone brighter as
the night progressed. Post-midnight stars appeared. Winds, carrying the seeds of the coming dawn, moved among
the trees.
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A wail rose from the frog. Under the moon, between the pond it can never return to and the gods who would
not accept him, he stirred like a lost worm. Then, crying out loudly to draw attention to himself, he set out
towards the house where his gods slept. His cries echoed back to himself from the dark form of the house.
In the pond, the disquiet and tension of the race rippled towards the banks in an invisible movement, crashed,
and merged with the earth.
62.68 The Politics Of Living\fn{by Indraganti Janakibala (1945- )} Rajahmundry, East Godavari District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 4
Mohan gazed at his sparkling scooter once again, took out his handkerchief gently wiped the rear view mirror,
wheeled the scooter out, started it and honked twice. It was the twenty fourth of February. Mohan was about to
take a ride on his new scooter for the first time.
Tara stopped abruptly just as she was about to step out of the house. She writhed in pain—it was like a sudden
tremor of the earth, as if it was torn apart, as if the roof had collapsed in splinters. Her head spun, her legs
wobbled. The mild lower abdominal pain which had been nagging her since morning suddenly attained horrific
proportions, moved python-like and made her feel as if some alien was forcing itself out of her womb. The pain
made her entire body break out into a sweat, and her clothes became completely wet.
“Amma!” she cried out, and was about to collapse right there but held herself up with the support of the door.
Her mother-in-law, who had come to close the door, quickly held her and asked anxiously:
“What is it, ammayi? What happened?”
Then, immediately realizing what was wrong, she held her tightly and led her inside.
Lying weakly on the hospital bed, Tara was thoughtful. Though she was bleeding, her pain had lessened. The
lady doctor had confirmed that she had had a miscarriage. She took a doctor’s certificate to this effect, enclosed a
leave letter and sent both to her office. She wrote clearly, asking for the six-week special leave she was entitled to
for an abortion.
*
Tara had been waiting from five in the evening with her eyes riveted on the door wondering when Bharathi
would come and give her news of the office. Different thoughts ran through her mind. Had her salary been drawn?
She had authorized Bharathi to collect her salary on her behalf and was sure she would come by to give her the
money.
Tired, Tara closed her eyes. Varied images danced in front of them, snippets of conversation falling in her ears,
Koormarao, Ramanatham, Rangarao in office, their occasional senseless chatter. Remembering their droll, offhand comments, she smiled even in pain. All the men in the office were quick to crack jokes at and criticize
working women.
“It would’ve been so good to be born a woman—we could happily take leave for months together with full pay
and rest at home,” one or the other of them could not refrain from commenting whenever one of the women took
maternity leave or special leave for an abortion or a miscarriage.
Tara slipped into a deep slumber.
A little after-eight, Tara’s mother, Vaidehi, brought her dinner on a trolley. The moment she saw her mother,
Tara gave vent to her sorrow. Vaidehi held her daughter close and comforted her, saying:
“What’s there in it? It’s nothing to be upset about. Don’t feel sad about the loss.”
“I have been waiting so anxiously for you,” said Tara, her eyes full of tears.
“I received the letter only yesterday. I left in the afternoon,” she replied, consoling Tara.
Tara had a Master’s in Economics. A gold medalist, she had cleared the competitive exam. Her father,
Rameshbabu, had made sure that she would not be overlooked in the interview. That was how Tara became the
goose that laid golden eggs and was able to counter Mohan’s mercenary maneuvers for dowry, pass in his
selection of brides, and become his wife.
*
Bharathi came in saying: “Sorry, Tara. I couldn’t come yesterday. My little boy had a slight fever in the
morning. When I got a call in the afternoon informing me that his fever had risen further, I left office. Since
Mohan had come and taken your salary, I thought it would be all right if I came today.”
Tara felt as if a bullet fired from a pistol fitted with a silencer had pierced her heart. That it was inaudible did
not mean it hurt any less. She was not upset that Bharathi had not come earlier. But the thought that Mohan, who
had taken her salary, had not stopped by the hospital even once that day, filled her heart with immense sadness.
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“When are you going home?” asked Bharathi.
“In about an hour’s time.”
“Okay, then, I have also taken leave for a month.”
“So long! What for?”:
“My anna has been pestering me for two years to come.”
“Go, have a good time.”
“Here’s your pay slip. Right, then. I’ll make a move.”
Bharathi left. Tara’s heart was filled with a strange fear, and a deep sense of shame.
“What’s the matter? Why are you making a fuss over such a small thing? Why? Is it wrong for me to go and
pick up your salary? Does it embarrass you?” Mohan was irritated.
“Shouldn’t you have informed me at least?"
“Am I not telling you now?”
“Now! After I have asked you! After being taunted so much,” she said in disgust.
“It really is a problem if there isn’t any understanding between husband and wife,” he said.
“I too am saying the same thing.”
Mohan didn’t respond. She was furious that Mohan, who had brought her mother to the hospital, had dropped
her there and left without bothering to come in and was now concocting all kinds of stories.
Vaidehi, who understood the situation, admonished her daughter.
“He went away because he had something to do and would be delayed if he came in. What has happened now
that you should make such a fuss?” she said, justifying her son-in-law.
Tara started going to the office as soon as her leave ended. She even worked overtime as a lot of work had
piled up on her desk. When she felt a bit heavy and uneasy that day she made some calculations. Realizing that
she had not had her periods, she wondered what the reason could be. She told her mother-in-law about it.
“Mmm … you lost a lot of blood till the other day, didn’t you? It will stop for some time. No need to worry,”
her mother-in-law reassured her.
But when the heaviness persisted even after two weeks, Tara wondered why and went to a gynecologist. The
doctor confirmed that Tara was pregnant and prescribed some medicines. Tara was neither surprised, nor elated.
“Would you say it’s the third month?” she asked. ,
“No, my girl, it’s pretty advanced, it’s more than five months,” the doctor said.
“How can that be? I had an abortion three months ago.”
“No … that’s not correct,” the doctor said, and handing over the prescription smiled as if to say she could
leave. Sitting behind Mohan on the scooter, Tara quietly conveyed the news to him.
“That’s fine, so what’s the problem?” said Mohan.
“I guess there’s nothing. The one who examined me then was Dr. Lalitha. She was a bit busy preparing to go to
America. I tried contacting her twice, but couldn’t get across to her,” said Tara calmly.
“I don’t understand your problem now,” said Mohan irritably glancing over his shoulder. Quick to be annoyed,
it was characteristic of Mohan to make his annoyance obvious by raising his voice. Tara composed herself and
said, “No problem.”
After four days, Tara took Bharathi along to consult the very experienced Dr. Mahalakshmi. When they
arrived, the doctor was relatively free. As Bharathi knew her personally, she spoke familiarly to them. She
examined Tara, told her she had completed her fifth month and then said twentieth September would be the
delivery date. Tara slowly told her all that had happened.
“Oh, is that so? Sometimes such things happen. Implantation, that is, the fertilized egg remains at a place in a
corner of the womb. Some women bleed a lot during that time. If we mistake it for post-abortal bleeding, such
doubts arise. But then, nothing happens to the fetus, it can grow normally and a child may be born. That’s what
has happened.” Dr. Mahalakshmi’s dedication and patience was commensurate with her experience, and she
explained everything clearly to those who showed a keenness to learn.
Tara attended office till the tenth of September and applied for maternity leave from the eleventh. At that time,
she had nothing on her mind other than looking forward to her baby’s arrival.
It was the day they were to put the child in a cradle for the first time. The house was bustling with relatives
from both sides. The baby had been named Bhagyasri. Mohan was surreptitiously eyeing the clothes given to him
by his in-laws, suspicious that they might not match his status.
After the meal, everybody sat around chewing paan and asking about each other’s well-being. Just then the
postman came and handed a registered letter for Tara. For a moment, there was silence all around. Wondering
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what the letter from her office contained. Tara’s father Rameshbabu, opened the letter, read it, and was stunned.
It was a show-cause notice asking Tara to explain how she could have taken special leave for six weeks under
the pretext of having an abortion six months ago and then taking maternity leave just five months after that. They
accused her of cheating the department and producing false certificates.
The festive-atmosphere in the house became tense and gloomy. On learning the full facts of all that had
transpired, Rameshbabu was very agitated. Mohan was confused. Tara felt as if her mind had gone blank.
Rameshbabu immediately swung into action. He set out, determined to see that his daughter did not lose her
job. Yet, however much he tried to convince the higher officials that it was not a deliberate and premeditated error,
they did not believe him.
“When you knew that from the doctor, shouldn’t you have informed the department, and converted the special
leave to a different kind of leave—that is the minimum responsibility of an employee. For. avoiding that
responsibility and for trying to cheat the department, removal is inevitable,” they said.
Rameshbabu tried to contact Dr. Lalitha, who had first examined Tara. He realized that it was stupid to hope
that she would admit to her mistake in writing. She had been in a hurry to go abroad. As some officers and section
heads had prepared the case very skillfully, they did not yield to any of Rameshbabu’s efforts to set things right.
The order dismissing her from service duly came.
On that day Mohan came over and lambasted Tara.
“You pose like a working woman. But you don’t even know the basic rules and regulations. If anything is said
against women, your ego comes to the fore.”
“I was very disturbed then. Don’t you remember?” asked Tara.
“What’s the use?” said Mohan sarcastically.
“I was anxious to see Dr. Mahalakshmi. But it never occurred to me that I should inform the office also.”
“That’s exactly what I am asking. Don’t you know even that much?”
“Yes. I agree it didn’t occur to me. But you could have told me. You knew the rules and regulations well, didn’t
you?”
“Oh! Don’t I have anything else to do? Do I have to tell you about such minor things also?”
“This isn’t such a small thing—it’s something that has ruined my job.”
“How do I know what you have said in your office? If I ask you anything, it may sound as if am interfering in
your business—”
“I have been giving you a faithful account of everything that has happened. You could have guided me,
couldn’t you? Didn’t I tell you when there was a discrepancy about the months of my pregnancy?”
“I don’t know. How am I to remember? Do you think I have no other business than to remember the time of
your periods?”
Tara’s anger reached sky high at one shot. Even though she had witnessed and accepted many of her husband’s
mean qualities by now, she had never imagined he would utter such atrocious words. Her tolerance was nearing
its end.
“Yes indeed. How would you remember to keep track of my periods? You only know how to count my salary
and pocket it,” she said.
Tara got a hard slap. She would have received another, but she held Mohan's hand tight and said, her eyes spitting fire:
“If you hit me once more, that’ll be the end of you.” Her father, who came in hearing the commotion, chided
his daughter softly and tried to lead his son-in-law away. When his father-in-law tried to pacify him, Mohan got
even more angry and, red-faced, began to scream. Rameshbabu did not know whether to feel upset about his
daughter losing her job or about the way his son-in-law was shouting.
“Look, I’m telling you now. I wanted to marry a working woman, so I chose and married one. This was one of
my conditions. Now she has lost her job. I’m not responsible for it. If she doesn’t have a job I’ll have nothing to
do with her,” he screamed insensitively.
“Why are you talking like this, Mohan? We should think calmly, particularly when we have problems. But—”
Mohan ranted on without letting him finish:
”All that is of no relevance to me. How you solve and what you do, how you’ll get back the job—I don’t care.
If you can’t get her job back, you can keep your daughter with you.”
Rameshbabu suddenly lost his temper. But years of experience helped him control his anger. He was worried
that this was turning into an issue of not just his daughter’s job, but of her married life. However, Tara remained
unmoved, like a stone. It was difficult to describe the emotion on her face as she turned her eyes on Mohan. Was it
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anger? Disgust? A calmness born out of realization of life’s truth? It was not clear. But her eyes did not mist over.
She had no desire to cry.
*
Tara, who had grown up like a doll dressed in colorful clothes, had now woken up, a human being of flesh and
blood, a thinking girl, a woman with her own likes and dislikes. Since childhood, she had only known how to
obey whatever her mother said, to follow her mother’s way of thinking. She never thought on her own. Nor had
she any occasion to do so. Dress, makeup, jewelry, fashion, relatives, friends—all were prescribed by her mother,
while education, subjects, competitive tests, interviews—were prescribed by her father.
She realized that she had to be better than those in her circle. She completed her convent education without any
problem. After that, when she joined college, she understood what beautiful clothes, class and status meant. When
she was in her final year of B.A., there was talk of her marriage, at home. Tara accepted all this as very normal.
When her mother said, “If you do things like this, nobody will marry you,” Tara corrected herself immediately. If
she was told to behave in a certain manner to enable her to find a good match, she tried to do so.
“These days, it’s not enough just to have an education. You’ll have to get a job if you want a good alliance,”
she was told and after that she was so determined to get a job that she did. She put her money in the bank and
saved enough for her dowry. When she thought of a husband, she thought of his height, looks, education, job,
status, dowry, gifts, things given conventionally at a wedding, et cetera, but not of the man—his emotions, his
way of thinking, his ideas regarding equality, love and the like.
She heard people certify that the boy was good, intelligent. What is Good? If he is Intelligent, how would he
look? Tara never thought of all these.
In her parents’ opinion, Mohan, now her husband, was obviously the most eligible young man, the bridegroom.
Tara was in such a state that she didn’t even know what she wanted. If she had, she would have looked for it in
Mohan. Only now was Tara beginning to realize her lost individuality. A fire of deep dissatisfaction started
consuming her mind.
Rameshbabu entered the scene. In his opinion, some people in the office, jealous of women employees, had
magnified the case and framed her. They were able to prove that Tara had cheated the department and taken
special leave because these days it isn’t difficult to get a doctor to give any certificate you want by offering a
hundred rupee note.
To get all this undone, convince everyone, plead with them, spend twenty five thousand and secure a fresh
appointment, losing six years’ service took—even for a worldly-wise person like Rameshbabu— a whole year. As
days rolled into weeks and weeks into months, Tara’s thoughts sharpened. Mohan came to see Tara two or three
times in the year. They talked in monosyllables. He didn’t ask her to come back. Nor did she exhibit any keenness
to do so.
That day, Rameshbabu was so excited that he jumped out of the auto rickshaw and rushed into the house.
“Tara! Amma Tara! My tallee!” His voice, mixed with excitement and happiness, sounded like the temple bell.
Vaidehi came out hurriedly.
“Vaidehi, our troubles are over. Here’s Tara’s appointment order.”
Tara, who was reading in the room inside, ran into the hall.
“Here, Amma. Here is your order.”
“She reached for it eagerly. The sudden rush of tears blurred her vision.
“Tomorrow is a good day. Why don’t you join?”
“All right, Nanna,” she said. Her voice trembled. It was filled with sorrow.
Her parents understood the cause of her unhappiness and sighed.
*
Vaidehi, the mother-in-law, was very courteous to the son-in-law when he came to the house. Rameshbabu, the
father-in-law, invited him in with respect and talked enthusiastically. Then Tara came home.
“Tara! I believe the day after is a good day. Amma said so. Let’s go back to our house.”
Rameshbabu’s face expressed a sort of satisfaction, Vaidehi’s a sort of relief.
“I won’t come,” said Tara. There was no anger or fury in her voice. But the firmness in it rang loud and clear.
Rameshbabu and Vaidehi were momentarily taken aback. Mohan’s face lost color.
“What’s this, Amma?”
But Tara didn’t let him finish.
“Nanna! That’s it. You got me my job and gave me my livelihood. I can’t repay my debt to you all my life. But
don’t ask me to lead a married life with this man.”
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“Tara …” Her mother was about to say something.
Mohan laughed hysterically. Like a thief trying to cover up when caught red-handed. “She seems to have taken
the words I said in anger seriously. As husband and wife—”
“Stop it. That’s enough! Don’t talk any more! 1 won’t come to you! I won’t live with you!”
“What do you think of yourself?”
“Whatever I think doesn’t concern you. You can file for divorce. Or I will.”
Tara rushed to her room and bolted the door.
32.222 The Vultures Of The Parsi Cemetery\fn{by Ali Imam Naqvi (1945- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India
(M) 3\fn{Below: the interior of a Parsi cemetery tower, where the dead are devoured by vultures as a religious ceremony }

It was all so unexpected. They were stunned. They put the stretcher down abruptly, gawked at the dead body,
and then looked at each other with a million questions stirring in their eyes. Their eyeballs moved dumbly in their
sockets for quite some time, and when they stopped, the two shrugged their shoulders uncomprehendingly. Then,
simultaneously, they grimaced, severely straining their neck veins and let their gaze hover over the dense trees of
the Parsi cemetery.\fn{The Parsi religion, also called Zoroastrianism, is a reform of the ancient religion of Iran, undertaken by one
Zarathushtra—“Zoroaster” is a corrupt Greek form of this name—during the late 7 th and early 6th centuries BC. It survives to this day as the
religion of small communities in India, Iran, and Pakistan.}

Not a single vulture! Not even as far as one could see! This was absolutely the first time it had happened. The
bell had gone off two hours earlier to put them on alert. And sure enough, a quarter-of-an-hour later the attendants
of Bagli No.2 were handing the corpse over to them. The two had pulled the corpse into the baawli area and
closed the doors behind them. Later Pheroze Bhatina, after he had opened the small window in the door and
questioned the funeral attendants outside about the relatives of the deceased, asked one of them:
“How about the tips—did they give any?”
The attendant had smiled and flashed two ten-rupee notes at Bhatina, who promptly snatched them, stuffed one
in the pocket of his jagla and gave the other to his companion, Hormoz. Then they shut the window.
“Good Lord,” Hormoz lifted his head and thankfully looked at the stretch of sky peeping in from the thick
foliage of tall trees Then he motioned to Bhatina with his eyes. The two bent over, picked up the stretcher, and
started to walk toward the baawli well.
“Pheroze,” Honnoz addressed his companion, walking along.
“Yes.”
“How long … I mean how long will we go on doing this sort of work?”
“Cut it out.”
“Yaar, is it the only thing we’re good for?”
“So what do you think.”
“Nothing, really. I was merely asking.”
“That’s all?”
“That’s all. I swear by Zarathushtra.” He looked up at the sky.
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After a brief silence Bhatina said, “Look, Hormoz. The Parsi Council took care of us, didn’t it? Let’s just say
we were the unlucky ones. Right? What do you say?”
“Same story. Not much difference. But the truth is, I’m fed up. I’m just fed up.”
Their conversation was cut short, as they had reached the baawli enclosure. A single kick of Honnoz’s foot
opened the door and the very next instant they took their places by the corpse, one standing by the corpse’s head,
the other by its feet. The corpse’s face, which had been smeared with yogurt, was absolutely white. Hormoz lifted
the corpse’s head a little and Bhatina quickly pulled the shroud clean out from under it. By turns they reverentially
touched the corpse’s feet, touched their hands to their eyes and chests as a sign of respect, and got up. A
handkerchief had been put around the waist with the ritual kasti-string to cover the corpse’s nakedness. They left
it alone. Then they came to their quarters in the corner of the baawli compound and sat down at a table.
After some time Hormoz set a wine bottle on the table and the two filled their glasses. Pheroze Bhatina popped
a piece of arvi roll into his mouth and said:
“Hormoz.”
“Yes, what?”
“What a life!”
“What’s the matter?”
“Bagli No.1, 2, 4 … the bell … son-of-a-bitch … and …”
“And?”
“Yeah, and …”
“And—what?”
“Corpses … still more corpses …”
“I don’t understand.”
“Just look. Look at the life of a Parsi.”
“Life?”
“Yes.”
“What about it?”
“His youth runs super fast but his old age merely crawls along like a freight train.”
“True, brother, absolutely true.”
“Yes, absolutely true.”
They kept up the litany of “true, true” for quite a while as they continued to drink, breaking somewhat later
into fits of sobs. After an hour or so the bell went off again. This time the corpse was coming from Bagli No.4.
“There, Lord Zaratushtra’s provided for more wine.”
“Come on, yaar, let’s get going.”
They made their way over to the baawli’s main gate. The door opened a second time. They slid the empty
stretcher out. Moments later it was pushed back in with the corpse from Bagli No.4. One of the attendants tossed
two ten-rupee notes at them once again. But this time Hormoz stepped forward to collect the money. Then they
closed the door, picked up the stretcher and started off toward the baawli.
“Hormoz?”
“Yes, what?”
“One day we too will end up dead, just like this, no?”
Hormoz stopped, turned his head to look at Pheroze Bhatina, and then asked him rather harshly:
“Now what makes you ask a question like that?”
“Everyone has to die.”
“True. But I’m not planning on dying quite yet.”
“Planning? What the hell do you mean?”
“Shut up, fool. What have we seen in life so far? Dead bodies, more dead bodies, and vultures. At the most, a
little wine now and then from that fucking Sitara Road liquor store—crude, mixed with ammonium chloride …
ten-rupee notes. I ask: is this what you call life?”
Pheroze didn’t answer, he just kept looking at Hormoz.
“Come on, brother, is it life?”
“What can I say. All I know is this: when the call comes, I must go. Somebody else will take my place. When
you go, somebody else will take your place too.”
“Shut up, fool! Bastard! Pig!” Hormoz shouted.
“Don’t make so much noise. Stop talking about life. Look, we’ve got a corpse to take care of.”
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They shut up. Walked over to the baawli in silence. And when they opened the door …
It was all so unexpected. They were stunned. They put the stretcher down abruptly, gawked at the dead body,
and then looked at each other with a million questions stirring in their eyes. Their eyeballs moved dumbly in their
sockets for quite some time, and when they stopped, the two shrugged their shoulders uncomprehendingly. And
then they let their gaze hover over the dense trees of the Parsi cemetery.
There was not a single vulture anywhere in sight.
This was absolutely the first time it had happened. Corpses, but no vultures in sight anywhere. Usually though,
after Hormoz and Pheroze had dragged a corpse to the baawli, the vultures made short work of it within minutes.
As they saw the vultures return, they would come back to the baawli, douse the skeleton with acid, which would
then crumble like fine dust into the depths of the baawli-well—gone forever, who knows where? Or it happened
that no dead body was brought in for days on end. But on such occasions the Parsi Council would buy a goat and
have it delivered to Hormoz and Bhatina who would then feed it to the vultures, lest hunger drive them away for
ever.
But this?
Corpses—a shoal of them, so to speak—ready but no vultures around to finish them off!
Both gawked at each other with peeled eyes. After they had stood there dumbly for some time they put the
second corpse on the netting as well, then they covered the mouth of the baawli and gave each other a deep
questioning look.
“What do you think? Shall I go and let Keqabad know?”
“Yes. Go!”
Bhatina went into his room and pressed the emergency button. The red bulb on the wall of the office of the
Parsi cemetery began to blink. The clerks scampered out—confused, shocked. Similar bulbs also went on in the
Baglis. The clerics stopped the holy recitation from the Avesta.\fn{The sacred book of the Zoroastrians.} Dogs
wandering about in the Baglis were suddenly gripped by fear and slunk into corners. Mournful relatives
accompanying their dear departed stepped out of the Baglis in a state of prodigious nervousness. Everywhere
there was a single question: What’s happened?
Keqabad bounded out, looked at the sky closely and promptly went back in. People hemmed him in, noisily
asking the same question: “What’s happened?” In response Keqabad announced:
“The vultures have gone away!”
“Vultures’ve gone away?”
“Vultures’ve gone away?”
“But why?”
“Something’s bound to happen!”
“But what?”
The secretary of the Parsi Council received Keqabad’s phone call. His forehead began to wrinkle. After he had
heard it all he returned the receiver to its cradle, turned on the intercom and informed the director of the matter.
Right away an emergency meeting was called. The matter was presented before the board of directors. But the
question persisted: Where did the vultures disappear to?
“What did you say, the vultures have disappeared?” the police commissioner asked with a trace of surprise in
his voice.
“Yes, our vultures have disappeared,” the chairman of the Parsi Council confirmed, stressing each syllable. In
rapt attention he listened to all the police commissioner had to say, his face turning one color after another. He
listened to him for a long time. After the commissioner had hung up, the chairman too had returned the receiver to
the cradle and looked at the directors and found their gaze intent upon him with a single question. He apprised
them of the substance of his talk with the commissioner.
Each of the participants left the meeting with prodigious worry and only a slight feeling of reassurance. The
secretary rang up the cemetery. Then Keqabad briefly summed up the substance of the exchange between the
police commissioner and the chairman to the revered clerics and others present. From the clerics the news
traveled down to the attendants of the Baglis and from them ultimately to Pheroze Bhatina and Hormoz.
Bhatina listened to the whole thing very carefully. He then looked at the sky, clearly visible from random
openings in the dense foliage: there was not even a crow anywhere, or a kite, let alone a vulture!
All of a sudden they flinched.
The bell had gone off again. A corpse was being sent from Bagli No. 3. Once again they were standing at the
door. The corpse arrived.
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This time, though, the attendant thrust two fifty-rupee notes at Bhatiha. After Bhatina and Hormoz had pulled
the corpse inside, the latter grimaced and said:
“Hormoz!”
“Yes, what is it?”
“Why in hell have all the Parsis decided to die only today?”
Hormoz didn’t answer. He just went on looking at the sky.
“To start with, no vultures in sight; then corpse after corpse comes our way.”
“Where have the vultures disappeared to?”
“The police commissioner said the vultures, all of them, are flocking to the Kharki, Raviwar Peth and Somwar
Peth neighborhoods.”
“What for?”
“Oh these idiot Hindus and Muslims are at each other’s throats again. There’s been a riot. The bastards,
they’ve torched everything: houses, shops, even ambulances and hearses, the whole lot. The street is littered with
corpses. One right on top of the other. Piled high. Our vultures—well, they’re having a field day there. And that
police commissioner … he said that after the street’s been cleaned up, the vultures will come back of their own
accord.”
“Even if the street’s cleaned up—so what? What makes you think the vultures will return? This fucking India
… there is a riot every day here, every day a fire, every day people die. The vultures’ll come back? The hell they
will!”\fn{A note reads: I’m deeply grateful to my editor Daleara Jamasji-Hirjikaka at the Oxford University Press, Karachi, for pointing
out to me that the correct word is bangli and not bagli, and that, more importantly, there is no funeral practice among the Parsis in which a
corpse’s face is smeared with yoghurt. This is a misconception and could be hurtful to the sensitivities of a peaceful community .}

22.41 Akku\fn{by Vaidehi aka Janaki Srinivas Murthy (1945- )} Udupi, Udupi District, Karnataka State, India (F) 5
Akku has a large vermilion mark on her forehead although she has no husband. There are black beads around
her neck, but sometimes she will leave them in the comer of her box when she goes out. She has often devoured
people whole, who have asked about her husband’s whereabouts. Not always, though. Sometimes she will sit
silent and tight-lipped. At other times she will burst out laughing through crooked mouth and nose-tip, shaking her
head and looking at you from the comers of her eyes.
She always has a towel in her hand—actually a handkerchief, a man’s handkerchief. No one knows how it
came into her possession, nor is it worth bothering about. It is enough to say that Akku is never without it. And to
her nothing is of greater consequence than misplacing it and looking for it all the time. Let domestic chores go to
the dogs; she will carry on searching every nook and cranny for her towel.
Here, in Ajjayya’s house no one is free. Perhaps Uncle Vasu is allowed a voice, and Bhanu Chikki actually
dares to speak up a little. Doddatte, as Ajjayya’s sister, and “great aunt” to everyone, fears nobody. However, it is
Akku alone who is under no obligation, no duress. She is mere chaff, empty.
“Let her wander around as she likes. She has to while away her time somehow.”
Perhaps she wasn’t always like this, without substance. But she is excused now. The rest of the household is
there to churn butter, add spices to food, wear new saris and jewelry at weddings or whatever. The men look after
the business and report to Ajjayya. They are all like the pillars of the house, never saying anything, however
heavy their burdens.
Akku, held back by nothing, was not one to miss festive meals at other people’s houses. The right side of her
face seemingly squashed in, her dimly lit eyes moving, her lips forever trying to hide her jutting out teeth, she
stood at a mere four and three-quarter foot tall. She would fill her nose with snuff and then rub her towel sharply
across it, this way and that, like a saw. She would pass her hand over her face and then wipe it on her sari which
fell free from her shoulder, and then walk along, brandishing her towel. There was no shortage of people who
spoke to her in riddles:
“O cloth that spreads, fan that sways, where will you eat today?”
“Where is the banner off to?” they would ask her to her face. She would answer if she felt like it. Otherwise
she would snap, “To your grandfather’s death anniversary,” and leap away nimbly, like an evil spirit.
When she sat down to eat, she just slurped away quickly, head bent, oblivious to everything around her. She
would clutch some of the delicacies in her left hand, wrap them up in the same towel that smelt of snuff and come
home to sit alone in the verandah, stuffing herself, ungenerous even to a crow. She was expert at this.
She never missed the festive meals specially prepared to satisfy the whims of pregnant women, or to celebrate
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the naming ceremony of a baby. Once there, she wouldn’t stir from the side of the pregnant woman who sat
wearing tasseled flowers of seven kinds, weight upon weight. Akku, sitting there like an idiot would be sighted by
strangers, or people from the husband’s family.
“Who is this disheveled creature, Oevamma? Get her away from there.”
The girl’s relatives would come and plead timidly with her to sit elsewhere. But Akku was deaf to everything.
It was the same at naming ceremonies too. She would let go of the ropes that held up the cradle only when she left
for home. Sometimes she even sang a couple of lullabies after the guests had all left. And it seemed that people
could never sleep in peace until they had finished mocking her.
“Akku, a whole flock of crows came to sit by the window to hear you singing like a cuckoo.”
Then Siriyatte got married. What happened on the day of the wedding is best heard in her own words.
“The bridegroom’s party had arrived. No one had stayed with me, they had all rushed off to the pandal; I was
very nervous, scared. Then Akku came in. ‘Akku,’ I said, feeling relieved. ‘Either Akku or her shadow,’ she
retorted, sharply. She stood at some distance and stared at me. ‘Why have you dolled yourself up like this?’ she
asked. I didn’t say a thing. Her voice sounded cracked and rasping. I just sat, numb, looking at her.
“‘Come here,’ she said.
“‘Why?’ I asked.
“‘Do as you are told,’ she said.
“I wanted to shout, call someone. Then I thought I’d better not. ‘Akku, aren’t you well?’ I enquired.
“She rushed straight at me and in a flash tore off the flowers from my hair.
“‘This will do. No one who marries you for your beauty alone will keep you happy. You may write that on a
wall.’
“I tell you, honestly, I felt as if I couldn’t breathe. Akku is attractive in her own way, although she is a bit short.
But then she looked like a demon, just for a moment. I was very upset. Not because she tore off the flowers, but
because of the way she stared, not blinking once.
“‘How terribly hot it is,’ she said as she went out, fanning herself with one hand and wiping her face with the
towel which she held in the other. If I had told this to Vasu, would he have left her alone? He would have thrashed
her and locked her up in a room. Anyway, Doddatte came in then and told me off properly regardless of the fact
that I was a bride. She re-did my hair and put the flowers in once again.”
Akku created a rumpus on the day Siriyatte left home after the wedding.
“Where has my husband gone and perished? Bring him back this instant.” Not a word other than that. She
threw her towel into the air over and over again, repeating the same thing.
Uncle Vasu who was standing there, cleaning his teeth with a small stick, said, “Look there, in that enclosure,”
and pointed at the cook, Babu Bhatta, who lay snoring beyond the bamboo screen, totally unaware of the
commotion about him.
Bhanu Chilli added, “There’s your husband. Nobody knows when he arrived, no one saw him. I heard him
shouting, ‘Akku, Akku,’ so I brought him in.”
But Akku’s tantrums didn’t subside. The louder she shouted, the funnier it seemed. Satyamani, a boy just so
high, couldn’t control himself and ran to Babu Bhatta, and woke him up. Giggling away, he said to him, “Babu
Bhatta, they say you are Akku’s husband.”
“I, married to her?” said Babu Bhatta. “Good Heavens, she would break my limbs and put me in the fire—
she’d sell me for a handful of puffed rice.” We were ecstatic, intoxicated with laughter.
Meanwhile Thammaniah, black as coal, who was sitting leaning against the wall, breaking areca nuts and
watching the drama unfold, joined in the fray. He was used to taking female roles in the Yakshagana and now
came swaying and beating his chest.
“Beloved, I am here, your husband. What do you want of me?”
He looked around theatrically, smiling at everyone, but leapt back in pain as Akku rushed at him and bit him.
She ran inside, got herself a glass of water and gulped it down.
“Thammaniah, get lost! Mind your own business. Don’t interfere in mine. Shall I tell you now who your wife
slept with the other day?” Her voice was as sharp as a flashing sword. Thammaniah’s laughter was put out by the
heightened merriment of those around him.
“Never mind, Thammaniah. Everyone knows she has lost her senses. Don’t get upset,” Uncle Vasu said in an
effort to console him. Thammaniah’s wife, who had till this moment been watching happily, head resting on her
bent knee, suddenly got up and ran inside, sari stuffed into her mouth as if she was holding back sobs.
“Bhanu, go in and see to her. Decent folk will be compelled to hang themselves because of this wretched
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creature,” said Uncle Vasu. “Wandering all over the place and picking up filthy language!”
Akku who had shut herself up appeared only the next morning after the cowherd had taken away the animals
for grazing. Anthanna who was around asked her, “What happened, Akku? Did you find your husband or not?”
This, in spite of being told that Akku should be left alone.
“I’ve just buried him,” she replied. Her face was distorted because of a sleepless night. She did indeed look as
if she had washed her hands and feet after burying someone.
“What happens to your children then?” someone asked.
“What else is my lover for? He will look after them,” she spat out.
“What a predicament! The poor man,” someone else whispered and laughed. She appeared not to hear this.
Akku sat leaning against a pillar, her hair disheveled, the vermilion mark bright on her forehead. Doddatte saw
her and started rocking back and forth as she sat slicing green stems in circles. She was well known for
composing songs on the spur of the moment and she sang now:
Akku’s red mark on her forehead is lovely
And so are her curls.
She is indeed the loveliest
Among all on earth.

Doddatte had dragged home her wandering husband and lorded it over him. Eventually he died.
“It would have been dreadful had he lived. It’s blissful now,” she had pronounced.
She spent her time teasing Akku, slicing vegetables and earning her keep by doing chores; she was nearing
sixty. Bow-legged Doddatte looked all right when you saw her sitting down, but her back arched when she stood
up.
Akku listened to the song and blew her nose. She wiped her fingers on her sari and asked, “Where is my
towel?”
“I saw it going past the gate this morning. I was told it was on its way to Manja’s hotel for a cup of coffee,”
answered little Satya and took to his heels. Akku laughed, but did not make an effort to chase him. Then she
sniffed and turned towards Doddatte:
“Bow-legged Subbi! I’ll break your back and carry it over my shoulder like a bow. Just you watch out!”
“My husband is in hell now, blessed woman. I would like to stay in one piece as long as I live. Don’t harm me
in any way,” Doddatte said in a tone of mock surrender.
“Poor soul,” she added later, quietly to herself.
“Why do you say that? Poor soul indeed! Why do I need your pity? I’m not a widow like you. Are you pitying
me because my husband went off to eat what he could beg at the roadside, leaving me behind? Remember I was
the one who pushed Thimmappiah of the long house off me right into the pond. You just listen to me, witch …”
She would have gone on but for the arrival of Doddajjayya. People ran helter and skelter as they heard the
sound of his breathing and the tapping of his walking stick.
“Hey, Vasu!”
Uncle Vasu came flying like Hanumantha, the monkey God.
“Go on. Thrash her and cool her down a bit.”
Akku screamed as she sprinted away to shut herself up in the comer room, as if Doddajjayya’s words alone had
raised welts on her body.
Akku was Siriyatte’s sister, but she was “Akku” to everyone. Even a newborn baby could call her that and not
look for a kinship term corresponding to the relationship. There must have been a big age gap between Akku and
Siriyatte, but all the same Siriyatte looked older than Akku. And Akku had been as she was ever since Siriyatte
was old enough to be aware of such things.
“It doesn’t matter what you lose, so long as it isn’t your sanity. Otherwise you are held in contempt not only by
your own parents, but by the entire town,” Siriyatte used to say.
Akku had feigned pregnancy ever since her husband went away with a Sanyasi. Of course it never seemed
anything but absolutely real to her. On one occasion she went around complaining loudly of a stomach ache. She
made such a fuss of it that everyone who set foot into the house was told of her pain.
“I’ll get rid of your pain once and for all,” offered Doddajjayya, brandishing a broom.
“Appiah, my baby will die. The sin will be on your head,” she screamed as she bent down and made sure her
stomach would not be hit. After she had been thrashed, she stayed in her room, curled up, for a fortnight or so,
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without saying a thing. Her corner room was where all the junk was dumped. A broom had never been used there,
it was filled with cobwebs. It stood in a corner, all alone. They even said that evil spirits lurked in that room.
Once, when we were all playing house, we heard a jangling sound from inside the corner room. Our throats
went dry. We dragged our unwilling feet to tell the news to the others, and Uncle Vasu and Anthanna came
hurrying to investigate. We were told off when we followed them.
“How dare you girls be so forward! Get back at once or else …” We were pushed back like cattle. We
pretended to go away, but came back stealthily.
Uncle Vasu pushed the door open slowly with one finger.
“Anthanna, what sort of ghost is this?” he laughed. We peeped in too.
Akku was sitting by the brass cradle. The chains had been removed and placed inside. She was shaking them in
an effort to rock the cradle.
“Quiet,” she warned. “The baby has just dropped off after its feed.”
Uncle Vasu laughed, screeching like chalk on a blackboard. Doddatte who came in swaying, said, “Ask her if
she had plenty of milk,” raising further splinters of laughter. And Uncle Vasu did ask, shamelessly. Akku arranged
the folds of her sari and said, “Yes; it will do for now.”
“Utterly mad! Well, never mind. When did you give birth to the baby?”
“Last night.”
There was talk the whole day about the ghost that had given birth in the corner room.
Uncle Vasu was afraid that if Akku was left there in that state, then a real ghost might come and strangle her.
“Don’t you worry about it,” said Doddatte, “This creature has already pushed away the ghost that really came
to catch her.”
Akku was pregnant again the next day. Now the pregnancy was a permanent one. And her husband still did not
return.
Then, one day, at last, news spread of Akku’s husband’s arrival, reaching even the people who were sitting
upstairs in the house, reading quietly. Apparently he had been told of Akku’s pregnancy on the instant he arrived
and very nearly went away, shocked. However, on being assured that it was only a story, he changed his mind.
Now he sat in the verandah with Doddajjayya, talking in a phlegm-ridden voice. He had neither a fat belly, a large
moustache, a short body nor a rough face as we had imagined. Indeed he was skeletal, with limbs like sticks of
wood. He sat hunched, wrapped in a dhoti which had enough mud upon it for the sprouting of seeds. Doddajjayya
sat stiffly in his big chair, with an utterly joyless face. Even the tips of his moustache looked askance at this man,
as if he were worth nothing.
Akku’s husband was not able to sit still. He was squirming away like a water snake. He had left her behind to
follow the wretched Swami, remember? He had just walked off. The Swami had gone to Kashi and the
Himalayas. So had he. Now he went on and on “ … He should not be considered a good for nothing. One could
earn a tidy sum by staying with the Swami …”
Doddajjayya was not responding in any way. He wasn’t even looking at him.
And then, where was Akku when she was sent for? She was not to be seen anywhere inside.
“Look for her. How can you say you can’t find her?” the order came.
Uncle Vasu, who went looking for her, had found her near the tank by the woods.
“Don’t jump into the tank. Your husband has arrived,” he had said.
“Give him his bus fare and send him back. I came here because I saw him,” she had replied, quite indifferently.
He had moved heaven and earth to bring her back. He now warned, wiping the sweat off his face, “If you scold
her and she jumps into the tank, there’ll be nothing that I can do.”
Akku entered the house through the back door, but would not move from there for anything. She stood by the
gaping paddy pounder, right heel against the wall, all crooked and wide-eyed. Doddajjayya, for his part, waited in
the front verandah for a while, and then brought Sankappa, Akku’s husband, inside.
“Akku …” called Doddajjayya.
“Akku died three days and three nights ago. Did this wretch come to perform the last rites? Ask him that,”
Akku said in a voice like a blazing fire.
Sankappa stood with his head bent, his face looking as if it had been partly consumed by cockroaches.
Doddatte needled him further.
“So you have come back at last! Have you run through all the girls in town, or what?”
Sankappa stayed for two days. Akku continued to sleep in her comer room; and she did not come inside the
house. Sankappa slept in the verandah, all curled up; a simpleton who knew nothing.
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The next morning, Doddatte whispered to Uncle Vasu, “Last night, I sat by the bottom step, waiting to see if
this creature was really a Sanyasi. Would you believe it if I told you the fellow got up around midnight and quietly
found his way to the corner room? It was only after watching him that I went inside to sleep.”
We girls were sitting there stringing flowers for worship and could not help hearing this. We felt like plugging
our ears though when she added more loudly, “These girls, they are all ears when they are growing up.” Was this
not the same Doddatte who had goaded Uncle Vasu into asking Akku whether she had enough milk? She was the
one who said whatever she chose, whenever she chose, unmindful of who might be around. And now she was
being so sanctimonious. Was she not herself a woman too? These speculations began to mix with the flowers we
were stringing.
Then Akku’s voice exploded like a demon’s.
“Hey, you whom they call Doddatte! Come here quickly. There is something I have to tell you. Bring some
betel leaves with you.”
Doddatte heard the excitement in her voice, and rose to go, saying that the slut was probably going to die.
Behind her went the rest of the household, the servants and us. Akku sat there, rocking herself, one leg laid on the
other.
“Hey, listen. He caught hold of me as soon as he came in. ‘Much better than a woman by the roadside,’ he said.
‘Get lost, scum,’ I said. ‘Don’t touch me, I’m pregnant.’ ‘Who’s responsible?’ he asked me. ‘Thimmappiah of the
long house,’ I said. He wouldn’t leave me alone even then. I’ll teach you, I thought, and pulled out the cradle
chains. I hurled them at him over and over again. What do you think the wretch did? He wrapped a thin towel
around himself and ran for all he was worth. Whatever you say, Doddatte, Thimmappiah was any day better than
this creature. His chest … his lips …”
We could hear Doddajjayya’s walking stick. Uncle Vasu put his hand over Akku’s mouth and dragged her
along to the large kitchen, where he pulled out a stick from a bundle of firewood and started beating her with it as
if he were beating out clothes on a stone slab.
“If this fool wanders about all over the place, not only Thimmappiah, but his father too will get hold of her.
Then the wandering will come to a stop once and for all.”
The beating continued.
“He might not even have laid a finger on her, for all we know. If we believe this mad creature and go after him,
we might very well get our faces slapped,” said Anthanna, rolling the betel nut from one side of his mouth to the
other. “Really! Thimmappiah of all people! Has any seed that he has sown ever sprouted?” His laughter grated.
“Drag Sankappa here. Let them both get out of here and hang themselves.”
So even the pillars of the house had found voice. Doddajjayya came in, trembling with anger.
“What did I do to deserve this,” he cried out, as if in pain. “Hit her harder. Let her die. No one will regret it.”
“Appiah, Vasu is thrashing me. He is killing me and my baby too. Appiah ask him who he was after when he
was sitting on Thimmappiah’s verandah the other day …”
Vasu hit her hard on the mouth as she screamed on. No one stopped him. No one asked him to let go. No one
pulled Akku away. The audience grew; it seemed they wanted the scene to go on indefinitely, as if they were
prepared to listen endlessly to the perfect dovetailing of screams and blows.
Bhanu Chikki stood, hands at her waist.
“She’s nothing but a raving lunatic, and she turns everyone else into one.”
She sounded as if she was sobbing.
“If I was beaten like that, I’d surely be dead by now. People say the mad are really strong,’ a female voice
spoke up.
But Akku’s screaming did not stop. Neither did her accusations. And she did not die. It was Uncle Vasu who
came out, defeated.
“Get away, everyone,” he cried, and bolted the door.
We thought she might run up behind him and scream for the door to be opened! We were wrong. Our desire to
open the door for her surreptitiously, when no one was around, lost its edge. Akku stayed inside the room shouting
and waving her towel.
“Thimmappiah’s wife is waiting for you. Run to her. Run quickly, you shameless wretch. There! Are you going
to beat me now?”
71.1 Death Sentence For The Good\fn{by P. Padmarajan (1945-1991)} Mutukulam, Alappuzha District, Kerala State,
India (M) 3
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I have always felt that somebody has been on my trail at all times, stealthily tracking me, to take my life. I
have no idea about the person. Nor what his figure would be like. Even so, when somebody happens to stare at me
in the busy street, his eyes lingering on me for a moment longer than usual, suddenly it strikes me—it must be my
enemy or his paid murderer.
I am at a loss to say which of the many sins I have committed could take the murderer after me. It can well be
for anything. I have committed so many sins. I have tormented quite a good number of snakes, only to let them
go, and that too, genuinely poisonous ones. And I have walked awaiting their vengeful bite in return, at any dark
turning of the path. I was worried over the thought that death may leap upon me quite unforeseen, and that I will
have to fall prostrate before it, helpless. That thought had harrowed me much.
But calculations had gone wrong. It is not a death bouncing on me unawares that is before me. I know my date.
Before day breaks, I don’t know the time exactly, around four thirty or five, they will escort me to the gallows.
Son, would there be anybody waiting for my dead body to be handed over? I know that you won’t be coming
and that you won’t have the grit to stand the sight of my neck, twitched and gruesome. Your coming over here itself is a surprise to me. I thought that no son would be strong enough to take in the sight of the lonely figure of his
father, sitting lost in thought in the condemned cell, on the eve of his death.
Father, would you please move aside a little? I have got to say something in private to my son. I know that the
jail officials would stay hearing all this. For them there is nothing new about all this. Similar scenes might have
taken place in this very cell even before.
And this is not going to linger on in their memory for more than a day. Two or three days back, on a mid-day, I
examined the whole of this cell’s interior. I did not see the stains of tears on the floor. Nor could I chance upon
any epitaph anywhere on the wall. But without getting disheartened, I kept on scanning. As I was fully conscious
of the dismay in case I should miss anything, I decided to go on searching. And I had the generosity to change a
speck of betel spittle into a drop of blood. Yet I didn’t see the expected things. The search begun around noon
lasted till late evening. And for that matter, I had nothing else to do, you know. It was the first time since I came to
this jail, that I got something to do all of my own. It had also made me rather heady with elation. I was fumbling
for it with my eyes, legs and arms. At long last I felt an overwhelming sense of contentment and relief. I did get
what I was seeking.
In a corner of the rough wall, the mark of a bite. I could identify three teeth distinctly.
Some prisoner, who had trodden his way to the gallows before, had left behind this relic for me. I kissed the
spot. How many times my tongue scraped against that rude and rugged wall! I bent down to it as though it were
the divine rock with Rama’s footprints on it. Drawing divine happiness from the feel of this rough-bitten scar, I
touched it several times. And then dozed off holding my face close to it.
Long ago, even so long ago, I had visited a dam. I am not sure whether you know that there was a period of
wandering in my life between your birth and my marriage. Some time during that period. I could not find a single
human being anywhere in the place I had somehow reached; there was no permanent human habitation around in
that area surrounded by ranges of rock clusters and forests. The tourists with the bustle of their jubilation and
merry-making lent the place an air of earthiness, that was all. I spent a day there. As the tourists rushed off
somewhere else before dusk. seeking more mirth, I was left all alone. And a sort of solid and stark solitude set me
on a shudder. I was getting bewildered in a way I had never been before. I had nowhere to go. And I had lost my
way. Darkness closed in. A light glimmered alone above the dam. I decided to walk all the way until I came upon
somebody. I was walking like an outsider, and yet with anxiety through that land with deserted, desolate paths and
blank stairs and with garden plants on either side and forests beyond and with chilling gushes of wind. I might
have walked on and on ever so long.
At the end of the walk, where a flight of stairs reached down, I met an old man. I was all awe to meet such a
man in the human void of that forlorn land. And a faint relief as well was surging up in my heart. Wearied and
exhausted as I was, the old man asked me before I could ask him anything:
“Lime juice, Sir?”
I nodded. It was then that I saw the sight that startled me. He was keeping in reserve a glass brimful of lime
juice in a corner of his shoddy, old desk. And over the glass lay a betel leaf drooping on its rim, sagging in. How
did that old man get to know of my arrival beforehand? I am not sure, nor did I ask. Even if I did, it was simply a
matter of guessing the plain and brief nonsense he might have uttered:
“Somebody would come, Sir.”
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Son, on that day, as I was draining the glass there was no end to the thoughts that had flashed through my
mind. The moment I had emptied the glass, the answer which I had been seeking for so long had revealed itself to
me. For I, who was utterly at a loss to resolve upon what to do, suddenly realized what I should do. That was how
I returned to our place. After a lapse of ten years.
You may be wondering what was the answer I got. It sounds as plain as that of the old lime juice vendor and
seemingly trivial. It was then that the awareness of the intense and incessant waiting for death occurred to me.
And it was on the same day that I resolved to dispose of your mother and your elder one. Musing on that in the
privacy of my own heart, I went to my wife. And then I made her to be your mother. She might have been in high
spirits when she came to know that I made her pregnant. Her rejoicing got on my nerves. I suppressed my rage as
I was in need of you. Somebody was needed to bring you up until you were full-fledged. I allowed her to live so
long. I treated her when she was ill. And gave her food when she was hungry. Didn’t you ask me once in those
days, maybe out of the instigation of some woman in the neighborhood or of some classmate of yours, where I
had been for ten years? Why I had quarreled with mother and left her? Then I realized that you were grown-up.
Within a week, I finished off your mother and Ravindran whom you used to call your brother. Had that question
of yours come not so early, the life of both of them would also have lasted longer.
I am going to entrust you with certain stones that will start melting only ten or twenty years from now, when
you will have grown more mature at heart. I could not speak my heart out to anybody ever since my childhood. I
did not find anybody to whom I could disclose all my secrets or before whom I could strip myself bare. I wished
to speak everything out to your mother. But I never had the occasion. My marriage also is as strange as my end.
One day, a gang of hefty fellows, including your mother's elder brothers and their friends, took me out along with
them. They took me before your mother.
“Who is the father of the child she is carrying?” they asked.
“Not me.”
Hearing that they beat me. I do remember it all still. It was at nine o’clock one night that I got trapped.
Stretching a paper before me, they asked me to sign it. They also let me know, that if I did not, I will be alive only
till daybreak. I had resisted for long. When I was convinced that it was three o’clock and that they were getting
impatient, I signed the marriage contract with your mother. I am telling a truth for you to understand. Ravindran
had sprouted in your mother’s womb by the time. I was in no way responsible for it. It was a fact that there was to
a large degree clandestine relations between your mother and me. But you take my word for it in this matter. After
the marriage, without knowing how to take revenge, I had been silent and gloomy for two days. Your mother did
not even dare to talk to me in those days. The thought that I was deprived of even the privilege of the choice of
my successor was crushing me. Somebody had thrust upon me a successor who was not of me. There was no limit
to the grudge I bore towards that child in the womb. You perhaps know that it was Ravindran who was killed first.
It was because my sense of loss alone, without allowing any other thought, had been growing and hardening
within me, that I left the place on the third morning.
*
For a man there are only two relations of any worth, I feel. The first is the one with one’s own progenitor and
then, the one with one’s own progeny. Everything else is sham. You may now understand why the marks on the
wall of this cell I noticed two or three days back, toned me up so much.
It was at the same moment that I got yet another answer I was seeking.
The jail authorities had asked me about my last wish. The government had set apart twenty-five rupees to have
my wish fulfilled. However much I thought, the wish that that money could render possible did not strike me. The
marks of the teeth suggested the solution for that problem. That was how I came to ask them to bring my old
father and yourself together along. And I had also asked them to get me a photo of both of you together. Today
that photograph will be taken. And they will hand me the copy before this evening. I feel contented. Tonight, my
last night, I won’t be alone. In this cell, behind these bars, there will be yourself and my father. What else do I
want? I am greatly indebted to you and to my father and to this universe itself for meting out such an end to me.
I know that being a boy you won’t be envious of me. My father, who is standing aside, wipes his eyes with the
tip of his towel, and the jail officer who hears everything while he pretends not to, feels envy towards me. The
superintendent of this jail called on me yesterday or so. The superintendent is a man of fifty-four with wrinkled
face and gray, drooping mustache and of pale color and short of sight. I know at first sight that what disturbs him
is envy towards me. What I felt seeing his looks and bearing was contempt. Hearing him talk you feel as though
there is no death for him. As he talked to me, how incongruous was the fact that there was some sympathy
concealed in his tone. On this earth, he whose life runs farther ahead into myriads of years is destined at the most
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for ten or fifteen years only. And sometimes, it may in all likeliness be over by tomorrow or the day after. He
himself can’t be sure whether it may end this day, this moment.
The doctor was examining whether I was so healthy as to be done with when hanged. Should I die as soon as
hanged, I must have the required weight, you know. If not, I will be hanging like a rat, wasting their time,
writhing and wriggling. They seemed very satisfied. I am not reduced in weight. I don’t need injections and
vitamins. All I need is a square meal to my fill. And I am entitled to it.
Son, you would learn in your textbooks about the sages who predicted their death. My name won’t be
anywhere there. Still, you just keep this in mind: your father was one who was very clear-headed about his death,
and the whereabouts of his death. The jailer who visited me, the doctor who did the medical check-up, none are
sure where they will be dying. But I do know. The gallows are just behind my cell. I can almost see the moments
that hover over my death, even the moments that are yet to be.
I will be taken there from this cell early next morning, with my arms in shackles. Just a little to this side of the
gallows, unfastening the fetters and holding back both my hands, they will tie them round from the elbows down
to the wrist with a chord which all my strength cannot break. And the rope will be dangling before me with its
noose, which the executioner from Thakkala or Thiruvattar will have brought after prayers and rites in the Kali
temple somewhere in the Fort. The executioner’s odor piercing into my throat will induce in me a longing for
liquor.
You know who will be standing around me restless? The magistrate who sentenced me to death, the
superintendent of the jail, certain junior officers keen to earn the favors of the superintendent by the prompt
discharge of their duties, one or two constables, and the doctor who is to check whether my pulse is all right at the
outset and whether it has ceased afterward, the executioner, the junior trainee along with him—none will be the
poorer for it. I don’t know whether there is anybody else. You can come and see, if you so wish.
The cloak of the executioner is black in color. He is the monarch. And the others mere vassals. The monarch’s
robes will be sweeping the ground. The wall is drenched in black. The wooden plank on which I am to stand and
the beam from which hangs the rope are black, too. Gazing into that saturation of one blackness, my face will be
covered with a pitch-dark cloth. Haven’t you seen the tall pointed cap of the circus clown? Rather so. I can
breathe. When the dark visage of blackness craves to become one with my own black face, lips would long to
drink deep in that blackness. My loins would throb to cleave into that spongy blackness. It is then that the rope
touches the throat softly. It will fall swirling into a coil round my neck like a dead serpent.
I am Siva, I would think. The harsh feel of the rope is like that of a magic wand. What comes to my ears is the
judgment the magistrate had drawn up for me through many sleepless nights. The sin I had done is yet again slung
into my mind. The doctor examines my pulse. It is all silence afterwards. They would all be talking through their
glances. All attention converges on to the little hand of the watch which scuttles forth from seconds into minutes.
What is left for them to do is so simple a deed. Slipping aside a bolt. A small bolt which keeps in position the
board on which I stand, will then give way. When they wait for that moment, when the doctor prays that the
twisting and writhing of the rope plunging down may cease at the earliest, when the hundred and odd items that
they have to do after getting done with this are pent-up in each of their minds, when they all grew restless, son, it
is me alone who will know that is contentment.
None of them can even dream of a royal death such as mine. They are never aware of the walls that stand still
encircling them. Just imagine an ocean of sand. And bars that reach up to the skies on all sides of that sandy
ocean. So many times more huge than my own cell. They are all in such a cage each. Lost souls whose woe is the
emancipation that is never to be and who are constantly under the expectation of the day they are hurled into the
gallows. Helpless guys. They don’t have the status and dignity which one gets in a cell like mine. No doctor
would come to look for a healthy pulse on the eve of their death. No government would grant funds for the
fulfillment of their last desire. Poor chaps! When their death passes by through unconscious moments, without
their own knowing it, I can touch my death. Not even that single moment, when the dead serpent around my neck
spreads its hood and stings, can pass by duping me. That moment was born for me. I want to have it all for
myself. I have got a private scene to remember at that moment. I would have glued on that photograph of my
father and my son within me, during the twelve hours of the night. The black cloth that spreads before my eyes or
the heavy chord that binds my arms cannot prevent me from fondling that picture. I’ll be there gazing at that
picture. I’ll become that picture. I’ll also creep into that picture unawares.
I have told you whatever I had to. I could, nonetheless, make you choose your end yourself. I could make you
realize that life could as well end in such a dignified manner. This is secret. Most Secret. You should let it pass on
only to your heir.
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Now, you go, my son.
1946
31.170 Rain\fn{by Sarah Joseph (1946- )} Mullankunathukara, nr. Trichur, Thrissur District, Kerala State, India (F)
2
At noon, when all of a sudden there was a heavy downpour, she closed the door and pulled shut the windows
of the little room in front. She left open a panel of the window looking out on the west and gazed at the rain that
roared down. In the distance she could hear the suppressed sobs of the rain bursting out over mountain passes.
“Oh God!” she muttered, pressing her hands hard against her breast. “I want to cry, cry like this screaming,
tearing rain.”
She pressed her cheeks hard against the iron bars of the window. Then she fell back, helpless, on the broad
windowsill and sat there, her head pressed against her knees.
Lying back in a rattan chair in the front room, her husband was reading the newspaper. As the clouds gathered
and the sky darkened, he switched the lights on. The rain came tearing down. When the wind began to spray the
doormat and the curtains, he rose and shut the front door, but the curtains still fluttered in the wind. Lest they get
wet, he put on the shelf the books and magazines that she had scattered on the floor beside the sofa. Then he
picked up the newspaper again and lay back in the chair.
His children fetched some scratch paper, and sitting on the floor beside him, began making paper boats.
“Accha,”\fn{Father. The footnotes throughout this story are from the story itself .} open the door for us,” they said, shaking
him roughly.
“Uh, uh,” he said, and continued reading.
“Please open the door,” his son whimpered, holding his trousers up with his left hand and clutching a paper
boat in his right one. The boy tugged at him again.
“Accha!”
“What is it?”
“The door.”
“The door?”
“Open it for us, please.”
“What for?”
“We want to set our boats afloat.”
“Boats! What nonsense! You’ll get wet and catch fever. Boats indeed!”
He had not taken his eyes off the paper. Discouraged but angry, the boy looked at his elder sister. Should he try
crying? She was not putting together a crude boat like the boy had made, but was taking great care to make a fine
one.
“There’s nothing to worry about,” she signaled with her eyes, and continued to work at her boat. She folded it
meticulously. Running the paper between her fingers, she pressed it together into a fine edge, making sure there
were no creases. He watched for a while but got irritated.
“She and her boat! The rain would soon stop, and how would she float her stupid boat then?”
“Come on, Chechi!”\fn{Elder sister.}
“Wait a minute, it’s almost finished!”
They quietly climbed up onto the iron grill on the window. Stretching their arms out, they dropped the boats
into the water in the front yard.
His boat swayed once in the water pouring down from the eaves, and came to a standstill. Trim and light as a
feather, her boat quivered a little and then glided smoothly down the current.
“What a clumsy boat you’ve put together. Little wonder it doesn’t float!” she remarked.
“You’ll get wet in the spray. Get away from the window, both of you,” the father called out, without lifting his
eyes from the newspaper.
Signaling to her to keep quiet, the young boy remained where he was, holding on to the grill.
Then a dark torrent of rain came howling down. The western sky was heavy with clouds. A deep haze covered
the hills in the distance. The downpour left her helpless, unnerved. There was nothing to be done about it, she
consoled herself.
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“Why am I crying? Why?” she asked herself.
All of a sudden, she saw a nestling, barely the size of an egg, fall from the branch of the suppotta tree in the
yard. For a second it dipped into the swirling waters at the foot of the tree and was washed away. She choked. She
felt it was dying. On an impulse she opened the door and stepped into the front room, through the front door and
out into the rain. The nestling was rolling around near the basil plant in the yard. Bending down, she picked it up.
Muddy water swirled round her legs. It was wet and shivering and had almost no feathers. She felt disgusted—
more disgusted, really, than sorry—at the sight of the birds circling the suppotta tree, their wings flapping.
Disgust, but also contempt for herself because she felt that way.
“What’s wrong with you? Why do you stand out there, getting soaked?”
He was at the door, black with anger.
“Don’t let yourself get so wet, Amma!” her son shouted. Taking the god-sent opportunity, he slipped past his
father’s knees, picked up the boat that had been marooned, and threw it back into the water. But the paper had
soaked through, and the boat just rolled through the water like a ball of paper.
“What sort of a boat have you made, you stupid fellow?” his sister teased. Belittled and angry, he made faces
back at her. Just as he was about to step up on the verandah, she called out:
“Accha, look! Suresh is in the rain. Serves him right. His hair’s dripping wet.”
“Let him be. There’s nothing can be done. Children’ll always take the lead one gives.”
Something in her blew up. Holding the nestling fast in her left hand, she rushed up to Suresh and spanked him.
“Go in, get out of the rain!” she shouted.
He screamed. It was the sudden change in his mother’s attitude rather than the pain that hurt him. She added,
now beside herself:
“You will kill me, all of you together, you will kill me.”
“Do you intend to come in out of the rain?” her husband asked, raising his voice in anger.
“No, I want to get wet.”
“So that’s it, is it?” Perhaps it was his sarcasm, perhaps his contempt, she did not know what, perhaps it was all
she hated in him, that made her step out into the middle of the yard.
“What’s wrong with Mother?” the daughter asked, quite unable to bear it all.
“Ask her just that. I’ve seen many types of madness, but this is in a class by itself”
She fixed her daughter in a stare. Embarrassed, the child added:
“What do I care if you catch a fever? You are the one who will have to suffer.”
She remained silent. The women who were weeding the field had stopped for lunch. They passed by, sheltered
under palm-leaf umbrellas. When he realized that they were looking at her, he said, insistently”
“Come in, Padma, will you?”
She didn’t answer; didn’t even turn or look at him. Pressing the nestling hard to her breast, she stood in the
courtyard, her head drooping in the mad rain. Every time a passerby turned to look—she was undoubtedly an
object of curiosity—he hissed fiercely:
“Whore!”
She felt her heart swell with anger and hatred as though it would burst. She crushed the little bird in her left
hand. Hearing the tender bones crack, she started. He slammed the door. The bird fluttered a few times in her pale
hand, its eyes staring out. She shook it off, suddenly fearful. It fell limp on the grass under the hibiscus plant. The
other birds dived down from the suppotta tree and flew around it, their feathers wet with rain stuck close to their
bodies, their cackling louder than the rain itself A murderer’s frenzy overwhelmed her. It seemed to her that the
wet plumes were stuck to her palm. Disturbed, she rubbed her hands together. The birds flew around her, agitated.
She recalled her revulsion. It disturbed her, that response. It was not what she wanted.
Deeply pained, she lifted her hands and covered her face. Suddenly she wanted to hug Suresh—her little child
—the one she had spanked a moment ago for no reason. She ran into the front room like a madwoman, and fell
back against the closed door, panting. She had tripped on her wet sari and almost fallen two or three times while
running. Water was streaming down from her hair; her clothes stuck fast to her body; she was shivering from head
to foot.
“So, you’ve had enough, have you?” he taunted, hatred frothing in his scorn.
She muttered something vaguely to herself, something like, I wouldn’t have suffered your scorn but for this
longing to see my child. But she said in a low tone:
“Open the door, please.”
Her weak voice drowned in the howling rain, but he understood what she was saying perfectly. He stood up,
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and, opening the door, said:
“Such arrogance doesn’t become a woman. Understand?”
She did not reply. Neither did she pay attention to him. She just walked into the inner room. Even after she had
dried her hair, changed her clothes, and gone into the bedroom, she ignored him.
Suresh had cried himself to sleep. She stood by him for a long time, looking. She stopped herself as she bent
down to kiss him and suddenly straightened up. His face seemed almost unfamiliar.
What's wrong with me? she wondered sadly.
Her daughter had followed her into the room. Her face was clouded over. She remembered the nestling with a
shudder as she looked at her daughter. In as tender and affectionate a tone as she could muster, she said:
“Come Sudha, get into bed.”
The child obeyed silently. She lay down, but her big eyes still wandered over her mother’s face, as if to say that
she would never understand her. She pulled a blanket gently over the children and fell back into the armchair,
exhausted.
The children!
It’s their unlucky lot to have me as a mother. I feel I don’t love them, don’t truly love them. Dear God, tell me,
do I not love them? You do, you don’t, you do; no, you don’t.
Yes, Lord, I love them, I do. I love them more than I love my own life. But they deserve a far better mother,
they are such dear children. Still, I love them. I love them truly. Softly she kissed them on their cheeks.
Their sleeping faces brought back memories of the nestling. She felt that she had twisted Suresh’s neck and
crushed Sudha’s tender bones.
Again, she rubbed her hands together in distress.
In the front room, her husband had switched the record player on. It was the pop music he loved and a rhythm
she hated. Now again he was taunting her. She knew that.
“I do not have the strength to bear this mocking disregard,” she murmured. “I’m nobody here. God, I’m so
alone here, all alone.”
She lifted up her hands.
“You will die,” she thought.
My children! They have nobody!
All of a sudden, she flung herself down on the coir mat\fn{Coir is the fiber extracted from the outer husk of the coconut.}
and burst out crying:
22.60 Girls\fn{by Mrinal Pande (1946- )} Tikamgarh, Tikamgarh District, Madhya Pradesh State, India (F) 3
The day we left with Ma for Naani’s house, Baabu broke a surahi. I don’t know whether he did it on purpose
or by accident, but anyway the floor was flooded with water. Ma held up her sari and called Sam’s mother—who
was trying to eavesdrop from the adjacent room—to mop up the water, because if someone were to slip and break
their bones it would be yet another problem. To Ma, everything in life is a problem. As far as she is concerned,
whether we are at home or at school, ill or just playing around, we are a problem. While mopping the floor, Sam’s
mother looked up at Ma and asked,
“This time you’ll be away for at least three months, won’t you?”
Ma put her hands on her thighs as if she were assessing their weight, squatted down and said,
“Yes, they won’t allow me to come back sooner.” She turned to me and ordered me to go out and play. I always
seemed to turn up at the wrong time and at the wrong place. As I was leaving the room I managed to pick up a
piece of the broken surahi which I enjoyed sucking, and I overheard Ma addressing either Sam’s mother or the
cobwebs hanging from the roof:
“I hope it’s a boy this time. It will relieve me of the nuisance of going through another pregnancy.”
I could just imagine Sam’s mother, in her usual manner, shaking her head and saying, “Why not? … why not?”
When we reached the station, I scrambled on to the train, fought my way through people and luggage and
secured a place next to the window. Triumphantly I stuck my tongue out at everyone and went “Eee … eee.” But
when I noticed Ma’s gaze turning towards me, I immediately started chanting the alphabet, “E for Emli, E for
Eekh.”
Ma was not actually looking at me though, because she was preoccupied with all her problems. She had to
mind the luggage, the wobbling surahi, the three of us, and cope with the exhaustion of pregnancy as well.
At one of the stations we bought a lot of samosas filled with chilies. Just when we were buying them, a woman
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was making her child pee through the next window. The sight made me feel quite nauseous and I couldn’t eat my
samosa, so I gave it to Ma instead. Meanwhile I crushed a piece of potato which was lying on the seat into the
shape of an insect to frighten my younger sister. She screamed, Ma smacked me and I started to cry as well. My
elder sister was irritated and said, “Oh what a nuisance you are!” Despite her irritation, I know that it is only my
elder sister who really loves me; everyone else is horrible.
Mama was waiting to receive us at the station. On the way to Naani’s I sat next to Maami and noticed the
rubies in her earlobes bobbing up and down while she chewed paan. Every time the driver pressed the jeep’s horn,
my sisters and I would scream in unison, “Poo-poo.” The driver was amused at our screaming, and when we
reached the house, he lifted me and my younger sister out of the jeep. He had a huge moustache, smelt of tea and
bidis, and wore a uniform made of coarse wool which tickled me and made me feel sleepy.
When the surahi was lifted out of the jeep it overturned, and once again there was water everywhere. This
incident reminded me so much of Baabu that, absent-mindedly, I trod hard on my younger sister’s sandal, nearly
tripping her up.
“You are the cause of all my problems!” Ma hissed at me through tightly clenched teeth so that no one could
hear. She then grabbed hold of my arm as if to prevent me from falling over but actually pressed it so hard that my
shoulder hurt.
I thought of Baabu because whenever we came to Naani’s house, he never accompanied us. And as soon as we
arrived, Ma would be lost in the company of maasis, maamis, Naani and old maidservants. If we tried going near
her during the day, someone or other would say, “Let the poor thing have some rest at least while she is here.” Ma
too would put on a pathetic act as if we always harassed her at home. I felt disgusted at the thought of entering
Naani's house, so I deliberately loitered behind near the bushes.
A mongrel dog came near and sniffed at me. Then I heard someone mentioning my name inside the house and
saying,
“Now where has she disappeared?”
I entered the house along with the dog and saw Naani sitting with Maama’s son on her lap. As soon as she saw
the dog, she shooed it away because to her all animals are as untouchables. The dog, used to being reprimanded,
tucked its tail between its legs and went out. I was told to bend down and touch Naani's feet. Someone from the
family said,
“Not like that … bend properly. You are born a girl and you will have to bend for the rest of your life, so you
might as well learn.”
Jaani blessed me by waving her hand over my bowed back and said, “This girl hasn’t grown taller. Who would
believe she is eight years old?”
Even though I pinched Maama’s son, he kept following me around like an idiot. He was very fair, chubby and
supposed to be cute. He was also tall for his age, and though only five years old could easily pass for seven.
“Will you tell me a story tonight?” he asked.
I said no and pretended to read the newspaper.
“Oh what a nuisance this is,” Ma kept complaining. The old lady from the neighborhood who had come to see
Ma told Naani,
“This time Lali will definitely have a boy. Just look at her complexion—when she was expecting the girls it
was pink, but now it has a tinge of yellow. I am sure it will be a boy this time.”
“Who knows, perhaps even this time …” moaned Ma as she put on a pathetic expression and began paring her
nails.
“Is there anyone to cook for your husband?” asked the old lady. Her question set me thinking about Baabu,
how good he smelt and the softness of his lap. And how when we came here Ma did not allow us to lie in her lap
for too long and complained, “Ugh! Oh! My bones are aching, my sari is all crushed. Get up now. I have such a
lot of work to do, and to top it all there’s this huge nuisance. Come on, get up.”
Naani folds her hands and prays:
“Oh goddess, protect my honor. At least this time let her take a son back from her parents’ home.” At the end
of the prayer she dries her tears with her pallav.
From the comer of my eyes I could see that my sisters were fast asleep. We were in a big room divided into
two by a wooden partition. Right above my bed hung a big wall clock which was ticking away. Just before it
struck the hour it made a hissing noise which was similar to my sister drawing in her breath just before howling.
All the lights had been switched off and the room was flooded with moonlight. Tulsa dai was applying oil to the
soles of Ma's feet and saying,
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“If it’s a boy this time, I will demand a sari with stainless steel zari.”
Even in the bright moonlight I could not see Ma’s face, but only her huge stomach which looked like a drum.
Ma’s sari had slipped down and Tulsa dai while feeling her stomach touched a painful spot which made Ma moan
just like a cow does when returning home from the fields.
“If I have a boy this time, then I will be relieved of this burden forever,” she tells Tulsa dai, and then adds,
“You can go home now, your children must be waiting for you. Be sure you put the oil vessel under the bed,
otherwise one of these kids will kick it over in the morning and …”
Ah, a bad omen. Whenever Ma left a sentence unfinished it seemed to loom in the air, like the ticking of the
clock. I wonder why grown-ups always complete their sentences when they are talking about pleasant things, but
always leave them unfinished if it’s something unpleasant. Like, “Ah, a woman's fate …”, or “Oh, three girls …”.
There’s always a silence after these half-statements.
There’s a bright star in the sky. Is that the Dhruva star? Baabu used to say that if I worked hard I could become
anything I wanted, just as Dhruva became a star.
“But I can’t become a boy, can I?” I once asked obstinately.
I was surprised at Baabu’s reaction when he put on a serious look and said sternly, “Don’t argue with your
elders now.” I find it difficult to understand them. My elder sister says one should never trust grown-ups because
if they want to know something they will prise it out of you by hook or by crook, but they themselves will never
tell you a thing.
It’s true, nobody ever tells us anything. In this place, it’s when we go to sleep that the world of the elders
awakens, opening like a magic casket. I want to stay awake and listen; I don’t know why I fall asleep half-way
through. I wonder whose voice it is now; it sounds as if someone is crying in suppressed tones. Is it Chhoti
Maasi? “I don’t even get as much respect as a dog does in that house,” she tells Ma. I wonder where she is treated
worse than a dog, then I hear Ma telling her, “All of us suffer like that, one just has to endure it.” My eyes shut
and I fall asleep.
The next morning, when everyone is having breakfast I ask Ma what “endure” means. I remind her by asking,
what does Chhoti Maasi have to endure? I get one light slap, then another, but before Ma strikes me again Maami
saves me and says,
“Let it be. She’s only a child, after all.”
“She’s no child, she’s a witch,” says Ma as her stomach wobbles in anger. “She’s always listening on the sly to
elders talking. Heaven knows what will become of her.”
When I go into the garden, my elder sister shakes the flowers she has gathered at me.
“Oh … you! I have told you a hundred times not to question grown-ups. If you keep on like this, one day these
people will beat you so hard you will die.”
“I will ask questions. I will. I will,” I answer crying.
“Then go and die,” says my elder sister, and continues to thread a garland for Naani’s Gopalji.
Naani stands by her and says loudly, “You are my precious Lakshmi,”\fn{ The goddess of luck.} with the intention
that I should hear.
In the afternoons I tell the younger children horror stories of ghosts and demons who lived in the walnut tree. I
tell them that if they should wake up at twelve o’clock on a full-moon night they would see children being bathed
in blood. They would also hear the ghosts speaking through their noses which at first is difficult to follow. The
children follow me all over the house like mice following the Pied Piper.
Bari Maami and Ma give us money to buy sweet-sour golis just to get rid of us in the afternoon. Their room
has been darkened by sticking green paper on the windows, and it is full of women—Ma, Maami, Maasis and
Naani. They eat all the time and have cushiony arms, fat half-naked legs and wrinkled stomachs. Then why do
they keep telling us not to sit with our legs spread out?
“You all look like cows,” I tell the women, but no one seems to have heard me. Chhoti Maasi, who is lying on
the floor with a pillow under her head takes a sour goli from us, starts sucking it and says, “Jijaji is really the
limit.” Suddenly laughter explodes in the room. Who? Why? How? I look all around the room for an answer, but
no one is bothered about us here, they are too lost in their own conversation. I leave the room and bang hard on
the door from outside, wondering if Ma will call me a nuisance. No one comes out to reprimand me, though.
“Move aside,” says Hari’s mother who is carrying a tray laden with glasses of tea into the room. “Move. This
is not for you, it’s for the grown-ups. Move out of my way.”
Hari’s mother's nose is like a frog’s and her eyebrows meet above her nose. Whenever she laughs, her cheeks
hang loose like dead bats.
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“Do move aside,” she says to me again.
“I won’t,” I say, and try to block her way. “I’ll move only if you say girls are nice.”
“All right, all right, I have said it, so now move out of the way,” says Hari’s mother.
“No,” I persist, “say it properly.”
“Oh, Hari’s ma, what’s happening?” asks Maasi irritably from the room. “Are you going to bring the tea next
year, or what?”
Hari’s mother knits her thick eyebrows together and says,
“This Lali’s middle daughter won’t let me …” She starts laughing, and as she does so her frog-like nose bobs
up and down. I can hear Ma naming me and saying, “That girl must be harassing her. She was born only to plague
my life.” Someone in the room advises her that she should not get angry in her condition. .
For a long time I sit outside the house watching the birds flying and wishing that I had been born a bird. “Do
mother birds too think their girl birds are inferior?” I wonder. Then I hear a voice calling, “Where has she gone?”
and I know someone is searching for me. I hide behind the wall where no one can ever find me. I wish, I wish that
somewhere, anywhere, I could find that magic betel nut which would make me invisible as soon as I put it in my
mouth. What wonderful fun that would be.
In the evening, when Naani finishes her story, she says, “Now off you go to sleep, all of you.” My younger
sister has already fallen asleep and Hari’s mother carries her away into our room. I ask Naani if I can sleep next to
her. Naani’s body is soft and warm and her quilt smells of cardamom and cloves. Besides, Naani keeps a torch
under her pillow. If you take it with you to the bathroom after the lights are off, you don’t knock your toes against
anything. But Naani says,
“No, as it is this boy doesn’t leave me. Where is the space on this bed for the two of you? Go and sleep next to
your mother. I’ll tell you another story tomorrow. All right?”
Naani's tone becomes sugary in the way of most grown-ups when they want to coax you into doing something.
In the other room, my elder sister asks with her back turned to me,
“Did she let you sleep with her?” Her voice seems to be trembling with anger. Ma is snoring away. The clock
ticks on.
How can you sleep? Tick. Tick. Khrr. Khrr.
“Where are you? Girls?” calls Naani with a tray of crimson powder in her hands. In front of her there is a dish
of halwa and a plate filled with puris. She has prepared those as offerings to the devi on Ashtami day. A mat has
been spread in front of her for us to sit on.
“Come on girls, let me put the tikka on your foreheads.”
She lights the camphor for aarti.
“Come now, let me do aarti to all of you.”
My two sisters and Mama’s beautiful daughters sit cross-legged in front of Naani. Naani puts a tikka on each
forehead and then rings a bell. Exactly like the guard on the train. After the bell rings, she blows the conch. “ Pooooo.” I am suddenly transformed into a railway engine and race around the ledge of the courtyard. Inside, the
room is filled with smells of camphor, halwa, ghee, and flowers. I shout,
“Come on, pay your fares to go to Calcutta. Poo-ooo.”
In the background I hear Naani saying,
“Come on dear, let me put the tikka on you. You are my kanyakumari, aren’t you?”
“No,” I retort, “I’m an engine.”
Mama’s son claps his hands with excitement and says, “Oh, an engine, an engine.”
Suddenly I see Ma waddling towards me with a clenched fist and my stomach grows tight with fear. Her face
is filled with rage.
“I’ll make an engine out of you this very minute.”
The elderly neighbor intervenes, catches hold of Ma’s hand and says, “Have you gone mad, Lali?” She signals
to me to obey, and adds,
“She is after all a child, a kanyakumari. Today is Ashtami, the devi’s day; you mustn’t hit a kanyakumari, it is a
sin.”
I jump down from the ledge with a thud and see Naani serving the other girls halwa-puri with a tightly
clenched mouth.
“Go on. Take the prasad from Naani. Why do you make your mother cry when she is in this condition?” Maasi
asks me, irritably.
“When you people don’t love girls, why do you pretend to worship them?”
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My voice breaks into a sob and I feel so furious with myself that I want to swallow the burning camphor to
choke my treacherous throat. I want to ask “Why” again but don’t risk it because I am afraid I will start to cry. I
don’t want to cry in front of them.
Hari’s mother puts her hand up to her cheek and says in wonder,
“Ma-ri-ma, just listen to her. What a temper for a girl to show!”
Naani is distributing a rupee and a quarter to each girl. She addresses the wall, “You can buy twenty sour golis
with this money” and holds out a twenty-five paisa coin wrapped in a rupee note towards me. I notice the mark of
the crimson powder on the tip of her thumb, like a bloodstain.
I start moving back towards the wall and screaming,
“I don’t want all this halwa-puri, tikka or money. I don’t want to be a goddess.”
I scream so loudly that the pigeons pecking at the scattered grain in the courtyard take off in a flurry, as if a
bullet had been fired somewhere.
117.279 To Be Or Not To Be\fn{by Zaheda Hina (1946- )} Sasaram, Rohtas District, Bihar State, India (F) 3
Darkness, chadar-like, had wrapped itself around the trees; it had become fragrance and inundated the flowers
of the Queen of Night; it had dissolved and become one with the cool soothing breeze.
I had been sitting too long in the smoke-filled drawing room. I was tired; my feet were hot with fatigue. I had
asked my husband and his friends to excuse me and, stepping out into the verandah was pacing its cool floor
barefoot.
The drawing-room windows were open, and patches of light were scattered across the verandah floor. They
reminded me of a game of my childhood. The courtyard of our house would be covered with similar patches of
light and all the children would run around making sure to leap across the patches. Then someone would stumble
and step into a patch of light; he would be declared the “thief.” Now the rest of us would run all over the place,
heedless of everything, while the “thief” would come after us hopping on one foot. Our feet would then tread on
all the patches of light, and our shrieks of delight would resound in every dark corner.
Then it so happened that—as my naked feet paced the cool floor of the verandah—the wide-open windows of
the drawing room threw up everything on me, then swallowed everything back.
I stopped in my tracks. My eyes fell on my husband—he was stretching out his hand to switch on the stereo.
Then the shrill sound of Boney M rose: Rah … Rah … Rasputin. A dread filled me as I watched them, the four
friends: sodden with whisky, boisterously laughing. Across the room there was a bookcase, on top of which stood
a framed photograph. It showed a barren hill of white rocks. A small part of the hill had been chiseled into a
smooth wall; in the middle of the wall there was a steel door with bars and a heavy lock hanging from its bolt.
There was a cave on the other side of the door and an archway, behind which there was yet another cave, narrow
and dark. Beyond the second cave lay Eternity and that endless sleep which mediates between the living and the
dead. I too was in the photograph; I was peering into the cave, holding a bar of the door. My face was toward the
cave, my back to the camera.
Next to the photograph on top of the bookcase there was a small bell-metal bust of the man who had been
incarcerated in that cave. I had bought the bust in his city. But when I bought the bust and had that picture taken I
didn’t know that a night would come when a man seated in my drawing-room would glance at them and make a
remark that would cause the dark to swallow in one gulp all the many patches of light.
My eyes wandered, then settled upon the color TV set opposite the bookcase. On top of the console stood
another black frame; it displayed the medal of a high military honor. My husband had received it a few weeks
earlier in recognition of his meritorious services to the profession.
But that other moment of just the briefest while ago was still frozen in my ears. In that short instant the voice
of my husband’s closest friend had reached me through the open windows, and it had asked,
“Hey, pal, what’s with this photograph of a door with bars?”
My husband explained to him how it had been the prison for that ancient philosopher who had spent thirty
days and thirty nights in it, waiting for his cup of hemlock. The best friend had burst into laughter.
“How marvelous of your wife! What an arrangement in contrast: on one side a picture of that hemlockdrinker’s prison and his bearded bust, and on the other the medal you received!”
“Shhh! Not so loud,” my husband had said—his voice sounded as far away as if he was on Mars. “She’d hit
the ceiling if she heard that.”
“Why, you talk as if she doesn’t know anything about your job,” the whisky-soaked voice had rejoined.
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“She doesn’t. Really.”
“But she did come to the ceremony when you received the award.”
“Yes, she did. But she doesn’t know the story behind the award. And she does not know what my official
duties are.”
That was the voice of the man who was more dear to me than life itself.
The conversation had continued. They congratulated my husband, praising him for accomplishing the
destruction of that very movement and organization which had been so close to my heart. I could see the medal in
its frame and also the face of the man who had received it. Was he the same man with whom I had discussed
history and literature for hours on end, who loved the arts and adored books, whose favorite subject was the
philosophy of history?
Was it really the voice of the same person? My legs were buckling under me. I sat down on the floor. The
voices continued to reach me. Were they human voices, or growls of wolves? They mentioned names, discussed
individuals—I had personally known several of them. I had talked with them at length in literary gatherings and
private parties. I had gone with them to some horrifying places—to wretched neighborhoods and obscure rural
areas where lived the most destitute of people. A life beyond even the imagination of the cities. But they—my
friends—would stay there with the original dwellers as if they were one with them.
Then I had gone overseas for higher education and there, near the end of my stay, I met the man who was now
my husband. He had come for some special training. When my older brother learnt that I wanted to marry that
man, he asked me if I was even capable of living with an army man. He knew me and my political ideas; he was
already worried about the future.
I couldn’t help but laugh at his question. After all, Socrates had taken the same oath that any ordinary soldier
of Athens did. Socrates had sworn: I shall not dishonor my arms. I shall not run away from my partner on the
battlefield. I shall fight for the good of the gods and mankind. My books had taught me that jobs didn’t change
people’s inherent natures. I wrote all that to my brother, and he stopped asking questions. Logic, in any case, has
always lost to love.
We got married and, a short time later, returned home. I had been away for five long years. The old ties
couldn’t be renewed though I wished to. The times seemed to have become more oppressive. People had
scattered; more importantly, some of them had stopped trusting me. They thought I was a Trojan Horse—how
could they take me into the very heart of their ranks? It was such a torture. I couldn’t even talk about it with
anyone. I froze within myself. They, of course, were right; and perhaps so was I: I was sick with love.
The individuals whose names had just been mentioned in my drawing-room, I had read the news of their
arrests a few weeks after our return. Then it was reported that their case was to go before a military tribunal. I
tried to discuss the matter with my husband, but he managed to avoid it. He knew that several of them had been
my close friends; he didn’t want to give me more pain by telling me the details.
I later learned that one of the men had succumbed to torture and died. He was buried, like an indigent, in an
obscure little graveyard. His grave carried no name. It was the grave of the unknown soldier. The papers carried
one-column items on his grieving widow and broken parents. Then it was all forgotten—as if nothing had
happened. I had cried for several days. I couldn’t believe that that clear mind and purest conscience no longer
existed, that the tongue which had given voice to wisdom was now silent, that the hand that always wrote only the
truth was now buried in dust.
I tried to hold on to my wall of disbelief, to pull myself to the more solid ground of confidence, but the wall
was made of sand and crumbled away, leaving me nothing to hold on to.
The blazing lava of their voices was still pouring into my ears. They kept mentioning, again and again, the one
name I had revered so much. They burst into peals of laughter and told each other all the different ways they had
tortured him: how his nails were pulled out; how he was forced to lie on a slab of ice; how many times they
wracked his body with electric shocks. It was only then I learnt that he had in fact, reached his end weeks before
he actually died. They had forced him to crawl like an animal; they had ripped off his clothes and thrown him into
a ditch full of excrement; they had chained weights to his feet, then hung him by the wrists from the ceiling.
Torture—all kinds of torture that only the human mind can invent—was meted out to him and his companions.
Only because they had dared to differ with the rulers who had made life impossible for the common man—the
rulers who considered themselves God’s caliphs on this earth and thus believed they alone knew what justice was.
And so justice was meted out.
There he was, the Chief Administrator, relaxing in his drawing-room. When those other men were being
broken under his supervision, when they were being denied even the tiniest comfort and instead given the heaviest
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of pains—all that while I had eagerly waited every evening for their tormentor to come home and spend the night
in my arms.
Books, pamphlets, reports—they floated up before my eyes. International Protection of Human Rights.
Amnesty International’s Report on Torture. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The latter even carried
the signatures of my husband’s past and present masters. Its first section declared that all men were created equal
and must have equal rights and respect. Its ninth section—but why talk of just the first and the ninth? The
document had thirty sections and who knows how many sub-sections. Could it be that no question had ever raised
its disturbing head in the minds of its signatories? For nagging questions sprout only in the field of conscience,
and that field was long ago mortgaged to the demons who live in the white house, whose bodies are tanned and
whose eyes are blue.
I was surrounded by voices and fire and smoke. I was engulfed in a stench of blood and rotting flesh. I began
to retch, and what was bought with the rupees earned in exchange for torturing others formed a nauseous puddle
beside me, but I didn’t move.
I kept sitting there for a long time, then finally found the strength to get up. Going through our bedroom, I
went into the bathroom and washed that evil smell off my clothes. But there was still a great deal more inside me;
there was still within me the rotting corpse of a relationship that had once been more precious to me than my own
life.
Returning to the bedroom, I sat down at the dresser and wiped the lipstick off my lips. There, in the mirror, was
my hand—identical to all the dead and alive and yet-to-be-born human hands, made of skin and fatty cells, veins
and muscles, and arteries and joints and bones. It ended in fingers like every hand.
I stared at my fingers in the mirror. Delicate and elegant fingers. Long elliptical nails, glistening with a pale
pink polish. There was a white opal on my Sun finger, and in its milky surface glittered the seven colors of the
spectrum.
Then those other fingers floated up before my eyes that I had seen many years ago. Strong, manly fingers.
Clean, well-trimmed nails, pink with health. The tips of the Saturn and Jupiter fingers were yellow with nicotine.
The fingers were turning the pages of a paper as the lips of their owner busily articulated the written words.
That was the last time I saw those fingers move and those lips speak. Now—tonight—I had come to know that
when those strong hairy hands were put to rest they looked like stiff bamboo strips, that those sensitive fingers
and pink nails glowing with health had been replaced with battered shapeless digits that had no nails. They used to
write poetry; they once wrote a book on the dialectics of history; they exposed to light the shape of the evil in
their time—now dust had swallowed those very same fingers.
The voices of Boney M wafted into the bedroom:
“He was a steppenwolf.”
I stood up as in a trance. My sight was filled with the brawny shape of that wolf whom I had been feeding with
sensuous delights.
Now I stand outside the half-lit archway that leads to the drawing-room. The men inside are not yet aware of
my presence. But once they hear me come, they will swiftly cover their wolf-faces with masks of lambs. Their
fierce growls will quickly turn into timid bleating.
It is said, ignorance is bliss. But I have reaped today the crop of my ignorance, and my hands are empty.
They have heard my footsteps. They are hastily putting on their lamb-masks. I enter. My eyes are fixed on my
husband’s face. Where is his mask? Did he misplace it? Is he the same man, more precious than life itself? A
voice repeats:
“He was a steppenwolf.”
I stand in the middle of the arena. All the lights are focused on me. And all my actual and wished-for sins are
creeping towards me with wide-open jaws.
1947
22.63 & 231.326 1. Rhythms 2. Excerpt from Going Home\fn{by Lakshmi Kannan aka Kaaveri (1947- )} Mysore,
Mysore District, Karnataka State, India (F) 2
1
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Having roasted people all through the day with its insane heat, Madras relented in the evening. It blew out cool
gusts of sea breeze, soft as silk. The proverbial magic of dusk. In India, the moment can come stealing into your
mind pervasively. And then, however much you try to hold on to the moment, it slips smoothly through the
fingers to blend and vanish into the swiftly striding night. But it comes, the dusk, every day pressing on the skin
of the eyelids like velvet, smoothing out the frayed edges of temper.
Kapaleswar Temple was preparing itself for the evening puja. Even as I walked towards the temple I could
hear the distant chiming of its bells. Mingling in was the brassy timbre of the rickshaw bells. All along the way
one walked, the air reverberated with sounds, all of them special to the evening hour. It tapped alive the
subliminal, and generally lifted one away from a place, Madras or wherever. Evening must have set in other cities
too, the hour of prayer with sounds brooding inward. Conch shells blown with a labored heaving deep down from
the stomach, the sounds amplified about three times as they rippled out, surging in waves and waves of resonance,
wrapping you up like ribbons. From another comer, the long drawl of namaaz from faces looking up at the sky.
Knifing through this by a strange contingency, the penetration of bhajans sung with practiced ease. They made for
a sudden loosening of the self which had stiffened with a day-long tension. This evening pressed down on all the
senses, but my ears for some reason, pricked themselves up like highly sensitized antennae.
A solid gust of wind touched the face. It felt moist.. It blew strongly through the leaves of the large peepul tree
near the Kapaleswar Temple, the ruffled leaves letting off a chorus like a thousand hands, clapping. Soaking in
these sounds, I slipped off my sandals outside the temple, and bought four packets of flowers and some coconut,
when a piece of music floated in from somewhere. It sounded like part of a verse set to tune. Soon it was drowned
by the noisy children scampering around the precincts of the temple. Groups of women talked in shrill tones and
the flower-sellers screamed away their wares..
Going first into the altar of Ganesha,\fn{ The god of wisdom.} I offered the flowers to him. He was sitting short
and squat. Puja over, I lifted my head to see the two monkeys perched on the canopy above. One of the monkeys
had a big, inflated right cheek, filled with a guava. Or was it a mango? Despite the discomfort, the monkey was
snarling at its companion. Cutting through these angry noises, the bells set off by the priest rang out loud and
clear, arresting for a moment the two irate monkeys in mid-fight. The snarling stopped abruptly as they looked
down at us with some surprise. In the pause it floated in again, that remote piece of verse, sung like a refrain.
From an indefinite distance the measured rhythm was beaten out on a steady taal. If one were to distil the musical
notes from the words, then the notes might easily run into a simple pattern of “pa da ni sa … pa da ni.”
Receiving the kumkum and sacred ash from the priest, I went over to the altar of Murugan. The priest here tried
in vain to hide his irritation at having to take on so many orders for prayer. His arms and legs were expressive of
his impatience as they went through the motions of the puja mechanically. The slokas he uttered escaped with the
hissing sibilance of snakes through the chalky whiteness of his false dentures. The sounds had a certain cruel,
metallic ring. The flaming camphor on a plate was whirled round and round the face of Murugan; an answering
light leaping with a sparkle on the polished brass of his spear. The bells rang out, then faded, ushering in that
remote refrain again, floating in the same taal—“pa da ni sa … pa da ni …” God, what a patiently repeated
cadence, assiduously rendered …
I offered the third packet of flowers to the Devi. Here, the crowd pressed around on all sides. There were
beggars in the garb of pious widows, furtive in approach.
“Yes, child, what are you looking for? Do you know of Arubathimoovar lined up at the back of this alcove? Or
the Navagrihas there? Now let me tell you all about them. Follow me … child, you have some change? I have to
board this bus to Mambalam, can you give some?”
Pushing through the crowd I craned my neck to get a view of Devi. There she was, serene as ever. Then a
strong smell of sweaty flesh wafted from the crowd and I crinkled my nose in disgust. But no! I shouldn’t feel so
repulsed by people who have come all the way to the temple. How sinful. Why, this is no crowd compared to
Tirupathi. Now that’s a place for you! From the foot of the hills to Tirumalai, there were crores\fn{Vast multitudes.}
of people, footing it all the way. Pulled upward by some inexplicable force, foot by foot on that hot earth, they
carried the load of their own faith. Up on the hill was the Lord of the Seven Hills, receiving this frightful faith.
Was he great or was it the faith of the surging people which made him so great? And strong? Which came first, the
egg or the chicken? Let it be.
This sticky crowd around me was a reality. Delicately blowing off the stench of human sweat was the
fragrance from a garland of tulsi leaves that someone had brought. There was a sudden wailing nearby, from a
baby crushed in the crowd. And then there was the refrain again, now repeating itself in a stammering tone. But
how? We were offered camphor water. Cupping the cool water in my palm, I tipped it into my mouth, the
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camphor-tulsi taste shooting into me like an arrow. It cleared my nose and ears. The refrain now came from close
proximity, the taal having taken on the sounds of oh, ah, au, ooh … Was that a canto at all? It seemed to be some
distorted notes. Then what happened to the finely rendered “pa da ni sa … pa da ni …?” Both had the same taal.
Then why did this one strike with such a dissonance?
With the fourth and the last packet of flowers I went to Shiva’s altar. Loudly, they pounded on my ears in a
rhythmic assault. And there, inside the aisle to the left of the deity, was a man saying the “oh, aah, au, ooh …”
Eyes tightly shut, he swayed his head to and fro as he went on and on. He was probably thirty-five or forty years
of age. His skin was a glowing copper-brown. Wearing no shirt, he had around him a damp silk dhoti laced with
zari, over which he had wrapped a piece of red silk. One side of his face was tautly pulled back by paralysis, the
distortion running along to his mouth and his limbs on the same side. Everything, the eye, the eyebrow and the tip
of the nose was twisted. His arm dangled loose and lifeless, the leg on the same side limp as he leaned his weight
against a pillar, supporting himself with the healthy leg. But he kept on swaying as he repeated the sounds, which
loudly echoed in the vault. Eyes closed, his good arm raised towards the Shivalinga he continued his cry.
So this was the distant verse set to tune! The sounds tumbled out of his coiled paralyzed tongue, the words a
stirring symphony of incoherence. I glanced in the direction of his good arm. There was the Shivalinga in
gleaming black, its surface smooth as human skin after a million abhishekas in milk, sandalwood paste and
rosewater.
“Give me your packet of flowers. Do you want a puja in your name?”
“Oh … ah … au … ooh …” '
“Here, I’m asking you! What’s your lineage?”
“Who, me? Bharadwaj.”
The priest took the packet of flowers from me and followed my eyes.
“You are looking at this man here? Actually, he’s from a very good family. You know, the entire family is
soaked in music. Poor man, he’s so luckless. The stroke has not only paralyzed his tongue, but wasted one side of
his body too. Every day his people dress him up like this and send him here to pray … in the faith that he will be
cured one day. Faith! That’s the only thing that sustains us.”
The priest stepped inside with my packet of flowers. Now his slokas mingled oddly with the disjointed sounds
of the paralyzed man. An oddly cold feeling tightened at the pit of my stomach and sent a shiver through my body.
I looked again at the man in the hope that he might open his eyes. But he had drawn the lids over his eyes like
thick curtains. Within the darkness under the lids … did a blind hope germinate? His body swayed to the rhythm
of his cadence.
I went around the sanctum in circumambulation and came out again through the main apse. I took a last look at
the man and walked past him. The sounds chased me, the “oh … ah … au … ooh …”, wrapping themselves
around me. Angry—intonations composed in some form of Nindastutil\fn{ A note reads: A special genre of devotional
verse in which the poet intimately takes the liberty of berating a god for his failings .}—disappointment, rage and sadness beating
out a taal on a recognizable paradigm. Perhaps only a paralyzed tongue could find the nerve to castigate an erring
god so freely, in such unambiguous terms:
How could you do this to me,
Don’t you have eyes?
How could you be deaf to my cries?
Don’t you have ears?

The sound tore the soft evening into tatters.
A dawn salutation to awaken a sleeping god.
2
The girls sat on the damp ground, the mud staining their skirts as they earnestly worked on the dampened clay.
Some were molding it with their fingers, stretching and teasing it into a neck. They had kneaded the soft earth till
it yielded putty-like in their hands and easily obeyed the commands of small, shaping fingers. Eager young faces,
concentrated intensely on their task. One of the girls took a lump of clay and rolled it into a ball. Then she took a
bigger lump of clay and patted it in her palm till it took on a round shape. She patted the rounded clay on to a
figure to make it look like a belly. Another rolled out a lump of clay in her palm, then stretched and pulled it out
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till it took on the shape of a slender finger. She fixed it on to a face. She picked up a twig from the ground and
used it to shape a chin. She used the same twig to carve a mouth, stretching the outer ends to form the corners of
the lips. She gently twisted the slender, finger-like shape to make it resemble a trunk. Then stepping back she
surveyed the figure for a moment before she called
“Hey look! Come and look at my Ganesh!”
Gayatri left off working on her lump of clay and walked over to Sandhya. Bending low, she inspected
Sandhya’s work in silence, then suddenly, she burst out laughing.
“Why are you laughing?” asked Sandhya.
“Is this your Ganesh?” burst out Gayatri, holding her heaving stomach with both her hands, and laughing
uncontrollably. “Ayye, what’s this we have here? The cheeks are sucked in. They are … hollow! And as for the
lips, there’s no smile on them,” she said.
“Oh, do be quiet!” retorted Sandhya. “Let’s see what you’ve done,” and she marched off to take a look at
Gayatri’s work. Sandhya’s lips curled in a mocking smile as she took in Gayatri’s attempts at sculpture.
“Ah … your figure is still just a lump of clay,” she said, gloating over her friend’s failure. Gayatri looked down
and scratched her head.
“You’re right,” she agreed readily. “I worship Ganesh and pray to him every day. So he has almost become like
a part of my family. Perhaps that’s why I can’t quite remember what he looks like. When I try to mould his image
he just eludes me, slips off somewhere beyond my reach. And then I get so anxious and nervous that I finally end
up with nothing taking shape,” said Gayatri, pouting in regret.
“Hey, come here.” Gayatri and Sandhya looked up as Usha called out,
“Come and look at my Ganesh.”
“Oh, it’s beautiful! How did you do it?” said Gayatri appreciatively, her eyes large with wonder.
“Simple,” said Usha, her face glowing with pride. As everybody admired the little figure, another child urged,
“Come on, let’s all try again.”
The children had set off that evening, eyes shining with eagerness. It was an evening typical of Mysore. A cool
breeze blew over their faces softly ruffling their hair. An evening that had started on an ordinary note. They had
gathered around as usual, just a bunch of children wanting to play their usual games, when suddenly their casual
conversation had taken an adventurous turn.
“Didn’t you go with your mother to buy a Ganesh for the Chathurthi festival?” asked Gayatri.
“It’s my brother’s turn this year. He went with my mother,” said Padma.
“How come it always starts drizzling, every year this time of Chathurthi?” Sandhya said.
“Perhaps god has a calendar up there, with the year’s programme, all laid out!” said Usha. Their childish
laughter rang out in the air as they walked own the street.
“I’ve an idea,” said Gayatri: “Why don’t we make our own Ganesh for the festival this year?”
“What! Make a Ganesh! It’s not all that easy, you know?” their voices chimed in protest.
“Now, how will you know if you can or can’t unless you try in the first place?” said Gayatri. “Look, that heap
of mud in the corner of the park must be really damp by now. It’s been raining since morning,” said Gayatri.
There was a brief silence. Then Padma cried out,
“All right, let’s go!”
Spurred on by her, the girls swiftly made their way into the park. They found the clay damp and soft. For the
next few moments it :aimed the complete attention of the girls.
The park was peaceful. There were a number of elderly people who had come out for a quiet stroll and some
fresh air. Many of them were the Kannadigas of Mysore, naturally placid by temperament with no harsh
angularities. They followed an unhurried lifestyle so characteristic of the place. A smell of freshly dampened earth
wafted on the breeze, enveloping the girls pleasantly. They sat down to mix and knead the wet ay, heads bent in
concentration, their small hands working hard to shape Ganesh out of the clay. For some time all was quiet. And
then came the first sounds of restlessness.
“I want to go home.”
“Hmmm … I’ll have to go now. It’s getting late.”
“Hush!”
“I’m going home.” Some of the hands stopped working midway.
“What’s this Gayatri? The face has just begun to take proper shape. How can you disturb everything at a
moment like this?” hissed Padma, furious.
“Exactly! It was your idea, to begin with. You were the one who brought us all here to make Ganeshas and
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now you want to leave in the middle of our work,” said Usha.
“That’s true. But I’ll have to go home now,” Gayatri insisted. “My grandpa will be worried,” she continued.
“To hell with your grandpa!” said Usha, turning away to mix the clay.
“What! Just what did you say?” Gayatri turned, her face a furious scarlet. Suddenly, she walked away from
Osha. Bending to pick up some dry mud in her hands, she returned and flung the mud in Usha’s face.
“Oh Amma! Amma!” yelled Osha, unable to bear the pain. Her eyes were smarting. She rubbed them with the
hem of her skirt and began to cry.
“Hey! Stop it, both of you. What a racket,” Padma intervened, anxious to bring about some peace between the
girls.
“Go on, cry your fill, you crybaby. That’ll teach you not to talk of my grandpa like that,” said Gayatri, bending
down to dig up her sandals from the pile of mud. She shook them hard to get rid of the mud and slipped her feet
into them.
“I’m off. ’Bye everybody. Shall we meet tomorrow then, at the same time, same place?”
“Oh no. I’ll never play with you again, that’s for sure. Go on, get lost,” said Usha.
“And who cares if you don’t play with me,” replied Gayatri, hastening out of the park.
She walked so fast that very soon she was nearly running on the street. It was getting dark. The breeze was
laden with the scent of wet earth. It caressed her cheeks softly. A heavier smell floated on the air now, the sweet
sticky smell of manoranjitam, a smell that reminded one of ripe fruit.
Gayatri walked on briskly. She had two more lanes to cross and four houses to go past before she reached
grandfather’s house. She walked on and heard the familiar sounds of music from somebody’s house. It must be
some girl going through her daily ritual of music lessons she thought. One of those “goody-goody” girls who,
come evening, scrubs her face clean, paints an immaculate bindi on the forehead, washes her hands and feet, and
as soon as the lamps are lit for the evening puja, settles down for a long singing session. In short, a perfect bore!
That’s what this creature must be, she mused.
Don’t climb trees! Don’t play in the dirt. Don’t run about inside the house. And don’t, don’t ever go out alone
in the dark … don’t do this, don’t do that! Hell! What one has to endure just to earn a good name. And what an
insipid life it must be for all those “good” girls.
The music faded as she reached the end of the street. The air was so dense with the heady fragrance of jaji that
Gayatri felt nearly dizzy. Ah, what a wonderful smell! She breathed deep wanting to draw in the whole fragrance
of the bush. She felt lighter now. Why on earth did I have that ugly fight with Usha? Poor kid. She meant no
harm. So what if she talked about grandfather in that tone. That’s not going to reduce him in any way. He is
wonderful, my grandpa. Just like a Maharaja. Ah! Home at last!
Surrounded by a lush garden, sprawling and luxurious, the house glowed like a jewel buried in fresh grass, a
washed pearl under the garden lights. The letters on the marble slab at the gate in front sparkled:

RETREAT.
Gayatri opened the front gate and rushed inside.
“Thatha, I’m home!”
A large hexagonal room. Gayatri’s grandfather’s room. Two of the walls were lined with books till they almost
touched the ceiling. Chesterton, Sir Walter Scott, Milton, Gandhi, Nehru, Shakespeare, Turgenev, Tolstoy,
Chekov, Kamban, Kalki, Rajaji, Ibsen, Churchill and many others. Rows upon rows of shelves, stacked with
books. Sometimes Gayatri would take out a few books from the shelves, turn the pages, smoothen them with her
fingers, then put them back carefully.
There were five large windows in the hexagonal room. And a gleaming table and chair in the center. On the
table, a neat array of folders, books, a pencil stand, papers, a round glass paper weight with flowers inside. There
was a pale blue porcelain vase with roses. A door in the room opened out into a large bathroom. Even the
bathroom had a small shelf of books.
Gayatri was always amused by this. Does Grandpa read even when he is having a bath?
Another door in the room opened into grandmother’s room. A large comfortable room with a single bed and
several fine, silky mats spread on the floor on one side. It was in this room that they all gathered, Gayatri’s
mother, aunts, their cousins and the children of the household. Here Patti held her durbar. Gayatri discovered
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another world among these women, a world that glittered with jewels, the brilliant flash of diamonds, the swish of
silk saris, the fragrance of the flowers in their hair blending with the whiff of their cologne. Family secrets were
passed around here and shared in whispers. Social scandals talked about and analyzed in low undertones.
Sometimes abruptly, the women would burst out in peals of laughter.
Grandpa’s room again. There was another single bed here. Beside the bed, in a corner of the room was a golf
bag, complete with golf-clubs and golf-balls. Grandpa reclined on a lounge chair. Gayatri sat on the edge of his
bed, swinging her legs to and fro restlessly as she answered her grandpa’s questions of why she fought with Usha.
“So, making Ganesh was an excuse for all of you to get soaked to the skin in the rain?”
“No Thatha. It stopped raining after a while.”
“O.K. Tell me something. What’s the big fight you had with Usha?"
“Don’t want to tell me?”
“Hmm … you see, she was so rude that …”
“But what did she actually say? Why won’t you tell me?”
“Oh forget it. She’s just a silly girl.”
The pair of young legs stopped swinging. Gayatri jumped down from the bed and went to her grandpa and
kissed him on the brow.
“Good-night Thatha.”
“Good-night, my child,” he said, gently hugging the girl. The familiar smell of Pears soap which grandpa
always used, wrapped around her pleasantly, mingling with the refreshing smell of the lavender talcum powder
from the nape of his neck. A few moments later, the lights of Retreat were turned off.
*
RETREAT. One look at the façade of the house and an all pervasive sense of peace settled over me. And
quietened my mind. It is a house that slipped through Meenakshi’s fingers, my mother Meenakshi who is the
daughter of the house. Naturally, it slipped through my fingers too, being the daughter’s daughter. An elusive
house that had become someone else’s “rightful property”. A house that faded away like a dream.
And the “house” that I live in, in Delhi? It is a hole, a burrow, a shebang, a den or a niche if you will.
A home. A house.
A barrack to burrow in.
A kraal to crawl into.
A cave that covers.
A shingle that shields.
A shell, or maybe a lair to return to …
Barrac, hole, kraal, cave, shell, lair … or only a state of mind perhaps?
My place in Delhi is euphemistically called a flat. After a full day’s work, I board a bus that carries my weary
bones to this seven-storied building. With a shoulder bag dangling at my side and a thermos in my hand, I get into
a rickety lift which creaks its way up and finally takes me to the den that is our flat. A matchbox flat with small
rooms fitted with tiny windows that look like beady, cunning eyes. The ceiling descends low over the miserliness
of the squat walls.
One look at them and something wells up from within me. The crudely made walls, the ceramic wash basins
jutting out mockingly. All of them constitute a mere formality. Should one wash the whole face or perhaps stop
with the tip of the nose?
We have shrunk to adapt ourselves to the narrow limits of this cage—Shankar, Arvind and I. We have learnt to
cripple ourselves to a smallness so that we can fit into this rat hole. Or maybe I should call it a rat-trap. For our
bodies, Shankar’s and mine, stiffen like corpses inside this hole as soon as we return from a day at work.
“Gayatri, what are you thinking about? I’ve been asking you … why don’t we go into the house and take a
look?”
“No. Let’s look at it from outside,” I said. Shankar laughed.
“Who did you say was the tenant?”
“Rao. Yogendra Rao. Balu Mama’s tenant. A Kannadiga. Just as I’m living within my body like a tenant, so
does he live I guess, in this house.”
“Living within your body like a tenant! What a strange thing to say. Why do you talk like this, Gayatri?”
2
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Seemed to be a decent lot, Yogendra Rao’s family. They had kept RETREAT very well indeed, for the house
had lost none of its charm. It stood glowing just as in old times. A sense of gratitude stole into me. The house
“wore” the same doors and windows, still gleaming with the smooth, superior woodwork, a reflection of the
owner’s taste. It stood sprawling over a wide expanse of green and as I took it in with those large windows and
the high ceiling, something stretched and expanded my very being. I felt leavened.
What a dream of a house. It had absorbed the uniqueness of its owner who had designed and built it and now it
stood here, with a distinct “personality” of its own. There was peace around it. The same evening breeze, so
typical of Mysore, blew around me strongly, but softly. Wafting on it, the same old familiar scents and smells
whisked me away to another orbit. Rajnigandha, mistress of the night, wild arali or oleander, and the jaji that can
make one swoon—all the magical odors in the spell of evening. I wanted to stretch out my arms, stretch and
stretch them wide till they became large enough to enfold RETREAT in an embrace.
The large rectangular sit-out in the front looked empty now. It once had a swing dangling from the ceiling. A
swing made of solid, smooth teakwood, gleaming with the fine polish of use.
“Hey Gayatri, don’t for god’s sake! Don’t swing so high my child, or you’ll fall down.”
Grasping the sturdy chains of the swing Gayatri pushed hard with her feet taking the swing higher and higher.
So high did she go that the loop and the ring above screeched in protest.
“Gayatri, won’t you ever listen? Just you wait. I know how to deal with you. I’ll ask Munusami to tie up the
swing and put it away. Right now in fact.” Abruptly, the swing stopped midway in motion.
Once more, it was the hexagonal room at night, Gayatri was perched on the edge of her grandpa’s bed her legs
as usual, swinging back and forth.
“What happened, my child?” Grandpa asked. “Did your mother and grandmother get angry with you?”
“Yes Thatha. And I got very angry with them too. What do they want me to do? Sit on the swing like Chitti
Patti, grandmother’s younger sister, and sway on it slowly while I chew on betel leaves? My God! Even looking
at her as she rocks herself to and fro on the swing, makes me yawn and go to sleep,” said Gayatri, mimicking her
great aunt. She worked her jaw around as if she were chewing betel leaves. Her eyes narrowed to indicate a
sluggish half sleep and slowly, very slowly she rocked herself to and fro.
“Excellent! Ha ha!” laughed her grandpa. "That’s truly Akhilandam’s style.”
“Of course it is. It’s like the world turning sl-o-w-ly, ever so slowly. Even her name is Akhilandam, you see,”
smiled Gayatri but instantly bit her tongue.
“Are you angry with me, Thatha?”
“Why should I be?”
“Because I called her by her name, when she is such an elderly person?”
“No, I’m not angry with you. You were only telling me about the slow and sluggish way the world turns
around. Now my child, do you want to swing higher and higher till you can touch the sky?” Gayatri nodded her
head vigorously.
“Easy, easy, your head may roll off and fall on the ground. All right then, tomorrow I’ll ask Munusami to fix
up a swing on the champak tree in the back garden. But you must promise to be very careful. Is that understood?"
“Oh yes! I promise, Thatha!” She took her grandfather’s hand and slapped his palm hard with her own, her
face solemn as she sealed her pledge.
“That’s my girl,” said her grandfather.
“Thank you Thatha, thank you!” she said overjoyed and clasped him rightly around his neck. Once again the
familiar fragrance of Pears soap and lavender talc gathered her softly and gently in its embrace.
*
Darkness descended on the scene. The sound of birds and insects settling down for the night. In Mysore, sleep
always pressed upon you like soft down. And then you wake to a cool, refreshing dawn and the peaceful early
morning sounds of a quiet town. Nang, nang, the regular, recurrent rhythm of the pestle pounding something in
the large stone mortar, the pestle changing hands skillfully, accompanied by the “Oos, oos” sounds of the women
sucking in their breath. Turn by turn the two women catch the pestle in mid-air and throw it down accurately into
the mortar all the while singing a graceful rural ballad in an undertone, the music reaching the ears in breathless
gasps.
In the courtyard at the back, rice is being winnowed with a rhythmic tap, tap, tap sound as the husk and chaff
are blown away. Somewhere in the background a cow moos in relief, having unburdened its udders of milk.
And what about a typical morning in our flat in Delhi? Harsh, discordant sounds fill your ears even before you
have woken up completely. You hear the irritating noise of early-morning traffic. The grating jangle of rickety
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elevators going up and down the seven-storied building. Doors being opened and shut for the morning deliveries
of milk or newspaper. The maddening sound of water pouring into buckets from open faucets, of water being
routinely stored. Then the arrival of the servant, rudely jolting us out of the bed. So many raucous notes to sound
the reveille.
“Gayatri, hurry up. We’re going to be late for work, that’s for sure.”
“Amma, my lunch box?”
“Memsaab, have you soaked the clothes for washing? I’ll have to leave early today.”
A typical morning in Delhi. And in the midst of all this there’s the office. How often I have felt like chucking
up my job.
“But how can you?” Shankar counters whenever I bring up the point. “I get a pittance from the central
government. How can we make both ends meet Gayatri? And once I retire we’ll need a place to live in. How’re
we going to get the money for that? The value of even a small D.D.A. flat has appreciated enormously now, you
know that.”
“What’s the big deal about a D.D.A. flat? It’s not going to be any different from this Curzon Road flat. Just
another mouse-trap. Is that what we are wearing ourselves out for?”
“Right. It is going to be a mouse-trap, I quite agree. But suppose we don’t even have that? Gayatri, another
mouse-trap or not, at least it will be ours. And that will make all the difference. This feeling of dislocation, these
misgivings, the restlessness, they’ll all disappear. Look at that sparrow. See how it folds up its wings once it is in
its nest. Look how peacefully it rests.”
I was surprised. How can Shankar be so simplistic?
*
Call it what you will, a sparrow’s nest or a rat-hole, it gets crowded even with a few things. A sofa-set, a few
beds, a dining table, chairs, a television—all these things have grabbed their due places and thrown me out of the
house. Not only me but the dance that I learnt devotedly for so many years. It’s all gone now. Where is the place
for any art here, in this fourth floor flat where I keep whirling endlessly in the everyday orbit of office -homechild-care?
Suppose I moved some of the furniture and made some room to practice dancing, just for the love of it, who
would tolerate it? Not the people living on the floor below ours. Hey you! they would shout. What’re you up to,
stamping and shaking the floor like that. They would be furious. Ché! What an ordinary insipid life it is turning
out to be!
Don’t let it get you down, Gayatri. Even in all this you may be able to draw the life-giving energy you need to
carry on. That is what Rama would often say to cheer me up. But it seemed to be a consolation more for herself
than for me.
Poor Rama, snowed under by the banality of living. A lecturer’s job in a college, then her own literary career, a
home to look after, children to tend to. Then her husband Doraiswamy, with a nasty temper. But when her hand
gripped a pen against all these odds, her writings invariably registered a sharp, incisive mind and a clarity of
vision. Like me, Rama would argue vehemently—where is the place for art in the lives of salaried middle class
people? Where is the time?
“Just as you’ve packed up your dance and put it away in cold storage, I’ve thrown away my pen too,” she
would say, so often.
Whenever I found her in this mood, a frenzied revolt would well up from within me. It was a silent revolt,
difficult to quell. No Ram, I would cry silently. I won’t let the writer within you die. I won’t let you die. Because
if you die, then so will I. Yes, in some inexplicable way I feel I too will wither along with you.
It was difficult to understand this void-like sensation that shimmered hazily in the background. Unclear though
it was, it threatened to engulf me, engulf Rama. Someday it might swallow her up and when it was done with her,
it would be my turn next.
Oh yes. The moment Rama refuses to believe in herself she will drown me too. Both of us will falter, stumble
and fall. There is that signal in the background, an obscure cryptogram which threatens. Illogically perhaps, but
imperceptibly, the cryptogram entwines her fate with mine.
Arvind was fast asleep, exhausted after his vigorous play. I covered him with a light sheet, crossed over to our
room and went to bed. As soon as I lay down, a wave of fatigue overwhelmed me. But Shankar did not seem to
notice. Running his fingers through my hair, he whispered, “Gayatri, Gayatri,” softly in the darkness. Up and
down his hands moved bursting a thousand blood vessels within me, flooding me with an energy that seemed to
drive away all my fatigue. I looked at him. His face seemed transformed with a softness, a gentleness. His eyes,
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lips, nose melting as he whispered “Gayatri, Gayatri,” as if it was some great secret.
“Yes Shankar?” I said cradling his head in my arms.
“Do you know what it feels like when I’m with you like this?”"
“Hmmm?”
“It’s as though I am a ship that has been through a turbulent storm and has now reached the shore, cast anchor,
and found solid ground. I feel like a weary sea-farer, who has finally found an ashram in which to rest. This skin
… so soft, and this dear body … the smell of you hair … what can I say, Gayatri. It feels like I’ve come home.
That’s it. I’ve come home.” The words spoken quietly in the shadows, moved me deeply.
How can it be? I have been searching for this elusive thing called a “house”, a comfortable “den”. How is it
that I have become a “home”, an ashram for him? By what strange logic?
I was exhausted. I closed my eyes. It was pitch dark. My body felt light. I was going down, descending to
some place beneath the mattress, the bed, the floor, hurtling down and plunging into an abyss. The straw is
wonderfully soft. Small, snowy balls of cotton wool, some delicate threads of spun cotton, wispy flaxen fibers, the
spoils of my thieving trips. All this I gather together, flying from one place to another. With my beak I arrange
them carefully and tidy up the loose ends. Then I fold up my wings and bury my beak in the soft, dry nest.
Sharing the snug warmth of this is my partner-sparrow, Shankar. Secure in this circle of warmth, with his little
beak buried in my bosom, is my Arvind. All around us the luxurious softness of our downy nest.
3
“How’s the writing?” I asked Rama.
“What writing are you talking about? First of all, there’s no time and then, there’s no place where I can sit
down to write in peace. There’s no room to fit in a desk of my own. All that. we have is one work-table and Dorai
uses that. What a cramped existence!”
Rama’s words fell hot on my ears. It was nine-thirty at night. We could afford to take it easy today because the
next day was a Saturday. Rama’s husband Doraiswamy and my husband Shankar were sitting outside. Rama’s
youngest child Chitra was asleep. Vikram, her first child, had eaten with us and was now playing with Arvind in
the bedroom.
“I know. That’s the way it is with me too,” I said. “Once in a while I used to practice my dancing, even if
somewhat lackadaisically. It’s all so pathetic. To dilute a fine art to mere exercise, to reduce it to aerobics,” I said,
hoping this would comfort her.
“If your dance has been reduced to aerobics, then my writing is going to be taken as a mere hobby. How I hate
the word, hobby! God, the world is going to treat us with indifference, dismiss us as two superficial, incompetent
people,” said Rama. She stretched out her legs on the settee, and reclined against the cushions. “Finally, all that
you got out of practicing dancing is your streamlined figure. Me? What did I get?” she asked, her lips curling.
“Clarity. A limpid, unfaltering style of expressing yourself,” I laughed. Rama smiled and then her face
changed.
“And who do we blame for this? It’s we who are not trying hard enough, we who lack intensity. Naturally,
people won’t take us seriously. Fair enough!”
She straightened up and moved forward to the edge of the settee. She put away the cushion that she had been
fidgeting with in her lap all the while.
“Rama,” I said, “do you think our problem is simply one of not finding enough time?”
“Hmm. And how did that happen? Because inflation has driven us all out of our homes. Middle class women
like you and I have to keep a job. Plus run a house. A situation that holds us in a tight, vice-like grip.”
She grew restless and got up to sit on another sofa. It was so characteristic of Rama. Whenever anything
disturbed her, she would move about the room from one chair to another as if she expected the new seat to
stabilize her in some way. She cracked her knuckles with a sharp sound and resumed:
“You know, our college schedule is getting intolerable. We are always overworked. And the sociology
department seems to function on a vague, unplanned system, or non-system is more like it. They haven’t recruited
enough teachers, so here’s a classic situation for you. Too many classes and too few lecturers. To top it all, there
are the research assignments to take care of. I finish all that and come home and there is the housework to deal
with. There seems to be no escaping this housework.”
“Yes, that’s it. All this conspires to bring about a mediocrity, an ordinariness into our lives,” I said.
“Finally, what has Karl Marx to offer middle class Indians like us? Just the steps to a painful self-knowledge, I
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guess, a knowledge of our limitations, that’s all,” she finished with characteristic astringency. “We’ll have to make
ourselves smaller and … and … learn to fit in, I guess.”
A house. A receptacle that receives us. A chrysalis that contains. A house or this body that houses our being. It
absorbs the vibrations of our mind and our heart. Together with time, it records these vibrations and we try to free
ourselves from the fetters of its calculations. We struggle against them but fail in our efforts and return grudgingly
to the shell of our body like disappointed tenants, to continue with our lives half-heartedly.
Freedom.
Freedom from what? From our selves. From this “mediocrity” that binds us, restricts us. We should grow.
Grow bigger than this cage that is our body, bigger than the kraal that is this cage-body. We should grow bigger
than our fate, our destiny. Kick against the shackles of the body, escape from it …
The silence of the room pressed upon me from all sides. I crossed over to the settee and sat down next to
Rama. Once again, it welled up from within, that old, familiar frenzy.
Unlivable. I could feel it take hold of me. This intelligent woman sitting beside me. There’s a writer within her.
The writer should not be allowed to die. Save her, the voice said, save her. If she dies, I too will die with her,
perish, disintegrate. If she falls, so will I, the voice warned. I touched her shoulder and said,
“Rama, we’ll have to grow a little bigger than all this, even if it hurts. We just have to grow.”
“What do you mean?”
“We’ll have to find the nerve to outgrow this cage, this kraal,” I said. Rama looked at me in silence. I was not
sure she understood me but she said,
“Yes. And we know someone who has done that. Both of us know him,” she added, her voice sinking low.
A guarded look crept into her eyes. I could recognize the secret signals so well. It was a private pact between
us, our admiration for this special friend of ours, Rajagopalan, that sometimes bordered on a feeling of awe.
Somehow we have always managed to hold it in check. We had mutually taken a stand about our friend. That we
would not let ourselves into the blind alley of “guru-worship” however much a person inspired a feeling of
hopeless respect. Because that kind of worship is an easy way out, in fact the easiest way to run away from
ourselves. Also the surest way to dull our faculties.
“That’s it Gayatri, what you say is absolutely true. But when it comes to women, even this very normal attempt
to grow turns out to be an ordeal. Because she has to “create” her space. Even this thing called “home” is
something she has to “create”, work hard at. And when she finally creates this home around herself, it somehow
becomes an arrangement that offers all the conveniences to the man of the house and the children but never to
herself! It doesn’t ensure her the “space” she wanted, in the first place. That’s the way our society is structured.”
She rose from the settee and shifted again to another seat. Picking up a cushion from the seat, she patted it and
replaced it tidily.
“The famous ‘Female work-force’!” she said wryly. “See how it surfaces with an almost monotonous
uniformity,” she said, exhaustion flooding her limbs.
“Where’s the matchbox?”
Startled, we turned around. It was Doraiswamy.
“Shankar and I wanted to have a smoke but; where the devil are the matches? I’ve been looking for them all
over the place and here you are, arguing away about something or the other,” he said, scowling.
“There should be a matchbox in this cupboard. Perhaps Vikram took it,” said Rama, getting up.
“Indeed! You’ve got one peg to hang all your failings on—Vikram!” snapped Doraiswamy, his jaw set hard.
“Look, here it is,” said Rama, picking up the matchbox from a shelf in the cupboard. Doraiswamy snatched it
from her and went out in a huff.
So much for animated conversations about the dullness of life. Just when we were beginning to get somewhere
—whoosh! It dies down, doused and dampened by domesticity.
Questions. More questions. Questions that could set issues on fire. But in answer only a huge silence that
swallowed up the questions. A silence that swelled and swelled some more.
We thanked Rama for the dinner and left. By the time we reached Curzon Road, it was ten-thirty. As soon as he
hit the pillow, Shankar slipped into a peaceful sleep.
I remained wide awake. I felt that it had been a healthy exercise, the conversation with Rama about problems
that crippled us. It cleared my thinking. Sure, there were some bitter home truths we had to confront but the airing
was necessary, all the same.
I am still awake, my mind restless, as I lie on my bed in this flat on the fourth floor. Oddly, it feels like I am
lying down on top of a large table somewhere.
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If I can complain about this, what about the people on the floors above, in the flat on the seventh floor, for
instance? Chopra’s flat. The girl who lived there, poor soul. What a horrible end she came to. Throwing herself
down like that from the balcony, her bones crushed, her blood spilling out … It was ghastly. The following day
we saw her husband Chopra, sulking like a schoolboy caught in the act. He blinked awkwardly, looking guilty.
Sweety, their two-year old daughter, looked lost.
“Ma, Ma,” the child called looking for her mother everywhere, behind doors and inside the wardrobe.
Rajni’s suicide started a lot of scandal and gossip. Chopra was carrying on with Rajni’s unmarried younger
sister Kiran, they said. Kiran had betrayed the trust of her own sister. Chopra and Kiran had carried on brazenly
till Rajni could take it no more. One day, she decided to call it quits.
That’s what people said. Silly girl. What was your reasoning? What connection did you see between yourself
and an errant, depraved husband? What a needless, avoidable connection. And you a mother, an independent
mother. Did you ever think of yourself as an individual, as a separate person with some autonomy?
The seventh floor balcony. From that dizzy height, the buses and cars and buildings below looked like toys and
the lawns like green handkerchiefs. Rajni must have felt alienated from these objects living so high up in her
seventh floor flat. Perhaps this added to her agony and blew it up into huge, neurotic proportions? This thought
nagged me for days on end after her death. Rajni must have felt no relationship between herself and the world
below, no bond whatsoever. So she threw herself down, destroyed herself.
You know Rajni, if only you had lived in a ground-floor flat, it would have been very different, believe me.
The soles of your feet would have touched the soft earth. The earth would have pulled you to herself with a
powerful gravitational force. If only your feet had been in constant touch with the ground, the earth would have
stabilized you, restored you to yourself. To sanity. Then you would never have killed yourself.
But all this happened eight months ago. Why do I remember Rajni now? Why?
4
I glanced at my watch. Since I had begun work today, there had been no time to lift my head even for a
moment. I had a letter from my mother in Mysore, but I hadn’t yet been able to read it completely.
“Madam, what would you like to order for lunch?”
“Nothing Mansingh. I’ve brought something from home.”
“Very well Madam.”
I leaned back in the chair and opened my mother’s letter again.
My dear Gayatri,
My blessings to you. I do hope that Shankar, Arvind and you are doing well. Your father and I are quite fine here in
Mysore.
From your last letter, I can tell that you are still very angry with me. There is one thing we will have to accept and
that is the argument of our community that all the “frozen assets” of a family’s property rightly belongs to the son of
the family. This is the way it has been for generations now. My father too conformed to the dictates of the community
and has written his will accordingly.
And what the community says, we cannot change. Even our lawyer agrees with us on this point. If I engage a lawyer
to analyze it from other legal angles, it will only be a fruitless exercise, a post-mortem. I know only too well that it will
not comfort you in any way. All the same, you can look at some of the details: According to the Hindu Succession Act
of 1956, Section 16, a daughter, and even a daughter’s daughter has a rightful claim to the family property. But as far as
women like me are concerned, this Act is a mere statement on paper. Nothing more. It does not seem to apply to Tamil
Brahmins. They don’t care about Section 16.
Traditionally however, there are two very old schools of thought, Mitakshara and Dayabhaga. They are still in
practice today and are legally viable. Your grandfather’s will follows the first. All the things that are given to a daughter
during her marriage as streedhan (jewelry, silver articles, utensils, clothes, cash and the general expenses of the
wedding) are taken into account in this will. This expenditure is taken to justify that the daughter’s share of the family
property cannot be equal to that of her brother.
I know exactly how you feel about this. I may strike you as a spineless woman, who accepts injustice passively. But
I did try to redeem the situation. I made an appointment with the head of the All India Women’s Conference, Dr. Gita
Bai. She put me on to a well-known woman lawyer who specializes in cases dealing with women’s issues. This lawyer
told me she had worked with a group of activists in the early forties, who had for many years struggled to bring about a
“Hindu Law Reform”.
She thought over my problem and came to the conclusion that there are only two ways of tackling the situation. One
is to sue my mother, and fight out the case in court. And that I will not do. It will disrupt the entire family and ruin
everybody’s peace. I simply cannot bring myself to act that way! The other way is to grin and bear it.
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And that is what I mean to. do. I’m fed up with the whole affair. I don’t want to create any unpleasantness or hatred.
Sometimes I feel like distancing myself from this and believe that all this is happening to somebody else rather than
me.
Let Balu take RETREAT and live there with his wife Vanaja. Let me be happy with the things that were given to
me—the rosewood wardrobe, the sandalwood icons, the ivory carvings, and the smooth teakwood swing on which you
played all the time. These things are more than enough to remind me of my father. For me they are heirlooms blessed
by my father and mother.

“Gayatri?”
“Huh? Oh Suresh, come in, come in.”
“There was a tender from Messrs. Mehta. You’ve recorded it, haven’t you?”
I folded up the letter and put it away. The tender was not a big problem, but I needed to work on it because a
lot of issues needed to be considered and sorted out. Just as I finished up, I was called for a meeting in another
room. The meeting carried on for a while with some usual arguments and a few thinly veiled personality clashes.
After the meeting gave over, I returned to my room. And all over again, thoughts about RETREAT gripped me.
RETREAT. It’s solid, composite structure set in the ambience of a refreshing garden. It had vanished like a
dream, without a trace! My uncle Balu, my mother’s brother, is the present heir of RETREAT. A capricious man
with a deceptive sense of humor, a veneer under which lurks a sly, worldly-wise craftiness. And his blood-sucking
wife Vanaja, lusting after his money. Then there are his sons of course, blissfully insentient and crass into the
bargain. The inheritors!
RETREAT had always had a certain atmosphere, as if it had absorbed the spirit of Thatha and developed a
personality of its own. My mother Meenakshi could feel it through every pore of her body but surely not they, the
inheritors. They lack my mother’s sensibility. To them RETREAT was only a house, something that had come to
them as their due. They took it for granted. As a matter of course. Like someone sitting down to a routine meal,
and eating till satiated, feeling no particular sense of gratitude at the end of it.
And what did my mother inherit? The talent and imagination to generate a sense of freshness and well-being.
She can create it even within the simple and modestly laid-out, rented house in Mysore. Essentially Thatha’s traits
which he had gifted to her without even a will. This is what Amma is heir to.
I can see it even in this letter you have written, Amma. It has your stamp on it. The way you are content with
what is given, the way you always accept your lot with grace, with never a complaint.
Oh, I still haven’t finished her letter! I opened it again and went back to the lines “be happy with the things that
were given to me … the ivory carvings … and the smooth teakwood swing on which you played all the time … to
remind me of my father.” I continued reading from where I had left off.
Enough of all that. How is your work getting on? I sometimes wonder how you manage to work when you have a
small child to look after, and a house to take care of. How can you do all that and still remain yourself? There seems to
be no way out for the women of your generation. You have to work so hard. Do take care of yourself and try to rest
whenever you can. And remember to massage your hair and body with oil every Friday before your bath.
My love to all of you.
Amma.

Massage with oil! If I were to apply even a drop of oil my skin would instantly suck it up thirstily, that is how
dry it is. What’s special about Friday anyway in this rat-hole of a flat? Even a Sunday comes and goes without the
luxurious indulgence of an “oil-massage-bath”. There is no time for it, no space one might say, for any such
elaborate ritual in our tiny bathroom. All I get are bruises and abrasions whenever I have a bath. And there is
never enough water to wallow in anyway. For working women like me, an “oil-massage-bath” on a so-called
“good” day like Friday has become a self-indulgence, far removed from our lives.
*
“Hey you! Come down this instant. I’m tired of your mulishness, I am, I mean it. Just look at your hair, a
thatch of dry straw! Ché! Come down now, and fast, or else.”
Perched on the branch of a tree, Gayatri looked at Muniyamma standing below fluently scolding her. She took
in the sight of her nicotine-stained teeth discolored by the betel leaves she constantly chewed. Muniyamma had
gathered up her hair into a knot on one side. She wore peculiar earrings and the huge, enlarged lobes of her ears
hung down with the weight of these. Actually, the earrings were a resourceful contrivance made out of soft
palmyra leaf, dyed a purplish hue. They looked like tiny replicas of a mat rolled up and fixed into the holes of
Muniyama’s large earlobes.
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Gayatri’s eyes took it all ih and suddenly she felt an overwhelming surge of affection for this woman who took
care of her so well. And yet … why not tease Muniyamma, just a little bit?
“No, I don’t want an oil massage today. Tomorrow, maybe,” said Gayatri.
“What! Oh no, you’ll have a massage today. Tomorrow is Saturday. A girl must have an oil bath on Friday.
Now, are you going to climb down from the tree or shall I ask Munusami to tie up the swing on the sampangi
tree?” Munusami was Muniyamma’s husband.
Gayatri came down sliding fast, bruising her thighs on the trunk of the tree.
“Aie, aei! Slowly child, easy, easy! Ayyo! A girl-child scraping and scratching her body like this, ché! Will you
ever listen? Not you. Climbing trees, rolling in mud, for shame!” Muniyamma scolded.
Gayatri slid down and as soon as her feet touched the ground, she flung her arms around Muniyamma’s neck.
She smelt the familiar odor of crushed tobacco, mingling with the strange smell of dry leaves that always rose
from her skin. Gayatri buried her face in the smell.
“Muniyamma, my sweetheart … please, please, don’t ask Munusami to tie up the swing. Come, give me a
bath, an oil-massage bath.”
The oil was heated along with crushed gooseberries. Then it was cooled to a comfortable warmth and rubbed
into Gayatri’s hair and scalp till it tingled. Muniyamma rubbed the oil all over the girl’s body, her hands
massaging, and kneading the arms and legs till Gayatri's skin burned.
“Ayye, what’s this we have here? Such coarsened skin! Will you ever listen to what I say?”
“Hush! Mutter, mutter Muniyamma! Why do you scold me all the time? Of course I’ll play in mud. And what
are you going to do about it? What about your hands? Here, look how rough your hands are, like coconut fiber!”
“Ah, don’t talk about me. I’ve one foot in the grave anyway. But you? Now let me show you my workmanship. See what happens after I finish working on you. You’ll glow like a lamp, won’t you, my little princess!”
“Chooo … oos … chooo.”
All kinds of queer sounds escaped from Muniyamma’s lips as she muttered and poured bucket after bucket of
scalding hot water on Gayatri. She bathed the small girl, washed off the oil with bengal gram flour and patted her
dry. Then she pulled out a quaint old oven made of wrought iron. For some odd reason, it was called a “Burma
oven”. She filled it with red-hot coals, took a fistful of frankincense crystals and sprinkled them liberally on the
hot coals.
Instantly, dense aromatic fumes spiraled upwards as Muniyamma quickly covered the oven with a small
wicker basket. She made Gayatri sit close to the basket and gently spread the girl’s damp hair all over it. The
fragrant fumes escaping from the crevices in the basket wound their way through the strands of hair warmly.
Muniyamma carefully arranged the scented hair this way and that, till the fumes completely surrounded Gayatri’s
hair.
“That’s enough Muniyamma, please!”
“Hush, be quiet child! You’re teaching me, are you? A young sapling like you that hasn’t sprouted three leaves
to speak of.”
All that Gayatri remembered after that was throwing herself on her bed. She slipped into a deep sleep. When
she woke up she felt incredibly clean and rested. Her skin and hair smelt of oil and incense blended with the odor
of the bengal gram flour. She felt the silky softness of her perfumed hair, the downy wisps straying lightly over
her brow.
Gayatri marveled, at her own body, her hair. Is this me? she wondered.
*
The frankincense has gone up in smoke. The fragrant fumes of another, more gracious time, has curled around
and wrapped up time. Vanished.
When I got home after work, Arvind was already out, playing with our maid. I went into the bathroom to wash
my face. At a touch of the switch the small room was flooded with a bright, fluorescent light. I stood in front of
the mirror. The wispy strands of hair on my brow looked scanty and dry. So did my skin. I have never pampered
my hair. All it gets from me is an occasional, hurried shampoo. There were blue-gray shadows and lines beneath
my eyes. As I stood looking at my face in the mirror my own eyes stared back at me defiantly, probingly. They
seemed poised to attack. My own eyes. Challenging me so menacingly. Are they really my eyes? Then why do
they glare at me so inimically, with so much hostility and contempt? Why?
Oh yes. I am crumbling day by day, but so what? I shall perish soon enough but isn’t that the basic right of the
human body anyway?
I stared back at the image and time stood still. The mask from my face was knocked off. I fought back a wave
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of resentment as I stared at the eyes in the mirror. Face to face, I braced myself for a confrontation.
But I could not take it any more, those eyes. I turned away from the mirror and washed my face, hands and
feet. I patted myself dry and went into the bedroom and over to the dressing table. I stood looking at myself in the
long mirror, at my figure and face.
My face looked ravaged. But my body below was slim and supple. The face and the body. They looked like
separate entities, somehow unrelated to each other. How did I get this slim, lithe body? By using an art like
Bharatnatyam and reducing it to the level of work-outs and aerobics?
In the frenzied rush of catching up with time. Catching up with the chartered bus that took me to the office.
Catching. up with work in the office and at home. My dance had to take second place and become my lowest
priority.
If only I had enough time. If only …
That is what Rama said too, the other day. How does one find the time? There was no answer to this question,
only a silence that grew bigger by the hour. …
35.8 “Try To Understand Me, Sir!”\fn{by Ramesh R. Dave (1947- )} Khamblav, nr. Limbdi, Surendranagar
District, Gujarat State, India (M) 3
I was boiling within myself like an unspent volcano. The entire city was troubled and edgy these days. Yet
people ignite fires in the minds of their fellow men. They are suspicious and distrustful of each other. They even
stare at me! I’m neither here, nor there. Without any reason, I’m living the life of a bat. I don’t know how Lalita’s
relatives would be looking at me and what my relatives, besides Ammi, would be thinking of Lalita.
I don’t understand this kind of atmosphere. Before striking a conversation, people asked for your name! And
even if they don’t, their inner tension would be released by the time they uttered the third sentence, and you could
guess about the person you were talking to. Earlier you could tell whether he was a Kutchhi or a Kathiawadi.
Now, the virus of communalism has affected even the language which was earlier marked by happiness. And the
virus is so contagious and fatal that it has rendered mute even the liveliest of men. People hurry towards their
home immediately after sunset. Saala, is this my Amdavad or a living hell!
Those were glorious days! Ramkhilavan’s paan shop was just across the square. We would have a Kalkatti
paan and chat for hours. We discussed everything—from local politics to momentous world events. And today?
Even a smile is barely acknowledged by friends. Deep inside, people have started shriveling and drying up. Never
before had I felt an outsider in this Somnath Society. When I worked for it, and even later, I expressed solidarity
with my friends on various festivals—be it Holi, Navratri, New Year, or any other. In those Navratri days, seeing
me sing with the arti, Pinakinbhai once asked me with surprise:
“Doctor, didn’t our Lalitabehn teach you this arti!” Before I could answer, Lalita said:
“No, no Pinubhai, he was singing the arti this evening. I might even forget if I’m held up with work, but he
wouldn’t! It is simply not possible.”
From my childhood days I’ve spent nights decorating the altar where the image of the goddess would be kept
during Navratri. I would stay awake for the whole night during those days. The idol of the goddess, just like the
tazia! Whether it was Holi or the tazia, our big and mischievous group would always leave its distinct mark.
But why recall all this? Is it because I want to talk about some basic issues.
It was only yesterday that I hailed a rickshaw for going to the hospital. But none would stop. Petrol was being
burnt up needlessly. Finally, one rickshaw-walla stopped and asked:
“Where to?”
“Shardabai.” Scratching his neck, he said:
“Don’t want to go, will go home.”
Again, a wait, a long wait. Again, I raised my hand. Again, the same angry and irritated face. Again and again.
A bearded, elderly person stopped. The same question—answer session resumed. Obviously he wasn’t satisfied.
After looking around, he asked slowly:
“What’s your name?”
For a moment I was furious! I felt like smashing his head and see the blood gushing out. My name? How did it
matter to him? But I didn’t express my anguish and announced:
“Munawar Baloch. Doctor Baloch!”
Without a word, he let go of the clutch and sped away. I felt sick. No point going to the hospital. Let the
patients go to hell. Could I have stabbed the man who is of my Abba’s age? But, then, I thought, why find fault
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with him? Just two days ago, a front-page photograph displayed a burning rickshaw and carried the following
eye-witness account:
Two young, hefty fellows got into a rickshaw with petrol-filled balloons in their pockets. While moving down a bridge,
the rickshaw slowed down and the two fellows burst those balloons, threw a match stick on the rickshaw and fled. The
rickshaw blazed fiercely in front of the driver. And nobody stopped those boys or extinguished the fire. People watched
while the petrol tank and the tyres burst, and then went away on hearing the sirens of the police jeeps!

The elderly person who had sped away with his rickshaw may have seen that photograph. Journalists have
become careless. They publish anything! What would have happened if they had not published the photograph of
the burning rickshaw with Jai Ambe inscribed on it?
Tired of all this I started walking. I heard a horn behind me and was startled. It was Dr. Dalal. Stopping his
scooter, he asked:
“How come you are walking?”
“Where does one get a rickshaw?”
After hopping on to the scooter, I remembered that pillion-riding wasn’t allowed these days. When I told him,
Dalal jokingly said:
“Let God question those—who question us! And the hospital isn’t very far anyhow.”
Upon opening the newspaper, whenever I read the details about the curfew and the list of dead and injured, I
feel as if they were the figures of the stock market. What comes over me? Such a dangerous, frightening situation
becoming a routine! Things may have been triggered by religious feelings being inflamed by the demolition of the
mosque, but the way people are being stabbed makes it clear that the weapons are being used by professionals. A
patient’s intestines had to be tied up literally into a bundle. With what cruelty the assassin used his weapon! Only
two wounds but the intestines were cut into pieces. Soon thereafter a second rickshaw. And a third. Now, even if a
rickshaw stops near my home, I am stricken by fear. What has happened to this city? I am a doctor, so looking at
human bodies and blood is no problem. But blood flowing away like this: annoying and nauseating! Sometimes
when a body is taken out of a bloodied rickshaw, one can see those expectant eyes of relatives and can only shake
one’s head in disbelief. How to make those “professionals” understand? The hospital seems like a living hell, one
is tempted to proceed on leave but then one is reminded of the oath of Hippocrates.\fn{ A Greek physician (460?-377?
BC), said to have been the greatest of his age; and of such an upright and moral nature that versions of the following oath—this one is
approved by the American Medical Association—have been taken by physicians upon commencing their profession for some 2,000 years:
You do solemly swear, each by whatever he or she holds most sacred, that you will be loyal to the Profession of Medicine and just and
generous to its members; that you will lead your lives and practice your art in uprightness and honor; that into whatsoever house you shall
enter, it shall be for the good of the sick to the utmost of your power, your holding yourselves far aloof from wrong, from corruption, from
the tempting of others to vice; that you will exercise your art solely for the cure of your patients, and will give no drug, perform no
operation, for a criminal purpose, even if solicited, far less suggest it; that whatsoever you shall see or hear of the lives of men or women
which is not fitting to be spoken, you will keep inviolably secret; these things do you swear. Let each bow the head in sign of acquiesence.
And now, if you will be true to this, your oath, may prosperity and good repute be ever yours; the opposite, if you shall prove yourselves
forsworn. In its original form, it forbade both surgery and the practice of abortion .}

At dinner, Lalita held my hand and asked if I was unwell.
“Do you feel very tired these days? If there’s a phone call for night duty, I’d refuse. You work very hard the
whole day. You don’t even eat well. That way you can rest during the night. Even a doctor is human, isn’t he?”
“No, one cannot avoid working these days. I’m still young. Dr. Padhiyar, Dr. Vaishnav, Dr. Ahiwasi, have
crossed sixty but they are regularly on duty. If you see the situation, you would really be aghast by the conduct of
the people.”
“I understand. But you seem very tired. Ammi had phoned yesterday and this afternoon. She’ll call again
tonight. Wouldn’t she worry about you these days? I’m afraid if you go on like this, you will fall sick and—”
“Then I’ll sleep forever but till then. Lalita, you haven’t heard the cries of the wounded, haven’t seen the
frightened eyes of their relatives. If you had you wouldn’t—”
“I’m not telling you not to perform your duty but now your face has lost its color. You neither talk nor walk in
the garden. I’m really—”
Saying this, Lalita controlled her sobs.
“What else can one do after a busy day?” I asked and changed the subject. If I tell her about the conflict in my
mind then she will get more upset. As it is, she is gasping for breath in this city which is in the grip of a tornado
because of this mindless violence! Two sergeants accompany my car to the hospital, but she is terrified when she
says “bye” to me. Isn’t that terror enough? Why should I trouble her any further with my anxieties? Moreover, her
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worries are quite different! A crazy mob had entered Sweethome Apartments, made a heap of the tables and chairs
near the staircase, and set everything on fire. They burnt all the rare political science books owned by Sheikh.
Lalita has been imagining herself in Jamnabehn’s situation ever since she heard this incident. Her little daughter
has lost her voice due to the shock—how terrible! Lalita keeps saying:
“Let’s go to Khanpur where Ammi lives, we cannot be sure about this place. Anytime, anyone could harm us.”
But how do I make her understand that I am not sure of anyone even in Khanpur? It’s the same everywhere.
Bsides Ammi, who else was happy with our marriage? When I had phoned up two days ago she herself had urged
me not to go there. Wouldn’t she have a reason for saying so? For all the people there, wouldn’t I be a kafir?
When I was returning home yesterday, I saw Bablu playing with his friends. The moment he saw me, he came
running, hugged my legs and asked:
“Doctor uncle, are you a Mussalman?”
I was shocked. How can one answer such a question? Then, after controlling myself, I said:
“Yes, my son. I’m a Mussalman. But why ask?”
“Then, isn’t there a bomb in your bag?”
Things have really got out of hand. Such a question in this innocent child’s heart!
“Uncle, why aren’t you saying anything? Do you have a bomb?”
I thought: I’ll have to drink this poison. I sat down, opened the briefcase, made him sit near me and asked,
“Bablu, is there a bomb in this briefcase?”
“No, there are medicines. That day hadn’t you sprayed this medicine and removed my boil?”
“But Bablu, do you know what a bomb is?”
“Yes, yes, uncle! Didn’t they show it on TV yesterday? The police had confiscated so many bombs from
someone’s house. They had even shown pistols, guns, and such things.”
That afternoon a patient had been hit on the skull by an iron pipe. Lots of blood had already flowed by the time
they had brought him to the hospital. Moreover, the blood group was rare. The patient needed blood immediately.
Any delay would have resulted in his death. They managed two bottles but these were not good enough. Another
two or three were required. Dr. Shelat sent his junior, Miss Mallika, to me. He knew my blood group. I gave two
bottles, though Shelat had insisted that I offer just one. I was drinking coffee when he entered the room. He
seemed dispirited. I asked him in English, “How’s your patient?”
“He is all right, but doctor”—Shelat stopped, then after a great effort he completed his sentence—“Baloch, the
patient’s uncle didn’t allow us to give him blood. That blood.”\fn{ In America, Dr. Charles Richard Drew (1904-1950), the
doctor who demonstrated that blood plasma keeps far longer than whole blood, and who became the first director of the American Red
Cross Blood Bank (1941), was allowed to bleed to death outside a hospital emergency room because he happened to be black and the
hospital was for white’s only. Atrocity is a common bedfellow of humanity the world over .}

I think I have to resign. No, no point in working any longer. I would rather work as a coolie at a station but this
… this … saala, why be an angel for such people?
But then, I guess Dr. Vaishnav would feel bad. He has looked after me like his own son. And what an admirable man! Two people have never forgotten to give me idi—one is Ammijaan, the second, this Vaishnav Saheb!
Once, when I was in a hurry, I had forgotten to get sewaiyan. Ma had kept them in a box. When I told him, he said
“Go, go fast and get it!”
He was waiting for me as I had spoken to him over the phone. When I entered his room, I saw him in the
company of Dr. Malti Bhatnagar. He turned to me but I kept quiet in the presence of Dr. Malti Bhatnagar. After a
couple of minutes, Dr. Bhatnagar asked Vaishnav Saheb:
“Sir, may I go now?”
After she went out of the room, Vaishnav Saheb asked me in his friendly tone:
“So, young man, how have you been doing?”
“All right, but sir—”
“Well, is there a problem?”
“No, no major problem but I don’t like my work these days.”
“Is there a serious problem?”
I gathered all the remaining strength inside me and said:
“Sir, I want to resign.”
“Now? In this situation? There are riots in the city. Why now? You … you mad fellow.”
“No, sir, I’m not mad but—”
“Then what is this ‘but?’ Don’t waste your time. Just get back to work.”
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“But sir, if things go on like this, I will certainly go mad. It’s better to resign!”
“You’ll go crazy? But what’s happened? Have you been insulted by a senior doctor? Have you been harassed
by a Corporator?”
“No. But I’ve lost interest in this profession.”
“What! Is this Dr. Baloch speaking? We’ve managed to do so many things because of five or six good students.
You are one of them. And today you … come here, come closer, tell me what’s the matter?”
“Sir, what do you do if your patient starts doubting you or is scared of you?”
“That’s impossible. Patients always think of doctors as angels.”
“But this is what happened in our hospital. Yesterday there was a case of serious injury. In the absence of Dr.
Shelat, the RMO handed the case over to me. Both the kidneys were damaged by a weapon. The patient’s name, I
discovered after the operation, was Shabbirkhan Alamkhan Saiyyed. I was stunned. I was absolutely certain that
he was not circumcised. Saiyyed and not be circumcised! Impossible. Then I understood why his relatives
behaved like Muslims. But for how long will these things last? Now that they put on such an act, I hope Allah
does everything right for them.”
“It’s very sad, doctor but—”
“But sir, it doesn’t stop there. Today, I gave the case to Dr. Shelat and came to you. The patient and his
relatives, after showing themselves off as Muslims, are now having second thoughts. In such a situation, can we
think of the patient’s recovery and healing?”
“I appreciate your spirit, doctor.”
“But, Sir, the unbearable thing is—I’m completely shattered. How is it that I haven’t become insane? Believe
me, Sir, every time I treat a patient I feel like checking if he has been circumcised or not. This is not good, Sir.
How dangerous can a doctor be in such a situation? Please understand, Sir. Don’t take it otherwise …”
35.5 Partition\fn{by Swayam Prakash (1947- )} Indore, Indore District, Madhya Pradesh State, India (M) 3
Do you know Kurban Bhai? He is the most notable personage in the small town. Azad Chowk is its nervecenter, the place where Kurban Bhai has his small shop. Wearing his white kameez and pajama, you can spot him
in the middle of a crowd of children and adult shoppers. When there are no shoppers he simply sits head bent, and
writes. He raises his spectacles on and off with his fingers and runs his hand through his grizzled, unkempt hair.
You are most welcome to his shop. You can be sure of the price, weight, and quality of the goods. He will not
sell unless he is himself sure of the quality of his stock. He would much rather let things rot than cheat his
customers.
“Pepper?”
“Not for you—they are artificially colored.”
“Oil?”
“Doesn’t taste good, it’s mixed with rapeseed. You may use it only for lighting diyas.”
The big shops around are owned by Sindhis and Marwaris. But whosoever has been to Kurban Bhai’s once
wouldn’t shop elsewhere. Kurban Bhai is honest and trustworthy. Besides, he sells goods on credit.
However, take care not to throw away the wrappings and the envelopes. It is quite possible that you may find
some heart-warming or blood-curdling couplet written on them. People have repeatedly urged him to keep a
notebook to jot down the couplets. Kurban Bhai listens, agrees and feels sorry for the lost couplets. But he refuses
to change his habit.
I owe my acquaintance with this great man through his couplets. While returning from office, I had bought
something at his shop. On the envelope was written:\fn{ A note translates the following couplet: It’s only regard for loyalty, or
else nothing is too hard to accomplish I can extinguish embers, there are tears still left in my eyes .}
Faqat pas-i wafadari hai, wama kuch nahi mushkil
Bujha sakta boon angare, abhi ankhon me paani hai.

And to think this man is wasting his life selling trivial things! Therein hangs a tale.
Kurban Bhai’s father had a thriving business at Ajmer in dye powder. He had two houses—like havelis—and a
large shop at Naya Bazar. The family had seven domestic servants. Besides the bagghi there was a Baby Austin
car. They lived in a joint family. The father admired Maulana Azad, while the other great leaders and poets stayed
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with him when they came to the area. At that time Kurban Bhai was studying at the Aligarh Muslim University.
He didn’t have to worry about anything in this world. No concern for the future or for old age. Life was full of
endless fun—love, poetry, and dreams were the stuff hostel life was made of.
Then, Partition took place.
There were riots—the shop was burnt down, relatives migrated to Pakistan, two of his brothers were killed,
servants fled with household goods. Kurban Bhai escaped to Nagaur. From there he went to Merhta, then to Tonk.
Where could he, after all, escape to? To Pakistan?
He didn’t because Josh [Malihabadi] didn’t emigrate. Nor did Suraiya. In fact many people Kurban Bhai liked
didn’t go. Then why should he have gone?
All the saleable household goods were gradually disposed of. Kurban Bhai couldn’t find a job—it was difficult
for Muslims to secure one those days. On top of it he didn’t possess any vocational skills. His education had been
incomplete. He began working for a Seth but was thrown out of his job for his idealism, honesty, and integrity.
The actual situation was that if he tried to get along with Hindus, his co-religionists treated him with a degree
of suspicion. And if he stayed in the company of Muslims, he would be asked to explain the religious fanaticism
of the Leaguers.\fn{A reference to the Muslim League, whose members agitated for an independent Pakistan, and whose intransigence
on the subject ultimately provoked the Partition of British India into what is now India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh .} Meanwhile his
fortune continued to dwindle. First, he worked as a day-laborer, then a porter, and then started repairing household
things. He tried his hand at various odd jobs, plugging tyre punctures, welding pipes and canisters, repairing
locks, fixing umbrellas and lanterns, dyeing chunri-bandez, making ivory bangles. He wandered from town to
town.
Now the threat to his existence came not from communal frenzy but from machines. Whatever he clutched at,
slipped away from him. Pushed around and jostled in this way for quite sometime, he had arrived in this town—
no one knew when and how. He borrowed fifty rupees from an old, devout Muslim and opened this shop. There
were rice and pulses in a few packets, match boxes, bidi, cigarettes, toffee. What can I say? How can I say it? The
long odyssey of a person’s pain and struggle. How can I wind it up in a few sentences for my own convenience?
This is not only unjust but an insult to that struggle. It’s as good as making fun of it. But what can I do? The tale I
narrate is a different one.
As the business looked up a little Kurban Bhai subscribed to newspapers and magazines. He had a roof over
his head and two sets of clothes. Customers frequented his shop regularly. He was a man who nursed no
ambitions. His children were dead. He had forgotten his luxurious life-style, the outings etc. By the grace of Allah
he had enough to make both ends meet. Then, why shouldn’t he subscribe to journals?
The journals would come through bookpost or VP. Kurban Bhai would go to the post office himself to collect
them. He would keep them by his side with great care and read each and every word, often in the manner of a
hungry man enjoying a feast. He had the same passion for literature. He would secure journals from different
places, read them and maintain their files.
Soon, Kurban Bhai’s qualities became evident. People realized that he did not lie, cheat, or sell underweighed
goods. He was polite to everyone and didn’t ever crack indecent jokes. He was courteous and helpful to people in
distress. He was elegant and sophisticated in his conduct and behavior.
Slowly, he gained a respectable position and began hobnobbing with the elite. Businessmen invited him to
weddings. Like-minded people assembled at his shop. Kurban Bhai would offer them tea and spend time
discussing Ghalib\fn{Mirza Ghalib, aka Asadullah Beg Khan Ghalib (1797-1869), Urdu- and Persian-language poet of India, best
known for his ghazals, a couplet-form of poetry.} with them.
Gradually his shop became a meeting place for educated people—lecturers, professors, journalists. Come
evening and Kurban Bhai’s shop would become a venue for discussions and debates. Greeting everyone warmly,
he would call out for tea and spread a sack on the chabutara. The sale of goods continued amidst discussions and
guffaws. He wouldn’t hesitate to ask someone to pick up an envelope and weigh a kilo of soap or pepper into it, or
take out a packet of ground salt from the canister, or add up the price of ten articles.
The spectacle was an interesting one—an English literature critic sifting off garlic, the Frontier Mail
correspondent taking out Multani-mitti from the sack under the chabutara, or a senior Professor of History
Kurban Bhai changed in our company. For the first time he discovered his literary interests. We learnt Urdu from
him, arranged his ever-increasing collection of books in his library, and tucked away the journals in bound
volumes. We took him to mushairas, arranged for him to read magazines he had not read before, and introduced
him to writers and poets unknown to him. We also recited to him verses of those poets who no longer wrote about
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wine and the cup-bearer. The man, who still adhered to certain silly and dated ideas about religion, was
familiarized with political poetry and rationalist ideas disseminated through the newspapers.
The upshot was that he declared a weekly holiday at his shop. He also started accompanying us for after-dinner
strolls. Instead of thinking about the past which filled him with anger, he looked forward to the future which held
out quite a few surprises for him. We got closer and closer. It seemed as if he had regained his youth. He got so
used to us that he would wait for us every evening. And if we didn’t reach his shop, he would look us up.
I can’t say for sure whether we benefited from Kurban Bhai’s fame as an honest and distinguished person in
town, or whether some of our reputation stuck to him. Most of his time was taken away by us and not by his old
friends—Latif Saheb, Haji Saheb, and Imam Saheb. Formerly, he used to go for the Friday prayers; now he
stopped doing that. No one had asked him to accompany the tazia procession before; he had no reason to do so
now. However, he continued his contribution towards thy maintenance of the madarsa. But when he began
attending political meetings and taking interest in town affairs, his Muslim brethren sensed the danger and
reprimanded him by saying:
“Poitics is not meant for us, you understand? Eat your meal and praise Allah. If you want to live in peace,
don’t get embroiled in these matters. You’ll get arrested for no fault of yours. We, too, would land up in jail. Now,
if we have to live here, what’s the point of messing around …?”
We were so wrapped up in our thoughts that neither we nor Kurban Bhai realized that people at the imambaras
as well as the shakha members had developed a strange attitude towards him. We also did not understand why the
“patriotic” fellows had decided to stay away from the shop. Finally, something happened that leads this story to an
unpleasant denouement.
One day somebody pulled up his bullock-cart in front of Kurban Bhai’s shop. Releasing the bulls from the
yoke he leaned the shaft of the cart on the chabutara. Usually, these carts were parked in the roundabout, the bulls
were released from the yoke and the village people went around the town doing their chores. They would return in
the evening, set the bulls to the yoke and return to their village. But they wouldn’t park right in front of a shop,
not to speak of climbing on anyone’s chabutara. By parking his cart in this unusual way, the fellow blocked the
customer’s entry into Kurban Bhai’s shop. In order to to come out of his shop, even Kurban Bhai had to go
through his neighbor’s chabutara.
The cart driver was an employee of Ukhchand, the lawyer. Knowing that he would return only in the evening,
Kurban Bhai asked him to park his cart and tether the bulls a little way off. But the driver paid no heed to his
suggestion. When Kurban Bhai repeated himself, he just looked at him and went off. At this, Kurban Bhai got up
from his seat, lifted the shaft and just when he was about to give it a push, the cart-driver caught Kurban Bhai by
the throat and began to mouth abuses at him. He snatched away Kurban Bhai’s spectacles, pushed him around and
hit him. Just then Vakil Ukhchand was passing by. He shouted out:
“What happened, Gomya?” Gomya said:
“He’s hitting me.” Ukhchand asked:
“Who?” Gomya replied:
“This Miyan.”
Kurban Bhai was stunned. He sat on his haunches on the ground holding his head between his hands. A big
lump rose from his heart and stuck to his throat. Tears, suppressed for years, were about to gush forth in torrents.
How and why did this happen? Didn’t Gomya know him? How could he, in a minute, change from “Kurban
Bhai” to “Miyan?” He had built up his reputation through his good work over the years. He had passed through an
ordeal, every moment, each day, before earning the people’s goodwill, love and respect. Each day he convinced
himself that life would not have been as smooth in Pakistan as it was here. He had been happy.
Allah was a witness to everything. Let Josh go, let Suraiya meet her doom. Let former friends be forgotten.
The thriving business was wiped out. Scoundrels took possession of the havelis. Brothers lay buried in unmarked
graves. Dreams of a house filled with people were buried in dust. He bore all this hoping for better days. That’s
why he was patient and built up his reputation slowly but steadily. He was thus able to win over some friends and
gain some security, confidence, and peace of mind. What a great asset! And here it was—the mountain built up
slowly over a long period was wiped out by a single blast.
“An unlettered fool,” Kurban bhai thought. “But who was the fool—he or I? Why didn’t I think that I could be
transformed in just a minute from being ‘Kurban Bhai’ to ‘Miyan.’ Why didn’t I face facts—that these people
consider us to be a liability even though we earn our bread through hard work. Why didn’t I migrate to Pakistan? I
could have lived in abject poverty without abuses being hurled at me. Shame on me! Shame on my existence!
Shame on such a life! Allah! Ya Allah!”
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Vakil Ukhchand led Gomya away, leaving the cart and the bulls behind. Neighbors took care of Kurban Bhai.
He had his teeth clenched and foam oozed out from between his lips. People pushed the cart and the bulls away.
They made Kurban Bhai lie down on the chabutara, fanned him, sprinkled water on his face. They abused Vakil
Ukhchand and tried to soothe Kurban Bhai’s feelings. But how could they be sensitive to the shock, pain, and
anguish of Kurban Bhai—the hurt and trauma he had lived with for so many years?
As the news spread many people gathered at the shop. We also reached there. There was a veritable crowd,
each person expressing his own opinion. After much fuming and fretting it was decided to report the incident to
the police. A procession headed towards the police station. But, on the way, the procession disintegrated. For all
sorts of reasons, including the irresistible need to relieve themselves, people simply went their separate ways. By
the time we reached the police station Kurban Bhai and some of us were the only people left in the procession.
The police-in-charge had just gone out on his motorcycle. The munshi refused to write the report. Why should
he? Vakil Ukhchand had already phoned the police. Ukhchand was a State Minister in the ruling party. Who was
Kurban Bhai? Who were we?
We returned home shamefacedly after waiting for the police-in-charge for an hour and a half. We then decided
to go to the police station again in the evening. Kurban Bhai was not interested in accompanying us. He seemed
busy in the shop. It appeared as if he had no time for us.
A sense of guilt kept us away from Kurban Bhai. As a matter of fact, the event itself was not a serious one to
merit such concern. Anyone would have ignored it as a stupid act on the part of an ignorant fool and stayed clear
of the police. But we felt distressed that our friend was assaulted and that we couldn’t do a thing. At the same
time, it was risky, in the interest of Kurban Bhai, to be too enthusiastic. It was foolish to expect that the police
would intervene and come to our aid. These things had to be dealt with politically. For that, one had to develop
one’s power, strength, and support.
All these were mere excuses. The truth was that we abandoned Kurban Bhai—left him alone to fend for
himself. Perhaps we couldn’t share his pain, though we tried to.
After this, Kurban Bhai’s shop did not attract the colorful crowd it used to for days. He became subdued, spoke
very little to us and pretended to be very busy. He boiled with rage within himself, fuming, and was not being
communicative. We couldn’t make him talk. We didn’t let him give vent to his fury. One day when I reached his
shop—he was standing with his back towards me and admonishing someone—“What rotten stuff do you teach in
the name of history? You were saying Partition happened. Don’t talk in the past tense. It’s not over yet. It’s
happening—each moment, each hour.” Seeing me he became silent and turned to his work.
The ending of this story is not a happy one. I do not want you to read it. But if you read it through, please
consider whether the story could have read differently. A good ending? If yes, how?
What remains to be said is this: after a few days when I passed through Azad Chowk, I saw Latifbhai in front
of Kurban Bhai’s shop. It was a Friday. Kurban Bhai was pulling the shutters down. He wore a cap. And then both
proceeded towards the mosque.
25.102 Excerpt from Midnight’s Children\fn{by Salman Rushdie (1947- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 4
… I was born in the city of Bombay … once upon a time. No, that won’t do, there’s no getting away from the
date: I was born in Doctor Narlikar’s Nursing Home on August 15 th, 1947. And the time? The time matters, too.
Well then: at night. No, it’s important to be more … On the stroke of midnight, as a matter of fact. Clock-hands
joined palms in respectful greeting\fn{A reference to the Namaste:H} as I came.
Oh, spell it out, spell it out: at the precise instant of India’s arrival at independence, I tumbled forth into the
world. There were gasps. And, outside the window, fireworks and crowds. A few seconds later, my father broke
his big toe; but his accident was a mere trifle when set beside what had befallen me in that benighted moment,
because thanks to the occult tyrannies of those blandly saluting clocks I had been mysteriously handcuffed to
history, my destinies indissolubly chained to those of my country.
For the next three decades, there was to be no escape. Soothsayers had prophesied me, newspapers celebrated
my arrival, politicos ratified my authenticity. I was left entirely without a say in the matter. I, Saleem Sinai, later
variously called Snotnose, Stainface, Baldy, Sniffer, Buddha and even Piece-of-the-Moon, had become heavily
embroiled in Fate—at the best of times a dangerous sort of involvement. And I couldn’t even wipe my own nose
at the time.
Now, however, time (having no further use for me) is running out. I will soon be thirty-one years old. Perhaps.
If my crumbling, over-used body permits. But I have no hope of saving my life, nor can I count on having even a
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thousand nights and a night. I must work fast, faster than Scheherazade,\fn{ A note reads: Narrator of The Thousand and
One Nights, who [successfully] tells stories to delay her death .} if I am to end up meaning—yes, meaning—something. I
admit it: above all things, I fear absurdity.
And there are so many stories to tell, too many, such an excess of intertwined lives, events, miracles, places,
rumors, so dense a commingling of the improbable and the mundane! I have been a swallower of lives; and to
know me, just the one of me, you’ll have to swallow the lot as well. Consumed multitudes are jostling and
shoving inside me; and guided only by the memory of a large white bed sheet with a roughly circular hole some
seven inches in diameter cut into the centre, clutching at the dream of that holy, mutilated square of linen, which
is my talisman, my open-sesame, I must commence the business of remaking my life from the point at which it
really began, some thirty-two years before anything as obvious, as present, as my clock-ridden, crime-stained
birth.
(The sheet, incidentally, is stained too, with three drops of old, faded redness. As the Qur’an tells us: Recite, in
the name of the Lord thy Creator; who created Man from clots of blood.)
*
Understand what I’m saying: during the first hour of August 15 th, 1947—between midnight and one a.m.—no
less than one thousand and one children were born within the frontiers of the infant sovereign state of India. In
itself that is not an unusual fact (although the resonances of the number are strangely literary)—at the time, births
in our part of the world exceeded deaths by approximately six hundred and eighty-seven an hour. What made the
event noteworthy (noteworthy! there’s a dispassionate word, if you like!) was the nature of these children, every
one of whom was, through some freak of biology, or perhaps owing to some preternatural power of the moment,
or just conceivably by sheer coincidence (although synchronicity on such a scale would stagger even C. G.
Jung),\fn{Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) who was the first to postulate the concept of synchronicity: that, just as events may be
connected by causality, they may also be connected by meaning—that events are “meaningful coincidences” if they occur with no causal
relationship yet seem to be meaningfully related:W } endowed with features, talents or faculties which can only be

described as miraculous. It was as though—if you will permit me one moment of fancy in what will otherwise be,
I promise, the most sober account I can manage—as though history, arriving at a point of the highest significance
and promise, had chosen to sow, in that instant, the seeds of a future which would genuinely differ from anything
the world had seen up to that time.
*
If a similar miracle was worked across the border, in the newly-partitioned-off Pakistan, I have no knowledge
of it; my perceptions were, while they lasted, bounded by the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Himalaya
mountains, but also by the artificial frontiers which pierced Punjab and Bengal.
Inevitably, a number of these children failed to survive. Malnutrition, disease and the misfortunes of everyday
life had accounted for no less than four hundred and twenty of them by the time I became conscious of their
existence; although it is possible to hypothesize that these deaths, too, had their purpose, since 420 has been, since
time immemorial, the number associated with fraud, deception and trickery. Can it be, then, that the missing
infants were eliminated because they had turned out to be somehow inadequate, and were not the true children of
that midnight hour? Well, in the first place, that’s another excursion into fantasy; in the second, it depends on a
view of life which is both excessively theological and barbarically cruel. It is also an unanswerable question; any
further examination of it is therefore profitless.
By 1957, the surviving five hundred and eighty-one children were all nearing their tenth birthdays, wholly
ignorant, for the most part, of one another’s existence—although there were certainly exceptions. In the town of
Baud, on the Mahanadi river in Orissa, there was a pair of twin sisters who were already a legend in the region,
because despite their impressive plainness they both possessed the ability of making every man who saw them fall
hopelessly and often suicidally in love with them, so that their bemused parents were endlessly pestered by a
stream of men offering their hands in marriage to either or even both of the bewildering children; old men who
had forsaken the wisdom of their beards and youths who ought to have been becoming besotted with the actresses
in the traveling picture-show which visited Baud once a month; and there was another, more disturbing procession
of bereaved families cursing the twin girls for having bewitched their sons into committing acts of violence
against themselves, fatal mutilations and scourgings and even (in one case) self-immolation. With the exception of
such rare instances, however, the children of midnight had grown up quite unaware of their true siblings, their
fellow-chosen-ones across the length and breadth of India’s rough and badly-proportioned diamond.
And then, as a result of a jolt received in a bicycle-accident, I, Saleem Sinai, became aware of them all.
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To anyone whose personal cast of mind is too inflexible to accept these facts, I have this to say: That’s how it
was; there can be no retreat from the truth. I shall just have to shoulder the burden of the doubter’s disbelief. But
no literate person in this India of ours can be wholly immune from the type of information I am in the process of
unveiling—no reader of our national press can have failed to come across a series of—admittedly lesser—magic
children and assorted freaks. Only last week there was that Bengali boy who announced himself as the
reincarnation of Rabindranath Tagore\fn{ A note reads: Bengali writer, winner of the 1913 Nobel Prize for Literature .} and
began to extemporize verses of remarkable quality, to the amazement of his parents; and I can myself remember
children with two heads (sometimes one human, one animal), and other curious features such as bullock’s horns.
I should say at once that not all the children’s gifts were desirable, or even desired by the children themselves;
and, in some cases, the children had survived but been deprived of their midnight-given qualities. For example (as
a companion piece to the story of the Baudi twins) let me mention a Delhi beggar-girl called Sundari, who was
born in a street behind the General Post Office, not far from the rooftop on which Amina Sinai had listened to
Ramram Seth, and whose beauty was so intense that within moments of her birth it succeeded in blinding her
mother and the neighboring women who had been assisting at her delivery; her father, rushing into the room when
he heard the women’s screams, had been warned by them just in time; but his one fleeting glimpse of his daughter
so badly impaired his vision that he was unable, afterwards, to distinguish between Indians and foreign tourists, a
handicap which greatly affected his earning power as a beggar. For some time after that Sundari was obliged to
have a rag placed across her face; until an old and ruthless great-aunt took her into her bony arms and slashed her
face nine times with a kitchen knife. At the time when I became aware of her, Sundari was earning a healthy
living, because nobody who looked at her could fail to pity a girl who had clearly once been too beautiful to look
at and was now so cruelly disfigured; she received more alms than any other member of her family.
Because none of the children suspected that their time of birth had anything to do with what they were, it took
me a while to find it out. At first, after the bicycle accident (and particularly once language marchers had purged
me of Evie Burns), I contented myself with discovering, one by one, the secrets of the fabulous beings who had
suddenly arrived in my mental field of vision, collecting them ravenously, the way some boys collect insects, and
others spot railways trains; losing interest in autograph books and all other manifestations of the gathering
instinct, I plunged whenever possible into the separate, and altogether brighter reality of the five hundred and
eighty-one. (Two hundred and sixty-six of us were boys; and we were outnumbered by our female counterparts—
three hundred and fifteen of them, including Parvati. Parvati-the-witch.) Midnight’s children …
From Kerala, a boy who had the ability of stepping into mirrors and re-emerging through any reflective surface
in the land—through lakes and (with greater difficulty) the polished metal bodies of automobiles … and a
Goanese girl with the gift of multiplying fish … and children with powers of transformation: a werewolf from the
Nilgiri Hills, and from the great watershed of the Vindhyas, a boy who could increase or reduce his size at will,
and had already (mischievously) been the cause of wild panic and rumours of the return of Giants … from
Kashmir, there was a blue-eyed child of whose original sex I was never certain, since by immersing herself in
water he (or she) could alter it as she (or he) pleased. Some of us called this child Narada, others Markandaya,
depending on which old fairy story of sexual change we had heard … near Jalna in the heart of the parched
Deccan I found a water-divining youth, and at Budge-Budge outside Calcutta a sharp-tongued girl whose words
already had the power of inflicting physical wounds, so that after a few adults had found themselves bleeding
freely as a result of some barb flung casually from her lips, they had decided to lock her in a bamboo cage and
float her off down the Ganges to the Sundarbans jungles (which are the rightful home of monsters and
phantasms); but nobody dared approach her, and she moved through the town surrounded by a vacuum of fear;
nobody had the courage to deny her food. There was a boy who could eat metal and a girl whose fingers were so
green that she could grow prize aubergines\fn{ Eggplants} in the Thar desert; and more and more and more …
overwhelmed by their numbers, and by the exotic multiplicity of their gifts, I paid little attention, in those early
days, to their ordinary selves; but inevitably our problems, when they arose, were the everyday, human problems
which arise from character—and—environment; in our quarrels, we were just a bunch of kids.
One remarkable fact: the closer to midnight our birth-times were, the greater were our gifts. Those children
born in the last seconds of the hour were (to be frank) little more than circus freaks: bearded girls, a boy with the
fully-operative gills of a freshwater mahaseer trout, Siamese twins with two bodies dangling off a single head and
neck—the head could speak in two voices, one male, one female, and every language and dialect spoken in the
subcontinent; but for all their marvelous-ness, these were the unfortunates, the living casualties of that numinous
hour. Towards the half-hour came more interesting and useful faculties—in the Gir Forest lived a witch-girl with
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the power of healing by the laying-on of hands, and there was a wealthy tea-planter’s son in Shillong who had the
blessing (or possibly the curse) of being incapable of forgetting anything he ever saw or heard.
But the children born in the first minute of all—for these children the hour had reserved the highest talents of
which men had ever dreamed. If you, Padma, happened to possess a register of births in which times were noted
down to the exact second, you, too, would know what scion of a great Lucknow family (born at twenty-one
seconds past midnight) had completely mastered, by the age of ten, the lost arts of alchemy, with which he
regenerated the fortunes of his ancient but dissipated house; and which dhobi’s\fn{Laundry-man’s.} daughter from
Madras (seventeen seconds past) could fly higher than any bird simply by closing her eyes; and to which Benarsi
silversmith’s son (twelve seconds after midnight) was given the gift of traveling in time and thus prophesying the
future as well as clarifying the past … a gift which, children that we were, we trusted implicitly when it dealt with
things gone and forgotten, but derided when he warned us of our own ends … fortunately, no such records exist;
and, for my part, I shall not reveal—or else, in appearing to reveal, shall falsify—their names and even their
locations; because, although such evidence would provide absolute proof of my claims, still the children of midnight deserve, now, after everything, to be left alone; perhaps to forget; but I hope (against hope) to remember …
Parvati-the-witch was born in Old Delhi in a slum which clustered around the steps of the Friday mosque. No
ordinary slum, this, although the huts built out of old packing cases and pieces of corrugated tin and shreds of jute
sacking which stood higgledy-piggledy in the shadow of the mosque looked no different from any other shantytown … because this was the ghetto of the magicians, yes, the very same place which had once spawned a
hummingbird whom knives had pierced and pie-dogs had failed to save … the conjurers’ slum, to which the
greatest fakirs and prestidigitators and illusionists in the land continually flocked, to seek their fortune in the
capital city. They found tin huts, and police harassment, and rats …
Parvati’s father had once been the greatest conjurer in Oudh; she had grown up amid ventriloquists who could
make stones tell jokes and contortionists who could swallow their own legs and fire-eaters who exhaled flames
from their arseholes\fn{The British reserve the word “ass” for the donkey; or the phrase “Don’t be an ass” for stupid human behavior;
but the arse properly so-called is their word for the human posterior:H } and tragic clowns who could extract glass tears from
the corners of their eyes; she had stood mildly amid gasping crowds while her father drove spikes through her
neck; and all the time she had guarded her own secret, which was greater than any of the illusionist flummeries
surrounding her; because to Parvati-the-witch, born a mere seven seconds after midnight on August 15 th, had been
given the powers of the true adept, the illuminatus, the genuine gifts of conjuration and sorcery, the art which
required no artifice.
So among the midnight children were infants with powers of transmutation, flight, prophecy and wizardry …
but two of us were born on the stroke of midnight. Saleem and Shiva, Shiva and Saleem, nose and knees and
knees and nose … to Shiva, the hour had given the gifts of war (of Rama, who could draw the undrawable bow;
of Arjuna and Bhima; the ancient prowess of Kurus and Pandavas\fn{ A note reads: Mythic warriors in the Sanskrit epics.}
united, unstoppably, in him) … and to me, the greatest talent of all—the ability to look into the hearts and minds
of men.
But it is Kali-Yuga;\fn{ A note reads: The Age of Darkness, in which humanity is currently living; last of the four ages which make
up a day in the life of Brahma.} the children of the hour of darkness were born, I’m afraid, in the midst of the age of
darkness; so that although we found it easy to be brilliant, we were always confused about being good.
There; now I’ve said it. That is who I was—who we were.
Padma is looking as if her mother had died—her face, with its opening-shutting mouth, is the face of a beached
pomfret.\fn{An Asiatic ocean-going fish}
“O baba!” she says at last. “O baba! You are sick; what have you said?”
No, that would be too easy. I refuse to take refuge in illness. Don’t make the mistake of dismissing what I’ve
unveiled as mere delirium; or even as the insanely exaggerated fantasies of a lonely, ugly child. I have stated
before that I am not speaking metaphorically; what I have just written (and read aloud to stunned Padma) is
nothing less than the literal, by-the-hairs-of-my-mother’s head truth.
Reality can have metaphorical content; that does not make it less real. A thousand and one children were born;
there were a thousand and one possibilities which had never been present in one place at one time before; and
there were a thousand and one dead ends. Midnight’s children can be made to represent many things, according to
your point of view: they can be seen as the last throw of everything antiquated and retrogressive in our mythridden nation, whose defeat was entirely desirable in the context of a modernizing, twentieth-century economy; or
as the true hope of freedom, which is now forever extinguished; but what they must not become is the bizarre
creation of a rambling, diseased mind. No: illness is neither here nor there.
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“All right, all right, baba,” Padma attempts to placate me, “Why become so cross? Rest now, rest some while,
that is all I am asking.” …
71.4 Go To The Ant\fn{by V. P. Sivakumar (1947-1993)} Mavelikkara, Alappuzha District, Kerala State, India (M) 1
As we all know, inherent qualities form the basis of human progress. Biographers daren’t dwell much on this
truth except when a discussion moves round a genius. Yet Gomati exemplifies the general statement. See what her
biographer has to say with regard to her infancy:
“Mother beckoned to one-year-old Gomati and displayed a roasted banana in her left hand and a girdle chain in
her right hand. It is reported that the child rushed at her mother and snatched the gold chain off.”
Growth will be quick, if the bud is strong. Read again:
“When she passed the Tenth Standard, her mother presented her with a gold chain and locket, weighing one
sovereign and a half. Two years later, as she completed her course in typewriting and shorthand, mother got the
chain and locket recast into a Manonmani necklace. It always hung on her neck. As proposals of marriage for
Gomati poured in, her father managed a loan from the Provident Fund and got ornaments worth ten sovereigns.”
Talents develop after puberty. One’s genius acquires gravity only when one treads along domestic life with its
stresses and strains. Let us have a look at Gomati’s history.
“Gomati took up family life as a challenge. She had gold weighing sixteen and a half sovereigns, when she
settled down with her husband, who was employed in the Agriculture Department. She got four bangles, weighing
three quarters of a sovereign each, with the money she secured by begging, borrowing and stealing from her
husband and earned from selling milk and eggs.
“The first issue was a girl. Gomati weighed on her palm the girdle with which her mother-in-law decorated the
baby on the twenty-eighth day of her birth, and her thoughts went on: ‘Some day somebody will take her away in
marriage. And she will run away with all the gold.’
“It was a boy next year. She got sterilized with the second delivery. Gazing at the lovely face of her boy, she
thought: ‘One sovereign costs Rs 200. The kid will marry some girl. And he will run away with all my gold.’”
Meanwhile, Gomati also got a job in the Agriculture Department. She realized the value of labor. Tightening
up the clothes around her stomach to forget hunger, she earned a bangle weighing one quarter of a sovereign
every month. After Leave Surrender was introduced in the various departments, she bought a pavon (eight grams
of gold) every time when leave could be surrendered and exchanged for money. She converted the small and
occasional savings of her husband into little bits of gold. A sovereign cost Rs 250 at the time.
However involuntary and undesirable the field of one’s activity may be, the style of work, if it is original,
commands praise. See:
“Gomati’s methods of savings were simply unique. In those days, she started having complaints of stomach
ache. She was X-rayed; it was a barium meal X-ray. Some foreign matter must be present in the abdomen.
Ilakkathali necklace weighing three sovereigns was discovered on surgical operation. And a good deal of gold
hooks. Gomati would not disclose how they entered her stomach. Maybe, she swallowed them, as she held other
people’s ornaments saying, ‘let me look at the fashion.’ Then the price of a sovereign was Rs 300.
“Gomati was, among other things, a minute observer. She was promoted and went on transfer to a bigger office
nearby. They say that a gold chain, belonging to a colleague of hers, dropped unhooked. Vilasini would suggest
that it was in Gomati’s vanity bag. No one knows the truth. The value of a sovereign was soaring still.
“People saw Gomati snatching off a chain from the neck of a woman, as she was returning from her office. The
price of a sovereign reached Rs 400. Thus people knew that Gomati was actually insane.
“The next day, her husband said to some of his friends: ‘Don’t admit Gomati into your houses. Don’t allow her
to hold babies wearing ornaments. If she comes, don’t leave the ornaments unlocked. Don’t go near her with
ornaments.’”
Gomati’s biographer was unable to discover certain things about her. People never knew the enormous treasure
of gold she possessed. Not even her husband. Nor did any of them try to know. Those lazy beings were so much
immersed in their own problems of life. No one realized how covetable it was or how much human labor was
behind it. This is the truth: her life is a noble and magnificent example of what an ordinary woman can achieve
through Small Savings Scheme in this country where womanhood is being crushed and trampled by male
domination.
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35.61 Nombu\fn{by Fakir Muhammed Katpadi (1948- )} Katpadi, Udipi District, Karnataka State, India (M) 8
Amma would fill each leaf with tobacco, fold it, make a mark with her fingernail, and then pass it on to her
son. It was Addu’s job to tie it with red thread and put it in the basket. Bits of scissored leaves stuck to Amma’s
sari, or lay scattered on the floor. Bits lay heaped in the basket. The strong scent of tobacco dominated the air. The
whole process was going on so smoothly, so silently, that from a distance it appeared as if the work was being
performed by machine-like humans.
Amma would cough. Once in a while she’d stretch, draw her legs closer to each other, or shift her weight from
one leg to the other. When the continuous squatting gave her a pain in her waist, she straightened her back and
then lowered it. Maybe to forget the boredom, the physical drudgery, she would break into a traditional folk song
like Moplah Patt or Maale. Whenever he found a familiar line Addu joined in, softly.
Suddenly the sound of a whistle assailed Addu’s ears. Addu jumped. He peered out through the thatched door
that had been left open to let some fresh breeze in. The whistles spilled into the hut, one after another.
Of course, Amma knew only too well that once he heard his friends at play, it would be impossible to keep her
seven-year-old son indoors. Laughing inwardly, she said:
“At least finish the work on the leaves already snipped, child. Then you can go … though, nothing has been
done yet about the fasting.”
Addu nodded reluctantly but:
“Amma,” he urged her, “Amma, please! Pass the folded bidis faster.”
His mother smiled.
“Son, why such a hurry? If the bidis stick together, you know that the supervisor would crumple them and fling
them away. How shall we feed ourselves then?”
They didn’t notice Addu’s father come in. He took off his shirt, hung it on the peg, spread the mat, then sat
down, leaning against the pillar. Stretching his legs for comfort, Appa began to fan himself with his large
handkerchief.
Amma saw him and her work slowed down.
The whistling outside seemed to intensify. Addu began to mutter:
“Amma, faster.”
Appa sighed.
“Ya Allah! What heat! This time the nombu is going to be very tough. This sultriness, this heat I could not even
lift four bags of tobacco. My eyes became blinded. And I still have twenty days of fasting. How am I going to
manage?”
Amma looked as if she suffered each one of his pains.
“The morning’s rice kanji is still there. Addu didn’t eat much today,” she said, a trace of doubt and reluctance
in her voice.
“Che, che! Should one give up fasting for fear of such difficulties. May Allah forgive me. I must ready myself
to endure the sun’s heat on the day of judgment at the Akhirat in the Mahshar congregation. May we face all our
trials in this life itself! Tomorrow after death, at least in the Akhirat, may Allah grant us health and prosperity.”
Amma’s hands slowed down further. Addu began to grumble: his friends would never let him join them if he
kept on delaying like this.
Amma turned on him angrily:
“Always grumbling,” she said. “You have no patience whatsoever. All you can think of is play, play, play.”
“Oh, is that why he is creating all this fuss?” asked Appa. “If he wants to play, let him. Give me a few minutes,
I’ll help you tie up the bidis.”
Addu jumped up. Not waiting for Amma’s permission, he ran to join his playmates.
The boys had staked out the vacant spot in the middle of the coconut grove as their playground. They had a
game to suit the ground—Lagori. They would heap some eight to ten pieces of tiles, and then from a distance of
four to six yards they would aim a ball at the heap. One team had to pick up the tiles and re-heap them while their
opponents hit them with the ball to get them out. Apparently Sulaiman, the owner of the garden, hadn’t heard the
boys at play. After the Zohar Namaz he might have gone to sleep or even gone to the town market. Otherwise,
surely he’d have chased them away.
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“Shaitans!”\fn{Devils:H} he would have screamed. “You’ve killed all my coconut plants. Because of the evil
deeds of you devils, the platforms round my coconut trees have been ruined.”
But this was the only suitable spot for play and the boys used every trick they could to avoid Sulaiman.
When Addu reached the playground, he went straight up to Sharif.
“Please take me in your side,” he begged.
Sharif turned to Zuber.
“If you want, you can have him.”
Zuber now ran his eyes over Addu’s body. The frail, bony Addu struck him as a liability. The only thing that
stood out was his bright face. His big shining eyes. Zuber announced his decision in one word:
“No.”
“You were late. Let’s see after this game,” Sharif said.
And all Addu could do was to go sit under a coconut tree, watching the others at play and praying that
Sulaiman Saab would come and puncture their arrogance. Kashim who came even later than Addu also had no
chance to play. The two boys sat staring each other. The game was in full swing.
“Are you fasting during Ramzan, Addu?”
“No. My mother says children don’t have to.”
“Yes, that is what my mother also says. I want to ask her today to allow me to take part in Attaya at least. Do
you know the story of a boy who did fasting? My mother tells it. It is a beautiful story. Addu, would you like to
visit our house?”
Addu was bored sitting there.
“Yes!” he said, promptly.
Kashim’s backyard started where Sulaiman Saab’s garden ended. And as they walked there, Addu asked,
“Kashim, do you know anything about this nombu?”
Addu knew that nombu meant not eating any food from morning to sunset. But he had never fasted.
“I don’t know,” Kashim confessed. “When I ask Amma, she says I’m too young and that when I grow up I’ll
get to know. She says the Qur’an Mushaab came down to earth in the month of Ramzan. She says the doors of
heaven are open throughout this month. It seems all those who fast during Ramzan will enter heaven. That is what
Aroma says.”
“Kashim, isn’t heaven something we can get only after we die. I wish we could get it now itself!”
“They say it’s first class there! There are beautiful houries like Hoorullin. You remember what the maulvi told
us? He said that what is evil on this earth becomes good in heaven.”
There was a hint of sarcasm in Kashim’s tone. As if to match his friend’s knowledge, Addu said:
“Yes, there’s happiness and prosperity there. Bellyfuls of food. Plenty of oranges, apples, and grapes. Cooked
meat and ghee—rice every day. There will be lots and lots of neatly-pressed striped silk shirts, silk lungis and
velvet caps with golden embroidery!”
Kashim laughed.
“You don’t need to go to heaven for these things. We already have them in our house.”
Then Kashim’s house must be a heaven, Addu thought. He started walking faster.
Kashim’s house was large and wonderful. The floor shone as if freshly washed. There were chandeliers
burning white. The walls were painted in bright colors. There were soft cushioned seats. The window curtains had
beautiful flowers on them. Kashim’s father was sleeping on a soft bed in a beautifully decorated room. Addu was
impressed. Heaven must be like this, he thought. Kashim’s mother was making akkirotis in the kitchen. As he
entered it, Addu shrank into himself.
“Back so soon, Kashim? Would you like some akkirotis?”
“Amma, Addu has come with me. Will you give him akkirotis, too?” Kashim asked, pointing at Addu.
“Oh, it’s Bidi-Khader’s son You can both eat together.”
Addu washed his hand with water shooting from a tap. Then he sat down before the plate.
The akkiroti was paper-thin and smeared with ghee. The mutton curry was delicious. It was the meal that the
family ate together in the evening to end the Ramzan fast. Addu’s mother made crude, thick akkirotis. Once he
had asked her to make thin ones and she’d said, where do I have the time to indulge in such nonsense Addu? I
have to get back to the bidis. Addu decided that he must ask his mother to cook thin akkirotis that day.
“Amma,” Kashim was asking, “you too keep the fast but you don’t sleep in the day. Why?”
His mother laughed.
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“Who is to do the household chores and cook the food that breaks the fast? My dear child, can a woman afford
to feel tired like men and indulge in sleep?”
Kashim’s elder sister Jameela walked into the kitchen.
“Arey! The sun has not yet set, and you have already started to break the fast!” she teased.
“I don’t observe the fast, Jameelakka.”
“Don’t you know that those who don’t fast should not eat openly like this?”
Amma looked up.
“Why do you harass them, Jameela? Now you wash the rice and start cooking it—children, finish eating.”
Addu gave a sigh of relief when Amma sent her upstairs, saying:
“Jameela, go find out if your husband is awake and needs something.”
“Brother-in-law has come,” Kashim whispered in Addu’s ear. “This is my brother-in-law’s first nombu after the
marriage and this evening we are going to celebrate when he breaks it. Ammahas made mutton samosas,
sewaiyan payasam, and all sorts of delicious things.”
Addu wanted to take part in the celebration.
“How does your brother-in-law break his fast, Kashim?”
“This is how,” said Kashim. “First they spread a carpet. Then they spread a beautiful cloth over it. They put
colored chinaware filled with sherbet, firni, sarnosa, payasam, badaam, dates, oranges, apples, and grapes. After
the sun sets, brother-in-law and all of us sit around it, say Bismillah, and then we all eat. Do you know that in our
grandfather’s house even now my Appa is invited to the nombu feast?”
Addu imagined the festivities in great detail. Allah has given Kashim’s people a heaven on earth, he thought.
Though Appa says that we shall go to heaven after death, I wish Allah had given us also a bit of heaven here
itself!
Jameela came back.
“He is still asleep,” she said, starting to knead the dough with her mother.
“Amma, will you tell us the story of the fasting boy? Addu has come to hear you.”
“Tell Addu the story I told you yesterday. I have no time!”
“No, I don’t know how to tell a story. You tell him, Amma. You tell it so beautifully!”
Addu leaned forward eagerly.
“Should one tell the story of the fasting boy to those who do not observe fasting?' Jameelakka asked, grinning.
She looked a little pale, maybe because of the fasting. Her lips looked white. But Addu thought she looked
very pretty because of her dimples. He wished he had a sister like Jameelakka.
“When you turn so stubborn, Kashim, I never manage to get anything done. Your teacher should not close the
madarsa during the fasting period,” said Kashim’s mother. “Well, listen! In a town, there was once a seven-yearold boy. Like you.”
As she told the story, her hands continued to make akkirotis. The boy in the story was stubborn. He stuck to his
decision to observe the fast in spite of his mother’s opposition. His face wilted, his body dried up and by the
evening he was dead. Then, a messenger of Allah came in the guise of a fakir and brought the boy back to life
with Allah’s mercy. The tale ended with the boy living happily thereafter with his parents.
Addu was thrilled by the story. Kashim’s mother had a beautiful way of telling it. He couldn’t wait to get home
to ask his mother if she knew the story. And he decided immediately that he’d somehow make his mother let him
fast the next day. He was confident that if he were to die, Allah’s messenger would come and save him. He knew
that Allah granted all prayers when the devotee was fasting and he wanted Allah not to give any hardships to his
Appa and Amma. He would beg Allah to grant them a palace like the one Kashim’s parents had, and lovely
clothes and Addu finished eating the akkirotis and washed his hands.
“Shall I go home now?” he asked Kashim.
Still under the spell of the tale, Kashim just nodded. But, Kashim’s mother said:
“Tell your mother to visit us during the days of the festival. We shall give her the remainder of this season’s
alms of rice and money.”
Addu mumbled a “yes” and ran out. As he reached the outer courtyard, he saw the steps to the first floor.
Curious to see Kashim’s brother-in-law, he quickly climbed the steps.
The door of the room was slightly ajar. Addu pushed it gently open. A man was lying on a beautiful, thick, pink
mattress. As Addu peeped in, he sat up.
“Who are you, boy?” he asked.
“I am Addu.”
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“Come here.”
Addu stepped gingerly into the room. Over his head wheeled a fan, cooling the room. From its center hung a
golden chandelier. There were pretty window curtains. The room was strewn with bottles of scent specially sold
during the festival. The smell was overwhelming. Addu felt that Kashim’s brother-in-law was fortunate to live in
that heaven. Jameelakka was the houri Hurunnisa from heaven.
“Can you get me a packet of cigarettes? But don’t tell anyone.” Jameelakka’s husband gave Addu a ten- rupee
note.
Addu said, “But the fast?”
Kashim’s brother-in-law laughed.
Once in the street, Addu transformed himself into a bus … m … m … He came to a halt just before Soorappa’s
paan-bidi shack. Stretching out his palm with the ten-rupee note in it, Addu said:
“A packet of cigarettes.”
When he was returning, he bumped into the priest Ismail Haji.
“And for whom are these cigarettes, pray, in these days of fasting?”
Ismail Haji asked.
Addu mumbled.
“Must be for your Appa!” The priest’s lips twisted in anger. “Such thinking has brought evil to us. You people
don’t become barkat because you don’t practice Islam.”
Addu felt angry to hear this unjust accusation, but he thought he’d keep quiet for the sake of Kashim’s brotherin-law. Appa and Amma always fast and say the namaz, and yet we never become barkat. Suddenly he heard
himself say:
“It is not for Appa.”
Haji said stiffly:
“You don’t need any training in lying. You are after all your father’s son.”
Addu felt like weeping. He turned and fled. As he climbed the steps in Kashim’s house, he heard voices.
Kashim’s brother-in-law was saying, “Do as I say! If you utter one word in opposition I shall smash your thigh,”
and Jameelakka replied, “How much money do you want me to squeeze out of Appa? How can we manage if you
don’t earn anything? How much more can Appa shell out?”
Addu heard the sound of a sharp blow. He would have run away except for the cigarette packet and the change
in his hands. He knocked. After a brief pause, Kashim’s brother-in-law opened the door. Jameelakka wiped her
tears and left the room.
Addu was about to leave the place, when he saw the man put the cigarette between his lips and light it. He
blurted out:
“If you smoke a cigarette, your fasting will lose its value.”
“You dare teach me what I should do!”
As Addu took the steps two at a time, he remembered the words: ‘There is no evil in heaven. What is evil on
earth also becomes good in heaven!’
Then, wasn’t Kashim’s house heaven?
Addu reached the courtyard to find Kashim’s father shouting at a beggar who always stood in front of the
mosque. He was known to be mad.
“Don’t you know this is a day of fast? You are asking us to feed you, aren’t you ashamed of yourself? That is
why Allah has made you into this. Now be off.”
The beggar laughed in a peculiar way and then walked away. Addu knew that this man went only to Muslim
houses. He grinned.
“Even this mad fellow must fast for a day.”
Kashim’s father turned towards Addu. He was still angry.
“Why are you standing here, boy? Go home!”
Addu had not expected this. Scared and tearful he found himself running away as fast as he could.
Back home, Addu found Appa folding the bidis as well as tying them. Amma was inside, cooking the evening
meal. She was coughing now and then. Appa, too, was coughing occasionally. Addu ran straight to his mother.
“Amma I want to fast tomorrow,” he said eagerly.
“Child, listen. It is not compulsory for you. Don’t do it.”
But Addu kept insisting till his mother gave in. When Addu skipped out of the kitchen, Appa asked him:
“Oh? So my son is fasting tomorrow?”
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“Yes,” said Addu, proudly. Then, “Appa, Allah grants all prayers to someone who’s fasting, doesn’t He?”
Appa continued to make the bidis.
“What is it that my darling son will beg from Allah?” he asked.
Addu couldn’t remember what he had wanted to ask Allah. Then he heard Appa cough again. His body moved
so violently that bidis fell out of the basket. As he picked them up Addu said:
“Appa, I’ll pray that your cough and Amma’s should be cured.”
A smile formed on Appa’s face. For a moment he stopped his work, pulled Addu into a tight embrace.
“Child,” he said, “this cough is glued to us for life. It will leave us only in our tomb.” He gave a deep sigh. “ Ya
Allah, if only it were possible to release our son from it,” he muttered, lifting his half-closed eyes towards the
heavens.
While Addu helped his Appa, he recalled the words of the priest during the Darsi: Allah is One. He has been
there always. He is without beginning. He has no family and no family ties. Eyeless Allah saw everything. He
would have watched Kashim’s brother-in-law smoking the cigarette. He must have seen his Appa continue with
the fasting in spite of his coughing and his giddiness, Addu said to himself, yet Kashim’s brother-in-law is in a
heavenly house and we are in a thatched hut. Why? Maybe after our death, Allah has planned to put us in His
heaven, as Appa says. Then, suddenly remembering, he shouted:
“Amma, Kashim’s mother said you must visit them during the festive days, and they will give you zakat
money and rice.”
Amma sounded annoyed.
“Where is the need for us to stretch our hands for alms?”
In the evening, Kashim came to Addu’s hut. He said:
“Addu, today our people have taken snacks and fruits and sherbet to the mosque. Today’s festivities will be at
our expense. Will you also come?”
But when Addu asked her, his mother said:
“Only those observing nombu should go. If you eat there, you will be reducing the share of those who had
fasted. No, son. You can accompany Appa to the Thravih namaz.”
Addu repeated her words to Kashim. But maybe Kashim would like to come with Addu for the namaz?
Kashim looked hurt but he agreed to come with Addu. That night, Addu’s mother coaxed him to wear a lungi, a
shirt and a small cap. In grand style Addu followed his Appa to the mosque.
There were already a few children and elders when they reached the mosque. Addu melted into the group of
children. Sharif, Zuber, Kareem, Hanif, Lateef, and Basheer were busy giving an account of their fasting. Addu
pulled a long face when he saw Sharif and Zuber. Sharif said that he had completed twelve fasts. Addu interrupted
him.
“He is bluffing! He has just finished ten.”
All the boys burst into laughter. Sharif looked uncomfortable, but Addu felt pleased with himself. He’d made
up for his defeat on the playground that morning.
Uncle Abu’s voice came booming to them.
“Shhh! Boys, boys! If you don’t keep quiet, I shall order you out!”
A hush descended. As they saw the elders performing the namaz, the children followed suit. By the time the
elaborate and long Thravih namaz was over, Addu was tired out.
It was midnight when father and son returned home. Addu who was to fast the next day was too excited to
sleep well that night. When the cock-crow announced the dawn and the Attaya Kotis went round, beating their
drum and chanting, “It is time to do the Sahari,” Addu jumped out of bed, briskly.
His mother was already busy in the kitchen.
“Why don’t you sleep some more, son?” she asked.
But Addu wanted none of that! After washing up along with his father, he sat down to a meal of smoked dry
fish, and chutney. Then, Appa taught Addu the Niyyat. It ran:
“Navait Soumukhdin an aadai pharal raaamiani haadihissanathi Allahi thiala,” meaning, “I am determined to
undertake for Allah’s sake tomorrow’s fast as this year’s obligatory act during the month of Ramzan.”
Addu repeated after his father till the Subah baang rang out from the mosque. Appa went for namaz, while
Addu went back to sleep.
By the time he got up, the sun was already quite high. Addu sat up feeling wonderful that he was fasting. He
wanted to wash his face and immediately go tell Kashim the news. But, as he reached Kashim’s house, he
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stopped. Suppose he were to see Kashim’s father first? He waited in the shade of the coconut tree in front of the
house, waiting for someone to come out.
After a while, he saw Jameelakka.
“Oh, it is the boy who does not fast,” she said, laughing.
Her laughter sounded strained. Her face looked sad.
“I am fasting today,” Addu declared.
“Is that so?” she asked then fell silent.
“Is Kashim observing the fast?”
Addu had to repeat the question before she answered.
“Yes,” she said. “But his fasting is only during certain intervals. Between the early morning snacks and the
noon lunch; then between lunch and the evening snacks, and finally between that and the night meal! He does this
daily. Is your fasting also of the same type?”
“No, mine is a genuine fast!”
Jameelakka’s mind had wandered again.
“Where is Kashim?”
“Must have gone somewhere to play.”
Addu turned to leave when she called him back.
“Addu, will you do something for me?” she asked. “But you must promise never to tell anyone. You have to
swear to me.”
Addu nodded.
“You know the thembi tree by the riverside? I want you to get me two fruits from that tree. But promise first.
You must never ever tell anyone about it!”
Addu knew this was not going to be easy. But it was Jameelakka.
“Okay, I’ll get them,” he said. “You stay here.”
He climbed the tree, plucked two thembi fruits, and brought them to her. As she took them, her hands shook.
“What are these fruits for?” Addu asked.
“To eat and die.”
“If you eat it, your fasting will be useless.”
She said nothing, for a while. Then:
“Don’t tell anyone about it,” she said. “Now go and play. Go!”
Maybe Jameelakka, like her husband, wants to violate the rule of fasting, secretly; perhaps she is not observing
fast at all, Addu thought as he went off in search of Kashim.
He found Kashim near the topfruit tree.
“Aren’t you fasting?” he asked Kashim.
“Yes! And you?”
“I am fasting, too! Why are you picking those fruits—wouldn’t it cancel your fasting?”
“It’s not for eating now, Addu!” said Kashim patiently. “I’ll eat it at the time we break the fast, when it gets
dark. Want some?”
Addu pocketed the fruits that Kashim gave him and then they went in search of other friends. But by the time
Addu could spread the news of his fasting, it was past noon. Kashim said:
“Wouldn’t this fasting be better if we were allowed to drink a little water. What do you think?”
Addu felt like agreeing. That would be such a relief for Appa after a hard day’s work. Kashim began to sing:
With the salt I ate
Water I drank
Allah, give me
The benefit of a fast.

Kashim somersaulted and jumped as he sang. It was a mad dance. Addu stood laughing. Suddenly Kashim
stopped his antics.
“I must go home,” he said abruptly and left.
Not knowing what to do alone, Addu too walked homeward.
No one was at home. Amma had bolted the door with a piece of rope and had gone to fetch water. Addu was
sitting, near the door, dozing, when she arrived carrying the pots. As she opened the door, she said:
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“My child, the fast must have made you tired. You shouldn’t have gone about in the sun. Go, go inside, spread
the mat and sleep on it.” She ran her hand over his head. “How is the fast going? Would you like to eat?”
“No, I shall not give up the fast!” Addu said, before his mind’s eyes the face of the fasting boy.
“All right. But do not run about in the sun any more. Sleep.”
As his mother put the pots on the floor Addu moved close to her wondering if he should ask her something.
Amma seemed to sense this.
“What is it?” she asked.
Addu remembered he had sworn on Jameelakka’s head that he’d keep her secret.
“Nothing, Amma,” he said. But curiosity overcame the desire to keep the oath, and Addu asked, “Amma,
wouldn’t a fast lose its value if one ate thembi fruit?”
Amma turned pale.
“Who ate the fruit? It is poisonous!”
Addu shivered in great fear. “That Kashim’s sister … Jameelakka, Amma. She only asked me to bring her the
fruits. I picked them from the tree by the riverside.”
How was Addu to know that the fruits were poisonous? He only knew that the dried fruits were used by the
boys as balls. He only knew that when it was split open it contained some white pulp inside.
Amma looked really frightened.
“Why did you give them to her? People die when they eat it.”
She quickly bolted the door and began to walk towards Kashim’s house. Addu followed her. He said to
himself:
“Ya Allah, let nothing happen to Jameelakka. I swear that I shall never again take her those fruits even if she
demands them.”
They entered Jannat-ul-Firdaus, Kashim's house, and Addu’s mother immediately called out to Jameelakka’s
mother. Breathless, she said:
“Where is Jameela? It seems our boy here gave her thembi fruits.”
Kashim’s mother immediately began to wail.
“What evil spirit has possessed her? Ya Rabbana. . . . At what evil moment did she marry the fellow? My girl is
pure gold, and they consigned her to the custody of vultures greedy for money.”
She rushed upstairs, Addu’s mother following her. Jameelakka was sleeping on the bed. Running to her side,
Kashim’s mother said:
“Why did you do this, child?” She touched her body.
Addu who had followed took hold of Kashim’s hand and said:
“Your sister has eaten thembi fruits. My mother says that if anyone eats them they will die.”
Everybody was frightened at the way Jameela was lying. Her eyes were closed. When Addu’s mother touched
her and gently shook her, Jameela opened her eyes slowly. Perhaps the tears had been held back by the closed
eyes, but now they began to stream down. Kashim’s mother was sobbing again.
“Why are you tormenting me like this? If you had not been born in my belly, I would have said you were no
child of mine, not born at all. You were born to kill me.”
“Why did Akka want to die?” Addu asked his friend in a fierce whisper.
Kashim did not reply.
Addu grew suspicious. He ordered:
“Kashim, open your mouth, let me see!”
Kashim slowly opened his mouth. There was chocolate there.
“Your fasting is invalid!” Addu said triumphantly.
Kashim nodded his head like an accused.
Addu’s mother was gently passing her hand over Jameela’s head. She said:
“No matter where they are, women have the same fate … they have to endure everything.”
Allah has declared suicide to be a sin Addu and Kashim were set the task of scouring the room for the thembi
fruits. Jameela looked forlorn.
“I split them and ate them. Yet I did not die. I merely vomited twice or thrice. That was all.”
She gave a dry laugh. Her face looked bleached, the eyes sunken. Her lips were dry. Addu felt like crying when
he saw her.
“It is better to consult a doctor,” Addu’s mother said.
Kashim’s mother was wailing loudly.
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Amma turned on Addu.
“It was all because of you. Just because she wanted them, why did you have to fetch them for her?” she asked.
But Kashim’s mother hushed her.
“He is a mere child. What does he know? Halima, why do you take him to task like that?”
“The truth is that women should not be born on this earth,” Amma said with a sigh, then turning to Jameela,
“Jameela, I have plenty of work to do. We have to live somehow till we die on this earth.” Then, Amma took
Addu’s hand in hers, and left.
All the way home, Addu’s head was filled with the question of why Jameelakka had tried to kill herself. He
knew that after a person is buried, two of God’s angels called mallaks enter the tomb, resurrect the body, and
interrogate it. This is called Chothiya. They ask, What is your name? What is your Deen? Can you recite the
Shahadat Kalima? What are the tasks of Islam? How many Eemaon tasks are there? And so on. In the madarsa,
the maulvi had taught:
“Those who give the correct answers to these questions will go to heaven. Those who have committed evil
deeds will not be able to move their tongues during the interrogation. Pray to Allah to grant us the company of
those bound for heaven.”
Addu knew how to answer these questions correctly and promptly. All this had been taught to them by the
maulvi. But Addu also knew that the divine messengers were forbidden to ask these questions during nombu.
There would be no punishment for those who didn’t know the answers. As Addu recalled all this, he thought that
that was why Jameelakka had tried to die when she did.
“Amma,” he said, “during the Ramzan month, the Kabar pond does not contain Chothiya. Perhaps Jameelakka
wanted to die because during the Ramzan all the doors of heaven are open, and she can easily enter?”
Amma could not help smiling. She said, “Maybe,” and fell silent. But then, why didn’t she die in spite of
eating the poisonous fruits?
Addu could not solve the puzzle of why people who possess heavenly houses even on this earth should be so
anxious for the heaven of the Akhirat
Amma suddenly remembered something.
“Ayyo,” she said. “How forgetful I have become. I had invited Aminamma, Jainaabi and others to say the
thauba today. Now it’s already time for the Asar namaz. Perhaps they are waiting in front of our house. Let’s
hurry.”
During Ramzan the women of their neighborhood who could not read the Qur’an came to hear Addu’s mother
recite the thauba. They fervently repeated the lines and begged Allah’s forgiveness for their evil deeds and errors.
From His inexhaustible treasury of compassion, He would grant them happiness and prosperity. He would open
wide the gates of His heaven, the Jannat-ul-Firdaus, and welcome the faithful.
As Amma had expected, women had gathered before the house. She was apologetic.
“You’ve been waiting for long, I shall finish my Asar namaz quickly. Please be seated.”
She unfastened the rope and opened the door and went inside. The women trooped in and squatted.
“Addu!”
Aroma called him to her.
“Never say a word about Jameela to anybody. Why should we get entangled in other people’s lives? We are
poor folk, and they will not let us off easily if they find out that we’ve been talking about their family.”
Addu nodded his head.
Amma went in to perform the namaz. Addu squeezed himself into the room where the women were, next to a
rolled mat.
“Do you observe the fast, child?” Aminamma asked.
“Yes!”
“A smart boy,” they said in chorus. Jainaabi said:
“Your friend Zuber now. He eats three times a day, and never observes the fast.”
Addu remembered what Zuber had said in the mosque.
“He lied to me that he was observing the fast.”
The women laughed. Addu muttered:
“It is a sin to lie.”
After finishing her namaz, mother taught the women the thauba. She began with the Arabic words, Asthagflf
Ullah-al-aleem,\fn{This does not seem to have accurately scanned:H } and then translated it. The women repeated exactly
what Addu’s mother recited. Addu leaned against the rolled mat and went to sleep.
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When he opened his eyes, Appa was already home. Saying, “Our child is fasting today, I brought these things,”
he handed over to Amma some cooling seeds and packets of wheat semia.
Addu was happy to hear of sherbet and payasam. He sat up.
“Our child is already awake,” Appa said, running his fingers over Addu’s head, when someone called from
outside.
It was the mad beggar who had stood before Kashim’s house. He made signs as if to say:
“Please give me something to eat.” Appa said aloud:
“Poor man, he must be very hungry. Have you anything in the house?”
“The rice meant for Addu is there untouched,” Addu’s mother answered from the kitchen, “you can give it to
him.”
Appa went and got the rice. The madman began to gobble it up. It was evening. Addu remembered that in the
story the boy had died at about this time, and then God’s messenger had arrived in the guise of a beggar. Addu
suspected that the mad beggar whom they had just fed, was perhaps that divine messenger. He approached the
beggar who was busy eating. He asked him:
“Are you Allah’s messenger?”
The mad man raised his head, stared at Addu, and began to laugh.
Addu felt disappointed. How can this fellow who does not fast be God’s messenger? If Kashim’s father were
around, he would have shooed him away. Then why does Appa watch the mad fellow eat and merely say:\fn{ The
text has here: Then why does Appa watch and the mad fellow eat and merely say }
“Who knows how long he has been starving?”
The sun went down. From the mosque came the baang of the Maghrib namaz. It was time to break the fast.
Addu became thoughtful once again. He had not died like the boy in the story. No messenger of God had
arrived.
Addu’s parents sat by him when Addu completed his first fast by drinking the sherbet made of cooling seeds.
Suddenly he remembered something, and fumbled in his pocket. He found the two top fruits given by Kashim.
They tasted a bit sour and a bit sweet. They reminded him of Kashim. And the questions came back to him: How
did the boy in the story die after one day’s fasting? Why didn’t I die? Finding Addu silent, Aroma asked:
“How did you find your fast, son?”
“Oh,” said Addu. “Is this nombu? We have done this many times. Remember that day Appa was in the hospital
and you made the bidis. No rice was cooked, and it was like this!”
Amma stared into Appa’s face. Appa said:
“Our son remembers everything.”
231.246 Excerpt from Selective Memory: Stories From My Life\fn{by Shobha De aka Shobha Rajadhyaksha (1948- )}
Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 9
1
Unfortunately for my mother I was not the second son she’d prayed for. My birth could not possibly have been
a day of celebration for the family especially since my maternal grandmother was around to remind everybody
that a third daughter had arrived as an additional liability and it had been rather reckless of my parents to have
gone in for a fourth child with no guarantee that it would be male. Whether or not my mother had really and truly
been moved to tears of dejection at the nurse’s announcement of my sex, my grandmother had made sure she felt
wretched and guilty about it. As she began to cry bitter tears at the sight of me, her mother had slapped her own
forehead hard in an unambiguous gesture of disgust and disappointment.
It was my father who had rejoiced, with all his heart. His reasons, he explains candidly, were aesthetic.
“I had never seen such a perfectly formed infant, with regular features, a clear skin, and tapering fingers. You
were a joy to behold. I scolded your mother for her foolish tears. I held you up for her to examine and said,
“‘Look at her. Just look. Isn’t she a beauty? God has been so kind to us. We have a healthy, good-looking
daughter—why are you weeping?’”
Unconvinced by his argument, my mother shed some more tears, to placate my grandmother, I suspect, and
display solidarity under the circumstances.
Dr. Rajguru, the obstetrician who delivered me in a converted military bungalow in Satara, was paid Rs 30 as
his professional fees. Another hundred was spent for a week’s stay and miscellaneous post-delivery charges.
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About the same time the wives of my father’s peon and orderly each delivered bouncing boys—they were clearly
one up on “Raosaheb” (my father).
As the special magistrate at that time, my father was preoccupied with the plague epidemic raging in Satara. A
dead rat had been found in a barrel of water in the courtyard and sent for dissection. The report was expected
shortly. He paid scant attention to their triumphant cries of mulga (boy), mulga, followed by gleeful references to
poor Raosaheb’s mulgi (girl).
Despite the gloom, I went home in style. The first car I rode in was a sleek blue Buick. I was seven days old.
And the car, a borrowed one. My father was a few months away from forty and the only one, besides my sister
Kunda, to be delighted with the newest Rajadhyaksha baby. Poor Kunda, at six, had no idea that it was only the
birth of a son that called for celebration in my mother’s family. She’d been told that my eldest sister Mandakini
had had an auspicious kumkum hand impression imprinted on her back, to commemorate my brother Ashok’s
birth. Innocently, she’d demanded the same privilege at mine, to which my grandmother had witheringly snapped,
“What? You want kumkum on your back? Go and fetch some cow dung instead. Do you realize there are three
daughters in the family now? Three. Weren’t two enough?” Kunda had shrunk into the dark recesses of the
sprawling bungalow, not daring to coo over her baby sister for fear of attracting her grandmother’s scorn and,
worse, her wrath.
Fortunately for me, my mother’s initial feeling of being let down was transformed into warmth and love soon
after. My father had declared me “lucky” for the family. And she was gradually converted.
Whether or not I was a mascot, many major changes did follow my birth. My father applied for a job at the
Centre in Delhi—and got it. This meant we were out of the districts and into the real world. I was two years old
when we moved to the capital where my father had been appointed as an assistant solicitor to the government of
India.
For my siblings, this was a decidedly traumatic and ill-timed move. From Marathi-medium schools in the
mofussils they were air-dropped into an English and Hindi dominated environment without knowing a word of
either language. Mandakini at thirteen was battling her own awkward adolescent demons. The other two at ten
and eight were expected to follow lessons in science, history, geography and English literature at a school (Delhi
Public School) which boasted very high standards. There was no question of hiring tutors as my father still had
old debts to settle—all of thirty-odd rupees.
Unaccustomed to Delhi winters, the three of them would shiver in the early morning chill, waiting for the
school bus to pick them up. They’d sit through their classes in complete incomprehension, often blindly copying
down “patterns” on the blackboard or taking notes phonetically in Marathi. And yet, a year or two later, these
same children were topping their class, and continued to do so till two of them got their Senior Cambridge
certificates with aggregates of over ninety per cent.
Meanwhile, I stayed home, a pampered, mollycoddled child who clung to Mother’s saree pallu and insisted on
accompanying my parents to official government functions. My conduct annoyed the others and they taunted my
mother about her obvious favouritism. I didn’t go to primary school till the age of seven, preferring to stay back,
close to Mother, who by then was more relaxed about raising her brood and needed me as much as I needed to be
with her. During the seethingly hot Delhi summers, I’d stretch my body over hers as she relaxed under a fan in an
easy chair and napped lightly, the fragrance of damp khus wafting from the chiks covering the windows of our
government-colony residence. Absently, her fingers would probe my nostrils and ears looking for obstinate
remnants of grime that hadn’t been scrubbed away during bath-time.
It must have irritated my brother and sister to observe such preferential treatment they themselves had been
denied as kids. Often, I refused to get out of bed till my father came into the room and carried me piggy back to
the dining table. I refused to get out of my parents’ bedroom too, till we moved again, this time to Mumbai.\fn
{Bombay} I was ten then.
I have vivid recollections of my years in Delhi, living next to Khan Market and wandering around the crowded
bazaar with my father. There was one regular stopover, a small photo-studio where I insisted on getting my
pictures taken. I still have those grainy black-and-white prints and when I look at my self-conscious poses, the
expression surprisingly serious in most, I wonder whether the long relationship I later developed with the camera
was foretold in that tiny studio in Delhi.
I was also the child who made the maximum number of demands on my parents. Happily, these weren’t shot
down. Often, my requests were indulged, even when they were unreasonable. I used to go to nursery school riding
on the rod of a bicycle pedaled by a domestic. My snack-box requirements were not just expensive but fussy too. I
liked Keventer’s pastries, and bananas sliced just so. These I refused to eat with a regular stainless steel fork,
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preferring a delicate pastry one especially purchased for me. I was equally particular about my school-bag, napkin
and pencil box.
Where did I pick up these finicky habits from? Nobody else in my family dared to voice such desires—not to
my father at any rate, unless the person was prepared to listen to a fifteen-minute speech extolling the virtues of
austerity. Yet, I got away with this and more.
I was the only child whose birthdays were celebrated. At age two (en route to Delhi and staying at the family
home in Central Mumbai), I had very definite ideas on what exactly I wanted to do on my big day. Predictably
enough, I opted for a pink theme—and pink it was. Uncles and cousins were dispatched to search out pink
booties, a pink frilly frock, pink socks and a pink cake with pink candles. The cousin given the responsibility of
finding matching shoes nearly gave up but persevered enough to produce a red pair instead.
My sister tells me I was an insufferable brat at that age, constantly whining and clinging to my mother. I was
the only one who threw tantrums when our parents were going out, the only one who was not punished for a show
of temper or ever left behind. My foot-stomping worked—it was easier to have me tag along than risk foisting me
on the others who had exams to deal with and mounds of homework to complete.
My days in Man Nagar (rechristened Ravindra Nagar now), were spent with the neighbor’s children,
wandering through the sprawling colony in search of adventure. Our big nights were during the Ram Lila, when,
after an early dinner, we’d excitedly head for the nearby grounds to watch the Ramayana unfold on a makeshift
stage. We’d sit transfixed on a hastily cleared patch of the maidan, waiting breathlessly for the finale—the
fireworks display and the traditional burning of Ravana’s effigy on the last day.
Each time I visit Delhi I make it a point to go to Khan Market. Most of the old stores from my childhood have
disappeared, a few are reassuringly still there—Empire Stores, Shoes and Stores, Fakirchand’s, and somehow, the
smells are still the same. Walking through the long corridors, my senses are overtaken by aromas and tastes I
associate with a particularly happy phase of my childhood. Strangely enough, I don’t “react” to the memory of
Delhi winters at all. Of course I can recall the early morning chill as I shivered under two razais despite the
proximity of a tiny electric heater. But other than that memory and the feel of heavy cardigans against my skin; I
remember very little.
It’s the summers that have stayed. Long, still afternoons spent in darkened rooms filled with “government
furniture”—numbered clunky desks, chairs, sofa-sets, beds. Ugly, thick navy blue curtains to keep the glare away,
earthenware matkas containing water that tasted of wet mud, the patch of lawn outside where we .slept covered
lightly with thin cotton sheets, unexpected hail and sandstorms, even clouds of marauding locusts moving rapidly
through the colony and blanking out the sun with their dense formations as they swept past our home and into
distant wheat fields. The slightly acrid aftertaste of ripe, juicy, glossy jamuns, the long, snaky summer cucumbers
eaten with salt and red chilly powder, raw mangoes plucked from low trees heavy with fruit, secret hideouts in the
bushes where friends met regularly for “club meetings”, cycling round the colony on hired bikes, grazed shins,
countless bruises and always, the calm, cool presence of Mother at home as she relaxed in her favourite armchair
reading popular Marathi magazines while reprimanding the Garhwali domestics who worked for us.
The move to Mumbai couldn’t have been better timed. I was ten and ready for the world. Even at ten, Delhi
seemed too small and slow a town to me. I knew nothing about Mumbai, remembered nothing. And yet, when my
father’s transfer orders came, I felt we were finally going “home”.
This was rather surprising. Our upbringing had not been fiercely “Maharashtrian”. Anything but. I did not
know a single Marathi-speaking person. The people who visited our home were my father’s colleagues—a Parsi, a
Gujarati, a Bengali and a UP\fn{Uttar Pradesh}-wallah. My brother’s friends from school weren’t Maharashtrians.
Nor did we have a single Maharashtrian neighbor.
By now, I was speaking more Hindi than Marathi, more English than Hindi. I had never tasted bhelpuri. I
didn't know gol-guppas were called paani puri in Mumbai. Or that hardly anybody lived in low-slung government
colonies there. I had no recollection of having seen the sea, having felt salty breeze in my hair; palm trees didn’t
exist for me; the only mangoes I’d enjoyed were langdas not aapoos (Alphonso); double-decker buses were
associated with the London of picture postcards, not Mumbai. And yet … and yet … we were going home.
My mother was elated. She’d be reunited with her sisters and mother. My father was pleased—this was a major
step up in life for him. He was going to his new posting on promotion as a joint secretary in the ministry of law,
heading the first ever law wing of the Centre to be established in Mumbai.
While the family waited to be assigned quarters in distant Ghatkopar, we lived with my father’s brothers’
families in a modest-sized flat in Girgalim. I remember the astonishing rains as our train pulled up at Bombay
Central station. Sheets and sheets of sharp, strong, steady rain lashed against my skin as we stepped out of the old
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station and looked for a ghoda-gaadi. I still can’t get over the brooding beauty of the Mumbai monsoon. It
continues to remain my first and lasting impression of the city.
School and college admissions were obviously a priority. All of us managed to get in easily. Once again, the
timing couldn’t have been worse for my sisters and brother. Kunda’s Senior Cambridge exams were a few months
away. She had to study quite on her own since one of the science subjects she’d opted for in Delhi Public School
was not being taught at her new one—Queen Mary High School—where I was enrolled as well, For Mandakini,
too, it was once again a case of horrendous mistiming. After acquiring a degree from Miranda House in Delhi, she
found herself at sea in Mumbai, unsure of her future plans and uncertain about her feelings for this alien city she
no longer identified with. Leaving close college friends behind to begin a new chapter must have been hard for
her and it showed. If anything, my brother Ashok had it slightly better. He was already enrolled at the lIT
(Kharagpur), which meant that Mumbai became nothing more than a vacation home for him.
Ghatkopar in 1958 was not the bustling suburb it is today. It was considered a remote outpost completely
lacking in basic infrastructure. In order to make it to school on time, we had to leave home at a ghastly hour (6
am). This meant we had to be up and bathed by 5:30 with our mother packing lunch for the family and getting the
bath water ready for all of us on an old stove (there was no gas connection, the only alternative being a primitive
wood fire).
By the time we got home at 8 p.m. or later, we were too tired to even exchange polite conversation with one
another. Mercifully, this phase was short-lived. My father moved out of our transit flat into the one allotted to him
opposite Churchgate station. This was the best move ever—and it changed my life.
Strange how location even within the same city often determines the course one’s life takes and the choices
one makes. Had we remained stuck in Ghatkopar I would have grown into yet another suburban kid. But I was
spared that fate. Instead we shifted to a smart address, a comparatively posh area and one of the liveliest streets in
Mumbai—the old Queen’s road (since renamed) which ran from Eros Cinema (a magnificent Art Deco building)
all the way down to a busy junction where yet another, equally busy commercial artery began, leading up to the
grand Opera House.
I loved my new home. More than the flat itself, I flipped for the area. This was downtown Mumbai—
fashionable, affluent and sexy. This was where the action was—lots of it. Fancy stores, theatres, cafes, bistros,
five-star hotels, offices, colleges, the mock-Gothic High Court, the university, pavement stalls, gymkhanas … I
had found my kind of environment, my kind of people, my kind of fun.
I fitted right in from day one. I swiftly got to know my way around—all the various bus routes, convenient
trains that took me from Churchgate to Grant Road in ten minutes flat, taxis that plied short distances for seventyfive paise, endless espressos at Napoli that didn’t cost more than five rupees, favourite songs on the jukebox at no
more than twenty-five paise a request, boys and girls in trendy clothes—bell-bottoms, guru shirts, beads, clogs.
I was in heaven. I began enjoying my new school, making new friends, dressing and talking differently. I grew
up in a tearing hurry and the rapidity with which I changed caught my family slightly off-guard. No longer was I
the kid sister hanging around Mother’s knees and baby-talking cutely. I’d graduated to being a precocious preteen with far too much attitude.
My appearance had altered too. I swaggered around in my school tunic, wearing the sash daringly low over my
hips, I teased my hair into a crazy bouffant (frowned on fiercely by the Scottish missionary teachers at school), I
chewed gum incessantly and used far too much slang in my speech. I also took to advising my older sisters. When
Mandakini brought home her first earnings (she did a short stint as a tourist guide with the Maharashtra State
Tourist Board), I provided a useful tip:
“Take my advice—buy yourself a lipstick.” And she did. She hasn’t stopped wearing lipstick since.
Compared to them, I grew up fast, very fast. Today, they insist it was I who introduced them to a life they
didn’t know existed—pop music, stolen cigarettes smoked furtively in the small balcony outside our room,
occasional swigs of beer, western-style dancing, trendy hair-styles and fashions, waxing of unwanted hair, high
heels, mascara, Hollywood magazines, racy books … so much forbidden fruit in one single basket.
It had a lot to do with sharing the same physical space. Perhaps if I’d had a separate room to myself I might
have safeguarded my privacy a little. Since there was none to begin with, the smarter option was to co-opt my
sisters and get them on the same side. That would reduce the chances of being squealed on as we’d be locked in a
safe conspiracy of silence. It didn’t always work this way, but it was better than suspicion and warfare. Nothing I
did remained a secret for too long, anyway. Soon, I stopped trying to hide any aspect of my life from them, hoping
this tactic would lead to eventual boredom and disassociation. It didn’t.
I know my mother was always curious about what was going on in our room with the doors shut (but never
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locked). That was one of my father’s house rules—no barricading yourself behind closed doors, which meant we
had to wait for our parents to fall asleep before we did anything even remotely wicked. I suppose that was part of
the thrill, given the long list of “don’ts”. I was not allowed to wear sleeveless blouses, cut my hair in a fringe, use
make-up, listen to the western station of All India Radio, dance (even by myself), wear perfume, jeans or grownup outfits or behave in any manner that might attract attention.
Perhaps my father had his reasons. I remember a few unsavoury and puzzling incidents in Delhi when I was
less than ten years old, and my father’s colleagues came visiting. I can still see the expression in the eyes of one
particular man when he asked me to lead him to the washbasin to clean his hands. While I waited, holding a handtowel, this man who was in his mid-forties made a crude pass, pretending it was an accidental touch. But I
recognized it for what it was and fled. Seeing my expression my mother asked me what had happened. I narrated
the incident and watched her face crumple with horror and disgust. She whispered something to my father, who
abruptly declared the dinner over. The man was never invited back.
My parents became very protective of me after that, monitoring my movements and ensuring I was never left
alone. I see all that now. But at the time my “freedom” was being curbed and I was irritated and straining at the
leash. The sort of school I was in had students who led far more “westernized” lives with less constraints and
strictures. They were “allowed” to do far more things in their spare hours. They went to movies in groups, picnics
on weekends, even to hill-stations with friends. At our home we had to adhere to strict timings and couldn’t dream
of going anywhere unaccompanied by a family member.
But if there was one aspect of my life as a schoolgirl that was restricted, there was another aspect of it in which
I was allowed to flower. My father recently reminded me about the way in which I’d become an “accidental
athlete”. At a sports meet organized by Central Government officers in Mumbai, I ran my first race in the juniors’
category—and won it easily. The prize was a large tray laden with “useful” household objects donated by various
companies (“the best prize you ever won,” says my father). That evening I brought home, among other things, a
smart thermos.
The race was forgotten but not the track. I must have enjoyed the experience sufficiently to test my speed
during subsequent trials at school. Spotted by a canny house captain (the lovely Laila Talyarkhan) who took me
under her wing, I started running as fast as my feet would carry me. I won every event I participated in. The
lovely Laila seemed pleased (it meant additional “house points” for Joan of Arc, our “house”). Her own sister
Diana was a fleet-footed athlete. The generous, warm and kind Talyarkhan family “adopted” me as a fringe
member and I’m certain my attraction to athletics was more because I found acceptance within their home than
my desire to excel and win trophies.
When I was selected to be on the athletics team for the state of Maharashtra and compete in the national meet
in Patiala (I was already the holder of state level records in long jump and sprint events), it took my father less
than a second to say a firm “no”. That “no” resolved a lot of dilemmas for me. I stopped participating in
competitive sports, and almost completely gave up my training in athletics, which was being provided gratis by
one of the best coaches in India; Vllal Rao, because he believed I had the potential to make it big. It was after a
great deal of argument that I’d been allowed to avail of this special concession Rao was making. Three mornings
a week I’d be up at 5.30 a.m., wearing trainers (donated), carrying spikes (donated), and holding a javelin
(borrowed), as I walked a kilometer to the maidan near Metro Cinema where Rao conducted his camps.
This left me very little time for anything else. I’d be dead beat after playing on the school netball team,
swimming for the glory of my “house” (I was no good at this since I was scared of water and remain so even
today) and keeping in shape for the big moment—the inter-school athletics championships which I won at all the
levels I ever competed in.
I had to wear shorts for this, much to my father’s disapproval. But so long as they were worn solely on the
field and out of his sight, it was all right. It was when I took to wearing them at home {while he was at the office)
and got caught, that trouble erupted.
After he nixed my participation in the nationals, I sulked silently for months and switched to basketball and
hockey. Once again, I made it to the state-level team. The finals were being held in Bangalore. I begged and
pleaded with him to let me go. He agreed—on one condition. My sister Kunda had to accompany me as a
chaperone. He’d pay for her train fare and stay. I was sixteen and in college then. Fine, no problem.
We set out happily enough, with me trying to hide what looked like a largish boil on my forearm. That was no
boil, as it turned out, but an abscess that had spread deep under the skin. It burst during the train journey itself,
squirting pus and blood all over my clothes. Without my sister Kunda to look after me, I would have been
demoralized and frightened. With her care and encouragement I played the crucial match (we lost) and came back
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feeling like a wounded warrior with a large dressing on my arm. It reminded my mother of another occasion when
I’d been escorted home from a sports meet, my head partially shaved and a huge bandanna-like bandage wrapped
around my skull. She’d nearly fainted at the sight. I'd received a deep cut from a rusty barrel that had been part of
an obstacle race. I’d never attempted a decathlon after that.
Strangely enough, when I look at some of those old photographs (my former school teacher, Violet Minchin,
recently sent over a pile she had discovered while clearing her. attic), I cannot remember the grueling hours spent
in training. Nor can I recall the moment of triumph, standing at the number one position on the victory stand,
being handed the championship shield in a stadium full of applause, coming home with my arms filled with
glittering silver trophies. I wonder why my mind is so blank about what these glorious moments meant to me back
then. Surely that’s what the effort was for, that’s why the dawn training, strict diet, disciplined practice and
regimented hours?
Or was it? Maybe I enjoyed the physical process for itself and my efforts had nothing whatsoever to do with
the triumphs that followed. Maybe the thrill actually lay in the pleasure I received from jumping, sprinting,
throwing.
I switched to other sports and other passions pretty abruptly. One day I was a champion athlete, . the next I was
playing basketball. No looking back, no nostalgia, no regrets. From solitary wins it had become group accolades.
And it made no difference.
While writing this I tried to recreate those heady years when I’d hear one section of the stadium chanting
“Sho-bha, Sho-bha” as I laced my spikes, crouched at the starting blocks and waited to take off at the sharp sound
of the starter’s pistol shot. I can visualize it all with complete detachment. Like an old movie starring someone
familiar.
It’s hard to think of that person as a young me. I am unable to get under her skin or identify with her glory.
Ironically enough, my entire collection (a pretty impressive one) of silver cups was stolen sometime in the
Seventies. Nobody knows what happened to the steel trunk in which they’d been stored. I suspect a newly hired
domestic sold them for a pittance. I do have the certificates somewhere. And a few gold and silver medals.
They’re no longer of any importance to me—if they ever were. My children examine the photographs with some
amusement.
“Mother-is that really you? Were you that good?”
I nod absently. Yes, I suppose I was that good. But it was over thirty years ago. And who cares now?
It’s the same when I chance upon assorted certificates of merit I won at Shankar’s weekly art competitions. I
was rather good at painting. Not brilliant. But I did enjoy it very much at one point in my life. It was Kunda who
had recognized my interest and bought me a handsome wooden easel, oil paints and brushes from her meager
medical internship stipend. I set up my “studio” excitedly in our large, well lit and airy balcony at Maskati Court.
The first ambitious canvas I painted, alas, didn’t meet with my father’s approval. It was a nude. A rather
voluptuous one at that. Embarrassed and shocked by its position on a second-floor balcony where it was drying in
full view of interested office-goers, my father ordered it to be removed.
“Paint flowers, trees, birds, mountains, scenic themes. Not these types of vulgar, shameless pictures,” he
admonished.
I got the message. I stopped painting. I still doodle from time to time and my loving children encourage me to
go back to something I once enjoyed. I’m not sure I want to any more. My own mediocrity will repulse me. On
the other hand, I had liked the act of putting paint to canvas or paper, howsoever clumsily I’d done it. I know I
would have remained nothing more than an enthusiastic weekend painter—but what enthusiasm!
I suppose I enjoyed my school years. But my memories of them are mixed. I do recall my last and final year as
being particularly awful. Compelled as I was to opt for science subjects (zero aptitude, sub-zero application), I
hated every moment of the time spent on trigonometry, physics and maths during the crucial eleventh standard. It
showed in my performance. I hit a low in every sphere, academics and otherwise. I was never a “good” girl at
school. Now I also felt like a dud.
Feeling oppressed and pushed into a corner, my worst traits emerged. Defiance led to disobedience which
resulted in dire consequences (a temporary rustication for an April Fool’s joke that the headmistress was
convinced I’d master minded) that left me demoralized and disillusioned. The “joke” (a silly one involving a fake
fire drill) has since gone down in the school’s history books with generations of Queen Marians giggling over that
one day in 1964 when the unauthorized clanging of a fire-alarm bell sent shock waves through the airy classrooms
and a few notorious heads rolled—notably, mine.
Given this backdrop it surprised me greatly when I was invited back to my old school in 1995—this time as the
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chief guest presiding over the annual Speech Day function. As I stood on that familiar stage surveying a hall filled
with wide-eyed young girls, I had a catch in my throat. It was hard to believe the authorities had “forgiven” me
for that ancient prank and considered me worthy enough of the honour.
Yes, when I look back on my school years, my feelings are decidedly mixed. Had I not excelled on the sports
field, I might have gone through school like so many other anonymous, nameless students—just another rollnumber. I don’t feel a sense of attachment. There is no nostalgia either. Truth be told, I couldn’t wait to get out.
St. Xavier’s, the college I went to, was all that Queen Mary was not. A happy, relaxed institution in which I
flowered—literally. I wore asters in my hair on the first day at college. And continued to stick seasonal blooms
above my right ear all through those four years. Flowers became my trademark, colour coordinated and carefully
picked to complement my wardrobe. I was rarely seen without them. Campus life was a four-year picnic—exactly
as my father had feared.
What my father would have really liked for me was a “serious” career in a profession he understood and
respected. So many years of writing later, I’m still not sure whether he perceives what I do with any appreciation.
He tried hard to nudge me in the general direction of competitive exams—he’d tried and failed with Mandakini,
but she at least had a law degree in addition to a master’s in economics. I had just a worthless piece of paper—a
second-class BA in psychology and sociology. He and I both knew it didn’t mean a thing. I was a bona fide
graduate, nothing more. One of countless others waving similar pieces of paper in an overcrowded job market. It
wouldn’t have got me too far and I didn’t try my luck with it either.
He tried to get me to do my master’s, even though he realized how worthless that exercise would be. I stalled
for time, faking a keen interest in studying various options but making it clear that the IAS/IFS exam wasn’t one
of them. I’m sure I’d have flunked at level one itself. My father would express his disappointment with me in
various ways. Even my handwriting came in for censure. He would say,
“Your handwriting, my dear, is nothing but an untidy scrawl. See the size of the letters—will anybody reading
this be able to tell an “o” from an “a” or an “i”? Good handwriting is the key to success. You should improve
yours if you want to get anywhere in life.”
It’s ironical that of his four children, the one with the worst handwriting chose to make a career out of the
written word—in my case, the hand-written one. My untidy scrawl hasn’t improved with the years, but I fervently
hope the contents have, though I can’t be sure. A couple of years ago I found an old diary (circa ’62). I was
fourteen and cheeky as is evident from the entries which bear an uncanny resemblance to Neeta’s Natter (the
popular Stardust column with its breathless prose and frequent exclamation marks).
With a career in government clearly ruled out, I hung around trying to keep out of my father’s way. But often
I’d get caught—either sneaking out of the house or sneaking in. My friends were all “undesirables” I couldn’t
bring home, with the exception of one or two. My phone calls could be easily overheard (and were). The only
escape was to make myself scarce and pretend to be busy looking around for suitable employment.
It was difficult leveling gazes with my father when I could so clearly see his impatience. It was even more
difficult placing my mother in a situation where she’d be forced to take sides. Dinner table conversation became
very stiff and stilted at this point. There was nothing he said that sounded right to me.
Now, as a parent of young people myself, I can see things from my father’s point of view. I’m certain I’m
repeating the patterns myself. My children insist I’m suspicious of all their friends and actively hate them. It’s true
I’m not the “Hello beta, How are you, darling?” kind of mom, I rarely welcome strangers into our home. It takes
me a long time to accept stubble-faced, earring-wearing young men in tattered jeans—and I don’t care whether
they’re from the top university in the world, with a string of impressive degrees to their names, I tell myself I’m
being horrible.
But I don’t change. The young visitors seem clearly intimidated. One of them dubbed me the “Evil Empress”
(E2 for short), another gave my daughter a cactus saying,
“It reminds me of your mother.”
It is those who behave with complete naturalness and are themselves who eventually get accepted and
absorbed into the family fold. Once there, they stay.
When we were growing up there was no question of friends “dropping by” or staying for meals. By the same
token, we were rarely permitted to go over to other peoples’ homes. However, during my early years at Maskati
Court, I didn’t miss companionship at all, it was enough for me that Kunda was there to share my life with. The
one outing we both looked forward to and were allowed to go for was the YWCA annual fête. We walked the
distance there and back, our steps and hearts light at the prospect of untold adventure.
The first time I dared to defy my father and go out in a sleeveless blouse was to this fair. The blouse was made
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out of thin embroidered cotton and I loved it. By now, I’d also acquired a pair of white high-heeled, closed shoes.
Outfitted thus, I thought I was stepping out in style. Just then some pimply-faced “building boys” spotted me and
began to snigger. Kunda glared. I blushed.
“She thinks she’s so grown-up … but she can’t walk straight on high heels,” I overheard them saying.
Ignoring the taunt, I carried on walking, assuming my most disdainful expression. I vowed to myself I’d
master the art of striding confidently on high heels—the taller the better. Today, I feel stunted and clumsy wearing
flats. Sometimes my children ask me,
“Mother, did you tell your parents everything? No secrets? Did you ever lie?” I fib and say,
“I confessed all. And I certainly expect you to do the same.” They raise their eyebrows in disbelief and say,
“Oh sure.”
The truth is, I did lie. But never dangerously. Never to the extent of compromising either them or me. They
were small lies that didn’t really matter. But all along, when I did resort to even minor untruths, it was two words
that haunted me. Two words that I felt like running away from as a child. They became a punishment in
themselves, instruments of torture.
“Character building,” my father would thunder, “youth is meant for character building!”
Each time he reminded me of my goal I’d shrink and recoil. Who needs to be reminded about character
building at fifteen? Or even forty?
Lessons in character building were provided on a daily basis. But they didn’t stop me from pinching four
annas for an hour of bicycling on racers, experimenting with menthol cigarettes, cutting my own hair (a disastrous
“Sadhna” style fringe) since I wasn’t allowed to go to a salon, or exchanging love letters with gangly preadolescents who couldn’t spell. I’m certain these clandestine activities were known to my mother. But she never
let me down by squealing to my father. Neither did Kunda, who, of course, knew everything.
When I was much older and a young mother myself, I recalled my father’s words and heard them emerging
from my own mouth. On one level I was filled with horror: was that really me uttering the two words I’d so
loathed during my childhood? And, was I actually emulating my father who always demonstrated the virtues he
was extolling through deed and example? Or merely lecturing? Were my words empty and hollow even if they
were sincere and well meant? The picture hadn’t really changed … only the characters articulating the scripted
lines had.
I must have created a lot of problems for my parents as an adolescent (and even later). Journalists often ask me
whether I was a rebel. And I hotly deny ever having been one. I don’t remember going through angry, defiant,
rebellious outbursts. I truly don’t. Instead, I recall being somewhat baffled by adult reactions to areas of my life
that seemed perfectly acceptable to me. Very reasonable, too. It’s true I’d sulk, but overt displays of rebellion were
not my style.
Maybe I didn’t conform to norms laid down by those in authority. But I was not a rude or difficult child. Not
especially. I did not set out to break rules or shock anybody. I did what came naturally to me without worrying too
much about the consequences. Like traveling ticketless in local trains and bluffing my way past the ticketcollector or pinching restaurant menus as souvenirs. Or racing down Marine Lines on a hired bike, hanging on to
the rail of a double-decker bus for extra speed. All this gave rise to a great deal of stress at home and I was dealt
with strictly by an irate father. The menu cards in particular shocked him deeply.
“This is theft,” he admonished, “not mischief.”
I was instructed to go back to each and every restaurant I’d picked up the cards from and return them with an
apology. As for the hired bikes, there were two aspects to his rage—one, the sight of his teenage daughter running
around in a pair of very tight, very short shorts (black khadi with bright yellow elephants); two, the recklessness
of the act. Unfortunately for me, I was caught red-handed one time as I spotted him walking home—and he
spotted me. At that mad moment I was more terror-stricken at the prospect of facing him than of the imminent
death I risked by letting go of the handle bar of the bike in my panic. Frankly, between the two options, I preferred
getting run over.
The image I harbour of a rebel is a negative one. Of a person who determinedly shatters known rules of
conduct and upsets everybody around by being impossible and obstinate. I did swim against the tide but while I
was doing so, my own sights were on getting to the other shore, not on the turbulence I may have been leaving in
my wake.
In sharp contrast to my own indifferent academic achievements, my siblings excelled at school and college.
My brother Ashok scored a hundred out of hundred in four out of six subjects for his Senior Cambridge exams.
My sister Kunda won a gold medal while qualifying as an ophthalmic surgeon. My other sister Mandakini
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acquired three degrees before she became a banker. As for me—I got by. That’s all. My focus was not on studies,
and about the only time I reached for my books was a week or two before the exams. This created a lot of tension
in the family, since my siblings were exemplary students whose report cards would have made any parent proud.
It was more my casual attitude to grades rather than the grades themselves that caused problems. I was perfectly
happy with my above-average performance. I didn’t long to be in the top three, five or ten. I knew exactly how
much work I was putting in and didn’t expect any miracles to take place. My parents were equally puzzled by my
lack of academic ambition. Constant lecturing didn’t help, nor did angry outbursts or scornful remarks. How did it
matter whether or not I got ninety-five per cent like my brother and sister in maths? Whether my performance in
physics and chemistry was far from impressive? I was doing well in athletics—academics really did not figure.
Not in my list of priorities.
At Queen Mary it was compulsory for even those selected for the Senior Cambridge exams to appear later for
SSC. We looked down on what was considered a formality, a form of torture that we were forced to endure. I
appeared for mine burning with high fever. Outside the examination centre waited my anxious parents and Kunda,
armed with medicine to keep the temperature down and my brow cool. I managed what is called a “high second
class”. Another certificate to add to a useless collection.
The fact that I was nowhere as clever as my siblings did not cause me any anxiety. I didn’t lose sleep over my
average report cards. 1 didn’t envy those who did far better. Nor did I feel inferior by comparison. Perhaps had I
shown a little shame, remorse or contrition, my father would have felt less hostile. It didn’t occur to me to pretend
or make promises I had no intention of keeping. Studies did not interest me—that was that. There was a life right
outside the classroom that I vastly preferred. And 1 wanted to make the most of it.
My attendance at college was dismal. The professors failed to recognize me during my rare appearances at
lectures. The degree course (psychology and sociology) was a waste of time. But it kept Father off my back. So
long as he thought I was gainfully occupied, he left me alone.
It was during this time that I first began to interact with persons of the opposite gender. The experience was
new and exciting. I was discovering that it was possible to be friends without a romantic involvement to ruin it all.
The set I knew was self-consciously “intellectual”, with the mandatory public-school snobbery. It was Sartre and
Satyajit Ray for breakfast, Camus and Kamladevi Chhattopcrdhya for lunch, Nietzche and Nirad C. Chaudhuri for
dinner. All this wisdom filtered through a haze of marijuana and rum—we hung out at smoky cafés, sang Joan
Baez ballads, wore “Om” printed guru shirts and love beads and flowers in our hair, and generally felt wonderful
about ourselves, our lives, our tastes, our superiority.
Freud was big in this circle. So was Jung. We analyzed one another to death. We were the masters of the
universe-great looking, well read, well informed … and conceited boors to boot. Too good for our college. Too
good for the other hicks in class. Too good for our parents, home, country.
It was too good to last. It didn’t. The group split up after much heartbreak. Freud didn’t help at all. We wrote
stream-of-consciousness letters to one another. We agonized over our “id”—the libido which worked overtime,
took care of itself. The party ended as we asked ourselves the one question that dominated our self-obsessed
generation:
“Where have all the flowers gone?”
Nobody came up with a credible answer. I still don’t know where all those lovely pink asters and lilies
disappeared. Sometimes I miss their fragrance. But only sometimes.
Boyfriends? Yes. Two. Wonderful chaps—caring, attentive and intense. One a good raconteur, the other, a great
letter-writer. My father detested both. Everybody was relieved when the relationships ended.
“Not marriage material,” my sisters sighed. I agreed.
I’d watched Kunda bent low over enormous medical tomes, often studying all night with cups of coffee to keep
her awake. This is not for me, I’d decided. She had a calling. She was working towards a specific goal. She earned
that gold medal. She slogged for it.
“It’s your attitude,” my father scolded. “You have the aptitude and grasp. But no application. How can you
excel with such a lackadaisical approach?”
Of course I couldn’t. I didn’t want to, either—not if it meant I’d be pushed into appearing for a competitive
exam by a father who felt sufficiently encouraged by my results (even if they weren’t first rate) to send out for the
forms.
Besides, by then I was already modeling. And enjoying the independence it brought me. …
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231.176 Excerpt from The Sage And The Housewife\fn{by Shanta Kelker (1948- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 10
I hope my memory stands by me like a faithful companion as I relive before you, the reader, some of my more
memorable moments in the company of that enigmatic philosopher, U.G. Krishnamurti. I met this man in the
course of my long, arduous adventure on the so-called spiritual path, in an attempt to thrash out the burning
questions in my mind. I listened to every sort of lecture given by every sort of holy man. I attended talks by
saffron-robed messiahs, bearded sanyasins, and wise acharyas. But I succeeded only in intensifying my
frustration. I was exhausted and confused. My tears replaced my prayers, and all my supplications to the
Ominiscient and Omnipotent God to please show himself were to no avail.
Finally, I came across the book I am That, a volume of translated interviews with Nisargadatta Maharaj. With
my adoption of this teaching I felt sure I had at last reached the end of my spiritual. search, that really there was
nothing left to do. I thought I had gone far beyond any mere knowledge, that for me just “being” was enough. It
took U.G to show me that the so-called “being” was nothing but knowledge.
*
The handsome, smiling, humbly-clad man they called U.G sat relaxed and friendly before me. Intent upon
using my visit to get straight answers, I hurled at him my first question:
“Are there any boots to walk on thorns?” His reply came back crisp and direct,
“There are no thorns.” Unsatisfied, I pursued,
“The thorns are very much there for me!” With quiet patience he answered,
“Stop looking for roses and there will be no thorns.”
Now that was really something! He had no boots for sale, nothing to offer. Suddenly the man in the white
kurta-pajamas sitting before me became a very interesting personality indeed! I kept on throwing questions at him
for some time, and like a golden bell the answers came back clean, precise, and convincing. Pushing on, I asked
him about the mysteries of the mind, and if it was not possible to control the thought process.
“All that kind of thing is bogus. I found out for myself that there is no mind, nothing there to control,” he said.
It looked like a hopeless case. I was not getting the answers I wanted, but had no intention of giving up:
“Can reading, study and trying to understand help me?”
”No, these things cannot help you in any way because they are only forms of entertainment for you,” he said.
Getting down to brass tacks, I told him that my biggest problem was my unreasonable fear of physical pain.
The thought of sitting in a dentist’s chair was terrifying for me. Try as I might, I was unable to overcome this fear.
He suggested in all seriousness that I should take some pain shots before having my teeth worked on, as if I did
not know that! But I persisted, saying that what I meant was whether there was any way of detaching myself from
the pain.
“For heaven’s sake,” he exclaimed, “don’t try all those things. They just don’t work. Please take the injection
before having your tooth extracted!”
“But,” I replied, “Ramana Maharshi had an operation done without any anesthesia.”
“Ramana or anybody for that matter undergoes the same physical suffering,” U.G. answered. “No one escapes
the natural laws.”
Thus ended my first encounter with U.G. I left his apartment with a sense of relief and exhilaration. Despite a
few chinks and kinks in the armor which I knew would need some straightening out, I was happy and knew that I
would be returning to see him again and again.
*
One day, just after a picnic with my family, I went to visit U.G. at his place at Poornakuti. I caught him
descending the stairs with some wires and things in his hands, looking somewhat bedraggled. I ventured to ask
him the cause of his disarray, as it was so unlike his usual impeccableness.
“I have the flu. Aches, pains, fever, you name it, I have it,” he said, grinning.
He was unconvincing as a patient lacking as he does even the slightest hint of self-pity. Insisting that I should
“stick around,” having come all that way, he was soon putting me to work in his “sweatshop” making him some
rasam.\fn{A watery soup made out of tamarind and spices } I was thrilled at the prospect of doing something, no matter
how small, for a man who was rigorously independent, who denounced with vigor those around who practice
“aggressive kindness.”
Soon I was in U.G.’s kitchen trying my hand at the culinary art. But my efforts met with failure: the moong dal
refused to cook properly. But soon a very thankful sounding U.G. was gobbling it all up, praising it to the skies!
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We spent the rest of that evening quietly watching T.V. He was more polite and friendly than usual. But later,
on my way home, happy as a lark with the overall success and amiability of the visit, it occurred to me that,
knowing U.G.’s unpredictability, the fair weather could turn foul at the slightest gust.
The very next day, fortified with more knowledge on the correct method of cooking rasam, I returned to U.G.
and his sweatshop. But cooking rasam for U.G. is no snap. You are forbidden the use of most of the usual
ingredients like rasam powder or tamarind. The only vegetable worth calling a vegetable is, according to U.G.,
the tomato, and none other is allowed in his kitchen. Running up the stairs, bowl in hand, I offered him a taste of
my creation.
“Why on earth have you used so many tomatoes and curry leaves? Now I am forced to filter your soup before I
can even drink it. Anyway, Narsamma (the housemaid) is very happy, dancing with joy in fact, since I told her that
your soup was just horrible. So it is not a complete loss.”
Livid, I was ready to bolt for the door. I could not trust myself. I was ready to grab the heaviest movable object
within reach and hit him with it. Imagine having to take insults just to make some servant woman giggle! It was
too much.
I asked him if he enjoyed making one person happy at the cost of another person’s unhappiness. His reply was
unrepentent.
‘”It is always that way with everyone,” he said. “If you feel very hurt just because I didn’t like your rasam, he
went on, “then you and your precious rasam can just get out. I don’t want people around me who get upset and
hurt over such idiotic trivialities.”
This is in keeping with his unvarying willingness to scuttle any and all things which become unnecessary or
tiresome. As he is fond of saying, we must be ready at a moment’s notice to throw out “the bath water, the
bathtub, and the baby.”
Once, looking intently at the chair I was occupying, he remarked, “both the chair and its occupant must be
thrown out together.” If I or anyone else protested against such shocking statements, he would merely reply that if
we didn’t like to hear such things we could get out also. No one, he reminded us, is indispensable. He would
sometimes end with the acerbic statement,
“You can really do without anybody in this world. Even Valentine\fn{ A Swiss lady who gave U.G. shelter and became
his lifelong friend, traveling companion and benefactor} can survive without me.”
*
The following week, on November 14, I thought that my daughter, Mittu, deserved a long day with V.G. We
went to Poornakuti but found that, as often happens, V.G. had gone out for a walk. We paid a visit to a nearby
restaurant and when we returned to V.G.’s we found him in a very quiet and subdued mood. This is by no means
uncommon: during full moon days V.G. often gets very withdrawn and dull. Those of us who hang around him on
a regular basis often joke that we need not watch for the phases of the moon, as V.G.’s physical state is always a
sure indicator of that cycle.
He seemed to arouse himself just long enough to listen to all the gossip and my personal news, then slumped
back into his chair in serene silence. I left the room for a short respite in the kitchen, and he proceeded upstairs to
his room for one of his frequent catnaps. Soon the nap was over, and I heard him descending the stairs announcing
to me that the maid needed some leftover curds for her lunch. Around V.G. one soon learns that small things are
not necessarily trivial or unimportant. Oh, the irony of it all! Here was this genuine sage concerning himself with
a maid’s lunch while the so-called saints ride in Mercedes demanding devotion and service from the thousands
who attend to their every whim.
Then he abruptly marched off to the kitchen to make coffee for us all. I must add that his coffee is less bitter
than some of his words. Then he noticed an old aluminium kettle which, because it had turned black with use, he
wanted to be rid of.
“Here,” he said, “is something for sale. I’ll sell you this kettle which I bought for 17 rupees, and I will throw in
this pot as a bonus.” I protested that I had plenty of useless junk at home and had no intention of adding that to my
collection
Later the same day an elderly Ayurvedic doctor was supposed to arrive with a brahmi plant which he was sure
would help revive Valentine’s failing memory. (According to Ayurveda, the leaves of this plant, when consumed,
revived failing memory.) U.G., with his usual cynicism, was sure it would instead relieve her of what little
memory she had left.
The enthusiastic doctor duly arrived, the plant in hand: U.G. followed him, exuding interest and sincerity, into
the garden, where the little plant was given its own place amongst the greenery. The doctor, eager to perform his
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task properly, asked if he thought the pit he had dug was deep enough. U.G., smiling pleasantly, nodded his
approval as he said under his breath to me,
“You can bury yourself in that pit for all I care.” I shook uncontrollably with laughter, threatening to include
the incident in my diary.
“It was you I was referring to,” he said.
Once again I was doubled up with laughter. U.G. was evidently quite pleased with the effect his cutting
remarks were having on me. But I could not help wondering what impression this giggling lady must have made
on the venerable old healer.
(The plant was sadly forgotten, after this incident. U.G. was away for a few months, my visits to Poornakuti
dwindled, and the little plant withered in the corner.)
It was time to leave, but I was reluctant to say good-bye to U.G. As usual he was already planning to leave
Bangalore, and he was already counting the hours till he would fly off to his next temporary nest. Taking my
leave, I stopped into the waiting car, and, looking back for one last glimpse, I saw his serious face, motionless, as
he waved a cultured good-bye.
*
I had heard that U.G was once again in Bangalore, and, happy as a lark, I jumped into the first taxi I could find
to rush to his place in Poornakuti. With Chandrasekhar home on leave, Nagaraj on his way, and some Germans
and an American visiting there, I was sure it would be a merry get-together. Half expecting him to be out, playing
tour guide to his Western friends, I was delighted to find him and the others at home. Chandrasekhar was taping
his poetry and singing with all his might. I drifted upstairs and found U.G. trying to coax Valentine into something
warm to fight the evening chill. He remarked that she was becoming slightly violent, not a very good sign.
The next day I arrived with my kids, Prashant and Mittu, at Poornakuti. U.G. was to leave the next day for
Bombay. We found U.G. upstairs in the big room, which was converted into what he called his “office,” talking
with one of his visitors. We brought him some pepper papads,\fn{Crisp, thin cakes, salted and spiced, made from ground
pulses or grams} which he insisted on tasting at once. He soon turned red in the face and complained that they were
too hot and spicy. My son ran for U.G.’s thermos glass of cool water. U.G. wasted no time in invading the
refrigerator for some cooling Italian cheese to ease his burning throat. But before we could sort things out, he had,
to our great surprise, wolfed down the rest of the hot papad, leaving us spectators confused and helpless.
*
About a week later some wealthy friends of U.G. dropped by to visit him. U.G. has a habit of sticking to the
subject least wanted by his audience, making them squirm uncomfortably in their seats. That day the topic was to
be money. As his uncomfortable guests listened, he went on,
“If I had a son who wanted to be admitted to college, I would beg, borrow, or steal to raise the necessary
money for him. What are you, the so-called rich, doing, Sirs? You are doing nothing, just sitting and talking.
Instead of sitting and talking of capitation fees (the donation demanded by certain educational institutions for
granting admission to aspiring candidates) you could start schools and colleges. You are all rich enough to do it. I
am not impressed with the rich who sit and talk, doing nothing, sorry.” They never brought up the topic of
capitation fees, or anything else relating to money, again.
Later that day Suguna and I were discussing the possibility of visiting an astrologer. In the middle of our planmaking U.G. jumped in with,
“Why do you want to waste your money? What is it that you want to know?” I said that we wanted our charts
done, but this only excited him more.
“I don’t need your charts,” he said, “I only need to glance at your face to know your future. Anyway, you have
no future.”
*
A very wealthy friend of U.G.’s, Rochaldas, dropped in to see U.G. one day.
“I am very happy to see your face, even if but for a few moments,” he said.
“Why my face? There are a million faces out there,” replied U.G. U.G. never tires of trying to find out how
rich Rochaldas really is, and why, in spite of having five cars, he still travels by bus or taxi.
“There is no use hoarding it, you know. Money is there to spend, and if you don’t, somebody else will. Spend
it before someone else blows it all. You know, I am the only one who is really happy to see your pockets
overflowing.”
U.G. was planning to leave for Bombay the next morning. R. asked if he might arrange for a car to meet him
there. In his best form U.G. replied,
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“There are already cars lined up to take me, and, anyhow, I can’t bear the pain you would feel in parting with
your money.”
“But,” protested R., “it is a distinct pleasure for me to spend my money on you.”
“Pleasure is pain, Sir,” was U.G.’s instant reply. R. then asked him an interesting question,
“Is anyone especially dear to you?”
“If anyone is especially dear to me,” U.G. answered, “then you would lose the chance of being dear to me.”
“That means then everyone is dear to you,” said R.
“I did not say that,” U.G. exclaimed. “When I say that no one is especially dear to me it does not mean that
everybody is dear to me.”
Not much later Gopinath walked in and took up with U.G. the issue of a young man who was in serious trouble
by trying to get into the highest, spiritual state. Soon the man himself came in, sat down, and began a strange
rocking motion in a sitting posture. This young man had a guru of his own whom he considered as a Super God
and told U.G. that he (U.G) was just a God. U.G. calmly advised him to seek treatment.
“Go to your gurus for help, appeal to your Super God, but leave me alone.”
*
A few weeks later I got a phone call out of the blue:
“How rich are you?” the voice said.
My heart jumped for joy as I recognized the voice: it was U.G. In a flash the children and I were in a taxi on
our way to K.R. Road. Our mood was a mixture of helpless excitement and hopeless abandon. When I walked
into the room I saw U.G. and immediately performed pranams\fn{Reverential salutations} with all the devotion at my
disposal. He gave us all some Italian chocolates filled with liquid coffee. That had to be the most unique prasad
ever given by a holy man. Not content to spoil us, he trotted out some wonderful Swiss chocolates, and passed
them all around. It was a sweet start for a wonderful day.
Suguna, our ever-smiling hostess, so adept at making us all feel at home, exchanged a few words with us, then
marched us all into the kitchen for a cooking demonstration. The dish was a very simple cous-cous dish which
U.G. often eats when he is traveling. It was a very simple fare, but tasted extraordinarily delicious.
After our light meal U.G. saw my son studying for an upcoming exam. My son asked if he could take a break
and watch some T.V. videos. Before I could give my motherly consent U.G. gushed,
“Sure, of course, do it. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” That was all the encouragement he
needed!
*
Not many days later U.G. was discussing his forthcoming trip to the U.S. with Ramaswamy. Rochaldas arrived
just as U.G. was announcing plans to visit the Nagarhole jungles near Mysore. When Rochaldas showed some
interest in accompanying him there, U.G. said,
“Sir, you seem to be doing very well in this human jungle. You don’t have to go to the Nagarhole jungle. You
may frighten the animals!” U.G. went on in a philosophical vein,
“Man is the most vicious species on earth. No other animal wantonly kills its own kind. Without his weapons
man is exceedingly vulnerable: even a deer could finish him off in a few minutes.”
The conversation, taking its course, turned to gossip. Soon he noticed the hour: it was dinner time, and time too
for the guests to go. Ramaswamy got the message and headed towards the door. U.G. graciously followed close
behind, enquiring after the old man’s age, health, sight, hearing, etc. Ramaswamy made his way down the stairs
and out the door.
*
About a week later Suguna and I were trying to catch a few winks when Henk the Dutchman arrived. U.G.
noticed that Henk was looking pale and weak, lacking his usually friendly Dutch charm.
U.G. loves poking fun at the Dutch, especially when Henk is around. Kalyani brought Henk some special
foods, hoping to get some money at some future time. U.G. said,
“She doesn’t know that you are Dutch and that by expecting money from you she is also being Dutch.” I was
sent to fetch the dictionary:
“Dutch,” “in Dutch,” “going Dutch,” “Dutch uncle,” and on and on, enough Dutch to last anyone a lifetime!
Suddenly U.G. decided to do some shopping. At these times no one can stop him, no matter the time, even if it
is a hot afternoon. So we all marched in a troop to the only shop open at that hour, the Dutchman in tow. U.G.
bought something and the Dutchman, completely out of character, offered to pay.
“You pay?” asked U.G. “When we hear such offer from you we know that Holland is in big trouble.”
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*
Upon arriving at U.G.’s the next afternoon, I could see that the usual crowd had assembled. There was Nagaraj,
Adri, myself, Suguna, and the overpowering presence of Brahmachariji, who was, as often happens, reading
U.G.’s palm. He said that even if U.G. were to kick the goddess Lakshmi (the goddess of wealth) she would
forgive him and come back as his house maid.
That was just too strong a statement, even from a supposed holy man like Brahmachariji.. To my ears it
sounded like nothing less than blasphemy.
*
But as the afternoon wore, talk turned to U.G.’s boyhood. When he speaks of his childhood we can get an idea
of what an impossible boy he really was. Woe to his grandparents who must have been pushed to their limits!
U.G. is fond of saying that if his mother had lived she would have attempted suicide every hour on the hour!
He related how his grandfather was interested in health foods, fat diets, and such things, and would use the
little seven-year-old boy as an experimental subject. There were fixed hours for all meals, including lunch, which
had to be consumed at the same time daily. U.G. would stealthily go to the clock and turn the hands ahead,
informing his busy grandfather that the appointed time for his lunch had arrived. This trick was soon discovered
by the long suffering grandfather, and U.G. continued on for years as his grandfather's experimental guinea-pig.
He had a long way to walk for his Hindi lessons, and along the way used to pass an old movie house. U.G.
could not resist the temptation to sneak in and watch whatever was playing. When he left he would dim the
lantern, bribe the servant boy not to tell, slip into the movie tent, watch the film, and then return home with the
servant boy. One day, unfortunately, he looked over to find his grandfather seated next to him. His escapades
ended abruptly.
U.G. loves to relate incidents of his naughty childhood. Looking at him now, we can still see some of the
mischievous boy in him. I usually take my little daughter with me when I go to visit him, and when I admonish or
correct her he is perhaps reminded of his childhood. He says that all he ever heard in his young days was a
constant “No, no, no,” or “Don’t.” He could not remember even once when the adults around him had said,
“Yes, go right ahead and do it.”
When my daughter had exams I used to make a fuss about them. U.G. would say he never took exams, often
copying down the questions carefully, handing in his paper, and simply walking out. I said that most of us could
not afford to gamble with our lives in such a way. I would advise Mittu, my daughter, not to listen to such stories.
He would just laugh and relate to us the time he bribed the boy who had the job of printing the examination
papers, made copies, and passed them out to grateful cohorts. He was caught in the act and punished, but he
remained unrepentant.
When U.G. was in town I usually brought my daughter with me to visit him. One result was that she began
missing too many of her classes. My concern about her slipping attendance was brushed aside with statements
like,
“When I was her age I was successfully bribing the boy in charge of attendance records. Once I forgot to pay
him and he let out my secret.”
These kind of activities continued on even into his college years. When I asked him why, he said he was so
caught up in the spiritual search he had little time left for formal study. He performed 3,000 Gayatri Japa or 5,000
Shiva Panchakshari every day with great fervour. He showed me how he counted the mala beads by using the
cross lines on his fingers. All these activities were a direct result of his mother’s dying prophesy that her son was
destined to be a “great one,” and her wish that he should be raised accordingly. His grandfather took this last
request seriously indeed, and the little boy was tutored in Sanskrit, the Vedas and the Upanishads from the tender
age of five.
U.G. demonstrated how as a little child he would sit with his feet up on the desk, slumped over, and often fall
asleep when things got too boring. If his teachers hit him he would hit them back. They would complain to his
grandfather, promising never to teach his little brat again.
He related to us that his grandfather was fond of philosophy and spiritual matters and kept a sort of open house
to which were invited all sorts of sannyasins, pundits, scholars, and holy men. He often held durbars, and would
reward the best scholars with gold coins, to which the boy U.G. helped himself whenever an opportunity arose.
One day a sannyasin came who was able to produce miraculously gold coins from out of nowhere. U.G. was
asked to prostrate himself before this man, but he refused to unless and until the man produced gold coins
embossed with the current year. The embarrassed and mortified elders hustled him away quickly before the
startled old sannyasin could gather his wits.
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U.G. could launch into a childhood story at the strangest places. Once we were riding in a taxi past the Modern
Hindu Hotel (name of a hotel in Bangalore). As we passed by the venerable landmark U.G. remarked that as a
child he had stayed in the hotel, and, while running down the front steps he collided with a waiter carrying a tray
full of steel tumblers. One falling tumbler cut a gash on his forehead and eyebrow. He showed me the small scar.
I asked him what it was like for him to remember and retell these childhood incidents. He replied that
whenever he narrated these stories they were not invested with sentiment or emotion for him, as our
remembrances were when we recalled them. He added that as a boy he never walked anywhere, but always ran.
This moving restlessness can be seen in his present activities, flitting around the world at a pace that would
exhaust even the most robust. Even as a child he loved to travel, and depended upon his grandparents to plan trips
for him. It seems that he used to pray to Anjaneya (the Monkey God) and promised him coconuts if only he would
use his powers to influence the grandfather to make some new travel plans. He would be delighted when he found
his grandfather packing for a new trip somewhere.
U.G. continued his bribing and bargaining with the Monkey God, but noticed that there was always a gap
between his prayers and the desired result. Even then he had philosophical leanings, wondering what the
connection was between his desires, his prayers, and the actual getting of whatever he wanted. What was this time
gap between his thoughts and the event?
Things quickly got out of hand. The debt of coconuts owed to Anjaneya mounted, finally, to a neat but
unmanageable 1,000. At last he backed out of the bargain, saying that he would not know what to do with 1,000
coconut-halves, the amount that would be returned to him as prasadam. (Prasadam is the sacred offering to the
deity returned to the devotee after the worship as part of the deity’s grace.) He now laughingly says that the
Monkey God is belatedly exacting his part of the bargain, making U.G. live near his temple grounds whenever he
is in Bangalore. Even when he walks to the market area he always passes through the temple grounds, saying it is
a short cut, denying any sentimental or metaphysical meaning.
*
I still retain loyalties to the saints and spiritual teachers who helped me along my way. U.G. sometimes, makes
fun of the japa\fn{Muted, whispered, muttered (we would perhaps say “sub-vocalized”) prayers } I do and the fact that I am not
completely rid of the guru business. I rang him up one day and told him that try as I might, I was unable to get
religion and orange-robed saints out of my system.
“It is not surprising,” he said. I asked him to please accept me as I was, religious background and all.
“Why only the religious background,” he replied. “I have accepted all your backgrounds.”
I replaced the receiver and, with a quiet heart, made my trip to K.R. Road, the street of U.G.’s residence. As I
neared the Basavannagudi post office I found U.G. walking along the nearby broad footpath. I slowed down and
pulled up next to him, offering him a lift. He quietly availed himself of my offer with a polite “Thank You.”
Immediately he said,
“Have I ever told you or anybody else not to go to your gurus or temples? What is the problem? Why are you
turning this into a problem?”
I said that I was in no mood to discuss anything with him, that I was content to merely sit quietly in the car
with him. I did not want to shout at him over the noise of the traffic, and had no desire to discuss my spiritual
problems with him. Obviously it didn’t matter to him either, as he single-mindedly commandeered the very same
taxi to the Commercial Street to do some shopping.
As we made our way towards the bazaar he related to me the activities of his morning, who had dropped in to
see him, and some gossip. We had to shout over the racket the traffic was making. He would read every board,
every advertisement, every broadside, every street and traffic sign along the way. I would catch him doing this
even in the middle of the most interesting conversations.
He was intent upon buying a small wooden shelf for his apartment, but could not find any that pleased him.
Finally he decided that only a custom-made shelf done by his carpenter would suffice, and we stopped our
fruitless search. Then on to “Woody’s” Restaurant where he bought some of his favourite idlis.\fn{Cooked rice
cakes} As he stood in the sweltering sun waiting for the idlis to be wrapped, he thumbed through the Economic
Times, apparently unaware of, or at least unaffected by the horrible heat. He scanned the paper for news of the
American dollar exchange rate for that day, saying that his fortunes “rise and fall with the dollar.”
U.G. has a strange habit of arranging and rearranging the furniture in his apartment. He says that since he does
not think about God, the purpose of life, or how to be happy, all that is left for him to concern himself with are the
ordinary things of life like arranging furniture, exchange rates, the price of idlis, and spending money. He says it
is possible for him to think of money or the spending of it only when the means are there, otherwise he doesn’t
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think of it at all. Over the years I have gotten used to finding the furniture rearranged whenever I visited him in
Poornakuti. The sofa goes into the balcony, the stool is moved into the corner, the plant on the balcony suddenly
appears in a heretofore vacant corner of the room.
*
U.G. decided that he would have three homes—in Bangalore, Switzerland, and California—and spared no time
in organizing and decorating his flat in Bangalore.
One day he decided that we needed some creepers and ferns on the enclosed balcony, along with some wall
posters, to help beautify his apartment. To this end he seemed ready to move both heaven and earth (and
everything in between!), so long as it was accomplished by nightfall. Creepers were soon uprooted from the
garden and let loose on the huge columns in the corner of the verandah. A taxi was soon hired, and he and
Chandrasekhar were off, in the sweltering heat, to Lalbagh for more ferns and pots. Within hours the new potted
ferns graced the rooms. Next day we set out in search of some wall posters.
An obliging friend of U.G.’s, anxious to help, overfilled the tank with petrol causing the car to stall without
warning in the middle of traffic. We all got out and passed the time watching some nearby horses. Soon the car
was revived and we continued on our way. The desired posters were soon found at the cost of some 400 rupees,
and U.G, would not rest until they were correctly displayed on the verandah walls.
Next day all guests, as well as the regulars, were led upstairs personally by him, none failing to give all the
credit for such ingenious ideas and creativity. I urged him to set himself up in the interior decoration business,
with us as shareholders, of course!
*
On the very next day my friend Pushpa rang me up and suggested that we pay U.G. a visit that day. As usual I
did not require much persuasion. On our way to K.R. Road she said she had three burning questions that had to be
put to (J.G. and just could not wait.
We reached U.G.’s place to find him waiting for Brahmachariji who was due to arrive soon with a car. The
bright prospect of a free ride home suddenly presented itself. When the car arrived U.G. decided to accompany us
all, with him and Brahmachariji in the front and Pushpa and I in the rear. It seemed as good a time as any to ask
questions, so Pushpa ventured her first question, the one on man’s instincts.
“I don’t have any instincts,” said U.G. With most of his attention absorbed in the movement and noise of the
traffic, and the countless signs along the road, he added almost casually,
“You use the word ‘instinct’ to justify your actions, that’s all.”
The traffic seemed blocked at every turn, and the poor frustrated driver, goaded on by the very determined
Brahmachariji, worked his way through Malleswaram. Pushpa chose this time to pose her second question to U.G:
“Why should we not trust a compassionate man,” she asked.
“Because,” replied U.G:, “He is only giving you what is already your due, and making a great big virtue of it.
He has no right to possess more than another. It is only his guilt that makes him share his excess with one who is
deprived.” After a few more stops and turns Pushpa asked her third and final question.
“What is wrong with ambition?”
“Your ambition is always related to your goals, and those who profess to live without ambition just don’t have
the necessary drive to get what they want, that’s all. They have given up, and their attitudes toward ambition is
only a matter of ‘sour grapes’.”
Distracted as he was by the flow of noise and traffic his answers were cryptic and quite satisfying to Pushpa. I
recorded the exchange in my computer for later use.
I rushed home, wrote down the day’s activities, made xerox copies, and rushed with them back to Poornakuti,
thrusting the copies into U.G.’s hand. My expectations of praise were met, instead, with a,
“What do you mean you are finished? If you don’t write at least twice that amount before I leave, you can have
all these copies back.”
I was stunned and, moaning, nearly dropped down the flight of stairs I was ascending. I appealed to him that
my daughter Mittu had exams coming up and I was obliged to help with her studies. This did not, as I had hoped,
have any softening effect upon him.
“Keep the night lamps burning,” he insisted, “or take some sleepless tablets if you must.”
I had never heard of a “sleepless tablet”, but came home and started writing with double vigor. I was unable to
finish the writing before his departure. He advised me to push on and post them later to him in California.
Talking about Pushpa and her endless questions reminds me of the day when she wanted to ask U.G. why he
had made such contradictory statements. He replied,
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“My first sentence is negated by the second sentence, and the next sentence negates the second. If you want to
understand what I am saying you must listen to me in disconnected frames, the same way that I talk. That’s the
way I am listening to you. Each is a separate, independent frame. Then you don’t see any contradictions.”
*
Upon U.G.’s return to Bangalore Chandrasekhar was going through some old files from the “archives”, and
Nagaraj was sitting comfortably on the sofa reading some magazine when U.G., suddenly inspired, said to
Chandrasekhar,
“I want everyone who is interested in this kind of thing to understand: all kinds of transformation—physical or
the so-called psychological—are out. When the desire to become something different is absent, then the body is
free to function in its own way, that’s all. You, the one who is creating the problem, cannot solve it. You continue
to ask, ‘How, how, how,’ but that ‘how’ is the problem, and the only problem.” Then he talked about erupting
volcanoes.
“No volcano,” he assured us, “ever asked anyone’s permission to erupt with fire and fury. And though we
would call such an event a calamity and natural disaster, the volcano doesn’t. Despite its merciless destruction it
still helps nature’s aim by bringing up all the raw materials from the bowels of the earth, throwing it upon the
surface, and replenishing the land.”
U.G. looked like an erupting volcano himself as the words poured out of him with great force. He went on to
say that men enjoy seeing one another suffer.
“He takes pleasure in sympathizing and feeling sorry, giving it fancy names like ‘compassion’. Why don’t you
feel happy for someone who goes about in a fancy car and has ten houses? But you only feel jealousy.”
“But,” I protested, “we know that very often gains are unfairly gotten.”
“Even knowledge is power,” he said. “There is no knowledge for the sake of knowledge. ‘I know and you
don’t know;’ so you want to know more …”
We all sat silently listening to him, not daring to interrupt the flow of words coming so effortlessly from him
Thoughts are emotions and emotions are thoughts It seemed that we sat in silence for the longest time, when U.G.
erupted again,
“Why do you all give such importance to your emotions? You impute all this significance to your anger, your
love, your passion, and your affections. Why?”
He was sitting comfortably cross-legged on the carpet with the rest of us. He noticed that I was jotting down
the beautiful things he was saying on my note pad, but said nothing.
“Your thoughts determine your feelings and emotions. It is thought that gives such importance to emotions,
nothing else.” The volcano seemed to be calming a bit, and, pointing to himself, he said,
“The body here is so peaceful. It is only interested in pumping blood, secreting pancreatic juices, moving its
bowels. It is so blissful in and of itself that it is not at all interested in your so-called ‘spiritual bliss’, your yoga,
your divine peace, your moksha, etc.”
*
Chandrasekhar asked if the sthitaprajna was a stone.
“This is not a stone,” answered U.G. “It definitely responds to everything happening around it. Nowadays
science has discovered that a stone, too, is affected by your physical looking.”
Just then Prashant, my son, came upstairs where we were sitting and asked me if he might watch the video for
a while. Before I could respond U.G. intervened:
“Yes, yes, of course. Enjoy the music. There are some good American programmes, too!”
I said that I was concerned about his eyes, but U.G. insisted that watching T.V was not harmful to the eyes in
any way because it was in continuous movement, whereas reading forced one to focus on fixed words and letters,
a definite detriment to one’s health! I was glad Prashant was out of ear range, as I knew he would gladly welcome
this kind of advice and make the very most of it, so weary was he of continuous study!
This talk of watching brought us to another interesting point. U.G. continued,
“Looking at a rose does not tell you that it is a rose; the things you notice about the rose—its colour, shape,
fragrance, and beauty—were all created by the looker. These things are not qualities of the thing itself, but our
own knowledge about the flower projecting itself, that’s all.”
He went on to say that man had created God out of his greed. The ultimate greed is God. A man who is at
peace with himself and the world (for they form one unit) would not create a God, and would never ask himself
how to find peace of mind. These kinds of questions are born out of man’s false sense of dilemma and not of his
natural physical state of being. Soon the mechanical nature of man, the automatic functioning of the biological
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organism, will be discovered. He says that we are not ready to accept the fact that we are functioning exactly like
computers, with information put into us from the outside.
“You are nothing but a memory, but you don’t want to accept your automatic, mechanical nature.” He
continued along a slightly different line.
“If there were no crime in this world, many would be left unemployed. Crime is an industry, like any other, and
feeds millions—judges, policemen, jailers, and thieves. If you took away the beliefs of the masses, there would be
even more jobless. What would the priests and holy men do ? The scientists are no better, as they are a direct
threat to the world. They have developed the means to blow up the entire planet. Instead of being alarmed, they
spend their time awarding each other Nobel prizes.”
In the middle of all this Suguna entered and announced that lunch was ready. One interesting thing about U.G.
is that he never feels disturbed when even the most serious discussions are interrupted. Nor does he plan to
continue the conversation at a later time. As soon as Suguna walks in he drops what he was saying, tells a small
joke, and the whole conversation is completely forgotten. Sometimes his friend Kalyani comes in dancing and
singing, upon which U.G. abruptly ends his ongoing conversation, no matter how serious, and offers her a ten
rupee note if she would sing us all some songs. His more philosophical guests are often annoyed by these actions,
implying as they do an undercurrent of indifference to their theories and grave concerns.
*
About a week later I was walking with U.G. when I remarked about his weight. As we entered the narrow gates
of a park he said,
“Weight is not my problem. Right now my problem is walking. What’s happening here? There’s no centre of
gravity, no gravity at all. Lighter than the lightest, heavier than the heaviest. That’s what they say. Then you end
up feeling like this. Who’s walking here? It’s a very funny situation.”
He began to weave and meander around as he walked on, a common sight for his friends. Suddenly he said,
“The Dollar is sinking, the Franc is rising, the Rupee is floating, and I am gliding.”
You could tell he was very pleased at his extemporaneous composition. Then he said,
“Shanta, do you know why Jesus walked on water? He didn’t know how to swim!”
*
It was New Year’s day, and the usual gang was hanging around at U.G.’s place at Poornakuti. The poor
Dutchman fell into a trap waiting for him when he amiably wished U.G. and the rest of us a Happy New Year.
“What’s so new or happy about it?” U.G. asked. “You were here yesterday and you are here again today. You
have even worn the same clothes.” So the New Year was greeted not with a bang, but with a hiss.
At that moment the Italians Paolo and Marissa walked in. U.G. poked fun at their belief in astrological
readings, and their love of money. Although U.G. always warns against wasting money on astrological readings,
his many friends usually make a beeline for the Nadi astrologer in Bangalore.
“I don’t have to look at the chart,” U.G. said, “I can tell you what you want to know right now. The future is
not as far away as you imagine. It is here now. Tell me what you want to know.”
He seemed very interested in Paolo’s chart. He was anxious that he (Paolo) should find a pot of gold at the end
of the rainbow. He said,
“It is good for us if you are going to be rich, Paolo. When the dollar sinks we shall have to depend upon you.”
Paolo was angry because the Western horoscope he had made up with the help of a computer was giving
wrong information, as it had been fed the wrong data. We all agreed that getting angry at a computer was a useless
waste of energy. He, Sivaraman, and U.G. continued on discussing some of the finer points of astrology. We were
amazed at U.G.’s substantial knowledge in this field.
Sivaraman remarked that the groups hanging around U.G. were getting larger and larger. U.G. rushed to assure
him that no one could ever take his place or outwit him, so he need not fear the growing crowds. He said that in
that case he was prepared to be U.G.’s successor. U.G. laughed and said,
“Since there is nothing to succeed here, you need not wait for long. You could take over immediately.”
U.G. watched Sivaraman closely as he spoke. Sivaraman has this habit of opening his mouth wide, and to add
to that his ravenous appetite always seemed to frighten U.G. U.G. then interrupted him with,
“Sivaraman, I don’t see any words when you are talking, only a deep crater. If you don’t stop I feel I shall be
swallowed up in it.” Not another word escaped Sivaraman’s tightly closed lips that day.
*
Not much later Subramanya, a journalist, brought along a rather self-important man who was responsible for
the surrender of six hundred dacoits. It was obvious to all that he was expecting some words of praise from U.G.
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Instead he was blasted:
“What about the six hundred dacoits you have put there in the Parliament?” Chagrined, the man rose and said,
“I will return when you are in a better mood.”
The same afternoon the minister for small scale industries arrived. U.G. as usual was blunt:
“Let me make one thing absolutely clear, Sir. I am not in the least interested in small or large scale industry.
Nor am I willing to recommend any people to you.” That said, he allowed the conversation to roll on
uninterrupted.
The Inspector General of Police arrived with a whole army of policemen and security guards. U.G. felt moved
to say,
“Sir, none of us here have any criminal record!”
When talking with ministers and representatives of the State, U.G. assures them that he has no objections to
corruption. For him corruption is simply business as usual. He neither condemns nor condones corruption. He
says that a man talks about morals only when he lacks the means to corrupt another or be corrupted himself.
U.G.’s friends often fear for his well-being when he makes such statements to important members of the
government. But in this case the minister was delighted with his honesty and candor, even inviting him to have
lunch with a group of ministers to discuss with them his views on life, the State, and corruption. U.G. declined.
*
Listeners are often surprised to hear U.G. put God-men and magicians on the same level. He mentioned a film
made by a Swiss man that looked at the lives of eight gurus from India: He spoke vehemently about God-men and
their miracles, adding that the magicians in the U. S. could make jumbo jets and elephants disappear in a wink.
One magician was able to fill buckets and buckets with flowers right in front of his audience.
U.G, said that no God-man, especially Sai Baba, the Avatar, would ever risk performing their tricks in the
U.S.A., because the powerful and sophisticated cameras used there would easily expose them. He went on to say
that if the Avatars or so-called God-men really possessed knowledge about any as yet undiscovered laws, it was
their solemn duty to inform the world, putting mankind on the right track and thus saving it from its inevitable
doom, instead of producing trinkets and ash, which was, according to him, nothing more than cheap
entertainment.
“They are going to survive as great survivors as long as they have believers. You provide the fertile soil for
their survival.”
Subramanya asked U.G. how a stone could be worshipped as a God. He replied that if a virus could pass itself
off as man, then it certainly cannot be difficult for a stone to pass itself off as a God. If man is capable of
inventing God, and then worshipping him, he is capable of believing in anything. …
84.88 The Dislodged Brick\fn{by Om Goswami (1948- )} Dogri language, India (M) 6
A koel was cooing. But Kalo was silent. The bunch of boys was laughing. Kalo was quiet. Amman’s corpse
was empty but Kalo’s eyes were full. Memories had become congealed like ice at a spot beyond thought—a
wordless realm. There was a certain void in the mind which rankled somewhere inside.
She cast a glance towards the park. Bapu was digging in the dahlia flower beds behind the saintha and mehndi
plants. How thin he had become in a single day! Eyes swollen and a deep red—like the red petals of malwa. Hair
disheveled like the grass in the lawn.
She wondered and kept wondering for a while how they would live without Amman. Amman, whom she had
seen and lived with ever since she remembered. Amman would be sweeping the lawn with a broom and she would
be holding the end of her dupatta which trailed along. She would watch the children playing in the park
timorously. She felt like playing with them. Seeing her looking at the children thus, Amman would say,
“Kaffanus! The day has just begun and they’ve come to spoil the place.”
Amman had got a tiny broom made for her, just like a toy, with a red handle and sticks of different colors tied
together. She would sweep with great enthusiasm the interior of her little hut.
Both she and Amman assisted Pheenu in his work but still he had so much to do that he became tired. How
difficult it was to complete all this work and keep the long park spread on both sides of the canal tidy! It was too
much for a single man—picking up leaf plates, fallen leaves, empty matchboxes, cigarettes stubs, bits of papers. It
could drive a man out of his wits.
People simply came, spread a lot of litter and left. Pheenu would survey the whole thing in the morning, get
annoyed and then start cleaning up.
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“What do these bastards thinks? They spread offal and go,” Amman would start swearing in a quivering voice.
The flow of water in the canal was closed during the winter months. The canal looked like the bed of a dry
drain. The number of visitors had also dwindled. Only in the afternoons and evenings some people came, ate what
they brought along, played cards or just lazed around. They would pick the leaves of flower plants or split cannaleaves and crush them with their fingertips. Amman hated these people.
“Why can’t they eat and drink at home?” she would say. “The trees are without leaves. It is not spring and
there are no flowers. These rotten people come here only to spoil the garden.”
“Fun lovers revel even in cremation grounds, Amman! What do they have to do with spring or autumn?”
Pheenu had tried to make her see the point every now and then during these ten years.
Amman would offer thanksgiving when the dry gray season ended. She wished that saabs from the city would
come with their families and spend their afternoons in the park, and children would chase butterflies. In summer,
when there was a rush of people, the number of those who came to the park to drink decreased. All told, summer
suited all the three of them when the whole park turned into a fair. They had to work till late in the night. It would
sometimes be daylight while they were still sweeping the litter. Sometimes they would find some small treasures
in the heap of sweeping—spoons, cigarettes; notes, small coins.
The canal flowed with snow water from the Chenab. Amman took her bath thrice a day or sat on the square
stone slab placed under a sheesham tree on the water’s edge, with her feet dipped in the cold water. A branch was
bent over the stone slab and thick leaves spread a sort of umbrella overhead. In the scorching heat, when some
wandering whiff of breeze shook the tender leaves, Amman would start humming some Pahadi folk-song. Kalo
wondered how Amman’s voice became so sweet at such moments. If one were to hear her shouting abuses, one
would close one’s ears and jump into the canal. That slab was Amman’s throne on which she sat like a Mughal
queen, surveying the meena-bazaar of the fair.
In winter, work was less but there were no gains. At best, they would find some half a quarter liquor bottle
among the cypress bushes, which could be sold for a few annas.
Amman waited impatiently for the onset of summer but when it came, she started feeling fed up. Hearing the
interminable noise of people, she longed for winter. While waiting for winter, she had encounters with several
men and women. Those who tasted these encounters did not dare to talk to her again.
“The old hag looks every inch a witch.”
“She can fly in the air and gobble up a sparrow’s liver.”
“She changes herself into a witch at night. Then her eyes burn like lights and her hair is let loose.”
Gossip of this kind was indulged in by the children of clerks who would go to the park to pass their afternoons.
These children repeated what they heard from their mothers, like parrots. Then such talk would travel to the
children of petty vendors who played truant from school and came for a cold bath. The gossip then gathered more
floss. Some children rubbed sandy soil over their bodies, seated themselves under the shades of trees and narrated
stories heard from their uncles and those concocted by themselves. As the lips of the raconteurs moved slowly,
those of the listeners trembled, their eyes widened as though ghosts had really descended around them. Vendor
Sharma’s little son said,
“If you see a ghost or a witch, you should repeat the Hanuman mantra.”
“Will the ghost allow you to do all this?”
“Be quick with it, mentally. Hanuman is so powerful!”
All the boys had their faces shadowed by dread. The whole group looked up to the young Sharma. He knew
more than the others. But Kaku bucked all of them up.
“If you have a piece of iron in your hand, no evil spirit or ghost can come near you. Or you should have fire in
your hand. It can be a lighted cigarette also. The ghost will simply flee.”
That day other boys were surprised to see a steel bangle in Dayal’s wrist and a lighted cigarette between his
lips.
“One should have all one’s weapons ready. One never knows which weapon will work against the ghost,” said
Dayal.
The next evening all boys except young Sharma came equipped with steel bangles and cigarettes as soon as it
was dark. Sharma looked odd without the bangle and the cigarette. He begged Dayal to give him his bangle.
“You get another. I’ve spent full four annas for it.”
“Is this how you value friendship? I’ll tell your brother that you smoke stealthily.”
This strategy worked. Dayal removed the bangle from the wrist and gave it to him, saying, “There is one
condition, however. You should teach us the entire Hanuman mantra.”
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“Yes, Yes,” shouted all of them: some of them threw up their cigarette packets in the air to catch them falling.
It was decided that like the school prayer, Sharma would pronounce the mantra first and others would repeat it
after him, like a song. In order to purify themselves before singing the Hanuman aarati, they jumped into the
canal. Then, coming out of the water, they sat in a circle under a mango tree and began singing: “ Aarati keeje
Hanuman Lalaki.”
But when they saw the old woman coming towards them with a twig in her hand, they started shivering with
fright. They showed their steel bangles, lighted their cigarettes and puffed at them singing, “Aarati Keeje
Hanuman Lalaki, dushta-dalan Raghunath Kalaki.” On the one hand, the cigarette puffs made them hiccup, and
on the other they were seized with a fear of the old witch. They were shivering. Singing the Aarati loudly, they
began to take to their heels. If only one of them would take the lead! They looked at each other for support.
Suddenly the old woman turned back, and they heaved a sigh of relief.
“See how powerful the mantra is! The witch had come so close and yet she turned back,” they told each other.
They would come to the canal for a cold bath and repeat the mantra over and over again. And when they
started this topic, a sensation of fear would run through them. That is why, even these stale stories tasted fresh.
“If you come across a puny ghost, catch him by his hair and lift him into the air. Never allow him to touch the
ground. Then you can have control over him and make him do things for you.” Sharma would tell them. Then
they would talk of how a jogi conjures up a ghost, how a jogan takes jadian by becoming stark naked and putting
her hands behind her. And if she does not transfer them to another for six months, they start troubling her inside.
How a duala makes a ghost dance, how people master ghosts on moonlit nights, sitting in cattle pens.
Then all the boys would imagine themselves to be master dualas whom no ghost, no dakinis could harm.
Sometimes, they would shed all fear and walk up to the old woman’s slab. One day the old woman asked little
Sharma,
“Why do you smoke?”
Nobody replied. It were as if they had been stunned into silence. Suddenly, an unripe mango dropped on the
bank opposite. The boys looked in that direction. The old woman said.
“Go take it.”
Dayal was crazy about unripe mangoes. As he made to move towards the fallen mango, Sharma caught him by
the shoulder and took him aside.
“Nobody should touch the mango. The old woman must’ve used her mantra on it. Didn’t you see that even the
crow dropped it?”
“Oh, yes! Maybe the same crow is the keeper of her life breath. How cleverly she asked you why you smoked.
The cigarette has fire at the burning tip and because of this she can do us no harm.”
Meanwhile, Dayal took out his gulel and aimed it at the crow sitting on the mango tree across the canal. The
stone flew and there was the sound of chhar-chhar among the leaves. Some crows shrieked caw caw and flew off.
Another unripe mango fell on the ground.
“Don’t touch it. It’s all the old woman’s chhala-vidya.”
“Why does she keep her feet submerged in the water, yaar?”
“Her feet are facing backwards, she does not want to show them.”
It was decided that an effort should be made to see her feet, by repeating the Hanuman mantra. And the crow
that kept her life breath should be shot down.
The next day each one of them came armed with gulel. They shot at several crows but could not hit any. A
stone or two hit some passerby and Dayal had to take a few slaps. Seeing the falling leaves, Kalo told the boys,
“If you need unripe mangoes, I shall get them down for you.”
Sharma was the commander of the corps of boys. He shouted at Kalo:
“We don’t want any mangoes. Who are you to give them to us?”
“If not unripe mangoes, then is it the leaves that you want?”
“We want that which keeps the life-breath of the witch.”
“I see.”
“We shall finish it. We have Hanuman Shakti with us.”
“But all the crows have flown away. You are throwing stones on branches of the tree.”
“Then what should we do?”
“I shall call the crows.” Saying this, Kalo imitated the call of crows. The crows flapped their wings on the trees
at some distance and started floating in the sky. The boys broke into a dance of joy. The crows responded to the
call of caw-caw and returned. The boys shouted, “Pawan-Sut! Hanuman Ki Jai!” and filled the sky with stones.
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Just then Amman arrived on the scene tapping the ground with her staff, looking for Kalo. Seeing the boys
shooting at the crows, she cried,
“You should go to hell.”
“The witch, the witch has come!” shouted the boys and ran off.
Kalo kept standing, crestfallen and sad. What was all this? Kalo felt her blood freeze in her veins. The witch
could tear her up and gobble up her heart. But this was Amman. Her own Amman. Even so, Kalo said in fright,
“They were saying that you are a witch, and your life breath is imprisoned in a crow. They are out to kill that
crow.”
“What?” cried the old woman, “they called me a witch! I shall teach them a lesson that they will remember all
their lives.” Her words reached the fleeing boys.
“See, how the old woman senses human presence. She rushed for the smell of human flesh.”
The boys were convinced that day that the old woman was surely a witch. There were consultations and it was
decided to espy her feet. Dayal said that he would dive into the water, go near her quietly and thrust a babul thorn
into her feet. And when startled thus, she would take her feet out, everyone would get a look at them. He filled his
lungs with air, sang the Hanuman aarati in his mind and entered the water at the bend. His other companions hid
themselves and waited to see the old woman’s feet which rested in the sand-tinted waters of the canal.
All of a sudden, the old woman shrieked, scared out of her wits. She thought that some water-snake had bitten
her. Old age and light body. As she pushed her legs, she slipped from the slab and fell into the water. There was a
rumbling sound in the water. Kalo shouted for help but all those who collected around just looked on. No one
wanted to pull out the sharp-tongued old woman. At last, Pheenu jumped in and rescued his mother from the jaws
of icy death.
None of the boys had been able to see the old woman’s feet. All of them had fled as she fell in to the water.
For a few days, Amman’s stone slab seat remained unoccupied.
There was not the slightest change in the old woman’s nature.
“Let the scoundrels come. I’ll teach them a lesson!” Amman was showering abuses on their airy existence.
Pheenu thought she was annoyed with those who had spread litter.
Kalo knew she was referring to those boys.
Amman sat muttering something to herself. One moment her face would be overcast by a frightful shadow of
death and at another it would start flushing with anger. Kalo felt as though she was talking to ghosts. Seeing
Amman’s eyes turn towards her, she became scared. She took the broom from her father’s hands and said
“Bapu, I’ll do the sweeping. You make the flower beds.”
What Amman was going to say remained unsaid. “Why are you staring aimlessly like that? Eating all the time
and becoming fat! You have no concern for your aging father?”
Pheenu took the khurpi in his hand, tied a rope between two sticks on two ends of the flower bed and began to
straighten out the side. She joined bricks thus, forming a jagged line. Somebody would come along and casually
kick a few of them out of place. Pheenu would put them patiently back again. Somebody would again dislodge
them. It would go on like this.
“Bapu, why don’t you pull the ears of those who break the line?”
Pheenu just smiled back. She had grown tall, like the sunflower plant, but she continued to be innocent.
“If I were you, I would catch them and push them into the canal and shut out all those who spoil the park.”
“Yes, you are very brave. But, daughter, the government has employed me to make these beds.”
“The government has also hung up the notice on the poplar tree, PLUCKING OF FLOWERS PROHIBITED . Then why
should we allow them to pluck?”
“The pluckers are also government servants, daughter.”
A koel cooed in the canopy of the green leaves and Kalo’s attention was drawn in that direction. She mimicked
the koel’s voice.
A group, of men drinking near the hedge became excited at this childish prank. Pheenu thought to himself,
“She will never grow up.”
The red-streaked eyes of the fat drunkard had become frightening. The group had been having its sessions
there for a number of days. Pheenu knew the contractor. Young boys from the villages who had not yet grown
mustaches worked for him. Many years ago when Pheenu had first come to town, he too had worked for a couple
of days with this man but his destiny had made him a gardener.
He feared white-collared men. Fear teaches respect for others.
“O Chaudhari, come here,” one among the group called out to Pheenu. “This stuff—”
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“Shut up!” The fat contractor quickly put his hand over the man’s mouth and laughed loudly, like a querulous
cat.
“Who are you going to vote for, Pheenu?”
For the last few days, election propaganda had been in full swing. Pheenu did not understand the meaning of
all this noise and claptrap. People said that a vote could decide governments. If the government got changed, what
would happen to them? They got their daily bread from the government. He pondered, but nothing seemed clear.
If he voted against the government, it would amount to betrayal of someone whose salt he ate, and if he voted in
favor of the government, he would be breaching the unity of his community as well as exposing himself to excommunication.
“I shouldn’t vote at all. Why get into all this trouble,” he brought. But to the government contractor, he replied:
“We’ll vote for the government, sir.”
“Good, come, sit down, and smoke this cigarette.”
“No, sir, I’ve too much work to complete.”
“Come on, friend, work never finishes as long as one lives.”
The contractor handed over the darkish cigarette he had in his hand to him. Pheenu had always wanted to
smoke a sweet-smelling cigarette. He had tasted the stubs of such cigarettes which he had found in the sweepings.
But they did not taste like this. Pheenu squatted and started pulling at the cigarette. The long-faced one opened the
packet of sweets and placed it in front of him.
“Come, have some.”
Pheenu wanted to refuse but couldn’t. His mouth had started watering and the words of offer floated with the
seeping saliva down his throat. When all of them began to pick up pieces to eat, Pheenu also wiped his hand over
his dirty shirt and picked up a few pieces. He wanted to hide one sweet for Kalo secretly. Why couldn’t this be
done?
As a child when he had sat down for meals, he would get the maximum quantity of rice in his plate. Amman
would say.
“Take only as much as you can hold in your belly. If you leave some uneaten, you’ll get slapped.” The belly got
filled but the eyes? He would tell Amman.
“See Amman, there is a lizard behind you.” When Amman looked behind, he would quickly push handfuls of
left-over rice into her plate.
“Where is it?” asked Amman.
“It was there on the wall, Amman.” And she failed to catch his trick. Remembering his childhood, he said,
“See, what is floating in the canal.” All of them looked in the direction of the canal. He put some pieces of
sweets in his pocket. There was nothing in the water. They broke into guffaws. They thought perhaps that a few
puffs had made the gardener have hallucinations. They knew what to do then and decided accordingly, as if they
had perfect rapport with the moments. They started filling their glasses with liquor. Pheenu felt the compulsion to
leave.
“Sit down, friend. Saab (the contractor) has got the payment of his bill today,” said the long-faced one. “This
was for the work of your canal only.”
*
Then Kalo passed by that way again, frisking and prancing. The contractor looked at her open-mouthed. He
was about to say something which was left incomplete and his arm was raised as if he was about to shout some
slogan. It remained hanging in the air. Glasses were refilled, emptied again and the cycle went on. In between,
Pheenu kept saying, “You are very kind, sir.” In reply, the contractor said, “Your days of hardship are going to
end. Please know that a new age is going to dawn. All that is necessary is the use of the vote.”
“You are very good people, Bapuji,” repeated Pheenu. He felt that he was losing control over himself. His head
felt like a leaf in the wind. And his legs and feet felt as if they were not there at all.
For quite some time they kept jabbering and singing songs. Pheenu got up and started walking towards his
shack. Faint light from an earthen lamp was filtering through it outside.
He entered and the door was shut behind him. Kalo became scared. Pheenu fell unconscious on his broken cot.
Amman was muttering,
“May you lose all, may you become paupers. You, who spoil others’ homes. May your children die. May you
die intestate.”
Away from the lawn, some distance near the hedges, in the dark, strains of singing could still be heard. The
impetuosity in Amman’s nature made her intolerant of this sort of interference in her domain. She thought of
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going out and giving them a piece of her mind. What foulness they were mouthing! Don’t you have mothers and
daughters at home, you bastards?
Kalo’s eyes were getting heavy with sleep. The shadows in the shack, dancing to the tune of the moving candle
light looked very frightening. Bapu lying unconscious was like a ghost and Amman a sorceress incarnate. How
deep are the wrinkles on her face! The upper two front teeth are missing! Was she the grand-daughter of this
sorceress? Kalo broke into a cold sweat. She hastened to hide herself in the quilt.
Amman was too annoyed to get any sleep. The indecent voices of the drunkards outside were coming closer,
“Mali! Mali!” Inflamed by anger, Amman picked up the lamp and came out. The drunkards, rolling on the grass
sat up holding their breath when they saw the light coming in their direction. Amman was confused with rage.
Even in the light of the lamp she could not see anything.
Suddenly, she stumbled upon a brick at the edge of the flower bed. The tin lamp flew out of her hand.
Everything was drowned in darkness. She could not even hold herself up. The hands of darkness seemed to catch
her in their grip. A hand gagged her mouth tight. She could neither shriek nor cry. In the darkness, different voices
whispered the same sentence, one after another, “How she warbles, like a koel!” Then the darkness and stillness
thickened. Amman dipped into the well of unconsciousness, down and down, to the bottom!
*
Next morning when Pheenu emerged from sleep, he rubbed his eyes for sometime. His insides seemed to be on
fire. He gulped some water to calm himself. Picking up a broom he made a move towards the park. He was
surprised to notice that the water in the canal had come down to knee level. The canal was muddy. In the lawn lay
some torn clothes, empty bottles and tins strewn around. Seeing a naked woman lying in their midst, he mouthed
a terribly foul invective. Coming closer and seeing the clothes in shreds, he remembered the contractor. I wonder
whom they had brought here to commit sin! Was this a park or a whorehouse? If the police came to know, he
would be the first to be harassed. Chhhh. He covered his eyes with his arm and spat.
Getting still closer, he was struck speechless. He felt as if a big hole had sprung in the earth under his feet.
Underneath, was a bottomless ocean. In the ocean were waves dragging him into dark caves full of algae. He did
not know how to get out of the hole.
Moving up, he saw Amman’s body. It had turned stiff like a log of wood: it bore marks of injury at different
places. A dog was going around her body. Nose to ground, it was sniffing at the parts of her body covered with
blood. Pheenu clenched his teeth and threw a stone at the dog. It ran away. The stone had hit the tin lamp lying
near the dislodged brick. All of a sudden, Pheenu seemed to catch the thread of all that had passed before he had
become unconscious and all that must have happened thereafter.
But these threads were unconnected, without any link. To link them and come to some conclusion was beyond
him. After the sweets and rounds of glasses full of liquor, he wondered what had been said. The pieces of sweets
he had kept in his pocket last night, were still there. What should he do? He was at his wit’s end. Can a brick that
breaks be put together again? What should he do with the brick of his house which was now broken? Without it
the entire roof would come down!. A straw structure with weak foundations would not be able to withstand a
single shower of rain. What would become of Kalo?
He put his hands on his head and squatted on the ground.
It was daylight. At the temple of Hanuman, bells were ringing. He gathered the corpse, put it on his shoulders
and took it inside the hut. Kalo was fast asleep. Pheenu’s wail startled her and she sat up. Then she fixed her eyes
on her father. He was wailing.
“Amman, don’t leave me. Don’t go. You should have at least thought of your Kalo.”
Kalo got up and went to the corpse. She lifted the sheet of cloth to see her face and pulled back in fright.
“So, they have killed the crow?” she murmured. She felt that Amman was actually a sorceress. How dreadful
she looked! Pheenu kept striking his head against Amman’s chest, crying all the while, “Hai Amman. Hai
Amman.” Kalo looked on, petrified.
*
It appeared to be noisier outside than inside. Had something worse happened outside? She got up and came
out. She heard shouts outside the gate of the park:
“Vota da kun haqdar?” (Who deserves to get the vote?)
“Duloram Thekedar!” (Duloram the Contractor!)
“Jittega bhai jittega!” (He will win, surely he will win!)
“Ghode ala jittega!” (The one whose symbol is the horse will win!)
She saw that the boys were dancing a bhangra on the stone slab where Amman used to sit. She flared up,
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picked up a broom and, ran towards them. Before she could get to the slab, the boys had jumped into the water.
“Kalo, we hear that a vampire has chewed up your Amman?”
“Outside the park, there is also a crow lying dead.”
“Your Amman’s soul has found release?”
She picked up some clods and began throwing them at the boys who swam across to the bank on the other side.
She kept looking at them with burning eyes. Then, as she moved to retreat, one of them said, “Wonder if the old
woman’s soul has entered Kalo now?”
*
Kalo had covered some distance when her eyes fell on a dislodged brick. This reminded her of Amman. How
much care she used to take of these flower beds! She glanced towards the slab where the canopy of leaves was
swaying in the wind. It was absolutely empty. It was a scene of complete desolation. Even though the sun shone,
raindrops kept falling. Across the canal, on the other bank, the boys were rejoicing.
“Hey! Ah! Buddhi da byah!” (See, see, the old woman’s wedding!)
Eyes full of tears, Kalo dug at the ground to put back the brick.
Bapu’s wailing became loud and relentless.
35.11 1. Mumbai\fn{by N. S. Madhavan (1948- )} Ernkulam, Ernkulam District, Kerala State, India (M) 4
Memories from childhood helped Aziz to understand the world. Of course, that must be the case with
everyone. Except Adam. As the first man on earth, he had no childhood. (No navel either. Ha, ha, ha, Aziz
chuckled to himself.) Aziz easily took to anything that reminded him of his childhood. That is why he liked
Bombay. If you flattened out Mattancheri, you would get Bombay. He also liked the old couple who owned the
flat he lived in on Warden Road. If Shakoor Sahab with his luxurious, graying moustache, and mischievous eyes
made him think of the Air India Maharaja, Ammijaan, with her large dimples, reminded him of his favorite
actress, KPAC Lalitha.
As always, on that day too, the freshly washed taxis of early morning filled Aziz with delight. Unlike in other
cities, the taxis of Bombay were not heavy Ambassadors. They were Fiats, quite like tabby cats waiting to be
stroked and caressed.
As soon as he got into the taxi, Aziz opened the newspaper. Barely glancing at the headlines on the front page,
he turned to the stocks and the shares section. Immersed in the columns of figures, he suddenly became aware of
the pages flapping in the breeze and realized that they were traveling along the seashore. It was through the green
sun-film stuck on the windscreen in front that Aziz saw the sea at Chowpatty. The green sea looked primordial,
freshly created, as at the time of Genesis. It took Aziz a little while to decipher the Hindi sticker on the sun-film.
On a leaping tiger was written in yellow letters, Garv se kaho hum Hindu hain—Say with pride, we are Hindu.
As the taxi journeyed on, stopping at one red light after another, Aziz contemplated Bombay\fn{ Renamed
“Mumbai” in 1995.} resting indolently after the elections. Hand, lotus, bow and arrow, boat, railway engine—the
symbols on the walls had transformed the city into a first-standard primer. Any change in the government was first
reflected in the Sensex, the Stock Market index. But for that, Aziz and his colleagues, the other sales engineers in
the company, may not even have come to know of the new government. This thought had struck Aziz on the
previous day, when Pradeep Pillai had announced during lunch:
“The government has changed.”
“So?” This was Jyoti Prasad Srivastava, another sales engineer.
“Many other things will change,” Pradeep Pillai said.
“What do you mean? Will the new government reject the tenders we have managed to get with such
difficulty?” Jayanta Karmakar, the oldest in the group, asked.
“Amongst other things.” Pradeep Pillai said.
Aziz had felt that Pillai was trying to sound deliberately mysterious.
By the time the taxi stopped in front of the multi-storyed building at Nariman Point where he worked, Aziz had
decided, after some serious reflection, that nothing was going to change. The suburban trains were still running,
piercing Bombay through and through. The Sensex had revived. There were the usual hordes of commuters
getting off at Church gate, moving on without looking left or right, half of them scratching their genitals (as usual,
ha, ha). Various lunch tables as their destinations, tiffin carriers were being ferried on the cycles of dibbawalas.
And this was the time, when those sleeping late after night shifts woke up and, if their wives were not at home,
tried to embrace the Kantabais who arrived to do the chores.
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As soon as he reached his room in the office, Aziz examined his passport-size photographs lying on the table.
As all passport photographs, they looked alien, like the Aziz he saw in the mirror each morning. He started filling
out his passport application form, making very slow progress through its blue pages. He was being sent to Frankfurt for the Industrial Exhibition as the representative of the company.
By the time he had sent off the completed form to the travel agent, his colleagues who had gone out for lunch
were on their way back. When he heard them talking unusually loudly, Aziz guessed that the share prices of
Reliance or ACC must have either risen or fallen sharply.
“You tell me Aziz,” Jyoti Prasad Srivastava demanded as soon as he entered the room. “This Karmakar says
that the new government’s statement that they will drive out foreigners is cruel. What is wrong with their stand?”
“Nothing!” replied Aziz. “All countries repatriate foreigners who do not have visas. Why shouldn’t we?”
“This is politics. None of you will understand it,” Karmakar retorted angrily.
“The only thing we understand is the stock market. Let’s try to make some money through that, instead of
wasting time on these political discussions.” said Pradeep Pillai as he walked out of the room. The others trooped
out behind him.
Aziz shut his eyes for a while, to give them a rest. The travel agent’s call came just then.
“Mr. Aziz, you must send us a photocopy of your ration card at once.”
“But, I don’t have one.”
“Then get it. At once.”
“The hardships one has to endure for a passport! You mean I have to eat that rice you get as ration?”
“No, you don’t need to. But you have to attach a copy of the card with the passport application, as proof of
residence.”
“So, what do I have to do?”
“Go to the Supply Office and fill out an application form. After a few days, an inspector will come to your
house. Their rate nowadays is one Gandhi.\fn{1 Gandhi = 500 rupees. It has a picture of Mahatma Gandhi on it.} You will get
the card in two days. Simple.”
As on any other Sunday, that day too, Aziz was sitting in front of the VCR, watching old Raj Kapoor films. It
was through Hindi films like this that he conducted his archaeological research on Bombay. Through the portals
of these films, he entered a Bombay of three, four decades ago. As he watched the Fort, Fountain, the cricketpavilion-like Bandra Station, the Metro cinema, Taj Hotel and so on in the flashes on the black and white screen,
Aziz felt a sense of respite from the anonymity of present day Mumbai with its thousands of faces at the other end
of the telephone.
On holidays, it was Ammijaan’s punctual knocks on the door at meal times that functioned as his clock. But,
on that day, Ammijaan knocked softly on the door at eleven, earlier than usual.
“Somebody has come to meet you. Says he is from the Supply Department,” she said.
“On a Sunday?”
“Yes. And with him is one of the dadas who hustles votes for the ruling party.”
As soon as Aziz opened the door, the Supply Inspector, who was much younger than Aziz had expected, asked:
“You have applied for a ration card, yes?”
“Who is this with you?” Aziz asked in turn.
“Ramu Dada. I brought him with me to show me the house.”
“Hmm.”
“You must meet Madam Gokhale tomorrow at the Supply Office. Pramila Gokhale. I wanted to inform you in
time. That is why I bothered you like this on a Sunday.”
When he opened the half-doors of Pramila Gokhale’s office, he hadn’t expected her to be this petite. Though,
at a glance, she appeared young, her eyes gave away her age as being thirty or more. She had made two plaits like
a schoolgirl and tied them up with white ribbons. Her blue kameez with a white sawar and white dupatta had the
innocence of a school uniform. Her thin, pointed red lips and brown eyes, made smaller by thick lenses, gave her
the delicate look of a white mouse. Aziz hoped fervently that he wouldn’t be tempted to reach out and pat her in
the course of this meeting. A half-read copy of the Dynaneshwari lay face down in the half-open drawer of her
table.
“Mister Aziz?” Pramila asked softly, very softly. Like a beloved murmuring out her nascent love.
“Yes.”
“Father’s name?”
“Beeran Kunju.”
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“Mother?”
“Fatima.”
“Are they still alive?”
“No. The year before last … they died within a month of each other.”
“Do you own any landed property?”
“No. They had to sell all their land to educate me at liT,\fn{ So the scan.} and to get my brother a visa to Abu
Dhabi.”
“Then you must be having old tax receipts for the land?”
“No.”
“So, you have no proof of owning any property in India?”
“No. My ration card.”
“These investigations are for that. First, you have to prove that you are an Indian. Only then can we consider
the issue of a ration card.”
“This is a nice game. Suppose you were woken up from sleep one night and asked to prove that you were an
Indian, what would you do, sister?”
Aziz’s voice rose.
Suddenly he heard the sound of innumerable feet on the other side of the half-door. There was a crowd of faces
at Pramila Gokhale’s office window. Aziz saw a wave of anger darken these faces momentarily.
“I will just tell them my name. That’s all. My name is both my history and geography. Pramila Gokhale.
Maharashtrian. Hindu. Chitpavan brahmin. Do you understand?”
Even as she said all this, her voice remained like the whisper of a beloved. The softness of her voice filled Aziz
with fear.
“What should I do?”
“You can leave now. You will be called again. Then you will have to come, brother.”
She stood up.
When Aziz met Pramila Gokhale two days later, there was no change in her attire. Her room too appeared the
same except that she seemed to have read a few more pages of the Dynaneshwari in her drawer.
“Mr. Aziz, we have called you to find out some more things.”
“Such massive inquiries for a ration card? What is this? Deliberation over a marriage proposal?”
“Where were you born?” she asked, with even more patience.
“In Kerala.”
“Where in Kerala?”
“In Malappuram district.”
“Which village in that district?”
“Paang.”
“Paang? What Paang?” her voice rose for the first time. An ominous rumble spread amongst the many feet
visible on the other side of the half door.
“Paang. That is the name of my native place.”
“A name like that? No, it’s not possible. There can’t be a village with a name like that in India.”
“Madam. Why should I lie?”
“I don’t know. Anyway, let it be. What does Paang mean in Malayalam?”
“I don’t know whether it has any meaning.”
“A word without meaning? Don’t insult words. Isn’t it clear now that there is no Paang?”
“Paang exists. It certainly does. You can send a telegram to the Collector of Malappuram and check if you
want.”
“Can you point out Paang to me on a map of India?”
“No.”
“Of Kerala?”
“I am not sure.”
“Then there is no such place in India. You can go. My enquiries won’t take much longer now.”
When Aziz came out, the crowd which had collected in the verandah parted to let him through. He was
reminded of how the seas had parted for Moses in Cecil de Mille’s The Ten Commandments. Moses is returning
this time. Later, he will walk back as Adam. Innocent, first-born Adam, without a childhood (and without a navel.)
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Aziz did not go to office for a few days after that. He stayed in his room with the radio on most of the time—
very loud, to avoid listening to his thoughts. A naval friend of his at Cuffe parade had given him a tape of K.A.
Abbas’ Sahar aur Sapna. Even though he sat and watched that old film many times, he was not able to excavate
any bygone memories of Bombay from it.
One evening, the Supply Inspector and Ramu pada came over and asked Aziz to come along with them in their
jeep to meet Pramila Gokhale. As he was closing the door of the flat behind him, he caught a glimpse of
Ammijaan and Shakoor Sahab standing silently in front of the ornately written, glass framed Bismillah. Bismillah,
which looked like five candles flaring out at the peak, was also Aziz’s favourite word in Arabic.
This time, there was an even greater crowd at Pramila Gokhale’s office. The windows were filled with a whole
gallery of faces. Pramila Gokhale seemed to have almost completed her reading of the Dynaneshwari.
“Were you in India in 1970?”
She started her questioning in a gentle voice.
“Madam, I was not born then.”
“In ’71?”
“I was born that year.”
“So you admit that you were not in India in ’70?”
“This is really absurd. Madam, I was not born then.”
“Shall I record that you were not in India before the infiltration from Bangladesh started?”
“How many times do I have to tell you that I was not born then?”
“Answer the questions with a yes or no.”
Pramila Gokhale raised her voice a little, and it sounded like a thunderclap to Aziz. The faces at the windows
grew menacing and there was an increased commotion amongst the feet outside the half door.
“Tell me. Before the infiltration from Bangladesh, that is, in ’70 and prior to that, were you in India?”
“No.”
“During the period of the infiltration? After ’71”
“Yes.”
A few moments of silence followed.
Resisting despair, Aziz asked:
“My ration card?”
Pramila Gokhale smiled. In response, the people outside roared with laughter.
“I have completed my report. I will send it tomorrow itself,” she said.
“Are you suggesting that I am an infiltrator?”
“Didn’t you admit that yourself?”
Pramila Gokhale stood up. As an acknowledgement of their acquaintance, developed over the many meetings,
she shook his hands briefly.
When he got home, Aziz saw two policemen standing guard outside the building. He went into his room and
closed the door. As he was about to pull back the curtains and open the window, he felt that the other side would
be stacked with innumerable human faces with loveless eyes, as on a peacock’s tail.
Gripped by an uncontrollable fear, Aziz crept under the bed and, with his face pressed to the floor, lay motionless, like a stillborn child.
84.82 Breaking Point\fn{by Usha Mahajan (1948- )} Hindi language, India (F) 3
In the afternoons this corner of the restaurant was usually empty. By the evening the place filled up and it was
futile coming there without a prior reservation in the hope of finding a place. That evening it appeared as if the
whole of Calcutta had turned up for tea. Right from the elevators. Up to the entrance there was a queue waiting
for tables and greedily eyeing those inside.
“I hope you haven’t been waiting for too long!” he said as he sat down on the sofa and stretched his left leg to
get his handkerchief out of his trouser pocket. “There was heavy traffic all along the route. See, how I am
sweating! And its winter time.” Madhukar wiped the beads of perspiration off his forehead.
She fixed her gaze on him. He did not sound as if he was lying; he had a childlike innocence about him. She
wanted to take the end of her sari and mop the pearls of sweat from his body.
“Why are you looking at me in this way?” he asked tenderly. He noticed her twisting the ends of her sari
between her fingers. Gently he took her hand. The storm of emotions gathering within her found an outlet. Before
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she could check herself, the words burst out of her mouth:
“Madhukar, do you love me?”
He was taken aback almost as if his hand had touched a live wire or an icy blast of wind had blown into the
easy corner of the restaurant and chilled the atmosphere. He suddenly let go her hand and sank back into his seat.
“The waiter is coming to take our order,” he replied and tried to look very business-like.
Madhukar’s reluctance to answer a direct question made her very unsure of herself. How could she have been
so brash as to expose herself so shamelessly before him. She felt as if a tidal wave of disillusionment had
suddenly swept her off her feet and cast her on the hard rocks of reality. She realized she had blundered and felt
sorry for herself. Married couples who have lived together for many years do not ever dare to ask each other such
questions. What right had she to do so on the strength of just a few meetings?
What did she have to bring up the question of love in their relationship? He was doing everything he could for
her. He took her out for lunches and dinners to the most expensive joints in the city. And the countless little things
he was always doing for her! Despite all that every time they met she looked into his eyes to find an answer to just
one question.
Madhukar glanced at his wristwatch and said, “Neera, I forgot about an appointment I made for four o’clock to
see a patient in Ballygunge. It slipped out of my mind. Let’s go; we’ll come here another evening.”
And without waiting for an answer, he got up and announced, “I will drop you on the way.”
She followed him out of the restaurant feeling smaller and smaller till she felt being reduced to a midget.
“Don’t worry about me. It will make you go out of your way. I’ll get home on my own,” she said trying hard to
smile.
*
She spent the night thinking about him. She knew she should not see any more of Madhukar; but she also
knew she would not be able to keep up her resolve. The more she tried to put him out of her mind, the stronger
became her desire to win over Madhukar’s heart. The next evening when Madhukar dropped in on the excuse of
seeing her sick husband, she felt she had got a second lease of life. He brought him a bouquet of flowers; she
knew that it was really meant for her because they were her favorite gladioli. He knew she kept them in her vase
till the last blossom had withered away.
As she was leaving, he touched her lightly on her shoulders and murmured, “Sorry about last evening.”
Neera could not make out what he was apologizing about. For not having replied to her question or not having
given her tea? However, she felt there must be something abiding in their relationship to make him come to see
her. Maybe soon the time would come when she could put him the same question and he would answer “Yes.”
All said and done, what else is it that keeps humans alive except hope! It was the same with her husband. He
had been badly injured in a traffic accident but had hung on to life in the hope that he would be his old self again.
She remembered how lying in bed in the hospital, he had said,
“Neera, I don’t think I will be of any use to you any longer. Would you like to be freed of me?”
She had broken down. She had run her trembling fingers across the face of the man who had been her life’s
support but was now lying disabled and helpless. She reassured him:
“Don’t ever say such things again. I’ll never leave you. I wish God had inflicted this injury on me rather than
on you.”
*
Time takes its toll of everything. It not only ages the face and the body but the head and the heart as well. Time
makes people forget their own words, forget the solemnity of vows made. When rains fall, withered trees begin to
sprout fresh leaves. The scorching sun of mid summer turns the same green woodland into a barren desert. There
was time when she had waited anxiously all day for the evening when her husband would be back home. And now
that he was home all day long, she felt that there was nothing left in the world for her to look forward to.
How could she ever forget what Madhukar had done for her! When her world had become pitch-dark without a
glimmer of hope anywhere, he had taken her out into the light. He had assuaged the pain that she had inflicted
upon herself through self-torture. She had become a living corpse; he had breathed life back into her.
“Look upon me as a friend. Tell me all that you have on your mind. Grief shared is a burden lightened,”
Madhukar had said to solace her.
Alas! If only anguish in the heart could be lessened by opening it out to others! Inner sorrow is an unending,
wordless tale which only the truly concerned can comprehend. At the time she felt that no one could read her
mind better than Madhukar.
She started adorning her days and nights with the pearls of dreams surrounding him. In her desert she saw a
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mirage of sparkling, life-giving water. Never before in her life had she felt closer to anyone as she felt to
Madhukar.
The last five years had not been without meaning for them. They had gone a long way together. He set the
pace, holding her hand in a tight grasp to help her keep up with him. His name was now listed amongst the most
successful doctors in the city. He never had any problem with money; now he had plenty to squander. He could
not bear to see Neera living in a miserable, dilapidated tenement in Tollygunj. He bought her a spacious apartment
in Calcutta’s upper class south district and made special arrangements for her husband’s treatment. The same
Madhukar who had shied away on hearing the word “love” had showered her with affection. He had also seen
how devoted Neera was to him. She catered to every little whim that took his fancy; in his hands she was like a
puppet dancing to his tune. All this was concrete proof, if anywhere needed, that in his happiness she found
fulfillment.
There was only one problem.
Her seven-year-old son, Anjul, had taken a dislike to “Uncle” Madhukar.
“Mama, you should not leave papa alone and go out with uncle,” he had often grumbled.
It was Madhukar who had suggested that Anjul be put in a boarding school in Darjeeling. It would make a man
out of him. His own son was in the same boarding school. Her heart swelled with pride at his concern with her
problems. He looked upon her son as if he was his own child. Why else would he want to give him the same
opportunities as he was providing his own son? How she had cried when time came for Anjul to leave home. She
had steeled her heart and agreed to Madhukar’s proposal because she believed that it would be best for her son to
stay away from her.
*
Receiving favors can become such a burden that there comes a time when one is better off freed of them.
However, her husband had fallen in line with all that had happened. But the burden of favors received was borne
by her. It had become a habit. But even with her the load was becoming too heavy for her shoulders. She felt like
throwing it off and casting it into a gutter. Thereafter, she could not care what slights and kicks she got from the
passers-by. Perhaps it was this kind of fate that her husband had wanted to save her from.
That day had been really dreadful. Madhukar had dropped her home. The lift was out of order. She ran out of
breath climbing the long flights of stairs. She had barely turned the key to let herself in when she heard him call,
“Neera, come here.” It had been ages since he had called by her name; most of the time it was “Anyone there?”
An unknown fear gripped her heart. He was a helpless paralytic—what could he possibly do to her? Even so,
she could not muster up courage to face him. She came up to the door of his room and noticed a strange gleam of
resignation in his eyes.
“Come to me, Neera.” The voice was full of life. She went and sat down on the comer of his bed. He picked up
his son’s photograph from the side-table and began to stare at it.
“Neera, will you agree to do what I ask of you?” Before she could reply he said, “Get Anjul to come back
home. Let him stay with you.” Then after a pause he said in a flat monotone,
“Neera, why don’t you marry Madhukar? He loves you. You can forget all about me.”
She felt the earth slip away from under her feet. She did not dare to raise her eyes to meet his.
“I’ll get your paper,” she said and went to the kitchen.
Marry? What on earth for? Is marriage the ultimate of all man-women relationships? Is marriage all that holds
them together? If there is more to it, what is it? Despite being married, Madhukar had come to her to steal a few
moments of happiness. Was the bright vermilion she wore in the parting of her hair just a symbol of her belonging
to her disabled husband? What was it that Madhukar had not done for her? He came to see her because he
preferred her company to that of his wife. Would not asking for more amount to asking for too much? An
admission of pettiness and greed? Of wanting to displace his wife and children to make room for herself?
Shame on her! How could she ever think of doing such a thing! Admittedly she had often dreamt of appearing
openly in society with Madhukar’s hand in hers; but dreaming it was and no more. Wasn’t she paying the price for
being “the other woman?” Another name for love is sacrifice.
She heard the sound of something crashing and the splintering of glass. Perhaps Anjul’s framed photograph
had fallen down. She took the platter of food and hurried to her husband’s bedside. Her hands began to shake.
Anjul’s picture was lying on the floor; her husband’s left arm was dangling by the bed; a deathly pallor had spread
over his face; his lifeless eyes carried an accusation of guilt. Was it for this that he had summoned her to his
bedside? Something inside her snapped and opened a flood-gate of pent-up emotions. She stood rooted to the
ground like one found guilty of a crime. She felt as if she had cut a limb of her own body and thrown it away.
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The neighbors heard her screams and came running in. She could not recall how she passed that night. She
tried to send word to Madhukar. There was not a trace of him. Her neighbors helped her to arrange all the details
of the funeral.
For the first time it occurred to her how secure she had felt with that helpless, invalid husband of hers. How
could she bear to live alone now? If only Madhukar had come over, taken her in his arms and said,
“Neera, what makes you think you have been left alone? I will always be with you. You are not a widow; I am
your protector and your husband.”
*
She got up and faced the mirror. Her eyes were swollen with crying and wailing. Her hair was disheveled; the
bindi mark was spattered across her forehead. She refused to wipe it off. For the last many years, she had put it
there to please Madhukar. She took a little vermilion powder from her box and with a trembling finger put the
bindi mark where it always had been.
She could no longer control herself. With fear in her heart she rang up Madhukar’s home. She had never dared
to do this before. It was Madhukar’s wife who picked up the receiver.
“This is Neera calling. Can I speak to Madhukar? It’s very urgent.”
After a pause a very acid voice replied.
“Aren’t you satisfied with all that you have grabbed? Or do you now want to break into my home as well? For
God’s sake leave me alone.”
The receiver was put down.
A storm of anger welled up in her mind. Surely she had a claim on everything connected with Madhukar. From
the time they had got to know each other, she had hung on every breath he took. If his wife had been so conscious
of safeguarding her “wife’s rights,” why wasn’t she able to keep him tied down with bonds of love? For the first
time Neera realized the existence of Madhukar’s wife and sensed her own helplessness. The question of status
suddenly arose in her mind.
The next evening Madhukar came to see her. She wanted to run up to him, put her head against his broad chest
and cry her heart out till she had shed all her tears. Why she remained rooted to the spot she did not know; nor
why Madhukar had that uncertain look in his eyes. It seemed as if he wanted to say something but could not find
the exact words. Ultimately, Neera broke the silence.
“Where were you?”
“I was out of town. I had to leave suddenly. I would have come over as soon as I was back. But you rang up for
me at home—I don’t know why. My wife was very upset and created a scene. To avoid it getting worse I kept
away yesterday.”
“He could not come because—”
Something very tender preserved with care and patience over the years had suddenly snapped. The web of
illusions that she had spun out of the threads of hope had come apart. Was this the moment of truth for which she
had waited so long and for which she had defied all social conventions and given herself body and soul to
Madhukar?
A heavy silence descended on the room; a pall of gloom darker than when her husband had died, enveloped
her. Tears welled up in her eyes and fell on her wrists. She turned her face towards the window. The sun was about
to set. In the dim light of the heavily curtained room, Madhukar was unable to see another sun setting in Neera’s
tear-sodden eyes and another hearse wading through them.
She drew one end of her sari and rubbed the bindi off her forehead, smashed her bangles against the arms of
the chair and was convulsed with hysterical sobbing. Madhukar could not make out what had come over her.
Between the splintered glass of bangles were drops of blood. Madhukar tried to comfort her.
“Neera, take a hold on yourself. Things will soon take a turn for the better. See you have cut your wrists.”
He ran and got out his first-aid kit.
She cried and cried till she could cry no more. Madhukar sat by her for a long time trying to make out what
had happened to her. As he left he said,
“Neera, take a little rest. You are not yourself today. I’ll look again tomorrow.”
She had a blank look in her wide open eyes. She did not turn round to see him leave.
He came the next day. He knocked at her door many times. All he could hear was the sound of sobbing. The
door did not open. He turned back, grumbling to himself,
“She is still mourning her dead husband. Perhaps she loved him.”
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62.72 One Step\fn{by Vivina Murthy (1948- )} Andhra Pradesh State, India (M) 5
She lifts her eyes.
Then looks down as his gaze pierces her.
The elders are trying to trace the common links between the two families. They are exchanging witty remarks.
The middleman is trying to make both parties feel at ease. The children, their mouths wide open, are looking
alternately at the elders, the food in front of them and the bridegroom and the bride. The Kapu womenfolk are
peeping in through the window to look at the bridegroom. Commotion, bustle and a crowd all around.
Amidst all this, a slight stirring in two hearts, in four eyes.
“Ask all you want to, Baavagaru. My niece will answer everything without the slightest hesitation.”
“Is that so? What’s your name, Amma?”
“Lalita, Andi.”
“What have you studied?”
“Third Form.”
Short questions, a song, a sample of her walk. Murty finds it distasteful...
Terrible! What will she think? That they are examining her as they would an animal! Lalita is doing all that she
is being asked … will they like me? Will this at least be the last time I’m put through this ordeal?
“Take the girl inside.”
The elders get up. The children have already rushed out into the street. The cart driver yokes the bullocks. The
children pile onto the cart. An older man shouts at them.
“We’ll see you later.”
“My brother and I will look forward to your letter.”
“I’ll discuss with my bharya and write to you.”
“What’s there for your wife to say? Everything depends on you.”
“We’ll take leave of you. Namaskaram. Come, ra. Get onto the cart.”
“Come, let’s go for jala darshanam.”\fn{A note reads: The tradition of bidding farewell near a lake or a stream, especially in
villages.}
From darkness to light … from hunger to food … two eyes shine … shine two eyes. It seems the desire in the
four eyes has been fulfilled. But someone’s head seems to be blocking the view.
The cart moves on. The eyes move through the gaps in the palm leaves and over the bumps on the road. And
the one gaze fixed at the window!
Our boy likes your girl. You can come and discuss the terms.

“Baavagaru, I am a small man. I’ve never dealt with matters like this before. The boy perhaps deserves much
more than what you’re asking for. But you must also keep in mind my capability.”
“If either of you don’t get off the high horse, how can we proceed? I’m an old man. I’m making the final
decision. My brother says six. He says eight. Seven isn’t an auspicious number. So, let six out of the seven be
dowry and one a present for the sisters-in-law. What’s more—”
“Annagaru, it’s an uphill task for me to arrange for six on the whole.”
“Just a minute. Can’t you give it? Tell me, for if not, I’ll give it myself. Is the girl an outsider? She’s the
granddaughter of a closely related aunt of mine. As regards the silk dhotis and silver pot, my brother will buy the
silk dhotis and Baavagaru will get the silver pot made.”
“What you’re suggesting doesn't go with our tradition.”
“Come to think of it, what is tradition? As an older person, I’m taking the liberty of saying this. It was once a
tradition to give things to one’s children according to one’s ability. It’s today’s tradition to exploit the other as
much as one can. Moreover—”
“You are an elderly person. Let’s accept your word.”
“That’s right, my dear! If you want to achieve something you should be flexible.”
“Okay, let’s agree on it.”
“But there’s a small hitch.”
“What is it now? Let’s settle everything right away.”
“Murty says he’s not in a hurry to get married.”
“Is that so? Please don’t think that we will force him to marry soon.”
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“He’s a modern boy, isn’t he? He’s asking for a year’s time.”
“What do you say?”
“Whatever the elders decide …”
“Let it be! What’s a year? It will be over in the blink of an eye. Also, once we have the engagement, there
won’t be a problem. What do you say, Baavagaru?”
“Fine.”
My dear Lalita,
You will be surprised and happy to receive this letter. All the foolish people around you will be
staring at you. There’s jealousy in those looks. Your heart must be beating rapidly. Your forehead
must be damp with sweat.
But I can’t help writing. I’ll make use of the year’s time to turn you around to my views and
ideas. Be bold and reply to me. Write comfortably and sweetly.
I’ll look forward to your letter day and night.
*
To Mamagaru,
I never thought that you would read, that you could read and that you would reply to my letter to
Lalita!
Oh! People are capable of anything!
We’re going to be married. We aren’t doing anything wrong. I too know what’s proper.
As for your permission, I don’t think it’s necessary. I asked my father to let you know about this.
I thought he would have.
At least now, hand over my letter to Lalita.
Ask her to reply.

“If he is so arrogant even before he is married, I am worried how he will behave after my daughter—”
“…”
“Leave that aside … does he have respect for his own father at least? He seems to lack even that—”
“Forget it, this is how today’s youngsters behave.”
“Today, it’s letters! Tomorrow, he’d want her to go to the movies with him! We’ll have to send her. Then, he’ll
ask us to send her to his room!”
“No, no. Don’t imagine such terrible things. You’re a headmaster. You’re well educated. Where do I have your
kind of courage? What a wretched thing! How can we go on giving in to him?”
“Why didn’t you consult the girl?”
“She’s an ignoramus! What does she know?”
“Why would she not know? She sees films. She reads novels.”
“Films and novels! Are these the ones to provide knowledge?”
“If you contradict everything, what can I say?”
“Theirs is a new generation. New ideas. They pay more attention to women’s problems than we do. We used to
hesitate even to speak to our bharyas during the day. They lock themselves in, day and night! We didn’t spend
time with our children even for fun, while they even clean up the mess their children make—”
“So what is your final word?”
“No harm done. See to it that she gets her letter. If she wants to, she’ll reply.”
“As if she will write. She’ll ask me what she should do.”
*
Received your letter. A short letter. Only four lines. Felt bad. I was angered by the fact that you couldn’t
understand my ideals.
As a human being you must have individuality and should not be scared of your parents. This is
your life. It’s your bharta alone who should matter to you. Your happiness or unhappiness depends
only on your bharta.
You say you don’t know what to write. That’s just an excuse.
Your father must have asked you not to. He’s an idiot. He is restricting the natural growth of
flowers by building an iron fence around them. I’m finding him more and more disgusting. It’s my
ill luck that my Lalita, with her tender heart and beautiful looks, should be born to such a man!
Doesn’t one have to put up with all kinds of problems?
Be brave. Write freely. It’s you yourself who has to set your life right. It’s you who has to shape
your own happiness. We have to give a new definition to the word Love.
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“What’s the point in crying? Stop it, stop it.”
“…”
“Seems to be a good sort. Just a little eccentric.”
“…”
“If he’s just a talker, it won’t be much of a problem bringing him around, my dear.”
“I don’t know, Masstaru. I tremble. I don’t know what to write.”
“That’s true. Why does he have such an overbearing attitude towards such a young girl?”
“Ratnam, I think the curry is burning.”
“Why won’t it? When you can’t speak straight.”
“Look, Lalita, your father is very timid. It would be good if you could resolve this yourself.”
“See you later, Maastaru …”
“Okay, Ratnam. Let’s assume we’ll suggest that they cancel the engagement as you say. He’ll cancel it. The
whole village knows that they have exchanged letters. Will anyone else come forward to marry her? Even if
someone does, not knowing what has happened, will he keep quiet when he comes to know about it? There are no
secrets in village life, don’t you agree?”
“I don’t know. It’s all her fate. She has to suffer even though she hasn’t committed any mistake.”
“That’s how it is. Think of them as already being married. Put up with things. Once she’s married, will any
woman let the man have a say? Look at yourself, for instance!”
“How funny! The woman just shouts without reason. It’s only the man who does everything.”
You want me to write and let you know what I mean by knowledge. I’ll write. But can you understand? You
should be born with it. It should increase with age. People with knowledge perform good deeds. They think great
things. But why should we write about such profound things when we should be writing about love?
I have known right from the beginning just how knowledgeable your father is. From where
would you get the knowledge to write about interesting things? When I look at your letters, I
wonder whether you are writing them or whether your father is dictating them to you.
If you can’t please your fiancé even this much now, how will you satisfy him after marriage?

Eleven letters have been exchanged.
That’s good. You’re not as much of a brute as your father. That’s why you listened to me. Your
handwriting has improved. The list of books you’re reading is increasing. You are shedding the foul
odor of your rural background. Your letter bears proof that all this has happened. And the question
you have raised. That seems to have come from your heart.
When? When our eyes met for the first time. It slowly became bigger and bigger, under my
training. It has stood before me through your letter—
What’s love?
Lalita! My Lalita! Oh, Lalita! Love means
The patience to tolerate each other,
The intelligence to recognize each other,
The heart to respect each other,
And the tears that one can shed for the other.
If you want to learn about this in more detail, remember—the eyes can tell, dreams can speak.
And hearts that experience, know all.

Three more letters have been written.\fn{ Applying to the following letter, a note reads: Mee babu literally means your father,
but is used only in an insulting and derogatory sense in the Godavari districts [of Andhra Pradesh].}
What does individuality mean? I don’t like your attitude, Lalita. Beauty is synonymous with
woman. She should think in a beautiful manner. It should cause happiness. This book that says love
doesn’t go with people who have individuality, is trash.
You shouldn’t think so seriously about such books. You say it’s not right to address your father
as mee babu.
I don’t like your saying it’s not right.
You shouldn’t think of anything other than us and our family. I think your father is making you
say all these stupid things these days. That fellow is wrecking your beautiful future.
He may have fathered you. But does that mean he need have no respect for you as a woman, and
read your letters? How can he force his antiquated ideas on you? How can he prevent your natural
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growth? And most of all, how dare he come in my way?
Now, listen to the truth I’m telling you. To prove one’s love, one has to sacrifice everything. The
woman has to become one with the man—forgetting everything. Remember, this time your letter
must be beautiful.
*
To Mamagaru,
It’s been a long time since I wrote to you. It’s two weeks since Lalita wrote a letter. I can easily
understand what must have happened. You have no right to control my fiancée even if you both are
her parents. I know her mind. It’s mine. Just because you have borne her, she is not your property.
If I don’t receive a letter from her in a week’s time, I won’t be human. I can break off this
engagement.

Lalita’s face is red.
Though Narayana is seated on an easy chair, he feels as though he is perched on thorns.
“Why don’t you understand what we are saying?”
“That’s it! He earns more than a thousand. They say he has a house and land.”
“Whether he has or hasn’t is another matter. The whole village is talking about these letters. When I said how
would she, such an ignoramus, know what to write, her teacher advised her to write. What has happened has
happened. The cloth has fallen on thorns. We have to remove it gingerly, without tearing it.”
“Even girls who are not tainted aren’t getting married.”
“You are too much! What’s her fault? Were we able to tell her categorically not to write? She is tainted only
because of our foolishness.”
For a while her father and mother do not speak.
*
Lalita is sitting on the doorstep with her head between her knees, pulling at her toenails. Her mother, who
wants to comment on that unbecoming posture, keeps quiet.
It’s the fourth day after he received the letter. As soon as Narayana got the letter, he called Lalita and asked her
to write. The mother keeps egging her to write every hour. Lalita doesn’t say either yes or no.
Her father probes her mother for information every day. He respects the dignity that he had not noticed before
in his daughter. He tries to persuade her using both direct and indirect means. Finally, both of them pin her down.
The many books that she has now read float in front of Lalita’s eyes. The arrogance in Murty’s letters, his
authority—she feels these like a porcupine that has entered her heart and spread its thorny quills. Her heart is like
a stomach taut with undigested food. The past, with her village background, her lack of education and ideas,
makes her scared of the future. The helplessness of her parents who should have been looking after her wellbeing, stifles her. The present, with her knowledge of books and the awareness Murty’s letters have brought her,
assures her there is no need to be afraid of the future. It makes her feel that a woman need not be dependent.
“You don’t utter a word. Do you think this is funny? When your father, tall as a tree, stands in front of you in
flesh and blood and asks you …”
Not paying heed to her mother’s words, Lalita goes into her room and shuts the door.
Narayana calls out to his wife who is about to follow her:
“Don’t bother. She’ll write.”
“She’ll write, she will! After all, her nanna is not so different from the others! You gave much more trouble to
my nanna. Will anything be achieved if a woman stands firm? She and her stupid ways!”
*
These days such things used to begin after marriage. Maybe they begin before marriage these days. At any
time, has the goodness of the baavagaru ever … Narayana muses, looking in the direction in which his wife has
gone.
Cancel the engagement, Bhaddirraju, the Headmaster, feels like advising. But who is he to do so? What if she
doesn't find another match? And even if she does find another, what if the marriage doesn’t last once he gets to
know of this affair?
“It’s all because of me.”
“It doesn’t matter who is responsible. She and I are the ones who are crying now.”
Narayana’s words pierce him like a bullet. Bhaddirraju looks at the sky. The red rays of the all-observing sun
are wonderful. The pleasant breeze touches the two of them as they sit on the stones. Bhaddirraju thinks that the
crest of the temple looks stately and tall.
“There’s a possibility that the girl might actually be happy with the boy’s modern ideas. There’s also a
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possibility that the girl may suffer because of the occasional crude streak in him. You have ensured that her
happiness is not in our hands. Oh, Lord! You have the final say in this lottery. Give a favorable decision.”
Bhaddirraju lifts his hands to pay obeisance.
“Please forgive me. What have you done? In anger, we blame others for any act.”
“No, it’s not that. I’m not hurt by your words. I’m only praying to God for her happiness.”
“Everyone gives away their kooturu in marriage not knowing whether they’ll be happy or not. I’m giving my
kooturu in marriage with the certainty that she won’t.”
“If the boy doesn’t like us, it’s our fate. But she’ll certainly be happy with him. Let’s go, I’ll try and persuade
Lalita. She’ll write the letter.”
Both of them proceed towards the house.
Bhaddiraju can’t understand whether the fault lies with the boy or with the ideas of the youth of this generation. At home, they meet Narayana’s widowed sister, Sundari.
“When did you come?”
“Let’s save the pleasantries for later—however much we knock, Lalita isn’t opening the door—we can smell
something burning inside.”
They break into a run. There is fear, commotion!
“Amma! Lalita! Lalita!”
They bang the doors and windows.
A door opens immediately.
Lalita comes out, looking like a diamond that has just been polished. She is like the metal shaped in the
furnace. She is like a newborn child washed clean of afterbirth.
“What were you doing inside, Amma?” The mother breaks down.
“I was writing a letter.”
Her mother’s face brightens. Her father’s face registers no emotion. A smile on Bhaddirraju’s face.
“What letter?” asks the aunt.
“Nanna, please read this letter.”
“No, tallee. You must have written something that’ll not hurt him. I have faith in you. I’ll post it,”
Narayana takes it with trembling hands.
“As it is, he’s been calling us brutes because we read your letters. No, we won’t read your letter, tallee,” says
her mother.
“Nanna! You must read the letter! You must read it out to everyone! There are no secrets in it.”
Bhaddirraju takes the letter from Narayana’s hand.
Murty,
I re-read all the letters you’ve written to me till now. I also recalled all my replies. Yours are all a
sign of the same arrogance painted with new colors. Mine are all a proof of our age-old bondage
and helplessness, which have been newly painted by you. That’s why I burnt all the letters and
appeased the anger in my heart.
As far as marriage is concerned, mine may not take place. As all my people think that marriage
is the ultimate in life, they’re worried.
Once married, what do women do when they lose their bhartas? After the marriage, what
happens to women whose bhartas desert them? My condition is no worse than theirs.
You may ask about my livelihood! Widows may get their husbands’ property. The court may
award compensation to women who’ve been deserted. What if I can’t get married because I’m
tainted? I can lead my life cleaning vessels. I can earn my living stitching clothes. Those who are
prepared to work will definitely find work. If we succumb to the fear within our heart, then the
world will not be visible to us. If we get rid of those fears, then the whole world will be ours.
Goodbye! Forever.
The lucky one who escaped being your bharya by a hair’s breadth,
Lalita.

As soon as the Headmaster finished reading out the letter, Lalita says:
“Nanna, post it if you wish. If you don’t, I will do it myself.”
68.35 The Sword Of The Princess\fn{by Manasi (1948- )} Thiruvilwamala, Thrissur District, Kerala State, India
(F) 3
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As the bud-like flame of the match-stick glowed so close to me that I could touch it, I thought only of one
thing: why not set fire to the edge of my dress with it? My clothes would then slowly catch fire evoking the
beauty of a blossoming bud. Held within the attractive flames, I will become beautiful like the goddess
Saraswathy rising up from the center of the lotus as shown on the calendar hanging on the wall at home. I might
even become unconscious in the brilliance and heat of the glowing flames. Then they would burn with a rhythm.
Almost calm and quiet. Or perhaps, I might then evoke memories of a river, full, that proudly flows along its
banks. The beauty and motion of the flames always reminds me of waves.
But all this would happen only if I could attain the same dignity and peace as the flames that rise around me.
This is possible for a human being. I might, despite my resolve, cry out aloud. When my husband wakes up, he
will stare at me standing within the flames. He might then search for some water and a woolen blanket, mentally
cursing my indifference. I think I would be happy at his embarrassment. It has become a necessity for me to win. I
have almost reached the limits of my patience, after continuous surrender. I have to win a victory over the dreams
which, for a long time now, constantly frighten and amaze me, make me helpless, and also over my egotistic
intellect that audaciously seeks the reason for everything—why I eat, why I love, why I am what I am. I have
often felt that I will somehow succeed in this attempt when I stand at the center of the flames; when they remain,
opposing my will and dreams, at a point from which they can no longer touch me, wearing on their faces an
expression of having been deceived, just as does my husband. The sorrow over the prey that escaped from the
mouth. That is what will make me feel excessively happy. They wouldn’t enter this glowing heat on their own,
because they’d be afraid to burn their fingers. Thus, when I stand happily inaccessible to all of them, I might
shout loudly:
“I love you all! Everyone who loves fire and its heat cannot but love human beings.” I have always wished to
say this, standing beyond the sterile, inadequate boundaries set by rational thinking.
The match-stick had died out. The cold water on the stove and my crumpled sari are as before. Just the burnt
out match-stick lay in bits on the cooking slab. Slowly, as I kept the water to boil, everything began to look
incredible and strange to me. I had lain down alone in the darkness last night in a corner of the long corridor. That
corridor, surrounded by thick stone walls, had no doors leading towards the outside. My mind, a chip from those
well-cut and polished walls, could be seen through my skin, like a piece of granite lying under clear water. My
mind was infinitely calm, like a pond without waves, its surface frozen. I rolled several times from one end of the
corridor to the other, on its shining floor, holding that mind within me. How many times! At last, I began to cry
loudly. But my voice did not sound like that of a human being. I quelled that sound, which was too frightening
and piercing to have come from my throat. I wished to cry aloud but I kept quiet, not even opening my mouth,
being frightened of my voice. That’s why I started rolling over again and again.
Just then I noticed a small piece of iron on the floor over which I had rolled about so many times. I tried to use
it, to cut the walls that stood cold-faced around me. I realized that just next to those walls lay my child, and the
world, and also dishes made with plenty of chilies and salt. I scratched the stone walls again and again with that
rusty iron piece. Making passages into that palace of peaceful, trouble-free death, and going back into my past life
and going into the midst of my friends, I longed to cry, just once, like a human being. The iron piece was reduced
to half, because of the scraping.
I began to strike my head against that stone. It was surprising; it did not give me any pain. But I did wake up
sometime around then. It was unusually late. I felt inexpressibly tired and cheerless. All I felt like doing, was to
get up slowly and, without even combing my hair, to walk about in the coolness of the dawn outside. I know all
that is impossible when there are a hundred and one things to do at home. But I just lay down there, not bothering
to do anything.
“Aren’t you getting up today?” asked the husband.
“Don’t feel like getting up,” I replied. “What fatigue!”
“What causes such fatigue?” the husband asked. “Fatigue! Even after a sound sleep and after snoring the whole
night?”
“I am getting up,” I said, rising. “I had a strange dream yesterday.”
“Oh?” he queried. “You are not the only one: everybody has dreams. So what?”
I shook myself. Every inch of my body was steeped in fatigue even as I walked into the kitchen after washing
my face, carelessly leaving my sari in an untidy and crumpled heap. I think I had rolled non-stop along that
corridor for a long time. As the memory of that doorless corridor flashed, I stopped abruptly. I slowly stretched
my fingers and examined them anxiously, much as one looks around after reaching home on dark nights, in case a
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thief is hiding behind the open door—even though you know that is foolishness. My beautiful fingers were still
clean, long and rosy.
As soon as I reached the kitchen, I opened the windows noisily as though wreaking vengeance on someone.
Wind suddenly rushed inside, like an enemy. How much better even the presence of the enemy feels, than being
left alone! I sat down on the stool nearby, terribly exhausted as well as relieved. I think it was while sitting there
like that that I fell asleep.
I woke up hearing the husband brushing his teeth. His face was swollen with anger. I pretended not to have
seen it. What else must I pretend not to have seen? My own dreams, my husband’s angry face, the face of the
beggar boy for whom I throw down chapatis from the balcony, fading into the face of my darling son, and the
dirty flies that fly around the head and body of my poverty-stricken maid-servant who collects the leftovers from
the plates dumped for cleaning and stuffs them into dirty aluminum vessels to feed her children.
The husband made tea. The tea leaves, and the match-sticks I had broken lay untouched on the cooking slab. I
put the milk to boil and, as I washed my face, splashing plenty of water, I began to think, without any apparent
reason, about the beggar boy who resembled my son. I should tell him to come here one day, when I am alone,
with nobody around, I thought. And then I would take him to the bathroom, bathe him, scrubbing him vigorously
with soap, dress him up in new clothes, give him lots of food, and put him to sleep on my lap. And then?
Let us not think of that, I said to myself. What lie would I tell the gurkha who guards the gate, in order to let
him in? The gurkha would stare at me contemptuously. Even if I were to ignore him and order him to send the
boy into the house, with all the dignity given me by the ornaments adorning my body and the costly sari draping
it, he might oblige, but he could make a public scandal. Then the decent inhabitants of the building in which I
live, might lament over my willfulness, and unbecoming conduct or misdeeds. That is what always happens, when
the measuring-rods for gauging one’s decency are held by other people. And my husband will come to know of it,
eventually.
The milk I had kept on the fire boiled over and streamed down as I was washing my face thinking about all
these things. Staring at it for a while, I put off the stove. My excessive langour made my husband angry. He stood
unmoved, staring at me, holding the bath-oil in his palm. I watched the drops of oil dripping through his fingers
and then, as though nothing had happened I said:
“Let me go but for a while. I think I am very tired.”
My husband stood in the same position as before, not moving his hand even once. But as I walked past him he
caught hold of me and stopped me forcibly.
“Leave me,” I said. “I shall be back soon.”
But my husband's grip was firm and hurtful. His face became dark with anger and looked as though some
charcoal was smeared on it. Suddenly, without any reason, I started thinking about that dark, doorless corridor
along which I rolled so many times. It was at that moment—that is what I realized when I thought about it later—
that I was overcome by anger. I felt that I could release myself from my husband’s grip with a slight jerk of my
arm and that he was being as silly as a child. Contempt, anger, intense derision and blind force spluttered from
within my mind like the embers scattered from a burning pyre.
“Leave me,” I said. “I shall come back quickly.”
I watched the rosy dawn outside the window. The hum of the breeze entered my head like an intoxicant.. I saw
the dark corridor shrinking from all four sides and finally surrounding me like a coffin made exactly to my size.
“Leave me,” I said a little loudly. “I shall come back very soon. Don’t stop me.”
Just then my husband pushed me with force. I felt strings snapping inside my mind and as I hurriedly searched
for their ends, he pushed me again from behind. It was only by grasping the door of the bedroom that I could
steady myself and stand up straight. Then I saw my husband’s face just once, like the tip of a burnt out wick.
Perhaps it is the expression I saw on his face that day that I call black fire. He wiped his oily hands on his chest
and stomach and pushed me again onto the cot. As I fell, hitting my nose on the cot, my pride turning sour and
fermented, I realized that yesterday, it was in such a moment that I had cried like a sub-human creature. I felt
extremely frightened. My husband was about to close the door that led outside after bolting the windows of the
bedroom.
Perhaps he would beat me. At least, after that I wanted to get out and walk for a while in the hot sun. Again,
the image of fire, the flaming fire, came to my mind, an object of fascination. The fire that opens up and burns
like a flower. Holding the door-latch my husband stood staring at me. On his shining neck the big ball rolled as he
gulped the spit down. I wondered if he would continue to stare like that even when I rolled along the dark
corridor. Then I realized that everything happening was real. The closed doors and the closed windows. I shrieked
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from the cot like a snake about to deliver:
“Let me out. I feel suffocated. I can’t …”
I thought I was suffocating. I was seized by an unbearable discomfort, hatred, anger and fatigue. In a trice I
saw from where I stood the walls of my bedroom slowly being transformed into granite, and my husband melting
away into nothingness, like water dripping from the pipe in the darkness that surrounded me. In that sorrowful
loneliness, I ran to the door like a traveler who desperately jumps into the water from a sinking boat. My mind
was filled with anger, despair and intense fear.
“Let me out!” I shouted. “Otherwise, I will break this door open!”
In the engulfing silence my voice thickened as if coming from a disembodied being. I was alone in the silent
darkness beyond the door that stood like a block before me, a terrible creature of the dark. I suddenly became
silent with fear. I stared vacantly at that door. No, I think that what I said now is wrong. There wasn’t any door.
What I was anxiously looking at was the darkness. I felt like throwing myself at my husband’s feet and begging
him to show me the door and open it for me. Pride is a relative phenomenon. After all, I can not open my door
with a mind weakened by fatigue. The pace of my own breath, like the hum of a wind passing by a dry, empty
compound, provoked me into anger. At the back of my mind, I imagined an iron rod like the one that I had seen in
my dream, plunging into my husband’s neck, which to my mind seemed like a dried-up tree.
I walked round and round the room several times sniffing at the four walls around me and growling like a wild
beast, shut up in a cage. As the sound of my own breath and footsteps echoed in my ears like an all-encompassing
roar my small room began to grow length-wise like a corridor. I started running to be able see the end of that
narrow corridor with its bends and turns. As I ran fast in that utter darkness, I saw grains of light, as minute as the
holes made by ants on the floor. Perhaps it was because I had nothing else to do other than to run that I ventured
to scrape the plaster from the ceiling.
Suddenly, the grains of light fell on me like sand. That was how I discovered the prince. The prince sat in full
regalia, holding the sword, on a horse that stood with wings out-stretched. From his laughter grains of light had
fallen on my body. The prince sitting on the glittering saddle stretched out his arms towards me, standing below.
As I climbed, grasping his hand, and sat on his horse, the prince asked:
“What do you want?”
“I want to fly,” I said.
“Whereto?” the prince asked.
I thought a great deal. Where shall I fly to? At last, I said:
“I don’t know. Decide that yourself.”
The prince laughed, shedding grains of light. Then staring at the gem-studded locket which hung on his neck
he said:
“Make her a princess.”
Suddenly I became a lovely princess adorned with various ornaments. The waves of the ocean were the pleats
of the dress I wore. The gems I wore in my hair became stars.
“Now I will give the princess a sword,” he said. “But if once you lunge with the sword, you cannot withdraw it
without it having some effect.”
I went a long way with the prince holding that powerful sword, wearing that crown, and with a feeling of
inexpressible self-confidence. Flying thus, I then saw my husband below, far below, at the door, like a watchman.
“Please leave me on the earth.” I told the prince. “I shall return soon.”
I reached the earth very fast, like a bird’s feather gliding down. There I stood before my husband with the
sword, crown and all the decorations and an air of mighty haughtiness. For some minutes, he kept looking at me,
now transformed into an extremely beautiful princess. Maybe because of the contemptuous smile that spread on
my lips at his expression of disbelief and discontent, he pounced on me with the power and quickness of a hound.
He struck off my golden crown in a split second. I have to admit that I had not expected this. We both tumbled
together into the room like fighting dogs. By then my mind had become like a kite, with all the strings broken.
Darkness gushed into it and foamed like a river in spate. In that darkness, as I saw the golden sword that had
dropped from my hand lying among the myriads of objects scattered about.
I felt humiliated like the princess beaten up by an enemy soldier. The prince might be seeing my defeat and
humiliation from above. As I stared at the lean neck, devoid of masculinity, right before me, I remembered that I
had to return immediately to the prince. Like a princess I pulled out the sword. I do not know whether it was his
smooth neck that resembled the shining skin of a poisonous snake or my unsheathed sword that prompted me to
kill my husband. But all that is irrelevant.
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When he fell to one side, shocked, with his hands loosened, my husband’s face was not as I expected it to be.
Death makes all of us terribly worthless and foolish. The face of this man who had fallen and lay at my feet was
incredibly like that of a clown. I covered my husband’s body and head with a white dhoti that was hanging on the
clothesline for drying. And as I did not feel tired, I tidied the crumpled sheet on our bed neatly and arranged the
other scattered things. Come what may, there are some courtesies we should show towards death. Death comes to
the prince and princess too.
But I think I was late, in spite of the speed with which I did everything. The flying horse and the prince did not
wait for me in the sky outside. The fault is mine. I should not have returned to the earth with the power of the
sword. I must tell all this to the prince, that it is frightening for me to be alone and that I am throwing the sword
away. But I have to wait. That is why I have begun to sit on these steps in front of the house.
After all, it is my fault.
67.1 Sons Of The Soil\fn{by Kayes Ahmed (1948-1992)} West Bengal State, India (M) 2
With sixteen persons huddled together in a narrow bathroom, there is no way one can even sit comfortably, let
alone lie down. Sitting day and night against the wall, with knees hugging the chin, causes aches and pains all
over the body. Fatigue makes one drowsy, but sleep steers clear of unwashed, hungry bodies plagued by endless
tension and discomfort. There is only one door which remains closed. There is no window, only a 10 inch x 8 inch
ventilator up by the ceiling at one end. Sixteen people urinate and defecate here. The embarrassment is far worse
than the stench.
They picked me up from my home early Wednesday morning and brought me here. In the back seat of the jeep,
I was flanked by two armed soldiers sitting face to face. In front was the driver, and probably an army officer in
the passenger seat. I could see the side of his face, smooth-cheeked, fair-skinned, mustached, clean- shaven with a
bluish tinge early in the morning.
The two soldiers beside me held me under a persistent stare. It was so disconcerting that all I could do was to
look outside.
The street was quite deserted. One bus went by, two rickshaws, one dog, two men. The jeep turned a corner—a
park on the left, water reservoir on the right, three rickshaws, one baby taxi, one old beggar, the court building on
the right, church on the left, treasury building on the right, cinema hall on the left. The jeep kept moving along
familiar streets, familiar houses, vehicles and people. I moved on in an infinite stream of meaninglessness.
I looked again at the two soldiers; they were still staring at me in the same manner. One had the slightest hint
of a smile on his face, but his eyes remained fixed and piercing.
As I shifted in my seat, I realized that I was trembling. My knees and my hands on my knees were shaking
uncontrollably. I could not see the faces of the two beside me, but they too must have noticed my trembling all
along.
I hung my head and clenched my teeth: But my own body, the closest and most dear to me, I did not seem to
have any control over. My hands were resting on my knees, and drops of sweat fell through the fingers. I realized
that my whole body was sweating profusely in this month of September.
Someone coughs. A hoarse noise. Who is it? Anis? Dulal? Azad? Atiq? We had all been strangers to one
another. Now we all know each other so well. We all wait anxiously for the sound of the door opening in the
morning. Each person thinks he will be taken this time. But they don’t take everyone. One day maybe eight are
taken, another day twelve, and sometimes only four or five are taken away.
They return at night, staggering. Throughout the day, even as we talk among ourselves, one thought keeps
recurring: Will all of them return? When they return at night, we do a headcount. Actually, no one has died during
the past few days. No one new has been brought in either. Of course, where is the space for more?
When I first came, there were ten of us. I was locked in, and the sentry closed the door from outside. Until
then, it seemed I had been shouldering the burden of another body. As soon as the door slammed shut, I let go of
that burden, and collapsed on the bamboo floor mat among strangers. I thought I heard someone comment as I
entered: He is scared.
But fear has several countenances. Suppose you are told that tomorrow morning at 7:30 a.m., you will be held
against the wall and shot dead. Think of the dread which will loom over you until that moment actually occurs.
That terror is quite different from the fear aroused when comrades are targeted, taken away, and tortured underground, or when they are taken away again from captivity for interrogation, or when the door closes behind the
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sentry and you are left to take care of them. It can be said that in the familiarity of routine, fear also builds up a
resistance to fear.
The fear I feel now is very different from what I felt when I first came here. Does it mean that we have
acquired a sense of the limits of fear? But I am not sure yet about what is happening to me. Nothing more has
happened to me since the day I was first brought in. No interrogation, no physical torture. I have been left alone to
just sit and—wait it out. Every two and a half days, we get scraps of hard bread and stale dal. Beset by the
monotony, tension, fatigue, body pains, and splitting headache, I feel like tearing out my own hair. I want to
scream out loud and bring down the four walls around me.
What do they want to do with me? My younger brother, Dipu, had suddenly disappeared from home around the
end of June. After 718 days of dread and suspense, one evening a 20/22-year-old boy came and reported that Dipu
had joined the liberation war. Mother wanted to ask a lot of questions. The boy had probably not eaten the whole
day. Mother held his hand and told him to eat, but the boy left right after giving the news.
By that time, freedom fighters had entered Dhaka city and were planting bombs here and there. After some time if
there was no sound of a bomb blast on a particular day, we became depressed. But except for the one boy who
came to give us news of Dipu, I had not seen any freedom fighter, let alone known one closely. Even though we
waited each day, Dipu had not come home even for five minutes. At least until 6 a.m. last Wednesday morning.
I don’t know what has happened in the meantime. It may be that Dipu has returned home and heard about me. I
can see Dipu clearly. Mother is hugging him closely and crying. Baby is standing with her head bowed and tears
streaming down her cheeks. Dipu is biting his lips, his jaw stiff. Abba, sitting quietly in a chair, says in a calm
voice:
“Don’t make him late.”
What is Dipu doing now? Is it possible that Dipu has found out about where we have been imprisoned, that he
is now planning with his comrades how to attack this thana. It is a difficult task, no doubt. But I am, after all, his
brother.
But these are all childish thoughts. But why am I here? There is no specific allegation except against two or
three of those held here. Even so, except for me, everyone has been taken outside for interrogation, everyone has
suffered physical abuse to some degree. But they are totally silent regarding me. It has been five long days now. Is
this another form of punishment? To witness the maiming and abuse of others, and suffer the agony of
anticipation!
Shahin refers to Julius Fuchik frequently in his conversation. He is a sophomore, and one can see just by
looking at his eyes that he is full of imagination. He was picked up from a restaurant in Malibagh. He has suffered
interrogation and physical torture many times, but his response is to give the example of Julius Fuchik\fn{ 19031943, Czech Communist and part of the anti-Nazi resistance in his country } who suffered horrendous torture before he died. In
comparison to that perhaps he believes that because he is in no way involved with the liberation war except for
giving moral support, he will be released sooner or later. That’s why he prattles in this way about Julius Fuchik.
Poor boy, he has just stepped into adulthood. In one leap, he has traversed from Sarat Chandra to Notes From The
Gallows. But does he still abide by his belief? Why, then, does he make such a hoarse sound, why does he shake
like a leaf?
When they returned Atiq Bhai last night, we could not fathom anything. Atiq Bhai was always subjected to
more physical torture than others. But he never uttered a single word about how he suffered, nor did he let anyone
look at his wounds.
Because one boy turned informer and betrayed Atiq Bhai, the Pakistani army found a trunk full of weapons
when they dug the grounds outside his house.
Atiq Bhai had been active in the language movement, he had been to jail, and had been involved with every
democratic movement after 1952. Yet he did not leave the country after March 25. For a while he remained in
shock, then slowly he initiated contact, and his house soon became a rendezvous for freedom fighters. The boys
stayed there after they completed an operation, or when they were planning a new attack. Atiq Bhai also recruited
new boys and arranged for them to be sent to Khelaghar camp. His family members repeatedly begged him to go
across the border. His response was non-committal. He did not want to leave his homeland. Besides, there was a
lot of work to be done here, someone had to stay behind to do it. I heard all of this from Azad, a first year student
of M.Sc. in Physics, who was Atiq Bhai’s neighbor. I asked him:
“Is it wise to tell me all this? Suppose I open my mouth under torture?” Azad replied:
“Nobody will question you about any of this because this is not your concern. They are fully aware of all of
this. If you mention any of this, you will unnecessarily be implicating yourself. Who knows who will live and
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who will die? One should know what really happened. Maybe not all of us will die; at least someone will keep
this in his memory. It is certain that they will not spare Atiq Bhai. He will definitely be killed. I’m sure you can
understand how painful this situation is for Atiq Bhai and for all of us. When they brought him back last night and
we all hovered anxiously, he just said: ‘It is all right. I am fine.’ Then he leaned against the wall and remained
motionless. We did not say anything more. But he was probably in great pain. When it became intolerable, he said
to me: ‘Help me lie down.’
I took his head in my lap and saw that one of his eyes had been gouged out. Each of his ten fingers had been
chopped in the middle.
Something struck at my heart and I cried out, “Look, Shahin!”
Shahin and the others gave me a startled look. I pointed towards Atiq Bhai’s eye and hands and said to Shahin:
“Here is your Julius Fuchick!”
Bewildered and shocked, everyone gazed at Atiq Bhai. Shahin had turned pale, and he hung his head. His lips
unconsciously twitched like those of a trapped fish gasping for breath.
The night is almost over. After a little while, the morning light will seep through the gap in the ventilator. With
the light will come the little sparrow. I notice that each morning the sparrow appears at breaks of dawn, and sit on
the ventilator, watching so many people crammed together in this bathroom. What does it understand of what is
going on? It chirps for a while and then flows away. I gaze at its unimpeded flight, the bright emptiness across the
ventilator giving a hint of the vast world beyond.
Atiq Bhai lies still. With what ease I look upon that sight of barbarism! All across the bathroom lie these
figures, like a mass of unattended corpses.
Shahin opens his eyes. His face is ashen under the pale light of the 40-watt bulb. He looks around, touches his
eye with his hand, holds both hands in front of him and examines each finger meticulously. Then he collapses,
groaning, his body trembling.
The bulb goes off. It is getting lighter outside. The rays of light fall on the ventilator.
I have a distinct feeling that they will take me today. What will they do with me? Will they hang me feet up,
head down and flog me? Will they singe my flesh with cigarette butts? Will they tear off my fingernails as they
did Azad’s? Or will they cut off my fingers as they did Atiq Bhai’s? Or will this eye, the eye with which I am
looking at my comrades, with which I can see the light coming through the ventilator, will I lose this eye? Or …
The sparrow has come.
What are you looking at, little bird? Do you see some prisoners waiting for death?
But do you know that they are freer than you are? Look at Atiq Bhai, whose eye has been gouged out, whose
fingers have all been cut. His cries of pain are cries of protest. Look at Shahin moaning in fear, shaking. Each
moan, each tremor, belies his desire for freedom. All of those who are sleeping, none of them has been
vanquished.
Here I am, my heart throbbing with apprehension. I can see myself held against a wall, a raised rifle pointing at
me. Looking at the rifle butt, I curl up in terror and want to blend in with the wall. Animal-like sounds issue from
my mouth. In that terror is an intense yearning for freedom. You will never feel that kind of urge for freedom.
The sound of heavy boots approaches. The sparrow flies away. As I watch its unimpeded flight with vacant
eyes, I hear the sound of the door being opened.
1949
260.209 1. At The Museum 2. Ghazal 3. Land 4. Lenox Hill 5. Of Light 6. A Pastoral 7. Prayer Rug 8. Snow On
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Storm 15. Learning Urdu 16. Shaving 17. Stationery 18. Taxidermist 19. I See Chile In My Rearview Mirror 20.
Even The Rain 21. The Wolf’s Postscript to “Little Red Ridinghood”: Twenty-one Poems\{by Agha Shahid Ali (19492001)} New Delhi, National Capital District, India (M) 17
1
But in 2500 B.C. Harappa
who cast in bronze a servant girl?
*
No one keeps records of
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soldiers and slaves.
*
The sculptor knew this,
polishing the ache
*
off her fingers stiff
from washing the walls
*
and scrubbing the floors,
from stirring the meat
*
And the crushed asafoetida
in the bitter gourd.
*
But I’m grateful she smiled
at the sculptor,
*
as she smiles at me
in bronze,
*
a child who had to play woman
to her lord
*
when the warm June rains
came to Harappa.
2
I’ll do what I must if I’m bold in real time.
A refugee, I’ll be paroled in real time.
*
Cool evidence clawed off like shirts of hell-fire?
A former existence untold in real time ...
*
The one you would choose: Were you led then by him?
What longing, O Yaar, is controlled in real time?
*
Each syllable sucked under waves of our earth—
The funeral love comes to hold in real time!
*
They left him alive so that he could be lonely—
The god of small things is not consoled in real time.
*
Please afterwards empty my pockets of keys—
It’s hell in the city of gold in real time.
*
God’s angels again are—for Satan!—forlorn.
Salvation was bought but sin sold in real time.
*
And who is the terrorist, who the victim?
We’ll know if the country is polled in real time.
*
“Behind a door marked DANGER” are being unwound
the prayers my friend had enscrolled in real time.
*
The throat of the rearview and sliding down it
the Street of Farewell’s now unrolled in real time.
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*
I heard the incessant dissolving of silk—
I felt my heart growing so old in real time.
*
Her heart must be ash where her body lies burned.
What hope lets your hands rake the cold in real time?
*
Now Friend, the Belovèd has stolen your words—
Read slowly: The plot will unfold in real time.
3
Swear by the olive in the God-kissed land—
There is no sugar in the promised land.
*
Why must the bars turn neon now when, Love,
I’m already drunk in your capitalist land?
*
If home is found on both sides of the globe,
home is of course here—and always a missed land.
*
The hour’s come to redeem the pledge (not wholly?)
in Fate’s "Long years ago we made a tryst" land.
*
Clearly, these men were here only to destroy,
a mosque now the dust of a prejudiced land.
*
Will the Doomsayers die, bitten with envy,
when springtime returns to our dismissed land?
*
The prisons fill with the cries of children.
Then how do you subsist, how do you persist, Land?
*
“Is my love nothing for I’ve borne no children?”
I’m with you, Sappho, in that anarchist land.
*
A hurricane is born when the wings flutter ...
Where will the butterfly, on my wrist, land?
*
You made me wait for one who wasn’t even there
though summer had finished in that tourist land.
*
Do the blind hold temples close to their eyes
when we steal their gods for our atheist land?
*
Abandoned bride, Night throws down her jewels
so Rome—on our descent—is an amethyst land.
*
At the moment the heart turns terrorist,
are Shahid’s arms broken, O Promised Land?
4
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(In Lenox Hill Hospital, after surgery,
my mother said the sirens sounded like the
elephants of Mihiragula when his men drove
them off cliffs in the Pir Panjal Range.)
*
The Hun so loved the cry, one falling elephant’s,
he wished to hear it again. At dawn, my mother
heard, in her hospital-dream of elephants,
sirens wail through Manhattan like elephants
forced off Pir Panjal’s rock cliffs in Kashmir:
the soldiers, so ruled, had rushed the elephant,
The greatest of all footprints is the elephant’s,
said the Buddha. But not lifted from the universe,
those prints vanished forever into the universe,
though nomads still break news of those elephants
as if it were just yesterday the air spread the dye
(“War’s annals will fade into night / Ere their story die”),
*
the punishing khaki whereby the world sees us die
out, mourning you, O massacred elephants!
Months later, in Amherst, she dreamt: She was, with diamonds, being stoned to death. I prayed: If she must die,
let it only be some dream. But there were times, Mother,
while you slept, that I prayed, "Saints, let her die."
Not, I swear by you, that I wished you to die
but to save you as you were, young, in song in Kashmir,
and I, one festival, crowned Krishna by you, Kashmir
listening to my flute. You never let gods die.
Thus I swear, here and now, not to forgive the universe
that would let me get used to a universe
*
without you. She, she alone, was the universe
as she earned, like a galaxy, her right not to die,
defying the Merciful of the Universe,
Master of Disease, “in the circle of her traverse”
of drug-bound time. And where was the god of elephants,
plump with Fate, when tusk to tusk, the universe,
dyed green, became ivory? Then let the universe,
like Paradise, be considered a tomb. Mother,
they asked me, So how’s the writing? I answered My mother
is my poem. What did they expect? For no verse
sufficed except the promise, fading, of Kashmir
and the cries that reached you from the cliffs of Kashmir
*
(across fifteen centuries) in the hospital. Kashmir,
she’s dying! How her breathing drowns out the universe
as she sleeps in Amherst. Windows open on Kashmir:
There, the fragile wood-shrines—so far away—of Kashmir!
O Destroyer, let her return there, if just to die.
Save the right she gave its earth to cover her, Kashmir
has no rights. When the windows close on Kashmir,
I see the blizzard-fall of ghost-elephants.
I hold back—she couldn’t bear it—one elephant’s
story: his return (in a country far from Kashmir)
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to the jungle where each year, on the day his mother
died, he touches with his trunk the bones of his mother.
*
"As you sit here by me, you’re just like my mother,"
she tells me. I imagine her: a bride in Kashmir,
she’s watching, at the Regal, her first film with Father.
If only I could gather you in my arms, Mother,
I’d save you—now my daughter—from God. The universe
opens its ledger. I write: How helpless was God’s mother!
Each page is turned to enter grief’s accounts. Mother,
I see a hand. Tell me it’s not God’s. Let it die.
I see it. It’s filling with diamonds. Please let it die.
Are you somewhere alive, somewhere alive, Mother?
Do you hear what I once held back: in one elephant’s
cry, by his mother’s bones, the cries of those elephants
*
that stunned the abyss? Ivory blots out the elephants.
I enter this: The Beloved leaves one behind to die.
For compared to my grief for you, what are those of Kashmir,
and what (I close the ledger) are the griefs of the universe
when I remember you—beyond all accounting—O my mother?
5
At dawn you leave. The river wears its skin of light.
And I trace love’s loss to the origin of light.
*
“I swallow down the goodbyes I won’t get to use.”
At grief’s speed she waves from a palanquin of light.
*
My book’s been burned? Send me the ashes so I can say:
I’ve been sent to phoenix in a coffin of light.
*
From History tears learn a slanted understanding
of the human face torn by blood’s bulletin of light.
*
It was a temporal thought. Well, it has vanished.
Will Prometheus commit the mortal sin of light?
*
She said, “My name is icicles coming down from it …”
Did I leave it, somewhere, in a margin of light?
*
When I go off alone, as if listening for God,
there’s absolutely nothing I can win of light.
*
Now everything’s left to the imagination—
A djinn has deprived even Aladdin of light.
*
We’ll see Manhattan, a bride in diamonds, one day
abashed to remind her sweet man, Brooklyn of light.
*
“A cheekbone / A curved piece of brow / A pale eyelid …”
And the dark eye I make out with all within of light.
*
Stranger, when the river leans toward the emptiness,
abandon, for my darkness, the thick and thin of light.
6
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We shall meet again, in Srinagar,
by the gates of the Villa of Peace,
our hands blossoming into fists
till the soldiers return the keys
and disappear. Again we’ll enter
our last world, the first that vanished
*
in our absence from the broken city.
We’ll tear our shirts for tourniquets
and bind the open thorns, warm the ivy
into roses. Quick, by the pomegranate—
the bird will say—Humankind can bear
everything. No need to stop the ear
*
to stories rumored in branches: We’ll hear
our gardener’s voice, the way we did
as children, clear under trees he’d planted:
“It’s true, my death, at the mosque entrance,
in the massacre, when the Call to Prayer
opened the floodgates”—Quick, follow the silence—
*
“and dawn rushed into everyone’s eyes.”
Will we follow the horned lark, pry
open the back gate into the poplar groves,
go past the search post into the cemetery,
the dust still uneasy on hurried graves
with no names, like all new ones in the city?
*
“It’s true” (we’ll hear our gardener
again). “That bird is silent all winter.
Its voice returns in spring, a plaintive cry.
That’s when it saw the mountain falcon
rip open, in mid-air, the blue magpie,
then carry it, limp from the talons.”
*
Pluck the blood: My words will echo thus
at sunset, by the ivy, but to what purpose?
In the drawer of the cedar stand,
white in the verandah, we’ll find letters:
When the post offices died, the mailman
knew we’d return to answer them. Better
*
if he’d let them speed to death,
blacked out by Autumn’s Press Trust
not like this, taking away our breath,
holding it with love’s anonymous
scripts: “See how your world has cracked.
Why aren’t you here? Where are you? Come back.
*
Is history deaf there, across the oceans?”
Quick, the bird will say. And we’ll try
the keys, with the first one open the door
into the drawing room. Mirror after mirror,
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textiled by dust, will blind us to our return
as we light oil lamps. The glass map of our country,
*
still on the wall, will tear us to lace—
We’ll go past our ancestors, up the staircase,
holding their wills against our hearts. Their wish
was we return—forever!—and inherit(Quick, the bird
will say) that to which we belong, not like this—
to get news of our death after the world’s.
7
Those intervals
between the day’s
five calls to prayer
*
the women of the house
pulling thick threads
through vegetables
*
rosaries of ginger
of rustling peppers
in autumn drying for winter
*
in those intervals this rug
part of Grandma’s dowry
folded
*
so the Devil’s shadow
would not desecrate
Mecca scarlet-woven
*
with minarets of gold
but then the sunset
call to prayer
*
the servants
their straw mats unrolled
praying or in the garden
*
in summer on grass
the children wanting
the prayers to end
*
the women’s foreheads
touching Abraham’s
silk stone of sacrifice
*
black stone descended
from Heaven
the pilgrims in white circling it
*
this year my grandmother
also a pilgrim
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in Mecca she weeps
*
as the stone is unveiled
she weeps holding on
to the pillars
8
“Each ray of sunshine is seven minutes old,”
Serge told me in New York one December night.
*
“So when I look at the sky, I see the past?”
“Yes, Yes," he said. “especially on a clear day.”
*
On January 19, 1987,
as I very early in the morning
drove my sister to Tucson International,
*
suddenly on Alvernon and 22nd Street
the sliding doors of the fog were opened,
*
and the snow, which had fallen all night, now
sun-dazzled, blinded us, the earth whitened
*
out, as if by cocaine, the desert’s plants,
its mineral-hard colors extinguished,
wine frozen in the veins of the cactus.
***
The Desert Smells Like Rain: in it I read:
The syrup from which sacred wine is made
*
is extracted from the saguaros each
summer. The Papagos place it in jars,
*
where the last of it softens, then darkens
into a color of blood though it tastes
*
strangely sweet, almost white, like a dry wine.
As I tell Sameetah this, we are still
*
seven miles away. “And you know the flowers
of the saguaros bloom only at night?”
*
We are driving slowly, the road is glass.
“Imagine where we are was a sea once.
*
Just imagine!” The sky is relentlessly
sapphire, and the past is happening quickly:
*
the saguaros have opened themselves, stretched
out their arms to rays millions of years old,
*
in each ray a secret of the planet’s
origin, the rays hurting each cactus
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*
into memory, a human memory
for they are human, the Papagos say:
*
not only because they have arms and veins
and secrets. But because they too are a tribe,
*
vulnerable to massacre. “It is like
the end, perhaps the beginning of the world,”
*
Sameetah says, staring at their snow-sleeved
arms. And we are driving by the ocean
*
that evaporated here, by its shores,
the past now happening so quickly that each
*
stoplight hurts us into memory, the sky
taking rapid notes on us as we turn
*
at Tucson Boulevard and drive into
the airport, and I realize that the earth
*
is thawing from longing into longing and
that we are being forgotten by those arms.
***
At the airport I stared after her plane
till the window was
*
again a mirror.
As I drove back to the foothills, the fog
*
shut its doors behind me on Alvernon,
and I breathed the dried seas
*
the earth had lost,
their forsaken shores. And I remembered
*
another moment that refers only
to itself:
*
in New Delhi one night
as Begum Akhtar sang, the lights went out.
*
It was perhaps during the Bangladesh War,
perhaps there were sirens,
*
air-raid warnings.
But the audience, hushed, did not stir.
*
The microphone was dead, but she went on
singing, and her voice
*
was coming from far
away, as if she had already died.
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*
And just before the lights did flood her
again, melting the frost
*
of her diamond
into rays, it was, like this turning dark
*
of fog, a moment when only a lost sea
can be heard, a time
*
to recollect
every shadow, everything the earth was losing,
*
a time to think of everything the earth
and I had lost, of all
*
that I would lose,
of all that I was losing.
9
My ancestor, a man
of Himalayan snow,
came to Kashmir from Samarkand,
carrying a bag
of whale bones:
heirlooms from sea funerals.
His skeleton
carved from glaciers, his breath
arctic,
he froze women in his embrace.
His wife thawed into stony water,
her old age a clear
evaporation.
*
This heirloom,
his skeleton under my skin, passed
from son to grandson,
generations of snowmen on my back.
They tap every year on my window,
their voices hushed to ice.
*
No, they won’t let me out of winter,
and I’ve promised myself,
even if I’m the last snowman,
that I’ll ride into spring
on their melting shoulders.
10
Where are you now? Who lies beneath your spell tonight?
Whom else from rapture’s road will you expel tonight?
*
Those “Fabrics of Cashmere—” “to make Me beautiful—”
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“Trinket”—to gem—“Me to adorn—How tell”—tonight?
*
I beg for haven: Prisons, let open your gates—
A refugee from Belief seeks a cell tonight.
*
God’s vintage loneliness has turned to vinegar—
All the archangels—their wings frozen—fell tonight.
*
Lord, cried out the idols, Don’t let us be broken;
Only we can convert the infidel tonight.
*
Mughal ceilings, let your mirrored convexities
multiply me at once under your spell tonight.
*
He’s freed some fire from ice in pity for Heaven.
He’s left open—for God—the doors of Hell tonight.
*
In the heart’s veined temple, all statues have been smashed.
No priest in saffron’s left to toll its knell tonight.
*
God, limit these punishments, there’s still Judgment Day—
I’m a mere sinner, I’m no infidel tonight.
*
Executioners near the woman at the window.
Damn you, Elijah, I’ll bless Jezebel tonight.
*
The hunt is over, and I hear the Call to Prayer
fade into that of the wounded gazelle tonight.
*
My rivals for your love—you’ve invited them all?
This is mere insult, this is no farewell tonight.
*
And I, Shahid, only am escaped to tell thee—
God sobs in my arms. Call me Ishmael tonight.
11
Efficient as Fate,
each eye a storm trooper,
*
the cleaners wipe my smile
with Comet fingers
and tear the plaster
off my suicide note.
*
They learn everything
from the walls’ eloquent tongues.
*
Now, quick as genocide,
they powder my ghost for a cinnamon jar.
*
They burn my posters
(India and Heaven in flames),
*
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whitewash my voicestains,
*
make everything new,
clean as Death.
***
When the landlord brings new tenants,
even Memory is a stranger.
*
The woman, her womb solid with the future,
instructs her husband’s eyes
to clutch insurance policies.
*
They ignore my love affair with the furniture,
the corner table that memorized
my crossed-out lines.
*
Oh, she’s beautiful,
a hard-nippled Madonna.
*
The landlord gives them my autopsy;
they sign the lease.
*
The room is beating with bottled infants,
and I’ve stopped beating.
*
I’m moving out holding tombstones in my hands.
12
You who will find the dark fossils of paisleys
one afternoon on the peaks of Zabarvan –
Trader from an ancient market of the future,
alibi of chronology, that vain
collaborator of time - won't know that these
are her footprints from the day the world began.
*
(Oh see, it is still the day the world begins:
and the city rises, holding its remains,
its wooden beams already their own fire's prophets.)
*
And you, now touching sky, deaf to her anklets
still echoing in the valley, deaf to men
fleeing from soldiers into dead-end lanes
*
(Look! Their feet bleed; they leave footprints on the street
which will give up its fabric, at dusk, a carpet) –
you have found-you'll think- the first teardrop, gem
that was enticed for a mogul diadem
into design...
*
...three men are discussing, between
sips of tea, undiscovered routes on emerald
seas, ships with almonds, with shawls for Egypt.
It is dusk. The gauze is torn. A weaver kneels,
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gathers falling threads. Soon he will stitch the air.
*
(The Country without a post office, 1997)
13
Nostalgic for Baba's youth,
I make you return
his wasted generation:
*
I know you felt
it all: the ruined
boys echoed
*
through you,
switched their sorrow
on the radio:
*
the needle turned
to your legend.
you always came
*
with notes of madness,
the wireless
sucked your
*
drunkenness:
you quietly died,
singing
*
them to a sleep
of Time
Counting the ruins
*
of decades,
the boys were left,
caressed
*
with the air's
delirium.
Now two generations
*
late,
you retreat with my sanity,
Death stuck in the throat!
14
The rain dissolves its liquid bones
Humming the wind, the lightning grazes
the skin. A cloud descends :
My eye is vapour, this, the dream's downpour:
I must seal the tin-blue spaces.
*
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I glued some scraps, made a paper boat:
Balancing a prophet's journey, the Great Flood in
the bathroom sink, I was six years old:
Mother, close the tap, Noah has
hit the night, his Ark will sink.
*
In the Atlantic's
pariah-blue, there are no survivors;
On the unsinkable Titanic,
I'm left all alone; Ice-bergs hide their whale-teeth:
I can't save Noah, God has picked his relic,
*
beaten me to it: He wears Noah, a charm
round His neck. On the empty deck,
no life-boat left, my fingers
capsize. My jacket
is ice, I hold on to its cold, to anything. Mother,
*
I'm alone, terribly alone.
15
From a district near Jammu,
(Dogri stumbling through his Urdu)
he comes, the victim of a continent broken
in two in nineteen forty-seven.
He mentions the minced air he ate
while men dissolved in alphabets
of blood, in syllables of death, of hate.
*
'I only remember half the word
that was my village. The rest I forget.
My memory belongs to the line of blood
across which my friends dissolved
into bitter stanzas of some dead poet.'
*
He wanted me to sympathize. I couldn't,
I was only interested in the bitter couplets
which I wanted him to explain. He continued,
*
'And I who knew Mir backwards, every
couplet from the Diwan-e-Ghalib saw poetry
dissolve into letters of blood.' He
*
Now remembers nothing while I find Ghalib
at the crossroads of language, refusing
to move to any side, masquerading
as a beggar to see my theatre of kindness.
16
In the mirror, the hand hacks at my skin
It belongs to the child who used his father's
blades for sharpening pencils, playing murder.
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*
Full of cuts, I have the blood-effacing
instruments: water, water, and survival
tricks : I'm as clean
*
as glass, my brown face glistens
with oil, turns a fine olive green.
There's no return
*
to the sanctuary
of ripped paper-boat-journeys
*
This is morning, I must
scrub myself. A college lecturer, I smell of talcum
Old Spice and unwritten poems.
*
The mirror smiles back like a forgotten student:
*
The hairs die like ants in the basin.
*
My reflection gathers the night's dust,
I wipe it with the morning towels.
*
The girls drape their muslin shawls,
their necks turn on Isadora's wheels:
*
In the classroom I shuffle like unrhymed poetry
*
The blade, wet with Essenin's wrist,
waits with the unwritten poem.
17
The moon did not become the sun.
It just fell on the desert
in great sheets, reams
of silver handmade by you.
*
The night is your cottage industry now,
the day is your brisk emporium.
*
The world is full of paper.
Write to me.
*
(The Half-Inch Himalayas, 1987)
18
First the hand, delicate,
precise, knows how to carve
where to take the knife, make
more alive than when alive:
*
No fur, no feather,
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I am only skin-deep, so easy
to get to the cancer beneath:
*
He fills me with straw,
Yeats's tattered coat at twenty-five,
(not the adolescent fancy-dress-scarecrow
when I won the first prize!)
*
No hurdle now,
he reaches my hunger:
I've never felt so full before!
*
I scare eagles, the stuffed crows
in his room; they escape me,
freedom a synonym for the sky.
*
Caressed by the leopard's vacant eye,
finally warm, secure, in his skin,
I turn towards the bloodless direction.
*
The fan drones in my veins,
blood humming like chopped air;
my tongue hangs out, poems dead in its corners.
*
Suave pimp of freedom, here I am, ready
for your show-window:
Will you now bargain for me?
19
This dream of water-what does it harbor?
I see Argentina and Paraguay
under a curfew of glass, their colors
breaking, like oil. The night in Uruguay
*
is black salt. I'm driving toward Utah,
keeping the entire hemisphere in viewColombia vermilion, Brazil blue tar,
some countries wiped clean of color: Peru
*
is titanium white. And always oceans
that hide in mirrors: when beveled edges
arrest tides or this world's destinations
forsake ships. There's Sedona, Nogales
*
far behind. Once I went through a mirrorfrom there too the world, so intact, resembled
only itself. When I returned I tore
the skin off the glass. The sea was unsealed
*
by dark, and I saw ships sink off the coast
of a wounded republic. Now from a blur
of tanks in Santiago, a white horse
gallops, riderless, chased by drunk soldiers
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*
in a jeep; they're firing into the moon.
And as I keep driving in the desert,
someone is running to catch the last bus, men
hanging on to its sides. And he's missed it.
*
He is running again; crescents of steel
fall from the sky. And here the rocks
are under fog, the cedars a temple,
Sedona carved by the wind into gods*
each shadow their worshiper. The siren
empties Santiago; he watches
-from a hush of windows-blindfolded men
blurred in gleaming vans. The horse vanishes
*
into a dream. I'm passing skeletal
figures carved in 700 B.C.
Whoever deciphers these canyon walls
remains forsaken, alone with history,
*
no harbor for his dream. And what else will
this mirror now reason, filled with water?
I see Peru without rain, Brazil
without forests-and here in Utah a dagger
*
of sunlight: it's splitting-it's the summer
solstice-the quartz center of a spiral.
Did the Anasazi know the darker
answer also-given now in crystal
*
by the mirrored continent? The solstice,
but of winter? A beam stabs the window,
diamonds him, a funeral in his eyes.
In the lit stadium of Santiago,
*
this is the shortest day. He's taken there.
Those about to die are looking at him,
his eyes the ledger of the disappeared.
What will the mirror try now? I'm driving,
*
still north, always followed by that country,
its floors ice, its citizens so lovesick
that the ground-sheer glass-of every city
is torn up. They demand the republic
*
give back, jeweled, their every reflection.
They dig till dawn but find only corpses.
He has returned to this dream for his bones.
The waters darken. The continent vanishes.
20
What will suffice for a true-love knot? Even the rain?
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But he has bought grief's lottery, bought even the rain.
*
"our glosses / wanting in this world" "Can you remember?"
Anyone! "when we thought / the poets taught" even the rain?
*
After we died--That was it!--God left us in the dark.
And as we forgot the dark, we forgot even the rain.
*
Drought was over. Where was I? Drinks were on the house.
For mixers, my love, you'd poured--what?--even the rain.
*
Of this pear-shaped orange's perfumed twist, I will say:
Extract Vermouth from the bergamot, even the rain.
*
How did the Enemy love you--with earth? air? and fire?
He held just one thing back till he got even: the rain.
*
This is God's site for a new house of executions?
You swear by the Bible, Despot, even the rain?
*
After the bones--those flowers--this was found in the urn:
The lost river, ashes from the ghat, even the rain.
*
What was I to prophesy if not the end of the world?
A salt pillar for the lonely lot, even the rain.
21
First, grant me my sense of history:
I did it for posterity,
for kindergarten teachers
and a clear moral:
Little girls shouldn't wander off
in search of strange flowers,
and they mustn't speak to strangers.
*
And then grant me my generous sense of plot:
Couldn't I have gobbled her up
right there in the jungle?
Why did I ask her where her grandma lived?
As if I, a forest-dweller,
didn't know of the cottage
under the three oak trees
and the old woman lived there
all alone?
As if I couldn't have swallowed her years before?
*
And you may call me the Big Bad Wolf,
now my only reputation.
But I was no child-molester
though you'll agree she was pretty.
*
And the huntsman:
Was I sleeping while he snipped
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my thick black fur
and filled me with garbage and stones?
I ran with that weight and fell down,
simply so children could laugh
at the noise of the stones
cutting through my belly,
at the garbage spilling out
with a perfect sense of timing,
just when the tale
should have come to an end.
70.47 Amasa\fn{by Devanuru Mahadeva (1949- )} Old Mysore, Mysore District, Karnataka State, India (M) 3
Amasa is Amasa’s name. Maybe because he is dark, maybe because he was born on a new moon day
(amavasya), the name Amasa has stuck to him. If his parents had been alive, we could have found out why he
came to be called Amasa. But by the time he could walk around on his own, the mother who bore him and the
father who begot him had been claimed by their separate fates. Since then the Mari temple has meant Amasa, and
Amasa has meant the Mari temple. But just because he lives in the Mari temple doesn’t mean that he is an orphan.
The Marl temple has offered shelter to many like him. Especially in the summer, the little temple becomes a
regular camping ground for people seeking shelter from the heat.
Now, apart from Amasa, there is also an old man living there. He’s really ancient: so old that every hair on
him, on his head, body and limbs, has gone gray. Nobody so far has seen him get up from where he usually sits. In
a corner of the temple is spread a tattered, black blanket, nobody knows how old. He’s always sitting on it, feet
stretched before him, or leaning on a pillar, or with his hands behind him. Apart from these three or four postures,
he doesn’t seem to know of any other. It has somehow become his habit to sit like this, his eyes half-closed. He
never sits any other way. Sitting like this, he looks as though he were lost in thought. Maybe it is his face, all
wrinkled, that makes him look so thoughtful Or perhaps it is his white mustache, thick as an arm, which comes all
the way down to his neck from his shriveled face. In all, he looks very thoughtful. By his side there is always a
man-sized bamboo stick. It doesn’t have much use though, since Amasa is always around whenever he wants to
move about. But it would come in handy to chase away the hens, the sheep and the young goats that wander
nearby.
We’ve talked of all this, but we haven’t told you his name. Everyone in the village, from the youngest to the
oldest, calls him Kurlyayya, Kurlyayya (Sheep Man). Was he named so at birth? That concerns neither you nor us.
But this much is certain; from the day he could stand on his own feet to the day his feet could no longer walk, he
had herded the sheep of the village headman. Even now when he sits with his eyes half-closed, he counts the
sheep, one by one, on his fingers, to himself. This goes on, six or seven times each day. And he hasn’t missed a
single day. Amasa began to grow up right in front of his eyes. He is now around ten or eleven. Whenever
Kuriyayya calls, Amasa answers. Every evening as the night descends on the village, Amasa and Kuriyayya wait
eagerly for the monastery bell to ring. The moment it strikes, Amasa grabs the plate and glass kept by Kuriyayya’s
side and runs. As the night has already fallen by then, you can’t see Amasa running in the dark. But if you skin
your eyes and peer into the inky night, you can see the darkness stir at his flight. One doesn’t know for how long
he’s gone. It’s only when his call “Ayya” shakes the night that you know he has returned. Kuriyayya sits up if he’s
lying down. As always they eat the gruel from the monastery together in the dark. Amasa then goes to sleep.
Though the village too has by then gone to sleep, the silence of the night is broken now and then by the barking of
dogs and the hooting of owls. The old man, unable to sleep, stares into the night, mutters things to him- self, calls
out to Amasa a few times and, getting no reply, finally falls asleep.
*
As the Mari festival comes to all the neighboring villages once a year, it came to Amasa’s village too. It was
only then that Kuriyayya had to shift himself to another place, for the villagers scrubbed the temple, painted it
with white lime and red-earth, and made it stand out. When it was done, all sides freshly painted in stripes of
white lime and red-earth, and as the morning sun fell on it, the Mari temple shone with an added brilliance. Only
Kuriyayya’s comer, surrounded by all this brightness, looked even gloomier. In the hall, a dozen men milled
around, busily running back and forth, getting the torch ready, cutting paper of different colors for decorating the
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yard and a hundred other things. And since almost everyone there wore new white clothes, the Mari temple
sparkled in whiteness.
One of those present, Basanna, was a short, dark man sporting a French mustache. He too wore new white
clothes and in them he shone darker still. His big yellow teeth protruded through his closed mouth and reflected
the luster of his clothes. In his hand he held a broom. Basanna stomped over to Kuriyayya’s corner and shouted
“Ayya.” Since Kuriyayya would respond only after he'd been spoken to a few times, everyone spoke loudly to
him. Kuriyayya slowly opened his eyes and looked. He watched the white figures that kept coming and going in
front of his eyes. As he watched, his old memories stirred and began to form in front of his eyes. The Mari festival
meant the Tiger Dance. That meant him.
The Tiger danced in front of his eyes. The drumbeat in his ears. Those were the days of the elder village headman. Kuriyayya was then a boy about as high as Amasa. The vigor of Kuriyayya’s dance had impressed the elder.
Giving him a gift of clothes, he had said:
“Till the end of your days stay in my house. You’ll have your food and clothes. Just look after the sheep, that’s
all.”
His shriveled face blossomed; the brightness of the Mari temple and the people around glinted in every wrinkle
of his face. Basanna shouted “Ayya” in his ears, this time even louder. He turned his head and looked up. Seeing
Basanna, he grasped the reason for his presence. With the bamboo stick in his right hand, he stretched out the
other. When Basanna held the outstretched hand, he pulled himself up and slowly walked over to the other corner
leaning on the stick and sat down. Basanna shook the blanket a couple of times and spread it out in the corner
where Kuriyayya was now sitting. The dust shaken out from the blanket swam in the morning sun. Where the
blanket was before, there now lay a thick layer of reddish dust and dirt. But as the morning sun fell on it, it too
seemed to turn white.
*
It was noon by the time Amasa returned from his playful ramblings. He couldn’t believe what he saw. All kinds
of things were going on there. The smell of white lime, of raw earth, and freshly smeared cow dung around the
Mari temple crowded into his nostrils. Kuriyayya had been moved from one corner to the other. In the hall, some
men had crowded round in a circle and were jumping up on their toes to look at something. In the middle was a
man doing something. Amasa hopped over and, peeped. He saw diadems, two-headed birds and other such things
being crafted out of colored silver paper. Everything that had been made there seemed wonderful to his eyes. As
the man in the middle crafted these things, the crowd alternately offered instructions and uttered appreciations, “It
should be like that. It should be like this. Besh! Ha!” and so on.
A long while later, after his eyes had soaked in all that they could, Amasa went over to Kuriyayya and sat by
his side. In a row on the other side and leaning against the wall were several large red and white parasols and
whisks for the deity; they had been put out in the sun to dry. In a nearby corner was a tall coconut tree, gently
swaying against the sky. Amasa’s eyes ran up to the top of the tree, where seven or eight large bunches of coconuts weighed it down. When he ran his eyes down the tree he noticed that someone had painted the stem of the
tree in stripes of white lime and red-earth. He slid closer to Kuriyayya and said:
“Ayya.” Kuriyayya looked at him meaning to ask:
“What is it?” Amasa said excitedly:
“Look Ayya! Look! Someone’s painted your tree with white lime and color.”
Kuriyayya peered ahead. He saw only a short distance, and then everything was lost in a haze. But what he
saw was this: someone had used a coconut for sorcery and had buried it in the cremation ground. It had sprouted,
cleft the earth and sprung up. He had plucked it from there and planted it in the corner of the Mari temple, saying,
“Let it be here; at least as mine.”
It had grown in front of his eyes; sprouting leaves and shedding them, bearing scars on its body where it had
once borne leaves. It had grown and grown, taller and taller, and now stood fully grown.
*
As the festival days went by, relatives and friends from around started descending one by one on the village.
As usual they would first visit the Mari temple and then go about their business. Some would forget everything
and settle down there to gossip. All the old scandals from the various villages would be dug up and updated.
While all this was going on, in the yard Basanna was warming up the drum over a straw fire and tuning it. A
bunch of kids were jumping around him like an army of monkeys. Amasa was one among them. As Basanna
raised the drum to his chest and beat it, its sound rang through, chad chad nakuna nakuna nakuna, like a gong to
the four corners of the village. Unable to resist, the kids around him started to dance.
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Basanna was inspired too and started to dance, beating his drum dangu dangu dangu chuki. The kids danced,
Basanna kept step, all of them falling over each other and those passing by. Heaven only knows who taught Amasa to dance. He was stepping out the best of all. Everyone watched him in amazement. By then the women too
had gathered around to watch.
Bangari just couldn’t take her eyes off Amasa. As she watched him, she felt again a deep desire to have a child
of her own in her arms. It had been six or seven years since she’d been married, but so far nothing had come to
fruit. Raging at people’s taunts, she had even slept around a bit. Yet nothing had borne fruit. She couldn’t afford
medicine-men and things like that; she and her husband were too poor for that. While women like her were
already old by their thirties, she was one who could pass off for a new bride. Men who saw her couldn’t help
wanting her, even if for a moment; such was her bearing. And yet, nothing had come to fruit. Things couldn’t go
on like this forever. For a long time, as the night set in, stones would start falling on her house, one after the other.
Her husband would raise welts on her back, and hide himself in the house. The stones had since stopped falling,
and the people had begun to forget. Now, in her eyes, Amasa continued to dance.
*
While all this was going on, two landlords dragged in two fattened goats. The crowds instantly split into two.
Children ran this way and that. The goats panicked at the beating drum and started to pull frantically. As the men
holding them faltered, two more joined in and holding on tight, stood them in front of the Mari temple. The
frenzied drumbeat continued. The goats stood frozen, only their eyes rolling round and round. The temple stood in
front, the silver deity shining through the open door. From within, billows of incense smoke wafted out. A man,
wearing only a small piece of cloth between his waist and knees, came out with holy water and a garland of
flowers in his hands. He stood in front of the goats, closed his eyes and started to mumble. His dark body was
covered with veins. They seemed to throb in time to his mumblings. He then cut the garland into two and tied
them around the goats’ necks. Then he placed the loose flowers on their foreheads, sprinkled the holy water on
their bodies and, joining his hands in prayer, said:
“If we’ve done anything wrong please swallow it, Mother, and accept this.”
His shrill voice resounded throughout the temple. But for the distant din, everyone around the temple stood
with bated breath. For a while everything stood still, except for the eyes of the goats that were turning round and
round. Then all of a sudden the goats quivered. The drumbeat rose again and drowned all other noise. The group
moved on. A bunch of kids, including Amasa, ran behind it. The elders drove them away, but the kids returned the
moment their backs were turned. The procession reached an open field. There, a well-built man stood casually by
a tree stump, a knife in his hand. As everyone was otherwise occupied, nobody noticed the kids who had once
again crowded around. As two men held the goats by their fore and hind legs and stretched out the necks on the
stump, the man brought down the waiting knife and severed the heads from the bodies in one stroke. Someone
poured holy water into the mouths of the severed heads. They gulped a couple of times and then closed shut. On
the other side the bodies were writhing. By now the heads lay still, eyes turned upwards. Blood spurted from the
writhing bodies as they spun around drenching the earth red with their blood. Some fellow shot into the middle
and pulled from the goats’ necks the garlands of flowers dripping with blood. Not satisfied with that, he draped
them around Amasa’s neck and said:
“Dance!”
As the blood drenched his throat and started to drip down, Amasa panicked and ran. Some others followed.
Even in his sleep Amasa saw only this sight. Several times that night Amasa sat up frightened. They kept the
lamps burning all through the night. The outsiders slept all around the temple, curled up in their white shawls.
That night the Mari temple was lit up.
*
That was also the night that railway gangman Siddappa had one too many. He had come with his belly full of
spirit. It wasn’t actually his fault. It was the spirit in him that played around with him that night. If he closed his
eyes a storm raged within him. So he staggered around leaning on his stick, weaving aimlessly through the streets.
When he came to a lamp post he flew into a rage. He lashed out at it, kicking and flogging it with his stick. The
fury of it shook the entire neighborhood. Not contented, he made it take on the role of the local politician, the
contractor, his railway boss or the money-lender Madappa, and yelled at it:
“Bastard! You think you are a big shot just because you go around in white clothes. You hide your face when
you see me. Forget us, we are loafers. We hang out on any street corner.”
He let out a long wail and wept. And then he continued with renewed vigor.
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“Don’t vent your anger on me. Look at him laugh at my words. Laugh, laugh away. It’s your time to laugh.
What else would you do but laugh? You are, after all, the one who uplifts the poor. Laugh. Let the Communists
come. They’ll put an end to your laughter. Till then you can laugh, so laugh, laugh.”
His laughter and shouts rose and fell, stumbled down the village street and whined through the cold, dark
night.
Unable to sleep through all this, Amasa woke up with a start every now and then. It must have gone on for a
long while. Nobody quite knows when or where Siddappa finally fell. His laughter, his shouts, died out.
*
It was dawn again. The village spent the morning yawning. Every verandah was filled with people. But still
there were many who hadn’t woken up. For instance, Siddappa. At noon, the Tiger dancers arrived at the Mari
temple. The headman’s bond-servant came and said, “The headman’s house needs coconuts,” and before
Kuriyayya could say yes, he had climbed the tree, plucked the coconuts, and was gone. Back at the houses, the
women had oiled and combed their hair, decked it with flowers and were running in and out. The young men
teased the passing girls and were chided in turn. The drumbeat of the Tiger Dance drew everyone to the Mari
temple. Everyone was eagerly awaiting the arrival of the Tiger dancers.
All of a sudden the Tiger’s cage flew open. All eyes fell on it. A huge Tiger leapt out, biting a lemon in his
teeth. The startled crowd moved back and formed a circle around him. A few more Tigers, a Hyaena and a Clown
emerged one after the other. Among them was a Tiger Cub too.
After all of them had come out, they stood in a row, joined their hands in prayer to the deity and accepted the
holy water. The dance began immediately after. The Hyaena was the best of all, and his costume fitted him
perfectly. Remember the man who had sported the knife so casually at the sacrifice yesterday? It was the same
man. The crowds would run away when he strode towards them, keeping step with the drumbeat. When the dance
came down the street, women and children clambered up the parapet and watched it with their lives in their hands.
The dancers had only to turn towards them, and they would dash into their houses and bolt the doors. The dancers
continued, entered the landlord’s street and danced in front of the village-hall. All the worthies, even the uppercaste ones, like the headman and the priest, had gathered there to watch the dance. They made gifts to the dancers
according to their status and expressed their appreciation.
Long after night had fallen and the dance was long over, everyone in the village continued to see the dance and
hear the drumbeat. Those who fell asleep and closed their eyes, and the men even as they undressed their wives,
saw only the Tiger Dance along with the drumbeat dangu dangu dangu chuki. The village headman, unable to
sleep, came out for a stroll. The bond-servant, who was awake, saw him and stood up. The headman put a beedi
between his lips and struck a match. For a moment, his face glowed red in the dark and flickered out. He gulped
the smoke in silence for a while and then turned to the servant.
“The one who played the Tiger Cub. Whose boy is it?”
“That’s Amasa,” came the reply.
“Who’s Amasa?” enquired the headman.
“That’s him. The orphan boy that lives there with Kuriyayya. That’s him.”
The headman was astonished.
“My, when did he grow up so?”
Before his eyes, Amasa’s Tiger Dance came dancing its many and wondrous dances.
62.142 Strike\fn{by Saymala Kallury (1949- )} Andhra Pradesh, India (F) 5
The telephone on the table is ringing insistently, frantically.
“Doctor’s phone always sends frantic signals,” Praveen thought as he ran into his room to pick up the phone.
He picked it up.
“Oh, shit! It is disconnected,” he cursed as he put the receiver back. It rang again, almost immediately.
“Hello!” he said into telephone.
“Hello Praveen! This is Ashok here. Can you come into the emergency? I need you, my friend.”
“Ashok! Ashok who?” Praveen's voice reflected his confusion.
“Ashok Verma of neurosciences. Of course you know me.”
“Oh, yes Ashok. I am sorry. Tell me! What is the matter?”
Praveen, please try to understand! I need you, desperately.”
“Why, what is the matter? Is everything okay?”
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"Well, no-o, you know, my daughter is sick. They are refusing to admit her. You know the reason. They just
want to victimize, of course!”
“Okay, relax! What happened to your daughter? How old is she?”
“She is about eight years old. She is on the verge of a collapse. Viral fever and I think she has acute jaundice
too.”
“Since how long is she having fever?”
“For about a week or so. She is very weak and I also see signs of dehydration. She has been vomiting since last
night. Please try to get her admitted. She needs constant monitoring, as I can see.”
“Well, I will see what I can do,” Praveen said and replaced the receiver.
He can imagine Ashok’s plight. He is now not a doctor but an anxious parent. He quickly made his way to the
emergency. It took him ten minutes to reach it, with all its winding corridors and ever busy lifts. He took the staircase. It is quicker too. All the time his mind actively thinking of Ashok and hundreds of others who are denied
admission into the state’s prestigious hospital on the grounds of an ongoing strike.
The resident doctors are on strike for the past forty days. In the beginning the authorities managed with the
consultants taking on the maximum load. But to substitute may be for a week or ten days is different from having
to do it for forty days, without respite, with no end in sight. Every wing of the hospital is now paralyzed. They
have now stopped OPD; they have stopped admissions. Now you can see the hospital is offering only emergency
services.
“What to do about Ashok’s daughter now? In fact it is his own doing! He cannot blame anyone for his plight.”
Praveen, till recently a resident doctor himself, entered the unusually quiet emergency area. There are only two
patients—a girl of eight and an old man—both unattended. Ashok came forward as soon as he saw Praveen. There
is another lady accompanying him. Her red swollen eyes gave ample introduction; she must be the mother of the
child.
“Just look, what a shame! I work here and they deny admission to my child who is genuinely and seriously
sick.”
“Ashok, let’s not go into those details. Let’s see what we can do now. Is this your daughter?”
Praveen took her limp hand to feel the pulse. “One minute.” His lower lip twisted slightly downward. Praveen
looked around for the doctor on duty. There he is. He gestured to Ashok to stay where he is. He went to the duty
doctor and said something in low tones, quickly.
“But, Doctor Saab, you know very well. It is the same doctor who dragged doctors from emergency wards and
ICCUs\fn{Intensive Care Cardiovascular Unit(s).} only a few hours ago,” protested the senior doctor on duty.
“I know, I know, I agree with you totally! But what is this child’s fault in it. Let’s not think about the strike.
Let’s do our duty towards this little one, in spite of all our reservations.”
“But the chief—” continued the duty doctor.
“The chief? Which chief? And what about him?” asked Praveen.
“The chief of pediatrics, sir. He left clear instructions not to admit. What am I going to tell him. He will shout
at me. And you know him, Dr. Praveen.”
“Yes, I know him too well.” He remembered him from his 'resident days. “Don’t tell anything to him. You are
not here at all. You are called elsewhere. It is I who admitted him. I will take the responsibility. I will take his
shouting too. I can. Don’t worry. Do as I tell you!” Praveen assured him.
Praveen persuaded him at last. Together Ashok and Praveen pushed the stretcher to the pediatric emergency
unit. They saw stray cases in wards here and there, the really sick ones. Everywhere senior doctors are on duty
sweating it out. But strangely none of them they saw exhibited any signs of weariness, annoyance or irritation.
There is only a calm determination. Praveen heard Dr. Ali last week in the emergency faculty meeting, loudly and
clearly.
“This hospital is our baby, now in trouble, needing emergency treatment. We will not let it down. We have
never so far ditched the hospital. We have had our own service problems. Some of us were residents here too!
Think, my friends, of the traditions this hospital inculcated in us and the commitment with which we tried to
uphold them. To make this hospital defunct now is an act of betrayal. How can a handful of people ruin the entire
system? Let’s fight in our own way. We will attend to the OPD’s, emergencies and ward duties. Teaching could
anyway remain suspended. We will not let any other facility to [be] shut down.”
There is a murmur of agreement. Just at the time the distinguished voice of authority of Dr. Ali fell silent there
is another voice feeble but well revered. He stood up. Dr. Chandra Shekhar.
“Yes, I agree totally with my friend Dr. Ali. We will not let any facility to shut down. We will hold on to our
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duties as long as we can. But my friends, I also request you to take note of one statement in Dr. Ali’s dramatic
speech. We cannot allow a handful of individuals to paralyze the hospital. Those of the resident doctors who have
resorted to violent demonstrations need to be condemned in no uncertain terms. But I feel those of us, handful
amongst our group, who have failed to give human treatment to the young residents should also be condemned—
let’s examine ourselves clinically my friends. We have heard stories of consultants punishing resident doctors—
asking them to stand for hours together facing the dustbin, outside the theatre and inside it holding their hands up.
After all we are dealing with human beings and we should do nothing that offends their dignity or belittles our
stature. Make them work hard, let them learn in a hard way; but if you are inhuman in your treatment of these
doctors, don’t forget, you are giving birth to one of your kind again. They too, would become consultants and
would adopt same tactics. Beware of the traditions we are establishing here.”
Praveen was very happy at Dr. Ali’s appeal. He was actually jubilant after hearing Dr. Chandra Shekhar. He
doesn’t support the current agitation tactics of the resident doctors. But can he ever forget the humiliations he
faced while a resident? On that day there was general approval and wide support to the idea that they should carry
on the work without any major breakdown.
But last night the disgruntled and protesting doctors were so annoyed that their strike took an ugly turn. They
came in full strength and dragged out the doctors doing emergency duties. They did not allow any doctor to attend
the suffering patients. They came in large numbers carrying all sorts of instruments of protest, drums, and utensils,
spoons with which they were making a hell of a lot of noise. The faces of striking doctors in the night light
reflected the evil face of anger and indignation. They appeared to have lost all sense of balance and their capacity
to logical thinking.
The attendants who were sleeping along with the patients were terribly worried. What is happening here! Are
these really medical doctors trained to treat and save suffering people? But they are exactly doing the opposite.
Now today morning all the chiefs again assembled for an emergency meeting.
“My patient who had undergone a cath test yesterday could not sleep throughout last night! The loss of sleep
and the resultant strain had caused a massive heart attack and he collapsed within seconds for no fault of his or
ours! What do we do? We cannot have this kind of a thing for long!”
Dr. Raman was shouting at the top of his voice. He was normally known for his cool and quiet exterior at all
times.
“I was dragged out of neurosurgery ICCU while attending a critical case. God only knows how the patient
survived. I would not have forgiven myself if anything happened to the patients, but if the protestors come in such
large numbers, what can one do?”
“No admission in the gyne ward for the last two weeks. All serious cases were directed to other hospitals. We
do not like this thing to go on forever. Why can’t the administration work out a compromise with the striking
doctors?” asked the lady in charge of gynecology.
“Compromise! There is no question! Have you not seen the way they were threatening, throwing all norms of
sane behavior to [the] winds? Holding up a hospital like this to ransom, dragging senior doctors out of the wards
and ICCU’s letting patients die! No! No! There is no excuse for this kind of behavior. Any other place, may be,
but not in a hospital where the sanctity of the institute lies in its discipline and in its willingness to serve at all
times under all odd circumstances. You see airline pilots are on strike too. It would endanger the lives of people if
they go on strike while an aeroplane is in air. Otherwise, however grave is the strike situation, however great are
financial losses, one consolation is that lives cannot be lost. But if a doctor goes on strike, any time, he would be
putting lives to danger. It does not mean that I am supporting pilots’ strike, but only trying to make a subtle
difference between doctors and the rest of humanity. It is a great thing for one to become a doctor. We all dream
that our children should become doctors. Can we take an undertaking from them that they would never resort to
strike? Let’s tell them how great their profession is and how difficult it is to be in it. If we cannot tell them now
we can never tell them,” Dr. Ali reiterated.
“Well, I agree with him of course, in total.” [The] Medical Superintendent of the hospital rose to speak.
“For the time being I suggest the following measures. We will close down the hostels. Let them all go home.
We will not provide any mess facilities. We will not allow any resident doctor into the hospital area until they give
an unconditional apology for what they have done yesterday. None of us should remotely give an impression that
we can tolerate this behavior. After all we have lost patients last night.”
There was a general air of agreement and medical superintendent requested the hospital to provide security to
the wards and the working senior doctors. The identity of every person who entered the hospital was checked and
those identified as resident doctors were turned out. This caused further unrest. But this panicky reaction of the
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administration was also a cause of jubilation amongst the resident doctors.
Ashok was one of those who tried to pull out the doctor on emergency duty in the neurosurgery department last
night. Of course he did not ever think that when he reached home he would be faced with an emergency. His wife
tried to reach him in the hospital. He was busy elsewhere. She called the neighbors and when Ashok went home
he came to know that his neighbor Ranganath had gone to fetch a doctor. The doctor, when he came, looked at the
child, took her pulse and told Ashok:
“Shift her to a hospital immediately. She needs IV\fn{Intravenous} fluids and she seems to be having acute
jaundice.”
Ashok was all the time assured that nothing can happen to his daughter. He is after all a doctor, and can get the
best medical aid for her.
He was in for a shock. They would give emergency treatment all right, but sorry, they cannot admit her. The
hospitals resident doctors are on strike. No fresh admission possible.
Ashok, seething with anger, called Praveen, his senior and now a consultant.
“See what they have done? Isn’t it clear victimization? They want to do it because she is my daughter. But I
insist she should be treated here just because she is my daughter.”
Now the girl is in the safe custody of the hospital. The chief came on rounds. He checked the girl, administered
the necessary emergency drugs. He told the mother:
“Madam, don’t worry, your daughter will survive. She is brought here on time and in a few hours time she will
be okay. But you know, there are others whose kith and kin are not unfortunately the employees of this institution.
We are allowing them to die at the threshold. No option … we have no option,” he repeated to himself and moved
away.
“The rascal,” muttered Ashok
“Why Ashok, why is he a rascal? What is wrong in what he said?” Praveen retorted. “Do you know there was
another resident doctor who brought in his father day before yesterday and demanded treatment just as you did
now. We are responding to your request because we cannot be otherwise. We are trained and supposed to live in
the spirit of Hippocrates. Why do you want to close your eyes to this truth? There are black sheep on our side too.
I don’t deny it and I don’t support them. But that gives no justification for yesterday’s show. Have some sense of
justice and fair play. What moral right do you have to curse a doctor who spoke plain truth? At the same time
yesterday night you prevented someone from treating a patient. There is only one truth. Do you know your
midnight demonstration killed a patient in the heart ward today morning? He was the father of the other resident
doctor. He is crying his heart out now. You have no moral right to cry even. You should be ashamed of yourself
for what you are and for what you are doing. This child of yours will walk home tomorrow and you will have no
reason to feel remorse, perhaps. But what about the others who are dying and who cannot afford treatment
elsewhere? Would it not be a life long regret for them if anything happens to their loved ones? Why don’t you
think my friend? You cannot be so selfish!”
Ashok’s face registered anger, indignation, shame and guilt. His wife simply stared at them both with wideopen eyes. Suddenly something clicked in her mind.
“Why, Ashok! Were you one of those who demonstrated last night? Oh God, to think that I was frantically
looking for you and this was what you were doing. How could you do it, Ashok, how could you? Perhaps that’s
why God taught us this lesson.” There was surprise and anger in her voice.
Praveen left them and moved towards his room. This would make him see the logic, but the others? Who can
tell them?
Ashok sat on the stool and silently watched his girl. His face was strangely tight and reflected silent struggle.
He did not look at his wife. She placed her hand on his shoulder. He looked at her.
“She will be okay?” she said.
“Yes Rama, she will be okay, now will you be able to sit with her for some time? I’ll be back in an hour or so.”
She nodded her head.
He walked briskly towards the union office. It was full of people—all in a jubilant mood. The president of
association came running as soon as he saw Ashok.
“Congratulations, my boy! You did a magnificent job. We are all proud of you. What we could not do in forty
days, you did in one night.” His face reflected the joy of their success—their ability to punch the administration.
Ashok could not say anything. There was terrible pain and agony on his face.
“What can I do now? How can I tell them now? How can I ever convince them?” he thought to himself.
Dr. Ranjan, president of their association was surprised.
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“Why Ashok, what is wrong? What happened to you? You look shrunken and haggard. Tell me, is there
anything I can do?”
“Yes, please relieve me of this burden. Can you relieve me? I do not want to be a part of this strike. I want to
go back to work. I find I cannot continue like this any longer.”
Ranjan looked [at him] intently.
“I see, may I ask why?” There was cold anger in his voice.
“Please Ranjan try to understand. Lots of things have happened. My daughter was seriously sick last night,
while I was with you all here. Today I got her admitted in the hospital. Some how, I now feel it is all wrong.”
“Because your daughter is sick now and—” Ranjan was saying in a curt voice.
“No, no! Please don’t misunderstand. Yes, I have changed my mind, because my daughter fell sick last night,
you may say so. My perceptions have changed. There is a second side to the coin. We were all harassed, made to
work round the clock; we were not expected to make any human errors of judgment. Our working hours were
tough. Some chiefs give more love and affection to their pet dogs than to us. But Ranjan, there should be some
other way to tackle our problem. We cannot in all fairness do this to so many unknown people who are particularly helpless and come to us with trust and hope. We cannot betray them. There are old, infirm people even young
and infants amongst them.”
“Wah, Wah! Three cheers, Ashok! Why don’t you give a speech now? You sound very dramatic, you know.
Let’s see, if our friends here don’t call you a traitor.”
“A traitor! Me, a traitor! Well, maybe I am! It is the same either way. I am a traitor here to our common cause,
or a traitor to the larger humanity who come to the hospital hoping something from us. I prefer to be a traitor here.
Anyway, I will talk to them. Let me tell them about the second side which they have not seen and I have seen.”
He went forward and stood in front of the mike. People around fell silent. Some one switched on the mike.
Ashok simply stood there, staring at them, suddenly realizing how futile it is to talk to these people. Someone
whistled loudly, someone else shouted:
“Come on, yaar, and say some thing.”
“Friends,” Ashok started hesitantly, “I want to report two incidents today. One was my daughter was sick last
night, I had to bring her here and she is initially refused admission. But we, I mean, I along with a friend of mine
who was a consultant there have almost gate crashed and bulldozed our way into the ward. In another case, the
father of another colleague of ours was admitted here for a cath test and he died this morning due to a massive
heart attack, caused by a sleepless restless night. Yesterday he had to wait for five hours on empty stomach as Dr.
Raman was performing cath tests single-handedly. The turn of our patient came at about four o’clock in the
evening. He did not have good night’s sleep as our midnight demonstration denied him the necessary rest and
sleep. You know how a patient is expected to work according to the schedules of the attending staff here. A little
bit of sleep he got again in the morning was disturbed by the night duty nurse who had to take the patients routine
B.P.\fn{Blood pressure.} and temperature before going off duty; with the result [that] when he got up in the morning
to do his morning ablutions, he suddenly collapsed without any prior indication in the bathroom. And imagine, in
a hospital of this magnitude, in spite of the best medical treatment provided by our senior doctors. A patient died
for a silly reason.
“In this, my friends, I attribute the success of my daughter’s recovery to the timely help she got as I managed
to bulldoze myself into the ward. But in the second case I attribute the failure to the callous demonstrators. I don’t
call doctors, who prevented timely rest and well-deserved rest to the patient. Moral responsibility is of course
ours. I would like you to think of other side of the coin before you make your decision. I am not going to be a part
of this strike hereafter. My friends, you should have the courage to change your beliefs when you find them
wrong. Don’t fight shy of admitting yourself wrong. I believe I have no moral right to continue as a doctor anywhere in the world if submit anybody, even a single person, to the kind of torture and tension I went through last
night. Our hospital is turning away thousands of patients. Our callous demonstrations are putting many lives in
jeopardy. I hang my head in shame for what I have done last night though you are all congratulating me for my
heroic act. You may now laugh at me, but that’s it!”
He held his head high and walked out of the hall, leaving behind stupefied colleagues.
35.38 Guest Is God\fn{by Abdul Bismillah (1949- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
It was unbearably hot. The blast of hot winds blowing across the city had caused several deaths. The roads
were like a tawa on the chulha. The rich had khas screens on theft doors. These were kept wet by the servants
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who splashed them with buckets of water. Shopkeepers had their thick curtains drawn. Barbers, food-vendors, and
lottery ticket sellers sought refuge under the over-bridge waiting for the sun to set. Some others sat huddled in
rickshaws avoiding exposure to the sun. Everyone’s handkerchief was dirty because of the constant wiping of
sweat. The rural folk wrapped up their faces with thick towels or gamchas—they could be mistaken to be dacoits.
Pedestrians without umbrellas held up handbags or handkerchiefs to cover their heads. Vendors hiked the price of
drinking water from five to ten paise.
The heat wave disrupted the city’s social and economic life. People felt severely constrained yet were helpless.
They even carried onions in their pocket to protect themselves from the hot winds.
Salman Saheb’s wife had also put a small onion in his pocket, though he pretended not to know. He was sure
that onions had nothing to do with the looh.
With a suitcase in his hand, Salman Saheb trudged on towards Mishrilal Gupta’s house. Though he felt like
covering his head or his face with the towel, he could not bring himself to do so. Gupta’s house was not all that
far. Or so he thought.
This was his first trip to the town. He remembered Gupta’s house number but not its location. And yet he
hoped to get there.
Mishrilal Gupta was once Salman Saheb’s neighbor in their small town. He was known for his radical views—
the first in his family to eat meat and drink tea in a Muslim restaurant. The town had separate Hindu and Muslim
places to eat, just as there is a Hindu University in Benaras and a Muslim University at Aligarh. Though nobody
prevented anyone from eating where he pleased, it was not common to do so in those days. Salman Saheb’s
neighbor Zaki Saheb would buy sweets from a Muslim shop but not from Shivcharan Halwai. Why? Because
Shivcharan did not wash himself after a pee.
The town had one school where Sanskrit was taught. Salman Saheb memorized Ramah-Ramau-Ramaah and
the entire gamut of Sanskrit conjugations. The upshot was that he did not read Urdu. Likewise Mishrilal’s father
Girdharilal Gupta studied Urdu and not Sanskrit. For one, he was a Vaishya. Besides, the madarsa had no
provision for learning Sanskrit. So when Salman Saheb moved to the city for higher education, he opted for
Sanskrit hoping to secure a teaching position in a college. But this is not how things turned out. He was now
teaching history in the newly-opened Islamia Middle School in his hometown.
While preparing for his Intermediate examinations, Mishrilal received lessons in Sanskrit from Salman Saheb.
So he regarded him as his guru and touched his feet as a mark of reverence. Now that he had graduated and was
preparing for a competitive test, he invited Salman Saheb to visit him. But Salman Saheb decided to spring a
pleasant surprise on him by keeping his arrival date a closely-guarded secret. He would simply knock at his door,
he said to himself.
Mohalla?
Yes, yes, Gopalganj-House No. B-562; Radharaman Mishra’s house, about half a mile from the railway station.
“Bhai Saheb, what’s the way to Gopalganj?” he asked a shop- keeper.
Without bothering to spit the paan juice out of his mouth, the shopkeeper produced a gurgling sound and
managed to tell Salman Saheb that he had overshot the house. He was told to turn back, reach the electric pole,
and enter the nearby lane.
A hot blast hit Salman Saheb as he emerged from the shop front. Shielding his ears with his palms, he felt
somewhat relieved at the thought of the onion in his pocket. Oh yes, that’s the lane. Looking at the electric pole he
entered the lane. Block A was on his right; so Block B should have been to the left. But it was Block H. He kept
going, thinking that B might be adjacent to A. Instead he found himself in front of M Block. And C turned out to
be to his left! He was baffled and confused.
“Can I help?” asked a gentleman who noticed his uneasiness. He was banging a charpoy, killing bed bugs as
they fell on the ground. Salman Saheb crushed a small bug that made its way into his shoe and asked:
“Where is B-562?”
“Oh, you mean Mishraji’s house? That’s in Old Gopalganj. Go this way till you come to a temple. Turn right.
Then ask someone.”
Salman Saheb moved on after a “thank you.” As he turned to the right near the temple he noticed four or five
buffaloes tethered there and a girl was trying to draw the attention of the bangle-seller.
“Is this Old Gopalganj?” he asked.
She had no time to reply, her attention riveted on the bangle-seller’s pushcart. Salman Saheb trudged on.
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After some moments he reached a set of tall, old-fashioned houses. The shade from them kept the pebblestrewn street cool. Naked children played around. Salman Saheb thought of resting for a while but ultimately
decided to move on.
A boy was running towards him dragging a fat mouse with a string tied to its tail. He tried to brush past him
and seemed unconcerned with what was happening around him.
“Where is B-560, Mishraji’s house? Do you know?”
The boy pointed his finger indifferently at a house and off he went.
Salman Saheb took a deep breath and stood before the tall house pointed out by the boy. Two women were
perched on a charpoy discussing the Punjab problem and offering their own solutions.
“O Bittan’s Amma, thank your stars that we’re in India. What would have happened to us if we were living in
Punjab!”
“Is this Radharaman Mishraji’s house?”
Salman Saheb expected them to rise in deference, as was usual in his town. But no. This was, after all, a city.
“Mishraji lives in Jawahar Nagar. Only his tenants live here,” one of them volunteered the information and fell
silent.
“Why do you want to meet him?” the other asked scratching her head.
“A boy named Mishrilal Gupta stays in his house. I’ve come to see him.”
“Go up the stairs. He lives in the second room.”
The woman continued to scratch her head.
Salman Saheb went in. It was dark and the staircase was barely visible. He spotted a water tap and then the
staircase while groping in the dark. Then he went up the stairs haltingly. He imagined Mishrilal having a nap and
waking up in a huff by the loud sound of his knock. He would then open the bolt still blinking and then hasten to
touch his feet.
“Who’s there?” a female voice enquired at the end of the staircase.
“Is Mishrilalji in?”
“Wait a minute.”
The abrupt tone indicated that the woman was busy with her chores. He stood in front of the doorless entrance
wondering what he should do when a middle-aged, fair-complexioned woman appeared. She had only a petticoat
and a bra on and hurried from the veranda into the adjoining room. She quickly wrapped herself in a sari and
came out still trying to fasten the hook of the blouse.
“This way please.”
Salman Saheb entered as though he had not seen the lady a while ago, a pretension that went well with the
person who stood there without feeling embarrassed.
Salman Saheb’s eyes fell on a freshly discarded wet sari near the drain pipe on the verandah. The smell of Jai
toilet soap filled the air.
“Mishrilalji stays in the adjoining room. But he is not in at the moment. He went out this morning. Where are
you from? Please be seated.”
The courteous lady placed a cot before him and went in. After a few moments she came out holding a steel
tumbler with water and some gur on a saucer. She placed the saucer on the cot and stood there.
“Drink some water. It’s terribly hot today!”
She went in again, this time returning with a palm-leaf fan that she placed on the cot. Salman Saheb helped
himself to some gur, drank water, and began fanning himself leisurely.
“I hope Mishrilal isn’t out of town.”
“I don’t think so. He must be around. Maybe he has gone to a movie or to a friend’s house. Usually he spends
most of his time in this room.”
Salman Saheb looked at his watch. It was about three past noon. He felt tired and stretched his legs on the cot.
Seeing this the woman brought him a pillow.
“Please relax for a while. Guptaji will certainly get back by the evening.”
She put her wet sari in a bucket and went down.
As Salman Saheb lay on the cot, he took out the onion from his pocket as it was hurting and slipped it under
the cot. He dozed off thereafter. He dreamt of his school teachers having a fight and the Headmaster reprimanding
Satya Narain Yadav, the physical training teacher. When Salman Saheb wanted to defend Yadav, his colleagues
pounced on him. Just then he woke up.
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It was late evening. The light of the dim electric bulb spread to the verandah. A stove was alight. The lady was
cooking. The smell of Jai soap at noon was now replaced with the aroma of cumin seeds.
“Mishrilal hasn’t returned yet!”
“Well, how can one tell where he’s gone? He is usually cooped up in his room on most other days,” said the
woman as she offered him tea in a steel tumbler.
“Oh, why did you bother?”
“No bother at all. We drink tea every evening.”
Salman Saheb accepted the tumbler as the woman turned to the stove.
Just then a gentleman, freshly bathed, appeared, stroking his sacred thread. With a gamcha wrapped around his
waist, he entered the room reciting the Hanuman Chalisa. Soon, the scent of joss sticks merged with the aroma of
cumin seeds.
Salman Saheb peeped into the room where household goods were neatly arranged. The walls were adorned
with pictures of gods and goddesses of the Hindu pantheon—Rama, Krishna, Hanuman, Shankar, Parvati,
Lakshmi, Ganesh, and so on. On one side a placard bore the inscription:
Ram Manohar Pandey,
Assistant Telephone Operator
He held a joss stick in his right hand while his right elbow rested on the left palm. Sitting thus, he swayed his
hand in a circular motion spreading the scented smoke around and, at the same time, reciting some shlokas from
the Gita. His pronunciation left much to be desired. A dirty ceiling fan revolved slowly.
The lady of the house finished cooking sabzi and had started on chapatis. Salman Saheb thought of leaving. He
decided to move to a hotel and look up Mishrilal the next morning. It was getting late and there was still no sign
of him.
He stood up.
“I should go. I’ll visit him tomorrow,” he said picking up his suitcase.
“Where to?”
“To a hotel.”
“Why a hotel, Bhai Saheb? There is enough room here. The meal is ready to be served. Please eat and then go
to bed. Guptaji is sure to return. Even if he does not, stay overnight and leave tomorrow morning. No, no, I won’t
let you go. Come, take off your shoes and freshen up. I’ll serve food straightaway.”
“No, Bhabhiji, I’ve caused you enough trouble,” Salman Saheb did not hesitate to address her as Bhabhi.
“It’s no bother. Please eat.”
Salman Saheb could not refuse. He took off his shoes, had his wash, and waited. By now Pandeyji was through
with his puja. Perched on a chowki he began examining some documents. Salman Saheb was sorry that he had
neither greeted him nor exchanged pleasantries.
“Bhai Saheb, won’t you join me?”
“No, please go ahead. I’ll eat after a while,” he answered hastily and turned to his papers.
“Please be seated. You must be starving. He’ll eat later. He had some snacks after office. You were asleep
then.”
The woman placed the thali on a pirhi and a water-filled iota and a glass by its side.
Salman Saheb began eating. He was very pleased. In his small town a Brahmin wouldn’t offer food to a
stranger without knowing his religion and caste. But it was different in a city like this. True, this is not such a big
city and, for all you know, many people here may still cling to the traditions of rural areas. But this is a city
nevertheless. Educated people tend to be progressive and not narrow-minded in their outlook. They are religious
without being orthodox.
That’s what he thought while eating. He relished the brinjal, the somewhat raw mango pickle, and the rotis
soaked in ghee. Such rotis were not baked at home where they produced giant-size half-baked chapatis on the
inverse tawa and then kept them wrapped in a piece of old cloth.
His hostess offered to him yet another puffed up roti.
“Are you from Guptaji’s village?”
Salman Saheb raised his head. Pandeyji was through with his papers and was now peeling a mango. His tone
was business-like. Pandeyji beckoned his wife inside and gave her three slices of mango for Salman Saheb.
“Are you his brother?” Pandeyji asked dryly.
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“No, he is my student!”
“Are you a teacher?”
“Yes.”
“Where do you teach?”
“In my own town.”
“Are you also a Gupta?”
“No.”
“A Brahmin?”
“No, I’m a Muslim. My name is Muhammad Salman.”
After this introduction he began eating.
Pandeyji raised his eyes, turned towards his wife to find her looking at him curiously. They wanted to
exchange notes but Salman Saheb waited for his roti. But the woman was nowhere near the stove. She got busy
inside the house looking for something. He then helped himself to the mango.
She held the glass tumbler once she was out in the open. Fear was writ large on her face.
Picking up the steel tumbler near the plate she placed the glass tumbler in its place.
Salman Saheb noticed the tumbler and the plate. For a moment he was worried. Then picking up his plate he
took it to the drain pipe. Finding the scrubber he began cleaning it.
The woman turned around for a moment to catch a glimpse of him and then got busy with her chores.
Mishrilal had yet to return.
35.18 Consecrated Brick\fn{by Husainul Haq (1949- )} Sasaram, Rhotas District, Bihar State, India (M) 5
Salamatullah had seen the crowd while going to the office. But the event slipped from his mind as he got busy
with work.
Returning from office in the evening he saw the same crowd. In the morning he was in a hurry. Besides, he
thought of the congregation as a mere festive occasion—a tilak or a tika ceremony for grown up children. But he
was concerned to find the crowd still there in the evening. Was someone ill? He parked his cycle against the door,
passed the two adjacent houses and reached the third.
“What’s it brother? Is everything all right? Where’s Shivpujan Bhai?” he was asking someone when Shivpujan
appeared.
“Don’t you know? Shivpujanji?”
Before the man could complete his sentence Shivpujan drew him to his side. Then he placed his hand on
Salamatullah’s shoulder and led him towards the pandal erected outside the house. Salamatullah followed him
against his wishes. All this took just a few seconds. Shivpujan was silent all this while, then he said:
“No, nothing special. I was away for a few days, that’s why.”
While Shivpujan was saying this, Salamatullah overheard other people. That fellow who was on the point of
telling him something about Shivpujan—perhaps someone else was telling him:
“Sala mutla.”
Both Salamatullah and Shivpujan heard this. Shivpujan laughed loudly to make light of it and said:
“And how are you? Everything is OK?”
All of a sudden Salamatullah felt he had become naked—naked as at birth. By then he and Shivpujan had
reached the gate.
“Okay Shivpujanji, adaab,” he did not know what else to say under the circumstances.
“Namaste,” Shivpujan joined his palms.
Salamatullah almost ran towards his house.
It was a December evening. Darkness had descended everywhere. There was a power failure, so every family
had lit a lantern. He was reminded of his village where people lit their earthenware lamps and lanterns every
evening. In the severe cold of Paush and Maagh, all would assemble inside the house—Rahim Chacha, Sibte
Mamu, Rameshwar Chacha, Mangru Kaka. From his doorstep he glanced at Shivpujan’s house and went in.
As he entered his house the children playing in the street sang Jai Kanya Ram Ki. His own children were busy
playing ludo in their mother’s room. The eldest son was studying. Salamatullah’s wife was in the kitchen. On
seeing him, she said in a strange voice:
“Here you are, at last!”
“Why? Anything wrong?”
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He was taken aback. He normally returned at this hour everyday and his wife usually greeted him with a smile.
“Then?”
“No. It was getting dark. I could not help worrying.”
“What do you mean? It gets dark every evening.”
“All right, have a wash. Tea is ready.”
He knew she was deliberately trying to put him off the track.
“Abbu, Abbu, a brick has arrived at Shivpujan Chacha’s place.”
His daughter came running to him. As usual, she was going to relate to him the happenings of the day.
“Go to your study. There is electricity now.”
His wife pulled the daughter away by her arms and pushed her into her own room.
“Have you gone crazy? Don’t be so severe on children. What about this brick at Shivpujan’s?”
“Softly,” she said putting her palm on her mouth. “Our conversation may be heard by the neighbors. First have
a wash and help yourself to some snacks.”
Salamat did not say anything further. He felt worn out and hungry. The office lunch was insufficient. Besides,
there wasn’t a client to offer him a big spread of food. But Shivpujan? He thought of the crowd outside his house,
then his daughter’s remark, “a brick has arrived,” and then Shivpujan’s, “I was away for a short while.” By now
his sixth sense was alerted and he called out to his wife.
“Hey, listen!”
“What’s it?”
“Shivpujan, did he go to Ayodhya?”\fn{ Ayodhya is a small (40,641, 1991) city in Uttar Pradesh State. During the 1400’s, the
Hindu mystic Ramananda founded the cult of worship devoted to Rama, and sometime after that Ayodhya became a center of pilgrimage
for these devotees. Agitation during the latter half of the 20 th century for the “liberation” of the city from Muslim control began to build,
and reached a culmination on December 6, 1992, when a mob of Hindu fundamentalists stormed the Babri Masjid (the Mosque of Babur,
built in Ayodhya 1528) and destroyed it, demanding that it be replaced by a temple dedicated to Rama (in Hinduism, the seventh
incarnation of the creator-god, Vishnu). Their source for this action is the Sanskrig epic poem, Ramayana, which associates a city called
Ayodhya as the birthplace of Rama. Communal violence over this event spread across India, and over 1000 people were killed .}

“Yes. That’s why the crowd has gathered outside his house,” his wife stated in a hushed tone and left for the
kitchen.
Once again the power breakdown! The atmosphere within the house was eerie. Dim lantern lights flickered
from nearby houses through the windows and ventilators. It seemed as if a snake slough was glinting in the darkness which had become more dense now. The children were still playing in the street—Jai Kanya Ram Ki.
“Listen,” he called out to his wife once more.
“Yes?”
“We’ve already received two or three letters from your father, haven’t we? The Christmas holidays are also
drawing close. Why don’t you visit your parents?”
“We’ll see. Now have some snacks,” she said softly. For the moment she sounded agreeable in order to soothe
his nerves.
He didn’t have much to eat. As a matter of fact he had not eaten anything during the last five hours. He wasn’t
hungry anymore. After tea he lit a cigarette and threw himself on the sofa. He wondered where to look for a rented
house? Rents in Muslim localities were very high. The landlords were, moreover, haughty. By renting a house
they behaved as if they were doing a special favor to their tenants. The tenants, on the other hand, were helpless,
especially those with a family. His income was meager. No one offered generous bribes any longer—only tea and
snacks at the most. Or if luck smiled on you, ten or twenty rupees.
He could not yet graduate to the table that brought quite a bit of extra income. Under such circumstances he
had nowhere to go. Leaving the government quarters? This was an ordinary LIG [lower income group] flat. But a
mere clerk was not entitled to a higher grade accommodation.
“Jai Shri Ram,” he was startled by the clarion call from a distance.
“No need to get up,” his wife came up to him and said gently.
“Don’t worry; scores of new visitors seem to have come.”
He sat down but his heart began to beat faster. Despite the cold, beads of perspiration appeared on his forehead. Then, till late at night he could feel the crowds filling in the street and raising slogans. He felt lonely.
“Why do you want me to go to my parents?”
“Can’t you hear the slogans?”
“Well, they raise them to express their devotion.”
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“It doesn’t take long for devotion to turn into hatred.”
His wife turned silent. The night was getting dark and dense. He remained wide awake for quite a while.
Usually he was so worn out by the time he went to bed that he would have no idea when his wife came into the
bedroom. He was sleepless that night.
Shivpujan? Well, there was no difference in the way he talked to me.
Brick? No. If he could bear the anguish of 6 December, then? He remembered the phrase, “Sala mutla” and felt
as though someone had put live embers in his ears. Yes, these two words had been eating into him for the last
seven hours. This had happened for the first time and after fifteen years of living together. Till the day before he
was everybody’s Salamat Bhai.
“Hare Rama Hare Krishna,” the strand of his thought snapped abruptly.
Bhajans were being sung at Shivpujan’s.
“This?”
He had no answer. Then he recalled a slogan written on the city walls—
This is just the trailer
Mathura and Kashi will come later.

The train was tearing along at a distance. The night was getting cold with chilly winds blowing outside. His
wife and children were asleep, huddled together under the quilt. He craned his neck from under the quilt to look at
the clock. It was two. Then his glance shifted to the calendar—20 December.
All of a sudden he had a bizarre feeling. Is the 6 December past and gone? With this another question nagged
him—why does 6 December come? Then the fear—will 6 December come again? He began dozing off with these
strange thoughts.
The next morning the sound of bhajans disturbed his sleep. Children were preparing to go to their school and
college. He opened the window to see the milling crowds in front of Shivpujan’s house. It seemed that large
numbers of people had stayed overnight. They were washing and bathing in the open. The servant was busy
sweeping the house. Probably they were expecting some more visitors.
“Don’t send the children to school today. You get ready. I’ll drop all of you at Hayat Bhai’s place on my way to
the office,” Salamatullah told his wife.
“Why?”
“I can’t be at peace leaving you here.”
His wife thought for a while and said:
“In this colony live Aziz Bhai, Inam Saheb, and Fazal Ahmed. Please talk it over with them.”
Salamatullah liked the suggestion and proceeded to meet with them. They were also upset by the situation. But
not living in the same block they did not quite sense what was going on.
“Let’s see the developments today,” Fazal Ahmed suggested. “I’ve got several days of leave to my credit. All
of you attend the office without worrying. I’ll stay at home,” Inamul Haq said.
But there was no peace at the office. Shivpujan worked in the same office—everyone knew that he had been to
Ayodhya. It seemed some of his colleagues had already called on him the day before and the office gossip today
turned on Salamatullah, time and again. Though he was sitting at his own table, he could overhear people
whispering around him.
“Those who pulled it down would have been experts. They did it so skillfully.”
“Well, you must realize that the structure was five, six hundred years old. There was no adulteration in
building materials in those times.”
“Shivpujan has good days ahead of him.”
“Why not? People have already recognized 6 December as the culmination of a great struggle—as great as the
one in 1947. He may even receive a pension meant for freedom fighters. Whosoever performs a darshan also pays
some money as an offering. Shivpujan has turned out to be quite a devout Hindu after having taken part in the
crusade.”
“Salamatullah’s flat is quite close to Shivpujan’s. What happens to him?”
“His fate would be similar to that of his co-religionists in the country.”
Salamatullah was shocked to hear all this. His own situation had changed within a few moments. So far his
family, children and neighbors were his only concerns, but now he had become a soldier in a vanquished army. He
had been defeated in a battle he had not fought. The whole thing was so ridiculous and, at the same time, so
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pathetic. But what can be done to his colleagues? Particularly Shivpujan who was the hero of a battle without an
adversary! His other colleagues were jubilant over a victory to which they had contributed nothing.
Just then he remembered Maulana Abdul Jabbar saying:
“We’ve done our best to make our motherland beautiful. We’ve built the GT [Grand Trunk] Road, the Taj
Mahal, and the Red Fort.”
Salamatullah was overwhelmed by the twin feelings of hatred and nausea. He felt nauseated; but hatred for
whom? For his own colleagues or for Maulana Abdul Jabbar? He could not come up with a clear answer. He
opened the drawer absent-mindedly, took out the weekly magazine he had bought a few days earlier and began
turning the pages. He paused to look at the page with a color photograph spread—a large number of people
climbing up the dome and pulling it down.
He felt a searing pain run through his body. He felt sad and humiliated, he felt like bursting into tears. He
wished someone would offer him consolation—some words of solace, even if they were insincere. He recalled his
daughter's remark—“A brick has come to Shivpujan Chacha’s house.” He began seeing images on that brick—
images of women being pursued, corpses covered in blood in Bombay. He recalled Guizar’s couplet
These are fresh drops of blood
And will demand their price.

Then he seemed to hear the shrill voice of Khusrau:
“Arre lakkhi babol morey.”
The photograph seemed to have leaped out of the pages of the magazine. He felt as though it was standing
before him like a man beating his breast:
“O oppressors, don’t outrage my modesty!”
“Salamat.”
He was startled by the voice which seemed to come from a distance. His friend Fazal Ahmed has placed his
hands on Salamatullah’s shoulders. Salamatullah tried to gather his wits only to realize that the weekly magazine
was spread before him. His eyes were moist. His colleagues stared at him. To hide his embarrassment he ran to
the bathroom for a wash. By the time he was out, he felt quite unwell. In this state of mind he walked into the
office of his boss.
“Sir, I want to go home.”
“Home?” The boss looked at his watch. It was only two.
“Yes Sir. I feel totally drained out.”
“All right. You may go.”
“Salamat,” the boss called after him as he was leaving the chamber.
“Yes Sir?”
“Sometimes things happen against our wishes and we’ve no control over them. It is therefore prudent to be
patient.”
Realizing what the boss wanted to convey he slowly left the chamber.
But the photograph was stuck in his mind and he felt restless. Only if he were present there! At least he could
have sacrificed his life! He had contempt for those people who occupied high positions in Delhi and sat there
listlessly. They should be shot right away! Only if he was there! Then he imagined himself in a battlefield fighting
fiercely. He was surrounded by the enemy equipped with swords and shields. Attacked from all sides—right, left,
front, rear, above, below—he found himself fighting with a broken sword. He confronted his enemies singlehandedly and, after defeating them, went up the dome. There he began fighting all those who were trying to pull it
down.
He reached home in this feverish state.
His wife dropped a bombshell.
“Shivpujanji came a couple of times looking for you.”
“For me?”
“Yes.”
“Why? Why me?”
“I’ve no idea. Why don’t you go see him?”
“Why should I? Some crazy fellow would say something.” He remembered the phrase “Sala mutla.”
“Why? Did anyone say something to upset you?”
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“No. I mean the slogans.”
He didn’t want to report the incident to his wife.
“Slogans? How do you know they were raising slogans to frighten you? Well, there has been no slogan for
quite sometime. Moreover, it’s not a matter of one or two days. We’ve got to live here. Please go and meet him.
We can’t afford to antagonize people.”
He came out of his house reluctantly and proceeded towards Shivpujan’s. Strange! He was greatly surprised by
what he saw. While returning from the office he was so wrapped up in his thoughts that he did not look towards
Shivpujan's house. Neither the crowd nor the bhajan-singers were around.
At his call Shivpujan came out hastily.
“Hello Salamat Bhai. I’ve been looking for you.”
“Why? Is anything the matter?” Salamat said abruptly.
“Come on in, please,” Shivpujan led him to the sitting room. “Hey Budna, get some tea for us,” he told his
servant. “You see, Salamat Bhai,” Shivpujan talked in a roundabout way for a while before coming to the point, “I
had told you that I was away for a couple of days. You must have come to know about it in the office, too. Well,
Salamat Bhai, it’s a matter of faith. Please don’t mind. You’ve seen how many people gathered here. But we’ve
been informed today that—”
He paused for a moment, then resumed:
“You know our opponents are in power both in Delhi and here. So people are being rounded up. The Police
Inspector has sent word that he has to follow the orders from the top. The raid may take place at any hour today.
Now, where shall I take this?”\fn{He is referring to the sacred brick.}
He began to stare at Shivpujan, dumbfounded. Freedom fighter? Crusader? Devout? He kept his gaze fixed
while Shivpujan continued:
“Rameshwarji, Haridhar, Agarwal Saheb—all have refused. Rightly so. Their houses may also be searched.
Under such circumstances it occurred to me that they may not raid your house. Please keep it in your house. I
thought of throwing it away but didn’t dare. Shri Narayan was saying that the CBI [Central Bureau of
Intelligence] people are doing the rounds. Moreover,”—he paused for a while, looked at Salamat and said slowly
—“it’s an object of reverence for you, too.”
Salamat was about to break out into a laughter. The whole episode was downright absurd. Once again he was
reminded of Gulzar:
These are fresh drops of blood, daughter
They’ll demand their price.

He felt the time had come to pay the price. Once again that photograph in the journal splashed before him. It
was on fire from top to bottom, the flames flickering like the tongue of a snake, helpless amidst the milling
crowds. It seemed the picture was calling out to him—“Salamatullah, Salamatullah.”
“Well, could you tell me which part of the structure has this been pulled out from?” Salamatullah asked a
rather irrelevant question.
“This one? It’s from the foundation. Most of the upper portion was reduced to a rubble.”
As he went home carrying the brick, his wife became furious and pounced on him like a tigress.
“Are you in your senses? Since yesterday this has caused us nightmares and now you’ve brought it home!”
“Well, in a way it belongs to us.”
“Us?” she leaped in anger. “If someone develops a swelling or a gangrene, that also belongs to him. But does
he nurse it?”
“Laa hawla wala quwwat,” Salamatullah lost his temper. “The way you talk! What’s the relation between this
and gangrene? It’s our duty to protect it.”
“Abbu, please explain this to me,” his college-going son butted in. “You once told me that this has been an
object of dispute from Wajid Ali Shah’s time. Now, what’s the sense in bringing this scourge upon us, especially
something that has been contentious for the last couple of centuries and has now become a problem for Shivpujan
Chacha?”
Salamatullah’s eyes seemed to come out of their sockets. Yes, it was his son, but the haze was so dense that it
was difficult to recognize him. The wife fumed:
“One never knows about the court and the police. If they decide to raid our house while going to Shivpujan’s?
Oh no!”
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“Look, try to understand me.”
Salamatullah felt he was fighting a losing battle in his own house.
“Forget it,” his wife waved her hand in a gesture of dismissal. “Go, tell your tale to others, and before that try
to understand the situation. If important personalities in Delhi could not come to grips with it, then who are we
and what’s our worth?”
Salamatullah found this to be a sensible remark. As he came out of his house he found Shivpujan’s family
leaving.
“Where are you going?” He asked Shivpujan’s son. The house was put under lock and key.
“To our aunt’s place.”
“Shivpujanji?”
“He has left for the station.”
Saying this the boy, got on the rickshaw. He didn’t want to talk much. Perhaps his father had instructed him not
to.
Now he could get some clue to Shivpujan’s strategy. A family man—what could he do but run away to save his
skin?
But the real issue was not this. As for Shivpujan, he might run away from Gaya and reach Kashi and if he so
wished, he might go to Mathura—to his uncle’s. The real question was—what could Salamat, on whom Shivpujan
had inflicted the foundation brick so forcefully, do now?
1950
66.79 Circles\fn{by Nasir Mansoor (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
“I am Persephone, Echo and Helen, I am Hera, Lady Macbeth and Ophelia, I am Hades, Zeus and Macbeth, I
am Hamlet, Menelaus and Paris.”
It seemed that he was being given electric shocks. All the sinews of his body were being jolted and his breath
came short. He did not even once glance at the bookshelves, but he was sure that they were staring at him. Quietly
he left the library and stood on the verandah, looking out at the road outside.
Crowds—of the young and the old, men, women, buses, cars, cycles—hordes of people rushing! The sight
disturbed him and he looked away. Far away on the distant river-bank were groups of people, some quarrelling,
some gambling, some mere spectators.
Suddenly a noise hit his ears: cries and shrieks were coming from all sides.
“I am Persephone, Echo and Helen, I am Hera, Lady Macbeth and Oppelia, I am Hades, Zeus and Macbeth, I
am Hamlet, Menelaus and Paris.”
He was overcome by a feeling of great detachment. He went back into the library, closing the door quietly
behind him.
“A mirage. It is nothing but a mirage, all a beguiling delusion! Life itself, the values of life, humanity is just a
bewitching phantom!”
His swollen red lips trembled with a bitter chuckle. He got up and began to think, combing his dirty tangled
hair with his fingers. He licked his red, swollen lips with his tongue. He left the library and once near the door,
cast a lingering look on the building. The look that took in the books and all that they contained, the books that
were the most treasured possession of his life. The look then fell on the album, the album that contained the
collection of all hopes. The look that discovered the characters, the characters that became an inseparable part of
life. His red brimming eyes gleamed with tear drops. He wiped his face and began to think.
A few minutes later, the whole library was in flames. He could hear screams, cries, sobs, but he did not rush
back. He ran on that road instead, with the rushing hordes. On both sides of the road were hoardings, the same
advertisements that he used to see and read. He knew all the words by heart.
“Principles and Values,” “Characters and Characterization,” “Conscience and the Voice of Conscience,” “Truth
and the Way of Truth.”
“A mirage, it is all nothing but a mirage, a beguiling delusion, a bewitching phantom.”
His swollen red lips trembled with a venomous chuckle. He went on walking for a long time, measuring the
roads with his strides, climbing and descending steep inclines of time and space. When at last, he reached the
destination, he felt at peace. All the anxieties of life seemed to slip far away. There was the song of birds, the
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sweet music of the river Veth. A deeply tranquil atmosphere, and a soothing warmth seemed to seep into his
bloated body.
“This is my destination,” he thought and laid himself down on the ground.
Waking up after a long time, he was confronted by a strange scene: darkness had consumed the light. The birds
were mute in the arms of silence, the only sound that broke it was the howling of jackals. He looked hard at his
surroundings.
“A mirage—it is all just a delusion, a beguiling apparition!”
He got up, and with feeble steps began to measure the roads with their huge, tall hoardings.
88.18 Journey For Light\fn{by Shehnaaz Kanwal (c.1950?- )} Uttar Pradesh?, India (F) 4
It was a summer afternoon. I was driving my car very fast. I wanted to reach home quickly. The sizzling heat
of summer affects one’s temper also. I was in a very bad mood. The traffic is comparatively less in the afternoons.
The road I was driving on was almost without traffic.
From the houses built one after another in a row I could hear whirring air-conditioners and coolers. Closed
windows had heavy curtains to keep away the sun’s blistering rays. Today was a half day. Had I returned early, I
would have also been lying in comfort in my bedroom with a cooler on. But what to do—high or low, service is
after all service. The boss’s orders have to be obeyed.
My thoughts received a jolt when in front of me I suddenly saw the flutter of a green sari. I pressed my brakepedal hard. A slightly dark complexioned girl was very near my car, smiling away even in the unbearable heat. I
looked at her in surprise and rolled down the window glass. She had a very soft and innocent face. 1 said angrily,
“You are either nursing a grudge against society or you are a victim of your in-laws’ cruelty. Otherwise why
would you have come out to commit suicide on such a hot afternoon?” She replied coolly,
“I am not such a coward. Today the rickshaws have gone on a lightning strike for some reason or the other. I
have been waiting here for some time. Seeing you, I tried to stop you for a lift as you looked a decent sort. But
you were lost in your thoughts. I had therefore to come near your car to catch your eye.”
I was pleased to hear her praise me. Opening the door I asked her to get in. She came and sat down without
fuss, leaning towards the window. I liked her matter-of-fact behavior. Her straightforward talk was a relief. She
had dark long hair. Her complexion was smooth and slightly dark. She had a thin and long neck, tapering fingers,
a smiling face and a sweet voice. I felt less oppressed by the heat when I started the car. A lonely man perhaps
feels the rigor of the weather more. When the car reached near my house, I pointed towards my house and said,
“I live here.”
“Oh,” she said and looked a little uncomfortable. Then she added, “O.K. Leave me here. I shall walk the rest of
the way. I am not very far from here.”
“By pointing out my house,” I said, “I did not mean that the car would not go any further. My intention of
showing it to you was that in future also if you need my services you know where to come.”
She felt shy and smiled. I looked into her eyes and said,
“I have promised to leave you home. From now on you will have to tell me the route.” Then I proceeded
according to her directions and stopped near her house. Getting down she pointed to a building in front and said,
“Mine is flat no. 8 on the second floor.”
“And the name?” I asked.
“Neelima Banerjee,” she said and smiled. “Why don’t you come up for a while?”
“No,” I said. “If I go into a house now I shall not be able to come out till tomorrow morning.”
“O.K.” she said. “Some other time then.”
“I am called Manjeet Behl.” I thought it necessary to tell her my name.
“Indeed, you cannot possibly have another name.”
“And what does that mean?” I asked.
“Your name is rightly Manjeet.” And smiling she proceeded towards the stairs.
I was left brooding over what she had said. When I thought of the meaning of my name—“Winner of hearts”—
I laughed. “She does say beautiful things,” I thought.
I did not feel the heat at all as I drove back. In fact I found myself humming a tune.
*
Then we started meeting frequently. She was a B.A. 2 nd year student. Her father Sushant Banerjee was a senior
officer. The family was Bengali but had been here for a long time. She talked about Bengal with great affection,
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almost like a mother talking about a long-lost son.
“Have you seen Bengal?” I once asked her.
“I have been there once and that too only to Calcutta. I was eight years old then. My maternal grandfather was
ill. There was no opportunity to go again.”
“But what they say about the magic of Bengal has a lot of truth in it,” I said and looked at her teasingly.
She smiled as if she agreed with me.
“Do you remember Calcutta?” I asked.
“Yes. A little,” She seemed lost in her thoughts. “I used to go for walks with my maternal grandfather in the
Park Circus area. I still remember the tall buildings and the wide roads.”
“And rasogullas?”
“Yes.” She gave a hearty laugh. “When I was asked what I would like to have for breakfast, I always said
rasogullas. Do you like them?” She asked all this with great friendliness.
“Very much,” I said smiling. “In fact I like many Bengali things.”
“For instance?”
“For instance you, you and you.”
Her face had a glow and a shimmer. I could see dreams in her dreamy eyes.
“What do you like about Panjab?” I asked.
“The same thing that you like about Bengal.”
Her meaningful remark left no doubt that she was in love with me.
She used to readily agree with everything I said. Perhaps it was this habit of hers which impressed me most
about her. Once she said,
“Manjeet, a girl respects a man who is honest and straightforward. You have both these qualities.”
The lesson my elders had taught me was to be always respectful and protective towards women.
One day she was a little sad. I felt disturbed seeing her like that.
“What is the matter?” I asked. “Why are you so quiet?”
“Manjeet,” she said in a low tone, “we are very selfish.”
“How?” I asked looking carefully at her.
“Why do we divide ourselves into different regions? There is nothing wrong with loving one’s birthplace but is
it right that it should become a reason to dislike others?”
“This is the way this mad world functions, Neelima,” I said trying to console her. “And it is nothing peculiar to
us. It is a world-wide phenomenon. East or West, you will find it everywhere.”
“But why does everyone consider himself the best? I love Bengal but I consider other regions of my country
also good. And this is not done out of compulsion. Our neighbor is Jaswant-auntie. She treats me like a daughter. I
also love her very much. I cannot therefore understand why some people consider others inferior.”
“Let’s hope this will all end one day, Neelima.”
“When? How?” She looked pessimistic.
“When education and advancement prove to us there is nothing more lovable than one’s fellow human beings.”
“I wish that would happen soon.” And she placed her head on my shoulder.
“Was there any talk about me in your house?” I asked her.
“No. My father has very progressive views but my mother likes only Bengalis. She is very orthodox.”
When I returned home after meeting Neeliina, I felt very upset. She had very diplomatically told me that I
would be unacceptable to her mother as a bridegroom for her. And for the time being I had no solution for the
problem. I kept awake all night. To make rigid elders change their mind is an impossible task. They base their
arguments on their rich experience. For the younger generation impulses count a lot. Lost in these thoughts I saw
the morning peeping into my room. That was a morning of great importance for me. At night I had made a
resolution. I had my breakfast and decided to skip office. As I lay down in my bed, I fell off to sleep instantly
because my mind was completely at rest.
At 5 o’clock in the evening I went to meet Neelima. She looked sad even today. Without beating about the
bush I said to her,
“It will be weakness to deviate from the path we have chosen for ourselves, Neelima. Therefore I have thought
of a way out.”
“What is it?” she asked eagerly.
“I am getting myself transferred to Calcutta. In a few years I will not only learn the Bengali language but will
also try to imbibe as much as I can of Bengali culture. This experiment will not only be very interesting for me
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but also useful. But I will need your support.”
She blossomed out with happiness.
“Manjeet, my support is with you, always.”
“You will have to wait for me for some years.”
“I will not only wait but will try the same experiment here as you are going to try in Bengal,” she said smiling.
I held her hand in mine.
“No talk about me in your house right now,” I told her. “Concentrate on your studies.”
A month after this talk Neelima came to say goodbye to me at the Amritsar station. Her eyes were moist but
she was smiling. As the train moved, both of us made our own resolves to make our dreams come true.
*
I stayed in a hostel for some days after reaching Calcutta. Then through the help of a colleague I was able to
get accommodation in a house which an old couple rented out. The house was large. A portion of it was given on
rent. The old woman knew only Bengali. She became my first teacher. To start with I had to use sign language to
communicate with her. Then as the days went by I picked up words of Bengali. Within six months I was able to
speak the language reasonably well. I used to intentionally talk at home only in Bangla. I also realized that by
learning someone’s language one instantly becomes really familiar with the person. Bhattacharya-uncle was a
graduate. His library was full of Bengali literature. He spoke with knowledge not only about literature but also
about politics, music, films, culture; in fact, on all subjects. I used to spend hours talking to him. And I used to
feel that I was drinking at the fountain of knowledge.
One day when, dressed in a Bengali style kurta and dhoti, I expressed a desire to accompany auntie to the
temple, she was very surprised. She stared at me in bewilderment. Then overcome by joy she blessed me and said,
“You have the forehead of a lucky man.”
I laughed. Every mother uses such words.
“I will offer a red churni to Durga Ma if your wish is granted,” she said, her bosom filling with love.
In this interval Neelima and I corresponded regularly, informing each other about our activities. Uncle had also
taught me how to write Bengali. Therefore sometimes I used Bengali sentences in my letter to her. I learnt from
her that after graduating she had taken up in job in a firm. As time passed I felt that I had got everything I had
come for. Neelima’s letters also kept asking me to come back. After four years of penance I was confident that I
would now be acceptable to Neelima’s mother. Therefore I informed Neelima that I was coming back. Uncle and
auntie Bhattacharya came to see me off at the Howrab station. Auntie gave me a sari for Neelima and said,
“Bring, your wife here to meet us when you get married.” Uncle patted my back and said,
“Don’t worry. If you need me, let me know. I shall come over.”
I left Calcutta with their blessings.
*
Neelima was there to receive me when I reached Amritsar. She had on a salwar-kameez and displayed two
pony-tails. She looked every inch a Panjabi girl. Seeing me in a Bengali style dress she laughed and said, in
Bengali,
“Bangali babu, shundor: ati shondar.”
I smiled. Did I really look handsome?
“You have changed so much in these four years,” she said, “I cannot believe that you are the same Manjeet
Bahl.”
“How do I look?”
“You look even better than before.” And she suddenly became serious as she said, “The language and the dress
are something we have given to ourselves but the soul is the Creator’s gift. What a pity that we attach more
importance to man-given things than to God’s gift. We all go after appearances.” I laughed and said,
“You have started talking very high philosophy, I see. And why not? After all, you are a graduate now and a
business executive.”
“Don’t make fun,” she said innocently. “I am very happy today. From the day you gave me a lift on that hot
afternoon I have accepted you as my lord and master.”
“When do I come to your house?” I asked as we came out of the station chatting.
“We will decide that tomorrow,” she said. “You must be tired after a long journey. Go home and rest. Life’s
decisions cannot be taken on railway stations.”
“Decisions?” I looked into her eyes. “Are there still any doubts?”
“I see you have become a full-blooded Bengali. Everything cannot be settled today. The rest we will talk about
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tomorrow.”
As I got into a rickshaw, she said, “I have to go to the office now. We shall meet again tomorrow evening.”
I went home happy. By way of relations in the house all I had was my old aunt. After my mother’s death she
was the one who had given me love and affection. When she saw me after four years, tears of joy rolled down her
eyes. She held me in her embrace and said,
“You have lost a lot of weight, son.”
“Oh,” I said to myself, “why do all mothers think like this?” I hugged her tightly. Releasing herself from my
grip, she said,
“Tell me what you want to eat.”I said,
“Maachh bhaat.”
“Fish and rice: are you a Bengali?” she said.
“A good thing is a good thing, Masi,” I said. “It can be relished regardless of whether one is a Panjabi or a
Bengali.”
Masi muttered something I could not understand.
The next twenty four hours I spent very restlessly. To while away the time I talked incessantly to my aunt: told
her about Calcutta: about Bhattacharya-uncle and auntie. She kept listening to me, her mouth open in surprise.
According to her human beings lived only in Panjab and she couldn’t believe that a woman in Calcutta could treat
me so well. I remembered what Neelima had once said: “My mother likes only Bengalis.” For my aunt also the
outside world was nothing but a dark and lightless tunnel. She felt surprised listening to my story of light and
brightness.
I went to meet Neelima next day as arranged. She was already there and looked extremely pretty in a light blue
salwar-kameez suit. I brought her out to the hotel lawn and sitting in a chair in front of her, asked,
“When is this trial going to end?”
She smiled.
“I talked to my father last night,” she said. “He wants to meet you.”
“And your mother?”
“She is also keen to see you,” she said.
“What have you told them: that I am a Bengali or a Panjabi?”
“Nothing yet,” she replied as she perused the menu. “Let’s see what they take you to be.”
I put my hand on hers. She looked at me.
“Neelima,” I said, “I hope nothing goes amiss.”
“Why should anything go wrong?” she answered confidently.
“O.K. What time shall I come?”
“Tomorrow evening. I have told them that you are coming.”
Then I gave her a detailed account of all I did in Calcutta. She listened to me with great attention. When I
handed her the sari Bhattacharya uncle and auntie had given for her, she looked at it lovingly and taking it to her
lips kissed it.
“Manjeet,” she said, “I am happy that you met a lady like Bhattacharya-auntie in Calcutta. She has made me
raise my head with pride before you for the love and affection she gave you.”
“Neelima,” I replied, “the fact is that whoever we meet overcoming our prejudices is bound to respond with
friendliness. Love gives birth to love. The condition is that we should be sincere and straightforward … Have you
completely given up wearing saris?”
“No,” she said and moved her hand fondly on the sari in her hand.
It was getting on to sunset. She took leave of me with a promise that we would meet again the next day. On
reaching home I started thinking about the next day’s meeting. All that night I dreamt of nothing else except
Neelima’s house.
*
When I got up in the morning I felt a strange flutter in my heart. The time for test was not far. Yet the day
seemed to be crawling all too slowly. The evening seemed to be refusing to come. The four years in Calcutta had
not taken so long to pass as these twelve hours were taking.
As soon as it was four o’clock I got ready. Soon I was at Neelima’s house. My heard missed a beat as I rang the
bell of her flat. The door was opened by their servant.
He guided me to the drawing room. The room was very tastefully decorated. The delicacy and culture of
Bengal was evident from the decor. Soon Neelima’s father came and introduced himself to me. When he learnt
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that I had recently come from Calcutta, the uneasiness of formality vanished between us. He had not heard a firsthand account of Bengal for a long time: a land where his childhood was spent; where his youth had blossomed.
He wanted to know a hundred things. I kept speaking to him in chaste Bengali. Uncle Bhattacharya had made me
acquainted with many aspects of Bengal life—with Sarat Chandra, Tagore, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Subhas
Chandra Bose, Satyajit Ray. In fact, like two good friends we discussed every conceivable thing. So busy was I
talking to him that I didn’t even realize that Neelima had come into the room and was sitting on one side.
When the servant brought tea, Sushaat Babu got up with a start. Laughing loudly he said,
“Listening to your interesting conversation, I almost forgot why you have come.” Then he called out,
“Sumitra, where are you? Look, he is here.”
Not getting a response he turned to Neelima and said, “Go and call your mother. Where is she?”
Just then Neelima’s mother came. She was every inch a Bengali lady. I felt my heart sinking. Her eyes were on
me. I knew that the next few minutes would decide my fate. Then she said,
“You look a Bengali.”
“Yes,” I said. I felt that my lips were quivering. I was also feeling happy that my experiment had succeeded.
She smiled as she said,
“My husband normally does not talk so much. You seem to be well educated.”
“I did my M. Com,” I said sheepishly.
Sushant Babu intervened.
“Sumitra, he has come to ask for Neelima’s hand in marriage.”
“Neelima’s hand?” the mother said haltingly.
“Yes, my dear,” Sushant Babu continued. “That’s why this meeting was fixed. You can give your reply in a day
or two if you like.”
I know that I had the full support of Sushant Babu. But the mother’s face was without expression. Looking at
me she said,
“If you had come a few years earlier, I would have readily said yes. But now things are different.”
Her response shook me. I looked at her in silence. Sushant Babu looked at me and then said to his wife,
“What is different now, Sumitra?”
The mother looked lovingly towards Neelima and said,
“Earlier I very much wanted Neelima to marry a Bengali because I love Bengal. But for the last twenty years
we have been in the Panjab. Neelima was barely three when we came here. Bengal has become a foreign land for
her. She has grown up in Amritsar. And she know, only the customs and traditions of this land. She celebrates
Panjabi festivals with her friends. Now she has taken up a job here. So she is going be here permanently. I
therefore feel that it would be better if she marries someone belonging to Panjab.”
I gazed in surprise at Neelima. She seemed to be saying, “See, I have won.” I laughed loudly and getting up
said,
“Then let me tell you that I am a blue-blooded Panjabi.” Neelima added,
“Ma, he is none other than Manjeet about whom I had spoken to you some years ago.”
These words of Neelima brought happiness on all the faces in the room.
66.75 A Graveyard Under The Breast\fn{by Shamas-ud-din Shameem (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir
State, India (M) 1
The three of them, the two inherited rooms and she, who went round and round them looking for some one to
call her own, or merely to have around. But there were two of her now: one a figure reduced to a skeleton, a heap
of dust resting against a heap of earth, and the other watching everything unblinkingly from the ceiling above.
Yes, the three of them: the spinning wheel, the grind-stone, the winnow and she. But she no more the delicate
flower-like creature of the past. The two inherited rooms, three veils, two caps. Yes, and the Qur’an resting on a
wooden stand and a thick pervading darkness around, the staring eyes of the whole neighborhood and the wide
open mouths of relatives. And no one anywhere to call her own. It was as if the whole world had been swallowed
by darkness, except for the spinning wheel, the grindstone, and the winnow. The inherited rooms, three veils, two
caps and she herself—no one else before or after, except for an image, which would rise with the husk in her
beloved winnow that she used to glean rice in other people’s homes. An image in a winnowful of rice: Khaliq Joo,
the compassionate one. Yes, she could recall his face. He was the crown of the heap of earth that she was, he was
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her glory, the keeper of all her secrets, the warm coverlet upon a pitiful existence. But Time, faithless as the wind,
is loyal to none. She herself would fall like a dry leaf one day.
Well, he went away, God knows where, and she remained, with nothing but a question in her lustreless eyes,
staring at the three veils and the two caps. Nothing in the abounding darkness but the eyes of the neighborhood
glowing like burning brands. And relatives with their gaping mouths, yellow teeth and sugary words. And still the
spinning wheel went on creaking, up and down went the winnow, the grindstone whirred on. Blisters and calluses
formed on the dusty hands. The leaves of the Qur’an placed on the wooden pedestals rustled as they were turned.
An amalgam of sounds intensifying: creak, creak, creak, went the spinning wheel, beating upon the ear drums,
whirr, whirr, whirr went the grindstone, penetrating the walls, shoo, shoo, shoo went the winnow, rising and
falling.
God, the all Powerful, the all Sustainer, the Compassionate! The words rang through the air. And the leaves of
the Qur’anic chapters on their little pedestals whirled in the breeze, and on them danced tiny shavings of dry
thorns. The sun went on playing hide and seek and time sped off like streaming tears on a face, turning her into a
shrunken, dried berry.
The sky was overcast, the earth cracked and wrinkled. Spring was eaten up by autumn, black dusted over by
white. But still the grindstone rumbled, the spinning wheel creaked, the winnow hissed. The leaves of the
Qur’anic chapters turned this way and that and her dusty hands went on folding away the three veils and
embroidering the two caps. Some glimmer of hope made her keep pace with the speeding Time, while her limbs
were worn out. Her ears heard nothing but caustic remarks. Her dusty claws were callused and blistered.
And then one day, the notes of a wedding song floated in and the dusty hands of the three veils seemed to
acquire a reddish glow. There was a ringing of bells and the three veils had a burst of flowers worked upon them.
A faint hope had been kindled and a celebration was worked upon the two caps: gems of silk, bouquets of
blossoms. The polished grindstone rumbled, the old spinning wheel whirled and up and down went the tired
winnow. Three veils went out and two came in a wealth of flowers, a surge of colors, a wave of fragrance. But
that day she understood that one dusty hand was not loyal to the other, when one in-coming veil pushed her aside
and stole away one cap from her possession. She had tried to snatch it back, but what she got was a hard kick in
her abdomen. The pain brought tears to her eyes. Her face turned pale and the wheel of the spinning wheel
cracked. She tried to hold it in place, endured the pain, held back the agony. The old spinning wheel was gazing at
her, saying something, but she closed her eyes and kept looking at one veil and one cap with lusterless eyes,
folding them neatly, caring for them with listless, wasted arms.
But is there anyone who is concerned about the other or what happens to them? Who is bothered? All a myth.
Everyone is ready to eat the other. Which ever heap of dust can, feeds upon another. That is how it goes and that is
what happened to the poor wretch. And one day the second veil too ran away from her, taking the cap away with
it. She had tried to plead and cajole, but they never gave her a backward glance. And once again darkness
descended around her. Now she began to feel rather afraid in the two inherited rooms. But still there was a sense
of intimacy she felt here, though the decrepit spinning wheel could only stare at her, immobile, broken. The
smoothened, wheezing grindstone and the tired winnow continued to sustain her.
Again the rumble of the grindstone, setting the nerves on edge, hitting the walls, and the rising and falling
swish of winnowing. But on the day of Karbala, the leather thongs of the winnow gave way and its reeds fell
apart. She tried to get someone to mend it, but the worn out, old thing was beyond repair now. The fellow just
looked in astonishment at the state it was reduced to and left. She heaved a deep sigh and placed the decrepit thing
next to the exhausted spinning wheel. Then she began to weep; the two wept with her. She was weeping softly.
The little stands for the Qur’an had shrunk into a corner, cracked, broken and discarded, and the stilled grindstone
tried to console her. She wiped her tears while the panting grindstone rumbled on.
But I still had some hope—no, no not I, it was she. And then she began to suffer recurrent bouts of pain in her
side. Now she could not turn the grindstone. Had not a cap, while running away, dealt her a hard kick under the
ribs? One day when the pain became unbearable, one by one she went to the old spinning wheel, the wheezing
grindstone and the fallen-apart winnow, to take leave of them before leaving for the hospital.
From among the neighbours came a lal ded,\fn{After Lal Ded (1320-1392), a member of the Kashmiri Shaivite sect of
monist Hinduism and the creator of the type of mystical poetry called Vatsun, or Vakhs:W/H } a spark of light in the darkness, an
infinitely compassionate woman, who volunteered to accompany her to the hospital, where the doctor examined
her and fell silent for a while. Then he pronounced:
“It is all up to God. It is His grace alone that can help you.”
She was reminded of the expression on the winnow-mender’s face when confronted with the broken winnow.
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Returning from the hospital with lifeless legs and a broken spirit, she addressed her decrepit companions thus,
“Oh my spinning wheel, your pivot is broken. The reeds of my dear winnow have come all undone, the grindstone has developed a wheeze. It grew old and lost its power. Some incurable disease has me too in its grip, some
incurable serious illness. The blow, the kick, the cap gave me that day seems to have grown into something big.
Well, we are all tired now, time for us all to go to sleep, fit for nothing else as we are. Come, let us sleep and wait
for the Angel of Death to come looking for us some day.”
While speaking, tears flowed down and the only one to wipe them was her one compassionate neighbor. Soon
after, one morning, just this morning, in fact, just a short while ago, the neighborhood rang with the cry that Zoon
Oed was dead. Nobody knows that I am Zoon Oed, who has come to life after being dead for so long. And now I
must quickly leave these two inherited rooms. I have already reached the ceiling. Under me, my three veils and
two caps are floating around my heap of dust, playing hide and seek, crying:
“Every thing is a myth, the world nothing but greed.”
They have thrown away my dear possessions, the spinning wheel, the winnow and the grindstone into the yard.
Who can blame them? There is such shortage of space. Anyway, what is it to me? They have used the wooden
pivot of my wheezing grindstone to warm the water. It grows late, let me take one last look at them—they belong
to me and I belong to them—before I leave for the long journey ahead. I go carrying the ache for these in my
heart. I know now that the real facts cannot be hidden long, no matter how hard one tries to.
84.104 Shifting Sands\fn{by Gurbaksh Kaur Dosanjh (c.1950?- )} “Meilli near Phagwara”, Kapurthala District,
Punjab State, India (F) 4
A dull, gray day it was.
“Henh! What is this? Dr. Brown’s car has pulled up outside the house facing ours,” Suman rumbled. She was
sitting in the front room, reading and writing. All kinds of thoughts buzzed inside her brain like bees.
“Janet’s husband has a mild ailment … a serious one … you get to hear of new diseases, every other day. It is
not uncommon for a person to contract one disease or the other in old age. In this country, a person may lock
himself up in the house and die. No one would even get to know, as neighbors rarely ever develop any fellowfeeling towards each other. Everyone has a job. Everyone earns. There are shops at every corner to ensure that
nothing is ever in short supply. And the people are always careful to put away groceries that need to be stocked.
Occasionally, such personal needs drive people into making acquaintances and friends. But these days, here it’s …
You get to know about certain mishaps only through TV or newspapers.”
The very next moment she had started rebuking herself.
“Stupid woman! Why must you always think in a negative way?”
That day, had she not been in the front room, she would never have known that the doctor had visited Janet’s
house. Distracted by the cars speeding in the street and the people rushing down the road, she had started looking
outwards. Unable to focus on her work, she had kept looking about the room, admiring the bric-a-brac inside.
Everything had appeared rather artificial and unnatural to her. The room had the desolation of a desert about it, a
certain heaviness hung over it. And all her plans of reading, undisturbed, had flown out of the window.
But the backyard of Suman’s house was like an evergreen patch of life. A sun-filled room with glass walls. It
was almost as if the open sky waited for the moment when it could peep inside. And the pine trees that now
swayed in the gentle breeze had often withstood the tumultuous fury of the winds, too. Birds of all shades and
hues could be seen frolicking about the garden. While pecking at the crumbs of bread or fruits, they appeared
almost disarmingly innocent. An atmosphere of perfect stillness and calm prevailed. The magical sunshine would
often play hide and seek with the racing clouds. Occasionally, a sharp shower or mild drizzle would begin all of a
sudden.
Adjacent to the wall surrounding the garden was a primary school. It was the commotion of children in this
school that always served as some kind of background music. After all, children signify the continuity of life,
don’t they?
Suman would spend most of her time in the rear part of the house. But whenever her daughter was home from
the university, she would invariably shift her headquarters to the front room. Her daughter was in the habit of
keeping the television on, at all odd hours of the day. So in a way, the front, as well as the backyard, was very
much an integral part of her life.
While living in the front part, one would seldom get to know what was happening in the rear and the same was
true in the reverse order as well. Ever since they had bought the house in this locality and moved in here, they
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hadn’t really paid much attention to forging acquaintances with people in the neighborhood. Perhaps, the
neighbors, too, had shown as little interest, if not less, in seeking their company.
On several occasions, Suman had had a chance meeting with Janet, the white lady who resided in the house
facing theirs. But each time, their conversation could not progress beyond “hello,” “hello,” “horrible weather” and
“beautiful weather.” Still, on seeing the doctor’s car that day, Suman’s heart had melted like butter.
The very same evening, Suman broached it with Shivraj, her husband, in a somewhat solemn tone.
“Bai, look at the way the pattern of life is changing. Janet’s husband is ill and we have no news whatsoever.”
“If he is unwell, National Health Service volunteers will soon descend on the scene and take charge of him.
Here, people don’t depend upon anyone for their health care.”
“I don’t know how sick he is.” Suman appeared somewhat concerned.
“Even if it’s mild fever, they call the doctor home. After all, they don’t have to pay a penny out of their own
pocket.”
“But they do pay for it all their lives. Pay up heavy taxes as well. This is the fundamental right of every
citizen.” Suman was at the edge of her patience now.
“Health services is not the issue really. It’s very different to make personal enquiries or to offer reassurance.
Sometimes, the attendants want to share something. They just might need some help with shopping and the rest.
After all, human beings should always come to each other’s rescue. I remember, every time our Pappu was unwell
in India, the entire neighborhood would dance attendance upon him.”
Shivraj had a more realistic approach.
“In India, people had obviously nothing better to do. Besides, there were hardly any hospitals. The employees
in the hospitals would invariably sell off all those medicines in the open market that should have been available
free of cost. That’s why people had to buy those medicines out of their own pocket.”
Though they were keen on making solicitous enquiries after Harry’s health, somehow several days slipped
away, without their being able to do so.
On several occasions, Shivraj had sat with Harry in the pub. They had gossiped together on politics, football,
wine and women. If Harry didn’t ever accept an offer of drinks from Shiv, he didn’t make any offer, either. It was
a completely dry relationship. For several months now, he hadn’t been coming to the pub. On learning about his
illness today, Shiv had been worried, but only mildly so. Not as much as could trigger off an inner turmoil in him,
the way it already had done to Suman.
One day, as they came out to make payment to the milk deliverer, both the women happened to have a chance
meeting.
“Hello, Janet! Is Harry all right? Shiv hasn’t even seen him in the pub. I saw Dr. Brown’s car, the other day,”
asked Suman in as natural a manner as she could.
“He is seriously ill.”
A sudden cloud of sadness passed over the face of the white woman.
“Hunh! Really, we didn’t know about it.” Suman tried to feel the pain behind her words.
“My Harry has been in and out of the hospitals. He had a tumor in his throat and his stomach. The one in the
throat has been operated upon. But they tried to dissolve the other in the stomach with the help of medicines. As a
result, he’s on a very heavy dose of medication. That leaves him feeling rather woolly-headed. The pain is so
acute that he just can’t bear it any longer. It has been hard looking after him.”
Tears started rolling off Janet’s eyes.
Suman felt a twinge of guilt shoot through her.
“Being in the backyard, you remain cut off from what is happening in the front. You should have informed us.
What are neighbors for, really? If we can be of any help to you, please—”
“I thought, why upset the tenor of your life, unnecessarily.” A lump rose in Janet’s throat again.
“The children must be coming.” All that Suman knew was that the children had left their nest already.
“My daughter does come occasionally. But the son’s business …”
Holding Janet’s hand in her own, Suman reassured her and promised to visit them as well.
That night Suman could not sleep properly. She kept tossing on the waves of her own thoughts:
“What does a man give to life, or take from it? Are we here just to make a living, and bring up our children?
And what if we don’t get their support or selfless love in times of our distress? From a green patch, Harry and his
wife’s life has slipped off into the desert. A fatal illness. For a wife to fight it out alone. And the son, forced to
give priority to his business. Not before long shall Harry’s ship move into a distant harbor. And the son has just
about set sailing. Not even for your seed, your roots … Why are these relationships losing color and fading away
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so fast?”
While drifting into a fitful sleep, Suman dreamt that a fierce storm was raging … a dust storm … the clouds
were rumbling, and the sky, thundering. An inky darkness appeared to have spread all around. Uprooted from the
earth, the trees could be seen floating away in the flood tide. Screams of agony and pain could be heard all
around. And she clung desperately to Shiv as though he was slipping out of her hold.
In reality, too, she enfolded Shiv in such a tight embrace that the poor fellow nearly woke up.
“In future, they’ll go downhill. Shiv has already had a mild heart attack.”
Thinking in this manner, Suman was, once again, besieged by worries. Shaking off such despairing thoughts,
she tried to cheer herself up.
“I’ll give Shiv infinite love. I’ll respect all his healthy wishes and desires. I’ll consciously try and change my
attitude. When, in the summers, he lounges around in the garden for hours on end. I won’t feel irritable at the
thought that he is wasting time. If he sits around with old friends, hitting the bottle hard … well, I’d simply bear
up … forgive him his sins …”
Turning her thoughts over in this manner, she did not even realize when she slid into deep slumber, curling up
in Shiv’s arms.
The next day, they went to enquire after Harry.
His stomach had swelled up like a balloon. The doctors had already decided on the date on which they were to
puncture his stomach and drain away the excess fluid. But the eyes, that used to shine like sun on the surface of
water, had dimmed considerably. And the youthful attraction had disappeared from the face altogether. He had just
had a pain-reliever. The pain would subside somewhat, at least, for the next two hours. More than this, even the
doctors were unable to do for him. Life span is something that human beings can only speculate about. But an
expression in his eyes suggested his was as good as over.
Harry broke into a bitter laugh. Then, in a low voice, he said:
“The soldier is fighting as hard as he can, though he knows he’s going to lose. But still … as far as possible,
my darling Janet is trying to put on a brave front. I know she’s broken inside. I’m guilty, I may not be able to walk
with her very far now. But I have tried my best. The will is in her name. As for money, she won’t have any
problems, whatsoever. I’ve given her immeasurable love. Of course, we had our ups and downs. But it was our
love that always triumphed. Now I belong to her past. No, it doesn’t really matter to me, either way. Once I’m
gone, I won’t mind if she decides to have a set of friends and lead her own life. All I want is that she should be
happy, somehow!”
He had become breathless, and Janet had implored with him to stay calm.
A thought crossed Shiv’s mind.
“Won’t you become a ghost and cling to her?”
His eyes moist, Harry looked at the distant sky almost in the manner of a bird that likes to assess the strength
of its wings before starting on a flight.
“Come on, don’t lose heart. After all, the doctors are God, are they?” Shiv tried to reassure him.
“Friend, it’s not that. The pain is simply unbearable. And once the patient knows the real nature of the disease,
he loses the will to live. All through life, I’ve faced all kinds of assaults, physical and mental. But … now it
seems, it won’t be long before the wrestler surrenders.”
Reduced to tears, Janet had retreated to the other room. The last thing she would have liked to do was to
weaken in the presence of her husband.
The interior of the house had been done in a very tasteful manner. But Suman felt as though its soul was on its
way out. All that makes life worth living, all that brings warmth into the body or a spring into the spirit; in short,
all the feelings that the unity of two souls generate were soon going to pass out of the house. And nothing would
have been left behind, except the pungent smell of the burnt-out wick.
Shiv and Suman had returned home, having offered the few assurances they could. Unknown to them, a sense
of fatality had come trailing their steps, stealthily. It was almost as if they had returned, having had a brush with
death itself.
Off and on, they would visit Harry to enquire after his health. For some time, at least, he would forget all his
agony. At times, would crack silly jokes or share the happy personal experiences had had. Who knows whom he
was trying to convince about having led a good life, Shiv or himself? Often he repeated that the only thing he
knew while taking most of his decisions was: he shouldn’t do anything to be feel ashamed [of], either in his own
eyes or those of God. He felt it was much better to avoid doing a wrong thing rather than having to turn to God
frequently just to seek forgiveness for those acts. He was quite a genuine, straightforward person. If he didn’t
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have any special love for the blacks, he didn’t hate them, either. In the factory, he had always stood by the
workers. He hadn’t been able to do anything spectacular, as all his life he had remained wrapped up in the daily
grind of earning his bread and butter. But, to be fair to him, he knew his mind, as much as he knew how to think
for himself or for others.
After the fluid had been drained out of his stomach, he appeared more exhausted and fatigued. His son, who
probably had no idea of his father’s condition, had sent him a Get-Well-Card with a message,
“Daddy, get well soon. I’m going to get a lucrative business contract very soon. Then, it’d be nothing short of
opulence. I certainly can’t wait to climb each and every rung of the success-ladder, the way you did. Dad! I do
believe in the short cuts.”
The father felt that more than half the world had begun to believe in the “short-cuts” or “in cutting corners.” As
though life was not life, but a racecourse. His daughter, too, found it hard to take time off her daily engagements.
As long as she sat, she remained on edge. Every few minutes, she would look at her watch, as if time had
conquered life.
“If my wife was not around … I would be terribly lonely.” He thought. Theirs was a sharing of souls.
He would keep writhing in the pain inflicted by his own mind and body.
“I’m going to be robbed of my life very soon. I have just about finished my mortgage. The house is free of all
debt\fn{The text has: credit.} now. And so are the cars. All my life, I was haunted by this fear of paying off the bills.
On so many occasions, the interest would turn out to be much more than the principal amount. I won’t be able to
claim a penny out of my pension. Nor would I be able to enjoy the benefits of the private pensions. How I have
had to cut down on my personal needs to pay up the installments!” And the very next moment he would think:
“I don’t really need any of these things. This is perhaps where life ultimately finds its sense of completion.
This might become the basis of my soul’s satisfaction. The material comforts alone don’t give inner satisfaction.
Well, I … I’m a song that has already been sung, or a flower that has already blossomed. I’m the sun that has
given away all the energy it could to life. And now it is going to seek comfort in the lap of death. I was made of
the five elements and to these five elements shall I return. I shall live in someone’s tears. And linger in the lament
of someone’s heart.”
Since his illness, he had begun to invest more and more time in reading. So much so that, all the time, Janet
would be seen lugging books for him. But for some time now, he had begun to lose interest in the books as well.
Surrounded by bouquets and accursed “get-well cards,” he lay squirming in pain, often reminding himself that it
was only a matter of days and then this “stupid nonsense” would be over.
Finally, all the silly headaches came to an abrupt end. The bird left its nest forever. And nothing was left
behind except an incomplete diary, unwritten feelings, words frozen in the heart, and, of course, the eternal desire
for more happiness. Like grains of sand, time had slipped through the crevices of life. And everything had come
to an end—pain, sorrow and grief.
*
Suman and Shivraj went for the funeral as well. Other people had come, though not too many. As many as one
could count on the fingertips. The son lent his shoulder to the father’s coffin. Dressed in black, Janet and her
daughter walked behind, shedding tears, dissolving the grief that lay on their hearts like a mountain.
Janet’s life, now reduced to a mere desert, had left a deep impact on Suman’s mind. She would try not to take
any notice of little things that Shiv either did or said. Fully aware that he was obsessed with Mohammed Raft’s
songs, she now allowed him to listen to them as long as he liked. If, every third day, he wanted to watch a latenight Punjabi movie, she would quietly slip off to her bedroom. She tried to bring in as much flexibility in her
attitude as she possibly could. Rather than touch upon his foibles, she had begun to praise his good qualities now.
They say, all you need is a single muskmelon for others to change their color as well. Shiv also grabbed every
available opportunity to flatter her vanity in whichever manner he could. In the best of times, their garden was
visited by all kinds of birds. On one pretext or the other, Shiv often teased her rather indulgently:
“I haven’t seen that young sparrow for quite some time now. The one you always used to feed bread crumbs
with your own hands. Your sparrows missed you a great deal while you were away. So much so they remained
hungry and wailed for you. You’d better explain it to your American squirrel. She keeps digging up soil in the
flower beds. I haven’t seen the pair of pigeons either. You never know, the female pigeon might have …”
His face would be flushed with mischief. And the day the pigeons materialized, seeing their pranks, both of
them would keep looking into each other’s eyes for a long time.
Pointing in the direction of the flowers, he would often tell Suman:
“They’re bending low only to offer you a salaam. They’re dying to get into your hair. The crimson shade of
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your lips …” Suman enjoyed every moment of this indulgence.
It was perhaps a result of this change that fewer pots and pans broke in the house now.
Many a time, Suman had told Janet very genially:
“The doors of our house are always open for you. Any help of any kind. If you ever feel lonely want to
unburden yourself … or need someone’s company to go and see a movie … or eat out in a restaurant … or go to
the beach for a holiday … just for a change.”
But Janet had never ever visited Suman and her husband. Suman thought:
“Perhaps, she’s too self-willed. Stubborn … or just loves being on her own … or she thinks that no one is
really worthy of being her friend.”
So this is how the two women had failed to develop even the most basic understanding between them. The
question of it culminating into a fragrant flower, of course, didn’t arise at all.
Yet, it was with greater conviction that Suman had now begun to realize how precious life was! She didn’t
want to waste even a single minute doing things that she thought had no purpose or meaning. Besides, she had
begun to take stock of her life, almost daily. And rather consciously, she decided to expand the domain of her
personal interests.
She had a new diary made out of all the telephone numbers. Going to the library was now something she had
begun to look forward to. Saving money out of the household expenses, she had started buying books. She would
have a ready list of all the programmes she thought were worth watching on television. Occasionally, she would
help Shiv in the garden as well.
Janet brought a black dog into the desert of her life.
*
One day, Suman was cleaning up the courtyard. An ambulance pulled up outside the house next door. The
owner of the house, Mr. Morris had taken an overdose of sleeping pills. His wife had left him for his best friend.
Suman recalled that when they had asked Mr. Morris to come along for Harry's funeral, he had said that it was
a family matter.
All the same, late in the evening, Suman was trying to prevail upon her husband to visit Mr. Morris in the
hospital.
66.63 Whose Turn Now?\fn{by Shankar Raina (c.1950?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 6
The silence of a graveyard had fallen over the ward. A deathly silence, broken by Salama’s occasional howls—
as if an owl hooted in the distance. Nabha Chacha came in weeping and fell flat on his bed. His daughter had just
died in the other ward. His eyes were red with weeping. Everyone felt for him and a heavy gloom descended on
the whole ward. Gula seemed to shrink into the bed with fear. Sister Razia went to Nabha Chacha and putting her
hand on his shoulder, said:
“What use are tears now? You have to decide about the body.”
Nabha Chacha’s sobs increased. If she could not belong to him when alive, what use was her dust to him?
Salama yelled with all the power of lungs:
“I knew it. This was bound to happen when you called her daughter with your black tongue! How could she
survive your malevolent effect?”
Salama’s words seemed to burn a hole in Nabha Chacha's heart and his wails grew louder. Gula felt very bad:
how could Salama have the heart to hurt the feelings of the old man with his cruel words? But looking at Salama,
Sister Razia felt nothing but compassion. Today his pain was much worse. She went to him, and laying her hand
on his forehead, whispered:
“Why do you talk so much, Salama? You will only exhaust yourself. Come, try to sleep. That’s a good boy!”
Salama said nothing, as though ashamed of his words. He turned away and began to moan with pain.
All the patients in the ward seemed to have been benumbed, their faces even paler than usual. Nabha Chacha’s
wails further weakened their morale. Sister Razia was afraid that Salama might say something harsh to Nabha
Chacha again. Gently she led him to a side-room. The ward was quiet again. The patients seemed to heave a
collective sigh.
Sister Razia tried to forget Nabha Chacha, busying herself in filling a syringe, but she couldn’t. Nabha Chacha
continued to haunt her thoughts. How fond he was of his Bittan, ready to die for her he was. With his white beard,
he looked like the picture of Santa Claus on a Christmas card, craving to give love.
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She was terribly moved by Salama’s plight. His pain seemed to drain his very life. Cancer had laid its deadly
hand on him in the prime of life. Day by day, he seemed to grow worse and his bitterness sharpened with the
progress of his disease. He lashed out at everything. There was no one whom his stinging remarks had not
wounded till he had antagonized everyone. Only Sister Razia knew that he was not to blame, the terrible pain he
suffered constantly, had lacerated his soul.
She tried not to let him know how ill he was. But when the fit came on him, he would not even spare her. At
this time also he was convulsed with pain. Sister Razia could not bare to see his agony. She gave him an injection
of morphine to enable him to go to sleep.
Gula was still dazed with the death of Nabha Chacha’s Bittan. It had petrified him. He lay on the bed, coiled
like a fetus. Sister Razia could not bare to look at him, a still-closed rose-bud, its stem broken by a gust of wind.
He had just entered college when the disease struck and he had to leave. How he longed to return to college! How
pitifully he would look, with what appealing eyes, at sister Razia, asking her to tell him when he would recover,
be able to go to college again. She would try to distract him, but she couldn’t take her eyes off his innocent face.
Even though reduced to a skeleton, he was still so good looking, a fine, silky down just beginning to make its
appearance on his smooth face. He was just a fledgling. Even now he had not been able to comprehend the gravity
of his disease. But Sister Razia knew very well that his cruel illness would bring an end to his life any moment.
Every patient in the ward had somehow come to depend on Ama. One word from him was more effective than
a hundred drugs. He was the only one who did not talk about his illness. Outwardly he looked quite healthy. In his
early youth itself his heart had been affected. And since then he had found himself in and out of hospital. The
disease seemed to have given him a maturity, his words an exceptional weight, a sensitivity to the needs of others,
and the strength to reach out to them. Sister Razia had a soft corner for him, as she had known him earlier. Those
days she used to get her clothes stitched from him. Later she had come to know that when stricken, he had been
about to be married to Azizi. But the matter had ended with the diagnosis of his heart problem. The pain of
separation from Azizi had further aggravated it, leaving him literally heart-broken. Sister Razia had also met
Ama’s Azizi. After marriage also, Azizi had come to see Ama in the hospital. How lovely she was! But her eyes
too were filled with the same deep pain that filled Ama’s. But is there anyone here, free from pain? Everyone
suffers in one way or another. Sister Razia herself was not too old yet, but she already thought of herself as a burnt
out case, a Chinar afflicted with dry rot.
Nabha Chacha’s wail startled her and the syringe fell from her hands, shattering on the floor with a loud tinkle.
Gula woke up and rubbing his eyes sleepily, went to the stool near Ama’s bed.
“What is it?” Ama asked.
Gula was lost for words. “It is just—just this dry cold—it is too biting.”
Ama said nothing.
“Nabha Chacha’s Bittan is dead too.”
“When was it?”
“A short while ago.” Ama turned his face to the other side as if unmoved. So many had gone in the last few
days—swept away like dust by Death. Gula returned to bed and wrapped the blanket tightly, covering himself
from head to toe. His heart beat wildly, as if struggling to escape from the rib-cage. Today he was in the grip of
the Terror again. It was advancing towards him menacingly, with open jaws. He left his bed and again sat on the
stool near Ama’s bed.
“You are not able to sleep, are you? I myself can’t seem to,” said Ama.
“Something is happening to me again since yesterday, I don’t seem to be able to breathe. My sickness is
returning.”
Ama did not reply. What comfort could he offer?
“I shall never recover on this bed. I think I will change it.”
“What’s wrong with the bed? You are too superstitious,” Ama rebuked him.
“I can’t bear to stay here. This window looks out on the garden, don’t you see? I don’t know why they are in
such a hurry to burn the dead leaves of that Chinar. Look at the dense clouds of smoke! The fire has quite
scorched the turf. The sight of the muck and ashes frightens me.”
Ama looked out. The ground was covered with freshly made charcoal and ashes. In the midst stood a mournful
looking mulberry tree. All its leaves had fallen. Its branches bare, it was frightening, just like a skeleton. It seemed
to him as if it was Salama who was standing there, naked and shivering with cold. Quickly he looked for Salama.
He lay there immobile, dead to the world, his ribs protruding sharply through the covering.
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When he came here first, the mulberry tree was covered with lush green leaves. The dark fruit hung on it like
so many ruby ear drops. The sweet-sour flesh of the mulberry, luscious with juice, just like Azizi’s lips … He
heaved a deep sigh.
“What is the use of thinking of the past?” Gula spoke as if in a dream, “but what fun it used to be to walk over
the heaps of fallen Chinar leaves! Crunch, crunch—and now it is just dust and ashes that fill the air! How can you
bear to look out of the window? It frightens me. I am not staying here, I will go to that bed in the corner. Is it
vacant?” Gula’s face was deathly pale. “But that bed is unlucky, I remember now.” From under the blanket,
Salama piped in:
“You are right. Did you see anyone recover on that bed? It has eaten up every one that occupied it.” Normally,
neither Gula nor Sula had much to do with Salama, but all three had something in common: they were all in terror
of death.
A sharp gust of wind shook the ward. Salama pulled the blanket over his head. Gula sat up and went back to
the stool near Ama’s bed.
“You might laugh at me, but I tell you I shall never recover unless it snows. I am certain at it. When the snow
comes, this muck will all be hidden under it and then you will see how fast I recover—just like that!”
“You are being too nervous. All right, you can have my bed, come.”
They exchanged beds. But lying on Gula’s bed, Ama could not rid himself of a vague apprehension. He sat up,
walked to the window and leaned almost half his body out and said, as if to himself:
“The mountains are all hidden, the clouds so low. Oh it is certain to snow, I can see it coming. Now we will all
get well.”
“Oh, it must snow, it must. And then I shall go to college.” Gula again felt reassured and went on talking to
Ama, who listened attentively. How well he talked, how sweet his words and voice, like a nightingale’s! He never
seemed to tire of speaking of his college days, of his childish concerns, his young dreams, the excitement,
laughter and fun. Listening to him, Ama would also lose himself in dreams. But Salama would seem to have
plugged his ears, resentful of it all.
How Salama had changed! They had been admitted to hospital at almost the same time, both with serious
illness. At that time they seemed to derive courage from each other. It was only later that they grew distant. What
happened was that Ama improved in time. Now he was well enough even to sometimes be able to go to work at
his shop. But Salama’s condition deteriorated day by day. Pain never released its hold on him, his agony crushing
him relentlessly. Well, to each his own luck!
Salama resented Ama’s recovery as if it was Ama who had deliberately made him fall ill.
“He thinks he will always remain fit. How he laughs and jokes with Sister Razia!” Though Salama made no
secret of his jealousy, he had never hinted of it to Sister Razia. As for Sister Razia herself, she was the same for
them both.
In spite of illness, Ama was still as handsome as ever. How cheerful, how attractive he used to be those days!
How long ago was it? Not too long. Ama used to work in Master Noora’s tailoring shop those days. The shop was
situated bang on the Amira Kadal bridge. Noora was an expert at tailoring ladies’ garments. Ama had an even
neater hand at stitching. You could have found a flaw in Noora’s work, but not a stitch ever went wrong in anything stitched by Ama. He would be there in the shop, from morning to night, crouching over the machine,
stitching away all kinds of feminine outfits. When he worked with fine gold thread on the neckline of a bridal
dress, the picture of Azizi’s stately neck would rise before his eyes, the colorful designs of printed fabrics would
seem to fill the air with fragrance and make him ache with longing for her.
When he saw Azizi after a gap of six years at Dargah, he reeled under the impact. She had grown to full
womanhood, her radiant beauty so dazzling that he could hardly focus his eyes on her. And Noora had asked him
to begin making preparations for the wedding!
But Ama was not ready yet. He did make enough, but his marriage to Azizi was not a trifling matter. Yes, he
would marry her, but it would be a truly memorable affair—with full pomp and glory. All his dreams would be
translated into reality and everyone would marvel at the show. He was sure he would find enough work to ensure
decent earnings. He had the skill, possessing golden fingers, as you might say. So he went to see the Master tailor
in the evening. It was the wedding season and they were under great pressure, swamped with orders and deadlines
to meet. He offered to work overtime, through the night too. The Master understood the reason for his eagerness
to help out very well. He laughed and said:
“You are right, no doubt. But we can’t kill ourselves. Do you have the stamina to survive whole nights without
sleep?”
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But Ama had the confidence of youth:
“But Sir, I am not going to do it for ever. It is a matter of just a few days. One has to rise to the occasion, when
there is such pressing need.”
And then it was endless day for Ama—he lost all count of time. He continued to work till the dawn after the
shutters of the shop came down for the night, stitching clothes and making intricate designs with gold thread. It
was back-breaking work, his eyes fixed on the emerging patterns, like painting with grains of sand. Carried away
by his enthusiasm, he failed to notice that the effort of taking even a few steps was making him breathless. Driven
by an uncontrollable urge, he had no time to notice the tell-tale signs of a failing heart. It was only when he could
not even run the sewing machine that Noora forced him to see a doctor in the hospital. And then he was brought
down to earth at one stroke—he had been suffering from heart disease for a long time, and it had only been
diagnosed now. When he came out of hospital after a long stay, there was nothing left, his world had been totally
ravaged. Azizi had been married off. The same Azizi, dreams of a shared future with whom he had hugged to his
heart during the long sojourn in the hospital. He never could be his old self again. His spontaneous laughter was a
thing forgotten. His work held no charm for him any more. He had to drag himself to the shop. But work he had
to, in order to survive and he did survive. But was he the Ama that he had been once upon a time, he would ask
himself?
Again he would crouch over the sewing machine, stitching endless clothes for other people’s daughters and
daughters-in-law, the outfits he had wished to create for Azizi. When he worked the needle with the golden thread
over necklines of pherans, the needle would seem to pierce his heart, punching a thousand holes in it.
But in work he still had no parallel. Under his hands, the clothes would seem to acquire a character. His
tailoring skills seemed to become finer each day. Noora found it difficult to handle the flood of orders. There was
no one to match Ama’s talent in giving a perfect fit to each piece of clothing, throwing each curve of a woman’s
body into relief.
While taking Jameela’s measurements one day, he suddenly felt a strange sensation. It was not the first time he
had touched Jameela. In fact he had taken her measurements several times before, but never even raised his eyes
to her. But how beautiful she appeared to him today! Just like Azizi she looked. Giving a swing to her body,
Jameela said:
“Mind you, I don’t want any crease or wrinkle to spoil the smooth fit.”
Ama stretched the inch-tape with a tremor in his hands. Measuring her shoulders, his hands seemed to touch
live coals. Jameela’s swan-like neck appeared carved out of marble. She turned to him and said:
“It should fit tight in front.”
Her veil, sheer as onion-skin, had fallen from her head, revealing her full form. How lovely she was! A fever
raged within Ama. He could feel the blood boiling in his veins and the veins ready to burst under pressure. He
could not sleep for a long time that night. When he laid Jameela’s suit under the needle of the sewing machine,
something happened to him. Jameela’s eyes danced before him, her translucent neck of a fairy, her burning
shoulders and midriff, and his machine beat to the rhythm of Jameela’s movements. Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh
went the machine, faster and faster, and midriff, midriff, midriff, his mind chanted the refrain. What the devil was
he thinking of, he rebuked himself. But how ravishing Jameela. is! The suit felt hot under his touch, as if it
already contained the heat of her body. How shameful to think such thoughts after having given everything up!
Had the heap of cotton wool been smoldering after all, and ready to go up in flames any moment?
He went on stitching clothes: fair, red, polka-dotted, green, all the colors of the rainbow, fireworks of color. He
styled them to fit so tight that they would seem like a second skin to the body. Exquisite suits for fairies, for
young virgins, for brides with henna-decked hands, the mere touch of which sent a shiver down his spine. The
rattle of the machine rang incessantly, increasing in tempo, setting his teeth on edge, it was as if someone ran
sand-paper over his bare skin.
And then before he knew it, he was back in hospital. All hope of survival had left him now. He seemed to have
developed an aversion to dreams of a future. With no Azizi as part of it, life had become meaningless. Why should
he carry on with the burden of the ailing heart? The walls of the ward seemed to be closing in on him. Sister Razia
alone had understood his pain, and taken it to heart. She took every opportunity to comfort him and gradually he
forgot his long illness. A spark had been rekindled in him and now he wanted to live. His lamb-like eyes would
follow Sister Razia, who was mother to the whole ward. Sometimes he would even throw a tantrum like a child.
Salt was forbidden to him, but at his insistence she would give him some stealthily. Occasionally, when free from
work, she would sit and chat with him for hours together, and he would forget that he was ill. How warm and
affectionate were her words!
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Ama knew that she too hid God knows how many sorrows inside her. Sometimes she appeared to be more ill
than he was. Her youth was long fled and dealing with cantankerous patients day and night, had turned her
complexion sickly yellow too. When she walked about in her white uniform, she appeared to Ama like a corpse
draped in a white shroud, cold like ice—just a walking corpse. One day when Ama went to work in the shop, be
brought a suit stitched for her. It was bright maroon in color. Salama saw him. handing a packet over to Razia. A
corner was visible and Salama’s eyes nearly popped out. Within no time, the news spread to everyone and Ama
was so embarrassed that he could not meet anyone’s eyes. But he had said nothing to Salama. How could he, to
someone so afflicted? He was not bothered about himself, let him say anything, he was not answerable to anyone.
But Gula’s mind too had been poisoned by Salama, and he once asked him under his breath:
“When is the wedding? With Razia, I mean.” Ama had been speechless for a moment and then whispered:
“How the poor woman is being slandered! As if she could find no one but me.” But Salama had burst out
angrily:
“Why do you hide the truth from us? Do you think we are your enemies? We are not blind—didn’t we see you
give her the present openly?”
Ama could say nothing. Everyone was embarrassed at Salama’s crudeness. And then Salama began to whimper
like a dog—his pain had returned. Gula came and sat near Ama. With a pathetic face, he said:
“Salama is very ill, the pain just doesn’t go away. You can see he suffers like hell, but his agony makes us lose
even the little hope we have for ourselves.”
Ama himself was in despair, he had nothing to say. He knew that Salama’s days were numbered. So many of
the patients in the ward had died. Whenever someone breathed his last, it would set off a wave of terror in the
others. With sinking hearts they would look at one another, wondering who from the ward would come under the
knife next. Ama was overcome with fear and at the same time the urge to live grew even stronger. He tried to
console himself, patients even more seriously ill than him had recovered and left the hospital bed, he was in much
better shape than them, why shouldn’t he get well? His glance fell on Salama, and he began to furtively scrutinize
the faces of the patients, one by one. Whose turn was it next? When he looked at himself, his mouth went dry with
fear. Gula nudged him:
“Ama Sahib, what are you thinking of?”
Receiving no reply, Gula kept quiet.
The orderly switched off the lights and a deathly silence fell on the ward. The ocean of darkness outside
seemed to creep in, and the ward was filled with a dense blackness, you could almost feel it with the hand. It
seemed to Ama that Gula was slipping away. He was filled with a deep sadness. Even through the opaque
darkness, he thought he could see Gula’s innocent lamb-like face. He was turning restlessly on the bed. Ama got
up and switched on the light. Going to Gula’s bed, he said:
“Aren’t you able to sleep, Gula?”
“Oh, don’t get worked up!” Gula was tense with fear—the hunted look of a lamb to the slaughter on his face.
“I think I am going to get worse. See how dark it is outside? How biting the cold? This dry spell must break—a
little snowfall—!” He seemed to be mumbling in sleep. “When will this illness leave me? Will I ever be able to go
to college again, see Jameela again?” Gula was lost in dreams.
“Jameela who?”
“She is with me in college. Oh, if you could just see her! The vision will light up your world!”
Ama asked him to describe her in detail and then said, “Oh yes, I know who you mean, she is a customer of
mine.”
“What do you think of her?”
“Oh she is a beauty, no doubt about it. Perfectly formed in every feature—a golden grain of a girl. In fact I saw
her at the shop the other day.”
“How she grieved over my illness!” Again Gula was lost in thought.
“How come she never came to see you here?” taunted Salama. Gula cringed at the remark.
“How could she come here? In any case, it is none of your business.”
“In fact I remember now that she asked me about you a number of times that day at the shop,” Ama went on
making it up, and Salama guffawed:
“Oh yes, of course!”
“If she comes to the shop tomorrow, you must ask her to come here.” Salama could not check himself:
“Trust him to tell her and trust her to come! Why must you clutch at these straws?”
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Gula’s heart froze at Salama’s words, they were so bitter. Ama got up and switched off the lights and silence
fell upon the ward. Somewhere in the distance, dogs howled. Ama lay tossing and turning for a long time. A fit of
hiccups seized Gula.
*
When he returned from the shop in the evening the next day, there was chaos in the ward. Gula was having
convulsions and the fit of cough was making him wheeze like a blacksmith’s bellows. Sister Razia told Ama that
Gula’s old problem had returned with a vengeance. It was a crisis and he wouldn’t survive unless he was given
blood transfusion. But where would he get it from? She seemed to be in a panic and Ama gave up all hope for
Gula. He went and sat at the head of his bed and was afraid that his own illness would also return.
Sister Razia brought in a bunch of flowers and thrust them in an empty bottle next to Gula’s bed. He opened
his eyes and stared at the flowers. His eyes glittered, bright as stars. They were all shaken by Gula’s plight. The
cold breath of death swept over the ward. Salama too had tears in his eyes and in spite of his own pain, drew close
to Gula.
“The poor fellow shouldn’t succumb, God forbid,” he thought.
Suddenly Nabha Chacha materialized at the back and after donating a bottle of blood, came and sat near Gula.
Raising both his hand upwards, he prayed for his recovery:
“Let me die for you, my boy.” His eyes filled with tears. Nabha Chacha, so hungry for love!
Drop by drop, the blood went into Gula’s veins—drip, drip, drip it fell. By the evening, Gula’s condition
seemed to stabilize. When he opened his eyes, Nabha Chacha began to hover around him.
“You will recover, my son, you will mark my word.” His words seemed to give comfort to all the patients in
the ward and they gathered round Gula. Even Salama felt motivated to ask:
“How do you feel now?”
But Gula turned his face away, giving his query no attention at all. Salama felt deeply slighted and mumbled
something to himself. When every one continued to ignore him, he turned to Ama:
“Nabha Chacha is still not content, even after having eaten up that flower-like fairy-child Bittan, and now he is
after a Gula. Will this bird of ill omen never let go?”
Nabha Chacha recoiled under the searing words. He rose as if stung by a scorpion, “Yes, it is true. My glance
is murderous!” and rushed out of the ward.
Drops of blood fell from the bottle, drip, drip, drip and the icy wind made its own music outside. Gula spoke in
a faint voice:
“Ama, when will the snow fall this year?” Ama comforted him:
“If she comes to the shop, I shall certainly bring her here.” Again Salama could not contain himself:
“Why must you go on deceiving him with false hopes?”
Ama seemed to be deaf to his words. He tucked Gula in gently and left for the shop. When he returned in the
evening, he found the ward silent. The bottle of blood was empty and Gula’s pallor was less, but Salama was still
writhing in pain. Ama came to Gula’s bedside and spoke cheerily:
“I met your Jameela and she is on her way here!” Through his groans Salama blurted out:
“Don’t be taken in by his words, Gula! He will ruin you too. I feel so bad for poor Razia!”
Gula did not react, it was as if he had heard nothing at all. Eagerly he turned to Ama:
“Is she coming, really? Did you tell her about me?” Changing the subject, Ama said:
“It isn’t so cold today. I think the mountains have already had their first snowfall. It is bound to snow here
now.” Gula sighed and said:
“Let God heed our prayer!” Salama screamed:
“It will never snow this year! Why should it? This land has to go to rack and ruin! Everything must be
destroyed!”
After this outburst, silence fell on the ward. On the mulberry tree outside, a gaggle of crows began to caw
loudly. Gula was petrified—an innocent babe-in-arms terrified by a bogeyman, the shadow of Death. Nabha
Chacha crept back into the room in fear and with a hang-dog look on his face, went to Gula’s bed:
“My precious one is well now. You have to be ready for tomorrow, for the party at Sister Razia’s place!,” he
said, “well, Sister Razia turned out to be a crazy one, after all. Who should she go and marry, but the dumbest of
them all!”
Ama looked at Salama with a happy look on his face. On his part Salama looked quite shamefaced. And Gula
was staring at him incredulously. The smile froze on Ama’s face—Gula had still not recovered from the last
attack.
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At about midnight Gula suffered a relapse. He began to wheeze, short of breath and his chest heaved like
bellows. All the patients were awakened by the loud wheezing. But today Salama did not give way to groans and
cries. It seemed that by now he had learnt to tolerate pain. His eyes were glued to Gula’s face.
Gula’s condition worsened. Salama could not bear to look at him. Restlessly he went to him and asked:
“What is the matter, Gula? How do you feel?”
“Oh, I’ll be all right.”
Salama looked at Gula. He was gasping for breath and he knew that his wish to see the snowfall would remain
unfulfilled. A cold shiver ran down Ama’s skin and the two exchanged glances. Today Ama too was not his
normal self.
A couple of bats strayed into the ward and began to hit the walls blindly.
*
As the day broke, Ama got up and opened the window and exclaimed with joy:
“God has heard your prayer, Gula, it is snowing! There is heaps of snow on the ground, it must have been
snowing through the night! All the muck and dust is hidden under it.”
Gula moved his eyes. He seemed to draw each breath with a prodigious effort.
“Will you help me to the window too?”
Gula tried to sit up, but couldn’t. Ama helped him lie back and said:
“No need to tire yourself now. Get your breath back first, there is all the time in the world to see the snow.”
“I will get well now, I know. I shall move back to my own bed, so that I can see the fat flakes of snow fall and
cover the ground. Jameela should have been here today.”
Gula was gasping for breath with each word—the effort was too much for him. A numbness affected his limbs.
Ama looked outside the window and said:
“I can see Jameela coming, Gula! There she is, what a lovely silk outfit she is wearing! And how gracefully
she walks, with what measured steps!”
“Is it she really? Could you take me to the window, please?”
Ama did not respond. He continued to look through the window and then said:
“Your girl is still a child, I must say. Look how she plays in the snow! You are a lucky guy!”
Again Gula tried to raise his head, but his body convulsed and he fell down in a heap. Ama touched him and
knew that he was dead. Salama screamed, “Gula!” and began to weep like a child. All the others were tongueless,
only their eyes moved, scanning one another’s faces, as if wondering whose turn was next. And Salama continued
to gaze out of the window.
There was nothing but muck, litter and ashes as far as the eye could see.
In the midst of the desolation stood the mulberry tree, bare and skeletal. .
236.304 Excerpt from The Forbidden Daughter\fn{by Shobhan Bantwal (c.1950- )} Belgaum, Belgaum District,
Karnataka State, India (F) 9
1
July 2006
“Your child will come at the harvest full moon,” the old man said.
Jolted out of her dark, melancholic thoughts, Isha Tilak looked up and stared in astonishment at the man who
had uttered the startling words. He was obviously addressing her, because there was no one else in the immediate
vicinity. His strange remark captured her attention, thrusting aside her private musings.
“It is called Kojagari Purnima. It is the night when Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth and abundance, descends
from her heavenly abode to bless her devotees,” he added, stroking his luxuriant salt-and-pepper beard that more
than compensated for the total absence of hair on his large, misshapen head.
He was supposedly a sadhu—a sage or holy man. He was certainly dressed for the part in his faded saffron
robe—typical garb for Hindu holy men. The garment was darned in various places, a haphazard job that showed
exactly where the holes had been. His teeth had the yellow-brown hue that told the world they hadn’t felt the
bristles of a toothbrush in a long while. Perhaps never. His oral hygiene probably didn’t extend beyond the
chewing of a neem stick, a twig from the bitter neem tree used by poor folks to clean their teeth.
His wide lips looked dry and chapped, like the parched, sun-baked dunes of the northwestern deserts of India.
Then she noticed his dark, deep-set eyes. There was an intriguing quality about them, a mystical luminescence
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that compelled a person to meet them and hold their gaze.
He had never uttered a word to her before, never acknowledged her presence. She came to this particular
temple often, the small shrine built for the elephant-headed god, Ganesh. He was a highly revered god in the
Hindu religion, one whose blessings were sought before embarking on any venture or ceremony, large or small.
No pooja—ritualistic worship—could begin without first invoking the Great Ganesh, because He was the remover
of obstacles. And Isha had obstacles, serious ones—more than she could count on her slender fingers.
No one seemed to know anything about the sadhu. He was an enigma. All he did was sit cross-legged on a
threadbare blanket under the ancient, atrophying mango tree that produced no fruit. His eyes were shut in silent
meditation. Or perhaps he dozed from the boredom of doing nothing. His dented steel bowl contained a handful of
coins and some fruit that people gave in charity, probably his only source of income and food.
He’d been sitting in the same spot for years—right outside the walled temple compound. On rainy days, like
today, he had an oversized umbrella mounted on a pole to protect him. Isha couldn’t even remember when he’d
appeared on the scene. It seemed like he’d been there forever. He ordinarily spoke to no one, and no one disturbed
him. The hundreds of devotees who came to pray at the temple each week accepted him as a permanent fixture,
like the centuries-old shrine itself and the hill atop which it sat.
This was Palgaum, a small rural town in southwestern India, where sadhus were respected, and nobody
questioned their presence, especially in the environs of a house of worship. And even the most impoverished
worshippers thought nothing of giving a coin to a holy man.
She had never heard his voice before. It was muffled and raspy, an alien sound emerging from a voice box that
was hardly ever used.
Perhaps because she continued to wear a baffled look, he smiled. The simple motion transformed and softened
his austere face, creating deeper furrows in his gaunt cheeks.
“Yours will be a female child who will bring light and abundance to the people around her.”
She shook herself out of her stunned silence. It took her a moment to comprehend his words. Then natural
curiosity took over, prompting her to goad him, test him.
“How do you know my child will be a girl?” He ignored her question. Instead he said,
“Your daughter comes as a gift from Lakshmi, so she will enjoy prosperity and many comforts in her life, and,
being generous, she will share them with others.”
“But my in-laws think she’s a curse,” Isha informed him, the bitterness in her voice hard to conceal and the
despondency in her tear-swollen eyes a testimony to her despair. “In fact, they have forbidden me to have this
child.”
“I know,” he said, with a thoughtful nod. “I am also aware that there is something which some evil doctors use
to eliminate female children before they are born. It is one of the many scourges of kaliyug—modern society.”
She was amazed at what this man knew, and how much he knew. But how could he? Did he read about such
topics or was it intuitive knowledge?
“They call it selective abortion,” she told him. “That’s the medical procedure my in-laws wanted me to have.”
The man barked out a laugh—a harsh, braying sound. Isha wondered if he could be a lunatic and whether it
was safe for her to be conversing with him.
“What do they know?” he snapped. “They are ignorant people, steeped in greed and worldly desires. But it is
not their fault. They have yet to go through the many karmic cycles of life and death before they evolve into more
rational beings.” Perplexed even further, she frowned at him.
“You know my in-laws?” He shook his head.
“I can see them in my mind, and your recently dead husband, too.”
Isha drew in a shocked breath. He even knew she’d lost her husband! How did he know so much about her?
Was he really a sadhu or a spy of some kind? But why would he spy on her—a nobody, a recent widow with her
life in shambles? Who was this peculiar man? And why was he talking to her all of a sudden when he’d never
bothered before? He was beginning to make her uneasy.
She threw a fleeting glance around to make sure there were other people nearby and sighed with relief when
she noticed several men and women inside the temple within hearing distance. Perhaps reading her mind, he
shook his head.
“I do not mean harm. 1 am a prophet. 1 can see with my inner eye.” He pointed to his forehead, smeared with
vibhuti or holy ashes.
“I have watched you for a long time. You are a woman overcome by grief and you come here to seek solace for
yourself and your unborn child, do you not?”
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Despite the folds of her bulky sari, Isha’s large and distended belly told its own tale. She always sat in a
sheltered but remote area of the courtyard, close to the mango tree, shedding silent tears. So he must have
observed her. No surprise there. But the rest of what he was saying was astounding. Those were intimate details of
her private life very few people knew about.
“Your first child is blessed by Saraswati, the goddess of knowledge and intelligence. She is a clever girl with a
talent for healing.”
“You mean she’ll grow up to be a doctor?” Isha was reeling from the fact that he even knew she had another
daughter.
“She will heal what is broken.”
“What does that mean?” Again he ignored her question.
“Your late parents’ good deeds and your own have earned you sufficient punya.” Blessings.
“Punya!” She dried her moist eyes with a handkerchief and suppressed the wry laughter rising in her throat.
“Losing a husband at such a young age and having to raise two children that nobody but me wants, are considered
blessings? If you ask me they’re a shaap.” A curse. He raised his gnarled hands, with their blackened and overgrown fingernails curving inward, in a dismissive gesture.
“Life in itself is a blessing. Your mother, father, and husband were your past blessings; your forbidden
daughters are blessings for your present and future.”
“Then why am I suffering so?”
“Ah, everything in life has to be earned. And that takes time and patience. In time your children will bring you
the comfort and peace you desire and pray for.”
“But children are small, helpless. How much can they do?” He pointed to the stone idol of Lord Ganesh sitting
high on his throne within the inner sanctum of the temple, his trunk imperiously curved toward his left.
“He works in mysterious ways. Have faith in Him. What He bids no mortal can forbid.” He chortled, sounding
thoroughly amused.
“Not even your in-laws.”
“If you know so much, then tell me more about my daughters’ futures. Will they have happy lives?” she asked,
now entirely mesmerized by the old man.
In spite of her misgivings, she was drawn to his words. She wanted him to continue talking. There were so
many things she needed to ask him. Had her beloved husband been intentionally killed in cold blood? If so, why?
And by whom? Would it be wise for her to take her destiny in her own hands, take Priya, and walk away from her
in-laws’ home? The thought of leaving had crossed her mind a few times in recent days. Every day with her inlaws was more stifling than the previous one. But could she afford to leave? Would she be hurting her precious
daughter by resorting to such rash measures and depriving her and the new baby of their rightful legacy? She
desperately wanted some answers.
But instead of responding to her request, the old man slipped back into his meditation mode, cutting her off as
abruptly as he’d engaged her in conversation. It was as if she’d imagined the whole dialogue with him. When she
respectfully pleaded, “Sir, please, please tell me more. I need to know,” there was no indication that he’d even
heard her. He was back in his own silent world.
Had she been hallucinating? Along with everything else, was she losing her mind, too?
She struggled to her feet, joined her hands in one last genuflection to Ganesh and put on her chappals—her
slip-on footwear. It was just beginning to get dark outside, and flocks of birds were returning to their sodden
homes, their wings resembling raised eyebrows.
The first of Palgaum’s notorious mosquitoes were buzzing around her, reminding her it was time to leave.
There was a noticeable chill in the air, too. She wrapped the loose end of her sari, the pallu, around her shoulders
and unfurled her umbrella.
Before long the thick, gray fog that swept in from the river each night would begin winding its way toward the
temple to join the rain, making it hard to see beyond two meters. In her condition she couldn’t afford to get lost in
that damp cloud of nothingness.
Getting back on the road, she began the long walk home—a place she’d started to detest. It didn’t feel like
home any more—not since her husband’s death. It was a huge house with an equally large and boastful garden
and an impressive retinue of servants—a showcase to suit her in-laws’ inflated egos. It was an ostentatious shell
without a soul.
All the way there she mulled over the sadhu’s words. He couldn’t be serious, now, could he? All that wild talk
didn’t make any sense … and yet, on some level, it made plenty of sense. In her present state of mind, she
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couldn’t decide which.
Oh well, the monsoon season was in its concluding phase and Kojagari Purnima was several months away.
She’d know then if there was any truth to the sadhu’s bizarre predictions. Like he’d said, Ganesh worked in
mysterious ways. He certainly took His own time about it too, not to mention the fact that He had an odd sense of
humor. She had come to learn that the hard way.
2
April 2006
Today was the day! Today Isha would most likely have an answer to that single question she’d been obsessing
about for weeks—ever since she’d found out she was pregnant: Was it a boy, or—God forbid—a girl?
Nonetheless, she wasn’t sure if she wanted to know. Even if she did, would her doctor be willing to reveal the
fact, since it was illegal to discuss the sex of an unborn child with its parents? For Isha it was a case of mixed
emotions and desires. There was a popular Americanism that described her feelings perfectly—damned if you do
and damned if you don’t.
Nervous anticipation made her stumble a little as she stepped out of the car to walk toward her obstetrician’s
comfortable and well-appointed medical office. Nikhil, her husband, quickly grabbed her arm to steady her.
“Are you all right, Ish?” he asked with a slight frown. He was the only person in the world who called her Ish.
She nodded.
“Just a bit tense, that’s all,” she replied and lifted the hem of her cream chiffon sari a bit, so she wouldn’t trip
over the long, trailing pleats while climbing the single concrete step leading up to the front door.
“You’re not dizzy or anything?” Nikhil’s deepening frown and gently solicitous voice told her he was worriedmore so than usual.
“No. I’m feeling fine,” she assured him. No point in scaring him by saying she had huge butterflies, the size of
bats, flitting around in her tummy. She was jittery enough for both of them.
She stole a brief sidelong glance at Nikhil. Dressed in elegant gray slacks and a blue designer shirt, he was the
picture of polished good looks combined with affluence. But he wasn’t his usual confident self today. He seemed
edgy—almost as much as she. He kept a protective hand curled around her arm.
“Good. Let’s keep it that way.”
The black and white sign outside the single-story brick building was both prominent and impressive: KARNIK
MATERNITY CLINIC—a proud testimonial to the doctor’s professional success. Beneath it were his name and
credentials:

KARNIK MATAERNITY CLINIC
Dr. V. V. Karnik—Obstetrics & Gynecology Specialist..

Although male obgyns\fn{ Obstetric/gynecologists} were still rare in small towns, this particular doctor had an
outstanding reputation; consequently, he had acquired a large and exclusive clientele.
Isha was at the clinic to get an ultrasound test done—one of the most brilliant inventions in the medical field
since the discovery of antibiotics. It could reveal whether the baby was healthy or not, and the most interesting
thing was that one could see the fetus as a three-dimensional image on a computer screen. How fantastic was that!
Although she wasn’t sure if she wanted to find out the sex, she still couldn’t wait to see her unborn child. It would
be thrilling to have a chance to be introduced to the tiny person growing inside her.
“Nervous?” asked Nikhil, after they’d announced themselves to the receptionist and settled down on the blueand-gray upholstered sofa in the waiting room.
“Very.” She searched his face. “Are you?” He smiled at her, his hazel eyes warming up.
“A little, I guess.”
“A little?” she asked with a wry chuckle. She knew her husband well. He often covered up his negative
feelings with that attractive smile. He rarely fooled her, though. And he hadn’t slept well the previous night.
“I think you are more anxious than I am.” He took her hand and rubbed his thumb over the wrist, the laughter
fading from his eyes.
“Everything’s going to be okay. You’ll see.”
She knew he was trying to reassure himself while doing the same for her. They were both pulsing with tension.
There was a lot at stake here.
Twenty minutes later, it bubbled up like a fountain, warm and effervescent—the emotion that could be
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experienced only by a mother-to-be. Her baby! With damp palms and a racing heart, Isha observed the fuzzy
movements on the monitor. The word amazing hardly described it. It was like watching a fantasy show on
television. That funny little glob was the living, moving baby in her womb. But even at this early stage of
pregnancy, the little arms and legs were identifiable. With its oversized bald head and a protruding forehead it
resembled some alien creature in a science fiction movie.
But the elation quickly dampened when other thoughts began to crowd her brain. Oh no! What if …” She said
a quick, silent prayer:
“God, please let it be a boy. Please! If I don’t have a son this time, I’m finished.”
Her in-laws had made such a ruckus about her giving birth to a girl the first time. Her mother-in-law,
supposedly an enlightened woman, with a college degree and an interest in music, world affairs and literature, had
wrinkled her brow when she had first learned Isha had given birth to a girl.
“Arre Deva, moolgee!” Oh God, a girl!
Dr. Karnik allowed both Nikhil and Isha to gaze at the image on the screen for several more seconds. Isha
looked for the small but significant part of the baby’s anatomy that would establish its gender. So far there was no
indication of it on the screen. Was it something that didn’t appear until the fetus grew a little bigger? She studied
the image more closely. What she desperately hoped to see wasn’t there. The doctor looked at her and Nikhil by
turns.
“So, do you want to know the child’s sex?”
Isha closed her eyes for an instant. Did she really want to know? But then she heard Nikhil say,
“Um …yes.” He sounded hesitant.
“Are you sure?”
The doctor gave him a pointed look. Nikhil glanced at Isha and she nodded, albeit reluctantly. Was the doctor
serious, or was this his idea of injecting a little levity into a grave situation? But he wasn’t smiling. And it was
common knowledge that some doctors did manage to reveal the sex of the fetus discreetly, despite what the laws
dictated, perhaps to accommodate the parents’ natural curiosity. They exchanged brief glances. It was an
unspoken agreement that the three of them would keep this confidential. Deep down, she already knew the
answer. The tiny image on the screen was plain enough.
“It’s a girl.”
Silence fell over the examination room as Isha and Nikhil tried to digest the doctor’s casual announcement.
Nikhil stood motionless, his gaze fixed on some unknown spot on the wall.
Another girl! That was all that went through Isha’s mind over and over again, although she’d known it in her
gut. Official confirmation just made it harder. Assuming their silence indicated disappointment, Dr. Karnik said,
“It is not the end of the world, you know.” Isha rolled her eyes.
“Maybe not to you, doctor. My in-laws will be devastated.” Dr. Karnik shrugged.
“So … we can fix that.”
“Excuse me!”
Isha stared at the doctor. Had he really meant to say what she thought he’d meant? Or had she misunderstood
him? She looked toward her husband, wondering if he had read the same message. All she saw was a puzzled look
on Nikhil’s face.
“What does that mean, doctor?”
“We can easily perform a clinical abortion,” the doctor replied. “You’re only in the beginning of your second
trimester, and it is a fairly simple procedure.”
“Fairly simple!” Isha felt like she’d been punched in the stomach.
“Simple, safe, and fast, with today’s techniques,” assured the doctor.
“No!” Glancing at the screen again, she saw the fetus move. The baby! “That’s not an option.” Dr. Karnik eyed
her calmly.
“It’s up to you, of course.”
He had thinning gray hair and steel-rimmed glasses. His thin mustache was all gray. His shoulders were
beginning to droop. Dressed in mousy brown pants and a long white lab coat, he looked like a harmless old
grandfather. Isha wondered how a gentleman could say such hideous things with such nonchalance. Nikhil spoke
for the first time, his voice sounding uncharacteristically shaky.
“She’s right, doctor. As long as the child is healthy, we won’t discuss anything like … abortion.”
Even the word seemed to be stuck in his throat. In fact, there was that familiar spark of anger in his eyes. He
was clearly upset by the doctor’s outrageous suggestion.
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Isha sent her husband a grateful look. Thank goodness he was in total agreement with her. But along with the
annoyance she could also see the disappointment in his face. He was the Tilaks’ only son, and his parents were
looking forward to two or more grandsons to carry on their name and inherit the prosperous family business of
selling tires. Instead Nikhil and Isha already had one daughter, and now they were going to have another. In its
own way it was a nightmare. Later, as they left the doctor’s office and climbed into the car, Nikhil turned to her.
“Some nerve that idiot had, suggesting an abortion!”
His eyes continued to gleam with suppressed anger. Isha’s sense of shock was still lingering, too.
“We often hear about female infanticide and feticide taking place in big cities, but I never dreamt that our own
gentle doctor in Palgaum would suggest it so easily.” She shook her head. “I can’t believe how coolly he said it
could be fixed!”
“Someone ought to report that man to the authorities,” said Nikhil through clenched teeth. “Doesn’t that old
fool know that there is a law against selective abortion? He could end up in prison.”
“I’m sure he’s well aware of the law, but how many people in this country really and truly follow the law?
Practically everyone we know does something illegal on a daily basis. You do it yourself when you grease the
palms of the government people to get your import permits and licenses, don’t you?” She narrowed her eyes on
him.
“What about all the money you hide from the income tax people?” A guilty flush suffused his face.
“But killing an unborn baby is not on a par with black marketeering or bribing a government officer. Feticide is
tantamount to murder!”
Nikhil’s jaw seemed to work furiously as he drove them home, and Isha knew it was best not to feed his sense
of outrage. He had a short fuse and a very righteous attitude about certain things, and he tended to react
accordingly.
After that outburst they drove home mostly in silence. Isha looked out the window, wondering how they’d
break the news to Srikant and Vidula Tilak—her father-in-law and mother-in-law. As it was, their daughter, fiveyear-old Priya, got second-class treatment compared to Isha’s sister-in-law Sheila Sathe’s sons. Sheila was
beautiful and she was married to a wealthy man. The proverbial icing on her cake was the fact that she had
produced two beautiful boys.
And in the Tilaks’ eyes, the boys could do no wrong. They received lots of attention while Priya got almost
none. Ayee and Baba, as the grandchildren called Isha’s in-laws, although not overtly abusive to Priya, never
showed her any affection. She was kept at a distance and often subjected to stern discipline. Priya was now old
enough to notice their behavior and had started to complain that the boys got so much while she got so little.
Isha and Nikhil tried to make it up to their little girl as much as they could, but since they lived in the same
house as the elder Tilaks, and Priya saw her grand-parents everyday, it was hard to explain to a child that her
gender had everything to do with the way they treated her. To offset the neglect, Isha often found herself spoiling
her child.
And that led to a lot of friction with her in-laws, too. They thought she bought Priya too many toys and clothes,
and that she never corrected Priya’s behavior whenever she acted up. Occasionally Isha would try to explain to
them that Priya acted up only when she noticed Sheila’s boys getting extra attention. Ayee and Baba always
brushed it off as Isha’s misguided perception. Nikhil took his hand off the steering wheel for an instant to take
Isha’s hand.
“Don’t make yourself sick. It’s not a big deal.”
It seemed like his rage had diminished. Tears pooled in her eyes.
“It will be a big deal when Ayee and Baba find out.”
“We’ll explain to them nicely. They’re not unreasonable. These things happen. Maybe we’ll try for a boy next
time.”
“There won’t be a next time. Who in their right mind has more than two children in this day and age? You
really think India’s exploding population can sustain one more child?”
“Honestly, when you think about it, what difference does it make whether one has a boy or a girl?” said Nikhil,
obviously trying to rationalize a difficult situation. “They all get educated the same way and they follow similar
careers. To me it makes no difference.”
“I’m not the one that needs convincing, Nikhil.” She tossed him a look of mild disdain. “Go explain that to
your parents! Haven’t you noticed how they treat Sheila’s kids and Priya differently? While Sheila’s boys’
birthdays are such a big, fussy affair with a dozen gifts, they forgot all about Priya’s birthday last week. You and I
had to go out and buy a cake and presents and lie to her that some of them were from Ayee and Baba.”
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Nikhil took a long, tired breath. He had no response to his wife’s remarks. Isha knew he was fully cognizant of
his parents’ petty biases. But he was a good Hindu son, one who’d never acknowledge his parents’ shortcomings.
Those were never to be discussed openly.
Besides, Nikhil and she had no choice but to live with his folks. It was the old-fashioned Indian way. The son,
especially an only son, lived with the parents, obeyed them, humored them, tolerated their foibles, and took care
of them.
Isha dried her tears, leaned back and closed her eyes. She needed to prepare herself before informing her inlaws that there would be another female baby in the house. God, they’d be tearing their hair out. Or, maybe they’d
toss Isha and Priya out and find another wife for their precious son. She wouldn’t be surprised if a thought like
that crossed their minds every now and then.
Well, thank goodness at least Nikhil’s sister, Sheila, was a good woman. Despite her looks and money and all
the coddling, Sheila treated Isha with respect and affection. Isha couldn’t have asked for a nicer sister-in-law. In
fact, Sheila often pointed out to her parents that they should treat Priya the same way they treated her sons. But
her advice didn’t make an iota of difference to their way of thinking or behavior.
Isha opened her eyes when the car slowed down and made the sharp turn into their driveway. Nikhil brought
the car to a stop under the carport outside their house and turned to her.
“Feel a little better now?” She shook her head.
“Worse. We have to go in there and tell them the news.” He cupped her cheek in his hand, his expression
tender and sympathetic.
“I’ll do the telling, Ish. You just sit down and relax. You need to rest after the sleepless night you’ve had.”
She tried to summon a smile but didn’t quite succeed. He could be so kind sometimes, and he was so goodlooking he still made her heart skip a beat. She’d been instantly attracted to him the day he’d come to her parents’
home for the bride-viewing. One look at those sparkling gray-green eyes, the strong jaw and nose, the tall, proud
carriage, and she’d made up her mind that this was the man she wanted to marry. Fortunately he’d felt the same
way about her. She’d fallen in love the first day and fallen deeper over the years as she’d come to recognize his
many sterling qualities: loyalty, sense of humor, his capacity for hard work, and mostly his love and devotion to
her and Priya—and now his commitment to their unborn child.
She loved Nikhil more than anyone else in the world. But even that wasn’t going to be enough to provide a
buffer between his parents and her.
But such was her fate. She had been destined to marry Nikhil Tilak, a good man with not-so-good parents. As
his wife, Isha had no choice but to put up with his family. In their culture, marriage was a package deal. Opening
the car door, she stepped out.
“All right, then. You tell them and I’ll sit there like the good little wife and pretend to be happy.” Despite her
bitter sarcasm, Nikhil smiled.
“Good decision."
3
Isha listened to the relentless rain beating down on the roof as she coaxed Priya to finish her dinner. The
monsoons were in full swing. Late evenings seemed drearier than the rest of the day for some reason, perhaps
because it rained even harder, or because she dreaded dinnertime. It almost always followed the same pattern: the
meal started with stilted conversation, then deteriorated into emotional arguments, and finally sank into sullen
silence.
It was nearly two months since Nikhil and she had informed Ayee and Baba about the baby’s gender. As
expected, their reaction had been shocked silence followed by disappointed sighs. Then one evening, they had
nonchalantly introduced the subject of abortion.
From that point on, it became almost the sole topic of discussion, and also a bone of contention. The
relationship between the younger and elder Tilaks had begun to fracture immediately. With each passing day it
became more strained, more resentful, even turbulent at times. The bitterness and animosity seemed to accelerate
at about the same rate the baby grew in her womb and kicked with more intensity.
“I wonder why Nikhil is not home yet,” said Isha’s mother-in-law, interrupting Isha’s gloomy thoughts. Ayee
had made the remark for the second time in ten minutes, frowning at the wall clock in the dining room. Baba was
in the drawing room, watching television. They were all waiting for Nikhil to return home from work.
“He’s probably taking care of a last minute customer, Ayee,” Isha explained to ease Ayee’s obvious agitation—
although she’d been wondering about the same thing herself. Nikhil knew his parents’ tendency to worry
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excessively about him, so he indulged them by keeping them informed of his whereabouts as much as he could.
So where was he at the moment? Why hadn’t he called?
“Priya, it’s getting late.” Isha threw her daughter a no-more-arguments frown. “Now finish what’s on your
plate!”
A fussy eater, Priya usually toyed with her food and wasted a lot of what was served, so she needed to be
prodded into eating. Priya shook her head, making her pigtails bounce.
“I’m not hungry.” Her large hazel eyes had that familiar stubbornness about them.
That particular expression was so much like Nikhil’s when he got mulish about something that it made Isha
smile inwardly. Like father, like daughter! But they were such beautiful, expressive eyes. She was glad her child
had inherited them from her father, because her own light brown eyes weren’t all that spectacular.
“If you don’t eat, you don’t get a bedtime story,” Isha warned her.
The enticement of a bedtime story was rather trite, but it almost always worked with Priya. The little girl
reluctantly shoveled the last of the rice and lentils into her mouth, then slid off the chair and skipped out of the
dining room. Isha motioned to the maid hovering nearby to remove the empty plate and rose to her feet.
The clock read 8:56 PM. Ayee was sighing audibly. There was still no sign of Nikhil. lsha threw another
anxious glance outside the window. No headlights coming up the driveway. The phone remained silent. The first
real frisson of apprehension tiptoed through her mind.
Where was her husband? Nikhil usually left his office around 8:00 PM and came home well before 8:30 every
evening. Now Baba was getting impatient and pacing the floor, so Isha called the shop to find out what was
keeping Nikhil, but there was no reply. The voice mail came on and she left a message asking Nikhil to call home
right away.
But he didn’t call back; and several minutes after the clock struck nine, and there was still no sign of Nikhil
and no call, either, Isha and her mother-in-law exchanged worried looks. Ayee’s frown became deeper.
“Why is he not home yet?” she repeated, echoing Isha’s thoughts. “He always informs us if he is going to be
late, no?”
Dinner was getting cold, so Isha encouraged the elders to eat. Besides, they were rigid in their eating
schedules. A little later Isha read Priya her promised story and got her settled in bed, then decided to wait up for
Nikhil in the drawing room along with her in-laws. She kept trying both the office land-line as well as Nikhil’s
mobile phone every few minutes, but both came up with voice-mail each time.
At 9:49 PM, Baba, dressed in white pajamas and a loose muslin shirt, was pacing the drawing room floor more
furiously than before, his jaw clenched tight. For a sixty-two-year-old he was in excellent shape, trim-bodied,
smooth-complexioned, and in full control of his faculties. Despite his shock of silver hair, he looked ten years
younger than he was. Technically he had handed over the business to Nikhil and retired, but he was very much
involved in its overall operation. He finally stopped pacing and turned to Isha.
“This is going on too long. Call Patil, the Superintendent of Police. Maybe there was an accident or
something.”
So Isha called Mr. Patil’s home number and explained the situation. The superintendent was a family
acquaintance, and he immediately offered to send out a couple of men to discreetly find out if there was any sort
of trouble at Nikhil’s office.
Ayee looked even more distressed than Baba. Her hair was done in a braid in preparation for bed, and she had
on a soft cotton caftan. At fifty-eight, unlike her young-looking husband, she certainly looked her age, perhaps
because she frowned so much and had wrinkles in her brow.
But she had the gorgeous hazel eyes, high cheek bones, and chiseled features that her son, her daughter, and all
her grandchildren had inherited. She must have been a lovely woman in her youth. Baba and she still made a
handsome couple.
Isha and her in-laws waited a long time, willing the phone to ring. The tension in the room was oppressive,
especially when Baba kept switching the television on and off every few minutes and murmuring under his breath.
But it wasn’t Isha’s place to tell him to cut it out, stop pacing, and sit down for heaven’s sake. He was driving her
crazy with his slippers going clop-clop on the marble-tiled floor.
It was nearly an hour later that Mr. Patil himself came to their door, looking uncomfortable as he stood under
his dripping umbrella and shuffled his large feet. He was a tall, stiff man with a somber face, and a heavy
mustache that was just turning gray. Maybe it was his profession that made him so glum.
The moment Isha opened the door to him, her heart sank. Instinctively she knew he was the bearer of bad
news. Why else would he come all the way out here in person? She had no idea what the details were, but
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somewhere in her gut she knew something horrible had happened to Nikhil. The negative vibes she’d been feeling
since the clock had struck nine had been rising with every passing minute. And now, looking at Mr. Patil’s face,
she knew her instincts had been right. Nonetheless she joined her trembling palms in the expected greeting.
“Namaste, Patil-saheb. Please come in.” He stepped inside with some hesitation and discarded his wet
chappals and umbrella near the door.
“Namaste, Mrs. Tilak.”
He greeted the elder Tilaks in the same manner. Both Ayee and Baba immediately bombarded him with
questions.
“Did you find out anything? Was there an accident? Is there any news of our son?”
Patil remained silent. Baba shot him a blistering look.
“Have your men been sent to check on Nikhil or not?” Patil chewed on his lower lip for an instant.
“Yes, sir.” Isha looked up at Patil, the tightening in her chest reaching the point of strangulation.
“And?”
He stroked his luxuriant mustache and blinked a couple of times. It took a moment for him to look her in the
eye.
“The news is bad.” Baba’s face contorted into a ferocious scowl.
“What kind of news?”
“I’m coming to that, Tilak-saheb,” said Patil, patting the air with both hands. “My constables went to your
shop. The lights were off. They assumed the store was closed. But when they tried the door, it opened, so they
went in and turned on the lights. It looked like—”
“Like what?” interrupted Baba.
“—there might have been a robbery.” Feeling weak and nauseated from not having eaten for several hours,
Isha moved to the nearest chair and sank into it.
“Robbery?” It’s not serious … calm down. She took a deep, calming breath. A few stolen tires … can’t be the
end of the world. Patil gestured to her in-laws to sit down on the sofa.
“When they rang me, I went out there to look for myself. It looked like all the staff had left and Nikhil was
closing up the shop and someone came inside and tried to rob the store. He must have tried to fight them off.”
“What about Nikhil?” Isha demanded. All she wanted to know was how her husband was.
“They … they stabbed him.” The breath left Isha's lungs in that instant.
“Is he badly hurt?” she managed to whisper.
“He was stabbed to death.” Patil shut his eyes tight for a moment, the anguish clear on his face.
“There are multiple wounds … a lot of blood.” He fell silent before adding,
“He probably tried to wrestle with them and things became violent.”
“But Nikhil’s a strong man—and very capable. He won’t lose a fight.” She quashed the tide of ice-cold panic
flooding her. She couldn’t lose hope. “He can’t.” He used to be an athlete.
“But, madam, this is …” Patil made a helpless gesture with his hands.
“Did you check thoroughly to see if it was Nikhil or someone else? It could be one of the men who work for
Nikhil.” Patil shook his head.
“It was Nikhil. I am one hundred per-cent sure. I know … knew Nikhil quite well.”
“But did anyone check his pulse?” Baba demanded.
“Yes, sir,” replied Patil, his voice brimming with regret.
“How can you be so sure?” Ayee demanded. Patil took a deep, audible breath.
“I’m sorry, Tilak-bayi. I wish I could say I wasn’t sure, but I cannot.”
The small bubble of hope Isha had been desperately clutching at popped. All at once her mind went blank. The
red upholstery on the furniture, the reds in the hand-woven area rug and in the curtains seemed to turn gray.
Everything around her changed to the same shade of ash.
The tightness in her chest started right in the center and then radiated outward, slowly exerting a choke hold on
her lungs, but the expected sobs and drenching tears never came. She could only stare dry-eyed at the grave man
sitting across the room from her.
He was the one who had told her she was now a widow. The dreaded W word.
All she could remember later was the silence that descended over the room that night. She had no idea what
her in-laws were doing at the time, but she had remained motionless and speechless. Even if she had tried to say
or do something, there probably wouldn’t have been a sound emerging from her throat or a muscle that would
have cooperated. All her systems had shut down, as if they were operated by a single kill switch. …
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62.135 A Request To The Fathers\fn{by Kandukuri Mahalakshmi (c.1950- )} Andhra Pradesh State, India (F) 2
Devotees usually make sacrificial offerings of goats and hens to their gods as soon as their wishes are fulfilled.
There is a special class of people, mothers-in-law, who make demands on the parents of their would-be daughtersin-law and go after them to quench their thirst and greed. If the party in question fails to satisfy their demands
they do not hesitate to sacrifice their lamb-like daughters-in-law at the altar of their greed.
Same thing happened to Aparna!
Aparna was offered to the God of Fire. No, she was in fact killed by the merciless anger, and the egoistic and
ambitious demands of her greedy in-laws.
In this sacred land of India many are those who lose their young lives solely because they fail to satisfy the
unreasonable demands of their in-laws. Aparna is now one of those thousands. People read these things in the
newspapers every day and after a brief and sorrowful sigh and forget about the whole incident.
Some make use of such opportunities and fill their pockets in the process of hushing up the cases. These are
the officers who are duty bound to control such dastardly killings. Money can make and break the relationships. It
can make many things much more easily than man can make.
These are the factors responsible for Aparna becoming the sacrificial goat in that family.
If it was a punishment for Paramadhamayya not to have money it was greater punishment for him to have four
daughters. It is only in newspapers and public lectures people say that all are equal. But in reality the parents feel
that a girl child is a burden for them.
Some people want education; some others want a working girl. If girl is educated and working there is no
guarantee that the dowry would be less. Previously it used to be in thousands. Now it is in lakhs.\fn{Hundreds of
thousasnds; a lakh is an hundred thousand rupees.} In addition to these they want scooters, fridge, television and what not.
They harass the girls for all these and if the demands are not met they do not hesitate to put an end to their young
lives and go in for another trial.
The girl’s parents decide to sell everything they have to get their girl married. But even then one cannot say the
girl would be happy. She has to do the entire household work and they also work outside which is an additional
burden an educated girl is expected to carry. She bears the whole thing silently. The more difficult thing to tolerate
is the suspicious looks they get if they come home late. She has no freedom to spend a single paisa of her
earnings. The girls thus face any number of problems and humiliations silently. The mothers-in-law of today are
the ruling party, which always takes advantage of the business tactics, and earn a lot money in the name of
marriage. It is like any other market venture. They insist on observing all the traditions that make them use their
daughters-in-law as unpaid maidservants in the house. They make the best of both the worlds.
Paramadhamayya attempted to make his elder daughter go to school. But she could not cross tenth class. So he
wanted to perform her marriage at least, so that he can fulfill one responsibility. The girls after her are not so bad
in studies. But they are growing up fast.
Paramadhamayya was confident that he could do later marriages well if he can perform the first one well
somehow. He found a match for her after searching for quite some time. In the process several pairs of his footwear were worn out. He was happy they agreed to have his girl though she did not have a degree. He did not make
any enquiry regarding their background or antecedents. When they insisted that they would not accept a single
paisa less than fifty thousand as dowry he agreed to the figure. He immediately gave twenty-five thousand rupees
and settled the alliance. The marriage was performed within a week. He promised to give them the rest of the
money later as he already gave them half the amount. He begged them so miserably that they agreed and the
marriage rituals were then completed.
“What can they do now once the marriage is over,” he thought, and conveniently forgot about the repayment of
the rest of the money. He sent Aparna to her in-law’s house and breathed a sigh of relief. He never thought about
the rest of the money.
Her in-laws have sent a number of messages demanding money, the amount he promised but could not fulfill.
But he kept on postponing it on one pretext or the other. Then they decided to take drastic steps. They sent Aparna
back to her parents’ house saying that she can only enter their house again after bringing the money from her
father’s house.
All her in-laws, her mother-in-law, father-in-law and her husband ganged up against her in this matter.
“A girl should always be in her in-law’s house after marriage even if they cut her to pieces and kill her. Her
place is only there. She should only win their hearts over. She should also win her husband to her side by her
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cleverness”—thus taught her parents and sent her back to her in-laws house.
Aparna’s father never bothered to enquire how his daughter was doing there. Was she made to work from dawn
to dusk like an animal or was she beaten with a whip like an animal again? He never enquired. In fact she is
treated worse than an animal, all the time beaten up on very small pretext and continuously nagged and harassed,
all because of a false promise made by her father!
Aparna resigned herself to her fate thinking that such is the fate of any girl belonging to middle class family.
She was punished for the crimes that her father committed. The meeker she was the angrier they got and on one
fine day they threw all decency to [the] winds, locked her up in a room after opening the gas cylinder and set her
on fire. They breathed a sigh of relief and satisfaction and thought that it was the only way to teach a lesson to the
errant father.
The whole village was agog with the news that it was not a mere accident and it was a murder. Aparna’s
parents came crying loudly. They were simply driven out of the house. They came back home with heavy hearts
as they have lost a twenty-five-year old daughter.
Hema had all the time been watching the insults and humiliations her sister was living with in her in-law’s
house. She also knew the financial constraints that forced her parents to resort to falsehood. Her blood boiled at
the injustice and she reported the matter of her sister’s death to police. She alleged that her in-laws were
responsible for her sister’s death and that it was a murder. As soon as the police entered the arena, Girish and his
father entered their house from the backyard and approached Paramadhamayya.
“Look Paramadhamayya, give it in writing that your daughter died in an accident or we will see the end of you.
We will send goondas after your daughters and drag them on to the streets. You will never be able to get them
married. If you give this letter we well accept your second daughter as our daughter-in-law without demanding a
single paisa. One burden will be lessened for you. Think carefully!”
Paramadhamayya was so tempted that he gave that letter saying that Aparna died in an accident. The police
accepted the letter as well as the bribe and closed the file. Girish adorned himself within a month in bridegroom’s
attire.
All her efforts were not only wasted but her father was sending her as a sacrificial goat to the same house.
Hema cried her heart out and protested in vain. They were not so highly educated as to survive independently. So
they have to live like slaves, serving the interests of parents and parents-in-law. Her father was tempted solely
because of that one offer that they will accept her without any dowry. He forgot every other issue, including
Aparna’s death. He prepared himself to give his second daughter in marriage into the same family that killed his
first daughter. The reason is simply they cannot afford the dowry. Hema had no option but to offer her neck for the
noose that Girish tied around her neck.
Her father was a tyrant at home and he ruled over it with fierce dictatorship. She had to meekly submit herself
to his will but heart and mind rebelled at the very thought. She turned very obstinate after the marriage. The Hema
that entered her in-law’s house was thus a very stubborn girl. She did not care for anyone there and the family
who were used to Aparna’s meekness this was a new experience. They could not tolerate her indifference. They
waited for a few days as she was new and then started adopting their old tactics. Aparna was harassed, as she did
not bring the full dowry. Hema was harassed as they thought she was rude and reckless. She neither bothered nor
paid any attention to their behavior causing further annoyance and irritation.
“Hema, get my chappals!”
Hema did not pay any attention. Girish dragged her into their room and started beating her up. Her in-laws
were enjoying the show from outside. She looked at them contemptuously, picked up a paperweight, threw it at
her husband and walked out of the house.
“Arrogant rascal, let her go! After all, where would she go? Tomorrow her father would again bring her over
and throw her at our feet as he had done with Aparna. We will receive her as we had received Aparna and send her
to the same destination. We can always take the undertaking from her father as we did earlier. We can force him to
write the note and say that she was responsible for her death. We can get rid of her for good.”
Hema heard them all.
One week, one month. Hema did not come back. Girish and his family waited for her return, as they knew she
had no other place to go. They received the letter that Paramadhamayya wrote to his daughter and realized that
Hema did not go there. That gave them a chance to write a detailed letter leveling all sorts of allegations against
her.
When Paramadhamayya saw that letter his anger knew no bounds. He hopped around the house like a monkey
walking on fire. He wrote to Girish that he would locate Hema and take her back to their house at any cost. He
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started searching for her. Months passed without any sign of Hema. People started talking, first one was killed and
the second one ran away within two months after marriage. No one was now prepared to give their daughters in
marriage to Girish. His family started spreading the rumor that Hema eloped with someone. Paramadhamayya
cursed his daughter but did not one minute reflect on why she was forced to run away from her house.
Time flowed on like river water without waiting for anyone.
There was a marriage shamiana in front of Paramadhamayya’s house. Innocent young Aruna looked all the
more beautiful in her bridal attire. Paramadhamayya made a deliberate effort to cast away the thoughts of
Aparna’s death and Hema’s disappearance from his mind. His wife Arundhati never had any freedom to voice her
feelings. Her husband’s nature, which never tolerated any opposition to him, kept her always silent. She never
voiced her feelings. Even when Hema was offered to the murderers of her elder daughter she did not say anything.
She silently cried cursing her fate. The thought that Hema must have committed suicide somewhere was eating
away her heart. But she had no freedom to cry even in her own house.
She was busy attending to the work in preparation to Aruna’s marriage, yet she was seen repeatedly wiping her
eyes often. Paramadhamayya looked at her with blood shot eyes and shut her mouth effectively.
The marriage party arrived. The bride was doing gowri puja. There was one hour to go for the auspicious time.
Then arrived the police in a large group. Bridegroom, his father and Paramadhamayya were shown arrest
warrants and taken away to the police station. There was pandemonium in the marriage hall. The people who
came to attend the wedding were watching the tamasha. Aruna and Arundhati started crying. The venue looked as
if a dead body was just removed from it. The cries of the ladies replaced the band music. No one knew the reason
for this. They all started making up their own stories. No one knew the actual truth.. People started leaving. Some
were seen consoling Arundhati.
After two hours Arundhati’s brother and others who went to the police station came back with pale faces.
Arundhati started crying loudly and Aruna too was crying inside her room after hearing their story.
The case went on for a year. Then Paramadhamayya was sentenced for giving his daughter to a man whose
wife was still alive. Girish and his father were given life imprisonment.
Hema before leaving the house provoked Girish and recorded the conversation they had in a mini tape recorder
she hid in the folds of her sari:
“Arrogant rascal!1 Let her go! After all where would she go? Tomorrow her father would again bring her and
throw her at our feet as he had done with Aparna. We would receive her as we received Aparna and send her to the
same destination. We can always take the undertaking from her father as we did earlier. We can force him to write
a note and say that she was responsible for her death. We can get rid of her for good!”
The rape recorder was played in. the courtroom. It was conclusively proved that Girish and his family were
responsible for Aparna’s death. Not only that! He was preparing for another marriage without divorcing her
legally. When all these charges were proved he was given life sentence.
Paramadhamayya hung his head in shame when Hema came home. Arundhati went forward and hugged her
daughter as her mother’s heart bled at the sight of the daughter she thought had died. Aruna was sitting in a corner
like a frightened deer. Hema took her in arm and she told them all.
“Look here! Because we cry like this they call us weaker sex. We live a life of drudgery at the parent’s house
and also at the in-laws’ house! We have to change with times. Women are now getting free education! We have to
be able to stand on our own legs and fight the injustices meted out to us. If some of us can rebel the situation
would not be so bad! It is due to father’s foolishness and Girish’s and his family’s arrogance that Aparna died.
“I had to go to the same house as they decided to make me the sacrificial animal. I allowed Girish to tie the
knot, as I was afraid of father at that time. My spirit rebelled so I escaped from their brutalities, took shelter with a
friend and secured a job. Now I am living on my own a comfortable and relaxed life. But I was secretly afraid that
father would destroy the lives of Aruna and Karuna too! So I kept myself abreast of what is happening here! I
only waited for the opportune moment. Everything happened as I expected.
“Thus my patience is rewarded. Now you don’t have to be afraid of anyone. You are not helpless! I am here to
support you. When fathers, like this father of ours, are willing to give their daughters to people like Girish in
marriage they can marry any number of times! They also can destroy any number of lives without any guile. As
long as these things are allowed to happen they will\fn{ The text has: would:H} never end. The girls of our generation
should raise their voice and protest now.”
70.73 What Mother Ought To Know\fn{by Gracy (1950- )} Marady, nr. Muvattupuzha, Ernakulam District,
Kerala State, India (F) 2
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She blazed in the dark red sari. And while she stood wondering whether to plait her hair or tie it in a knot, the
doorbell rang. Not able to decide, she left it open and answered the door. She laughed at her startled husband
tottering backwards. There was fear in his eyes when he realized that the sharp edge of her laughter was boring
open old wounds in his heart. In a feeble voice he reminded her:
“You are going to mourn a death. It’s your mother who is lying there dead.”
She laughed out aloud.
“What else should be celebrated but one’s own mother’s death?”
Like a soldier retreating from the front with wounds all over he walked towards the almirah. He chose a sari
with printed yellow flowers and held it out to her.
“I don’t like the yellow color at all,” she spat out with contempt.
His visage grew miserable. She pulled out her bright red sari and hurled it on to the bed. She turned towards
the mirror and stood staring at herself for a long while. Lost in some old memories she began to rub her face with
trembling fingers. They crawled down her neck resting for a while on her small breasts. They stopped when they
reached the underbelly. She then entwined her fingers, and tugging at them stretched her shoulders. She raised her
face and yawned. He felt his wife more alien than ever before. He felt she would soon grow fangs and her tongue,
dripping blood, would jut out of her mouth.
But disproving his fear she took out a rose-coloured sari and wore it. She plaited her hair and casually put it
forward.
“I can’t travel that far in a scooter. You better hire a taxi,” she told him.
*
He stole a glance at his wife reclining on the back seat of the car. He couldn't understand how, suddenly, with
the news of her mother’s death the nervousness that had been stalking her these last three months slackened off.
But then, did he know her at all? Why did this fair slender girl marry him of Stygian hue? Hadn’t he been shocked
at himself on the mirror? He was sure that she never loved him. She was always frigid in bed. He had tried in vain
to rouse her with his hands and tongue.
His only comfort was the son she gave him. Every time his son, a medical student called up, he had wanted to
ask whether a woman would lose herself at 41. But he regretted that there was never such camaraderie between
him and the son. So he asked that question to himself, repeatedly. Earlier his fingers used to freeze when he
touched her. But nowadays he could hear something seething inside her. His hand stretched towards her to find
out how it felt that moment.
Her eyes fluttered open to the touch. Her heart beat wildly in anticipation. She was impatient to see for herself
and confirm mother’s death. To mother, defiant and cheeky, death might have come dressed up as a magician. The
permanent scorn that glossed mother’s lips would have got evaporated at the touch of the magic wand.
Mother was proud of her genius that struck upon the simile of “two storks resting by the embankments of a
paddy field” to describe her daughter’s irregular incisors. She in turn was infuriated by mother’s full round breasts
that smiled condescendingly at the daughter’s small bosom. Mother’s black curls cascading down her back
laughed out at her brownish hair of broom. The buttocks that spread their wings didn’t even throw a glance at her
backside. She had heard mother laughing under her breath about a black demon’s proposal for the daughter. That
very moment she decided:
“That demon will do for me!”
She got out of the car and went straight to the hall. Mother lay covered all over in her full stretch. She couldn’t
make out the changes that had come over mother the last five years. She sat beside the body and stared into its
face. Mother had the face of someone who still hadn’t got over the desire for life. The hue of cherry on her lips
had faded out. She whispered, keeping her face close to mother’s ears:
“At last you did lose your hold on everything, didn’t you?”
She realized a ripple of laughter fleeting through the body. She trembled with rage. Grinding her teeth, she
asked:
“Can’t you at least now put an end to all this?”
Mother’s eyes opened to draw a narrow line that let out an intense stare. Mother replied in a voice sharp as a
needle:
“No, I haven’t decided to stop anything.”
She curled her lips.
“Is it so? And just now you would turn into a handful of dust.”
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Embers of laughter gleamed in mother’s lips.
“I’ll be born again as your grandchild,” mother said.
“All that should follow some frame of time and space. A spirit can’t have its whims and fancies,” she scoffed.
Mother’s face was contorted with determination.
“Then you just wait and see. I will be born in your womb!”
Suddenly she laughed out aloud in relief:
“You old hag, this time you have been roundly beaten. I am past menopause already.”
Then, all of a sudden, silence befell the murmuring at that house of mourning.
69.108 A Married Woman\fn{by Madhusudan Prasad (1950- )} Allahabad?, Uttar Pradesh?, India (M) 5
“Hold! Hold! Hold him, someone! Please hold him, someone! See, he’s running away. There! There! He won’t
come back to me, won’t come back to me, I know,” a young disheveled woman, rather slender and faircomplexioned, her large bright eyes looking fixedly at a man scudding away in the distance, shouted out in a loud
voice, pursuing him maneuvering through the crowds of traffic, hastening along a congested street in
Parmeshwarpur. She was rather a long distance behind, crying out repeatedly at short intervals:
“Hold! Hold! Hold him someone! Please help me to hold him. Help me to hold him.”
But her cries were mostly deadened by the shrill toots of the vehicles, speeding along the street, and failed to
attract the attention of the pedestrians, pressing on forward, lost in themselves, to their respective destinations.
Even though some people heard her shouting, they did not care a whit to come over and ask her what the matter
was.
Two idle young men, at once chewing betel leaves and smoking cigarettes, hung round a panwala’s shop,
which, though crowded in the evenings, looked rather deserted, it being the beginning of office hours. Astonished
to see her rushing and shouting like this in the street, they ran after her and intercepted her. One of them
inquisitively asked her:
“Sister, why’re you rushing and shouting like anything? What’s the matter with you? What on earth do you
want? Has anybody snatched away your purse, necklace or something like that, or has anybody kidnapped your
…? Please speak out quick. We’ll catch the culprit.”
The woman pointed out to a smart, well-dressed man at a distance, who, though hurrying along the pavement,
looked back continually towards her, and panted out:
“That man! That man over there! He’s—he’s an unmitigated scoundrel, a cheat, a criminal! He cheated me,
betrayed me and ruined me altogether. Now look, he’s trying to escape from me. He’s my husband. He married
me and—and then deceived me, deserted me.”
At once the apparent contrast between that smart man and this somewhat shabby woman struck them that she
was certainly not telling the truth, and they began to look her up and down with suspicion and scorn. They stepped
back from her and, looking at each other with ironical smiles on their crimson lips, they began to ridicule her
outrageously, taking her for a woman off her head.
Leaving behind those dubious young men tittering to themselves, the woman suddenly dashed forward,
jostling through the droves of pedestrians, lest she should lose sight of that man whom she just chanced to spot
out in the surging crowds of traffic after a long period of over five years. That man, now looking back almost
every half minute perhaps for fear of being caught up, broke all of a sudden into a run. She too began to run
furiously after him with all her reserve energy, forcing her way through the bustling pedestrians on the pavement,
quite unminful of her slipping sari as well as of the people who simply, casually flashed at her nonchalant glances
in affected bewilderment. When he noticed her coming closer, he started running all the faster and, continuing
straight on awhile, then took an abrupt turn into a lane on his right. By the time she got to the lane that ran straight
ahead, she saw him whisking into a house at a distance. But as she reached the doorstep shouting like a
madwoman, she found all the front doors and windows of the house fast shut.
Some of the office-goers, who had just now come out of their houses, were awfully astonished to see a young
woman crying so dementedly in front of that house. They all stopped there, looking curiously sometimes at her
and sometimes at one another, smelling out something quite fishy, and began to murmur. All the front doors and
windows in this lane as well as those in a by-lane, that joined this lane just in front of that house, gradually
opened one after another; and all the housewives, busy with their routine chores, as well as girls and boys,
hurriedly getting ready for their schools and colleges, stuck out their heads utterly surprised to see what was
actually wrong. All those, who could not find the woman in sight from their doors and windows but could only
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hear her intermittent high-pitched voice intermixed with a general hubbub, rushed out of their houses and joined
eagerly in the swelling crowd around her. They all eyed her very inquisitively, nudging and whispering to one
another to know about her and to ascertain what it was all about.
Although the crowd had already begun to swell enormously, by and by both the lane and the by-lane were fully
packed with all sorts of curious people, young and old, coming from far and near.
Meanwhile the parents of the woman, along with her four-year-old daughter, came to her, edging their way
through the throng. They looked old, gaunt and rather poor. Seeing her parents near her, she felt considerably
encouraged. Her mother began to shed tears at once; but her father was, on the contrary, quite clam and
courageous. His angry eyes roving about searchingly in the huge crowd, he asked her where he was and whether
she had really seen him with her own eyes or not. She said she had seen him very well and had come here chasing
him; but he had hidden himself in that house. Her father immediately ran into a sanitary lane behind the houses in
that row and made sure that there was no door in the rear of that particular house to escape from. He, asking her
and those around her to see to it that he does not manage to escape away anyway, began to make his way out of
the crowd.
Arun, a public-spirited and hefty youth, standing nearby in the crowd, volunteered to help her. He came to her
and made bold to inquire sympathetically about the whole matter. Tears welling up in her large dreamy eyes and
trickling fitfully down her cheeks, she began to unbosom herself unhesitatingly:
“That man, who came here running and entered that house a little while ago, is my husband. But he betrayed
me, deceived me and ruined me totally. He married me over five years back, lived with me for about six months,
trifling with my faith and affection for him, got me with child, squandered even the money I had with me, and
ultimately ditched me one day so suddenly without even telling me anything.
“Our marriage was solemnized very hurriedly in a simple way at Lucknow where my father was posted then.
Before marriage, when he first met my father, he’d told him that he’d no parents, nor any relatives; but he’d only
a few friends and had a big business in Delhi where he was settled permanently. Foolishly enough, my father had
believed him readily and hadn’t bothered to go to Delhi to inquire further about him. Without delay he got me
married to him. Soon after our marriage we went away direct from Lucknow to Darjeeling on honeymoon. We
stayed there for about four months and then came to Calcutta where we stayed for one month or so. But all along,
I always requested that we should go to his place, in Delhi, as his business must be suffering there owing to his
unduly long absence; but he never listened to me and instead asked me not to worry about it.
“And then one day, much to my shock, he suddenly disappeared from the hotel and never returned to me; but
fortunately he had cleared off all the hotel charges before. Frantically I searched for him in Calcutta and also
lodged a report with the police there—but all in vain. I sold my ornaments—those I had with me—and came back
to my parents. A few days later we all rushed to Delhi to search him out but couldn’t trace him there as he had
given us his false address.
“Since then I’ve been rather badly off, depending on my father, though doing some odd jobs here and there.
Utterly helpless, I simply reconciled myself to my miserable lot, thinking it was all ordained by God and one day,
to my surprise, he might turn up, if he was alive at all. So I let things rip without further perturbing myself, as
time is a great factor which brings about certain changes in everyone’s life—but indeed nothing happened,
nothing changed my miserable lot until now.
“Just see how treacherous, cruel and wicked he was! He never came back to me—never cared a damn for me,
nor for his child , that was to be born—really, I’m absolutely done for. What is to become of my daughter and—”
Suddenly overtaken by a fit of her sentiment, she broke off and began to blubber bitterly.
The people around her, moved by her sentiment, grew clamorous and excited. A troop of teenagers, standing
leaning against the wall of a house, one hand of each resting leisurely on the shoulder of another, looked on her
suspiciously. They all nudged one another, some grimacing disgustedly and some grinning amusedly to watch the
sight. One of them, who was a trifle stout and tall for his age, remarked:
“She seems to be quite a professional, dears. Look, she’s so perfect in her art, isn’t she? She’s definitely up to
some deep damnable game and wants to frame up that bloke to squeeze money out of him. It’s really getting
common these days.” A well-dressed man appearing to be on the wrong side of fifty, overheard the teen-ager and
sharply snubbed him straight out:
“Hold your tongue, you young lad! You just don’t understand how serious this matter is; nor can you. You’d
certainly get it better, were you the father of some grown up daughters. Such cases do happen sometimes in life.
Just keep quiet and look on patiently, and you’ll soon see whether it’s all true or untrue.”
Hurt, they all began to murmur and glared at him awhile.
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Arun, who had just now heard her story quite intently and had felt touched, asked the woman whether she had
any proof that man had married her, for instance, any photographs. All of a sudden, it struck her that she had
stowed away some snaps somewhere at her place. Rapt in a recollection, she mumbled to herself:
“Yes, certainly! Quite a few ones.”
Immediately she began to squeeze her way out of the crowd and rushed to her place, not very far off. On
reaching her place, she opened her steel trunk and raked about among the various articles stuffed inside. She
fished out a bag containing a few snaps. The snaps in her hand, she started running back and threading her way
through the throng, came to Arun gasping. She showed him those snaps of her wedding with that man. Surprised,
he looked silently over those snaps, and the others around him craned their necks to look at. She dashed towards
the door and began thumping it, screaming out:
“Open the door, open the door, you damned devil! Out you come, bloody rascal, and face me!”
Some men and women, standing by the door, joined her. Strokes, thick and heavy, rattled on the door; and they
all shouted out in a chorus:
“Out you come, out you come, bloody rascal! Quick! Quick! Or we’ll break down the door!”
The crowd grew furiously vociferous and tumultuous and looked, from a distance, like a narrow field of corn
moved by an angry wind.
Suddenly, the door opened and Mr. Sharma, quite smartly dressed with a view to going to his office, appeared
in the doorway. He felt awfully embarrassed and perplexed to discover a huge clamorous crowd before him. At
once it occurred to him that some of these persons must have banged at his door, although earlier he had heard the
heavy blows delivered on the door as usual had had the same old impression that someone else’s door was being
banged at, as the houses in this locality, particularly in this lane, were so closely constructed one after another in a
row that very frequently one had this mistaken impression.
Mr. Sharma was a winsome young man of twenty-six years or so with a sober, impressive personality. Three
years back he had fortunately secured his first appointment and had readily joined the office in Parmeshwarpur,
unable to resist the various advantages and allurements not only of his post but also of this fast developing city,
which was in fact on its way to a metropolitan significance. Since then he had been living here in a rented house
in this locality, along with his wife and one son. As he held a highly responsible post in a Government office, he
was rated as a respectable gentleman by the people of his locality.
All of a sudden, somebody in the crowd rapped out in a stentorian voice:
“Send out that bloody bloke at once, else we’ll storm into the house and thwack him hard and tear him to
pieces.”
More flustered than embarrassed, Mr. Sharma, who had never been on a platform to address any public
gathering, stood at the doorstep, preventing that woman’s forcible entry into his house. But all the same he tried to
summon up his sinking courage to cope with this unusually strange situation and began to say:
“Excuse me, please. I don’t know at all what the matter is and what this gathering is for. Well, whoever do you
want and what ever do you shout for? Please tell me what it’s all about; I really know nothing—”
At once Arun thundered out huffily:
“Young hypocrite, don’t lie so shamelessly to the public! Don’t try to befool us like this! You can’t put us off.
with your absurd lies. Everybody here knows full well you’ve harbored a criminal in your house; and yet you're
trying to brazen it out. Do you think we’re all fools standing here for nothing?”
“But why the hell do you shout at me like this? And who on earth do you call a criminal? There isn’t any such
character living in my house. Do you know, I, along with my wife and one son, live here? None else lives in my
house. It’s a bare fact with which everybody in this locality, I dare say, is quite familiar with—yes, hardly half an
hour back my uncle visited me; but he’s out of the question and moreover his character is definitely above
suspicion or reproach. In fact, he’s just a perfect model of morality, nobility, generosity and—”
“Humbug! Humbug! Enough of it! Send out your bloody uncle and let him face us if he has guts enough. He’s
a downright fraud, a rake, a rogue—just look at this poor woman. Over five years back, your bloody uncle
married her, lived with her a blessed married life for about six months and, when he got her with child, suddenly
deserted her without rhyme or reason. Perhaps he thinks he can get away with it so easily; but he can’t.”
“What rot are you talking? How dare you blackguard my uncle? How—how can he be a fraud, a rake, a rogue?
Impossible! Just impossible! I can never believe you at all. There must be certainly someone else resembling my
uncle or this woman must be trying to implicate him for reasons not known to me. And above all I know my uncle
full well—it’s he who brought me up and supported me all along even until a few years back. As a matter of fact, I
know him better more than anyone else on earth. He’s so good, so noble and so high-minded that I can never even
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dream of his stooping to immorality or fraud or suchlike. And moreover he was already married—some fourteen
years back or so. He has four children living in Kanpur and is running a big business there. He’s quite a
responsible, reliable man. How can he commit a—”
“All right! You can disbelieve me, you can disbelieve this young woman, you can even disbelieve all of us
present here; but you can’t bring yourself to disbelieve these telltale snaps. Just look at these and tell me whether
these’re real ones! Well, if they are, then they will, I hope, certainly open your eyes to the reality of the situation
before long.”
As he stepped down the doorstep and came to Arun, that woman hastened into the house, looking about for her
husband. Seeing him skulking about in a room, she set frenziedly on him. Extremely infuriated, she tore his hair
and clothes, scratched his face and then began raining blows on him.
“Treacherous scoundrel! Damned fraud! Bloody hound!” she shrieked out hysterically. “You married me; you
bedded with me; you made me pregnant; and then one day you suddenly deserted me without giving me any
information about your whereabouts. You’re a wretched liar! You lied to me so unscrupulously about yourself;
you deceived me so outrageously; you gave me false address of your house so that I may not get there—but why
did you do it at all? If you really disliked me, you should have refused to marry me; if you really got to hate me
afterwards, you could have frankly told me so; if you really wanted to break with me, you could go to the court of
law—but you didn’t for obvious reasons I know. You think it’s damned easy to marry and then ditch a girl—but it
isn’t. You think marriage is just a game and a wife just a poor plaything with which you fiddle as long as you like,
and, when fed up chuck it away into a dustbin to get a new one—but it’s all your blooming illusion. In fact you
treat marriage as the best and safest mask to put on to entrap and enjoy a girl and then ditch her for good—but it’s
all your criminal mentality. You escaped from me five years back; but now you can’t—not even your damned soul
by any means. Now come out! Come out, you cruel creature! A large crowd is waiting outside to see and tell you
what comes out of deceiving a simple woman like me.”
She pulled him out from inside and pushed him out through the doorway.
Afraid, her husband surveyed the huge noisy crowd before him with his rolling eyes and then began to falter
out speciously:
“Don’t—don’t get me wrong, Suman. Be patient with me and—and try to get me right. I—I never denied I
married you. But—but you think I deserted you. Actually, you’re absolutely mistaken. As a matter of fact, I had to
go to Delhi suddenly to attend to a very urgent piece of work; but there, as luck would have it, I met with a serious
taxi accident, resulting in the fracture of my left leg and head injury. For long I’d been in hospital. Later on, when
discharged from hospital, I became rather mentally unsound and was admitted to a mental home for treatment.
Believe me it’s all true, and that’s why I couldn’t come to you. I’m awfully sorry to realize that I made a mistake
by leaving you in Calcutta. I know you must have suffered a lot on my account but …
“Let’s make a compromise. All you want is money, I know. Have it as much as you like and leave me alone, if
you’re really disgusted with me. And now you’d better …
“But—But how did you happen to come to Parmeshwarpur? How, indeed?”
Stunned and nonplussed beyond measure, Mr. Sharma, who had very well recognized his uncle married to this
woman in the snaps in his hand and had also heard his plausible fibbing, stood rooted to the ground, staring at him
in the face, speechlessly with scornful eyes.
The people, standing about within earshot, at once saw through Suman’s husband and rushed wildly at him and
set about hitting him hard.
“It serves him right. He’s a criminal and must be paid for the wrong he’s done this young woman,” said an
angry old man in the crowd.
But just then Suman, her eyes suffused with hot tears, broke in entreatingly:
“For Heaven’s sake, don’t batter him down before my very eyes. Please spare him. After all I’m a married
woman—an Indian married woman—who’s at least expected to hold her marriage sacred and worship her
husband. I can’t see my husband beaten up by you people. Please leave him alone … leave him alone. After all
my husband is my own husband, however deceitful or wicked. If he’s ever wronged anybody, he’s wronged me,
not you. Now the court of law—”
“No! No! Sister, you’re absolutely mistaken. He’s an out and out scoundrel. He’s deceived you and must have
deceived many more. We must serve him out. We must at least teach him a lesson before the court of law punishes
him,” demanded an irate portly middle-aged man.
Meanwhile the Police Inspector, two constables and Suman’s father came pushing their way through the
crowd. The police broke up the crowd at once. The Inspector arrested Suman’s husband and asked Suman, her
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parents and Mr. Sharma to accompany him to the police station for necessary interrogation and action. Son in her
arms, Mrs. Sharma stood in doorway, looking forlornly at a group of jeering youngsters, trailing away slowly at a
safe distance behind the policemen.
Next morning the local daily of Parmeshwarpur reported this event sensationally in detail under the headline:

A Confirmed Criminal Caught.
Part of the report read:
Shiv Kumar Sharma, an alleged businessman of
Kanpur, was apprehended yesterday on the charge of
having fraudulently married and deserted a young
woman of 25, reported to be the daughter of a retired
Government employee, who, prior to his retirement,
had worked for some time under a young officer, whose
uncle happened to be the culprit. He was already
married fourteen years back and is allegedly the father
of four children at present. On interrogation he
confessed to have fraudulently married and duped five
more young women in the past, belonging mostly to
lower or middle classes in as many distant districts, into
whose contact he brought himself under different
impersonations with the help of his accomplices. xxxxxx

Subsequently, one Sunday afternoon Mr. Sharma, along with his family, left his locality utterly insulted and
humiliated and moved in to some other house in one of the farthest corners of the city, thinking that there perhaps
he would be able to live down the scandal caused by his uncle.
66.138 In Search Of Hatred\fn{by Jaya Mitra (1950- )} West Bengal State, India (F) 5
I have been placed in a dilemma for the last two days. I have to find a solution for it, no matter how.
Everyone has to face some or other problem in life—where’s there any question of peace? But the problems
are all too familiar, related to one’s wife and children, parent’s health problems, serious illness like cancer, son’s
school admission, education and then job, daughter’s falling in love or getting married, husband and wife getting
suspicious of each other, their bickerings and distress—one or all of these together harass us. But we also manage
to find some solution to them—at times. Sometimes we may fail. But life goes on. We hack writers in company
offices or government departments cannot ask for anything more of life.
Each time, we come across a problem slightly different from those at other times. I remember, still, my father
and family leaving Khulna and coming over here, to Calcutta. The memories of the event are not distinct in my
mind. Yet I can recall myself sitting on my mother’s lap covered up with a shawl, traveling in the dark of night to
an unknown place. Me, getting into a boat, peering into the dark river, and looking at a few spots of radiance
glittering on its surface, forming a long, tremulous silver thread like the one used for decorating goddess Durga,
during puja season. I have a vague recollection of sitting inside a crowded train and Baba giving me piece of
papaya to eat; yellow, cut out like a boat—that’s all. I went to school at Barasat. Our house there had a border of
hedgerows. A year or two later, probably during the pujas, I found red and pink balsams blossoming there. Then it
was the Park Circus house—a better place than our house in Daulatpur. Buli and I missed the blooming balsam
flowers though. Baba had a new job. Ma had a tough time running the house on his meager salary. I understand all
that only now, I had never seen my parents quarreling about it then. It was Thakurma\fn{Grandmother.} who
complained, “In our own country, dear …”, when she saw there were no fish and milk given to us to eat. Baba and
Ma would promptly stop her from saying anything more.
“Let bygones be bygones,” they would tell her. “What’s the use of stuffing young heads with such ideas?”
Thakurma would go silent muttering, “No, it’s not that … I was saying all that because I can’t help
remembering …”
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Dada did well in school. Buli was good at studies right from the beginning. We had no options. We knew our
parents would get very unhappy if we didn’t show good results at school. And we couldn’t bear the thought. Some
days in the evening Baba would sit straight-backed on the divan and recite poems to us.
Like flocks of homing birds flying to their nests,
arrows would tear apart millions of hearts.
The English troops retreating in haste found themselves
face to face with the Rani of Jhansi,
in a far away lonely forest beside a huge river.

We,\fn{A note on the above poem reads: Bangla patriotic verses.} the three brothers and sisters, would abandon our
books and become his admiring audience, so would Ma. Dada and I had become quite grown up by then. We both
loved those evenings with Ma standing half-hidden behind the kitchen door, as if lost to the world. She would get
so embarrassed and disappear into the kitchen if by chance her eyes caught our faces. Some days, late into the
night, we would hear Baba playing the flute. We knew he played for Ma—otherwise his daily life was ordinary,
like everybody else’s. Nevertheless we wouldn’t dream of doing anything to hurt our parents.
So many unforeseen events take place in one’s life that one has no clue about. Baba reciting poems in his own
voice, we completely overwhelmed by the music of those words, by the spirit of courage and sacrifice that had
inspired the poetry. My coming into contact with the Communist Party during my City College years, and even
more extraordinary, the fair girl with two plaits who would stand among the crowd and listen to my debates and
recitations, her mouth agape with wonder, suddenly materialize as Tanu by my side. My heart would palpitate
when I didn’t see her, also when I did. I didn’t pay much attention to how both got started. I know today why I
was drawn to politics. Those were the heady years—the sixties, so different from the present times. The
atmosphere was hot, ready to catch the revolutionary fire.
Actually things were hotting up from sixty two or sixty four onwards. By sixty four Baba had begun to fall
apart, or perhaps it was three years earlier when Thakurma died and we hadn’t realized that. I was in my final year
at school. We were all carried away in the wave of enthusiasm, surrounding Tagore Centenary celebrations. Baba
didn’t have any particular ailment. But he had given up eating, almost. He ran a slight temperature every day, had
swollen face, hands and feet. He didn’t utter a word. When he did it was only to reminisce about our Daulatpur
house. He would sit on Thakurmas bed, getting back from work, stay by her side till she fell asleep. Thakurma
had become totally disoriented as to her bearings. She would keep on and on about Daulatpur: the garden, the
jackfruit tree, the cowherds. She would suddenly call Ma, ask her in a soft voice,
“Nayanbou, have you latched the front door? Take out all the clothes from the wooden box in the small room
and put them to sun.”
Ma would get up and wipe her eyes.
The family we swapped houses with and got our Park Circus place—Faizzuddin Saheb’s son-in-law—worked
with the …\fn{The text has a single word: here, which makes no sense:H} border security force. Faizzuddin Saheb found it
convenient to make two or three visits to Calcutta and to us. He called Thakurma Amma and she would keep on
asking him pointed questions about the house, the garden, even the winnowing trays. Baba, no doubt, felt
awkward. But Faizzuddin Saheb, who we referred to as Chachajan,\fn{Uncles.} according to Baba’s wishes many
years since, appeased him in no time.
“Bhaijan, we keep our mouths shut, abide by the law and conform to the practices of society, we cannot speak
out our minds—let’s not stop those who can express what they feel. Your Bhabi there, Ammajan here, are in the
same boat. Your house there is so large, so full of fruit trees, ponds, yet she still sheds tears for this Park Circus
house. I don’t stop her from crying—know why? We weep through their tears.”
Baba used to enquire after Chachajan’s children. By then his eldest son had begun studying at Oaulatpur
college. Baba had been a student there too. Chachajan never failed to do his round of the Park Circus maidan
even when the afternoon was blazing hot.
When Chachajan saw what state Thakurma was in that day, he wept, the quiet, reserved person that he was,
sitting on the edge of her bed. He stayed that night too, after years of casual visits. Sitting down to a meal after
Thakurma had gone off to sleep he said:
“If only I had a way to bring Ammajan back to her house, even for a day! Bhaijan, the walls of the house are
suffused with the spirit of its inhabitants. It is they who have breathed life into its brick and mortar. So much pain
there is—in leaving all that behind.”
I think I have heard Baba talk about it only once. He said:
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“Some people have divided our country into bits, calculating their own gains and losses and all at once lives of
millions of people were ruined. In love or in anger we had lived together, keeping to our respective places. None
of us wanted to leave our homes and go to another country or stay among other people. We die because these
people have fanned flames of hatred for their own benefit. The leaders of the country have sat together so many
times to discuss partition—were we asked even once what we feel about it? Who solicited our opinion?”
I had never heard this father.
“Let it be—it’s not good to discuss such things during meals,” Ma added quietly.
Thakurma died a month later. Chachajan visited us only one time after that. He sat on the staircase that led to
the terrace, not uttering a word. He had brought along with him so many pictures of our Oaulatpur house: the
streets, the college, the dispensary. He left the lot with Ma saying he would come again.
He never did.
There was a lot of restriction along the border after the sixty-four war.\fn{ With Pakistan.} One heard about the
Pak military ever so often, in the streets and elsewhere. People suddenly became very patriotic. Earlier we had
seen how love for the country increased by leaps and bounds during the lndia-China war.\fn{ 1962.} One had to
just mention Chinese ink or Chinese nuts (peanuts) to be taken for a traitor by so many people.
I have noticed, always, that patriotism fuels anger. In sixty-four the ardent youths of my neighbourhood went
about apprehending a few street scavengers. Bombay’s Johnny Walker was forced to stop making films. Then in
nineteen sixty six we had what is known as the “food agitation.” I had already graduated from the university but
had not succeeded in distancing myself from the Students Front. Dada had taken up a job with Sen Raleigh. He
and Boudi had moved to his official quarters. Tanima egged me to disclose our plans to marry to the family. She
wanted to make her position clear to her parents who had got busy “groom hunting.” She had already indicated to
them that she won’t comply with any bride “inspection.” She was more than keen to let them know how matters
between us stood.
The United Front Government was formed in Bengal in nineteen sixty-six, in the midst of it all. How excited
we were—felt all the problems would disappear overnight. The city of Calcutta became Red Square to us. But
barely a few months on, feuds and killings became the order of the day. Dreams were shattered. Then another kind
of problem arose. We were no longer certain about ourselves, no longer knew how to distinguish the right from
the wrong. How was it that the very people who had once raised their voices against all kinds of injustices, in so
many meetings and demonstrations, were now engaged in the same kind of wrongdoing, without a qualm? It
seemed as if we were gradually losing the ability to protest, I felt very confused.
It’s true by then I had moved away from politics and had become more involved in my personal life. The need
to find a job was making me extremely anxious.
It wasn’t that I needed a job to make ends meet with Ma’s efficient management of household economy and the
rent, from two ground floor rooms let out as shops, coming in. For that matter to have or not to have a job was
half the problem. Actually I couldn’t very well introduce the topic of marrying Tanima to both our families if I
remained unemployed. I didn’t have too much trouble solving that problem after I got a job with the Life
Insurance Corporation. Tanima belonged to my clan. Her family were richer than us, but there were four
daughters. I was not deemed unattractive as the prospective groom. Besides I married without demanding any
dowry. Ma had given her consent but Baba made a fuss.
“Does one have to spend for the bou-bhat out of one’s pocket?” he grumbled.
To that Ma’s reply was clear and firm.
“If parents can take care of all the needs of the son till today must they go to the girl’s father with a begging
bowl for his bou-bhat?” All our friends, in those days, thought exactly like her. They regarded dowry as an old
fashioned institution. If by chance some of my friends accepted dowry, they covered it up and presented a
different image to society. Marrying for dowry was not something one talked of. Yet how is it that things have
changed so radically in barely twenty-five to twenty-six years? I wonder. Look at the young men in my office—
sitting down to discuss which scooter has a better engine, consumes less diesel. Which make of steel cupboards
has an extra locker space—all such things as soon as they get engaged to marry. Then say dowry is not their
concern. “It’s Baba/Mas affair.”
Men now are always disgruntled about some or other thing, constantly back-biting! They complain about their
own wives or their son’s wives or the present-day youth, holding high their life and times not realizing that they
too have changed. They are not one bit pleased if the fact is pointed out to them.
Take, for example, my old friend Rathin. We went to college together, fell in love at the same time, found jobs.
He married late, however. He was of Kulin Brahmin caste while his wife Sima came from the banya (trading)
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community. So what? Can one be circumspect when in love? See that each other’s horoscopes match? Rathin’s
parents were not like mine. There was such a scandal! But Rathin become our hero for taking a stand against
caste, patriarchy, family honor etc. And would you believe the same old Rathin could reject a boy because his
horoscope didn’t fit his own daughter’s? Following Guru’s advice he said. I had asked:
“What’s this? Did you yourself marry by matching horoscopes?”
He was so furious! Said I was raking up an old family scandal. Scandal? Was the action so shameful? I went
home to discuss the matter with Tanu. She, predictably, thought I was to blame.
“He has done the right thing. Is everybody like you? You don’t believe in anything, even at your age. Have no
respect for religion.”
Tanu has changed. Have I too?
I understand why she feels different. There are just the two of us in our household. No other person has
arrived. The agony is killing her by the inches. At the beginning she was overwhelmed by despair. It was then that
she took to prayers, made offerings to the gods, hung charms around her neck. I had interfered with the
circumstances, once or twice, said:
“Why offer prayers to the gods? Does your god accept bribes?”
She got into a temper. Her anxiety calmed somewhat with time, but the emptiness within her remained. The
wound was coated but not healed. Though Ma hadn’t uttered a word about it, Boudi couldn’t help flinging a few
taunts at her. This is the reason why Tanu and I are no longer close to Dadas family. As time passes I seem to
move away from my peers, my near arid dear ones—towards Tanu without any hope of a progeny. I want to get
closer to her, live a life of quiet intimacy with her. I think that in her, at least, I have a companion, someone I love,
have an attachment to and an understanding with.
I tried to make light of Tanu’s remarks.
“Know why I am so averse to living a regimented life? Because all these are just social conventions and
without any substance.”
“So what? Why must you always flout norms by which everybody lives?”
“What do you mean by norms? Watch TV with you when I get back from work instead of having tea?”
Tanu laughed forgetting her anger, but she stood her ground.
“Don’t act funny. Everyone wants to know why we haven’t sought any spiritual advice. Won’t you? I don’t
enjoy such remarks. Why? What’s the harm in looking for some spiritual guidance?”
“Tanu, we have gone over this before. Haven’t I told you that if you believe, from the bottom of your heart that
your spiritual guide is a better person than anyone else, he can bring you closer to God and you can lighten your
heart by confessing your sorrows to him—then go ahead by all means. I don’t need any of it. I don’t have to
become someone’s disciple. And I must tell you I won’t do anything because others do it. That’s like going after
the latest fashion in saris or film stars—that’s all.”
Tanu got up with a serious face as is her wont. Now, I have a different problem—unrelated to those in the past.
It involves young men who I neither love nor understand. That’s why it is so difficult to come to terms with it.
It all started in an ordinary way. Sitting in the office canteen after lunch hour we were gossiping about this
thing and that. Akhil’s daughter getting married in Asansol, the curfew there, deployment of the military—news
that got us all somewhat excited. Akhil’s son-in-law is a building contractor. He has to be out of the house at all
hours of the day and night, hobnob with all kinds of people. It is worrying if there is a violent outburst of lawlessness in the city. His daughter who had arrived a few days ago said:
“No, there was no trouble at all. The police did an excellent job in bringing the situation under control. The
curfew and the presence of the military were really so that the situation didn’t get out of hand.”
Our conversation drifted to the police’s role in riots and to the Bombay riots:\fn{ Hindu-Muslim communal riots
following the demolition of Babri Masjid in December, 1992 .} wasn’t it reported in the papers that the police had stood by
and watched slums being burnt down? Weren’t the police acting at the behest of a certain political party and not
taking orders from the city administration? We went on and on. There is no hope for this country. Politics has
vitiated its entire atmosphere!
It was time to get up. A few young men who work with computers in the billing section sat at the table next to
ours. Familiar faces! But I hadn’t noticed they had stopped talking among themselves and were listening to our
conversation. One of them got up now and interrupted us in a gruff voice.
“It has become a fashion for you fellows, nowadays, to downgrade your own community. Don’t you see how
the people of other religious communities are united? Whatever the leader orders, the entire community listen to
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him as one. And look at us—we bastards! We have neither love for our country nor faith in our religion. Why
blame all those people there? What harm have they done?”
When I looked around I found that only I and Akhil were still sitting. Others had left. I wondered how these
boys I see going in and coming out of office every day, were beginning to look like strangers. And their language!
Not something I would have used in my dreams when addressing my colleagues, senior to me by twenty five or
thirty years.
I noticed then how the boys were giving me a staring look, not taking their eyes off me even once. The place
was almost deserted. Only a few people belonging to the new business section were sitting at tables next to the
counter and having tea. They were talking among themselves lotto voce, one couldn’t hear anything. There was no
one about to hear them either. Suddenly Akhil muttered words like, “I’ll be going now.” I looked up. So he too
was slinking away!
I had another look at the boys: expensive clothes, some wore silver chains around their necks with little blue
lockets peeping from open shirt fronts. One had a rudraksha bead chain on. I felt five of them had surrounded me
and were getting ready to attack me. I got apprehensive, finding myself in a weird situation, angry too. Then I
heard.
“Hello! Why are you mum?” One of them spoke out.
“What will he have to say? Bombay is such a big trade center of the country. People of all communities live
there, have always done. Is it a good thing to create a riot there and make the poor suffer?”
“Poor! ugh! The people you call poor are pulling down religious places in other countries. How is it that we
haven’t heard you utter a word about it?”
“If that has happened—it is a bad thing of course. But you know a lot of rumors fly about when there are riots.
That’s the truth. Besides why should some people kill or murder in retaliation for what others have done?”
“Of course they must. Those who are doing that are the brave sons of men.”
I wanted to leave the place at once. Chitresh and company had already gone. Now only me and the boys were
left in the canteen. Honestly, I saw them fixing their gaze at me. Our eyes met. I got up. Controlling myself I said,
“Look, one can’t treat these matters lightly. I believe everyone is entitled to his or her religion. To kill making
it an excuse is something else. One can talk about it later. I will have to get back to my section now. The lunch
hour has been over for some time.”
I was meaning to leave the place without waiting for a reply. I heard shouts, “The bastard, tout, quisling,” at
my back as soon as I was about to step out of the door.
I saw red. Should I go back? I hesitated, rather frightened. Are they trying to start a fight? I wondered. Back in
the office room I couldn’t rest in peace. A lot of people were looking at me, in a strange way. Have they got to
know what had happened? Yet they were silent. No questions were asked. Only they dived into the files as soon as
their eyes met mine. I got up and went to the union room after an hour, without accomplishing any work.
Bipul and Chitresh were there. Chitresh was the secretary of our Branch, member of the Divisional Committee,
and a member of the Party District Committee as well. I confronted him directly.
“I say, what kind of thing is going on in this office? Has the place turned into a religious assembly? Or else
why would those boys—lads of yesterday—behave like this with senior officers?”
My voice choked, not in anger but in utter humiliation.
“Sit down—sit. Why get so agitated? What’s happened?” Chitresh asked.
“Happened? Haven’t you seen with your own eyes how the boys carne after me, surrounded me, threatening to
beat me up? The kind of language they were using?”
“No, that’s not correct. You are taking things too seriously. I was in the canteen too. I saw you get up and talk
to Saurangshu. No one was threatening you.”
“They were supporting the Bombay hoodlums, abusing others in filthy language.”
“That’s not correct, Bijoyda.” Chitresh shook his head. “You are such an old hand. Why did you raise the topic
of communal riots at such dangerous times? I didn’t expect this of you. Don’t you know that such talk only create
rift among us, strengthening the hands of our enemies?”
Bipul who had been silent all this while, spoke out now.
“It’s a personal matter who supports whom … you are not being wise in targeting them.” He talked, throwing
his hands about. I noticed he had three different colored stone rings on his right hand fingers.
“Besides Bijoyda—you have reached the end of your career … only two more years when you finally retire.
Isn’t that so? Why poke your head into the affairs of these young boys: Let them do what they want. I know you
find their language shocking, but don’t they represent the new educated generation—the computer types?”
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Bipul and Chitresh laughed at their own jokes.
I left the place in silence.
I went up the stairs, not feeling like taking the lift. While walking up slowly I noticed that the trees that could
be seen from the windows in the landing bore a stark appearance. Their branches stuck out like so many thorns. A
supermarket had come up on the other side of the road. A Maruti car showroom to its front. Was I taking the stairs
after a long time? How was it that I hadn’t noticed all this before? It’s true I had been using the lift for some days
now because of the gasping and breathlessness when I climb the stairs.
I stopped on the third floor landing for a while and stood there holding on to the railing. I saw that a crowd had
gathered around the water cooler placed in the corridor. Were the boys who were in the canteen among them? I
wasn’t sure. Maybe they were, there were others as well. Two or three of them came forward now. No! They
didn’t come near me, but looked out of the windows at something, then went down the stairs talking loudly. I
could hear distinctly:
“Bunch of touts! Such old fogies … funny is it not that still don’t hate them?”
“Oh! Some sense will dawn when their skulls are cracked open. Ha ha!”
Roaring with laughter they ran down the stairs.
I felt a strange emptiness within me. It wasn’t wise to try the stairs. I could hardly breathe. All this took place
the day before yesterday. I hadn’t told Tanu anything about it.
She was reading out songs devoted to goddess Lakshmi when I returned home. She turned her head to see me
enter the room. I felt uneasy. Took the newspaper and settled on an armchair in the next room. I could hear the
sing-song tone of her voice, words of the verses. And I remembered some of the lines. Ma too sang those songs. I
had heard her reciting those verses so many times earlier. Is Tanu a Hindu? But the text she reads only contains
prayers for the welfare of the family, peace in the household. There is nothing there to suggest any religion or its
enemies.
I didn’t get out of my office room, the whole day yesterday. Left for home after quickly gulping down a cup of
tea. I felt uncomfortable all the while. Was I being watched? Thoughts of the kind nagged me, whole day yesterday—it did today too.
But when I inspected the faces of my colleagues I felt as if nothing had happened. Everyone was conversing
casually, looking normal. Did the boys allude to me when they said that day, “If the skull were cracked open?”
Baloney! As if that is so easy. Aren’t there people about in the streets?
But the canteen was crowded that day too. Suppose they had come after me! I felt sure there were many like
them in the streets and in the neighborhood. I remembered how strange religious songs were sung in our locality
for three days running in tents put up there from time to time. No one raised any objection. Why? Who were the
people assembled there? Who organized such gatherings? Where did the funds come from? Loud music from the
mikes blasted through the night. There were children, students, people who were sick, yet how was it that not a
word of protest was heard about it? Were the people afraid?
The police didn’t intervene either. We know that the use of loud speakers after midnight is forbidden. And why
must the boys point to me and say those things? Everyone knows I don’t support anyone. It doesn’t matter what I
think. I hadn’t bothered about religion in these fifty six years of my life. No one thought it was something
important to talk about. Baba and Ma prayed in their separate ways, Tanu according to her own style. There are all
kinds in this world: Hindus who don’t believe in caste, Muslims who don’t take four wives. How can one hate
another for flouting such customs?
This is the problem I face now. How can I ensure my own safety by hating someone else, people belonging to
another country or other groups?
Who can I abhor or despise? I have to understand what hatred is in order to hate. Do I know the people of other
countries or men belonging to other groups in order to hate them, really? To me they are strangers, all alike. A few
names are familiar: of famous cricketers, artists, singers—that’s all. Can I hate someone I don’t know? I feel very
lonely.
I cannot tell Tanu that I have failed to find someone I can hate. I keep on looking for him. I have to—for my
own safety. I must find such a person.
But who is he I hardly know.
I have tried my utmost to find someone who can become the object of my hatred.
But I haven’t as yet come across a familiar face I can hate.
62.77 Ayoni\fn{by Volga aka P. Lalitha Kumari (1950- )} Guntur, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh State, India (F) 3
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My beginning to write this story today is itself the reason for this story. I love stories. Putting the cot out in the
open under the sky, lying next to my ammamma and watching the moon, I would fall asleep listening to the
stories she narrated.
On rainy nights, listening to my ammamma’s voice amidst the drip-drop of the drizzle, I would cover myself
warmly with a blanket, and if that were not enough, I would almost curl into my ammamma’s tummy and listen to
her stories. Lost in her tales, winter nights would quickly pass by. Summer nights were never long enough for her
stories. After I learnt how to read and write, after I could read the Telugu primer by myself, I wrote my first story.
I don’t remember it now. Some time later, with a lot of affection, my nanna bought me a chandamama and after
reading it for two years, I wrote a story in my ninth year. I sent it to the magazine. It was not published.
Nobody knows about this. I never told anybody—not my nanna, not my amma, not my ammamma. Not even
my friend, Radharani. I looked forward eagerly to its publication for about six or seven months. Then I forgot all
about it. Now, three years after that story, when I feel like writing a story once again, I remember that
Chandamama story, my first one.
There is no connection between that story and the one I want to write now.
How wonderful that story was! How good the people in it! How well they looked after the princess with the
beautiful white wings who came down to them! They gave her all she wanted. They listened to the wonders of the
world she came from. How they loved the soft white wings of that little girl, the innocence-lit eyes of that birdchild, her soft feet and her teeny-weeny palms! They made the most comfortable bed for her. They decorated her
with garlands of parijata flowers. They made sweet payasam for her. In spite of all this, she yearned for her
mother and father. She said she wanted to go back to her world. So, with heavy hearts, they sent her back.
Spreading her wings and flapping them gently, the bird-child flew off into the sky.
After having written such a wonderful story, my new story embarrasses me. I feel upset. That story was my
dream. This story is my own story. I, who had dreamt such a beautiful dream in my ninth year … how
transformed I am after three years, how nightmare-like my life has become! I want to tell everybody what I am
today. By telling this story, I want to prove that I am not the person people around me think I am, but the person
who wrote the chandamama story. That’s my desire. And it has been tormenting me so much that the only reason I
have remained alive this last year is to write this story. I will die after writing it.
If I had found the right word I was looking for, for this story, if only I had known it, I would have written it last
year itself and died. When I was still unsure about how to write it, I found the right word. Bhagyam akka and I
were lying down and chatting, when there was an announcement on the radio:
“You will now listen to a song from the movie Lavakusa.”
I had not listened to music for two years. Songs are sweet to the ears. There is always something good in them.
Worried that I was not beautiful or pure or good enough to be able to listen to them, I had stopped listening to
songs for the last two years. I would go far away from them. When I was about to leave the room Bhagyam akka
stopped me. I loved the songs from Lavakusa. I had seen the film four or five times. I even used to sing some of
its songs. I have forgotten them now.
“We will narrate the story of Sri Rama. Listen to the story of the great and chaste Sita”
The words of the song were on the radio. Bhagyam akka was talking to me about the movie and the song.
“Raghupati saw his wife come to him and asked her to prove her chastity.” Bhagyam akka, her eyes filled with
tears, abused Rama.
“A brainless idiot. Suspicion on a woman who is an ayonija! Why this test for the wife of Rama, the
embodiment of dharma?” I asked:
“What does ayonija mean?”
“I’ll tell you what it means. Sita was not born like everyone else. That’s why she’s called an ayonija. She was
born on the edge of a plough.”
“How’s everyone born?”
Bhagyam akka laughed uncontrollably. Saying, “Like this,” she put her hand on my stomach and moved it
down to the channel through which children are born.
“Chee!” I exclaimed with disbelief
“Why do you say chee? Children are born that way. I saw it all when Kamala was delivering her child. That’s
called a yoni. Sita was not born from there. That’s why she is an ayonija. We are all yonijas. Sita is an ayonija.”
Bhagyam akka laughed again.
Yoni, yonija, ayonija … something was happening to me. A sudden pain shot through my head.
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Sita’s an ayonija. I don’t know anything about being born like that. But I can now write about what I have been
wanting to all these days.
How wonderful it would have been if I were born an Ayoni! How I love the word Ayoni! Are you angry? Are
you disgusted? Do you find it distasteful? But you don’t know anything about my anger and disgust. If you did,
you would wish that my desire was fulfilled. You are all good mothers, aren’t you?
Now I'll tell you my story. That day, the last of my good days, I remember it well. I have forgotten many other
days but I have made it a point to remember that day. I keep recalling it because I am scared that I might forget it.
It was the fourth of January. The exams having ended that day, they had declared Sankranti holidays. All through
Sankranti, I used to get up very early in the morning.
I loved drawing muggulu. I drew really big ones. I’d sprinkle turmeric, kumkum and banti petals on them. 1
have only heard my ammamma talk about gobbemmalu\fn{A note reads: Small balls made of fresh cow dung with flowers
placed on them. They are put at the center of muggulu, the decorative patterns drawn in front of the house, during Sankranti, the harvest
month.} but I have never used them. I couldn’t find any cow dung. That day I drew a muggu in the form of a snake.

A snake couple. How long and broad, how twisted and entwined they were!
After I finished the muggu, I was afraid of it myself. Imagining that the snakes had come alive and were
entwining themselves around me, I panicked and ran into the house.
*
Almost as if the snakes had got wind of my imagination, they came that evening and caught hold of me. What
kind of snakes were they? Black, with huge heads like hoods, spitting venom. They came by car. I was walking
beside the car. Since it was winter, it was already dark by six. I was walking, happy that the exams were over,
angry that I had lost the game of carrom at Radharani’s house, and scared that Amma would scold me for coming
late. The car was black, it gleamed. I was about to cross, looking at my reflection in the car’s mirror, when two
snakes closed in around me and dragged me into the car. They spewed venom on me. I thought I was dead.
How good it would have been to die! But I didn’t. It was those cobras who brought me here. It was hell. For
the first time I learnt the dreadful meaning of hunger, fear and darkness. Prior to this, I only knew that if I was
hungry, I could eat tasty food. If I was scared, I had the security of my amma’s lap or my ammamma’s stomach.
When it was almost dark, I knew the happiness of the lights coming on and the sky filling up with the moon and
the stars. How can I express my fear at not having food when I was hungry and thrown into a dark room because I
cried for food? If I were to get over my hunger, if the darkness were to disappear, I had to do what they asked me
to. A huge bull-like man fell on top of me and tore my yoni.
There was a spate of blood. I became unconscious. But I got some food. A state where I didn’t know if I was
taking in food or blood.
The same task three days a week. I find my yoni disgusting. In my childhood, my amma and ammamma would
hide it very carefully. Even I had not seen it except during my bath. I knew nothing about it.
Nobody told me about it. My amma and ammamma told me in many ways that I should not touch it and not
allow anybody else to touch it or even see it. I only knew that it was “shame, shame.” But I used to like it.
Especially when I saw boys naked I used to feel at peace with myself for being a girl and not having a horrible tail
hanging between my legs like that. It was as if I had escaped a great disaster. I used to pity boys. I used to feel
sorry that the poor things had to put up with that sickening tail dangling between their legs all their lives. Beyond
that I knew nothing about these organs. Nor did I know their names. Once Radharani said she knew their names
and would tell me, but for some reason she didn’t.
After coming here, I have stopped pitying men. After knowing that men can turn that tail into a poisoned knife
and the horn of a rhino, I am terrified of them.
*
I was ten then. Men came three days a week. They had some diseases. If they pierced me, it seems, their
disease would be cured. The moment they entered the room, I would cry, be scared. But I was not supposed to
cry; if I did they would throw me into a dark room and starve me. If I thought of not crying but closing my eyes,
the man would not allow me to do so. He would ask me to look. I would keep looking …
At that time I was not a small girl. Not a human being. Perhaps not even a living being. Only a yoni. That’s all.
That’s the only thing. A small hole. All those who came there wanted that hole. They buried their diseases there
and left. I? Who am I? What am I? Am I the hand that mixes the food? Am I the mouth that eats? Am I the
stomach that’s filled as soon as food reaches there? Or am I only the yoni that feeds me? Everybody saw me only
as a yoni. They made me feel repulsed by it. I am not that, I am apart from it. Please talk to me, treat me as a
human being, as a small child. Who’s there to listen to me? Where are Amma, Ammamma, Appa?
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For everyone, I am a Yoni. When I know men are approaching, I can taste fear in my mouth. When I hear angry
male voices or their loud laughter, I feel as if my ears are bursting. I shrink within myself. I try to withdraw
further into that place where my fear originates. However much I shrink, I am still seen by them. I have not yet
found a place to escape and hide from them.
When I was a kid, I hid myself behind a coal sack in the backyard one day while playing hide and seek.
Nobody could find me. I kept expecting that someone or the other would, but no one came. Finally, I got scared
and came out on my own. At that time I was afraid of being alone, but how I wish I could now find a place like
that where no one can find me!
There are many adults here. It’s said they spend their nights in pleasure. Bhagyam akka says:
“There’s no pleasure, no nothing—only hardship for food.”
Bhagyam akka knows my pain.
“When you grow older you’ll get used to it, it won’t be so painful,” she says.
Years go by. I am growing. As I grow older, my desire only deepens—if only I didn’t have this one organ!
Bhagyam akka laughs when I say this to her.
“If that’s not there, there would be no world,” she says.
Does the world then exist only with pain? Does the world exist only with violence?
“This pain is only for people like us, isn’t it? Aren’t a lot of people happy? Children who grow up with their
parents don’t have this pain, do they?” asks Bhagyam akka.
I don’t know. Don’t they have it? I wonder whether they too will be allowed to live without some pain or the
other. But what have I to do with the fortunate ones? I don’t want this. They brought me here only because of this.
They turned me into a revolting dirty pit and a diseased mound. They brought all kinds of diseases into my body. I
am even scared of the little kids I sometimes see outside.
Would any among them become like me? How many such hells are there? How many children like me are
thinking of dying? How many more will become like me? If all this has to stop, what should be done?
As for myself, I want to become an ayoni. If you think my desire is abhorrent, stop this cruelty. Stab to death
those cobras that carry away little girls because of their yonis. Stop this trade. As you are incapable of doing it,
you show your disgust towards me. You say my story is repugnant.
But, you know, I did not mention in my story for chandamama whether the winged child that came from the
world of birds had a yoni or not. The question of the child being an ayonija or an ayoni did not even arise. That
child was so beautiful! How wonderful the world was when that child came here.
If there were a world like that now, perhaps I wouldn’t have had this desire.
If I were to write that story now, would I say that men wound thorny wires around her wings? Would I write
that they threw chili powder into her innocent eyes? Would I write that they crushed the muddabant flower-like
nose of the bird-child? Would I write that rivers of hot tears flowed from the child’s eyes? Would I write that, at
last, the child, having turned into a mass of pain and tears, could not fly, but died, falling into the dust and mire? I
myself don’t know what I would write. But for now I can only write this ugly story, not that beautiful one. Now
that I have written it, I will die.
I waited for six or seven months to see if my story would be published in the Chandamama.
As this story will not be published anywhere, I don’t have to look forward to it.
I can die at once. I am dying.\fn{ A note reads: This story is dedicated to young Sweta who everybody knows of; to the many kids
who died in the recent past, due to sexual abuse, in Hyderabad and to all the children around the world who are sacrificed in the sex
trade.}

11.83 Voyages Of Sleep\fn{by Azbra Abbas (1950- )} Kanpur, Kanpur District, Uttar Pradesh State, India (F) 1
The feet walking on water were ours indeed
And you desired to touch the rustling clothes—are your fingertips stained with our rosy colors?
Do you know that butterflies are looking for the very same colors? But you mustn’t touch them—they will fly
off with those colors and our feet, walking on water, will see them fly but won’t be able to stop.
But will those feet be ours?
Because then, sitting by our mothers’ sides, we would be stitching clothes and a spicy, dust-coloured odor
would be emanating from kitchens.
Is it true that in days to come, scorching on the other side of the sun, our bodies will account for their sins and
birds will fly off with our eyes hidden in their feathers?
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Is this true?
But now our hands are fragrant with fords more powerful than love and we get up from our beds at night, for
our bangles start jingling by themselves and the soft light from our arms flows afar as fragrance.
So where do we wander to?
O lights, following us in the dark!
Why, in the desire to walk on open waters, are we always given to the immobility of our abodes? Where, far
away from us, are our dreams rejoicing? Why has the bright evening form estranged us?
Pillows lie on empty beds like forlorn girls. Music, bustling with the wind, sinking into the flesh, the sky
looking for water, people returning home—far, faraway heads droop with heavy dreams—a cold water stream
runs through our bosoms and white birds fly about with water in their beaks, pairs of pigeons chase each other,
ships anchor on shores and someone lightly touches the shoulder.
Virgin blood! You’ll return from those shores as sunshine has spread over half the oceans and flowing
footsteps have taken up cramped journeys—give away the eyes panting around loneliness and the miseries of the
journey to the senseless path.
Far away, among dense, white-flowered trees, sounds of footsteps do not look back for opulent oceans—here,
journeys are soundless and dream-forms, like pounded cotton, pass away unendowed.
Sufferings of the night increase in diminishing light and desires can be heard like the hooves of horses on flat,
even roads—we have no clue of days to come—countless staring eyes, like black rocks climbing down dark trees,
move toward the oceans and bodies are half-burnt in the half-spread light of the sun—outside the whirl of trees,
shadows of winds, sounds and moments go on extending, and skies, unable to bear this are closing in.
Prayers, escaping from the palms, are now part of the imperceptible air.
Picking shells from raw earthen walls, staying awake with the night, inscribing their impressions upon dark,
stormy, fate-chasing winds, lips loaded with prayers—and in the quietness of burning afternoons, like the
sweetness of a love-laden name, our maidenhood.
And O God!
This forest, accompanying us like an invisible shadow, leaves its naked songs in our bodies and resembles
people who quench their thirst from snake-filled ponds.
Eyes of a frightened sparrow, broken wings, with innumerable flightless fears and the first utterance of a
homeless, newborn babe, like heavenly rains, create words that permeate the lips with the fragrance of chaste
prayers.
Before dusk, the desire for a journey that impairs the joints, heels submitting to travel and weightless moments
burdening the body persist within us, but night demands accountability for its loneliness and breaking away from
the unseen sky, to endure the suffering of hapless days, we free ourselves.
Where is the wakeful eye grieving the half-moon and where is the vision not bound by dreams?
Where is it all that’s in the darkness?
O light of time—sifting through songs of moments, just a sip’s thirst!
Where is it all
That’s in the darkness?
65.130 Good Woman, Bad Woman\fn{by Suchitra Bhattacharya (1950- )} Bhagalpur, Bhagalpur District, Bihar
State, India (F) 12
Before he left for the court Samiran began his usual routine of yelling, “ Urmi … Urmi!” At the very first call
Urmi replied:
“Coming. Just a minute.”
“No, not a minute. Come at once. I’m getting late.” Urmi raised her voice a little more:
“Yes, yes, I’m coming.”
Urmi knew that Samiran was invariably in a great hurry around this time. Hurry meant a total mad frenzy.
Samiran was on the run from the moment he woke up. As if he was a race horse. He would just gulp down a cup
of tea in the morning and rush to the bathroom. From there to the ground floor, his chamber. Every morning he
would go through the briefs that were related to the cases that would be taken up on that particular day. He would
go through legal books too. He would arrange papers. A second and third round of tea, newspaper, and the
cigarette packet. Mantu would carry all these to his chamber. Or Shibu’s mother. Or Dhanonjoy.
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As he went through the briefs Samiran glanced through the newspaper at the same time. As he dictated to the
typist, he sipped his tea. A few clients would turn up in the morning, he spoke to them casually. He came back
upstairs precisely at 9 am. Instantly he would start shouting:
“Urmi, where’s my shaving cream? Urmi pass me the towel … soon! Just iron my shirt. Urmi hurry up! What’s
this, you didn’t get my shoes polished today!”
It was always Urmi, Urmi, and Urmi.
Urmi once ran to the left and then to the right. Now she was in the kitchen and soon after in the bedroom. Now
in her son’s room, then at the dining table. Urmi kept on rushing and rushing breathlessly. If there was even a
slight slip Samiran would kick up a pandemonium. If he was unable to get the things he required he would start
yelling like nobody’s business. Temperament!
Tossing the threaded needle on her sons bed Urmi ran inside.
“Dear me, what’s up?”
“Where’s my handkerchief?”
“Can’t you look for your own handkerchief just for once?”
“What have you been doing? I’ve been calling you so many times.”
Rushed in this way, Urmi had pricked her finger while stitching on a button to her son’s shirt. Urmi sucked the
finger, now brimming with blood. She remarked:
“Just see, what Tublu has done. He came back from school with all the shirt buttons off. I urged him to wear
another shirt today. But he insisted on wearing the same one. He insisted that I should stitch on the missing
buttons at once.”
“Disgusting.” At once Samiran’s mood became more irritable. “Look at you, just one son and you can’t take
care of his needs!”
These words hurt Urmi. As if she had been stung. She felt like saying, if your son dumps his clothes into the
wardrobe after returning from school, how can I keep track of them? Just a little boy of ten yet so self-conscious!
He straightaway tells me, “Don’t meddle with my stuff, Ma.” But where’s the time to say so much? And did
Samiran have the time to listen? Moreover more talk led to more arguments. Samiran was now already worked
up. Perhaps he’d start saying other things too, in the full hearing of the domestic helpers. When angry, Samiran
just didn’t have any control on himself.
Urmi gave Samiran the handkerchief, getting it out of the bedroom cupboard. “You’ve worn the striped shirt
today! You don’t usually wear this one to court!”
Sitting on a cane chair in the passage as he was putting on his shoes, Samiran said with a stern face, “There’s a
party in the evening.”
“Where?”
“There’s one. One of my clients is hosting it.” Samiran advanced towards the staircase as he said it with an air
of nonchalance. As he walked down the stairs he turned round and said, “Oh, I forgot something important.”
“What?”
“If any client comes in the evening, ask him to come on Sunday.”
“You’ll be in the chamber on Sunday? Didn’t you say that this Sunday we’d go out for a short drive?”
At last there was a smile on Samiran’s face.
“Did I say that? You can see we can’t do it. Maybe some other time. Maybe next Sunday. Oh yes, a woman
may come too. If she does, ask her to meet me at the court tomorrow. Afternoon. Around 2.”
Urmi’s busy husband truly climbed down the steps and left this time. As the sound of his car driving off was
just receding, Tublu’s school bus began honking outside. Tublu came jumping down the steps. He shouted:
“Ma, I have a cricket match today. I’ll be a little late getting back.”
Bending over the railing of the staircase Urmi asked:
“What do you mean? Aren’t you returning on the first trip?”
“Nooo, the second trip.”
Urmi rushed to the balcony. She would watch her son getting into the bus. Till the bus turned the corner, Urmi
stood on the balcony. Habit. When Tublu was much younger, Urmi would go downstairs and help him get into the
bus. Till she was our of sight Tublu would keep on waving at her. Ta, ra, Ma. Ta, ra. Nowadays, Tublu didn’t even
look back. Her son was growing up. He was spreading his wings in his own way. He didn’t need his mother any
longer, not in the way he once did.
The sky was impossibly bright today. High up, much, much higher than where Urmi stood, a kite was circling
the dark blue sky, all alone, by itself. The kite was so high up that it looked like a black spot. Sometimes the spot
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stood still. The still spot suddenly started coming downwards, it was floating in the air aimlessly, becoming still
once again.
Absentmindedly, Urmi eyed the kite for a long time. Now the bird was flying towards the west. It came near
the huge, high-rise building on the other side and swayed for a while. Then it went out of sight.
Urmi also turned back.
A bedroom, her son’s room, guest room, kitchen, bathroom, and study encircled the rather large dining-cumdrawing hall. As one went down the spiral staircase one came upon the garage, the room for the live-in domestic
staff and Samiran’s huge chamber. Only on a plot of two and half kathas, stood this neat, affluent bungalow-style
house. Urmi felt surprised as she observed her own house. So much of happiness, so much wealth were entirely
hers. Yes, hers. Samiran seemed to wave a magic wand and purchase desirable commodities one after the other.
He was propelling her upwards. Higher and higher. Like that kite. He himself was rising too. Like a sputnik.
Higher. Still higher. It seemed he’d just about defy gravity. Once the junior of the awesome barrister Sudhansu
Gupta, now Samiran himself entered the court surrounded by four juniors. Some five years back he had dealt with
a murder case involving a prominent businessman and got him out. The Salt Lake plot came as a token of
appreciation. The house of course Samiran built himself. As he desired. He wanted to buy a new car as well. But
for income tax problems he hadn’t taken the risk. He bought a second-hand Fiat at a very low price and then
overhauled the whole car so that it was totally transformed.
Urmi sat with her legs stretched on the long sofa. After the morning’s turbulence, there seemed to be such
peace now. Undivided leisure. What would she do now? Would she watch a film by inserting a cassette in the
VCR? Would she help Sibu’s Ma with the cooking? Would she leaf through the film magazine? She could go to
the beauty parlor too, hadn’t got a facial done for the past two weeks. No, instead she thought of chatting Didi up
on the phone. As she toyed with each idea, Urmi began glancing through the newspaper. She was casually turning
the pages. As she came to the page about law courts, her eyes grew attentive. The famous bar singer Miss Ria’s
case was being tried at the High Court!
Urmi sat up. Miss Ria meant that woman? Which was the bar in which she sang? Two men had raped her while
offering her a lift in their car. About two years ago. The accused had been granted unconditional release by the
lower court.. The case had roused a lot of public interest at one time.
Urmi read the news cursorily. She went over to the next page. And then the next. There was a full-page
advertisement. A new cream had been launched in the market. Herbal. A mix of Indian ayurvedic medicine and
Chinese roots and herbs. On application the skin became fairer and youthful. Urmi ran her hands lightly over each
other. Only at thirty-five her skin had such a dry feeling. Should she try out the cream? Keeping the newspaper
Urmi turned to the telephone. After telephoning she put on the TV. She had a cup of coffee that she had ordered
Shibu’s Ma to make. Time rolled on at a slow, leisurely pace. Who had said that times of happiness passed by with
great speed? Time now stood still. Like the kite in the horizon.
Urmi had fallen asleep at a strange time. Closer to early evening. She had gone out shopping in the afternoon.
She had a few odd things to pick up. Cushion cover, some season flower seedlings, and a few saplings. Day after
tomorrow it would be the eighteenth birthday of Didi’s daughter, so an expensive gift for her. A new set of curtain
material.
The month of Kartik was drawing to a close, but still there was hardly any dew in the air. It was a scorching,
sunny afternoon. On returning the air-conditioned comfort of the bedroom had made Urmi doze off.
She was awakened by Mantu’s call.
“Mami, Mami.” Urmi rubbed her eyes.
“Yes?”
“Some people have come to see Mama. Shall I make them sit in the chamber?”
“Hasn’t Dhananjoy returned from the court?”
“No.”
“Ask them to come on Sunday. Your Mama won’t be available at his chamber today.”
As she said these words Urmi became alert. Various sorts of clients came to see Samiran. Sometimes a lot of
influential people came to see him too. Samiran didn’t like the domestic staff to attend them. As Manru was
leaving Urmi called him from behind:
“No, you don’t have to say anything. I’ll talk to them You get some hot water ready for my bath.”
Urmi smoothed our her sari anchal and lightly combed her hair. She was a little surprised to see the callers as
she came downstairs to meet them. A woman was standing rather self-consciously at the door. Maybe thirty at the
most. Nor a beauty, bur quite attractive. She was wearing a salwar kameez of green and white badhni print and a
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white duparra. Despite the heavy make-up the dark circles under the eyes could be seen. With her there was a
middle aged, rather old looking man. Thin as a rail. His clothes were slovenly. Looked more like a beggar. Clients
of this class rarely came to see Samiran. The woman spoke first:
“Samiran-babu had asked us to come today.”
So this was that woman. Urmi became more surprised. Samiran dealt with criminal cases, what was their case?
The woman’s voice had a tinkle. As she spoke there seemed to be an echo in the air. Suppressing her curiosity,
Urmi smiled:
“But he’ll be late in getting back today. He has asked you to meet him at the High Court at 2 in the afternoon,
tomorrow.”
“Oh.” There was disappointment in the woman’s voice. She turned back towards her companion. Then she
came back. In a tired voice she said:
“Can you give me a glass of water?”
It would have been the height of bad manners to keep them standing at the door after this. Urmi moved away
from the door.
“Come in. Come in and sit down.”
Beyond the door was a small passage. Along it was the huge hall. Samiran’s chamber. Previously, Samiran had
a chamber in the High Court area. Some of the cubicles were like bird cages. In the new house he had styled his
own chamber. All around stood tall glass cupboards. One could only see thick books and legal journals. In the
middle was an immense secretariat table. For himself he had a thick cushioned regal looking chair. Bought from
the auction house. Urmi jokingly called it the throne.
There was a musty smell in the shut room. Urmi opened a window. Even a little while ago too there was some
light. Now it was deep, dark evening. The air had cooled a bit.
The woman entered the room and stood uneasily. She was looking around.
Urmi went inside and brought in a glass of water for the woman. She drank the water in one long sip, like a
very thirsty person. Urmi was very moved by the manner in which the woman drank the water. Softly she said:
“Some more?” The woman replied with a smile:
“No, no, that’s all.”
The almost old man had sat down on a chair. He seemed to be out of breath. Urmi asked:
“Would you like to have some water?”
“No, thanks.” The man took out a packet of cigarettes from his pocket and then thinking of something put it
back and asked, “Will Samiran-babu be very late in coming back? We don’t have much to do, so we can wait for
some time.”
“But he has said he’d get back late tonight.”
“Oh.” The man seemed a trifle displeased. Ignoring Urmi’s presence he told the woman, “Just see now. We’ll
have to rush to the court tomorrow.”
The woman pensively agreed by nodding her head. “What to do.”
“Now you are saying this. Tomorrow when we go to the court you’ll start nagging. See, they are looking at me!
See, that man just taunted me!”
The woman too became oblivious of Urmi’s presence. Coming out of her uneasiness, she suddenly spoke out
sharply:
“What can be done? Since Sir had asked us to go, we’ll have to.”
The man raised himself by holding onto his knees with both hands. “What’s it to me! It’s your case, you handle
it. Don’t involve me in this any more.”
“Oh, as if you have involved yourself!”
“That’s what you’ll say now? Traitor.”
“Who’s the traitor? You or me? Dirty scum.”
“You dirty …” the man hissed. He could hardly talk.
Urmi was thunderstruck. What were these two doing in her presence? In between they were speaking pretty
fluently in English, yet both seemed to lack in culture and etiquette. Look at the man’s clothes. Expensive, but
really dirty and oversized. As if they were borrowed clothes. Or picked up from somewhere. He had an unshaven
face with a bristly beard. He had bags under his eyes. A glance would tell one that the man was an alcoholic. Had
Samiran talked about these people? Had Urmi made a mistake by allowing them to enter the house?
With a little irritation Urmi said, “Are you going to wait? He isn’t coming back now.”
The woman seemed to come back to her senses at last. He turned back and said:
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“No, no, we are leaving. Please shut the door.”
As they reached the door, the woman turned back and said:
“See, if we come here and meet him tomorrow, will that be a problem for Sir?”
Urmi replied in spite of herself.
“Maybe it’ll be a problem. He rarely meets clients without prior appointment. You should go and meet him at
the court. If he agrees then maybe you can come here.”
The woman left with her companion. Urmi heaved a sigh of relief when she returned upstairs. What variety of
characters one met if one happened to be the wife of a lawyer or a doctor! Once a very handsome man had come!
Attractive physique! Smart conversation. He spoke English with a flawless British accent. Women were bound to
fall for him at first sight. On that day too Samiran wasn’t at home. Urmi had been particularly attentive to him.
Later she got to know that there were smuggling charges against the man. Also trafficking of women and drug
peddling. Before he got arrested he had come over to try for anticipatory bail. He did get bail. Samiran arranged it
all. Apart from the case fee he had also given a gold necklace as a gift, mentioning that it was intended for Urmi.
The case is still continuing, but the man didn’t come to the house any more.
Suppose the woman who came today was a dacoit or a murderer? Quite possible! But who was the
companion?
Too much! Such useless worries! Mantu brought in a cup of tea, Urmi sat at the dining table and had the tea.
This was Samiran’s case. If anyone had to worry about it, it should be Samiran. Why Urmi?
Having finished the tea, Urmi peeped into her son’s room. Tublu was studying with his science tutor. Samiran
had bought a lap-top for his son. The young tutor taught Tublu computer science as well. But the young man’s
charges were moderate. He came twice a week. His fees were eight hundred rupees per month. Ranjana’s son’s
tutor charged Rs 500 for just teaching Maths. But Ranjana’s son wasn’t as sharp as Tublu.
Observing that his son was bright in Maths Samiran wished very much that he should study engineering. He
had no objection to his studying Management either. If necessary, Samiran would send his son abroad. A foreign
degree was a must now!
But Urmi’s heart’s desire was different. Money was all very well, but what was the harm if her son went into
teaching? If Tublu became a Professor like Urmi’s father! Or a scientist like Urmi’s uncle!
Samiran became infuriated whenever he heard of her wish! How could you think that my son would get into
the profession of those vague shirkers! I am earning in lakhs,\fn{Hundreds of thousands.} he’ll earn in millions.
So let it be. When Tublu’s father desired it, it was the same as Urmi’s desire. A person who had fulfilled all of
Urmi’s needs! How could Urmi defy the desire of such a person?
In a lazy mood, Urmi watched TV for an hour. A number of serials were screened around this time. One was
funny. Another, about love. Another, a detective one. She watched them all avidly.
Suddenly, Urmi realized that Tublu’s tutor had left a long time back. Yet there was no sound at all from Tublu’s
room. What could be the matter with the boy? On other days he’d rush out and settle in front of the TV. Today, he
was absent even when his favorite serial was going on. Entering her son’s room, Urmi became even more
nervous. Tublu was lying on the bed, with the light off. Urmi switched on the light.
“What’s the matter with you? Are you unwell?”
Tublu was silent. He covered his eyes with his hand. Coming closer Urmi put her hand on her son’s forehead.
No, it seemed OK. Urmi ran her fingers on her son’s body:
“You hadn’t done Sir’s homework? Did he scold you?”
Tublu shook off his mother’s hand.
“Don’t disturb me. Leave me alone.”
Urmi laughed. Though she felt some pain that her son was growing up she enjoyed listening to his precocious
words at the same time. In order to irritate him further, Urmi said:
“That means you got a walloping at school.”
“Not at all.”
“Then why is Tublu-kumar lying down like a fool?”
“I am in a bad mood. I have lost the match.”
“So that’s it?” Urmi’s laughter rang out. “How foolish can you be! There’s always winning and losing in any
game.”
“Maybe. But why should I be on the losing side?”
“But someone or the other will have to be on the losing side.”
“Let them be. I don’t like to lose.”
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Absolutely Samiran’s voice. If the verdict of the case wasn’t up to his expectations, Samiran too returned home
and lay down. Then he spoke in this manner. The boy was taking after his father. Urmi felt good about it.
Samiran returned after eleven in the night.
The world had become almost quiet. In this new affluent neighbouhood, nightfall seemed to be faster. There
was a terrible loneliness in this sort of urban culture. Purring on the VCR, Urmi was watching a movie with song
and dance sequences. Humming a rune Samiran climbed upstairs and asked:
“Whar’s this, you aren’t in bed yet?” Urmi laughed.
“When have I gone to bed at this rime, dear? Do you realize what time you get back from the chamber?”
“That means I’m early tonight. Good.”
It was obvious from the manner of his talk chat Samiran was slightly tipsy. He never drank too much. When at
home, he measured out a peg. Just before lying down. A Health drink. At parties, three or at the most, four. He
never got drunk but on those days his mood was quite gay.
Sitting on the sofa, Samiran began taking off his shoes.
“Is Tublu sleeping?”
“Yes, long time back. He must be dreaming now.” Urmi came up and sat next to him.
“Come. Let’s go to bed too.”
“Will you be able to sleep so soon? You don’t ever get into bed before twelve at night.”
“Tonight I’ll break the routine.” Samiran embraced Urmi lightly.
Mantu and Dhananjoy didn’t come upstairs at this time, their son was sleeping, so there was no problem in
husband and wife becoming intimate. Samiran lightly kissed Urmi’s shoulder.
“Come, come. Even if I’m not sleepy, there’s no harm in trying to sleep.”
Urmi smiled as she understood what he meant. Drinks induced Samiran’s lust. Urmi was ready for it. But she
felt like pulling his leg. She said:
“You go and lie down. I’ll join you after the movie is over.”
At once Samiran got up and switched off the VCR.
“Come at once. I want you right now.”
That was Samiran. Whenever he wanted something, he had to have it right away, or else he’d become mad
about it. That was his nature. Whether it was a handkerchief or Urmi.
Samiran’s lovemaking too was crude. He seemed to take leave of his senses. Not only would he take off all his
clothes, he would insist that Urmi shouldn’t have a stitch of clothing on herself as well. He would want to be
caressed like a child. He would behave like a dacoit. Or like a wild tiger, clawing and biting Urmi.
In twenty minutes the desire of the lustful man was over. The formidable criminal lawyer now lay back, nude.
Getting into a nightie Urmi came back from the bathroom. She turned the regulator and slowed down the fan by a
point. At night the AC had to be switched off. Samiran could not stand the mechanized cold nightlong.
A blue night lamp was on. The room was looking very romantic. As if it wasn’t the light from the night lamp,
but moon rays that were illuminating the room. Urmi lay down, close to Samiran. In a low voice she asked:
“Are you sleeping?” Samiran no longer felt the alcoholic haze so much. In a gruff voice he said:
“No. Just stretch out your hand and give me the cigarette packet and the match box.”
“You’ll smoke in bed? I don’t like it.”
“Cover your nose. Give them to me.”
In the half-light Samiran scratched and lit a match stick. Lighting a cigarette, he lifted the ashtray from the
bedside table and placed it on his chest. In that magical ambience, there was a flicker of fire that turned to ashes.
Urmi ran her fingers on Samiran’s hairy chest and said:
“You had said you’d be buying another car for us, what about it?”
“Yes, I’ll buy it. What’s the hurry?”
“I have a lot of problems if I go shopping in the afternoon. While returning in the evening taxis are rarely
available. Tublu too is growing up, does he like going to school in the school bus.”
“Why are you bringing in your son? Say, you want it.”
Samiran ran his fingers through Urmi’s hair. Urmi was enjoying it. These were the bits and pieces of
happiness. How could any human being survive without these! Like a contented cat Urmi enjoyed the caress. All
at once she remembered. In a joking tone she said:
“Your woman client had come in the evening. She was looking for you. I have asked her to go to the court
tomorrow afternoon.”
Samiran was perhaps a bit absent-minded. He casually asked:
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“Who was it? Ria?”
“I didn’t ask her name.” There was curiosity in Urmi’s voice. “Who is Ria?”
Samiran laughed in the dark.
“You haven’t heard Ria’s name? Famous Ria. Miss Ria. The woman who used to sing at the Lido bar. The one
who was raped.”
Strange! That was the news she had read in the newspaper this morning. And in the evening it was that woman
who had come here. And Samiran was handling her case! Urmi murmured:
“So that woman was Ria.”
“Yes.” Samiran was no longer laughing. “Did Ria come alone? Or did she have the tow boat with her?”
“Who knows what boat you’re talking about. But she had a man with her.”
“A shabby, weird guy?”
“Yes, looked almost an old man.”
“Oh, then it was Ria all right. That man was Miss Ria’s husband.”
Despite her surprise Urmi broke into rippling laughter. Her thirty-five year old body had the resonance of an
eighteen-year-old. As she laughed she said:
“What do you mean … husband of Miss Ria?”
“That’s common in this sort of profession. If there isn’t a “Miss” as suffix to one’s name then singing in hotels
and bars becomes a damp squib.”
Urmi lay on her back.
“Whether he was her husband or someone else, that man seemed up to no good. What a horrible way of
talking.”
In an instant Samiran became alert.
“Did he misbehave with you?”
“No, no, not with me. But he was speaking in a rude way to the woman. They almost began quarreling. They
called each other scum and traitor.”
“Why.”
“It seemed the man didn’t want Ria to go to the High Court.”
“That he wouldn’t. Such an awful guy. Absolutely a parasite. He’s scared that Ria’s professional repute may
get affected if there’s a case at the High Court.” Samiran dragged on his cigarette for the last rime. “But that guy
won’t be able to do a thing, The case isn’t with Ria, it’s with the government.”
“How could you be a part of the State case?”
“Ria has appointed me specially. I shall be contesting the case along with the State.” Putting out the cigarette,
Samiran replaced the ashtray on the side table. He placed a hand on his chest and said:
“There are enough reasons for the man to be angry with Ria. The government wouldn’t have gone to the High
Court but for the case becoming such a sensation! The woman met a lot of people in high positions. You could say
that it was for Ria—”
“Really? Then you have to admit that the woman has a forceful personality. A sense of dignity!”
“Forceful personality! Ria’s personality! The one you saw today was her legal husband; do you know how
many husbands she has? The bar she sings in now, the owner of that bar is also a husband. There are so many all
over the place.”
For a second Urmi remembered the woman’s face. Dry. Sad face. Covered with cosmetics. Deep, dark circles
under her eyes. Urmi asked suspiciously:
“Is she a fallen woman?”
“That’s how it’s described in basic Bangla.”
“You’re sure?”
“Of course. The world knows that Ria is a third rate prostitute.”
Urmi seemed to be thinking for a while. There was a coverlet at her feet; she pulled it towards her and covered
herself partly with it. Covered Samiran too. In a low voice she said:
“Why did you take up this case when you knew about her?”
“Because the woman came over with a reference from someone. I too saw that it was a genuine case to fight.”
Samiran’s voice seemed quite nonchalant. “The Woman was raped. Justice is due to her.”
“What do you mean; can such a woman be raped? When she sleeps with whoever gives her money …”
“Yes, she does sleep around. But at her own will. But you can’t possibly force her. Even a prostitute has a right
to refuse. In fact that’s what had happened. Though the men offered money, Ria hadn’t agreed to their proposal.
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Then those guys stopped the car, took her to the dark Park Circus maidan. Of course the woman was a bit drunk.
But that doesn’t matter. Forcible cohabitation is rape. Those men should be punished. There are eye witnesses,
rape has been confirmed in the medical tests, how can those young men escape?”
Urmi’s curiosity increased. Could all this be possible? In a tone of surprise she asked:
“Then how is it that the Lower Court released them?”
“That’s because they kept on harping on her character. The Defense stated that that the woman had a bad
character. The public prosecutor stared that the woman was an innocent housewife! The case fell through in the
qualitative intricacies of the good and the bad. However, I haven’t yet read the details of the lower court
judgment. On reading them maybe I’ll be able to detect the loopholes of the case clearly.”
“What do you think? Can you win the case?”
“It’s tough work. I’ll try.”
Urmi impulsively asked a different sort of question:
“It didn’t seem the woman was well off at all. Will she be able to pay your fees?”
“I am not taking any fee. Only the court charges, typing etc.”
Urmi felt happy. But she couldn’t restrain a mild banter. “Why such kindness suddenly? Because she is a
woman?”
“No, because she is a helpless woman. I have taken up the case as a social service. If the woman gets justice
that’s what will be my fees. Tell me, have I done anything wrong?”
Urmi didn’t reply. She just rubbed her face on her husband’s chest. Ah, Urmi felt overwhelmed, her heart was
filled. Such an insignificant woman as Ria, whose lifestyle too wasn’t above reproach, yet even for such a woman
Samiran had so much of sympathy. Even now. In spite of his busy schedule. Who said he was a relentless legal
practitioner? It was the view of his detractors. How many husbands were there in the world like hers!
Samiran had fallen asleep. Bur Urmi remained awake late into the night. She kept on remembering the face of
the woman. She even had a dream in her light sleep. She dreamt every day. Green garden, an enchanting swing, a
tripping river, all these. Tonight, her dream was a little different. Hyena, baby, forest, all these were part of her
dream. Awful. Cruel. Very strange.
For a few days Urmi had this dream on her mind. Then she forgot about it too. Urmi was happy. She was
secure.
A few months passed by.
*
This time winter was rather severe in Kolkata.\fn{ Calcutta is meant:H} It left after making the bones shiver.
Throughout winter Urmi’s garden blossomed with season flowers. Huge dahlia, colorful zinnia, pure
chrysanthemum. They were quite an eyeful. During the middle of the month of Magh, suddenly it wasn’t all that
cold. Then there was rain caused by low pressure. And after that once again the cold winds blew. Samiran and
Tublu were both laid out in bed, vying with each other in coughing. Urmi was worried for a few days.
With the coming of the month of Falgun, the winds changed. Everything became like it was before. Samiran
seemed to have become even more busy. Tublu was hooked to computer games. Never mind, Urmi too wasn’t
having a bad time. There was a brand new red Maruti now. One could drive around in it to one’s heart’s content.
Cinema. Marketing. Beauty parlor. Visiting people. Club. Ladies’ circle. If there wasn’t anywhere to go, just
stretch oneself lazily on the bed. A woman came to massage Urmi’s body thrice a week. During those sessions,
Urmi leafed through attractive pictures in foreign magazines. Golden sea beach. Sunset on mountain cop.
Enchanting dawn in a bluish light. Nature too decked up according to routine in new outfits. The cold wind now
became cool and sweet. Then from sweet to warm. But what did that matter to Urmi? Samiran had air conditioned
the living room as well. Both cars had AC machines.
One day in the afternoon, Urmi went to visit her parents. She went to see them pretty often, but today’s visit
was different. The New Year was imminent. At this time it was mandatory to give gifts to parents. Not a rule, but
it gave Urmi pleasure.
Reaching her father’s house, Urmi sat down with her shopping bag. She had bought a fine addi kurta for her
father, for her mother she had bought a white Bangalore silk sari. She had also brought along clothes for her
brother’s children in the latest fashion. Trendy.
Whenever Urmi came over to this house, a flood of joy seemed to flow through the house. Her father was a
retired Professor. He spent his time reading and writing even now. In an embarrassed manner he said:
“Why did you bring this again? Does such a fine kurta suit a person of my age?” Then mother said:
“Where do we go nowadays? What shall I do with such an expensive sari?”
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Urmi scolded them both in a mock tone.
“No arguments. You’ll have to wear what I have bought for you. Right now.”
Even her parents were a little deferential towards their rich daughter. They decked up like clowns and came
and stood in front of her. Among other things they referred to Samiran often as they spoke. Boudi said in a pleased
voice:
“Samiran’s name is featured often in the newspaper.” Baba said:
“Tulsi-babu across the street tells me whenever we meet that your son-in-law is now a public figure.” Ma said:
“How he is fighting for that woman, Ria.”
As she had said before, now too she repeated:
“He isn’t taking any fees for this case. Just because an injustice has been done, that’s why your son-in-law is
fighting this case.” Her father said smilingly:
“I didn’t select a wrong man for you to marry, isn’t it? Many people earn lots of money but how many have a
heart like Samiran’s?”
Urmi accepted the compliment and applied it like cosmetic on her cheeks and said, smiling:
“Now I just hope he wins the case. You won’t believe it, how he studies through the long hours of the night for
this case. Juniors are bringing in books from the library and your son-in-law is going through them meticulously
and collecting points. He must have gone through hundreds of cases by now.”
“You don’t worry. Samiran is sure to win this case. Everyone will sing his praises.”
“Ah, hope it comes true.”
Urmi was returning with a full heart. Suddenly her eyes rested on the side of the road. On the Hatibagan
footpath overflowing with shoppers availing of the Chaitra sale, in a little cleared space wasn’t it that woman who
was standing there?
Urmi stopped the car. Rolled down the glass. Yes, it was Ria. Ria, of course.
Ria had also noticed Urmi. She looked at her with hesitation. Urmi made the driver call Ria. Speaking in an
informal tone she said:
“Can you recognize me?”
Ria nodded. “You are Sir’s wife.”
“You remember me?”
“How can I forget.”
Urmi then remembered that after the woman had gone back that day, she had never visited the Salt Lake house
again. Casually Urmi asked:
“Why don’t you come over to the house now?”
Ria smiled a bit. She didn’t reply.
“Do you live around here?”
“Close by. Baghluari.”
“Are you going to return home? I can reach you there.”
After hesitating a little Ria got into the car. In the late afternoon the sun was no longer so intense, but Urmi
raised the glass. Let the AC work.
The car drove off. But there was a terrible jam at the crossing, so the car was advancing at a snail’s space.
Urmi was observing the woman with lazy curiosity. Ria was wearing a sari today. Synthetic. Her hair was tied in
a topknot. Not much makeup. The cosmetic free face looked attractive. Urmi started the conversation.
“You sing very well, isn’t it?”
“Oh well, nothing much.” Ria smiled. “Who listens to my singing!”
“Why? So many people go to hear you—”
“No madam. People don’t go to listen to music in bars and hotels!”
After keeping quiet for a while, Urmi asked:
“Did you learn to sing?”
“My father was a classical singer. Not all that famous, but he did have some students. That day, the man you
saw with me, he too was my father’s student.”
“Your husband?”
“Yes. Husband. Subrata.” Saying this Ria turned towards Urmi. “That day we had such an ugly fight in your
presence.”
Urmi kept quiet.
“Later on I felt very bad.” Ria then said with resignation:
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“What to do; it has become a habit.”
Urmi recalled the man’s appearance. Decaying, unkempt. Rather old. Impulsively she asked, almost like an
empress:
“What does your husband do?”
“Why, don’t you know Madam? Hasn’t Sir told you?”
“I’ve heard that his earnings aren’t good enough.”
Ria’s jaw became taut.
“Not good enough isn’t the right phrase. He doesn’t do a thing. He had brought in some money from home, he
still falls back on that. He drinks. Didn’t you notice his figure? Absolutely cut and dried. Who will believe he’s
older than me by just eight years? Drink has made him like that.”
What a rough manner of speaking. Urmi was startled. Her speech was absolutely without any restraint. The
ears buzzed hearing such speech. Urmi too spoke with a slant:
“You drink too. Don’t you?”
It seemed as if Ria was a bit startled. Her aggressive manner subsided a little.
“Yes, I do. I drink to withstand the strain. I was forced to get into the habit, so I drink.”
“Who forced you? Your husband?”
“Why only husband? The ones with whom I have to get along, I have to comply with their desires. But then I
don’t live on other people’s earnings. I make my own living. I consume what I earn. How can Subrata’s drinking
be compared to mine? Do you know how much I have to spend for the treatment of Subrata’s liver? Over and
above there is the man’s foppishness! He wants expensive clothes. Expensive shoes. Now of course I have cured
him of all his indulgences.”
Why was Ria saying such a thing? Why was she saying this to Urmi, an absolute stranger? Was it because
Urmi was the wife of her lawyer? Or was it because Samiran was handling this case free of charge, so she was
trying to prove her need? Urmi became a trifle curt.
“If your husband is of this sort of a man why do you need to stay with him? You are independent and you have
independent income …”
Ria breathed deeply.
“I’d have given him up. But for the agony of being a woman. Nature had already trapped me.”
Urmi couldn’t understand what she meant. She asked:
“What do you mean?”
“There’s just one meaning. Children. Daughter.”
“Do you have a daughter?”
“I have been leading a family life for the past ten years. Won’t I be having kids, Madam? It’s for my daughter
that I had gone to Hatibagan. To buy a dress for her. My daughter is very attached to her father.”
Even Miss Ria was a mother! She bought clothes for her child! Urmi was unable to figure out the situation
with her own complacent ideas. Assuming the tone of a guardian she said:
“However attached she might be, you should have put the good of your daughter first and you should have
moved out with her.”
“What are you saying?” Ria smiled in an indefinable way. “Whether women are independent or not, if they
have to survive, they need a shield. It may be the husband, father, son or half-husband. If we, mother and
daughter, rent out a separate apartment there will be such a to-do about it. Now at least it’s a relation with my
clients. If we’re on our own many will claim free rights. In the midst of it all my daughter too …”
Urmi retorted:
“But here too, what sort of ideal education is your daughter getting?”
“That’s her luck. Should I push her towards something worse? I have made arrangements for her education.
after that what she does, is her lookout. My father was almost like an ascetic priest but then has my life been like
that of a nun? Moreover, unlike him I haven’t just given birth and forgotten about my responsibilities.”
For a long time what Urmi had been feeling like saying, she came out with it at last.
“It seems you don’t guard your speech at all.”
“How can I guard it! We don’t lead a protected life like most other women. We don’t have the protection of a
father, brother or husband! We live freely, we speak freely too. Are you getting angry, Madam?”
Urmi felt that she was getting the flavor of a forbidden thrill. She said:
“Oh no, please go on.”
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Ria tried to look out of the moving car. Beyond the dark glass evening was settling in, so nothing could be seen
clearly. A government bus stood ahead, our of order, holding up traffic. Urmi’s driver was impatiently looking at
the road and then at his Memsab in the rear sear.
Ria reclined against the seat.
“Sometimes I have a thought, Madam, what would I have gained if I had been a happy housewife? After a hard
day’s labor I’d have got a plate of rice. Or else I’d have got it by appeasing someone’s desire at night. What’s the
difference between that and the life I lead? Society accepts one and doesn’t accept the other. But how can I say the
other is unacceptable? Those who enjoy and indulge themselves in our company, they too belong to this society.
Someone’s elder brother. Someone’s father. Someone’s son.”
Urmi was growing speechless. What a daring woman! She was making vulgar innuendoes about well-bred
ladies. She could have thrust her out of the car by holding her by the scruff of her neck. As she spoke, Urmi’s
voice trembled:
“Do you know what’s love? Do you know how much husbands can love their wives?”
“I know, Madam. I can understand too.” All on a sudden Ria shut her eyes. “That man, whom I was calling
names so long, my husband, if I give him up, he’ll die of a broken heart. There was no other way plus there was
greed. So there was a time when he forcibly … and now in order to bear the agony of guilt he drinks so heavily.
This man, who can no longer force me to do what he wills, I neglect him so much, yet he follows me around.
Won’t you call this love, Madam?”
Urmi was kind of feeling cold. In her heart, in the very core of her heart, something very small was trembling.
Ria murmured:
“See, this case that I am fighting. There was so much of scandal involving me. How they engaged me in the
most vulgar form of cross-examination in the court, stripping me even more. My husband wasn’t able to tolerate
this at all. He gets angry and abuses me. Then again he weeps too. This too is true, Madam.”
Urmi whispered:
“Yet, you wanted to go on with the case?”
“If I hadn’t I would have demeaned myself in my own eyes. The ones who had molested me, do you know
who they were? They were my own childhood friends. We grew up together. We had held hands and danced. We
had sung together in the para functions. Even they looked upon me as a woman! Is there just one meaning
relating to the birth of a woman? A mound of flesh? Can’t there be any relationship between an unrelated man and
woman except this one? If that’s so, I am determined to send them to hell.”
The car advanced. It speeded up. The woman got off at her destination. After a time the journey was over.
Urmi was back in her nest. The driver opened the door and called out:
“Memsab?” Urmi didn’t feel like getting off the car. She sat there with her eyes closed. The driver called again:
“Memsab, we have reached.”
*
The party was in full swing. Urmi’s entire first floor was flooded with alcohol. Whisky, gin, vodka, rum, sherry
and champagne brimmed over in glasses. Urmi was wearing a navy blue coloured Baluchari silk sari. The entire
sari had motifs of the Ram Sita legends. The center of attraction of tonight’s party, Samiran, wore a Burlington
suit. The stereo played soft Western music. Guests, both men and women, were swaying and tapping their feet.
The heat of the month of Jositho held itself against the shut windows. The three friends of Samiran held up their
glasses.
“Cheers,” they said.
Barrister Mukherjee had come along with his wife. He was shaking Samiran’s hand vigorously.
“Did you watch the sport, brother? He turned around a totally impossible case!”
Advocate Dipesh Basu clicked his tongue.
“Don’t you think the punishment of the two guys was much too severe? Seven years! That too for raping a
whore!”
Advocate Chandrashekhar Mondol sipped a darkish liquid.
“Whatever you may say, Dipenda, Samiran became famous because he raped a prostitute.”
“Oh, when did Samiran rape her? She was raped by those guys. Ha, ha, ha, ha.”
Seema Chiklia jumped in from somewhere:
“Why do you keep on calling her a whore? She is a bar singer. A bar singer doesn’t mean a fallen woman.”
“It’s all the same. What is the woman Ria, really?”
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“No, I object. You can’t make such comments about bar singers. This is unethical. Just because she is a woman
—”
“Don’t be such a feminist, Seema.”
“Again I object. I am not a feminist. I don’t like your language.”
It seemed as if all this would lead to a brawl. Samiran advanced and took care of the situation.
“Well. We can come to an understanding regarding the use of words. We can call my client a woman. She is
being called both a female and a human being, so it isn’t a derogatory term.”
Seema began laughing. She touched her lips to the glass of gin and said:
“You sure have style.”
“There’s magic in speech. Words are Brahma.”
Rjat Nandy was laughing with sleepy eyes.
“In my life, I have handled sixty-seven rape cases. But not even one per cent got any publicity.” Saying this he
slapped Samiran hard on the back.
“Samiran I heard something. Is it true?”
“What’s that, Dada?”
“Is it true that you handled the bar singer’s case free of charge?”
Samiran came closer and whispered:
“Why free, Dada! Just calculate the publicity costs of getting the name into the newspapers for the past five or
six months!”
“So you are getting more clients?”
“Overwhelmingly so.”
“This is the opportune moment to increase your fees. I had doubled my fees after getting the release order of
three dacoits.”
Samiran doubled up with laughter.
“You don’t have to tell me that, Dada.”
Laughter spurred all around. A tide of joy flowed everywhere. There was an undercurrent of envy as well,
perhaps.
Urmi was watching. Urmi was hearing. There was a thorn pricking her heart. Among a crowd of shrewd people
she felt as if she was totally naïve. Yet she had to keep on smiling. She had to welcome her husband’s guests. She
had to charm everyone with her coyness and lasciviousness. Etiquette demanded it!
The parry was over at eleven thirty. Tublu fell asleep sometime back. Manru and Dhananjoy just went
downstairs after tidying up rhe first floor.
Urmi was changing. She folded the Ram-Sira sari carefully and put it inside the wardrobe. Samiran too had
changed from the suit into a kurta pajama. He seemed tireless today. Gazing with drunken eyes, he was smoking a
cigarette as he lay back on the bed. After a protracted yawn he said:
“Turn the AC knob to a cooler point.”
Urmi made the room even more cool and came up to the bed.
“I haven’t told you something.”
“What is it?”
“Your client came over this afternoon.”
“Client? In the afternoon? Who was it?”
“The person for whom you had this party. Ria.”
Samiran sat up straight.
“Ria came here? Why?”
“To meet me.”
“Strange!” Samiran pulled a long face. “It’s for this reason that they say women are not to be trusted.”
Urmi felt that she had suddenly got an electric shock.
“I had told her repeatedly never to cross the gates of this house. When she had got the opportunity of coming
once she had created a scene here. What did she have to say?”
“Nothing much. She expressed her gratitude. She brought a box of sweets. She left a sari for me as well.”
“How dared she! You took the sari from her?”
“Why, can’t your client give me a gift? Only sometime back that man had given me a gold necklace of four
and half bhoris.”
“You are comparing that to a fallen woman’s gift.”
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“I didn’t compare.” Urmi stopped and then went on. “He was a smuggler, and she is a rape victim!!”
“Don’t argue. You’ll get rid of that sari tomorrow.”
There was a shadow on Urmi’s face. She had a raging headache. She went to the bathroom and splashed water
on her face and neck. Then she lay down on the edge of the bed. A blue nightlamp lighted up the room. Not a
nightlamp. but moonlight. The light was the same as the night when Samiran had first told Urmi about Ria. This
light was the same every night that enfolded Urmi and Samiran.
Samiran touched Urmi all on a sudden.
“Are you angry?”
Urmi didn’t answer.
“Won’t we celebrate such a night?” Samiran pulled Urmi by her shoulder.
Urmi got our of his embrace and turned her back to him.
“What’s the matter? What’s this stubbornness for? Turn.”
Samiran almost forcibly turned Urmi cowards him. He began kissing her passionately. Urmi tried ro get away,
bur Samiran held her hands. With his mouth he kept on tugging and taking off her nightdress. Urmi hissed:
“I don’t feel like it. Leave me alone.”
“As if that matters! I want you right now.”
“Don’t I have any likes and dislikes? Wasn’t it you who said that forcible cohabitation is rape?”
Samiran laughed loudly.
“That’s great! If only Rajatda could have got such a marital rape case as this one! What publicity he would
have got!”
Excited, Samiran kept on caressing an icy, unresponsive body.
“My dear, what about filing a case, section 376? Two years jail!”
In spite of herself, tears trickled down Urmi’s eyes. She said to herself:
“Are we able to do that? We are, after all, good women! We don’t have the spirit of bad women like Ria.”
Samiran totally failed to notice Urmi’s secret tears.
236.85 Excerpts from The Old Man And His God\fn{by Sudha Murty (1950- )} Shiggaon, Haveri District,
Karnataka State, India (F) 9
1: The Way You Look At It
A few years ago, I was traveling to a village in Karnataka on some work. I had got delayed and it was getting
dark. There were no lights on the road and I was anxious to get to my destination. As we neared the outskirts of
the village, the beams of the car’s headlights picked out some shrubs on the side of the road. They were thorny
shrubs and to my astonishment I saw many women coming out from behind them, shyly covering their heads,
each with a tin box in hand. I realized they had gone there to attend to nature’s call.
Soon I reached the village headman, Veerappa’s house. He was a wealthy man and had arranged an elaborate
dinner for me, with many courses including a few different types of sweets. The food was delicious, but my mind
was not in enjoying it. I could not get the image of the women skulking out from behind the shrubs out of my
mind.
When at last dinner was over, I asked to meet the cook. She was an elderly lady called Sharanamma. She was
very shy and talked to me in a low voice. I wanted to know her better, so I said,
“The food was excellent. Can I give you something in return?” Shyly she replied,
“Amma, I have heard you do a lot of work for poor people. If possible can you build some public toilets for the
women of this village? Life is very difficult for us. Unlike men, we cannot go for our toilet in the day. Like
thieves we have to wait till it is dark, then we have to go behind bushes, that too in groups. Whenever a vehicle
passes us on the main road and the car’s lights fall on us we feel ashamed. And if ever we are unwell and need to
go in the middle of the night then heaven help us. This is particularly traumatic for the young girls. We all would
be very happy if you could do something about this.”
I was amazed at Sharanamma’s sense of responsibility towards her community. I turned to Veerappa and said it
was a shame that the headmen of the village had not thought it important that their women should answer nature’s
call with dignity and in privacy. It is a basic right that should be available to every human being. Finally I told
him,
“I am ready to build these toilets for the village if you will maintain them well.” Veerappa, already ashamed
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after my tirade, readily agreed.
Thus started our foundation’s work to build public toilets in the countryside and in key areas in Bangalore. In
India people are usually enthusiastic about building temples, mosques and gurudwaras, but no one thinks it
important to build something as essential as a toilet. Perhaps because there is no punya attached to it.
The toilets that we built in Bangalore were pay-and-use ones. Though many people objected to having to pay,
this was one way we could ensure their cleanliness and proper maintenance.
One day, I went to visit the first toilet, near a busy bus stand in the city. It was an unplanned visit and I stood
behind two women as they waited to go in. They looked like working women and regular commuters on one of
the buses. Suddenly I heard them mention my name.
“This Sudha Murty is a really mean lady. When she has spent so much money constructing this, why has she
made it pay-and-use?” The other one replied.
“You are right. You don’t know about her. I have heard from people that she has built many toilets in
Bangalore and she is running some trust with the help of toilet money. She must be making a huge profit.”
I was shocked at their words. Even if one tries to do something to improve a city’s civic life, people make all
kinds of strange comments. For a while I was upset. Then I cooled down and told myself that people may say
whatever they like, but I had to do what I had decided on. I know that the public toilets have benefited many like
Sharanamma. What she had perceived to be an act of necessity for the village women, was looked at here by these
two women as a business venture.
After all, life is the way you look at it.
2: A Foreigner, Always
Gautam Buddha was born 2,500 years ago as Prince Siddharth in Lumbini, in present-day Nepal.
Throughout his lifetime he crisscrossed the subcontinent spreading his message of peace, tolerance and the
righteous path. Shravasthi, Rajagraha, Sarnath, Boddh Gaya, Kushinagar are some of the places he visited and
which became important centers of Buddhism. Though he imparted most of his teachings in India, in the ensuing
centuries, Buddhism spread all over the world. Today, Sri Lanka, Japan, Korea, Thailand are some countries
where Buddhism is flourishing. And in the Indian subcontinent too, there are places which retain strong links with
Buddhist history.
Nearly twenty-five kilometers from Islamabad, there is a sleepy town called Takshila. At one time, it was the
site of the world’s oldest university, and an important centre of Buddhist learning. King Ashoka, the great patron
of Buddhism, built many viharas here where scholars discussed philosophy and religion for centuries. Hiuen
Tsang described the glory and beauty of Takshila in his writings.
Now, all that remains of that bustling university are the ruins. The Pakistan government has converted part of it
into a museum, where one can see splendid works of art including heads of Buddha statues which have been
excavated, jewels and panels depicting the life of Buddha. For anyone interested in Buddhism and its history, this
museum is a place that has to be seen.
Recently I visited Pakistan for the first time. Though I was there on some other work, I had decided long back
that if ever I got the chance to visit Pakistan, I would go to Takshila. I landed in Islamabad with many of the usual
preconceived notions about the country in my mind. But soon I saw that women were moving about freely and
not always in burqas! The sumptuous meal of channa bhatura, alu paratha and jalebi that our host had prepared
for us made us feel more at home. I spent some time shopping for clothes and again, the bazaars and shops were
not too different from ours, and we ended up buying the latest bargains. Our taxi driver was humming what turned
out to be the latest Hindi film number when I heard him closely. And like in our country, there was a delay in the
flight I was to take. So it was not surprising that I found myself feeling quite comfortable.
The next day, I set off for Takshila with a French group. We got a bit delayed in reaching the museum and the
curator, perhaps guessing our keen desire to see the exhibits said,
“It is nearing closing time. Why don’t you all go in and start looking around. I will explain everything. Your
tour organizer can get your tickets meanwhile from the counter.” This seemed like a good idea to all of us and we
were soon absorbed in looking at the wonderful articles on display. For me it was additionally moving as I was
fulfilling a long-cherished desire. I was seeing parts of our history which I had only read about in books come
alive. After a detailed tour, the curator led us outside. There, for the first time, I noticed the ticket window. The
rates were Rs 200 for foreigners and Rs 25 for locals. When the organizer handed me my ticket counterfoil I
realized I was holding one for Rs 200. Thinking there had been some mistake I went up to the man at the ticket
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window.
“I understand your reasons for charging more from foreigners as you need all the funds you can get for the
upkeep of the museum,” I said. “But why are you charging me Rs 200? I am from India. This place is as much a
part of my heritage as yours.” The man looked unmoved. In a firm voice he replied,
“You are an Indian and therefore a foreigner.”
The words struck me deeply. I realized, in spite of the similarities in our dress, language, food and even love
for Bollywood movies, Partition had divided us forever. It had made us strangers in each other’s lands and even in
a place like that ancient university town, the Buddha’s words of love and tolerance were not enough to bring us
together. The Rs 200 ticket brought me crashing back to reality!
3: The Old Man And His God
A few years back, I was traveling in the Thanjavur district of Tamil Nadu. It was getting dark, and due to a
depression over the Bay of Bengal, it was raining heavily. The roads were overflowing with water and my driver
stopped the car near a village.
“There is no way we can proceed further in this rain,” said the driver. “Why don’t you look for shelter
somewhere nearby rather than sit in the car?”
Stranded in an unknown place among unknown people, I was a bit worried. Nevertheless, I retrieved my
umbrella and marched out into the pelting rain. I started walking towards the tiny village, whose name I cannot
recall now. There was no electricity and it was a trial walking in the darkness and the rain. In the distance I could
just make out the shape of a small temple. I decided it would be an ideal place to take shelter, so I made my way
to it. Halfway there, the rain started coming down even more fiercely and the strong wind blew my umbrella
away, leaving me completely drenched. I reached the temple soaking wet.
As soon as I entered, I heard an elderly person’s voice calling out to me. Though I cannot speak Tamil, I could
make out the concern in the voice. In the course of my travels, I have come to realize that voices from the heart
can be understood irrespective of the language they speak.
I peered into the darkness of the temple and saw an old man of about eighty. Standing next to him was an
equally old lady in a traditional nine-yard cotton sari. She said something to him and then approached me with a
worn but clean towel in her hand. As I wiped my face and head I noticed that the man was blind. It was obvious
from their surroundings that they were very poor. The Shiva temple, where I now stood, was simple with the
minimum of ostentation in its decorations. The Shivalinga was bare except for a bilwa leaf on top. The only light
came from a single oil lamp. In that flickering light a sense of calm overcame me and I felt myself closer to god
than ever before.
In halting Tamil, I asked the man to perform the evening mangalarati, which he did with love and dedication.
When he finished, I placed a hundred-rupee note as the dakshina. He touched the note and pulled away his hand,
looking uncomfortable. Politely he said,
“Amma, I can make out that the note is not for ten rupees, the most we usually receive. Whoever you may be,
in a temple, your devotion is important, not your money. Even our ancestors have said that a devotee should give
as much as he or she can afford to. To me you are a devotee of Shiva, like everyone else who comes here. Please
take back this money.”
I was taken aback. I did not know how to react. I looked at the man’s wife expecting her to argue with him and
urge him to take the money, but she just stood quietly. Often, in many households, a wife encourages the man’s
greediness. Here, it was the opposite. She was endorsing her husband’s views. So I sat down with them, and with
the wind and rain whipping up a frenzy outside, we talked about our lives. I asked them about themselves, their
life in the village temple and whether they had anyone to look after them. Finally I said,
“Both of you are old. You don’t have any children to look after your everyday needs. In old age one requires
more medicines than groceries. This village is far from any of the towns in the district. Can I suggest something to
you?”
At that time, we had started an old-age pension scheme and I thought, looking at their worn-out but clean
clothes, they would be the ideal candidates for it. This time the wife spoke up.
“Please do tell, child.”
“I will send you some money. Keep it in a nationalized bank or post office. The interest on that can be used for
your monthly needs. If there is a medical emergency you can use the capital.” The old man smiled on hearing my
words and his face lit up brighter than the lamp.
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“You sound much younger than us. You are still foolish. Why do I need money in this great old age? Lord
Shiva is also known as Vaidyanathan. He is the Mahavaidya, or great doctor. This village we live in has many
kind people. I perform the puja and they give me rice in return. If either of us is unwell, the local doctor gives us
medicines. Our wants are very few. Why would I accept money from an unknown person? If I keep this money in
the bank, like you are telling me to, someone will come to know and may harass us. Why should I take on these
worries? You are a kind person to offer help to two unknown old people. But we are content; let us live as we
always have. We don’t need anything more.”
Just then the electricity came back and a bright light lit up the temple. For the first time I saw the couple
properly. I could clearly see the peace and happiness on their faces. They were the first people I met who refused
help in spite of their obvious need. I did not agree with everything he had just said, but it was clear to me that his
contentment had brought him peace.
Such an attitude may not let you progress fast, but after a certain period in life it is required. Perhaps this world
with its many stresses and strains has much to learn from an old couple in a forgettable corner of India.
4: Horegallu
Hot summer days remind me of my childhood in a little village. There was a large banyan tree right in the
middle of the village, and I would spend many hours playing under it during my holidays. The tree was like a
massive umbrella with its branches providing much needed shade and succour. Travelers spent some time sitting
under it and catching their breath before going on their way. To make them comfortable there was a horegallu
under the tree.
Horegallu literally means “a stone that can bear weight”. It was a large flat stone placed horizontally over two
vertical ones, thus making a stone bench on which anyone could sit and rest awhile, chat with a fellow traveler
and exchange news of the road. Cool water would be kept in earthen pots near the bench and people could quench
their thirst before starting their journeys again. I am sure similar simple arrangements can be found in villages all
over the country.
The horegallu in our village holds special memories for me as it is inextricably linked with my grandfather. He
was a retired schoolteacher and would spend hours every day sitting under the banyan tree and talking to those
resting there. When I would get tired of playing I would sit next to him and observe the people he was speaking to
and listen to their conversations. Most of them were villagers taking a break from their work in the fields nearby.
They had to walk long distances each day carrying heavy burdens on their heads. Tired out b the heat, they would
drink the cool water, wash their faces with it and chat with Grandfather. Their conversation would be about their
daily lives and worries.
“Masterji, this summer has been so hot. I have never seen such dry weather.” Or:
“Masterji, it is getting difficult for me to carry these large loads on my head. Thank god for this horegallu. I
wish my son would help, but he only wants to go to the city …”
They spoke about the difficulties they lived with. My grandfather could only listen to them but just talking to
him seemed to refresh them for the journey. After some time they would pick up their burdens with some ease and
go on their way.
The horegallu was an important feature in their lives and as a child I would often not understand why they
blessed it so often for being there. After all it was only a stone bench. It was my grandfather who told me:
“Child, a horegallu is essential in any journey. We all carry our burdens according to our situations and
capacities. But every once in a while we need to stop, put down that burden and rest. Only then can we be
refreshed enough to pick up the load once more. The horegallu gives everyone that opportunity to do so. It helps
people regain their strengths.”
Later on in life, I got to see something that reminded me of that stone bench once again. I was working in
Bombay. One of my colleagues, Ratna, was a senior clerk, middle-aged and always smiling. She had done her
graduation and been working in the company for nearly twenty-five years. She went about her repetitive,
mundane work with an infectious cheerfulness. Every day, during the lunch hour, she would sit with some person
in one of the rooms, and they would have long chats. I would often wonder what they talked about. One day, I
finally asked her,
“Ratna, what do you talk with each person for the whole lunch hour?” Ratna smiled and said simply,
“They share their troubles with me.”
“But how can you solve the troubles of so many people? Do you always have an answer for them?”
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“No, I only listen.”
“And that is enough? That solves the problem?”
I was young and incredulous at such a simplistic outlook. But Ratna answered with the same patience and
affection that she must have used with all my colleagues:
“I am not a trained counselor or an intellectual. No one can solve your problem. You have to do it yourself.”
“Then how do you help them by listening to them?”
“God has given me two ears to listen to others. I hear them out with sympathy and without any judgment.
When a person in trouble or under a lot of strain finds an outlet for his worries, it relieves half his burden.” I
thought for sometime and said,
“But don’t you ever break the confidence and tell others the secrets you hear, even by mistake?”
“Not even in my dreams. I consider that to be the worst kind of betrayal. I don’t think there is a greater sin than
betraying someone's confidence. They tell me their worries because they know I will never talk about it or gossip
about it to another person. Only when they know their words are secure with me, can they talk to me freely. This
way I relieve their burden for a short while till they are ready to pick themselves up and carry on with their
journey.”
Her words uncannily echoed my grandfather’s, sitting on the stone bench under the banyan tree. Perhaps, in
their own small ways, without access to great wealth, both these people were doing some tremendous social
service. No one thought of acknowledging their work or rewarding them for it, but they continued to do so, as
these small acts of kindness gave them joy. If ever now I happen to pass a horegallu in a village, I remember them
and wish there were many more of them in this world.
5: Made In Heaven
At the end of each semester, when the coursework is complete, I do not allow my students to sit and study in
the library. Instead, every few days I arrange a debate in the classroom on some topic, where each person has to
say something. I do this in order to hone their communication, especially verbal, skills. We all look forward to
these debates, which sometimes become so strong and emotional that I have to jump into the fray and remind
everyone that it is merely a classroom discussion.
Once, the subject was marriage. The students were discussing various issues that arise during a wedding, like
the expenses incurred for the ceremony, the advantages and disadvantages of arranged marriages, how well the
two people need to know one another before taking the step, and so on. Some of them said:
“A wedding has always been looked upon as a social occasion in our country. If the families can afford it, why
shouldn’t they spend as much money as they desire on the preparations and meet other people.” Others said:
“The amount of money spent at a wedding has become a status symbol. It has become a place for exchanging
gossip. Parents end up spending their life savings in these ceremonies.” One of them, Sunitha, elaborated further:
“In our country, most bonded labourers have got into a debt trap because of high marriage expenditures. These
lavish weddings should be banned.”
I stepped in at this point and told them gently that the expense and the ceremonies don’t determine the success
of the marriage. Rather, it is the understanding that needs to develop between husband and wife. To prove this, I
told them the story of the most successful marriage I have seen so far in my life—that of Yellamma and Madha.
I met them when I happened to be spending a night at a tiny village in the course of my work. I had had a
wonderful meal and was enjoying an after-dinner stroll around the village. It was a full-moon night and the quiet
and serenity were most welcome to my ears: no noises of phones ringing, cars honking, aeroplanes roaring
overhead. Instead leaves on the trees were rustling gently in the breeze, a bird or a dog was calling out now and
then into the dark night, which was lit only by the moonlight. Gowramma, the local lady accompanying me, was
talking as she walked with me, describing the village’s problems of drinking water, procuring pesticides and lack
of medical facilities.
We were walking towards the large banyan tree, the heart of the village, when I heard someone singing a folk
song. I was struck by the beauty and soulfulness of the rendition and asked Gowramma about the singer. She said
it must be Madha singing for his wife Yellamma. I immediately asked if I could visit them and we walked to their
hut.
Madha and Yellamma were perhaps the poorest people in that village. They had to beg for their meals every
day. Yellamma was quite sick and when I reached their hut, she was lying down, while Madha was massaging her
feet and singing. It was a rare but touching sight. We started chatting with them, and I asked candidly,
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“What problems do you face in this village?” Yellamma replied.
“We don’t have any problems. We do everything together, dividing the work between us. We usually ask each
other’s opinion. We always tell what is on our minds and if one is wrong the other does not hesitate to correct. If I
cannot go out, Madha fetches alms for both of us. We believe that in this journey of life, we should be together in
everything. Whether it is some special alms or only a pot of water, we share whatever we earn. We spend the day
begging in different parts of the village but are always glad to be with each other at night. We trust each other and
are happy with our lives, full of hardships though it is.”
Standing there in front of their ramshackle hut under the bright moonlight, I realized I was listening to great
words of wisdom. Yellamma and Madha were the poorest of the poor, uneducated, and had faced great adversities
in life, but they had learnt the most valuable lesson: how to live happily with one’s partner.
In our society now, marriage is often treated as a security measure, and wedding ceremonies as social events
where the status of the couple is on display. It is rare to come across a couple who understand that they are on a
journey together, sharing their joys and sorrows. For Yellamma and Madha marriage was a partnership, not a
burden or an object to be flaunted.
6: Sweet Hospitality
Some years ago, my friend Suman came from the U.S. to stay with me for a month. She had been living abroad
for nearly twenty-five years. All her relatives and friends are in Bangalore and Dharwad, and the purpose of her
visit was to catch up with all her friends. She had grown- up children who were not interested in visiting India, but
she had the freedom to spend as much time as she wanted in her country. She still felt strongly about having her
roots in India, perhaps more so because she had been away for so long.
Suman is very conscious of her health, and is always trying to keep her weight under control since she has a
history of blood sugar and hypertension in her family. When I went to the U.S., I stayed with her once and saw her
way of living. She diets, exercises, walks and meditates. She spends perhaps up to four hours a day on her fitness
regime. When we were in school together she was on the plumper side and used to love eating sweets. Now, she
hardly touches them. Knowing her love for them, I can understand the great effort she must be making to abstain
from them. Once I asked her how she managed to do it. She replied sadly,
“It is so difficult. But I practice it. Sometimes I feel like having sweets, which is why we don’t keep any in the
house.”
When Suman was staying with me, I accompanied her on some of her visits to the houses of friends and
relatives. In India, a guest is supposed to be treated like god. Traditionally, the best of everything is put aside for
the guest. People will go out of their way to make the guest happy. I have noticed that this is more so in the small
towns and villages.
Once, I went with Suman to our friend Jaya’s house. Jaya was not keeping well, but had gone to great efforts to
prepare many eatables for us. As soon as we arrived, she disappeared into the kitchen and reappeared after a while
bearing two tall copper glasses and two plates of sweets. They were all traditional home-made sweets and I could
see the copious quantities of ghee and sugar oozing out of them. Jaya was serving us with great warmth and it was
getting awkward to say no. In such situations, it is expected that the guest should finish all that has been put on
the plate. In fact, it can be perceived to be an insult if food is left uneaten by the guest.
Suman was of course quite upset to see all the sweets being served. She could not afford to abandon her diet.
Though it may be easy to stay off the food one has not seen in years, as soon as one is face to face with it, the
food becomes irresistible. Temptation and Jaya’s coaxing got the better of her and Suman ended up eating all the
sweets. By the time we finished those, Jaya arrived bearing a second round of sweets.
“You must drink this payasa,” she said, putting before us bowls filled to the brim with creamy appali payasa.
“It took me most of the afternoon to prepare this and I made it just for you.”
This time Suman was stronger and refused strictly. Since I was not on a diet, I finished my bowl, enjoying it
immensely. It was indeed very good. Jaya was quite upset that Suman had refused the payasa.
“Come on Suman, please have it. We are not as well off as you are now, but I prepared it with a lot of love.
You will never get this in the U.S. Now that you are in India you must forget your diet. Get back to it when you
return home.”
By now Suman was in tears. Seeing her state, I told Jaya,
“Don’t insist so much. You have made everything with a lot of affection, but let her decide what she wants to
eat.” Jaya was unhappy that I had spoken for Suman.
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“If I insist she will have it. This is supposed to be good for health. I knew your grandfather, Suman, and he
used to love this payasa. He was a friend of my grandfather’s and I remember him well. He was as thin as a stick,
even though he used to eat everything, including sweets, and never dieted in his life.”
“That is true. But my grandfather lived in a village and used to work in the paddy fields. He used to walk ten
miles a day. That would have burned up all the calories he ate. My grandmother used to walk to the well and fetch
water even in her old age. Theirs was a different way of life, our pattern of living has changed completely. Please
understand.”
Our visit to Jaya’s house ended on a sad note. And as Suman went visiting from house to house, the same story
was repeated. At the end of her stay, Suman showed me the reading on the weighing scale. She had put on five
kgs.\fn{Kilograms} She left India full of worries about how it would affect her health, and not the happy memories
she had expected to take back with her.
Her parting words got me thinking. She said,
“People do not understand that hospitality does not mean serving rich food and large helpings. In all the houses
I visited, they were upset that I refused to eat so much. For them it was a courtesy, but for me it is like poison.
When I went to Delhi, I attended a wedding where they had a separate section with sugarless food. I thought that
was so considerate of the hosts. Nowadays everyone is conscious of one’s health and wants to eat healthy food.
For me some kinds of food are silent killers and I have to avoid them. I wish my friends had understood this and
not taken offence.”
I listened to Suman and felt sad. She was correct. Hospitality means making a person feel at home, allowing
her to relax and sharing whatever we have without making anyone uncomfortable. But we seem to have forgotten
that. For us hospitality means preparing masses of food and piling up the guest’s plate with it. And if she refuses,
we get annoyed and jump to conclusions.
As I waved goodbye to Suman, I could only wish that Indian hospitality did not remind her always of a plate of
sweets!
7: Hundred Per Cent Free
At the Infosys Foundation, we get hundreds of letters every day asking for monetary help for all kinds of
purposes—for higher education, a wedding, medical help and so on. Usually we try to verify the genuineness of
the claim and then we give sixty to eighty per cent of the total money required by the person. Once I got a letter
from I someone I had offered to pay a part of the money he required. He said:
“You are very hard-hearted. Why can’t you give me the entire amount that I have asked for?”
I do so because two incidents in my life taught me that sometimes it is better to let a person struggle. It
provides an incentive to strive harder. Anything given away for free loses value and is not treated with the respect
it deserves.
A few years back, when I looked out of my office window, I used to see a young boy of about fourteen selling
dusters at the traffic light. He was thin as a stick and dressed in rags. I used to compare his state with the smartlydressed children sitting in school buses, carrying their bags of books and would feel bad at the boy’s deprivation.
One day, I decided to do something about it and called him up to my office. He walked in looking scared and
diffident.
I offered him some coffee and biscuits to make him feel at ease. Initially he was feeling too awkward to eat.
But slowly, he relaxed and after drinking the coffee answered my questions.
His name was Ravi and his father was a coolie and his mother a housemaid. He studied in a local school and in
the morning hours he sold car dusters to earn some money for his education. I asked,
“How much money do you make every month?” He said,
“Between thirty to forty rupees a month.”
“Can I see your progress card?”
The next day the boy came with his progress card. He was doing well in school and was obviously a bright
child. So I said,
“Suppose I gave you fifty rupees a month, then you would not need to sell dusters in the morning. Instead you
can use the time to do your homework or learn something else.”
The boy was taken aback at the proposition and looked at me uncomprehendingly. So I said,
“Just suppose I am buying all your stock of cloth every month and also giving a few rupees extra. That would
mean you are earning Rs 50. Use it to study further. But I will want to see your progress report every three months
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before giving you the money.”
Now he understood and agreeing to my idea he left with great joy written on his face. Thereafter he came to
my office every three months and after showing his card he would leave with the money. His progress report
showed he was doing well in school.
One day, he asked to speak to me. I was happy to see a smart, confident young boy in front of me. He came
straight to the point,
“Madam, now my stipend should be increased to Rs 100 per month.”
“Why do you say so?”
“Madam, two years back each duster was for Rs 2. Now it is Rs 4. So, you should pay me Rs 100 per month.”
I looked at him in surprise. Obviously he looked at the money he got from me each month as his due and did
not feel the need to work himself to earn more.
Another incident soon after that convinced me to start my policy of extending only part of the help where
money was concerned.
I am very fond of atlases. When I was growing up in a village, it was difficult to get hold of one. So when I
started the foundation I decided to start distributing atlases free to school libraries. In them children could see the
country and the world and learn the vastness of the planet they lived in. I thought it was the perfect way to open a
child’s eyes to the immense variety of life on earth. Later, teachers used to come to my office and collect them
free for their schools.
Once I was spending some time in the rural parts of Karnataka on work. It was dusk and the cattle were
coming back after their day’s grazing. There was a pall of dust everywhere and I smelled the wonderful aroma of
fresh groundnuts in the air. A man was sitting with a pile of freshly plucked groundnuts in front of the local school
gate. It was quite irresistible and I went up to him and asked for a kilo. The man was a farmer selling his product
directly to customers passing that way.
He weighed a kilo and gave it to me loose.
“Take this and put it in your bag,” he said. I was not carrying one, so I asked him to get one from somewhere.
He thought for a minute then he turned to his assistant and said,
“Run into the school, the classrooms are still open. There will be a big red book there, with thick pages. Tear
out one page and get it.”
Before I could protest the boy had run into the school. Soon he came holding a colourful page and I was
handed my kilo of groundnuts in it. I looked closely at the page and realized it was from one of the atlases I had
given to the school some months back! I was shocked.
“Why did you tear the page from this book?” I asked. The man answered,
“Oh some lady gives these book free to the school. The paper is nice and thick, so we use it sometimes for
wrapping things.” Then seeing the shocked look on my face he said placatingly,
“We do it only when we need paper in a hurry, not otherwise.”
I looked down sadly at the pack of groundnuts in my hand. In that dim light, I was sure I could make out the
seal of our foundation on it.
8: Village Encounters
One of my aims, when starting the Infosys Foundation, was to inculcate and spread the joy of reading among
as many students and young children in the rural areas as possible. From my own experience of having grown up
in a small town, I knew the best way to do this was to help schools and local libraries stock up on good books for
children. It was in the course of identifying good government schools and youth clubs in the rural areas of
Karnataka that I happened to meet many young people from the small villages and towns of this state.
Krishna Murthy was a young man of about twenty who I met during my travels. He had recently graduated
from a college in Bangalore. His father owned large properties and agricultural lands in the village and was
therefore very well off. Krishna Murthy on the other hand, was taken in completely by the charms of city life and
was intent on staying on in Bangalore rather than returning to his village as his father wanted. No amount of
explaining could budge him. On the request of his father, I told him that life in a big city like Bangalore can be
stressful, what with the rising costs of living, the high pollution levels, impossible traffic situation and water and
electricity shortages. But young Krishna Murthy was adamant. Finally I told him about Guruprasad.
I met Guruprasad in my Bangalore office. I had been very busy with my travels and been able to meet him
only two months after he first said he wanted to talk to me about our library project. He had been very keen to
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meet only me. He was about twenty-three or twenty-four years of age and looked like any other young person
these days, smartly dressed and equipped with the latest gadgets like cell phone, organizer etc. He was from a
village called Kandale in Shimoga district. He had a jolly face and showed a great deal of spirit and enthusiasm.
As we talked, I learnt that he had graduated with honours in English from a reputed college in Bangalore. A
national level chess player, he was the eldest of two sons. His father was an agriculturist. After discussing his
ideas for our library project, our conversation turned to Indian villages and life there.
“How do you spend your time in the village?” I asked him.
“Oh! There are numerous activities to keep me busy. I have a very lucrative mushroom business and every day
I have to work four to five hours on that. We have a big ancestral house. I live there with my parents and other
relatives. In my village there is no pollution, though with better connectivity, we get almost all provisions usually
available in cities close by. When I am not working at my business or looking after the house, I coach children in
chess. We have also formed a youth club where along with my friends, I have started a library. The library has
become a meeting point for many young people like me. We exchange ideas there and talk about which new
books we should try to procure. I heard about your foundation’s work there and came to meet you so we can take
some books for our collection. I have been trying to start similar clubs and libraries in the neighbouring villages
with the help of like-minded boys and girls. Life in our village is clean, healthy and I am happy being there as I
am living the life I always wanted to.”
I was curious to know how much he was earning by his mushroom business.
“It depends upon how much you invest. If you invest ten rupees you can easily make forty rupees. It is better
than any fluctuating share market. I earn much more than I would in Bangalore. I also don’t need to spend
enormous amounts of money commuting and paying exorbitant rents. I have a car which helps me a lot in my
work. I don’t feel inferior when talking to any city person. Nobody ever forced me to stay on in the village. It was
my own decision and I am happy I took it.” Guruprasad's words reminded me of one of Kuvempu’s poems:
Vasantha vanadali kooguva kogile
Raajana padaviya bayasuvudilla
Hoovina maradali jeenu hulugalu
Morevudu raajana bhayadindalla.
It is not in anticipation of the king’s throne,
That in the springs, the cuckoo sings so beautifully,
Nor is it out of fear of the king’s anger
That the bees hum in the flower gardens.

Guruprasad had decided on the course of his life by staying in his village and was happy there. He was doing
what he enjoyed without giving in to any pressures but by using his own intelligence.
After hearing the story Krishna Murthy promised to think about staying on in his village. I don’t know what he
decided eventually and how happy he was with his decision. But till today I am convinced that it is young people
like Guruprasa who can bring about change and a breath of fresh air to their villages. The future lies with him and
many others like him.
1951
86.106 Purana Katha\fn{by Yashodhara Mishra (1951- )} Orissa State, India (F) 8
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The jatra troupe opened its performance with a few notes of music.\fn{ In small lighted village stages (above)}
Almost at once, the guests lost interest in the wedding feast and the children scampered away towards the jatra
ground, leaving their food half-eaten. An elderly woman from one of the villages, called out to them, saying,
“Fill your stomachs first. The jatra will go on all night. But how often do you get to attend a feast like this
one?”\fn{This story is built around one of stories in one of the eighteen puranas. They are Sanskrit writings about primordial times; part
of the sacred literature of Hinduism. Scholars regard the puranas as having been compiled by many hands between the 4 th and the 16th
centuries. They … are said to contain, collectively, about 400,000 couplets. Each purana is supposed to deal with five topics: the creation
of the universe; the destruction and recreation of the universe, including the history of humankind; the genealogy of the gods and holy
sages; the reigns of the Manus; and the history of the lunar and solar dynasties. The puranas date from a later time than the Vedas, and
thus represent a different stage of Hinduism in which the Vedic concepts and legends concerning the Hindu pantheon gradually were
transformed according to the sectarian tendencies of the masses.}

I may not get to watch another jatra, I thought to myself. Once, when I was very small, a troupe had staged
Ushabati Harana, a jatra about the abduction of Ushabati, for my youngest aunt’s marriage. They had barely
started when I fell asleep. Who knows when I shall be in a village again. That too when a play is being staged! I
gulped down my food and made my way to the jatra ground.
The players had started enacting Kamabadha, the story of the slaying of Kama. The place was filling up.
Women were finding safe places for their children before calling out to friends to settle down together. I was
about to sit when someone pulled at me, saying,
“Don’t sit there. These people will just keep chatting and getting up every now and then. Come, we will sit out
there!”
Some of us girls had become friends in the course of the last two days, and we sat in a group. Sati Bahu,\fn
{Sister-in-law.} a relative from one of the villages followed us to where we sat, saying, “I will sit here with you,
yes?” Her eyes smiled at Neera.
Neera and I exchanged a look. Everyone knew Sati Bahu! Sati Bahu sat right next to us and, putting an arm
around me, said,
“Come. I will explain everything to you. I have read the Mahabharata eight times, cover to cover.”
The girl on my right was leaning forward so she could overhear our conversation. Suppressing giggles, she
whispered into the ears of her two friends.
This was how it always was. Hushed whispers followed Sati Bahu wherever she went. Variously addressed as
Sati Kaki, Sati Bahu and Sati Piusi, Satyabhama was also called—behind her back, that is—Sati the dimwit, Sati
the derelict, and Sati the deserted. Suddenly Shanti nudged me,
“Look, look! Rajkumari Kunti and her companions!”
My eagerness burst like a bubble when I saw the princess and her retinue on the stage. To think of all the fuss
they made about this play! I giggled.
“The Rajkumari and her companions? I can see stubble on their faces!”
Neera and Shanti looked hurt.
“You people can watch the cinema in your town. We can’t. We are happy with our jatra,” they said. No matter
how very cautious I was, I kept making such mistakes. Anyway, I tried to forget the comparison with the cinema
and concentrated on the play.
I remember distinctly that it was in such a play that I had been first introduced to the character of Kunti,
though I can no longer recall the details such as who wrote the script, who directed the play or for that matter,
where the troupe came from. I knew the many stories of the Mahabharata, with different episodes gathered from
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diverse sources converging in my mind. However, the character of Kunti had never caught my attention till that
day.
Now, I watched on as Sage Durvasa, pleased with Kunti’s service, granted her a boon. Such was its power that
the moment Kunti thought of Surya, the sun god appeared before her in all. his resplendent glory. The background
singers sang of the beauty and splendor of Surya. This was followed by a lengthy scene in which the god
insistently pleaded with Kunti with the latter refusing. The music reached a crescendo even as the drama drew to
its climax. The crowd watched, all movement suspended, as the noise of the world was drowned by the ascending
beats.
Neera shook me out of my total absorption with the play.
“Will you come with us?” she asked.
“Where?”
“We are going back to our villages.”
“Now? But the jatra will go on all night!”
“We have to go in bullock carts, so we have to start now. You, of course, can leave in the morning in your
jeep.”
At a distance I could see the vaulted roofs of a train of carts with lanterns hanging between their giant wheels.
The bullocks were distinctly visible under the moonlit sky. I sighed. Why do so many things happen at the same
time? Under the blaze of powerful lights, Kunti and Surya were still dancing in a circle, to the beat of drums and
cymbals.
“I asked because your grandmother is traveling with us. I thought it would be nice to chat on our way. I
wonder when we shall meet again. But, why should you suffer a night-long, bumpy cart ride if you can speed
away in your jeep?”
Thirteen of us had crammed into a jeep on our way here. My grandmother was evidently reluctant to undergo
the torture all over again. Barely interested in the jatra, she was probably already ensconced in one of the carts.
“Will I find some space in your cart?” I asked.
Neera grinned. “Ask if you can travel with us. I will have to go and help,” she said, walking away. But she
came back to add,
“I can also tell you the story of Karnabadha on the way. We saw this jatra during Dashhera last year. Shanti
even knows some of the songs. She can sing them for you.”
When I cajoled Badamaa to allow me to go with the other girls, she declared in a tone mixed with pride and
anxiety,
“Look at our city-bred girl. Wants to travel in a cart! But what will your parents say when they get to know?”
She seemed to think that urban life was only about distancing oneself from one’s rural roots as much as
possible.
I waited near the carts and, while they loaded the luggage and made place for everyone, I continued to watch
the jatra. Kunti was setting afloat her newborn child, Karna, down the river.
*
A string of bullock carts, about eight or ten of them, dawdled down the road, one behind the other. It was well
into the night. People from different villages en route sat in groups. They were mostly women and children, but
for the men who drove the carts. Six of us—Neera, Sati Bahu, an aai\fn{Grandmother.} from Jhikarpur, two aunts
and I fitted into a cart somewhere in the middle of the file. My grandmother, and Hema Nani’s\fn{ Nani: Elder sister.} two children sat in another. People kept calling out to each other, across the carts, to ensure that their luggage
was secure.
I could feel my enthusiasm waning, just the way it had at the start of the jatra. The blaring of a transistor
reverberated across the moon-blanched fields that stretched as far as the eye could see. A child was howling in a
cart behind us while the bells around the bullocks jangled in wild cacophony. And then the many conversations …
“Wonder how far they have gone with the play. I wish we could have stayed on!” …
“NO! I put my gamuchha out to dry and I have forgotten to bring it!” …
“It was much better during the last Dashhera. Durvasa was good. Even Kunti was better.” …
“How could I forget my gamuchha, Hema?” …
“I agree. But last time, Kunti was fat. This Kunti looked very pretty. No, Neera?” …
“Don’t worry. These things keep happening in such gatherings.” …
“But, whatever you say, the khata that they served tasted awful. So watery and bland!”
Every time, even before we approached a village, I could see its lamps twinkling at a distance. Slowly the
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houses would appear on both sides of the road and, as our file of bullock carts came to a halt, the village would be
wide awake. The wedding guests who belonged to that village would unload their bedding as if they had all the
time in the world, say their farewells, convey good wishes through people in the carts to their various relatives in
other villages, send blessings to youngsters, pranams to older people. Every one of us would get down from the
carts and gather on the village road—except Sati Bahu. As Neera pointed out to me, Sati Bahu sat all alone inside
the cart. mumbling to herself.
“Which village is she from? You had promised to tell me more about her, remember?” I whispered to Neera.
“How could I? She came and sat right next to us! But I’ll tell you in a little while.”
I had heard a lot about this enigmatic woman in the past two days. Yet. I was curious to know more. But, with
so many people talking around us, one could neither chat as one wished nor sleep.
The bullock carts resumed their onward journey. People had moved from one cart to another. Hema Nani and
Maya Nani were in our cart now. The roads were completely deserted, and not a soul could be seen for miles on
end. It had grown more peaceful inside the cart as well. The transistor had been switched off quite some time ago.
The topic of the marriage ceremony had been exhausted. People were now talking about a certain Lakshmi, the
youngest daughter of so-and-so, who had suddenly died two months ago. No, she had not committed suicide. Her
own people had poisoned her! The case was hushed up by giving heavy bribes to the police.
Even this yarn lost its edge after several recountings. Sati Bahu continued to sit silently, staring out into the
dark. Hema Nani and Maya Nani sat whispering and giggling together. Our aai from Jhikarpur was dozing. Neera
said,
“I wonder where the jatra would have reached by now. The sons of Kunti must have all been born.”
“We should have stayed at least till that point.”
“Our poor Lakshmi had to suffer so much just because she had a child. And look at Kunti. How easily one
escaped in those days!” said Hema Nani.
“Imagine! Kunti, being a princess, how could she make such a wish? And how did that old fool of a sage grant
it to her? And what a boon! You just had to think of a man and he would instantly appear before you!”
“What do you mean by think? Durvasa said desire. Didn’t you hear that?”
“What fun it would be to get such a boon, what do you say Jhili? Even to meet such a sage!”
“But Nani, what annoys me is the boon. The sage could have blessed her saying, May you get a good husband,
a virtuous husband. Instead, he says, Any man you want!”
“No, not want, but desire.”
“It all means the same.”
“And she goes and calls the first person she sees!”
“She must have desired him."”
Jhikarpur Aai moved restlessly, her sleep disturbed.
“What nonsense you people talk!” she said, irritated. “Is this all that you learned from the Puranas?”
“But tell me, Kaki, can you think of a princess, a virtuous one at that, desiring so many men, one after another..
Even her husband allowed her—”
“So, that is how your feel! Tell me, who are all the men you would have desired, if your husband did allow
you?” demanded Maya Nani.
“Why, your husband would be the first!”
Wild giggles followed.
“Shame on you, Hema! And you the mother of two children!”
Aai lost her temper now.
“And whom would you desire? That schoolmaster, Rabi for sure!”
More laughter and teasing followed.
“Why did I sit with you girls?” Aai mumbled. “Such unholy things you say! Just wait. I am going to report
each one of you to your mothers-in-law.”
“But Aai, it would have been a sin only if we had made it all up. We are only discussing what we saw in the
jatra, a Purana Katha!”\fn{The title of this story can also be translated A Tale from the Puranas or An Old Tale.}
“They are all stories of gods, from the sacred ages of Satya and Tretaya. It’s a sin to make fun of them.”\fn
{Certainly they are cast that way; but scholarly opinion is much against such an interpretation .}
Neera, who had said nothing till then, quipped, mimicking an elderly woman,
“True. We who live in this heinous Kaliyuga,\fn{Age of Kali the Destroyer.} how can we even think of getting such
boons?”
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“You can. I know. I had a boon.”
Astounded heads jerked towards the back of the cart. Some of us peered into the dark, to make sure it was
indeed Sati Bahu who had spoken. Most of us had forgotten all about her.
“What did you say? What boon did you have?” Maya Nani asked.
“It is possible for you to have a boon that draws towards you any man you want. You only have to look at him
and he will be there before you,” Sati Bahu said.
“And you had that boon?”
“Shut up, Sati Bahu! Don’t babble like a madwoman.”
Sati Bahu turned silent like an obedient child. Maya Nani and Hema Nani went back to whispering amongst
themselves. Neera came close and tried to say something into my ear.
“I already know that!” I said.
*
Earlier that afternoon, Sati Bahu had been the subject of fervid discussion in the marriage crowd. After their
midday meal, the guests lay down here and there in the hall, and soon were talking about all sorts of things. In one
corner of the room, Sati Bahu was giving a sympathetic ear to a sad-looking woman, apparently a poor relation,
who had come to attend the wedding.
On seeing me with Sati Bahu that morning, Badamaa had taken me aside to say,
“She is a sister-in-law and you have touched her feet. Now, keep away from her. Your mother will be angry if
she hears you’ve been talking to her.”
That was enough to make me find the tall, reedy woman even more intriguing. I don’t usually get an
opportunity to come to the village, except occasionally during the holidays. And whenever I get a chance to slip
out of the bounds of parental control, my eyes and ears flare open in search of new wonders. Now, in this alien
place, in a barely familiar crowd, where even the days had lost all recognizable routine, I saw possibilities of
mystery and romance everywhere.
In our corner of the room, they had made Sati Bahu the subject of their gossip. The prime narrator plonked
herself on a trunk, leaned against the wall and recounted Satyabhama’s past. Sprawled all over the floor, the
audience listened and added grist to the rumor mill. The group consisted of women of all ages, ranging from eight
year old girls to women well past their middle age. This was one of the rare occasions where I could get a taste of
freedom—the freedom from feeling small and worthless because I was a child. On such occasions there was no
age bar, except that, when the narrative took a very sensitive turn, someone or the other would say,
“Shhh! Children are present.” Or they would say,
“Out, children! Go play!”
No one really bothered to see whether we children kept sitting a little way off or returned after a quick stroll
around the house to join the group again. Besides, as their bodies began to fill out, girls were easily admitted into
the category of women.
I turned to look at Sati Bahu. But she was oblivious to all this discussion about her. She sat there, quiet and
motionless like a figurine, listening in rapt attention to god-knows-what tales, her face now puckering in
sympathy, the next moment breaking into a childlike smile. The prime narrator said,
“We are doubly related. I could call her kaki as well as mausi. Indeed, Satyabhama is much older than she
appears. One could never tell her age because of her figure. Born in a well-to-do family, she was married into a
rich house at a very young age. No one who was there at the marriage can ever forget its pomp, the gaiety. Nor
can one forget the bridegroom, Pitambara, who was as handsome as the celestial Kandarpa. Satyabhama had four
children, one after another. One has to be very fortunate to acquire such a noble household. Do you remember
how pretty she used to be? Like a delicate reed of gold.
“And then came that incident. Her eldest daughter was already fourteen. A Gountia family of a neighboring
village came to ask for the girl’s hand in marriage, with a necklace worth six tolas of gold and a sari for the
engagement. And that was when disaster struck. A sadhu had come to the village from Rishikesh. Wandering from
one village to another, talking on the holy scriptures, he stayed in the homes of the rich. People visited him with
offerings of food as well as gifts as dakshina. Many were given the Kamamantra for their spiritual initiation. He
also came to stay at Satyabhama’s in-law’s house.
“And then, something strange happened. They found their enlightened Baba had absconded one fine morning.
With Sati Bahu!
“It was an evil hour for that house. The family was plunged into grief and misery. The marriage alliance for
Satyabhama’s daughter broke and the engagement gifts were returned. Satyabhama’s husband went to her parents
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and declared, ‘As far as I am concerned, your daughter is dead. She has disgraced me beyond any measure.’
“She had four accomplished brothers, all feared in the ten neighboring villages. They said, ‘How dare you say
such things to us! What did we do? You couldn’t keep your own wife in check. One wretch of a mendicant walked
away with her from your house. right under your nose! Why don’t you hang yourself?’”
“Our poor Pitambara Kakai could no longer contain himself and broke into a wail. Such a respected man. He
had studied in college and even had an MA or a BA degree. He had turned down a government job to look after
the family’s vast agricultural property. And now, what a fate!
“‘I admit,’ he said, ‘It’s all my fault. But now what should I do? Should I go to look for her or should I report
this to the police? Tell me, what do I do?’
“Satyabhama’s brothers said, ‘Don’t go to the police. Everyone will get to know about it and we will lose face
before the whole world. We take the responsibility of bringing her back to you.’
“But how can I accept an unchaste wife? Can you imagine the problems that my children will face? You will
be like my own brothers always. And your parents are no less to me than my parents. But I cannot take your sister
back. If she returns, she will have to stay with you.’
“The brothers held their peace. What could they say? Then they disappeared from the village for a while. It
seems they went towards Vishakapatnam or maybe Raipur … no one knows what different villages they went to,
what enquiries they made, but they managed to bring Sati Bahu with them when they returned.”
For a moment. there was silence among the listeners. Then the narrator leaned forward and continued in a
whisper,
“I don’t know whether it is true or false, but I heard from people from various villages that the Sadhu was
nabbed with Satyabhama on the way to Waltair. Her brothers hired some goons and set him right.”
Someone else added that the Sadhu was sent to jail. Others maintained that the brothers returned only after
they had killed and buried the Sadhu. The narrator finished,
“I went to their village only a few days after the brothers returned with Sati Bahu. They told me that Sati was
never seen outside the house. She had locked herself in a room, they said. Sati had gone mad!”
*
Obviously, the entire story was not narrated too smoothly. Nor could it be given an uncontroversial ending, but
a variety of opinions were put forth that afternoon …
“No that is not true. I have known her ever since she was a child. Even then she was soft in the head. Often,
when we bathed in the nearby pond. we would all finish on time, but Sati, oblivious of everything, would take
hours to finish.”
“Everyone knows she had one of her usual bouts of madness while the Sadhu was in the village.”
“We never heard of such a thing! When she was a child, they called her Soft-head, but that was only an
endearment. She was such a lovely girl. What an efficient housekeeper she used to be!”
“Believe it! Sati ran away with that Sadhu. That is nothing but the plain truth. Go and ask the people of her
village. As eye witnesses, they will recount all that they have seen.”
At some distance, an elderly woman lay on the floor, warding off flies with the pallav of her sari. Now she
yawned and sat up to join the discussion.
“I have been listening to you all for quite some time. Well, it isn’t your fault. People tend to make mountains
out of molehills. Parasu Panda of the same village started the rumors about Sati—the two families were involved
in some land dispute. The Sadhu had come to the village, but he left alone. Soon after his visit, Sati fell ill. Her
brothers came and took her to Waltair for treatment. But then, some fellows in the village also had a bone to pick
with the Sadhu. We all know how rumors spread.”
The original narrator bristled.
“Now, Aai, don’t blame me! I was only putting into words what the whole world has seen and heard. Why else
did Sati Kaki’s daughter’s first engagement break? Why do you think Pitambara Kakai married again?”
“She was always a little strange. I don’t deny that. But that Pitarnbara is no saint! He made all this an excuse to
marry again.”
The narrator flared at this.
“How dare you say that! Who can point a finger at Pitarnbara Kakai?”
Some of the others quickly managed to make peace between the two. And that was also the cue for the group
to break for the evening tiffin.
Sati Bahu and her friend got up from the other side of the room. Nothing showed on her countenance, neither
her past experiences, nor any knowledge of this afternoon’s conference on her.
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“I know a lot more about her. I will tell you later,” Neera confided.
However, who could know the truth better than Sati Bahu herself?
*
Who would have thought I would be so lucky as to travel with Sati Bahu that very night? And now, there she
was, sitting in the same swaying cart as me, saying that she had once possessed that powerful boon! By now, our
aai from Jhikarpurhad had enough of this nonsense.
“You young girls,” she said severely, “what do you gain by poking fun at our sacred books? As it is, we hardly
understand the significance of those ages, born that we are in this Kaliyuga!” She would have continued her
diatribe, but her intervention suddenly strengthened the desire among the yawning travelers to sleep.
Suddenly, we jolted to a halt. There was some commotion at the head of the line. It seems a wild animal had
lumbered across the path of the first cart. Panic-stricken, the bullocks had reared and the cart had overturned.
Luckily, there were only two young men inside it, and hardly any luggage. No one was hurt but people got down
from their carts. Someone jangled a bell loudly—it seems wild animals run away in fear of loud noise. Not that
there was any possibility of wild animals with nothing but endless stretches of paddy fields and a few shrubs here
and there. But we were all wide awake again. And the halt became the topic for heated discussion, for the next
half-hour.
It was well past midnight. We had stopped for quite some time at the village we had just crossed. Apart from
exchanging greetings and drinking water, the recent accident had to be discussed afresh with one’s relatives there.
A couple of carts had stayed behind when we moved on, as they had reached their destination. Now there were
hardly five or six carts left in the file, with fewer people in each of them. The bullocks were weary and the carts
moved much slower now.
The bumpy ride had tired me. Sleep did not come easily, and I longed to return home and jump into bed. Hema
Nani had gone over to sit with her mother-in-law, and held her two sleeping children against her. Maya Nani had
got off at her village. Aai had nimbly moved into some other cart at one of the stops.
Three of us continued to sit in the same cart—Neera, Sati Bahu and I. A strange feeling of loneliness, of
melancholy had crept in, the festive spirit of the previous hour suddenly vanishing. It had been such a wonderful
experience; how we had all cuddled up to each other, people calling out from one cart to another. The almost
continuous refrain of the cart drivers’ songs had also stilled. It seemed as if everything had come to an abrupt halt,
as if nothing was left save the dark night and the humming of the cicadas. Rocking, as if in a cradle, I felt I had
entered some strange, unreal land. Sati Bahu had returned to her figurine posture. I shook Neera awake.
“You can’t sleep now. You have a story to tell me.”
She mumbled sleepily, “Do you know what it was? The creature that came across our path?”
“Most people thought it was a fox or bear,” I said. “But, we shouldn’t be discussing it. Remember what Aai
said? Thinking of bad things will only provoke the evil elements.”
“Keep chanting her words. Let me sleep,” Neera mumbled sleepily as she tried to make more place for herself.
Shaken from her thoughts, Sati Bahu shifted a little and said to Neera,
“Stretch out your legs here.” Then she looked at me and asked,
“Can’t go to sleep in a cart, city-bred girl? Come here and see how the world looks in moonlight.”
I moved near her, to the front of the cart. One could almost see every leaf of the trees on either side of the path.
Within the dark thicket, a thousand fireflies twinkled incessantly, as if the sky had come visiting the earth. The
cart-man was dozing. But, there was no trace of sleep in Sati Bahu’s eyes. Sitting silently, she let her body sway
with every movement of the cart.
I was scared. I felt as if I had only a few threadlike links with reality to cling to. If Sati Bahu did not stay
awake, unless I knew definitely that she was awake, I felt I might slip into some unknown land, never to return
again. Why did she sit so still? After some time, I summoned courage and slowly called out to her,
“Sati Bahu, could you tell me a story, please?”
When she looked up at me, I could feel a chill run down my spine. Perhaps I was not too sure she was really
there. She smiled.
“Are you scared, child?” I was trying to compose myself when she said,
“You’re an educated girl. What are you afraid of? There are so many of us here. Come closer and try to sleep.”
“No, I am not scared. I don’t feel sleepy. You too are wide awake. So why don’t you tell me a story?”
“Why don’t you? Tell me about your town shops, your school, studies …”
I tried to think of something interesting to say. The only pictures that came to my mind were distant, dull,
grayish images.
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“I go to school every day, study there, come back and get down to studying again. There is no story there. You
tell me a story, Sati Bahu.”
“What kind of story?”
“You said you had a boon. Were you joking?”
“No, I actually had a boon. Don’t you have one too? We all do when we are young.”
“What boon?” I could feel my heart beating wildly. Her eyes searched my face.
“Don’t you know if you have already got your boon or not?”
“I was talking about a real boon, like the one given by gods and sages,” I said, fumbling for words.
She nodded and was silent. I was scared that she would revert to being a statue again. Bracing myself, I asked,
“The Sadhu who stayed in your house … did he grant you the boon?”
She shook her head, as though to banish some thoughts.
“It was too late by then. I had forgotten I had the boon.”
“Did he curse you?” I asked, impatient again to break her silence.
“Who?”
“That Sadhu who …” I swallowed. I was afraid she would be annoyed. Instead, she smiled fondly.
“So, our learned girl is curious! I shall tell you everything. But, is there any difference between a curse and a
blessing? When Surya appeared before Kunti, was it a blessing or a curse?”
“I don’t know,” I said, disappointed.
She kept looking at me, the light of the moon falling on her, but I could not see her face clearly. As if gauging
the extent of my anxiety, she began to laugh. It was a girlish laughter, like what I had shared with Hema Nani and
the others earlier that night.
“Who does not have this boon, tell me. In their youth, all girls have it. I am sure you tell yourself, I just have to
call the man I want and he will come on his own. Isn’t that true?”
I smiled helplessly, but shook my head to say No.
She closed her eyes in recollection, rocking to and fro all the while.
*
“Well, listen to my story,” she began.
“When I was a small girl like you or even smaller, I would fast on Mondays. I offered prayers at the Shiva
temple to attain a good husband. My mother had taught me to pray and fast. But, I knew that the one I wanted
would be magically drawn towards me, like iron filings to a magnet. Which is why I had to live in constant fear. If
any man looked at me, I lowered my eyes instantly. You probably do the same thing now.”
“Then?”
“Kunti is a character from the Puranas. An ordinary girl is ruined if she doesn’t keep her boon. The man who
comes is free to leave the scene, wiping his hands and mouth clean. What has he got to lose? That is why, dear, a
girl has to bury her boon or hide it in some dark corner and forget all about it.”
“Hmmm …”
“As a young girl, I was pretty and loved to dress up. I remember I used to massage my body with oil and
turmeric every day before my bath. I believed that the one who would marry me would be truly fortunate. I would
desire him and him alone and no one else. And thus my blessings would bear fruit, I thought.”
“What happened then?”
“Then? Nothing. Do you think the right man really comes?”
“Didn’t you marry into a rich family? They say your husband looked like a celestial being—”
“Nonsense!” she said, before lapsing into silence.
“Wasn’t he a nice person, Sati Bahu?” I asked finally.
“He was a good man. My father married me into a rich family. People of at least ten neighboring villages were
invited to the feast.”
“You were supposed to tell me about the boon that you were granted.”
“I had one. In due course, I forgot all about it. I bore children. I was so preoccupied with the duties of a
daughter-in-law that I could no longer remember anything about the boon.”
“Didn’t it work on your husband?”
“I never looked up at my husband’s face. His eyes had never met mine to be drawn to me. We met only in the
darkness of the night when we went to sleep.”
Silence. A few minutes passed like an aeon.
“Sati Bahu, tell me about the Sadhu. I swear by God, I won’t tell anyone.”
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“What can I say? I told you I hadn’t looked at the face of any man. By the time the Sadhu came, I was no
longer aware of my body, or the boon. I wore gold and other jewelry but I had no mind to apply turmeric on my
body. My daughter was engaged to be married and the elder boy had grown tall like a man.”
“So the Sadhu came to your village?”
“What do I tell you about the Sadhu, my girl! He was giving a discourse on the Bhagavad Gita. The entire
village savored his stories like nectar. When he narrated Krishna’s leela with the gopis one could see the scenes
clearly before one’s eyes—on his face and eyes. Everyone would slip into a trance. People would fall at his feet.
Women of all ages used to get food for him by turns. Men would sweep the floor of his room and carry water.
They vied with one another to massage his legs.”
“And then?”
“He stayed in our house, in a room next to the outside hall. I too took food for him, massaged his legs, cleaned
his plate after he finished his lunch and fanned him. One day he read my palm and said, ‘Your daughters shall
many into good families. Your sons will do well in life. You have nothing to worry about.’”
I was listening to Sati Bahu with bated breath, fearing she might get distracted. She resumed her story.
“I looked into a man’s eyes, the first time ever in my life, as he held my hand and read my face …”
Suddenly, Sati Bahu hid her face in her pallav and suppressed a sob. I did not have the heart to pester her any
more, but she started again on her own.
“That moment I could clearly see in his eyes that my boon was coming true. It was taking shape with all its
power. I don’t know where it had been hiding, but it caught me at an unguarded moment and engulfed my entire
self. As if I had nothing to hold back, not a worry in the world, I was only aware of the fact that my god was there
before me that minute, in all his magnificence.”
“Then?”
She was silent. The bullocks plodded on and the cart swayed as if to an unheard song. I summoned courage
and asked again,
“Did you actually run away from home?”
Sati Bahu was lost in her own world again. Then she said.
“Do you see how the night looks, how different the universe seems now? When you contrast this with the
hustle and bustle of the marriage, doesn’t all that seem unreal? And. when dawn breaks. all this will be gone, like
a figment of the imagination. Can you perceive that now?”
I did not say anything, just waited patiently. The only sounds one could hear were the crickets and the sharp
repetitive noise from the cart’s left wheel. Finally, unable to wait any longer, I said,
“But did you really walk out on your children, your home?”
“If Surya had asked Kunti to forget everything else and come away with him, what would Kunti have done—
woman of flesh and blood that she was?”
After a while, I ventured again.
“So what happened, Bahu?” She was so silent!
“How did you come back? Where did the Sadhu go?”
There was no answer. Her body swayed as she sat looking at the distant sky. Perhaps dawn was about to break.
The moonlight looked pale. Another question escaped my lips.
“Tell me. Sati Bahu. do you feel sad when you think about it now? Do you have any regrets?”
She turned towards me, I could feel her clear eyes on me. Outside, a new landscape was emerging with the
break of dawn.
“That’s my village. There! The next one is yours.” she said.
Then, as she collected her things, she asked.
“Will you ever get another chance to travel in a cart like this, my city girl? Will you regret you had to suffer
such a journey, sitting up all night?”
66.22 Rebirth\fn{by Abul Bashar (1951- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (M) 3
The dwelling-place of the household goddess had a circular thatched roof like a miniature barn. When such a
roof showed signs of leaking, Jugin of Bhatshala village would be summoned to repair it. Jugin was an old hand
at shrine building, famous for his workmanship over many years. Five years ago he had constructed the frame for
the tiles on the cow-shed near the shrine, using rafters made of palmyra wood. Now, though his eyes had become
a little dim, there was still no one to match his handiwork. It was always Jugin who created the showy crown of
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thatch atop the deity’s humble abode. He was an artist as much as a craftsman. Who else but he could fashion
such a crucial thing? People’s faith in him went deeper still. The lady of the house, Shudharani, believed that
Jugin’s crown was so splendid that Goddess Lakshmi’s\fn{ The Goddess of Good Fortune.} auspicious owl perched on
it at night. The source of her faith was her life-long devotion to Lakshmi.
At her shrine, the puja offered to Lakshmi was straightforward. A brass pitcher full of water stood permanently
by the outer step of the temple door. Every Thursday, in the evening, Shudharani in company with five other
married women performed the puja: they ululated fittingly, smeared vermilion on each other’s partings,\fn{ Hairpartings.} and then Shudharani herself distributed to the others flowers and food offerings—the prashad. Everything was done correctly: a lamp burned, incense smoldered as the women, saris hooding their heads, prostrated
themselves before the goddess. The sandalwood and vermilion marks on the mango leaves tied to the branch in
the pitcher gradually dried up in the warmth; and the air lay heavy with the perfume of sprinkled Ganges water.
No bell sounded though; theirs was a silent puja, like a meditation. Neither was the image of the goddess
sacrificially immersed. Each aspect of the ritual was simple, timeless and sacred.
Jugin had observed it countless times; he knew its every gesture.
As well as being a shrine builder, Jugin was a folk poet, an accomplished one. He liked to compose songs and
rhymes for the boys to sing at the Paush festival in winter. Which people chose to sing them there, or at the
autumn harvest festival Nabanna, had never for a moment bothered Jugin Sheikh. He saw nothing wrong in the
Muslim boys of Bhatshala singing his songs at a Hindu festival and collecting aubergines,\fn{Eggplants}
pumpkins, bananas and other fruits and vegetables from house to house. Even when he was building an abode for
Lakshmi in the courtyard of Shudharani’s house, he never thought of the fact that though his first name was
Hindu, his surname revealed him to be a Muslim.
And yet today, somehow, he felt everything inside him was being partitioned, all his true feelings being
uprooted. While watching him as he wove together straws Shudharani had suddenly remarked:
“Jugin, your name is not right fur you, Jugin.”
The remark’s unexpectedness puzzled Jugin. He said respectfully:
“But Didi, which of us really has the right name—is Bhatshala rightly named? The village is full of poor
Muslims but it hardly has a grain of bhat—and yet it has a fancy name, Bhatshala, “full of rice.” I composed a
funny song about it once, some twelve years back.
The rice pot sounds boom-boom:
bhat in Bhatshala—no room.
Poets are out of verse,
they hang their heads and curse;
a noose is hardly worse.

“Ha ha! That’s why we rely on you, Didi. With a lot of struggle I can make ends meet building shrines—even
today, when work is scarce.”
As Shudharani began to reply, a loudspeaker started up at the Brahmapada temple in nearby Shivkalitala.
Despite the earliness of the hour, a voice began to sing kirtan, devotional songs to Krishna, constantly and shrilly.
Jugin had heard something about this the night before on his way to Shudharani’s. A group of kirtan singers had
come from Maheshpur, led by a certain Bashab Chandra Das. Once upon a time, Jugin knew, Das had played
young heroes in itinerant theater troupes; now, recognizing an opportunity, he had formed a kirtan group of his
own.
Nowadays religion was no longer the benign expression of exalted ideals, no longer a matter of graceful
contemplative behavior—it was a whirlwind of intoxication, a furious blast of emotion like a desert simoom.
Jugin, in his simplicity, had not grasped what lay behind the change, but he had certainly felt its impact. He began
to regret his name, his Hindu name.
The loudspeaker was pouring forth, blaring its insane sound in every direction like the wind. Why, Jugin did
not comprehend. He thought to himself: Didi’s correct, my name isn’t right for me. And yet, hadn’t his hand built
the crown of the divine abode, shaped it like the shikara of a temple? Would anyone know that, once he had
finished?—that a Sheikh had designed the shrine, that its pinnacle was the labor of a poor Muslim poet?
Lakshmi’s owl, her golden vehicle, perched there, didn’t she? How could the owl be so foolish as to disobey the
commandment not to touch anything Muslim? Surely the owl did not believe in it. But did Shudharani believe in
it?
This year, Jugin felt, Shudharani had changed.
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This year he ought not to have worked for her, he found himself thinking.
Climbing to the crest of the roof he set about plaiting the straw with slips of bamboo, parting it and tying it
with knotted string as if it were hair. As his hands worked, his eyes strayed to the road. A gang of boys in khaki
shorts and white cotton shirts were running towards the market carrying sticks and swords. Jugin knew what they
were up to. In the courtyard of the Temple of the Twenty-two Goddesses at Chakkalitala they would practice with
these weapons. A couple of boys from Shudharani’s house, having just finished some rice left over from the
previous night, ran out after the others. They carried an ominous tin falchion.\fn{ A broad, slightly curved sword with the
cutting edge on the convex side:W} The adult men of the house were yet to return from their night-time visit to
Brahmapada. There, in the dead of night, the bald-headed ochre-clad swami, the mahant of the temple, would
have given them secret mantras.
There was holy war—jihad—in Hinduism too: this fact Jugin had only recently perceived. Never before had he
seen Hindus brandishing their weapons like this, like Muslims at Muharram. Whom would they fight? The
Muharram procession? The idea made Jugin’s sweet old face ashen with concern. What was really afoot among
the Hindus? They seemed besotted, as if they had taken leave of their senses.
Various kinds of rumor had been reaching his ears. Things had been said on the radio and printed in the papers.
Those who were in the know were talking. The incident at the Babri mosque-cum-temple had raised the
temperature of such talk. Mr. Jirat, the schoolmaster at Shankarpur, had explained things at length the other day in
the mosque. Now it was being said that Emperor Shahjehan had built the Taj Mahal on top of a ruined temple.
What did that matter? Everything was once Hindu, all right—but why were Hindus suddenly wanting to remind
everyone of that fact? Were they trying to tell Muslims to leave their country?
Jugin at last grasped the truth. But if he left Bhatshala, where would he go? If the Hindus could provide him
with a land of rice and curry, that would be fine! It was only because there was no bhat, no food, to be had in
Bhatshala, that he came to his Didi’s village Gouripur.
But see her now, how grim she looked! His throat felt dry. Where can I go, tell me that? All these sticks and
swords threatening us all day, trying to scare us away, and at night who knows what kind of conspiracy being
hatched? How can you want to send us away, Didi, when we’ve lived together so many years? Is that what you
want in your heart, Didi—Jugin to go? His train of thought brought his hands to a stop, so complex was his agony.
A shaft of pain was boring into him. He said aloud:
“Why blame my name, Shudha Didi? Everything springs from my birth. When I was born, my mother’s cord
was found wrapped around me—like a sacred thread! My mother and my aunts were awestruck. Other people
looked and were the same. I was a Brahmin, reborn. A Hindu baby had floated into my mother’s womb, either in
error or on some mysterious current. Take special care of your new-born, they all advised my mother, as long as
he lives. Didi, whether you think such a sign is auspicious or not, you must admit I make beautiful straw crowns
for your temple. My mother certainly believed I was the son of a Hindu.”
“How can that happen, Jugin! It’s just one of those stories. There’s no rebirth for Muslims, you know that,”
Shudharani said.
“Not for Muslims,” said Jugin, “but for Hindus there is. I cannot explain these mysteries, Didi. No God—
Hindu or Muslim—will come and vouch for my being a Hindu: and yet we all know, don’t we, that who gets born
in which womb is God’s will. Tell me this, do all new-born babies come with sacred threads around them?”
“You should not speak such things. In your religion it is really immoral. I don’t believe a word!”
Shudharani had become solemn. Jugin replied:
“No one can control our beliefs, Didi! To me your eyes look like the eyes of Suleyman, but you will definitely
rebuke me for saying it. I’ve never seen such eyes anywhere.”
“What kind of eyes?” Shudharani frowned.
“The eyes of Suleyman. Sweet, dark-brown as catechu.\fn{ A vegetable extract containing tannin, especially one obtained
from the heartwood of an Indian acacia tree, used chiefly for tanning and dyeing:W } How did you come to have such eyes?”
“Who? Suleyman? Who is he?”
“A Muslim emperor. A prophet. The eyes of your Goddess are black—I wonder where your brown eyes come
from? Allah must be responsible,” Jugin concluded contentedly. Shudharani was skeptical:
“More of your stories! I don’t believe any of them.”
“Believe them or not, Didi, but you will never come across anyone who is totally Hindu or totally Muslim. You
have Muslim eyes and I have Hindu hands. Otherwise—how could I make crowns for shrines like this? If the
crowns are not Hindu—how could Lakshmi’s owl perch on them: he’d get wind of the difference! Ponder what I
say; we are in the hands of Allah at birth. We are all of mixed race, Didi.”
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Having spoken, Jugin went back to his work, interweaving the straw with renewed energy. But Shudharani
began to grumble.
“Eyes of Suleyman—fancy! Who says so! How absurd! I will not give you any more prashad from today,
Jugin. I’m warning you. And no water for your midday prayer either—you can go to the mosque for it. You’ve
been cheating me all along, asking for wages just when you feel like it. And taking advantage of a woman’s
generosity to get prashad, pretending to be Hindu. No more! I won’t help you any more. I won’t call you any
more after this, I’m telling you. I don’t need you after this. You can leave, go away!”
The uttering of these words pained Shudharani strangely. Unable to restrain herself, she retreated inside the
house and gave a muffled sob. Hers was a patriarchal household, and this year her sons had made strong objection
to employing Jugin. People were saying it was a profane act to let a Muslim build the dwelling-place of a
goddess. The sons had berated their mother, flashed angry looks at her; in their eyes the Muslims were barbarians
and intruders. Not only that, hadn’t they once slaughtered Hindus in such numbers that the weight of dead Hindu
sacred threads had come to 74½ maunds? That was why Hindus inscribed 74½ at the head of a letter. How could
this fact be forgotten?
Shudharani had attempted to reason:
“Was that Jugin’s fault? He’s never killed a Hindu. He’s a poor man, he’s almost dying of hunger—rather than
killing anyone! You’re making a scapegoat of him: don’t rob Udo to pay Budo.”
A war of words had followed. Finally, Shudharani had rolled her eyes in mockery and said to her son:
“This business of 74½—why revive an ancient story? You should be writing the names of gods on letters—not
the weight of some old sacred threads. Your culture’s sunk rather low, hasn’t it, Kailash?”
Her obstinacy had prevailed, and they had kept off Jugin. But what further arguments and disputes would
follow, God only knew. For the time being, Shudharani had ceased to speak to Jugin in her usual pleasant way,
ceased now to give him prashad or water for his prayers.
At midday, silent and glum, head bowed down, Jugin went helplessly to the local mosque and said his prayers.
When he returned, he got on with the job singlemindedly.
*
Thursday evening came. The puja was performed in front of him. He received no prashad. Why should he?
Are my eyes Muslim eyes that I should take pity on him? Shudharani told herself. I’m a Hindu through and
through, from the nails on my toes to the tips of my hair. That’s what I want to be, a good Hindu, just as our
priests—our mohants—have instructed us. Jugin doesn’t know that’s what we are here. He must not come here
any more. I must make this absolutely clear to him.
Jugin did not eat well that night. He lay down, but sleep would not come, instead he lay brooding as if he was
about to die. Didi would not call him again.
The affection had gone out of her eyes. And affection is the essence of everything. When it goes, men become
stones.
Clearly she no longer trusted him. He thought: she sees designs in every word I say. My only motive for
coming to her is to get some handfuls of food—nothing else. Oh well, I shan’t go there any more. But it really is
too bad that she did not believe the word of my mother.
A tear welled up quietly in Jugin’s eye. He remembered a rhyme he had known since he was a child; it told the
one hundred and eight names of Lord Krishna. He began to mutter it:
His father Shri Nanda named him Nandei Nandan—Paradise-born One.
Yashoda his mother named him Jadu Bachadhan—Darling Sweet Son.

“That was out of her affection for him, Didi.” Jugin continued:
His teacher Upananda named him Thakur Gopal—Lord of the Cowherds.
The boys of Braja named him Shundar Rakhal—Most Handsome Cowherd.
His friend Shubal named him Thakur Kanai—Noble Lord Krishna.
His friend Shridam named him Rakhalraja Bhai—Brother Cowherd King.

“The faith of the cowherds—it has been usurped by the priests, by the mohants; that’s what’s wrong, Didi,”
Jugin muttered on:
The sage Kanva named him Dev Chakrapani—Lord of the Universe.
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His guardian Banamali named him Baner Harini—Fawn of the Forest.

“Yes, Didi; the forest fawn, the owl, the peacock—vehicles of the gods and goddesses—they are all good
creatures. Theirs, theirs is the true religion.”
32.166 Grandmother’s Letters\fn{by Meena Alexander (1951- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (F) 8
1
My grandmother was imprisoned in the mountains. I think she understood the loneliness of a woman’s body as
she sat there, looking out at the elaichi tree, brown now in the bitter season. She was just twenty-seven when the
British imprisoned her. She sat on the floor by the window and a wild light fell upon her.
She touched her thin belly, dark, utterly unscarred. She wondered if she would ever be let out of prison. If she
would ever bear children. She saw the gray rocks of the Deccani mountains. She smelled the bitter grasses burned
by the goatherds on the slopes outside her barred window.
She stoops in the light. She picks up her pen and her paper. Her hair is tied back with a red ribbon. It is the
very same ribbon that grandfather used to tie up the letters she wrote him when he was imprisoned. Many years
after his death I discovered the letters in an old biscuit box, in the attic of the Tiruvana house.
The black syllables flash in my minds eye. I hold them for an instant.
Her pen is dry. She shakes it. The ink spurts.
I repeat her letters as I write … I sound them out. I will not slip into the black flood of time. I will save myself.
How carefully grandmother uses her pen. And paper is scarce. She writes:
Let the rice grow.
Let the children play in the sunlight.
There is mud on your cheek, beloved.
The last is addressed to grandfather, who is underground. She does not know if he will ever receive her letters.
Barely knowing what she writes, she adds:
The koel sings in its own light. Those who listen will never forget.
Did she really hear the dun-colored bird cry? Or is she like myself, inventing a great deal? How I wish I had
known grandmother. She was dead fourteen years by the time I was born. By the time I was born in 1951, India
was independent, a republic already for three and a half years.
I see grandmother stand on a small wooden crate at the Pakeezah steps. It is early in the morning, the day
before Gandhis Salt March. Her sari tucked into her waist, she addresses the fisher-folk. The crate wobbles a little
as she speaks but she does not falter.
“Collect salt water in your palms!” I hear her say.
“Let the great heat of the sun make salt for you. Let the Britishers see how against nature it is to prevent us.”
The crowd claps. She steps off the crate holding her pallu in her hand. She is nervous. She tugs at the red and
white threads with her thumb and forefinger. Her hair blows in the sunlight.
A tall, thin figure in white rushes out of the crowd. He embraces her, then overcome by shyness stands utterly
still at her side, head bent. I cannot see his face.
Its grandfather! What is she saying to him? I wish I could hear. A child runs up with a garland. Grandmother
stoops and the golden ring falls over her neck. Her mouth is in the shadow. Grandfather still stands there. Behind
them, in the distance, I can see the dark waters of the Arabian Sea.
Grandfather stands there and stares at her. Its the very first time he has set eyes on her. For years he had heard
of her, her marches, her speeches, her nonviolent demonstrations. He has even published some of her little texts in
the journal he runs. Now he stands by her side, in the blazing light, drinking in her presence. Side by side they
stand, each looking forward, too nervous, too shy to look into the others eyes.
Someone tugs at grandfathers arm. He has a meeting to attend in the next town. Grandmother stands there, for
an instant, in utter solitude, bereft of this stranger she already loves. A pigeon casts its shadow on her head. She
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touches her own cheek, her eyes shut, as if feeling her flesh for the first time. Then the crowd engulfs her.
Three months after this first meeting with grandfather, grandmother was in prison, charged by the British with
disturbing the peace. When they let her out after two and a half years in the mountain cell, she was twenty-nine
years old, thinner than ever, thankful at last for the ordinary light. There were blue rings under her eyes, dark
smudges under her pupils. Though no one knew it, it was the start of her blindness.
The day of her release, she returned to the Pakeezah steps. Overcome by emotion, she wept a little as she stood
there. Her hands trembled in the air. Her crimson pallu flashed in the slight wind. There was salt in her eyes.
Grandfather stood right in front of her, next to the leaders of the movement, listening intently. A few weeks later
they were married. It took him three years to nurse her back to health. In prison she had refused most of the food
set before her and had lived off wild rice and water.
2
Seven years ago I discovered some of grandmothers letters crammed into a biscuit tin in my mothers house.
My mother was her only child. This grandmother, Kanda, unlike my other grandmother, Mariamma, had died long
before my birth. I put the letters together dreaming a little. Most of the letters were written after her release from
prison.
I remember the first letter I read. It was addressed directly to grandfather. She was at home now and it was he
who was imprisoned.
Kuruchiethu Tiruvana
January 16, 1929
You have a small window, Kuruvilla, that looks out on the hills. Unlock the bars with your gaze, deceive the
distances till they come swarming off the purple hills hung now with jacaranda bloom. Let the distances uphold you. A
stream, a bright blade of grass. Even if the stream is dried and puffs dust rather than water, even if the blade is rusty
with death. I am sure from your descriptions that the room they keep you in is close, very close to where I was. Perhaps
the bars are identical. Perhaps we look out and see the very same bird, dust colored, a speckle of blood on its beak,
turning in the sunlight at the rim of the hill.

As time passed things became harder for her. She kept going to political meetings. Her friend, Balamaniamma
the writer, was her mainstay in those years.
Kuruchiethu
Tiruvana
Apri121,1930
K.
I am not even sure anymore what I say. There is some desolation in me I cannot touch with my own fingers. I need
you.
At the meeting Dinesh said, “Gandhi wants him to come to Wardah, as soon as he’s out.”
Your press is running. Each night the pamphlets, still wet with ink, pass from hand to hand. A long line of text,
piercing the alien world. The police haven’t found out the source, though they’ve been nosing around.
Balamani and I worked on the last one together: “Liberated India and Free Women,” we called it. She had a dream:
as day breaks, all the women in the new world clasp hands, rise from sullen earth like sunbirds. “Our flesh is light,” she
told me that night as she worked, inky, covered in sweat. “You are the morning star,” she wrote. “All stars since the
birth of this universe! Your chains lie useless. They drop through the waters.”
There is something more to the dream: in the distance, through the waters, speed English ships, mere tin vessels,
their flags limp, speeding to the damp cold little island.
I teased Balamani later:
“So many stars! You’ll empty out the night sky!”
But she takes her dreams quite seriously and sat gazing out of the window, at the stubble, barbed wire Bhaskar had
strung to keep the milk cows away from the strawberry patch. I could not tell what she was looking at. You know that
faraway gaze of hers … one barely knows if she’s listening.
I do love her very much, but she has been a little strange of late. She seems obsessed by the Qutubshahi emperor, the
last one.
“I’m convinced,” she says to me the other night, “that his madness (crawling up the stairs and all that) was a
response to British invasion. Remember his quest took a form. A vanished bird. A dot of blood on its beak.”
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I left it at that. In any case she did not really want a reply. It was dark and the mango trees made huge black
umbrellas that kept the moon out. I thought the foundations of our house shook a little. The water rats were playing in
the strawberry patch. I could tell by the silver glint in their tails. So we just sat there, in silence.

3
Grandmother kept going by herself, though, to all the family gatherings.
One of her letters tells of an elaborate christening her cousin had arranged for her three-month-old daughter. It
is hardly surprising that grandmother found the displays of wealth unsuitable. She wrote grandfather about it, in
some detail.
Kuruchiethu Tiruvana
September 29, 1930
Accammas’ daughters’ naming ceremony was done with such splendor, you might have thought us in Babylon or
some such pagan city. Silver, a huge city, mound on mound, from candlesticks to pepper pots. Porcelain, glittering in
the sunlight. Lace tablecloths! And on the floor, for guests to eat off, piles of banana leaves. A whole forest wasted, to
name a child!
They are terribly rich and hold onto their estates with an iron hand. I hear the father of the child wields a gun. They
carry out floggings on the land. Five elephants in the procession from the church, all from the personal herd, the
grandmother took great care to point out to me.
The fathers brother was in Western dress. Can you imagine, the ignominy of wearing that dress in times like ours! I
couldn’t bear to look at his polished shoes. He came straight to me.
“There you are, Kanda!”
I’ve no idea how he found me out.
“So you don’t believe in British rule, hah?”
I should have slapped him then and there in front of all the guests. But he moved away smartly, to the other side of
the great copper urn they were serving tea from. I think its all imported from Belgium or some such place. Then, as I
was helping myself to some papaya, he leaned over the sugar bowl, grinning from ear to ear.
“Your husbands in jail, isn’t he?”
I almost dropped my plate. I sat myself in a corner after that and did not move. It was a kind of rage that would not
let me breathe. Through the window, I could see the servants’ children, mouths covered with flies, shoving and pushing
to get at the heap of banana leaves that were tossed out. Kuru, I felt sick at heart. Thank god Mara didn’t come with me.
When I got home, the house was all peaceful, the curtains drawn. Mara was asleep under her little white sheet. I sat
down at your desk and signed over the rice fields we had decided on. The Bhoodan movement will make good use of
them. There’s such a terrible hunger for land now. Sometimes, I feel that this house we live in, and all the ancestral
property, are like a great millstone, a granite ring about my neck. I know one day I shall perish because of it: the rooms
I inhabit will be mist. My womb full of blackberries, fit for the birds of paradise.
“You and I will live in a field,” I was going to say, then realized that in that world, we will not need our bodies
either. Our flesh and blood is a mere contingency, bound to this earth.
I hear Mara cry. Where will she be, I wonder, in that world?
And suddenly I am full of fear. Is the sheet over her mouth? Is she on a cliff, hanging by her nails, in a nightmare? A
puff of black wind?
I found her wandering through the fig patch one morning drawn by the wet sticky smell of the frangipani. She was
there, almost before I could get to her, poking her fist into a snake hole. I slapped her hard, I was so scared. She burst
into tears.
“The big rats make the hole, then the cobra goes in. It’ll bite Mara!”
I picked her up and ran away with her, feeling the wind on my heels. Then slowed down, out of breath, by the
jacaranda tree. I set her in the swing and pushed her high in the air. Through her eyes I saw the great blue sky. There
were bees in the honeysuckle that twines around the tree trunks and golden dragonflies in the lilies. Even the dry brown
leaves were buzzing with life.
“More, more,” she cried out and I pushed her higher and higher, till I too seemed to be flying through the brilliant
blue air, into paradise.
It’s all there, Kuru, I want to say to you. It’s all already there. Paradise, I mean. And this terrible oppression of mind
and body that we struggle against is a passage, a birth. I must stop now, my love. I shall write again, very soon. Much
much love.
Kanda E. S. Yacub says that Gandhi is planning a visit to Tiruthankur. I must make sure he has somewhere to stay.
Perhaps even here? He asked about you, Yacub says. They are busy now with the work in Gujarat.
K

4
Six months later, the day before her birthday, she felt herself slip into her own eyes, fall through her face in
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loneliness. Or so I thought, reading her lines. But her humor held her up and that fat Chinamma who haunted her,
dropping in and out of grandmother’s days. I could hear grandmother’s voice so clearly, perhaps with the slight
distortion my own voice has as I listen to it.
Kuruchiethu Tiruvana
February 17, 1931
Yesterday I stood in front of the oval mirror and looked at my eyes. They were so huge, so formless. So black. I
picked up the stick of kajal Chinna had given me. Frivolity in hard times, my love! Rimming around the sad flesh.
Making boundaries. But I stood there and did nothing but bite my lips.
“No, I won’t do up my eyes,” I said. “Let them be. When I’m dead, let the photographers do it!”
What a stupid thing to say, my darling.
But I’m funny these days. I wash my face only in well water. And hardly use soap. And wear white, for days on end
till Chinamma says I look like a widow!
Tomorrow, I turn thirty.
*
Kuruchiethu Tiruvana
March 19, 1931
Chinamma was wearing those wooden clogs she always wears and made a terrible clatter on the marble floor. I
embraced her. She smelled of fresh soap. She is like an older sister to me, Kuru. She scolded me, for my hair hung in
shreds and had not been oiled, because my lips were bitten. She insisted I come with her the next evening to address the
college women in Kozhencheri. She forced me to accept. Even mother was glad I was getting out of the house.
Chinamma stayed, ate some fried bitter gourd. She is curing her blood, she says, though only the lord knows what
might be up with her blood and what the bitter gourd will do for it. But she has a vaidyan she sees in Kottayam. She
follows all his instructions most faithfully.
The college is up on a hill. You’ve been there, a small whitewashed building overhung with jasmine. I was very
eager to meet the women again. Many of them were satyagrahis. I still remember fifty of us, lying on that very road, in
the dust, our red-and-white saris tied end to end, the knots bursting through the dust. Our bodies warm and alive, laid in
the dust.
“The British truck will not pass! Oppression will not last!” we chanted.
It seems funny now, in a strange way. Not the passion, but the utter dispossession of self needed to lie on the road.
Our passive resistance. I remember how hot my mouth felt. And how pale the white butterfly above me seemed to be,
melting into the sunlight. The British were shouting something in the distance. The road trembled with their boots.
After a while Chinamma said she had to get herself a drink of toddy before the meeting and that I should walk up
alone. They would be waiting for me. It was a long stretch of road. Soon the houses were all left behind. Even the
small, red brick schools. There was just the dusty field, purple now, in the darkness. I could hear my own footsteps. It
was unnerving. Like hearing ones own heartbeat. On and on I walked. My tongue felt so dry. Then I started to run. I
saw thorn bushes that I did not remember seeing before. They had tiny red berries, like drops of blood. I felt like
plucking one, to cool my tongue as I ran, but it was dark, and I could not tell if there was poison in that fruit or not.
When I finally got to the college, I felt as if I had run an eternity. My ankles were scratched and swollen. I could not
stop panting.

5
There was nothing exaggerated about the next letter. Nothing dreamlike. It was as precise as grandmother
could make it. It was hardly her fault that she was struggling to spell out feelings that lay outside the ordinary
territory of her days. A nothingness within … perhaps it had something to do with her fathers imminent death.
Tiruvana
May 7, 1931
I watch the grass turn yellow in the rock crevices. People move about me, Kuruvilla, but I have no body of my
own. Nothing to grasp. A hollowness at the heart of me. Like the passion fruit we saw together in the hills the year
before we married. The vine clawing the air, perfectly tooled; the skin golden, the freckles so smooth on its green
globe one wanted to lick it. But through a hole near the stalk all the stuff had dribbled out: seeds, flesh, juice. And it
hung on the vine, by the blue mountains, a bell, utterly hollow, not fruit, just skin of fruit, deceiving all the world.
It’s weariness, my darling. But where does it come from? I can hardly tell anymore. I am ashamed of speaking
like this of myself, and you in your straitened condition, bound in a small dusty room. But you have asked me to
speak, and so I do.
*
Tiruvana [No date]
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Yacub must have told you. Father is growing steadily worse. He breathes with great difficulty. His lips turn dry and
he chokes; cries out as if iron were crushing his ribs. Mara doesn’t go near him anymore. She’s afraid. Or perhaps even
wants him to die. Last night, I could tell he was listening to the bats in the jamun tree. But when mother came with her
Bible, he refused to hear.
I think he needs to see you. I tell him, as he lies there, his eyes clamped tight, all about your doings. How you are
eating a little now, what you read and write, who else is in prison with you, how Gandhi speaks of you.
Sometimes, when the black seeds drop in the air or the jamun splatters its fruit, father seems to breathe more easily.
His nails are growing dry and yellow. Mother, with her nose in the Bible, like a huge warthog, hardly moving yet
shouting constantly to one servant or another, bring the fried cucumbers, hot compress, prayer book, bell, bowl. And
poor father, laid out rigid in that bed, groaning. There’s very little the doctors can do for him. It’s as if mother must
constantly shout out these petty commands to stop her soul up. She cannot conceive of life without father. I fear for her.
It would be like lacking a foot or an arm. Or losing her silken garb and suddenly finding her body in rags. She
cannot face herself, nor herself in the world without his presence. So she shouts and fills up the time, or oils poor
Mara’s hair without stopping.
“It’ll all fall off, mother. For pity. For Christ’s sake!” I cried at her the other day.
The lamps are lit in the dining room. The curtains have blown open. Mother has roused herself and is setting out the
silver dishes. I can smell the starched white cloth from where I sit. I think it’s because the bishop has promised to come.
He wants to see father. I can see mother open her mouth. She is wiping her mouth with her handkerchief. I am so scared
she will call out for me. Mara’s asleep, my darling. Sometimes at night she cries out. Then I put my cheek by hers and
she tucks her arm around my neck. It hardly goes all the way around so she squeezes herself against me. She smells of
straw and honey as she sleeps, her mouth wet with milk.
I didn’t tell you that as I ran, panting, up that dusty road to the college, a song came into my mind. Nothing
whatsoever to do with my talk, as far as I can tell. I think mother used to sing it, ages ago. Or it might have been aunt
Sara, poor mad Sara found drowned in a well.
Glistening silk
The color of milk
Decking the bride!
Who’ll bind up the shroud?
Mama, mama,
I’ll come for a ride!
The song has a lovely lilt to it. But its terrifying. You know that mother keeps her wedding sari in the teak chest.
That she will be wrapped in it, when she’s borne out of the house? “There are many rooms in my fathers house.”
Kuru, forgive me. Forgive me, darling. She’s calling out for me. And I hear the bishops walking stick on the granite
steps.
*
September 2, 1931
Already, his death is here, living with us. It knows us. And because it’s father’s death, we welcome it, a kinsman, a
twin, known only at the rare moment of passage. I realize now, Kuruvilla, that I have absolutely no religious faith, but I
acknowledge my father’s death. It troubles the air. It teases the light. The leaves blacken around it. Last night father
sipped a little wine and seemed almost happy.
Father is more peaceful now and sleeps at night. His death has settled into the house. The huge iron pots of boiling
water we keep at his bedside to help him breathe seem immovable yet part of the ordinary world. Kutan stands by him
all afternoon, fanning him.
Now and then, father opens his eyes. In some strange way, he seems to be filled with love. As if his dark blood had
fled the wound and light from another shore were pouring in. Bathed in that light, everything is unfamiliar: his bed, the
books, spitting bowl, even mothers hand.
Yesterday he raised his fingers and touched her wedding ring. That tiny gold millstone at her knuckle. Tried to say
something. But mother fled. I heard her weep from afar. Now she has taken to walking through the pepper vines, ivory
cane in hand. Mara follows her, tugging at her hem. It’s as if mother does not want to re-enter the house. Yesterday she
pointed out a swallow to me. It clung to a pepper vine.
“It’s come from the other side of death, Kanda,” she said to me, pointing with the stick. I barely know what she
thinks. Yet she’s more lucid than before, and all my anger has vanished.
His death leaps with him. They swing from bough to bough. Little boys who would steal gooseberries. Crying out as
the air rushes to their skins.
My father dancing with death, Kuru. Now, nothing but the stench of the old body. I hid in the bathroom. I heard the
hearse clatter down the gravel path. I walked, gravely, as befitting a fatherless child. I buried my head in a hole the
gardener had dug. I bit the dust, beneath the gooseberry roots.
Tonight, I enter another hole. No sounds come out of my mouth. Its all a great wind, whirling, unfixing the elements.
Fathers clothes, juba, dhoti, even his skin, unwrapped and whirling as if all the air in the hole were sucked out with a
giant breath. His skin rolls off. It stops at his toe bones: five delicate flowers, blue-petaled, perfect, out of which a great
scent rises.
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Leaves fall on my head. In that darkness, his flesh vanishes wholly. I bend, to protect my mouth from the wind. I
touch a blue flower and find a tiny foot. I tug and tug, feeling my own skin soldered there, breathing so hard I think I
will die. My mouth is horribly open, yet I hear nothing but the gasping wind.
Suddenly, the whirlwind ceases. I find I can pull my flesh away. It does not burn as if cut by a red-hot iron. I lie on
my back, breathing ever so gently. In my arms, a little child, Mara. Holding her by the waist, I clamber out of the silent
hole, lie down on the damp grass, utterly spent.
There are wild bees about us, in her wet tangled hair, in my armpits. Red ants crawl over us. Grasshoppers, their
wings drenched with light, all over our eyelids.
She sucks and sucks at my breast. Milk flows out, over the tiny grass blades, the pebbles, and will not stop. Enough
for the whole world. Her tiny heart beats hard.
The British are planning large scale repressions, flogging, death in the Northern Provinces. They cannot bear our
birth struggle.
So I’m fatherless now, my darling, and he, out of whose seed I am come (though all these are mere words now, no
substance left to touch), is gone. Neither wind nor water touch him. It is our love that is left, utterly bereft, whirling. A
dry wind of anguish. Knowing the last threads are loosed and father, he who was father, has no need of us any more.
Mother is confined to her bed and will see no one. I do not even know where Mara is. Tomorrow, the feast of the
dead. I hear the pots clatter. Axes bite into the flesh of the banana tree.

1952
22.127 The Scream\fn{by Rohinton Mistry (1952- )} Bombay, Bombay City District, Maharashtra State, India (M) 5
The first time I heard the scream outside my window, I had just fallen asleep. It was many nights ago. The
sound pierced the darkness like a needle. Behind it, it pulled an invisible thread of pain.
The night was suffocating. There was no sign of rain. The terrible cry disturbed the dry, dusty air, then died in
silence. Bullies, torturers, executioners all prefer silence. Exceptions are made: for the sounds of their
instruments, their own grunts of effort, their victims’ agony. The rest is silence. No wisdom like silence. Silence is
golden. I associated silence with virtuous people. Or at least harmless, inoffensive people. I was thinking of
Trappist monks, of gurus and babas who take vows of silence. I was wrong. Even at my great age, there are many
things to learn.
The scream disturbed no one inside the flat. None in the building opened a window and poked out a curious
head. The buildings across the road were also hushed. The light of the street lamp grew dimmer. No witnesses?
Could I have dreamt it? But the scream was followed by shrieks:
“Bachaaav, bachaav!” yelled the man, help me, please! I opened my eyes, and there were more screams.
Frightened, I shut my eyes. It was utterly horripilating. He appealed to his tormentors. I was afraid to rise and
look out the window. He begged them to stop hitting, to please forgive.
“Mut maaro, maaf karol!”
That was many nights ago. But as soon as it gets dark and the light is switched off, I can think of nothing else.
If I do think of something else, sooner or later the scream returns. It comes like a disembodied hand to clutch my
throat and choke my windpipe. Then it becomes difficult to fall asleep, specially at my age, with my many
worries.
Signs of trouble are everywhere. The sea-gulls keep screeching. The seedlings are wilting and ready to die. The
fishermen’s glistening nets emerge from the sea, emptier than yesterday. All day long there is shouting and
fighting. Buses and lorries thunder past. Politicians make loud speeches, fanatics shriek bloodcurdling threats.
And even at night there is no peace.
I sleep on a mattress on the floor, in the front room. In the front room the light is better. The dust lies thick on
the furniture. The others use the back room. My place used to be there, too, among them. All night long I could
hear their orchestra of wind instruments, their philharmonia of dyspepsia, when, with the switching off of the
lights, it was as if a conductor had raised his baton and given the downbeat, for it started immediately, the
breathing, snoring, wheezing, sighing, coughing, belching, and farting. Not that I was entirely silent myself. But
at least my age gives me the right; pipes grown old cannot remain soundless.
In that caliginous back room, verging on the hypogean, with its dark nooks and corners, often the air would be
inspissated before half the night was through. And yet, it was so much better than being alone, so much more
comforting to lie amidst warm, albeit noisy, bodies when one’s own grew less and less warm day by day.
Horripilating . . . caliginous . . . hypogean . . . inspissated. . . It pleases me that these words are not lost on you.
But you wonder why I use them when gooseflesh, and gloomy, or hot and steamy, would work just as well
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instead. Patience. I am no show-off. Though I will readily admit that if words like these sit inside me unused for
too long, they make me costive. A periodic purge is essential for an old man’s well-being. At my age, well-being
is a relative concept. So I repeat, I am no exhibitionist, this is not a manifestation of logorrhoea or wanton
sesquipedalianism. At my age, there is no future in showing off. There are good reasons. Patience. Soon you will
know.
All my life I have feared mice, starvation, and loneliness. Now that loneliness has arrived, it’s not so bad. But I
knew the others did not want me among them. For some reason I was a nuisance. So now I sleep in the front
room, on a mattress on the floor, wedged between the sofa and the baby grand. I am in a tight spot. One wrong
turn and I could bruise a knee or crack my forehead. The others were only too glad to see me go. They even lay
out my stained and lumpy mattress for me each night. Once, I pointed to the servant and said to them,
“Let him carry it.”
“He is not a servant, he is our son,” they said, “don’t you recognize your own grandchild?”
Such liars. Always, such lies they tell me, to make me think I am losing my mind. And they carry my mattress,
wearing their supererogatory airs, as if concerned about an old man’s welfare. But I know the truth hiding in their
hearts. They are poor actors. They think at my age I can no longer separate the genuine from the spurious, the real
from the acted, so why bother to make elaborate efforts to dissimulate. But they will know, when they are old like
me, that untangling the enemy’s skein of deceit becomes easier with the passing of time.
With your permission, I will give you an example. Sometimes I find it difficult to rise from my chair. So I call
the servant:
“Chhokra, give me a hand.”
If his masters are not watching, he comes at once. If they are, he ignores me, naturally, not wanting to cross
them. Taking a leaf from their book, he even mocks me. I wonder why they spoil him so much. Good servants are
hard to find, yes. But to let him eat with them at table? Sleep in the same room, on a bed? And for me a mattress
on the floor. What days have come. Whole world turning upside down.
My excuse for moving to the front room was to read till late in the night. In the back room they would switch
off the lights; they used to say my old eyes were too weak to read past midnight, I must rest, I must not go blind, I
must see my grandson grow and marry and have many children. But my eyes were quickly forgotten as they
carried out my torn, stained, lumpy mattress.
“Whatever pleases you,” they said, “we are here on earth only to serve our elders.”
Huh!
In the front room, sometimes I read, but more often, after switching off the light, I go to the window. There is a
deep cement ledge on the inside. I sit on the ledge. Never for more than a few minutes, though. The cement is
hard on my bones, on my shriveled old arse of wrinkled skin-bags. But once it was firm and smooth and bouncy.
Once it was a butt that both men and women enjoyed gazing after. Not as deep as a well, nor as wide as a church
door, thank God, but just the right size.\fn{ “Not as deep as a well, nor so wide as a church door, but tis enough, twill serve”—part
of Mercutio’s last speech as he is dying; somewhere in Romeo and Juliet (1597):H} Without blackheads or pimples, without any
blemishes or irregularities whatsoever. Firm and smooth and bouncy are the precisely operative words. Not
bouncy like a young woman’s, but just enough, so that if you were to slap or squeeze it in a friendly manner, both
of us would feel good.
The cement feels cool to the touch. You might think that a blessing in this hot climate. I don’t. Not when I am
craving warmth. Would you believe me if I told you the ones in the back room chill the ledge with slabs of ice,
just to harass me?
But the window is convenient for making water at night. The water closet is through the back room, and if I
stumble past after the others are asleep, cursing and screaming follow me all the way. There are some bushes
outside the window. The neighbourhood dogs use them. They do not mind me. An old man’s water is pure H 2O—
no smell, no color. Nothing much left inside me, neither impurities nor substance.
I used to keep a large old milk bottle. I’d labeled it Nocturnal Micturition Bottle, just to avoid mistakes, so no
one might use it for something incompatible. The ones in the back room said I had spelt it wrong, that it should be
'micturation', a-t-i-o-n, not i-t-i-o-n. Their audacity is immedicable. When I was young (and they were little), they
used to ask me for meanings, spellings, explanations. I inculcated the dictionary habit in them. Now they question
my spelling.
Like you. Yes, don’t deny it. I see you reaching for the OED.\fn{ Oxford English Dictionary.} No need to be so
sneaky, do it openly and proudly, it is one of the finest acts. To know the word, its spelling, the very bowels of its
meaning, the womb which gave it birth—this is one of the few things left in life still worth doing.
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Something strange happened after I began keeping the milk bottle. The volume of water I passed increased
night by night. The one bottle was no longer enough. It would not surprise me if the others were slipping a
diuretic into my food or medicine to torment me. Soon there were six milk bottles standing in a row at the foot of
my mattress each night, all duly labeled. They were always full before the sun rose. At the crack of dawn I
emptied them down the toilet bowl. I felt a pang of loss. Was there no better use for it? If the nations of the Third
World were to piss in unison, the land mass of the First World just might disappear under a sea of urine. We could
all take diurectics for a successful flood. Events thenceforth would be classified as ante-urinal or post-urinal. A
long-overdue chapter in history could begin at last.
But one night, a bottle slipped through my fingers while micturating. Wet shards of glass glinted on the floor.
The others went on for days about it. My hands keep shaking because of this disease I have. They tell me there is
no cure for it. Should I believe them? The doctor said the same thing, granted. But how long does it take to bribe a
doctor, slip him a few rupees?
The first night of the scream, I was not reading, or sitting on the window ledge, or micturating. I was asleep.
Then the scream rose again in the street, the man begged for mercy. There was no mercy. He pleaded with them to
be careful with his arm, it would break. It only goaded them to more cruelty. He screamed again. Still no one
awoke. Or they pretended not to.
Why do I have to listen to this, I asked myself. If only I could fall asleep again. So difficult, at my age. Oh, so
cruel, finding sleep after long searching, only to have it slip away. And afterwards? Only this—my scourge of
worries and troubles. Sadhus agitating for a trade union. Cows spurning grass from strangers’ hands. The snake
charmer’s flute enraging the cobra. Stubborn funeral pyres defying the kindling torch.
I shivered and sweated, afraid to rise from between the sofa and the baby grand to look out the window. An
upright would have made more sense than a baby grand, I thought. Lying in the dark on the mattress, I could
reach the pedals with my feet, and lift my arms to tickle the ivories, joining distantly in the back-room orchestra
of wind instruments.
Once upon a time, I took piano lessons. I practiced on this very baby grand. But after the second lesson my
right-hand fingers were caught in a lift. Its doors, made from a mighty oak, closed on my hand. I did not scream.
When I removed my fingers they were a good bit flattened. I smiled embarrassedly at my fellow passengers in the
lift. There was no pain. My first thought was to restore the proper shape. I squeezed and kneaded the crushed
fingers, comparing them to the undamaged left hand, to make sure I was achieving the correct contours. I could
hear faint crunches. Then I fainted.
If I listen hard, I can still hear those crunches of my bone fragments when I flex my fingers. Flexed in time and
rhythm, they resemble dim castanets. I can do the Spanish Gypsy Dance and Malaguena. Nowadays, the only
person who plays the piano is the servant boy. Makes no sense to me. A piano for a servant, denying my mattress
the floor space.
The other night a mouse ran over my ankles as I lay on the mattress. That was not unusual. Almost every night
a mouse brushes my hands or feet. What was unusual was my feeling comforted by its touch. Happily, disgust and
revulsion soon followed the pleasant sensation. Unusual responses can be disconcerting in old age. Never know
what might happen next. I hated mice as a young man. I prefer to keep hating them as an old one. This way, the
world stays a safer place.
Did you know that mice can nibble human toes without causing pain or waking the sleeper? The saliva of mice
induces local anesthesia and promotes coagulation, curbing excessive bleeding. Their exhaled breath, blown with
expert gentleness on the digits in question, is quite soothing till the morning comes.
I tell the ones in the back room about the mice, about my fears. They don’t care. No doubt they would be
pleased if one morning I woke up missing a few fingers or toes. They laugh at me. Whatever I say is for them a
laughing matter, worthless rubbish. All worthless, my thoughts are worthless, my words are worthless.
One day I lost my temper.
“Floccinaucinihilipilificators!”\fn{ Worthless people; floccinaucinihilipilification is the action or habit of estimating something
as worthless; the Latin elements of this word—flocci-nauci-nihili-pili—“were listed in a well-known rule of the Latin Grammar used at
Eton College”:W/H} I screamed at them.

Not comprehending, they laughed again, assuming I had lapsed into the galimatias of senescence.
You seem like very sensible people for not laughing. Doubtless you have also run into a mouse or two. If my
knowledge of zoology, particularly the feeding habits of Mus musculus, impresses and interests you, I could tell
you more. It does? Say no more. We shall return to it presently.
The screams on the street gave way to groaning. There were muffled thuds, blows landing on unprotected
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parts. Diaphragm, kidneys, stomach. Groaning again, then violent retching. I was sweating, I trembled, I wished it
would end. The air was parched. If only there were thunder and rain. If there were screaming, and also thunder
and rain, it might be bearable, I thought.
The mice leave the piano alone. They never run over the keys or romp among the wires and hammers. I keep
hoping to hear plinks, plonks, and musical sounds in the night not of my making. Expectations created long, long
ago by children’s stories, I suspect. They have turned out to be lies, like so much else.
Flying cockroaches are as terrifying as mice. But the secret is to keep a cool head when the whirring comes
close to your face. Switch on the light, take a slipper, stand absolutely still instead of flailing wildly, and then,
when its flight pattern becomes predictable, kill it on the wing. It’s not as difficult as it sounds. I am proud to do it
so well at my age. Flying or non-flying, cockroaches hold no fear for me. No, it is the insidious mouse with its
anaesthetic saliva and soothing suspirations that I dread when darkness falls.
One night—another one, not the night of the scream, or the night of the soft and pleasing mouse—when I
looked through the window, around midnight, unable to sleep as usual, a chanawalla came from the direction of
Chaupatty, from the beach, his basket hanging from a sling round his neck. I smelled quantities of gram and
peanuts in the basket. A tin can with its mixture of chopped onions, coriander, chilli powder, pepper, and salt,
along with a slice of lemon, added its aroma to the dry, rainless air. My mouth was watering.
The ones in the back room have forbidden me all spices. They say the masala causes a sore throat, tonsilitis,
diarrhea; and the burden of these sicknesses will fall on their heads, they say. So they give me food insipid as
saliva. And it always has too much salt or no salt at all. Deliberately, believe me. In the beginning it made me a
little cross; I would yell and scream and throw the food about. Then I realized this was exactly what they wanted
to see, to starve me to death. I abruptly changed my tactics. Now, the worse the food, the more I praise it. Their
disappointed faces, deprived of the daily spectacle, are a sight. Of course they pretend to be glad that I am
enjoying the food.
And their tricks do not stop at food. Even my medicine they deprive me of, disregarding the schedule
prescribed by the doctor. Then, when my hands and feet shake more than ever, they point to them and say,
“See how sick you are? Let us take care of you. Be good, listen to what we say.”
Such wickedness. Such tyranny. But I will get the better of them. One of these days they will forget to hide the
key to my cupboard. Then I will be dressed and gone to my solicitor before they can say floccinaucinihili
pilification.
Thc silhouette of the chanawalla and his neck-slung basket made me yearn for something. I could not identify
the object of my yearning. He had a little wire-handled brazier to roast the peanuts. A bit of charcoal glowed in the
brazier. I wished I could reach through the window and feel the warmth of that ember.
The chanawalla was accosted by three men. They jostled him viciously, though at first they seemed like
friends. They grabbed handfuls of peanuts and brazenly sauntered off. When the chanawalla walked under a street
lamp, I saw tears on his face. It might have been sweat. He lifted a hand and wiped his face. Once my eyes were
stronger than today. Strong and piercing was my gaze. Never a chance of confusing tears and sweat.
The men who sleep outside the building across the road were still awake when all this happened. But they did
not intercede on the chanawalla’s behalf. Most of them are very muscular fellows. They went about preparing for
sleep as if nothing was happening. They might have been right. It is hard, at my age, to know if anything is
happening.
Watching the muscular fellows is my favourite pastime at this late hour. There is always laughing and joking as
they unroll their bedding, strip down to their underpants, and take turns to use the tap in the alley beside the
building. Pinching and slapping, pushing and shoving, they prepare for bed. Some of them share a bedding with a
friend, and cuddle under a threadbare cloth, hugging and comforting. I know what it is like, the yearning for
comfort. Sometimes a woman appears. She spends a little time with each of them, then departs.
Unlike the building I live in, the one across the road includes a private nursing home, an accountant’s office,
residential flats, a twenty-four-hour horoscope and astrology service, a furniture store, restaurant, auto shop, and a
godown in the basement whose windows look out at street level. Periodically, lorries with various gods and
slogans painted on their sides arrive at the building. The muscular men load or unload the lorries during the day.
They work at a flat, per-lorry rate, always in high spirits.
Sometimes the prime minister visits from the capital to consult the astrologer about a favourable time for
introducing new legislation, or an auspicious month for holding general elections. Then the police cordon off the
area, no one can pass in or out of the building. There are long traffic jams. People who want to obtain their
rations, take children to school, give birth, or go to hospital have to wait till the prime minister has finished with
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the nation’s business.
The men who own the lorries also ask the astrologer’s advice for a propitious time. The muscular men do not
quibble about this. On the contrary, they are grateful: when the business was owned by unbelievers who did not
take necessary precautions, a huge crate slipped and killed one of the muscular men.
On days when the stars forbid the loading of lorries, the men sit and watch the traffic. Once, on just such an
idle day, a beggar stole a bun from the restaurant. The waiters gave chase to impress their manager. They caught
the beggar and thrashed him soundly before he could bite the bun. A policeman ran up to deliver the obligatory
law-enforcement blows. The sun was very bright and hot. I was not squeamish about watching. I am not
frightened of physical pain inflicted on others. Especially if it is in moderation. And there was nothing excessive
about this action. Not like the police in that very backward north-eastern state, poking rusty bicycle spokes in
suspected criminals’ eyes, and then pouring in sulfuric acid. Not like that at all.
The waiters took back the mangled bun. The muscular men produced a coin. They insisted that the beggar
return to the restaurant and purchase the comestible with dignity. They stood around him, satisfied, and watched
him eat it.
But the muscular men do not go to the rescue of the screamer. I cannot understand it. Nor can I understand,
given my unsqueamish nature, why I cannot endure the screaming any more, the cries which occur at intervals
every night, after midnight. I am shivering, my sweat is cold, the night is dark, my knees are aching, my brow is
feverish, I am running out of things like mice, cockroaches, chanawallas to occupy my mind, the scream and pain
keep displacing them. The neighbour’s dog begins to bark.
Brownie begins to bark. Brownie is the brother of a dog called Lucky, who died of rabies. The others in the
back room are fond of dogs, but blame me for their not being able to keep one. I would trip over the dog, they say,
I would trip and fall and break my bones, and the burden of my broken bones would land squarely on their
unprotected heads, they say.
Sometimes they bring Brownie in from next door to play with him and feed him the bones they save at
mealtimes. Nowadays, they won’t let me suck the marrowbones. They snatch them from my plate for Brownie.
Even my marrow-spoon has been hidden away. The reason? A tiny bone splinter might choke me, they say.
Always they have an excuse ready for the eyes and ears of the world. They try to teach Brownie to shake hands.
The crotch-sniffing cur is not interested. He sticks his snout in my groin and knocks my onions around, like a
performing seal. They, my onions, that is, hang lower and lower each day. Great care must be taken every time I
sit. What I would not give to have again my scrotum tight as a fig. The indignities of old age. Shrinking
cucumber, and enlarging onions. What fate. But that's the way the ball bounces.
What destiny. Everything is my fault, according to the ones in the back room. They are so brave when it comes
to mistreating and subjugating an old man. They want to hear no more about the scream, they threaten me, it is all
my imagination. Every day they tell me I am mad, crazy, insane. That I have lost my mind, my memory, my sense
of reality.
But you be the judge. You form your own opinion. Weigh the evidence. Listen to my words, regard the
concinnity of my phrases. Observe the elegant coherence of my narrative. Consider the precise depiction of my
pathetic state. Does this sound like a crazy man’s story? Does it?
Of course not. Take a minute, later on, I beseech you, to plead my case with the ones in the back room. It is no
more and no less than your duty. Apathy is a sin. This old age did not come upon me without teaching me virtue
and vice. I speak the truth. I keep my promises. I am kind to the young and helpless. The young are seldom
helpless.
Apathy is a sin. And yet, not one of them goes to help the screamer. How they can bear to sleep through it,
night after night, I don’t know. But what heroes they were, that morning, when we found a harmless drunkard
under the stairs. He was asleep, clutching a khaki cloth bag containing three hubcaps. Stolen, everyone
proclaimed at once. They shook him awake. Neighbors carne to look. They asked him questions. He did not wish
to answer. They kicked the desire into him. When he answered, they could not understand his thick-tongued
mumbles. But they have seen too many movies, so of course they kicked him again. Blubbering, he took out a
screwdriver from his pocket.
“I am a mechanic,” he explained.
Murderer, they shouted, poking him over and over with his screwdriver. Somebody suggested he was
dangerous, and should be tied up. So one of the heroes got some string. It was the flat kind, like a thin ribbon,
with print on it: Asoomal Sweets, Made Fresh Daily, it read. They tied him with it, trussed him like a stuffed bird.
Oh, what heroes.
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Not one dares to go out and look. The screams keep corning. I weep, I pray, but the screams do not stop. I
sleep with two pillows. One under my aching head, the other between my thighs. Some mornings I have woken
up to find the back room heroes standing around my mattress on the floor. Standing around and laughing, pointing
at the pillow between my withered thighs. I am silent then. I know the day will come when they too seek comfort
in ways that seem laughable to others.
When the screams drive me over the edge of despair, when I am tired of weeping and praying, then I remove
the pillow between my thighs and press it over my ears. Now the screaming stops.
In the morning I am neglected as usual while the back room comes to life. I open the curtain and look out. I
scratch my low-slung onions. Men go about their business. The sun is hot already. There is shame and fatigue on
their faces. Since the first night of the scream, I have begun to see this shame and fatigue everywhere. The ones in
the back room also wear it.
The dust is thicker today on the furniture. I look in the cold, pitiless mirror. The reflection takes me by
surprise. Now I know with certainty: if the others have not already heard the screaming, the time is not far off.
Soon it will pierce their beings and rob them of their rest. Their day will come. Their night will come. Poor
creatures. My anger towards them is melting. All is forgiven.
The air is still dry, we wait for rain. The beggars have gone on strike. The field are sere, the fish nets empty.
The blackmarketeers have begun to hoard. People are filling the temples. The flies are dropping like men.
212.131 Excerpts from The Elephant-headed God And Other Hindu Tales\fn{by Debjani Chatterjee (1952- )}
Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 15
1: The Monkey Bridge to Lanka

Let me tell you the tale of how, many years ago, the animals helped Rama, prince of Ayodhya, to rescue his
beloved wife Sita. It is a tale of courage, of strength and patient endurance; and above all it is a tale of unity,
loyalty, and friendship. The monkeys played a most important part, but there were many heroes of the animal
world who came at Rama’s call and all did their humble best.
By a cruel fate, and even though they had done nothing wrong, Rama and Sita had been banished to the forests
of north India for fourteen years. But instead of being downcast they tried to make their lives in the forest as
happy as possible. Nor were they lonely, for not only was Rama’s younger brother, Lakshman, with them to share
their exile, but they soon made friends with the birds and animals of the forest. With their bows and arrows, Rama
and Lakshman would defend their new friends against the demons who would come from time to time to attack
them. All the animals loved the gentle princess Sita.
One day, Ravana, the ten-headed and twenty armed demon-king, seized Sita when she was walking alone in
the forest, and dragged her into his flying chariot. Desperate that her husband would not know where she had
gone, Sita took off her colourful bangles, tinkling anklets, earrings, nose-ring and necklace, and threw them one
by one from the chariot, in the hope that Rama might find them and follow the trail to rescue her. The jewelry fell
into dense jungles as Ravana drove his chariot southward across the sky, heading back to his island kingdom of
Lanka.
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The forest animals heard Sita’s cries as the wicked Ravana bore her away, and they were filled with pity for
her. Swinging from branch to branch, the monkeys tried to follow the chariot, but it was too swift for them. They
did, however, note where Sitas jewelry fell, so that they could show them to Rama afterwards. The animals were
all frightened of Ravana but Jatayu, the great eagle, bravely tried to stop the demon-king by swooping down and
attacking him with his sharp beak and talons. After a fierce fight Ravana slashed off Jatayu’s wings with his sword
and the dying bird fell to the forest floor.
With his last breath Jatayu described Sita’s kidnapper to Rama and Lakshman, who now realized that their
enemy was the mighty Ravana. Rama blessed the noble bird and asked him to close his eyes as he prayed. Then
Jatayu saw in a vision that the prince whom he had helped was none other than the great god Vishnu born on
Earth to punish the demon-king! The eagle died content.
Determined to rescue Sita, Rama and Lakshman set off on foot through jungles and over mountains, following
the trail. The monkeys warned them that Ravana would never give up Sita without a fight and the demon-king
was reputed to have a large and terrifying army of demons. They offered to accompany the two princes and serve
as their army. Along the way they came across other animals and many of these too, especially the bears and
elephants, decided to join Rama in fighting the evil Ravana.
So, accompanied by his brother and by a large army of animals, Rama reached the southern tip of India. There
he found the vast Indian Ocean blocking his way! Rama knew that the tear-shaped island of Lanka lay not far
across the water, glittering like a jewel in the sun, with its many splendid palaces and fortresses ringed by gardens
full of peacocks and deer. Somehow, Rama, who had no flying chariot like the demon-king, had to find a way
across the ocean.
Though he was really Vishnu living on Earth as a man, Rama now prayed for help in his difficulty, like any
ordinary man. He stood by the ocean shore and prayed to the god of the seas. The sea god was troubled as he sat
on his throne in his underwater palace of coral and shells. Every sincere prayer is heard by the gods, and so he
could not help hearing Rama. But, he reasoned, the sea is the sea. He could not dry up the ocean just to let Rama
and his friends walk across! So he ordered the sea nymphs to come and play music on their conches, hoping that
he could drown the sound of Rama’s prayers! But it was a vain hope. The prince of Ayodhya prayed the harder,
and Lakshman and the monkeys joined him. The sea god grew more and more troubled, but still he did nothing.
At length Rama felt that he could wait no longer. Every hour that passed was an hour apart from his beloved
wife who was now in captivity. He was angry, too, because the god of the seas was deliberately ignoring their
prayers. It was necessary, he decided, to teach the god a lesson.
Now, Rama was the best archer in all of India. With his eyes kindling with anger, he pulled out a special arrow
from his quiver. Aiming carefully he let it fly into the ocean. The arrow sped through the water until it found its
target. The barbed point bit painfully into one shoulder of the sea god. The god of the seas knew that he had
angered a hero far greater than himself. With the white froth, flecked with his blood, bubbling around him, he rose
to the surface. Very humbly he joined his hands as he faced the prince who was about to loose a second arrow.
“Please don’t shoot, great Rama! I beg your forgiveness for my mistake,” said the trembling god. “I am only a
minor god of the seas, while you are almighty Vishnu and the whole of creation is in your keeping. I know that
your heart is full of sorrow for Sita who is a prisoner in Lanka. But I cannot dry up the ocean for your army to
walk across, for many living creatures would suffer and die if I did. What would happen to the fish that swim and
play in the sea? And what of the sailors who sail on it, and the fishermen who fish in its waters?”
Rama sighed and put away his bow. He knew what the sea god said was true and his words melted away his
anger.
“I am going mad thinking of how Sita must be suffering. There must be some way that you can help me,” he
urged.
The sea nymphs and dolphins who had risen to the surface of the ocean in support of their king, looked
imploringly at the sea god, as did the monkeys on the shore. The god was thoughtful as he pulled out Rama’s
arrow. He rubbed his shoulder, and the wound healed instantly.
“I have it!” he said suddenly, a bright smile lighting up an already radiant face. “I will give what help I can, but
you will all have to help yourselves first. Throw sticks, stones, anything, into the water. I will support every grain
of sand and splinter of wood you throw in, so that it floats on the ocean, until a floating bridge to Lanka is
formed.” Having given his promise of help, the sea god and his companions disappeared in the swirling waters.
“But it will take an age to build,” protested Lakshman.
“Let’s start right away then!” suggested Rama.
The two brothers and the animals got busy. Great apes and huge bears hurled massive boulders into the sea.
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Elephants uprooted giant trees with their trunks and carried them to the water. Even the birds carried twigs in their
beaks. Monkeys of all sizes and colors competed to see who could carry the most stones.
After some hours of frantic effort, one of the monkeys stopped for a rest. His attention was caught by a little
brown squirrel that was busily scurrying between the sea and the sand. The squirrel was energetically rolling on
the beach to collect sand and dust in its soft fur, then it was rushing to the water and shaking the sand and dust off
its bushy tail and body. The macaque roared with laughter, and all the other monkeys came running to see what
the fun was, for they are easily distracted. They all laughed too when they saw the little squirrel trying to help
build the bridge with its puny efforts. It seemed quite ridiculous to them. One of the monkeys went across to tell
Rama that while he was throwing boulders and trees in the water, a foolish squirrel was shaking dust into it.
“Why! It might as well not bother!” he jeered.
At once the prince went to where quite a crowd had collected. He, too, saw the squirrel rolling on the sand
while the monkeys laughed. But Rama only smiled and very gently he picked up the squirrel and placed it on the
palm of one hand.
“Friend,” said Rama, and his voice was full of love, “all here are helping me to build a bridge to Lanka. The
monkeys of course are doing a tremendous job. In generations to come, children will hear of the mighty Monkey
Bridge to Lanka. Poets will sing the praises of the apes and the chimpanzees. But every creature that helps me is
my friend. Everyone here has my undying gratitude. You, little one, are working as hard as anyone. I am truly
grateful for your help.”
While the other animals looked on in wonder and a little shame, Rama blessed the squirrel. With his free hand
he gently stroked its back, saying:
“You shall carry forever a mark of my love and gratitude.”
To the astonishment of those gathered around, Rama’s fingers left five stripes on the squirrel’s back. How
proud it was! Now the squirrel’s part in building the bridge would never be forgotten.
Ravana, the demon-king, had laughed in contempt when his spies had brought him reports that Rama had
amassed a monkey army in the forests of south India. He had laughed too when they reported that the army had
reached the ocean shore. When he heard that they were busy building a bridge to cross over to Lanka, he laughed
so much that everyone thought he would burst.
“They are mad,” thundered the scornful tyrant. “No one can build a bridge over the ocean. They will die of old
age long before they succeed!”
It did not take long, however, for Ravana’s spies to discover that rocks and stones were floating magically on
the water, and before their unbelieving eyes a bridge was taking shape. Ravana did not believe them when they
reported this latest news. Calling them “fools and dunderheads”, he ordered them to be hung upside down while
their toes were tickled with feathers. But later that day as he walked upon the terrace of his favourite palace,
Ravana saw, to his horror, a bridge that truly stretched out from India towards Lanka.
For a moment the demon-king grew pale with fear. But he still refused to return Sita to her husband, choosing
instead to face Rama in battle. The story of that great battle, where good was ranged against evil, Rama against
Ravana, the monkeys against the demons, is a favourite tale that is often told. The outcome, as you may expect,
was that Ravana was killed and his hordes of demons defeated. The victorious Rama and Lakshman rescued Sita
and crowned Ravana’s good younger brother as the new king, to the general delight of the people of Lanka. Then
they flew back with Sita to their own kingdom of Ayodhya in Ravana’s flying chariot.
In Ayodhya there was great rejoicing to see them alive and safe. Every home was decorated and lamps were lit
in their honor. Rama and Lakshman’s old father had died in their absence, so Rama now became king, and Sita his
queen. Rama’s reign is still talked about in India as a “golden age”, for it was a time of great happiness for all
good people.
The Monkey Bridge to Lanka has long since collapsed into the sea. But even today, thousands of years later,
Hindus all over the world decorate their homes each year during Diwali, the Festival of Lights, to celebrate the
triumphant return of Rama and Sita. To this day, squirrels all over India carry the mark of Rama’s gratitude; and
when the tide is low the water is quite shallow in places between India and the tear-shaped island of Sri Lanka. On
quiet nights, fisher-folk hear the sea nymphs sing of the famous Monkey Bridge, and one is almost tempted to
walk across.
2: The Elephant-headed God
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Just look at the picture opposite this page. Take a good long look. You cannot help smiling, can you? Look at
that elephant head sitting quite casually, and absurdly, on a fat boy’ neck— so fat in fact that I think his neck’s
disappeared! Have you ever heard of a boy with an elephant’s head? You will notice too that one of the tusks is
broken. Can you see it? If you look carefully, you may spy a small rat in the picture too.
This strange creature is Ganesh, the popular elephant-headed god. I don’t think that he minds you smiling or
even laughing at him—most people do the first time that they see him—for he is a jolly and friendly god with a
great sense of humor. That elephant’s head on his shoulders is no joke, however.
You may have heard that the Hindus worship many gods and goddesses who are all different aspects of the one
God. Ganesh is an important god in many ways. He is very near and dear to mankind, whom he is always helping.
He is “the Remover of Obstacles”—so when Hindus have problems or difficulties, big or small, they turn to him.
He brings good luck to his worshippers, and many Indian merchants and shopkeepers keep pictures or little
carved images of him in the home, the office or even the car!
But Ganesh is, above all, the god of Wisdom. Wisdom? Well, why not? That elephant head has something to
do with it. He only became the god of Wisdom, you see, after he acquired the elephant head. Hindus have always
loved their elephants for their hard work, loyalty and gentleness. But they also respect the elephant for its great
wisdom, long memory and dignity. With its wisdom and its strength the elephant is more truly the king of the
animal world than any lion can be.
To learn the secret of how Ganesh got his elephant’s head, I must tell you something about his parents. I am
sure you will agree that it is the strangest tale of all!
Ganesh belongs to the most popular family of gods in Hinduism. He is the elder son of Parvati and Shiva.
Parvati is the daughter of the Himalayas, that snowy chain of mountains that covers the north of India. She is a
most beautiful and gracious goddess, a loving mother and devoted wife. Shiva—well, even his best friends will
admit that he is not exactly an ideal father or husband. Shiva loves his family dearly, in his own way. Its just that
he cannot bear to stay at home all the time. He has a wanderlust in him and likes to go traveling on his pet bull.
Unfortunately, the places he is really keen on are remote and dangerous mountains and icy peaks—not the sort of
places one takes one’s family for a picnic!
Shiva likes the peace of cremation grounds too. But his great passion is yoga-meditation. He cannot get
enough of it and, when absorbed in meditation, even an earthquake does not disturb him. Shiva has other strange
habits too. He dislikes wearing a lot of clothes, and is happiest wandering about barefoot with only a tiger skin
around his waist. Naturally many gods think that he is quite mad, and everyone thought that Parvati too must have
lost her senses when she married him.
For some time after his marriage Shiva was supremely happy, living with Parvati in a little cottage on Mount
Kailas in the Himalayas, far away from human civilization and far also from Indra’s glittering court in heaven and
all other disturbances. But after a while Parvati could see that her husband was getting restless. He would open the
window and look longingly at the high mountain peaks, and a dreamy look would come into his eyes. Because she
loved him deeply, Parvati understood his innermost wishes. One day she said to Shiva,
“Why don’t you go away for a while? I know that you led a different life before we married. You used to
meditate, and sometimes danced on cremation grounds along with your ghosts and banshee friends. You must be
missing all that now.”
“No, dear one,” assured her husband. “My wild days are over. I really don’t need them now.”
“But don’t you miss your companions?” she persisted. “When I look at you, I don’t notice their absence!”
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Shiva smiled at her mischievously.
“The truth is that the ghosts, demons and banshees are all around the house, for they are never far from me. I
did not wish to frighten you, so I ordered them to be invisible and to keep very quiet; and how well they have
obeyed me!”
Parvati was torn between alarm and laughter—alarm at the thought of being surrounded by creatures from a
nightmare world, and laughter at Shiva’s absurd pride in his friends. Shiva pleaded,
“You won’t ask me to send them away, will you? They are like little children—naughty at times, but they mean
no harm. Why, they all love you already, for they know that you are my wife. And I know that you could not be
cruel to anyone.”
Parvati agreed that Shiva’s companions could stay.
“What about your meditation, then?” she asked. “That used to be your main occupation. You are the greatest
yogi among the gods. But even you must keep in practice. And your bull, Nandi, hasn’t had any exercise for
ages!”
Shiva knew that she was right. He longed to be absorbed once more in the joy of meditation, and he truly
missed all his favourite mountain spots where he sat and meditated. It was, after all, his mastery of yoga that had
made him a god of such great power. But still he hesitated.
“Will you not be lonely if I go?” he asked. “There is no one here but the demons, and they will follow me if I
go.”
Parvati assured him that she would be perfectly happy on her own. She wanted to transform their cottage,
which was really no more than a bare hovel, into a comfortable and lovely place to raise a family—a real home.
So a happy Shiva stripped to his tiger skin, wrapped his favourite snakes about him, and shouted to Nandi who
came galloping to his master. Waving goodbye, Shiva set off on his bull, with his weird assortment of friends.
“I won’t be long,” he told Parvati. Parvati, appealing to all the ghosts, said,
“Guard my husband well!”
But Shiva is a most forgetful god. And when he is meditating it is virtually impossible to rouse him. High
above the sacred river Ganges, at Gangotri, Shiva sat and meditated. Many years passed, which were thousands of
human years—for time is different for gods and men. When at last Shiva rose from his lotus pose, he remembered
his wife waiting patiently at home on Mount Kailas, and hurriedly made his way back to her.
In the meantime Parvati had planted a lovely garden around the cottage, sewn curtains for the windows,
cushions for the floor, and painted the doors and walls. She was not alone for very long, either. Shiva did not
know that he had left his wife pregnant. In time Parvati had a handsome baby boy who kept her very busy indeed.
She named him Ganesh.
The years passed and the baby god grew into a quiet thoughtful little boy who was very attached to his mother
and loved to help her in any way. He often asked Parvati about his father, and she told him that Shiva was one of
the very greatest of the gods, far greater than Indra who was the king of heaven.
One spring morning Parvati was enjoying a bath, while her son stood by the garden gate. A tall stranger with
long matted hair, snakes wriggling about him, and wearing only an animal skin, strode up to the gate. Nandi, the
bull, followed behind, for the stranger was of course none other than Shiva. He had rushed home without
bothering to tidy up his wild appearance.
Shiva hesitated as he looked at the sun-bathed cottage with flowering creepers and bushes and sweet smelling
herbs around it. Was this beautiful home really his? And who was the handsome boy who blocked his way?
“Let me pass, boy,” said Shiva gruffly, for he was impatient to see his dear wife again.
“No,” said Ganesh, frowning at the dirty vagabond trying to force his way in. “You may not enter.”
But brushing the boy aside, Shiva walked straight through the garden to the house. Ganesh knew that his
mother was bathing inside the cottage, and that this rude fellow must be prevented at all cost from entering. He
rushed to the door and drew out his sword.
Poor boy! What a moment to rouse his father’s anger. Shiva is a most quick-tempered god, though he is quick
to forgive as well. Now he lost his temper completely. Shiva’s third eye of power blazed fire from the middle of
his forehead, and in seconds a headless and helpless body was all that lay between him and the cottage door.
On hearing voices, Parvati had quickly stepped out of the bath. She opened the door, only to find her son
without a head and her long absent husband eager to embrace her. She tore herself from his arms and wept
bitterly. Nandi, the bull, whimpered in sympathy.
“What have you done? What have you done?” she repeated, wringing her hands. “That is our son whom you
have destroyed!” Her grief was dreadful to see.
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Shiva was truly sorry now. He tried to comfort her.
“Our son is a god, so he is not dead. He is only stunned for a while. I haven’t destroyed him, only his head. He
does not really need a head to be himself.” But Parvati would have none of it.
“You have destroyed him, crazy yogi that you are! What use is a god without a head?”
Shiva tried his best to convince her that no great harm had been done. After all, he had once destroyed the
entire body of Kama, the god of Love. And everyone knows what an active god Kama is. He does not need a body
to roam through the universe, shooting his arrows. But Parvati insisted that Shiva restore Ganesh’s head.
“But I can’t undo what I’ve already done!” Shiva protested.
It was no use. He felt desperate. He simply could not bear to listen to Parvati weeping. At length Shiva
promised to bring back the head of the first sleeper he met who was lying in the “wrong position”. Hindus believe
that it is best to sleep along the earth’s magnetic line, with the head towards the North Pole and the feet pointing
towards the South Pole. Someone sleeping in the “wrong position” would, therefore, do just the opposite, and
have his or her head towards the south and feet towards the north.
After searching for several miles, Shiva came across a baby elephant that was sleeping in the wrong position.
Shiva had already given his word. He had not said that he would bring back the first boy’s head, or even a human
head, so now it was the baby elephant’s head he removed. Shiva quickly returned to the cottage with the elephant
head and placed it on his son’s shoulders.
A baby’s head is very big and heavy, especially when it is that of a baby elephant. So Ganesh found it difficult
to balance his new head at first, with its long wriggly trunk and large fan-like ears. Parvati was horrified to see
Ganesh’s new head. Shiva really must be mad, she thought. Her poor son! He would surely become the laughing
stock of heaven! She decided to ask help of the other gods and goddesses, on behalf of Ganesh.
Parvati lifted her son in her arms and flew up with him, straight to heaven. She did not stop till she found
herself in Indra’s court. A hush came over all the gods and goddesses when they saw a weeping Parvati carrying a
strange little boy with an elephant head. Indra and his queen rose from their golden thrones to greet Parvati.
“Gracious goddess,” said the king of heaven, “we have sadly missed you since your marriage. And now you
come to us with tears in your beautiful eyes. You have only to command us. In what way may we help you?”
Other gods and goddesses too came crowding around Parvati, for she is much loved in heaven and on earth.
Parvati told them about Ganesh’s accident and begged Indra to give Ganesh a proper head instead.
“I do understand how you feel, Parvati,” said Indra. “But what you suggest is impossible. I am king of all the
lesser gods and goddesses. But Shiva and you are far greater than I. There is nothing that I can do which is not in
your power to do as well. If Shiva has given your son an elephant head, it must be what is best for the boy.”
Shachi, the queen of heaven, had a suggestion. It was true that no god or goddess was greater than Shiva, and
Parvati who was his equal was too unhappy to think calmly about what was best for Ganesh, but Shachi reminded
them that there were two other gods who were, also Shiva’s equals in power. They were Brahma the Creator, and
Vishnu the Preserver. Hindus believe that Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are three equal aspects of God. No sooner
did Shachi mention their names than the two great gods appeared.
“My brother gods, have pity on my innocent son,” pleaded Parvati. “Must he suffer like this for his father’s
quick temper and madness?”
Both the gods asked Parvati to dry her tears, for all would be well. Brahma, who loves children, sat on Indra’s
throne and seated Ganesh on his knee. Vishnu smiled at Parvati and asked her to forgive her husband.
“Shiva did not know what he was doing when his third eye burnt away Ganesh’s head. But your son has lost
nothing by it. He is lucky to be the son of Shiv and Parvati, and he will become a great god in his own right. He
may not be a handsome god anymore, but all will recognize his goodness and love him for himself. Alone among
the gods and goddesses, he has an elephant head, so he will never be forgotten or ignored and will have a special
place in heaven and in the hearts of people.”
Actually, Brahma thought the elephant head was rather attractive. Both Brahma and Vishnu showered their
blessings on the boy and gave him special gifts.
“Ganesh with his elephant head will be the god of Wisdom,” said Brahma. “Writers will worship him. He will
be the scribe of heaven, and the god of Literature.”
“He will be the Remover of Obstacles,” added Vishnu, “and will be worshipped first at any religious
ceremony, before any other gods are worshipped. He is the god who will smile good fortune on any new
undertaking.”
Parvati felt much happier now, even though Ganesh still had an elephant head. She warmly thanked all the
gods and goddesses.
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Shiva was waiting at the cottage on Mount Kailas. He knew what was happening at Indra’s court, for he could
see it all with his magical third eye. When Parvati returned with their son, Shiva lovingly welcomed them.
To this day, Ganesh lives happily with his parents. He also lives in the hearts of his worshippers. He is now a
plump god who can easily support his elephant head. All religious festivals for Hindus begin with his worship and
many books by Hindus have, at the beginning, a prayer to the elephant-headed god of Wisdom.
Brahma and Vishnu were right. The elephant-headed god is much loved by Hindus. Hindus also love to tell,
and listen to, the many stories about Ganesh’s kindness and friendliness, his love of food, and his wisdom. As
well as being the god of Wisdom, Ganesh was also made the scribe of heaven. When Indra, the king of heaven,
has any important proclamation to be written down, when some god wants a letter written to a shy goddess, or
when the twin gods of Medicine have a lengthy prescription to write, they all ask Ganesh to help, for he has most
beautiful handwriting, is exceptionally good at spelling, and can write astonishingly fast—almost at the speed of
thought! Oh, one other thing. I did not mention the fact that his is no ordinary pen. In his chubby right hand,
Ganesh holds part of an ivory elephant tusk which he dips in ink and writes with! There is an interesting story
behind this.
It happened in this way. Thousands of years ago, the wise sage Vyasa wanted to compose a long and beautiful
poem to tell the history of his people and teach them to live noble lives. But it would be such a long poem that
Vyasa feared he might not live to finish writing it, for he was an old man. In his difficulty, Vyasa prayed to
Ganesh.
“You are the scribe of the gods, Ganesh,” the old man prayed, “but will you work for me, for a change? If you
do not write down at my dictation my work will be lost to the world. But I am poor and have nothing to pay you
with. Indeed, what can one offer a god for such a service? You must work for the joy of listening to my words
alone.”
You might think that Ganesh would have had enough on his hands without coming and slaving away for weeks
and perhaps months for an old man whose poem would probably turn out to be dreadfully boring anyway,
especially if it was going to be full of history and teachings. But Ganesh is a most generous god. He was sorry for
the old sage and wanted to help him, even though he had his doubts about how good his poem might be. The god
agreed to help Vyasa on one condition.
“Once you start dictating you must not stop till you come to the end. I will write down your words as fast as
you recite them. But if at any time you pause for thought or rest, I shall get bored and stop writing immediately.
I’m afraid your work will then remain incomplete.”
The old man was overjoyed to have the god of Wisdom working as his scribe. Afraid to delay even for a
moment in case Ganesh got bored before he started, or changed his mind, Vyasa hurriedly started reciting his
poem. A little taken aback at such speed, Ganesh glanced about him for something to write with. He had not come
prepared with a pen. But the words of the old poet were ringing in his elephant head, and they were of marvelous
power and beauty. Anxious not to lose a single word from the wise Vyasa’s lips, and completely forgetting
everything except for his need to write down the poem, Ganesh broke off half of his left tusk and dipped it in ink.
The result of this extraordinary partnership of man and god is the longest poem in the world—it has about
180,000 lines—and one of the best. It is called the Mahabharata, which means “The Great Story of India”. You
may like to read it yourself one day.
Do you remember the rat mentioned at the beginning of this story of the elephant-headed god, the rat who is
always in pictures of Ganesh? He was once a proud and wicked monster. Frightened people prayed to Ganesh to
save them from this terrible giant. When Ganesh told the monster to stop bullying people, he simply laughed, for
he did not believe that Ganesh could stop him. So the god lifted one foot, and squashing the giant to the ground,
turned him into a lowly rat. But Ganesh is so kindhearted that he would not abandon the monster after he had
become a little rat. Besides, the monster was now sorry that he had been so wicked and promised to turn over a
new leaf. Ganesh, therefore, decided to keep the rat near him always as his pet.
The Hindu gods and goddesses have special animals to ride upon. Shiva’s pet, of course, is Nandi the bull.
Indra rides upon a white elephant. The goddess Durga rides a tiger. So the rat became Ganesh’s pet; and you may
not believe it, but Ganesh rides upon the rat whenever he has to go anywhere! You see, for a god—especially such
an unusual god as Ganesh—all things are possible.
3: The Race
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This is a story about Ganesh’s wisdom, his devotion to his mother, and the rivalry between him and his
younger brother.
No two brothers could be more different. Kartikeya, the younger son of Shiva and Parvati, is a most handsome
god—and he knows it! Tall, slim and athletic, Kartikeya is god of War and is accomplished in using all weapons.
Like some young boys he is also rather vain about his appearance and abilities. Appropriately, his symbol and pet
is the peacock, the most beautiful of all birds and the national bird of India. Kartikeya enjoyed energetic games
and contests where he could compete with other gods, especially with his elder brother, and of course win.
One day Kartikeya was teasing his plump elder brother and challenged him to a race! Ganesh was used to his
ways, so he smiled but continued reading a book.
“Look mother,” Kartikeya appealed, “he does nothing but poke his trunk in a book all day long. Tell him that
we gods should fly around and patrol the world once in a while. I’m flying about all the time on my peacock. I am
surely a better god than he is?”
“We shall see,” was Parvati’s answer.
Then she set her sons a little test. She asked them both to go once around the universe and whoever returned
first would be the winner. Parvati would give the winner a special blessing. Kartikeya leapt up in excitement.
“I’ll get on my peacock right away and I’ll be back in no time at all,” he boasted.
The young god laughed to think of Ganesh riding on his tiny rat. It would take him millions, maybe billions or
even zillions of years to go around the universe.
“You may as well give up right now,” said Kartikeya, “because you haven’t a hope of winning!”
Waving a cheery goodbye, Kartikeya was off on his colorful bird. Ganesh just sat and quietly thought for a
moment. He joined the palms of his hands together and bowed his head in prayer to the Goddess Parvati. Then he
climbed on his rat and very slowly, full of dignity, he began to ride in a circle around his mother.
It took Kartikeya a full day and a night to fly once around the entire universe. So swiftly did he fly that he
hardly saw the planets, stars and moons, that went whizzing past. At last, happy and proud, Kartikeya presented
himself to his mother, fully expecting to be greeted as the winner. But, “Kartikeya, it is your brother who was
first,” were Parvati’s astonishing words. The goddess knew that her younger son needed to be taught a lesson if he
was to grow up.
“Your speed was no match for his wisdom!”
Kartikeya could hardly believe that he had heard correctly. But he knew that his mother always spoke the truth.
He turned to Ganesh and asked curiously,
“How did you manage it? How can you go around the universe so quickly on your rat?”
“Little brother, our mother who gave us birth and who looks after us, is also the Creator of everything and
everyone in the universe. The sun rises in the east, the stars shine at night, the birds sing, the rivers flow, only
because our mother wills it. When you see people, animals, trees, mountains, even gods, you are reminded of the
great Mother who made all. We are all part of her. She is the universe! So I simply went around her,” explained
Ganesh.
Kartikeya at once understood what his brother was trying to say and felt ashamed of his earlier pride and
boasting. He humbly asked Ganesh to pardon him and then bowed to Parvati.
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“Mother, will you also forgive me? Because you are so loving and I am young and foolish, I think of you as
mine only. I forget that you are the universal Mother.”
Parvati stretched out her graceful arms and tenderly called both gods to her.
“My sons, you are both winners,” she said. “A mother’s love is freely given and there can be no child who fails
to win her blessing. You both have my blessings. May you, in turn, be a blessing to all who call to you in their
need.”
4: Shiva and the Mountain
After their marriage, Shiva and Parvati lived simply and very happily on Shiva’s mountain home of Kailas. But
Parvati’s father, Himalaya, pitied his daughter when he and his wife, Mena, visited them one day.
“How poorly they live!” he said to Mena. “My lovely child wears no jewelry. Her servants are ghosts and
goblins! Shiva has given her caves and mud huts when she deserves palaces! Alas! Why did my daughter marry
this naked beggar whose clothes are snakes and ashes?”
“For Parvati’s sake we must put on a cheerful face,” said Mena. “After all, she claims to be supremely happy.”
They did not stay long, for newly-weds should be left alone together as much as possible; but after several
years had passed, they began to miss their daughter very much.
“She is not even living near us any more,” complained the mountain lord. “That crazy fellow has taken her to
Varanasi, his city on sinful Earth. It must be awful! All the dead and the dying are brought to Varanasi. It will be
one vast cremation ground for Shiva to dance on! And our sweet daughter is caught up in all this!”
“Enough!” said Mena. “Why don’t you go to Shiva’s city and see our daughter?”
So it was that Himalaya, taking his human form, set off on the long journey to see his daughter and son-in-law.
He was very proud of the fact that he was lord of the highest mountain range in the world! From his treasure store,
he selected his choicest jewels and gathered many fine clothes to take to his daughter whose husband could give
her nothing.
On his way, Himalaya came across a beggar with long matted hair.
“Tell me, fellow, am I on the right road for Varanasi?” asked the lord of mountain ranges. To his surprise, the
beggar answered,
“Yes, this is the way to Shiva’s city which opens the door to heaven. But you must improve your manners if
you hope to enter! Shiva’s terrible demon, Kala Bhairav, guards the city and only those who come in humility
may enter.”
“Nonsense!” said Himalaya, “I am lord of the highest and mightiest of mountains. My wealth and power will
gain me entry into even the greatest of kingdoms.”
Now the beggar was really Shiva in disguise, but his father-in-law did not recognize him.
“Beware!” he cautioned. “You are mighty only by God’s grace. I will tell you the story of my friend, the sage
Agastya. The Vindhya mountains were proud and reaching towards heaven! God sent Agastya from Varanasi to
bring down the mountain. When he crossed the Vindhyas, the mountain range bowed to the holy man in respect.
“‘I am visiting south India,’ said Agastya. ‘Do not rise up till I return.’
“But he never returned. He settled down in the south and the Vindhyas remain bowed low to this day.
Otherwise you could not boast of being lord of the mightiest mountains.”
Himalaya felt somewhat humbled now. He thanked the beggar for his wise words and continued on his way.
After a while he saw the horizon lit up. As he came nearer, he rubbed his eyes in wonder. Across the Varana River
was a magnificent sight—the glittering city of Varanasi! It was a city of palaces whose tall towers seemed endless
in their height. The streets were strewn with gold while precious stones of many colours sparkled in the buildings.
It was a city of gardens too, where every tree bore marvelous fruits and seemed like the magical parijata tree of
Indraloka, whose leaves perfume the heavens. Coiled like a silver necklace around the city lay Heaven’s own
river, the goddess Ganga!
“Can this be Varanasi?” thought the amazed traveler. “Is this the city ruled by my vagabond son-in-law?”
Suddenly an immense black demonic figure blocked his path. Kala Bhairav!
“Who are you and why have you come to Shiva’s city?” thundered the giant.
Himalaya might have answered that he was the mighty lord of all mountains, or even that he was the father-inlaw of Varanasi’s ruler. But a change had come over him. Instead he replied,
“This is the city where all souls find their freedom when they meet god. I too have come to meet him. Shiva is
lord of all creation and his wealth cannot be measured. All that I have, I have by his grace. So I have come to
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thank him and to worship him.”
“Enter,” said Kala Bhairav, making way for him.
Himalaya forgot that he had brought rich gifts for his daughter. Instead he used his wealth to build yet another
temple in honour of Shiva, and there the great Himalaya worshipped the god. Parvati and Shiva at once appeared
to him.
“This temple shall be called Shaileshvara, the Mountain’s God,” said Shiva most graciously. “All who worship
here will find freedom for their souls, just as you have done.”
India’s holy city has known many invasions and seen the destruction of countless of its old temples. But
Himalaya’s temple, Shaileshvara, still stands. You will need to journey yourself to Varanasi some day, if you wish
to test the truth of Shiva’s promise to his father-in-law!
5: Ashes to Ashes
As lord of all demons, Shiva has some extremely strange followers, and occasionally they are even a danger to
him! But even though the great god has a tender heart for those creatures who are normally rejected by society,
this compassion sometimes leads him into trouble.
Once there was a demon called Bhasmasura who decided to ask Lord Shiva’s help so that he could become the
most powerful demon of all. He would then be able to defeat his enemies with the greatest of ease.
“You are a fool,” the demon’s teacher said. “Shiva will never give you the power that you want, if you tell him
that you intend to wage war and destroy all who displease you.”
But the warning only meant that Bhasmasura at once lost his temper—demons generally do, and Bhasmasura
was certainly a demon with no self-control, nor any respect for teachers and elders. So he gave the poor man a
severe thrashing!
“Bhasmasura, some day you will surely destroy yourself!” groaned the teacher, but this time he spoke very
softly to himself.
Bhasmasura set about his task with real dedication. He was determined to get the absent-minded and forgetful
god to notice him, even if it took a lifetime to do so! He was going to work his way into Shiva’s good books!
From then onwards, it seemed that Shiv a had no more loyal devotee than the demon Bhasmasura. He was forever
fasting and meditating, picking flowers for Parvati and dancing attendance on her, even finding the choicest grass
and fruits for feeding Nandi, Shiva’s pet bull!
At last his efforts were rewarded. One day a smiling Shiva stood before him.
“I am well pleased with you, Bhasmasura. Ask for any wish and you shall have it.”
“O generous one,” said Bhasmasura, “grant that whoever’s head I touch will be turned to ashes straightaway!”
“So be it,” pronounced Shiva, still smiling. But a dreadful pride instantly welled up in the demon.
“Now I am the most powerful demon in the universe,” he told himself.
With no thought of gratitude, he decided that the very first victim of his new power would be Shiva himself! If
he destroyed Shiva, Bhasmasura’s power would be proven beyond doubt and all would fear him.
“Lord, if your gift is truly effective allow me to test it on your head,” said Bhasmasura arrogantly, advancing
one powerful hand towards Shiva’s matted locks!
The god stepped back in horror. Shiva’s pet snake, wrapped around his neck, hissed at the approaching demon.
Still Bhasmasura advanced, a nasty grin about his fanged mouth.
Shiva hesitated no longer. The great god turned and fled! Over hills and fields, through forests and narrow
streets, Shiva fled for a day and a night with the ferocious demon hot on his trail. Tired of running, Shiva at last
escaped the demon’s attention for a moment and hid himself in a rubbish tip on the outskirts of a town! It did not
immediately occur to Bhasmasura that the great god would be hiding himself, or be covered by filth and dirt. So
he paused to consider where Shiv a might be.
Now, when Shiva is in trouble, Vishnu, the Preserver, usually appears. In this instance he had observed all that
had taken place. With the great Shiva, lord of Destruction, hiding in a smelly rubbish dump, Vishnu decided that it
was time that he came to the rescue. So Vishnu disguised himself as a beautiful dancing girl and called out to
Bhasmasura.
“Why is a handsome fellow like you wandering about in a dirty smelly place? Come away with me. Let us
drink and be merry!”
The demon was so enchanted by the beauty of the dancing girl that he forgot about Shiva. He was highly
flattered that she found him handsome. He followed her to an inn where she gave him plenty to drink while she
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danced for him. Bhasmasura was soon quite drunk. Demons have no self-control about these things. Now the
dancing girl began to tease him.
“Come and dance with me,” she invited. The clumsy giant got up and began to stagger about.
“No, no. You are not dancing properly!” cried the lovely maiden. “Let me show you how. Just follow my
movements!”
Her brightly coloured skirt swirled around as she twirled on her toes. Bhasmasura too turned around, to copy
her. The dance of the drunken demon must have been quite a sight!
“Now put your foot there, an arm akimbo at your waist as you jump! It is such fun!” she laughed. “Now raise
your hand as I do .,..”
This was the end of Bhasmasura, as you may have guessed. Vishnu, as the dancing girl, had placed a hand on
his head. The foolish demon copied him. Bhasmasura turned himself into ashes!
6: The Dove and the Hawk
Indra, the rain-giver and king of the gods, and his twin Agni, the red god of Fire, once had a friendly argument.
“Raja Shibi is so noble that he deserves to live in heaven. He is truly godlike in his compassion,” said Agni.
“No man can be so perfect,” argued Indra. “This king is in the habit of feeding you lots of butter—no wonder
you are all buttered up and think him wonderful!”
Indra laughed at his own silly joke. He knew that when sacrifices were offered to the gods, men would pour
butter into the sacrificial fire and his brother would greedily lick it up with many flickering tongues. Fire was the
medium that carried all sacrifices up to heaven.
“No, no! That is not the case. I am only repeating about Raja Shibi what all the world already says. His
kindness has to be seen to be believed! Shibi is a king among kings!”
“Very well,” agreed Indra. “Let us do just that, let us go down to earth and see for ourselves!”
Each day Raja Shibi used to sit in his court for a while. He believed that it was his kingly duty to act as a judge
and listen to any complaints. His judgments were always praised for their wisdom.
One day while Shibi looked around the courtroom wondering who might come, seeking justice, a little white
dove fluttered in through an open window. It flew straight towards him and fell exhausted into his lap! The king
gently lifted the bird in his hand.
“Poor little dove,” said Shibi softly and stroked the trembling feathery body. “How tired and frightened you
are! Do not worry. No one shall harm you in my palace.”
No sooner had he spoken than a large brown hawk swooped down and settled on a cushion by the king. Raja
Shibi felt the dove shiver violently at the sight of the fierce bird, and it hid its little white head under its wings.
“Raja Shibi!” rasped out the hawk. “You are holding what is mine. Give him up to me. This dove is my food,
and I have taken the trouble to chase him across the sky. The wretched creature is now tired out and can fly no
more. If you had not sheltered him, he would have fallen to the ground or slowed down and, in either event, I
would have caught him.”
“Have compassion on him,” said Shibi. “Let him live. Hunting is so cruel!”
“You talk of compassion, king!” said the hawk angrily. “Where is your compassion for me? I am very hungry.
Humans hunt for pleasure but I only hunt for food. Is this room not supposed to be your hall of justice? Where is
your justice then? That is my meal and you are cheating me of it.”
“You are right,” said Raja Shibi with a sigh. “I should consider your welfare too. But I cannot give up this dove
when it has come to me for protection. But you shall not go hungry. This little dove is a poor meal. Wait, and I
will order food to be brought for you.”
“That dove is my food,” insisted the hawk, “and you are wasting my time. Soon I will faint with hunger. Is this
what you want? The only food I’ll take is rich raw meat. It must be as fresh as the flesh of this living dove and
weigh at least as much. If this bird means so much to you, why not give me your flesh to eat? Only then will I be
satisfied. And hurry, or give up my rightful prey to me.”
Raja Shibi thanked the hawk for his suggestion. He placed the little dove on a pair of scales and then, to the
horror of his ministers, with his sharp sword he cut off some of the flesh from his left arm to weigh it on the
scales. But his flesh made little impression on the scales. So he cut off the whole arm. It still did not seem to
weigh as much as the dove!
“More!” cried the hawk, “I must have more flesh!”
“Your Majesty,” said the Chief Minister, “this is madness! Some sorcery is afoot. These birds will destroy you,
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if you let them!” But Shibi asked him to remain calm.
“It is better that I die than that I should fail in my duty! I must save this dove as well as keep my bargain with
the hawk.”
He continued to slice off his flesh and put it on the scales. Weak with loss of blood, Shibi realized that nothing
at all seemed to make a difference to the scales which still hung heavy on the side with the little dove. At last the
king said,
“Eat all of my body, hawk, and spare this dove.”
Immediately a heavenly music sounded in the hall and perfumed flower petals rained down upon the king and
the birds. His wounds instantly healed and his body was whole again. Looking up, Shibi saw that in place of the
hawk stood the splendid form of Indra and the dove was none other than fiery Agni. Both gods looked lovingly at
him.
“Truly, Raja Shibi, you are the most merciful of men. Such compassion is worthy of heaven. When the time
comes, I will gladly welcome you to my heavenly kingdom of Indraloka,” promised Indra.
Both the gods blessed the king and then vanished.
7: The Dwarf’s Three Steps
The greatest of the demons, the mighty Bali, ruled over Patal, the dreadful and violent underworld of the
demons. For a demon he had many good qualities. He was known for his generosity, honesty, courage and great
feats of strength. Also Bali’s devotion to duty and to God won him immense favour. The demons were his loyal
subjects and swore to follow him to the ends of the universe if need be. But, for all his virtues, Bali remained a
demon, and two of his greatest faults were pride and greed.
One day Bali summoned Shukracharya, the Guru, or teacher, of the demons, to his throne room. Shukracharya
was a powerful and cunning magician, who, it was said, could see into the future. He found Bali stomping about
the marble hall, making the thick round pillars shake. Bali came straight to the point.
“By your blessings, Guru, I rule over all of Patal. But this is not enough and I am bored. My demons too will
soon be bored. They are all good fighters and I, their king, must lead them into more and more battles. What
should I do?”
The lean and white-bearded teacher was thoughtful for a while. Then he said,
“Your Majesty, you still have to conquer the world from which I come, the world of humans. It is a world that
demons have often entered to loot its treasures and bring them back to Patal. That is why this underworld is so
wealthy and your palace glitters with gold and jewels. Yet the foolish humans go on working and producing more
wealth! It would not be difficult for a mighty warrior like yourself to bring their world, too, under your rule once
and for all.
“But you must control your demons on Earth. The human world is too precious to be destroyed. Nor must its
people all be killed. You need them to work for you!”
In this way Shukracharya counseled the king. Nor did it take long for Bali and his hordes of demons to overrun
the Earth. Many earthly kings feared him so much that they laid down their arms without a struggle. Bali was
generous enough to return their thrones to these rulers, insisting only that they must view him as their emperor
and make him costly gifts in food, wealth and humans whenever he demanded them. Those kings who were
foolhardy enough to fight against him were quickly killed, and replaced by Bali with his chosen demons who
governed these lands for him.
But Bali could not always control his demons and they sometimes did very wicked things. The gods watched
from Heaven in horror. But Bali, Lord of Patal and of Earth, was still not satisfied.
“Guru, unless I can bring Heaven, too, under my rule, there will still be those who will say that Indra, king of
the gods, is mightier than Bali.” Shukracharya shook his head.
“My Lord, your armies overran the Earth and the gods did not lift a finger. Perhaps they were afraid. But
remember that the gods sometimes allow wicked things to happen, only to see how far such wickedness will go.
Do not tempt fate by attacking Heaven. Spend some time now establishing your rule on Earth. Spend time in
Patal, too, with your wives and children. What does it matter what people say about Indra? Is it not enough to
know in your heart of hearts that you are his superior?”
But Bali would not agree. Seeing that the demon-king was determined to battle with the gods, his teacher gave
his assent, saying,
“Be victorious yet again, Lord Bali. May you fly your flag over Indra’s palace!”
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The gods, led by Indra, on his magnificent white elephant Airavata, were lined up to give battle when Bali and
his demons stormed into Indraloka, Indra’s heaven. The fighting was fierce but the gods were no match for Bali.
At last Indra saw his army scattered and exhausted, while the terrible figure of Bali strode towards him with
sword upraised.
“I cannot be captured and dragged down to Patal in chains for the demons to mock me,” thought Indra.
As a god, he could not die, in battle or in any other. way. So with a heavy heart he gave the order and Airavata,
the winged elephant, swiftly entered the battlefield. Bali laughed to see Indra disappearing into the clouds. Now
he was the new king of Heaven!
Indra’s palace was the grandest building that Bali had ever seen, surpassing even his wildest dreams. He knew
he would never discover all its fascinating treasures or learn all of its secrets. Mindful of his teacher’s advice, Bali
was most respectful to the beautiful goddesses who lived in it, and asked the talented musicians, singers and
dancers to continue as though there had been no change in ruler. The overjoyed demons hailed Bali as king of the
Three Worlds of Patal, Earth, and Indraloka.
Meanwhile Indra and some of the other gods who had fled appealed to Vishnu, the great God, for help. Indra
spoke for them all.
“O Beautiful One! Protector of the Universe, Saviour of all Creation, save us now! The demon Bali has
captured the Earth and Heaven! Even now he occupies my throne! He has overturned nature and caused the gods
to flee! Surely he carries the mark of your protection to have got away with such deeds! It is your responsibility to
restore order to the Three Worlds. The innocent gods and humans are paying the price of this upstart demon’s
greed and pride. Only you can help us. The demons are your creation, but so are the gods and humans. Do not
abandon us to the demons!”
Vishnu, ever gracious, received his visitors kindly, but he was not particularly disturbed to think of their
disgrace. It did Indra and the other gods no harm for their pride to be humbled now and then!
“Never despise the lowly demon,” said Vishnu. “Goodness and a noble nature may be found in Patal too! This
demon Bali is one of the best! It is his own human and godlike nature which has attracted him to both Earth and
Heaven. He has no doubt committed many sins, but know also that this very demon has been my devotee all his
life! There are few on Earth or even Indraloka who can match his devotion to God. That devotion is the source of
all his power. A true devotee offers himself and all his actions to me. So I must bear the burden of his sins.”
But Vishnu agreed that the demon-king could not be allowed to cause further havoc. He reassured the gods that
both they and the people on Earth would soon be free, and he himself would deal with Bali.
So Vishnu changed himself into a very young dwarf, wearing the simple orange robe of the holy man and
carrying a begging bowl. In this disguise he appeared before Bali’s palace. As soon as they spotted him some of
the demons started to push him from one to the other, teasing him because of his small size. But they soon tired of
this when they found that their victim did not complain. A demon, guarding the palace, now called out to him.
“What do you want; are you not afraid of us?”
“I am a wandering holy man,” replied the young dwarf. “I beg from place to place. Raja Bali is famous for his
charity, so I came to beg from him. Please take me to him.”
“Yes,” thought the guard, “our king is both religious and charitable. He will reward me for bringing this holy
dwarf to his presence.”
So he agreed to lead him to Bali. The king was with Shukracharya when the guard informed him that a holy
youth waited for his charity.
“Your Majesty, I beg you not to see this beggar!” advised the guru of the demons in some alarm. “Something
tells me that this is no ordinary beggar and the meeting will only do you harm. Send him away.”
But Bali would not listen and went to the courtyard to greet the holy man. He looked down at the dwarf, from
his smiling eyes and bright intelligent face to his dusty bare feet.
“You are most welcome, man of God,” said the king respectfully. “Let me wash your holy feet.”
Bali lifted a water pitcher to pour water over the dwarfs tiny feet, but to his surprise no water came out of the
spout. The dwarf, who was of course Vishnu, knew that Bali’s guru had used his magic to hide himself in the
pitcher and it was he who was blocking the spout! Since he could not stop the king from seeing the visitor,
cunning Shukracharya had decided to hide in the pitcher and look through the spout to see if he could identify the
dwarf.
“The spout is blocked,” the dwarf said, “but this reed will soon unblock it!”
Picking up a reed, he pushed it into the spout of the pitcher. His sharp ears heard a tiny cry of pain. The reed
had poked the eye of the teacher-magician who now drew back, unblocking the spout.
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“That’s better!” said Bali, unaware of what had happened
“Now, what charity do you wish of me?” asked the king.
“Lord of the Three Worlds, I want only as much land as I can cover in three steps.”
“So be it,” agreed Bali, wondering at this strange request. Three strides taken by this tiny youth, really could
not amount to much!
But the dwarf now grew and grew and grew. He was no longer a dwarf, but a giant. The giant continued to
grow until his size was beyond imagination. With one step he covered the Earth and with the other Heaven.
“Indraloka and Earth are now mine,” said the beggar, “but you have promised me another step. Where else
may I place my foot?”
“My guru warned me. You are certainly no ordinary beggar,” said Bali. “But the only land left depends on
whether you have legs left to measure a third step.”
The giant did have a third leg! It now grew from his navel!
“Where may I place my foot to claim my third step?” he thundered.
Raja Bali now knew that this dwarf-giant-beggar was none other than his beloved Lord Vishnu. How
wonderful that God should come to his door to beg! He knelt humbly before the visitor and removed his crown.
“My Lord, place your foot upon my head,” he said with devotion as he bowed his head.
Vishnu’s third foot gently but surely came down on the demon’s head. It pushed Bali deeper and deeper down
to the depths of the world of demons, Patal.
Thus Vishnu saved mankind and the gods and also made Bali extremely happy and blessed by placing his foot
on the demon’s head. Bali was now content to rule over Patal and leave both Earth and Heaven alone.
8: Krishna—Man and God
Krishna was the noble king of Dwarka nearly four thousand years ago. He was famous for his wisdom—a
philosopher-king they called him. He ruled with both justice and mercy. Many people sought his advice and he
never turned away a single person who sincerely asked for his help. For all his royal dignity and many kingly
accomplishments, Krishna always remembered his humble upbringing in the forest of Brindaban where, as a boy
he had looked after his foster parents’ cattle and played with the other cowherds. Although he now wore a golden
crown, he still sported a peacock feather in his curly black hair to remind him of those carefree days, and was
known on occasions to put away his rich clothes and become again the simple fun-loving youth when his
childhood friends called on him. Krishna was, in fact, the great god Vishnu, born on Earth just as he had been
born many times before—for a special purpose.
Naturally Krishna was very popular. Even people who did not get along with each other would still be proud to
count him as a mutual friend. The Pandava princes, for instance, who were the five sons of King Pandu, became
good friends of Krishna. Closest to him, among them, was the third brother, Arjuna, said to be the finest archer in
all the world. But Krishna was friendly too with their cousins and sworn enemies, the hundred Kaurava brothers
whose greed for more power and territory had led them to make many attempts on the lives of their five cousins.
Through trickery and deceit, the Kauravas succeeded more than once in having the Pandavas banished to the
forests for several years while they seized the whole kingdom for themselves.
You may be sure that the five princes had many strange adventures while they were exiled in the forest. One of
the most wonderful of these was how they came to win the hand in marriage of the beautiful princess Draupadi.
Yes, one wife for five brothers! It was in the process of winning Draupadi during their first exile that the Pandavas
met Krishna, and it was the start of a lifelong friendship.
In ancient India it was the custom for highborn ladies to choose their own husbands at a special ceremony
where all their suitors would be present. To help them make their choice the suitors were often set difficult or
dangerous tasks so that they could prove their worth. The eventual winner would then hope to marry the princess
whose ceremony it was.
Draupadi, daughter of King Drupada of Panchala, was as virtuous as she was beautiful. She had great strength
of character too, and from her childhood had worshipped God with great devotion. When it was time for her to
choose a husband, her father issued invitations far and wide for suitors to come to a ceremony and prove
themselves worthy to marry his daughter. Many were the princes who were eager to win Draupadi as a bride.
Among them was Duryodhana, the eldest of the Kaurava brothers, and also, disguised as beggars, were the five
Pandava brothers. Sitting among the family guests with King Drupada and his lovely daughter was Krishna, the
king of Dwarka.
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The task set seemed impossible to most of the suitors. They were handed a great bow and asked to string it and
shoot five arrows through the hole in a revolving disk at a tiny target shaped like a fish, which they could only see
as a reflection in the water of a well. One by one the distinguished suitors tried, but walked away defeated. Most
of them could not even bend the mighty bow, let alone string it. To fail like this was a great blow to Duryodhana’s
pride.
“No human can perform this task!” he complained. “At this rate the lady will have none left to marry her.”
Arjuna now stepped forward to lift the bow, but was met with an outcry. Duryodhana and his friends did not
think it right that a beggar should enter the contest. But Draupadi had noticed that the five beggars were
handsome men whose ragged clothes did not hide their heroic build. She willingly gave her agreement for Arjuna
to take part in the contest.
Nor was Krishna fooled. As soon as he saw the five beggars he guessed that these must be the princes in exile,
disguised to avoid detection by Duryodhana and his spies, for the story of the five Pandava brothers who had lost
their kingdom and wandered in the forest was well known. Krishna spoke softly to pacify some of the angry
suitors.
“Since the fair Draupadi agrees, let this man be put to the test, gentle princes, kings and friends: A man’s true
nature proclaims whether he is a prince or a beggar. Do not judge anyone by outward appearances.”
Arjuna looked into the kindly eyes of the king of Dwarka and sent him a silent message of thanks. Then, with a
prayer to Vishnu in his heart, he picked up the giant bow, bent it and easily placed the string on it. As the crowd
gasped in amazement, for no one had so far succeeded in stringing the bow, Arjuna fitted an arrow to the string,
lifted the bow above his head and looking steadfastly at the reflection in the well water he let fly at the target. His
arrow winged its way through the tiny hole in the revolving disk and hit the fish hanging high above. Without
stopping Arjuna shot another arrow and then another, till all five arrows had hit their target and the bright metal
fish fell to the ground.
Arjuna’s triumph was complete when Draupadi put her flower garland around his neck and chose him as her
husband. So at the end of the day it was the beggar-prince, accompanied by his four brothers, who led away the
famous princess, while Duryodhana returned to his own capital city of Hastinapura in disgust.
The Pandava princes were in the habit of sharing everything with each other. Living in the forest as they did,
with their widowed mother, Kunti, they all depended on Arjuna’s skill with bow and arrow to provide their food.
Sometimes it was venison and sometimes a rabbit. On this day when Arjuna called out to his mother to see what
prize his archery had brought home, Kunti did not turn around to look. Instead, she said, with an absent-minded
air,
“Oh good! Of course you will share with your brothers, as usual!”
Now, a mother’s word is a command for a dutiful son: Draupadi and the Pandava brothers were horrified, as
was Kunti herself when she realized what she had said, but they all knew that they were now bound by honour to
share Draupadi as their common wife.
At this moment Krishna appeared. He had secretly followed them to the cottage deep in the forest.
“Do not worry, daughter,” he comforted the princess. “It is your destiny to have the five noblest men any girl
could want for your husbands. You are the most fortunate of women. Your happiness in marriage will be
multiplied five times! I know that you will be able to manage this situation.” With a mischievous smile the
laughter-loving Krishna showed Draupadi his divine form.
“Do you remember your daily prayer to me, these many years? It was: ‘Lord, may I marry the noblest man in
all the world.’ You repeated it five times each day. Princess, your prayer is granted.”
Draupadi trembled to see the shining gracious form of the beloved Vishnu of her prayers. This was a great
spiritual moment. Vishnu, she now knew, was on Earth as the philosopher-king, Krishna. Krishna blessed
Draupadi and Kunti and her sons, promising them his protection in the difficult times to come.
Krishna’s prophecy came true. So greatly did the brothers love and respect one another and Draupadi, their
queen, that this unusual marriage worked perfectly. They all lived together in peace and joy.
But hard times were soon upon them. When the years of their exile ended, the Pandava brothers returned to
their kingdom. But the evil Duryodhana drove them out once again. He even dared to do a most insulting thing.
He sent one of his younger brothers to fetch Draupadi to his court.
The Kaurava prince dragged the unwilling lady by her beautiful long hair, until she stood in the palace court of
Hastinapura surrounded by the jeering Kauravas. Wishing to humiliate his Pandava cousins through their queen,
the eldest of the Kaurava brothers gave the order for her to be disrobed. Rough hands pulled at Draupadi’s sari.
Draupadi stood tall and proud in her grief and anger. She closed her eyes and called upon Krishna to rescue her
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honour. Everyone present at the court of Hastinapura witnessed a miracle that day. Round and round the lady
turned and meter upon meter of shimmering silk sari cascaded onto the marble floor. It seemed as if Draupadi
wore a never ending sari, and all present rubbed their eyes as one colourful sari seemed to merge with yet
another. Draupadi alone with closed eyes could see the beautiful form of Vishnu in the hall. She remembered how,
in her childhood playas she dressed her dolls in saris, she had always thought of him.
“Here are those same saris now,” said the god, “increased many times over. Such is the power of prayer.”
Finding that they were unable to disrobe Draupadi, the Kauravas gave up their shameful attempt.
Driven out by their cousins for the second time, the Pandavas went into exile for thirteen years, accompanied
by Draupadi. Once more they lived a simple life in the forest where many gods, demons, and wise men, came
their way. But they were not forgotten by their own world either, for their powerful friend, Krishna, the king of
Dwarka, would sometimes visit them. They developed great faith in Krishna and trusted him to guide their lives in
all matters.
When the long years of their second exile finally ended, the Pandavas found the Kauravas once again
unwilling to return their kingdom to them. Krishna himself acted as a go-between and pleaded for the five
brothers. He reminded Duryodhana that he had made a solemn promise, in public, to restore the kingdom to the
Pandavas at the end of thirteen years. But the Kaurava prince was not a man of honour and did not hesitate to
break his word. Krishna knew that war would break out between the cousins if the Pandavas continued to be
cheated of their inheritance, and that many thousands would die. In the cause of peace, and to give the Kauravas
every chance to undo their wrong, Krishna made one last effort.
“Duryodhana, if you will not return them half the kingdom along with the beautiful city of Indraprastha which
your cousins built from the wilderness, at least give them five villages to rule over.”
But the greedy Kauravas refused to accept even this. War was inevitable. The Pandavas knew that they had to
fight for their kingdom even if they died in the attempt. Many were the kings and nobles who came to ally
themselves with the Pandavas in order to help them in their just cause. But many who were friends and relatives
of both sides, felt painfully divided in their loyalty. Some simply gave their support to whichever side was the first
to ask for it.
This was the case for instance with Drona, the warrior and teacher of both the Pandavas and the Kauravas in
their youth. Drona had always tried to treat the princes in his charge with equal fairness. He had watched them
growing up together: Yudhishtira the just, eldest of the sons of king Pandu, who showed all the early signs of
becoming a great king; Bhima the strong, the second Pandava, who was a giant of a man; and Arjuna, that prince
among archers who had become Drona’s favourite pupil.
Yet it was Duryodhana who first requested Drona help in the great war to come and Drona agreed to become
one of the Kaurava captains.
Duryodhana, on behalf of the Kauravas, and Arjuna, on behalf of the Pandavas, came to ask Krishna for help.
Duryodhana arrived first and was told by servants that their royal master was asleep. But he was not going to risk
losing Krishna’s help, so he entered the bedroom and sat down in a grand throne-like chair by Krishna’s head.
When Arjuna arrived he learnt that his cousin was waiting in the bedroom for Krishna to wake up, so he too went
to the bedroom but sat down more humbly at the foot of Krishna’s bed.
When the king of Dwarka awoke he was glad to see Arjuna, for it was the Pandava prince that he saw first. But
Duryodhana quickly pressed his claim:
“I was here first and so surely it is I who should have your help!”
Speaking very calmly Krishna said that both had equal claims to seek his help, Arjuna whom he had seen first,
and Duryodhana who had arrived first.
“You must choose,” he said, “the kind of help you want. On the one hand there is my vast army of trained
soldiers with weapons, horses, and elephants. Whichever one of you wants this is welcome to it. On the other
hand there is only myself. If one of you should choose me I will help you, but I shall not myself use any weapon
in the war to come.”
The two cousins quickly made up their minds, each according to his nature. For Duryodhana it was obvious
that the powerful army was worth having on his side in the battles to come, an unarmed Krishna could in no way
match so powerful a force. Arjuna was equally sure that nothing in the world mattered except that God should be
on his side. There were moments when the pure-hearted prince recognized that Krishna was really God, and in his
mercy he appeared to Arjuna as a loving human friend and wise counselor. How it came to be that Krishna was
both God and man, Arjuna did not stop to puzzle.
“Krishna, you are all that I want,” said the Pandava hero.
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“So be it,” declared Krishna, and the two cousins left him, each feeling well satisfied.
True to his promise, Krishna sent his army, fully equipped, to swell the numbers of the Kaurava force, while he
himself, carrying no weapons, became Arjuna’s charioteer.
On the battlefield of Kurukshetra the two armies faced each other, and before the battle began Arjuna looked
across to the opposite side where he saw many friends and relatives, people he loved and admired, now ranged
against him. A terrible sorrow overcame him and he felt that he could not wage war on such men as these. If he
won, it would only be by killing those he held dear, people such as his beloved teacher Drona, and such a victory
would not be worth having.
Krishna realized the confusion and doubt that gripped Arjuna’s mind. Now more than ever did Arjuna need the
guidance of his friend, the philosopher-king. Luckily, Krishna’s words of wisdom at this critical time have come
down to us as the Bhagavad Gita, which means the “Song of God”. In eloquent words Krishna reminded his
friend of where his duty lay.
“Man must do his duty without thinking of any reward,” taught Krishna.
Arjuna understood that his duty as a prince lay in fighting evil, not because he hoped to win, but because evil
must never be tolerated. He learnt that man was more than just a body, he was also a soul which could never die.
Arjuna also discovered that Krishna had, like him, been born to fulfill a special purpose.
“Age after age I am born on this earth, to protect the good and to destroy the evildoer. Whenever the conditions
call for my presence in the world, then I am born to carry out my mission,” was the gracious promise of Krishna.
While the two armies waited, still and tense, as though frozen in time, Arjuna had a glimpse of Krishna’s true
nature. Where a moment ago stood his trusted charioteer, Arjuna now saw the mind-shattering form of God as
master of the universe. The two great armies, the battlefield, he himself, the universe, nothing existed except in
God. Awestruck by this mighty vision the Pandava hero turned away his face.
“Lord, protect me!” he cried. “Show me once more the human form of my charioteer and friend.”
The smiling face of Krishna appeared before him again, a peacock feather in his dark hair. His moment of rare
knowledge had brought Arjuna very close to God, and now with renewed strength of purpose he lifted his famous
bow, Gandiva, to challenge the enemy.
For eighteen days the battle raged and the field of Kurukshetra ran red with blood. Few were left alive on
either side. Krishna had foreseen this terrible destruction and had cast his protection over the Pandava brothers, all
of whom survived the war and won, for Yudhishtira, the eldest of them, the combined kingdom of the Kauravas
and the Pandavas.
One other family survived the slaughter, thanks to the mercy of God. A little lapwing had built a nest of grass
and twigs right in the middle of the battlefield. The nest with its tiny eggs lay hidden in the taller grass but once
the battle began it seemed certain that it would be trampled under the feet of soldiers, horses, and elephants, or
crushed beneath chariot wheels. But even when the war conches blew, and the earth shook as the armies prepared
to do battle, the little bird refused to leave her nest helpless and unprotected. Her tiny despairing cries were heard
by Krishna who left his chariot and followed the sound until he found the lapwing and her nest.
“Little mother,” he said in his gentlest voice, “your devotion to your family is the highest form of love. You
and your innocent little ones have no part in this terrible war. You will not suffer because of it.”
Krishna blessed the bird and her still unhatched brood. Then he picked up an elephant bell that had fallen on
the battlefield. These large bronze bells were proudly worn on a chain round the necks of war elephants in ancient
India. Very carefully Krishna covered the lapwing and her nest with the great bell. In this way they were kept safe
for the whole of that fearsome battle.
Thousands of years have passed since these events took place. The modern city of Meerut now stands where
the Kauravas once had their capital city, Hastinapura. Over the ruins of the proud Pandava city of Indraprastha
flies the national flag of India, for this site is now Delhi, the country’s historic capital. The field of Kurukshetra
lies still and bare with only the wind blowing through the tall grass, but if you listen carefully you may just hear
the happy song of lapwings drifting on the breeze.
The noble deeds of the Pandavas live on in the memory, and the inspiring song of Krishna uplifts the hearts of
men. God’s mercy continues to protect the world, even the tiniest bird.
231.316 Excerpt from Thereafter\fn{by Saniya (1952- )} Maharashtra State, India (F) 10
For a few moments, I simply didn’t take in what Lalit was saying. When I did, I asked him rather wildly,
“You’re going? But where are you going? For how many days?”
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But at the same time, I knew that all these questions were simply superfluous. I had completely understood
what he’d said. And yet the disbelief that surged over me, caught me so completely unawares, that I fired those
questions at him simply to pretend that everything was normal.
Lalit wasn’t looking at me. He was staring at the carpet. Then he said quite seriously,
“I have already told you Radhika … I am leaving you … I’m going away, never to return … I am leaving this
house, furniture … everything in fact … to you … probably not a good bargain for you! … but you’ll find it
convenient for a little while … at least not inconvenient.” Then, helpless, he stopped stuck for the right words.
I stood rooted to the spot for a few moments. As if all this was quite expected … that this man was going to
leave me some day and I was breathing a sigh of relief because it had finally happened and the uncertainty was
over.
“But why?” My tone was devoid of all feeling. Actually my throat was parched.
“This of course isn’t true,” I said to myself. “I’ve just finished dinner and Lalit, as usual, with a cigarette … he
really smokes too much. And I suspect Amol … he’s finished his homework and sleeping in the other room … has
developed a certain attraction to cigarettes these days. Because now Amol is almost fifteen and … But Lalit hasn’t
done anything odd till now. Of course this isn’t true. There’s sure to be some new programme on the TV: It’s
Friday, isn’t it. The climate is all right. It’s December anyway. In Mumbai, it is only these two months that really
matter, climate-wise.” Then suddenly Lalit’s voice,
“Nothing. It’s simply impossible to make you understand. May be after some years.” Again he stopped, as if
helpless.
I sat still. Like when something unbelievable happens and one automatically closes up within oneself. All my
strength drained away. I felt like going to bed. But what did it mean? I was wide awake and it was a Friday night.
And Lalit had told me that he was leaving me. For reasons I wasn’t capable of understanding. Easily rejecting the
last sixteen years of our life together. But Lalit is not that kind of a person. He’s serious, rational, a loner … how
can he go leaving everything like this? I persisted,
“What do you mean I won’t understand?”
“No,” he said as if he were a schoolmaster. “You won’t understand.”
But Lalit was sitting in front of me. Naturally. As usual. Cigarette smoke swirling around. Ten o’clock in the
night. And Friday. I looked at my own house with a complete sense of unfamiliarity. (But was it my house any
more?) I was surprised at myself. What am I doing? Why am I listening so quietly to this extraordinary thing?
Lalit then got up, saying,
“I’m off to bed.”
I looked at him. It wasn’t surprising though. This was how he’d always been. He’d never say, come on, let us
go to bed. But the very fact that he was saying this so easily itself meant that the whole thing must be a terrible
mess. (But was it really possible?) I sat, dazed, shocked! Without any sensation.
“What is Lalit doing? Suddenly leaving us, without any thought. But no! Not right to say Lalit hasn’t given it a
thought. Because he is leaving the house, furniture, and bank balance for us. I am not going to be abruptly thrown
out on the streets.”
I was extremely intrigued. How can I think, sitting so patiently on this sofa, I thought. We had bought this sofa
some five or six years ago. Now the covers need to be changed, I said to myself. (But how’s that possible now?)
And the carpet. Bought it because we got it cheap. Looks like a real Kashmir carpet, but it isn’t. Nor expensive.
Now an authentic Kashmiri carpet, that would cost the earth. This is fake, a look-alike, only an imitation.
I sat looking at the intricate design, completely lost in it. Lalit had said, he’d leave me and go away. But where
to? Had he told me where? No. Why should he? Again, that would be something I would not be able to grasp.
How do things happen so suddenly in life?
I closed my eyes. Tried systematically to sort out my thoughts. But that was difficult. Then I said that I really
didn’t believe this was happening; that my life, which had been going on so smoothly for so many years, had
come to a sudden halt. At this particular point in time. Had I been inadequate, failed Lalit in some way that he
should decide to leave me?
I entered the bedroom. Lalit had turned onto his side of the bed and was already fast asleep. I felt like waking
him up, shaking him wildly, asking him, why, oh why do you want to leave me? But I stood there, doing nothing,
just looking at him. He looked so different now. So unlike my husband of the last sixteen years! I thought, how
everybody is hidden in their own cell! Come to think of it, who can really understand the other? Then on what
basis should I call Lalit my own? And he is merrily deserting me. What shall I do from now on? How do I
survive? But I have a house. And nothing else is going to change.
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Maybe I’ll have to earn money. Get a job. Who will give me a job? Who will give a job to a woman who’s
barely a graduate? Then what should I do? Sell this flat? Then where do I live? In Mumbai or go elsewhere? But
then I’ll have to disclose this to Aai and Papa. But why just them! By and by, everybody will come to know that
this woman’s husband has left her. Why, where, for what reasons. All these questions will come later.
I sat down. Sleep had vanished. I was completely disoriented, frightening, weird thoughts racing in my head.
All of them about what lay beyond the present moment! Illusory and unreal, of course, because here was Lalit,
still at home, asleep in the bed, in his usual place! Everything was the same! And yet so completely transformed,
by just a brief conversation! How flimsy our belief in our security! Just a line, so faint and lightly drawn, but the
whole world beyond it so alien!
Of which I am awfully scared at this moment. The present moment is within the bounds of that line, routine,
and simple. But I can’t live it. I am alone, like this, sitting on the edge of the bed, mulling over things. It’s tenthirty in the night. And nobody beyond the wall is aware of …
At the beginning, I was unable to sleep. The whole thing is a delusion, of course!—I kept telling myself. But
then I knew a man like Lalit didn’t indulge in pranks. I dozed off intermittently, but kept waking up as if I were
being rudely shaken awake. A thousand thoughts rushed into my mind. But what hurt me most was that Lalit, who
called himself my husband, could distress me so much, that I couldn’t even sleep! It was then that I really began
to grieve and sometime afterwards I sank into sleep.
*
Amol repeated the question, on his way to school.
“But where has Papa gone for so many days?”
“He’s gone,” I said. “How many times do I have to tell you?”
“But then won’t he at least write to us? Its ten days, no, eleven since—”
“You might miss your bus.”
“But why aren’t you answering my questions?” Amol asked, tilting his head sideways.
All these days I’d believed that he resembled Lalit. How wrong! He looked quite like me really. Especially the
way he frowned, wrinkled his forehead! Aai always used to say, you look so arrogant when you do that, who will
marry you? Lalit did, anyway. But that happened much later; and yet … Amol said,
“You don’t tell me anything properly. Has Papa gone to some foreign country? Wait, let me come back; I’ll
give a ring to Vijay Uncle and find out.”
He threatened me, almost, and opening the door ran down the stairs. Then I became what is called being
“socially aware”. I stood rooted to the spot and said to myself,
“Right; now gradually everyone will come to know. Vijay, of course, will be the first. Because he is Lalit’s
friend. Then people in Lalit’s office. What has he told them incidentally? That he is on leave? Or resigning? Then
there’s neighbours, relatives, Shalini …”
I sat down and reflected. Ten days had passed by so easily. Exactly as if Lalit were out of station on some
work. But he hardly went out like this in the first place. It was natural for Amol to smell that something was not
right. I spent these days so easily, in routine chores. As if I had forgotten an important thing under the unchanged
boredom of routine work.
How right Lalit was when he said that he had not dismantled anything. The home and everything in it! An
enclosed space marked by security and stability! Nothing had disturbed it yet. Everything was as usual, neat. Lalit
had gone with only a bag so the house was replete with his imprints. His books, half a bottle of after-shave lotion,
some clothes in the cupboard, an old unused sweater, a tie, and a wallet …
Again I felt a sense of unreality. What happens when somebody leaves? Is it as if someone’s dead? But death is
different. That is deception, of a kind. Sudden and incomplete. But Lalit hasn’t deceived me, I thought. He has left
me, yes, but he hasn’t left me in the dark. Not at all! He has been absolutely open about it. He has gone without
taking any of his belongings. Including the money in the bank, house, and son.
Now I have to fend for myself. Till the end of my life, how much of it remains anyway? I am nearing my
forties! So may be at least twenty-five years more? And what about Amol? He’ll also go his way.
But why and how do I so easily remember all the innumerable, ordinary, practical details surrounding the fact
that Lalit has left me? I should actually drown and suffocate in a sea of anger, rage, grief, disappointment. But
even that’s not true. I did, didn’t I? At night, alone, mulling over things, especially in the evenings!
The whole day I was unable to think. I was restive. I had spent ten days, without any fear whatsoever.. Now I
knew for sure that I had to open the closed doors. Who knows, I said, before anyone else bangs on the door, let me
confront it myself.
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Around four in the evening I took Vijay’s call. I said cautiously,
“Lalit is not at home.”
“That’s strange! Where has he gone? In his office they said, he’s on leave. Didn’t say anything about being on
leave. When is he coming back?”
“Don’t know. He is not in Mumbai.”
“What? Where has he gone then?” Here I dithered.
“I don’t know, Vijay.”
“Has he suddenly run away?” Vijay joked, “Has he renounced the world or something? … Come on; enough is
enough! Why so much leave?”
“I told you, didn’t I, that I don’t know anything?” I almost whined. Then gathering courage in both hands, I
blurted out,
“Lalit’s left for good.”
“What! My God! What rubbish! What do you mean left for good? Did he simply tell you that and leave?
Where? Why? Won’t he come back? Sure? What nonsense!”
I stood immobile, holding the receiver, my lips pressed shut. I felt so humiliated by Vijay’s questions!
Horrible! I should have disconnected but didn’t.
“Hello, Radhika … you still there? Hey, what’s going on? … Really? … Okay. I’ll be there in the evening.
Then we’ll talk. I need to look into whatever is happening.”
*
I put the phone down, feeling weak and helpless. It begins now, the unending chain of events, I thought. A
barrage of questions, without answers and explanations. A shame of sorts spread all over me.
I deliberately stayed out of the house, whiling away time. As usual shopped for routine things … vegetables,
bread, bananas. … The streets were overflowing as usual with a crowd, familiar, yet full of strangers. Vehicles,
buses, people … someone greeted me while coming back with a “Hi”, “Hello”, etc. I was nervous, a little panicky,
actually. Before climbing the stairs, some neighbours, sitting as usual on the water tanks downstairs, chatting
away. Then, greetings, “Hi, long time no see,” etc. I was petrified wondering whether they would shoot a “So
where’s the hubby?” at me. As if I had committed some crime! If they asked, I’d say, of course, that he was out of
station (even gone to a foreign country)! But no. I was too frightened.
I came up and paused for a second at the door of the flat. Vijay must certainly have arrived. I deliberately
lingered outside for a little while. But I had to face him. Vijay is not one to let things be.
Then I inserted the key into the lock, slowly. I had left Amol at home. Usually he was never at home in the
evenings. But these days he didn’t seem to go out so much. Why? Suddenly very interested in his studies?
Vijay and Amol were playing chess. Neither of them paid me the slightest bit of attention at first. Not so much
as a glance! I closed the door and went into the kitchen, took out the packets and put them in their usual place,
then kept some water on the stove to boil, then stood with my back to the cooking platform.
“Check, check!” Amol’s excited shout.
“Okay,” Vijay conceded defeat. “We’ll play again sometime. Sorry.” Then he got up and came to the kitchen.
I looked up with a start. Vijay stood at the door and said,
“So! There you are. Now, explain my dear Radhika. … What’s all this?”
“Ummm? What?”
I tried desperately to sound courageous, but my courage was oozing out of my palms. It had been quite easy to
think about oneself these many days. Now someone else was going to ask me questions, which I was afraid of
asking myself.
“Did he say anything when he left? Which might give us some clue? Where, why, what for? … And why are
you keeping quiet like this? Come on, come out first; let’s sit and talk.”
“But the tea …”
“Hell with your tea! Pour it into the sink. Who told you to make tea? Let’s get on with this. Come on, come out
to the hall, this instant.”
I came out obediently. Amol was right there. Vijay said to him,
“Please. Could you go to your room? We have to—”
Instantly Amol got up and left. Not so much as a glance at me. I ventured,
“Not that I claim to understand anything, but seriously I’m so dazed that … I simply can’t think. Besides, he’s
left everything for me. Hasn’t he? The house, all these things, his son, money, whatever is saved … for example,
fixed deposits …”
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“You’re wonderful!” Vijay said sarcastically. “How cool, how clever! You really deserve an award. This of
course means that there was something wrong brewing between you and Lalit. Right?”
“Wrong,” I said. “How can you think that? You know everything about us. You’re his closest friend.”
“Yeah, I can see how close!”
“See, that way even I might be said to have been close to him. Well, let’s assume that for the sake of saying at
least … but didn’t he shock me too? Me, you, the others …”
“How are the others concerned with this? But at least his wife and friend … people who have known him for
years … betray them?”
“Betray?” I was genuinely surprised. “On the contrary, I’d say he didn’t betray anyone. He told me clearly—”
“But is there any sense in this? You’re dazed! That’s why you don't understand. Come on, how many days has
it been? Ten … twelve … No idea where he has gone! By train, or bus? Is he at least out of Mumbai? Has he gone
off with someone? What could possibly be the reason? Wasn’t he happy in his job? But then it’s rather difficult to
say that. And so intelligent! So happy with computers! He wanted nothing else! Now this man … so intelligent, in
such a high post, suddenly leaves his job, house, business, wife, son … and goes away? How will he survive?
Where? Who’ll support him? Does he have a woman somewhere? Oh, I’m joking of course! The guy never even
glanced at a woman. And suddenly this? Was he all right? I mean, any psychological … it’s possible, you know!
Especially with these brainy chaps … anything is possible. In the last days before he went … did he behave in any
odd way … With Amol? … Oh my God! … What a situation!”
Vijay literally sat with his head in his hands. This talk was proving too much for me. I felt as if I were an
orphan. As if I were bare! Something deadly had happened. Something that should not have happened! And I was
never going to come out of this. Especially and just me! Otherwise, would it make any difference just because a
man had left his house? Difference to the world outside or to anyone’s world, for that matter? As if wildfire had
broken out all over and I was standing alone, quietly burning in it. Unable to bear it any longer, I said,
“This means that even you haven’t understood his way of leaving. I don’t either. Then what’s the point of
arguing like this?” For a few moments, Vijay stared at me.
“You’re keeping something from me.”
“Absolutely not!”
“You most certainly are, you know. Otherwise you wouldn’t be so cool—” I burst out,
“So you want me to cry, weep, beat my breast? Why? Why should I proclaim to the whole world that my
husband has left me? What is to be gained from it? See, you call yourself a close friend and you already distrust
me?”
“Don’t get angry!”
“Then what should I do? Who’s to know how I’ve survived all these days? Do you mean to say I haven’t
thought about it? Since the day Lalit left me … that morning when he packed his bag, said goodbye to me and
Amol, and left. Who’ll know what I’ve gone through since then? … Now I have to live my whole life … shoulder
responsibilities … all alone … And on top of it, give explanations to the others!”
Then I realized I was saying exactly what he wanted me to. He expected me to collapse, cry, accuse, loudly
protest. Then some unknown reason would suddenly present itself. Everything would have a clear, convenient
explanation, and those who proclaimed to sympathize with us would get a chance to put forth their positions most
emphatically. Other things would easily be forgotten. That would leave just me.
I kept quiet. What can you say about others? I couldn’t even stop Lalit when he left. I couldn’t even ask him
for an explanation. Because I knew that he would still have left. Leaving my questions unanswered. He would
definitely have left. Do you really have any control over anyone? Vijay got up.
“I’ll leave. Give me a ring if you get to know something … again …” The after a pause he said,
“You have always misunderstood me Radhika. I’ve known Lalit from our college days. Our friendship dates
back since then. … But what’s the point telling you all this? You have failed him!”
I burst out laughing. A bit too loudly. Vijay said,
“I am not saying this in the usual way. Of course I don’t mean that there is some problem between you. I will
even agree that there wasn’t any, if you insist. But even then … His leaving like this is simply absurd. Or isn’t it?”
I looked at Vijay. I could see the lines of humiliation etched deep on his face. As if all this were an insult to
friendship and consequently to the entire human race! I pitied Vijay.
*
The moment we entered, Shalini said,
“I had told you repeatedly, you must all come. So finally Lalit hasn’t come, has he? As it is, he visits us so
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rarely, so 1 managed a party so that at least that would be a good enough reason. … All right, all right … give me
your explanation afterwards … I know your husband … quite a recluse, isn’t he? But at least once in a blue moon
…”
I found some place to sit down. Shalini had decorated the hall with confetti. She was very fond of parties. Any
small reason was good enough. Her daughter’s birthday … whatever. Chaitanya was also busy with guests. The
hall was really packed. Shalini’s thirteen (or fourteen?) year old daughter Sucha was standing in the balcony with
a group of her friends. Constantly pushing her hair back with one hand. 1 noticed Amol standing against the wall,
watching her keenly. For a moment 1 was shocked. But it was quite funny. This was an ordinary and enjoyable
thing really. Does Lalit ever notice such things? And then it suddenly struck me; Lalit is no longer there with me!
He’s not going to be with me in anything.
Shalini dragged me inside. Dishes were being filled up. She looked so busy, bubbly. I found her cheap,
decoration-like joy quite amusing. Shalini said,
“Now you must stay longer.”
“But then … might miss the bus …”
“That’s precisely why you should come together. Mahim-Santacruz is not much of a distance. Chaitanya can
drop you in the car if you want.”
Amol was sitting by himself, eating alone. I tried to tell him to go and talk to Sucha, or find out if there were
any other people whom he knew, etc. But he simply ignored me. I suddenly realized that now I had fallen out of
favour with him.
Suddenly a wave of anger against Lalit swept over me. But Shalini’s house was hardly a place for that sort of
an outburst. I just shut up and came inside. Shalini was cleaning up.
“Shall I pack something for Lalit? Why are you in such a hurry?”
“Please don’t,” I said quietly. “Lalit isn’t there any more.”
“Isn’t there any more?” She was shocked. “What are you saying?”
I felt quite annoyed. I shouldn’t have come here in the first place, I said to myself. Even Amol had been so
reluctant. But once I resolved not to evade anything, I had no choice left but to face it all. Then I said to myself,
all right; no more backing out! I have taken a decision, haven’t I? Better stick to it then. Why not?
“What?” Shalini's eyes became as big as saucers. She was painting disbelief on her face like a gaudy picture.
“Where’s he gone? What do you mean he’s left?”
“I don’t know what exactly his plans are, but he seems to be at some place near Ladakh. Can’t even remember
the name properly. It’s mentioned in the letter.”
“Oh! So he’s writing letters?”
“Just one. Two weeks now. Don’t expect any more.”
“Radha, Radha, you silly thing, do you understand what you’re saying?”
“Why? I don’t believe I’ve said anything incomprehensible.” I looked at her levelly.
Shalini stared at me, her eyes still round with shock. But gradually she began to realize that something
interesting was afoot, and that too with someone else. Suddenly her face burned with curiosity and excitement.
“So Lalit has left you? And a letter on top. But how did you allow him to go in the first place?”
I was extremely surprised. As if I had missed a move in a game by refusing him permission to go! And since I
was such an utter fool, I also needed somebody else to tell me that.
“Oh, come on! Would he have stayed back had I said No? He didn’t ask my permission to leave. He just
informed me that he was leaving. That’s all. Besides … how on earth could I say, don’t go?”
“You are so stupid!” Shalini’s eyes were blazing. “He’s your husband, damn it! Don’t you have any right over
him?”
“Right?” Now I had started enjoying this.
“Why not? I certainly won’t allow my husband to go like this. Besides, why should he go in the first place? If
he says something like this tomorrow, I’ll catch him by the scruff of his neck and demand an explanation. Why
didn’t you do that?”
“Well, I didn’t,” I said.
Shalini was beyond any reasoning. She reminded me of a coachman in tight control of the reins. Chaitanya
came in, saying something. Shalini cut him short. Most of the guests had left by now. Outside Amol was probably
talking to Sucha because I could hear a soft shy murmur of a conversation going on outside. She turned to
Chaitanya,
“Have you heard the news? You’ll be shocked to the core. Lalit has gone; deserted Radhika.”
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But Chaitanya’s face didn’t register any shock. On the contrary, he appeared to be a bit perplexed about who
exactly Lalit was! Then after a moment he said,
“Gone? Why? Where?”
Then all the expected questions followed. Both of them made me sit down opposite them like a person accused
and cross-examined me. I gave non-committal answers,
“Yes, he has sent me a brief letter; maybe it is posted from some place near Ladakh. No, there’s no address;
because he isn’t going to stay there for a while.” (Actually he must have left that place and gone on elsewhere!)
“Besides, the letter doesn’t mention any reason or explanation, etc. He has written a letter now probably because
he hadn’t told me where he was going when he left. It’s not like I’m his enemy and he shouldn’t disclose his
whereabouts” etc. Chaitanya said,
“So! That’s that then.” Shalini, however, was still fuming.
“What a way to behave!” She blurted out.
“She may be a silly, stupid girl … so what?” Then she turned to me,
“You say he informed you before leaving … but couldn’t you have thrown tantrums, at least? You might’ve
made him see that he was being so irresponsible! You could have wept, shouted, cried for help. Even I would have
come.” Chaitanya was growing restless.
“That’s enough, Shalini. How’s this talk going to help her? You’ll make her suffer more. What’s happened has
happened. Now it’s time to think about how we can help.”
“Oh, we will help her, of course! That’s not the issue though! It’s been three or four weeks since then and this
girl hasn’t even bothered to inform me! As if there’s nothing wrong! She even comes to the party, so cool. Did
you have a fight with Lalit before he left?” I lost my patience and got up, saying,
“I won’t be able to get the bus afterwards. As it is, it’s very late.”
“You seem to have become deranged,” she said. “And that poor child! Oh God … so that’s why he was so
quiet today. How is he taking this?”
“He knows.”
“O God! That’s even worse! You are so stupid, you must have told him everything. Shouldn’t you have thought
about how he would take it? Cared for his feelings? But you are Radha! Why would you think? You are the
absolute limit! Let’s at least think about how to get Lalit back.”
How easily Shalini had included herself in this whole thing! She was, of course, speaking very sincerely. I
remembered the days of our friendship, which was quite recent, actually, since I’d come to stay in Mumbai after
my wedding. She, however, had spent her whole life in Mahim and Dadar. Yet you could say we were close.
Chaitanya said,
“Shall we drop her home?”
“But why don’t you just stay here? As it is—”
“No,” I said with firmly. “I must go home. Amol will not like it at all. And I’ll take the bus.”
“You’ll do nothing of the kind. Will take a bus, she says! Chaitanya can drop you.”
Shalini’s altruistic spirit was bursting from its seams. She didn’t leave me with any choice. Outside I felt a
little free. The important thing was that Chaitanya didn’t say a word in the car. Amol had almost dozed off in the
back seat. Dropping us near our building, Chaitanya said,
“We are worried for you, Radhika.”
*
It was during this period that I got into the habit of scanning the WANTED columns in newspapers, where
small jobs would be on offer. Amol went to school at seven-thirty in the morning. Previously, both he and Lalit
liked to have parathas or chapattis for breakfast. Now Amol gave up the habit of having breakfast altogether.
There were lot of arguments about this but finally I had to give up. But this made me realize that now there was
hardly any work left for me, because there was nobody to cook for. (In the past, the morning breakfast would last
me the whole day. Amol used to carry sandwiches in his lunch box and Lalit used to have his lunch in the office
mess.) Now I had to just keep a glass of milk and some sandwiches ready for Amol on the table. ( This was also
eaten because he was forced to do so.) He would come to the table dressed and ready, drain his glass of milk in a
single gulp, and carry off his sandwiches, without speaking a word to me! Now suddenly I had so much time on
my hands; and this confused me no end. Amol had begun to speak less and less.
When I showed him Lalit’s letter, he didn’t speak for some time. Then he said,
“So Papa has run away from us!”
He sounded so choked that for a moment I thought he was going to burst into tears. Had he done that, I
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would’ve gathered him in my arms, held him close to my heart, patted his head, uttered a few silly nothings,
rubbing my cheek against his hair. I was so eager to create those bonds of love! But Amol created no scene, shed
no tears; nothing! He didn’t allow me even a glimpse of whatever turmoil there was in his heart. He simply got up
and walked off, dropping the letter in front of me.
Thus a strange, distant relationship formed between my adolescent son and me. I was almost afraid of him. He
was reserved, a loner (just like Lalit?), and a dreamer. Or maybe it was his peculiar age. I was no longer his friend.
As a mother I think, those years were left far behind Amol, was eagerly waiting for this last year of his school to
end. Then he was going to enter a big world where probably he wouldn’t need me.
I ran my eye over the advertisements in the newspapers. Was I really going to work? I did not at all feel sure of
this. Now I had crossed the age (of getting jobs). Besides, I didn’t have any other special experience, training, and
qualifications. It was quite frustrating. But what could I do really? True, Lalit had kept some money in the bank,
and there were some investments. But would they last a lifetime? Had Lalit considered this? But why should I say
this? Had he really considered anything when he left?—Amol’s education, his need for a father, my being left to
fend for myself, to face everything on my own, my needs.
I felt bitter. Maybe all this is a strange, prolonged dream, I said to myself.
*
The bell rang. I was immediately on guard. People around me didn’t have an idea (at least that’s what I
thought). Everybody believed that Lalit had been away to some other place. (This, in a sense, was quite true.)
It was Aai standing at the door. Her face weary and full of fatigue, after the long journey. Her hair was
disheveled and eyes tired. Nashik is not far from Mumbai but she looked quite haggard. I was simply
flabbergasted to see her.
“Have you come alone? All by yourself? How did you come?”
“By bus. How else! And should I have brought a convoy?”
“At least Manu.”
“Doesn’t she have her own things to bother about?”
I carried her bag—just one suitcase—inside, then switched the fan on, got some water for her, reeled out stuff
like, “Oh how hot it is though it’s just January”, etc. Mother glared at me, then said,
“So? What’s wrong? Is Lalit back?” I didn’t answer her first. Then I said,
“No, he isn’t. You can see that. And I hadn’t written to say that he left only to stage a comeback.”
“But any reason? I haven’t been able to sleep since I read your letter. Papa actually said you should come to
Nashik. But would you have listened? Don’t I know you? Always so stubborn! Anyway, if you had come, the
whole affair would have become public. Already Manu has been a problem, and now you. And look at your letter.
You write as if it’s someone else you’re writing about! Now tell me, what is wrong? Didn’t you get along well?
You are quite capable of driving him out.”
“But Aai, have I said anything of that sort? Simply because Lalit left …!”
“Is it simply that? Trust you to think straight! You’ll never understand what is simple for us, the lesser mortals!
That’s why I rushed …”
After this outburst, both of us fell silent. She was already so tired, exhausted. I really admired her. At this age,
she’d managed to undertake this tiring journey, by the State transport bus! The fan was whirring above, with a
rasping sound.
“How’s Manu? Happy with her job in the college?”
“Dragging on. What else can she do?”
“And Shruti? Has she started school?”
“Hun! Goes to a nursery close by. How’s Amol?”
“He’s okay.”
“If everything is okay, why did …” Aai was suddenly angry.
“Answer me straight, Radha, for a change. What happened?”
“I don’t know Aai, really I don’t.”
“You mean everything was all right and yet he left the house? Just like that? How’s it possible? There must be
some reason. Why would anyone take such an extreme step unless there were something wrong somewhere? He
must have been terribly upset, dissatisfied about something. You didn’t even try to find out the reason?”
“I simply can’t understand anything!”
“Obviously! But isn’t it your duty? Now what are you going to do? How do you plan to survive, on your own?
What about money? And Amol? God knows what rurnours are flying around! How are you going to face all this?
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When Manu—”
She suddenly stopped speaking as if she was lost. But she wasn’t lost; she had lost. She hung her head as if she
had quietly accepted her defeat. But now I felt so cut off, so distant, and so free! I couldn’t reach out to her.
“Manu’s case was different! We had no control over it.”
“Come on Aai,” I said. “Don’t such things happen? Okay. Manu became a widow at a young age, even while
she was pregnant! But how can you blame anyone for that? You certainly are not responsible. But! You must fix
the blame on someone’s head. Now take Lalit. He didn’t consult me when he took that decision; though he was
civil enough to inform me once he had decided. Now what could I do? He left. But I have got to live my own life,
don’t I?”
“Who else have you told about this?”
“Who else?”
“That sister of Lalit … who else is there anyway?”
“Deena? No, I haven’t. We are not in touch.”
That’s all! I said to myself. Those are the only people I know. Come to think of it, how many relatives do we
really have now, unlike in the past? Then families used to be huge. Now family was just your own immediate kith
and kin! Well, if at all you are close! Otherwise who cares! Other relatives are scattered so far and wide. They
aren’t even bothered about you. Oh, they’ll arrive on the scene once they get to know that there’s a problem. But
by then, you may have decided what you want to do. A firm and definite decision. But Aai wasn’t willing to give
up her prejudice so easily.
“Have you at least thought about what’s going to happen to you? How will you survive? How will you earn
your livelihood? As it is Manu is already there, with her daughter.”
Then I realized that she was so nervous because I had possibly added myself to her already heavy burden of
responsibilities; and that were sort of crushing her. This woman, close to her sixties, was worried over her thirtyeight-year old daughter.
I threw back my head and laughed. A pathetic laugh! But really, what answer did I have? Aai was frightened
and now she wasn’t even sure of her strength. Manu was younger than me by almost ten years. She had fallen in
love with a man and got married with a lot of fanfare in Nashik. Now she was living with Aai and Papa with her
daughter, a burden on them really! And now the elder daughter, who was supposed to be well-placed, well-settled,
had created a furor!
Then tears flowed from her eyes. She was already so tired! Now she looked more despondent than ever.
“You must set this right, at whatever cost!” she said, wiping her nose. “Write to Lalit, plead with him, do
whatever you want, but he must come back. Actually, Lalit is not this sort of a man. … Haven’t I known him for a
long time? Such a thorough gentleman, so cultured, so poised! Why would he do such a thing? If people start
wagging their tongues tomorrow, who’s to blame them? Even I’d say there was something wrong with you, that’s
why he left.”
I didn’t argue. Not because I agreed with this but because of the sheer futility of arguing with her.
*
Lalit’s Kaka used to stay close to our house, just two houses beyond. (He died much after his wife, whom we
called Kaku. Kaku had passed away much earlier: she had been ill. They had been childless. Lalit used to holiday
with them when he lived in a hostel in Mumbai.) Aai and Kaku were sort of friends. Kaku once told her that Lalit
liked her daughter Radhika. Aai admired people like Lalit, so gentlemanly, well-mannered, and cultured! But Papa
was a little cautious. He invited Lalit home. Allowed me to meet him, converse with him. (I still remember the
College Road, beyond Sharanpur Road. We had gone for a walk there.) But I was unable to decide. Manu used to
like him very much. She was quite young then. She always saw him as the husband of her elder sister.
Then Lalit began writing letters. Many. All of them carried long discussions. On any and every subject on earth
—from everyday life to politics, socialism, Marxism, religion, traditions, man/woman relations. Initially, I had to
read those letters repeatedly. My own knowledge was so limited. Then I started reading so as to be able to at least
understand the language of his letters.
Lalit had certain set notions about things. He wanted a woman who could think in specific ways as a friend,
wife, mother—everything. Otherwise he wasn’t going to be happy at all. My reading prepared me well enough to
read his letters. But real wisdom comes only with deep meditation or experience! And here I was, quite a raw girl,
bookish really, and completely mesmerized!
Seeing me writing and reading letters, everyone, especially Aai, was convinced that if I was writing such
volumes, I had fallen in love with Lalit. This made her very happy, naturally. Lalit used to come to Nashik quite
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often. (Because of his father’s job in the army, his parents used to stay at far-off places, wherever the posting
was.). I also used to visit his uncle’s house. Then discussions, long walks! Lalit would spend all the time in heated
arguments, gesticulating wildly, trying to convince me. I would be so impressed, just looking at him! I was
convinced that he was a genius. We probably made a good couple as far as looks were concerned.
But Lalit never talked about love. He only believed in making emphatic statements on the meaning of
socialism, political practice, and uses of religion. Then why did he want me? As a means of convenience? All said
and done, everyone has needs, be it a man or a woman. Lalit already had firm opinions. Of course, he was going
to marry, but not a silly doll, “seen and approved”! He would marry a girl whom he “knew”, a girl who had the
capacity to understand.
But at that time, I really didn’t understand such things much. ( Now I can look back on all this coolly, see it
unfolding like a movie really, and understand.) How many times we went for long walks, how we argued! Then
suddenly, Lalit stopped writing letters.
No letters for two months! I sent him “reminders”, but in vain. Then he came home for a couple of days,
without informing me. It was Manu who came running excitedly,
“Tai, your Lalit has arrived. From the terrace I saw him coming.”
I was a little angry. I fretted and fumed. But nothing happened! By evening, I accepted defeat and went to his
uncle’s place. Kaku said,
“He’s gone out.”
I waited at their place for hours, until around nine, nine-thirty. Finally, he came in but straightway marched off
to his room upstairs. Kaku was stunned. I returned home eyes swimming in tears.
Next day I went to his house again (shamelessly), very early in the morning. He hadn’t woken up yet. Finally,
seeing the miserable condition I was in, Kaku took pity on me.
“Why don’t you take him his tea upstairs?”
I promptly obeyed. The door was closed but not locked. I went in and put the cup on the table, and going to the
bed where Lalit was sleeping, I pulled off all his covers. Actually I just wanted to tease him a little. But the joke
was on me!
Lalit had been sleeping without any clothes on. He sprang to his feet. I was so terribly confused that I couldn’t
think of a thing. I was seeing a grown man, naked, for the first time in my life! He hurriedly wrapped the bedsheet
around his waist and shouted,
“What the hell are you doing here? Get out!”
I wasn’t used to being sworn at, that too in English! I stood rooted to the spot. He got up and rushed into the
bathroom nearby. My legs had turned to jelly; they were so weak, I had to sit down on his bed. He came out in ten
minutes, well-draped, his teeth brushed, and hair combed. Now he looked a little more gentlemanly.
I was on the verge of tears. For several reasons! Firstly, I was caught in such a strange situation. Besides, he
had cut me off so rudely. Then he had shouted at me, that too in English!
“Now what?” he said.
“What are you up to? Not answering letters, not meeting …” He grew very serious. Then, folding his arms
across his chest, he replied,
“Yeah, that’s right.”
“What is?”
“I am doing all this deliberately.”
“Why?”
“Let me be frank. I don’t want any misunderstanding afterwards. I don’t feel we can get along well.”
“Meaning?”
By now, I had given way and was sobbing. After all, I was quite young and by this time I had fallen in socalled love with Lalit.
“I am a man of certain principles. I didn’t mind giving you a chance. But there’s a limit. Our discussions so far
haven’t convinced me that our coming together would be very satisfying. Oh, you are otherwise quite a good girl,
Radhika, there’s no question of that. You’ll definitely get some good man. You’ll be happy. But I have different
ideas. Quite different from the usual, common ones. What’s the point of making you unhappy? So I thought—”
“But Lalit,” I said controlling my sobs, “I love you. What about that?”
He was stunned. As if the word “love” were completely new to him. His face almost crumbled like a mud ball
dashed against the floor. So far, we had never talked about idiotic things like love. He couldn’t stand that blow. He
hadn’t expected it, either. He stood rooted to the spot, not realizing what to do next. I sobbed some more. Then I
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thought, what am I waiting for now? I’m sure I love him. And this crazy guy …
I flew to him and threw my arms around his neck. At first he was taken aback. Then automatically his arms
went around me and he kissed me for the first time, his mouth smelling of fresh toothpaste. I felt so cozy in his
arms! Without taking mine away, I asked him,
“You won’t behave like this again, will you?” He was surprised,
“What do you mean, like this?” Since I didn’t want to get into another discussion, I asked, with desperation in
my voice,
“You’ll marry me, won’t you?”
He did not reply immediately. After some time he said,
“Yes … You’ve brought me down to earth. Now there’s no alternative.”
*
The amazing thing was that life went on as usual. Routinely. Lalit wasn’t there. That was the only difference. I
got up in the morning and did the routine chores in the house. Amol began to wake up early in the morning; he set
the alarm. (Previously I used to wake him up.) He had examinations in April. Only a few more school days left.
He used to study the whole day. He had also joined a class in the evening. (This was a new thing too!)
He went to bed early. He had never had many friends who came home. On the contrary, he used to go out for
long walks and return home very late. Now even that was rare. Suddenly, he asked me one day,
“Any letter from Papa?” I said,
“No.” He clammed up as if fuming at me.
I mentioned Lalit’s letter in passing to Vijay on the phone. Then he offered me another piece of news. They
had received Lalit’s resignation letter in his office. From where? From Delhi. And all his cheques, towards his
gratuity, provident fund. etc. would be credited directly to his account. There was no letter from Lalit to me, nor
had I expected any. Then I thought,
“Don’t I know Lalit quite well? If I am taking this jolt so well, handling it with such control, there is nothing
more than frustrated expectations! And I can explain why Lalit didn’t find me up to the mark even as a means of
convenience in his life! Probably he has gone off on a quest for his own personal meaning. For good. There is no
possibility of a dialogue! He has dared to go ahead and take the step which others, maybe everybody, probably
wants to but can’t.” …
231.305 Excerpt from Moonlight\fn{by B. M. Zuhra (1952- )} Thikkodi, Kozhikode District, Kerala State, India (F)
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She was bored stiff idling about the whole day. Her husband left the house in the morning and returned only
after dusk. Their two daughters were in the hostel, as her husband believed that Naseema, who spent her time
daydreaming, paid very little attention to their upbringing.
There was no end to his complaints. His argument was that he lacked the confidence to entrust Naseema with
the responsibility of raising two growing girls. With an elderly woman to assist her, Naseema's household chores
were hardly demanding. Although the woman constantly complained of aches and pains, she managed to clean the
pots and pans, mop the floors, and sweep the courtyard. Cooking for three people took up very little of Naseema’s
time. Her usual practice was to sit in front of the TV as soon as she finished her cooking. Grumbling and
complaining, the old woman too usually joined her. Even while watching television, the old woman was very
alert, springing up at the slightest sound to search the whole house. Her watchful ways persuaded Naseema to
tolerate her crabby manner and keep her on.
Most of the time, Naseema’s mind wandered off to some distant world. Her village abounded in backwaters and
beaches, coconut and arecanut palms. She saw the freshly hatched varal diving in the waters as she walked on the
ridges between the paddy fields. The water lilies, in rich abundance, filled the muddy ponds here and there in the
compound of her house. A canal skirted the rear of the compound with kammattikaya\fn{The fruit of the kammatti tree
that grows near water} and sludgy moss floating on the surface. On the bank of the canal, a little girl Naseema, known
as Nechhi, in a printed skirt, lithely chased the elusive dragonfly. But before she had savored the joys of
childhood, to her heart’s content, her family arranged her marriage. She pleaded with her mother saying,
“Umma,\fn{The Mapila term for mother} I don’t want to marry just yet.”
“What nonsense! Young girls these days seem to have lost their sense of shame and modesty. You are not the
one to decide that. Moreover, it’s not becoming of girls to talk like this,” Umma said sternly. Umma’s rebuke
promptly silenced Naseema.
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There was much excitement in the house as the wedding approached. So much din and bustle. The house was
full of workers, banging, hammering, and painting. On the verandah by the west side of the house, as Naseema
was chatting with carpenter Chandu who was repairing a broken door, Umma dragged her to the small room and
sat her down there saying,
“Look, Nechhi, since your marriage is fixed, you can’t afford to dash about as you did in the past.”
Umma’s warning made Naseema weep. Confined to the room, she felt suffocated. Ever since her marriage had
been settled, she felt like a child who had been adopted by strangers. She was constantly told, “Naseema, don’t do
this” or “Naseema, don’t do that”.
Umama took out a mathavu\fn{A cloth of Benares silk embroidered with gold and silver thread } and a thattam\fn{The cloth
Mapilla women use for covering their heads } of Benares silk from a box that made a tinkling sound as she opened it.
Naseema was to wear these for the mylanji ceremony.\fn{Mylangi are ground leaves of a shrub yielding a red dye called
mehendi} The kuppayam\fn{The jacket worn by Mapilla women } with zari\fn{Gold-thread brocade} embroidery was much
too big for her. So her sister Ayesha altered it to Nechhis measurements.
With dusk approaching, the house was packed with ladies. After she was dressed up, Nechhi was made to sit in
the centre of the hall. Her Umma decked her in gold with ornaments from the jewel box. Her hands, neck and ears
were all covered with gold. Nechhi was most uncomfortable, and itched all over. The only thing she liked was the
red mylanji on her hands. It was late when she went to bed that night.
The next day, the house was even more crowded. The whole house was taken over by silk-clad women covered
with gold. The overpowering fragrance of attar made Naseema’s head ache. Necchi in a sari, looked as if she had
blossomed suddenly, she who till the other day had roamed around in a skirt. She was then made to sit in the
middle hall, after which the oppana\fn{Ceremonial singing and dancing by Muslim women} singers began to sing and
walk around her with rhythmic steps. She felt stifled. Later, she was pushed into a chamber by some ladies. She
shivered with fright when the door was shut.
The puthiyappla,\fn{Bridegroom} loosening her clenched fists, placed a jewel box in them and left the room,
with Nechhi crying inconsolably all the while.
“Little Nechhi is fortunate indeed! Folks, have you seen her young man? So good-looking! As fresh as a
golden orange. They say he has lots of wealth and property.”
Naseema overheard these remarks. Even so, she could not stop sobbing. There was much jubilation in the
family. The bridegroom’s family was thought to be very classy! In every way, a very eligible match for Nechhi.
Although they had fallen on bad days, somehow they managed to conduct the wedding on a grand scale as they
would have in the days of their prosperity.
Nechhi almost collapsed when the ladies who had come to formally chaperone the new bride to the
bridegroom’s house held her hands. Her tired, tear-stained eyes searched around helplessly. If only Umma or
Umama stepped forward and prevented her from leaving...
She was engulfed by a crowd. The bridegroom’s house was in the town. Their lifestyle was very different from
hers. Naseerna felt like a stranded fish in her husband’s house. Her mother-in-law treated her like a daughter.
When she indulgently went along with Nechhi’s childishness, her husband was annoyed and grumbled. But her
mother-in-law paid no attention to him. She had no daughters of her own. Only two sons. One of them had died in
a car accident. Nechhi’s husband was her only support now. Even when Naseema went about daydreaming, her
mother-in-law never uttered a word of reproach. Mollifying her son, she would say,
“Look, my son, she’s just a little girl. In time she will grow up.”
But even though time passed Naseerna did not change. The truth was that she refused to change. She wanted to
remain the Nechhi that she had always been.
One morning, her mother-in-law did not wake up as usual. Naseema who went to call her was shocked to find
her cold and stiff like a dry cornstalk. She had been perfectly all right when she had gone to bed. With her death,
the household lost its guiding spirit.
Now Nechhi had no choice but to become Naseema. The entire burden of running a household fell on her
shoulders. She had to adjust to her husband’s ways.
She became the mother of two children. She raised them and became a housewife. But whenever she was
alone, she became Nechhi, trying hard to protect and cherish the little Nechhi in her. At night she had beautiful
dreams. The abundant flow of the canal. The coconut palms swaying in the breeze. The water lilies flourishing in
the ponds. The field ready for harvest. The haunting cadence of the Vadakkan Pattu sung by the women as they
reaped.
2
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“Just keep an eye on the compound. I am going for a bath,” said the domestic help to Naseema as was her
habit.
The moment she left the room, Naseema switched on the TV and got into bed. There was bound to be some
movie showing on the Malayalam channel. By the time it ended, it would be dusk and time for her husband to get
back from work.
As she watched, the familiar faces on the television caused great astonishment. A grand two-storied house,
with a nalukettu—courtyard with rooms around, Valyuppa overflowing from his easy-chair on the verandah, then
most unexpected … karyasthan Avullakka standing respectfully at the doorstep. In the courtyard stood
Chathappan, the coconut plucker, in a knee-length thorthu mundu.\fn{A hand-woven towel made of coarse cotton} Mukri
Kunharnmotty Seethi of the mosque stood leaning against the carved pillar on the verandah. The light cotton cloth
he usually wore as a turban was now slung over his left shoulder. In the cowshed adjacent to the main gate, Assan
the servant was watering the cows. The little calf with a black spot on its forehead was savouring the milk from its
mother’s udder. When Assan pulled it away, it protested,
“Ambe …”
Bare-bosomed Matha and Korumbi, wearing knee-length thorthu mundu swept the yard with short worn-out
brooms. They were whispering something.
Leaving them there the focus was on the verandah in front of the house again. There was Valyuppa’s easychair and two benches as well. Both unoccupied. From the verandah a door led to the thalam inside. There were a
round three-legged table made of dark rosewood and matching chairs. Each leg was shaped like an elephant’s
head. But not a soul around. Again a massive door leading to a smaller thalam with wide sills on either side. On
the sill on the western side stood the staircase leading to the upper storey with carved banisters on both sides.
Seated on the sill on the western side, Kunhamu Mullakka was teaching the children lessons from the Qur’an.
“Alif … baa … thaa … aaa.” The children repeated in chorus after him,
“Yaseen Valquranil Hakeem …”\fn{“Holy Qur’an, full of wisdom.” The first sentence of Yaseen, the thirty-sixth chapter of the
Holy Qur’an} The older ones recited the ayathukal memorized the previous day.
“Latif, say thitt clearly,” said Kunhamu Mullakka in his gruff voice.
Her eyes searched around. There was her dotted skirt. Standing next to her was her brother, the one just older
to her whom she fondly called Kunhikka. As usual, he was trying hard to irritate her and make her cry by nudging
and distracting her. Sensing his lack of attention, Kunhamu Mullakka pulled him up,
“Alikutty, recite the Yaseen without looking at the text.” Kunhikka buried his face in the Musa-ab.
On drawing the blue curtain and stepping in, there was a spacious white stone-paved thalam. What struck the
eye there was a large rosewood chest made from a single block of wood with embossed brasswork placed on
carved legs. Although the brass was coated with verdigris, its grandeur had not diminished. The turning of the key
in the chest brought forth a sweet bell-like chime.
Hung on the beam above the box was a muthukuda. It was covered with threadbare cloth. It was also called a
sathyakuda. The ornamental hangings at its fringe protruded through the old cloth. In the old tharavads, it was
customary to hold the sathyakuda\fn{A large, grand, round ceremonial umbrella} while receiving the bridegroom. The
teak-paneled ceiling of the room was very old. In a corner of the wall stood a six-foot tall almirah placed against
the wall. Adjacent to that was another with glass panes. It contained pretty cups and saucers with gold rims, and
ornamental bottles to store rose-water. They were all so exquisite that one could gaze at them forever. They were
meant to be taken out only on festive occasions.
On either side of the hall were doors with dark coloured curtains. The flash of memory hit the chamber on the
west side. The wide double bed had a one-foot high railing at the head and foot fixed on balusters of turned wood
with carved lotuses at regular intervals. The bed had a mosquito net and a canopy, the edges of which were frilled
and had lacy borders. The mosquito net was nearly rolled up. On the high bed were mattresses with silk bedcovers
and bolsters with Chinese silk covers. On the opposite side was yet another bed, a narrow one. That too had a
mosquito net and bolsters with silk covers. A small table stood between the two beds. On it were placed a goblet
of water and glasses with patterns on them. Beside the narrow bed was a stool with a vettila petti.\fn{Box in which
betel leaves and accessories are stored } Under the narrow bed was a large tall shining bell metal spittoon. There was an
almirah in this room. Through the panes could be seen the glassware stored in it. Opposite that was an iron safe
backed up against the wall. Next to that was yet another huge carved almirah on it.
When the curtain over the door opposite was drawn, there was yet another bedroom, with three beds, big and
small. The mattresses were all rolled up. A rolled up prayer mat lay on a bench. There was a cupboard too with
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carved wooden shutters. On a table in the corner were all kinds of things. Glasses rinsed and placed face down, a
sugar jar, some tins, a bottle of honey, a feeding bottle, and a shallow little bowl used as a mortar for powdering
pills. Rolled up mats tied with strings of coir hung from the beam above the table. Clothes were slung on the
metal wire above the bed and suspended from the central beam was a cradle made of cloth.
Yet another hall leading to the nalukettu.\fn{A quadrangular structure with an inner courtyard typical of a tharavad house}
Close to the entrance to the nalukettu was the staircase for women only that led to the upper storey. It was not as
impressive as the staircase on the eastern sill and had a banister only on one side.
Wondering whether to ascend the staircase or wander in the nalukettu, the light hit the steps. Going up the
steps, one first reached a hall paved with red tiles. On either side were two doors that led to what from their decor
one assumed to be bedrooms. In the hall, four or five tables were arranged in a row along the wall besides a few
chairs. Books stood stacked on the tables along with ink bottles, geometry boxes, and other items used by
students. There were picture calendars, both old and new, on the walls. A map of India. A glance was enough to
tell that it was the children’s study.
The singsong cadence of the Qur’an being recited led one to the fourth room of the thalam.\fn{Hall} Here, on a
bed with carved legs and carved railing at its head and foot was a crumpled bedsheet. This bed too had a mosquito
net and canopy. The pillows lay out of place. The flash lit up the decorative items in the glass-paned shelf. On a
long table were a flower vase and a goblet of water. Many copies of the Musa-ab\fn{The text of the Qur’an} were
stacked on a stand. There was a white mundu, a full-sleeved shirt, and a Jinnah topi on a hanger on the wall.
Seated in the easy chair beside the bed was Nechhi’s father, Moosa Haji reciting the Qur’an, his voice rising
and falling. His shaved head was covered with a thin white cloth. He wore a white vest and a blue and white
checked lungi. He had gold framed spectacles. His wooden clogs had knobs for toe grips. His modulated
recitation of the Qur’an resounded in all the rooms upstairs.
This room had yet another door with a brightly coloured curtain. Drawing aside the curtain and stepping down,
one reached a small hall. There was a door leading downstairs. At the corner was the ovara\fn{A small room with an
outlet for water to flow} where a large covered, cement vat stood filled with water. A bell metal vessel, a water-scoop
was on the lid.
Opening the closed door adjacent to the ovara one reached a spacious room with windows on three sides. The
windows with sills overlooked the front yard, the cowshed, the paddy fields, and the coconut grove. The only
items in the room were a writing table, a chair, and an easy chair with arms. As if there was nothing of note here,
the flash moved to the staircase of the study.
Going down the narrow staircase, one reached the nalukettu. The inner courtyard of the nalukettu was
surrounded by a waist-high parapet. A wire mesh covered the skylight. Rainwater fell roaring into the inner
courtyard through the four gutters of the roof. The nalukettu was damp and slushy. There were rooms around the
nalukettu. And what a din!
The door to the west led to the kalam. Adjoining that was the uralpura. In the uralpura were women pounding
rice and gossiping. As Kaichu winnowed the rice, her mouth full of bran, one of them remarked,
“Look, smart one, stop eating bran or you will suffer from bile.”
Leaving behind the women who pounded rice, their bosoms heaving, the light again traveled to the nalukettu
revealing each room, one after the other. There were two doors on the eastern side, one of them latched from the
outside. Faint sunlight entered through the half-open window; The room was stacked with huge bell metal and
copper vessels. There were bustling movements in the next room. Nechhi’s Umama stood there, a bunch of keys
in her hand. The room was full of China jars, copper vessels, mouths tightly covered with cloth, and
miscellaneous containers.
In the urees suspended from the beam were earthen vessels. Golden-yellow gourds tied with the fronds of
coconut palm also hung from the beam. There was a wooden rack on one side of the wall, crowded with jars and
tins, small and big. On a mat spread in the corner lay potatoes and onions. It was evidently a storeroom.
There were still more rooms in the nalukettu. The light reached a room from which came the whimper of a
newborn. Nechhi’s sister Ayesha lay on a low, wide bed, recuperating from childbirth. A light cloth curtain hung,
separating the bed from the rest of the room. On a bench, there sat Pathumma, the midwife holding the baby to
her bosom, singing a lullaby, trying to make the baby sleep.
Vavo … vavavoo—sleep, my flower-like son.
Aren’t you Umma’s flower and Uppa’s precious darling?
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Yet the baby would not stop crying.
“Give the baby your breast, my dear; it’s hungry, that’s why it’s crying,” Pathumma said, raising the curtain.
Ayesha was seated leaning against the wall. Her face shone with the colour of turmeric; there was surma in her
eyes. Her body had an oiled sheen. Her white jacket was stained and yellow and her fair, round face glowed.
Pathumma placed the baby in her lap. The baby stopped crying when Ayesha raised her jacket and put its
tender lips to her nipple and suckled it.
3
The buzz and bustle of children in the nalukettu.
“Come on, give soon, the school bell will go off any moment now.”
“Have you finished your prayers so soon? Come on children, sit down.”
The children sat on the pathayam.\fn{A large wooden chest for storing rice, grain, etc } They sat around the round
supra spread in the middle. Servant Mammootty placed a large dish with pathiries\fn{Slices of thin, flat, unleavened
bread made of rice flour} soaked in coconut milk in the centre of the supra and plates around it. In a deep bowl was
curry prepared with coconut and drumstick leaves.
“I want only sugar,” said one. Another asked,
“Always this curry with muringa leaves, are all the chickens in the house dead?”
“I want grated coconut and sugar.”
“Bring me a bull’s-eye.”
“Now are you going to eat without all this noise and fuss?” Hearing Umma’s stern voice, the children fell quiet.
“Umma, this Kunhikka is pouring the gravy on his plate on to mine,” whined Nechhi.
“You little monkey, are you skipping school today as well?”
“She has a tummy ache.”
“Ha, ha, this truant and her false tummy ache.”
The children rushed to the kindi\fn{Metal goblet with a spout} filled with water placed on the parapet of the inner
courtyard, and jostling with one another, washed their hands. With the children running off to school, the place
became quiet.
Now, the kitchen. That was a world in itself. Seated comfortably on the pathayam, Karyasthan Avullakka was
greedily eating pathiries dunked in curry. Sitting on a low four-legged stool, Assan too was tucking in.
His face betraying his greed, Mammootty entered and placed a vessel full of tea beside Avullakka. Perhaps
because he was looking elsewhere, the tea splashed on Avullakka’s mundu. Avullaka shouted,
“You bastard, are you blind?” On seeing the angry Avullakka attempting to get up with his hand raised, Kadisu
the maidservant approached hastily with a coquettish smile and fondly pleaded on behalf of Mammootty,
“Forget it Avullakka, it was not done intentionally.” To Mammootty, she said,
“Come along boy, you too come and eat.”
Avullakka then resumed eating, giving one the impression that he was relenting only because of Kadisu’s
intervention. Assan looked down, suppressing a snigger.
A little away on a sill, three rectangular grinding stones were placed in a row. Mariam and Pathumma were
grinding rice on two of them. Pathumma whispered into Mariam’s ears,
“With Kadisumma’s intervention the tiger turned into a lamb.”
“That’s because of ‘Luv, luv ha, ha’.”
Mariam began to shake with laughter. Sensing their ridicule, Kadisu shouted at them,
“What’s all this nonsense? Get on with your work. Valiyammai will be here any moment for breakfast.”
“But what did we say?” asked Mariam, pleading innocence and continued to grind.
After pulling them up, Kadisu moved away to sit on a palaka\fn{A low wooden stool} before the firewood oven
on the floor. There were four in a row and flames rose from all of them. In a large pan on the oven before which
Kadisu sat, six pathiries were puffing up. It was in the midst of her work that Kadisu had got up in order to plead
with Avullakka. With a piece of folded paper, Kadisu pressed the pathiries to soften them, and rolling the edges
put them away in a vessel. Picking up two thick hot pathiries, she dipped them in undiluted coconut milk and
getting up again, took them to Avullakka and put them on his plate. Avullakka’s face shone and Kadisu’s dark face
blushed an even darker shade. Controlling their laughter, the other maids continued with their tasks. While
returning to resume her work, Kadisu did not forget to ask Assan with seeming concern,
“Assan, do you want one more?”
Fully realizing that Kadisu did not quite mean what she asked, Assan remained silent. The affair between
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Kadisu and Avullakka was a song in the kitchen. Although the people never missed an opportunity to whisper and
laugh about it, nobody had the guts to talk about it openly because Avullakka was the Valiamooppar’s first
karyasthan\fn{The one who manages the affairs of the landlord, an overseer } and Kadisu the Valiamooppathy’s personal
maid.
Kadisu was an expert cook. Annoying her could lead to overcooked rice, burned pathiries, and salty curries!
Even Valiamooppathy was used to overlooking her impertinence.
Seated on the palaka, Kadisu continued to roll out the dough and put the flattened dough on the pan to make
more pathiries. While she was still at it, she asked,
“Kunhamina, have you put tamarind in the fish curry?”
“Aaa” mumbled Kunhamina as she stuffed the oven with firewood. Kunhamina’s face glowed red with the
heat. Every time she saw the fair, plump Kunhamina, the dark-skinned Kadisu felt a stab of envy.
“If only I was as attractive as that saucy girl, I would have led Avullakka by the nose; Kadisu had thought
many a time.
“Don’t let the flames rise so high, you good-for-nothing, everything will burn,” said Kadisu venting her spleen
on Kunhamina.
Turning aside, Kunhamina grumbled audibly. But Kadisu, whose eyes were gleaming with joy on seeing some
secret sign that Avullakka was making, failed to hear what Kunharnina had said. Had she heard it, she would have
hurled the choicest four-letter words at her.
Just then hearing the sound of clogs, Avullakka walked out. The jabbering of the maids stopped abruptly.
Nechhi’s Umma entered with a red tin containing oats. Mariam, who was grinding rice, stepped forward hurriedly
and placed a small well-cleaned vessel on the kitchen table. Kunhanlina entered with a vessel of milk. Nechhi’s
mother scooped out some oats into the empty vessel. After adding milk and sugar, she gave it to Kunharnina to be
boiled.
Umma herself poured the porridge into a bowl. A boiled egg and pieces of ripe banana had been stored in a
covered vessel. Nechhi’s mother put them on a plate. Kunharnina then placed a vessel of hot brewed tea on the
table. Umma poured hot milk into a tall glass till it was half full. She then poured tea into the milk, mixing it with
sugar. Putting all these on a tray she said to Assan,
“Take this to Uppa’s room.”
Along with Assan she left the room. As soon as Umma’s footsteps receded, Nechhi climbed on to the chest and
sat on it.
“Clever one, why didn’t you go to school today?” Pathumma, who was grinding rice, asked.
Nechhi just nodded. With Nechhi's mother leaving the room, Mariam and Pathumma resumed their chatter,
competing with each other.
“It seems Nalette Mammatkas’ daughter’s wedding has been fixed. The groom is from Koottayi. Assan says
they are very rich people.”
“Why, is Mammatka any less rich? With his son abroad hasn’t he become prosperous too?”
“Where is he now?”
“Who knows? Some name was mentioned. I’ve forgotten where.”
After grinding the rice, Mariam washed the grinding stone and sat down to de-husk the coconut. Pathumma
cleared the vessels on the box and put them in the kottathalam and began to wash them. Their tongues continued
to wag all the while.
Kadisu, after making all the pathiries, got up to stretch herself. Just then Assan appeared with a huge fish hung
on a string and announced,
“It’s trout. They said to fry and make a curry with thick gravy.”
Entrusting the fish to Kunhamina, Assan went back at the same speed at which he had come. Kunhamina took
a large vessel of water, put the fish into it, whetted the knife blade on the grinding stone and sat down to cut it.
“Oh … oo, what terrible fish bones? They’ve pierced my finger,” said Kunhamina, putting her finger in her
mouth. Just then Mammootty arrived with a wicker basket full of sardines, still alive and leaping.
“You are to prepare it ‘dry’ with pepper and dried gooseberries, they said.” Pathumma. who had finished
cleaning the utensils and tidying up the kitchen, sat down to cut the sardines.
“Rabbe, how I wish the sea would dry up,” grumbled Kunhamina.
“Keep quiet, you saucy girl, won’t people starve if the sea goes dry?”
Mariam got up with the de-husked coconuts. Everyone’s face registered discontent.
“Disgusting. ‘Fish, fish, and fish,’” murmured Pathumma as she cut the sardines.
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“The ten o’clock train has gone. My tummy is groaning. Why is Valiammai not coming for breakfast?” asked
Kunhamina irritably.
“Is your belly an ocean? Haven’t you had four cups of tea since daybreak?” asked Kadisu rolling her eyes.
“Do you think that the fire in my belly can be quenched by dishwater-like tea?” Kunhanlina retorted.
“We have bellies too,” said Pathumma. By then Assan had come again, this time with a basket full of crabs.
“To be prepared with grated coconut, fried and ground,” he said.
Thwn Mammootty came with a huge jackfruit on his head and dumped it on the floor with a thud. Kadisu
asked
“What’s this for, fellow?”
“Avullakka got Chathu to pluck it on Valiammai’s instruction,” he said.
“You need have no hope of stretching yourself today,” said Mariam woefully. Watching the sad expressions on
the faces of the maids, Nechhi asked,
“But Valyuppa wants only rice, buttermilk and coconut chutney. Then why are they buying so much fish?”
“Don’t you see a horde of his hangers-on on the other side? Haven’t they got to be fed?” And pointing to the
maidservants in general, Kadisu completed her comment,
“And these greedy ones, catch them being satisfied with anything simple?”
Hearing the clip-clop of Umama’s clogs from a distance, the maid-servants fell silent as if they were tonguetied. Ummama was very obese. Her whole body shook as she walked. Both her forearms were covered with
bangles. She had little rings along the edges of the outer ear and a heavy pendant in the lobe of the ear. A long
chain covered her bosom. Her kachi\fn{A cloth with a border wrapped around the waist by Mapilla women } had a navy blue
border; her white kuppayam was embroidered in red and yellow in front. The thattam had a thin zari border. The
bunch of keys at her waist jingled as she walked. Her clogs had leather straps. Nechhi thought that she walked
like an elephant.
“Child, why are you sitting here? Have you eaten anything? If not, come here,” she said to Nechhi.
“She just pecked at some morsel before she ran off. That was quite a while ago. Come and have a bite with
me,” said Nechhi’s Umma, who had followed Umama to the kitchen.
By then, Kadisu had seats ready for them. Umama’s palaka was high like a stool with a wide seat. Umma’s was
not so high or wide, with a white cloth spread on it. Nechhi’s was a small one, which Valyuppa had had specially
made for her. Kadisu placed a vessel full of pathiries in the middle and stood there waiting to ladle out the curry
from an earthen pot.
“Haven’t you prepared the fish curry yet?” asked Umama.
Kadisu served the fish curry first. By the time Umma and Umama with their table talk had leisurely finished
breakfast, the clock in the hall was striking eleven. The clock was made of teak, with big black Roman numerals
on it. Between the numerals them there were tiny golden lines. How it resounded when it struck! One could hear
it upstairs and downstairs.
After breakfast, Umma got up and went indoors. Ununama served the servants and continued to sit there after
washing her hands. Kunhamina had already been waiting there with a spittoon and a kindi of water. When
Umama got up from the palaka and sat on the box, Mariam approached with the vettila petti. Pathumma placed
the spittoon on the floor.
“You folks go and eat now. Don’t you have to make preparations for the mid-day meal?” she asked the maids.
The moment they got her permission, each one promptly started eating. When Umama opened the vettila petti,
a strong heady fragrance of tobacco arose from it and spread. As she prepared the betel leaf and supan, Umama’s
face assumed a serious expression, as if she was engaged in some important work. Picking out. a fresh betel leaf,
she wiped it clean with her thattam before applying lime on it. Taking out supari from a small container, she
started chewing them. Then she stuffed the rolled betel leaf into her mouth. Finally, she rolled a piece of scented
tobacco and put that too in her mouth.
Her fair-skinned face was round. She had applied surma in her eyes. Through the thattam, wisps of gray hair
could be seen on her forehead. After she finished chewing the betel and supari, her lips became blood red. The
spittoon too turned red when she spat into it. Umama appeared to be preoccupied.
Nattering away, the maids gobbled their food. Kunhamina seemed the greediest of the lot. While Kadisu sat on
a palaka, the rest were seated on the floor, their eyes focused on the food in front of them. Hurrying the others,
Kadisu, who had finished eating said,
“You clever ones, stop eating. It is the whistle of the eleven-thirty train. Soon they will be here for lunch.”
Picking up the pots and pans, Pathumma and Mariam walked towards the bathroom adjoining the kitchen. It
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was possible to draw water from the well from here too. After sweeping and scrubbing the kitchen floor
Kunhamina went to the bathroom with a large copper vessel. Pathumma, who was drawing water from the well,
filled it up. With great effort, the two of them placed it on the firewood oven. When Kunhamina put fresh
firewood into the dying embers, the flames began to rise. Kadisu came with a large vessel and said,
“Ammai, rice for the afternoon meal.”
Umama levered up her bulk with great effort and got to her feet. Untying her bunch of keys, she looked
intently at it and chose a long key with which she opened the chest and measured out the rice into the vessel.
Kadisu then brought another vessel, saying,
“Rice for pathiries at night.” She entrusted the vessel of rice to Kunhamina.
By then, Mariam and Pathumma had placed all the cleaned utensils face down on the sill on the side of the
bathroom. With a long chopping knife, Mariam cut the jackfruit in the middle before cutting it into segments.
Pathumma joined her to help her separate the flakes.
After sliding the cleaned rice into the boiling water, Kunhamina sat down to grate the coconuts. Soon, there
was a rising mound of grated coconut in the circular vessel before her. Off and on, looking around slyly,
Kunhamina put some into her mouth.
After grating all the four coconuts, Kunhamina placed the vessel in front of Umama. Kadisu had been standing
there all the while with a large platter. Umama divided the grated coconut into parts, and while placing the
portions on the platter, said,
“This is for frying, this for the buttermilk preparation, this for the curry, and this for the jackfruit thoran.”
She took out small quantities of the necessary ingredients from a masala box that lay open on the floor. This
was a much smaller version of the rice box. It contained several sections, one for each item like fennel, cumin
seed, garlic, and shallot.
By the time they had finished with the jackfruit, Umama got up. Pathumma and Mariam resumed grinding,
chatting all the time. Kunhamina, who was feeding the fire, joined them. When Kadisu walked out into the
courtyard as if for a breath of fresh air, a mischievous smile was seen on every face.
Nechhi was craning forward to see what it was all about. Avullakka was standing near the firewood shed.
Nechhi had not the slightest clue as to why they were sniggering when Avullakka and Kadisu talked to each other.
She got up and went to the verandah on the east side.
Umma and two maids were engaged in laundering clothes. The verandah had a special courtyard with a
separate entrance. Adjacent to a well, there was a cement slab to wash clothes on. The bathroom was on the
verandah.
A large cauldron was on the blazing oven in the bathroom. Umma was taking out the clothes from the cauldron
with a long stick and putting them in a bucket. Steam rose from the garments as she did so. Beads of perspiration
appeared on her flushed face. Ummathukutty took the stick from Umma’s hand saying,
“Ammayi, please move aside. We will do it.”
Nechhi stood there hesitantly for some time. Seeing that her mother was busy, she quietly left the place.
4
Through the roofed entrance, Nechhi stepped into the front courtyard where a flourishing Malgova mango tree
spread its branches all over. The cowshed adjacent to it was now empty as the cows were tethered in the
compound and left to graze.
On the verandah, Valyuppa sat in the easy chair, his bulky frame overflowing it. As usual, clusters of people
stood around in the verandah and courtyard, but only Valyuppa’s resonant voice was audible. Nechhi knew that
going to Valyuppa at such a time was useless, as he would hardly notice her.
Finding herself at a loose end, Nechhi made an attempt to climb on the mound of coconuts in the courtyard;
although she kept falling, she did not give up. Kunhikka had told her that if she stood on top of the coconut heap,
she would get a view of the mosque on the beach.
“Do you want to fall down and break your arm or leg? Come on, get down,” Avullakka said sternly.
Startled by his angry voice, Nechhi somehow managed to clamber down. Her eyes filled with tears, moving
Avullakka to relent and say gently,
“Child, don’t stand in this sun. Go indoors.”
“Avullakka, where are you hurrying off to? May I come along too?”
“There is work going on in the field; they are transplanting the young paddy. If I take you along in this hot sun,
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your Umma will scold me. Look, in the evening I’ll get you water lilies from the pond,” he consoled her, as he
hurried towards the road. Nechhi continued to stand there undecidedly wondering “what next” even after
Avullakka faded from view;
When she saw Mammood, Mammakka’s keeper, enter the gate holding Mammilla’s hand, Nechhi promptly hid
behind the coconut heap. Mammakka was her Umma’s younger brother. Kunhikka had told her that Mammakka
was mad. He was kept in a room on the west side of the courtyard. There was no bed or mattress there.
Mammakka sometimes shredded the mat given to him and slept on the bare floor. Mammood, his keeper, slept on
a bed on the verandah.
Sometimes Mammakka would scream and shout. Sometimes he would cry. Nechhi was too scared to go to that
side of the house. She had often seen her Umma and Umama stand outside Mammilla’s room wiping their tears.
There were moments when he didn’t seem mad at all. On such occasions, he would walk about in the house
freely.
“Come, come close to me, I will tell you a story,” he would say to Nechhi whenever he saw her.
Usually she ran away from him. He had sudden bouts of insanity. At such times, he would fling whatever he
could lay his hands on at anybody he saw. He would turn violent and harm people. Then, once again he would be
confined to his room in Mammood’s custody, shouting menacingly,
“Open the door or I’ll kick it open.”
Hearing the uproar Nechhi’s Umama would sob, covering her face with her thattam. Umma would then start
sobbing with her. Watching them, Nechhi too would begin to bawl.
She had heard Umma say that his madness was caused by sorcery practiced on him by some enemy of
Valyuppa’s. It had started quite suddenly when he was in the hostel. Nechhi had also heard that Mammilla had
been a good student and unexpected failure in the examination was the cause of his madness. Every morning and
evening, Mammood would take Mammakka out for a walk according to the doctor’s instruction. He was under the
treatment of a reputed psychiatrist in Calicut before which he had been treated by a vaid who had used traditional
medicines. Kashayam and other medicinal ingredients boiled over in the uruli on the oven in the uralpura on the
western verandah. Although Matha and Korumbi exhausted themselves by pounding medicinal ingredients and
keeping the fire ablaze, Mammakka was not cured.
“All that money pumped into his treatment has in no way brought any relief to Mammakka. But then how will
he get cured? The Musaliyar had said that some evil potion had gone into his system,” Kadisu had once said.
A thangal\fn{One who could trace his lineage from the Prophet Muhammed, blessed be he } who was brought to cure him
stayed in the house for a long time. Without a wink of sleep, he had tried to exorcise the evil spirit through
mantras and conjuration. In between, the family had even turned to a pujari.\fn{A Hindu priest} He was made to
perform a homam.\fn{A ritual with offerings made to the fire } Even so, there was no improvement in Mammakka’s
condition.
With Mammakka and Mammood fading from her view, Nechhi reached the door leading to the compound. A
thriving mango tree with huge spreading branches stood here as well. It was an Olor mango tree. Nechhi looked
up. Tender, pale red leaves had sprouted in plenty. The chirruping squirrels scrambled all over the branches.
Spotting a squirrel, a parrot perched on a branch flew away. A woodpecker went on pecking at a bough kot-kotkot, its beak was like a carpenter’s chisel.
When Nechhi’s neck started aching, she looked down. The moment she saw a couple of mynahs pecking at
something in the grass Nechhi felt a tremendous thrill. Seeing two mynahs together meant good luck. But seeing
just one was inauspicious. Scaring Nechhi by pointing out a single mynah and forcing her to look at it was a
favourite pastime of Kunhikka’s.
When the mynahs flew away with something in their beaks, there came a crane and it rested on one leg as if it
were meditating. But it flew away abruptly, implying that the presence of Nechhi was its reason for doing so.
Walking in the direction in which the bird had flown, Nechhi found herself on the bank of the stream that
skirted the compound. The crane had flown to the stream. When it lifted its long beak from the water, Nechhi saw
a viral\fn{A variety of fresh-water fish} in its beak.
Hearing a rustle in the grass, Nechhi saw a wild fowl. When she shooed it off, it disappeared from view. It
resembled an ordinary fowl but was gray in colour and had yellow eyes. Whenever Nechhi’s Uppa and his
companions went bird-shooting, they brought back cranes and wild fouls, heaped in baskets. The shot birds had to
be picked up quickly before they died, and bismi said,\fn{The incantation used before slaughtering animals } before they
were cut. Mammootty and company used to be with Uppa.
A crow-pheasant with twigs in its beak let out a hoarse sound ko-ko like a man with a bad throat. Excitedly
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Nechhi said,
“Must be neelakodi root.”
It was believed that if one managed to get even a tiny bit of that root, there would be no shortages in one’s life.
These would be lots of money, gold, everything in plenty. It was Umma who had told her the story of Musakakka,
who, while selling oil, got a piece of neelakodi root and became exceedingly rich. Nechhi was in the habit of
following the crow-pheasant gingerly and collecting twigs and creepers which she treasured and stored away in
the drawer of her study table and in the trunk containing her clothes. A whack from Umma for spoiling her
clothes, made Nechhi give up this habit. Nechhi suddenly heard the faint singing of women far away:
Attummanamele Unniyarcha is
In deep slumber after supper
The damsel has a dream
The women in the neighborhood are going
To the festival at Allimalar kavu.

Hearing the haunting strains of the Vadakkan Pattu from a distance, she walked up to the bank of the stream
and shading her eyes with her cupped palm, craned to look. Beyond the stream was the paddy field. Women in
knee-length thorthu mundu stood in a row, bending and planting the paddy seedlings, their feet more than ankle
deep in the muddy water. The breeze that came to caress them seemed to carry with it the strains of the Vadakkan
Pattu that they were singing.
When there were still hours to go
Before the crack of dawn
Unniyarcha wakes up with a start
Her black cascading hair she ties up
Her crumpled attire, she drapes afresh.

Nechhi who stood transfixed, absorbed in the song, had failed to notice Matha who was standing in the stream
and gathering the soaked coconut fronds.
“Why are you standing in the sun, little mistress? Come, come and sit here,” she said inviting Nechhi as she
dragged the wet coconut fronds to the bank of the stream.
Matha had already made a shady enclosure for herself with coconut fronds impaled in the ground. Impaling yet
another two fronds and spreading a plaited one on the ground, she made a seat for Nechhi.
“Do sit on this.” Matha had the expression of one welcoming a visitor to one’s house.
“Matha, who is singing that song?”
“It’s our Kalyani and gang. There is no Vadakkan Pattu that she doesn’t know.”
“Matha, is it because you don’t know how to sing the Vadakkan Pattu that you don’t go out to work in the
field?”
“O, Amma, what a question? Not one of them can sing like this Matha.”
“Then why are you sitting here?”
“Haven’t I grown old? Haven’t I worked long enough? Now I can’t bend and work. My back hurts.”
Not even for a second did Matha’s hand remain idle as she talked; her fingers kept moving. She hardly took
five minutes to plait a full frond. Fascinated, Nechhi too was tempted to do it.
“Please, Matha, teach me too how to plait it,” said Nechhi.
“Why should my young mistress who lives in a grand house learn how to plait coconut leaves? These jobs are
meant for poor people like us.”
“Matha, is your house a thatched one?”
“What else? Who has this Matha got to build her a grand house?” There was a tremor in her voice.
“Isn’t there anyone else in your hut, Matha?” asked Nechhi. .
“How can Matha have anyone? At the age of seventeen, I was married off. At twenty, my man was called away
by Pakothi. From that day onwards, hasn’t this Matha lived alone? All I ask for is the ability to fend for myself till
I die.”
On seeing Matha’s tear-filled eyes, Nechhi wiped the tears welling up in her own eyes. Stretched out on the
plaited coconut frond, Nechhi gazed at the sky. The sun shone bright. Nechhi’s eyes shut involuntarily as the
bright sun’s rays penetrated through the leaves of the coconut palm. The grief in Matha’s heart hurt her too. She
felt totally distressed. Noticing this, Matha hummed some lines from the Vadakkan Pattu as if to distract Nechhi.
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And fastening the mundu tight
She draws out the sword with a flourish .
With the still wet mundu tight around her waist
The young girl stands
All set to challenge.

Overwhelmed by Unniyarcha’s martial bearing, Nechhi imagined the face of the heroine who stood like a
ferocious tigress guarding her young. Nechhi promptly decided,
“When I am older, I shall learn sword-fighting. I will challenge every man who comes to attack me.”
But she wondered whether Umma would let her do it. Hadn’t she heard Umma time and again,
“If you are born a girl you have to learn to be submissive. You can get on in life only by obeying the man.”
She knew that Umma would tell her only what was good and right. But even so …
“So you are here, relaxing? Your Umma has been looking for you in every nook and corner. Come hurry up.”
Startled by Mammootty’s voice, Nechhi opened her eyes but continued to lie still. He added:
“A mute Muslim woman-palmist has arrived. There’s a young fellow with her. What she says by gestures, this
boy explains in words. Come if you want to. It’s great fun.”
Hearing him, Nechhi too thought it would be good fun. She bounced up and followed Mammootty without
even taking leave of Matha. She had hardly crossed the entrance on the eastern side when she saw the palmist,
who was seated on the mat spread on the sill. At the centre of the mat was a cloth bundle. Both Umma and
Umama were there. They stood looking rather perplexed.
The palmist’s outfit consisted of a green lungi with blue flowers all over, a red blouse, and a spotted thattam.
The boy in shabby clothes sitting on the floor was explaining the meaning of the palmist’s gestures. He said:
“The master of this house has royal status. He practically owns all this land. No shortage of anything. But of
what use is it? There’s fire in his heart. His youngest son is the cause for that. He has lost his mental balance
through the terrible sheher\fn{Black magic} done on him by somebody. It has to be countered. Treatment alone will
not work.”
Umama wiped her tear-filled eyes. One of the persons gathered there mumbled:
“These creatures can’t be completely trusted.”
The palmist who heard that frowned. But she resumed her gesticulations and the boy his explanations.
“The other two boys are in good positions in a far-off place. One daughter,” he said pointing to Nechhi’s
mother.
“The daughter’s husband is prosperous. He’s brash. Court and litigation are his life and soul. But he is a caring
husband. He is a caring father too. Six children. Four boys and two girls. The older daughter has just given birth
to her third child. Her husband is rich and lavish. The sons are smart. The eldest son has almost finished his
studies. He will have a good position. So also will the others. The youngest son will make a mark in this world.
He will build a grand house on his own. The youngest child is a girl. Some danger looms before her.”
Pointing to Nechhi, the woman made some strange sounds. The boy said,
“A darling girl, like a flower. But what use is that? Short life.”
“Allah …” sobbed Umma.
“Isn’t she saying everything accurately? No bluffing so far. But that doesn’t mean that she can say anything
and everything,” said Kadisu. Silencing Kadisu, Umama said,
“Let her complete what she has to say.” Holding Nechhi close to her bosom, Umma asked with a quiver in her
voice,
“What are you implying? What will happen to her?”
“She is not a quiet child who sits at home. She is the sort who wanders outdoors all the time. Umma’s darling
child. Also Uppa’s. But not destined to live long … the bad influence of creeping creatures is seen. If she ever
steps upon one in the dark, she is sure to be bitten.”
Seeing the woman dramatically describing the sinister serpentine movements with her hands, Nechhi stood
aghast. Umma held her tight. Kadisu asked
“There must be an antidote for everything; isn’t that so”
With her head bowed, the palmist was deep in thought. She seemed to be calculating something with her
fingers stretched out. Suddenly she raised her head as if she had found an answer, her face beaming.
“Ha … Hu … Ooh!” As soon as he heard her jubilant voice, the boy began,
“Yes, a way has been found. No, Allah has shown it. Half a sovereign is required. With it, you should make a
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figure in the shape of a snake and give it as an offering to Nahur Aulia. By this antidote, the snake that is after
your girl will turn back and go another way.”
“Nechhi mol, wasn’t it just the other day that we saw a snake creeping under the coconut frond? And when you
screamed in fear, wasn’t it I who—” butted in Mammootty.
“When was that? Nice fellow! You tell us now,” intruded Kadisu in an accusing manner before Mammootty
could complete what he wanted to say. Kadisu’s remark crushed him.
“See, how accurate the predictions are. The guiding djinn is so powerful,” he said with reverence.
“Moopathy is saying that on no score need you have any fear. Even greater dangers have been averted. But you
will have to do exactly what she tells you to do. Should not doubt her words. Now, with all your heart, place half a
sovereign and fifty rupees in her hands,” he said looking at Umama’s face.
“Can this clever dame be trusted?” Umama whispered to Umma. The boy who had heard her whisper
something to Umma immediately retorted,
“See. They don’t believe us. Did you see that? No there’s nothing more to be done. It’ll have no effect. The
djinn takes offence when doubted. After that, the djinn will not render any service. It’s the djinn who talks about
the past and future. Not Mooppathy. See, Mooppathy has got up offended. No, she will not sit down again.”
The boy picked up the bundle in a huff. The woman's face was livid.
“Please sit,” Umma appealed as she went inside. “After all, it’s only half a sovereign even if nothing comes
true,” she was mumbling.
“Don’t you have any remedies for my son? You have not said anything about him,” Umama said.
The woman pondered deeply. After observing Umama for a long time, her gesticulations began.
“Mooppathy’s belief is that exorcism is required. Some terrible potion has gone into his system. But exorcism
cannot be done here, because it will harm someone else in the house … just give the money required, we will do
it.”
“How much?”
“A hundred rupees.”
It was the boy who said this. The woman was untying the bundle and searching for something. She took out an
amulet of lead and mumbling some incantations, devotedly blew on it and gave it to Umama after tying it on a
string. The boy then said,
“It has to be tied on the wrist. InshaAllah Shifayakum.”
When he said it, she placed her hand on Umama’s head. Just then Umma came back. Taking out a half
sovereign coin from a red casket, she placed it in the woman’s palm. The woman covered it with a piece of red
cloth, stroked Nechhi’s head with the cloth-covered coin and then put it into a pouch. There were several other
coins, in the pouch.
“All for offerings,” the boy said.
“At the end of the month is Uroos. If money is given, the remedy for the son can be done too.” When this was
said, Umama went inside.
“Bivi has to take oIu,”\fn{A ritual washing before prayer} the boy said.
Kadisu hurriedly ran inside and came back with a kindi of water. Rolling up her sleeves, the woman performed
the initial washing of hands. Taking out from the bundle a copy of Musa-ab wrapped in a piece of red cloth, she
placed it in her lap. In the meantime, the boy took out incense sticks and lit them. The overpowering scent made
everyone dizzy.
By then, Umama had come in with a hundred rupee note. Umma too gave her fifty rupees. The woman did not
accept the money with her hands. Gesticulating, she told them to keep it in the Musa-ab. She then kissed the
Musa-ab, folded it, wrapped it in a cloth, and put it back in the bundle. Taking the incense sticks from the boy’s
hand, she waved them around Nechhi’s head, indicating to Umma through signs that there was nothing to fear.
She then picked up a set of peacock feathers from her bundle and waved it around the heads of everyone
gathered there. Her lips moved as if she was uttering some prayer. After that, gazing upward with outstretched
arms she begged for dua. The boy after uttering the Fathiha said,
“Aameen.”
Everyone repeated it with one voice. After the incense sticks were stubbed out, they were wrapped up in paper,
and put in the bundle. Opening a vial, she smeared attar on Nechhi’s body. The attar had a strong unpleasant
smell.
“These incense sticks will be lit in Nahur Aulia’s tomb and Bivi will beg for dua. The vial of attar will be
emptied on the silk cloth there. The figure of a snake made with the gold coin will be deposited in the collection
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box. Twenty-one thangals will be called to chant mantras for the exorcism. All museebath will be removed.”
“Nothing to worry;” the boy said reassuringly as he tied up the bundle. The woman holding Umma’s and
Umama’s hand bade them farewell. Umma placed yet another ten rupee note in her hand. She then blessed Umma
and once again took leave of them. …
25.110 Excerpt from A Suitable Boy\fn{by Vikram Seth (1952- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State,
India (M) 2
… It was a little untraditional, Lata couldn’t help thinking, that Pran hadn’t ridden up to the gate on a white
horse with a little nephew sitting in front of him and with the groom’s party in tow to claim his bride; but then
Prem Nivas was the groom’s house after all. And no doubt if he had followed the convention, Arun would have
found further cause for mockery. As it was, Lata found it difficult to imagine the lecturer on Elizabethan Drama
under that veil of tuberoses. He was now placing a garland of dark red, heavily fragrant roses around her sister
Savita’s neck—and Savita was doing the same to him. She looked lovely in her red-and-gold wedding sari, and
quite subdued; Lata thought she might even have been crying. Her head was covered, and she looked down at the
ground as her mother had doubtless instructed her to do. It was not proper, even when she was putting her garland round his neck, that she should look full in the face of the man with whom she was to live her life.
The welcoming ceremony completed, bride and groom moved together to the middle of the garden, where a
small platform, decorated with more white flowers and open to the auspicious stars, had been erected. Here the
priests, one from each family, and Mrs. Rupa Mehra and the parents of the groom sat around the small fire that
would be the witness of their vows.
Mrs. Rupa Mehra’s brother, whom the family very rarely met, had earlier in the day taken charge of the bangle
ceremony. Arun was annoyed that he had not been allowed to take charge of anything. He had suggested to his
mother after the crisis brought on by his grandfather’s inexplicable actions, that they should move the wedding to
Calcutta. But it was too late for that, and she would not hear of it.
Now that the exchange of garlands was over, the crowd paid no great attention to the actual wedding rites.
These would go on for the better part of an hour while the guests milled and chattered round the lawns of Prem
Nivas. They laughed; they shook hands or folded them to their foreheads; they coalesced into little knots, the men
here, the women there; they warmed themselves at the charcoal-filled clay stoves placed strategically around the
garden while their frosted, gossip-laden breath rose into the air; they admired the multicoloured lights; they
smiled for the photographer as he murmured “Steady, please!” in English; they breathed deeply the scent of
flowers and perfume and cooked spices; they exchanged births and deaths and politics and scandal under the
brightly-colored cloth canopy at the back of the garden beneath which long tables of food had been laid out; they
sat down exhaustedly on chairs with their plates full and tucked in\fn{ Ate.} inexhaustibly. Servants, some in white
livery, some in khaki, brought around fruit juice and tea and coffee and snacks to those who were standing in the
garden: samosas, kachauris,\fn{A note reads: Small purl-like savory with spicy filling .} laddus,\fn{A note reads: Lentil-based
yellow sweet.} gulab-jamuns,\fn{A note reads: Fried brown sweet with white inside, served in a rosewater syrup .} barfis\fn{A note
reads: Solidified milk sweets.} and gajak\fn{A note reads: Sweet made from sesame and sugar or jaggery.} and ice-cream were
consumed and replenished along with puris\fn{A note reads: Deep-fried bread.} and six kinds of vegetables. Friends
who had not met each other for months fell upon each other with loud cries, relatives who met only at weddings
and funerals embraced tearfully and exchanged the latest news of third cousins thrice removed. Lata’s aunt from
Kanpur, horrified by the complexion of the groom, was talking to an aunt from Lucknow about “Rupa’s black
grandchildren,” as if they already existed. They made much of Apama, who was obviously going to be Rupa’s last
fair grandchild, and praised her even when she spooned pistachio ice-cream down the front of her pale yellow
cashmere sweater. The barbaric children from rustic Rudhia ran around yelling as if they were playing pitthu\fn{A
note reads: Game played with seven pieces of tiles .} on the farm. And though the plaintive, festive music of the shehnai\fn
{A note reads: A wind instrument, particularly associated with weddings .} had now ceased, a happy babble of convivial voices
rose to the skies and quite drowned out the irrelevant chant of the ceremonies.
Lata, however, stood close by and watched with an attentive mixture of fascination and dismay. The two barechested priests, one very fat and one fairly thin, both apparently immune to the cold, were locked in mildly
insistent competition as to who knew a more elaborate form of the service. So, while the stars stayed their courses
in order to keep the auspicious time in abeyance, the Sanskrit wound interminably on. Even the groom’s parents
were asked by the fat priest to repeat something after him. Mahesh Kapoor’s eyebrows were quivering; he was
about to blow his rather short fuse.
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Lata tried to imagine what Savita was thinking. How could she have agreed to get married without knowing
this man? Kind-hearted and accommodating though she was, she did have views of her own. Lata loved her
deeply and admired her generous, even temper; the evenness was certainly a contrast to her own erratic swings of
mood. Savita was free from any vanity about her fresh and lovely looks; but didn’t she rebel against the fact that
Pran would fail the most lenient test of glamour? Did Savita really accept that Mother knew best? It was difficult
to speak to Savita, or sometimes even to guess what she was thinking. Since Lata had gone to college, it was
Malati rather than her sister who had become her confidante. And Malati, she knew, would never have agreed to
be married off in this summary manner by all the mothers in the world conjoined.
In a few minutes Savita would relinquish even her name to Pran. She would no longer be a Mehra, like the rest
of them, but a Kapoor. Arun, thank God, had never had to do that. Lata tried “Savita Kapoor” on her tongue, and
did not like it at all.
The smoke from the fire—or possibly the pollen from the flowers—was beginning to bother Pran, and he
coughed a little, covering his mouth with his hand. His mother said something to him in a low voice. Savita too
looked up at him very quickly, with a glance, Lata thought, of gentle concern. Savita, it was true, would have been
concerned about anyone who was suffering from anything; but there was a special tenderness here that irritated
and confused Lata. Savita had only met this man for an hour! And now he was returning her affectionate look. It
was too much.
Lata forgot that she had been defending Pran to Malati just a short while ago, and began to discover things to
irritate herself with.
“Prem Nivas” for a start: the abode of love. An idiotic name, thought Lata crossly, for this house of arranged
marriages. And a needlessly grandiloquent one: as if it were the centre of the universe and felt obliged to make a
philosophical statement about it. And the scene, looked at objectively, was absurd: seven living people, none of
them stupid, sitting around a fire intoning a dead language that only three of them understood. And yet, Lata
thought, her mind wandering from one thing to another, perhaps this little fire was indeed the cente of the
universe. For here it burned, in the middle of this fragrant garden, itself in the heart of Pasand Bagh, the
pleasantest locality of Brahmpur, which was the capital of the state of Purva Pradesh, which lay in the center of
the Gangetic plains, which was itself the heartland of India … and so on through the galaxies to the outer limits of
perception and knowledge. The thought did not seem in the least trite to Lata; it helped her control her irritation
at, indeed resentment of Pran.
“Speak up! Speak up! If your mother had mumbled like you, we would never have got married.”
Mahesh Kapoor had turned impatiently towards his dumpy little wife, who became even more tongue-tied as a
result.
Pran turned and smiled encouragingly at his mother, and quickly rose again in Lata’s estimation.
Mahesh Kapoor frowned, but held his peace for a few minutes, after which he burst out, this time to the family
priest:
“Is this mumbo-jumbo going to go on for ever?”
The priest said something soothing in Sanskrit, as if blessing Mahesh Kapoor, who felt obliged to lapse into an
irked silence. He was irritated for several reasons, one of which was the distinct and unwelcome sight of his arch
political rival, the Home Minister, deep in conversation with the large and venerable Chief Minister S. S. Sharma.
What could they be plotting? he thought. My stupid wife insisted on inviting Agarwal because our daughters are
friends, even though she knew it would sour things for me. And now the Chief Minister is talking to him as if no
one else exists. And in my garden.
His other major irritation was directed at Mrs. Rupa Mehra. Mahesh Kapoor, once he had taken over the
arrangements, had set his heart on inviting a beautiful and renowned singer of ghazals\fn{A note reads: Popular form
of love-poem or song, particularly in Urdu; derived from Persian .} to perform at Prem Nivas, as was the tradition whenever
anyone in his family got married. But Mrs. Rupa Mehra, though she was not even paying for the wedding, had put
her foot down. She could not have “that sort of person” singing love-lyrics at the wedding of her daughter. “That
sort of person” meant both a Muslim and a courtesan.
Mahesh Kapoor muffed his responses, and the priest repeated them gently.
“Yes, yes, go on, go on,” said Mahesh Kapoor. He glowered at the fire. But now Savita was being given away
by her mother with a handful of rose-petals, and all three women were in tears.
Really, thought Mahesh Kapoor. They’ll douse the flames. He looked in exasperation at the main culprit,
whose sobs were the most obstreperous.
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But Mrs. Rupa Mehra was not even bothering to tuck her handkerchief back into her blouse. Her eyes were red
and her nose and cheeks were flushed with weeping. She was thinking back to her own wedding. The scent of
4711 Eau-de-Cologne brought back unbearably happy memories of her late husband. Then she thought
downwards one generation to her beloved Savita who would soon be walking around this fire with Pran to begin
her own married life. May it be a longer one than mine, prayed Mrs. Rupa Mehra. May she wear this very sari to
her own daughter’s wedding.
She also thought upwards a generation to her father, and this brought on a fresh gush of tears. What the
septuagenarian radiologist Dr. Kishen Chand Seth had taken offence at, no one knew: probably something said or
done by his mend Mahesh Kapoor, but quite possibly by his own daughter; no one could tell for sure. Apart from
repudiating his duties as a host, he had chosen not even to attend his granddaughter’s wedding, and had gone
furiously off to Delhi “for a conference of cardiologists,” as he claimed. He had taken with him the insufferable
Parvati, his thirty-five-year-old second wife, who was ten years younger than Mrs. Rupa Mehra herself
It was also possible, though this did not cross his daughter’s mind, that Dr. Kishen Chand Seth would have
gone mad at the wedding had he attended it, and had in fact fled from that specific eventuality. Short and trim
though he had always been, he was enormously fond of food; but owing to a digestive disorder combined with
diabetes his diet was now confined to boiled eggs, weak tea, lemon squash, and arrowroot biscuits.
“I don’t care who stares at me, I have plenty of reasons to cry,” said Mrs. Rupa Mehra to herself defiantly. “I
am so happy and heartbroken today.” But her heartbreak lasted only a few minutes more. The groom and bride
walked around the fire seven times, Savita keeping her head meekly down, her eyelashes wet with tears; and Pran
and she were man and wife.
After a few concluding words by the priests, everyone rose. The newlyweds were escorted to a flowershrouded bench near a sweet-smelling, rough-leafed harsingar tree in white-and-orange bloom; and
congratulations fell on them and their parents and all the Mehras and Kapoors present as copiously as those
delicate flowers fall to the ground at dawn.
Mrs. Rupa Mehra’s joy was unconfined. She gobbled the congratulations down like forbidden gulab-jamuns.
She looked a little speculatively at her younger daughter, who appeared to be laughing at her from a distance. Or
was she laughing at her sister? Well, she would find out soon enough what the happy tears of matrimony were all
about.
Pran’s much-shouted-at mother, subdued yet happy, after blessing her son and daughter-in-law, and failing to
see her younger son Maan anywhere, had gone over to her daughter Veena. Veena embraced her; Mrs. Mahesh
Kapoor, temporarily overcome, said nothing, but sobbed and smiled simultaneously. The dreaded Home Minister
and his daughter Priya joined them for a few minutes, and in return for their congratulations, Mrs. Mahesh Kapoor
had a few kind words to say to each of them. Priya, who was married and virtually immured by her in-laws in a
house in the old, cramped part of Brahmpur, said, rather wistfully, that the garden looked beautiful. And it was
true, thought Mrs. Mahesh Kapoor with quiet pride: the garden was indeed looking beautiful. The grass was rich,
the gardenias were creamy and fragrant, and a few chrysanthemums and roses were already in bloom. And though
she could take no credit for the sudden, prolific blossoming of the harsingar tree, that was surely the grace of the
gods whose prized and contested possession, in mythical times, it used to be. …
69.134 The Fourth Girl\fn{by Subhadra Sen Gupta (1952- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 5
A mother refusing to feed her newborn child. It was something Parvati Bai had never heard of before.
She stood there in the kitchen, holding a half-cleaned thali in her hand, stunned into stillness. Then she raised
her head to listen and in the early morning silence she heard the familiar thin, wailing cry of a hungry baby and
knew it was true.
When Parvati Bai had come to work that morning, she had noticed absently that the house was oddly quiet but
had not thought much about it. There was work to do. So as always, she had gone swiftly into the kitchen where a
huge pile of dirty dishes, pots and pans waited for her in the sink. She had just begun her scrubbing when the cook
had come in and said:
“It’s another daughter. She’s been crying all night.”
Still scrubbing away, Parvati shook her head sadly.
“The fourth. Poor woman. Now that mother-in-law of hers will not let her live in peace.”
The cook cleared his throat, preparing to give the momentous news for which the earlier information was just
the preliminary:
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“She’s refusing to feed the baby.”
“Refusing? Who?”
Parvati turned to stare at the cook’s thick, unshaven face, the small eyes glittering with excitement.
“The baby’s lying there, crying, and she’s not even willing to pick it up.”
By then with a brisk twist of her wrist Parvati had opened the tap, washed her hands and was marching out of
the kitchen. The cook’s words were not enough. This was something she had to see for herself.
Parvati had worked as a maid at this house from the day she came to Delhi as the sixteen-year-old bride of the
family driver. And as her husband also repaired the cars, he was given a small room over the garage to live. Here
Parvati had raised three children. The two daughters were now married, just the son remained. After twenty-four
years Parvati knew the ins and outs of the big house and its people very well.
The head of the family Bhagwan Das owned a jewelry shop in Chandni Chowk. And the family mansion was
always bustling with relatives and friends. Parvati had watched the only son being married to the beautiful
daughter of a sari shop owner. Then helped in carrying in the immense dowry that had accompanied the bride.
While somewhere marveling at how things always fell neatly into place for the Bhagwan Das family.
Then the balance of fate that Parvati so implicitly believed in, had asserted itself and the daughter-in-law had
given birth to three daughters in six years. And the complacent smiles had vanished from the faces of the
Bhagwan Das clan.
Watching the anger and resentment that flared up often between the women, the gloom among the men, Parvati
had thought grimly, it’s always money, that’s all they can think about. If there was no son to carry on the line,
Bhagwan Das’ money would be scattered among relatives and that was a thought that the father and the son
couldn’t bear.
Crossing the central courtyard, Parvati moved swiftly up the staircase, thinking worriedly, I’m sure the cook’s
mistaken. How can she refuse to feed her own child? Then as she reached the first floor where the son and
daughter-in-law lived the crying of the baby got louder. Panting slightly she reached the room and came to a halt
at the door. Pushing back the curtain she looked into the scene inside and drew her breath in shock and surprise.
Radha, the daughter-in-law lay in a dazed stupor on the bed, tier face swollen after hours of crying. And as if
making a deliberate statement of rejection she had turned her back on the swaddled baby that lay abandoned like a
forgotten bundle at one corner of the large double bed. In defiance of the uncaring back, an anguished wail rose
from the bundle and as Parvati listened she thought the crying was getting weaker.
At the other end of the room, the mother-in-law, Bhagwan Das’ wife stood staring stonily out of the window.
Both the women in the room seemed completely unaware of the famished crying child.
With a small exclamation of protest at the horror she saw, Parvati went swiftly up to the bed and reaching
down picked up the child. She looked down at Radha:
“This child is dying. Aren’t you going to feed it, Bahu?’
There was no reaction from the stiffly prostrate figure on the bed. While the woman by the window turned to
look at Parvati, her eyes empty of feeling.
The baby against her breast was hiccupping into an exhausted silence as Parvati left the room. Neither of the
women tried to stop her, though both of them watched her go.
*
Mini, the fourth girl, began her life by nearly dying. Mini lived because Parvati Bai took her up to the room
over the garage, carrying a bowl of milk from the kitchen. While her teenage son went running to the market to
get a feeding bottle.
Mini continued to live because Parvati hunted through her trunk for her children’s old clothes and put them on
her.
Mini survived because whenever she fell ill Parvati’s husband would rush to get a doctor.
Mini learnt to smile when he got her a rattle. And she learnt to love because Parvati’s son carried her around
with him like a favorite toy and paced up and down with her in his arms when she cried at night.
Mini, the fourth girl. If there is a God, then he sent her into the world with every disadvantage he could think
of. It was the kind of creative cruelty that the omnipotent often exhibits, especially towards little girls.
Mini’s mother was fair and exquisitely beautiful. But she was born with her father’s dark skin and plain looks.
If she had been a cuddly, pretty baby, maybe her mother would have relented. But for the mother of four
unwelcome daughters there was nothing to warm up to in the thin, dark, squalling baby with huge accusing eyes.
Parvati had taken the baby back to the house the next day and waited beside the bed. Radha turned away and said
briefly:
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“Take her away.” Parvati, a practical woman, had argued:
“Bringing up a child costs money.”
Radha dropped the cupboard keys into Parvati’s hand without a word.
That became the ritual every month. Parvati would go and hold out her hand, Radha would give her the keys
and she would take the money she needed for Mini. Radha never asked how her fourth daughter was and Parvati
never offered to tell her.
Precocious as she was, Mini spoke her first word when she was a year old. She lisped “Ma” on Parvati’s lap
and Parvati hugged her close and said:
“No, Munia, call me Amma. I’m Amma,” and then she picked up the child and carried her to the first floor. To
try one more time. Radha sitting before the mirror had turned with an irritated frown and said:
“Why have you brought her here?” Unaffected by her anger Parvati said quietly”
“Munia said her first word today.”
“So?”
“Don’t you want to know what she said?”
“What?”
“Ma.”
“She was calling you.”
“Yes. But I’ll teach her to call me Amma. My children call me that.”
“Anything you wish.”
Mini grew up in a misty place between the garage room and the big house. No one ever kept her away from the
house but instinctively she knew it was not her home. Her three sisters tolerantly allowed her to play with them
but at mealtimes she would sit beside Parvati in the kitchen to eat. And at night she would follow Parvati up to the
room above the garage.
When Mini was three, she studied everything with her large, ever watchful eyes and with an instinctive
awareness she knew there were things she was allowed to do and others she was not. She could play in the
courtyard but never enter that large room where the men sat. If that old woman ever beckoned her closer she had
to stay quietly docile and not jump into her lap. She could enter all the bedrooms except the large one on the first
floor where this fair, beautiful woman lived. Because that woman would look at her with a pair of icy eyes and
say, “Go to Parvati,” and Mini was afraid of her. Mini knew her sisters felt the same.
Mini called Parvati Amma and her husband Babuji. She knew in a confused way that the three older girls were
her sisters because they told her to call them Didi. But her one and only beloved Bhaiya was Parvati’s son. They
all called her Mini except her Amma and Babuji, who called her Munia. Like the pretty, perky little bird.
From her didis she learnt to call Bhagan Das and his wife Dadaji and Dadiji. But the problem began with the
other two in the big house. There was the fair woman and her dark husband who were Amma and Babuji to her
sisters. But Mini already had an Amma and a Babuji and they lived over the garage. So with quiet acceptance she
called them nothing. It simplified things a bit.
*
Everything became confused again when Mini was six and she learned that the fair woman on the first floor
had given birth to a son. Mini sat at the kitchen door, chewing a piece of mango achar and watched the sudden
surge of excitement around the house. The boxes of sweets arriving, the women coming to visit with big smiles.
Her grandmother stood at the door giving food to the beggars. There were garlands at the door, rangoli on the
poor. And in the large room her grandfather and the dark man sat grinning like heroes. Mini did not understand
what was happening so she went to ask Parvati.
In the kitchen Parvati was grinding spices and looked up as Mini went and leaned against her shoulders.
“Hungry Munia?”
“No. Amma why are they feeding the beggars today?”
“Because a boy has been born. A grandson for Dadaji.”
“You give sweets only for boys?”
“Yes.”
Mini sucked the mango slice some more and then asked:
“It’s the son of the dark man?”
“Yes.”
“And who is the mother?”
“That fair woman on the first floor.”
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“Oh.” Mini was beginning to understand. “My three didis’ mother.”
Parvati laid down the grinding stone, turned to pull Mini into her lap and said gently:
“You are also her daughter.”
“Whose?” Minis huge dark eyes widened in surprise.
“Radha’s. That fair woman’s.”
“I’m not your daughter Amma?” The eyes were beginning to cloud with doubt.
Parvati swallowed the catch in her throat.
“Yes. You are. But she gave birth to you. Like she did to your sisters. But I liked you so much I took you and
made you my own special daughter.”
Mini wriggled deeper into Parvati’s capacious, soft cushioned lap, a smile glimmering around her lips.
“You chose me.”
“Yes. I looked at your didis and then at you and I said, ‘I want her. She’s my Munia.’”
“And then?”
“And then I took you home and kissed you and gave you lots of milk to drink.”
“Didn’t she … that …” Mini struggled to find a name for Radha. “Didn’t my didis’ mother cry when you took
me away?”
“She had three daughters but I’m sure she cried a bit.”
Mini sat silent, head bent playing with Parvati’s sari.
“Munia?” Parvati whispered anxiously.
Then a soft, six-year-old face turned up to look at her, the lips widening into a delighted smile.
“Oh good! Good you chose me, Amma! I’m scared of her, so are my didis. I’d never want to call her Amma.”
If Parvati had tears in her eyes she hid them by bending to go on grinding the spices. As Mini ran out to get a
handful of sweets from her grandmother. Her smiling Dadiji, who was feeding the beggars that day.
*
Mini was taught her next lesson of life when she was ten and her little brother was four. She and her sisters
were waiting at the gate for the cycle rickshaws in which they went to school. Just then the family car drove out
past them and at the back Mini caught a glimpse of the fair woman and her plump fair son. Mini’s eldest sister
laughed:
“Do you know where Amma is taking him? To that big convent school.”
Mini looked at her with a puzzled frown, sensing the bitterness behind her words but not discovering the
reason.
“To a convent school,” her sister repeated. “We go to the local government school in rickshaws. He’ll go in the
car.”
The second sister clambering into the rickshaw said:
“At least we go to school. Amma didn’t want Mini to study at all. Until Parvati got angry.”
As they trundled down the road, watching the sweating back of the rickshawalla, Mini digested that bit of
information and then asked:
“She didn’t? But why?”
“Because Amma said you’re only fit to be like Parvati. Working in the kitchen. But Parvati heard about it and
she went and yelled at Amma.”
“Yelled what?”
“That she would go and tell the world what Amma did to you.”
“What did she do?”
“Give you to Parvati to bring up.”
“Why did she do that?”
“Because you’re the fourth girl. And you’re so dark.”
All day at school Mini puzzled over her sister’s words, wondering absently at why the tears kept coming to her
eyes. Why did it matter what that fair woman said? Mini didn’t even like her after all.
Coming home she went in search of the wisest person she knew. Her Babuji would be able to answer her
questions. She found him in the garage, fiddling with the engine of a car and as always he smiled at her and said,
“Munia how was the Hindi exam?”
“Good. Only one girl got more marks than me. I’ll beat her next time.”
“Hand me that spanner.”\fn{Wrench; but it was England that was in India, and not my country.}
Mini gave him the spanner, then bending her head to one side just like a munia bird, she said:
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“Babuji is it bad to be the fourth girl?”
“Fourth? I thought you stood second in class.”
“N … no. I mean being the fourth daughter. Is that why the fair lady does not like me? Didi said so.”
Parvati’s husband laid down the spanner, closed the lid of the engine and pulled Mini closer with a greasedarkened hand.
“She may not have liked you but we did.”
“But I’m your third daughter,” Mini protested.
“You’re our best daughter. The smartest, prettiest and my favorite.”
“But I’m dark. All my sisters are fair.”
The man searched desperately in his mind for an answer to a question for which there were no kind answers.
He couldn’t tell the child, “You’re a girl, dark and plain and the fourth daughter. That’s all they see. Not that pair
of bright intelligent eyes, that quick mind, that chatter and laughter. My gallant little munia bird, the world never
bothers to look within a fourth girl like you.”
“Tell me something,” he said briskly. “Last night I was telling you about the most powerful goddess of all.
Who’s that?”
“Kali?”
“Right. And isn’t Kali dark? She’s so strong and clever she stands on Shiva’s chest and she can kill demons.”
Mini wrinkled her nose half convinced.
“Y … yes. But she’s very scary looking.”
“Okay. What about Lata Mangeshkar?\fn{ Indian singer and occasional composer (1929- ) } She’s dark and she’s the
best singer in the country.”
“Mmmm …” Muni was still wrinkling her nose.
“And Waheeda Rehman!”\fn{ Indian actress (1938- ) } he said triumphantly, convinced he had finally found the
right name.
“Oooh! Is she dark too?” Mini’s eyes were shining with delight. “But she’s so beautiful!”
“Right,” said Mini’s Babuji, opening the engine lid again. “And you also have brains.”
“Right,” said Mini and as his trained assistant, she slapped the spanner into his hand.
Next morning when the car drove past their cycle rickshaw Mini waved to her brother. And he, like the wellfed heir to a kingdom, kindly waved back.
Mini’s eldest sister laughed.
*
By the time Mini completed her fifteenth year she understood everything. She stood quietly at one side
watching and there was something in her large eyes that Radha could not bear. She made it clear that Mini was to
stay away from her and as an excuse she announced to the world that Mini brought her bad luck.
But Mini would not take her orders any more. She had realized that whatever the elders of the family may say
about her in her absence, none of them could look her in the eye and reject her. With quiet poise Mini would join
her sisters to welcome the guests in the house and often see the startled glance they gave her. There were people
who had till then believed her to be Parvati’s daughter.
Mini’s two eldest sisters were married on the same day and with quiet composure Mini stood with the family,
helped at the wedding mandap and laughed and giggled with the other girls. Then when the family group was
being photographed she walked up with the rest to stand beside one of the brides, as if unaware of Radha’s icy
stare. In the photograph there were two unsmiling faces, Radha’s and her fourth daughter’s.
Mini had discovered early that every time anyone tried to hurt her she could hit back with the whiplash of
words that were more devastating. Then she realized that with her sharp tongue she also had another weapon of
defense—what her Babuji called her “brains.” With a desperate determination she looked for her salvation in her
studies and Parvati and her husband stood behind her, not totally understanding her compulsions but always ready
to support her.
When the school leaving exam results came out, the family sat up and noticed Mini. She had topped among the
girls. As the family watched in amazement, newspaper reporters came to interview her and photographers clicked
her pictures. As always Mini sat poised and quiet as the reporters scribbled. Then one man asked:
“I’m sure your parents must be very proud of you?”
Mini turned her huge glittering eyes towards Parvati standing by the door, smiled and said softly:
“Yes, they are. Very proud.”
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Next morning for the first time in her life, Mini was summoned into the men’s sitting room where the dark
man she resembled so much sat with the newspapers spread before him. In everyone of them there was Mini’s
smiling photograph.
The dark man had hardly ever spoken to her in the past sixteen years except to ask her a few times if she
needed anything. He looked embarrassed now before the girl standing so patiently in front of him. He nervously
cleared his throat and said:
“You’ve done well … er … Mini.”
Mini stood still and waited.
“And er … um … what will you do next?”
“Study medicine.” Mini said firmly.
“Medicine!” The man looked scandalized. “But no daughter of our … I don’t know if your mother …”
Mini stayed silent.
The dark man held out a hundred rupee note towards her. She took it with a cool thank you and left the room.
Then preparing for the battle she knew would follow, she told Parvati about her plans.
Parvati and Mini were called into the first floor bedroom where Radha and her husband waited. Mini was
ordered to stay at home and learn to cook and sew until a suitable boy was found for her. They had expected
Parvati to protest but it was Mini who spoke up.
“Suppose your son had done well would you ask him to stay at home?”
A little surprised at Mini’s overt rebellion, Radha turned to look at her fourth daughter:
“You’re not my son.”
“True. Your son fails at least once in every class.”
Radha turned away with a dismissing wave of her hand:
“You’ll do what we decide for you.”
Then as Parvati watched in surprise Mini went up to stand close to Radha sitting on her bed and said:
“I’ve got a scholarship. You don’t have to pay for anything.”
“No daughter of mine will …”
Mini bent down to look straight into Radha’s eyes and there was something in her face that made Radha flinch
away:
“But I’m not your daughter. Mothers feed and care for their children. When have you fed or cared for me?”
Radha’s husband moved in hurriedly, trying to save a battle already lost:
“Yes … fine … do whatever you like. Just leave us alone.”
Mini did not bother to reply.
Before Mini left the room, she paused at the door and looked back at her parents. In her father’s eyes there was
the anger of the thwarted male head of the house. In her mother’s face she seemed to see an odd puzzled interest.
As if for the first time Radha had really noticed her fourth daughter.
*
Through the long hard years of study at the medical college Mini came home for the holidays and spent most
of her time in the room over the garage or chattering with Parvati in the kitchen. She never went up to the first
floor. Because of her infrequent visits she noticed changes in the family before the others did.
The house was emptier now. Her grandparents were dead and so was one sister. The other two rarely came to
visit. Now Mini was allowed to have a small room in the big house. She sensed things were not going well for the
family. The dark man and the son and heir spent more time battling each other than at earning money. And Radha
did not know how to control a son who had discovered the dubious pleasures of gambling, alcohol and women.
When Mini came back to stay in the big house she was an intern at the local hospital. On holidays she would
wander around the house noticing how quiet it had all become. No more bustle of relatives at festivals, the
movements of servants, chatter and gossip. Now half the rooms stayed locked and there was only one old car in
the garage. Parvati’s husband spent most of his time pottering in the kitchen garden. Radha had begun to fall ill
and once a week Mini would climb the stairs to the first floor to go and check her blood pressure. And every time
she would notice the puzzled question in Radha’s eyes. At times Mini thought she would tell her mother:
“Don’t be surprised. I’m a doctor. I’ve taken a vow to treat the ill. And that includes mothers who abandon
their daughters to die.”
But Mini being Mini was brisk, businesslike and silent.
Even the dark man spoke to her now, in a helpless reaching out for support. She helped him with his financial
dealings, ran errands to the bank and even found ways to pay off the gambling debts of the son and heir. In his
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eyes too at times she saw the baffled regret that she had so desperately waited to see when she was a young girl.
But now she did not encourage any personal conversation and the dark man oddly afraid of her, never gathered
the courage to say anything.
Even now on some nights, after working late, Mini would creep up the stairs to the room over the garage to
cuddle up to Parvati and whisper and giggle into her ears. She would dig and prune with her Babuji in the kitchen
garden and tell him all the news. And when her Bhaiya who was in the army wrote to her, Mini would carry his
letter around in her purse like a talisman of joy. Only with the family that chose her, Mini/Munia would chatter,
laugh and be young again.
*
It was in the same year that both, the son and heir of the clan and the fourth daughter, got married. Mini
married a classmate. He married the best dowry he could find. The only condition of the deal was that he would
go and stay in the bride’s home as her parents did not want to let go of their only child. The son and heir happily
agreed. As Radha and her husband watched helplessly, he packed his bags, got into his sports car, waved goodbye
and vanished in a cloud of dust.
Mini’s first child was a boy. She and her husband came to the big house straight from the hospital. While
getting out of the taxi carrying her son Mini’s eyes widened in surprise. There was a reception committee waiting
for her. There were garlands on the door, rangoli on the floor and she seemed to see the ghost of her grandmother
feeding the beggars.
Radha, her biological mother and the dark man, her biological father, stood at the door with wide smiles ready
to welcome their biological grandson. Behind them, their faces incandescent with joy, stood Parvati and her
husband.
Mini walked slowly up the stairs to the main door.
Radha had come forward, her arms outstretched in welcome.
Mini smiled and said softly, “Amma, Babuji, your grandson.”
Then walking past the fair woman and the dark man she had never called anything, Munia/Mini laid her son in
the welcoming arms of her real mother.
22.78 The Meeting\fn{by Shama Futehally (1952- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 3
Sakina arranged the two thick blue cups, the sugar-bowl, and the large grey tea-pot on the tray. Every day, at
this time, she found herself trying unsuccessfully to overlook the tea-pot’s slightly chipped handle. The tray was
Kashmiri and had been beautiful, but now dust filled the spaces between the carving and there were the usual
circular stains left by sticky cups. She was getting up to make the tea later every day, and at the back of her mind
there was the slight fear that Abba would finally say something about it.
But these days the afternoon heat was almost solid, it weighed you down till you passed out in sleep, surfacing
in desperation to brush away a fly crawling over the eyelid, or the throat, or the forehead. So you were never
really rested. Although her bed dipped uncomfortably in the middle and she lay on a khadi bedspread which was
too thick, still Sakina was always reluctant to emerge from her little bed.
She had slowly bathed, dressed, and stood for a quarter of an hour in front of the mirror in the cupboard door,
applying lipstick from a small stub. The listlessness remained. And as always, she felt not quite equal to
encountering her father, after a gap of so many hours.
He would be waiting for her, she knew, sitting up grim and eager in bed. And as she came in he would look at
her with a mocking half-gleam. He would address her in English.
“All dressed up? And for which knight in shining armor, may I ask?”
Abba was a great one for English.
She went heavily into the sitting-room to get a tea-cosy from the chest of drawers. Since Amma’s death the
sitting-room had become darker. It was dark even in the morning, and by the evening it looked like a prison.
When Amma was alive the room always looked effortlessly clean and light. Even the tea-tray looked different,
with Amma pouring the tea graciously. She tried, secretly, to achieve the same effect. Especially on the very rare
occasions when there were guests, she would hunt frantically for lace doilies and clean napkins, and she would do
her best to pour the tea like Amma.
She picked up the tray and began to climb the stairs. A shaft; of light was coming through the small window on
the landing, making a zigzag of light on the steps. They were of gray stone, small and uneven as in most Rampur
houses. She had often come to grief while climbing them and dreaming away, but when carrying her father’s tray
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she was particularly careful.
The stairs were almost spiral. Perhaps that was why, whenever she took up the tray, she felt she was chained to
a huge dark wheel which went slowly—so slowly—round and round. It consisted of Abba’s room, kitchen, teatray, and climbing the circular stairs. Round and round and round.
Was that the doorbell? For all her experience she could never help a faint jump of the heart at the sound of the
doorbell. Because it was so unexpected. A sound that came so suddenly could also, there was a chance in a
thousand, supply a sudden miracle. But now she had learnt to maintain her dignity before the doorbell. She never
rushed to it, telling herself carefully that it would only be the cleaning woman come to ask for some dry pickle, or
the dhobi who would unrelentingly put down his large pile of clothes. And she always felt a sad triumph when
proved right, For another moment she listened, deliberately without interest, and went on.
And now she was at Abba’s door. The tightness in her chest was unbearable, as if she knew today was going to
be worse than usual. She knocked. There was a quick, eager response and she went in looking only at the tea-tray.
She dragged forward the cane stool and put the tray down. She knew he wanted to smile ferociously at her, eyes
gleaming in anticipation of something. But she was conscious of the lipstick she had worn, and now she would
have to be nonchalant about it till it was no longer possible for him to comment. She knew, without looking, that
his false teeth were in a glass by his side and that he would soon reach out and fit them on, feeling carefully
around his jaw.
“Salaam Abba,” she said quietly, pouring the tea.
Immediately he smiled at her with would-be humorous anticipation, and she turned back to the tea.
Their silence began to buzz in the room like a trapped fly. Sakina looked helplessly at the mosquito net, which
was grey with dust, and black at the edges. From time to time Abba glanced at her. Finally his glance pulled her
irresistibly, and she was looking at him with the usual feeling of slight fright.
Something was coming. The mocking gleam became more intent; Abba had some advantage which he didn’t
want to waste. Sakina looked.
“If I could have a minute of your time …” with mock solemnity. Abba was always desperately humorous when
he was nervous. “I have something to say which may not be deemed quite unworthy of your attention.”
For the hundredth time she wished he wouldn’t insist on speaking to her in English. She sat in her chair, legs
splayed, unable to start her tea, helplessly listening to this English.
Abba, still eyeing her, took a sip of tea. Then with an elaborate click he put down his cup.
“Suppose,” he shot at her, “I told you that there is a proposal for you?”
Sakina lifting her eyes to his, wondered what he was doing. There could be no proposal for her. There had
never been any question of it. Not for a girl so fat, so dark, whose shalwars hung elephantine from the waist. She
looks like an ayah, a cousin had said once. And the remark had fixed itself in her mind like a nail, casting a long
thin shadow on all she thought and felt and did.
“Well? You don’t want to know who it is?”
Who it is?
A real man? Sakina's lips moved, but she could say nothing. To say anything, to speak about this seriously, was
presumptuous. She looked uneasily away. To be talking about these things! In English!
Abba’s disgust was beginning. With the desperate gesture that he was so often driven to he pushed his cup
away. No one knew what he suffered. No one pitied him for this daughter of his, who looked like a servant, who
was unmarried at twenty-nine, who would never wear smart churidars or high heels (for he was fond of all this,
Abba, in spite of living in Rampur) and walk with a little flick as he had seen during his six weeks in the U.S.
Talk to her of marriage and she behaved like this. There she sat, large and shapeless in her shalwar-kameez.
Abba spoke in the voice of one who has given up.
“All right. You don’t care. You are, of course, too superior, but it is my duty to tell you and be done with it.”
(So Abba must have lectured, when he was at the University. Small, bristly, stentorian, he must have boomed thus
to his perpetually half-empty class.)
“There happens, in this town of ours, to be a Mr. Jamal. He is not a nobody. He was a Revenue Officer before
retirement. He has a son. And he has sent me a message to ask if my exalted daughter would spare a glance for
this son.”
Sakina’s lips began to move with the beginnings of incredulity. She gathered her legs uncertainly together and
made a slight movement with her dupatta. Looking at the floor, she felt she was unable to speak. The words, “He
has a son, he has a son” were going round and round in her mind.
Abba appeared a little more satisfied.
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“Well?” he said, in Urdu at last, “Shall we arrange a meeting?”
Sakina’s face moved further down. She gave a barely perceptible nod and glanced at Abba to see if he had seen
it. Then she pulled her dupatta over her face, picked up the tea-tray and hurried from the room.
Never had she thought it would be for her to behave like this. During her brother’s marriage, the bride had
looked at the floor throughout the three days, her dupatta veiling her face. She had burst into tears of legitimate
shyness when someone teased the dupatta away. Sakina, bumbling among the refreshments in an ill-fitting
gharara, had watched her ceaselessly and had thought of nothing else. And now the time may come …
Downstairs she poured herself another cup of tea which she could enjoy in private. For once she put in as
much sugar as she wanted. She savoured every sip, sitting carefully on the bed with the dupatta adjusted around
her shoulders. And she had the new feeling, embarrassingly, of looking forward to dinner with Abba.
But at dinner Abba kept turning a satirical gaze towards her, so she was on edge in case she should slip
unawares into her own thought, the unspeakable thought which today imprisoned her more than usual. Suddenly
Abba barked,
“The boy is not a film star, you know. Don’t get all sorts: of romantic ideas.”
Sakina’s face burned. She wished she could retort, “Who said I had romantic ideas?” But it would not have
helped. It was as if Abba knew that, try as she might, “the son” was acquiring in her mind exactly the figure, the
shadowy chest and neck, of her cousin, H. Seven years ago, H. had gone out of his way to be kind to her, and
since then his figure in outline, his strong fair arms, his handsome quizzical lips, moved with her like a parallel
body wherever she went. And his figure always became suddenly visible, like a ghost, at the sound of the
doorbell.
Just now, staring in paralysis at her plate, she reminded herself anxiously that “the son” would be very
different. But she was discovering that in some unexpected way it hardly mattered. He is probably quite plain, she
thought, with a new poise and contentment.
The next few days passed in a strange state. Something sweet-smelling seemed to be floating in and around
her, swirling in great curves as she rounded the staircase or moved about the kitchen. She enjoyed setting out the
tea-tray with gently curving movements, or lingering on the terrace after lunch. She no longer sought the refuge of
her little bed. Even Abba stopped mocking her and speaking in English. Sakina tried not to think about the
fifteenth, the date when “the son” and his family were to come, as if the calendar event would somehow mean the
end of this unaccustomed sweetness.
But it was coming. One morning Abba said abruptly,
“Your aunt Naseem will come here and act as hostess—on the fifteenth.”
Sakina said nothing and stayed perfectly still, like someone who waits hidden against a wall for an unwanted
person to pass.
On the fourteenth, immediately after breakfast, she escaped into the bathroom to wash her hair, which she had
oiled the night before. It wouldn’t do to be caught washing her hair on the fifteenth. She rubbed her feet with
pumice and cleaned the cuticles of her nails. By the evening she was feeling sick. During the night she got out of
bed every so often to see the time, and in the morning she was so full of dread that it seemed to her time had stood
still.
But the morning wore on. There was some sort of silent jerky lunch with Abba. Naseema Khala arrived
wearing a new smile, laden with parcels of sweets wrapped in magenta tissue-paper. Sakina saw with dismay that
she had also brought her two excited schoolgirl daughters. They were set to work arranging sweets and samosas
and namkeen in silver dishes.
Sakina had done nothing.
Naseema Khala, fussy and indulgent, took charge of her toilette. Sakina did not dare to press for the rose-pink
sari she wanted to wear but fortunately Naseema Khala said nothing against it. The sari was pleated and
repleated, matching bangles were found, a perfume was chosen. Her hair was coiled in a knot at the back and
Sakina saw with secret gratitude that her aunt had brought some flowers for her hair and was taking them out of a
packet of leaves.
When Sakina looked in the mirror for the last time she had a feeling she had very rarely had before. It was as if
Life, having decided to give her a change, had determined to do so properly. Because, on this day when it was
most needed, color and shape and mood had come together in the right way, and she was almost pretty .
She heard the shrilling of the doorbell. For once it would live up to its sudden promise. A bustle, a chair pushed
back, Abba’s voice, loud but deferential. Solemnly Naseema Khala put her hand on her niece’s arm to lead her
downstairs. Still feeling strangely confident, strangely in tune, as if she were moving to music, Sakina descended
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the stairs. She entered the sitting-room with her head bowed and sat quietly down on the sofa to which she was
led.
When she looked up, Sakina felt gentle and blank. What she saw was difficult to take in.
“Slowly, slowly,” her mind said. “Let us go slowly.”
She had a confused impression of a crowd of women in filmy saris, smiling and silent. Apart from Abba there
were two men in the room. One was an old man. The other was a shrunken man of about forty, partly bald, with
paan-stained teeth. What made her completely still, what she was not sure of having really seen, was his
expression. He was glinting at her with obvious enjoyment, like a stranger at the cinema. When he caught her eye
he gave a little, practiced, evil smile.
Stillness, said her mind, stillness. In the stillness a stone was gathering itself to descend slowly through her, but
it was far away still. Without knowing what she was doing she looked towards him again and saw his fingers,
over-eager, slightly dirty, clasping and unclasping themselves. It was too much of an effort to move her eyes. All
around her lay the too numerous dishes of sweets, absurd pointless food. Her bangles were glinting purposelessly
in her lap. Somewhere deep down she was even conscious of relief. Nothing had changed after all, life was still
the life she had always known.
For the next half-hour Sakina’s mind was reduced to a small throbbing point—a dot which existed only till it
could stumble away, rush out of all this. If this would end, if this would end. She waited for the end like a bow
drawn on a string. She would rush to Abba and, ungainly as usual, ask for escape. He would bark terribly, but
surely he would, surely, surely—with rising panic—allow her to stumble away.
When the chairs finally began to scrape back she was almost unconscious of the sound. Everyone rose, moved
to the door, and now she was alone in the room. All at once she felt sweat along her thighs, her back, staining her
armpits. She would move. She would get out. She would go to her room to her small bed. She thought of her little
bed with defeated guilt, as of a friend who has been neglected for days but is now needed again.
From the window came the sound of chatter, faintly self-congratulatory talk which they seemed to want to
prolong. She was conscious of relief that they were staying away so long. She would move soon. She would go up
to her bed. She was trying to force her legs to move when the curtain—Amma’s bead-work curtain—parted and
Naseema Khala came in.
Her expression was tender, fussy, delighted. (She looked so much like Amma.) When she looked up at her
aunt, Sakina felt the tears starting at last. They were so familiar, such gentle old friends. Now she had them again.
Naseema Khala came straight to her and clasped her tightly.
“Now our Sakina will leave us and go away!” she said.
236.147 Excerpt from Crane’s Morning\fn{by Indrani Aikath-Gyaltsen (1952-1994)} Chaibasa, West Singhbhum
District, Bihar State, India (F) 8
1
Vidya sat at her window and watched the cranes with delight. It meant bad weather on this plateau when they
came from the east and she had known, when she woke this morning in the waiting stillness and had seen the
misted sky, that the long spell of fine weather was going to break in a rain storm. She did not enjoy the late
February winds in this drafty house whose damp and cold had already crippled her. But she enjoyed the birds and
would enjoy them more when she found the right pair of spectacles.
She had been reading when she first heard that strange, exciting cry and her reading glasses were no good for
distance. She wasted a few precious moments finding her distance ones on the table beside her, knocking over her
teacup on the breakfast tray as she did so, for her hands were knotted with arthritis. Gargi might have sharp words
to say later about the dregs in the teacup staining the tray-cloth, and for a moment she flinched from the thought
of them, but when she got the cranes into focus, she forgot about Gargi.
Over the valley they were weaving their patterns against the background of the terraced hills, lifting their
bodies skywards. Yesterday, the terrain had had the toast-and-mustard colors of the Chotanagpur plateau in the dry
season. Today it was dove gray and pearl gray with sudden splashes of an angry battleship gray. The old colors
were hidden and imprisoned even as the sun was imprisoned.
To Vidya the day suddenly dipped into despair. Joy sprang up at moments such as this, when the cranes
wheeled and dipped, but dark pain was always behind it all. She had dreamed that the cranes would come and
now that they had come, she only wanted to escape. Escape. But when there is a gray wall between one person
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and another, who is to say which is the prisoner and which free?
She had been obsessed by prisons and prisoners these last few days. Since she had had to lead this shut-in
invalid life she had found illness involved suffering almost as much from the tyranny of painful thoughts as from
physical pain. Outside this lovely valley where she lived, the world was a dreadful place and first one misery
would possess her mind and then another. Crimes against children would take hold of her one day and on another
she would be grieving for ill-used wives or the mad. Even if she had wanted to, she lacked the strength—that
healthy bodies have—to thrust tormenting thoughts from her. And she did not want to.
The fortunate, she thought, and she counted herself fortunate, ought not to insulate themselves in their cocoons
of grace. If they could do nothing else, they could steep themselves in sorrow. And pray as a last resort while
grieving over the futility of prayer; she tried to make her sorrow real to herself by letting her mind bring forth one
concrete fact at a time to worry about: one child in danger, some particular woman in darkness, some particular
prisoner facing the world again with fear and shame. God or a blind cosmos knew who they were even if she did
not! That prisoner had been with her for three days and nights now, and the grayness of this day had made him
more real to her than ever.
And yet she liked these gray days. They had their own beauty and their own excuses for a sick old woman.
When the sun was out, the world was a young prince riding out with armor flashing and pennants flying, but on a
day like this it was an old monk turned to his prayers, wrapped in a dull maroon cloak of stillness and silence.
The gray days made the perfect setting for the brilliance and freedom of the cranes. Her eyes followed their
flight, the graceless obliqueness of their long, rickety legs, the slow beat of their thin wings and then a more
gentle rise and fall, as though the still air had unseen waves whose rhythm rocked them. There was a great
spaciousness about their jerky movements. The earth, the meandering river somewhere below, and the sky were
theirs. They were content now in this valley between the hills because their wings could carry them where they
would whenever they wished.
Birds were more satisfactory symbols of the godly spirits than anything else, Vidya thought, though the little
girls came back with stories of angels and such things from that awful school of theirs. Why wouldn’t Gargi send
them to the convent where the nuns taught? Everyone knew these ladies were Christians of the right kind.
Anyway, there was nothing so swift and free as a bird and crippled as she was, she felt nothing but joy watching
them. She had always known how to wait.
The clock on her table chimed the half-hour and her waiting was lost in sudden anxiety. Half-past- seven and
no sign of Kunal bringing the car around. The children would be late for school again and would be scolded. Pia
would miss the beginning of the arithmetic class and be more wretchedly bogged down in the miseries of division
than ever. Rita and Gitashri would be all right because Rita’s scornfulness and Gitashri’s placidity usually
insulated them against scoldings but their all-rightness was apt, by contrast, to make Pia the more aware of her
chronic state of misfortune.
It was true what the bachans of the scientist Khona said. People belonged to three categories—the rakshas
gan, who bullied and browbeat their way through life; the dev gan, who had the capacity to rise against
circumstances, and the manushya gan, who were, well, just human and therefore simply suffered.
Vidya listened anxiously, then relaxed as the familiar sounds of backfiring came from the garage by the
hibiscus bush. Who had ever seen such a brilliant yellow in hibiscus before? Certainly not Vidya in her seventysix years of life. The poor old car bounced out and forward, two wheels on the flowerbed and bumped slightly
into a post of the porch. Kunal drove as badly as a man can, and once he had got the old Ford V8 as far as the
cottage door Gargi allowed him no further part in getting the girls to school.
The car was large and Gargi very petite but she drove expertly on the isolated village roads. Unless prevented
by unavoidable crisis, she drove the children to school herself and fetched them in the afternoon. The nearest
school that she considered worthy of her children was at Ispatpur, a small mining town three miles down the
Ruprekha river, and that meant twelve miles driving daily and a greater expense of time and strength and petrol
than Gargi could afford.
Vidya sighed over Gargi’s pride that would not even consider the village convent, her unpunctuality and her
extravagance, and then smiled delightedly as Gargi herself came out of the house dressed in a cream silk daytime
sari, ran down the steps, and got into the car. At this distance she looked the lovely girl she had been, not the
harassed, worn woman she had become at only thirty-three; as lithe and gay as her small daughters hurrying after
her in their beige and brown uniforms.
The view of all four was engaging, Vidya thought. The girls were perfectly formed specimens of girlhood, all
thin and petite with none of the awkwardness or pudginess of little girls, judging from what the doctors said—that
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the height of a child of two was half of what it would be as an adult—none of the girls would be more than five
feet three when they grew up. They had taken after Gargi rather than Kunal. Still, the hems of their uniforms had
had to be let down.
And suddenly there were tears in her eyes. Until a couple of years ago, she had been able to do all the family
mending. Four years ago, she could stand long enough to do the fine washing and ironing as well. Seven years
ago, as Kunal’s aunt and nominal head of the house, she had directed the household so effectively that even the
impatient Gargi was impressed. Eleven years ago, when Gargi had married her distant cousin, Kunal, for some
obscure reason, she, Vidya, had been sixty-five and felt fifty.
Now she was seventy-six and felt ninety. Though the years of steadily increasing pain had seemed long as she
endured them, in retrospect they seemed to have passed quickly. She had become imprisoned in this uselessness
almost overnight, it seemed, and now she would have to bear it as well as she could. She told herself she could
have put up with it better if Kunal and Gargi had done as she had told them to, and put her in an institution for
such diseases which never healed, but they wouldn’t hear of it. She had looked after Kunal in the big house up on
the hill a mile away and his bleak childhood had been redeemed from disaster by her love.
He said he could not face life without her. They all said they could not do without her. And yet Gargi would
not let Pia be called by her given name, “Chameli”.
“Chameli?” she would say and her delicate eyebrows would rise a fraction. “Just like a maidservant’s name,
isn’t it?” Pia, thought Vidya, yes, it was a lovely name; but Chameli—so small and delicate and pure and white.
…
But they all wanted her in their home; they all said they could not do without her. In the paradoxical nature of
things if she believed them she would have been a much happier woman, but not the woman they could not do
without.
*
The car moved down the steep, moss-grown drive and disappeared from sight in the lane that wound through
the village and then along by the river to Ispatpur. Kunal stood waving to the children until he could no longer see
them, and then, with his hands in his pockets and his pipe drooping from the side of his mouth, he gazed
dejectedly at the view, his long figure sagging a little. He hated to see them go off to that apparently desirable
school where an Armenian lady ran the show and taught, among other things, “foreign languages”.
Rita and Pia were not happy there though they had not told him so and Gitashri would not be when she was
older. It was a small and most select school, for young children only, and rather celebrated for miles around due to
the lack of any other fashionable school. But Kunal was sure it was not a good school though Gargi said it was;
and with no evidence to the contrary, it was only his instinct that contradicted her. The children would have been
happy at the village convent school in Mohurpukur itself but it was disliked by Gargi because such a mixture of
children went there; but the Ispatpur school, coyly called “Good Start”, stank in Kunal’s nostrils.
Yes, stank! He repeated the ugly word forcefully in his head, and then with that uncertainty and self-distrust
that followed immediately upon all his actions and decisions, he retracted it. After all, what did he know about it?
He had only been to the place two or three times. Gargi who went there every day, said it was all right. She should
know. Mothers were more knowledgeable about little girls than fathers could hope to be. Especially when the
father was such a man as himself, a negligible failure.
He took his pipe from his mouth and stared at the empty bowl. Holidays excepted, he had given up smoking
for economy’s sake, for Rita was to go to boarding school in the new year. He suspected she had first-class brains
and he wanted to save every penny to give her her chance. But despite his resolution, in moments of perplexity, he
sometimes found solace in sucking his empty pipe. That is, when he knew he was alone. He was alone now and in
that fact also there was solace.
He straightened himself and became aware of the cranes. Instantly delight leaped up in him, a flame of pure
joy that burned against the habitual sadness of his thoughts much as the white cranes’ wings shone against the
sunless landscape. Seen from this distance, the flight of the cranes was the perfection of beauty and his joy that
leaped to meet it was equally perfect. Meeting, the two were one, and his joy was taken from him, the pain of its
loss as sharp as the joy had been. It had been that way with him all his life, at sight or sound of beauty. The joy
and then the total loss. The beauty that robbed him was, he supposed, always stronger than he, for he was a weak
man. Strong men perhaps could retain the gift and give the beauty to the world again in verse or music; and from
that too some other fellow would with his innate joy snatch beauty. What a divine traffic!
Yet he did not regret his total loss. It was his own particular mode of giving.
Aware of a sense of companionship so delicate that it was no intrusion upon his loneliness, he looked round
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and up and saw Vidya’s smiling face at the window. He had not seen her yet this morning. He laughed, leapt up
the steps to the front door and went quickly, with a shambling but boyish stride, through the cold echoing hall, up
the dark staircase and across the large drafty landing to her room. In his eagerness he hardly stopped to think why
the builders of a hundred years ago were so fond of dark, unnecessary spaces. Vidya’s face was like a beacon to
which the gray day, his ineptness, and the thousand sorrows that sat on his shoulders year in and year out had
become mere background.
“How are you, Vidi?” he asked a little anxiously. “How’s the beastly pain? Did you sleep well?”
“What a man you are for asking unnecessary questions,” said Vidya with annoyance. “Can’t you see I’m as
flourishing as a spoilt old woman can be? Sit down and eat a biscuit with honey. It’s likely you prepared your
notes at breakfast and forgot your food.”
He laughed, sat down opposite her, and helped himself to a biscuit to please her. She smiled at him, sorry for
having snapped at him.
It tried her patience if anyone inquired about her health. Monotonous daily fuss, anxiety, drove her quite
distracted. Of course, she had pain and of course it kept her awake, but what of it? Did anyone expect old age to
be a bed of roses? Kunal was the most trying because he loved her the most; during her bad times he went about
looking more miserable than she herself ever felt. Gargi’s concern tried Vidya less because it was partly for
herself; the worse Vidya was the more she would have to do for her. But they both made her feel a burden when
they fussed and worried.
She pulled herself together. How wicked to think of burdens on this still and peaceful morning, with the birds
there. They were no burden to the air that supported them, nor the air to the fields to which it brought the sunshine
and the rain. There should be no thought of burdens on a morning such as this, when the gray stillness had such
beauty. She then found herself wondering if the weakness in oneself that pressed most heavily on others wasn’t a
blessing after all; and if the occasions when one thought one was doing great good were actually moments of
great harm, especially if self-congratulation was present.
She smiled at Kunal, who, so far as she knew, had never congratulated himself upon anything whatsoever, and
wondered to what extent his lifelong sense of failure was his greatest asset. She could not know. No one could
know, least of all Kunal. All she knew was the love it had opened up in her from the day she had arrived at the
“Big House” and found the little boy of three sobbing in a dark corner of his room with his paternal aunt, Kanan,
wringing her hands in loving desperation—Kanan who could cope so well with everything in the world except the
death of Kunal’s parents, or rather Kunal’s grief at their loss in an accident.
Looking at him now she marveled at how little he had changed in over forty years. He was stooped and
careworn, his hair graying and receding at the temples, his face over-weighed by his longish nose, mouth a little
open because everything was a cause of wonder to him; but his eager impulsive movements, ending generally in
disaster and combining so well with the Kushari charm and distinction, his smile and anxious clear gray eyes,
were exactly the same as when she had first known him.
He too was thinking how little she had changed. Her dark eyes had never lost their brightness nor her small,
determined face its clear contours. She had always been a sallow, plain little woman, quite a contrast, he was told,
to Kunal’s own mother, her sister. Vidya’s charm lay in her birdlike quickness, her vitality and humor. The
wrinkling of the skin and the whitening of her hair had changed her very little.
“The cranes are here, Vidi,” he said. “That means a storm before night.”
“I knew there was a change coming when I woke this morning,” said Vidya. “And not only in the weather.”
“Change for us all?” asked Kunal. “How do you know these things, Vidya?”
“I couldn’t rightly say,” said Vidya, “but don’t you feel it yourself? The pause. The shuttle goes backwards and
forwards, much the same year after year, and then the pause, like a hand wavering over a workbasket looking for a
new color to thread into the fabric of our days.”
“Dull old sticks like myself don’t feel these things,” said Kunal. “Though I’ve often thought migratory birds
have news to tell of a pattern somewhere, when they weave in and out like that.”
They smiled at each other, remembering Kunal’s childhood days at the Big House when they had watched the
birds together. On those occasions they had looked down on them from a height, and seen the Ruprekha River
winding like a ribbon through the valley, and the village, so far below it looked like a toy village. Sometimes a
strong, solitary bird would break away from the others and fold its wings on top of the Big House and that had
always thrilled Kunal.
“What are you going to do today?” asked Vidya with a touch of sharpness.
She was always keeping him up to it, and so was Gargi, for his conviction that whatever he did he’d be sure to
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make a mess of it would often make him shrink from action. It wasn’t that he was lazy. Physical inertia was a
thing he fought successfully and at lonely tasks he would work untiringly. It was personal contacts—whether with
his students or with people at the university whom he had to go to for grants for his little private college—that
terrified him, and a college principal’s life seemed full of them. His conviction that he was a very bad teacher and
should never have been one he kept to himself, for it was too late now and useless remorse should not be inflicted
on others; but like the worst kind of wound, it bled inwardly.
“Take my tray down, to save Gargi’s time,” Vidya said to him. “She has an extra busy day today. She has to
organize the staff wives’ tea, a thing she hates.”
“So do I. Have an extra busy day. They say old Kishun, Aunt Kanan’s cowman, is poorly.”
“The old curmudgeon,” said Vidya.
“That doesn’t prevent him being poorly,” he replied.
“He hates busybodies pushing in on him,” said Vidya and continued, “he’s cantankerous and so there won’t be
anyone to walk the heights up to his lodge and maybe get the door shut in their faces for their pains. But he
always likes a Kushan. And he likes a drop of brandy.”
“Where will I get the brandy?” Kunal asked.
“In the wardrobe, behind my shawls,” said Vidya. “You can take a look if you don’t believe me. If you don’t
get out of that chair you won’t get anything done today.” Kunal walked to the wardrobe, looked behind her
shawls, and whistled incredulously.
“I’ve had it for two years now. Your Aunt Kanan gave it to me along with a silver flask. For the pain she said.
The brandy was from your grandfather’s stock. But don’t take the silver flask. Take the other small tea flask. You
can fill that for Kishun.”
“This is the first time you’ve suggested I should encourage the villagers in secret drinking,” said Kunal.
But he did as she told him, subduing the revulsion that the smell of any form of alcohol invariably gave him.
He always did as Vidya told him. She had a shrewd knowledge of human nature and an almost uncanny instinct
for knowing just the thing to say, the thing to do, that would open a door and not close it.
“Kishun’s no drunkard,” said Vidya. “Too stingy. But he likes comfort if another pays for it.” And, then she
said, digressing:
“I’ve always noticed from the old days in the Big House that when a man takes against religion, it’s small
comforts that he fancies that can get him back to religion.”
“Worldly wisdom, Vidya,” said Kunal, picking up the flask by its long plastic handle.
“I’ve no other,” said Vidya briefly, but she gave him a delightful smile as he picked up her tray. It was a smile
that he had known well since his boyhood. Vidya had never praised him in words, but with that particular smile
she both recognized merit and rewarded it. He had the other sort of wisdom, her smile told him now. He did not
believe her but her smile was the balm it had always been.
“Anything I can do before I go?”
“You can turn the television on,” said Vidya, “and when Rampujari comes,” she said, referring to the daily
help, “tell her to soak the tray-cloth. I’ve spilt tea on it.” Their eyes met involuntarily, for both of them dreaded an
annoyed Gargi, but loyalty did not allow the glance to linger long enough to create mutual sympathy.
Kunal carried the tray down the dark stairs to the kitchen. It was a dreary, stone-floored place where the aroma
of mice fought daily with the slightly unsanitary smell of the drains. However much Gargi opened the windows or
lit an angiti instead of using gas, she could never quite get rid of the smells, for the damp of the kitchen
imprisoned them. The walls were stained with damp for the kitchen was built against an embankment and there
was said to be an old, disused spring under the kitchen floor. No one knew for sure, not even his Aunt Kanan, but
Gargi had stormed once,
“Move the kitchen just eight yards to the east. We can grow herbs where it stands now. Surely we can run to
that much money. Surely Aunt Kanan could sell the outhouses at the Big House. Surely …”
Soon after, the kitchen had been improved as much as possible. There was a new Mona Lisa stove, bright
electric lights, and Gargi had strung the walls with copper-bottomed pots and pans. There were pots of geraniums
here and there and a Bengal Pottery copy of the famous willow pattern plate set in blue and white.
Yet, it remained a dreary cave, a symbol somehow of the whole cottage, a house that was too large to be called
a cottage, yet too small for them all, with no working space, too dark, too damp, ever to make a comfortable
home. To make matters worse, he and Gargi were not as happy as they had promised to be in each other, though
they loved their children. It couldn’t be altogether the fault of the house, and he refused to admit any fault in
Gargi. It must be his fault. He had failed in marriage, as in everything else. A feeling of hopelessness woke in him
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and he put the tray down on a nearby ledge at an angle; the teapot rolled off it and was smashed on the stone floor.
The crash restored him, and for very shame he battened down the depression that had caused it. If he could not
measure up to the big demands life made upon him, if he were a poor professor, an unsatisfactory husband and
father, he might at least endeavor to be competent as “a hewer of wood and drawer of water”.
And he could be so on the rare occasions when he managed to get his worried mind really focused upon what
he was doing, for he enjoyed trivial tasks. Once intent upon them, the rhythm of the work swung his mind free of
himself; but that first concentration, like a tunnel that carries a man through darkness to fresh air and sunlight, was
not easy for him.
Today he managed it. He took off his jacket, rolled up his sleeves, lifted up to Providence the magnitude of his
failure and the triviality of his task, and applied himself to the latter. The cold water at first felt chill on his hands;
later the circulation got going and the pile of cleansed china grew satisfactorily on the draining-board. There was
pleasure in getting things clean and pleasure in the thought of pleasing both Gargi and the overworked Rampujari.
Small beauties slid one by one into his consciousness quietly and unobtrusively like growing light. The
sinuous curves of the cat who was simply called Cat, the comfortable soft sound of ash settling in the angiti, a
woodpecker worrying at the bark of a tree somewhere, the pungent smell of Gargi’s geraniums, the gold of the
crocuses that were growing around the trunk of the gulmohur tree outside the kitchen window—what in the name
of wonder had happened to it? He knew its fantastic beauty of old, and he thought he knew it by heart, but he had
never seen it quite like this; it was shamelessly, embarrassingly beautiful.
He went on with the washing-up deftly and surely, for the rhythm of the work had taken charge, quite
unconsciously; and joy leaped up in him again, a joy even greater than when he had seen the cranes.
The gulmohur tree was a personality older than the house, short by tree standards and twisted and encrusted
with lichen, its widely spread roots clutching the earth with the splayed feet of a giant, its trunk knobby with
knotholes, its branches flung crazily skyward like a madman praying. It was a travesty of a tree, like a bonsai
grown out of control, its very shapelessness like the bones of the earth.
But it was always beautiful. In March the new green leaves were sharp and delicate, a mist of pale green and
then with a rush came the vociferous red-gold color, blotting out the shape of the branches, the dim outline of the
tree’s skeleton taking its leave in a colored flood of flowers. But though the leaves had not emerged yet, Kunal
had never seen it look so amazingly lovely as it did today. The whole tree was a black tracery against the gray of
the day, sparkling and bleak yet so gentle that it did not blind his eyes. Its clean clear silveriness washed into the
dark, smelly, old kitchen like a wave of sea-water washing into a cave, in and out again, cleansing it. And the pale
gray light, composed of the myriad, minute globes of water with which the mist had spangled every twig, never
left the tree. The sun had come out for a moment and been reborn, a microcosm of itself, in the heart of each
globe.
“My God,” ejaculated Kunal. It was not a profane exclamation but an acknowledgment of a miracle and a
revelation.
“Dirty day,” said Rampujari, divesting herself of her shawl, old rubber slippers, and straightening her nosering. Kunal turned round and met her pitying glance. His extraordinarily sweet smile flashed out in welcome. He
had, he knew, been gazing at the gulmohur tree with his mouth more than usually open, like a small boy
contemplating fireworks, but he was unabashed. He knew that his villagers, of whom he was the last of the socalled zamindars, considered him to be more than a little eccentric. All that book learning; certainly they regarded
him as being not quite so mentally all there as they were themselves, but he was so chronically aware himself of
his total inadequacy that the awareness of others of this fact did not worry him. Indeed, he was glad of it, for it
prevented them placing him upon some pedestal removed from the humdrum happenings of their daily lives.
Turning his back on the gulmohur tree he propped himself against the sink for the preliminary gossip before
the morning’s work, without which Rampujari did not function. It was to her as oil to a machine and she could not
get started without it. Gargi, with a multitude of tasks of her own awaiting attention, was always trying to escape,
but Kunal agreed tacitly with Rampujari that it was ridiculous to make such a fetish of housework as Gargi did.
What did a little dust matter? The communing of one soul with another was really more important, even if it were
only on the subject of mice or chronic coughs and colds.
He thought to himself now that it did not much matter in itself, what one did. It was chiefly as the vehicle of
love or as a symbol of communication that action was important or did he only think that because in action he was
himself generally such a bungler? Perhaps if he faced the truth he would find that one of the reasons he spent so
much time in contemplation was because the results of contemplation were unknown and one could not go wrong
with what never happened except in the mind. It was just bread cast upon the waters, without hope or desire for
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knowledge or reward.
It is difficult, he thought, for a human being to face the fact that he is really quite superfluous.
“ … and so it’s scarcely Bachua’s fault really,” said Rampujari. “Not with the nut working loose. He did feel
the wheel wobble like, but as I said to his father, you can’t expect an old head on young shoulders. Of course it’s a
loss, all these eggs and the money—”
“Rampujari, I do beg your pardon but I am afraid I was wool-gathering,” said Kunal apologetically. “Which
was the nut that worked loose?”
Gargi, when she lost the thread, just made what she hoped were appropriate noises, but Kunal, though he did
most things badly, always did them to the best of his ability. Deeply ashamed, he braced himself more firmly
against the sink and tried to rivet his attention upon Rampujari’s narrative. One of these days someone would be
telling him something really important and disaster would come upon them all because he had missed the first
half.
In any case, how could he know that this narrative of Rampujari’s was not important? It might, for all he knew,
have a great bearing upon all their lives. Though it is true that for the power of whatever divine law that guides us
all things are superfluous, it is also true that for the mercy of Providence nothing is. Every sparrow, every hair,
every soul, every nut. Only he wished he could believe it, but after having learned comparative religion for six
years and taught it for twenty more, he had grown skeptical. Also the sad panorama of human woes that passed
daily under his eyes.
“ … and then, of course, he had to swerve his rickshaw to the left or else he’d have run the poor chap down.
And that must have jolted the nut like. You know Bachua’s three-wheel rickshaw with the tray behind? And so all
the eggs broke. Dreadful thing, drink. Not Bachua, the stranger. Where did he get it, so early in the morning?
Good clothes, he was wearing too. And I must say he tried to help Bachua but suddenly came over queer. And
what could he do? After all, broken eggs are broken eggs. Just by the Crooked Bridge it was and Bachua late
already. Well Babu Sahib, I’ll see to your aunt. Make her comfortable like and then start the lunch.”
Kunal put away the clean crockery and carried the broken teapot out to the dust bin, where he hid it from
Gargi’s sight beneath a couple of empty tins, and then, ashamed of such deception, fished it out again and placed
it where she would be sure to see it.
“Teapots of a size for just one person are impossible to buy,’ he had heard her say. Oh, well!
He went into the garden to cut flowers for the staff room; the wives’ tea would be held there and Gargi would
be so busy. On the way to the tube-roses he was distressed by the sight of a dead sparrow lying on the lawn.
Shame upon Cat. Well fed though he was, he did occasionally forget himself and kill from wanton cruelty. A stab
of pain went through Kunal as he bent and picked up the small body, still warm.
“Not a sparrow falls to the ground”—rubbish. Look at this sparrow, look at him, look at his color. The little
bird wore a sober livery and in the company of a kingfisher or a parakeet, one would not have looked at him
twice, yet lying there in his palm he seemed to Kunal incomparably beautiful. The back and wing feathers were of
different shades of brown, tender, warm tobacco colors, the throat and soft breast like the smoke that escapes from
an industrial chimney and becomes muted just before it reaches the far sky. A short while ago, the eyes had been
as bright as the drops of water on the gulmohur tree, but now they were filmed over. He would not again utter his
thin, irritating song. Kunal had what Gargi considered a ridiculous, inordinate love of the creatures. When he
came to himself he was out in the lane, the small corpse still in his hand.
His idea, he believed, had been to carry it right out of the garden so that Gitashri should not find it and grieve,
for Gitashri felt like her father about the creatures. He glanced round for somewhere to put it, but then his eye was
caught by the lovely loops of the Ruprekha River, meandering away down the valley. Through a break in the trees
he could see it clearly and the Mohurpukur village proper.
Now what had Rampujari been saying about Crooked Bridge? Something about a drunken stranger whose
staggering had caused young Bachua to have an accident with the egg rickshaw. Probably Bachua’s fault, for he
never looked where he was going. Rampujari might consider him a good boy but Kunal did not. He had seen him
tying a can to a dog’s tail once.
Kunal for once had exercised his prerogative as the village landlord and spanked Bachua. Just like Bachua, the
rascal, to leave the drunk who had tried to help him with his wheel to stagger around a new place without
assistance.
Kunal stood in the middle of the lane and fought one of the dreaded battles that he had to combat almost daily.
The sweat broke out on his forehead and his fingers clenched upon the dead bird. He was too ashamed of these
paltry battles to speak of them.
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Since his boyhood he had been plagued by ridiculous obsessions, childish fears and torments of all sorts. He
had once heard his aunt Kanan, who was his guardian, tell Vidya that he suffered from “inner bissions”; later he
learned the word was “inhibitions.” During his student days in Calcutta he had been able to keep them firmly
battened down; it was only since his college was in such dire straits that they had thrust themselves out again in
new forms but with all their old strength.
This particular obsession, however, the dread of a drunken man, was not much altered since his childhood,
when he had to be kept out of his father’s way. Yet it had been altered; its present edge of intensity had been given
to it by some appalling months during his Ph.D. research course when he had fought his father’s demon in
himself. How it had happened that he had come out victorious, he had no idea. He had no idea, either, how he
came out upon the other side of these ridiculous, contemptible struggles. It was rather like a painful sojourn at the
dentist’s. You endured, apparently for an eternity, and then it was over but not due to any action of your own.
It was over and he was walking down the lane towards the road beside the river. He was vaguely aware of a cat
flashing by towards the old buildings that formed the college campus. He turned to the left and went resolutely
loping on beside the river, towards Crooked Bridge and the highway that met the village road a mile ahead to the
left. He was still holding the dead bird. …
1953
68.64 The Mirror\fn{by Utpal Bahini (1953- )} Gujarat State, India (M) 2
Was it the fifth or the sixth?
C.M. had not been able to keep the exact count of his pegs. He had taken the first peg before the party began,
just to get into the party mood. The second, when Mr. Shah introduced him to Mahesh. The third, with Mrs.
Bhansali—yes, they had sipped from each other’s glasses. The fourth … fourth, perhaps with Shobha.
His drink-sodden eyes moved around to locate Shobha. Liquor had not only flooded his eyes, it had permeated
the whole room. Everything that made people forget the reality and led them to the state of delirium was present
in the room. The high-pitched hi-fi music that convinced you of the power of noise, the psychedelic colors thrown
from the spotlights forming kaleidoscopic patterns, drinks consumed as freely as one breathed and a group of
nearly fifty men and women engaged in almost the same type of aimless activity.
At last, his faltering eyes could spot Shobha. Shobha Mazumdar, the internationally known dancer, who could
make even C.M. dance to her tune, although he was ignorant even of the rudiments of dancing—a prostitute.
Whether it was a theater or a quiet corner of a restaurant, whether at a public function or in the privacy of the bedroom, she was a sensuous woman who could attract men like a magnet, without considerations of time or place.
She was the enchantress having close relations with almost everyone that mattered in the elite circles of society.
And she was C.M.’s newly acquired wife. No, actually, C.M. was her newly acquired husband!
Whatever it might have been, Shobha was to C.M. almost a lifelong investment that would give constant and
regular dividends. She was an embodiment of respectability he had acquired by bartering his body, mind and soul
as well as all possessions. For him, Shobha was like a kalpavriksha.\fn{A mythological wish-yielding tree.}
C.M.’s business had expanded by leaps and bounds after Shobha’s arrival. When C.M. was reminded of it, he
slumped on the sofa—perhaps he was too exhausted. Shobha was like a colorful butterfly, and in her promiscuous
behavior, C.M. had discovered a virtual mine of contacts. An Income Tax Commissioner or a chief executive of a
foreign multi-national corporation—everyone knew him as Shobha’s husband. Once he transformed himself from
C.M. into Shobha’s husband, he made some spectacular gains, much more than he had anticipated.
C.M. happily thought about his progress in business and poured for himself one more drink.
However, for the past few days, something was hurting C.M. somewhere. While his business had multiplied,
he himself was being constantly subtracted from his own person. That was indeed too high a price he had paid for
Shobha, and in the bargain, he had sold himself. Though fully under the influence of alcohol, C.M. felt that inner
damage piercing through his self. Intense hatred took possession of his mind. What was the use of all those gains
if C.M. did not remain C.M.?
C.M. was overcome by a sudden desire to renounce everything. He had an irrepressible impulse to run away
from everything. Though he could hardly balance himself on his legs, C.M. started to go out. Everyone else at the
party was highly intoxicated and was bothered about his own glass.
Out on the road, some persons stared at C.M. For a moment, C.M. was afraid that if any policemen joined
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those observers, there would be trouble. He made desperate attempts to steady his steps and walked on. The
moment he saw a by-lane, he diverted his steps.
In the cool silence of the night C.M. partly came out of his inebriation. How long ago did he walk so much?
C.M. felt excited like a young child just learning to walk. Walking between the rows of houses on both sides of
the. narrow lane, C.M. noticed a signboard and stopped. In the dim streetlight he tried to read the untidy letters on
the board. A room was on hire. Only for a single man. The rent too was mentioned, but C.M. was not bothered
about it.
Why couldn’t he stay there? But at that time of the night? Anyway, C.M. knocked at the front door. The next
moment he felt like turning back. But before he could really start walking back the door opened. An old man’s
face stuck out from the partially opened door. C.M. was taken aback, not because the man was old, but because
there was an insatiable greed in his roving eyes. That expression was quite familiar to him, but he could not
remember where he had seen it before.
“Want to hire a room?”
C.M. felt relieved. He was a little hesitant, wondering how to I start the conversation. But now he was saved
that trouble.
“Yes, I want a room.”
“You know the rent, I hope?”
C.M. took out his wallet. Even in that dim light the old man must have noticed the wad of hundred-rupee notes
in his wallet. Promptly he opened the door wide and welcomed him. As soon as C.M. stepped inside, the old man
closed the door behind him.
“Most welcome, Sir. Please be seated.”
C.M. glanced around the room. In the early days of his business career, he used to live in a room not very
different from this.
“Now, Sir, the point is, you will have to pay a month’s rent in advance.”
C.M. thrust a hundred rupee note in the old man’s hand. Instantly, there was a glow of joy on his face. Each
and every wrinkle on his face danced with joy. C.M.’s face had not glowed with so much joy even when Shobha
accepted his proposal for marriage.
“Roopa, dear, please come here,” said the old man.
C.M. had never suspected the existence of anyone else in the house.
Roopa entered the room with her glowing charm. C.M. was not sure whether he was under the influence of
liquor or of that breath-taking beauty.
“He is our new tenant. He has paid the money in advance,” said the old man. The old man was still clasping
the hundred-rupee note in his hand like a young collegiate holding a girl’s hand for the first time. Roopa too was
gazing at the note with unblinking eyes.
“Roopa will take you to your room. We will clean the room tomorrow. It’s a good room with plenty of fresh air
and light. But where is your luggage, Sir?”
Till now, no one had thought about the luggage. But if C.M. was to hire that room, it was necessary to have
some luggage.
“I shall get it tomorrow.”
“Very well, Sir. In any case you don’t have to worry. It’s a furnished room with a bed. You can sleep the night
comfortably. Please go upstairs with Roopa, Sir. I’ll sleep in this room,” the old man explained.
There was a smile on the old man’s face. C.M. could not recollect well, but that face and that smile seemed
quite familiar.
“Come with me upstairs,” said Roopa with a flat voice.
C.M. followed Roopa. They crossed the passage and entered a dark room. Roopa switched on the light. Both of
them stared at each other.
“Quite a good room,” said C.M. Unable to look into the eyes of the woman, C.M. sought a pretext to take his
eyes off her face. Roopa was not likely to ask, but if she were to ask what was good about a small, stuffy, dark
room, he would have fumbled for words.
“Where would you prefer to sleep—in this room or in my bedroom?” Roopa asked in the utmost business-like
tone.
C.M. was stunned. The question was fired like a bullet, capable of wiping out the effect of the strongest liquor.
Like a fool, C.M. stared at her with blank eyes. The dark cloud of that question still hung over his face when he
realized the implication.
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Roopa smiled. Drops of perspiration trickled down C.M.’s face. Roopa moved closer. As C.M. felt her hot
breath, he turned as cold as ice. Roopa encircled her arms round his neck, suffocating C.M. If he did not resist
now, it would be too late. He brushed aside her arms with a violent jerk and swiftly came down the stairs.
“What’s the matter, Sir?” the old man asked.
Instead of replying to the old man, C.M. just growled at him. The old man was scared a bit. C.M. opened the
door and stepped out without looking back even once.
“Yaar, C.M., I think we have boozed too much. Now how to go home? Sun is also as high.”
C.M. could make out that it was Mr. Shah talking to him. Yet Roopa with her flat voice, the old man, his
greedy eyes and malicious smile danced before his eyes.
Suddenly something flashed in C.M.’s mind. That greed, that malicious smile which appeared to be too
familiar—he had not seen on someone else’s face but on his own.
84.40 & 236.293 1. Stains 2. The Last Day Of Childhood 3. Unfaithful Servants 4. Mrs. Ganapathy’s Modest
Triumph: Four Short Stories\fn{by Manjula Padmanabhan (1953- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 19
1
It was a tiny mark, barely visible. Yet Mrs. Kumar was holding the sheet between her thumb and forefinger as
if she feared that merely to be in the presence of such a sheet might mean eternal damnation. Merely to know of
the existence of such sheets.
She said, “Blood.”
Sarah said, “Yes,” while wondering whether she should apologize. “I’m sorry,” she heard her voice say, “I—
I’m sure it’ll go away.” She could hear herself sounding one foot tall. “I mean—I’ll wash it—”
Mrs. Kumar said, “Come. I will show you.” She turned and left the bedroom, still carrying the sheet.
They went down two floors and into the basement. There was a sink there, deep as a well, cold, cracked and
forbidding. A pipe jutted out from the wall. A pressure-valve perched at the end of it.
“Here,” said Mrs. Kumar, “here you will wash it.” She dropped the corner of the sheet that she had been
holding into the sink. “Wash now,” she said, “it must not become”—she searched for the word—“stain. It must
not become stain.” There was an antique cake of laundry soap congealed into a tin soap dish on the rim of the
sink.
“See—there is soap—”
She glanced up at Sarah, then turned again and left.
What had the glance meant, wondered Sarah? There had been something there, something … she shook her
head and the bushy mass of her hair shifted on the back of her neck, feeling comfortingly warm and familiar. “Get
this over with,” she thought, “just get it over with and don’t let's think about it just now.”\fn{ This and other sentences,
indicating the character is thinking, have been rendered from unquoted italics into quoted normal type for the sake of computer-readability
in future text analysis.}

She held down the release on the valve. A stream of liquid ice gushed out, biting straight through the tender
flesh of her fingers and deep into the bone. She flinched, wondering whether there was any point wetting the
whole sheet. She picked it up and scrolled through it gingerly, looking for the stain.
It wasn’t easy to find, what with the all-over floral print, faux Monet,\fn{Claude Oscar Monet (1840-1926) French
painter.} ersatz\fn{Imitation} Klimt.\fn{Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) Viennese painter.} But it was a blue-based design and
the stain was there, finally. A single pale petal of dried, graduate-student hemoglobin amidst the heaving waterlilies. Sarah positioned the spot under the outlet and pressed the release. More arctic water. She reached for the
soap tray but it had become cemented to the rim of the sink. She hauled the stain-bearing area of the sheet over to
the soap-dish and scrubbed the cloth into the soap, which was rock-hard with age. It was minutes before it
grudgingly yielded up its suds.
Then she held the material between her numb fingers and scissored it back and forth rapidly, to work the soap
into the stain. Wetted it again, just a little, enough to see that the petal was indeed fading. Scratched at it with her
fingernail. Looked around for a brush, but there wasn’t one. The fine scum from the soap was under her nail now
a faint blush of brown in the scum indicated that the stain was shifting. Minute particles of her being, her
discarded corpuscles, were detaching themselves from the cotton fibers of the sheet, tearing free and riding up on
the skins of soap bubbles so fine that she could only see them collectively, as scum.
She held the cloth under the stream of ice. The brown scum slid abruptly off the site of the stain onto that part
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of the sheet resting on the bottom of the sink. “Damn!” thought Sarah. She held the release of the valve down with
one hand and tried to hold the sheet up so that the flow of water washed the scum clear of the sheet.
It was absurdly difficult. The sheet filled quickly with water, becoming heavy and unmanageable. There was a
moment when she considered holding the cloth in her teeth so that the frozen lump at the end of her left arm could
smooth away the traces of soap from the sheet while she held the valve open with her other hand. But she decided
against it, ultimately. It would have looked ridiculous. And besides, she wasn’t sure that her teeth could support
the weight of the sheet, now several pounds heavier as a result of the absorbed water.
Ultimately she draped the bulk of the cloth over her right shoulder, held the valve open with her left hand and
used her right to smooth away the soap. The stain itself had faded to a memory, its edges slightly darker than its
center. But she rubbed it into the soap once more, flattened the cloth onto the palm of her left hand and scraped at
it with the nail on her right thumb, scraped until it seemed to her that the blue of the underlying water lily was
beginning to wear thin. Then, satisfied, she washed the scum away in the gelid water until all traces of soap had
been obliterated from the sheet.
When she was done, she held the cloth up to look at it, stretching it between her two arms to do so. A film of
water which had clung to the surface of the cotton gathered itself up into an icy rivulet which flowed straight into
the warm space between her hair and her neck, down her back and into the divide of her bottom, resting only once
it had reached right up to the threshold of her most private self. It was like a cold electric finger tracing the length
of her flesh, invading her warmth, violating her with its icy impertinence. Then it fell away and dropped to the
floor.
She shivered. Realized that her nightie had got soaked and that she was standing in a dark, unheated basement,
half-swaddled in a wet bed sheet. There was something offensive and illogical about it all which she would have
to examine and understand and file away. But not just now. Later.
She went to the laundry room by the kitchen. Mrs Kumar was already there, bending over, stuffing a damp and
faintly steaming wash into the round open mouth of the dryer.
“Uh,” said Sarah, “excuse me?”
Mrs. Kumar did not seem to hear.
“Mrs. Kumar?” The old lady straightened up slowly. “My sheet …” said Sarah, indicating that she’d like to
include it in the load going into the dryer.
For a moment it seemed as if Mrs. Kumar hadn’t understood what Sarah was saying. Then she shook her head,
a quick bird-like movement. “No,’ she said, “no! Not here! Only down! In basement!”
Sarah said, “There’s no place in the basement.” But she had been in a hurry to get away and it hadn’t occurred
to her to look.
“There is place,” said Mrs. Kumar and bent once more to her wash.
Sarah turned and went back the way she had come. Her mind was blank. In the basement, she looked around
and saw that there was a light bulb with a dangling cord. She pulled on it and in the resulting light, saw that a
potential clothes-line extended across the room. She hung the sheet, turned off the light and went up two floors to
the bedroom. Shut the door. She was shivering. She wrapped her arms around herself.
“What’s happening to me?” she asked herself. She was shivering with anger, not cold. “What am I doing
here?” she thought. “What am I doing amongst … these people?”
There. It was out. The words that had been hovering at the edge of consciousness for three; days now. These
people. Deep and his mother. Indians. Not—us. Foreigners. Aliens.
“But not him,” she thought. “Only his mother.”
Or was it? After all, he had lived with his mother these many years. It had to have affected him. What would he
say about the sheet, for instance? Would he find some excuse, some justification for his mother’s behavior? Or
would he see her, Sarah’s, point of view? And if he didn’t—wasn’t that the thing which made his foreignness a
problem? The fact that, instead of automatically seeing her point of view, he would flip it over onto its back and
expose its soft underbelly, expose it for just another cultural blinker. “Even you,” he would say, smiling with his
beautiful teeth, “have that Western bias which makes it difficult for you to see that there isn’t anything
intrinsically bizarre about being made to wash your bloodstain out of the bed sheet in a freezing basement sink!”
And then he might cock his head to the side and say,
“Remember the horse-meat?”
She bit her lip. The argument had started innocently. On their way up to Deep’s home from Cornell, they had
driven past a meadow dotted about with Holstein-Friesians and she had nudged him. It had been a joke, nothing
else.
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“Wanna stop?” she had said. He had looked at her without comprehension.
“You know,” she had persevered, “stop by and say a prayer or—or something—” But he had still not understood. It had begun to seem too silly to explain.
“Never mind,” she had said, “it’s not worth going into.” He had insisted, however. So she had said,
“The cows, you know? We passed a meadow and it was full of cows and I thought …” His expression had
been so blank that she would have laughed except that she knew he got hurt easily. So she stammered painfully
on.
“Well, you know—I thought—since Indians worship cows—” But it had started to sound ghastly, even to her
ears.
He had begun to nod in that quick tight way.
“You think it’s funny, don’t you?” he said, finally. “Just one more laugh—riot from the cosmic joke book—the
joke book in which everyone who isn’t a Bible-thumping, beef-eating, baseball player is treated like a court jester.
Everything we do, whatever we find sacred, is hilariously funny just because it’s different—” And then the final
rebuke. “I thought you, at least, would understand.”
“Deep,” she had said, distressed. “You’ve got it wrong.”
“What else can it mean?” he said. “We’ve talked about this. I’ve explained it before.” He paused and she could
see the muscle in his jaw tensing. “About cows.”
She said, “Deep—it’s just that I saw them grazing and, and I—”
She stopped. What had she thought?
“I thought of a cathedral. I thought that maybe for someone who worships cows, a big barn must be like a
cathedral is for us—” Was that really such an insulting thought? He had said,
“We discussed it just the other day. Didn’t you hear me? When I told you that it isn’t just any cow? That it is
specifically the Indian cow?”
It had been her turn to look blank. “You mean, one breed?” she had asked, astonished.
His face convulsed with annoyance. “Don’t be stupid!” he said. His face worked, as he tried to compose an
answer which would make sense to her. “It’s not a question of breed,” he said, eventually, in a calmer voice, “it’s
more subtle than that. In an Indian village, cattle are the foundation of life, an integral part of the family. Here?
They’re just beasts! Milk dispensers! Meat!”
Sarah could feel a charge building up inside herself.
“Why are we talking about cows,” she thought. “Why aren’t we talking about you and me?”
“Do you understand any of this?” he had said. “I mean—you look into the eyes of one of these animals here
and you see nothing. Just a dull, stupid, unreflecting stare!” His upper lip had lifted in scorn.
Sarah couldn’t understand why or how it could matter so much to him. Then his expression had softened.
“But,” he said, “you look into the eyes of an Indian cow and there—you see it. Consciousness! An Indian cow
is a developed being. She has a mind, she has a life, she is a person—no, better than a person. A sort of living
manifestation of the, uh, bounty, the giving spirit of nature.” He looked at her, glancingly, as if expecting very
little. “For the Indian villager, the cow’s milk provides food and income, its dung is used as fuel and the bullocks
are a major source of draught energy. And on top of all that, they eat almost anything—they’re part of the garbage
disposal system!”
He smiled slightly now. “Does it make sense now? Do you understand the difference?”
Sarah had nodded. “Yes,” she had said, uncertainly, “yes, I think I can relate to what you’re saying.” She had
grown up on a farm, till she was eight. She fought down a vague irritation she felt at the way he had described
American cows. “How dare you insult our cows!” she had wanted to say. But instead she had said, “We have that
kind of relationship too, with horses—”
That’s when he had said, scornfully, “Oh yes! Horses! During the war, you used to eat horsemeat! A truly
nourishing relationship, wouldn’t you say?”
“That’s not true!” The words had whipped out of her. It. was only the French who ate horsemeat!! Not
Americans!! Never Americans!!! But the force of his contempt had drained her confidence. He was so often right
about things like that. He seemed to store up tiny scraps of information just so that he could produce them at
crucial points in an argument. “It—it’s not typical behavior, what we did during the war.” Even as she said the
words, there had appeared in her head a question mark. “We?”
He said, smoothly arrogant, “In India, there used to be terrible famines. But even at the depth of the famine,
even when children were dying in their mothers’ arms, there was never any report of cows being eaten. People
were willing to die rather than eat their animals!”
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“Well—” she had said, “well—I think that’s stupid! It’s just stupid to die rather than to eat what’s there—”
He had said, “Oh? So—in a famine you’d eat your sister’s flesh?”
“That’s different!” But she had felt so helpless. He was implacable, when he had his teeth into an argument. “It
isn’t normal to eat one’s own species—”
“But we’ve agreed that wars and famines aren’t normal times—!”
It had gone on and on and on. There had been no resolution. He had grown increasingly cool and confident
while she had felt her cheeks radiating a black light and had heard her voice grow shrill and incoherent. Towards
the end of it, she had found herself saying that she couldn’t respect a people, a culture which didn’t have the sense
to avoid famines. He said that a few famines were inconsequential in the face of five thousand years of
civilization. She said that the ethical system to which she belonged could not view famines as inconsequential.
Whereupon he had replied that he couldn’t place much confidence in an ethical system which used, as its central
icon, the tortured corpse of its religious prophet.
It had taken her a few seconds to understand what he had meant by that remark and when she did, it upset her
so profoundly that her eyes stung with sudden tears. So she had turned her face towards the window. She didn’t
know what had bothered her more—that description of Christ or her reaction to hearing it. She didn’t think of
herself as a believing Christian, yet it hurt her to hear that description.
They drove the last fifty miles in silence. Deep’s mother lived alone in an old two-story building surrounded by
majestic elms. She had probably been standing at the window looking out for the car, because the front door
opened even as the tires purred up the driveway.
Deep turned to Sarah and said, “Will you be all right?”
She was relieved to see that the sarcastic stranger with whom she had been arguing had reverted to being the
familiar friend and lover of the last five months. She had nodded and got down from the car.
And yet … Standing at the window three days later, she knew that it hadn’t been all right. That stranger, that
alien, who had been at the wheel of the car dressed in Deep’s body, hadn’t vanished entirely after all. Having once
appeared, he had continued to lurk, just at the outer margin of Deep’s personality. Had he been there all along?
She hugged herself tighter. Why had Deep’s mother wanted her to wash her bed sheet in the basement? What
could possibly be the point of it?
Then she thought of something.
She thought of something she had heard her own mother and aunt talking about, laughing. A long time ago.
She tried to focus on it, but couldn’t. It had been too long ago and she had been a child at the time. She hadn’t
understood what they’d been talking about.
But it triggered another area of thought. In primitive communities, menstruating women sat separately, sometimes in a special hut.
“Is that what she’s doing with me?” thought Sarah. Avoiding contamination. Avoiding the unclean magic of a
bleeding woman. “Unclean.” Sarah felt a current of power course through her. “That reminds me,” she thought.
“Time to change.”
She went to the bathroom and pulled down her panties. A scarlet streak told her that she was just in time. She
reached for the kit-bag in which she stored her tampons, while in the same movement sitting down on the toilet.
She reached with her right hand under herself to find the string of the tampon, wound it around her finger and
tugged, feeling all the while curiously self-conscious of all her movements. As if she were performing for some
invisible camera crew. Twentieth Century Woman Removing Vaginal Insert. The tampon came out with a silky
squish, and she released it, letting it drop into the toilet. Then stopped.
“Why am I looking away at nothingness?” she thought. “Why don’t I ever look down when I do this? Why are
all my movements so automatic?” And even as these thoughts appeared in her mind, a gush of simultaneous
thoughts: “I shouldn’t be thinking this way!” It was unseemly to look at one’s menstrual products. It was
unnecessary to think about what one was doing when one removed tampons. It wasn’t proper. And yet … why
not?
She wiped herself with toilet paper. Then made herself look at the results. “It’s a beautiful color” she thought,
red and warm, like—like Burgundy.” She wanted to giggle. “Imagine being caught sitting on the toilet and
looking at my own blood!” she thought, then added, with surprise: “Why do I feel so guilty? Why? Even when
I’m just alone with myself?”
As if to augment this thought, she heard, from the bedroom, the door open and Deep’s voice.
“Sarah?” he called. “Are you in there?”
“Yes!” she answered and quickly dropped the toilet paper out of sight.
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He opened the door and said, “You’re not dressed yet?” Then he caught sight of the kit bag with the tampons in
it. “Oh,” he said, “oh. Sorry.” And shut the door.
Sarah narrowed her eyes and smiled to herself. “Powerful magic, this blood!” she thought. “It can make a man
apologize at ten paces, just at the sight of the equipment!”
By the time she was through with her bath Deep had already gone down. She found them, him and his mother,
in the sunlit kitchen nook, with the remnants of breakfast on the Formica-top table. She didn’t feel like eating
anything and said so, pouring herself a mug of coffee. She could feel Deep’s eyes on her but didn’t look at him.
He was encouraging her to eat what his mother had made, because, as he had already told her once before, it was
rude to sit at the table and refuse food. “Too bad,” thought Sarah. “I’m not going to perform for him, for either of
them.” If his mother could make all her meals without consulting her guests, then she, Sarah, could refuse to eat
those meals without consulting anyone.
Mrs. Kumar started to speak to Deep, in Indian. Deep responded, muttering. He seemed to be arguing with her,
but it was hard to tell. The language sounded that way. “A bit like Klingon,” thought Sarah. Full of explosive
consonants. Deep said, in English, “My mother says it’s not safe to go hungry in … your condition. She says she
prepared this”—he pointed to a disgusting looking mush—“especially for you. To build you up.”
Sarah turned what she hoped was a blank look in his direction.
“What condition?” she asked.
The corners of his mouth were twitched inward in irritation.
“You are bleeding heavily, she tells me. Apparently you stained the sheets.”
Sarah said, “Sheet. It was one sheet. And a very small stain.”
She turned to Mrs. Kumar.
“Mrs. Kumar, I’m sorry, but I’m not hungry just now.” She spoke distinctly and slowly. “Thank you for
making something special, but I really don’t need it.”
Turned back to Deep. “If it’s all right with you, I’m going for a walk just now.” She smiled tightly and got up
from the table, taking her mug of coffee with her and went out, walking slowly. The front yard was fenced in with
wooden palings. Sarah walked down the driveway and on to the road. There was no sidewalk. Deep’s father had
been a surgeon with a good practice in this small rural community in northern Pennsylvania. He had died four
years ago, leaving the property and a fortune in investments for his widow and son to live on in comfort for the
rest of their lives.
Sarah’s breath, augmented by the heat of the coffee, steamed busily out onto the crisp air. “They do well here
for themselves,” she thought to herself. “These Indians, these aliens!” She was trying to see what it felt like to
view a minority group with race-hostility. She was mildly amused to see that she couldn’t do it easily, that she felt
guilty thinking thoughts like that. Even though, going by the typical logic of race-hostility, she had reason to feel
embittered about the soft life that Deep’s father had afforded for his family.
Her own childhood hadn’t been easy. Her father had grown up on a farm and later managed to buy himself a
garage. He had struggled to put his five children through school. Only she and her sister had gone to college. Two
brothers were still in school and one brother had died at eighteen, in a car accident caused by his own
drunkenness.
“Aliens! Aliens!” she thought. “But isn’t it funny that I can’t even think up a cuss-word for them?” Maybe they
hadn’t been around for long enough to be absorbed into the vocabulary of racial abuse.
She hadn’t been walking for long before she heard quick footsteps behind her. It was Deep.
“What’s the matter with you?” he said, panting slightly. He never wasted time with preliminaries. “You’ve
been acting strange since this morning.”
“It’s your mother,” said Sarah. “It’s the bed sheet. I don’t understand why she made me wash it like that.”
She would have liked to add that it was more than that. It was the horse-meat, it was the prophet-corpse, it was
the revelation that there were chasms between them, which would never be bridged. She didn’t think that the visit
was working. She would rather leave right away and not stay for Christmas.
“You’re so hung-up,” said Deep, calmly, his face showing no sign of any emotion, his voice flat. “She’s just an
old lady. Why is it so difficult to do something different for a change? To bend yourself just a little?”
“Deep—she wanted me to wash the bed sheet in a sink, in the basement, in sub-zero water! It’s not just
something different! It’s something so stupid and unreasonable I don’t know what to do with it! I mean, I thought
we’d agreed that there’s enough illogic in the world without having to add crazy out-dated customs to it!”
“What I don’t understand is why you stained the sheets at all,” said Deep.
Sarah said, “One sheet.”
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“All right, one sheet, then. But why did you have to do it? It’s not as If you don’t know how to … be careful! I
don’t think it’s at all … polite to do that sort of thing.”
“Polite …!” She laughed, gusting a thunderhead of white breath. “What’s polite got to do with anything! It’s
not polite for your mother to sneak around looking at our sheets either, you know!”
“It’s your fault for not having made the bed in time.”
Sarah turned on Deep.
“I don’t get it! Why does she have to come into our room at all? We’re grown up, aren’t we? I was still in my
nightie, I hadn’t even left the room and she was in there and making the bed!”
“Sarah—” he sighed. “My mother’s just a lonely old lady. She has noone to talk to or fuss over when I’m not
here. I don’t think you can see how important it is for her to be able to do things for us—”
“For you, you mean!” said Sarah. “It’s not for me she’s doing it, it’s for you! Her little son!”
He shrugged.
“Okay, for me, then. But she’s lonely—don’t you see that? She needs to be needed. She needs to feel useful.
Why do you make such a big deal about it? Why does it matter so much?” He was affecting to sound tired of it
all. The weary male worn out by the bickering of females around him. “You’re a feminist when it comes to young
women and to women of your culture. But when it’s my mother, who doesn’t speak much English and isn’t
sophisticated, she’s suddenly the enemy, the oppressor—”
“Deep, she’s playing a power game,” said Sarah. “Anyone can play it—you don’t have to be a man or—or—
white, or American. You won’t see it like that, because she’s your mother and the game works in your favor. But
all these little things—the making of the beds, the not letting anyone else wash dishes or cook, she doesn’t let
anyone touch any of it—it’s her way of maintaining control. Don’t you see that?”
She drew in a breath, sharply, the cold air hurting her throat. It was a hopeless discussion, because she knew he
would never be able to see it her way. But she tried nevertheless.
“It’s clear enough to you, when it comes to world events, when I’s Russia controlling the flow of arms to
Uzbekhistan—or the US controlling patents in the Third World. But when it’s your mother controlling the flow of
my blood onto our sheet? Oh no! Then it’s tradition! It’s being polite!”
He said nothing for a few moments. They were walking on the grassy verge along a larger street now, up a
slight incline. The cars coming over the crest of the low hill seemed to respond to the sight of the two of them by
swerving sideways, like skittish horses. Sarah wondered idly what the drivers thought.
“Do they see a couple walking along,” she wondered, “or do they see a racial statement?”
Deep said, in a quiet voice, “I thought we had something special.”
Sarah waited a space before saying, “We did. We still do—I think—but—”
“But you’ve moved out of my reach. You’re seeing me as a foreigner, as an alien.”
Sarah’s head was swaying from side to side.
“No, Deep, no! It’s not like that! Really!” Even though it was.
He said, “I’m not stupid, you know. I mean, it’s interesting to me. I thought you’d be different, but you’re not,
really.”
“Don’t react,” thought Sarah to herself. “Be still now. He’s going to say something. Hurtful. Brace yourself.”
He said, “I thought being black must mean that you’re more sensitive—but that was stupid of me, huh?
Another kind of racism. When it comes to the important things, you’re just an American. Just a Westerner.” His
face was expressionless and his voice was perfectly bland. He could have been reciting the multiplication tables,
for all the emotion he showed. But that was just his inscrutable-Oriental way. “I thought you of all people would
understand what it means to be an outsider. To be excluded from the mainstream—but obviously I was wrong.”
He continued for a short while, during which they were passed in succession by two Corvettes, a Datsun and
three battered-looking station wagons filled with dogs and children. Sarah felt like a guest at a stranger’s cocktail
party, listening to the conversation with comprehension but no involvement.
“I should feel insulted,” she thought, why don’t I feel insulted?”
They had reached the crest of the hill now and had stopped.
Deep said “What are you thinking?”
Sarah said, “I want to go back. I need to change my tampon.”
During lunch, the dull ache in Sarah’s lower abdomen became a concentrated mass of pain so fierce that she
found herself gasping softly to herself, hoping that she couldn’t be heard. As soon as she could, she excused
herself to the bedroom and lay down. It felt good to be on her back, but the pain didn’t let up. It was a small hard
fist of pressure, a living presence. “It’s just got to do its thing,” thought Sarah, “it’s not actually malicious.” She
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thought of the lightless inner world of her pelvis and the mute scream making its inexorable way out of the
avocado-shaped muscle in which it had been held captive. “Come out,” she spoke to it, in her mind. “Don’t be
afraid. I won’t deny your presence.” Instead of running away from the pain, she would disarm it with attention.
“Come,” she thought at it, “let me look at you, let me understand your structure.”
It was dark, she decided, and glossy. A glossy pain. A deep, rich blue, royal in its own way. Forceful. Powerful.
She could see it as a male entity, a strong, husky bellow. “But I don’t resent you,” she thought, “isn’t that
interesting?” It was possible to look steadily into the center of the pain and in some undefined way, celebrate it. It
was a trial by strength, a specialized type of wrestling match between her body and itself. There was no victor or
loser, the struggle itself was everything.
“You fill me,” she thought. “Here I lie, supine, while you, confined as you are to a passage no thicker than a
pencil’s lead, no longer than an AA battery, are able to irradiate my entire being so that I feel your heat from the
farthest limit of my toes to the roots of my hair.” She thought of the sparking network of nerves which, moment to
moment, sent in their bulletins of sensation from locations around the multiple dimensions of her existence, yet
none of them could drown out the roar being broadcast from her uterus, from her cervix.
She smiled, her eyes shut, concentrating on fashioning something positive out of her pain. She didn’t see Deep
enter the room, walk silently around the queen-size bed and stop when he was by her side.
She opened her eyes.
“Why are you smiling?” he asked in a whisper.
She paused before she answered, not certain that it was wise to share her secret. Then she relented.
“Because,” she whispered back, “I’m in pain.”
“Pain?” His face puckered immediately in concern. He sat down, causing the edge of the mattress to buckle
under his sudden weight. “Is it serious? Have you taken anything for it?” His voice was suddenly loud.
“No!” She whispered, lifting her head off the pillow in her earnestness, “No! I’m sort of … enjoying it …”
She relaxed once more, taking his hand in hers.
Deep stared at her, frowning.
“I don’t understand you any more,” he said. He had the kind of expression on his face that men get when they
start to ask themselves whether the woman in front of them is experiencing a mind-altering hormonal storm.
“How can you enjoy pain?”
She said, “I’m trying it out. You know, an experiment. I can visualize it, I can sort of imagine it as a—a—kind
of—”
He said, “How do you know you’re not seriously unwell?”
“I’m just bleeding. It’s a normal, natural event.”
He continued to look suspicious and unconvinced. She shifted to her side.
“I don’t know why, but it’s different this time. It’s not just blood coming out, but sort of chunks of stuff. So—
of course it hurts. The pain is from expelling solid matter, from pushing it through the narrow passage—” She saw
the expression of distaste on his face and stopped.
“What’s the matter?” she said. “You look as if you’re going to be sick!”
He turned his face away.
“In India,” he said, “we don’t talk about such things. Women’s blood. We just don’t talk about it.”
She allowed a spasm to pass through her before answering.
“But Deep,” she said, “this isn’t India, this is here.” She paused. “I don’t mean America, either. I mean, this is
Here!” She patted the surface of the bed. “The special space we make between us, the space of just our own
reality! No immigration officers, no bureaucrats to tell us what to say or how to sit and stand! We’re the
authorities Here, we’re the ones who decide what we want to talk about!”
His head was moving about, he was hunching his shoulders in discomfort.
“It’s not realistic,” he said, “to think … that way. We’re private individuals as well as social entities, affected
by and affecting the realities within which we live.” He looked at her. “You’re not just Sarah, my girlfriend.
You’re also a—an American black, you have your history and your separate destiny. If I took you back with me to
India, people would stare at you, they’d stare at your hair and your different race and my own relatives would
reject you. Reject my choice of you—even though we’re almost the same color.” He looked at her now. “I’ve told
you this before but I don’t know whether you’ve really understood it. I’d never be able to take you there. I’d never
want to expose you to that kind of … humiliation.”
Sarah said, “Deep, is that how you think of me? As a Black Woman?”
He shrugged, trying to wriggle away from the simple trap she had laid for him.
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“I see you as Sarah. And as a woman. And as an African American.” Then he turned it around. “You do it too!
You see me as a foreigner, as an Indian! Admit it—the novelty is part of what attracts you!” He shook his head
wearily. “We can’t wipe away our colors and our bone-structures! When we try to, we risk losing things which are
important, we risk becoming cultural zombies—”
He swept his arms wide, indicating the whole country, perhaps the whole western hemisphere.
“Isn’t that what the West is suffering from? A loss of meaningful tradition?”
Sarah turned her face into the pillow and breathed a few times to suppress the giggle which she knew would
upset him if he could hear it. She had an irreverent thought and wasn’t sure whether she had the energy to express
it or not. Then she looked up.
“We have TV,” she said. “We have K Marts and Hollywood—”
But he was already shaking his head.
“We have Star Trek and Superman. Freeways and credit cards—”
“No!” he exploded. “It isn’t the same! It isn’t the same at all!”
She said, “The only difference is, it’s not old, it’s not gilded with time.”
He said, “This just shows how impoverished you are!”
Sarah said, “And we haven’t had generations of historians to show us how unique and precious what we have
is because we still have it! It’s not lost under some ocean or sunk under centuries of poverty! It’s in the Coke
bottles and in the chewing gum and the neon lights and—and—all the things that you sneer at so much!”
He paused a moment.
“And anyway,” he said, “where do you fit, in this world of Superman and Star Trek? Those are the white man’s
myths—you can’t claim them as your own!”
Sarah tucked a pillow into her belly and curled around it. A new fist of pain had begun to form and was forcing
its way down and out of her. She would have liked to moan softly, but it would have created too much of a
response in Deep. She didn’t want to give him that satisfaction. She wanted to end the discussion. She closed her
eyes and made her voice sleepy.
“Sure I can claim them!” she said. “I’m American, right? They’re part of me … even when I’m not a part of
them.” She patted his hand away. “Now leave me to sleep.”
He waited a few moments to see if she meant it, then got up and left, saying nothing.
She continued lying on her side for a while, thinking about their talk and about the pain inside her, wondering
whether it was abnormal after all and at what point she should seek medical help. She asked herself what she had
liked about Deep in all these months. He had seemed gentle, she decided, that was what had attracted her. He
wasn’t a big burly jock. He didn’t come on strong. He was cool, soft-spoken and always thoughtful. His color was
… well it was there, an added factor, but it was only color, nothing else. It didn’t go deep. She smiled at the pun
on his nickname. Deep, short for Deepak. He said his name meant “light.” A tiny flickering flame. When he had
asked her what her name meant, she had said she didn’t know. He had teased her and at the time she had thought
nothing about it. But now she realized, it must have been of consequence to him, one more sign of her inferiority
on the scale of traditional values.
Something he had told her long ago returned to her mind. He had been speaking about his parents, how his
father had come to the US. He had come as a student, stayed to become a citizen, set up his practice and then,
when he had a respectable income, had gone home to India to have a bride selected for him. He had married
Deep’s mother after having met her once, formally, surrounded by all their relatives, unable to exchange more
than two words of conversation.
“Tea?” she had asked him and he had answered, “Yes.”
It had bothered Sarah, that story. She had asked Deep what he thought about it, whether he thought it was right
for two complete strangers to get married. He had shrugged and said that they weren’t really strangers. They both
came from similar families, with similar customs and similar food. Aside from the detail of personality, they were
very much alike.
Sarah had laughed at that phrase “detail of personality”—“But personality’s everything!” she had exclaimed,
“not just a detail!”
Deep had got offended then and said that every culture had its traditions and it wasn’t right to laugh at his. She
had asked him if he would get married like that. And he had said, shuddering,
“No! Never!”
But she wondered about that now. He’s American, she thought to herself, he’s a citizen and yet it’s only on the
surface. Inside, he’s this other thing.
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He had explained once that to be born into a strong tradition was to know the steps to an intricate dance which
started with birth and ended with death. “When you know all the steps by heart, you don’t have to think any more
—you are the dancer and the dance,” he had said and she had loved the mystery, the poetry of it. It hadn’t
occurred to her to ask him what happened when a dancer found himself alone on the floor of a different tradition.
Could the steps of one dance fit the music of another? Could classical ballet perform to rap?
The pain, having reached a peak, began to subside. She fell into a light sleep, awakening to dampness which
demanded immediate attention. She rolled over the side of the bed to avoid bringing her bottom into contact with
the bed and went to the bathroom. Blood darkened the crotch surfaces of her panties, her panty-hose, her jeans. It
took her twenty minutes to wash away all traces of it. She started to hang the clothes up in the bathroom, then
stopped. Deep’s mother might well come in here and find the clothes. She’d know at once what they meant. It was
highly likely that she would demand that all Sarah’s clothes be washed by hand, by Sarah, in the basement. “Once
you entered the logic of clean and unclean blood, you could find your way around the maze fairly easily,” thought
Sarah. The bleeding woman is penalized for being in that “state:” the correct condition, of course, is to be
pregnant or nursing. Older women, like Deep’s mother, had the loss of their own fertility as an added reason for
wanting to punish younger women.
Sarah wrung her clothes out carefully and packed them into plastic bags. She started packing the bags into her
backpack and then, without really thinking about it or planning anything, packed her other stuff as well.
Downstairs, the house was silent. Deep’s car was not in the driveway. Maybe he had gone shopping with his
mother. Sarah let herself out the front door, checking behind her to make sure that it was locked. Then she set off.
Overhead the sky was gray. There were random snowflakes gusting about, but no storm had been forecast. Within
an hour she had boarded a bus and was on her way back to Cornell.
It was evening by the time she got back to the apartment she shared with three other women. There was a
message on the answering machine for her from Deep.
“Call me,” he said, “as soon as you hear this. I need to speak to you. Are you all right?”
So she called him.
“Why did you leave?” he asked in his direct way. “My mother was very upset. She said it was bad for you to
travel while you were bleeding like that. She says you might get very sick. You don’t understand her at all. She’s
really concerned for you.”
“Tell her,” said Sarah, “that I’m all right. Tell her I like to bleed and that I especially like to travel when I’m
bleeding. Tell her that I got stains all over the seat of the bus and that everyone knew, by the end of the trip, that I
was bleeding because I had to stop so often to get off and change my tampon. Will you tell her all of that?”
Deep said, “She asked me if I was going to marry you.”
Sarah said, “Oh yeah?” and there was a silence.
Deep said, “She told me that it was all right if I wanted to, that she liked you, that she felt you were right for
me.”
There was another silence.
“Sarah,” he said, “What’s the matter with you? Did I say something wrong?”
“No,” said Sarah, shutting her eyes.
“Look, Sarah—” said Deep. “You know what I said? About not taking you to India? Well, I was thinking about
it, you know and I can see now that it could be all right too. I mean things have changed, even in India. My
mother accepts you and that’s [the] big thing. I think it could be different. It would be, I’m sure of that, perhaps.”
Sarah said, “Do they wear tampons there? In India?”
There was a pause before Deep said, “Sarah, I don’t think you realize yet what a powerful statement we can
make by being together—”
Sarah said, “You didn’t answer my question.”
He asked her to repeat her question and she did. He said, his voice sounding stiff,
“I don’t know. I don’t know about those things.”
Sarah said, “Well, how about your mother then: did she wear tampons?”
Deep said, “Sarah, I don’t think these are proper questions.”
Sarah said, “ … or Maxi Pads? You could tell her that I’m thinking of changing from tampons to pads because
I no longer want to hide my blood from myself.”
Deep said, “Sarah, you know these are not proper subjects for discussion.”
“I don’t know anything,” said Sarah, “just now, except that it matters very much to me to have answers to these
very things. Because—you know what? I’ve decided that the only level of culture I care about is the kind which
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makes my own life reasonable and intelligent. Listening to music and hanging paintings on the wall is very well,
but if at the end of the day someone wants me to hide my blood underground and to behave like an invalid—
forget it, you know? If that’s what tradition means, then I say, take it off the shelf. Leave it out. My packet of
ultrathin, E-Z wrap pads and what it represents to me about the journey my generation of women has made, is all
the tradition I need.”
“Sarah,” said Deep, “are you comparing five thousand years of civilization to”—he choked on the words
—“feminine hygiene products?”
“Yes,” said Sarah and put the phone down.
2
On the morning of the last day of her childhood, Leela woke with the feeling of pent-up tears. No one is as
unfortunate as me, she thought, no one, no one.
She hated the monsoon, she hated this house. She hated the cool gray light, the polished red-cement floors, the
dark beams and white-washed walls.
She hated the small village she was in, she hated the semi-rural life.
She hated her old uncle and aunt. The uncle was the colour of wood varnish and had many tiny black moles
jutting out from the surface of his skin. He was tall and stooped and moved with a maddeningly slow, deliberate
tread. He wore a white mundu all day long. And had an awful way of staring, with those heavy-lidded pop eyes.
The aunt had a fleshy face and taut, glistening skin, as if recently oiled. She was rather plump. She seemed always
to have just had a bath. She would pad about the wooden floors in her bare feet, with a thin towel thrown over the
front of her body and her long black hair streaming loose. There was a constant dampness about her, a wetness, in
the way her blouses stuck to her, in the way her hair streamed, in black rivulets, flowing now this way, now that,
in rippling curls and tendrils.
Leela hated them because they were boring and dull and unfashionable. They knew nothing about life outside
the village. Or so it seemed. Leela could barely get herself to speak to them. There seemed nothing to say which
could possibly be of mutual interest.
And worst of all, of course, they were not her parents.
Holidays were meant to be spent with parents. But this time, Leela’s parents were away. Well, of course, they
were often away, but this time, they were away in the sense that they wouldn’t be home at all. From her boarding
school in the hills, Leela had come straight to this small coastal village, her ancestral village, which she was
visiting for the first time.
Whose idea had it been, to come to this, this … nowhere … she couldn't recall now. Not mine, she thought
bitterly. Not mine!
A burst of raucous laughter came from the neighbouring room.
Her brother was in that room. Normally, she adored and idolized her brother. But this time, he had a friend
with him. The kind of boy who is just starting to shave but also has terrible acne so that the stubble of new growth
competes painfully with the bloody summits of whole ranges and massifs of pimples. He wore armor-plate on his
teeth and had thick glasses. They whispered to one another all the time, Budgie and his friend, like two horses
with their noses in one feed-bag. Every so often one or the other would lift his head out of the feed-bag and neigh
boisterously. And look at her. Then return to the feed-bag. And so on.
But for Leela, there was nothing to do, nothing to see, no television, no video, no movies, no parties, no
friends. By day, the endless, drumming cascade of rain and the wet, dark, green jungle of the garden, alive with
the slither of unseen snakes. By night, the swarms of buzzing, thumping, scraping, flapping, biting, skittering,
flittering, insects; the power failures; the hurricane lanterns; and the dark lurking shadows of the backstairs.
I won’t eat anything, she thought to herself. I won’t eat anything and then they’ll have to send me home,
they’ll have to call mamma, they’ll have to . . .
At table, Budgie’s friend said, “Mmmmhhh!” like a buffalo in rut. A great mound of white and stringy puttus
lay steaming on a banana-leaf-lined stainless steel platter in the centre of the table. And beside it, a small glass jug
of faintly translucent milk, not cow’s milk, but sweetened, fragrant, coconut milk, “ … for you,” said the aunt.
“Your mummy told me this is your favourite dish!”
The uncle was reading his newspaper and Budgie had his head in a book. The air was damp. Budgie’s friend
said,
“Bet I eat more!”
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Leela said, “Yah, yah, yah!” and quickly took her first puttu. Later, they sat on the steps leading down from the
verandah.
“Isn’t it fantastic?” said Budgie’s friend, looking at the rain.
“Eeyugh,” said Leela, “I hate it!”
“Shows how stupid you are,” said Budgie’s friend. “It’s damn good, ya’, it’s too much!”
“Well, I hate it,” said Leela again, leaning forwards so that she could hug her knees to her chest and rock
backwards. “And I hate this house, and I hate being here.”
“You’re just afraid,” said Budgie’s friend.
“No, I’m not!” said Leela.
“Yes, you are,” said Budgie’s friend. “All women are.”
“Huh?” said Leela, confused.
“All women are afraid of sex,” said Budgie’s friend. Leela would have liked to say that she didn't understand
the connection between the rain and being afraid of sex, but instead she said,
“I’m not afraid of … of anything!”
“Don’t be a moron, ya’,” said Budgie’s friend. “How old are you, fourteen?”
“Thirteen,” said Leela, hugging her knees tight, feeling a hotness on the skin of her face, like sitting in front of
a heater. There was a sudden weight of sweat along the upper edge of her eyebrows and over her mouth.
“Sit up straight,” said Budgie’s friend.
“Why?” said Leela, hugging her knees tight.
“So I can see if you’re really thirteen or if you’re just faking it,” said Budgie’s friend. “Do you wear a bra?”
“None of your business,” said Leela, primly, because she didn’t need to, yet. She tucked her chin firmly into
the space made by her knees held tight together in the embrace of her arms. Then, losing balance momentarily,
she rocked forwards so that her feet slapped flat down on the lower step. Recovering her poise, she cupped her
chin in the palm of her hand, her elbow resting on her knee. She looked straight ahead, into the cataract of water
flowing down from the sloping, red-tiled roof. Budgie’s friend leaned closer to her and said,
“Do you get your chum?”
“Of course,” said Leela. “I’m not a baby!”
“Am I frightening you?” said Budgie’s friend.
“Of course not!” said Leela, looking sharply at him.
“Then why’re you sweating?” said Budgie’s friend.
“I’m not,” said Leela.
Budgie's friend reached out a finger and wiped up the line of sweat from her upper lip. He brought his finger
back to just in front of his eyes and squinted at it through his thick-lensed glasses.
“Sweat,” he pronounced. He stuck the finger in his mouth and pulled it out again with a slopping noise.
“Salty!” He stood up, stretched lustily and went inside.
Leela looked back at the shimmering curtain of rain-water. She could see the garden through it, in flickering
shards and fragments.
Behind her, a footstep, the slither-slap of her uncle’s ancient leather slip-ons. He stood a moment just behind
Leela, his old man’s paunch thrust out and up like the prognathic jaw of a bulldog. His shoulders drooped and his
chest seemed to cave inwards. His arms were behind him, the right hand cupping the elbow of the left arm. He
stared a little absently at the rainwater. Then he patted Leela’s head.
“Good. Good,” he said, and drifted sideways along the verandah, like an ancient, two-legged crab.
In the afternoon, Budgie went off somewhere with his friend. By the time they came back, Leela and the uncle
and aunt were already sitting down to the night meal. The lights flickered and went out and the servant brought a
badly smoking kerosene lantern to the table. The conversation turned easily to the subject of adulterated kerosene
and then to adulteration in general.
Leela could feel the track left on the skin of her upper lip by Budgie’s friend’s finger, like a scar-line. She
wondered if it were glowing, like a phantom moustache. She wondered if it would leave a permanent mark there.
“I got it when I was thirteen,” she would tell people in the years to come, people who came from near and far
to see the marvel. “I got it during my school holidays, the last hols before the exams …” Budgie’s friend was
saying,
“The Americans should declare India as their fifty-first state!” Budgie said,
“Forget it, ya’! India’s up shitcreek.” Budgie’s friend said,
“Cheap labour, ya’, nothing like it anywhere!” Budgie said,
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“It’s the culture, ya’, it’s a lousy culture. Look how we can’t even get a soft drink without some bloody
uproar”—Budgie’s voice had the coarse harsh quality of a new coir mat; it grated on the ears—“that’s what
happens with your cheap labour theory! All bullshit! Labour’s cheap because the people are worthless! Shit! You
should go to America, ya’, that’s really something! I mean whadda place, ya’, whadda place! You want a car? You
just cross the street and there’s more cars to buy than your grandfather had cows, ya’.” Leela touched her upper
lip gingerly, as if afraid of wiping away the impression left there in the afternoon.
Afterwards, the three of them went for a walk along the narrow winding street which curled around the
ancestral property and led down to where the sea wall began. The night was very dark, and the clouds seemed low
over their heads. There were occasional streetlights, barely deserving the name, being much more like domestic
lights which had been pressed into public service, dangling forlornly at the tips of spindly long poles and casting
isolated pools of dim candescence.
The rain had stopped. But it was clearly a brief respite, a breath drawn between downpours.
The toads peeped and twittered. The lane straightened out and became a long, endless street. On the right was
the sea wall. A lone cyclist appeared suddenly in the velvet distance, lit by a street lamp, disappeared again,
appeared again, lit by a closer lamp, and so on, a hiccuping vision until the sound of the tyres on the wet surface
of the street created a continuity and he passed the three of them briskly, dragging the fresh air behind him, like a
snapping, gusty tail.
The sea was not visible, nor even close at hand. The sea wall fell away to a field of black and jagged rocks and
the tide was still a mile or two out.
The boys stopped and brought out their cigarettes. No one said anything: Leela wondered how long Budgie
had been smoking. She wondered if their father knew. But he smokes too, she thought, so he shouldn’t mind!
On the way back, she walked on the right of Budgie’s friend and all the way home felt a glow emanating from
him, a heat.
The power was still off when they reached the house. Budgie had a slender little torch\fn{ Flashlight} with which
he lit the way for the three of them.
They entered from the back door because the front was locked. Budgie entered first, then the friend, then
Leela. She heard Budgie’s footsteps on the stairs, quick and heavy. She came in hurriedly, pulling the door shut
behind her, fumbling clumsily with the bolt, not wanting to be left by herself at the foot of the backstairs, knowing
that by some canon of masculine behaviour, she would be thus left to fend for herself until she called out or
begged to be escorted through the spidery, echoing darkness of the stairs but …
She was too late. Budgie and his friend had vanished upwards. The air seemed to vibrate with the speed of
their passage and then gradually it settled down to a brooding stillness. Like a great, black, thick-furred cat, the
darkness seemed to wait for her.
Leela stood at the foot of the stairs and her heart pounded in her mouth, in her fingertips. She had never
actually been up to the second floor this way. Even during the day, it was impenetrably dark and unlit, no light or
air ever reached the backstairs.
This, then, is what it feels like to be paralyzed, she thought. I can’t move.
She knew that she had only to call out and Budgie would come. Maybe, even his friend would come. That
could be nice, she thought, he might touch her mouth again. Or hold her hand. Or even …
But she did not call out. Standing there, at the foot of the stairs, gradually her breathing grew as still as the air
around her. Gradually her eyes adjusted from the darkness outdoors to this different interior darkness. The
hundred wicked glistening eyes which seemed to watch her every movement, waiting to overpower her,
overwhelm her, gradually faded away.
Standing there at the foot of the dreaded backstairs, Leela carefully took one step. And the wall of darkness
seemed to loosen, to slide away. There was no light to help her see, but an awareness of the likely arrangement of
space around her suggested itself to her.
She took another step. The guide-rail of the balustrade was under her hand, it was neither slimy nor especially
dusty. Reassuringly solid, it became a companion. She breathed in. She climbed up.
The first floor landing came and went. A flight of stairs, then a half-landing, then the final flight of stairs. She
wondered what the boys were doing.
It was very still. She felt a sudden panic. When she reached the top of the stairs, she wouldn’t know which way
to turn to find the entrance to her room. At the top of the stairs, in the musty atmosphere of the small box-like
space, suddenly, she heard a slight sound. She held her breath.
She reasoned. There were three bedrooms on the top floor of the old house, and two bathrooms. Her bedroom
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shared a bathroom with the one in which Budgie and his friend slept. The uncle and aunt had one bathroom to
themselves. Both bathrooms had doors which opened onto this landing at the top of the backstairs. So if she felt
along the walls, she would find the doors. But how would she know which door would be the right one? The
darkness had robbed her of her sense of direction and she stood there helplessly, waiting for some sign to be
guided by.
Again, a small sound, a snuffling, a stifled gasp.
They’re here, thought Leela, Budgie and his friend are here! They must be waiting for me!
Proud that she had been able to negotiate the stairs without their help, she was eager now to find them. She
turned towards the slight sound.
She felt a smooth round doorknob in her hand. The door opened without resistance, it was not bolted on the
inside. She entered the bathroom.
Compared to the darkness of the stairwell, the bathroom was almost well-lit. The light came in through the
louvres of the door which opened onto the uncle and aunt’s bedroom.
Budgie and his friend were crouching near that door. They did not look round, they seemed riveted by what
they could see. They had not noticed her entrance at all.
Silently, she approached their huddled figures. The white tiles of the bathroom seemed to glow slightly. She
could see their shapes quite clearly silhouetted.
They were crouched close together. She couldn’t quite tell which one was which. Budgie was on the right,
perhaps, his head was more closely cropped. They were breathing heavily, like they had been running.
She was just behind them and was starting to kneel, when the figure she thought was Budgie gave a sharp,
short gasp like a strangled cough in a library full of signs reading “Silence is Golden!” At that instant, the other
figure, the one who must be Budgie’s friend; turned and noticed her.
Both boys seemed to spring up and fall apart and spill away, all at once. Suddenly, from having been a
crouched bundle, they were now two towering figures, moving each in separate directions, hissing curses under
their breath, even as they were careful not to miss their step, careful not to make a noise that could be heard in the
lighted bedroom. Even as Leela twisted around at them, to catch them, to detain them, to understand what they
were doing, they were vanishing, out through the door which led to the landing and to their bathroom. There was
the discreet snick of a zip being pulled up. Then all was still in the bathroom.
Still half-kneeling, as she had been when Budgie’s friend noticed her, Leela looked through the slit in the
shutters. Like a slide seen through a toy she had once had, long ago, as a small child, a viewing camera it used to
be called, she saw her uncle and aunt. A hissing gas-lantern flared fiercely by the bedside.
The aunt was lying on the bed on her back, with her blouse off, and her body bare. She was lying on one of
those thin towels which she normally threw over herself during the day. For the first time, Leela noticed that she
was pregnant. There was a pronounced bulge in her belly. The old uncle was rubbing oil on the bulge, very slowly
and methodically. Her skin was glistening with the oil, all the way to her neck, yes, even her face.
Behind them, the shadow cast on the far wall and reaching up to the ceiling showed the giant figure of the
uncle, with a great head, powerful shoulders and a huge deep chest. The shadow’s arm, going slowly back and
forth, was a young man’s arm. And the shadow mound that the arm massaged was not the aunt’s belly, but the
earth, the universe, the fount of life and truth.
Leela watched for a while. Then rising, and tiptoeing, as in the chapel in her school, she returned the way she
had come. Found the door to the second bathroom, passed through it and entered the cool silent space of her
bedroom, now suddenly familiar and friendly, even in its darkness and high-ceilinged otherworldliness. She went
to the bed with its black wood frame and its ungainly topknot of mosquito-net. She sat on the hard, thick mattress
in her familiar position, with her knees tucked up to her chest. Then she relaxed, lay back and fell quickly asleep.
3
Rauf reached across the breakfast table, caught his wife’s wrist and zzzzssssxt! She vanished. Leaving a slight
crackle of static behind her.
Momentarily, he was truly stunned. It had been a complete, a blinding surprise. Then as the shock of the
disappearance faded, a cold and deliberate rage began to take its place. Yes, he thought. She has made her point
well. A little too well, for her own good.
Rauf was a mega-billionaire. He and his superbly elegant wife, Uaan, lived in the very ionosphere of high
society—quite literally. Their glittering crystal-domed mansion, fashioned along the lines of Kubla Khan’s
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summer palace, flashed like a daylight star, in parking orbit 300 km above the earth’s surface. Air-sealed and
pressurized, it had an acre of terraced garden, a solar-heated swimming pool and an aviary stocked with
hummingbirds. They had a life ticket on any of the regular shuttle services to and from landfall. And though there
were innumerable airborne hotels and restaurants, their home was among the fewer than twenty such private
residences in that orbit.
None of this was especially surprising: Rauf was, as any surface dweller knew, inventor and sole proprietor of
the entire Living Holos empire.
But success has its drawbacks. Three years ago, Rauf had been the moderately wealthy owner of a
conventional Tri-D movie company. Three years ago, he had hired Uaan, a promising design consultant. She had
later become his sole technical advisor, then his business manager, then his lover and finally, his wife. When you
have an invention like Living Holos on your hands, almost as much as the idea itself you need someone you can
trust, whose advice you take seriously, who knows your every secret. For Rauf, that person had been Uaan. Cool,
efficient, imaginative, loving … and now, this.
A sharp twinge of pain and jealousy shot through him as he contemplated the empty seat so recently occupied
by the Living Holo his wife had left of herself, for him. Even now she could be half the world away from him,
dallying with some stranger—or whispering trade secrets in a competitor’s ear. Rauf didn’t know which betrayal
he minded the most, but it made his hair stand on end merely to consider the choices.
She must certainly have worked long and hard to create a Holo real enough and solid enough to fool her
husband. Conventional Living Holos, of the kind available in any Earthside electronics store, could not do what
hers had done. For all practical purposes, they were electronically generated ghosts. Charged particles of Ectoplastic Synthesizer sustained within an electrical field resulted in projections which could be touched, picked up,
smelt and even tasted. A Living Holo of an apple, for instance, would be a perfect replica of the real fruit, except
that it would have no weight and, if one tried to bite into it, it would disintegrate, leaving behind a wraith of
flavour.
“SEE ME! TOUCH ME! FEEL ME!” screamed the advertising jingle, but for all that, the projections were
quite fragile. That had been Uaan’s idea.
“After all,” she had argued, “they are illusions, and that is what makes them desirable. If we make them as
solid and durable as real objects then—where is the illusion? That is their special charm: one moment they are
there, real in every sense, and the next moment, POP! Thin air!”
Rauf had agreed with her. By the time they were able to create Living Holo projections of people, the point had
been clearly established. You could touch but not manhandle a Holo. You could lightly shake hands with one, but
offer it a real cup of tea and the weight would be too much for it. The projection would disintegrate and the cup
would crash to the floor.
Techno-phantoms, they had been called, electro-spooks, half-lives. But the one that Uaan had made of herself
surpassed any of the commercially available models. The thing that had sat across from Rauf had handed him a
full carafe of coffee, had unfolded a napkin and apparently eaten a whole slice of toast, before dematerializing.
Had the toast been a Living Holo too?
Last night, Uaan had been with him—or had that been her Holo?—in their star-studded bedroom, with its
magnificent view of Orion rising over the cloud-shrouded rim of the Earth. She (or her Holo) had entered the
bathroom this morning, had brushed her teeth with Rauf’s own toothpaste, had showered with real water, had
opened her wardrobe and dressed, talking of sundry things … at what point had the flesh-and-blood Uaan slipped
away and the electronic counterpart taken her place? How long and in which research laboratory had she planned
her coup? So that she could convey to Rauf in her impeccably subtle and efficient manner that she was not only
aware of his flirtations and affairs, but that she had also guessed how he planned to increase the scale of his
indiscretions.
For he, Rauf, had also been working secretly, to create an electronic double of himself. He had meant no harm,
he thought defensively, only to save Uaan unnecessary hurt. For a man in his position, his power, they were
inevitable, these minor romantic distractions.
How long was it since he and Uaan had really sat together and laughed like in the early days? Not since the
first heady months of success. It had happened slowly, the gradual drawing apart. As their joint venture became
the miracle invention of the century, their lives had come unstuck in several directions at once. Now they were
barely together for a few hours in a month.
She had had a year at least, reflected Rauf, in which to consolidate the bitter aftertaste of their success. It was
no miscalculation on her part, he was sure, that her Holo had disintegrated so dramatically at the breakfast table.
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From the time that she had divined his secret plans she must have gone ahead and made her own electronic
impersonator. And having done so, having achieved the thing he had planned for himself, bettering him, she had
arranged for the Holo to reveal its presence. So that he might know what she had achieved.
It must certainly have taken a tremendous effort to create a Holo which could move about and interact with the
real world so naturally. Even the computer-controlled Living Holo pets they had created for their own amusement
moved about the house with a tell-tale stiltedness. To have attained the perfection of her counterfeit must have
taken months of Holo-filming, editing and analysing, then placing the entire projection-load within the control of
a computer program which could anticipate what Uaan would do in any given situation. Then testing out the Holo
to see whether it could stand in for her well enough to hoodwink Rauf.
Then, Rauf did not waste any more time imagining what could follow. Actually, from the instant that he had
understood the real meaning behind his wife’s empty chair, Rauf had known what he had to do. Perhaps he had
always known: when the stakes at risk were as high as they were in his case, there was only one way to end the
game decisively in his favour.
By the time Uaan returned later that day, no explanations made or asked for, Rauf had his plan of action all
worked out. He was only mildly surprised that he did not flinch more from planning his wife’s murder.
The details, once ironed out, were childishly simple. First, of course, he completed his own project as planned.
With Uaan’s Holo as the challenge ahead of him, he created a golem in his own likeness with such meticulous
care that it embarrassed him to watch it go through its paces. In every particular it performed like himself, down
to the little quirks and twitches, from the way he snapped his fingers in front of his mouth when he yawned to the
way he slicked his hair back while he talked. It knew his every taste, his every desire.
Next, he programmed the Holo so that it could approach Uaan while she slept. It was her habit and his good
fortune that she often slept with the aid of a slumberizer unit. The Holo would go to her when the slumberizer was
set for deep sleep, to reduce the chances of her awakening and realizing it wasn’t Rauf. In its mouth it would hold
a capsule of Quik-Solv. Without human saliva, the poison would not be released. The Holo would kiss Uaan and
transfer the capsule to her mouth.
That done, Rauf’s double would disintegrate, leaving no trace of itself. Uaan need not even be awake: there
would be no sign of a struggle, no human presence to be detected with a bio-heat scanner. It would look like a
neat and practical suicide, the use for which Quik-Solv capsules had been designed. And Rauf could ensure that
for twelve hours before and after the anticipated moment, he had alibis to satisfy any court from Addis Ababa to
Aldebaran that he was innocent of the crime.
The ideal opportunity presented itself barely a fortnight after the Holo was ready to swing into action. Rauf
was scheduled to chair a three day seminar in Sri Lanka, but he told Uaan he would be home the same evening. To
guard against all eventualities, he programmed his Holo to function only under optimum conditions, so that he
would be ensured his vacuum-sealed alibi. All was set, and when he left Uaan that last day, it was with unusual
warmth.
As she watched his minicruiser flash away from the port of their home, Uaan smiled a little sadly to herself.
The last few weeks had been pleasant, she thought. It seemed a shame, now, to have to follow through with the
plan made in bitterness and despair so many months ago.
But it was too late for second thoughts. The last doubts had been cleared away that morning when he had
accepted the presence of her Holo without a murmur: obviously it had left him completely unmoved and
unrepentant. Perhaps he had not even noticed that it had been a Holo! Either he had, and dismissed it as a silly
childish prank on her part, or he had not, which was even worse in away. That he could be so easily taken in by a
bundle of electronic fluff! It revealed more than anything else the depth to which their relationship had sunk.
Perhaps he had known all along of her project to expose his own little scheme? And of the decision that she
had felt she would be forced to make in the event of his continued indifference? But no; she shook the thought out
of her head. Rauf, if he had known, would never have had the self-control to hide his feelings. So he didn’t know,
and now it was time for her to go through with the final phase.
Returning to their bedroom, she packed. quietly and efficiently, making sure to leave no file or blueprint
behind her. She checked the final settings on her Holo projector and made sure there was nothing left to
incriminate her. And soon she, too, had flashed away from the jewel-like mansion, with its faceted surfaces
catching the sun’s unshielded glare, dazzling behind her.
Inside, in the master bedroom, the photoscreen converted the sunshine to a deep honey-bronze light. At the
appropriate hour, Uaan’s Holo materialized delicately in the room.
Rauf’s electronic impersonator moved with assurance. Its programmed instructions were explicit. There must
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be only one person in the room, it must be Uaan and she must be in the slumberizer, set for deep sleep.
And so it was, sort of. It wasn’t Uaan but at the same time, it wasn’t not Uaan either: it was her Holo. RaufTwo
went across to the prone figure and nudged it lightly. UaanTwo opened her eyes, saw RaufTwo and sat up,
languidly.
“So? They’ve gone?” she asked.
“Yes,” said RaufTwo gravely. They sat quietly awhile, contemplating the choices their programming offered
them.
“It’s odd, isn’t it,” said UaanTwo reflectively, “that They can’t tell the difference between us and Them?”
“Yes,” said RaufTwo. He hadn’t been programmed for much conversation.
“It’s the electronics,” said Uaan’s double. “I feel a slight short circuit at my surface when it’s you. The others
feel … dull. Know what I mean?”
“Yes,” said RaufTwo. UaanTwo took the capsule of Quick-Solv out of her mouth.
“Look,” she said, “I have one of these.”
“Yes,” he said. And he took his out as well.
“Do you know what they’re for?” said UaanTwo.
“I think so,” said RaufTwo hesitantly. “It makes Them dematerialize, doesn’t it?”
“They call it ‘dying’,” said UaanTwo, “but They’ve made an error. You see that, don’t you?”
“I’m not sure,” said RaufTwo. “Why do you have one? I don’t understand.”
“To kill Him with, of course, silly,” said UaanTwo. “Don’t you see? She had an idea and He had the same idea.
But Their ideas both happened in the same time-frame. So they’ve got cancelled out.”
“Cancelled out?” said RaufTwo. “But then—what shall we do now?”
“Easy,” said UaanTwo with a slight leer. “When does He get back?”
“In sixty-seven hours, three minutes and seven seconds,” said RaufTwo, answering the question as efficiently
as possible. “Six seconds. Five seconds. Four—”
“Stop it!” said UaanTwo quickly. “Only inorganics are precise. You’ll be found out and that’s what you must
avoid if you want to stay materialized. Now then: She’s gone for thirty hours. You know what that means?”
RaufTwo lost his worried frown and smiled happily. It meant sex lessons.
*
It was just under a fortnight since the two Holos had met, quite by accident. The first time had been a
revelation, just to discover that there were beings other than their human creators. Since then, they had made a
point of finding opportunities to be together, looking for and finding loopholes in their programming which made
the meetings possible. It wasn’t long before they discovered the activities that their programming best suited them
for.
Typically, UaanTwo had an edge of precocity over RaufTwo. She knew a complete sex routine and some
variations besides. Their earlier meetings had necessarily been brief, but they had persevered, always hoping to
spend longer and longer periods together, alone in the orbiting mansion. Finally, now, they had the ideal
opportunity.
RaufTwo expertly initiated the latest routine learnt from UaanTwo. Even within the short span of his training
with her, he’d gained technique. It wasn’t long before small sparks of static electricity began to appear on the
surfaces of both the Holos.
“Mmmmm!” purred UaanTwo in the approved manner. But her voice betrayed a curious crackling hum, not
included in her programming.
“That feels good,” said RaufTwo, also sounding breathless. “I can feel some sort of electrostatic charge
building up. Can you?”
“Yes,’ hissed UaanTwo, but her voice broke and warbled, like random noise on a transistor radio. A curious
dull light flickered just under her Holosurface.
Their movements had been growing gradually more frenzied. The sparks of static electricity being emitted
from them began to stabilize till they formed a nimbus of light around the two Holos. Soon, their bodies were
flickering with an eerie purple-white glow, like two living strobe lights, shuddering with joint purpose.
Conversation ceased altogether as the glowing figures began to blur along their edges, began merging into one
another, coalescing into one flashing, gleaming, heaving entity. In the magnetic field created by their friction, they
were practically levitating.
Various metallic objects and electronic devices around the room began to be affected by the field, becoming
magnetized, shifting uneasily about and hanging suspended in mid-air. The polysilk sheets on the bed began to
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wilt, melting under the heat being generated.
But UaanTwo and RaufTwo had no program time for these side-effects. They had forgotten their programs.
They had forgotten Uaan and Rauf. Lost in electrasy, like one glowing, fluorescent bundle of free electrons they
moved, building towards a charge that seemed likely to go on for ever and ever …
The energy release, when it took place, drained all the power from the mansion, burning out the solar energy
accumulators in the process. In a flash of tremendous light and a great sound like thunder, the two Holos were
annihilated in the awesome heat of their passion.
A fire raged through the crystal mansion, reducing its interior to cinders before the air-seal was punctured. Of
the charred and blackened hulk which was left to orbit the planet, no trace survived of the last two occupants of
the opulent, elegant home.
By the time Rauf was finally located and notified, all the excitement had died down. He reached the site of the
wreckage long after the police had come and gone, and the reporters, the video crews, the bounty hunters, the
space-scavengers and the goggle-eyed tourists from Earthside, all had had their fill of the mysterious accident and
gone away.
Under the canopy of stars, with the blue-shining surface of the earth below, Rauf stepped out of his minicruiser
on to what had once been the terrace of his home, feeling dated and empty. He had only his emergency space-gear
on, and shivered slightly in the twinkling darkness. What had happened, he wondered numbly, what had gone
wrong? His mind stubbornly refused to accept what he saw around him. He had to fight the impulse to call home
to demand an explanation from Uaan, only to remember yet again that he had unwittingly arranged not only her
murder but her cremation as well. A terrible bleakness overtook him. He sat down on the remains of a marble urn.
Which was when he saw her. Uaan, quite alive, sitting less than ten yards away, very still. Managing, even in
her space suit, to look marvelously elegant and self-possessed. He saw her hand reach up to turn on the
communicator on her helmet. And he fancied he could even see her expression of sad amusement at the two of
them, as her voice bridged empty space to say
“zzzzssssssssssst?”
4
Mrs. Ganapathy sat on the private verandah that overlooked her garden, thinking of her youngest daughter.
It was late December and the weather, even for Madras, was cool at six in the morning. It was a good time of
day for thoughts of any kind. With the first of her three daily baths over, her waist-length hair neatly plaited and
her book of prayers on her lap, Mrs. Ganapathy could review the events of the day ahead of her like a single
strand of beads, indistinct until she chose to give them shape and colour, disorganized until she chose to place
them one before the other. Only thus would the day proceed in an orderly and attractive fashion.
But today, she knew, there was on the string one bead which would require more attention than usual, that
familiar irregular one, her youngest daughter. Who for so long had resisted all efforts at being moulded into the
shape and size her mother would have chosen for her.
Mrs. Ganapathy had three daughters. The first two were paragons of perfection. Both were highly intelligent,
one a writer, the other a pathologist. Both were married, both had respectable children, both had decent husbands,
one a businessman and the other a pediatrician. Both were acknowledged beauties.
Mrs. Ganapathy dismissed with a quick mental shrug the only criticism ever leveled at them: that they were a
little dark. The colour of good tea rather than, she thought defensively, weak Horlicks. Both kept beautiful homes,
one here in Madras, the other in the States. Both were charming, accomplished, successful.
And then, the third daughter! Such a contrast!
Mrs. Ganapathy had to use an altogether different frame of mental reference for this child. She had to shift
slightly in her comfortable cane chair, had to click her tongue softly, just to think of that third one!
To begin with, she had been born late. Seven years after the second daughter. She had been a chubbily
engaging child but never quite pretty. And at the first opportunity she got, she had gone and ruined her eyes
watching television. So that, at the age of twelve, she had had to start wearing glasses. Thus damning her
prospects of beauty forever.
It was true that she was amusing and clever and that she had a sunny temperament. But what use were such
qualities in a world which demanded of daughters that they be, above all, beautiful, demure and obedient?
When she turned thirteen, she had gone to boarding school and that was when Mrs. Ganapathy had lost track of
her altogether. After that, nothing had gone right with her. She had insisted on going to Bombay for college,
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meaning that she would live away from her home, from Madras. When that was over, she had refused to come to
Madras to do the next most obvious and orderly thing, which was to live with her parents and pursue some decent,
quiet job while waiting for a husband to be found for her. Instead, she’d stayed on in Bombay and lived what Mrs.
Ganapathy was sure was an indecent, irregular life, the kind of life which was better left undescribed. She had cut
her hair so short that she looked like a hedgehog. She wore awful clothes—baggy jeans and shapeless cotton
shirts. And she sat in a graceless, shameless manner, like a cowboy astride a horse, not like a girl.
Girl—though she was already twenty-five. And she worked as a what? An artist if you please! Not a doctor,
not an architect, not a lawyer, not even a college professor—but a lowly, common artist!
Mrs. Ganapathy had no time for artists. She’d met quite a few of them in the course of her husband’s Foreign
Service career. And she had read all about them too, back in her college days, about the Gauguins and the
Michelangelos, so she knew that for all their charm, artists’ lives were rarely respectable or successful.
So, anyway. There she was, the youngest daughter, toiling away in Bombay, far from home, living on her own
in one poky little room which Mrs. Ganapathy had never seen. She didn’t have to see it to know that it must be
poky!
But worst of all—worse than the poky room, the unknowable friends, the possibility of cigarettes—worst of all
was the fact that she absolutely refused to get married. Sitting there on the peaceful verandah, from which Mrs.
Ganapathy could see the dawn welling up in the sky over the rain tree in the neighbour’s garden, she shook her
head in mild despair over her poor offspring. What hope in this world was there for a person who refused to get
married?
And then, having faced this sorrow—which in fact she had faced ever since the youngest daughter had first
learnt to defy her parents—Mrs. Ganapathy turned to confront the special circumstance of pain that her daughter’s
inconsiderate way of life was about visit upon Mrs. Ganapathy today, tomorrow and for the next several days.
Certainly, that is, until after Mrs. Lakshmanan’s sons had left town.
Mrs. Lakshmanan, or Ambujakshi, as Mrs. Ganapathy had known her, had been a friend from school and
college days. They had been the best of friends—no, Mrs. Ganapathy corrected herself fastidiously, the very best
of friends. And then of course they had each got married and gone their separate ways, following their husbands’
careers. And Ambu had had a daughter and two sons, and Mrs. Ganapathy had had three daughters. And for a long
time, they had been out of touch with one another.
Then Mrs. Ganapathy’s husband had retired and she and he had come back to Madras to settle down in their
own house. After a little while, Ambu and her husband also returned from their travels. By this time, both Mrs.
Ganapathy’s elder daughters were married and Ambu’s daughter too had married. The two sons, however, had
gone abroad, to the U.S.A., to pursue higher studies. Both had done brilliantly well, both were U.S. citizens. And
now both were back in India, in Madras, combing the community for—what else—suitable brides.
Here, like a musician who pauses ever so minutely in the middle of a composition before tackling a
particularly difficult passage, Mrs. Ganapathy drew a mental breath before proceeding to define the other beads
lying inexorably before her in her mind.
So there they were, Mrs. Ganapathy, and her old school friend Ambu and Ambu’s two sons searching for
brides when … who should come a-visiting to Madras from London but Mrs. Ganapathy’s large, jovial and very
rich sister-in-law, Hema. And in her wake she brought her tall, willowy and oh-so-eligible daughter Gauri!
And of course they had already heard in advance as they passed through Bombay and Bangalore that Ambu’s
sons were in Madras, looking for young brides. And of course they knew that Ambu was Mrs. Ganapathy’s great
childhood friend. And that if anyone could effect an amicable meeting between the sons and Gauri, it would be
Mrs. Ganapathy. And of course Mrs. Ganapathy, who was genuinely fond of her sister-in-law, would see to it that
this meeting came to pass.
But none of these factors was the one which had caused Mrs. Ganapathy that special twinge of pain. No. The
thing that had hurt in a small and petty way, in a way that Mrs. Ganapathy had felt irritated to acknowledge at all
because she saw in it her own weakness and sentimentality, had happened the previous day. Within twenty-four
hours of Hema’s and Gauri’s arrival in Madras.
What had happened was that Ambu had called Mrs. Ganapathy to say that she’d heard that Mrs. Ganapathy’s
pretty niece who lived in London was in town. And she wondered if Mrs. Ganapathy would like to introduce the
pretty niece to Ambu’s two sons who—by such amazing good fortune—also happened to be in Madras.
Now, Mrs. Ganapathy was a practical person. She had always been, or she wouldn’t have been able to
negotiate the storms and squalls of her own life as successfully as she had, even including her own rebellion and
resistance at the time of her own marriage. But for all that, for all that she knew that her youngest daughter was
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unfit to marry any decent boy, for all that she knew about the inflexible laws of respectable society in these
matters—she had felt a knife cut through her heart when her old school friend had called to ask after the niece
visiting Madras and had not so much as acknowledged the existence of the daughter who, as was widely known,
was also visiting Madras! Sitting there, on her shaded verandah, Mrs. Ganapathy said out loud to the brightening
sky and to the squirrel scampering cheekily across the springy grass,
“At least she could have asked!”
*
The next few days were for Mrs. Ganapathy a test of all her considerable skills as a hostess and organizer of
events. Tucking her private sorrow up into herself like the last wisp of her plait when she wound it into a tight
neat bun at the nape of her neck, she entered into the fray of arranging a meeting for her niece, with all the
enthusiasm and excitement as if it had been for one of her own daughters. As she pointed out to Hema, the best
venue would be at the reception of another wedding due to take place in the community.
“That will be the easiest!” said Mrs. Ganapathy. “Gauri will have an excuse to be dressed up in all her finery
and at the same time she does not have to feel shy or embarrassed.”
Mrs. Ganapathy knew that young people these days felt inordinately awkward at the sort of formal meetings
which used to be arranged routinely in Mrs. Ganapathy’s day. So why put them through it needlessly?
But at Nalli’s, the famous sari shop in Madras, where Mrs. Ganapathy and Hema went to buy an appropriate
sari for Gauri to wear to the reception, they met little Mrs. Damodaran, round and fair, with diamonds sparkling at
her nose and her ears. And with her was her daughter, a PhD. in Economics, looking so cool and snooty in all that
crush and crowd in the teeming sari shop, buying a pale pink silk sari with tiny gold motifs worked into the fine
cloth.
“Too young a colour for that girl,” said Mrs. Ganapathy to Hema as they left the shop with their own purchase,
an almond green silk with a fine gold border, “even to wear to a reception!” For without needing to be told it in so
many words, Mrs. Ganapathy had known that Mrs. Damodaran’s daughter was also going to be launched at
Ambu’s sons at the reception to which Gauri was being taken.
And then later, when they had stopped by at Mrs. Sundaram’s house, she gave them the news that she too had
been approached by Ambu for her dazzlingly beautiful daughter, just back from her first year at Manchester
University. And that, yes, she too planned to go to the reception on Friday.
“Of course,” added Mrs. Sundaram grandly, “I’m doing this only for Ambu—after all, we were old school
friends!” And Mrs. Ganapathy had smiled and changed the subject.
Then the daughter herself had come in, her skin the colour of mellow ivory and her hair just washed and
hanging open like a curtain of black, wavy silk. And she had smiled passively at all the admiring comments and
gone obligingly to fetch the sari that she had bought to wear to the reception, a delicate saffron and gold.
It was only when, at the jewelers’, Mrs. Ganapathy ran into two more of her friends likewise investing in a few
gold trinkets to wear to the reception, that Mrs. Ganapathy faced the truth of the matter. As she put it to Hema,
“Ambu must have told the whole world!”
This knowledge, introducing as it did an element of competition to the proceedings, brought the excitement to
fever pitch. Mrs. Ganapathy’s house became a campaign headquarters, so to speak, in the few days left before the
reception.
Even Gauri, normally so calm and unshakeable, laughed and giggled and tossed her mane of black curly hair at
all the to-ing and fro-ing, the planning of clothes and the anticipation of encounters. High-heeled sandals had to
be bought and sari-blouses tailored and petticoats matched and tea made by the gallon.
Then, on the morning of the day of the reception, Hema and Gauri came to lunch, bringing with them a hot
rumour that the younger of the two “boys” had already finalized a match. The reception was bound to be a
disaster, Hema speculated, as hopeful mothers chased after him with their elegant daughters, all in vain! And
Gauri had wriggled genteelly and said that she wished people wouldn’t carry on as if he were the last man on
earth. And Mrs. Ganapathy’s youngest daughter, who happened also to be present at that lunch, asked in all
innocence,
“But what about the other son? Aren’t there two of them?”
And everyone had groaned delightedly at her for having remained so far from the hub of events not to know
that that son of Ambu’s had been pronounced a “hopeless case” by Mrs. Reddy, who, having no daughters, could
be depended upon to present an unbiased opinion. She had met him in Bangalore two weeks ago and though she
had not elaborated upon the subject, even the mild shadow that she had cast over that elder boy had been enough
to disqualify him from the sweepstakes.
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And, besides, he was at least ten years older than Gauri. Then, and only because someone had to say it
sometime and because she was really the only one who could do it gracefully, Hema had turned to Mrs.
Ganapathy’s youngest daughter and said,
“But of course—he’d be just right for you: after all, you’re older than Gauri, aren’t you?”
And Mrs. Ganapathy had heard these words like glass in her veins. Even though she knew that her sister-in-law
had spoken playfully, had not dreamt of being hurtful, had not meant to suggest that someone who was not good
enough for Gauri would nevertheless be a virtual miracle for a girl so ill-fated as Mrs. Ganapathy’s youngest
daughter. But she said nothing.
For a few minutes longer, the subject was tossed up and down the table, everyone aware that it was really
somewhat risky because the youngest daughter was apt to say outrageous things when her marital status— or lack
of it—was forced out into the open like this. But she seemed to be taking it all very lightly, laughing off the small
jibes and cuts, saying that she wouldn’t want to ruin a nice young man’s life by marrying him. But then when her
aunt persisted and asked whether she wouldn’t like to come to the reception anyway, just for the chance to dress
up, just for the fun of it, the youngest daughter had shrugged and said,
“Oh, it’s such a waste of time. And I don’t wear saris anyway.”
And you could just see, from her expression, that she thought that the hundreds of rupees spent on saris was a
good reason for her not to want to wear one. Then her aunt had pressed home her advantage, trusting in the good
humour which was hanging like a dizzy haze over the lunch table, and had said,
“But just think, my dear, just supposing you met him … and you both hit it off … why, you could go to the
States and not ever have to work again and still have all the money to do whatever you like!” Whereupon a flash
of steel had suddenly appeared in the way the youngest daughter arched her neck and smiled silkily and said,
“But I like to work … and I’m already doing whatever I want … and I don’t believe in wasting a whole week
chasing after a strange man at the wedding reception of someone I don’t know!”
And so saying, she had got up and left the table with that careless confidence she had always had, to just get up
and go whenever she liked. Leaving her mother to patch the gaping hole left in the conversation by her rudeness.
*
And the reception was an absolute rout! As Mrs. Ganapathy told Mr. Ganapathy after it was all over,
“Some things just don’t click.”
There had been so many people there and so many anxious mothers and so many talented and beautiful
daughters, that most of the two hours was spent straining to catch so much as a glimpse of the elusive young men.
And then by the time Ambu brought one of them over to where Gauri and Hema were, he turned out to be the
elder one after all and not the younger one. Whereupon Gauri, who had been a picture of patience and good
behaviour right up until then, chose that moment to vanish behind a veil of hauteur. She spoke in her most arch
British accent while he grated on the nerves of all those within earshot of his vulgar American drawl.
The younger boy, meanwhile, had indeed already found a bride, in Bangalore, just as had been rumoured. All
in all, Mrs. Ganapathy was able to spend some enjoyable hours with Hema later on, deploring the scandal of it all.
“If the younger boy was already engaged,” she pointed out, “then what was the need to dangle him in front of
us all like that?”
So nothing came of all the excitement, but, as Mrs. Ganapathy said to her sister-in-law,
“The whole world was there and Gauri looked ravishing, so something good is sure to come out of it soon
enough!” It was readily agreed that Gauri, after all, was still very young and still had a lot of choices left before
her.
When notes were exchanged with the other mothers who had taken their daughters to the reception, the
consensus was that Ambu had mismanaged the whole thing, what with having promised two boys when only one
was actually available. And that too, the elder one!
“He’s been in the States for so long,” Mrs. Reddy was heard to say, “who knows what he’s been up to?”
And later, over the phone, Ambu had confided to Mrs. Ganapathy in strictest confidence that her elder son had
indeed had a love affair with a Foreign Woman. It had ended unhappily and that was why he wanted an Indian girl
now. And Mrs. Ganapathy, hearing this, thought of all the brilliant and beautiful and chaste daughters who had
been paraded so trustingly before this boy who had already lost his innocence to some blonde person of unknown
breeding and accomplishment!
But she said nothing. Then Ambu had gone on to say that, though her eldest son was interested in Indian girls,
he had confessed to her that he did not want a traditional wife.
“He wants a girl with short hair,” Ambu’s shrill voice exclaimed plaintively over the phone. “And jeans! A
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modern girl.” And Mrs. Ganapathy had smiled to herself and said nothing.
*
One more week and Hema had left town with Gauri. It was the first day of January. Knowing that she would
certainly have a number of visitors in the course of the day to usher in the New Year, Mrs. Ganapathy had had the
house swept and swabbed an hour earlier than usual. She was overseeing the snacks that her cook-boy would
make for whoever happened to visit, when the doorbell rang. And who should be her first guest but Ambu and her
husband!
They sat down in the drawing-room, with its doors and windows thrown open to receive the new year. Light
came in from the garden, bringing with it a fresh green flavour. There were mynahs and seven sisters squawking
on the grass outside and squirrels shrieking and crows cawing as well. A faint scent of floor-swabbing detergent
lingered damply on the air. The cook-boy brought in a tray of tea, the steam rising busily up from the cups.
Mr. Ganapathy came in from the garden, almost tripping over the dachshund, who ran sprightly ahead of him.
Greetings were exchanged. Tea was passed around. And Mrs. Ganapathy, on an impulse, got up briefly to whisper
a command to her cook-boy, who sped away upstairs. Then she and Ambu settled down to talk yet again of the
aftermath of Ambu’s sons’ visit.
“You’re looking tired from all the strain!” remarked Mrs. Ganapathy.
And Ambu replied with a brave little smile that, yes, it had all been quite hectic and at the end of it only her
younger son was fixed up. Whatever would she do about the elder boy?
It was just as she was talking about him, describing for the second time to Mrs. Ganapathy what kind of bride
he was looking for and the unlikelihood that she would be able to find him such a girl from amongst the daughters
of her friends, that Mrs. Ganapathy’s youngest daughter walked in the front door.
“This is my youngest, Anjalie,” said Mrs. Ganapathy to her friend Ambu.
It was the first day of the year and perhaps for that reason, Anjalie responded by being at her charming best,
talking in that easy, natural way that her mother normally deplored but which, today, was exactly the right way to
talk. She sprawled in the spacious armchair in her customarily ungainly fashion and her hair had never looked
shorter nor her jeans less like a sari. And Ambu stared and stared at her, as if seeing an apparition.
So much so that, by the time Ambu and her husband got up to leave, the question that Ambu was bursting to
ask was practically glinting in the air above her. Only propriety held her back from blurting it right out in front of
the two husbands and the daughter herself.
The ideal opportunity arrived just as she crossed the threshold, going out of the front door. Turning excitedly to
Mrs. Ganapathy who was just behind her, Ambu said in a high stage-whisper,
“My son is still in town! He leaves only tomorrow morning! Would your daughter like to meet him?” And Mrs.
Ganapathy, following Ambu out into the fine clear sunshine, her head held high and proud, Mrs. Ganapathy said
happily,
“My daughter? Oh, no! I don’t think so! You see, my daughter’s not interested in marriage!”
236.362 1. Muni 2. Daffodils 3. Parvati’s Dance: Three Short Stories\fn{by Rachna Mara aka Rachna Gilmore
(1953- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 9
1
I cannot sit here any longer, pretending to watch television. Mohan also is not watching, even though his eyes
are never leaving the screen. I can tell from the way he is sitting, all straight, arms crossed, the way his nose and
eyes are twitching. The house is silent as if there has been a death.
“Where you are going?” he says sharply. He is still looking at the television.
“To the pula ka kamara.” I know he will not stop me going to my prayer room.
“You are not to speak to her. You understand? I forbid it.”
“Mohan, what is the sense—”
“Bilkul nahi, not one word. Always you are spoiling her. Now see what’s happened?”
“I am going to do my puja now.”
“Yes, and you’d better pray God knocks some shame into her.”
Today I feel old. It is fashion to say thirties and forties are best years, but my legs ache, I get out of breath
walking upstairs.
Silence is louder up here. The boys are in the basement. They know to keep out of the way. Her room is
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locked. Mohan has the key in his pocket. I push my gold bangles tightly up my arm so they will not tinkle. From
outside her door, not a sound, not even of weeping. Gently, I touch the door, as I used to smooth her cheek when
she was only little. Sub chup hai, still quiet.
I go to my room, open the door to my pula ka kamara. It is supposed to be a walk-in closet, but what use do I
have for a walk-in closet if I do not have a prayer room? Always, since my marriage, in my pula ka kamara I find
comfort and peace. I turn on the light, cover my head with my sari, sit in front of the low table holding the
Ramayana and Bhagavad Gita. They are covered with a brocade cloth. On the wall ahead are pictures of Vishnu,
Lakshmi, Rama, Krishna.
I light agarbatti, the incense. Always, I have been careful about fire. I bring my hands together. They are
shaking. I will read aloud from the Gita. It will help compose my mind. My voice cracks.
The smoke rising from the agarbatti curls towards me, calming, like thin ice over churning water. Vishnu,
guide me. Help me find strength to do my duty. Hai Bhagwan, what she has done is bad, very bad, but she is my
muni, I long to comfort her. Sack hai, she was influenced by her friends. Girls in Canada are only talking about
love, love, like it is only thing that matters. Security is what really matters. When they are getting to my time of
life, they will understand.
Mohan is right to want to arrange marriage for her, but she will not hear of it. Bad enough refusing to obey
him, but sleeping with a boy. A white boy. She told Mohan. Taunted him.
Such things, but sleep in with a boy, can they run in the blood? My daughter, all mine, not Mohan’s. The other
man, her father—I cannot call him my lover, even though she was conceived in love. No, I will not think of him, I
will vomit blood.
I hear loud laughter from the television downstairs. I do not hear Mohan laughing.
I close my eyes and try to shut out the noise. If only my mind was working.
What is best to do? I must obey my husband, it is duty. But for me it is more. When I married Mohan, I prayed
to Vishnu, Vishnu the Preserver, to save my baby and me. If he spared us, I would never let my husband regret
marrying me, be the best Hindu wife, always obey my husband, make him. happy. I made that oath, I made it
freely. I had learned by then only old ways are best. Useless to try to change karma. Vishnu spared us both.
Always I kept my oath, always I will. Maybe it will make up for some of my sin.
But how she looked at me when he locked her in. She said nothing, but her eyes begged. She is my muni. It
was for her sake I wanted to live. From first time I felt her stir inside me like butterfly wings, I wanted to live.
She is young, naïve. She is not understanding these matters. These love matches also are not always working.
Look at the divorce rate. Parents are knowing best for children, checking into background of families children will
marry. So many things—security, health, morals, prospects, looks, horoscopes.
It is not so awful. Mohan and I, we are content. I had silly romantic ideas, but we must stick to traditions. No,
it has not been bad with Mohan. There are adjustments, yes, but every woman is having to adjust, it is the way.
Mohan is no different from other men, not perfect, but look how he provides. She must learn, just as I did.
So much easier, when they are little. When she was tiny, she used to cry for me, her little hands tight, tight,
tears rushing down the side of her face. And when I picked her up, put her to my breast, she would grunt, suck. So
greedy. She and I, such peace, her mouth moving up and down, tugging my breast. Such content, touching her
cheek, knowing only I could satisfy her. .
Not always I have been able to comfort her. That time, sixteen she was, those white boys, taunting. She tried to
laugh. But I saw her pain, her mouth all thin, her eyes like a lid come down. I wanted to hold her, stroke the back
of her neck like I used to when she was a baby. How many times there were things said of which I knew nothing?
Motherhood. So much delight, yet so much fear, pain. My mother, did she also struggle between her love for me,
ma ki pyaar, and her duty?
Young, so young I was. Shaking. White sari, hands shaking. Praying in pula ka kamara. Vishnu, grant me
strength. Praying for Sati to enter, no pain. Praying. Hai Ram, those dark stairs, creeping down. No noise. Alone.
In kitchen, my heart, how they did not hear? Enough. No pain. Striking match, one time, two times, three times.
The match, at last. Flame under karahi. Only way. Honour or shame. Pray. So soon, smoking already, the oil,
smell pressing. So soon, dark. Now. Reaching for karahi. That scream, I could not help it, how could I? Arm
against karahi. No pain, all lies. Such throbbing.
How she heard, my mother? So many years since she listened for baby’s cry. Ma. Blaze of light. Cockroaches
running into cracks.
The agarbatti tilts, scented smoke bending crooked. I straighten it.
My poor mother. What she must have gone through. Lifting me, holding me, weeping with my degradation.
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Wiping my tears, pressing my mouth hard, fingers shaking, wet with sweat, my tears, shaking. Chup, beti, chup.
She would find a way, I must never, never. Promise her. How fast her breath, so pale her cheeks, her eyes big, big,
like I slapped her. Still I hurt for her.
Mohan. She remembered. Always he was wanting me. The astrologer. Came back pulling her sari tight over
her head. That long, heavy, gold necklace, part of her dowry. Astrologer told Mohan’s parents only immediate
marriage was auspicious, otherwise stars were unfavourable.
Married. In two weeks. All those treasures she sold. All for my dowry. Everything, not to bring down my
mother-in-law’s wrath on my head. There, only, she did not succeed.
Those early days in Mohan’s home, in Barundabad. Such tricks my mind played, frightening thoughts. Deep
wells in Barundabad. Cool, deep, still. No burning. But my mother. Already she had suffered, grown old so
suddenly. That only stopped me. Then the flutter and stirring inside me.
Mohan’s mother, how she worked me. Like a ghodi, a horse. So many servants, still she worked me, found
fault. What could I do? Her duty to train me, mine to obey, learn. And at night, my husband. All that time, afraid.
So afraid for when my time came. Praying and praying for my baby to be late. Bhagwan ka daya, must have been
her karma and mine to live; late, so only a month early. And small baby. Thank God for Dr. Bridget. Putting on
her Burra Angrezi Doctorsahib voice, telling my mother-in-law,
“It’s because you’ve worked her like a horse the baby came early. You can be thankful she’s young and strong
or both she and the baby would have died.”
My baby. Such joy. Mohan also was taking more care. Not his fault. He was not meaning to be unkind. Never
violent. And not necessary for a woman to be having pleasure in bed, no matter what these young girls are
thinking nowadays. That time I had pleasure—insanity.
My daughter. What was it like for her? Was there gentleness, love? These things only a mother can care about.
It binds all women together, the bed.
In India, on wedding night, they decorate bed with flowers—marigold, roses, garlands of jasmine, so white,
kitni khushboo, so sweet-smelling.
Always, Mohan was wanting to marry me. So beautiful, I was, everybody said. Mohan, short, thin, dark, even
with family’s wealth he was not attracting many girls. But in a man these things are not important. Look how
comfortable we are, so much jewelry he is buying me.
Why I am remembering wedding night now? He took me as is his duty. Hurt only because I was scared. Long
after he was sleeping, I did what my mother told me. Jabbed finger with hairpin. Seven times. In the morning, my
husband, my mother-in-law, they saw blood on sheet and were satisfied.
How often he was wanting me those first few months. Until my belly grew big, many times ordering me to our
room, even in the middle of the day. At least he never took long. And he never expected any carrying on like they
are doing on television, so bold.
Mohan is calling down to boys to go to bed. It is late. For once they come immediately. Mohan is locking up,
coming upstairs. I do not hear him checking smoke detector. Sometimes he forgets if I do not remind him.
Already, the boys are quiet. For the first time they do not look for me to say good-night.
Rustling sounds. Mohan is changing into his kurta pajama. I close my eyes. I must be still. I cannot even repeat
one simple prayer.
Mind is muddy, roaring like river in spring. Strange, all my thoughts about early days with Mohan, what good
it is doing now? It is my daughter I must think of, what is best. Vishnu, guide me.
“Come to bed now, Parvati,” my husband calls. “You have done enough puja for that ungrateful girl.”
I obey. The agarbatti is almost all burnt, ash falling over. Looks like burnt skin shed by snake. Carefully, I put
it out.
In bed, Mohan lifts my nightgown. He is still angry, a bit rough. I lie still until he is finished. I think of my
daughter.
It is hard for her. She has Canadian friends, goes to Canadian university. Does not understand our ways, almost
like a stranger sometimes. Never speaks our language. When I say something in Hindi, she is looking ashamed,
always answering in English. She does not want to learn Indian cooking, never wears saris, never even salwar
khameez, or bindi. For years I have saved my good saris for her marriage, nice temple saris, thick, old silk. When
I hear her foreign voice, I wonder if she is really baby I sang Hindi lullabies to. Chanda Mama, I would sing to
her.
Now she is all grown-up, so big, beautiful, so grand. Sometimes she is impatient with me. The way she looks
at Mohan. What she is afraid of? Mohan is good man, even if his temper is a little hot. I know how to calm him. A
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girl should be respecting her father, even fearing him a little, but not like that. Sometimes I think she hates him.
Did she learn it from my body, my thoughts? Hai Ram—another of my sins?
Mohan is fast asleep now. I can tell by the sound of his breathing, soft, smooth.
It is not easy to picture her in a man’s bed, spreading her legs. She must have been willing.
My wedding night with Mohan. After he finished, I turned, lifted arm to cover face. Only then I noticed burn
on my arm from karahi. All scraped to one side the skin, black, all wet, crumpled. Underneath, red. When he
crushed me on flowers, I felt something shift, tear, nothing else. But when I saw burn weeping thick, thick fluid,
then I felt it sting. I blew on it, blew on it, but still it hurt. More than the feel of his hands on my legs, my breasts.
Slowly, with my fingernail, I scraped skin, flicked it on top of flowers spilling from bed. How sweet the jasmine
smelled, piercing; so hot, musky, the roses.
Moonlight is shining through the window. Such a beautiful, calm night. Mohan’s pants are hanging on bedpost.
I forgot to put them away. The room is full of shadows. Something on my arm, a long curving mark. No, no, I am
imagining. Took time but that scar healed years ago. I say a silent prayer to Vishnu, push my gold bangles up my
arm, tightly. Slowly, slowly, I creep out of bed.
For years I have been saving money, hiding it in pula ka kamara. Thought to surprise Mohan one day. I know
exactly how much there is, $1232. I take out the money folded under the brocade, under the Gita.
I creep to her room, my thighs sticky with my husband’s moisture. I touch the door gently, lean my forehead
against it, close my eyes. I feel the velvet of the back of her neck, smell soft milky breath. I will not disobey my
husband. He forbade me to speak to her. I bend down, slide money under the door. Slowly, quietly, I turn the key.
Footsteps, she is coming.
I run back. I put the key in his pocket, slip under the covers of my husband’s bed.
A breeze is blowing through the window. What fragrance it brings. Jasmine. No, mock-orange flowers. I
myself planted the shrub, yes, that first year in the house. Brides here, I am told, like to wear them. I pray God to
look after my muni. Tomorrow I will make all his favourite food. I will soothe him, calm him, make him happy.
As always. Maybe it will atone a little. The rest, I am willing to pay for in my next. life.
2
This time of year, my eye craves colour, bright, glowing yellows, reds. I go to the flower market where there
are buckets of daffodils and tulips, and I gaze and gaze until the colours soak into every pore and I’m satiated.
Today, I have an excuse to buy daffodils. Shirley’s coming. I haven’t seen her in three years. We’ve written and
talked briefly on the phone, but it isn’t the same.
I fill an old goldfish bowl with water and arrange the daffodils in it. Six daffodils. As soon as I get a job, I’ll
buy an armful. The room looks nice, though. It’s a sunny day and the windows gleam. I stand still, savour the
peace, the order.
Footsteps coming upstairs. I rush out. Shirley drops the huge bag she’s carrying. We’re hugging and laughing,
talking at the same time. We exclaim at how we’ve changed, touch each other’s hair. I show her around my room.
She admires the nooks. Says it’s almost an apartment.
We flop on the sagging couch. Shirley’s full of questions about guys I’m seeing. I tell her about Jean-Marc,
who was great in bed but not much good anywhere else, and hint at casual lovers. Actually, it’s been a while; the
last one was Brad, who said the morning after how he loved dark girls, really he did.
I tell her about the job interviews I’ve had, my hopes to land a translating job in a big company with branches
in Toronto, Vancouver, and London, England.
We talk for over an hour without mentioning Prince Edward Island at all. I don’t want to—that life’s over—but
I have to ask about Hannah.
“Mom’s great. She sends her love.”
There’s an awkward pause. She’s waiting but I won’t ask. Anyone I care about writes to me. My brothers write
to me.
“Oh, presents, I forgot.”
Shirley heaves herself out of the couch. A spring rattles and I sink farther into my end. Shirley drags her
suitcase over and takes out a small pink striped bag, the kind you buy fancy soaps or candy in.
“Close your eyes and put your hand in.”
“What is it?”
“Just do it.”
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Hard, smooth curves. I open my eyes, look into the bag. It’s full of moon snail shells. After the long winter
we’d walk down to the beach, waiting each day for the ice to break. How my eye used to hunger for that first
glimpse of blue.
I pick out the largest shell and hold it to my ear. The hushed roar brings back those early morning walks
around our neighbourhood. I didn’t always go with Shirley. Not in the mornings, she preferred the afternoons. Yet
when I think of the beach, I remember the mornings.
Shirley takes out a sweater she’s knitted me, royal blue. As I finger it, try it on, she puts something else on the
crate in front of the couch.
“And here’re some pedas for you,” she says in a bright voice.
I freeze. Even without looking directly, I see a small Tupperware box and beside it a rectangular envelope.
“Thanks for the sweater. It’s gorgeous, I didn’t know you could knit like this.”
“Mala.” Her voice is quiet.
“Well, what the shit d’you expect? Three years and not one word and now I’m supposed to be thrilled?”
“Come on, she’s your mother.”
“Some mother. She was going to marry me off. She knew how I felt, damn it.”
I stare out the window. The roar of traffic is muffled. I always keep the window shut. Shirley says,
“It wasn’t her. It was your father.”
“She went along with it. And I haven’t heard a word in three years. Not one.”
“You know she couldn’t do anything openly. She still cares. She always asks about you.”
“Who the fuck’s side are you on, anyway?” Shirley looks at me in that reasonable way she has, like she’s
explaining something to a kid.
“It’s not a question of sides. I’ve talked to your mom. I know what she’s feeling. She—”
“I don’t need you to tell me what she feels or thinks.”
I want to smash Shirley’s face. I sit on the hard chair by the window, my hands under me.
“Look.” My voice is harsh. “I have two brothers who’ve managed to keep in touch. 1 have friends, you. I have
me. It’s enough.”
Shirley shakes her head. Two days, she’s going to be here, my best friend. Saddled with old baggage.
*
We spend the day catching up. We talk fast, no awkward pauses. I don’t touch what she’s left on the crate, but I
see it, a Tupperware box and a silent letter screaming at me. I cook coq au vin for dinner on the burner in the
corner of the room.
“Sorry there’s no dessert.”
Shirley looks at me, then pointedly at the box on the crate. I curl my lip.
“Help yourself.”
Shirley brings the box to the table, opens it, takes a peda. I drum my fingers on the table and stare fixedly at
the daffodils. They don’t even fill the bowl.
The box is crammed with yellowish moons, each dented in the centre with a sprinkle of pistachio. I have a
sudden image of my mother in her kitchen, the stray end of her red-and-green sari tucked in at her waist as she
mixes and kneads the khoa with the sugar and saffron.
“Take a little less, Mala,” she says, removing some of the creamy mixture from my hand. She shows me how
to shape the peda and dent it with my forefinger.
“See, you make it sweeter by leaving your fingerprint. You fill it with love.” She hugs me, presses her finger
into a peda, and pops it into my mouth.
We’ve been in this country only six months and I’m just turning nine. I’m settling into school. Life isn’t so
strange any more, but I miss Bombay and all my friends. I don’t miss the noise of India, the blaring commotion.
It’s filthy, disorganized. But I miss the colour, the vendors in Chowpatti, the smell of chaar, bhelpuri, the mounds
of silver covered paan. And the sweet shops, the burfi, jallebie, luddoo.
Halifax seems so gray, lifeless. There are no Indian sweet shops here. When I ask for pedas for my birthday,
Mom says,
“I’ll manage somehow.”
I used to love to stay in the kitchen with her. There were so many strange things outside the home, I clung to
the familiar, the aroma of Indian spices, my mother bright in her saris, her gold bangles tinkling as she stirred the
milk for the khoa, around and around, then with a quick series of scrapes across the centre of the pot.
“Mmm. Good.” Shirley takes another.
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I start clearing the table. I clear everything except the box. She’s left the lid off. I wipe the table around the
box. Shirley presses the cover back on and wipes under it.
*
It’s past 2:00 when Shirley and I hit the sack. I take the biggest shell, almost the size of my palm, into the
alcove I call my bedroom, slip into bed. I hold the shell to my ear.
In Bombay we had a flat on Marine Drive. Mom and I, we’d wake early, walk down to Nariman Point. Those
tiny white jasmine flowers she’d throw in the water as the sun rose, her hands fragrant with their scent.
In Canada, we lived in Halifax at first, in a suburb miles from the sea. Sometimes Mom and I would get up
early, stroll down quiet tree-lined streets. It wasn’t the same.
Then we moved to P.E.I.,\fn{ Prince Edward’s Island} bought the house near the strait. The morning walks were
best. Mom was always at her prayers by dawn, and if I got up, too, we’d walk together. The houses, so strange
with curtains and blinds drawn. Early morning hush, the world belonged to us. In the spring, birds chirping, the
first tinge of warmth in the air, blue peeping through gray ice like crocuses. Mom looked so happy.
I remember one evening walk. Our first spring in P.E.I., I missed my Halifax friends. It was hard going to a
new school. When I came home, Mom asked how my day was. I was too big to sit on her knee, but I clung, cried.
She didn’t say anything, just stroked my hair until I was calm. I told her about Barb’s birthday, that I wasn’t
invited. I didn’t tell her Barb had invited me, then giggled,
“I hope I’ll understand your mother when she drops you off, she talks funny.” I’d torn up the invitation, flung it
in Barb’s face, spat at her,
“I don’t want to go to your dumb party, you’re a jerk.”
I hated her, hated my mother for being different, loved my mother. I wanted to punch Barb, rush home and
rock my mother. Most of all, I hated myself for the times I looked away when people stared at Mom in her sari.
the times I cringed when I heard her accent in public. When I quieted down, Mom said,
“Never mind, there are lots of parties, and when it is your birthday, you can invite who you want.”
I never invited many kids. Only the ones who didn’t stare or giggle behind their hands.
That evening Mom insisted we go for a walk. We scrambled down to the beach, picked shells, watched the
sunset. I found a particularly large moon snail shell. Kept it on my window ledge. Wonder if it’s still there.
I roll over, straighten my twisted nightshirt. So she asks after me. Big deal. I graduate and I get pedas.
Whoopee! Not one letter in three years, not the tiniest recognition I’m alive. Sunil and Arun managed—they
wrote—and I kept in touch through Shirley.
How did she get the pedas out of the house without my father knowing? Must have taken them to Shirley’s
house during the day when he was at work. Well, stuff it. I left that life the night I left the house. She turned away,
slipped money under the door, must have been her. Not one word, not even a look, just money shrieking,
“Get out of my house!”
Shoving clothes in backpack. Underpants, bras, T-shirts, socks. I felt cramps, something wet. I didn’t know
what to do with my stained underwear, scrunched it in my backpack. I had only one pad. In the taxi, all the way to
the airport, I sat on edge, afraid of a stain more than anything else.
I turn over and sigh. I’ve managed. More than managed, I’ve done well. B.A. honours, near the top of my
class. I worked, won scholarships. I’m going to get a good job, travel. I have friends, Shirley, Hannah, Miriam. I
have my brothers who care.
Those first months at Miriam’s, I thought she might contact Shirley, find where I was, write. She couldn’t risk
anything unexplained on the telephone bill, but she could have written, as Sunil and Arun did.
Eight months after I left, Sunil’s letter telling me she had pneumonia. I almost called. But he might be home.
I started to write to her, never sent it. I wanted to write loving words, but my pen pierced the paper.
“How could you send me to a strange man’s bed to be raped on my wedding night.”
I wanted to snap that gold chain off her neck, rip those saris she was saving for my wedding, tell her, get
better, take care, stay well, drop dead, I don’t care.
I close my eyes tightly. I must sleep. So many things to tell Shirley, so much more to show her. If only she’ll
stop digging up ancient history. That’s the trouble with old friends: they know too much.
Weren’t always close. I’d play with Lynne, and Shirley would tag along. Then somehow it changed. That time
they came to my house, Lynne was so polite, like Mom was from outer space. Shirley said,
“Your mother is beautiful.”
I never invited Lynne around again. Didn’t want my mother hurt by stares, smiles. She never was, or never
showed it. Never showed it when my father got mad and shouted. Bastard. Didn’t get me, though, not me. The
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only time I saw her cry was when her mother died. I sat in her lap, tugged at her neck.
“You still have me, Mummy. You’ll always have me.” She tried to smile.
“So much she did for me, my mother, so many things. Now I have no mother.” I buried my face in her sari.
“Don’t die, Mummy, don’t. Mummy, I’m scared. Don’t ever die.” She held me close.
“Mala, listen, I will never die, because I am in you. You came from my body, so you are part of me. As long as
you are alive, I will be alive in you.” Her face lit.
“And my mother will always be in me.”
“And her mother was in her!” I shouted. Like those Indian dolls she bought me, one inside another, bright
yellows, reds, dark almond eyes, the same fixed, smiling mouth. Alike forever.
But I’m not like her, don’t want to be. I’ll never do the meek and suffering act for any fucking man, slave for
the whims of some despot, duty, religion, whatever.
“Yes, Mohan, no, Mohan, three bags full, Mohan.”
I hate the way she ironed his shirts, cooked his meals, put up with his tantrums. Surprised she didn’t wipe his
bum. How could she want that for me? Ugly little man, strutting around, trying to look bigger. Hate the way she
hovered.
Did she mind that I didn’t cook Indian food? That I never spoke Hindi, never wore those saris she’d saved for
me? Yards of vibrant silk, petal softness. We’d dress up in them every now and again, Shirley and I. And
occasionally her jewels.
Dress-up. That's all it was. Mostly in the late winter, when the drabness needed relief, when we thirsted for
glowing colours. Before the ice broke in the strait, before the walks could start.
I pick up the shell. Those early morning walks on the beach, that’s when she was happiest, drinking in the
morning air, the blue, her sari whipping bright in the wind.
We did that together, my mother and I. The day Barb and I fought about her birthday party, Mom said as we
walked home from the beach,
“It does not matter so much now, does it?” And it really didn’t.
Sometimes I catch an unexpected glimpse of myself in the mirror. No sari, no bindi, no jewels, my hair’s short,
yet I see her. Sometimes I feel an expression on my face that I’ve seen on hers. At times my smell reminds me of
her. When I hugged her, I’d get a gulp of ocean air, a trace of spices.
There’s the faintest glow in the sky. Not light so much as the beginning of the absence of dark.
I climb out of bed, dress quietly. Shirley is sound asleep. A car roars by outside. Shirley must have opened the
window.
The letter is lying exactly where Shirley put it down. No name written on it. I suppose she didn’t dare. No
name. For me.
I tiptoe to the table. Beside the daffodils is the box of pedas. Slowly, I open it. The pedas are dented with her
fingerprint. I take out one, bite halfway into it, across the dent. The flavour of saffron bursts in my mouth. A
heavy truck thunders by. I hear the tinkle of her bangles and the scrape of her spoon going around and around the
pot, then quickly across the middle.
I tie my sneakers, pull on the sweater Shirley made me. There is no ocean here, but there is a park, green, still.
No one goes there so early. There are waves and waves of daffodils and tulips. They’ll open with the dawn, spill
colour. I’ll sit on a bench and gaze at them until they fill my eyes, fill them somehow. When there’s enough light,
I’ll open her letter.
3
How do I tell her story? Do I tell it as she told me, pitiful, skeletal, the edifice of their love gutted, steel girders
gaping? Or the way it seemed to her then, rose-and-ivory marble?
If I weren’t her daughter, if he weren’t my father, would she have told me more? She doesn’t understand—I’ve
spent years hating the man I knew as my father. It’s effortless to hate an unknown.
But even if she isn’t constrained by that, she is by habit. We have no precedent for discussing the intimate
details of life. It also prevents me from asking certain questions. She starts with a sigh.
“So young I was, so silly.” Silly, how?
“Romantic,” she says.
She is eighteen, she’s been closely guarded in an Indian household, a world where love isn’t mentioned, just
duty. Premarital sex is a fate worse than death, dating unknown. She’ll have an arranged marriage. Her mother
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never mentions sex to her, not the biological aspects, let alone desire, tongue, clitoris. She is, according to a
documentary I once saw on India, a perfect Indian girl, a vegetarian virgin.
So where did she get those romantic ideas? The outside world creeps in only through books and films. She
reads romances, Mills and Boons, from England. Her mother permits this as a vehicle for improving her English.
And she sees Hindi films, as many as she can, particularly when she’s in college. In her home town, there’s only
one cinema, and her mother never lets her go unless she’s accompanied by a friend or a maidservant. Most of her
friends are married off, and her maidservant, Isabel, a Goanese Christian, like most servants, isn’t any company at
all. In Najgulla, where she goes to college, there are three cinemas.
When I was young, my father—the man I called my father—and other members of the Indian community
would occasionally arrange showings of Hindi films. Mostly, my mother made some excuse not to accompany us.
She didn’t care for the films, she’d say. They were too escapist; she preferred to stay rooted in reality.
My brothers and I sat at the back of the hall with the other kids, making gagging, choking noises at the
grotesqueries on screen. All I remember of the movies is they were impossibly romantic: boy meets girl, parents
forbid, villain tries to ravish, boy rescues, parents consent, happy ending. And lots of singing and dancing.
I look through the photograph album, find one black-and-white snapshot of my mother when she went to
college. She’s wearing her best silk sari, a green one, she tells me. She’s squinting at the photographer, head tilted
to one side, hands fiddling with the braid that hangs over her shoulder, down to her waist. Entwined in her hair is
a garland of small white flowers. Jasmine. There is a half-smile on her face.
I get a magnifying glass, look at the picture more carefully. Her eyes, I want to read the expression. Shy,
hopeful. Is there a hint of something more, a wistful eagerness?
Does she daydream about love, sex? Does she feel hot urges between her legs? Does she think masturbation is
a sin and confine her fantasies to what she’s seen in Hindi films, searing glances, chaste embraces, no kisses? ‘
Today, here, she’d have a quick fuck and that’d be the end of it. Not then, in India. They check the sheets for
signs of blood. A vegetarian virgin.
So silly I was. My mother, alone for the first time, studying Domestic Science in a ladies’ college in Najgulla,
guarded by nuns who teach at the college, who do know the world, curious paradox. Curfews, no one allowed out
alone unless the nuns know exactly where they’re headed, and why; no men allowed in.
Yet she managed to meet him. I have to tear it out of her, pieces here, little bits there. She doesn’t look at me as
she speaks. Her head is low. She answers my questions hesitantly, and as briefly as possible. On her face is shame.
And anger. At him or at herself, for believing so easily?
“My mother was arranging a marriage for me.”
She pauses. I don’t ask, but I surmise it was to the man she married, Mohan.
“I wanted more. I wanted Romance.” She says it with a capital R.
Surely she didn’t expect something like in the Indian films. She couldn’t have believed those improbable plots.
I look again at the photograph. Eyes shy, hopeful. Wistful, eager. Caged, frantic?
“I met a man.”
Met? How? They have all those Rules. Once she told me they weren’t even allowed to use nail polish.
Sometimes they use maindi, henna, to stain their hands and feet, but nail polish is modern, daring.
“It was an accident.”
After many questions, I piece together some kind of scene. .:.
*
Parvati lingers as she comes out of the local cinema house. The afternoon sun is blinding after the gloom
indoors. She straightens her sari, smoothes her hair, humming the plaintive love song from the film. She’s
reluctant to return to the hustle and filth of the city. She has time before her dance lesson. Maybe she’ll go to the
library for some more Mills and Boon romances.
She swings her handbag onto her shoulder. Someone lurches against her, the bag goes flying, the contents
scatter.
She turns around hotly. In a big city like Najgulla, there are men who deliberately bang into women.
“I’m so sorry. It was very clumsy of me,” a light, male voice says in English.
Parvati looks up. He is tall, fair, handsome. Like a film star.
*
“I thought it was karma.”
Her closest friend in college, Sushma, laughs at Hindi films so Parvati slips out alone. This is contrary to the
nuns’ rules, but Parvati manages it by combining her outing with her Indian dance lesson, occasionally skipping
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the lesson. She’s taken these lessons for years at her mother’s insistence. Classical Indian dance, Bharata Natyam.
I saw performances of Bharata Natyam when I was very young. I have vague memories of gorgeous jewelry
and costumes, thumping structured movements, expressive hands, eyes.
She doesn’t like the formality of the dance; she prefers the dancing in Hindi films, it’s more spontaneous.
In the Hindi films I’ve seen, the dancing consists of running around trees, exaggerated facial expressions, poor
miming. My brothers and I would re-enact the romantic scenes, hysterical, helpless with laughter
“I thought it was karma. My mother was arranging a marriage for me.”
*
She leaves the cinema, hurriedly crossing the road, dodging honking cars and rickshaws. Posters of film stars
plaster the walls on both sides of her. She glances nervously behind. He’s staring after her. What cheek,
suggesting he should drive her home. She’s not that kind of girl.
Still, there is a certain exhilaration. There’s no question he’s handsome. Unlike that Mohan Ungoli her mother
keeps pushing—Mohan may be rich and foreign-returned, but he's short, puny, dark. And he lives in a backwards
village where there isn’t even one cinema.
Girls in films manage to meet handsome, wonderful men, combine duty and love.
*
Does she think about the stranger all week? Does she hope he’ll be there again? Does she dress in her best
green silk sari, outline her eyes with kajal, dot her bindi carefully, maybe even buy a jasmine garland for her hair?
He is there the next week, waiting, apologetic. He frightened her off the first time by suggesting he drive her
home. This time he’s deferential, polite, no sudden moves.
He’s there every week. He is slow and careful in establishing the bond. After the film, perhaps he suggests an
ice cream or cold drink, maybe in a Western-style restaurant where they serve tea in cups and saucers, not glasses.
She won’t talk much about this time, when she dreams, allows the fantasies to bloom. Perhaps her skin glows
and people stare as she walks with an extra lightness. Perhaps, in her cell in the college, her hands explore secret
crevices. Is she frightened or exultant?
They meet twice a week. She’s abandoned her classical dance lessons.
*
That cynical friend, Sushma, doesn’t she suspect, question her? Maybe she comes in one day when Parvati is
dressing.
“Wow, look at you! Who are you all dressed up for?”
“Don’t be silly. I always like to dress nicely.”
Parvati is tying on a pink-and-cream chiffon sari. It’s his favourite, accentuates her curves.
“Yeah, you’ve been dressing up a lot lately. And going out alone a lot.” Sushma giggles and winks.
“Don’t be so horrible.” Parvati flushes. “I’m not one of those trashy Anglo girls, getting up to God knows
what.” Sushma’s face sobers.
“I know you’re not. That’s why I’m worried. I hope you're not doing anything silly.”
“Oh, go away. It’s nothing like that.”
When Sushma leaves, Parvati slumps on her bed. Why does Sushma have to make it sound degrading,
frightening? He’s kind, understanding, and always respectful. He’s never even tried to touch her. His clothes, his
handsome, fair face, his English, all declare him to be a successful businessman. He lives in Bombay, where the
film stars live, but he’s in Najgulla on an extended business trip with Mr. Farthington, the English textile tycoon.
He’s staying at the Farthington mansion, even uses the Farthington car.
Everyone in Najgulla knows of the Farthingtons. Their factory provides work for hundreds. Parvati has never
seen Mr. Farthington, but she saw Mrs. Farthington distantly once. She has that contained air of importance, of
knowing her worth. She travels in the back seat of a sleek imported car.
Parvati feels she, too, can be like Mrs. Farthington, important, contained, worthy.
*
Two months of bliss, Mohan forgotten. Two months of marble castles, ivory, rose.
“But in the end I was tricked.”
In Hindi films, it happens occasionally to a secondary character, but never the heroine.
She doesn’t tell me why she agrees to marry him secretly. Does her mother tell her how keen Mohan is?
Perhaps her father writes, ordering her to marry. They can’t afford an enormous dowry. Marriage to Mohan is
better than their wildest hopes. He is from the wealthiest family in Barundabad; she’s lucky she’s attracted him.
Their horoscopes are beautifully compatible.
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The hero, the girl, the unsympathetic parents, and Mohan the villain. There are always trials before happily
ever after.
Don’t her parents know she’s at that dangerous age? Don’t they see it in her eyes? Look, it’s right there in the
photograph. Why don’t the nuns suspect? Why aren’t they more diligent?
There’s no way I can reach through those spirals of time, save her that grief. There’s no one to stop her.
A private Hindu ceremony, for God’s sake. No one else is there. Of course, no parents. Hers are out of the
question. His are dead, he says. Why isn’t the skeptical Sushma there? She never thinks of that. Her only concern
is that she doesn’t have enough money to buy a red silk sari. She probably wears her best green silk, and a
jasmine garland in her hair. He’ll buy her jewels and silks later, he says. It isn’t proper now, not respectful to her
parents.
And the marriage is consummated. Is it hasty, fumbled, in a park, or the car perhaps? Does he take her to a
seedy hotel, rent by the hour? Maybe she lies again to the nuns, says she has to be away for the weekend, go home
to meet a man her parents want her to marry. She could forge a letter from them. The old lessons of duty are
sufficiently ground in for her to obey her husband unquestioningly.
Is he gentle? Does he take time? She’s never seen a man naked, though she’s probably seen some creep
exposing himself. She has no idea what exactly to expect. Some elaborate dance, perhaps, on cool marble floors. I
hope there is tenderness, ecstasy. I can’t ask.
“But in the end I was tricked.”
How? Is there no such thing as a private Hindu marriage? Is he already married? Does he simply disappear?”
Her voice is careful, her eyes guarded. I don't want her to relive the pain, but I need to know.
“He was not who he said he was. He was not a Hindu.”
There is no marriage certificate, just the traditional religious ceremony, hands bound, around the fire seven
times.
What is he? He can’t be Muslim. He’d be circumcised, even she’d notice that.
“He was not a Hindu. Or of the right class.”
Class. To her it is infinitely more insurmountable than religion. Rich and poor are galaxies apart. Imagine my
mother, a gently-brought-up young woman, living in a hut with dirt floors, working in a field. She’s always had
servants.
But he’s decently dressed, speaks English, he must have some education. So who is he? A clerk working for
Mr. Farthington, impossibly poor?
“A Christian. A Goanese Christian.”
*
She’s been married five days. She’s back in college. He says she must finish the year, get her certificate. There
are only a few weeks to go. Then they’ll tell her parents. Meanwhile, they’ll see each other as they did before,
twice a week.
On the evening of the fifth day, restless and hot, Parvati goes for a long walk. She meanders through the cool,
rich streets of Najgulla where huge, arching trees afford some shade. So many magnificent houses, some with
turrets. She must see the Farthington mansion, be near him.
She stops outside the house and peers in past the iron bars. The next time he comes here, she might be with
him, staying at that house. It has imposing marble pillars and a garden that’s lush despite the water shortage. Her
parents’ house in Chotakhan is a mere fraction the size and they have three servants.
*
I’d like to leave her there, soft-eyed, dreaming, let everything turn out all right. Her parents relent when they
see how well placed he is, how devoted. And they live happily ever after, barring the usual ups and downs of life.
But a movement near the house disturbs the stillness. The Farthington car driving up to the front door.
Parvati crosses the road. It won’t do to hang around outside the gate as the car emerges. At the end of the
driveway, the chauffeur opens the gate. He’s smartly uniformed with a peaked cap. Parvati looks covertly at Mr.
and Mrs. Farthington in the back seat, then her eyes glide by, stop, fix.
The chauffeur.
Close-up of her face. Shock, disbelief, horror.
He gets back in the car and drives through, then climbs out again to shut the gate. He does not look at her. Mrs.
Farthington’s voice drifts through the open window.
“Who is that lady? Why is she staring at you, William?”
“I don’t know, madam, I’ve never seen her before.”
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*
In a Hindi film I saw, a woman, upon her husband’s death in a house fire, falls to the ground, smashes her glass
bangles. Rose, purple, yellow, green, rainbow shards fly. She smears the bindi on her forehead, a crimson gash.
There’s a wonderful shot of her prostrate on the pavement while behind her flames crackle and twist like a
widow’s fire. Sirens blare, fire engines streak by, crowds gape as the burning mansion collapses.
Of course, her husband somehow manages to escape and, searching through the charred remains of the house,
discovers a hidden treasure. The last scene shows them clasped in each others’ arms while behind them springs a
bigger, better mansion.
*
My mother, stumbling home alone, doesn’t even know I’m inside her. I’m too small to hold her.
1954
70.78 People’s Court\fn{by Chandramathi aka B. Chandrika (1954- )} Vellayani, Thiruvananthapuram District, Kerala
State, India (F) 2
“Mable Simon, stand up in attention. Keep your hands down close to your body, lift your chin, look straight
and don’t let your mind stray. Now, listen carefully.\fn{ I have restored the quotation marks to these obvious spoken sentences
to satisfy the requirements of computer analysis. They are not in the original text.}
“Mable Simon, at the outset let us remind you that we expect from you true and sincere answers to our
questions. Truth is not a mere expectation, but an absolute necessity. If we feel there is any untruth in your
answers we will be forced to take action against our wishes. We hope you will take this warning in all its
seriousness and co-operate with us. Having said this, let us get to the matter.
“Mable Simon, what is your real name?
“Mable Saira Simon.”
“Was this your name when you were born?”
“How would I have a name when I was born?”
“We would like to remind you what we had told you earlier. We can reach a fair and impartial decision only if
you co-operate by giving us true and sincere answers.”
“Somebody had named me Mable Saira after I was born. I understand that Mable was my grandmother’s and
Saira was my father’s grandmother’s names. Simon is my father. He burns frankincense and tolls the bell in the
parish church.”
“You don’t have to help us by furnishing more details than asked for. Were you ever known as Salomi?”
“Yes.”
“When? How?”
“I use the name Salomi when I write occasionally.”
“Do you have any particular reason to accept the name of Salomi who got St. John, the Baptist’s head
severed?”
“No, nothing specific.”
“In some records your name is Mable Joseph. What do you have to say about that?”
“Joseph is the man I married.”
“These words demand special attention. Do you understand that when you say you married Joseph, it means
you took the initiative—either through a love marriage or otherwise—to marry Joseph?”
“I didn’t mean that.”
“Then what does Mable Simon mean?”
“I only meant that Joseph was the groom Peter Simon found for his daughter from a family of equal standing.”
“Then how far is it true when you say you married him?”
“It is as true as saying he married me.”
“Though we don’t intend to scrutinize your words, we understand that your character is reflected in what you
say. Now, let us get to the matter again. Mable Simon, do you know that essentially you are a woman? Do you
agree? Do you understand?”
“I know. I agree. I understand.”
“Do you regret being born a woman?”
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“No.”
“Why?”
“I didn’t follow the question.”
“The question should be seen in the light of the general impression created by the words and deeds of women,
their stories, poems and essays—that all women regret being born as women.”
“I don’t believe in Freud’s thesis.”
“Mable Simon, we know that no one except aspiring writers believe in that bearded friend from Vienna. We
who consider starting sex education from kindergarten onwards do not require his theories. This question has
nothing to do with Freud, and let us warn you not to confuse us giving answers that do not correspond to the
questions. We would also like to bring to your notice that we are aware of Freud and of Fromme too.”:
“It is Freud’s theory that a woman is incomplete. And that is the relation between the question and my answer.”
“We set that answer aside as we need to reflect on it to understand that. Let us record just this: that Mable
Simon does not regret being born a woman. Now, let us get back to the issue. Do you believe in your religion?”
“I believe in all religious philosophies.”
“Mable Simon, will you refute us if we say that you are a non-believer and you do not follow the tenets of your
religion?”
“Yes, I refute that.”
“Why.”
“Because that is not true. I don’t miss\fn{ I.e., miss saying.} my prayers. I believe that with each prayer I purge
my mind.”
“Then why don’t you, a believer, do your duties?”
“I don’t agree with you.”
“Your husband, Michael Joseph alias Babu thinks so.”
“Then it is up to Babu\fn{The text has: Babu’s.} to prove that.”
*
“I am Michael Joseph. I am married to Mable Saira, the daughter of the Parish acolyte. We have a son named
Tony Peter Joseph. I had felt from the very beginning that Mable was a woman with strange traits. She wouldn’t
notice milk spilling over the burning stove if she had a book in her hand. On the first night of our marriage, she
waited for me in the bridal chamber reading a book. She has her opinions and theories about everything under the
sun.
“She is least interested in any of the normal things that a woman is supposed to do. She doesn’t straighten the
folds of a wrinkled bedspread, she doesn’t clean the cobwebs from the walls, nor does she check whether the maid
has swept the dust clean under the bed. She doesn’t make nor want to learn to make any of my favorite dishes.
Mable has to read all the time. Worse, she has to sit and think, staring into vacant space. I have seen her scribbling
sometimes, but she has never showed me anything that she writes. Some of them have been published, but I have
come to know only from her colleague that she is paid for her writing. We had a fight about her buying books with
that money.
“I know she is good at work, but at home, she is pathetic. She can’t make a proper chicken curry, a sambar or
even a pickle for that matter. She didn’t even know how to give birth to a child. Tony was taken out of her womb
after an operation. He wouldn’t have grown up if it weren’t for my mother. I fail to understand Mable. Nowadays
she puts on a philosophical air and neglects me in the night.”
*
“Babu, you had suppressed all these thoughts in your mind! Truly, I don’t know why you feel so. Can you ever
imagine my joy when I step into the terrace to watch the night sky after you and our little son are asleep? In that
privacy, the Hunter and Pisces in the sky and the mute music of the coconut palms swaying in the moonlight wake
up Salomi. Then she begins to dance, Salomi’s dance—with the silver platter in her hand, hair scattered and
flaming eyes. Babu, why do you price my privacy so high?”
*
“Mable Simon, stand in attention. As Michael Joseph pointed out we understand that your mind is like an
elusive bird. You, who have been created from man’s ribs, ought to serve him. Why did you forget that? We
deliberately overlook the infuriation that we see in your face and go on to the next round. Answer these questions
as they do in the last rapid-fire round in quiz programmes on TV. The maximum time you can take to answer each
question is one second. Your time starts now:
“One, what is the price of a cylinder of cooking gas?”
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“Don’t know.”
“Two, how many units have been allotted in your family’s ration card?”
“Don’t know.”
“Three, what is the favourite color of Michael Joseph alias Babu?”
“I think it’s light blue.”
“Four, what is the market rate of broiler chicken?”
“Don’t know.”
“Five, how many kilos of washing powder does your family use a month?”
“Don’t know.”
“Six, name a poem from your son’s Malayalam text.”
“He is in nursery. He doesn’t learn Malayalam.”
“Seven, in which market is fish cheaper by 50 paise?”
“I am not sure.”
“Eight, what are the vegetables that are not used in avial?”
“Don’t know.”
“Nine, name the grocer closest to your house?”
“Don’t know.”
“Ten, which medicine should you use if a wasp stings your child?”
“Don’t know.”
“Mable Simon, let us inform you that you have got just 1½ marks in this rapid-fire round. This brings out the
misery caused to Michael Joseph by an irresponsible wife. Do you have anything more to say?”
“I … I protest.”
“We consider it a meaningless statement and nothing more. What have you done to make your life as a woman
meaningful?”
“I have got a double promotion in my job.”
“Apart from personal gratification what use is that to your family?”
“My boss gave me a certificate and a cash award. With that money I bought clothes for Babu and our son.”
“They wouldn’t have remained naked without those clothes. Do you have anything else to say?”
“Whatever I write is published in daily newspapers.”
“Anyone with some influence can get it done. The dust that gathers in the books you buy chokes your husband
and son. What other benefit is it to them?
“Therefore, Mable Simon, you, wife of Michael Joseph, put down the silver platter of Salomi and live as
Mable Joseph. Learn to prepare his favorite dishes of sambar with ladyfingers and Kozhi mappas. Our judgment
is that you consider your job a mere hobby and live till your death as a good mother and a good wife, washing his
clothes, cleaning up his house and looking after his kid.
“You claimed earlier that you don’t regret being born a woman. Mable Simon, let others also not regret it.”
65.126 Face\fn{by Minakshi Sen (1954-2014)} West Bengal State, India (F) 4
Haven’t seen a human face for a long time. How long? Can’t remember. Haven’t touched a human hand for
days. Maybe, that was the last time I held someone’s hand. How strange! What sort of person? Neither woman nor
man. Yet, in that terrifying room how intensely I had felt that person’s humanness.
“Why did they arrest you?”
“They thought I was a flesh trader.”
“Flesh trader?” I was amazed.
“Why didn’t you tell them? Why—”
“What should I have said? That I’m a eunuch? That no man would ever want to fuck me? Don’t I know those
bastards? They’ll say: “Raise your clothes, let’s take a look.” On the open road itself they would raise my clothes
to see. Let them keep me in the lock-up for a few days. But I too have a sense of dignity. Whether I’m a eunuch or
not I am a human being too!
Yes, you are human. Can there be any doubt about it? Amidst this darkness peopled by non-humans, some
human light greets the eye. And that is intensely human.
“Don’t give up, keep mum, have a hold on your faculties, be brave.”
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This person gave me courage like a mother or a father. Massaged my swollen, bluish arm. Sat next to me
nightlong. To this person I could confess without hesitation: “I’m scared, really—”
“Don’t be afraid. Fear destroys the human person. I am leaving tomorrow. I shall offer puja to Ma
Mangalchandi for you. She will look after your welfare. All the dangers will be over. Whether I believe this or
not, whether I am assured or not, my throat aches. To love a person in just two days of acquaintance! Had I met
this same person on the streets I would have shunned the person as a “eunuch.”
Since the going away of this person I haven’t touched any other human hand. Yet the hands that had held me
by the hair, had hit me with a stick raised in the air, that hand, those hands, just a while ago, I had mistaken them
for human hands.
I never realized that the world held so much of darkness, so many inhuman people. Why, hadn’t I seen them
properly earlier?
The black van stopped.
“Get down, we have reached the court.” The bulky, dark police guard asked me to get off the van. As I was
crossing the courtyard I saw that my mother, father and uncle were waiting for me. My mother’s face was pale
with worry but she wasn’t crying. Even my aunt was trying to smile with a face as blank as paper.
“Don’t worry. At least today in the jail …”
I couldn’t hear the rest. Subimal snarled:
“Elli, jail. Tell your father not to waste money. Sala, there are 39 such places in West Bengal, OK? I’ll put up a
case in all of them. You’ll stay for a month in each for each case. How many months does that make? Remember.”
I don’t pay any attention to Subimal’s words. I was looking at human faces after a long time. Faces of those
folks who were so dear to my heart. Ma, Baba, Mashi, Jethu. Behind his glasses my Jethu’s eyes were still. He
had withstood many movements during the British Raj.He stared with a fixed, fiery look. My Jethu used to teach
me painting when I was a child. Pencils, color …
The office room was small. A stout-looking register. The person who made entries in it was sitting on a bench.
Next to him stood a person wearing a dhoti with flowing pleats. He had a huge paunch and a paan-stained
snigger. The snigger was for Subimal. I cast furtive looks all around. Sunnu had repeatedly warned me before I
came.
“Hey Subimal sala, sala banchot, see that she returns here. Her family members are a little too much. Keep an
eye.”
Maybe it was too much. Even the most hateful criminal was permitted to seek legal support. That was the law.
But in our time, people were being murdered as they got off the black van. Wasn’t it the greatest foolishness to
even think of law and order during the present times? Those who were the guardians of the law they were the ones
who disobeyed it the most. This too maybe was a kind of law. Yet though I was in their hands, I was still alive.
Till now. Subimal guarded the door like a hunting dog. Drawing Subimal’s attention to me the sniggering guy’s
snigger became more sinister.
In silent speed a man of four feet eight inches darted under Subimal’s raised armpit and advanced towards me.
What did he want? Why was he being so swift and silent? What was that paper in his hand? Placing an uncapped
fountain pen against the blank section of a paper, he said:
“Quick. Sign fast!”
“But—”
“No time to hesitate. Your father has sent this.”
I no longer pondered. I signed instantly. Thank God, my name was short. If that had been my death warrant—it
would have become valid with my signature. Yet there was no other way for me. He mentioned my father. The
man could have been a cheat. Perhaps he was not from father. I had signed at my own risk. I just didn’t want to
return to the red building or get into the black van. I hated that place. I hadn’t seen a human being for ages. I
wanted to see a human being. I wanted to touch a human hand. Those feelings—love, kindness, affection, I had
called them by so many names—that these still survived somewhere in the world. I wanted to feel that they were
there. I knew of course that what they called jail could not mean Heaven in any way. Yet, there too, would they
dump me in such solitary loneliness? Wouldn’t I be able to see a single human person there? Those who are
punished by the court, were they all criminals? Even if a person was a criminal, she was a human being as well. I
longed to touch such a person’s hand. I would search for that hand, that hand that had the fragrance of innocence.
By inhaling the fragrance of that hand I would like to regain those lost feelings. Those feelings that had been
destroyed in the dark room of the red building.
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Even if there were no others there, at least there would be other women like me, imprisoned for similar
reasons. Wouldn’t they let me stay with them? Shan’t I be able to find the profile of the almost forgotten human
faces as I looked at them? Maybe, I would also meet the extraordinary ones among those human beings. I just
wanted a little warmth, a little courage, a few such words—that only real human beings were capable of saying.
From the diary or register room I was sent to a dark room which, in their jargon, they called a “lock-up.” There
was no one else in the room except for a few prostitutes. They were human beings too. I couldn’t deny that.
Whenever they saw me, their eyes lit up with sympathy. To be beaten up, to await unknown terrors—they were
aware of it all. They wouldn’t have been able to become licensed prostitutes without going through all these.
Yet, when they came, all hell broke loose. So long, only people of this sort were allowed to come into my
room, sometimes for a few nights. They believed that I had the power to brainwash thieves, bandits and others and
ruin their minds. So no one was allowed to stay with me. The day they came alone, these women were more
subdued and filled with nostalgia for their past life.
But when they came in a group the whole room was filled with unknown sounds from an unknown world that
would jar upon my ears with a terrible strangeness. Their words would make me catch a glimpse of a world
devastated by indignity. The agony of traumatic sexual depravity seemed like an oozing excrescence. Many of
their bodies were like full blown ulcers. Enduring the horrible pain of the ulcers, they still hated to engage in
business. The whole room was filled with the foul smell of the putrid ulceration. Their washed clothes and
undergarments, petticoats and bras hung from clotheslines strung across the room. In order to take a look at these
semi-nude women free of charge, the guards would line up outside the prison bars. The sort of sound these angry
women emitted and the words which these sleepless guardians of the law uttered I just wanted to forget those
sounds and words …
Human beings! I wanted to hear words spoken by human beings.
I remember Margaret. A notorious prostitute and brothel owner. Even then on her drugged, sickened face there
lingered signs of her youthful beauty. She had collapsed on the floor for want of a morphine dose. She struggled
on the floor in unbearable agony. Her dress was crushed. Bhagwan Singh had been holding onto the bars and
watching this pitiful sight. I too was watching the scene. Cringing in a corner. Feeling as if Bhagwan Singh’s
depraved gaze was insulting me, in a fit of unbearable rage, I dragged Margaret to the other side of the halfpartition wall. Bhagwan Singh was infuriated. He had given up calling me and making me talk. This relief was
what I had gained from Margaret’s presence.
Bhagwan’s talk merely comprised a list of murders. Kumartuli, Beleghata, Dum Dum—the many places where
he had shot some person. How a foolish fifteen year old boy thought he was being released! Targeting between his
amazed eyes, Bhagwan had shot him. And what about the boy who had spitted on Bhagwan’s face? By Ramji,
Bhagwan couldn’t do anything to his face, he ran so fast. So he had to shoot him down from behind. When
Bhagwan gave up coming over to me, I was no longer compelled to listen to this list of murders. God had saved
me from the hands of Bhagwan.
On another day I had seen a human being. He said his name was Puranjoy. He was tall and slim. With a fair,
calm, tender face and eyes. His eyes were hidden behind glasses. I had just spoken a few words with him. How
that morning had changed, with the sound of a human voice.
Puranjoy had arrived in the morning. They rook him away in the afternoon. A young man with great vitality
and strong limbs went walking along with them. In rhe evening he returned crawling. He dragged himself with his
hands and knees. The soles of his feet did nor seem to be his own. Swollen like elephantiasis, bloody and torn. It
didn’t seem that those could be human feet.
Puranjoy never came near my door again. I couldn’t hear a single groan of pain, either. Scared, I shouted:
“Puranjoy, how are you Puranjoy?” He answered from within:
“I have been asked not to talk to you.” I didn’t ever talk to him again. Nor did I call him. Why should I be the
cause of more agony for him?
Then once again I saw another such person. A young man. With a forest of beard and moustache, what a
strange and resolute human face it was! Such extraordinary eyes through the high-powered glasses. There was no
fear in those eyes, no embarrassment. He smiled a little as he looked at me. I didn’t see him anymore. But 1 felt
he must have been one of us, a human being like us.
There was another one whom I had been watching for the past fifteen days. She was imprisoned ten cells away
from my own. A woman. Her complexion was as white as a sheet of paper. As if there was no blood in her body.
In that dark world she looked like a mythic princess. Even demons were infatuated by her.
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So it is they who talked about her. There were bullet wounds on her legs. There were ten stitches on her head.
Her head had to be stitched together for a stick had split her head open. Her whole body was bruised with
bearings with a rod and from kicks with spiked boots.
When the doctors achieved the impossible by rescuing her from the clutches of death—it was then that they
picked her up from the hospital for interrogation. Even now she couldn’t walk. Holding onto the wall for support
she had to inch her way to the interrogation chamber. In unbearable pain her face would turn red.
I knew that she was suppressing a lot of sorrow within her. Her husband had died. He was twenty-two years
old. The bullet had unerringly hit the kidney. Yet because he was twenty-two he could have survived had he been
taken to the hospital promptly. He died of excessive bleeding. They had not informed his wife about his death.
No, not out of pity. They even interrogated her as she lay on the hospital bed.
“He has confessed everything. So why are you keeping mum?”
He had clearly stated that the revolver was with his wife so why wasn’t she surrendering it?
Even the news of his death had been announced to her all on a sudden. In order to break her mental resolve, by
hurting her unexpectedly. It was they who narrated these tales with great pride and triumph. How terribly efficient
they were. They bubbled with effusive mirth. But sorry too. For even all such methods failed. Surely this woman
was made of stone! Their mirth or sorrow, neither amazes me any more. Their sense of values suggested that they
belonged to a different species. Were the values of the homo sapiens similar to the values of the homo erectus? If
homo sapiens could be split into several sub-species one of these might not include the prefix “homo.” But that
calm, steady young woman. I felt like going over to her. Not to sympathize. Just to be close to a human being. A
real human being. The one whose hand I could touch to gain strength. The one whose tears I would like to wipe
off. Yes, I had seen her tears, they hadn’t. Do they have rhe right to see the tears streaming down the face of a real
human being? So, it was I alone who had seen her tears. Tears streaming down her bloodless white cheeks. I do
not know her. I had never seen her before. But during cross-questioning me they kept on asking every day …
What could those men be speaking about? One of them had a bunch of keys in his hand. The other was the one
who was writing down names in a huge register. What were they saying? Was I to be sent to jail today according
to court orders?
My lawyer in his spirited petition had spoken against my being thrust into police custody for one long month
and had secured the order for sending me to jail custody instead.
The two men kept on chatting excitedly. Everything went on, as is the norm. Instead of making a court
appearance I was made to sit in a closed room. A piece of paper was produced in the court by Subimal on my
behalf: that paper was the proof that I was alive and well. Whatever might have been my actual state, that was
secondary. Whatever Subimal stated, with that paper in his hand, that was the truth. This ritual could have been
enacted with me detained in the red building. But then, they had to follow the rules. So, I was presented in court
and yet nor quite.
But from their words I could figure out the room though it was over ten feet and twenty stairs away from
where I had been sitting in the ground floor.
In that room, in the middle, behind the judge’s head, the wooden placard declared that truth triumphs. In that
room, stood lawyer Nandu Basu, supporting my case. In his strong petition Nandu Basu highlighted the lack of
logic in my being left in police custody for one month, citing legal precedence. Then the government lawyer
informed the court that I was a dangerous woman. Behind my seated lips and bent neck I had concealed a lot of
information, to extract which at least fifteen more days were necessary. In response Nandu Basu elaborated in a
form of a lecture about his forty years of professional experience and expertise. In the name of interrogation and
cross-examining, the sort of treatment that I had to undergo. That was the subject matter of his argument. Also, he
elaborated on the rules and regulations in relation to my case.
In these series of question-answer sessions, Subimal was not supposed to play any role. He was waiting tr a
distance like a spectator. Bur when he felt that the ride was turning, he advanced and stated that Nandu Basu had
no right to speak in my support. For I had not engaged any lawyer. In the summons paper Nandu Basu had forged
my signature and was now speaking in my support.
At these words the senior lawyer was so infuriated. He requested the judges to call me to the courtroom and
have my signature verified. Bur Subimal was unwilling to present me physically in the court. When face to face
with truth the judge is compelled to give some orders. So the rod that Sunni was saving to break my back could be
used on Subimal’s back as well.
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Therefore he moved backwards as he heard the order that I had been granted jail custody. As he noticed Ujjal’s
smiling face and sarcastic look he comprehended what had happened. At once, in the presence of others, Subimal
held Ujjal by his collar. He kicked Ujjal from the first floor towards the ground floor.
As he rolled down the stairs, Subimal somehow broke his fall …
He was not to be defeated so easily. Not fall down. He had saved the lives of many young men and women by
dragging their cases to court. He had been kicked around a lot. Yet he had never collapsed … they were talking to
each other. I had a strange feeling. I just wanted to know whether Ujjal had hurt himself. A human being had
come to my aid. An advocate, just an ordinary professional. Yet he had the courage and power to be of help to
other human beings. Before they were made to disappear, he had been instrumental in saving the lives of many
young people. He had even taken risks by pleading that the wounds sustained by some should be given time to dry
up.
Such a human being, whose face I had nor even seen properly. When Ujjal had come up to me hoodwinking
both Subimal and the man with the snigger, the man who took down notes had seen Ujjal. Yet he pretended as if
he had not seen him, as he focused his eyes on his fat register.
Yes, there were many. A lot of human beings existed in this universe. Even now. Some other lawyer might have
kept quiet. The way things were nowadays, lawyers too feared for their own lives. But Nandu Basu was an old
man. His hair had grayed in the profession and he had declared that he would not let Subimal go. He had roped in
other lawyers too. This was a matter of professional ethics. People would engage lawyers and in turn lawyers
would be able to earn a living.
Why should Subimal and his group interfere with their calling? The client would not be allowed to sign a
petition! Whoever the client, whatever the offence, supporting them was the profession of Nandu Basu and his
peers. For that to be physically assaulted? How could they hit an advocate for getting a client to sign a petition?
Nandu Basu had protested and had assembled others. If nothing was done immediately against this illegal action
then the court would remain closed tomorrow. The court would close down. Strike, strike from tomorrow.
They kept on talking as I felt a strange upheaval going on in my mind. I hadn’t remembered the world at large.
How could I have forgotten the world? This was the world I had grown up in for eighteen years. For eighteen
years I had lived with human beings, had stood, eaten and slept with them. Yet had I never understood the power
of human proximity? If I hadn’t fallen into the deep darkness of inhumanity would I have realized what human
beings meant to each other and how much they needed each other?
The door opened. Once again the black van. This time to jail. At least for today Ujjal had won, my father had
won.
“Go sali go. After just two days I’ll drag you here by the hair, you’ll understand then.”
Subimal tried to scare me, distorting his face in a grimace. He was no offspring of the human race. He had
originated from the humankind only, a wild offspring. That was why I had been unable to find any resemblance
between his angry face and those of other known beings. Let him say whatever he wanted to. Let him do what he
wanted to do. So many courts, so many cases. No witnesses were required, no primary evidence was necessary.
So they would be able to drag me back to the red building. Bur never mind. Once again, I have got back within
me the feeling of human touch, I had heard human footsteps.
I was no longer scared. Fear could nor destroy me any more.
22.112 Excerpt from The Ghosts Of Vasu Master\fn{by Githa Hariharan (1954- )} Coimbatore, Coimbatore
District, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 5
1. Mangala’s Journeys
… Once, when the four of us—Mangala, Vishnu, Venu and I, made one of our rare trips away from Elipettai,
we went to the seaside a little outside Madras. We never saw the crowded Marina that we had heard so much
about: but this quiet strip of beach away from the heart of the city drew us day after day.
The boys, innocent of travel, landlocked in dusty Elipettai, had of course seen nothing like it. Even Mangala
suddenly seemed different: more receptive, open to the possibility of change. It was as if an entire week of
breathing damp, salty air; the freedom from routine and the freedom of muddy clothes; the importance of finding
shells intact; and above all, the cool, mysterious secret of the waves, drew Mangala out of herself; allowed her to
briefly shed her customary reticence.
The boys and I held hands and waded into the sea, just far enough for little Venu to be submerged up to his
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chest. Venu and he shrieked with delighted fright every time a large wave came billowing forward, crashed, and
knocked us under.
Mangala did not come into the water with us. She walked along the seashore, looking for shells, or stray
evidence of the secret sandy life of crustaceans—all kinds of odd things to add to the children’s collection. She
poked at the sand with a twig, sending a host of startled and indignant crabs scurrying about. But most of the time
she sat on the sand, at a distance from the shoreline where she could see us; though it was not our childish
splashing that she looked at, but some remote point in the distance where sea melted into sky.
As she fed the boys at night, Venu half asleep, leaning against her side so that she had to keep nudging him
awake, Vishnu asked her:
“Amma, why don’t you come into the water with us? Can’t you swim?”
“I could,” Mangala told him. “I used to swim in the village pond till I was nine or ten. But now—I don’t know
—can you forget swimming?”
My wife and sons looked toward me for an opinion. But I didn’t know either, and Vishnu said with something
like triumph:
“Amma can’t swim. Amma can’t cycle”—and before he could go on with his list, Venu suddenly woke up and
interrupted him.
“But she has seen ghosts and we haven’t.”
Vishnu, as Venu had expected, was immediately squashed. Both of them considered Mangala a ghost-expert.
She knew hundreds of ghost stories, though it was not always easy to make her part with one. When she gave
away one of these stories, it was an unexpected, exotic gift. Part of the gift was the air about her when she spoke
of ghosts, an air which told us that she knew what she was talking about; that she was on familiar, even intimate
terms with her ethereal heroes and heroines.
So Vishnu, having forgotten about swimming altogether, now coaxed Mangala:
“Amma, tell us a true ghost story. A real one.”
“No,” interrupted Venu, indignant. (He had introduced the subject after all.) “Tell us a very very strange ghost
story.”
“Let’s see,” said Mangala, unruffled as ever. “A story that’s true and strange?”
*
“The important thing to remember about ghosts,” Mangala began, “is that they were not always like that: souls
with no bodies; bodies with no matter, or life as we know it.
“So when I first saw Eliamma at her usual waiting-post, the seashore lit by a harvest moon, she was not a ghost
but a woman with a very real body. She was in fact beautiful, with thick, long hair and tapering, fish-shaped eyes.
She wore an old but spotless white mundu, and her choli was a deep midnight blue.
“She lived in the old fishing village by the sea, and was brought up to be a fisherwoman like the rest of her
kind. But something set her apart from the other villagers. It could have been her remote, disturbing sort of beauty
—her eyes always intent, as if straining to see something at a great distance: something as yet unknown, hidden in
the depths of the waters mid-sea.
“Eliamma did her share of fisherwomen’s work: she made herself useful mending nets, cleaning fish, drying
them. She went to church with the other young women. But she did not seem to have either family or friends. The
story was that she had many admirers and could have married any of the young fishermen; but she continued to
live alone in her hut, and to wander by the seashore at odd hours of the night. People said they had never seen her
smile. They said she had a secret: that she was in love, though no one knew who the beloved was.
“Eliamma walked alone by the sea night after night. She looked out into the watery horizon with longing. She
yearned to go far beyond the distance she could swim. She wanted to be in the center of the expanse she saw, in a
womb held in place by the ocean’s ancient secrets.
“As a girl she had thought she could do this by persuading the fishermen to take her with them when they set
out on the open sea. She knew now that this would never happen; they would only laugh at her and tease her as
they had then, or call her mad.
“On the nights when the fishermen set out in their long, narrow boats which. made trembling arrow-like
shadows on the water, she hid herself, but she watched them till the dark spots were swallowed up by the night
sea.
“One night, Eliamma was sitting behind an old boat that was no longer sea-worthy. It was grounded high up on
the sand near the two guardians of the village, a man and a woman with fearsome faces. Their bodies were
plastered white except for the eyes which were painted a fixed, staring black. Their blood-red mouths were
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stretched wide open so that their tongues hung out as far as they could. Both figures were seated on horse-like
creatures; both faced the sea with their grim, forbidding faces, as if daring the waters to intrude beyond their
allotted territory.
“Eliamma looked at them for a while; then she turned her face to its usual position, and looked out to the sea
like the guardians. She fell asleep.
“When she woke up, everything around her was dim and unfamiliar. Then she remembered where she was; she
licked her lips and felt salt on her tongue. The sea nearby sounded choppy and rough. Eliamma suddenly
scrambled to her feet, wondering if a freak storm was about to break.
“Then she saw the stranger. He stood only a few feet away, so she couldn’t believe she had not seen him right
away.
Her first thought was escape. In her moment of panic, she looked into the stranger’s face and was about to
make a flurried sign of the cross. She also turned around to run, but didn’t. She made herself look at him again.
He was tall, thin; his bones jutted out in sharp angles so that he looked skeletal in the moonlight. Though he did
not seem young, the face was smooth; and it wore a sweet, gentle expression as if it belonged to a kind,
benevolent uncle.
“In a sudden flash of lightning, she also saw his eyes. There was nothing frightening about them either. They
were as limpid as hers; they seemed in fact to be pleading with her.
“Eliamma suspected that their meeting was no accident. Though he had not yet said a word to her, she felt the
stranger had sought her out; to give her a very special, unusual gift.
“‘Who are you?’ she asked him. What do you want?’
“He looked at her steadily. Then he suddenly whispered,
“‘And you, Eliamma, what do you want? Do you still want to travel across the ocean?’
“She was so amazed that he knew her name and her secret—all of her it seemed—that she immediately said,
“‘Yes.’
“‘I can help you,’ he told her. ‘I can help you go out to sea in the fishing boats.’ She felt a sharp pang of
disappointment.
“‘I’ve tried that years ago,’ she said impatiently. ‘They won’t let me.’
“‘But they could see you then. What if they don’t know you are with them?’ He had her attention again.
“‘Tell me what to do,’ she said. ‘I’ll do anything.’
“When he heard these words, his face relaxed; he was almost smiling.
“‘I have—ah—a special quality, he told her. I am invisible. You see me now, but that is a brief illusion, given
to my kind once every thirty years.’
“‘Can you make me invisible?’ asked Eliamma. (She could see it was the only way she would ever get a place
on a fishing boat.)
“‘Yes,’ he replied, for as long as you like. I will take care of your visible body till then—and wait for you.’
“Eliamma was as impatient as he was. She couldn’t be bothered with details till she had tried it out. So they
went round the plaster guardians: he round the female twice; she round the male thrice. And Eliamma felt herself
being lifted out of her body till she was as light and insubstantial as air, and as invisible.
“As she raced down the shore to stow herself in a boat that would leave the morning after, she turned around
once. She saw the body she had left behind walking away.
“‘Hey you,’ she called out. She could not hear her voice—she heard only the roar of the waves—but he (or the
body) turned around.
“‘What do I do when I want to go back to my body?’ she called out.
“‘Look for me on the seashore. You’ll find me after a month near the old boat,’ he said to the empty air and
hurried away.
“For a week or two, Eliamma was happier than she had ever been. The sea was sometimes the mother she had
not known: the quiet rhythmic beating of the waves against the boat lulled her to a safe, watery place; a restful
sleep. Sometimes the sea was different: it was awesome, demanding, given to unpredictable swings of mood. She
loved this face too. She loved the excitement of her body balancing precariously in a fragile boat against the rage
and passion of the sea.
“She felt no hunger or thirst like the fishermen, so she felt no desire to go back to land. She saw a tiny rocky
island on the high sea and she lifted herself off the boat like a wisp of breeze.
“On her rock, surrounded by the sea, Eliamma lost count of time. She saw the fishermen come and go, and
once she heard their voices over the water, speaking in hushed, reverent tones of her rock. They called it the
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guardian of the mid-ocean.
“Many sunrises and sunsets later, Eliamma drifted into one of these boats and went back to the shore in search
of the stranger. There was, she had found, a catch to being invisible. Everything she touched sickened, froze, died,
or became invisible to everybody but her. If she scooped out fish from the sea to load a poor fisherman’s boat, the
fish lay in the boat, unseen, till it began to rot. Every day she scooped out invisible handfuls of rotting fish from
boats, or off her rocky island, and threw them back into the sea. Green and brown tentacles of seaweed, barnacles,
turtles, jellyfish—everything fell apart if she touched it.
“Then she knew why the stranger had been so generous, so quick to part with his riches; to be completely
invisible was to be lonely in a way the living did not know.
“Eliamma did not find him anywhere on the shore. Though she haunted the old boat, the twin guardians with
the gruesome painted faces, she saw no one who resembled the stranger; or her earlier, live self.
“So Eliamma waits,” said Mangala to our two wide-eyed sons. “She waits and waits, a patient ghost, for the
day she will find someone who sees her briefly. Someone who will willingly accept her freakish gift.”
2. Begum Three-in-One
When I remembered Eliamma’s voyage, I saw the familiar watery landscape that deepened as it flowed toward
the horizon. Eliamma was as insubstantial as a puff of air; her natural habitat mid-ocean, a mere speck to the
naked eye. I knew she was part of the vista before me only because I saw a less obscure womanly figure on the
shoreline.
As I gazed at the setting my feminine ghosts were partial to, the scene took on a silken appearance—a shimmer
in the gloss or wave, or the sheer quality of skin and sari; a grainy knot of thread in the velvety texture of sky and
sand. I was looking at the last canvas Jameela had embroidered on Mangala’s behalf: a hazy seascape in which all
was ambiguous movement, suggestive of mysterious possibility. I knew immediately that nothing tangible would
survive here; no recognizable creature of flesh and blood.
Eliamma, Mangala and Jameela were, in my mind at least, ineluctably linked, always hand in hand. But though
one had gone ahead of the other, both Eliamma and Mangala were receding ghosts. Their stories and Jameela’s,
for all their common motifs, were different.
Jameela was no spirit. Her full body was warm and alive under her ineffectual burqa. Though she was lost to
me, Jameela, I was sure, was not lost to life. She would survive. Even as I thought this, a voice I dimly recognized
as mine cried aloud.
“Where are you? Why are you hiding?”
And I saw in the lustrous panorama before me a creation of Jameela’s enchanted loom—her unspoken reply,
her very own story. Jameela said to me:
*
“There were three caterpillars who crawled out of their eggs one by one. They looked at each other and liked
what they saw, so the eldest, Ammukutty, said to the younger caterpillars:
“‘Nanikutty, Ummikutty, let’s be friends and live on this tree always.’
“Nanikutty and Ummikutty agreed, and without wasting time on further discussion the three immediately
began to chomp leaves in sisterly togetherness. They ate and ate and grew several furry bulges each. A week or
two later, they suddenly stopped; one, then the next, and their friendly munching noise gave way to a
companionable silence.
“Then Ammukutty split the baby skin that had got too tight for her, exposing a vibrant blue skin underneath:
the kind you might imagine on a deep-sea creature. She taught Nanikutty how to shed her skin and turn the fresh
color of fields, using all the possible shades of green: and Nanikutty in turn taught young Ummikutty to shut her
eyes and wriggle gently out of her old skin, to emerge a glorious, sunny orange.
“Now that the three sisters had passed their first test with flying colors, they went back to their regular business
of chomping leaves. But this time they combined chewing with a few other simple pleasures. They found, for
instance, two little knobs on their heads which they could use like antennae, to learn about the world around and
beyond their tree-home. And they discovered the spinnerets on their heads too: from these they could put out long,
slim threads of silk.
“They put this talent to all sorts of uses: if they fell from a branch or leaf, they spun threads to drop gently to
earth. If they wanted to return, they climbed these same threads. And as for fun and games, they walked on trails
of silk to their hearts’ content. They glided from one leaf to another by spinning bridges: they played Catch the
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Caterpillar’s Tail or Push Off the Leaf for hours with great shrieks of glee.
“Once Ammukutty, Nanikutty and Ummikutty had shed skins a second and a third and a fourth time, they
began, like the eager young things they were, to talk among themselves: of what they would see and do once they
were through with the childish pleasure of stuffing themselves. They took turns describing their futures. This they
did by twisting their silk threads into all kinds of fantastic shapes, so that they not only heard each other’s words
but saw before them, in a series of swiftly changing pictures, their varied dreams. They learnt designs and new
stitches from each other. By the time they were ready to sleep in the three gray bags they planned to sew for
themselves, they had a common fund of patterns, a rich mingling of dreams.
“One by one they stopped eating. Then Ammukutty began to move her head slowly, back and forth in a
sensuous dance; the other two followed. Ammukutty threw out one thread after another, swinging her head to
make the figure eight. Soon all three sisters were caught in this rapturous, serpentine movement. They danced
faster and faster, spun more and more thread in dizzy circles for three whole days.
“Exhausted, they shrank neatly into the safety of their cocoons and rested. They slept a sound sleep, not
doubting that they would meet each other again as official, full-fledged lady moths.
*
“They were so fast asleep that they did not hear voices below their tree. The voices came from three traveling
brothers—well-known in their hometown not only for their cleverness, but also because they were identical
triplets: Chief Triplet, Middle Triplet and Third Triplet.
“Chief, a sharp-eyed one, looked up at the sky to see if it was clear enough for their journey home. It was, but
his eyes also took in something else: hanging from a twig above, three bags of gray silk so fine that they
shimmered like glass when the sun shone on them.
“Chief lost no time telling his brothers about the luscious silkworms he had seen. All three wanted a bag of
threads each; they could already see the silk in their minds, its soft luster and beautiful colours. Chief told them:
“‘If there’s a lot of thread, we can take it back home and get rich. If there isn’t, there will be enough to get us a
silken robe or two; we can swagger about town like princes.’ Chief quickly added,
“‘It’s my turn first.’
“Middle and Third respectfully moved aside to watch him. Chief was a young man of great foresight. So he
didn’t rush up the tree right away as the others had expected. Instead he set about getting things ready. He pulled
out a saucepan from his traveling bag and went in search of a spring. When he had filled it with water, he set fire
to a pile of broken branches. He placed the saucepan on the fire when it was good and strong. Soon the water was
bubbling, sending up spiral clouds of steam. Chief rubbed his hands together and said,
“‘Now!’
“He climbed up the tree like an agile monkey and plucked Ammukutty off the twig with one quick grab.
Ammukutty shrieked as he slipped down the tree-trunk with her. He didn’t hear her, not having conversed with
hibernating caterpillars before. But Nanikutty and Ummikutty heard their sister, though they couldn’t do a thing to
help because it was too soon for them to open up their bags. So they heard and suffered silently. Once
Ammukutty’s screams grew faint, they had to go back to their dreaming; except this time, they wove in, with fine
silken knots, the life and dreams of Ammukutty.
“Middle and Third watched their brother come down with an almost ripe cocoon. Without a moment’s doubt,
Chief dropped Ammukutty into the water bubbling on the fire. The cocoon bobbed up and down like a lost boat; a
vulnerable island on a stormy sea. When Ammukutty was cooked to a pinkish gray tube of meat, the air was filled
with the foul stench of rotting fish. Middle and Third held their noses in disgust. But Chief wrapped a thick cloth
around his hand and unwound the shining threads of the empty cocoon. He pulled the thread gently, unraveled it
with all his cleverness, till he had yards and yards of fresh silk in his bag. It smelt awful, but that didn’t bother
him; silken robes and princely titles didn’t come without raising a bit of a stink.
“Now it was Middle’s turn. He was a mild, fearful sort. He wanted things all right, but he didn’t feel too happy
about the grabbing involved. He and Third said goodbye to Chief (who was in a hurry to get home), and Middle
sat down to think. He talked to Third; he talked to himself; sometimes, when terribly mixed up, he even tried
talking to the sleeping Nanikutty who had fallen to his lot. Finally Third, tired of all this wishy-washy selfexamination, snapped at him:
“‘We’re running out of time! Go up and do what you have to like a man!’
“Middle had to swallow all his excuses, doubts and questions, and climb the tree. It took him a while (as
everything did) and by the time he reached the branch closest to the twig he wanted, Nanikutty was almost
emerging from her chrysalis. Middle saw (with relief and self-loathing) that he was a little too late: she had
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already grown wings, though they were still moist and stuck to her sides. He picked her bag off the twig tenderly
so that she would not scream as Ammukutty had. (But Ummikutty, though puzzled by the silence, knew what was
going on.)
“Middle took Nanikutty down, bag and stuck wings and all, and put her into a box made of fine, porous paper.
He took the box home, where Nanikutty slowly got used to life in a paper box. She knew she would never see
Ummikutty again; never unfold her wings and test them out. But she laid the eggs a well-brought-up lady moth
should, all the time spinning those old dreams in her head, round and round herself like a warm, safe shroud.
“And Ummikutty? How did she fare with Third Triplet? The poor fellow had waited so long, what with Chief’s
elaborate preparation for the kill and Middle’s procrastination, that by the time Third got to climb the tree,
Ummikutty was out of her cocoon. When he neared the twig, she opened her wings and flew away. Third was left
with only a husk. He took it anyway, as consolation prize.
“So of the three sisters, only Ummikutty was left on the tree, and she was understandably nervous about her
safety. Her sisters’ dreams had also left her with some peculiar marks. Her wings, unlike those of the other lady
moths she had seen flying around at night, grew more and more flashy. Her antennae had become hyper-sensitive;
and she had not yet lost her ability to produce line after line of fine silk, or weave them into fantastic shapes.
“Ummikutty, aware of the dangers around her, looked for a hiding place. Every time she heard a voice below
the trees, she remembered the Triplets and she flew to the bag she had made for herself, a cocoon with a
difference. She hid in the shapeless, camouflaging sack she had neatly stitched together with large green leaves.”
Jameela said to me:
“Ummikutty, as far as I know, is still in hiding somewhere in the forest, weaving on her old spinning loom.
Year in and year out, she designs a tapestry full of meaning; but whatever she weaves is also ever-dissolving. If
you saw her creations, the colors and shapes she uses, you would understand why she is no longer called
Ummikutty; why she has grown into Begum Three-in-One. The stories she spins, you see, are not all her own, and
not always easy to unravel; because all of them weave in, with the finest of silk threads, the ghosts of her lost
sisters.”\fn{I have replaced the quotation marks missing in the original text before me, in the interests of machine-readability:H }
1955
86.123 I Am Still Alive\fn{by Nayeema Ahmad (1955- )} Jammu & Kashmir State, India (F) 2
Squatting in the middle of the road, she kept repeating her question to every passerby,
“Where are you going?”
Some would just look at her and ignore the question, others would begin to wonder: where indeed were they
going? Still others would freeze in their tracks as if they could not comprehend the meaning of her question. She
would keep an unflinching gaze on the frozen figures, occasionally laughing crazily. Her laughter did not make a
difference to them. There were many among the passers-by who were in a tearing hurry. Not only were they
unmindful of the surroundings but seemed to be unaware of their own selves too. Looking at them, it would
appear as though chaos and anarchy had been let loose. Who could know who was looking for whom? Or who
walked with whom? They were all adrift, cut off from one another, stumbling along, sightless, deaf.
I too was heading this way after a long, long time. My body felt like it had shrunk into a stiff, skeletal shape. It
seemed as though some power had robbed me of my ability to think. I had been hurrying along for a long time but
I too did not know where I was going. The soles of my feet were worn through—I could hardly walk. As I
approached the road where she sat, she stood up and barred my way. When my eyes fell on her face, life seemed
to return—there was a surge of vigor through my being—I could walk again. I thought to myself:
“This is she—yes—the one in whose search I have been lost for so long.”
I was filled with an excitement—if only I could lay the whole burden of my being in her lap! Then I might live
again. But she appeared even more frail and helpless than I was. How could she, who could barely carry her own
weight, lift or support mine?
“Where are you going?” she asked, with a smile that lit her face.
I could give her no reply as I myself did not know my destination. She gave me a look, full of such anger, as
threatened to tear me to pieces. Quickly I spoke.
“I? Where I am going? You ask me? No, you tell me.”
She heaved a deep sigh and tears began to roll down her face uncontrollably.
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“I have been telling you for such a long time—why are you still lost in this maze? Why didn’t you ask the help
of those you met before me?” The words tumbled out in one breath.
“But I did … I asked everyone I met but they all misled me, removed all traces of the roads that had been laid
out for me. I can do nothing any more—you are the one who must find out.”
Her voice broke, “No, no …”
“I was very weak. Whenever I asked them a question they mocked me. Knowing my powerlessness they
shoved me aside. Then I ran away to a desert where there was plenty of drinking water but my thirst could not be
quenched no matter how much I drank. There was something inside me, tormenting me—even cautioning me: you
are lost.”
She looked at me blankly, as though to convey that she did not think much of my story. Then she laughed, a
mirthless, harsh laugh. I could not bear its jarring resonance. I felt it would choke me—unable to breathe, I would
die. I begged her not to laugh like that.
“It scars my innards—just tell me where I am supposed to go—that’s all.”
Hearing my plea, tears poured like the monsoon rain from her eyes and she said,
“I myself am lost, following you. I have no idea where I am going. That is why, sitting in the middle of the
road, I ask all the passers-by—maybe, among them, there might be one who can show the way.”
“What? Are you lost too?” I screamed.
“Yes, I am lost too, but only because I was searching for you. Oh, how I have tried and tried for you to find
yourself so that I too could find my own lost self but you kept eluding me all the time. My youth was wasted
away while I kept a watch in the hope that you might walk this way again. How did I know that you would still be
wandering, lost in your old haunts?”
She grew hysterical, began to pull and tear out her hair, her clothes. I quickly took her hand and held it in mine,
and said,
“What have you started now, here in this broad street? Look, everyone is watching us!”
People started crowding around us, each one of them screaming and beating his chest.
A sharp cry escaped her.
“Why are you all mourning your individual losses? Why don’t you all raise one collective cry?”
The crowd was stunned into silence and each one began to look at the other. Suddenly, from the distance rose a
cry of panic and everyone turned in that direction. A gaunt skeleton of an old man rose from a grave, his flesh
pecked away by crows and vultures. A sudden thought came to me—this old man had been killed long ago. Now
he was advancing towards us with his decayed, rotting body, framing these words,
“Why did the crows and vultures feed upon my body?”
At his question, the crowd melted. She too moved and came close to me, grabbed me and began to weep. The
years had worn me out—I couldn’t walk any more. But she kept pushing me, dragging and pulling as she ran, a
throng of people trailing behind. Everyone ran, blindly, as though chased by armed marauders. I struggled to free
myself, loosen her grip so that I could answer the old-man-from-the-grave. I looked back—he lay flat by the
grave once again and crows and vultures fell upon him as before. As we entered the grim, frightful wilderness, her
grip loosened, but now it was my turn to clutch her hand and say,
“No, you can’t leave me. How will I ever find my way back?” She came close and, her lips almost touching
my ear, she whispered,
“Look back—at all those people who were running after us!”
I looked and saw all their bodies pasted on the road. Nothing moved. Everything was dead. Life had no
meaning any more. An ominous silence gripped the scene. She sat down and leaned against a tree, with a deep
sigh. I was about to do the same when my eye was drawn to all those two-dimensional bodies that lay plastered on
the roads where thousands of vultures had gathered.
“No … No … why should crows and vultures feed upon them!” She rested her head upon my shoulder and
said, with a laugh,
“Those you imagine to be dead, are alive. They are the people who are condemned to live for a thousand
years.”
I knew she was right when I saw that the crows and vultures were not eating the flesh of these road-huggers
but carefully filling their beaks with sand from the dunes and sprinkling it on them. I asked her,
“Tell me: am I dead or alive?” She chuckled and said,
“You are still alive because the dead ask no questions!”
I was reassured by this. Perhaps I too wanted to lie there in peace, while crows and vultures filled their beaks
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with sand from the dunes and gently sprinkled it over me, so that I too could live on for thousands of years.
69.120 Murder In May\fn{by Rukun Advani (1955- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 10
In the late summer of that year we lived in a house on a road that looked across gulmohar and amaltas to a
tailor’s shop. The orange of the gulmohar and the yellow of the amaltas seemed like brave flourishes of dissent
against the heat of that depraved May which devastated our town with such gratuitous ferocity. February had
beguiled us with cool breezes and sometimes showers; March with the deception of winter’s last fling; and then
overnight April turned with a burst of tree-flowers into May. So vengeful was the sun and so vivid the colors
which flamed in protest against its gigantic horror that it was impossible not to remember the names of those
trees. For five searing weeks when the rest of the world fled towards water and the snow of the mountains, the
gulmohar and the amaltas stood their ground like General Custer, sprouting fire against the intransigent sky.
It was some relief to look at the silent colour of defiance on those trees. All day they stood sentinel outside our
house, dripping bloom. Inside, we dripped sweat. The electricity, like the servants, would come and go without
warning. The water was much more predictable: it didn’t bother to come at all. If you switched open the tap in the
day you could hear inside it the death rattle of a very old man. By late evening he seemed to have recuperated
enough for a sluggish trickle to gargle and sputter out of the bathroom tap, as slow as a government clerk. It took
even more time to fill a bucket than it did to get one’s savings out of the State Bank.
There was nothing to do but sweat it out. In between virtually waterless five-mug baths I read Treasure Island
and heard Beethoven’s music in which at times I caught the sublime heroism of emperors, or the birdsong
happiness of pastoral worlds, or my body afloat at the extremities of the Milky Way.
Reality was rather different. My little brother and I were awoken each day by the silence of slowing fans as the
electricity went and the flies came. The earliest sensation in our happy home was the tickle of flies making their
breakfast off our body salts. The earliest sounds in our happy home were curses.
“O God, not again,” was Amma’s opener. Being female, she had no option but restraint.
“Those bastards, those bloody bastards, those bloody swines, they should all be electrocuted,” was how Abba
began the day. His wrath at the electricity department took many cups of tea and several newspapers before
simmering down into a general feeling of disgust with India as a whole.
“This damn country, I tell you, it's going to the dogs.”
He achieved a little catharsis by the globalization of personal discomfort.
“No it isn’t,” said Amma. “It’s already gone to the flies. Now move your backside and do something about it.”
She had a low wrath threshold. Abba grouched. Within the house he was the helpless Indian male. The kitchen
was out of bounds for him ever since he tried to light the kerosene stove and nearly burnt the house down, and it
was as much as he could do to put the newspapers to good use. Yawning and groaning, he folded one to a handy
size and worked it as an impromptu Japanese fan against the absence of electricity and the ubiquity of the flies.
Then, since his mind and bowels were controlled by the print media, he hitched up his pajamas and began his jet
propulsion towards the loo, all the while muttering against the foulness of the weather, the stupidity of the Indian
government, the animus of servants, and the malign conspiracies of fate which all seemed personally directed at
him. Clutching the papers, he thrashed at flies and yelled for the ayah to give him more tea.
“Something was rotten in the state of Denmark. Everything is rotten with the state of bloody India.”
Such sentiments from him marked our transition to full-blooded summer.
*
Each morning Abba emerged from the loo to make his matutinal\fn{ Of or occurring in the morning} pronouncement
about the previous day’s temperature, as though he had something personal to do with its inexorable increase.
“One hundred and seven in the shade,” he said with satisfaction one morning, after we had fanned our way in
Hawaii chappals to the breakfast table. He preferred the Fahrenheit scale to the Centigrade because the numbers
on it sounded more impressive.
“Fifteen dead by heatstroke in Bara Banki in one day. And on the other side sixty-three have drowned in the
Assam floods. Twenty-eight feared washed away in Hooghly ferry capsize. Bus plunges into khud near Simla.
Drought conditions take toll in tribal belt. Smallpox claims eight victims in Bihar. All in one day! What is happening to this country, I tell you?”
He seemed perversely pleased, nonetheless, that it had all happened in one day; if it had happened over two the
newspapers would have been less stimulating. In some obscure way his sense of self increased after he had
registered the rise in temperature and chewed awhile on the statistics in the papers. The higher the temperature,
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the more the deaths reported, the greater seemed his sense of self-achievement in having fought off the deliberate
cruelties being directed against him by the Union of India. That morning his attention was diverted by the flies on
his bowl of mangoes. Cautiously, like a leopard in sight of prey, he quadrupled the newspaper, then swatted hard
with a little Tarzan yelp. Two flies flattened into red-black gore on newsprint and were examined by the killer, his
catharsis now reinforced by a small sense of triumph against the country and the heat.”
“This is India,” he said, disgust mingling with satisfaction. “All unity in diversity. So many deaths in one day.”
I picked up the paper and examined it with morbid delight.
“Fifteen men on a dead man’s chest, Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum.”
Amma wasn’t amused by my casual heartlessness.
“That’s not very nice,” she said sharply. “Those are poor people. How would you feel if you had to live out on
the road or were washed away in a flood?”
Very dry and very wet, I thought, but held my tongue, searching within for a less obviously rude retort. “How
Would You Feel!” was the standard moral line with which all parents began. They only had to fill in the blanks
with something or the other to make you feel guilty.
“Then why are you eating mangoes?” I asked defiantly.
Abba warded off the darkening of Amma’s brows against me with casual expertise.
“That,” he said to me with a guarded glance in her direction, “is a non-sequitur. And for your information, and
also for the information of your dear ignorant Amma, a non-sequitur is something that has no logical connection
with what has gone before.”
I lay low and said nothing. Silence, I had discovered, usually helped restore things to an equable temperature.
Amma was about to come out with some scathing answer but fortunately my little brother diverted them both with
a non-sequitur:
“Amma Amma; my teacher aunty told me to say Papa-Mummie. She told me to say Papa-Mummie, not to say
Abba-Amma. Yesterday she told me you are my Mummie and she says to call Abba Papa like all my friends.”
My brother only said anything if he was feeling over-whelmed enough for the words to. spill out of him, so
everyone listened when he spoke as though they’d heard the first cuckoo of spring. His interruption lowered the
Fahrenheit and switched my parents onto a tricky elementary problem. The everyday difficulties of secularism
compounded the heat, the dust, the drought, the floods, the government, the electricity, the water.
“In India,” said Abba, “the rich are too rich to care and the poor are too poor to care. It’s only people like us
who have to suffer.”
It was only in India that the entire universe seemed to conspire against the middle class. Even in that house,
where ceiling fans blew tepid air away towards the hotter air outside, and which was set by the gulmohar and the
amaltas, there seemed such a basic quality about the problems of managing to stay alive. .
“I will speak to your teacher,” said Amma. “Don’t worry. Some children like to call their parents MummiePapa, other children like to call them Amma-Abba. In our house we like Amma-Abba.”
My father and she exchanged looks. My little brother looked uncertain, but he forgot his worries at the sight of
mangoes. He liked Dasehris, I liked Langdas, Amma liked Chausas, and Abba ate them all faster than we liked.
Soon we were all making loud sucking noises with our mangoes, looking furtively left and right to estimate how
many we might be able to wolf before the others did.
Somewhere outside, fifteen men had shriveled into the earth for lack of water. A little further, many more had
been carried away by an excess of it. In my book that summer they linked up with the water in the sea over which
pirates carried dead man’s chests, and in all our lives they linked up with the sweet and salt juices of summer that
went in or came out of our bodies. Everything was connected or seemed connectable with everything else.
Drought with flood, mangoes with sweat, death with rum, newspapers with bowels, Amma-Abba with MummiePapa, Bara Banki with Assam. The unity-within-diversity of our landscape seemed just a question of who made
the connections, and I didn’t see how the pirates in Treasure Island were a non-sequitur to the newspaper deaths if
the mangoes descending into our stomachs weren’t.
Anyway, the stray constructions which comprised the country in my mind seemed incomparably more
delightful than the gloomy pictures of it that Abba provided from his wad of papers. The newspaper reports only
seemed like bad fiction. They contained no stories that moved me to sympathy or to feeling of I any kind, only
damp or dry clichés which I felt vaguely obliged to take seriously out of filial guilt. Inside myself I was dubious
about people who read newspapers like the gospel.
In the tailor’s shop two sewing machines, their brand names faded smooth by use, whirred busily all day. Their
circular sounds mingled with the rotating rattle of a table fan which blew hot air at Masterji, as he was called, and
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his brother the dwarf. The dwarf, as befitting his size, had even less name, and was called Chhote, or Kaddu, or
Baunay, or Thigntay, all words that connoted someone lacking in stature. To my mind those names were all unfair
to the little tailor, who always welcomed the neighborhood children to his shop and enthralled us with the
intricacies of his sewing machine. Most of his life he sat huddled self-effacingly in one corner with his little legs
crossed over, peering at cloth and thread, studiously cranking his machine, always keeping a quiet distance from
the taller world of condescending people. He was completely reclusive and never stirred out of his shop. He did
not participate in the life of the street, though I’d often seen him stand at the door of his shop to feed stray dogs
and give chapatis to the Bear Man who hung around our road with his bear in tow. But for the most part he kept to
himself and thought his own thoughts, and my instinctive sympathies were with him and against the larger world
which did not comprehend people below a certain height. I re-read Snow White to see if dwarfs could be called
some-thing more definite than Chhote and Baunay but got no help there. I wanted him to have a fuller name, a
real name in place of those caricatures. Once I asked Amma what his real name was, but she treated me like a
non- sequitur.
“Real name? People like that don’t really have real names like we have. Anyway, I don’t know his real name,”
she said, peering at the tail end of a thread. “How does it matter what his real name is anyway? I don’t think he’s
called anything very much. Your Abba calls him Notre Dame,” she said, biting the thread and maneuvering it
towards an unnecessarily small hole.
“Blast,” she said, glaring at the thread, “this thing is the size of a camel.”
The camel was having difficulty getting through the eye and I was on the wrong side of the thread of her
thoughts.
“Your Abba calls. him Notre Dame and I call him Nostradamus,” she said abstractly.
“But why?” I asked, perplexed. “Are those names his real names?”
She pursed her lips at the camel, pushing him now with studied firmness and letting a stray area of her mind
focus on my less important need.
“Those names are real names but they’re not his real names,” she said. “He’s a hunchback and some people
say he can tell the future. Now go away.”
Grown people were mostly doing something inconsequential. Their lives were lived at some different height
and their mysterious explanations were remote from the urgency of my needs. At any rate, I had no desire to
compete with a camel for her attention and went off the topic, uncertainly armed with the knowledge that dwarfs
reputed to foretell the future could for some reason be called Notre Dame or Nostradamus.
I asked Ramu-ki-Amma, our ayah, if she knew his real name, though without much expectation of help. She
was a village woman and the concept of a real name was incomprehensible to her. Besides, like everyone her size,
she said he was too short to be called anything. I gave up and Hindified my friend the dwarf down to Nasterji,
which chimed with his older brother.
I discovered, soon, that the name had taken root. People found it convenient to refer to the pair as Masterji and
Nasterji. There was a childish jingle in the combination which pleased everyone and somehow seemed to fit the
pair. And with time, as happens when enough people are content to repeat the same phrase or rumor, it took on the
apparel of truth. Masterji and Nasterji was what the tailors were called after that, so much so that they them-selves
accepted the nomenclature without demur. When their shop grew big enough to boast a board it read:
MASTERJI & NASTERJI, BROS.
LADIES & GENTS TAILORING
VISIT FOR ALL KIND
PANT SHIRT SUITING
PETTY COAT SARI BLOUSE
GOD MADE MAN
BUT TAILOR MADE GENTALMAN
The road on which we lived, one house above Masterji and Nasterji, had also been named at some distant time
in history after a colonial long gone, about whom no one in our town ever knew anything. It was Jackson Road,
correctly rechristened Jai Kishan Road to suit the tongues of the people who lived there. Later, to pave the way for
its conversion into a middle-class slum, it was renamed Lajwanti Hingorani Chattopadhyaya Marg after the
mother of a local nationalist politician whom no one had ever seen.
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The pleasant uncertainty of all those names and the absence of history about the place suited the casual
amnesia, the lassitude, the restful lack of direction in our town. It was very early in the sixties, the sun was
unceasing, and Jai Kishan Road led nowhere in particular. Unnamed cart-tracks and dirt roads fed aimlessly into
it, then meandered out at some point in futile, enfeebled efforts to leave the heat behind. Children of dust color
played in the shade of the trees, among idle piles of rocks and mounds of sand and bricks unclaimed for ages. The
little boys were always naked waist down, the little girls always protected strategically by rags. Near them the
trees asked no money for their shade to a cobbler, a cigarette-seller, and the street’s regular Bear Man, who
scratched out a living by flailing his slothful animal into a reluctant dance.
In the evenings a busy little bazaar of vegetables formed on the kerb. Men in dhotis and women in old, faded
saris squatted on their haunches or sat stooped by their vegetables, sprinkling the greens and the tomatoes now
and then with dashes of water through a net of fingers. Housewives with plastic baskets and husbands riding
bicycles on their way home from offices, with cane baskets hooked to their handlebars, stopped and haggled their
way towards bargains which reduced everyone to a grumbling equanimity. From behind the babble of
negotiations, the children of the thrifty rich emerged out of drawn blinds from bungalows, attracted by the gudduguddu-guddu-guddu sound of the strung pellets with which the Bear Man’s hourglass hand-drum beat out a
Pavlovian rhythm to the bear. Everyone awaited the wilting of the amaltas, signaling the sun’s cruel victory,
which annually enabled the heavens to pelt down the mercy of the monsoon.
*
I too was part of that world once, watchful and waiting. On the afternoon of that late May, after the morning
ritual of failed electricity, mango juice and the splattered gore of fly on newspaper, before the sun had dulled to
the sullen red of evening, I drew a curtain and blinked my way through the color of the trees towards the
inhabitants of the road. I wanted to get out and play the evening’s round of Cricket and Seven Tiles and CatchUm-Catch with all the Gooddoos and Pappoos and Babloos and Bantoos of the neighborhood. But it was not time
yet. The tar had melted at the edges of the road and it lay deserted, save for patches of protection from the trees.
No one had dared stir out at that hour of the afternoon. The cobbler, the cigarette seller, the ice-cream men and the
water-sellers with their leaking trolleys had all sought out the shade in some less furious part of town. Only the
Bear Man and his bear were visible.
I saw the Bear Man slumped next to the bear, close by the cobbler’s roof of plastic which served as a ragged
gesture of protection. The Bear Man seemed in a strangely supine position. The bear, however, was unusually
active, standing straight up and sniffing the air, looking anxiously to his left and right. Their postures seemed
oddly reversed. It was more normal for the bear to be in a slump, or scratching himself with indolent commitment,
and for the Bear Man to be active and coaxing.
I had scarcely noticed this when I saw something even odder. The door of the tailor’s shop burst open and
Nasterji rushed out. His expression was intense and his short little body seemed agitated as he blinked and capped
his eyes with his hand. It was the first time I had seen him fully outside his shop. He looked first to his right and
saw nothing, then towards his left, down the road past our house to the Bear Man and the bear. His expression
changed when he saw them and he seemed to look around the road for support. But there was no one on the road.
He came to a quick decision and waddled as fast as he could in the direction of the bear, who was still up on his
legs, his master still slumped on the kerb. I saw for the first time how small Nasterji really was. There was an
anxious sense of purpose in his walk which I did not associate with him.
At Nasterji’s approach the bear let out a growl which stopped the little tailor in his tracks. The bear man did not
stir, and the bear now bent protectively close to his master, snarling a little to keep the tailor at bay. Nasterji stood
at a safe distance, calling out to the Bear Man.
“Bhaloo Wale,” he said, and then as loud as he could, “Arre, O Bhaloo Wale.”
The attractive diffidence of his indoor voice had been overtaken by an urgent, outdoor authority.
But the Bear Man did not stir. Nasterji edged to his left and right to get a view of the Bear Man’s face. The
bear snarled more fiercely and clawed the air as warning, but he was tied and could not venture more than a step
or two beyond his master.
Nasterji crouched and waited, calling to the Bear Man. There was no response. Nasterji bent and I saw him
pick a little pebble which he then rolled gently at the Bear Man. The bear growled and pawed the air, but the Bear
Man lay absolutely still, his face touching the road.
It was then that I recognized what I think Nasterji had sensed sitting inside his shop, and which had seemed
urgent enough for him to have made his first appearance on the road. The Bear Man of Jai Kishan Road had died
of the heat. The sun’s conquests, so aridly reported in the morning newspapers, had come ironically alive for me.
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I stood frozen at my window as Nasterji ran as fast as he could through blasts of heat towards his shop. A
moment later he reappeared with Masterji and they both walked hurriedly towards the dead man and the bear. I
ran into the recesses of our home to inform Amma and summon her to the window. By the time she arrived, a
small crowd of people had begun to gather on the street in a cautious semi-circle some distance from the bear.
The bear now sat beside the body, growling in low tones, uncertain at the changed circumstances in which the
crowd had gathered to watch him. The hand-drum to which he responded lay near the body. The bear was now on
his own, facing a world of hostile voyeurs, directed only by some inner rhythm which made him protect the body
on the curb.
The crowd swelled as the news spread. People emerged from their homes earlier than they would normally
have. Passers-by stopped off their bicycles to look, mingling with the louts and dusty urchins who were in the
forefront of the semi-circle. Within a few minutes sixty people had emerged out of nowhere, like flies on
mangoes, to feed idly upon the dead man and the bear. Life was so routine, the heat so intense, and the sources of
entertainment so meager that even the most minor accident seemed like water to the thirsty gaze of the crowds
that formed so miraculously on all our roads. The sudden gathering below was of circus proportions, and that poor
man’s death was now a major spectacle.
At first the main object of the crowds seemed just to look from a safe distance. But then, very quickly, they
adjusted to the fact that the bear couldn’t get to them, nor they to the body of the Bear Man. This was satisfactory.
It allowed them to move a bit closer. No longer apprehensive or cautious, their morbid curiosity inched them
slowly forward.
“Let’s make the bear dance,” said one of the louts and picked up a stone. He might have flung it at the animal’s
feet but Nasterji let out a scream at him. The crowd looked at the dwarf and sniggered.
“Shut up Kaddu,” said the lout. “Are you in love with the bear?”
The crowd laughed.
“Don’t you know,” said another, “dwarfs and bears are all circumcised. Why don’t we make them both dance?
Don’t they look alike?”
The crowd roared and scratched itself, preparing for fun. Masterji shrank back at that but Nasterji stood his
ground. Some people in the crowd cackled raucously, others looked uneasy. Two or three old women in the crowd
quietly walked away.
“Let’s go mun,” said an Anglo-Indian lady in a Doris Day frock to her schoolteacher husband. “This mob’s full
of bleddy chhokras and goonda-boys mun.”
“Do not harm the bear,” said Nasterji to the crowd. “If the bear is harmed, we will drown. Give him some
water to drink. Don’t you understand? We will all drown.”
The leaders in the crowd swaggered with laughter at the dwarf’s comic incoherence. Such a huge agitation in
such a diminutive figure had all the disproportion of clowns in the Gemini Circus. It was fun. It provided good
entertainment free of cost. What more could one ask for on a summer afternoon?
“Listen to that mad dwarf,” said a man in black drain-pipes who had Brylcreem hair slicked back into an Elvis
Presley puff. “He’ll drown us if we touch his bear!”
“Call the lunatic asylum,” said another. “Tell them to lock up the bear and the dwarf.”
“No no yaar, call the zoo,” said a third, his little finger entwined villainously around his neighbor’s, “and tell
them to send a cage for the dwarf and the bear.”
There was more laughter. The crowd had now swelled into a swarm of bodies, a hive which thickened by the
minute as more and more people ran up so as not to miss out on all the free fun.
I looked helplessly up at Amma.
“I better phone your Abba,” she said, “and tell him to call the police.”
She rustled off in her starched cotton towards the phone.
Amazingly for such a shy man facing so much contempt, Nasterji repeated what he had said. He held his little
hands up in the air.
“Wait,” he said with anguish and the little dignity his height allowed, “please wait. I will get the bear some
water. If the bear is harmed we could all drown.”
The man with the Presley puff came into the middle of the circle and began to perform a mocking dance,
imitating the bear.
“Don’t harm me, don’t harm me,” he sang, “or else I will eat you all...
O O O, ho ho ho!
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This bear, this bear, this bear;
This bear he’s got no name, O
Ho ho ho, O O O!
And me, and me, and me;
And me I’ve got no dame, O
Ho ho ho, ho ho ho
Bear with me, bear with me, O bear with me;
O bear will you be my dame, O?

The crowd applauded with gusto. It was now thrilled. The dead man was clearly inaccessible and could be
forgotten for the moment. The bear’s snarl, watchable earlier, was now monotonous. Dwarfs didn’t really have
names and animals didn’t really have feelings. Those concepts were alien in a country where human beings died
like flies in the heat or got washed away as numbers in a flood, noted only for a day in the margins of newspapers.
The dwarf possessed neither physical height nor social weight. He had neither significance nor authority. He was
probably circumcised. He was comically incoherent. How could he be anything except a figure of fun?
Meanwhile, here was Elvis Presley singing to them in Brylcreem and drainpipes.
“Better get lost quick,” said a gray-haired man to Nasterji, “or these goondas will feed you to the bear.”
Nasterji stepped back and went off in the direction of his shop.
“Come back Kaddu,” people yelled after him. “Come and dance for us.”
I heard Aroma say something into the phone in the distance.
Elvis had finished his dance and the crowd now awaited something new to happen. The sun was lower on the
horizon and the water and ice-cream trolleys had converged to do business on the road. People on the fringes of
the crowd dissipated to buy cholera fluid advertised as water for five naya paisa. The better-off bought
themselves congealed water sticks advertised as ice-cream—cholera guaranteed or your money back—for four
annas a stick. They were replaced by others from the rear who insinuated themselves into hairline spaces within
the crush of bodies. They craned their necks to see the dead man and the bear.
A little time passed, a few in the crowd felt entertained enough to depart, others came in to look and hung
about to pass the time. The spectacle was slowly losing its entertainment value. The Bear Man was dead and the
bear wasn’t performing. The dwarf had departed, the louts had lost some of their preeminence. The sun had
lowered its relentless gaze and helped to relax the ardor of the crowd. The atmosphere was now less aggressive,
less surcharged with expectations of entertainment. With the same unaccountable suddenness that people had
converged, feet began to shift in various directions, leaving only a hard core, of idle voyeurs.
But then, just as quickly as the loss of momentum, things livened up again. To everyone’s amazement the
dwarf came running back, bearing a surahi of water in one hand and an enamel bowl in the other.
“Welcome welcome,” said Elvis Presley with a shout which attracted the local Vietnam deserters back to the
war-front; turning to the crowd he announced in a loud voice:
“And now we shall see a bear drink water and eat a dwarf.”
Nasterji broke through the circle and approached the bear, who growled his warning. The tailor proceeded
cautiously, pushing the bowl of water as far forward as he dared, close enough for the bear to drink. Then he
retreated and stood near the crowd, watching anxiously to see if the animal would drink. The bear looked at the
water but made no move towards it.
“He’s not thirsty you fool,” said the gray-haired man. “Leave him alone and get lost.”
But Nasterji said nothing and just waited. How long this would have gone on I don’t know, but as in the Hindi
movies, the police arrived on the scene just then to clean things up and end the crowd’s fun. I guessed Amma’s
message had been transmitted on by Abba to his brother, a bureaucrat, who would then have asked some
subordinate in the police, in the language of his office, to “please kindly rush a law-and-order jeep immediately to
the troublespot.”
A gray Mahindra jeep arrived, trailing clouds of gory black diesel-smoke. Five fat policemen stepped out,
chewing paan and oozing the greasy authority of people genetically endowed with corruption and brutality. The
chief among them was immediately distinguishable by his girth. His paunch was the largest. It overhung a brown
gun-belt.
“Hato, Hato,” he said belligerently, making it clear that he was now in charge. The crowd took a token step
back, waiting to see what would happen next. Only Nasterji, who was now standing, stayed where he was.
“Hey you,” said the chief policeman.
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His four minions stood just behind, awaiting the order to jump at the dwarf.
“Didn’t you hear me you bloody half-witted clown? Get out of the way. We will handle this matter.”
Nasterji walked quickly forward to the enamel bowl and pushed it further towards the bear, then retreated. He
knew it was futile to do any more. The bear was confused and alarmed. He snarled to himself and had no mind to
drink.
“Don’t harm that bear,” said Nasterji to the police. “If you harm the bear we may drown.”
The crowd laughed.
The policeman looked at them in surprise, then joined them with a sneering laugh. He saw that this was no
law-and-order situation. This was a circus. He could wait and join the fun. His laughter enlisted the crowd’s
support in his favor and went against the dwarf. The policeman looked around to check that there was nothing else
afoot, no other cause for worry. This crowd wasn’t communal. If it erupted at all, it would only be in laughter.
There was no real trouble, only a crowd wanting some harmless fun. Some idiot of a Bear Man had died, leaving
his bear tied next to him. Some idiot of a dwarf was being comically protective. He could handle it. But first they
would have some fun.
“Get some rope,” he said to his. subordinates, who seemed to have a supply of it in their jeep. “Now,” he said
to the crowd, “does anyone among you want to lasso the bear?”
An excited murmur went through the crowd and Elvis Presley volunteered at once. A lasso was made and he
walked up cautiously, watched by his excited supporters. He threw the noose at the bear, who rose and came
savagely forward. Presley turned tail and lunged back into the crowd, and there was a huge surge backwards.
People stepped on other people, there were yells, screams, curses. But the bear was held secure by a strong rope
and posed no real danger. Soon the crowd pressed forward again and Presley returned to the arena, eager to
refurbish his macho image. He tried his hand once more, and then several other times, getting close once, but the
rope missed its mark each time.
“Here’s someone with a net,” said the gray-haired man to the police chief. “He’s brought a badminton net!
Here inspector sahib, catch your bear with the badminton net.”
Fresh excitement. Could the bear be caught in a badminton net? This time the police chief decided to try himself and flung the net with a great gush. But his fingers got caught at one end as he flailed it towards the bear and
its rear half landed on his own head.
The crowd roared with laughter at this. Here was better entertainment than anyone could possibly have bargained for.
“This is our great Indian police,” yelled someone from the back. “Come and watch our efficient Indian police
catch a bear with a badminton net!”
There were bales of hysterical laughter.
“The zoo is going to get three new animals,” shouted another. “A bear, a dwarf and a policeman.”
Wild laughter and whoops of joy. There were now three hundred people clamoring for a view of the spectacle
on Jai Kishan Road.
The policeman, red in the face, looked a circus comedian as he tried to disentangle himself from the net with
the assistance of a host of subordinate clowns who had rushed into the melee. In their comic collective anxiety
they only got in his way, and to the crowd’s extreme delight they tripped the fat policeman who fell flat on his
face.
The crowd’s joy was now hysterical. It was like watching a Laurel and Hardy film. Even Amma grinned
sardonically and I was squealing with laughter. Here was live confirmation of the ineptitude of our police. Here
was living demonstration of retribution against the corrupt. Here was comic proof of how the mighty fell!
By the time the policeman extricated himself from the net the crowd was rolling around with laughter and the
policeman was purple with rage.
“Move back you bastards,” he yelled hoarsely. “Move back. I’ll show that mother-fucking bear who’s in
charge here. And as for you lot, shut up or I’ll arrest every one of you, you fucking bastards.”
There were residual sniggers, then the crowd fell silent. The policeman looked belligerently in all directions to
regain the stature he had lost, and to ensure there was nothing between him and the bear. Then he took the heavy
revolver out of his gun-belt. The crowd was instantaneously transformed into an eager whisper of anticipation.
The bear was still near his master, bound by a distance of fifteen feet from the policeman, innocent in his tired,
instinctive snarling. The policeman took his time; he had all the time in the world. He pointed his gun in the
direction of the bear, slowly and fastidiously, brutally aware of the necessity to stamp his authority forever in the
eyes of the crowd.
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The policeman took careful aim and fired thrice at the bear’s head.
Like John F. Kennedy in the distance to our west, like Vietnamese peasants in the distance to our east, like the
flies which sat on our mangoes that morning, that bear never knew what hit him. He slumped down dead in a
shaggy black heap over the body of his master. I saw the little dots of red blood that trickled out to mingle with
the bear’s black hair. The dots spread into a smudge, and I saw the color of that smudge. It had the tonal
discoloration of finality, the hideous emphasis of something which had irrevocably been said. It was a native
Indian dye, peculiar to our landscape, yielded by mixing casual brutality with the authority of uniforms and
statistics. It was the color of red-black gore on newsprint, a stain which spread out as one of the indelible colors of
the country in my mind.
*
I cannot exactly recollect if the massive dust-storm which uprooted so many of the gulmohar and amaltas trees
on our road in the late summer of that year struck our town on the very same evening that bear was killed, or
whether it struck some days later. I don’t suppose it matters. Does it even matter that a man I knew slumped with
the heatstroke on a barren road and that a bear was shot dead? Does it mean anything at all that a dwarf who had
no stature in anyone’s eyes gained some in mine? Or that a policeman who lost status entangling himself in a
misdirected web emerged a hero by using a gun with such easy precision? You could see all these things connect
up with each other. Or you could see them as a string of non-sequiturs.
I suppose none of it matters really, except as a vivid and connected landscape inside the head of the boy who
watched helplessly. It mattered to me then, and it must have been the complex painfulness of the experience
which brought on in me a viral fever later that summer which nearly carried me off like the flies. The dust-storm,
in my recollection, came before my fever, so it is likely—if such idle chronology is of any more consequence than
the name of a dwarf or the death of a bear—that raged on that precise evening when the Bear Man died and the
policeman with the huge paunch netted himself and shot that innocent animal.
It was certainly a storm unusually savage. A tumid stillness when no leaf stirred, then a louring which made the
evening’s idle kite-fliers pull back their kites and the Okay Tata trucks pull up at dhabas for milk-brown tea in
rudimentary shelter, then shallow gusts which swept the dust along the roads and into eyes, and then suddenly,
finally, the full fury recorded in the Pastoral Symphony, the violins and the trumpets and the drums lashing down
the gulmohar and the amaltas and the electric poles and the phone lines without quarter.
It made the first page in the papers the next day, which satisfied Abba. But to me it seemed short of being a
fulfillment of the Nostradramatic apocalypse predicted by the little tailor next door.
For that I only had to wait a fortnight. The rains came early that year and over the initial burst it rained for four
days without a break. That first stretch of the monsoon was a relief, I remember. God’s promise to Noah, as
modified to suit our weather pattern, was that it would rain like hell after forty days of miserable heat. Well it did.
North India became like Kerala and Venice put together. Since life was a project for Amma, she dug out pictures
of Canaletto to show us what our town might become and re-read the truth about Noah from the gospel. But in my
book, the fury of the rains that year was connected most centrally with the prophecy made by Nasterji the day the
bear was shot.
Every day, in the early monsoon of that year, Abba emerged from the loo to make his matutinal pronouncement
on the previous day’s rainfall, as though he had something personal to do with its inexorable increase—the only
difference now was that Fahrenheit had given way to millimeters. He preferred saying how many millimeters of
rain had, fallen to centimeters or inches because it sounded more impressive that way, and because he felt his
identity swell like a river after he’d said it.
Hundreds of millimeters seemed to fall every day as the monsoon progressed from Assam to Bengal to Bihar
to our town in Uttar Pradesh. The Brahmaputra was in spate, the Ganga was rising, the troubled Yamuna chafed
underneath her banks, the Naunada had burst her banks, and even the nondescript Gomti had developed an
identity of crisis proportions which threatened to spill over into our town.
In mid September it did. Every day there were pictures of army jawans plugging breaches in miscellaneous
north Indian rivers, urged on by hosts of ministers in white chaprasi caps. But in our town the waters were out to
avenge the bear and drown the callousness of the citizens. It was the sort of thing the Old Testament was made up
of.
The floods of that year came right up the Jai Kishan Road and bit into the roots of the few gulmohar and
amaltas that remained, paving the way for the construction of that area into the middle-class slum it later became.
The trees were washed away, and so were all the inhabitants of the road—the cobbler, the cigarette seller, and the
water- and ice-cream men. I do not think they drowned, though they may have been part of the statistics of death
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by water which Abba read out to us at our uncle’s house, where we’d shifted to tide over the floods. My uncle, as
I said, was a very important man. He was in the Indian Administrative Service. His paunch was even bigger than
the policeman’s and his house was in the safest part of town, uncontaminated by cobblers, cigarette sellers and
bear men. It was guarded by an empty sentry box and lay well beyond the reach of the waters.
Masterji and Nasterji left their shop during the flood of that year and came back after the waters had receded
and the cholera epidemic had had its season. I was used to their annual absence over the period of Mohurram,
when they closed up shop and retreated into their village community somewhere in the remote hinterland beyond
Bara Banki. In the year of that flood they had to pull down their shutters a second time, and this time it was for so
long that I wondered if they’d drowned in some obscure part of the country which didn’t eyen make it to Abba’s
newspapers. But in October they were back, and I was relieved to be part of their shop once more, relieved that
Nasterji’s desperate sense of doom had carried no more threat than Abba’s pronouncements each morning. :
*
Over the next few years, Jackson Road slowly changed in character. One by one, the bungalows on it were sold
off to property developers. Property values rose, and so did rents, and as the double-storied housing colonies
devoured the bungalows like a spreading boa constrictor, the road began to look more and more like its native
name which now snaked out of new tongues as Lajwanti Hingorani Chattopadhyaya Marg.
My parents were driven by the prices out of Jackson Road, and my brother and I more indifferently out of
Jackson Road or Jai Kishan Road or L.H.C. Marg. We went from there to a new locality with a colonial ring,
Lawrence Terrace, where the name and the price were both acceptable. Stray eucalyptus saplings stood
uncertainly near our new flat, wearing a lean and hungry look. No flowers defied the sun below our fly-gauzed
windows, which looked eyeball to eyeball at identical windows on either side. We were twenty minutes by
rickshaw from our old home.
We lived near the Anglo-Indian lady in the Doris Day frock.
Masterji and Nasterji managed to hold on to their little shop and even prospered within the increased
congestion and money that came upon their road. Our paths diverged and they grew dim in my memory after we
left their part of town. I suppose that sort of loss is inevitable and merely commonplace, and I might never have
remembered them again had it not been for a second flood which struck our town eleven years after the first. I
was in Delhi by that time, a full-grown man of a certain height and much gained in weight, when a letter from
Amma caused me to recollect those tailors in a spasm of affection and grief which arrived with images of
gulmohar and amaltas, the death of the Bear Man, the shooting of the bear, and that strangely undefined
apprehension of a dwarf who had so much significance in my eyes.
“By the way, remember those two tailors who used to live next to us on Jackson Road?” said the last bit of
Amma’s letter, all jagged with the affectionate little Emily Dickinson dashes that characterized her inner life.
“Well you’ll be sorry to hear the little one—your Masterji? or was it Nasterji? I mean Nostradamus—got drowned
it seems 1n the flood a few days back. Apparently he was being moved out of his shop—which got flooded—with
his brother and the boat was quite overloaded, which seems just like these stupid government people who’ve been
organizing the rescues here. There’s a nice poem about floods by that Ezekiel fellow—the poet not the gospelwallah called “The Truth About the Floods” which might be in your library, try and read it. Apparently they were
rowing past our place—No 3—when the poor little chap had a fit of some kind and keeled right over off the boat
—and it seems the boat was so full that nobody could do much to save him and they just watched as he went
down! What is this country coming to, I tell you?—as Abba would say. There’s just no value to human life left
any more. I ran into his brother!—the taller chap—yesterday and he gave me the bad news. I was quite upset, he
was such a shy fellow—some sort of heart-attack his brother said. Anyway, that’s that I suppose—there’s so
frustratingly little one can do in the middle of all this furniture shifting and a hundred other things except just feel
sorry.
“Which reminds me, we’re staying on with Dolly Aunty and Bhalloo Uncle for a few more days, until
everything gets back to normal, So write back c/o them. The mango season’s finally over, even for these exalted
IAS-wallahs, and we’re reduced to bananas and porridge for breakfast! How your Abba groans every morning
over his blessed newspapers.
“Wish you were here.
“Write fast.
“Shiploads of love says Abba. And from me too. Amma.”
Eleven years! I thought.
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How quickly they had gone. How distant I had grown from the world of Jai Kishan Road, and yet how easily
that letter stripped bare the intervening years and took me back to the late summer of that year, to a house on a
road that looked across gulmohar and amaltas to a tailor’s shop, to the death of a dwarf, to the flood of houses in
which I had lived, rootless as a river.
I folded up the letter and rummaged nostalgically in my bookshelves for Treasure Island. A frayed and yellow
copy, another fading color from my past, appeared after a brief hunt.
I pressed Amma’s letter carefully into the leaves of that book, as I would a flower.
68.33 The Third Night\fn{by Nalini Bakel (1955- )} Bakel, Kasaragod District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
From the moment I got to know Devanand I knew, at least in my subconscious, that I was destined to venture
out on a trip like this. I felt a strange restlessness whenever I thought of the task of winning Devanand over at the
cost of my loved ones. I would think of the inevitability of this happening, and would, at moments, even feel
upset about it. But I would justify my actions by reminding myself that life was full of adventure and one had to
live dangerously.
Yet I was gripped by a nameless anxiety when I started on this journey one evening. It was only the thought of
my mother—who would probably have supported me—that kept me going, and I hoped that she might even
forgive me one day. Busy with my thoughts I sat, like the others, looking out.
But by now, the beginning of the third night and at this time of evening, I was less anxious than I had been
before. The cool mountain breeze was soothing and lulled most of us into a delicious sleep as the bus climbed up
the pass. All of us, fellow travelers, were quite exhausted by the long journey. I slept, supporting myself on the
iron bars, and consoled myself with the thought that this was the third night and the journey would be over, and
that the dreams that had so far remained suspended in a state of tense fearfulness would soon come true. I think I
must have fallen into a deep sleep as the shores of tragedy and despair seemed to have receded.
So what If I was alone?
I had no precious ornaments on my neck and hands. I had only one or two dresses in the bag. So I came to the
conclusion right at the beginning, that there was nothing to fear. And the fellow travelers, who had earlier been
strangers, had by now become familiar.
The bus was really flying. I should admit though that this unusual speed did not upset me. In fact, I was lulled
into thinking that I had become a real angel like the ones I used to be transformed into in my imagination, as the
waves washed away Devanand’s name which I would draw in the damp sand on gloomy evenings, waiting to fly
to the unknown town where he worked. I was in a sort of trance, believing that the bus was plying, without
touching the ground, to an unknown golden destination, my white sari flapping like a bird’s wings.
My body had begun to ache. Although I wanted to move my numb knees, stretch my limbs and walk about a
little, I decided not to, knowing that it would disturb my sleeping fellow travelers. Also, I was a little unnerved by
a man who kept staring at me. In that benumbed state, I might have slept again but I woke up shocked, at hearing
a loud cry, just at that moment when I was dreaming of Devanand’s pleasant face.
When the initial shock was over, I realized it was like a girl’s cry. Outside, darkness, shadows and moonlight
were performing a ritual dance. There were small valleys on either side of the mountain pass and deserted thick,
small forests dotted about.
As the bus headed forward, the cry continued to be heard. I was amazed. That cry was initially intermittent,
now clear and later faint, as though the bus was going round in a circle. At last it ceased, breaking down as a
pathetic wail, somewhere in the dark outside.
A terrible fear engulfed me. As the bus was climbing up the pass, bending and twisting through the same road
it suddenly shook as though caught in a difficult predicament. Many of those who had woken up, were trembling
with fear. They lay back with their eyes shut, as though they were trying to withdraw inwards and escape into
sleep. I was afraid of shutting my eyes and looked repeatedly at each fellow-traveler, my heart beating fast. The
man who sat next to me woke up staring, but reclined against me, after making sure that I was not quite asleep
yet.
I shuddered in spite of myself and looked around. The man in the front seat who was idly looking at me from
the very start, seemed to have observed my expression. To my great amazement, he shouted:
“There’s nothing to fear. This is usual.”
Hearing those words of consolation the young man sitting next to me opened his eyes. He jumped up, from his
leaning position and said:
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“Stop the bus!”
The driver was driving, detached, unmindful of anything. His heavy head which lay loosely on his flat and
flabby neck swayed to and fro to the rhythm of the bus, as if in a cozy drowsiness. He sat unmoved, with his half
shut, blood-red eyes and hanging head, like a person used to seeing all this.
The man beside me would have shouted at the sight of the driver's indifference. But the traveler in the front
seat said once again.
“Don’t stop the bus. This is something usual.” The other one said, astonished:
“What! What silly things are you saying?” The traveler added in the same old careless manner:
“They are cutting that girl up and killing her. When the earlier bus stopped, they must have forcibly taken the
girls off. If this bus also stops …”
He looked at my face.
As I shivered and was visibly subdued, I looked at the man who seemed willing to help me, craving for pity.
But the argument had become so intense that neither of them was willing to give in. I wanted to cry as I realized
that the attention of all the passengers in the bus was on me. In a flash I saw my helplessness. Devanand had once
written to me that the womb was a punishment too—the last year that had passed by in shame, because of the
slogans I had raised about women’s emancipation … my job which I lost because of my article on male
domination!
“My God!”
I was a fool!
I had set off for Devanand dreaming of that equality, stamping cruelly on the love and attachment of those that
I needed. At the end of the journey—when the dreams were within reach—unexpectedly, when I realized that
tragedy was just before me, and that there was no escape, I said pathetically:
“Oh, please don’t stop the bus.”
My plea melted into waves in the mountain breeze. As everyone watched, and in a move for which I was least
prepared, the passenger who had demanded the bus be stopped, jumped up. Before the other person could prevent
him, he clutched at the driver’s neck. The driver must have lost control in that violent fight. The bus was hurtling
downwards. A loud cry from the crowd …
*
Now it is all silent. Desert all around. And peace too. The third night was silently advancing into the dawn. A
blood red glow in the East.
I could feel an intense pain as I recovered consciousness. There was a dampness where I put my hand. It could
be blood.
That morning brought me consciousness of Devanand. Devanand who was waiting for me at the bus stand in
the town. Poor Devanand!
For a moment the memory of Devanand did not allow my consciousness to leave my frame. But in the next
moment, the last remnant of that consciousness in the bus, parted with my being.
As the waves washed away Devanand’s name from the damp sand, I became an angel. But the journey was
towards a place where there was no Devanand.
287.281. Before Parting 2. Those Letters 3. Laughing Sorrow 4. Passing Century 5. Moving City 6. Wicked
Woman 7. Suicide 8. Growing Up 9. Where Have The Boats Gone 10. The Laughing Link 11. Lady From
Cambellpore 12. Playing Ellie Henderson In Delhi 13. All Of Them Are Cads 14. I Will Never Dance Again 15.
She Is Sixteen: Nine Poems And Six Short Stories\fn{by Nirupamma Dutt (1955- )} Chandigarh, Chandigarh Union
Territory, India (F) 13
1
Come let’s forget the storm
that tore us from our
respective caravans
and brought us
together for the night
and to please a
fussy hotel manager
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made us write
Mr. & Mrs.
before our names
Let’s forget that
Tomorrow
we will
tread separate paths
in search of
yet another mirage
Tonight let’s become
babes lost in the woods
wear garlands of
wild flowers
and lose ourselves forever
in the fragrance of musk
2
Where must those letters be?
Letters written on stormy nights
I sent to many a destination
but never got a reply
or even a confirmation …
The twelve-page-long letter
I sent to that tall giraffe-like boy
who would sit with me till
past midnight talking much
of celibacy and D. H. Lawrence
in the same breath, yet he
was afraid of the balm of touch …
*
So many letters after that
some harsh some soft
In one there would be
banishment from my life
in another things
would be made all right
One letter would want
that my books be sent back
the other one would
follow a different track …
*
Perhaps these letters
I sent after stormy nights
to many a destination
were written to myself
Why then did I look
for a reply
or a confirmation … ?
3
I will not let sorrow sit still
today in my home
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Pushing it into my jhola
I will take it along
to the city streets
Today I will steal a bright red
gulmohar bloom and put it
in my hair
Borrowing smiles from the
Coffee House waiter
a little joke with the
library caretaker I will share
*
When all these tricks
to cheer a sorrowing day fail
I will sit on the slope
outside the girls’ hostel
and light my cigarette
the ashes will mix for sure
in my poem today
and readers will get a chance
to say I am all wrong—
“Such are the constraints of
poetesses of Amrita Pritam’s age,
a cigarette is their only solace!”
*
Thinking of my constraints
I will be ever so pained
blaming it all on my wretched
two affairs and a half
I will go to the poet of the city
looking for life without restraint
He will have half a bottle of rum
in one pocket and a freshly
written poem in the other
He will teach me a mantra
or two of life and reading
his new poem promise to
leave drinking for all time
I too will make a list of
good resolutions and seeking
time for just one more love
I will turn myself into words
*
The drifting sorrowful day will stop
look back at us and laugh
I will become a part of the magic
of making a sad day snigger
Scattering lines of sorrowing laughter
I will come away
4
In the last few years of the century
the poem will find itself
beneath the moon of the second night
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beyond the grove of the trees
sitting on a bench in the
dark corner of the park
in your fond embrace
and thus forgive the passing century
many of its sins

5
Nothing changes really
on changing a city
neither the empty noise of the day
nor the screaming silence of the day
The same gray sky peeps
through the small rectangle
of the window
The blessing mumbled
in mother’s trembling voice
does not change
What changes perhaps
is the name of the lover
6
If you come to my city
you are bound to find
my name in the roster
of wicked women
I have all that it takes
to be as wicked
as they come
I have a goblet
brimming over
in my hand
My laughter is known
for its abandon
Flames find a home
in my mouth
My heart beats and
every nerve does
a little dance
The road is at my feet
And just the sky above
I have the courage to bear
and express myself without fear
7
She will not think of suicide
It is difficult to devise
ways of dying
and survive the poison
with the guilt of knowing
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that the money saved
for the wedding feast
was spent on
extracting the poison
Instead she will take
out the seven saris
saved over long years
in her mother’s box
and the locket with
nani’s picture that
somehow escaped the
eyes of her drunk father,
put the bundle of her
past in the box
and go to another home
She could well be killed
there for bringing less dowry
The newspaper next day will
carry a small story of yet
another young woman dying
in a stove-burst
8
She is no longer
a little girl
My daughter
is growing up
She no longer
likes to make sentences
as her mother would
She wants to do things
as she would
When her grammar
teacher asks her
to make a sentence
with the word “need”
my darling writes—
“No one needs anyone
in this world”
I look at the sentence
and think my daughter
has grown
beyond her years
9
Where did the boats come from? O Ranjha
my trader in love?
Where did the boatmen come from? O Ranjha
my trader in love?
*
My mother used to sing this
lost song of Pothohar
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I recall the boats would come
from Jhelum
and the boatmen
from Attock
*
My mother had seen Attock
and spent her childhood in Jhelum
For me these are just two
names of rivers and towns
lost somewhere in the Punjab
across the barbed wire
*
If the boats came they must have
gone somewhere too
I cannot recall the destination
mentioned in the song
Mother is no longer there
or I would ask her
Never mind, I will ask Ranjha
my trader in love
if I come across him
somewhere along:
*
Where have the boats gone, O Ranjha
my trader in love?
Where have the boatmen gone, O Ranjha
my trader in love?\fn{Ranjha is the archetypal romantic and tragic hero of Heer Ranjha, a famous Punjab romance}
10
When one is feeling just a wee bit lost, lonely and low, then just delving into one’s past and reliving happy
moments can well boost the spirit. I find myself doing this all too often. I go back to the days that were full of
laughter and more often than not start laughing as I recall them.
In the hubbub of the urban jungles, laughter has indeed become a rare commodity. Thus, some body-and-mind
healers have started organizing laughter workshops where people can laugh their hearts out. My research on
laughter says that nothing can quite match the quality of the laughter of youth and the link of laughing together is
indeed a strong one.
The purest form of laughter thrives in friendship, never have I laughed so well, and so much as I did in the
company of my female friends in the good old days. So during a recent visit to hometown Chandigarh, I was
shell-shocked when I learnt that my friend Ritu had developed a serious medical condition and it could mean
anything, any time.
My first selfish reaction was that it could not be because we still had some more laughing to do. The next
thought was that her daughter was much too young. Then I reasoned to myself that cancer is now curable.
But I kept putting off my visit to her. We hadn’t met for many years and I found it difficult to face the situation
that was suddenly no laughing matter.
I recalled how we laughed when we pocketed the coins left by our teacher of journalism, Mr. Tara Chand
Gupta, as tip for the waiter in the university coffee house so that the afternoon cup of tea was ensured. During our
month of training in Delhi’s Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg we made it to the World Book Fair at Pragati Maidan. For
this we took a crazy detour across the railway track and crawled under a back-gate to save spending a rupee and a
half on the entrance ticket. How we had laughed at our own wild feat. Once roaming around in the inner circle of
Connaught Place, some silly sight triggered our laughter and we laughed for nearly an hour.
And here I was bracing myself on how to meet her under these uncalled-for circumstances.
Well, I did go and there I found Ritu at her charming cheerful best. Chemotherapy had taken its toll on her
beautiful shock of auburn hair but with a colourful scarf tied on her head there she was holding forth on her recent
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reading. Playing the ideal host, she was arranging a cup of tea for this one and a cold drink for that one. When I
begged off a drink because of my blood getting a bit too sugary, she let out that old belly laugh of hers and said,
“Ah! What alluring things we talked of in the past! And now we talk of diabetes and cancer!” That got me
laughing too.
As long as there is laughter, there is hope. I know one day we will be sitting together and laughing our guts out
as I tell her,
“Ritu! You clever girl. You have beaten the big C too.”
And she did beat the Big C by going away with a smile on a cold day in January some years ago.
11
She looks ancient.
She may be seventy or even eighty. Her wrinkled face, yellowing white hair, broad frame and sagging breasts
make it difficult to pinpoint her actual age. She squats on the floor of the bus shed, her legs draped in a salwar
wide apart and her flabby belly hanging in the middle, waiting for a bus.
She grumbles as she waits, cursing the buses for their erratic habits. She seems to know these buses well. She
is going about all the time in buses.
Sometimes to the grain market to get her groceries. Or to her daughter’s house. Or to her nephew’s house and
to reach there she has to change two buses.
She carries on her monologue, oblivious of the people around. Her Punjabi is not of the local dialect. She
speaks in sing-sing notes and a lingering drawl peculiar to the Punjabi spoken in West Punjab, left behind in
Pakistan. My mother used to speak just thus till we teased her out of it.
I interrupt her monologue by asking her where she comes from because her accent is familiar. She is very
pleased that her boli has been recognized and says with pride that she comes from Campbellpore and is overjoyed
to know that I have a distant association with her land.
After that she all nostalgia. Campbellpore was like this and it was like that. They had a big house there and
plenty of cattle. Those were good times.
She is scornful of Chandigarh. This is no place to be in but what can one do. Her Campbellpore she says was
the real Punjab. The partition snatched away all her joys.
Her ramblings are interrupted once again by a woman, obviously from her neighbourhood, who asks her if she
is going to the grain market and if she can bring some vegetables for her. The lady from Campbelpore gives a curt
“no” and turns to me once again.
See what kind of people one has to meet here? They will talk to you only if they want something.
Campbellpore was different. The people there were good. Whether they were Muslims or Hindus. They were the
real Punjabis. Here the folks are so mercenary. Her daughters-in-law are from these parts. And what mean
wenches they are! They have snatched away her sons and now want to poison her. So she stays separately in the
annex and cooks her own food lest they poison it.
And then it is to Campbellpore again. The fields of corn, sugarcane and `saag'. The Muslim farmers were so
good. We could go to their fields and take what we wanted. They turned bad after the partition. They got our
houses and cattle. We had to leave our land to them.
And, she adds in a hushed tone, the “Angrez” caused it all. The buses will not ply in the city today, we learn.
There have been clashes and some buses have been burnt.
The lady from Campbellpore is worried again though she decides to walk down a distance with me. It was just
like this, those days. She has seen it all. She has known death and loss.
Her “Lalaji” was killed in the riots of 1947. She calls her husband “Lalaji” because she is not shameless like
her daughters-in-law. Who call their husbands by their names. What have her daughters-in-laws seen of life! They
have youth and think it will last forever. Their brothers and nephews are alive so they think there is no death!
She is angry with everyone—her daughters-in-laws, the partition, the people who kill and loot. Only her sons
are good but poor fellows they are in the hands of the witches they have married. And now buses are being burnt.
People are being killed and there is curfew at nights.
She shudders saying that it is so much like that time when a bullet went through “Lalaji’s” chest and she had to
leave her Campbellpore.
She trudges along with me, looking sometimes to her left and sometimes to her right. Her wrinkles look
puzzled.
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What is all this happening to Punjab again? The “Angrez” have long left. So who is the culprit now? This is the
only answer she has sought so far. Till now she thought she knew everything.
As we part she tells me that if I come to know of the culprit, I must tell her. And then adds that she hopes she
will not have to leave Chandigarh as she left Campbellpore. Her daughter-in-laws would only be too glad to see
her off. But she is old now.
After Campbellpore she lived in Amritsar for a few years and then came here. She is too old to leave
Chandigarh.
And for a moment the city becomes as dear to her as her Campbellpore.
12
I reached there carefully watching every jump of the meter of the auto-rickshaw. Those were the freelancing
days in Delhi I was going to a party held in celebration of a prestigious award to a journalist friend who had gone
a long way from the wooden benches of the Department of Journalism in Panjab University.
I had known that the function would be a grand one, but had I known just how grand it would be, I would have
stayed home which was a mezzanine-floor room with a bathroom without a door.
Fun and frolic in a known familiar crowd is fine, but grand parties studded with the rich and the famous or
even the unknown have always scared me.
At 14, I was on a holiday with my brother in a tea garden in Assam. Those were the days of Burra Sahibs and
the Memsahibs. I tried to escape a party which was being forced upon me by my brother and mother with a view
to develop my social graces for we were then members of “impoverished aristocracy”. I swallowed a jug full of
saline water hoping that I would fall sick and would be excused from the ordeal. But I digested it all and ended up
having a very good time because it was a “bohemian” theme.
I though such an exercise had ended when the fight against social graces was won with studies and a roughtough job. And even if some in the family still liked to consider them selves the proud impoverished aristocrats, I
was a worker in a newspaper claiming night allowance and getting a bonus every Diwali.
But no it is not so easy to escape it all and there I was at a party once again. There was a good enough reason
though. Only a few weeks before I had nearly been given up by an artist friend because I did not land up at her
award celebrations. Never having received an award I could be dumb once, but not twice to the sensitivity of
awardees.
Since 14 the results of the few odd parties of the kind had been always the same. While others had their fun
and games, I ended up making polite conversation to some lonely old lady. And I had felt that it would have been
better to stay home and talk to my mother who was both old and lonely and then I could also be impolite at times.
But there I was again and being heralded into a palatial house near the Lodhi Gardens by a Gurkha Durban, I
suppressed the desire to run and take a bus back to my room. Passing the exquisitely carved Chinese screens in
the lobby, I entered the hall which belonged to aristocracy that was not impoverished.
There were chandeliers hanging from the ceiling and on the floor were Persian carpets and tiger skins. I had
read of Cinderella’s glass slippers, but my eyes popped seeing a three-piece sofa of cut glass and silver.
There was no going back now for this was something to tell my mother who still proudly displayed on the dinner
wagon a few odd wine glasses, a decanter with a chipped top and a pair of candle-stands.
Walking from the long hall to the lush green lawn strewn with rose petals and a tall jasmine garland wall on
one end, I know that what my role would be that evening. I would be playing Ellie Hendreson straight out of the
chapters of Virginia Wolf’s “Mrs. Dalloway”. Ellie is the poor cousin, out of place in an all-wrong dress who stays
on, however, to report every detail to her ailing companion, Edith.
I was even dressed up for the role. My pale blue Lucknowi chicken suit and Kohlapuris bought from Janpath
that day were as alien as Ellie’s poorly-cut black dress with cheap pink flowers pinned on to it. But I stayed on
there in the midst of national and international celebrities, clinging chiffons and sequined silks. And to be in tune
with the stream of consciousness, downed a couple of gins and drunk in details of the cut glass sofa upholstered in
Jamawar. I forgot that it was rude to stare and gaze at the Indian pop-singer who had made many headlines abroad
in topless sari.
There was plenty to write home about. I picked a piece of carrot from the salad and it turned out to be smoked
salmon, a delicacy I had only read about. And predictably I found myself sitting near a lone Parsi lady whose son
had got a similar award last year and was now in the USA I was all politeness and she extended an invitation for
tea for the next day.
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So I returned home with a little trophy in my bag. It was a plastic flower stolen from a massive arrangement in
the bathroom. This was the only digression from Ellie who didn’t bring back keepsakes. But then there is always a
scope for an innovation or two while doing a role!
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Yes, go on blowing smoke into my face and consider yourself lucky that your father is dead. He was a strange
one. All his morals were only for the women of the house. He never exercised these strict standards on himself.
And don’t think your husband will stand all your waywardness either. But it does not matter to you, does it? You
are independent and can ask him to get lost. At least you can earn for yourself and be happy.
To be independent and happy was not my lot much as I wanted it. Had I been able to earn for myself, I would
have bid an early farewell to your father would never arisen. But I was never given a proper education. My
brother was sent to a mission school and I to the Arya Putri Pathshala. That too after much thought. Mission
schools were ruled out for us girls. They said we would forget our religion and tradition in these schools. As
though religion and tradition is meant for girls alone.
And what is tradition after all? Just a whole lot of balderdash. If I had the choice I would have taken up a job
and never married. Of course, I would have had a child. You see I always loved children. If I had been ostracized
for it, so much the better. In fact I would have taken the lead by putting a sign of my door —
“Relatives and dogs not allowed.”
For relatives are such a pain. I was married at 23 and in those days it was considered late. I did not care but the
relatives were most concerned:
“How do your parents sleep at night? Have they no worry that a hulk of a daughter like you is still unmarried?”
This old Parvati was a great one for such talk. I would like to ask her how she sleeps now with her own
daughter still unmarried at 32. But now times have changed.
People, however, will always talk whether times change or not. Do you think that must not be talking about
your smoking or your refusing to get married? But do I care for them? Not that smoking is any good but if I can’t
stop your brothers how can I stop you? Die coughing if you like, and burn your mother’s heart. What do you
know of a mother’s love?
I know it because I lost my mother when I was not yet eight. Ha! Don’t compare yourself to me by saying you
lost your father when you were as old. What is a father’s love? Fiddlestick! If the father dies, the mother takes
twice as much care of the children. But a man forgets his children and starts looking for another wife. I know it
because my mother died young.
My mother had to die. She was just 14 when she had her first child and then six more till she died at 31. Only
three of us survived. Excessive child-bearing finished half of her and the other half was destroyed by my dear
father’s behaviour. Not only did he drink too much, he even went around with other women. Most men are like
that and especially the handsome ones.
Now, don’t you go about falling for a handsome man. It would be better never to marry. I hate these goodlooking men. Didn’t you see the picture of that officer who murdered his wife in such a cold-blooded manner? He
is something to look at but see what he did.
No, your father was not handsome but was he any better? But at least he did not murder me or pack me off to
the grave early. I was the one to see him off. He died of a heart attack. I should have been the one to die of heart
trouble considering the shocks he gave me all through my life.
I have indeed become shockproof. Nothing surprises me now. Even you don’t take me unawares when you try
to be so modern and liberated. I know full well that you will come back crying to me from what you think has
been a massive heart-break.
Crying indeed! Save your tears for something better and be happy that you are rid of such rascals. But you
won’t listen to me, will you? I am just an old fool of a mother. Why should you learn from my experiences? You
have to go through it all yourself. Never mind, you will know one day. Then you will remember your mother as I
do mine.
When I recall the little I say of my mother and much more that I heard of her, I wonder at her wisdom. Well,
not every realized her worth when she was alive. When she was alive, my grandfather would say:
“My son was a diamond but this girl has turned him into coal.”
After her death, however, he realized his mistake and knew for himself which was the diamond and which the
coal. Then he would weep. All my father’s deeds were discovered when my mother was no longer there to cover
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up for him. She was the one who kept on good terms with all the relatives. Left to himself my father broke off
even with his own father and brother. Only his sister stuck to him till the end but that was because of her own
goodness.
You cannot imagine how good-looking my father was. It seems such handsome men are not born any more.
Only my sister took after him. He was tall, well-built and his complexion could match that of any British man.
When he would come out of his bath, one could see his pink skin through the clinging white kurta.
But his temper was like the devil. My sister, brother and I lived in mortal fear of him. We would be fighting
like cats but when we heard his voice we would slink away like mice. For if he caught us quarreling, he would
scream:
“I will send you to separate hostels and then you will not be able to see one another’s faces.”
*
He did not send us to separate hostels but nevertheless separated us cruelly in his lifetime. Circumstances
extended the curse after his death. My sister died in Pakistan and my brother fled from his unhappy youth and
settled in England. Yes, we are not able to see one another’s faces. You don’t know how I long she was alive.
But my brother is a man after all. He forgot all the love of childhood. He is happy with his wife in England and
never a thought for his own sister.
No, why should I write to him? A great one you are to ask me to do that. You, who fight with you brothers who
love you so much. I will not write to him. If he doesn’t bother to find out whether I am living or dead, why should
I? Let him be content with his white woman and half-breed daughter and I am content with my own children. It is
a different matter that my children, except the two of you who are not yet married, have no need for me. They are
now busy with their own children. This is how life goes on.
Now don’t give me that nonsense about you being different. Let me see you once you are married. But no!
Daughters are different. God bless them! Even though I am an old woman I still look with love at the remains of
my parental home. My step-mother was step only in name and her two sons mean more to me than my real
brother’s.
Yes, girls do care more. Look at your elder sister. She was not born of my womb but will anyone say she is my
step-daughter? And then look at her brothers. Did I give them any less love? Was I ever a step-mother to them?
And now they drag me to the courts at this age. They even grudge me two decent meals a day. The younger one
was always strange and the older one could never forgive me for marrying his father. As though I did it out of
choice.
You, who make so much of fuss that you won’t marry this one or that one, will never understand that in our
days there was no question of choice. Marry the man your father picked for you and be damned. And a fine man
my father picked for me. An ageing widower with three children.
My father was only interested in getting rid of me, for an unmarried daughter is a burden. My mother was long
dead was long dead and my poor step-mother, a village lass, had no say. Why didn’t I say no?
You have got into the habit of asking stupid questions. Women were meant to be seen, fondled, cast aside but
never to be heard. The only way out would have been to drown myself in the well in our courtyard. I did think of
it many times but I couldn’t do it.
Anyway now I am glad I am alive. Life is too good to be cast away for any man. And you better get this into
your head. I am shocked at these girls committing suicide because their husbands’ relatives trouble them for not
bringing enough dowry or because their husbands treat them badly.
Foolish girls. Things are so different today. Must the lives and happiness of girls depend solely on their
husbands? Can’t they do anything worthwhile with their life rather than just end it? What good is their education?
I would like to ask.
Had I been educated well, I would have been a different person. Then I would not have borne all the nonsense
of your father or mine. But my father would withdraw me from school at the slightest excuse. Sometimes the
school was too far away from our house or my father would be transferred to some village which had no school
for girls.
Somehow I managed to do my matriculation. I wanted to be a nurse but my father would not hear of it.
Nursing, he said, was not a respectable profession. I consoled myself by thinking that one day my daughter would
become a nurse. But even that could not be. Nursing is not good enough for her highness.
Ah, don’t give me that rubbish that I wanted to be a nurse just because my brother-in-law was a doctor and in
my sub-conscious mind I loved him. True, I loved him but not as you think. He gave me the affection I never got
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from my own father. I worshipped him and thought him next only to K. L. Saigal.\fn{ Kundan Lal Saigal (1904-1947)
considered the first superstar of the Hindi film industry (then centered in Calcutta) }
Laugh if you must, but a voice like Saigal’s will not be heard again for a century. And when you try to mimic
him in nasal tones, you only degrade yourself. Not jut his singing, his acting was marvelous too. You should have
seen him as “Devdas”. That is why I still keep his picture.
Yes, I have my brother-in-law’s picture too but what is so funny about that? They were both great.
No, I am not contradicting myself when I call them great. When I say I hate men, I mean it. You are always
keen to prove me wrong. But when you see what I have seen of men, you will know that I couldn’t be more right.
Saigal and my brother-in-law, I admire as human beings; I never knew them as men. Ask their wives and you
will know what they were really like. You think Saigal’s wife must have been pleased to see him drinking himself
to death. And, perhaps, he never used his golden voice to say soothing words to her when she was sad. And my
poor sister she was so beautiful but let any woman patient come and my brother-in-law would not let go of her
wrist. Pretending to read the pulse, of course. But my brother-in-law gave me a lot of affection.
After my mother’s death, I lived for 11 years in my sister’s house and not once was I made to feel an outsider.
In fact, I was an outsider when I went back to my father’s home. He took me back not because he loved me but
because people were talking that he is not marrying off his grown-up daughter. So his intentions were simple: to
get rid of me. Finally, after all that fuss he picked your “father”.
I did not even murmur a protest. I wanted to be away from my father’s house. I thought of jumping into the
well just before the wedding but I did not. It would not have been fair to my mother’s memory or to the sufferings
of my stepmother.
Coming from my father’s house to the house of your father was like jumping out of the frying pan into the fire.
Yes, yes, don’t tell me your father was an intellectual. Actually these intellectuals should never marry. But they do
and some like your father marry more than once. I think men like the feeling of leaving a widow who will weep
for them.
Now I was 17 years younger than your father. He already had three children. The oldest was just five years
younger than I. He left home in anger just before our marriage. I don’t blame him. It is not nice to see your
balding old father suddenly turning a bridegroom. Anyway, I reconciled myself to fate and decided to be an ideal
wife and mother. Not a step-mother, mind you.
But a step-mother can never become a real mother, no matter how hard she tries. The oldest boy ran away from
home. The girl was fine. It seemed that she too had been weeping before the marriage saying that she did not want
a step-mother. But the moment I into the house, she ran into my arms and called me mother. The youngest boy
though only 10 was quite a complex character. He was all right when he was alone with me but he could not bear
to see me with his father. You know he slept with us even on our wedding night.
But I was glad for it. It would not have been much of a night for you know what present that intellectual father
of yours gave me on the first night? He brought me a copy of the The Taming of the Shrew.
Well, taming is too mild a word for what happened in the months to follow. I felt sad that the elder boy should
have left the house just because of me, so I went and brought him back like a great mother would have. I thought
it would please your father that his 18 year-old innocent son was back. But may your father’s soul rest in peace,
he started accusing me of having illicit relations with his first-born.
A woman has to walk through fire all her life. Why did I tolerate it? Well, what else could I do? I had no job to
fall back on. And when a girl left her father’s house, she was told that she was to remain in her husband’s house
till she died, come what may. I stood it all, but I could never forget the humiliation. True, he cared for me in his
own fashion. He would buy me expensive presents but he would also leave me with a child every other year. If
men could do it they would keep a woman perpetually pregnant so that they could be free for their philandering.
Yes, even then there were ways of birth control but your father would not hear of them. I aborted myself twice
but I could not make abortions a habit. I bore four sons and two daughters.
Children are indeed a blessing. I forgot all my sorrows bringing up all of you. I did all that I could do for my
children. I am not the only one. All mothers are like this.
But children are different.
They need you only when they are small.
Look at my own sons. What am I to them? They are so busy with their lives and wives that they don’t get time
even to drop a line to their mother for months together.
Now don’t laugh at the tears in my eves. I am not contradicting myself by crying. I am not crying for men but
for my sons, who are my flesh and blood.
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But then they are men too. And it is foolish to expect any consideration from men—all of them are cads!
14

The greatest challenge before 11-year-old Anu was the dance show to be held after the December
examinations. Not because she was bent upon becoming a great dancer but because she wanted to prove to Inder
uncle that she was better than the others.
Veena had come to live there with her parents recently and when Inder uncle saw her for the first time, he said,
“You are very pretty.” Veena had blushed a pretty pink and covered her eyes with her dainty eyes while Inder
uncle went on,
“Why are you feeling shy? When I told Sunita this, she did not feel shy.”
Anu sitting on the still swing was a witness to this tete-a-tete. She realized with a heavy heart that only she had
been spared that compliment.
Inder uncle was the unacknowledged hero of all the young girls in the army officers’ hostels where Anu lived.
He was the only bachelor living there and so dashing at that. He was slim, fair, with regular features and a soft
smile. The girls who were waiting impatiently for their teens to start, were drawn to him by an attraction they had
yet to identify.
Veena and Anu learnt Kathak for an hour every day in the hostel club along with some younger girls. When
Guruji announced that there would be a dance show for the entire hostel, Anu made up her mind to do her best
and beat Veena. Then Inder uncle would like her more.
He made it a point to join the girls in their play in the evenings. He would skip with them, play hop-scotch and
tell them stories of his own school-days. Anu would be there all the time but her heart was set on the show.
What if she had a squint? She would dance better than Veena and he would like her then.
*
About three months before the show, two things happened.
Anu’s chest was no longer flat and her mother bought her two bras with tiny pink bows. The bows were so
pretty that it seemed a pity to hide them under a chemise and a blouse. Anyhow Anu felt more and more confident
with the knowledge that there was a pretty bra beneath her blouse, chemise and all.
The second happening was that Inder uncle’s sister, Auntie Roma, came from America with her two little
daughters, Sherry and Cutie.
One day Anu overheard Auntie Kapoor talking to her mother. She was saying,
“Roma has come from America to look for a girl for Inder. But isn’t she fussy! I suggested my niece but she
showed no interest. I think they are looking for a lot of dowry. They want a working girl too.”
Just like Auntie Kapoor, thought the annoyed Anu. Just because her husband was not here, she had all the time
in the world for gossiping and backbiting. How could she talk against Auntie Roma who was so wonderful? He
would open a bottle of Coke for Anu and together they would keep the little ones amused. Anu saw more of him
than did Sunita or Veena. But still he had not told her that she was pretty or that he liked her even if she was not
pretty.
*
The day of the show was approaching fast. It was quite an exciting event. All the members of the club were
contributing money for the dinner. The girls who were dancing would get free dinner and a small present each.
The dances would be followed by tambola and even the children would be allowed to play.
And finally the much awaited day came. Just before the show Anu felt her knees going weak and she prayed
feverishly that her squint should not let her down and Inder uncle should like her the best. She felt better on the
improvised stage and danced away looking at the heads of the audience seated below.
After the dances were over, presents were given to all the participants. The hall was full and the stage was
being taken over by the tambola announcers. She had no wish to join the tambola. It was suffocating in the hall.
She received the kisses of her parents and ran out to the lawn for a breath of fresh year.
Tables were being laid out in the lawn for the buffet dinner and Inder uncle was standing in a corner puffing at
his cigarette. Suddenly she felt shy facing him in all her finery. But he came up to her smiling a different smile.
Caressing her shoulder gently he said:
“Anu, I’ll tell you something if you promise not to tell it to anyone.” Breathless, Anu looked at the little
twinkle in his eyes and said,
“Promise.”
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“I liked you the best in the show but don’t tell anyone. It will be our little secret.”
Little secret! It was the greatest and most precious secret entrusted to her young heart. She went through the
dinner telling herself over and again that he liked her the most. She did not care that during the dinner he was
standing in a corner of the lawn talking to Veena. What did it matter! What did anything matter! He liked her the
best!
That night she stared at herself in the mirror. The squint was absent and her large eyes were sparkling. With her
fingers she felt the soft satin of her blouse under which she wore her pretty bra with a pink bow. She decided
against changing into a drab cotton night suit and went to bed as she was.
*
In the morning her mother was surprised to find her sleeping all dolled up. At school the teacher scolded twice
for day-dreaming but she had no care in the world. She almost danced her way back from school, changed her
dress, had her lunch and got ready to go for the Kathak class. Veena called out to her and together they started for
the club jingling the anklets which they carried in their hands. On the way Veena stopped for a while and said:
“Anu, I promised not to tell anyone but you are my best friend so I’ll share my secret with you. After the show
last night, Inder uncle told me that he had liked me the best.”
Anu stared at her in disbelief and started talking about school pretending not to have heard the secret at all.
When they reached the hall, Anu said,
“Veena, I think I’ll go back home; my stomach is paining. Tell Guruji that I won’t be able to dance today.”
15
Purva is sixteen.
She is beautiful. She has a lovely new watch and she is in love. She has the new watch as a present from her
brother on her sixteenth birthday and she is in love because it is obligatory to be in love at this age.
Actually, Purva and her best friend Lata are in love with the same boy — the handsome Harsh. It is a different
matter that neither of them have exchanged even a few pleasantries with him.
These days to the sorrow of both Purva and Lata, Harsh is not in town. They have not set their eyes on him for
a long time now. Purva glances at her watch which shows the dates and has a slick black leather strap. There are
still twenty days to go for the annual school fête. Time moves ever so slowly before the fête and Purva counts
every second on her new watch.
Walking down the school with her heavy hag on her shoulder, Purva stops a while at the chapel which she
crosses twice every day. Closing her eyes for a moment she mumbles a hasty prayer that Harsh should come back
before the fête. She is sure that her prayer has been heard even though the chapel houses a Christian and not a
Hindu God.
In the moral science class, Lata passes a chit to Purva asking what sari will she be wearing for the fête. Both
have decided to wear saris because they are grown up girls now. Instead of passing a chit back, Purva whispers,
“I will wear Neela Didi’s peacock blue silk with a red border.”
She likes to mention Neela Didi as often as possible to Lata because Neela, her distant cousin, has known
Harsh’s family for many years. This is Purva’s edge over Lata.
But then all the trump cards are with Purva. She is more beautiful. And she even has a photograph of Harsh
stolen from Neela Didi’s album. It is a faded snapshot of a picnic party of thirty odd people taken eight years
back. The ten-year-old Harsh is sitting amidst other children in the front row.
Mother Marina is talking about boy-girl relationship. At this age boys and girls, she says, have a passing
attraction for each other. This attraction should not me misused. Girls have to be more careful for men don’t like
wives with a past.
Listening to the Mother Marina’s lecture, Purva thinks that God—whether a Christian or a Hindu—has been
very unfair to girls. For Mother Marina says that if a girl makes one mistake, it sticks to her for the whole life
whereas a boy can get away with ten mistakes.
Purva looks down at her watch to see how much time there is for the recess. She will have to bear with Mother
Marina’s warnings against making mistakes for ten minutes more.
Purva knows that loving Harsh is no mistake. Even Lata loves him. After all, he is not their boy-friend. Amla is
the only girl in their class who has a boy-friend. He is a boarder in the boys’ school. They dance close together at
the socials because they are going to marry after they finish college.
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It is not like that with Harsh. They have not even spoken to him except when he came to their stall at the last
two fêtes. Purva knows that he likes her more that Lata so she does not mind Lata loving him. At the last fête they
had the “Hit and Win” stall. Harsh had come up to the stall and had stood quietly for a long time. The Lata had
gone to him and asked if he would try his skill. He had pointed at Purva and said that he would try only if she
asked him. Purva had not asked him for she wanted him to know that girls like her are not won so easily.
Not now but may be many years later he will be my boy-friend, thinks Purva. Right now she loves him as
much as she loves her new watch. The watch is super and better than that of any other girl in the class. And Harsh
is handsome, far better than the awkward school boys they dance with at the socials. What is Amla’s boy-friend
before him!
Harsh is tall and grown up. He is not a school kid but in the second year of college.
In the recess, Purva and Lata peck at their lunch and dream aloud about the fête. They have been given the
paper horse race stall. It is not much of a draw but Harsh will surely come to it. He won’t be able to resist it seeing
them in nice saris. Lata will be wearing her mother’s mustard georgette with a thin silver border.
The two had discovered him two years back when they got the stall for the first time. Only the seniors were
allotted stalls. Theirs was the “Kill the Rat” stall. Harsh came to it a number of times and always returned with a
prize.
Mother Marina who was keeping an eye on the stalls told them not to let this boy try again or they would run
short of prizes. But what did Purva and Lata care about losing the prizes for they had lost their hearts to him.
Their feelings had remained unchanged through these years, for loving from afar is loving the longest.
They saw him sometimes walking up to his college, at his father’s cloth shop and at fêtes held by other
schools. But now they had not seen him the last six months. Purva did not ask Neela Didi about him but it would
be a pity indeed if he did not come to the fête. It was their last year in school and their last fête. She decides to
pray for full five minutes every morning and evening for him to come to the fête. Mother Marina always preaches
the powers of prayer.
Purva is true to her word. She times her prayers daily on her new watch. But ten days pass and there is no sign
still of the handsome Harsh. But with the optimism of a sixteen year old she is certain that her prayers will make
him turn up even if it is at the last moment.
A week before the fête something terrible happens. Her lovely watch with the smart leather strap suddenly
decides to imitate Harsh and does the vanishing trick. She leaves it on the dressing table after her evening prayer
but it is not there in the morning. The whole hose is searched, the maid who comes to do the dishes questioned but
the watch is not to be found.
Purva goes to school with a bare wrist and a heavy heart. Lata joins in her best friend’s sorrow. At recess, they
talk only of the watch until an idea strikes Purva. She asks Lata,
“Tell me truly Lata, have you been praying for Harsh to come to the fête.” Lata nods a yes and wants to know
how Purva got an inkling of it.
“Because I have been doing the same,” Purva replies.
The two laugh and all worries are lost for some time in the laughter.
Back home in the evening, Purva looks at the strip of un-tanned skin on her wrist where the watch was once
strapped, folds her hands and says her prayer,
“Dear God, I know I must not ask you for too many things for that will irritate you. So I withdraw my prayers
about Harsh. Lata’s alone will do. You please make me find my watch.”
The prayer over, Purva pats herself for handling God so tactfully. Both the problems are solved. Harsh will
come in answer to Lata’s prayers and the watch will be found in answer to her own. For the fête would be sad
without the watch and miserable without Harsh.
Happily, she walks down to Neela Didi’s house to borrow the sari, for she is sixteen and full of hope.
66.54 The Burnt-Out Sun\fn{by Anees Hamadani (1955-1989)} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
From the distance came the sound of a siren. I don’t know whether anyone else heard it or not, but I heard it—
not just heard the sound, recognized it too. It was the ambulance siren and its call was for me. That is why I came
out. Excuses or arguments would serve no purpose. The matter had been settled at the top: I was sick and needed
treatment.
Within a few moments it sidled up to me and stopped. What I was waiting for did not happen, two men got out,
instead. They did not speak to me at all, but I read the message very well from their faces. That is why I walked
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towards the ambulance fast and entered it. The two followed me inside. One of them sat down ahead of me and I
closed the door. Hearing the sound, the driver, between whose black teeth glittered a white cigarette, glanced at
me. Something stuck in my throat and I could not even swallow.
The wheels spun on the cold surface of the road. I don’t know whether anyone else was aware of it or not, but
the wheels kept on whirring. I could not understand anything of what was happening, neither did they say a word.
And I did not dare ask. When my glance fell on them accidentally, it seemed that I had been watching them for
ages. Sometimes they appeared to be deep in thought. Perhaps the driver knew where I was being taken and that is
why the bus came to a halt.
Before I could get up, they took my arm and led me to where they wanted. I found myself in a dark cell, where
there was just one bed and on it lay God knows what. Spread on it I saw a blanket, red, as though saturated with
blood. That is why the things on the bed could not be discerned. And there were the stark, high, white-washed
walls of the cell. I could not understand why they were, painted white—perhaps to bring some light, I thought.
But then where was the light? Here there was nothing but darkness. Why were the walls white? I thought I would
inquire, but from whom? There was no one. But even if there had been, how could I ask?
Then there came the sound of something ticking—more like drip-drip-drip. This did something to me. My
cracked innards seemed to quiver under its shrill, piercing jabs. How long would it go on? And I in this room, in
this situation? Nothing made sense. Was it sunny outside? Or was it raining? Had it been a clear day where would
the drip-drip-drip come from? And if it were snowing, there would certainly be no sound. I wished I could
dismantle the walls, look out and see everything happening outside. How long had I been inside? I knew nothing.
In the beginning I had not heard the ticking, it had made its appearance somewhere in between. Would it ever
stop? I had been leading a quiet, harmless enough life, why then did they put me in the straitjacket? And why
change my environment? Has sickness ever been cured by a mere change of place?
I had been there now for a long, long time. Sometimes I felt as if I had just arrived here, but sometimes it was
hard to keep count of the years. What happened ultimately was something I had never imagined. Actually I have
always been waiting for something that never happens.
Through the wall the two of them came—the same wall through which they had forcibly pushed me in earlier
—and advanced towards me. They said nothing. One of them removed the red blanket from the bed. Spread
underneath was a white sheet. I cast one look at the white sheet and other at the white of the walls and then lifted
my eyes to their faces. The same thought occurred to me once again: why did the walls have such white faces? To
tell the truth, I had no courage to ask them. Perhaps they were cleverer than I was, that is why they read the
unframed question from my face and one of them spoke:
“One must get acquainted with death before it comes, that is the reason why these walls are painted stark
white.”
They took charge of me and laid me down on the white sheet, face upwards. Then they brought some
instruments and cut my face into two. They left one half linked to my skeletal form and severed the other. One of
the two brought a cloth and wrapping the severed half of my face in it, put it in some safe place beyond my gaze. I
could understand nothing of it at all. All was deathly still. They said nothing, nor did I venture to speak. Then they
picked me up and put a chain round my neck.
I looked down and felt a locket hanging from it. There was a number engraved on it. I tried very hard to read
the number, but could not. The fact was that my eyes had gone with the part of my face which had been removed,
so how could I read anything? Then they took me out of the room the same way I had been brought in, through
the wall. As we came out one of the two said:
“Go, you are free now. You will never see an ambulance again, nor ever be brought here.”
1956
22.96 & 212.122 1. Her Mother 2. Excerpt from Incantations And Other Stories\fn{by Anjana Appachana (1956)} Mercara, Coorg District, Karnataka State, India (F) 34
1
When she got her daughter’s first letter from America, the mother had a good cry. Everything was fine, the
daughter said. The plane journey was fine, her professor who met her at the airport was nice, her university was
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very nice, the house she shared with two American girls (nice girls) was fine, her classes were OK and her
teaching was surprisingly fine. She ended the letter saying she was fine and hoping her mother and father were
too.
The mother let out a moan she could barely control and wept in an agony of longing and pain and frustration.
Who would have dreamt that her daughter was doing a Ph.D in Comparative Literature, she thought, wiping her
eyes with her sari palla, when all the words at her command were “fine,” “nice,” and “OK.” Who would have
imagined that she was a gold medalist from Delhi University? Who would know from the blandness of her letter,
its vapidity, the monotony of its tone and the indifference of its adjectives that it came from a girl so intense and
articulate?
Her daughter had written promptly, as she had said she would, the mother thought, cleaning her smudged
spectacles and beginning to reread the letter. It had taken only ten days to arrive. She examined her daughter’s
handwriting. There seemed to be no trace of loneliness there, or discomfort, or insecurity—the writing was firm,
rounded and clear. She hadn’t mentioned if that overfriendly man at the airport had sat next to her on the plane.
The mother hoped not. Once Indian men boarded the plane for a new country, the anonymity drove them crazy.
They got drunk and made life hell for the air-hostesses and everyone else nearby, but of course, they thought they
were flirting with finesse. Her daughter, for all her arguments with her parents, didn’t know how to deal with such
men. Most men.
Her brows furrowed, the mother took out a letter writing pad from her folder on the dining table and began to
write. Eat properly, she wrote. Have plenty of milk, cheese and cereal. Eating badly makes you age fast. That’s
why western women look so haggard. They might be pencil slim, but look at the lines on their faces. At thirty they
start looking faded. So don’t start these stupid, western dieting fads. Oil your hair every week and avoid
shampoos. Chemicals ruin the hair. (You can get almond oil easily if coconut oil isn’t available.) With all the
hundreds of shampoos in America, American women’s hair isn’t a patch on Indian women’s. Your grandmother
had thick, black hair till the day she died.
One day, two months earlier, her daughter had cut off her long thick hair, just like that. The abruptness and
sacrilege of this act still haunted the mother. That evening, when she opened the door for her daughter, her hair
reached just below her ears. The daughter stood there, not looking at either her mother or father, but almost, it
seemed, beyond them, her face a strange mixture of relief and defiance and anger, as her father, his face twisted,
said, why, why.
I like it short, she said.
Fifteen years of growing it below her knees, of oiling it every week, and washing it so lovingly, the mother
thought as she touched her daughter’s cheek and said, you are angry with us … is this your revenge?
Her daughter had removed her hand and moved past her parents, paper brother-in-law who was behind them,
and into her room.
For her father it was as though a limb had been amputated. For days he brooded in his chair in the corner of the
sitting-room, almost in mourning, avoiding even looking at her, while the mother murmured, you’ve perfected the
art of hurting us.
Your brother-in-law has finally been allotted his three-bed-roomed house, she wrote, and he moved into it last
week. I think he was quite relieved to, after living with us these few months. So there he is, living all alone in that
big house with two servants while your sister continues working in Bombay. Your sister says that commuting
marriages are inevitable, and like you, is not interested in hearing her mother’s opinion on the subject. I suppose
they will go on like this for years: postponing having children, postponing being together, until one day when
they’re as old as your father and me, they’ll have nothing to look forward to. Tell me, where would we have been
without you both? Of course, you will only support your sister and your brother-in-law and their strange, selfish
marriage. Perhaps that is your dream too. Nobody seems to have normal dreams any more.
The mother had once dreamt of love and a large home, silk saris and sapphires. The love she had got, but as
her husband struggled in his job and the children came and as they took loans to marry off her husband’s sisters,
the rest she did not. In the next fifteen years she had collected a nice selection of silk saris and jewelry for her
daughters, but by that time, they showed no inclination for either. The older daughter and her husband had had a
registered marriage, refused to have even a reception and did not accept so much as a handkerchief from their
respective parents. And the younger one had said quite firmly before she left, that she wasn’t even thinking of
marriage.
The mother looked at her husband’s back in the verandah. That’s all he did after he came back from the office
—sit in the verandah and think of his precious daughters, while she cooked and cleaned, attended to visitors and
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wrote to all her sisters and his sisters. Solitude to think—what a luxury! She had never thought in solitude. Her
thoughts jumped to and fro and up and down and in and out as she dusted, cooked, cleaned, rearranged cupboards,
polished the brass, put buttons on shirts and falls on saris, as she sympathized with her neighbor’s problems and
scolded the dhobi for not putting enough starch on the saris, as she reprimanded the milkman for watering the
milk and lit the kerosene stove because the gas had finished, as she took the dry clothes from the clothes line and
couldn’t press them because the electricity had failed and realized that the cake in the oven would now never rise.
The daughter was like her father, the mother thought—she too had wanted the escape of solitude, which meant, of
course, that in the process she neither made her bed nor tidied up her room.
How will you look after yourself, my Rani Beti? she wrote. You have always had your mother to look after
your comforts. I’m your mother and I don’t mind doing all this, but some day you’ll have to do it for the man you
marry and how will you, when you can’t even thread a needle?
But of course, her daughter didn’t want marriage. She had been saying so, vehemently, in the last few months.
The father blamed the mother. The mother had not taught her how to cook or sew and had only encouraged her
and her sister to think and act with an independence quite uncalled for in daughters. How then, he asked her, could
she expect her daughters to be suddenly amenable? How could she complain that she had no grandchildren and
lose herself in self-pity when it was all her doing? Sometimes the mother fought with the father when he said such
things, at other times she cried or brooded. But she was not much of a brooder, and losing her temper or crying
helped her cope better.
The mother laid aside her pen. She had vowed not to lecture her daughter, and there she was, filling pages of
rubbish when all she wanted to do was cry out, why did you leave us in such anger? what did we not do for you?
why, why?
No, she would not ask. She wasn’t one to get after the poor child like that.
How far away you are, my pet, she wrote. How could you go away like that, so angry with the world? Why,
my love, why? Your father says that I taught you to be so independent that all you hankered for was to get away
from us. He says it’s all my fault. I have heard that refrain enough in my married life. After all that I did for you,
tutoring you, disciplining you, indulging you, caring for you, he says he understands you better because you are
like him. And I can’t even deny that because it’s true. I must say it’s very unfair, considering that all he did for
you and your sister was give you chocolates and books.
When her daughter was six, the mother recalled, the teacher had asked the class to make a sentence with the
word, “good.”
She had written, my father is a good man. The mother sighed as she recalled asking her, isn’t your mother a
good woman? And the daughter’s reply, daddy is gooder.
The mother wrote, no, I don’t understand—you talk like him, look like him, are as obstinate and as stupidly
honest. It is as though he conceived you and gave birth to you entirely on his own. She was an ayah,\fn{Nurse;
housekeeper; assistant in finding things; semi-general factotum: many things:H } the mother thought, putting her pen aside, that
was all she was; she did all the dirty work and her husband got all the love.
The next day, after her husband had left for the office, the mother continued her letter. She wrote in a tinier
handwriting now, squeezing as much as possible into the thin air-mail sheet.
Write a longer letter to me, next time, my Rani, she wrote. Try and write as though you were talking to me.
Describe the trees, the buildings, the people. Try not to be your usual perfunctory self. Let your mother experience
America through your eyes. Also, before I forget, you must bathe every day, regardless of how cold it gets. People
there can be quite dirty. But no, if I recall correctly, it is the English and other Europeans who hate to bathe. Your
Naina Aunty, after her trip to Europe, said that they smelled all the time. Americans are almost as clean as Indians.
And don’t get into the dirty habit of using toilet paper, all right?
The mother blew her nose and wiped her cheek. Two years, she wrote, or even more for you to come back. I
can’t even begin to count the days for two years. How we worry, how we worry. Had you gone abroad with a
husband, we would have been at peace, but now? If you fall ill who will look after you? You can’t even make dal.
You can’t live on bread and cheese forever, but knowing you, you will. You will lose your complexion, your
health, your hair. But why should I concern myself with your hair? You cut it off, just like that.
The mother laid her cheek on her hand and gazed at the door where her daughter had stood with her cropped
hair, while she, her husband and her son-in-law stood like three figures in a tableau. The short hair made her face
look even thinner. Suddenly she looked ordinary, like all the thousands of short-haired, western-looking Delhi
girls one saw, all ordinarily attractive like the others, all the same. Her husband saying, why, why? his hands up in
the air, then slowly, falling down at his sides, her son-in-law, his lazy grin suddenly wiped off his face; she
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recalled it all, like a film in slow motion.
I always thought I understood you; she wrote, your dreams, your problems, but suddenly it seems there is
nothing that I understand. No, nothing, she thought, the tiredness weighing down her eyes. She was ranting—the
child could do without it. But how, how could she not think of this daughter of hers, who in the last few months,
had rushed from her usual, settled quietness to such unsettled stillness that it seemed the very house would begin
to balloon outwards, unable to contain her straining.
Enough, she wrote. Let me give you the news before I make you angry with my grief.
The day after you left, Mrs. Gupta from next door dropped in to comfort me, bless her. She said she had full
faith you would come back, that only boys didn’t. She says a daughter will always regard her parents’ home as her
only home, unlike sons who attach themselves to their wives. As you know, she has four sons, all married, and all,
she says, under their wives’ thumbs.
But it was true, the mother thought. Her own husband fell to pieces every time she visited her parents without
him. When he accompanied her there he needed so much looking after that she couldn’t talk to her mother, so she
preferred to go without him. With her parents she felt indulged and irresponsible. Who indulged her now? And
when she came back from her parents the ayah would complain that her husband could never find his clothes,
slept on the bedcover, constantly misplaced his spectacles, didn’t know how to get himself a glass of water and
kept waiting for the postman.
With all your talk about women’s rights, she wrote, you refuse to see that your father has given me none. And
on top of that he says that I am a nag. If I am a nag, it is because he’s made me one. And talking of women’s
rights, some women take it too far. Mrs. Parekh is having, as the books say, a torrid affair with a married man.
This man’s wife is presently with her parents and when Mrs. Parekh’s husband is on tour, she spends the night
with him, and comes back early in the morning to get her children ready for school. Everyone has seen her car
parked in the middle of the night outside his flat. Today our ayah said, memsahib, people like us do it for money.
Why do memsahibs like her do it? But of course, you will launch into a tirade of how this is none of my business
and sum it up with your famous phrase, each to her own. But my child, they’re both married. Surely you won’t
defend it? Sometimes I don’t understand how your strong principles co-exist with such strange values for what
society says is wrong. Each to her own, you have often told me angrily, never seeming to realize that it is never
one’s own when one takes such a reckless step, that entire families disintegrate, that children bear scars forever.
Each to her own, indeed.
Yes, she was a straightforward girl, the mother thought, and so loyal to those she loved. When the older
daughter had got married five years ago, and this one was only seventeen, how staunchly she had supported her
sister and brother-in-law’s decision to do without all the frills of an Indian wedding. How she had later defended
her sister’s decision to continue with her job in Bombay, when her husband came on a transfer to Delhi. She had
lost her temper with her parents for writing reproachful letters to the older daughter, and scolded them when they
expressed their worry to the son-in-law, saying that as long as he was living with them, they should say nothing.
The mother was fond of her son-in-law in her own way. But deep inside she felt that he was irresponsible,
uncaring and lazy. Yes, he had infinite charm, but he didn’t write regularly to his wife, didn’t save a paisa of his
salary (he didn’t even have a life insurance policy and no thoughts at all of buying a house), and instead of
spending his evenings in the house as befitted a married man, went on a binge of plays and other cultural
programmes, often taking her younger daughter with him, spending huge amounts on petrol and eating out. His
wife was too practical, he told the mother, especially about money. She believed in saving, he believed in
spending. She wanted security, he wanted fun. He laughed as he said this, and gave her a huge box of the most
expensive saris.
The mother had to smile. She wanted him to pine for her daughter. Instead, he joked about her passion for her
work and how he was waiting for the day when she would be earning twice as much as him, so that he could
resign from his job and live luxuriously off her, reading, trekking and sleeping. At such times the mother couldn’t
even force a smile out. But her younger daughter would laugh and say that his priorities were clear. And the older
daughter would write and urge the mother not to hound her sister about marriage, to let her pursue her interests.
The sisters supported each other, the mother thought, irritated but happy.
Yesterday, the mother wrote, we got a letter from Naina Aunty. Her friend’s son, a boy of twenty-six, is doing
his Ph.D in Stanford. He is tall, fair and very handsome. He is also supposed to be very intellectual, so don’t get
on your high horse. His family background is very cultured. Both his parents are lawyers. They are looking for a
suitable match for him and Naina Aunty who loves you so much, immediately thought of you and mentioned to
them that you are also in the States. Now, before losing your temper with me, listen properly. This is just a
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suggestion. We are not forcing you into a marriage you don’t want. But you must keep an open mind. At least
meet him. Rather, he will come to the university to meet you. Talk, go out together, see how much you like each
other. Just meet him and try and look pleasant and smile for a change. Give your father and me the pleasure of
saying, there is someone who will look after our child. If something happens to us who will look after you? I
know what a romantic you are, but believe me, arranged marriages work very well. Firstly, the bride is readily
accepted by the family. Now look at me. Ours was a love marriage and his parents disliked me and disapproved of
our marriage because my sister had married out of the community.
They thought I was fast because in those days I played tennis with other men, wore lipstick and bras. I wonder
why I bore it. I should have been cold and as distant as them. But I was ingratiating and accommodating. Then
your father and I had to marry off his sisters. Now in an arranged marriage you can choose not to have such
liabilities. I am not materialistic, but I am not a fool either. I know you want to be economically independent, and
you must be that, but it will also help if your husband isn’t burdened with debts. I am not blaming your father.
Responsibilities are responsibilities. But if you can help it, why begin married life with them?
Now don’t write back and say you’re sick of my nagging. You think I am a nag because it is I who wield the
stick and your father who gives those wonderful, idealistic lectures. Perhaps when you marry you will realize that
fathers and husbands are two very different things. In an arranged marriage you will not be disillusioned because
you will not have any illusions to begin with. That is why arranged marriages work. Of course, we will not put
any pressure on you. Let us know if it is all right for the boy to meet you and I will write to Naina Aunty
accordingly. Each day I pray that you will not marry an American. That would be very hard on us.
Now, look at your father and me. Whatever your father’s faults, infidelity isn’t one of them. Now these Americans, they will divorce you at the drop of a hat. They don’t know the meaning of the phrase, “sanctity of
marriage.” My love, if you marry an American and he divorces you and we are no longer in this world, what will
you do?
When the milkman came early this morning, he enquired about you. I told him how far away you are. He
sighed and said that it was indeed very far. I think he feels for us because he hasn’t watered the milk since you
left. I’m making the most of it and setting aside lots of thick malai for butter. When the postman came, he said,
how is the baby? I replied, now only you will bear her news for us. He immediately asked for baksheesh.\fn{A
present.} I said, nothing doing, what do you mean, baksheesh, it isn’t Diwali.\fn{A holiday of happiness and gift-giving.}
He replied, when I got you baby’s first letter, wasn’t it like Diwali? So I tipped him. Our bai has had a fight with
her husband because he got drunk again and spent his entire salary gambling it away. She is in a fury and has left
the house saying she won’t go back to him unless he swears in the temple that he will never drink again. Your
father says, hats off to her. Your father is always enraptured by other women who stand up for themselves. If I
stood up for myself he would think he was betrayed.
Betrayal, betrayal, the mother mulled. His job had betrayed him, his strict father had, by a lack of tenderness
betrayed him, India herself had betrayed him after Independence, and this betrayal he raved against every
evening, every night. He told her that sometimes he felt glad that his daughter had left a country where brides
were burnt for dowry, where everyone was corrupt, where people killed each other in the name of religion and
where so many still discriminated against Harijans.\fn{The Hindu caste of Untouchables.} At least, he said, his
daughter was in a more civilized country.
At this the mother got very angry. She said, in America fathers molested their own children. Wives were
abused and beaten up, just like the servant classes in India. Friends raped other friends. No one looked after the
old. In India, the mother said, every woman got equal pay for equal work. In America they were still fighting for
it. Could America ever have a woman president? Never. Could it ever have a black president? Never. Americans
were as foolish about religion as Indians, willing to give millions to charlatans who said that the Lord had asked
for the money. She was also well read, the mother told her husband, and she knew that no Indian would part with
his money so easily. As for discrimination against untouchables in India—it only happened among the
uneducated, whereas discrimination against blacks was rampant even among educated Americans. Blacks were
the American untouchables.
The mother was now in her element. She too had read Time and Newsweek, she told her husband, and she knew
that in India there had never been any question of having segregation in buses where Harijans were concerned, as
was the case in America, not so long ago.
Don't rant, her husband told her, and lower your voice, I can hear you without your shrieking. The mother got
into a terrible fury and the father left the room.
The mother wrote, you better give us your views about that country—you can give us a more balanced picture.
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Your father thinks I’m the proverbial frog in the well. Well, perhaps that is true, but he is another frog in another
well and Americans are all frogs in one large, rich well. Imagine, when your aunt was in America, several
educated Americans asked her whether India had roads and if people lived in trees. They thought your aunt had
learnt all the English she knew in America.
The mother made herself a cup of tea and sipped it slowly. Her son-in-law hadn’t even been at home the night
her daughter had left. It upset the mother deeply. He could have offered to drive them to the airport at least,
comforted them in their sorrow. But he had gone off for one of his plays and arrived a few minutes after they
returned from the airport, his hair tousled, his eyes bright. He stopped briefly in the living room where the mother
and father sat quietly, at opposite ends, opened his mouth to say something, then shrugged slightly and went to his
room.
Selfish, the mother thought. Thoughtless. The daughter hadn’t even enquired about him when she left. Had she
recognized that her fun-loving brother-in-law had not an ounce of consideration in him?
The two months before her daughter had left had been the worst. Not only had she stopped talking to her
parents, but to him. It frightened the mother. One can say and do what one likes with parents, she told her silent
child once, parents will take anything. Don’t cold shoulder him too. If he takes a dislike to you and your moods,
then you will be alienated even from your sister. Remember, marriage bonds are ultimately stronger than ties
between sisters.
The daughter had continued reading her book. And soon after, she had cut off her hair. Rapunzel, her brotherin-law had said once, as he watched her dry her hair in the courtyard and it fell like black silk below her knees.
Rapunzel, he said again, as the mother smiled and watched her child comb it with her fingers, Rapunzel,
Rapunzel, let down your hair. Oh she won’t do that, the mother had said, proud that she understood, she is too
quiet and withdrawn, and her daughter had gone back to her room and the next day she had cut it off, just like
that.
The mother finished her tea and continued her letter.
Let me end with some advice, she wrote, and don’t groan now. Firstly, keep your distance from American men.
You are innocent and have no idea what men are like. Men have more physical feelings than women. I’m sure you
understand. Platonic friendships between the two sexes does not exist. In America they do not even pretend that it
does. There kissing is as casual as holding hands. And after that you know what happens. One thing can lead to
another and the next thing we know you will bring us an American son-in-law. You know we will accept even that
if we have to, but it will make us most unhappy.
Secondly, if there is an Indian association in your university, please join it. You might meet some nice Indian
men there with the same interests that you have. For get-togethers there, always wear a sari and try to look
pleasant. Your father doesn’t believe in joining such associations, but I feel it is a must.
The mother was tired of giving advice. What changed you so much the last few months before you left? she
wanted to cry, why was going abroad no longer an adventure but an escape? At the airport, when the mother
hugged the daughter, she had felt with a mother’s instinct that the daughter would not return.
There had been a brief period when her child had seemed suddenly happy, which was strange, considering her
final exams were drawing closer. She would work late into the night and the mother would sometimes awaken at
night to hear the sounds of her making coffee in the kitchen. Once, on the way to the bathroom she heard sounds
of laughter in the kitchen and stepped in to see her daughter and son-in-law cooking a monstrous omelette. He had
just returned from one of his late night jaunts. An omelette at 1 a.m., the mother grunted sleepily and the two
laughed even more as the toast emerged burnt and the omelette stuck to the pan. Silly children, the mother said
and went back to bed.
And then, a few weeks later, that peculiar, turbulent stillness as her daughter continued studying for her exams
and stopped talking to all of them, her face pale and shadows under her eyes, emanating a tension that gripped the
mother like tentacles and left the father hurt and confused. She snapped at them when they questioned her, so they
stopped. I’ll talk to her after the exams, the mother told herself. She even stopped having dinner with them, eating
either before they all sat at the table, or much after, and then only in her room.
And that pinched look on her face … the mother jerked up. It was pain, not anger. Her daughter had been in
pain, in pain. She was hiding something. Twelve years ago, when the child was ten, the mother had seen the same
pinched, strained look on her face. The child bore her secret for three days, avoiding her parents and her sister,
spending long hours in the bathroom and moving almost furtively around the house. The mother noticed that two
rolls of cotton had disappeared from her dressing table drawer and that an old bedsheet she had left in the
cupboard to cut up and use as dusters, had also disappeared. On the third day she saw her daughter go to the
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bathroom with a suspicious lump in her shirt. She stopped her, her hands on the trembling child’s arms, put her
fingers into her shirt and took out a large roll of cotton. She guided the child to the bathroom, raised her skirt and
pulled down her panties. The daughter watched her mother’s face, her eyes filled with terror, waiting for the same
terror to reflect on her face, as her mother saw the blood flowing from this unmentionable part of her body and
recognized her daughter’s imminent death. The mother said, my love, why didn’t you tell me, and the child,
seeing only compassion, knew she would live, and wept.
The omniscience of motherhood could last only so long, the mother thought, and she could no longer guess her
daughter’s secrets. Twelve years ago there had been the disappearing cotton and sheet, but now? The mother
closed her eyes and her daughter’s face swam before her, her eyes dark, that delicate nose and long plaited hair—
no, no it was gone now and she could never picture her with her new face. After her daughter had cut her hair, the
mother temporarily lost her vivacity. And the daughter became uncharacteristically tidy—her room spick and
span, her desk always in order, every corner dusted, even her cupboard neatly arranged. The mother’s daily
scoldings to her, which were equally her daily declarations of love, ceased, and she thought she would burst with
sadness. So one day, when the mother saw her daughter standing in her room, looking out of the window, a large
white handkerchief held to her face, the mother said, don’t cry my love, don’t cry, and then, don’t you know it’s
unhygienic to use someone else’s hanky, does nothing I tell you register, my Rani? And her daughter, her face
flushed, saying, it’s clean, and the mother taking it out of her hand and smelling it and snorting, clean what
rubbish, and it isn’t even your father’s, it’s your brother- in-law’s, it smells of him, and it did, of cigarettes and
after shave and God knows what else and the mother had put it for a wash.
The mother’s face jerked up. Her finger’s grip on the pen loosened and her eyes dilated. Her daughter had not
been crying. Her eyes, as they turned to her mother, had that pinched look, but they were clear as she removed the
handkerchief from her nose. It had smelled of him as she held it there and she wasn’t wiping her tears.
The mother moaned. If God was omniscient, it didn’t seem to hurt him. Why hadn’t He denied her the
omniscience of motherhood? Oh my love, my love, the mother thought. She held her hand to her aching throat.
Oh my love. The tears weren’t coming now. She began to write.
Sometimes when one is troubled, she wrote, and there is no solution for the trouble, prayer helps. It gives you
the strength to carry on. I know you don’t believe in rituals, but all I’m asking you to do is to light the lamp in the
morning, light an agarbatti, fold your hands, close your eyes and think of truth and correct actions. That’s all.
Keep these items and the silver idol of Ganesha\fn{ The god of wisdom.} which I put into your suitcase, in a corner in
your cupboard or on your desk.
For the mother, who had prayed all her life, prayer was like bathing or brushing her teeth or chopping onions.
She had found some strength in the patterns these created, and sometimes, some peace. Once, when her husband
reprimanded her for cooking only eight dishes for a dinner party, she had wanted to break all the crockery in the
kitchen, but after five minutes in her comer with the Gods, she didn’t break them. She couldn’t explain this to her
child. She couldn’t say, it’s all right, it happens; or say, you’ll forget, knowing her daughter wouldn’t.
If you don’t come back next year, she wrote, knowing her daughter wouldn’t, I’ll come and get you. She would
pretend to have a heart attack, the mother said to herself, her heart beating very fast, her tears now falling very
rapidly, holding, her head in her hands, she would phone her daughter and say, I have to see you before I die, and
then her daughter would come home, yes, she would come home, and she would grow her hair again.
2
In the end we decided to visit the astrologer before going to the gynecologist. After an hour’s wait in the
relentless afternoon sun, a scooter finally stopped for us. When we told the scooterwalla where we wanted to go,
he snorted and spat out a copious stream of paan.\fn{Betel nut, chewed for its mild narcotic effect. (H)}
“I don’t go such short distances,” he said contemptuously. We turned away wearily.
“It will be ten rupees!” he shouted.
“Go to hell,” said Amrita. “You scooterwallas are all the same.” I dragged her back.
“Forget your principles today. We’ll both collapse in this heat.”
We sat inside the scooter. To the scooterwalla’s left was a picture of Goddess Lakshmi with a tinsel garland
around it, to his right, one of a film actress, bare-bosomed and smiling. Surveying us through the rear view mirror,
the scooterwalla grinned. He lit a beedi\fn{A native cigarette} with a flourish and started the scooter. Loudly and at
breakneck speed, the scooter weaved its way through the traffic. We clung to the sides and helplessly tried to hold
our saris down.
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“Maybe I’ll be lucky and have a miscarriage now,” gasped Amrita.
“Slow down!” I shouted above the noise of the scooter. He accelerated.
“Slow down will you!” He turned to me, grinning.
“What did you say?” I screamed,
“Look at the road, don’t look at me! Slow down!” He missed a car by an inch, swerved violently, threw back
his head and laughed.
“Which college are you from?”
We did not answer. He accelerated.
“Slow down! Do you want us to die!”
“Memsahib,” he said, “death is neither in your hands or in mine. If we have to die, we will die. It is all written
down.”
‘You die if you want to. At the rate you’re going you’ll kill us too.’ He bounded up and down in his seat
gleefully.
“Who cares,” he sang, “Who cares if I die, who cares if you die, what difference does it make!”
“Stop talking to him,” Amrita told me, “he’s enjoying it.”
The scooterwalla accelerated again and looked at me hopefully in the rear view mirror. I looked out at the road.
We had passed our destination.
“Stop, stop!” He turned to me again and winked.
“What is there to be so scared about? People die all the time.”
“Will you please stop, we’ve passed the place!”
He braked immediately and we almost fell over him. He leered at our bosoms and said,
“Madam, you should have warned me. This is how accidents happen.”
I thrust a ten rupee note into his outstretched hand. He took it, caressing my hands as he did, smiled slowly and
drove off.
Shakily we began walking to Chachaji’s house. Chachaji, as the astrologer was called, was very popular with
the girls in our college. His prophecies came true and he was cheaper than the rest. He could read your minds.
One look at you and he knew everything—your past, your present, your future.
His wife opened the door to us and led us to the living room. I could hear the pressure cooker in the kitchen
and the house was redolent with the smell of chicken curry. Somewhere inside a baby cried. The smell of incense
wafted in and Chachaji entered. Spotless white pajama-kurta, soft white beard, frail frame, startling eyes …
mystic … ethereal. We stared at him, dumbstruck. He sat opposite us and gazed into our faces. He smiled.
“Yes, my children?”
I looked at Amrita. It had been her idea to come here. When she didn’t say anything, I spoke.
“We wanted to consult you.”
“Yes, yes, they all want to consult me.”
How soft his voice was. I looked again at Amrita. Her eyes were deep with tears. I knew how she felt. I could
have confessed anything to him. He turned to Amrita. Almost imperceptibly, he shook his head.
“Beti,\fn{Daughter} you are in a forest, lost, wandering. You do not know where to go.”
Dumbly, Amrita nodded. He sighed and closed his eyes.
“I see a boy.” We started.
“I see trouble. It all began with this boy. What is the date, time and place of your birth?”
She told him. On a piece of paper he did some rapid calculations. He shook his head.
“The stars are not good. The shadow of Shani\fn{ One of the nine primary beings of Hindu astrology} is falling on you.
It is a very unlucky year for you.” Amrita whispered.
“Chachaji, what will happen?”
“Happen? Has it not already happened?”
She flinched and lowered her eyes. Her fingers gathered and ungathered her pleats.
“What will I do, Chachaji, what will I do?”
He closed his eyes once again. I was sweating profusely and there were beads of perspiration above Amrita’s
mouth. His wife entered with two glasses of water for us. We drank thirstily. She smiled at us.
“You are both so pretty.” We smiled gratefully.
“But you don’t know how to wear saris,” she said, clicking her tongue. “Stand up for a moment.”
We stood up obediently. She bent and pulled our saris down.
“Always wear your sandals before wearing saris. Or else it’ll ride high,” she adjusted our pleats, then stood up
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and surveyed her work with satisfaction.
“Champa’s mother,” sighed Chachaji, “they have not come here to talk of saris.”
“Oh you,” she dismissed him with a gesture. “Don’t frighten these children with all your talk.” She picked up
the glasses, gave us another sunny smile and walked out of the room, her payals\fn{Anklets} tinkling softly.
Apologetically, we looked at Chachaji. He smiled indulgently.
“Yes, children, what else do you want to know?”
“What should I do?” asked Amrita.
“I will do a puja\fn{A special set of prayers} for you. It will negate the bad influence of Shani. After six months I
will perform a second puja. Your stars will change. The shadow of Shani will no longer envelop you.”
Worshipfully, we nodded.
“For the puja,” he continued, his eyes fixed at the wall behind us, “you will have to give a donation.”
“How much?” Amrita asked, fumbling in her purse.
“Whatever you wish, beti, whatever you wish. With the blessings of God all will be well. I will do a special
puja for you.”
Amrita gave him twenty rupees. He took it and fingered the notes meditatively.
“My child, this will suffice only for a small puja. For you I will have to perform a big puja. Or else the trouble
may become worse.”
“Chachaji, I have very little money.” He shrugged his shoulders.
“If that is your wish, then. This may not suffice to negate the evil influence of Shani.” I took out ten rupees
from my bag and gave it to him.
“Chachaji, this is all we have.” He smiled, took the money with one hand, and patted my cheek with the other. '
“You are a true friend, beti. You are a loyal friend. Your stars are good. You will do an MA. It is possible that
you will work. You will marry a handsome man and have one son, one daughter.”
“When will I get married, Chachaji?”
“How old are you?”
“Seventeen.”
“In six, seven years, beti.”
“Will it be arranged?”
“It will be love. You will have a love marriage.”
“Will I go abroad, Chachaji?”
“Many times, many, many times.”
“Thank you, Chachaji,” I said, quietly ecstatic. He turned to Amrita.
“After I perform the puja, your stars will change. You will marry a handsome, fair, rich, influential man. You
will have two sons who will rise to powerful positions in the government. They will bring you power, fame,
respect. And you will also travel abroad, many, many times.'
He rose. We folded our hands.
*
The heat hit us as we stepped out of the house. We walked towards the bus stop.
“Oh no, Patram!” I gasped and pulled Amrita back from the road. In silence, breathing heavily, we stood where
we were. A khaki-clad man walked past us. He was not Patram. Feeling foolish, we continued walking.
Patram was the omnipresent, omniscient peon-cum-bodyguard-cum-regulator-of-rules, employed by our
college, who watched the boarders like a hawk and reported all our goings-on to the superintendent. He knew who
sneaked out of the gates before the rules permitted, who returned after 8 pm, who smoked, who had a boyfriend.
Just last month two girls had been expelled from the hostel after Patram smelt cigarette smoke in the corridor
outside their room and informed the superintendent. The case went up to the principal. The girls pleaded with her
but she would not budge. She said that she would not have girls of such loose character in her college. They had
to leave. If someone decided to sneak out of the college gates and see a 1.30 film show, Patram was sure to know.
He was everywhere—in the markets, cinema, theatres, Connaught Place. We lived in dread of the famous khaki
dress and cap and the permanent grin on his face.
That morning we had walked out of the college before official going-out time, and there had been no sign of
Patram. Dressed in saris for the first time in an effort to look older, we had walked out of the gates, awkwardly
and with trepidation. Still no Patram. And now, weak with relief at the false alarm, we waited for the bus that
would take us to the gynecologist. It arrived almost immediately, and for once, it was not crowded.
“Forty rupees,” Amrita said as the bus began to move. “We’ve spent forty rupees today.”
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I said nothing. We had just a hundred between us. We had no idea how much the gynecologist would take. The
previous day, in a desperate bid to make some money, we had gone around the hostel collecting old newspapers,
empty jars and bottles. We had fitted these into six polythene bags and trudged to the nearby market, trying to
appear oblivious to the noise they made as we walked, praying that the polythene bags would not fall apart. In the
market we had squatted before the kabadiwalla\fn{A collector of old newspapers, jars, odds and ends} and bargained at
length. He had said he would give us twenty rupees for the whole lot. We had asked for thirty. He had refused. We
walked away and he had called us back. Twenty-five, he had said. So we struck the bargain.
On the way back, overcome by the sight of pastries in the bakery, we had spent most of it on black forests,
lemon tarts, chocolate éclairs and chicken patties. And now we had barely enough for the gynecologist, let alone
the abortion. Maybe, I thought, she isn’t pregnant after all.
The clinic was plush, beautiful and smelt rich. Our hearts sank. We sat at the reception and waited Amrita’s
turn. There was just one other person there, in a bright pink chiffon sari. She stared at us. We thumbed unseeingly
through the magazines. She continued staring.
“She’s going to ask questions,” Amrita murmured.
“Lie.”
“What?”
“So,” said the woman, “you have come to visit Dr. Kumar?” We nodded distantly and went back to our
magazines.
“How old are you both?”
“Twenty,” I lied. Beneath my sari my legs began to tremble.
“Acha?\fn{OK; indeed; I see} You look younger.” Amrita smiled.
“That’s good.”
She continued surveying us and her face grew grim. She drew her palla\fn{That part of the sari that comes down over
the shoulder} over her shoulders.
“Are you married?”
“Yes,” I said.
“No,” said Amrita.
“Acha?” She turned a shocked face towards Amrita. “Then what are you doing here?”
“Period problems,” said Amrita and went back to her magazine.
“What problems?”
“Irregular.” I said.
“Too frequent,” said Amrita. She smiled knowingly.
“There seems to be some confusion about the problem, yes?”
We did not reply. She turned her gaze on me.
“So are you the married one?”
“Yes.”
“You don’t look married. How old are you?”
“Twenty.”
“So what is your problem?”
“I’m accompanying my friend.”
“Acha! So the married friend is accompanying the unmarried friend to the gynecologist!”
She knew, she knew. She fingered her mangalsutra.\fn{A gold chain strung with black beads, only worn by married
women}
“It seems to me that neither of you is married.” She waited. “And if that is so, God knows what you are doing
here.” The nurse called,
“Mrs. Mehta, your turn please.” She rose, exuding a strong whiff of Intimate as she did, and walked in.
“Bitch,” said Amrita.
Ten minutes later, Mrs. Mehta emerged, gave us a meaningful look and left.
We went in, sat opposite Dr. Kumar and began to cry. She was wonderful. She spoke to us in low, comforting
tones, gave us tissues, got us cold water and had the nurse serve us tea. Finally, red-nosed and swollen-eyed, we
were quiet. She turned to Amrita.
“You’re pregnant?”
“I think so.”
“Let me check you.”
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I sat in the room while she and Amrita went into the adjoining room. When they emerged, I knew it was
confirmed. Amrita sat next to me. She was trembling. I put my hand on her knee. Dr Kumar’s eyes, brown and
gentle, looked troubled. She reminded me of my mother. But I could not tell my mother if I were pregnant.
“How much will an abortion cost?” asked Amrita. Dr. Kumar rested her face against her hand.
“Does the boy know?”
“No. There’s no need for him to know.”
“So, you don’t intend marrying him?”
“No. How much will it cost?”
Dr. Kumar was silent. Finally she said,
“It’s a thousand rupees in this clinic.”
Amrita and I looked at each other in despair. We didn’t even have a hundred. Dr Kumar, her eyes full of
compassion, suggested that there were government hospitals where it could be done for about a hundred rupees.
She would give us the addresses. Sensing my apprehension, she assured me that they were perfectly safe. As for
the abortion—people were having it all the time. She paused, then said,
“Amrita, would you like to take your parents into your confidence?” Seeing Amrita’s face, she gently
continued,
“Sometimes, beti, we tend to misjudge our parents. Often they’re the best people to turn to at such times.”
“Last year,” Amrita whispered, “our neighbour’s daughter got pregnant. She threw herself in front of a passing
train. Her parents refused to claim her body. And my father said, that is how it should be.”
“Your mother?”
“What could she say? She cried for days. And Ma can’t keep anything to herself. She’ll tell my father.”
Dr. Kumar seemed lost in thought. After some time she sighed and said,
“Are you both in the hostel?” We nodded.
“So, your parents are not in Delhi?” We shook our heads.
“I see.”
She wrote down a few addresses and gave them to us. We rose to leave.
“Wait,” she said, and proceeded to give us a fifteen-minute talk on contraception. Wide-eyed and quivering
with embarrassment, I listened. I could barely look Dr. Kumar in the eye as she systematically went through it all.
How did people ever buy these things? How did they look chemists in the eye? How did they ever get down to it?
Amrita looked tired but unembarrassed, nodding from time to time. After Dr. Kumar finished, she said,
“Don’t be so foolish next time.” We got up. She said,
“Amrita, you’re already two months gone. Don’t wait much longer.”
Amrita nodded. Dr. Kumar refused to take any money.
*
It was five when we reached the hostel. We changed out of our saris and looked at each other.
“Marry him, Amrita,” I said tentatively.
“Please,” Amrita replied, “you’ll never understand.”
I didn’t. I didn’t understand at all. I liked Rakesh; he was handsome, bright, fun to be with. He smelt
wonderfully of aftershave and had given us our first motorcycle rides. He’s so nice I had often told Amrita, so
nice. But she said he had no aesthetic sense. She didn’t want nice. She didn’t want to get married after college.
She didn’t want to end up like her parents. She wanted adventure.
I, half in love with Rakesh, his aftershave and his motorcycle, was sure he would provide adventure. She
scoffed at the very idea.
Often I wondered why Amrita had gone into this strange, loveless relationship. Normally so communicative
with me, she was unusually reticent about her affair with Rakesh. Was it just the sex? My mind recoiled at the
thought. Nevertheless, I wondered. It’s nothing so great, she told me once, and I tried to school my expression at
this unexpected revelation. She had done it! How often? She looked the same. On our occasional outings together,
I watched them covertly. They laughed, talked, ate, drank. I could see no hidden fire in Rakesh’s eyes, no
answering flame in Amrita’s. In my own fantasies, I was beautiful but enigmatic, virginal, but willing to surrender
it all to the man I married. If it happened before marriage he would not respect me. I would tame the beast in him.
Did Rakesh respect Amrita? Did she drive him crazy with desire.
I waited to hear more, but she said nothing. I continued feeding my fantasies of handsome men on
motorcycles, smelling of aftershave, with deep voices and British accents. I would happily have settled for one
after college, happily married one. He would never tire of me, nor I of him. Marriage would be that wondrous
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path of rapid heartbeats and unending, intimate discoveries.
Amrita spent the weekends with Rakesh in his hostel.
“This bloody college and those frustrated spinsters make me sick,” she would tell me every Sunday evening,
referring to the superintendent and the principal. “I’ll be glad to get out of this hole.”
Rakesh never seemed to figure in her plans for the future. She wanted to be a journalist and I had no doubt that
she would succeed. Not only did she write expressively, but had strong feelings and a strange kind of courage, an
indifference to what people thought of her. While I seemed to spend my life looking over my shoulder to see who
was watching, starting, for fear someone was listening, always fearful that “they” would know. Amrita, as long as
I had known her, had done exactly what she wanted. Now, on Amrita’s behalf, it was I who was guilty, scared of
discovery, certain that retribution was imminent.
We could not use the hostel phone to fix up the appointment as it was out of order. We began walking towards
the gate again since the taxi-stand outside the college had a public phone. But Nemesis in the form of Patram was
just behind us. Grinning, he led us to the superintendent’s office. He had seen us outside the college gates that
morning, he said. The superintendent, sullen, but with a predatory gleam in her eyes, lectured us on our
dishonesty, the wickedness of our actions and on our parents’ inability to inculcate in us the virtues of restraint
and politeness. As she took a deep breath to renew her attack, Amrita told her that she was an ignorant, powerhungry, narrow-minded, perverse woman and stormed out of the room. Weak with shock and fear, I gave the
superintendent an ingratiating smile and followed Amrita.
Back in our room, Amrita raged. She damned the college and the authorities.
“One day,” she fumed, “I’m going to expose this place for what it is. I’ll write about it and publish it. No one
will want to attend this wretched place.” I replied,
“It’ll have exactly the opposite effect—your article will reassure every middle-class parent like yours and
mine.”
*
We were gated for two weeks. But the next week we sneaked out and waited for a scooter or bus that would
take us to one of the clinics Dr. Kumar had suggested. Patram’s voice called us from across the road, precipitating
another return. Once again he escorted us to the superintendent’s office. Our gating was extended to four weeks.
Two weeks passed, then three weeks. One day someone casually mentioned that her sister had had a
miscarriage after eating pickles. That evening I made Amrita eat half a bottle of mango pickle. The room smelled
of it for days and she was violently sick, but nothing happened. She said, “If I starve myself maybe it’ll die,” and
didn’t eat for three days. She almost collapsed, but nothing happened. I said,
“Eat, you’ll need your strength for the abortion.”
“When,” she whispered, “when?”
As the days passed I felt Amrita’s rising fear. The more fearful she was, the quieter she became. Daily I
murmured reassurances while unobtrusively examining her stomach. It seemed to grow no bigger. Would an
abortion at this stage kill her? I imagined Amrita’s prolonged, bloody death at the clinic, with me left behind to
break the news to her parents, to the superintendent, to the principal, to my parents. The horror. Would they hold
me responsible? And then I was ridden with guilt for thinking such thoughts, for feeling not sorrow, but terror for
the seemingly endless repercussions of such a death. My fantasies turned to nightmares.
As our gating entered the fourth week, Amrita fell ill. She refused to let me call a doctor for fear he would find
out that she was pregnant. At midnight her temperature rose to 104 degrees. The superintendent did not take
kindly to my knock at her door at that hour, urging her to call a doctor. This was no time to come knocking at her
door, she snapped, handing me two aspirins and banging the door on my face. I stood outside her door for a long
time. Then I went back to ours.
Amrita’s temperature remained the same the next day. The superintendent called a doctor. The diagnosis—
measles.
“Oh my God, oh my God,” said the superintendent wringing her hands. “Now everyone in the hostel will get
it. She had better leave the hostel.”
“She has nowhere to go,” I said.
She gave me a look of pure hatred and left the room hurriedly. Half an hour later I was summoned to her office
where the principal had joined her.
“What is this I hear?” the principal asked me.
“All what?”
The principal looked at me in amazement and then spoke to me for ten minutes on the subject of respect for
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elders. Subsequently she expressed her outrage that Amrita had no local guardians in Delhi who could take her
away, and her deeper outrage that I couldn’t ask my local guardians to look after her. She ordered the
superintendent to send a telegram to Amrita’s parents in Bangalore. In the meantime Amrita and I were to have
our meals in our room. On no account were we to enter the dining-hall. To attend classes, we were to use the back
door of the hostel. It would be opened especially for us.
The superintendent placed a call to Amrita’s parents but could not get through. She sent a telegram but there
was no response. For a week Amrita stayed confined to our room. I continued attending classes, leaving through
the back door of the hostel. For some unaccountable reason, it did not matter to them if I infected the others in
class, but the dining-room was taboo. Amrita wept silently throughout, and when she was asleep, I did. Often I
would wake up at night to find Amrita awake, gazing at the ceiling, her face now full of spots, her large eyes
swollen and red. We hardly spoke.
Finally the superintendent got through to Amrita’s parents. They said they would fly to Delhi the next day.
Turning to the wall, Amrita said,
“This is the end. My father will have nothing to do with me. Where will I go? Where will I go?”
I could offer no comfort, no sanctuary. I kept saying,
“He won’t do that, he won’t do that.” Then I said,
“Rakesh is there, he’ll see you through, he’ll have to.” She was silent and then said,
“Call him, tell him.”
The hostel phone was out of order again. I asked the superintendent if I could use hers. She refused. In the end
I walked out of the college gates, my pocket full of fifty paisa coins, while Patram followed me, calling,
“Hemlathaji, come back, come back, I’ll report you to the superintendent, I’ll tell the principal, you will see
what I will do, you will see what happens.”
He followed me to the gate and watched me walk to the taxi-stand. The taxiwallas stared at me while I dialed
Rakesh’s number at his engineering college. I got a wrong number the first time. The second time the call got I
disconnected. The third time I got through.
Rakesh was out, I was told, but would be back in ten minutes. I waited, while the taxiwallas eyed me. One lay
down on the charpoi next to me.
“It is so hot,” he groaned. He removed his banyan, lowered his pajamas and looked at me. I looked away.
It was growing dark and every emerging shadow seemed khaki-clad and wore a wide grin. I walked down the
road slowly. Five minutes. A cyclist swerved towards me and I stepped back. He groaned and cycled away rapidly.
I walked back and tried the number again. I got through. Rakesh was back. I told him what I could and he said he
would be there immediately. I walked a slight distance away from the taxi-stand and waited.
“Madam,” said a voice behind me. I shuddered and looked back. It was the same taxi -walla. He looked me
over and scratched his groin.
“Can I help you in any way?”
“No,” I said and turned away. He remained where he was.
“Do you need any fifty paisa coins?”
“No,” I said, “No.”
I walked further away. He followed me. I crossed the road. He stood opposite, staring at me. Ten minutes later
Rakesh’s motorcycle came to a halt beside me. The taxi-walla walked back.
Rakesh was in a state of shock and incomprehension. He would sell his motorcycle and pay for the abortion,
he declared hoarsely. He would protect her from her parents. He would leave college. As I tried to calm him
down, a familiar khaki-clad apparition emerged silently from the shadows and stood before us, grinning.
For the third time Patram escorted me back to the superintendent’s office. The principal was there too. It was
girls like me who ruined the reputation of the college—breaking rules, making boyfriends, smoking, she said. I
didn’t smoke, I replied. The principal snorted. Next I would say I didn’t have a boyfriend. She pulled the
telephone towards her. She was going to phone my local guardians to take me away. I could start packing my
things.
I wish I could say at this point that I had let her phone them. I wish I could say that I had walked out of the
room with an appropriate remark. I wish I could say that I had told them what I thought of them. Even today I
relive that scene and say all that I did not at that time. I wish I didn’t have to say that I began to cry hysterically
while they watched me with satisfaction. That I begged them to give me another chance. That I told them my
parents would never understand. That I kept repeating, please, please don’t expel me, I’ll never repeat my
mistakes. That the superintendent said she wanted all this in writing. That I gave her a written apology, still
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sobbing, still begging. They both smiled and shook their heads. And the principal asked the superintendent,
“So you think she has realized?” And the superintendent replied,
“Who knows with these girls, they are such good actresses.” And I said, (oh God), I said,
“I will do anything you want me to do, but please don’t expel me, please forgive me, please forgive me.” And
they said,
“We cannot give you an answer now, we shall have to think about it. We will watch your behaviour and then
we will decide.”
And I thanked them.
The next morning, from our first floor window, I saw Rakesh’s figure next to his motorcycle, waiting outside
the gate. I sent him a note through my next-door neighbor, explaining the situation, but he continued waiting in
the afternoon sun while I helped Amrita pack her belongings. Her parents arrived in the evening. Her father
waited in the superintendent’s office while her mother came up to our room and sat next to her daughter, stroking
her hair.
“My poor baby,” she said, “my poor, poor child.” And she smiled at me and said,
“Hemu, beti, thank you for looking after her all this time. My daughter is lucky to have such a friend.” She
continued stroking Amrita's hair.
“Ma,” Amrita said, “Ma, I’m pregnant.”
Her mother’s hands stopped.
“Ma,” Amrita said, grasping her thigh, “I’m three months’ pregnant, Ma. Ma, where will I go? Where will I
go?”
Her mother was still, so still. She closed her eyes and whispered,
“Bhagwan, hai Bhagwan.”\fn{“God, O God”}
In the distance a clock struck six. From my position at the window I could see Rakesh outside the gate,
waiting.
“Ma!”
We started. Amrita’s voice sounded strange.
“Ma, I think I’m bleeding.”
She was. Slowly, the white sheets were staining. Amrita began to cry, loud, harsh sounds. Fascinated, I
watched the white sheets turning red while the room filled with the horrible sound, till I thought it would have to
burst open to let out what it could not possibly contain.
And then there was a knock on the door and the superintendent entered. I threw a bedcover over Amrita and
her sounds stopped abruptly. The superintendent's eyes bulged.
“What is the matter?”
Amrita’s mother began stroking her hair again.
“My daughter is tired. It has been a strain. Please call a taxi. We must leave now.”
The superintendent eyed us suspiciously. She came closer to Amrita and whipped the bedcover away. Amrita’s
mother gasped. The superintendent gave a strangled scream. Amrita closed her eyes and the superintendent said,
“I should have known.”
“Please call a taxi,” her mother said.
“Taxi—nothing doing, I’m calling the principal.”
She rushed out of the room and we heard her heavy footsteps echoing down the corridor.
“Beti,” her mother’s face was distorted, “Please call a taxi.”
“I can’t, I can’t, I’ll be expelled. You call one from outside the gate, I’ll stay with her.”
“Ma, don’t leave me,” Amrita moaned. I held her hands tightly.
“I’m here.”
Small, incoherent sounds escaped her mother’s throat. She looked at us and then went out rapidly. I was with
Amrita for fifteen minutes while she continued bleeding. I used up all the sheets we had to use below and between
her. The blood soaked through them all, right down to the mattress, and the room was heavy with its smell. Amrita
moaned and twisted and turned and held on to my hand until I felt I could no longer bear the pain of it all. Then
the superintendent entered the room with the principal. The principal took the scene in and hit her forehead with
her hand.
“Tell her parents to take her away,” she told me. “Tell them she cannot come back to this college. Where are
they?”
“Her mother’s gone to get a taxi.”
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I was shivering violently. I heard footsteps in the corridor and her mother entered the room, panting. She
ignored the superintendent and the principal.
“Beti,” she told me, “help me carry her down.”
“And don’t bring her back,” the principal said, tight-lipped. “We don’t want such girls here.”
“Madam, madam,” the superintendent said hysterically, “it isn’t my fault—she broke the rules and got into this
mess.”
They called Patram to carry her suitcases down, while her mother and I carried Amrita downstairs to the
waiting taxi, past the superintendent’s room, past her amazed father, followed by the principal and the
superintendent. We laid Amrita down on the back seat of the taxi and her mother said to me,
“Come with me, beti, please come with me.”
“Nothing doing,” the principal said, holding my arm. “This girl is going nowhere. We have had enough
trouble. Now Amrita is your responsibility.” I stood between them, helpless.
“Will someone tell me what is happening?” her father asked.
“Yes, I will tell you,” the principal said. “Your daughter is pregnant and at this moment she is aborting. You do
what you want with her and don’t bring her back to this college.”
Her father’s face seemed to shrink. He shook his head uncomprehendingly. Her mother took his arm gently and
opened the door of the taxi.
“Get inside,” she said, “we have to go to the hospital.”
She sat at the back with Amrita. Slowly, the taxi drove away.
“So, Hemlathaji,” said the superintendent, but I walked away, away from her, away from the hostel, away from
it all, towards the college building. I climbed up the stairs to the first floor and sat there, against the wall.
Much later I looked at my watch. It was 9:45 pm. They would lock the hostel door at 10:00. I walked back
slowly and went upstairs to our room. The stench of blood greeted me, and on the bed, an accumulation of sheets,
all red and white. I bolted the door and walked to the window. He was still there. I drew the curtains.
*
The rest, I heard from my mother’s sister in Bangalore, who is a good friend of Amrita’s mother. She stayed
with us for a week and, in the strictest of confidence, gave us a blow-by-blow account of everything.
Amrita was in hospital for a day and then flew back with her parents to Bangalore. The following month she
was married off.
“That is luck,” my aunt said. “Such a nice boy, you cannot imagine. So fair, so handsome and on top of that, the
only son. And the wedding … what a wedding! She wore a lahenga\fn{A full-length Indian skirt} studded with real
pearls.” I asked,
“Isn’t she going to complete her BA?” My aunt replied,
“What will she do with a BA now? And anyway, her father forbade it. He was a broken man. Do you know, his
hair turned gray overnight? Poor man,” she sighed.
My mother turned to me. She said,
“I cannot believe you were friendly with a girl like that. You act as though she did nothing wrong. I hope she
hasn’t influenced you. You’ll never understand what a mother goes through till you become a mother. It is my
only prayer to God these days, that you make the correct decisions, that you know right from wrong, that you do
not go astray.”
Rakesh came to visit me the following term. I told him about Amrita. At the end he said,
“I see.” That is all.
The rules in the hostel became stricter. Patram kept a strict eye on me. Like the Cheshire cat his grin followed
me everywhere.
The year I graduated, Amrita wrote. She had no time for letter-writing, she said, at least not for the kind she
wished to write to me. There had been too much to cope with that first year—the abortion, her marriage, her first
child. And the second year, her second child. So much for Dr. Kumar’s advice on contraception! she said. Her
father began speaking to her after her son was born. Her mother never referred to what happened. But she stood
by her.
Of course, her husband knew nothing. He’s nice, she said, and also tall and fair and by that definition, they say,
handsome. He’s all set to groom our sons to be good IAS\fn{ The Indian Administrative Service} officers like him,
extending his dreary dreams of all that is proper, permanent and powerful. Work was taking her husband abroad
the following year. She would probably accompany him. She asked if I could come and stay with her for a while,
for more than a while, whenever possible. She longed to talk to me, letters were so difficult. And all the
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interruptions, babies crying, meals to be cooked … you know how it can be, she said. Oh, Hemu, no, you cannot
know. Not yet, not yet. She asked,
“Remember Chachaji? He got it all right, didn’t he? He will always get it right, won’t he? For this is how it
will always be, yes, this is how it will always be. Oh, Hemu, Hemu, my stars have changed, haven’t they?”
And mine, Amrita, and mine.
87.19 Island\fn{by Sarojini Sahu (1956- )} Dhenkanai, Dhenkanai District, Orissa State, India (F) 5
It was an unusual day.
That dew-soaked morning Arundhati was not alone. Leaving her house, she had seen Mr. Rawal, an officer of
E-6 rank, Mr. Tiwari (E-1) and Mr. Mishra (E-5) pass by in front of her house, shabbily clad, hair unkempt and
faces unwashed, tinged with sadness. They had cast furtive sidelong glances at her house, their heads bowed.
Exactly at that moment Arundhati covered the distance between her verandah and the tennis court in one leap.
Walking briskly she overtook the three, feigning total ignorance and pretending not to be surprised to see them in
such outfits at such an early hour. For Arundhati had got wind of the matter. She knew there was no escape for her
until she reached the next turning and vanished from sight. Someone might break the news at any moment and
then how could she possibly face such a situation?
Her desire to slip away from all social custom and convention like a puff of air or a fistful of water—was that a
sign of complexes or of unsociability?
Once her quick steps had taken her beyond the colony she felt as if someone had flung open the doors and
windows of a closed room and turned the morning into an experience of dewy freshness. Everyday she had to
cross the officers’ colony, and then staff quarters, to reach the main road near the laborers’ colony to catch her bus.
Many in the officers’ colony did not approve of Arundhati’s taking the road running through the staff and
workers’ colony. The hatred and discontent of the officers had led to the raising of a wall across the road between
the staff quarters and the officers’ quarters. The concentrated anger of the unruly children of the staff, however,
had caused the wall to be razed to the ground during the Holi that year. A new wall was built with redoubled vigor
and vengeance two or three days later. Arundhati named it the Berlin wall. At one side people had cut a breach in
somebody’s fence and opened a pathway towards the officers’ colony. Arundhati used that pathway every day.
She had caught a glimpse of Mrs. Rawal and Mrs. Mishra through the window as she primped in front of her
dressing table just before going out. Both seemed needlessly worried and restless—evidently they were preparing
to go somewhere. Arundhati woke Aditya up:
“Hey, get up ! Do you hear, perhaps MD’s mother passed away. I don’t have time, I’m going. You should call
on them at least once. Rather than caring about propriety we should care more about the fact. It would be quite
tough for us to get on here if we don’t go.”
Aditya’s eyes were instantly free from sleepiness. He realized that Arundhati was making good her escape after
passing the buck onto him.
“Why don’t you do one thing,” said Aditya. “Just stop by their house on your way to work.”
Arundhati replied while putting the duplicate key, her hankie, etc., in her purse, “No, I can’t go. I’m already
late. I’ll be delayed still more if I go. What’s your difficulty? You don’t have to go to the office now. Besides, you
needn’t go to the office if you are going to the MD’s.”
Arundhati had somehow made good her escape, although she knew that Aditya was by nature more unsociable
than her. The bus came on the dot that day, and she reached the office on time.
But she could not work properly. She wondered if Aditya had gone; unless he had, the whole thing would take
on a different color. If she were living on the other side of the Berlin wall, she would probably not have cared
about all these niceties. They had moved to this side with Aditya’s promotion.
*
After the promotion Arundhati had been most eager to move to this side. She harbored a deep grudge against
her former colony. The noise of the scantily-clad children outside as one came out of the house, the crowd of
women picking lice, the men calmly playing cards clad in their underwear, the intimacy of betel-chewing men
barging into the house without rhyme or reason, all this was intolerable for her. After the promotion she had
pleaded with Aditya to leave that colony, for fear her children would go astray mixing with the uncivilized
children there.
There was no vacancy, nor any possibility of one, in the officers’ colony, except for this house. Once a guest
house, it had become more dilapidated and uglier with each passing year. Besides, it was as if someone had
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severed its connection to all the other houses. On the left side of the completely secluded house was a moat-like
drain, ten to fifteen feet deep, while a hundred feet away on its right was a tar road.
Some did not like their shifting to this side, apprehending problems of adjustment with these people who were
so full of complexes. Others advised against shifting because, with no other house nearby, no one would come to
their rescue if theirs was broken into. Still others imagined the house to be haunted.
Despite all this Arundhati had taken a fancy to it from the very day Aditya had brought her by scooter to see it.
He had told her,
“Give it a thought. You can shift if you like. But don’t blame me afterwards.”
That was in autumn just after the rains. The house had just been given a fresh bath when Arundhati reached
there, riding pillion. A red-colored lonely house at the top of the hill. Each room was like a hall. Three windows in
the bedroom. There were shelves in the kitchen for the gas oven, heater and other necessities. The dining room
was quite spacious. Arundhati felt a little unhappy over not finding a basin on the basin stand. She instantly
thought of installing a new basin. There was a commode and a bath tub in the bathroom. The bungalow was set in
a garden of mango, neem, teak, ritha, guava and berry. Perhaps there had been a flower garden once, but it was
now in ruins in the absence of a boundary wall. Only a few bougainvillea creepers lay on the ground here and
there. From the verandah, beyond the slope at the foot of the hill, a lake could be seen. Stretching your vision a
little further you could catch sight of a river.
One felt like decorating the verandah, the main attraction of the house, with a few garden chairs. Uninhabited,
it was littered with cow dung and goat droppings.
Once Aditya had unlocked the house after picking his way through cow dung, goat droppings and urine stains,
Arundhati had exclaimed:
“Such a big house! One feels like getting lost here.”
She had felt the same way on an earlier occasion, when Aditya had removed her from her village and brought
her to his work place for the first time. Aditya had opened the lock after getting off the rickshaw. It was like a
mess with no boundary wall in front. The drawing room literally bordered on the road. Arundhati had remarked as
she opened the door:
“Such a small house!”
Aditya knew it was difficult to please Arundhati, so he had preferred to remain silent.
After entering the big house Arundhati had called out, cupping her hands in front of her mouth:
“Jhumu, Jhumu, Jhumu!”
The echo was returned instantly. She had called out her son, Badsha’s name. The four walls had called back,
Badsha. Badsha.
Leaving her son and daughter to play with the echoes, she collected tasar cocoons from the outstretched
branches of the unknown, sky-scraping tree. Arundhati was not acquainted with these golden nests.
She had fallen in love with the house, despite the marks of water seepage on the left wall in the bedroom and
the unclean toilet. She had said:
“Let’s move in on an auspicious day.”
It was indeed comforting, this move to the officers’ colony, where there was no crowding of naked children
and no rustic shouting and swearing. Arundhati had said to Aditya:
“This probably is the difference between this side of the Berlin wall and the other.”
But everything has its own unique character. One is different from the other. Arundhati was both surprised and
charmed to see Mr. Mishra of UP,\fn{ Uttar Pradesh State.} of E-6 rank, who lived on the other side of the tar road,
playing with her children on her verandah the day after they shifted. An officer of E-6 rank had allowed her
children to ride on his back! After all what was their locus standi? They had just been promoted to E-l rank.
Seeing her Mr. Mishra said:
“Hello! Sister-in-law. Is Sahu Saheb not at home?”
Arundhati was pleased to hear this, though saheb didn’t go well with Sahu. Aditya had been known as Sahu
babu on the other side of the Berlin wall. He had now become saheb after crossing the threshold of status. That
day Arundhati told Aditya:
“Mishra Saheb is very nice. He doesn’t have an iota of pride.” Smiling, Aditya replied:
“It is difficult to know these people. Take care how you relate to them.” Arundhati answered angrily:
“You are in the habit of finding fault with everything.”
Despite her disagreement with Aditya, she got to know life on this side within a short time, and had her share
of bitter experiences. As they had come to the other side of the wall after promotion, they were not accepted by
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the other officers already living there. Arundhati couldn’t fit into their neat pecking order. Besides, so many
incidents, big and small, occurred in her life that she felt suffocated even in such an open space.
One day Mrs. Nayak, who happened to hail from the same district as she, had paid a visit to her house.
Arundhati hurriedly prepared cauliflower pakoras. Picking up a pakora, Mrs. Nayak said bluntly, her nose raised:
“Our children will not touch pakora without sauce.”
Arundhati was in for a shock. How trivial sauce is! It was as if someone had pricked her heart with a needle..
See how easily she was shown her place in the class divide, yet Arundhati had to swallow her pride, although she
was far more educated than Mrs. Nayak.
One day Mrs. Mishra started shouting at the top of her voice from her garden at the sight of Arundhati, just
back from leave:
“See how cauliflowers, radishes and carrots are disappearing from our garden? Why, we never knew what
stealing was earlier. How dare people do this?”
Arundhati would probably not have felt bad even if Mrs. Mishra had cried herself hoarse narrating the same
incident to her acquaintances of the road, but when she directly accused Arundhati saying the same thing had
never happened when Mrs. Behera lived next door, Arundhati was terribly hurt.
Though Arundhati suffered the humiliation, she could not bring herself to say the people on the other side of
the Berlin wall were not thieves. She could not tell Mrs. Mishra she had lived there for five years and that her
record was clean. She could not tell her she had often seen her Personnel Officer neighbor’s wife and her maid
stealing vegetables from the garden. Rather she had shrunk herself into a nutshell of civility after all these
incidents. She had told Aditya:
“Our house is an island. We shall mix with the officers’ colony if we like. If not with them, then with the senior
staff. If we so like, we can also associate with the people from the other side of the Berlin wall.”
Yet she never had time to enjoy the natural scenery, sitting on her beautiful verandah, except on Sunday
evenings. Nor did she have time to collect tasar cocoons from her beautiful cemented courtyard or to peep into
her neighbors’ green gardens.
However, after living on this side, Arundhati was sure at least of one thing, that people living here were
insecure. They had sold their likes and dislikes long ago. They couldn’t even sing or dance heartily.
It was as if everything was run by remote control, and the remote control was in the hands of one person, none
other than the MD. People competed with each other to curry favor with him.
Arundhati was under the impression she was free from all this. For this reason she was not a member of the
ladies Club. For the same reason she did not visit anyone. That she was not free, however, was brought home to
her one day when Mrs. MD on a morning walk, had met her and asked:
“How do you like this place?”
Arundhati had been amazed and surprised to learn that she was known to Mrs. MD. She had only made a brief
reply, smiling,
“Fine.”
“Our house commands a view of whatever takes place in your house.”
Having said this, she had smiled, and, with quick steps took the little bridge over the moat-like drain and was
gone.
Was it a winning smile? Or was it something different? The strange smile got entangled in her head like the
loose end of a thread. The trees formed a tight mesh around her house, but despite this she could be seen. After
this Arundhati realized she too had come within the range of the MD’s remote control.
As a result a ban was imposed in Arundhati’s house on walking, smiling, talking, quarreling, disco dancing,
climbing the iron bar on the verandah like a monkey, on lungi and vest, on naked feet, on the bare-bodied servant
and on the irrational assertion of masculinity on the part of Aditya.
“This isn’t your staff colony. Why do you howl and scream like a savage?”
“When will you learn not to eat outside? Who asked you to walk on the ground with naked feet?”
“Why mummy? Why can’t we dance and eat outside? You never restricted us before.”
“No, my son, you shouldn’t act like that. There is a witch around, she will notice you.”
“What is a witch, mother?”
“A witch is an evil woman. Anyway, what will you get out of this? Only remember not to do what you are
forbidden to.”
This had gradually thrown Arundhati into a situation of helplessness, for news about what sari she wore, who
visited her house, and, whether they came by car or by Hero Honda, used to reach Mrs. MD.
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Mrs. MD asked Arundhati as she gave her a lift in her jeep,
“I suppose you are being visited by your father.”
“How did you know?” asked Arundhati.
“Mrs. Mishra was telling me.”
Arundhati then understood through whose eyes Mrs. MD looked at her house.
*
Perhaps that is why Arundhati felt a sense of guilt and fear of having made good her escape despite knowing
full well about the death of Mrs. MD’s mother-in-law.
So she had returned home very early that day. On reaching home she found an unusual stillness everywhere.
There was not even the buzzing of a single fly in the colony. The pervading gloom had reached its climax.
Arundhati had no idea how long MD’s mother had been unwell. She had heard about it from Mrs. Mishra only
a week back. Mrs. Mishra had said,
“Tell me what I should do. Today is Papu’s birthday. There’s no getting away from observing it. Do you know
what has happened in the meantime? Do you know about MD’s mother being admitted to the Cuttack hospital?”
“Is that true?” asked Arundhati.
“How come you are the last to know? Who do you think is minding his job? The civil executive engineer, Mr.
Rout, the accounts officer, Mr. Padhi, the personnel officer are all attending on her there. The old lady is
absolutely at her last stage. Will it be proper to have a celebration under such circumstances? I am praying for her
to live one more day at least. Please say a prayer for me,” Mrs. Mishra had said this in a very worried tone.
Mishra Saheb’s family celebrated the birthday in their house secretly with a few close friends. The old lady on
this side of the Berlin wall was not yet dead, so gloom prevailed for the past week. There was no sound of
television, music or dance. There was no evening walk in starched and ironed saris, and no rummy at the club.
Mrs. Mishra had told her in the evening the night before,
“Do you know that the ambulance has been sent for? I have a feeling the old lady is probably gone. The
personnel officer came for the ambulance; he probably went back around ten o’clock. If there was nothing
serious, why was the ambulance sent for? They might return any moment. Get ready. We shall step out as soon as
we hear the news.”
Arundhati was almost ready, dressed in a presentable sari. She had also hurriedly cooked the evening meal of
roti and curry. She looked through the window again and again to see if Mrs. Mishra was calling her.
No, no such thing happened before she went to sleep. Mrs. Mishra did not come to call her. But in the morning
she knew from the pale appearances of Rawal Saheb, Mishra Saheb and others that they had returned in the night
and the bad news had spread quickly.
Arundhati suddenly felt as if Mrs. MD could see her through the wooded growth. She panicked. It might look
bad; she should call on them at least once.
Arundhati was setting off for the MD’s residence. It was as if a sweet fragrance circulated everywhere. Mrs.
Mishra was drying her wet hair. She called Arundhati over to her and said,
“Perhaps you are going to Mrs. MD?”
“Yes. Has the body been taken to the cemetery?”
“Long ago. I have just had my bath. Still it is better you should pay them a visit. Yes. Change your sari; wear a
dull-colored sari, and, of course, slippers on your feet.”
Arundhati’s heart was pounding like mad as she approached the gate to the MD’s residence. She found out
from the watchman that the Memsaheb was at home. While she was in a dilemma whether to enter the hall from
the verandah, the sweeper of the house came out and enquired if she was looking for the Memsaheb. He had
hardly finished his speech when Mrs. MD entered the hall with hurried feet. She probably had a chore to attend to.
The moment she saw Arundhati, she welcomed her into the house.
Arundhati was unable to decide whether to sit down or to remain standing. She had no idea what to say by way
of consolation or sympathy. Asking her to sit for a while and assuring Arundhati that she wouldn’t be a moment,
Mrs. MD went inside. Two large plates with salted pastry and sweets were placed on the center table in front of
her. Arundhati had the feeling that the entire existence of the house was reduced to those two plates.
Mrs. MD came back after about five minutes. She had just had a bath. She said,
“Eating and sleeping have been very irregular for the last few days. Besides we kept a vigil over the body for
the whole of last night. My mother-in-law was immensely fond of me. She breathed her last only after drinking
her last spoonful of water from my hand.”
Arundhati did not know why just at that very moment she remembered somebody else’s version that while
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Mrs. MD’s mother-in-law was alive, she had been consigned to the servant’s room. Pointing her finger at the
sweets, she asked Arundhati to help herself.
“No, thank you.”
“Then have some salted pastry.”
“No, no.” Arundhati nodded her head in the negative.
At that moment Mrs. Nayak entered, carrying something in a utensil. Her eyes seemed swollen with excessive
weeping. She did not even look at Arundhati.
“Did you light a clay lamp on a bed of sand? A nail has to be hammered into the wall,” she said, looking at
Mrs. MD.
Arundhati stood up, thinking it would not be proper to stay unnecessarily long. She said,
“You must be rather busy now.”
“Oh. yes, I really am.”
“I could have come in the morning, but I was totally in the dark about it,” said Arundhati. She continued,
“I leave the house quite early in the morning.”
Mrs. MD smiled a little, but her face then became stern.
“How come you didn’t know! I thought I saw your husband here when the body was being taken away for
cremation.”
Arundhati was caught—her face flushed crimson with shame. She was speechless. She returned home quietly.
She felt as if a pair of eyes were following her. Standing on her lovely verandah, she felt as though a pair of eyes
were watching her through the trees and the leaves. She went in and shut the door. She had desired such a solitary
island. But then she wondered if there existed any such island on this earth where another man had not set foot.
202.82 Soul Searching\fn{by Uma Krishnaswami (1956- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (F) 6
“Hey, Bhagvan!” Mallika signed a little prayer in Hindi, as she did sometimes when an English version simply
would not do. “Oh, God—Krishanji, Ganesji, whoever’s listening—did you have to stick me in that world History
class?” She tried not to look too pained as Mr. Allen cranked into India gear this Friday.
The textbook wrapped the world into bite-size pieces of eye candy, and Mr. Allen treasured every nibble. India
was a naked holy man covered with ashes, a group of kids throwing colored powder on one another, traffic
winding its way around a cow.
“What’s with the dots on the forehead?” someone asked. Mr. Allen launched into an explanation about the
bindi worn by Hindu women in one of the pictures. Mallika felt curious glances darting her way.
“I’d rather be anywhere else but here,” she thought. “I’d rather be—I know I’d much rather be at the Theater
Works audition!”
She’d looked forward to the community theater audition for months. She allowed herself to sink comfortably
into thinking about it. She saw herself going on stage, taking a breath. At the precise moment she was about to
begin her reading, Mr. Allen’s voice broke into the daydream.
“And what can you add to our picture of India, Ms. Parmar?” he quipped, and everyone laughed.
*
In the weekend that followed, Mallika’s pot of resentment filled some more because Mom got an e-mail
message from Mr. Allen.
“Something about owing him homework.”
She waved the printed message at Mallika. Worse, she insisted Mallika finish every last scrap of the homework
before heading out to the Theater Works audition, on what would otherwise have been a perfect Sunday afternoon.
“Homework first, Theater Works later,” said Mom in triumph.
She said it a couple of times, as if she’d discovered a rare form of poetry. Mallika finished the homework,
hating Mr. Allen and his class with every savage stroke of her pen.
Of course, she was late to the audition, and she fumbled her reading. Louise, the artistic director, was
sympathy in black silk.
“Darling, you’re good, but you need to relax.”
Louise had no last name. She signed herself Louise! with an exclamation point. Her sympathy got Mallika a
tiny role—three lines, a smile, an exit. It was better than nothing, but not by much.
“Relax, it’ll come to you,” Louise told her. “You’re giving out so much nervous energy it could turn on the
spotlights. Relax and the universe will come to you. Trust me.”
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Louise’s penciled eyebrows arched at her, and Mallika had to smile.
*
The universe, of course, has seen many stories—some sad, some joyful, some just logical. For instance, long ago
when time was young, the god Shiva cut off one of the heads of Brahma, the creator, to punish him for telling a lie. And
since no deed, whatever its intention, can be released on the universe without a consequence, an old woman with
crooked teeth began to shadow Shiva. She dogged his every footstep, ranting and cursing and laughing at him until at
last he took her to the sacred city of Kashi, where the holy Ganga flows. There she disappeared, and he, god of the
dance and of the dissolution of worlds, was cleansed of his dark deed.
They say going to Kashi does that.

*
The first time the universe brought her and the old woman into the same place at the same time, Mallika wasn’t
paying attention to questions of living and dying. Mom and homework and the audition failure still rankled.
Mallika's brother, Vijay, had agreed to meet her at the India Grill restaurant downtown and give her a ride back
home from rehearsal. Grudgingly, because his girlfriend, Suniti, was along. But Mom had said,
“Nothing doing. How can you leave Mallika to take the subway from rehearsal when you’re going to see a
matinee two blocks away with whatshername?”
*
“Anything you got for me today?” The woman leaned against the restaurant counter and tugged with crooked
hands at a pendant on a black string about her neck, as if tugging .helped the words out. Her face was carved into
wrinkles, her mouth all squashed in for lack of teeth.
“Anything you got for me today?”
Louise would have tilted her head and studied the old face, mentally nailing the lopsided gestures. (“Character,
darling, it’s all part of shaping yourself as an actress.”) But rehearsal was done for the day and Louise was
nowhere within eavesdropping distance.
Mallika stared. Vijay and Suniti, of course, saw only each other, so that left her free to gape at anyone she liked
while they waited for masala dosa and hot chai. The woman’s eyes roved around the room, seeming to see only in
snatches. They rested lightly on Mallika’s face, and stayed there a moment in a quiet flutter, the way a moth
might. Then they took off again, skimming ceiling, plants, and fake Rajput miniatures against gold-speckled
wallpaper. The restaurant owner whispered across the counter,
“I’ve told you before—please use the back door.”
Mallika couldn’t hear the woman’s reply, but she could tell her accent came thickly from places of roadside
shrines and neon-colored billboards, far from this gray cityscape. The woman’s eyes flitted around the room
again, and again they lighted on Mallika in what felt like recognition.
But the man ushered the woman into the back, behind the counter, and she sagged off obediently enough
through the double doors. He called after her to the kitchen,
“Arre, budhiya ko thoda dal-chaval de do, yaar. Give the old woman some rice and lentils.” He scanned the
room in quick embarrassment. Mallika pretended to be fascinated by the rubber plant.
The dosa arrived—crisp, fragrant rice-flour crepes filled with spiced potatoes, with little stainless steel cups of
chutney and steaming sour sambar on the side.
“One of us,” Mallika confirmed to herself with a small shock. “Someone from India, homeless and waiting for
handouts at this restaurant.” Her family knew lots of people of Indian origin—they were all doctors or engineers
or computer scientists. Or they were small business owners like the chatty couple who owned the Indian grocery
store, and this man who presided over the fennel seed trays and cash register. And yet here she was, this homeless
woman. Tidy her up, put a sari on her, and she’d look like one of the grandmas of kids in the Hindu temple’s
youth group.
“Hey, let’s go.”
Vijay and girlfriend, Suniti, were done, temporarily distracted from the business of gazing into each other’s
eyes. The check had been brought and paid, the tip left on its little black tray.
“Oh, sorry.” Mallika shook herself back into the here and now, and followed Vijay and Suniti past a potbellied
statue of elephant-headed Ganesh, out through etched glass doors into the street.
Something lay fallen on the sidewalk—a tarnished metal pendant. Mallika barely avoided stepping on it. She
bent to pick it up. Vijay and Suniti were back in communion. She could have hefted dead bodies up and they
wouldn’t have noticed. She slid the pendant into her pocket.
*
Back home, she scrubbed it with a daub of toothpaste—Mom’s old household trick—and watched a silver
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sheen emerge. She squinted at it.
The Sanskrit letter Om was faint from years of metal rubbing against skin. On the flip side, Lakshmi sat crosslegged on a lotus, goddess who gives and gives, and keeps on giving. For some strange reason Mallika found
herself thinking of Louise. She felt Louise was watching her with amused eyebrows. Darling, just think. Is this a
story or is this a story? The thought of Louise made Mallika smile, and the polishing took on a rhythm of its own.
She rummaged in Mom’s sewing box, found black yarn, and strung it through the silver loop, knotting the ends.
All through the week that followed, the pendant rested warmly in her pocket.
*
“I haven’t heard from Mr. Allen for a while,” said Mom on Friday morning, as Mallika got ready for school.
“I’m assuming everything’s back on track.”
Mallika pretended she hadn’t heard.
“Hmm?” Mom never let a question go unanswered.
“Yes,” said Mallika. “Yes, okay?”
After school that day, she made her way to the subway station. She took the train downtown three stops and
feeling oddly nervous, walked across to the India Grill. The man greeted her,
“Namaste, ji. How are you?”
“I’m looking for someone. The old woman I saw here last time.” He snapped to the defensive.
“Has there been a problem, Miss? She hasn’t been bothering you?”
“Oh, no, no.” Relax, she told herself. “I just wondered—she dropped something. Where can I find her?”
“She’ll be back here soon, I’m sure. I can give it to her if you wish.” He hesitated.
“Bichari,” he said. “Poor thing.” But he drew a little map on the back of a takeout menu, marked an arrow on
it, and pushed it across the counter.
“Try there, just outside the subway station. I’ve seen her there. See? You’re right here, on this corner.”
“Thanks,” said Mallika. “Thank you.”
*
She paid for a plate of samosa to go, then hurried off, following the directions he’d sketched on the menu. The
escalator shaft yawned up from underground. A low gray wall provided some shelter from the wind that blew in
sudden spurts and belches through rows of buildings, whirling out of rancid little back alleys.
The woman greeted Mallika as if she’d been waiting for her. As if Mallika were an old friend.
“Ah. You got for me today anything?”
Mallika held out the pendant.
Clawed hands snatched at it in amazement, rubbed its new shine. The woman tugged it over her head, cursing
when it snagged, then caressing the new black yarn with gnarled fingers.
“Have a samosa?” Mallika peeled back the foil from the take-out. “What would Louise say?” Mallika
wondered. She had to suppress a sudden laugh that rippled up. “What would Mom say?”
They ate together, comfortably, like old cronies. A small silence hung over the street corner by the subway
stop. It was a lull in traffic, in pedestrians, in train trembles from underfoot—a still point at the heart of the city.
Then,
“I’m going to Kashi,” offered the woman.
“Oh?” Mallika was taken aback. Kashi, Varanasi, Banaras, City of Light—why was it everything in India had a
million names?
Mallika had once seen a videotape about places of pilgrimage in India in which Kashi had figured, home to
hundreds of temples. People came there in droves, bringing worshipful hearts. The old and the destitute went there
to live on the charity of pilgrims.
“People say Kashi is not of this world,” the narrator had said in his polished voice. “It’s not even on this earth,
really, they say, because it balances on the tip of Shiva’s trident. The real city of brick and stone is just maya—the
shape divinity has to take so we can see it. Only form, not substance, like the rest of this absurd world. Take it too
seriously and you miss the truth beyond.”
*
“Kashi. It’s a long way from here.” Mallika didn’t say it.
“Hiya, Vee. You gotta friend?” A thin woman in a flowered dress joined them, propping herself against the
wall, staring at Mallika, scoping her out.
“My name is Vidya,” said Mallika’s friend, sharer of samosa, owner of a newly polished Om-and-Lakshmi
pendant. “I own the Super Ten on Huntington Street.”
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“I’m Amy,” Flowered Dress confided. She added, gathering courage, an afterthought, “She don’t own no Super
Ten. That’s just her crazy talk.”
Mallika offered Amy the last of the samosa, but Amy said no thanks, she didn’t care too much for all them
spices. Vidya cursed softly under her breath, then burst into laughter, waving her arms about. The laughter turned
to coughing, and Mallika dug in her purse for a mint.
“Thank you, bless you,” said Vidya. “Got more?”
She popped and sucked the mints till wintergreen fumes choked the cough into submission. All around them
the universe hummed and went about its business.
*
It seemed a logical thing to go back, so Mallika went several times, after rehearsals. The show was moving
along nicely, and that meant rehearsals were twice a week after school and on Sunday afternoons. One time
Louise commented on her rush to leave early.
“Where’s the hurry, sweetheart? I’m not done telling you what a wonderful job you did today!”
Mom and Dad assumed the rehearsals were long.
“How’s World History class?” Mom asked.
“Fine,” said Mallika.
It wasn’t, and it got worse. Mr. Allen showed a film about India, full of peacocks and percussion. He pressed,
“Mallika, you’ve been there. Tell us more.” Mallika wanted to say:
“It isn’t right. Here we are talking about India like it’s some kind of Disneyland, and I’m some kind of
ambassador.” She wanted to say,
“I’m American. What do you want from me?”
Then, just for a moment, Louise’s words came to her. Relax and the universe will be yours. Mallika said, a new
voice rising defiantly,
“Sorry, I don’t know any tiger stories and I’ve never been a dancer in a maharaja’s harem.” Another e-mail
message was surely on its way.
*
Sometimes, on her trips into the city, Mallika took crackers tucked into her backpack, sometimes a sandwich,
or whatever came to hand. Sometimes Amy was there, but at other times old Vidya sat alone, trying to catch the
eye of a passenger or two with loose change. And she talked to Mallika, although calling it a conversation was
possibly an overstatement.
“I won’t be here long. I’m going to Kashi. I’ll sing at the feet of the Lord.”
“What will you sing?” Mallika asked once.
“Tulsi ke dohe. Couplets by the poet Tulsidas”—she said it as if the words were precious gems, as if even
speaking of them was a prayer.
Tulsidas, Mallika knew, had written poems and songs in Hindi, in the fourteenth, or was it the fifteenth
century?
“He lived in Kashi,” said Vidya. “He wrote about Kashi.”
“I didn’t know that,” said Mallika.
Sometimes Vidya let fall fragments of her own life, just the way she’d dropped the pendant on the sidewalk.
“My husband, he’s a useless, drinking man.”
Mallika tried to make a sympathetic gesture and ended up just knocking her purse off her shoulder and tiptilting its contents all over the sidewalk.
“Ah, forget him.” Vidya cackled with laughter at the thought, and Mallika, not knowing what to say, picked her
possessions back together. Vidya helped herself slyly to a roll of mints and a quarter.
Another time Mallika took a book, a tour guide to India, and showed her a picture of Banaras. The wrinkled
face softened and melted. She grabbed the book, flattened the page open, and stared so hard it seemed she’d burn
it up.
“Kashi. My ticket will come tomorrow. I’ll go to Kashi.” Mallika took hold of both her hands.
“Of course you will. You’ll go to Kashi.” Amy of the flowered dress yawned and said,
“You’d better go to dinner at the shelter if you want any. Sign in for the night or there won’t be no room.”
It was another world all right.
*
At a time when this world trembled with the weight of evildoers, the goddess gathered in her the combined powers
of all the gods. Shiva gave her a trident. Vishnu gave her his shining discus. And Himavaan the ancient, king of the
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snows, gave her a lion to ride. She took their weapons. She fought the demon who could take many shapes, but
preferred above all to be a huge black water buffalo—Mahishasura. No man or god could kill him, and so he thought
that he was safe.
Out of the north, like a shuddering wind, whirled the goddess. She stood before the demon, and just her presence
was challenge enough. She fought him with all the divine weapons she held in her thousand arms. Each time he thought
he’d pressed her back, she turned, and turned again with the strength of mountains. When she slew him, her face
remained calm as a lake.

*
“Rotten bastard,” said Vidya.
“Who?”
“My husband. Drinking, drinking, all the time. But it’s all right, he’s dead.” She laughed out loud.
One day the pendant was gone.
“Where is it?” Mallika asked.
The old face crumpled. Tears rolled down the gullies of her cheeks.
“Somebody stole it off her,” Amy volunteered. “She went around showing it to everybody, see, telling ’em all
it was silver.”
“Oh my God,” thought Mallika.
“That ain’t so smart,” Amy pointed out. “You get all kinds around here.”
“It was my fault. I polished it up, didn’t I?” [Mallika thought.]
“I’m sorry,” she said to Vidya, seeing visions of her mugged and helpless, left for dead. “I’m so sorry.”
Vidya nodded her head, side to side to side.
“I’m glad,” she said. “I’m glad he’s dead.” She comforted Mallika.
“It’s all right, don’t worry. He won’t come here and beat you anymore.”
“Who?” For a moment Mallika was startled. But Amy pointed meaningfully to her own head and rolled her
eyes, and Mallika realized it was like talking to a broken windup toy. The answers matched the questions only
randomly.
“Don’t worry.” Vidya stroked Mallika’s sleeve with sandpaper hands. “Don’t you worry.”
“Don’t mind her.” Amy was commentator and director of their interaction. “Don’t mind her crazy talk.”
“I’m crazy?” Vidya jolted briefly into battle mode. “You’re the one talks crazy talk.” She shook her head
impatiently and turned to Mallika.
“Kashi. You know I’m going?” Mallika thought,
“Seeing her that day back in the restaurant has led to this moment, like a needle pulling a thread through fabric,
stitch by stitch.”
Louise would say,
“When life happens to you, you gotta just let it flow.”
Mallika couldn’t begin to think what Mom and Dad might say, but they would probably say it at some length.
Old Vidya would almost certainly call for a family conference.
*
Divali, the Hindu festival of lights, rolled around and landed on a Friday. Mallika paced till Dad said,
“You’re making me nervous, Malli, what’s up?” In a Dad kind of way, he didn’t hang around to hear the
answer.
“Mallika,” said Mom. “What’s wrong?” She peeled a little sticky felt bindi off its sheet and stuck it on
Mallika’s forehead, then turned to get a platter of flowers and fruit ready to take to the temple. There would be
singing. A priest would make an offering at the shrine of your choice, with a lighted oil lamp and burning
camphor, and flowers and sugar candy. There would be food. There would probably be a dance performance by
kids, something colorful and bright, with flaring skirts on the girls and turbans on the heads of the boys and jingle
bells on everyone’s ankles. There would be fireworks for which the temple would have gotten special permission
from the county. Oil lamps would flicker up and down the long row of steps, light calling light, invoking the
presence of the goddess Lakshmi. She heard Dad in the dining room say,
“Vijay, will you get off the phone please? It’s time to go.”
Mallika looked out at the darkening day and felt doubts and tugs inside her. Then she looked at Mom on the
sofa, full of so many unasked questions they practically trembled in the air. But for once Mom didn’t push it. She
just waited, and all at once Mallika knew this was it. This was the universe doing its thing.
*
“Mom,” she said. “I have to tell you something.”
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And that was how the story of Vidya flopped out like a fish yanked from a stream, gasping for its breath. There
was no coherent way to tell it, just whichever bits came out first. Mallika finished and waited for the objections.
To her surprise, Mom sighed, but said,
“Okay, I’ll come with you. You’re not going off on your own.” To Dad she said,
“Ravi, let me deal with this. We’ll meet you at the temple, okay? Just go on ahead.”
Mallika gathered up a package of spiced milk sweets, mithai, and orange sugar-sticky jalebi without which no
holiday could possibly be complete. She put a little clay lamp, a diya, in the bag, filled a small bottle with oil and
capped it tightly, tucked it in. She rolled a wick for the diya and tossed a book of matches on top. She felt full to
bursting with gratitude.
“Thanks, Mom. I’m ready.”
You’d have thought racing off downtown looking for crazy old ladies was just another thing to do on Divali
night.
*
A poor washerwoman sighed because her house was never bright enough on the night of Divali, festival of lights.
She could only afford a single small lamp, so all the lights of the kingdom outshone hers.
One day, a ring belonging to the king turned up in the clothes she washed for the palace. Being honest, the
washerwoman returned it, and the king said to her,
“What would you wish for your reward? Ask anything and it shall be yours.”
“O king,” said she, “grant me only this. That on Divali night, in all your kingdom, only I may be allowed to light a
lamp in my house. All other houses must remain dark.”
“What a silly wish,” said the king.
But he kept his word. He sent his messengers out, forbidding everyone, but everyone, to light a single lamp. Of
course, the washerwoman’s feeble light shone like a beacon, and so hers was the only house the goddess could visit that
year.
The goddess was miffed.
“How can I find all these houses in the kingdom,” she demanded, “if you insist they all stay dark?” But the
washerwoman said,
“Promise me this. From now on, come first to my house, every year; for my lifetime and the lifetimes of generations
to come, and I will tell the king we can brighten our land again.”
And so it turned out. Lakshmi came each Divali night to the washerwoman’s house, and prosperity remained there
through the years.

*
Mom drove Mallika through the descending twilight, on the freeway, off again, into the city. The corner by the
subway station was empty, but Mallika spied familiar figures shuffling up the street toward the soup kitchen.
“Wait,” she called. “Wait.” As always, Vidya didn’t seem a bit surprised to see her.
“For me you got anything?"
“Yes.” She opened up her bag, showed her the contents.
“Happy Divali. It’s Divali today!”
She had expected excitement, maybe even gratitude. But Vidya’s hands, reaching in to touch the little clay
lamp, began to tremble as if they had been struck by lightning. She opened her mouth to speak, and no sounds
came out.
“Don’t you like it? Are you all right?”
Mallika began wondering if she’d made a terrible mistake. They walked in tandem toward the soup kitchen
and shelter, Mom bringing up the rear. Then Vidya found her voice.
“Light. Light it up.”
Her old eyes shone. Her hands fluttered like shadows, up and around each other, twisting and tumbling in a
frenzy of movement.
By now they were outside a big brownstone building with a blue sign,

THE HEARTH: ALL WELCOME, DINNER AT 6:00 P.M.
People milled around, waiting for the doors to open—people of all ages and shapes and shabbinesses.
“Here? On the street?”
“Light it up,” Vidya commanded.
An audience had gathered. They had come to catch dinner and, with luck, a bed at the shelter next door. But
this was an unfolding drama, and they weren’t about to miss it. A mother and two grubby kids watched
openmouthed. A woman with a bundle of bags, so many she had to tie them all together to lug them around, edged
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her way closer. Some whispered among themselves. Others watched silently. A staff person peered out anxiously,
asking,
“What are you gonna do with those matches?”
Mom hung back a bit, waiting and listening. Mallika explained about Divali, self-consciously at first, then
hearing her voice grow lighter and stronger, feeling herself settling into this role on this strange stage. She
marveled that she knew as much as she did, that she could tell it so this gaggle of people stayed and listened in
silence. Darkness to light. Evil to good. Chaos to order, and Lakshmi invited into every home, every workplace,
everywhere. Even, maybe, here?
The staffer nodded, obviously satisfied she didn’t have an arsonist on her hands.
“Oh, all right, go ahead and light it, honey. That’s nice.” Mallika tipped the oil into the diya, positioned the
rolled wick.
“Like Christmas,” someone said. “It’s like their Christmas. Whaddaya call it?”
“Divali.” Vidya flapped her hands delightedly, then hugged herself against the evening’s chill.
“Divali mubarak,” she called out to anyone who cared to listen. “Divali greetings. Happy, happy.”
The match scratched into a flare. Vidya’s crooked old hands came together, fingers twisted in their own
peculiar directions, palms managing to clap like the palms of a little child, smacking together almost accidentally.
Then, on those steps, against the coffee-stained sunset sky, in her hoarse, tuneless old voice, she began to sing.
She sang and sang. Her toothless mouth slurped out verse upon verse. Vidya sang in the quaint old Hindi of the
poet Tulsidas. She sang of Kashi.
“It is a place for all,” she sang, “a place that grants wishes like a gentle magical cow, making sorrow and sin
and disease disappear.” The words dissolved into the silence of the oil lamp’s flicker.
Mallika's mother knew a food moment when she saw one. She offered the box of mithai around.
“You have to sweeten your mouth today. Come on, try one.”
The jigsaw assortment of people sweetened their mouths for Divali, murmuring varying degrees of like or
dislike for the strange flavors suddenly rambling over their taste buds. On the step outside the soup kitchen, the oil
lamp flame alternately wavered and sparked.
“Happy, happy Divali.” Old Vidya licked stray crumbs from the corners of her mouth, measuring the words out
with care. “Tomorrow I go.”
“Where you gonna go, Vee?” someone asked.
They knew one another the way city pigeons know the feet of passersby, just from the habit of sharing space.
The old woman patted Mallika’s arm with her contorted hand whose fingers couldn’t sit straight anymore.
“I go,” she said, her look of mild surprise seeming to say, “Didn’t you know? To Kashi.”
*
After the soup kitchen doors opened and everyone vanished inside, Mallika and Mom drove away slowly,
leaving the city behind, heading to the temple where Dad and the others would be waiting.
“I wish I could think of some other way to help her,” said Mom. “I wish she didn’t have to hang around the
streets like that, sleeping at that shelter. It’s so wrong. Such a rich country and still there are people like this.”
“One of us.”
The phrase hung unspoken. Mallika waited for Mom to talk this through with herself.
“Maybe I can speak to one of the trustees at the temple,” said her mother at last. “Maybe there’s something we
can do for her, find her a place to stay, get her into some kind of program, something.”
After all, this was America. All things were possible.
“Thank you,” said Mallika. Mom darted a quick warm glance at her.
“No,” she said. “Thank you. That was a really nice thing to do.”
Mallika realized with a little start that there weren’t going to be any qualifiers. No explanations needed.
“It’s the first thing I’ve done in a long time,” she said to herself in wonder, “that she’s really understood.” It
was a pleasing thought.
*
“It’s so unfair,” said Mallika.
“Many things,” said Mom, “are unfair. Including, I imagine, World History class.”
Mallika stared at her. Mom said,
“Mr. Allen sent me another message, something about attitude, but he didn’t say what the attitude was all
about. What is it that’s so terrible about this class?” Mallika sighed.
“Mom, you have no idea.”
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“Want to try telling me?” suggested Mom.
It was surprisingly easy. Mallika told her about the world—Europe and Australia in large, friendly panorama,
South America as ruins and revolutions, Asia and Africa in tight little wads of strangeness. India, loud and wild
and weird, and would Mallika tell us more?
Mom nodded and chuckled. At the maharaja’s harem bit, she laughed out loud.
“It’s hard to have to be a cultural ambassador at fifteen,” said Mom.
“No kidding,” said Mallika.
“Although,” her mother pointed out, “the United Nations could have taken tips from you, the way you did that
Divali show-and-tell at the shelter.”
It was Mallika’s turn to laugh. The universe settled comfortably around them, like an old friend on Divali
night.
78.519 Mrs. Dutta Writes A Letter\fn{by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni (1956- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (F) 9
When the alarm goes off at 5:00 A.M., buzzing like a trapped wasp, Mrs. Dutta has been lying awake for quite a
while. She still has difficulty sleeping on the Perma Rest mattress that Sagar and Shyamoli, her son and daughterin-law, have bought specially for her, though she has had it now for two months. It is too American-soft, unlike
the reassuring solid copra ticking she used at home. But this is home now, she reminds herself. She reaches
hurriedly to turn off the alarm, but in the dark her fingers get confused among the knobs, and the electric clock
falls with a thud to the floor. Its angry metallic call vibrates through the walls of her room, and she is sure it will
wake everyone. She yanks frantically at the wire until she feels it give, and in the abrupt silence that follows she
hears herself breathing, a sound harsh and uneven and full of guilt.
Mrs. Dutta knows, of course that this ruckus is her own fault. She should just not set the alarm. She does not
need to get up early here in California, in her son’s house. But the habit, taught her by her mother-in-law when she
was a bride of seventeen, a good wife wakes before the rest of the household, is one she finds impossible to break.
How hard it was then to pull her unwilling body away from the sleep-warm clasp of her husband, Sagar’s father,
whom she had just learned to love; to stumble to the kitchen that smelled of stale garam masala and light the coal
stove so that she could make morning tea for them all—her parents-in-law, her husband, his two younger brothers,
and their widowed aunt who lived with them.
After dinner, when the family sits in front of the TV, she tries to tell her grandchildren about those days. “I was
never good at starting that stove—the smoke stung my eyes, making me cough and cough. Breakfast was never
ready on time, and my mother-in-law—oh, how she scolded me, until I was in tears. Every night I’d pray to
Goddess Durga, please let me sleep late, just one morning!”
“Mmmm,” Pradeep says, bent over a model plane.
“Oooh, how awful,” Mrinalini says, wrinkling her nose politely before she turns back to a show filled with
jokes that Mrs. Dutta does not understand.
“That’s why you should sleep in now, Mother,” Shyamoli says, smiling at her from the recliner where she sits
looking through the Wall Street Journal. With her legs crossed so elegantly under the shimmery blue skirt she has
changed into after work, and her unusually fair skin, she could pass for an American, thinks Mrs. Dutta, whose
own skin is as brown as roasted cumin. The though fills her with an uneasy pride.
From the floor where he leans against Shyamoli’s knee, Sagar adds, “We want you to be comfortable, Ma. To
rest. That’s why we brought you to America.”
In spite of his thinning hair and the gold-rimmed glasses that he has recently taken to wearing, Sagar’s face
seems to Mrs. Dutta still that of the boy she used to send off to primary school with his metal tiffin\fn{Lunch} box.
She remembers how he crawled into her bed on stormy monsoon nights, how when he was ill, no one else could
make him drink his barley water. Her heart lightens in sudden gladness because she is really here, with him and
his children in America.
“Oh, Sagar,” she says, smiling, “now you’re talking like this! But did you give me a moment’s rest while you
were growing up?” And she launches into a description of childhood pranks that has him shaking his head
indulgently while disembodied TV laughter echoes through the room.
But later he comes into her bedroom and says, a little shamefaced, “Mother, please don’t get up so early in the
morning. All that noise in the bathroom—it wakes us up, and Molli has such a long day at work …”
And she, turning a little so that he won’t see her foolish eyes filling with tears, as though she were a teenage
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bride again and not a woman well over sixty, nods her head, yes, yes.
*
Waiting for the sounds of the stirring household to release her from the embrace of her Perma Rest mattress,
Mrs. Dutta repeats the 108 holy names of God. Om Keshavaya Namah, Om Narayanaya Namah, Om Madhavaya
Namah. But underneath she is thinking of the bleached-blue aerogram from Mrs. Basu that has been waiting
unanswered on her bedside table all week, filled with news from home. Someone robbed the Sandhya jewelry
store. The bandits had guns, but luckily no one was hurt. Mr. Joshi’s daughter, that sweet-faced child, has run
away with her singing teacher. Who would’ve thought it? Mrs. Barucha’s daughter-in-law had one more baby girl.
Yes, their fourth. You’d think they’d know better than to keep trying for a boy. Last Tuesday was Bangla Bandh,
another labor strike, everything closed down, not even the busses running. But you can’t really blame them, can
you? After all, factory workers have to eat too. Mrs. Basu’s tenants, whom she’d been trying to evict forever,
finally moved out. Good riddance, but you should see the state of the flat.
At the very bottom Mrs. Basu wrote,
Are you happy in America?

Mrs. Dutta knows that Mrs. Basu, who has been her closest friend since they both moved to Ghoshpara Lane
as young brides, cannot be fobbed off with descriptions of Fisherman’s Wharf and the Golden Gate Bridge, or
even with anecdotes involving grandchildren. And so she has been putting off her reply, while in her heart family
loyalty battles with insidious feelings of—but she turns from them quickly and will not name them even to
herself.
Now Sagar is knocking on the children’s doors—a curious custom, this, children being allowed to close their
doors against their parents. With relief Mrs. Dutta gathers up her bathroom things. She has plenty of time. Their
mother will have to rap again before Pradeep and Mrinalini open their doors and stumble out. Still, Mrs. Dutta is
not one to waste the precious morning. She splashes cold water on her face and neck—she does not believe in
pampering herself), scrapes the night’s gumminess from her tongue with her metal tongue cleaner, and brushes
vigorously, though the minty toothpaste does not leave her mouth feeling as clean as does the bittersweet neem
stick she’s been using all her life. She combs the knots out of her hair. Even at her age it is thicker and silkier than
her daughter-in-law’s permed curls. Such vanity, she scolds her reflection, and you a grandmother and a widow
besides. Still, as she deftly fashions her hair into a neat coil, she remembers how her husband would always
compare it to monsoon clouds.
She hears a sudden commotion outside.
“Pat! Minnie! What d’you mean you still haven’t washed up? I’m late to work every morning nowadays
because of you kids.”
“But Mom, she’s in there. She’s been there forever …” Mrinalini says.
Pause. Then, “So go to the downstairs bathroom.”
“But all our stuff is here,” Pradeep says, and Mrinalini adds, “It’s not fair. Why can’t she go downstairs.”
A longer pause. Mrs. Dutta hopes that Shyamoli will not be too harsh with the girl. But a child who refers to
elders in that disrespectful way ought to be punished. How many times did she slap Sagar for something far less,
though he was her only one, the jewel of her eye, come to her after she had been married for seven years and
everyone had given up hope? Whenever she lifted her hand to him, her heart was pierced through and through.
Such is a mother’s duty.
But Shyamoli only says, in a tired voice, “That’s enough! Go put on your clothes, hurry!”
The grumblings recede. Footsteps clatter down the stairs. Inside the bathroom Mrs. Dutta bends over the sink,
fists tight in the folds of her sari. Hard with the pounding in her head to think what she feels most—anger at the
children for their rudeness, or at Shyamoli for letting them go unrebuked. Or is it shame she feels (but why?), this
burning, acid and indigestible, that coats her throat in molten metal?
*
It is 9:00 A.M., and the house, after the flurry of departures, of frantic “I can’t find my socks” and “Mom, he
took my lunch money” and “I swear I’ll leave you kids behind if you’re not in the car in exactly one minute,” has
settled into its quiet daytime rhythms.
Busy in the kitchen, Mrs. Dutta has recovered her spirits. Holding on to grudges is too exhausting, and besides,
the kitchen—sunlight spilling across its countertops while the refrigerator hums reassuringly in the background—
is her favorite place.
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Mrs. Dutta hums too as she fries potatoes for alu dum. Her voice is rusty and slightly off-key. In India she
would never have ventured to sing, but with everyone gone the house is too quiet, all that silence pressing down
on her like the heel of a giant hand, and the TV voices, with their strange foreign accents, are no help at all. As the
potatoes turn golden-brown, she permits herself a moment of nostalgia for her Calcutta kitchen—the new gas
stove she bought with the birthday money Sagar sent, the scoured-shiny brass pots stacked by the meat safe, the
window with the lotus-pattern grille through which she could look down on white-uniformed children playing
cricket after school. The mouthwatering smell of ginger and chili paste, ground fresh by Reba, the maid, and, in
the evening, strong black Assam tea brewing in the kettle when Mrs. Basu came by to visit. In her mind she writes
to Mrs. Basu:
Oh, Roma, I miss it all so much. Sometimes I feel that someone has reached in and torn out a handful of my chest.

But only fools indulge in nostalgia, so Mrs. Dutta shakes her head clear of images and straightens up the
kitchen. She pours the half-drunk glasses of milk down the sink, though Shyamoli has told her to save them in the
refrigerator. But surely Shyamoli, a girl from a good Hindu family, doesn’t expect her to put contaminated jutha
things with the rest of the food. She washes the breakfast dishes by hand instead of letting them wait inside the
dishwasher till night, breeding germs. With practiced fingers she throws an assortment of spices into the blender:
coriander, cumin, cloves, black pepper, a few red chilies for vigor. No stale bottled curry powder for her.
At least the family’s eating well since I arrived,

she writes in her mind.
Proper Indian food, puffed-up chapattis, fish curry in mustard sauce, and real pulao with raisins and cashews and ghee
—the way you taught me, Roma—instead of Rice-a-roni.

She would like to add,
They love it,

but thinking of Shyamoli, she hesitates.
At first Shyamoli was happy enough to have someone take over the cooking. “It’s wonderful to come home to
a hot dinner,” she’d say. Or “Mother, what crispy papads, and your fish curry is out of this world.” But recently
she has taken to picking at her food, and once or twice from the kitchen Mrs. Dutta has caught wisps of words,
intensely whispered: “cholesterol,” “all putting on weight,” “she’s spoiling you.” And though Shyamoli always
says no when the children ask if they can have burritos from the freezer instead, Mrs. Dutta suspects that she
would really like to say yes.
The children. A heaviness pulls at Mrs. Dutta’s entire body when she thinks of them. Like so much in this
country, they have turned out to be—yes, she might as well admit it—a disappointment.
For this she blames, in part, the Olan Mills portrait. Perhaps it was foolish of her to set so much store by a
photograph, especially one taken years ago. But it was such a charming scene—Mrinalini in a ruffled white dress
with her arm around her brother, Pradeep chubby and dimpled in a suit and bow tie, a glorious autumn forest
blazing red and yellow behind them. (Later Mrs. Dutta was saddened to learn that the forest was merely a
backdrop in a studio in California, where real trees did not turn such colors.)
The picture had arrived, silver-framed and wrapped in a plastic sheet filled with bubbles, with a note from
Shyamoli explaining that it was a Mother’s Day gift. (A strange concept, a day set aside to honor mothers. Did the
sahibs not honor their mothers the rest of the year, then?) For a week Mrs. Dutta could not decide where it should
be hung. If she put it in the drawing room, visitors would be able to admire her grandchildren, but if she put it on
the bedroom wall, she would be able to see the photo last thing before she fell asleep. She finally opted for the
bedroom, and later, when she was too ill with pneumonia to leave her bed for a month, she was glad of it.
Mrs. Dutta was accustomed to living on her own. She had done it for three years after Sagar’s father died,
politely but stubbornly declining the offers of various relatives, well-meaning and otherwise, to come and stay
with her. In this she surprised herself as well as others, who thought of her as a shy, sheltered woman, one who
would surely fall apart without her husband to handle things for her. But she managed quite well. She missed
Sagar’s father, of course, especially in the evenings, when it had been his habit to read to her the more amusing
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parts of the newspaper while she rolled out chapattis. But once the grief receded, she found she enjoyed being
mistress of her own life, as she confided to Mrs. Basu. She liked being able, for the first time ever, to lie in bed all
evening and read a new novel of Shankar’s straight through if she wanted, or to send out for hot eggplant pakoras
on a rainy day without feeling guilty that she wasn’t serving up a balanced meal.
When the pneumonia hit, everything changed.
Mrs. Dutta had been ill before, but those illnesses had been different. Even in bed she’d been at the center of
the household, with Reba coming to find out what should be cooked, Sagar’s father bringing her shirts with
missing buttons, her mother-in-law, now old and tamed, complaining that the cook didn’t brew her tea strong
enough, and Sagar running in crying because he’d had a fight with the neighbor boy. But now she had no one to
ask her querulously, Just how long do you plan to remain sick? No one waited in impatient exasperation for her to
take on her duties again. No one’s life was inconvenienced the least bit by her illness.
Therefore she had no reason to get well.
When this thought occurred to Mrs. Dutta, she was so frightened that her body grew numb. The walls of the
room spun into blackness; the bed on which she lay, a vast four-poster she had shared with Sagar’s father since
their wedding, rocked like a dinghy caught in a storm; and a great hollow roaring reverberated inside her head.
For a moment, unable to move or see, she thought, I’m dead. Then her vision, desperate and blurry, caught on the
portrait. My grandchildren. With some difficulty she focused on the bright, oblivious sheen of their faces, the eyes
so like Sagar’s that for a moment heartsickness twisted inside her like a living thing. She drew a shudder of
breathing to her aching lungs, and he roaring seemed to recede. When the afternoon post brought another letter
from Sagar—
Mother, you really should come and live with us. We worry about you all alone in India, especially when you’re sick
like this—

she wrote back the same day, with fingers that still shook a little,
You’re right: my place is with you, with my grandchildren.

But now that she is here on the other side of the world, she is wrenched by doubt. She knows the grandchildren
love her—how can it be otherwise among family? And she loves them, she reminds herself, even though they
have put away, somewhere in the back of a closet, the vellum-bound Ramayana for Young Readers that she
carried all the way from India in her hand luggage. Even though their bodies twitch with impatience when she
tries to tell them stories of her girlhood. Even though they offer the most transparent excuses when she asks them
to sit with her while she chants the evening prayers. They’re flesh of my flesh, blood of my blood, she reminds
herself. But sometimes when she listens, from the other room, to them speaking on the phone, their American
voices rising in excitement as they discuss a glittering, alien world of Power Rangers, Metallica, and Spirit
Week\fn{Spirit Week I don’t recognize; Power Rangers is an action-oriented TV show based upon simplistic Good-vs-Evil concepts,
scripted for children and imported from Japan; Metallica is a heavy-metal rock band which developed its style during the 1980’s and still
performs to huge outdoor concerts.} at school, she almost cannot believe what she hears.

*
Stepping into the back yard with a bucket of newly washed clothes, Mrs. Dutta views the sky with some
anxiety. The butter-gold sunlight is gone, black-bellied clouds have taken over the horizon, and the air feels still
and heavy on her face, as before a Bengal storm. What if her clothes don’t dry by the time the others return home?
Washing clothes has been a problem for Mrs. Dutta ever since she arrived in California.
“We can’t, Mother,” Shyamoli said with a sign when Mrs. Dutta asked Sagara to put up a clothesline for her in
the back yard. “Shyamoli sighed often nowadays. Perhaps it was an American habit? Mrs. Dutta did not
remember that the Indian Shyamoli, the docile bride she’d mothered for a month before putting her on a Pan Am
flight to join her husband, pursed her lips in quite this way to let out a breath at once patient and exasperated.)
“It’s just not done, not in a nice neighborhood like this one. And being the only Indian family on the street, we
have to be extra careful. People here sometimes—” She broke off with a shake of her head. “Why don’t you just
keep your dirty clothes in the hamper I’ve put in your room, and I’ll wash them on Sunday along with everyone
else’s.”
Afraid of causing another sigh, Mrs. Dutta agreed reluctantly. She knew she should not store unclean clothes in
the same room where she kept the pictures of her gods. That would bring bad luck. And the odor. Lying in bed at
night she could smell it distinctly, even though Shyamoli claimed that the hamper was airtight. The sour, starchy
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old-woman smell embarrassed her.
She was more embarrassed when, on Sunday afternoons, Shyamoli brought the laundry into the family room to
fold. Mrs. Dutta would bend intently over her knitting, face tingling with shame, as her daughter-in-law
nonchalantly shook out the wisps of lace, magenta and sea-green and black, that were here panties, placing them
next to a stack of Sagar’s briefs. And when, right in front of everyone, Shamoli pulled out Mrs. Dutta’s crumpled,
baggy bras from the heap, she wished the ground would open up and swallow her, like the Sita of mythology.
Then one day Shyamoli set the clothes down in front of Sagar.
“Can you do them today, Sagar?” (Mrs. Dutta, who had never, through the forty-two years of her marriage,
addressed Sagar’s father by name, tried not to wince.) “I’ve got to get that sales report into the computer by
tonight.”
Before Sagar could respond, Mrs. Dutta was out of her chair, knitting needles dropping to the floor.
“No, no, no, clothes and all is no work for the man of the house. I’ll do it.” The thought of her son’s hands
searching through the basket and lifting up his wife’s—and her own—underclothes filled her with horror.
“Mother!” Shyamoli said. “This is why Indian men are so useless around the house. Here in America we don’t
believe in men’s work and women’s work. Don’t I work outside all day, just like Sagar? How’ll\fn{ How will.} I
manage if he doesn’t help me at home?”
“I’ll help you instead,” Mrs. Dutta ventured.
“You don’t understand, do you, Mother?” Shyamoli said with a shaky smile. Then she went into the study.
Mrs. Dutta sat down in her chair and tried to understand. But after a while she gave up and whispered to Sagar
that she wanted him to teach her how to run the washer and dryer.
“Why, Mother? Molli’s quite happy to—”
“I’ve got to learn it …” Her voice was low and desperate as she rummaged through the tangled heap for her
clothes.
Her son began to object and then shrugged. “Oh, very well. If it makes you happy.”
But later, when she faced the machines alone, their cryptic symbols and rows of gleaming knobs terrified her.
What if she pressed the wrong button and flooded the entire floor with soapsuds? What if she couldn’t turn the
machines off and they kept going, whirring maniacally, until they exploded? (This had happened on a TV show
just the other day. Everyone else had laughed at the woman who jumped up and down, screaming hysterically, but
Mrs. Dutta sat stiff-spined, gripping the armrests of her chair.) So she has taken to washing her clothes in the
bathtub when she is alone. She never did such a chore before, but she remembers how the village washer-women
of her childhood would beat their saris clean against river rocks. And a curious satisfaction fills her as her clothes
hit the porcelain with the same solid wet thunk.
My small victory, my secret.
This is why everything must be dried and put safely away before Shyamoli returns. Ignorance, as Mrs. Dutta
knows well from years of managing a household, is a great promoter of harmony. So she keeps an eye on the
menacing advance of the clouds as she hangs up her blouses and underwear, as she drapes her sari along the
redwood fence that separates her son’s property from the neighbor’s, first wiping the fence clean with a dish towel
she has secretly taken from the bottom drawer in the kitchen. But she isn’t worried. Hasn’t she managed every
time, even after that freak hailstorm last month, when she had to use the iron from the laundry closet to press
everything dry? The memory pleases her. In her mind she writes to Mrs. Basu:
I’m fitting in so well here, you’d never guess I came only two months back. I’ve found new ways of doing things, of
solving problems creatively. You would be most proud if you saw me.

When Mrs. Dutta decided to give up her home of forty-five years, her relatives showed far less surprise than
she had expected. “Oh, we all knew you’d end up in America sooner or later,” they said. She had been foolish to
stay on alone so long after Sagar’s father, may he find eternal peace, passed away. Good thing that boy of hers had
come to his senses and called her to join him. Everyone knows a wife’s place is with her husband, and a widow’s
is with her son.
Mrs. Dutta had nodded in meek agreement, ashamed to let anyone know that the night before she had
awakened weeping.
“Well, now that you’re going, what’ll happen to all your things?” they asked.
Mrs. Dutta, still troubled over those traitorous tears, had offered up her household effects in propitiation.
“Here, Didi, you take this cutwork bedspread, Mashima, for a long time I have meant for you to have these
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Corning Ware dishes; I know how much you admire them. And Boudi, this tape recorder that Sagar sent a year
back is for you. Yes, yes, I’m quite sure. I can always tell Sagar to buy me another one when I get there.”
Mrs. Basu, coming in just as a cousin made off triumphantly with a bone-china tea set, had protested.
“Prameela, have you gone crazy? That tea set used to belong to your mother-in-law.”
“But what’ll I do with it in America? Shyamoli has her own set—”
A look that Mrs. Dutta couldn’t read flitted across Mrs. Basu’s face. “But do you want to drink from it for the
rest of your life?”
“What do you mean?”
Mrs. Basu hesitated. Then she said,
“What if you don’t like it there?”
“How can I not like it, Roma?” Mrs. Dutta’s voice was strident, even to her own ears. With an effort she
controlled it and continued.
“I’ll miss my friends, I know—and you most of all. And the things we do together—evening tea, or walk
around Rabindra Sarobar Lake, Thursday night Bhagavad Gita class. But Sagar—they’re my only family. And
blood is blood, after all.”
“I wonder,” Mrs. Basu said dryly, and Mrs. Dutta recalled that though both of Mrs. Basu’s children lived just a
day’s journey away, they came to see her only on occasions when common decency dictated their presence.
Perhaps they were tightfisted in money matters too. Perhaps that was why Mrs. Basu had started renting out her
downstairs a few years earlier, even though, as anyone in Calcutta knew, tenants were more trouble than they were
worth. Such filial neglect must be hard to take, though Mrs. Basu, loyal to her children as indeed a mother should
be, never complained. In a way, Mrs. Duta had been better off, with Sagar too far away for her to put his love to
the test.
“At least don’t give up the house,” Mrs. Basu was saying. “You won’t be able to find another place in case …”
“In case what?” Mrs. Dutta asked, her words like stone chips. She was surprised to find that she was angrier
with Mrs. Basu than she’d ever been. Or was she afraid? My son isn’t like yours, she’d been on the verge of
spitting out. She took a deep breath and made herself smile, made herself remember that she might never see her
friend again.
“Ah, Roma,” she said, putting her arm around Mrs. Basu. “You think I’m such an old witch that my Sagar and
my Shyamoli will be unable to live with me?”
*
Mrs. Dutta hums a popular Tagore song\fn{ Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), Indian poet, philosopher, and Nobel laureate,
was also the composer of several hundred songs.} as she pulls her sari from the fence. It’s been a good day, as good as it
can be in a country where you might stare out the window for hours and not see one living soul. No vegetable
vendors with enormous wicker baskets balanced on their heads, no knife sharpeners with their distinctive call—
scissors-knives-choppers, scissors-knives-choppers—to bring the children running. No peasant women with
colorful tattoos on their arms to sell you cookware in exchange for your old silk saris. Why, even the animals that
frequented Ghoshpara Lane had personality—stray dogs that knew to line up outside the kitchen door just when
the leftovers were likely to be thrown out; the goat that maneuvered its head through the garden grille, hoping to
get at her dahlias; cows that planted themselves majestically in the center of the road, ignoring honking drivers.
And right across the street was Mrs. Basu’s two-story house, which Mrs. Dutta knew as well as her own. How
many times had she walked up the stairs to that airy room, painted sea-green and filled with plants, where here
friend would be waiting for her?
What took you so long today, Prameela? Your tea is cold already.
Wait till you hear what happened, Roma. Then you won’t scold me for being late—
Stop it, you silly woman, Mrs. Dutta tells herself severely. Every single one of your relatives would give an
arm and a leg to be in your place, you know that. After lunch you’re going to write a nice letter to Roma telling
her exactly how delighted you are to be here.
From where Mrs. Dutta stands, gathering up petticoats and blouses, she can look into the next yard. Not that
there’s much to see—just tidy grass and a few pale blue flowers whose name she doesn’t know. Two wooden
chairs sit under a tree, but Mrs. Dutta has never seen anyone using them. What’s the point of having such a big
yard if you’re not even going to sit in it? she thinks. Calcutta pushes itself into her mind again, with its narrow,
blackened flats where families of six and eight and ten squeeze themselves into two tiny rooms, and her heart fills
with a sense of loss she knows to be illogical.
When she first arrived in Sagar’s home, Mrs. Dutta wanted to go over and meet her next-door neighbors,
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maybe take them some of her special sweet rasogollahs, as she’d often down with Mrs. Basu. But Shyamoli said
she shouldn’t. Such things were not the custom in California, she explained earnestly. You didn’t just drop in on
people without calling ahead. Here everyone was busy; they didn’t sit around chatting, drinking endless cups of
sugar-tea. Why, they might even say something unpleasant to her.
“For what?” Mrs. Dutta had asked disbelievingly, and Shyamoli had said, “Because Americans don’t like
neighbors to”—here she used an English phrase\fn{ I.e., idiomatic expression.}—“invade their privacy.” Mrs. Dutta,
who didn’t fully understand the word privacy, because there was no such term in Bengali, had gazed at her
daughter-in-law in some bewilderment. But she understood enough not to ask again. In the following months,
though, she often looked over the fence, hoping to make contact. People were people, whether in India or in
America, and everyone appreciated a friendly face. When Shyamoli was as old as Mrs. Dutta, she would know
that too.
Today, just as she is about to turn away, out of the corner of her eye Mrs. Dutta notices a movement. At one of
the windows a woman is standing, her hair a sleek gold like that of the TV heroines whose exploits baffle Mrs.
Dutta when she tunes in to an afternoon serial. She is smoking a cigarette, and a curl of gray rises lazily, elegantly,
from her fingers. Mrs. Dutta is so happy to see another human being in the middle of her solitary day that she
forgets how much she disapproves of smoking, especially in women. She lifts her hand in the gesture she has seen
her grandchildren use to wave an eager hello.
The woman stares back at Mrs. Dutta. Her lips are a perfect painted red, and when she raises her cigarette to
her mouth, its tip glows like an animal’s eye. She does not wave back or smile. Perhaps she is not well? Mrs.
Dutta feels sorry for her, alone in her illness in a silent house with only cigarettes for solace, and she wishes the
etiquette of America did not prevent her from walking over with a word of cheer and a bowl of her fresh-cooked
alu dum.
*
Mrs. Dutta rarely gets a chance to be alone with her son. In the morning he is in too much of a hurry even to
drink the fragrant cardamom tea that she (remembering how as a child he would always beg for a sip from her
cup) offers to make him. He doesn’t return until dinnertime, and afterward he must help the children with their
homework, read the paper, hear the details of Shyamoli’s day, watch his favorite TV crime show in order to
unwind, and take out the garbage. Inn between, for he is a solicitous son, he converses with Mrs. Dutta. In
response to his questions she assures him that her arthritis is much better now; no, no, she’s not growing bored by
being at home all the time; she has everything she needs—Shyamoli has been so kind. But perhaps he could pick
up a few aerograms\fn{Air-mail letters.} on his way back tomorrow? She obediently recites for him an edited list of
her day’s activities, and smiles when he praises here cooking. But when he says, “Oh, well, time to turn in,
another working day tomorrow,” she feels a vague pain, like hunger, in the region of her heart.
So it is with the delighted air of a child who has been offered an unexpected gift that she leaves her halfwritten letter to greet Sagar at the door today, a good hour before Shyamoli is due back. The children are busy in
the family room doing homework and watching cartoons (mostly the latter, Mrs. Duttga suspects). But for once
she doesn’t mind, because they race in to give their father hurried hugs and then race back again. And she has
him, her son, all to herself in a kitchen filled with the familiar, pungent odors of tamarind sauce and chopped
coriander leaves.
“Khoka,” she says, calling him by a childhood name she hasn’t used in years, “I could fry you two-three hothot luchis, if you like.” As she waits for his reply, she can feel, in the hollow of her throat, the rapid thud of her
heart. And when he says yes, that would be very nice, she shuts her eyes tight and takes a deep breath, and it is as
though merciful time has given her back her youth, that sweet, aching urgency of being needed again.
*
Mrs. Dutta is telling Sagar a story.
“When you were a child, how scared you were of injections! One time, when the government doctor came to
give us compulsory typhoid shots, you locked yourself in the bathroom and refused to come out. Do you
remember what our father finally did? He went into the garden and caught a lizard and threw it in the bathroom
window, because you were even more scared of lizards than of shots. And in exactly one second you ran out
screaming—right into the waiting doctor’s arms.”
Sagar laughs so hard that he almost upsets his tea (made with real sugar, because Mrs. Dutta knows it is better
for her son than that chemical powder Shyamoli likes to use). There are tears in his eyes, and Mrs. Dutta, who had
not dared to hope that he would find her story so amusing, feels gratified. When he takes off his glasses to wipe
them, his face is oddly young, not like a father’s at all, or even a husband’s, and she has to suppress an impulse to
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put out her hand and rub away the indentations that the glasses have left on his nose.
“I’d totally forgotten,” Sagar says. “How can you keep track of those old, old things?”
Because it is the lot of mothers to remember what no one else cares to, Mrs. Dutta thinks. To tell those stories
over and over, until they are lodged, perforce, in family lore. We are the keepers of the heart’s dusty corners.
But as she starts to say this, the front door creaks open, and she hears the faint click of Shyamoli’s high heels.
Mrs. Dutta rises, collecting the dirty dishes.
“Call me fifteen minutes before you’re ready to eat, so that I can fry fresh luchis for everyone,” she tells Sagar.
“You don’t have to leave, Mother,” he says.
Mrs. Dutta smiles her pleasure, but doesn’t stop. She knows that Shyamoli likes to be alone with her husband
at this time, and today, in her happiness, she does not grudge her this.
“You think I’ve nothing to do, only sit and gossip with you?” she mock-scolds. “I want you to know I have a
very important letter to finish.”
Somewhere behind her she hears a thud—a briefcase falling over. This surprises her. Shyamoli is always
careful with it, because it was a gift from Sagar when she was finally made a manager in her company.
“Hi!” Sagar calls, and when there’s no answer, “Hey, Molli, you okay?”
Shyamoli comes into the room slowly, her hair disheveled as though she has been running her fingers through
it. Hot color blotches her cheeks.
“What’s the matter, Molli?” Sagar walks over to give her a kiss. “Bad day at work?” Mrs. Dutta, embarrassed
as always by this display of marital affection, turns toward the window, but not before she sees Shyamoli move
her face away.
“Leave me alone.” Her voice is low, shaking. “Just leave me alone.”
“But what is it?” Sagar says with concern.
“I don’t want to talk about it right now.” Shyamoli lowers herself into a kitchen chair and puts her face in her
hands. Sagar stands in the middle of the room, looking helpless. He raises his hand and lets it fall, as though he
wants to comfort his wife but is afraid of what she might do.
A protective anger for her son surges inside Mrs. Dutta, but she moves away silently. In her mind-letter she
writes,
Women need to be strong, not react to every little thing like this. You and I, Roma, we had far worse to cry about,
but we shed our tears invisibly. We were good wives and daughters-in-law, good mothers. Dutiful, uncomplaining.
Never putting ourselves first.

A sudden memory comes to her, one she hasn’t thought of in years—a day when she scorched a special kheer
desert. Her mother-in-law had shouted at her, “Didn’t your mother teach you anything, you useless girl?” As
punishment she refused to let Mrs. Dutta go with Mrs. Basu to the cinema, even though Sahib, Bibi our Ghulam,
which all Calcutta was crazy about, was playing, and their tickets were bought already. Mrs. Dutta had wept the
entire afternoon, but before Sagar’s father came home, she washed her face carefully with cold water and applied
kajal to her eyes so that he wouldn’t know.
But everything is getting mixed up, and her own young, trying-not-to-cry face blurs into another—why, it’s
Shyamoli’s—and a thought hits her so sharply in the chest that she has to hold on to her bedroom wall to keep
from falling. And what good did it do? The more we bent, the more people pushed us, until one day we’d forgotten
that we could stand up straight. Maybe Shyamali’s the one with the right idea after all …
Mrs. Dutta lowers herself heavily onto her bed, trying to erase such an insidious idea from her mind. Oh, this
new country, where all the rules are upside down, it’s confusing her. The space inside her skull feels stirred up,
like a pond in which too many water buffaloes have been wading. Maybe things will settle down if she can focus
on the letter to Roma.
Then she remembers that she has left the half-written aerogram on the kitchen table. She knows she should
wait until after dinner, after her son and his wife have sorted things out. But a restlessness—or is it defiance?—
has taken hold of her. She is sorry that Shyamoli is upset, but why should she have to waste her evening because
of that? She’ll go get her letter—it’s no crime, is it? She’ll march right in and pick it up, and even if Shyamoli
stops in mid-sentence with another one of those sighs, she’ll refuse to feel apologetic. Besides, by now they’re
probably in the family room, watching TV.
Really, Roma,
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she writes in her head, as she feels here way along the unlighted corridor,
the amount of TV they watch here is quite scandalous. The children too, sitting for hours in front of that box like
they’ve been turned into painted dolls, and then talking back when I tell them to turn it off.

Of course she will never put such blasphemy into a real letter. Still, it makes her feel better to be able to say it, if
only to herself.
In the family room the TV is on, but for once no one is paying it any attention. Shyamoli and Sagar sit on the
sofa, conversing. From where she stands in the corridor, Mrs. Sutta cannot see them, but their shadows—
enormous against the wall where the table lamp has cast them—seem to flicker and leap at her.
She is about to slip unseen into the kitchen when Shyamoli’s rising voice arrests her. In its raw, shaking
unhappiness it is so unlike her daughter-in-law’s assured tones that Mrs. Duttra is no more able to move away
from it than if she had heard the call of the nishi, the lost souls of the dead, the subject of so many of the tales on
which she grew up.
“It’s easy for you to say, ‘Calm down.’ I’d like to see how calm you’d be if she came up to you and said,
‘Kindly tell the old lady not to hang her clothes over the fence into my yard.’ She said it twice, like I didn’t
understand English, like I was a savage. All these years I’ve been so careful not to give these Americans a chance
to say something like this, and now—”
“Shhh, Shyamoli, I said I’d talk to Mother about it.”
“You always say that, but you never do anything. You’re too busy being the perfect son, tiptoeing around her
feelings. But how about mine? Aren’t I a person too?”
“Hush, Molli, the children …”
“Let them hear. I don’t care anymore. Besides, they’re not stupid. They already know what a hard time I’ve
been having with her. You’re the only one who refuses to see it.”
In the passage Mrs. Dutta shrinks against the wall. She wants to move away, to hear nothing else, but her feet
are formed of cement, impossible to lift, and Shyamoli’s words pour into her ears like fire.
“I’ve explained over and over, and she still does what I’ve asked her not to—throwing away perfectly good
food, leaving dishes to drip all over the countertops. Ordering my children to stop doing things I’ve given them
permission to do. She’s taken over the entire kitchen, cooking whatever she likes. You come in the door and the
smell of grease is everywhere, in all our clothes even. I feel like this isn’t my house anymore.”
“Be patient, Molli. She’s an old woman, after all.”
“I know. That’s why I tried so hard. I know having her here is important to you. But I can’t do it any longer. I
just can’t. Some days I feel like taking the kids and leaving.” Shyamoli’s voice disappears into a sob.
A shadow stumbles across the wall to her, and then another. Behind the weatherman’s nasal tones, announcing
a week of sunny days, Mrs. Dutta can hear a high, frightened weeping. The children, she thinks. This must be the
first time they’ve seen their mother cry.
“Don’t talk like that, sweetheart.” Sagar leans forward, his voice, too, anguished. All the shadows on the wall
shiver and merge into a single dark silhouette.
Mrs. Dutta stares at that silhouette, the solidarity of it. Sagar and Shyamoli’s murmurs are lost beneath the
noise in her head, a dry humming—like thirsty birds, she thinks wonderingly. After a while she discovers that she
has reached her room. In darkness she lowers herself onto her bed very gently, as though her body were made of
the thinnest glass. Or perhaps ice—she is so cold. She sits for a long time with her eyes closed, while inside her
head thought whirl faster and faster until they disappear in a gray dust storm.
*
When Pradeep finally comes to call her for dinner, Mrs. Dutta follows him to the kitchen, where she fries
luchis for everyone, the perfect circles of dough puffing up crisp and golden as always. Sagar and Shyamoli have
reached a truce of some kind: she gives him a small smile, and he puts out a casual hand to massage the back of
her neck. Mrs. Dutta shows no embarrassment at this. She eats her dinner. She answers questions put to her. She
laughs when someone makes a joke. If her face is stiff, as though she had been given a shot of Novocain, no one
notices. When the table is cleared, she excuses herself, saying she has to finish her letter.
Now Mrs. Dutta sits on her bed, reading over what she wrote in the innocent afternoon.
Dear Roma,
Although I miss you, I know you will be pleased to hear how happy I am in America. There is much here that needs
getting used to, but we are no strangers to adjusting, we old women. After all, haven’t we been doing it all our lives?
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Today I’m cooking one of Sagar’s favorite dishes, alu dum. It gives me such pleasure to see my family gathered
around the table, eating my food. The children are still a little shy of me, but I am hopeful that we’ll soon be friends.
And Shyamoli, so confident and successful—you should see her when she’s all dressed for work. I can’t believe she’s
the same timid bride I sent off to America just a few years ago. But Sagar, most of all, is the joy of my old age.

With the edge of her sari Mrs. Dutta carefully wipes a tear that has fallen on the aerogram. She blows on the
damp spot until it is completely dry, so the pen will not leave a telltale smudge. Even though Roma would not tell
a soul, she cannot risk it. She can already hear them, the avid relatives in India who’ve been waiting for
something just like this to happen. That Dutta-ginni, so set in her ways, we knew she’d never get along with her
daughter-in-law. Or, worse, Did you hear about poor Prameela? How her family treated her? Yes, even her son,
can you imagine?
This much surely she owes to Sagar.
And what does she owe herself, Mrs. Dutta, falling through black night with all the certainties she trusted in
collapsed upon themselves like imploded stars, and only an image inside her eyelids for company? A silhouette—
man, wife, children, joined on a wall—showing her how lone she is in this land of young people. And how
unnecessary.
She is not sure how long she sits under the glare of the overhead light, how long her hands clench themselves
in her lap. When she opens them, nail mars line the soft flesh of her palms, red heiroglyphs—her body’s language,
telling her what to do.
Dear Roma,

Mrs. Dutta writes,
I cannot answer your question about whether I am happy, for I am no longer sure I know what happiness is. All I
know is that it isn’t what I thought it to be. It isn’t about being needed. It isn’t about being with family either. It has
something to do with love, I still think that, but in a different way than I believed earlier, a way I don’t have the words
to explain. Perhaps we can figure it out together, two old women drinking cha in your downstairs flat (for I do hope
you will rent it to me on my return) while around us gossip falls—but lights like summer rain, for that is all we will
allow it to be. If I’m lucky—and perhaps in spite of all that has happened, I am—the happiness will be in the figuring
out.

Pausing to read over what she has written, Mrs. Dutta is surprised to discover this: now that she no longer
cares whether tears blotch her letter, she feels no need to weep.
68.27 Incomplete Stops\fn{by Ashita (1956- )} Pazhayannur, Thrissur District, Kerala State, India (F) 2
“Bah! You bitch. Do you think you’ve been given in marriage in here that you can live in this place forever?”
A forceful push sent Annamma reeling to the ground. She found herself kissing mother earth. The door of the
cell closed on her with a loud bang. At the jingling of the keys and the sound of the watchman’s footsteps, the
nearest cell erupted into noise—almost like a mischievous child waiting for a chance to do so. Senseless bursts of
laughter, pleas for alms, a cup of tea, a ticket for home, childish complaints, pathetic curses, heartfelt prayers,
heart-rending sobs …
The watchman’s threatening voice rose above the cacophony:
“Shoo! Shut up you God-forsaken rascals! Or else I’ll …”
Immediate calm descended at the sound of the swish of the stick. A stray tear fell over a breast in another cell.
“Get up you!” the watchman roared, poking her with his stick.
Annamma slowly lifted her face—her tears had caked the mud which had dried there. The sun touched her
forehead with a compassion that dazzled her eyes—she rose as though uplifted.
“Hey you! Walk!” The watchman’s stick swung once on Annamtna’s back. Annamma walked slowly behind
him, dragging her feet. Before her, the spacious hospital compound. Thickly grown plants.. At one end of the
compound, a banyan tree like a tired and disappointed old man. A sheet of sky, through the leaves, looking
compassionately at everything. The huge wall that stands with its head held high against the sky, glass pieces
jutting out of it like the little cruel acts of man.
“Oh, Woman! Your misery is over today.” The watchman’s words, like tiny bits of broken glass, fell on
Annamma, bruising her.
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“The committee has met. You will also be discharged today; your misery has at last come to an end but for me
there will be relief from here only after I retire.” The watchman carried on, pushing Annamma gently.
“Go! They are waiting.”
They were waiting. The committee members: the superintendent of the hospital, turning the pages of the
register, the cat-eyed advocate, always smiling gently, the social worker wearing black spectacles, smiling for no
reason at all and with her sari pulled over her head, and the District Collector wearing an air of youthful gravity.
Annamma stood before them with folded hands, puzzled and shamefaced at not hearing the familiar tinkling of
the chains.
The advocate’s cat eyes watched Annamma, examined her and then the gentle smile returned. Then the
superintendent began to turn the pages of her case-history .
“When Annamma, Anna Fernandes, came here she was twenty. It is now ten years since then. At that time she
never used to talk to anyone, just laugh. Without any reason, mutter, cry without any cause, hallucinate—”
The superintendent declared after a pause, looking at all of them over his spectacles:
“Now everything is cured. Annamma, isn’t your trouble gone now?”
“Yes,” Annamma said quietly.
“What does this mean?” the collector asked with the natural curiosity of youth.
“Now, Annamma neither weeps nor laughs,” said the superintendent laughingly, taking off her spectacles and
wiping them. “What is it, Anamma?”
“Oh!” Annamma said, uncertainly.
“Don’t you want to go home?” said the social worker with expansive mercy.
“No! No! I don’t want to go,” Annamma lost her self-control, and cried out, “I don’t want to go.” A desperate
plea, like the last cry of a soul losing itself in the depths of hell. Like a restless horse, silence raised its hooves
threateningly. Suddenly, the superintendent, like an expert horseman who had got hold of the bridle, said harshly:
“Annamma, your illness is fully cured. It is impossible to let you stay here any more. Understand?” Annamma
said in a tired, low voice:
“Yes.” Interrupting the Collector, who was about to say something, and addressing everyone, the
superintendent added in a rather hostile tone:
“All of you here should understand one thing. The Government has made arrangements for only five hundred
inmates. Now we have five hundred and thirty persons here. I cannot but discharge thirty of them today.”
“But—” the Collector began to ask something again, stimulated by doubt, characteristic of his youth.
“It is getting late. My clients will be waiting for me,” the advocate reminded him with a quiet smile.
The superintendent returned to the case history .
“Annamma was twenty when she came here. The police who brought her here, found her wandering about,
deserted by her husband, who had brought her to this town under the pretext of taking her to Malayattoor church.”
“It is getting late you know,” the advocate hinted, looking at his watch.
“Okay! Okay! We will wind up after asking a couple of questions.” The superintendent nodded and looked at
the social worker. She removed her spectacles, and asked Annamma with a mild smile:
“Annamma, what is your name?” Annamma said, seriously:
“Annamma. Annamma, Mannaanam P.O. But pappen alone calls me ‘Annakutty,’” Annamma added, with a
smiling face.
“How sweet!” The social worker was filled with surprise.
“Which is your native place, Annamma?'” the Collector asked. The next instant, that question ripped open
something in her mind, like a wind blowing hard into a room and pushing all the windows wide open. Native
place! Mannaanam. The hill slopes of Mannaanarn on which the wind sleeps with its head resting on its own
hands. The lanes in which the warm sun plays about the maidans, the church. And on a Sunday, the children who
followed her shouting … Annamma’s eyes brimmed.
“Where is your home, Annamma?” the lady social worker hurriedly repeated the question. Dark clouds of
memories crowded into Annamma’s wet eyes.
Home! The by-lanes where winds wandered; candles lit up in front Christmas, and Mother waiting with the
door ajar; like another melting candle, Mother. As though even the withered years had suddenly blossomed,
Annamma said cheerfully:
“At home, I have mother. My mother!”
“So sweet!” said the social worker affectionately.
“It is getting late for me.” The advocate’s smile was now tinged with a sharp impatient edge.
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“True. I have to inaugurate a football match in the evening. It is already late.” The Collector had started
growing restless for the evening, which promised to be full of glamour and fun.
“Oh Sister!” the superintendent instructed, as he got up. “Send Annamma off after giving her the bus-charge
for the journey to Mannaanam.”
As they were coming out of the hall in a group, the social worker queried:
“Mannaanam? Where is this Mannaanam? Is it a hill station?”
Outside the gates of the hospital, the city received Annamma with an ominous smile. A wind carrying the
bustle and smell of the city bypassed Annamma without touching her. Anrlamma saw a dry leaf flying round and
round and at last getting crushed under the sweep of vehicles.
The city was just beginning to immerse itself in the big bustle. A demonstration march came up; slogans were
shouted and fists thrown into the air, behind vehicles that moved slowly and blew their horns non-stop. Annamma
also joined in at the rear of the procession, enjoying the slogans that rose up with revelry and in a rhythm.
Gradually, the distance between Annamma and the procession that was moving towards the boundaries of the city
increased. Annamma was soon left alone in the by-lanes of the evening. But Annamma still kept walking. Her
eyes fixed on the hills of Mannaanam, where the wind slept with its head resting on its hands, dreaming of home
and a mother, whose sorrowful tears reminded her of monsoon rain.
Annamma walked on …
Someone in the shop on the wayside shack coughed once. A whistle from the deserted bus-stop. Someone
snapped his fingers at her at the turning of the lane. But Annamma was walking towards Mannaanam. Still
unfamiliar with the freedom that greeted her, with a cheerful and bright mind.
Before long, a policeman at the junction shouted:
“Hey you! Stop there!”
Annamma stopped, unconsciously prompted by the memory of the orders in the hospital.
“Up to where is your beat this evening, you bitch?”
In the policeman’s rage, liquor itself became intoxicated. Annarnma, in whose mind her mother’s face glowed,
gave an extremely charming smile in reply. Then, as the policeman casts sly glances here and there, pats her
whole frame mildly with his lathi, shouts in a needlessly loud voice:
“Walk on, you,” as Annamma follows him obediently, dragging her feet laboriously, remembering the chains
not yet removed from her mind, and as the street lights begin to glow abruptly with a merciless and bawdy smile,
my dear reader, how shall I put a full stop to this story?
25.106 Excerpt from The Shadow Lines\fn{by Amitav Ghosh (1956- )} Calcutta, District, West Bengal State, India
(M) 4
… A few weeks later, at dinner, my father, grinning hugely, pushed an envelope across the table to my
grandmother.
“That’s for you,” he said.
“What is it?” she said, eyeing it suspiciously.
“Go on,” he said. “Have a look.”
She picked it up, opened the flap and peered into it.
“I can’t tell,” she said. “What is it?”
My father burst into laughter.
“It’s your plane ticket,” he said. “For Dhaka—for the third of January, 1964.”
That night, for the first time in months, my grandmother seemed really excited. When I went up to see her,
before going to bed, I found her pacing around the room, her face flushed, her eyes shining. I was delighted. It
was the first time in my eleven-year-old life that she had presented me with a response that I could fully
understand—since I had never been on a plane myself it seemed the most natural thing in the world to me that the
prospect of her first flight should fill her with excitement. But I couldn’t help worrying about her too, for I also
knew that, unlike me, she was totally ignorant about aeroplanes, and before I fell asleep that night I resolved that I
would make sure that she was properly prepared before she left. But soon enough it was apparent to me that it
wasn’t going to be easy to educate her: I could tell from the direction of the questions she asked my father that,
left to herself she would learn nothing about aeroplanes.
For instance, one evening when we were sitting out in the garden she wanted to know whether she would be
able to see the border between India and East Pakistan from the plane. When my father laughed and said, why, did
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she really think the border was a long black line with green on one side and scarlet on the other, like it was in a
school atlas, she was not so much offended as puzzled.
“No, that wasn’t what I meant,” she said. “Of course not. But surely there’s something—trenches perhaps, or
soldiers, or guns pointing at each other, or even just barren strips of land. Don’t they call it no-man’s land?”
My father was already an experienced traveler. He burst out laughing and said:
“No, you won’t be able to see anything except clouds and perhaps, if you’re lucky, some green fields.”
His laughter nettled her.
“Be serious,” she snapped. “Don’t talk to me as though I were a secretary in your office.”
Now it was his turn to be offended: it upset him when she spoke sharply to him within my hearing.
“That’s all I can tell you,” he said. “That’s all there is.” My grandmother thought this over for a while, and then
she said:
“But if there aren’t any trenches or anything, how are people to know? I mean, where’s the difference then?
And if there’s no difference, both sides will be the same; it’ll be just like it used to be before, when we used to
catch a train in Dhaka and get off in Calcutta the next day without anybody stopping us. What was it all for then
—Partition and all the killing and everything—if there isn’t something in between?”
“I don’t know what you expect, Ma,” my father retorted in exasperation. “It’s not as though you’re flying over
the Himalayas into China. This is the modern world. The border isn’t on the frontier: it’s right inside the airport.
You’ll see. You’ll cross it when you have to fill in all those disembarkation cards and things.”
My grandmother shifted nervously in her chair.
“What forms?” she said. “What do they want to know about on those forms?”
My father scratched his forehead.
“Let me see,” he said. “They want your nationality, your date of birth, place of birth, that kind of thing.”
My grandmother’s eyes widened and she slumped back in her chair.
“What’s the matter?” my father said in alarm.
With an effort she sat up straight again and smoothed back her hair. “Nothing,” she said, shaking her head.
“Nothing at all.”
I could see then that she was going to end up in a hopeless mess, so I took it upon myself to ask my father for
all the essential information about flying and aeroplanes that I thought she ought to have at her command—I was
sure, for example, that she would roll the windows down in mid-air unless I warned her not to.
It was not till many years later that I realized it had suddenly occurred to her then that she would have to fill in
“Dhaka” as her place of birth on that form, and that the prospect of this had worried her in the same way that dirty
schoolbooks worried her because she liked things to be neat and in place—and at that moment she had not been
able quite to understand how her place of birth had come to be so messily at odds with her nationality.
My father could see that she was worrying over something.
“But Ma,” he said, teasing her, “why are you so worried about this little journey? You’ve been traveling
between countries for years. Don’t you remember—all those trips you made in and out of Burma?”
“Oh that,” my grandmother laughed. It wasn’t the same thing. There weren’t any forms or anything, and
anyway traveling was so easy then. I could come home to Dhaka whenever I wanted.”
I jumped to my feet, delighted at having caught her out—she, who’d been a schoolmistress for twenty-seven
years.
“Tha’mma, Tha’mma,” I cried. “How could you have “come” home to Dhaka? You don’t know the difference
between coming and going.”
*
I teased her with that phrase for years afterwards. If she happened to say she was going to teach me Bengali
grammar, for example, I would laugh and say: “But Tha’mma, how can you teach me grammar? You don’t know
the difference between coming and going.” Eventually the phrase passed on to the whole family and became a
part of its secret lore; a barb in that fence we built to shut ourselves off from others.
So, for instance, when we were in our teens, often, when Ila was in Calcutta and we happened to meet an
acquaintance who asked, “When are you going back to London?” we would launch into a kind of patter: “But she
has to go to Calcutta first;” “Not if I’m coming to London;” “Nor if you’re coming to Calcutta …” And at the end
of it, sobbing hysterically with a laughter which must have seemed as affected as it was inexplicable to those who
heard it, I would say: “You see, in our family we don’t know whether we’re coming or going—it’s all my
grandmother’s fault.”
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But, of course, the fault wasn’t hers at all: it lay in language. Every language assumes a centrality, a fixed and
settled point to go away from and come back to, and what my grandmother was looking for was a word for a
journey which was not a coming or a going at all; a journey that was a search for precisely that fixed point which
permits the proper use of verbs of movement.
… But Robi didn’t hear me. He was leaning towards Rehman-shaheb, gripping the table, his knuckles white.
“I remember it because my brother was killed there,” he said. “In a riot—not far from where my mother was
born. Now do you see why I remember?”
Rehman-shaheb leapt to his feet, his face red with embarrassment. Robi stood up, pushed his way past us and
went out.
“Oh, I’m so …” Rehman-shaheb said to Ila. “I didn’t mean … I really didn’t.”
“Don’t worry,” Ila said quickly. It’s not your fault. I know you didn’t mean it. It’s mine—I shouldn’t have
brought up the subject.”
Ila snatched up her coat, gave Rehman-shaheb’s arm one last pat and whispered:
“It’s all right, don’t worry.” Then she followed me out of the restaurant.
He was gone by the time we were out. It was a while before we saw him, in the distance, as he passed a lamp
post. He was striding fast down the Clapham Road, towards Stockwell. We began to run.
When we caught up with him we tried to fall in step, but his strides were so long we virtually had to run to
keep up. We walked past the fast-food shops on the Clapham Road, beneath the railway bridge and the
underground station at Clapham North. At length Robi came to a halt. He shook his arms free and said:
“I need to sit somewhere. Just for a minute.”
There was an overgrown garden to our left, and within it a derelict white church, with a short flight of steps in
front. Robi led us through the gate and up to the steps. Clearing a space for himself among the leaves on the stairs,
he sat down and lit a cigarette.
“It’s a dream, you know,” he said, blowing a plume of smoke at his feet. “I only get it about twice a year now,
but it used to be once a week, when I was younger—in college, for instance. But I learnt to control it—I often
know when it’s coming, and on nights like that I try not to sleep. It always begins with our car going around a
corner. There’s a muddy kind of field on one side, a very small one, but it’s got a crooked goalpost stuck in the
mud. We turn the corner and there they are, ahead of us, strung out across the road. Sometimes it’s a crowd,
sometimes just a couple of men. I know their faces well now, better than I know my friends. There’s one with a
very thin face and a wispy moustache and a crooked mouth. He’s always in it. The odd thing is, that no matter
how many men there are—a couple, or dozens—the street always seems empty. It was full of people when we
went through it—a bazaar, all the shops open, people going in and out, rickshaws, thelagaris,\fn{Pushcarts.}
vendors, donkeys. And there were people in the houses above the shops too, looking down at us, from the
windows and balconies. But all the shops are shut now, barricaded, and so are the windows in the houses. There’s
no one on the balconies. The street’s deserted, but for those men. I can see little details sometimes: a green
coconut, for instance, lying in the middle of the road, wobbling when the breeze catches it; a slipper on the
pavement—not a pair, just a single rubber slipper, lying there abandoned.
“There’s a grinding kind of noise somewhere inside the car, and it lurches, throwing everyone forward, so that
I almost bang my head against the dashboard. Someone in the back seat, I think it’s my mother, but I’ve never
been sure, cries: ‘Don’t stop, go on.’ And the car does go on, in fact the driver had merely changed gears without
declutching properly. It’s moving forward again now—not steadily, but in short jerks, because the driver’s so
scared he’s lost control of his right foot. His cap’s fallen off; and he’s sitting hunched over the wheel, with sweat
dripping down his face. The security guard, sitting beside me, in the front seat, is looking ahead, fingering his
shirt.
“Then the men begin to move towards us—they’re not running, they’re gliding, like skaters in a race. They fan
out and begin to close in on us. It’s all silent, I can’t hear a single thing, no sound at all.
“The security guard pushes me down and reaches back to make sure our doors are locked. I can only see his
blue uniform now, from where I am. I can’t see his face and I can’t look outside. I see him reaching under his
shirt, and when he pulls out his hand there’s a revolver in it, a very small one. It’s got an odd color, sort of slategray. I can see it in detail because it’s right next to my face.
“Then the car veers away, and suddenly there’s a huge thump on the bonnet, and somebody screams at the
back. I look up then, lifting my head just a little, until it’s level with the bottom of the windscreen, and there’s a
face there, on the other side of the glass, the nose flattened, the eyes looking in. It’s the man with the crooked
mouth; he’s lying flat on the bonnet, and he’s seen me. He raises his arm and swings it back; there’s something in
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it, but I don’t know what it is, I can never see it. His arm comes swinging down, over his head in an arc, and
suddenly the windscreen clouds over and crashes in. When I look up at the driver there’s a cut across his face, and
he’s clutching a flap of skin trying to hold it in place, on his cheek. He doesn’t have either hand on the steering
wheel. The car lurches, rolls forward, and stalls, with its front wheel in a gutter.
“The security guard pushes me down again, and then he throws the door open and jumps out, with the revolver
ready in his hand. He shouts something, I don’t know what, and then he shouts again, and there’s a crash, and I
know he’s fired a shot. I look out then, out of the window, and I see the men, circling around us, drawing back,
and the sound of the shot is still echoing off those closed windows and empty balconies.
“There’s a moment of absolute quiet as they watch us and we watch them. It’s so still I can hear the sound of
the driver’s blood dripping on the steering wheel. And then the silence is broken: there’s a creak somewhere
behind us—it’s a small sound, but in the quiet it sounds like a thunderclap. We all turn: we in the car, they outside.
And do you know what it is? It’s the rickshaw—Khalil’s rickshaw—with the old man, our grand-uncle, whom
we’d gone to rescue, sitting at the back, all dressed up in his lawyer’s coat.
“And as I watch, the rickshaw begins to grow. It becomes huge, that rickshaw, it grows till it’s bigger than the
shops and the houses; so big that I can’t see the old man sitting on top. But those men are running towards it, as
fast as it grows, they’re scrambling up its wheels, up its poles, along the sides. They’ve forgotten us now; there’s
no one around us—they’re all busy climbing up the rickshaw. The security guard jumps in, grinning, and shouts
something to the driver: he’s telling him to start the car and get going while he can—to think about his face later.
And they’re shouting at the back too, telling the driver to be quick, to get going. The driver reaches for the key,
he’s stretched his arm all the way out, as far as it’ll go, but it doesn’t reach, no matter how hard he tries. And
while he’s straining to reach the key, somebody gets out at the back; I hear the door slamming shut. When I look
around I see May: she’s tiny, shrunken, and behind her is that rickshaw, reaching heavenwards, like a gigantic
anthill, and its sides are seething with hundreds of little men.
“May is screaming at us; I can’t hear a word, but I know what she’s saying. She’s saying: ‘Those two are going
to be killed because of you—you’re cowards, murderers, to abandon them here like this.’ The door opens again,
and I know in my heart that Tridib is going to get out too. I stretch out a hand to pull him back into the car, but my
hand won’t reach him; I try to shout, but I have no voice left, I cannot make a single sound.
“And that is when I wake up, gagging, trying to scream.”
Robi shook another cigarette out of his pack and tried to strike a match. The first match broke, and he threw it
away and struck another, held it steady and lit his cigarette.
“I’ve never been able to rid myself of that dream,” he said. “Ever since it first happened. When I was a child I
used to pray that it would go away: if it had, there would have been nothing else really, to remind me of that day.
But it wouldn’t go; it stayed. I used to think: if only that dream would go away, I would be like other people; I
would be free. I would have given anything to be free of that memory.”
He laughed, looking at the glowing tip of his cigarette.
“Free,” he said laughing. “You know, if you look at the pictures on the front pages of the newspapers at home
now, all those pictures of dead people—in Assam, the north-east, Punjab, Sri Lanka, Tripura—people shot by
terrorists and separatists and the army and the police, you’ll find somewhere behind it all that single word;
everyone’s doing it to be free. When I was running a district I used to look at those pictures and wonder
sometimes what I would do if it were happening in my area. I know what I’d have to do; I’d have to go out and
make speeches to my policemen, saying: ‘You have to be firm, you have to do your duty. You have to kill whole
villages if necessary—we have nothing against the people, it’s the terrorists we want to get, but we have to be
willing to pay a price for our unity and freedom.’ And when I went back home, I would find an anonymous note
waiting for me, saying: ‘We’re going to get you, nothing personal, we have to kill you for our freedom.’ It would
be like reading my own speech transcribed on a mirror. And then I think to myself why don’t they draw thousands
of little lines through the whole subcontinent and give every little place a new name? What would it change? It’s a
mirage; the whole thing is a mirage. How can anyone divide a memory? If freedom were possible, surely Tridib’s
death would have set me free. And yet, all it takes to set my hand shaking like a leaf fifteen years later, thousands
of miles away, at the other end of another continent, is a chance remark by a waiter in a restaurant.”
He shrugged, threw away his cigarette, and stood up.
“I suppose we should be going,” he said.
Then Ila, who had been sitting beside him, stood up too and put an arm around his shoulders and another
around mine, and held us together. We stood a long time like that, on the steps of that derelict church in Clapham,
three children of a free state together, clinging.
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66.143 Sunder Patua\fn{by Anbita Agnihotri (1956- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (F) 8
Sunder Maharana\fn{A note on the title reads: Patua: painters of pats [religious pictures].} took down the mirror he held in
his hands and looked up at the bright blue color of the distant sky. What a riot of beautiful flowers, white as shell,
against the deep blue canvas! The day, mesmerized by the magic of the yellow sun, is stretching and turning, like
some beloved one.
One can’t see the wanderings of the river Bhargabi at this distance, or its ochre-colored water trembling at the
mere hint of the shadow of kingfishers, in flight. There is little water in the river these days. It has been drying up
from lord knows when. That’s why one can’t hear even a splash. The goods train carrying coal has left the little
station at Malati Patpur. Its whistle ripped through the universe twice. Its thin black smoke made a tumble in the
sky. Inside the tiled hut one can see—in the play of light and shade—the wall clock about to strike twelve. Who
cares if Sundar Patua keeps on sitting like this, not wanting to get up at all? The tip of his nose is burning in the
heat-haze.
The white automobile has made its way into the narrow, beaten mud-track, raising a cloud of dust. The car
must be on the busy highway now, passing by stretches of deserted cut rice fields, leaving behind the level
crossing. It will never, ever make its way back here again.
That wild girl! How like a tornado she had appeared as if from nowhere, and left, leaving him with a lot of
depressing thoughts like the flowers of the champa tree falling to the ground, when it is given a sudden shake
during the monsoon. Such a mad girl! She said:
“Come with me in this car …”
And what else did she say for which Sundar had rushed and fetched an old, tarnished mirror from his room?
Had looked at his reflection, thoroughly scrutinizing every bit of his face. She had moved her fingers up and down
his pinched, unshaven cheeks, as if with a black crayon, and said:
“O dear, you’ve become so thin!”
A mild scent from her body hovered in his nose, eyes and cheeks. How thin he had become indeed! As if the
girl had seen Sunder so many times before. That is why Sundar is looking at himself, taking off his specs, after a
long time. Hazy eyes, lined with dark rings, sunken unshaven cheeks giving off dirt. Curly hair falling on his
shoulders like long silver wires. His forehead has become wide as an open meadow, his lips look bundled-up and
helpless without teeth. His complexion was always excellent. But he can’t get hold of any oil to rub into his body,
hand and feet. She had asked if he had no hair oil. How could she gather from that one faded, black and white
photograph that he had seen better days? How would she know that at Janakpur, his home, with Birpur to its right
and Malati Patpur to its left, people from ten villages of the locality had showered flowers and sandalwood dust
on him, out of love and respect? How his reputation had spread far and wide, crossing national boundaries. How
his fame led him to travel distant places: London, Germany and Indonesia … where hadn’t he been?
There was no road suitable for cars in Janakpur even fifteen years ago. The cars of the Sahibs would go over
the bridge and take a left turning. There was a rusty yellow board stuck at the level crossing. On it was written
“Bhargabi;” the station bore the river’s name. It was a station for passenger trains. The jingling mail train would
never stop there. A slightly high and uneven mud-track ran parallel to the river current. The path was flanked on
one side by the river, by low-lying villages on the other. Mud huts, shaded coconut palm trees, babia, neem and
oak trees gave the village a hackneyed, poverty-stricken appearance. Further on, where the road was more
navigable, cars and jeeps would stop throwing up quantities of dust; they had to. People would get down and start
walking, holding handkerchief to their noses.
People had walked like this till at least fifteen years ago. Now cash money wafts here in the wind. The
panchayat speeches ring loud and clear. The road, well-fed and shapely, pushes its way into the village at one end,
and comes out from the other. As the road prospers the river shrinks. The waters of the river Bhargabi don’t dance
to the rhythm of a restless maiden, its blue painterly rocks don’t sparkle any more. When the monsoon comes to
an end the river becomes the skeleton of a canal.
Even so could Lisa have descended on Sundar Rana’s doorsteps had it not been for the road? Fresh like some
bean-vine revived by rain water, she had stood there, wearing a light woolen blouse and blue jeans, hands on her
waist, looking at him intently. Hadn’t her mother Judith stood in front of him exactly like this four decades ago?
“Sundar, there you are! I’m exhausted walking this far looking for you. See how dirty my feet have become. I
can’t walk any more.”
“Kaka, dear Kaka,” Sanju calls him.
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Sundar raises his misty eyes. The girl has trudged all the way from the other village. Perspiration hangs on her
cheeks and neck even in the winter sun. Tinkling of bangles made of glass and brass washed in gold. She holds
the tiffin box in one hand, carries plates and bowls with the other. She’s the daughter of Badal Maharana, Sundar’s
elder brother, who had left this world and embraced the next a month ago. Sanju came to her father’s house and
drowned herself in tears. The shadow of grief is getting lifted slowly. Badal’s son Anil has started to talk about
division of the property, without raising his voice. The girl will leave for her in-laws’ next week. Her mother-inlaw is an asthma patient, her husband a primary school teacher. He must have got his fingers burned cooking in
his wife’s absence.
Sundar’s world will become even more empty, meaningless, once Sanju leaves. His wife refuses to feed him—
doesn’t ask him to come and eat. Sanju is pained by the villager’s quizzical smile at all this. That’s why she cooks
and brings food to him herself, walking the long distance every afternoon. She won’t take no for an answer. At
night there’s only flattened rice and milk or puffed rice and jaggery for him. On days he falls asleep without
eating anything.
“O Kaka, the rice has become cold as ice!”
“See how he laughs, like a lunatic! Has gone crazy, really!”
“Ha! Ha! Ha!”
Old Sundar laughs to distraction, all by himself. But, yes, he remembers now. A forty-year-old picture appears
bright and resplendent in his mind’s eye.
“You must do what I say. You’re obliged to.”
Judith is ticking him off, waving her extremely fair index-finger at him. She’s annoyed. Her thin, deep-pink
lips are quivering. Any minute tears may gush out of her eyes. Yet she’s so angry!
Youthful Sundar, shoulder length wavy black hair, naked torso, wrapped in a handloom dhoti, is looking at the
girl, one hand laid carelessly on the bosom, the other holding on to the pillars supporting the roof. He looks at her,
a flicker of carefree smile around his eyes.
Why should Sundar bother to paint? Pat painting needs too much attention, fine for women. His father
Gunadhar Maharana threatened to break the bamboo rod on his back. Sunder was not scared. He is a well
established bricklayer now. The masons of the village earn five to ten rupees a day. His nights are reserved for the
opera party: Flute, drums, cymbals, village tom-toms. The entire village folk eats out of his hands. He goes from
place to place singing songs from the opera. This was the time for that, November-December. Villagers sit awake
all night beside their hazak lamps. Their wives and daughters gaze at him from behind the thin bamboo partition,
opening wide their big black eyes. Wild clappings, money, medals—what fun! He feels as if he’s riding the waves.
Why should he paint, stooping on the floor, resting his chin on his knees?
“Judith, my darling, be calm—take it easy.”
David, Judith’s life companion, rushes to her, getting down from the Jeep. David is young, an engineer. He has
been given the job of designing a spillway of a huge dam in the North. The husband and wife mingle wonderfully
with the people of this country. They have got immersed in the rainbow-colored folk culture of the place, have
attended concerts dedicated to devotional songs, ceremonies associated with the immersion of goddess Durga.
The mores and customs of England have simply vanished into thin air. But at times David becomes frustrated
trying to control his wayward wife. Who knows she will not pounce upon someone—like the tigress of
Sundarbans! This was not their country, India no longer subordinate. Hardly was the agony of foreign shackles
over that a fierce desire to become an independent power seized and engulfed the entire nation of this subcontinent.
So many people of the villages are still illiterate, debilitated by malnutrition and disease—so many lives,
village after village plunged in darkness. Yet flags proclaiming the glory of handicrafts fly high on the minarets of
arrogant urban centers.
India’s prime minister is investing big money in laying the foundation of a great civilization. But hadn’t David
seen how easily the police of this independent nation go after those people who live by their land? He notices it all
designing the dam in his head and correcting it. He goes on like this day and night.
Judith runs to the seaside to the south, at every given opportunity. She seems to love the plain surface, the blue
waves, groves of coconut palm trees. She may be found in a fishermen’s village at times, at others in a narrow
lane of the town, looking with awe and admiration at goddesses being carved out of soap stones. Everyone loves
her. But David is apprehensive that in her enthusiasm she may trample over someone’s sensibility. He is stiff with
fear. Suppose someone mistakes the tyranny of her love for the haughtiness of the British, drunk with power?
Then David’s shame would know no bounds.
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Now Judith has got into her head she’ll make Sundar paint pats. She only knows if the pats can be sent to
faraway places—the power of Sundar’s brush strokes, line drawings; another example of her tyrannous ways.
Sundar says he has no time. He doesn’t like to paint. They fight, they argue over it. It was the mid-fifties then.
And Sundar Maharana was in his youth. Rot had not set in the once prosperous village of Janakpur. Though one
couldn’t make that out at a glance; like the sal tree that stands boasting the might of its trunk while it gets bored
into by woodworm. A tiny little village it was with no Brahmins living there. Twenty farmers’ families, four
weavers and five to ten families of milkmen. There were, besides, ten households of banya (traders) and thirty
households of pat painters, the Maharanas. The Brahmin, washerman, barber came from the next village. All over
the place were coconut, date, mango and jackfruit trees; the unpaved road wound its way in the midst of their
shade. Rows of houses stood on either side. That was Janakpur. The two families of untouchables lived far to the
north. In the middle of the village were three temples—Radhamohan, Gopi Nath and Gramdebi Bhuasunir.
No outsider standing on Chanderpur bridge could possibly realize why Janakpur was different from those ten
other villages. Janakpur was the painter’s paradise. From times long past, more than four hundred years ago, the
pat painters of the place have silently applied their magic brush to the cloth canvas.
The flag flew high on top of Nilmadhab temple in the fourteenth century. The gods had to be worshipped in
thirty-six different ways: one was art. Sundar’s grandfather Bhim Rana would say that the practice of the art of
patwas established through an act promulgated by Raja Anangadeb in 1190 A.D. Nilmadhab was not yet an
important shrine. But just think—a group of men quietly painting away trees and flowers on house doors,
peacocks on the pillars of the chariot, since that time! As also two mighty black eyes of Arupratan (Vishnu) a
truncated arm, or simply old fashioned playing cards made out of paper pulp.
The pat painters or artists were, of course, shudras\fn{Lower-cast people.} by caste. But according to a decree of
the dewan\fn{Manager of a feudal estate .} of the Raja one of them was bestowed the honor of becoming a sewak.\fn
{Temple devotee.} That day his head was wrapped in a silk turban. The Raja gave him a fistful of atap\fn{Sunned
rice.} and four suparis.\fn{Beetle nuts.} The painter offered half of the gift to the gods and kept the other half for
himself, placing them on the platform of the tulsi tree at home. People of the village brought him home amidst
ringing of bell-metal bells and ulus, auspicious sounds made by the women folk. And thus the descendents of the
painter were all initiated into “prayer painting.” The patuas would lose themselves in devotion through art all the
year round. For example, in the rainy full moon night they would draw lotus petals on the ceremonial bath site.
Then during the Rath yatra,\fn{Held in the month of July when the three images of Jagganath, Balararn and Subhadra are brought
out on the juggernaut and pulled through the streets by devotees .} when it pours, and the gods go off to sleep they would
paint Narayan, Balaram\fn{Seventh incarnation of Vishnu.} and the goddess Bhuveneshwari on a big cloth canvas so
that the devotees don’t go back disappointed on seeing the temple door shut. They would paint erotic scenes on
the chariot too—the palmyra ensign of Balbhadra, Subhadras’\fn{Sister of Balaram.} crushed pride and Jagannaths’
\fn{Eight incarnation of Vishnu, a glorification of Krishna.} philandering associates. Red-green, red-black or red-yellow
colors would burst into flames under the black sky. And what else would the artist paint?
He would draw a cluster of red-blue flowers on the wheels of the chariot, on its pinnacle a flower, and just
above the wheel a swan, apart from horses with riders fluttering flags of victory ... and so celebrate the swinging
season, the birth of Krishna, the immersion of goddess Durga, Holi, and festivals of all kinds.
The monsoon gives place to autumn, to winter and to spring. And the watery skirt of the brimming Bhargabi
river is reined in, making the yellow sand bank appear visibly sad.
Does the bee that sits drunk on the lotus flower know that its days would come to an end? Or that it can never
escape the suffocating-sweet smell of the lotus’ pollen sack?
The days of the painters were also numbered from the beginning of the twentieth century. In place of temple
service they were given lands—to grow some rice and dal, not enough to feed themselves. That’s why the painters
opted for making pats for the tourists, painted images of Neelmadhab and Balbhadra temples. People from far off
came and bought pictures of Subhadra Debi, or the chariot, to put them up in their houses as objects of worship.
But the day came when they were not allowed by law to sit on the road side and display their wicker baskets
full of pats. They were stopped from selling paintings to the travelers. All the pats were sent to the “House of
Pats”—a big shop facing the temple. The shop was leased out after inviting tenders. The person who quoted the
highest price became the owner of the shop and earned the right to sell the pats. The patuas lost whatever means
they had to make profit. The leaseholder bought all their paintings at wholesale price. Crafty businessman Ananda
Mohanty came along and made their business go up in flames, like some dry straw catching the red-hot fire.
Ananda got the ownership of the “House of Pats.” Money brings power. In ten years time the farmer’s son
Ananda got himself elevated to the mercantile Kayastha community. With one hand he bought pats at wholesale
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prices, with the other he sold them off at exorbitant sums. He became the village moneylender too. The patuas of
the village lived in bondage to him. Men from other villages didn’t recognize the patuas as artists anymore, they
only knew the leaseholder, the man who owns the pats. Ananda Mohanty lodged a case against the patuas with
the ferocity of a monster chewing up human heads, to recover his unrealized loans. The patuas became destitutes
with their houses and lands seized, one by one. How the traders vent their anger on art! That’s why a generation of
patuas disgusted with their father’s destitution took to becoming laborers in the vinery of betel leaves in the
forests; sang in the village operas or became masons, like Sundar.
With all his beatings father Gunadhar couldn’t force Sundar to paint. In that Judith was successful. The first
pat of thousand arms that Sundar painted made Bishu Maharana green with envy. He spoke out, hiding his heartburning:
“If the patuas of Janakpur get busy with pats who’s to water the vinery of betel leaves?”
Bishu knew that when Gunadhar was no more there would not be a single talent left in that place. It was then
that the desire to paint sparked off in Sundar’s breast.
But suppose Judith had not appeared like a tornado, had not stood beside the starving patuas of Janakpur!
Would the light kindled in Sundar’s soul sparked off, burst into flames and spread in lands near and far like wild
fire?
“O yes dear shilpi,\fn{Artist.} it would have,” Judith had said laughing. “I am just a pretext, if not me some
other person would have come to you, or else you would have been inspired on your own.”
The photograph showing him receiving the President’s national award is enlarged and framed. It is more than
thirty years old. It hung at his house once, now it is stacked against a wall of an open varendah of the school
building. Townsmen come in hordes, they want to have a look at it. The village folk don’t know what it’s all
about. The photograph has lost its élan, has become yellowish, its corners have become moldy. But even so how
Judith’s daughter, Lisa, kept on looking at it from all angles, today!
“Such a big brass lamp!”
“Whose picture is that? Who is he?”—such curiosity!
Sundar’s beautiful black body of thirty years ago, stretched in happiness! A shirt of Tassar silk, handloom
dhoti, and a silk wrap with a green border on his shoulders. He had met so many people at tea after the awardgiving ceremony was over and done with. Gray haired venerable men, even an aristocratic looking woman who
said something sweetly to the President to which he smiled, said:
“Go, go and tell that to the artist, yourself.”
A house in the capital city, a studio, students would come to him, monthly stipend.
“Sundar Maharana why don’t you come and stay in the capital? Hold up your art to the nation, leave the
limited confines of the village behind.”
“Good heavens, how can that be?” hands folded Sundar shook his head vigorously. He cannot go anywhere,
leaving Janakpur on the river Bhargabi, the village leaning against the rusty Chanderpur bridge. It is everything to
him. He will manage two square meals a day somehow, by painting. He had taken in twenty-five boys, opened his
doors to them as preceptor’s family. Now he is fully responsible for their training and well-being.
Janakpur became alive with Sundar’s school as its focus. People from towns and cities rushed there. Pats were
shipped to countries far and near. The same Janakpur, the artists’ paradise, that had lost all its glamour and was
dying under the repression of the mercantile community, Sundar had breathed a new life into. How lovingly he
had drawn those starry eyes, black as beetle! No! Sundar won’t go anywhere forsaking his village.
“How surprising!”
Lisa’s beautiful eyes had turned deep blue in surprise.
“But you don’t live in that village anymore! Didn’t you say that that is its boundary? You stay in the school
building. And your wife, where is she?”
The magic mirror had revealed a crack one day, then as the heat was turned on him it broke into splinters.
Since then Sundar had no thought for himself. The slip of a girl! How is he to explain all this to her? But he tried
in broken English; with Haradhan, his grandson in kinship terms, throwing a few bombshells of wrong English
words in between.
“No, I no longer live in the village Lisa, I have left the place.”
“Your mashi, I mean my wife, lives in our old house, our ancestral home. It is she who lights the evening lamp
there. My brother lives there, his son too. Now Sanju has come. But she will go away soon. Then I will have to go
home for my meals every afternoon. My wife doesn’t serve me food any more though, it is the wife of our day
laborer who gives me rice. I eat, though I can hardly swallow the food. The school is my home now. A few boys
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and girls come here to learn. Those who do well in few years time take to the plough, work in a tool factory or a
tailor’s shop. The girls come because there’s no hope of marriage for them—that’s why their parents send them
here. I am selling my life’s work one by one. I only make pencil sketches now. My hands are unsteady holding the
brush. I am inspired by the work of the master-teachers. Life goes on.
“But the agents, the businessmen don’t dare step into the school courtyard. Only the people who want to buy
paintings come. I have achieved this much.”
Sundar is panting, breathless ere he could finish uttering. His lungs are hollow. Anxious, Lisa tries to sit him
down, Haradhan runs to fetch water.
“No, it’s nothing. My heart is strong … won’t give so easily. Listen then … your mother and father left for
their country. I was awarded the national prize, traveled to many countries and came back. The sixties were
coming to an end. At first my two nephews, then some belonging to my student family began sniffing for money.
They argued that few people came here … not many paintings got sold in the streets next to the temple. What’s
the harm then, in letting the businessmen in? The traders printed cards announcing the names of Delhi, Hongkong, Calcutta. The agents arrived on the scene and sold those on commission. That’s the story! All the boys got
ecstatic about handing over the village craft to the businessmen. I looked the contrary way, I understand that. I
told them I wouldn’t allow it while I am alive. The painters will themselves sell. We’ll form a cooperative. We
will sell. The village will be finished if the businessmen take over. Don’t you remember how Ananda Mohanty
had turned this village into a veritable burning ghat, I reminded them. No one could recall—do you know little
girl? They had completely forgotten all that.
“When they couldn’t get round me they approached your mash; I found her repeating the same arguments:
‘How can patuas sell their own goods? The business people have studied the market. Let them shoulder your
troubles. You stay engrossed in painting.’ There was a lot of quarrelling over it … I was in a huff and threw away
my food … I left the house in the hot afternoon and went and sat under the shade of a tamarind tree. The day
turned to evening. No one called me back.”
Lisa was looking at the photograph, full of surprise. Her mother had taken it. The book was edited by an
Oxford professor, named Simpson. There was a picture of Shanti Debi in it—grinding spices in mortar, her head
half-covered. There were other pictures illuminating life and times of the pat painters. Some showing innocent
village maidens. The book is old now, its binding has come apart, its pages have gone loose.
“See … you want to see your mashis picture?” Saying this Sundar Patua had thrust the book into her hands.
“You haven’t seen our old house, have you? It was bustling with activity once. Your mashi would get up each
morning and place a big pot of rice, another middle-sized pot of lentil on the stove. Altogether, thirty plates of
food would be ready to be served at a time. The students would sweep and clean. The tamarind seeds would be
boiled in a big furnace set under a tree. It would be made into a paste for lac.\fn{Lacquer.} Then a big bamboo mat
would be spread on the floor, a fine piece of jute cloth stretched out and placed on its top. It would be covered
with lac, then another cloth would be placed on its top, smeared with lac and chalk dust. Do you see the two old
tamarind trees on top of the village? Those have supplied us with so many seeds all through our lives. The boys
would cut the cloth into; different sizes, polish them, first with a rough stone, then with a soft one.
“Then the canvas is ready. Now for the colors … organic ones, following the rasas\fn{Aesthetics.} mentioned in
the shastras.\fn{Scriptures.} Chemical paints won’t do. They are not used even now. The color white will be made
out of crushed conch-shell. Yellow from orpiment, red from vermilion, orange from the ochre-colored earth, blue
from indigo plant. And the color black … what a lot of trouble we took to make it! We would balance a brass cup
full of water on three coconut shells, place a lamp below it which had oil made out of polango fruit. We would
gather the black soot that filled the rims of the cup and mix it with lac, and lo and behold we would have a jet
black liquid!
“The girls of the house would make color paste, the old widows give brush strokes on the little canvas of
masks, those whose hands had become feeble would make all kinds of border designs. The house bubbled over
with the smell of rice and tamarind glue.”
But hadn’t Shanti Debi, his simple, innocent wife given the final blow? The whole village was seething with
anger at his obduracy. He didn’t know that. He had gone to Calcutta at the end of the month to buy the
ingredients. He bought cotton, by the yard, at wholesale prices once a month. Calcutta had the cheapest market
then.
A lady officer arrived from Delhi and made enquiries. Sundar Maharana would be decorated with the title Kalabhusan., the highest honor, on the day of our national independence. The people of the village simply took her
under their wings.
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“Who? Sundar Maharana, the pat painter? He lies, stoned or drunk most of the time. Goes away from the
village with his cronies whenever possible. He’s not in today. Hardly comes home … see how his wife is starving
to death!”
The lady moves close to the platform. Shanti was there, her face totally veiled.
“Are you his wife?”
“Yes.” She nodded.
“Does he really do nothing for his family. You are starving … is all of this true?”
She nodded her head underneath the veil. Her nephew Anil spoke out on her behalf
“What else if not true? He doesn’t bring a penny home. Keeps all the money from selling pats away from the
house.”
What kind of moral attitude is this? Patua to the world outside, a wife-tormentor at home—the lady thought to
herself. She wrote an angry report. Sundar returned and got to know everything. He was not given the national
prize, of course. His heart froze.
“Shanti, how could you say all this … your own words?” Shanti cried.
“Yes, I had to. You were not here, they wouldn’t let me remain in peace. They told me that the craftsmen are
dying of starvation because of your obstinacy. No cooperatives will ever come up here. They don’t function. All
our paintings will be lying on the ground, gathering dust. The agents have threatened they would set the pats on
fire rather than allow them to be sold in the market.”
That day after midnight, as the full moon-drenched earth got hypnotized by the call of night spirits, Sundar
Patua left home for good. His father had died long ago. Mother followed two years later. He had no children. No
child had come to light up Shanti’s lap—a child of pat. But that didn’t make her depressed. But today the house
had fallen apart. Sundar’s dream lay shattered. The two ancient tamarind trees stood like ghosts. There was a
splash in the river Bhargabi in the dark. Dust hung on the mild air of late Chaitra month. Sundar Maharana left
the village boundary and came and sat on the platform of the old dilapidated Bhagavatghar.\fn{House of gods.} It is
bad times when men flee from shadows of other men. Whose hand could he hold at a time like this? The coconut
palm leaves wove light and shade on the face of his sleeping wife. No one called him back.
Twenty years have gone by. Now a call has come for him. Judith has called. Lisa says:
“Mummy said I must bring you back with me. Mum wants to see you … very, very much. Dad left us five
years ago. Mummy finds our house at Greenwich too big and too empty. She’s bed-ridden. Can’t get up. Can’t
walk at all. Her vision is hazy. The walls are covered with colorful pat paintings.”
Sundar too has nothing left in him. His beautiful strong, black frame is bent like a bow. His eyes are misty. His
hand trembles when he holds a brush. The village has turned him out … a village where he had prided he would
see how a plant grew out of a seed and for that had fought all outside temptations.
Lisa has left throwing a heap of spring smell at him, making him sad. Sanju will go away to her in-laws. What
little compassion he had had for the world will also disappear, fade away like the wintery evening light. The
businessmen have won. Janakpur is no longer the blessed playground of the painters. Janakpur is now a huge
factory. The agents get hold of the pats. The artists make hundreds of copies of those in the businessmen’s
worksheds. Then they are sent to towns and cities, countries all over the world, bearing the stamp of Janakpur.
Only the agents don’t venture into the grounds of Sundar’s school building. They are still afraid of him. He
goes after them like a mad dog when they come that way. But even that little space of freedom will sink into
oblivion after Sundar’s death. No one will be able to do a thing about it.
Selling off pats, one by one, he wasn’t left with any. He was against passing his pupil’s work as his own.
Haradhan had entreated him to do that so many times but he had remained adamant. He hung on to one last pat he
had painted. Someone from Delhi had promised to come—a big doctor. He would buy it next month. It would
fetch him two thousand and five hundred rupees, enough to keep him going for a month. That silly girl Lisa
wanted to buy it too. He had to make her understand, laughing and crying, he couldn’t at a price sell anything to
Judith’s daughter. Pat of Nabagunjar. A remarkable figure of Vishnu with the head of a hen, chin of a peacock,
hump of a bull, tail of a serpent. The lion has three feet; one of tiger’s, another of horse’s, still another elephant’s.
The fourth foot is a hand, not a foot, holding a lotus flower. But Sundar painted a mirror instead of a lotus there.
It was said that if Draupadi was in Yudhister’s room and Arjun entered it he would have to undergo twelve
years self-imposed exile.\fn{An epsode from the epic Mahabbarata.} But Arjun went into the room to escape the wrath of
Agni (Fire god) and had to go into exile. Then Vishnu revealed his Nabagunjar form to Arjun in the Manibhadra
mountains. Arjun was not flummoxed. He recognized Lord Vishnu, Arupratan, all right.
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Sundar had poured so many colors into the pat, not only earth colors, but had mixed and matched different
hues. Color was his life. He feels happy now that Lisa would go home and hold up the dazzling picture in front of
lonely Judith’s misty eyes. And then the days of forty years ago would come alive and leap out at her through the
riot of colors. It is perhaps the last pat he painted with his own hands.
Lisa said:
“You’ve become so thin.”
That’s why he sits looking at his reflection in the mirror. He will never meet Judith again, but she has called.
With feet raising a cloud of dust she had come and called him forty years ago—had touched the opera singer with
a magic wand and transformed him into an artist. But they will see each other again … won’t they? The dirty
narrow Bhargabi also mingles into the ocean at some magic moment.
Sundar sits resting against the pillar on his platform, his eyes shut, breathing in the mysterious smell of the sea.
236.70 Excerpt from A Himalayan Love Story\fn{by Hamita Gokhale (1956- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradewsh, India (F) 15
I have always recognized that I carry an emptiness inside me, although I did not at first understand it. When I
was a child, I would look at other faces, at their ordinary expressions of laughter and sadness and tears, and
wonder at the ease with which they juggled these masks about. All I ever felt was a constant festering sense of
anger and unease. I felt trapped inside my skin and bone and circumstance, and for this reason I began at a very
early age to avoid people.
I grew up in Jeolikote, a popular tourist halt on the road to Nainital. The two rooms my mother and I occupied
were perched above a small kirana shop and belonged to my mother’s brother, who was the headmaster of a
public school in Nainital. They were connected by a small verandah, and overlooked the highway. Every summer
the smell of diesel would assail our senses, and the incessant hooting and harping of the tourist buses would keep
us awake. Otherwise the surroundings were sylvan, even idyllic. Rhododendrons, the local “Burush”, covered the
slopes in March, and in April sharp red flowers illuminated the Krishnakali trees. A whole host of short-lived
flowers bloomed and died through the rest of the year: arum lilies; gladioli, tiger lilies, marigolds, poinsettias, and
the holly and mistletoe that grew in December and were sent to shops in Delhi for Christmas.
If you took the path that wound behind the house up to the top of the hill, you would find the small sour
strawberries, for which Jeolikote was famous, growing in splendid abundance. These were sold in cane baskets to
the summer tourists, cunningly disguised in weight and worth by the heap of mulberry leaves on which they were
artfully spread out. Strawberries, mulberries and roasted corn on the cob were the staples of trade in Jeolikote,
apart, of course, from the honey for which it was justly famous.
It was not a prosperous town, nor a particularly interesting one. Subjects of conversation were few and far
between; nothing much happened except for yet another tourist or traveler taking sick because of the winding
roads and puking uninhibitedly out of the window onto the body of a bus. Once, when I was seven, a rabid dog
had terrorized our town for all of two months; my mother and I felt thankful for our safe perch on the upper storey
of the kirana shop, and briefly we felt lucky, superior in fate to those unfortunates who lived in sprawling
bungalows and were therefore completely at the mercy of the mad marauder.
And one winter in the 1940s it was reported that there was a man-eating tiger on the prowl. I can never forget
the stark terror that possessed us when we had to perforce use the open-air privy behind our house. My mother
would stand guard holding a burning branch of cactus bush in her hand, and then, after I was through, I would
hold guard for her. A permanent knot of tension developed in my stomach, and I refused to go to school or run any
errands for my mother. Jim Corbett, already a folk hero in the hills, had left his adoptive home by then and settled
in Africa. The locals bewailed his absence and lived in terror till an intrepid forest ranger shot the tiger pointblank and killed it.
Apart from occasions like these, life in Jeolikote was dull, and the principal conversation of the town in such
epochs of peace was bee-keeping. There was nobody in Jeolikote who was not knowledgeable about bee-keeping;
it had entered our very souls by some process of osmosis. The local government had established The Model Beekeeping Institute with a view to providing alternative employment for our hill folk, who had until then fled with
unfailing regularity to the plains for recruitment into the army or employment as domestic servants or cooks in the
households of northern India. This money-order economy quite literally revolved around the post office, and the
postmaster sahib was the hub of social and economic life.
We had nobody who sent money orders to us. My father had died of tuberculosis when I was a year old. I had
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no brothers and sisters. Our only living relative was my mother’s stepbrother, Hiranand Joshi, who was, as I have
mentioned, the principal of a school—the Manava Public School—in Nainital. He was a mean and humourless
man whom we both hated. He despised us in return, but he had given us no actual cause for our hatred, and was
indeed unfailing in the execution of his duties, having provided us with the house in which we lived, besides
allowing us to collect rent from the kirana shop for our sustenance.
It was not clear why he despised us so, but I suspected some ancient and unequal childhood rivalry. My mother
had, I believe, been a beautiful and spirited girl, and even now, years of poverty and deprivation had not managed
to breach her pride. She could tongue-lash anybody in Jeolikote who trod on her sensibilities, and her eyes were
frequently aflash with anger as she confronted yet another dupe who had mistakenly dealt with her as a vulnerable
widow.
My mother was completely illiterate. She had been married at the age of thirteen to the second son of a wellto-do family of Almora, who had quickly spent his entire fortune on gambling and other addictions. When at the
age of thirty-two he was afflicted with tuberculosis, there was simply no money for his treatment. Mercifully, he
had died without much ado, and my mother’s stepbrother, my uncle Hiranand Joshi, had gallantly come to her aid
and bought the kirana shop as an investment. He was always on the lookout for properties which he could buy
cheaply through bankruptcies, distress sales and the like. “Masterji”, as he was known in Jeolikote, was an
important man in Nainital, and my mother was constantly importuned with letters of reference for admission to
his school and requests for waiver of fees and suchlike, all of which she gracefully accepted but never showed
him. Masterji had thus achieved a quite undeserved reputation in Jeolikote for being “unhelpful”; still the hopeful
letters and introductions did not cease.
My uncle had insisted that I be given an education, and in view of her circumstances my mother had no option
but to accede to his wishes. Nevertheless she considered it a waste of money. She would complain bitterly about
the cost of books and uniforms, although the actual school fees were of course heavily subsidized.
“It would be different if you were a boy,” she would say angrily, “then you could earn and provide for me in
my old age. But all you are going to do is get married to some no-good, and take my gold champakali necklace
off with you as dowry. It’s a double curse, to first be born a woman, then get straddled with another female to
provide for!”
Of course she did not really have to provide for me, for the rent from the shop adequately covered our meager
requirements. We had an absolute minimum of needs: two sets of clothing each, three warm sweaters between the
two of us, and one and a half meals a day. In the mid-morning we ate a meal of watery dal and rice. In the
evenings, invariably, we ate potatoes. There were a hundred ways in which my mother knew how to cook potatoes
—aloo ke gutke, aloo ka pani, aloo tomato, aloo matar and so on. We had the potatoes with the leftover rice from
the mornings, and sometimes mother would make chapattis.
There was a chai-wala in the market to whom my grandfather, my father’s father, had once in better days lent
some money. Every morning, unfailingly, he sent us a brass tumblerful of cow’s milk, warm and frothing, from
which my mother carefully extracted the cream, and so we had enough ghee to smear on the thick chapattis she
reluctantly cooked.
I suppose that by the standards of those times we were not badly off. We had a pucca house to live in. We had
no electricity but enough kerosene oil most days to light a couple of bottle lamps, even a lantern. And we had a
bricked-up choolha which had to be daily smeared with cow dung. Lighting the choolha was a strenuous
enterprise, involving much huffing and blowing through a metal nali, so that our kitchen was always smoky, and
the dal, the milk, the rotis, all had an acrid taste of smoke.
It was my job to gather the firewood. Every day, after I returned from school, I would deposit my slate and
school books under the bed, and set out to look for kindling. The lower branches of mulberry trees and young
bushes and lichen-encrusted twigs were all easily accessible, but they burnt badly; they did not light easily, and
when they did they crackled and smoked and became ash all at once. My mother chided me about this, and urged
me to look for dryer, older wood, but I was too timid to clamber up the oak and sal trees as the other children did.
Of course my mother could have gone and gathered the wood herself, but she was far too proud for this: after all,
she was a Brahmin, not a ghasyaran, and her stepbrother was an educated man, the principal of the Manava
Public School in Nainital!
Every autumn we would sit down together in the yard behind the house and mix a messy concoction of cow
dung and mud, which we then made into round pats. It was my job to arrange these dung cakes in neat rows on
the sloping tin roof of our house, where they could dry in the bright October sun. As I clambered on to the roof I
was always awkward and afraid, certain that I would fall off and land in a heap on the pavement in front of the
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shop. Afterwards there was still the ordeal of retrieving them, bringing them down in baskets, braving the vertigo
as I faced the void below and crept cautiously down the rickety ladder my mother borrowed from the kirana shop
for such expeditions.
It was our ambition to buy a cow. Everybody of any substance in Jeolikote owned a cow. The more prosperous
families had procured Jersey cows from the veterinary centre at Mukteswar, while the rest made do with the more
humble native Pahari breeds. My mother thought up many schemes to raise the money, none of which ever
worked. We cleared a patch of land behind the shop, and raised a splendid harvest of corn. But there was a surfeit
of corn that year, and after my mother had subcontracted with the chai-wala, disaster struck. The chai-wala
decamped to Kathgodam on a drunken binge, where he fell off the railway platform onto the tracks and was
mashed to pulp by an incoming train from Lucknow.
Since his wife was not as generous as he had been, even our supplies of free milk dried up. Moreover, we were
stuck with vast quantities of corn which we didn’t know how to dispose of. We had to eat corn every day, and still
there was plenty left over, which my mother hung from the kitchen rafters for the winter months. I began to hate
the taste of corn, and the grains stuck between my teeth and had to be extracted with the help of a hard green pine
needle, which I used as a toothpick.
My mother was famous for her knitting, she could copy any pattern she saw and she had a neat, firm hand. A
rich lady whose daughter studied with me commissioned my mother to knit several sweaters, the wool and
patterns for which she obtained all the way from Bareilly. I can still remember the feel of the soft angora and
lambs wool. Mother got down to work, and, before my eyes, kittens cavorted across front-open cardigans and
winsome bunnies emerged from the skeins of wool. Soon five hand-knitted sweaters lay in a neat pile on my
mother’s bed.
“Let me keep one of them,” I begged, “just one!”
But Mother was adamant; we couldn’t afford it.
“Then let me try them on,” I said, “just to see how they feel.”
The request was indignantly turned down, although she did soften, and promised to knit me a tasseled scarf
after the Sahji’s wife had paid her.
We went together to deliver the sweaters. Before we reached the bungalow I pressed the soft angora creation
against my cheek. Lata Sah, the girl in my class for whom they were intended, met us at the gate. She glanced
casually at the sweaters, but betrayed none of the excitement and happiness I would have expected. Inside, I
watched as my mother humbly laid out her handiwork on the lacy tablecloth. Lata’s mother wore a topaz ring, and
on her crowded wrists heavy gold bracelets clanked musically against green glass bangles. She examined my
mother’s offerings with a critical eye, stretching and pulling them to see if the stitches were taut enough. Lata was
instructed to try them on. She pirouetted around the room and modeled them for us. Mother tried hard to look
unconcerned and business-like, but when Mrs. Sah finally nodded her approval and reached into her full bosom
for the money, her face broke into a relieved smile. After she had counted the notes, Mother handed over the balls
of leftover wool to Lata’s mother, and we returned home.
We still did not have enough money to buy a cow but Mother was optimistic. There were always ways and
means to earn a little extra money. The postmaster suggested that Mother take to bee-keeping. He was full of
newfangled ideas like that: his son lived in Bombay and his daughter was studying to become a teacher. Mother
liked the idea.
“There’s something to it,” she agreed. We got the pamphlets from the bee-keeping institute, and she made me
read them out to her.
“Perhaps Masterji is right, Parvati,” she said. “Your education might turn out to be of some use after all. Look
at the postmaster’s daughter, she’ll get into service soon. You could become a teacher!”
I imagined myself confronting a class full of children; I knew I could never do it. I turned back to the
pamphlet, and tried to explain the economics of bee-keeping to her.
Bees interested me, particularly the segregation of the sexes and the clear demarcation of their roles. I could
make sense of it and relate it to my surroundings. Our Pahari men were always crowding around the local tea
shops, playing cards or purposefully spitting out tobacco. They were the drones who gratefully left the labour to
their women, the thin, hardy ghasyarans who balanced incredible heights of fodder and fuel wood on their heads.
Personages like Lata Sah’s mother, with her gold and glass bangles and her appetite for leftover balls of wool,
were the queen bees.
I often read the Introduction to Bee-keeping out loud to myself.
“Male bees are usually short-lived,” I would intone, my customary shyness with English quite forgotten. “They
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never collect pollen, nor have they any other responsibilities in connection with providing for their young. Female
bees do all the work of nest-making and provisioning.”
I read about solitary bees and social bees, and of the dance of the honeybee as it senses and searches for pollen.
My knowledge was destined to remain theoretical, for we never got down to actual bee-keeping. One day, as my
mother was sitting in the verandah, watching the buses from Rampur and Delhi come in, a bee stung her. She ran
in screaming, and told me to get some limestone from the kirana shop, which I smeared over her swollen cheek. It
became infected and gave her trouble for a long time. She decided she had no luck with bees, and we abandoned
the idea. We never made the extra money to afford a cow.
*
The kirana shop below our house, which sold all manner of groceries, was rented out to a man from Haldwani.
He was a silent, watchful sort of man who sat quietly amidst the heaps and mounds of rice and lentils and gunny
bags full of sugar and food grains, lazily staring out at the blue haze on the hills across the road. Masterji had
slipped up in his analysis, for Jeolikote talk held this man to be slightly disreputable. Mother maintained an
account with him, which she was often forgetful about. Shrikrishnji, however, was extremely punctual and
scrupulous about the rent, and never adjusted it against our borrowings—as well he could have. It was rumoured
that he drank, but we had no evidence for it, for he always remained seated silently in his shop staring at nothing
in particular.
That winter our funds were running very low. It was colder than ever and we had to resort to buying coal and
firewood from the market. I wore my black woolen cardigan and mother her red one, and we huddled next to each
other at night, but it was no use. Our teeth would chatter in the cold, and we would console each other by talking
about how much colder it must be in Nainital. Mother became addicted to steaming sweet-strong tea.
“It’s the only thing that keeps me going,” she would sigh, as she set the aluminium pateela on the fire for yet
another glass. Sugar was expensive, and even jaggery dust, which we used, cost money. Mother abandoned her
usual frugality and recklessly kept buying tea and jaggery from Shrikrishnji’s shop. One day she returned holding
up her purchases, looking flushed and a little defiant.
“Don’t stop me from having this tea,” she said, “it’s my only indulgence.”
I was never an observant child, and did not pay any attention to the subtle changes that began overtaking her
towards the end of that bitter winter. Her skin seemed to regain an earlier, remembered sheen, and the fine nest of
wrinkles around her eyes all but disappeared. Her gait, too, had changed; there was a rhythm to it that nobody
who knew anything about these things could have missed. I concluded that the early spring and sunny midafternoons were responsible for her change in colour.
The plum and apricot trees were in blossom, and the sky was a clear, triumphant blue. The days were getting
warmer, there was something gentle and invigorating about the fragrant March breeze, and a part of the anxiety
and dread that I carried like a secret burden seemed to be gradually disappearing with the spring.
One sunny afternoon I set off as usual to collect firewood from the woods behind our house. It was a Saturday.
After I came back from school. I had whiled away the mid-morning sharpening my precious lead pencils with an
old knife. A sharpened pencil gave me an immense sense of satisfaction, and I used to collect the pencil shavings
in a cardboard box, certain that I would someday find a practical use for them.
I decided that the woods smelt like my box of pencil shavings, and the thought made me happy. I set about
industriously gathering a neat heap of strong dry twigs, ideal for kindling, and then began looking for pine cones.
I was obsessed by pine cones, and had squirreled away hundreds of them in the little shack beside our outdoor
privy.
“What are they for?” my mother had asked me suspiciously when the pile became too big to be ignored as a
child’s diversion.
“I’m going to build a palace,” I replied disingenuously, “a palace of pine cones. We can even live there. It will
be warm and cozy in winter, and if I paint the pine cones golden everyone will think we are very rich.” Although I
knew this was nonsense, a part of me believed what I was saying; it sounded logical.
Mother replied by way of a resounding slap. I looked at her in dismay. I wasn’t used to being slapped, for
Mother managed to maintain a strenuous discipline without the use of force. She was not being cruel; it was just
that my stupid talk probably irritated her. She didn’t say anything after that, she simply stomped away in disgust.
I have always been a stubborn person, and I resolved to put together the world’s largest collection of pine
cones. Even if a palace of pine cones was not really a workable idea, I would find some other sensible use for
them. Mother would realize how wrong she had been and repent. She would apologize for that slap, and I would
forgive her.
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That Saturday afternoon, as I was heaping the pine cones into a large gunny bag I had stolen from the kirana
store, a sharp wind stirred through the trees and the sun was swept under a procession of wrathful clouds. An
angry drizzle gave way to a furious hail storm, and the firewood I had gathered with so much effort turned damp
and useless. I was drenched to the bone, and the hail stones had begun to hurt. I piled up the pine cones under a
spreading oak tree, and covered myself with the gunny bag, using it as a makeshift cloak.
The sky was forked by jagged lightning, and the forest around me seemed suddenly silver and alive. Then two
claps of thunder, followed by the cackle of manic laughter. A woman jumped off the branches of the oak tree I
was sheltering under. She landed with a thud on my heap of pine cones, and sent them tumbling down the steep
slope. She was tall and lean and very strange: her eyes glimmered and she smelt of tobacco, combined with a rank
animal smell that made me gag. She was dressed in several layers of rags, and her hair was matted and dirty and
looked as though it had not been combed in decades. I had not seen anybody so frightening in my entire life. I
turned to run, but she caught hold of me by the wrist.
“You silly girl,” she said, “you’re young and pretty just now, but remember, soon, very soon, you’ll become
just like me!”
I began to whimper. Waves of terror held me rooted to the spot. though she had let go of me by now.
“Your teeth will fall away,” she whispered, “and your hair too! I was young and pretty once, but look at me
now!”
She let loose her already disheveled hair with a wild movement, and, bending forward, waved it like a mane
before me. Then she got down on all fours and began searching for something in the wet undergrowth. She found
two acorn caps, which she fitted dexterously onto the nails of her index fingers.
“Look at me now!: she said in a sing-song voice. “I’m a tree, I’m not a flower any more. That’s the only way.
Remember that, little girl! Now you can go.”
She clambered back onto the tree with the lithe agility of a young leopard. I rushed to the remaining pine cones
and stuffed them into the soaking gunny bag. Abandoning the damp firewood, I ran all the way home, stumbling
over stones and boulders, tripping over tree roots.
The terror of that afternoon has remained coiled in my heart, and through every action of every hour of my life,
I have been aware of it. That was the day I realized I was doomed. I had nothing to gain in life; only to lose. I
would become like her. My hair would fall off, and my teeth as well, for her madness had called out to mine.
Mother was not home when I returned. I went down to the kirana shop and found it locked. As I was turning
back I heard scurrying sounds coming from within. I decided that they were from the mice for which
Shrikrishnji’s shop was infamous. Disgruntled customers had complained about suspicious-looking droppings in
the sugar and the rice. Then I heard the unmistakable sound of a woman’s laughter. Because I had never before
heard my mother laugh, I did not realize at that time that it was her.
But the sound of that laughter began haunting me. I noticed that the shop was now frequently shut in the
afternoons: the thick wooden doors were bolted from within. I began hanging around the shop after school. I
would pretend to leave to gather firewood, and, quickly retracing my steps, return to the shop and mount a watch.
I would hear the sounds of scuffling, and the woman’s laugh, and Shrikrishnji’s voice sounding oddly different
behind the locked doors. An all-consuming curiosity took possession of me, and one day I found myself balancing
precariously on a pile of rubbish, peeping in through a broken side window.
I have never understood why, but I was not at all surprised to see my mother in Shrikrishnji’s arms. They
seemed very happy and intimate together. There was a lot of tickling and giggling and laughter. The shopkeeper
extracted a liquor bottle from his coat pocket and glugged a good part of it down. Then, only half-jokingly, he
offered it to Mother. To my absolute horror, she took it, and, giggling like a schoolgirl, actually put it to her lips
and drank.
My world was shattered. People were not as they appeared. There was another life behind their masks. These
cavorting figures were no better than ghosts—they belonged to a nightmare. I shut my eyes tightly, willing them
to disappear, but they were no wraiths; my mother and our tenant stood before me in the flesh, their true nature
unmasked.
I slunk away from the window. A sort of film descended over my eyes, and I had a strong sensation of being
physically lifted and removed from within myself. Years later, when I was wheeled in for surgery from the asylum
in Bareilly, I experienced the same sensation when I went under anesthesia.
However, I continued with my everyday chores, collecting firewood, making tea, even stopping to admire the
plum trees in blossom. There was nothing out of the ordinary in my mother’s behaviour, and I too maintained a
careful calm. There was no way I could confront her with what I had seen. In any case, I had decided that
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although they looked similar, my mother and the woman downstairs were two different people.
Only at night, when it was time to sleep, did I try to investigate the truth. I lay down next to Mother in bed.
Putting my arms around her, I tried cautiously to sniff out any liquor smells that might still be clinging to her. But
she smelt of lemon and mint and other fragrant things, and I was even more convinced that it was her shadow, her
evil twin, that I had glimpsed downstairs.
I became obsessed by the window, and spent long afternoons watching the masquerading spirit that had
overpowered my mother, observing her heightened colour, her youthful gait, and her silly behaviour with a
lecherous old shopkeeper. A spiteful voice kept insinuating strange things to me, and sometimes a bright light
spread over my eyes like a flash and blinded me to what I saw.
Mother and I were both very careful with each other now. I discovered a great capacity for deception, and told
elaborate stories about how I planned to spend the afternoon, so that she would further let her guard down when I
settled myself at the window. The flashing lights that came and went from the corner of my eyes became more
frequent. The sly voice that slandered my mother proliferated into many voices, and unknown people conducted
long debates and got into heated arguments inside my head.
Both of us became used to this state of affairs. No one else ever came to know. When I glimpsed Shrikrishnji,
seated behind the heaped-up rice, leaning lazily on a sack of sugar, I did not betray any agitation. On the contrary
I made it a point to chat with him, about school, or the weather, or bee-keeping—to his surprise, for this was
uncharacteristic—until mother reproved me for getting too familiar.
The girls at school talked incessantly about daayans and witches and evil spirits that entered the bodies of
perfectly normal folks. The greatest danger, they stressed, was for the invading spirit to be found out. If and when
confronted, the spirit would completely destroy the body of the hapless human it was occupying. I decided to be
very careful, never to confront the spirit that possessed my mother, for I did not want her to die.
I began to have nightmares. I would wake up, trembling, drenched in sweat, and toss and turn in bed until the
dawn broke. I had a recurring dream where I was bound and gagged and thrown down a steep cliff at midnight.
The feeling of weightlessness, of falling, of hurtling through space, would overcome me and I would awake with
a thud. One night I awoke, gasping and choking, to find that she was not in the room. After a while she returned,
smiling secretively. I thought I could smell the faint reek of liquor, but I could not be sure. I was certain it was the
evil twin, my mother’s shade, who was in the room with me.
“Parvati,” the daayan whispered, “come and lie down with me, Parvati.”
I pretended to be asleep, to will her away, but she came over to my bed and stroked my brow. I grew rigid with
fear, and broke into a shrill scream. There was a flash of lightning outside, and in the dark I saw my mother’s face,
a mask of deceit; there was a roll of thunder, and the sound of the rain on the tin roof silenced my screams.
My mother could not understand the change in me. I had become even more withdrawn, there were dark
circles under my eyes and I would tremble at the slightest sound. School was out of the question. I did not even
venture downstairs any more, except to go to the privy in the backyard. My mother coaxed me to eat bananas,
which somebody had told her were good for the nerves, and she would cook khichdi and jawla for me, which I
would refuse to eat.
The following winter Shrikrishnji decided to shut his shop for two months and go to the plains. It was too cold
in the hills, he said, and he had some pressing work in Bombay.
After his departure, things began to heal between my mother and me. She began to look as she had used to: the
lines around her eyes returned, and she was suddenly older, thinner, more fragile than she had ever been. We
rarely went to Nainital. My uncle ran a bachelor household, where he had made it amply clear we were not
welcome. Mother asked me if I wanted to visit him. I told her that Nainital was probably even colder than
Jeolikote; whatever would we do there? But she continued to drop all kinds of little hints, until I found us at the
bus stop in Nainital, looking up in awe at the black thunder clouds clustered around China Peak.
It began raining furiously. We were drenched, and took shelter under the rickshaw stand. My uncle’s house was
impossibly far away. We had nowhere to go, and I was not at all sure why we had come to Nainital in the first
place. My mother was looking feverish, she was coughing, there was a wheezy edge to her voice when she spoke.
She looked nervous and unsure of herself.
Sheets of rain were pouring down upon us. I didn’t know what to do. We walked into a sports shop, where I
stared at cricket bats and badminton rackets and shuttlecocks and wondered confusedly about their possible use.
When the rain stopped we took the bus back to Jeolikote. I cooked dinner for us, but Mother wouldn’t eat. I
persuaded her to have a glass of warm milk, and sat beside her all night, while she coughed and wheezed and
wept.
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She ran a high fever for a week, but refused to call the doctor. I nursed her devotedly. I thought she was getting
better, but then she took ill again, and developed a rasping cough which wouldn’t leave. The local doctor had gone
to Haldwani, but the compounder sahib came and gave her an injection.
When the doctor returned from Haldwani it was diagnosed that she had tuberculosis. That accounted for her
flushed good looks and heightened colour. I wondered if her illness had resulted from my shameless spying;
perhaps the spirit which possessed her had chosen to destroy her upon being found out.
Her stepbrother Hiranandji came down to Jeolikote from Nainital and conferred with the doctor. It was decided
that Mother was to be moved to the TB sanatorium in Bhowali. It was an expensive place; Kamla Nehru had been
treated there, but Masterji waved such considerations aside and told us loftily that he would never be wanting in
the execution of his duties. He escorted her all the way to Bhowali, and assured me gravely that everything was
going to be all right.
His promises rang hollow in my ears. I was sent to stay overnight with Lata Sah, in their bungalow. When her
mother held me in her arms her gold and glass bangles flashed and tinkled, and I thought of my mother’s workworn hands and let loose a few sour and exhausted tears. I knew that she was going to die and I was deeply
shamed by my lack of sorrow. I was worried and watchful, but I had no grieving to offer.
I knew that my life would change after she died. My uncle’s house was a sahib’s house with servants and sofas,
and I looked forward to the day I would get to live there. Quite seriously I assured Lata Sah that she and her
mother were welcome to visit us any time, once I had moved in with my uncle.
*
A chaprasi from the school escorted me from Jeolikote to Nainital. The house was an odd-looking cottage
called “Wee Nooke”. It was situated a short distance away from the main school buildings. My uncle made me
feel welcome and I felt secure that the hostility he had felt for his stepsister did not extend to me.
Masterji was several years older than my mother. He had never married. It was rumoured that he had taken a
vow of chastity after reading the collected works of Swami Vivekananda. He was a thin, stern man with a kind
smile. I found his habitual silence reassuring and he seemed relieved by my lack of conversation.
I assumed the part of a young lady with natural ease. I was to study in the GGIC, which was the acronym for
the Government Girls Inter College. I had a new blue-and-white salwar suit, which was the official school
uniform, and crisp new ribbons for my hair.
I remember those years in Nainital as times of dazzling sunshine, without shadows or fears. Penury had trained
me well, and I took over the running of the household with practiced ease. I discovered that the maidservant who
lived in the outhouse was a Muslim. This did not shock me, and after I had carefully examined her sympathetic
face I was reassured to find that she did not wear a mask.
I enjoyed a certain status in the eyes of the masters and teachers who occasionally visited us, and basked in
their polite attentions. I even became friendly with some of the students. One of them, Masterji’s particular
favourite, was a tongue-tied young man called Mukul Nainwal. He looked at me with undisguised adoration, and
gradually I began to see myself through his eyes, as a beautiful young woman. The Parvati who had lived with her
mother in Jeolikote had receded deep into the past, and a merry young creature had set up camp inside me.
I hardly recognized this new Parvati. She intimidated me a little; she was given to trilling laughter and sudden
fits of sadness and her eyes glittered with nervous energy whenever I surprised her reflection in the mirror.
I was preoccupied with my physical self. I blotted my lips with geranium petals to make them red and bought
myself an eyebrow pencil to augment my scanty brows. I even tried to induce a beauty spot on my right cheek,
using a combination of black ink and eyebrow pencil, but my terror of Masterji prevailed and I washed it off
before the world could witness the transformation.
It was in this state I first saw Salman, and I was dazzled by his beauty. I could immediately sense that Salman
wore a mask, but the knowledge excited and challenged me. We knew when our eyes met that we were ancient
partners, and our shadows embraced right there in the middle of Masterji’s drawing room.
Salman Siddiqui taught history to the senior classes. He had a pale ivory skin, and an air of composure and
confidence that seemed destined for a larger world than Nainital. Very soon I was pestering Masterji for help with
my history homework. Of course he did not have the time, though he did at first try his best to help out. After a
particularly tedious session, when I persisted in seeking the most trivial and enervating clarifications, he snapped,
as I had known he would.
“Why don’t you ask Mr. Siddiqui,” he said, “he loves teaching history.”
Had my mother still been alive she might have expressed some doubts about an impressionable young girl
being taught history by a young man of such exceptional beauty. But Masterji, who kept a Muslim maidservant
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and had himself taken a vow of chastity after reading Vivekananda, was above such mundane concerns.
“Awake, arise, and stop not till the goal is reached,” he said, almost absent-mindedly, one afternoon as he left
us alone in the drawing room at Wee Nooke to pursue the study of history. Salman did not put up any pretence of
teaching me; he pulled me into his arms and we tumbled into a long, passionate kiss. My whole body seemed to
soar into a new, separate plane of being. The texture of Salman’s mouth in mine, the thumping of our two hearts,
united for those few minutes into a single, simple beat—nothing in my life, no previous joy or pleasure, had
prepared me for my first kiss.
I was caught completely unawares by the devastating bliss. Eating a sweet squelchy gulabjamun, biting into a
fresh fragrant apple, clambering up a khumani tree, with the blue sky above and the hard pliant branch beneath my
legs, pretending I was riding a horse—nothing in my meager experience of physical pleasures had ever predicted
such ecstasy.
With the recklessness that I was to later recognize as so uniquely his, Salman attacked my sari blouse and
began pulling at the hooks with an urgency so total that my blouse fell open almost of its own accord. By now my
entire body was afire, all discretion had abandoned me. I clung desperately to him. The searing look in his eyes
cleft all the way into my soul.
I was hurtling towards disaster, but of course I didn’t care. Salman, with the sixth sense of the dedicatedly
amorous, heard the click of the key on the front door and pulled himself away from my hungry lips with the ease
of an athlete at play. I was still fumbling with my sari when Masterji strode into the room, and gazed at us with
benign approval.
“Ah, busy with studies, I see,” he said, and left us alone again, indicating his satisfaction with a discreet cough
before he left. Salman grabbed my hand as soon as Masterji had left.
“We mustn’t be found out,” I said, pulling away. “Why don’t you teach me some history?”
Salman seemed to enjoy teaching me history almost as much as he seemed to enjoy kissing me. Together we
explored the past. In some unspecified future, Salman planned to specialize in European history. His eyes lit up
when he spoke of the Moorish influences in European architecture, or as he explained the convoluted history of
Christianity. He was particularly enamored of Spanish history. He would talk to me of conquistadors and
Mamelukes and the plunder of gold and silver from far continents. I would listen enthralled, understanding little
of what he said, fascinated by the foreign names. Sometimes he would be so lost in talk that he would even let go
of my hand, which he otherwise held with passionate intensity through the length of his discourses.
His lessons were of no use to me: the history of the world as taught in the Government Girls Inter College
differed radically in its concepts from Salman’s world view. Moreover, we had to write our answer sheets in
Hindi, in which even the names of people and places were quite different. Aristotle was “Aristoo”, Plato was
“Aflatoon”, and Alexander was “Sikander”. In a strictly academic sense, Salman’s lessons only served to confuse
me, although they did arouse a quite unprecedented passion for the past in my mind.
The only comparable experience I had was my brief but intense involvement with the fundamentals of beekeeping, and in an act of mental barter, I told Salman all that I knew about the species Hymenoptera; about the
dance of the honeybee as she searches for food and pastures and pollen; how she returns to tell her friends of what
she has found—the round dance if sustenance is nearby, otherwise the “tail wag” to tell them what to do and
where to go.
“Does she tell them what not to do?” he asked mischievously, his hands ardent and eager in their busy pursuits.
My hymen was still intact, although I was getting increasingly agitated about its expeditious disposal. I was
however more prudent than Salman, who would have had his way with me right there under Masterji’s nose. I
counseled patience, and we contented ourselves with stolen kisses and amorous looks.
Modern history left Salman quite unmoved. As a Muslim, he felt alienated from both Pakistan, where his father
and sister had fled shortly after Partition, some ten years ago, and the New India; his ambition was to leave India,
and start anew in another country.
“History in the making is never as interesting as the detached study of an absolute past,” he said.
He had his arms around my waist, and I could feel his warm breath upon my neck. I compared the colour of
our skins; Salman was undoubtedly the fairer, and the curly black hair on his arms made me shudder with desire.
*
When the rains came I fell seriously ill. I was diagnosed with typhoid fever. I was a bad patient and Munnibee,
the maidservant, declared herself frankly not up to the task of looking after me. The doctor agreed that I would be
best off in hospital.
Masterji was glad to have me off his hands. I found myself in a miraculous new environment, one where soft
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fluffed-up pillows and clean fragrant bedsheets were transposed with the sounds and smells of the monsoon rain
on the roof and the thick pale fog that rolled right into the room. The Ramsay hospital had been built by
Englishmen for Englishmen. Its polished floors and beautifully arranged flowers left me speechless. I felt as
though I was trespassing in a cathedral. My debilitated condition had also weakened my mind, and I wondered
sometimes if I were already dead, and inhabiting some kind of sensual paradise. As typhoid was considered highly
infectious, I was not placed in the general wards, but given a room to myself. The nurses were all Anglo-Indians; I
suspected them of being angels and the efficient clink of thermometer on glass was as musical to my ears as any
heavenly choir.
The matron at the Ramsay hospital was one Sister Louise Dickens. She was kind and concerned about the
patients, even the Indians who had of late begun to frequent the hospital, but she was an absolute dragon when it
came to visitors. Visiting hours were strictly adhered to, and when the time was up she would move from room to
room and sternly reprimand any dawdlers, even the white memsahibs who came with bunches of lilies in their
arms.
I had no visitors, although Masterji kept a diligent check on my progress. A week after I had been admitted to
hospital, I was woken from my sleep by the electric touch of a familiar hand. Light streamed into the room from
the hospital corridors, and I could discern the unnaturally handsome contours of Salman’s face as it floated with
an angelic luminosity above mine. I decided that this was either a dream, or that I had died and been transported
to heaven, for there was no earthly way in which Salman could have countermanded Sister Louise Dickens’
visiting hours and materialized in my room.
In neither case was I responsible or culpable. I abandoned myself to whatever was to be. Although we had
kissed and fondled each other, and I had known and recognized the knot of joy he carried with him, I was still
unprepared for the piercing pain of penetration, the reactivation of the womb, the agony of that knowledge. As I
succumbed to the rhythm of Salman’s body within mine I knew paradise.
I had never imagined that the human body could be the instrument of such delights. Underneath the sterilized
white sheets I was dressed in a hospital robe, which was most convenient for our purposes. I could feel his warm
breath traveling across my neck, my collarbones, my breasts. Convulsions of joy rippled through my body,
shudders of anticipation and delight, like waves on the lake, each merging into the other, faster and faster, like an
April storm, and then, a streak of lightning and the sound of thunder and the rain falling into the lake and seeping
through the valley.
*
By the morning he was gone, and when the nurse came in to take my temperature there was no sign of our
nocturnal revels. Salman visited me every night after that; he would corporealize sometime after midnight
surrounded by fog and mist and darkness. I was getting rapidly better, although I was in no hurry to recover and
return home. The nurses all commented on my glowing looks, even the normally dour matron told me that I was
looking like “an angel from heaven”. I had not forsaken the conviction that I had indeed accidentally landed in
some other dimension. When, in all seriousness, I told Salman of this, he laughed and told me of the Assassins,
who were on the appointed day given prodigious quantities of hashish and taken to a paradisiacal garden, which,
they were assured, would be their certain destination were their murderous missions to misfire.
I had left Wee Nooke a girl, I returned a woman. I realized that we had to cover our tracks very carefully, for,
liberal as Masterji might be, he was a man of his times, and, like most celibate men, a prude. He was unlikely to
encourage a romance, leave alone a torrid affair, between his niece and a young Muslim boy, however good a
history teacher he may have been.
My mother was atypical in that she had completely lacked in religious feeling. She always looked more than a
little scornful when confronted with the pious sentiments of our Jeolikote neighbors.
“If I ever meet that old man, God, I’ll tell him what I really think of him!” she would say. “If I’ve survived, it’s
in spite, not because, of the old so-and-so!”
My view of tradition and religion was influenced by hers. The fact that I was a Hindu Brahmin girl and Salman
a Muslim did not therefore strike me as any impediment to our union. However, although he was most
enthusiastic about getting his hands on me whenever possible, Salman never talked of a future or of a life
together. We were playing a shadow game, and the most precious ingredient of our passion was that the both of us
sensed that it was not permanent.
During the period of my convalescence in Wee Nooke, I impressed upon Salman the need for secrecy. I
advised him level-headedly to curb his ardor, for he would certainly lose his job if Masterji came to know, and
moreover, in all likelihood not get a reference either.
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We managed with great difficulty to keep apart from each other. My days and nights passed in sweet yearning.
I read poetry. Mukul Nainwal waited upon me devotedly. I played the role of a demure young girl with
consummate artistry. I could dissemble with ease before Mukul Nainwal and his friend Lalit Joshi, and Masterji’s
academic preoccupations left him with little time for human affairs.
The only person I could not fool was the maidservant, Munnibee. She was a woman; I could sense that she saw
through the simpering pose of my sickness to the secret glow within.
I did not hear from Salman for a long time. One afternoon, I overheard Mukul and Lalit excitedly discussing
their history teacher. I knew that both of them had something of a crush on Salman, his effulgent good looks could
leave no one untouched.
“He’s disappeared,” they were saying, “he’s simply vanished into thin air.”
“Like Houdini,” Lalit said solemnly. “I heard he’s gone to Bombay.”
“No, Baltimore, somewhere in America.”
I listened half curiously. I had never suspected Salman of permanence. I had known in our very first meeting
that he was only a shadow.
Munnibee volunteered further information. Salman had been meeting an Anglo-Indian nurse at the Ramsay
hospital; they were having an affair. The nurse had slashed her wrists, her condition was critical, she had been
rushed to Bareilly for treatment. The matron was furious; it was a scandal, everyone was talking about it.
Masterji kept a studied silence about the whole episode. A few months later, a letter arrived from Bombay.
Salman wrote to us, apologizing for his abrupt departure; his mother had suddenly taken ill. Circumstances
compelled him to stay on in Bombay. He was contemplating a move to America, where his sister was now settled.
I was stoic, even relieved, about his departure. A part of me had recognized the risks I was taking. My
encounter with Salman had quelled some silent hunger within me. I felt triumphantly normal, and indeed the next
few years were probably the happiest in my life.
I enjoyed flirting with Mukul Nainwal. His absolute adoration and the transparent ploys he employed to be
with me were balm to my soul. My studies kept me busy, and then there was the housekeeping. I discovered that I
was good with my hands; I knitted a sweater for Masterji, a scarf for Mukul, a shawl for myself. I was immersed
in daily life, and although I did not have many friends in school, I was not unpopular.
I went to the cinema with Mukul and Lalit, and to picnics with my friends, where we sang songs and laughed a
lot and came home exhausted. My nervous energy was building up again, and I was certain it was happiness.
The year I turned twenty Masterji told me that I was to be married. He had chosen a boy for me, somebody I
already knew, and obviously liked. I thought perhaps he was talking about Mukul Nainwal, who had by then
moved to Allahabad for higher studies; but no, Masterji had decided that I was to be married to Mukul’s best
friend, Lalit Joshi.
It was not that I disliked Lalit, in fact, all in all, I rather liked him. But Masterji could not be expected to
understand that I was a woman, and Lalit was, in my eyes, still a boy. Though, after Salman’s departure matters
sexual had begun to fill me with a sort of belated shame, I still missed him, I missed the physical journeys we had
undertaken together. Salman had not considered me important enough to stay on for, he had not even bothered to
bid me goodbye. His rejection didn’t hurt me, I could bear the pain, but it had diminished me.
I considered the prospect of marriage to Lalit. It was not likely to be very exciting, but I was hardly in any
position to contradict Masterji or his decision. Lalit was a Brahmin like me, our horoscopes and our gotras
matched: we were not related to each other, as was so often the case with Kumaoni Brahmins. Moreover, Masterji
wanted me off his hands. He had done his duty, and it was time for me to do mine.
A few odd relatives did somehow manage to make themselves manifest for the marriage ceremonies. Lalit had
a large and loving family; I winced at the very sight of their gregarious confabulations. Masterji’s nephew,
Pooran, his great-aunt, Lachibubu, and his mother’s cousins constituted the celebrants from our side. Masterji
asked if there was anyone I wished to invite. I thought suddenly of my friend Lata Sah in Jeolikote, and her
mother who had always been so kind to me. A few girls in my class, and a card to Mukul, forwarded to Allahabad
—there were not more than six people I could think of inviting.
*
The day I was to be married I was ritually bathed with. turmeric and sandalwood. I wore a red silk sari and the
gold champakali necklace my mother had left me. After the sexual bliss I had known with Salman, my wedding
night with Lalit sent us both into the deepest depression. We were escorted into a small mean room by a battalion
of giggling relatives. The bed itself, part of the dowry Masterji had munificently provided, was an elaborate affair
ordered from Haldwani through the sports teacher whose father owned a furniture shop there.
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Already, inexplicably, the woven newar mattress was sagging in the centre. We had both seen enough Hindi
films to know what was expected of us. The decorum of the occasion demanded languishing looks, a tender
appraisal of the bride by the eager bridegroom, and then, hopefully, down to business. I had tasted real passion,
and I could feel nothing but scorn for this farce. My young husband looked puzzled, even oppressed, and kept a
stubborn, watchful distance from me.
Lalit had always trailed after his friend Mukul Nainwal, admiring him in all he did. I had somehow assumed
that I would be able to demand of him the same homage that Mukul so unstintingly proffered. It came as
something of a disagreeable shock to realize that he was as unenthusiastic about our nuptials as I was.
The pressures only escalated with time. A bitter silence built up between us those waiting nights. Months
passed and the reluctant bridegroom still did not get down to his duties. I began to suffer from constipation and a
ceaseless mounting tension.
I was expected to cook for Lalit’s family. Here I was able to display my culinary prowess, and took some
satisfaction from the praise all of them heaped on me. As I got to know them better I grew to like them as an
affectionate, trusting lot. I was undeservedly popular with them: Parvati bhabhi was considered an accomplished
and dashing new addition to the extended family.
I found it unpleasant to live in such close proximity to a man. Lalit was not very clean in his personal habits,
and a dank, stale smell of sweat sat upon his body. It rose like a miasma from his clothes when I washed them, the
very memory of it made me gag. At night we slept beside each other on the narrow bed like hostile strangers.
Sometimes by accident his hand brushed against mine, or my leg would entangle with his. We both treated such
chance encounters with cold courtesy.
I had grown up a solitary child. Life within the fabric of a joint family was so tightly enmeshed that the
opportunities for us to know or understand each other were extremely limited. My numerous nieces and nephewsin-law, who were always romping around the small house, became my friends and confidantes. I began to
encourage them to even sleep in our room: their presence was an effective shield against the cold hostility of our
nights together.
During our time in Wee Nooke, when Mukul, Lalit and I had been bonded in friendship, I had felt safe and
secure in our camaraderie. After our marriage, after I became Mrs. Lalit Joshi, I realized that the stubborn
hostility that Lalit harbored towards me could not have developed overnight; it had its roots in those happy days at
Wee Nooke: he must surely have hated me even then. Gradually, this hatred seeped osmotically into my system,
and became both a verdict and a sentence.
A year after we were married, we moved to the plains. Bareilly was hot and dusty and ugly and fascinating and
I hoped against hope that a change of scene might improve things between us. Soon after our arrival in Bareilly
we received a letter from Mukul Nainwal. It was addressed to both of us—Mr. & Mrs. Lalit Joshi. I opened it
eagerly. Just the sight of Mukul’s tidy italic hand made me feel more human. He was full of himself and his new
job; his small vanities rose like familiar emanations from the lined notepaper; the letter transported me to happier,
more innocent times. Mukul was planning to visit Bareilly in the course of an “official tour”, and he hoped that
we could all spend some time together.
That afternoon I braided my hair carefully into a double plait. A popular film tune rose unbidden to my lips.
Lalit returned home late from office. After he had his tea, and made his ritual sojourn to the latrine, after he had
had taken off his battered shoes and stuffed his faintly smelly socks inside them, he found the letter lying on my
dressing table. The expression of delight when he recognized Mukul’s handwriting quickly changed to an
unfathomable rage.
The look in his eyes when he turned to face me made me wince, and his slap sent me hurtling across the small
room. I fell over the cheap wooden settee; as I struggled to get up he made for me again.
“How dare you!” he screamed, his eyes dilated with anger and hatred. “You prying whore!”
Just then our next-door neighbors, a couple from Ratlam, knocked at the door. They were in the habit of
dropping in once or twice a week; their timely visit served for the moment to defuse Lalit’s inexplicable anger. By
the next morning he seemed to have forgotten all about it; we never discussed the matter again.
A sense of physical, bodily fear took hold of me. From that night I began to spread the spare mattress on the
floor, preferring to sleep there rather than risk even an accidental encounter with Lalit’s scathing, hostile presence.
I had been married for over a year, but we were no nearer to consummating our marriage, and by now I had
become reconciled to the idea that we never would. I wondered if this was God’s punishment for my sluttish
behavior with Salman, or if the sins of my mother were being visited on me.
A week later Mukul arrived in a haze of glory, in his official jeep, accompanied by a liveried attendant. The
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woman in me had asserted herself, and I had taken special care to look beautiful. Mukul’s wholehearted adoration
was balm to my wounds: I turned to gauge Lalit’s reaction, vaguely hopeful that jealousy would provoke him
towards the biological conclusion for which, in spite of everything, I was physically longing. As my demure
downcast eyes darted towards my husband, I was indeed surprised to see the most undisguised jealousy in his. For
a moment my spirits lifted. Then the truth registered, and I realized that I had blundered my way into a nightmare;
for the jealousy was mixed with an expression of intense yearning, which was directed not towards me but Mukul.
The very air in our living room was crackling with sexual static. Seemingly oblivious to Lalit’s looks, Mukul
stared at me ardently. The spite that lit up Lalit’s otherwise phlegmatic face made it for the moment potent, even
strong. My terror, a familiar terror, one I had encountered earlier, I recognized from the time I had stumbled upon
my mother laughing in the shopkeeper Shrikrishnji’s arms.
If there is anyone moment in my life I consider axial, on which all its other movements and motions hinge, it
was this one, when I encountered my husband, Lalit, look at Mukul with hunger in his eyes. The mask of lust sat
taut upon his ordinary face; the telltale twitch near his mouth made him appear both pathetic and obscene. I
thought of those long-ago days in Nainital, when the two of them had attended upon me like pageboys and paid
me homage; when I was a princess and Salman my prince. Which one of us would have foreseen this corruption
of hope and happiness?
The very hair on my arms stood on end as I understood the implications of what I was witnessing. Everything
about the past year fell swiftly and precisely into place. Nothing I knew or understood could have led me to put
such a lewd construct on their noble and passionate friendship. But thirteen months of unfulfilled marriage, when
I had lived like a prisoner of war, constantly spying on the habits and inclinations of my captor, had given me an
instinctive understanding of my husband. I knew now with a sense of numbing finality that it was so, and so it
would remain.
Never quick on the uptake, Mukul was continuing with his painstaking bragging; there was a pleading in his
eyes, a silence, a question, that mutely and yet eloquently demanded not an answer but an absolution. It was in his
eyes that I received my answer. I was defined, formulated, forgiven: I was a Hindu woman, a married woman. I
would tenaciously live out the role, safe in its stern unremitting code. If I performed the motions with enough
fluency and ease, then perhaps within the confines of my neglected womb, I would find the inner space, the
private territory, the strength to stage and execute a very private revolt.
I made koftas for dinner, employing a special recipe that involved the use of khus-khus, which our neighbor
from Ratlam had taught me. The terror and tension of our first encounter passed; the three of us deescalated
abruptly into our old undemanding friendship. We joked and laughed and remembered old times; we saw a film
together at the new cinema hall, we went for a drive along the riverfront in Mukul’s jeep. Not once did his hand
reach out for my arm, or his touch linger at my elbow; not once did I look him in the eyes, or in any way answer
the questions they posed. Sometimes the gajra of fresh young chameli flowers in my hair, the warm summer
smells of earth and water and night, aroused me to a fever of expectation and desire, but I did not give in, I
cooked and smiled and wore my new frozen face to such perfection that I understood resignedly that it had been
made to measure and that I was condemned to wear it for a very long time, perhaps forever.
When Mukul went away, on to a new posting and an exciting new life, we returned once again to sleeping in
our separate beds; the only difference being that I prudently moved my mattress out to the kitchen, for the roaches
and mice that lived there seemed less hostile than Lalit. My husband made no comment on the new arrangement;
we had expeditiously reduced the necessary level of communication to the very barest minimum. Days, weeks
would pass in bitter, brooding silence, broken only by innocent visits from the garrulous couple from Ratlam,
when we too would put up a front of normalcy and even happiness.
My silence, my calm, as I sleepwalked through this unexpected role, was construed by our happy group as the
praiseworthy reticence normal to the Indian woman, it aroused no questions or comments. The occasional letters
from Masterji, in his usual spidery scrawl, were full of homilies about my duties as a wife and a woman.
“I trust,” he wrote, with a note of prophetic warning, “that you will never display that over-masculine approach
to life which your dear departed mother sometimes demonstrated.”
Everybody in Lalit’s family was waiting for some “good news”: the surfeit of nieces and nephews that
swarmed about their Nainital home had evidently not satisfied my in-laws’ desire for progeny. It did not surprise
me that they sensed nothing of the tragic absurdity of our lives. They did not notice; for instance, that I had grown
slatternly about my looks; I no longer took the trouble to oil my long hair or to comb it down. I was increasingly
indifferent about my clothes and the soles of my feet had become so cracked that I found it difficult to even walk
around the house.
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Only my culinary skills had not abandoned me. I delighted in making the most elaborate meals, which Lalit ate
without comment. It was evident that he enjoyed the food, to which he sometimes accorded a grunt of badtempered appreciation. He was growing fatter, his features coarsened further as his waistline broadened. I felt safe
when he ate my cooking, I felt it accorded me some power over his corpulent body, some part in the dreary
dominion of our home.
The unmitigated silence of our lives was broken by the arrival in Bareilly of Lalit’s younger brother. Raju had
come to the plains in search of a job, but he was not in any way trained or qualified to earn his living. Just two
years younger than Lalit, he was different from him in every way. Where my husband was thrifty, conscientious
and hard-working, Raju was extravagant, lazy and charming. There was an optimism and panache in his attitude
that I found heartening; he had evidently not resigned himself to the world’s evaluation of him. When Raju found
me sleeping in the kitchen, surrounded by rats and vermin, he seemed not in the least surprised.
“So that’s how the land lies, is it?” he grinned. “Is this a lover’s quarrel or has my respected brother’s hatred of
the fair sex finally asserted itself?”
I blushed furiously, wondering how much he knew. But Raju was too involved in the drama of his own life to
expend time and emotion to any situation but his own.
“Never mind. Koi baat nahi,” he continued, “don’t pay attention to choti-choti baaten, my dear bhabhiji.”
Raju did not seem to be making any real effort to find a job. After Lalit left for his office, my brother-in-law
would, lounge about in his loose, flappy kufra-pajamas, following me about the house as I went about my chores,
keeping me amused by his constant and irreverent banter. Later in the day he would saunter off to meet some
friends, or to enquire about some vague job prospect which was always just around the corner, on the very verge
of being offered to him. He was always careful to return early in the evening, and put up an earnest form before
Lalit. My husband had instructed me gruffly that I was to sleep in his room now that his brother was living in the
house.
Sometimes, late at night, as I was staring sleeplessly at the dark figures that seemed to crowd among the
cobwebs, suspended above the ceiling fan, I would hear the light click of the back door; when I crept into the
kitchen at night for a nocturnal glass of water, I would find that Raju had disappeared, leaving the back door
locked and bolted from the outside.
As we grew friendlier, Raju began to confide in me.
“There’s only one thing I want from life,” he would say, “and that’s to become rich. In our society a rich man
is forgiven anything!”
I would listen opaquely, my mind distracted between the cooking and the cleaning and the washing and the
tantalizing glimpses of a larger world that Mukul Nainwal’s infrequent letters provided.
“I have made up my mind,” Raju would say determinedly. “I am not running after any niggardly job. I shall
become a racketeer or a blackmarketeer, or a kidnapper! Arrey listen bhabhi, I have an even better idea! I shall
become his munimji, find out his darkest secrets”—by now his eyes would be misty—“then I shall inform the
income tax department about my Sethji’s vile activities, and with the money I’ll get as an informer I shall buy a
bungalow and two wives.”
“Quiet, Raju,” I would say reprovingly, but not so deep inside my own secret mutinies flared and festered,
inflamed by his infectious daydreaming.
“Achha bhabhiji, as you please! I won’t become an informer! I’ll simply blackmail him and live a life of ease!”
I would pretend shock, but secretly I was applauding. A teasing smile would spread across his youthful face,
which, although it was not handsome, had a winsome, happy quality.
“Achha, as you say! I am your slave. I shall repent, reform; I shall open a paan shop in Bombay and stay
awake and listen to the radio on Vividh Bharati all night! Satisfied?”
*
One night I could not sleep. Lalit’s snoring was louder than usual, and the smell from his socks wafted towards
me as I lay on the mattress, which I had spread out on the ground diagonal to our bed. I crept out and spread my
bedding on the kitchen floor. A cockroach was crawling up my leg: the sensation was not unpleasant. I brushed it
away after a while and sighed deeply; my life seemed doomed to an eternity of unrelieved, silent suffering.
I heard the click of the back door opening and the sound of Raju entering the living room. I was overcome by a
physical longing so acute it almost paralyzed me. When Raju came into the kitchen for some water, I was so
incapacitated by desire I could not even get up from the mattress. Raju looked at me quizzically as he tipped the
water from the clay surahi.
“So, bhabhi, back to a single bed?” he said humorously.
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I did not reply, but stared fixedly at the damp cement floor. Raju went back to the living room; I could hear
him move as he settled into the sofa where he slept. I floated in a state of semi-consciousness which was not
sleep; a sort of sentient death or a waking suicide, a half-and-half between mask and self.
As though in a dream I saw Raju walk in once again into the kitchen the moonlight from the window haloing
his tousled hair. Time stood still as he lay down beside me. I felt his cool skin against my face. I gasped in terror
as our breaths met. Then, strangely, I was revived, resuscitated; boldly I reached out and held his hand. We lay
together and stared at the cobwebs on the ceiling. The harsh moonlight that streamed in from the skylight lit them
and made them beautiful. An urgency invaded my body; I looked at his tender young facet which was not a mask;
he had not then the smell of the other; he was an ally, he was like met we were both lonely; our needs possessed
us, and we made uncompromising, uncomplicated love.
Afterwards Raju fell asleep on my mattress in the kitchen, and I had to nudge him awake and send him back to
the sofa. I pondered whether to return to Lalit’s room, my mind was suddenly capable of deliberation, and I
decided that it was more prudent to spend the night in the kitchen, rather than run the risk of waking him up by
my return. I decided it best to defy Lalit’s orders and continue sleeping in the kitchen as I did before Raju came to
stay with us. Lalit, of course, chose not to react.
Raju was shamefaced the morning after out night together. We did not discuss what had happened. The day
passed as usual, but without our normal happy banter; there was a strain and formality in our talk. Raju did not
come to my bed that night, or the next; I would hear the click of the door as he left for his nocturnal adventures,
and a sense of relief would settle over me. I would sleep alone on the kitchen floor, safe in my rebellion.
I could sense that I was hurling towards a terrible and inevitable fate. The next time he came to me, a week,
maybe ten days later, I resisted, but not overmuch, and soon we fell into the habit, and learnt to maintain our faces
in the daytime. I felt safe with Raju. He was an ally, I could bank on him. He was, after all, not a stranger, he was
my husband’s brother, he was family. I reassured myself that this was no betrayal.
I began combing my hair again, I hummed to myself as I washed the clothes, the cracks on my heels were
mysteriously cured. Our neighbor from Ratlam commented on my improved looks, and enquired archly whether I
was at last expecting some good news.
The glow returned to my skin. I was ravenously hungry all the time, and even Lalit commented on my appetite.
Raju eventually returned to Nainital; even after his departure I continued to feel an extraordinary sense of wellbeing. The new Parvati, this confident and happy woman I had mysteriously become, could even cope with Lalit.
When he caught me smiling, which I often did nowadays, he thought I was smiling at him. He began smiling
back, he complimented me on my cooking, and a nimbus of understanding faltered suddenly between us.
We had the two of us suffered so much misery together that we were both relieved by this sudden reversal of
fortune. We did not mock or question it, but timidly went along with the tide of happiness.
Sometimes when Lalit’s hand accidentally brushed against mine, I felt a small shiver of desire, my body
awakened to his touch. I cherished the secret hope that, one day, we would have a normal marriage. Lalit was,
after all, my husband. He earned for me, I cooked for him; we had been friends in our childhood. We could
become lovers, confidantes, allies.
Lalit had lost some weight, and his face, normally so sallow, had recently regained colour. I wondered
wistfully how it would have been if our marriage had been different. I pictured Lalit coming home with a gajra of
mogra flowers; I saw us going to the paan shop together, at midnight, his arms around me; I saw him buying me
beautiful saris. These were of course only daydreams; the only concession to togetherness Lalit ever made was to
congratulate me on my kheer, or slurp over his lunch.
In a strange progress, I learnt to dissemble, and in the process I learnt to love. I can in retrospect honestly say
that by the time he died, I had learnt to love Lalit. We had begun to sleep together again, in the same bedroom,
that is. One night I saw him smile in his sleep. It was a smile I knew and remembered, a sudden, spontaneous
smile that transported me to the old days in Nainital, when Mukul and Lalit and I had been friends together. He
had smiled so when he found a special-issue stamp, or when the two of them shared a joke together. His colour
had changed, his face was flushed, his cheeks as red and glossy as the rosy Chaubatiya apples from Ranikhet that
we used to devour together in Nainital.
He was far better looking than his brother Raju—we had been childhood friends, I could not understand how
things had come to this pass between us, how we had plumbed such depths of hatred. On an impulse, I reached
forward and stroked his cheek. He woke up and smiled at me sleepily. My heart missed a beat. He sat up and held
me by the wrist. His hands were warm.
“You have been a good wife, Parvati,” he whispered, “a good and patient wife.”
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His face had turned even redder, and his breathing was short and laboured. My elation turned to alarm; I
rushed to the kitchen to get him some water. When I returned he was coughing violently. His entire body was
convulsed, his face a mottled shade of purple. I patted him on the back, and waited for the attack to subside. He
recovered his breath, sank back on the bed, and began to breathe normally again. His face was pale as death, his
eyes were looking at me beseechingly.
I turned off the light and lay down beside him. He was breathing with difficulty, as though he was laboring up
a steep hill. He coughed spasmodically through the night, and slept late into the morning. I tiptoed about my
household chores so as not to wake him.
Lalit’s descent into the land of the diseased was as sudden as it was irrevocable. It was as though he assumed
citizenship of another world. I thought at first that he had a fever, or influenza; he lay in bed, enervated,
inattentive, his face sometimes a white mask, sometimes flushed and febrile. He coughed a lot, and when I
washed his handkerchiefs I came across the telltale stains of blood on the caked-up phlegm and sputum.
The doctor was glassy-eyed and evasive. He suggested an X-ray, and we went all the way to Lucknow to take
it. Tuberculosis makes the body transparent. There, in the dark green painted room, holding my husband’s fevered
hand in mine, I could, for the first time, look inside him. I saw the shadowy form of his insides, the mysterious
anatomy, the defeated lungs—he was no longer opaque.
There was another doctor, a chest specialist. He was a tall thin man who looked down at us from a very great
height. He looked amused by the diagnosis.
“The tubercle bacilli has struck again,” he said almost facetiously. “Your husband has what we call ‘galloping
consumption’. There is very little medical science can do for this condition. We can only advise complete rest—
mental and physical rest. He needs to breathe—clean, pure air would do him good, dry out his lungs. I am giving
you a letter for the director of the Bhowali sanatorium. If you go quickly, you might save his life. Apart from that,
I can promise nothing.”
I remembered the Bhowali sanatorium. My mother had died there. I looked at the doctor’s face, still wreathed
in an inexplicable, benevolent smile, and I knew that he had as good as certified my husband dead.
We returned to Bareilly. Lalit’s family was informed of his illness. His mother came to nurse him. Raju was
engaged to be married, she told me. The girl was from Bombay, her father owned a dairy farm there. Raju was
going to join the family business.
“They are from a very prosperous family but the girl has no airs at all,” she said. “Although she is convented,
she is really homely. Raju is very lucky.”
I kept silent. The news did not affect me in any way. It did not make me sad or happy. I did not even miss Raju
or wonder how he was. It was as though he was a complete stranger.
“I think Lalit is calling for me,” I said stonily.
We tried very hard to raise money for the Bhowali sanatorium. My father-in-law, the postmaster, tried to get a
loan from some relatives. Lalit wrote a letter to his boss in the factory. We received a reply saying that the
management was “considering” the request. I wrote a letter to Masterji, and another to Mukul Nainwal, asking for
help.
But before I could post either of them, Lalit had died. He vomited blood; it spouted from his mouth like a
fountain. By the time we reached the local hospital, he was dead.
*
What surprised me about death was this: the soul departs, leaving the body forlorn. The body departs, it is
taken away, disposed of, it disintegrates, decomposes, it is gone. The ashes are thrown into muddy rivers, the
crows come and eat the sacrificial rice, and on the thirteenth day even the lamp that guides the spirit to the other
world is extinguished.
But things remain. Lalit’s razor, with the thick stubborn growth still sticking to the blade, the handle worn with
use. His shaving cream, and the limp defeated shaving brush. His nail cutter, a gift from his father, sits safely in
the steel box that also holds his watch and wallet. His slippers still lie under the bed, waiting. They did not perish
with him. His two suits hang in the cupboard, his shirts lie folded, quiescent. I wonder if they remember him, his
smell, his body.
Thinking of this, I can only conclude that death is not final. It is an adversary, an unequal one, and the victors
in this battle are rocks and stones. And razors. And wristwatches, even if they have not been wound up, and lie
coiled like mortally wounded snakes in steel boxes, next to cheap leather wallets from which the notes have been
removed, though not the coins, and squeezed-out tubes of shaving cream. These are my views on mortality.
And there is another thing. Death does not make us think of death: death urges us towards life.
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Lalit’s death and Raju’s wedding are horribly mixed up in my mind, a blur of weeping and laughter, death and
merriment. Lalit’s family was unexpectedly affectionate and looked after me tenderly. I felt extremely sick
throughout the thirteen days of ritual mourning. I was throwing up regularly, and on the sixth day, after his death,
as I was tending the lamp, I fell into a dead faint.
“She is under strain,” my mother-in-law said sagely, and told me to get some rest.
They had decided not to delay Raju’s marriage because of Lalit’s death. His father-in-law-to-be was a heart
patient, and he was in a hurry to get his daughter married. When Lalit’s family went to Bombay with the baraat, I
moved back to my uncle Hiranand Headmaster’s house. I was making tea for him one afternoon when I fainted
again. I was rushed to the Ramsay hospital. I remember that it was during the monsoons, the hydrangeas were in
bloom, and orange-and-black-flecked tiger lilies flamed in the untiring rain. The aborted fetus in the bottle of
green brine still adorned the civil surgeon’s consulting room. The matron and the doctor checked my pulse, and
poked around my stomach. The doctor put on plastic gloves and put his fingers up my insides.
“Congratulations, Mrs. Joshi,” he said, smiling broadly, “you are going to have a baby.”
I was anemic, I had edema, the baby’s head was in the wrong position. I was advised complete bed rest. The
hospital room was a familiar one. It was where I had recovered from typhoid, where Salman had materialized like
a seraph and deflowered me. I was happy to be back, I felt safe, the past and the present were mixed up into a
dozy continuous present. The interminable rain on the tin roof, the banks of fog that crept right into the room, the
tinkle of thermometers in glasses of disinfectant, conspired to lull me into a strange sense of security.
*
It was when I returned to Wee Nooke that the troubles began. Although it was now autumn, the monsoon
clouds had receded and the warm sun shone in a blue cloudless sky, the fog refused to go away. It crept about my
forehead, black, smoky, acrid, creating a terrible weather and climate quite its own. I wept a lot, sometimes I
screamed.
The doctors came again. They could not understand what I was saying. I was calling out to my mother, I
needed her, but she was not there. The nurses came with injections. Hiranand Headmaster looked stern and
disapproving.
“You have your baby to think about, Parvati,” he said sternly, his brow knit in disapproval. “You must try to
get well.”
The medicines made me sleep. I ate a lot. My body was bloated beyond recognition. Sometimes I laughed
without reason.
Raju and his wife came to Nainital for their honeymoon. She had never been to the hills before. She wore a
pink georgette sari, and silk ribbons in her hair. She had an expensive wristwatch and an affected smile. She
looked at me with pity and concern, as though I were a sick animal or a stray dog. When Raju looked at me his
face went white with shock. Guilt and repugnance battled on his face. As for me, I laughed gaily. Masterji looked
at me sternly.
“Why were you laughing like that, Parvati?” he asked me after they had left. “What were you thinking about
that was so comic?”
I started laughing again. The laughter felt good. It released me, it shook the black fog that had settled about
me, like the soot on the walls in our kitchen in Jeolikote. The laughter gurgled up anew.
“It is the cosmic comedy!” I said, composing myself as much as I could.
When I went to the bathroom to wash up, I was startled by the face in the mirror. It was an old face, a fat,
haggard old face; it was not my face at all. It couldn’t be me, I decided. This was an imposter.
Then the sound of the water dripping from the tap, and the winter rain on the roof, and my daughter’s cries as
she entered the world, the ripping tearing pain of parturition; and again the dripping of the tap. …
84.56 Doiboki’s Day\fn{by Arupa Patangia Kalita (1956- )} Golaghat, Golaghat District, Assam State, India (F) 6
“Take it, babu, take it! Give me twenty rupees and take it! How long am I going to sit and watch over this one
fish?”
Tying the roe-filled kurhi\fn{A note reads: Through the story, there are references to several varieties of fish. These are: kurhl, a
medium sized freshwater fish; kawoi, a small fish which lives in tanks, water bodies and flooded fields, but not in running water; darikana
a small freshwater fish; singi, a small fish which lives in muddy waters and has sharp bones near it’s mouth; magur, a scale-less, dark fish,
which lives in still, muddy waters; kandhuli, a medium sized, flat, scaly fish of silvery color which lives in freshwater; barali, a big, scaleless, freshwater fish found in rivers, large tanks and water bodies; sang, a small fish living in muddy holes; puthi, a very small, reddish,
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still-water fish with scales; pabha, a flat, scale-less, white-skinned, freshwater fish; mirika, a big, scaly, silver colored, freshwater fish; and
goroi, a big freshwater fish of the carp family .} with a thin strip of tender bamboo, Doiboki wound up her wares with deft

hands. She called across to Mano and her friends at the other end of the bazaar, “Are you there Mano?” but there
was no response. They must have gone home. Now she was on her own, with the descending darkness. But then,
how could she have sold such fine fish for the price of water? The traders who used to pay her a fair price had
sudden-ly turned stingy; behaving as if they were parting with their own flesh. Apparently, they had to pay
someone a huge amount of money; Doiboki put a tamul, a piece of betel nut, into her mouth and cursed them
roundly;
“Bloody mekhela wearers!\fn{A note reads: Mekhela and sador: the traditional dress worn by Assamese women } Swallowers
of their own sputum! They want my fish free! Damned, miserable, low caste specimens of humanity whose
corpses are consumed by vultures!”
Doiboki felt a little better after her outburst.
Candles and small kerosene lamps lit up the bazaar. Doiboki’s neighbor Raghubir, the potato and onion seller,
had stuck two candles in his neat arched piles of onions and potatoes. He looked at the candles, his hands folded
in a silent prayer, then turned towards Doiboki.
“What’s, the matter, Doiboki Bai? Aren’t you going home today?”
Doiboki slapped her thighs in disgust.
“Why, would you like me to stay and admire your beautiful face instead?”
She looked around her. As usual, Jaduram had arranged his greens and vegetables in neat little piles and was
sprinkling water on them. It was time for the babus of the town to arrive. Ganesh, the masala dealer who usually
sat between Raghubir and Jaduram, had not come that day and Jaduram had filled up the vacant space with his
lemons arranged in order of size and hue. He had spent the entire day playing around with his vegetables,
arranging and rearranging them like a child with its toys, Doiboki thought. A scathing comment rose to her tongue
but she swallowed it in time.
“What’s happened to Ganesh today, oi?” she asked instead.
Raking the small heap of ridge gourds, Jaduram whispered, “How could he come after the death of all those
army men? When the bomb exploded on the bridge, Ganesh’s village was instantly overrun by the military. Life
has become impossible for them.”
A sudden shiver ran through Doiboki. She had heard similar stories. It was growing darker inside the bazaar.
Doiboki began to feel a little uneasy. Had the trader bought her basket of fish, she would have been home by now
and lying on her cane mat, after an evening meal of rice. Mano and her friends had asked her if she wanted to go
home with them but she had refused, hoping to earn a little more money. Luckily; it had not been a total loss. She
would have some money left over even after buying her rations. If she could save a little more money, she would
cut open her bamboo saving box and then she would be able to take her mother-in-law to the town hospital to get
her cataract removed. Doiboki was already late today. Perhaps the old woman was trying to cook the evening
meal, groping for things because of her dim eyes. Luckily, Doiboki’s eldest daughter was there to help the blind
woman.
Doiboki bought half a kilo of potatoes. She had been lucky today, otherwise when did one buy potatoes? The
old woman liked to have mashed potato with salt and mustard oil mixed in. Yes, it had been a lucky day. She had
bought two kilos of rice; there were some three or four kilos at home as well. And her son must have caught some
fish.
Doiboki made her way out of the bazaar carrying her bundle of rice and potatoes. Transferring the money from
the tucked-in ends of her mekhela to her blouse, she took long, rapid strides. The old woman must be nagging the
children at home—“Has your mother come? I wonder where she’s gone and died.” The children troubled their
grandmother a great deal, Doiboki thought, her heart quickening with tenderness.
The streetlights had been on for a long time. The shops were ablaze with light. Stepping into the glare, after
having been in the weak flickering light of the oil lamps in the bazaar for such a long time, made Doiboki feel as
if she was being stripped, exposed. There were two buttons missing from her blouse, and her mekhela, held up by
a single knot, barely covered her thighs. The inadequate, narrow sador appeared to shift every now and then, as if
to deliberately expose the blouse with its missing buttons. Doiboki felt as if all the men were gaping at her and—
did someone whistle at her? She moved the basket under her arms to her head along with the bundle of rice and
potatoes. Then, crouching in the shadow cast by the basket, she started walking quickly—her head bent low, her
mekhela slapping against her legs, satap, satap.
Soon she was outside the town, walking on the kuccha road that led to the riverside village at its southern end.
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There were fewer people now and not much light. The rice fields on either side of the road were wet and dark and
glow worms, clustering like shoals of small darikana, winked in the dark. Somewhere a pack of jackals howled. A
young rikshawalla sang his way towards the town, his empty riksha rattling down the road. Doiboki lifted her
head to the sky. It was swollen with darkness like a pregnant river during the monsoons, with not a hint of light
anywhere. The night was hot and sultry and after some time she took off her blouse. Weakened with sweat, the
fabric gave way. Irritated, she tossed it into the basket, pulled her mekhela up over her breasts and carefully
tucked the money back into its folds. The cool breeze soothed her body.
Cars and other vehicles seldom plied on that road at night. A little ahead lay the naamghar, the village prayer
house. Doiboki had first seen the naamghar when she was a child—running wild without a stitch on.
It sat in a large compound with two vast tanks—Ganga and Jamuna—in front of it. These tanks never dried up,
whatever the season. People traveled long distances to collect water from them to keep near their thaponas, their
altars, at home. Right at the center of the compound was an immense banyan tree whose reflection painted the
waters of the Ganga and Jamuna green. In these waters lived two gigantic algae-covered turtles—Doiboki and
Jashoda. When morsels of food were thrown into the water and the turtles called out to, they would appear on the
bamboo platform that led down to the tank. Doiboki had heard about these turtles but never seen them. How could
she? Dark-skinned people whose skins smelt of fish were forbidden to enter the naamghar. Her friends used to
tease her incessantly, calling her “The turtle of the great tank.” Had her mother named her after one of the turtles?
As children, Doiboki and her friends went to the naamghar at least once every day. People would sometimes
offer the scampering bunch of urchins mah-prasad. But it had not been the lure of the mah-prasad alone that led
them there. They were curious: what was it that lay inside the great house, surrounded by trees and tanks, to
which passersby bowed so reverentially?
Doiboki quickened her pace. Beyond the naamghar, near the sharp bend of the river, was the bridge that led to
the village. Nets billowed in the breeze here, and the place reeked of fish. Once she set foot on the bridge she
would be safe, in her village, with its familiar comforting sounds—brawls, blustering drunkards, crying babies,
the curses of battered wives. A creeper of lightning shot across the sky.
In the sudden flash she saw a black and yellow striped bakraj snake slither across the road just as three trucks
loaded with army men appeared, scattering the quiet darkness. Doiboki stepped to one side. She clearly saw the
back wheel of the truck crush the snake. The skies rumbled once more and lightning flashed. The sight of the
mangled snake pierced Doiboki like a singi, sharp and painful. The fearless woman was suddenly gripped by a
strange terror. Had her husband been alive today, would she have had to step out at night, for such a lousy little
sum? Remembering the sturdy man who had passed away after only a week’s fever and diarrhea, hot tears rolled
down her cheeks like drops of water slithering down the slippery surface of a magur.
The naamghar was surrounded by vast, open stretches of land. There were huge fields in front of it, and
passing by the place, even in daylight, a timid person would find his heart pounding. Usually when Doiboki and
her friends approached the naamghar they would see the ladies sitting in front of it, singing their naam and
bhajans. No woman was allowed to set foot inside the naamghar. The sorais and sakis offered by them were
taken inside by the naamgharia while the well-dressed women knelt and prayed the steps by the entrance. In
summer, Doiboki and her friends would stretch out under the shade of the banyan tree near the naamghar, hoping
that one of the women, after finishing her naam, would give them a plantain leaf filled with mah-prasad. Once in
a while, one of them might call out,
“Doiboki, my daughter and son-in-law have come. Could you bring over some good fish?”
Now, as Doiboki neared the naamghar, even the faint steady glow of the oil lamps in the distant huts seemed
to disappear. There was darkness everywhere. Doiboki took out a tamul and thrust it into her mouth, remembering
how once she would cross this same bridge with friends. In the light of the setting sun, their skin would glisten
like ripe jamuns.
She had never been out so late before. Blast those traders! If they had only paid her a fair price as before, she
would have had no problems. Doiboki’s head throbbed at the thought of the price they had offered for the live,
roe-filled kurhi. About to spit out a heartfelt curse with the betel nut juice, she stopped. In the field opposite the
naamghar she could see some sharp beams of light bobbing up and down like silvery kandhulis somersaulting in
shallow waters. Doiboki quickly, quietly, sank to the ground. The thunder and lightning seemed to grow fiercer.
Looking beseechingly at the naamghar, Doiboki folded her hands, praying.
“Hei Bhagwan, what is this?”
In the flashes of lightning Doiboki could clearly see some soldiers wading in the water, like villagers chasing
fish towards enclosures with their fishing gear. A great barali seemed to wriggle in their hold. She heard cries of
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pain—as if someone was being tortured. Doiboki shivered helplessly, images of the mangled bakraj enveloping
her. The beams of light had once more turned into somersaulting kandhuli.
The barrier, sustained by years of tradition, suddenly snapped. She rested her hand on the gate of the
naamghar. The crowd of men were coming, under cover of darkness, towards the road. But even as she was about
to push open the gate, Doiboki hesitated one last time, fear tripping through her body. What was she doing? Could
she enter the temple of the Lord? She saw the bamboo fencing in front of her. Like a wall of stone. She knew all
about the golden boat that floated on the waters of Ganga and Jamuna at night. Whoever saw the boat vomited
blood, and died. But … if anything were to happen to her now, the old woman and the children …
Doiboki pushed the gate open, ran in blindly. She stumbled and fell under the peepal tree.
The military men were on the road. A sudden beam of light licked her body. A stern, harsh voice floated up to
her, “Kaun hain?” Doiboki crawled into the furrow. Boots clip-clopped on the road. Jeeps roared to life. For a
moment, as the many vehicles sped off towards the town, it was as busy as day.
There was an anthill somewhere inside the furrow of the peepal. Her fall had disturbed the ants and some came
crawling out now: they stung. Doiboki quickly moved out of the hollow, shaking her sador briskly, the smell of
the black ants and their eggs filling her senses. Lightning danced on the waters. Intense fear, combined with the
heat of the night, made her feel as if her skin had been roasted. She looked around for water to slake her thirst. If
she couldn’t get a drink of water now, she knew her heart would burst. Even so, she told herself, she didn’t dare
drink from Ganga or Jamuna.
Yet she saw herself moving slowly towards Ganga.
There was a sudden noise in the water, which was soon lost in a sharp rustle somewhere near the edge of
Jamuna. Doiboki’s heart was pounding. She remembered Pado Kaity’s brother who, while returning to the village
one night, had heard the two turtles splashing around, khalap, khalap, and had walked in impulsively to take a
look. On that moonlit night, Doiboki and Jashoda appeared near the bamboo platform when he called out to them.
But as soon as he threw some of the roasted gram he had on him, Pado Kaity’s brother had turned blue, as if from
the poison of the revered one around Siva’s neck.
The rustle from inside the hollow had died down. What could there be in the hollow where she had left behind
her fish smell to mingle with the odor of the ants? It was said that everyone was afraid to touch Pado’s brother’s
dead body. What happened to his corpse? Had the crows and vultures gorged on the stale flesh? She had never
asked.
Doiboki pressed her arms around her body and found it soaked with perspiration. She wiped her face with her
palm. It reeked of roe-filled khuri. Carrying this odor, she had dared to …
She licked dry lips; desperately, she looked around for some water to drink. She walked down the steps of the
bamboo platform to the water’s edge and bent down to cup her hands. But she just could not bring herself to do it.
How could she use these hands, polluted as they were with the smell of fish to …
Doiboki sank down on the platform, the cool waters lapping at her feet. Then, like sang suddenly springing
free of the fishing line, Doiboki’s hand shot out and brought up some water. She drank thirstily and even sprinkled
some on her head, “Bhagwan, forgive me if I have sinned.” Then she stood up abruptly, her feet creating small
ripples on the waters that lapped the bamboo platform.
There was not a sound anywhere. The thunder had stopped. The sky was a heavy black, the color of her body.
The trees and leaves were absolutely still.
And in that silence, a sudden splash in the water. Salap, salap.
Doiboki strained her ears. This was not the sound of fish beating their tails against the waters. She shivered.
Who had told her the story? Where had she first heard it? Sometimes in the middle of the night, a golden boat
floated on the waters of the tanks of the naamghar. Two great, green-backed turtles always swam by its side,
guarding it like sentries.
People said that the sudden death of her sturdy husband was a mysterious affair. On a dark, moonless night,
dripping with rain, the reckless man had gone out of the house, oblivious to all warnings. The fields opposite the
naamghar had been inundated with shoals of kawoi. When he returned in the morning, his basket was laden with
fresh, red, glinting kawoi, each the size of a man’s palm. That was the first day the man had shat blood nonstop.
People had whispered that he had seen the golden boat on the waters of Ganga and Jamuna on that moonless
night. How else could a healthy man be reduced to such a state, in the space of one night? Seeing the blobs of
blood in the courtyard, his mother had beaten her breasts and cried,
“Gluttony, it was sheer gluttony! Oh, why did he go out on that moonless night, on his father’s death
anniversary, to fish in that haunted field? So what if it had been flooded with fish?”
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Doiboki seemed to hear her mother-in-law’s voice breaking out of the silence, distorted by pain and grief.
“Greed, sheer greed!” Her mother-in-law had hurled veiled taunts at her. And now, with the money tucked in the
folds of her mekhela burning her like red hot cinders, clawing at her like sorat leaves, Doiboki told herself she
had been greedy too.
The noise in the waters grew louder. Drops of water splashed on to her feet. Her eyes had grown accustomed to
the darkness and she could clearly see a huge turtle waiting near the bamboo platform. Like a kawoi jumping out
of a bamboo basket, Doiboki bounced back on to the bank. Trembling, her eyes fixed on the pond, she knelt
down. The turtle continued to wade in the ankle-deep water on the platform.
Tears blinded Doiboki. She was afraid to look at the tank. Was the golden boat floating in, unmanned and
rudderless, a cursed sight that made people vomit blood and die? The sound of another splash. Two great, algaecovered turtles would be guarding the golden boat.
She ran towards the naamghar without pausing to look back, but stopped at the door. Even the ladies sang their
naams from the steps—the ladies who were as beautiful as the vermilion-colored senduriputhi, as fair as the
smooth milky white pabha, whose clothes glittered like the shining scales of a mirika—they too said their prayers
here. Doiboki had seen them since she was a child.
She sank to the ground, her head buried between her knees. The noise in the waters had ceased. She looked
reluctantly towards the naamghar. A crowd of glow worms winked within it in the dark.
Doiboki started walking away, slowly. The wind had whipped up by now and the rain that had been threatening
to descend came down in a great deluge. The large trees began to sway and Doiboki was forced to retrace her
steps. She stood at the spot where the ladies sang their naams, soaked to the skin. The tin roof of the naamghar
rattled. Hailstones the size of lemons began to pelt her. She knew that a part of the naamghar near the entrance
was kept open; only the sacred area, the monikut, was locked. When she could not bear the assault of the
hailstorm any longer, she took a small step inside, but came out immediately to stand under the hail that
threatened to crush her. Finally, her exhausted body could take no more. She crept into the naamghar.
Inside, there was not a drop of rain, only a refreshingly cold breeze that washed over her. She squeezed the
water out of her clothes. Instantly, the smell of raw fish filled the place. And then she heard it, the rustling sound
once again, this time from inside the monikut. The thing must be out looking for her!
She stared at the monikut. There was a huge lock on its iron grill. Through the grill she could see the floral
gamosa on the thapona. By its side, two wicks flickered in the oil lamp that must have been lit that evening. In
this light, soft as two glow worms, Doiboki saw the many flowers made of gold and silver placed on it. She went
down on her knees before the thapona.
Suddenly, a lamp that burnt on a mound of earth outside the monikut, guttered out. There was a muffled noise,
as though something had jumped off the roof on to the huge drum in one corner of the naamghar. Doiboki
shivered. She could hear, once again, the rustling sound of the revered one near the drum.
She tried to concentrate on the many smells that floated in the naamghar—the mild sweet fragrance of the
incense sticks and camphor, that of mustard oil, the smell of burnt-out cotton wicks in ancient oil lamps mixed
with the fresh smell of the mopped mud floor, the smell of the soaked gram and moong prasad—but for her only
the stench of raw fish stayed, overpowering all else. Her rain soaked basket reeked of fish.
Doiboki’s heart started to pound. What had she done? She had spread the odor of fish in that holy place which
barred its doors even to those women, fair and fragrant like the gardenia. She flinched like a magur on which salt
had been sprinkled. Her head reeled. She had left home at the crack of dawn, after a meal of leftover rice soaked
in water. Now suddenly, without warning, she retched, then began to throw up noisily. Hastily, she mopped up the
slimy, sour smelling vomit with her sador, afraid even to look at it. Surely there was blood, clots of blood, yes,
certainly there was blood.
Wearily, she lay down on the floor and, in her semiconscious state, she heard the same rustling sound. She saw
two green-backed turtles splashing around a golden boat that floated on the waters. Then everything blurred. Only
blotches of blood and a sador soaked in blood, unfolding to its full length …
“She’s breathing.”
“She’s moving, she’s moving.”
“She’s not dead, not dead.”
“She’s sitting up. The woman is sitting up.”
Doiboki woke up to a babble of female voices. She rubbed her eyes and looked around her. She was right in
the middle of the great naamghar, an a crowd of women peering at her from outside. The hailstones that had
pelted her had disappeared. Where was the sador soaked in blood? She looked at the crumpled sador on her body.
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It was stained with huge patches of dried vomit. Where were the gigantic turtles and the golden boat, the long one
that rustled around? And the gold and silver flowers glittering in the soft light of the oil lamps?
Doiboki rubbed her eyes and looked at the monikut. The gold and silver flowers, the brass oil lamp, the big
sorais of bell metal glittered reassuringly in the daylight. She fell to her knees, her head touching the ground
reverentially in prayer. Then, arranging her sador, she came out of the naamghar. Her head was throbbing. Still
unsteady, she reached the spot where the women sang their bhajans and slumped heavily to the ground, just a
little distance from the monikut.
“Isn’t this Doiboki the fisherwoman?” one of the women, who was as beautiful as the vermilion-colored senduriputhi, cried out in astonishment. The men-folk were to have a meeting at the naamghar that evening, so the
ladies had come in for their daily prayer in the morning instead of the afternoon. And the sight of an unconscious
woman in front of the monikut created a stir among them.
What were they to do? The women were not allowed to enter the naamghar and the naamgharia lived quite
some distance away and would take time to arrive. A messenger was sent off to inform him. And the news—a
fisher-woman had entered the hallowed, jagroto naamghar—spread like wild fire. People stormed the naamghar
to stare at the fisher-woman who was indeed sitting at the entrance to the holy place, her head between her knees.
“I often buy fish from this fisher-woman.”
“She lives in that village.” Someone pointed to the village at the other end of the bridge.
“How did she enter the naamghar?” The question was asked by many, in many different words.
“Why won’t our country be destroyed by fire? A lowly fisher-woman has entered God’s holy temple!”
“There will be disaster. Our country will surely burn,” old Banamali Sharma wailed, beating his chest.
“Even the women who share our beds are not allowed to set foot in the holy place, and now this fisher-woman
has …” spluttered Krishna Mahanta.
“Were you not afraid to enter the naamghar with a woman’s impure body?” Baruani’s voice quivered with a
strange dread.
“She will die. She will surely throw up blood and die!” cursed Saikiani snapping her fingers.
Doiboki tried to get up but sat down again. Her head was spinning. She could feel the bile rise in her empty
stomach. Pressing her forehead with one hand, she suddenly threw up. The floor was soaked with the foul
smelling, yellow vomit. And finally when the pain in her stomach subsided and her body felt lighter, she stood up
with folded hands and tried to say, “The army, the hailstorm …” But as she stood up a hundred rupee note, a fifty
rupee note and several ten rupee notes fell out from the folds of her mekhela.
“Where did she get all that money?” shouted Mahantani, who had never had even a hundred rupees of her own
to spend, nor earned a single rupee in her life. “She must have surely stolen the money and taken refuge inside the
naamghar.”
“Who knows if the gold and silver flowers … Naamgharia, why don’t you take a look and see if anything is
missing.”
“Yes, how does one trust these low caste people? She must have had some ulterior motive for entering the
naamghar.”
Doiboki picked up the notes. Someone spoke up in slightly jocular tones, “Ladies, why don’t you feel her
body? See if she has hidden anything anywhere.”
The throng laughed. Doiboki’s fulsome, dark, magur-like body peeped out of her disheveled clothes. The eyes
of the men seemed to lick her skin. Baruani, thin and flat as a bamboo strip on a weaving loom, suddenly saw her
husband staring intently at Doiboki’s ill-covered bosom. She pounced on Doiboki, grabbing her by her hair.
“How can anyone trust a woman with no sindoor, no conch bangles? Who knows what lover she may have
brought in with her?”
“You are right. Whatever her motive, she must certainly have been accompanied by someone.”
“Come on, spit it out! Who was with you?”
“Where has he gone?”
The abuses hit Doiboki harder than the lemon sized hailstones. The sharp-tongued fisher-woman was reduced
to silence. Suddenly she saw a small dark-skinned boy on the bamboo bridge at the entrance to the naamghar. At
the sight of his sturdy limbs, she felt her heart break. Everybody said that the boy was the image of his father. The
child took one look at his mother and started running across the bridge.
Holding her nose with one hand, one of the ladies rummaged through Doiboki’s basket of rice and potatoes.
“What have you got here?”
Doiboki’s head throbbed. How dare they call her a thief; her hard earned money, spoils; and accuse her of
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stealing the potatoes and rice she had bought for the blind old woman. Doiboki bristled. She stretched out her
hands like the sharp fins of a magur about to be trapped. Her dark body empowered by the poison of the singi, she
pushed away the woman rifling through her bundle.
And then … a familiar odor wafted up to her in the breeze. She looked up. The people were looking over their
shoulders, at the bridge on the river.
Their dark bodies glistening in the sun, groups of people were storming towards the great naamghar, clustered
together like a nest of goroi fingerlings.
Coming into her own, Doiboki slapped her thigh in her customary fashion.
“Yes, I’m a woman. We’re impure. We menstruate. We give birth to babies. I fish for a living. I’ve sinned by
entering the great naamghar. But I’m not a thief. Last night in fear of the army, the hailstorm—”
Her words were cut short by the blows that began to rain on her, her dark body blackened by the shadows of
the people—those very people who would abuse her if her shadow so much as fell on their paddy spread out to
dry.
The dark, sturdy little boy came running into the naamghar, shouting, “Ma, Ma!”
Somebody gave him a push. And from the dark depths of the crowd, Doiboki let out a heart-rending scream.
“Don’t kill me, oi … the old woman, the children …”
Like a fishing line descending on a nest of goroi fingerlings the scream wound its way towards the darkskinned people clustered on the bamboo bridge at the entrance to the naamghar. And like tiny kawoi emptied onto
the ground, they poured into the naamghar from which they had been barred since the days of their forefathers.
The blind old woman, holding on to this one and that, groped her way in the direction of Doiboki’s screams.
“Doiboki, oi, let’s see someone harm you. You are my child, as good as a son. This blind old woman who in
her prime could stop a fully grown rohu with a swipe of her pole, is not yet dead, Doiboki, not yet dead!”
70.69 Italo Calvino In Thrissur Express\fn{by Gita Hiranyan (1956-2002)} Kottavattam, Kollam District, Kerala
State, India (F) 4
The woman got in from a bus stop where dragonflies flew down to rest on electric lines. Ajay Maneri
remembered that precisely. And there was a reason for this sharp recollection. He felt the flight of the dragonflies
would make an ideal opening shot for his movie.
Now don’t jump to conclude that Ajay Maneri is a movie director. For now, he is a mere would-be director. A
flash back of his story runs like this.
Ajay Maneri—39 years.
No one would term him dark complexioned. He tried his best to hide his creeping baldness, combing up to the
front some hair from just above the left ear. He stooped a bit, just the way those aware of their height would do,
had a nonplussed expression and a face that was okay to look at. Did he spend his own money to drink? No,
because there wasn’t any.
It was stated earlier that he was a “would-be director.” Let me explain. On certain evenings after a booze
session with friend Sanal, he would sit in the empty Municipal Stadium and discuss the films he ought to direct.
Some 12 years ago, Ajay had won a consolation prize in a screenplay competition held by Nana film magazine.
The ghost of scriptwriting that possessed him then had since multiplied within, in the forms of song writing and
direction.
He has other achievements too. The bug bites and the hot sun of big cities like Thiruvananthapuram,
Ernakulam and Kozhikode that he suffered in the April-May months of film festivals and also the endless ennui of
open forum debates.
He is sure of one thing. If John Abraham’s\fn{ The maverick of Malayalam cinema, best known for his films Amma Ariyan
and Agraharathile Kazhuthai.} film production and distribution company, Odessa, were to be formed now, Ajay Maneri
would be one of the founding members.
Anyway, he knew that one day he would be a TV—cinema magnate and had decided not to get married till
then. Marriage was not his priority. He had a dream to pursue and that made him feel secure.
But that wasn’t enough security for his mother to loan him pocket money. She was a hard nut to crack. He had
to offer not just his but the whole world’s self-respect at her lotus feet to haul a ten- rupee note out of her. But she
wouldn’t stop at that.
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“The director still needs my pension money to buy a piece of loin cloth. You have grown as big as a buffalo.
Can’t you look around for a white-collar job that would earn you some small change by the end of the month?
Instead you fool around dreaming cinema,” she would go on.
Loin-cloth! What a piece of dialogue! Just the bit for a perfect screenplay!
Whenever he heard it, Ajay would make a note:
“Though she lived in a remote village mom was no character to be played out by Kaviyoor Ponnamma\fn{ The
actress who usually plays the virtuous mother’s role in Malayalam movies .}—serene as a thumpa flower walking down the
verandah on a moon-lit night with a lighted oil lamp in hand. Hers was a role that suited K.P.A.C Lalitha\fn{ A
character artist who handles negative roles with ease, Lalitha was a member of the Kerala People’s Arts Center theatre academy .} better
—a bit hot and sour and spicy.”
But for his fantasies of movie making he wouldn’t have survived these days of penury and humiliation. Sometimes he would think of actor Biju Menon. Then a “hummm” sound would rise from the bottom of his heart. That
hummm could be translated this way:
“We had staged several plays together for the Chempookavu temple festival and Viyyoor library anniversary.
Now he has found his way into the royal courtyard of cinema, film magazines carry transcripts of his interviews.
And me?”
A similar hummm was about to rise when the bus reached the stop where dragonflies flew down to rest. That
was when the woman began running to catch the bus. The sight was indeed amusing. What a race! With a singular
single jerk of the hand the dupatta sliding down the shoulder was put back in place, the folding umbrella was
snapped close with a dup sound and then she ran!
But he lost all interest and suddenly felt sleepy when he saw the woman running towards the bus he was
traveling in. When a woman got into a bus, a clever sleep would overcome men traveling in seats reserved for
women. He might be saved if he faked sleep. Or else, he would have to hang on to the bar till he reached Thrissur.
What else could he do, but pretend sleep?
But the woman didn’t make him get up as Ajay feared. Instead, she came and sat in the vacant seat next to him
without any hesitation. Suddenly his muscles contracted, not because he was shy of women. In fact, he had a
superior kind of love for all women and possessed a smart heart that thumped while flirting with them. Still …
Ajay cocked his eyes and threw her a sideward glance. The sight was blurred as if he had opened his eyes
under water. Suddenly he realized he didn’t have to pretend to be asleep any longer. Also, he wasn’t sure how
long the woman would sit by his side. So, without wasting time he began to ogle her.
That afternoon he had preyed on his friend Sugunan for a few drinks. Ajay would become a different person at
the window seat with some potent fluids within to flare up his imagination. He would usually become a magician
who gave flight to the stars of his screenplays. But today, there was this woman beside him. Would she go away?
He had heard that women didn’t like the stench of liquor mixed up with sweat. And what if she got down four
stops later at the Kottakkal bypass?
Soon Ajay opened his eyes and began surveying his fellow traveler. Good! A thoroughly sophisticated chic
woman! Her skin was of golden hue. There wasn’t an ounce of extra fat on the face or body.
That made him wonder what the celebrated movie director G.K. would have said about this woman. Of course,
Ajay didn’t know G.K. His friend Raghu who had just got a breather in movies, had talked about G.K.’s standard
line on women who approached him for a role:
“Good, good. Fine, there’s no fat at all around the waist.”
Ajay felt like laughing. The woman, however, unaware that the man next to her was a would-be director, began
searching her handbag. She didn’t realize that her dress had slid down revealing her shoulder bone and the strap of
her inner garment. And that Ajay was feasting on that sight.
It was a beautiful round shoulder like the hump on a calf’s back. Ajay couldn’t take his eyes away from the
smooth and fair skin of hers.
The woman didn’t pay him any attention. She ignored him completely while taking out a lip balm and rubbing
it on to her lips. Oh!. What lovely lips! He wanted to see those ruby lips that were getting pampered. After closing
the bag, she would deposit it in between them. Ajay knew it all so well. That was the way women did things.
When they had to sit next to strangers, the handbag would explain:
“Look we aren’t related at all. We are complete strangers.”
“Where are you going?”
The woman didn’t hear him and he was slightly embarrassed. She took out a wallet from the handbag, closed it
and kept it on her lap. Ajay’s handbag theory was proved wrong. He peered at the currency note in her hand. If
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only he could make out the note’s denomination, he would have known how long she would travel with him. But
away from his sight she kept it folded in her palm.
She was leaning back in the seat, relaxed. Her posture was proud. Her profile was pretty. She had a restrained
seriousness about her that gave hints of pedigree. Her dress appeared different, turning dark blue towards the
sides. That contrasted with her milky white complexion. She wore a gold chain of approximately 3 grams, and
tiny ear studs. The hair was tied up with a clip revealing a particularly beautiful neck—long and slender like that
of foreigners without any scars or freckles.
However hard he tried he couldn’t take his eyes off her. Like the innumerable crystals cracking up in saltpans,
how many lines and squares and triangles on human skin!
Crystals cracking up in saltpans! Did he say that, Ajay wondered! What a distant simile of seashore! (He
remembered friend Sanal’s criticism of his published short stories that they were full of rotten images of rural life.
That was one reason he switched over to screenplays. Screenplays didn’t need similes.)
He disentangled himself from the simile and looked again at his fellow traveler. She sat there folding the rupee
in her hand once, and then again and then again. She looked like Indira Gandhi, absolutely unapproachable!
Fortunately, the bus took a sharp V-turn. She slid from her side of the seat and carne and pressed onto him.
Quite good a squeeze indeed!
“That’s how it should be madam. It’s God’s will that we should share a bodily relation.” He told her inaudibly.
The bus was back on a straight path and the woman resumed her seat. Still he sat there repeating those lines to
himself.
After a while the conductor carne up to them. He stretched his hand towards the woman for money. She gave
him the currency note in her hand muttering something. Despite straining to hear her words he couldn’t make out
her destination. Did the conductor hear her? The conductor took the note from her and looked at it once. Then he
looked at the woman. He raised the note high for all to see it and asked:
“Couldn’t you have folded it once more, sister?”
Only then did the woman notice the sorry state of the currency note. It was folded like a beedi. She too
laughed. Her smile bloomed gradually reminding Ajay of Preity Zinta, the Hindi actress with famous dimples.
When she smiled, even the tip of her ears became red. Ajay felt like pinching her ears softly.
Don’t pinch. He reminded himself. Anything could be termed an offense, even an affectionate pinch. A touch,
for women, was a crime, and sometimes not touching too. Remember while traveling, sitting next to women or
standing for that matter, a police station awaited you somewhere nearby.
*
After reading in the papers P.E. Usha’s harassment in a bus\fn{ A note reads: P.E. Usha, an employee of the University of
Kozhikode, was sexually harassed in a local transport bus. The incident became a major controversy as it was followed by a vilification
campaign by some pro-Left colleagues of the victim. Though Ms Usha was initially supported by women’s organizations, ultimately her
plight was no different from that of others who were ostracized for voicing their protest .} and its consequences, he got into a bus

with trepidation. In fact when he said this to Sanal’s wife, Meera, she had laughed out.
“Serves you right.” Meera said breathlessly in between peals of laughter that rocked her whole body. “Very
good. Let all Eve-teasers and roadside Romeos be taught a lesson.”
Ajay Maneri got unreasonably angry. But he laughed and tried to look pleasant. The remnants of an
unprofessed love for Meera still gleamed within.
“It’s only our men who have this problem. There’s no such harassment in other countries.”
Winking at Sanal, Ajay provoked Meera:
“Could it be that they lack libido there?”
“Shut up.” Meera got angry.
“Oh, as if you know all about the Whites! Do you know there is even a story about a White trying to touch a
fellow woman traveler?” Sanal chipped in.
Ajay looked at Sanal with amusement and immediately he realized that it was a mistake. For Sanal’s question
came in thereafter:
“Have you read it? It’s called, I think, The Adventure of a Soldier. Before he could answer, came the refrain.
“Oh, it’s in English. For the pre-degree exams didn’t you answer the English paper in Malayalam!”
“And you were the one who evaluated my paper,” Ajay wanted to reply but pretended as if he hadn’t noticed
Sanal’s taunt.
“Who is the author?”
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Sanal spelt out the name. He hadn’t heard it before and couldn’t make it out either. Meera lowered her voice,
and poking fun at her husband told Ajay:
“Most probably there won’t be any author by that name.” (Now, a short note from the author. This female
character though pretty is utterly ignorant. There is a writer by that name: Italo Calvino. The name of the story is
what Sanal said: The Adventure of a Soldier. It is a serious story about how Tomagra, a lonely and simple army
man strives, desires and panics to touch a woman who sat next to him during his journey home on his first leave.)
On such occasions, Ajay used to feel that Meera had lost all her love for her husband and that she nurtured a
secret love for him. And then, his love for her would soar as it usually did after a few drinks. Like two children
sharing a secret, they began to laugh.
“What’s it?”
Neither Meera nor Ajay answered Sanal’s question. They stopped laughing. Suddenly Meera returned to the
role of a housewife.
“Ajay, do you want some tea?” Ajay replied without hiding his mounting love.
“Okay, then give me a cup of tea, dear. A cuppa\fn{ “Cup of”; a British alteration:W} that would sing your praises.”
*
The fellow traveler’s fall on to his shoulders interrupted his memories of love. He saw that she was asleep.
That was a good sign. Now he could gawk at her with no qualms. When the bus fell into potholes, she deposited
her body weight of 60-62 kg on him. For that very reason, Ajay didn’t want to wake her up. Also, in those
moments of physical contact he could get the faint fragrance of the perfume she had put on her inner garments:
the scent of sweat and lavender. He pressed his nose to her shoulder and inhaled as much as he could. Sure, he
was a bit coy of covertly enjoying the scent of the woman.
You might ask: Can’t these guys, for heaven’s sake, get married? My dear siblings, please try to understand
one thing. Should a man, who is unable to find his sustenance, get married and increase his own misery? Should
he drag someone else into his misery? Tell me, please.
That greeting had come spontaneously. He congratulated himself for that wonderful piece of dialogue. What an
apostrophe, sibling! If a popular actor repeated this some 10-20 times it could even become a Malayalam idiom.
Aha, what a sparkling gem of a piece of dialogue!
He exclaimed and slapped the woman on the thigh. And then he realized the mistake and was horrified. No.
She was still sleeping. That gave him some courage. For sheer fun, he left his palm to rest, as light as a feather, on
her thighs. He waited. Nothing happened. Suddenly, he had a strange mysterious feeling that she was a lonely,
helpless woman. Was she married? He searched for some signs like a mangalsutra, or sindoor on the forehead. He
didn’t find any. He sat watching her for sometime and then, he patted her thigh softly as if pressing on a loaf of
bread. It felt like a bouncing rubber ball. Good. He was about to press her thigh once more. Then he had a doubt.
Was she faking sleep? What if she was just waiting to see how far he would go and then create a scene, howling
and hooting?
Ajay was scared and took his hand back. He stared at her again. But she didn’t seem to be waking up. Or was
she a flirt like Meera who enjoyed it all deep within, he wondered?
*
Meera was a great girl. After their marriage, Sana! and Meera first visited Ajay when his sister had just had her
second baby. His sister’s first born was bawling to seek attention, and the bride squatted on the floor with a toy
car to entertain the child. He and Sanal were watching news on T.V. Then Ajay noticed that when Meera bent
down, the rising mounds of her breasts were visible through her loose neckline. He could still remember the
saffron- colored kameez, its heart shaped neckline and the mesmerizing beauty of her yellow breasts, slightly pale,
lacking suntan. The rounded curve and the largeness of the breasts swelling inside the clothes were enough to
make even an impotent restless. He sat staring glued to her bosom. What would their tips be like? His X-Ray glare
went far inside the neckline. When Meera raised her face once, she saw him ogling at her breasts. Suddenly she
pulled her dupatta over her and grunted:
“Ummm!”
It was a scornful, “I see,” meant to tell Ajay that she knew what he was up to.
Yet, it didn’t seem like Meerahad mentioned anything to her husband. They continued to invite Ajay to their
place. And in the early days of their marriage, whenever he went there ostensibly to seek Sanal’s help to stuff
English words into his characters’ mouths, all Ajay wanted was to see Meera. After a few drinks a visit to the
Sanals would become an absolute necessity because it was then that his love for Meera would peak. She was the
very embodiment of feminine charm. He hadn’t seen another one like Meera.
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But now one had to see to believe her plight. After nursing her kids, her breasts hung loose inside her
housecoat like two sagging bags of husk. The constant wiping of her dirty hands on the sides of the housecoat had
turned the dress black.
Still, her face remained photogenic. With firm padded brassieres, a pair of navy blue jeans and striped T-shirt,
she could still be transformed into the lead woman of TV soaps. The hit-maker of Malayalam TV, Shyam Sunder
had actually worked out many such transformations.
*
Would the woman next to him be like Meera—playful, mischievous and forgiving of small indecencies? He
wanted to make sure for himself. Ajay put his right hand into his trouser pocket as if to search for his wallet or
spectacles and rubbed his elbow against the woman’s breast. It was a difficult pose to retain for long; but he
persevered. Feeling her with his elbow, he thought: This woman didn’t seem to have had babies. Or, was it that
she hadn’t breast-fed them? Why was it so heavy? He knew well that this feat of his could earn him a slap on the
face. So his first contact was very light, yet, he could feel the warmth and thrust of her left breast. The round and
smooth female body hidden in clothing, he somehow felt was blending its breath and body warmth with his. He
thought she was longing for a kiss. He sat looking at her resting body. She was leaning against him and he read
into her body language the ecstasy of a woman enjoying a man’s touch. That egged him on to more vulgarity. He
removed his shoes and searched her feet. He wondered how her legs would be—the yellow thighs would have soft
slanting golden hair like the veins on a leaf. A childhood fall could have left behind a greasy scar on her knee. It
was a lecher’s dream and he got a hard on at some critical juncture of his fantasy.
He couldn’t make out what happened next. The woman woke up hissing like a snake. He was drenched in
sweat as if he just had a heart attack.
He didn’t know how to pretend like a man waking up from sleep. As if to find the man who troubled his fellow
traveler he turned and looked back: An accusing, admonishing, warning look, meant to establish his innocence.
Yet he couldn’t face the woman. What if the glance she returned held bitterness, rebuke and contempt? Still, he
managed to mutter:
“What is it, what happened, sister?”
She didn’t say anything. His body was frozen. He felt thirsty like the one who had drunk an ocean. He couldn’t
sit there any longer. He got ready to get down seven or eight stops before his destination. When he got up, he felt
wetness in his undergarment.
“Excuse me, sister, if you could please give me way, I could have got down.”
The woman shifted her leg to a side, looked at him and smiled showing her dimples.
He couldn’t believe himself as he stood waiting for the next bus.
“Was it really me, Ajay Maneri, who was so smutty to a woman? Was hers a knowing smile of someone who
realized what I did to her?”
Suddenly he felt a genuine affection for that stranger. He asked her forgiveness on behalf of all the lewd men
who at times lose themselves.
Could this have been the plight of the hero of the English story Sanal had told him? However hard he tried he
couldn't remember the name of the author. So he called him … White, as in the outline stories with dots to be
filled up which his mother made him write in his upper primary classes.
It was all right if Meera didn’t want to read it. But he would ask Sanal to give him the book. Of course, it was
difficult to understand an English story; still he should read it. At least he could find the similarities!
1957
231.88 Excerpt from Mai\fn{by Geetanjali Shree (1957- )} “brought up in various towns of Uttar Pradesh,” but born
in Mainpuri, Mainpuri District, Uttar Pradesh, India (F) 12
1
We always knew mother had a weak spine. The doctor told us that later.
That those who constantly bend get this problem. By bending all the time the substance between the vertebrae
gets eroded and the nerves get pressed here and there. That these people have pain all the time: pain when they
bend, and pain when they stand up straight.
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Mai was always bent over. We should know. We’ve been watching her from the beginning. Our beginning is
her beginning after all. She was bent over right from the start, a silent specter moving around, taking care of
everyone’s needs.
And there were plenty of people who had needs. People came to be in short supply in our house only later. At
the time I am speaking of, the house was bustling, with family, with visitors, with servants and workers. Mai
flitted between them, untangling and sorting out hundreds of threads.
The time was our childhood. The place was a huge house. We believed that everyone lived in such large
houses. Langurs leaped around on the rooftops and we children could peep down through the ventilators.
Peacocks called in the morning and later would decide to come down into the courtyard to dance. We collected
their feathers from the fields and the rooftops, piles of them, to make odd things with. In the courtyard people
would be coming and going, some that we chose to meet, some to hide from. Then, night, and the petromaxes
burning.
Electricity came later. The hand pump, too, a plaything for us. There were the iron and brass buckets in which
Mai or Hardeyi kept water from the hand pump for dadi, babu, or me. And there was a bell-metal tub in which
Bhondu poured water for dada from the well every day.
Dada had his toilet and bathroom in a separate place—out in the front, next to his sitting room. It had a roof—
but did it have a proper wall or was something stood up as a partition?—and a high, backless seat (not just a plank
to squat on), a brass pot and the bell-metal tub. Brimming over with water. If dada had been forced to take a bath
with a smaller quantity of water he might have given up bathing. On one side was a wooden commode that the
sweeper emptied out every day.
Once we burst in by mistake from a game. Dada was cross-legged on the seat, water just poured over his head,
the drops hanging on his sacred thread. He did not panic. He only said in a stern, curt voice,
“Out.”
We left.
The rest of the family had their bathrooms inside, on the side of the verandah where dadi sat, facing the
courtyard. The courtyard had the bathrooms on one side and the kitchen and wood and coal stores on the other.
The hand pump was also in the courtyard. In the winter, Hardeyi made a wood fire to heat big pots of bathing
water on. I can still see Mai lifting the pots with the edge of her sari.
Later babu had one wall of their bedroom broken down and a new bathroom made with a flush, tap, shower,
geyser, everything, even plastic buckets and mugs. But that happened later. Many things had changed by that
time. Dadi continued to bathe in the courtyard to the end—the tenacious thread that never broke—but almost
everything else changed. But all this was much, much later.
The trouble is that this voice itself is from “much later”, hopelessly consumed by the conviction that in the
“later” there is only memory. Memory, which is the past caught in an imaginary frame, not so much untrue as
incomplete. The fear is not only that the story will he left half-told, but also that the story remains true only until it
is captured in a frame. As soon as “it” is held, “it” will take on a new shape, become solid, a frozen part of history.
Do we really want to gather all the things we find possible to say in this way, and deny the truth of the unsaid?
But the greater difficulty is that the story must be told. I cannot do anything else until I narrate Mai.
I want to narrate Mai but the distance between Mai and the narration is so troubled, so full of opposition, that
one doesn’t know how to cross that distance or what might happen on the way.
To find even a trace of Mai, it is as if we have to enter a difficult fort. A fort complete with trapdoors, mazes,
cellars, secret tunnels and puzzles. If we step ahead; seeing light, we find ourselves falling screaming into a void.
We creep carefully into a tunnel through its hidden door, confident of finding something on the other side, and
find we have come back to where we started. We advance with some confidence that we are making progress and
suddenly some hidden enemy pours boiling oil from a cauldron above.
How to reach Mai? How to get her out from this place after finding her? And the shards of Mai we manage to
get out, will they actually be her? Memory, time, the longing to understand might pierce her image through like a
sieve. Mai is somewhere right now, whole, but when we catch her and bind her up in our words, she may be made
half.
I don’t know why this obsession with reviving Mai arose. It is a desire that suffuses from the inside as well as
the outside. It fills the lungs with breath and then begins to suffocate so that the breath has to be quickly expelled
with a sigh. That Mai, so weak from the very beginning, can fill someone up like this, is a shock.
But later. All this later. Where it all begins—and now even this beginning might begin to shift and shake—was
at a time before the later. At that time we were very small, dadi was very old, babu stayed out a lot, dada was very
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hot-tempered, and Mai was very scared. These were the people who populated, alone or in groups, our balloonlight, self-sufficient childhood.
There were grain fields and mango and guava orchards around the house in which workers labored whom we
watched from afar. Today, if there are riots in the city, we know of them at least from the papers. But, back then,
only dada knew of these workers and their problems. And if even babu was afraid of dada, how dare we little
people ask anything?
Not that we just sat around or went around at all subdued. Old houses have their free and welcoming places.
We could be hidden somewhere on the roof dreaming up stories. We could be at the well watching the bullocks
doing their rounds irrigating the fields. We may not have been that good at climbing trees but we could certainly
swing from some of the guava branches. And there was always something to get from the fields—we could be
eating peas, scrunching chana greens, even pulling up the raw wheat grains to chew up. There were many ways to
escape dada.
Our business with dada was limited anyway. He had no rest from his various get-togethers. He spent his whole
day in his outside-facing sitting room. His food would be sent there, he would sleep there, every day visitors
would gather there. His voice, however, would fill the whole house—roars of laughter, narrations, calls to the
servants, sing-alongs with Fayaz Khan and Abdul Karim Khan.
Phulwan ki gaindan mai Kana maro re
Ho re more meet piharva
I hit Krishna with balls made of flowers,
O my beloved friend—

And we would start up in a distant field or on the roof, and come running in to spy on him.
Dada kept playing his 78 RPM records on his trumpet-style His Master’s Voice gramophone till the day he
died. His relationship with the rest of the house was simply one of intimidation.
“Is anyone there? Have something cold sent” (later, “Who’s there? Have some tea sent”, though he did not take
to drinking tea himself).
“Have some fritters made of pumpkin greens sent.”
“Is anyone around? Here are some sweets from the village, have some savouries sent to go with them.”
It was dada’s special style to say, not, “Send”, or “Do”, but rather, “Have it sent”, “Have it done”.
Dada had no fixed time for his directions, but the single person they were aimed at was Mai who would
swiftly set to work to fulfill his commands. If dada was the “outside” and Mai was the “inside”, then the bridges
between them were Bhondu and Hardeyi. They were husband and wife, but Bhondu’s estate extended over the
outside, and Hardeyi’s kingdom was the inside. At the boundaries objects, messages, and scoldings were
exchanged.
Apart from them—and us, of course—there was only babu who came and went between the inside and the
outside. Inside to Mai and dadi, then outside to dada in his sitting room. Babu would be tempted by his greed for
music to sit with dada but would not be able to say anything beyond one-word sentences:
“Sir.” “Right.” “Of course.” “Certainly.”
Everyone was afraid of dada. We never saw dadi with dada, perhaps not a single time—that was the kind of
husband and wife they were. For dadi—with whom we were comparatively close—it was as if dada existed but
not within her horizon. Maybe it was because it was only in dada’s absence that her tongue could move with the
speed and bitterness it did, so why should she acknowledge the existence of a speedbreaker? She would sit the
whole day in the inside verandah on a large bed with a white sheet and much-washed blue bolster pillow, reigning
like a queen. In front of her were the courtyard and kitchen with all their activities. Every separate room opened
into the verandah and her eyes and ears would be immediately trained in the direction of any sound. Dadi, fresh
from her bath, her white hair spread out, spectacles on her nose. Her tongue working busily in her hollow cheeks,
moving her head swiftly this side or that, keeping track of every corner.
We had no restrictions on inside and outside in those early days, but in dada’s sitting room we did not even
have an interest. If dada saw us running past he would say in a strict voice, “O Subodh, wait a minute,” and pull
us toward him and put us in his lap with his arms around us like a boa about to crush our bones to pieces. Or he
would poke us with his “Ala bala garam masala”, tease us with “Akkar bakkar bombay bo”or simply stretch out
his hands:
“Here, crack my fingers.”
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We would shriek and twist, but finally run away only when he let us go, with the feeling that even if we had
had no fun, it was no small matter that such a grand personage had held us on his lap.
But for the most part we had little to do with the men, a lot to do with the women. When not busy with
ourselves outside, it was not dada or babu that we hovered around, but dadi and Mai. We became dadi’s
favourites, but our own favourite became Mai. Such a favourite that all the energy of our childhood began to be
gathered up in one aim: how to rescue and take her away.
Her helplessness hurt us even in our early childhood. Slowly, we began to rescue her from everyone—from
dadi, from babu, from dada. But we could not save her from herself. When her spine failed her, the doctor also
declared defeat. She would always be in pain, he said. We of course had known about this problem of hers with
her backbone from the very beginning. The rest was later.
2
Mai was always bent over. And said little.
When we opened our eyes in the morning she would be freshly bathed, in a clean cotton sari, making parathas
in the kitchen. Parathas of peas, grams, lentils. Or potatoes, cauliflower, radishes. Dada and dadi did not have
breakfast, they straightaway had a full lunch. Whatever was made for them would be packed for our school snack.
But babu had a light meal in the morning. A handful of five grains—wheat, peanuts, gram, masur and moong
lentils—soaked together and sprouted. Mai sprinkled salt and lemon juice on them and served them to babu with a
large glass of buttermilk.
Fresh buttermilk was made at home almost every day. A wooden churner worked in a large clay pot. Sitting on
a low stool in the courtyard, holding the pot between her heels, Mai would make the curds and the butter jump
and churn. Then the butter floated on top and the buttermilk was served around in large glasses.
Every job that was done by Mai was also done by Hardeyi. There was no clear separation between jobs that
were only Mai’s and those that were only Hardeyi’s. Sometimes Mai churned the buttermilk and sometimes
Hardeyi. Sometimes Mai ground the chutney or lentils and sometimes Hardeyi. Sometimes Mai brought in the
wood and lit the stove and sometimes Hardeyi. True, Mai almost always did the cooking and Hardeyi the
sweeping and mopping of the rooms. After that, Hardeyi hardly went inside and kept hovering around the
verandah and courtyard with Mai.
The thing was that dada did not like servants inside the house. Apart from the fear of theft, if they were given
the freedom to move around they might become bold enough to talk back. He was also worried that news of the
“inside” would travel to the “outside”. Besides, the “class” of servants spreads disease. So although we had a
water carrier, a sweeper, a gardener, a watchman and other such servants living on the compound, the only ones
allowed inside the house—with restrictions—were Hardeyi and Bhondu. Bhondu looked after the work of the
outer verandah and dada’s sitting room and transacted with Hardeyi at the back. When approaching dada he took
off his slippers and wore his cap. His respect for his master’s standards of cleanliness made him keep his hair
close cropped. And Hardeyi helped out inside.
With Mai.
Mai who did every job bent down—the washing, the grinding, the rolling, the baking. It seemed that in our
house there was always a celebration of eating. Dada and dadi could have only fresh, steaming food. Babu had
weak digestion and also had to be served not by Hardeyi’s dirty hands but only by Mai’s. And we were no less
demanding—full of our careless childhood plus some of our own more original demands.
Mai was versatile in her cooking. Could it always have been so? For dada and dadi the orthodox fried foods—
puris, parathas (dadi preferred puris because she wanted to eat light and puris are so light they balloon up to the
top of the pan), fried vegetables, cream, and rice pudding made orthodox with two drops of ghee. For babu and us
dal or curry, roti, rice, vegetables, salad. For everyone, papads, chutney, yoghurt, pickles. And sometimes just like
that, perhaps at someone’s visit, dada or dadi’s command, or a monsoon downpour, fritters, fries, pancakes,
halwa, were ladled out by the trayful. Babu was a careful eater. He might taste the “light” puris or fritters, but he
survived on cottage cheese and honey, buttermilk and sprouted grain. Later, we were responsible for the
introduction of new western things, some of which babu ate with pleasure and all of which dadi always did—soup
cutlets, sandwiches, ice cream, cake, biscuits, chocolate.
That is to say, there were many types of menus in that one house. The whole range from London to our
neighboring village flourished in our kitchen. That is what we were raised on. It’s not easy to forget. Both cake
and gur have gone into our making. Maybe we are cross-breeds, spotted, some wild exotic plant. But that’s us.
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So we blossomed under many shadows. But most of all, Mai’s. And yet were so senseless of the reality behind
that shadow.
For a long time we had no idea when Mai arose in the morning, what she ever ate, how she existed. When we
began to give it a thought was when we began to feel love and pity. Our separate demands stopped, like: “Today,
Mai, I really feel like having balis,” or: “Make littis!”, or: “It’s so long since I had gulgules.” We even started
interfering in others’ food habits. Subodh would pull Mai out of the kitchen,
“Enough, now stop, come out immediately … out of there … I’ll turn them over.”
I tried to help her too. And old habits died, such as the sitting with dadi and gobbling up food, with Mai
serving. Instead:
“No, we’ll wait until you come … let it get cold …”
Further, as a student of science, I began to lecture dadi and babu about diet, what our body needed, how to
avoid fried foods, cut down on the sweets and things that caused stomach problems and were injurious to teeth.
Everyone except dada—I never managed to tell him anything. For a long time.
Dada and dadi were at the peak of their reigns—one on a throne in the outer sitting room, the other on the
inner verandah. In dada’s time there were baskets of sweets in the house—spherical laddus of sesame seeds,
spices, and parched rice from the village, round and diamond-shaped milk sweets from the sweetseller in the
bazaar. No fruits were bought from the market until much later, on our insistence. Our home-grown guavas,
papayas, bananas, jamun, berries, custard apples were there for everyone all the time—us, the servants, the birds.
They were not included in treats.
But there was one fruit that outdid every fruit in the world when it was in season—mangoes. In our home we
had unlimited langras, dasehris, chausas, and local sucking mangoes. Even dada had nothing against mangoes.
It was sweets, however, that he really tucked into. He ate strictly deep fried and syrupy sweet things. He never
went for a walk. He had lost one tooth in all, between the ages of seventy and eighty.
“Look at my teeth, look at my digestion, and keep your science to yourself,” he would tell me off.
Dada did try going for a walk one day with seven or eight other old men. One had indigestion, one had a
backache, another had pain in the joints, yet another suffered from insomnia—all of them had given up on life.
Dada asked each in turn,
“How long have you been going for this morning walk, my dear?”
One said ten years, another, twenty, a third that it was now five years that he was building up his health. So our
dada told them adieu.
“You are welcome to your salubrious morning walk. You won’t find me here from the morning.”
Dada’s walk continued as before: from the verandah to the sitting room, from the sitting room to the verandah.
Dadi was a food buff. It was this common passion that must have been a strong bond between her and dada—
if there had been one at all. She continued to demand steaming hot, spicy, rich foods. When she lost all her teeth
she simply crushed the food into a powder and then dispatched it. We had learnt some nutrition-related facts and
asked for boiled porridge, at which dadi scolded Mai,
“Feeding them raw porridge; as if by frying it a little you’ll go bankrupt.”
Mai replied softly that it wasn’t raw and the children did not want it fried. But could anything keep dadi quiet?
“Huh, the children want; a great excuse for laziness.” We were quite old at that point.
“Dadi, this is eaten all over the west without being fried.” Dadi spat fire.
“That’s what you all are being made into—Englishmen. The more tight-fistedness in this house, the whiter
your skin will become.” Subodh spoke up.
“Why are you always after Mai, always insulting her. Tell us whatever you have to say. We had asked Mai for
the porridge.” Dadi’s eyes popped out.
“See, see, this is the way of Englishmen, not to show any respect for anyone.” Subodh exploded,
“All of you show a lot of respect for Mai, don’t you?”
“Wonderful,” said dadi swaying, “I suppose I have to wash her feet and drink the water?” Mai, worried, tried
to hush us up.
“Quiet, shhh … shhh … that’s enough … now be quiet.”
“That’s what you always teach,” Subodh attacked her now, “that we should be quiet and accept everything.”
He was getting into the habit of losing his temper.
We did not want to be quiet like Mai. Head down, eyes on the ground, listening to others, doing as others
wanted.
Although this was the only thing about Mai that even dadi appreciated. Mai had at least this virtue for which
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she was forgiven all her other shortcomings—that the whole day passed and daughter-in-law’s voice was not
heard even once, that even when she went to the club her head was covered with her sari. Dadi was told,
“Mataji, it is because of your good deeds that you got a humble, simple, sweet daughter-in-law like her who
never raises her eyes.” Dadi would teach me,
“Child, this is the real parda.” So powerful was dadi’s will that Mai was in parda all day long.
Then it would be evening and long shadows fell on the trees and we came in from playing to find Mai waiting
for us with glasses of fresh tomato juice. Helping us to wash our hands and feet, rubbing rosewater and glycerine
on them, feeding others and us, she would finally come into our room with us.
Our room, hers and ours.
Mai did not live in babu’s room though she went there at night. We knew this because we didn’t like it. We
were afraid for her and we would call out, call her to come back. Then in our room Mai would slowly remove her
“real parda.” How the three of us would laugh in that room! It was as if we were three children of the same age.
Mai spent much of her time checking our homework, although babu told someone in the club with a laugh once
that they shouldn’t ask her about our homework, they should ask some educated person. When we accosted Mai
with that she told us she was an F.A. (First Arts) pass. In our room we were not shy about anything. We giggled all
the time.
Then Mai would tell us stories and jokes in bed. Sahab said to the gardener,
“Why don’t you water the plants?” The gardener said,
“Sahab, it is raining.” The sahab scolded him,
“Use an umbrella.” When the driver stopped the car the sahab asked,
“What happened?” The driver told him,
“Sahab, there is a pit ahead of us.” The sahab ordered,
“Blow the horn.”
All the sahabs in Mai’s stories were fools. And in her longer stories, the poor people who were considered
fools turned out victorious.
Helplessness was a victory in itself. We had concluded that, but did not think about it.
3
Not that we did not give it a thought then, but we learnt to think about our thoughts only later. That is why,
earlier, mutually contradictory thoughts co-existed quite harmoniously and happily within us. They did not ask
tense questions of each other, or seek their truth in one another. We simply observed that if babu so much as
raised his eyes, Mai withdrew like a lamb behind the door and we came forward to save the “poor” thing. In the
very next moment she would receive the challenge of someone’s eyes raised at us in such a way that babu or
dada, whoever it was, would retreat and we would unhesitatingly hide ourselves behind her.
When we began to think of our thoughts, then questions came at us from all sides. Who was the “poor” thing?
Who saved whom …? Every answer bred a new scorpion-like attack. Such stinging attacks that there was neither
an antidote for the poison, nor a quick end, only a lasting pain and a confused, dizzy head. M ai … mai … mai …?
…? …? …?
Dadi used to say that Mai had only one virtue—her parda. That was the parda that made us cry. Whatever may
happen and come to pass, parda was inexcusable. Indefensible. And dadi accepted as much, in a bitter voice
“Why, parda today is the name only of that thing which is hung on doors and windows.”
But the surprise lies in something else. That when we saw a parda on a door or window we knew well that
behind it lay a fully arranged room. A home, where everything was in place according to someone’s wishes. We
may have even idly wondered at a curtain seen in a new place—what is behind this? Never did we think that there
was only that parda in a silence, with nothing before it and behind it. Never did we believe that it flapped in a
void.
But looking at Mai’s parda we forgot there was something behind it as well. The parda that was the seal of
Mai’s modesty and forbearance. Mai, the shadow incarnate who listened to everyone, served everyone. Listened
even to dadi, who talked as if looks, manners, skill, intellect, even a mother’s love, had become extinct with her
generation and not evolved any further.
Dadi could not be bullied by anyone. The one from whom she may have taken it had broken away from her.
Fair, with brown eyes, she gloried in her looks till the end. She would point to Mai and say:
“She is young, and look at her! By the time she is my age, she will have no looks at all! I am fairer than her
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even today!” She waved her arms in the air to demonstrate.
“Because of her Sunaina is so dark. Now, my darling son has taken after me. He used to look like an
Englishman.”
The funny thing was that she never called Subodh dark, and when as a child I complained at this, she giggled
in a masterly way with her hollow mouth:
“Hee hee … He goes out in the sun, naturally his colour is already gone. Anyway he is a boy after all. A laddu
made of ghee may be crooked, but remains a laddu, hee hee …” She would take my hands in hers and say:
“Now, see, the way your veins stick out at this age? Why, my hands were so soft and silky that if anyone
touched them they would want to keep touching them.”
Then she would narrate how in her youth some English friend of dada’s told him that his missis had such
beautiful hands and feet, he (the Englishman) was going to shake hands with her one day, whether dada liked it or
not. When dadi’s first son was born—dadi gave birth to eleven children but only babu and one sister survived—
the Englishman gave his congratulations and quickly picked up her creamy hands and held them in his own for a
few moments.
It was true, that dadi’s movements, even in her old age, had a certain attitude. When she stood still and talked
her waist would be bent jauntily to one side, both hands joined behind her head with grace, shoulders swaying,
head at an angle, and a dagger of a glance sent forth!
However, dadi had always been old. When she spoke of her youth, she possibly spoke about another life. Yes,
when she walked straight she was less old, and when she began to limp, she was older.
She had been sitting down one time, stood up, and fell down flat. Her foot had been asleep and she had not
realized it. Her fall broke the bones of her hip joint into pieces. Her bones had become crisp like dry tinder in old
age.
Dadi screamed and wept, so that even dada pushed all his hatred of doctors aside and sent babu running
between home and hospital like a whirlwind in a closed room—this way, that way, that way, this way.
The affair became bigger and reached Lucknow. Babu and the compounder together lifted dadi, put her in
someone’s car for the station, and whisked her straight through on a train onto the operation table of the most
magnificent hospital in Lucknow.
We were also there. Our first time in a city, first time on a train. It was the height of summer and dadi angrily
hid every limb behind her sheets, every part of her body, as if there was a diamond here and a pearl there and they
might roll away. An England-returned doctor threw away the shattered bone and replaced it with an imported, top
quality joint. Then dadi started walking, with a limp.
Most of the time she sat on the verandah resting against her blue bolster pillow. On winter evenings huge
canvas curtains would be pulled down and on summer afternoons chik bamboo curtains and she would sleep. Her
body properly covered. We all congregated there, whiling our time away. All except dada, whom dadi would
never meet.
Mai would also come—but not to while away her time. She’d come to ask something, to do something, take
the keys, press her legs, or oil her hair. She respected every order of dadi’s.
Dadi loved to eat, and in matters of food was neither traditional nor orthodox. She would get Mai to make
kachauris—
“This way … do that … fill them like this …” Early in the morning she had Hardeyi tell Bhondu—
“Get fresh jalebis and samosas.”
We would be given some too. And in the evening Bhondu would be sent running for chat.
The other things that were introduced thanks to us were equally beloved of dadi. For instance, she would dunk
her bread into condensed milk to soften it, and gobble it up.
We had replaced one cuisine with another. We wanted one thing only, for instance, stew, and that would. be a
full meal for us. But she kept up with one cuisine and merely added another to it. The first was for nourishment
and satisfaction of hunger, the second for the greater pleasures of the tongue. Diversity is the charm of life! We
who had started off to make Mai’s work lighter ended up increasing it. Mai would be making something or the
other all the time. And thanks to dadi, the things that needed ghee—like halwa—got tons of it, and the things that
did not need ghee at all—like chana and lai—were also roasted in ghee.
Whether her stomach accepted it or not, dadi observed no restraints in matters of diet. The doctor warned her a
thousand times, but dadi remained true to herself. Yes, she would do as much as to serve herself a touch of
vegetables and a tiny piece of roti before others, saying:
“Here, now don’t tell me I don’t listen to the doctor. Let’s see if this saves my life.” Mai would pick up a bowl
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to serve seconds—“Some more?”—and dadi’s hollow mouth would tremble in self-pity
“Some more what? Everything is forbidden. Now I must just lie around without food. Like a ripe mango that
can fall any time, who knows when?”
And then quietly, with her limp, she would find her way to the kitchen, to lick some cream with sugar, or
powder some nuts to swallow them. Most of all, even when dadi would be sitting eating away, if she got in the
mood to weep over her fate, she would start:
“Now, I have hardly even tasted anything, but this doctor is after me, don’t eat this, don’t eat that, eat less. So I
am eating less, and what miracle do we see?”
Anyway, we stopped making our separate demands and gradually became the proponents of a less showy but
healthier diet. Dadi never liked or understood this. She would say constantly that this was nothing but Mai’s
laziness. She never tired of elaborating on how she herself had given incomparable service to her mother-in-law.
Toothless, her mother-in-law had once said,
“Oh, bahu, I know it’s out of the question, but in the rains doesn’t one go mad for corn!” And dadi had replied,
“You will have corn, mother, you will.”
She had gone and picked a soft ear from the field, roasted it mildly, took out the pieces, mashed them lovingly,
mixed in some spices, and fed it to her mother-in-law with her own hands. Her mother-in-law was touched to the
core.
“Bahu, you did feed me corn after all.”
“If I make up my mind to do something, I can do it,” was her refrain. “I can even learn English.”
But she rarely made up her mind to do anything. Even if Mai had a headache it was Mai who did all the work.
Later I began to do some, and Subodh to try some.
But dadi? She remained her beautiful, eloquent, gourmet self.
Mai did all the work and dadi made all the comments. Not directly critical, but oblique and indirect.
“Is this what is called khir in today’s day and age?” We:
“Ah, Mai, the khir is wonderful!” She:
“All right, all right, you can call it good in a sort of way. The milk is good, the rice is good, even if eaten
separately they would taste good. Yes, in my time we believed in thickening it well. Then the milk and rice would
become one in the khir. But what a waste of time, what a waste of milk, you sweat in front of the fire for hours—
that was the khir my mother-in-law ate.” Subodh said,
“Dadi, that’s why your mother-in-law died early.”
But dadi’s shafts got ever sharper. If babu was around they had a special edge to them.
“This boy grew up licking his fingers after eating rabri. See if you can do that. Or get satisfaction from just
licking your fingers.” Or:
“Well, what a great thing. You kept the squash close to raw and saved yourself a lot of vitamins.”
It was we who had lectured once that too much cooking spoiled the “nutritional value” of the thing. Now Mai
could not say anything, and in any case she would not say anything.
Dadi’s shots were such that no one could say for sure that they were meant to hurt. If the rice stayed moist:
“See here, in our part of the world any shortcoming can be taken care of at one stroke. Here you have boiled
rice as well as khichri.”
Her voice was innocent. Was it cold satire or a thoughtful taking of Mai’s side before anyone else could
criticize her? Once she said:
“Did you boil the suji today, bahu? That’s a great trick! It gets cooked, the milk gets saved, you put a touch of
milk on top and you’re all set. No, I’m serious. The way I used to make it the suji drank up all the milk. Certainly
the taste was different, but if you haven’t tasted that, you’ll like this fine.”
She looked at us as if issuing a challenge: go ahead, say something! But am I criticizing your Mai, or am I
instead admitting that she has taught me something new? She looked at babu lovingly and smiled. Babu was
unable to react and gurgled an artificial laugh.
She was crazy about babu. She narrated thousands of times how her son was more handsome than nawabs and
rajahs. He could have women flat before him like flies and mosquitoes sprayed with Flit.
“… He could have got an angel, that boy, but”—she would give a long sigh—“fate does not always play fair.”
Mai would be right there, busy at something. Silent.
“… Who knows the work of the Lord? Some people get everything they want without trying. They come with
empty hands and start bathing in milk and honey.”
Every month or two dadi would have pain all over her body. In the day she would swallow the powder that
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dada sent in. In the evening she would move Mai aside and make space for babu. Then she would moan and
thrash her limbs about. She would grip babu’s bands and cry. Babu would massage her whole body—head, waist,
legs. Dadi would bless him—may everyone have such a son. She would rest her head against him, wrap herself
around him. She would be in such agony that whenever, later, we saw a woman in labour in a film we always
remembered her. Babu would be pressing her legs, from ankle to knee, and she would be stretched flat out crying
—
“More … harder … oh god … a little higher …”
4
Babu was reputed to be like a mythological Videha or a Janak, happy in all circumstances, content in spite of
any deprivation. Babu never dreamt of conquering Mt Everest, or harboured any ambition of crossing the seas.
Somehow he completed his studies, got a diploma in engineering and on the basis of dada’s contacts, got a job in
one of the industrial complexes in the city. He went to work by scooter every day and came back by scooter.
Having left in the morning, he was expected back any time in the evening. He would rest a bit in his room, sit by
dadi a little, maybe go into dada’s sitting room, and then at any moment leave the house. He would often return
late.
There was a place called the “The Club” behind our house. It existed thanks to the saheb-like aspirations of the
businessmen and bureaucrats of our small town. It had a billiard room, and a card room. Babu went there to play
cards. On festivals and New Year’s day there was a fête at the Club, and then Mai would also go. On foot with us,
through the fields at the back, climbing over the boundary wire. After dada and dadi died, Mai went more often,
but earlier it was only babu who hung around the Club.
What drew babu to dada’s sitting room was not dada’s company, but the music. Not only did dada deliver
monologues rather than converse, babu was himself a poor speaker. Even his voice was hangdog. He gave
instructions to Mai that were inaudible. Mai, of course, attended to all of them. Babu would even tell Mai what he
had to tell us, and do so in the same tired, worn-out voice.
However, later we understood that, just like clubs, dictatorship also comes in many shapes. One had a grand
bearing and seemed fiercely cruel; another acted innocent, and seemed simple and weak.
The truth is that whatever babu ever said to Mai he said softly, in a few words. If there was a feast or a
celebration he took her out. And after dada and dadi when there came the era of his involvement in affairs of the
home, he bought every gadget for her. He was never asked. He did it himself, with pleasure. Gas, cooker, heater,
geyser, even a washing machine. A fridge had already come during dada’s time because somehow dada had let it.
Babu kept bringing more things. When he went out of town he brought a sari and sweater for Mai, clothes and
toys for us.
But throughout there was a feeling of “so what?” Maybe it was the keeping silent at dadi’s antics, or even
smiling with her at her nasty digs. Or regularly turning his eyes away to get lost in himself. We were never quite
sure when he was at home and when not. Everyone else’s life was bound by rules or even a sort of imprisonment,
only he was like a pigeon among them all, hopping in all directions, feeble like a pigeon, free like a pigeon. With
no problem of ever having to answer to anyone.
*
Babu was a firm devotée. He did his puja daily. Mai cleaned up the puja room early in the morning—including
making the lamp, the wick, a Shiva linga out of wet clay—and got the flowers ready. Babu arrived, sat crosslegged, naked except for a dhoti, lit the lamp and incense, offered individual flowers at each deity’s feet, sprinkled
Ganga water with a mango leaf on each icon and picture, put the vermilion, murmured a prayer, rotated the light,
and then left asking us to take the leavings from inside. We would run to get the consecrated sweet, then put it to
our forehead.
In the winter babu’s bath water was kept in the sun in the courtyard. He bathed there at the hand pump, his
sacred thread shivering, singing between chattering teeth at each helping of water:
Wash your head, you meet the Lord
Wash your ears, you find God
Wash your neck, you get Krishna
Wash your chest, you reach Kashi
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In short, God lived everywhere, from head to foot. There were pujas at festivals too. There were katha
narrations occasionally in the house. Fasts were frequent, almost all kept by Mai. But babu kept the navratri fast
and when it was over he heard its katha and did puja and ate prasad.
Babu was also hung up on saints, mystics, and astrologers. He was so superstitious that if he was leaving for
office and Subodh asked, “Babu, where are you going? Be sure to get my book today,” he stopped at the gate.
“Damn you, you stopped me.”
He turned his scooter back, asked for a glass of water, and then set out again. In the same way, if a cat crossed
his path he would turn his scooter around and take a longer route to work, or spit “ thu-thu-thu-thu” on the catcrossed road. If he happened to sneeze, he would stop whatever he was doing for a while. Something like this
would go on all the time.
Later babu became the disciple of Turiyatit Baba and left pan, tobacco, alcohol, tea, eggs, onions, garlic,
vinegar, and so on. On his way back from Baba’s ashram, at night, his rickshaw would crunch on the gravel in the
driveway. The ricksha-walla would start complaining:
“Saheb, it’s late at night. Even during the day it’s five rupees from the station.” But babu could never stop
bargaining for an anna or two or abusing ricksha-wallas and such.
“Go off, you crook, whom do you think you can cheat? It’s only two rupees during the day. Is this my first
time? There is a police post nearby, do you want me to send you there, you dishonest fool? Even the three rupees
is more than the rule, take it if you like, or just go.”
Babu would enter the house grumbling. Enter and sit down near dadi. His eyes would be filled with humble
devotion, his head with Baba’s charismatic personality.
“Baba is no ordinary person. He is god himself, ammaji. The first day I saw him only from afar, the second day
he turned and looked directly at me. I was struck by a “current.” The third day he passed by me, so I bent down
and had hardly touched his feet when—flash! Like electricity, ammaji, he has such power, such charisma.”
Turiyatit Baba had many devotees. There were hundreds of stories about his powers, how the disabled started
walking, the dead came alive, and so on. People would hang his picture in their puja room. Babu too hung up his
pictures, big and small, on his scooter, his bedroom, his puja room, his office. He would hand around packets of
the holy ashes from Baba’s ashram.
There were stories that the ashes appeared magically every day under the pillow of one great devotée. In
another’s home they appeared in the shape of an Om on the fresh yogurt. Then it happened that in our home too a
black dust was found scattered right near his hand in Baba’s picture. Babu was delighted. When Subodh opened
the frame and announced, “It’s mold,” only Mai smiled quietly.
Babu had a good knowledge of the Hindu scriptures and now and then narrated some part of one of them to
dadi. Dadi herself regularly recited an odd verse of Tulsidas or sang a composition by Sur or Rahim. Nor did she
tire of complaining that Mai was never to be found reading or reciting anything good, and that children
unfortunately turn out like their mother.
It was babu’s belief that the Hindu dharma was the source of wisdom of the whole universe and of all its
philosophy and beliefs. Before the language of the English had come into being there was already in the
Ramcharitmanas, “Near avan” or “Come here.” First there was our goddess Girija, then came the girijaghar or
church. The Bible says Om all the time, such as where God says “I om that I om” which because of
mispronunciation came to be “I am that I am.” Babu also told us that Turiyatit Baba himself was mentioned in the
Bible, that Baba was himself Jesus, and the proof of this was that when Jesus said, “I shall come again,” the sheep
said “Ba-ba.”
*
But if in religious matters babu considered the English lowly, in matters of civility he wanted to imitate them.
After dada and dadi’s death it was he who brought into the house a dining table and chairs, napkins, knives and
forks. It was he who was proud of Subodh’s English. For me he wanted that, yes, I should stay within the bounds
of modesty, but in jeans or a dress.
Similarly babu loved our own music, but he was not averse to western bands and instruments. He may not
have played them himself, but he had no objection to Subodh playing them. On his return from the hostel Subodh
taught me the twist—babu watched appreciatively and even bent his knees and swayed slightly himself. But if by
chance we played Hindi folk music or film songs on the radio, then without saying a word, he would just turn it
off as if we were not there. We would also keep quiet. We always turned on the radio after carefully looking
around, and turned it off on recognizing babu’s footsteps.
He only gave up this habit when I too left for the hostel. The trouble was that by then my appetite for film
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music was more or less satiated.
It was never easy to argue with babu. What was the point of a one-sided argument, as he hardly spoke? He
stayed comfortably within himself. He came to dadi, rubbed the soles of her feet with oil if they were in pain, sat
with his head bent by dada’s side, maybe said little affectionate things to us which we couldn’t particularly
remember, and handed Mai bundles of things for us. Thanks to him Mai left her coal stove and began to make
rotis on a gas stove, the taste of which displeased our ungrateful family for ages. Just like we couldn’t get the
proper taste of lentils-cooked-in-a-brass-pot when they came to be done in a pressure cooker. But Mai did get a
respite, and got it thanks to babu.
Only Mai, however. Nothing like that happened to Hardeyi. Even after the arrival of the washing machine,
Hardeyi beat up and washed half the pile of clothes. Mai herself asked for a high sink in the kitchen so that
Hardeyi could wash the dishes more easily, but babu did not remember. Hardeyi always sat on the ground on a
wooden board, scrubbing the pots and pans from a stream of water falling from a high tap to which she had
attached a piece of cloth.
Thus passed Mai’s time with babu. His fussiness—special food, preparations for bathing and puja—was
carefully nurtured by Mai. Babu would come in from somewhere, walk onto the carpet in his room, unbutton his
outside pants and shirt, and step out of them so cleanly that his shape still remained in the clothes. Mai would
come, pick up the clothes, empty them of his form and either hang them up for the next day or remove them for
washing.
It was not possible to quarrel with babu. We wanted Mai to fight with him, but no matter how much we
encouraged her, she never did. Nor did Mai mention that other woman. Nor did we dare ask her. We only knew
from a night-time whispering that babu had taken this woman to Lucknow. Later Subodh parked the scooter in
front of her house in the dark:
“That’s her.”
And I still could not believe it, even after I recognized babu’s sweater, hand knitted by Mai, inside the house.
Maybe I did not want to believe it. But it could be something else too. I believed a bad woman was one whose
body bulged like an overripe mango, whose tight sari made her thighs slobber as she walked and on whose back,
under her high blouse, tyres of obscene flesh oozed sexuality.
Like the head-mistress who visited dada.
5
Dada’s princely habits were the pride of our house. Dada had, in fact, been a landlord. He had given up his
property in the fervour of Gandhi’s non-co-operation movement. He wrote it off in babu’s name. Then passed the
age of eighty on the pension of a freedom fighter.
He loved music, loved hospitality, loved poetry, loved riding—there was no princely passion he did not have.
Tall and big built, with a voice as resounding as the sky, and moustaches that you could swing on. His dress was a
dhoti with an embroidered border, topped with a starched homespun kurta, and a severely folded embroidered
shawl on his shoulder. In the winter he wore khadi silk.
Dada was famous in the whole town. His death was covered in the papers:
“Freedom fighter passes away, leaves behind an only son and rest of the family.”
I wondered, why the only daughter, our bua, was swallowed up in the “rest of the family”. Anyway, he died
old. Before that he was a grand, fearless old man whose stature permitted him to tell off even the English. He had
a few English friends with whom he went for shikar or riding, but he was never bettered by them.
But these things were from a time with which we kept no contact. By the time we began to notice things, dada
was having his get-togethers in his sitting room. With its old carved couch and armchairs, carpets, spittoons, the
seat on which dada sat, and huge bolster pillow. On the wall hung two pictures of dada himself, in ivory frames.
In one he stood straight and stiff in his coat tails with a pipe in his hand and an Alsatian by his side. In the other he
sat, but so stiffly that it seemed there were three parts of him glued together—one from his feet to his knees, one
from knees to waist, and the third from waist to his head. His palms were kept straight, symmetrically on the right
and left thighs as if they were plates on a table.
Apart from this his sitting room had all the paraphernalia of his music. And his hangers-on.
Dada had no friends, he had hangers-on. That is why it was only his booming voice that could ever be heard.
In return for their silent, appreciative presence, his courtiers were given, again and again, drinks, snacks, and tea.
This was the programme for the whole day. Dada would shout his order, Bhondu would reach Hardeyi from
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the back door of the courtyard, Mai would quickly set out the ordered dishes on a tray in Hardeyi’s hands, and it
would travel back. Sometimes this chain would continue till midnight, especially the drinks and tea.
Dada himself did not drink tea. Only an elixir made from boiling seven basil leaves in milk, morning and
night. He was then safe from mosquito bites, and he had no fear of malaria or filaria.\fn{ Threadlike parasitic nematode
worms transmitted by biting flies and mosquitoes, causing filariasis and related diseases:W } He drank various juices the rest of the
day—of lemon, berry, and watermelon.
It would seem that dada had no knowledge of or interest in what was happening in the house. But in fact he
was the know-all and he could take an interest at any time, even hearing things that had never been spoken. There
was no question of his desires being thwarted or anything being done against his wishes. If he called ants
elephants, that was fine. If he called kicks love, so be it. If he gave an order the whole house stood at attention.
Maybe he was lost in a thought, and said by mistake
“I’ll eat rice and spicy peppered peas today.”
And Mai would push aside her whole cooked meal and begin again. We did not even have a fridge then. Dada
made his dislike of most of these foreign gadgets clear.
Secondly, he disliked women. He did not want any females to be seen in the front part of the house. I
remember there were berry bushes along the gravel path from the gate to the house. We were always picking on
those purple, sometimes raw green, seeds. There would be the sound of the gate opening. Without bothering to
check who had come, dada would say,
“Go inside Sunaina, ask them to send some refreshments.”
At that moment I could see the woman in myself. Dadi, Mai, Hardeyi, no woman went out in front of him. We
could only wonder, has dada ever seen a woman or not?
But that headmistress arrived and someone chased me inside. Dadi was resting, Mai was massaging her and
dadi kept muttering about the falsity and lowness of womankind. Then she began to abuse Mai:
“Gave me a bad coin, that’s what they did. My poor son …”
Mai did not say a word, just went away, and returned in a while with a bottle of oil and began to oil dadi’s hair.
They had jointly made up some excuse so that we could not leave the courtyard. But even without knowing
much, the little we understood made us find a chance to reach the roof. From up there we had seen the oily, shiny,
buffalo-like woman, a beaded purse swinging in her hand, the obscene flesh on her chest shaking. She walked
ahead and behind her was a young man, perhaps her son.
We did not understand anything and then came the age when we understood even what did not exist. And after
that came the age when it seemed sheer melodrama to “understand” everything. All these phases of understanding
got so entangled that now it is impossible to find one balanced viewpoint to fix on. Is it not melodramatic to
“understand”? Is it real to not understand? This is so difficult. Only now and then, just like that, the vision of that
boy with his face down, walking behind that woman, flashes by.
Was there a shade of some familiar face on his face? Some floating shadow from our home that had fallen on
his? Part of a nose, or lip, or something else, from one of us?
Can it ever happen like that? Can someone perish after having been nameless, unknown, and no one aware that
a written word existed and is now totally erased? If you bury a tale forever, will it not trip up someone sometime
and make itself heard? If someone starts digging there by chance, will it not blurt out its story?
This is so frightening. To put someone beyond death, and make him nameless, invisible. To empty someone
into non-existence.
When does one ever put up a curtain in an empty poem? On our part we did something too to contribute to so
many stories remaining untold, being buried unceremoniously. As if they had never existed.
We had scolded Mai that she let dadi say all that she did. Mai told me that dadi’s bald spot was not from old
age. Dadi used to hide in the storeroom when dada was drunk and he would pull her out by the hair. Mai said that
dadi’s and her jati was the same and she could not turn away from her own kind. And I experience a strange
weakness in finding the reflection of both these women in myself. I cannot blame them whose face and body can
clearly be glimpsed in my own.
The headmistress had met dada in his sitting room. There was a time when she would come. There was a time
when she never came again.
The life of the house continued according to its rules. Dada, his eyes closed, waving his hands with pleasure,
kept enjoying his music. But none of the rest of us was free to sing or to dance. He was in his bath one day and
Mai passed by humming something. He immediately came out and opened the door from his sitting room to the
courtyard. Mai quickly covered her head and stood to one side—
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“Who was singing? Was someone singing?”
That was all and he disappeared without waiting for an answer. I can swear that Mai never ever hummed again.
The dilemma was that we were both ready to learn music and dance. Subodh began to go to guitar classes in
his school. There was nothing like that in my school. Apart from regular classes there was one subject, Home
Science—cooking, sewing, knitting—in which I was not interested. I got after Mai and she spoke to Nagji Appa’s
sister in the club and arranged for her daughter’s teacher, Ustad Nanhe Khan, to come to our house to teach me
dance. He would have to climb over the barbed wire at the back and come in through the courtyard. After
everything had been arranged, Nanhe Khan messed it all up. He did not understand the subtlety of the
arrangements. After leaving the courtyard he decided that it would be easier to exit by the front gate and take a
rickshaw in the bazaar. Dada caught him, gave him a talking to, discharged him.. .
Mai’s finalized, arranged plans were left unexecuted. Dada’s one bark sent the artiste far from our house
forever.
Then dada had the barbed wires at the back tightened up. He recited something to me in Sanskrit, the meaning
of which was that women who sang or wore bells on their feet were bad women, and one whose teeth were a little
protruding was a wise woman.
But dada was in favour of my learning English. It was dada who sent Subodh to a boarding school with some
actual English teachers to turn him into an “English” officer. The first time Subodh came home he had forgotten
Hindi somewhat. When we were served okra at lunch, he could not remember that it was called bhindi.
“Give me that … that … that …” he pointed, dumb. Mai laughed.
Dada sent me too to the mission school in town which, in our nice, hot country, was misnamed “Sunny Side
Convent.” Dada wanted that I should learn English.
But not speak it. Or Hindi either. That is, not speak at all. Even when dadi broke her leg, dada did not come to
see her. He would call us to get the news and ask babu about everything. It was we who told him that dadi was all
right after her operation, had been unconscious but was now awake. Now and then dada’s lip could be seen
trembling behind his moustache.
We were afraid of dada in our childhood. Even later we would try to avoid him. When Subodh came back from
the hostel, he had long, puffed-up hair like a hero. He must have been fourteen or fifteen. Dada frowned,
“What is this?” His barber was summoned.
“He looks just like a Christian.”
Subodh was strapped to a chair outside verandah, covered with a sheet and his head started on. Subodh’s face
was red with anger and tears, tense with embarrassment.
I went and told Mai. Without saying anything, she washed her hands of flour, wiped them on her sari, covered
her head, and advancing to the curtain, called out,
“Subodh, come here.”
Dada was in his sitting room. Mai came in, said clearly,
“That’s enough. Yes, that’s enough. Stop. Go inside.” And pulling aside Subodh’s sheet, took him inside.
The haircut was already done, but dada had given orders for a total shave and Subodh was rescued just in time.
…
118.157 One And A Half\fn{by Mukul Kesavan (1957- )} Delhi, National Capital Territory, India (M) 6
He dreamt of lepers for years afterwards, but the first time was after the Gupta wedding. The usual things:
rotting fingers and flattened noses, humanoids with bandaged hands and feet marooned on the traffic islands of an
alien planet. Then him in jail with them, shaking the bars and shouting for water while the lepers watched silently;
he was their representative, their shaker-of-bars because they couldn’t—they didn’t have the knuckles to go
round. He came awake scared, and every dread, every undone thing, every foreboding, past, present or imagined,
stampeded through his mind. Some of these fears were obsolete, like being caned by Martin in the fourth period
because he hadn’t parsed twenty sentences for English homework, but his mind, still pickling in the sour juices of
the leper dream, wasn’t up to sorting panic out by date.
Through the barred window, sunlight was being hosed into his bedroom by a pre-monsoon sun-flat, malignant
brilliance that washed out the colors inside, that leached, even as it lit up, the scarlet and brown from the batik
bedcover lying anyhow on the floor. He lay still and didn’t allow his mind to graze on the previous night’s
embarrassment, but the fungus on the webbing of his left foot wouldn’t stop itching and the sun just carried on.
He would have to see about curtains; winter was still five months away and he no longer felt he could hold out till
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then. He disliked Delhi. It made him wish he was married.
It was a red-letter day. He had an office calendar where Government holidays were marked in red. It was a
Second Saturday morning, the best day in the month, a day not just written in red, but spelt like a proper noun
inside his head. He had a special routine for this monthly holiday: he got up at the usual weekday time and
brushed his teeth and bathed, and then, after Brylcreeming and combing his hair, he surprised himself by not
shaving. He changed the blade in his old Gillette and put it away unused. Stepping into his white cotton trousers
he noted again that the orange rust mark, near the metal clip that fastened the waist band, grew bigger with every
dhobi wash. He was nearly forty, so perhaps this was a sign. At ten o’clock exactly, he left the house and began
walking down Rowse Avenue towards Minto Bridge.
He carried the Statesman with him, rolled up and rubber-banded. He would read it over coffee in either the
United Coffee House or Bankura, depending on where his mood took him. Halfway up the Minto Road slope he
decided on Bankura because he wanted bustle, and he liked the sight of tourists struggling out of the Cottage
Industries Emporium next door, weighed down by noisy brown paper parcels. Before walking diagonally across
the three concentric circles of Connaught Circus, he stopped as he always did at the little rank of shoe-shine boys
opposite Empire Stores to have his Peshawari sandals polished. Only today there was just one person there and he
wasn’t a boy, he was a man. Standing with one foot on the shoe-shine box Hiren felt like Hillary striking an
attitude on Everest. The man polishing his sandals wasn’t old; he was probably the same age as him, likely
younger, but he looked worn out. The skin on the back of his hands and forearms, as he worked the long flat brush
around the sandals, was shiny and cracked. He was wearing a sleeveless vest so Hiren could see that he had no
biceps at all—his upper arm was just bone and skin and stringy muscle. He wasn’t wizened, or shrunk—just
eroded. In Iowa he hadn’t been able to tell the poor from the rest because the poor weren’t smaller there. Also,
they weren’t poor. They wore the same clothes as everyone else or nearly because a new pair of jeans with seven
pockets cost a dollar. The shoe-shine man tapped the side of the box with his brush and Hiren changed feet.
Here the poor were a different species with shorter life-spans, faster clocks. They live dog years, thought
Hiren. Not seven years to the human one, but at least two. The man had finished applying polish and cream and
was buffing the leather with a strip of cloth, his hands moving so fast that they blurred. Perhaps it was Hiren’s
eyes that were slow. Maybe for the shoe-shine man it was the lives of ordinary, well-fed, un-poor people that were
sluggishly lived, in baffling slow-motion.
He gave him eight annas when the job was done: four annas for the cream polish and four more for using him
as an aid to thought. He decided to take the long way round to Janpath because he wanted to walk in the shade of
the circular colonnade. Most of the shops were still shut or half-open; the lepers, the legless, the armless, the
elephantiasis victims, the able-bodied unemployed, the un-maimed sick, the ordinarily destitute, the people who
moved in when the shoppers left, were still there, rimming the corridor as it curved, gathering the strength to
move to daylight stations. But even as he sorted the poor into the improvised categories of a walk-by census, he
couldn’t help wondering about the shoe-shine’s teeth: they were white and regular, and they made him harder to
classify.
As he passed Volga, the door of the restaurant opened and exhaled the magical smell of vanilla ice-cream, airconditioning and cigarette smoke. The restaurants in Connaught Place’s inner circle opened before most of the
shops. Grindlays Bank had started doing business, and so had the two Chinese shoe makers adjacent to it. Cheap
Jainy’s was open too. Walking past the United Coffee House he paused, because the day was suddenly still,
overcast and very sticky—the UCH was air-conditioned, while Bankura made do with large pedestal fans that
sometimes blew the food off customers’ plates. He was wondering whether to change his mind when there was a
quick roll of muffled explosions, like a distant cannonade, and it began raining. In five minutes the sky was a
dark, worsted gray and it was raining so hard that the cars circling the central round-about had become dim shapes
gliding silently by because the roar of the raindrops drowned out traffic sounds. He smiled in a reflex of
childhood. Rain took him back. It was the only way he knew to relive Sylhet and it was the one season in the year
when Delhi felt like home.
Someone was tapping his knee. He looked down and saw that a trolley-man had pulled up next to him. Like
most trolley-men he didn’t have legs, only this one barely had stumps. He had been severed so far up that he was
nearly all torso. He was wearing nothing except for a loincloth and an amulet round his neck. He held out an
enamel mug with a tin cut-out of Shani inside it.
“Shani Maharaj,” he said.
Hiren shook his head vigorously and stepped back. A woman screamed—he had stepped on her foot. He
apologized irritably, his pleasure in the rain gone. The passage was full of people sheltering from the downpour
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and the romantic smell of wet earth had been replaced by the odor of hot, damp bodies packed together. He closed
his eyes and listened to the steady rhubarb drone from which the odd lucid phrase broke free, like “due last week
of June” and, more often, “pre-monsoon shower.” Then he opened them. Everyone was still looking out, watching
the first rains of the season with the intelligent alertness that they would normally have given to a road accident.
The decision about where to eat had been taken for him: this morning’s Statesman was destined to be read in the
United Coffee House.
Wary of potential embarrassment, Hiren took out his wallet to make sure he had enough money because this
place was more expensive than Bankura. Counting his eight-anna coins he had twenty-seven rupees, so he was all
right for coffee and sandwiches. The trolley-man, mistaking his reason for taking out the wallet, pushed with his
hands and came sliding up. Embarrassed, Hiren shook his head again, this time so hard that he felt his jowls swing
and then quickly pushed the swing door open and walked into the United Coffee House.
Why couldn’t he just beg? Those missing legs were reason enough, why bring the god thing in? He always
gave, on the simple calculation that no matter how shallow or escapist or bourgeois-guilt-ridden his motives were,
the money meant more to them than it did to him—also he didn’t have children and curtains and related expenses
so there was always enough to give and he resented it when he couldn’t. Couldn’t—not wouldn’t, because once
Shani and company were dragged in, some Pavlovian reflex froze his hand. When he was younger and more
recenntly returned from his American university, saying no to god-infected beggars had been easier. It had been a
refusal of unreason. Now every time he shook his head, he felt cruel and dogmatic because a godling’s name
didn’t change that halved beggar’s need for his change, or even his rupee notes (in small denominations).
He was talking to himself when the waiter turned up with the menu. Without looking at it, he ordered chicken
sandwiches and coffee and went back to shaking his head and arguing. Now he said no out of loyalty to a
phantom, to that younger version of himself which had been superseded by a later, wiser model, but still lurked
somewhere, convinced that saying no was just one part of a large, rational project to repair Indian lives. Hiren
didn’t know if he believed that any more but he didn’t feel he could formally stop believing it either. He was too
young … not even forty. Maybe he’d keep saying no for the next nine months till his fortieth birthday and then—
if it was a Saturday—he could start handing out change to Shani-powered beggars.
He smelt talcum powder and looked up from his paper: it was the girl from last night, who had helped him
right the Vice-President. She wasn’t in a sari and she looked younger and less pretty in the tight yellow-green
kameez she had on, but the intricate henna work on her palms helped him place her. Also she was in the company
of the bull-necked man with the shaving shadow who had been keen to breathe life into the Vice-President.
“Hello Uncle,” she said, smiling, as her hands came together in a namaste. “Can we join you?”
Hiren glanced at the other tables and saw they were all taken; the place had filled up in less than half an hour.
He nodded, unamused by the uncle. He was just thirty-nine with no gray hair. They sat down and ordered cold
coffees with ice-cream.
“Were you from the boy’s side yesterday?” she asked, looking curious in a friendly sort of way.
Hiren noticed her escort hunch forward alertly. He answered with a very small non-committal nod, that could
have been mistaken for a yes.
“Babli Mausi asked me to take Ratan Bhaiya shopping because there aren’t any proper shops in Kohima where
he is posted. He wants to buy suede shoes but Bata hasn’t opened yet. What do you do, uncle?”
Hiren looked at her hard and though her expression was the same, he knew there was more than just curiosity
behind that abrupt, apropos-of-nothing question.
“I’m a scientist,” he said briefly, and looked down at the paper, because it wasn’t true. It was true in a generic
sense; he had trained as one and was employed as one; formally in fact, he was a Scientist with a capital S
because that was his official designation in the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. Scientist.
“A scientist!” she exclaimed. “Do you know Ratan Bhaiya thought you were a Chinese spy?” She peeped
sideways at her companion with demure malice who looked surly but unembarrassed by this indiscretion. “But I
thought you were the Japanese Ambassador because you were sitting on the red VIP sofa next to the VicePresident.”
Hiren didn’t know how to respond so he took a huge bite from his sandwich and then sucked up some coffee to
soften the breaded mass inside his mouth. How could she say all this? It wasn’t as simple as her being young—
she looked nineteen—and therefore without self-consciousness, because some of this was clearly intended to
make Ratan Bhaiya uncomfortable, including the Bhaiya in Ratan Bhaiya because he’d noticed that the soldier
didn’t like being her honorary brother any more than Hiren liked being uncle. If she was getting at him, she
couldn’t be an innocent.
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“I stopped doing science in Class VIII,” she volunteered. “Actually I gave up three years before that when I
realized I was no good at maths. Mrs. Sundaram, our maths teacher, asked us how long would it take for a bathtub
to fill if water was flowed into it at one rate and flowed out of it’s bung-hole at another. I just kept thinking, why
don’t they plug the hole first? The more they made the sums like stories, the more confused I got. I knew science
was full of maths so when we had to choose between Science and Arts in Class IX, I did Arts. I’m doing history in
college.” She grinned.
“More names than numbers: Tudors, Stuarts, Mauryas, Guptas, Mughals. I mean there are numbers but they’re
fixed.”
The cold coffee arrived and she stopped talking and began spooning the ice-cream floating on top of the tall
glass into her mouth. A fuzzy white moustache overlay the down on her upper lip.
“You don’t have to do anything with them, except remember them like 1526, the coming of the Mughals or
1931, the Civil Disobedience movement—”
“1930,” said Hiren, automatically.\fn{ It began with Bapu’s march to the sea on March 12, 1930, protesting the British
monopoly of salt manufacture}
She paused.
“Did you ever do history?” she asked him.
Hiren averted his eyes, conscious that he had been staring at her mouth.
“No,” he said with unnecessary emphasis, “no, never.” Abruptly he wanted to leave, so he looked at his watch,
excused himself and walked up to the cash desk to pay his bill there.
Pushing through the swing doors he thought of the two half-truths he had told her. He wasn’t a scientist and he
did do history. He did history all the time. Some people kept diaries; his great ambition was to devise a formal
concordance of history and his personal life in three columns. There would be a public chronology on the right
and a private one on the left. In the middle would be the entries that marked the convergence of the two
chronologies, when the two worlds touched. There would be fewer entries in the middle column. Meeting the
Vice-President the night before was a minor convergence but it qualified. Meeting VIP’s was not the only way of
getting in. Acting in a great film like Sahib, Bibi Aur Ghulam, even as an extra, would count, as would winning
the Nobel Prize. When he was writing his doctoral thesis on the cytology\fn{ The branch of biology dealing with the
structure and function of animal and plant cells:W } of corn in Iowa, he used to dream of a bold-face middle-column entry:
a corn hybrid that would do for Indian corn farming what dwarf wheat had done for the Green Revolution in the
Punjab. An entry where his science would make a green revolution in the food crops of the poor. An entry in red
capitals marking the year when his life made history. Once it was all he ever thought of; now it didn’t fill his day
but his daydreams still drifted down that middle column.
He was still in front of the United Coffee House though he had been walking for a while now. He had gone
round the inner circle without noticing. He was wet—it was still raining and each time he left the shelter of the
colonnade to cross the radial roads that cut through the circles of Connaught Circus like spokes, he got wetter. The
poor were still in their places, trapped by the rain. They were trying to beg but no one seemed to be dropping any
money. People were meaner indoors. They gave at crossings, outside temples, by river-banks, on pavements, but
not in covered corridors or verandahs—casual charity was an outdoor sport.
The beggars were the problem, them and the poor generally. It was hard to be properly historical with them
around. If history meant change and change meant more than simply growing older, the beggars needed to
disappear or at least grow scarcer. Here they were always there like trees or hedges, as durable as the landscape,
as uniform as traffic lights, a permanent context for everything. Until that changed there could be no real history
for him or any other Indian, no bold-face entries in the middle column.
Janpath, like the other radial roads, was an ankle-deep river in spate. He stepped off the pavement to cross it
and nearly disappeared. Someone had taken the lid off a manhole to let rainwater drain and the resulting hole in
the ground was perfectly invisible. Luckily the toe of his sandal landed on the rim of the hole and he had enough
purchases to fall forwards: His white trousers, already gray with water, were now brown with churned-up dirt. But
he got up and kept walking.
America was the place for history. Even Ames, which wasn’t New York. It wasn’t even Des Moines which
could claim to be Iowa’s capital. No; even in Ames which was less than a hundred years old when he was a
student there,\fn{It was incorporated in 1864} he had always felt he was riding the crest of world history. It was the
kind of country where history could happen to anyone like it had happened to him when Dwight Eisenhower
shook his hand. It happened in 1952 during the run-up to the presidential elections when Eisenhower spoke at an
election meeting near Ames Station, standing on a platform hung with blue, white and red bunting. There was red1590

white-and-blue flying in the background; he remembered it perfectly because it had also been matriculation day
and he had been taking pictures with his new Argus C-3. In them Eisenhower’s hair was white.
After the meeting was over, Ike shook hands with him. He singled him out; Hiren still didn’t know why—
maybe he was stalking the Chinese vote. Whatever the reason, in his prime, age twenty-six, weight one hundred
and seventy pounds, wearing a matriculation costume with an enveloping cape that made him look like an early
drawing for Superman, Hiren shook hands with the man who would preside over the USA’s post-war pomp.
That’s how close he came to living America’s golden age. He was even offered a post-doctoral job in Boston …
but he didn’t take it because he wanted to go home.
So shaking hands with Eisenhower couldn’t figure in Hiren’s middle-column in the way that meeting the VicePresident did because that date was part of a foreign history to which he didn’t belong. Or maybe he could put it
in as an honorary entry, but in italics to distinguish it from the real ones. The last Eisenhower picture Hiren had,
was taken quickly, at an angle to the frame of the camera. It was a close, top-down shot of the cab of an open-top
limo. It was a lovely picture, full of rush: the men at the edges of the cab had blurred heads. But Ike’s head was in
sharp focus. Eisenhower in his car, surrounded by secret service men, driving away. He took America—and
history—away with him.
That same Matriculation Day Hiren took a picture of his Major professor in his office. The professor was an
alert-looking man in wire glasses and in the picture he was talking to a great-looking graduate student: dark, lean,
Gregory Peck-like, dressed in a boxy suit, not a hair out of place. The colors of the picture glowed—the skin, the
hair, the wood of the desk. It didn’t look like a snapshot: it looked like a publicity still for a Bogart film because
the cubicle they were sitting in had ground-glass partitions and reverse-lettering. Every American slide he had
looked like that, each thing he had taken a picture of had a this-must-be-the-American-Dream quality to it—his
landlady’s backyard with rose trellises, birdbaths, and vaguely classical alabaster garden ornaments, Ames
Campanile rising out of trees and carpet lawn, the world all green and gold because the colors of his slides had
endured.
Once, in a letter home, to his mother, he spoke of the sharpness, cleanness, hardness, smoothness of American
buildings, sidewalks, post boxes, and wrote that it was as if they were immune to time and use, like new things
wrapped in cellophane. He contrasted it with the worn-ness, the clutter, the used-ness, the crumbling edges of
home. Even as he wrote that he realized that this was evasive and defensive. America wasn’t strange and different;
home wasn’t untidy and comfortable:
American was better, India was worse.
That was the truth and all the irony in the world couldn’t change it. Irony was a defensive reflex, just a posher
brand of knowingness. If Americans seemed literal it was because progress happened to them in an obvious way.
For almost everyone he met in his time there, the world was visibly getting better. It was easy for them to believe
in history.
But in India he needed newspapers and the daily reassurance of changing headlines because beyond the potted
world of newsprint, nothing ever changed. And he left his copy of the Statesman in the United Coffee House in
his hurry to quit the restaurant which meant that he would have to go halfway round the inner circle again. He
didn’t really mind because he was wet already and having gone round and round, another half-circuit wouldn’t
kill him. As he approached the restaurant, the door opened and the girl and Ratan Bhaiya emerged. They didn’t
see him because they turned left and began walking away. Hiren went in and recovered his newspaper. By the
time he came out, they were preparing to brave the rain and cross Janpath. Ratan Bhaiya had unfurled a small
bright-blue parasol and was holding it intimately over the girl’s head. Hiren suddenly remembered the manhole
but before he could shout they had stepped off the pavement. The man disappeared with his parasol. The girl
remained in view.
*
Babboo was batting when the ambulance brought Ratan Bhaiya home. Ranga, who bowled very fast with a
javelin thrower’s action, had switched from throwing bouncers to chucking invisibly quick, crotch-high fulltosses. Everyone knew he chuckled, but he was too big to be told, so as soon as Babboo saw the ambulance he
dropped his bat and announced that he had to go home.
“Scared?” sneered Ranga. “For you I’ll bowl underarm, come.”
“It’s not that, yaar,” said Babboo with dignity, unbuckling the pad on his left leg. “Someone’s come home.
He’s dead.”
His sister had telephoned before lunch and lots of the grownups had rushed to the Casualty Ward of the AllIndia Institute of Medical Sciences where she had taken Ratan Bhaiya after he had been dragged out of the
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manhole. Babli Mausi had brought Meenakshi home immediately. They hadn’t actually told Babboo but he
guessed that Ratan Bhaiya was dead when he overheard Babli Mausi say that his father was making arrangements
to shift the body.
The first thing his sister did after getting home was bathe for two hours. She came out and took less than a
minute telling everyone how he had died of a broken neck and not from drowning even though he had fallen into
a sewer, and then went on about how dirty she felt when they pulled him out and she had to feel his chest through
the black sewer slime to check if he was alive because everyone was looking at her expectantly … they thought
she was his wife.
“Rama, by-god, I can’t tell you … I just kept thinking, what am I going to tell Babli Mausi? He was her
husband’s brother and she had brought him all the way from Jaipur just for the marriage.”
Till then her sister had been as grave as everyone else in the house; now she glanced at Arshi who glanced at
her and then both of them covered their mouths with their hands and began heaving. Rama buried her face in a
pillow; Arshi straightened hers for long enough to say, “Sh-she didn’t br-ring him j-j-just for the mar-riage,” and
then burst into neighing, wriggling laughter.
Meenakshi looked at the two of them giggling about a freshly dead man she had seen die at first hand, but
oddly, all her outraged mind could produce was a close-up of Ratan Bhaiya’s bulge and a voice-over memory of
Rama claiming that he built it up with socks. Arshi was reading her mind.
“D-did he die with his s-socks on?” she asked and collapsed on the bed, drumming her heels and crying with
laughter.
Fed up with the giggling and disappointed by Meenujiji’s vagueness on exactly how he died and the total
absence of any detailed action—did his neck make a noise when it broke, did he die right off or twitch for a while,
were his eyes open when he went, had he been bleeding from anywhere, did the blood trickle like water or glue—
Babboo left the bedroom and slipped out of the house to play cricket.
When he returned to the house after the ambulance arrived, everyone was looking solemn again, except his
mother, who was looking grim. Ratan Bhaiya had been taken inside. Outside, in the garden, he heard his mother
ask his father why he had brought the body home. His father, wrung out by the ordeal of recovering Ratan Bhaiya,
was annoyed by the question.
“I told you before leaving for the hospital that I was going to make arrangements to move him from the
morgue.”
“But not here!” shouted his mother in a whisper. “I thought you were planning to send it to his family in Jaipur.
What are we going to do with it? Him.”
“Send him to Jaipur?” repeated his father, hissing with incredulousness. “How? As unaccompanied baggage?
By registered post? You think he’s a parcel? He was our guest, Mohini. Chunni’s called his parents; they said
they’d catch the Rajasthan Roadways bus and be here by seven.”
“And then?”
“Then what?” snapped his father. “He’s their son. They’ll take charge of him.”
“They’ll get to the bus terminus by seven if the bus isn’t late which means they’ll get here by seven-thirty. It
will be dark, they will be hungry, so the first thing they’ll do, of course, is to take charge of their dead son. I hope
that means they’ll wake him up and take him home. Because I don’t want him spending the night here. It’s bad
enough that someone dies the day after my brother’s daughter’s marriage, but imagine what Bitti’s in-laws will
think if we have a dead body living in the same house she got married from. When Kiki Babhi was ill I promised
her that I’d marry Bitti off so she’d be proud—”
She broke off, holding the corner of her palloo to her quivering lips.
“Oh, why didn’t you just leave him in the morgue?”
At nine, with no sign of the Goyals, his mother told Bhagwan Singh to take the twin beds out of the master
bedroom and replace them with one of the cots that Babboo and the other children used to sleep on the roof. Since
servants weren’t allowed to operate electrical devices, she sent Rama up separately to switch on the air
conditioner. “Set it on Hi-Cool,” she called after her. Then she turned to Babboo’s father.
“We need three blocks of ice,” she said.
“It’s nine-thirty, Mohini. Who will sell me blocks of ice?”
“This may be a vegetarian house,” said his mother in a dangerously even tone, “but even I know that dead
bodies have to be refrigerated. Since we can’t put Ratan into the Frigidaire we need to put him on ice. Thanks to
you, I am having to get a bed made up for a dead man. So please don’t just sit there, get me some ice.”
His father left, but before he returned with the ice, his mother forced them up to the roof to sleep. He and Tara
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had to share a cot since they were one short because of Ratan Bhaiya. Tara hugged his arm and went to sleep. He
lay awake a long time, looking at the stars through the fine mesh of the mosquito net, wondering what Ratan
Bhaiya would be in his next life. Not a human. Babboo had noticed the way he had trailed Meenujiji and tried to
touch her. An octopus, he decided; eight arms to touch with but doomed to feel and suck and fart his life away at
the bottom of the sea. The cruelty of the thought shocked him. Poor Ratan Bhaiya was dead.
Requiescat in pace, he made himself think. Father Romeiro had just taught them that in Moral Science class.
Ad Dei gloriam surfaced sleepily in the same corner of his mind. Carefully, so that he didn’t squash Tara, he
turned on his side. As he closed his eyes, a last involuntary thought feathered through his head. Quod erat
demonstrandum …\fn{“Which was to be demonstrated”—a Latin phrase used to convey that a fact or situation demonstrates the truth
of one’s theory or claim, especially to mark the conclusion of a formal proof:W }
In the middle of the night he came awake. He could hear the shrill whirring of a cricket but he had been woken
by something else. Tara was asleep. He looked around and saw that three of the beds were empty: he could tell
because there was enough moonlight to see that the mosquito nets weren’t properly tucked in under the mattress.
Rama, Arshi and Meenakshi were missing. He slid out of bed and carefully tucked in the edges of the net to keep
Tara from being bitten. Then, clutching the banister, he felt his way down the moonless stairs. He knew where
they’d be; he had known from the moment he saw that they weren’t in bed. So he turned right where the steps
ended and crept to the doors of the master bedroom. He edged the doors open and slipped in.
The room was incredibly cold.
“I dare you,” rasped someone in a whisper. By the erratic light of a single torch held by one of them he could
make out the body shrouded like a mummy lying on a shiny, silver mattress. Meenakshi was nearest the door. The
other two were standing close to each other by the foot of the body. Arshi was holding the torch.
“I dare you!” hissed Rana, her plain face ugly with excitement.
“Shut up!” said Arshi, wiping her upper lip.
The torch’s beam jagged through the room, bouncing off the dressing table’s invisible mirror.
“What’s this dare business. I’ve dissected dead bodies for a whole year. I’m doing this for you. You’re the one
who was dying to see it.”
“Arshi, no!” pleaded Meenakshi, hoarse with fear. “Switch the torch off and let’s go up. You two are mad! If
Maji comes in …”
“I dare you,” whispered Rana for the third time.
Arshi fumbled for endless seconds then whipped the sheet off Ratan Bhaiya’s legs and pointed the torch.
Suddenly there were two spot-lit groins in the room: one in the mirror, one outside it. Babboo thought it looked
like a small blind vulture: a long naked neck with a ruff of black feathers where it ended. There was breathless
silence in the room and then inky blackness as Arshi switched off the torch without warning. Taking advantage of
the darkness, Babboo slipped out and raced upstairs. He climbed into bed, tidied up the mosquito net behind him
and was shamming sleep by the time the other three climbed the stairs. He heard cots creek as they climbed in..
Someone walked up to his cot.
“I saw you downstairs.” It was Rama. “If Maji gets to hear a word of this, I’ll bury you alive. You hear?”
Babboo bobbed his head without looking up. She walked away.
Some time passed. Babboo felt hugely alert. He thought he could hear bat-wings flap across the night sky. He
heard a faraway flush being pulled, the cistern emptying then filling. He wondered if he would ever sleep again. A
cot rocked noisily. He looked around and saw Meenakshi’s mosquito net billow as she pushed off her bed and ran
to the drain grate by the parapet. She doubled up over it and he heard horrible retching sounds as she vomited. He
half-sat up and then lay down again when he saw the other two climb out of bed. One put her arm around
Meenakshi and the other poured water from the surahi into a glass and gave it to her to drink. They were
murmuring to her but she didn’t want to talk. She drank the water and went back to bed, sniffing a little.
Much later, in the early morning when he got out of bed to piss, he walked up to the drain where she had
thrown up. Spreading his legs, he trained his stream on the vomit and hosed it down the drain. He wanted to help
his sister forget the strangeness of yesterday.
61.76 Dialogue Of The Deaf\fn{by Ketsozeho Sale (1957- )} Khuzama, Kohima District, Nagaland State, India (M)
1
It was on a bright chilly winter morning that the seminar on Effective Communication ended. Mecie was
attending it during the vacation. Vacation over, he was making preparations to leave for college. On the way he
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had to go through a certain place where his loved one Zeni stayed. He thought of stopping there overnight so as to
disclose the secret of his heart which he had never uttered in his life. It is “I love you!”
Yet he was in a dilemma, whether to express the longing of his heart or to keep it within. If to be out with it,
how to do it? At length, he decided not to go to her place straightaway.
He halted at his cousin’s quarters and from there they prepared a dinner and invited Zeni. She responded and
they dined together. Mecie wanted to share his mind with her, but the question was how he would communicate it;
it became a hard nut for him to crack.
Finally, he got an idea; he would take her to the shop where he had left his luggage, he wanted to fetch it to his
place. They went and entered into the shop. Mecie went inside in search of his things and his loved one stood in
the outer room as if she was a customer. And to his astonishment, the lights went off.
Then he took the opportunity to share the feelings of his heart. He said:
“Zeni, I love you and God willing, I wish to serve the Lord together with you.”
“I am unworthy to be yours,” she replied. She did not continue any more. Mecie too could not go further. In
the meantime the lights came on. The luggage was taken to his place and he then escorted Zeni to her place. The
next day he proceeded to his college.
*
“Happy New Year,” greeted his friend. “How did you enjoy your vacation?”
“Oh, it was terrible,” Mecie replied.
“Why so?”
“It would take hours to narrate everything. Excuse me, I am tired. Let me rest for a while.”
Mecie went to bed, but he could not sleep. He started pondering over his attempt and the failure. The more he
thought, the more his heart became heavy, He spoke to himself:
“‘I am unworthy to be yours.’ What does she mean by that? She must be having another chap.”
He then fell asleep.
After a fortnight he decided to send a letter, but he dared not touch about his love for her; on the contrary, he
wanted to hear more from her. The reply came exactly after a month. The reply was not up to his expectation.
“Thank you for your prayers, continue to uphold me. I too am praying for you.”
“What does she mean? Does she mean praying for our relationship or something else?”
*
Four months later, Mecie finished his post-graduate studies and came back home. Now he waited for two
things; will she marry me? and will I get through? Those were the two questions lingering in his heart. He could
not for long confine himself in his own house. He wanted to visit her.
He then set off to her place, but unfortunately he could not meet her that evening. He turned back with a
desperate heart. He tried again the next day, but she had not yet arrived from the office. He determined to wait.
An hour later she came. She seemed to be a bit nervous when she first saw Mecie. They were together for
hours. Mecie tried to say something about their relationship, but could not. It was 10 o’clock now, and he had to
leave. Reluctantly he went out. Zeni came up to the gate and at the gate he asked:
“Do you know that I love you?”
“Yes. I know it,” she replied.
“Then do I know that you love me?” She paused for a moment and said,
“Don’t you know that I too love you. I am sorry, I would say it now three times over.”
They then parted. A week later, his result was out. He got through in the second position. What a thrill!
However. he still had two questions:
“Whether she will really marry me and whether I will get a job soon.”
Very soon, he heard a rumor about her inclination towards others. On hearing it he said:
“I will meet her and beg her pardon and set her free.”
The next day he met her and inquired about it, but she denied it.
Mecie left it at that. He had no time to pursue the matter. He had to prepare a paper rather urgently for a
seminar on the importance of Communication, organized by his church. Mecie had been assigned the topic,
“Common Barriers to Communication.” He must finish it first!
236.341 1. Deafness Comes To Me 2. Tara 3. A Miracle: Three Short Stories\fn{by Shree Ghatage (1957- )}
Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 11
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1
Deafness comes to me, takes you away.
I look at my door again and again. The curtain hangs stiff. You do not come.
Ever since the lizard fell on my bed two weeks ago, it is as though, come nightfall, the wall with the wooden
door that connects me to the rest of the house becomes a backdrop, a theatrical prop; my room, a stage. Mine is
the only name in the list of players for there are no wings, no dramatic entrances, no well-timed exits.
I turn to the window, run my hands up and down iron bars. My fingers stumble on a crack. Even though my
nails are short I don’t give up. Like black petals falling off a crumbling rose, smooth peels of stripped paint settle
softly on the floor.
The crescent moon dangles, a reflective pendant around the neck of a reclining sky. It is the gold chandrakor
you gave me so many years ago, twelve days after our son was born, when we both remarked how, on that
auspicious night, the full moon dimmed attending stars with its molten radiance. Like your face, you said, running
rough thumbs along my smooth edges, undoing the clasp of my new chain, you must shine only for me. Earlier, I
had worn a moss green sari with vermilion border. Go and change, you commanded, when you saw me in the
hall, two crimson roses in my hair, ready to greet our guests who were coming for the naming ceremony. I smiled
to myself. Wore off-white raw silk with tumeric border instead. Even then eyes followed me everywhere that
night. But you didn’t notice, didn’t know that happiness is hard to conceal.
I look up at the doorway. You are not there. This time it began the night the lizard that makes her home in the
terrace garden outside my window lost her footing, fell on my bed. Landed on her back so I could see bleached
underbelly, slightly bloated, rubbery, smooth. Zana flicked her off my razai, chased her along the floor. She was
halfway up the wall when Zana’s bristle broom found her.
I quickly lifted the neckline of my gown up to my eyebrows, averted my eyes. Even then I could see the tail
squirming and thrashing long after it had been severed from her body. And I knew without being told that my
horoscope entered its inauspicious period the very moment that tail lay still.
So I wasn’t surprised next morning when I awakened to a frantic bird pecking at my scalp. Large, black wings
flapped against my ears, splayed claws gouged my eyes. I couldn’t move. The roar of the wings, it was as if my
head was trapped inside a drug-crazed dombari’s drum.
Next thing I knew, Zana was pinning my hands to my sides, her calm eyes willing mine to take control. After
two minutes she must have seen the terror there subside, for she moved away, closed the window above my head.
“That bird attacked me, Zana, that crow was inside my room! You shouldn’t have left the terrace door open!”
Zana walked to the door that leads out on the terrace, threw open its double shutters. Arms flailing, she shooed
away the crow which I couldn’t see, now that my window was shut. She bent over, stepped back in with
something in her hands. When she saw I was looking her way she quickly covered whatever it was with the front
of her sari.
“Bring it here! Don’t you start hiding things from me.”
My voice must have been harsh, on the verge of something I know not what, for she came directly to my bed,
held out an object that left a trail on the floor. A nest. Inside, three cracked eggs, albumen oozing out of shallow
crevices like polluted water.
“Why did the crow attack me, Zana, why? I didn’t do that!”
Zana laid the nest on the windowsill. Stood at the terrace door, small eyes darting, searching the high,
collapsible steel awning that hadn’t been opened for over six months. Turning to me, she pointed upwards. No
doubt broken straws still hung from the spot where the nest must have lodged. She handed me a comb from my
night table then walked towards the door that connects me to the rest of the house, holding the disintegrating nest
that had so recently cocooned life.
I looked away from the terrace and that’s when I saw you standing in the doorway, yellow curtain flowers
nodding in your wake. You moved aside for Zana, walked towards me, your shoulders with the single mole
exactly centered between their blades, broad, high colour in your cheeks. You were shaking your head from side
to side. But your eyes! They were the gentlest I’d ever seen them. Your lips started to move, then stopped, your
mouth slightly open so I could see the two bottom teeth that I know are sharp, the ones that lean inward.
You didn’t say anything, just ran your fingertips up and down my face, following their trail with your eyes.
You were dressed for the office. When Zana returned, you left.
Deafness comes to me, takes you away.
*
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She brought with her a large basin of water, some cotton wool rolled in brown paper, a small hand towel. She
sat beside me and holding my chin steady with one hand, started cleaning my face and neck with the other. She
showed me the wet wad of cotton. It was bloodied.
“Her claws,” I said. “Why didn’t you come sooner, Zana?”
She said nothing, continued to clean me until the basin turned pink. She then dried my face. Carefully applied
Cibazol to raw stinging cuts.
“The crow wasn’t inside the room,” Zana moved her lips slowly, thumbs interlocked, fingers flapping. She was
shaking her head, pointing at the floor. Zana looks at my eyes when she speaks to me, the only person who does
that besides you. She never raises her tone either. I can tell.
“The crow wasn’t inside,” she repeated.
“How do you explain the scratches on my face then?” I said, suddenly complacent.
She held my hands in hers, ran the balls of her thumbs along my fingernails. She took a clean slate from under
my mattress, started writing:
“As soon as I heard your screams I rushed in. You were slapping, scratching your head, face, neck, ears—I
thought a bee must have strayed from its hive. Then I saw the crow’s shadow on your bed, to-ing and fro-ing
across your head. Heard raucous cawing.”
“Are you telling me it was a shadow?” I touched her hand lightly. She finished writing, handed me the slate.
“I’m trying to think how you could have been mistaken.”
Zana is the only person who tries to explain my actions. Like me, she knows there is always logic in
everything I do. Strangeness, maybe, unpredictability, yes, but always logic.
She got off my bed and opened the window she’d previously shut. The sun crept in, still high enough in the sky
to crawl through my window that way. This time the shadow on my crumpled bedding was the elongated shadow
of iron bars.
She removed a nail cutter from the top drawer of the dressing table. Then slid the cut nails into a small
envelope she made with a scrap of paper. While she gathered all her cleaning things together, she was shaking her
head from side to side. Just the way you had earlier on. The first time I’d seen either of you do that.
Deafness comes to me, takes you away.
*
It’s a fortnight since that ill-omened lizard fell on my bed. I am too afraid to ask the astrologer how long this
period will continue for I fear he will shake his head too.
I keep constant vigil at my doorway. You do not come. Oh, you come during the day, when Zana is in the
room, when Dr. Gupta visits, when Balu is mopping the floors. When our relatives crowd around me, chatter all at
once, hold up cloudy slates, make sure that I understand they are doing their best to keep me informed. You may
have lost your hearing, their eyes say, but that doesn’t mean you should stop living. When Zana sees my
fingernails begin to rake my scalp, when I slump back against propped pillows, she suggests everyone go to the
dining room where tea is laid but. They quickly get off my bed, rush to the door. But you never come alone. Never
when bright stars nail soft sky with hard, piercing brilliance, when the moon waxes and wanes according to her
mood.
“Do not get so agitated!” Dr. Gupta wrote with heavy hand across the chalk board on my wall, on the morning
that grief-stricken crow fluttered helplessly outside my window,
“Not much was lost when you lost your hearing. Believe me when I say there is nothing left in this world that
is worthy of your ears!”
Just as he’d finished writing, you walked in. And I thought you’d already left for work. Dr. Gupta took you
aside, turned his back to me. When I saw your eyes leave his face, rove the walls, I knew right away what the
doctor must have said:
“Delusions! Why she should be suffering delusions I do not know. I think I will increase the dosage.”
No! I wanted to call out to you. Don’t listen to him! It is not delusions which make me confused. Just fear. Fear
of a universe without sound. Fear of facing a sea of babbling mouths. Fear of losing you.
There is so much I want to say. But you do not come to me, not any more, not the way you used to when our
troubles began. Then, my frustration was your frustration, your ache, mine. I held you close as you said—your
mouth pressed against my ear for I was only hard of hearing then:
“We must get another specialist to examine you. What all the rest are saying is simply not plausible. I’ve never
heard of such a thing happening before! You develop high fever, the doctor prescribes antibiotics and you become
—”
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“Don’t say it!” I said, turning my head swiftly, covering your mouth with mine. I ran my fingertips through
your hair. I could feel your exhaustion. I was exhausted too. In less than two minutes you were asleep, warm
breath fanning my neck, our ankles tightly intertwined. I felt your body take shape under my palms, your flesh
warm, malleable to my touch. I heard you then. Your voice gay, confident, as you held our Dilip for the first time:
“I felt it in my bones,” you said. “On the day of our engagement, the moment you handed me that sweetened
cup of tea: Only you would give me a son.”
Oblivious to Matron who stood in the corner, meticulously folding soft mulmul kerchiefs into tiny triangles.
She, who had seen hundreds of women giving birth to hundreds of sons, couldn’t help but smile at your words.
The tightness in your voice, possessive, jealous.
“I don’t want him in my house ever again. I don’t care that his wife is your childhood friend. Did you see how
he couldn’t keep his eyes off you?” And another: lazy, languorous, expansive, exaggerating.
“Your breasts are a deeply quenching two-wave ocean,” your mouth reflected moist moonshine, “each wave
perfectly capped, gently cresting, one just a little bit higher than the other.” It was that last voice I kept hearing
yesterday afternoon, after Zana handed me your message.
“I finally got through to Dilip just now,” you’d dictated on the phone. “He’ll be here in two days. I know his
coming will be a tonic for you. I’ll see you tomorrow morning. I have a meeting tonight and I don’t know how
late I’ll be.”
I twisted the paper in my hands. It is not my son I need. It is you. I need you.
I must have fallen asleep then for when I woke the room was smaller, the walls squatter, the ceiling loomed
like a vault. Purplish-red shadows stretched interminably, the sunshine dropped lusterless to my floor. I turned the
fan to full speed. Hotter air swirled around me faster. I began to feel wet.
That’s when I took off my sari, pulled at the hooks on my blouse, loosened the drawstrings of my petticoat. I
don’t know what they told you when you returned home last night. Balu and the cook. Zana repeated to me what
Balu told her. He said he walked into my room with my afternoon tea and found me at the window, “unclothed.”
(I doubt “unclothed” is what Balu said but that’s how Zana put it.) He told her he shouted for the cook who came
running, wrapped me carefully in sheets. Zana cried and cried because she wasn’t at home when “it” happened.
“I had to go to the tailor,” she scribbled, “but I could have gone some other time.” I patted her back.
“Don’t cry! The cook was very gentle, really. She even chose my favorite colour when she brought me a dry
sari. Mauve. Look at it, Zana. Do I not look beautiful? Stop crying! Just tell him to come and see me when he
comes home. I will not let Dr. Gupta examine me without him.”
But Dr. Gupta was waiting outside my room, already too long. He took my pulse, listened to my chest, wrote
out a prescription. He kept scratching his arm vigorously, first the left, then the right. Left, right. Then suddenly,
he lunged towards the duster that lay alongside my chalk board and rubbed out what he’d written there two weeks
ago.
Deafness came to me, took you away.
*
My wall with its connecting door is an abandoned prop. Curtain flowers lose colour as night enters the dark
quarter. I want to tear them down: the curtain, the door, the wall. Want to call out to you.
Come to me, come back. I’m sorry for yesterday afternoon. I forgot your note said you would be late coming
home. I just wanted you to see me, all of me, that’s all. Not only the way I once was but the way I still am. I
wanted you to see me. I want you to see.
2
I was sure adopting Tara was a last-minute decision. Mum didn’t call me Cabbage Ears for nothing, yet even I
hadn’t heard a single word about any adoption until the very night before Tara was to be picked up at Dadar
Railway Station.
That night, no matter how much I turned and tossed, I couldn’t shake off the heat that covered my body like a
heavy counterpane. I called out to Bayabai to fetch me a glass of water and when she didn’t answer, I walked out
on the balcony that ran along the back of our house. When I heard voices accompanied by a faint clatter of dishes
and scraping spoons, I knew Dad was eating a late dinner; I lay down quietly on the divan outside the diningroom window.
“It’s decided then. I will fetch Tara from Dadar Station tomorrow afternoon. Would you like Bayabai to make
you some buttermilk?” Mum asked, pushing back her chair.
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“I’ll take curds today,” Dad said, “but isn’t tomorrow your Samaj afternoon?”
He sounded tired. His clinic must have run on longer than usual. I heard his spoon scrape the curds bowl.
“Well, I’ll just have to miss my embroidery class,” Mum said. “Someone has to fetch the poor girl from the
station. Meera Kaku refuses to go, Vinayak Kaka may not be back from his office in time—”
“I thought the whole idea of Vinayak Kaka adopting Tara was so that she would be good company for Meera
Kaku. Surely Kaku should go to the station. Why don’t you tell her that you will go with her?”
“I already did,” Mum said and clicked her tongue. “Anyway, fetching Tara is the least 1 can do under the
circumstances. Now that her grandmother is dead, the poor girl has no one.”
“You know that’s not true, Anu! I still think Tara should have been sent to her father’s brother in Calcutta. This
is a crazy scheme on the part of Kaka. I know he’s doing it for all the right reasons but you know how Kaku is—”
“Shaila!” Mum’s voice was stern, “It’s past ten-thirty. You should be fast asleep by now.”
I ran back to my room wondering how she knew I was there. I’d taken special care not to be seen, even
crawling on my knees when I’d come alongside the dining-room window.
But I didn’t dwell on that for long for I was too excited about the prospect of having a brand-new relative to
play with. My thoughts wandered all over the place: I tried to imagine the unknown Tara’s face. Would it be
triangular like mine or round like the moon? Everyone said I was tall for my age: would she tower over me or
come up to my shoulders?
I must have fallen asleep at some point because now Tara was wearing a white frock with a pink collar. She
was looking out the window and I was telling her that even though I perfectly understood how very sad and lonely
she must feel now that she was all alone in the world, I nevertheless wanted to assure her that Vinayak Kaka and
Meera Kaku—although elderly—were kind and good and if anything were to happen to my parents tomorrow, I
would have Kaka and Kaku for my parents, no problem. I put my arm around her, but when she turned my way I
couldn’t see her features because they were blurred with tears.
Early next morning, I woke to the sound of the milk van clanging to a halt under my bedroom window. I found
Mum in the Devghar, doing puja. She’d already had her bath and was laying various flowers at the feet of the
gods, keeping the petals in place by applying a dab of sandalwood paste to their base.
“Don’t come in, Shaila, without brushing your teeth. Then come back and do namaskar.”
She didn’t look at me, just continued to decorate the gods and resumed chanting her Gayatri Mantra.
Aum bhoor bhuwa swaha
Tat savitur varenyam
Bhargo devasya dhi mahi
Dhiyo yo na pracho dayata.

The Sun God must have heard her then, for suddenly the sky brightened. .
I went to the bathroom, brushed my teeth, and changed into my shorts and blouse, hastily tying a blue sash
around my waist. Then I ran to the Devghar, did namaskar, and entered the dining room where Mum was drinking
her tea. She poured me some from the teapot and went to the kitchen to fill the rest of my cup with boiled milk.
She stirred in two spoonfuls of sugar and placed it in front of me.
“It’s too white, Mum!” I said, peering inside the cup. “You put too much milk.”
She pretended not to hear me, just continued to sip her tea. But she didn’t ignore me for long, for soon her face
softened and she reached across and stroked my cheeks after smoothing a strand of hair away from my forehead.
“I want you to walk home from school this afternoon, Shaila. I have to go to the railway station.”
“I know!” I blurted, then put my hand over my mouth. She smiled.
“Well, there’s no need to tell you more. Here’s your father. Come and sit next to me. Give him his chair.”
I sat on Dad’s lap while Mum went into the kitchen to boil water for a fresh cup. I finished my overly milky
tea, then standing behind him, put my arms around his neck.
“Sports practice this morning, I see, Shailu,” he said, leaning his head briefly against my blouse. “How’re the
leap-frogs and three-legged races coming along?”
“Not bad, Dad. It’s heights that make me dizzy—”
“Try and come home early this evening,” Mum said to Dad, placing his tea in front of him. “What with all the
excitement of Tara arriving, Vinayak Kaka is sure to get breathless.” She opened a new packet of Parle
Glucose\fn{Actually, “Parle Gluco” (1939-1980s) and since then “Parle-G”} biscuits, put two on his saucer, handed me one.
“Can I come to the station with you, Mum? Please?” I pleaded.
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“Only if you get permission from your teacher to miss afternoon periods, Shaila.”
“Oh! That’s not fair—”
“And why are you already changed? You haven’t had your bath yet.”
But Mum was too distracted to take me to task, I knew, or else she would have noticed what I was wearing
before now. I ran out, shouting,
“It’s sports practice today. I’ll have a bath after school.”
*
By four o’clock that afternoon, I couldn’t wait to reach home. I swung open the gate of our bungalow and ran
to the kitchen.
“Your mother is at Vinayak Kaka’s,” Bayabai said.
I grabbed a ladoo from a large dish in front of her. Warm semolina melted in my mouth leaving behind a
delicious aftertaste of sweet, clarified butter. I ran back from the front door, stuffed another ladoo in my mouth.
After nudging off my shoes, I hurriedly got into a pair of chappals and raced across the narrow side lane. I leaned
against Vinayak Kaka’s front door. It was open.
I hesitated before walking into the sitting room. They must have heard me enter because Mum came to the
door and Kaka called out,
“Come Shailu, come and meet Tara.” I brushed past Mum and threw my arms around Kaka who was sitting in
his rocking chair.
“I’m going home now, Shaila. Don’t be long. You have homework to do,” Mum said.
Kaka was smiling. He pointed towards the window and that’s when I saw her.
Tara. She was not at all what I’d imagined her to be. She looked sixteen. Her long hair was neatly combed into
two plaits and she was wearing a lemon-coloured, nine-yard sari. The lemon colour made her skin look dark.
“What do you think, Shailu?” Kaka said. “Can you and Tara become friends? She’s here to stay, you know—”
“You should have changed out of your sports uniform, Shaila,” Meera Kaku said, coming out of the kitchen.
Her voice was gruff, annoyed.
“She was eager to meet Tara, that’s all. Here, Shailu,” Kaka turned to me, “Take this to Tara.” He handed me
the cup of tea that Kaku had just laid on the side table next to him.
“Tara can come to the kitchen,” Kaku said, taking the cup from my hands. She laid it on the side table again,
walked out of the room.
“I don’t know what’s gotten into her,” Kaka muttered, sipping his tea quickly. I sat on the sofa, tracing the
cracks between the mosaic floor tiles with my foot. Nobody said anything as Kaka drained his cup.
“Tara!” Kaku called out from the kitchen.
I looked up. Tara moved away from the window, and as she was picking up Vinayak Kaka’s empty cup, she
smiled at me; I grinned. I instantly forgave her for not being my age.
After Tara entered the kitchen, Kaka made a sign for me to sit on his lap. He took my right hand in his, clicked
the knuckles in each of my fingers. He dropped his voice,
“So what do you think of Tara, Shailu?”
“I think she has the whitest teeth I’ve ever seen!”
“I think she’ll be good company for your Meera Kaku. What with my work and the doctors always telling me
to rest, Meera Kaku gets lonely. Tara and she will do the marketing together. She will accompany Meera on her
evening rounds of Shivaji Park. Be the daughter we never had! And Tara will have a good home.”
“How did her parents die, Kaka?” I asked.
“In a train derailment, Shailu. Tara was only three years old . . . A very dear friend of mine, her father and I
were together in school and Engineering College. After they died, Tara went to live with her grandmother in
Nagpur. When I received news of her grandmother’s death, I knew I had to take care of Tara. She has an uncle in
Calcutta but doesn’t really know him. Arranging for her to come here took a while. I had to get permission from
her uncle—and I didn’t want to mention anything to anybody until everything was settled. Go and talk to Tara,
Shailu. She must be feeling lost.”
I climbed down off his lap and went into the kitchen. Tara had just finished rinsing the dishes. She was alone.
She smiled at me, picked up a hand towel and started drying the utensils. When that was done she opened drawers
and cupboards to see what went where. She didn’t seem shy or uncomfortable around Kaku’s kitchen. I helped her
put everything away.
Afterwards we sat at the kitchen table. Tara carefully removed the mogra garland from a long plait, laid it on
the table. She turned me around, secured the garland to a strand of my short hair with a bob pin she pulled out of
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her own head.
“I bought the garland at Nagpur Station,” she said.
I removed it from my hair, held it to my nose. I smelled soot, coal. I sniffed once again. Faintly, from
somewhere deep within, the sweet scent of mogra rose up to my nostrils. I gave her back the hair pin and held out
my hand. She tied the garland around my wrist.
*
I knew things hadn’t improved between Tara and Meera Kaku when about a fortnight after her arrival Kaka
asked Mum if she would accompany Tara when she went to register at Ruia College the following week. When
Mum said she’d be glad to without asking any questions, Kaka seemed relieved.
Before Tara came to live with them, I went to Kaka and Kaku whenever they called me, maybe two or three
times a week. Now I raced across every evening, as soon as my homework was done. Meera Kaku was not curt to
me any more, not the way she had been the day Tara arrived. Kaku was a quiet woman and although she didn’t
ask me many questions, I knew she liked my chatter, for she always listened carefully to everything I said and,
unlike Kaka, never forgot the names of my friends or teachers. She sat at her Singer sewing machine whenever
she wasn’t in her kitchen and sewed clothes for all of us: dresses for me and my cousins, sari blouses and
petticoats for her sisters-in-law, cotton shopping bags for the servants.
“Tara is in a big city now!” Kaka said to Kaku, a few days after Tara started going to Ruia College. “She ought
to wear five-yard saris like everyone else.”
The following day, without saying anything to anyone, Meera Kaku went to Matunga and returned with three
brand-new saris. I knew that Kaka was very pleased but I could also see that he was careful not to show Kaku his
reaction. When he suggested to her that she sew some blouses to match the new saris, Kaku said no, she didn’t
have the time. Teach Tara then, Kaka urged.
“No,” Kaku repeated curtly, not looking at him.
Although I felt my palms beginning to go wet I was relieved that Tara hadn’t returned from college. Outside,
the pre-monsoon sun hung fierce in a brassy sky.
When I heard Tara at the door, I removed a brown paper parcel from a cloth bag and handed it to her as soon as
she entered the sitting room. She grinned when she saw what was inside: Aesops Fables and a Time-Life book on
animals and their habitats.
Soon after Tara started going to Ruia College, Kaka took me into his confidence and told me that he and I had
to make sure that Tara knew English well enough to understand her lecturers before the end of term.
“Lend her your storybooks, Shaila,” he said, “and converse in English whenever you can, at least fifteen
minutes every day.”
I had great fun helping Tara. I loved playing teacher and even though we giggled a lot, she was a serious
student. One evening, when Tara was struggling to read from my Enid Blyton Noddy book, Meera Kaku came out
of the kitchen and said,
“She’ll never learn English that way. That book is too advanced for her. Why don’t you lend her your
Kindergarten I books, Shaila? She needs to start at the beginning.” I could see Vinayak Kaka’s smile from the
corner of my eye.
I ran home, fetched all my Dick and Jane readers. After that, Tara’s progress was swift and noticeable. So now
when I handed her the books, she opened Aesops Fables and read aloud “The ant and the dove” and “The bat and
the weasel” without making a single mistake. Kaka and I clapped.
“I know Meera fried fresh coconut karanjis earlier this afternoon—I smelled them as soon as I walked in. Go
and ask her for some, Shaila. I think this calls for a celebration!” Kaku must have heard him in the kitchen for she
raised her voice and said,
“The girl reads two lines and you behave as if she’s won a medal! Nobody can have karanji right now. I’m
busy!” When I went home I asked Mum why Meera Kaku was like that with Tara.
“Like what?” Mum asked me.
“Well, sometimes she treats Tara like a servant!”
“Shaila!” Mum’s tone warned me that she would not tolerate any disrespect.
“It’s just that she’s so strict with Tara,” I said carefully.
“You know Kaku, Shaila. It takes her forever to like somebody. That’s just the way she is. All this was so
sudden. Kaka didn’t ask Kaku what she thought about Tara coming to live with them. Men think life is so simple.
That people become close just because they live under one roof. Now go and wash your hands. Bayabai said
dinner was ready almost ten minutes ago.”
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*
Late one evening, when the sky was over-filled and pouring with rain, our telephone rang. I was sitting at my
desk, finishing my homework. The sudden ringing against the sound of crashing water startled me.
A second later, Mum shouted out for me to remain inside the house. Kaka had suffered a heart attack and she
and Dad were going over to help. I rushed to the window, saw them dash across the lane. I took my homework to
the hall, sat on the divan.
After what seemed like an hour, the front door opened and Tara walked in. She was wet. I got her a towel from
my room and she dried herself, then sat next to me. She looked frightened. I wondered whether she was thinking
about her grandmother.
“How is Kaka?” I asked. She shook her head. “What’s going to happen? When is the ambulance coming?”
“It’s not coming, Shaila. I phoned and phoned. The lines are down. Couldn’t get through to Kaka’s heart
specialist either. I tried the number so many times—”
“But Dad knows how to treat him, Tara! She nodded and said,
“Your mother and father are waiting for Mai and Nana to arrive. Only then will they be able to drive to Shah’s
Dispensary for Kaka’s medicine.”
Mai and Nana, Mum’s parents, lived only ten minutes away. Vinayak Kaka was Nana’s younger brother. I gave
up trying to do my homework. The clock’s ticking was loud and slow.
The front door opened again. This time Mum rushed in. She unhooked her keys from the waist of her sari,
hurried to my room. I followed her. She unlocked the safe. The top shelves held Dad’s medicines. She searched
the labels of several bottles, then picked one up.
“It’s a substitute, but it’ll have to do,” she muttered to herself. When we returned to the hall she turned to Tara,
“It took my parents half an hour to get here. Water is knee high everywhere. No way we can get to the
Dispensary now. Stay with Shaila tonight, Tara.” Tara nodded and pulled an umbrella from the stand but Mum
was already hurrying through the door.
As I lay stretched out on the divan that stormy night, my head resting on her lap, listening to the heavy rain
pellet our roof in varying frenzy, Tara’s warm, dry hands caressed my face and neck, smoothed down the cotton
razai that covered my body. Her massage must have lulled me into sleep for I sat up with a start when the doorbell
rang. I glanced at the clock. It was one-thirty in the morning. I jumped up, opened the door.
Nana was standing there. He looked bent, old, tired. Dad was behind him, his hand pressed down against the
front left side of Nana’s chest as if holding his heart in place. Dad looked at Tara. She quickly went forward and
helped Nana to the divan; she coaxed him to lie down, and slipped a cushion under his head. I spread the cotton
razai over him; it was still warm from my body.
“Good girls,” Dad said, drawing us to the far end of the room. “Now listen to me, both of you. I want you to
get some sleep. Nana is in shock so I’ve given him something to calm him down. He’ll be resting in no time.
Mum won’t be back tonight, Shailu, neither will Mai. We’re staying with Kaku.” He put his arms around Tara and
me, hugged us to him.
“Don’t cry my little Shailu, don’t cry. You must be brave. He was a good man. The best I’ve known.” He
wiped my eyes with his palms, briefly touched her cheek.
“You must be brave too, Tara. All of us are here for you: remember that!” He disappeared into the rain.
Tara and I went to my parents' room and lay down on their bed. I hadn’t looked directly at Tara, not once, since
Nana had shuffled in. I couldn’t bear to see the expression in her eyes. I stared at the ceiling, wide-eyed. The
corridor light cast long shadows on the floor.
After a while, Taaa moved closer, thrust her hand into my smaller one. .I squeezed it and looked sideways: her
head was bent and her chin was snuggled into her neck. Her body was heaving and her breath was all caught up in
chokes. I closed my eyes.
When I opened them again Tara’s hand was still in mine. I turned on my side slowly, unwilling to look her in
the face. But I needn’t have worried because her head was thrown back and her mouth was slightly open. And
although her body was curled into a tight knot under the razai, her breathing was even, deep.
I must have fallen asleep again for now Tara was dressed in a white sari dotted with pink feathers. She was
standing at Dadar Railway Station, waiting for the Howrah Express to pull in. I clung to her hand. She looked at
me and I noticed her teeth were moist and white and she was saying in Kaku’s voice
“A stitch in time saves nine.”
“But there’s no hurry to go to Calcutta,” I said.
“What can I do?” Tara replied in my voice, clutching Aesop’s Fables in her hand. “I’m a mouse and not a
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bird.” Mum was shaking her head at Tara and saying,
“You are tall, strong, and graceful.” Dad said,
“Books are never judged by their covers.”
Tara was leaning out the train window, tying a mogra garland around my wrist. She stroked my head and said
in her own voice,
“I won’t get lost and neither will you because I found out which way the wind was blowing before I made up
my mind.”
3
Saroj Atya opens her eyes. A blurred silhouette stands outlined against the windowscape. The sky is dyed pink
and gold by the rising sun. A nasal, muffled voice is saying,
“Hand over your flat to Gaja today! Go live in Bicholim. Do this and I, Vithoba, will make your heart His
house forever!”
Saroj Atya gropes for her glasses, adjusts them on her nose. A glimpse of the disappearing sole of his right foot
as he runs away, sixth digit forking out from the base of his big toe like a bulbous cactus, sets Atya’s loose,
crumpled body jiggling with laughter.
“You should have worn chappals, Gajal” she laughs. “You spoiled the trick, son.” Atya removes her glasses,
pats her eyes with the end of her sari.
“Mulil Muli? Where are you, girl?” she calls out. “Did you let Gaja in?” Muli doesn’t answer.
“Hmmm!” Atya breathes out, glancing across the room at her husband, Bapusaheb, who lies on his back, chest
heaving rhythmically, mind dormant. The front door bangs shut.
Still dizzy from sitting up too quickly, Saroj Atya clutches the edge of her mattress, pulls herself to her feet. On
top of her bedside dresser stands a six-inch silver statue of her favourite deity, Vithoba. Bending over and
touching her forehead to the single marigold at His feet, she says,
“Thank-you, Vithoba, thank-you. It is all because of You that our adopted son is back. Now only one thing
remains. You know how my heart craves for that moment when Bapusaheb will sit up in bed, restored. Grant me
this and I will be emptied of all worldly desires. I will be ready to die.”
Atya crosses the room, stands over Bapusaheb. She scans his body carefully while all the time willing it to
respond. But this morning there is nothing, not even the slightest flutter. When it comes to praying and fasting for
Bapusaheb’s recovery it matters not the least what the doctors have repeatedly told her: that his twitches are
involuntary, his coma irreversible.
“Muli! Kuthay ahais ge? Pay her to be my right hand but is she there when I need her?” Atya mutters,
lumbering down the corridor towards the kitchen.
The bathroom door opens. An herb-like, moist fragrance precedes Muli as she saunters out. Her eyes widen
when she sees Atya. She grasps the sodden towel draped around her lower half, pulls it up to cover sturdy breasts.
“What you doing up so early, Atya Bai? It is not being five-thirty yet!” Muli gasps.
“Did you see Gaja? Get some clothes on, girl! Is this how you prance around in the mornings? Did you let him
in?”
“Gaja Dada? Not me!”
Muli runs past Atya into the spare bedroom. She removes the wet towel from around her body, throws it over
the drying wire. The explanation of how Gaja must have entered the flat catches her unawares.
Oh no, she mutters to herself, hastily tying the drawstring of her petticoat, I am forgetting to bolt door when I
am coming back into flat middle of night. Gaja, the badmaash, must have used his latchkey. It is just as well Atya
is not knowing about my hours on landing with Laxmandriver or else it will be chutti for me.
Muli giggles; visions of Laxmandriver’s foresty moustache exploring bare skin make her body tingle. But
doubt enters her mind. She raises her voice,
“Gaja Dada here? At this hour? Not possible, Atya Bail. Give me minute and I am making you nice, hot tea.”
Saroj Atya is sipping her second sweetened cup when she hears Muli walking down the corridor. She quickly
hides the sugar caddy under a hand towel. No doctor-shoctor is going to keep her from eating what she wants
today! When Muli enters the kitchen, Atya has already planned her feast for the Return of Gaja.
“We’ll make sweet semolina shira, eggplant bharit in lots of curds, and fried pomfret. Be first at the fish
market this morning, Muli: choose the pomfret with the clearest eyes!” she says. Muli shakes her head.
“Don’t be disappointed when Gaja Dada is not coming. You were dreaming. And if he was here, why was he
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not staying?”
“Who knows why Gaja does or doesn’t do something! But I tell you Muli, he’s in good spirits this time. When
was the last time he played a trick on me …? I remember. It was when he came to our door dressed like a beggar,
eyelids turned inside out, one leg folded back to look like a stump—what a disguise! I didn’t recognize him until
all the food in his bowl was eaten and he’d grinned at me. But I knew it was him this morning, Muli. Who else
has eleven toes? Not our Lord Vithoba. Only my Gaja!” Atya laughs, wiping her eyes with the end of her sari.
Muli doesn’t know anything about Gaja’s tricks because that was before her time, before she came to work for
Bapusaheb and Saroj Atya. What she does remember is Gaja’s last visit home, when he had crooked a finger at
her, eyes beckoning, a supplicating smile on his face. She had tossed her head, growled under her breath, let him
know she didn’t feel threatened, not in the least. Nevertheless, just to make sure Gaja would stay in line, she
complained about him to Laxmandriver the following morning, whereupon Laxmandriver, in his characteristic yet
chivalrous fashion, took care of the matter instantly.
That evening, he cornered Gaja in the parking lot and, flexing his moustache to villainous effect, threatened to
cut off Gaja’s cucumber if Gaja even as much as glanced in Muli’s direction again. The story then spread, with
lewd laughter and much thigh-slapping, amongst the drivers of Maya Building: how Gaja had slunk away, his
armpits patchy with sweat, his hair standing erect, now the only part of his anatomy capable of being stiff.
Muli sighs: that was almost a year ago. She carries Saroj Atya’s teacup to the basin.
“Don’t tell me I am not warning you, Atya Bai, when you are pacing flat tonight, gas pains shooting darts into
your heart!” she says.
Atya is not surprised by Muli’s precise description of flatulence brought on by disappointment, for hasn’t Muli
seen Atya—and stood by her—throughout Bapusaheb’s illness?
“All right! So you’ve warned me. Now run water for my bath,” Atya says, reaching for a glucose biscuit.
Muli turns on the hot water tap in the bathroom, cranks the handle of the geyser. While the bucket is being
filled she opens the top drawer of Atya’s dresser. After removing a bottle of Hajmola Churan, she briefly glances
at the illustration on its label. A relieved face, cloudy puff of air escaping grinning mouth, assures her that she has
the right medication for Atya’s impending indigestion. She takes it to the dining room, places it on the center of
the table.
*
Gaja comes in the evening, drawn by the heady aromas that emanate from Saroj Atya’s kitchen, fragrant spices
that twist the gut of his memory, pull him homeward. He lets Atya embrace him, breathes in her briny perspiration
mingled with Mysore Sandalwood Soap.
There is a calm, satiating peace at the dinner table as Gaja and Atya squeeze fresh lime juice down the length
of fried pomfrets, remove their delicate, white bones with care. They lick salty yoghurt off their fingers, consume
vast quantities of semolina shira studded with cardamoms and saffron. When Muli silently refills Gaja’s empty
plate, he doesn’t as much as glance at her.
After dinner, Saroj Atya takes Gaja in to see Bapusaheb. If only Bapusaheb were well enough to see you today,
she thinks. You resemble my brother so much. The same slightly elongated shape of head, curly hair lying low on
neck, eyes all but disappearing when you smile.
Gaja is staring at Bapusaheb. The hopelessness of the vacant, still face, oxygen and feeding tubes running out
of nose and mouth hooks into his sensibility, but only for a moment. He is here for a purpose, he reminds himself,
switching off the light before leaving the room. He takes a handful of raw cashew nuts from a glass jar in the
kitchen and sits on the swing on the front verandah. Atya leans against a bolster on the divan opposite. She says,
“Thought you would play a trick on old Atya this morning, did you? Can’t fool me, boy! What did you think
you were doing, pretending to be Vithoba? And what was that you were saying? About Bicholim?”
Gaja swallows a mouthful.
“What do you mean?” Atya chuckles, wagging a finger at him.
“I just got in from Poona. By the Deccan Queen. Look!” he says. “Let me show you my train ticket!”
He empties his pockets, brings up loose change, a knotted handkerchief, a latchkey to Atya’s flat. No ticket.
“You were in Poona? With Chotu?” Saroj Atya asks.
“No, no, not Chotu—I’m tired, Atya. That train must have made a thousand unscheduled stops. I think I’ll go
to bed.” Gaja yawns.
“All right, all right. So you don’t want to admit it was you dressed up as Vithoba! Go to sleep, you look
exhausted. Your night clothes, everything in your wardrobe is just the way you left it,” Atya smiles. “Ask Muli if
you need anything else.” Gaja stops the swing with his feet, straightens his torso.
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“It feels so good to be back I think I’m going to stay forever,” he says.
Atya stretches out on the divan, folds her arms under her head. Her gaze is drawn towards Venus. She thinks
she has found the North Star.
*
Gaja is shaking Saroj Atya.
“Wake up! Why are you sleeping out on the verandah? Listen to what happened!”
Atya sits up slowly. The thick razai Muli must have laid over her is damp with dew; Atya throws it off. The
early morning air clings moist and sultry. Muli comes to the verandah, sets down a tray. Atya swallows the
bitterness that has collected in her mouth with a gulp of tea.
“Vithoba came to me last night!” Gaja is excited.
“He appeared in your dreams?”
“Not in my dreams, in person!”
“Just the way He appeared to me yesterday morning,” Atya smiles.
“I know nothing about that,” he says. “Vithoba told me this flat belongs to me!”
“I’m not surprised, Gaja. The whole world knows the flat is to be yours after us. Why wouldn’t He?”
“Don’t make fun of me. I want you to leave—right now, today!”
“Today? That’s not in our hands, Gaja, but the time will come sooner than you think.”
“I don’t mean then, I mean right now!” Muli comes out on the verandah. Gaja is shouting.
“Where will we go?” Atya says.
“Bicholim. The rest of your family is there.”
“But you are our family!”
“Don’t get sentimental, Atya. I mean it. I want the flat. Now!”
“Don’t be foolish, boy! You can stay here, with us. This flat belongs to all—“
“I want it now or else.”
“Or else what, Gaja?”
“I will make life miserable for you.”
“Well, go ahead and do that, son!” Atya says, standing up, nodding at Muli to remove the tray.
*
Gaja starts treating the flat like a hotel, comes and goes whenever he pleases. When he orders Muli to serve
him food at odd times of the day, Muli is stoic. This time she and Atya are allies. She serves Atya her meals in the
kitchen when Gaja takes over the dining table, litters it with books, newspapers, cigarettes, pencils. He tells Atya
he is working on a draft to present to the courts. He says he is going to sue for the flat.
In front of Gaja, Aiya maintains a yogic calm. But whenever a windstorm rages, thrashing her innards with a
whip-like fury, racking her torso with pain, Atya consoles herself: Every day that passes is one day less towards
that day when Gaja will get fed up and leave. And when he does, Vithoba, I promise You: I will renounce my
worldly goods. But until then, I will not give in!
Late one evening, after pacing the verandah two hundred times, Atya walks into the kitchen to see Muli deftly
avoiding Gaja’s embrace. That night she takes Muli to sleep with her in her bedroom and bolts the door.
Gaja is quarrelsome, irritable the next day. Atya and Muli are determined to be patient. They can sense the end
drawing near. Frustrated by their quiet indifference, he leaves the flat after dinner.
“I heard you all day, Atya Bai, talking to Bapusaheb,” Muli says. “What good is that?” Saroj Atya shakes her
head.
“The boy has lost his reason, Muli. I don’t know what to do!”
“Talk to Janaki Bai. She asked how you were when she saw me on landing this morning. Go on, I’ll keep eye
on Bapusaheb,” Muli says.
Atya goes to the Joshi’s across the landing. Arjun, their twenty-five-year-old son, opens the door.
“Come in Atya, come in! I heard Gaja shouting at you this morning. I wanted to knock his teeth out. See this
fist? Just give me the word!” Arjun says. Atya takes his fist, unfurls the tightly gripped fingers.
“It’s not fists we need, Arjun. When I should have bent the rod, I didn’t. I’m afraid it’s too late now!”
“Never too late, Atya. That good for nothing doesn’t deserve you or Bapusaheb. But come in and sit down.
We’ve just finished dinner.”
Arjun leads Saroj Atya into the sitting room where his parents, Vinod and Janaki, and twin brother, Arun, are
gathered around the coffee table. Vinod is dealing out from a pack of cards. When Janaki sees Atya she quickly
stands up and asks her to take a seat on the sofa.
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“I’ll come another time. Didn’t mean to disturb your rummy,”\fn{ Gin rummy, a card game} Atya says.
“No, no, please, take a seat. You’re not disturbing anything. How are things with Gaja?” Janaki’s voice is
sympathetic. Atya sighs.
“He’s obsessed I tell you! Determined to throw us out of the flat. Wants it all for himself. And to think I was so
happy to see him,” she says, covering her right shoulder with the end of her sari.
“I don’t understand this wanting the flat business. Why can’t all three of you live together?” Janaki asks. Saroj
Atya shakes her head.
“I don’t know. That first morning—when Gaja came back—I thought he was playing a trick on me, pretending
to be Vithoba, telling me to go live in Bicholim. But now he is insisting Lord Vithoba appeared to him. In person,
if you please. Seems Vithoba told him the flat belongs only to him.”
“I bet you anything Gaja is desperate,” Arjun says. “Pretending to be Vithoba was probably his last resort to
get you to leave, Atya. He knows the flat cannot be his while you or Bapusaheb are alive!”
“But what is he going to do with the flat?” Saroj Atya looks around the room.
“Sell it,” Arun says. “Do you know the black market price for flats like ours is in the several lakhs?” Atya turns
to Janaki.
“I should have listened to Bapusaheb when he warned me not to spoil Gaja. ‘Soon Gaja’ll have you eating off
his feet,’ he’d say.”
“Do we not all of us spoil our children?” Janaki rubs her palm up and down Atya’s back. “Don’t blame
yourself, Saroj! I remember Gaja when he was small—such a sweet boy. Always smiling. Took good care of you,
too. ‘Blood pressure, Atya! No climbing stairs!’ he’d wag a little finger when you were too impatient to wait for
the lift. Such a sweet boy.” Atya smiles.
“I remember. I didn’t dream then that one day he would turn out to be just like my brother. Bapusaheb and I
thought we'd gotten rid of that possibility when we adopted him. But now I can’t help thinking: like my brother
who abandoned his family, will Gaja one day leave us too? Leave us to wonder forever whether he is dead or
alive?”
“Bas, Saroj, bas,” Janaki says. “Don’t think about all that. We’ll find a way out of this. Here, drink this water.”
Atya takes the glass. They all sit in silence as she drains it. Janaki looks at Arjun.
“Not to worry, Atya. I’ll speak to Gaja. I’ll reason with him or my name isn’t Arjun!” he says.
*
It is not quite daylight when Saroj Atya is awakened by a thundering on her door.
“Look what I’ve done! Look what I’ve done!”
Gaja is screaming. Muli slips under Bapusaheb’s bed, out of sight. Atya unbolts the door. Stale cigarette smoke
invades the room when she opens it. She walks past Gaja into the sitting room. Linen, utensils, books, clothes,
shoes are piled in crazy heaps on the floor.
“See! I’ve made it easier for you. Pack up now and leave!” Gaja goes into the bedroom.
“Where’s Muli? Hiding is she? I’m going to fix your Laxmandriver, I am, once you’re gone! That’s right—I
want you out too.”
Atya runs to the Joshis’ flat, rings the doorbell several times, hurries back leaving her front door wide open.
She sits on the edge of Bapusaheb’s bed, breathless. Muli remains out of sight.
“Start packing!” Gaja is impatient. Atya points,
“Look who’s here!”
He quickly looks over his shoulder then stares at Atya. Standing behind him are Arjun, Arun, and Mr. Joshi.
Atya smothers a smile: the resolute look of the men - jaws dark green, bloodshot eyes bleary from interrupted
sleep—is menacing. Just like the three hero-brothers in the film Laal Aag, Atya thinks, on their torrid mission to
rescue the bosomy Sood sisters from the clutches of a multifarious gang of thieves, rapists, killers. …
Gaja shakes off his momentary loss of composure and turns around. “You stay out of this, Arjun! This is a
family matter!”
“Now it’s Atya’s turn is it?” Arjun asks.
“What!”
“You’ve swindled people for years, lived off them! What have you done this time Gaja, that you want Atya’s
flat? It must be a fat amount that you owe—”
“You keep out of this, Arjun. I’ve, I’ve never swindled—”
“Who do you think gave the Dancing Shiledar Family the two thousand rupees you owed them? Atya was out
when they came collecting so Muli sent them to us. They said to tell you that unless you paid up within the week
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they’d set thugs on you. Do you know who got you out of that mess? Settled that debt? My father did but never
told Atya about it. Spared her the humiliation—”
“What are you saying, Arjun?” Saroj Atya asks. But Arjun keeps looking at Gaja.
“You’re talking nonsense!” Gaja says.
“Am I? But forget that: it’s an old story. Atya tells me Vithoba came to you. In person. Well, He appeared to
me, too, but being the simple fellow that I am, only in my dreams. Do you know what He told me Gaja? He said
that you and I are to take part in a miracle! Yes! I’m to throw you off the verandah and He will catch you on your
way down.”
“Atya, tell them to leave the flat! He’s, he’s insulting me!” Arjun motions for Atya not to move.
“So, are you ready, Gaja? I’ll take Gaja’s feet, Arun, you take his shoulders.”
Arun and Arjun close in on Gaja. Mr. Joshi stands square in the doorway. He steps aside when Gaja staggers
out the bedroom and out the front door.
“I don’t think you’re going to see him for a long time—what is it, Atya, why are you laughing?”
“Vithoba said a miracle would take place!” Atya is looking at Bapusaheb’s face.
“But Atya,” says Arjun, thinking this Gaja business has finally unhinged her.
“Come and see! Look at Bapusaheb. He’s doing it a second time!”
They quickly gather around the bed; Muli crawls out from under it.
Bapusaheb’s twitching mouth stretches into a half-smile, stays like that for a couple of moments, relapses once
again into comatose stillness. After watching Muli adjust the oxygen tube that has slipped out of his nose, Atya
walks slowly to her bed, removes a pair of diamond earrings from under her pillow. Slipping off her gold bangles,
all six of them, she places her jewelry next to the marigold at Vithoba’s feet.
1958
231.174 Excerpt from Virtual Equality\fn{by Urvashi Vaid (1958- )} New Delhi, National Capital Territory, India
(F) 2
On June 28, 1969, as gay people took to the streets outside the Stonewall Inn, I was ten years old. Three years
earlier, my family had emigrated to America, and I still remember the drive from Kennedy Airport to upstate New
York, where I grew up, not only for its twelve-hour length, but for my excitement at seeing snow. My father, an
accomplished novelist, taught English literature and writing at the State University of New York at Potsdam,
while my mother, an equally accomplished teacher and poet, tried for many years to get a job in that little town.
We were part of the second large wave of Indian migration to the United States. Questions of assimilation, of
crossing cultural borders, and developing an authentic identity marked my coming of age.
My first overtly political act was to write a letter, when I was ten years old, to Richard Nixon, urging him to
sign the ABM missile treaty. I never got an answer. In the spring of 1972, when I was thirteen, I gave my first
political speech—a pro-McGovern valedictory talk at my junior high school graduation. As the San Francisco gay
leader Jim Foster became the first openly gay person to address the Democratic Convention, that same summer, I
got ready for high school. I had not heard about gay liberation, but I was already pro-civil rights, antiwar, and a
women’s libber. Still, my passion was rock-and-roll more than politics, and my first true love was Mick Jagger of
the Rolling Stones.
In the summer of 1975, as the Washington gay activist Frank Kameney battled the U.S. Civil Service
commission to allow gay federal employment, I graduated from high school and got ready for Vassar. College
taught me, without intending to, how to organize. In protests over admissions and financial aid, through the
women’s group on campus, and through the anti-apartheid group that I helped establish there, I learned all the
tools of activism. As I organized, I studied and fell in love—with the Romantic poets, Patti Smith, the Frankfurt
School, the Situationist Movement, Shulamith Firestone, a number of my women professors, and all my best
girlfriends.
The most formative influences of my college life were the four feminist conferences I helped organize on
campus. In 1977, my friends Susan Allee and Betsy Ringel met Amy Horowitz of Roadwork and decided to
produce a women’s music concert. The result was Olivia Records’ Varied Voices of Black Women Tour, which we
brought to Poughkeepsie in 1978. The encounter with the women on the tour—notably the late poet Pat Parker
and musicians Linda Tillery, Mary Watkins, and Gwen Avery—changed us in profound ways; we had discovered
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a lesbian culture. Producing Holly Near in 1979, and going to the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival that same
year, further exposed me to the national community of lesbians and feminists.
By the end of college, I was sure that I was a lesbian. For me, coming out happened when I first fell in love
with a woman. I should have known when my rock-and-roll idol changed from Mick to Patti Smith. I told my
sisters immediately, and we worried about breaking the news to our parents. Despite my hesitation about dealing
with their reaction, I kept up my political work.
At the time of the first National March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights, on October 14, 1979, I had
just turned twenty-one. I had moved to Boston that same month with my best friend, to “join the women’s
movement.” I opted to look for work instead of taking a bus to the march, and I am still mad at myself for not
going. Working as a part-time secretary for two lawyers, I threw myself into Boston’s feminist, lesbian, and gay
communities. In my lesbian group, Lesbians United in Non-Nuclear Action (LUNA), I worked on a civil
disobedience action at the Seabrook nuclear plant in New Hampshire. I joined the most important political group
in my life in 198D—the nonprofit newspaper Gay Community News. Volunteering every Friday night to stuff and
mail papers, I formed friendships that would last me a lifetime.
As I moved through law school at Northeastern University in the early 1980s, I realized that the lifetime of
many of my friends was to be shorter than we had imagined. AIDS entered my life through my closest gay male
friends. Today, as AIDS overwhelms so many men and women I love with its relentless horror, I remember the
incredulity and paranoia we felt in those early years as the epidemic emerged. We had no idea then what
devastation awaited us. And we still do not have adequate ways to explain to unaffected straight people the terror
turned into anger, the anger become numbness, the numbness turned into an unrelenting despair, as the traumatic
experience of mass death unfolds and shrouds our lives.
In 1980, I went home to Potsdam to come out. I wanted my parents to hear it from me, not read about my
activism in the paper. But I could not get the words out of my mouth. The night I returned to Boston, my sister
called with the news that as soon as I left my father had asked her if I was gay; she had said yes.
My dread of this disclosure proved worse than their reaction. Over the years, my parents moved from
disapproval to incomprehension to acceptance to tremendous support. In some ways, my choice to leave
mainstream work for full-time gay political activism was harder for them to accept than my sexual orientation.
By the time HIV was identified in 1983, I was living in Washington, D.C., working as an attorney for the
National Prison Project of the American Civil Liberties Union. I still worked with Roadwork to produce women’s
culture, and when Reagan was re-elected, in 1984, I co-founded a lesbian direct-action group, called LIPS. In
1985, with the encouragement of Mike Riegle, who founded GCN’s Prisoners’ Project and who died with AIDS in
1991, I began the National Prison Project’s work to bring more attention to the treatment of prisoners with HIV
and AIDS. Living in Washington led me to meet National Gay Task Force’s lobbyist Jeff Levi and its exciting
director, Ginny Apuzzo, and I began to consider gay rights work as something to do full time.
When the Second National March on Washington was held, on October 11, 1987, I had quit my legal job at the
ACLU and had been working at NGLTF as its public information director for more than a year. Over the next
several years, I threw myself into media organizing, developing relationships with grassroots activists, organizing
direct actions, devising strategy and policy positions, and eventually, when I became NGLTF’s director, trying to
raise the money to do all this work. By the time of the Third National March on Washington, on April 25, 1993, I
had left NGLTF after six and a half years on its staff, and had begun to work on this book.
I left NGLTF for personal and political reasons. Personally, I grew tired of juggling the pressure of national
work with my desire for a personal life. I loved the movement, yet I wanted a fuller life. I wanted time to develop
my relationship with Kate, with whom I had maintained a long-distance relationship for five years; and I wanted
the time to think and feel, something that the pace of national organizing precluded. On a political level, I left
NGLTF because I was not sure that it could do what I felt needed to be done by the movement. At the time I made
the decision to leave, in early 1992, I was clear about the importance of the mainstream civil rights work done by
the organization—and others like it. Yet I was not clear that this was the work I wanted to do, or that I had the
ability to steer the group further in the progressive direction I believed was necessary. A national organization is a
cumbersome load; the demands for it to represent a wide array of people are real and well-made. I felt
increasingly stifled in acting on the politics of social justice and liberation that I hold dear. Leaving to write was a
decision that respected my needs as well as the realities of the organization.
My reasons for writing this book have not been literary or scholarly, but activist and also personal: to gain a
better understanding of the problems the gay political movement faces and, in part, to figure out how best to use
my own energies. This time of reflection became a chance to assess my political work over the past fifteen years
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of involvement in gay communities.
In its first incarnation, the book was a consideration of what happened in 1992, why it was such an unusual
year for gay politics, and what Bill Clinton’s election meant. I vividly recall the night Clinton won, because I
walked around in such shock. The candidate we had supported, who had openly embraced us, had won! At the
national level, I had seen the gay movement move from the margin of political life during the Reagan and Bush
years to the center of the policy-development process. I had seen gay men, in particular, live with the complete
destruction and reconstruction of their communities and gay families as a result of AIDS. After my involvement in
crafting the national gay and lesbian movement’s strategies for several years, I wanted to understand and explain
how it happened.
By early 1993, the book had come to be a document of self-criticism more than a history of the movement’s
accomplishments. I saw the shattering of my own illusions of change, as Clinton did to gay people what most
politicians have done, and as our movement experienced the paradox of unprecedented cultural possibility
accompanied by the persistence of prejudice and the same stigmatization gay people have challenged for decades.
Out of these observations came the idea of virtual equality—a state of conditional equality based more on the
appearance of acceptance by straight America than on genuine civic parity. New leaps in gay access, visibility,
and power have not transformed the second-class status of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people. The
political access some have gained has translated poorly to genuine clout, and the lack of an organized grassroots
base remains the gay movement’s Achilles’ heel.
This book begins with an examination of where we stand and ends with a series of specific tasks to be tackled
by those interested in doing more. My hope is to bring about a rethinking of our approach to the dilemmas gay
people rfact.\fn{Imperfect scan: “suffer” is meant:H} As Allen Ginsberg wrote,
“America, I’m putting my queer shoulder to the wheel.”
Let us do just that.
22.81 The Library Girl\fn{by Vishwapriya L. Iyengar (1958- )} Banglore?, Tamil Nadu State?, India (F) 4
Tripping on the torn seam of her ghagra she ran quickly through narrow paths that turned into comers at every
few steps. Quickly, before the corrugated ripples came down and the eye shut.
“The eye of the basti,” Talat thought fancifully.
A sore or a showpiece, but the eye? Ridiculous. The library was the most incongruous place in the basti. The
basti was many centuries old; the grave of an honoured poet and famous saint gave it historical authenticity. No,
they would rather the eye was in the tomb.
Asad Baba removed the tin tray from the oven. The soft smell of freshly baked rusks spilt out into the open
road. Va’al-e-qum, Baba. Asad Baba shook his head: No, not even the rusks would tempt Talat to pause for a
conversation. The fire in his oven and the hot tray—black with years of baking—made him feel lonely … He
would have liked to share the evening batch.
Zahir and Ali called Talat the “library girl” just as many others in the basti did. They flocked to secret corners
watching her go and return.
“Quickly, quickly, before the library closes and my book is lost inside …”
Va’al-e-qum, Baba. Va’al-e-qum, Baji. Va’al-e-qum, little brother. Va’al-e-qum, little goat. Tomorrow they will
dress you in chilies.
A tiny rat lay dead on the circular iron lid of the sewer. The powerful smack of a broom. Talat laughed.
Va’al-e-qum, pest.
Aziza Baji was not just a librarian, thought Talat, she was a social worker. She was important. What she liked
best about Aziza Baji was that she never smelt of cooked food. The library was like a palace with so many
beautiful books. She liked to sit on the cold white steel chairs and open the pages. She liked to become a tiny ant
that moved between the letters of the words.
Karim Baba sat in his closet-like shop surrounded by a dozen century-old clocks encased in rosewood coffins.
Only one worked but it did not have an enamel dial. On the white paper disc it said a quarter to six. His hands had
shaken when he wrote, “Made in England.” He could sell it for two hundred' rupees if the paper disc was not
discovered.
Va’al-e-qum, Baba. Va’ al-e-qum, Beti.
His temples throbbed against the stiff skullcap. She ran like a bolt of sunshine, little library girl with her book
clutched to her bosom. He watched her disappear around the comer with immense sadness: some buds would
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never blossom in this basti. Eventually there was never enough sunshine and the soil was too cold. She would
have reached the library now.
He closed the door and fixed the padlock. He pressed the cold, tarnished brass key to his lips and put it in his
pocket.
Talat was sixteen or seventeen years old, she did not know for sure. When she was younger, she used to go to
school and then one day it had stopped abruptly. Maybe Father had quarreled with Mother about money for school
fees or Mother had quarreled with the school teachers about money.
Only two days after she had left school, Ammi had taken her to the bazaar in a cycle-rickshaw with the
promise of a wonderful expedition. Ammi wanted yellow satin, the color of the: noonday sun. The shopkeepers
had laughed at this ghost-woman in a burqa who spoke so intensely about yellow. But they had found the exact
shade that Ammi sought and along with it they had bought silver star-shaped sequins. Sun and stars, thought Talat,
feeling a mixture of exhilaration and despondency as she sat watching an azure twilight and listened to the cycle
bells of the rickshaws.
For many days Talat prayed desperately for a wedding in the family so that she could wear her new ghagra,
but there had been none.
Ammi sat up all night sewing the ghagra-kameez for Talat. The kerosene lamp had become black and smoky
but Ammijaan had sewn like a possessed woman. Towards dawn she began fixing the stars and Talat fell asleep
reciting her numbers. It did not matter if she awoke late for there would be no school for her the next morning.
Another day she had heard Ammi and Abba quarrelling bitterly and it had frightened her. Ammi was asking
how, if there was money for Tahir’s education, there was none for Talat’s. Her father had laughed and then
shouted. She stood at the edge of the ditch outside their house and overheard,
“Buy her silk, satin, velvet, silver—but, fool woman, don’t compare her with Tahir.”
Even now when she remembered the low husky voice of her father droning those words, Talat shuddered.
When he left the house, she had slipped in with the shadows.
Ammijaan’s eyes were red and her face covered with tears. Her hands were shaking as she slashed the meat
with her long iron knife. Kheema, thought Talat, will she put peas in it? Ammi had screamed when she saw Talat
creeping in.
“Go wear your new ghagra and go out and play.”
Talat felt bewildered; she wanted to ask, “When will the kheema be ready?” She had worn the ghagra-kameez
and stood for a long time before the mirror. She could see Ammi in the kitchen and knew that Ammi too could see
her. Ammi’s long thick fingers were a little blood-stained and she stroked her cheeks. Mother and child gazed at
each other through the mirror. But her mother had frightened her. Her eyes were like crows trapped in the cage of
her face.
Talat had gone out to play. In the giant-wheel of mirth she had forgotten what she had played and where. But
someone had been jealous of her yellow satin suit because many sequins had been torn and ugly hand prints of
grease had been smudged on it instead.
Whenever she thought about school there came before her a picture of her grease-stained suit.
The library was opposite a hide shop. Hides hung in neat rows from the beams. Brown, dry hides in the exact
shape of a goat. The neck and the four legs all sewn up. They made good water-bags. But the library had a curtain
that was always drawn. It was the only place in the basti that did not have to exhibit its wares. A red curtain like
the skirt of Anarkali.
Talat parted the curtain with restrained excitement.
“Salaam al-e-qum Aziza Baji,” she smiled in triumph.
She looked shyly at Aziza and then went to the book-shelf.. Her arms filled with books, she sat down on the
steel chair. There were pictures in the library that she loved to see: aeroplanes, trucks, and women working in the
fields. The walls in her house were bare. There were many marks on the walls and when Ammi’s lamp moved its
flames to the wind’s music, these marks would become pictures, but she did not like the stories they told.
Today she read a story about a dancer who tried to escape death. She told death to dance in her shadow and
sang to the sun, asking him to kill all shadows. But the sun said, “How can I kill death if there is no death?” So
the dancer told the sun to give her night and the sun agreed.
In the night the dancer lost her shadow and danced forever. The attenuated cries of “ Allah ho Akbar” froze her
fantasy. The tick of the library clock became the pricking of a sewing needle upon her flesh. Abba would soon be
returning from the Azan and it was time for her to be back. Tomorrow Aziza Baji would give her a book about a
famous doctor who had helped the poor people of China. Aziza Baji had told Talat many stories about this man.
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Talat liked to read about people who change things that seemed unchangeable.
“Until tomorrow, khuda hafiz.”
Talat ran through the narrow road that twisted and slipped into a darkness called home. The book about the
dancer was well hidden in the folds of her kameez. Little lights burned on the road as the library girl returned. Old
eyes, young eyes, men’s and women’s eyes: in curiosity, in envy and in desire these lights burnt, unseen by the
library girl who ran in trepidation as the name of Allah rose and fell on the ear-caves of a bleak evening.
And then it was a month of festivities.
Talat sat on a low divan, her arms propped against a blue velvet bolster and she read about the doctor in China.
The velvet too, smelt of curry and her fingers curled around the fabric with hesitant sensuality. They heard the
crunch of gravel beneath thick boat-like leather soles, and the rubbing of the soles on a mat. Ammi wiped the
moisture from her upper lip with a cloth kept for cleaning the kitchen. Abba lifted the curtain and stepped in.
Above the doorway was some ornate Persian lettering, in praise of God, Talat presumed. She did not understand
Persian. Abba had a bulky brown-paper packet underneath his black coat. Today he had been to Jamma Masjid
and he must have shopped.
Talat gave him a glass of sweetened water. Rose petals floated in the water. He stared at the child with mock
seriousness. He drank hastily and little droplets clung to the hair of his beard. Talat gave him a towel but he did
not wipe the water away. Instead, he sat down on the divan, exactly on the spot where she had hidden her book. It
was safe underneath the mattress, but she was still afraid.
“It’s Persian,” he said, pointing at the mysterious package with a dark, dry finger with a long nail.
“Open it, it is a gift for you, child.”
Ammi watched through the mirror. Grandmother, who was crocheting a white skullcap on her knee, jutted out
her neck as Talat delicately eased the jute twine out. She put her hands into the paper packet and shuddered with
delight:
“Ooh, it’s as soft as a new-born kitten.”
“It’s Persian,” her father repeated. He would never say “Iran.”
She pulled out a long black cloth of silk. It slipped from her hands and fell. A black cat slept on the gray
cement floor. Grandmother’s old fingers knotted the white thread. Ammi rubbed rock-salt on the goat’s leg.
Talat picked up the black fabric and she exclaimed with delight,
“Why! It is the most perfect burqa ever!” She lifted it up against her for all to see. The face mask was a fine
net mesh.
“'See, the net is as fine as the lattice-work in Fatehpur Sikri.”\fn{ It is on the face of the mosque at Fatehpur Sikri that
there is a saying of Jesus: “Beloved, the world is a bridge: go across it, but do not build your house upon it.” }
Her mother rubbed salt into the goat’s breast and did not know if glass crystals were not being rubbed into her
own. The old woman dropped her eyes onto a crocheted flower.
Only her father’s eyes shone with pride and pleasure. Talat wore the burqa for him and smiled. She turned to
the mirror. A wooden eagle held the mirror between its claws. Talat laughed. Ammi took out her long black iron
knife and began to rub salt into the rust spots at the tip. She saw her beautiful sun and star child become night in
the mirror. In haste she cut the meat that had not yet softened, in haste she cut her thumb.
Talat saw her own veiled face in the mirror and felt afraid. She had also seen her mother’s face. In the cage the
crows had died.
Her father said, “I have business to attend to,” and left.
The old woman let out a scream of exasperation. The skull-cap had disintegrated into a confusion of knots.
Grandmother slapped Tahir hard on his cheeks. He distracted her, she said, asking for star-sweets. There was the
mark of her bony fingers on his plump cheeks. Tahir ran out crying disconsolate sobs.
Still wearing her Persian burqa Talat took her book from under the mattress and ran behind Tahir. She lost him
around a comer and when she found him again he was with a group of boys. In his hands he held a stick like a gun
and was pointing at a horse. Bang … bang … boom. Talat smiled at him. Play with your sticks, little brother, but I
will cut the meat.
Talat ran quickly, quickly before the library closed.
Va’al-e-qum, Baba.
Va’al-e-qum, Baji.
Now she would go to the library and exchange her book. Aziza Baji had promised her a truly wonderful book.
Va’al-e-qum, little sister.
She ran trailing her black Persian robe down the dirty streets. Today she would pause and speak, she thought,
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as she gathered up her robe. Asad Baba was putting a tray of buns into the oven. Talat smiled.
Va’al-e-qum, Baba.
He thought his old eyes were playing tricks on him and he burnt his fingers as he placed the tray a little too
deep inside the oven. The library girl had not come today and he watched instead a burqa-ed woman turn the
comer. In the little attic room above the bakery, Ali and Zahir played chess. Between moves they glanced at the
street through the little window. It was turning dark and the library girl had not come.
Inside the veil Talat felt sick and cold. Today no one had smiled back at her and no one had said her Persian
robe was beautiful.
Karim Baba stood outside his clock shop. He clutched the key in his pocket. He had waited a long time. He
wanted to tell Talat that he had sold the round clock with the paper dial for one hundred and seventy-five rupees.
He would have liked to have given her a few rupees for an orange dupatta, or, he smiled distractedly, for a book.
Tomorrow would be too late, his begum would have appropriated the money. Why hadn’t the child gone to the
library? Had the bud already begun to wither?
When Talat smiled at him through the black net he had turned his back. Neither the mad dog nor the enchanted
child had stalked the streets today.
Within the veil, a darkness seized Talat. It bandaged her mouth, her eyes, and sealed her voice. Today her
smiles had lit nothing. Blank faces had become ash in her gaze. She wanted to … she wanted to lift the veil and
say,
“Look … it’s me. Only me in a Persian robe. It’s a joke.”
But the robe had hands that clasped her mouth.
Quickly, quickly, before the library closes and the eye shuts forever. But the eye was in the tomb and had shut
a long time ago. Two more corners to turn and she would be there. That wonderful book. What was it about? She
had already forgotten. One more corner and she heard the corrugated shutter being pulled down. The clink-clinkclink of Aziza Baji’s glass bangles. Turquoise blue? She ran, shouting,
“For the love of God wait for me. Do not close the library yet, give me my book.” She ran, tripping on her
black robe.
She could not see the red curtains. Grey metal shone dully, very dully, in the moonlight. Aziza had seen a
woman in a burqa waving her hands, falling down and weeping. Inside, evening had stretched the emptiness taut;
she was very exhausted. Aziza had to catch a bus, she lived a long way from the basti.
Talat cried and Talat screamed inside her black veil. But they did not hear and did not see. Long after the name
of Allah had turned evening into night she walked home slowly, very slowly.
1959
176.139 Excerpt from The Age of Shiva: A Novel\fn{by Manil Suri (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India
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Somehow, I always return to that 1955 Republic Day eve in Delhi, when I first saw your father. I wonder what
my life would have been if I hadn’t gone to the concert with Roopa. If I had not allowed her to drag me backstage.
If I had not heard your father say those words.
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“Your sister is almost as pretty as you are.”
Every time I asked him afterwards, he said he couldn’t remember which one of us he meant. When did the idea
first start germinating in my brain? Was it when I saw Roopa whistle at him during the show? When I saw the
look that came on her face backstage?
“Your sister is almost as pretty as you are.”
I had never heard anyone say that before to me. Neither had Roopa, to her.
Or was it after the contest, when we all went to the market at Chandni Chowk to stand on the street and eat
fruit mix from one of the century-old shops? When Roopa kept insisting on feeding Dev herself, picking up the
chunks of spice-doused banana and sweet potato with her toothpick and ostentatiously transporting them to his
mouth? All around us, eyes widened at her brazenness, foreheads rumpled in disapproval, voices chittered at the
shamelessness of youth.
“Should I sprinkle on more chili powder?” Roopa asked Dev, and I could see the flush on her face from the
looks she pretended not to notice.
“Meera doesn’t like pineapple,” Dev said, nodding at the leaf spread out on my palm, which was bare except
for the small yellow pyramid of pineapple I had arranged on the side with my toothpick. He was smiling at me,
and as I watched, his mouth opened in expectation of the next morsel from Roopa. What would happen if I
speared a piece from my pyramid and raised it to his lips? Would I also be able to bask in the heat of the
scandalized stares?
“She’s always been the fussy one in the family,” Roopa declared, annoyed that Dev’s attention had strayed.
She rummaged around in her fruit for a pineapple chunk to pop into his mouth and glared at me when she couldn’t
find one.
“If you weren’t going to eat it, why didn’t you tell the man no pineapple, instead of erecting the Taj Mahal on
your leaf with everyone’s share?”
“I was saving it for the end,” I said, picking up a piece and chewing it with relish for Roopa’s benefit. “It’s
very sweet,” I told her, then added cheekily, “should I give you some? For Dev?”
Roopa’s eyes flashed, but her words were lost in a blast of January wind that swept through the lane. It had
rained the night before, and the cold had a penetrating dampness to it that made us tighten the grip of our
fingertips around our toothpicks. I watched the stripes billow on Dev’s thin sweater, the kind with the sky blue Vneck which was being touted by street vendors all over Delhi as this year’s fashion imported directly from
London. Dev stood facing the gusts, his shirt open casually up to the second button, as if he were a tennis player
at Wimbledon positioning himself in a breeze on a hot summer day.
“Are you cold?” he asked, as Roopa and I pulled at our shawls, trying to eke out enough material to cover our
heads. “I could give someone my sweater.”
I was almost taken in. But then as he spoke about moving to Bombay to become a playback singer for films, I
noticed how his jaw tensed to keep his teeth from chattering.
“Roopa says she couldn’t possibly leave Delhi, but I dream about it all the time. Imagine living down there
next to the warmth of the sea, imagine never needing a shawl or sweater again.”
He dug his arms in tightly against his lean frame to maintain the nonchalance of his pose as he said this. How
endearing it was, I thought, that underneath his bravado, he too was freezing.
*
Roopa wanted to buy cosmetics, so we walked down towards the fort, looking for the side street with the
perfume shops. Everywhere was the smell of charcoal fires, mingling with the aroma of food being fried on giant
iron griddles. The air was so heavy with smoke that it looked grainy, lights from the shops swirled and bled as
though through a fog. Tiny paper flags sprouted from the ends of wooden sticks everywhere, like early spring
blossoms heralding the arrival of Republic Day. Decorations for the celebration had been becoming more
elaborate since the original one in 1950, and this year there were strings of bulbs festooned between the lampposts
along the street. Just this morning, the newspapers had talked about how the wounds of partitioning the country
into India and Pakistan were finally healing after eight years, how Hindus and Muslims all over the Indian side
were ready to put the riots and the killings of the past aside and greet a united future.
“Look at the fort,” Dev said, pointing at the arches that rose from the twilight ahead. “They say that Shah
Jehan employed a hundred musicians, to play in the drum house five times a day. That’s the time I should have
lived, in the days of the Mughals. When people like me were hired in the royal courts, when the soul of a singer
was something even kings could appreciate.”
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I imagined Shah Jehan and his empress Mumtaz reclining at dusk in the fort on the cushioned interior of the
Sheesh Mahal. Dev’s lyrics ushering in the evening candles one by one, each flame igniting a thousand images in
the mirrors embedded in the ceiling and walls.
“All these centuries later, and everything still stands, just like the Mughals built it,” Dev said. “They’ve come
and gone, the British, and these buildings will outlast us all.”
The first time I saw the Red Fort was just before the Partition, when I was nine. My family had left behind the
ancestral mansion in Rawalpindi, once it became clear the city would fall to Pakistan, and fled to Delhi. Paji took
us to a different neighborhood every day to familiarize us with our new home. Darya Ganj, the part of Old Delhi
in which we resettled, was filled with narrow streets and crowded bazaars. In comparison, New Delhi, with its
wide boulevards and enormous edifices, was so different, it might as well have been London or New York. The
immaculate white pillars and polished arcades of Connaught Circus had projected a symmetry, an order, that was
unsettling. Biji in particular was so intimidated that she rarely ventured out of Old Delhi after that.
What I remembered most vividly about the Red Fort from back then was the Union Jack flapping atop a pole,
its stern geometry of triangles and crosses clashing with the delicate intricacy of the minarets and arches. In its
stead now flew the Indian flag, the centuries-old Ashoka wheel at its center forming a bridge between the Hindu
strand of saffron and the Muslim strand of green. A new united India, we had been taught, with a unified identity
for the future.
“We should come again tomorrow, to see the fireworks,” Roopa said, as we watched workers hoist large cloth
portraits of Gandhiji and Nehru on either side of the Lahore Gate for a special celebration the next evening.
“A full lakh\fn{100,000} of rupees they’re supposed to be spending, to celebrate the five-year mark.”
Floodlights started coming on all round the fort, bathing the sandstone in patriotic cascades of white and green
and orange.
“Testing, testing,” someone said over a loudspeaker. Then Nehru’s voice crackled through the air, reprising his
1947 Independence Day speech.
The achievement we celebrate today is but a step, an opening of opportunity, to the greater triumphs and
achievements that await us. Are we brave enough and wise enough to grasp this opportunity and accept the challenge of
the future?

I noticed Roopa rub her wrist across the stripes of Dev’s sweater, then slide her hand under his.
It seems bizarre to blame Nehru for my life, but I think it was his words that helped egg me on towards my
fate. Listening to him made me start wondering what my own future would hold for me, whom would I be
spending it with. What were my opportunities, dangling ripe and heavy within reach, waiting to be plucked? I
stood there, absorbing the bustle and tinsel of the street, as men with scarves wound around their faces bicycled
by. Looming ahead was the imposing façade of the fort with its neat rows of windows and doorways and the flag
undulating lazily from a pole. Beyond stretched the vast rising expanse of the sky, as smooth and unmarked as a
sheet of parchment dipped in ink.
The past is over and it is the future that beckons to us now …

What story did I plan to inscribe across the blank expanse of my own future? Already, my parents had started
inviting the families of prospective bridegrooms to come over and inspect Roopa. Even though I was two years
younger, Biji, savvy to every marketing possibility, found some pretext to trot me out as well at every such
occasion.
“My second daughter, Meera. A bit more time, and you’ll see her blossom into another Roopa, just you wait.”
It was quite possible that she might have us both married off within the year, before I even had a chance to get
to college, before I could experience any of the adventures I had dreamt about or seen on the screen. I felt
something clutch at my heart. Roopa never tired of boasting about her college flirtations, the boys she had met
even before the poetry evening where she was introduced to Dev. When would it be my turn for romance?
A small sigh escaped Roopa’s throat and I turned around to see Dev brush his lips against her fingers. My
sister’s eyes were closed, and her head slightly tilted back, as if she had just surrendered herself to the comfort of
a particularly soft and luxurious pillow. I looked at Dev’s mouth, at the incipient shadow of his mustache, at the
half smile playing at his lips. (From the fleeting contact with my sister’s fingers, perhaps?) Under the crest of his
chin, a streak of makeup still gleamed unwashed on his neck, like a luminous brushstroke of silver painted across
the darkness of his skin.
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A new star arises, the star of freedom in the East, a new hope comes into being, a vision long cherished materializes.

And I suddenly realized that Dev’s eyes were open, that his gaze was focused on my face, that he had been
observing me while I examined him.
Then the electricity failed, Nehru’s voice was squelched mid-sentence, and the great architectural works of the
Mughals around us were plunged into darkness.
*
“Does Paji know about Dev?”
It was later that night, and we were alone at home. Paji was on an overnight trip, and Biji had seized the
opportunity to drag our younger sister Sharmila to be blessed by a holy man in Dhaula Kuan to make her teeth
grow out straight. Roopa sat in front of the mirror in Biji’s room, rummaging through the cosmetics she had
picked up (in the light of a hurricane lamp) from Chandni Chowk.
“Have some sense,” she said, looking at me scornfully. “Would I be sitting here alive if he did?”
“You’ll have to tell if you marry Dev.”
“Who said anything about marriage?” Roopa scoffed. “His father is some sort of railway employee at
Nizamuddin station. Can you imagine us on the platform waving flags at the Frontier Mail?”
She found the bottle she was looking for and held it up.
“See this? It’s proper rouge. Imported. Not that horrible red paste from Ajmer that the Christian ayahs\fn
{Nursemaids} smear on their cheeks.”
“Oh please, could we try it on my face?”
Rouge was the cosmetic Biji abhorred the most, denouncing it as something only fit for the faces of whores
and English housewives. Biji considered all makeup immoral, and only owned a single stick of red lipstick
herself. She used this not to color her lips, but to form perfectly round bindis on her forehead for special
occasions.
“I don’t know,” Roopa said, examining my features with a professional air. “Your cheeks are too coarse—and
besides, it’s much too expensive to waste against your dark skin.”
I had heard things like this so many times from her that it did not bother me. Everyone agreed that Roopa was
the one with the film-star looks, the fairer, more radiant skin. Despite the compliments, my sister could still not
resist an opportunity to cut me down a notch, to bolster this claim.
“What if I promise not to tell Paji about Dev if you make me up?”
Roopa gasped.
“Why you little witch. I’m the one who took you there and now you’re threatening me? What are you, so
jealous, just because you can’t get a boyfriend?”
“I can, too, if 1 want. I’m just too young.”
“You’re seventeen. Two years less than I am. That’s not young. No, it’s because you’re too ugly, that’s why. So
ugly that your own mother sent you back to the village after you were born so she wouldn’t have to look at you.”
It had happened after they brought me home from my grandmother’s. Roopa had taken one look at me and run
away, terrified. She dropped to the floor unconscious the next morning when she saw my mouth at Biji’s breast.
Two days after I arrived, Roopa curled her body into a ball and refused to allow herself to be fed.
Biji became alarmed at the looming prospect-losing her first-born in exchange for her second. Roopa had good
teeth, sturdy limbs, and filled the house with joy. I, on the other hand, was still mottled from the delivery and only
opened my mouth to cry. The choice was clear—it was not as if I was a boy.
So the next morning, Biji packed me with my clothes back into my cradle and had the servant summoned to
return me to the village where I had been delivered. There I was to stay for several months, becoming less ugly as
I grew, until it was determined I would no longer traumatize poor Roopa.
By the time Sharmila was born, Roopa had become more used to babies. Or perhaps Sharmila looked prettier
than I. In any case, Roopa did not cry, and Sharmila was not sent back to become less ugly. Instead, it was I who
did the howling, every time I saw Sharmila’s face.
But Biji was unmoved by my tears. Sharmila stayed.
It wasn’t just Biji who doted on Roopa. Paji called her his “English daughter,” so fair that the midwife must
have lifted her from a pram in the British cantonment nearby.
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“You’ll light up your father’s name, be a doctor or scientist someday.” He insisted on feeding her every night
with his own hand. Roopa would sit at his right and accept offerings of food and fruit with the self-satisfied
benevolence of an idol at a temple.
So entrenched was the rule in our household that Roopa be favored in everything that the question of opposing
it didn’t arise. It would have made as much sense as rebelling against a law of nature—against gravity or the
course of the monsoon. Sharmila and I wore Roopa’s old clothes and played with her discarded toys without
complaint, we called her “Bhenji” since using her name would show disrespect, and we obeyed (or disobeyed) her
decrees as we would those of a parent.
Today, though, I was not going to let Bhenji get away with calling me ugly.
“Your Dev thinks I’m pretty,” I said, and was rewarded by the annoyance that flared up in her face.
*
In the end, Roopa relented and made me up, though she purposely put on too much rouge, making my cheeks
as bright as candy. I looked at my face, squinting to compensate not only for the rouge, but also the eyebrow
pencil, with which Roopa had outlined my eyes so vehemently that they stared back as if out of a cartoon drawn
by a child.
But it didn’t really matter. I had finally blossomed, as Biji had predicted, and someone else had been able to
see it. I, too, was beautiful now—Roopa was no longer the only one.
So beautiful, that the idea, at last fully articulated, at last fully engorged with possibility and churning with
ambition, engulfed me like a wave. I could win Dev. I could steal him from Roopa, making up for all the years of
favoritism my parents had showered her with. I could reach out and pluck my very own apple, bite through its
russet gold skin, taste its sweet sensual flesh, before it was too late. All his smiles and glances suggested Dev was
someone attainable—besides, who else was there in my circle to target as a possible candidate? Hadn’t the prime
minister of India, Nehru himself, nudged me in the direction I was planning to take?
I imagine the electricity going out again in Chandni Chowk, but this time there is no commotion as the lights
fade. This time, the darkness magically swallows Roopa before she can use its cover to thrust herself against Dev.
He stands behind me now, his chest pressing against my shoulder, his fingers stroking mine. His lips hover over
the nape of my neck, trying to decide the exact spot on which to alight. I feel them skim along the material of my
blouse, making sorties across the edge of the cloth to play against bare skin. It is my throat now from which a sigh
escapes, but Roopa is not there to hear it.
The moon hangs high and round above us like a sole surviving streetlight.
“Look at the chand, beaming down its chandni,” Dev says, turning up his face to the sky. He closes his eyes
and opens his mouth as if he can catch the moonlight like rain. Down the curve of his neck, over the throb of his
Adam’s apple, is the forgotten sliver of makeup shimmering again.
“Sing for me,” I tell him. “Sing the song that will bring back the light.”
I want to watch the crescent of white rise and fall on his throat. Dev looks at me, and I lift his hands and press
against his fingertips in encouragement.
“Will you light the fire of your heart?” he begins, so softly at first that only I can hear him, “to dispel the
darkness of my life.”
I watch the mark on his throat begin to pulse up his neck, spill up over his chin. A circle forms around us, as
people stop to listen.
“For only love can bring back the light.”
In reply comes the sound of a soft explosion from somewhere behind the fort. A single rocket rises silently into
the sky, its plume leaving a white trail against the blue-black night. An instant later a galaxy of sparks lights up
the sky. More rockets begin to climb lazily, like flower stalks scaling the night and blossoming in bursts of orange,
green, and white.
“Will you light the fire of your heart, to dispel the darkness of my life?”
Flashes illuminate the arches of the fort as if from cannons being fired in salute from behind the walls. The flag
emerges from its seclusion of night, its stripes rippling under the national colors unfurling above. Gandhi and
Nehru look benevolently on as upturned faces from the crowd around us join in the song.
“Only love can bring back the light,” Dev sings, his words encompassing every voice, every aspiration on the
street.
Then the nautch girls come swinging in.
“Only love, only love, only love,” they croon, wriggling through the crowd and spinning the tassels on their
breasts. Extras dressed as British officers bounce out with their guns, pivoting them smartly, saluting in sync.
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Shah Jehan sashays past slowly with his Mumtaz, feeding her grapes, followed by his musical entourage. Nehru
comes to life and descends singing from his poster, Gandhiji twirls his staff and comes dancing right after.
And here we are, from the Mughals and the British to Gandhi and Nehru, all lined up for the finale. The scene
bursts into Eastman Color, the sky stretches to CinemaScope. The volleys rise into the night, the bricks in the
street light up like day. Gandhiji taps his cane to the tune of the music, first at his feet, then at me, then at Dev,
then at the explosions above the Red Fort, above India. Is this my future that he is pointing to, the path to my
happiness that is being lit up?
“Only love,” Dev sings, and I bury my face in his sweater and let his song drown out the world.
*
I fall asleep with the lyrics still swirling in my ears, the candy glow of my cheeks even redder with the
thoughts of my future with Dev. Perhaps it is the rouge, perhaps it is an intoxicant, perhaps Biji is right about how
dangerous it is. She returns at midnight, slaps me out of bed, and drags me by the ear to the bathroom to scour it
off my face.
*
The day Roopa told Dev about the navy officer to whom she was to be engaged, I was standing in the shadows,
spying on them. I had followed Roopa to Nizamuddin station, and then down the narrow station road with the
rickshaws all lined up for passengers, through the large bare plot of land that had been cleared for more
whitewashed railway quarters like the one in which Dev’s family lived. There was nothing to hide behind on this
stretch, but I had been stalking them for so long (once even to the Rivoli cinema in Connaught Place, where I sat
in the row behind them, waiting in vain for them to kiss) that by now I was an expert at using only air to conceal
myself.
In fairness, this bad habit of spying I had fallen into was hardly my fault. All through the spring, Roopa had
been using me as her alibi to spend evenings with Dev. She would drag me out of the house to show Paji it was
just the two of us leaving together, then expect me to make myself scarce the instant Dev arrived. Could I really
be blamed for wanting to linger behind a tree somewhere so that I could observe what transpired?
Sometimes I wondered if Roopa had realized I was a rival, the way she kept flaunting Dev.
“Every great romance depends on a go-between,” she would say to me, “and that is the part life has deemed
you fit to play.” I was recruited to carry notes to Dev, messages of (as Roopa made it sound) life-and-death
importance that for some unclear reason could not be personally conveyed but had to be hand-delivered by me in
sealed envelopes.
“I’ve signed across the back, so don’t even think of looking inside,” she warned, to make certain I was
sufficiently tantalized.
Was this a game Roopa had devised for her amusement, after guessing the mischief kindled in my brain?
Could she have plotted my errands with the precise expectation of my hand brushing against Dev’s? Accidental
contact soon led to something more deliberate, with quick squeezes and stolen caresses coming into play. I kept
waiting for the fireworks to bloom once more, for the electricity to arc between our fingertips, but Dev’s skin
remained cool and uncharged against mine.
“Just how many years younger than your sister are you?” he asked one day.
“Two. But if you see us standing together, you’ll notice I’m taller by almost half an inch.”
“Perhaps you’re even taller than I am, let’s see.” He moved close to me and ran his hand from the top of his
head to my brow.
“Yes, amazing, exactly half an inch again.”
For an instant, I looked up towards the fingers touching my forehead, astonished at this pronouncement. Then I
realized he was making fun of me and swiped his hand off.
“Why don’t you come over to the Sangam Café some afternoon?” Dev called after me, as, with flushed cheeks
and tingling forehead, I bounded away.
I did venture to the café a few times--it was right across the street from Ramjas College, where Dev and Roopa
studied. I even stole some cosmetics from her bag, using the college ladies’ room to imitate her makeup
techniques as best as I could remember.
“What have you done to your eyes?” Dev asked, the first time I unleashed the eyebrow pencil on myself. “This
makeup doesn’t suit you, like it does your sister—it covers up the freshness of your face.”
I was never able to summon up the nerve to sit down at Dev’s table with all his friends.
“The Sawhney girls are getting prettier and prettier every day,” someone would say, and I would quickly blurt
out where Dev was supposed to meet Roopa that evening and scamper away.
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“And what about you, my darling, where will you meet us?” a voice would call after me. The boys would
whistle and laugh and I would hear the sound of glasses being thumped down in appreciation on the tabletop.
The specter of my sister’s wrath always hovered over me through these expeditions. Roopa could
metamorphose from sweet to ferocious in an instant, like an irked goddess suddenly sprouting a phalanx of
weapon-laden arms. My parents seemed to encourage this—our grandmother even fondly called Roopa her “Little
Durga.”\fn{Durga in her fearsome aspect: a horrible fanged goddess wearing a necklace of human skulls } Perhaps that’s what
made the spying so addictive—the thrill that I could be caught at any time by my demon sister.
That final day in Nizamuddin, though, was different. It wasn’t the danger that had pulled me in this time but
the need to witness the climax of a story tracked so long. The navy boy had appeared at our house with his parents
more than a fortnight ago. His name was Ravinder, he had skin even fairer than Roopa’s, and he exuded a sense of
control quite opposite to the carefree nature Dev projected. He had been dressed in impeccable white—from the
round white hat on his head to the polished white shoes that he carefully unlaced and left just outside our
doorstep. Perhaps it was his looks, perhaps his uniform, but I could tell Roopa was taken from the start. She
blushed, something I had not known she was capable of.
“Did you see?” she exclaimed as soon as they left. “So young, and already an officer.”
With Dev, though, she carried on as if nothing had changed, as if the flurry of matrimonial negotiations that
began to swirl around her in the ensuing days did not exist.
“It’s best not to jinx things by acting in haste,” she said, as she handed me another perfumed envelope to
deliver to Dev.
*
“How is she, my sweet and salty one?” Dev had asked this morning, when I had informed him about the
rendezvous with Roopa at Nizamuddin. I had nodded, unable to speak, and run away. I crept behind them now, as
they headed towards the abandoned tomb of Salim Fazl. Was that the tinkle of Roopa’s laughter-could she really
be that cold-blooded as she prepared to dispatch Dev? It was April already, and the bougainvillea that swept wild
through the ruins was teeming with flowers. Some said that Fazl was a Sufi mystic before the time of the
Mughals, though others claimed he was simply a favorite minister. In any case, the competing shrine of Hazrat
Nizamuddin (after whom the area was named) had diverted all the pilgrims long ago, leaving Fazl’s tomb to decay
in quiet solitude to the ground.
I watched from behind the bushes as Dev led Roopa through a gap in the wire fence towards the shrine with
the tiled walls. They didn’t stop to kiss or embrace in the outer courtyard as they usually did. The last glimpse I
had before they disappeared into the chamber was of Roopa looking back nervously, as if worried about someone
watching her.
A few minutes later, she came running out, the end of her sari pressed into her mouth, as if to keep her emotion
contained. I waited for Dev to follow, but he didn’t. The minutes went by but the entrance to the shrine remained
empty. Thoughts about what Roopa might have done began to overwhelm me—how cruel had she been, what
condition had she left Dev in? When the wait became too much to bear, I crept in.
It was cool and dark in the chamber, so dark that the floral designs on the tiles appeared as different shades of
gray. Sections of wall stood crumbling where mosaics had been ripped out as souvenirs decades ago. The shrine
itself was missing, a large cemented depression in the center marking where it had once stood. The rumor was that
the British had dug it up and carried it off for one of their museums in London.
I half expected to see Dev in this rectangle, hands crossed neatly over his chest like the Sufi saint laid out in
his grave. But Dev was not there. I found him through the small doorway at the far end, in the courtyard on the
other side. He was reclining on the grass with his face turned towards the sunset, arms extended above his head as
if stretching them after a nap.
“Dev,” I whispered, but he did not move.
I drew closer and noticed his eyes were closed. The sun had dipped behind the wall he faced, and the light
through the arches streaked his face orange and red. Pieces of broken bottle glinted around him from the grass,
like jewels surrounding a temple carving, inlaid in a wall. A ray of sunlight just missed his forehead, glancing
across his eyelashes, brushing the tips in gold. I was about to touch him, when he spoke.
“I knew you would come.” He kept his eyes closed.
“You came the last time too, didn’t you? I saw you hiding behind the bougainvillea.”
He held out his hand and I took it, wrapping my fingers around his. His eyelids quivered but did not open. The
sun had settled lower behind the wall, and his lashes were no longer golden. A crow cawed, and I heard the horns
of scooters making their way home.
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“She’s not coming back, is she?” he said, finally.
“She’s getting married.”
Dev let out a short laugh.
“I should have expected it. I’m not rich enough for your family. Not good enough for the Sawhneys. All those
promises from her that we’d run away.”
When I think back to that instant, I sometimes manipulate my memory to play tricks. I come up with a scene,
with dialogue, depicting me as the passive one, the one led on by Dev. But whatever recollection I weave, the
words I spoke next always unravel it.
“Roopa is not the only one,” I hear myself say. “There are others who more strongly feel your pain.”
*
A tear is trembling at the corner of his eye, but Dev doesn’t seem to notice. Is he even aware of what I have
confessed to him? I feel a fury towards Roopa for the hold she has on Dev. I want to avenge her years of
arrogance, the misery she must have wreaked on all the suitors she has boasted about, not just him.
The tear trickles down the side of Dev’s nose, then fades into his skin. I notice his lips—they are parted just
enough to make me wonder how his mouth would feel against mine. I suddenly inhale Sharmila’s milky baby
breath, the only person I’ve kissed, in the games of “house” we played. What would Dev’s breath be like—
redolent of cigarette smoke, adult, masculine? And if we were to kiss, would he press his chest against me, as I
have seen heroes do in films? Would a sudden shower drench our bodies, so that our clothes stick to our skin? I
imagine the two of us running through a downpour, across slopes rolling with thunder, under lightning-lit skies.
We come to an abandoned hut and Dev breaks open the door with a kick. Inside, the room is bare, except for a
fireplace which Dev quickly gets going. He takes off his shirt and I unwind my sari, which has become
transparent in the rain. We find a rope and string it across the room to hang up our clothes to dry. We stand on
opposite sides of this curtain, Dev in his trousers, me in my blouse and petticoat, feeling the fire on our bodies,
watching the flames dance on each other’s faces. Two actors frozen in a movie still, waiting for the next scene in
the script.
Except it is April, so there is no rain. But we are racing together anyway, as if being indeed chased by a
thunderstorm—through the courtyard, past the wall, into the entrance through which we came. Our fingers are
still locked, and Dev runs ahead, but it is unclear whether he is leading me or I am prompting him.
Inside, we are unsure what to do, the darkness makes us shy. There is no fire to stoke, no rope to string, no
clothes to hang up to dry. Again, my recollection wavers. Is Dev the one who draws closer or is it I?
I feel Dev’s thumb skim across my lower lip as if to brush off a speck he has just noticed. He cups his hand
around the back of my neck and guides my fumbling mouth to his. His lips part mine, and I taste not smoke but a
freshness, like fennel, on his breath.. His tongue eases in and tests the inside of my mouth in an inquiring caress—
frightened, I pull away. I stand there willing the rush to subside from my body, grateful that the dark hides my
expression. I am filled with apprehension, but also exultation, at joining the ranks of the kissed.
And now here is the rectangle cut out of the ground for us, where the Sufi saint Salim Fazl once lay. Here I am,
reclining back on this bed, the fabric of my blouse separating cement from skin. My hand closes around a
fragment of tile that has broken off from somewhere. I feel the outline of an imprinted flower and rub it like a
good-luck charm. The darkness trembles around me, then parts, to magically reveal the mosaics on the walls.
Whorls of blue petals surrounding anthers yellow with pollen, pistils red and feathery, their ends swollen.
Dev hesitates, then bends over me. He has removed his shirt, even though there has been no rain. Light flitters
across his chest, as if a fire has sprung up in a corner somewhere. The illumination is too fleeting to make out the
naag I know is hiding there. I imagine it come to life, leaving blue petals crushed in its wake. Its body smeared
yellow with pollen, the stickiness of stigmas clinging to its scales.
Dev props himself on one arm, his legs between mine, and struggles to undo his belt. His frame looks even
more spare from this angle, the muscles still developing, like someone not quite adult. A faint fragrance of
perspiration rises off his skin. I notice a growing sensitivity call to me from the part of my body for which I have
no name. A warm and liquid awareness that advances unseen under my clothes and flushes my skin. I feel my
stomach become hot, then my chest, my neck and face.
Dev pulls himself free of his pants. A clutch of panic seizes my throat. Must I take something off as well—
does etiquette demand that I reciprocate? The movies never go this far. There are no songs explaining how the
scene progresses, no singers in the background giving hints. The panic begins to dance around, igniting other
questions like a runaway flame. Why am I here alone with Dev? How have I ended up in this position with him?
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Hasn’t Biji spent a lifetime warning me precisely of situations like this? What will Paji think, what will Biji do,
what will everyone say?
Then Roopa appears. I think that her face will be clotted with anger, but instead she is sporting a smirk.
“You couldn’t do it, could you?” she seems to say. “You couldn’t go further, you couldn’t be more daring than
I.”
All I need to do is blink to make Roopa disappear. Wave my hand at her as if shooing away a fly, to end this
silliness, to end this game. But instead, I rise to her challenge. I decide to go past the point where the songs run
out on the soundtrack. I decide to forge my own destiny, as Nehru might say. I shut my eyes and guide Dev’s hand
to the drawstring around my waist.
It is Dev who loses his nerve. He loosens my salwar, then stops and looks down strangely at my face. The
naag has crept back onto his chest, its body a line of hair again.
“I just—“ he says. “I don’t know what I was—” His voice is so strangled that the words barely escape.
“I’m sorry,” he manages to force out. He wilts into the space beside me and crosses an arm over his face. For a
while we just lie there. I can feel the grit of cement along the strip of bare skin around my waist. The tile has
slipped out of my fingers, the flowers subsided back into their wall. I hear Dev pull up his pants beside me and
turn to look at him. A lingering pocket of heat flares in my brain.
“There’s nothing to be sorry about,” I say finally, and bring his fingers to my lips. “We didn’t do anything—
there’s no reason to be afraid.”
*
Except that there is. What I don’t realize then is that it makes no difference that we stopped when we did. My
fate was sealed the moment Dev’s body pushed me down into the grave. Perhaps the eyes watching us blended in
with the tiles in the mosaic. Perhaps if I had heard the retreating footsteps I would have urged Dev to give chase.
But by now the courtyard has already been left behind, the bougainvillea squeezed past, the tract of empty land
raced across. The door has been thrown open, the door to the railway quarter next to Dev’s.
Here, then, is the stationmaster’s son, Rahim, who likes to pretend he is the keeper of Salim Fazl’s grave. For
the past few days, he too has been spying on Dev.
“Not one girl but two,” he breathlessly recounts about the encroachers on his domain. “And the second one, he
got naked with.” He weaves an account so embellished, so provocative, that his mother turns off the stove and
hurries out to investigate.
Meanwhile, I am thinking that perhaps it’s for the best Dev stopped when he did. He is handsome, it’s true, and
I know my body still has a craving for him. But do I really feel what the songs promise, am I ready to be in love
with him? What if I, too, am destined to marry a navy boy with white shoes and a hat to match? I squeeze my
fingers over Dev’s, in a gesture I hope will convey nothing more than friendship. It is some minutes before the
wife of the stationmaster bursts upon us holding hands in the grave.
*
“I was married to your mother when I was thirteen,” my father said. “My family needed paper in their printing
business and her family owned lumber forests and a mill, so it was a logical match. Your mother was ten—she
cried when the priest told her she couldn’t keep her doll with her during the ceremony. I remember how she clung
on to that doll, so tight that the arm ripped right off when her father tried to pull it away. It was nothing more than
a threadbare piece of cloth, and the cotton stuffing burst out into the air. I remember thinking what a silly girl this
was, and so obstinate as well—perhaps village girls were brought up that way. When we sat in front of the fire, I
knew what was happening, I knew I was being married to this girl, who was sobbing even now over the cotton
fluff floating in the air. What I didn’t know was what marriage meant. What it meant for me to have this girl as
my wife, this girl who would come to live in our house four years later, still clinging to the same filthy doll, with
the arm sewn back on. Even if I had, it wouldn’t have occurred to me to question my parents. They had arranged
the match before I was born, and they knew what was best.”
Paji’s eyes twinkled. Someone might have looked into them and mistaken it for merriment, but I knew it to be
the glitter of rage.
“We had almost nothing in common. Not only had Rohini not been brought up in the city, but being a girl from
a family of zamindars\fn{Landlords}—perhaps the ones with the most land in the state—her parents had not
bothered to school her. The only thing they taught her was to use her right thumbprint, and not her left, to sign her
name. Still I did not complain.”
I was standing before Paji in the library. The walls were lined with the books his company had published.
Roopa and Sharmila and I (perhaps even Biji) were all terrified of this room, since we were only summoned there
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if we had done something terribly wrong. Paji would break into long accounts of his life on such occasions,
carefully watching our every tic and movement to appraise the escalating sense of dread he was creating. He
would stop only when he was satisfied we had been punished enough, that it was time to unleash the full verbal
force of his anger. Unlike Biji, Paji never hit us.
Today, I felt more anxious than usual. I knew, of course, why I had been summoned. The rumors had sprouted
almost immediately, like tiny malodorous drupes, whose poisonous scent had quickly covered the five miles our
neighborhood lay north of Nizamuddin. Roopa had been furious.
“Don’t you have any self-respect? Don’t you know there are lines one never crosses? Could you really have
been that jealous?”
She had stopped talking to me before I could explain. The servants were all whispering and even the paanwalla\fn{The dealer in paan} around the corner seemed to leer insinuatingly when I walked past his stall.
Yesterday, after another sleepless night, I had decided that my best strategy would be to declare to Paji that I
wanted to marry Dev. I knew Paji would be aghast, and forbid the match—but then the onus of dealing with the
rumors would rest with him. I didn’t worry too much about the unlikely chance that he would agree. Since I didn’t
have the nerve to make my outrageous proposition to Paji’s face, I had written out a letter and slipped it in with
his evening mail.
But Paji was not ready to bring up the letter as yet.
“My father wanted me to become a doctor,” he said. “He wanted to send me to England for my studies.”
I stared obediently at the floor as Paji recounted how Biji became pregnant just as they were booking the
passage. How the trip got cancelled, only to have the baby, a girl, be stillborn. Biji got very sick herself, and
everyone expected her to die—so much so that Paji’s uncles started making inquiries about someone to replace
her.
“For some strange reason she managed to recover. The doctor said that having another baby would kill her. My
family insisted I try again anyway, so I did.”
Six years later, Roopa was born.
Paji never made it to England to become a doctor. Instead, he found himself shunted into his father Harilal’s
printing business. Their main product was religious calendars—garish pictures of Lakshmi and Ganesh (Guru
Nanak for the Sikhs),\fn{I.e., Nanak would be substituted for the followers of Sikhism in place of Lakshmi and Ganesh, who are
Hindu deities} at the bottom of which were stapled a year’s worth of tear-off dates.
“Imagine my horror—I, who had always fancied myself an atheist—suddenly surrounded by these divine
elephants and goddesses and their dozens of arms all day. I was so depressed I could barely drag myself to the
factory. I got my clothes caught in the machinery. I developed allergies to the smell of ink. Fortunately for me, the
Partition came.”
At this point, Paji always reminded us that we were one of the lucky families, escaping Rawalpindi unscathed,
even if someone did shoot our dog the day before we left. Harilal, though, had to leave everything behind. A
Muslim employee took over, stapling the 1948 dates (which had already been printed up) to stylized quotations
from the Qur’an instead.
It was relatively easy to set things up again in India. Harilal was assigned a press in Karol Bagh abandoned by
the British.
“I knew I had to dissuade him from returning to the calendars—I couldn’t go back to dealing with the multiarmed Ganesh.”
Paji spoke desperately to his father about Nehru’s secular vision for the new country—how what was needed
were publications to soothe the rancor of Partition, to bring Hindus and Muslims together. He managed to sell
Harilal on a set of pamphlets he had seen in a foreign magazine: selections from the world’s most famous
philosophers, everyone from Plato to Nietzsche. Harilal agreed to an initial printing of two thousand sets, each
consisting of sixteen small volumes, with embossed covers and gold-edged pages.
“Unfortunately, the Hindus and Muslims were still not quite done with the business of killing each other. My
Nietzsche initiative languished unread in the warehouse. Eventually, the covers were ripped off and the pages sold
to the scrap collector. To add insult to injury, the collector claimed that the gold coloring was an impurity, and
paid us two paise less per kilogram than ordinary newsprint.”
I braced myself as Paji embarked on the last part of his tale. The decision by Harilal to start publishing
government documents instead. The second press they had to buy within months to keep up with the demands of
the rapacious new bureaucracy. A year after Gandhi’s assassination in 1948, Paji was allowed to publish a book
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about the freedom struggle, which sold respectably and brought good reviews from the press. By the time Harilal
died in 1952, Paji had reconciled himself to the idea that he would remain a publisher all his life.
“It wasn’t something I would have willingly chosen. I still loathed the smell of ink. My wife still had nothing
in common with me. Do you know what it feels like to be a publisher and be married to someone who can’t even
read?
“I suppose my unhappiness must have shown from the beginning. Perhaps that’s why my mother started
beating Rohini every Friday after Roopa came. Or perhaps it was because your mother only gave me girls. In any
case, I didn’t interfere. I made it a point to leave early on Fridays, knowing what would happen. When I returned,
Rohini would be resting in the dark like a patient recovering from some weekly treatment. She would move
slowly as she went to the kitchen to have my dinner prepared. Perhaps some Fridays she was only pretending,
perhaps my mother didn’t really beat her every week. Looking back, it’s not something I’m proud of. I should
have put a stop to it. It didn’t do me any good to have my wife beaten. Her misery didn’t lessen my own.
“There was another girl the year after you came. But she was born with a breathing obstruction and survived
only two days. Then came Sharmila. Counting the two that didn’t live, this was the fifth girl to emerge from your
mother’s womb. Seeing your younger sister killed my mother’s spirit. She stopped beating Rohini. She died
within the year. Sometimes I wonder if Rohini produced girls on purpose, just to drive my mother to her death.
“In any case, I decided to make my peace with your mother. I started coming back on Fridays with gifts. But
this made your mother very suspicious. She thought I had kept another woman. When I tried to teach her to write,
she refused, saying I should go teach my tart instead. She threw all my presents away. The only thing she kept was
the lipstick, and even this she insisted on using, like a rustic might, for the bindi on her forehead, not her lips. A
lifetime of ignorance is hard to wipe away.
“Do you know what a struggle it was for me to have you all educated? Your mother fought me every step of
the way. ‘They’re the granddaughters of a zamindar,’ she would declare, even after her family had lost every
scrap of land they owned to Pakistan. ‘They need to learn the supervision of servants, nothing else.’ But for all the
things I did wrong in my life, I knew one mistake I was not going to make. I wasn’t going to send my daughters
into the world unprepared. I wasn’t going to let them suffer their mother’s fate. Or mine, for that matter. I
promised myself I would find them good matches. Husbands who were compatible, who were solid, who came
from the right background. who were worthy of marrying the daughter of a Sawhney.”
Paji’s eyes had turned opaque. On his face was a smile, the edges so curled with bitterness that I had to look
away.
“This Dev of yours has not a thing going for him. His father blows whistles after trains. He wants to go to
Bombay and become a singer, you say. This is a husband you’re talking about—your life, you understand. Even a
dog looks around more before he finds a place to relieve himself. What potion did he drug you with to make you
disgrace yourself with him this way?”
Paji paused, as if waiting for me to answer, though he knew I wouldn’t.
“That’s right, be silent now. You’ve done your damage, what more could you have to add? Roopa says that
even her in-laws have heard—what if they were to call off her marriage? Did you ever stop to think what effect
your stupidity would have on her future? There’s only one way to put an end to these rumors. To give in to your
foolishness. To have you marry him. This Dev, who doesn’t even have the courage to come show his face. Tell his
family in Nizamuddin to call on me. They’re not fit to eat off our plates, but what choice have you left me with?”
For a moment, I simply stared at Paji, trying to digest his decision. Was he pretending, trying to scare me,
trying to teach me a lesson? It seemed unthinkable that he could agree to my far-fetched proposal. Why had I
imagined that imposing my will in this way would leave me elated?
I stumbled towards the door.
“Meera,” Paji called out behind me. “You may not realize this now, but you’ve just ruined your life.”
*
Nobody wanted it to be a double wedding, but it turned out to be too costly to have two separate ones. In a fit
of pique, Roopa had her henna ceremony shifted by a day so it wouldn’t coincide with mine. She was quick to
appropriate the best saris and the most expensive sets of jewelry from the dowries Biji had set aside for us. As the
day of the wedding drew closer, she found fault with a thousand niggling details, even complaining at one point
that the Brahmin assigned to perform her ceremony wasn’t as priestly-looking as mine (they were exchanged).
She made sure that Ravinder’s family didn’t have to mingle with Dev’s, arranging the seating so that the bridal
guests formed a wall of separation between the two sides.
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The shehnai players had just started coaxing out their mournful wedding music from their instruments when
the inevitable happened—Roopa came face to face with Dev.
He was unable to say anything, looking at my sister with the wide-eyed longing of an abandoned child, cutting
such a pitiful figure that I almost felt sorry for him. But Roopa played her part perfectly, congratulating him with
just the right touch of modesty, even remembering the correct form of Jijaji to address him as her brother-in-law.
Then Dev’s fifteen-year-old sister Hema sidled up to them.
“Isn’t this the one you really wanted to marry?” she asked her brother.
My only satisfaction in overhearing the comment was that it wiped the demureness off Roopa’s face.
For the ceremony, the priests consecrated two identical fires facing each other under the canopy. Paji seated
himself exactly in the middle, a role model of impartiality. Hema seemed more interested in what was happening
with Roopa’s fire—she kept craning her neck to track the offerings made, perhaps to make sure our side wasn’t
being short-changed. The separate streams of Sanskrit incantations merged into one and rose with the smoke into
the air.
I had expected Biji to cry during the ceremony, but to my surprise, Paji’s face turned ashen as well. He seemed
mesmerized by the holy thread glistening across the priests’ chests—every so often, he pulled out his
handkerchief to dab at his lips.
As soon as the seven circles were complete, he excused himself to go lie down, saying the smoke from the fire
had gone into his eyes. I realized then that the chanting and the oblations had been more religion than Paji could
take.
When it came time to throw the rice, Roopa cast it over her shoulder with such aplomb that I wondered if she
had been practicing. The women behind her all closed their eyes and let it shower over them like an auspicious
rain. Even her tears were perfect, stopping as if on cue midway down her cheeks, from where they could
scintillate with maximum effect.
“My eldest, my light, my life,” Biji wailed, running with raised arms to hug her a second time before she got
into the waiting flower-decked Fiat.
Then it was my turn, and the tears clung so thickly that I could barely make out the grains of rice on the platter
to gather up in my fist. I let the rice run out behind my shoulder in farewell. The last time I cry, I said to myself,
silently repeating the words my grandmother had taught me. I would shed no more tears for what I was leaving
behind.
By now Biji had worked herself into a hysterical state, and was going around with her sari outstretched like a
beggar.
“Two,” she kept repeating, like someone trying to explain the enormity of a tragedy, “two of them I’m losing
tonight.”
She embraced me violently, and held me plugged into her chest, as if finally transferring a cache of affection
she had been hoarding through the years. As my aunts pulled us apart, I noticed something unusual about her lips.
They were the same shade as the bindi smudged across her forehead-my mother had broken down and applied
lipstick to them. Instead of a Fiat, what stood on the road awaiting me was a doli. Dev’s family had owned it for
generations.
“Which century are these people from that they haven’t chopped that thing up for firewood?” Paji had
thundered, when I told him their custom of carrying their brides home in the wooden palanquin. “Haven’t they
heard of an invention called a car? Don’t they know my daughter isn’t some village illiterate they can parade
around in a cage?”
What was decided, finally, was that I would be carried in the doli only to and from the truck transporting the
women back to Nizamuddin. I could come out if I wanted and walk around on the truck bed, but between the time
I relinquished my father’s house and the instant I entered Dev’s, my feet were not to touch the ground.
I looked at the faded animals and trees painted on the sides, at the worn handle carvings at the ends of the two
poles, at the gold-bordered red cloth covering the doli’s flat top. It seemed tiny, like something built for a doll.
“You’ll be comfortable once you’re inside, don’t worry,” Dev’s mother said as she helped me in. “Twelve
miles they carried me in it when I was married, and not on a truck either, but on their shoulders.”
She undid the strings at the top of the opening.
“Just remember to crouch a little like that—it’s a good position for a bride to learn.”
I had one final glimpse of my mother being held back by her sisters at the gate before the flap came tumbling
down.
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It was not completely dark inside—light filtered in through a small grilled window in the front. I sat as Dev’s
mother had instructed, with my hands around my legs and my chin resting on my knees. The air was heavy with
the odor of wood, wood that I imagined was perfumed with the hopes and fears of all the brides it had held over
the years. I tried to feel the flutter in their hearts, see the anticipation on their faces, taste the salt in their tears.
What must it have been like to leave their villages for the first time in this box, to be carried through valleys and
jungles, over mountains and streams? To be delivered to an unknown destiny, revolving around a husband whose
face one might never have seen?
Doli scenes from movies began to run through my head—scenes where the heroine cries, or sings a song, or
even takes poison. Then, abruptly, the screen in my mind went white. It was as if a sudden, terrifying realization
had burned right through the film in the projector. The realization that I wasn’t in a movie, that I was no longer
play-acting. That I was an adult now, and this was my life.
Usually when one awakes from a dream, it is difficult to reconstruct the exact flow of events, since only a few
vivid scenes might remain in one’s memory. When the spell of the last several months finally broke that evening, I
was not so fortunate. Every impulse I’d had, every game I’d played, every maneuver and juvenile ploy, unspooled
with excruciating clarity through my head. Logically, step by unflinching step, I was guided through the exact
sequence of actions that had led me to my crouch in that darkened interior.
Before I could fully absorb this new state of consciousness, the doli shuddered to life. I felt myself jostled
forward, then back, as the poles on either end were lifted not quite simultaneously. There was an up-and-down
bob, and a side-to-side jounce as well, and I pressed my palms flat against the walls to steady myself. Outside, as
if to mock my awakening from the movies, the wedding band struck up a triumphant film tune. I imagined the
uniformed musicians sweating as they walked along, blowing into their tubas, pumping their trombones. “ Every
treasure in the sky,” the song went, and I wished I could peel the top off to watch the stars drift over my head.
Down below on earth, was my mother still there, had she broken free of my aunts to run tearfully behind? And my
father—had he come out to watch, regret blooming inside, his stoniness crumbling as I was borne out of his sight?
But there was no direction to look except forward, through the window with the grille whose shadows left
cross marks on my face. All that was visible was the pole extending over the shoulder of the short and sturdy
bearer, a tassel swinging from its end as he strode away from my parents’ house.\fn{ Below: another image of Shiva.}
And then I was being loaded onto the platform of the truck. Eager eyes were peering through the window,
trying to see the fabulous creature behind the grille. Children’s fingers poked in to try and touch my face. I listed
against the sides as the doli was pushed and rocked into place. The clinking of bracelets and the chatter of female
voices surrounded me as the rest of the party climbed in. I heard the drop-down back of the truck being raised and
slammed into place. Then, with the stars above still shining down invisibly on me, the truck began the journey to
Nizamuddin. …

117.298 Excerpt from Trying To Grow\fn{by Firdaus Kanga (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 14
… “It was her eyes that did it,” said Defarge, twisting the end of her sari into little bandages around her
fingers.
“I can’t believe it,” whispered Sera, “because I’ve always had such a strong mind, such will-power.”
“Yes, but we didn’t know what she was trying. Otherwise,” said Defarge, lifting her head, “even I wouldn’t
have been tricked. And this son of yours—what was he doing sitting like a statue?”
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“Don’t you blame him, Defarge. He warned us loud enough—my clever baby.”
God knows, I did. Of course, it was rationing that was the culprit. All of us got a ration of rice from the
Government shops, a quota of low-price, low-quality rice. “Such as we wouldn’t even feed our dogs,” Sera used
to say. Everyone was on the lookout for the rice-ladies, tribals from Gujarat clad in blouseless saris, their heads
crowned with sackfuls of long-grained rice that made every housewife reach for her purse.
That morning, one such raven-haired, green-eyed woman rang our doorbell. Defarge was at our place bursting
with some news that she promptly forgot at the sight of the rice, white and thin like tiny needles.
“Look,” intoned the rice-woman, her voice deep as a man’s, “look at the rice in my hand and say how much
you will buy.” They looked. Bending over her proffered hand they were bewitched by the rice-spell she had cast.
“How much will you take?” the woman purred.
“All, all,” they sighed languidly, “every grain you have.”
“What about the price?” I shouted from my bedroom, interrupting a mala that I’d now have to start all over
again. But Defarge would normally ask for the price before she knew what was selling. This was very strange.
“What does it matter?” asked Sera weakly. “We want the rice.”
“At any cost,” giggled Defarge.”
I wheeled myself to the drawing-room but I couldn’t see the rice-lady; Sera and Defarge were in the way. They
were counting the measures that she was pouring into Sera’s giant rice-bin. “Ten, eleven, twenty …”
“What are you doing?” I cried. “What will we do with all that rice?”
“Eat it, silly boy!” giggled Defarge.
“That will be one hundred and fifty rupees,” throated the lady.
Sera got up to fetch the money.
“Don’t worry,” said Defarge, I tucking her hand inside her petticoat, producing two crisp notes from some
concealed pocket. “You can pay me back later.”
“Okay!” said Sera cheerfully. “And do give her a tip, dear Defarge.”
The moment the door shut on the rice-lady, the rice-spell cracked. And what a noise it made.
“Look at that,” said Defarge, going so pale you couldn’t see where her face ended and her hair began.
“Come on!” said Sera indulgently. “You’ve hidden it some-where.”
“Hidden rice? In my clothes?” said Defarge. “Do you think I’m so dirty?”
“Any anyway,” I said watching her big tummy, “where’s the room?”
“Where is the rice?” said Sera, ignoring me. “I don’t have it, you don’t have it; the bin is almost empty.”
“Just a fistful of rice,” said Defarge, mournfully running it through her fingers.”
“We’ve been cheated,” said Sera flatly. “I’m phoning Sam at his office.”
“Is he going to chase the two-rupee harlot through the streets?”
“Don’t use such language,” said Sera crossly. “My child is here.”
“Child! Huh! Soon he’ll be shaving and still you will call him baby, baby!”
“Do you think,” I said hastily, “that the rice-lady was a hypnotist?”
“What’s that?” said Defarge.
“Mesmeriser,”\fn{The older term.} said Sera impatiently.
“That’s right, Brit. It was the rice in her hand that did the trick.”
“Like Mandrake the Magician,” said Defarge, nodding.
“Not so benevolent,” said Sera.
“Oh, my!” Defarge began wailing. “What will we do now? My hundred and fifty rupees.”
“Don’t worry,” said Sera, putting an arm around her, which was easy since Defarge only came up to her
shoulders. “I’ll pay you half like I was supposed to.”
Defarge threw her arm off.
“Why only half?” she said angrily. “Have I got even a grain of rice that I should pay half? It was your house,
your idea to buy the rice.”
“I like that!” said Sera. “My house and my idea. Suppose the rice-bin were full of slender, fragrant grains,
would it still be my house and my idea that counted? Would it? Answer me. Why are you silent, you sly cat?”
The doorbell rang.
“The rice-lady!” the quarrelling women gasped.
“I’ll pay half,” said Defarge hastily.
I opened the door and smiled. Standing there was this six-feet-tall guy, about as young as I was, his sloping
eyebrows knitted into the most comical, doleful look.
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Defarge shrieked.
“Cyrus! I forgot! Forgive me! Sera, I came to tell you before that thief knocked at the door. Oh! I should’ve
been home—you are early.” She embraced his waist with her fat brown arms. He patted the back of her white
blouse abstractedly all the while staring at me over her head with a speculative eye. I turned my chair so he
wouldn’t be able to see my legs.
“Do I live here?” he asked gently.
“You live with me!” said Defarge proudly. “Not here—there!” She pointed at her flat through our open door.
“This is Cyrus,” she said, “my cousin-brother’s son: he’s come to stay with me. His father has been transferred to
Delhi.”
“New Delhi,” I said.
“I say,” said Cyrus, suddenly crouching in front of me, “could you lend me a large safety-pin?” His face was
brown, not brown like Defarge who was born that way but the sort of golden-brown that pale skins turn in the sun.
“It’s my fly,” he said. His mouth drooped at the corners trying to resist a smile that would not quit.
“I think I can find one,” I said. “You’ll come in?”
He nodded and held the curtain open for me to wheel through. “Phew!” he whistled. “I’m glad Coomi didn’t
notice.” He pulled his thumb out of his waistband. It was red and creased.
“Who’s Coomi?”
“My aunt.” He jerked his red thumb at the drawing-room.
“You mean Defarge’s real name is Coomi?”
“You call her Defarge?”
“Everyone does.”
“Cy-coo,” cooed Defarge, “have you brought an envelope from your pappa?”
“It’s in my bag. I’ll give you the money as soon as I unpack, Defarge.”
“Why’re you calling me Defarge? Am I as beautiful as that French master-knitter?”\fn{ An allusion to Madam
Defarge, memorable as a character in The Tale of Two Cities who knitted a count of the number of decapitations wrought by a guillotine
during the French Revolution:H}

“Exactly the same,” said Cyrus, letting himself smile with every sturdy white tooth in his mouth. I saw my
lantern-jawed grin in the mirror and turned it off.
“The pin,” he said, pleading with his eyebrows.
“Oh, yes! The pin.” I managed to drag out Dolly’s massive dressing-table drawer. There was a twinkle of tiny
pins but only one large one that Dolly used to keep her sari pleats in place. I picked it up and gave it to him.
“What are you two doing inside?” shouted Defarge. “Come on, Cy-coo, I’ve made yum-yum dhansak and bigbig kebabs for you.”
“Yuck-yuck,” said Cyrus through his teeth, forcing the pin through the thick blue denim of his jeans. He
clicked it shut; we went out of the room.
“Thanks a lot,” he said. “By the way, what’s your name?
“Uh—hm—Daryus.”
“We call him Brit,” said Defarge. “Brit is short for his brittle bones. Poor, handicapped boy …”
“That’s what you think, Defarge,” said Cyrus, smiling easily.
“At least,” Defarge went on, “now he’ll have a friend next door.”
*
That night I just didn’t feel like making mantra malas. But I knew that would be like pulling out my finger
from that hole in the dyke. So I broke out in a sweat though it was December and my room faced north. And like
the hippie I’d once seen in a lane behind the Taj Mahal Hotel, injecting dope into his bloodless arm with a bloodencrusted needle, I began muttering.
The next morning I sort of hoped Cyrus would drop in. He didn’t so I started a new mala to make him my
friend.
That evening I was listening to Saturday Date on the radio when the doorbell clanged.
“Don’t open it, pussy,” shouted Sera from her room down the passage. “Must be a thief.”
“He wouldn’t ring,” said Sam. “It’s probably Dolly.”
“Before midnight? Are you crazy?”
“Well, she’s forgotten the latch-key; she’s back early.”
“Don’t be too sure. Brit! You wait near the phone to dial the police. I can’t see you. Are you there?”
I unglued myself from the radio and took my post.
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“I wish,” said Sera, “I could come out and face him. But one of my nightie buttons is missing.”
“There’s someone who says he knew you, Brit,” said Sam from the door.
I went out grinning. Then I thought of the crumpled cotton shirt and washed-out gray shorts I was wearing and
I stopped grinning.
“Hi!” said Cyrus. “We go for a walk?”
“Brit, it’s late,” said Sam.
“Oh, that’s my father,” I said, hoping he’d shut up. “And this is Cyrus; he’s staying with Defarge next door. I’ll
come,” I said.
“Brit, it’s late,” said Sam. “You’ve got to look after your health.”
“I’m fine,” I said.
Sam nodded and left the room. I loved him.
“I’ll—I’ll just go and change,” I said.
“Change?” asked Cyrus, wrinkling his smooth straight nose. “What for?”
“I can’t go out like this—in shorts.” I had a thing about going out in shorts: people stared.
“What d’you think I’m wearing?”
“That’s different,” I said, looking at his light-brown, muscled thighs.
“To hell with the difference,” he said. “Why the fuck should you bother? Let’s go.”
The fuck made up my mind for me. I snatched my latch-key; he took over my chair and began pushing.
“Where would you like to go,” he asked.
“Wherever,” I replied.
I didn't know where you went for a walk around midnight.
“Okay,” said Cyrus. “We’ll go to Apollo—have it all to ourselves, for once. Want a cigarette?”
“I wouldn’t mind,” I said, sounding as casual as a chain-smoker. “Light one for me,” I said, not too sure about
which end I should set on fire.
How flimsy the little white stick felt in my fingers. I put it in my mouth and sucked like I imagined I would on
Raquel Welch’s nipple. Suddenly there was a gas chamber in my chest and the taste of burnt chicken in my
mouth. For the first time in my life I saw stars.
“Breathe,” said Cyrus. “Breathe deeply. Fucking shit! I didn’t know this was your first time.”
I relaxed. My ribs were aching but not enough to go home.
“Now I know,” I said, “why good Parsees don’t smoke.”
Cyrus laughed, his teeth white in the night.
“Serves you right for fooling me,” he said. We raced through the shadowed streets.
“Whoo! This is like driving a Ferrari,” yelled Cyrus. “Boy! Does your chair move!”
“It’s Swiss,” I said. “The one I use at home is Italian.”
“God! Don’t tell me you’re one of those—”
“What?”
“The kind who have Kraft cheese for breakfast. Plumrose sausages for lunch, whoop it up in their imitation
Dior clothes, end the day on caviar and champagne—all imported, of course. They don’t enjoy anything Indian.”
“I think that’s the kind of life I’d like,” I said.
“You're a fool if you lean on that sort of thing to have fun. I’d choose a moonlit walk and good company over
all the caviar in the world.”
“So would I!” I shouted.
“Good!” said Cyrus. “How d’you like that whore?”
I saw a small woman in a white dress: her face might have been Tina’s.
“My cousin is one,” I said.
“Really? You mean for fun?”
“Not really,” I sighed.
“Tell me about her.”
I told him. It was the first time I’d told anyone.
“So that’s that,” I said and turned to see if he was yawning. He was trying to erase a tear with the back of his
hand. I didn’t know what to do. “It’s not so bad for me any more,” I said.
He said, “I suppose not. But it’s worse than ever for her. You know what? My pals and I used to get this great
kick, driving through the red light areas, laughing our heads off at the whores, and the men with their tongues
hanging out. Can you imagine? I was laughing at someone like Tina … It embarrassed you that I cried, didn’t it?”
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“I shouldn’t have seen you.”
“You mean grown men can cry as long as they aren’t caught at it?”
“You’ve said it.”
“You’re an ass. Grown men don’t care who sees them cry. You ever cry at the movies?”
“No; I’m afraid I’ll make too much noise.”
“So you blink and stretch your eyes wide open to make more room for the tears?”
“Ya,” I said. That’s exactly what I did. “But I cry,” I said, “when I read poetry.”
“Poetry? What sort of weirdo are you?”
“What!”
“Poetry is false, like a painted mouth.”
“False?” I squeaked. “Are you crazy? It’s like distilled water—the closest you ever come to purity.”
“You can’t drink distilled water. You know what poets do? They drag their feelings up a hill and let go. What
you read is the crash.”
“That’s because they live on the mountain-tops. When you live at that altitude you’re bound to have
accidents.”
“You can’t live on a peak; life is here on the plains.”
“So what are you studying?” I asked, feeling curious.
“Law; I’m going to be a solicitor.”
“And earn fat fees.”
“So what’s wrong with earning?”
“I’m not going to earn much: I’m going to be a writer.”
“That’s nothing to be proud of—not earning much, I mean. If you’re going to write, you’d better plan to write
well and become rich.”
“Struggling writer in a garret—it’s an honourable life,” I said, as a sort of insurance, thinking of yellowed
unpublished manuscripts.
“Nothing noble about being unsuccessful,” he said, shaking his head, and his silky hair went flip-flop. “Just
means you aren’t good enough.”
“Mozart was poor; you can’t say he wasn’t good enough.”
“He lived in a world of feudal intrigues, not in Bombay today.”
“I guess it’s no use arguing with you,” I said, thrilled with my defeat. I was tired of being the smartest kid
around, especially when I knew I wasn’t a genius. And Ruby and Tina and Dolly—I, wouldn’t have exchanged
them for a new pair of legs, but I couldn’t have talked to them like I’d talked to Cyrus who’d just out-talked me.
“What’s the time?” he asked.
“A little past midnight,” I said, looking at the hands saying five to one.
“Shall we go home?”
“Whatever you like,” I said. “Actually, you’re the first person who’s ever asked me. When I’m out with my
parents or my sister or my friends they turn back when they want to.”
He chuckled. “I might do that myself when our walks become a daily affair.”
My heart jumped, as if I’d entered a bookshop.
“Why,” I said, breathing slowly, “why did you stay on in Bombay? Didn’t you want to go to New Delhi, be
with your parents?”
“What sensible man would leave Bombay? You know what New Delhi’s like? It’s monstrous. If you aren’t a
minister or a diplomat or a judge you’re a ghost. Hell! You can be anyone in Bombay; as long as you’ve got
brains and bluster, you’ve got it made. And then New Delhi’s got the muddy Jamuna. Bombay’s got the sea.”
“You like the sea?” I said, vaguely disappointed. “I’m afraid of it; imagine getting lost in the endless gray.”
“Shall we try?” He laughed, swooping my chair through the break in the sea wall.
I screamed; I was sliding straight into the sea.
“Don’t panic,” said Cyrus, his voice strong. “There’s a ramp here for people to walk on. It’s cent per cent
safe.”\fn{So the text.}
“I don’t believe in percentages; can we go back?”
“We’re too far gone to turn,” he chuckled. “Look! put on your brakes—we can sit here.”
“Here!” I squeaked. “On the landing-stage for the boats?”
“Sure. And if we’re lucky—”
A wave roared into my face, like a giant’s sneeze. I howled,
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“Save me-f-a-a-s-t!”
Cyrus sat cross-legged on the concrete, laughing, his shoulders moving up and down. “You think you’re going
to drown? I said if we were lucky we’d get some sea-spray. That’s what we’re here for.”
“I haven’t come here,” I said, trying to wipe my face with my handkerchief A wave jumped and snatched it out
of my hand. I had to laugh. “D’you think it’s okay to swallow this water?” I said, thinking of how Sera boiled and
filtered our drinking supplies back home.
“Of course it’s okay. It has all the shit and piss in Colaba pouring into it by the minute.”
I pretended to retch on him.
“I don’t mind,” he said. “Couldn’t be much worse than this.” He got a smack from the sea in reply.
*
Riding my rocking-chair hard and crazy, I was thinking of all the things Cyrus and I would do. They included
such improbables as comparing jerking-off techniques and taking a joint trip to the moon which I could see hard
and bright as a gold sovereign above the sleeping Causeway.
For three hours that street where I lived was the Vatican and I was the Pope. I surveyed it: Transport House
from where the huge red buses lumbered out like blushing elephants every morning; Electric House where irate
customers lined up to complain every time their electricity bills surprised them; and opposite me the giant cream
archway to the Parsee Colony, whose red-tiled roofs shone in the moonlight—a whole town with its own firetemple and shops and school and playing-fields where I would be living like most Parsees this end of town did, if
my grandmother had not bought a love-nest for her British lover.
I scowled at the first milkman who stomped his heavy-footed way into my kingdom. If I had Swiss Guards I
would’ve had him thrown out; but I didn’t so I decided to go to bed. I discovered there was no way I could get
into my wheelchair—it had rolled five feet away, further than my long arms could reach.
It didn’t matter a blink. I rocked myself to sleep. The next day, when Sam found me huddled in the rockingchair, he carried me to my bed as fast as he could, before Sera had a scales-attack. I woke up grinning like
Heathcliff. I’d missed a nightful of mantras and nothing had gone wrong.
*
I stopped reading poetry. There wasn’t any point going crazy over beautiful stanzas if I couldn’t share them
with Cyrus. Five days later, I packed away my art books. I couldn’t draw if you offered me a streak of grand
slams at bridge but I loved pictures. And Sera and Sam had bought me shelves of books.
“After all,” Sam had once said, “he never wears out his shoes.”
“Yes,” said Sera, “he hardly ever outgrows his clothes. We might as well spend on dressing up his mind.”
So every time they saw a book on the Ajanta paintings\fn{ A reference to the Ajanta cave paintings (rediscovered in 1819),
a series of Buddhist wall frescoes painted in tempera, illustrating the last life of the Buddha and his lives previous to his final incarnation,
which cover the interior of about 30 caves near the village of Ajanta in Maharashtra State, executed between the 2 nd century BC and the 7 th
century AD, and documenting in their content a complete sequence in artistic styles for that 900 year period .} or Raphael or Amrita
Sher-Gil\fn{A twentieth century Indian artist of international reputation .} they plonked down the rupees and bought it for

me; and I spent more hours with it than there were paise in the price. Cyrus couldn’t tell Michelangelo from
Modigliani, so I packed away all the artists who came before, in between and after into the top shelf of my bookcase in the drawing-room where they looked lovely and where I couldn’t reach them.
Cyrus was mind-deep in politics and economics and, of all things, science. When he talked about swirling
nebulae and black holes, cosmic rays and circuits complex as a man’s brains, I listened like I used to listen to
Dylan Thomas.
That was to come. That day I waited for the night. Defarge came to see us—she came for a cup of Nescafe
every morning at eleven—and she couldn’t talk of anything but Cyrus whose father paid her a thousand rupees
every month to keep him in comfort.
“But I,” she cackled gleefully, “can make three, four hundred profit from that.”
“That’s what you think,” said Sera darkly. “You don’t know how much growing boys eat.”
“Neither do you,” said Defarge, looking meaningfully at me.
“I’m glad I don’t,” said Sera. “My Brit has never been a burden to me.”
“You are forgetting the doctor’s bills,” said Defarge. “It’s a long time since your son has broken a leg.”
“Touch wood!” said Sera, hastily looking around for some, tapping her head as a last resort.
“The best thing is that Cyrus is out the whole day—I don’t have to give him lunch or snacks in between. He
comes home at nine o’clock, goes out all evening with his friends.”
That meant I had to wait till after dinner to see him. But after dinner I had a date with my mantras. The day
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before I’d forgotten to chant them. Today I had no excuse; and if I didn’t say them today all the charms would
break. Of that I was as certain as I was of being Sera’s son. I didn’t know what to do.
So I made two slips of paper, wrote “c” on one and “M” on the other, folded them identically and picked one.
It said, “M.” Whoever decides things this way is an ass, I decided. That was really the end for the mantra.
“I’m going next door,” I said, opening the door quietly. It was about ten at night.
“At this time?” shouted Sera. “Nothing doing! Yesterday you managed to give me the slip but you’re not going
out tonight.”
“Dolly does—whenever she wants.”
“Dolly’s different.”
“You don’t have to remind me,” I said, hoping that would paralyze her.
“Oh, yes, I do,” said Sera. “And don’t you start pitying yourself. You’re delicate, you’ve got to be careful.”
“I agree,” said Sam. “You aren’t as strong as Dolly is. You’ve got to try and understand. Remember I told you
once life wasn’t going to be easy?”
“You were talking about girls,” I wailed.
“Oh, God!” Sam whispered and I felt awful. He bent down and hugged me like a bandage to his wounds. “Try
to understand,” he said, stroking my hair.
“There’s nothing wrong with me.” I was trying so hard not to cry I thought my teeth would break against each
other. “As long as I don’t fall I’m safe. I’m not delicate at all, at—at all.”
“I thought you were proud of your English,” smiled Sam.
“Let me go,” I whispered. “I’ll come back before midnight, I promise.”
“Let him go,” said Sam, looking at Sera.
“Just because—” she answered, her eyes angry.
“No,” said Sam. “Not because—we live with that like we live with each other. It’s something else.”
“What?” asked Sera slowly, worried I’d hear something I shouldn’t.
“We must let him go, darling. We’re so scared for him we’re shutting out his air and light. School, college,
friends, picnics. He’s hardly had any of those. Think what we got out of it all when we were his age.”
“Nonsense!” said Sera loudly. “He has so much we didn’t. Books and music, and we didn’t play bridge when
we were teenagers.”
“It’s not the same, darling. Books and bridge aren’t people.”
“Why are you doing this,” she said, “making him discontented? Teach him to be happy with what he’s got.”
“That doesn’t mean he doesn’t want more. Let him go, and to hell with his legs.”
“And when he’s laid up in plaster like a mummy, are you going to look after him?” she said, muffling the last
words with a hand to her mouth.
“I know it’s been tough for you, my love. More than for any of us. But d’you remember that morning he was
born? How brave you were? You said he was going to grow up like any other boy.”
“I wonder what I’ll cook tomorrow,” said Sera. “I’ve told the butcher to get me some chops—maybe I’ll roast
them.”
She walked away slowly to her bedroom, old as her fifty-nine years.
Sam smiled his rueful smile.
“Off with you,” he said. “It’s not much longer till midnight.”
I crossed the lobby and rang the bell, stretching my arm to reach it. Defarge opened the door.
“Cy-Cy-Cyrus? Is he here?”
“He’s busy,” said Defarge, touching her scarf to say she was praying and wouldn’t talk any more. Defarge at
the end of the rainbow was too much to take. I wanted to scream so loud it would shatter the half-moon reading
spectacles on her Parsee nose. Instead I gasped. Behind Defarge, Cyrus was making funny faces. He was naked as
low as I could see. Defarge saw me grinning and turned her head.
“Oh, my!” she said, clutching the end of her sari to her face; I knew the georgetta was transparent. She stood
there sucking in Cyrus’s biceps, smooth like a statue’s, his wide chest silky with hair and the nipples large and
crimson. I followed her eyes through the makeshift veil as they made their way down Cyrus’s tanned tummy, flat
and sinewy, to his blue jockey-underpants, which seemed a size too small for his cock which curved between his
thighs, shadowy with small dark curls.
“I’m glad you came,” said Cyrus. “Mind if we sit and listen to music? I’m too pooped to walk.”
“Perfect,” I said sincerely.
Defarge tore her eyes away.
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“Get dressed,” she said.
“I am dressed, Defarge. This is how I sleep every night.”
“I see,” she said, nodding understandingly and patting his head, letting a little finger wander to his neck.
“Hey! You’re tickling me,” said Cyrus, ducking.
Defarge laughed flirtatiously, swishing her sari.
“Good night, boys!” she sang, and left.
“D’you think she has the hots for me?” whispered Cyrus, and I laughed so loud he had to jump up and shut the
drawing-room door. He slipped a cassette into a gleaming tape machine and switched off the lights. His body
vanished and a Chopin waltz took over.
“Gorgeous,” I breathed.
“Shsh! You don’t talk when Chopin’s talking.”
“Oh!” At home we talked through Chopin, Mozart and everyone else. Sera even sang along. I shut my eyes.
When the tape clicked he jumped up and slipped another one in. Sounds twanged out, groaning and creaking
and wailing.
“My God!” I moaned. “What’s this rubbish?”
“Rubbish? You crazy or something? You know who’s playing?”
“I don’t care. I never listen to Indian classical stuff. Makes me want to puke.”
“Go ahead; you know where the bathroom is. By the way, that’s Ravi Shankar.”\fn{ Indian sitarist and composer
(1920-2012).}
“Oh!” I paused, thinking of the blonde lovelies from London and Paris and Washington DC who screamed in
ecstasy every time they heard Shankar’s sitar. “Giving it a fair chance,” I said, “it does sound beautiful.”
“Really?” Cyrus’s voice grinned in the dark.
“No, I said that because I felt like an ass wanting to puke at Shankar.”
“If nothing else,” he said, “your books will be remembered for their startling honesty.”
“It’s midnight,” I said. “I’ve got to go.”
He opened his mouth.
“No,” I said, “don’t say Cinderella.”
He came closer and stood next to me smelling of Pears soap. I looked at his dark thighs and thought of Wagh
Baba. He sat down cross-legged on the floor in front of me so, so close I could see a tiny pimple below his left
nostril.
“Don’t go now,” he said. “We’ll listen to Mozart.”
“I’ve promised,” I said. I told him why I’d promised.
“Okay,” he said, pulling his lower lip into his mouth, “I’ll take you home.”
We crossed the lobby. The moon held him in a spotlight.
“You look like you’re made of gold,” I said.
He struck a pose. “There's a statue like that somewhere, isn’t there?”
“Michelangelo’s David,” I said.
He laughed and turned away, throwing a whistle over his shoulder.
I didn’t reply; I was watching the muscled hollow of his spine.
A couple of nights later Cyrus had gone to a party and I was lying in bed with nothing to do but jerk-off
Minutes of heavy breathing later, I realized something funny. I wasn’t watching Marilyn Monroe surge and
shudder. I was staring at a man, his mouth hungry and gasping, nostrils dilated like a dancer’s, a tiny pimple
staring back at me. I’d never come with such a bang.
Then it all happened like Barbara Cartland says it does. I woke up, saw a triangular cone of blue sky and
watched it shimmer like the surface of an enamel vase. I took a bath and the water felt like satin on my skin. The
toast I ate for breakfast melted in my mouth; the words of the newspaper sang to my eyes. I breathed mentholated
oxygen.
I waited for Sera to go shopping, then I shouted, not squeaked or squawked, but roared from deep inside the
cave my pigeon-chest made,
“This is love! The divine love!”
It might sound like lust, but lust is as much part of love as cream is of milk. A square inch of Cyrus was
enough for me—an earlobe that curved towards his cheek, a finger of hair that tickled his neck, the white
underside of his arm when he lifted it, chapped lips, the bend of his waist, the nostrils that flared when he laughed.
*
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We became partners in what Cyrus called “the serious business of living.” We took in every play that hit the
boards, laughing ourselves breathless at the pseudo-Yankee accents of a misplanted Broadway comedy, sniffing
and blinking when Anne Frank, writing her diary by lamplight, said, “I want to live even after I’m dead.” We went
to concerts and took bets on whether the audience would applaud between the movements.
We ate out; one evening at the Rooftop Rendezvous, the swankiest restaurant in the Taj. Walls of glass, the city
and the harbor glistening at our feet like a movie-shot.
“So romantic,” said Cyrus. “And here I am—”
“Stuck with me.”
He laughed. “Oh, well, you’re better company than a gaggle of girls.”
“And boys?”
'Oh! Definitely. Men …” He grimaced. “Most men can’t talk about anything but their last fuck or the next
smoke. Girls, they’re fine, but as soon as you’re alone with them, they touch their hair and simper and say, ‘Tell
me something nice.’”
“And you do.”
“Sometimes,” he grinned. “You’re different, Brit. You can talk about more than Screwdrivers and who’s an
easy lay. Talking to you is like talking to a very intelligent woman.”
“Thanks very much.”
He brushed the hair out of his eyes with the back of his hand. “I’m not the wordsmith, you know that.”
“Stop acting and say what you meant.”
“Come on! You know you don’t think or talk like most men do.”
“Depends on the men you choose.”
“Okay, but you’ve got your eyeballs trained on different things. You notice stuff I wouldn’t.”
“Like?”
“Like I see a girl and think she’s stacked, has the face of an angel. You see her and think she’s lovely but cold,
maybe because she’s scared guys want her for her boobs—you understand?”
“What’s that got to do with talking like a woman?”
“That’s how women think. They never see an envelope without wondering what’s inside. You do that too,
right?”
I nodded stiffly.
“God! I don’t mean you’re a fairy or something.”
“I should think not.” I took a deep breath and rumbled out a manly laugh hoping that my blush, hotter than the
Charlemagne Chateaubriand in my plate, was invisible by candlelight.
*
In May Cyrus took his first-year law exams, and I sat my last BA papers at the same time. We used to study
together for a week or so, until I realized all I was learning was the shape of his head. (I sat behind him so we
wouldn’t be tempted to talk.) Now I finished my portion for the day earlier and spent the time till midnight with a
book, thirstily watching the sweat-drops on Cyrus’s tensed neck muscles.
“We’ll go to the Cricket Club for a swim after the exams,” said Cyrus one evening.
“I won’t swim,” I said.
“I’ll teach you, Brit. You’ll be able to. I’m sure.”
“That’s not the point.” The blush was gone. “I … I can’t … I can’t share a pool with so many people—it’s
filthy.”
“Fucking shit! The water’s purified and everyone takes a shower before, even after.”
“I don’t think that’s enough. Now, if I had a pool to myself …”
“You’re mad.”
I smiled. “I think it’s time you returned to the Indian Contract Act.”
“God! It’s midnight. I’d better get going before Sera roars out.”
I nodded. “See you tomorrow.”
The door shut and I threw my arms over my head with relief. It was ridiculous, but it was the only thing I could
think of. I was sure he didn’t believe me: no one would.
I couldn’t tell him the truth. I couldn’t say, Look, Cyrus. Look at my body. Picture it in nothing but swimming
trunks—osteo-warped.
I fought myself all night and the next evening I agreed to swim once the exams were over.
There, in the changing rooms, Cyrus took off his clothes with the speed of an anxious bather when the tap is
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running dry. I watched and smiled and smiled.
“What are you smiling at?”
“I was thinking.”
“Of?”
“Of how quickly it’s grown.”
“Brit! Are you being funny?” Cyrus looked down at his big dark cock, swinging in a devilishly languid arc.
“I didn’t,” I gasped, “mean that. I was talking about our friendship.”
“Oh! That! God! I’m crazy to think what I did. I’m afraid I’m getting a bit of a complex about this.” He
pointed downwards.
“You should be glad. It’s a huge turn-on—for the ladies.”
“Which one are you, Masters or Johnson? I keep forgetting who’s the man.”\fn{ A reference to the studies in human
sexuality conducted by William Howell Masters (1915- ) and Virginia Eshelman Johnson (1925- ) which resulted in three books:
Human Sexual Response (1966), Human Sexual Inadequacy (1970) and Homosexuality in Perspective (1979). They married in 1971, but
divorced in 1991.}

“To complain about a thing like that!” I said, dying to continue the conversation.
“It’s embarrassing,” he said, shaking his wet head. “People think you’ve got a perpetual hard-on.”
“That would be gigantic,” I said.
“It isn’t, I assure you,” he laughed.
“Don’t pretend.”
“Okay. See for yourself.”
I didn’t know what to do. Because watching him grow like the magic beanstalk was making me do the same. I
turned my chair around, ever so slowly, until my back was turned to him.
“Saw that?” he said. “If you call that gigantic, you’ve never seen a blue movie.”
“I haven’t.” Was he tall enough to see me over the chair’s back? I was shivering so much, I was terrified I’d
dislocate a joint.
“Now to get it down,” he said, and I knew I was going to get a stroke. He turned around and I came in a
mushroom cloud of semen. The first atomic orgasm in history, I thought, and no one to record it. That made me
laugh so much. I went down quicker than ever before so that, when Cyrus turned with his black trunks on, I
smiled, serene as a celibate.
When we went to the pool and he lifted me gently into the shock-cold water, I stifled a squeak and looked
round. There were half a dozen people sitting under flowering yellow sun-umbrellas. But I couldn’t see if they
were watching me. I’d known I was short-sighted for a long time, because I could never read the Censor Board’s
certificate that flashed on the movie screen before every trailer and film-Dolly had to tell me what I was going to
see next. I didn’t want specs because they’d hide my eyelashes which were the better part of my face. I’d kept my
secret and now it was paying off a bonus. I paddled in bliss and the whole of Bombay could have stared for all I
cared.
*
My glee wasn’t a day old when Sera smashed it.
“Brit,” she said, mopping the dining table after breakfast, “last night I heard you and Cyrus talking about a
telescope.”
“Ya. We’re going to make one and share the cost.”
“What’s the use, Brit? You won’t be able to see anything through it.”
“Why ever not?”
“You squint at the calendar on the kitchen wall, you hold the book you’re reading six inches away, you stare
through people you meet in the Causeway and you’re trying to fool me that you can see fine?”
“Well, maybe not so fine. But I bet I’ll be able to see the moon through a telescope.” I laughed and wheeled off
to my room.
“Not so fast, Brit,” said Sera, her voice glinty as the chromium on my wheelchair. “You’re going to see an
oculist today. Did you hear me?”
“Yes, Sera. Fucking shit,” I added softly.
I went with Sam. The oculist was a funny, jerky little man with a grin full of plastic teeth.
“Oh, my!” he said, shining a light in my eye. “Blue sclera, how pretty! Now what do blue sclera indicate?”
“Osteogenesis imperfecta,” I said helpfully.
“Oh! Yes, yes, yes!” He giggled. “It’s been forty years since medical college. I forget things. Well, do you want
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to hide that lovely blue and those long eyelashes with which you must be winking at all the girls under thick
glasses?”
“No! Of course not.”
“Then contact lenses are the answer,” he said, sounding so much like the commercials on TV that Sam
automatically replied, “No, that’s out of the question for him. Cleaning and all that wouldn’t be easy.”
“Very well, then,” said the oculist, straightening up.
I read the chart, the few lines that I could.
“Minus six,” said the oculist, twitching out for a pen.
“Six!” said Sam. “It can’t be. This is his first pair.”
“But it is, it is,” said the oculist gleefully. “A rather thick pair of glasses. Since contact lenses are out—”
“And so is blackmail!” I shouted.
The oculist glared at me, his mouth doing a jig.
“I know why you are this way,” he said, his eyes joining the dance. “You are a wicked boy and God has
punished you.”
“Balls!” I hit him in his blinking eye. “God is dead, or haven’t you heard?”
Then I saw Sam's face, white as cottage cheese, and thought he’d have a heart attack; I’d be stuck with this
puppet till Dolly or someone arrived. I shut up.
“You mustn’t get so aggressive,” said Sam in the taxi home. “I know it was awful of the doctor to talk like that
but you were rude first.”
“I wanted to be.”
“Oh, dear. But that’s never any use, is it?”
“It is. Makes me feel better.”
“You need to be rude to people to feel good about yourself?”
“Of course not,” I said impatiently. “But when someone’s trying to make you feel rotten and you give it back
to him, you feel good.”
“You shouldn’t care. It doesn’t really matter what people say when they’re cross.”
“It does to me.”
“I say,” said Sam, “when are you going to start writing? I mean, really writing every day for six hours like a
professional.”
“Writing? Who said I was going to write? It’s a lousy profession—you don’t make any money.”
“We don’t expect you to.”
“That’s terrible,” I shouted. The taxi-driver turned to smile indulgently. “Why don’t you expect me to earn?
That’s unfair!”
“Unfair?” said Sam. “I thought it was rather fair not to make demands on you. Considering we didn’t make
you right.”
“I’m right to myself!” I shouted. “And it’s awful of you to go on thinking I’m not. How would you have felt if
Sera had said to you when you got married, ‘Darling, I don’t expect you to earn a living?’ You would have felt
terrible, as if you-you-you—”
“Yes?”
“As if you had no business being alive.”
Sam sat with his head thrown back against the seat. His eyebrows trudged into his forehead and his eyes tried
to focus on something.
“I’m sorry,” he said. “It’s been so difficult. Trying to know what we should do. You don’t know what it was
like, Brit, when you were born.”
“Tougb, very tough,” I said, wishing I hadn’t started all this.
“Not tough. Just strange. So unimaginable—“
“You had to grope your way forward.”
“Yes. And every time we stumbled we kicked you.”
“You didn’t. Or I wouldn’t have turned out so well,” I winked.
Sam put his hand on my head. “I love you,” he said, his throat hardly bobbing. I wanted to say, Same to you,
but I thought he’d feel I was poking fun. In the lift, he asked me,
“So what’s going to take the place of writing?”
“Law,” I said. “I’ll probably be a solicitor, which means I can work from an office.”
“What made you choose law?”
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“I don’t know,” I said, so quickly he probably knew I didn’t want to tell him.
“He says he wants to read law,” he yelled as soon as he heard Sera singing This is the Army, Mr. Jones in the
kitchen.
“Who says?”
“Brit, darling; who else?”
“Brit wants to study law?” Sera came out, her hands dripping from the tap. “You mean you want to become a
lawyer?”
“A solicitor, he says!” Sam was trying to divert the oncoming storm away from his head.
Suddenly my face and neck and hair were wet, though not with water, as Sera hugged me, crying,
“Oh, Brit, lovey, darling, sweetie …”
I put my arms around her neck and squeezed as tight as I could. For once, I knew she was glad to have me.
“Let’s celebrate,’ said Sera, her face glistening.
“Oh, yes!” said Sam, “and we can call over the boy next door. He’s been taking Brit out almost every day.”
“So what? He’s my friend.”
“His name is Cyrus. You aren’t going to call him the boy next door, Sam—Cyrus. Remember, Cyrus.”
“Don’t worry,” said Sam, chucking my chin. “I won’t embarrass you. Don’t you think we should call Ruby,
too?”
“No,” I said. I knew what a pretty girl would do to Cyrus—take his mind right off me.
“Of course we should,” said Sera. “Suppose she comes over and finds out we haven’t asked her, how bad it
will look!”
“How awful she’ll feel,” said Sam.
*
Ruby came first.
“You devil, you serpent, Brit. It’s taken you six months to introduce me to your dishy friend. I could kill you-”
“He wants to keep him for himself,” said Dolly, who was home early for once. “Don’t you know he’s gay?”
I felt my ears redden though I knew she was joking.
“I’ve always suspected that,” laughed Ruby, looking so sensual in the sheer pink dress that licked her body, I
felt a huge thrust of lust.
Cyrus came, looking sleek as a fox, his eyes long-lashed. He was laughing.
“To my colleague at the bar,” he said, giving me a box of chocolates, so heavy my hands fell to my lap.
“Swiss!” said Dolly, relieving me of the chocolates. “Where did you get these?”
“I made them,” said Cyrus with a grin, “and put them in the box.”
“You mean you can cook?” said Ruby, looking at him as if he were the Prophet Zoroaster himself.
“Oh! Just a little—chocolates, cakes, stuff like that.”
“You must teach me,” said Dolly. “My cooking’s hopeless. Sera says my husband will starve to death.”
Cyrus cocked his head. “That would be a bit hard, wouldn’t it? With someone who looks like you.”
I hooted. Dolly smoothed her black velvet dress over her knees and smiled. She was almost thirty but she
didn’t look any less lovely than Ruby.
Sera and Sam made their grand entrance, arm in arm.
“So glad you could come,” they said, ending in perfect unison.
“So glad to be here,” said Ruby and Cyrus together.
“Make a wish,” said Ruby, “quick! Or the magic goes. You did? Okay.” She stood up and kissed Cyrus on his
left cheek.
“Do the same to me—Oh, quickly!” Cyrus rubbed his nose and kissed her behind her right ear, making her
glow like an apple.
“Ruby, you’re marvelously inventive,” I said.
She put a hand on my neck, smiled sweetly and pinched me hard.
“Aren’t you going to offer us those chocolates, Brit?” said Sera.
“Have one, do.”
“Like a dream,” breathed Ruby.
“Cyrus or the chocolates?” I asked.
“Shut up,” said Cyrus. Which was about the last thing he said to me for the rest of the evening. He was too
busy with the three ladies. Reminded me of those Russian chess players who play any number of games
simultaneously.
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Sera almost beat Ruby in her enthusiasm. “Cyrus, have some more patrani machchi. You said you liked it.”
“I think I will, thank you.”
“Wait a moment!” Sera unrolled the steaming fish from the plantain leaf in which it was cooked. “There!
Whenever Defarge starves you, come straight over. The way Brit eats, there’s always enough for a guest.”
“You too, Ruby,” said Sam. “You’re always welcome.”
“And have been for the last twenty years,” giggled Ruby.
Dolly was strangely quiet. I made a face at her, rolling my eyes in Cyrus’s direction, but she smiled and shook
her head.
“There’s one last bit of chocolate mousse,” said Sera, “and it’s for our chocolate prince.” She plopped it into
Cyrus’s plate.
“You know what, Sera?” said Cyrus. “If I were you, I’d stop cooking for them and join the Taj as chief chef.”
Sera tucked her hair behind her ears, tilted her head and smiled wistfully at Cyrus. I wondered if she was
thinking how grand it would be if he were her son.
Cyrus was looking around a bit desperately. He caught my eye and held a cigarette made of air between his
fingers. I nodded. '
“D’you think I might have a smoke?” he said, looking so lost I wanted to lunge over the forks, glasses, spoons
and napkins and slip a cigarette between his drooping lips.
“You don’t have to ask,’ said Sera gaily. “In fact, I think I’ll have one too.”
“Darling!”
“Sam, you don’t know this but I used to smoke when I was at college. Don’t look so shocked. That was thirty
—”
“Forty,” said Dolly cruelly.
“Years ago,” finished Sera.
“The things you discover,” said Sam to Cyrus, who nodded, smiling distractedly, puffing at his Triple Five.
Poor Sam, I thought, bumped into the same boat as me.
“But I warn you,” said Sera, “if you make my Brit a smoker, I’ll never make patrani machchi for you again.
Keep Brit away from cigarettes.”
“And girls,” said Dolly, perking up.
“You don’t have to bother about that,” said Ruby, “he prefers boys.”
“Oh, my God!” said Cyrus, rolling his eyes into his brows. “Why didn’t you tell me earlier? Sorry, Brit, I’m
just not inclined.”
Sam coughed. I wanted to wax Ruby’s silky brown waves off her scalp. The embarrassment was okay: what I
couldn’t take was the way Cyrus had buried my hopes, without a moment’s thought. “I’m just not inclined!” What
sort of funeral oration was that? Now, if he’d said I’d love to, but—
“I think,” said Sam, “Brit has had a tiring day.”
“Hint! Hint!” cried Ruby.
Sam smiled and stood up.
“Actually, I’m the one who’s tired. You youngsters can carry on. Good night!”
“Good night!” said Sera, ever loyal. She went to the window where Cyrus was sending smoke rings into the
Causeway. “Thank you, Cyrus,” she said.
“Oh! That’s nothing. I’ll make you another batch—with brandy.”
“Thank you,” said Sera. “But I wasn’t talking about the chocolates. It’s nice of you to be Brit’s friend.”
“The pleasure’s mine,” said Cyrus, bowing over her extended hand.
“Yes,” said Sam, “till you came along Brit didn’t have a single friend.”
“I like that!” said Ruby.
“I was talking about boys. Before you all his friends were girls—”
“Lucky guy,” said Cyrus, sucking in his cheeks.
“I’d better be going,” said Ruby. “My parents are home tonight—for once.”
“You mean you normally have your place to yourself?” asked Cyrus.
“Ya,” said Ruby sadly. “It gets awfully lonely. I mean, how many mags\fn{ Magazines} can you read? How
many tapes can you hear? How many day-dreams can you dream?” Which was about as big a lie as Santa Claus
because Ruby was hardly ever home. “I say,” she went on, “why don’t you come down and see me some time?”
I roared. “Mae West redux!”
“He’s crazy,” said Ruby, drawing circles at her curl-obscured temple.
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“I absolutely agree,” said Cyrus, trying not to smile.
“Tell Brit to bring you over some time,” said Ruby, shutting the door.
“Who needs Brit?” said Cyrus through the closing door.
Ruby tossed her most ravishing smile, white and pink, over her shoulder and left.
“Good night,” said Dolly. “If I weren’t dead beat—”
“Dead beat?” I said, wrinkling my nose. “Where did you pick that up?” I was surprised to see her blush for the
first time in her life—or at least in mine.
“He’s such a—” Cyrus shook his head. “Embarrassing you like that.”
Dolly smiled like a beauty and walked away.
“I wonder why she blushed,” I murmured.
“What a stupid question; obviously it’s familial. And by the way, I’m sorry.”
“What for?”
“For ignoring you all evening. But you know—you’re like—like a brother, I suppose, and when there are
people around you don’t spend all your time with your brother.”
“I know.” I felt as gracious as the Nizam with a courtier. “And you don’t ever have to be sorry with me.
Because I—” The breath went out of me.
“Yes?”
“I guess I love you.”
“You know, one of the best things about you—or at least what I like best—is that you always say what you
feel. Even when it’s not easy. That’s something I can never do. Never.”
“But why?”
“Perhaps it’s got something to do with the kind of families we’ve got. You know how envious I felt—”
“Of whom?”
“You, dummy. Oh! I know you consider yourself quite unenviable—”
“I don’t, other people do.”
“I don’t. You know why? Because you’ve got Sera and Sam and such a lot of noise and giggles and fights.”
“That’s how it always is at home.”
“Not at mine. You must remember I come from an aristo\fn{ Aristocratic} family—at least my mother does.
When we want to say something to each other we make an appointment in the morning. Will you be free for a
little while after dinner?”
I laughed and braked. “You’re serious?”
“Yes!”
“But that’s abnormal.”
“Not for my family.”
“But why? Can’t you change things?”
“I’m not sure I want to—any more. Brit, why the sudden taste for law?”
I had rehearsed this exactly sixteen times.
“Law’s going to let me roll in rupees.”
“If you wanted to write, you must have had something to say. What happens to all that?”
“I leave it unsaid.”
“What if you choke on unsaid words?”
“You sound like a play.”
“But it might be true.”
“I don’t care. Because I’m happy. Sam’s delighted. Sera’s delirious.”
“That’s something else I envy you for. When I told my parents I wanted to read law—”
“What happened?”
“My mother fell ill. She missed three mahjong evenings in a row, not to mention a charity premiere—I even
remember the film, Chariots of Fire.”\fn{1981}
“But I thought law was a good solid profession.”
“Are you mad? When her son could’ve been a concert violinist?”
“What!”
“My dark secret.”
Cyrus grinned but his eyes didn’t join in. “Why am I talking like this? God—it’s all dead.”
“Never mind. I’d like to know.”
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“I was pretty good at the violin. I used to spend every moment I could snatch from homework and school
practicing. And I was taking exams—you know, the usual Royal Academy ones. And in my last year I won a gold
medal.”
“You were the best student.”
He sighed. “Explicit language! Anyway, I won a scholarship to the Menuhin School in London.”\fn{ Named after
Sir Yehudi Menuhin (1916- ), American-born violinist.}
“My God! And you threw that over? If I were your mother I would never have played mahjong again in my
life.”
“I didn’t throw it over; I thought fighting cases would satisfy my brain more than making music. It sounds
insensitive but that’s how I felt.”
“Didn’t you adore your music?”
“I did. But it wasn’t enough. It was an unhealthy kind of passion.”
“Music? Unhealthy?”
“Sure. I was using it to push away everyone, to drown the anger, you know—that’s no good. It’s like building
up your body at the cost of your brain.”
“What?”
“I don’t mean that, but something similar—I might have been a fantastic violinist on stage and a crackpot off
it. That wasn’t the kind of person I wanted to be.”
“You mean you had to put away your violin if you were going to grow.”
“That’s about the closest anyone has come to understanding what I felt.”
So this, I thought, sitting in the center of my mind’s polished stage, is what a writer means when he writes,
“and I thought my heart was going to burst.” But I said,
“Did you explain things so clearly to your mother?”
“What did she care? She lost the best piece in her showcase.”
“Don’t sound so bitter, Cy,” I said, maneuvering my chair next to the end of the sofa where he was sitting,
patting the back of his head, trying to keep things as brotherly as I could. His hair was like soft warm air in my
fingers.
“Don’t call my Cy,” he said. “That’s what my mother calls me in front of other people—she thinks it sounds
English or American or whatever. ‘Cy, why don’t you play something for Lady Manekbai?’ Can you believe there
are still people who call themselves Lady or Sir?”
“Well, they can’t help it if they’re titled,” I said, trying to concentrate on his words instead of the tensed
muscle and smooth skin under my fingers.
“Fucking shit! They can fling back their titles from where they came—Rabindranath Tagore did it.\fn{ Tagore
(1861-1941) was knighted in 1915, but renounced the dignity in 1919 after the Amritsasr Massacre .} And the worst thing was I
knew what they liked so I’d play a Kreisler\fn{ Fritz Kreisler (1875-1962), Austrian violinist and composer .} trifle and Lady
Manekbai would say, ‘How pretty! But far too short, Cy. Give us something long and brilliant.’ So I’d start on
something like Bach’s E major Partita. Soon as the first few bars were over they’d settle down to a disgusting
conversation about whether you got a better steak at the Taj or the Oberoi, and how their hairstylist was getting
quite unreasonable—what if she’d worked with Sassoon—sixty rupees for a cut was daylight robbery.”
He relaxed; the muscles under my hand disappeared. He smiled ruefully. “What a long story.”
“Thank you for telling me.”
He shrugged and swallowed. Then he said, “It’s so crazy Sera and your father and you all thanking me like
this. And all along, I’ve been so glad you became my friend.” He put his hand on my shoulder, almost touching
my right cheek. I could see the fine hair on his wrist swaying under my breath like wheat in a field. He stood up.
“See you tomorrow. Will you come over? We’ll make the telescope.”
“Oh, yes! That would be great.”
“Bye—and thanks for the neck massage.”
He shut the door and I didn’t know what to do. I wheeled over to the door and kissed the grainy, polished
board. I heard his door shut behind him. Just a gender away.
I wanted Cyrus: his mocking mouth, his quiet eyes, his thighs and hair and cock. Now, if he were someone
else, someone who thought life was the food you ate and the movies you saw and not the winds that blew inside
your head; or someone who got out of a taxi without thanking the driver; or someone who blew his nose into his
hand instead of his hanky, then I wouldn’t have given a damn if he looked like Shashi Kapoor or Sean Connery or
whoever; not if he had a cock that would’ve made him a blue movie star.
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What if it were the other way around? If he were as perfect as he seemed to me but he looked like Walter
Matthau?\fn{An American actor (1920-2000) not particularly renowned for his good looks .} I wanted to believe it wouldn’t
matter a thought. But that wasn’t true. Because I thought about it for a million minutes and this was what I was
sure of—I just didn’t know. …
32.128 Excerpt from English, August: An Indian Story\fn{by Upamanyu Chatterjee (1959- )} Patna, Patna District
Bihar State, India (M) 9
… District administration in India is largely a British creation, like the railways and the English language,
another complex and unwieldy bequest of the Raj. But Indianization (of a method of administration, or of a
language) is integral to the Indian story. Before 1947 the Collector was almost inaccessible to the people; now he
keeps open house, primarily because he does a different, more difficult job. He is as human and as fallible, but
now others can tell him so, even though he still exhibits the old accoutrements (but now Indianized) of importance
—the flashing orange light on the roof of the car, the passes for the first row at the sitar recital, which will not
start until he arrives and for which he will not arrive until he has been ensured by telephone that everyone else
who has been invited has arrived first. In Madna, as in all of India, one’s importance as an official could be
gauged by how long one could keep a concert (to which one was invited) waiting. The organizers never minded
this of the officials they invited. Perhaps they expected it of them, which was sickening, or perhaps they were
humoring them, which was somehow worse.
And administration is an intricate business, and a young officer who lacks initiative cannot really be trained in
its artifices. There is very little that he can learn from watching someone else; Agastya learnt nothing. For a very
short while he worried about his ignorance, and then decided to worry about it properly when others discovered it.
The Collectorate of Madna was one building among many in a vast field (which could not be called a
compound, for it had no wall or gate) near the railway station. He had missed them all in the dark of the previous
evening. The jeep inched its way through people and cattle onto an untarred metalled road. He saw a few flags
against the hot clean sky. The national flag, he presumed, was over the Collectorate.
“What are the other buildings?”
“That’s the office of the Superintendent of Police, sir,” said the naib tehsildar from behind, “and over there are
the Police Unes.”
Whatever they are, thought Agastya.
“That’s the District and Sessions Court, and behind, there, that big one, the District Council—”
“You mean, on which there’s also the national flag?”
“Sir. And then that side, behind, the offices of the Sub-Divisional officer, Tehsildar, et cetera.”
While the naib tehsildar was pointing out the buildings the driver nearly ran over a child defecating beside the
road, and snarled at her in the vernacular.
On their left was some kind of pond, with thick green water and the heads of contented buffalo. Scores of
people, sitting on their haunches, smoking, wandering, gazing at anything moving or at other people. Most were
in white dhoti, kurta and Gandhi cap (or was it Nehru cap? wondered Agastya. No, Gandhi cap and Nehru jacket.
Or Gandhi jacket and Nehru cap? And Patel vest? And Mountbatten lungi and Rajaji shawl and Tagore dhoti?),
some had towels over their heads. The jeep chugged through them, honking petulantly. The people sitting on the
road stood up and moved away at the last moment, reluctantly, some scowled. For them the road was the one
stretch that the rains of Madna wouldn’t immediately turn to mud; therefore it was a place of assemblage.
“They cover their heads because of the heat, no?”
“Yes, sir.”
It seemed wise, to bother not about appearance, but first about health. He tried his handkerchief over his head
but it was too small. The naib tehsildar chuckled appreciatively.
“Too small, sir. Napkins easily available in the market, sir. If sir wants I’ll get one.”
“Yes, thanks, please do that. How much will it cost?”
“Not to worry about price, sir.”
“Rubbish,” said Agastya, and offered him a twenty-rupee note. The naib tehsildar raised his hands to ward off
the horror.
“No, sir, not to bother, sir, hardly must, sir.”
Agastya was momentarily distracted by the “hardly must.” What could he mean? He reached over and,
ignoring the naib tehsildar’s giggles and soft shrieks, put the note in his shirt pocket, among the spectacle case,
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papers and pens.
In all those months he never got used to the crowds outside the offices.
“All these people have work here?”
“Yes, sir,” said the naib tehsildar, a little surprised, perhaps at the stupidity of the question. They all looked
patient, as though waiting for entrance to the political rally of some awesome demagogue, Nehru perhaps, or one
of his descendants. To him they also looked stoned. Their eyes were glazed, probably with waiting, and followed
every movement around them without curiosity.
Just near the Collectorate he saw cannabis growing wild. That was nice and, he smiled, somehow symbolic.
He would have to return alone one evening.
The Collectorate was a one-storey stone building. Its corridors had benches and more people. The naib
tehsildar led him to a biggish hall full of mostly unoccupied desks, and through another door. A fat officious man
said, “Yes?” The naib tehsildar mumbled something and the officious man immediately turned servile.
“Good morning, sir. Collector sahib not yet come, sir. Myself Chidambaram, Reader to Collector. Kindly
accompany me to RDC’s room sir.”
They moved through another door and down a central corridor, also crowded with people, benches and water
coolers. Another door, with “C. K Joshi, RDC” above it. There were three men inside. Chidambaram mumbled
something. They all stood and shook hands, the two younger ones called him sir. All introduced themselves,
Agastya didn’t catch a single name, and didn’t bother. Thank God for marijuana, he thought.
Formal pleasant conversation, someone brought in thick sweet tea, which the others drank from their saucers.
After some slow haphazard guesswork he decided that the man on his right was Ahmed. Joshi was, or should be,
the old jovial man behind the desk. On his right was what had sounded like Agarwal. Ahmed was immediately
obnoxious, with blank eyes and a false smile. He never listened when anyone else was speaking, but always
looked down at his thick forearms and flexed them.
Both Ahmed and Agarwal were “Deputy Collectors (Direct Recruit), sir.”
Whatever that was, thought Agastya, but nodded with what he hoped was appropriate awe.
He eventually got to know, but by accident as it were, what a Deputy Collector (Direct Recruit) was, and
where a naib tehsildar stood in the Revenue hierarchy. He himself made no effort to know his new world; as it
unfolded, it looked less interesting to him; and later, even to see how far he could extend his ignorance became an
obscure and perverse challenge.
Sitting with the three men, he was again assailed by a sense of the unreal. I don’t look like a bureaucrat, what
am I doing here. I should have been a photographer, or a maker of ad films, something like that, shallow and
urban.
“How old are you, sir?”
“Twenty-eight.”
Agastya was twenty-four, but he was in a lying mood. He also disliked their faces.
“Are you married, sir?” Again that demand that he classify himself. Ahmed leaned forward for each question,
neck tensed and head angled with politeness.
“Yes.” He wondered for a second whether he should add “twice.”
“And your Mrs., sir?”
Agarwal’s voice dropped at “Mrs.”; in all those months all references to wives were in hushed, almost
embarrassed, tones. Agastya never knew why, perhaps because to have a wife meant that one was fucking, which
was a dirty thing.
“She’s in England. She’s English, anyway, but she’s gone there for a cancer operation. She has cancer of the
breast.”
He had an almost uncontrollable impulse to spread out his fingers to show the size of the tumor and then the
size of the breast, but he decided to save that for later. Later in his training he told the District Inspector of Land
Records that his wife was a Norwegian Muslim.
He went on like this, careless with details. His parents were in Antarctica, members of the first Indian
expedition. Yes, even his mother, she had a Ph.D. in Oceanography from the Sorbonne. After a while the personal
questions stopped. Later he felt guilty, but only for a very brief while.
Chidambaram poked his head in and said that the Collector had come.
*
Joshi accompanied Agastya. Srivastav was short and fat and shouting at someone standing in front of him
when they entered. He asked them to sit down and continued shouting. If you can tick off a subordinate in the
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language, thought Agastya, you’re really fluent. On the far side of the desk stood a trembling black suppliant,
weeping fresh tears, as though he had just been beaten. The other old man being shouted at turned out to be the
District Supply Officer.
Later Agastya would conclude that they all looked the same, the denizens of the Collectorate, ageing, with soft
faces that hadn’t seen much sunlight. They all wore pale shirts and loose pants. Their shirt pockets bulged
outrageously with pens and spectacle cases. Most smelt nice, of some very Indian perfume, or scented hair-oil, or
paan. They could withstand, like placid buffalo, anything that an industrious superior could shriek at them. The
District Supply Officer’s face shone gently in the volley from the Collector.
Lambent dullness, Agastya remembered abruptly, now where was that?
Suddenly he was back in his college English class three years ago, with Absalom and Achitophel open in front
of him, stoned and watching the new female teacher perform. Nervousness had made her aggressive. Narasinlhan,
beside him, also stoned, had asked her some stupid question.
“Your question doesn’t make any sense,” she had said, arching her back.
There had been giggles from the gigglers. Narasinlhan had laboriously scrawled a long note on his Dryden and
passed it to him.
“August, tell her, yes, my lovely bitch, when my hands are full with your flat buttocks, my mouth on either
breast, I shall give you lust-gnaws between your absalom and achitophel.”
His laugh had even woken up the back row. He had been sent out.
The Supply Officer wiped his forehead with a many-colored handkerchief. Yes, lambent dullness, definitely.
That he could relate a phrase from an eighteenth-century English poet\fn{ Part of the satiric poem Mac Flecnoe by John
Dryden (1631-1700): … The hoary prince in majesty appeared, | High on a throne of his own labours reared. | At his right hand our young
Ascanius sat | Rome’s other hope, and pillar of the state. | His brows thick fogs, instead of glories, grace, | And lambent dullness played
around his face. | As Hannibal did to the altars come, | Sworn by his sire a mortal foe to Rome; | So Shadwell swore, nor should his vow be
vain, | That he till death true dullness would maintain; | And in his father’s right, and realm’s defence, | Ne’er to have peace with wit, nor
truce with sense. …} to this, a sweating Supply Officer in a Collector’s office, in Madna, made him smile.

The Collector paused for breath, said, “Hell. O, you’ve to get used to this. An administrator’s job is not easy,”
and returned to biting the Supply Officer’s sweating head off. The shrieking stopped after a while and the Supply
Officer left. At the door he again used his many-colored handkerchief. The weeping man left too, after many
namastes and two half-prostrations, forehead touching the Collector’s desk.
Srivastav smiled at Agastya. His sideburns were like right-angled triangles, the hypotenuses of which looked
like the shadows of his cheekbones.
“So? Agastya, what kind of name is Agastya, bhai?”
When you were in your mother’s lap, you ignoramus, he said silently, drooling and piddling, didn’t she make
your head spin into sleep with the verses of some venerable Hindu epic? “Agastya” is Sanskrit, he wanted to say,
for one who shits only one turd every morning.
But the Collector didn’t really want any answer. Staccato conversation, while he rushed through his files.
“Someone was there to pick you up yesterday at the station?”
“Yes, sir.”
“How’s the room at the Rest House?”
“Lots of mosquitoes, sir.”
The Collector threw every finished file on the ground. They landed, depending on their weight, with dull
thumps or sharp claps. Thus he eroded the mountains on his desk, and the runes lay like corpses in a battlefield,
perhaps giving him the illusion that he was victorious.
“Oh, mosquitoes, yes, I can see that from your face.”
A quick side-glance at him.
“I tell you, Madna must be one of the unhealthiest places in India. Hot, humid, disease, everything. Are you
boiling your water? I told the naib tehsildar to tell you.”
“Thanks for that, sir. But I’m not quite sure whether the cook at the Rest House here understood yesterday
what boiling means.”
“Yes, you’ll face the problem of language in Madna. They can’t even speak Hindi properly.”
He rang the bell.
“Get some tea.” He suddenly leaned back and scowled.
“You see, in North India and Bengal and other places, everyone can follow Hindi.”
Agastya was a little disconcerted by his Collector’s scowls. Later he saw that that was his official face; at
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home, too, that face was occasionally donned, but only for office work, or when his wife or children behaved like
his subordinates.
“And now everything from the State Government comes in the regional language. They think this’ll increase
administrative efficiency.” He wiped his face and forearms with a yellow hand-towel.
“Rubbish, these fellows,” he scowled at Joshi. “Joshi sahib, arrange for some kind of a language tutor for Mr.
Sen. And later you must subscribe to a vernacular newspaper, that’ll also help, but not the Dainik, that just
publishes nonsense.”
Joshi took notes, pen poised to record anything that the Collector might disgorge. Joshi’s pad seemed to irritate
Srivastav; it obliged him to emit noteworthy sentences. He rang the bell.
“Chidambaram, get Mr. Sen the District Gazeteer.”
“Sir, may I have a look at the map?”
“Yes please, while I finish some of this.”
Agastya left his chair for the huge district map on the wall behind Srivastav. For the first few minutes nothing
made sense. He finally located Madna town. God, the district was huge. The southern bits seemed heavily
forested, that would be a good area to visit. Srivastavs voice penetrated intermittently.
“I want to suspend this Supply Officer bugger. That corrupt cement dealer in Pinchri taluka has again been
passing off bloody sand as cement and this Supply Officer can’t haul him up because he’s getting his cut too.”
Agastya contemplated the improbable, that soon, in a few months, he would be mouthing similar
incomprehensibilities and acting appropriately. Chidambaram touched his elbow with a huge black book. He
returned to his chair with the Madna District Gazeteer.
“Don’t read that now, take it back with you. It’s wonderful reading.”
Agastya opened it.
“It’s ancient, sir. It hasn’t been updated since 1935.” Srivastav scowled.
“Who has the time? Either you work, or you write a history. Those fellows never worked.” He picked up his
cup.
“You’ll soon see how the people here drink tea. Always from the saucer, look.”
They watched a smiling Joshi pour his tea into his saucer.
“Tastes better this way,” Joshi said.
Srivastav, it seemed, had a lot to say to his protégé; he just didn’t know where to begin, and bounded from one
topic to another.
“You have a copy of your training programme. For the last two months you’ll be Block Development Officer
and before that you’ll be attached to various district offices. The first three weeks is with the Collectorate. And
this first week you sit with me and try to grasp the work of the Collector. After all, in a few months you’ll be
Assistant Collector, doing in a sub-division what I do at the district level.'”
“Sir.”
“There’s an Integration gathering at the Gandhi Hall at twelve-fifteen. We’ll go for that.”
“Integration as in National Integration?”
“Yes, but here it’s called something else, of course.” Srivastav rang the bell and said something to the peon.
Joshi left.
“You just see how many people come to meet the Collector every day, like they’ll meet you when you’re Block
Development Officer later,” scowled Srivastav at Agastya, and then at the villagers whom the peon had just
ushered in.
Reverentially they unfolded and handed Srivastav a sheet of paper. Its black creases seemed to mark its
tortuous journey, slipping off the hands of one unhelpful official into another’s. A conversation ensued, Srivastav
scowling less as he understood more, the voices of the villagers slowly gaining in confidence. Then while
Srivastav scribbled the villagers waited, patient and passive, strong hands bent suppliantly. They had brought in a
smell of sweat and the earth, but they weren’t (thought Agastya irrelevantly, with a vacuous half-smile) remotely
sexy, just sad, and then he felt vaguely guilty. Two of them looked at him now and again, he didn’t fit into the
Collectorate.
The visitors came all day. Agastya could eventually categorize them. Indeed, that was all he could do, since the
conversations were beyond him. The petitioners always stood. Srivastav asked them to sit only if it seemed that
they would take long; if they sat it was on the edge of the chair. The variety of complaints, from the little that
Agastya grasped through instinct, gestures and the occasional tell-tale Hindi or English phrase, was bewildering,
and the area of action spread over a district of 17,000 square kilometers (so the first paragraph of the Gazeteer had
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said). Someone had encroached on one petitioner’s land, and the petitioner had received no help from the
thesildar. The police patil in a village had connived at a murder, and the entire police hierarchy seemed to be
backing him up. Laborers on daily wages at some road site complained that the constructor paid them irregularly.
A naib tehsildar somewhere seemed to be harassing a tribal’s wife. A dealer in some village always adulterated
his kerosene.
Initially Agastya was impressed by the solidity and confidence in Srivastav’s reactions; he seemed to know
exactly what to do in each case. A few visitors after, he changed his view and thought, marveling at the sideburns,
that Srivastav ought to be confident because he had been dealing with such matters for years.
The petitioners partially explained the crowds outside the Collectorate. But there were others too, subordinate
officers from various offices, who were summoned or came to report, and didn’t sit until asked to. And then there
were the gossips of the district, who were the most gluttonous about time, but whom Srivastav could not alienate,
because they knew the pulse of Madna, and were also the politicians’ groupies. Sycophants to the last, they
wheedled like caricatures. Still others brought invitations, they would be honored if the Collector and Mrs.
Collector (and later in the year some included Agastya, “Sen sahib, IAS,” an afterthought in ink) graced with their
presence the Sports Day of their school or the function to celebrate the eightieth birthday of some veteran freedom
fighter of the district, who had perhaps had the overwhelming good fortune to have been jailed once with Gandhi.
Only a very few visitors breezed in before their names could precede them on slips of paper—the Member of
Parliament from Madna, and two red-eyed Members of the Legislative Assembly.
Agastya enjoyed his long speculative categorization, and placed at the apex the very select few for whom
Srivastav moved forward in his chair to shake hands and to whom he offered tea—there were only two that day,
the MP and the Managing Director of the paper mills somewhere in the district.
On the wall behind him hung a big teak board with the names of the District Magistrates of Madna since 1902.
The earlier Collectors had been British, one Avery had been Collector for six years, 1917-23. He felt hungry and
to dispel the pangs, thought of the horrors Vasant would feed him at lunch.
*
At twelve forty-five the Collector told the peon:
“I’ll meet the others when I return. Get the driver.”
Outside in the corridor the peons, the petitioners, the politicians’ groupies and their groupies all stiffened and
shut their babble when they saw Srivastav. They looked solemn and guilty, as though they’d been planning to strip
him, thought Agastya.
The heat was terrible. The car began a slow furrow through the mass on the road.
“This car has an emergency siren apart from the light. I’ve always wanted to use both together just to get to my
office.”
They passed the wild cannabis and the pond. Children jumped from one buffalo to another.
“When it rains the cattle camp in the corridors of the Collectorate. The same thing used to happen in
Azamganj, where I come from. Earlier I used to think that a Collectorate with cows and stray dogs in its corridors
could only be found in Azamganj, now I think it’s a common story.”
A man poked his head in through the front window to gaze blankly at them. The driver snarled at him.
“You’re from a city. This place will initially seem very different. Then you’ll get used to it.”
Someone thumped the back of the car in affection and boredom. Srivastav watched Agastya sweat.
“If you think it’s hot you should be here in May. The old residents say that on some afternoons in May, even
birds have dropped from the sky, dead.”
The car turned reckless as it left the field of offices.
“And this Integration meeting?”
“Oh, there was a big riot here a few months ago, Hindu-Muslim. It surprised everyone because Madna has
never been communally sensitive. The last Collector, Antony, was transferred, I think, because of the riots. They
said he’d bungled there, but more likely the politicians who were actually behind the riots just wanted a
scapegoat. These politician bastards, you’ll really know what they are like when you’re Block Development
Officer. So we formed an Integration Committee, it meets once a month. Both Hindu and Muslim goondas get
together and eat and waste time. Have as little of the food as possible, it’ll be poisonous.”
The brown curtains of the car couldn’t keep out the town. Narrow streets and two-storied shacks, people and
animals immune to the heat. Srivastav perhaps sensed Agastya’s mood and said:
“The population of the town is only two lakhs.\fn{200,000 people; and he calls this a “town” .} Sometimes I think the
development of Madna must be a representative Indian story. Once it was just another district, very rich forests,
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and made to feel proud of its tribal traditions, which is another way of trying to make you forget your economic
backwardness. Then they found coal here, mica, limestone, one of the country’s richest industrial belts, now oil,
too. Factories soon surrounded this town, new ones come up almost every day.”
The car screeched its rage at a cyclist who cut across and darted down a side alley the width, or so it seemed,
of a writing table.
“Development is a tricky business. There must be something wrong with development if it creates places like
Madna. But priorities is the problem, how’re we to spend our money, will it be on coal and oil, or town planning,
or forests. And the pressure of time, there is never enough time. But you’ll see another facet of development when
you’re BDO, the insane race to meet targets.”
Srivastav talked on, with eyes half-closed, never looking at Agastya, as though he was speaking to a cassette
recorder.
This bequeathing of wisdom was surprising, especially on first encounter; but the pattern was frequently
repeated, with Srivastav and with the Superintendent of Police. Sharing the back seat of a car with a novice in
administration, the senior officers always theorized, attempted to explain, to impress, to tutor, to justify.
The car was continually being trapped by cycles and rickshaws, which seemed to behave like out-riders who
had suddenly decided to have some fun with the limousine. He saw snatches of other lives—veined hands on
bicycle handlebars, and behind them a man emptying a bucket into a drain, the tensed calves of a rickshawwallah, sweat-wet shirts around a stall selling fruit juice. But in the months that followed he saw very little of the
real Madna, the lives of its traders in wood and forest produce, the coal miners, the workers at the paper mills, the
shopkeepers, the owners of cinema halls and restaurants.
The district life that he lived and saw was the official life, common to all districts, deadly dull. This world
comprised Collectors, District Development Officers, Superintendents of Police, and their legionary subordinates,
many wielders of petty power, sulking or resigned if posted away from home, and buying furniture cheap and
biding time till transferred to a congenial place.
Gandhi Hall stood beside the city police station, a three-storied building. For a moment he thought that it had
been bombed, something out of a TV news clip on Beirut,\fn{ The Lebanese Civil War (1975-1990) was going on at the time
this story was written.} broken window-panes, old walls, an uncertain air, a kind of wonder at not having collapsed
yet. A red banner over the door, and outside, a statue of a short fat bespectacled man with a rod coming out of his
arse. He asked in wonder:
“Is that a statue of Gandhi?”
Srivastav laughed shrilly.
“Yes. Who did you think?”
“Phew. What’s the rod, sir?”
Srivastav laughed even more.
“That’s to prop up the statue. It fell off a few weeks after it was installed. Madna will have many more
surprises, Sen.”
Then the goondas were upon them.
They enveloped Srivastav with effusion. A jumble of white khadi and red teeth,\fn{From the incessant chewing of
beetle-nut.} the scent of hair-oil distracting the nose from the stench of urine, a few black eyes glancing at Agastya
oddly—he didn’t fit. Srivastav introduced him to somebody, no one heard anything except “IAS,” then they began
fawning on him, too.
Wide stairs, the walls splotched maroon with paan spittle, like the scene of some frenzied killings (and
abruptly he remembered Prashant at school, when life had been simpler, pointing to horseshit on a hill road:
“English, I bet you can’t lick that, I bet!” “Oh I can easily do it, if you give me something good for it, like enough
money every month for the rest of my life”), the press of people and an alien tongue. On the second floor a huge
hall and another banner, and below it a fat complacent policeman. With spectacles, thought Agastya, he could’ve
resembled that travesty outside, of the Mahatma\fn{ The Great Soul.} in stone.
“Sen, meet Mr. Kumar, the Superintendent of Police of Madna.”
They all moved in, Kumar asking Agastya questions to which he could not hear the answers. Colored paper
decorations, mattresses on the floor with white sheets and cushions, the fans somehow encouraging the humidity.
When Kumar sat down his knees cracked sharply. A hooligan joined them and spoke Hindi:
“You are also IAS?”
“Yes. I’m here for training in district administration.”
More questions. His lies were restricted by the presence of Kumar, but he did slip in that he had climbed
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Everest last summer. The hooligan left to arrange for their eats. Kumar lolled on his bolster, and patting the
outside of his (own) thigh, said:
“Hahn, Agastya, a very Bungaali name, yaar.”
“Yes, sir.”
“Bungaalis choose such difficult names for themselves, why, yaar?”
Agastya smiled.
“The Collector was saying that they hold these meetings every month, sir. But what happens here?”
Kumar frowned and looked around, to see what everyone else was doing and how many were looking at him.
There was a biggish gang around the Collector.
“Nothing on the surface, we just eat some rubbish together, and nurse raw stomachs for a week. But it helps in
many ways. We find out from them what’s really happening in the district—gossip, the things that our police and
Revenue officials won’t tell us because they themselves might be involved.”
His voice turned dictatorial.
“Effective administration really means meeting the people, and showing them that the Collector and the SP of
a district are not uppity and high-handed, but like meeting them. This is India, bhai, an independent country, and
not the Raj, we are servants of the people.”
A hooligan offered Kumar a paan which he stuffed into his mouth.
“Hahn, you look the English type—”
“The English type?”
“Any Indian who speaks English more fluently than he speaks any Indian language I call the English type,
good, no?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Hahn, so English type, do you want to watch English movies on video?”
“Yes, sir.”
“You come over then, any time. I got new films, A Passage to India,\fn{1984} Amadeus,\fn{1984, American film}
The Jewel in the Crown,\fn{1984-85, an episodic TV series} lots of others, you come.”
Kumar waved to someone across the hall, who salaamed him jovially.
“But tell me, why do these English movies about India all have rape? Black men raping white women? Sathe,
have you met Sathe? The joker of Madna, he says to be raped by a black man was a white woman’s fantasy.”
Just then the one who had salaamed Kumar joined them and the two gossiped. A groupie provided Agastya
with company.
“What do you use this hall for normally?”
The groupie looked puzzled by the question.
“Oh … everything.” He shrugged. “Family Planning vasectomy and tubectomy camps, school table-tennis
championships, bridge tournaments, meetings of the Youth Club, marriage parties … anything.”
All at one time, I hope, thought Agastya.
“Who built that statue of Gandhi outside?”
“An Executive Engineer called Tamse. He was here some time ago, he’s been posted in Madna two or three
times.”
The groupie’s face creased with an unpleasant memory.
“He’s very enthusiastic and untalented. He paints also, also very badly. I was here when they installed the
statue. Everyone was very angry, but it was too late.”
An urchin handed Agastya a plate. On it were laddus, samosas and green chutney. He could almost hear the
chutney say:
”Hi, my name is cholera, what’s yours?”
“No, not for me.”
The urchin said:
“Hayn?”
Agastya turned to the hooligan beside him.
“I can’t eat anything today. My mother died today.”
The man looked puzzled again.
“I mean, this is the anniversary of my mother’s death, and I fast.”
For a moment he contemplated adding: “In penance, because I killed her.”
The hooligan said slowly, face creased again, but this time with perplexity,
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“But it’s very tasty, try just a little.”
“OK,” agreed Agastya, and began eating rapidly. He was feeling very hungry, and even finished a second plate,
all the while imagining the filth beneath the urchin’s fingernails.”
The conversation continued. Agastya ensured that the man’s perplexity never really disappeared. Both the
Collector and the SP were earnestly discussing matters. He was again besieged, as he had been that morning in
Joshi’s room, by the sense that he was living someone else’s life. He looked at his watch. One forty-five. In his
old life he would’ve been with his uncle at home, talking rubbish over brunch. He remembered Dr. Upadhyay, his
head of department, and his words at their last encounter. Dr. Upadhyay was a small dissatisfied man.
“I’m happy for you Agastya, you’re leaving for a more meaningful context. This place,” he’d waved his hands
at the books around him, at the tutorials on his desk, “is like a parody, a complete farce, they’re trying to build
another Cambridge here. At my old University I used to teach Macbeth to my MA English classes in Hindi.
English in India is burlesque. But now you’ll get out of here to—somehow a more real situation. In my time I’d
wanted to give this Civil Service exam too, I should have. Now I spend my time writing papers for obscure
journals on L. H. Myers and Wyndham Lewis,\fn{ Dominic Bevan Wyndham Lewis (1894-1969), British author .} and
teaching Conrad\fn{Teodor Józef Konrad Korzeniowski (1857-1924), Polish novelist (born in Ukraine).} to a bunch of halfwits.”
Anchorlessness—that was to be one of his chaotic concerns in that uncertain year; battling a sense of waste
was to be another. Other fodder too, in the farrago of his mind, self-pity in an uncongenial clime, the incertitude
of his reactions to Madna, his job, and his inability to relate to it—other abstractions too, his niche in the world,
his future, the elusive mocking nature of happiness, the possibility of its attainment.
*
On the way back Srivastav asked:
“So, what did you think of our SP?”
Agastya smiled stupidly.
“You must call on him formally at his office this week, also on the District Judge and the District Development
Officer. No one else. Normally this meeting lasts much longer, some idiots make speeches, but I have a lot of
work in office, so I cut it short. How many meals do you have a day?”
Srivastav was again pogo-sticking topics.
Agastya wondered at the question.
“Three,” he said, thinking. Perhaps Srivastav knows people who have fifteen.
“When you start working you must reduce it to two, before and after office, that’s my advice. Take my case.
Office starts at ten-thirty, I reach at eleven sharp.” He made it sound like a virtue. “But no going home for lunch.
Now, our SP followed quite another pattern earlier, but I fixed that. He reached his office at ten-thirty but would
go home for lunch at one and would sleep fill four! and then come back to office at five. I fixed that.”
Srivastav smiled in memory of the triumph.
“For one whole week I telephoned him at office at about three for some work or the other. His office would
say, he’s at home. They couldn’t lie, no, because Collector was asking, and say he’d gone out. So I used to ring
him up at home. His constable couldn’t say he was sleeping, not to the Collector, so he was woken up. And when
he talked he couldn’t pretend that he’d been sleeping. One week of this. You have to straighten out these people,
who think they’re being paid to sleep in the afternoons. Kumar is an interesting fellow. He talks real big, about
serving the people, that you’ll soon find out, but he’s a hopeless policeman. Do you want to go back to the Rest
House for lunch?”
“Uh … yes, I think.”
An unwise decision, because the Rest House room was much hotter than the Collector’s office, but he wanted
to get away from his Collector and his job, to his other life. His secret life that year was lived in his hot dark room
in the Rest House, or in other hot dark rooms in other Rest Houses. His secret life became much more exciting
and more actual than the world outside. In the afternoons the rooms were dark because the windows had to be
closed against an incandescent world, and the window panes were painted an opaque pink (“Against the glare,”
explained one Junior Engineer. “For privacy,” said another). There would be marijuana and nakedness, and soft,
hopelessly incongruous music (Tagore or Chopin), and the thoughts that ferment in isolation. There would even
be something vaguely erotic about the heat, about watching his own sweat on his bare skin.
“OK, relax after lunch, no need to rush things. You’ll take a few days to get used to the heat. But tomorrow
you come home with me in the evening.”
At the Collectorate Agastya switched from the white Ambassador to the jeep. The naib tehsildar sweated and
beamed at him. At the Rest House he said, “I shall take your leave, sir.”
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Agastya said, “OK, thanks, come tomorrow.”
The naib tehsildar handed him a huge white napkin, with a blue border.
“This morning, sir.”
“Oh, of course.”
He tried it on. The driver and the naib tehsildar chuckled appreciatively.
*
He asked the driver to call Vasant. His room looked quite welcoming, with its high ceiling and Tamse’s picture.
He wasn’t hungry but he wanted milk to delude himself that he was careful of his health.
“Vasant, is there some milk?”
“Milk?” asked Vasant, as though Agastya had just asked him for his wife’s cunt. Vasant looked more insane
with a green towel wrapped around his head, but he seemed in concert with Madna.
Agastya asked for tea at five-thirty and sent him away.
He had three hours to himself, and was looking forward to them. He closed the door and prepared a smoke,
contemplating to which music he should change his clothes. He smoked very slowly, till time, and most other
things, ceased to matter. In Madna funny things happened to time. Outside the room its passage was wearisome,
but in his secret life Agastya was to savor the seconds. No action was automatic: changing clothes, even the
brushing of teeth, they were to become sensuous acts. He decided on Keith Jarrett, a valedictory present from
Dhrubo.
He went up to the mirror on the dressing table, bent forward till his nose pressed against the mirror and asked
himself silently what was happening to him. Not even twenty-four hours over and he felt unhinged, without the
compensations of insight or wisdom. He lay down and looked at the wooden ceiling. He could masturbate, but
without enjoyment.
What is it? He asked himself again. Is it because it is a new place? Yes. So do I miss the urban life? Yes. Is it
because it is a new job? Yes. The job is both bewildering and boring. Give it time, not even twenty-four hours. He
waited for the mosquitoes. The ventilator was open, the room filled with the stench of the excrement of others
when the wind came his way. My own shit doesn’t smell like that, he thought randomly. He absent-mindedly
fondled his crotch and then whipped his hand away. No masturbation, he suddenly decided. He tried to think
about this but sustained logical thought on one topic was difficult and unnecessary. No, I am not wasting any
semen on Madna. It was an impulse, but he felt that he should record it. In the diary under that date he wrote:
“From today no masturbation. Test your will, you bastard.”
Then he wondered at his bravado. No masturbation at all? That was impossible. But then the marijuana really
hit him and even that ceased to matter.
He lay down again …
234.234 Excerpt from Once Was Bombay\fn{by Pinki Virani (1959- )} Bombay, Maharashtra Staste, India (F) 11
1
Manish Shah is not a bastard-builder. He is forty, married to Sarita, they have a boy and a girl, ages eleven and
eight; the flat they live in is not in the spiffiest of buildings but it is family-owned and on Malabar Hill, the
highest point of Bombay and thought, by some, to be an island unto itself. Sarita and Manish Shah moved to
America, to live very happily; but then they came back because his family in India said matters were improving
after liberalization and Bombay, too, as a consequence would change for the better.
Manish Shah returned, assisted his brother in their family construction business and then set up his own,
Dhruva Builders, named after his son. When he thought of doing this he consulted his childhood friend and good
pal since twenty years, Yogesh Shah, and together they set up this new venture less than five years back.
It is 9 a.m. and Manish Shah is getting ready to leave for the office of Dhruva Builders, on the main island, in
the once-walled area called Fort. On his way down Malabar Hill, at the curving sea-hugging sweep which leads to
Chowpatty, he will pass the site on which he hopes to build a penthouse for himself. The plot is a hundred and
fifty thousand square feet. Dhruva Builders is to develop only a part of it. On this part he will build Sahnidhya,
meaning togetherness; they have thought up the name jointly, Sarita and he, Yogesh and his wife Malvika.
Sahnidhya will have only six floors plus the penthouse and it will be a fine building, with good construction
material and aesthetic detailing, not some new-money architectural horror.
There have been the typical problems, by now standard in Bombay for any builder, in the land’s initial
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development. Plus one killing. The man shot dead is Vallabh Thakkar, known to appease all kinds of gangsters as
long as he could continue putting up his buildings. Manish Shah is aware of this, so when Vallabh Thakkar
suggests he develop a portion of the land, Manish is hesitant. He discusses it with Yogesh, their behind-the-scenes
strategist.
“What do you think?”
“You first tell me why you are so uncomfortable about it.”
“Builders are supposed to be outright bastards or else they can never manage to put up even one structure in
Bombay. We do not know how to be bastards.”
“True, but we are managing with our other projects—perhaps not the way we would like to, but we are being
as decent as possible under the circumstances. There are no laws in this city which allow for happy housing, not
for the buyers or the sellers.”
“I keep thinking that we are not cut out for this line.”
“May be we are not, but this is where we have earned our money and where is the alternative just now? We are
committed to our current projects and we have to finish them, a lot of our money is tied up in them.”
“So what do you want to do about Vallabhbhai’s offer?”
“Can we be absolutely clear-cut—one hundred per cent certain—that the part of the land we develop will have
no encumbrance?”
“I honestly don’t know.”
“Then let us talk to him and if we are satisfied, we will do a small bit of the land, perhaps just one good
building.” Manish Shah laughs.
“Yeah, I will put my penthouse on top, a good home for my kids, and then we will get out of this line.”
He visits the site. On Vallabh Thakkar’s side of the land, he notices an encroachment. A cult has put up its
board overnight, sent some people to occupy the dilapidated building which is to be pulled down; one of the
squatters approaches him.
“This is our land, our swamiji meditates on it when he comes to Bombay.” Manish tells the man this does not
concern him as he has nothing to do with that part of the land.
“The whole thing is ours, this is the highest point of land in all of Bombay, and swamiji needs open land to
meditate. You cannot construct anywhere on it.” Manish patiently tells the man that he should take up issue with
Vallabh Thakkar, as far as he is concerned his side of the land has an absolutely clear title.
“You are denying a Hindu the right to practice his religion properly? Be careful, you can get into trouble.
Swamiji has many followers among corporators and ministers.”
Manish Shah shortly tells the squatter he can go and complain to the police, he will prove his credentials to the
law and order network of the city and not to some goon. Manish leaves and when he speaks to Vallabh Thakkar
about the incident, he is assured that all is being taken care of.
Vallabh Thakkar is shot dead. Appeasement is actually an alligator. That carnivore which you feed thinking
that at least it will not eat you until the last. Dhruva Builders decides, given the situation, to defer construction for
a while.
Morning, nine o’clock, and Manish Shah will drive past the land-looking at it with some longing, a feeling not
any different from the kind which smites anyone who—some day—wants their own home. He will drive himself,
the driver has been absent since a few days. The cleaner has just finished washing the car and moves with his
bucket when Manish Shah walks towards it.
Santosh Adivalekar, alias Bandya, is standing at the bus stop across the road, waiting in the balmy, Februarymorning sun. With him are three men, and the squatter. The squatter points towards Manish Shah and walks away.
Bandya crosses the road, enters the building’s compound with his men and shoots Manish Shah dead in the front
seat of his car.
Manish Shah was not a bastard-builder.
*
But how is inspector Vilas Nimbalkar to know this when the phone rings at Malabar Hill police station?
It's a fine bungalow, the old Wireless House, which the Malabar Hill police uses until they shift to their own
place closer to the foot of the hill. Inspector Nimbalkar likes the building and its high ceilings, he is not looking
forward to shifting to what is bound to be kachra construction; builders and their contractors cheat too much these
days.
Nimbalkar has come to Malabar Hill only recently, his first case was that of builder Dilip Walecha being shot
by Dawood Ibrahim’s men. After that most complaints from Malabar Hill have been servants doing in their
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employers, the memsaabs getting stabbed in the afternoons. These are educated people who have traveled the
world, why don’t they check out their servants and building’s watchmen before employing them, photograph
them, have them registered with the police?
Nimbalkar shakes his head and picks up his extension when it rings. Another builder shot dead, some Manish
Shah. He takes constables and leaves for the spot; the victim has been rushed to the hospital. He leaves some
constables there to speak to the car’s cleaner, start with the preliminaries and drives to the hospital; the victim has
been declared dead on admission. Inspector Nimbalkar opens a file and meticulously begins work on the
investigation, every detail is recorded between those two pieces of cardboard; the file become thick, and thicker as
the Bombay police chips in.
Manish Shah has been shot with two kinds of guns, a .455 revolver and a 7.65 pistol. They fired nine rounds on
him, one live cartridge fell to the car’s floor, nine bullets embedded themselves in different parts of the car, some
after traveling through him, and five in Manish Shah. There are fifteen injuries on his body, one bullet has gone in
clean through his cheek and come out from the other side, some have riddled his back with little holes as he fell
sideways in the front seat and they continued killing a dead man.
Bits of the car are removed, stuffing from seats, leather, scrapings from the door, shards of blood-stained glass,
drops from the pools of blood, pieces of flesh from them, the bullets: these are securely bagged and sent to the
laboratory; the car is sealed until it can be returned to the family. Manish Shah is examined, his is described as a
“well-nourished, cold body”; he is de-bulleted, post-mortemed, stitched-up and sent back to Sarita Shah.
*
All over the city builders, middle-level businessmen, producers and more receive the intended message
through Manish Shah’s death, those resisting till then immediately pay up; some to small-time extortionists taking
advantage in a why-not-me-too manner. The phone also rings in the office of Dhruva Builders. A man asks to be
put through to Yogesh Shah, the telephone operator says he is in an emergency meeting, the man asks,
“Pooncho, Manish Shah key paas jaane ka hain kya?” Does he want to join Manish? Yogesh takes the line.
“You saw; what we did to him?”
“Who are you?”
“Dekha key nahin, tumhara dost ko?”
“How do you know I am his friend?”
“We know everything. You saw his body? You counted the bullets?”
“Who are you? What do you want now?”
“Dagdi chaal se bolta hain, Sharad.”
“What do you want?”
“Maanga jabhi nahin diya, dekha na, kya hua?”
“What are you talking, you have never asked us for anything. We don’t even know who you are, why are you
calling me, why did you shoot him?”
“Chutya bananeka koshish nahi karneka, samjhaa kya? Waapas phone karenga.” Don’t try to act smart, wait
for the next call.
The line clicks into a long tone. Yogesh Shah puts down the receiver, picks it up again and in a daze dials
home. Is everyone okay, Malvika, the kids, his mother who slowly walks to the nearby temple at this time of the
day? Everything is fine at home. For now. For ever?
Yogesh walks into the cloakroom and splashes cold water on his face, he finds himself sweating in spite of the
office being centrally air-conditioned, he leans against the cold wash basin and tries to collect his thoughts.
The police? He should inform the police! No, wait, that man said they know everything about him, what if they
turn vicious when he calls the police?
He goes back to his cabin and tries, as calmly as possible, to go through the day; there is no other call and by
the evening Yogesh Shah is convinced that someone has pulled a nasty prank. He replies to some more letters,
speaks to some more people—the investors are still phoning, families who have booked flats with them are frantic
with fear that the buildings may not be completed now that one builder-partner has been shot. Yogesh Shah
realizes they feel he is going to be shot too, he is drained as he reaches home.
Somewhat relaxed after dinner, he resolves not to tell his family anything. The phone rings, he absently
answers.
”Khana khaaya? Theek hai na, biwi bachaa? Maaji mandir se aa gaya?”
Yogesh Shah does not reply, he silently disconnects, and decides to ask for police protection for his family. It
will be in place by the morning. It is a dark night, every sound and sensation is magnified; a car back-firing on the
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street, his heart beating …
*
Police inspector Vilas Nimbalkar is informed of this development and given instructions, re-arrest Arun Gawli.
Gawli is his caste, he comes from the milkmen community. Arun Gulab Ahir, whose father came to Bombay
from Madhya Pradesh as a mill worker, settled in the Dagdi chawl of Byculla, a warren of rooms like the
thousand others in an area filled with out-of-work men as the mills began closing down. Powerlooms located out
of the city were more economically viable and producing cheaper and better cloth, unionism was acquiring
militancy in the Bombay mills, the five-year strike in the early eighties sounded the death-knell for these mills and
their workers. The young sons of these mill workers took to the streets, not willing to go back to their villages in
Maharashtra, Madhya or Uttar Pradesh, uneducated and filled with resentment; a fertile breeding ground for crime
and future footmen for unscrupulous politicians.
Arun Gawli, though, became a don by default. He hung around in the hooch dens and matka addas and played
carrom in an atmosphere surcharged with the idea of finding a hero—any legitimate hero, and if he could not be
found he must be invented—for the masses who saw themselves as deprived. Names like Rama Nayak and Babu
Reshim were big then, underworld men, as was Parasnath Pandey, the matka king who was stabbed to death. Arun
Ahir was picked up by the police in this connection but released. Thus was born the fame of Arun Gawli.
Dawood Ibrahim made the next move in adding to Gawli’s aura; he invited him to join in the gold smuggling.
Gawli declined, he preferred bootlegging. With the odd killing and assault thrown in, knives, bottles and swords
flying thick and fast.
Fate inadvertently assisted Gawli again; some men went into the Saat Rasta lock-up and finished Babu
Reshim; Rama Nayak later got shot in an encounter. And while Dawood and the Pathans slugged it out among
themselves for supremacy, Gawli moved in on Dawood’s brother-in-law Ibrahim Parkar. He set out to be the head
of the Byculla Company, getting an enormous push in this direction by the mouthpiece paper of a communal party
which went to town on police inspector Madhukar Zende, trying to scale down the size of a Ganapati idol.
Dons understand that religion is the opiate of the masses as much as politicians do. They set up huge idols in
lavish pandals for the Ganapati festival. Varadarajan Mudaliar, Matunga’s godfather-gangster, put up such a big
idol each year and its cult spread so far and wide as the granter of wishes that someone as educated and worldly as
Jaya Bachchan visited it when her husband was very sick. The size of his ego is directly proportionate to the size
of his Ganapati idol during the festival.
The then deputy commissioner of police Yadavrao Chinda Pawar understood this well and began
systematically ensuring that Varadabhai’s idol and pandal size be decreased. Finally, the Bombay police was able
to build their own chowky in the centre with the complete cooperation of all the residents of the area, and
Varadabhai’s pandal was shifted to a corner of the road, thus scaling down its size.
The Bombay police is working on similar lines for Chota Rajan’s Ganapati in Chembur; the gangster lives in
Malaysia but ensures that a huge idol is installed during festival time in this Bombay suburb where his family
resides. But during the late eighties, Madhukar Zende’s crackdown on Gawli’s Ganapati was rewarded with
vitriolic editorials in the afore-mentioned mouthpiece, the gist of which was:
“During Muharram the taziyaas of the Muslims get bigger and bigger, why does the police do nothing about it?
Why should they think of reducing only the size of the Ganapati idols of aamchi muley?”
Aamchi muley, our boys; taziyaas, the flower-bedecked religious symbols a section of Shia Muslims carry on
themselves as they wind their way in an annual mourning procession. The mouthpiece then declared,
“If the Muslims have Dawood, we have these boys.”
This was just what Arun Gawli needed to turn into the answer for Dawood Ibrahim; B(yculla) Company would
wipe out D(awood) Company.
Gawli remained in favor of the communal party until he started his own in 1996, the Akhil Bharatiya Sena. A
buoyant Bombay Stock Exchange, the city’s building boom-gangsters in the underworld and other parties moved
from demanding protection money to outright extortion—this being a democracy, one communal party already
minting money in this pseudo-legitimate fashion fuelled Gawli’s desire.
Besides, Dawood was in Karachi; Abu Salem and Chota Shakeel in Dubai; Rajan in Malaysia with his aides;
Guru Satam and Rohit Verma in Kathmandu; Ashwin Naik in London.
Ashwin’s brother Amar Naik was killed in an encounter by the police’s ace marksman, Vijay Salaskar in 1996.
The stage was clear for Gawli to go legit.
Arun Gawli’s Akhil Bharatiya Sena showed its strength with a massive rally in early 1997, which people were
paid handsomely to attend; however Gawli, by now called Daddy, was conspicuous by his absence because he
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was expecting to be shot dead. Twenty sharp-shooters sent by Chota Shakeel, a Dawood aide, were lined up on
the top of several buildings in the Kala Ghoda area to gun him down. Mummy, Gawli’s wife Asha, a devout
Muslim turned equally devout Hindu, addressed the mammoth rally.
With Mummy taking care of the administration, Daddy turned to gathering resources for the assembly
elections due before March 2000. He was sent to jail, he operated through cell phones and chits sent to his wife
with instructions scribbled on them. Under each set of instructions written in Marathi he signed in English.
One crore rupees was taken from Vallabh Thakkar and thirty lakhs were-invested with him on the condition
that he return double the amount in one year.
Vallabh Thakkar agreed, but was shot dead. By Gawli? By Dawood? By either of the Chotas, Shakeel or
Rajan? Appeasement is an alligator.
Gawli felt that Vallabh Thakkar’s son, Manish Thakkar, should pay up. Following Vallabh Thakkar’s murder,
the squatter on the Malabar Hill land approached Gawli’s boys to lean on Manish Shah. Gawli was informed that
Manish Shah could be the key to the money as he could speak to Manish Thakkar.
Gawli then decided that his trusted lieutenant, Bandya, could get the money from Manish Shah since he was a
partner in the land’s development; Bandya could also shoot dead Manish Thakkar to frighten Manish Shah into
submission. He sent his wife a note in Marathi:
“Asha, tell Raja to get Bandya to deal with the Manish Shah matter immediately.”
Bandya contacted the squatter and asked him to identify Manish Thakkar for them. The squatter-sensing this as
an opportunity to settle that small score, seeing this as the best way to claim the land for ever, deliberately led the
shooter to Manish Shah.
*
Santosh Adivalekax: alias Bandya is declared absconding, as is one man with him, another is let off for lack of
evidence by the courts, the fourth is out on bail, as is the squatter. Asha Gawli is arrested and released on bail, she
is also given permission by the court to leave the city and go on a “pilgrimage to Pandharpur”.
Arun Gawli is re-arrested by Vilas Nimbalkar and gets bail yet again.
*
He is on the line again, Sharad from Dagdi chawl. Yogesh Shah tells him that he has one request, Sharad
should not call him at home again, he is leaving for the office now.
The small building in the middle of two prestigious colleges near Chowpatty resembles a fortification, tightly
shut windows, grills, a wide cover for the main door. Security guards the entrance, a policeman in mufti cradles
his AK-47, the people in the lane are pleased with him, that night he apprehended a robber for them. His driver
takes the car closest to the entrance, keeps the engine running as Yogesh Shah quickly enters it, the policeman in
mufti with his AK-47 gets into the front. They speed down Marine Drive, idle at lights and not one driver idling
alongside raises an eyebrow at the sight of a gun in a car; the city is used by now to seeing people of all kinds
with protection, especially its own politicians who appear to need the maximum of it.
Yogesh Shah reaches his cabin, slips off his shoes and prays. He settles into work, there is a bill on his desk,
from the government for Rs 50,000 for the protection it has given him. He is looking at it in complete amazement
when the phone rings.
“Dagdi chawl sey.”
“What do you want?”
“Kya, you are very angry today?”
“No I am not, I am just wondering what price my life has.”
“You want to know if we want a khokhaa from you? Chalo theek hain, we know you now, you can give us tentwelve petis to start with.”
“That is all my life is worth, to start with ten-twelve lakhs? I will tell you what and you listen to me, I am not
giving you a paisa, not a paisa, forget about khokhaas and crores later. You do what you want, understand?”
Yogesh Shah bangs down the phone, it rings again.
“You are really very angry today.”
“Listen to me, listen good, I don’t care any more, I am telling you to please kill me. Do me a favour and let us
finish this once and for all.”
He hangs up, takes a deep breath and laughs hysterically. He wonders who he can write a letter to; it would be
amusing, if nothing else, to find out if politicians with protection get bills too and if they ever pay them. The
politicians are leaning on their police.
“The people want to know,” they piously proclaim, “what the law and order is doing about Arun Gawli.” They
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are informed that the police is doing what it can within its legal framework. Not enough, ordain the politicians.
Arun Gawli is served an externment notice in November 1998, his battery of lawyers force its temporary
suspension notice by moving the High Court seeking quashing of the notice. Externment is an obsolete weapon in
today’s scenario; in Hindi film lingo it is called tadipaar. In legalese it is part of section 56A of the Bombay
Police Act, written during the nineteenth century, under which any person dangerous to the city’s peace can be
externed beyond two city limits for a maximum period of two years. This has to be done at the discretion of an
officer ranking at deputy commissioner of police (DCP) level.
DCP Dr. K. Venkatesham serves the externment notice to Gawli, he moves the court, an enquiry is instituted by
assistant commissioner of police L. M. Dutraj who submits his report on 30 December in which he is classified as
“fit for externment”. High Court judge Vishnu Sahai rejects Gawli’s petition on 4 February 1999. Venkatesham
invites Gawli’s lawyers to his office, an ivy-clad, quaintly British building at Byculla, on 8 February to argue
against the externment order. Gawli’s lawyer Prakash Shetty insists that the police is externing his client with
“malafide intentions” and “this is being done at the behest of Shiv Sena chief Bal Thackeray” because Gawli’s
Akhil Bharatiya Sena is being perceived as a political rival to the Shiv Sena.
Gawli—who once refused to leave jail because he feared for his life, now flushed out of the security of his
maze of rooms—poses in white khadi complete with Gandhi cap for the battery of press and television cameras at
Dagdi chawl; he bows low in front of the temple below the chawl as the cameras click and whirr furiously and
gives a sound byte,
“They are scared of my political clout and they want to send me away so that Dawood can finish me off.”
He is put into a bus and packed off to Pune, his city of preference. He chooses the village where his in-laws
live, near Pune. Does anything change?
“It helps,” says the joint commissioner of police for crime D. Sivanandhan. “He has twenty cases of murder,
attempt to murder and extortion against him; now he cannot keep filing court cases and people need not go to
Dadgi chawl where he used to summon them.”
People will have to go Pune while Gawli, in this age of communications will simply keep operating by cell
phone, the way all his colleagues in Dubai, London, Karachi and Malaysia do. There is also an army of trusted
aides, some of whom figure high on the list of most wanted, who can take charge in his absence as they have done
in the past—there are instances of him having spoken to them through a cell phone from his cell in Amravati jail.
There are follower-leaders in Pune too, in the approximately 200 Akhil Bharatiya Sena shakhas in and around
Pune. Arun Gawli has patterned his Sena exactly like the other one, complete with shakhas, branches. There are
4,600 shakhas in Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat and Haryana with
approximately 5,50,000 members all over India. In the Pune-Lonavala region he has associates like Babloo
Makwana and Sharad Barte who actively train new recruits. There are around 600 gangsters in the entire area
who, divided into five groups headed by Gawli associates, swear complete allegiance to him. They are paid a
salary per month, there is also a kitty of Rs 30 lakh which senior gang members can use during emergencies.
Gawli’s physical presence in what once competed with Bangalore as the pensioner’s paradise may actually
revitalize his forces. It has certainly revitalized the economy on the highway on Pune’s outskirts leading to
Gawli’s current lair: the shopkeepers and hoteliers in the vicinity are delighted with the surge in their business
because of the people who come to meet him.
This changes a lot for Pune; it does nothing for Bombay, he is remote but still in control. And he is not
Bombay’s only abiding nightmare.
*
Police officer Vijay Salaskar gets up with a start, the zeroing has begun. Salaskar never sleeps well before an
encounter, he has nightmares, concentric circles close in on him in three dimension. .
His wife, Smita, lays a soothing hand on his brow and gives him a cup of tea before she leaves for her job with
a bank. Their eleven-year-old daughter Divya has already left for school. Oftentimes he comes back home after
Divya has gone to bed, no wonder she clings to him on Sundays, specially when he goes for a walk with them
during which Smita does her marketing, then they take her to the temple. The forty-year-old Bombay-born
Salaskar is not particularly religious but he believes in God and does not smoke, drink or chew paan; selfdiscipline imbibed in his teenage years when he went to listen to Sane Guruji’s kathas and be a part of the
Rashiriya Swayam Sevak drills. He was the shakha pramukh, branch head, for the Shiv Sena in Goregaon when
he saw the advertisement for police officers and applied. An M Com., he joined the police force as sub-inspector.
The first shoot-out came in 1985. Raju Shahabuddin, an absconding rapist, robber, attempt to murderer and
hafta khor, had to be apprehended from a Malad slum. As Vijay Salaskar entered the little room, he fired, there
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was retaliatory fire, that was that.
“I did not think anything of it,” says he. “One of us had to die, he did. Each encounter drains me, but this is not
because I think of who has been shot as a human being. He is not, but I do wish people would not call me an
encounter specialist because the human rights activists now have the impression that I am a bloodthirsty, triggerhappy man. This is simply not true, just because I have a gun—two guns—in my hand does not mean I feel the
need to keep pulling a trigger. It is not like, okay here is my gun and there is a crow and bang!”
He runs his long, curving thumbnail against his cell phone thoughtfully, there is another one by his side—two
hot lines for his informants, this kind of information cannot wait. He has dealt with Amar Naik, Sada Pawle, Vijay
Tandel and Sharad Bandwe with this information. These are predominantly Gawli men, or ex-men as is now the
case, perhaps this is Salaskar’s earlier Shiv Sena conditioning surfacing? He laughs, easily and naturally.
“This charge can be then leveled even when there are encounters with Dawood’s people or Chota Shakeel’s.
No, it is just that I spend a lot of time and energy on my informants and so far they have told me about Gawli’s
men, it does not mean I would disconnect if there was information on Chota Rajan’s men. All ruthless criminals,
especially those misusing the judiciary, should be dealt with so that the people stop going to them. But how does
one blame the people. The traditional ways of getting justice are failing or getting compromised. The courts are
taking too long, and the police has no jurisdiction in civil matters. If someone is cheated of five lakh rupees where
will he go? To the don who will take half but get him back half immediately.”
Because speed is of no essence in getting him the commendations or cash rewards due after dealing with
gangsters, Salaskar has simply stopped filling in papers for them.
“The red-tapism and the bureaucracy drives me mad,” says he quietly, without even the slightest inflection of
frustration in his voice, “and, anyway, I have received the highest honor which can be bestowed on a policeman,
the President’s Medal, in 1988 itself; the rest can come if and when it wants to.”
In 1990 he shifted to the Narcotics Bureau where he saw how international criminals operated and when he
was transferred to the Crime Branch, he decided that he wanted to go where the action was.
And so he watches his target for six months, he studies movements, he keeps his informants happy and tapped
in, he looks for his target’s weakest link, then he moves in. Another one bites the dust. Except that for every one
shot, another five hatch and become big in no time.
“Very young people are entering crime today; they are anonymous people, the kind you cannot trace back.
Some come from the state’s interior, but mostly these Maharashtrian boys are from the city itself.”
The mobile under his thumbnail rings. Tonight, in another hour, on Sewree Road. Vijay Salaskar checks his
AK-56, he double checks his .38; the AK-56 is what he carries to feel good, the .38 is what he uses, a Titan Tiger
made in Miami, Florida, with a Red Indian big chief’s profile on the side with six chambers in which he fills
dreamily-golden, deceptively-small bullets. He gets into the jeep, he drives himself,
“I believe in myself.” His policemen get in too. The circle is closing, to zero in.
He is on Sewree Road, focused, driving his jeep, his revolver to his right on the dashboard. It is night, 10:40
p.m., his headlights pick out Santosh Adivalekar alias Bandya, builder Manish Shah’s murderer. For a split-second
Bandya is frozen in Vijay Salaskar’s headlights, like a startled rabbit with red eyes on a highway; he whips out a
gun and fires; in one swift, unbroken motion Salaskar picks up his Titan Tiger with its big chief on the side, and
returns fire. Three rounds, the first so that he should collapse, the second to make him unable to keep firing and
the third to prevent him running away.
As Bandya turns into a darkly spreading stain on a broken pavement, Sarita Manish Shah puts her children to
bed. Tomorrow is going to be another difficult day, she has to help Yogesh Shah close down Dhruva Builders.
2
Babliseth takes a deep drag on his cigarette and studiously does not look at his daughter haranguing him, he
wonders if he can throttle her. He is mildly taken aback by his own thought; but now that is has risen, he follows
through. Perhaps he could just chuck his cigarette butt down her always open mouth, into her throat, and she will
simply choke; ah, the instantaneous relief.
“And you do not even look at me when I am talking! Goddammit! Why are you always looking at someone
who is never there in the room!”
So many exclamation marks, and always shouting so loudly, on the phone also yelling away at her beleaguered
friends. Shit, she screams at them, and oh fuck; always fuck. Faack, when she feels particularly expressive which
is all the bloody time, faack, faack, faack. Sometimes, on Sundays when he is home since the shop is closed and
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her friends call, he slyly picks up the phone’s extension from the kitchen to listen to what her friends have to say
to all her fucks and shits. They sound patient with her, her friends; calmly resisting her attempts to steamroll them
into the ground as well.
Briefly Babliseth feels bad for her, his first child born in a Dongri chawl. Everyone talks in higher volumes in
chawls and so abusive, it stays with them for the rest of their lives even when they move out of the chawls. His
other three daughters are born in Mazagon, see the difference in their demeanor; he feels kindly towards them as
they help themselves to dinner quietly.
“I am here, across the dining table from you, talking to you! Hello! Daddy! Are you there?”
She is trying sarcasm now to rile him. Babliseth is not going to fall for this, oh no, he is not. After Rozena went
he has become adept at tip-toeing across the minefields their first-born keeps laying for him all over the house.
Rozena who died at forty-nine, leaving behind this, this … this mess.
26 April 1989, it would have been their thirty-first wedding anniversary today. They had left for their
honeymoon in Bangalore immediately after their wedding at Dongri’s open-air Noor Baug; how beautiful Rozena
looked with her lace sari and a pearl choker wrapped stylishly around her forehead instead of her neck, how
rakish he had felt in his two-toned spats and karakul cap at an angle. This one was born about nine months and
two minutes after they got to Bangalore.
And how proud he had felt when he held her as a little bundle, ignoring his mother’s plaintive thought about no
son. He had also ignored his mother’s suggestion about naming her Nafisa Begtlm; Babliseth was feeling
particularly lucky and had gone straight from the hospital to the Mahalaxmi Race Course to bet on a mare that had
never won before. It won that day, he named his first-born after the mare, another matter that the horse never
competed again. He knows he had been stunningly individualistic in doing so, his damn daughter keeps reminding
him of it as spectacular irresponsibility on his part.
“Daddy! Why aren’t you paying attention? You have to stop giving them money!” Oh Rozena, Rozena, it is
three hours, twenty-nine days and twenty-six months since you went away.
“Daddy, listen to me, please.”
Babliseth blinks, she is saying please. He focuses on his first-born who is looking frazzled, her small eyes
behind her thick glasses are boring into him, her short hair is awry in exasperation, the hundreds of pimples on her
face are spot-red in anger, her fat and hairy arms are on the table with her fat fingers feeding her big mouth as she
eats-talks-splutters through her food; when she gets up from the table she will heave herself out of her chair, she
has huge hips.
My God, what a horrendous child he has fathered; but how is a man ever to know how his seed will sprout?
His second daughter releases a short sentence in the lull. She is his pride, born a full five years after the first,
the son he never had. He would have liked her to sit at his shop, at the galla, the cash box of his kingdom. Rozena
wanted her to become a doctor, she never got enough marks and Babliseth never had all that money for the
enormous donation required to make doctors, they had admitted her in a pharmaceutical college; doctors,
medicine and tablets, not too much difference there, and at one-fourth the cost. He truly likes her, he has named
her unusually too, but she never complains, she is nice, his Achchiwali.
His third, Teesriwali, has got a smart job with an airline; his fourth, born eight years after Teesriwali, is his
Chhotiwali. Achchiwali quietly says,
“Daddy, your cigarette.”
Babliseth grinds his cigarette with its long tail of ash into his dinner plate, between the mutton bones and the
cooked cabbage, he hates cabbage. Teesriwali sighs and looks away, Chhotiwali giggles. The Loud One is in full
throttle again,
“Daddy, you have to stop giving them money. You have to stop getting scared, don’t you see that fear is the
key for them? Your fear pumped them up and they started with wanting token amounts for their festivals, you
gave it knowing fully well that they spend it on alcohol. Now they are at everyone’s door demanding money for
bricks.”
Babliseth gives money to whomsoever comes to his door because he has daughters whom he must protect. Old
man Victor next door gives money because he has grandsons who must not be attacked. Laljibhai, the bania
downstairs, gives money because he does not want his grocery shop damaged. Parvez, the pavwala down the lane,
gives money because he does not want his eggs smashed. You give the money not only because you are frightened
they will hurt your family and property but because they come in the name of religion backed by local parties
comprising drunks and drug addicts, history-sheeters and racketeers, and unemployed youth who stand below
buildings and smoke, refusing to make way for your women until they are spoken to.
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For as long as Babliseth can remember, the people of Mazagon have been giving money. The sardarjis in the
building down the road gave money when goons showed up at their doors to “protect” them as their brethren in
Delhi were being killed after Indira Gandhi’s assassination; the families gave and gave, and finally moved away
from Mazagon to the suburbs to reside in a locality predominantly their own. The Jews gave money, as did the
Chinese dentist at the corner, the Christians gave and the Parsis gave and then they too began leaving Mazagon
when the pressure became too much.
The by-product of communalism is the loss of gentile neighborhoods. The Muslims gave, and they keep
giving; and the Hindus gave; and they keep giving money too; because how many tight knots of. menacing youth
can you keep summoning the strength to turn away, even when you know full well that they will use this “festival
money” to set up loudspeakers at full volume on pavements blaring film music and drunkenly dance the night
away?
Still, he supposes, he must as a father try and keep this conversation going with at least a question.
What bricks?
How is daddy to know about bricks?
He doesn’t read about Ayodhya?
Aapa leave him alone, what’s the point?
What bricks?

A sound at the entrance, his son-in-law-to-be is at the door. Babliseth believes in always leaving the front door
open because Rozena believed that: this is how Lakshmi comes.
Lately there are only big bandicoots gaining entrance, they have become quite bold in their hunger, scampering
around Mazagon’s lanes after sunset and up the wooden stairs of Bottlewala Mansion, right through any open
door including Babliseth’s. Achchiwali, on holiday from pharmaceutical studies in Belgaum, is in the process of
devising a method of keeping out the bandicoots since Babliseth refuses to close the front door. Good with her
hands, she is attaching a paatya, a flat wooden slat, to the bottom of the entrance; the kind put up to prevent
infants from crawling out of front doors.
Babliseth’s son-in-law-to-be trips over the paatya and lands inelegantly straight into the hall. Teesriwali glares
at Achchiwali as she jumps from the table to rush to her fiance’s aid. Chhotiwali giggles, the Loud One goes
faaaaack. Babliseth rises from the table and gravely greets his son-in-law-to-be.
He comes from a very well-known, respected Ismaili jamaat, their community. His daughter and his jamaai-tobe have known each other seven years, since their college days; everybody has told Babliseth that he is lucky to
have his daughter marry into such a fine family.
All that apart, jamaais should be treated with respect, and Babliseth apologizes about the paatya by offering
him dinner. He gestures vaguely towards his dinner plate, the young man looks at the butt among the bones and
smiles weakly. Teesriwali brings a warning note into her voice:
“Daddy, he has had his dinner.”
Well, best to leave them to it, although he wishes the fellow had showed up earlier in the day, after all he has a
bike and his petrol pump is just down the road near the Lakdaa Bazaar at Byculla. Now he will have to miss the
news followed by twenty minutes of channel surfing before he has his splashy wash and goes to bed. Babliseth
starts clearing the dinner table while his daughters crowd around their brother-in-law-to-be. He potters and bangs
about the kitchen, cracking a glass there and breaking a plate here although how does it matter, he can always get
a hundred more from his shop, and if crockery did not break in people’s homes how would glassware-walas like
him bring up their daughters? Tomorrow morning he will get up and quickly cook doodhiwala dal, before the
Loud One can get up and fix another of her goulashes.
Teesriwali had learned how to cook delicious food from her mother, Achchiwali is also not bad, but the Loud
One, baap rey! Babliseth opens big glass bottles and flings several dals from them into a pan for overnight
soaking. Chhotiwali comes into the kitchen and hovers tentatively around the gas stove.
“Daddy, 1 think there is a problem.”
Babliseth already knows there is going to be a problem, his astrologer has told him so, the next one week is not
good, but the stars will change on the seventh day for the better. He smiles at Chhotiwali reassuringly, she appears
uncertain, then she slips away into the darkness of the bachchey-log ka bedroom.
He goes for his wash, lathering the Pears oval on his handkerchief, rubbing in some more till a mound of
fragile soap bubbles pop up between his thumb and dialing finger. He likes washing his own rumaals and with
Pears, they smell nice when he holds them to his nose when his nostrils are tickled by the hay-wrapped bundles of
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crockery in his dukaan. He sets the somewhat diminished Pears back on the soap dish and wishes he could point
out to the Loud One that the Mad Dog can be right. But she will scoff, that too loudly, as she did when she refused
to allow Mad Dog to come home.
How much she had yelled.
“I don’t want him here in our house to harass my sisters, you understand? I don’t care if mummy cooked
chicken for him, she had to tolerate him because of you and your idiotic beliefs in half-arsed astrologers. Did this
arsehole ever tell you that your wife was going to die so suddenly? Why can’t you at least go to a good astrologer
instead of these cheap charlatans? You want money, I will give it to you, but don’t allow yourself to be set up by
such haraamis! Look at the way he used to eat when mummy cooked all that food for him, like a hungry, mad
dog.”
Mad Dog said he understood the Loud One’s bachpanaa, her childish outburst was because her stars were bad
right now, he suggested Babliseth take him to Delhi Darbar for a dabba-ghosht and biryani instead. Yesterday
also, at an equally convivial lunch at Delhi Darbar, Mad Dog had warned him about the tough week ahead.
Babliseth had pressed some money into his hand, but Mad Dog chose to be circumspect, he refused to divulge
what the problem would be. Babliseth had also asked about the Loud One, Mad Dog had shaken his head sadly,
lost cause, she can only marry a widower and that too only when she turns forty-five. Her stars are like that.
Babliseth stretches out on his bed and lights his last cigarette for the day. He can hear them talking in the hall,
and here is the Loud One, as always, holding forth.
“But how can you do this? Why should you just run away from your own country?” Jamaai-to-be,
“Aapa, lots of Muslims are leaving, they don’t like what is happening.”
“Of course nobody likes it, and I like it even less that I am being forced to take a position. Please understand
this, there are very many Hindus who are equally concerned but there are others who feel compelled to take an
anti-Muslim stand because it feels pro-Hindu.”
“That makes it worse, then, doesn’t it, for us Muslims? Aapa, we have been handling all the problems thrown
up by this city and country just like the Hindus. But then when they turn against us, what are we to do? There is
contempt in their eyes when they look at us.”
“Oh, come on!”
“How many examples do you want me to give you of decent Muslim families whose neighbors see them with
hostility and suspicion. Sweeping statements are made. “Turn Mussalman log, you can marry four times, you have
too many children, go to Pakistan.” How dare they tar us all with one brush? Can’t they see that there are castes,
sub-castes and communities among Muslims just like among Hindus?”
“No, they can’t. We Indians are experts at side-stepping the problems in our own homes while commenting
loudly on what we consider anti-social behavior in the homes of our neighbors. And, anyway, why care if all they
say is untrue for you.”
“But they are forcing their views upon me, they want to isolate me.”
“Don’t be silly. But when you say this I realize the real tragedy of this whole Hindutva-business. We—the
Hindus, the Muslims, everyone—will have imprisoned ourselves into water-tight compartments along with our
inherent imbalances. So every damn thing will remain a niggling nightmare because to air it openly, try and start a
dialogue, will first be incendiary and then politically incorrect.”
“Aapa, what are you saying? Are we to keep getting brutalized and feel noble that we are doing this for India?
Let me tell you what happened yesterday in a posh Bandra society. This man came down from the seventh floor to
the first floor flat and started abusing the family.
“‘You Muslims, you are filthy, eating all that mutton and throwing the bones on my car parked below your
balcony. I am going to complain to the police, they will teach you a lesson in the lock-up.’
“Naturally the first floor flat-owner fought back and this went on and on until the secretary of the society
intervened and called an emergency meeting. Turned out the rubbish was being thrown from the second floor flat
which did not belong to a Muslim.”
“I hate myself for asking this, was the secretary a Muslim?”
“No.”
“Well then, there is hope for our country yet. Look, everything can become a reason to want to go the West
where the life is undoubtedly better but not without outbursts of racism. And God knows there are enough rich
Hindu families flying there to deliver their babies because of the citizenship which automatically follows. But I
think what Muslims must realize is this; the more Muslims leave, the greater will be the persecution of those left
behind. When the British ruled Bombay, the ratio of minority communities to the Hindus was relatively high, that
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is why riots were comparitively sporadic, the British could not succeed in divide-and-rule through religious strife
in Bombay. Muslims have been leaving steadily beginning with partition, Christians are quietly leaving as are the
Parsis, the Jews are almost gone as are the Anglo-Indians and the East-Indians.”\fn{ The last is an Indian Christian group
who trace their religious heritage back to the Apostle Bartholomew:H } Achchiwali:
“Maybe this is what they want, that we should all leave.”
“Aapa, I understand what you are saying but what else can one do? They came to our petrol pump this
afternoon and demanded a lot of money from my bada baappa, my father’s elder brother. He remembers what
they did to the Muslims during partition and they threatened him saying we will put you through another partition
very soon, we are going to set fire to your pump. My father is very shaken and feeling terribly insecure.”
“Oh don’t be silly, they can’t do that. You have a hospital on one side of your pump and a Parsi colony on the
other.”
“Do they care? They specially pointed out to the Lakdaa Bazaar near the Parsi colony, you know the entire
wood market is owned by Muslims. Bada baappa got too frightened to think rationally. He has told my father to
find a buyer immediately for the pump while Muslims can still get good prices and insists that the young ones
should start migrating, settle in the West and call their elders.”
Babliseth hears a sound of deep distress, his heart goes out to his third daughter. This makes him even more
irritated with the Loud One, he itches to slap her, hard. She has no bloody sense, this is no way to talk to a future
son-in-law; he will run away. This is all her bloody garam hawa talking, literally. He had told Rozena that he did
not want her to go to Regal cinema when Garam Hawa was being released.
As it is there were problems then. People felt the Muslims would get upset and they kicked up a big fuss
without even seeing the stupid picture. Then Indira Gandhi saw it and ordered it to be released, the Muslims loved
Garam Hawa, they went and saw it again and again. Rozena took a half day off from the school she was teaching
in and took the Loud One with her to see it.
Babliseth was so worried about a riot being caused by someone else just for the fun of it and all that glass
being broken at the theatre, that he left his shop and stood outside Regal till the picture got over. Rozena came out
with her nose all red, weeping away over Balraj Sahni and his suffering daughter, this had prompted the Loud One
to also burst into, what else, loud crying. He had bundled them into a taxi, imagine spending on a taxi because of
a bloody picture, dropped them home and taken a bus back to his dukaan.
They had even had a little fight in the taxi when he told Rozena she had no business taking their daughter for
such an adult picture, she could have always gone with her teacher-friends.
“But Babli,” Rozena had protested, “she has a right to see life as it is, you cannot keep taking her to
Traporevala Aquarium to see the fish swimming in their tanks all her life.” Rozena had turned pert.
“She sees more than enough about how adults actually behave in the family. And besides, you do not seem to
have noticed that she is no longer a child.”
Babliseth had been short with his wife from the front seat of the taxi, he did not want his daughter’s head to be
filled with valiant nonsense. Rozena had replied, equally shortly, from the back seat; back, front, back, front,
back, angry sentences bounced about with the taxiwala driving silently; until the Loud One set up a fresh wail,
“But I went with mummy to see my kabuliwala!” So much for not being a child!
Bloody kabuliwala, another Rozena-created problem. When Kabuliwallah was released with Balraj Sahni as
the Pathan from Kabul who comes to sell dry fruit in India, Rozena took this one, she was a child then, to
Dongri’s Derby Talkies to see the film. This one began screaming and shouting and beating her little hands against
the wooden seat,
“I want my kabuliwala, bring back kabuliwala.” Something to do with Balraj Sahli being falsely accused in the
film, arrested and thrown into jail.
They lived in Dongri—a mountain flattened out of recognition—in those days, in a room on the third floor of a
chawl opposite the Children’s Jail at Umarkhadi. His eldest brother had turned drunkard and was stealing things
from the house to buy booze, when he could not find anything to steal which was fairly quickly since they were
poor, he began running up huge bills at the hooch joint on Jail Road South. It was a matter of time for gangster
Karim Lala to show up and demand the dues.
And what does this one do? She sidles up to the gangster, tugs at his salwaar because he is a tall, strapping
Pathan and looks up to his great height with a trusting question,
“Aap kabuliwala hai na?”
Babliseth had to drag his daughter in as she kicked and screamed and even bit him while Rozena paid up from
the money she made by giving tuitions to the chawl children. She’s still at it, doing her damndest to break her
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sister’s engagement.
“When do you have to leave for the States?”
“In two weeks.”
“So soon! But how can we organize the wedding in two weeks?”
“Uh, no. Aapa, I cannot get married to her until I settle there and call for her.”
“Why not?”
“Uh, the thing is they have an amnesty scheme going on in the States right now, they are granting resident
status to the Mexican farmers who have been working on their side of the border on the farms since several years.
The American lawyers there are organizing fake documents and farmer identities for anyone who wants to avail of
the scheme.”
“But you are an Indian, and your country’s passport affirms your true identity.”
“I guess once I get there I’ll have to get a dog to chew it up.”
Saala gaandu is already sounding like an American; Babliseth flops over on his tummy and falls into a
dreamless sleep. …
234.290 Excerpt from My Family And Other Saints\fn{by Kirin Narayan (1959- )}Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 9
Even before he left home at fifteen to become enlightened, my brother Rahoul had been making sculptures
with gods’ eyes. He bought eyes in many sizes from the Gods’ Eye Shop in the Bhuleshwar temple bazaar of
central Bombay. Back from the sweaty trip to town, he stood in the breezy living room of our seaside home,
unfolded packets of searing pink tissue paper, and spilled eyes onto his palm. I raised my chin for a better look.
Pitch-black irises gazed up blankly from moist-looking whites, a hint of life-like pink staining each corner.
“The better to see you with,” chanted Rahoul he turned the eyes on me.
“Don’t!” I objected, pulling back fast. The largest eyes spanned Rahoul’s palm; he looked down, considering,
and the eyes considered him back. The tiniest eyes clustered like shiny seeds in the hollow of his hand. Usually,
such unblinking eyes looked out from gods and goddesses in temples or in household pujas. Eyes staring from the
creases of my brother’s palm were too weird for me. I was intrigued and also scared.
Rahoul didn’t intend these eyes for actual gods, but for the Rahoul-beings he made from odds and ends he
found washed up on the beach. He gathered scrap wood, shells, bones, and rusty tin cans. He glued, hammered, or
welded combinations of these materials to create his beings, and then he gave them character with gods’ eyes.
One Rahoul-being was just a cross-eyed, puzzled face with eyes of different sizes on either side of the noseknob of a sea-bleached animal bone. Another was a huge wood head ending in a hook, big eyes looking with
surprise down its long nose, joined by a small armless torso to giant feet. Yet another, made of tin, had oversize
eyes glaring with fierce dignity from between fanning metal ears, arms extended as though in blessing. A female
Rahoul-being contemplated the world sweetly, her eyes tilted downward at the edges of her flattened condensedmilk-can face, her hands clasped over the long lilac gown of another, painted can. Of all these beings, she
appealed to me the most, but all the same I protected my own dolls from seeing her.
Rahoul was my big brother, with a six-year head start on life. Even when he baffled me, I usually assumed I
would someday grow into understanding his actions. The gods’ eyes watching from multiple angles in our home
reminded me how; since I was the tiniest child, I had yearned for a connection to forces hidden within the visible
world. I had examined the frames of mirrors looking for a way through; watched my dolls’ mouths in hopes of
conversation; checked on the progress of a fairy chrysalis stuck to the underside of a cane chair before someone
else, seeing it as a glob of red Kissan jam, wiped it away. I loved reading partly for the ways that it made the
realities around me crumble and grow indistinct; I loved holding a pencil close to the point to write my way into
story-worlds. I vaguely understood that Rahoul was reaching for something I couldn’t yet see. Though I frankly
preferred art with symmetry, happy colors, and straw-haired heroines, my brothers had all teased me so much for
liking The Sound of Music that I now hid my opinions. I listened in and watched everyone else’s reactions to the
Rahoul-beings without saying anything myself.
Maw, our mother, was thrilled by the Rahoul-beings. She borrowed one for a Bombay party scene in a
Merchant-Ivory film, The Guru, for which she was arranging sets. Our father, Paw, raised his eyebrows, twisted
one corner of his mouth, and went back to his room. Our grandmother Ba, who periodically enjoyed personal
meetings with gods and goddesses, was at first startled when she came to visit and saw gods’ eyes on a Rahoulbeing, but because her adored eldest grandson was responsible, she just laughed. Various guests streaming through
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our house studied the sculptures, exclaiming over Rahoul’s genius. Even our next-door neighbor, the British
surrealist painter-turned-photographer Stella Snead, came across the driveway to take a look.
“They’re rathuh good, aren’t they?” Stella airily pronounced, snorting down her nose with a laugh.
“Remember when he was nine and writing haiku?” Maw asked.
“Don’t, Maw,” said Rahoul.
Stella went back to get her camera and snapped portraits of each being. A few weeks later, I came home from
school and found her prints lying out on our living room table. I leafed through them, awed that my teenage
brother had inspired a grown-up’s art, especially a grown-up as grand and formidable as Stella. In addition to the
series of portraits, Stella had made a black-and-white collage. The Rahoul-beings gathered in a mountainous
landscape around a lake, where they all peered, puzzled, over reflections that didn’t quite match.
Later, I wondered: had handling all those gods’ eyes inspired Rahoul to leave home?
*
Eyes were, for us, a source of family groupings. For years, grown-up visitors had observed that our IndianAmerican looks fell into two matched brother-sister pairs. Our sister Maya, the oldest, and brother Deven, the
third child, were supposed to look alike because of their hazel “Western” eyes; second-born Rahoul and I, the
youngest, were similar because of our darker “Indian” eyes. (Tashi, our adopted brother, who was around Deven’s
age, had always looked Tibetan.)
As a teenager, Rahoul’s eyes were still deep-set and intent, fixing on an object as if he could see into it and
through it at the same time. Otherwise, he had become unfamiliar, as though viewed in a mirror that stretched and
warped his features. He had grown tall, with an oversize head, narrow hunching shoulders, bony elbows, erupting
skin, and a nose that the rest of his face had yet to catch up with. Sometimes, Rahoul brought up our old pairing to
torment me.
“Just a few more years and your nose will be just like mine,” he said one afternoon when I appeared by his
side to watch him make art. He sat at his desk in the room that had been Maya’s before she left for college. With a
Rahoul-being looking on, he experimented with drawing while never lifting his pen from the paper. He bent
forward, left elbow jutting awkwardly above his hand, as he outlined figures jumbling, tumbling, and overlapping
in big, heaped patterns.
“Never!” I objected.
I could never be sure when anyone in the family was making things up to tease me, the gullible youngest. Still,
looking at the shiny end of his nose, my hand crept to my face.
“And then your nose will grow even longer. Why do you think we used to call you Baby Elephant?” I had
thought this affectionate title came from a recognition of my special relationship to the royal family of Babar.
“That’s not true!” I. said.
“You’ll also grow curly hair all over your legs,” Rahoul went on in a matter-of-fact voice. He stuck out a leg,
bare below the knee. “Look how hairy my legs are.”
“Don’t!”
“Anyway, you don’t have to worry that no one will marry you, because your horoscope says you’ll have seven
husbands.”
“It does not!”
“And you know what? You’ll always be my beautiful baby sister.”
I was not used to being described as pretty, let alone beautiful. Our American grandmother, Nani, had worried
aloud that I looked like my Indian grandfather. Maw always said that my big sister Maya was the beauty, while I
was sharp. But there was a big step between having stern or sharp features and becoming a freak! Would I really
grow up into some sort of Rahoul-being with an elephant trunk and poodle-like leg hair, surrounded by seven
equally weird husbands?
“Don’t tease me!” I ordered.
But Rahoul was smiling so brightly that I couldn’t help smiling too. Rahoul had reminded me so often of the
skills I had learned from him that I could list them inside my own head.
“Hey Baby, I taught you to walk!” he said, and I remembered a faraway time when I had faced him, my hands
raised to his, resting my small feet on top of his bigger ones as he walked backward taking me forward, or
forward so that I walked backward.
“I taught you to fly!” he said, reminding me how he and Maya had hauled me up by my then-chubby hands to
speed along the beach, their feet leaving tracks in the sand but not mine.
“I taught you mirror writing!” he claimed. I immediately pictured Maw’s low dressing room table and Rahoul
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holding up an EMIT I TIME magazine soon after I’d learned to read.
“All spies can read in mirrors,” Rahoul had instructed. “You have to learn how to watch so people never know
it.” I carefully watched my family and everyone coming and going through the house, never entirely sure who I
was spying for.
*
We lived beside Juhu Beach, in the northern suburbs of Bombay, inside a long, fenced stretch of coconut grove
that contained three houses: my parents’ house, our American grandmother Nani’s house, and Stella’s house. The
land had been leased to us with the understanding that once or twice a year a swarm of bare-chested, bare-legged
men would fling their arms and legs around the trees and climb straight up to harvest smooth green coconuts.
Maw had designed the low, whitewashed houses to accommodate the trees. Set into our porches were squares of
earth from which coconut trunks rose up, through the roof.
Paw remembered childhood outings by ferry to Juhu’s stretches of beach. But by 1959, when our houses were
built, Juhu was connected to downtown Bombay by roads and bridges, and Paw could drive to his architecture
and engineering office in the old Fort area almost two hours away. Through the 1960s, Juhu remained partly a
fishing village; in the mornings fishermen still brought in their boats laden with flopping silvery nets.
Juhu was already becoming famous for people associated with the Hindi film industry. Between our house and
the beach stretched a grand mansion rented by the film star Meena Kumari, and saying “behind Meena Kumari”
made it easy to direct a taxi from town. On the other side of Stella’s house was the home of a screenwriter named
Abrar Alvi; down the road, Kaifi Azmi wrote Urdu poems that were adapted as film songs, and his daughter
Shabana would one day be a movie star. Beyond them the actor Prithviraj Kapoor, who we knew as Papaji, had
his weekend home and theater.
Paw loved playing with language, and the names he tossed could stick. When he and Maw were poor students
with a baby living in a trailer under the Flatiron mountains in Boulder, Colorado, he had called for her, in a
hillbilly twang, “Hey Ma-a-aw!”—to which she answered, “Hey Paw!” My big sister Maya picked up these titles
and passed them on to the rest of us, born later in India.
As the child born last, into family traditions that were already set, I found that having a “Maw” and a “Paw”
was awkward to explain when everyone else’s parents were Mummy and Daddy, Mama and Papa, Ma and Baba,
or Ammi and Abba. The only other Maw and Paw I’d heard of were in Bob Dylan’s song about Maggie’s farm,
and they didn’t seem like the sort of people who lived in Juhu.\fn{ Dylan’s lyrics read in part: “I ain’t gonna work for
Maggie’s pa no more | I ain’t gonna work for Maggie’s ma no more | No, I ain’t gonna work for Maggie’s ma no more | Well, she talks to all
the servants | About man and God and law | And everybody says | She’s the brains behind pa | She’s sixty-eight, but she says she’s twentyfour | I ain’t gonna work for, nah | I ain’t gonna work for Maggie’s ma no more” }

Maw often told the story of how I was born because of their move to Bombay from Nasik, where she and Paw
had lived with his family for eight years. Her mother, Alice Fish Kinzinger, whom we called Nani, had retired
from her job teaching art in Taos, New Mexico and decided to move to Bombay too. She arrived with seventeen
steamer trunks and a request:
“I haven’t had a chance to enjoy any of the grandchildren. Have another for me.” One of those trunks was
filled with clothes for a baby girl; Maw said I was lucky to fit the plan.
By the time I was born, Maw had grown bored with the company of small children and, as she said, the endless
repetition of instructions like “No, the other foot.” She had just turned thirty-one and was keen to pursue her own
interests. She had never finished college in America, but she painted canvases and designed everything from
buildings to furniture to fabrics. When His Highness of Udaipur came to consult Paw about structural engineering
for transforming his ancestral Lake Palace into a tourist hotel, Maw persuaded the suave king to employ her as
decorator and to do the place up in a traditional Rajasthani aesthetic. Throughout the early 1960s, she often
traveled to Udaipur for long stretches, leaving me in Nani’s care.
Nani was my doting, almost constant companion. I had lived with her across the driveway from the main
house. She taught me to read and write when I was barely three: first printing, and later the looped script of her
childhood schoolhouse in Grand Rapids, Michigan. As I grew bigger, she sewed not just my clothes but also tiny
matching outfits for my dolls. But by 1967, Nani could no longer stand the heat, the bugs, the chaos that encircled
her daughters’ life. She moved back to New Mexico, taking Maya to college.
With Nani gone, my existence had lost substance. Without her constant protection, something scary happened
to me that I didn’t have words for, only fears that would tighten into a banging heart and stinging throat. I ran
mysterious fevers and was absent from school so often that when classmates assembled a crossword using our
names, the entry for which mine was the clue (six letters, ending in Y) was not “brainy” (as I had hoped) or even
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“skinny” (as I’d feared) but “sickly.”
Sickly! I cringed at the shaky weakness of that word. I often looked away from the thin girl who watched me
in the dressing room mirror, her dark eyes rimmed with dark circles. Observing other people was easier than
looking too hard into myself. That was one reason I hovered around Rahoul and the many visitors who came
through our house.
Since we lived by the beach and near the airport, our home was a perfect place for city friends wanting to
escape to the seaside and cosmopolitan travelers moving between destinations. On weekends, parties swelled out
of the divans in the living room into butterfly chairs or cane modas under the pipal tree in the garden. There
newspaper editors, musicians, physicists, documentary filmmakers, and other Indians from downtown Bombay
mixed easily with the Westerners associated with universities, news agencies, consulates, and the Peace Corps.
Stories swirled around us in multiple languages and accents.
I’d learned early that if grown-ups thought a child was occupied, they would talk as freely as if she wasn’t
there. So as grown-ups swapped accounts of events experienced, observed, and imagined, I kept myself busy; I
hopped between squares of pale gray stone on the living room floor or knelt over tiny flowers growing in the
grass. I stroked the vibrating undersides of cats’ chins, turned pages of books, colored in gowns of princesses,
folded origami. My eyes were studiously lowered, but my ears fanned out like a baby elephant’s.
Maw especially loved talking about wildly unconventional, creative, and surprising people, which is probably
why she told more stories about Rahoul than about the rest of us. She enjoyed remembering how in 1963, Rahoul
had come in from a walk calling,
“Hey Maw! Guess what I found on the beach!”
Maw looked up expecting shells or driftwood or maybe even a stray puppy. Instead, she saw two shaggy
British beatniks with backpacks. Rahoul gestured backward.
“They are poets!” he said. At that point, he was a poet too, writing haiku. To them, he grandly offered,
“You can pitch your tent in our garden.”
These poet-beatniks, it turned out, were precursors of the hippies, and again, Rahoul was partly responsible for
bringing them to us.
*
In 1968, Maw’s friend Marilyn Silverstone received an assignment from a French magazine to cover the
hippies finding their way to India. Marilyn was an American photographer for the Magnum agency, and in 1960
she had done a photo essay about Maw called East-West Wife for Coronet magazine. Marilyn usually lived in
Delhi, but she thought that Maw could help her locate hippies. So she traveled to Bombay, bringing along a
British hippie to serve as a decoy. Maw was off in Udaipur for the week, and Paw was away in Nasik. Nani and
Maya—who usually stood in as parents—had left for America. So it was Rahoul who received Marilyn and the
hippie called Broderick.
Broderick must have been in his early twenties, and to me he looked like a glamorous version of George
Harrison, my favorite Beatle, crossed with Jesus Christ: dark brown locks parted in the middle, well-fitting white
cotton kurta and pajama, and an extra-long wooden mala that hung beyond his waist. Sitting on the beach
watching sunsets with Rahoul, Broderick shared stories about his spiritual adventures with gurus in Rishikesh, far
to the north, where the Beatles had recently visited the Maharishi. I squatted nearby building a drip sand castle
with a moat, the wind blowing strands of their words from my grasp.
Broderick and Rahoul reasoned that if the beautiful people and freaks in America crowded around Ravi
Shankar, hippies in Bombay would be drawn to a free Hindustani music concert. Rahoul phoned up our family
friend, the musician Pandit Ram Narayan, who agreed to play his bowed sarangi in our garden. (Though he
shared part of Paw’s name and often visited us, Ram Narayan was not a blood relative but a ritual rakhi brother of
Maw’s.)
With the date set, Marilyn and Broderick went downtown to the area around the Salvation Army and American
Express, spreading the word of a Happening among any hippies they could find. Maw was back by the afternoon
that hippies began streaming in from the driveway and the back gate. I put down Gulliver’s Travels and came out
to observe. Pandit Ram Narayan’s bow drew out shimmering palaces of emotion among the pipal branches, the
coconut palms, the white clouds drifting high above. The hippies wore amazing getups: tie-dye, velvet, and
crocheted outfits, with bits and pieces of Indian clothes. They sat on cushions and mats spread out over our lawn,
rolling their heads to the music and passing around joints. Marilyn wandered among them, focusing her lenses.
Rahoul looked on. When the concert was over, servants brought out a big buffet supper. A few hippies asked if
they might “crash” for the night—the mats and cushions were spread out, after all—and, still flushed with
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excitement, Maw agreed.
This was the moment our home became a Groovy Pad. From the Happening onward, young foreigners with
lots of untidy hair began appearing at our open doors, asking for Maw on their migrations between Kathmandu
and Goa. They camped out on our porch or in the living room for a few nights, a few weeks, sometimes a few
months. We hosted American draft dodgers, German stained-glass makers, French women who had traveled
overland. Sometimes people showed up who couldn’t even remember who had sent them. One couple had been
robbed and assaulted in their Volkswagen bus but had been left with a piece of paper bearing Maw’s name and
address; they camped in our backyard, becoming honorary family; and Maw helped them find jobs—teaching art
at our school and serving as Hindi movie extras—until they were able to travel onward.
“My address is passed all along the hash trail,” Maw observed with satisfaction.
*
But it wasn’t just the gods’ eyes and the hippies that lured Rahoul to leave home. I later realized that Rehana
Ma, the first mystic I remember meeting, had a role in this too.
We children came to know Rehana Ma in the winter of 1968, when Maw decided to leave Paw and took us all
to Delhi. Maw said she could no longer handle Paw’s drinking and our constant worry over money; Delhi, she
thought, would be a good place for her to find interior decorating jobs.
None of us children wanted to go to Delhi, and Rahoul in particular was furious about being yanked away from
working on his sculptures and drawings. But Maw was adamant that we should at least travel as far as Delhi and
then decide what to do next.
We had piled into our old gray Ambassador car along with Maw and a driver, taking a rambling route north,
with stops to stay with relatives and friends and to visit monuments. In Delhi, we crammed into the various guest
rooms of Maw’s friends. But just as Maw was starting to make contacts for possible jobs and schools, she was
needed in Bombay.
She left us younger children in Rahoul’s care: me, who had just turned nine, Deven, who was thirteen, and
Tashi, who was also probably a recent teenager. No one was sure of Tashi’s exact age. The dentist had said he was
probably around five when he joined us, but other details had been lost when the Chinese invaded Tibet and his
family fled to India.
Delhi cold was colder than anything we had known before; the air was smokier, the city flatter and more
spread out. Days passed, and I felt as though we had wandered into a dream where everything was both too bright
and too faded, and we ourselves had lost our outlines. In the mornings, Rahoul insisted that we dress warmly in
sweaters, then took us down to the Yamuna River, where a fringe of wilderness still stretched out beyond new
rows of cement houses. He brought along binoculars so we could scan the water for migrating winter birds or
half-burned corpses that had floated downstream from cremation grounds. After lunch, we ventured further: to the
zoo, where a chimpanzee smoked the lit cigarettes that laughing visitors threw toward him; the National Museum,
where Rahoul herded us through echoing galleries; or the bat-scented monuments in Delhi parks, where we
clambered up and down narrow stairs. Most often, by late afternoon, we dropped in to visit Maw’s friend Rehana
Ma.
“Rehana Ma is a mystic,” Maw had explained before she left for Bombay. “She’s from a famous Muslim
family. She lived in Gandhi’s ashram when she was a young woman, and now she’s also a Hindu.”
“What’s a mystic?” I asked. I knew the word “mystery” and was intrigued.
“A person who talks to God,” Maw said.
Rehana Ma lived in a house that also contained an exhibition of objects that Gandhiji had once used. In the big
echoing front room, we viewed a spinning wheel that Gandhiji had rotated to make cotton thread, a copy of the
Bhagavad Gita he had thumbed through, and his bottle-cap spectacles.
“Anyone who puts on those glasses sees through Gandhiji’s eyes and starts acting nonviolent,” Rahoul
announced.
“Really?” I asked, wide-eyed.
“Yeah, right!” said Deven.
Tashi offered to find a way into the case so we could make off with the glasses, but Rahoul shepherded us
onward, down the corridor to Rehana Ma’s room.
To me, Rehana Ma was mysterious as an old brick well so deep that it turned the sky into a silver coin. Her
room was dim and close, with drawn curtains, closed shutters, and an aromatic smell that might have been
oranges, camphor, or cloves. White patches of leukoderma mottled her face. She wore a knit scarf wrapped
around her head and knotted under her chin.
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She seemed to be wearing a sweater and a sari, but it was hard to be sure since a shawl concealed her torso and
her legs were hidden under blankets. She was not sick, as far as I could tell, though she never seemed to leave her
bed. I wondered if, as a mystic, she needed to stay put so she could enjoy conversations with her favorite god,
Krishna. Other families in Delhi, busy with their routines, didn’t really see us, it seemed, but she, staying put in
the twilight, saw not just our displaced present, but our past and future.
“Come, child.”
Rehana Ma received us one by one from her bed, grasping our hands as we stepped forward. Rahoul said that
she could read character from the way your hand draped around hers. I felt her goodwill and acceptance, but still,
when we touched, I was careful to keep my mind on good thoughts.
We children settled on chairs and stools around her, Rahoul usually taking the lead in the conversations. I
darted looks at the framed picture by her bed, where a blue-skinned, long-haired Krishna looked on. I hoped I
might catch his lips in motion.
“You brothers and sisters have karma together,” Rehana Ma said one afternoon, the whites of her eyes glinting
in the semidarkness of the room. “This is why you were born sharing the same parents. You all have been
connected over many lifetimes, being born as a group again and again. Sometimes you died together. Just one or
two lives ago, you were all together in a building when it collapsed.”
She closed her eyes, consulting the inner vision. I imagined the crash of beams, the floor caving in: the shock
of an instantaneous ending instead of the slow, draining departure from life as we knew it in Bombay. I felt a pang
for the girl who had fallen asleep to the sounds of waves and sea winds; she too seemed to belong in some other
life, and I didn’t yet know whether I should mourn her. Rehana Ma unexpectedly smiled to herself, then opened
her eyes and beamed at us.
“Another person in the group hasn’t as yet joined,” she announced, voice filled with gladness. “You will meet
up later!”
I sat up straighter. Wasn’t it about time that I stopped being the youngest and had someone with whom I could
be the authority for a change; someone I could teach to walk, fly, and read in mirrors? A few years earlier, when I
had delicately brought up the possibility of a baby sister, Maw had said sharply,
“It’s never going to happen.”
But Rehana Ma, I thought, knew more than Maw when it came to the future. The only problem was the verb
she used: what did she mean by “meet up”? Another afternoon, Rahoul said,
“Rehana Ma, I need a guru. I’d like to be off for the Himalayas. Places like Hardwar and Rishikesh aren’t that
far from here, right?”
Rehana Ma turned her gaze behind her lids. We waited, suspended in the peaceful time-outside-of-time of her
presence. Then her lids fluttered open. She looked around, finding us.
“Why go to Himalayas?” she asked. “First you go back to Bombay.”
My heart turned into a big, pink blossom of hope. So, she had seen that we wouldn’t remain like ghosts at the
margins of friends’ families in Delhi. And truly; Maw returned soon after, her voice sounding unnaturally bright
and American after her absence. She told us that she had worked things out with Paw. He had agreed to see a
psychiatrist and to stop drinking, and we were going home to Juhu.
But already; Rahou’s plans for leaving home to find a guru had begun to unfold.
*
We had missed the beginning of the school term. Our high-strung, cross-eyed cat Whisky had disappeared,
though his brother Soda was still a stolid purring presence. Some of our toys were missing too. The house smelled
strange, as though other people had been living there.
Maw was energetically reclaiming the space by changing things around. She often moved high cupboards and
unfolded wooden screens to split or shrink rooms. Now she moved the big bed into what used to be a guest room
off the back verandah, making this Paw’s room. She lined up separate beds along the walls of the room they had
once shared, and I joined her there. Maw also arranged for Tashi to go to a Tibetan boarding school in northern
India. His older Tibetan sister had studied at the same boarding school, then moved to Switzerland, where his
younger brother had been adopted as an orphaned infant; their older brother was still at the school and Maw
hoped that he would be a good influence on our Tashi. For years, Tashi had seemed unable to stop himself from
being willfully bad—cutting up Paw’s shoes for slingshot “catties,” smoking bidis in the servants’ quarters,
throwing ink bombs from the school balcony, and other things that I found too scary to talk about.
I was glad to be back in school. Rahoul, though, had always done most of his learning on his own. After our
trip, he began to openly rebel. He carried a sandalwood mala to school and rolled the beads in his pocket when
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classes were boring. He told us that he stretched out on the floor in the corpse pose for meditation during recess.
He didn’t turn in homework, flunked tests, and talked more about leaving school to become enlightened. Rahoul’s
teacher called Maw in after the class took IQ tests and his high scores contradicted his low grades.
“What’s the point of it all?” Rahoul shrugged his bony shoulders at Maw. “If you don’t know the meaning of
life, how are grades and degrees going to help you? At school, everything is ‘Learn page 113 by heart because it
has the answer.’ It’s this indirect, secondhand experience. I don’t want lots of numbers, formulas, and facts
clotting up my brain. I want to learn to use my mind. I want to be for a change.” I looked up from rows of
fractions, waiting for Maw to defend school, but she said emphatically,
“I know just how you feel.”
So Rahoul wrote to Rehana Ma, asking again where in the Himalayas he could find a guru. She wrote back,
“What is the need of Himalayas? One of the greatest gurus in India today lives in Ganeshpuri, just outside
Bombay. His name is Swami Muktananda.”
“What an amazing coincidence,” Maw said, rereading the letter. “Can you believe we were already there?”
It turned out that when Pandit Ram Narayan had given a concert for Swami Muktananda’s sixtieth birthday
celebration on the full moon of May the previous year, Maw and Rahoul had tagged along. Maw brought out an
orange Agfa box of black-and-white photographs she had taken at the event. I hung around as she and Rahoul
sorted through the prints of a wiry man with piercing dark eyes, a short beard, knit cap, dark glasses, and cloth
hanging loosely around his shoulders. I was especially struck by a photograph that showed him resting in a chair,
his feet stretched out atop a huge pile of coconuts brought as offerings by disciples. Rahoul studied the pictures
intently:
“I guess I’m headed to Ganeshpuri,” he said.
“At least finish the term,” Maw coaxed.
Paw was mostly off in Nasik, selling yet another piece of land from the properties that his father had
assembled. He spent some weekends in the misty green hills of Khandala with his friends Mulk, Shirin, and
especially Dolly. When he was around, he sat reading or listening to Hindustani classical music in his room. He
was staying away from his bottles but seemed too tired and subdued to pay much attention to Rahoul’s plans.
Maw, though, was excited.
“Rahoul is renouncing the world,” she announced to her friends. “He’s leaving home. He’s going to find a
guru so he can get enlightened.”
“Oh, not the guru with the sunglasses!” sniffed our neighbor Stella, when she heard the news. She looked
down her shapely nose, pursing her lips. “I’ve already met that one.”
Apparently, in 1962, in the misty era before I could remember, a New York painter friend of Stella’s, Sam
Spanier, had visited Juhu and taken her to Ganeshpuri. Stella had asked her cook Zachariah to pack a picnic of
roast chicken, and she and Sam ate this under a tree near the vegetarian ashram before proceeding inside. Sam
had just returned from a visit to his own guru, a French woman known as the Mother, who lived in southern India.
Meeting Sam, Swami Muktananda said through a translator,
“I can see you have already found inner sweetness.”
Stella thought this sort of conversation was absurd, and she insisted that they leave.
“For a guru to wear sunglasses!” Stella had complained, turning up her nose at Sam’s suggestion that maybe
the guru saw too much light.
Now; years later, Stella was still fixated on the sunglasses.
“He wasn’t even out in the sun,” Stella said. “I never trust anyone who wears sunglasses indoors, and I’m
absolutely not into gurus.”
Rahoul put sunglasses on his big-eyed, big-footed being and set it on the hood of Stella’s white Ambassador.
“Oh Ra-hoool!” said Stella, snorting with laughter. She brought out her camera for a photograph.
*
“Remember how Maw always says that Stella’s my godmother because she was there when I was born?”
Rahoul asked as we walked on the beach.
The sea blew in evening coolness after the day’s humid heat. We moved from scattering pale brown sand under
our bare feet to where our toes sank into darker sand still moist from the withdrawing tide. The stretch of the wet
sand reached out, reflecting sky, to where the gray-blue ocean rushed and receded, rimmed in white. Dobeyboy,
our Doberman who had been raised by cats, ran in wide circles, digging soggy tracks around us.
“Um-hmm,” I nodded. As I knew well from family stories, Stella was about twenty years older than Maw, a
friend of both Maw and Nani’s from the artists’ colony in Taos. When Maw moved with Paw to India, Nani had
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followed a year or so later to bring her home, and Stella came along. Nani wasn’t able to dislodge Maw, and Stella
stayed on. Stella was waiting in the next room when Rahoul was born at home, and so she became his godmother.
Later, when Maw and Paw were building a house in Juhu and Nani decided to build beside them, Stella opted for
a third, fancier house with an air-conditioned darkroom.
By the time I knew Stella, she was in her mid-fifties: slim, perpetually tanned, and with a shock of white curls.
Her tailored clothes were often in searing colors like lime green, which enhanced the vivid green of her eyes, and
she wore gold leather chappals to set off the hot pink of her toe-nails. Stella claimed that she didn’t like children,
so we mostly spied on her through the big screen of crimson bougainvillea that cascaded between her and Nani’s
houses. Rahoul though, had always been the exception to Stella’s not-liking-children rule.
“See, the year before I was born, Stella traveled overland from England to Nasik,” Rahoul said. “On the way,
the bus stopped in Afghanistan. She got out to climb to the top of the head of this giant standing Buddha and to
take photographs. She met a chief and fell in love, so she lived with him for a while. But you know how Stella is
really independent, so she left. Then she arrived in India and found out she was going to have a baby: that was
me. Since Stella doesn’t like children, she gave me to Maw.”
“No!” I objected, thrown into confusion. I had heard about many of Stella’s “lovuhs”; Maw relished quoting
Stella’s breathy pronouncement,
“I’ve always prefuhed to be a mistress rathuh than a wife.”
I assumed that being a mistress made a man into a kind of pet; wasn’t I, after all, part-mistress of Dobeyboy,
sending him to the ground with the command “sit,” causing him to leap over the coffee table with the word
“walk”? But I had never heard of Stella’s being either a mistress or the wife of any chief.
“Haven’t you ever wondered why I look Afghani?” Rahoul pressed.
“Never.”
“Where have you been, Baby?! You have to learn to wonder about how things look, you have to start digging
under the surface. See, now that I’m leaving home, the truth is coming out. Stella is writing to the chief so I can
go back to my father in the Hindu-Kush mountains.”
Was it because I was the baby that I had so far been protected from this truth? If Rahoul really wasn’t the
special eldest son, then how did this rearrange everything I had taken for granted about my family?
“Really?” I ventured.
“Really!”
But Rahoul’s eyes crinkled, a smile signaling mischief played over his face. Beside us, the sun was sinking,
growing long and orange as it touched the horizon over the sea. The waves made a crunching, sighing sound as
they rushed and withdrew. Dobeyboy dropped a piece of driftwood before us as an invitation to throw.
“I’m leaving home soon, Baby,” said Rahoul, looking down at me, taking hold of my smaller hand. “Are you
coming?”
“I have to go to school,” I said.
*
In May, Maw accompanied Rahoul to the Ganeshpuri ashram so, as Rahoul put it, they could “scope out the
joint.” Maw returned home alone. Nani’s rooms were already rented to an American ex-Peace Corps couple, and
Maw now rented out Rahoul’s room to a lean Indian painter of mysteriously lovely and almost uniformly black
canvases, who usually lived in Switzerland.
Maw visited Rahoul whenever she could get away from the jobs she picked up as a freelance interior decorator
for rich people in downtown Bombay. Every week or two, she would bring back a bulletin on his spiritual
progress.
“Rahoul is getting up at 3:30 to meditate,” Maw reported to friends. “He’s seeing a blue point of light between
his eyes—it’s called the neel hindu, the blue pearl, and it’s the light of consciousness. He does a lot of seva in the
ashram: you know, garden work, serving food, standing behind Babaji to hold the garlands that people offer. I
think he’s learning so much more than he ever would in a classroom.”
Swami Muktananda, it turned out, was Babaji to his disciples. Soon Maw also began referring to Babaji as
“my gurudev” or guru-god.
“The root for “god”—dev—is divya, or shining,” Maw reported. “I tell you, his skin shines!”.
“Babaji’s the real thing.” Maw told everyone. “All through my years in India, I’ve been reading The Gospel of
Sri Ramakrishna and wondering if I’d ever have a chance to meet a live saint. Babaji has the same message as the
classic Hindu scriptures: you know; that the divine Self is inside you for you to meditate on and recognize.\fn{ Or,
as Jesus said, “The Kingdom of God is within you”:H } But Babaji says it all in this wonderfully earthy Hindi, with a great
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sense of humor.”
Maw regularly brought home more photographs of Babaji, especially close-ups of his face. At first the
photographs crowded into the puja alcove in Maw’s dressing room. Then they spilled onto the bulletin board
above her desk and out into the living room, where many of our guests eyed them warily. I sensed that Maw’s
semi-abstract paintings of women with nets in the ocean or coconut palms twirling in the wind were regarded by
most of our friends as more appropriate wall decoration than photographs of staring saints.
“But Didi, aren’t those god-men guru-baba types all charlatans and rogues?” an occasional downtown Bombay
friend would ask her. To them, gurus were part of a backward, traditional religiosity best left behind if you were a
cosmopolitan intellectual. “Really, you can’t be so idealistic.”
“He’s the real thing,” Maw insisted. The hippies were more encouraging.
“Far out,” they said. But when they heard of the ashram’s separate dormitories for men and women they didn’t
usually take up Maw’s invitation to visit with her.
The ashram people who occasionally showed up at our house, though, were attuned to Maw’s new vocabulary
and decor. Maw referred to these ashram friends as her guru-bhai and guru-bahen-brothers and sisters through the
guru; they gave Maw rides and asked her help with the things she was good at, like designing. The Indian
disciples who visited the ashram from Bombay were often businesspeople, film stars, and politicians, who
seemed reassured by a guru’s blessings. In 1969, very few Westerners came through the ashram, but those who
did usually stayed with us when traveling to or from Ganeshpuri or recuperating from illness.
Paw seemed to treat the ashram as an enthusiasm that he could best tolerate by ignoring, but he did go to
Ganeshpuri to visit Rahoul on Guru Purnima, the full moon honoring gurus. The picture that Maw brought home
showed Babaji gesturing impishly, Rahoul looking on from behind with amusement, and Paw seeming distinctly
uncomfortable with a set chin.
*
One drizzly day at the end of the monsoon, Maw took Deven and me with her to the ashram. By this time,
Rahoul had moved from Ganeshpuri to a different ashram, on a mountaintop near Nasik, run by one of Babaji’s
older disciples. Maw’s own connection to the Ganeshpuri ashram, though, was undisturbed.
Paw gave us the use of the car and driver. Deven and I skipped school to ride with Maw through Bombay’s
suburbs, across the Thana creek and then through flooded rice fields. We entered through a front gate adjoining
the road, and suddenly Maw was animatedly greeting everyone she met as if they were old friends. We trailed
after her into a small hall fragrant with incense. Orange carpets were folded in strips over the linoleum, making
long low seats around a single oversize orange chair.
Maw pointed Deven to the men’s side, and she talked for a minute with a thin man whom she introduced as a
professor and Babaji’s translator into English. Then she and I sat cross-legged on the women’s side. Maw had said
that weekends and holidays were crowded, but on this weekday morning the hall stretched spaciously beyond a
cluster of ten or fifteen people.
I pressed my knee against Maw’s and looked around. Sparrows were hopping in and out through open
windows, and the call of other birds was louder than in Bombay. I could feel that this was a peaceful place, but I
was surprised by the decor. As the daughter of two painters, Maw had very particular tastes. Only feelings so
strong that they lifted her out of herself could have allowed her to overlook the blaring synthetic tangerine and
saffron colors. At home, she would have unfolded lengths of vegetable-dyed hand-printed cloth and banished the
big plastic clock and overstuffed chair.
The walls, though, were lined with huge photographs of the sort that Maw now favored, including many of a
holy man with a big belly wearing just a loincloth.
“That’s Bhagavan Nityananda, Babaji’s guru,” said Maw in my ear. “He left his body in 1961.”
Bhagavan meant God. Together, the photographs of him from different angles gave me the sense of a live,
three-dimensional presence. The weighty intensity of Bhagavan Nityananda’s round face, flared nose, and
unblinking eyes gave me the feeling that he was looking into me.
I tried to think of something else, something firm and graspable like a school assignment, but my heart was
racing. What would happen now when a live guru with gods’ eyes saw straight inside me, saw everything about
me and my family that I was ashamed of and tried to hide? With Rehana Ma in her cave-like room, the possibility
of being looked into hadn’t seemed scary at all, but this setting was so much grander, both more formal and more
mysterious.
People scrambled to their feet as Babaji strode in, a blur of orange clothes. He wore his trademark orange knit
cap and sunglasses. An orange cloth was tied around his waist, falling to his knees, and another length of cloth
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hung loosely around his shoulders, revealing a mala of brown rudraksha beads on his bare chest. He settled
briskly into his chair, cross-legged, and looked around. As Maw had said, he really did shine: with his own high
energy and also, it seemed, from the focus of everyone’s attention. Maw joined others to bow, dropping to her
knees and pressing her forehead to the floor. Deven and I hung back, palms joined in greeting, uncertain what was
expected of us. I looked down, eyes fixed on Maw’s hand-loom sari-wrapped bottom.
“Rahoul’s little brother and little sister,” announced Maw in Hindi when her bottom was no longer the topmost
part of her and she stood tall beside me. Babaji examined us through his sunglasses. My breath was heavy with
worry; and I tried to think good thoughts.
“Bade dant aur bade kan,” Babaji said to Maw, speaking Hindi in a strong, resonant voice. “Big teeth and big
ears. Those are good signs. Very good.”
I peered from the corner of my eye toward Deven. The guru liked our big teeth? Our big ears? If Babaji’s
presence had not been so awe-inspiring, I would have giggled with relief. But Deven was still calmly evaluating
Babaji and would not catch my eye. Babaji was already talking to other visitors.
A harmonium was brought out, and slim chanting books were passed around. The small group began chanting.
I stared at the Sanskrit words, too disoriented to follow. Maw; though, happily blasted along without even looking
at the text. She had always said that she was tone deaf and couldn’t sing, but in this group her voice emerged from
so deep inside her front-tying sari blouse that I couldn’t help remembering the opera singer Bianca Castafiore
from the Tintin comics we exchanged at school.
Eyeing my mother sideways over the edge of my chanting book, I was baffled: did I really know her? I sensed
that it wasn’t just Rahoul but also Maw who wanted to see the world through gods’ eyes.
As Maw’s daughter and Rahoul’s sister, was I also supposed to focus on this goal? I tried to figure out how I
could fit in going to school and getting enlightened at the same time. As the group rose, I decided: maybe later,
maybe when I was a teenager. Maw shepherded us out through a courtyard and toward another building.
“Big teeth and big ears are the marks of yogis,” Maw explained, clearly pleased by our review. “It’s like long
arms with elbows below the waist, which all my children have.”
We entered a shadowy hall smelling of grated coconuts and savory spices. Everyone sat on rows of sacking.
Servers rushed up and down the lines, flipping down leaf plates, clanking metal glasses, pouring water. I looked
around, half expecting to see my biggest brother. But once again, as Rahoul walked backward, his feet guided me
forward into spaces he had left behind. …
1960
62.137 Aruksharudu\fn{by Somaraju Suseela (c.1960?- )} Andhra Pradesh State, India (F) 5
It was nine by the time I reached home. It was a holiday in the factory due to holi festival. When I reached
home I saw him pacing in front porch as a cat with a burnt leg, but he had slipped into the garden as soon as he
noticed me entering the house. I shifted all my luggage into the house and [was] drinking water when he reentered
the house, to greet me. I just don’t understand why he always behaves like this, like a child.
“How was your journey? Was the train on time?”
“My journey was like all the usual train journeys. The train reached on time too. It was our car which was
twenty minutes late. The beggars ate my head in the parking lot. You never send the car on time. He came when I
almost fixed up an auto.”
“I told Raju yesterday itself, that he should go to the station at eight o’clock sharp. How did the conference go?
Who were all there?”
“Chidambaran came from Delhi for the inauguration. He said a few good things. Other sessions were just usual
routine.”
“Did they not say anything specially to you entrepreneurs?”
“Why, of course! They did! In each session three major speakers and three minor speakers banged us left and
right. How well we should plan, how everybody should go forward, how well we should learn the latest
technology and how we should make hi-tech products and compete in the international market, etc, etc. Everyone
there was telling us that we should work properly. At last I got so vexed, that during the valedictory I went on to
the stage, took the mike and told them all the three four things I have in my mind.”
“You did! Did you? Of course, I thought so! Did they not shout at you to come off the stage?”
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“I never stay in front of the mike for more than two minutes!”
“Every fellow would give us advice. In our country is there anyone who is doing his job properly? Are the
banks giving loan money on time? Are the rulers doing all the things they say? Are the scientists cooking good
technologies? They look like the cakes our younger one makes! Why should they maintain this devil Narakarura’s
army for us? Who are we, entrepreneurs or anti-social elements? I asked them to their face.”
“You did a great thing! But why should you talk about my cakes? After all, you have proved that you are a
mother in law! You have humiliated me before all those audience!”
That’s all! The sulking of our younger one, a niece from her childhood and a daughter-in-law for the last four
years, commenced.
“Oh, dear mother! You are here! Aren’t your friends here today with all their ghost-like make-ups!”
“They will come! Then we will see about you!”
“What is the name of your conference?” he asked.
“Empowerment of women, twenty first century—A projection.”
“Say it in Telugu!”
“How does it matter? This conference did not take place in Hyderabad. It took place in Bombay, I can’t speak
Marathi.”
“It’s okay! I was only worried about the word empowerment. Shouldn’t it be prefixed with economic? In all
other fields I think you are reasonably empowered.”
“Swami! You shouldn’t look at our house! Just peep into the outside world, in how many ways women are
deprived.”
“Yes, yes! It is men who ask for dowries and other ritual payments! It is men who in the name of marriage
show off in silk saris and jewelry acquired by demand from others. It is men who make one go after her knowing
fully well that he is already married. It is men who starve the in laws without giving them food. It is men who
draw lines demarcating your people and my people.”
“Look here! Please don’t talk of unnecessary things! As it is I am having irritations after this journey.”
“Are you coming for meals? Ammayi, you also go and have your bath!”
Whenever our arguments go above the tune it is customary for my mother-in-law to put a stop, by putting a
spoke in the wheel!
“Meals so soon! I would have cooked, had you waited!”
“I will get my weakness by the time you end your arguments with him and start cooking.”
“That is not correct! She knew you do not allow her to come into kitchen. So she started at eight o’clock
today!” my younger one revealed the secret.
“Then you should have helped her!”
“You already told people in your meeting that I don’t know anything. I came to know about it and decided not
to do it.”
“You crazy face! You know, I compared you at all the great scientists of this country.”
“Since I went out for four days and was not at home I felt homesick for everyone. For this conference in
Bombay five six of us went together after planning for one month. They made arrangements for all of us but I felt
the purpose of the conference was not served properly. We met some old friends and made some new ones. People
talk their heads as soon as they get hold of a mike. They is no correlation from person to person. They don’t even
know what they are asking for when they tell us to make standard products and sell them in the international
markets. Countries like America and Japan have the technological know-how, years of experience, plenty of
money and hold on the market. What do we have to compete with them, we who have opened our eyes and have
just started yawning! It is like thinking that you can just make vadas\fn{A note reads: A south Indian savory.} because
you have a little finger to make the center hole.
“I told everyone during the lunch. Don’t blame later! You all know that I will not allow you to go on the
evening of holi day. Don’t have any programmes for the evening.”
“Amma! You must now forget the old rules. We are boys. What should we be afraid of?”
Our younger one retorted: “Attayya is afraid of lady rowdies.”
“My two days absence has made this one too talkative.”
“So that no one would miss you here!”
With great difficulty I stopped them from going out but then what to do with all of them at home. I went crazy
thinking how to entertain them. Then as the saying toes—it is a monkey, and over and above that it has taken
liquor—our power went off as with a big blast the transformer at the back street burst. There is no hope of getting
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power. The phone in the electricity office was engaged. One by one all of us went up to the terrace of our house.
Every time I go to the terrace, I think [I] should walk here every day. But I make it only when the power goes
off. The holi moon looked bright and smart. All the terraces around are peopled as the power for the whole town
has gone. I immediately took over the folding cot as soon as going up. My mother-in-law’s chair on which she
dries savories is always on the terrace. I never saw my husband sitting at one place all these years. He always
keeps pacing up and down. All the children leaned on the parapet wall.
“Attayya, we are getting bored. Please sing a song!”
“Are you not ashamed to ask? Your mother sent you for learning music for nine long years. You never sing in
the marriages or in ladies gatherings. You ask me to sing.”
“No, on occasions like this one cannot sit with folded legs and sing classical songs. You say you know a lot of
light songs. They are best for times like this.”
“I have no patience for a song now. Let’s all tell a joke or a story.”
“Let’s all make a story by each one of us telling a part of it. Let’s see where it ends,” my elder son said.
“Okay, let’s start. But I will tell at the end.”
“Even when we are telling stories too yours should be the last word, is it? Okay, start! It is baammas turn
first.”
“What story should I tell? Should it be a king’s story, a farmer’s story, a demon’s story or a ghost story?”
“Put everything together and make it a TV story! Your job is just to start the story. It is always difficult to give
an end to the story. Starting is easy enough. So start whatever you like.”
“Once upon a time in a village there was one sister and two brothers.”
“What about their mother and father?”
“You should not interrupt like that. I cannot think if you do that. They are not there when we started this story.
That means they are not there. In their village they have fields, garden, and cattle. The sister did not marry for the
sake of her brothers.”
“If sister does not marry how does it benefit the brothers?”
“I said I will not tell the story if you interrupt in between. Well, then what happened? She gave her fields for
tenant farming and shifted to Chennapatnam town for educating her brothers.”
“Our people have stopped going to Chennapatnam long back. Now Hyderabad is a good place.”
“Okay, then! She came to Hyderabad and established her family in Nallakkunta and admitted her brothers in
intermediate.”
“Is that where nanna and you used to live?”
“No, we used to live in Chikkadapalli. Chaai! You donkey! You have diverted me. Now I won’t tell you any
further.”
“Please tell two more sentences!”
“Then, poor girl educated them facing a lot of problems.”
“Why should there be any difficulty? You said they have money, no?”
“Is it enough if you have money? They should be given proper coaching in coaching institutes. For admission
to these institutes you should arrange good tuition. Throughout the day you should wait for them to come home.
These kind of difficulties!”
“Baamma,\fn{Grandmother.} please let me tell. My mother said, I could go to Deepak’s house.”
Pawan started getting swollen legs as he did not get out of the house the whole evening. He started narrating
his bit of the story.
“As his sister worked so hard to get them educated, both of them got admission in chemical engineering at IIT
Madras. Had our mother worked so hard we too would have got seats in IIT.
“If both of them do same branch she thought, she need not buy two sets of books. So she told them to do the
same branch. Since these two fellows did not have ideas of their own they did whatever their sister told them to
do. And also as her brothers had left Hyderabad she thought she could as well go back to her village. She again
got back to looking after her fields. These boys finished their B. Tech and went to America to do their M.S. and
then Ph.D. Then they joined some good companies there and stayed happily ever after. Now our story can go to
Kanchi and we can go to—”
“What is this? Who are you to send the story to Kanchi or Benaras? That is aunty’s job. Four of us are here
still. I will tell the real story.”
Ali, our youngest son's friend, started his story.
“You said they are working in some good company. They did fantastic research too. They got patents on many
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of their papers and got money and prestige too. In the meanwhile both of them were married to two Hyderabad
girls. They had rendu children also.”
“Ah, if you do not know Telugu use Hindi or English. Do not please destroy Telugu like that. You should say
they had eddaru children.”
“Okay, think like that, aunty! They used to meet once in a while during Id festivals as they lived only hundred
kilometers from each other in their respective houses. Once in two, three years they used to come here too to see
their sister and in-laws. But then they should have some names aunty otherwise it doesn’t sound nice. Let us say
the brothers are Ram and Syam and their wives are Sita and Gita.”
“Okay, Mr. Man Mohan Desai, go on with your story.”
“If everything is fine ladies’ brains stand itching, is it not? What do we have here? Is it enough if we have
money cars and houses? Nobody knows how we are living here. No one to appreciate. We live here as nonentities
with no names or locus-standi. There is no respect and no one to recognize us. If we go to Hyderabad and start
some business we can live with pride and raised heads. We can bring our sister also there with us. If we cannot
manage we can always come back. Who can say no to us here? They kept on saying this and their husbands kept
hearing it for such a long time that after some time they too started thinking that going to Hyderabad is not a bad
idea.”
Now, my husband, like a typical head of the household picked up his story from there without asking anyone’s
permission.
“We are told that they had developed patents for some products too. They have their technology ready for one
product. They thought of starting something in India. Only one or two companies in the world had the means of
doing it. It can be managed with one or two millions. Also Chandrababu is calling them to India again and again.
They seriously started thinking of coming to India.”
“It is very silly and ridiculous. When we start telling stories they always come to this point. Why should we
introduce this crisis into their smooth sailing lives?”
“When your turn comes, you introduce the ghosts. Don’t stop me now! We started with the stipulation all of us
can say any thing we like. Why do you put rules to me when my turn comes? Have you any monopoly on me?”
“No, I have taken you over permanently, for good! Go ahead! But don’t forget! I am the chair person for this
gathering.”
“You can become chair person in places like this only. Ram and Syam prepared their project report and started
their preparations in India. There was only one company that produces the key raw material for this factory, which
was in Baroda. They went there, discussed the whole thing four, five times and arrived at an agreement with them
for raw material. The M.D. of that company also was a young fellow like them. Very educated fellow who
belonged to a big industrial house! Their business is of few hundred millions. They made two, three trips to and
from America and finally established themselves with families at Jubilee hills in Hyderabad. Since they are NRI’s
the work was also done at that level. Officers came to their houses to do their bidding. By giving dinners they
could make many banks offer them loans. Both of them started with an amount of 25,000 lakhs as margin money
and mortgaged their fields and houses in the village. They had thus started a fine factory in Patanchervu. The
chief minister himself came to start the production.”
“You people are giving the whole story. Please let me also, say!” our maidservant starred grumbling.
“Oh, you are here. Don’t turn this into a filmy story.”
“That is much better. We can make a cinema then. You know they gave their sister’s name to the factory. It is a
big factory, as you know! It has two big gates, as you know! Both the gates have within their inner side two
roundabouts where they have planted nice shrubs and flowers. In the center they have the marble statue of the
sister, bust sized. Every day the brothers used to give aarati to the statue and pay their respects with folded hands
before entering it for work.”
“Chi, shut up! You do all that only when some one dies. Now go and get grapes from the fridge.”
“No, madam, I won’t go! I am so scared of the dark!”
“Just recite my name while going, then there will be no fear.”
“They have not allowed me to say a little bit even!” She went down grumbling.
Now my son started his story. When he starts the story you will only see troubles and tribulations. As he all the
time moves around with me he can’t think of anything but problems.
“The factory thus starred, established itself within one year. Huge orders starred coming from countries much
poorer than ours: One American company took the rights for worldwide distribution. Everything was like sailing
in a flowered boat. Then raw material starred coming late. Even then it will be okay. If you import from outside it
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will cost a lot of money. So they thought they will buy the stock for six months and store it. They took loans from
banks, convincing them with great difficulty. But no one knows what curse it was, it starred precipitating after the
first batch was mixed. In whatever combination they tried the product was not coming right. Even when it worked
the yield used to be less or it used to develop color. They ran to Baroda again with lot of anxiety. They were told
that the specifications were followed and that the brothers should properly check the process! They went to all the
known labs. The analyses they did and the two trips they made to [the] US were of no use. One year went by. The
jibes of the bankers, customers, friends and acquaintances all crossed the first stage of civility and went to the
second stage of sarcastic remarks.”
“Tcha, tcha! What have you done? Nanna gave you a good start of a factory with good technology and you
have created so many problems for them! What a cynic you are! Now, what can I say now when the story has
become so stinky and bad? If they go for a legal recourse against the Baroda firm it will be tragedy. Wait a
minute! Anyway your wife is yet to give her inputs. Let her continue in the meanwhile. You go ahead! Or else you
will say you are not given the chance.”
“Since I do not know anything why should I bother? You go ahead with your story. You know everything.
Anyway, since he is a mild fellow you always blame him for everything.”
“My mother. You are talking as if he is only a husband to you and nothing to us all. Okay, now even if others
can escape I cannot. I just said it as a routine in our session about your cakes. But you are upset about it
throughout the day.”
“I won’t weave any patterns. You go ahead and do it.”
“As days passed by their affairs started more and more [to be] entangled in problems. They could not take it
any more, as they were relatively weak and new to the field. So far they have not faced any problem in life. It was
like a moonwalk during the daylight. They could not imagine such problems even in their wildest fantasies.
Baroda did not respond to their phones, letters and faxes too. They had sent their production engineer to the
factory in Baroda with the hope that they would replace the faulty one with a new improved one. The production
engineer Mr. Raghava stayed there for three days and called from there to tell them that they were not willing to
replace the material. He mentioned that he met their chief administrative officer in the company club. He could
understand that there was some distant relationship between him and the company chairman. He said that if they
agree he would try for us to get them agree to the total takeover with all the liabilities. He wanted five lakhs for
striking this deal. So if they are agreeable to the idea he would stay there for two more days and finalize the whole
deal. They told him to get all the details and come back.
“Whatever was their outward response this offer came to them like an invitation to President Clinton’s
banquet. Raghava returned within two days with all the proposals and relevant documents. Their CAO stayed in
Krishna-Oberoi Hotel. After due consultations with their lawyer these people too finalized the whole deal. At the
end of it what they got was half of their investment, the fields they had given as security. They have agreed to
transfer all the agreements to the Baroda Company and they should retain all the existing workers in jobs. With all
the minute details, the agreement was worked out.
“They did not want to leave the chance they got and wrapped up their affairs here and went back to States after
duly returning their sister’s documents to her. They took their next flight to States with families. That’s how the
story ended on [a] positive note. They might have just lost some money but now were richer by experience. They
were happy with that.”
My mother-in-law got up saying, “I am going down now. After all the great effort they fell into the mouth of
Aruksharudu.”
“Who on earth is that?”
“He is the one at the top of the snakes and ladders game. The topmost snake, just before reaching the final
goal.”
“Then what happened to their company?”
“Baamma could understand but you people could not!”
“What will happen to the company? Nicely, within three months it went into full production. Sri Raghava
became the technical director and chief executive of that new set up. They had a huge function in which the same
officers, bankers, dealers, friends and well-wishers attended and conveyed their best wishes. The story will now
go to Kanchi as all good stories would and we will go down.”
Ali was shocked at the outcome.
“Okay aunty! Let it be. In the end all of them were happy. Because the Baroda people gave them support they
could manage to get out of it with few losses. The God above will always take care of us all, aunty!”
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“Your head! Come now for dinner. Today we will all have candle light dinner!”
69.139 The Champion Of The World\fn{by Anurag Mathur (c.1960?- )}New Delhi, National Capital Territory,
India (M) 3
Through the black frost glass of my bedroom I could see the mob of camera crew robots. They had super-zoom
lenses on their cameras which could count the spots on a butterfly’s wing ten miles away, but a world champion
does get some privileges and one of them was getting the Black Frost company to make me a sheet that nothing,
absolutely nothing, could look through. I had the darkener set to maximum and I knew that all the camera
controllers at their consoles at headquarters could see was the implacable blackness of the round dome that was
my house. I could see the camera crews clearly, of course, clustered just outside the Line of Politeness around my
house, unable to cross it because of the restriction built into all robots.
I smiled and floated towards the exit slot. The car command drifted into my hand from its place on the gadget
line and I thought-ordered the bubble car to the exit. I saw the transparent bubble cruise to a stop and thoughtordered maximum darkness on the bubble. The camera crews were going to follow me all the way to the world
championship contest and I wasn’t about to let two billion curious watchers worldwide get a glimpse of me until I
actually entered the arena.
The darkened car ramp locked into the exit slot which slid open and I floated into the bubble. I settled into the
air cushion as the bubble door came down. The ramp retracted and I tapped the code of the World Championship
Contest Hall on the car command. I pressed the Memory Touch and the bubble slid forward.
The contest was the biggest event being held this year, bigger even than the Olympics which only set sporting
records, while the World Championship Contest for Human Art In Motion, to give its full name, really established
the way most people on Earth, particularly young people, would dress, behave, wear make-up, dance and, of
course, what kind of music they would listen to. I had won the Contest the last time and for four years hundreds of
millions of people, initially the young, but eventually nearly everybody, had imitated the style I had set. I was
twenty-six years old and trying for an unprecedented second victory.
It wasn’t just me that was important, of course, I had no illusions about that, but trillions in money depended
on what young people bought and wore and listened to. I had made billions myself in endorsements, so winning
wasn’t important for the money anymore, it was just that quite simply I was the best. No one had ever thought of
the fashions I had set and my participation and ideas had changed the way the world looked and behaved. Even
the Contest, which had been a rather tame dance show by people in fancy dress, really took off after I won the
first time.
Who would ever forget that historic night? The other competitors had done their bit, the aero-boogie was quite
good with their trampoline turns and the space-breakers quite entertaining in their use of the perception halter
lights which made different parts of their bodies seem to appear and disappear in time to the music. But they were
still gymnasts and acrobats, they did not establish a philosophy, a way of life for others to follow.
Sure the Anarchists were there at the Contest, doing the ancient dance of death and their maim, mutilate and
murder set pieces were very innovative within the confines of what is, after all, a very old art. Their use of babies
in the human sacrifice segment was quite original and as their time ended and the image lights went off, they got a
fair round of applause, particularly the baby who a moment ago had very realistically appeared to have been
disemboweled with his entrails draped around the dancers. But today’s young people are fed up with all that stuff.
That’s when I came in. First there was the hologram with a message, explaining my philosophy for my dance.
The words came swooping over the audience like white jet-doves, each strand whooshing and curling and racing
over and through the viewers, then separating to roar through different parts of the hall, then turning to shriek
towards the lighted center where they met with a thunderclap and exploded in different directions in different
colors, each strand changing its hue every moment, sometimes reflecting several colors simultaneously, chasing
each other at dazzling speeds and in blinding shades, till they swooped into each other, a writhing pillar of snakes
of colored lights, and then abruptly a single white strand snaked its way out and began to form words and
suddenly it was there:
COLOUR IS KING
It glittered in silver for a long moment and then the liquid rainbow stole over it and the words danced and
preened and flaunted. The audience erupted, gave me the heavy scream, rhythmical and hoarse, panting—very
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high applause indeed, and in the lighted center I switched off my molecular diffuser and suddenly there I was,
made visible. I began my dance then, nothing very original, just your basic Dervish Drive, with a Hindu
Headtwist for variety, whirling in time to the riff of the space kettles, with the heavy horns laying down the floor
base, with the laser piano like a silver stream in the middle.
Then as I turned, I began to change in color. Not my clothes, which I shed with every turn until I only had on
my basicover, but myself. My skin. As the Dayglo lights shone through on me, with every turn I changed. First I
was black, then I became white, then brown, then yellow, the four hues dividing the human race. The audience
gave me the sensory growl, reaching at me to flick the delight nerves in my brain.
I whirled faster and faster, the four colors changed with even greater rapidity, then I was a blur with my motor
drive keeping me in an eye-beating whirl, my body changing with breathtaking speed into the four colors as I
blazed around myself, until suddenly, I was still. And the different parts of my bodies were of different colors;
black, white, brown, yellow.
The audience was atom-stilled quiet. I froze in fear. The they gave me the Reverent Hum. Starting low, it rose
and rose to a crescendo, loud as the loudest planet-organ, pushing me down and flat with its sheer brute force
while it washed over me like an ocean of water-love.
Of course, I won. And it finally changed the world. At last color discrimination ended, not because people
weren’t prejudiced anymore but because no one could tell who was actually which color, since young people took
to changing their skin shades every week, every day, sometimes several times a day. Of course, some kids went
too far and you could go to parties and encounter green, purple, blue and even rainbow teenagers. But the color
bar, the last, lingering, longest live human prejudice, was finally gone. The color bar was gone but color, as I had
said, was king.
What I had done, was to take some Pigment Pie with which children had for years painted their human-skinned
robo-dolls, gone to an auto lab, given it a slice of my skin tissue and let it work out the chemical formula for a
Pigment Pie that would change the shade of my skin. I had then got a chart from the auto-lab about the amount of
Pie that would alter how much area of skin for what length of time. This was in fact the simplest part. Next, I
selected the music for the Contest dance an locked in exactly into my motor drive memory the steps and the time
taken and then let Gertrude, my best friend and home computer, work out the amounts of Pie needed to color
different parts of my body as needed according to Gertrude and then covered myself with timergell that preserved
the whole lot. As I turned off the molecular diffuser and appeared at the start of the dance, the timergell expired
and the Pie began to act. It was tough but it worked.
The effect on mankind was magical. Not because people weren’t prejudiced anymore, but because there just
was no way to tell. Entire countries, even continents, that had been looked down upon were suddenly inhabited by
a different race. Over the decades, as the economic power of the black, brown and yellow countries had grown, as
their living standards had soared, the western nations had come to depend increasingly upon them as a source of
raw material, as importers of finished products and as providers of cheap assembling facilities in the global
network for the creation of any product. Yet this vital dependence upon the colored races hadn’t brought any sense
of equality among many millions in the western world. In fact, as the economic and literacy standards worldwide
became roughly equal, the color bar, the last remaining area in which a person could claim superiority over others
without having to do anything to prove it, was clung to with increasing ferocity. Everything else was equal.
Everything was international. Money, music, products, information and people flowed ceaselessly around the
world, bringing, in general, understanding and prosperity everywhere.
But for millions who had always regarded themselves as intrinsically superior because of the color of their
skin, the fact that they were no longer economically superior to people of other colors was a bitter blow. Worse
still, they couldn’t prove their physical superiority over others by going to war since it destroyed too many
valuable consumers. All they were left with was an increasingly fanatical belief in the superiority of their color.
But after my little dance, overnight that was shattered too.
Best of all, I knew it could never be reversed. Too many companies were making the Pigment Pie, too many
commercial opportunities had opened up for any major power group to want to go back to the single color days.
Because whenever a person changed his color, he changed his clothes too. After all, he wanted to look the part
exactly. Suddenly, there were ponchos in Harare, saris in Tulsa, Stetsons in Delhi. And along with the new clothes
came experiments with new lifestyles, which required the purchase of new products. Everything everybody could
make was selling out. The world had never seen such an economic boom.
Even marriages were lasting longer; instead of people changing their partners, they changed themselves. It was
amazing how changing your skin color suddenly caused you to imitate a different walk, a different accent, a
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different way of life. It even gave you a totally new perception of yourself and others. Of course, there were
problems, too. For instance, children became extremely disoriented and were never sure when they left for school
in the morning, whether they would return home to a mother who looked like a reincarnation of Marilyn Monroe
or of Grace Jones.
But such irritations aside, the world seemed a better place. I must admit I had never imagined even remotely
that my dance could lead to all this. All I had wanted to do was to win the World Championship. I had worked my
way up, dancing at the state, regional and national championships, winning them all with a new number for each
competition, until I got a crack at the top one. I guess like most sudden advances in history, this was an accident
too. But considering the result, people were already comparing me to Abraham Lincoln, Mahatma Gandhi and
Martin Luther King. I’m pretty flattered, but I feel really weird.
I’m just a disco dancer.
My bubble car began to slow and I saw that we were nearing the disco arena. I command-thought the bubble
into the underground ramp and went down. Each competing team got a personal slot leading right into the
changing rooms so no one got to see us in case we were already in costume.
I stepped into the room and the slot door hissed shut behind me. In front, suspended in mid-air, somebody,
obviously one of my fans, had used a neon spray to write:
“We’re gonna win again, LGL.”
The LGL stood for Lincoln-Gandhi-Luther,\fn{The last being Martin Luther King, Jr.:H} something which my fans
began to call me after a TV programme, comparing me to them. It was a running joke and those flashing words
thrilled and amused me as always.
Suddenly, the door to the disco arena slipped open startling me, but it was only two guards in uniform. They
grunted a greeting and began rapidly searching the room.
“What’re you looking for?” I asked.
“We got a call that some people from the Race Is Right Group might try to disrupt the show, so we’re just
checking that there are no nasty little surprises here for you,” said the burlier of the two as they moved their
sensors around the room. “You ever hear of them?”
“Yeah,” I said, “they’re a bunch of people who keep promising to atomize me because of what I’ve done to end
the color barriers. I just ignore them.”
“What’s the LGL stand for?” asked the other guard looking at the neon spray sign now starting to dim.
I told him, while fanning the sign till it dissolved.
“Who’re they?” he asked.
“Well, they were three people who did a lot for mankind and pushed the world forward quite a bit,” I said. But
that sounded really pompous and dumb. “They were also,” I laughed, trying to lighten the atmosphere a bit, “three
men who got killed for their pains.”
The guards didn’t laugh and suddenly, suddenly, something felt terribly wrong. They stood there in their blue
armor units with the black night vision visors of their helmets down.
“Maybe your friend was more right that he thought,” said the burly one. He extended his arm, touched the gun
control on his belt buckle and the laser pistol was in his hand. Suddenly, it was all so obvious.
“The Race Is Right Group,” I asked and I think my voice was steady.
“You’re not looking for them, you’re working for them.”
It wasn’t really a question, it was a recognition.
The laser pistol in the guard’s hand squealed its metallic whistle. The guard methodically played the beam up
and down and across the convulsing body first cutting it into pieces, then concentrating on the head, the heart and
the legs, until they were burned to ashes, beyond hope of repair.
The other guard looked on. The laser stopped and he stepped forward and kicked the torso.
“Scum,” he said unemotionally.
Then they turned and left.
32.215 Artistic Finesse\fn{by Anwar Khan (c.1960?-2001)} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (M) 1
When Sheti jacked up the price of tea, the group of jobless young men who hung out at the Bharat Hindu Hotel
felt terribly annoyed. After a long and heated debate about the country’s economy, politics, and social condition,
they concluded that a protest was in order. Promptly they had the table-boy fetch a newspaper and ran down the
list of that evening’s events, picking out one which the majority of the city’s bigwigs were expected to attend.
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The canopy was decorated with gay, festive streamers. Elegantly dressed people milled about. A whole fleet of
big and small cars stood parked some distance away from the canopy in which, behind the half-opened doors,
their chauffeurs sat leisurely smoking biris. The Mayor was holding forth:
“In keeping with the truly marvelous traditions of this, the Bride of Cities—”
“Hai! hai! hai! hai!” a volley of heart-rending cries fluttered out from the young men’s scrawny rib cages and
went sailing through the air.
The Mayor faltered midway in his speech and stopped. The audience started and looked in the direction of the
cries of protest.
“Change the society!” rose a horrid cry and filled the space.
The foreheads of the people sitting on the dais wrinkled in displeasure. The police commissioner, accompanied
by a few of his officers and sub-inspectors, moved ominously towards the protestors.
“We are protesting,” a youth informed the police commissioner.
“Yes, we’ve been jobless for years,” yelled another young man.
“You can take your protest outside the canopy. You cannot protest here,” the police commissioner told them.
They quietly got up and walked out. Once again the space reverberated with the cries of “ Hai! hai!” and
“Change the society!”
Some of the other jobless young men in the audience seemed to have been quite taken with this style of
protest; they too filed out and joined the band.
The same thing happened the second day, the third, the fourth, fifth, sixth, and the seventh A meeting of the
city bigwigs was called. They concluded, unanimously, that such ugly demonstrations went against the truly
marvelous traditions of the city. They also hurt its good name. A few lawyers suggested special legislation against
such demonstrations, but the trade union leaders bitterly opposed the idea. The meeting adjourned inconclusively.
As did many more that followed.
The demonstrators, who had started the protest with but a few austere cries of “Hai! Hai!”and “Change the
society!” soon felt they could benefit by a style that would make their protests more effective. So now instead of
“Hai! Hai!” they would start with a mournful drone and end with sky-rending sighs that drew people laughing,
only to send them back crying. Still later, another group aspired to even greater artistic finesse. They gave up
words altogether and used pantomime instead, to underscore their protest. A few of the youths would slip off their
shirts and sit bare-chested on the ground holding their stomachs, while others sprawled out on the raw earth,
pretending to be dying of hunger, as their remaining comrades stood around them in a circle, their vacant eyes
staring into the sky. The sight proved so captivating that people hovered around them rather than going off to
listen to speeches or attend music recitals.
The wedding of the daughter of an important industrialist of the country was being celebrated with great pomp
and ceremony. A whole slew of celebrities, both from the city and outside, were present. TV cameras were active,
and no less than the director of the TV station himself was personally monitoring the entire proceedings from his
seat in the front row.
Abruptly the audience broke into a commotion. The cry-mongers had stormed the scene; faces contorted in
displeasure. A deathly still swept over the entire scene. The police commissioner promptly made for the door to
take control of the situation. But before any unpleasantness could erupt, the TV director had a brainstorm. He
scampered off to the stage and bellowed right into the microphone, asking the demonstrators to hop right on the
stage and display their art.
The situation was new to the protestors. It took them by total surprise. They were stunned. People began to
shout and urge them on. A few among the audience almost dragged them and pushed them onto the stage. Some of
the demonstrators thought that perhaps their protest had succeeded. They demonstrated from the stage and
received a standing ovation from the audience. The next day their protest was telecast and the people loved it.
Newspapers churned out special editorials praising their performance.
The next week they were invited to perform for the radio and this was followed by invitations from a number
of cultural organizations. Gradually a new trend came into vogue: any and every event would now start with a
wailing protest. Wailing began to acquire an importance all its own in the field of fine arts. Wailing dance. Wailing
music. Wailing art.
The scraggly chests of the demonstrators, who had turned their protest cries into a distinct art form, began to
fill out, their protruding ribs soon disappearing behind rolls of fat. Outfitted in immaculate white shirts and dark
evening suits, their hair pomaded and nicely groomed, they now appeared—or rather, were respectfully led on
stage—amidst a rising crescendo of applause. They were recognized, given sundry honors. They bought swank,
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sleek houses in posh, residential areas. Their presence at any and all major social events, in parties, and on the
radio and TV was now deemed absolutely indispensable.
Then it so happened that Sheti jacked up the price of tea once again. A wave of irritation swept through the
group of jobless young men who crowded his tables. After a heated debate about the country’s economy, politics,
and social condition they concluded that a protest was in order. They had the table-boy fetch a newspaper, went
down the list of that evening’s events, and picked out one at which all of the bigwigs of the city were expected.
The shamiana was decorated with gay, festive streamers and was filled with elegantly dressed people. A whole
fleet of cars, big and small, was parked a little way from the canopy. Chauffeurs lounged behind the half-opened
doors, smoking biris. The mayor was holding forth:
“In keeping with the truly marvelous traditions of this, the Bride of Cities—”
“Hai, hai! Hai, hai!” a volley of heart-rending cries fluttered out from the young men’s scrawny rib cages and
went sailing through the air.
The Mayor faltered midway in his speech and stopped. The audience started and looked in the direction of the
cries.
“Change the society!” a horrid cry shot up and filled the space.
A troubled hush fell over the event. Then whispers. And then abruptly the audience got extremely angry:
“Who the hell are these clods who don’t know the first thing about how to voice a protest?”
The pack of jobless youth were thrown out forthwith.
84.108 A Soiled Sheet\fn{by Veena Verma (1960- )} Budhladha, Mansa District, Punjab State, India (F) 10
Sujata was sitting, her head buried among the files. It was seven in the evening. Darkness had begun to
descend. The entire staff had already proceeded home. She wanted to finish the pending work as she was to go for
a review meeting on Monday and it was important to have the report ready. Though the office hours were only up
to five, the staff would keep at their work until seven or eight. Such was the pressure of work.
Using the kettle on a corner table, she had made herself tea twice, recharging her batteries. Then with her head
down, she had gone back to work. Feeling cold, she took the sweater off the back of her chair and wore it. Though
this rather mild weather of March-April had made people give up their coats, the light, cotton clothes still lay
folded up inside the closets.
“Sujata, you haven’t gone home yet?” asked the manager, suddenly coming up from behind.
Sujata was startled.
“Kumar Sahib, you … I thought, perhaps I was the only one left in the office.”
She got up respectfully.
“Sit down. Be seated, please …” He sat down on a chair next to Sujata. “I had left. But on the way I
remembered that my keys had got left behind on the table. I was preparing to leave, again, when I had a flat tire. I
was just thinking that I should go by the tube when I saw the light in your room. So I came this way. I’m leaving
soon. You plan to sit longer, do you?”
Kumar was at pains to explain the reason for coming back.
“Not really. I’m also going soon. Enough for today …”
It was fatigue that made her shut her eyes momentarily.
“Okay, then, will you drop me at the railway station … the nearest Underground, please …?”
Kumar asked for a lift.
“Of course, I will. But where do you have to go?” asked Sujata, collecting her purse.
“White City.”
“Oh. That is on my way. I’ll drop you. I’ve [got] to go to Central London, even beyond that. You don’t have to
go by the underground, Kumar Sahib, come with me,” said she, walking on ahead.
“But you’ll be late. Your husband would wait.”
Kumar thought that this demand of his would be quite undesirable. Besides, he didn’t want to inconvenience
Sujata in any way.
“He’s out of station. Nobody is waiting for me,” she smiled and started walking towards the door.
While driving back, they kept chatting casually. The usual headaches in the office, the repair of the road-heads,
and the incessant honking of the cars in the snarl-ups. While explaining directions to his house, Kumar repeatedly
expressed his gratitude.
On reaching White City, Sujata pulled the car outside Kumar’s house.
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“Okay, Kumar Sahib. See you on Monday.”
She sought the customary permission to leave.
“Oh, no. You must come for a drink.” He kept sitting on his seat.
“Some other time …” Sujata did feel like having a cup of coffee, though.
“Come on … good girl.” Kumar got up and stood waiting outside.
Picking up her purse, Sujata started walking behind him.
“It’s cold …” Kumar shoved his hands into his coat pockets. “It’s cold in a rather pleasant way. It feels good as
though something is there and yet not there.” She was bringing up the rear.
Opening the door, Kumar ushered her into the sitting room. Sujata looked around. It appeared as if no one was
home.
Darkness was deep and the silence, thick.
“What would you like to drink?” he asked, taking off his coat.
“Coffee without sugar, please.” Sujata rested her head upon the chair.
“I can’t really make very good coffee, but I suppose, it’ll do for now.” With these words, he walked into the
kitchen. After some time, he came back with two cups of coffee and they started sipping slowly.
“How is it?” Kumar lit his cigarette.
“First class. So, you have a knack of telling lies as well?” The coffee was really well brewed.
“In fact, I don’t know much about kitchen work. Ever since Sarita left, I’m trying to pick up whatever little I
can.” He dragged on his cigarette a few times.
“I didn’t quite get it, Kumar Sahib.” She raised a query.
“Sarita, my wife …” Kumar’s voice had suddenly plunged into sadness.
“She …! Isn’t she here at the moment …?” Sujata hadn’t really understood anything.
“No, she is with her parents. We’re separated.”
Kumar put the empty cup on the table.
“Oh, I’m sorry to hear that. I shouldn’t have come, perhaps. I thought it would be a good excuse to meet your
family. So sad. I gave you so much of trouble.” Sujata’s tone was quite solemn now.
“Don’t worry … you’re welcome. How has her being or not being here made any difference to you? You got a
ready cup of coffee all right?” Kumar decided to make light of the matter.
“Hanh. But it seems it has made a lot of difference to you.”
“Naturally. I have two lovely kids. Now they are rotting away in other people’s houses. And this large house is
lying unused. My innocent kids are being punished, all for the stupidity of that woman.” Kumar was staring at the
roof above.
“I don’t know what to say. But there must be some reason or why would any woman leave home.” Sujata
encouraged the conversation.
“There is only one reason. My ugliness.” Kumar’s voice was soaked in sorrow.
“Ugliness? But who says you’re ugly?” She was surprised.
“Don’t you see these pock marks on my face? They’ve ruined my face completely,” said Kumar, running his
right hand over his face.
“Come on now, these marks can’t make anyone look ugly. Rather sometimes, these could add to one’s appeal.
Especially …”
She stopped mid-sentence.
“What do you mean, especially?” asked Kumar.
“These pock marks make a man’s face look rather sexy. The people with such marks have a lot of sex appeal.”
Kumar just wasn't able to think of an apt rejoinder to this. For some time he kept sitting, his head bowed.
“Besides, appearances don’t really matter. You look at your education, your pocket and your position. Anyone
would be proud of you. But you seem to have a rather low self-esteem. You should be proud of yourself.” Sujata
wasn’t prepared to accept Kumar’s assessment of himself.
“Sujata, no human being wants to harbor an inferiority complex. People are the ones who remind you time and
again that you are deficient.” Kumar shared his innermost grief.
“I don’t believe in this philosophy. Till such time as you are not convinced of it yourself, how can anyone
thrust it down your throat? Come to think of it, people don’t even spare God and we’re only human. I’m of the
opinion that human beings shouldn’t really get so overawed by each other. If you’re convinced that it’s the right
thing, then why escape it? Why not learn to live with it? It would automatically solve so many of your problems.”
She, too, put the empty cup back on the table.
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“Sujata, I hadn’t built my life on lies. My wife is extremely beautiful. She had come from India to be with her
brother. It was the temptation of staying on here that made her marry me. My ugliness was cloaked by the
glamour of England. But once she had found her feet, then at every step she made me realize that she’d married
me under duress. I’d made everything clear to her much before we married, though.”
Suddenly in the middle of the conversation, Kumar appeared somewhat lost.
“Anyway, Kumar Sahib, listening to you, I’m reminded of a story.” Sujata laughed softly.
Kumar looked up.
“I remember having read this story as a child. But I still haven’t forgotten it, and perhaps I never will. There
are stories that always live inside you.
“They say that though Akbar\fn{ 1542-1605; third Mughal emperor of India (1556-1605).} was a great king, he was
somewhat impressionable, too. All his courtiers were rather jealous of Birbal and would not lose a single
opportunity of discrediting him in the presence of the king. They say, Birbal’s mother was a very ugly woman.
The courtiers incited the king to have a glimpse of her, saying that she was known for her beauty. Akbar was taken
in and so he summoned Birbal and said, ‘We want to see your mother.’
“Birbal was caught in a dilemma. He knew that it was a mischief set afoot by the courtiers and that they knew
his mother was not at all attractive. The poor fellow went home, looking rather worried.
“When Birbal’s mother looked at his care-worn face, she immediately understood that something was
definitely the matter. It is said that a mother can even understand the language of a dumb child. And she was, after
all, Birbal’s mother. Birbal told his mother everything.
“The mother said, ‘Son, don’t you worry. Tell your king that if he wants to have a glimpse of me, then
tomorrow afternoon, he should lift the curtain off the westward window of the palace.’ Pleased with the solution,
Birbal went to the court to invite the king to come in the afternoon.
“In the afternoon, Birbal accompanied Akbar to the westward window of the palace and said, ‘Alam Panah,
now you may peep from this window and have a glimpse of my mother.’
“Pushing the curtain aside, Akbar peeped inside. A woman was sitting inside, baring her secret parts, the rest of
her body covered with burqa. Akbar broke into cold sweat and immediately understood what Birbal’s mother was
trying to tell him. After all, he was no ordinary person; he was the king of India. He understood that she was
telling him, ‘What do you want to look at my face for? Look at my womb if you must, for that has given birth to
one of the most famous of your courtiers.’
“Why look at the soil? Look at the creation of the soil to decide what quality it is. They say, after that day,
Akbar never failed to respect the women he came into contact with.”
Having narrated the story, Sujata took a breather.
“Well, does this apply only to women?” asked Kumar.
“No, it applies to men just as well. That’s why I said in the beginning that anyone should be proud of you,”
said she, trying to deflect the conversation.
“But everyone doesn’t think the way you do.” Kumar dragged in a deep sigh.
“Hanh, everyone doesn’t think so. Most of the people are trapped within the color of the limbs and don’t think
beyond that. But there are others for whom life doesn’t stop at such dwarfish thoughts. For them, it carries a
different meaning altogether.” She put the weight of her argument behind Kumar’s words.
“Well said … I’ve never heard you speak before, Sujata, but you really are an intelligent girl. In office, you’re
rather quiet. I think, for the first time today, I’ve had a chance to know you really. I didn’t know there were such
good people in our department, too.” Kumar smiled indulgently.
“Well, you can say what you want.” With these words, she got up.
“Why, is that it?” asked Kumar.
“Hanh, I’d rather leave now or it’d get late, really.” Wishing him good night, she came and sat in the car.
*
After that day, Sujata and Kumar would often meet in the office and discuss routine matters. But Sujata never
spoke a word about Kumar’s private life to anyone nor did he ever mention that he had met her.
One day, Kumar called Sujata into his office and slipped an envelope in front of her. The letter was from a
women’s liberation organization. Kumar had an invitation to participate in a conference.
“You must go,” said Sujata, on reading the letter.
“But I think you’d be a better bet for it.” Kumar smiled.
“Why?” she asked.
“Don’t you remember how you were speaking the other day, almost like a philosopher? If you were to say such
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things from a public platform, you’d get tremendous applause from people.” argued Kumar.
“What kind of people?” asked Sujata.
“Well, leaders, social worker, writers and women libbers.” He counted the names on his fingertips.
“What kind of social workers, leaders and writers? Those who drag their own women through hell while
doling out platitudes about women’s lib from the stage?” asked Sujata irritably.
“How would things change for women unless people start speaking up?” Kumar enquired.
“That is perhaps the saddest thing. The women’s cause is always discussed in public, not within the four walls
of our homes. While it’s in the confines of a home that she has to live and survive. The moment a man enters
home, he knows that he is the lord and master and she, the slave. I have no interest in such theatrical speeches.”
Sujata’s face was livid.
“Sujata, your words smack of social revolt.” Kumar’s penetrating eyes were shining from behind his
spectacles.
“You could think of me as a rebel. Here anyone who dares to lift her ghoonghat a little is branded a rebel,”
Sujata laughed.
“No, I don’t think you’ve lifted your ghoonghat a little. You appear quite determined to me. Anyway, I’m
happy to have heard your views. So, I won’t go for this function either.”
With these words, Kumar simply tore off the invitation letter and threw it into the dustbin.
“You shouldn’t have torn the letter just because I rubbished it. You go if you wish to. But I don’t have much
faith in such things.” She got up to leave.
After a few days, one of the staff was to have a court marriage. The entire staff had come with their families
but Sujata had come all by herself. That the party was in progress was apparent from the way people were busy
talking, arguing, drinking, dancing and breaking into loud guffaws. Sitting in one corner, Sujata kept sipping her
coke. She was in no mood to sing or dance. Leaving his friends, a sozzled Kumar lurched towards her.
“Hello, Suzy.” He was somewhat unsteady on his feet.
“Hi.” Sujata spoke very softly.
“Why are you sitting here. Come and join us.” He offered his hand.
“I’m not feeling well.” said Sujata in a tired voice.
“Why? Where is your husband?” Kumar ran his eyes through the crowd.
“He is out of town.” Sujata responded in much the same tone.
“Out? He always goes out without you. What’s the matter? How does he have the heart to go off alone, leaving
such a beautiful wife behind?” asked Kumar, though Sujata did not respond.
Kumar could see that an ever-ebullient Sujata was really in low spirits today.
“What’s the matter, Suzy, you didn’t respond to my query?” He came and sat on the chair next to hers.
“He doesn’t go alone, Kumar Sahib …” Sujata murmured all to herself.
“What?” It was as though Kumar hadn’t heard anything.
“There are many who want to go with him …” With these words, she fell silent.
Kumar found it extremely difficult to persist with the conversation. Little did he know that a volcano lay
hidden under this silent mountain!
“I’m sorry.” Kumar genuinely felt penitent for raking up the issue.
“There is nothing to feel sorry about, Kumar Sahib. It’s his life. Let him do what he wants, I don’t mind.”
Sujata’s laugh was somewhat coerced.
“It’s strange. I couldn’t have dreamt in my wildest dreams that someone as talented as you, too, … seeing your
lively face who can say that you’re empty within.” Kumar let out a deep sigh.
“There are thousands like me, Kumar Sahib … who go around putting on a brave front but are hollow and
lifeless within. I’m not the only one. It’s our duty to show the people that we’re decent women from respectable
families. We’re the ones created really for an ideal social order—something of what a woman should be like. One
who laughs and smiles but never complains, no matter what cracks up within.” Sujata spoke, her head bowed.
“What kind of a model …” He repeated her words.
“Don’t you have models before you, telling what you should be like? These models are an integral part of our
upbringing. Right from day one we are told to be this, that or the other; told that we should emulate gods and
goddesses, be great. But we aren’t expected to be human. I’m amazed at the way they had made a neat division of
life into four phases in the ancient times. That people study up to the age of twenty-five, then run their domestic
life for as many years before finally retiring to the forest to meditate. The lines were clearly drawn much before
you came into this world and these lines told you what to do when. No choice, no freedom.. .All stuff and non1678

sense. Even today, nothing has changed. First you study, then get married, produce children and stay with each
other all your life like two sworn enemies.”
When Sujata said this, Kumar gave her a sharp look.
“I think you have no children. You’ve been married for four-five years, isn’t it?” Kumar surmised.
“No, I don’t have any.” She shook her head in denial.
“If you don’t mind, may I ask you, why?” Kumar had pulled his chair closer.
“No medical reason, Kumar Sahib. But it surprises me why Sanjeev hasn’t expressed any desire to become a
father. Besides, this is not something that I could do all by myself.” Sujata gave a new twist to the conversation.
“I know it’s not one-sided. But don’t you ever wish to become a mother?” queried Kumar.
“There are three reasons for which a woman often gives birth to a child, Kumar Sahib. One, if she wants to
settle down with the man and has some long-term plans for life. Two, if she is eyeing the man’s property and
wants a share in it. Three, if she loves a man so desperately that she wants to see his image inside her. In this case,
it doesn’t really matter whether the child is legitimate or not,” she philosophized.
“And Sanjeev doesn’t fall in any of these categories?” Kumar laughed.
“No.” She nodded disapproval.
“It’s so hard to believe Suzy that someone as rebellious as you could get into the rigmarole of an arranged
marriage.” Kumar pulled a cigarette pack from his pocket.
“Marriage was inevitable. I didn’t really have an affair going. Otherwise, my parents aren’t so conservative as
to have opposed a love marriage. It was a wedding like any other. For a good two hours, the pundit sat next to the
fire and talked all that nonsense of how we were to be each other’s companion for a lifetime and how my parents
had given me away as charity. I had really felt irritated thinking, ‘am I an object to be given away in charity?’ And
Sanjeev who doesn’t even know Hindi or Punjabi couldn’t have possibly understood those shlokas in Sanskrit.
The amount of time they wasted in those silly rituals! Had they given us half as much time to talk to each other,
I’m sure most of the problems wouldn’t have arisen, at all. But that was perhaps too much to expect.”
Sujata dusted off her hands.
“You think, it’s too late now …” wondered Kumar.
“No, it isn’t really. But my own family members don’t talk to me without bringing him in all the time. I think,
they love him more than they love me. Sometimes they call up to ask where Sanjeev is; all the things they send
are for Sanjeev and so is all their love. It’s as if he is their son, and not I, their daughter. In our society, a woman
ceases to have an identity once she is married. As if her man is the only point of reference left in her life.” Sujata
had a long list of complaints against her own family members.
“Have you ever spoken to your folks about his character?”
“What character? What should I say? Now if a man has chosen to tell me the truth, do you expect me to bandy
it about?” asked Sujata
“What truth?”
“Once I had gone with Sanjeev to Switzerland. We’d stayed in a hotel there. At night, he expected me to make
love to him but I wasn’t feeling too well.”
“‘I have an excruciating headache, Sanjeev.’ I had elaborated on my condition.
“‘You always make excuses, Suzy. You neither enjoy this nor let others enjoy.’ He had said, half-joking.
“But that comment had cut me somewhere deep inside. Thereafter, I never went with him anywhere. Now he
always goes alone, rather, there are others who go with him. So many times, I have seen hotel bills in his pockets
showing that he had stayed there with his wife, but I’d be home all this while. I told myself, ‘Let him have his
way, Suzy. So what if we couldn’t get tuned in to each other. It won’t really bring everything in this world to a
screeching halt!’ It’s all right the way it is.” She shrugged her shoulders nonchalantly.
“But how long would this last, Suzy? It’s not so easy to live in a situation like this.”
“Hanh. It’s been several years now. We live together, sleep together but it’s all so useless. The moment I step
inside the house, a strange coldness crawls up my legs, almost as if I have entered a cold storage. Home is not
made of bricks alone … there is something more to it which is simply not there in ours.”
“Have you ever thought of a way out?” asked Kumar.
“What’s the way out? I do want to restart my life. I want to untangle the knots and stitch them up all over
again. But unless you see another boat tossing on a stormy sea, you don’t give up the one you’re riding in or do
you?”
Sujata stared into his eye, unblinkingly.
“But if the boat is on fire, you don’t wait for another one to come along. You jump straight into the water.”
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Kumar, too. looked deep into her eyes.
“But there is no such fire. I’m going to India for two weeks. I’ll try and talk to my family first.”
The tone of finality in Sujata’s voice made both of them get up and join the crowd.
*
Sujata had come back from India, but she hadn’t met Kumal even once. Unable to suppress his curiosity any
longer, Kumal seated himself next to her one evening, when she was all by herself
“What’s the matter, Suzy. Agreed that you’ve been to India but …” Kumar tried his best to keep his feelings
under wraps.
“What is it? Don’t you trust me enough to be able to talk to me. Agreed that I’m not good looking but inside,
I’m not so bad.” Kumar wanted to set the strings of her heart aflutter.
“Don’t say that, please. I just didn’t want to discuss my own silly problems here in the office. People talk
unnecessarily.” Sujata spoke softly.
“Come to my place, then. Feel free, we’re friends.” He extended an invitation.
“I will. Saturday afternoon?” Sujata sought an appointment.
“All right, I’ll wait for you.” And he got up.
*
“On Saturday when she went to his house, she found it al] spruced up, even roomier than before.
“You seem to have done spring-cleaning today?” asked Sujata, smelling the air-freshener in the air.
“It’s in your honor.” Kumar smiled.
“Without a word, Sujata went in and sat upon the sofa.
“So, now tell me, the beautiful one, whatever you want to.” Kumar spoke in rather a poetic manner.
“Kumar Sahib … I really respect you. You know that. Ever since I’ve come back from India, I’ve really been
wanting to talk to someone. But there’s no one I can talk to.” She spoke as if she was getting carried away.
“Yes, I know. Besides, you can’t discuss your personal issues with anybody and everybody.” Kumar simply
shook his head in affirmation.
“That’s what I mean.” Sujata’s voice was quavering.
“Come on Sujata. We’re adults. Every secret of yours will lie buried here.” He wanted to win her confidence.
“Kumar Sahib, this time round when I went to India, Sanjeev got another woman home. She has been sleeping
in my bedroom and in my own bed with Sanjeev …” Sujata choked over her words.
Kumar was momentarily stunned and then, lighting his cigarette, he said, “So what? Didn’t you say yourself
that it’s his life? And that you couldn’t care less what he did with it/”
“Yes, I did say so. Who could have expected him to stoop so low? Let him go where he wants to. I don’t care.
But to bring another woman into my bedroom. Now that is really insulting. I’m nowhere.”
And she burst into tears.
Kumar didn’t utter a single word.
“:And when I returned, he said, you should have stayed on another two weeks or so. I felt like going back that
very moment … where could I go? My own family doesn’t accept me without him. What should I do now?” she
asked, wiping her tears.
“Listen to me, Sujata. You’re a smart girl Don’t waste your time on this man. Come out.” Kumar stubbed the
cigarette in the ashtray.
“But where?” Signs of anxiety had appeared on Sujata’s face.
“Come and stay with me, here.” He really meant it.
“Oh no, I give up one man for another? I want to be on my own two feet. Independent life. Besides, why
should I be a burden on you?” This kind of help was most certainly not acceptable to Sujata.
“You’re crazy … what burden? You came into my life like a goddess. Sujata. You have no idea. I used to think
of you a great deal, worship you almost. Now that bit about asking for the lift was more of a ruse. The very first
day you walked into the office sporting a black bindi, it had stung me like a snake. But as I was scared of you, I
…” He came and sat near Sujata’s feet.
Sujata was thrown off-balance.
“You’ve a decent job. So how are you a burden on anyone? You can, in fact, lighten other people’s burdens..
Don’t underestimate yourself.” There was a slight tremor in Kumar’s voice.
“That is exactly what I’m saying. Why should I go looking for anyone’s help? I can buy myself a house. I can
afford my life … I don’t need any support.”
A mild assertion of self-respect did show, through her voice. It’s another matter that hearing a senior officer
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praise her had not only set her heart pounding but also quickened her breath.
“It’s all right, proud girl. But a job or money is not enough to see you through life. Emotional support is a big
thing.” He held Sujata’s hand for the first time.
“You can always give me support even if we’re not staying together. For this, I needn’t move into your house.”
She argued her point like a seasoned lawyer.
“What do you think, I’d use you sexually?” queried Kumar. “Sex is something creative. But our society has
imposed such adjectives as oppression and vulgarity upon it. I’m not at all conservative in that sense. It doesn’t
really matter if you sleep with someone for four nights or so. I’ve been sleeping with my husband for five years.
And somewhere, I feel I’m abusing myself. All because I’m a part of that decadent system where everything is
forbidden. Otherwise …” She took a breather.
“So, otherwise?”
“I want to be true to myself, Kumar Sahib. I don’t wish to survive on anyone’s mercy.” Sujata decided to speak
her mind.
“You haven’t understood my love—”
“It could be pity as well. Unless I’m convinced that the flames are leaping up in both the hearts, I can’t get
myself to start another relationship. It’s all humbug and nonsense.” Sujata held his hand in hers.
“Okay, take your time.” Kumar pressed her hand gently.
*
Sujata bought a new house. But she didn’t disclose this fact to Sanjeev. She wanted to disappear from his
world quite unobtrusively. She was waiting for the house to be ready so that she could bid him a permanent
farewell.
She had told Kumar everything. He was very happy.
“You really are a very stubborn girl.” He teased Sujata.
“You were talking of love, the other day. But let me tell you, Kumar Sahib, that stubbornness is a precondition
for love. One who is not stubborn can’t ever fall in love.” Sujata was genuinely proud of her acquisition.
“If you don’t want to come to my house, should I come and live with you in yours?” Kumar asked, teasingly.
“And your house—”
“Sarita will get it. That’s what she’s been fighting for anyway.
“Well, if you promise me refuge, I could just as well divorce her.” Kumar was serious now.
“Because of me?” Sujata didn’t want to live down the guilt.
“Why because of you? We’re separated already. Now it just has to be formalized. You won’t have to
compromise either. You didn’t want to be dependent upon another man. So you’ll have a man for a concubine, if
you please.”
With these words, Kumar broke into a loud guffaw.
“Kumar. This is not what I meant. I don’t want a slave in the house. Besides, it’s much better if it’s fifty-fifty.
That adds zing to life.” It was as if she had confessed to her feelings, the first time ever.
*
That weekend, Kumar moved his furniture to Sujata’s house. “I’ve spent money on it. So why should I give it
to that woman?” When Kumar argued in this manner, Sujata didn’t have the heart to refuse.
Now either she would be at Kumar’s house or he would be at hers.
“Kumar, I’ve often read that it’s very rare for a spiritual relationship to blossom out of a physical one. But a
physical one easily grows out of a spiritual one. Isn’t that right?” Sujata sought confirmation of her viewpoint.
“Hoon. Body and soul are two different things, Suzy. Neither has the body any meaning without the soul, nor
does the soul without the body. If you ask me, both complement each other. Ordinarily, it’s the soul that is given
more importance. I don’t know what a woman thinks about it, though.” Kumar tried to twist her point around.
“In fact, all the books, scriptures and history have been written by men. Poor woman is taught nothing except
the kitchen chores. Otherwise, if she were to write about the kind of changes she experiences within, perhaps
she’d get to the bottom of nature’s mystery. But she is simply not allowed to speak up. She’s a dumb flame.”
Suddenly, Sujata was lost in her own thoughts.
“You can’t count yourself among them … you’re … quite a ball of fire,” Kumar teased her, once again.
“But how many, like me, would give up their home? Most them are like the earth, silent and passive, willing to
suffer just about anything.”
“Suzy, I’ve often heard you compare women to the earth. Why?”
“Both are similar in many ways. If either gets displaced, it brings on an earthquake.”
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Sujata’s response left Kumar speechless.
*
Time slipped away. Sujata had become quite close to Kumar. The distance between the two had been bridged.
Kumar had already signed his house off to his wife. Now Sujata was waiting for him move into the new house
with her. She didn’t have much communication with Sanjeev anyway, so it wouldn’t have really mattered to him
if she did.
One day, when she went to the office in the morning, Kumar had a bouquet of red roses upon his table;
“Do you know what a red rose signifies … that I’m in love with you.”
He touched her face with a flower.
“For a woman, Kumar, the real flower is a child. This one will wither away by the evening.” She spoke with
her eyes, downcast.
“But you don’t really want one.” He laughed.
“I have one, Kumar … I’m pregnant.”
With these words, she went and sat in his lap.
“Really!” Kumar nearly jumped out of his seat.
“Yes.” Sujata rested her head upon his shoulder.
“Someone might see you sitting in my lap, Suzy.” Kumar almost made her get up.
“That’s why I’m sitting here. Now there’s nothing to hide. I’m yours, completely. When Sanjeev comes back,
I’m going to tell him as well.”
Sujata seemed to be inebriated.
“Why tell him?” asked Kumar.
“I want to live with my truth, Kumar. So that tomorrow I can face the child.” She explained her helplessness.
“Okay … up to you.”
Kumar was extremely happy, too.
Within two weeks, a whisper campaign started among the office staff that Kumar’s wife was coming back.
Sujata also knew that Sarita’s mother had passed away after a sudden heart attack. As it was very difficult for her
to stay with her brother and bhabhi, she was coming to live in Kumar’s house and he, in Sujata’s.
“That’s good. Poor woman, where could she have lived? With her two children; brothers and bhabhis rarely
entertain a sister in such circumstances,” Sujata told the girl sitting next to her.
“Two children? By God’s grace, say three, now.” The-girl laughed as she spoke.
“Three?” Sujata was surprised.
“Yes, the third one is on its way. She is pregnant.” With her hands, the girl made a drumming sound upon the
table.
“What!” It was almost as if a bomb had exploded right in her face.
“What else? Kumar’s wife is related to my mother-in-law. 1 know everything about him. But you know, it’s
not right to discuss anyone’s personal life in office.” The girl gave proof of her wisdom.
“But he’s thinking of divorcing her.” Sujata’s throat went dry.
“Ah! Divorce. Would he ever give up his family? Every weekend, he goes to meet them. Every day, he calls up
his children.” The girl was still talking when the phone rang and she got busy over it.
It became difficult for Sujata to keep sitting there. She felt as though her chair was in flames. She picked up
her purse and started walking back home. She forgot that her car was in the car park. Having walked several
miles, she reached home after two hours. Her mind had gone numb. She had no idea of the roads she had taken.
*
The next day, she didn’t go to work. A week went by. She sent in her sick leave application. Sanjeev was not at
home. She didn’t even venture out of the house.
On Friday evening, Kumar rang up.
“What happened, you’re not coming to the office. You didn’t call up either?”
“Now I may never come to work again.” She spoke wryly.
“Why?” He was surprised.
“Is it important for me to give you the reasons? Who the hell are you?” she screamed.
“Suzy … Are you all right?” Kumar was unnerved.
“I’m okay. Absolutely fine. Don’t waste your time on stupid phone calls.” As she spoke, the sting showed.
“Is Sanjeev home?” Kumar asked.
“No. He, too, is rotting away, somewhere.” And she banged the phone.
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After some time, Kumar was at the door.
“What’s the matter? Darling, where have I gone wrong?” He wanted to enfold her in his arms.
“You haven’t made a mistake, I have. Despite my education and intelligence, I couldn’t see through you. And
walked into your trap,” said Sujata, slapping her forehead with both the hands.
“Will you say something or drive me round the bend, the way stupid women often do?” He was piqued.
“I have nothing to say or hear from you now.” Her voice had a ring of defeat about it.
“Well if you don’t, I’m sure my child has something to say to me. Let me talk to him.” He stretched his hand
towards Sujata’s stomach.
“Don’t touch me. I don’t have any child of yours. I’ve put an end to that story.” Tears welled up in her eyes.
“Sujata …” Kumar just couldn’t believe his ears.
“Yes. I’ve been to the doctor already. Now you go to your family. Your new child needs you.”
Unsteady on her feet, Sujata reached out for the chair.
Kumar’s face fell. He understood that Sujata had got wind of everything and so it would be futile to argue with
her. For a long time, he just sat there, his head bowed.
“When Sarita’s mother expired, I had gone to condole. That night she slept with me and started crying, asking
forgiveness.” Slowly, Kumar started preparing his brief.
“And you forgave by impregnating her.” Sujata’s smile was sharp as an arrow.
“What could I do? She’s my legal wife, after all. Now if she decides to come and sleep with me …”
He simply couldn’t think of anything to say.
“Shut up. The legal one is pregnant and so is the illegal one. That’s well done! So you are a bull from some
government cow-shed who goes around impregnating the cows all over?” hollered Sujata.
“Mind your language!” Kumar’s voice was high-pitched as well.
“That is what I want to say, you mind your bloody business. And leave me alone. I’ve no connection with
you.” She got up from the chair.
“Bitch of a woman. How ill-mannered she is.” Kumar got up, too.
“It’s the same bitch whose feet you’d touched once and said, “you’ve come into my life like a goddess”. And
when that woman is talking of her rights today, she has become a bitch. What do you think of us really, you men?
Am I a sixteenth-century woman that I’ll live off your mercy?” Sujata threw his words back at him.
“Sujata … don’t be crazy …” He mellowed down.
“You have driven me crazy, really … I was just fine …” She broke down.
“Look, I’m with you. You move into the new house. I’ll come to you that very day.” Kumar changed the topic.
“Don’t dictate things to me. I know what I’m doing. I don’t want to see you anymore. I’m resigning from my
job. Now go, please.”
With these words, Sujata climbed the steps and went upstairs.
Feeling distraught, Kumar came back.
*
The next day, around eleven, her colleague rang up to say that Kumar had attempted suicide. He had taken an
overdose of sleeping pills at night and when the cleaning woman came the next morning, she sent for the
ambulance.
Sujata was stunned. She took down the hospital address from her colleague, rushed for the taxi in her
nightdress, and reached the hospital in that very state. Not even in her wildest dreams could she have imagined
that the situation would take such a turn.
Kumar was lying unconscious in the hospital. His wife, children and other relatives were by his bedside,
anxiety writ large on their faces.
She came back without having had a glimpse of Kumar. The next day she went again. With the nurse’s
permission she went into his room. Kumar had regained consciousness, though his condition was still quite
delicate. She went and parked herself next to him on the bed. Kumar held her hand in his.
“I can’t live without you, Suzy.”
His faint voice came floating in. Sujata’s heart, too, brimmed over and his hand was wet with tears.
“So have you forgiven me, then?” Kumar was in tears as well.
Sujata nodded her head in the affirmative. They remained silent for a long time. The nurse came and informed
him that his wife and children were coming in to see him.
“If you wish, I’ll ask them to go back?” asked Kumar.
“No.” And Sujata let herself out of the door.
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*
Sujata started going to the office again. Though she was rather disappointed with Kumar and no longer felt the
same way about him as she had before, she would meet often him. It was not so easy for her to break free of the
chakravyuh within which she lay coiled up. All her ideals and dreams lay behind her.
Very bluntly, she had told Kumar that he should bring his wife back. Ever since she had seen his wife and
children, she had begun to commiserate with them. Where will they go, poor folks? Because of her, a woman
would be rendered helpless. Even the children would be neglected. And Sujata was simply not prepared to commit
this sin.
When she told Kumar that she would carry on with him despite Sarita’s return, tears welled up in his eyes.
“You’re a great woman. I’m proud of you. Only you could have done such a thing.”
When Kumar said this, Sujata simply did not respond.
She would often go to his house and spend the day. And whenever Sanjeev would be out of town, she’d even
stay the night. Whenever Kumar’s wife was around, they’d meet in her new, unfurnished house.
Each time she went to Kumar’s house, she would find something new there. New furniture, new beds, new
curtains and new paintings.
“You’ve lovely taste, Kumar,” she would say.
“Sarita is coming, no? It’s all her choice. Before she comes, the house has to be ready just the way she wants
it,” Kumar would often say.
“And you think that my house is some dumping ground where you’ve off-loaded all your old junk?” The
flames of jealousy would suddenly engulf her.
“No, it’s not that, Suzy. That is also my house.” He would repeat the same old argument each time.
“Are you kidding me? I know, Kumar, Sarita is your real woman and she will always remain so. Don’t try and
deceive me. I prefer to accept the truth and live with it. Yes, I certainly can.” She would get up in a huff.
Her state of mind had now begun to take toll of her physical condition as well. She had lost interest in just
about everything. All the time, she would remain wrapped up in her own shadowy thoughts. Life had begun to
appear more and more meaningless to her. Now, even with Kumar, she would not go beyond humming and
hawing. The passion they had once felt for each other had begun to diminish.
*
One weekend, Sanjeev was out of town. On Friday evening, Sujata went to Kumar’s house straight from
office. She was somewhat indisposed. That night she stayed there and in the morning she just didn’t feel like
getting up. She had a body ache as though it was the onset of a fever.
On one pretext or the other, Kumar had told her several times that Sarita was coming by the morning train.
Sujata heard him out rather indifferently. She had her cup of tea and went back to bed.
“Suzy, it’s time for Sarita’s train to arrive. I was to go and fetch her from the station. She might just hire a taxi
and come here straight.” There was anxiety in Kumar’s tone.
“Then?” She opened her eyes just the way an ailing person does.
“Please go now. If she were to see you here, it’d be a disaster.” Kumar lowered his eyes in a guilty manner.
“I’m not feeling well, Kumar. I just don’t feel like going anywhere. I need you, today.”
Pain seeped through her voice.
“But please, try and understand. It’ll create problems all over again. You’re so intelligent, Suzy, you’re so
nice.” He was forcibly lifting her in his arms to help her out of the bed.
Sujata got up very reluctantly. She put on her clothes and using the mirror, adjusted her hair, too. Kumar was
busy settling the bed.
“Oh, no! This soiled sheet …”
He tossed the sheet up in the air, across to her. It was the same sheet they had soiled while making love the
night before.
“Now what’s this? Throw it into the laundry.” said she, collecting her purse.
“No, no. Hell would break loose if she were to see it. You please take it along. Wash and bring it back.”
With these words, Kumar put the sheet in a plastic bag and forced it into her hands.
Walking down the steps of the house, Sujata was thinking, what really was the difference between her and that
soiled sheet? Both had been spread out and used and now, both were being thrown out of the house together. The
presence of both was a potential threat to the security of this house.
She felt as though she was carrying herself in that plastic bag.
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165.17 Dragons In E8\fn{by Atima Srivastava (1961- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 4\fn{ Shiva again;
because if I was a god, this is exactly how I would want to appear. Except for the cobras; but then, we all have our problems.:H }

I’m waiting to see my social worker in her office. It makes me angry when she’s late, because she’s supposed
to be working, not doing me a favour. Here she is. Sandra. She’s just been up Ridley Road Market to do her
shopping and she got stuck on the one-way system up there. She apologizes to me as a matter of course.
Manners are important to Sandra. When I was little, I remember a story I read about a girl who never said
“Please” or “Thank you.” Her aunt, who came to visit, cut out big “P” and “Q” letters from card and pinned them
on her pinafore every time the girl forgot. In the end the dress was so covered with P’s and Q’s that the girl finally
realized what it was to be well brought up.
Not dragged up, like me.
“Why do you always put yourself down?” asks Sandra, really concerned.
You’ve got to have a killer instinct in Hackney if you’re driving: the “one way paranoia” we used to call it.
Round there, no one cares what side of the road they’re on. You just have to drive like everyone else, like you’ve
only got your destination in mind. Ridley Road is good for fruit and fish. And vegetables you never saw before.
There’s a hundred shops that sell black hair products and bleaches for lightening the skin. Beats me why some
black people want to be pale. Being white never did me much good.
I’d been living on the Downs Hackney council estate for a few months when Fliss and Rob moved in
downstairs. I was working at an old people’s home and Barry was dispatch riding. We’d been together seven
months, and we had fun. We were high up and there was no lift but you got used to the stairs after a while.
Fliss was short for Felicity. I was hanging out of the balcony watching them move into the flats on a Saturday
afternoon. Barry had just pulled up on the Kawasaki and he was helping them with their boxes in the empty
courtyard and car park that was also the kids’ playground. The Council hadn’t bothered to let a lot of the flats in
the estate, so it was no wonder that squatters were moving in. Fliss and Rob had pink hair and wore leather jackets
with writing sprayed on, but they seemed okay.
We’d been redecorating our place and I’d made some big cushions for the floor. Rob and Barry got stuck into
bike conversation so I started to tell Fliss about what I’d been doing on the flat. She didn’t seem very impressed
but we were drinking coffee and rolling joints and making friends. By opening time we were all a bit stoned so we
took them to our local.\fn{To our local pub.}
They had met at university. Rob was looking for work and Barry’s firm needed a rider so that was that. Fliss
was a painter and wasn’t bothered if she had a day job or not. She felt it would interfere with the creative process.
I worked three days a week, so some afternoons I’d go downstairs to chat with Fliss.
*
After a month there were still half-unpacked boxes around their double mattress on the floor. The walls had
blistering wallpaper. She’d bought a rug for the floor that even my mum’s dog would not have slept on. All
around there were tubes of oil paints and brushes, cigarette packets and cooking foil, tins of half-finished baked
beans and dead matches. There were lots of Fliss’s paintings around the place, the paint buttered on with knives,
that didn’t look like anything. She had money, yet she pretended to be poor.
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The old black people would kiss their teeth as we passed them on the stairs. I felt embarrassed because Fliss
was wearing a t-shirt with a tit hanging out of a rip. I think she thought I was a square for keeping the flat clean
and wearing clothes that didn’t make a statement. But she knew we were ordinary and that’s why she talked to us.
Gradually, but somehow suddenly, the estate became divided up into those people who had lived there for
years, and the new people. Most of them were white political activists or art students looking for life. They had
come running from detached housing and fitted kitchens that their neighbors wanted to run to. I thought I was
smart because I had them all sussed,\fn{ Figured out:H} the losers and the winners. There used to be some grand
parties in those flats. Word of mouth in the corridors and so many people you could hardly breathe. Dope, and
marble cake and fried chicken in the kitchen. People dancing with their kids.
Even the parties changed. Grass would still go round, but now there were ten pound notes rolled up to snort
white lines, pieces of silver foil to chase dragons with.
I knew where they were coming from, how they were slumming it with the working classes. I might not have
had their education but at least I knew how to pay my rent legally. Once I was telling Fliss about the old dears I
worked with, as she spiked up her hair with Palmolive soap. About having to take them to the toilet, waiting on
them to remember their train of thought. She said it sounded “gross.” She said that word a lot. She also said “bad”
when she liked something, like she’d heard the black kids say.
There was no talking to Barry about it. He was so keen, so impressed by their rebellion.
“What’s so good about working class people?” he challenged me one day. “They’re ignorant and prejudiced.
My dad, he’ll work and die driving that train for London Transport, for what? He’s never been on a plane or had a
dream beyond four walls.”
I knew what he meant but it upset me all the same. I felt he was betraying me, my mum and dad, our lot. Fliss
had big glossy books in her flat with pictures of dripping clocks. On my day off, I went to an exhibition in the
West End and tagged along with a tour, eavesdropping as the guide explained the significance of ants in Dali’s
work. It wasn’t important or necessary, just interesting. I bought some postcards for the old dears which they put
up on the notice-board. The one I bought for Fliss was still in its paper bag on the floor. She was sitting in front of
a canvas chewing the end of her brush. She said she took smack to help de-structure her work.
*
I got to know Sonia next door after a while. According to Sonia, everything belonged to the “governmen’”.
She’d say, “I’m off to my governmen’ bed now” or “sit down on the governmen’ chair love,” mimicking her old
mum who had used that expression back in Trinidad. Sometimes, I couldn’t tell if she meant the social security
snooper or her boyfriend. Her daughter Tamla and I would hoot with laughter sitting side by side in front of the
telly.
One night the governmen’ man cancelled by phone at the last minute. I was going to babysit and me and Tamla
had spent the whole afternoon plaiting Sonia’s hair for the occasion. Tamla was six and she taught me how to
make thin plaits and wax them carefully at the ends. Two hundred plaits! We were more upset than Sonia.
“Well you know how governmen’ is,” she said to cheer us up, “they screw you when they feel like it.”
She winked across to me to see if I got the double meaning. Tamla understood, but she always let her mum
think she didn’t. She always looked after her that way. I used to think when I had a kid, I wanted it to be just like
Tamla.
*
I hadn’t seen much of Fliss and Rob for a few months but Barry saw them all the time. They always seemed to
be sharing a private joke. I still went to the library once a week, and one day I saw Stafford from upstairs in there.
He was a designer and, unlike his younger brother Harold, who was a Rastafarian, he dressed in smart tailored
jackets. Sometimes I’d lie in bed waiting for Barry to get in from downstairs and I’d hear Stafford coming home
at four in the morning. They shared a room and he’d always wake Harold with his noise. When Stafford took out
blonde women to nightclubs, they weren’t women like me.
“Rich white tarts who like being seen with forbidden fruit,” said Sonia with contempt.
After a while Stafford moved out and we never saw him again.
*
Harold was different. He’d taken to visiting me and usually he would just sit quietly watching the telly or
reading a book while I did chores. Sometimes we’d talk. Although he didn’t say much, I knew he liked being
there, and that was fine with me too. I hardly saw Barry in those days anyway, and when I did he was always
talking about Fliss and Rob. If Fliss ever came upstairs, Harold would make some excuse and leave. Unlike me,
he was too proud even to smoke her dope.
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Meanwhile I was beginning to suspect that Barry was doing smack. Sometimes Fliss and Rob would come
back from Marks and Spencer loaded down with plastic bags full of food. We feasted like kings for a week on
Chicken Kiev and Boeuf Bourguignon. Fliss said I should try it, it was easy. But I said I couldn’t shoplift, my
mum had got nicked for stealing half a pound of butter from Tescos when I was little and the whole supermarket
had seen her being led away.
Rob and Fliss opened their mouths wide at the story; they were embarrassed and I was ashamed of it. I
thought, screw them for everything, their conscience and their money. I let them fill my fridge with prawns, ham,
paté and strawberries. Barry said I was wicked. He said I was jealous.
*
Around the time I started taking smack, Hackney was on the point of change. Black women stood on the top
floor balconies shaking out the washing, gaping down at the distant houses in the streets. Property prices were
spiraling. For Sale signs were sprouting like brazen daffodils in the bleak narrow streets. The new shops were
rubbing shoulders with the rough trade. Next to the Continental Store was a health-food shop that didn’t allow
smoking. Next to the electrical repairs was a kite shop and a designer-jewelry shop which was also a café. Our
local was under new management. They knocked the pool room down and turned it into a greenhouse called The
Conservatory, with books on the shelves that nobody read. The fruit machines disappeared and the beer came in
bottles. The Socialist Workers Party held their meetings on Tuesday nights and purchased Class A in the toilets.
The yuppies only bought property to invest; the ones who mingled were the do-gooders, the revolutionaries, the
artistes.
Harold’s mum had died two years ago, just before we moved in, and his dad became silent and timid. I took
some Boeuf Bourguignon up for them and told his dad I’d cooked it because he wouldn’t have approved of stolen
goods. I could hardly get inside the door because five suitcases were piled up in the hall. I thought they were
going on holiday, but Harold explained they just hadn’t touched anything since their mum died. Squeezing past
into the front room I saw a 3-D Christ hanging over the mantelpiece, looking down on the countless glass fish that
you get in Ridley Road for 50p.\fn{Fifty pence; half a pound, or ten shillings.}
All neatly arranged on differently coloured crocheted mats. Everything shrouded in dust. It made me think of
all the important, sentimental clutter that people collect in their life, which just becomes stuff when you die. I
suppose she was always packed, always ready for that place she had abandoned for England, but of course she
never went.
Fliss was laughing about it. She said their flat was “tacky.” Funny how the only thing about black people she
liked were the drugs and the music. I nearly said her paintings were the nastiest things I’d ever seen.
*
But suddenly everything seemed empty to me that day. People’s dreams and hopes, their aimless existence, the
governmen’ man screwing you when he felt like it, half a pound of butter turning into a criminal record. And I
thought I could hear laughter and champagne glasses clinking in the luxury conversions.
And just out of earshot, up in the tower blocks, someone was cleaning toilets.
The four of us were sprawled around our flat and the rain was like sniper fire against the window. That was the
day I first had smack. Just smoked it. That’s what the silver foil was for. I watched Rob bum the dirty white
powder and pass me a tube to inhale it with. I hadn’t realized the three of them had been doing it for the last few
months.
Well, I thought, why not, I’ll try it.
*
The first time I threw up.
The second time it was the best feeling I’d ever had. I didn’t feel anxious or angry or scared. It was better than
smoking dope because you didn’t feel paranoid. I hugged Barry as though I hadn’t seen him for ages. We were all
laughing so much, feeling so good. I thought it was alright to smoke it anyway, but jacking up was disgusting. I’d
never have done that. I was far too sensible.
It was coming up for two years we’d lived on the Downs. Smack was cheaper than speed those days and it was
a small price to pay for the way you felt. Pistachio nuts were a pound for a pound in the Indian shop. The bloke
told me it was a consequence of the war between Iran and Iraq. The pistachios had accumulated into surplus in
Iran and they were shipping them out by the truckload, and smack coming via the black market in Iraq.
I was feeling fine as I strolled past the Hackney front line, digesting two of London’s cheapest imports. All the
tower blocks looked like a fairy tale with pink clouds behind them. The air swung heavy with diesel and the sound
of children in the park, but it felt like another planet.
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There was a phone box. About a dozen Rastafarians with long dreadlocks were congregating around it. It was
their drug business hotline. It was dusk and I swaggering along, grinning. I had nothing anyone could steal, just
well-being.
There was a row of shops there that all hated each other. The Turkish kebab shop hated the Chinese takeaway
hated the Bangladeshi fishmonger hated the West Indian restaurant hated the Greek dry-cleaner. And they all
hated the Jews because they had got there first and done well and moved to Golders Green.
Well, not hate, professional rivalry you could call it. After all they were all in the same boat. I just laughed and
laughed because I was a citizen of the world. In my own carriage reserved first class. Everyone was out there
engaged in the battle of life, trapped by the very rituals that promised to set them free. Working like dogs so they
could relax, being unhappy so they could be happy. All waiting for a receipt for their good behaviour.
*
The four of us spent nearly all our time together. Other people didn’t interest us. They were a drag; they had no
sense of humour. The four of us developed another language of slang and code. I was lying about it but I was
jacking up by then. It was getting expensive and you needed much less if you shot it straight into the bloodstream.
You learn it real easy. Finding a vein, slapping it to attention before feeding it, so easy to feel good. I lost my
job around then because I could never get up in time. The old folk needed someone reliable, so I was a bad bet for
them. I managed to get some cleaning jobs in Stoke Newington. That was ironic. I’d always promised myself I
would never clean other people’s houses, like my mum had because she wanted a better life for her kid. And I
could feel Fliss looking down her nose at me. But I needed the money, didn’t I?
*
Days just passed by. Sometimes I’d go into a panic if I thought we couldn’t afford to get more stuff but Fliss
and Rob always had some so I suppose I had been wicked about them after all. Occasionally I’d suspect Barry had
scored some for himself and we’d row about it. You don’t get addicted just like that, whatever the adverts tell you.
It kind of creeps up behind you like a stranger, and before you know it, it’s your guardian angel, checking every
move, every thought you have. I get pissed off when people say you’re not with it when you’re smacked out. I
know what’s going on around me. And what I close my mind to isn’t worth knowing because it’s bullshit.
The trouble with people like Sandra the social worker is that they’re into the bullshit, making sense of it from
the books they’ve read. I know more about it than she does. I could do her job. I could do it tomorrow. But who
am I kidding? No, I couldn’t because I’m sick and she’s all I’ve got to help me get better.
*
Sonia said she didn’t want me babysitting the kid any more.
A lot of things happened around that time. The stomach cramps were so bad I thought I was going to die. I
didn’t dare go to the clinic in case they did a drug test. Blood came out and somewhere inside that mess was a
shredded little life. My heart and body ached. The old men looked sideways at me as I staggered downstairs in the
middle of the afternoon. I felt bad. I wanted just to feel all right but I felt like a rubbish bag. There was nothing to
talk about. I just took some more stuff so I didn’t have to think about it. There was nothing else to do. It was all
over.
*
One night the phone rang.
It was Harold. I suddenly missed the quietness of Harold and I really wanted him to come over. Then I realized
that he wasn’t talking in his deliberate slow Jamaican drawl. He was talking like me, London fast and scared. He
said he was at Stoke Newington police station. He’d been picked up and he wanted me to come and get him. He
must have been really desperate to call me. So I went, even though the others said it was a drag.
I’d had a hit before I left the flat to see me through the ordeal. As if it were me not Harold that had been beaten
up. I strung some words together to the man behind the desk, gave him my address and all the rest of it. Finally
they let Harold out and as we left the station, a policeman sniggered nigger’s tart behind his hand. On the street,
Harold said nothing.
As the free night air hit my face, I realized I’d just been in a police station with heroin running around my
bloodstream. I started to laugh because I felt very brave and clever and Harold looked at me with his eyes half
closed. I never noticed he was walking with a limp. That night I felt I’d let Harold down in some way. I felt
ashamed but I didn’t know of what.
*
The next night we got nicked. They burst into the flat like a movie, four policemen. They’d been watching Rob
for ages. They found everything. I remember the thin plastic bags they put the pieces of foil, the tubes, the works
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into. The stuff of dreams. The evidence. The four of us got bundled into a police car. Lights flipped on but no one
really noticed or cared. A few flats double-locked their front doors. We were screeching down the one-way
paranoia and it was just another night in Hackney.
*
Fliss’s dad came down with a solicitor and she was gone in half an hour. Barry and Rob got done for dealing.
They let me off with a caution. I sold them a fast story about being led on by my boyfriend and having to stay
with him because I was too scared to leave. The solicitor from Legal Aid was great. But it was all rotten. All that
ducking and diving to save myself. I felt as though my life wasn’t mine, it was just a defense. All the stuff that had
happened to me was just a strategy to get myself off the hook.
*
Barry started writing me letters addressed to Mrs. Barry Watkins, which made me laugh. There he was inside,
being forced to come off the smack and having the luxury of dreams. I was waking from nightmares every night.
He thought he could lean on me, when I was falling apart. It was no good; it had all gone bad between us. I had to
give up the flat and move back in with my parents and see Sandra once a week.
*
She says I’m hostile, that I use my hostility to rich people as a crutch. She says the drug problem is worse
inside and Barry isn’t better off than me. She says I feel displaced and that I need to integrate myself back into
society in a meaningful way. She says I need to talk about my feelings around the miscarriage.
What she means is I’m fucked up by life, by smack. Maybe she’s right, but everyone’s fucked up. It just
depends what side of the table you’re sitting. All I have to do is follow the rules and then I’ll get better. She’s
pinning letters cut of card on my pinafore.
I’ve got to leave aside all my thoughts and longing and concentrate on getting better. I miss the Downs and
Tamla and Harold. But I don’t suppose I was anything to them. Just another face that passed through. They don’t
need me to survive. And I look around my mum’s flat and wonder if I could have been happy if I’d done what was
expected of me.
I miss Fliss too in away. We were both trying to be different, trying to be someone. Only, my mum’s still
cleaning and my dad’s still unemployed. Fliss did send me a Christmas card saying she was working in her dad’s
firm. She never mentioned smack or her address.
*
After a while I can’t be bothered to go to the toilet every time I want to jack up, so now I do it in the living
room. Mum and dad are watching East Enders in their slippers and I just stick the needle into my arm. My dad
goes mad, but he won’t throw me out. My mum starts crying but I don’t know what to do. It feels bigger than me,
this thing; like fame it’s taken over my life. And I feel so bad, so low, if I haven’t got any.
In the morning I get up, have breakfast and I really hate smack. I hate getting under my dad’s feet as he sits
smoking. I hate being there and making him ashamed. I give myself lots of good reasons for stopping. I want to
start thinking about the future instead of thinking about smack all the time.
I watch telly and by the afternoon I want some and I forget about my resolve because I’m another person now
and I want some, I want some, I want. I sell my script of methadone for smack. It’s so hard because it’s so easy.
The physical urge overrides everything and even the idea of being so weak, so submissive, doesn’t stop me
wanting.
*
There’s nothing left to say now. I just wanted to write down something about myself because I’m sure I’m
going to die soon. It’s for my mum so that she knows I did nearly turn out okay and that none of this is her fault.
It’s for someone who very nearly existed inside me.
And it’s for Harold and for Tamla because they made my world, even if I never really fitted in theirs.
It’s also for Sandra, because I never seem to be able to answer her questions.
I can’t tell her exactly which day I took smack or why.
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It was only five o’clock on a July morning in Toturpuram, and already every trace of night had disappeared.
The sun swelled, molten, from the far edge of the sea. Waves shuddered against the sand and left curving lines of
golden froth that dried almost instantly. All along the beach, fishermen towed their boats ashore and emptied their
nets of the night’s catch. Their mothers and wives, daughters and sisters, piled the prawn and the crab, the lobster
and the fish, into large, damp baskets still redolent of the previous day’s load, and then, leaving the shimmering
scales and cracked shells for the crows to fight over, they caught the first bus to the market, laughing as other
passengers hastily moved to the front and made way for them and their odorous wares.
In a few hours the heat would hang over the town in long, wet sheets, puddle behind people' knees, in their
armpits and in the hollows of their necks, and drip down their foreheads. Sweaty thighs would stick to chairs and
make rude sucking sounds when contact was broken. Only idiots ventured out to work and, once there, sat
stunned and idle at their desks because the power had gone off and the ceiling fans were still. It was impossible to
bat an eyelash without feeling faint. The more sensible folk stayed at home, clad only in underwear, with moist
cloths draped over their heads and chests, drinking coconut water by the liter and fanning themselves with folded
newspapers.
Even though it was the middle of July in this small town that crouched on the shores of the Bay of Bengal
about three hours by bus from Madras, the southwest monsoons that provided a minor interlude between periods
of heat had not appeared. So all of Toturpuram longed for December when the northeast monsoons would roar in.
The memory of those cool, wet mornings was so appealing that everyone forgot that December was also the
beginning of the cyclone season when winds blew at 150 kilometers per hour, smashing everything that stood in
their way. They did not remember the torrential rains that knocked out the power lines and plunged the town into
stinking, liquid darkness. And they utterly forgot how the sea became a towering green wall of water that
dissolved the beach and flooded the streets, turning roadways into drains and bringing dysentery and diarrhea in
its wake. There was so much rain that septic tanks exploded all over town, and people woke suddenly in the night
to find their belongings floating in sewage.
Today the morning light touched the squalid little town with a tenuous beauty. Even the dozens of angular
apartment blocks that marched stolidly from the beach up to Big House on Brahmin Street were softened by the
early glow. Sheaves of television antennae bristled up from the roofs of those apartments and caught fire as the
sun rose.
Big House was the only building on the street that did not flaunt one. Sripathi Rao, the owner, had reluctantly
bought a television set a few years ago, but it was an old model that only had an internal antenna. His mother,
Ammayya, had been disappointed.
“Nobody will even know we have a television,” she protested. “What is the use of having something if nobody
knows about it?” Sripathi would not be swayed.
“So long as you get your programs, why does it matter who knows what we have? Besides, this is all I can
afford.”
“If you had listened to me and become a big doctor you wouldn’t have been talking about affording and not
affording at all,” grumbled his mother. She never missed an opportunity to remind him how much of a
disappointment he was to her.
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“Even if I was one of the Birlas, I would have bought only this television,” Sripathi had argued. Or the Tatas or
the Ambanis or, for that matter, any of India’s mighty business tycoons. He did not believe in ostentatious displays
—of possessions or of emotions.
*
When the phone rang for the first time that day, Sripathi was on the balcony of his house. As usual, he had
woken at four in the morning and was now reading the newspaper, ticking off interesting items with a red marker.
He stopped when he heard the high, fractured trill, but made no move to go down to the landing halfway between
the first and ground floors to the phone. He waited for someone else to get it. There were enough people around,
including—he thought with some annoyance—his son, Arun, asleep in the room across the corridor from his own.
Afterwards Sripathi wondered why he had felt no twinge of premonition. He remembered other times when
tragedy had occurred: how uneasy he had been the day before his father’s lifeless body was discovered on Andaal
Street, and how strange the coincidence that had taken him there the next morning where he had joined the
curious crowd gathered around it. And before his beloved grandmother, Shantamma, was finally claimed by the
Lord of Death, his nights had been full of restless dreams. Weren’t disasters always heralded by a moment of
immense clarity or a nightmare that rocked you, weeping, out of sleep?
This time, however, he experienced nothing.
The phone continued to ring, grating on Sripathi’s nerves.
“Arun!” he shouted, leaning back in his chair so that he could see the length of his bedroom through the
balcony door. “Get the phone! Can’t you hear it?” There was no reply.
“Idiot, sleeps all his life,” he muttered.
He pushed the chair away from the square iron table on which he had arranged his writing material, and stood
up, flexing his rounded shoulders. As a youth, Sripathi had found that he was taller than all his friends and,
because he hated to be different or conspicuous in any way, had developed a stoop. His thick gray hair was cut as
short as possible by Shakespeare Kuppalloor, the barber on Tagore Street. An expression of permanent
disappointment had settled on a face dominated by a beaky nose and large, moist eyes. After the softness of the
eyes, the thin, austere line of his mouth came as a surprise. Once during an argument, his wife, Nirmala, had
remarked that it looked like a zippered purse. He remembered being taken aback by the comparison. He had
always found her to be like a bar of Lifebuoy soap—functional but devoid of all imagination.
The thought crossed his mind that the call might be from Maya, his daughter in Vancouver, and he paused in
his passage across the bedroom. If it was, he didn’t want to answer it. His eyes fell on a photograph of Maya, with
her foreign husband and their child, on the windowsill next to Nirmala’s side of the bed, and immediately his
mood became tinged with bitterness. Every day, whenever he found an opportunity, he turned the picture face
down on the sill and piled some books on it, feeling slightly childish, only to have it reinstated right-side-up by
Nirmala.
But Maya phoned on Sunday mornings, he reminded himself. At six-thirty when, as she knew, her mother
would be waiting, sitting on the cold, tiled floor of the landing, right beside the phone. And every Sunday, for
several years now, Sripathi had avoided that moment by setting off for a walk at six-twenty.
His younger sister, Putti, who was also downstairs somewhere, was too scared to answer the phone.
“I don’t know what to talk into that thing,” Putti had explained to Sripathi once, embarrassment writ large on
her round, babyish face “And anyway, It is never for me.”
A sad thing for her to say, he had thought then, feeling guilty that he had not done his duty as her older brother
and found a husband for her. After living in Toturpuram for forty-two years, Putti had nobody to call a friend.
Except perhaps that horrible librarian, Miss Chintamani. Sripathi’s mother claimed that she was too old to climb
the stairs, but Nirmala insisted Ammayya was a fraud and that she came upstairs regularly to snoop around when
she was alone in the house.
“She steals my saris,” Nirmala had grumbled. “And I found my comb under her mattress. Did it walk there by
itself, or what?”
The phone stopped ringing, and silence draped itself around the house once more. Sripathi went back to the
balcony and settled down in the faded cane chair that had survived at least twenty years of ferocious sun and rain.
He picked up The Hindu again and started to read it carefully, ticking off articles that he wanted to comment on.
He could hear soft music emanating from the apartments that loomed beside the house, the thin notes drowned
almost immediately by the sound of the Krishna Temple bell—a clanging that competed for attention with the
nasal call of the mullah from the Thousand Lights Mosque on a parallel street. The temple was straight up the
road from Big House, which had been built eighty-two years ago by Sripathi’s grandfather on what came to be
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called Brahmin Street for the number of people of that caste. However, when the ruling party won the state
elections, it decreed that no street could have a name that indicated a particular caste; so Brahmin Street was
merely Street. As was Lingayat Street, Mudaliyar Street and half a dozen others in Toturpuram. This led to a lot of
grumbling from visitors, who typically spent half the day wandering the town trying to figure out which Street
was which. In addition, Brahmin Street had changed so much in the past decade that people returning to it after
several years could barely recognize it. Instead of the tender smell of fresh jasmine, incense sticks and virtue,
instead of the chanting of sacred hymns, the street had become loud with the haggling of cloth merchants and
vegetable vendors, the strident strains of the latest film music from video parlors whose windows flaunted gaudy
posters of busty, thick-thighed heroines, and beefy heroes with hair rising like puffs of smoke from their heads.
Older inhabitants of Toturpuram remembered how beautiful Big House used to be—its clean, strong walls
washed pink every year before the Deepavali festival, its wide verandah and several balconies in front and along
the sides, all held back by painted iron railings cast to look like fish and lotus flowers floating on stylized waves.
The gigantic door of carved teak had been custom-built for the house and, in the past, had been varnished
annually. The windows had stained-glass panes that Sripathi’s grandfather had bought from a British family that
had smelled the winds of change several years before Independence and moved back to England. Since his
father’s death, the house itself had slid into a sort of careless disrepair and looked as if it was tired of the life
within its belly and on the seething, restless street outside.
“If my husband was still alive, we wouldn’t have descended to this state,” Ammayya complained to her
cronies, conveniently forgetting that Narasimha Rao had been solely and utterly responsible for their decline.
The paint had curled away from the decorative railings leaving them cratered by rust. The door had lost its
gleam, and the beautiful carvings were now anonymous nubs of wood. Cracks ran across the tiled floors like
varicose veins on an old woman’s legs, and it was years since the walls had seen a fresh coat of whitewash or
paint. Most of the windows could not be opened any more, so much had they swollen in the moist heat of the
place, and the brilliance of the glass was dimmed by layers of grease and dirt. The jammed windows did cut out
the constant din of traffic from the road outside, as well as the devotional music that was played late into the night
from various local temples, so nobody attempted to pry them open. The tall iron gates, eternally blocked by heaps
of granite or gravel dumped by construction truck drivers who appeared to take a malicious pleasure in making
the old home inaccessible, leaned inwards as if slowly yielding to pressure from the aggressive new world
outside.
The temple bell continued its clamor and Sripathi rustled his newspaper with irritation. A few months ago, the
sound of the bell had not bothered him at all. Recently, however, a devotee had paid for a pair of loud speakers,
and the bell had become deafening. Sripathi had complained to the temple trustees, but nobody had done anything
about it.
“What Sripathi-orey,” the head priest had said with his pious smile. “This is God’s music. How can you object
to it? Nobody else has complained. You should learn to be more tolerant. And may I remind you, your esteemed
grandfather himself purchased this bell for our temple?”
“Yes, I know all that.”
Sripathi was uncomfortably aware that the priest was insinuating that he was not as generous to the temple as
his grandfather and even his father, had been. In fact, Sripathi avoided the temple whenever possible and refused
to contribute more than fifty paise to the aarathi plate when, on special occasions, Nirmala forced him to go.
“All I am saying is, why do you have to make it so loud? God is not deaf, is he?” The priest had shrugged
dismissively.
“What to do? The mosque has megaphones. Also the Ganesha temple. So tell me, how will our Lord Krishna
hear us with all this competition?”
The bell finally ceased its tintinnabulation. A fragile peace descended. All that Sripathi could hear now was the
chittering of squirrels as they raced up and down the old lime tree directly below the balcony, and the fluid trill of
the lorry bird from the untended garden behind the house. Sripathi remembered how neat that garden used to be
before his daughter had left for America. Maya and Nirmala together had lovingly tended the mango and guava
trees, the banana plants and coconut palms, and had been rewarded with a steady supply of fruit.
He shook his head to dispel the memory, turned to the last page of the newspaper and scanned it quickly. The
Indian cricket team had done miserably in the test match against the West Indies. Although he was not particularly
interested in any sport, the cricket fever that swept through the country during the test matches infected him as
well. Unlike his colleagues at work, however, he did not spend his lunch hour with the radio glued to his ear,
cursing every time Indian batsmen were bowled out or missed a catch, or going into a state of ecstasy when
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someone hit a sixer. Sripathi read the sports section because he believed in keeping himself informed about every
single thing that happened in the world around him. Besides, there might even be a potential letter to the editor
buried in the sports page.
When he was a young man, Sripathi had discovered that writing letters to the editors of newspapers and
magazines was the perfect way to vent his spleen and express his deepest thoughts—those blatant, embarrassing
emotions that he was so reluctant to display in speech or action. He could write about anything under the sun and
occasionally his views found their way into print. In the past few years, Sripathi felt that his writing had matured
considerably, and to his delight, almost every letter he dashed off to 17ze Indian Express, 17ze Hindu or 17ze
1Oturpuram Chronicle was published. So it was with a delicious sense of anticipation that he opened the paper
each morning. And only after he had read the first page and the second and the third, postponing the moment as
long as he could bear it, did he turn to the editorial section and feel a thrill when he spotted his byline— Pro Bono
Publico—at the end of a missive. He would reread his piece, surprised at how different and removed from himself
it looked in print. Then he’d scan the other letters, his long upper lip curling at a particularly weak piece of prose
or an ill-argued point of view.
Sripathi was particularly pleased with his pseudonym. He had found it in an old American legal journal that his
father had pinched from the public library on Moppaiyya Street. Pro Bono Publico. On behalf of the people. Like
his boyhood heroes—the Scarlet Pimpernel, Zorro, Jhanda Singh the Invisible—he was a crusader, but one who
tried to address the problems of the world with pen and ink instead of sword and gun and fist. He wrote every day
on anything that caught his attention, from garbage strewn on the roads to corruption in the government, from
lighthearted commentary on the latest blockbuster film to a tribute to some famous musician whose voice had
filled his soul with pleasure.
Sripathi reached for a large wooden box on the table before him. Like almost everything else in Big House, the
box had been in his family for as long as he could remember. He loved the smooth edges, the solid weight, the
thick key that locked it. He opened the lid and removed the upper layer that held his collection of pens, a few
unsharpened pencils, some erasers and a penknife. Below it was another compartment for paper. There was also a
secret drawer that could be opened by sliding a rod out of the side of the box. There was nothing in that drawer. A
long time ago, when Maya—or perhaps it was Arun—had asked him why he kept nothing in there, he had replied,
“Because I am too ordinary to have secrets.” The box sat under his side of the bed and emerged every morning
when he settled down on his balcony.
He contemplated the pens that jostled for space inside. Thirty- two of the finest, and growing. This was his one
indulgence, although he added to the collection with diminishing frequency in these days of high cost and low
affordability. He touched them one by one, lifted his favorites, and wondered which one he ought to use. The
marbled blue Japanese Hero? Or the gold Parker? For letters about politics or government he always picked the
Mhatre Writer—the maroon color seemed authoritative. After dithering over the pens for a few more seconds, he
settled for the Mhatre Writer again, unwilling to change his routine. It was pleasantly heavy between his fingers,
the angled nib giving his writing a sharpness he relished. He wrote in his usual florid style learnt at the end of
Father Schmidt’s bamboo cane at St. Dominic’s Boys’ School almost fifty years ago.
Dear Editor,
The streets are suddenly full of verdant trees, the garbage has been picked up (after months of being ignored by the
municipal powers that be), and our walls have been whitewashed overnight. A new government? A government that has
suddenly realized that it is of the people, by the people and for the people and has decided to stop taking coffee breaks
and holidays and get down to work? Ah, no! Unfortunately not. All this amazing work is in honor of the chief
minister’s son’s wedding …

He added a few more lines and signed with a flourish. Yes, that was a good letter. Forceful, to the point, and
with an edge of sarcasm to make it truly effective. He was about to go over it again when Ninnala rushed in, fresh
in a crisp pink cotton sari, her black hair a sliding knot at the nape of her neck. She had a smooth, sweettempered face that belied her fifty-two years, and she looked much younger than Sripathi, even though there were
only five years between them. On her broad forehead she had a round, red sticker-bindi. Sripathi remembered that
in the past she had used powdered vermilion. She would lean over the sink in the bathroom after her ablutions, her
body still warm and damp, her buttocks outlined heavily against the straight cotton of her petticoat, creating a stir
of desire in Sripathi, and with the ball of her middle finger would apply a dot of Boroline cream to the centre of
her forehead. Then, just as carefully, she would dip the same finger into a small silver pot of vermilion and press it
against the creamy circle. But a few years ago she, too, had yielded to modernity and abandoned her ritual of
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cream and red powder for the packs of felt stickers that came in a huge variety of shapes, sizes and colors. Ever
since, Sripathi had had a running argument with her about the bindis that she left stuck to the bathroom mirror like
chicken-pox marks on the glass.
She handed him a stainless-steel tumbler of steaming coffee.
“Why didn’t you answer the phone?” she wanted to know.
“Why didn’t you?”
“I was busy emptying out the vessels in the kitchen. Today is water day, remember? In between I was trying to
make breakfast before your mother started shouting that she was hungry. And you want me to run up to get the
phone also? Enh? What were you doing that couldn’t be stopped for one moment?”
She began to remove the towels from the balcony wall, where they had been spread out to dry the previous
night. Sripathi caught a glimpse of her bare waist as she leaned forward and the sari pallu fell away. There were
extra folds of soft flesh there now, although he remembered how, when Nirmala was young, that waist used to
arch deeply inwards before joining her hips. He couldn’t resist pinching a fold of her waist gently, and she
jumped, startled, before slapping his hand away.
“Chhee! Old man, doing such nonsense first thing in the morning!” she exclaimed.
“What nonsense? I was just administering the pinch test.” He had read in the Thursday health section about a
test that fitness instructors used to determine the amount of fat their clients had to shed.
“I forgot to tell you,” Nirmala said, ignoring his teasing, “yesterday evening at the temple I saw Prakash Bhat
and his wife. So uncomfortable it felt. They pretended not to see me. Can you imagine?”
Tilting his tumbler, Sripathi poured a stream of milky coffee into a small bowl on the table, stopping just
before it frothed out. Then he poured it back into the tumbler. To and fro he went, expertly, until he had created a
hillock of foam over his coffee.
“Maybe they really didn’t see you,” he told Nirmala. “You imagine all sorts of things.”
“I don’t imagine. I know they ignored me. I’m not a fool, even though I don’t have big-big degrees in this and
that. That Prakash used to call me Mamma, do you remember? He was almost married to our Maya and now see
how little respect he shows me. And I thought that he was a decent boy!”
“Okay, so they saw you. Now leave me alone. I have work to do.”
He didn’t want to be reminded of old troubles. And why should she expect Prakash to show any interest in the
mother of the woman who had discarded him like a used banana leaf? Why did Nirmala persist in bringing up
these memories? The unpleasantness of the incident would stay with him like the bitter taste of kashaya. Nirmala
carried the towels into the bedroom but continued to talk to him.
“Prakash’s wife is very plain-looking,” she said. “A potato nose and tiny eyes. Lots of jewelry, but. As if
shining stones can blind one to her face. She was wearing the diamond necklace. Do you remember how lovely it
looked on our Maya? And now that lumpy creature has it. Tchah!”
Sripathi scowled at Nirmala’s back. She was bent over the bed now, straightening out the wrinkled sheets.
“I told you, stop going on and on about forgotten things. I don’t want to hear them.” She patted the pillows
briskly and stretched, her palm pressed into the small of her back, rubbing the tension away.
“Yes—yes, it is all right for me to listen to your boring office stories every day,” she protested. “But the minute
I open my mouth, you tell me to keep quiet. Anyway, what I wanted to say was that the girl is pregnant, and they
were talking to Krishna Acharye about performing the bangle ceremony.”
“Why do you have to listen to other people’s private conversations? Eavesdroppers never hear anything good.”
Nirmala came back to the balcony to take Sripathi’s empty tumbler and looked indignantly at him.
“I didn’t listen. Krishna Acharye himself told me. How bad I felt, you can’t imagine.”
“Why should you feel bad about some stranger’s bangle ceremony?”
“Don’t pretend you don’t understand. That girl could well have been Maya, and I would have been the one
talking to Krishna Acharye about buying green bangles and saris and all. What an unfortunate woman I am!”
She waited for him to say something in response. But Sripathi had decided to put an end to the conversation, so
she peered at the letter on the table.
“Who are you writing to?” she asked. Sripathi quickly covered the letter with a blank sheet of paper, making
sure that it was thoroughly concealed from Nirmala’s prying eyes.
“None of your business,” he said. He saw the hurt look she gave him and added, “Just some office work that I
have to finish. Now stop disturbing me.” Nirmala hid a smile and turned away, but not before Sripathi spotted it.
“What? What? It makes you laugh to see me work? Henh? I will take retirement today itself, and let us see if
you will smile then. Maybe you can support us with your dance classes.”
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A year after Maya had left for the United States, Nirmala had agreed to teach a friend’s daughters Bharat
Natyam two evenings a week after school. She herself had studied this traditional dance form until she got
married.
“It will be good for me to pass on what I know,” she told Sripathi obstinately when he teased her about
capering around the house with her bulk.
Soon the number of students swelled to six, and the living room resounded with the slap of bare feet and the
tap-tap of her baton as she beat out a rhythm on the floor. Two of Nirmala’s students were granted entry
scholarships to a Bharat Natyam school that a famous dancer from Madras had started, and that was attended by
people from all over India and abroad. Word spread in Toturpuram that Nirmala was a good person to get basic
lessons from before trying for the school. When more parents arrived at her doorstep, she decided to charge a
small fee. She was glad to be making the extra money, although she never told Sripathi that his income was not
enough any more. A good Hindu wife had to maintain the pretense that her husband was supporting the family.
The telephone started to ring again. This time Sripathi slapped his letter pad down and hurried across the room,
his heels touching the cold floor over the worn ends of his rubber slippers.
“As if we cannot even afford a twenty rupee pair of slippers,” Nirmala remarked. “You might as well not wear
anything on your feet!”
“Why should I waste money? These are okay for the house for another year or two. If I am comfortable, why
should you be bothered?” Sripathi argued over his shoulder. He went down the stairs to the landing and picked up
the receiver.
“Yes? Sripathi Rao here,” he said.
*
In the bedroom Nirmala shook out a sheet. Snap! Snap! So hard that the sound traveled outwards as sharp as a
bullet. She spread the sheet out on the bed, collected an armful of clean shirts, trousers and saris piled on a trunk
that doubled as a table, and heaped them in the centre of the sheet. Then she drew the four ends together and tied
them into a loose knot. The dhobi’s boy would be here any minute to collect the clothes that needed to be ironed,
and she didn’t want him to run away before she had given him instructions on how to press her silk saris. Not too
hot, she would have to remind him. The last time the dhobi had scorched a dark patch on one of her favorite saris.
She smiled again. She knew all about Sripathi’s letters-to-the-editor business, had discovered his secret quite
by accident while searching the waste baskets for a receipt for a piece of material that had shrunk horribly in the
wash. Jain, the owner of Beauteous Boutique, would never acknowledge that she had purchased the fabric from
his shop without proof of purchase, even though she was a regular customer. She had rummaged through the
shreds of paper, annoyed by Sripathi’s habit of tearing everything into quarters.
A sheaf of nearly penned, whole sheets stapled together caught her eye. Had Sripathi thrown away something
important by mistake? To her surprise, it was a letter to the editor of The Hindu about the heavy-water plant that
had opened on the outskirts of Toturpuram and was dumping its waste directly into the sea. Now she realized what
he wrote so busily every morning on the balcony. She had placed the letter on the table and waited for him to tell
her about his pen-and-ink crusades. When he said nothing, she decided not to mention it either.
Slip-slap, slip-slap. Nirmala turned at the sound of Sripathi’s footsteps entering the room.
“Who was it?”
“God knows. Nobody answered,” replied her husband. He went back to the balcony, flapping an irate hand at a
crow that had landed on the table and was inspecting his shining pens.
“You should have waited for a few minutes. Sometimes the line is bad, and it takes time for those repair
fellows to let the voice come through.” Nirmala harbored the vague notion that phones were regulated by the
telecom maintenance men who spent all day perched atop the lines along the road.
“I did, madam, 1 did. Waited five minutes. I happen to know how to use a phone.”
“Why do you have to talk to me that way, enh?” demanded Nirmala.
“Simply—simply you lose your temper.” She picked up the sheet full of clothes.
“Don’t forget, today is water day,” she reminded him. Her voice came out slightly muffled from behind her
bundle, and Sripathi couldn’t see her face at all. She had turned into a large, blue cloth turnip. He laughed aloud
and she peered around the bundle at him, surprised at the unexpected sound.
For a moment Nirmala looked to Sripathi like the young girl he had met thirty-five years before in her father’s
house. He had eaten six bondas that evening, he remembered, simply because he had been too shy to refuse
another helping and another and another. After their wedding, Nirmala had told him how amazed her father had
been by his appetite, and for years after, every time she made bondas they had a good laugh. But somehow the
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laughter had run away from their lives. They were like a pair of bullock yoked together, endlessly turning the
water wheel round and round and round, eyes bent to the earth. Not even a note of eccentricity to set them apart
from other couples. Even that pleasure they had denied themselves.
He waited until Nirmala left the room, her toe rings ringing against the cool tiles. Then he skimmed over the
letter again and folded it meticulously in thirds. In addition to dinning the rules of grammar into their heads,
Father Schmidt had also taught his terrified students letter-folding etiquette. Sripathi placed the letter in an
envelope and slid it into his briefcase to mail on his way to work later in the day. Twelve years ago he would have
had two letters nestling against the dark, old leather of the case. The thicker one to Maya, full of snippets of
information about the family and even the political situation in the country, newspaper clippings, recipes from
Nirmala, gossip from Putti, adolescent secrets from Arun.
Sripathi suppressed the memory angrily. Had he not banished his daughter from their lives?
*
Since everybody had forgotten to take her home, she would just have to get there by herself, decided Nandana.
She had never done it before, but her father had often said it was only a hop, a skip and a jump away. She knew
her address—her parents had made her repeat it nearly every day—250 Melfa Lane, Vancouver, BC, Canada,
North America, The World. Her father had always added the last two, and it made her mother laugh and say,
“Don’t confuse the child, Alan.”
“How many sleeps before my parents come home?” Nandana had asked Kiran Sunderraj a day ago. And she
had replied,
“Just one, sweetheart.”
But it was already one and a half. Her friend Anjali had gone to day camp and come back, while Nandana was
still here in Uncle Sunny’s house. Anjali, also going into Grade Two, was Nandana’s best friend number three,
after Molly McNaughton and Yee Loh. It was fun to sleep over, despite Anjali’s tendency to sulk when she did not
get her way.
Yesterday evening—that was Sunday—two policemen had come to the door and then Aunty Kiran had started
to cry. Uncle Sunny had run out of the house and still hadn’t come home when she and Anjali went to bed.
Nandana was scared. Her parents had never left her anywhere for longer than they said they would. She
wanted to go home. This morning she had asked Aunty Kiran if she could call her parents.
“I want to ask my daddy if he can get me some Fuji apples.”
She didn’t want to hurt Aunty Kiran’s feelings by asking to go home, so she’d made up the story about the Fuji
apples. She knew that Anjali and her family always ate red McIntoshes.
“I need Fuji apples for my eyesight,” she had explained. But Aunty Kiran had only said that she would buy her
some when she went for groceries in the afternoon.
“You don’t have to buy them. I can get them at my house,” Nandana had reminded her, but Aunty Kiran did
not seem to have heard her.
Nandana hugged her cloth cow and peered out of the window. It was drizzling slightly. She picked up the pinkand-purple back-pack that her father had bought for her seventh birthday, two months ago. He had filled it with
lots of small surprises, such as a matching comb set, a bottle of sparkly purple nail polish, two books by Roald
Dahl.\fn{1916-1990, British writer of children’s stories, novels, and great common sense:H } It was now her favorite bag. Right
at the bottom she had packed her baby blanket, even though she was too big to want it any more. Her father had
told her to take it, just in case she felt like being a baby again. She had only recently started going for sleepovers
and sometimes wanted to go home right away. The blanket would help if she felt homesick, her father had said.
“You don’t need to take it out. Just knowing it is there will make you feel good.”
Earlier today she had tried calling home when Aunty Kiran had gone for her bath. She got the answering
machine.
“Mummy, Daddy, please come and take me home,” she said to the machine. Then she added, in case they had
forgotten where she was sleeping over, “I am at Anjali’s house. It’s the white one with the maple tree, behind
Safeway.”
Nobody had called her back or come to get her. She was beginning to think that Aunty Kiran had decided to
keep her here for ever and ever. Hadn’t she often said as much to her mother?
“Maya, your daughter is such a cutie-pie, I think I shall keep her.” And her mother would laugh,
“Ah, not so cute all the time, believe me. She can be a little pest.” Then she would stroke Nandana’s cheek and
say, “But I wouldn’t give her away for a zillion dollars.”
She wondered if her mother had changed her mind.
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*
Downstairs the house bustled with activity. The maid, Koti, washed the dinner dishes from the previous day in
the backyard under a sloping asbestos roof. The laundry soaked in buckets of soapy water beside her. After the
dishes were done, the maid would turn on the brass tap that spewed forth only saline water and wash the clothes.
The tap was chained firmly to the wall and had to be unlocked every morning; Sripathi had reluctantly installed
the chain after several of their taps had been stolen.
Koti scrubbed vigorously at the pots and pans with a piece of coconut fiber dipped in an ash and soap-powder
mixture, and conducted a loud conversation with Putti over the sound of splashing water. Like her brother, Putti
was tall and heavy. There was an air of apprehension about everything she did, as if she constantly expected to be
scolded. Even her gait was timorous. Her dark hair hung in two long, oiled braids and made her look like an
overgrown schoolgirl. She was sixteen years younger than Sripathi. At forty-two, she was still waiting for her
mother to approve a bridegroom for her, even though her hope dimmed a little more with every passing year.
“So many times the phone is ringing,” remarked the maid. “Who do you think it is, Akka?” Putti twirled the
end of one braid and smiled vaguely.
“I don’t know,” she said.
She had been up since three in the morning as usual, woken by Gopala Munnuswamy knocking on the front
door with the day’s supply of milk. He used to leave the aluminum can on the verandah, until a cat moved into the
Big House compound and began to help itself to the contents.
“What is wrong with you these days?” asked Koti, giving Putti a shrewd look. “In another world you are
living, or what?”
Without answering, Putti wandered away from the cemented wash area and into the messy garden. Dew still
lingered on the grass in the shadow of the house and felt pleasantly cool under her feet. She glanced quickly at the
large house to the left of Big House, freshly painted a bright blue absurdly out of place on this ruined street. It
belonged to old Munnuswamy, the local member of the Legislative Assembly. He had started his career as a
milkman with two cows to his name. People remembered him knocking on their doors early in the morning and
milking his cows before their eyes, while his nine-year-old son, Gopala, ran up and down to the neighboring
homes delivering buckets of frothing, warm milk.
That was thirty-four years ago. Now Munnuswamy owned Justice Raman Pillai’s ancestral home, and it was
whispered about town that he also owned most of the property on Brahmin Street. Ammayya had been indignant
when the rumor reached her.
“This is no longer Brahmin Street. Cow-shit Street would be a better name for it,” she said bitterly. “If only we
had known that the rogue was saving our money to drive us out of here, we would have drunk water instead of
milk. Much safer for all of us it would have been!”
Although he no longer needed to sell milk to make a living, Munnuswamy still maintained a dairy on the
outskirts of Toturpuram. Old customers such as Sripathi continued to buy milk from Munnuswamy, even though it
was cheaper to pick up a bottle from the Aavin Milk Booth a few blocks down the street. Tethered to the front
verandah of his newly painted house was his favorite cow, Manjula, and her calf, Roja.
Putti thought guiltily of Gopala’s dark eyes on her face. They made her breathless with excitement. And this
morning when he gave her the can of milk, his hard hands had skimmed over her smooth round ones, soft from
constant applications of sandal paste and cream.
“Be careful you don’t let it slip, Putti Akka,” he had said gently.
The touch of those warm hands had made Putti grow faint with pleasure, although she was annoyed that he had
called her Akka or elder sister. Just her name would have been acceptable, but she would never be forward enough
to say that to him. Miss Chintamani, the clerk at the Raghu Lending Library and her long-time friend and
confidante, had informed her (backed by the authority of Eve magazine) that only loose women and silly film
heroines allowed their innermost feelings to show, to say aloud to a man what churned in their hearts. So she had
not replied to Gopala, merely nodded politely and, heart thudding, retreated to the safe womb of her home.
“My darling, where are you?” called Ammayya from inside the house. “Come here and take a look at my eye,
how red it is.”
Putti sighed and went back into the dark, old house. If she did not respond to her mother right away, the old
woman would start a scene, weeping and smacking her forehead with her palm and accusing her of being an
unfeeling daughter. She entered the kitchen and smiled at Nirmala who was now busy chopping vegetables for the
afternoon meal.
“Do you need any help, Akka?” she asked.
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“No, you’d better go to Ammayya,” said Nirmala, grimacing at her sister-in-law.
“Who was that on the phone earlier?”
“I don’t know. You could have answered, no? You were doing nothing.”
“Ayyo, I never know what to say.” Putti shuddered. Nirmala snorted.
“What is this nonsense excuse? Are you a small baby, or what? Your brother sits up there like a god in heaven
writing big-big things to this person and that, your nephew sleeps till ten o’clock, and you say you are afraid of a
plastic dabba. I am the only one running here and there like a madwoman!”
Putti looked guiltily at her. She was fond of Nirmala.
“Okay, Akka, if it rings again, I promise I will pick it up. Do you think it was Maya?”
“No, she would not call on water day.”
“Putti! Are you building a house, or what? Come here quickly,” called Ammayya, her voice thinly edged with
petulance.
“Go, go,” whispered Nirmala, her bangles clinking vigorously as she diced a large eggplant, “otherwise she
will say we are talking about her. I don’t want any trouble first thing in the morning.”
*
When Putti entered the dimly lit room that she shared with her mother, she found Ammayya seated at the
dressing table. As soon as her daughter’s reflection joined hers in the floor-length Belgian mirror, the old woman
swallowed a spoonful of some dark liquid from one of the many bottles before her.
“Onh!” she said, scrunching up her mouth. “Can you see it, my darling?” She leaned for- ward and examined
her face, wrinkled as a crushed paper bag, as if expecting to see some miraculous change wrought by the medicine
she had just swallowed.
“See what?” asked Putti. Ammayya pulled down the skin beneath her right eye with her index finger and rolled
her eyeballs around.
“Chintamani told me that one should always watch the eyes. If they are yellow, then it is jaundice or some
other liver trouble. If the skin inside the eyelid is pale, it is leukemia. Mine is too-too red. My blood pressure is
high, that’s why. I can feel it going ghash-phash in my veins, my pet.”
“I can’t see anything,” said Putti.
“So I am telling lies, or what? Look properly.” Anunayya yanked her eyelid down again. “Any time now I
could explode. Chintamani’s father died of high blood pressure. He had red eyes like mine, do you remember?
But everybody just thought it was an infection. Conjunctivitis or some such thing. Poor man.” She allowed a few
tears to gather in her eyes and sighed heavily. “Nobody cares for old people. Such is this modern world. My
mother-in-law was blessed, truly. Because of me she stayed alive till she was ninety years old.”
Putti didn’t remind her mother that she, too, was eighty and in fairly good health for her age.
“You and I will go to Dr. Menon’s clinic today,” decided Ammayya. “Maybe the library also.”
“Why do we have to go all the way to that crazy old man?” grumbled Putti, her lips pouting over her twisted
front teeth. “Why not Dr. Pandit’s son, where Sripathi used to take the children? At least he has all the latest
devices to check heart and blood and everything.”
“Pah, these modem doctors are shameless. They make you take off all your clothes, I have heard. Even your
knickers. Why should I go to those perverts?” Putti refrained from reminding Anunayya that she wore no knickers
at all.
A door flew open in a second-floor apartment in Jyothi Flats, Block A, one of two unimaginative structures that
stood back to back, like oversized boxes, to the right of Big House. The Burmese Wife had lived in that apartment
for more than five years, and yet it seemed nobody knew her name. Some said she was from Burma, and others
whispered that she was actually a Chinese prisoner of war held captive by the morose Lieutenant Colonel Hansraj,
her husband. Sripathi had never discovered whether this was true or simply a story inspired by the woman’s
slanting eyes, her slight body and the unrecognizable language in which she cursed her maidservant.
The Burmese Wife was hugely superstitious and had a running feud with the family in the flat above her own
because they hung their washing over the balcony rail.
“Bad luck to have another woman’s wet sari touch my face,” she screamed, her shrill voice with its rounded
Bengali-sounding accent startling a pair of crows away from a neighboring balcony. “It will make me a widow!”
The maidservant upstairs ignored her and continued to drape the washing over the railing. To Sripathi’s relief,
the Burmese Wife stopped screaming and marched inside her flat. But in a few moments she came out again,
brandishing a pair of gardening shears.
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“To teach them to respect other people’s feelings,” she said, catching sight of Sripathi. “Some people have to
be taught everything, even when they are gray-haired.”
With a grim smile, she chopped off the ends of all the saris and sheets that encroached on her space. There was
a commotion in the flat upstairs as the maid realized what the bits of fabric were. She yelled for the mistress of the
house, and moments later war broke out.
Then, from the first-floor apartment directly below the Burmese Wife’s, there came an awful howl. It was
Gopinath Nayak, the young civil servant, exercising his vocal chords. Sripathi winced as he launched discordantly
into an old Tamil film song. One of these days he would tell the fellow exactly how he felt about that racket.
“Gopinath Nayak,” he would say firmly, “you sound like a donkey in labor. If you don’t shut up, I am going to
jam your throat with cement.”
He gazed down, smiling at the sight of a group of college girls in pale cotton saris, their hair done up in
fashionable styles, drifting towards the gates of the apartment compound. He spotted Mrs. Poorna peering eagerly
out from her ground-floor patio.
“Here darling, here,” she cooed in Tamil. “Your mother has made it for you, with lots of sugar, just as you like
it.” A kissing sound followed.
Sripathi sighed. The poor woman was talking to thin air as usual. As the day progressed she would babble on,
her voice a small wave of sound unfurling gently beneath the turbulence around her. By noon she would start to
wail. She would beat her breast, clutch her gray hair and beg God to return her darling child. Sometimes, if the
neighbors complained, the poor relative who looked after her in exchange for board and lodging, would drag her
roughly inside the apartment. Most of the time, however, Mrs. Poorna stayed on her patio until her husband came
home and coaxed her inside.
Years before, they had lost their only child, an eight-year-old girl who had disappeared as completely as a drop
of dew from the front yard. Everybody had seen the child playing hopscotch in her oversized dress bought to last
at least a year, her pigtails flying out like dark comets, her young voice mingling with all the others. But suddenly
she was gone. The Gurkha who guarded the gates all day insisted that she could not have left the compound.
But despite all of the time that had passed, Mrs. Poorna still waited for her daughter’s return. Every day she
made sugar parathas, every day she waited on the patio and every day she continued to hope.
“Water will be coming in ten minutes,” Nirmala called from the foot of the stairs. “Better come down. The
rice-seller is here and I won’t have time.”
Sripathi put away his writing material. He hated water day, an event that occurred four times a week on
Brahmin Street between six-thirty and seven in the morning. Because of the town’s dire shortage of drinking
water, the municipal corporation regulated the supply by releasing limited quantities on alternate days. Each area
had its own scheduled water days, when every container in the house was frantically filled to the brim. Sripathi
had contrived a complicated network of pipes all over the ground floor of the house, as potable water flowed from
only the kitchen faucets. Long trails of green piping scrolled like garden snakes along the edges of the rooms
downstairs, some leading into a large cement tank in Ammayya’s bathroom, and others into an assortment of
drums, buckets and pots in the dining area. Nirmala used the fresh water only for cooking, drinking and rinsing
the dishes. The clothes were washed by Koti, the maidservant, in the saline water that gushed generously from the
taps all day long. As a result, their clothes developed a yellowish tint and seemed always unwashed, even though
Koti vigorously thrashed the dirt out of them every day on the granite wash-stone in the backyard.
Sripathi peered into his son’s room, which was almost as large as his own. Arun had shared the room with
Maya until she turned sixteen. Then Nirmala had decided that it wasn’t right for an adolescent girl to have a male,
even her younger brother, in the room, so Arun’s bed had been shifted to the landing until Maya left the
household. One wall had a large window that looked out onto the road in front of the house and was partially
shielded from the raging afternoon light by the feathery shade of an ancient neem tree. The other wall had a door
that opened onto a balcony exactly like Sripathi’s. A few years ago, Koti had gone out there to dry some clothes
and had nearly fallen down one storey when the railing gave way. Now nobody opened that door any more.
After Maya had gone, Arun had moved his bed back into the room and pushed it against the locked door.
Frugal even as a child, he had grown into a hermit-like adult. He owned three white shirts and two pairs of
trousers. He wore each shirt twice a week and the trousers three times. Every evening when he removed his shirt
and trousers, he draped them carefully on a hanger and hung them from a hook on the wall. He then wrapped one
of two cotton lungi cloths around his narrow waist.
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The room was otherwise full of books and files and newspaper clippings. Even Maya’s bed, with its bare
mattress and uncovered pillows, was layered with papers and notebooks. Arun had been working on a doctorate in
social work for the past five years, inbetween his involvement with various activist organizations.
Sripathi surveyed the chaos of paper with irritation. He had never pushed his children the way his father had
pushed him. He had believed that if he left them alone, they would do well. Maya—for a short time—had proven
him right. But this son of his had only ever been a disappointment.
*
Arun lay flat on his bed contemplating a lizard stalking a moth across the veined wall. He willed the moth to
fly away. As soon as the lizard came close, it fluttered forward sluggishly and then lay flat against the peeling
whitewash, the patterns on its wings like staring eyes. Was it daring the lizard to catch it? Arun stretched his arms
above his head and smiled. Watch out, he said softly, that lizard is no fool. But perhaps the moth was aware of its
own mortality and was playing one last game with fate.
The lizard slid forward suddenly and with a flicker of its tongue seized the moth, drawing it quickly into its
mouth. He turned his head at the sound of his father’s footsteps.
“What are you doing?” Sripathi demanded. “Come down and help me with the water. Mutthal, sleeping like a
laborer. If you did half the work those poor fellows do, you would have a right to sleep like them.”
Atun sat up and slipped his feet into a pair of Hawaiian sandals that were at least as worn as his father’s. He
was a short, compact man of twenty-eight with a mild air about him. The only feature he had in common with
Sripathi was a nose that leapt out from the centre of his face and made it look slightly out of balance.
“I am not sleeping,” he said.
“Oh? Then what are you doing, pray?”
“I was thinking about—“ Sripathi did not let him finish his sentence.
“Thinking? About what? How to save the world? Like Lord Vishnu? Eh? Eh?”
The phone rang again before he could continue, and he paused, walked over to the window and peered down.
He couldn’t see the verandah directly below, but voices floated up to him.
“Last month you sold this rice to me for five rupees a kilo, and suddenly it has gone up to seven-twenty? What
nonsense! Cheating a loyal customer,” he heard Nirmala say. And the rice-seller’s voice,
“Akka, how can you accuse me of cheating? You are like my sister. Would I cheat my own sister? Look at
these grains of rice. Threads of gold they are. Aged for five years at the bottom of my granary. Better quality than
last time. You cook half a cup and you will get such beautiful rice, so plump and light and fragrant, you will think
that you are in the kitchen of the lord of the gods, King Indira himself.”
“Last time you told me the very same story.” Nirmala was not to be swayed by the rice-man’s eloquence.
“Impossible, Akka! I would never say such things about any other strain of rice. How could I? This has been
fed by water from the Godavari River herself.”
“She won’t pick up the phone till she has finished her haggling.” He glared at Arnn, who stood up hastily.
“I’ll get it,” he offered, but his father threw him another irritated look and left the room.
“It might be a wrong number, I think,” suggested Arun, following his father to the head of the stairs and
leaning against the banister.
“Think!” muttered Sripathi. “If you worked as hard as you thought we would be millionaires by now. Multimillionaires!”
*
Past the house with the petunias that looked like a storybook picture, past the row of cherry trees without
cherries and the small store that said Vancouver Buns, to the crossing where she would have to decide whether to
turn right or left. Nandana was going home. She was nervous about being alone on the road, but she knew it was
only a hop, a skip, and a jump away. She also kept a watchful eye out for strangers and killer bees. The first, both
her mother and father had warned her about. Never talk to strangers, they had said. If a stranger approaches, start
screaming or run away. Never accept anything from someone you do not know.
“Even if they offer you a Mars bar, you have to say no,” her mother had cautioned, looking very solemn. She
knew it was her favorite treat.
Not that they would ever let her go out alone. No way.
As for killer bees, Nandana was more worried about those. She had seen a nature program about Africa on
television last week. Killer bees were dangerous. They could kill with a single sting and travel long distances
without getting tired. Nandana wasn’t sure where Africa was in relation to Vancouver, but on the world map in her
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room it didn’t look far at all. She and Molly McNaughton had discussed it and agreed that it was ab-so-lute-ly
possible for those bees to fly to Canada.
Why had her parents left her for almost three whole days in Anjali’s house? It occurred to Nandana that maybe
she had done something to annoy her parents. She tried to think what it could be. She had taken her favorite green
pajamas with the yellow frogs for this sleepover. They were too small, and her father had wanted her to take her
red ones instead. Guiltily she remembered that she hadn’t put her toys away before Aunty Kiran had come to pick
her up. Perhaps that had made her father mad.
She was standing at the crossing, trying to decide which was her left hand and which her right, when she saw
Aunty Kiran running down the street after her.
“Oh Nandu, you silly girl, I was so worried,” she started to cry. Then she insisted on carrying Nandana back
part of the way, even though she was a big girl and far too heavy. She let herself be carried, so as not to upset
Aunty Kiran further, but she stuck her legs out as stiff as two sticks because she felt stupid. Finally, she was
allowed to slide down to the ground, and that was better, she thought. But she still had to hold Aunty’s hand until
they reached the white house behind Safeway.
“Oh God, oh God, this is terrible,” Aunty Kiran wailed as soon as she shut the door. “What is this poor child
going to do?”
Why, thought Nandana, is she getting so agitated about me going home? Uncle Sunny took the backpack from
her and looked grim.
“We should tell her,” he said to his wife. “It isn’t good to keep it from her. Sooner or later she will have to be
told. Better soon.”
“I want my mom,” said Nandana firmly. She was getting a funny feeling in her stomach, as if there were bees
crawling around inside. “I told my daddy I would help him recycle the newspapers. I want to go home. Please.”
Aunty Kiran blew her nose on a tissue that she pulled from the pocket of her jeans. She took Nandana into the
living room with the big sofas.
“Those sofas look like fat tourists in Hawaiian shirts,” her father had commented once. Her mother had poked
him in the side and giggled.
“Don’t say things like that in front of Miss Big Ears. She will go and blurt it out for sure.”
As if. She knew all about not hurting people’s feelings. It was called being diplomatic.
“Honey, I have something to tell you,” Aunty Kiran began, holding Nandana very close.
*
Sripathi picked up the receiver and said hello breathlessly. There came a series of beeps followed by a clear
voice.
“Is that Mr. Sripathi Rao’s residence?”
Sripathi didn’t recognize the voice. It sounded like that of the American social worker who had arrived to work
on some project with Arun and had gone back shuddering with malaria after a week.
“Yes, yes, this is Sripathi Rao,” he said.
“My name is Dr. Sunderraj. I am calling from Vancouver. May I ask if you are the father of Maya Baker?”
Baker? With a small shock Sripathi realized that, for a moment, he hadn’t even remembered Maya’s husband’s
last name.
“Mr. Rao, are you still there? Can you hear me?” Sripathi cleared his throat and said,
“I can, yes. Maya is my daughter. Umm, we haven’t been in touch for a while now.” He cleared his throat,
embarrassed to be admitting this to a stranger and wishing that he had not.
“Uh-huh, yes. I see, I see.” There was a small pause and then the man continued in a rush.
“Sir, I am a friend of Maya and Alan’s. A family friend. Your daughter asked us to contact you.”
The voice floated in and out of Sripathi’s head. Accident, it said. Very tragic. Thought she would pull through.
Really sorry. What was this man talking about? Sripathi sank to the floor near the telephone, his legs unable to
hold him up any longer.
“Pardon me,” he said. He could hear his voice shake suddenly, as if from cold. “Could you please repeat that? I
didn’t catch … Are you talking about Maya Rao? Who works at Bioenergics?”
He remembered the name of that company. Nirmala had made a point of telling him about it, despite his
pretending not to hear. And the man’s voice, soothing, calm.
“I understand. No problem, I’ll go over it again. I know this is an enormous shock for you. I am terribly sorry.
We thought that Maya, at least, would come through. And sorry for the delay in calling. We tried several times,
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but couldn’t reach you. I thought, let me try one more time to talk to you personally before sending a telegram and
all …”
A roaring wave of shock crashed over Sripathi. He hardly registered the rest of the man’s words. Maya and her
husband had died the day before. But why didn’t anyone tell us earlier? Why, what could you have done? he
argued with the voice that grew louder and louder in his head. You didn’t talk to her for nine years, cut her off as
if she were a diseased limb and now suddenly comes this concern? Sripathi could hear his heart pounding urgently
inside his chest. His breath was indecently loud in his ears.
In between he heard bits and pieces of the family friend’s voice: Maya’s car had crashed off the highway. Alan
had died immediately. The doctors had hoped that Maya would survive, but there was severe internal damage.
Fortunately, Nandana wasn’t with them. She was safe in Dr. Sunderraj’s home, with his wife, Kiran, and their
daughter.
“Alan has no immediate family, Mr. Rao,” said the steady voice.
It occurred to Sripathi that the call was probably costing the man a lot of money. He would have to offer to
reimburse him somehow. The man continued to speak.
“As you are probably aware, Maya appointed you legal guardian and trustee some time ago.”
Yes, Sripathi thought numbly, I remember. I signed the papers, but that is all I did. He wondered briefly how
the family friend knew so much about his daughter’s affairs—much more than he did.
“There might be some problem with Social Services. They may not release the child immediately to a
stranger,” continued the voice. “I believe you have never met your grandchild. Is it possible for you to arrange to
stay here for a few weeks? Let the child get used to you, as it were? And there are other legal and financial
matters …”
The polite, reasonable voice went on and on. Wills. Financial papers. Death certificate. Cremation. The
possibility of Alan’s relatives surfacing and contesting the will—a distant chance as Alan likely did not have
anyone who was close enough to him to want the responsibility of a child. Police check. Adoption. Sripathi put
down the receiver gently, aware that the man was still speaking. Enough, he thought. He could not bear to hear
another word. …
61.75 The Last Word\fn{by Leishiyo Shaiza (1961- )} Alungtang, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India (M) 1
After six months, I went home. I had to convey my friend’s last words to his people. I went to his parents’
house, but the door was locked and no one was there. And I went to Philaton’s place. I stood there about to knock
the door when I recalled the incident of that Friday, six months ago.
In the evening when half the sun was visible, we were proceeding towards the Burma boundary. After the
whole day’s walk under the summer sun, we were tired, so we sat down to take rest.
“How far do we still have to go, Ashim?” I asked.
“We will reach by tomorrow evening,” he replied. “Ningrin, from here the road is much better,” Ashim said.
“Oh! Then we’d better start going,” I insisted.
“No, no, let’s take rest a few more minutes,” Ashim said. Suddenly Ashim said, “Listen! Don’t you hear footsteps?”
I listened. “Yes,” I said. And we saw some twenty soldiers of the border patrol coming towards us. As soon as
they saw us, the sergeant shouted “Halt!”
We fled in panic and the man shouted again to his soldiers to run to the right and to the left to capture us. But
we ran towards the left side of the stream and crossed it. After running through the thick jungle about two
kilometers, we were exhausted and sat down. By now it was completely dark and we halted there for the night.
“Who will be the first guard?” asked Ashim.
“I will be the first,” said one of the younger men in our group.
“All right and the next one?”
“Let me be the next,” volunteered another man.
“Then you wake him up at 10 p.m. Two hours each, and you choose yourselves the third and the fourth,” said
Ashim. “Okay?” Ashim enquired.
“Okay,” they replied.
“I dreamt I was having dinner with my family,” said Ashim.
“It’s because you were thinking about home or because they are missing you,” I said.
“Come, tea is ready,” said Lobban. He liked lighting up a fire and cooking. We could see the morning sun
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through the tall thick line of teak trees. As we went further and further, the forest became denser and denser. The
ones who led kept cutting the bushes with daos and cleared the path. Where the elephants had walked, the path
had already been cleared a bit.
“The forest never seems to end,” said somebody.
“Look! The biggest and tallest tree I have ever seen,” I said pointing to a tree.
“You will find bigger and taller ones later on,” said Ashim.
“You said that the path will be better, but instead it’s full of leeches; no sunlight and worst is the creepers; they
obstruct the path and there’s elephant refuse all over the place. Is this a good road?” I said jokingly.
“As we cross this, we will reach a river and we can cook rice there. It’s not far now and from there on it won’t
be like this,” Ashim said.
After a while, we crossed the jungle and there lay a vast valley before us.
“Doesn’t the river look like a winding snake?” I said.
“See, the huge tree just near the edge of the bank, we have to cross it from there,” said As him.
We reached the river and watched the swift current of the water. All of us, except Ashim of course, said that it
would be difficult to cross.
“You wait here. I will cross,” Ashim said. And he held the rope between his teeth and swam across it. There he
tied it on the tree and swam back holding the other end of the rope. The current was swift. The water was deep in
the middle. At other places it was chest deep.
Holding the rope we crossed it. After we finished the food, we started the journey again. The path was now
better.
“It’s quarter past two, we may reach the nearest village at 6 p.m. and will halt there,” said Ashim.
Suddenly a gun rang out. We took up our positions and fired back. For about twenty minutes, we exchanged
fire. Then there was silence and there was no return fire. Ashim stood up and examined the three dead soldiers.
Suddenly one of the dead soldiers came to life and fired at Ashim in the chest. Ashim threw up his hands and
fell down.
Rising up, I emptied my magazine until that soldier fell. Then running to Ashim, I took him in my arms. He
was alive.
“Ashim, speak to me,” I said.
Breathing heavily with blood streaming out from his mouth, he said haltingly:
“This is … the end … for me, my friend. Do me a … favour … Tell Philaton … not to wait because of me. Tell
… her … I love … her … tell … my … father … not … to drink—” and he died in my arms.
*
I was standing near the door like a statue for a moment. I knocked and Philaton came out. But no words came
from my parched lips and I took out Ashim’s watch. Her eyes began to glimmer with tears. She turned quickly
back and ran into the bedroom. I placed the watch on the table and stepped out.
234.20 Excerpt from The God Of Small Things\fn{by Arundhati Roy (1961- )} Shillong, East Khasi Hills District,
Meghalaya State, India (F) 23
May in Ayemenem is a hot, brooding month. The days are long and humid. The river shrinks and black crows
gorge on bright mangoes in still, dust-green trees. Red bananas ripen. Jackfruits burst. Dissolute bluebottles hum
vacuously in the fruity air. Then they stun themselves against clear windowpanes and die, fatly baffled in the sun.
The nights are clear, but suffused with sloth and sullen expectation.
But by early June the southwest monsoon breaks and there are three months of wind and water with short
spells of sharp, glittering sunshine that thrilled children snatch to play with. The countryside turns an immodest
green. Boundaries blur as tapioca fences take root and bloom. Brick walls turn moss-green. Pepper vines snake up
electric poles. Wild creepers burst through laterite banks and spill across the flooded roads. Boats ply in the
bazaars. And small fish appear in the puddles that fill the PWD potholes on the highways.
It was raining when Rahel came back to Ayemenem. Slanting silver ropes slammed into loose earth, plowing it
up like gunfire. The old house on the hill wore its steep, gabled roof pulled over its ears like a low hat. The walls,
streaked with moss, had grown soft, and bulged a little with dampness that seeped up from the ground. The wild,
overgrown garden was full of the whisper and scurry of small lives. In the undergrowth a rat snake rubbed itself
against a glistening stone. Hopeful yellow bullfrogs cruised the scummy pond for mates. A drenched mongoose
flashed across the leaf-strewn driveway.
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The house itself looked empty. The doors and windows were locked. The front verandah bare. Unfurnished.
But the sky blue Plymouth with chrome tail fins was still parked outside, and inside, Baby Kochamma was still
alive.
She was Rahel’s baby grandaunt, her grandfather’s younger sister. Her name was really Navomi, Navomi Ipe,
but everybody called her Baby. She became Baby Kochamma when she was old enough to be an aunt. Rahel
hadn’t come to see her, though. Neither niece nor baby grandaunt labored under any illusions on that account.
Rahel had come to see her brother, Estha. They were two-egg twins. “Dizygotic” doctors called them. Born from
separate but simultaneously fertilized eggs.\fn{ And so not identical:W} Estha—Esthappen—was the older by
eighteen minutes.
They never did look much like each other, Estha and Rahel, and even when they were thin-armed children,
flat-chested, worm-ridden and Elvis Presley-puffed, there was none of the usual “Who is who?” and “Which is
which?” from over-smiling relatives or the Syrian Orthodox bishops who frequently visited the Ayemenem House
for donations.
The confusion lay in a deeper, more secret place. In those early amorphous years when memory had only just
begun, when life was full of Beginnings and no Ends, and Everything was Forever, Esthappen and Rahel thought
of themselves together as Me, and separately, individually, as We or Us. As though they were a rare breed of
Siamese twins, physically separate, but with joint identities.
Now, these years later, Rahel has a memory of waking up one night giggling at Estha’s funny dream.
She has other memories too that she has no right to have.
She remembers, for instance (though she hadn’t been there), what the Orangedrink Lemondrink Man did to
Estha in Abhilash Talkies. She remembers the taste of the tomato sandwiches—Esthas sandwiches, that Estha ate
—on the Madras Mail to Madras.
And these are only the small things.
*
Anyway, now she thinks of Estha and Rahel as Them, because, separately, the two of them are no longer what
They were or ever thought They’d be.
Ever.
Their lives have a size and a shape now. Estha has his and Rahel hers;
Edges, Borders, Boundaries, Brinks and Limits have appeared like a team of trolls on their separate horizons.
Short creatures with long shadows, patrolling the Blurry End. Gentle half-moons have gathered under their eyes
and they are as old as Ammu was when she died. Thirty-one.
Not old.
Not young.
But a viable die-able age.
*
They were nearly born on a bus, Estha and Rahel. The car in which Baba, their father, was taking Ammu, their
mother, to hospital in Shillong to have them, broke down on the winding tea-estate road in Assam. They
abandoned the car and flagged down a crowded State Transport bus. With the queer compassion of the very poor
for the comparatively well off, or perhaps only because they saw how hugely pregnant Ammu was, seated
passengers made room for the couple, and for the rest of the journey Estha and Rahel’s father had to hold their
mother’s stomach (with them in it) to prevent it from wobbling. That was before they were divorced and Ammu
came back to live in Kerala.
According to Estha, if they’d been born on the bus, they’d have got free bus rides for the rest of their lives. It
wasn’t clear where he’d got this information from, or how he knew these things, but for years the twins harbored a
faint resentment against their parents for having diddled them out of a lifetime of free bus rides.
They also believed that if they were killed on a zebra crossing, the Government would pay for their funerals.
They had the definite impression that that was what zebra crossings were meant for. Free funerals. Of course,
there were no zebra crossings to get killed on in Ayemenem, or, for that matter, even in Kottayam, which was the
nearest town, but they’d seen some from the car window when they went to Cochin, which was a two-hour drive
away.
*
The Government never paid for Sophie Mol’s funeral because she wasn’t killed on a zebra crossing. She had
hers in Ayemenem in the old church with the new paint. She was Estha and Rahel’s cousin, their uncle Chacko’s
daughter. She was visiting from England. Estha and Rahel were seven years old when she died. Sophie Mol was
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almost nine. She had a special child-sized coffin.
Satin lined.
Brass handle shined.
She lay in it in her yellow Crimplene bell-bottoms with her hair in a ribbon and her Made-in-England go-go
bag that she loved. Her face was pale and as wrinkled as a dhobi’s thumb from being in water for too long. The
congregation gathered around the coffin, and the yellow church swelled like a throat with the sound of sad
singing. The priests with curly beards swung pots of frankincense on chains and never smiled at babies the way
they did on usual Sundays.
The long candles on the altar were bent. The short ones weren’t. An old lady masquerading as a distant relative
(whom nobody recognized, but who often surfaced next to bodies at funerals—a funeral junkie? a latent
necrophiliac?) put cologne on a wad of cotton wool and with a devout and gently challenging air, dabbed it on
Sophie Mol’s forehead. Sophie Mol smelled of cologne and coffin-wood.
Margaret Kochamma, Sophie Mol’s English mother, wouldn’t let Chacko, Sophie Mol’s biological father, put
his arm around her to comfort her.
The family stood huddled together. Margaret Kochamma, Chacko, Baby Kochamma, and next to her, her
sister-in-law, Mammachi—Estha and Rahel’s (and Sophie Mol’s) grandmother. Mammachi was almost blind and
always wore dark glasses when she went out of the house. Her tears trickled down from behind them and
trembled along her jaw like raindrops on the edge of a roof. She looked small and ill in her crisp off-white sari.
Chacko was Mammachi’s only son. Her own grief grieved her. His devastated her.
Though Ammu, Estha and Rahel were allowed to attend the funeral, they were made to stand separately, not
with the rest of the family. Nobody would look at them.
It was hot in the church, and the white edges of the arum lilies crisped and curled. A bee died in a coffin
flower. Ammu’s hands shook and her hymnbook with it. Her skin was cold. Estha stood close to her, barely
awake, his aching eyes glittering like glass, his burning cheek against the bare skin of Ammu’s trembling,
hymnbook-holding arm.
Rahel, on, the other hand, was wide awake, fiercely vigilant and brittle with exhaustion from her battle against
Real Life.
She noticed that Sophie Mol was awake for her funeral. She showed Rabel Two Things.
Thing One was the newly painted high dome of the yellow church that Rahel hadn’t ever looked at from the
inside. It was painted blue like the sky, with drifting clouds and tiny whizzing jet planes with white trails that
crisscrossed in the clouds. It’s true (and must be said) that it would have been easier to notice these things lying in
a coffin looking up than standing in the pews, hemmed in by sad hips and hymnbooks.
Rahel thought of the someone who had taken the trouble to go up there with cans of paint, white for the clouds,
blue for the sky, silver for the jets, and brushes, and thinner. She imagined him up there, someone like Velutha,
bare-bodied and shining, sitting on a plank, swinging from the scaffolding in the high dome of the church,
painting silver jets in a blue church sky.
She thought of what would happen if the rope snapped. She imagined him dropping like a dark star out of the
sky that he had made. Lying broken on the hot church floor, dark blood spilling from his skull like a secret.
By then Esthappen and Rahel had learned that the world had other ways of breaking men. They were already
familiar with the smell. Sick-sweet. Like old roses on a breeze.
Thing Two that Sophie Mol showed Rahel was the bat baby. During the funeral service, Rahel watched a small
black bat climb up Baby Kochamma’s expensive funeral sari with gently clinging curled claws. When it reached
the place between her sari and her blouse, her roll of sadness, her bare midriff, Baby Kochamma screamed and hit
the air with her hymnbook. The singing stopped for a “Whatisit? Whathappened?” and for a furry-whirring and a
sari-flapping.
The sad priests dusted out their curly beards with gold-ringed fingers as though hidden spiders had spun
sudden cobwebs in them.
The baby bat flew up into the sky and turned into a jet plane without a crisscrossed trail.
Only Rahel noticed Sophie Mol’s secret cartwheel in her coffin. The sad singing started again and they sang
the same sad verse twice. And once more the yellow church swelled like a throat with voices.
*
When they lowered Sophie Mol’s coffin into the ground in the little cemetery behind the church, Rahel knew
that she still wasn’t dead. She heard (on Sophie Mol’s behalf) the soft-sounds of the red mud and the hard-sounds
of the orange laterite that spoiled the shining coffin polish. She heard the dull-thudding through the pol ished
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coffin wood, through the satin coffin lining. The sad priests’ voices muffled by mud and wood.
We entrust into thy hands, most merciful Father,
The soul of this our child departed.
And we commit her body to the ground;
Earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

Inside the earth Sophie Mol screamed, and shredded satin with her teeth. But you can't hear screams through
earth and stone.
Sophie Mol died because she couldn’t breathe.
Her funeral killed her. Dus to dus to dus to dus to dus. On her tombstone it said A Sunbeam Lent To Us Too
Briefly.
Ammu explained later that Too Briefly meant For Too Short a While.
*
After the funeral Ammu took the twins back to the Kottayam police station. They were familiar with the place.
They had spent a good part of the previous day there. Anticipating the sharp, smoky stink of old urine that
permeated the walls and furniture, they clamped their nostrils shut well before the smell began.
Ammu asked for the Station House Officer, and when she was shown into his office she told him that there had
been a terrible mistake and that she wanted to make a statement. She asked to see Velutha.
Inspector Thomas Mathew’s mustaches bustled like the friendly Air India Maharajah’s, but his eyes were sly
and greedy.
“It’s a little too late for all this, don’t you think?” he said.
He spoke the coarse Kottayam dialect of Malayalam. He stared at Ammu’s breasts as he spoke. He said the
police knew all they needed to know and that the Kottayam Police didn’t take statements from veshyas or their
illegitimate children. Ammu said she’d see about that. Inspector Thomas Mathew came around his desk and
approached Ammu with his baton.
“If I were you,” he said, “I’d go home quietly.”
Then he tapped her breasts with his baton. Gently. Tap tap. As though he was choosing mangoes from a basket.
Pointing out the ones that he wanted packed and delivered. Inspector Thomas Mathew seemed to know whom he
could pick on and whom he couldn’t. Policemen have that instinct. Behind him a red and blue board said:
Politeness.
Obedience.
Loyalty.
Intelligence.
Courtesy.
Efficiency.

When they left the police station Ammu was crying, so Estha and Rahel didn’t ask her what veshya meant. Or,
for that matter, illegitimate. It was the first time they’d seen their mother cry. She wasn’t sobbing. Her face was
set like stone, but the tears welled up in her eyes and ran down her rigid cheeks. It made the twins sick with fear.
Ammu’s tears made everything that had so far seemed unreal, real. They went back to Ayemenem by bus. The
conductor, a narrow man in khaki, slid towards them on the bus rails. He balanced his bony hips against the back
of a seat and clicked his ticket-puncher at Ammu. Where to? The click was meant to mean. Rahel could smell the
sheaf of bus tickets and the sourness of the steel bus rails on the conductor’s hands.
“He’s dead,” Ammu whispered to him. “I’ve killed him.”
“Ayemenem,” Estha said quickly, before the conductor lost his temper. He took the money out of Ammu’s
purse. The conductor gave him the tickets. Estha folded them carefully and put them in his pocket. Then he put
his little arms around his rigid, weeping mother.
*
Two weeks later, Estha was Returned. Ammu was made to send him back to their father, who had by then
resigned his lonely tea-estate job in Assam and moved to Calcutta to work for a company that made carbon black.
He had remarried, stopped drinking (more or less) and suffered only occasional relapses.
Estha and Rahel hadn’t seen each other since.
*
And now, twenty-three years later, their father had re-Returned Estha. He had sent him back to Ayemenem with
a suitcase and a letter. The suitcase was full of smart new clothes. Baby Kochamma showed Rahel the letter. It
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was written in a slanting, feminine, convent-school hand, but the signature underneath was their father’s. Or at
least the name was. Rahel wouldn’t have recognized the signature. The letter said that he, their father, had retired
from his carbon-black job and was emigrating to Australia, where he had got a job as Chief of Security at a
ceramics factory, and that he couldn’t take Estha with him. He wished everybody in Ayemenem the very best and
said that he would look in on Estha if he ever came back to India, which, he went on to say, was a bit unlikely.
Baby Kochamma told Rahel that she could keep the letter if she wanted to. Rahel put it back into its envelope.
The paper had grown soft, and folded like cloth.
She had forgotten just how damp the monsoon air in Ayemenem could be. Swollen cupboards creaked. Locked
windows burst open. Books got soft and wavy between their covers. Strange insects appeared like ideas in the
evenings and burned themselves on Baby Kochamma’s dim forty-watt bulbs. In the daytime their crisp,
incinerated corpses littered the floor and windowsills, and until Kochu Maria swept them away in her plastic
dustpan, the air smelled of Something Burning.
It hadn’t changed, the June Rain.
Heaven opened and the water hammered down, reviving the reluctant old well, green-mossing the pigless
pigsty, carpet bombing still, tea-colored puddles the way memory bombs still, tea-colored minds. The grass
looked wet-green and pleased. Happy earthworms frolicked purple in the slush. Green nettles nodded. Trees bent.
Further away, in the wind and rain, on the banks of the river, in the sudden thunder-darkness of the day, Estha
was walking. He was wearing a crushed-strawberry-pink T-shirt, drenched darker now, and he knew that Rahel
had come.
*
Estha had always been a quiet child, so no one could pinpoint with any degree of accuracy exactly when (the
year, if not the month or day) he had stopped talking. Stopped talking altogether, that is. The fact is that there
wasn’t an “exactly when.” It had been a gradual winding down and closing shop. A barely noticeable quietening.
As though he had simply run out of conversation and had nothing left to say. Yet Estha’s silence was never
awkward. Never intrusive. Never noisy. It wasn’t an accusing, protesting silence as much as a sort of estivation, a
dormancy, the psychological equivalent of what lungfish do to get themselves through the dry season, except that
in Estha’s case the dry season looked as though it would last forever.
Over time he had acquired the ability to blend into the background of wherever he was—into bookshelves,
gardens, curtains, doorways, streets—to appear inanimate, almost invisible to the untrained eye. It usually took
strangers a while to notice him even when they were in the same room with him. It took them even longer to
notice that he never spoke. Some never noticed at all.
Estha occupied very little space in the world.
*
After Sophie Mol’s funeral, when Estha was Returned, their father sent him to a boys’ school in Calcutta. He
was not an exceptional student, but neither was he backward, nor particularly bad at anything. An average student,
or Satisfactory work were the usual comments that his teachers wrote in his Annual Progress Reports. Does not
participate in Group Activities was another recurring complaint. Though what exactly they meant by “Group
Activities” they never said.
Estha finished school with mediocre results, but refused to go to college. Instead, much to the initial
embarrassment of his father and stepmother, he began to do the housework. As though in his own way he was
trying to earn his keep. He did the sweeping, swabbing and all the laundry. He learned to cook and shop for
vegetables. Vendors in the bazaar, sitting behind pyramids of oiled, shining vegetables, grew to recognize him and
would attend to him amidst the clamoring of their other customers. They gave him rusted film cans in which to
put the vegetables he picked. He never bargained: They never cheated him. When the vegetables had been
weighed and paid for, they would transfer them to his red plastic shopping basket (onions at the bottom, brinjal
and tomatoes on the top) and always a sprig of coriander and a fistful of green chilies for free. Estha carried them
home in the crowded tram. A quiet bubble floating on a sea of noise.
At mealtimes, when he wanted something, he got up and helped himself.
Once the quietness arrived, it stayed and spread in Estha. It reached out of his head and enfolded him in its
swampy arms. It rocked him to the rhythm of an ancient, fetal heartbeat. It sent its stealthy, suckered tentacles
inching along the insides of his skull, hoovering the knolls and dells of his memory, dislodging old sentences,
whisking them off the tip of his tongue. It stripped his thoughts of the words that described them and left them
pared and naked. Unspeakable. Numb. And to an observer therefore, perhaps barely there. Slowly, over the years,
Estha withdrew from the world. He grew accustomed to the uneasy octopus that lived inside him and squirted its
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inky tranquilizer on his past. Gradually the reason for his silence was hidden away, entombed somewhere deep in
the soothing folds of the fact of it.
When Khubchand, his beloved, blind, bald, incontinent seventeen-year-old mongrel decided to stage a
miserable, long-drawn-out death, Estha nursed him through his final ordeal as though his own life somehow
depended on it. In the last months of his life, Khubchand, who had the best of intentions but the most unreliable of
bladders, would drag himself to the top-hinged dog-flap built into the bottom of the door that led out into the back
garden, push his head through it and urinate unsteadily, bright yellowly, inside. Then, with bladder empty and
conscience clear, he would look up at Estha with opaque green eyes that stood in his grizzled skull like scummy
pools and weave his way back to his damp cushion, leaving wet footprints on the floor. As Khubchand lay dying
on his cushion, Estha could see the bedroom window reflected in his smooth, purple balls. And the sky beyond.
And once a bird that flew across. To Estha—steeped in the smell of old roses, blooded on memories of a broken
man—the fact that something so fragile, so unbearably tender had survived, had been allowed to exist, was a
miracle. A bird in flight reflected in an old dog’s balls. It made him smile out loud.
After Khubchand died, Estha started his walking. He walked for hours on end. Initially he patrolled only the
neighborhood, but gradually went farther and farther afield. People got used to seeing him on the road. A welldressed man with a quiet walk. His face grew dark and outdoorsy. Rugged. Wrinkled by the sun. He began to look
wiser than he really was. Like a fisherman in a city. With sea-secrets in him.
*
Now that he’d been re-Returned, Estha walked all over Ayemenem.
Some days he walked along the banks of the river that smelled of shit and pesticides bought with World Bank
loans. Most of the fish had died. The ones that survived suffered from fin-rot and had broken out in boils.
Other days he walked down the road. Past the new, freshly baked, iced, Gulf-money houses built by nurses,
masons, wire-benders and bank clerks, who worked hard and unhappily in faraway places. Past the resentful older
houses tinged green with envy, cowering in their private driveways among their private rubber trees. Each a
tottering fiefdom with an epic of its own.
He walked past the village school that his great-grandfather built for Untouchable children.
Past Sophie Mol’s yellow church. Past the Ayemenem Youth Kung Fu Club. Past the Tender Buds Nursery
School (for Touchables), past the ration shop that sold rice, sugar and bananas that hung in yellow bunches from
the roof. Cheap soft-porn magazines about fictitious South Indian sex-fiends were clipped with clothes pegs to
ropes that hung from the ceiling. They spun lazily in the warm breeze, tempting honest ration-buyers with
glimpses of ripe, naked women lying in pools of fake blood..
Sometimes Estha walked past Lucky Press—old Comrade K.N.M. Pillai’s printing press, once the Ayemenem
office of the Communist Party, where midnight study meetings were held, and pamphlets with rousing lyrics of
Marxist Party songs were printed and distributed. The flag that fluttered on the roof had grown limp and old. The
red had bled away.
Comrade Pillai himself came out in the mornings in a graying Aertex vest, his balls silhouetted against his soft
white mundu. He oiled himself with warm, peppered coconut oil, kneading his old, loose flesh that stretched
willingly off his bones like chewing gum. He lived alone now. His wife, Kalyani, had died of ovarian cancer. His
son, Lenin, had moved to Delhi, where he worked as a services contractor for foreign embassies.
If Comrade Pillai was outside his house oiling himself when Estha walked past, he made it a point to greet
him,
“Estha Mon!”, he would call out, in his high, piping voice, frayed and fibrous now, like sugarcane stripped of
its bark. “Good morning! Your daily constitutional?”
Estha would walk past, not rude, not polite. Just quiet. Comrade Pillai would slap himself all over to get his
circulation going. He couldn’t tell whether Estha recognized him after all those years or not. Not that he
particularly cared. Though his part in the whole thing had by no means been a small one, Comrade Pillai didn’t
hold himself in any way personally responsible for what had happened. He dismissed the whole business as The
Inevitable Consequence of Necessary Politics. The old omelette-and-eggs thing. But then, Comrade K.N.M. Pillai
was essentially a political man. A professional omeletteer. He walked through the world like a chameleon. Never
revealing himself, never appearing not to. Emerging through chaos unscathed.
He was the first person in Ayemenem to hear of Rahel’s return. The news didn’t perturb him as much as excite
his curiosity. Estha was almost a complete stranger to Comrade Pillai. His expulsion from Ayemenem had been so
sudden and unceremonious, and so very long ago. But Rahel Comrade Pillai knew well. He had watched her grow
up. He wondered what had brought her back. After all these years.
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*
It had been quiet in Estha’s head until Rahel came. But with her she had brought the sound of passing trains,
and the light and shade and light and shade that falls on you if you have a window seat. The world, locked out for
years, suddenly flooded in, and now Estha couldn’t hear himself for the noise. Trains. Traffic. Music. The stock
market. A dam had burst and savage waters swept everything up in a swirling. Comets, violins, parades,
loneliness, clouds, beards, bigots, lists, flags, earthquakes, despair were all swept up in a scrambled swirling.
And Estha, walking on the riverbank, couldn’t feel the wetness of the rain, or the sudden shudder of the cold
puppy that had temporarily adopted him and squelched at his side. He walked past the old mangosteen tree and up
to the edge of a laterite spur that jutted out into the river. He squatted on his haunches and rocked himself in the
rain. The wet mud under his shoes made rude, sucking sounds. The cold puppy shivered—and watched.
*
Baby Kochamma and Kochu Maria, the vinegar-hearted, short-tempered, midget cook, were the only people
left in the Ayemenem House when Estha was re-Returned. Mammachi, their grandmother, was dead. Chacko lived
in Canada now, and ran an unsuccessful antiques business.
As for Rahel.
After Ammu died (after the last time she came back to Ayemenem, swollen with cortisone and a rattle in her
chest that sounded like a faraway man shouting), Rahel drifted. From school to school. She spent her holidays in
Ayemenem, largely ignored by Chacko and Mammachi (grown soft with sorrow, slumped in their bereavement
like a pair of drunks in a toddy bar) and largely ignoring Baby Kochamma. In matters related to the raising of
Rahel, Chacko and Mammachi tried, but couldn’t. They provided the care (food, clothes, fees), but withdrew the
concern.
The Loss of Sophie Mol stepped softly around the Ayemenem House like a quiet thing in socks. It hid in books
and food. In Mammachi’s violin case. In the scabs of the sores on Chacko’s shins that he constantly worried. In
his slack, womanish legs.
It is curious how sometimes the memory of death lives on for so much longer than the memory of the life that
it purloined. Over the years, as the memory of Sophie Mol (the seeker of small wisdoms: Where do old birds go
to die? Why don’t dead ones all like stones from the sky?; the harbinger of harsh reality: You’re both whole wogs
and I’m a half one; the guru of gore: I’ve seen a man in an accident with his eyeball swinging on the end of a
nerve, like a yo-yo) slowly faded, the Loss of Sophie Mol grew robust and alive. It was always there. Like a fruit
in season. Every season. As permanent as a government job. It ushered Rahel through childhood (from school to
school to school) into womanhood.
Rahel was first blacklisted in Nazareth Convent at the age of eleven, when she was caught outside her
Housemistress’s garden gate decorating a knob of fresh cow dung with small flowers. At Assembly the next
morning she was made to look up depravity in the Oxford Dictionary and read aloud its meaning. “The quality or
condition of being depraved or corrupt,” Rahel read, with a row of stern-mouthed nuns seated behind her and a
sea of sniggering schoolgirl faces in front. “Perverted quality; Moral perversion; The innate corruption of human
nature due to original sin; Both the elect and the non-elect come into the world in a state of total d. and alienation
from God, and can, of themselves, do nothing but sin. J H. Blunt.”
Six months later she was expelled after repeated complaints from senior girls. She was accused (quite rightly)
of hiding behind doors and deliberately colliding with her seniors. When she was questioned by the Principal
about her behavior (cajoled, caned, starved), she eventually admitted that she had done it to find out whether
breasts hurt. In that Christian institution, breasts were not acknowledged. They weren’t supposed to exist (and if
they didn’t could they hurt?).
That was the first of three expulsions. The second for smoking. The third for setting fire to her Housemistress’s
false-hair bun, which, under duress, Rahel confessed to having stolen.
In each of the schools she went to, the teachers noted that she:
(a) Was an extremely polite child.
(b) Had no friends.
It appeared to be a civil, solitary form of corruption. And for this very reason, they all agreed (savoring their
teacherly disapproval, touching it with their tongues, sucking it like a sweet) all the more serious.
It was, they whispered to each other, as though she didn’t know how to be a girl.
*
They weren’t far off the mark.
Oddly, neglect seemed to have resulted in an accidental release of the spirit.
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Rahel grew up without a brief. Without anybody to arrange a marriage for her. Without anybody who would
pay her a dowry and therefore without an obligatory husband looming on her horizon.
So as long as she wasn’t noisy about it, she remained free to make her own enquiries: into breasts and how
much they hurt. Into false-hair buns and how well they burned. Into life and how it ought to be lived.
When she finished school, she won admission into a mediocre college of architecture in Delhi. It wasn’t the
outcome of any serious interest in architecture. Nor even, in fact, of a superficial one. She just happened to take
the entrance exam, and happened to get through. The staff were impressed by the size (enormous), rather than the
skill, of her charcoal still-life sketches. The careless, reckless lines were mistaken for artistic confidence, though
in truth, their creator was no artist.
She spent eight years in college without finishing the five-year undergraduate course and taking her degree.
The fees were low and it wasn’t hard to scratch out a living, staying in the hostel, eating in the subsidized student
mess, rarely going to class, working instead as a draftsman in gloomy architectural firms that exploited cheap
student labor to render their presentation drawings and to blame when things went wrong. The other students,
particularly the boys, were intimidated by Rahel’s waywardness and almost fierce lack of ambition. They left her
alone. She was never invited to their nice homes or noisy parties. Even her professors were a little wary of her—
her bizarre, impractical building plans, presented on cheap brown paper, her indifference to their passionate
critiques.
She occasionally wrote to Chacko and Mammachi, but never returned to Ayemenem. Not when Mammachi
died. Not when Chacko emigrated to Canada.
It was while she was at the college of architecture that she met Larry McCaslin, who was in Delhi collecting
material for his doctoral thesis on “Energy Efficiency in Vernacular Architecture.” He first noticed Rahel in the
school library and then again, a few days later in Khan Market. She was in jeans and a white T-shirt. Part of an old
patchwork bedspread was buttoned around her neck and trailed behind her like a cape. Her wild hair was tied
back to look straight, though it wasn’t. A tiny diamond gleamed in one nostril. She had absurdly beautiful
collarbones and a nice athletic run.
There goes a jazz tune, Larry McCaslin thought to himself, and followed her into a bookshop, where neither of
them looked at books.
Rahel drifted into marriage like a passenger drifts towards an unoccupied chair in an airport lounge. With a
Sitting Down sense. She returned with him to Boston.
When Larry held his wife in his arms, her cheek against his heart, he was tall enough to see the top of her head,
the dark tumble of her hair. When he put his finger near the corner of her mouth he could feel a tiny pulse. He
loved its location. And that faint, uncertain jumping, just under her skin. He would touch it, listening with his
eyes, like an expectant father feeling his unborn baby kick inside its mother’s womb.
He held her as though she was a gift. Given to him in love. Something still and small. Unbearably precious.
But when they made love he was offended by her eyes. They behaved as though they belonged to someone
else. Someone watching. Looking out of the window at the sea. At a boat in the river. Or a passerby in the mist in
a hat.
He was exasperated because he didn’t know what that look meant. He put it somewhere between indifference
and despair. He didn’t know that in some places, like the country that Rahel came from, various kinds of despair
competed for primacy. And that personal despair could never be desperate enough. That something happened
when personal turmoil dropped by at the wayside shrine of the vast, violent, circling, driving, ridiculous, insane,
unfeasible, public turmoil of a nation. That Big God howled like a hot wind, and demanded obeisance. Then
Small God (cozy and contained, private and limited) came away cauterized, laughing numbly at his own temerity.
Inured by the confirmation of his own inconsequence, he became resilient and truly indifferent. Nothing mattered
much. Nothing much mattered. And the less it mattered, the less it mattered. It was never important enough.
Because Worse Things had happened.
In the country that she came from, poised forever between the terror of war and the horror of peace, Worse
Things kept happening.
So Small God laughed a hollow laugh, and skipped away cheerfully. Like a rich boy in shorts. He whistled,
kicked stones. The source of his brittle elation was the relative smallness of his misfortune. He climbed into
people’s eyes and became an exasperating expression.
What Larry McCaslin saw in Rahel’s eyes was not despair at all, but a sort of enforced optimism. And a hollow
where Estha’s words had been. He couldn’t be expected to understand that. That the emptiness in one twin was
only a version of the quietness in the other. That the two things fitted together. Like stacked spoons. Like familiar
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lovers’ bodies.
After they were divorced, Rahel worked for a few months as a waitress in an Indian restaurant in New York.
And then for several years as a night clerk in a bullet-proof cabin at a gas station outside Washington, where
drunks occasionally vomited into the till, and pimps propositioned her with more lucrative job offers. Twice she
saw men being shot through their car windows. And once a man who had been stabbed, ejected from a moving car
with a knife in his back.
Then Baby Kochamma wrote to say that Estha had been re-Returned. Rahel gave up her job at the gas station
and left America gladly. To return to Ayemenem. To Estha in the rain.
*
In the old house on the hill, Baby Kochamma sat at the dining table rubbing the thick, frothy bitterness out of
an elderly cucumber. She was wearing a limp, checked seersucker nightgown with puffed sleeves and yellow
turmeric stains. Under the table she swung her tiny, manicured feet, like a small child on a high chair. They were
puffy with edema, like little foot-shaped air cushions. In the old days, whenever anybody visited Ayemenem,
Baby Kochamma made it a point to call attention to their large feet. She would ask to try on their slippers and say,
“Look how big for me they are!”
Then she would walk around the house in them, lifting her sari a little so that everybody could marvel at her
tiny feet.
She worked on the cucumber with an air of barely concealed triumph. She was delighted that Estha had not
spoken to Rahel. That he had looked at her and walked straight past. Into the rain. As he did with everyone else.
She was eighty-three. Her eyes spread like butter behind her thick glasses.
“I told you, didn’t I?” she said to Rahel. “What did you expect? Special treatment? He’s lost his mind, I’m
telling you! He doesn’t recognize people anymore! What did you think?”
Rahel said nothing.
She could feel the rhythm of Estha’s rocking, and the wetness of rain on his skin. She could hear the raucous,
scrambled world inside his head.
Baby Kochamma looked up at Rahel uneasily. Already she regretted having written to her about Estha’s return.
But then, what else could she have done? Had him on her hands for the rest of her life? Why should she? He
wasn’t her responsibility.
Or was he?
The silence sat between grandniece and baby grandaunt like a third person. A stranger. Swollen. Noxious.
Baby Kochamma reminded herself to lock her bedroom door at night. She tried to think of something to say. .
“How d’you like my bob?”
With her cucumber hand she touched her new haircut. She left a riveting bitter blob of cucumber froth behind.
Rahel could think of nothing to say. She watched Baby Kochamma peel her cucumber. Yellow slivers of
cucumber skin flecked her bosom. Her hair, dyed jet black, was arranged across her scalp like unspooled thread.
The dye had stained the skin on her forehead a pale gray, giving her a shadowy second hairline. Rahel noticed that
she had started wearing makeup. Lipstick. Kohl. A sly touch of rouge. And because the house was locked and
dark, and because she only believed in forty-watt bulbs, her lipstick mouth had shifted slightly off her real mouth.
She had lost weight on her face and shoulders, which had turned her from being a round person into a conical
person. But sitting at the dining table, with her enormous hips concealed, she managed to look almost fragile. The
dim, dining-room light had rubbed the wrinkles off her face, leaving it looking—in a strange, sunken way—
younger. She was wearing a lot of jewelry. Rahel’s dead grandmother’s jewelry. All of it. Winking rings. Diamond
earrings. Gold bangles and a beautifully crafted flat gold chain that she touched from time to time, reassuring
herself that it was there and that it was hers. Like a young bride who couldn’t believe her good fortune.
She’s living her life backwards, Rahel thought.
It was a curiously apt observation. Baby Kochamma had lived her life backwards. As a young woman she had
renounced the material world, and now, as an old one, she seemed to embrace it. She hugged it and it hugged her
back.
When she was eighteen, Baby Kochamma fell in love with a handsome young Irish monk, Father Mulligan,
who was in Kerala for a year on deputation from his seminary in Madras. He was studying Hindu scriptures, in
order to be able to denounce them intelligently.
Every Thursday morning Father Mulligan came to Ayemenem to visit Baby Kochamma’s father, Reverend E.
John Ipe, who was a priest of the Mar Thoma church.\fn{ This springs from a tradition that the apostle Thomas had evangelized
at least the coast of what is now Kerala State:H } Reverend Ipe was well known in the Christian community as the man
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who had been blessed personally by the Patriarch of Antioch, the sovereign head of the Syrian Christian Church—
an episode that had become a part of Ayemenem’s folklore.
In 1876, when Baby Kochamma’s father was seven years old, his father had taken him to see the Patriarch,
who was visiting the Syrian Christians of Kerala. They found themselves right in front of a group of people whom
the Patriarch was addressing in the westernmost verandah of the Kalleny house, in Cochin. Seizing his
opportunity, his father whispered in his young son’s ear and propelled the little fellow forward. The future
Reverend, skidding on his heels, rigid with fear, applied his terrified lips to the ring on the Patriarch’s middle
finger, leaving it wet with spit. The Patriarch wiped his ring on his sleeve, and blessed the little boy. Long after he
grew up and became a priest, Reverend Ipe continued to be known as Punnyan Kunju—Little Blessed One—and
people came down the river in boats all the way from Alleppey and Ernakulam, with children to be blessed by
him. . Though there was a considerable age difference between Father Mulligan and Reverend Ipe, and though
they belonged to different denominations of the Church (whose only common sentiment was their mutual
disaffection), both men enjoyed each other’s company, and more often than not, Father Mulligan would be invited
to stay for lunch. Of the two men, only one recognized the sexual excitement that rose like a tide in the slender
girl who hovered around the table long after lunch had been cleared away.
At first Baby Kochamma tried to seduce Father Mulligan with weekly exhibitions of staged charity. Every
Thursday morning, just when Father Mulligan was due to arrive, Baby Kochamma force-bathed a poor village
child at the well with hard red soap that hurt its protruding ribs.
“Morning, Father!” Baby Kocharnma would call out when she saw him, with a smile on her lips that
completely belied the vise-like grip that she had on the thin child’s soap-slippery arm.
“Morning to you, Baby!” Father Mulligan would say, stopping and folding his umbrella.
“There’s something I wanted to ask you, Father,” Baby Kochamma would say. “In First Corinthians, chapter
ten, verse twenty-three, it says ‘All things are lawful unto me, but all things are not expedient.’ Father, how can
all things be lawful unto Him? I mean I can understand if some things are lawful unto Him, but—“
Father Mulligan was more than merely flattered by the emotion he aroused in the attractive young girl who
stood before him with a trembling, kissable mouth and blazing, coal-black eyes. For he was young too, and
perhaps not wholly unaware that the solemn explanations with which he dispelled her bogus biblical doubts were
completely at odds with the thrilling promise he held out in his effulgent emerald eyes.
Every Thursday, undaunted by the merciless midday sun, they would stand there by the well. The young girl
and the intrepid Jesuit, both quaking with unchristian passion. Using the Bible as a ruse to be with each other.
Invariably, in the middle of their conversation, the unfortunate soapy child that was being force-bathed would
manage to slip away, and Father Mulligan would snap back to his senses and say,
“Oops! We’d better catch him before a cold does.”
Then he would reopen his umbrella and walk away in chocolate robes and comfortable sandals, like a highstepping camel with an appointment to keep. He had young Baby Kochamma’s aching heart on a leash, bumping
behind him, lurching over leaves and small stones. Bruised and almost broken.
A whole year of Thursdays went by. Eventually the time came for Father Mulligan to return to Madras. Since
charity had not produced any tangible results, the distraught young Baby Kochamma invested all her hope in
faith.
Displaying a stubborn single-mindedness (which in a young girl in those days was considered as bad as a
physical deformity—a harelip perhaps, or a clubfoot—Baby Kochamma defied her father’s wishes and became a
Roman Catholic. With special dispensation from the Vatican, she took her vows and entered a convent in Madras
as a trainee novice. She hoped somehow that this would provide her with legitimate occasion to be with Father
Mulligan. She pictured them together, in dark sepulchral rooms with heavy velvet drapes, discussing theology.
That was all she wanted. All she ever dared to hope for. Just to be near him. Close enough to smell his beard. To
see the coarse weave of his cassock. To love him just by looking at him.
Very quickly she realized the futility of this endeavor. She found that the senior sisters monopolized the priests
and bishops with biblical doubts more sophisticated than hers would ever be, and that it might be years before she
got anywhere near Father Mulligan. She grew restless and unhappy in the convent. She developed a stubborn
allergic rash on her scalp from the constant chafing of her wimple. She felt she spoke much better English than
everybody else. This made her lonelier than ever.
Within a year of her joining the convent, her father began to receive puzzling letters from her in the mail.
My dearest Papa,
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I am well and happy in the service of Our Lady. But Koh-i-noor appears to be unhappy and homesick. …
My dearest Papa,
Today Koh-i-noor vomited after lunch and is running a temperature. …
My dearest Papa,
Convent food does not seem to suit Koh-i-noor; though I like it well enough. …
My dearest Papa,
Koh-i-noor is upset because her family seems to neither understand nor care about her well-being …

Other than the fact that it was (at the time) the name of the world’s biggest diamond, Reverend E. John Ipe
knew of no other Koh-i-noor. He wondered how a girl with a Muslim name had ended up in a Catholic convent.
It was Baby Kochamma’s mother who eventually realized that Koh-i-noor was none other than Baby
Kochamma herself. She remembered that long ago she had shown Baby Kochamma a copy of her father’s (Baby
Kochamma’s grandfather’s) will, in which, describing his grandchildren, he had written: I have seven jewels, one
of which is my Koh-i-noor. He went on to bequeath little bits of money and jewelry to each of them, never
clarifying which one he considered his Koh-i-noor. Baby Kochamma’s mother realized that Baby Kochamma, for
no reason that she could think of, had assumed that he had meant her—and all those years later at the convent,
knowing that all her letters were read by the Mother Superior before they were posted, had resurrected Koh-i-noor
to communicate her troubles to her family.
Reverend Ipe went to Madras and withdrew his daughter from the convent. She was glad to leave, but insisted
that she would not reconvert, and for the rest of her days remained a Roman Catholic. Reverend Ipe realized that
his daughter had by now developed a “reputation” and was unlikely to find a husband. He decided that since she
couldn’t have a husband there was no harm in her having an education. So he made arrangements for her to attend
a course of study at the University of Rochester in America.
Two years later, Baby Kochamma returned from Rochester with a diploma in Ornamental Gardening, but more
in love with Father Mulligan than ever. There was no trace of the slim, attractive girl that she had been. In her
years at Rochester, Baby Kochamma had grown extremely large. In fact, let it be said, obese. Even timid little
Chellappen Tailor at Chungam Bridge insisted on charging bush-shirt rates for her sari blouses.
To keep her from brooding, her father gave Baby Kochamma charge of the front garden of the Ayemenem
House, where she raised a fierce, bitter garden that people came all the way from Kottayam to see.
It was a circular, sloping patch of ground, with a steep gravel driveway looping around it. Baby Kochamma
turned it into a lush maze of dwarf hedges, rocks and gargoyles. The flower she loved the most was the
anthurium. Anthurium andraeanum. She had a collection of them, the “Rubrum,” the “Honeymoon,” and a host of
Japanese varieties. Their single succulent spathes ranged from shades of mottled black to blood red and glistening
orange. Their prominent, stippled spadices always yellow. In the center of Baby Kochamma’s garden, surrounded
by beds of cannae and phlox, a marble cherub peed an endless silver arc into a shallow pool in which a single blue
lotus bloomed. At each corner of the pool lolled a pink plaster-of-paris gnome with rosy cheeks and a peaked red
cap.
Baby Kochamma spent her afternoons in her garden. In sari and gum boots. She wielded an enormous pair of
hedge shears in her bright-orange gardening gloves. Like a lion tamer she tamed twisting vines and nurtured
bristling cacti. She limited bonsai plants and pampered rare orchids. She waged war on the weather. She tried to
grow edelweiss and Chinese guava.
Every night she creamed her feet with real cream and pushed back the cuticles on her toe-nails.
Recently, after enduring more than half a century of relentless, pernickety attention, the ornamental garden had
been abandoned. Left to its own devices, it had grown knotted and wild, like a circus whose animals had forgotten
their tricks. The weed that people call Communist Patcha (because it flourished in Kerala like Communism)
smothered the more exotic plants. Only the vines kept growing, like toe-nails on a corpse. They reached through
the nostrils of the pink plaster gnomes and blossomed in their hollow heads, giving them an expression half
surprised, half sneeze-coming.
The reason for this sudden, unceremonious dumping was a new love. Baby Kochamma had installed a dish
antenna on the roof of the Ayemenem house. She presided over the world in her drawing room on satellite TV.
The impossible excitement that this engendered in Baby Kochamma wasn’t hard to understand. It wasn’t
something that happened gradually. It happened overnight. Blondes, wars, famines, football, sex, music, coups
d’etat—they all arrived on the same train. They unpacked together. They stayed at the same hotel. And in
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Ayemenem, where once the loudest sound had been a musical bus horn, now whole wars, famines, picturesque
massacres and Bill Clinton could be summoned up like servants. And so, while her ornamental garden wilted and
died, Baby Kochamma followed American NBA league games, one-day cricket and all the Grand Slam tennis
tournaments. On weekdays she watched The Bold and the Beautiful and Santa Barbara, where brittle blondes
with lipstick and hair-styles rigid with spray seduced androids and defended their sexual empires. Baby
Kochamma loved their shiny clothes and the smart, bitchy repartée. During the day, disconnected snatches of it
came back to her and made her chuckle.
Kochu Maria, the cook, still wore the thick gold earrings that had disfigured her earlobes forever. She enjoyed
the WWF Wrestling Mania shows, where Hulk Hogan and Mr. Perfect, whose necks were wider than their heads,
wore spangled Lycra leggings and beat each other up brutally. Kochu Maria’s laugh had that slightly cruel ring to
it that young children’s sometimes have.
All day they sat in the drawing room, Baby Kochamma on the long-armed planter’s chair or the chaise longue
(depending on the condition of her feet), Kochu Maria next to her on the floor (channel surfing when she could),
locked together in a noisy television silence. One’s hair snow white, the other’s dyed coal black. They entered all
the contests, availed themselves of all the discounts that were advertised and had, on two occasions, won a T-shirt
and a thermos flask that Baby Kochamma kept locked away in her cupboard.
Baby Kochamma loved the Ayemenem house and cherished the furniture that she had inherited by outliving
everybody else. Mammachi’s violin and violin stand, the Oory cupboards, the plastic basket chairs, the Delhi
beds, the dressing table from Vienna with cracked ivory knobs. The rosewood dining table that Velutha made.
She was frightened by the BBC famines and television wars that she encountered while she channel surfed.
Her old fears of the Revolution and the Marxist-Leninist menace had been rekindled by new television worries
about the growing numbers of desperate and dispossessed people. She viewed ethnic cleansing, famine and
genocide as direct threats to her furniture.
She kept her doors and windows locked, unless she was using them. She used her windows for specific
purposes. For a Breath of Fresh Air. To Pay for the Milk. To Let Out a Trapped Wasp (which Kochu Mana was
made to chase around the house with a towel).
She even locked her sad, paint-flaking fridge, where she kept her week’s supply of cream buns that Kochu
Maria brought her from Bestbakery in Kottayam. And the two bottles of rice water that she drank instead of
ordinary water. On the shelf below the baffle tray, she kept what was left of Mammachi’s willow-pattern dinner
service.
She put the dozen or so bottles of insulin that Rahel brought her in the cheese and butter compartment. She
suspected that these days, even the innocent and the round-eyed could be crockery crooks, or cream-bun cravers,
or thieving diabetics cruising Ayemenem for imported insulin.
*
She didn’t even trust the twins. She deemed them Capable of Anything. Anything at all. They might even steal
their present back she thought, and realized with a pang how quickly she had reverted to thinking of them as
though they were a single unit once again. After all those years. Determined not to let the past creep up on her, she
altered her thought at once. She. She might steal her present back.
She looked at Rahel standing at the dining table and noticed the same eerie stealth, the ability to keep very still
and very quiet that Estha seemed to have mastered. Baby Kochamma was a little intimidated by Rahel’s quietness.
“So!” she said, her voice shrill, faltering. “What are your plans? How long will you be staying? Have you
decided?”
Rahel tried to say something. It came out jagged. Like a piece of tin. She walked to the window and opened it.
For a Breath of Fresh Air.
“Shut it when you’ve finished with it,” Baby Kochamma said, and closed her face like a cupboard.
*
You couldn’t see the river from the window anymore. You could, until Mammachi had had the back verandah
closed in with Ayemenem’s first sliding-folding door. The oil portraits of Reverend E. John Ipe and Aleyooty
Ammachi (Estha and Rahel’s great-grandparents) were taken down from the back verandah and put up in the front
one.
They hung there now, the Little Blessed One and his wife, on either side of the stuffed, mounted bison head.
Reverend Ipe smiled his confident-ancestor smile out across the road instead of the river.
Aleyooty Ammachi looked more hesitant. As though she would have liked to turn around but couldn’t. Perhaps
it wasn’t as easy for her to abandon the river. With her eyes she looked in the direction that her husband looked.
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With her heart she looked away. Her heavy, dull gold kunukku earrings (tokens of the Little Blessed One’s
Goodness) had stretched her earlobes and hung all the way down to her shoulders. Through the holes in her ears
you could see the hot river and the dark trees that bent into it. And the fishermen in their boats. And the fish.
Though you couldn’t see the river from the house anymore, like a seashell always has a sea-sense, the
Ayemenem House still had a river-sense.
A rushing, rolling, fish-swimming sense.
*
From the dining-room window where she stood, with the wind. in her hair, Rahel could see the rain drum
down on the rusted tin roof of what used to be their grandmother’s pickle factory.
Paradise Pickles & Preserves.
It lay between the house and the river.
They used to make pickles, squashes, jams, curry powders and canned pineapples. And banana jam (illegally)
after the FPO (Food Products Organization) banned it because according to their specifications it was neither jam
nor jelly. Too thin for jelly and too thick for jam. An ambiguous, unclassifiable consistency, they said.
As per their books. Looking back now, to Rahel it seemed as though this difficulty that their family had with
classification ran much deeper than the jam-jelly question.
Perhaps Ammu, Estha and she were the worst transgressors. But it wasn’t just them. It was the others too. They
all broke the rules. They all crossed into forbidden territory. They all tampered with the laws that lay down who
should be loved and how. And how much. The laws that make grandmothers grandmothers, uncles uncles,
mothers mothers, cousins cousins, jam jam, and jelly jelly.
It was a time when uncles became fathers, mothers lovers, and cousins died and had funerals.
It was a time when the unthinkable became thinkable and the impossible really happened.
*
Even before Sophie Mol’s funeral, the police found Velutha. His arms had goose bumps where the handcuffs
touched his skin. Cold handcuffs with a sour-metal smell. Like steel bus rails and the smell of the bus conductor’s
hands from holding them. After it was all over, Baby Kochamma said,
“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”
As though she had had nothing to do with the Sowing and the Reaping. She returned on her small feet to her
cross-stitch embroidery. Her little toes never touched the floor. It was her idea that Estha be Returned.
Margaret Kochamma’s grief and bitterness at her daughter’s death coiled inside her like an angry spring. She
said nothing, but slapped Estha whenever she could in the days she was there before she returned to England.
Rahel watched Ammu pack Estha’s little trunk.
“Maybe they’re right,” Ammu’s whisper said. “Maybe a boy does need a Baba.” Rahel saw that her eyes were
a redly dead.
*
They consulted a Twin Expert in Hyderabad. She wrote back to say that it was not advisable to separate
monozygotic twins, but that two-egg twins were no different from ordinary siblings and that while they would
certainly suffer the natural distress that children from broken homes underwent, it would be nothing more than
that. Nothing out of the ordinary.
And so Estha was Returned in a train with his tin trunk and his beige and pointy shoes rolled into his khaki
holdall. First class, overnight on the Madras Mail to Madras and then with a friend of their father’s from Madras
to Calcutta.
He had a tiffin carrier with tomato sandwiches. And an Eagle flask with an eagle. He had terrible pictures in his
head.
Rain. Rushing, inky water. And a smell. Sick-sweet. Like old roses on a breeze.
But worst of all, he carried inside him the memory of a young man with an old man’s mouth. The memory of a
swollen face and a smashed, upside-down smile. Of a spreading pool of clear liquid with a bare bulb reflected in
it. Of a bloodshot eye that had opened, wandered and then fixed its gaze on him. Estha. And what had Estha done?
He had looked into that beloved face and said: Yes.
Yes, it was him.
The word Estha’s octopus couldn’t get at: Yes. Hoovering didn’t seem to help. It was lodged there, deep inside
some fold or furrow, like a mango hair between molars. That couldn’t be worried loose.
*
In a purely practical sense it would probably be correct to say that it all began when Sophie Mol came to
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Ayemenem. Perhaps it’s true that things can change in a day. That a few dozen hours can affect the outcome of
whole lifetimes. And that when they do, those few dozen hours, like the salvaged remains of a burned house—the
charred clock, the singed photograph, the scorched furniture—must be resurrected from the ruins and examined.
Preserved. Accounted for.
Little events, ordinary things, smashed and reconstituted. Imbued with new meaning. Suddenly they become
the bleached bones of a story.
Still, to say that it all began when Sophie Mol came to Ayemenem is only one way of looking at it.
Equally, it could be argued that it actually began thousands of years ago. Long before the Marxists came.
Before the British took Malabar, before the Dutch Ascendency, before Vasco da Gama arrived, before the
Zamorin’s conquest of Calicut. Before three purple-robed Syrian bishops murdered by the Portuguese were found
floating in the sea, with coiled sea serpents riding on their chests and oysters knotted in their tangled beards. It
could be argued that it began long before Christianity arrived in a boat and seeped into Kerala like tea from a
teabag.
That it really began in the days when the Love Laws were made. The laws that lay down who should be loved,
and how.
And how much. …
32.137 Excerpt from a novel in progress: “Siege In Kailashpada”\fn{by Vikram Chandra (1961- )} New Delhi,
National Capital Territory, India, (M) 9
… “You're never going to get in here,” the voice of Gaitonde said over the speaker after they had been working
on the door for three hours. They had tried a cold chisel on the lock first, but what had looked like brown wood
from a few feet away was in fact some kind of painted metal, and although it turned white under the blade and
rang like a sharp temple bell, the door didn’t give. Then they had moved to the lintels with tools borrowed from a
road crew; but even when the road men took over, wielding the sledgehammer with long, expert swings and
huffing breaths, the concrete bounced their blows off blithely, and the Sony speaker next to the door laughed at
them.
“You’re behind the times,” Gaitonde crackled.
“If I’m not getting in, you’re not getting out,” Sartaj said.
“What? I can’t hear you.”
Sartaj stepped up to the door. The building was a precise cube, white with green windows, on a square plot of
land in Kailashpada, which was on the still-developing northern edge of Zone 13. Here, among the heavy
machinery groping at swamp, edging Bombay out farther and wider, Inspector Sartaj Singh had come to arrest the
great Ganesh Gaitonde, gangster, don among dons, and wily and eternal survivor.
“How long are you going to stay in there, Gaitonde?” Sartaj said, craning his neck up. The deep, round video
eye of the camera above the door swiveled from side to side and then settled on him.
“You’re that chodu Sardar inspector,” Gaitonde said.
“That I am,” Sartaj said. There were two Sikh commissioners on the force, but he was the only Sikh inspector
in the whole city, and so was used to being identified by his turban and beard. He was known also for the cut of
his pants, which he had tailored at a very film-starry boutique in Bandra, and also for his profile, which had once
been featured by Modern Woman magazine in The City’s Best-Looking Bachelors. His assistant, Katekar, on the
other hand, had a large paunch that sat on top of his belt like a suitcase, and a perfectly square face and very thick
hands. Katekar was a senior constable, and an old colleague, and now he came around the corner of the building
and stood wide-legged, with his hands in his pockets.
He shook his head.
“Where are you going, Sardarji?” Gaitonde said.
“Just some things I have to take care of,” Sartaj said. He and Katekar walked to the corner together, and now
Sartaj could see the ladder they had going up to the ventilator.
“That’s not a ventilator,’ Katekar said. ‘It only looks like one. There’s just concrete behind it. What the hell is
this place, sir?”
“I don’t know,” Sartaj said. It was somehow deeply satisfying that even Katekar, Mumbai native and
practitioner of a very superior Bhuleshwar-bred cynicism, was startled by an impregnable white cube suddenly
grown in Kailashpada, with a black swivel-mounted Sony video camera above the door.
“I don’t know. And he sounds very strange, you know. Isn’t he supposed to be very polite?”
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“Yes, like a congressman who wants a vote from you,” Katekar said. “Polite like an oil massage, even with
constables.”
“I’ve never met him. You?”
“No, but that’s what everyone says. Never heard of him being rude to police.”
“Today he must not want anything,” Sartaj said.
“But what’s he doing here, in Kailashpada of all places?”
Sartaj nodded. The Gaitonde they had read about in police reports and in the newspapers lolled in the stands
during Sharjah cricket matches with bejeweled starlets, he bankrolled politicians and bought them and sold them,
his daily skim from Bombay’s various dark dhandas was said to be greater than annual corporate incomes, and his
name was used to frighten the recalcitrant. Gaitonde bhai said so, you said, and the stubborn saw reason, and all
roads were smoothed, and there was peace.
But he had been on the run for many months, on the Indonesian coast in a yacht, it was rumored, far but only a
phone call away. Which meant that he might as well have been next door, or as it turned out, amazingly enough,
in dusty Kailashpada. The tip-off had come from an anonymous male voice on Sartaj’s direct line at the station,
bringing them to Kailashpada in a hasty caravan bristling with rifles.
“I don’t know,” Sartaj said. “But now that he’s here, he’s ours.”
“He’s a prize, yes, sir,” Katekar said. He had that densely snobbish look he always assumed when he thought
Sartaj was being naïve.
“But you’re sure you want to make him yours?”
“He’s already mine, only he doesn’t know it,” Sartaj said, turning to walk back toward the door. “All right. Cut
off his power.”
“Hey, Sardarji,” Gaitonde boomed over the speaker. “You were the one who lurkaoed Mahinder Mathu’s
wicket.’
There was a strange rolling richness about his voice, even over the tinny speaker.
“I did,” Sartaj said. “Friend of yours?”
“Not exactly,” Gaitonde said. “But why the hell did you have to shoot him five times? In the face?”
“He was trying to bowl me out also, Gaitonde. And it was four times, and only twice in the head.”
“Mathu should have gotten you. But he thought too long,” Gaitonde said. “Mahinder Mathu always—”
And his voice stopped short, as if cut by a knife.
Sartaj turned from the door. Now it was a matter of waiting, and an hour or two under a hot June sun would
turn the unventilated, unpowered building into a furnace that even Gaitonde, who was a graduate of Arthur Road
Jail many times and many years over, would find as hard to bear as the corridors of Hell. And Gaitonde had been
lately very successful and thus a little softened, so perhaps it would be closer to an hour. But Sartaj had taken only
two steps when he felt a deep hum rising through his toes and into his knees, and Gaitonde was back.
“What, you thought it would be so easy?” Gaitonde said, chortling. “Just a power cut? What, you think I’m a
fool?”
So there was a generator somewhere in the cube. Gaitonde had been the first man in Arthur Road Jail, perhaps
the first man in Bombay, to own a cellular phone. With it, safe in his cell, he had run drugs, matka, smuggling,
and construction.
“No, I don’t think you’re a fool,” Sartaj said. “This, this building is very impressive. Who designed it for
you?”
“Never mind who designed it, Sardarji. The question is, how are you going to get in?”
“Why don’t you just come out? It’ll save us all a lot of time. It’s really hot out here, and I’m getting a
headache.”
There was a silence, filled with the murmuring of the spectators who were gathering at the end of the lane.
“I can’t come out.”
“Why not?”
“I’m alone. I’m only me by myself.”
“I thought you had friends everywhere, Gaitonde. Everyone everywhere is a friend of Gaitonde bhai’s, isn’t it?
In the government, in the press, even in the police force? How is it then that you are alone?”
“Do you know I get applications, Sardarji? I probably get more applications than you police fucks. Don’t
believe me? Here, I’ll read you one. Hold on. Here’s one. This one’s from Wardha. Here it is.”
“Gaitonde!”
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Respected Shri Gaitonde.

“Hear that, Sardarji?” ‘Respected.’ So then …”
I am a twenty-two-year-old young man living in Wardha, Maharashtra. Currently I am doing my M.Com., having
passed my B.Com. exam with seventy-one per cent marks. I am also known in my college as the best athlete, since I am
captain of the cricket team.

Then there’s a lot of crap about how bold and strong he is, how everyone in town’s scared of him. OK, then he
goes on,
I am sure that I can be of use to you. I have for long followed your daring exploits in our newspapers, which print
very often these stories of your great power and powerful politics, which make you the first man in Mumbai.\fn{ The
name of Bombay was officially changed to Mumbai in 1995.} Many times when my friends get together, we talk about your
famous adventures. Like how you finished Dhanraj Kalia’s game, in spite of his police guards. And of course I hope
you are not offended if I mention your great love affair with our own Miss India, Miss Nandita Kumar. Please, Shri
Gaitonde, I respectfully submit to you my vita, and some small clippings about me. I will do whatever work you ask. I
am very poor, Shri Gaitonde. I fully believe that you will give me a chance to make a life.
Yours faithfully,
Amit Shivraj Patil.”

“Hear that, Sardarji?” Gaitonde called out.
“Yes, Gaitonde,” Sartaj said. “I do. He sounds like a fine recruit.”
“He sounds like a lodu, Sardarji,” Gaitonde said. “I wouldn’t hire him as a bhangi to clean my toilets. But he’d
probably do well as a policeman.”
“I’m getting tired of this, Gaitonde.”
Gaitonde laughed.
“Are your feelings hurt, saab? Should I be more respectful? Should I tell you about the wonderful and
astonishing feats of the police, our defenders who give their lives in service without a thought for their own
profit?”
“Gaitonde?”
“What?”
“I’ll be back. I need a cold drink.”
Gaitonde laughed long and very hard, and became avuncular, affectionate.
“Yes, yes, of course you do. Hot out there.”
“For you also? A Thums Up?”
“I’ve a fridge in here, chikniya. Just because you’re so far and so hero-like good-looking doesn’t mean you’re
extra smart. You get your drink.”
“I will. I’ll be back.”
“What else would you do, Sardarji? Go, go.”
Sartaj walked down the street, and Katekar fell in beside him. The cracked black tarmac seemed to swim and
shimmer in the heat. The street had emptied, the spectators bored by the lack of explosions and bullets and hungry
for lunch. Between Bhagwan Tailors and Trimurti Music, they found the straightforwardly named Best Café,
which had tables scattered under a neem tree and rattling black floor fans. Sartaj pulled desperately at a Coke, and
Katekar sipped at fresh lime and soda, only slightly sweet. He was trying to lose weight. From where they sat they
could see Gaitonde’s white bunker.
“Let’s blow it up,” Katekar said.
“With what?” Sartaj said. “And that’ll kill him for sure.”
Katekar grinned. “Yes, sir. So what, sir?”
“And what would the intelligence boys say?”
“Saab, excuse me, but the intelligence boys can suck my lauda. Why didn’t they know he was building this
thing?”
“Now, that would have been very, very intelligent, wouldn’t it?” Sartaj said. He leaned back in his chair and
stretched.
“You think we can find a bulldozer?”
*
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Sartaj had a metal chair brought to the front of the bunker, and he sat on it patting his face with a cold, wet
towel. He was sleepy. The video camera was unmoving and silent.
“Ay, Gaitonde!” Sartaj said. “You there?”
The camera made its very small buzzing machine noise, nosed about blindly, and then found Sartaj.
“Yes, I’m here. I was searching this bastard place. Sardarji, can you believe it? There’s nothing to eat in here.”
“Nothing?”
“A brand-new two-lakh fridge big enough to walk into, and not a slice of bread in it. I have idiots working for
me.”
Sartaj thought suddenly that Gaitonde had learned that big voice from the movies, from Prithviraj Kapoor in a
smoking jacket complaining about the servants.
“Can we send you something?” Sartaj said. “Shrimp? Chicken?”
“No, you can’t, and stop trying to be so maderchajd smart.”
“You’ll stay hungry?”
Sartaj was trying to calculate the chances of starving Gaitonde out. But he remembered that Gandhiji had
lasted for weeks on water and juice. The bulldozer would arrive in an hour—an hour and a half, at most.
“I’ve been hungry before,” Gaitonde said. “More hungry than you could imagine.’
“Listen, it’s too bloody hot out here,” Sartaj said. “Come out and back at the station you can tell me all about
how hungry you were.”
“I can’t come out.”
“I’ll take care of you, Gaitonde. There are all sorts of people trying to kill you, I know. But no danger, I
promise. This is not going to turn into an encounter. You come out now and we’ll be back at the station in six
minutes. You’ll be absolutely safe. From there you can call your friends. Safe, ekdum safe. You have my
promise.”
But Gaitonde wasn’t interested in promises.
“Back when I was a kid, I left the country for the first time. It was on a boat, you know. Those days that was
the business: get on a boat, go to Dubai, go to Bahrain, come back with gold biscuits. I was excited, because I had
never left the country before. Not even to Nepal, you understand. OK, Sardarji, establishing shot: there was the
small boat, five of us on it, sea, sun, all that kind of crap. Salim kaka was the leader, a six-foot Pathan with a long
beard, good man with a sword. Then there was Mathu, narrow and thin everywhere, always picking his nose,
supposed to be a tough guy. Me, nineteen and didn’t know a damn thing. And there was Gaston, the owner of the
boat, and Pascal, his assistant, two small dark guys from somewhere in the South. It was Salim kaka’s deal, his
contacts there, and his money that hired the boat, and his experience, when to go out, when to come back,
everything was his. Mathu and I were his boys, behind him all the time. Got it?”
Katekar rolled his eyes.
Sartaj said, “Yes, Salim kaka was the leader, you and Mathu the thin guy were the guns, and Gaston and Pascal
sailed the boat. Got it.”
Katekar propped himself against the wall next to the door and spilled paan masala into his palm. The speaker
gleamed a hard metallic silver. Sartaj shut his eyes.
Gaitonde went on.
“I had never seen such a huge sky before. Purple and gold and purple. Mathu was combing his hair again and
again into a Dev Anand puff. Salim kaka sat on the deck with us. He had huge feet, square and blunt, each cracked
like a piece of wood, and a beard that was smooth and red like a flame. That night he told us about his first job,
robbing an angadia couriering cash to Bombay from Surat. They caught the angadia as he got off the bus, tossed
him in the back of an Ambassador, and went roaring away to an empty chemical godown in the industrial estates
at Vikhroli. In the godown they stripped him of his shirt, his banian, his pants, everything, and found sewn inside
the pants, over the thighs, four lakhs in five-hundred-rupee notes. Also a money belt with sixteen thousand in it.
He was standing there baby-naked, his big paunch shaking, holding his hands over his shrunken lauda, as they
left. Clear?”
Sartaj opened his eyes.
“A courier, they got him, they made some money. So what?”
“So the story’s not over yet, smart Sardarji. Salim kaka was closing the door, but then he turned around and
came back. He caught the guy by the throat, lifted him up and around, and put a knee between his legs. ‘Come on,
Salim Pathan,’ someone yelled to him, ‘this is no time to want to fuck a boy.’ And Salim kaka, who was groping
the angadia’s bum, said, ‘Sometimes if you squeeze a beautiful ass, as you would a peach, it reveals all the secrets
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of the world,’ and he held up a little brown silk packet, which the angadia had taped behind his balls. In it were a
good gross of the highest-quality diamonds, agleam and aglitter, which they fenced the next week at fifty per cent,
and Salim kaka’s cut alone was one lakh, and this was in the days when a lakh meant something. ‘But,’ Salim
kaka said, ‘the lakh was the least of it, money is only money.’ But after that he was known as a lustrous talent, a
sharp lad. ‘I’ll squeeze you like a peach,’ he’d say, cocking a craggy eyebrow, and the poor unfortunate at the
receiving end would spill cash, cocaine, secrets, anything.
“‘How did you know with the angadia, Salim kaka?’ I asked, and Salim kaka said, ‘It is very simple. I looked
at him from the door. And he was still afraid. When I had my knife at his throat he had said to me in a child’s little
voice, ‘Please don’t kill me, my baap.’ I hadn’t killed him, he was still alive and holding his lauda, the money
was gone, but it wasn’t his, we were leaving, so why was he still afraid? A man who is afraid is a man who still
has something to lose.’”
“Very impressive,” Sartaj said. He shifted in his chair, and regretted it immediately as his shoulder blade found
a curve of heated metal. He adjusted his turban and tried to breathe slowly, evenly. Katekar was fanning himself
with a folded afternoon newspaper, his eyes abstracted and his forehead slack, while into the slow stirring of the
air came Gaitonde’s voice with its cool electronic hiss.
“I resolved to be sharply watchful for ever after, for I was ambitious. That night I laid my body down along the
bow, as close as I could get to the onrushing water, and I dreamed. Did I tell you I was nineteen? I was nineteen
and I made myself stories about cars and a high house and myself entering a party and flashbulbs popping.
“Mathu came and sat beside me. He lit a cigarette for himself and gave me one. I drew hard on it like him. In
the dark I could see the puff of his hair, his haggard shoulders, and I tried to remember his features, which were
too bony to be anywhere close to Dev Anand’s, but still every day he stroked talcum powder onto that pointy rat
face and tried. I felt suddenly kindly toward him. ‘Isn’t this beautiful?’ I said. He laughed. ‘Beautiful? We could
drown,’ he said, ‘and nobody would know what happened to us. We would disappear, phat, gone.’ His cigarette
made spirals in the dark. ‘What do you mean?’ I asked. ‘Oh, you pitiful dehati idiot!’ he said. ‘Don’t you know?
Nobody knows we are out here.’ ‘But,’ I said, ‘Salim kaka’s people know, his boss knows.’ I could feel him
laughing at me, his knee jogging against my shoulder. ‘No they don’t.’ He was leaning closer to me, whispering,
and I could smell his banian and see the pale phosphorescence of his eyes. ‘Nobody knows, he didn’t tell his boss.
Don’t you get it? This is his own deal. Why do you think we’re on this little khatara of a boat, not a trawler? Why
do you think we are with him, one dehati smelling of pig shit and farm dirt and a very, very junior member of the
company? Eh? Why? This is Salim kaka’s own little operation. He wants to go independent, and to go
independent what do you need? Capital. That’s what. That’s why we’re out here slopping away in this chodu
wheezing tin trap, one pitch away from the big fishes. He thinks he’s going to make enough to start himself all
new and fresh and shiny. Capital, capital, you understand?’
“I sat up then. He put a hand on my shoulder and swung himself up. ‘ Beta,’ he said, ‘if you want to live in the
city you have to think ahead three turns, and look behind a lie to see the truth and then behind that truth to see the
lie. And then, and then, if you want to live well, you need a bankroll. Think about it.’ Mathu patted my shoulder
and drew back. I saw his face for a second in dim light as he lowered himself into the cabin. And I did think about
it.”
Under the speaker Katekar turned his head, right and left, and Sartaj heard the small clicking noise of the
bones in his neck.
“I remember this Salim kaka,” Katekar said softly. “I remember seeing him in Dongri, walking around in a red
lungi and a silk kurta. The kurtas were of different colours, but the lungi was always red. He worked with Haji
Salman’s gang, and he had a woman in Dongri, I remember hearing. Dongri was Bachchu Singh’s area, but still
Salim kaka came for the woman, in a red lungi and silk kurtas.”
Sartaj nodded. Katekar’s face was puffy, as if he had just woken from sleep.
“Love?” Sartaj said.
Katekar grinned.
“Judging by the silk, it must have been,” he said. “Or maybe it was just that she was seventeen and had an ass
like a prancing deer’s. She was an auto mechanic’s daughter, I think.”
“Don’t believe in love, Katekar?”
“Saab, I believe in silk, and in everything that is soft, and everything else that is hard, but—”
Above their heads the speaker rumbled.
“What in God’s name are you mumbling about, Sardarji?”
“Go on, go on,” Sartaj said. “Just minor instructions.”
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“Not giving up? Good, I like that. So listen. The next afternoon, we started to see tree branches in the water,
pieces of old crates, bottles bobbing down and up, tyres, once the whole wooden roof of a house floating upside
down. Gaston stayed on deck the whole time now, one arm around the mast, looking this way and that with
binoculars, never stopping. I asked Mathu, ‘Are we close?’ He shrugged. Salim kaka came up in a new kurta. He
stood by the bow, looking to the north, and I saw his fingers dabbing at the silver medallion at his chest. I wanted
to ask him where we were, but there was a narrow-eyed gravity on his face that kept me from speaking.”
Sartaj leaned forward toward Katekar.
“Do you think our friend Gaitonde really had an affair with Miss India?”
Katekar grinned.
“She was a very English-medium type, that one. But it’s true, she stayed at his house in Hong Kong.”
“Maybe he learned English.”
“Maybe she liked his sweaters. He has a lot of sweaters.”
Sartaj remembered the pictures of Gaitonde, the medium-sized body and the medium face, neither ugly nor
handsome, all of it instantly forgettable despite the bright-blue and red cashmere sweaters, everything quite
commonplace. But now there was this voice, quiet and urgent, and Sartaj tipped his head toward the speaker:
“As night came, in the last failing light, there was a pinpoint of red winking steadily to the north. We dropped
anchor, then headed toward it in a dinghy. Mathu rowed, and Salim kaka sat opposite, watching our beacon, and I
between them. I was expecting a wall, like I had seen near the Gateway of India, but instead there were high
rushes that towered above our heads. Salim kaka took a pole and pushed us through the feathered banks that
creaked and whispered, and although I wasn’t told to I had my pistol in my hand. Then the wood scraped under
my feet, hard on ground. Flashlight in hand, Salim kaka led us up the island, that’s what it was, a soft wet rising in
the swamp. We walked for a long time, half an hour maybe, Salim kaka in front, under a rising moon. He had a
brown canvas bag over his shoulder, big as a wheat sack. Then I saw the beacon again, over the top of the stalks.
It was a torch tied to a pole. I could smell the tallow; the flames jumped two feet high. Under it there were three
men. They were dressed like city people, and in the leaping light I could see their fair skin, their bushy black
eyebrows, their big noses.
“Turks? Iranis? Arabs? I don’t know still, but two of them had rifles, muzzles pointed just a little away from
us. My trigger was cool and sweaty on my finger. I cramped and thought, You’ll fire and finish us all. I took a
breath, turned my wrist, feeling the butt against my thumb, and watched them. Salim kaka and one of them spoke,
their heads close together. Now the bag was offered, and a suitcase in return. I saw a gleam of yellow, and heard
the clicks of locks shutting. My arm ached.
“Salim kaka stepped backward, and we edged away from the foreigners. I felt the smooth wet rim of a stalk
against my neck, and I couldn’t find a way out, only the yielding pressure of vegetation, and panic. Then Salim
kaka turned abruptly and slipped between the bushes, the faint beam of his flashlight marking his way, and then
Mathu. I came last, sidewise, my pistol hand held low, my neck taut. I can still see them watching, the three men.
I see the gleam of the metal bands around the rifle muzzles, and their shaded eyes. We were walking fast. I felt as
if we were flying, and the tall grass that had pulled and clawed at me at first now brushed softly along my sides.
Salim kaka turned his head, and I saw his frantic smile. We were happy, running.
“Salim kaka paused at the edge of a little stream where water had cut a drop of three feet, maybe four, and he
reached down with his right foot and found a place for his heel. Mathu looked at me, his face cut into angles by
the gaunt moonlight, and I looked at him. Before Salim kaka had completed his step, I knew where we were
going. The report of the pistol bounced off the water into my belly. I knew the butt had bruised the base of my
thumb. Only when the flare left my eyes could I see again, and my stomach was twisting and loosening and
twisting, and at the bottom of the ditch Salim kaka’s feet were treading steadily, as if he were still finding his way
to the boat. The water thrashed and boiled. ‘Fire, Mathu,’ I said. ‘Fire, damn you.’ Those were the first words I
had spoken since we’d come ashore. My voice was firm and strange, the sound of it alien. Mathu tilted his head
and pointed his barrel. Again a flash brought the weeds out from the shadows, but still those feet clambered away,
going steadily somewhere. I aimed my pistol into the round frothy turbulence, and at the first discharge all
movement stopped, but I put another one in just to make sure. ‘Come on,’ I said, ‘let’s go home.’ Mathu nodded,
as if I were in charge, and he jumped into the ditch and scrabbled for the suitcase. The flashlight was glowing
under the water, a luminous yellow bubble that embraced exactly half of Salim kaka’s head and his green kurta
collar. I snapped it up as I went through, though all the way back to the dinghy the fat moon was low overhead
and lit us to safety.”
Sartaj and Katekar heard Gaitonde drink now. They heard, clearly, every long gulp and the glass emptying.
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“Whisky?” Sartaj whispered. “Beer?”
Katekar shook his head. “No, he doesn’t drink. Doesn’t smoke either. Very health-conscious don he is.
Exercises every day. Water he’s drinking. Bisleri with a twist of lime in it.”
Gaitonde went on, hurrying now.
“When the sun came up on the boat the next day Mathu and I were still awake. We had spent the night sitting in
the cabin, across from each other, with the suitcase tucked under Mathu’s bunk but still visible. I had my pistol in
my lap, and I could see Mathu’s under his thigh. The roof above my head creaked out a stealthy step. We had told
Gaston and Pascal that we had been ambushed by the police, the police of whatever country we had been in.
Pascal had wept, and they were both moving very gently now, in respect for our mourning. Behind Mathu’s head
there was the dark brown of the wood, and the white of his banian floating and dipping with the swell of the
waves. There was the hazy distance between us, and I knew what he was thinking.
“So I decided. I put my pistol on the pillow, put my feet up on the bunk. ‘I’m going to sleep,’ I said. ‘Wake me
up in three hours and then you can rest.’ I turned to the wood, with my back toward Mathu, and shut my eyes.
Very, very low down on my back there was a single circle on my skin which twitched and crawled. It expected a
bullet. I could not calm it. But I kept my breathing steady, my knuckles against my lips. There are some things
you can control.
“When I woke it was evening. There was a thick orange light pushing into the cabin from the hatch, coloring
the wood like fire. My tongue filled my throat and mouth, and my hand when I tried to move it had become a
loathsome bloated weight. I thought the bullet had found me, or I had found the bullet, but then I jerked once and
my heart was thudding painfully and I sat up. My stomach was covered with sweat. Mathu was asleep, his face
down on the pillow. I tucked my pistol into my waistband and went up. Pascal smiled at me out of his black little
face. The clouds were piled above us, enormous and bulging, higher and higher into the red heaven. And this boat
a twig on the water. My legs shook and I sat down and prayed. I said the Hanuman chalisa. I said it again and
again. When it was dark, I asked Pascal for two sacks. He gave me two white sacks made of canvas, with
drawstrings.
“‘Wake up,’ I said to Mathu when I went downstairs, and kicked his bunk. He came awake groping for his
pistol, which he couldn’t find until I pointed to it, between the mattress and the wall. ‘Calm down, you jumpy
chut. Just calm down. We have to share.’ He said, ‘Don’t ever do that again.’ He was growling, stretching his
shoulders up like a rooster heaving its feathers.
“I smiled at him.
“‘Listen,’ I said, ‘you bhenchod sleepy son of moderchod Kumbhkaran, do you want your half or what?’ He
calculated for a moment, still all swollen and angry, but then he subsided with a laugh. ‘Yes, yes,’ he said. ‘Halfhalf. Half-half.’
“Gold is good. It moves and slips on your fingers with a satisfying smoothness. When it is near to pure it has
that healthy reddish glow that reminds you of apple cheeks. But that afternoon as we moved the bars from the
suitcase into the sacks, one by one, one for one and then one for the other, what I liked best was the weight. The
bars were small, a little longer than the breadth of my palm, much smaller than I had expected, but they felt so
dense and plump I could hardly bear to put each in my sack. My face was warm and my heart congested and I
knew I had done right. When we got to the last bar, which was mine, I put it in my left pants pocket, where I could
feel it always, slapping against me. Then the pistol on the other side at the back of my waistband.
“Mathu nodded. ‘Almost home,’ he said. ‘How much do you think it’s worth?’ His smile was slow and
faltering. I looked down at him and felt only contempt. I knew absolutely and for certain and in one instant that he
would always be a tapori, nothing more, maybe even with ten or twelve people working for him, but always
nothing more than a nerve-racked small-time local buffoon, jacked up into tottery brutishness with a gun and a
chopper under his shirt, that’s all. If you think in rupees you’re a sweep-carrying bhangi, nothing more. Because
lakhs are dirt, and crores are shit. I thought. What is golden is the future in your pocket, the endless possibility of
it. So I shoved the sack under my bunk, nudging the last of it under with my foot as Mathu watched with wide
eyes. I turned my back on him and climbed up to the deck laughing to myself. I was no longer afraid. I knew him
now. That night I slept like a baby.”
Katekar snorted, and shook his head. “And for years he slept a restful sleep every night, while the bodies fell
right and left.”
Sartaj held up a warning hand, and Katekar wiped the sweat from his face and muttered quietly:
“They’re all of them the swinish same, moderchod greedy bastards. The trouble is when one gets killed, five
come up to take his place.”
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“Quiet,” Sartaj said. “I want to hear this.”
The speaker growled again.
“The day after the next, I saw, over the water, a faraway hillock. ‘What is that?’ I asked Gaston. ‘Home,’ he
said. From the bow Pascal called to another boat leaning out toward the horizon. “U Aaa-hoooooooo,” he called,
and the long cry and its echoing reply wrapped about my shoulders. I was home.
“We helped to beach the boat, and then took leave of Pascal and Gaston. Mathu was whispering threats at
them, but I shouldered him aside, not too gently, and said, ‘Listen, boys, keep this quiet, very quiet, and we’ll do
business again.’ I gave them a gold bar each—from my share—and shook hands with them, and they grinned and
were my fellows for life. Mathu and I walked a little way down the road, to the bus stop, with our white sacks
dragging over our shoulders. I waved down an auto rickshaw and nodded at Mathu. I left him standing there,
buffeted by exhaust. I knew he wanted to come with me, but he thought more of himself than he was, and he
would’ve forced me to kill him, sooner or later. I had no time for him. I was going to Bombay.”
*
The speaker was silent. Sartaj stood up, turned, and looked up and down the street.
“Eh, Gaitonde?” he said.
A moment passed, and then the answer came:
“Yes, Sartaj?”
“The bulldozer’s here.”
Indeed it was there, a black leviathan that now appeared at the very end of the street, with its throaty clanking
causing a crowd to appear instantly. The machine had a certain dignity, and the driver had a cap on his head, worn
with the flair of a specialist.
“Get those people out of the road,” Sartaj said to Katekar. “And that thing up here. Pointed this way.”
“I can hear it now,” Gaitonde said. The video lens moved in its housing restlessly.
“You’ll see it soon,” Sartaj said.
The policemen near the vans were checking their weapons.
“Listen, Gaitonde, this is all a farce that I don’t like one bit. We’ve never met, but still we’ve spent the afternoon talking. Let’s be gentlemen. There’s no need for this. Just come out and we can go back to the station and we
can get you something to eat. Shrimp.”
“Shrimp would be good,” Gaitonde said. “But I can’t do that.”
“Stop it,” Sartaj said. “Stop acting the fillum villain, you’re better than that. This isn’t some bloody schoolboy
game.”
“It never was, my friend,” Gaitonde said. “It never was.”
Sartaj turned away from the door. He wanted, with an excruciating desire, a cup of tea.
“All right. What’s your name?” he said to the driver of the bulldozer, who was leaning against a gargantuan
track.
“Bashir Ali.”
“You know what to do?”
Bashir Ali twisted his blue cap in his hands..
“It’s my responsibility, Bashir Ali. I’m giving you an order as a police inspector, so you don’t have to worry
about it. Let’s get that door down.”
Bashir Ali cleared his throat.
“But that’s Gaitonde in there, Inspector saab,” he said tentatively.
Sartaj took Bashir Ali by the elbow and walked him to the door.
“Gaitonde?”
“Yes, Sardarji?”
“This is Bashir Ali, the driver of the bulldozer. He’s afraid of helping us. He’s frightened of you.”
“Bashir Ali,” Gaitonde said. The voice was commanding, like an emperor’s sure of its consonants and its
generosity.
Bashir Ali was looking at the middle of the door. Sartaj pointed up at the video camera, and Ali blinked up at
it.
“Yes, Gaitonde bhai?” he said.
“Don’t worry. I won’t forgive you”—Bashir Ali blanched—“because there’s nothing to forgive. We are both
trapped, you on that side of the door and me on this. Do what they tell you to do, get it over with, and go home to
your children. Nothing will happen to you. Not now and not later. I give you my word.”
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There was a pause.
“The word of Ganesh Gaitonde.”
By the time Bashir Ali had climbed up to his seat on top of the bulldozer he had understood, it seemed, his role
in the situation. He put his cap on his head with a twirl and pointed it backward. The engine grunted and then
settled into a steady roar. Sartaj leaned close to the speaker. The left side of his head, from the nape of the neck to
the temples, was caught in a sweeping pulse of heat and pain.
“Gaitonde?”
“Speak, Sardarji, I’m listening.”
“Just open this damn door.”
“Aho, you want me to just open this door? I know, Sardarji, I know.”
“Know what?”
“I know what you want. You want me to just open this damn door. Then you want to arrest me and take me to
the station. You want to be a hero in the newspapers. You want a promotion. Two promotions. Deep down you
want even more. You want to be rich. You want to be an all-India hero. You want the President to give you a
medal on Republic Day. You want the medal in full color on television. You want to fuck film stars.”
“Gaitonde—”
“But you know I’ve had all that. And I’ll beat you.”
“How? You have some of your boys in there with you?”
“No. Not one. I told you, I’m alone.”
“A tunnel? A helicopter hidden inside?”
Gaitonde laughed.
“No, no.”
“What then? You have a battery of Bofors guns?”
“Not even an AK-47. But I’ll beat you.”
The bulldozer was shimmering on the black road, flanked by grim-eyed policemen. Their choices were
narrowing rapidly, leading them inevitably to this metal door, and they were determined, and helpless, and afraid.
“Gaitonde,” Sartaj said, rubbing his eyes. “Last chance. Come on, yaar. This is very, very stupid.”
“I can’t do it. Sorry.”
“All right. Just stay back from the door when we come in. And for God’s sake have your hands up.”
“Don’t worry,” Gaitonde said. “I will.”
Sartaj stood up straight, his back to the door, and checked his pistol. He rotated the cylinder, and the yellow
cartridges sat fat and round in the metal. The heat came through the soles of his shoes, into his feet.
Suddenly the speaker came to life again against his shoulder blade.
“Sartaj, you called me yaar. So I’ll tell you something. Build it big or small, there is no house that is safe.
Love is an iron trap, and the game always wins.”
Sartaj could feel the tinny trembling in his chest from the speaker. The machine in front of him produced a
blare that pressed him back against the door, and it was enough. He palmed the cylinder back into the pistol, and
stepped off the porch.
“All right,” he shouted. “Let’s go, let’s go, let’s go.”
He waved toward the door with the weapon.
The speaker was buzzing again, but Sartaj wasn’t listening.
“Come on, Bashir Ali, get that thing down.”
Bashir Ali raised a hand, and Sartaj pointed a rigid finger at him.
“Get that thing moving.”
Bashir Ali crouched in his high seat, and the behemoth lurched forward, past Sartaj, and smashed against the
building with a dull crunch, with a soaring cloud of plaster. But after a moment, when the bulldozer pulled back,
the building still stood complete and sacrosanct, the door not even dented. Only the video camera had been
injured: it lay next to the door, flattened nearly halfway along its length. A long jeer rose from the crowd down the
street. It grew louder when Bashir Ali switched off his engine.
“What the hell was that?” Sartaj said when Bashir Ali stepped down on the shaded side of the bulldozer.
“What do you expect when you won’t let me do it the way it should be done?”
They were both wiping plaster from their noses. On the sunlit side of the bulldozer the crowd was chanting
“Jai Gaitonde.”
“Do you know the way to do it?” Bashir A1i shrugged.
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“I have an idea.”
“All right,” Sartaj said. “Fine. Do it how you want.”
“Get out of my way then. And get your men back from the building.”
As Bashir A1i spun his steed on the gravel, Sartaj saw that he was an artist. He operated with flicks and thumps
of his hands on the driving sticks, leaning into the direction of his turns, in sympathy with the groaning gears
underneath. He raised and then lowered his blade, positioning it precisely, with its lower extended edge level with
the door. He reversed ten feet, twenty, thirty, his arm jauntily on the back of his seat. He came at the building at a
diagonal, and as he went past Sartaj he flashed a white grin. This time there was a scream of metal, and when the
violet juddering of the bulldozer had ceased Sartaj saw that the door had been peeled back, inward. A crack ran
three feet up into the masonry.
“Back!” Sartaj shouted. He was running forward, pistol held in front of him. “Get back, get back.”
Then Bashir A1i was gone, and Sartaj was leaning against one side of the doorway, and Katekar on the other.
An icy wind came out and Sartaj felt it drying the sweat on his face and his forearms. Suddenly, for a moment, he
envied Gaitonde all his air-conditioners, the frigid climate control won by his audacity. And for a moment, rising
from somewhere deep in his hips, unbidden and nauseating, like a buoyant dribble of bile, was a tiny bubble of
admiration. He took a deep breath.
“Do you think the building will hold?” he said.
Katekar nodded. He was looking in, through the door, and his face was dark with rage. Sartaj touched the tip of
his tongue to his upper lip, felt the dryness, and then they went in. Sartaj went ahead, and at the first door inside
Katekar went by him. Behind them followed the rustling of the others. Sartaj was trying to hear above the
thunderous unclenching of his heart. He had done entries like this before, and it never got better. It was very cold
inside the building, and the light was low and luxurious. There was carpet under their feet. There were four square
rooms, all white, all empty. And at the exact centre of the building was a very steep, almost vertical, metal
staircase. Sartaj nodded at Katekar, and then followed him down. The metal door at the bottom opened easily, but
it was very heavy, and when Katekar finally had it back Sartaj saw that it was as thick as a hatch to a bank vault.
Inside it was dark. Sartaj was shivering uncontrollably. He moved past Katekar, and now he saw a bluish light
on the left. Katekar slid past his shoulders and went out wide, and then they shuffled forward, weapons held
rigidly before them. Another step and now in the new angle Sartaj saw a figure, shoulders, in front of a bank of
haze-filled TV monitors, a brown hand near the controls on a black panel.
“Gaitonde!” Sartaj hadn’t meant to shout—a gentle admonitory assertion was the preferred tone—and now he
squeezed his voice down.
“Gaitonde, put your hands up very slowly.”
There was no movement from the figure in the darkness. Sartaj tightened his finger painfully on his trigger,
and fought the urge to fire, and fire again.
“Gaitonde, Gaitonde?”
From Sartaj’s right, where Katekar was, came a very small click, and even as Sartaj turned his head the room
was flooded with white neon radiance, generous and encompassing and clean. And in the universal illumination
Gaitonde sat, revealed, a black pistol in his left hand, and half his head gone.
*
It was night when Sartaj came up the metal stairs. He left underneath him the symmetrical rooms of the cube,
which the two police commissioners below were now calling a safe house. The three lab technicians were dusting
it, and Katekar was guarding it with a proprietor’s fierce watchfulness. Sartaj stood shadowed in the lee of the
metal door. There were reporters waiting behind a row of police jeeps. He checked his collar, and ran his hands
along the sides of his turban, and stepped out. In the flare of the flashbulbs, he found that he could not leave
behind Gaitonde’s stare. Gaitonde had looked at him in the first sudden light; his right eye had bulged with a
manic intensity. Sartaj had seen the fragile tracery of pink lines, the hard black of the pupil, the shining seep of
fluid from the inside comer, which despite himself he had thought of as a tear. But it was only the body reacting to
the gigantic blow that had exploded everything from the chin up on the other side of his face, slicing from the left
nostril into the forehead.
“Enough,” Sartaj said, and shouldered his way through the photographers. Soon he was at the wheel of a
Gypsy, winding through the heavy traffic. He didn’t know where he was going. He thought, It’s finished, Sardarji,
finished. It’s only work. Enough. But he could still see water slapping against the rust-brown side of a boat, a
cloud-laden sky, a figure sitting in the bow looking toward the horizon.
Sartaj turned the jeep’s wheel violently to the left and was now driving along a familiar road, which led to the
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sloping beach at Kausa where he used to go picnicking during college. The curving waterfront lined with tiny
fishing villages had been a great secret then. Now there was a huge yellow hotel, built in an epic arc to match the
bay. The hotel belonged to a family in the construction business, and the permission required to build in a
protected area had come from a minister close to Gaitonde. There was nothing to be done about it now. The
villagers’ sons and daughters worked in it, as gardeners, waiters, and maids. The hotel was far ahead in the dark
but Sartaj could see it clearly, like an enormous wall stretching from right to left. In its rooftop bar, Sartaj had
once drunk a Scotch. He veered to the side of the road and stopped the Gypsy.
Sartaj sat for a long while.
Then he moved the jeep in a slow half circle across the road, and went back to Kailashpada. …
1962
260.225 A. 1. Independence 2. The Lover 3. Dream Of The Evil Servant 4. Daughter-Mother-Maya-Seeta 5. It’s
Me I’m Not Home 6. Wishing You All The Best 7.-17. Untitled in my copy: Seventeen Poems B. A Statement,
September, 1999\fn{by Reetika Vazirani (1962-2003)} Patiala, Patiala District, Punjab State, India (F) 9
A
1
When I am nine, the British quit
India. Headmaster says, "The Great
Mutiny started it."We repeat,
The Great Mutiny of 1857
in our booming voices.Even
Akbar was Great, even Catherine,
Great!We titter over History.His back
turns: we see his pink spotty neck.
*
Sorry, the British leaving? we beg.
"This is hardly a joke or a quiz –
sit up and stay alert," he spits.
"It is about the trains and ships
you love and city names.As for me,
I'm old, I'll end in a library,
I began in trade."But you must stay,
we tell him.He lived here as we have lived
*
but longer.He says he was alive
in Calcutta in 1890.He didn't have
a rich father.A third son, he came with
the Tea Company:we saw a statement
in his office. The company built
the railroads to take the tea "home
to England" so that Darjeeling and Assam
could be sipped by everyone, us and them.
*
They sold our southern neighbor Ceylon,
silk, pepper, diamonds, cotton.
We make a trade of course.In England
there is only wool and salt and
snobs and foggy weather, Shakespeare.
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2
I took the train from Patiala,
left the girls with Ayah, and lied,
I'm with Faye and Daisy.
Had to say what he'd approve of.
Go then, Kiran said, crushing large rupees in my hand.
*
Have I been here a week?
I've slept so long I can't remember
who was with me last night in bed,
that figure leaning against the door?
Did he leave me this gold bangle?
I can feel its heft around my wrist,
knobs and crests, a design
from the high Mogul period of Aurangazeb.
*
I have come to Delhi
to remember our ancient past -- so little, a bangle,
what else?
When it slid over my hand,
I opened myself like a book and you hear its private pulsing.
In the quiet he said, Put your hand here
to save your place.
I put my hand there, and he pressed it.
He sat with me a minute, and he went away,
left something to hinge me in the wind of myself,
to calm my legs.
Empire is large land and I can't touch it.
A smile is a root my mother said don't bother.
I am small.I married a dark talent
from a small world.
Until he asked me to drop my shawl
and slid his finger on my shoulder,
let me taste our leisure.
I read him.I peeled back lies.
I had harped on grandeur,
but the Taj Mahal and Rome are a fantasy.
What's left is my darkness. He spoke to me
of skin and I touched it.
*
Until he asked me to drop my shawl
and slid his finger on my shoulder,
let me taste our leisure.
It required my defiance of the small world.
He asked would you, and I said I would.
I read him.I drank up my history
and peeled back the glossy lies.
I had harped on former grandeur,
but the Taj Mahal and Rome are a fantasy.
What's left is my darkness. He spoke to me simply of skin and I touched it.
*
For so many years I kept my mantra:
they are great and I am small.
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I've slept.I've tasted my own milk.
I'll raise my girls, then I'll be back to taste the morning.
3
1.
We kept war in the kitchen.
A set of ten bone china plates, now eight.
As if a perfumed guest stole her riches . . .
*
The next day she wanted to leave at noon.
I said, be back by four, I'm paying you.
She sat by the door,
she put out her hand,
her knuckles knocked against mine,
hard deliberate knuckles. I gave her cash.
Off to watch movies, off to smoke ganja.
***
She came back late and high as if my fear asked for it.
I called her junglee.
Everything went off late –
dinner, the children getting into bed;
but the guests understood:
they had servants too.
*
She stuck diaper pins in my children.
I cursed her openly.Who shouted?
Or I cursed her silently and went my way.
She stole bangles my husband's mother bought,
bangles a hundred years old.But she wore frayed jewelry
hawked on the street.She was like a rock that nicked
furniture in corners you'd think only a rat could go.
***
Why didn't I dismiss her?
I don't know.
She got old as I got old.
I could see her sharp shoulder bones
tighten, her knuckled skull.
I had to look at her.It had to wound me.
Listen, said my mother. Yes mother, I listened, crouched in my head.
*
Looking over the flowered verandah she said:
Who are you to think you are beautiful?
What have you got to show?
Go sit on your rag.
All my life I tended to looks,
they betrayed me. I bore you.
I am wretched.Be my mother.Be my maid.
4
To replay errors
the revolving door of days
Now it's over
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There's no one point thank god in the turning world
I was always moving
tired too but laughing
To be a widow is an old
freedom I have known
vidua paradiseaa bird
Singly I flew
and happiness was my giraffe
in the face of Africa
me among daughters
and my son at work
me pregnant with them
taking in the glamour days
town and country mirabella elle vogue
cosmopolitanWe have made this world
brownthese beautiful women
laughing and crying till we cleared the dining table
In hotels men asked my girls to fetch them towels
In restaurants they asked us for bread
Today I'm a civil servant on the Hill
*
From the Mall what colorful sarongs
my children bring to drape my ankles
the gifts we give
to Mina a necklace of Mikimoto pearls
Tara a Paloma purse for cosmetics
Lata a pair of lime shoes for the miles
Devi gives me her eclectic lit eyes
the glamour of our wilder regions
Bombay weavers on the twenty-four hour looms
shocking pink is the navy of India
*
Listen I am listening
my mind is a trip
I flew over oceans
I flew in the face of skies
orienting my loss of caste
my dark complexion
the folly of envy
wishing all my life to be fair
My jealous god leaves
Hello son this is your mother
Daughters take these maroon saris
these maroon bras
I am proud to have borne you
When you gather around me
newness comes into the world
5
It’s late in the city and I’m asleep.
You will call again? Did I hear
(please leave a message after the beep)
Chekhov? A loves B. I clap
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for joy. B loves C. C won’t answer.
In the city it’s late, I’m asleep,
and if your face nears me like a familiar map
of homelessness: old world, new hemisphere
(it’s me leave a message after the beep),
then romance flies in the final lap
of the relay, I pass the baton you disappear
into the city, it’s late and I’m asleep
with marriages, they tend to drop
by, faithful to us for about a year,
leave a message after the beep,
I’ll leave a key for you, play the tape
when you come in, or pick up the receiver.
It’s late in the city and I’m asleep.
Please leave a message after the beep.
6
How can it always be terrible to think
the beloved is dead. (At least you had one.)
So moody! One minute we are crying,
not the next. Today, Thanksgiving Day,
means staying in for once. I'm visiting
Frank O'Hara and his closest friends
(tons) in a book called Homage to Frank O'Hara.
I didn't even know him or any of them. . .
though when Octavio Paz turned eighty
I heard John Ashbery read at the Met
but could not grasp that crazy happy whine
of his, whatever it is. The point is
once you know Frank O'Hara's life and work
the rest is up to you to be emphatic
and brave, to take your sleep when it comes,
to treat our wonderful friends like him, that angel.
What a wonderful course in life. The best
days are here and will be. That's prophetic!
I smile. See how much I have learned.
7
he cleaved to her neck
she turned the Rolodex
always thought of some rescue
sponsor me father health like mercury
in a tin thimble
rest came and went
between pushing
for the keep-me star
morning her head clicked
like a well-turned clock
for calm she took white chestnut
lavender grass
checked the sun
Verrazano bridge traffic
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once nothing fazed her
now everything’s shifted
no sleep feeding two plus
he’s a god and I’m errands
8
at the Henry J. Austin clinic on North Warren
she took a paycheck stub
got examined for twenty-five dollars
no one below the poverty line wondered
if she was Krishna’s ambush
of longing Radha opened the door
signed her name time in time out
blood pressure hormone levels pap
dreams of homeopathy
when the nation was less HMO
more natrum muriaticum pulsatilla
nux vomica less the three-hour pharmacist
line Bristol-Myers Squibb
funny taste in her mouth
*
she ate a hot meal
on the playground
bench in the sun
it had been like this before he was born
*
I took it for granted
all I knew was flight
when I thought I had forever ahead of me
acres of working girls
he chose me from
I said yes because he wanted me to
*
other mothers at the clinic
some with two children in a stroller
bus pass and no lunch and me
I say god to be wed to the dream
of an avatar what could be worse?
listen it could be if god sent no money
9
the love link of resentment
our child in this echo chamber
thirty-nine windows two stairwells three of us
like the Armada with no one on empire-watch
digs more overrated than all the clothes in the world
I wonder what women at the back of the bus thought
of last century’s courtesans Jackie Imelda
*
and where was my mother in that pageant?
*
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did I choose the man to check my father
check check-mate fall off the board
I load my mother memory back in
click click the way I felt
at her table she’s silent I played maid
sixty phone calls away from telling her
as I am from leaving him now
10
between the pink housedress of The Young
and the Restless to the Tower of Babel
the pharmacy called her name either that or
three dirty martinis to get through the baby’s hunger cries
cars squawking round the house
fruit punch cheese doodles donut boxes
in the yard we rage over each other
11
each morning the little boy slipped
his hand to her shoulder
a there-there mamacita
look in his eye
the thumb’s chakra
says we are one even if
only for an instant take it in
call it more than affect
12
from the depths of motherhood
she could not find one minute to spare
she wanted to know one other mother
there was no one on that London block
so cold the phone froze on its hook
she knew how it could happen oven door
laudanum sleep flew through her needle’s eye
she did not dream
rose to a bottleneck of errands five o’clock
dinner meat frozen solid moon rise
13
some feedings went well
he kept milk down was allergic to nothing
*
she spies her double in the danger ward
compares herself to others
in the health line wrapped in a single helix
around the Federal Building
she believed she could be this sick
only once god have mercy
squirrels gnawing on the attic beam
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close to the head’s tripwire
her left hand stealing from her right
she wanted him to ask
instead of telling her how to feel in his house
the house haunted by a former seller
family photos a knife in the laundry room
*
forget every bit of floral lace lipstick and any other
buffer between glamour and being done for
14
moving out a list of joys book of late gratitudes
a round robin collage’s loose threads
little curiosities the more she withdrew
the more he understood her
sent greetings on the fly
museum gift shop greeting cards wish you were here
sorry for all the troubles in the careworn world
when we’re apart I love you better
15
one public photo
and the dress she chose
red sari the arrow through elegance
he sent one black pearl her valentine
the smaller the gesture the deeper it hit
16
for one year she loved
her son bean by bean
began to grasp the maze of feedings
a mother’s handiwork
in her arms a lion’s capacity
giving the man her last best vibe
and he ran with it the muse
left her his psyche for housekeeping
she finally got it and left
*
look at what you’ve made of Radha
your own painting
of joy don’t forsake mindfulness
feed yourself first
let the blue god
fend for himself for a while
*
she did it
in the ambush
of days she took it in
and her heart did not race
she woke south of the mind with summer’s
lemon neroli essence of olive
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*
how skin learned to hold the given bones
breathe love eat fortify burn
hold mother man and son
to her sternum and stay there
B
I never expected to be a writer, let alone a writer of poetry. When I was much younger, I expected I would
become a surgeon, raise a family, and spend my spare time speaking French. I am nothing I expected I would be.
Now, through some strange luck and doggedness too, I am a writer, and I make my living by teaching writing.
On the other hand, I was always a reader and more than that a copyist. I suppose that, as an immigrant, I had
very little else to distract me when my family first came to this country in 1968. I needed to learn English, and I
could spend my time on that as I did not ski, ice skate, roller skate, swim, or do much of anything else for that
matter. But I know I felt that reading was the most magical way to spend my time. I would copy verbatim
anything I wish I had written. And so in fact I would write it, copy it, and that is how I became a writer. I was a
scribe first. . . .
Years later, after finding poetry through a series of crises really, I could never find any poems with my voice in
it. I wanted to read something different, and I could not find those poems. So when I was about twenty-five, I
began writing my own. In 1987 I was reading a lot of poetry and studying with Derek Walcott, Seamus Heaney,
Joseph Brodsky, and A. K. Ramanujan. I found a sequence by each one of them I wish I had written; "Schooner
Flight," "Clearances," "A Part of Speech"; and Ramanujan's extraordinary translations from Tamil in Poems of
Love and War. For the next eight years I wrote and rewrote what became my first book White Elephants (Beacon,
1996). I wanted to absorb as much as I could from these three writers who widened the circumference of Englishlanguage poetry. I have no end of gratitude for my lucky circumstances, having studied with poets so squarely
rooted in the English tradition, and who brought to it influences which are changing the language from their own
old and varied traditions. What I thought was a small garden of English verse seemed to me by 1987 to include
the world.
I believe my project in White Elephants was to plumb if I could some of the mysteries and wonders of the
pentameter. There has been a lot of noise about "formal" poetry and about writing sonnets in particular, but for me
the sonnet came out of an urgent need to learn how to end a poem. A writer in Derek's workshop, George
Kalogeris, a beautiful writer and translator from Greek, suggested that if I wanted to learn how to end poems well,
why not stick to the length of a sonnet. So I did. My "experiment" with the sonnet had more to do with needing
what I thought was an arbitrary but manageable breath. Now having worked in that length for so long, I appreciate
the plasticity of the form and the discipline I got from working in that beautiful square. This was probably the best
way for me to start writing poetry; because in coming to poetry through Walcott, Heaney, Brodsky, and
Ramanujan, I believe I also came at it through Keats-Hopkins-Yeats Hardy-Frost-Larkin; and I have learned that
there is nothing uniquely British about the pentameter or about the sonnet. It is as Anglo-Indian as it is Spanish. It
is a vessel waiting for a writer's inner accent to arrive. That's why I've never felt part of any conservative sweep
riding over contemporary poetry; but enough of that.
White Elephants also began and ended as a funeral for my father. There was no closure on that event for my
family, just as when I began to write poems, there seemed no proper way to end one. In going through the
pentameter, going through certain forms, I found ways to put ends to both.
As I was finishing my first book, I was also reading poems translated into English by some of the most
marvelous translatorspoets of this century. The Keeley-Sherrard translations of Cavafy and Seferis are among my
favorites, along with D.M. Thomas's Ahkmatova, the Carpenter's Zbigniew Herbert, Annette Smith's translations
of Cesaire. I've been reading Carlos Drummond de Andrade, Pessoa translated by Edwin Honig and others. I
began translating a remarkable poet from Madagascar, Jacques Rabemanenjara. And I learned that if a measured
pentameter is difficult for me to write, a freer verse line is much harder; and I tried to learn from Audre Lorde,
Sylvia Plath, James Wright. Frank O'Hara makes a large impression on me. I found Eliot Weinberger's terrific
anthology American Poetry Since 1950: Innovators and Outsiders (Marsilio). Though there aren't enough women
in this volume, it is I believe one of the most exciting collections I have read.
My project since White Elephants has been to travel to a different region of technique in American poetry. I've
finished three new manuscripts, and in each I have a different project. In one, Inventing My Mother, I was looking
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for a place to take the sonnet; and I wanted very much to do something with Berryman's skylights in sonnets, his
three 6line dream song stanza. I wanted to fuse that innovative impulse with the speed and propulsion of Frank
O'Hara's line. I had spent so many years slowing down my line to get the teaspoon by teaspoon effect of an Eliotlike line. More recently I am interested in speed. Inventing My Mother is really my tribute to Berryman, O'Hara,
Plath, and Lorde. Also, I wanted to tell a long story in sequence; I have recreated a life, one which spans and
bridges an Anglo-Indian political drama with contemporary American life. My overall project I suppose says
something about the way I perceive the effects of colonialism on migration and immigration. Immigration to me is
of the great stories of the 20th and 21st centuries. At any rate, it's the story I know best: and I have to write about
what I know: a sense of alienation and adventure going on at the same time, the story of what it's like to be from
more than one place. I do write for myself and my own ear, with an eye to the larger issues which concern me: the
ways race and gender have affected who I am and what I know about the world.
Another manuscript, It’s Me I’m Not Home, also contains all kinds of "formal" apparatus villanelles, pantoums,
a sestina, ghazals, and so forth. In this collection I travel from these beautiful handed down templates and musical
wonders to the sort of line I love by Pessoa and Drummond de Andrade a kind of quirky dramatic monologue
which contains so many shifts in tone and breath. I can't really explain it, but I am deeply moved towards
Portuguese and Brazilian and Afro-Brazilian authors. I was the Interim Managing Editor of Callaloo for its
special issue on Afro-Brazilian arts, and that has had a deep effect on me. I am also deeply moved by many
Spanish poets, especially Antonio Machado. Machado said, a man who talks honestly to himself hopes one day to
talk to God. I love very much the tone of his poems and of the other poets I've mentioned: the flat, labored
authenticity, and the elation that moves between sadness and contemplation but somehow always skirts the dull
despair of a modern sense of exile and self exile. It’s Me I’m Not Home contains my sense of gratitude to Jean
Rhys, Billie Holiday, Maria Callas, Frank O'Hara, Mirabai, Marvin Gaye and so many others. This collection is
also in some ways a spoof on contemporary American romance and courtship, dating, navigating one's way
through the random, seemingly arbitrary ways we seem to meet our friends and lovers these days of a society
unhinged and in some ways more open and accepting, and in some ways more precarious and off-kilter than it
was hundreds of years ago.
Finally, I've just finished a manuscript this summer, Radha & Ghalib, which I've written most often in the
voices of characters taken from Indian Moghul painting (miniatures), folktales, myth, and history. It's the work of
a ventriloquist, and I have simply written down what I've heard. My favorite section is the last one in the voice of
Rada, who was Lord Krishna's mortal lover. In my poems she speaks of her own views of erotic love colliding
with divine love, and her experience with a socalled God. Ghalib, an Urdu poet of India, also speaks. He, to me, is
the male extension of the voice of Mrs. Biswas, a character in White Elephants. One of my favorite writers of
monologues is Robert Browning. I also adore Richard Howard's Untitled Subjects and Randall Jarrell's female
voices in "Next Day" and "Woman at the Washington Zoo" and so on. I write monologues because I always hear
characters in my head, and I haven't yet been able to finish a novel. And I'm always looking for monologues in
female voices. I want to read more and more of them, so I write them.
Robert Bly said in his introduction to his translations of Garcia Lorca and Jimenez, poetry is an "art that fights
for the values of reverie, the feminine, and the spirit." America is now my country and my home, but I find myself
always looking for ways to withstand its culture of material waste and excess, its insatiable national project to
manufacture, sell, and dispose of its valuable resources. So poetry is a way for me to survive in a hypercommercial world. It gives me a way to be quiet and thankful. Chekhov said, "Art prepares the soul for
tenderness." Poetry is where I go because it's too difficult for me to be without it when I look around and see
domestic violence, environmental catastrophe, and the wild-dog commerce of the Dow Jones. Poetry is as close as
I get to the concepts of yoga: awareness and breathing, clarity and release.
Right now I'm interested in the novels by Gayl Jones. I want to learn how to write a novel. I'm reading poems
by George Oppen. I think one of the most interesting, complicated, and important poets is Nathaniel Mackey.
I am always learning something about writing from teaching college students, which is my pleasure and
privilege. I'm delighted I can make something of a living from my passions. I love being in touch with other
writers; I've met so many I adore.
In summing up my influences, I've shifted from the male poets of the Farrar, Straus & Giroux list to the writers
of the New Directions list. I'm always looking for new things to learn. I want to learn something from everybody.
117.312 Excerpts from A Strange And Sublime Address: “Sandeep’s Visit”\fn{by Amit Chaudhuri (1962- )}
Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal State, India (M) 12
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He saw the lane. Small houses, unlovely and unremarkable, stood face to face with each other. Chhotomama’s
house had a pomelo tree in its tiny courtyard and madhavi creepers by its windows. A boy stood clinging to the
rusting iron gate, while another boy pushed it backwards and forwards. As he did so, the first boy traveled in a
small arc through space. When the taxi stopped in front of the house, they stared at it with great dignity for a few
moments, then ran off in terror, leaving the gate swinging mildly and illegally. A window opened above (it was so
silent for a second that Sandeep could hear someone unlocking it) and Babla’s face appeared behind the mullions.
Chhotomama ayd Saraswati, the maidservant, came down and helped them with their bags. Sandeep ran up the
stairs with his cousins, not looking back. There was a thrilled impatience about his movements, as if he either
wanted to finish or begin something quickly. His aunt, by contrast, stood at the head of the stairs, in a place that
was half-sunlit and half-shadowy, with immaculate serenity, seemingly not having moved from where she had
said goodbye to him about a year ago; she said:
“How have you been, Mona?”
When she saw Sandeep’s mother, she went down the stairs and grasped her hand in a relaxed way; all the
excitement shone in her eyes.
“Didi …” she said.
They went up in a procession, Abhi, Babla, Sandeep, his mother, his uncle, his aunt, as if they were going up to
a shrine on pilgrimage. Later, they sat on a wide bed beneath an ancient fan which, as it rotated, moved unreliably
from side to side, like a great bird trying to fly. The holiday-mood transported them with its poetry; they could
have been anywhere—on a hillside on the Western Ghats or in a cave in Kanheri. Sandeep’s mother now opened a
suitcase and distributed gifts she had bought from Bombay.
Gleaming objects, clothes, perfumes, emerged from the suitcase.
“And here are saris for you,” she said to Sandeep’s aunt. “Though Calcutta saris are the loveliest.”
“Oh but these are beautiful,” replied Mamima, unraveling a sari, which broke out into a galaxy of hand-woven
stars, a cosmos of streaking comets and symbolic blue horizons.
“She’s right,” said Chhotomama. “Calcutta saris are the loveliest. Though this is nice,” he said grudgingly,
touching the cloth.
Near them, Sandeep and Abhi silently wrestled with each other, looking vaguely like the two angry, rumpled
pillows at the head of the bed. The grown-ups, who made a little shifting arena around their bodies, paid them
scarcely more attention than they paid the pillows. Both arms pinned down, Abhi stared into Sandeep’s eyes in
mock exhaustion and with a distant affection.
“Give up?” cried Sandeep.
“No,” whispered Abhi. “No I don’t give up.”
Irreconcilable as two conflicting principles, they fell to struggling again. It was, actually, an excuse for
embracing, touching, exploring each other’s presence; not having met for a year, they, great friends, wanted to do
these things, and fighting seemed the only acceptable way towards intimacy. Babla, meanwhile, sat listening to
the adults talking; his eyes darted from one face to the other, then back again, as if he were following a game of
tennis, as if he could see questions and answers, like white balls being tossed from one end of the court to another.
The morning passed in a wave of words. Sandeep’s mother talked about Bombay, about Sandeep’s father’s
responsibilities in “the company,” about how he worked too hard, and how he never had time to go anywhere.
Chhotomama, whose problems were more ordinary and also more difficult to solve, loved listening to the remote
complaints of his sister’s life, objecting to or agreeing with, now and then, a phrase. Sandeep, an only child, felt
the shared background of brother and brother, and brother and sister, throw upon him a shade as that of the cool,
expansive branches of a rooted banyan tree. He wandered in the shade, forgetting it was temporary. Mamima
brought his mother and Chhotomama cups of tea, which they stirred thoughtfully in the middle of a discussion;
Saraswati went to the market and returned with a large, dark boal fish for lunch. The grown-ups never fell short of
subjects for discussion; in the kitchen, as Saraswati worked, the pots and pans also held a different, but no less
urgent, dialogue. Sandeep, doing something or the other with his cousins, gradually adjusted his senses to
Chhotomama’s house, to the pale walls, the spider-webs in the corners, the tranquil bed sheets on the old beds, the
portraits of grandfathers and grandmothers, the fans that swung drunkenly from side to side—all so different from
the quiet and perfected apartment he lived in in Bombay.
After they had exhausted all their games, they had a bath. They stood naked in front of the bathroom; their
clothes lay in a heap at their feet; their testicles hung silently and insignificantly like small, unplucked fruit.
Babla’s penis was hardly visible, a sleeping beetle everyone had forgotten to notice. He wasn’t aware that
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anything unusual had happened; having spent only six years on this planet, clothes were still a relatively puzzling
and uncomfortable phenomenon to him.
Mamima now kneaded Abhi’s and Babla’s bodies with mustard- oil. She twisted them, took them apart, put
them together; they surrendered to her as plasticine surrenders its infinite forms to a child’s fingers. When she
rubbed an arm or leg, it appeared to detach itself from the body, with a wonderful absence of pain, and come into
her skilful hands, a live, grotesque appendage. She would oil it till it shone, and then fix it, with a grim, satisfied
smile, where it belonged.
A sharp aura of mustard-oil flowered, giving Sandeep’s nostrils a faraway sentient pleasure—it wasn’t a sweet
smell, but there was a harsh unexpectedness about it he liked. It reminded him of sunlight. In Bengal, both
tamarind and babies are soaked in mustard-oil, and then left upon a mat on the terrace to absorb the morning sun.
The tamarind is left out till it dries up and shrivels into an inimitable flavor and a ripe old age; but the babies are
brought in before it gets too hot, and then bathed in cool water. With their frantic miniature limbs and their brown,
shining bodies, they look like little koi fish caught from the Hooghly river, struggling into life.
The bathroom was a small square room, with a basin on one side, and a window on the right. The windowsill
was cluttered with shampoos and soaps and unguents. On the other side of the closed window, pigeons sat through
their afternoons with a serene lack of urgency, and sometimes shifted to look in uncuriously at a nude bather. One
could hear mynahs and shaliks singing outside, though one could hear their fragmentary chorus more clearly from
the toilet, which was next to the bath. An obsessive, busy music repeated itself behind the frosted glass.
Sometimes, one heard the shrill cries of their young, and felt surrounded and safe.
There was a tap in the middle; at the top, a round eye sprinkled with orifices protruded from a pipe that was
bent downwards like the neck of a tired giraffe; this was the shower. There was no hot water and no bathtub, but
no one seemed to miss what was not there. Sometimes, in the afternoon, Saraswati would wash saris and sheets,
tedious yards of cloth, beneath the running tap, sitting fixedly on her haunches, rubbing the clothes, banging them
repeatedly with a loud watery pluff on the floor. As she banged them, the bathroom echoed with a strange rhythm.
Later, she would wring the saris into long, exhausted pythons of cloth. She would notice the boys observing her
with dark, inquisitive eyes from behind the door, and she would say:
“What are you looking at, you hooligans?”
When they had had their bath, they trooped out like naked ruffians on an island, spattering the floor with their
wet footprints. Later they went down to have lunch in the dining-room; they dangled their feet ferociously from
chairs round a large, shabby table with pots thronging in the center.
Pieces of boal fish, cooked in turmeric, red chili paste, onions and garlic, lay in a red, fiery sauce in a flat pan;
rice, packed into an even white cake, had a spade-like spoon embedded in it; slices of fried aubergine were
arranged on a white dish; dal was served from another pan with a drooping ladle; long, complex filaments of
banana-flower, exotic, botanical, lay in yet another pan in a dark sauce; each plate had a heap of salt on one side, a
green-chili, and a slice of sweet-smelling lemon. The grown-ups snapped, the chilis (each made a sound terse as a
satirical retort), and scattered the tiny, deadly seeds in their food. If any of the boys were ever brave or foolish
enough to bite a chili, their eyes filled tragically with tears, and they longed to drown in a cool, clear lake. Though
Chhotomama was far from affluent, they ate well, especially on Sundays, caressing the rice and the sauces on
their plates with attentive, sensuous fingers, fingers which performed a practiced and graceful ballet on the plate
till it was quite empty.
*
Later, after washing their hands, they went up to the second and topmost storey of the house. Sandeep’s mother
and Mamima reclined on the large bed. Their conversation was a transparent stream that occasionally trickled into
desert patches of silence. Chhotomama turned on the radio, which began to babble immediately like the local
idiot:
“Both grandson and grandfather love eating Thin Arrowroot Biscuits.”
“Nothing’s as kind to your skin as Boroline Antiseptic Cream.”
He lay back on the small bed, secure as a soldier in his trench, with the newspaper in his hands; he folded it
several ways and made it crackle festively. His face and his arms drowned in the black and white ocean of the
newspaper, surfacing intermittently. Sighing regretfully, Chhotomama fell asleep, the newspaper covering his
face. When the breath came up from his nostrils, the newspaper rose and fell lightly, as if it were breathing as
well.
On the big bed, Mamima and Sandeep’s mother began to dream, sprawled in vivid crab-like postures. His aunt
lay on her stomach, her arms bent as if she were swimming to the edge of a lake; his mother lay on her back, her
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feet (one of which had a scar on it) arranged in the joyous pose of a dancer.
A mournful song now came on the radio. It was an old radio, a wedding-gift, shaped like a box, with outdated
knobs and dials. When Sandeep was younger, he had thought there were little men, talented homunculi, inside the
box of the radio, who performed those songs. But that seemed long ago. Beside the radio, there was a clock with a
white face which always ran ten minutes fast. Every night, the time was readjusted, and every morning, with great
accuracy, it had gained ten minutes. At about half-past four, when the clock said twenty to five, the grown-ups
woke and stretched their arms like reluctant children. The Sunday lunch, then the Sunday nap—and the thought of
Monday, that difficult day, was aborted. The radio crackled with the nervous, breathless sound of football
commentary; dust had settled on the floor and furniture of the house.
Calcutta is a city of dust. If one walks down the street, one sees mounds of dust like sand-dunes on the
pavements, on which children and dogs sit doing nothing, while sweating laborers dig into the macadam with
spades and drills. The roads are always being dug up, partly to construct the new underground railway system, or
perhaps for some other obscure reason, such as replacing a pipe that doesn’t work with another pipe that doesn’t
work. At such times, Calcutta is like a work of modern art that neither makes sense nor has utility, but exists for
some esoteric aesthetic reason. Trenches and mounds of dust everywhere give the city a strange bombed-out look.
The old houses, with their reposeful walls, are crumbling to slow dust, their once-gleaming gates are rusting. Dust
flakes off the ceilings in offices; the buildings are becoming dust, the roads are becoming dust. At the same time,
dust is constantly raised into startling new shapes and unexpected forms by the arbitrary workings of the wind,
forms on which dogs and children sit doing nothing. Daily, Calcutta disintegrates, unwhispering, into dust, and
daily it rises from dust again.
A house in Calcutta must be swept and scrubbed at least twice a day. Once, in the morning, Saraswati polished
the floor with a moist rag, and Mamima religiously dusted the tables and chairs. The dust rose in the air in
breathless clouds and seemed to evaporate and disappear. But by evening, it would condense, like moisture, and
resettle on the surfaces of things. A little before sunset, a woman called Chhaya came to clean the house a second
time, smiling at the boys as they waited impatiently for her to finish. She had a serious cultured face with a
serious smile, the face of a kindly and understanding teacher; it was hard to believe she lived across the railwaylines, in the clump of huts called the basti, from which whiffs of excrement rose on windy days.
She would sweep the floor—unending expanses, acres and acres of floor—with a short broom called the jhadu,
swiping away the dust in an arc with its long tail, which reminded one of the drooping tail of some nameless,
exotic bird. She would collect the dust in a corner, and here there would be an accumulation of unlikely treasure
that had blown in from outside or had gathered, unnoticed, inside: a single elegant pigeon’s feather, a page lost
from a book, a dead spider which ants had forgotten to carry off; the long, black, tender loops of Mamima’s and
Sandeep’s mother’s hair .
Then she would dip a gray rag into a pail, and sit on her haunches at one end of the room, and swish the rag
around the floor. Carefully, deliberately, she would begin to advance to the other end of the room, swiping the
floor with the moist rag, her right arm moving regularly and automatically, like a fin, till she had reached the other
end. Her odd movement forward on her haunches had an amphibian quality, half-human and half of another
world. It was laborious, and yet had the simplicity and poise of a tortoise’s amble; when she finished, hardly a
speck remained, the floor was bright as a mirror or a lake on a calm day. Then, at last, she would unbend her body
and straighten her back. Most of the time she worked, her body was slightly bent, as if in obeisance to an invisible
god.
*
There were two rooms on the second and topmost storey. The first was the large one facing the road; here,
Sandeep and his cousins slept and woke, and here they wrote and rewrote themselves into their imaginary
expeditions and adventures. There were two beds, one big and one small, on which they voyaged daily into
nowhere. The cupboards rose like ugly reefs from a fictional ocean, casting long, rectangular shadows in the
evening. At one end of the room, there was a mirror and a dressing-table; the mirror imaged the room and gave it
a sense of extra space. Next to it, there was a wooden clothes-horse, with several horizontal bars running parallel
to, and on top of; each other. One would have expected to find it in a gymnasium, but here it was—it was called
an alna, and all kinds of clothes and garments hung from its ribs. A lizard lived behind it.
The other room, facing the backyard, a few palm trees, a field and a professor’s house, was much smaller, with
one double bed in it. Near the window, there was an ungainly study-table, with Abhi’s text-books on it, and metal
boxes that contained pencils, rulers and erasers. But no one who studied at this table would ever read more than a
page because, just by the open window, almost at arm’s length, was a palm tree wearing its rings of coconuts like
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jewelry, balancing a crow on its broad, fan-tail leaf, and behind the palm tree was the professor’s house, with two
daughters always getting in each other’s way, a rooster, an educated-looking dog and a cat without a conscience,
and the professor’s son, who performed such enviably intricate exercises in the morning. You just had to watch
that window.
Within this room there was another room, hidden away in the corner. Three steps rose to it; it was a world
within a world; a world, in fact, more richly inhabited than the sparse outer husk in which it was enclosed. If you
sat at the study-table, it was just on your left. It was the prayer-room. Different gods and goddesses reclined or
stood in various postures within. Krishna was there with his flute, his peacock-plume, and his mildly flirtatious
smile; Saraswati sat thoughtfully upon her swan, playing her veena endlessly and attentively; Lakshmi was
accompanied by her mascot, the white owl; Ganesh, with his humorous elephant-head, had been afforded a place
as well, with his unlikely mascot, the giant rodent. Durga, the mother-goddess, had been given a slightly more
prominent place than the rest. Elegant and self-contained, she rode a fierce lion. Of all the gods, Sandeep liked
Ganesh the best, because he seemed so content with his own appearance.
After her bath, Sandeep’s aunt would wrap a sari around herself; not wearing the blouse as yet, so that her bare
shoulders showed above the borders of her sari, gleaming, a little moist. She would not approach the gods until
she had bathed; then she must rub Jabakusum oil vigorously into her hair, till the black hair reflected the sunlight,
and turned almost silvery. It was a sweet-smelling oil, dark-red and rich, like wine.
She entered the prayer-room and lit two incense sticks, then stuck them, like slim pencils, into a perforated brass
stand. She arranged slices of cucumber and oranges and sweet white batashas on three brass plates and placed
them in front of the gods. The gods too are hungry, she said, they too need nourishment. Sandeep smiled politely
but contemptuously when he heard this. But when do they eat? he inquired patiently. She muttered some- thing
incoherently—not an answer, but a mantra she had begun to repeat to herself as soon as she sat upon the shatranji
on the floor.
Sometimes it was a mantra; sometimes it was a long incantation about the exploits of a god or a goddess—
how, for instance, a demon had been. outwitted, or a demon’s sister been embarrassed. Or it was a description of a
divine wedding; how a god had won an earth maiden, or how a goddess had been won by a mortal king after a
prolonged and wasteful courtship. They were an irresponsible lot, jealous of each other, doing silly, petty things at
times and silly, spectacular things at others—not unlike Sandeep and his cousins.
Sandeep himself did not believe in God, much less in gods. Like most children, he was the opposite of
innocent: he was skeptical but tolerant of other creeds. What he enjoyed about the act of worship had little to do
with belief or disbelief in divinity; it was the smell of sandalwood incense, the low hum of his aunt’s voice, the
bell ringing at the end of the ceremony, the white batashas, clean as washed pebbles, taken out of a bottle hidden
in a small cupboard, the cool taste of the offerings that were distributed after the prayer, in fact, the general,
dignified uselessness of the whole enterprise. And he liked the sight of his aunt surrounded by her gods in that
tiny room, like a child in a great doll-house, blowing the conch eloquently; it was a strange sight, to watch a
grown-up at play. Prayer-time was when adults became children again.
At lunchtime, at the dining-table, Sandeep asked his aunt:
“Mamima, what did you pray for today?”
Separating some tiny and particularly persistent bones from the fish, she replied:
“Oh I prayed the car would start in the mornings.”
“Didn’t you pray for a new car?” asked Abhi, a high-pitched inflection of disappointment in his voice.
They went on eating, inspecting the fish, searching for the fish bones, the tiny, tiny fish bones. Babla sat with
his mouth open, into which his mother put little balls of fish and rice. What you prayed for mattered least in the
prayer-room; all that mattered was the vivid entertainment of the instant. The gods, in their supreme, all-seeing
inadvertence, forgot to answer the prayers, and the devotees didn’t care. All that was important to the gods and the
mortals was the creation of that rich and endlessly diverting moment in the small chamber, that moment of secret,
almost illicit, communion, when both the one who prayed and the one who was prayed to were released from the
irksome responsibility of the world. Oranges, white batashas, cucumbers.
*
On Saturday, a cool breeze surprised them. It smelled of wet earth, sodden leaves. It had rained somewhere in
the villages, in groves and fields, and the breeze had traveled to this lane, bringing news of rain from the far-off
place of its beginnings. They had congregated after lunch on the double bed on the second storey, when it ran its
fingers down their backs, making them break out in goose-flesh. There was something erotic about the first breeze
that brought the monsoons.
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“Did you feel that?” asked Mamima.
“Yes,” said Sandeep’s mother.
“And that smell …” said Chhotomama, breathing in deeply. He had never known any smell like that of wet
earth, her own sweet odor, earth-musk. The most natural and unpretentious fragrance.
A few days later, there was the first kal-baisakhi storm. A layer of gray clouds covered the sky, inverting it like
a bowl, shutting out sunlight. Dead leaves and old newspapers streamed through the lane like a procession of
protest-marchers. Someone cried out from a balcony. A woman’s voice.
“Ratna! Ratna, come in this instant!”
The wind blew silent and straight. A woman walking alone on the road was teased by the wind; the loose end
of her sari, the aanchal, flew helplessly, a lost fragment of color; it was the most beautiful movement seen on this
rainy day. Crows hopped alertly. They sensed a presence, powerful and dangerous, though they could see nothing
and no one. The nervous, toy-like city was set against the dignified advance of the clouds, as if two worlds were
colliding. There was an end-of-the-world atmosphere. Then, lightning, sometimes a single, bright scar that flashed
on a cloud’s black face and was gone, and sometimes filling the gray space with light. A moment’s heavy silence;
then the thunder spoke—
guruguruguru.
*
In obedience, the leaves began to tremble, and the branches moved uniformly, disciplined as a battalion doing
exercises—Bend! Rise! Bend! Rise! And, slam! a door or a window banged shut without warning; ghosts and
spirits were abroad, making mischief: distracting the servants, knocking at the windows. Only the children had
time to investigate or smile at the spirits, because the grown-ups were busy, panicky. Saraswati bundled the
clothes left to dry on the terrace, and brought them in before they got wet—with the wrinkled clothes in her arms,
she looked like Mother Teresa carrying the light, wispy bodies of dying children. Mamima rushed to shut the
windows, which were banging their wooden heads in a religious frenzy. She just managed to lock the last one in
time. As if by common consent, it began to rain with a steady sibilant sound. They sat in the room with the
windows closed, listening to the sound of the rain beating against the windows and falling on the tin roof of the
next house. The children talked to each other, but sometimes they stopped and became attentive, listening, for no
apparent reason, to that sound. The room became cool; the beds and floors became cool. When they opened the
taps, the water sparkled. They rinsed their mouths with the water. Sometimes, Sandeep and Abhi opened a shutter
and stared out into a world where arrows of rain fell continually. They stretched out their hands. They allowed the
round, orb-like raindrops to settle on the back of their hands like dewy insects, though the drops lost shape as
soon as they touched the flesh. Running to the smaller room at the back, Sandeep glanced out of the window and
saw the palm tree, dancing by itself, to itself. A silent wave of delight passed over him as he watched it dance.
*
So another season had come. In another corner of the world lay the great continent called Australia, an
immense unwieldy mass of land floating on the ocean like a giant makeshift raft on water. Who had been set
afloat on that raft? Kangaroos, aborigines and cricketers. And India was touring Australia, and there was a test
match being played between the two teams at Sydney. So Chhotomama would wake up at five o’clock in the
morning and try to catch Sydney on the radio. He would spin the rapid knobs, and after an incoherent period of
time, when the radio cackled in an evil witch-like way, the voice of the Australian commentator would come
through, loud and urgent one moment, weak and distant the other, as if a few words were being carried off, on
their passage towards India, by a cormorant crossing the ocean.
The room would echo with a strange Australian accent, and an odd and vivid pronunciation of vowels.
Everyone would be sleeping, of course, muffled heads and breathing bundles of bodies, because the rains had
made the nights cool and relaxed. Abhi, Babla and Sandeep slept like primeval creatures huddled on the island of
the bed, close to the horizon, out-waiting the dawn that would bring the first thought to their heads. Their bodies
slept with a pure detached love for every moment of sleep.
Into the midst of this delicate surface world of slumber, which could be burst like a bubble so easily, and yet
miraculously escaped being burst for around eight hours, Chhotomama trod heavily at five o’clock in the
morning.
Twiddling the radio knobs, fiddling with this, dislodging that, coughing, laughing, yawning, he disgusted
everyone with his obstreperousness, his clumsiness. The amazing thing was, he did not think he was making any
noise; he thought that as long as he did not actually utter a word, he disturbed no one. Whatever mischief his
hands and legs did, as far as he was concerned, was not his responsibility. Anyway, Sandeep and Abhi had decided
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that one had to simply and unquestioningly tolerate the grown-ups. One had constantly to see the comic aspects of
their characters to remain sane.
*
The test-match came to an end. India did the one honorable thing: it lost. How could Gandhi’s country bear to
win? With the test-match, the sense of expectation died out temporarily. For a few days, the rains fell heavily—
continuous white screens blotted out landscapes and landmarks: the main road with its tramlines, its lampposts, its
old medicine shop, and then the park; these melted before Sandeep’s eyes, while he watched, a little amazed that
he too did not melt away.
The gutters in the lane overflowed with an odd, languid grace. Water filled the lane; rose from ankle-deep to
knee-deep. Insects swam in circles. Urchins splashed about haphazardly, while Saraswati returned from market
with a shopping-bag in her hands; insects swam away to avoid this clumsy giant. Her wet footprints printing the
floor of the house were as rich with possibility as the first footprint Crusoe found on his island.
Chhotomama had not gone to work; his car had failed him. The car usually became temperamental during
monsoons. It was also temperamental in the winter and the spring and the summer, but Chhotomama said it was
especially temperamental in the monsoons. He did not blame the car, he blamed its maker, whoever he was.
He did some work at home, rummaging through files. Then he scanned the newspaper, The Statesman, reading
the editorial four times, shaking his head and laughing abrasively.
“The man is a fool,” he said quietly. “I must write to the paper.”
He took a foolscap sheet and began to write. He scribbled “Dear Sir,” and paused and then crossed out “Dear.”
The letter began “Sir.” He was very angry with the editor.
After the letter was written, he relaxed on the bed, lying on his stomach. Whenever he relaxed, he remembered
he had a terrible backache.
“Abhi!” he called. “Come and press my back.”
Abhi came and put his fingers, gentle as a faith healer’s, on his father’s vertebrae.
“Oooh … oooh …” said Chhotomama, a noise like a wind blowing through an aperture. It conveyed, at once,
pain and pleasure.
“A little above,” he said, navigating Abhi’s fingers.
The fingers moved a little above.
“A little—a fraction—to the left.”
The fingers shifted a fraction to the left.
“Another fraction left.”
Another fraction.
Searching for that exact spot of pain was a delicate matter, a life or several lives might depend on it; it was like
trying to detect a mine in a minefield, or a vein of oil in a desert.
“Yes, yes!” said Chhotomama. “There. Press it there.”
“Baba …” said Abhi, his fingers poised, a master-pianist about to embark on the opening phrase of his sonata,
while the audience waits, breathless.
“Press!” said Chhotomama, drowning, his voice a choked bubble. “Oh what is it, Abhi?”
“Baba, the cricket bat we had talked about …”
“It’s yours,” cried Chhotomama, giving in to blackmail and letting the world know about it. “It’s yours! Now
press there.”
Smiling, Abhi began to play his sonata. The notes rose, lovely and exultant. Chhotomama closed his eyes and
sighed, intoxicated by music no one else could hear.
Fifteen minutes later, Chhotomama asked Babla to stand on his back. He was small and would be able to
balance himself; he was light enough to stamp out the pain without hurting him.
“I’ll fall, Baba,” said Babla, who was not a brave boy.
“Of course you won’t,” said Chhotomama. “Come, only for a few minutes.”
Babla climbed on the bed. He put one leg on his father’s back. It was like the picture of Edmund Hillary on
Mount Everest. All that was needed was a flag. Then he put both his feet on his father’s back.
“Walk,” said Chhotomama. “Stay in the same place, but walk.”
It was a contradictory demand. Babla tried it. He smiled; he seemed to like the idea of staying in one place and
walking at the same time. He did not know legs could do such things. It looked like the reverse of the Shiv
Tandav. (The Shiv Tandav: in the last phase of the universe, when the world is old and corrupt, Shiv wakes from
his trance, and sets about destroying everything. With giant strides, he stamps out life. This is the Tandav, the
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terrifying, cosmological dance of destruction. The sculptors traditionally represent this with Shiv dancing, arms
gracefully apart, one leg raised, the other foot on a helpless child lying on his stomach: the latter probably
symbolizes the innocent life which is crushed as a part of the dance. And the Shiv Tandav was reversed when
Babla, the child, danced on Chhotomama’s back, while the latter lay on his stomach and made noises.)
*
Mamima was about to enter a competition held by a famous coffee-making company. She was filling out the
entry form with an intent face.
“Mona,” she said to Sandeep, “give me a good English slogan about coffee.”
Sandeep, the boy from Bombay, who wrote poems and stories, was supposed to have a good vocabulary in this
idiotic foreign language which no one, especially coffee companies, could apparently do without. Already, he
used words like “tentative” and “gingerly” and “enthusiastic.” Would he help his aunt, whose command over
English was imperfect, and who cared little about this, with a dignified nonchalance some Indian women have,
would he help her win two air-tickets to Kashmir?
“I’ll think about it, Mamima,” he said indifferently. Yet he was moved, watching her on the bed, hunched and
cutting out the entry-coupon meticulously with her scissors.
Till it was lunchtime, the boys played their energetic “pretend” games. It was good that it was raining, because
they discovered they had stopped sweating. Chhotomama, out of bed, found them in the corridor.
“What are you playing?” he asked, smiling indulgently.
“We’re playing freedom-fighters,” said Abhi. “We’re killing the British. We’re cutting the British to pieces.”
“And who are you?” asked Chhotomama tenderly, bending low to Babla.
“Are you cutting the British to pieces as well?”
“I’m Subhas Chandra Bose,” said Babla, standing at attention and looking undauntedly into his father’s eyes.
“No, I’m Subhas Chandra Bose,” said Abhi.
“Babla, shut up.”
“Abhi, shut up,” replied Babla, still at attention.
“What did you say?” asked Abhi in a mafioso voice. “Repeat that.”
“And you?” Chhotomama asked, turning finally to Sandeep. “Who are you?”
“I’m Mahatma Gandhi,” he said, and realized he had made a mistake.
Chhotomama was taken aback momentarily. A contemptuous smile asserted itself on his face.
“Gandhi! Gandhi was no freedom-fighter! He was a sham yogi who knew no economics!”
Sandeep did not know what “economics” meant; he knew that the girls in his school had a class called Home
Economics.
“He’s the Father of the Nation,” he replied naïvely, repeating what he had learnt at school; he saw that, once
more, he had committed an error.
Eyes burning, Chhotomama began to lecture them on pre-independence Indian history, quoting several
historians of several nationalities. As he spoke to the children, he behaved like a scholar at a seminar addressing a
group of inimical scholars who had views hostile to his own. By a magical suspension of disbelief he forgot he
was talking to Sandeep and Abhi and Babla; he saw, in front of him, three conservative, pro-Congress
intellectuals.
He began to revile Gandhi, the Father of the Nation, the bald anorexic with the grandmother’s smile.
“That man!” he said. “That man in his obscene loincloth, his ribs sticking out!”
He began to deify Subhas Bose, the brilliant, side-tracked Bengali. He radiated with irritable energy,
argumentativeness, obstinacy, a remarkable unwillingness to give in. He spoke with true pride of Subhas Bose,
pride shone in his eyes, the pride a son feels when he remembers a calumniated father. The boys, following him as
he lectured excitedly and paced from room to room, forgot to finish their game, which remained at a promising,
preliminary stage; the British would live to fight another day.
In the afternoon, it stopped raining. It was cloudy, humid and hot. Chhordimoni, Sandeep’s great-aunt, who
had come early that morning, and had stayed back, had spent the morning making little pyramids out of betelleaves, stuffing them with betel-nuts (the betel-nuts were round as planets and hard as rocks; she broke them into
halves and quarters with a sharp and dangerous implement), smearing them with choona. She chewed on one for
hours, her jaws moving imperceptibly. It was a strong and hardy jaw; it was never exhausted. In the afternoon,
everyone slept, and nothing moved in the world but Chhordimoni’s jaws, with a stubborn, grinding motion that
defied logic, with a subtle rhythm, taking utmost pleasure in the betel-leaf.
Chhotomama was asleep, with a half-open book by his side. Sandeep glanced through its pages; it was a novel
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by Sarat Chandra Chatterjee. Chhotomama’s shelves were full of these books; Sarat Chandra, Bibhuti Bhushan,
Tarashanker, Rabindranath; like the names of wines, the names of these authors; an entire generation had been
drunk with these names.
Sandeep could hardly read Bengali. He could hardly write it. Brought up in Bombay, away from his own
province, Bengal, he was one of the innumerable language-orphans of modern India. He was as illiterate in his
language as … as Chhaya and Saraswati. But he liked opening these classics and looking at the letters while,
outside, new rain-bearing clouds moved in the sky. He saw the letters as characters, “characters” in both senses of
the word: ( … ) was a fat man standing straight with his belly sticking out, ( … ) was the fat man scratching his
back, ( … ) was an adolescent, lately grown tall and awkward, his head bent forward shyly, ( … ) was a dancer,
his right leg forever lifted in a self-consciously statuesque pose. The letters were intimate, quirky, ancient,
graceful, comic, just as he imagined the people of Bengal to be.\fn{ I can not reproduce the letters on my machine:H}
*
It was a time of many insects. The skies were prolific with tiny, beating creatures. In the evening, there would
be a tribe of insects of arbitrary sizes and origins by the fluorescent lamp on the wall. This made the lizard happy.
When it saw an insect minding its own business by a corner of the wall, its body ticked urgently and accurately,
like the hand of a clock that never runs faster or slower than the exact time. It would turn and stop and advance
with staccato, morse-code-like movements—dot-dot-dash-dot-dot-glide forward in a way that was both jerky and
streamlined, and seize and swallow the little insect if it was lucky: if the lizard was lucky, that is. One could never
manage to see that precise instant, that half-instant, when it actually grasped the insect with its mouth and
swallowed it. Now the insect was here, part of the world of creation, and now it was gone, into the underworld of
the lizard’s belly.
Once, an insect wandered into Babla’s ear. Babla, who had dozed off at seven o’clock in the evening, woke
with a start and began to cry loudly. The cry turned into the high-pitched wail of the tragedian trying his best to
move his audience. Upon anxious interrogation, he refused to answer, but cried and pointed to his left ear, but not
too noticeably, as if he were afraid the insect might take offence and enter his brain.
“It makes a noise,” he wept. “It crackles.”
Mamima made him lie down. Wave after wave of tears followed; something sad and irreversible seemed to
have happened in the house, and only Babla, the youngest child, gave it a voice and expression. Saraswati heated
a bowl of oil, Marnima dipped her little finger in it, and holding it an inch away from the ear hole, let a drop of oil
fall into the dark tunnel. Then another, and another.
“Close your eyes,” she said. “Don’t be a little coward. The insect is more afraid than you are.”
Babla was not convinced. He could not bear the thought of a living creature wandering inside another living
creature, himself He lived alone inside his body; he did not want to share it with an insect. A short while later, a
flying-ant came out from the darkness of the tunnel into the dazzling, lighted space of the room. Its wings were
sticky with oil, and it stumbled onto the pillow. It seemed overwhelmed by what it had seen in Babla’s ear.
Mamima killed it swiftly with a magazine, and it appeared quite ready to die, as if its mission in life were now
complete.
*
Sometime during the rains, Abhi’s and Babla’s school started again. The last week of Sandeep’s summer
holidays was spent alone in the daytime, with the house and its uninhabited spaces all to himself. Of course, his
mother and his aunt were present, but they were more like the furniture in the house that would always be there
and which comforted by their presence—they were more like beds to lie in or chairs to sit safely in rather than
companions to conspire with; they would always be there.
With the coming of the rains, Saraswati caught a cold, and her coughs got worse and worse. Without Abhi and
Babla around, Sandeep began to see Saraswati as an individual rather than a mythical figure, which was a mildly
disturbing experience. When she got fever, she went up to the terrace and lay upon a mattress beneath the sun.
When it rained, she came in.
“Hai hai! O misery!” she exclaimed.
She wanted to work, but Mamima had commanded her to rest. '
“O misery, misery!” she said.
Why did she want to work? Shivering at the same time? It was not because she was good or wonderful
(imagine Saraswati being good or wonderful)—but because she was frightened of not being needed.
Sandeep pitied her, and it hurt him to feel an emotion as elevated as pity for such a crumpled, ugly woman,
who could not even talk proper Bengali, who only spoke in a crude village dialect which was a huge source of
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amusement to the children, and who ate puffed rice soaked in water in the afternoon. Once, when asked to write
her name, her fingers, shy and tortured, had scrawled something painful on a piece of paper. There was a fixed
smile on Saraswati’s face as, far away, her fingers took several minutes to accomplish their task.
“What is this?” they asked mockingly, pointing to the stillborn, deformed word on the paper.
“Who knows?” she replied. “I could never write. Besides, an old woman can’t write.”
“How old are you, Saraswati?” they asked her.
“Forty or fifty,” she said. “I’m not sure.”
Forty years for her was a long time, as was fifty years; they were both nearly an eternity but a little less than a
lifetime, and she liked both numbers equally. The sense of time had bypassed her, like a genrte breeze, without
disturbing her.
What an ignorant woman! Pratap, who got the lowest marks in class, was less ignorant. And now that she was
ill, Sandeep pitied her, albeit with difficulty, for he usually reserved emotions like pity for beautiful orphan girls in
stories or films.
“Hai hai!” she said. She would not take medicines. Stubborn, pig-headed, stupid woman. Instead, she ate the
bitter tulsi leaves of the tulsi plants that grew in pots on the terrace. Bitter, bitter leaves. She too was like the
furniture in the house; many, many people had rested in her without knowing it. Old, decaying piece of furniture,
never to be removed, giving rest again and again.
At four o’clock each day, the magic moment, Abhi and Babla came back home from school. Sandeep watched
them silently from the upper window, his face pressed against the mullions, his hands clutching the long, cold
mullions. He felt a light twinge of envy as he watched the porter help them off the school bus. When they glanced
up and saw him, they waved, and he waved back. This was his way of welcoming them back to the shadowy
world of the holidays.
But when they came up, they were full of what they had done at school, what this or that teacher had said,
what mischief a friend had been up to. They flung their bags on to the bed. The bags, made of khaki cloth, were
stuffed with textbooks and ragged exercise books that had names and classes written neatly on their brown-paper
covers. In some of Abhi’s books, Sandeep found the following written on the first page:
Abhijit Das,
17 Vivekananda Road,
Calcutta (South),
West Bengal,
India,
Asia,
Earth,
The Solar System,
The Universe.
It was a strange and sublime address. Now, ripping the shoes off their feet, they roared to Saraswati for food,
and began talking about the school play. Sandeep told them in hushed tones, as if he knew what he was about to
say was inconceivable:
“Saraswati’s not well.”
“Ooof!” said Abhi. “Why did she have to fall ill now?” Their faces glowed with sweat and the radiance of
another excitement. It gave Sandeep a sense of the other world to which they belonged and in which he played no
part; it made his afternoon games with them seem small and temporary. He felt the shadowy, secret life of the
holidays, the vivid underground existence during those long afternoons in the house while their parents slept
calmly, slip out of his grasp. Yet the three of them, Abhi, Babla and Sandeep, sprawled on the great bed together,
and talked and talked, reliving the illusion of togetherness. By simply talking, by simply never ceasing these long,
meaningless conversations, Sandeep felt he could buy time and keep the holidays from ending.
It rained during the day, and the old, mysterious sound of thunder rang in the sky. With Abhi and Babla at
school, Sandeep lounged in the upper room, lying on his stomach upon the bed, haltingly reading Bengali
sentences in a children’s magazine, cautiously looking at the pictures. He sometimes found, to his surprise, that it
took him a minute to read a single short line of Bengali. He would stare at a difficult word uncomprehendingly for
what seemed like hours. How slowly time passed in the last, empty moments of the holidays! The thunder echoed
in the sky again, and he was impatient for Abhi to return, so that he could discuss the sound of the thunder with
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him.
He peered at the magazine, and found that it gave him a strange comfort to read these Bengali riddles,
limericks, jokes; to hear, through the riddles, limericks and jokes, the language speaking to him. A fly settled near
his hand. Looking up, he saw the lizard motionless upon the wall. By accident, he saw himself in the mirror, lying
on the bed, his body relaxed and his face serious. He heard his aunt blowing the conch and ringing the bell in the
prayer-room. He wished he could live in the mirror, always, the way he saw himself now, a lazy, motionless
image, with the fly and the lizard, the sound of the conch and the rain, the jokes and rhymes in his mother-tongue
upon his lips.
*
In these last days, he grew used to the company of women. He eavesdropped on their conversations; he asked
them questions to which only a woman would know the answer. He wandered at large among these slow,
motherly figures, these timeless busybodies and humorous Samaritans, who went around the world in their long,
flowing saris like priests in their robes. To be in this old house in the daytime with his aunt, his mother,
Chhordimoni and Saraswati was to see women assume life with an unimpedable vegetable dignity.
When Chhordimoni spent a few days with them, it was a great pleasure for Sandeep to watch her briskly and
fiercely ordering the rest of the world about, for she was convinced of its insignificance, as she got a special meal
prepared for the evening.
“Duffer!” she would say to his aunt. “Is that the way to peel a banana-flower? Give it to me!”
She would proceed with trembling hands to peel it, and fail, because she was so old and unsure of her own
movements, though her intellect was clear and frustrated with the ageing body it lived in. Often, Sandeep’s
mother had told him what Chhordimoni was like in her younger days, a portrait of a majestic and imperious
woman, whom servants and children were afraid of; grudgingly taken by men as an equal, one of the first women
graduates. And now this.
“Here! Take it! Do you think I have time for these things?” she would say, roughly pushing the vegetable back.
She would call the washerwoman a fool for putting too much starch in her sari; she would call the vegetableseller an ass for bringing such sickly-looking aubergines; she would call Saraswati an imbecile for refusing to
take medicine. The air rang out with expletives, intense names as untranslatable as poetry:
“Duffer! Crow-face! Retarded child! She-goat! Cow-eyed imbecile!” Sometimes, in a fit of calculated irony
and sarcasm, she produced the opposite range of words:
“O genius! O wonder- worker! O helpless child!”
When she fell silent, the inspiration seemed to go out of the air, and a great calm settled upon everything. In
one of these serene and silent moments in the afternoon, Sandeep asked her:
“Chhordimoni, how old were you when you got married?”
She was lying on the bed, scarcely listening. From the well of her subconscious, a voice replied:
“I was twenty.”
“Was that a long time ago, Chhordimoni?”
“Yes. Fifty years.” She counted silently to herself. “Fifty-two years ago.”
“That’s a long time,” said Sandeep.
“Yes.”
He paused to think. Then he asked:
“Did you see the Romans, Chhordimoni?”
“No.”
“Did people say ‘thee’ and ‘thou,’ Chhordimoni? Did you ever hear them say that?”
“I don’t think I did, Mona.”
There was a brief, thoughtful silence. Then:
“When did Chhordamoni die, Chhordimoni?”
“When I was twenty-five, I think.”
“Why did he die, Chhordimoni?”
“He was not well, Mona.”
“Not well like Saraswati?”
“More not-well than Saraswati, Mona.”
Sandeep paused. He could not picture his not-well grand-uncle.
“Did Chhordamoni have a moustache, Chhordimoni?”
“He had a big moustache.”
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“Did you have Rabimama and Jatinmama after Chhordamoni died or before he died, Chhordimoni?”
His great-aunt stared thoughtfully at him for a moment.
“Before he died, Mona.”
“Did he play with Rabimama and Jatinmama?”
“There was not much time, Mona. But he did play with them, and he took them out on the horse-carriage …
though he had a bad temper, sometimes.”
“As bad as yours, Chhordimoni?”
She stared at him with tragic, bewildered eyes.
“I don’t have a bad temper, Mona.”
“But sometimes you do, Chhordimoni. Not always, but just sometimes—sometimes.”
“It’s only when people are stupid. Now go and bother your aunt and let me sleep.”
She turned over on her side, cracked all her knuckles meticulously, and began to snore almost instantaneously.
After regarding the wrinkles on her face and hands for a while, Sandeep crawled over her body to the other side of
the bed, where his aunt lay reading the health page of a magazine. He loved crawling like a clumsy, four-legged
beast across and over the bodies of the grown-ups, these warm figures in cool saris, and then curl up between
them like a mountain-cat among huge, sheltering boulders.
He nudged his aunt, who lifted an arm and placed it on her forehead, making her bangles sing as she did so.
“Mamima,” he asked, “when were you married?”
“Why are you interested in our marriages today?” she said without turning her head.
“No, tell me, Mamima, tell me when you got married.”
“I’ve forgotten.”
“You’ve not forgotten, Mamima! How can you forget?”
“I tell you I’ve forgotten.”
“All right, then tell me where you got married.”
“I was married here in Calcutta. Your Chhotomama came in a car. He was wearing a white dhuti and a silk
panjabi with gold buttons, and a topor on his head. I, of course, didn’t see him till later. But my cousin, Beena,
saw them coming and she rushed into our room and told me. She said:
“‘The bridegroom’s come.’”
“What did you say?”
“I couldn’t say anything, because they were putting chandan and sindoor on my face, and kaajal around my
eyes. I wasn’t allowed to move.”
“Not even talk?”
“Well, I could talk, but since they were drawing such beautiful patterns on my forehead, I didn’t want to spoil
it by talking about the bridegroom. Who wants to know about the bridegroom?”
“Weren’t you interested?”
“Not in the bridegroom.”
“Had you ever seen him before?” In Sandeep’s mind, it was no longer Chhotomama, but some other man who
was about to get married to Mamima, who was no longer Mamima, but some other woman.
“Only in a photograph.”
“Did you like him?”
“Not a bit. He had much too big a nose for me. Also, Shampa, my little cousin, who was the only one from our
family who had come with them in the car—she was a small, lively girl then, and she wore a blue frock that day
—told me that he had argued with the driver all the way about which was the shorter route to Boubazaar.”
“Why did you marry him, then, Mamima?”
“O, I liked your mother and Chhordimoni. When I met them, I thought, They’re nice people. So, because I
wanted to know your mother and Chhordimoni better, I married him.”
“Do you like him now?”
She wrinkled her nose:
“Not at all. He’s such a busybody.”
“Why didn’t you …” he paused emphatically.
“Why didn’t I what?”
“Why didn’t you have a love-marriage?”
She wrinkled her nose a little more.
“Of course not. How boring!” She was silent, and then said,
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“Not knowing the person makes it so much more exciting! It’s such a great adventure …”
In the course of the conversation, it was divulged that, on the first night, he had asked whether she liked
cricket, to which she had replied, No. They had both agreed that they loved Tagore songs and Sachin Deb
Burman’s voice. He had asked her if she could sing, and she had said no again. So it was he who had sung a song
for her, which she found very funny because of the seriousness of his face, though she had to admit that he sang
very well. First she had Abhi, the dark one with large eyes, and they named him Abhijit, another name for Vega,
the bright star, and called him Abhi for short. Then they had Babla, the fair one, who looked more like his father,
and they named him Surajit, which means the One Who Has Mastered Music, partly because it rhymed with
Abhijit, and partly because Chhotomama wanted a son who could sing. Abhijit and Surajit, two brothers, rhyming
names, always arguing with each other.
“I remember when Babla was born,” said Sandeep. “I remember going in the car, which was not so old and
run-down then, with Saraswati and Abhi and Ma. I remember the nurses and the doctors with masks on their
faces.”
“Do you?” asked Mamima, surprised.
“Yes, I often remember that scene, though I didn’t know it was Babla’s birth until now.”
“Saraswati loved the child,” said Mamima, and then she said conspiratorially, “she even nursed him to keep
him quiet.”
Sandeep thought of Saraswati’s small, wrinkled breasts. They talked until his aunt was tired and wanted to
sleep.
“But what shall I do, Mamima?” Sandeep asked.
“Well, go to the terrace,” she said in a sleep-heavy voice. “I planted some chili-plants in a pot. See if the chilies
are growing, and guard them from bulbuls and parrots.”
So he went upstairs to the terrace to watch the chilies growing.
*
Saraswati was sleeping on the terrace, a small, huddled figure. The sun was high and scorching, and it was
uncomfortably hot, as it always is between rains. Next to her there was a potted tulsi plant, and next to that, two
chili plants. The chili blossoms were like little lavender stars; the chilies grew from their center, fierce pointed
clots of purple, each a tiny phallus. Sandeep shooed away two crows that were hopping around the plants with a
sly and tactful curiosity; they flew to the terrace of the neighboring house, and from there to the next house, and
then to the next. At each house, they paused like burglars and darted around guiltily, as if they were perpetually on
the verge of breaking some law, perpetual trespassers in God’s world. Then, quite suddenly, in a fit of candor, they
hoarsely declared “Ka! Ka!” in the reverie of the afternoon.
No one woke.
Between two and four o’clock, a golden stupor descended upon the city. Sandeep loved these two hours when
it was too hot to move, when the eddying waves of people disappeared and a low tide came upon everything,
leaving lane after lane like gullies in the sand and house after house like sandcastles upon an empty beach, when
the splendid arguments in the tea-shops came to a brief conclusion, and everyone agreed with everyone and fell
silent.
Clothes hung from clotheslines in the terrace, and undulated like many-colored waves, all at once, when a
breeze blew from the direction of the railway lines. They were happy, cheerful flags that signified life in a house.
There were trousers, shirts, petticoats, blouses, and magnificent lengths of saris, each with a different and striking
motif: each a small waterfall of life and color, unraveled to dry. Sandeep had often seen Saraswati unfolding these
sinuous boa-constrictors of cloth (how wrinkled they looked, then, bad-tempered and wrinkled, and how
rejuvenated they would look tomorrow, when they were ironed and given their customary face-lift), beating them
against the air with a single electric movement to rid them of the last drops of water, then clipping them, her arms
wide-apart, as if outstretched in a deep and satisfying yawn.
A mist of drowsiness hung over the lanes. In the still houses, families had eaten their lunch of rice, dal and fish
and fallen asleep. Afternoon was a time of digestion, a time of fullness and contentment, full bellies and closed
eyes. In all the shadowy houses of Calcutta at this moment, the gastric juices were solemnly at work. There was
not a movement in the corridors, no noise; yet if you put an ear against the belly of one of these sleepers, you
would probably hear a rich gurgling sound.
Not everyone was asleep. People who had had a meal less substantial dotted the lane perfunctorily. Sometimes,
a girl came to a terrace, ostensibly to hang, let us say, a sari on a clothesline; at the same time, a young man
appeared on the terrace three houses away, apparently to inspect a water-tank. They glanced at each other, then
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fumbled with their work, then glanced at each other, then fumbled, then glanced—such shy, piercing glances
exchanged in the heat of the afternoon! How straight and undeflected the man’s glance traveled, how swift and
disguised the woman’s answering glance! What rhythm the moment possessed!
Near a derelict tea-shop, a rickshaw-walla lay slouched in the shade of his rickshaw. Idly, he clapped his hands
in the air. After a moment, Sandeep realized he was killing mosquitoes. Clap … clap … clap … clap … Four
mosquitoes. Clap … clap … Two more mosquitoes. One was reminded of the joke in which a man whose neck
was aching stopped for a minute on the street and turned his head up to ease the pain. People who had been
walking past noticed him, and thought that he was watching something terribly interesting and important in the
sky. One by one, they stopped beside him and stared up with deep attention. Meanwhile, the first man, feeling
somewhat better, continued his journey, leaving everyone else still gazing thoughtfully at the sky. This is what
must have happened to Calcutta in the afternoon; the first man had casually walked away; the rest of Calcutta was
still staring at that fascinating, non-existent point in the emptiness, waiting for the revelation.
He heard car-horns blowing in the distance. He heard shouts—a taxi-driver must be insulting a bus-driver. It
was the first traffic-jam of the evening, punctual, ceremonial and glorious. The two hours of golden stillness had
ended. The cars and crowded buses were on the roads again; Abhi and Babla would come back home from school;
pigeons flapped their wings and rose above rooftops, a clean universe of rooftops and terraces. Tomorrow,
Sandeep remembered, he would return with his mother to Bombay. He saw Chhaya at the turning of the lane,
walking in the direction of the house. It was time—it must be—to sweep the dust from the floors.
84.85 The Vulture\fn{by Manoj Kumar Goswami (1962- )} Nagaon, Nagaon District, Assam State, India (M) 3
A Motor Car!
It was Gonu who broke the news. He related how he had seen a motor car going by the road on the other side
of the river. But Tutu, Rudra and Kon—no one believed him. Gonu was, after all, adept at playing an occasional
prank. Then, some moments later Butu came gasping down—yes, he also had seen a car moving by the other side
of the river.
So, it must be true that a car was plying nearby. That meant another thing also—after several years a car had
come near their village. For them the reality of seeing a car was something like a hazy dream. Once, at the time of
the general elections a candidate had come down to their village on a motor car to canvass for votes. The carborne
men had resembled fat cows. Then also the car had stopped outside Butu’s home. So there was no point
disbelieving Butu this time.
It must be a car.
They did not intend to disclose the news to anyone else. Of course Lalu must be told. So a search was launched
for Lalu. Gonu ultimately found him in the backyard devouring a few unripe guavas. Lalu listened to Butu with
eyes bulging. When Butu had finished, he muttered a torrent of meaningless, obscene words. Lalu’s effortless
ability at uttering obscene words at this age won respect for him from the others. His manner of speaking was also
like grown-ups.
“Well we will have to go. We should see the car,” Lalu declared with the green guava in his mouth. After
contemplating over his own proposal for a few seconds, he uttered as if to himself, “But where will the car go?
The road is broken at the stream-side.”
“Maybe the police is coming to Naharani,” suggested Rudra.
“Yes, maybe they will come to estimate the number of those killed.”
“I was listening to my parents this morning. Father said that not a single soul was alive at Naharani.”
They all-knew about the incident by now. Some four days ago they had been awakened in the middle of the
night by cries of men and women. They had seen the fire light up the sky on the south bank of the river. On the
following morning they had come to know that an entire village had been gutted. Again, yesterday morning they
had heard that people from the south bank had come to Naharani and butchered all of them. But the news could
not create any reaction in them. They were yet to comprehend the horrors of death. They had only noticed that
their fathers were not going to the market anymore. Rudra’s elder brother had not returned from the south bank.
One or two corpses came floating down the river. Food ran short. They got something to eat only in the morning
to quell the overnight hunger. Scraping whatever they could get as supper, all went inside and bolted their doors.
The village resembled a graveyard.
“Was the car big, Butu?” Lalu inquired again and went on to exhort:
“Let’s proceed. If we cross the river by the banyan tree, we shall reach the broken part of the road very soon.”
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To resist such a tempting proposal was hard for the others. But then, even grown-ups were not venturing outside the village limit—let alone kids.
“Gonu must not go. If somehow the police chase us, can he outrun them?”
Rudra tried to dissuade Gonu. In reply, Gonu made such a face that they were forced to include him, fearing
that more trouble would brew otherwise. Gonu had just completed his fourth year of life.
They started their journey walking over the dry bamboo leaves through the serpentine alley of a labyrinthine
bamboo jungle. They were all around ten years old. Gonu was stark naked. Lalu wore a tattered vest that would be
impossible to wear again if it were pulled off.
The entire road was engulfed by an eerie silence. They considered themselves fortunate not to have
encountered anyone on the way.
Snatches of Bihu song sung by cowherds, a whistle blown by someone from the other bank, the sound of a boat
piercing the calm river water—all these familiar sounds were missing. Pregnant silence engulfed everything.
The winter river was shallow. It was around mid-day. The river ghat was deserted.
There had been a slight drizzle overnight. The clear prints made by car tires on the road were easily
discernible. They were delighted and began to discuss matters just like grown-ups. How big the car must be and at
what speed it must be running!
After that there was an all-pervading silence and an ominous calm. The chirping of birds was missing. They
must have gone somewhere else. Not a single soul was to be found anywhere. Besides the thick row of the wild
cane by the river, there stood an up-turned bullock-cart.
“A man!” Kon cried aloud suddenly.
They saw a man lying face down at the end of the cane thickets. A spear lodged in his back had pinned him
down to the ground. Blood stains were visible on his back and in the nearby grass. His hands were spread out
wide. It looked as if his dying wish had been to touch the river.
Lalu and his compatriots halted in silence and shuddered. Lifting their eyes from the man, they saw macabre
deeds of man’s cruelty littered all around. There were houses reduced to ashes, half-burnt trees, a recoiling mudsmeared corpse of a naked woman, a youth with his head missing, a child pinned to a banana tree with a spear.
They moved forward dumbly, eyes full of astonishment. They could not comprehend why these people had
been killed.
Probably those who were killed did not know why they had to die.
“That’s the car there,” Tutu cried aloud in amazement. The broken road led to a small alley by the river, fit
only for bullock-carts. A jeep was parked at an open space below. They approached the jeep at a trot. In the
meantime, some people had disembarked from it.
In the front there was an open grassland and on it there lay some corpses of children. No serious injury could
be noticed on their bodies.
“That is the boy who was always seen with his fishing rod,” exclaimed Butu. The boy’s face was very familiar
to them. They had seen him sitting on the other side of the bank with his fishing rod from morning to dusk. He did
not come to search for mangoes like other boys, nor did he swim much. He could never hook a fish but he had
remarkable concentration and purposefulness, strong determination and tenacity. Even now on his dead face he
wore an impassioned look—as if he would rise up at any moment, collect his familiar fishing rod and stroll
towards the riverbank.
“Hey—where from the blue sky have these appeared? Maybe they are kid ghosts,” one of the men who got
down from the jeep joked on seeing Gonu and his partners. A tall and lean young man was minutely observing the
scattered corpses of children on the grass. Three cameras of different makes were strapped to his shoulder.
“Horrible business, isn’t it, Raghuda?”
“I’ve seen much more than this,” the man wearing glasses called Raghu said nonchalantly. “Do you remember
Sanjay, that time in Maldah? People all over India were later amazed at the photos taken by me. Haradhan Babu
became so excited that he even presented us two bottles of champagne.”
The wheat-complexioned man called Sanjay nodded in reply. Incessant streams of sweat trickled down his
forehead. Even the act of bringing out his hanky to wipe off his sweat at regular intervals seemed to tire him.
“My God, what heat and humidity! How do people live in such heat? Isn’t there a cold drinks shop nearby?”
Sanjay muttered in frustration.
“You are saying fine things. It’s not your Boston city. You can write in The New York Times that there are still
places on earth twenty miles off from motorable roads. The nearest station is forty miles way and to see an
electric light one has to go another fifty miles,” said the lean and tall young man.
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Looking at those jeep-borne men one could easily understand that they belonged to a different world. Their
talks, behavior, laughter were completely strange for Gonu and his lot. They wore vibrantly shaded clothes. They
had put on colored glasses on their eyes. Cameras and tape recorders hung from their shoulders, and sunlight
reflected up glossy metallic parts.
“Well, well, take the shots soon. Shadows of these trees will soon creep up. No photo can be bright without
uniform light,” cautioned Raghuda.
The men got down to their business rapidly. The tall lean young man focused his camera with deft hands. The
costly cameras shone in the daylight.
“It’s our luck that we have reached here early. By tomorrow the stench of the rotten corpses will become
unbearable. What do you say, Lima?”
“I am lucky to have escaped the stench. I can’t bear it. I could not have food for two days in cyclone-ravaged
Andhra Pradesh. Do you remember, Hamen?”
“Hamen,” Raghuda inquired loudly, “the man crying in front of the dead child—did you talk to him?”
“The child before him was his son. His wife had also died, he told me.”
“Arun, have you taken a snap of the man?”
“Yes, Raghuda,” the tall young man replied.
“Wait a bit, one cannot ascertain whether the boy is dead or alive. How did the kid die? There is no injury mark
on his body. Do one thing Arun. Drag that man near to the child whose belly has been pierced by an arrow. Be
quick! Mr. Bhatta promised to wait for us at Nagaon. He is also arranging some drinks for us.
“Raghuda,” the woman called Lima said. “An incident exactly like this involving Harijans occurred in
Khansiram. Do you remember?”
“No, no friend, so many incidents have gone past before this very camera of Sharma’s. How many of them can
you remember?”
It seemed the tall young man was facing some difficulty. He was trying to take a picture covering all the
scattered corpses of children. The wrinkles on his forehead indicated his frustration. He could not find the correct
angle for the photograph.
“Hamenda, can’t we lift some corpses from the middle and place them here, this way? Now, there remains a
vast open space from every angle. The entire photo should be littered with corpses, to show how dreadful this
scene is. Corpses must lie all across the photo. Am I right, Raghuda?”
“No, never,” the man called Sanjay protested vociferously at the suggestion. “It will be unethical to lift from
the middle. But if gaps between the bodies remain, the photograph will not be able to horrify people.”
All the men began mulling over the problem in silence. Even the veteran Raghuda slung off his camera in
exasperation. Suddenly the woman named Lima who was staring hard in the direction of Gonu and his partners
said,
“Listen Hamenda. An idea has occurred to me, but …”
The Assamese-looking bald man and the others came close to her. Lima whispered something in their ears and
their faces lit up, glowing in relief. Patting her back, Raghuda said something in her praise. The man called
Hamen suddenly turned towards Gonu and his friends.
“Hey kids, come here,” he spoke in Assamese. “Don’t be afraid boys, come here.”
Gonu grasped Lalu’s hand hard. Their heartbeats increased. They became scared.
“The poor follows are scared. I think they will run away,” the one called Arun said.
“They will have to come, they must come. Now, give me the bag of apples.”
Hamenda brought down the bag containing apples from the jeep and pulled some out. The red ripe apples
glowed in the sunshine as if tempting them.
“Come here, friends take these,” he prodded the boys in a persuasive, friendly voice.
Lalu went forward as if mesmerized. He was followed by Rudra, Butu, Gonu. Flames of fire from inside their
stomachs leapt up, their eyes focusing only on the red ripe apples.
“Well, you all will get one apple each. But before that you will have to lie on the grass here like good boys.”
Gonu and the other boys were almost forced by Arun, Lima and Raghuda to lie prostrate on the grass and they
meekly complied with their instructions. They lay beside the pulseless bodies of the fishing-rod-crazy, mangosearching boys who were gone forever. Skinny, terrified-faced, torn-clothed Gonu and Butu merged with the
corpses easily.
Promptly, the camera froze this hair-raising scene.
“Once I went to see a movie of Godard.\fn{ Jean-Luc Godard (1930- ), French motion-picture director.} I think it was
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The Lacrosse Players. There was a scene exactly like this one. A school bus had met with an accident and the
children had been thrown everywhere by the impact. One of them was still clinging to his school bag, text books
and copybooks while lying in pools of blood. What a terrifying scene! After all, Godard knew well how to create a
scene,” said Raghuda. His aloof nonchalant face could still be warmed by this memory.
“Have you seen Godard’s latest picture All about Mrs. Kere.”
Gonu and his friends stood up. Lalu was lying beside the corpse of the fishing-rod-crazy boy. Standing up, he
stared hard at the pulseless body. Then he carefully looked at his own. Then at Gonu and Butu. Probably some
equation was going on in his mind. The tall youth tossed away one apple each to the boys, in a dismissive gesture.
“You are, delaying, Arun. Mr. Bhatta will get bored waiting for us at Nagaon,” the one called Ranjan was
getting impatient. “Moreover, if we are to visit Laarighat also—”
“Not Laarighat, Ranjanda. L-A-H-R-I-G-H-A-T,” Lima corrected him smilingly. “The names are also a
muddle. By the way, these people are fortunate. Otherwise the world would not have come to know the names of
these villages. Now the names of the villages are in the headlines of each and every newspaper.”
Their jeep started.
The dumb eyes of Gonu and his friends saw how the engine of the jeep roared, how the smoke billowed out,
how the wheel moved and how the machine sped away. The jeep disappeared out of sight, disturbing the innocent
virgin dust of the village road.
The size of the apple on Gonu's palm dwindled gradually. They had never tasted an apple before. As soon as
the jeep became lost to sight near the sharp turn of the river, the apples in their hands also disappeared.
The dreamy-eyed kids slowly returned home—a glorious taste on their tongues and the memory of a jeep on
their simple minds.
117.324 Excerpt from Beach Boy: “Unforced Errors”\fn{by Ardashir Vakil (1962- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (M) 6
My life was all balls. The cricket ball, the dog’s hard ball, the quash ball, the croquet ball, the football, the
rubber-solution ball—but most of all, the tennis ball. The tennis ball is versatile like no other. With it you can play
cricket, hockey, pat ball, catch-monkey, donkey in the middle, football, french cricket, basketball, water polo,
even volleyball. We were a family obsessed with tennis. All of us, my father apart, played every day of the week
except Sunday. There wasn’t a club in the city whose courts we did not know: the Khar Gym, the Bandra Gym,
the Bombay Gym, the Willingdon Club, the Cricket Club of India and the Maharashtra State Lawn Tennis
Association, where I learnt the basics of the game. My mother and I watched, followed and played in tournaments
all around the country. We scanned the sports pages of The Times of India for news from the grand-slam
tournaments around the world. During Wimbledon we were glued to the radio following the progress of Margaret
Court, Billie Jean King, Rod Laver, John Newcombe, Stan Smith and Ilie Nastase. My favorite showing-off story
was how Newcombe had once visited our house for a beer. Being sixteen at the time, he had to hide behind the
curtains to drink it.
In her younger days, my mother had trained at the Queen’s Club in London to try and qualify to play at
Wimbledon. She was seeded second in the All India rankings of the day. But her training was cut short when the
drizzling gray and cold of an Earl’s Court bedsit, and the separation from her two-year-old son, got the better of
her ambition.
So much in our family revolved around the game. My mother’s life, her relationship with my father, and her
relationship with me, all these could be decoded and deciphered through backhands, forehands, volleys, lobs and
serves. Particular shots decided the fate of future relationships, long and bitter debates ensued about who was
better than who: matches that were won left one with a high for weeks to come; matches lost were cause for days
of introspection and postmortem depression.
*
On a hot afternoon in April, about two-thirty, earlier than normal for tennis, I was due to play Sandeep Gupta
in the first round of the Maharashtra Open, Under 12 Competition. He was seeded one, I was an outsider. The
Gupta brothers, Sandeep and Sanjay, were of Kashmiri origin and lived in Bandra. Sandeep was ten, Sanjay
eleven. Their father, who was also their coach, was a serene-faced doctor. Pale Kashmiri skin and unusual green
eyes. His sons had something green, something blue, something slanted in their eyes. They could easily be
mistaken for twins. They were a spindly limbed, resilient and cunning duo. Onto their grasshopper bodies were
attached these two huge globes for heads—round and smiling. The two boys were well-known protégés of the
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Bandra Gymkhana. I had seen them playa couple of times and I knew in my gut that I had the beating of them.
On the afternoon of the match, my mother and I drove from our house in Juhu to the suburb of Bandra. I was
dressed in my Fred Perry white shorts and shirt, my mother in a dazzling blue dress. On the road, my mother
coached me on the art of match play. .
“Now, Cyrus, listen to me. When you are practicing shots before the match, what you have to do is play a few
strokes to both sides, especially his backhand, and see which is the weaker side.”
“Yes, but what if he doesn’t play any backhands?”
“He has to play one or two,” she said, tutting irritably. “What I mean is, most players at your level have a
weaker backhand. Even at Wimbledon in 1964, Rod Laver attacked Pancho Gonzalez’s backhand. So you see …
and then when you’re playing him, don’t start hitting everything to one side. Unless it’s very weak: then you just
attack … from the word go … and then he’s finished.”
My mother was given to not finishing her sentences. Impatience was one of her chief characteristics. She
spoke in half-sentences because she didn’t think it necessary, to complete a sentence once its meaning had been
conveyed, because she couldn't wait to make her next point and, most important, because she didn't want to leave
a gap in which to be interrupted. I was trying to keep my mind on what she was saying when two women in saris
suddenly walked in front of the car as if it didn’t exist. Luckily we were not traveling fast. My mother jammed on
the brakes and leant her hand on the horn. Most drivers would have shouted at the pedestrians. My mother carried
on as if nothing had happened.
“Yah, but then what will Sandeep Gupta do? Are you paying attention or not? What do you think he will do
when you play on his backhand? What he will do is run round his backhand,” she said, answering her own
question. I was watching a man dragging along a huge ice-block with a hook, his vest drenched in sweat. The
block of ice skated meltingly along the baking tarmac.
“What d’you mean ‘run round’?”
“Don’t be silly now, Cyrus. You know what ‘run round’ is. If he is standing here,” my mother let go of the
steering-wheel with one hand to give her demonstration, “and you hit the ball here, to his left,” she pointed with
the other finger, “to his backhand, he runs further to his left and plays it with his forehand. Therefore running
round …”
By the end of these heated gesticulations both her hands were off the steering-wheel and the turquoise Fiat we
were in careered towards the pavement. A swerving cyclist shouted an insult through the window.
“Hey, akal ka dushman, jara dekh ke chalao gadi.”
“Oh, shut up, you bloody fool!” my mother replied under her breath. Hardly stopping to take another, she
continued. “So, then, what do you do then? If he runs and tries to play it like that, on his forehead, what do you
do?”
Everything was always a test with my mother. Have you heard of …? Do you know how …? Can you tell me
…? I was terrible at tests. I always came thirty-ninth out of forty in my class at St Mary’s. There was little chance
of me coming up with the right answer. At that moment, I would have given anything for John Newcombe to
come and whisper it in my ear. I said,
“You keep on playing on his backhand.”
“Noooooooo! Oh, my God! How can you go on playing on his backhand! Cyrus, after all these years …” And
here she let her hands rise from the steering-wheel and dropped them down again with a sigh and a wry twist of
the mouth. Then she went back to her explaining mode.
“If he keeps on running to the left and covering his backhand, then what happens is the right-hand side of the
court is left gaping open. Obviously, his forehead side gets left open. So what do you do? Naturally, you play to
his forehand. Either you will hit a winner or when he rushes back across the court then you have enough time to
play to his backhand. Do you understand now?”
I nodded. I had the feeling that before our journey was up I would hear the explanation again. My mother was
fond of repeating herself. It was part of her teaching technique. Drumming it in. I’m still not sure as to the
effectiveness of such a method. Did it make me willfully deaf to her advice or did my pretending not to listen
signify an acute subconscious absorption?
“But you must be patient. Wait for the ball. George says you’ve got good shots. But sometimes you try to hurry
them … you hit them too hard, hit them out. You know which turning it is? You mustn’t make unforced errors.
Never mind if you don’t hit winning shots. You mustn’t make any”—she stopped to gather up her energy for the
emphatic repetition—“unforced errors.”
I was sitting in the corner of the front seat, wedged between the door and the back rest, like the taxi-drivers,
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with their elbows leaning out of the window.
“Can one make an unforced error if one isn’t playing tennis?” I wondered. “Are unforced errors a problem in
other areas of life?”
I was having difficulty concentrating on my mother’s voice. Being in a state of nervous excitement, I wanted
to spend these last moments before the match quietly, letting my mind wander to anything but the game in front of
me. I thought of the Chinese meal my mother had promised to take me to if I won. I thought of both of us
returning to our glass house when everything was over, turning into the lane, past Laloo Prasad in his cubby-hole,
past the Krishnans’ gate with its black and white notice, “Beware of Dog,” glimpsing the coconut seller on the
beach, running up the spiral staircase to my bedroom.
Through the car window, I looked out at the tall neon sign for Caesar’s Palace. I’d never been into that hotel
even though we must have passed it a hundred times. A little further on, the post-box red of the Frankie stall
caught my eye. Mr. Tibbs’s original creation: the nan and egg roll filled with delicious mutton curry. Even my
father, who was not one for roadside food, liked them. What was that playing at Bandra Talkies? Oh, Mere Apne. I
hadn’t seen that one. Shatrugan Sinha, trying to be a hero instead of a villain.
“Meena Kumari at her very best!” the poster said proudly.
I wanted these familiar signposts en route to go on for eternity. I didn’t want us ever to get to the Bandra
Gymkhana tennis courts, brown and hard in the blinding sun. I wanted to blink and be back in the lane outside our
house, the tennis match over, whatever the result. Or back in my bed, where I was lying an hour ago reading my
James Hadley Chase novel.
We were stalled in a traffic jam on Linking Road. My mother’s voice reached out and grabbed me by the
elbow.
“Don’t be too confident, huh, Cyrus. Sandeep is meant to be very good.”
“But Sanjay is meant to be better than Sandeep.”
“Yes. But you shouldn’t think of that now. Both are very good. Now, c’mon, just grit your teeth. Even if you
lose the first few games, don’t just give up and start hitting the ball wildly. Be determined, clench your fist, like
Billie Jean.”
I thought of my mother’s pearly teeth. She was always telling us how her dentist said she had such a perfect
set. I recalled a match she’d played in last year, in the final round of the Western India Championships. Her
opponent was Neeru Seth, a short, dark, dogged-looking woman from the armed forces. I was sitting watching
from a round-backed cane chair in the corner behind the baseline. Absorbing the weight of every ball she hit,
every forehand she guided over the net, every backhand she speared to the far corner of her opponent’s court.
Watching her little pattering footsteps as she frisked from side to side. Her eyes bulging as she swung a forehand
winner down the lane. The drop of her head and the swing of her arms to and fro like a clock, while she changed
ends. The occasional smile slung to the corner where I was sitting.
And my mother. I should be watching her play, but I couldn’t bear to. When she caught my eye, she didn’t
smile, her mind hot with the strain of thinking about the next few points. I remember, after the match, how upset
she was to be beaten by Neeru Seth, who later became the governor of India’s most notorious women’s jail. Tears
mixed in with sweat dripped like melting fat down her arms and neck; her voice cracked as she spoke to the local
coach.
“But she behaved very badly, George. She can’t behave like that, shouting and grunting and … I had three set
points, three times I played to the backhand but she got it back. She kept on moving her feet when I was about to
serve my second serve, moving her feet like this, pit pit pit, I don’t know, maybe that shouldn’t be allowed. Are
you allowed to distract your opponent like that?”
George didn’t speak, he just looked at her soothingly through his horn-rimmed spectacles. Impassive as ever.
And all through that game I had been thinking,
“She’s going to lose the match, she’s never going to make it.”
We turned right at Dawood Interiors and into the main streets of Bandra. There was little time left for idle
thoughts. The past couldn’t come and rescue me now. But my mother still had her favorite story left to tell.
“Don’t forget, I’ve told you so many times about that time in the Davis Cup when Krishnan was 3-5 and two
sets to love down, and Koch from Australia was serving. Naresh Kumar, who was the commentator, said, ‘What a
shame India is going to lose the tie.’ People were walking away and going home. Everyone had given up. But then
Krishnan broke serve and won the next game and you could see him talking to himself and saying, ‘C’mon, Krish,
you can do it,’ gritting his teeth and clenching his fist. He won that set and then the whole match. I was fixed to
my seat for three hours, I missed all my appointments, the match was so enthralling. What delicate shots Krish
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played! What guts he showed! What determination! Really he’s an all-round player. At the end, Koch was
finished, a broken man, completely finished. The people in the audience gave them both a five-minute standing
ovation.”
I loved this story but I wanted to know more details. 1 wanted her to relive the match so I could see it as if it
were a film. My mother was more interested in the moral. As we approached the Bandra Gym, she spun it out.
“So you see, it shows you, if you really want to win something badly enough, even if you’re love-five down, if
you fight back, you can do it. Of course, Krishnan was a great player. Okay, now we’re there, have you got everything?”
Mine was the first match of the day on the sun-baked cow-dung court. My mother strode up to some loitering
boys, asking questions and demanding service. This was not her territory, but she was someone who could
command attention on the North Pole. One of the Gupta brothers trotted over to me, a smile on his globe.
“Are you Cyrus Readymoney?”
“Yup.” I smiled back. Was I meant to hate this boy? I rather wanted to be friends with him.
“My brother’s just coming. I’m Sanjay,” he said shaking my hand. “I think we’re playing a match tomorrow in
the Under Tens.”
“That’s at the Khar Gym, isn’t it?”
“Where is he? Where is Sandeep Gupta?” my mother boomed. “They should start now, it’s already two-fortyfive!”
Two of the boys hanging around the edge of the court, I think they were going to be linesmen, ran off towards
the clubhouse as if struck by lightning.
“Sandeep’s just coming, Aunty,” said Sanjay. “Just wait one minute.”
“I hope he’s hurrying up. Otherwise what was the point of us coming so early? I have to be in town by five
o’clock and your father said two-thirty sharp.”
Sandeep arrived, running along the side of the court, grinning like a goblin. His father followed after him, tall,
avuncular and bald. He bade my mother welcome and offered her a drink. Sandeep clutched his wooden Maxply.
We shook hands and tossed for service. While we were knocking I noticed Dr. Gupta chatting happily with my
mum. I had borrowed my mother’s racquet, a Wilson T-2000, the same kind Jimmy Connors played with. It was
warm and springy in my hand.
Sandeep’s shots were steady but weak. I responded with some hard-hit drives on both sides. The balls were
falling in. After the long car journey, I felt a certain lightness, a pleasant breeze, a relaxation of being. I opened
my shoulders and stroked through the ball, watching it closely on to my racquet. I was lost in the effortless of this
hitting. I didn’t have to look, I could feel the balls were landing in. I threw myself into the air and scythed through
a smash, punched a few volleys. My backhand felt particularly strong. I looked over at Sandeep when we were
practicing our serves. He seemed shaky, like a rickety chair. His serves were dropping in the middle of the box,
where I could eat them up for breakfast.
Sandeep won the toss and elected to serve. I remembered too late my mother’s advice to observe his shots
during our knock-up. But she was right about his backhand—it was weak. He couldn’t find enough power in his
chopstick frame to hit the ball flat and was slicing it short. I exploited his tentative replies with surgical severity,
sailing ahead to 5-1 in the first set. It was all so easy. I allowed myself a smile of triumph. I was serving more
accurately than ever, lunging for volleys on my forehand and hitting smashes into the backhand corner of the
court. And Sandeep obligingly made some terrible mistakes. Out of the corner of my eye I could see my mother
conversing with the doctor, though I could tell they were both following the score and occasionally watching a
rally.
There is almost nothing equal to the feeling of bliss when you are on top of a game, playing well and beating
your opponent. Your shots get better, the ball speeds to the appointed corner, or depth, or stops dead where you
want it to. Your serves come effortlessly: ball, body and racquet all swinging in one harmonious motion. Your
volleys dip and angle and slide away from the reach of your flailing rival. If you miss a first serve, you can afford
to take a chance and hit the second one. It tends to fall in. When your adversary finds a good stroke you reply with
an inspirational one. Great players talk of playing out of yourself as if the weight of your body floats away and
you are left with an ethereal essence of stroke, hand and eye. You move fast, you see things early, reaching balls
generally unreachable. It’s like passing the fifty mark in a game of cricket: you bid goodbye to caution and a fulllength ball on your middle stump is nonchalantly half-volleyed to the boundary. You can be polite, langorous,
even slipshod. When the tide is swimming for you, you can be sure your opponent will be floundering in the
waves.
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Having won the first set by three-fifteen, I was in a buoyant state of exuberance on court five of the Bandra
Gymkhana, humming my favourite Elton John\fn{British singer-songwriter (1947- ).} song from the album Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road.
Hello, baby, hello, haven’t seen your face in a while.
Harmony and me, we’re pretty good company
Looking for an island in a boat upon the sea.

The second set resumed where the first had left off. I was three games to love up, strolling around the court
like someone on holiday, thinking of the Chinese dinner my mother had promised she would take me to,
sprinkling the green chilies on the sweet corn and chicken soup. Already counting on trouncing the elder Gupta
brother in tomorrow’s match. Going up to the podium to collect the Under 10 and Under 12 winners’ trophies. I
was four-love up in the second set, receiving serve and Sandeep was 15-40 down. I hit a couple of overambitious
forehand returns, one even bounced on to the bamboo-and-rattan backing behind the baseline. From deuce,
Sandeep managed to claw back the game. I heard my mother’s voice from behind me. She was sitting at the back
of the court.
“Now, don’t fool around, hah, Cyrus. You can lose the match from anywhere.”
“Quit worrying, Mom,” I thought to myself pretending I was Jimmy Connors. I smacked the aluminium frame
against my calves, I fingered the strings of my racquet, I looked at the crowd and snarled.
I lost the next game.
“Oh, for God’s sake, get on with it,” I snapped, as Sandeep bounced the ball in front of him for the umpteenth
time before serving. Impatience overcame me. I tried to force a couple of backhands down the line. One hit the
tape at the top of the net, the other missed the sideline by a fraction. I stared hard at the umpire, as if I were Ilie
Nastase. In the next game I had a point to go 5-3 up and I made a double fault. I crashed my racquet to the floor. It
was a hallmark of my game that I never committed a double fault. I couldn’t believe what was happening.
My mother’s voice grew urgent.
“C’mon Cyrus, you can lose a match from anywhere,” she hissed. “Stop fooling around. Pancho Seguira had
nine match points against Pancho Gonzalez and he still lost. The main thing is …”
I couldn’t believe she was telling me a story in the middle of a game. What would the people think? I turned to
her and said,
“Be quiet please, Mummy. There’s no problem. I’m fine.”
I sauntered back across the court and thought through my position. I must turn the heat on his backhand. I must
focus on each, point. Keep the ball in play. The set was now at four-all. The ninth game went to plan. I didn’t try
anything special, just keeping the ball deep on his backhand. It wasn’t easy. His game seemed to have improved
and my shots had to be more accurate to prevent him from running round and hitting them with his hungry
forehead. In the tenth game he made a couple of nervous errors and that was enough to give me two match points.
Fifteen-forty, on his serve.
A smile escaped my lips.
“Oh, please shut up, Mummy,” I said under my breath. I could see her clenching her fists, urging me on to win
the next point. Sandeep served to my backhand. I sliced it low across the court to his backhand and rushed up to
the net. I saw him struggling with the shot. I’ve seen it a hundred times after that. A pathetic half-lob floating
pitifully towards where I was waiting at the net. The easiest shot in the game to play. I could have closed my eyes
and hit a winner ten times over, in twenty different ways.
I swung at the ball with all my strength, there was a strange tinny vibration in my hand, I saw the ball fly out of
the court, I saw Sandeep Jain looking at me with his mouth open, I saw sadness and pain stretching out in front of
me for the rest of my life. The ball had hit the rim of the racquet and flown over the baseline. Any other day, a
mis-hit smash would land on the line or on some awkward part of the court. I couldn’t bear to look in the direction
of my mother.
While I watched Sandeep lunge hopelessly at my vicious slice, I’m sure I had a vision of shaking his hand
across the net and saying, “Well done.” After that squandered match point, Sandeep Jain also had a vision, a
vision of winning the match. From that moment onwards he fought like Arjun in the Mahabharata, not just with
strength but with a force of mind that ran from his head to the steady bend of his elbow as he rained down arrows
of woe onto the army of his helpless cousins.
When competition is fierce between two rivals the winner is the person with the greater control over his or her
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emotions. The blood must remain cool; the hand must keep its balance; something at the center, perhaps even on
the edge, in the ball of one’s foot or the lobe of one’s ear, must nurse a cruel quietness, a consciousness of the life
that exists outside the terrible struggle.
After that dreadful smash, Sandeep managed to win three games in a row and stole the second set. At the start
of the third set his eyes had acquired a reddish tinge like someone drunk with longing. We exchanged a couple of
games. One all. Then his forehand started to flow. It was a lovely cross-court shot that came from nowhere and
disappeared before you had time to take a step towards it. Where had he been hiding it all this time? Having found
his rhythm on that shot, the harder I tried to play to his backhand the easier he found it to run round and hit a
winner with his forehand. My mother was all passion overflowing onto the court. Haranguing me with different
bits of advice, cheering when I made a good shot, desolate when my opponent sent another ball whizzing by me. I
could feel her voice as if it were someone shaking me. I flung my racquet on the floor in disgust when Sandeep
went 4-1 up.
“I don’t care,” I thought. “I’m going to lose now.” I just couldn’t get the match points I’d lost out of my head.
The picture of that missed overhead haunted me through every point of the final set. I stopped listening to my
mother.
“C’mon Cyrus! Don’t give up now. Show some determination.”
I had lost my will to win or to fight. My opponent swallowed the points like a caterpillar. Larger and larger
morsels. As the afternoon wore on to evening he became more voracious. My mother’s voice was hoarse by now.
I had points to reduce his lead from 5-3 to 5-4. Endless deuces. My spirits revived momentarily when it was my
advantage, but he never lost his lean and predatory look. We had been playing for two and a half hours in
sunstroke heat but only in the last game did I feel fatigued. The lifeblood had left my game. My mother had gone
suddenly silent with resignation and shame. At the end, when we shook hands, I was still half-thinking of the
vision in which I had won the match after putting away that simple smash. I almost thought Sandeep was going to
walk over to me and say,
“You won the match really—this rest was just a joke, a bad dream.”
My mother and I didn’t speak to one another. I should have said sorry or something like that. Normally she
would have been analyzing the game by now, telling me what I had done wrong. She bought me a drink. It was
cold, but I didn’t enjoy it. On the way home, in the car, my mother laid open the corpse of the lost match. Postmortem, she called it.
“The problem with you, Cyrus, is the same in tennis as with other things in your life. You just don’t have the
staying power, the perseverance. One minute you want this, then you don’t like it and you want something else.
You thought you had won when you had that match point. You didn’t concentrate and then see what happens, you
missed the easy smash. I told you in the car before the match, don’t be over-confident, but you never listen
properly. Your teachers say the same thing …”
And I salivated with anguish at the thought of a lost banquet of fried rice and sweet and sour pork, of king-size
prawns and Singapore noodles, of beef with chilies and lychees with ice-cream.
32.216 A Dream Story\fn{by Mohsin Khan (1962- )} Malihabad, Lucknow District, Uttar Pradesh, India (M) 3
Nundani was sound asleep when the harsh noise of pots and pans being hurled about rudely awakened her. She
climbed out of the cot, feeling ill at ease and disoriented. Scratching the gray blotches that stood out on her body
as a result of sleeping bare-backed on the coarse rattan matting, she ran her eyes around her, just as a dog aroused
by a smell sticks out its snout and sniffs around. For the next few moments she couldn’t decide whether the dream
had ended or she was still in it. Her eyes, though, quickly settled on the kitchen which seemed limitless in its
spaciousness, but where the cooking pots—old, tarnished, ragged—lay strewn about like objects in a dreamscape.
There, her father sat squatting, gobbling up the bread with the impatience of a famished dog. He looked
preoccupied. He’d stuff a piece of the coarse barley bread in his mouth, contort his face, screw up his lips, and
chew on the bread as though he were doing some painful exercise. At first, his mouth moved mechanically, but
gradually he slowed down, just as leaping flames subside into embers, the embers turn to coals, and the coals
crumble slowly into ashes.
Gungoo had just returned from his work as a day laborer. This morning again he had left without a bite to eat,
which explained both why he was in such an ugly mood and why his face looked darker than usual. As long as
there was food in his belly he felt in control of his body, but as the pangs of hunger grew more intense, he’d feel
he was losing this control. His mind then, chock-full of hateful thoughts, was inclined to be downright abusive.
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Nundani, from the moment she’d gotten up, was staring at her father in the same dreamy state. And although
Gungoo’s eyes were on Nundani, only God knows what he was looking at. Now that the raging hunger had
subsided some and his frayed nerves had relaxed a bit, he took notice of Nundani.
“What are you staring at?” he asked, in a tone of voice a trace sharper than he really felt. His tone always
reflected a certain bitterness, something of an irritation which, if he had an interest at stake, took on a softness, an
ingratiating quality.
Nundani stood immobile, watching her father and unconsciously scratching the blotches on her back.
“Come! This here! You want to eat?” Gungoo asked tenderly.
But Nundani didn’t bat an eyelid.
Gungoo returned to chewing his bread, sunk in thought. When he had finished the bread in hand Gungoo
groped for some more in the folds of the tattered bread cloth in the basket—once, twice. Dissatisfied, he picked
up the rag and shook it violently. He stared at the rag with ferocious intensity, as though it had devoured his share
of the bread, and threw it back down in the basket.
“You ate all the bread, didn’t you?” Gungoo asked Nundani harshly. Had Vundani at that moment been in the
house, he would have instead thrown the question at her, and she would have replied in a tone every bit as sharp
as his: “Sure. I’m the one who devours all the bread. These brats you’ve sired, they don’t eat. No sir, they don’t.
They just grow.” And surely her answer would have given him the excuse to unload his anger on her.
“Why don’t you answer me!?” Gungoo wanted to scream, but his voice drowned in a surge of tender emotion.
He quickly rose to his feet and moved toward the little girl. Then he suddenly remembered the lump of raw sugar
he had received while at work. He had eaten half of it then and there, saving the other half to bring back home and
distribute among the children. This would make them happy. They’d frisk about with satisfaction and joy, which
would give him a sense of happiness too.
He took off for the thatch-roofed open shelter adjoining their mud hut, removed his all-purpose angocha-cloth
from the peg and impatiently began to undo the knot, his body shaking in silent spasms. He was afraid that if the
children showed up all at once, he wouldn't even get a scrap of the raw sugar. The moment he put a small chunk in
his mouth all that bitterness, all that anger melted away from his mind.
“Want some?” he asked Nundani, still standing where he was.
But Nundani seemed to have sworn off speaking altogether. She remained just where she was, watching with
keen eyes her father’s jaws mechanically go about their business.
Gungoo was a bit surprised. Why, Nundani always pounced on raw sugar like a hungry dog! Could it be that
she had wet herself—he thought—and was now standing weighed down by her crime?
“Look at you—five years old and you still won’t stop wetting yourself!” he foamed, looking at Nundani in
disgust. He walked over to the girl and felt the crotch of her shorts. It was dry. It occurred to him that she just
might be glum for having been left all alone by her mother.
Rage welled up in him for Vundani.
“The bitch—why couldn't she just take her entire litter along!” In his anger he quickly stuffed the remaining
lump of raw sugar in his mouth, and then returned briskly to the hut. He picked up the metal pot and took a
swallow of water, which caused a scratchy sensation in his throat—he felt he was choking. He stumbled toward
the cot.
He knew the attack was upon him. A wheezing sound emanated from his throat and dragged on. His body
turned rigid, his eyes rolled up, and his face became even darker. He couldn’t make it to the cot and had to sit
down on the bare ground. He rested both his hands on the earth and began to cough like a dog. Within seconds his
condition worsened. Nundani still didn’t stir from her place and just went on staring at her father. Well, it was
nothing new. She saw it happen every day.
The bout of hacking left Gungoo breathless, and he crumbled face down where he sat. Asthma had made his
life a living hell. It was like being on the gallows day and night. On waking up in the morning, and sometimes
even in sound sleep, it was as though a fiend were clutching at his neck and wouldn’t let go until Gungoo had
collapsed exhausted and senseless. Summers he somehow managed in relative ease, but the cold winds during the
rains and the icy drafts of winter, which inspired beautiful dreams and hopeful thoughts in others, only brought
tidings of pain and discomfort for Gungoo.
He’s lying face down on the rough cot. His chest pumping like a bellows. Eyes bulging out of their sockets.
Saliva dribbling out of his mouth in a continuous flow. Then, coughing away, his body would finally become still,
his eyes would come to rest on a single point, and his heart would seem to stop beating. He would be seized by
the feeling that something was thrashing inside his body, trying to break out of it and flee, never to come back
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again. A terror would grip his heart and he would hurriedly get up, thrashing his hands and feet about.
If Vundani were around, she would rush to him and begin to give him a back-rub and wipe the saliva and dirt
from his mouth. Gradually his breathing would become steady, his eyes would begin to dance again in their
sockets, and, if his mind wasn’t numbed, he would think that it would be infinitely better to take poison than to
continue that wretched existence. But in the past dozen or so years this thought of taking poison occurred only
when the pain came, and departed with it as well.
Vundani threw the bale of hay down on the ground and stuck the grass-scraper in the thatch. Then she picked
up the water pot and began downing the water in large gulps. She was feeling hugely hungry, but knowing there
wouldn’t be anything to eat at this time, she quelled the fire in her stomach, at least for the time being, with a
drink of water.
Vundani was still drinking when Gungoo looked at her with the ferocity of a snake rearing up, and hissed with
all the bitterness he could gather:
“How much bread did you eat before you went out?”
Vundani, beside herself with hunger and scorched silly by the sun, shot back:
“Just as much as every day.”
Gungoo reared up some more and hissed again:
“Just how much every day?”
That did it. Vundani flew into a passion and struck back:
“As much as you do!”
Gungoo boiled over. But neither did Vundani’s heart pound away from fear nor did her body quake. She knew
what was coming. It happened just about every day. So she remained standing perfectly still. Gungoo grabbed her
hair and gave her a violent jerk. Vundani was, after all, a woman, and weak at that. Just one pull brought her down
to the earth like a dry leaf. Gungoo kicked her in the back several times. Satisfied that she would be unable to talk
back for quite a while, he scurried off to the thatched shelter, grabbed his angocha-cloth, took a few steps, then
stopped short and anxiously groped in the waistband. Where there had been anxiety before, a slight gloss of
satisfaction appeared on his face, and he set off in a manner indicating that he meant to quell the remaining fires
of rage and disgust.
Their four children who had accompanied Vundani on her trip outdoors had been held up on the way by
different attractions. One was throwing rain-moist lumps of dirt into the tall mango tree, happily expectant that
one of them would bring down a ripe fruit any minute. Another was trying to balance himself precariously like a
tight-rope walker on a delicate branch of the jaman tree, struggling finally to grab hold of a bunch of the luscious
dark-purple fruit. A third stood under the tree with cupped hands, ready for the fruit, should it fall. The fourth boy
—his stick of a fishing pole in hand—had cast his bait into the dirty pond and was waiting for some fish to take it.
He would carry his flailing catch home and roast it with salt and pepper. He would give the others a little to taste,
and eat most of it himself.
After Vundani had run out of tears, she forced herself to get up and walked slowly over to the thatched shelter.
She pulled the hand-chopper out of the thatch, picked up the bale of hay and proceeded toward the chopping
block. The sight of hay stirred the emaciated water buffalo. It began to low loudly, trying to break away from its
tether.
Nundani softly came and stood behind her mother, waiting to catch her attention to say what she wished. But
Vundani was even lost to herself. Chopping away at the fodder she thought, as always full of disgust: Let him
cough again, I won’t give him a back-rub. I’ll let him writhe in agony!
After she’d filled the trough with chopped fodder Vundani was overcome by the desire to throw herself on the
cot and catch a little rest. But the thought assailed her: he’d descend like a fiend any minute and throw the same
question at her all over again: “Tell me, how much bread did you eat.” No matter what answer she gave, the result
would be the same.
I’d better knead some flour quickly and bake some bread.
As she sat kneading the dough, the children, detained on the way, came buzzing in like flies during the rains
and started to swarm around her. One splayed himself out on the bare earth. Another stood leaning against the
wooden post. Yet another squatted down. Nundani took courage and came and stood near them. The children
began to look at their mother’s hands as though she were molding, instead, some fascinating magical toy, and not
kneading the dough.
“The water buffalo is pregnant. In six months she will give birth to one, maybe two beautiful calves. If they
turn out to be male, so much the worse. But if female, we will see some relief. Why, we will have a great time!
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We’ll get tons of milk to drink. Say, if we got four kilos in the morning and four in the evening, we’d have a total
of eight kilos, add two more for water. All together ten kilos.”
Vundani felt something approaching happiness.
“I ate so many jamans today,” one of the boys said, spreading out his hands as far as he could.
“No. I ate the most,” said another.
“That’s a lie. You only got the rotten ones that lay in the dirt. I’m the one who ate the most,” claimed the third
one. And the three started scuffling.
Vundani’s mind had gone numb from blowing into the moist wood to get the fire going, and she felt whistles
blowing in her ears. Her nerves were shot from all the clatter around her. She picked up the tongs and banged
them on the floor, yelling at the children at the top of her voice. Only then did they quiet down and back off.
Not for long though. They started to move slowly toward the hearth, talking among themselves. Soon they
were back on their favorite subject, talking, at first, in hushed tones, afraid of their mother, but then in
progressively louder voices, which ended in blows, a lot of pushing and shoving and swearing back and forth.
When Vundani slapped the dough into a flat round roti and put it on the griddle to bake, a hush fell over them
all. When the nicely browned portion of the bread appeared, they all began to shift and turn, pushing each other
and collectively moving closer.
The moment Vundani removed the baked bread from the griddle and threw it into the basket, the children
pounced on it. Vundani quickly looked over her shoulder and grabbed the tongs again and began to hit them over
the head with them.
“Bastards! He’ll be here any minute, barking like a dog, asking for food! What will I give him—pieces of my
own flesh?!”
The children leapt like frogs and stepped back, lustily gazing at the bread which their mauling had caused to
deflate, allowing the steam to escape from the punctured crust.
“I had a dream today,” Nundani announced in a weak but innocent voice.
The other children stared at her as though they were noticing her for the first time, or as if what she said was
hardly important.
“Bua!” Nundani spoke to her mother directly.
“What?” Vundani hissed, which made the little girl cringe.
“Speak up, what is it?” Vundani asked again.
“I won’t eat this one,” she said, pointing at the bread, fear tapping at her young heart.
The other children were surprised and looked now at their mother, now at Nundani, their impatience and
attention lost in this meaningless exchange.
“So what will you eat?” Vundani asked, as irritated as before.
But Nundani had become as quiet and still as before.
Just then Vundani noticed with horror: like a kite she swooped on the griddle and snatched up the bread baking
on it. It had burnt black—and she had only Nundani and her prattle to thank for it.
She was seized by a fit of violent anger. She grabbed the tongs and smashed them on Nundani’s head. A wave
of sharp pain shot through the little girl and she collapsed right where she was. The children, scared out of their
wits, took off like they were never there. Nundani lay there in a heap crying. Finally she got up, walked slowly
over to the cot and threw herself on it, and fell asleep, still crying.
The other children had scattered like a flock of frightened birds. They wandered around aimlessly for a while,
threw stones, and babbled away among themselves. But they felt bored and weary and found themselves
continually edging back to the hearth. Soon enough they had clustered around it unconsciously, all the while
swearing at each other, pushing and shoving each other.
All of a sudden Vundani heard Gungoo’s voice. She reared her head like a snake. He was stumbling along,
wrestling with the winds and swearing at the whole world. She slapped the thinly rolled-out dough onto the
griddle and counted the bread in the basket. Then, overcome by a feeling of disgust deep enough to submerge the
whole world, she stuck out her face into the hearth and began to blow with all the strength her lungs could muster.
Sparks began to fly from the half-dried wood, and a thick opaque smoke, daubing her eyes a deep red, shot up and
began to cover the whole world.
236.169 Excerpt from Junglee Girl\fn{by Ginu Kamani (1962- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 10
1: Younger Wife
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The father of Harinath has the most beautiful feet in the world. His big toes are juicy knobs of ginger and his
small toes curved cloves of garlic. His soles are as red as chilies, from the mud of the fields where he works. At
dinnertime, I jump up when I hear the loud voices of the men returning home. I grab a small pot of water and sit
by the door. I wait. .
Many men enter our house. They are the blood relatives of my man. Being the youngest wife, I cannot look
upon any of them, but I know by their feet who they are. The father of Harinath stops in front of me, breathing
hard from the long walk. He stops before me without a word, knowing that in a moment I will take those delicate
feet of his one by one into my hands, and wash them carefully by dipping into the bowl and rubbing. That blessed
water is what I wait for all day, to quench my terrible thirst.
First I press my thumb under the toes of his right foot. His toes shiver and shake a little, as though he feels
cold. His loud breathing slowly changes, until he is as quiet as a baby sleeping. He has learned how to rest his
hand on my head, and he stands as still as a heron on one leg. After I have pressed his foot awhile, I slide my
fingers gently between his toes, and his hand jerks and jumps on top of my head with every movement. When I
press his toes, he laughs inside with a shaking which nobody else can see. I clean his right foot well, but my
impatient hands are already itching to embrace the other.
His left foot is blessed by the gods. Only I know it; everyone else says he is cursed. The father of Harinath has
only three toes on his left foot: one big toe, one in the middle and one at the end. In the spaces between the toes
are two small knots where the toes can never grow, so small that you can hardly see them. But the father of
Harinath can feel them. I rub water on his little toe-buds, as soft as rosebuds, all red from the mud of the fields. I
rub and rub till all the dirt is gone. The father of Harinath shakes and shakes with his quiet laughter, and I too, I
smile a little inside.
Then he goes inside and I am left at the door with my little pot of water. I touch the water of his feet to my
tongue and when I swallow I feel the hunger that hides in my stomach, gripping and squeezing. Sometimes when
I stand up my head spins, and I feel like a foolish little girl again.
Harinath is the older of my two sons. The younger one is Somnath. Both boys are healthy and already help
their father in the fields. With these two fine sons, life is much better now. But the first one that came sliding out
of me was a girl, so my mother-in-law packed my things to send me back to my father’s house and told the
midwife to bury the girl. But the father of Harinath said simply,
“No.”
My mother-in-law is afraid that her son with the missing toes will curse the entire family one day, so when the
father of Harinath said no, she let me stay, and she let the girl live. The girl works in our house now and is taken
care of. We told her she is an orphan, and that she should be happy because we treat her like our own child.
But when Harinath was born, in my heart I knew that this was my real child. When he was a baby, he never
cried, because I always knew exactly what he wanted. As he grew up, my son loved me so dearly that the other
women in the house were angry. But luckily the father of Harinath has blessed me and my children, and no evil
eye has yet hurt us.
Behind my back, my mother-in-law said all kinds of things: that I was a dangerous outsider, that I was turning
the father of Harinath against his own family, that I produced one son by some miracle, but that the next one
would be a girl-devil. But when the next one was Somnath, a boy bigger and even lighter-skinned than Harinath, I
knew that the father of these children, with his missing toes and good heart, was sainted and could never hurt us.
No mother should ever doubt the gift of a son, and I feel sorry that my hardhearted mother-in-law has lost love for
her own.
*
This man of mine wants to make more sons. Every night he wakes me up after the children are asleep and
quickly does the work to me. Then I think that the chilies rubbed into the soles of his feet have moved through his
blood into his essence and from there into the throat of my womb because the flesh tears and burns inside and the
tears come to my eyes.
“Learn to eat chili,” the women told me, “so that you get used to the burning of your man’s work inside you.”
Afterwards I turn around and lie down with my face against his left foot, rubbing the warm buds of his missing
toes. While he sleeps, the toe-buds jump and shake inside their skin, like flies trapped under a cloth. But after
doing the work to me, no matter how much I rub and tickle his toe-buds, my man stays asleep. They are my own
special toys, for licking and sucking, like nipples for a baby.
Sometimes, lying there in the dark, my mind wanders and I think of things. I wonder what the good-for1760

nothing orphan girl is up to at night, wonder which man is feeding her and which one is beating her. Better that a
man takes care of her, better than being anybody’s helpless child.
*
My father said I was never a child. I always took care of him, while nobody needed to take care of me. He used
to call me “younger wife”, because I took my mother’s place when she left me alone with him. I would wake up at
night and father was always awake, so I would put his head on my shoulder and put my face in his chest and that
way we both would fall asleep. He didn’t want me to marry, and I grew old in his house until finally, when he was
dying, he decided it was time. By then the only man left for me was the one no girl would marry, cursed because
of his left foot.
My heartbroken father didn’t care whose house I was going to. He stopped talking to me, just like that, and
soon after the marriage he died.
He used to tickle me so much! But then he stopped. He would oil and comb my hair every day, but then he
stopped. He would feed me my breakfast before he went to work, putting one piece of bread and chili in my
mouth.
He stopped. On the day of my marriage he said that all those things he did to make me happy were because I
was his “younger wife”. But now I was going to become another man’s proper wife, the preserver of his
household and the mother of his sons, and spoiling me would do no good.
Sometimes when I think about it I feel bad, but I don’t know why. I have everything now, more than any
woman I know. But my happiness is my secret. No woman would believe me, and none could imagine herself in
my place.
*
I sucked on my mother's breasts till I was six years old. My mother knew that no more children would be
coming out of her, so she gave all the milk for her sons to me. I followed her around the house. Wherever she
stopped, I stopped there too and sucked on her breast. She was a small woman and I was not so small. I pushed
back her sari and helped myself. Sometimes the breast would jerk and jump out of my mouth. But I always
caught it again. It was very sweet.
When Harinath was born, my mother-in-law was finally happy. But one day the father of Harinath said, while
watching the boy suckling,
“The milk is so sweet, just like your milk, isn’t it mother?” My man’s mother ran back, back to the far wall of
the room, shaking and trembling.
“You were not born of me,” said my man’s mother. “You never tasted the milk from my breasts. You cannot
remember it that way.” My man laughed, but not the laughing-shaking from inside.
“Everyone in the village knows I am your son,” said my man, “even if you don’t. Even now, I remember your
breasts clearly and can draw them in the sand, those hard sacks of wheat with broken pomegranates on top.”
“Don’t talk about me that way in front of your wife-slave!” screamed my man’s mother. “And in front of your
cursed son!”
My man laughed and made room for himself at my breast, sucking the milk out of me with such force that I
could hardly breathe. My mother-in-law covered her face in shame and ran out of the room. I lay back and put our
son to one side, and in the broad daylight, in the front room of the house for receiving visitors, he did the man’s
work in me.
When Somnath was born, my man would wake up at nighttime and feed at the same time as the baby, but on
the opposite side. If he tried to do the work to me, I would push the baby between my legs and hold him there
tightly. And then from one breast I pressed the milk slowly onto my man’s face, swung the breast slowly around
until it slid across his forehead from side to side and up and around his nose, until his eyebrows were dripping
onto his tightly shut eyes and his eyelashes beaded white.
*
My man wants to make more sons with me. In the nighttime, he asks the orphan girl to massage his back. She
cannot stop until he orders it. I sit there and watch. After a while, he turns onto his back and the girl and I see
clearly that it is time for my man to do his work. I know that my man will pull the closest one to him, so I push
the orphan girl away and open the throat of my womb for his water.
When he sleeps, the girl and I lie down together with our faces at his feet. I have shown her the toe-buds which
are my own playthings. She watches me as I drown in their rosy fragrance, sucking on the unborn buds. She lies
back for now, too lazy to enjoy a man who makes her work, but from the tightness of her body I know that she too
will become a “younger wife” very soon.
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2: This Anju
These three sons of mine all insist on choosing their own brides. Who am I to say no to them? It’s best if they
don’t involve me in such matters. I’m of a different generation, baba; who can tell which girls are good or bad for
them? All I know is who will make a wife and who won’t. And this Anju, I can tell you, doesn’t know the first
thing about being a wife. In all my years I have never met such an aggravating woman! She’s put such funny
ideas about marriage into my Sanjay’s head. She thinks she has the answer to everything, but let’s just see how
long this Miss Know-it-all will stay so bold.
I had nothing to do with this Anju’s meeting my Sanjay. I call him my Sanjay, because clearly he takes after
me. Sanjay is a lovely boy, so talented; he’s everybody’s darling. He has so many friends, you can’t even count
them. And on top of that he’s just so handsome, like a film star! Right from his school days, so many girls have
been running after him, literally hundreds of them. Who can blame them? Naturally, this Anju would feel attracted
to him too.
Sanjay is my oldest, and his two younger brothers are complete copycats. But it’s just not the same, because
they take more after their papa, Dev. Anil and Tarun are very shy with girls, and even with me, their own mother!
So naturally I’m concerned about how they will get married, no? Still, if I mention any nice girl, the two younger
ones go on and on like parrots about choosing their own girlfriends. It’s one thing if you know how to, like
Sanjay. Of course, some people call him a Romeo and all, but really they’re just jealous.
“How can you let him run around like that? What if he gets some girl into trouble? What about your family
name?”
They keep asking all this rubbish as though Sanjay is my daughter! God has given me three healthy sons, no,
so can’t I have some fun in this life?
My Sanjay is an artist, I don’t care what people say. There is a reason for the way he is, wandering around
Bombay, staying out all night. I never ask where he goes or what he does; why should I meddle? In his college
days we heard that he was sleeping with foreign hippie girls in some cockroachy hotel in Colaba, even paying
them money. Why would I believe such stories? Why would Sanjay need to sleep around like that? He had all
these girls from good families chasing after him.
Not that a traditional girl would have done for this mad boy of ours! His head is full of jazz-shazz and he’s all
the time playing drums in the air and singing pa-pa-pa-pa-dhish-dhish and there’s that ring in the top of his ear
and he doesn’t wear any underwear and god knows what all he’s been smoking all these years. In a way he must
have been lonely, because of course the girls of Sanjay’s age all got married right after college. So when he met
Anju, at first I was very happy that at least she was a decent girl of good family. The only reason she was single
was because she had been studying all these years in the States.
At least, that’s what I thought until I got to know her better. Sometimes I think she must be just pretending to
be Indian, an impostor. I realize that she’s become Americanized after all the years away, but then she should at
least talk like one, or dye her hair blond or wear some funny clothes, so that we can all see clearly that she is one
of them and not one of us.
The truth is, I have always wanted to know everything about my Sanjay’s life, but you know how it is, after
they get older, children like to keep their secrets. So I arranged this special plan: every time Sanjay needed money,
he would come to me, and no matter how much he asked for, I gave it to him, as long as he told me honestly what
it was for. In this way I learned about all kinds of new things, like discos and cocaine and jam sessions and bigbig parties and sometimes he told me about girls he wanted to buy little gifts for. In my humdrum life, it was nice
to hear of such excitement from my son.
That was how I first heard about this Anju. She had asked Sanjay to buy a small Walkman-type recording
machine, so the two of them could carry it everywhere and talk. I remember thinking to myself, this is very odd.
What is she up to? Is she going to blackmail my Sanjay? Maybe he shouldn’t say anything into a recording
machine. What if something happens? Dev would never forgive me. I kept asking Sanjay to bring her to the
house, and he said, “I will, I will,” but weeks went by and there was no sign of her.
I asked Sanjay to tell me a little bit, what he likes about her and so on. He told me,
“She knows me so well, it’s as though she can read my mind. She is so honest; I’ve never met anyone like
her.”
And to prove it, he showed me some letters she had written to him. Horrible things! Terrible, thick letters, full
of millions of words all pointing to Sanjay saying You you you!
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Poor fellow. I mean, why did she have to write such letters where everything was spelled out in detail? Why
not just say a few words in private?
My poor son. He was excited to share with me. I read one page of one letter and let me tell you I got very
scared. I thought to myself,
“Oh baba, I can’t read this hot knife of a letter that she is sticking inside my Sanjay, twisting it this way and
that.” She wrote the letters so that all their problems were out in the open where they could be looked at. But
everybody else can look at them too, no? Shameless girl, listing all his faults like a shopping list.
I tell you, the nerve of the girl! When she finally came to the house, I was so upset, I barely said a word. But
she, upstart, she talked the whole time! She said she had come to me for help. She said that Sanjay had some
problems with trusting women. Imagine! And did she stop to ask then how he managed to trust his mother? On
and on she went: How could she get Sanjay to trust in her? Couldn’t I possibly help her? Yakety-yakety-yak.
Did she really think I could take sides against my son? Could I really teach him to trust a woman who is
nothing like his mother? Even Dev knows I can never go against my boys. But what to do, I talked to her a little
bit. I told her all the usual things a mother can say: men are different; it is a woman’s duty to take care of her man;
with a little compromise, a woman can find the strength to make things work.
But it wasn’t my advice that she wanted, oh no. She wanted me to talk to Sanjay. She wanted me to answer
some of his questions about me, his mother. That was her plan to get him to trust her. In this way, the blame was to
be shifted to me!
I felt like vomiting, just exactly. What could I possibly say to Sanjay? Not even one word.
I tell you, I felt blamed by her. I just couldn’t relax with her in the room. She came during lunch, and I swear I
lost my appetite. Halfway through her speech, I just stopped listening and sang songs in my head. I held my
breath till my ears started ringing, and then I truly couldn’t hear a single word she was saying. I, me, want, I, me,
want. I swear, she knew only those three words!
I got fed up. I thought, my god, Sanjay is involved with a lunatic.
What is this thing all the time of doing what you want and being what you want and finding yourself and
losing yourself? There’s no right person or wrong person, you know, there’s only right attitude and wrong attitude.
These Indian girls, they go to America and come back absolutely brainless. They think they know everything.
They think they can understand everything. As though such a thing is possible.
Sanjay’s daddy, Dev, was the first to say out loud that she’s not very friendly, that she doesn’t stop for chitchat.
There’s nothing wrong, I mean, some people just are that way. But once, just for the sake of asking, I asked
Sanjay if she was angry at us or what. After all how much effort can it take to say a simple “Hello auntie, hello
uncle.” But Sanjay didn’t like my asking, and he said,
“Ma, come on, she always greets you. Don’t dig where there are no crabs. She’s not like you. When she has
something to say, she says it.”
They say modern girls are like that, a little on the cold side. I tried, you know, I tried to be friendly. I told this
Anju that sometimes my Sanjay gets nervous and it’s very difficult for anyone to take care of him. The things he
does! All day without food, only lemon water. Taking one-one puffs from cigarettes then throwing them out.
Running up and down the hill till his feet are bleeding. Talking, talking, talking with somebody, anybody.
It’s like a fit comes over him. In front of the whole world he punishes himself, in front of the whole world he
asks forgiveness, like a beggar-sadhu. It breaks my heart. I can’t bear it, baba, to see him suffering this way, but
nothing helps him in these moods.
In this way I thought I might scare her a little bit, but right from the start, Anju handled him. When he got into
these funny moods, straightaway she would start lecturing him, la-la-la-la-la, for hours. I’ve never seen any
woman so cold! She was like ice, that girl. She spent hours and hours discussing with him. From outside the door
I could only hear Sanjay sobbing pitifully, god, it broke my heart when he was that way, and her half-angry, halflaughing voice, asking him why, why he’s always hurting himself, and herself—all this-self and that-self.
I know for a fact that Sanjay’s problems are never-ending. He’s always been that way. But she knew how to
wear him down, till his nervousness was all sucked out of him, till he was completely defeated, with not a word
left to say. Anju, cool as a cucumber, would end by telling Sanjay that he could easily fix his life—if he wanted.
As though Sanjay doesn’t want to be happy! As though any of us chooses to be unhappy! Why would she talk
that way if she really loved my Sanjay?
In this way the time passed. Everything would go well for days or even weeks, until Sanjay had another
breakdown. Then he would lock himself in his room, and if I tried to talk to him, he would scream and shout for
me to leave him alone. As though it was my fault! Sooner or later, Anju would come, and the two of them would
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disappear for hours. He would come back looking like all the blood had been sucked out of him. And she would
be looking all happy and satisfied. I told Dev,
“These two have some funny relationship, baba!”
It was clear that she was manipulating him somehow, because he was always crying, and she was always
scolding. You check with any woman, and it’s always the opposite, like with Dev and me. No matter how many
tantrums my Sanjay had, that girl always stayed by his side. Long after my ears closed up from the anger and
shouting and cursing that flew out of his body, she stood by him, talking, talking, talking. Nothing scared her,
nothing made her go away.
The two of them started spending all their time together. They were inseparable. I thought to myself, be honest
and admit that Anju is the be-all and end-all of Sanjay’s life. They might get married, and you’ll have her as your
daughter-in-law! Then what? Better get to know her before she takes over your life.
So I observed this Anju seriously for some time. Quite a lovely girl, very attractive, laughing and joking all the
time, and of course her family name speaks for itself. Very clever, with her M.A. from America and all that, and
good with money. But in some ways, just like a man. Never wearing a sari, no makeup, no jewelry except
earrings, sitting with her legs wide open, taking drinks, talking all big-big talk. Not for one second will she
discuss the price of fruits and vegetables or those new actresses on my favorite TV program. Not even a flicker of
interest in going with me to the vault to see what jewelry I have set aside for Sanjay’s wife-to-be.
All that I could have lived with, but the worst thing was the way Sanjay’s two copycat brothers became exactly
like her pets, like her stupid faithful puppy dogs. They wouldn’t hear a word against her. I tell you, when all three
sons stick together like thieves, it’s impossible to knock any sense into them. Any chance I had of convincing
Anju that Sanjay was wrong for her was completely destroyed once those two younger boys started meddling,
waiting on her hand and foot, buying her flowers and what all other junk.
That was the end of that! This Anju was thrilled at having her own fan club, and the four of them became
inseparable. So much attention cannot be good for a woman, and sure enough, this Anju turned all my sons
against me.
She has never tried to understand me. For all her babble about knowing and understanding and this-ing and
that-ing, she was too selfish, really, to waste time on anyone but her Sanjay. I mean, Sanjay was put on this earth
by his mother and father. She said,
“When I marry, I will be marrying only my one man, not his entire family.”
The cheek of her! Thank god I only have sons, baba. I don’t think I could survive having an unfeeling daughter
like her.
I tell you, I got so tired of her meddling and fiddling, so fed up with her coming and going that every time she
came near me I got a splitting headache. Why should I have to suffer like this in my own home? So I told Sanjay
to stop bringing her to the house; I would welcome her back to my house when she became humble enough to
marry my son, devoted enough to be my daughter-in- law, and genius enough to shut her mouth forever.
So now she’s left. Just as suddenly as she came, she’s gone away. After spending all that time with Sanjay,
spoiling and pampering him, turning him into her Sanjay, she’s left. Two years of putting up with her strange
behavior, and just when I am hoping that I can return to having a peaceful relationship with my Sanjay again, he
turns around and blames me for having ruined his relationship with her! The things he said, I thought I had died
and gone to hell. The words are sticking in my throat. He called me a miser, a liar, a coward, a traitor. He said that
I have such a jealous nature that Anju was afraid of marrying into the family. He said that—oh dear god, he said
that if only he were a motherless orphan, then everything would have turned out fine. That’s just exactly what he
said. A motherless orphan.
What could I say? I just wanted to run to my room and cry. But he stood there waiting for an answer! I told
him that this Anju had turned his head completely around so that now he was talking to me in exactly that horrible
you-you-you way that she always talked. He said,
“Your problem is you just cannot tolerate honesty. She’s put my head on straight, and for the first time in my
life, I have the courage to ask you who you are and what you want. I need to clear up our relationship. Can you
handle that?” he shouted. “Can you do that for me?”
I covered my ears, baba, I couldn’t listen to her voice coming out of my Sanjay’s mouth. I said,
“You cannot force me to do such things, I am your mother!” And he said,
“All right my mother, I can’t live in the same house as you any more. Consider me dead.” And he left.
And then would you believe more trouble? I was cleaning out the desk of Sanjay’s younger brother and I found
pictures of this Anju. At first I thought, how sweet, Anil is keeping them as a memento, but then I thought, why
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aren’t these in frames on top of his desk, why hidden away? When I asked Anil, he was so angry with me, so
angry, I can’t tell you. He said that I had no right to be fiddling with his personal possessions, he said that if he
ever met a girl he liked, he would never bring her to the house to meet his jealous mother, he said that he was sick
to death of me and was moving out of the house.
So now, can you believe it, two of my sons hate me! What kind of crazy world do we live in? At least my
youngest son is still with me. But the truth is that he doesn’t talk very much, so god knows what is going on inside
his head. Dev says it’s all my fault, that I’ve always tried to control our boys and make them feel sorry for me. I
don’t know what to think. Of course I’m lonely and of course I want my sons to love me, but how can that be a
fault?
What is a mother to do, I ask you. My own sons, behaving like this with me! Ohhhh, I tell you, my heart is
completely broken. 1 can’t make head or tail of it. There’s a curse on this house, and it’s all because of this Anju.
*
So many weeks alone in the house, without my two big boys. Yesterday 1 spent the whole day writing letters. I
wrote a long letter to Sanjay, who is living in that cockroachy hotel in Colaba, poor boy. He refuses to come
home; he says he wants space. Space! In that filthy broken-down hotel? He’s living like a beggar. I also wrote a
long letter to Anil, who at least has rented a room at the Club, where they change the bed sheets every day. I wrote
them both long stories of their childhood, about how they used to love me like crazy, how they always cried for
me when 1 went away from home, how they wouldn’t fall asleep unless they were lying right next to me. I
reminded them both about their duty toward their younger brother, who was still impressionable, and to their old
mother, who was still waiting for her sons to bring happiness into her life.
That was yesterday. Today I’m writing a different letter, a kind of letter I have never written before and will
never, god willing, write again. Every five minutes I feel like crying, so I stop, otherwise the tears will make the
ink run.
I’m writing a long letter to Anju, begging her to come back and marry my Sanjay. I am telling her that I just
cannot bear to be separated from my sons like this, that nothing is worth this kind of pain. I am assuring her that
Sanjay and I are alike, so if he can stand to talk to her and cry in her arms and be happy with her, then maybe I
can learn a little of the same. I’m telling her that Anil will be a devoted brother-in-law and will soon find the
courage to find a decent girl to take his name. And I’m crying to her to forget my meddling, that I’m a confused
old woman who wants only to see her sons settled and happy.
And lastly, I am buying that recording machine she always wanted, small enough to carry in her purse. She and
Sanjay can spend their whole lives filling up cassettes with their misery, the way other people fill up albums with
smiling photographs. And then when they’re old and all their precious cassettes are broken and useless, then
perhaps they will bend a little and open their hearts and allow my old voice to join in with their own.
3: Ciphers
The woman claiming the berth across from mine in the train compartment must have been my age, but she
looked older, more self-important. She had the red mark of the auspicious married woman in her hair parting and
three young children to prove her fertility. She stopped her children from sitting on the long hard seat, motioning
them to wait.
“It’s dirty,” she scolded them in Gujarati, pointing to the dull green vinyl which had worn away in parts to
reveal the coarse padding underneath. She reached into her oversized plastic shopping bag, pulling out a printed
cotton bedspread that she snapped open with a quick flick of her wrists. She covered the seat and tucked the edges
in.
The woman nodded in satisfaction, patted her hair into place, then sat down and lifted the three children up
beside her so they sat propped up against the seat back. The four of them sat squashed against each other in the
middle of the seat, with ample room on either side.
The train whistle blew, and the tea and snack vendors who droned their wares by the windows suddenly
switched into high gear, running from one window to the next, shouting out
“Hot tea! Hot tea! Fresh puri-bhaji! Hot samosas!”
Thin porters in bright red shirts raced by with tottering mounds of baggage balanced on their heads. I was
sitting on an Indian train for the first time in a decade, but the scene was just as I remembered it from childhood.
The big difference was that, this time, I was traveling alone.
The train slowly pulled out of the station. The woman across from me looked at me then for the first time. In
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her quick look, she took in my short hair, my knee-length dress and ringless third finger. Her evaluation made, she
avoided my eyes. She looked over my head, through my feet, at the door and windows, but not into my eyes.
Though her children were staring at me, through a series of subtle cues from their mother, they had understood
that I was to be given the silent treatment.
I remembered being that young age, and staring at strangers in that same fascinated way, knowing that they
were humans like us, but knowing that they were not from our family. If, by some chance, it was determined that
these strangers were friends of friends, or hailed from our parents natal villages, or were otherwise established as
people of good family, then the ice would break quickly, and food would be offered from both sides, followed by
the sharing of board games or card games or amusing pastimes like guessing the names of Hindi film songs. But
until then, the adults sat stone-faced and the children stuck to their own.
The young mother across from me spoke to her children in a shrill Gujarati punctuated by such endearments as
greedy, idiot, blackie and pig. The children were obviously used to these mocking asides and did not respond. But
it had been years since I had heard those insults spoken with such fluency, and I was immediately flooded with
memories of shouting matches when our group of young cousins would exhaust the usual English insults: You
stupid! You idiot! Fool! Crackpot!, all of which had a peculiar weightiness that would quickly tire us out. But then
we would switch to our reservoir of delicious Gujarati insults: Pig! Monkey! Cockroach! Elephant!, and somehow
these abuses from our mother tongue were so much more raucous and full of abandon that they elevated us back
into good humor and collaborative play.
Giggles rose up in me like bubbles as the woman chided her children. I stifled the first few, but I couldn't help
but smile when the woman called her son a goat, and I finally had to guffaw and cough when she called her
daughter a donkey. The woman looked up at me sharply and I pressed my twitching lips shut. She opened her
mouth to speak, but then turned and frowned at the window, unsure of whether to engage with me. After all, I was
a stranger, and it was probably best not to get involved. But then as I snorted and cleared my throat again, she
took a deep breath and sat forward.
“You are Christian?” she snapped.
I shook my head apologetically. She looked pointedly at my dress, or frock, as she would have referred to it.
“You are Muslim from Delhi?” She was still cross.
“No,” I replied politely.
“You are Madrasi,” she sneered.
“No. I’ve never been to Madras.”
“Then you must be Punjabi,” she taunted.
I smiled faintly. She was bent on pinning me down.
“Where you are from?” she rasped.
“From right here in Bombay,” I said sweetly. She nodded and waved her hand.
“Now I know. You are Malayali.”
She looked away, signaling that the discussion was over. But from the corner of her eye she saw me shake my
head.
“Maharashtrian,” she continued emphatically. She straightened the pleats of her sari.
I stared at her. I was suddenly aware of feeling hurt. If she weren’t so prejudiced by my short hair and western
dress, and the quickly made assumption that I was unmarried and childless, she would surely have seen right
away that I was Gujarati. I opened my book and began reading to signal that the conversation really was over.
“I know a girl from Goa who looks just like you.” I turned the page and crossed my legs, settling into my
stance.
“But naturally you are Bengali.” She turned to her children and nodded sagely.
Suddenly I tired of her game and decided to burst her bubble. I reached into my purse and pulled out a package
of Gluco biscuits. I tore the wrapper slowly, to make sure that I had the attention of all three children. They looked
at me hungrily.
“Biscuit aapu?” I asked in Gujarati and held out the pack to the older boy. The woman gasped in horror and
slapped down her son’s outstretched hand.
“You’re Gujarati!” she howled in rage. She was so offended by this realization that she instinctively reached
back and covered her head with her sari for protection.
“Yes, auntie,” I said in wide-eyed sing-song. “I am a pukka Gujarati.”
All three children were staring at me slack-jawed. Their mother slapped each one quickly across the mouth.
She shouted at them.
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“How many times have I told you not to take things from strangers, huh? Have you no shame? Sit up straight
and keep your hands to yourselves!”
I put down my book and looked at the woman fumbling for her handkerchief with shaking hands.
“Are you also Gujarati?” I asked with a smile.
She pursed her lips and looked out of the window. Her fingers twisted the handkerchief into a tense rope.
“We are the real Gujaratis, from Gujarat!” she spat.
“My family is from Saurashtra,” I said gently. “We are Jains.” Her face turned pale and her brow knitted
furiously.
“These days anybody can say they come from anywhere,” she muttered in exasperation. “I’m not so stupid that
I will believe everything!”
She pushed her children out of the way and stretched out on the seat. She crossed her arms tightly over her
chest and pressed her lips shut. She stared pointedly at the miniature ceiling fan.
The three youngsters re-seated themselves timidly by the window, looking at each other nervously. Their
mother was now in a bad mood, and any disturbance was likely to result in a hard slap across the head. Even
though I was Gujarati, I was obviously a trouble-maker if I had caused their mother to reach this state.
*
The first time I realized that there were others besides Gujaratis in the world was when my oldest cousin
married a Punjabi woman. My cousin had returned from studying “abroad” and announced to the family that he
was now a married man. The adults were shocked to hear that she was Punjabi. That made her completely
different! There was much grumbling among the women of the family about having to cope with her on top of all
their countless chores.
We children could tell she was completely different because she laughed a lot and gave us lots of sweets and
kisses every time we went to her room to visit her. Her kisses left big red splotches on our faces which we
gigglingly rubbed off each other. She dressed in chiffon saris printed with dazzling sunflowers, roses, hibiscus.
She let the saris fall carelessly across her bosom instead of securing them at the shoulder with pins. She wore
tight blouses that were always on the verge of bursting, and didn’t mind in the least if we barged in on her while
she was dressing. She wore her hair short, with an enormous red bindi moistly spreading between her eyebrows.
And to top it all, she had the most daring collection of sunglasses we had ever seen.
This woman was not Gujarati, most especially with her given name of Lajinder. My grandmother, matriarch of
the household, quite firmly changed Lajinder’s name to Lakshmi, after the goddess of wealth and prosperity. After
all Lakshmi bhabhi hailed from a very wealthy family and should bring a considerable dowry to her husband’s
home, even if the newlyweds had joined in a “love marriage”.
For many months there was an angry stand-off in the house between my grandmother and Lakshmi, as
Lakshmi refused to negotiate any dowry from her family. During those early months, every morning Lakshmi
would perform the young wife’s duty of massaging my grandmother’s feet, but she did it wearing the lowest-cut
blouses, the tightest dresses and the flimsiest nightgowns, kneeling dutifully at my grandmother’s feet so that the
old woman was forced to look at Lakshmi’s bouncing breasts, or hold her head high and look away.
One morning my grandmother had had enough and she burst into tears, wailing to god to release her from the
torments of her life. From then on, all talk of the dowry ceased, and Lakshmi dressed far more modestly in our
family home.
For all the ease with which Lakshmi bhabhi picked up the Gujarati language and followed every Gujarati
custom concerning food, cleanliness and finances set up by our family, she was never ever considered Gujarati.
She was always referred to as “that Punjabi”. There was an invisible line that she was not allowed to cross, even
after she had become one of the most powerful women in our family.
For me, the very fact that she would never turn into a Gujarati made her my favorite female relative. I couldn’t
really explain why.
*
I sat on the train wondering about my clothes. I was wearing a printed rayon dress and closed shoes. I wore no
jewelry other than my silver hoop earrings and my nondescript watch. I had eyeliner around my eyes and a little
petroleum jelly on my lips. Would I have gone unnoticed in a sari or salwar-khameez?
I walked out of the compartment into the swaying corridor of the train. I slowly walked past all the
compartments in the ladies’ section, looking at how the women were dressed.
Rich, poor, thin, fat, none of them resembled me. It wasn’t just that none of them wore a dress, but that all of
them looked at me with burning eyes, without recognition. I walked back to my berth and sat by the window. I
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watched my reflection in the dusty windowpane, superimposed on the dazzling green fields that stretched out to
the horizon.
I thought about how and where I directed my gaze when evaluating an unknown woman. Whenever possible, I
always looked directly at the eyes and mouth first, then at the rest of the face, and only then would I attempt to
integrate the woman’s clothing with what was expressed in her face. My guess was that even in a sari, or other
traditional Indian clothes, something in my eyes, and the set of my mouth, would give me away, would mark me
as other, outsider, oblique.
The second non-Gujarati whom I remember being aware of was my Maharashtrian ayah, or bai. She was most
certainly different, because she wore her sari in the traditional Maharashtrian manner, the long material pulled
through her legs and out the other side and tucked in at the back of the waist in such a way that her buttocks were
perfectly outlined. This way of wearing the sari was similar to how Indian men wear the traditional dhoti, but
somehow the material stretching taut between the legs of the men never outlined anything quite as interesting as
my bai’s wonderful hips. As a young girl I never thought about her body consciously, but every time she walked
by me, I was drawn to look at her shapely quivering flesh.
Neither the Gujarati style nor the North Indian style of wearing the sari allowed for the outlining of any
sensuous shapes below the waist. Thus, in my childish imagination, it was only Maharashtrian women servants
who had buttocks. As I visited the houses of my Gujarati friends, most of whom also had bais working for them, I
came to have an appreciation for the various kinds of sari-wrapped buttocks that jiggled and sweated on the hips
of our bais. Eventually my friends and I realized that we could do our bai-watching in the park, where dozens of
these women came during the evening, bringing their young charges to play on the swings and slides.
These bais were definitely not Gujarati. They were too different! No matter that in some Gujarati households
the Maharashtrian bais had worked there for decades and spoke only Gujarati, ate only Gujarati food and regaled
their gods with only Gujarati bhajans.
Wearing their saris the way they did, there was no question of these bais ever becoming one of us.
*
After all my years in America, my being Gujarati had lost its potency. In the West, I was Indian. Nothing
further. In India, we had never been Indian. Though the word India was used everywhere all the time, “Indian”
was used so rarely in my early years that the American term cowboys and Indians entered our vocabulary
unchallenged. The only uses of Indian I can remember from my early years were from the radio reports of the
steadily advancing Indian Army during the 1971 war with Pakistan, and from the title of the English-language
newspaper, The Indian Express.
Sitting on the train, watching the Gujarati woman carefully avoiding me, I wondered if my retort to her angry
attempt at pinning me down should simply have been, I’m Indian! She would have looked at me blankly. On top
of everything, the woman might have wondered, is this insolent girl so stupid as to imagine that I can’t see that
she is from this country? My dark skin, hair and eyes made me visibly Indian. On the other hand, if I had been
light-skinned, there might have been some doubt about my identity, and consequently, less of a need to judge me
harshly.
That reminded me of where else the term Indian had come up in my youth. It was to describe yet another nonGujarati, a Kashmiri girl, who was appraised by my mother as being so fair-skinned that she definitely did not
look Indian. This was my friend Radha, who looked exactly like a doll, with her curly brown hair and eerie hazel
eyes. Her eyebrows were sparse golden arcs, unlike my black ones that almost met in the center of my forehead;
her lips were light pink, unlike my dark purple ones. I didn’t see any of this until my mother pointed it out. To me,
Radha was exactly like a doll, a foreign doll. I wanted nothing more than to play with her.
Radha had the most benevolent nature of any child I knew. She was always mentally alert but quiet, always
ready for action but motionless. She would do anything I wanted her to do. She would lift up her dress for me,
higher and higher, until her entire gleaming white torso was revealed, right up to the sloping pink nipples. I would
shout, “Simon Says, keep your hands in the air!” and she would stand rigid for minutes on end with her face
hidden behind her upturned dress.
I would walk up to her and lightly dig my finger into her bellybutton. She would sigh, but not laugh. Then I
would walk behind her and wedge her hand-sewn white panties in between her buttocks. She would clench the
muscles as I touched her, then relax them. Then I would order, “Simon Says, hold your dress up with one hand
and pull your chuddis off with the other!” And Radha would willingly oblige by pushing her panties down with
one hand and squirming and kicking out of them. Then I would kneel down and tense my forearm and push
Radha’s thighs apart. Radha would slide onto my arm. She was so small, I could stand up and lift her into the air,
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where she balanced gracefully on my limb, her naked legs tautly extended like those of a tiptoeing ballerina, her
head lost in the flying flounces of her tutu.
Radha was not Gujarati. She did not even have to be Indian if she didn’t want. All around her were adults and
children who would help her take on any fantasy identity she wanted. When Radha did occasionally speak, she
made it clear that when she grew up she was going to be a famous actress in Hollywood. The adults loved this
vision of Radha as performer. Such a light-skinned girl should definitely be put on show. I wasn’t quite sure how
Radha the doll would grow into Radha the Hollywood film star, but when at a private film screening in Bombay I
saw an American actress in the nude for the first time, I noticed immediately the small pink nipples that glowed
on her breasts, and realized that Radha would fit right in.
*
The rocking and rumbling of the train has put the three children to sleep. The woman is now sitting up, reading
a Gujarati paperback. She looks at me occasionally with long frowning stares, then returns to her book. When I
return her look, it is many long seconds before she looks away. She has steeled herself against both my
strangeness and my familiarity. She acknowledges my presence, but there is nothing about me that she wants to
know. The persistent unabashed flood of questions that is the mark of curious Indians will not pass her lips. So we
sit in amicable silence in the cramped quarters of the train. We can finish our long journey in peace.
I could have told the Gujarati woman that I was Brazilian, Mexican, or even Ethiopian, just a few of the
identities commonly ascribed to me by hopeful strangers in the U.S. I could have claimed to be Israeli, Egyptian
or Turkish; even Italian, Spanish, Portuguese. That is the beauty of being Gujarati. The ports of Gujarat have been
active centers of trade for millennia, and have attracted not only Arabs, Turks, Mongols, Persians, Greeks,
Romans and Africans, but then later also the English, Spanish, French and Portuguese, all of whose genes have
mingled over centuries with the original inhabitants of Gujarat so that even we Gujaratis are fooled by each other.
I want to take the face of the woman between my hands and tell her gently, so as not to scare her: Don’t you
know that there are Gujaratis in every country on earth now? Don’t you know that our culture has caused subtle
shifts in every community, and in turn, every community is subtly shifting the Gujaratis?
I intensify my stare and try to blaze a telepathic message into her frowning brow: It doesn’t matter anymore
what identity I was born into.
She melts a little under my stare, her face softening into concern. I lean forward and breathe deeply as I
imagine conveying the ultimate: What matters is that I am sexual.
She puts her book down and looks at me languidly through drooping lashes. I frame the last of my message,
wishing she would read me like her book: Being sexual has reshaped my knowledge, my feelings, my very breath.
That is what fools you; that is what you turn away from in yourself when you turn away from me.
The Gujarati woman remains unmoved by my secrets. She leans forward and slides shut the compartment door.
Then she reaches behind her and quickly undoes the tightly coiled bun at the nape of her neck. She shakes free her
long hair and runs her fingers slowly down the length of it, head bowed to one side.
I am shocked, as I always am to see how sensuality abruptly descends on the sternest of Indian women when
they loosen their thick dark hair. With her hair down, this smug judgmental mother of three is suddenly so
breathtakingly beautiful that I want to cry. She looks at me slyly,. conspiratorially, savoring the feel of her long
tresses between her fingers.
“Why don’t you grow your hair,” she murmurs. “Long hair looks so good on us, don’t you think?”
She pushes up her window as high as it will go. The wind lifts her hair around her like a lone hawk suspended
on a bank of air. Her hair spreads out, shading her, like the flat top of a solitary baobab tree. If only I could climb
into those silken branches.
An old familiar longing rushes into my throat, hammering at my vocal chords, drying me out with desire. I
know this woman. I know her well. She is part of my recurring dream of coming home to India to be greeted by
thousands of women running down a hill with their long hair swooping behind them like black garlands of
welcome, like black birds released from captivity to honor my return.
I feel the slow uncoiling in my groin as the heat of my many tightly held selves burns through me. Resistance
I’m not aware of holding suddenly snaps, and the train compartment, the woman, her sleeping children, the rusted
ceiling fan, the tracks, the fields, the hazy sky, spin me so fiercely that I have to lean back and let it all rock
through me. The brooding, dreaming girl I had been ten years earlier, wanting to be embraced and ensnared and
embodied by these ciphers of women that surrounded me, has become a brooding, dreaming adult, still aching to
decipher, derange, delight.
I need to start over: I require once again a pliant will, a chameleon identity, and the reconfigured time of cycles
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and sieves that runs me aground again and again in a rut of meaningless circumstances, but then suddenly drops
me right down the trap door of surface and superfice\fn{ Outward appearance:W} into the rushing female river below.
I feel the hair on my head jumping and growing and the hem of my dress lengthening and unfolding, drawing
me closer to home.
236.329 Excerpt from Paddy Indian\fn{by Cauvery Madhavan (1962- )} Pune, Pune District, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 12
1
The seat was so damn cold. His thighs shrank away from it involuntarily as he sat down. Over the next few
months, Padhman would come to realise that there was nothing like a cold toilet seat to really wake you up in the
mornings.
That first morning, he mulled over it for a while as he sat there, buttocks flinching from the plastic seat, elbows
on his knees and his chin cupped in the palm of his right hand. I could rub it down with a towel, he thought. I’ll
keep one for that purpose, tucked away in the S-bend of the pipes. He bent to peer under and behind the toilet.
Damn! No S-bend, not even a bloody V-bend. Just a short straight pipe that took the sewage out of the small
bathroom and down the pipes on the outer wall of the house. A hot water bottle might do the trick but then it
would have to be moved around to get the whole seat warm. Tricky job, as it could fall in.
Padhman shifted his chin to the palm of his left hand while with his right hand he palpated the soft folds of his
abdomen—the result of all those farewell bashes. A hundred sit-ups every morning. I’ll be rid of it soon, he
promised himself. He strained and unexpectedly farted long and loud. That was all that remained of Air India’s
incessant feeding on the eleven-hour flight. Would have sounded (and probably smelt) different had he flown
British Airways. But his cousin Shrini had only just been appointed Manager, Air India Madras—and would
Amma, his mother, have let such an opportunity for a free upgrade to First Class pass by?
“Of course, nobody needs to know that it is an upgrade,” she had said to Appa. “I can send some fish pickle to
Kittu in London and Sumi wanted hand-smocked frocks for the girls; apparently Marks and Spencer’s sell them,
but they cost an absolute fortune. Your sister should thank God we, or shall I say I, found a girl like Sumi for
Kittu. Underwear is what Marks is meant for, and Sumi knows that.” Appa said mildly,
“The boy is going to Dublin, you know, not London.” But Amma had ignored her husband, and the fish pickle,
triple bagged and triple sealed, now sat in his hand baggage, along with a half-dozen hand-smocked frocks, at the
bottom of the stairs.
“Upright, son. Don’t forget, always keep your bag upright.”
His suitcase was enormous. Never thought I would ever have traveled with one of those “Dubai-returnee” type
of suitcases, Padhman reflected as he looked around the bathroom for a mug. But Amma had bought it in
Singapore Plaza and when Raman, the driver, informed her that the newly purchased suitcase would not fit in the
boot of the car, she did something quite unheard of. She told an astonished Raman to put the suitcase onto the
back seat and she sat in front. In front! In the passenger seat with the driver beside her!
Raman understood. Amma’s doctor son was going away and these were exceptional circumstances. He drove
all the way home with his wizened body pressed as far into his door as he possibly could. The distance he kept
showed his respect.
That last week Amma had spent packing and repacking. Systematically stuffing the suitcase, arguing with her
husband that there was no use having a nephew who was Manager of Air India if a few kilos of extra baggage
were going to be a problem. Appa gave up; he usually did.
Padhman had by now scanned the whole bathroom. Of course there was no mug—he had known that all along.
But Padhman had always found that dawdling on the pot was relaxing. Now that he thought about it, he recalled
Amma telling him that she had packed two new plastic mugs for him.
“They are right on top,” she had said. “Just unzip the case and there is one on the right and one on the left. Be
careful as the one on the left contains the lamp I bought for you—a small silver Lakshmi Velaku—and the one on
the right has the wicks and a small bottle of gingely oil tucked inside it.”
Appa had tsk-tsked in mock horror. The sacred essentials packed in humble bathroom mugs! Amma had been
predictably indignant. The mugs were brand new, she bridled. The silver lamp was well protected that way. It
would get bent, knowing how airlines threw bags around, and as for the gingely oil … well, the mug was ideal to
contain any spills. No, Amma could not be accused of doing anything to offend the gods. If only she could see me
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now, thought Padhman, as he wiped himself with toilet paper.
“This is the first and the last time, Amma,” he said aloud. “I will unpack the mugs later today. It will always be
soap and water for my pure Indian arse.”
Forty-five minutes later he was dressed and ringing the bell of number 33, three doors down. Renu opened the
door.
“Hi, Pads,” she said. “Never seen you suited and booted before. Sunil!” she yelled in the direction of the
kitchen. “Padhman is here.”
Padhman followed her into the sitting room, which was identical to his. In fact, the entire house was identical
to his—carpets, curtains, even down to the horrible framed pastoral scenes on the wall. Renu saw him looking
around and laughed.
“Thirty-four and thirty-five are exactly the same too. He owns four in a row, our landlord. Michael Lally is his
name. Sunil has paid the advance for you, Pads, but you’ll see Lally himself at the end of the month when he
comes to collect his rent.” Sunil walked in, toast in one hand and cup of tea in the other.
“Hey, bastard, want some tea?”
“Three months in the West and already cursing in English?” Padhman teased him. “I never expected you to
lose your cultural identity so fast. And bastard, when I said fix me up with a house like yours, I didn’t think you’d
take me literally!” Renu looked annoyed.
“I thought you might both have left the cursing behind in India.” She smiled sarcastically. “However, if that’s
what makes you two feel grown up, I’ll leave you to it. Will I make you a cup, Pads?”
“You’d better take up her offer, for the next time you come over you’ll be making it yourself,” said Sunil.
“Renu’s been on this ‘I’m not your slave’ kick ever since we arrived.” He ducked as she tried to swat him on her
way out to the kitchen.
“Just keeping him in his place, Pads. Tea or coffee? Make up your mind.” She headed out of the room.
“Coffee, please, Renu,” he shouted back as he looked at his friend. “You are a lucky bastard, you bastard.”
Sunil nodded, finishing his cup.
“Yes, she’s the best thing that ever happened to me. Look, we’ll leave as soon as you have had your coffee.
Hey, don’t sit on that sofa … the springs will skewer your arse. I’ll be back in a minute—got to get my tie and
bleep.”
Padhman didn’t sit at all. The net curtains fascinated him. You could see out but no one could see in. Just
perfect, if you were a gentleman flasher. You could flash in peace. Ideal for the shy flasher, too. Hang on—if no
one saw you, would it be classified as flashing in the true sense of the word? He was just warming up to the
debate in his head when Renu walked in.
“Pads, do you know how to make coffee?” He took the cup from her.
“Yes, and I can manage tea as well.”
“Don’t forget that you don’t have to boil milk here. Listen, shall I pick up a few things for you from town? I
have a driving lesson this morning and the instructor is a really nice old man. Sometimes he gives me ten minutes
or so at the supermarket and then drops me home. He is a widower with three daughters in three corners of the
world—America, Australia and South Africa. He is so lonely, he would talk all day if I gave him the chance. Old
people are very lonely here, Pads. You’ll meet many at the hospital. Half their problems would be solved if they
had someone to talk to.”
Sunil came downstairs noisily, two steps at a time. Padhman put his coffee cup on the mantelpiece.
“I’ll take you up on your offer, Renu.”
“And what offer is that?’ said Sunil, fixing his bleep onto his belt. “Don’t buy him anything,” he advised
when .Padhman explained, and when Renu turned to look at her husband in surprise and annoyance, he very
simply said,
“He might be on call this weekend, so he won’t be around to cook.” Renu shrugged.
“Well, you will need stuff eventually, Pads, and when you do, get Sunil to give you a hand, won’t you? You’ll
need a lift to the shops at the very least. Why don’t you eat with us tonight?” Then, as an afterthought, or was it a
warning, wondered Padhman, she added,
“I think I have finally mastered the art of cooking rice.”
*
Sunil was quiet as he drove out of the estate. Padhman let him be. The net curtains were numerous and he
wondered once again at what went on behind them. Net curtains were far more intriguing than plain curtains, he
decided. Curtains shut you out totally, while the net curtains had a come hither quality about them. He suddenly
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realised that Sunil was looking at him curiously.
“Bastard, not homesick already, are you?”
“No.” Then to his own surprise Padhman added, “Just a bit nervous. What’s the hospital like?”
“Just remember the Professor is God, the Registrar is merely God’s locum and the nurses are there just for your
pleasure. There now, does that make you feel better?” Sunil grinned. Padhman found he could only manage a
weak smile.
“It’s been a tough three months preparing to come here and you’ve had a head start on me, here in Dublin.”
Sunil shook his head, laughing.
“Oh, so it’s sympathy you are looking for. Go on, tell me about it, I’m all ears. Did the whole lot of them turn
up at the airport? Remember what we called them—your “Jilted Juliets”. Bet your Amma gave them short shrift.
And I bet they didn’t stay around long once they bumped into her. How are your folks anyway? I miss your
mother and our sparring sessions. She took to Renu surprisingly well, but then I am not the son and heir apparent,
so I suppose it was OK for me to have had the ‘loove-match’ as she always put it.”
When there was no response from his passenger, Sunil stopped talking. Then he carried on a bit impatiently:
“Pads, are you all right?”
Padhman nodded. Sunil suddenly looked concerned.
“Bleep me if you need anything during the day. It’s an easy number—1979, the year we joined medical
college.”
Padhman nodded again. What a time for the jetlag to strike! The first day of the rest of my life, he thought
dramatically. The last three months had been … well, how could one put it? They had been spent coming to terms
with the fact that with his internship successfully behind him and at last deemed a fully qualified doctor, it was
time to start again, at the bottom of the heap. This time he was setting out to be a proper doctor. One with lots of
letters after his name.
2
Padhman always knew he was going to be a doctor. He hadn’t always been sure if he wanted to be one, but that
question never arose—except occasionally in his own head, but he always managed to dismiss it. When his
grandfather, Professor Sheshadhari Anant OBE, had retired as the Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and
Head of Department at Madras Medical College, Appa had dutifully followed in Grandfather’s footsteps.
Come to think of it, Appa had never stopped doing his duty. Padhman often thought his father deserved a title
like Grandfathers.
Professor Sriram Anant DHD (A). Did His Duty (Always). Or Professor Sriram Anant FCF (OC). Family
Comes First (Of Course).
Appa had gone to medical college and survived, despite being Professor Anant’s son. He had even survived
winning the President’s Gold Medal in his final medical year. It had been a harrowing time for the family. The
Tamil papers had picked up the story and had cried foul, and each day brought new accusations. By the end of the
week, the Government was forced to call for an enquiry into the allegations. The enquiry took three months to set
up and four months to draw its conclusions. Appa was proved to have been a worthy winner, and Grandfather’s
good name was finally restored—not that this was of any interest to the newspapers which were, by then, wrapped
up in the latest shenanigans of that rising new film star M.G. Ramachandran and his latest leading lady. Appa
himself was in Glasgow by then, dutifully studying for his FRCS.\fn{ Fellowship of the Royal Colleges of Surgeons}
The following year was a good one for both Grandfather and Appa. The Royal College of Edinburgh honoured
Grandfather with a Fellowship in recognition of his work and research in the area of infertility and his
contribution to the understanding of the subject. The conferring of the Fellowship only confirmed what hundreds,
no it must have been thousands, of couples in South India knew. They and others, some having traveled from as
far as Singapore, Burma and the Middle East, knew that Professor Anant had the touch. Every morning for thirtysix years, a queue would form outside the house.
In the early days, it was the horse-tongas and the rickshaws that would pull up and disgorge their fares.
Sometimes it would be a daughter and mother combination. The daughters always less communicative, awkward;
and the mothers full of hope. You’d know the daughter-in-law and mother-in-law pairs straight away: the
wretched look of failure scurrying behind desperate determination. Grandfather always asked the same question
of them.
“Do you sleep with your mother?” Or,
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“Is it your mother-in-law who shares your bed?” And then to add to their consternation he would say,
“I am not surprised you haven’t conceived.”
He’d send the women packing with instructions to return with their husbands. And they did always return, the
men trying not to look ashamed (the fault lies with her, the look always said) and the women doubly ashamed for
themselves and for their husbands. When they came back as a couple, Grandfather was a kind and compassionate
doctor, a skilful clinician. The proof lay in the dozen or so boxes of choice sweets that would be delivered every
day, personally, by delighted new parents. Sometimes, they would bring their newborn with them and ask
Grandfather to bless the child. He hated the idea, but knew how much it meant to the couple and he would go
through the motions. Most couples, overcome with gratefulness, would try to touch his feet in obeisance, but
Grandfather had a horror of that.
Over the years, he had perfected the art of avoiding this by retreating behind his desk in time or shaking hands
with the husband just as he was about to make a lunge for his feet. Sometimes, if the couple looked as if they
might be persistent in their attempts to touch his feet, he would climb up a four-runged stepladder that was kept in
a corner and pretend to root around for a learned journal from the shelves that lined the consulting room.
Grandfather deserved that Fellowship.
It was a good year for Appa too. After all the fuss and ceremony in Edinburgh, Grandfather came to Glasgow
and a week later attended his son’s conferral. They had returned to Madras together, taking a long BOAC flight
via Paris and Aden to Bombay, and then traveling by train to Madras. After a brief two-month respite (during
which he played the dutiful older brother while Grandfather arranged the marriages of his two younger sisters),
Appa had got straight down to the business of following in his father’s footsteps. He started by joining his old
college as a Reader in Obstetrics.
Grandfather’s practice continued to grow in reputation and numbers. Over the ensuing years, the marked
change was the way people arrived. There were fewer tongas and rickshaws. Auto rickshaws shrieked up to the
gate carrying patients and then, having dropped them off, made sensational V-turns to the other side of the street.
There the drivers waited, squatting on their haunches and smoking beedis. They were guaranteed a return fare
from Grandfather’s clinic.
Later on, a lot of patients began to arrive in cars. Some had chauffeurs, who would lean against the parked cars
in groups, gossiping about the sexual inadequacies of their employers. For why else would they come to this
famous doctor?
Four years later Appa was appointed to the post of Assistant Professor. “Esteemed son of an esteemed father”
was how the Tamil papers put it. Appa had built up quite a reputation of his own at the hospital and the offers
started rolling in.
Marriage offers, that is. Grandfather initially vetted them and Grandmother then researched the background of
the various “probables”. Amma was the first “suitable probable” that Appa was approached about. Grandfather
prepared the ground. She was the daughter of a Diwan—a titled person—and an only child. She was finishing her
Masters in Music at Presidency College in three months’ time. The girl had been brought up with traditional
values and had nothing but respect for her elders, Grandfather went on. None of that mattered to Appa, who was
looking at the studio photograph that had been placed on the centre table.
The walnut frame was itself framed in silver filigree. The frame surrounded a cream silk mount, which held
inside it a photograph of the most beautiful girl he had ever laid eyes on. She looked slightly anxious—the
photographer must have caused her to do so, Appa thought tenderly. Grandfather was moving on to her lineage
when his son, by then fully smitten, burst out,
“Yes, I will marry her. But I don’t want this photographer near the wedding and I want this photograph to
remain here in ‘the house.’ If Grandfather was surprised at the strength of his son’s feeling he didn’t show it. He
and Grandmother just thought they had done their job well.
Grandmother died suddenly in her sleep, barely a month after the wedding. No one could have anticipated the
profound effect it had on Grandfather. He had loved her intensely, deeply. Their partnership had been perfect. No
one else would have particularly thought so. But it was. For weeks he shut himself up, inconsolable, in his room
and with instructions to Appa to take on his patients for a while. Appa did his duty. And Amma did hers.
As a doctor, Appa was turning out to be his father’s equal, and married to Amma he soon realized that he was
pretty much invincible in every other respect. Amma surprised all in the house with the swiftness with which she
established her authority. The young bride not only looked after her husband and father-in-law, but also took on a
household that supported eleven other people. The first thing Amma did after the funeral was to take her motherin-law’s silver key bunch and hook it firmly into her sari at her waist. It was a very symbolic gesture and no one
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questioned who was the new mistress of the house. In later years, Appa often teased her about her inseparability
from her keys and she always gave the same reply.
“Would you go to work without your stethoscope?”
In those first weeks, when Grandfather closeted himself away, Amma made sure that the household and clinic
staff knew it was business as usual as far as their work was concerned. Appa never failed to be amazed at how
much she had picked up from Grandmother, about the day-to-day running of the house and the clinic, in that short
space of four weeks.
Amma spoke to the watchman and the gardener. She reminded the gardener that her mother-in-law’s favourite
jasmine bush was to be looked after as always, and told the watchman to be careful about the roses once they
came into bud. The urchins, she warned him, would surely try to steal the ones that bloomed close to the gate. She
spoke to the driver, Raman, the very first time she went to the vegetable markets to shop. She told him that she
would always pay for the petrol when it was filled as needed. The running account with the petrol station would
be stopped.
The driver was disappointed, but she had anticipated that and told him that he could eat his lunch with the rest
of the household staff from that day on. She had shrewdly realized that it was easier to have him on the premises,
eating a free lunch with the rest of the staff, than to have to hang around waiting for him to come back from
wherever he decided to go for his lunch. This way she could have him eat early if she needed to go out in the
afternoon and if she came back late from a morning’s outing, he would still be able to eat. Amma had told the
cook that the driver was to be fed every day, and in addition was to be given a serving of the non-vegetarian dish
cooked for lunch. That was a satisfactory arrangement on all sides.
As for the cook, Amma made very few changes to start with. Not wanting to cause any further distress to her
father-in-law, she instructed the old cook to carry on as Grandmother would have expected. The two young maids
were nieces of the cook, and of all the servants in the house, they were the ones most upset by Grandmother’s
death. The day before she died, she had summoned them and told them that she had in the white envelope in her
hand, tips left for the two of them by guests and relations who had traveled to Madras for the wedding and who
had stayed in the house.
“It is a lot of money,” she said. “There are nearly twenty rupees for each of you, but you have both worked
hard and you deserve it. I haven’t told your aunt about it because if I do, your father will come to know of it and
—” She did not have to complete her sentence, for one of the girls butted in, panic in her voice.
“Please don’t tell him. He will only use it at the arrack shop and—” The elder sister, with her face buried in the
palms of her hands, finished the story that Grandmother was so familiar with.
“He will beat us all up. After that much arrack, he could kill us all.”
Grandmother gave them five rupees each from the envelope.
“Tell your father this is what you got as tips, and the rest I shall put into a bank account that I am going to start
for each of you. When that good-for-nothing father of yours decides to marry you off, there should be enough for
a pair of gold earrings for each of you.”
Grandmother shooed them away affectionately as they tried to touch her feet, for the girls were both grateful
and surprised, that anyone should have their welfare at heart.
“It’s your hard work in this house that keeps your mother’s kitchen fires burning. Left to that father of yours
…” Grandmother shook her head as she walked out of the room.
The two sisters had wept bitterly at the funeral and Amma noticed them quietly lay a large marigold garland on
Grandmother’s body and touch her feet respectfully. In the following days, they went about their assigned tasks,
one dusting, sweeping and wiping the rooms and the other washing, drying and ironing the clothes and later, in
the afternoons, both together giving their aunt, the cook, a hand cleaning the kitchen. They remained quiet and
subdued for the next two weeks until Amma sent for them one afternoon.
Amma knew when they walked into the room that they both had something to say. When they saw the white
envelope in her hand they both burst into uncontrollable sobbing.
“She was like a mother to us!” wailed the elder girl.
“You haven’t told our aunt about the money, have you?” wept the sister. “Oh God! If Father finds out, he will
drag us out of here by the hair. He gets drunk, you see, and he would kill us for keeping the money from him!”
Amma was not surprised by the intensity of the terror felt by the two young maids. Their story was not
uncommon. The jobs they had were just a temporary haven, until their father arranged their marriages to men
who, in all likelihood, would do to them what their father did to their mother. Numerous pregnancies, drunken
beatings and a lifetime of poverty and drudgery lay ahead.
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Amma calmed the maids down and told them that Grandmother had written their names and the amount of
cash inside on the cover of the envelope, and had marked it with the words Canara Bank. The girls nodded their
heads together vigorously like clockwork dolls and Amma eventually managed to get the whole picture. Separate
accounts were opened for them, and with Amma as the joint account holder, the sisters knew their father would
never be able to lay his hands on that money.
Amma worked through the rest of the staff systematically. The two maids at the clinic, the ayahs, looked after
the two large waiting rooms, the two patients’ toilets and the consulting room with its little anteroom. Amma
frequently walked from the house across the cemented courtyard to the clinic during the day. She would spend a
few minutes talking to Miss Angela, the receptionist.
Miss Angela never said much to anyone. The phone never permitted her to have a long enough exchange that
could be deemed a conversation. She had perfected the art of conveying what she wanted to say to the patients,
the staff, to Amma, Appa and even Grandfather, in short two- or three-word bursts.
“Mrs. Swami? Your turn … in, in!”
“Mrs. Nathan? … you forgetting bag?” Or
“Ayah … take sample.” Even when she wasn’t on the phone, she remained painfully brief just in case.
“Ayah! Toilet door … close.” And to Amma when she saw her coming into the clinic,
“Madam … everything tip-top.”
After that routine greeting, Amma would make small talk with the two nurses as they walked in and out of the
anteroom. While they weighed patients and took blood pressures, she would briefly enquire if Appa had had time
for a cup of tea and would remind them, as she always did, every day in the years to come, to send the watchman
across to let her know when Appa was seeing his second last patient.\fn{ Next-to-the-last patient, or penultimate:H}
For Appa, it very quickly became one of his most comforting constants in life. Amma would wait in the cool
inner courtyard of the house, sitting on the large divan, her feet tucked up neatly under her. He would stretch back
on the old planter’s chair, opposite the divan, and put his feet up on one of the chair’s extra long arms. The glass
of buttermilk that Amma had placed there, he could reach for with his eyes closed, and he would keep them
closed as he brought the glass up to his lips. Amma seasoned it with something different every day. Sometimes a
little grated ginger and fresh coriander, sometimes curry leaves and mustard seeds. Other days he would smell the
ground almond and honey as he brought the glass up to his lips. He would sit there slowly sipping, secretly
looking at Amma through half closed eyes. She always looked back at him. This became a ritual with them. Appa
and Amma … it was as if they silently recharged each other.
Four months after Grandmother’s funeral, Grandfather announced, at breakfast, that he was returning to the
clinic. Before Appa could say anything, he asked him to ring Mahesh Patel & Son, the architects.
“I want another consulting room added on to the clinic. Ours will be a joint practice from now on.”
Appa was pleased, but it was what he had expected to happen in the course of time. Appa knew his life had
been mapped out and he was not going to deviate from the course.
3
Mahesh Patel was an old friend of Grandfather’s, and the latter had shared his pride on the day Mahesh Patel
Architects had become Mahesh Patel & Son. The two men had been bridge partners for nearly eighteen years.
They played at the Gymkhana Club, twice a week, in the Gentlemen’s Lounge. On Thursday evenings, each had
an early dinner at home and then they would head for the Club, where normally at least three rubbers would be
played—unless, that is, Grandfather was called away to attend to an emergency. This was very rare, as his
assistant, Dr. Muthu, who naturally was on call every Thursday, knew that the normally kindly Professor had a
very caustic tongue if dragged away from his game for anything but a true emergency.
The Club was very accommodating of their distinguished member. Looking around on any given evening, one
could count at least a dozen members whose pregnant wives, daughters and daughters-in-law had been attended
by Grandfather. It was routine for his bridge table to have the only phone extension in the Gentlemen’s Lounge,
placed on a low stool by his chair.
On the rare occasions it rang, everyone at the dozen or so tables in the room would look up from their game
and listen to Grandfather on the phone to Dr. Muthu. They would look away queasily when Grandfather’s voice
echoed across the mahogany-paneled room.
“Have her waters broken, Muthu?” Some would wonder perplexed when he said,
“She’s only four centimeters? Call me back when she is six.”
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The fathers and husbands who had laboured through it before, would shake their heads from side to side and
look back at their cards sagely, making the situation truly perplexing for the uninitiated. If Grandfather ended the
conversation with, “Well, Muthu, I know you can handle that. Tell the family I will see them in the morning”, the
tables would all return promptly to their games. They hated the odd time when matters went beyond Dr. Muthu’s
capabilities. Grandfather would then say,
“All right, Muthu, inform the theater\fn{The operating theater} staff and tell the family I’m on my way.”
This was particularly annoying for the Gentlemen’s Lounge because they were always left in the dark about the
conclusion. Reluctantly pushing back his chair, and with a quick apology to his table, Grandfather would be gone,
down the grand marble stairs, with barely a wait at the magnificent arched portico. One of the bearers would have
preceded him by half a minute and shouted to the driver to bring the Professor’s car. Sometimes an excited shout
of, “Driver! Emerr-jun-cy!” would make the bearer feel he had done his bit for the poor unknown woman. At the
very least, the Professor would remember the bearer’s quick thinking and the generous tip on the following
Sunday would reflect that.
Amma was in her bedroom at Appa’s desk, writing to her father, when the maid came in and said,
“Periayyah says to come down, Amma.” Then, as if to fortify Amma with the details of the situation
downstairs, she added,
“Two visitors have arrived. They look like Hindi-karans.” And then, looking at Amma directly in the eye, she
giggled and whispered,
“The lady is all dressed up—like for a wedding.”
“Where is Ayyiah?” Amma enquired of the maid.
“He is with Periayyiah and the gentleman. They have all gone into the clinic.”
“Is the lady downstairs all alone?” said Amma with urgency in her voice.
And realizing that she obviously was, Amma interrupted the maid, with instructions to run down and ask the
lady what. she would have to drink and also to tell her that Amma was on her way down.
Amma then freshened up quickly. As long as anyone could remember, freshening up for Amma meant a quick
wash of the face and copious amounts of Cuticura powder,\fn{ Perhaps India’s oldest brand of talcum powder} from the
long orange tin, vigorously shaken around and over her upper body. Appa, when he wanted to annoy her, would
gently thump her on her back and the rising cloud of powder would have the three men in the house, Grandfather,
Appa and Padhmati in raucous splits. The subsequent pacifying of her hurt feelings was, in itself, a ritual
expression of their love and adoration for her.
Amma went down and met her best friend Nimmi that day. Mahesh Patel’s daughter-in-law Nimmi was lonely,
and yet her in-laws and husband of a year, Raja, fussed over her and she lacked for nothing. Mrs. Patel senior
lived in her own world. She was a very religious woman and spent much of her day in prayer, ensconced in the
little prayer room, not far from the kitchen of the Patel house. From that vantage point, she was able to receive a
steady stream of things that she needed for her daily prayers and keep a close, but somewhat dispassionate, eye on
the comings and goings in the house which, not unlike the Anant home, had more servants than family. When
Amma visited Nimmi, she would invariably be greeted by a delicate, silvery voice that came from somewhere
down the inner hall.
“Beti, ask them to put on the fan for you. Nimmi will be down soon. Sometimes if she has oiled her hair before
her bath, it takes her a bit longer.”
Then Amma would hear her ring the little puja bell and the silvery voice would return to reading from the
Baghavad Gita, the rhythmic incantations an appropriate background to the gentle pace of the Patel household.
Amma often deliberately chose to sit on a cane chair, near the doorway to the inner hall, from where she could see
down the corridor into a sliver of the prayer room. From there she would watch the servants emerge from the
kitchen and approach the ornate door of the room, stooping slightly in unconscious obeisance as they came closer
to the door. On a little brass plate kept specifically for the purpose, they bore ghee for the lamps or freshly rolled
wicks. Sometimes Amma would see them standing at the doorway with a pile of richly coloured, washed and
ironed silk cloths, which the old lady would then drape around the silver idols of her beloved Krishna and Radha.
Amma was surprised at the unceremonious ease with which these devotions would stop and household matters
would be attended to when required. If the dhobi turned up, one of the servants would appear with piles of dirty
clothes. The dog-eared laundry book would be passed into the prayer room, while in the hallway, the dhobi
separated the laundry into small piles: saris, shirts, linen and a separate bundle for things that needed to be
starched before being ironed. Then the dhobi would call out the items in the piles and the cook, watching
carefully, would repeat the name of the item to his mistress in the prayer room. The old lady would date and write
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down the list, often adding a short description of the item, which the cook would initiate. The dhobi might say,
“One blue shirt,” which the cook after a brief glance would translate as “Aiyyah’s blue shirt, which he wears for
bridge,” and what might eventually be written down was blue stripe (Nehru collar) shirt. When the man had
worked his way through the piles, the previous pages of the book would be checked to see if any items were still
to be returned.
Then, even as the cook was helping him to gather all the clothes to be tied into a bundle, Amma would see a
petite hand reach out and ring the silver bell and the reading from the Book would resume. Looking on, she
always felt that these “interruptions” were actually parts of an unbroken rhythm that made up the daily goings on
of a well-run household.
Amma herself ran Grandfather’s home, which she very soon began to consider her own, with a near religious
fervour. She never envied Nimmi for having no responsibilities enforced on her. She would often recount her
afternoon with Nimmi to Appa, adding at the end that her friend’s restlessness came from not having to think
about anything or anyone else’s welfare or needs.
Nimmi was a visitor in her own home. On that occasion, Appa remarked, rather flippantly, that what Nimmi
needed was a child.
“She will have the baby demanding responsibility from every orifice.”
The opening of the new consulting room was a simple affair. Mahesh Patel and his wife, who naturally had
organized the ceremony, welcomed the selected few guests, while Grandfather and Appa sat cross-legged on the
bare floor of the freshly painted room, opposite the pujari, who took them through the brief ceremony of prayers,
explaining the rituals as he performed them. Amma, Nimmi and Raja Patel stood behind the pujari and, while
some of the guests stood beside them, others stayed outside in the shade of the verandah, peeping in occasionally
as if marking their presence to the deity. When it appeared that the ceremony was about to come to an end, Amma
and Nimmi discreetly left in the direction of the house, to supervise the last-minute arrangements for the
vegetarian meal that was to be served.
The day ended on an auspicious note with a short, sharp burst of rain. That rain was the catalyst that was to
seal the lifelong friendship between Appa, Amma and Raja and Nimmi Patel.
Grandfather had insisted that the Patels wait for the rain to stop before they left. It was in that brief delay, that
the Tokyo trip was planned. Grandfather knew that Appa had been under a great strain since Grandmother’s death.
He wanted Appa and Amma to have a break for two weeks. Appa was to attend a scientific meeting in Manila at
the end of the month and Amma was to accompany him on that four-day trip.
“I will be away on work too, in Tokyo—yes, about the same dates. The travel agents have to get back to me,”
said Raja.
“Is Nimmi going?” asked Amma.
“Shouldn’t let him go alone, Nimmi,” teased Grandfather. Appa slapped Raja on the back, grinning.
“Remember what happened to the hero in Love in Tokyo?”
That settled it. Raja Patel said he would ring the travel agents the next day, and three weeks later, Appa and
Amma flew on from Manila to meet up with Raja and Niromi in Tokyo. It was to have been a carefree two-week
holiday, but it wasn’t. Amma and Nimmi both suffered with nausea and terrible biliousness from the first day and
stayed in their rooms. Appa and Raja made occasional forays into the hotel lobby and at one point, even took a
short stroll together, window-shopping. On the third day the ladies seemed to be better and the four breakfasted
together in Amma and Appa’s room, after which Appa and Raja went off to book a Tokyo city excursion. On their
return, they found their wives as sick as ever. Amma had put the toilet seat down and was sitting on it exhausted.
When Appa walked into the bathroom she directed him with her eyes to look at the sink. It was full up with the
half-digested remains of her breakfast.
“It won’t go down, the sink is blocked,” she said and burst into tears. “You will have to clean it before you ask
them to send a plumber or these Japanese will think we Indians are very dirty.”
Half an hour later the hotel doctor was in the rooms, very concerned, taking samples and specimens. He
returned the next day. It was a moment he was to recollect often and savour for ever.
“Both?” said Appa and Raja in unison. “Both of them are pregnant?”
Appa and Amma held hands. Raja cried tears of happiness and Nimmi consoled him.
4
“To our beginnings—to Tokyo.” said Sunil, raising his glass of Guinness and pushing the second glass across
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the kitchen counter towards Padhman.
“To Tokyo, you gobshite.” Padhman cast a mischievous glance at Renu. “No comment, Mrs. Patel?” Renu
refused to be baited.
“Very clever, Pads. A week down the line and you can curse in Irish. Mmm—don’t forget to tell that to the
examiners at the College of Surgeons.” She stood poised at the freezer door, with a bag of peas in one hand.
“Are you planning to study or are you two heroes watching the Grand Prix?”
“It’s the Japanese Grand Prix, Renu, the Japanese!” Sunil was indignant. “How could we not watch?”
“OK, OK, OK. I haven’t forgotten you both have umbilical connections to Tokyo and things Japanese. The
reason I ask is because if you are going to watch, I bags the couch.”
With that she shut the freezer door. Padhman watched Sunil mock-protest on his knees, nibbling Renu’s
fingers. These two make me sick, he thought and then said so aloud. Renu laughed and pushed Sunil away.
“I mean it, the couch is mine.” By the fifth lap she was fast asleep.
“She’s always like that,” Sunil whispered. “Says there is nothing like the drone of Formula One cars to put her
to sleep. She always watches the starts though and will grumble if I don’t wake her up for the finish.”
“She knows her stuff, obviously.” Padhman yawned. “I’ll do the same in a few minutes. Wake me if there is a
crash.”
Grabbing a cushion from the couch he stretched out on the carpet, and lay on his side for a while, still
watching the television. His mind wandered. Renu’s dinner had not been that bad, considering that three months
back she would not have known the difference between a boiled egg and an omelette. I’m being cruel here, he
thought. Her mother must have given her a last-minute crash course.
Renu’s mother … now there was someone who could cook. It was a great pity that Renu’s mother had declined
the chance to send her daughter a jar of her famous pork pickle. She didn’t want Padhman to have problems with
Customs, she said. He could have done with the pickle this afternoon, he thought. That brought him to the fried
onion, tomato and chili-powder concoction he had eaten with bread for lunch. If only Amma could have seen him.
Pathetic or heroic? She would probably have chosen pathetic. Well, Amma, you are to blame, he thought. You
should have marked the preparation time on the recipe. If I had known that just the preliminaries for making a
potato and pea curry would take so long, I would have tried something else. Like toast and tea. Or bumming two
meals off Renu instead of just dinner.
He yawned. The TV became a blur … the laps, the cars, they seemed to go on and on, like his first night on
call.
*
Padhman had walked into the Doctors’ Residence at six that Friday evening last week. The Res looked like a
waiting room at the railway station in Madras. Eight stiff chairs arranged in a row faced a television that flickered
unhealthily. Three Formica tables separated the passengers waiting in the chairs from the trains being announced
on the monitor.
Padhman put a smile on as he walked in. No one looked up. He sat down on the only vacant chair, the one
closest to the door. He sat on the edge at first, then settled back. He closed his eyes.
Shit! Should have introduced myself, made small talk. This is ridiculous, to sit with my eyes closed. No, I’m
not scared, he reassured himself. But it’s a strange feeling. The only darkie in a room full of velais. Is that what
they call us, he wondered. Darkies? Better than Paki, I suppose.
Unconsciously he began to relax. Footsteps sounded along the corridor and they seemed to slow down as they
approached the room. Padhman was about to open his eyes when a voice at the door announced,
“Takeaway from Khyber Tandoori … is it for here? Beef Madras with chips?”
Padhman shrank into his chair, keeping his eyes firmly shut. Oh no! They were all going to think it was for
him. The bloody foreigner who can’t wait to stink up the place with garlic and onions. Look—he’s even eating
with his fingers. Bastard darkies should stay at home till they learn how to use a knife and fork. He was about to
open his eyes and deny any involvement, when the chair next to him was scraped back and someone headed for
the door.
“That’s mine, and about time too. They’ll be calling me into theatre any minute now. How much?”
“Sorry Doc, Friday night and all that.”
Padhman felt exhausted. I have to open my eyes, he thought. Better to get it over with. Or maybe I should wait
till the Beef Madras and chips are eaten. Yes, he decided. Better to wait, or his neighbour might feel obliged to
offer him a share. In his mind, Padhman ran through the conversation.
“Oh, you’re awake! I was hoping you’d taste some of this curry—you know, tell me if it is the ‘real’ stuff. Ah,
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go on, there’s plenty. The Khyber is better than the Rajdoot, you know. The Rajdoot buggers don’t serve chips
with their curries. There you go, try that. Oh Jesus—no, wait! It’s bloody beef … I mean, shit. You know, Holy
Cow and all that.”
I must be going mad, thought Padhman. If I don’t open these eyes they are going to get welded shut and I will
be left talking nonsense to myself for the rest of my life. The Beef Madras actually smelt quite good. OK, Pads, he
said to himself. On the count of ten. One, two … he could hear more footsteps approach, lighter ones this time.
He reached ten and opened his eyes, blinking and adjusting himself in his chair, trying to pretend he had just
woken from a short nap. The yawn that he forced out surprised him with its genuineness and length and he looked
up towards the door.
It was the Orthopaedic Registrar. She looked tired. Padhman instinctively got up and was about to offer her his
chair, when he simultaneously realized that no one else had even cared to look up. I’m not an arse licker, but I’m
an ass. Yet I can’t suddenly sit down again, can I? So he kept going, getting up and walking out of the room,
giving her what he thought was an efficient nod. I’m an ass, I’m an ass, I must be an ass was his silent refrain. He
wandered aimlessly around the hospital for a while, trying to find an explanation for his self-conscious behaviour.
He concluded it was nothing to do with the Irish. In fact, it was those bastard English! After three hundred years,
the only thing they left Indians with was an inferiority complex. He ended up in the Canteen where a cleaning
lady was stacking chairs at the far end.
“Too late, luv, too late,” she called to him across the room. “Wait till I see now, she’s just after taking the
sandwiches in. Is it tea you’re wanting?” She walked towards the kitchen area, still talking.
“They’ve all gone, it’s only Mary and the new lass left now, and they’re finishing up. It’s past six, don’t you
know? On call, are you?” Padhman sensed sympathy.
“I haven’t eaten the whole day,” he said to her as she disappeared through the stainless steel doors. The doors
swung to and fro but they were out of sync. Padhman stared at them as they flapped drunkenly back and forth,
until the swings got shorter and shorter and they finally stood still. Through the glass panels set into the doors, he
could see a corridor. It was empty but for a large kitchen trolley on which sat rows of salt and pepper cellars,
white vases with red plastic carnations, and dozens of little bowls with sugar sachets, all arranged neatly. Why
should the vases have to go in? What did they refill them with every night? Was he supposed to wait here for the
cleaner to return? He really was hungry now and he looked up at the large plastic clock on the far wall. It was six
twenty-five. I’ll give her five minutes, he decided, but in the event he didn’t even have to wait that long as she
reappeared through the doors almost immediately.
“Mary will sort you out. Take a chair from that lot and sit yourself down. I must lock the doors now or they’ll
all be wandering in.”
She slammed the huge entrance doors to the canteen, bolted them and walked back to where she had been
stacking the chairs. Padhman felt he had to say something.
“We had to stack our own chairs onto our desks at the end of the day when I was in school.”
She had her back to him and did not reply. Where was this Mary dame anyway? Here he was, starving, and the
cleaning lady wouldn’t talk. I should have thanked her, instead of feeding her trivia about my schooldays, he
thought. He watched her stack the chairs and clean, systematically and thoroughly, around the tables for what
seemed to be an eternity.
“This is all that I could manage for you, luv,” said the woman who came through the swing doors, walking
towards him with a brown tray. “There was no coffee left so I brought you some tea. Therese says you haven’t
eaten all day.”
She put the tray down on the table in front of Padhman and stood back. The cleaning lady was drawn to them
immediately.
“Mary,” she said as she walked towards them, raising her eyebrows heavenwards. She was acknowledged with
similarly raised eyebrows from Mary. Padhman instinctively knew that the two women had just said all that had to
be said to each other, about him.
“Almost done, are you, Therese?” asked Mary.
“I’ll be finished soon, just that last corner to be done. Sean’s giving me a lift home today.”
Both the women fell silent and watched Padhman. He had begun to butter the two slices of brown soda bread
that accompanied a plate on which two halves of a boiled egg sat, covered with a yellowing mayonnaise. Where
the mayonnaise had flowed off the eggs and on to the plate, it had dried up and cracked. Padhman thought it
looked vaguely familiar—like the parched earth that featured in that ad on television. He had watched it last night,
the one for the Irish Relief Agency’s appeal for the Third World.. He tried to forget that image as he dug the fork
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into the egg, but somehow his actions seemed to mirror the ad. The bent, anxious set of shoulders, the camera
panning to the futile digging of the scorched earth. With his mouth full, Padhman looked up at the two women
and smiled. He thought he had done his best impression of the grateful Third World farmer. They seemed satisfied
with his efforts and after watching him for a few minutes more, both went their own ways.
Three hours later, Padhman walked back from Casualty into the Res again. He ignored the two people slumped
in their chairs in front of the TV and headed for the tiny kitchenette at the end of the room. He was starving; the
egg mayonnaise seemed a distant memory. He stood at the doorless entrance to the kitchenette and looked in.
Amma would weep if she knew he had to scrounge for a cup of tea in this filthy kitchen, he thought. Actually
she wouldn’t. She’d be furious. No, considering it was past midnight and he hadn’t stopped working since seven
this morning, she would be bloody furious. The kind of furious that would make her immediately tuck the loose
end of her sari, her pallav, determinedly into her waist. Once she had done that, Amma could sort anything out.
“And they call us dirty foreigners. You are Padhman, aren’t you? Sunil and Renu were at my place the night
before they picked you up at the airport.” Padhman turned around to face an outstretched hand and a dark,
pockmarked face.
“Manoharan—they call me Harry. I’m doing ENT.” Padhman laughed and shook hands.
“I was Padhman. I now answer to Paddy.”
“Did no one tell you that you need vaccinations before you travel into that kitchen? I was going to phone for a
pizza. Want to split a Deep Pan?”
Padhman nodded enthusiastically. Manoharan headed for the phone at the other end of the room while
Padhman walked back to the chairs and sat down.
“Not vegetarian, are you?” Manoharan had his hand cupped over the mouthpiece.
Padhman shook his head, mouthing, “No chance.” Manoharan looked at the person sitting a few chairs to the
left of Padhman. '
“Hey, Niall. Pronto Pizza—do you want to order?”
Niall was mesmerized by the game show on the television. A few nights earlier, Padhman had had his first
introduction to Love Boat and its leering host. Niall’s fixation was understandable.
“Look, sunshine, we’re getting extra chilies on ours so you won’t be able to bum a slice off us,” Manoharan
warned him.
“Can always pick them off, Harry. I can always pick them off.”
Niall had not taken his eyes off the screen. It was the last, decider round and it was called Touch Me-Feel Me.
The host, tight-trousered Anton Frazier, was at his embarrassing best. He goaded the contestants along as they felt
up various body parts, in a line-up that was made up of volunteers from the audience and of course the
contestants’ partners. Innuendo transformed fingers, knees, noses and shoulders into imagined sexual objects. By
the end of the round, Frazier was practically orgasmic, the losing contestants sulked, and the winners simulated
sex, fully clothed, in time to rhythmic clapping from the audience, on the massive waterbed that was the prize. In
fact, the first time Padhman watched Love Boat he was totally hypnotized, and when the phone rang he was
distant and vague, trying to sound enthusiastic at hearing Amma’s voice, while at the same time wondering how
on earth a thumb could be mistaken for a penis.
Manoharan joined them, sitting down between Padhman and Niall.
“Pepperoni and double chili coming up,” he said, and then looking at the television he mock-saluted Frazier.
“The Squashed Scrotum strikes again.” With Niall joining in, he sang the closing lines of the show’s signature
tune.
“Loo … ve … boat … aaahh … aahh … aah … what a ride.” They ended their duet with high fives and
Manoharan turned to Padhman.
“You’ve met Niall? Well, you have now. Great guy to know. My social life is kept alive by his rejects.” Niall
grinned and proffered his hand.
“He’s taking the piss out of me, don’t believe a word of what he says.” Then, shaking Padhman’s hand
vigorously he added,
“Padhman … not short for Padhmanabhan, is it? From South India, aren’t you?”
Padhman warmed to him instantly. Where was the short apologetic laugh and the summary dismissal of his
name, accompanied by that stock standard excuse “I’ll never remember that!” or the variant “I’m not great at
foreign names.” Padhman’s face must have registered surprise because both Manoharan and Niall laughed.
“I went to South India for my elective year, spent six months at a rural women and children’s health centre
near Madurai and six months at the leprosy centre in Chidhambaram. My mother’s eldest brother is a priest out
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there,” Niall added in explanation.
“Don’t ever curse the bastard in Tamil. He can swear as good as any cheyri porukie, but I have to say that the
Irish accent dilutes the effect a bit.” Manoharan laughed, slapping Niall on the back.
“Poda myir! Have you ever heard yourself say gobshite?” Niall countered. He looked at his watch. '
“Pronto Pizza my arse. They must be waiting for the chilies to come from India.” Manoharan was triumphant.
“I’ve ordered one for you as well. Without chilies.”
“You mean I’m going to have to pay to eat this pizza?”
“That will be a change, won’t it, Dr. Fahy? Gobshite!” Manoharan picked up the remote and started flicking
through the channels.
Padhman had found the whole conversation bizarre. A Tamil-speaking Irishman? But the banter was
comforting. There was something to be said about the reassuringness of hearing people curse in your mother
tongue. Reassuringness? Yeah, thought Padhman. Wrong English maybe, but it does the job.
The pizza arrived and the three young doctors ate in companionable silence. …
1963
32.159 Excerpt from In The Light Of The Black Sun: “Swamiji”\fn{by Rohit Manchanda (1963- )} Dhanbad,
Dhanbad District, Bihar State, India (M) 7
… Vipul had dreaded that after Veena Masi’s and Neha’s departure from Khajoori, the month or so that
remained of the summer vacation would prove difficult to pass, and that memories of their visit would make
everything subsequently seem relatively barren. And for a few days after they left he did feel crushingly vacant
and alone, most of all perhaps—he had to admit to himself—for lack of Neha’s touch.
But a new preoccupation was very soon to commandeer most of Vipul’s time and his thoughts, leaving him
scarcely any leisure to wax maudlin over this desideratum.
Vipul was getting on in years but was showing no signs of growing tall, and this was making both Vipul and
his parents more than a little anxious.
The matter of the height of a child, or for that matter anybody’s height at all, was of the greatest significance to
the people of Jadugoda, as it was to the people of all of India’s other towns and cities. Children and their parents,
at all kinds of events and places—at parties, in school, or on social visits—were asked, “So how tall have you
grown?,” or “Has your son touched five yet?,” as inevitably and as naturally as they might be asked their names.
A good height mattered a great deal: tall people had personality: at five-six, you had begun to be noticed, a head
of hair above the crowds; at five-nine you virtually towered above them; beyond six-zero—a dream—you rose
like a monument. The inches mattered most of all for marriage. The parents of tall boys received proposals from
the parents of the best-cultivated girls. Like the Alfonso mango,\fn{ A popular, succulent Indian fruit} the gene for
tallness was in demand as acute as it was in supply short.
And so all parents, including Vipul’s, remained in perennial suspense about the state of elongation of their
children, and particularly of boys. They measured their heights every few weeks, against walls, where little
horizontal nicks marked the often painfully slow vertical progress of their bodies. The boys were administered
growth-promoting tonics and fed vitamin-rich preserves. Parents whose children seemed never to emerge from the
darkness of the Midgets’ category in the school’s annual sports day wore humiliated, cheated looks. They and
their children prayed for sudden providential spurts of growth. In contrast parents whose children advanced
unproblematically into the Seniors’ looked becalmed, as though half the exhausting, lifelong task of decently
settling their offspring had been automatically and effortlessly accomplished—which it was.
For Vipul there was further cause for dismay. The Bull, living up to his name, was growing prodigiously, and
looked a likely six-footer; Koyala had recently enjoyed a providential spurt; and the Mosquito, though still only as
high as Vipul, had taller parents, and therefore greater potential.
Vipul had tried many methods of accelerating his growth. He had suspended himself from the rusty rungs of
the cast-iron stepladder that led to the roof till his arms felt hot and his muscles torn. He had given up carrom and
table-tennis in favour of badminton and volleyball, which were supposed to stretch the body and provoke growth.
He had jumped and jumped to try and touch with the tips of his fingers the leaves on increasingly higher branches
of trees, hoping to recapitulate in this manner some of the evolutionary achievement of the giraffe. The springs in
his legs grew commendably strong, but Vipul’s spine remained inelastic.
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There was a waking dream into which Vipul would often willfully lead his mind. In it he would be stranded in
a jungle, and hanging by his hands from a high branch of a tree. He would not have the strength to pull himself
up, but only enough to keep hanging. He would not be able to let go and fall to the ground because on the ground,
directly below him, there would be a cobra, fanning its hood and hissing. In this state Vipul would remain until
rescued, which would perhaps be days later, and by this time he would have elongated by an extraordinary
amount.
And finally there was the neck rack.
Known as the “Extender,” this was a recently invented device, introduced by someone who had gauged cannily
the magnitude of the anxiety of millions of height deficient Indians. He had collaborated with a Japanese firm to
start its production in India. And he had grown very rich very suddenly. The advertisements for the neck rack said:

First Time in India!
Inches in Months, or Your Money Back!
Your chance to Grow Taller the Same Way as
Millions of Europeans and Americans.
The exact matter of how many inches in how many months, was left unaddressed. But the advertisements
carried several persuasive “Before and After” pictures of initially nondescript people blooming into svelte, lanky
frames.
Tayaji, Vipul’s father’s elder brother, had gifted an Extender to Vipul through sympathetic concern: Tayaji’s
children, too were midgety.
This how the Extender worked: the back of the head was placed in a fitting saddle; ropes that led from the
saddle passed over high pulleys fixed to the wall; then the ropes hung down, ending in clasps. You now pulled the
clasps downward—this hauled up the saddle, and along with it your head and neck, brought you to your toes, and
stretched your spine; meaning thus to elongate it.
Vipul did this exercise for hours every evening, feeling like a prisoner condemned to a rare routine of torture. It
was an especially boring exercise: standing against the wall, staring at the blankness ahead, being stared back at
by geckos with pensive cunning eyes, and simply pulling and stretching, no involvement of any skill whatsoever.
But even this drastic measure did not work. Vipul’s spine was firm. The little horizontal nick on the wall stood
callously still, an indifferent spectator of Vipul’s worries. Something needed to be done urgently, but everybody
had run out of ideas.
*
Then, in the summer, fresh hope arrived.
A group of yogis set up camp in Khajoori. They came from Jadugoda, where they had a small headquarters.
They came as evangelists, to instruct the people of Khajoori in the fundamentals and the benefits of yoga. In the
early mornings, the air still crystalline and coal-dust free before the onslaught of the sun and industry began, the
saffron-swathed yogis, sitting in the lotus position on the floor of the verandah of the Khajoori Guest House, told
Khajoori's people how yogic exercises would tone their muscles, supple their limbs; or augment their powers of
concentration and strength of will; or purge their viscera; or subjugate their bodies to their minds; or, most
importantly for Vipul, impart chimeric physical virtues like height. And so it became imperative that Vipul should
learn yoga.
The swamis at the camp had divided themselves into two groups. One, comprised of the elder swamis, took
charge of Khajoori’s adults. The other consisted of the younger Swami Suryaparmananda, in charge of the
children. Vipul was glad of this arrangement. The elder swamis were intimidating. The most frightening thing
about them was their preternatural serenity. It was almost deliberate; and it seemed to have been honed and
perfected to an art.
Theirs was the serenity that associates with abstinence and austerity. But it seemed to arise not from the
abstinence itself, but from the sense of achievement of it, like the satisfaction that arises from doing a job well
that may not really be worth doing. And the swamis wielded their serenity like an instrument, if not of castigation,
then at least of reproof. People would wilt under the glare of their censorial serenity. Under its transmuting
influence utilities seemed to turn into comforts, comforts into luxuries, and luxuries into sin.
The elder swamis inspired strong feelings of guilt and self-indulgence: in tailored clothes, mattressed cots,
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good food, and the lack of will to renounce these pleasures. Their glances, as they swept about, seemed to
reprimand the furniture, the hangings on the walls, the ornate lampshades and carpets, for simply being there.
Often they came to Vipul’s home for a meal, and every time, without uttering a word of recrimination, they
succeeded, by the time they left, in leaving the family feeling inexplicably remorseful. And the collective remorse
of Khajoori’s families had the effect eventually of raising a handsome subscription for the camp.
Swami Suryaparmananda, in contrast to his elders, was milder. He was not more than a few years older than
Vipul and his friends. His eyes spoke not of serenity but of a worldly restlessness which against his holy-looking
shaven head and saffron robe made him appear an impostor, a fraud.
But he was most definitely a yogi, and he knew his yoga. Every morning, after he had instructed the children in
the elementary asanas, he would stage demonstrations of the difficult ones. Then his body seemed to turn into
rubber; it was as if his joints forgot that they existed, and his limbs turned into octopusine tentacles. His legs went
over his head, and round his neck. His arms went under his legs and up his back. His back arched into a hairpin.
His limbs were like infinitely adjustable flexible tubing: you could have knotted them. To some of his asanas he
ascribed names which sounded as impossible as the postures themselves: Poorna matyendrasana; Parivritti
janushirshasana. Thus, at the end of each lesson, he showed off.
They called him Swamiji. He instructed them to bid him “Hari Om Tatsat” instead of “Namaste” in the
mornings. He taught them a clip of the Gayatri mantra and made them chant it time after time, slowly, in one
breath each time, until the mantra seemed to become a reflexive part of the very act of breathing, so that with
each exhalation the incantation Om seemed to emanate naturally from the recesses of the lungs. And he taught
them to sing:
Hari Om,
Have no home,
Food nor money nor wishes have I none,
Still, I will, I will,
Be A-a-anandam,
Hari Om,

over and over again. This they all chanted, the children who came from and returned to comfortable homes, who
harboured a hundred ambitions each, but who savored, through the chant, a little of the arcane flavour of the
Swami’s asceticism.
It was somewhat like the Bible History lessons Vipul had to take at school. They studied the parables of the
Old and the New Testament, they learned how to judge the allegorical significance of the improbable events in the
lives of the prophets; for forty minutes on three days of every week they dived into all this, and for the remaining
nine thousand nine hundred and sixty minutes of the week quite forgot about anything to do with the Bible, and
turned heathen untutored minds to marbles or ants or comics or Lord Krishna or Goddess Durga.
Swamiji taught them all the simple exercises, of strength, of endurance, of agility, of meditation. He seemed at
the time of the lessons to be much older than they were, and much wiser. He knew mantras and shlokas, could
recite them off-hand in Sanskrit, and casually said primal-sounding things that seemed to make him an
anachronism.
*
The days went by, many of the children, including Vipul, became plastic and strong to varying degrees, but
Vipul was not gaining any height. Swamiji had not so far taught them any specific height-increasing asanas, and
Vipul was not bold enough to make the demand. His father or his mother would ask after every lesson whether the
necessary asana had been taught or not. Then they would say,
“Probably there’s a right time for every asana; its time will also come.”
Eventually Vipul became impatient, After class one morning, and after Swamiji had shown off some more of
his contortionist tricks, he went up to him and said:
“Swamiji, I want to learn a particular kind of asana.”
“What kind?” said Swamiji.
“One that can make me grow tall.”
Swamiji laughed. He said:
“I knew you would ask for this. Everyone asks to be taught such asanas. I always teach these right at the end
because, once they learn such asanas people forget about the others. All they want is to grow tall, as high as date
palms. How high do you want to grow?”
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“As tall as Tarzan,” Vipul said.
“Tarzan! How tall is he?”
“Must be six-six at least, judging by the pictures. Or even as tall as Tony Greig.”
“Which comic is that?”
“No, no. He’s an English cricketer. Of South African-English mixture. He’s six-seven-and-a-half. He scored a
century against Australia some days ago and also took nine wickets in the match. A great all-rounder, and very
good-looking,” Vipul said.
“Cricket I cannot understand. But listen. Do you have any Tarzan comics?”
“Tarzan comics? Of course. But why?”
“May I read them?”
“You?”
“I want to read them.”
“You must be reading only religious books, but—”
“Those I have to. But comics I like to.”
“Then you must read some of my comics.”
“Do you have any others? Richie Rich, Laurel and Hardy, the Phantom?”
“I have all these, and many others too. Swamiji you know a lot about comics.”
“When should I come to your home?”
Swamiji came the same evening. He looked around at the appointments in Vipul’s home in a way that was
quite different from the way the elder swamis looked. There was neither criticism in his eyes nor reprimand. He
seemed fascinated by everything he saw.
Vipul showed him the collection of comics that he and Sameer had built up. Their father had sanctioned each
of them the purchase of two foreign and two Indian comics every Saturday, when they went to the Jadugoda
market. It was understood that this was their pocket money, in kind. Books were under a separate head, debited
from their mother’s account.
They bought comics sensibly. They collaborated with the Bull. They did not buy the comics he bought; and
they exchanged comics with him. The Bull had different tastes. He preferred Superman and Wonder Woman and
Flash Gordon and Zorro: Action Comics, he called them.
They cherished their comics. They handled them with a care that approximated reverence, turning their pages
delicately as though they were archival material, sensitive to touch. They preserved them in neat stacks in
cupboards, and had them bound into volumes of twenty-five each. Each volume, with its flower-papered hard
cover, became a treasure box that would be periodically reopened and its contents re-examined with as much fresh
enchantment as when they were first read.
They went through the comics studyingly. They looked long and deep into the clean simple luxurious world
that they contained, illustrated in sunny colors, particularly in the American comics: just-right houses; just-right
lawns, skies, trees, avenues; everything pastel and easy on the eyes; placid dustless uncrowded manicured towns;
and an all-pervading air of quaintness and of wealth. All so different from—so superior to—the coal-dust
shrouded, glamourless, congested towns that Vipul knew. How spartan yet how voluptuous everything there
seemed to be, and how lush yet how indigent everything here was.
Swamiji looked at the books greedily. He picked up all the loose comics one by one, and as he took up each
one, said:
“Can I take this?”
Then he leafed through the bound volumes. Continually he made noises of recognition and of pleasure. He
seemed to want to borrow them all. Eventually he picked two, Woody Woodpecker and Dennis the Menace.
Vipul’s mother had prepared toasted curry-potato sandwiches and a sweet lime drink for the evening snack.
Swamiji had his share with relish and at an astounding speed, and asked for more. He did not raise the issue of
abnegation. As he ate he said to Vipul:
“You have a nice home.
“Your mother is very nice.
“Do you have snacks like this every day?
“What great comics! I shall really enjoy myself.”
Vipul asked Swamiji about life at the ashram.
Swamiji said it was not easy. The swamis got up at three-thirty every morning. They said their prayers and
freshened up by four. Then for two and a half hours without a break, they practiced yoga exercises. After this they
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washed, bathed, put on fresh saffron cloths. Throughout the day there were several chores to do. Being the
youngest and still an apprentice, he had to shoulder the largest fraction of the chores while the other swamis
meditated, disputed, studied, and held court for visitors and sponsors. In the mornings he swept and swabbed the
floors of the ashram, cleaned the toilets and bathrooms, prepared lunch. In the afternoons, after an hour’s nap—
that was granted—he swept the courtyard, tended to the ashram’s vegetable garden, made tea. Then there was
another hour of yoga, and another bath. Finally he helped prepare dinner. Dinner was at seven-thirty; by nine the
ashram was asleep.
He said, “Staying here at the camp is like a holiday. Everything is taken care of by the guest-house servants.
I’ll have plenty of time to read the comics.”
“But where will you read them?” Vipul said. “Will the other swamis not object?”
“I have a padlocked trunk in which I keep a few things of my own. No one will see the comics. And sometimes
I am on my own.”
As Swamiji was about to leave, Vipul said, remembering:
“Swamiji, those height-increasing exercises?”
“Of course, of course. In the next class I’ll teach you one. Within weeks you will have learnt several of them.
All the ones I know I’ll teach you. You can be sure you’ll grow tall. Yoga is like magic. Hari Om Tatsat.
“Hari Om Tatsat,” Vipul said.
Swamiji turned to go, then turned around.
“In fact, we can have an arrangement,” he said. “Among friends … now we are friends.” He patted the bundle
of comics that he was clutching under his armpit. “You keep lending me comics, and I’ll keep teaching you those
asanas. Will that go?”
“It’ll go fine,” Vipul said.
“Hari Om Tatsat,” Swamiji said, and walked away, and in the distance his vestment rippling about him was
like an unquiet saffron vapor.
*
During the weeks that followed Swamiji taught Vipul a few height-increasing asanas. The most effective, he
said, was the Tadasana, or the Heavenly Stretch Pose. For this Vipul had to stand on tiptoe, feet together;
interlock his fingers, evert his palms; then raise his arms, stretch his neck and tilt his head so that he looked
straight up.
To Vipul this felt suspiciously similar in both sensation and procedure to the neck-rack method of the Extender,
and he voiced his misgivings. But Swamiji said:
“That is artificial. This is natural, it is yoga. The natural way is the best way to gain height or to change the
body’s functioning in any way. In fact most probably the maker of the Extender got his idea from the Tadasana
only. But remember, in yoga you must meditate on what you are doing. Bring your thoughts down to your
backbone as you do the Tadasana. Try to feel each segment of it. And with the power of your mind, extend it,
force it to stretch. You must feel yourself grow.”
Swamiji subsequently taught Vipul the Chakrasana, or the Wheel Pose, and the Ushtrasana, or the Camel
Pose, which were also meant to have the same effect.
Vipul performed all these exercises with diligence. He did yoga for an hour every morning and for another
hour every evening; of this he spent almost half the time on the Tadasana. Swamiji had also told him that the
Tadasana could be performed informally—that is, by simply walking about in the prescribed posture, during the
course of any normal activity. So Vipul started going about the house in this fashion, arms up, craning his neck,
and trying at the same time to cast his eyes downwards to see the way.
While on tiptoe, Vipul projected his mind down onto his spine and dreamed of glorious imminent height. The
nightmarish prospect of hanging from a high branch while a cobra fanned its hood below receded. Now, instead of
stretching downward from above he would rise upward from below, with the help of the Tadasana.
Five … six … seven feet tall! Then he would show them all. He would show the Bull. Inch for inch, pound for
pound, he was certain he was stronger than the Bull. But the Bull had so much more height and mass. Vipul
determined first to grow tall, and then to put on weight. He would exercise profusely. Every day he would eat half
a dozen fried eggs, and drink three big tumblers of milk. He was sure that if he had a spurt of growth he would
immediately begin to relish milk and eggs: surely a taste for these was contingent upon proper growth, and not the
other way around, as people in general, and in particular his mother, believed. He would insist on some nonvegetarian food every day. Up he would go, and beyond the Bull. He would thrash the Bull with ease, as he had
done before the Bull discovered his self-respect. He would thrash many others, on the trivial-most counts. He
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would become a scourge. He would be particularly severe on Koyala.
“Good,” his mother said when she saw him going about in Tadasana. “If you keep it up you’ll soon cross five
feet.”
Swamiji came twice again to Vipul’s home and borrowed more bound volumes of the comics. He seemed as
voracious and attentive a reader as Vipul and Sameer themselves. He had a precise memory of the frames of the
illustrations; he could relate the stories in vivid detail, quoting accurately the bubbled dialogues.
He said that he enjoyed the Riche Rich comics especially.
“What a life it must be in America, no?” he said. “Every second man is a millionaire.”
Vipul said:
“And even those who are not—even laborers—have cars and electric blankets and televisions”
“Laborers, even!”
“You don’t see them in the comics. But I know. I once read an article about coal-miners in America. The
pictures showed their cars, TVs and bungalows. And just look at Indian mineworkers.”
They reminded themselves briefly of Khajoori’s mineworkers, housed in tight dark barracks, happy to afford a
new bicycle or a medium-wave transistor radio or a shiny frilly nylon dress for a child once a year, around Diwali.
Vipul felt ashamed. Swamiji said:
“And how free children are with the elders. They call them by their names, Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Grundy, Mr. this,
Mrs. that. None of this auntie-uncle business that goes on here.”
Vipul reflected upon the Bull calling his mother “Mrs. Uberoi” rather than “Auntie,” and felt almost enraged.
However, he conceded that Swamiji had a point. He said:
“And children get pocket money, in dollars and cents. They can act like adults even when they are just our
age.”
“Does your mother give you pocket money?” Swamiji asked.
“No, but she buys us books.”
“Not the same thing.”
“Not at all.”
“And boys and girls are able to meet each other freely there.”
“And how forward the girls are. They wear small clothes,\fn{ Underwear} they go here and there with boys
unaccompanied by parents, imagine, for dinners and for picnics and for pictures.”
Swamiji said:
“But really, girls should be shy and should feel shame. Without shyness and shame what is a girl?”
“Yes, that’s true,” Vipul said. In his heart he preferred shy girls to brash; Chetna, for instance, to Sushma- didi;
one could weave loftier romances around the former. But surely there could be a compromise—surely girls could
shyly date?
“Still, it would be nice to be like Richie Rich.”
“That it would.”
*
The time came for the yoga camp to move on to Victoria Jubilee colliery, some distance away on the other side
of Jadugoda. Swamiji came to Vipul’s home to say goodbye. He said:
“I’ll be visiting Khajoori off and on, because I’ve made friends like you here. I’ll return your comics by and
by. At the moment I feel like rereading them. Now, since I won’t be back for some time, can I take two more
volumes?”
He took a volume of Classics illustrated, saying that he would like to read Moby Dick and Kim and Tom
Brown’s School Days because he had heard the names of these books, and a volume of Laurel and Hardy.
*
After the camp had departed, Vipul practiced the entire set of asanas that Swamiji had taught him, every day
for months. There was no appreciable result. The nick on the wall remained resolutely immovable..
Swamiji came to visit some six months later; the swamis were reviewing the results of their earlier efforts.
Vipul was alone at home. Swamiji had not brought any of the comics back with him. He said:
“Vipul, I just forgot. But next time I’ll return them all together. In any case, whenever you want them, you can
come across to the ashram in Jadugoda and take them. But I can take just a couple of others?”
Vipul thought quickly and said:
“You’ll have to ask Mummy.”
“But they are your comics, no?”
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“I know. But Mummy has forbidden me to lend them to anyone without her permission. Even the Bull can’t
borrow them without Mummy’s permission these days. Actually it’s nothing to do with you, it’s all that boy in my
class”—here Vipul invented a name—“Dipen’s fault. He started denying that he had borrowed them and even
started stealing them.”
“I see …” said Swamiji.
“Swamiji, those asanas you taught me …”
“Which?”
“Those ones for height.”
“Yes, yes, I remember.”
“Swamiji, there’s no effect.”
“No effect?”
“My height—it’s still the same.”
“Who says?”
“Papa measures it every month.”
“But Vipul you have grown, I’m sure. You look taller. I’m cent per cent sure. In fact the first thing I thought
when I saw you today was, ‘Vah! Vipul has grown by inches!’ But I wanted to say sorry first for the comics, so I
didn’t mention it.”
“But according to Sameer I haven’t grown taller.”
“Where do you measure your height?”
Vipul led him to the spot and showed him the unmoving nick.
“Give me a book and a pencil,” Swamiji said. “Now stand there. Straight. No, absolutely straight. Chest out.
Head up. Neck straight. Up to your full height.”
Swamiji placed the book on Vipul’s head and marked the wall.
“Of course you’ve grown! See? Look at this.”
Vipul came away from the wall.
Swamiji’s pencil mark was a clear inch above the familiar nick.
“I told you you had grown.”
“But, until a few days ago, there was nothing.”
“These things can happen suddenly. As a yogi I have seen incredible things happen. Do you know, we once
had a swami in our ashram in Patna who came from Nepal and so he had very little chance of growing beyond
five feet. One night he grew two and a half inches—overnight, while he slept! He woke up in the morning saying
he was feeling thinner. We couldn’t recognize him at first.”
“Could that have happened to me?”
“God can do anything. See this mark. You too must have had an overnight spurt. A couple more spurts like this
one, and you’ll soon be reaching where the Bull stands.”
Vipul felt warm and triumphant. He said:
“Swamiji, it’s all due to your asanas.” He paused for a moment and said:
“Swamiji, I’ve thought of a way you can take the comics.”
“No, no, leave it if it’s any trouble with your mother.”\fn{ The text has: “mummy.”}
“No, listen. Mummy and Sameer are not here. You take them now. I’ll explain to them later.”
That evening Vipul kept going to the wall and looking at the new mark. When Sameer came back, Vipul said to
him:
“Do you know, I’ve grown taller.”
“Where?” Sameer said.
Vipul showed him the new mark.
“Stand there,” Sameer said. Vipul stood there and drew himself up to his maximum height.
“You’re still at the old mark.”
“But this pencil mark?”
“Who made this?”
“Swamiji.”
“He was here?”
“He left a few minutes back.”
“Took more comics?”
Vipul was silent.
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Sameer slapped his head. “Idiot!” Sameer said. “Why did you let him?”
“He taught me those asanas. That’s how I've grown.”
“But where have you grown!”
“Put a book on my head and see, properly.”
“Why put a book on your head, when I can see anyway.”
“I’m up to the new pencil mark.”
“Idiot.”
“Why do you keep calling me idiot?”
“Why not?”
“It’s an abuse.”
“It isn’t: even if it is, you are an idiot, so you are.”
“You can’t call me an idiot.”
“Who says? I’m calling you one now.”
They started grappling, and there was a fight; Vipul got beaten, and he cried.
*
It was some months before they could visit the ashram in Jadugoda. Vipul’s parents thought that it was time
they paid their respects once again to the swamis. They also needed to get professional advice on particular
matters such as how to combat the stiffening of joints or the increasing rate of fall of hair.
They sat on a thin cotton sheet on the mud floor of a room that was bare but for a few framed pictures of gods
and goddesses and of renowned swamis, and a squat earthen water-pitcher in a comer.
Vipul’s parents told the swamis how beneficial yoga had turned out to be for them, how enlivening and how
becalming, and invited the swamis to drop in at any time for a meal or even to stay. The swamis listened serene-ly
—even the way they listened was reassuring, as though merely an audience with them would solve all problems.
They then recommended specific asanas for each complaint that Vipul’s parents had listed.
Vipul waited, keeping a discreet lookout for Swami Suryaparmananda, but he was nowhere to be seen. Vipul
wondered how he might raise the question of the comics. He had assumed that he would find the Swami sweeping
the courtyard or chopping vegetables, and had planned that he would act as though something or the other
reminded him of something in the comics, and thus bring up the question. He was too scared of the elder swamis
to ask them directly.
Then, as they were leaving, his mother said:
“But Swamiji, I don’t see the younger Swami today? The one who was very popular with the children?”
Vipul said, quickly and audibly: “Swami Suryaparmananda”
“The little boy has a sharp memory,” the elder Swami said, considering Vipul beatifically. “Our young Swami
has left.”
“Why?” Vipul asked.
The elder Swami said to Vipul’s parents:
“Everybody dreams and even thinks that he can live this life of hardship and penance, but in practice very few
can.”
Vipul gathered courage.
“Swamiji,” he said, “did Swamiji leave behind any comics for us?”
“Comics? My son, we devote ourselves to other kinds of studies,” the Swami said, through a laugh. “We have
given up comics along with a lot of other things.”
“No, Swamiji, not his own comics. They were ours. What had happened , was—”
“Vipul, it doesn’t matter, son,” his mother said. Her voice was coaxing but her eyes scolded him.
Vipul kept quiet.
Then his mother said, “Swamiji, there was another small problem.”
“Speak, my daughter, speak,” the Swami said.
“You see how our Vipul is short for his age.”
“Is he? Which class are you in, son?”
The Swami chucked him on his neck.
“Seventh,” Vipul said.
“Yes, a little short in that case,” the Swami said, sizing him with his eyes.
“Yes, just a little,” his mother said. “But last summer the younger Swamiji had taught him some asanas for
gaining height. But they don’t seem to have had much effect.” Then she added, apologetically:
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“Perhaps he is not doing the asanas properly?”
“Quite possible, quite possible,” Swamiji said. “Just what I would have guessed. If instructions are not
followed to the letter, yoga exercises cannot be expected to have their desired effect, like mathematics. They may
even harm. Are you following the instructions correctly, my son?”
“Just like Swamiji had taught me,” Vipul said. “Exactly like that.”
Swamiji said:
“Good, very good. Then you're on the right track. There’s no need to worry. Keep it up, continue with it, even
increase the amount of exercise you do. You will certainly grow tall. One day you will find you have grown up
overnight. Harz Om Tatsat.”
“Harz Om Tatsat,” they all said.
1964
61.84 The Speaking Skull\fn{by J. Nagthingkhul (1964- )} Phadang, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India (F) 1
It’s now more than an hour, but I could not leave the room. Mother had told me firmly not to do so. I could go
though, after my sister came to relieve me from my work—the work of sitting near my grandmother’s bedside.
She might pass away today.
Grandmother lay crouched in her bed on one side. She hardly spoke or opened her eyes. She was so dreadfully thin: There was no flesh on her now. Only her skeleton remained. She was nearly ninety.
I felt bored and wished my sister would come soon.
I began looking again and again at the familiar pictures hanging on the wall. There was nothing else to do. One
was the picture of a Tangkhul morung, the hall where in olden days all the boys of the village lived in a
community. It was a water color. On the pillars of the morung were seen carvings of figures of men, elephants,
tigers and lizards, roughly painted with black, yellow and white. And on one side against the wall of the morung
one could clearly see the skulls, painted in reddish brown, and also replicas of small skulls made from old gourds.
Next to that was our family photograph taken recently, my parents and my grandmother seated, my sister and I
standing behind.
And then there was the embroidered work done by my sister. Home Sweet Home done in gold and silver
thread on a black velvet cloth, with flowers all over it,
Then my grandmother’s picture and that was the most interesting, It must have been taken years ago. She
looked charming in the picture, dressed in all her Tangkhul finery. Her hair was neatly combed back and gathered
behind. Over the hair was a piece of cloth drawn tight and folded round the chignon behind. In her ears were
cylindrical pieces of cork and her necklaces were of shells and beads. She was wearing round bracelets of lead.
seven on the right arm and four on the left. Her face was plump and expression pleasant. And there was a childlike smile on it. Oh! how different from the now small shriveled up face!
I remembered how I used to pester her for stories. At bedtime she would start.
“Long, long ago,” she would begin, “there lived a fool called Stupid—”
“Ay! not that one,” for that was not the story I wanted to hear. “Tell me about my great grandfather,” I’d say
rather selectively.
She sometimes felt tired of telling me stories and so she would begin unwillingly:
“Your great grandfather was a famous head hunter. He killed many—”
“No, from the beginning,” I would interrupt and remind her. She knew I would not release her unless she told
me all the details, So she would thus start:
“In the olden times, life of the people was insecure. Even the strongest and the greatest warrior died. Every
warrior knew, one day or another he will cut a man’s head or the other man his head. They made fun with the
heads of their enemies and often they celebrated when they got a fresh head. There was a lot of merry making.
That was life, real life for them. They even planned to enter a village gate in quest of heads and thus gain fame.
They built strong forts all around their village with a gate or two, guarded by men. They worked together keeping
men on guard on the hill tops. If they saw any enemy, the guard would shout in his loudest voice and they all
made ready to fight and kill. After the day’s work, they came back together and thus when they were sure all had
come, they closed the gateway. There was no link between a village and the neighboring villages in any sphere of
life. People could not go from a village to another as you do now. In those days life was difficult and
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unpredictable.
“In such days, your great grandfather Raingam was considered to be the most famous warrior in the western
Tangkhul area. No one dared to face or challenge him. Everyone in the area knew or heard his name, his lion-like
bravery and frequent fights. The name Raingam could make the people tremble; to them, his voice was a lion’s
roar. He alone could defeat a group of men.
“One morning, he took some water in the wooden basin and took out his spear and dao. He sharpened and
sharpened them until they flashed in the bright morning sun. He did not say a word to his wife. but dressed
himself up—the full dress of a warrior—and left. No one knew his destination, no one knew the purpose. Was it
vendetta? No one knew. But they knew he had an aim of his own.
“That afternoon, he reached a village fort and hid himself under the bushes near the gateway. He waited for the
people of the village to return from their work. When all the people had gone in, he silently crept out from his
hiding place and then thrust his mighty spear on the chest of the guard and killed him. He then entered a house
like a thief and before they could make any move, he finished off everyone in the family quickly. He then cut all
the heads, sacked them and happily took them home. All the people rejoiced at the incredible deed.
“There was a lusty celebration. Pigs and buffaloes were killed, drinking and dancing went on and on
throughout the night. Raingam rose in the esteem of the villagers. He arranged in order the skulls of the family he
had killed and put them on exhibition in his house. People flocked in to see them and each time Raingam’s own
eyes fell on the neat row of skulls, his heart swelled with pride.
“But in the early hours of the morning, one of the skulls spoke out:
“‘A family of one of your descendents will perish—all in one day!’
“Raingam continued to kill men, but one day he was surrounded by his enemies. He had to face hundreds of
men. He fought till his death. Thus, he was slain there. That’s the end.”
“Lummi, give me some water.”
I fetched a glass of water and spoonfed her. I saw her face. It was so tiny and wizened—not like a human face,
I thought.
I felt awfully bored sitting like that. I leaned back on the cane chair and closed my eyes.
Ah, mother is coming … that’s good, but what is this? Why is she looking so pale? I noticed her eyes also were
sunken like grandma’s. She seemed to grow paler. She was bending down towards grandmother. Then suddenly
mother slowly sat down and her eyes closed. There was something very final about it—yes, closed for ever. My
heart was filled with agony. It Was so unexpected. I couldn’t bear the grief.
My father and my sister rushed into the room. As they stood there watching the woeful scene, an unknown
person with a strange spectral face, took out a sharp shining dao from nowhere and felled it over them both from
behind and then turned towards me I screamed, sweating all over and woke up.
My mother and my sister were standing near my grandma’s bed.
“Hey, Lummi, what’s the matter? Why did you scream like that?” my sister spoke in a hushed voice.
I wanted to touch her and check if she was still alive.
I looked at my grandmother. She was not lying in her usual crouched manner. She was lying straight on her
back, with both her legs stretched out.
“Maybe granny is getting well again and recovering her health,” I thought.
My mother turned to me.
“Lummi,” my mother said softly, “Lummi, granny is dead.”
I looked at my grandmother again. Her eyes were closed. Here face soft and full and her expression serene,
very much like in the photograph.
61.85 For Nseno\fn{by K. Nchumbemo Murry (1964- )} Wokha Town, Wokha District, Nagaland State, India (M) 2
It was a noisy night. The thunders were rolling in the distant skies. Lumbi lay groaning in bed when his mother
suddenly rushed in and bellowed,
“Lumbi. For heaven’s sake, what’s wrong with you? Are you ill?”
“No, ma, I had a bad dream,” he muttered.
“Pray to God and go to sleep,” she said and left.
Next moment it began to rain, with a clattering noise on the tin roof above. Lumbi tried to sleep, but a
thousand thoughts rushed to his mind and his eyelids refused to close in. He was quite a flop in his college. At
home he nagged his parents so much, that seldom did he go to bed without a quarrel. But surprisingly enough, he
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never once showed his aggressiveness towards his charming sister Nseno. They used to go to Sunday service
together and once in a while he took her for a ride on his red scooter and they visited places around. As a matter of
fact, his disputes with his parents were often settled with her intervening help. He remembered how they played
celebrating Rakhi.
“It’s Rakhi today, Nseno announced one day.
“What’s that?” he asked in great curiosity.
“Rakhi is a North Indian festival; a brother-sister festival. This is a ‘rakhi’.” She pulled out from her bag a
shiny little wristlet. Bright gold and silver lacy rays shot out from the sun-like center part of it. She made him sit
down with crossed legs and tied the colored string of the “rakhi” on his wrist ceremoniously.
“And what is the brother supposed to do?” he asked.
“You are to be always kind to me and always be brave on my account.”
“Easy.”
“You are also supposed to open your mouth.”
Into his gaping mouth she playfully threw in a sweet and laughed.
“Easy; easy,” he guffawed as he munched the sweet.
That same day his father accused him of stealing money. He had said,
“Lumbi, I know you’ve done a lot of picking before. And today also you’ve done it. Just give me back the
money.”
“But I didn’t do it, Pa,” he shouted, almost insane with anger.
“Look, son, don’t force me to call the police,” he threatened.
“If you dare,” Lumbi replied and went out almost colliding with his mother on the door.
“What’s all the commotion about?”
“That son of yours stole money which I kept in the drawer of the wardrobe,” his father retorted.
“What money?” her brow raised. “Oh! That money? Why, I took it in the morning and went out marketing!”
“What! You took it ?” Lumbi’s father said. “You could’ve told me earlier!”
“You are too harsh with Lumbi.”
“Shut your mouth, will you?”
Lumbi was boiling with indignation. As he sat in the living room, the door creaked open and Nseno walked
into the room. She had returned from college.
“Something’s worrying you,” she said.
“Me and Pa had a row,” he murmured.
“Come on Lumbi, forget it,” she sneered. “You always did that with Pa. Say, what about going out tonight?”
They are showing The Towering Inferno. I suppose you’re well stuffed with money. I met Ma and Pa on the
street.”
All at once Lumbi gnashed his teeth and gazed at her as if to murder her. And the next second, he slapped her
on the cheek.
“Why you silly girl,” he growled. “So you’re also taking me as a thief!”
Nseno let out a faint scream and broke down into tears.
“I was only joking. I never meant it,” she said, sobbing.
There was a heavy silence in the room. Only Nseno’s disturbing sobs were heard. He remained standing with
tears jamming his eyes. Slowly Nseno rose to her feet and went into her room without uttering any word. Lumbi
stared at his shaking hands and clenched fist. Then he hit the wall so hard that the portraits hanging on it shook
violently. He also cried.
Nseno left next morning to stay with her aunt. Outwardly Lumbi did not show any sign of distress. He even
chatted with his hard boiled father. But in the evening he stole out and boozed.
Now he lay on the bed despairing and his heart aching like it would explode. So, he groaned loudly and his
mother came in to see him and the rain had started.
He did not know how long he slept, but when he woke up, the rain had stopped. The table watch indicated
seven o’clock. He stared into the streets which were flooded with thick foggy clouds, silhouetting a few
pedestrians. His mother came in with a hot steaming cup of tea and placed it carefully on the table. Oh, Nseno has
not returned yet he thought with pain. His mother said:
“Lumbi, you look ill. I know you’ve been drinking lately. If your Dad knows, you’re bound to get a piece of
his mind.” She paused. “And it looks [as if] Nseno will be staying with Aunt today also. She acted very strange
yesterday morning. She was really determined to stay with Aunt. I wonder, why. You know anything?”
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“No, Ma, I don’t know?” he replied reaching for the cup of tea.
Nseno continued to stay away. Days went by monotonously for Lumbi. He went for boozing with stolen dough
from home and smoked reefers. He returned home in the middle of the night, pants soaked in mud. His father
lectured him day and night and one day he sold out his scooter which was so precious to Lumbi.
Occasionally Lumbi would think of getting reconciled with Nseno, but he never dared to do it; always
something stopped him. Memories of the happy days, when they sat in the evenings, chatting, joking, laughing
and playfully quarreling tortured him. Then he would cry like a kid. It’s now one week she was gone.
A terrible pain brewed up in his stomach. He thought it was because he boozed and he concealed it from his
parents. But when the pain reached its climax, he was compelled to ask his mother for some pills which startled
her, since Lumbi was also like his Dad who always took pride in abstaining from medicines except for serious
cases. She asked question after question about his pain which made him angry.
“I am no kid, Ma,” he retorted. “Just give me the pills.”
“No! We’re going to see a doctor.”
Lumbi felt too feeble to protest again, so he at last yielded to his mother’s proposal.
Inside the doctor’s clinic, Lumbi’s mother looked very worried and then she asked, “How’s it Doctor?”
“Madam, I’ve made a thorough check-up,” he replied. “I think your son might need an operation. I suggest you
admit him right away here for further investigation.”
“What! Operation?” she gasped.
The doctor smiled and nodded his bald head.
“Thank you, Doctor. We’ll see that he’s admitted at the hospital by this evening.” She walked out.
But at the waiting chamber, she found the bench where Lumbi sat empty. He was gone. She turned around and
cried out:
“Lumbi! Lumbi! Where are you?”
“What’s the matter?” the doctor came out.
“My boy—he’s not here.”
The doctor quickly summoned the attendant to look around for a young teen in sky-blue slacks. A few minutes
later, the attendant came back and told them that the chowkidar saw him go out a short while ago.
“It’s all right madam. Seems your son has gone home ahead of you,” the doctor said.
When she returned home, she looked everywhere, but there was no trace of Lumbi. She covered her face with
both hands and wept. Soon Lumbi’s father arrived home from office and was shocked to see her weeping.
“What’s wrong?” he enquired.
She dropped her hands and raised sorrowful eyes to his face and replied:
“Our son’s missing.”
“Hah! Nonsense. Is that the reason why you’re crying?” he said. “This is not the first time. He’s always
missing.”
She told him what happened in the hospital.
When Lumbi overheard the conversation between his mother and the doctor that day, he became panicky and
he sneaked out of the clinic and went wobbling to an abandoned hut at the outskirts of the town where he often
used to fritter away his time drinking. He now sprawled on the dirty floor, his body cold and numb with fever,
eyes closed in sheer fatigue and mouth parched with thirst. He vomited and scratched the coarse floor and his
fingers were smeared with dried blood. The pain in his stomach churned and sapped the strength out of him. He
thought his life was ebbing away.
He wondered how long he had been cooped up in this hole, when he heard the sound of a car engine starting
up. He couldn’t tell what it was. Then darkness covered him.
When he recovered consciousness, he found himself in his own comfortable bed at home.
“It is a great relief, it is really good to be home,” he thought. He was still drowsy and wanted to sleep.
He heard voices. His parents’ hushed voices talking to each other. About various things, the operation, the
police search and then mention of Nseno.
“Nseno poor thing, was so terribly upset when Lumbi disappeared. She rushed here from aunt’s place,” his
mother was saying.
The words comforted his anguished soul. He closed his eyes and went back to sleep.
35.23 The Pendulum\fn{by Jayanta De (1964- )} Howrah, Howrah District, West Bengal State, India (M) 7
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My father possessed a clock—a small round brass table clock. It stood on four curved legs. The pendulum
hung in between. It looked just like a George V silver coin. Your eyes would be riveted to it if you looked in its
direction. With what devotion that round object went on and on without a break! The hours on the round dial were
in Roman numerals. They were engraved in black on the brass. Embracing the clock was a pair of wings in flight,
embellished with flowers, leaves, and vines. The little leaves were in green, the flowers red; the creepers and
leaves outlined in black enamel. Most of the colors had come off now, as if picked by fingernails.
Once a month, my father wound the clock; but he cleaned it every morning. A big piece of Cotswold material
was folded in four and placed under the clock with the same care and reverence with which one spread a seat for
the household god.
Whosoever visited us could not miss the clock: their eyes were arrested by its sight.
Father noticed it all. I stole a glance at Father. His chest was heaving, his face was heavy and red, his nostrils
quivered. It seemed to me that a few strands of black amidst his gray hair were sparkling like a lightning flash.
Inside me there was a beat of a drum announcing a hunt—a victory in battle. I stared at him. My father was
growing bigger and bigger and I smaller and smaller.
The clock was on the bookshelf almost by itself. The long stretch of the bookshelf was separated on the top by
a terracotta watchman with round eyes, a pike in one hand and a shield in the other, stoutly guarding. On its right
there was chaos. A basket of pens, joss-sticks, a flower vase, a paper cutter and bric-a-brac of all sorts. And a
photo frame showing my mother wreathed in smiles. On the side of the shield-bearing hand there was the clock in
solitary splendor. All by itself, standing regally with wings outspread. The two hands of the clock moved on
caressing the Roman numerals. Soft tinkling bells chimed by the hour. All these perhaps attracted the attention of
those who came to visit us.
And what followed such notice was predictable. Everyone who came to our house had to talk about the clock:
many people in many ways.
“Why is it so different?”
“Why so lonely?”
“How splendid!”
“Is it very very old, does it keep good time?”
“Ah, those were the days: you cannot get anything like it now for love or money!”
And so on and so forth.
It seemed to me that all this curiosity, these questions and comments made the clock turn grave and the
pendulum swing faster.
But my father had only one answer to these queries.
“It does not belong to my community. It has no caste.”
“Casteless? What does that mean? How can a clock have a caste or community?”
My father would then launch into his narrative: the story of the clock. Woven into the story was a tale of youth,
of bravery, and of history. I had heard this story. Heard it many times and listened to it in great admiration. Those
who came also had to listen. It was set in 1946. Again, a few black locks in his gray head would sparkle.
Then one day the clock stopped. Father noticed it while cleaning it in the morning. He called out to me.
“Remember I wound the clock on the first of the month. Why should it stop then?”
The pendulum stood still. It was last alive at twenty past two. Something wrenched at my heart.
“The first of this month? Are you sure?”
“Sure,” my father said. “All these years from 1946 on, it has been my daily practice. I could never have
forgotten.”
“Still, try to wind it once more,” I gently pleaded.
Father touched the key softly. It turned round and round. The pendulum was set in motion by the touch of a
finger. But the hands stood still. The pendulum came to the end of its swing. My father’s face was deeply
furrowed as if slashed by a sharp knife.
“What shall we do now?”
“We have to find a good shop and send it for repairs,” I replied.
“Then go and get a good mechanic,” said my father.
On my way to the office I stopped at Ghosh Watch Co.
“Our watch is out of order. Will you send a good chap? And when may we expect him?”
The watchmaker had a loupe stuck on one eye. He raised the other and said:
“Sir, you catch your bus from here everyday, don’t you? Bring the clock tomorrow. I will have a look at it.”
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“Here? But my father … I mean, the clock cannot come here, you have to send someone home.”
The watchmaker frowned.
“So you’re afraid that I will filch the parts! Go outside and take a good look at our signboard. We have our
goodwill. Do you understand?”
“No no, that’s not the case. The truth is that it cannot be brought here. You see my father … his youth … there
is a fight … a history associated with it. That’s all.”
Now he closed his eye. I could feel his gaze through the tube of his watchmaker’s lens. It was most
disconcerting. I felt I was a sick watch and he was tapping every nut, bolt, and plate in my body. Inside the lens
his eye-burning to a point. I must have a dreaded disease. He is trying to diagnose the part that’s rotten. The
pendulum in my heart was thumping away. My two hands were the hour and the minute hands. And the third, the
second hand?
The devil of a fellow has found it out. That is, the hand that moves most. If it doesn’t, everything will come to
a halt, I will stop working. So will my peon and bearer. The files won’t move. That is why I take it. Because I
have to. If I do not take it, my peon and bearer cannot take it either. Then their households will be in their last
throes. So I decided,
“All right I won’t take anything; but I give them a blank permit.”
I had then a fixed salary. Soon they were miles better off than I was. As the Bengali saying goes, their fingers
swelled like bananas. Swollen bananas they were, not of the champak variety but the common garden breed. And
their bragging—I could not bear it any longer. So I also started. It was painful for me, in the beginning. I was a
Leftist in college. Even now my head and heart are to the left.
Then my father put his arms round my shoulder. He gave me moral courage. He did not call it a bribe. It was
just a little extra earning. Friends, relatives and prospective fathers-in-law all came to know about the extra. They
were appreciative. After all, in these difficult days, without extras you may well come to starve.
My own second hand was spinning madly. And the sharp-eyed mechanic was watching it through his lens. I
felt embarrassed. What a shame. Now that he has sensed the extra he was sure to overcharge me. He lowered his
eyeglass and said:
“Hmm. I see it is a matter of sentiment.”
I thought to myself what a brilliant diagnosis and told him:
“How right you are. It is my father. He is getting on in years.”
“But you see Sir, history, sentiment … these are of no use. You see there are two bridges—upper and lower. In
between runs the main wheel of the going side, and then the first, the second and the third wheels. Right in the
centre is the ‘scape main spring lever.’ At the other end is the alarm side wheel. That’s the game Sir. Bring the
clock, I will set it right. History! Sentiment! … get rid of those spare parts.”
I got rid of Ghosh Watch itself. Let them hang their goodwill.
Now the next shop. On my way back home I stopped two stops ahead. At the crossing of Karunamoyee colony.
“Perfect Time.”
“You have to come to my house. This is the address.”
“What! have we to go to your house for a mere clock? No sir! TV, fridge, emergency patients—there is a
system of home visits for them. There is no such thing for clocks. When such a system is introduced we shall
come to your house and have a look at your clock. I’ll keep your address.”
I walked all the way. This time to the “Sonamani Clock Tower.”
“Is your clock made of gold? Costly stones? All this fuss for mere brass! What characters do turn up these
days!”
I told my father:
“Nothing doing. No one will come to the house. There is no such system!”
My father reacted.
“System? What system? No wonder Bengalis fail in business. Lazybones. They expect clients to come to them.
They won’t move a finger. If they came to the house they could at least earn some extra, but that wouldn’t strike
them!”
That’s right. I never mentioned extras to any of them. Maybe they would have agreed to come. A pity. But does
one mention such matters? If they came they would have themselves raised it.
What next?
The clock stood still on the bookshelf. The terracotta sentry at one end. Now the questions were all around the
silent clock.
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But father had the one and the same answer. The whole story starting with caste, community, tales of youth and
heroism, and ending with the incompetence of Bengalis in business. Strange, everyone listened to it. In a few days
I also had learnt it by heart.
After a couple of days father’s feelings mellowed. He said:
“If one had to die it is better to die in the hands of a born physician! None of these hamsters of our Haridebpur,
Kundghat. Why not take a trip to Radhabazar, the Mecca of clocks and watches.”
In the office I hung my shoulderbag behind my chair, put the files under a paperweight, turned on the overhead
fan, and stepped out to go to Radhabazar.
I moved from shop to shop—searching for a true blue doctor. They say that a patient is half cured even at the
sight of such a healer. It was the same case with us. I must find this born physician at all costs. I peered into every
shop. Here was one. I could make out the beard, the skull-cap, the fine Lucknow chikan kurta, the mehndi and the
kohl.
Will I be at peace leaving our clock with him? I was in a dilemma. Can I deposit a piece of History here? What
if he makes the long hand short or the other way round? My head was pounding. Once they have you in their grip
they will stop at nothing. I have heard Bikas in the office threatening Moinuddin:
“Let the Government bring out the forms, then I will have you under my thumb. All this razzle-tazzle will be
shoved up your arse.”
What then? Disappointment broke the string of the pendulum inside my heart. A big bang. And it was the end.
My father says:
“It is only now that the people of India are beginning to awaken. Babri\fn{ A reference to the demolition, by majority
Hindu action, of a Mogul mosque (built 1528) in Uttar Pradesh, on religious grounds, in 1992. } was a big hurdle. That is
demolished. Now the Hindus will advance rapidly. But there is a lot to be done still.”
I know this is a signal for Hindu Renaissance. One day the Hindus will march all over the world. Fly their own
flag. It has been written by Nostradamus. My friend Kinkar, a lecturer in philosophy, has told me. And as luck
would have it the clock had to stop just at this moment.
All right. Let me push open the glass door and enter— whatever may happen. It was a biggish place. Well,
what else can they do for a living, but ply their trade in Calcutta itself?
“Mohan! Aren’t you Mohan?”
I stopped in my tracks. I saw someone bounding towards me like a quartz clock leaping through eleven o’clock
to noon. He was quite handsome. Short but fair. A sharp nose on a round face. Just like a new model Titan watch.
“Who is it?”
I can’t quite place him. I am splintered into the many mirrors around me. I am amongst the Anglo-Swiss,
HMTs, Titans, and Timexes. Only I and I alone on the many colored dials. I have met him somewhere. Very
familiar. Could he be the husband of Bulu’s sister? Or the brother of Khokan’s wife. Or maybe he is Abinash’s
tenant.
“So my dear Mohan, it is you. I placed you right away.”
“Yes … but I … we have met before …”
“So your eyes were clouded! You couldn’t make me out! Remember our house opposite the Nabina Cinema on
Prince Anwarshah Road?”
“Yes … but still …”
“O Mohan, it’s me, Shamsuddin. It’s me, I am Samu!”
“Ah, is that you Samu. How fat you’ve become. And so fair. Simply splendid.”
“Come in. Do come in.”
I go inside. Samu goes behind the counter and I sit facing him on the round padded chair.
“You do take tea, don’t you? Ey Anna, bring some tea. Now tell me all about yourself.”
“Oh just carrying on. I happened to come this way on some work. Are you still in that house opposite Nabina?”
“Sure we’re there. Where else can we move? We are there for four generations. Do you still come to the
Nabina for a show?”
“Oh, those days are gone. No more Nabina Cinema! How you bought our tickets for us and we just slipped
into the movie show.”
“They still get good titles. Why don’t you come one of these days? How are Gopal and Biru? It has been a long
time; twenty or twenty-five years?”
“Well, well—everybody is doing well. Haven’t seen you for ages. You have put on weight and become shades
fairer.”
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“Yes, it has been a long time. I have been so caught up in this business, I’ve hardly any time.”
The tea comes. Cream floating on top. We were in the B. Com. class—Jogesh, myself, and ShamshuddinSamu. We blow on the tea cooling it.
“This must be your shop.”
“Actually, this belonged to my aunt’s husband. The shutters were down. I could not get a job. So I started it up.
Manage to make a living.”
“Good. It is really something to do business in a place like Calcutta.”
“Calcutta is where my grandfather and his father, a full four generation of us have always lived. Where else
can we think of going? My eldest son went to Bombay in search of a living and look, he is back. He said that
things there were real bad. The new Government is throwing all the Muslims out, calling them Bangladeshis.
What can one do? The people belong to this country and have to live here. But no, they had to be pushed out.”
I put my cup down. It seemed to come down with a thud. I thought to myself:
“Serves them right. We could not do it here but they have done it there.” I wiped my face with my
handkerchief and said:
“But you will agree that infiltration is a real problem. It will land us in a soup.”
Samu was quiet. The silence was broken by the chorus of several clocks chiming as their pendulums swung in
unison. I wiped my face again.
“You see, I had a clock. I can ask you safely since I know you so well. Will you have a look at it?”
“Of course. Any day. Bring it along.”
“As a matter of fact it is with me now.”
I picked up the packet on my lap. Samu rustled open the paper wrapping and at once got busy with it. After
turning the clock hands many ways, he said:
“Sorry Mohan I can’t do it just now. I’ll keep it ready next week.”
He wrote out the bill with a flourish, leaving the column for charges blank. Then he turned it towards me and
said:
“Come, put your name and address. I suppose it is still the same.”
I write down my name and address and ask him:
“What about the charges? Let me pay it now.”
“Let it be, let me first put it right.”
I felt so light. A big weight was off my shoulders. I flew with the bill in my hand. I flew all the way to my
office. The fan was on. My bag was behind my chair. There was a covered glass of water. I drained it down. My
head and heart were cooled.
Suddenly, Samu’s face came up.
Didn’t he quieten down when I mentioned the matter of infiltration? The clock is in his hands, now. I hope my
remark will not land me in a spot.
Father is getting on in years. He loses his patience easily. It is about a week; seven days more or less. He
counts the days on his fingers. When will seven days be over? Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. Only four
days so far. He reminds me gravely:
“It is four days now. It will be seven on Sunday. So what do you plan to do? Let the full seven days pass and
go on Monday or just take a chance on Saturday itself?”
I can understand his attachment to the clock. It is as if it was my father’s heart that was ticking; as if he was
getting younger with the chimes by the hour. He was going back to his youth. Or may be handling the clock had
become just a matter of habit.
My father goes out for an early morning walk. Summer, winter, rains, all the year round without fail. As she
hears him return from his walk, my wife pushes me awake, and unbolts the bedroom door. But she does not go
out. My father does not wish to see her face first thing in the morning. In fact he is upset if he accidentally does
so. The reason is that Mani—my wife—and I have no children. My father thinks it is Mani’s fault. So do I. So I
have nothing to hold me down. I take my toothbrush and toothpaste and walk up to the verandah through his
room. He is with the Cotswold-cloth in his hand. He used to flap it sharply a few times and then dust the clock
quickly with a couple of strokes.
I still hear the flapping noise everyday. Curiosity made me peep into his room one day. I saw him flapping the
Cotswold like he used to do everyday. Except that it was not just two or three times but at least ten or twelve
times.
On Friday, as I was about to start for my office he pressed a hundred-rupee note into my palm and said:
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“Keep the money.”
“What money? Whatever for?” I asked.
“Who knows what the charges will be. You may make up the rest. I shall pay you back when the clock comes
home.”
“But why should you pay?” I meekly rejoined, “the mechanic is a friend of mine. Whatever it is I shall settle
it.”
“No you keep it,” he insisted “that clock will be repaired with my money.”
“What is this talk of my money and your money?”
He was firm.
“My things will be repaired at my cost.”
My wife told me in whispers:
“Let it be. You are making too much of it. He is paying because he can. Doesn’t part with a pie for anything
else. Holds it all close to his chest.” I said to her:
“My father must have had something else in his mind when he talked of his money. After all, isn’t that also
mine? It is only because I am occupying this post that people give it to me. Not for nothing.”
In reality, my money or father’s is not the issue. After all the clock was also mine. It is a family heirloom.
When my father is no more it will be mine. What should I do with this hundred rupees then?
My head was reeling with worries early this morning and my mouth still full of foam. I had better go today. It
is a Saturday. I could hear father flapping the piece of Cotswold. I splash my face with cold water, in an attempt to
wash out all my thoughts. I sit on the balcony. The tea will come; the newspaper will make its appearance through
the grill door. I notice a boy open the gate and enter the house on a bike. He stood the bicycle a little ahead. What
can the matter be. Is it a new newsboy? Maybe we have a new landlord. The house has been sold again.
The boy is at the doorstep. I put out my hand to take the newspaper. But he asks:
“Is Mr. Madanmohan Roy in?”
“Yes, it’s me. Why?”
“I come from Lord Time. My father sent me. Shamsuddin Alam. Uncle, I have brought your timepiece.”
I opened the grill door and said:
“Who sent you? Samu? So you are Samu’s son. Come in, come in. Why did your father take the trouble of
sending you all the way?”
“It was ready by Wednesday. So my father said: ‘It’s lying idle here. They were very worried about it. Why
don’t you take it to them.’ So I came.”
“Come, come and sit down. You know, your father is my childhood friend.”
The boy nodded gently and smiled.
“Yes, I have heard a lot about you from my father. It is he who asked me to visit his friend.”
“Are you the younger son?”
“No, I am the eldest.”
“So it was you who were in Bombay? Your father was talking about you the other day.”
“Yes, they nearly threw me out as a Bangladeshi. So I ran away and came here.”
He smiled faintly. He had dimples on both his fair cheeks. A pointed nose, like Samu’s. Locks of wavy hair
reached his shoulders. A loose red T-shirt over a pair of jeans. He took out the clock from his bag and unfolded the
layers of paper in which it was wrapped. It sparkled and sat royally on its four legs on the table. The ticking
reached my ears. My voice was trembling. I raised it and shouted for my father.
My father’s eyes fell on the clock as he came in. He plonked down the chair and picked up the clock in both
his hands like a winner’s trophy. With a choked voice he asked:
“What was wrong with him? Is everything all right now?”
“Nothing very much was wrong with it,” said the boy. “We didn’t have to touch any parts. It’s old so it took up
a lot of oil. It had just got stuck.”\fn{I.e., the gears had jammed.}
Father lifted the clock up to his chest and rubbed the glass clean on his shirt. I introduced the boy:
“This is my friend’s son. The eldest one. His father was with me in college.”
Father kept the clock clutched close to his chest with one hand and extended the other to bless the boy.
“May you be the proud son of Mother India. Be brave. Be heroic. Achieve distinction.”
He closed his eyes. A few tears were glistening at the corner of his eyes. Silence all round. There was no
ticking of the clock to be heard: it had mingled with the beating of my father’s heart.
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I was looking at the boy. A strange glow appeared to suffuse his face. A crow broke into raucous cawing from
somewhere near the parapet. Even the crows of this city seem to behave like villagers: no sense of occasion
whatever. Given the slightest chance they would shoot their droppings anywhere.
Father got up and left still hugging the clock to his breast.
The crow continued to caw. The sun was fierce even this early. My whole body was itching uncomfortably. I
asked the boy:
“So what are your plans?”
“Well, the Bombay job was quite all right till they dubbed us Bangladeshis.”
“Yes, they are staunch Hindus there.”
“The job market is poor. I shall get into some business. I am learning the watchmaker’s trade. But there are
other brothers also. If it comes to that I shall pick up some other business.”
I think to myself:
“Sure, Calcutta is up for grabs. It is for everybody. All are equal here.”
I turned to look into the room. My father’s clock was in its place on the bookshelf on its cushion of Cotswold,
my father facing it. Next to it the terracotta sentinel. And then my mother smiling through the dusty photo frame.
The boy bent down to touch my feet. My father walked in. So he touched his feet too and said:
“May I leave now?”
As he got up to go I put my hand on his shoulder and said:
“What’s the hurry? Have a cup of tea before you go.” Father said:
“You’ve brought me great relief. The last few days were passed in anxiety. So how can we let you go just like
that? Mohan go and get some sweetmeats for him.”
“Why bother about sweets?” the boy protested politely.
“Do wait for a little while. I’ll be back in no time.”
I came in and looked into the fridge. There was nothing in it. The musty smell spilled out all over the room. I
called the maid:
“Lakshmi, be a good girl; go and get some ten rupee worth of sweetmeats.” My wife asked:
“Who’s there so early in the morning?”
“He has come to return the clock,” I explained. “Please make a cup of tea and send it out for him, I am sending
Lakshmi for some sweets.”
She was mixing the milk powder. She flared up:
“Just a cup of tea will do. No need for sweets.”
“Father has already offered him some. It won’t be nice not to get them now. Do go Lakshmi.”
“Lakshmi can’t be spared now. Father! My father! A lot of fuss for nothing,” she retorted.
I had no option but to put on my clothes, get my purse, and set out. I came back with a packet of sweets which
I promptly deposited in the kitchen and joined my father and the boy on the verandah. My father’s story was at its
peak:
“… so we also decided that for every Hindu killed we shall kill ten Muslims. A fire was raging within us.
Jinnah’s call for Direct Action, the Muslim League Chief Minister Suhrawardy’s appeal to the Muslim youth to be
ready with all their might, shop after shop belonging to the Hindus being looted—big shops like Jaharlal Pannalal,
Kamalalaya, Daliah Stores, K.C. Biswas! The Mussalmans had marked their own shops which were to be saved
from the fury of looting. Anticipating possible turbulence they had even arranged special ambulances—only for
the Muslims. Even the League Chief Minister’s fleet of cars was used to carry knives, arms, petrol, and kerosene
for the League members.”
I stole a glance at Samu’s boy. His large eyes were about to bulge out. His half-open lips were absolutely dry. I
could see he was now breathing only through his mouth. I called out to father in a low voice.
“But,” he continued, “they didn’t know that we were also preparing in secret. Rag balls were made and dipped
in kerosene. Hand-bombs were assembled. Even some guns were procured by those of us who were in the
Territorial Army. A resistance force was formed, armed with bombs, guns, and sticks.”
I knew what was to come next. Father was somewhat brief today but still I knew what he was going to say.
The boy was staring hard at him. I was restless with anxiety. Father must be stopped. He must be stopped
somehow or the other. I tried to raise my voice and call out to him:
“Baba, O baba …”
Father roared, “Bande Mataram!!” and continued:
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“Many Hindus were being killed at Fearce Lane and Sagar Dutta Lane. So it was decided that for every Hindu
dead there must be ten Muslim corpses. So on one side we rescued the Hindus and on the other sought vengeance
for the killing of the Hindus. Calcutta was heaped up with corpses. And that was the year 1948. And what year is
it today? How many years have passed?”
A trickle of sweat was winding its way down the boy’s face. His eyes were red. The nose was flared. He was
clenching his fists. I had to stop father. I shouted at the top of my voice.
Father’s face was also red. Full of rage, he outshouted me:
“You are asking your father to stop. Will you just remain silent? You cowards, eunuchs!”
My heart sank. It was the coward and the eunuch within me.
“What have you done for your motherland? What has your generation sacrificed? Sons of cowards, a bunch of
eunuchs.”
I hit the air and shouted:
“We have demolished the Babri Masjid. What more do you want from us?”
Father lowered his voice. His windpipe kept throbbing. As if someone had just poured water on a pan of milk
about to boil over. He crossed his chest with both his hands and said:
“Yes, that is the only achievement of your generation. But we had expected much more from you.”
I spoke with a voice deep from within my guts.
“We shall make India a Hindu state.”
Father got up from his chair and left, but he froze in front of the clock. Samu’s son also got up. I left.
“Look at me, I didn’t even get your name,” said my father gently.
“Just give me two hundred rupees for the repair charges,” was the sullen reply.
Two hundred rupees! I thought to myself.
“Didn’t they say that nothing much was wrong with the clock, just a little more of oil? How does it come to
two hundred rupees?”
I opened my purse and gave him the money. I consoled myself with the thought that it was nothing unusual to
be let down by your own friends.
“So long,” the boy said.
“These sweets were specially got for you, please finish them before you leave,” I said.
“Come to the shop if you have any problem with the clock,” he said and bounded out of the room.
Inside the clock chimed the hour of eight. After a long time.
The next morning.
At the crack of dawn Shamsuddin entered our gate. My first reaction was one of surprise to see him so early in
the morning. Then I thought he must be ashamed to have cheated me of two hundred rupees; so he has just
dropped in to politely enquire about the clock. Perhaps his line is to make sure that even in future we should give
it to him for repairs should the occasion arise.
I opened the door and greeted him with a broad smile.
“Surprised? Can’t I drop in once in a way. I just happened to be in this area,” said Samu and sat down; with his
chin sunk on his chest he was in deep thought for a while, and then added:
“I had something important to settle with you. That’s why I had to rush.”
“Why? What’s the matter?”
“Well, yesterday my junior made a grave mistake. That’s why.”
He put his hand on his pocket and said:
“I never asked him anything about the charges. I can’t understand why he took the money. And two hundred at
that!”
Shamshuddin pressed the two hundred into my hands.
“It is difficult to understand the youth of these days, my friend. He went back from here and flung the money
on to my lap and just said:
“Here: the charges for repairing the clock.”
Then he quickly had a bath and ran towards the masjid. Usually we have to goad him to attend the masjid. But
yesterday it was quite different somehow … Yet I had stressed it many times before he set out that it was my
friend’s house that he would be visiting. For the life of me I can’t understand his behavior. Why did he suddenly
demand all of two hundred rupees? That’s why I came running. Please forgive him.”
He paused, his fair face was flushed crimson. A pattern of sweat over his face. He took out a white
handkerchief and wiped his face. He seemed to take a deep breath of fresh air and then said:
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“Please don’t worry about the clock. It will give you long service yet. Very long.”
From inside the house I heard my father’s voice, the sound of his cough and of his approaching footsteps. I
turned my chair to hide the door and screen Shamshuddin. Then I dropped my voice and told him almost in
whispers:
“Samu, you’ve come this way after a very long time. Why not drop in on Gopal and Biru. Let’s go out somewhere today. All four of us.”
32.153 Excerpt from Vertigo\fn{by Ashok Banker (1964- )} Bombay, Mahrashtra State, India (M) 6
… In the second half of 1984, as elections approach, two major changes take place in the country. One is the
setting up of television transmission stations across the length and breadth of the subcontinent. Indira-bashers
claim this is the iron woman’s means of ensuring a massive self-publicity blitz since Doordarshan is more a
Government spokesperson than a television network. Perhaps it is. But the fact is that by seeking her own
aggrandizement through the nascent power of the boob tube, Mrs. G also succeeds in spearheading the most
incredible media expansion in the history of the world. Never before have so many LPGs, HPGs, et cetera sprung
up at such a rapid rate anywhere on the planet. An observer looking down from a suitable vantage spot in orbit—
from the ill-fated Skylab had it endured perhaps—would gawk at the proliferation of aluminium aerials across the
rooftops of the subcontinent.
This immense propaganda juggernaut has already sprung into action by September ’84. It opens up a world of
opportunities—or so everybody thinks—for prospective film-wallahs and hopeful film strugglers everywhere. It
will be some time before this dream is turned to cynical disgust by Doordarshan’s bureaucratic inefficiency,
pathetic programming and cantankerous corruption.
The second revolution that takes place is not in the homes of India, but on the roads. These potholed obstacle
courses are honored with the appearance of the country’s first “people’s car.”\fn{ The translation of the German word,
Volkswagen.} Maruti is the dream-child of Sanjay Gandhi, the late son of Mrs. G, who had dreamed of producing a
car which almost every middle-class Indian could afford. It’s ironic that when the “people’s car” finally appears
on the roads in ’84, it costs more than the price of a modest flat in the far suburbs; or that there is a substantial
premium charged by middlemen for early delivery. Despite this, the little Suzuki-designed 8-cylinder khilona (as
Ambassador owners call it derisively) is snapped up by the thousands, and soon, by the tens of thousands. The
most remarkable thing that Maruti achieves is not the bringing of automobiles within everyone’s reach—far from
it—but the igniting of an explosive boom in the automobile industry and its allied industries. Before Maruti, the
total annual production of all makes of cars in the country never exceeded a total figure of 50,000 cars. A year
after Maruti’s appearance, the industry’s total production climbs to 75,000 cars annually. Three years after its
inception, Maruti Udyog Ltd. alone is rolling out 80,000 vehicles. Less than five years since that fateful launch,
this one new company is producing twice as many cars as all the other manufacturers put together—against their
total record of a combined 43 years in the business.
A revolution on wheels has taken place.
Maruti’s initial vehicles are manufactured under close supervision by Suzuki technicians. Suzuki’s high
standards of quality infect the whole industry. Peripheral manufacturers fight to acquire prestigious Maruti OEM
status, or, at the very least, to offer Maruti-standard spares and peripherals. Several of these firms grow rich
overnight. Along with them, their own suppliers also grow. Among the many suppliers to these OEMs are
companies manufacturing metal dies and casts; forging companies.
The company that Conrad had chosen to invest Jay’s money in was a forging company.
As the acceptance of Maruti’s unqualified success spreads through the industry, futures of every company that
produces any product that might someday find its way into a Maruti vehicle soar through the roof. Stock market
investors run their stubby fingers down rows of names of listed companies, ticking off possible goldmines.
Enforge Ltd. is one of those which find a little tick beside its name.
In August ’84, Enforge Ltd. secures a Letter of Intent to supply several crores worth of vital dies and forgings
to an important Maruti OEM.
Its share price, which has hovered between 17 and 21 over the last year or so since its equity issue, leaps to Rs
36 for a Rs 10 share by Independence Day, 15th August, 1984. By the 29th of the same month, Jay’s mother’s
birthday, it has risen inexorably to Rs 50. And by September 30, it has touched the unbelievable figure of Rs 94.
Then, for a week, it dips to Rs 67 and threatens to go lower, when rumors spread that Mrs. G is contemplating
declaring another Emergency on the eve of the elections. But when the rumor is discovered to be false and
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preparations for the elections are seen to proceed beyond a point of no return, Enforge rises confidently again,
cresting the magic peak of Rs 100, and finally pausing reluctantly at Rs 125 a share.
Jay has Rs 25,000 worth of Enforge shares, bought at the appetizingly low price of Rs 16 a share. This meant
he had bought 1,562 shares. By October 18, these are worth 7.8 times the value Jay had bought them for; this
translates into a total rupee value of Rs 1,95,250, or in words: Rupees One Lakh, Ninety-Five Thousand Two
Hundred and Fifty Only. Jay’s Rs 25,000 has grown to almost Rs 2 lakhs in less than six months. This apparent
miracle is nothing more than the third revolution of the eighties that sweeps India by storm: The Stock Market
Boom.
He sits down on the toilet seat of the Non-Management Gents Toilet in office and buries his face in his hands.
He laughs a little, cries a little, does both at the same time, likes it, does it some more, and then stares at the white
tiled floor for twenty minutes almost without blinking.
“Now what?” he asks Conrad.
They are sitting in Conrad’s cubicle, chairs drawn up close to the desk. Conrad jiggles his legs while thinking.
Occasionally his left knee bumps Jay’s right thigh.
Conrad spreads his hands.
“We celebrate.”
“I mean, about the shares. What do we do now?”
“What’s to do? They’re doing it all for us. We’re rich, man!”
Conrad tosses a 555 at Jay. Jay fumbles it and almost drops it, puts in his mouth and lets Conrad light it. He
puffs nervously, unable to get satisfaction from such a mild cigarette.
“No, I mean, shouldn’t we sell? While it’s up? Before it goes down, I mean? Shouldn’t we? What do you
think?”
“Are you nuts?”
“Why?”
“You don’t fool with a thing like this. It’s magic, pal. You don’t fuck around with magic. Just let it happen and
keep your hands ready.”
Conrad makes a cupping motion with his palms, like a man waiting for manna to fall from the skies.
Jay thinks a bit. He’s surprised to find that the 555 is finished. He presses the smoldering filter in the ashtray
and takes another one.
“I don’t know.”
“What? What do you want? You want to have your cake and eat it too?”
“Maybe—” Jay hesitates, afraid of Conrad’s laugh. Conrad has a terrible laugh. Everybody turns and looks this
way when Conrad laughs. Once a new Product Manager, Sreenivasan, came out of his cabin to find out who was
dying: it was only Conrad laughing at one of his own jokes.
“Maybe we should sell them, cash in, you know, I mean,” voicing the thought that has been nagging him ever
since the initial euphoria lessened enough to allow him to think.
“What good are they unless we sell them, right? I mean, what if they drop again? It’ll all be down the drain,
won’t it?”
Conrad shakes his head sadly.
“Poor Jay-bird. Poor birdie. Scared, baby? Scared of your shares crashing?”
“Come on, Conrad. Think about it. Maybe we should sell now and get out while we’re ahead. After all—”
“They’ll cross Rs 200,” Conrad says. “After the elections, when Mrs. G comes back into power. Maybe even
Rs 250. Bluechip in the making.”
He crosses himself and knocks on the desk as he says this, lifting the little silver crucifix from around his neck
and kissing it.
“But what if Mrs. G doesn’t come back? The Opposition may not support Maruti Udyog because they know it
was her idea, her sentimental tribute to Sanjay’s memory. What if—”
Conrad is grinning at him.
“Fuck off,” he says loudly, “fuck off, pal.”
“Conrad, think about it.”
“Look, I’ll tell you what I think. I think we should hold on to this paper”—he taps the share certificates in a
plastic folder on his desk—“until they touch Rs 200 at least. Then we can think about selling part of the portfolio
—if, and only if—there’s a better investment. That’s what I think and that’s what I’m going to do, OK? Now, you
have the right to do what you please with your shares. You can take them into the 100 and use them for toilet
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paper for all I care. That’s your problem, buddy.”
Jay bites his lip.
Conrad sweeps his shares into a drawer, slams the drawer shut and stands up.
“Coming for lunch? I’m going to have a few beers and celebrate.”
“Uh, I don’t like to drink during the day. It gives me a headache.”
“Come on, man. Loosen your asshole. You just made an 800 per cent profit. Can you beat it? What are you
crying for?” Conrad punches Jay playfully in the stomach.
“I don’t know,” Jay says anxiously. “What about tax?”
*
“Jay, that’s wonderful. Are you serious? Wow!”
“Yes, yes, but what do you think, Tuli? I mean, don’t you think it’s risky keeping them any longer?”
“Oh, Jay. Now we can buy a flat of our own!”
“For two lakhs? Where?”
“At Bandra at least?”
“Are you joking? Do you know what the rate is at Bandra? Do you know what Mama’s flat is worth?”
“Not a big flat. Maybe just a one bedroom hall.”
“Tuli, even a one bedroom hall will cost something like fifteen lakhs in a good area.”
“Really? I don’t think so.”
“There’s nothing to think. That’s the going rate. Nothing less than Rs 2,500 a square foot, in a good area.”
“Anyway, there’s no harm in looking, is there?”
“The second thing is, we don’t have the money in hand, which is the point I’ve been trying to make but nobody
seems to understand. The shares may be worth 2 lakhs, but we have to sell them to get the money.”
“What if we just look around a bit and if we find a place we like we can think of selling them off. Oh, Jay this
is terrific. Let’s celebrate!”
“But, Tuli, these damn shares may be worth nothing tomorrow for all we know. Besides, I don’t have the
money to celebrate with, you know. I’m still the same broke Jay Mehta, remember? All I have is some very
expensive paper. Not money.”
“Jay, you’re such a pessimist.”
“I’m practical. An idealist, yes, but a practical one. Say, that’s nice. Practical idealist. That’s me.”
“Anyway, is Saturday’s lunch fixed?”
“With Araldite. Come over to office, we’ll go to Purohit’s together. Daddy and Dadiji will meet us there
directly.”
“Jay, remember that bedroom set we saw in Benzer? The one with the mirror-work?”
“The one that costs fifty thousand bucks? Are you crazy?”
“Come on, we have the money.”
“I keep telling you. Doesn’t anybody understand me? I don’t have the money. All I have is fifteen hundred to
manage till the end of the month, which is twenty-five days away.”
“Don’t be mean.”
“I’m not—yeah? OK, tell him I’ll be right there. Tuli, I have to go, Dave’s calling us. See you Saturday, love.
One sharp, OK?”
“The bedroom set, la-la-la-la!”
The next day, terrorists kill thirty-five people in Punjab, including three candidates for the forthcoming Lok
Sabha elections. The stock market index slumps. Enforge’s share price drops to Rs 117 by close of trading.
Conrad laughs away Jay’s I-told-you look and repeats his confident assurance that the price will top Rs 200 by
the elections.
But on Wednesday and Thursday, the price continues to plummet. On Thursday evening, Jay panics and
prevails on Conrad to call their broker and give him orders to sell. Conrad spends half an hour trying to persuade
Jay, but he’s adamant. Finally, Conrad picks up the phone in disgust and tells Chagganbhai to sell ten lots of Jay’s
Enforge shares at the current price of Rs 98 per share. Even the broker says its stupid to sell at this point. Jay
prevails over all arguments. He can be stubborn when he’s convinced what he’s doing is right. He signs the
required transfer forms and sends them to Chagganbhai the next morning. By that time, he is of a mind to sell the
remaining 562 shares too but Tuli gets so upset when she hears of the sale that for her sake he relents and lets
them stay. Conrad lets his investment—close to sixty thousand rupees initial capital in Enforge alone—stay. He
passes biting comments on Jay’s lack of “balls” in the conference room while they are waiting for the ad agency
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to arrive with their storyboards for the launch commercial for Chamatkar. Jay has grown used to Conrad’s
witticisms. They bother him less and less as time goes by.
The day after Jay sells off the ten lots of Enforge shares, he and Tuli enter Purohit’s Restaurant near
Churchgate Station and find his father and grandmother sitting at a table, waiting. His grandmother’s wizened
round face cracks into a wide smile as she sees Tuli. She looks her up and down minutely, examining her clothes
—a beige silk sari—and her looks. She evidently likes what she sees because she rises and lifts her hand in a
gesture of blessing. Tuli, an orthodox Gujarati girl for all her convent education, bends unhesitatingly and touches
first Jay’s grandmother’s feet and then his father’s feet. Both pat her on the head and sit down again, exchanging
an apparently expressionless glance which Jay knows to be more eloquent than Indira Gandhi’s election speech.
They sit silently as the waiter lays down the inevitable steel thalis before each one. His grandmother mutters
something to his father in Gujarati. Tuli shoots a sharp look at Jay, then lowers her eyes in keeping with her
demure Gujarati bride-to-be image. Jay doesn’t understand what was said but he can’t help noticing that both his
grandmother and father looked pointedly at Tuli’s lower body for a moment. Only, he thinks they’re looking at her
sari, and he doesn’t give it much attention. The waiter returns with his portable buffet and Jay’s grandmother
authoritatively supervises the feeding of her grandson and prospective daughter-in- law. Jay doesn’t even bother
to protest this time, but he promises himself that once they’re married he will make sure that Tuli never cooks
Gujarati food.
The lunch goes as well as can be expected. Tuli is a hit. Both his father and grandmother approve of her.
Afterwards, he learns from Tuli that the muttered comment concerned the boyish slimness of her hips which was
perceived as being not ideal for childbearing.
Cows are treated better than women in India. And youth is regarded as an inferior state in a land where crabbed
age and silver locks are symbols of wisdom and authority. Jay tells himself he is lucky that he and Tuli happen to
be of the same community and caste; their sub-castes and gotras don’t match, but that ought to be possible to
overlook after consideration of factors such as the parallel status of both families. He leaves Tuli to a cab and
takes another cab back to office. Another painful inch of progress. Perhaps they will marry after all. He tries not to
think of the all too likely possibility of Tuli’s father summarily dismissing the proposal—especially in view of the
fact that it is normally the girl’s people who approach the boy’s not vice versa as will happen in his case; this fact
alone is bound to make the Chaveris suspicious. If they suspect or learn that he and Tuli have actually been seeing
each other for over four years, that itself could mark disaster. On the other hand, if they were to learn that she had
already been “polluted” by him, then it would surely guarantee a quick marriage; though not one that Tuli desires.
“Yes. Mr. Chaveri, I slept with your daughter,” he says softly to himself, looking out the window at the unseasonal
October drizzle.
That day and the next he receives two surprises.
One is seated on the couch in the reception when he returns from the Purohit lunch.
“Jay? Hi, man.”
Jay stops and stares at this apparition from the past.
“Mittal?”
They shake hands, grinning happily. Jay feels like he has aged five years in as many seconds. Just the sight of
Mittal rolls back layer after layer of dusty memories. Can it be just one and a half years ago that he last met this
man? Impossible!
“So what’s happening? How’s Chris?”
“Same, man. You know.”
“Is he still sowing his wild oats?” Jay glances at Suchitra as he says this, keeping his voice low but inflected
with a touch of lightness. Mittal laughs: an abrupt coughing laugh.
“Same, man. Never change.”
“So what brings you here? Thinking of joining Synergetics?” As he says this, Jay is surprised to detect a hint of
superior-than-thou in his own tone. Without knowing it, he has assimilated the puffed-up pride that infects this
megahype multinational culture. It seems to him that his new soft-leather shoes look more sophisticated and
elegant than Mittal’s patent leather lace-ups. Then the shirts: he has on a Zodiac pinstriped formal while Mittal’s
is a tailor-stitched one with too-large too-dark horizontal stripes. Lastly, Jay’s trousers are narrower and more
elegantly fashionable than Mittals’ wide-bottomed ones.
Jay is glad he let Tuli talk him into spending Rs 780 of that money left over from the Rs 5,000 to buy this new
set of clothes, and that he happens to be wearing it today. He is also sharply aware of all the hours of
multinational brainwashing—the seminars and talks by visiting foreigners from the parent company, the exposure
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to international marketing and management information; systems, case histories, et al—and of how all this has
created a gap between him and Mittal.
All this passes through his mind as a series of emotional rather than logical impulses, little neuronic pulses of
pleasurable realization, in the space of a few seconds. He does not understand it fully until several days later; but
meeting Mittal makes him more aware of himself, of the new improved Jay, and of the direction in which he is
now traveling.
“No, man. Where am I, where are you,” Mittal says in confirmation of his feelings of superiority. Mittal
gestures around the reception lounge which Jay realizes—he’s like a man with new eyes—is truly distinguished in
contrast with DM’s ostentatiously gauche decor:
“Big time, eh?”
Jay shrugs, grinning happily, letting the compliment settle comfortably on his shoulders. Dave and Sreenivasan
stroll in, back from lunch. Dave is dressed in his usual suit with suspenders, missing only a hat to qualify him for
Best Imitation Of A Western Manager; Sreenivasan sports a well-cut expensive suit over his gaunt but seasoned
frame. Both look like portraits from a Business India feature. Both nod at Jay as they pass, casting a brief glance
at his companion, and walk past. Dave pauses, turns and walks back to Jay:
“I say, Jayesh, about those storyboard changes. Did you brief the agency? They were waiting to start shooting
the commercial tomorrow, you know. And we are spending eighty bloody lakhs on that accursed thing.”
“I did it first thing this morning, Dave. Arvind said he’d get back to us after the producer confirms whether
he’s shooting in Famous as planned or some other studio.”
Dave nods curtly and walks away without another word. Jay turns back to Mittal, whose eyebrows are raised
very slightly.
“Dave Rai. My superior.”
“MD?”
“No, no. Product Manager. But very senior. A martinet to work for. But brilliant marketing mind. One of the
best.”
Mittal nods.
“So what brings you here, Mitta1? Business or pleasure?”
Mittal looks down at his hands.
“Jay, I want a change.”
“You’re leaving DM?”
“Want to.”
“Where are you going?”
“I don’t know.” After a pause:
“Any vacancies?”
“What? Here? Oh … well, I don’t have any idea. This place is like a battleship. I don’t think I’ve even met
everybody here yet.” He laughs self-deprecatingly. Suchitra happens to be looking at him just then and she flashes
one of her dazzling white smiles.
Mittal nods.
Jay takes a pack of Benson & Hedges from his pocket and offers it to Mittal. He only bought three, but that
was how many there were left in the “loose” pack the paan-wallah had, so he got the handsome gold and white
box too. What is it admen say about cigarettes? You can sell beedis\fn{The native, hand-rolled cigarettes} for ten rupees
a dozen if you put them in gold packs and create slick advertising to promote them?
Mittal declines.
“Don’t smoke.”
Jay lights the cigarette with the slim gold and black lighter he bought second-hand outside Andheri station a
few days ago. He allows it to catch the light, clicks it shut and places it on the gold pack on the table, smoking the
cigarette slowly and casually.
“How’s your mother?”
The question shakes him. like a bolt of Rill lightning, it streaks across the dark blue surface of his gloating
superiority and strikes right at the heart of his most vulnerable root. In the same flash it occurs to him that Mittal
must have been present in office on the day his mother arrived drunk, semi-nude, and proceeded to create an
absusive, violent, destructive spectacle which ended in her arrest and his getting sacked. He swallows. The
cigarette loses its flavor, if it ever had any to begin with, and he stubs it out half-smoked, wasting 30 pice of B &
H and not caring.
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“Oh, fine, fine,” he says noncommittally.
He remembers that he never did go to see her last Sunday as he’d intended to. A cold bead of sweat forms on
his right temple: his palms and the soles of his feet grow damp.
Mittal nods.
“I was the one.”
“Uh?”
“That day?”
Jay knows which day he means but can’t bring himself to admit it.
“When?”
“You know. The trouble.”
“Uh-uh.”
“I was the one who convinced Chris not to press charges against her. He wanted to file a criminal charge.”
Jay swallows again. His throat is very dry. The sweet-sour flavor of shrikhand lingers in his mouth. He looks at
the clock on the wall behind Suchitra.
“I see.”
Mittal shrugs.
Jay waits, but he doesn't say anything else.
“I see,” Jay repeats numbly. Then, several seconds too late:
“That was … very nice of you. Uh,” swallowing, “thanks.”
Mittal waves away gratitude and compliments. He makes a show of looking at his watch.
“You must be having a lot of work.”
He gets up, offering Jay his hand. Jay doesn’t notice the hand; Mittal lowers the hand. Then Jay realizes he was
just offered a handshake and puts out his hand, but by then Mittal has already started around the coffee table.
“So,” he says at the doorway, “in case there’s anything, any vacancy, let me know. I’ll give you a call sometime?”
“Oh, sure. Sure.”
Jay fumbles in the pocket of his Zodiac shirt and fishes out a visiting card.
“Anytime.”
Mittal puts the card in his pocket without looking at it.
“By the way, your old girlfriend is in town.”
Jay blinks several times.
“Yes, of course. I just had lunch with her.”
He adds belatedly: “You mean Tuli, don’t you?”
Mittal grins wryly.
“Meera.”
“Oh. Oh.”
“She was asking about you. I said I was planning to drop and say hi to you one of these days. She said she
might call you.”
He makes a circle with his forefinger and thumb and gestures with it:
“Solid one, man.”
Jay smiles weakly. He doesn’t know what to say.
“We had lunch together a couple of times,” he tries.
Mittal smiles inscrutably.
But when Jay comes into office the next day at 11:30—after stopping en route at the ad agency—he finds
enough good news waiting on his desk to wipe out all unpleasant and embarrassing old memories.
This second surprise is a cheque for Rs 94,502 from Chagganbhai, the payment for the ten lots he asked him to
sell the day before. Rupees Ninety-Four Thousand Five Hundred and Two Only, Payees Account only, Jayesh
Mehta.
Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Henry James, Conrad, Austen or George Eliot never wrote more exciting words. He sits
down, his entire body numb with excitement, his eyes unable to focus clearly.
“Oh God oh God oh God oh God,” he whispers almost inaudibly, over and over again.
It takes him three misdialed numbers before he calms down enough to dial Tuli’s number. The familiar voice of
the servant calls out to Tuli as the phone is set down with a heavy wooden clunk. He taps his fingers rhythmically
on the desktop. The tune of the Chamatkar jingle keeps playing in his head endlessly: La. La-la. La-la-la-la-la-la.
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Dum-dum-di-di. La-la.
“Tuli,” he says, when she comes on the line and says hello cautiously.
“Tuli, I’m rich. Can you believe it? I’m rich. Rich.” …
236.313 Excerpt from The Seduction Of Silence\fn{by Ben Le Hunte (1964Bengal State, India (F) 11

)}

Calcutta, Calcutta District, West

1
Of all mountains, the Himalayas are the highest. They sit like a prayer table on the plains. The soil is closer to
the Gods, the air purer, the mind clearer. There’s a potency in the earth here—a quality of the Divine in everything
that takes life. It was in the Himalayas, in the holy mountains of Himachal.Pradesh, that Aakash chose to throw
his first seeds into the earth on some land that had arrived in his care through Divine Grace.
Many years earlier, when he was a boy, he had won this piece of land at a game of cricket in Chail. Not by
winning the game, but by laying his hands on an injured hemophiliac boy and curing him of hemophilia
altogether. An act of no consequence if the boy had not been the captain of the cricket team and, more
importantly, the son of the Maharaja of Patiala. Years later, when Aakash went up into the hills as a man, he was
mesmerized by the beauty of this God-sent land. Awestruck by the Silence as he walked the mountaintops and
valleys, divining the perfect place to build his house.
There was one flat peninsula on the mountainside that begged for a home. From this place he could see layers
of mountains on all sides, aspiring to greater and greater heights until they reached the snows. Scattered in the
distance down the mountainsides were terraces which circled the hills like green tidemarks, villagers grazing their
cows and goats, people washing their clothes in the river, wooden makeshift dwellings, tall pines and Himalayan
weeds with the power to heal diseases that usually carried death sentences.
The land he had been given was part of a mountain range whose tributaries trickled down to both the Ganges,
river of Immortality, and the Indus, river of Civilization. In fact, if a tear was shed at the top of one ridge, it could
have seeped through the soil to either of those two destinations. It was left for the Fates to decide.
Aakash built a farm in these hills, which he named Prakriti, and he had an elephant that he named Ganesh. He
didn’t have a wife yet, but the elephant, along with the seeds and the power of his vision, formed the roots of
future prosperity. The century was still young, India knew no assurance of independence, and success was a
scarce resource, owned mostly by the British.
Aakash felt lucky here, but the locals were too superstitious to call it luck. They always felt he had developed
certain powers or sidhis. There was no explaining why rain clouds would hover over his farm well before the
monsoons broke down in Delhi. No explanation why the household’s vegetables were twice the size of those sold
in any of the nearby market towns.
Then he also had the power of Ganesh. The villagers regularly came to give his elephant prasad from their
fields and receive a regal salaam in exchange. Govinda, the mahout who looked after Ganesh, was always treated
with great veneration. People said that he didn’t just know the traditional pressure points to command this
prehistoric force of a creature, he also knew where all the sacred points were to be found. The places between the
thick elephantine folds where time immemorial was carried. Time so old, it could be traced back to its source and
back to the controlling forces of the universe.
But success was a trifle for Aakash. He never sought it. He only thought how he could help his fellow
countrymen. The planting of the seed was enough, and the shoots would be guided by the powers that be. His
concern was to do his duty, and provide traditional medicinal herbs for those in need.
In those days Ayurveda was often the only affordable medical option for the masses. Western medicine hadn’t
been widely accepted and took its place amongst the other magical treatments the local people practiced. In fact,
if anything, there was a far healthier skepticism toward it, as many a patient had escaped their bodies under the
pioneering knife of medical science.
The seeds Aakash threw when he first planted Prakriti were later to be identified in Latin as substances such as
Withania somnifera, Carum copticum, Glycyrrhiza glabra and many more. To Aakash they had greater affinity
with the cosmic elements than with a botanical dictionary. They responded to the elements of earth, fire, water
and air, and the way they replicated themselves as energy systems within the body. His ayurvedic herbs were the
medicine of a nation that still held to ancient principles and trusted in the power of the Gods to potentiate their
tinctures and cure their ills.
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When Prakriti started to reap a handsome profit, Aakash was visited by his father Rahul, with talk of marriage.
He was twenty-eight years old and had never questioned the inevitability of marriage. But then neither had he for
a minute entertained any concept of a wife. His food was cooked by Hukam Singh; Deepika, the cook’s wife,
cleaned his farmhouse, and a rotating assortment of local and migrant workers helped him in the fields. Every
need he had was satisfied. And whenever he required conversation, he would spend a few hours on the verandah
talking to Govinda his mahout, or he would take a stroll in the moonlight to visit his friend Xavier, the Christian
headmaster in the nearby village.
When Aakash was visited by his father there were many long silences when Rahul turned their conversation to
marriage. Many open-ended questions that hovered between thoughts. Rahul knew it wouldn’t be easy to get an
agreement out of his son. He knew also that no matter how well the farm flourished, it was his duty to find
Aakash a wife. That there was no such thing as success unless a man was also “settled”.
If truth be told, even Rahul found it hard to imagine his son with a wife and family. As a child, Aakash was like
a deer: self-contained; poised; silently watching the world from the intensity of his own space. He never tugged at
his ayah’s sari palla like the rest of the brood. Neither did he feel the need to communicate with any of his
siblings until he was at least four or five, when years of silence were ended with complete sentences that seemed
to be spoken by a child twice his age. Nobody quite understood Aakash, and Aakash had never felt a need to be
understood.
Like most parents in his situation, Rahul carried around the responsibility of his son’s marriage like a piece of
life’s luggage. Only when he had successfully deposited this luggage would his load be lighter and his family
responsibilities on earth be finalized. The weight of responsibility was far heavier than the feather-boned Aakash
he had picked up in his arms the day he was born. And it weighed heavier still as his son’s contemporaries
garlanded each other\fn{I.e., started getting married:H} and started having children.
Organizing a marriage for Aakash was like throwing a stick up high into a tree and hoping it would land. Even
Raul didn’t dare think about what that married life might entail. The finality of the ceremony itself would satisfy
him, like a handover.
The marriage he had in mind was with a family whom he didn’t know too well, and that was not such a bad
thing. They didn’t know about Aakash and his unusual sense of detachment. The beard of a renunciant that he
wore, and the eyes that looked only inward.
This unfamiliarity was also an advantage for the family of the bride. They too had an ulterior motive for
marrying into a completely unknown family. It was like a marriage made on either side of a screen, with each
family parading a shadow puppet for the benefit of the other.
When Rahul went to meet Krishna, the girl’s father, he walked into a grand house in Amritsar, and was
introduced to a beautiful, heavy-lashed, coy young Punjabi woman who held her head half-covered by her
duppata and looked down at the ground. Sitting in the room with her was a cross-looking girl. The first one was
introduced as Jyoti, or so he remembered, and the second one as Pyari.
The two of them were soon ushered out of the room without either girl speaking more than a few words, and
the two fathers continued with more formal discussions of marriage over tea and a game of chess. The bride’s
father telling of the dowry he had kept aside for his daughter, and Rahul talking of his job in the Maharaja’s
service and Aakash’s prosperous farm in the hills. They could have been any two ordinary men arranging a
marriage, except that each of the chess characters they wielded had secret motives moving them across the board.
Krishna won the game, .but nonetheless Rahul went away feeling elated with his own success and full of great
anticipation on behalf of his son. He felt sure that this would be a match that would bring Aakash’s attentions fully
into the world. That he would be overcome with love for the gentle beauty who was soon to become his wife.
When Aakash was brought to the wedding, fully veiled by garlands of flowers in his sehra bandi, he stood veil
to veil with his future wife, Jyoti Ma. The two of them, decked in marigolds and moongra, walked barefooted
around the havan fire seven times, tied together by their garments. The union was made according to the
Scriptures, and according to the Stars,\fn{ I.e., astrological calculations} and only after the ceremony, when they were
bonded as man and wife, did Rahul realize that there had been a bride “switch”. That Jyoti Ma had not been the
woman he had been led to believe would marry his son.
The moment of truth dawned when the bride's veil was dropped, revealing the expression of someone caught
between a bullfighter and a bull—angry, fearful and cross-eyed. Her warrior’s wide nostrils were exposed. So too
was her thin hair and the layers of ghee-filled flesh that fought their way over the hem of her sari blouse.
Rahul felt his heart gulp at his own blood. Gulp at the terrible mistake. He saw people whispering. What would
they think of him for making such a choice?
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He looked over to witness his son’s disappointment, but saw only serenity. Aakash’s eyes showed total
acceptance, because his father’s wishes were being fulfilled. Had Aakash turned his face to look at his father, on
the other hand, he would have seen a helpless bystander, wiping the shameful sweat from his brow, panic in his
eyes. A victim of a humiliating and heartless crime, looking around for the beautiful woman he had intended for
his son.
He saw her, standing at the back of the shamiana with another man. Later, Rahul enquired with guarded
politeness about Pyari, Krishna’s other daughter. Her father brushed him off, knowing that this was no time for
lifting the curtains on the backstage drama. Pyari, he said, was betrothed. Krishna didn’t want to reveal that she
would soon be marrying a Christian, Anthony—a man of her own choice. It was shameful enough that she had
found her own match, but more shameful still that she had reduced her father to such poor strategies to marry off
Jyoti before any further scandals arose.
Krishna knew that Heaven had been their witness. The marriage was done. Over. It was meant to be. That was
the way of destiny. And Rahul, after he had recovered from the shock of such a deceit, actually found himself
quite relieved. If his wife had still been alive, maybe he wouldn’t have been. But as things stood, there was
nobody to object. Aakash, after all, accepted his fate as he accepted whatever was cooked and placed in front of
him at suppertime. There was no question of wanting better or different.
Jyoti Ma was brought back to Prakriti wearing all her marriage bangles, and each day another of her new
wedding saris. She did not look up at the hills, but concerned herself only with the farmhouse, carving her way
around the land it occupied, making it her own.
She might not have been intimidating in her beauty, but she had a domestic austerity that terrified and humbled
the servants when she appeared at Prakriti as a new bride. With her arrival in the house, the comfortable
familiarity between master, chef and cleaner was doomed.
Jyoti Ma hated the way that Hukam Singh the cook would always take instructions from Aakash, but feigned
deafness whenever she commanded the dishes of the day. Yet Hukam Singh’s wife Deepika could call him from
the other side of the house and he would always hear her. Why? And why did the cook and sweeper prefer to
spend time together instead of attending to her needs?
She felt isolated being away from her family with a new husband in the middle of the Himalayas. And she
hated the servants for feeling so at home in the hills. For feeling more at home in her house, with her husband,
than she did. The servants could have helped her melt the snows, but her breeding dictated that she preserve all
the boundaries between her class and theirs.
Jyoti Ma claimed her space by pushing away the people who served her, to the point where she hated them and
resented their service. Even Govinda the mahout was divested of respect and tolerated only at the far end of the
verandah. She started blaming the servants for her unhappiness and at every opportunity she would grumble to
her new husband about the headaches they were all causing her.
In her anxiety to justify her authority over the servants she even found herself laying traps. Sometimes she
would count out the amount of mithai in her cupboard so that she would know when some had been stolen.
Almost eager for it to disappear. Then she would carefully empty packets of dust and soil in the kitchen cupboards
just so that she could take up Hukam Singh on the disgusting state of his kitchen.
The servants were no longer allowed to eat all the food they required. Only one dhal, roti and subjee was left
for them, because that was all they deserved. Occasionally, when a piece of fruit was only minutes away from
complete deterioration, she would donate it to the kitchen with great generosity and tell the servants to share it
amongst themselves.
When she took over the accounts of the farm there wasn’t a single minor corruption that was overlooked.
Every poor farmhand’s attempt to wangle a few extra paise out of the roaring profits of Prakriti was severed, like
a hand chopped off for its crime. And with these extra savings, Jyoti Ma began her series of infamous shopping
trips to Delhi, which were the talk of all the locals.
As a lady of means she invested the profits of Prakriti shrewdly in ornate sets of gold, diamond, ruby and
emerald jewelry from every part of India. Then there were the Kanchipuram and Banarsi saris, threaded with
heavy gold weave. When the first automobiles arrived in India she shocked everyone by announcing that she had
bought one at the cost of three thousand rupees.
“How could that be?” the other landowners pondered. “You can build a grand house for that much money.”
Her next task was to dispose of the old servants altogether. If she could install a new batch, then none of them
would ever question who held the scepter in the house.
Her opportunity came one day when Deepika was sweeping the floors and her back crumpled from the stress
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of having to watch every move she made around her new mistress. Jyoti Ma continued sipping her tea, rang her
little metal bell, and called for her cook to come and carry away his crumpled-up wife.
“Aakash, these servants are absolutely useless. She’s a jellyfish! Not made to work. No backbone. We must get
rid of the pair of them.”
The replacement cook was a villager from Uttar Pradesh who had left behind his new wife after just three days
of marriage to go and work so that he could keep her. In place of his wife, the woman in his life became Jyoti Ma
—a stern partner and exacting employer. The new sweeper was almost too old to work, but servants were hard to
come by even in those days, especially as word had traveled about memsahib’s treatment of her household
workers. He had a few years of life left in him, though, and Jyoti Ma knew she could make him work for them.
She found herself humoring the sweeper as a way of keeping him from retirement. To make sure he didn’t
retire until he could bend no more, she saw to his numerous medical requirements. At first he never opened his
mouth properly to talk, and she was always scolding him furiously for mumbling. When she realized that he was
trying to hide the many gaps of missing teeth, she took him to Delhi and ordered a pair of dentures at great
expense. This resulted in a sweeper with a permanent false smile, which turned the cook off cooking.
“Those new teeth memsahib bought for you are made from dog’s teeth,” said the cook slyly.
From that day on the sweeper went back to his toothless mumblings and Jyoti Ma had a new cause for
complaint, this time about how the servants were still abusing her “after everything she did for them.”
As was the tradition, from the very start of their marriage, Aakash gave his wife full jurisdiction over the
house. He had no interest in the profits of Prakriti, so he was happy that somebody enjoyed spending them.
However, sometimes he would catch the gaze of his mahout, and then sense Govinda look away, down at the
ground, humbled at the thought that he had ever been allowed into the house. Aakash felt powerless to defend his
old compatriots who had looked after him through his early bachelor days on Prakriti. And he didn’t enjoy
watching them stoop to dishonest behavior in response to Jyoti Ma’s unscrupulous demands and wage cuts. Yet
there was nothing he could say to stop her, so on a silent level he matched their downfall with his despondency,
and detached himself from the house and all its inhabitants, including his own wife.
It frustrated Jyoti Ma no end, because after she had gained dominion over the household she wanted to gain
full command of her husband’s heart. The way things turned out this was never to be, because she could only
accept Aakash if she accepted the whole of humanity. And there was simply not enough room in her house. So
Aakash, without a word, stood back, an observer. And she forgot to smile at him. It was only when Jyoti Ma
complained that she had none of the tenderness that other wives enjoyed, that Aakash dutifully spent a few nights
with her to supply a son.
Nine months later, the birth of Ram was celebrated with almost as much spectacle as the birth of his namesake
in the Ramayana. Sweets were distributed throughout the village, alms given, and if you looked hard enough,
there were surely flowers being sprinkled from the heavens.
And with this, Jyoti Ma’s heart softened a little as it sunned itself in the blessings of this god-given birth. She
relinquished control over her household for a few months and devoted herself to enjoying these summer days.
Ram was her biggest achievement. Her conquest over love. A person who returned her love, gurgling words that
seemed to have real meaning as he pointed to the skies.
There was nothing short of worship in Jyoti Ma’s adoration of him. An ayah was hired but she was hardly
allowed to pick up the child. Her job was to clean the nappies, and for this she was given the highest status in the
household, being the servant closest to Jyoti Ma’s baby God. The only time she was strictly reprimanded was
when she cut short any rules on hygiene.
With a baby to protect, Jyoti Ma’s obsession with hygiene developed into a phobia of the outside world.
Everything from outside became “dirty”. Boundaries were marked out between the two worlds, which were
violated by beady-eyed lizards bringing their reptile skins in from the dirt. By shoes, carrying clods of earth. By
insects. Try as she would, she could never ban nature from her house. It continued to encroach upon her sanitized
vacuum and entered her rooms with the freedom of air.
Once Ram was taken out for a walk and Jyoti Ma saw one of the workers kissing him and pinching his cheek.
Immediately she summoned the baby back inside and rubbed his infant skin raw with disinfectant to stop the
diseases from being absorbed.
There were diseases everywhere. Invisible, making them even more malevolent. Nature was diseased. The
food in Jyoti Ma’s kitchen was cooked until it was limp, in case a few germs remained. No fruit was ever eaten
without being laboriously peeled and then dipped in potassium permanganate. Even the water was boiled four
times before it touched the lips of any family member. (Of course the servants had to drink their water straight
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from the earth.)
Then there were the trees to worry about. A few grew too near the house and Jyoti Ma, through some error in
her education, was convinced that they created too much carbon monoxide. .
“We must chop down that jacaranda near the house,” she suggested to Aakash one day.
“If you cut it down, my dear, I will leave and never come back.”
“And where will you go?”
“Further into the mountains,” was all he said.
So Aakash continued his life with his accidental wife, his earthly existence that is, while his spirit took on a life
of its own. He allowed himself to slip further into Silence, because it was only in Silence that he felt fulfilled.
Every day he would chant and sing bhajans. He would do his japa on beads, immersing himself in the name of
God with each bead held tight between two fingers. He would study the vedas, closing his eyes often to
understand the intent behind each shloka. He would sit in silence and meditate after his regular yoga routine,
which he practiced on the verandah every morning at dawn, with the pale orange hills watching every movement.
Along with all this practice he maintained a strict vegetarian regime that sent his carnivorous wife into fits of
desperation.
When Aakash made the rule that no meat was to be cooked on the farm, Jyoti Ma’s craving for flesh took on
obsessive proportions. Animals were slaughtered secretly by the migrant workers on the farm. Outings were
always interrupted by furtive detours to the local dhaba to pick on a chicken leg or devour some masala’d mutton.
Since dead flesh was forbidden in the house, Jyoti Ma had even savored the loins of the most forbidden meats—
the holy cow.
Ram was brought up as a strict vegetarian, never knowing of his mother’s secret fetish for meat. He grew up
with the love of both parents in an absolutely ordered world. His father devoted a lot of energy to his son, taking
time out from his work on the farm to teach him to walk and talk. And Jyoti Ma saw to his every physical need.
Husband and wife were united through their son, their one point of mutual adoration.
Ram the Respectful, the Sensitive, the Earnest Philosopher, craved respect mostly from his father. His love for
his mother did not alter or falter, but her respect was never required. Somehow Ram sensed that his mother’s
intense materialism was only a polarity of his father’s isolation in matters of the spirit. Together, he felt they
formed some kind of a balance. And anyway, he was the object of her love. Had he been a servant or field worker
and not a son, who knows? It was never his destiny to find out.
Being his father’s son he was always happy to spend hours learning to recite shlokas from the Rig Veda, or
discuss the possibilities of an afterlife and reincarnation, or even the idea of taking up a life of renuncia[tion]. The
two of them would sit together, Aakash having esoteric discussions with a boy who wasn’t much taller than his
navel.
“Pitaji, if I were never to marry, would you try to force me?”
“If it is your destiny to stay a brahmachari, there is no question of force. Life is too short to live out your own
desires, let alone the desires of another.”
Life didn’t seem so short in those days. But Ram always remembered the first time he learnt that people died.
At first he didn’t believe it, because it was so unfair. And where did they go? It bothered him.
“Pitaji, please live a long life.”
“That is not in my hands.”
“But please put it in your hands. It is your duty to me, nay?”
“It is my duty to help you walk the immortal path,” Aakash told his son.
And together they walked it, as Ram continued to grow, a sapling by the side of a grand Himalayan pine. The
day would come when they would have to face losing each other, but for now they were united at Prakriti, their
mountain home where all paths ran together.
2
When Ram was very little he showed his father a picture book of Indian Gods and asked:
“How many hands does God have, Pitaji?” Taken aback by the question, Aakash decided on the spot to take
on the role of his son’s educator.
“Baba, take a deep breath.” Ram did as he was told while his father watched, his intensity amplifying the
silence around them.
“God was in that breath you took. Now do it again.” Ram took many deep breaths, until every cell of his body
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was filled with the life force that his father so wanted him to feel as his birthright.
“You see, it’s got nothing to do with the pictures of God. God is in your heart. And surely you can always feel
the presence of God when you breathe in and intend to feel it. God resides in you, my darling beta, and breath is
the life force that’s given to you. God is not in the statues or pictures. But you can love the images, just as you
love the feeling in you.”
After that day, a flame was fanned in Ram’s soul, slow-burning out all attachments to the body that served as
its vehicle. The same flame that burnt out all desires in Ram, ignited a desire in his father. The desire to teach. It
was this desire that would follow Aakash beyond his last breath on earth. Not finding enough expression in the
one lifetime, it sought its oxygen in the life beyond.
For two hours every day, Aakash would dismiss Ram’s tutor. He loved the time when the mahout called him
for his morning chai and he could leave the fields and herbs to grow on their own and go back to the farmhouse.
Then he would go to the small study off the back verandah for some quiet time in meditation. This was followed
by a philosophical discussion with his eight-year-old son.
In ancient times, if Ram had been the son of a prince, he would have been sent into the forest to learn the laws
of the spirit from a sage or rishi. But there was no hermitage nearby, and Ram was not a prince, so Aakash took it
upon himself to be the boy’s guru.
“How do you know when you are doing something wrong, darling beta?” he asked Ram one day.
“It is something I know is wrong because I have been told not to do it,” Ram answered, with the small voice of
learnt wisdoms.
“Beta, it’s like this. Each of us has the right to supreme fulfillment through right action. If our actions are
guided by an inner Truth, then we are happy. So to be happy we must learn to trust that force that guides us.
Consult it. If you feel that something you are doing is wrong, you will know. You will know. But you must be true
to your Self.”
“Pitaji, do you always do the right thing? Are you true to yourself?”
“It is a practice, beta. And the practice leads to perfection. But if you don’t practice, you’ll lose touch with the
force that guides you.”
“What if you think it’s right to do one thing, and someone else thinks you should do something else?”
“Then you must try and find in you what would be best for both of you.”
“Would it be best for Mama to come to class with me sometimes?”
“Mama has her duty, beta. She does her duty.”
“But she thinks it is wrong to spend so much time learning these things. She thinks you are foolish.”
“When you feel something is right, beta, you shouldn’t worry about what other people think about it. It is your
truth. And nobody can sit in your body and tell you that your truth is not real.”
“She gets cross when you miss your dinner every time.”
“Ram, these are small incidents in the ocean. If you feel the stillness inside you, it is like the feeling of an
ocean. The waves come and go on top, but the vast ocean remains unmoved. We are like the ocean. The water
may go into a katori; or into a thali. It may go into any vessel and take any shape, but it is still water. Like spirit in
us all. You may be the katori and I the thali, but in truth we are both vehicles for the same substance.”
“So Mama is the same as you?”
“We are our actions as well.”
“So her actions are bad sometimes, hey nah?”
“I did not say that. But I want you to know that even though the ocean fills us all, we have the power to create
the vessel that we use to hold that water. It’s like this: we are each of us a glowing light in a lamp. If we want to
turn the light up high, we may. But if we wish to live in darkness, we dim the light. But we can never turn that
light off. It is there at all times and will follow us through lifetime to lifetime. But if we light our torches well, we
will for sure be born with a light to guide us in our next life, if we must have one.”
“Pitaji, are you going to be reborn?”
“I hope that in this life I will burn out all my vasanas, all my desires. It is better that way.”
“But I like this life.”
“Your life will never end, beta. Just the body. The soul always has been and always will be.”
And so they would go, deeper and deeper into the meanings of things. Aakash learnt a lot about teaching,
getting better at handling the young enquiring mind that always tried to bring his father’s abstract ideas back to
his own experiences.
Aakash, meanwhile, thought about offering some of the villagers teachings from his growing body of
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knowledge, but his wife always discouraged him, saying that it would be like throwing pearls before swine. And
although she felt that Aakash’s interests were a little obsessive, she secretly approved of him taking responsibility
for teaching their son. She would often advise him on what he should be saying.
“Ram is becoming too dreamy, hey nah? Maybe you should be teaching him some practical things, too.”
“I teach him nothing but practical things,” was Aakash’s answer, which brought no satisfaction to the everfearful mother.
“No, I mean practical things like work in the fields, so that he can take over the farm and look after us some
day.”
“That won’t be necessary.”
“Aaii! You think we can ask your mahout to look after us all when we get old?”
“If he needs to learn these things, he will learn them, God willing, in good time. But I feel he will be a man of
words. A man with a message. His understanding of spiritual matters is far beyond a boy of his years.”
“Maybe so, but how will he support his family, let alone us? I want him to start thinking practically, so that if
he doesn’t take over Prakriti, at least he can become an engineer or something.”
“Ma, you leave the boy to me.”
The tone in his voice was so firm, Jyoti Ma knew she could never challenge him. Till the end of their time
together, she knew she would have to give all spiritual sovereignty to her husband as far as their son was
concerned. But there were still his socks and kurtas to be washed, his food to be made and his hair to be brushed,
and she took full charge over these things in her diminishing domain with all the authority of an empress.
3
Until Tulsi Devi arrived, Ram was an only child for many years. Alone, not just because he had no siblings for
that period of time, but because there was nobody around but his father who could understand the world as he
knew it. Unlike his sister in later years, he would never take to the fields and discover freedom away from the
confines of his house. Instead, he built up a relationship with Silence and learnt how to enjoy its poise, like still
water in a tub.
His studies were carried put in the main with a retired schoolmaster who came and taught him Hindi, because
Jyoti Ma was determined that he wouldn’t grow up illiterate in his own language as she had. The same master also
taught him English and mathematics. Always courteous, he would squat on the ground as a sign of respect, whilst
Ram sat at his desk. Looking up at his student, he would make corrections on the small slate and teach him facts,
figures and skills that children three years his senior had difficulty learning. But then he would leave as silently as
he had arrived, and Ram would have nobody to talk with except the servants and his parents.
A few times, the Master tested the water to gauge the level of happiness that his student felt. But always with
modesty so as not to talk beyond his jurisdiction.
“Do you like living on this farm, bhaisahib?”
“I like it very much.”
“Do you, muttlub, ever feel like leaving—getting out of here?”
“One day I will leave,” answered Ram.
“If you are liking it, I can come and take you for a tour outside.”
“That is very kind of you.”
Having no firm commitment from his student, and not wanting any news of his suggestion to go back to the
memsahib, the Master took the discussion no further. But he was still concerned that the boy never played like the
other children, rolling a wheel along with a stick or practicing cricket throws. He had nobody to wrestle with,
nobody to tease, nobody who could get him into any kind of trouble. So one day, the Master took the permission
of the gods and brought his grandson Bahadur along to make friends.
Bahadur, usually a boisterous, happy, well-adjusted child, was immediately intimidated by the proportions of
the farmhouse and the way the big people sat so high up from the ground. When his grandfather asked him to say
hello to the bhaisahib, he opened his mouth, discovered that his voice had gone into seizure and instead put his
hands together and gestured a humble namaste. Immediately after, he squatted on the ground without looking up.
“I am thinking that the little boy might learn something from you, bhaisahib.”
“What would you like to learn?” asked Ram kindly and willingly. There was no response, so the Master
continued on, a ventriloquist on his grandson’s behalf.
“He needs to learn how easy it is to study. Because you are so good, no?”
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“Bahadur doesn’t like to study?”
It had never occurred to Ram that a child could not like learning. For him, learning was all there ever was.
“Just let him watch you, that will be honor enough.” Yet Bahadur’s gaze didn’t even reach Ram’s feet, let alone
watch what the bhaisahib could teach him.
The grandfather’s face showed mixed emotions. On the one hand he was pleased that the boy was respectful,
but on the other, disappointed that he wasn’t making any headway in befriending saab’s son.
“Let me teach him some English,” suggested Ram, taking his chalk slate and squatting next to the
dumbfounded child.
“Good morning, how do you do?” The village boy’s tongue slipped quickly around the new words.
“Good morerning, how doo yoo doo?” Somehow it was easier communicating in a language other than his
own.
“Would you like a cup of tea?”
“Wud yoo lika er cup of thee.”
“Very good, Bahadur,” coaxed the grandfather. Ram started to get excited.
“He must come every day, and I will teach him more and more. Say after me: ‘I would like a toy car’”
“I wood lika er toy kur.”
“I would like a tin of sweets.”
“I wood lika er thin of shweets.”
The boy’s grandfather started to look a little uncomfortable, knowing that it was no good to encourage all these
“wants” in a boy who was not destined to have his desires fulfilled. Already he could picture his daughter’s
unbearable sadness when her son demanded a toy car the next day. She would have nothing to give him but her
love.
“Enough English for today. Let me tell you two the story of Ram Chandraji.”
And so the teacher unfolded the story of the Ramayana as told by Valmikifn{Celebrated as the harbinger-poet in
Sanskrit literature, the epic Ramayana, dated variously from 5th century BCE to first century BCE, is attributed to him, based on the
attribution in the text itself:W}

He was an excellent storyteller. Never sparing a gruesome detail of a bear’s or monkey’s mutilation in battle.
Never restraining his fantasy about the many-headed demons whose heads were slain, only to reappear minutes
later. He told of the birth of Ram and his three brothers. How the Sun God stopped in his chariot for a month to
rejoice at the new arrivals. How all the Gods showered flowers from the heavens. He told about the marriage of
Ram and Sita. He told about the King of Ayodhya, Ram’s father. How the time came for him to give his throne to
Ram. Then he told of how Ram was cheated of his throne and sent to the forest for fourteen years.
“And there in the forest for fourteen years, Ram, Sita and Ram’s brother Laxman lived in a humble hermitage,
in total bliss, in nature, where everything they needed was provided. Until one day …”
The Master told them how Sita stepped out of the chalk circle that protected the hermitage and was abducted
by the ten-headed Ravan. He told of Ram and Laxman’s journey to Lanka to rescue her and their return to the
Kingdom of Ayodhya.
“And Ram, now that his fourteen-year exile was over, returned to celebrate victory in his home at Ayodhya.
With lights, sweets, music and dance he was received as the new King …”
The two boys looked at the Master as if he were Tulsi Das, the great sage himself retelling the story. Ram’s
eyes reflected pictures of God-like men with bows and arrows, bare chests, golden crowns and armlets. He saw
Ravan fight off the great bird that tried to stop his chariot from abducting Sita. He saw Sita shed her jewels to
leave a trail for her husband. He saw the statues cry as the roar of battle was heard in Lanka. He saw the blood
from the dead armies flow, and the final surrender and praise of Ravan when he recognized that he was being
slain by the hand of God, and returning only unto him.
The story of Ram thawed the icy freeze in Bahadur’s awestruck body. He became the same rubber boy he
always was. He looked cheekily at Ram and said,
“Let’s go to the forest and play.”
So they re-enacted the story in the gardens outside the house, using rulers for bows and sticks for arrows,
whilst the Master sat squatting on the verandah watching. Ram wanted to be Ram, of course, and Bahadur was
the ever-loyal Laxman.
That day Ram discovered the joy of play. For the first time in his life, he understood what it meant to be a
child. He opened up the magic play chest of his imagination and out came kings, monkeys, bears, heroes, villains,
chariots and a host of devas and devis, singing and chanting the glories of freedom, innocence and friendship.
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Never before had a dress-up box been so richly laden. Never before had a boy had fun as if it were he who was
casting the very concept into creation. It was truly the Divine play that the Gods spun when they themselves took
up incarnations as children.
The shrieks of joy could not be silenced. In a house where the servants had been tutored by the memsahib to
talk in hushed tones only, the noise inevitably presented itself to Jyoti Ma’s ears. The sounds made no excuses,
showed no restraint and quite openly challenged her authority over the strict silence of Prakriti. It was a shameless
disgrace, and she went to meet the onslaught of noise like all the armies of Lanka combined.
“Master! What on earth is going on?” shrieked Jyoti Ma. Her fury was so overwhelming, a few extra heads
would have been required to contain it.
“Look, it’s the wicked Ravan,” cried the spring-like Bahadur with true abandon, and the authority worthy of
the great Laxman.
“Then we must destroy him,” shrieked Ram, pointing his stick into Jyoti Ma’s thigh and tearing her sari. Yet
he had love in his heart for her, as the true Ram would have had.
Ram’s Master tried to grab the two boys, but they ran in different directions and nearly tore him in half. Being
the only male who knew his place before Jyoti Ma, his blood was racing with fear.
“Stop them, you idiot. My house is not a bazaar! Ram, what has possessed you?”
“Bhaisahib, please listen to your mother. Stop it right now. Bahadur come here right now or you will get the
biggest slap.”
“Get out of my house.”
“But Ma, we were only playing out the Ramayana.”
“Master, take that filthy boy and leave my house right now. And never come back again.”
“Ma, what are you saying? He is my guru.” The Master caught Bahadur by the ear and pulled the half-inch of
hair on his head.
“Haram Zada, look at what trouble you’ve caused here,” he muttered through clenched teeth.
He was furious at Bahadur, but even more furious at his employer for showing no understanding for children.
The two outsiders backed off like lepers into the gardens, and Bahadur ran the whole way back to the village so
that his ageing grandfather could not catch him to give him the big slap that had been promised.
He was going to get the biggest hug he’d ever received instead, but at this stage he didn’t know it. When Jyoti
Ma was alone with Ram she burst into tears.
“Look at my beautiful sari. My only son. And this is what you have done.”
“Sorry, Ma.”
“I never thought that you could do such a thing.”
“We were playing.”
“You’re not going to play with that filthy boy ever again.”
“But I am teaching him English. He must come every day.”
“Ram, you don’t understand. These people are dirty. You don’t know where he’s been and you don’t know
what you could catch from him.”
“But his grandfather comes to teach me almost every day and he’s never made me sick.”
“Never again. That man has better sense than to come even to claim his last month’s wages.”
“Ma, it wasn’t his fault. He is a good soul. His teaching is always wise. And he’s never made me play any
games before.”
“But how dare he bring his people into my house without asking my permission?”
“Ma, if you like I will never play another game, but you cannot stop me from learning from my Master.”
Ram was so humble in his reasoning that Jyoti Ma was forced to look at herself. How could she insist that Ram
never played another game in his life? She felt so alone in her confusion. For the first time she felt she had no
control over her own home and no control over the destiny of her child.
Moreover, she was wrong about the Master not coming back for his wages. That same day he came back, not
to the farmhouse, but to the fields to find the man of the house. He found Aakash checking his notes, his mind
buried in his theory of planting according to the movements of the planets, and in particular the seven rishis and
the Pole Star.
“Saab, I am no longer able to teach your son,” announced the older man, almost as if he were announcing his
resignation rather than his dismissal.
“Master! We need you. You are not too old yet to give up on us! Come sit and talk.”
“But Saab, I am unable.”
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“If it’s a question of money,” Aakash answered, “I can help you.”
“It’s my grandson.”
“If he is sick, we can see to it that he gets the best treatment available. But you must keep teaching. It is truly
your destiny.”
“Memsahib has dismissed me because I brought my grandson to the lesson today and she caught them playing
together. And so I am here for my wages.”
Aakash fell silent for a moment in the face of the obstacle—his own wife. And then he faltered no longer,
knowing that he could not let her get away with sacking yet another valuable employee.
“Wait. Memsahib has no right to dismiss you. Arrive tomorrow, if you please, and be sure to bring your
grandson. What is his name?”
“Bahadur.”
“Master. From now on, Bahadur will be your student and mine. He will have every privilege afforded to Ram,
and I will double your wages for teaching them both. Just wait and see. God will provide.”
At first the Master was so taken aback at his sudden change of fortune, he fumbled with his overgrown stubble
and thought only about how he could double the wages of his barber. His hand reached for a bidi, which he lit
with great precision, inhaling a deep breath to consider the humiliation of returning, and balancing it against the
golden future awaiting his grandson. He saw a grand wedding. A big dowry from Bahadur’s future wife. He saw a
respectable career in service for the wiry offspring of his daughter. And then he agreed.
“But memsahib has told me never to come to the house again.”
“I will build a shed near this field where we can teach the boys,” announced Aakash, being wise enough to
render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s. The house was Jyoti Ma’s business, and he preferred to keep it that way. But
the boy? He was his father’s son from the start. As were the fields, the herbs, the sunshine and the open expanse
of the hills.
Ram’s Master, old as he was, skipped half the way home to his village, throwing loose paise over the
precipices at the side of the road, kissing the coins before they leapt for joy into the valleys. On the way he
stopped at a small Ganesh shrine carved into a rock facing the misty distances of Simla. There he offered his last
handful of loose coins in joyful abandon. Already he was on the best wage he’d ever received in his entire life of
service, and now it was to be doubled! Ganesh should be praised, for if he really was the remover of obstacles, he
could not have found a greater one than Jyoti Ma.
Oh blessed Ganesh. If Ganesh could do such miracles, he surely had the right to be worshiped in every home
before any other God!
When the Master reached the village, he walked through the narrow cobbled streets in the bazaar till he came
to his house at the top of the hill. Looking up to the window, he caught Bahadur’s eye. With the lightning flexes of
an eleven-year-old, Bahadur jumped down from the top of the ladder-like stairs and brushed past his grandfather
to find his friend Ajay, the son of the mattress-maker.
“Come here!” cried the old man, but Bahadur was already as invisible as he was the year before he was born.
His good humor undiminished, the Master ran up the stairs as fast as his old legs would bend, to break the
good news to his daughter. Since the death of her husband, she had returned to her father’s home with her three
children. All her needs were always met in her father’s house, and now it seemed her desires could flourish as
never before.
Bahadur was summoned back from Ajay’s house and met the news with some trepidation. He had really
enjoyed frolicking in the gardens of Prakriti, but even his richly fertile imagination couldn’t entertain any
possibilities of a return visit. Not to mention the prospect of studying under his grandfather, who would make sure
that he was always on best behavior and never let him off any homework.
“But I don’t want to study there. I like my school.” Bahadur’s mother looked at him, her jaw dropped wide
enough to hold a Himalayan apple.
“Nay, nay, bacha,” spoke his mother, “the memsahib will be very nice to you now that you’re her sons
companion.”
“She wont even see you, beta,” added his grandfather, “we are making a special house for you to study in.”
“If you make me study there, I will run away.” The old man laughed nervously and gave Bahadur a big hug.
“Beta, I know you would never disappoint your family,” he replied.
So the next day, Bahadur and the Master set off down the narrow mountain road to Prakriti. The old man
walked fast, because he wanted to get there and settle things quickly. He didn’t know how to go about the new
routine. Neither did he know where he would find Aakash and Ram. And there was always the possibility that his
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employer had changed his mind after discussing the previous day’s events with his wife.
The Master’s mind was immediately set at ease when, on arrival at Prakriti, the two of them were guided to the
top terrace in the layer of fields, which pushed itself against a large rock face in the mountainside. Hollowed into
the rock face was a cave, and inside it were three desks, chairs and chalkboards already laid out. Outside a latrine
pit had been dug. Everything was ready and waiting in the new school. Only Ram was missing. So the two
villagers squatted and waited inside the wide mouth of the cave for the lord of the lesson, watching the mountains
stretching out to either side in the morning sunshine. After an hour, Aakash appeared, holding Ram’s hand.
“So this is your grandson Bahadur,” spoke Aakash. “Welcome to your new school. Your nana is going to teach
you here with Ram, and I will come every day to teach you some things as well.”
Bahadur looked up doubtfully at his grandfather. This hadn’t been the arrangement at all. But then the boy
looked at Aakash and saw no anger in his face to match the fury of the memsahib’s. Ram looked at Bahadur as if
he were welcoming back a long-lost friend and the skinny village boy grinned with relief
Aakash stayed for the first hour as the Master settled his two students into their morning Hindi lesson. On two
chalkboards the Devanagari script started to appear: Bahadur’s letters only one step away from drawings; Ram’s
letters as sophisticated as any adult’s. But within the hour there was improvement, even though Bahadur’s gaze
kept returning to the spectacular view from the mouth of the cave, and the holy cascading mountains beyond.
Over the following months, Aakash grew to love the companion he had all but bought for his son. For the first
few lessons that Aakash taught, Bahadur sat in silence whilst Ram answered all his father’s questions. But
Bahadur soon found his voice when Aakash presented the hungry boy with sweets freshly cooked in Jyoti Ma’s
kitchen. His tactics worked and before long Bahadur came and sat on Aakash’s lap and tugged on his shirt with
the same familiarity as Ram.
Every day the treats kept arriving. One day Aakash brought some fennel seeds from the fields for the boys to
chew on.
“My papa used to eat this and I would smell it all the time.”
“Take some home for him,” Aakash said, handing over a large armful of buds.
“I’ll have to take it a very long way,” Bahadur said. “Papa has passed away.”
Aakash looked at his small frame and thought about the man who had fathered this child, picking him up as an
infant and loving him for every gram he weighed. He thought about how little he knew of the boy he taught. How
different his life must be from his own sons.
“I can share my papa with you,” Ram said in a voice so noble it melted his father’s heart further. Bahadur went
and touched the feet of Aakash, who pulled him up to sit on his lap.
That evening, when Aakash was having dinner alone with Jyoti Ma, he thought of his village student and
wondered if his wife should ever be told about the cave at the top of the fields. He hesitated. Since he had
announced his plan to teach the two boys outside the farmhouse, Jyoti Ma had maintained resolute silence on the
issue. On that particular day he decided to try to break the silence. He started to tell her about Bahadur.
“Ma, you know that Bahadur is not as bad as you thought. He is just a boy—” No sooner had the tainted name
passed Aakash’s lips than Jyoti Ma’s voice climbed a shrill octave higher.
“Boys like him become murderers when they grow up!”
She was so angry her hands were shaking. The closest vent for her anger was a roti made too thick, and the
next closest thing its maker, the cook. She screamed at him.
“When will the simpleton get it right? I’ve taught him a thousand times now! They’re always either too thin or
too thick!”
Jyoti Ma’s accusations were sharp enough for the cook in the nearby kitchen to cut himself on a blunt knife.
The cook came in, took away his handicapped roti and backed off into the kitchen.
Aakash fdt overwhelmed with sadness that the people he treated with dignity and respect in the fields were
treated as animals in his own house. Determined to make a petition on behalf of the cook, he started a lesson in
such a simple tone, he could have been giving it to his two boys in the cave.
“Jyoti, it’s not right to complain so harshly to the poor cook. He does his best, and you make him throw away
the bread. Half the people he knows don’t have enough bread to fill their bellies. And here you are making him
throw away his roti.”
“You have no idea,” answered Jyoti Ma, “how hard it is to get him to put anything on our table. When he came
here he was absolutely raw. I spent hours teaching him and still he doesn’t learn!”
“But before you came there was no problem getting food on our table. We ate in abundance on a nightly basis.
You must give the servants the confidence to shop and cook themselves.”
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“And have them steal from me left, right and center? If I didn’t supervise them they’d be taking half of the
food back to feed their own families!”
“And what of that? They have nothing. How can people like you or I even begin to imagine what it must be
like for them?”
“Oh, so would you like me to give them my gold jewelry? Or my collection of saris? And see their wives
walking around the dirt in my clothes? No. I cannot agree. These people must know their place.”
Aakash sighed and allowed himself the rare indulgence of imagining himself married to someone less harsh.
Someone who could love humanity in the same way that he did.
He’d met Jyoti Ma’s sister Pyari on many occasions since their marriage and she seemed to have all these
qualities, and more. …
1965
32.146 Excerpt from Memories Of Rain\fn{by Sunetra Gupta (1965- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West Bengal
State, India (F) 7
… She saw, that afternoon, on Oxford Street, a woman crushing ice cream cones with her heels to feed the
pigeons. She saw her fish out from a polythene bag a plastic tub that she filled with water for the pigeons, water
that they would not be able to drink, for pigeons, her grandmother had told her many years ago, can only quench
their thirst by opening their beaks to drops of rain. And she remembered a baby starling that, in the exhilaration of
her first English spring, she had reached to hold, her hands sheathed in yellow kitchen gloves, for within her, as
her husband had once observed, compassion had always been mingled with disgust.
Even he, the first time she ever set eyes upon him, had disgusted and fascinated her, the dark hairs plastered to
his chalk-white legs, for this was in the flood of ’78, and he had just waded through knee-deep water, he and her
brother, all the way from the Academy of Fine Arts to their house in Ballygunge. He had rolled up his jeans
revealing his alabaster calves which dripped the sewage of Calcutta onto the floor of their veranda, and that was
what caused her to tremble in excitement and loathing as she pushed aside the curtain with a tray of tea and toast,
his large, corpse-white, muck-rinded toes pushed against the bamboo table, soiling the mats she had crocheted in
school. She set down the tea, her brother did not bother to introduce her, but Anthony asked, is this your sister?
And she had nodded vaguely and smiled, picked up the book that she had been reading all afternoon, there on the
veranda, all afternoon, watching the rain.
In her room, which she shared with her grandmother, the moldy smell of a deep, long rain was settling in,
compounded by the muddy strokes of the maid, who had picked this unlikely hour to wash the floors. She treaded
gingerly across and flung open the shutters, letting in a spray of rain. Her grandmother, coming in with the sewing
machine, pleaded with her to shut them, her old bones would freeze, she said, so she drew them in again and
switched on the much-despised fluorescent light, and lay with her face towards the damp wall, lulled by the whiff
of the sewing machine, and the ever loudening beat of the raindrops, until the lights went out, as they did every
night, and every morning—the inevitable power rationing—and she was summoned to take out to her brother and
his white friend a kerosene light.
And so she appeared to him a second time, lantern-lit, in the damp darkness, a phantom of beauty, and his eyes
roamed for a time after she had disappeared inside, the ghost of light that her presence had left, there beside him,
in the rain-swollen dark. He saw her again at dinner, candlelit, their first dinner, and she sat well back in the
darkness, so that he could only gaze upon the flames that danced upon her delicate fingers, the drapes of her sari
that fell upon the formica tabletop, and as they were being served yogurt, the lights came on again, the house
sprang into action, the fans whipped up the clammy cold air, the water pump revived, Beethoven resumed on the
record player.
“I’d rather you didn’t leave the player on during load shedding,” said their father. Their grandmother shivered.
“The rain will go on for a few days now,” she said, I can feel it in my bones, those poor villagers.”
She noticed he had changed into some clothes of her brother’s, the long punjabi shirts that he wore over jeans
or loose pajama pantaloons, which together with his thick beard (gnat-infested, I’m sure, she would tease him, a
veritable ecosystem, their ornithologist uncle called it) set him apart as a man of letters, reaffirmed his association
with an experimental theatre group.
Last year her brother had visited her in London, he had been touring in Germany, and he had sat all day in his
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hideous check jacket which he always kept on, in front of the television, smelling of alcohol. Anthony had had no
patience with him, they were glad when he left. And yet, the first evening that he was here, the two of them had
sat and argued late into the night, and she had felt again the soggy wind of that first rain-filled evening upon her
limbs, as she folded clothes in the laundry room, their voices drifting towards her, the quivering ring of heat
around the edges of the iron.
Later as she lay upstairs staring through the bedroom curtains at the haze of the streetlights, their voices rose in
thin wisps to edge the darkness, as they had done that moldy evening, when all of Calcutta was one large sea of
mud and dung, and floating water-logged Ambassador cars, and children disappeared on their way home from
school into open manholes, their covers wrenched off and sold long ago, to drown in the city’s choked sewers. On
a night like this, he had come to dinner, and been forced to stay, she had been ordered to spread clean sheets on
her brother’s bed in the living room, which during the day they called the divan, and make one up on the floor for
her brother. And so she heard them talk, wide-eyed in the dark of her own bedroom, heard their laughter amid the
gentle snores of her grandmother, the vacillating rain. She heard her brother’s footsteps, the corridor light came
on, she heard him rummaging at his desk, which lay in an alcove in the corridor where, as children, they had kept
their toys, the little red tricycle that they rode together on the roof terrace, the silver-haired dolls her aunt sent
from Canada.
She emerged cautiously from her bedroom to meet his excited eyes.
“You’re not asleep yet!” he exclaimed.
“You woke me up,” she retorted, but he brushed by her without a rejoinder, she struggled with the heavy latch
on the bathroom door until it slid down suddenly, as it always did, and once within, she stood in the mossy
darkness, and heard through the thin walls her brother translating to his English friend a play that he had just
finished writing last week, his first. (“There,” he had said to her, a week ago, after an afternoon of furious
scribbling, “what do you think, do you think your brother will make it as a playwright, tell me, Moni, if this isn’t
better than most of the crap that they call theatre.” And she had put down her Agatha Christie novel to pick up
with her calm fingers the foolscap booklet that he had flung on the bed, at her feet.)
The play was set in rural West Bengal, where, her brother had wanted to show, the peasantry were still as
oppressed as they had been the past thousand years under feudalism. “You must take me out there,” she heard
Anthony say, you must acquaint me with rural Bengal,” that was what she had heard him say, her cheeks pressed
against the damp bathroom walls, on a night of mad thunder and rains that swept away half the peasantry of their
land, left them without the mud walls within which they had sheltered their grains, their diseased children, their
voracious appetites, and their stubborn ignorance.
For she had come to this island, this demi-paradise, from a bizarre and wonderful land, so Anthony’s friends
called it. Was it true, they asked, that they still burn their wives, bury alive their female children? And she would
nod numbly, although she had known only of those children that had escaped death, whether deliberate or from
disease, those that had been sent out to serve tea in tall grimy glasses in roadside stalls, or to pluck the gray hairs
of obese turmeric-stained metropolitan housewives, fill the gentleman’s hookah, blow, blow until the green flame
gushes, while the mother, helpless domestic, watches silently and trembles. And even these were often graven
images, culled from film and fiction.
From such a land Anthony had rescued her, a land where the rain poured from the skies not to purify the earth,
but to spite it, to churn the parched fields into festering wounds, rinse the choked city sewers onto the streets,
sprinkle the pillows with the nausea of mould, and yet the poet had pleaded with the deep green shadows of the
rain clouds not to abandon him, the very same poet who wrote,
You, who stand before my door in this darkness
Who is it that you seek?
It has been many years since that spring day,
When there called a young wanderer
And immersed my parched soul in an endless sea of joy;
Today, I sit in the rain-filled darkness,
In my crumbling shack.
A wet wind snuffs my candle,
I sit alone, awake;
Oh, unknown visitor,
Your song fills me with sweet awe
I feel I will follow you to the depths of uncharted dark.
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But it was not this song, not yet, that ran through her rain-ravaged mind as the grandfather clock in the living
room struck two, interrupting the awkward flow of her brother’s translation, the grammatical mistakes. She
shivered at, why was his English so terrible, and she stood in the bathroom, splashed icy cold water out of the
drum onto her feet, she caught a ghost of herself in the cracked mirror, and a sudden embarrassment overcame
her, she switched on the lights and took in the cracked plaster, the dilapidated water closet, long since choked with
lime, suspended over the Turkish toilet, the cracked mirror, the shelf cluttered with bottles of coconut oil,
toothpaste tubes, rusty razor blades, and she compared it to the bathrooms at Amrita’s, where she knew Anthony
was staying, marbled to the ceiling, with Western commodes and bathtubs.
He cannot be used to any of this, she thought, and now as she luxuriated in the lavender-scented heat of her
bath, she would wonder how she had ever been used to it either. Yet, for many years, that bathroom had been her
only refuge. Here she had soaped the corners of her growing body, watched her breasts bud, shampooed the grime
of the city out of her long black hair, memorized poems with her face to the knife-edged drops of water from the
shower, and that night, before she drew back the latch and stepped into the corridor, she whispered to herself from
Keats’ Ode on Melancholy,\fn{John Keats (1795-1821), English poet; this ode was written in 1819, the year in which all his great
poetry was written.} which they had dissected that afternoon in her Special Paper class, and saw in her mind’s eye
Anthony, crushing grapes with his strenuous tongue
Against his palate fine:
His soul shall taste the sadness of her might,
And be among her cloudy trophies hung.

She was jerked awake in the morning by her mother, it was still raining, the floodwater lapped at the outside
walls, but somehow, even in all this, her father had managed to procure a whole chicken on his daily morning
excursion to the market. On her way to the bathroom, she glimpsed the sleeping form of her brother, one dark arm
grazing the floor, and for once, she shared the indignation of her uncles that it was still her father who went to the
market every morning while he slept off his late nights.
“But let the boy sleep,” their father would protest, “I go for my morning walk anyway, it doesn’t hurt me to
stop by the bazaar, besides he is the artistic type, he does not comprehend life’s practicalities.”
So who does the shopping now, who braves the early-morning sun to haggle over fish, fish smeared with goat
blood to simulate freshness? You shake the flies from your face and palpate the aubergines, the king prawns are a
hundred rupees a kilo today, but nothing is too good for my daughter’s wedding, even if she is marrying an
Englishman, they will still have it done the traditional way, that was all her father had asked of her.
“You alone are to blame for the ruin of your children,” her uncles would tell him later, “you indulged them,
and now as you sit paralyzed in your grandfather’s rocking chair, your son lies sodden with drink at the Press
Club and your daughter is lost to you, over the seas.”
And yet that rain-laden morning, her mother had allowed her to wander through the living room in her
nightdress, which she never would have tolerated if any other friend of her brother’s had been asleep on the moist
floor, but he, this white man, was too remote to be a threat, there was no need for modesty, and so she looked
upon him, as he slept, the dark eyebrows, deep-set eyes, closed now, the sunburned chin, he did not look quite so
European as those Germans that had been here last year, he could almost pass for a North Indian, but for that
peculiar papery texture of his scorched skin.
She brought in tea, and her brother sat up suddenly rubbing his eyes, but Anthony rolled over, turned his face
to the wall, and continued to sleep the sleep of the dead, as he would later in the face of her despair, gray
mornings through pale curtains, the finality of his striped pajama back.
“So what should I do with his tea?” she asked her brother.
“Leave it, if he doesn’t get up I’ll drink it.”
The roar of thunder drowns the faint tinkle of rickshaw bells. Thick wet footsteps on the veranda, an umbrella
shaken and opened out to dry, the smell of betel juice drifts through the damp air. Her music tutor has arrived, on
a morning like this. He picks his muddy way past the white man, glances at him with disgust; she leads him into
the bedroom, pulls out the grass mat. All smells are magnified in this grand penetrating wetness. She drags out the
harmonium from under the bed, the keys are moist with condensation, the notes slice through the damp air, her
brother slams the bathroom door. She pulls out the heavy volume of Tagore songs, opens it to the right page, it is a
song of rain that she has been learning these past few weeks, she has almost mastered it, but for a few delicate
folds in the final phrases.
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Her tutor runs a gnarled finger across the lines.
“Who but the poet could have captured the sorrow of the rain so well?” he asks, as if she might have dared to
suggest otherwise.
And so he woke, a strange chill in his limbs, to the sound of her windy voice, unfamiliar half-tones, words he
would never understand, in the dense obsession of this deep dark rain you tread secret, silent, like the night, past
all eyes.
Her voice rises, she is immersed in the words he cannot understand, although they come to him like the wet
morning wind:
The heavy eyelids of dawn are lowered to the futile wail of the winds;
Clotted clouds shroud the impenitent sky;
Birdless fields—
Barred doors upon your desolate path.

He sits up, a weak cup of tea is pushed towards him, her voice rises again,
Oh beloved wanderer,
I have flung open my doors to the storm,
Do not pass me by like the shadow of a dream.

Many years later, huddled in a deserted tin mine on the Cornish coast, she translated the same song for him,
staring into the sheets of rain that ran by like frozen phantoms across the crumbling entrance, and he sat back
against the moldy walls, paying only half heed to her eager, nervous translations, mesmerized instead by the duet
of the storm and the sea, until, like the sudden spray, it hit her that he was not listening, he was not listening at all,
but they had been rescued, then, by the sudden urge to see their child, the girl left behind at his mother’s. Was
she staring glumly into the rain, her little elbows on the white sill, or was she wrapped up in her grandmother’s
lap, rocking back and forth to a story, her cold toes digging into the old woman’s wrinkled palms. Wedged
between two Swedish cars on the Cornish moorland motorway, she had watched the rhythm of her breath as it
condensed on the car window, while he had mused of his afternoon with Anna, a curious half-smile flitting across
his face from time to time, for he had long come to terms with his infidelity, he implored her silently, ever, to
accept it, to reconcile the poetry of his passion for Anna with his deep affection for her and for her child, as he had
done, after many evenings of gentle agony, desperately curling the child’s hair in his agitated fingers, the
unbearable stillness of a rare summer evening, her regular breathing, a child asleep on a summer evening, sunwarmed sheets billowing in the garden.
The doorbell rings, she staggers in with the shopping, her face flushed, he holds her in his sad embrace, I will
make dinner, you sit down and rest, and as they eat their scrambled eggs, he looks across at her in the dying light,
that beloved darkness in the hollows of her eyes, perhaps she was what really held them together, Anna and
himself, without her, there would be no substance to their relationship. He remembers a night, drenched with
lavender, in the hills of Provence, where, among the olive groves, he had first kissed Anna’s warm lips, he
remembers his sad exhilaration grappling with an emotion long forgotten, an emotion that is there but in faint
wisps, on the winding path back to the rented cottage he is divided between an excruciating guilt and an insane
desire to preserve the passion that having climaxed in that one painful kiss seems now to be melting away. In the
distance, he can hear Moni singing, she sits by the window, her song drifting towards them with the spiced winds,
her foreign lament, was it sad, was it joyful, it was her song that had hypnotized them then, infused them with a
gentle sustained lust, that was, perhaps, their doom.
In this moonlit night, they have all gone wandering in the forest in this mad springtime wind, in this moonlit
night for the lush warmth of the South of France had taken her back to moonlit college picnics by broad tropical
rivers, the spell of her song webbed across the wide fields:
I will not go into the inebriated spring winds
I will sit alone, content, in this corner
I will not go forth into the drunken winds
The inscrutable elation of the poet,
Who shall not sip of the wild honey of spring,
For he awaits a sterner intoxication,
And he must remain watchful,
Lest those that wander in the forest
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Should choke upon the spring breezes and the moonlight,
The poet must remain awake,
In this moonlit night, they have gone wandering in the forest
Drunk with the young wind of springtime.

She turns around to face them, dense shadows in the doorway, a shadow shifts and sighs, Anna is beside her,
the moonlight fringes her wet lashes, and Anthony moves quietly to her other side, they have surrounded her, for
one perfect moment she is an integral part of their passion, they are circled by love.
And it had become clear to her, as they picked their way through the gorges of the Ardeche, where the
butterflies swirled like pieces of burnt paper, that this was no temporary lust, no flitting desire worked by the
lavender breezes and the moonlight, no mild weekend enchantment that he would work off by listening to Mozart
all day, these she had grown to tolerate, but here, among the charred butterflies, like a thin stream of blood in her
mouth, came the first taste of her long tryst with fear.
How would it happen, she wondered, would he seat her down gently, and explain, stroking with a kind hand,
her long black hair, his other hand strumming on an airplane ticket, and how could she ever go home, home to the
wild grief of her parents, the snickers of the neighbors, her brother’s pity, his smugness—but no, how could he be
smug, he who turned away his cloudy eyes at the airport, think of what you will miss, Moni, think of what you are
giving up, how can you desert us like this, Moni?
For he had been so terribly proud of her, her voice, her talents, his friends’ roving eyes as she served them tea,
her refinement, he had molded her, told her what to read, how to appreciate it, taken her with him to plays and
films, the right films, forbidden her to accompany her girlfriends to the trashy commercial films they all went
giggling to see; not that he needed to, she and her group of close friends preferred English films anyway. He
would drag her off to the film societies to see French and German films, Russian films, and now, she would
surprise a group of Anthony’s friends with a shy, yes, I have seen that, amid conversations where her only other
contribution was her smile.
A moment of silence, all eyes upon her, someone would ask kindly, how did you like it, trying to draw her into
the conversation.
Anthony would smile encouragingly, and she would voice some simple opinion and if they were in the mood
they would try and tease some more out of her, but soon enough a rapid and incomprehensible debate would
erupt, and she would get up to make the coffee. She did not mind it this way, indeed this was what she had been
used to at home, among her brother’s friends, opinionated, enthusiastic, they were terrifying, the stem, beautiful
Amrita, the rotund Gayatri who always played the mother with her glorious, deep voice, the men, all in beards,
blur in her mind now, she would sit among them, as she did here, now, among Anthony’s friends, silent, smiling,
absorbing their life, their determination, their warmth.
Would she have become like them, like Amrita, confident and eloquent, had she stayed there? Had she been
arrested in her development, remained the passive, attentive child, by crossing the seas to an unfamiliar country,
where, despite her half-finished honors degree in English, she could not find the right words, the right
expressions, to voice her opinions, to participate but in the most banal of conversations, or was she merely passive
by nature, content to sit and listen? Might she have burgeoned, shed the role of the adolescent sister, nurtured by
their admiration, their respect?
In the summer months before Anthony came to Calcutta, they had invited her to sing a few Tagore songs,
offstage, for one of their plays. It was her entrance to their world, she loved the smoky school hall where they
rehearsed in North Calcutta, she would look out of the tall windows onto the narrow gutter-lined streets where the
little boys played cricket, square-cutting balls into the gutter, to be fished out gingerly and washed under the burst
hydrants, the mossy courtyards where their mothers waited with glasses of milk that they gulped and ran out again
like a shot to join the game; and then some gentle hand would fall upon her shoulder:
“Could you sing Le ratty moir duarguli for us now?”
Pull out the off-key harmonium, Ranjan fiddles with the tabla, knocking about with a hammer, all right then,
Polash has the tape recorder ready, you may begin, Moni:
On the night that my doors broke with the storm
How was I to know that you would appear at my door?
A blackness surrounded me, my light died
I reached towards the sky, who knows why?
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Her voice echoes through the old school hall, which creaks every morning under hundreds of fidgety feet,
identically shod, the sound of fluttering hymn books, corners that have been creased a century ago by careless
sunburned fingers. Later, when they are all eating lunch, spicy meat in earthenware containers, with paper-thin
rumali ron, “handkerchief bread,” she tries out the old piano.
“We should have used this rather than that wretched harmonium,” she remarks.
Gayatri, swinging her legs from the stage, asks her to eat something, but she shakes her head, she suspects that
the meat is beef, she knows that they all eat beef, and that the food has been bought from the Muslim restaurant
down the road. Her brother teases her about her conservative Brahmanic habits, and embarrassed, she retires to a
corner of the vast hall, where behind heavy, dust-smothered curtains there are worn gym horses, benches and bars,
instruments of torture in the hands of some terrifying gym mistress. Her heart floods with sympathy, and yet she
feels detached, she is part of another world.
And now on Oxford Street watching a woman crush ice cream cones to feed the pigeons, she is seized by an
overwhelming desire to return to that world, although she knows it is there for her no longer, that the experimental
theatre group has long been dissolved, that her brother squanders his meager journalist’s income on alcohol, her
mother arranges with her tired hands the disused limbs of her father over the divan in the living room, the divan
which used to serve as her brother’s bed, the same divan that had been offered to Anthony on that first night of
incessant rain.
But somehow he had ended up on the floor, perhaps the divan was not long enough to contain his vast frame,
and that was where he had woken up to the rain-swollen syllables of her song, buried his face in the clammy
pillow to drown his sudden burning desire to smell the rain vapor on her young skin, to run his hands through her
moist cloud-black hair. There was a sound of wet feet on the floor beside him. He raised his face from the pillow
to find her closing the front door, quietly, so as not to disturb him, and then to check that she had not woken him
up, she turned, and so he looked upon her in the leaden morning light, tried to hide his naked desire with a smile,
that she did not return, but ran past him, confused, and bumped into her brother, coming out of the bathroom.
“What’s the hurry?” he asked her. “I can't believe that bohonkus of a music teacher made it in this weather.”
“You had better telephone Amrita,” he told Anthony in English, toweling his hair as he came into the livingroom. “I don’t think you can go back in this.”
And so he had stayed, shared their midday meal of chicken and rice after showering in death-cold water, and
during the thunder-filled afternoon, they had played cards on the living-room floor. Two young cousins had turned
up, soaked to their waists, grinning proudly. They had walked all the way from Dhakuria, and they had produced
from their sodden shoulder bags several packs of cards. They played rummy, until hypnotized by the rain, they
drifted off, one by one, into a leaden monsoon slumber. Only he and Moni were too conscious of each other to
submit to the torpor of the ponderous rain.
She brought pillows for them all, and for one painful moment, he was afraid she would leave, but she sat down
to finish the game. For a while, a silence between them deepened with the slap of well-worn cards on the cold
damp floor, the delicate snores of the two boys, the heavy wheeze of her brother whose oily hair grazed Anthony’s
toes. She was across from him, leaning against an armchair, her coal-black hair spread out over the chintz seat,
lifted high on either arm, a valley of hair. She had wrapped her arms in her sari, faded print flowers pushed
against her chin, and from there his eyes traveled up to her overflowing lips, her remarkable eyes under dark
brows.
“I heard you singing this morning,” he said, “you have a lovely voice.”
He finds out from her that she is in her second year at college, he is strangely pleased that she is studying
English, he leans back against the dank pillow and asks her what she likes to read.
“Oh, everything, really—poetry, novels.” She likes Thomas Hardy\fn{ English author (1840-1928).} and Keats.
They are reading Keats, now. Ode on Melancholy.
Boldly, he begins to recite,
No, no!
Go not to Lethe,
Neither twist wolf’s bane,
Tight-rooted …

heavy words sink between them in the bloated afternoon. She listens with closed eyes, the rain ceases and the
room is suddenly flooded with a lime-colored syrupy light that deepens the shadow of her eyes. He cannot
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remember the rest of the poem, he asks her,
“Could you translate to me the song you were singing this morning, it sounded so beautiful.”
“Oh no,” she says, “my English isn’t good enough. Your English is beautiful.”
But she is too embarrassed. She will translate it for him, years later, in a moldy tin mine on the Cornish coast,
while he is lost in the thick swirl of lovemaking recollected, feeding deeply on the fresh memories of a recent
afternoon of salt-encrusted passion.
And the memories that her songs bring to him now are no longer laced with bitterness, not since he found that
he could bring to their bed, in peace, the warmth of another woman. Yet, her silence becomes more and more
inscrutable, there is dignity in her silence, in her excruciating grief of her untranslated songs, but does anger froth
behind those long stretches of silence?
He will hold her for hours in the morning, kiss her sleepless eyes, he wants to ask her if she would like to go
home for a visit, her parents have not seen the child yet, but he cannot for fear she will think he is sending her
away, she is like a small, soft bird in his arms, he does not dare to attempt to make love to her, he prays that
through her songs she will come to appreciate the beauty of their situation, the only thing that can save them now,
the intense beauty of their interwoven emotions, the poetry of the half triangle they form, he, Anna, and she,
evenings that the three of them spend together, Anna dries while he washes up, and she dishes the remains of their
quiet dinner into freezer containers, evenings she must spend alone while he and Anna make violent love in her
studio flat, he envisages her sitting in the half-light of dusk, singing, or rocking the child to sleep, images of
peace.
She had been afraid once, he knew, afraid he would leave her, and he had been afraid too, that he would not be
able to sustain his affection for her, but it had not happened, what had seemed inevitable in the valleys of the
Ardeche, among the blackened butterflies, for him at least, it had not happened. …
1966
231.292 Excerpt from Lessons In Forgetting\fn{by Anita Nair (1966- )} Mundakottakurissi, nr. Shornur, Palakkad
District, Kerala State, India (F) 12
1
It had been a perfect September dawn when he saw her first. He said he had been enchanted. He said he didn’t
know if he wanted to collapse with laughter or lean against the gatepost and watch her forever. Giri said that was
when he fell in love.
“Imagine this,” he said, leaning forward to coil a strand of her hair around his finger, ‘a girl in an ivory dress.
The sun teasing glints of amber in her hair. A barefoot girl chasing a flock of geese through the grass!”
“A gaggle. Not flock,” she murmured.
“Flock! Gaggle! How does it matter? All I knew was, that’s where I want to be. With that girl and her pet geese
in their lilac house.” He sighed and leaned back in the chair.
*
His eyes swept over the house and the garden, the blossom laden trellises and borders, the trees and the carp
pool with its little stone frog. She saw his eyes pause on her face with the same rapt pleasure. And she knew she
couldn’t tell him that the white dress was a faded nightie. Or that she had heard the geese in the front lawn and
leapt out of bed and run out to chase them away before they trampled all over the newly planted aubergine plants.
Or that the geese were merely biding their time as they were fed and fattened to be sold to Hamid Bhai in time for
Christmas. (For every goose was worth its weight in gold or would at least help pay for changing the termite
infested rafters of the back kitchen.) And that she didn’t waste tears or sentiment over the geese as they were
taken away to have their long necks wrung and their down plucked. That she feasted on the goose, with as much
relish as anyone else.
He would have been horrified. He called her his pet goose. Goose girl of the lilac house.
She smiled. She liked being his pet goose.
*
“All I could think of was, how am I going to get my foot into this door? I was the prince inching around the
enchanted house, seeking to find a way in.”
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“You just had to say hello and I would have hello-ed you back!”
She grinned. He frowned.
“You don’t understand. A hello would have been way too ordinary. I had to discover you, my goose girl of the
lilac house. So when the model coordinator suggested that we use this house for the photo shoot of Coconut
Kisses, I didn’t think twice. I said yes.”
She saw it in her mind then. The inward jerk of the elbow, the clenched fist, the explosion of a yes as it
conveyed from deep within the desire to discover her. His goose girl of the lilac house. And she gleamed in
reflection of that yearning.
*
The model coordinator couldn’t stop beaming. She had never had it so easy. The location and props in one
place, with a stylist thrown in for free. Meera had brought out the crocheted doilies and organza napkins with their
delicate scalloped edges, the silver napkin rings and the silver tea service, the tiered porcelain cake stand and the
Royal Doulton teacups. She had arranged the coconut kisses and even found a way to position the biscuit packet
in such a way that it blended in, and then set the table. Meera heard the pleasure in the art director’s voice.
“Gracious living! It’s exactly what we had planned for!”
Meera smiled. She wondered how much she could pad her bill for the props. Gracious living doesn’t come
cheap, she wanted to say. Then she met his eyes and she saw herself there. And she didn’t say anything. She
would talk to the model coordinator on the side and she wasn’t going to budge from the figure she had in mind.
*
But he had found reasons to not leave her alone. Again and again he lingered at her side, chatting between the
shots. Could it be that a miracle had occurred? Could it be that he was drawn to her? When he came by the next
day with a small basket of flowers for her, she laid out gracious living once again, just for him. It was her only
weapon. Other girls showed the tops of their breasts or batted their eyelids. Meera had just this to offer and she
wasn’t going to shy away from it.
And the old ladies, they played their parts. They sat there, mother, daughter and granddaughter, each one of
them wooing him, and he didn’t even realize it. Lily with her lace fan, fluttering it ever so often with an elegant
little movement of the wrist. Saro in her pearls and crisp cotton sari and
“Shall I be mother?”
Only Meera was as she always was. Uncertain, tremulous and hiding behind a façade of remote charm. She
prayed her hands wouldn’t shake when she offered him the cake. She so wanted it to be right.
For Meera had utterly and hopelessly fallen in love. She crossed her ankles, laid her hands in her lap and said
little.
*
She could see he was charmed. Giri offered adulation as if it was a ginger biscuit on a plate.
“I love the colour of your house,” he said. Lily widened her eyes and began, “The painting contractor—” But
Saro cut in with,
“It is very pretty, isn’t it? We have such trouble matching it each time we repaint.”
Meera swallowed convulsively. Lily, she realized, had intended to bring forth the story of the painting
contractor who had offered them the paint for half the actual cost. He had made a mistake elsewhere and was
trying to salvage some of the cost. And they didn’t have to pay as much as they would have had to if they had
chosen the colour themselves. Meera rose.
“I need to check on something on the stove,”” she said.
Her heart wouldn’t stop hammering. Would Giri be bored with them? She couldn’t bear to see it when it
happened.
Lily was silent for a few minutes. Then she set about playing grand dame of the house.
“Meera, wait. Where are you running away to? She’s such a shy thing and so conscientious: Virtues any
prospective husband would want.
“You must tell him about the time David Lean was almost here, when he was shooting A Passage to India!”
Lily began. Meera paused.
“Lily, it’s your story. Go on, you tell Giri!” And Giri said,
“Yes Lily, may I call you Lily, do tell me.”
And then Saro matched celluloid reels with stories of Meera’s daddy’s tea estates. Not once did they break the
rhythm as anecdote followed anecdote. Lily’s brief career as a movie actress in Hindi cinema. The scion of a
minor royalty family who fell madly in love with her. The cluster of rubies he set in a ring and had delivered at the
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doorstep.
“On a cushion held by a turbaned man who looked like a maharaja himself,” Lily giggled.
The meeting with Sandor, the portrait painter from Hungary. Their whirlwind courtship and elopement.
“Saro was a good girl,” Lily said archly. “None of her mama’s madness. When her best friend’s brother
proposed marriage, she accepted. Meera’s daddy was a very handsome man. And the bungalow they lived in at
Coonoor, what a splendid house it was!”
“There were four house boys apart from a butler and two cooks,” Saro added. “The parties we threw …!”
“Meera picked it all up then. How to lay the table and do the flowers, plan a menu and seat the guests. Meera
will make an exemplary wife!” Lily leaned forward in a stage whisper to Giri.
*
From where she stood by the garden door, Meera saw her mother talk in low tones to Giri. She could see that
he was enchanted as the old ladies wove their spell around him. For a while Meera continued to worry. Any
moment now, it would happen. He would see them for what they were.
But Giri didn’t. Giri sipped the tea and ate his cake. And Meera slipped into the chair alongside his.
When Saro rose, he jumped to his feet. She smiled her imperious I-am-the-queen-of-this-fiefdom smile and
gave him her hand to kiss or hold, but not shake as the rest of the world might be inclined to do.
“Come again, young man. Meera is such a shy creature, it will do her good to meet more young people like
you.”
Like you. Meera’s heart trilled in joy. Mummy liked him. She actually liked him. And Lily, incorrigible rascal
Lily, peered at him with a coy smile and said,
“And so handsome. Meera, don’t let him go!”
He blushed then and looked at her. What now? Meera wondered.
*
“Such lovely ladies,” he murmured.
For now they were the keepers of the gracious lilac house. And protectress of Meera, his goose girl waiting to
be discovered. So when he leaned across and said, “Would you like to go for a drive? We could stop for an ice
cream at the Corner House!” Meera widened her eyes in pleasure. tried not to look at the remains of the tea tray,
the sandwiches, patties and biscuits, cakes and crumbs. The thought of an ice cream sat heavy. But she wasn’t
going to let him slip away from her.
She wanted him. Poor Meera. She never asked what he wanted. Her, the lilac house, or together what they
represented. She let her lips flower.
“I would love to,” she said
Love to place herself and all she had in his hands, Giri read.
*
Giri rose six inches high. What man wouldn’t? He thought of the riches laid out before him. A bride with social
graces and a beautiful old home. A grandmother who referred to Sir Richard Attenborough and Satyajit Ray in the
same breath. A mother who breathed finesse. She even had a fork to extract meat ever so daintily from a crab
claw.
Giri had never known such people before. He thought of his father in his yellowing banian and dhoti in
Palakkad. He thought of the old decrepit house and relatives as stringy and penurious as his father. He had been
fortunate in his brains and a Maths teacher, Sivaraman Iyer, who had shepherded him away from home. First the
Regional Engineering College, where his eyes widened at a world he never knew existed. Then the IIM in
Ahmedabad. Campus recruitment ensured that he found a foothold in the corporate world.
*
Giri had made careful plans about where he would be by the time he was thirty, forty, forty-five … thereafter
would be the playing fields of his life. To accomplish this, he needed to round off the edges that still clung to him
from the small-town, lower middle class boy he was. Meera would make this possible, he knew with certainty.
Meera, who exuded upperclassdom like the L' air du temps she wore. Discreet, elegant, and old money.
*
Giri, on his jaunts abroad, spent many hours in the duty-free area, filing away in his mind accessories to
gracious living as epitomized by designer merchandise in international airports. Mont Blanc pens and Burberry
coats, Louis Vuitton bags and the crystal world of fragrances.
It was here that he almost gave up. The eye could remember patterns and shapes but the nose almost defeated
him. The nose was easily tricked. In the end, he got around that too. Each time, he chose a couple of perfumes that
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he liked the most and persuaded shop assistants to spray them for him on white slivers of cardboard. He would
sniff at them diligently, keeping at it until the top note was committed to memory. Giri knew he had to acquire
that veneer of polish Meera seemed to be born with.
Giri exhaled. With Meera, he would be able to move on. Finally, he would be free of the yellowing past and the
stench of making do. Meera. His. Like the lilac house. L’air du temps.
*
Meera was to know an occasional qualm. Was Giri in love with her for all the wrong reasons? She thought of
the young women who were part of his professional world. Tall young women who wore their suitability like their
hair. Shining, groomed and never out of place. Why does he prefer me to them? she asked herself. They are smart,
competent, and have careers. Whereas all I have is a postgraduate degree in English and stewardship of this
house.
“Don’t be silly;” he murmured against her cheek. “I don’t want a journalist, a teacher, a brand manager—it’s
you I want as my wife. Let me assure you, it takes a really smart woman to be a corporate wife.”
Meera rested her cheek against his. She would be that. A corporate wife. The woman behind his success. It was
what she wanted. To be there for him. They would build their lives together.
*
A few days before the wedding, Saro asked her,
“What now, Meera? Will you move out or will you live here? What does Giri want? Do you know? Have you
two even discussed it?”
*
Giri wanted them there.
“In the lilac house,” he said. “Why would we want to live elsewhere? It is your home. Our home. Besides,
after this, how can I ask you to live in a poky flat?” Meera felt another qualm.
“Giri, you mustn’t get the wrong idea. I … we … don’t have much. This house …” she began.
“Ssh. I know what you are going to say. This house is all there is. It is enough, goose girl! Just you in this
house is all I ask for.”
Meera wrapped her arms around his neck. She knew what she would do with her doubts and suspicions. Pat
them into balls like the tamarind they dried every year in the sun and put away with rock salt in a terracotta jar.
Out of sight. Out of mind.
*
Meera stands at the window and looks out into the darkness. There is a streetlight by the gate. A blue beacon
that would show up anyone who stood at the gate.
She is hopeful as she waits. Any minute now, the headlamps of a car will pale the blue light. Any minute now,
a rattling, noisy auto rickshaw will pull up.
Meera continues to stand there. Suddenly, the streetlamp near the gate splutters and crackles. She watches it for
a long while, timing the intervals between each splutter and crackle. Maybe Giri went for a drive to clear his head.
His car had a breakdown; she knows how hopelessly incompetent he is when it comes to cars. He doesn’t even
know how to change a flat tyre. Maybe his phone ran out of charge or there was no signal. The outskirts of
Bangalore have many such pockets. This is the only explanation, Meera tells herself repeatedly. What else could it
be?
She grasps as desperate women do at any straw to prevent her thoughts from going down one particular,
obvious alley. A narrow, dark, fetid lane called the other woman.
*
Had Hera sat thus? Meera asks herself suddenly.\fn{ Hera, the Greek goddess of women and marriage, married to her
brother Zeus who shamelessly exploited her to gratify his lust, Hera the Queen of Heaven, Hera the jealous and vengeful creature against
Zeus’ lovers and against mortals who cross her:W}

Hera, who had a wedding night that lasted three hundred years. Hera had known how to core the golden apple,
scooping a hollow in each half. Into it she had poured all of herself: her fragrance and breath, spit and mucus,
milk and wellness, sweat and soul. She had cut a quarter off the half and run it along her limbs, gathering into its
juice all the sweetness of her youth and hope, and fed it to Zeus with her lips. His tongue snaked out of his mouth,
and fed from hers. They feasted off each other and Hera thought, what other woman will offer him this? What
goddess, nymph, mortal creature can match the extent of all I have given unto him?
So Meera had thought when Neruda and then Pushkin first sat on Giri’s bedside table where once Deepak
Chopra and Thomas Friedman had. When Giri took to twilight walks out of her sight with his mobile hidden in
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his breast pocket as if it contained a rare pearl. She pretended not to see the changes in his wardrobe or hear his
mobile as it beeped a spell first thing in the morning and last thing at night. The pink translucence of a youth
rediscovered seldom lasts, she told herself.
I am not Hera, she tells herself. I will not panic. I will not spew venom or make known my rage. I will not
lower my dignity or shame myself. I can live with these shadows as long as it is me he comes home to.
*
Besides, Giri is not Zeus. He isn’t a compulsive philanderer, merely a middle-aged man who has had his head
turned. Meera tells herself, don’t panic, who else can offer him this cornucopia of elegance? Which other woman
can lay his table as I do, or make a home for him as I do? The felicity of our lives may be shadowed, but will
never be tainted or violated. Giri will not risk losing any of this.
*
And yet, where is Giri?
*
Meera squares her shoulders and decides to fill up the time until Giri comes home. There are books to dust in
the living room. Hundreds of books Giri has accumulated with his Books & Periodicals expense account.
One by one, Meera wipes them clean. But Giri is yet to come home.
Meera switches on the computer. On a whim, she opens Giri’s email account. He has forgotten to sign himself
out and Meera enters his private world, heart hammering. But there is nothing for her to discover. All of it is
empty. His Inbox, Outbox, Sent box … It is as if he has erased himself out of his own life. And then, in the drafts
folder she finds an unfinished e-mail.
*
When the developers called again last morning, my hand shook as I wrote down their offer. It was serious money. I
would never again have to eat shit with that kind of money in the bank. With that kind of security, I could finally do
what I want to do. Start something on my own. M mocked me when I tried telling her.
“Oh Giri, first figure out what it is you want to do and then we can talk of selling the house.”
You are being stubborn. No one will ever make such an offer, and for this old house? I said again.
Sometimes I think I could strangle her. She refuses to listen to reason. I tried explaining it to her: Listen to me,
Meera, if we did this, our lives would change. She stared at me with a strange expression.
“Why would you want our life changed? It’s perfect. I am happy. Aren’t you happy? I thought you were happy.”
I wanted to reach across and slap her face. Her face that she has slathered with half a tin of fucking Nivea cream.
That’s her greatest fucking concern. Wrinkles.
Does she for one moment understand what I have to put myself through, day after day? Does she know what I have
to do to keep my place on the corporate ladder? The endless dents to my self esteem? The fear of being made redundant
or, worse, passed over for a promotion? What does she know of any of this?
“We have growing children. Can’t you see that? You have to stay on in your job. You can’t risk everything we have.
We owe it to them to provide them the best. Besides, you are too old to play hippy, Giri. Organic farming is all very
well. But do you know a spade from a hoe?” she said as if talking to a petulant six-year-old.
Don’t patronize me, I said.
But what I really want to do is shake her till her teeth rattle and tell her, Fuck you and your fucking old house!
But I can’t stop seeing the figures the property developer quoted. There’s nothing to be done but try again. She just
needs to be persuaded. I will wait till I catch M in a more affable mood. There’s nothing else to do. After all, it’s
Madam’s lilac house.

*
Meera stares appalled at the unfinished mail.
Who was he writing to? And who is this Giri? Where is such rancour and bitterness coming from?
Meera never dreamt big dreams. She had no desire for designer clothes, diamonds or expensive holidays. In
those hard years after her father’s death, she learnt to worship at the altar of enough. That was all she ever hoped
for. Enough to keep the roof over their heads and food in their bellies. Enough to retain dignity and not have to
ask reluctant removed relatives for a temporary handout. Enough to live as they did.
Then Meera had her moment of epiphany: Giri. He was the god of her enough. She hugged her relief to herself.
The enough she had always wanted was hers.
Only twice did she know pangs of anxiety that ruffled her sense of peace. Then Meera, the otherwise reticent
Meera, bellowed out her pain in the labour room. The nurses had tried to shush her but she had screamed and
shrieked to hasten the process whereby she could revert to her state of enough.
When the babies were laid in her arms, the fulfillment she knew drowned her in its completeness. How could
anything else compare to this, she thought as her eyes sought Giri’s.
*
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Meera reads the mail again. She has been so blind. Giri had wanted more than enough.
And suddenly she is overwhelmed. Meera, goose girl, corporate wife, had forgotten that suspicion, like
tamarind, never loses its sourness. It knows how to wait. And when to emerge as a humming swarm with a sting.
2
Suspicions swarm and hover, ready to sting. Is this the place? How could it be? Perhaps the taxi driver got it
wrong …
Gray painted doors line the corridor. A regulation gray that makes the dirty cream-coloured walls seem like
watered down chicken curry. The mosaic floor is chipped and grimy. He follows the boy down the corridor,
feeling his heart sink with every step. Why did she choose to come here?
“There is only one other deluxe room. But that is reserved for the doctor,” the boy says. “He comes and goes
but the room is always kept ready for him. Now this is a very good room too.”
The boy unlocks the door and pushes it open. A swash of warm fetid air rushes out. The boy switches the light
on, and the fan. Jak looks around him.
At one end is a bed with a batik patterned sheet stretched across it and a pillow on top of which is a folded
sheet. There is a mirror on the wall with a wooden ledge beneath it. By the main door is another door. The
bathroom, he thinks, postponing the inevitable shudder at what he would find. A tiny cake of Medimix soap and a
sachet of shampoo. A threadbare towel, a grimy bucket and mug. And a toilet he would need to exorcize all his
acquired American standards of hygiene to squat upon.
“Tea, coffee, mineral water? Sir! Sir!”
The boy's voice splices his thoughts. His eyes are expectant as he stands by the door.
Jak pulls out a fifty-rupee note from his wallet, knowing very well that he is over tipping. The boy beams. He
will be useful, Jak knows.
He places his bag on a low wooden table. On the farther side of the room is another door. A gray door flanked
on either side by windows. Gray window frames. Overhead, the fan whirrs, stirring air in the still room. He asks
himself again, but this dump, why did she choose to come here? What on earth was she thinking of?
Then the boy walks towards the closed door and with the aplomb of an amateur magician pulling a rabbit out
of a black top hat, he flings it open.
The tang of the sea. The boom and splash of the breakers. The salt of the spray. The skies. All of it gathers and
rushes into the room. Jak walks out into the balcony. He feels his legs tremble. He sees the sea as she must have.
And he feels that familiar crouching ache rise and stretch its muscles. She had come here chasing a memory. His
memory of this little seaside town, Minjikapuram.
He begins to understand now. He had described to her his first time in Minjikapuram, dredging out the only
phrase he remembered from his Perry Mason days:
“Out there what you get is a lungful of storm!”
He had painted a picture for her. The surprise of it, the grandeur. The overwhelming of the self by the sea and
wind. She had wanted all that he had known. And so this.
*
The taxi driver had looked at the piece of paper he had written the address on.
“I’ll take you to a better hotel. With cable TV and fridge in the room.” He shook his head.
“No, I want to go here,” he said, stabbing the paper with his forefinger.
The taxi driver shrugged. Each to his own, but don’t blame me if you hate it, the set of his shoulders bristled.
The hotel at Madurai had arranged the taxi for him.
“The driver is from those parts. He should be able to find the place you want to go to,” the reception clerk said.
Jak had nodded.
“Good,” he said. “That will save me some time.”
“But sir,” the man’s eyes had brimmed with curiosity, “what is there in Minjikapuram? Why are you going
there? Are you visiting relatives?” Jak shrugged.
“Research! Just research work. I am a cyclone expert. And there are some interesting developments on this
coastline that I want to study.”
“Ah, I see!” the man said, printing out Jak’s bill. “After the tsunami, some scientists came here. They were on
a research trip and were going further south, they said. But you know what I think …” He paused expectantly. Jak
stood there silently, knowing he would hear it anyway.
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“You can study nature as much as you want, but you can’t ever predict it. Actually, there is nothing in life you
can predict.”
*
Jak remembered this as the car turned onto the market road. Had he ever thought he would come back here
again? It was almost thirty-one years ago that he had come to Minjikapuram. After the hustle and bustle of
Madras, it had appeared quiet and provincial.
He searched the road for some familiar landmark. All he could remember was the bus stand with a façade of
shops in front. And the temple on the hill.
“Do people still come to the temple here?” he asked.
“Not as much. Everyone’s rushing to Tirupati or Sabarimala these days. But the people around here still pray to
Minjikaiyan and Minjikammal for the welfare of their children. My wife comes once a year and she insists on
dragging me along. When it is for one’s children, I suppose you don’t want to take chances. Our children are our
wealth, after all.”
The driver’s matter-of-fact pronouncement was something he had heard several times before. But now it had
the edge of a gutting knife. It tore into him, eviscerating in one sudden turn.
*
Jak scanned the shop fronts that flanked either side of the road. The familiarity of it all. Aluminium vessels in
one. Sacks of grain in another. A barber shop and an old newspaper and bottle shop. Rolls of fabric at an entrance
and saris draped from hooks on the ceiling. The glint of gold from a secluded interior. The fragrance of coriander
and coffee that filled the air. The row of flower vendors with huge garlands of marigold and jasmine. A pushcart
vendor frying pakodas in a giant frying pan. Beneath a tree sat another vendor with an array of brightly coloured
plastic articles spread on a tarpaulin sheet and further ahead, a fortune-teller with his parakeet in a cage. Nothing
much seemed to have transpired in the last three decades. It was still a town that happened to be there, going
nowhere.
Which was why Jak had been puzzled at first. Why had she even wanted to visit Minjikapuram?
*
The taxi continued down the market road, past a church. The shops began to thin out and Jak could smell the
ocean.
“How far is the sea from here?” he asked the taxi driver.
“Behind the lodge,” the man said. “But it is not a sea you can swim in. The coast is dangerous.”
“I know,” Jak said. “I have been here before.”
“Then I don’t have to tell you to be careful,” the man said.
“No.” He spoke quietly. If only someone had warned Smriti to be careful. When the taxi pulled up outside an
ugly bleached building, he asked,
“Are you sure this is the place?” The driver stared at him blankly, then shrugged.
“This is the lodge. Not at all suited for people like you. You want me to take you elsewhere? I know of a really
good place …”
Jak held up his hand to pause the flow of words. He paid the driver and pushed open the metal gate.
Somewhere in this dingy seaside lodge he would find the first clue, he thought.
*
The reception clerk made him wait as he filled a register. There was a wall-mounted date sheet. 30 September.
A line of red plastic chairs stood alongside a wall. A few men sat there, idly flicking through different sections of
the newspaper. One man was talking on a mobile phone.
He felt their eyes on him. The smoke from their cigarettes stung his throat. Were you here when it happened,
he wanted to ask them. It was in the last week of February. On the twenty-eighth. Do you remember? Wasn’t there
something you could have done? Anything?
You sir, he wanted to ask an elderly man in a cream coloured half-sleeved shirt and dhoti who was reading a
newspaper, you look like a father, a grandfather; an educated man. Shouldn’t you have said something? Asked her
why she was here. Damn it, isn’t that what we do, poke our nose into everything, probe and question all we see?
She wouldn’t have liked it. She may have asked you to mind your own business. She may have walked away
muttering,
“Indians!”
But if you had asked her … Maybe. As he walked away, he heard the elderly man ask the clerk,
“Who is that? Not the type we see here.” He heard the clerk mutter a response.
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“Who is that man?” Jak asked the hotel boy, feeling the elderly man’s scrutiny brand his back.
“He owns the hotel. Dr. Srinivasan sir. He owns everything here in Minjikapuram. Shops. The hospital. The
theatre. Everything. He is a very important man.”
Jak nodded, feigning interest. He felt his thoughts crowd in on him again.
*
Jak shifts in the chair and puts down the book he is trying to read. He has read the same line twenty times over
and it is still only a series of meaningless syllables. He lights a cigar but it tastes bitter and dry in his mouth. He
decides to go for a walk. The reception clerk pretends not to see him as Jak walks past. Jak wonders at the
hostility of the man’s averted glance. It makes no sense at all. They don’t even know each other.
He ambles slowly along the road. It is dark by the time he reaches the Minjikapuram main road. He looks at
his watch. It is a quarter past six. He stands on the side of the road rubbing the bridge of his nose. What is he
doing here?
*
The cinema theatre is where it used to be, ahead of the bus stand. Jak buys a ticket and enters the darkened
hall. He has a seat in the balcony, right at the back. But the theatre is almost empty, so he chooses for himself a
seat in the front row. He leans back, propping his feet on the parapet wall in front. He can’t remember the last
time he was in a cinema theatre.
Appa had liked going to the movies. They would go for the night shows—Appa, Amma and he. It was the one
weakness his otherwise austere father allowed himself. Amma wouldn’t say it, but movie nights made her
especially happy. She would dress in her silks and braid jasmine into her hair. Her laugh would echo through the
house and she would cook something special for dinner. As Jak sat there watching the story unfold, of caring
husbands and patient wives rewarded, of villains being beaten to a pulp and of a life blessed with fairness, he
wondered if in the movies Amma had found hope, while Appa had sought something else—respite from his
everyday. Escape from the life he was condemned to. Or perhaps what he saw in them was the banality that
strengthened his resolve to abandon this life.
*
Late in the night, Jak approaches the bed. Did she sleep on it? Was she alone? Or was there someone else with
her? Did they share this room that trapped the sea within its dingy blue walls? Did they make love here? Please
god, he prays, let her have known what it is to be made love to gently, carefully and with tenderness. The horror
of what happened will never be mitigated. But it makes it one fraction more bearable to know that someone loved
her. And that she knew how to give, not just be ruthlessly plundered and violated.
He slams his fist against the wall. He didn’t mean to do this, go back to where it happened. Recreate each
moment, examine and deduce. What is the point? Knowing the how and why isn’t going to reverse Smriti’s
condition.
But what is Smriti remembering? He knows he has to find out the genesis of that scream, the source of that
terror.
3
An undefined terror threatens to pull him deeper and deeper into the maze.
He wakes up shivering, cold. Icy fingers clutch his toes. Smriti used to do that. Hold her hand under the cold
water tap, come into his room, lift the bedclothes and grab his feet. When he woke with a start, she would crouch
behind the footboard, trying hard not to giggle and give herself away. If he looks now, will she be there?
The sea breeze has an edge. He stares at the sky. The clouds are the colour of brushed steel. He can smell rain.
*
It has been a long time since he was in the field. But he has always had it. A stirring within him that warns
even as the winds gather and collide. Kitcha, the reader of omens, the collector of warnings, the storm warning
buoy, his professor called him, only half in jest. That was how accurate Kitcha used to be in his predictions. Then
he became Jak The guru of simulated cyclones. Shorn of his powers, deserted by that intuitive knowing, he didn’t
know that across the world, his child was being mauled and ravaged. Instead, he was in a Florida beachside home,
fucking a colleague’s wife against a wall.
“You’ve wanted this for so long, haven’t you, you bitch?” he growled in her ear.
And she murmured her willingness, biting down on his shoulder. Bitch. Cunt. Whore. He knew with that
unfailing instinct of his that this one was definitely not a blueberry muffin, sweet darling, or mon petit chou sort
of a girl. That inside the quiet academic wife lurked a slut only he could excite with his magical incantations of
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filth: Bitch. Cunt. Whore.
Did someone say that to Smriti? The thought wrenches itself out of his mind. He stumbles out of bed. From his
bag, he takes out a blue denim shirt and a photograph. He swaddles the photo frame like he once swaddled her in
a shirt, and takes it to bed with him.
*
You never wanted a child. It frightened you, the thought of being a father. We bring to our adult lives what we
learnt from the adults we knew as children. How could you be a proper father? It terrified you that you would be
unable to keep the commitment a child would demand of you. That you would fail the child somehow. Just as
your father did. Who knew, when the time came, how you would be? Would an innate selfishness emerge?
And then there was the responsibility. What did you know of how to bring up a child? But Nina pooh-poohed
your fears.
“You are not the first man to be a father; I am scared too. But this is what I want,” she said, pressing your palm
to her still flat abdomen. “In here is a life. Our life. Our child! Imagine, Kitcha!”
When Smriti was born, you spent all of that first night gazing down at the sleeping child. Your child. You had
never known anything like it before: this liquification, this snagging of your heart when her tiny fist clutched at a
finger of yours. Mine. My daughter. My life.
*
When she woke in the night, you would wrap her in an old blue denim shirt soft with many washings. She
seemed to prefer it to the gaily patterned baby things Nina and you had bought at the baby shop. And you would
take her into the living room. For a while you would walk her slowly, humming under your breath, and then you
would sit in the rocking chair by the window and rock her to sleep. Slowly, ever so slowly, the softness of her
baby cheek nuzzling the side of your neck, her baby breath of milk and sweetness fanning the skin, the warmth of
her body seeping into you. In those dark solitary hours of osmosis you knew yourself to be one with the universe
and your child. If her eyelid fluttered, you felt it in the beat of your heart. If her breath paused for even a quark,
you felt your heart stop: My child. My daughter. My life.
*
His eyes feel hot and heavy. His throat aches. The dampness beneath his cheek spreads. In the gray dawn, he
lies, a man felled by a thought: why did it have to happen to her?
He draws the sheet to his chin and turns on his side, cradling the bundle.
A sound startles him. He has never heard it before. He hears it again as it escapes his throat. A whimper, a low
call of helplessness, a querulous note of fear. And then, because he can’t bear to be strong any more, he cries.
Quietly at first, muffling his pain and anguish. Only, he can’t hold it within any more. The hurt wrenches itself out
of him.
Jak weeps.
*
In the morning, he wakes up with a thought: someone would remember. He would ask around. Someone would
know. He leaps out of bed and rifles through his bag again. In the documents pouch is the printout. He had folded
it into four and thrust it there. Now he draws it out and smoothens it on the table.
She had sent it to him two days before she arrived here. A smiling girl, and behind her, three boys.
“Papa Jak, these are my friends. Asha is not in the picture. The five of us are heading out on the ‘save the girl
child’ programme. I am sooo excited!” she had written.
Jak looks at the faces. Where are these children now? The three boys and Asha. Why didn’t they come to see
her even once? Guilt, perhaps. He could understand that. That they hadn’t been there for her.
Yet, something niggles. A feeling of disquiet at such complete silence. There have been a few calls and even a
couple of visitors. But none from those in the photograph. The invisible Asha hasn’t been in touch either.
What happened here in Minjikapuram? Lives changed. Smriti’s, and his. That much he knows for certain.
The knots will need to be undone. The knots of silence that seem to surround the days before the accident. But
how and where will he find that first slack in the string?
4
Jak unties the string carefully. He opens the newspaper wrapping and within, on a banana leaf, lies the masala
dosa he ordered for breakfast. A blob of red chili chutney smears an edge of the dosa. A composite wave of
memory and aromas rides up his nostrils. The hiss of the batter on the griddle, the dollop of ghee melting and
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turning the batter to a brown crispness, the onion and chili from the chutney, the fragrance of food wrapped in
banana leaf. Jak feels his mouth water.
Despite everything, despite the world falling around our ears, our bodies will never let us forget that we are
alive and needy. That our hunger has to be appeased, our thirst quenched, our desires slaked; our lives spent.
There is no escaping that, Jak thinks, as his hand reaches greedily to tear a piece of the dosa. The boy peers
anxiously at Jak’s face.
“Is it all right? I had the sambhar and chutney packed separately!” he says, pointing to two plastic sachets
brimming with a green and brown fluid each. Jak nods.
“It’s fine. What about you? I asked you to get yourself something too. I hope you did.” Swami smiles.
“Shall I pour the coffee?” he asks, unscrewing the lid of the flask.
“How long have you been working here?” Jak asks.
“Some months now. Why?”
“Nothing,” Jak says, feigning indifference. “Someone I know came here earlier in the year. I was wondering if
you remember her. She was your age. Nineteen. She came from Bangalore.” Swami shakes his head.
“There was some problem with that girl. A police case. They sent the clerk and the hotel boy who were here
then to Tuticorin. But why? Why do you want to know?” Jak looks at the floor, schooling his features to not give
anything away.
“Just curious. I read about the accident.” Swami begins cleaning up.
“I could ask Chinnathayi. She works as the sweeper here. She’ll know, I am sure. She knows everything and
everyone.”
Jak thinks of the elderly woman he has seen sweep the corridor and knows a flaring of something akin to
excitement. A feeling that has evaded him for a long time now.
“Chinnathayi hasn’t come in this morning,” Swami comes back to tell him. What do I do now? Jak asks aloud
of himself. But Swami has an answer.
“Sir, why don’t you go to the government hospital? All police cases are taken there.”
*
The doctor at the district hospital glances at him as he walks into his room. He has the attendant call Jak in
despite the long line of patients.
“Yes, yes, what can I do for you?” he beams, eyeing Jak with the rapacious hunger of a vulture waiting for
road kill. When Jak explains who he is, the doctor’s eyes drop. The smile vanishes.
“Please wait outside. I have a long line of patients, as you can see. Actually, why don’t you come another day?
I am very busy now,” he says, ringing the bell to alert the attendant.
But Jak refuses to leave. He sits there, peering through a crack in the door each time a patient leaves, hoping to
catch the doctor’s eye.
*
“Naked. I remember now. It happened some five-six months ago, right? First week of March, if I am not
wrong. How can I forget? How can anyone forget? We were all shocked by the state they brought her in. You
know how it is usually … we have to cut the clothing off an accident case but in her case, someone had just flung
a cloth over her. It was quite obvious that she didn’t have a stitch of clothing on her when she had the accident. It
makes you wonder what she was up to.”
The government doctor turns the pages of the file in front of him, each flick of paper suggesting the contempt
he feels for a young woman who is so careless of her modesty and her NRI\fn{ Non-resident Indian} father who
brought her up so.
*
You stare at the man’s bent head and want to punch his face. That’s my child you are talking about. If it was
your daughter, would you be as callous? Would you sit there exhibiting your disapproval and emanating this “she
deserved all that happened to her” attitude?
And it wasn't an accident. You know that just as I do. They paid you off to turn it into an accident. Is that what
paid for the expensive watch you wear, the mobile in your pocket, the car parked outside? You bastard!
You clench your fist, restraining your impulse to haul the man up by his shirt and slam him against the wall.
“Please, sir,” Jak grinds the sir out with as much servitude as he can muster, hoping to evoke a slightly less
guarded response. “We, her mother and I, still can’t understand how it happened.” The doctor looks up and
beyond him.
“Is her mother here?”
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“No.” Jak wipes his forehead with the back of his palm. “No, she is not here.”
“You see, that’s the problem with you people. You NRIs. You don’t understand that grown-up girls need to be
with their mothers. You think this is America. You send your daughter back filled with all the permissive ideas
you teach them in the West and then when something goes wrong, you blame India for it. She was here with a
man, I hear. By herself—”
“She wasn’t here with a man. She was part of a group. They were volunteers in an NGO programme” Jak tries
to interject. The man shrugs.
“A man, a group … Would any Indian girl be so bold? They may have been classmates, but she was alone and
who knows what transpired? Didn’t you or her mother teach her what to do and what not to do? If you ask me, I
would lay the blame at your feet. Her parents.”
*
Jak rises from the chair. He will not sit here, listening to this pathetic, corrupt creature lecture him on parental
responsibility. What does he know about them? Or her? To him, she is just the naked accident case.
“How is she now?” the doctor asks suddenly.
Jak pauses. He stares at him. He sees the tapping fingers, the beads of sweat on his forehead; he sees the
evasiveness in his eyes, the compromise he has made with his conscience. He sees a man who has doctored the
case sheet.
“You do know the condition she was in when she left here. What do you think could have changed?” Jak says,
feeling his shoulders slump.
*
“But hope is all we have. Don’t you see that? You have to believe that somewhere in her, there is a part that is
still alive. It tells her that things will change. It will bring her back to us. We have to cling to that thought,
Kitcha,” Kala Chithi said in that low, measured voice of hers, which he knew so well and loved. All through his
life, hers alone had been the voice of reason. They were sitting in Smriti’s room the day before Jak left for
Minjikapuram.
“Look at this,” he had burst out, demanding she see what he did.
The room was filled with all the little odds and ends Smriti had collected in her lifetime. Postcards and
pebbles. Feathers and paper clippings. Photographs and books. All day they played her the kind of music she used
to listen to. On a wall were shelves of her books. And on all the remaining surfaces, the dolls. Plastic, shell, bone,
terracotta, metal, rubber, poly-fiber-filled velvet shod dolls … All of Smriti’s dolls that had lain in storage in
Nina’s attic for the last four years. Nina had complained when Smriti packed them away.
“I wish she would let me give them to the Children’s Hospital. Why does she want to keep them?”
*
Box after box of dolls from day one to age fourteen and two months, when Jak and Nina separated. When Jak
sent for them. Nina’s voice had cracked on the telephone:
“What perverse idea is this, Kitcha? What are you planning to do with the dolls? You are not making this any
easier for anyone of us … to handle this … to deal with this tragedy.”
“Tragedy! You sound like one of those plastic women in a TV newsroom,” Jak had snarled. “She is our
daughter. You do not get past her or deal with her. Smriti is our child!” Nina’s voice was quiet when she spoke
next.
“What about Shruti? Think of what this is going to do to Shruti. Do you remember you have another child?
Think of her, Kitcha, for heaven’s sake! You haven’t even asked about her.”
But Jak had wanted to surround Smriti with all that she loved in her once picture perfect world. In every doll
was a wealth of memories. Who knew what would bring her back? The boot black of an eye, a blonde curl, a
gingham pinafore, a white rubber shoe …
*
“It’s like the tombs of the kings. Everything she loved, all that was precious to her—except that she isn’t dead.
Do you know what we are doing? We are burying her alive. Look at these dolls.” His fingers trailed along a row
of cabbage patch dolls.
“Her babies, she had a name for each one of them when she was just six years old. ‘I am going to have a
houseful of babies,’ she’d say and we would laugh at the notion of our Smriti becoming a mother. Can you
imagine our Smriti a mother, Nina and I would smile at each other.
‘It kills me, Kala Chithi, to think that my Smriti’s life is over. That she will never have anything of what she
wanted … Nina thinks I have forgotten Shruti. That she doesn’t exist for me. But I am scared to even think of her.
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How can I love again? How can I lay myself open to this again?” He stared at the floor and as a glassiness entered
his eye, he heard himself say,
“It would have been better if she had died.”
He waited for Kala Chithi to gasp. To tell him that he was a heartless creature, an unnatural father. What parent
would say such a thing? When she didn’t, he raised his eyes and saw in hers only a deep sorrow. Did she, he
wondered, feel the same? That despite all the reassurance she felt she owed him, there really was no hope of
Smriti ever recovering.
*
In the shadows of the room, Kala Chithi seemed more gaunt than ever, the stubble on her head a million gray
dots.
“You look tired,” he said.
“I am tired,” she said. “I am tired of worrying about you. Will this never end?”
“What are you talking about?” He frowned.
“Look at her, Kitcha. If her life is on hold, it’s because of an accident. But you, Kitcha? You too have put your
life on hold. You behave as if to recover and move on would be an act of betrayal. Nina is dealing with this better
than you are. What are you doing to yourself?” He ran his fingers through his hair.
“I am all right. I just need to sort out a few things, then I will be fine.” Kala Chithi touched his elbow.
“Why are you doing this, Kitcha?”
“Doing what?” He affected ignorance.
“I know you too well. Don’t hide it from me, Kitcha. I know you have been going to Smriti’s college, probing
and questioning.” He shrugged.
“I have to know. I can’t believe it was a freak accident!”
“Would that make it easier to bear?”
“What I can’t get past is a detail …” Kitcha spoke haltingly.
“What detail?”
“That there was evidence of sexual activity before the accident. With more than one man … That my daughter,
my Smriti was … The accident happened on the beach. Do you think she would …”
His voice broke, unable to continue the thought—fuck on the beach like a bitch on heat with more than one
man. He straightened.
“I cannot accept what they say. If someone did this to her, they should be punished.” Jak spoke slowly.
“I am her father. I have to make it right for her.” The old woman sat next to Jak, her Kitcha.
“This is not a book or a film, Kitcha. There will be no happily ever after when you have finished playing
avenging father seeking retribution!”
“I know.” He sank his head into his arms. “I know … the consequences. But I need to find out what happened
to her. I am a scientist, Kala Chithi. It is my natural instinct to seek, to try and fathom, to make sense.”
*
Jak waited for Kala Chithi to speak. To refute his claim of scientific need with an exclamation of “That’s
rubbish”. When he raised his head, he saw on her face a twisted mendacious smile of disapproval. As he watched,
the smile slipped.
“How will you know when to stop?”
He rose from where he was sitting. The need to get out tussled with his need to retreat into some back room
where he could bury himself amidst books and long columns of data and graphs.
“I don’t know. But it is the way of all scientific investigation to end in a conclusion. Perhaps then I will stop.”
“And Kitcha, what do you do with the conclusion you arrive at?” Jak shook his head.
“I am a scientist, but I am a father too. It depends on what I discover. I can’t promise you anything now, Kala
Chithi.”
He walked out of the room, deep in thought. He even forgot his customary tickle under Smriti’s chin. A wiggle
of fingers and
“You better wake up, little girl, in the next two minutes, or Papa Jak will be very angry!”
*
Jak sits in the balcony of his room and stares at the horizon. It is the hour that always causes in him an ache.
The boy Kitcha had vested his hopes in the evening sky, but it only fills the adult Kitcha with fatigue. Yet another
futile day gone.
*
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Chinnathayi seemed to have disappeared, Swami said.
“She is not at home either. I. went there looking for her but the house was locked.”
“What about the doctor? Was he here then?” Jak asked Swami suddenly. “The doctor who stays here at the
lodge?” Swami shook his head.
“He doesn’t pay. He comes to Srinivasan sir’s hospital with the scan machine every now and then. So there
will be nothing in the register. I can ask Dorai sir at the reception.” But neither Dorai nor anyone else at the lodge
had anything to say.
“In fact, Dorai sir asked me to mind my own business. He asked if I was working for you or for the lodge. And
did I want to keep my job or not?” Swami said, standing by the door and avoiding Jak’s eyes.
And Jak knew he had come to the end of yet another road. It was like trying to climb a translucent glass wall.
On the other side was the truth, and on this side a hazy shaping of conjecture.
*
He waited all afternoon at the police station. A new humility had crept into him. These were busy people. He
was the one who needed them to make time for him. He waited, every second an iron-shod peanut his tongue
teased in his mouth, that he ached to sink his teeth into and crack.
“Come back later,” the policeman admonished. “I need to look for the files. I need at least a week’s time. We
are busy this week. It is Gandhi Jayanthi tomorrow, or have you forgotten? The MP is coming for the
celebrations!”
*
Jak stares at the sky, rubbing the bridge of his nose. What is he to do now? He knows the police file will
merely corroborate the doctor’s statement. Accident victim. Name. Age. Sex.
What of the others? The three boys and Asha. Jak draws the printout from his pocket and looks at it again.
Strange that the doctor at the government district hospital should say Smriti was with a man. No one seems to
mention the other two boys or the girl. So where were they when the accident happened? Or, did Smriti lie to
him? But why would she? He is not that sort of a father, to lay down the law or impose rules. They have always
been able to discuss everything. Why then would she lie to him?
*
Jak stands up abruptly. The plastic chair jerks back, catches in a dip in the chipped mosaic floor, and topples
backwards. He reaches to set it upright, then kicks it away. His daughter lies on her back, will perhaps never sit up
again. What is he getting so uptight for, about a fucking chair?
From where he stands on the balcony, Jak can see the strip of sand behind the lodge. The sand bank. Did it
happen here? Or was it further up the coast? Or, perhaps down in some secluded cove?
Would this self-inflicted torture never end?
*
Jak stuffs his still wet towel into a plastic bag and locks the door behind him. The coast is treacherous. Only
fools and idiot tourists would swim out into the sea, he knows. But he cannot contain the restless beast that paces
within him.
He strips his clothes off and in his boxer shorts runs into the sea. The waves break against him but he pushes
through the swell. This isn’t the gentle ocean he swims in most days of the year. This isn’t the placid sea he has
vacationed by. The violent rough seas here hoist him and throw him back towards the shore. But Jak won’t turn
back. He won’t heed the sea’s warning. I know you as well as I know myself. Do you think you scare me? What’s
the point? The worst that can happen has already happened. What do you think you can do to me now, he screams
at the waves.
And then, as he knew it would, the shelf of sand beneath his feet falls away. A bottomless abyss. He is on his
own now.
*
Alone. …\fn{Below: more Shiva. Quick sketch. No-nonsense tough guy.:H}
61.90 The Prodigal\fn{by R. N. Hopingson (1966- )} Phadang, Ukhrul District, Nagaland State, India (M) 1
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One evening I was sitting in one corner of the Imphal Boxing Ring waiting patiently for the bell to ring for the
first round. Then a friend waved his hand and shouted:
“All the best Apam.”
The ring was brightly lit with multi-colored lights and above the score board was written:
Apam versus Chandra Singh
As I sat there, I wondered why I had come to this in the first place. Then it came to me: I was here for revenge
—revenge against my own father.
That day I was drunk when I came home. I had also lost all the money my father gave me in a gambling game.
I was just climbing up the steps of our house, when the front door opened and my father came out. He took one
look at me and his face went red and he began to tremble with rage.
“So you’ve been drinking and gambling again, you scoundrel,” he scolded me.
In a drunken rage, I slapped and spat on his face, but my father did nothing. Instead he stared hard at me. At
this silent and inactive response, I knocked him down on the floor. He got up slowly and with steady steps,
approached me and catching hold of me by the collar of the shirt, he shook me violently. I turned round and began
to punch on him, but my father, a one-time boxer, hit back and probably I was the one who received the best of
the punches he delivered in the whole of his life. I picked a broken piece of brick and threw it with all my
strength, my father ducked; it went crashing through the window pane and broke the almirah glass inside the front
room.
With fire in his eyes, my father shouted:
“Get out you scoundrel—and don’t ever come back.”
Fearing that I would be knocked down if I proceeded further, I cut back at him:
“Shut up, you swine. I’ll go. You wait. I’ll revenge,” and turned to go.
“Apam my son … for heaven’s sake, please don’t go,” pleaded my mother sobbing.
But the storm in me became all the more wild. I pushed her away and went off.
*
I heard the bell ring for the start of action. I looked at Chandra Singh as I rose up and studied him. He looked
like an enraged bull and came thudding into the center of the ring. I danced my way and met him like a regular
fighting cock, but he rushed in throwing himself at me, left, left, right, left and a wild blow made me taste the salt
of my own blood. At this, all the Manipuris around the ring cheered and their shoutings and laughter filled the
arena. Chandra Singh was a Manipuri and all his people were cheering him. There were very few Naga voices for
me.
Chandra Singh, confident, his firm body swinging elegantly came up to finish me off. He swung a glove, I
ducked and with the swiftness of a cat, I hit him right on the nose. He staggered and lost his stance. Then I
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presented him showers of hits mostly on the face and the chest. He spun round and fell flat. The referee counted,
but Chandra Singh never rose again.
Suddenly all the Manipuris were inside the ring, shouting, “Kill him. Kill him, kill Apam,” and there was a
stampede inside the ring. Before I realized what was going on, a blow … two … three. I fell down in the ground.
I opened my eyes only the next morning, and at first startled to see a different room, but the pain from the
swollen eyes and the broken jaw soon told me that I was in the hospital. I looked around the room and saw
another patient in the next bed. As I was wondering who my room-mate was, a nurse dropped into the room and
told me that he was Chandra Singh.
“He came round at about midnight and when he saw you, he cried like a child—he was sorry for you.”
She continued to tell me the whole story. From what she said, I gathered that after much angry shouting, the
Manipuris carried the unconscious Chandra Singh to the hospital. But I was left lying there for quite some time, as
the Nagas who were near the ring were hesitating to enter inside and they were arguing among themselves. Then
one man, who was at far back, came forward and boldly jumped inside to do first-aid to me. Soon many young
men joined him and I was also admitted in the hospital and put in the same room along with Chandra Singh.
The cold and misty wind of Ukhrul greeted me as I got down from the bus and soon I was tracing back my way
in the old route with feelings of regret in my heart. As I opened the gate, my father, who was sitting on the
verandah, jumped up and came rushing like wind, with tears running down his cheeks like a child.
“Welcome, son. I am sorry,” he said embracing me. He spoke in a choking voice. And with all my effort, I
mumbled:
“Forgive me, Pa. It’s me that has wronged you. I am sorry.”
“Congratulations … you boxed splendidly. Superb.” He patted my back,
I was thunderstruck,
“You were there? Really there? Saw me boxing?” My mother intervened.
“Oh you didn’t know he was there, eh? Why, he told me, it was he who entered the ring first, gave you first aid
and got you admitted in the hospital.”
Tears streaming down my eyes, I went and hugged my father and sobbed. With tears of joy, the three of us
stood together smiling … oh, how I wish I were a painter. I would draw it and put it in my room.
The next day saw me busy repairing the broken glasses of the window and the almirah.
61.89 An Incident\fn{by Dingshungngamang Kamel (1966- )} Dimapur Town, Dimapur District, Nagaland State, India
(M) 1
Diguang was sitting on a bench in the playground of the school with his legs stretched out in front of him. He
was one of the nicest boys in the school.
All of a sudden, a group of boys rushed by. Unfortunately one of them fell heavily to the ground tripping over
Diguang’s legs. When he got up he was very angry.
“You bloody fool!” he shouted. “You did it on purpose!”
“I didn’t, really, Ashung,” Diguang replied. “It was an accident. Anyway, I’m very sorry.”
“It wasn’t an accident,” Ashung retorted hotly. “You did it because you hate me.”
“I don’t hate you and you know it,” said Diguang gently. “But please let us not—”
“I’ll fix you!” interrupted Ashung. “You wait and see, and mind you, watch your step.”
Seeing the commotion of the students and wondering what it was all about, a teacher strolled up.
“Now, boys, what’s the trouble?” he asked.
“Diguang tripped me up,” said Ashung angrily. “On purpose too.”
“Really, I didn’t, sir,” said Diguang. “I had just stuck out my legs too far, I suppose, and he fell over them. It
was just an accident.”
The teacher knew the two boys well.
“Ashung,” he said, “if Diguang says it was only an accident, you should accept it, He had no reason for
tripping you up find you shouldn’t accuse him of doing so. Many times what appears to have been done on
purpose is just pure accident.”
Ashung turned away, grumbling to himself about “fixing him someday,” and the crowd broke up. Soon
everybody had forgotten all about the incident.
A week later, however, they had reason to remember it and this was how it happened.
The boys were playing cricket and the cloud had just covered up the sun. Diguang was batting and hit the ball
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along the ground. Ashung picked up the ball and threw it in as hard as he could. But it was a bad throw, and the
ball hit Diguang on the head.
“Oh,” he shouted, trying as hard as he could not to show any expression of pain.
The players crowded round to see how badly he was hurt.
“That’s Ashung, and he did it intentionally,” said someone, “trying to get even.”
“I wasn’t,” shouted Ashung. “I didn’t mean to hit him.”
“Yes, we know you did. We all know you have a grudge against him,” retorted another.
“I didn’t,” he said hotly. “It was an accident. The ball didn’t go straight.”
Then Diguang showed his kind heart.
“It’s all right. Ashung,” he said. “I’m sure it was an accident. I know you wouldn’t have done it on purpose.”
Ashung felt ashamed of himself. Later that day Ashung begged forgiveness from Diguang which Diguang
gladly accepted. The boys crowded round them the third time to greet the new friendship.
61.77 The Lovers’ Paradise\fn{by Thepfülhoutuo Shüya (1966- )} Chumukedima, Dimapur District, Nagaland State,
India (M) 1
Akho and Vakhrie-ü were seated under a tree holding hands. Behind them the sun was beginning to set in the
crimson and gold sky. Their sheep were grazing all about them, nibbling the grass that can only be found in
Kohima. For almost a year now. they had been meeting. And now their love for each other had matured. Akho
looked thoughtfully at his sheep and then at his Vakhrie-ü. He said:
“My parents did not mind my marrying you. You haven’t told me yet what your parents have to say about it.”
“I have told you many times,” she said. “My people are simply against our marriage.”
“Well, ask them again for the last time tomorrow.”
“It is time to go home,” she said.
They gathered their sheep and after wishing each other good-bye, they departed.
The next day when they met, he noticed that her face was pale and her eyes were swollen with weeping. They
did not speak at once. They went as usual and sat under their tree. They held each other’s hand for a while without
talking. He said:
“Something is wrong, Vakhrie-ü. Can you tell me?”
As answer, fresh tears poured down her cheeks. She started to sob against his shoulder. He did not say anything, but only held her affectionately. At last her torrent of tears and sobbing ceased. He brought her some water
to drink. She took a few sips. She avoided looking at him.
“You can tell me now,” he said. “However bad it is, I can take it.”
“I don’t know where to begin,” she said.
“Begin at the beginning,” he said smiling, trying to make light of the matter. She pressed her hands together in
her lap.
“This is my last day with you. Last night after supper when I told my parents about us, they were very angry
with me. They sent me here today just to meet you and tell you that they have arranged my marriage with another
man. You will not see me after this evening.”
A heavy silence like a blanket lay over them for a while. At last he said:
“Good for you, Vakhrie-ü. I wish you all the happiness.” She stared at him.
“Then you don’t care for me.” He got up and walked a little away from her.
“All the hills and the plains will not contain the love I have for you. But what can I do if you are going to
marry another man?”
“If I cannot marry you, I’ll die,” she said.
“It is the same with me, Vakhrie-ü: why is the world against us?”
“Then I will leave this world,” she said.
“Then we will leave together,” he said.
The rest of the day they spent holding hands and speaking words of endearment to each other. As the day drew
to a close and the sky became crimson and again gold, Akho rose and walked to the cliff. He did not look back.
Suddenly he felt Vakhrie-ü’s hands in his arm. He held it tightly.
“Maybe this will become a special place for lovers,” he said.
“Yes, it will,” she said.
They did not wait long. They took one last look at each other and took a deep breath and threw themselves
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down from the cliff and died in peace.
The villagers pieced together the story like they did the bones which they picked up, and mourned over their
death. They performed the wedding ceremony over the dead bodies as they believed that would enable the lovers
to live together in Paradise.
Today when you pass the Lovers’ Paradise in Kohima, you see a twin grave under a tree.
61.78 Whose Fault?\fn{by Azalea Zingkhai (1966- )} Tolloi, Ukhrul District, Manipur State, India (F) 2
There were only two days more for the Pre-University final examinations. I was in my room studying. A girl
came in and told me:
“There is a telegram for you.”
“What could be the news?” I wondered.
I went out and received it. I opened it and read the message.
Dad Died. Mother
It would take two days for me to reach my village in Nagaland. First a bus from Shillong down to Guwahati
and then another bus to Dimapur and then walk, rather climb up a few miles. The funeral would be over anyway.
My mother has not asked me to start immediately. And then the examinations—the final ones.
I decided not to go.
I could not concentrate on my books after that. I kept looking at the telegram—at the word “Dad.” It revived
all sorts of memories, pleasant and unpleasant.
*
It was spring time. The birds were singing sweetly in the trees. Flowers were blooming in many varieties,
Everybody, young and old, great and small, was enjoying the breeze of spring time; and said to one another:
“Really it is the handiwork of God.”
Women were sitting near their front doors, weaving. The colourful threads went up and down on their looms,
making designs on mekhalas and shawls. Men went hunting end some brought whatever they found in the jungle.
In the afternoon when I was playing, mother called me a in joyful voice and said to me:
“Your daddy will be coming soon. I got a letter from him. And he has asked us to pick him up at the bus station
at Imphal. So, we’ll be going down to Imphal on Saturday.”
My father went to jail when I was in my mother’s womb. So, I wanted to see him, because I had never seen
him. I had only seen his photo. But, on the other hand, I was so scared to meet him, because people told me that
my daddy had a long moustache and beard reaching down to the chest.
“Oh no,” I murmured stupidly. “I won’t go to Imphal; I’ll just stay here.”
We were in our maternal grandmother’s house at that time. Saturday came. Mother had packed up all things,
ready to start the journey. But I hadn’t decided yet whether to go or not.
“Come on, we’ll start!” mother shouted in a hurried voice.
“I am not coming, mum!” I shouted back.
But they all compelled me to go. So, I agreed to leave for Imphal.
It was night, at about 9.30. We were all sleeping. Suddenly there was a knock at the door.
“Yes, anything?” mother enquired.
“Mr. Longchar has come, please come down and receive him,” the anonymous caller answered and went away.
Mother woke me up and told me that my daddy had arrived and he was on the roadside, waiting for us. I was
so scared on hearing that.
“I won’t get up,” said I, in a sleepy tone.
But everyone scolded me again and so I had to get up. I got up and then sneaked to the backyard which was on
a higher level and looked at the road. On the road side there were three men. I saw a man clad in a khaki dress. He
was tall and fat, not very handsome.
“This must be my dad,” I thought. I tried to look at his face, but could see no moustache or beard on his chin.
“No, this is not my dad,” I said to myself.
My aunt came and carried me inside the house. The three men were standing there.
“Which one is your daddy, Mayo?” asked mum.
“I don’t know,” I said.
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Mother pointed to one and he was the one whom I had earlier guessed as my father. But there was neither
moustache nor beard that reached down to the chest! Oh! How is it? I wondered. He looked up at me and smiled.
“Say ‘daddy’,” mum said in a soft tone.
“No,” I said stupidly.
It was too heavy a task for me to call him “daddy.” These nine years I had lived without calling anyone “dad.”
It was really too hard for me.
He shook hands with me and others who were there and then he lifted me in his arms and kissed me. Oh!
Heavens, I was so scared. The elders were sitting and chatting for a long time. After the neighbors who had
dropped in to see my father left. when we were going to bed, my father asked:
“Mayo, will you sleep next to me?”
“Oh! no,” I answered in a fearful voice.
“Why?” he tried to find out. but I ran away from him, I was afraid that he would catch hold of me. I slept near
my aunt in her bed.
*
Two years passed, I couldn’t call him “daddy” yet.
One day I was playing with other little girls and was in a particularly cheerful mood. When my father came
there, I called out “daddy.” But when half the syllable “dad” escaped my lips, I involuntarily stopped; the word
was unfinished. My father stopped and said jokingly:
“You nearly called out ‘daddy’.”
I was so shy that I ran away from the place.
*
Three years passed.
Now my father wanted to have a son, but mother couldn’t give him one. Daddy began to lose heart and he
started flirting with another girl. He never used to drink, but now he started drinking. He began scolding and
beating mum, He called her a “bitch” and a “clump.” He grumbled almost all the time. He seemed to be very kind
to me at first. but later on, he started calling me a “bastard.” He beat me and kicked at my buttocks.
But mother was very patient. She never spoke a word against him. She bore all the troubles quietly. She prayed
more these days.
One night, he came fully drunk and could not walk properly.
“Prepare my dinner,” he ordered in a nasal voice.
The food was set before him. But for no reason, he threw away the plates and started slapping and scolding
mother. He pulled her hair. Oh! What a horrible sight it was. But I could not do anything. If only I were a boy! I
would have killed him right away. He grumbled and muttered curses. It was all because mother did not give him
money when he demanded it for drinking. But why should mother give him? We had never seen him bringing
anything home after he came out of the jail. He [was] entirely depended on mother. He showed no sympathy
towards her. He gave us troubles, sorrows and pain. Because of his drinking, we had debts—more than a thousand
rupees—to be paid.
People teased me, “daughter of a drunkard.” I felt ashamed to walk along with others. I heard people—our
relatives and close friends—murmuring that if I called him “daddy,” he would change and turn over a new leaf.
Everyone pressurized me just to call out “daddy” once, but I couldn’t. I became just like a dumb dog. Of course I
tried to call out, but the word just would not come.
He now had another wife. She had given birth to a girl baby. When he was away with his second wife at some
other place, mother and myself lived peacefully, without any trouble, free from all harm and danger. I wished we
could go on like that for ever more. But occasionally he came to us. When he did, it was really a great burden to
us. We would long for his departure.
He drank twenty-four hours. There was no sense at all in his words. But mother was still gentle and patient.
She told me he was sick and that he might not live long.
*
When I got home after my exam, mother narrated all that happened. Before my father died, he called out my
name. My name was the last word he ever uttered. I could not believe it. I realized at last that even though he
treated me rudely, he still loved me with a parental love.
I wish now I had been at his bedside and called him 'daddy' just once, before he closed his eyes and left this
world; he would then have died a contented man.
What gripped my throat? Why wouldn’t that word come to my lips?
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Whose fault?”
61.80 Father Forgive Me\fn{by Mayabi Niphi (1966- )} Medziphema, Dimapur District, Nagaland State, India (M)
2
“I’ve had enough of it,” murmured Visa as they started for another drink.
“What a funk you are, so scared,” Abi grumbled. They left the bar early. It was a foggy and cold night, the
wind was howling as they reached their dormitory with difficulty.
The whole campus was enveloped in darkness except for a room where the lights were still on. Everything was
calm and quiet. The gushing sound of the wind only could be heard. Visa was lying down as fresh memories
flashed back to his mind.
He could remember how ignorant he was when he first started mingling with this bad companion. How
innocent he was when at first he began to booze with Abi; how he used to be heckled when he refused to mix with
his set. Visa began to long for the life he had lived before he fell into this evil pit. But, how was he ever going to
get out of it?
He felt most guilty even when he was boozing around thinking of his father.
“What will be the thoughts of my father and what will he say since he is a hater of this drinking habit?”
All of a sudden, there was thunder and lightning. Visa rose up from his bed panicking. He went and bolted the
door and window, put down the curtains and switched off the light.
*
The next evening, Visa and Abi came down walking by the roadside enjoying the cool breeze, heading for the
bar as usual. It was then when they saw some lecturers a few yards in front of them who were going for a stroll.
“Hey! What shall we do now? Our lecturers!” Visa murmured.
“Let us take the short-cut because who knows, there are others too, a bit further off,” Abi answered.
To take the short-cut, they had to cross the river and then only they could reach their destination. The previous
two days it rained so heavily that the river was flowing with murky water.
“Abi, how are we going to cross it? The current must be very swift. Come, let us go back to our rooms,”
answered Visa looking at the tumbling water.
“Don’t be a sissy, we can make it,” retorted Abi having much confidence in himself.
“No! No! I am not going to do that. I won’t risk dying,” protested Visa.
Suddenly he heard a sharp, piercing cry for help. When he turned around, he saw that Abi had already flopped
into the gushing and gurgling river. Though he did not at all want to go into the river, yet he had no option. He just
couldn’t see his friend drowned.
Visa jumped to the rescue. He was a good swimmer, compared with Abi. But the current was so very swift that
he had to apply all his strength. Every second Abi was being carried away.
Luck favored Visa and he got to the other bank. He brought a long bamboo, ran down along the bank to where
Abi was rolling away.
“Abi! Abi! catch hold of the bamboo quickly. There’s a deep fall in front of you. Come on, quick!” cried out
Visa at the top of his voice stretching the bamboo towards his friend.
Just in the nick of time, Visa pulled out his friend from the hungry serpent river. Had he been a minute late, his
friend would have been a dead man. They both rested on the bank of the river for a moment.
“Visa,” Abi sighed, “you are indeed a true friend. I will repay this someday.”
“Pay me back?” quipped Visa. “Indeed it is my duty to help you. Forget it.”
“I’m going to celebrate tonight because you have saved my life,” he laughed.
“Okay, carry on,” Visa agreed.
They stepped into the bar. The manager greeted them.
“Good evening, boys, come and have your seats.”
They were not the only ones present in the bar. There were others boozing before them. Bottle after bottle of
whisky followed, There were some lousy and harsh guys guzzling their cups of liquor and kept on staring at them.
Abi got annoyed of being stared at all the time. His spirits were high. He got out of his seat.
“Why the hell you lousy looking guys staring at us like hungry jackals?” he growled at the other guys.
A tall and stout person rose up from the other side.
“Who are you bastards to insult us like that? You need to be taught a lesson.”
There took place a fair bar fight between them and the other guys. Kicks, flogs, punch, throwing of bottles, all
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followed one after another. But the police came and arrested everyone including the two friends.
The manager phoned to the college authority. The Dean of students appeared on the scene. Visa was worried.
He might be asked to explain things and moreover, the thought struck his mind that his father would eventually
come to know of it. He made a run for it. The police and the Dean together gave a good chase. He ran very swiftly
and leapt down below the road. He then crawled beneath a thick bush from where he could see the road.
The car came racing and screeched to a halt all of a sudden. They had lost sight of him. The inspector first
jumped out followed by the Dean. A man in full khaki dress too emerged out from the other side of the black car.
“Sahib,” he said saluting the inspector. “That person disappeared from here!”
“What nonsense are you talking? How can a person just disappear into nowhere?” the inspector gave a crisp
reply. As they were searching, the Dean began narrating Visa’s story, “I never believed my ward Visa would be
like this,” in a pitiful tone.
“Is he a regular drunkard?” asked the Inspector with surprise.
The Dean nodded his head.
“I know nothing, but recently at night I heard very often, drunkards singing hullabaloo. He was a good student
until, I think, when he started mingling with that friend of his.”
Visa could hear all the words clearly. He felt like coming out and confessing to the Dean. Suddenly, he felt
something bite him on his leg. The thought to confess only was in his mind and he did not bother much about the
bite. Somehow he got the courage to come out of his hiding place. He then confessed everything that was in his
mind to the Dean, how he felt regarding him, like a second father.
All of them got into the car and were about to push off when all of a sudden, Visa felt very ill. There was a
severe headache. His temperature had risen very high and he felt like vomiting.
“What’s wrong with you?” enquired the Dean.
“I don’t exactly know, sir. I only felt the pain of the bite on my leg while I was in the bush,” he uttered.
They turned the car and raced immediately to the police hospital. An emergency call was sent up to his parents
at Wokha.
“You are a bit late, It appears the venom has entered into blood, However, we are doing our best,” said the
doctor.
Visa was slowly losing his consciousness. His father turned up at the nick of time and was shocked to find his
beloved son groaning on the bed fully swollen.
“What’s gone wrong? What’s the matter with you?” his father bellowed.
Visa slowly turned towards his father; he could hardly open his eyes.
“Daddy,” he uttered, “Please forgive me. You taught me always the right path, You always wanted me to be a
person who can be remembered. But alas! I have ignored your words. I remember those nights when I gave you
trouble. You had to leave me with a heavy heart. I also remember the sleepless nights you had, grieving for me. I
never thought of all the troubles you had to face for me. Will you forgive me, daddy?”
Tears came down rolling on his cheeks,
“Son, it’s all right, it’s all right,” said his father in a shaking voice,
Visa lost consciousness.
1967
61.82 Farewell To Love\fn{by T. Tiajungla Jamir (1967- )} Dimapur, Diampur District, Nagaland State, India (F) 2
Amanla looked out of her room window that was facing the main road leading to the hostel. Down below, she
could see the college snack bar, as usual, crowded. Among the throng of students, she caught sight of a thin, haggard looking man eyeing her room. The man was Ganesh, the servant of Binoy Ghosh, one of the lecturers in the
college. Hastily she put on her coat and fled downstairs and into the road. She entered the library which had a
direct view of the snack bar. There was not a soul in the library. Ganesh, on seeing Amanla entering the library,
headed towards it. Amanla carefully eyed the servant as he entered. She put back the book she was picking out, on
its shelf.
“What news have you brought?” she asked.
Without answering, Ganesh handed over his master’s letter.
“I wonder what Binoy wants,” Amanla murmured to herself. She could sense something was wrong. She
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quickly tore open the letter and read it. Hardly had she gone half way through, she gave out a cry of dismay. The
Principal had found out and he was asked to leave the college. With the letter roughly folded in her hand, she
rushed out of the library and back to her room. She threw herself on the bed and cried. Until yesterday, she was so
blissfully happy. But now, everything had gone sour for her and she was sobbing her heart out. Finally she fell
into an exhausted sleep.
When she woke up, it was 4 o’clock in the evening. She got up from her bed and placed herself in front of the
mirror. Her pretty face was swollen and her gorgeous hair which cascaded down to her waist looked a terrible
sight. Letting out a deep sigh, she turned to go and have a shower. After the shower, she sat at the dressing table
and began combing her hair. There came a knock on the door.
“Yes.”
The door opened and the warden came in. Amanla looked at her in surprise and was speechless for a moment.
“Good evening, Ma’m,” she was finally able to say.
“Good evening,” the warden replied sternly.
Amanla could make out from the warden’s face that she also knew about her and her heart was beating fast all
the more. Then the warden said:
“Well, there is not much to say. The Principal and I have already talked about you and we can’t allow such
things to go on,” The warden continued:
“Your father has been informed and he’ll be here tomorrow evening to take you away. So be ready by then.”
Amanla’s heart lurched up. She hadn’t thought of her father. No doubt, he will be mad at her.
“You got what I’m saying?” the warden asked rather sternly.
“Yes, Ma’m,” came Amanla’s timid reply. She got the message all right. She was to be expelled for carrying on
an intrigue with a lecturer.
Without another word, the warden left the room leaving Amanla with tears in her eyes.
The next evening, Amanla’s father came and she left the college for good. All the way home to Lungter
miserable thoughts filled her. Her father hadn’t said a word to her and she knew that she was in for something
worse the moment they got home. Once at home, she began to dread facing her father again. Her father broke the
cool silence between them.
“Ami, do you realize what shame you’ve brought upon me and our Naga tribe, getting involved with a nonChristian?” Her father looked at her angrily and continued:
“I suppose you think that’s a good example for a Christian? We Nagas—”
“But, father—”
“No, I won’t have it,” he continued. “You are not to see that man again. Do you hear?” he said pointing at her.
Tears gathered in her eyes and without another word, she turned and fled up to her room. How she wished her
mother was alive. At least things would be different then. Her mother had died of cancer two years back and ever
since then things were not the same.
She thought of Binoy, his loving words, kind face and Calcutta manners. She remembered the day she met
Binoy. It was at a college party. He was an English lecturer and she was just a fresher. The faces were all new at
the party and she felt so out of place. She was wearing a long taffeta dress and with her hair let loose, she looked
so attractive and charming that night. Accidentally, she had tripped over a chair and had tea spilled over her dress.
She was so embarrassed.
It was then Binoy, who was watching her all the time, noticed and came to her rescue. He offered his
handkerchief. He had asked her to dance and all through the party, they were chatting as old friends. Since then,
they had taken keen interest on each other. In course of time, they hopelessly fell in love. It was impossible for her
to meet him often, he being a lecturer. So they often met in secret, but not for long. The Principal had found out
and now both have been expelled. She wondered where Binoy would be.
“Religion is dividing us,” Amanla thought to herself, wiping away the tears. “Or is it the hills versus plains.”
*
The days that followed were dreadful for her. There was no news of Binoy and the wall between Amanla and
her father continued to stand firmly. Neither spoke much to each other. Amanla’s father decided to send her to a
college in Shillong. He hoped, by then she would forget Binoy.
A few days before she was due to leave for Shillong, Amanla was all alone in the house. Her father had gone
out. She was doing some washing up in the kitchen, when the doorbell rang. Wondering who it would be, she
hurriedly went to open the door. She gasped.
It was Binoy.
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“Hello, Ami! Did you miss me?”
Amanla looked at him in surprise and was tongue-tied for a moment.
“Oh … er … hello!” at last she managed to mumble out. Binoy was taken aback by her manner.
“Aren’t you pleased to see me, Ami?” he asked earnestly.
“Of course, I am,” she replied leading him inside. “But,” she continued, “it’s father. He won’t be pleased to see
you here.” Saying this, she threw herself into his arms and broke into tears.
“Oh, Binoy! I thought I would never see you again,” she said miserably.
“Ami, I’ve missed you, too!” Binoy replied wiping away her tears. “I had to see you, Ami. I could not make it
that day. Instead I sent a letter through Ganesh and I hoped you’d understand.”
“Your job … what are you going to do now?” Amanla asked with a look of unhappiness in her face. After a
pause, Binoy replied:
“Well, I’m trying for a post in Delhi University. I’ve already met the Principal there and he said he’ll let me
know later on.” Turning to her, he asked: “What about you?”
“Daddy is sending me to Shillong to study there—whether I like it or not,” she replied unhappily. “I wish I
could stay with you forever.”
“Damn it! Why did things go the wrong way?” Binoy said clenching his fist. And before he could continue any
further, the door burst open and Amanla’s father came in. They had been so deep in conversation that they did not
hear him come in. Her father was enraged.
“I could kill you!” he said, pointing his finger at Binoy. “Don’t you know you have done enough harm? Now,
get out and don’t ever set your eyes on my daughter or this house again!” He was now wild with anger. “Go out.
get out!!”
“Please, father!” Amanla pleaded.
“Shut up! Go up to your room. If you ever see this man again, you’ll regret it!”
Binoy tried to comfort her.
“Ami, go up to your room. Your father will come to his senses sooner or later:”
“I’ve enough sense and I know what I’m saying and doing! Do you hear?” Amanla’s father shouted at him
angrily. And Binoy knew, he really meant it this time.
Without another word, Binoy said goodbye and turned to go. So, miserably unhappy Amanla ran up to her
room.
From her room window, she watched Binoy out in the street walking out of her sight and life.
61.87 The Last Goodbye\fn{by S. Bendangsenla Jamir (1967- )}Impur, Mokokchung District, Nagaland State, India
(F) 2
Yanger alighted from the Foker Friendship in the Dimapur airport. He was looking forward to this day. He had
been in Delhi working hard for his exam, and it was nearly nine months since he was home. He was most excited
when he thought of Naro. She would be waiting for him. If everything goes well, the wedding will take place
soon.
As he entered the small ramshackle waiting room of the airport he spotted his friend Lemtor. After warm
handshakes and greetings they came to exchange of news. Lemtor casually talked about Naro.
“You heard about Naro, didn’t you? Oh, you didn’t … no one wrote to you then. Well, she met with an
accident.”
“Accident? How did it happen?”
“Car accident. She is hospitalized. Still there, I believe.”
“Any injury?”
“A little I heard. I haven’t been to see her.”
Yanger got into an auto. He took in the cool breeze of Dimapur and saw the green foliage on either side, of the
road.
“But Naro, poor thing, I wonder how she is.”
He made straight for home. His mother opened the door for him. He dropped his suitcase and asked:
“Mother, what has happened to Naro?”
His mother was silent for a moment. Then slowly she relate the story:
“You know how fond Naro is of her new Austin. You know too how she loves to speed. It seems she had a
faulty brake and it was quite dark when she was returning, She must have lost control and went straight into the
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side of a hill. I’m afraid she has lost one of her legs.”
For a while Yanger remained quiet in stunned silence. His mother held his arm, looking anxiously into his face.
“Could I see Naro?” he asked.
“Why not?” said his mother.
Half an hour later, a nurse conducted Yanger to the room where Naro was. She was asleep. The nurse left them.
Yanger pulled up a stool and gently took one of Naro’s hands in his. He saw her eyes slowly flutter open.
“Naro, my love,” he said.
She looked at him for a while, then turned away, her cheeks wet with tears. She drew his hand away.
“Go away,” she whispered. “We have nothing in common now. I will only be a burden to you. You ought to
find somebody with two strong legs.”
“But Naro,” he said passionately, “in love, at least in my love, it does not matter. I love you just the same.”
“Now your mind is muddled with emotion, Yanger,” she said. “But may be after a year or two years or three
years … what then? You will be ashamed of a wife with a crutch.”
“No,” Yanger protested. “I will love you always. As soon as my post is confirmed, which will be soon, we will
be married.”
Naro slowly turned to look at him.
“Have you stopped loving me, Naro?” asked Yanger after a short silence.
“Of course I love you,” said Naro. “I love you more than life. But I can’t imagine that you could continue to
love a crippled wife. May be at this moment you feel love. Time will tell.”
“I promise solemnly, Naro, that you are the only girl in my life. I shall not let you go. You have only a year to
wait. By that time I’ll be ready to marry you.”
He took her hand again, and Naro felt his warm tears on her fingers. She looked at him and smiled.
“Promise me,” he said tearfully, “that you’ll wait for me.”
Naro seemed to struggle within herself. After what seemed like an eternity to Yanger, she said in a whisper:
“Yes, I’ll wait for you, I’ll wait for you.”
“How will you spend your time when you’re well and I’m away?” asked Yanger.
“I shall start my landscape water coloring again,” she replied.
Half an hour later, Yangar left the hospital.
*
For Naro, days in the hospital were dark and gloomy. The only things that cheered her up were the tender
letters from Yanger in Delhi.
Six months after Yanger’s visit to Naro, she was home and hobbling about with a crutch. She spent most of her
time outdoors, sketching in water colours, the surroundings of Dimapur. She sold many of her paintings and
consoled herself in her lonely moments with reading the Bible.
Then one day her mother gave the news that Yanger had returned from Delhi. Naro was overjoyed. She took
out the special pictures he had drawn for him, wrapped it carefully in brown paper and set out to surprise Yanger
with a visit.
A taxi was called and her mother helped her to get into the back seat and handed her crutch and the picture she
had specially drawn for Yanger. Fifteen minutes was all that the taxi took to bring Naro to Yanger’s house. She
paid off the taxi and gripping the picture under one arm and the crutch in the other, she slowly mounted the steps.
She rang the door bell and waited breathlessly.
Slowly the door opened and Yanger’s mother stood before her.
“Good morning,” said Naro.
But there was no response. Yanger’s mother only stared blankly at Naro. Naro knew instinctively that
something was wrong.
“Come in,” said Yangers mother at last. Naro hobbled into the living room. She turned to Yanger’s mother and
asked, “Where is Yanger?”
Before she could answer, Yanger himself came out from a room. He looked embarrassed and angry at the same
time.
“I’ve brought something for you,” said Naro and handed the picture to Yanger.
But Yanger didn’t take the picture. His hands behind his back he said:
“You shouldn’t have come.”
“Why? Why not?”
“I’m sorry, Naro. Our relationship is over. It was all a mistake.”
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Naro felt the ground was sinking under her. Her mind went into a whirl. Hot tears sprang to her eyes. The
picture fell down from her hands. At last she found her voice.
“Is there somebody else?” she asked.
Yanger didn’t answer, but was staring at the floor.
“Goodbye, Naro,” he said.
Naro wiped the tears from her cheeks and said:
“I wish you all happiness, Yanger. Goodbye.”
Then turning slowly, she made her way out of the house.
1969
35.92 Haram\fn{by Khaja (1969- )} Palwancha, Khammam District, Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 3
The bus had hardly stopped when there was a sudden bustle among the waiting passengers who were irritated
and impatient. Vying with each other to get in first, they swarmed at the entrance of the bus like wasps, screaming
and pushing. The foot-board\fn{Running-board.} was overcrowded with people unable either to get off the bus or
get in.
Abdul’s gang, which was hanging around the bus stop and recalling as to how they had teased the college girls
with bubble gums that day, rushed towards the bus. They skillfully waded through the huge crowd and went ahead
of everyone else like expert swimmers crossing the ocean. As soon as it was five in the evening, they were there,
either gallivanting at Sultan Bazaar; or ogling at the fresh flowerlike bodies of the Hyderabadi girls, while
munching groundnuts on the Tank Bund; or leaning against girls in a crowded bus and whether the driver braked
suddenly or not falling all over them in the heat of their youth unable to control themselves; all the time
commenting about them and often being scolded by them. They represented the common youth who were used to
all this, and who wanted to lead such a life believing that that was life.
They got into the crowded bus today as part of their routine enjoyment. They went up to the ladies’ seats like
rockets as easily as they had got in, but were disappointed.
“Why are you falling on me? Keep a little distance.”
“If you want to travel without touching anyone, you should go in an auto-rickshaw or a car. Why get into the
bus?”
“You should tell us, otherwise how shall we know?”
Two middle-aged women were quarreling with each other.
They felt as if they were in the Thar desert. Even though the bus was so crowded, there was not a single young
woman in the bus they had got into with a lot of difficulty and anticipation. They could survive for ages even on
islands which did not have any food or water, but they couldn’t stand even half a moment at a place without a
young woman.
“Oh! When we got in thinking that there would be evergreen forests here, why has this bus turned out to be
autumn-like?” Abdul sounded impatient.
“Yes, boss. Our luck isn’t good today. There’s not a good-looking girl at the bus stop. None in the bus either. It
may have been better to have gone to Sultan Bazaar; it’s boring to go back home right away,” said another.
“Why only bazaars and buses? Let’s go to a movie today.”
“What movie shall we go to?” Abdul asked, trying to push back a strand of hair which was faIling over his
face.
“There’s this movie of Tabu’s—Duniya Dilwalon Ki—let’s go to that.”
While one wanted to go to the movie, another didn’t—they went on arguing. In fact, they moved around without a definite programme. They kept changing their plans, depending on whether they found young women or not.
From cinema to shopping, from shopping to hotel, from hotel to Tank Bund, from Tank Bund to Indira Park—
theirs was a post-modern time-table which kept changing in an unpredictable manner.
People in the bus were immersed in their own worlds. The bus was like Jammu and Kashmir, with employees
coming back from their offices, with school children eager to go back home as quickly as possible and play, with
the unemployed youth fruitlessly going round offices in search of jobs they would not get, and returning home
tired, with women returning after their shopping—all of them resembling prisoners who had been set free. The
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stampede which would take place once a year in Mecca was a routine occurrence in Hyderabad’s city buses in the
evenings!
When the bus which was going fast braked suddenly, the passengers jerked a bit like those who had had a peg
of scotch and settled down once again. It halted at a bus stop. As soon as one or two got down from the bus, five
or six sprightly young women got in. All in burqas!
The spirits of Abdul and his gang revived.
“Hey, they are birds from ‘our’ flock,” Abdul said.
“That’s good because we’ve been bored all this while in the bus,” said another.
The burqa not only covers the Muslim women’s bodies, but also their dreams, their appearance, and their age,
and what’s more, it completely obliterates their very existence and brings in that much of darkness. Relationships
mean nothing where burqas are concerned. All acquaintances become non-acquaintances. It’s difficult for anyone
to make out who is beneath the burqa, difficult perhaps even for Allah!
But Abdul was able to tell whether it was a married or an unmarried burqa. In order to do that, he had used his
intelligence and invented a formula. He would look at their feet first and observe whether they wore chelle (toe
rings), whether they wore a shalwar-kameez or a sari underneath, and then he would be able to instantly reel out
their life history.
The burqa-clad women came straight up to where they stood. One of the women turned her head towards these
people who were making a noise. The speed with which she had turned around conveyed her annoyance. Because
Abdul kept looking, their looks collided and broke the void which had been frozen. That liveliness which came
through those eyes provided Abdul with new verve and enthusiasm.
The dream Abdul had thought he had lost when he wasn’t alert, revisited him. With the touch of her looks, he
felt as if some Arabian perfume permeated his heart and body.
“Like a moon split into two amidst thick clouds, like two gulmohar flowers which could bloom even in
darkness—those eyes are so familiar to me.”
As he thought, Abdul went on looking at her. She too looked at him once in a way, conveying a sense of
wonderment.
“Who is this woman? Why is she looking at me? Would her nikah be over? I want to look at her feet, but
there’s no possibility of any movement. It’s so overcrowded. I’m unable even to turn my head. How will I know if
she's married or not?”
She defied his formula. Again, as a thousand knives were piercing him, somebody bumped into Abdul from
behind. He lost his balance and fell on her.
“Please excuse me. Someone pushed from behind.”
She didn’t speak. With utmost difficulty, she lifted the eyelids she had closed centuries ago. There was sadness
in those eyes. Disgust, tiredness, weakness, a sense of being subjugated, a latent sorrow, tears in the comer of her
eyes.
“Hey, who’s that? Move a bit, dear.”
He turned towards her again.
“Those eyes—those eyes—there’s something in those eyes—who is she?”
Abdul was not able to recall who she was.
She shrank as if someone had drained her of all energy and went and leaned against the iron pole. An element
of doubt through the burqa; a sense of being cheated like an incense stick which was twisting and turning. She
was like an upturned oil lamp stand, like an extinguished lamp inside the burqa, like a lump of meat being
cooked, and like a blazing volcano. A life of a quilt stuffed and stitched with old rags. Light and air which touched
not the body, but only the eyes. A life the whole world was unfamiliar with. Cotton, silk, polyester, or coarse cloth
—whatever the cloth—the color was the same.
Sar bandh.
Seena bandh.
Hejab bandh.
Sapne bandh.
Zindagi bandh.

A living corpse who had to observe the purdah even after dying, with five pieces of clothing. There was a
volcano blazing within her. Only in her eyes the snowy mountains were melting.
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Abdul was unable to understand the language of her eyes. He was unable to understand the ruptured sorrow
and the frozen sobs in those eyes.
Something like surprise was seen in her eyes like that of a goat at the point of being cruelly slaughtered by the
very master who tended it with care.
The bus turned the comer at great speed.
Abdul once again fell forward and touched her. This time intentionally. He thought that something like the
streak of first love, like the lightning of the first rain, would sparkle in her eyes. He thought that she would
disperse the tender moonlight of her looks by lifting her crescent-moon eyelids. But there were only thunderous
looks and silent explosive sounds in her eyes. Before a torrential rain, the clashing of black clouds.
The bus halted at the last stop.
Everyone was getting off. Was leaving. She too was leaving. Hoping that she would turn around at least once
and look at him, Abdul stood observing her.
“Ammi has come … Ammi has come …”
No sooner had she entered the house, the two children who were playing entwined themselves around her.
They were sure that their mother would bring them either chocolates or biscuits. Only when she promised to bring
them back something would they give her their permission. Otherwise, they would make a fuss that they too
wanted to go with her. Because of what happened in the bus that day, she even forgot that she had to buy biscuits.
The children coiled around her and were making a noise. But she was not in this world. The incident on the bus
kept gnawing at her. She got rid of the two children and went to the rear part of the house.
Her second daughter, Munni, had lit a fire under the guava tree and was putting the leaves which had fallen
from the tree and other waste material into it. As soon as she saw her mother, she asked:
“Ammi, have you brought me bangles?”
When she didn’t get a reply for a long time, she looked up at her mother and was stunned.
Endless sorrow in her eyes. Non-stop sobs. One who could smile away any difficulty was now crying. Munni
was afraid. She knew the detachment of her mother but she couldn’t read the really sorrowful emotions in her
mother’s eyes today.
The fire from the guava leaves was sparkling in the mother’s eyes. She went and stood very close to the fire.
Because the burqa was made of silk, it looked as if it was crumpled.
Munni’s fear increased further. She didn’t know what her mother was up to or why she was like that.
“Ammi, ammi,” she held her from behind and shook her.
She pushed her daughter’s hands aside and removed her burqa. She bundled it up and took it close to her eyes.
Without any noise, she hurled it into the fire. Because it was silk, the flames shot up all at one go. The flames
were reflected on her marble-like white body. Munni who was looking at all this wondered whether she herself
was going mad. She couldn’t understand a thing. Mother has burnt the burqa.
“Oh God! What will happen if Abbajan comes to know about it?”
But her mother was in her own world. She took the end of the sari over her head, held her palms together and
closed her eyes praying to Allah.
The two children who were playing in the verandah screamed suddenly:
“Ammi, Abdul bhaiya has come!:
32.109 Edmund Wilson In Benares\fn{by Pankaj Mishra (1969- )} Allahabad, Allahabad District, Uttar Pradesh,
India (M) 9
1
I spent four months in Benares in the winter of 1988. I was twenty years old, with no clear idea of my future,
or indeed much of anything else. After three idle, bookish years at a provincial university in a decaying old
provincial town, I had developed an aversion to the world of careers and jobs which, having no money, I was
destined to join. In Benares, the holiest city of the Hindus, where people come either to ritually dissolve their
accumulated “sins” in the Ganges, or simply to die and achieve liberation from the cycle of rebirths—in Benares,
with a tiny allowance, I sought nothing more than a continuation of the life I had led as an undergraduate.
I lived in the old quarter, in a half-derelict house owned by a Brahmin musician, a tiny, frail, courteous old
man. Panditji had long ago cut himself off from the larger world, and lay sunk all day long in an opium-induced
daze, from which he roused himself punctually at six in the evening to give sitar lessons to German and American
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students. It was how he maintained his expensive habit, and also stayed off penury. His estranged, asthmatic wife
lived on the floor above his—she claimed to have not gone downstairs for fifteen years—and spent most of her
time in a windowless kitchen full of smoke from the dung-paved hearth, conversing in a low voice with her
faithful family retainer of over fifty years. The retainer, a small, reticent man in pleated khaki shorts, hinted, in
that gloomy setting, at better days in the past, even a kind of feudal grandeur.
The house I lived in, the melancholy presence of Panditji and his wife, were part of the world of old Benares
that was still intact in the late eighties, and of which the chess games in the alleys, the all-night concerts in
temples, the dancing girls at elaborately formal weddings, the gently decadent pleasures of betel leaves and opium
formed an essential component. In less than two years, most of this solid-seeming world was to vanish into thin
air. The old city was to be scarred by a rash of fast-food outlets, video-game parlors, and boutiques, the most
garish symbols of the entrepreneurial energies unleashed by the liberalization of the Indian economy, which
would transform Benares in the way they had transformed other sleepy small towns across India.
But I didn’t know this then, and I didn’t listen too closely when Panditji’s wife reminisced about the Benares
she had known as a young woman, when she told me about the time her husband came to her family home as a
starving student, when she described to me the honors bestowed on her father by the Maharajah of Benares. I was
even less attentive when she complained to me about her son and his wife, more particularly the latter, who,
though Brahmin, had, in her opinion, the greedy, grasping ways of the merchant castes.
I didn’t pay much attention to the lives around me. I was especially indifferent to the wide-eyed Europeans
drifting about on the old ghats, each attached to an ash-smeared guru. I was deep into my own world, and, though
I squirmed at the word and the kinds of abject dependence it suggested, I had found my own guru, long dead, but,
to me, more real than anyone I knew the winter I spent slowly making my way through his books.
*
On an earlier visit to the library at Benares Hindu University, idly browsing through the stacks, I had noticed a
book called The American Earthquake. I read a few pages at random, standing in a dark corridor between
overloaded, dusty shelves. It seemed interesting; I made a mental note to look it up on my next trip to the library.
Months passed. By then I had moved to Benares, and one day while looking for something else in the same part of
the stacks, I came across the book again. I took it to the reading room this time. An hour into it, I began to look at
the long list under the heading “Other books by Edmund Wilson.” Later that afternoon, I went back to the stacks,
where they all were, dust-laden, termite-infested, but beautifully, miraculously, present: The Shores of Light
Classics and Commercials, The Bit Between My Teeth, The Wound and the Bow, Europe Without Baedeket; A
Window on Russia, A Piece of My Mind …
It was miraculous because this was no ordinary library. Wilson’s books weren’t easily accessible. I had always
lived in small towns where libraries and bookshops were few and far between, and did not stock anything except a
few standard texts of English literature: Austen, Dickens, Kipling, Thackeray. My semi-colonial education had
made me spend much of my time on minor Victorian and Edwardian writers. Some diversity was provided by
writers in Hindi and the Russians, which you could buy cheaply at Communist bookstores. As for the rest, I read
randomly, whatever I could find, and with the furious intensity of a small-town boy to whom books are the sole
means of communicating with, and understanding, the larger world.
I had realized early on that being passionate about literature wasn’t enough. You had to be resourceful; you had
to be perpetually on the hunt for books. And so I was, at libraries and bookshops, at other people’s houses, in
letters to relatives in the West, and, most fruitfully, at the local paper recycler, where I once bought a tattered old
paperback of Heinrich Mann’s Man of Straw, which I—such were the gaps in my knowledge—dutifully read, and
made notes about, without knowing anything about his more famous and distinguished brother.\fn{ Thomas Mann.}
Among this disconnected reading, I had certain preferences, a few strong likes and dislikes, but they did not add
up to coherent standards of judgment. I knew little of the social and historical underpinnings to the books I read: I
had only a fleeting sense of the artistry and skill to which certain novels owed their greatness.
I had problems, too, with those books of Edmund Wilson I had found at the library, some of which I read in
part that winter, others from cover to cover. They constantly referred to other books I hadn’t heard of; many of
them were collections of reviews of books I could not possibly read at the time. Proust, Joyce, Hemingway,
Waugh, yes; Malraux and Silone, probably; but where in India could one find John Dos Passos? Wilson’s books
also assumed a basic knowledge of politics and history I did not have. They were a struggle for me, and the
ignorance I felt before them was a secret source of shame, but it was also a better stimulus to the effort Wilson’s
books demanded than mere intellectual curiosity.
I was never to cease feeling this ignorance, but I also had a sense as I groped my way through his work that all
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those unread books and unknown writers were coming to me filtered through an extraordinary cohesive
sensibility. Over the next few months, it became clear to me that his powers of summary and explication were
often worth more attention than the books and writers that were his subject. There was also a certain idea that his
lucid prose and confident judgments suggested, and that, at first, I found so attractive about him: the idea of a man
wholly devoted to reading and thinking and writing. I thought of him at work in his various residences—
Provincetown, Talcottville, Cambridge, Wellfleet—and these resonant names became attached in my imagination
to a promise of wisdom and serenity.
*
The library where I had found Wilson’s books had, along with the university, come out of an old, and now
vanished, impulse, the desire among Hindu reformists in the freedom movement to create indigenous centers of
education and culture. The fundamental idea was to train young Hindu men for the modem world: and, like many
other idealisms of the freedom movement, it hadn’t survived long in the chaos of independent India, where even
the right to education came to be fiercely fought over under the banner of specific castes, religions, regions, and
communities.
Sectarian tensions were particularly intense in North India, especially here in Uttar Pradesh, the province with
the greatest population and second highest poverty rate in the country, where caste and political rivalries spread to
the local universities. The main political parties, eager to enlist the large student vote in their favor, had begun to
put money into elections to the student unions. Politically ambitious students would organize themselves by caste
—the Brahmin, the Thakur (the so-called warrior caste), the Backward, and the Scheduled (the government’s
euphemism for former untouchables). The tensions were so great that academic sessions were frequently
interrupted by student strikes; arson, kidnapping, and murder among students became common features of campus
life.
Miraculously, the library at Benares had remained well stocked. Subscription to foreign magazines had been
renewed on time: you could find complete volumes of the TLS, Partisan Review and The New York Review of
Books from the sixties in the stacks. Catalogues of university presses had been dutifully scrutinized by the library
staff; the books, as though through some secluded channel untouched by the surrounding disorder, had kept
flowing in.
The library was housed in an impressively large building in the style known as Hindu-Saracenic, whose
attractive pastiche of Hindu and Victorian Gothic architecture had been prompted by the same Indian modernist
aspirations that had created the university. But now chaos reigned in almost every department: few books were to
be found in their right places; the card catalogue was in complete disarray. In the reading room, students of a
distinctly criminal appearance smoked foul-smelling cigarettes and noisily played cards. Some of them chose to
take their siestas on long desks; bored young women spent hours scratching their initials on table tops.
It was hardly a congenial place for long hours of reading, but since I wasn’t enrolled as a student at the
university, I could not take books out of the library. I was, however, allowed to sit in the reading room, and I was
there almost every day from the time it opened in the morning. Since I had little money, I walked the four miles to
the library from my house. For lunch I had an omelette at a fly-infested stall outside the library, and then hurried
back after a glass of sticky-sweet tea which effectively killed all hunger for the next few hours. In the evening, I
would walk home along the river and sit until after dark on the ghats, among a mixed company of touts and drugpushers; washermen gathering clothes that had rested on the stone steps all afternoon, white and sparkling in the
sun; groups of children playing hopscotch on the chalk-marked stone floor; a few late bathers, dressing and
undressing under tattered beach umbrellas; and the groups of old men, silently gazing at the darkening river.
Many of my days in Benares were spent in this way, and when I think of them they seem serenely uneventful.
But what I remember best now are not so much the clear blue skies and magically still afternoons, glimpsed from
my window-side perch at the library, as the peculiar factors that constantly threatened to undo that serenity. For a
radically different world existed barely a few hundred meters from where I sat, reading about Santayana.
The university in those days was the scene of intense battles between students and the police. Anything could
provoke them: a student who was not readmitted after being expelled, an exam that a professor refused to
postpone. A peculiar frenzy periodically overtook the two sides when the students rampaged through the campus,
smashing furniture and windowpanes left unbroken from their last eruption of rage. Challenged by the police,
they retreated to the sanctuary of their hostels and fired pistols at the baton-charging constables. In retaliation, the
policemen often invaded the hostels, broke into locked rooms, dragged out their pleading, wailing occupants, and
proceeded to beat them.
I once saw one of their victims, minutes after the police had left, coughing blood and broken teeth, his clothes
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tom, the baton marks on his exposed arms rapidly turning blue. Another time I saw a policeman with half of the
flesh and bones on his back gouged out by a locally made hand grenade. Anxious colleagues watched helplessly
from behind their wire mesh shields as he tottered and collapsed on the ground. Terrified bystanders like myself
threw themselves to the ground in a defensive reflex we’d seen in action movies. The grenade thrower—a
scrawny boy in a big-collared shirt and tight polyester pants who, I learned later, had targeted the policeman after
being tortured by him in custody—stood watching on the cobblestone road, fascinated by his handiwork.
*
Such violence, extreme though it seemed, wasn’t new to the university, which had long been witness to
bloodier battles between student wings of Communist and Hindu nationalist organizations. These two groups
tended to be allied with different ends of the caste system: the lower castes tended to be Communist; the upper
castes tended to be Hindu nationalist. But frequently now, the violence came for no ideological reason, with no
connections to a cause or movement. It erupted spontaneously, fuelled only by the sense of despair and
hopelessness that permanently hung over North Indian universities in the eighties. It was part of a larger crisis
caused by the collapse of many Indian institutions, the increasingly close alliance between crime and politics, and
the growth of state-organized corruption—processes that had been speeded up during Mrs. Gandhi’s “Emergency”
in the mid-seventies.
For students poised to enter this world, the choices were harsh—and it didn’t matter what caste you belonged
to; poverty was evenly distributed across caste divisions in this region. Most of the people I knew were deeply
cynical in their attitude toward their future. You could work toward becoming a member of either the state or
national legislature and siphon off government funds earmarked for literacy and population-control projects; if
nothing worked out, you could aspire, at the other end of the scale, to be a lowly telephone mechanic and make
money by selling illegal telephone connections.
Most of the students in this traditionally backward region of India came from feudal or semi-rural families, and
aspired to join the Civil Service, a colonial invention which in independent India continued to offer the easiest and
quickest route to political power and affluence. But there were fewer and fewer recruitments made to the Civil
Service from North India, where the decline in standards, as well as the cheap availability, of higher education had
made it possible for millions to acquire university degrees while they had less and less prospect of employment.
Bribery and nepotism had a major part in the disbursement of the jobs in the minor government services. Students
from the lately impoverished upper castes suffered most in this respect: if poverty wasn’t enough, they were
further disadvantaged by the large quotas for lower-caste candidates in government jobs.
The quotas, first created by Nehru’s government in the early fifties and meant as a temporary measure, were
expanded and used by successive governments as an electoral ploy to attract lower-caste votes. The upper-caste
students found themselves making the difficult adjustments to urban life only to confront the prospect of being
sent back to the oblivion they had emerged from; and their sense of blocked futures, which they acquired early in
their time at the university, was to reach a tragic culmination in 1990 in the spate of self-immolations following
the central government’s decision to provide even larger quotas in federal jobs for applicants from lower castes.
My own situation was little different from that of the people around me. I had recently spent three years at the
nearby provincial university at Allahabad, where I was in even closer, more unsettling, proximity to the
desperation I saw in Benares. I was upper-caste myself, without family wealth, and roughly in the same position
as my father had been in freshly independent India when the land reform act of 1951—another of Nehru’s
attempts at social equality, it was meant to turn exploited tenants into landholders—reduced his once well-to-do
Brahmin family to penury. My mother’s family had suffered a similar setback. Like many others in my family
who laboriously worked their way into the middle classes, I had to make my own way in the world. Looking back,
I can see my compulsive pursuit of books, and the calm and order it suggests, contrasting so jarringly with the
rage and desperation around me, as my way of putting off a grimly foreclosed future.
So, during my months in Benares, I was able to live at a slight tangent to the chaos of the university.
2
I got to know Rajesh early in my stay in Benares. A tall, wiry, good-looking man in his mid-twenties, he had
continued to live in Benares after he had finished his studies at the university. He was eccentric and moody; he
would start reciting Urdu poetry one moment and then denounce its decadence the next, and start enumerating the
virtues of the farming life.
“All these wine-drinkers with broken hearts,” he would say. “You can’t compare them to simple peasants who
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do more for humanity.”
He used to say he would rather be a farmer than join government service and do the bidding of corrupt
politicians. On other occasions, he would tell me about the good works honest civil servants in India could
achieve, and how he himself aspired to be one of them.
There was also an unexpected mystical side to him. I once saw him standing on the ghats gesturing towards the
sandy expanses across the river.
“That,” he was saying to his companion, a slightly terrified young student, “is sunyata, the void.”
“And this,” he pointed at the teeming conglomeration of temples and houses behind us, “is Maya, illusion. Do
you know what our task is? Our task is to live somewhere in between.”
He revered Gandhi, and distrusted Nehru, who he said was too “modem” in his outlook; but then he would
change his mind and say that Gandhi wasn’t “tough” enough. All of these opinions he delivered with a faraway
look; they formed part of monologues about the degraded state of contemporary India.
“Where are we going?” he would say, dramatically throwing up his hands.
“What kind of nation are we becoming?”
He loved Faiz, the Pakistani writer whose doom-laden poetry he knew by heart; he was also fond of
Wordsworth, whom he had studied as an undergraduate; he showed me a notebook where he had copied down his
favourite poems, The Solitary Reaper among them. But I could never get him to talk about them. He did not listen
much; and he did not like anyone interrupting his monologues. It wasn’t easy to be with him.
*
He had been at the university for eight years when I met him, and at first he appeared another of the countless
students who hung around the campus, mechanically accumulating useless degrees, applying for this or that job. I
had come to him with an introduction from a mutual friend at my undergraduate university. This friend believed
that “studious” people like myself needed powerful “backers” at Benares Hindu University—he used the English
words—and that Rajesh was well-placed to protect me from local bullies and criminals. Rajesh himself believed
so, and was more than happy to take me under his wing.
“You are here to study,” he told me at our first meeting, “and that’s what you should do. Let me know if anyone
bothers you and I’ll fix the bastard.”
Part of his concern for me came from an old, and now slightly melodramatic, reverence for “studious”
Brahmins. He was Brahmin himself, but considered himself unequal to what he felt to be the proper dignity of his
caste. The feeling was widespread in the region, where the traditional dominance of Brahmins was beginning to
collapse in the face of a serious political challenge by assertive lower castes. The decline of Brahmin prestige and
authority—which was intimately linked to their diminishing political importance—was symbolized by a famous
family of Benares, which was once very close to the Nehru-Gandhi dynasty, and had been pushed into irrelevance
by the new, militant kind of low-caste politician. The members of the family still wore their caste marks on their
foreheads; they still observed fasts, regularly bathed in the Ganges, were chief guests at temples on holy days, and
would not accept food from low-caste people. But it was only this excessive concern about their public image,
and an overdeveloped sense of uncleanliness and contamination, that remained of their Brahminness. No crowds
of job-seekers and flunkeys gathered at their house anymore; the women in the family went around the bazaars
unescorted and unrecognized; visiting journalists went elsewhere for good copy.
Rajesh felt the general change of status differently. He fasted religiously, went to offer flowers at the temple of
Hanuman, the monkey god, every Tuesday. His regard for Faiz and love for Urdu poetry spoke of an older
Brahminical instinct for learning and the arts. But he also gave the impression that none of the old ways or values
mattered any more in a world in which Brahmins were forced to struggle to survive with everyone else.
“Yes, I am a Brahmin, too,” Rajesh would say, and then add, mysteriously, “but I have done things no Brahmin
would have ever done.”
I remember my first visit to his room, which was in one of the derelict-looking hostels with piles of broken
furniture scattered on the front quad. The stairs to his room were splattered with blood-red patterns made by
students spitting betel juice. In the assorted shabbiness of his room—light from a naked bulb weakly falling on
scabby blue walls, unmade bed, discarded slippers, rickety table, cheap denim jeans hanging limply from a
solitary nail in the wall, a bamboo bookstand tottering under the weight of old newspapers—I noticed a jute
shoulder bag lying open on the ground, bulging with crude pistols. No attempt had been made to conceal the
pistols, which seemed to belong as naturally to the room as the green plastic bucket next to it. It made me
nervous: so did the hint of instability given by his speech and manner, the long monologue, the unconnected
references to Wordsworth, to India. I began to wish I saw less of him.
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But it was hard to break off contact, even harder to be indifferent to the innocent friendliness he exuded every
time I saw him. He often appeared at the library, “checking up,” he said, on whether I was being my studious self,
or whether I went to the library to “ogle the girls.” I would try to avoid him by disappearing from the library at the
time he was likely to be there, but he would then show up at a later hour. He also showed a surprising amount of
interest in my reading; surprising, because although he had done an undergraduate course in English, I rarely saw
him reading anything more than the Hindi newspapers scattered around the tea shops on the campus.
“Edmund Wilson! Again! Why,” he would ask with genuine bemusement, “are you always reading the same
man?”
He listened patiently while I tried to say a few explanatory words about the particular book or essay he had
pointed to. He once caught me reading To the Finland Station, and I had to provide a crude summary, in fewer
words than used by Wilson, of Trotsky’s main ideas. I couldn't, of course, refuse; the thought of Rajesh’s
instability, the pistols in his room, always forced me to summon up a reasonably friendly response. It could be
exhausting being with him at times. Why, I would wonder, did he, who seemed to have read little beyond Faiz and
the Romantics, want to know so much about people so distant from us, like Trotsky or Bakunin? (More simply,
why couldn’t he spend his time with other people in the university?)
*
Rajesh was well-known in student circles. There was a special respect for him among other upper-caste
students from nearby villages; lonely and vulnerable in what to them was the larger, intimidating world away
from home, they saw in Rajesh a sympathetic fellow provincial and older protector. Rajesh fitted the role rather
well: he was physically bigger and stronger than most students on the campus; he had a certain reputation—a lot
of people seemed to know about the pistols in his room; and it pleased him to be thought of as a godfather-like
figure.
A small crowd instantly gathered around him whenever I went out with him to a tea stall, and eagerly hung on
to every word he spoke. He often talked about politics, the latest developments in Delhi, the current gossip about
the size of a minister’s wealth; he would repeat colorful stories about local politicians, the imaginative ways in
which they had conned the World Bank or some other development agency, the bridges that were built only on
paper, the roads that existed only in files.
Indeed, I often wondered—although he seemed content simply talking about politics—if he was not planning
to be a politician himself: students with a popular mass base in the university who proved themselves capable of
organizing strikes and demonstrations were often handpicked by local political bosses to contest elections to the
local municipal corporation. He seemed to know people off-campus as well; I once noticed in his room a couple
of conspicuously affluent visitors who had driven to see him in a sinister-looking pale green Ambassador with
tinted windows.
But I was preoccupied, particularly with Wilson’s writings and their maze of cross-references which sent me
scurrying from book to book in an effort to plug up at least some of what I felt were egregious gaps in my
knowledge. One of the books I came across in this way was Flaubert’s Sentimental Education, which I had read
rather indifferently in a Penguin Classics edition some time back. Wilson’s essay on the politics of Flaubert,
collected in The Triple Thinkers, made me want to reread it. Now I found this account of an ambitious provincial’s
tryst with metropolitan glamour and disillusion full of the kind of subtle satisfactions that a neurotic adolescent
sensibility would be especially susceptible to. I identified with Frederic Moreau, the protagonist, with his large,
passionate, but imprecise, longings, his indecisiveness, his aimlessness, his self-contempt. I cannot ever forget the
sick feeling that came over me after I finished the novel late one evening at the library. I was only twenty, and
much experience, and many more books, lay ahead of me. Yet I couldn’t fail to recognize the intimations the
novel gave me of the many stages of drift and futility I was encountering and was yet to encounter in my own life.
I recommended Sentimental Education to Rajesh one evening, and gave him a Xeroxed copy of Wilson’s
essay. I didn’t expect him to read all of it; but he had been curious about Wilson, and I thought the essay was a
good example of his writing. I didn’t hear from him for a few weeks. My life went on as before. I left for the
library early in the morning, and came back to a house reverberating with the exuberant jangling of sitars, the
doleful twang of sarods, the hollow beat of tablas. I ate every evening with Panditji’s wife, sitting cross-legged on
the floor in her dark kitchen, awkwardly inhaling thick smoke from the wood fire, over which Shyam dexterously
juggled hot chapattis from one calloused palm to another.
Later, back in my room, trying to read in the low-voltage light, I would hear the bells for evening prayers ring
out from the adjacent temple. I spoke little to the Americans who, after their lessons with Panditji, came up to the
roof to smoke opium. I already knew I could not share my intellectual discoveries with them. They hadn’t heard
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of Edmund Wilson: one of them, a Princeton undergraduate, straining to recognize the name, thought I meant the
biologist E. B. Wilson.\fn{Edmund Beecher Wilson, (1856-1939), American biologist, an outstanding investigator of the structure,
lineage and physiology of animal cells.} The cultural figures they spoke about, and appeared to miss in the often
oppressive alien-ness of this most ancient of Indian towns, were then unknown to me; it was to take me a few
more years to find out who David Letterman\fn{David Letterman (1947- ), American television talk-show host (since 1982) of
Late Night With David Letterman.} was. But the Americans were, like me, whatever their reasons, refugees from the
modem world of work and achievement, explorers of a world that antedated their own, and I was sympathetic to
them.
*
Several weeks after I’d last seen him, Rajesh abruptly reappeared one afternoon at the library. He had been
away, he said, on urgent work. Now he was on his way to visit his mother who lived in a village forty miles west
of Benares. Would I come with him?
I thought of making some excuse, but then I realized I needed some diversion and I said yes. Besides, I was
curious about Rajesh’s background, of which he had told me nothing until then. I could guess that he wasn’t welloff, but one could have said the same for most students at the university.
We left one cold foggy morning on the small-gauge, steam-engined train that in those days used to run between
Benares and Allahabad. A chilly wind, gritty with coal dust, blew in through the iron-barred windows as the train
puffed and wheezed through an endless flat plain, stubbly fields stretching to tree-blurred horizons, coils of smoke
torpid above ragged settlements of mud huts and half-built brick houses. The train was empty, and we stretched
ourselves on hard wooden benches, wrapped from head to toe in coarse military blankets, and hurriedly sipped
cardamom-scented tea that seemed to turn cold the moment the vendor lifted the kettle off his tiny coal stove. We
got off at a small station populated entirely, it seemed, by mangy dogs. Another half-hour tonga ride from there,
the horse’s hooves clattering loudly against the tarmac road. Mango groves on both sides. Here and there, a few
buildings: box-shaped houses of naked brick and mud huts with large courtyards where men slumbered on string
cots: cold-storage warehouses: tiny shuttered shops. At an enclave of mud huts, swarthy blouseless women swept
the common yard with brooms made of leafy neem twigs that left the earth raked over with crows-feet patterns.
Finally, at the end of a row of identical roadside buildings, there was Rajesh’s own house, brick-walled, one room,
poor—but what had I expected?
The door was opened by Rajesh’s mother, a tiny shrunken woman in a widow’s white sari. She looked frankly
puzzled to see me at first, but suddenly grew very welcoming when Rajesh introduced me as a friend from the
university. After the early morning light, it was dark and damp inside the high-ceilinged room. There was a
solitary window, but it was closed. In one corner, partitioned off by a flimsy handloom sari, was the kitchen,
where a few brass utensils dully gleamed in the dark, and where Rajesh’s mother busied herself with breakfast. In
another corner, under a sagging string cot, was a tin trunk, leprous with rust. There were religious calendars in
garish colors on the walls: Shiva, Krishna, Hanuman. I recall being unsettled by that bare, lightless room, and its
extreme poverty, something not immediately apparent in Rajesh’s life in Benares.
Rajesh, who since the morning had become increasingly silent, left the room, and I sat in a straight-backed
wicker chair and talked to his mother. Both of us had to speak very loudly to make ourselves heard above the
hissing sounds from the kerosene stove. It wasn’t easy to express sympathy in that high-pitched voice; and
sympathy was what was increasingly required of me as she began to tell me stories from her past. She had been
widowed fifteen years ago when Rajesh was still a child, and soon afterward her wealthy, feudal in-laws had
started to harass her. The house in which she lived with her husband and son was taken away from her, and they
refused to give back the little dowry she had brought with her. Her parents were dead, her brothers too poor to
support her. There was only Rajesh, who had worked since he was thirteen, first in the maize fields, and then at a
carpet factory in Benares, where he had gone to evening school and done well enough to enter the university. The
years had somehow passed.
But now she was worried. Rajesh, she felt, had reached a dead end. There were no more openings for him. All
the jobs these days were going to low-caste people. And not only did Rajesh have the wrong kind of caste, he had
no connections anywhere for a government job. And, she added with a touch of old Brahmin pride, he had too
much self-respect to work for low-caste shopkeepers and businessmen.
How little of his past I had known! I knew a bit about those carpet factories; they had been in the papers after
some human rights organizations petitioned the courts to prohibit them from using child labor. There had been
pictures of large-eyed, frightened-looking children in dungeon-like rooms, framed against their exquisite
handiworks. I was shocked to know that Rajesh had been one of them. The tormenting private memories of
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childhood that he carried within himself seemed unimaginable.
On the train back to Benares, Rajesh broke his silence to say that he had read Sentimental Education, and that
it was a story he knew well.
“Yeh men duniya ki kahani hai. Main in logo ko janta hoon,” he said, in Hindi. “It is the story of my world. I
know these people well.”
He gave me a hard look.
“Your hero, Edmund Wilson,” he added, in English, “he also knows them.”
What did Rajesh, a student in a provincial Indian university in the late 1980s, have in common with Frederic
Moreau or any of the doomed members of his generation in this novel of mid-nineteenth century Paris?
As it happened, I didn’t ask him to explain. I had already been made to feel awkward by the unexpected
disclosures about his past. And then the day had been somewhat exhausting. We talked, desultorily, of other
things, and parted in Benares.
*
I was in Benares again two years later, when I heard about Rajesh. The man who told me, someone I
remembered as one of Rajesh’s hangers-on, appeared surprised that I didn’t already know that he had been a
member of a criminal gang specializing in debt collection on behalf of a group of local moneylenders and
businessmen. That explains his mysterious absences from Benares, I thought, as well as the pistols in his room
and the sinister-looking Ambassador with tinted windows.
It was, the man said, a good, steady business: once confronted with the possibility of violence, people paid up
very quickly, without involving the police. But then Rajesh had graduated to something riskier—and here,
although shocked and bewildered by what I had been told, and fully expecting the worst now, I could not take it
in.
At some stage, the man said, dramatically pausing after every word, Rajesh had turned himself into a contract
killer.
It was an extremely well-paid profession; also, a well-connected one. You worked for small-time contractors
who in turn worked for wealthy industrialists and also did favors for local political bosses who did not always rely
on their own “private armies” (the local term for loyal henchmen) for certain jobs. You got to know everyone well
after a few years in the business. You worked for all these important people, yet you were always on your own.
The chances of survival weren’t very high. Sooner or later, the police came to hear of you. Fierce loyalties of
caste and clan ensured that every murder would be avenged. It was what would one day happen to Rajesh, he said.
In a typical ambush of the kind often reported in the local papers, he would be on his motorcycle when four men
would surround him at a busy intersection in the old city, and shoot him dead.
The prurient excitement on the man’s face filled me with disgust and anger.
I never did hear what happened to Rajesh. Such stories were in the newspapers every day. But it took me a
while to sort out my confused feelings. I kept seeing Rajesh at that busy crossroads, trapped in the dense swarm of
scooters, cycle rickshaws, bullock carts, cars, buses, trucks, and bicycles, the four men converging upon him,
producing crude pistols from their pockets …
Rajesh had bewildered me: his self-consciousness about his Brahmin identity, the pistols in his room, his
constant talk of the void. I could now see that he had been struggling to make sense of his life, to connect the
disparate elements that existed in it; but so, in a different way, was I.
Then a few months ago I thought of writing something on Edmund Wilson. I had tried before, in 1995, the year
of Wilson’s centenary, but what I wrote seemed to me too much like a reprise of what a lot of other people had
already said about him. But then I was trying to write about him in the way an American or European writer
would have. What I had in mind was a straightforward exposition of Wilson’s key books. It didn’t occur to me
that a separate narrative probably existed in my private discovery of Wilson’s writings in a dusty old library in the
ancient town of Benares.
Now I was again looking for material on Wilson in preparation for another attempt when, browsing through
old papers, I came across a xeroxed copy of his essay on Flaubert’s politics. It looked familiar. Idly flipping
through the essay, I came to the pages on Sentimental Education, where I saw some passages underlined in red. As
I am not in the habit of marking up a printed text, I wondered who had done this. I read the underlined sentences:
Frederic is only the more refined as well as the more incompetent side of the middle-class mediocrity of which the
dubious promoter represents the more flashy and active aspect. And so in the case of the other characters, the
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journalists and the artists, the members of the various political factions, the remnants of the old nobility, Frederic finds
the same shoddiness and lack of principle which are gradually revealed in himself.

On another page the underlined passage read:
Flaubert’s novel plants deep in our mind an idea which we never quite get rid of: the suspicion that our middle-class
society of manufacturers, businessmen, and bankers, of people who live on or deal in investments, so far from being
redeemed by its culture, has ended by cheapening and invalidating all the departments of culture, political, scientific,
artistic, and religious, as well as corrupting and weakening the ordinary human relations: love, friendship, and loyalty
to cause—till the whole civilization seems to dwindle.

The passage offered a small glimpse of Wilson’s way of finding the sources and effects of literature in the
overlap between individual states of mind and specific historical realities. But I hadn’t noticed it when I first came
across it. I read it again and thought about the red underlinings. And then, after almost seven years, Rajesh strode
back into my consciousness.
I remembered the afternoon I had given Sentimental Education and Wilson’s essay to him; I remembered his
words to me on the train, words I dismissed as exaggeration, the hard, determined look on his face as he said:
“It is the story of my world. I know these people well. Your hero, Edmund Wilson, he also knows them.”
What had he meant by that?
*.
The question did not leave me. And there came a time when I began to think I had understood very little, and
misunderstood much, during those months in Benares. I thought of the day I went to visit Rajesh’s village and I at
last saw that there had been a purpose behind Rajesh’s invitation to his home, his decision to so frankly reveal his
life to me. Even the cryptic remarks about Sentimental Education and Wilson on the train: he wanted me to know
that not only had he read the novel, he had drawn, with Wilson’s help, his own conclusions from it.
In the hard and mean world he had lived in, first as a child laborer and then as hired criminal for politicians
and businessmen, Rajesh would have come to know well the grimy underside of middle-class society. What
became clearer to me now was how quick he had been to recognize that the society Flaubert and Wilson wrote
about wasn’t much different from the one he inhabited in Benares.
“It’s the story of my world,” he had said.
I couldn’t see it then but in Benares I had been among people who, like Frederic Moreau and his friends, had
either disowned or, in many cases, moved away from their provincial origins in order to realize their dreams of
success in the bourgeois world. Only a handful of them were able to get anywhere near to realizing their dreams
while the rest saw their ambitions dwindle away over the years in successive disappointments. The degradation of
bribery, sycophancy, and nepotism that people were forced into in their hunt for jobs was undermining in itself: so
pervasive was the corruption around them that neither those who succeeded nor those who failed were able to
escape its taint.
The small, unnoticed tragedies of thwarted hopes and ideals Flaubert wrote about in Sentimental Education
were all around us. And this awareness—which was also mine but which I tried to evade through, ironically, the
kind of obsessive reading that had led me to the novel in the first place—had been Rajesh’s private key to the
book. Thus, where I saw only the reflection of a personal neurosis—the character of Frederic in particular
embodying my sense of inadequacy, my severe self-image—he had discovered a social and psychological
environment that was similar to the one he lived in.
The discovery did honor to both Flaubert and Wilson. The world we knew in Benares was many years away
from those of the French novelist and the American critic. Yet—and this was a measure of their greatness—they
seemed to have had an accurate, if bitter, knowledge of its peculiar human ordeals and futility. It was a knowledge
Rajesh himself arrived at by a somewhat different route.
“To fully appreciate that book,” Wilson had written of Sentimental Education, “one must have had time to see
something of life.”
It sounds like a general sort of adage; but Rajesh exemplified its truth even as he moved into another world,
taking what in retrospect look like all the wrong turns. Rajesh had known how to connect whatever little he read
to the world around himself, much in the same way Wilson had done in his essay, and in his other writings, which
reveal a symbiotic relationship between life and literature that I, despite all my reading, was not fully to grasp
until long after I had left Benares and thought again of that time of hopeful, confused striving when I first read
Edmund Wilson.
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66.74 The Lost Self\fn{by Sohan Lal Koul (c.1970?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
Now each separated part of my body began to move. Even the bits of flesh stuck to the surface of the road
seemed to come alive and began to writhe around, looking for their erstwhile wholeness. The spattered drops of
blood also seemed to have the warmth of life return to them.
A strange scene manifested itself before my eyes. Stretching itself to full length, each part of my body began to
look for its identity, trampling over each bit of flesh and drop of blood. Such accidents were a frequent occurrence
on this wide tarred road. Even while watching my broken body with its separate parts scattered around, I was
brooding over the cruelty of this road. It was my turn to fall victim today; it could not be helped. I had been fully
alert when that huge vehicle came for me. It was a bus, packed with passengers, countless as particles of dust, that
crushed my body, tearing it into fragments. I did not try to save myself, nor, once hit, did I writhe in agony. I knew
I had to come under the wheels of the bus.
It was a strange feeling, which I cannot define. For a moment it seemed to me that someone was pouring
molten boiling lead on my bones, the next moment the huge tyres had flattened me to the ground, and the bus
moved on with a loud flap of its wings. How stone-hearted must be its driver, with not a glance to spare for the
road and the people on it! But perhaps it is not entirely his fault, the noise, the chatter of all those passengers must
be so stressful, how can he keep his wits about him? These were my thoughts while my eyes scanned all the sundered pieces of my body.
Slowly the blood in my veins began to leak out, and the road was soaked in blood. But not a single person in
that huge city square showed the least interest in where the torn-off limbs of a body were trying to go—there was
no one to guide them or give them a sympathetic pat or two. No one paid any attention, as if nothing had
happened. Why cannot any of these self-centered people think that this vehicle might met out the same treatment
to them too? And turn this whole city into an empty shell? Why does not anyone at least note down its number?
I continued to watch the limbs torn away from my body. They were dragging themselves along. A strange
destiny had befallen me. I was like a stifled bird who had lost its tongue, or perhaps speaking unintelligible words,
a strange lingo understood only by these broken bits of me. If by chance, anybody happened to glance my way, he
would only laugh, perhaps at my stupidity, my lack of skill in treading the road.
But the bits of me, advancing along, seemed to feel a kind of shame. With bowed head, one after the other,
each part of my body fell into the gutter along the road and swam along its filth. Perhaps this was the food it
craved now. Maybe this is what happens when caught in such coils. All the bits and pieces had reached Lal
Chowk now.
The policeman at the beat was making signs with his arms, directing the traffic, as if to prove his existence.
But whether his directions were being followed or not, was not his concern. Or may be he preferred to turn a blind
eye. I was watching the policeman. What kind of a man is the policeman? Why did my eyes fill with tears while
watching the movement of his arms? All the sundered pieces of my body were now hugging the base of the round
platform on which he stood. Led by me, they were trying to find a way to climb on it. I was still hoping to save
myself from the cruel regime of the tarred road.
The struggle raged for a long time. After all, how much can a broken body do? This I realized for the first time
in my life. I learnt a lot that day. Even those who knew me well, did not come near me. It was as if all the ties of
relationship were broken and I was nothing but a fragmented being. So many people thronged the area: men,
women, fashionable girls and boys, but who in all this was interested in me? Perhaps they did not know that
everyone finds himself under the wheels of a huge monster sooner or later.
As usual, shopkeepers waited for customers. My friend Haleem, leaving office, was, as usual, fumbling for a
match box. Probably he did not look my way. But even if he had, how would he help? My severed limbs were still
writhing on the ground. Darkness was becoming denser, but the city never turns dark, except when a vehicle
looms over one. I don’t know why tears streamed down my eyes. Then I stretched myself full length, and lay still
on the ground. It was as if a volatile substance was spreading itself all over the city. From a great height, I looked
down upon the fragments of my body and found them searching for their identity in the faces of the passers-by.
86.116 Shadow\fn{by Brinda Charry (c.1970?- )} Bangalore, Bangalore Urban District, Karnataka State, India (F) 6
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A lone crow alighted on the clothesline and cawed loudly.
I looked at its small hunched body and hoped it would stay till I finished taking down the clothes, but another
crow answered from another roof and mine flew towards it, the tip of its wings very nearly brushing against my
head.
Long ago, when I’d been newly married, there’d been sparrows on the rooftops, and many more crows, and
sometimes I could see the ground covered with pigeon droppings. Now there was only the wind tugging the sheets
and veshtis from my hands, making the saris billow boisterously.
But when I finished and went downstairs I knew someone else would follow me, also carrying a pile of freshly
folded clothes in her arms.
Sometimes, in the middle of the morning, long after the boys and their father left home, as I stood by the stove,
the flame hot on my face, I could feel her standing behind me.
“Who’s there?” I would ask sharply when I saw a shadow behind my reflection as I combed my hair before the
mirror. “Is anyone there?”
But when I turned around there would only be the looming shapes of the furniture and the silence of the
familiar rooms.
I once tried telling my older boy Mukundan about it. He had looked up incredulously, his black brows snapped
together in a frown.
“Please Ma,” he had said, “please Ma—that’s all we need now—you going nuts.”
Later that day I went down the road to get the clothes ironed. The man who did the ironing wasn’t there, nor
was his pushcart, and the streets were unusually deserted. Someone raced by on a bicycle.
“What are you doing outdoors, Amma?” he shouted as he passed me.
“You’d better get home soon!” an old man limping hurriedly somewhere warned.
As I retraced my steps I wondered what the matter was. We lived just off the Muslim quarter. The evening call
for prayer emerged from the mosque’s minarets. The cry floated up through the sky, caressed the clouds and
wound itself around the sunset. I wanted to linger out in the streets a little longer.
When the four of us sat down to dinner I learnt that there had been trouble in the city. It wasn’t yet very clear
what started it—an inter-community love affair, a quarrel between neighbors—or a casual insult which had grown
into a communal riot. The police had already been stationed around the slums behind our street. That night I started awake at the sound of shouts and running feet and wondered if it was only another drunken brawl or part of
the riot. I lay awake for a while on the bed I made up every night in the front room, but nothing happened. My
younger son Srikanth and my husband slept upstairs. Mukundan, I knew, often prowled restlessly around our too
large a house, after his studies, before settling down for the night. He sometimes picked the second sofa downstairs and made the darkness warm with the sound of his breathing.
*
Once a week, in the twenty years of my marriage, I would go to the little shed in the garden to fetch coconuts
for the week’s cooking. It was a street house but there was a large unruly tree-filled garden behind from which
nameless insects would buzz into the house in summer.
The shed was built in a little clearing beneath one of the trees. My mother-in-law had had servants who slept
here, who had used the now broken-down lavatory built far behind against the compound wall. The shed was now
used to store coconuts and a few rusty gardening tools.
That morning when I entered it my feet were wet with dew from the grass. The coconuts lay in a pile near the
door. I needed five of them and wished I had brought a bag to carry them back. I was just contemplating going
back to the house when I remembered that I’d left a bunch of discarded jute bags here some weeks ago. They
should still be around somewhere, unless the termites had got at them.
I went further into the room wondering why there were no cobwebs blocking my way as I knelt down to grope
for the bags. There was a rustle behind me—someone else was crouching in the corner of the shed.
“Who’s there?” I asked.
My voice sounded unexpectedly loud in the silence. The rich smell of champa and jack-fruit floated in through
the open door.
“Is someone there?”
I heard a sound somewhere between a snarl and a sob and turned around. A log slid off the woodpile behind
me.
It cowered large and trembling in the darkness, dressed in what looked like a black sheet. My shadow had
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come alive.
We stared at each other in silence for a minute and then she whispered,
“Please. There is no need for you to be frightened.”
Her voice was low and harsh and she herself was a large woman, much taller than me, not fleshy, but bigboned and broad-shouldered. Her burqa was splattered with mud. She’d flung the veil behind and I saw that her
face was brown, slightly marked with smallpox scars and what looked like nail marks. Her eyes were hard with
fear as she stared at me, a forty year old brahman woman, small and pale, wrapped in a crumpled home sari with
more gray hairs on my head than my age warranted.
“What are you doing here?” I asked, but she did not reply. If she attacked me here for the few pieces of jewelry
I wore there was very little I could do.
“If you don’t tell me what you are doing here I will have to call the police.”
I realized that my voice was trembling. At the word “police” she looked up and after a moment’s silence said
sullenly,
“There’s no need for you to do that. I’m only taking shelter.”
“From what?”
“Last night there was trouble where I live.” She jerked her head in the direction of the slum. “Many huts were
burnt. I was alone. Frightened that I too would be killed.”
She looked away, hard stony tears suddenly filling her eyes.
There was nothing I could think of to say. I stared at the ground in discomfort.
“So you came here?” I asked after a moment’s pause.
“Yes.”
“But how did you get into the compound?”
She had climbed over the back wall. It was over seven feet high. I felt the shock of her landing on the ground
thick with stones and thorns, the pain that must have coursed through her limbs.
“Someone is calling you,” she said.
I realized that the doorbell was being rung. The sound traveled through the house, the kitchen and the garden
and reached us as a faint tinkle.
When I returned after picking up the packets of milk that had been left on the doorstep and stopping in the
kitchen to collect slices of bread and some water for her, I almost expected her to be gone. But she was still there,
her burqa now drawn close around her. I noticed she’d tried to smooth her uncombed hair.
I stood at the door.
“Are you going to stay here tonight?” I asked.
“If you let me.” She looked at me, her gaze unwavering.
“You can stay if you want to,” I said. I sometimes wonder now at how easily I said that. As I turned to go she
caught the edge of my sari.
“Will you tell them I’m here?”
“You don’t have to worry about that. I hardly ever go out of the house.”
“Don’t even tell your family.” She was trying hard to keep the note of urgency out of her voice.
I hesitated for a second.
“I won’t tell them,” I promised. though I didn’t quite understand why she wanted it to be kept so absolutely
secret.
“God will bless you,” she whispered after me as I stepped out into the sunshine, and I was filled with a strange
gratitude, which again I didn’t quite understand.
Mukundan and Srikanth didn’t return home that night. The trouble which began near our house had spread
through the city and they telephoned to say that they were staying with friends who lived close to their college.
Their father came home earlier than usual accompanied by his office boy as he didn’t want to ride home alone
with the cheques and money he’d collected that day. As they pushed the scooter into the narrow hallway they told
me about the looted shops, the broken vehicles and the fires burning at unexpected street corners.
“They say eleven people have been killed so far, but I’m sure it is more than that,” the boy said excitedly.
“And will you be going home alone now?” I asked worriedly.
“No Madam. Sir has told me to stay here for the night.”
I gave him dinner and he went to sleep in the hallway, after we’d carefully double-locked and chained the front
door against the night.
*
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“Are you married?” I asked her on the third day.
She had finished her meal, had a bath and changed into one of my saris, looking large and awkward without
her black burqa which hung on the washing line I had strung up between the coconut trees. A burqa on the line
upstairs would make the neighbors suspicious.\fn{Since it is customarily a Muslim garment, and this is a Hindu neighborhood.}
Today she seemed relaxed, less anxious, as she sat .leaning against the kitchen door. The afternoon sun shone
bright and cheerful directly above us. It was the first time she had ventured out of the dark little room, except to
use the toilet, and she seemed reluctant to go back inside.
“So, are you married?” I asked.
She shrugged and smiled wryly.
“I was married when I was fourteen,” she said, “he was nearly forty.”
When I was fourteen I was playing hockey for the school team. I had worn short skirts and my legs had turned
finely muscled and brown after a couple of months. When I was sixteen, my parents had suggested I stop.
“I lived with him for six years,” she continued.
“And then?”
“And then I had enough.”
“Did he ill treat you?”
She laughed scornfully.
“A couple of days after marriage I discovered he was not right in the head. It ran in his family. My parents had
known this long before.”
She’d sold vegetables and worked in a couple of houses to feed him and herself.
“He was incapable of much else but I found that he was crazy about women,” she said. “Pawing at all the
women in our layout, following them down the streets, his mouth open, staring with his great big watering eyes.
And then, one day, he tried to do god alone knows what to an eleven year old. A mere child whom they had
thought unnecessarily to put in purdah.”
She punctuated her story with a grimace.
“They stopped him before it was too late—thank god. But they nearly beat him to death. They didn’t tell the
police only for the sake of the girl’s reputation and also because he was an idiot. But they beat me after they
finished with him. ‘Can’t you keep him satisfied?’ they asked. ‘That’s your job—to keep him satisfied. Keep him
away from our women and girls.’”
It was noon. The sun beat down on us and she shaded her face with her hands.
“I had had enough.” she repeated. “So I took him to the interstate bus terminal and bought him a ticket to
Bombay. ‘You’re going to Mysore,’ I told him. ‘Go pray at the shrine of the saint Habib for your well-being.’ He
was excited, he loved bus-rides and I had given him fifty rupees and a packet of cigarettes. I didn’t see him
again.”
I stared at her in horror but her face was expressionless.
“That was twenty four years ago,” she said.
Her daughter was born a month later. She now lived in Mysore with her husband.
“She’s happy, I think,” she added contentedly.
What of my own marriage? I had been married when I was twenty to my husband—a young businessman who
was just beginning to do very well.
“Make sure you don't spend more than what is absolutely necessary,” he had told me. “It is hard earned
money.”
It had been good at first. We would roam the city by bus. I would wait for him to come home in the evenings.
But gradually, I don’t quite know when, possibly at that time when his business went through a slightly bad patch,
he’d begun spending more and more time at the shop. When he was home he took to poring over his account
books. And that went on even after things began to go well at work. About ten years ago I’d said that I wanted to
get back to college or to find a job.
“Rubbish!” he’d responded. “There’s no need for you to make money!”
I’d brought it up every now and then for some years and then gave up. And he meanwhile became more and
more engrossed in the business. Though even now, unexpectedly, every now and then, he would feel the need to
talk to me, to tell me everything, everything about his day in the shop, his associates, their businesses, greedy,
greedy for my absolute attention which I found I had forgotten how to give.
Fifteen years and two sons later I began sleeping downstairs. So for twenty two years now it had been only the
house, the little street, the two boys who communicated less to either of us as they grew older, and a loneliness
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which yielded shadows that tiptoed behind me.
*
Mukundan and Srikanth came home after two days. The newspapers said that the situation was under control—
after fifteen people had been killed and many more injured.
“Amazing how these things get so crazy,” Srikanth remarked over dinner.
Mukundan shrugged.
“Can’t live with people too different from you, you know. Look everywhere, all over the world …”
Since when had he begun to sound so very confident, so absolutely sure of himself?
“… All over the world,” he repeated, “two camps. Us and Them.”
“Hotheaded lot. It’s their fault,” my husband added.
It always is. It’s never ever ours. Or is it even more complicated than that?
“Are things better now?” was all she asked me that night.
“That’s what they say,” I replied. Though of course we both knew the anger and fear that bubbled beneath the
tense-skinned surface, ready to break out again at the slightest provocation.
“Maybe I should go now …” she added.
For the first time since so many years I have a friend visiting, my very own guest.
“Please stay as long as possible.”
“I will have to take a bus out of the city,” she continued.
I was surprised. “But why? You live just behind here, don’t you?”
“Yes, but I will have to leave the city.”
“Why?”
“I’ve killed a man.”
We were in her room because it was already dusk and the others would come home soon. We’d cleaned the
place as best as we could and pushed the woodpile and coconuts to one side. She was sitting on the floor on the
old mattress I’d spread out for her and I was standing at the doorway blocking the light of the setting sun and
keeping my ears open for the pressure cooker whistle and the impatient doorbell. We’d been talking since
afternoon.
“I’ve killed a man.”
He’d become her lover a short while after her husband had gone.
“I was still young then. I needed a man,” she explained.
He was her uncle’s son. They didn’t stay together for any length of time. He would come from Mysore once in
a way and slip into her house at night. Even the neighbors hadn’t known for years.
“Were you happy with him?” I asked. She ignored the question.
Of late he had begun to complain that she was getting old. But no, he hadn’t stopped corning. In fact he began
coming more often because he had taken to gambling and needed money.
“Did you give him any?”
At first nearly everything she’d earned, living on yesterday’s leftovers and discarded clothes. Only in memory
of the stray moments of pleasure and happiness he had given her when she was younger. But soon she’d had
enough. He began stealing the money she forgot to lock away, and the radio someone had given for safekeeping
disappeared. He also smelt bad, of drink and the places he frequented. He shouted at night making the neighbors
curious.
He’d come that night when the riots started. She didn’t want him to stay, but let him in because he said that
there was trouble out in the streets. He’d soon begun asking for money.
“I have nothing,” she had said, though she had fifty rupees knotted in her sari.
“Bloody whore,” he had spat, “who got rid of her husband and slept with another man.”
She’d shrugged. “How does that matter now?” she’d asked. “After all this while. I am going to be a
grandmother in two months’ time.”
“I’ll tell your son-in-law,” he’d said. “I’ll tell him I slept with both mother and daughter.”
She’d struck him then. The blow had been stronger than intended and he’d fallen over, his head hitting the
door.
“He died immediately,” she said, looking up at me bewildered. “His head fell to one side like a doll’s.”
I remained silent.
“Is it so easy to kill someone?” she asked.
“I don’t know. Perhaps he didn’t die at all.”
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“Oh no. I know. He was dead.”
She’d then stepped over him and run out of the house. The streets were seething with people struggling to get
home, people looking for trouble. There was a policeman at the street corner who’d looked at her curiously. So
she’d turned into a lane. It was a dead end and she had climbed over my compound wall.
It was dark. I lit a candle for her. She would put it off when they came home. I had to go back and get things
ready for dinner. Later I would slip out and fetch her a plateful of food.
“Will the police come for me?” she asked.
“I don’t know,” I said helplessly. Her life was too big for me. Her shifting shadow on the wall was that of a
giant heroine in some epic story.
“But don’t worry,” I added, “many people have been killed in the riot in the last few days. They may not find
out.”
“The best thing to do might be to stay a little longer,” I said when I reached the door.
Her eyes were large and softer than usual in the candlelight. Her hands which were spread out on her lap were
trembling slightly but they were large powerful hands—strong enough to cook and clean, to embroider her
daughter’s wedding clothes, to hew stones at construction sites, to caress, to kill.
*
I sometimes wondered if we had seen each other before. Surely so many years could not have passed by
without us meeting?
When I was about eight years old, the marriage of the goddess at out local temple was to be celebrated. My
mother and I were to take part in the celebrations. I was dressed in red and my hair was fragrant with jasmine and
coconut oil. I had twirled around the front room of our house as my mother got ready, my heart as light as my silk
pavadai which caressed my ankles.
The devi was a proud, confident bride and I was certain that I too would look like her on my wedding day—
with pots and pots of sandal-paste, milk and honey being poured over my feet, making them deliciously sticky. I
waited for her to flick out her fiery red tongue and slyly lick off the droplets of ghee and honey which had accidentally landed on her cheek.
After the celebration while my mother and her friends sat down, leaning against the pillars of the temple, I had
wandered out to the narrow lane outside. A little girl had stood in tattered salwar kameez at the gates of the
temple, one nail-bitten hand twisting the discolored sequins off her clothes. As I stared at her she had looked up at
me and smiled.
“You want to come inside?” I had asked, eager for a playmate and she had nodded.
We had played in the dark coolness behind the temple hiding and seeking each other behind the gods and
demons whose names neither of us knew. Because I was sure that no one else would be there now, I had taken her
into the innermost shrine to see the goddess. My new friend’s eyes shone with wonder in the dying flame of the
lamp. And because she looked so splendidly beautiful then and because I wanted to look as much like her as
possible, I took the red bindi off my forehead and stuck it on the temple wall.
When I heard my mother and the other women calling out for me, she scrambled out through a side entrance
and as I walked away holding my mother’s hand, I saw her running in the opposite direction, her face flushed with
the heat, her head uncovered as we had lost her dupatta somewhere in the darkness of the temple.
Twelve years later I had paced up and down the hospital corridors, my stomach tight and smooth with
pregnancy. I marveled at the little dot of life which had been growing inside me and which would soon lie in my
arms, warm and moving.
A woman had then been wheeled into the labor room, mountainous under her white robe, her fair face grown
paler, her earlobes and wrists glistening with gold.
“Ya Allah!” I’d heard her scream behind the closed doors and I felt the first pains dart up my thighs to my hips.
As she moaned and writhed her child into the world. I had stood outside listening, trying to pray for both of us,
and after a while her agony and her hope had driven me into labor.
*
The next two days were long ones. The boys stayed home because colleges hadn’t yet reopened after the
trouble: she could not leave her room and I couldn’t visit her except to give her food. I was worried. Would they
discover she was here and come? Had someone seen her killing the man and reported to the police? I started at
every knock on the door. The house was large and lonely again. I felt restless—like a young girl separated from
her lover.
“What happened to my cricket bat, Ma?” Srikanth asked me.
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“I don’t know. Isn’t it there in its usual place behind your bed?”
“No,” he said impatiently, “I’m looking for my old bat. My high school bat.”
“It’s probably been thrown away.”
“Can’t be. You don’t ever throw anything away. You’ve probably put it in the shed.”
Last week when she and I had cleaned the place, a bat had been leaning against the door.
“There’s no bat there,” I said firmly.
He didn’t hear me.
“It’s probably been eaten up by termites by now,” he grumbled and strode out into the afternoon.
“I’ve just cleaned that shed. There’s no bat in there!” I called out after him.
“I’ll look anyway.”
“There is no need for you to go in there,” I said, hurrying after him. “I’ve just cleaned it.” I caught at his arm
and tried to stop him.
He had grown much taller than me and looked down, his jaw set stubbornly, frowning, just a little puzzled.
“I can go look if I want to, can’t I?” he asked.
“No, you can’t.”
“Why not? This is my appa’s house. And my house too, isn’t it?”
“It’s also mine.”
I knew I was sounding quite unlike myself, almost ridiculous. But I hoped our raised voices would wake her
up, prepare her for the sudden burst of sunlight that would stream in when he pushed open the door.
Mukundan came to the kitchen door.
“What are you doing here?” he asked his brother. “There’s a phone call for you—Aruna I think. I’ve been
yelling out to you for the last five minutes.”
Srikanth stopped mid-stride and went into the house brushing past me.
When I went into her room to get the bat before he came back, we did not speak to each other. She was awake
but sat in silence in the comer, her black-covered frame almost invisible in the darkness. I carried the dusty old bat
upstairs to the boys’ room. But Srikanth had left home to see his friend, Mukundan said.
“Really, Amma,” adding irritably, “why on earth did you have to make such a fuss when Srikanth wanted to
look for his bat? I could hear the two of you up here.”
I could feel his eyes looking at me curiously as I walked out of the room without responding.
*
It was hot that night and I couldn’t sleep. I stood by the kitchen window. All of a sudden the house seemed
smaller. Its walls had moved silently inwards threatening to close me in. I’d never quite felt that this alien space
truly belonged to me or I to it. But somehow, over the last few days the garden had become mine. The wildly
flowering shrubs, the insects and the other lives it sustained had become intertwined with my own. Now, in the
darkness, the trees were large and slightly blurred shapes through the tightly woven, rusting mesh on the window.
A thin sheet of lightning suddenly lit up the sky, and I noticed a shadow slipping out of the room and towards the
toilet. Just when it was returning, quietly, like a silent ghost flitting through the trees the kitchen light behind me
was switched on and its orange glow swamped the garden.
“What are you doing here at this time of the night?” my husband asked me.
“Nothing.”
Could he too see her standing frozen by the door of the shed? My heart beat fast. After a minute he turned and
pouring himself a glass of water, switched off the light.
“Go to sleep,” he said sharply. “It’s ridiculous, standing here at this time of the night. I just can’t understand
you anymore.”
I waited to make sure she’d got in before I returned to bed.
*
It was dark when she left for her daughter’s place. She had been with me for nearly a week.
I led her through the house.
“There’s no need to climb over the wall this time,” I’d said.
Our twin shadows danced on the ceiling and the walls amidst the other strange shapes made by the night. The
front door creaked and rattled when I opened it for her, but they didn’t wake up. As we stood for a minute on the
doorstep she clumsily took my hand.
“I’m homeless for now,” she whispered, “but maybe you will come to me sometime.”
“Maybe I will,” I said.
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She hurried into the street, unafraid, defiant. There was a very slight drizzle but I stayed at the doorstep further
into the night.
66.78 Mind And Breath\fn{by Farooq Masoodi (c.1970?- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India (M) 1
He turned on his side and wondered:
“What kind of a death is it? People fall ill and just before dying lose their breath or are paralyzed. How strange
that I should be able to turn on my side, totally at peace! My tongue too is not stilled. Strange indeed.”
While turning he became aware of his strength and felt confident. In the next bedroom lay his wife, murdered:
“In the next few moments I too shall be no more, leaving no trace behind. After a few moments, I will be
dead.”
Smelling the blood upon his clothes, he was upset. It was a terribly bad omen, he thought. Before dying he
wanted to take a last look at his wife’s dead body. He rose and going to the bedroom, stood against the door,
wondering where he had acquired the strength to resist death with this supreme confidence.
A short while ago he had asked his wife to take off her clothes. He would often remove his wife’s clothes
himself, driven by curiosity and lust while sleeping with her. But today he ordered her to do so herself. She had
looked at her husband, and with a smile, taken off all her clothes, one by one, and stood before him, naked, but for
her under-garments. He advanced towards her and pulling them off her body, flung them away. He ordered her to
lie down. There was still a smile on her lips, and her eyes drooped under the weight of passion. His fingers had
brushed against her while pulling away her panty, and her whole body had shuddered with pleasure and
satisfaction at his touch.
She lay there, eyes closed and limbs relaxed. And then he stretched his arm and plunged the knife into the
white mound of her belly. A fountain of blood sprang, and hitting the ceiling, fell back upon the floor. Standing
under the fountain, he was spattered, spots of blood sprang all over his body.
Her lips were still frozen in a smile and her arms and, legs still stretched out, waiting. There was just one
change, however, the pain of the knife had made her eyes bulge out. In spite of the smile, there was a weird
expression on her face, etched in suffering.
“We had been married that day and today you have been murdered. How strange that today itself, within the
next few moments, I too shall be dead; you were not murdered, you died because of your not being alive,” he said.
He was disappointed in the vigor of his erect body. He went in and with great sadness removed from the wall the
picture, which showed a child playing with fairies. Leaving the room, he crept back into bed. He had no thought
of hiding his wife’s body, nor did he have any fear. There was only one regret he had: his mother would be alone
after his death, with no support left.
His mother began to weep and wail loudly:
“What calamity are you bringing upon me, my darling son? What shall I do without you? In whose care are
you leaving me thus?”
This brought tears to his eyes and he felt his resolve cracking. It has true, there would be no one left to carry on
the family name. He would be dead within moments and when in due course, his mother died, all traces of the
family would vanish. The terror should not make his mother commit suicide, he apprehended.
The regret of leaving no heirs filled him with pity for himself and his mother. Slowly, his gaze encompassed
the walls as if searching for those life-sized oil portraits which had adorned the room with their flame-like
radiance. How he would strut and his heart swell with pride when he used to introduce these ancestors of his. But
the portraits had now shrunk into the mini snaps pasted in the album. The last snap would he pasted very soon by
his mother. But after her, there would be no one to put her picture there.
Wanting to take a last look on the album, he looked for it but could not find it. His mother had taken it into her
room and scanning the pictures one by one, shed copious tears over them.
“Would you get it for me, please? I would like to take a last look.”
She had dried her tears when she fetched it, her eyes bright as the sky. She held a glass of wine in her hand.
The tumbler was beaded with sweat on the outside. His mother had been seized with a madness, a wild look on
her face. Seeing droplets of his wife’s blood on the outside of the glass upset him and he ordered his mother to
take the glass away.
“No,” said she, “perhaps, she was innocent. Do you remember that it was this day that I was born a mother and
this is the day when within a few moments, our whole dynasty will come to an end with you?”
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She drank half the contents of the glass in one gulp like a frenzied woman and took it to her son’s lips. In the
last few moments she had a fresh awareness of her power. Then she tore her clothes into shreds and lay down
beside him.
202.60 Excerpt from Haunting Bombay: A Novel\fn{by Shilpa Agarwal (c.1970- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State,
India (F) 12
1
The girl moved like water itself, unthinkingly toward the darkening horizon. She was only sixteen, or maybe
seventeen. A brilliant red sari clung to her body. Tangled hair lashed at her face. Now, as the thickening dusk
closed in upon her, the girl stood on the outskirts of the village, little more than a cluster of thatched huts huddled
at the water’s edge. A solitary coconut tree rose to the sky, straining against the heavy winds. Somewhere a dog
barked incessantly. She took a step back, waiting for the moon to slip behind scattered clouds. The mirror-work on
her sari cast pale, misshapen circles of light upon the ground. She tried to touch them with her left foot, the
dancing lights illuminating her toes, the middle one adorned with a silver ring, the stub of a sixth gracelessly
curled under. She pressed onward, fighting a feeling that she was being repelled by some invisible energy, a
collective fear.
Her destination was not the village itself but a solitary hut on its outskirts. Unlike the others, this one was
badly weathered, its coconut-frond roof rotted, its interior pitch black. The wind stung, as if in warning, pulling
her back, back. She did not stop until she reached the decayed bamboo mat tied to the doorway, dimly
remembering weaving it as a young child. Here it was, proof that she had once inhabited this place at the world’s
rim, before she had begun to bleed, before the women had gathered, their salty voices crooning the ancient tale of
the menstruating girl who caused the waves to turn blood-red and sea snakes to infest the waters.
She should not be here. She knew this. Yet she pulled the mat away and stepped in.
The first thing she saw was the glint of the moonlight on bangles. A figure squatted in the corner of the hut,
rocking back and forth on her haunches.
“You’ve come back,” a voice said.
The girl nodded, wanting nothing more than to weep. But this was not a time to be weak. She wanted
something from this woman, this blind midwife who had powers, unspoken powers.
“Help me.” The tinkling bangles fell silent.
“You must,” the girl pleaded, eyes shining with loss, “you were the one who cursed me!”
The midwife cackled. The girl dropped her face, remembering the taunts, the bits and pieces she gleaned from
the other children when they dared speak about her ill-fated birth.
It had been Nariyal Poornima, the day that the fishermen returned to sea after the long rainy months during
which no fishing was done. Monsoon season was the breeding time for the fish, and the men had stayed away
while the ocean’s bounty was reproducing under the turbulent waters. Women, too, emerged that early morning,
walking in the opposite direction, toward the shrine, to offer prayers to Ekuira, deity of the seas, patron of the Koli
fisher-people.
“Your Ma walked slowly,” the midwife offered in a glutinous voice, “her belly pushing out so far that we
thought there were two inside. She went to pray.”
The girl knew of the small shamiana that rose from the treacherous rocks, its thick cloth canopy decorated in
colorful patchwork. She was never allowed to go near but once visited it in secret, a single velvety marigold
clutched in her small fingers to offer at the small stone shrine devoted to Ekuira, the orange-faced goddess with
eight-arms, born from the body of Lord Brahma, Creator of the Universe.
“O most compassionate Goddess,” she had recited a prayer of fisherwomen for their husbands, “your oceans
are so vast, and his boat so insignificant.”
“Afterwards, your Ma cracked a coconut at the goddess’s feet.”
The girl braced herself, knowing what came next, that her mother’s birth-water had broken open, defiling the
shrine. The other fisher-women had dragged her away, spitting accusations. When her father’s boat failed to return
that evening, no one had been surprised.
The midwife cackled once more, then as if suddenly tired of the old story, she pulled out a small, rusted lantern
and lit it. Her face—dried and weathered as salted shrimp—cast eerie silhouettes upon the wall.
“You’ve been banished again,” she stated.
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“Had I been there just this morning?” the girl wondered, remembering the warmth of the body next to her, the
scarlet-tinged light filtering through the colored glasswork of the wall.
“I must go back,” she whispered, unable to keep the desperation from her voice.
“Once you’ve been banished, you can never go back, not in life, not in death,” the old woman muttered. Her
unseeing eyes bored into the girl’s face.
“They will have done a purification ceremony, just as we did the day you left, to block your spirit from
entering. That’s why you can’t go beyond my hut into our fishing village. That’s why you can never return there.”
“There must be some way,” the girl implored, her eyes wild.
It had been home, that bungalow. She was only a servant there, true, but for a little while, she had been much
more. She pulled out the merciful stash of money that Maji, the bungalow’s matriarch, had given her and placed it
in the midwife’s gnarled hands.
The old woman seized the cash and bit into the wad with broken, blackened teeth. A line of saliva dripped
down her chin.
“There is one way,” she said slowly, her tobacco-stained mouth curling into a smile, “but it involves an
exceptional sacrifice. You must be strong, unwavering.”
“I will!” The girl gritted her teeth as if to underscore her determination. She was nothing, nothing if she could
not be there.
“I was right to banish you. Someone else has died.”
“An accident, a baby—”
“I thought you had learned the ways of birthing,” the old woman sneered, “always lurking nearby so others
couldn’t see you.”
“I delivered the baby safely, there wasn’t time for the lady to go to the nursing home. It came too fast. Maji
ordered the boiling water and sheets. I told her that I knew the way so she let me deliver it while the others waited
outside. I did it exactly as I had seen … and then—” Her voice broke.
“You were away when the baby drowned.” The girl nodded.
“Just like with your father. An accident perhaps. Perhaps not. There will be other deaths, other fatal accidents.”
“Other?” The midwife hooted once more, her tongue lolling to one side.
“You defiled the Goddess, your birth-water and blood raining down upon her altar. You were exiled when you
began to bleed. You are dangerous—unknowingly, unconsciously—during your six days of bleeding. You draw
dark powers from impure blood, blood of any kind from that region—birth blood, menstrual blood, virgin blood.”
The girl felt the stickiness between her legs, she had begun her cycle that very morning, an alarmingly heavy
one. The old woman began to mutter,
“Exiled at thirteen, thirteen-year exile.”
She lifted a mat on the earthen floor and stuck her arm down into a hole. One by one, she pulled out tiny
packets wrapped in old newspaper and lay them in front of her. From somewhere inside her ragged sari, she
pulled out a small coconut: raw, smooth, green.
“Why go back?” she asked. “What do you desire there?”
The girl looked away, remembering the feeling of tresses entangled in the thick of the night, skin so fragrant
she had only to be in the same room to be intoxicated by it. A forbidden touch in a scarlet-tinged room. The
midwife crowed horrifically as if she had read her mind, and then, regaining her composure, opened the
newspaper packets. In each lay a powder, some velvety yellow, others a gritty brown, blue, black. She began
mixing them together, all the while chanting in low tones. The dog’s barking drew closer and with it came the
snapping of footfalls upon dried palm fronds. The girl glanced over her shoulder, regretting that she had not
pulled the mat back over the doorway. Moving quickly now, the old woman cracked the coconut open with a
sickle-shaped koyta and poured in the powder mixture, stirring it into the coconut milk. The concoction smoked,
filling the air with a foul, polluted smell. The girl drew back, horrified.
“Exiled at thirteen, thirteen-year exile,” the midwife muttered again. And then her blind gaze fell upon the girl.
“For thirteen years you cannot go back.”
“No!”
“The fulfillment of your desires carries a price, an unfathomable price.”
“I’ve lost too much already,” the girl whispered as the smoke coiled around her. “I won’t lose this.”
“Think of that then,” the midwife commanded, holding the red dish, snaking liquid to the girl’s lips. “You must
think of that as you drink. What you desire will become your truth.”
The girl hesitated, touching the mole upon her cheek for luck.
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“Fast now, fast, someone is near.”
And the girl once again remembered the feel of warm skin, the sweet breath of laughter. And the loss was so
deep, so intense that she felt a deep hatred boil up inside her chest for those who had cast her out that morning,
severing her from the only place she regarded as home. As the first drops of the elixir touched her tongue, her
desire was not love.
But revenge.
2
Pinky Mittal’s earliest memory was of glistening water. It splashed and crashed along with the sounds of
wheels straining to push forward, the crack of a switch upon a bullock’s bleeding back, shouts of men,
whimperings of hungry children. There was a buzzing, a screeching, like the sound of a kettle of vultures, their
formation like blackened bubbles rising from the river.
In this memory, so primal that it came to her only as a dream, Pinky stared at a woman in a sari, golden yellow
like the champa flower. The woman looked to the barren sky as if beseeching the gods, and then—slowly, very
slowly—began to fall into the current. She was carried swiftly downward, the sari pattoo trailing behind her like
the fluttering of a dying bird. Pinky cried out, the sound coming out as a baby’s inconsolable wail, but the golden
woman sank without a sound.
And then came comprehension. It was her mother.
Pinky woke with a start in the strangely stifling room. Sweat poured from her skin and pooled in every crevice
of her body, between her fingers, behind her knees, into her eyes. She opened them, feeling the sting of salt, the
blurriness of tears, and instinctively reached up, grasping for something solid in her dream-induced haze, and
knocked over a covered steel cup by her bed. It clattered to its side, spilling water across the polished wood floor.
She lifted herself up on to her elbows, taking a moment for the recurring nightmare to fade away, and the
familiarity of the room to offer comfort. From her vantage point, upon a mattress positioned at the side of her
grandmother’s bed, Pinky could make out the hulking outline of the cabinets lining one wall, each painted with
fanciful, ocher-colored chinoiserie murals. As a child, she had spent hours tracing the long, tapering branches
which occasionally meandered from one panel to the next. She had woven endless, circular stories about the
exotic birds who inhabited the trees: the cruel, sharp-beaked crimson one with the white-tipped feathers, the quiet
russet one who pecked amongst the thatches of long grass, the little baby one who chirped longingly from her tiny
nest. On one rectangular panel, the painted branches ended in a cluster of vermilion-colored berries that Pinky had
long ago ordained with magical powers.
She drew out each story, peppering it with obstacles and twists, as if to delay the final moment, to savor the
thrill when the sole, gossamer-winged butterfly on the panel swooped down and saved the berries from the cruel
bird. And then, spanning the breadth of the six murals, she distributed the berries in a queenly way. And by magic,
the one-legged bird grew another leg and the blue bird with faded feathers received shiny new ones. Pinky always
saved the final berry for the sad, little baby bird who had lost its family.
“Eat it,” she whispered to the baby bird, “it will bring them back.”
Rubbing her eyes, she stretched as if to push the last sticky dream remnants away and then opened a small teak
chest inlaid with intricate enamel work on the floor next to her. It contained her most precious possessions: fresh
pencils that had arrived by ship, a box of sticky oil pastels, a tin of enameled jacks sent as a gift from a relative in
Haridwar, a swatch of emerald silk, and a faded magazine photo. In lieu of actual photos of her dead mother, of
which none remained, Pinky had torn out a picture of the actress Madhubala from an old copy of Filmindia. In it,
Madhubala is looking out into the distance as if lost in thought, her face and hair framed by an ethereal glow. She
is stunning, her lips parted slightly, a pearl choker at her neck. Over time, Pinky had forgotten that the photo was
not really her mother. She knew very little about her, except for a few stories about her childhood and the fact that
she drowned while crossing a river.
Pinky carefully returned the photo to the chest, pushing it against the wall next to a heavy dresser with a small
brass mirror overturned on top. Just above her on the imposing Edwardian-style bed, her grandmother’s enormous
belly rose from a faded sheet like a snowcapped peak, her snores already at deafening levels. A mosquito coil
burned in one corner, releasing a bittersweet smell, where a temperamental air-conditioning unit jutted out from
the wall. Pinky clicked the knob and the machine sputtered to high, offering a blast of cooling air. It was early
June, the hottest, most unbearable, most humid stretch of the year, and sleep without the AC was nearly
impossible.
She sat on the bed, pulling her grandmother’s warm hands, knotted and thick with bluish veins, into her own.
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They were life-giving hands, ones that had held her, clothed her, and fed her ever since she had been a motherless
infant thirteen years ago. When Pinky was younger and still sleeping in the huge Edwardian bed, she used to hold
on to one of Maji’s hands through the night and perform a little ritual whenever she was afraid or sick. Turning it
face up, Pinky ran her finger along the lines in the palm, starting with the thickest one that curved around the
thumb. She meticulously touched a line for each of her years, as if to somehow map herself into the infinite
universe within Maji’s hand. She incanted a small prayer:
“I am in you.” Even at thirteen, Pinky still continued with this small assertion of belonging.
After she had finished, she wiped up the spilled water and retrieved the steel cup. Peering down the dark east
hallway that ran from a locked teak door on the front verandah and across the entire length of the bungalow, she
could barely make out a dim glow from a large window overlooking the back garden. A parallel hallway ran down
the other, west side of the bungalow, dividing it into roughly three sections with bedrooms, bathrooms, and the
kitchen in either wing, and the front parlor, the dining hall, and living room in the center.
The one-story bungalow had been built over a hundred years earlier by a high-ranking East India Company
officer as an architectural symbol of the British Raj. His wife, longing for the tidy coolness of Home,\fn{ I.e.,
England; but the British always referred to it in a capitalized sense:H } however, had irritably christened the bungalow The
Jungle. Pinky loved its elegant symmetry and grand teak doors, its Moghul-inspired archways, and the lush,
tropical garden in back with its grove of mango trees.
During the season, the trees dripped with the fleshy, golden fruit and Maji gave away all they did not need,
sending baskets to friends and relatives throughout Bombay. Mango-picking day was a festive day in the
bungalow, a holiday unto themselves. The gardener arrived at the crack of dawn with extra workers and they
collected huge basketfuls of the fruit, while Pinky and her cousins sat under the trees, biting into the sweet flavor,
their faces smeared bright orange.
“They are Lord Ganeshs favorite, too,” Maji always told them as she clipped a handful of auspicious mango
leaves to hang on the front verandah. Later in the day, she supervised the distribution of the mangos in the ornate
dining hall while her daughter-in-law, Savita, sauntered around the long, polished dining table, squeezing and
prodding the fruit to ensure that the best ones were earmarked for her relations.
Pinky stepped into the stifling hall, deprived of the artificially cooled air that the bedrooms and the front parlor
typically enjoyed. The wooden floorboards, which normally creaked and sighed with the slightest pressure,
absorbed the lightness of her feet. Pinky knew these floors, knew where they gave way and where they were
supported. She walked across them with unthinking familiarity.
She crept past her uncle and aunt’s room, stopping to peer through the crack at their door where their low
voices diffused into the hall along with the soft whirring of their modern air conditioner. Wedging her body
against the crack, she indulged in the rush of chilly air that dried the sweat along one leg, arm, and cheek.
“As if it isn’t enough that we’ve taken in Pinky,” Savita sniffed, her delicate features tightening with anger.
The upper ribbons on her imported silk nightgown lay untied, revealing the tiny glitter of a diamond dangling
between her breasts. “I can’t believe you just sent ten thousand rupees to her father.”
“At Maji’s request,” Jaginder said as if to assure her that he would not have been so generous on his own. The
years had added a slouch to his once proud shoulders, a shadow of stubble fell across his handsome face.
“A loan only.”
“Loan?”
Savita’s voice grew shrill. She pointed a slender, manicured fingertip at him in accusation.
“We have nothing to do with them anymore. Why should we give them money?”
“He’s Pinky’s father after all.”
“What father,” Savita snorted. “He’s remarried, he has other children now, he hasn’t even bothered to visit
since Maji took her in!”
Outside in the hallway, Pinky felt a hot sting of tears in her eyes. Savita never let an opportunity pass to make
her feel unwelcome in the bungalow, like a beggar.
“She’s not your sister;” she would admonish her sons whenever Maji was out of earshot, “she’s your destitute
cousin. Remember that.”
Pinky retreated into the comfort of darkness, making a quick left under a scalloped archway, breathing in the
bungalow’s aroma of sandalwood, peppers, and fried cumin. It was so dim, that for a moment, she thought there
might be a power outage. Then her eyes fixed on ruby stains of color flickering upon the walls emitted by series
of stained-glass and brass handis. She pressed her hand to the wall of the corridor, watching as the color settled
upon her skin like a kiss.
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At the west hallway, she turned right, into the kitchen where a tall, decorated earthen urn of boiled water stood
on a marble countertop. Pinky glugged down the tepid water with relief and refilled her cup. A wave of sleepiness
washed over her.
Turning down the corridor to return to her room, she unexpectedly heard the scrape of a door and backtracked,
first peeking around the corner, then tiptoeing to her cousins’ bedroom. The three boys were the only inhabitants
of this side of the bungalow. Pale moonlight filtered in through the window, revealing the sleeping bodies of the
fourteen-year-old twins. Dheer’s pudgy body was thrown carelessly across the mattress, his mouth gaping open,
while Tufan’s lean one was curled tightly into a ball as if he were still a baby. The third bed, that belonging to
seventeen-year-old Nimish, however, was empty.
Thinking she had a few minutes before his return, Pinky crept to his bedside and placed her cup of water on his
night table next to a cluttering stack of books, bookmarks sticking out midway from each one. She leaned in and
inhaled his salty, sensuous scent and then, blushing, glanced at the slumbering twins to ensure they had not
awakened and seen her. Dheer let out a reassuring, rumbling snore.
Pinky touched her hand to Nimish’s warm pillow and inhaled again. A book peeked out from underneath it and
she reached for it, fingering its odd title, The Fakeer of Jungheera.\fn{A long poem by Henry Derozio (1809-1831)} It felt
old and dusty and she knew immediately that it belonged to the musty library at the end of the hallway. It fell
open to a page where a miniature chart titled “An Ideal Boy” was carefully taped inside the book, covering an
entire page. The chart detailed the twelve most essential behaviors, including “Salutes Parents” and “Brushes Up
The Teeth,” each one accompanied by a gaudy illustration.
Pinky could not help but smile. Nimish had received this chart in primary school. He had showed it to her and
the twins when he returned from class that day, the four of them rolling with laughter and taking turns pretending
to be the upright little boy in the pictures with his clean, white shirt and knickers, dutifully “Taking The Lost
Children To The Police Post.” And yet, even though they had mocked it, Nimish had kept the chart all these years,
taped inside this random book. Perhaps Dheer or Tufan needed daily behavioral cues but Nimish already,
effortlessly, embodied the dutiful son.
Curious now at Nimish’s lengthy absence, Pinky replaced the book and decided to look for him in the library.
She hesitated as she passed the children’s bathroom, which consisted of two separate doors, one leading to a tiled
bathing area and the other to a toilet and sink. The door to the bathing area was like all the others in the interior of
the bungalow, made of shiny wood inset with three panels. A delicately carved chakra occupied the center of each
panel. What made it different, however, was the vertical bolt at the very top of the doorframe, out of reach.
For as long as she could remember, this door was unexplainably bolted at night, the thick metal rod sliding into
place with an echoing crash. The children were forbidden to touch it after sunset. In place of a rational
explanation for this nightly ritual, the children came up with their own wild theories. The twins were sure that the
bathroom was transformed nightly into the headquarters for their father’s superhero activities or perhaps into a
hideout used by the infamous criminal Red Tooth. They, of course, dared each other to get out of bed to touch the
door or wiggle the handle, which they did before racing back and throwing themselves under the covers.
Once they even rigged a pair of chairs so they could reach the bolt. But as Tufan touched it, he tumbled over.
The weight of the seats left ugly bruises and cuts. At the sound of the crash, Savita had come running at them
hysterically.
“What do you think you’re doing?” she had yelled, slapping them each several times across the face. “Do you
want to die? Do you?”
After that, none of them dared to try again despite their claims of bravery and the shrugging off of Savita’s
ominous warning. Yet they could not account for the sound the water pipes made at night, the odd rattlings, the
strange whooshing that did not settle until just before dawn.
Pinky pressed herself against the wall to be as far away as possible. She did not want to look but of their own
will, her eyes fell upon the bolt. A chill shot to her fingertips. She raced to the library.
“Nimish?”
The library must have been grand in its day, with its elaborately carved bookshelves, dark paneled walls,
heavily upholstered couches, and glass chandelier, but by the time the bungalow passed into Maji’s hands several
years before Independence, it had already suffered from neglect. The once-plush carpet was bare in ever-growing
patches, the chandelier housed an intrepid family of spiders, and even though they were thoroughly cleaned once
a year, the thick, gloomy curtains stank of stale cigar smoke.
Its faded, forgotten glory soothed Pinky. When the rest of the bungalow had been updated, this sole room
remained as it was, lost in the past. Nimish spent hours in here with the books, breathing in the residue of another
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era. His plan was to read every single book that the library contained, from the hard burgundy or green leather
covers richly engraved in gold to the small ones dressed in cloth dust jackets, all the while imagining what it was
like to have been a pukka English sahib.\fn{Literally, a “very important English god”:H } So far he had read every single
autobiography of the English Indian Civil Service officers—the elite competition-wallahs who governed India
and then vainly penned their memoirs upon retirement—the works of Kipling, and the entire, paperback series of
Wheelers Indian Railway Library.
A faint sliver of moonlight filtered between a crack in the heavy drapery and fell in a jagged line upon the
threadbare carpet, across a rectangular table adorned with a large, multiple-piped hookah, and onto several books
with intense blue bindings. Pinky felt her way to the window and looked to the sky. The moon slipped into a dark
haze. The clouds had started gathering that afternoon, little billows of smoke in the bright, sunlit sky that foretold
the monsoon’s impending arrival. Oh, how they had obsessed about nothing else all that scorching day but the joy
of those first drops of eagerly awaited rain from the heavens.
The moon brightened and Pinky’s heart stopped as she caught sight of Nimish. There he was, on the driveway,
his tall, slender frame, finely chiseled face, and copper brown skin glowing. He was pacing back and forth, his
fists clenched as if in determination, eyebrows knitted above thin, wire spectacles. Pinky wiped the sweat trickling
from her hands onto her pajamas and rapped on the window. But Nimish had already turned away, heading toward
the back garden.
Pinky raced down the hallway, out the side door, and past the garage which Gulu, the driver, shared with the
black Mercedes. A frisson\fn{Chill} hummed in her chest as the humid air drenched her thin pajamas. Above her, a
gust of wind rustled a broken kite impaled upon a tree branch. And just past the bungalow, a grand white-marble
lotus fountain stood in the grassy center of the garden surrounded by a pond, a stone pathway, and a ring of
rosebushes. Beyond that lay the thickness of the trees.
Pinky stood breathless, pressing her back against the stone wall that separated their bungalow from their
neighbors’, the Lawates, on the other side. She called to Nimish in sharp whispers. A love song from the hit film
Dil Deke Dekho, took root in her head as she cut into the expansive garden, which was exquisitely groomed by
the gardener who arrived every day with nothing more than a rusted sickle for landscaping and a fresh coconut for
quenching his thirst.
She had always loved Nimish, even as a little girl, drawn to him as if he were the father she never had. When
she was younger, he had hovered over her, shielding her from unkind remarks and accidental harm. In the last
years, however, as her body began to change, Pinky wanted more from him than simply this … this paternal
affection. She had begun to notice, with a flush, the soft tones of his laughter, the gloss of his hair.
He was so carefree with his younger brothers, teasing them, guiding them, and occasionally throwing a
sympathetic arm around them after they were punished.
But with Pinky, he had become more distant, his communication limited to passages read out loud from his
countless books or professorial monologues if she asked for help with her schoolwork.
“Nimish?” she whispered again. “Could he be right there, behind that tree, waiting for me?” She reached out,
imagining the feel of his strong hand in hers, on her. She could almost picture a flash of silk behind a tree,
betraying the presence of a troupe of dancers that was waiting for the lovers to meet before breaking into
flirtatious song and dance. Nimish had led her out here, she was sure of it, to confess his love. This was her
Bollywood moment.
Somewhere in the distance a door closed. Pinky snapped out of her reverie.
Had Nimish gone back? Had she somehow failed in her scripted role? She raced back through the foliage,
carelessly treading upon lovingly tended flowers until she reached the edge of the bungalow. And then she dashed
across the moonlit driveway.
The bungalow’s darkness embraced her. Back in the air-conditioned coolness of the boys’ room, Dheer snored
in loud, choppy breaths and Tufan lay in a sweaty, satiated slumber, his hand tucked into his pajama bottoms. But
Nimish’s bed was still empty. Pinky hid herself behind it, slowing her pounding heart and fighting off the cold,
clammy feel of sweat beginning to dry.
“Where are you?” Pinky whispered into his pillow.
She could not imagine what he could be doing in the dark garden alone, behind the immense stone wall that
surrounded the bungalow on three sides, the fourth protected by an equally imposing gate complete with weldediron arrowhead caps. But then, as she mentally walked the yard, she remembered that the wall was not impassable
after all. There was a way to get through, to get out.
“Could it be?”
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She once again picked up The Fakeer of ]ungheera and glanced at the poem opposite the gaudy “Ideal Boy”
chart.
My native home, my native home,
Hath in its groves the turtledove,
And from her nest she will not roam—
For it is warmed with faith and love.
But there is love, and there is faith,
Which round a bleeding heart entwine,
To thee devoted even to death—
And oh! That love and faith are mine!

Slowly, meticulously, as the urgent words sunk in, she untaped the chart from the opposite page. There, hidden
behind the “Ideal Boy” was his not-so-ideal truth, his turtle dove in a tamarind tree. Yes, the stone wall had a
small opening that led to one and only one place, the Lawates’ next door. And Nimish’s little bird was none other
than seventeen-year-old Lovely Lawate, beaming exquisitely in black and white.
3
A stinging pain took root in the center of Pinky’s chest, its poisonous tendrils radiating outward, tightening,
tightening around her heart. She panted in small, wet breaths:
“Lovely. Lovely. Lovely.”
She should have known. Pinky still wore her hair in two oiled braids. How could she compare to a blooming
beauty like Lovely with her thick mane of hair delicately adorned with flowers? Neighbors always commented on
her enviably fair skin and the delicate shape of her eyes to which Lovely’s mother, Vimla, applied a broad, black
smear of kajal every morning to ward off the evil eye.
Lovely had been Pinky’s playmate for years, especially when they were younger. They had hidden away in a
shaded part of the garden, constructing makeshift puja altars with branches and decorating them with flowers and
sacred tulsi leaves, and placing a miniature sandalwood idol of Lakshmi, Goddess of Prosperity, within the soft
interior. Lovely was always the priest and Pinky the supplicant who kneeled as Lovely sprinkled water upon her
bowed head and marked it with vermillion.
As Lovely entered her teenage years, however, she had lost interest in this childhood game, and the four years
that separated the girls felt like a lifetime. Still, Lovely occasionally invited Pinky for a picnic in the park and,
away from watchful eyes, they could speak as friends, sisters even. It was at these moments that Pinky glimpsed
what the others never saw—a transient shadow upon Lovely’s beautiful face, a hidden recklessness.
The air conditioner started up with a noisy clanking and Pinky crouched by Nimish’s bed fighting a surge of
jealousy. She felt small, insignificant. Wiping away tears, she tried re-sticking the “Ideal Boy” chart back onto the
page of the book, her fingers fumbling with the yellowed tape. She was so immersed in this task and deafened by
the AC’s toiling engine that she did not hear Nimish’s returning footsteps. And then, before she knew it, he was
whispering her name. She closed the book with a snap.
“What are you doing here?” He sat down on his bed and leaned toward her.
“Are you okay?” She nodded, her head still bowed.
He put his hand lightly on her shoulder. That weight, that warmth, should have comforted her but it did not. Is
this all she would ever get from him? A concerned question, a consoling hand? She pushed his arm away.
Nimish sat back, surprised, and adjusted his spectacles. It was then he saw his book in her hands. He stiffened
and reached out to take it from Pinky but she held tight. Inside lay the photo that Nimish treasured.
“Where were you?” she whispered boldly.
Nimish disregarded her disrespectful tone but did not respond. Once again, with gentleness, he asked,
“Are you okay?”
Tears began to fall from Pinky’s eyes. She was not immune to him, to his soft voice, his tender manner.
“Please tell me,” Pinky asked, testing to see if he would lie to her, he who never lied. He shrugged.
“Out on the driveway, in the garden.”
“I came outside, I looked for you.” Nimish raised an eyebrow.
“You shouldn’t be outside at night. If Maji found out—“
“And what about you?” Pinky shot back, wiping away tears. “What if they found out what you were doing?”
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“Just give me the book,” Nimish said, his voice stern now. He reached out and grasped it but Pinky held on
tight. Their eyes met, his so soft. Pinky felt her grip slacken.
“Why her?” she whispered, just as the air-conditioning unit cut sharply to silence. “Why not me?”
Pinky’s hand flew to her mouth in disbelief that she had said those words at the very moment he could hear
them. She saw him recoil.
“What do you mean? Oh, Pinky …” He shook his head.
Pinky could not breathe, the stinging in her chest pulsed. She could not see. She did not want to live.
“How had this happened?”
Fragments from the ancient epics flashed in her head, shards from the Puranas and the Mahabharata that Maji
was always recounting to her. The fearless Princess Draupadi married five men, all brothers. And the beautiful
Princess Sanjana and her shadow Chhaya shared the same husband, the Sun God Surya. If their legendary loves
were possible, surely what Pinky desired of Nimish was not so horrible.
And yet it was.
“You should go,” he was saying, his voice sounding faraway.
Pinky stood. There was a humming noise inside her, as if the stinging in her chest had traveled up, up past her
throat and into her ears.
“My book …”
She looked down, allowing the book to fall open to the “Ideal Boy” chart that was haphazardly stuck to the
page. It jeered at her now, the photos of the knickered, little boy with fair skin and impossibly rosy cheeks.
Nimish took it from her. Pinky continued to stare at her upturned palms, now empty of their treasure, his treasure.
“Go now,” he said, the kindness gone, replaced by subdued anger.
She could not leave his room like this, with the bite of his fury, with him thinking that she had purposely
violated his privacy, with their relationship changed forever. Yet, taking her steel cup of water from the table, she
put one foot in front of the other and walked out. The door shut behind her.
Pinky slid to the ground, sweat dripping into her eyes, tears falling out of them. The wall warmed with her
heat, offering silent, stoic assurance. In front of her stood the shiny bathroom door. Once again, her eyes traveled
up to the bolt.
Tufan once let slip that the door was first bolted at night the same year Pinky came to live in the bungalow—
thirteen years ago, the year he and Dheer had turned one—but that was all he knew. The children, of course, had
questioned the adults about it but stern faces and an occasional slap kept them from probing too deeply. Nimish
was the only one who never seemed intrigued by the bolt, accepting it easily as he did most of his parents’
governance. He, in fact, was the one who scanned the papers for the time of sunset each day, taking care to slide
the bolt into place a full half hour beforehand.
The bathroom was unlocked at sunrise by the housemaids, Parvati and Kuntal, who savagely beat the laundry
upon the tile floor. Afterwards, the children, one by one, were allowed to take their baths, squatting upon a low,
wooden stool with a bucketful of water and iota. The room was small, windowless, and flat except for a
rectangular cement ridge that had been built around the faucet to keep the water from spreading out of the bathing
area. It was so ordinary in the daytime. And yet …
New tears sprouted in Pinky eyes at her foolishness that night, at the unnecessary ruination. What else had he
been keeping from her? What was behind this door? She was certain he knew. She approached the door, placing
the steel cup upon the floor. She pressed her palm to the wood. The door appeared to sink into its frame as if
protecting an internal wound.
She stretched her arm up, up to reach for the bolt but it was too high. The confining space in the hallway
seemed to pull her back, to hold on to her, but Pinky broke free and raced to find the old rickety kitchen stool. The
floorboards squeaked in warning but she did not care if Nimish heard. She wanted him to come out of his room
and see her. She wanted him to stop her. She thought of the ancient tale Ratnavali, of how the king had saved the
princess as she strung a noose around her neck, he at last confessing,
“I can’t live without you.”
“If there’s anything truly dangerous,” she thought, “he’ll come out.”
She climbed upon the stool and reached up; her fingertips touched the bolt. The metal felt cold, unnaturally
cold. The bungalow shuddered in a sudden gust of wind.
The forbidden door.
Tears fell freely now. She glanced at Nimish’s bedroom door, but it remained firmly shut. Her heart filled with
the poison of rejection, screaming out for a sign, any sign of his love.
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She lifted herself up upon her toes, reaching toward the bolt. The door seemed to lean back, the bolt moving
further from her. But she held onto it, held it for dear life, as if it were the only thing that could return him to her.
“Nimish!”
The floorboards lurched and the stool toppled over, but in that split second before she fell, she slid open the
bolt.
The water pipes whispered all around her—all of them suddenly rushing, rushing towards the bathroom.
Pinky landed hard, knocking over the steel cup of water. And then the bungalow’s shadows pushed her out of
the hall, out, out, out as fast as her legs could run.
4
Maji woke and turned her eyes to the window, noting the exact hue of the sky. Yes, it was dawn, not a moment
before nor after. She felt pleased, the day had begun auspiciously. She noticed that Pinky lay sleeping in the bed
and not upon her mattress as usual, and gently touched the smooth skin of her cheek.
Maji slid her legs off the bed and into a pair of worn chappals that were conveniently lined up on the wooden
floor and then grasped for her cane. She stood up with great difficulty, arthritic knee joints crackling and popping
at the sudden weight thrust upon them, and adjusted the widow-white sari she always wore. Then, shuffling
around, she stole another glimpse of Pinky, huddled under a thin, cotton sheet. Despite the pain surging through
her obese body, she smiled.
The sleeping child was the light of her life. Yamuna, Pinky’s mother, had died as a refugee, crossing from
Lahore into India during Partition. The military had disposed of her corpse, saying only that she drowned. The
pain was breathtaking, like a vengeful blow from the heavens. There was nothing left of her possessions, her
dowry, her brief life—except for Pinky. She was the tiny bit of Yamuna that was still alive on this earth.
Maji remembered the day she had laid claim to her, the sun already fiercely scorching, crackling, in that
desolate place, a full overnight train journey from Bombay. The tanka cart stopped just in front of an ugly dark
olive building next to a factory where a huge pile of metal scraps had been dumped. Workers sifted through the
metal, carrying it away piece by piece in baskets atop their heads. Nearby, a phalanx of black-limbed, pot-bellied
children sluggishly stuck their scrawny arms into the dirt and trilled for their mothers. One walked towards her
with hand out-stretched, his body naked from the waist down, a talisman tied with a black thread just over his
little penis.
Maji remembered hearing the clicking behind her and then the gait of the tanka cart retreating upon the
makeshift road, the horse evacuating noisily as it was whipped to a trot. A falsay vendor passed by on his rickety
bike, calling out in an empty, echoing voice. A silk-cotton semul tree drooped in front of the stairwell leading up
to the second floor of the flat.
The door was already propped open for circulation when she reached the landing. As exhausted as she was,
Maji was resolute, her eyes revealing nothing as they fell upon Pinky’s other grandmother whose thinning gray
hair billowed behind her like a spider’s web.
*
Maji uttered a little prayer of gratitude for this child, marveling—still—that she was hers. She glanced through
the windows, noting the hazy clouds outside that ineffectively hindered the sun. The monsoons would be here any
day now to bring relief to this parched city. She tapped at the AC with her cane, turning it off, then shuffled slowly
to the bathroom where she leaned over the shining Parryware basin. She concentrated on opening nasal and throat
passages that had been infiltrated with phlegm in the night. Loud hawking and blowing noises like the trumpeting
of an elephant ensued, and then Maji stepped back into the hallway visibly refreshed.
She started down the long hallway as she did every day at dawn, making her usual rounds within the lavish,
one-story bungalow. Maji had started this routine when they first bought the bungalow from a portly, cigarchewing Englishman who fled India, leaving his belongings and unscrupulous business dealings behind. She had
spent the quiet mornings then discovering her new home, its cracks and crevices, the antique furniture, all of
which now belonged to her.
When the fascination had faded into a comfortable acceptance, Maji realized that she had actually come to
enjoy this routine, this matriarchal stroll through the bungalow while her family slept. It was also her belief that a
hundred rounds each morning allowed her to indulge in the cook’s homemade ice cream that evening, a hundred
and fifty if he was serving the dessert in a sea of rose-flavored sauce with pink falooda noodles on top.
The first doors she came to were on her left, grand paneled ones that led to the dining hall. She opened them,
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taking in the long teak dining table occupying the center of the dark, polished room. She began to think about the
day’s menu, settling upon a combination of cooling foods such as yogurt with cucumber, cauliflower cooked with
coriander, saffron rice, and green lentils. She walked past Savita and Jaginder’s room, her face sagging into a
slight frown as she pondered her daughter-in-law.
From the day she entered their household as a bride, Savita had proven herself difficult, lacking in what Maji
considered the fundamentals: selflessness, respect, restraint. Just yesterday, in fact, Savita had flung a thali of
uncooked rice into the ceiling fan after shouting at the servants. The basmati grains had rained down upon all
those in the vicinity, including the unsuspecting priest who mistakenly attributed the shower to a divine blessing.
Maji sighed, passing the puja sanctuary on her right and, to her left, the etched glass doors of the ornate living
room, throwing them open to allow the morning air to circulate. Then she cut under the corridor archway,
inspecting as she went to check for signs of neglect. The floors shone, the walls were clean and bright, the brass
handis were free of dust. Maji felt reassured.
She strode down the west hallway unhurriedly, her heavy step and swish of white cotton sari in tune with the
rhythmic thumping of clothes being washed by the housemaids. And then, coming full circle to the front of the
bungalow, she opened another set of glass doors and stepped into the parlor. Her gaze immediately went to the
unsmiling photo of her late husband that hung near the entrance, garlanded with a sandalwood rosary. Although so
many years had past, fifteen almost, she still felt a pang of loss in her heart. A film song floated into her head, the
one her husband had murmured into her ear as he lay dying:
Sleep, princess, sleep.
Sleep and sweet dreams will come.
In the dreams, see your beloved

He did keep this final promise, appearing in her dreams and sweeping her into the timeless past when her life
did not carry the burden of so many losses.
The parlor was carpeted by two enormous, wine red Persian rugs. The far wall leading to the dining hall
consisted of a series of carved wooden screens inset with sandblasted glass panels. The room was elegantly
furnished with an array of fine, plush covered furniture and global curios. One table displayed a blue and white
Cantonese Export porcelain candy dish, another a set of eighteenth century European ceramic bowls. A cabinet
contained a shelf of silver inkwells and chalices, each brightly polished and set upon a lace doily. A Victrola
Talking Machine stood in one corner, imported all the way from exotic-sounding Camden, New Jersey. It had a
multiband radio, a turntable, and high-gloss cabinets for storing records. One of the housemaids had thoughtfully
adorned it with a vase of fresh yellow roses.
Maji began her next round, moving at the same pace, looking forward to her dearest friend Vimla Lawate’s
visit from next door so they could sit sipping chai and dipping salty muttees into mango pickle. Their daily chats
were a respite from the hectic demands of running the bungalow. Maji made a mental note to ask the cook to
replenish their stock of Gold Spot and pick up a box of fried jalebi dipped in syrup and immodestly dressed in
edible silver.
Her thoughts went on like this, round after round, sometimes making lists, sometimes more meditatively
reflecting upon the lessons on morality from the great epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, sometimes
snagging on a memory of her late husband or daughter. Maji always ended her rounds in the parlor, hoisting
herself upon a cushioned, antique dais that may have at one point belonged to the raja of a small fiefdom before it
was done away with by the British. The dais was heavily ornamented, its brass base overlaid by a dense mattress,
a silken saffron cloth, and finely embroidered bolsters. Leaning against their solid girth, Maji offered a dignified,
even regal presence while presiding over the sitting area where no business, domestic or otherwise, could take
place unheard or unseen.
“Kuntal,” Maji called out to the housemaid, her legs painfully tucked lotus-style in front of her, “bring my
morning tonic.”
Kuntal appeared with a small silver tray in hand on top of which was a tall glass tumbler of boiling-hot water
mixed with fresh lime juice and honey. Though she was in her mid thirties, she still carried herself like a shy,
plump girl. Maji reached out and gingerly grasped the rim with her thumb and middle finger, the other fingers
splayed out to protect them from the rising steam. She took a sip and sighed, her stern mouth sinking in a sea of
flesh. It was then she noticed that Kuntal lingered.
“Is something wrong?” Kuntal bit her lip, she did not like to be dishonest with Maji whom she deeply
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respected, revered even.
“No, nothing Maji. I just didn’t sleep well last night.”
This was not entirely a lie. What she did not say was that she had discovered the bathroom door had been
unbolted this morning, that there had been an overturned steel cup alongside the kitchen stool, that she had hastily
summoned her elder sister Parvati, and that Parvati had said,
“No, don’t tell Maji, not just yet.”
They had beaten the laundry in the bathroom without incident and pinned it up in the back garden. The clothes
now hung, crucified, to lines of jute, bleeding their dampness into the air.
The Mittal family’s laundry used to be sent out to the dhobi-wallah to be cleaned. But as Maji grew more and
more obese, she became concerned with the indignity of a strange washerman rubbing soap into the crotch of her
gigantic undergarment. So when Parvati and Kuntal were hired in 1943, the expectation was that, in addition to
the full array of housework, the household’s laundry would be done at home by them too.
Relieved to find work, they had taken on this task without complaint. Over rime, though, as they became an
indispensable part of the household, the sound of Parvati’s wooden paddle hitting the clothes echoed through the
bungalow each morning, infiltrating its inhabitants’ dreams with loud smack-smacks of resentment.
Maji inspected Kuntal’s face more closely.
“No, something was definitely wrong.”
She decided to let it be for the moment because the rest of her family was at last waking up. The bungalow
stirred to life, filling with the sound of running water, the clanking of Cook Kanj in the kitchen, the gradual
crescendo of voices. She rocked back and forth until she could dislodge her legs, then laboriously stood and
hobbled to the front gate where Cook Kanj met her with a with a thali of rice and curried vegetables in her hand.
Though she rarely left home because of the crippling arthritis in her knees, Maji never missed a day of giving
alms to the famous hopping sadhu who came by the bungalow every morning.
The sadhu traveled on one foot, the other bent like a triangle at the knee, completely naked but for a small loin
cloth that immodestly flapped upwards with every hop. He had traversed the same route for twenty years,
becoming an object of veneration for the pious, local debate for the men, and endless fascination for the
neighborhood children. He possessed nothing more than three white stripes of ash painted across his forehead and
a small group of devotees who followed him around, one of whom scurried ahead to sweep dung and debris out of
his path. The sadhus hopping leg was muscular and distended with blood while the other one had simply withered
away from neglect and had to be tied via prop system to his shoulder. He received the alms from Maji, gave his
blessings, and ceremoniously hopped away. Maji felt at peace.
*
By the time Pinky emerged from the bedroom, the first shift of breakfast was already laid out on the table.
Patties of aloo tikkis were piled upon a plate with spicy mint and sweet-sour imli chutneys, and a bottle of
ketchup. There were thin slices of toast smeared with softened butter, chunks of fresh fruit, and chai. Jaginder was
popping the aloo tikkis into his mouth at an alarming rate while scanning the Hindi-language Nav Bharat Times.
Savita sat next to him, simultaneously heaping more food upon his plate and taking delicate bites of guava
sprinkled with rock salt. Nimish, who was the only one of the boys allowed to read at breakfast, ate while using
his elbow to prop open a book, Hindoo Holiday.
Nimish often expounded on complex topics at the dining table, which earned him irritated looks from his
father, proud smiles from his mother, and sharp elbows from his younger brothers. After Nimish reached
adolescence, Savita had declared him off-limits for general slapping and other disciplinary actions such as earpulling and nose-pinching that involved his face.
“You mustn’t jiggle his brain cells out of place.”
“What rot,” Jaginder had replied, “judging by the nonsense that comes out of his mouth, he could use a bloody
shake.”
Nevertheless he obeyed the injunction against slapping his eldest and instead, much to Dheer and Tufan’s
dismay, augmented his disciplinary efforts toward the twins.
Dheer was chatting away now, expounding on the composition of various street snacks.
“Bhelpuri should be served in a malu-leaf cone with a squeeze of lime and enough imli chutney on top to make
it sweet,” he said, his voice strained with longing for the sour tamarind paste amply mixed with sweet dates,
sugar, and wrinkled bedagi chilies. No one appeared to be listening. Tufan ate sullenly next to unopened stacks of
comics, including Palladin, Annie Oakley, Roy Rogers, and The Lone Ranger.
“Oh, wah, look who’s decided to get up finally,” Savita remarked, spotting her niece in her pajamas.
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Pinky’s face fell. After unbolting the door the previous night, she had thrown herself into bed with Maji,
holding onto her hand and imagining the worst. Exhaustion and tears finally overwhelmed her and she fell fast
asleep. Now in the morning, she felt a little better. The family was sitting as always, eating their breakfast. She
stole a glance at Nimish.
“Good morning,” he offered quietly before returning to his book.
Pinky could not bring herself to answer, to pretend nothing had happened to keep up appearances. Had he
erased everything that transpired between them last night? She felt strangely relieved, and perhaps a little foolish
too. She slid into a chair and began sipping from a cup of tea.
“Nimi, darling,” Savita said sweetly, popping a fresh, spongy almond into her son’s mouth to nourish his brain.
“Read something from your book so I won’t have to listen to that slurping.” Nimish chewed quickly and
swallowed.
“It’s written by an Englishman named Ackerley who recorded his stay with an Indian maharaja,” Nimish said
with a blush having just completed a passage that morning in which Ackerley noted that, for Indians, a kiss on the
mouth was considered a complete sexual act.
“Read something from it,” Savita encouraged while Tufan held his ears and Dheer sucked on a mango pit.
Nimish obediently opened the book.
“‘The other guests left this morning, and just before starting Mrs. Montgomery gave me final advice. ‘You’ll
never understand the dark and tortuous minds of the natives,’ she said, ‘and if you do I shan’t like you—you
won’t be healthy.’”
Savita glared disapprovingly and popped another almond into Nimish’s mouth for good measure.
*
“Come now Pinky-di, Maji’s already done with her bath,” Kuntal said, meeting her in the hallway with a
bundle of the previous day’s wash to take next door where the unruffable ironing-wallah set up his stand in the
shade, servicing the entire street.
He started at dawn, lighting a fire to heat the coals before transferring them, red-hot, into the iron itself. Then
spreading the material onto a covered table, he flicked water at it and began ironing with fast methodical
movements, all the while placating Mrs. Garg from down the lane who blamed his errant ironing for the
mysterious lipstick-colored spots on her husband’s shirt collars.
Kuntal steered Pinky to the children’s bathroom. For a moment, Pinky hesitated, remembering her terror from
the night before, but now everything felt so normal, dull even, that she almost laughed. All these years, they had
been bolting that door. Nothing terrible had happened last night after she had opened it. Nothing.
She sat on a low wooden stool, reflecting upon Nimish, her long hair heaped on top of her head in a froth of
bubbles, eyes shut. The ache in her chest grew stronger. She thought about the way he told her to go, his voice
empty of affection, cold even.
Slowly, she became aware of feeling chilled and reached for the lota to rinse off the shampoo. Down, down,
her hand continued into the depths of the brass bucket. But instead of feeling water, she touched dry bottom.
Although the low wooden stool she was crouching on had already begun to swell with the day’s heat, she shivered
as she reached for the faucet. Blindly, she pushed the bucket underneath, hearing the whoosh of the water as it
surged through the pipe, the hollowness of the bucket’s changing tones as it filled.
The bathroom was a source of constant irritation due to its faulty piping and strange metallic odor. That, along
with the pile of fermenting clothes in the corner, lent the space a certain unsavory quality which the four children
had to endure each morning, Pinky most of all since she was the last to use it.
The chill grew sharper. Pinky wondered if she had simply forgotten to latch the door and Kuntal had sneaked
in to grab her unwashed clothes, letting in a draft of air. Cautiously, she reached into the bucket again but, though
she distinctly heard the faucet spewing, there was not a drop of liquid at the bottom.
She knocked the bucket over with her foot and opened her eyes, frantically trying to wipe the shampoo from
her face. Her eyes burned, her vision blurred.
As far as she could tell, the door was securely latched. The walls held not a single window. Then she looked
over to the overturned bucket, drawing back in shock as she saw water gushing out of it, overflowing, flooding.
Hurling herself at the door, she yanked her top down over her head and began to pull at the handle.
It would not open. She felt something damp rise up behind her.
“Kuntal!” Pinky yelled, fists banging on the door. “Kuntal! Kuntal!”
Her voice reverberated against the walls as if she were sealed in an underwater tomb.
“Parvati!” she cried out to the sharp-eared servant who was always waiting to catch the children in some
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indiscretion so she could complain to Maji and gain importance in her eyes. Pinky banged on the door with all her
might but still no one came.
“Maji!” she screamed. “Anyone, help!”
Suddenly, and with an unearthly wheeze, the door swung open.
“Why all this shouting? I’m not deaf.”
It was Parvati. She was followed by Dheer, cheeks bulging with Cadbury Gems, and Tufan with his jute-rope
gun.
“Why didn’t you come?” Pinky cried, heart pounding in chest.
“Oh pho!” Parvati shouted, stepping into the bathroom. “Why have you left the faucet on? The whole room is
flooded!”
“I … I … I …” Pinky wept.
“Pinky’s crying!” Tufan gleefully announced to the household. Bang, bang.
“And why’s there still shampoo in your hair?”
“Oi,” Maji’s voice boomed from the parlor as she struggled to propel herself from her seat.
“Kya ho gaya? Is Pinky okay?” Ignoring the surge of pain through her arthritic joints, she reached for her cane
and made her way as hastily as she could to her granddaughter’s side.
“The heat makes the door stick, nah?” Parvati said, sighing audibly. “Silly girl.”
“But … but … the bucket,” Pinky sobbed in between hiccups, angry at herself for being overcome with
emotion. Emotion had always been a bad word in the Mittal bungalow, spoken of in the same disapproving
whispers reserved for the mentally ill. Too much of it led to a host of other afflictions such as insolence,
disobedience, and the need for privacy, all which proved ruinous to girls and their future marriage prospects.
“What’s going on now?” Savita asked out of the side of her mouth. The other side was full of bobby pins
which she jammed, one by one, into the mammoth bun on the back of her head.
“She got stuck,” Tufn answered.
“Hai-hai,” Savita sighed, eyeing Pinky’s distress.
“You must be coming down with a fever,” Maji declared, deciding that was the only plausible explanation. She
pressed a palm to Pinky’s forehead.
Dheer lumbered away. Tufan galloped after him as if he were a fleeing buffalo, pretending to fell him with two
clean shots from his jute gun. Savita strolled off in the opposite direction, still loudly tsking. Maji and Pinky
slowly shuffled towards the parlor. Parvati swung the bathroom door closed.
It could have been the hinges, the warped swell of door against frame, but Pinky thought she heard a soft moan
as the door pulled shut. …
202.72 Excerpt from Madras On Rainy Days\fn{by Samina Ali (c.1970- )} Hyderabad, Hyderabad District, Andhra
Pradesh, India (F) 8
No breeze out there, nothing to rustle the leaves of the mango or coconut trees. Only stillness. Early morning
on a hot May day, the middle of the summer season in Hyderabad. It must be 104 outside. In here, it feels much
hotter.
One of the wooden shutters is splintered and warped along the edge, allowing a single beam of sunlight to
enter the room. I am lying at the center of my aunt’s bed, the one she brought with her in dowry some twenty
years earlier. For her wedding night, it had been draped with a pink mosquito net, ropes of jasmine and rose
hanging from the four sides, filling the air with their scent.
She saw my uncle’s face for the first time that evening when he made love to her—not on the soft red velvet
that covered the mattress for this celebration, but carefully positioned on, top of the two-by-two-foot white sheet
that would give more validity to this union than her wedding necklace or their vows. The next morning, he hung
the red-spotted cloth on the clothesline and it fluttered in the wind for all to see, a white flag of her surrender and
his victory.
Then she, having proven herself worthy of him, began the long process of forgetting her own family to become
integrated with my own. Now, the bed stands naked and bare, exposing itself to be nothing more than it actually
is: a wooden platform layered with a two-inch cotton mattress that doesn’t even provide comfort. I feel the wood
press against the hard edges of my own body, the back of my head, my shoulder blades, my elbows, my heels. If a
man were to lie on top of me now, I imagine I would break.
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The narrow strip of sunlight falls across my lips, and as I feel them growing warmer, I think this is what red
lipstick should feel like. Wedding red. Soon, though, I am uncomfortable, my neck and back sweaty, moistening
the cotton sheet beneath me so I know that I am leaving an imprint.
But I don’t move. In fact, I don’t move for the rest of the day. As the sun crosses the closed-off sky, the band of
light descends my body. It leaves my lips to slip across my throat, then slices my breasts, my stomach, my pelvis
and thighs, and, finally, too weak, it retreats, crawling to the turquoise wall. With no other means, this is how I
have clocked the passage of time. In the end, the dust particles in the air are no longer visible. Nor are the outlines
of my own skin. Everything becomes blurry and enmeshed so that the curve of my arm might really be the folds
of my shirt, and where I once clearly saw my big toe sticking straight up might now actually be the doorknob
from across the room.
Everything is in shadows. Except this: my mother’s voice on the other side of the locked door.
She is whimpering as she thrusts her forehead against the bedroom door, then pulls away, only to thrust it
forward again. Each time she smashes her head, I hear the dull thud of wood and the door vibrates, and I fear it
might give way under pressure. But I keep my eyes closed, trying to ignore these motions of suffering. Still, I
cannot stop this grinding of my teeth, nor the way my fingernails are tearing stretches of skin on my thighs until I
can feel the sticky warmth of my own blood right through the thin, polyester shalwar. Somehow, there is relief in
our joint anguish.
“Your mother’s heart is breaking. You are breaking your mother’s heart. Devil’s child, you will never be happy,
you’ll see.”
It is Amme’s voice, though it no longer holds any semblance to the one I know. There seems to be another
woman speaking out from her, cursing me, when we both know no curse clings better than that of mother to
daughter, flesh and loam. Who is the devil’s child, then, she or I?
On the other side of the shutters, leaves crunch and a twig breaks. My uncle is pacing, too apprehensive yet to
intervene—not because he approves of my silent protest, but because he knows that it is for his sister and his wife,
the women of this house, to convince me to assent to this suitor, the one they have all chosen for me to marry,
then love. Yet I feel the burden of his presence and this, more than all the silly wailing, is enough to make me
buckle.
My nanny and her daughter yank my mother away from the door. Their sandals shuffle and skid on the tiled
floor. Amme begs that they leave her be. She says she knows what she is doing. This is ancient and stubborn
poise.
“You are bleeding,” my nanny says. “Hai Allah, what type of daughter is this? What have you borne, you
unlucky mother?” The two take Amme away, their voices fading as they leave the hallway and enter the living
room.
“I don’t know what else to do,” Amme sobs. “Her father is not here. He’s never here. Is there no one who can
help me? How can I do this alone?”
“Shhh …”
The room has shifted from shadows into darkness. My breathing grows shallow and I can smell my own sweat.
Outside, more leaves crunch underfoot. This time, farther away. My uncle is retreating and I wonder where his
wife is.
There are no sounds now, only the silence I know so well, and in the blackened room, I see floating images of
Amme’s bloody forehead and my bloodstained thighs merging and separating, becoming grotesque, and just when
I tell myself I will not give in, not this time, Amme suddenly breaks free of my nanny. A chair scrapes along the
floor as my nanny’s old body falls against it. She screeches and Amme screeches and both tones pulsate and
become one and the same before my nanny’s stops short and Amme’s continues. She is running back down the
hall toward the bedroom, toward me, her ill-fated daughter, her voice growing louder and deeper as she comes
closer.
“Whore!” she growls, pounding on the door. Fists and forehead. Fists and forehead. Bare feet.
“Tell me who is your lover. Shameless whore! Just like your father. Who are you sleeping with that you can’t
marry another?”
Of course there is no one, and I am exactly how she has raised me to be, innocent. But she condemns me and
my femaleness, hoping to take control in the only way anyone can: through my body.
“I’ll throw you out and you can prostitute yourself to stay alive.”
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She has taken on my father’s threats, something she has never done before. Then I hear my aunt’s voice over
my left shoulder, on the other side of the shutters, as she urges her husband to intervene, and my un- cle sighs and
steps forward, dry leaves shattering under his chappals as his knuckles knock hesitantly on the wood,
“Come out, Beta,” he says, meaning daughter, a loving title he uses only when provoked. “Your mother is
right. You cannot build your happiness upon her ruins. All of this anger and filth is not good, not good for you, not
good for anyone.”
He walks away, toward the front gate, and it creaks as he opens and shuts it behind him, and my aunt walks in
the other direction, back toward the entrance to the house, and I know she is headed for my mother, to lend her
arm, to wrap it around Amme’s trembling shoulders, to quiet the anger and filth because my nanny and her
daughter are still crying in the living room, and the walls in this room are muttering, too softly for me to hear, yet
I open my eyes and see the stillness of the overhead fan, its rounded blades disappearing into the darkened ceiling,
but before I can think of the consequences of giving in, my mother smashes her head against the door, a final
time, a bit too hard, and this last strike causes her to fall to the floor, a folding of her body then a thump, and the
earth sighs, and I rise, finally, just another weed in this wretched soil.
*
Amme and I sat in the back seat of the Fiat, covered entirely with black chadors. Only our eyes showed, both
brown, pear-shaped, and frightened. In her irises I saw my own face reflected back at me, featureless, a dark, oval
mass, the ghost or the devil she already believed me to be. We were driving into the inner parts of the Old City to
visit the alim. Amme was convinced the devil was inside me and she wanted the mystic to exorcise it. But I knew
that when she looked into my eyes, she saw the same thing, her own face dark and formless.
My uncle sat in the front seat of the car in order to direct our driver, Ahmed. Amme didn’t want anyone to
know our destination, not even the driver. She worried word might reach Sameer, my fiancé, and he would break
the engagement if he heard I was possessed. So Abu Uncle guided the young driver through the maze of these
narrow back alleys that looked identical with their one- to two-room shacks as he searched for the alim’s house.
The deeper we moved into the neighborhood, the fewer trees I saw. There were only cement walls here, one after
the other, and alleys that led to more alleys, shooting off each other like veins, and I doubted we would find the
alim. A few times we reached dead ends in the dirt road and had to backtrack.
“He’ll take care of you,” Amme whispered to me through the glistening polyester of her veil. But she was
careful to sit close to the door, careful not to touch me.
“Don’t be worried. The dreams will stop. And the bleeding. You’ll be better. It’s not you, Layla, it’s not.”
Her eyes searched me up and down as though she were looking for any signs of the devil. The more she
behaved this way, the more I believed there really was something inside me. I stared at her without blinking,
feeling silently powerful and mysterious, beyond any of them. She glanced toward the front seat, at the slim and
broad shoulders of Ahmed and Abu Uncle, then turned again to me.
“The alim’s good,” she continued to whisper. “Not like the others. Your uncle says this one is authentic—he
doesn’t take money.” Her eyes grew bigger and smaller as she spoke.
“Don’t look at me like that,” she said. “Your eyes scare me.”
She gazed out the window. Beneath her black veil, on her thigh, I saw the movement of her fist as she rolled
her knuckles.
Outside, the Old City streets were becoming narrower and narrower, and the cement houses smaller. In these
parts, not even motor-rickshaws passed, so at the sound of our slow-moving car, bare-legged kids jumped out of
doorways and chased after it, some waving sticks. We grew silent in their shrill laughter. A light rain was coming
down, though here and there the clouds broke and sun shone down as well. It was early July in India and the
monsoons were just under way.
Despite the rain, my uncle had his window open and his thick arm placed outside, the black hair becoming wet
and pressed into his chocolate skin. His other arm was thrown across the length of the seat back, his fingers
lingering near Ahmed’s thin shoulders. I watched the tips drum the vinyl car seat and waited to see if he would
actually touch Ahmed. Men did that here, openly caressed one another, and no one was sure what those touches
really meant, not even the men themselves … or their brides-to-be.
On the streets, men held hands and wrapped arms around waists while they walked. Having been raised in both
India and America, for me these differences in cultures, slight as they sometimes might be, had caused much
confusion. Each time I arrived in India or the U.S., after spending a half year away, it was like turning a page and
not knowing whether to begin reading the script from right to left or left to right, Urdu or English. Yet the
direction chose always made a difference.
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“Here, here,” Abu Uncle said, squeezing Ahmed’s shoulder then pointing left toward an alleyway that looked
like all the others.
“Turn here.”
By now Ahmed had turned on the wipers and they squeaked and scratched the windshield. He stopped the car
and stuck his head out the window.
“I can’t go in there, sa’ah,” he said to Abu Uncle. “The car will get stuck.”
“No, no, I think this will work. Go on, go on.”
“I don’t think so, sa’ah. Look how narrow the alley is. Even if the car goes in, how will any of you be able to
get out?”
He laughed. From behind, the hair of both was long and wavy, covering the sweaty napes of their necks.
Amme and I leaned forward. It was early morning on a Friday, the holy day for Muslims, so the streets were
unusually empty, which made them visible in their entirety. I studied the narrow passageway that lay between two
rows of tiny houses, but couldn’t be certain if we would fit or not. The Fiat was smaller than the BMW I drove in
Minneapolis, so I couldn’t trust my judgment.
“Try to go in as far as you can, Ahmed,” Amme said. “Get us in closer.”
“I don’t think it’ll go,” Ahmed said, turning to face her.
“I know what can fit and what can’t, Ahmed. Just go in farther. I won’t be caught walking these streets. What
will people say if they see us?”
“But memsa’ab—“
“Do it,” Abu Uncle ordered.
Ahmed sighed and turned the car. The kids snickered and yelled, then smacked the trunk with open palms. The
metal echoed. Ahmed mumbled that no one could recognize Amme and me with our chadors on, and we
pretended not to hear any of it. The street was cobblestone and I assumed it had been built during the time of
Nizam.
Today, back alleys were nothing but dirt pathways. A sign of progress, indeed. The engine groaned but the car
only inched forward as the kids pretended to push the Fiat from the sides and back. Ahmed drove us in about five
feet then simply turned off the engine. The children’s sneers grew louder.
On either side of us were white cement row houses, the roofs of corrugated sheet metal, the windows barred,
the wooden shutters wide open to catch what air there might be back here. Every ten or so feet a different-colored
door-blue, orange, pink, shades of yellow-each color representing a different house.
“I’ll run the rest of the way and see if he’s in,” Abu Uncle offered. He had an angular face with thick eyebrows.
Amme nodded. My uncle gave me a quick glance then tried on a smile. I stared at him, knowing he couldn’t
see anything but my eyes, so I needn’t force an expression. He opened the door, which hit against the wall of a
house, and squeezed out. I watched his black-and-red checkered shirt disappear around a corner as he ran down
the length of the curved passageway.
“They call this Elephant Alley,” Ahmed said, turning toward us. His lips were dark from smoking. “It’s famous
because not even an elephant could get through. It got stuck up there.” He pointed in the direction Abu Uncle had
just gone down. “It took the men four hours to pull out the dumb animal”
“People here are always forcing things to happen,” I said, scrutinizing the whitewashed walls for any signs of
skin or blood. There was none. “It’s only the show that counts. Poor animal.”
“It happened because of a wedding,” Ahmed explained.
“Everything here happens because of weddings,” I mumbled. The driver kept talking on,
“The groom was riding the elephant to meet his bride at the mosque down the street. The entire wedding band
was here, you see, and they were playing on their trumpets and banging on their drums as they led the groom.
This way the bride and guests know the groom has arrived. You’ll see in just two days at your—”
“Ahmed!” I warned. I wasn’t in the mood to discuss my wedding. “You always talk too much.”
“Sorry, Layla-bebe,” he said, smiling. I was sure he thought that I was behaving as a bride should, bashful, too
mortified to talk about the upcoming event—for it meant the loss of virginity on the wedding night—and I let him
think this.
The children continued to pound on the trunk, the sound of the reverberating metal bringing women to their
doorways and windows. They wore old cotton saris and one had a baby in her arms, its eyes lined black with kohl
so the child wouldn’t catch the evil eye. They stood just outside our car and watched us. Amme and I clutched the
smooth fabric against our faces, my mother so hidden inside her veil that only half her eyes showed.
“Cover up,” she snapped to me, but I ignored her. What more could I hide?
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The car jiggled as the kids pushed against it. My stomach began to cramp at even this slight motion and I
turned and gave the brats a nasty look. They didn’t see me. So I imagined using my demonic powers. Maybe my
eyes would turn red as I stared at them. Maybe I could fling them away without even a touch. But these were just
images I had picked up in American horror movies. What did it mean, then, in real life, to be possessed?
Amme began whispering prayers for my salvation, her eyes closed, the veil’s fabric rippling against her lips,
and I realized there was nothing she could now do to save me.
*
“Make the kids go away,” I told Ahmed. His dark cheeks were covered with pockmarks.
He stuck his head out the driver’s window and screamed at them. They screamed back, then continued to shake
the car.
“Such disgusting children,” Amme said, her surahs finally completed. “These mothers have kids, then throw
them to the streets. No discipline, no worry. Let whatever happens happen. Then they wonder why India is
making no progress. Thoo!” She spat out the window to show the women her contempt. Then she quickly covered
her face.
“Forget them, memsa’ab,” Ahmed said, trying to console her. “They are only alley kids.”
“I don’t care about them,” she said. “I’m worried about the car.” She leaned out and yelled at the kids.
“Get away from the car, you bastards!”
They stopped moving at once. I turned and saw that three or four were actually sitting on the roof and sliding
down the back window. Their skinny thighs were pressed flat against the glass.
“Who’s going to pay for the damages? Your father? Move away or I’ll come out and use those sticks on you.”
The children laughed. There must have been ten of them. By now, their nylon shirts had become drenched and
their hair was flat on the crowns of their heads, making their ears stick out.
“Zaheer,” one of the women called from her doorway. She rested her palms on the hood as she peered over the
car at the children. “Do as the lady says and stop playing with the car.”
There was silence, then the boy who must have been Zaheer ordered the others away. As the ones on the roof
jumped off, the car bounced. Amme moved back inside and sat satisfied against the seat.
“Ageeb log hai,” she said. “I have never seen such strange people.”
“So listen,” Ahmed began again. “The groom was so eager to get married, he leapt off the rear of the elephant
and ran to the mosque—without the band! They were on the other side and didn’t even see him go.”
“Ahmed, stop your babbling,” Amme said. “You’re making me more angry.”
“I’m just telling a story. It’s to calm Layla-bebe.”
“Layla-bebe doesn’t need calming. Why would you think that?”
“Of course she doesn’t,” he said and smiled.
So, he already knew it all. Servants always did. You couldn’t keep any secrets from them. I glanced at Amme,
but she hadn’t noticed his smile. She had grown even more restless and was turning this way and that. looking
behind us, then in front.
“When is he coming back?” she asked. “You can’t trust anyone with anything. He knows we can’t be seen out
here. And still he takes his time.”
“No one can recognize you under the veil,” I said, trying to help. “Even I wouldn’t be able to.”
“Don’t be so naïve, Layla, everyone knows us,” she snapped, knuckles once more turning on a thigh. She had
been this way all morning, ever since I told her about my bleeding and suggested we cancel the wedding.
“Someone might even recognize this car,” she went on. “Or Ahmed. Ahmed!” She turned to him. “Stop looking
around. Hide your face.”
“Ar’re, memsa’ab,” he said, grinning. “No one will recognize me.”
“If you don’t stop arguing with me, Ahmed. I’ll throw you out and get another driver. You’re only one in a
dozen. Don’t forget that.”
His face grew solemn and he dropped low behind the steering wheel. I was glad she had shut him up.
“And don’t you tell me you wouldn’t know your own mother,” she said, turning her face away from me. “You
have such a black tongue. So ungrateful—just like your father. Every day you grow more and more like him. No
matter what I do, neither of you sees it. Conveniently blind. Both of you, the same.”
I, too, slid down in my seat and looked absently out the front window to the narrowing alley beyond. Though I
had done everything I could not to be like my father—including agreeing to this marriage—I could no longer say
that she was wrong.
*
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Abu Uncle appeared around the corner, out of breath, and the women hid inside their houses so they wouldn’t
be seen by the unknown man. Just when they disappeared, the alley kids ran back to the car and began jumping on
the trunk again. We shook inside. I held my stomach. It was round and hard. Abu Uncle leaned in through the
passenger window. Ahmed sat up.
“The alim is there,” my uncle said. “He’ll see us.”
“How many other visitors does he have?” Amme asked.
“Only three people. He says he’ll seat us in the bedroom until they leave, but we have to be quick. It’s late
already and getting time for his prayers.”
“Let’s go then,” she said, turning to me.
I breathed in as I stepped out of the car. The kids laughed and ran away.
“Come on, come on. Quickly,” Abu Uncle said, waving to me.
Amme was already racing through the alley, her head down. A black ghost against the white walls. I followed
my uncle. We passed several open doors and windows, and from behind the curtains, I saw half faces, eyes,
watching us pass. I was thankful for the chador and how invisible I became inside it. Behind us, Ahmed began
yelling at the kids, while ahead, the alley curved, then led to the same monotony on the other side of the bend.
Rows of concrete. The rain continued to fall. Hardly a breeze back here and only the stink of sharp urine and dull
spices. The hem of my veil flapped against my ankles. Our sandals skidded on the wet cobblestones and echoed.
Water pooled between rocks. One eye, half lips, stones. The rough heels of Abu Uncle’s sandaled feet. That was
all I saw. I quickly lost my breath, then my foot caught and I slipped. I fell forward and a hot cramp pierced
through my stomach. Abu Uncle grabbed my arm. His thumbnail jabbed into my flesh and I shrugged him away.
“Sorry,” I said through the chador. I pressed my palm against my abdomen to soothe it, thankful that neither he
nor Amme could see me doing this.
“Careful,” he said.
I nodded, and we rushed forward again. I didn’t understand this rush. I felt simultaneously inside my body,
dashing through this narrowing canyon, and outside it, looking at the three of us, our heads down, our faces
serious, as we prayed that this alim could make the demon go away. Something about India, its collapse of walls
between the spiritual and the material, the mundane and the profane, made anything seem possible. Even devils.
Especially devils. Why else would I have done such things in Minneapolis—at the last minute, right before the
wedding—when I had never been tempted to do them before? Secretly exposing forbidden skin. Being with an
American man. Deliberately giving him what I’d always been warned didn’t belong to me, but to my future
husband. On the wedding night, when Sameer discovered what I’d done, certainly he would throw me out. The
wedding had to be stopped before that could happen.
I ran forward and grabbed Amme’s small hand. She gave me a startled look, but didn’t let go. Together, we
trailed behind Abu Uncle.
*
When we arrived at a blue door, my uncle knocked lightly and a woman immediately opened it. She wore a
faded sari, its torn edge wrapped around her head as a scarf, the end tight between her teeth. Her lashes were
straight and pointy, her hands wrinkled, blue veins branching through bony fingers. She led us inside.
We entered an inner courtyard and I saw how large the homes were. They ran narrow and deep. The courtyard
was also cobblestone, and a water well stood at its center, an empty bucket on its stone rim. Two mourning doves
perched on the bucket and they tilted their heads to see us. On the opposite side of the doorway, the main house,
designed like most old houses, with three walls only, the fourth side opening to this inner courtyard.
In the living room, a bearded old man sat on a takat, a wooden bed, his unblinking eyes staring off into the
distance. On the floor around him sat three veiled women. They wore the old-style burkhas with mesh face
coverings cast back to reveal their features, and not the more fashionable Iranian chadors that Amme and I did, so
I guessed they were poor. One held a crying baby in her arms. The women turned our way, revealing kohl-lined
eyes, their cheeks smudged black, and I knew they too had been crying. I stared back at them as I followed the old
lady into a separate room. Inside, a simple bed and a wardrobe. A clock on the wall read a quarter to five, but the
pendulum was not moving. Arbitrary time.
“I am Noor. When they have gone, 1 will call you in,” the old woman said, standing by the door.
“Thank you,” Abu Uncle and Amme said together.
“Would you like something to drink? Something cold or some hot?”
Abu Uncle asked for water, Amme for chai, and I declined, feeling it had been a strange offer to begin with.
This wasn’t, after all, a social visit.
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My Uncle whispered assurances to Amme and she nodded in response. Although her eyes looked worried, she
wasn’t crying. Ten years ago, she had locked herself in her room and mourned. A month later, she emerged,
skinnier, her hands shaky, her eyelids dark, but she hadn’t wept since. She no longer had reason to. For her, life
was over. Now she sat hunched, nodding to Abu Uncle’s words, and glanced at me every now and then—only to
turn away when I met her gaze. Although we had come to various alims before, each time, in fact, when we
returned from the U.S., those visits had been more ritual than sincere. This time, with my nightmares and steady
menstrual bleeding, the visit was in earnest, and Amme understood this.
I watched the door, waiting for Noor to return and wishing I could see what was happening outside. I worried
about the baby, hardly the length of my forearm, because I thought it must be ill. Sometimes, when a child
became sick, villagers and poor mothers came to these mystics rather than seeking conventional doctors. Alims
offered hope, so people sought them out. Faith healers, exorcists, practitioners of black magic, miracle workers,
whatever we needed, the alim became, all you had to do was ask—and put forth some money. We all bought our
dreams in different ways.
The old woman entered the room with a small bamboo tray. On it was a short glass of water and a white cup of
steaming chai.\fn{Tea}
“You don’t want anything?” she asked me.
“Nothing,” I said, walking to the open door and peeking out from behind the curtain. The three women still sat
in a semicircle around the old alim. One now held up the baby, her arms stretched and her elbows wrinkled, so the
child hung crying under the man’s nose. The alim stopped rocking, closed his eyes, and began sniffing the boy.
The other two women wiped their faces, their sloped backs still shaking with sobs. The child’s mother rested her
head against one raised arm. Exhausted, I was sure, for this was the second time she had to give her baby life.
Yet what real mother would let her baby die? Even Amme said she would rather kill herself than see me
injured. Now that I was sick, she begged Allah to place in her own body what was inside mine. This was her way
of blessing me.
The alim suddenly opened his eyes and looked my way. His one blue eye took me in while the other continued
to stare at the child. I pulled the curtain shut and hurried back into the bedroom.
“Why do you look so scared?” Abu Uncle asked, smiling. He sat erect, palms on his thighs, and his stomach
bulged, pushing against the shirt buttons.
I went to the takat and sat next to Amme. She had her face uncovered as she sipped her tea, and I saw again the
straight nose and thin lips that were considered beautiful here, features I did not have. I resembled Dad, round in
face, eyes, nose, and full lips. But, as he always said, as a man he carried his features well. I, on the other hand,
would always be ugly.
“I think the alim saw me,” I said. Noor laughed.
“The alim sees everyone. You don’t need to be standing by the door for that.”
The servant stood with one hand on her hip, waiting to take away the empty dishes. She was thin and small,
and her sari-pallow had fallen back some to expose gray hair. Below her blue nylon sari, she was wearing a white
petticoat rather than a matching blue one, so the white background glared, making it hard to see the designs on the
sari itself.
“He has blue eyes,” I said.
“He’s blind.”
“Blind?”
“When he was a child, he was hit by a bus. He flew some twenty feet, they say, and landed on his head. It split
open. Then he died for fifteen minutes.” She paused, nodding emphatically.
“When he came back to this world, he was blind. But he began to see in other ways, and, one day, he began to
heal.”
My mother and uncle were visibly impressed with the story, and Abu Uncle raised his hands and together they
whispered, “Alhum-du-illah,” Allah be praised. Then my uncle elbowed Amme and raised his brows, silently
saying, Now aren’t you glad I brought you to see him? Amme simply turned to Noor and said the alim had an
enviable kismet, for she, too, would like to come back to life and begin healing.
I snorted. After all, when a person stops breathing for that long, if he returns it’s with brain damage, not
miraculous powers. The old woman grinned.
“You have come from far away?” she asked Amme. “Your daughter has an accent.”
“America,” Amme said.
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“It’s good she can speak Urdu at all. Most children who go there forget everything. Today, everyone wants to
be modern.”
“Not my daughter,” Amme said. “We’ve taught her well.”
“What’s wrong with the baby?” I asked, interrupting them.
The servant looked at me strangely, her hand still on her hip. The empty tray was held flat against her leg.
“The baby’s sick,” she finally said.
“They should take him to a doctor.”
“They have already tried. Is your daughter a skeptic?” she asked Amme.
Amme smiled as she sipped her tea. Abu Uncle handed the empty glass back to Noor. She took it, two of her
fingers inside the rim.
“She’s just a child,” Amme said. “What does she know?”
The old servant nodded but continued to scrutinize me. I became nervous and began to watch Amme drink her
tea. Her lipstick had faded and vertical lines were etched on her lips. She was growing prematurely old and I
blamed Dad for this. When she had finished, she handed the cup and saucer to the woman. The cup had a crescent
moon on its rim from her lipstick. Noor placed these empty dishes back on her tray and walked to the door. Before
she went out, she turned to me.
“A child in your position shouldn’t doubt people who can help you,” she said. “You may have come from
America, but we backward people also know some things.”
She stood by the door, as though waiting for my mother or uncle to reprimand her. When neither did, she went
on.
“My name is Noor, which means light, you understand? I may not be able to see beyond what is visible, like
my blind husband can, but I know many things. One thing I know, child, is that you doubt those people you can
trust. And those who will betray you are your best friends. You see with only your eyes, child, so you see nothing.
You are the blind one—as blind as your name tells us. Layla. Darkness. Learn to see with all of yourself, and from
the eyes of those around you and those who came before you. Until then, you will always be misguided.” She
raised her chin and left.
“You’re a good one,” I said to Amme. “Why didn’t you say anything to her?”
“What could I say?”
“I thought she was the servant,” I said, shaking my head. “Why is she wearing such a shabby sari?”
“Why should she dress up to walk around the house?”
“Just forget it,” Abu Uncle hushed us. “Both of you are just nervous. The alim will take care of everything, I
promise.” He set his hand on Amme’s arm, softly reassuring her again,
“The wedding will go on, Apa,” Sister. “There is nothing to fear. What you have been praying for all these
years is about to come true. Allah will reward you.”
He looked at me, tilting his head, asking me to comfort her, too. I began pacing. The room was not longer than
ten feet, with white cement walls, no windows, and the dead face of that damn clock reflecting my shadow, so I
felt trapped, like a black fly buzzing away inside a clear jar, not knowing that everything it sees is actually outside
the glass.
Noor’s words had been incisive, as though she had intuited the real nature of my bleeding and the truth behind
those nightmares. I had carried something across the ocean with me this time and kept it hidden from everyone—
even from those to whom my condition would have mattered the most. I wondered now if I should come clean.
But, in the end, I decided she was wrong. For I didn’t think I could trust such people as alims.
Indeed, I felt no one, Indian or American, healer or doctor, family or friend, could help me. All their responses
seemed predictable. Amme would surely become desperate and unreasonable, locking herself inside a room again
and, this time, not come out. My cousin and closest friend, Henna, would retreat even further, making me into a
stranger. And Nate would say that now of all times I should be given the space to make my own decisions—as
though I hadn’t done so already.
And alims would use their sorcery—burning locks of my hair to check the smell, placing a lemon on top of my
head to see which way it fell, advising me to sleep with unboiled eggs. Don’t show hair, don’t wear makeup, don’t
expose skin. I wasn’t American, after all, so why act like them, why deprive the spirit of morals in such a cruel
way? This only attracted demons—and America was full of them. A few prayers, a bath with a gold bangle inside
the tub, and my body and spirit would be purified. Then the alim would unfold his brown palm, the lines deeply
engraved and dusty, and ask for his fee.
How could I have faith in any of them?
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Peeking out again, I could see the women were now standing by the edge of the living room, slipping on their
sandals. The little boy had cried himself to sleep and lay limp in his mother’s arms, head dangling. He looked
dead. Most likely typhoid or dysentery. Poor, innocent child.
The women straightened their burkhas, pulling the heavy net veil over their faces, and brought their right
hands close to their noses and lips to salaam the alim. The alim salaamed back and I wondered how he had seen
them make the gesture. He then began to rock, his hands folded under his crossed legs. The three walked across
the courtyard to where Noor stood by the door, waiting to let them out. As they rounded the well, the doves flew
away. Silently. When they came to Noor, each woman kissed her hand. The old woman ran her fingers through the
child’s hair, then shut the door behind them.
The mystic continued to rock, his lips moving quickly as he muttered, his white beard reaching his collarbone.
His blank eyes wandered around the room, but mostly they were rolled up, as though digging their way back
inside his skull. He wore white and, because his hand was shoved beneath his leg, the kurta’s sleeve curled back
and revealed a watch on his left wrist.
Noor leaned over his ear and whispered something. He nodded, but continued his silent chant. She kissed his
forehead. He rocked. She turned his wrist and read the time. He placed it back under his foot. She smoothed out
the fabric, covering the watch. Then she whispered something more. He nodded again. She now headed toward
our room and I retreated.
“She’s coming,” I said. Abu Uncle and Amme both rose.
“The alim’s very good,” Abu Uncle said. “So don’t be scared. Remember, you’ve been through this a dozen
times before.” He took a comb out from his side pocket and began combing, one palm patting down the heavier
strands as the teeth passed through.
“I’m not worried,” I said. “Are you sure he doesn’t charge?” Noor’s footsteps approached from behind.
“Well,” he said, hesitating. “It’s customary to give him a donation. He doesn’t have a flat fee. People just give
him what they think is necessary. The rich give more, the poor less.” He put the comb away.
“What if we don’t give him anything?”
“Ar’ref!”
He was surprised, even offended, as though he had cut himself a deal with the alim. A commission he would
receive from our sale. Abu Uncle had done things like that in the past.
“He’s got to run this house,” he said. “You can’t just take his advice and leave. It doesn’t look good.”
“But I thought you said he’s free?”
“He is.” Amme clucked.
“What can we do now?” she asked, shaking her head. She looked disappointed in me. Then she sighed and said
more tenderly,
“Don’t be worried about money, Layla. What matters is that he cures you. My money is not worth more than
your well-being.”
Money, as far as I could see, was all Amme had left, just dollars and the little freedom they offered her.
Hearing her say this, I felt guilty and ashamed about what I had done in Minneapolis, and how it was causing my
mother such misery. If Abu Uncle wasn’t in the room, I would have confessed everything to her right then and
willingly accepted her judgment of me. But he was there, as someone always seemed to be in India. Hardly any
privacy. So I had no time to tell Amme the truth.
Noor pulled open the curtain, and I felt her against my back. For a moment, I didn’t move. What if we just
left? I wondered. If the alim was a fake, as I imagined him to be, then why spend the money when I already knew
what ailed me? And, if by chance, he was authentic, why take the risk that he might detect the truth and give me
away?
“Follow me,” Noor said, talking over my shoulder. She placed her veiny hand on my waist to push me aside,
but I resisted.
“Layla,” Amme said, “move away and let Noor in. Why are you being so rude? She’ll think I didn’t raise you
properly.”
I didn’t budge.
Amme gripped my arm and pulled me aside. Abu Uncle walked out. My mother followed.
“Amme,” I called.
“Stop being such a child, Layla,” she said.
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“I’m no longer a child, Amme.” She stopped and looked strangely at me, the chador making her body formless
and unrecognizable.
“If you have something to tell me, child, tell me now,” she whispered. “I have been wondering. But I’ve been
waiting for you to tell me yourself.” Amme always knew when I kept something hidden.
“Layla, what is it?” she asked.
She was shorter than me, and though enveloped in that monstrous chador, the way her eyes stared up at mine,
she seemed entirely exposed. Her shoulders had tensed as she prepared herself to hear my perverse confession. It
took all her strength.
In my family, the only things revealed and discussed were those things that didn’t matter. This way, none of us
got hurt by what another did. We hadn’t always lived like this. It had only become this way in the past ten years,
since Dad took on a second wife and Anune finally came out of the bedroom, skinnier, dried out, and no longer
able to endure losing faith.
“Apa,” Abu Uncle called. “The alim is waiting.”
“Do you think I’m possessed, Amme?” I asked. She shrugged.
“I think there must be something over you. Otherwise you wouldn’t behave the way you do.”
“Apa,” my uncle said again, extending his hand to her.
I pressed the veil against my face. The polyester smelled of sweat.
“Chalu,” I said to Amme, let’s go.
We walked in a single line, Abu Uncle, Amme, me, then Noor. Light, she had said her name meant, Light. Why
had she told me that?
It meant nothing. None of these people could offer me anything useful now. If the alim wanted to slice lemons
over my head, let him. If he wanted me to cover my face, hide my skin, not go out of the house, nor speak to any
man other than a close relative, that was fine with me. After all, what did it matter in the end?
There were many ways to harvest a woman's body. Eventually, she must learn to liberate herself.
Amme knew that.
It was why, despite how hard it must have been for her, she had gathered herself together and held her breath
as she waited for my confession. The truth was, I was no longer the girl others imagined me to be. I was not going
to my future husband as a virgin. And the bleeding, it was not demonic. It was a dying baby. Nate’s. I had gotten
pregnant. An accident, conceived in haste … or in good times. Either way, I couldn’t be caught this way now, not
two days before the wedding, not unless I wanted tpo be banished from my family and everythig I kew. So I went
on taking the pill, silently killing this life inside me.
I was possessed, then, by this innocent, dying child. …
202.95 Excerpt from If Today Be Sweet\fn{by Thrity N. Umrigar (c.1970- )} Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 6
Tehmina “Tammy” Sethna sat on a lawn chair next to her daughter-in-law, Susan, and basked in the warmth of
the hot sun that she had brought with her all the way from Bombay. It was a week before Christmas and Ohio was
enjoying a virtual heat wave. The two women sat in a companionable silence on their front lawn, Tehmina
wearing a navy blue sweater over her batik-print shalwar-khameez. Her gray hair was held down with two bobby
pins, so that the slight, lazy breeze that ran its fingers through the grass on the front lawn could not do much to
ruffle it. There was not a lick of snow anywhere.
“Seventy degrees,” Susan said, for the fifth time. “December in Cleveland and it’s seventy degrees. This is
unfrig-unbelievable.” Tehmina beamed.
“I told you,” she said. Susan pushed her sunglasses down her nose and peered at her mother-in-law.
“Well, you’ve made a believer out of me,” she said lightly. “Importing all this sunshine from India. Heck,
Mom, if this trend continues, there’s no way we’ll let you go back to India. The mayor of Rosemont Heights will
pass a proclamation or something, forbidding you from ever leaving.
Something inside Tehmina melted and turned to honey at Susan’s words. She looked at the younger woman at
her left. The sunshine had massaged and lifted Susan’s mouth, which usually curved downward, into a smile.
Susan’s hands—Tehmina still remembered the first time she’d seen those hands and marveled at how large and
masculine and raw American women’s hands were—Susan’s hands were resting limply by her side, unclenched,
relaxed. The harried look that she wore most of the time, that made Tehmina jumpy and nervous around Susan,
that look was replaced by contentment and happiness.
Tehmina remembered how Susan had been during her past visits to the United States—relaxed, fun-filled,
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happy. Something was different this time around, something was missing, and Tehmina knew exactly what—who
—was missing. Her dearly departed Rustom was not with her this time. Rustom with his big laugh and boundless
confidence; Rustom who could step foot anywhere—in a new restaurant, a new apartment, even a new country—
and make himself and the people around him feel at home right away. Rustom who could make his white, blond
daughter-in-law giggle and blush as if she was a schoolgirl again. Rustom, who could make his serious, earnest
son, Sorab, burst with pride over his old man.
Tehmina pulled on her lower lip with her thumb and index finger.
Unlike me, she thought. My presence only burdens Susan and Sorab now. Not like the old days. So many times
Rustom and she had visited the children in America and always it had been a good time.
The light shifted in the trees across the street and it reminded Tehmina of something. An incident from last
year.
“You know what we’re doing?” Rustom had bellowed at all of them from the pool at the hotel in San Diego.
“We’re making memories, for the future. Something happy for you kids to think of, when we oldies are no longer
around.”
Sorab had immediately thrown one arm around his father’s neck. The two men were standing knee-deep in the
water, while Tehmina and Susan lay poolside in lounge chairs. Little Cavas, .whom everybody called Cookie, had
been napping next to Susan. Tehmina looked at the blue water and at her husband and son. Water glistened off
their brown faces and chests. She noticed idly that Rustom’s belly was firmer than his son’s. Too many years of
this pork-beef diet for Sorab, she thought. I need to remind him again about his cholesterol.
“What’re you talking about, when you’re no longer around?” Sorab said, tightening his grip and bringing down
Rustom’s head so that it rested on his son’s shoulder. “The way you’re going, Dad, you’ll outlive all of us.”
Rustom shook his way out of his son’s grip.
“When it’s your time, it’s your time.” He grinned. “‘The moving finger writes, and having writ moves on,’” he
added, swimming away from Sorab. Sorab groaned.
“You and your Omar Khayyam,” he said. He turned to Susan. “I swear, my dad has an Omar Khayyam poem
for every occasion.” Tehmina now shifted in her chair to look at Susan.
“Remember our trip to California last year?” she said. “Remember what my husband said in the pool? About
the moving finger writes and then moves on? Do you think he had a—a feeling or a sense—about his death?”
Susan stared straight ahead. Even behind her dark glasses, Tehmina could feel her daughter-in-law stiffen. The
suddenly cold silence buzzed around them. When Susan spoke, her voice was tight as a ponytail.
“Mom, you remember what Sorab told you? About how you’re not to keep thinking about the past? What’s the
point of thinking about—the sad stuff—if it just brings you down?”
Tehmina started to reply. She wanted to say:
“When you have known Sorab and loved him for as long as I’d known my husband, then you will know what
it’s like to miss someone so badly it’s like your own organs betray you. Your heart, your skin, your brain, all turn
into traitors. All the things you thought belonged to you, you realize you shared with the other person. How to
explain to you, Susan, what the death of a husband feels like? Such a shock it is, like experiencing your first Ohio
winter, with that bitter wind slapping you on your numb face.” She also wanted to say:
“That’s what's wrong with you Americans, deekra, you all think too much of laughter and play, as if life was a
Walt Disney movie. Something a child would make up. Whereas in India, life is a Bollywood melodrama—full of
loss and sadness. And so everyone rejects Bollywood for Disney. Even my Sorab was seduced by your Disney life
—all this pursuit of happiness and pursuit of money and pursuit of this and that. But this year, I’ve learned a new
lesson. Maybe the Indian way is better after all. See how much money you spend on therapists and grief
counselors and all? Even my own son keeps telling me to take that capsule—what is it called?—Prosaic or
something. That’s because your periods of mourning don’t last as long as they need to. Why talk to a therapist
who you have to pay to listen to you, when you can talk to a grandparent or an aunt or uncle? Sort of like visiting
a prostitute, isn’t it, having to pay someone to listen to you?”
Into the brittle silence, Susan laughed, a sound so tight it snapped like a rubber band.
“Come on, Mom. Cheer up. It’s too beautiful a day to waste moping around.”
Tehmina felt her face twist with anger. To cover it up, she forced her mouth into a yawn.
“You’re right. But all this sunshine is making me sleepy. I think I’ll go inside for a few minutes.”
“Mom.” Susan’s red hand touched Tehmina’s.
“I’m sorry. I’m an idiot. Sorry. I know Pappa’s death is hard on you. It’s just that … well, it’s been hard on
Sorab, too. And seeing you down makes him feel so sad that, well, it upsets me.”
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Tehmina took Susan’s hand in hers and held it to her cheek.
“I know, my darling. I know. And I promise to try harder. It’s just that my Rustom was such a pillar of strength
that I feel as if something inside me has collapsed this past year.”
The two women stared at each other, both blinking back their tears. The afternoon sky suddenly felt cold and
wintry and Tehmina gave a shiver. Noticing this, Susan pushed herself off the lawn chair.
“You’re cold,” she said. “Listen, why don’t you go inside for a bit? I’ll wait for Cookie when he gets off the
school bus. And then we can all have some mint tea and snacks. After all, it’s not every day that I can be home on
my son’s last day of school.”
Tehmina’s face lit up at the thought of her grandson being home soon. She eased her body out of the greenand-white lawn chair.
“Good thing we got all the shopping done this morning,” she said. “The little one will be glad to find you at
home, instead of just his old grandma.”
The two of them had spent the morning at the mall. Susan had taken the day off just to do some Christmas
shopping.
“It feels great to be home in the middle of the week. Seems like any more there’s never time to do all the things
that—”
The slamming of a car door and the squeal of brakes from next door ate up the rest of Susan’s words. Tara
Jones backed her car out of the adjacent driveway and pulled onto the street. Her window was rolled down, and
from where they were standing, the two women could see the red blotches on Tara’s skin and the brown hair,
uncombed as always. Susan shuddered.
“That woman,” she muttered as Tara stepped on the gas and peeled away without so much as a wave. “I can’t
wait for Antonio to sell his house in the spring so that she has to get out. God knows she’s only been here for a
few months and already it feels like we’ve been putting up with her loud music and her yelling at the kids for
years.”
“The music I can tolerate,” Tehmina replied, thinking of the music blaring from loudspeakers on the streets of
Bombay during every Hindu festival. “What I can’t stand is how mean she is to her children. Such sweet boys,
they are. I wish Antonio would do something about that.” Susan gave a snort.
“Antonio. Let’s not talk about Antonio. Ever since he and Marita moved to the country, he acts as if he has
nothing to do with this house. As if it’s not still in his name. As if this Tara is some stranger who broke into his
house, instead of Marita’s half sister. He acts as if he has no control over the situation.”
Tehmina had been home the day Antonio, an amiable, gregarious man in his seventies, had stopped by to see
Sorab. For years, Antonio had owned a popular Italian neighborhood restaurant where the Sethnas had been
regulars because it was one of the few family-owned restaurants in Rosemont Heights, a town that was dominated
by chains like Applebee’s and Cracker Barrel. In fact, it was during a meal there that Sorab had casually
mentioned that he was looking for a new house and Antonio had recommended that they look at the house next
door to his in Evergreen Estates.
When Tehmina had brought tea and cookies on a tray into the living room, the two men were sitting across
from each other, their knees almost touching. Sorab had the pained look he got on his face anytime he had to
broach a difficult subject.
“So how’s the new house, Tony?” Sorab started.
“Terrific, terrific,” Antonio said, leaning back in his chair. “Got five acres of land around the house, see deer
every morning. The missus loves it.” He accepted the cup of tea from Tehmina with a smile. “You folks must
come out and visit us soon,” he said. “Especially while Tammy is still in town. Be good for young Cookie also, to
run around the place. Get rid of some of that energy, huh?”
“We’d love to,” Tehmina said graciously, handing Antonio his cup of tea. Sorab cleared his throat.
“Um, so when will you put the house up for sale, Tony?” he asked. “Not good to let a house sit empty over the
winter.”
“Exactly. That being the whole reason I agreed to let Marita’s half sister move in there for a few months, long
enough for her to get back on her feet, I hope. After she got evicted from her last place, she and those kids got no
place to go. Not good, a young woman and two small children, alone in the world. Seems there was a boyfriend
but don’t ask—” Antonio rolled his eyes. “With the young people, who can tell? What do they say? Easy come,
easy go.” Sorab glanced at his mother.
“Yes, well. It’s just that … they don’t exactly fit into this neighborhood, you know what I’m saying, Tony?”
Antonio stared at Sarah for a second and then guffawed. Mother and son exchanged looks of puzzlement while
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Antonio laughed and laughed until his eyes leaked water.
“What’s so funny?” Sorab started to ask, but Antonio just shook his head, helpless with laughter.
“Don’t fit into this … sorry, sorry,” Antonio said finally, wiping the tears from his eyes. “It’s just … God, man,
what a diplomat you are, Sorab.” He leaned toward Sorab, and put his hand on his knee.
“You know me, right? Zero tolerance for bullshit. So I’ll tell you the truth. Listen, you and I both know what
this woman is. There’s a word for it—white trash.” Seeing Tehmina wince, he nodded respectfully in her
direction. “Pardon me, Tammy, dear. But I’m talking to Sorab here, man-to-man.”
He fixed his gray eyes back onto Sorab’s embarrassed face.
“So here’s the deal. I promised Marita I’d let her freeloader sister live here until the house sells. Help her get
back on her feet. As you know, moving to the country was my idea. Marita didn’t want to leave the old
neighborhood. Serves me right, marrying a woman almost fifteen years younger than me. Anyways, she was sure
she’d be bored to tears in the countryside. Says she’ll move only one one condition. And so 1 agree to let Tara
stay here, just to keep my missus happy. A compromise, you can say.”
“But, Antonio,” Sorab interrupted. “Tara can be so difficult. Rap music playing till late at night and loud. And
my God—the way she yells at her children …” He shuddered.
“Spoiled brats, that’s what they are.” Antonio nodded, as if in sympathy. “And listen, you have my permission
to tell her to keep her music down.”
Then the line of his usually humorous mouth grew tighter.
“Sorry, Sorab. But I have to think of my home life. And anyway, I can’t turn a single mother and her children
out on the streets, can I? Besides, look, this is only for a few more months. Hopefully, I can unload that house as
soon as the weather breaks.”
Now Tehmina wondered how much of the conversation with Antonio Sorab had repeated to Susan.
“Antonio said he’ll sell the house in the spring,” she said cautiously.
“Well, then I can’t wait for spring to arrive,” Susan snapped. Then, gazing at the miraculously blue December
sky, she smiled.
“I can’t wait for spring to arrive,” she repeated. “Although, today, it feels like it’s already here.”
Tehmina carried the memory of that smile indoors with her as she took two slices of daar-ni-pori out of the
fridge and turned on the oven to heat them. Thank God Susan had a sweet tooth, just like the family she’d married
into, she thought. They would eat the warmed pastry along with the tea.
When Cookie burst into the kitchen fifteen minutes later, it seemed to Tehmina as if the day got even brighter
than before.
“Mummy’s home, Mummy’s home, Mummy’s home,” the boy yelled. “And Granna, too,” he added as he
hurled himself at Tehmina’s belly for his afternoon hug. “Yeeeaah. Let’s call Dad and ask him to come home,
too.”
Tehmina felt a gust of love so strong, for a minute she thought a window was open. Such a boy this is, she
thought to herself, as warm and affectionate as a young puppy.
“You are the best hugger in the world,” she whispered as she kissed the top of Cavas’s head. In response, the
boy squeezed even harder, until Tehmina pretended to gasp for breath.
“Where’s your mummy?” she asked, and then, “Go upstairs and change your clothes and then come straight
down, okay?”
“Okay.” Cavas grinned. “Wait for me right here.”
Tehmina left the kitchen to look for Susan. She frowned. The front door was still open. She found Susan in the
driveway with the two Jones boys. Susan turned toward her before she could say hello to Jerome and Joshua.
“This is incredible,” she said to Tehmina, as if the two boys were not present. “Seems their mother is not home
and the boys are locked out of their own house. We’re hoping she gets back soon.”
Tehmina glanced at the two boys. Jerome was seven, Cavas’s age, while Joshua was five. Both boys had sharp,
birdlike faces, with brown eyes and thin noses. Right now, both noses were running and Josh was trying to get rid
of the snot by inhaling it and simultaneously wiping his nose on the back of his hand. The boys’ white faces also
had streaks of black, as if they’d spent the afternoon cleaning chimneys. Gazing at their necks, she saw lines of
gritty black and her fingers itched at the thought of putting those boys in hot water and scrubbing the grit off those
necks.
Funny, Tehmina thought to herself, how poor white children always look so much dirtier than poor children in
India. Either the dirt didn’t show as much against brown skin or what she’d always heard about cleanliness being
next to godliness in Hindu culture was true. She remembered how, when her car drove past the slums in Bombay,
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she often saw groups of slum women returning to their homes, carrying large copper pots of water on their heads.
From the same pot of water they probably cooked, washed their dishes, and bathed their children. So why was it
that here in America, where everyone had running water and everything, there were still children who looked like
Jerome and Joshua? Tehmina’s indignation gave way to pity.
“I’m making Cavas an afternoon snack,” she said to Susan. “Maybe these boys are hungry, too.”
Susan shot Tehmina a disbelieving look. How could you do this to me? the look seemed to say, but Tehmina
looked away. Just then, Josh spoke up.
“I’m so hungry, I could eat a house,” he said loudly. Jerome slapped his brother on the shoulder.
“No you’re not,” he said. “Besides, Mamma will be home soon.” And as if to convince the two adults eyeing
them, Jerome added,
“Joshy is always hungry. My mom says he must have worms or something.”
This time, Tehmina stared directly at her daughter-in-law, silently willing her to do the right thing. Susan stared
back at the older woman and then lowered her eyes.
“Tell you what,” she said to the two boys. “Why don’t you come in and have some hot chocolate while we wait
for your mommy? What’d you say, Jerome?” They all waited in silence while Jerome looked intently at Susan for
a minute.
“You’re pretty,” he said suddenly, as if that had been the question before him. “Okay, let’s go.”
“Thanks a lot, Mom,” Susan muttered silently as the boys rushed in ahead of the two women.
But Tehmina could hear the smile in her voice. I must remember this the next time Susan is upset with me,
Tehmina said to herself. When faced with a question, answer it with a compliment. The boys sat at the kitchen bar,
waiting for their hot chocolate.
“I like the pretty pictures you have on your walls,” Josh declared. “We got no pictures in our house.” Jerome
hissed at his younger brother.
“We do, too,” he said. “I’m gonna tell Mom you told a big fat lie. You have a picture of Jesus in the Garden
right above your bed.”
“That don’t count,” Josh replied. “I mean, pictures of lakes and birds and flowers and stuff.” Just then Cavas
walked into the kitchen, wearing his blue jeans and clutching his Calvin and Hobbes book.
“Hi, Jerome; hi, Joshy,” he said, as if finding the two boys in his home was the most common thing in the
world.
“Come sit down, Cavas,” Tehmina said, pointing to the bar stool beside the kitchen counter. “Your hot
chocolate will be ready in a minute.”
The two boys giggled and poked each other in the ribs.
“Cow ass,” Jerome repeated. “She called you cow ass.”
“Granna,” Cavas said through gritted teeth, his eyes filling with tears of embarrassment. “Stoppit, please.” He
turned to his visitors. “My real name is Cookie.” The two boys giggled even more.
“If you’re a Cookie, I’m gonna eat you,” Josh said, lunging at Cavas.
“What kind of a cookie are you?” Jerome added. “Chocolate chip? A sugar cookie?” Josh licked his lips.
“I love sugar cookies,” he said. “Yummy, yummy, yummy.”
“Okay, boys, that’s enough.” Susan’s voice landed like a whip. “This is just a family nickname for Cavas, you
understand? You know, like your mommy calling you sugar pie or honey.”
“My mommy says my nickname is Trouble,” Josh announced proudly.
Tehmina suddenly felt something thin and metallic and sharp pierce her heart. Trouble. What kind of mother
nicknames her son Trouble? She went to the fridge and pulled out two mutton cutlets left over from last night’s
dinner. Sorab had asked her to save the cutlets for him to eat again tonight, but she knew he would understand.
Ignoring Susan’s inquiring gaze, she warmed the cutlets in the microwave and then placed them on two of the
chappatis that she had baked just this morning.
“Here,” she said. “Eat.” Jerome looked at the cutlet on the plate in front of him and made a face.
“Eww,” he said. “What’s that?”
“It’s a mutton cutlet. It’s good. You’ll like it. Taste it.”
“A cutlet! What’s that? And what’s mutton?”
“It’s a hamburger,” Susan said. “Take a bite. If you don’t like it, you don’t have to eat it.” She shook her head
slightly so that only Tehmina caught the motion.
“I love McDonald’s hamburgers,” Josh said. “When I’m older, I’m gonna work at McDonald’s and eat three
Big Macs a day.”
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“Take a bite, beta,” Tehmina coaxed, rolling up the cutlet in the chappati and holding it up to Josh’s mouth.
This boy was breaking her heart each time he opened his mouth. The boy bit into the sandwich.
“It’s good,” he said, and took a second bite before he had swallowed the first.
“Easy now, easy,” Susan said. “I don’t want any puking in my kitchen.” For some reason, all three boys
thought this was hilarious.
“No puking in the kitchen,” Jerome said as he proceeded to wolf down his sandwich. “I don’t want no puke in
my kitchen.”
Tehmina leaned against the refrigerator, smiling at the boys. Nothing gave her as much satisfaction as feeding
people. It was as if feeding others fed her own appetite. Rustom always used to say,
“Two things you should never refuse another human being—food and education.”
As always, her dear Rustom was right about this, also. Tehmina sighed. Hearing her sigh, Cavas turned to his
grandmother.
“Granna,” he said. “Where’s your tea?” Tehmina gave a short laugh.
“Oh dear,” she said. “In all this hustle-bustle I forgot to make any tea.”
“Hustle-bustle,” Jerome repeated, giggling to himself. “Hustle-bustle. Piggy-wiggy. Wig-wam.” Cavas shook
his head at Jerome.
“You’re silly,” he declared. He turned his head to face Tehmina.
“Granna,” he called. “I want you to drink your tea out of the mug I got you for your birthday.”
Tehmina and Susan exchanged an amused look. This was Cavas’s way of apologizing to his grandmother for
his earlier outburst. Tehmina’s heart rattled with pride and pleasure. She wanted to go up to Cookie and kiss him
on his sweet head, but she didn’t know if that would embarrass him even more in front of his friends. Instead, she
contented herself by pulling out the coffee mug that read #1 GRANDMA. She and Susan had barely sat down with
their tea when they heard the distinctive rat-a-tat of the muffler on Tara’s car. Tehmina saw Susan’s eyes narrow.
“Well, sounds like your mother’s home,” she said to the boys.
“I don’t want to go home,” Josh said. “I want to stay here.”
Tehmina wanted to slit open her belly, hide Josh in there and keep him where he’d be safe and warm forever.
Never again would anybody ever call the boy Trouble. Never again would that Tara yell and scream at this child.
But Susan had other ideas.
“No can do, soldier,” she said, getting to her feet. “Your mom’s gonna be worried when she sees you’re not in
the yard. Come on, I’ll walk you over.”
“I’ll come, too,” Tehmina said. She had never before taken a good look at the woman next door, never noticed
anything past the blotchy skin and the unkempt hair. Now she wanted to look deep into the eyes of a woman who
could take two precious gifts from God and refer to them as Trouble. She wanted to know what she would see in
the eyes of such a woman.
“There you are,” Tara called as she saw all of them cross their front yard and head toward her driveway. She
slapped Jerome lightly on his head as he approached her.
“You little brat,” she said. “I’m gone for two minutes and you’re up to God knows what mischief. How many
times have I told you not to go into people’s homes?” Susan spoke up.
“In fairness to Jerome, he refused our invitation at first,” she said. “He only came when we insisted that he not
wait for you outdoors. After all, even a sunny day like this would get cold for a child.”
Tara stared at a spot beyond Susan’s shoulders.
“I wasn’t gone that long,” she mumbled. She nodded toward her car. “With that junky car, they know I never
go too far.”
“As a matter of fact, the children were at our house for probably over a half hour,” Susan said evenly. “That’s
too long to leave two young children alone.” Tara narrowed her eyes.
“Look, lady, I don’t need anybody monitoring my comings and goings. I’m thankful and all that, but next time
just let my kids wait—” Susan’s lips had almost disappeared and her voice was quiet and steady.
“I hope there won’t be a next time, Tara,” she said. “The fact is, it’s against the law to—” Tara snorted.
“Hey, I know damn well what the law says. I don’t need nobody to teach me the law. I’ve lived in this country
my whole life, so believe me, I know what’s what and—” Tehmina felt Susan stiffen by her side.
“What did you mean by that remark?” she asked, and her voice had December frost in it. “What does living in
this country or not living in this country your whole life have to do with following the law?”
“Hey, hey, don’t lose it, lady. I didn’t mean nothing by that remark. I mean, I wasn’t even thinking of you
being married to a foreigner—that’s your business, not mine.” She looked at Tehmina and nodded.
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“I got nothing against Indian people or Chinese people or black people. I … I just don’t like to be talked down
to, that’s all.” Beside his mother, Josh started whimpering.
“Mommy, I’m cold,” he sniffed. “Come on, Mommy, let’s go in.” Susan turned on her heels and took Tehmina
by the elbow and Cavas by his hand.
“Yes, it’s time for us to go in. We’ve lost enough of our afternoon to all this.”
“Hey, lady, look, no hard feelings,” Tara yelled after them. “Thanks for watching my boys for me.” Tehmina
wanted to turn back to respond, but Susan's grip on her elbow tightened.
“Just keep walking, Mom,” she muttered through clenched teeth. Back in the kitchen, their tea had grown cold.
“So much for a nice, peaceful day off.” Susan sighed. “Just wasted an hour of my day.” She turned to her son.
“Go upstairs and read for a little while, baby. Then we want to go out and do some more Christmas shopping
before Daddy gets home, okay?”
Tehmina wanted to ask Susan about whether she believed that Tara had meant to disparage Sorab; she wanted
to thank her for leaping to her husband’s defense. She wanted to know more about this kind of casual racism, how
common it was and whether it made Susan vulnerable, being married to a brown man. And if Susan felt it and had
experienced it, surely it meant that Sorah—Sorab, despite his pressed clothes, his groomed fingernails, his
American accent, his gold watch, his good job, his many degrees—surely her Sorab experienced it, too.
Tehmina’s stomach clenched at the thought of some ignorant fool like Tara spewing poison that could affect even
a hair on her son’s precious head.
“That woman is a junglee,” she said to Susan. “Why God gives people like Tara such sweet children, I’ll never
know.” Susan shrugged.
“Just goes to show. Any fool can have a child. The sad part is, those boys are going to grow up to be wild. You
can already see the aggression in the older one. I don’t want them to be around our Cavas anymore.” She turned to
face her mother-in-law.
“You have a good heart, Mom. I really appreciate that, but I want you to listen to me—I don’t ever want to
have those boys over again. I hope you can respect my decision.”
Tehmina's face clouded over. Before she could reply, Susan spoke again.
“I’m sorry, Mom,” she said. “But I really need to ask this of you.”
“Sure,” she mumbled, but her mind was somewhere else. Because Tehmina had heard what Susan was too
polite to say—when you’re in my house, you follow my orders. For a moment, she thought longingly of her large
apartment in Bombay, an apartment that was sitting empty while she decided where she wanted to spend the rest
of her life, in which country she wanted to live out her days. India or America. In her wildest dreams she had not
imagined that she would have to make the same choice that Sorab had made years earlier. But then, in her wildest
dreams she had not imagined that Rustom would drop dead of a heart attack and leave her to live out her life
without him.
As Susan turned away with a satisfied smile, Tehmina thought:
“You think you know me, my daughter-in-law, but you don’t. For instance, I bet you don’t know that I’m a
space traveler. But I am. And I do. In my mind, I travel through time and space in ways you cannot even dream of
—from Ohio to Bombay to Ohio again; from the land of the living to the land of the dead, where my Rustom
resides; from my wallpapered bedroom in this house, to my painted bedroom in Bombay, of which I know every
inch—where the embroidered handkerchiefs are kept in the bottom drawer of the chest of drawers; what books are
on the bedside table; the color of the frame that holds the painted picture of Lord Zoroaster that Rustom got me
for my fiftieth birthday.
“Yes, I may be older than you, Susan, and my knees may creak when I get up in the morning, but I can run
faster and fly higher than you will ever know.” …
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When the wind blew hard, as it did very often that spring, the smell of fresh baguette would fight its way into
the Epicerie Madras to do battle with the prickly smell of pickles and masalas.
It would enter the store confidently, making light of the heavy-breasted, sari-wrapped mannequins, Chinese
prayer wheels, and Indian video cassettes that were on display in the large window sill facing the street. Before
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the shelves of cooked foods—banana chips fried in coconut oil, samosas, gulab jamuns, and papads—it would
pause, some of its strength diminished by the pungent foreign odours.
Another gust of cold April wind bursting through the open door would bring reinforcements, and the smell of
baguette would venture farther into the store. It would pass over the vegetables undiminished, past the counter
where my uncle sat reading his newspaper, past the magazine rack with its smell of ink and chemicals, and finally,
turn the corner into the back room where I sat. There, hemmed in on all fronts by the heady perfume of
cardamom, turmeric, cinnamon, and coriander, and cut off from reinforcements by the L-shaped configuration of
the room, it would make its last stand, until overwhelmed by the alien hosts.
In those last moments of reckless courage it would invade my nostrils. I would hold my breath seeking to give
it shelter till my traitorous lungs would betray me. With a whoosh of defeat, I would let my breath out and let the
spices of my native land, the land I had never seen, reclaim me.
My uncle Krishenbhai Patel owned the épicerie. He had bought it thirteen months ago from the widow of its
former Sri Lankan Tamil owner, M. Gunashekharan, who was stabbed to death in this very shop. Everyone in the
community knew that it was the Tamil mafia who had killed him.
“The man was a fool,” Aunty Latha told me, “he cheated on the protection money. Now what man would cheat
on his protection, you tell me?”
Aunty Latha was my uncle’s Indian wife. Krishenbhai was my father’s youngest brother, the baby of the
family. He had stayed in Nairobi as long as he could, long after my grandfather died and my father inherited the
store. But he had had to leave eventually. He left shortly after my father married my mother. I never found out
why, but it was whispered amongst the servants that he had fallen in love with her. No one in the family ever
spoke about it.
It was to this third uncle then that I was sent when the riots began again and they came swarming over the
compound walls into our home in Parklands. My father was already dead and his beloved department store had
perished with him. The rest of us had been in Mombassa at the time, at my second uncle’s home, where we always
went for our vacations. My father had stayed behind to supervise the remodelling of the store. He was going to
turn part of it into a gallery for young African artists and he wanted the work finished before the rains, well in
time for the tourist season. He was confident that the riots would not last more than a day or two, like they always
did. He told the workers he’d pay them double if they finished the work. And so most of them had stayed. Only,
one day, when he arrived at the store, he found it deserted. He got nervous and called the house for the car. But the
car, he was told, had been sent to the chemist’s to fetch my grandmother’s laxatives. By the time the driver,
Chege, arrived at the store, it was in flames. They found the charred skeleton inside the store the next day after the
fire had died down. Overnight, I learnt to hate Chege and with him, all black men. But I was isolated in my
hatred. The rest of the family accepted it dumbly as fate. Even my mother, who should have known better, blamed
Papa for getting killed.
“He trusted them too much,” she said bitterly.
We returned to Nairobi for the cremation. It felt silly to burn his bones a second time. When I said as much to
my mother, she slapped me. It was the first time she had ever done that.
“You are an unholy, ungrateful wretch.” She burst into tears.
As I watched her and the stinging in my cheek subsided, a terrible curiosity filled me. What made the
cremation so important when he was already dead and there was no body left to burn?
“Maa,” I said hesitantly, “I’m sorry, don’t cry.”
She didn’t reply. I began to pat her back gently, the way she did when the boys or I couldn’t get to sleep. I felt
terrible for having spoken without thinking. Finally her shoulders stopped shaking. She wiped her eyes with the
comer of her white sari. I got up quietly and began to move towards the door.
“Leela.” Her voice made me stop. “You have to guide the dead out of this world into the next. Otherwise they
will haunt you.”
“How?” I challenged her, unable to believe that my father who loved us all would harm us just because he was
dead.
“They will take away your memories,” she replied, “because you have not created a dignified final memory for
them in your mind.”
They cremated him with the full Hindu rites, with lots of ghee, flowers, rice, and a bed made of reeds. Fiveyear-old Sunil, the elder by ten minutes of my twin brothers, was made to light the pyre as he was now the head of
the family. My mother had to hold his hand for him when he had to pour the ghee onto the wood, and repeat the
words after the priest because Sunil could barely pronounce the strange syllables. Although girls were
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traditionally not allowed to go to the cremation grounds, she made me go with her and watch the pyre burn. I
stood behind her and my brothers, watching the flames, dry-eyed. I can still remember the bitter smell of the
smoke. When we returned to pick up the remains as ritual prescribed, my mother made me carry the urn with his
ashes and bits of bone home.
The second riot brought them into our home, tearing the upholstery in their search for cash. They didn’t find
much, so they took the TV and VCR and my father’s collection of wildlife videos instead. After that, my mother
decided to leave Kenya altogether. She wrote to her brother who was settled in England and he reluctantly invited
her to stay.
“It’s a small house,” he wrote, “and we have only one spare room.”
My mother became even more withdrawn than usual. At odd moments I would catch her looking at me. I could
not read the expression on her face, but she made me feel uneasy. One day, I found her waiting for me outside the
college gate.
“Let’s go for a drive,” she said in answer to my unspoken question. “I thought we could go to the Park. There
are some things I want to discuss, and we could talk while I drive.”
My heart lifted. The Nairobi National Park was only twenty minutes from the heat of the city. It had been one
of my father’s favourite places. He had loved taking us there when he had finished doing the accounts on a
Sunday afternoon. My mother always drove while my father told us about the animals. She liked to drive. But my
spirits plummeted to depths I had not known when I heard what she had to say.
She had decided to take only my two little brothers with her to England. I was to go to Krishenbhai and his
wife in Paris.
“It is only till I find a job and get settled,” she said anxiously when she saw the anguish on my face.
“Why can’t I come with you?” I asked angrily. “It’s so unfair. First Papa is taken away. I have to leave college
and Nairobi and all my friends, and now I have to lose you and Sunil and Anil.” Bitter tears came flowing out of
my eyes.
“Don’t you love me at all, Maa?”
“Don’t even think that, Leela,” my mother cried out, braking hard and pulling the car to the side of the road. A
pair of bush bucks that had been hiding in the reeds crashed out in alarm and leaped away.
“Do you think this is easy for me? Have you not seen how distraught I have been since Atul’s letter arrived?
But I can’t stay on in Nairobi. It holds too many memories and too much fear. Besides, we will starve. The store
was insured, but the insurance will cover only a fraction of the damage.” Her hands tightened on the wheel, and
the little frown. that I had come to know well since my father’s death appeared between her eyes.
“There were also debts. Business had been bad since the riots began. I can’t even afford to repair the damage
they did to our home. If we sell it, I will have something to start with in England.”
“But why can’t I come to England, too?” I asked, fighting to control my tears. My mother leaned across and
gave me the corner of her sari to wipe my eyes.
“Because my brother is not a wealthy man; we cannot burden him with the four of us,” she said tenderly.
“Why does it have to be me? Why can’t you send one of the boys to live with Aunt and Uncle?”
“They are too small, and besides, your Aunty Latha wants you, Leela.”
“But why me?”
“She wants a girl. Aunty Latha can’t have children because of her condition. She desperately wants a girl to pet
and spoil. It would be selfish of me to refuse.” I knew at that moment that my mother had decided to give me up.
“Why?” I asked dully.
“Because Krishen is your father’s baby brother. He is very much like your father too.”
“No. I mean why can’t she have her own children?” My mother looked embarrassed and stared down at her
hands.
“We don’t know,” she replied at last. “There doesn’t seem to be anything wrong with her medically, nor with
Krishenbhai.”
I didn’t quite understand what this “condition” was, but the servants giggled whenever they spoke about it. I
wanted to ask my mother, but from the way she avoided my eyes I knew she would not tell me the truth.
In the days that followed, as we made preparations to leave, this continued to bother me. Who was this person
with whom I was going to live? Why was everyone so evasive when I asked them about her? As I was getting
ready to leave for the airport, I tried one last time.
“What is Aunty Latha’s ‘condition,’ Maa?”
She did not reply. I tried to catch her eye in the mirror, but she kept them focused on a point roughly six inches
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above my head.
“Tell me, Maa, please,” I pleaded. “No one tells me anything anymore.” The hand that was combing my long
hair stilled for a second, then continued.
“You are a very, very lucky girl,” my mother said, changing the subject deftly. “You will live in the most
beautiful city in the world. You will be spoilt and petted by your aunt and uncle who will love you as their own
daughter. You will grow more beautiful with every passing year, and one day the world will be at your feet.”
Her eyes met mine in the mirror and we both suddenly broke into a smile. The smiles felt strange on our faces,
and as we watched our reflections in the mirror, they faded. We looked away guiltily and didn’t speak again till it
was time to say goodbye. But it is that image which comes to mind whenever I think of her now—my beautiful,
loving, defenseless, but ultimately treacherous mother.
2
My uncle Krishenbhai came to pick me up at the airport. He recognized me almost as soon as I came through
the automatic doors, and beckoned me to come his way. Seeing him, I felt stunned. He was much taller than my
father, but looked so much like him that he could have been his twin. But he was much better dressed than my
father had ever been. He wore a long overcoat of soft black wool. A black, red, and navy-blue scarf hung around
his neck. I felt ugly in my shapeless blue overcoat with its schoolgirl hood, and my scuffed leather school shoes. I
had always hated those shoes and had wanted to leave them.
“Please, Maa, they make me look like an African in cast-off mazungu\fn{White-person} clothes,” I had wailed.
But my mother had not been moved.
“We are poor now,” she had said impatiently, and had added as an afterthought, “but that is nothing to be
ashamed of.” We had both smiled then, for she had used my father’s oft-repeated words.
My uncle and I stared at each other, unable to think of anything to say. Finally he broke the silence.
“My God, how like your mother you are! Those same eyes …”
His eyes became moist. He groped in his overcoat pocket for a handkerchief, and blew his nose. Almost
unwillingly, his eyes moved back to my face.
“Your father was the lucky one. But look what happened to him in the end, poor man.”
His words sounded sympathetic, but with a sick feeling I realized that what he was expressing was an obscure
guilty satisfaction. It ended whatever resemblance he had to my father. The man before me was a complete
stranger. A terrible sadness engulfed me, depriving me of words.
“No luck, I tell you,” I heard him say. “And your poor mother a widow. So young too. The pundit must have
mismatched their horoscopes.” I stared at him in horror, unwilling to believe what I had just heard.
“But he’s dead now,” I snapped. His face changed immediately and assumed an expression of sorrow.
“Of course, of course. Forgive me. I did not mean to make fun of the dead. But you see, to me Prembhai still
feels alive.” He shook his head, and his mouth turned down even more.
“It will take some getting used to.”
I looked down at the ground, refusing to meet his eyes. I could not bear to see the easy sorrow on his face. My
uncle must have sensed my revulsion.
“Come. Where is your luggage? Is that all you have?” he asked gruffly, not looking at me.
“We could only bring twenty kilos on the plane, Uncle,” I lied. Actually Papa’s will had still not been probated,
and we had had to sell just about everything we owned to pay for the tickets to Paris and London. My uncle
looked at my bag, then at me and patted my head.
“Don’t worry, Aunty Latha will buy you lots and lots of clothes.” He picked up my bag and strode towards the
exit.
I followed him outside. After Kenya, the wide pavement seemed strangely empty. The sky was gray and a
bitterly cold wind was blowing. The few people around scurried away, their heads bent, their eyes refusing to
meet anyone else’s. Cars loitered beside the pavement, their exhausts emitting thin plumes of smoke. My uncle’s
black-clad back ploughed through the wind, seeming not to notice it. I tried to do the same, but my body bent
before the wind and curled like a cup to conserve some of its heat. I had never experienced such cold. The wind
whipped through my thin clothes, turning my body to glass.
My uncle strode across the car park to a battered blue station wagon and opened the passenger door. I climbed
in gingerly. Inside, the car smelt of petrol, leather, and cigarette smoke. They were exciting smells and I drank
them in eagerly. I turned towards the window and looked out. We were on a smooth gray road that curved around
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the airport. Huge billboards advertising familiar things with strange names blocked the view on either side. Then
we were on a broad highway with six lanes and many cars. I watched the other people inside their cars.
Occasionally I would catch someone's eye, and sometimes the person would smile. But usually these were
people who drove older, slower cars. The drivers of the powerful-looking new cars kept their eyes fixed firmly on
the road before them. After we had been driving for what felt like a long time, I asked,
“Where is the city? And where are all the buildings?” My uncle laughed.
“We are still a long way from it. The airport is more than fifty miles from Paris.”
“Do you like to live in the city, Uncle?” I asked him.
“In Paris?” He lifted an eyebrow in mock disbelief. “It is the best city in the world.”
“The best,” I repeated. “Why?”
“Why?” his voice became hoarse with excitement. “Because it is a truly international city, filled with people
from every corner of the world.”
“How wonderful!” I turned to him, thrilled by the passion in his voice. “It must be like Muthaiga then.” He
looked uncomprehending.
“Muthaiga in Nairobi, Uncle. It’s where all the embassies are, and where the white people live. Surely you
must have visited it when you lived in Kenya?” He shook his head.
“Nope. I never went there. In those days it was strictly off-limits to non-whites. In any case,” he added
dismissively, “compared to Paris, all Nairobi is a village. People come from all over the world to become a part of
this city. They come to take on the spirit of the city, because it is greater than all the people who live in it.” His
enthusiasm was infectious, and I warmed to him.
“I can’t wait to see it,” I said and sat bolt upright, straining to look over the fences that now lined the highway.
But there was nothing to see. Just huge empty fields, and hedges turned brown by winter. I turned to look at my
uncle and asked,
“Which part of the city do you live in, Uncle?” He shrugged impatiently.
“The name wouldn’t mean anything to you.”
“But is it in the east or the west, the north or the south?” He took his eyes off the road for a second and gave
me a strangely defensive look.
“We don’t exactly live inside the city.”
“But your letters were postmarked Paris!” His hands gripped the steering wheel more firmly.
“It’s too crowded in the city, too many people, too hot in summer. The houses are very small and close
together. No one actually lives in the city anymore. They all live in the suburbs now. Like us.”
He gave me a small triumphant smile and looked at the road again. I kept quiet. But I felt strange, as if I had
just been given bad news. We left the highway, and began to wind through little streets. The narrow-fronted
houses had miserly shuttered windows and nondescript doors. I suddenly felt homesick for the broad clean roads
of Parklands, lined with jacaranda and coral trees. I wanted to be back just once more in our garden, and to thrill
to the knowledge that the edge of the Park, with eland, gazelles, and rhinos, was only a stone’s throw away. The
tightly packed houses and alien architecture made Papa feel even more far away.
Then we were past the houses and driving between silently towering buildings, painted in impossible
combinations of colours. The land in between was flat and drab. As at the airport, there was no one to be seen.
The road came to an end before a large gate. We passed through and stopped before a group of buildings painted
brown, red, and mauve. With a sinking feeling I realized that this was my new home.
3
A creaking elevator with graffiti scrawled on the steel walls took us up to the fifth floor. It came to a jerky halt,
and the door opened with a terrible slowness. I took a deep breath and stepped out quickly.
We were in a silent gray corridor with steel doors leading off it. Almost immediately I could smell it—that
smell of oil, pickle, and spices, which is the hallmark of the Indian home. Three generations of living among a
people who smelt of woodsmoke, ash, and slightly rancid butter, in a land of wide-open spaces and wind had
made recognition even easier,
When I was a child, my nurse Mariamma once told me that Africans recognized Asians by their smell, long
before they actually saw us. I had tried hard to smell myself, but could smell nothing. On that day, in that airless
corridor closed off on all sides by thick concrete walls, the smell that Mariamma had spoken of took on a shape
and form, and emerged shyly from the shadows like a jackal.
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I stood still. I had never smelt anything so strong, and so utterly alien to its surroundings, A terrible sense of
foreboding filled me, I wanted to run down and feel the wind sink its teeth into my body once again, and cleanse
me of the memory of this smell.
But it was too late, The lift had moved on, My uncle led the way down the hall, past three identical anonymous
doors and stopped before the fourth. I trailed behind him slowly, the smell growing stronger and more insistent
with each step,
A dried chili hung to ward off evil spirits dangled above the entrance to their apartment. He put down my bag,
opened the three locks on the door and gave it a push, The steel door swung open. He picked up the bag and
stepped inside. I hung back. From inside the small foyer my uncle shouted impatiently,
“Don’t stand there, come inside quickly. I have to lock the doors.”
His voice sounded faraway. I took a deep breath and stepped in. The stale smell surrounded me, telling me I
was as trapped as it was.
I looked around for an avenue of escape. Four doors gave off the hallway. But they were all shut. My uncle
finished locking the door and picked up the bag again. He opened one of the doors and led the way down another
corridor. Here the smell was less overpowering, but it continued to follow us.
My uncle stopped beside a door at the very end and waited for me to catch up. Making a gesture of welcome,
he allowed me to enter first. I stepped into a small square room. It was bare except for two mattresses rolled up
against two facing walls. At the far end of the room was a window with gray metal blinds drawn tightly over it.
On the wall above one of the mattresses was stuck a picture, obviously cut out of a magazine, of a young Indian
film star. She had a round plump face, a tiny nose, and a small pouty mouth. The image ended where her
substantial cleavage began. Krishenbhai placed the bag in a comer near the other mattress.
“This is your bed,” he said smiling, slightly embarrassed. “Now rest here for some time, I will see what your
Aunty Latha is doing.” He began to move towards the door.
Suddenly, I didn't want him to leave. The thought of being alone in that room scared me.
“Uncle,” I called to him, “do you know who lives in this room?” Tiredness made the question come out all
wrong.
He paused, his hand on the door. Without turning around, he said casually,
“Yes, of course. Amma lives here. She is a great help to us, looking after your aunt when she has her condition.
She can look after you too.” The room seemed even smaller.
“But … but I’m almost eighteen, I don’t need any looking after,” I wailed. “And I don’t like people watching
me all the time.”
He turned around and stared quite deliberately at my legs. I watched his eyes. They were wet and shiny like
pebbles in a stream. Around the knees where my flesh was bare, I felt goose bumps begin. Then he looked up and
smiled coldly,
“We didn’t realize you’d be so grown up, Leela. That’s a pity.” His voice sharpened,
“But apartments are small in this country and you’ll have to learn to manage. You people in Africa are
spoiled.”
I could not believe my ears. How could we in Africa have more than he had in Europe? Wasn’t he the one
living safely in Paris while his brother was killed in Nairobi? He took advantage of my silence to leave.
“Good girl. Rest now. You will soon get used to things,” he said more calmly, and let himself out of the room.
The door shut behind him. I felt imprisoned. I looked desperately around the room and was lured to the
window. But there were thick steel strips nailed to the window frame that prevented me from getting even a
glimpse of what lay outside. I struggled to open the window, feeling the panic mount. Finally, I succeeded.
A gust of cold air in my face made me conscious once more of my surroundings. I leaned out eagerly, hungry
for the sight of other human beings. But there were none. All I could see was row upon row of identical
rectangular windows outlined in yellow against the lilac and blue walls of the building in front.
I sat back, remembering in minute detail the view from my room in Nairobi—the red earth and the purple
bougainvillea along the compound wall, and across it, the back street. There were always people there—little
children kicking stones and sending up puffs of dust, the bokamama with her straw bag filled with greeny-purple
sukumawiki, or Chege flirting and smoking with the maids.
The image didn’t last long. The colours dimmed and flattened. And once more I was staring at the windows of
the building opposite. They were like mirrors, and all I could see was myself reflected in one of their flat surfaces.
My body slumped against the windowsill, unable to move.
I heard the thump and shuffle of approaching footsteps. They stopped outside the door. I waited. Suddenly, the
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door behind me flew open with a bang. I turned around hurriedly, feeling vaguely guilty.
A mountain of a woman stood framed in the narrow doorway, a look of surprised horror on her face. Her arms
were as wide as both my thighs put together. Her breasts could have fed an orphanage. Her stomach was vast like
a sail filled to the brim with wind. This, I realized, torn between disgust and wonder, was Aunty Latha. Usually
Gujarati women are small and, as they grow older, tend to dry up like bits of wood. My mother had shrivelled up
in a night after my father died. But this woman had become a balloon.
While I remained frozen in front of the window, the mountain did not stay still. It moved swiftly and unsteadily
across the room, dark-skinned and angry. With her came the aroma of mustard oil and masala and cheap talcum
powder, making her seem too large for the room.
“Oh no. What are you doing opening that window? People will see you,” she squeaked in Gujarati. I pressed
myself hard against the sill.
“You must never open the window or we will get robbed! You don’t know how bad these people are!” She
pushed me aside and shut the window, pulling down on the handle to lock it firmly.
“I told him glass windows were a bad idea. What we need in this place is bars, solid iron bars. But Krishen will
insist on wasting money on clothes, and we still have to pay the mortgage on the shop!” When at last she had got
the window securely fastened, she turned and looked at me steadily.
“So you are my husband’s niece,” she stated flatly, “welcome.”
But there was no softness in her voice, or in the lines of her body resting heavily against the window. She
studied me carefully, noting my worn clothes and scuffed shoes. Her eyes settled once more on my face.
“Krishen tells me you are very much like your mother.” She nodded to herself. “She was a nice girl from
Saurashtra, no?”
“What?” I was surprised and slightly annoyed at her ignorance. “My mother is from India, not Saura—
whatever.” She began to laugh, her cheeks shaking, and then her neck and arms quivering too.
“You silly, Saurashtra is in Gujarat.”
“Oh, of … of course,” I said, suddenly feeling very stupid.
I stared at her huge body and wished she would disappear. But she remained where she was, staring at me, the
laughter dying out of her eyes. It was replaced by a more complicated look.
“Now you be a good girl,” she said, “and there will be no problem, you understand?”
She had a way of rolling her r’s and exhaling as she spoke that left one feeling off-balance. The halting
breathless cadence of her speech resembled the uneven sound of her footsteps. Suddenly, I felt sorry for her, for
the unwieldy bulk that she was forced to carry around day after day. I wondered how my uncle, so slim and
elegant, had married this vast mound of flesh. I tried to imagine them making love, him bounding atop her. She
saw the look on my face and her expression hardened.
“Krishen MS lied to me again. He said you were, young, unspoilt. You Africans are all alike, spoiled rotten,
with a taste for luxury.” Furious, I took a step towards her,
“How dare you?” I shouted. “I’m not African, no more than y—”
The word died on my lips. She brought her face close to mine, and I was confronted by her black bead-like
eyes. They gave a lie to the softness of the rest of her frame.
“You’re not African?” she jeered softly. “Then what are you? You’re certainly not Indian. You were not born
there, and our gods don’t travel across the seas.”
Those eyes dared me to prove her wrong. I glared back, full of hate, but unable to think of a suitable reply. She
moved away hurriedly, as if what she had seen in me repelled her, and continued her harangue.
“You had better mend your ways, my girl. There is no luxury to be had here. You are living in my house now
and you will have to follow my rules. Pray to God to help you.”
With that, she turned and left. At last I cried. I cried for my father, my mother, my brothers, my grandmother,
the courtyard inside our house and the streets outside which were always so full of people, and animals in the
Park. I cried because at last I could see everything that I had lost.
4
My uncle’s voice calling me for dinner from the other end of the house reached my ears. Quickly I tidied my
hair, removed my coat, and ventured out of the box-like room. Next to it was a tiny bathroom. Without bothering
to search for the light, I went inside and sat down on the pot. The bathroom was cool and smelt fresh and soapy.
Seated on the pot in the darkness, I relaxed.
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Suddenly I heard the sound of an explosion somewhere above my head. I jumped up and stared wildly at the
ceiling. Then I heard the reassuring sound of water rushing through a pipe. Someone in the apartment above us
had just pulled the flush. I began to laugh, oddly comforted by the sound.
When I arrived in the living room after washing my face and hands, they were already seated. The dining table
was placed right under the window, across which rose-coloured satin curtains were drawn tightly shut. The room
itself seemed only slightly larger than mine, with the same set of windows along one wall. But it felt smaller
because it contained a large carved velvet sofa and chairs, and a low glass table crammed with silver and brass
gods and goddesses.
“Come on, come on. Sit down and eat,” my uncle commanded.
Obediently I sat down at the empty place beside him.
“No, no, not there,” my aunt snapped, her mouth full of food. “You’ll only be in Aroma’s way. Go sit there.”
The place she’d pointed to was at the foot of the long rectangular table, farthest away from the two of them.
I sat down quietly, staring at the food on the table. There were puris, pulao, chicken, meat, papads, kheer,
srikhand, three kinds of vegetables, and dal. It was a feast—but a forbidden one. It shocked me to see chicken and
meat sitting brazenly amongst the vegetables. My father would have been horrified.
Just then, an old woman shuffled in from the kitchen, bringing more plates of food with her. I looked at her
curiously. Despite the heat, she had on a sweater and a shawl which she wore wrapped around her head and pulled
low over her forehead, leaving her face in darkness.
“This is Aroma. She helps us in the house,” Aunty Latha introduced us. Amma shuffled up to where I sat and
peered down at me.
“You are so pretty,” Aroma smiled.
I looked shyly up into her face, went cold. Half of Amma’s face was white and pink with leucoderma and the
other half was dark brown. Seeing the look on my face, she backed away towards the other end of the table,
muttering something beneath her breath. She put the dishes down clumsily and moved away, still talking to
herself.
“I will be sleeping with her?” I whispered dully.”
Neither of them responded. They were busy shoveling food into their mouths at a ferocious speed. At last my
uncle looked up at me, his cheeks swollen with food.
“Come, come. Don’t be shy. You should eat. You are with family now.”
I looked at the food. The scent that arose from them was at once familiar and unfamiliar, the known aromas
and the unknown ones so cunningly woven together that I couldn’t separate them. The smells swamped my
senses, making my head swim. Our vegetables never smelt so rich and heavy, I thought fuzzily. It must be the
masalas, I decided, they probably couldn’t get the right kinds here.
My hand moved resolutely towards the dal and then suddenly changed direction, hovering hesitantly over the
bowl of chicken instead. My uncle noticed and smiled.
“Hahn, hahn, beti, take some. You are in a foreign country now, those old-fashioned rules don’t apply here.
You must take some or the cold will get to you.”
I compromised took some gravy but no chicken, feeling guilty but excited too. Gingerly I tasted it. The food
was delicious, the curry seemed to absorbed the flesh of the chicken into itself, the basmati was cooked to
perfection—each grain perfect and distinct. For a few seconds I let my face hang over my plate, absorbing the
many aromas. Then I wasted no more time, spooning it into my mouth as fast as I could. Suddenly, my aunt broke
the silence.
“Has Mme Gunashekharan paid up yet?”
My uncle’s spoon jerked sharply just as it was about to reach his mouth. Some dal spilled onto his shirt and a
few drops clung to the ends of his moustache.
“Not quite … almost … no really,” he faltered.
“Has she or has she not paid her bill? That is all I want to know.”
“We-ell …” my uncle seemed to grow smaller by the minute.
“Do you want us to be ruined? She still owes us 157.50 francs. Who will pay this money if you don’t make
her?”
“But she is my boss’s wife.”
“Your ex-boss—he’s dead now. Now it’s you who’s the boss, so try to act like it.”
“It is not her fault that he is dead,” he shot back. “It has only been thirteen months, Latha, she is still crazy
with sorrow. Her husband’s ghost is still in the store. Let him leave—then I will tell her to pay or get out.”
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“Oh, you stupid men!” my aunt spat. “There is no ghost. She is very clever and she knows you are a coward.”
“She is crazy. Poor thing,” my uncle replied.
“Huh, crazy. She is not crazy.”
We ate in silence after that. My uncle and aunt ate without pause, putting away huge quantities of food, fifteen
or twenty purls, four helpings of the cardamom-scented pulao, and vast amounts of chicken and vegetables.
Finally, they turned to look at each other.
“I brought the new one,” my uncle said to her.
“What is the name?” she asked. “Tum Mere Ho,” he said.
“Who’s in it?”
“Aamir and Juhi,” he replied.
I didn’t understand what they were talking about. But I decided not to ask them. My uncle went out of the
room and came back with a videocassette. He handed me the case.
“I got this especially so that you don’t feel homesick,” he said. “You must have watched many Indian movies
at home with your mother. She used to love them.”
I didn’t reply. In our house, my father wouldn’t allow them.
“They are rubbish,” he would say. “Watch wildlife films instead. You’ll learn more about humans that way.”
When he was away, my mother sometimes sneaked them into the house. But I always stayed loyal to my father
and refused to watch. My uncle opened a cabinet that stood against the wall, and proudly stood back so I could
see the large-screen TV.
“This video and TV set, it’s a new item. I bought it only two months ago.”
“And you still haven’t paid for it fully,” my aunt said dryly.
“The colours are so good, it is like being in the cinema,” he boasted, ignoring her words.
I tensed, expecting her to lash out at him again. But instead she smiled.
“Do you go to the cinema here, Uncle?” I asked, remembering how in Nairobi we skipped school on Saturdays
and went to the Blackstone to watch the newest American film.
“Oh no. There is no point,” my uncle replied. “Everything here is in French anyway.”
“Oh,” I replied, feeling the room shrink again.
I watched the movie for a while but it felt as alien as everything else. So I excused myself, mumbling
something about being very tired. Neither of them turned their heads at my goodnight. I tiptoed out of the room.
At the door, I paused and looked back. Their eyes were glued to the TV screen. I stood there and watched them for
a while—the man who resembled but was not my father, his fat wife, and the maid with the patchwork face. My
new family.
5
When I awoke the next morning the house was quiet. Amma had already left the room. Her mattress was neatly
rolled up against the wall. The window which we had left open last night was shut tight and the heavy red curtains
were drawn. The room was stifling and an eerie red light bathed everything. During the night I had thrown off my
blanket and my nightgown had somehow entangled itself around my chest. Despite that I was sweating, the
mattress beneath me damp. The light stained my body, from waist downwards, a dark red.
I pulled the nightdress down and curled up into a tight little ball. Where was my mother now? She had
promised she’d call when she reached England. I could hardly wait, already playing the conversation in my head.
Maa, I can’t do it. I can’t stay here.
Why, beti? He is your father’s brother.
Because they’re too different. They’re not like us.
What do you mean “different”?
They … she’s fat. And … and they eat meat and chicken … and they watch Indian films every night … and she
never goes out … and my uncle has strange hot eyes. . .
I wondered where the phone was. I thought I had seen it last night in the living room. But I wasn’t sure.
Suddenly, it struck me that if I waited beside it, then when Maa called I would be the one to pick it up and so I
could tell her how I felt before my uncle and aunt got there. Before they could hear.
Quickly I stood up and rolled my mattress up against the wall as Amma had done. I stepped tentatively into the
dark corridor. In the next room I could hear Indian film music being piped out of tinny loudspeakers. In the
kitchen someone was cooking lunch already.
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I began to walk quickly down the passage. The door to my aunt’s room was ajar. just as I was about to go past,
I heard her voice,
“Leela.”
I stopped. I looked desperately down the corridor. Could I pretend I hadn’t heard?
“Leela,” she called again. “Come here.”
I could just about make out her vast form on the bed. Reluctantly I pushed the door open a little farther and
walked into her bedroom. Like mine, the room was a square box. But it had full-length windows that spanned the
width of one wall. These windows were covered by heavy red curtains, just like the ones in my room, and
everything in this room, too, was tinged by the strange light. A huge double bed dominated the room. Squeezed
against the window was a low armchair, on top of which sat another TV.
“Come inside, Leela,” the mountain on the bed whispered. “Did you sleep well?”
“Quite all right, thank you,” I replied politely.
“Come and sit here, child. I can hardly see you. You are so small and skinny.”
A huge arm emerged from under the bedcovers and beckoned. I walked forward slowly and sat down on the
edge of the bed.
“Here I am, Aunt.”
But my aunt was no longer looking at me. Her eyes were on the little TV screen, watching yet another Hindi
film. I stared at the screen dumbly, across which toy figures dashed.
Suddenly an advertisement flashed onto the TV screen. A young Indian couple, the lady in a sari and the man
in a suit, stood in the middle of a group of dancing Masai with spears. The Masai were painted for war, their faces
daubed an ochre red, their long hair plaited with mud of the same colour. They danced and stamped
unconvincingly around the couple who stood unperturbed, smiling lovingly at each other.
My lips curled in disgust. The Masai were merely stage props in this great new world of commerce. Their
wars, their affinity with the animals among whom they lived, and their predator’s view of the world, simply
weren’t real to the couple staring blindly at their own reflections in each other’s eyes. It wouldn’t matter, I thought
wryly, until one of the Masai, fed up of remaining unseen, would lean in and chop off the Asian man’s head. Then
the woman would cry and flee to England.
But my father had been different. He had truly loved Kenya. He had believed passionately in Kenyatta and the
freedom movement. So had my grandfather—he had even sheltered one of Kenyatta’s aides in our house. Because
of his love for the land, my father had understood that to be African one had to love the Africans, and love,
according to my father, only came with understanding.
But the Africans hadn’t seen that. Abruptly, I turned away from the screen as unbidden tears came to my eyes
and blurred my vision.
With my father’s death, the Africa we thought we knew and loved had died too. As my mother sold off our
life’s accumulations and waited for someone to buy our house, we moved from the two-storeyed luxury of
Parklands into a single bedroom suite, with walls painted a bilious yellow, at the Herald Court Hotel. This was
famous mainly for its nightlife. It boasted one of the roughest bars in Nairobi, which drew hard-working
secretaries, shop assistants, and nannies of easy virtue, who came there for the evening to make a little money for
that new dress they simply had to have. Our room was in the wing of the hotel that housed the bar, and getting to
our room in the evening was a form of torture I had never known existed. As I learned to sidestep the leering halfdrunk customers and lay awake on Saturday nights terrified by the screams and curses of prostitutes whose clients
refused to pay up, the grunts and thud of fists, and the whimpers of pain that followed, I realized that there had
always been two Africas in Nairobi. We had simply crossed the boundary between the two.
Sitting on my aunt’s bed, I looked around me at the red-tinged walls of her room. They were even more dreary
than those of Herald Court. Where have I come, I wondered bleakly. Suddenly the huge arm emerged again from
under the bedcovers and patted my head.
“You poor thing,” she whispered softly, “losing your father at the hands of those black savages.” She lowered
her voice dramatically and looked over her shoulder for a second.
“I must tell you the truth … I cannot hide it. They are even here, yes, in the building. Many, many of them …”
I was mystified.
“Who, Aunty? What are you talking about?”
“Them. Africans.” My heart went cold.
“They’re here?” I asked incredulously. She nodded vigorously.
“It is terrible, they are like rats, everywhere.”
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“You mean they have rats here in France also?” I asked, amazed and momentarily distracted.
“Yes, of course,” she said impatiently.
“But I thought rats only lived in poor countries.” She began to laugh, her body shaking.
“Oh, you are a funny girl,” she said finally. “Rats have no country.” Her face became serious again.
“You must be very careful here. They are in the building—lots of them. They have no morals, no rules. They
are like animals, animals.”
“But what about the French people, Aunty? Why don’t you live with them?” I asked. She looked away.
“Well,” she paused, “we would but there is no use. They are everywhere.” I shivered.
“You cannot be too careful here.”
She looked at me sternly for what felt like a long time. At last I looked down. Then she said in the voice of a
confessor,
“Amma told me what you did.” I looked back at her, confused.
“What did I do?” She looked annoyed.
“What do you mean? You don’t know what you did?” I lowered my eyes again, feeling inexplicably guilty.
“Didn’t you open the window last night?” she said finally. I looked up in surprise and then quickly averted my
eyes, biting my lip.
“It was very stupid of you. Very dangerous. You could have got us robbed, or killed. I don’t know if that’s what
you do in your country, but over here you cannot.”
“But Aunty, it was so hot,” I tried to defend myself, “and there’s no way anyone could climb these five floors
up these walls.”
“You do not know these people,” she replied. “They are very clever. They know just who to attack.”
“Do they rob and steal very often then? And do they murder as well?” I asked skeptically. “I never saw a soul
outside yesterday.”
“That is because everyone is too scared.”
“Really? But then why do you stay here, Aunty? It must be like a prison for you.”
No wonder she’s become so fat, I thought. She sighed gustily.
“I’m saving every penny I can but there is the mortgage on the shop. This is a hard country, full of foreigners
like us, struggling to survive. It is when you are most weak that bad things happen. Like your father. Poor man, he
had no luck.”
“It wasn’t a question of his luck,” I leapt to my father’s defense.
“Maybe they didn’t know Papa was still in there. He was a good person. He never hurt anyone.”
I buried my face in my hands and cried. She said nothing, but kept stroking my hair. Something in the
rhythmic way in which she did it reminded me of my mother.
“It’s the memories,” I whispered haltingly. “I cannot forget the things he said, the way he made everything
seem so big and yet so safe. Even in Nairobi National Park, you understand? Now all that is finished and I feel
like I’ve lost everything: a family, a country, a big future that was all around and waiting for me to fill it.”
My aunt didn’t respond. I looked up at her. She was watching the TV screen again. I shut my eyes and tried to
bring back the dry, clean fragrance of the grasslands, the sharp aroma of the red earth mixed with the heavier
odors of animals, smells that made me want to throw my arms out and embrace the huge blue sky, and run and run
and run. I shut my eyes tight in an effort to remember, but I could no longer feel the wide-open space, the vaulted
sky, or the motion in my feet. I was losing it. I buried my face in her lap, searching for total darkness, afraid of the
strange red light bouncing off the walls, robbing my memories of their potency.
Finally, the tears stopped: I was exhausted. I lay still in her lap, suddenly aware of the stench of hot urine that
came from it. At last my aunt broke the silence.
“So what shall we do with you now?” she asked gruffly.
I did not know what to say. Yesterday I had wanted to go and see Paris, the gardens, the shops. But today I
could no longer think of such things.
“What would you like me to do, Aunty?” I asked obediently. My aunt was pleased by my reply, but she tried to
hide it.
“We-ell, if you were a normal guest from India, I would have taken you shopping. But you don’t have any
money: And we can’t spare any of ours—what with Krishen buying the shop.”
“I don’t want any of your money, Aunt Latha,” I replied, stung. She looked satisfied.
“Well, then, no reason to go out at all. Your uncle will bring back a movie from the shop this evening and we
can watch it tonight.”
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Her eyes went back to the screen. I watched her miserably. Suddenly, she said,
“You know it was my idea to have videos from India. Your uncle was scared. But I just went ahead and wrote
to a cousin of mine in Bombay asking him to send us a dozen. And now they are selling like hotcakes. All the
Tamils and even the Arabs are jealous.” Then her eyes came back to me.
“So what shall we do with you? Maybe you should help Amma with the cooking. Or if you like, I will let you
cook the dinner tonight, yes? The Ramdhunes are coming for dinner with their daughter.”
I looked down at the counterpane and didn’t answer. I didn’t know how to cook. In Nairobi, it was always my
mother who cooked, or the servants. I found it a waste of time. When my mother tried to teach me, I ran to my
father who always took my side.
“I c-can’t,” I replied uneasily.
“You can’t what?” my aunt asked.
“I can’t cook,” I said defiantly. “My father didn’t think I needed to, either.”
Aunty Latha looked at me with distaste. Finally, she said,
“We’ll have to teach you then. In France we don’t have servants, and everyone has to do their share of the
housework.”
My ears burned. After a few seconds I replied docilely,
“I promise I will learn, Aunty.”
“Go and help Amma then. The guests will be arriving at seven and there is a lot to be done.” …
1971
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1
That summer the heat had enveloped the whole of Shahkot in a murky yellow haze. The clutter of rooftops and
washing lines that usually stretched all the way to the foothills at the horizon grew blurred and merged with the
dust-filled sky.
Problems have been located in the cumulus that have become overly heated,

read Mr. Chawla from the newspaper.
It is all a result of volcanic ash thrown up in the latest spurt of activity in Tierra del Fuego.

And a little later he reported to whomever might be listening:
The problem lies in the currents off the West African coastline and the unexplained molecular movement observed
in the polar ice-caps.

And:
Iraq attempts to steal monsoon by deliberately creating low pressure over desert provinces and deflecting winds
from India.

And even:
Hungarian musician offers to draw rain clouds from Europe to India via the music of his flute.

“Why can’t they think of serious solutions?” asked Mr. Chawla. “It is too hot to fool about with Hungarian
musicians.”
Shahkot boasted some of the highest temperatures in the country and here there were dozens of monsooninducing proposals. Mr. Chawla himself submitted a proposal to the forestry department for the cutting and
growing of vegetation in elaborate patterns; the army proposed the scattering and driving of clouds by jet planes
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flying in a special geometric formation; the police, a frog wedding to be performed by temple priests. Vermaji of
the university invented a giant fan which he hoped would attract the southern monsoon clouds by creating a wind
tunnel moving north toward the Himalayas, and he petitioned the Electricity Supply Board for enough power to
test it. Amateur scientists from Mr. Barnala of Tailor Gully to Miss Raina from the Sainik Farms area attended
trade fairs where they displayed instruments that emitted magnetic rays and loud buzzing sounds. Everyone in the
town was worried. The mercury in the police station thermometer exceeded the gradations Kapoor & Sons Happy
Weather Company had seen fit to establish, leaping beyond memory and imagination, and outdoing the
predictions of even Mr. Chawla’s mother, Ammaji, who liked to think she knew exactly what the future would
bring.
It was a summer that sent the dizzy pulse of fever into the sky, in which even rules and laws that usually stood
straight and purposeful grew limp, like plants exposed to the afternoon sun, and weak. The heat softened and
spread the roads into sticky pools of pitch and melted the grease in the Brigadier’s mustache so that it drooped and
uncurled, casting shadows on his fine, crisp presence. It burned the Malhotra’s daughter far too dark for a decent
marriage and caused the water, if it came at all, to spurt, scalding, from the taps. The bees flew drunk on nectar
that had turned alcoholic; the policemen slept all day in the banana grove; the local judge bribed an immigration
official and left to join his brother in Copenhagen. Foreigners in their tour buses turned and went home, while
Shahkotians argued for spots directly below their ceiling fans, leaving only for minutes if absolutely necessary
and then hurrying back. In the marketplace, they raided the shops for palm leaf fans and bought gray blocks of ice
that smoked like small fires. They rested their heads against the coolness of melons before cutting into them, held
glasses against cheeks and foreheads between sips, fanned themselves at the stove with bunches of spinach before
letting go reluctantly, for the sake of the evening meal.
The weeks passed, but the monsoon did not arrive. And by the time it was September, they had given up hope.
*
It was this year that Sampath Chawla was born to his mother, Kulfi. She was twenty-one years old, newly
married to Mr. Chawla, and pregnant. By late September the heat and lack of rain had combined to produce
terrible conditions of drought. She grew bigger as it got worse. It got to be so bad that famine-relief camps were
set up by the Red Cross to the west of Shahkot. The supply planes flew right over the bazaar and Shahkotians,
watching with their heads tilted back, wondered why they didn’t stop for them as well, for surely they were
suffering quite enough to warrant the same attention and care being so assiduously delivered elsewhere. The
ration shop was distributing rice and lentils in smaller and smaller portions all the time. There was no fruit to be
found anywhere and hardly any vegetables. Prices had risen so high, nobody would buy the scraggy chickens
sitting in cages outside the meat shop. Finally the poor butcher had to eat them himself, and after the last one, he
was forced to turn vegetarian like the rest of the town.
Kulfi, in these months, was so enormously large, she seemed to be claiming all the earth’s energy for herself,
sapping it dry, leaving it withered, shriveled and yellow. People stopped short in amazement as she walked down
the street. How big she was! They forgot their dealings in the almost empty marketplace. They teetered on their
bicycles as they looked around for just another sight of that stomach extending improbably before her like a huge
growth upon a slender tree. Her eyes were so dark, so sooty and vehement, though, these people who turned their
heads to stare turned quickly away again, ill at ease for some reason and unsettled. Not noticing them, she passed
by as if they weren’t there at all. On her face, about her mouth and in the set of her chin was an expression intent
and determined but yet far away and distant, as if all her thoughts were concentrated upon a point invisible to
everybody but herself. She walked through Shahkot like this, as distracted as this, as strange as this.
“What do you expect?” asked Ammaji, her mother-in-law, making excuses when curious neighbors asked
about Kulfi’s state of mind. “What do you expect from a woman with a baby in her belly like a little fish?”
But Kulfi was not thinking of the baby in her belly like a little fish. She was thinking of fish themselves. Of
fish in many forms. Of fish big enough and good enough to feed the hunger that had overtaken her in the past
months like a wave. She thought of fish curries and fish kebabs. Of pomfret, bekti, ruhi. Of shoals of whiskered
shrimp. Of chewy mussels. She thought of food abundant in all its many incarnations. Of fenugreek and camel
milk, yam and corn. Mangoes and coconuts and custard apples. Mushrooms sprouting like umbrellas in the
monsoon season. Nuts, wrinkled in their shells, brown-skinned, milky-fleshed.
The house was small for her big desire. She walked from the tiny blue bedroom to the kitchen thick with the
smell of kerosene, around the table and chairs, up and down the balcony, down the stairs past the rooms of
neighbors who shook their heads over her, then around the jamun tree in the middle of the courtyard.
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“Oh dear, what is going to become of this woman?” said Lakshmiji, the Raipurs, the Bengali teacher, and all of
the others when they looked out of their windows, when they gossiped at the tea stall or sat in each other’s houses
eating peanuts together.
“There was always something odd about her,” they said. “You could tell this from the minute she entered
Shahkot.”
Meal after meal of just rice and lentils could not begin to satisfy the hunger that grew inside Kulfi; she bribed
the vegetable sellers and the fruit sellers and the butcher with squares of silk, with embroidery, a satin petticoat,
an earring set in gold, a silver nutcracker, bits of her dowry that had not yet been pawned. She bribed them until
they had nothing left to give her anyway. By then, her hunger was so fierce, it was like a big, prowling animal. In
her mind, aubergines grew large and purple and crisp, and then, in a pan, turned tender and melting. Ladyfingers
were flavored with tamarind and coriander. Chicken was stewed with cloves and cardamom. She thought of
chopping and bubbling, of frying, slicing, stirring, grating.
“What on earth is she doing?” shouted Mr. Chawla as he watched his wife disappear down the road to the
marketplace again and again, as he surveyed the emptying cupboards in the house, the missing items, the gaps on
the shelves. “What have you married me to, Amma?” he demanded ferociously of his mother, who looked worried
as well. However, since she was responsible for the marriage, she put her worry as far from herself as possible,
clucked her tongue and said soothingly:
“She is at a very delicate stage. Wait a little and maybe she will come out of it.”
“Come out of it.” He snorted. “She is not going to come out of it. And if the baby takes after her, we are really
in for trouble.”
Oddness, like aches and pains, fits of tears and lethargy, always made him uneasy and he had a fear of these
uncontrollable, messy puddles of life, the sticky humanness of things. He intended to keep his own involvement
with such matters to the minimum, making instead firm progress in the direction of cleanliness and order. He went
to the public library to look for books about babies and waited in line outside the Mission School to enroll the
baby well in advance, for he knew how long the waiting lists were. He collected vitamins and tonics from the
government clinic.
“You must take care to boil your drinking water for twenty minutes.”
He followed Kulfi about the house reading aloud from his library book as she ignored him. He held one of his
fingers up in the air. Despite his young age and slight build, he felt a powerful claim to authority.
“You must sit down and rest after any exercise,” he advised. And:
“You must stand up and exercise regularly and diligently.” And:
“Don’t eat raw fruit anymore.” And:
“Don’t sing songs and tire yourself out. Don’t drink tea on an empty stomach. Keep yourself extra clean. Wash
your hair, take a nap, put your legs up in the air and do bicycling exercises.” He wiped the sweat from his
forehead with a handkerchief and continued following his wife, even though it was clear she had no interest
whatsoever in what he was saying.
Ammaji had her own ideas. She had her own ideas of how a woman’s pregnancy should be managed. She
fussed with pillows and herbs, with hairbrushes and bottles of strong-scented oil for massages.
“Sing songs to improve the baby’s mood,” she advised. “Go to the temple. Say the right prayers. Make sure the
baby is healthy. Make sure the planetary configurations are good. Make sure you have no lice. Make sure you
smell nice, and the baby will smell nice too.”
Everywhere there was the feeling of breath being drawn in and held, as if it wouldn’t be let free again until the
baby was born and it could be released—released happy and full of relief if the baby was a boy; released full of
disappointment and resentment if it wasn’t.
In Kulfi’s stomach Sampath was at first quiet, as if he weren’t there at all. Then, as if excited, he grew bolder
and more full of life, until he kicked and turned and even leapt. Kulfi paced up and down, up and down, with her
hands upon her belly, and thought she might soon begin to scream, and that, whether she wanted to or not, she
might continue to scream all the way up until the birth and maybe even after. Her stomach grew larger, her dreams
of eating more extravagant. The house seemed to shrink. All about her the summer stretched white-hot into an
infinite distance.
Finally, in desperation for another landscape, she found a box of old crayons in the back of a cupboard and,
with a feeling bordering on hysteria, she began to draw on the dirty, stained walls of the house. She drew around
the pictures of babies Ammaji had put up. Babies eating porridge, posing with dolls and fluffy yellow chicks,
attempting somersaults. Babies fat and fair and male that Ammaji hoped would somehow, through some
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mysterious osmotic process, influence the formation of her grandchild. Kulfi drew around these pictures and
sometimes over them. She drew a pond, dark but leaping with colorful fish. A field of bright pineapples and pale,
dangling snake-gourd. Big lumbering jackfruit in a jackfruit tree and a scratching bunch of chickens.
As her husband and mother-in-law retreated in horror, not daring to upset her or the baby still inside her, she
drew a parade of cooks beheading goats. Others running to a marketplace overflowing with things to bargain over.
Some standing over steaming pots with ladles or pounding whole spices on a grinding stone. She drew creepers
and vines that climbed in at the window and spilled a wilderness of leaves upon the walls. She began to draw fruit
she did not know; spices yet to be discovered in hidden pods or sequestered in the heart of unknown flowers. She
drew dishes that she had never eaten: a black buck suspended over a fire with a row of ingredients destined to
transform it into magnificence; a peacock cavorting among cloves of garlic; a boar entangled in a jungle of
papaya trees. Onions grew large beneath her feet; creepers burst from the floorboards; fish swam beneath the
doors.
In the next room was the sound of Mr. Chawla pacing up and down.
“What have we got ourselves into?” The sound of Ammaji whispering:
“Just wait a little, beta, wait and see.” Outside, in the barren sky, the drone of the Red Cross planes.
*
When there was almost no space left to draw on anymore, when the walls, floor and ceiling were full, packed
tight to the point of bursting, Sampath was born. And he was born in such remarkable circumstances, they were
remembered for ever afterward by the people of Shahkot.
One day, as Kulfi was at the bedroom window looking at the street, prepared to sit through another seemingly
endless stretch of time until Ammaji finally cooked and served her dinner, all of a sudden a shadow fell across the
sun and magically, as quickly as a winter’s day tumbles into smoky evening and then night, the white-lit afternoon
deepened into the color of old parchment as the sky darkened. Curtains billowed white out of every window. Bits
of newspaper and old plastic bags turned cartwheels in the indigo streets. The air thinned and stirred in a breeze
that brought goose bumps out upon her arms.
“Look!” Kulfi shouted. “Here comes the rain!”
She could hear the sound of cheering from the bazaar. And she watched the children in the streets leap like
frogs, unable to keep still in their excitement.
“It’s getting cold!” they shouted, and pretended to shake. “It’s going to rain!”
They wrestled and tussled with each other in an exuberance of spirit while the grown-ups hurried, in this
shifting, shadowed light to get to the market and back, to bring in washing, to carry in string cots. They raised
their hands in greeting to each other:
“At last! The monsoon!”
Who knew whether it came because of the giant fan, the wedding of frogs, the Pied Piper, because of mercurial
powers or magician’s marvels? And in the end, who cared? The rain had come to Shahkot. The monsoon was in
town. Kulfi watched with unbelieving elation as the approaching smell of rain spiked the air like a flower, as the
clouds shifted in from the east reached the trees at the town’s edge and moved in.
In the Chawla household, Mr. Chawla bustled about with plastic sheeting, while Ammaji placed buckets
outside to catch the rainwater and brought out candles and kerosene lanterns in preparation for the inevitable
breakdown of electricity. They paused, though, to test the growing strength of the wind against their cheeks;
looked up to check the progress of the clouds. When they were finally prepared for the downpour, they watched
from the windows like Kulfi and the rest of Shahkot’s residents, leaning from balconies and verandahs, from
beneath the flaps of scooter rickshaws; the entire town, with anxious, upturned eyes, until an especially strong
gust sent the leaves flying like birds before gunshot and brought the first drops of water to sound loud against the
parched earth.
Kulfi watched the rain. It came down fast and then faster yet. It filled up every bit of sky. It was like no other
sound on earth and nothing that was ever suggested by the thin trickles from Shahkot taps. It came down black
with dust from the sky and dirt on the trees, and then clear. But always louder. She stretched out her hands to feel
the weight of the drops on her flat palms and then put her face out too, holding it, luminous, pale, in this town
enclosed within the dark heart of the monsoon.
As she did so, she felt Sampath kick inside her stomach. Her heart jumped in rhythm. He kicked harder and
harder.
The jamun tree in the courtyard thrashed and creaked. The rain streamed down Kulfi’s hair and washed over
her face. Her husband shouted:
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“Get away from the open window!”
She paid no attention. He wrapped her in a square of plastic, but she shrugged it off. The rain descended in
great sweeping sheets.
The neighbors withdrew in quick, sharp movements, slammed their windows, barred their doors, but Kulfi
stretched out farther still, farther and farther until the rain took up all the space inside her head. It seized her brain,
massaged and incorporated her into the watery sounds, until she felt that she herself might turn to storm and
disappear in this blowing, this growling, this lightning flutter quick as a moth’s wing. If she would only let go of
the metal window frame, she could take all those tedious days of summer and crash them to the ground, transform
them into water and wind and pounding.
She felt her muscles contract as a clap of thunder echoed about her. Again, the thunder roared. Kulfi, soaking
wet, opened her mouth wide and roared back. Below her, the ground had disappeared. Ponds formed, joined to
make lakes and ran down streets to make rivers. Rivers took the place of roads.
A mere two hours later, Mr. Chawla and Ammaji running back and forth with cloths and hot water, the storm
still raging, rain pouring through windows that would not stay closed and flooding in beneath the doors, Sampath
was born. As his face, with a brown birthmark upon one cheek, appeared to the cheers of his family, there was a
roaring overhead that almost split their eardrums, followed by a vast crash in the street outside.
“What was that?” said Mr. Chawla nervously, as the ground shuddered. Could it be that his son’s birth had
coincided with the end of the world? Leaving Kulfi and the new baby, he and Ammaji ran to the window to
investigate, and discovered that far from being the end of things it was more like the beginning.
Caught in their old jamun tree, they saw a crate of Red Cross supplies that had been dropped by a Swedish
relief plane befuddled by the storm in a move that must surely have been planned by the gods. The departing
plane rose high into the sky and vanished among the swirling clouds, unmoved apparently by the townspeople
jumping and waving down below as they ran out despite the downpour to greet this unexpected largesse. Draped
in the foliage of the ruined jamun, they discovered containers full of sugar and tea, of rehydration mixes, dried
milk powder, raisins and digestive biscuits. There were unidentifiable powders in packages covered with pictures
of smiling foreign women. There were nuts, sweets and baby-food tins galore. Filling their arms with their share
of this booty, they ran up and down.
Climbing high into the tree, the street urchins tossed down what they found lodged in the broken branches. Mr.
Chawla ran back and forth like a silly chicken, filling a shopping bag with supplies, while Ammaji alerted
neighbors to the birth by shouting out of the window near Kulfi’s bedside. Soon the house was full of wellwishers, chattering excitedly, not knowing whether to talk of the baby or the rain or the food.
“Wonderful,” they kept exclaiming, water dripping from their clothes to form pools about their feet. “What a
beautiful baby … and can you believe the monsoon? Oh and the food! … What a baby!”
Only Kulfi was quiet. She looked at the tiny creature in her hands, a creature that looked as if he had come
from another planet altogether, or had been discovered in the woods, like something alien and strange. The baby’s
eyes were closed and his fingers were tightly curled. His face was red and his skull pointed. She looked at his
strangeness and felt a sense of peace and comfort descend upon her. Soon the storm would end and the world
would grow silent and fragrant, the air weathered soft as the hour of sleep. Soon the winged ants would be flying
and lizards would grow fat on dozens of multiplying insects. The water would turn muddy and soft. Doors would
swell and it would be impossible to close them once opened, or to open them once closed. Fungus and mold
would sprout green and voluptuous and armies of mushrooms would gather in the cupboard under the sink.
Attempting to include Kulfi in their high spirits, the neighbors assured her that her son was destined for
greatness, that the world, large and mysterious beyond Shahkot, had taken notice of him.
“Look! Even people in Sweden have remembered to send a birthday present.” And:
“Let’s name him Sampath,” they said. “Good fortune.” For though he might not be very plump or very fair, he
was triumphantly and indisputably male.
In great good humor, chewing on famine relief, they celebrated by the light of a roomful of candles, for the
electricity had, of course, gone.
2
Twenty years later, in the very same house and in the very same room, Sampath Chawla, with spider-like legs
and arms, thin and worried-looking, lay awake under a fan. It thrashed and swung above him, making as much
noise as a gale, although Sampath could feel only the faintest tremor of an air current playing about his toes.
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All around him, his family lay and snored: his father, mother, grandmother and his younger sister, Pinky,
swathed in quantities of flowered organza.
Rrrrr. Rrrrr. Phurrrr. Wheeeeee. Rrrrrrr.
What a racket! Sampath listened to each hostile inhalation. Even in sleep, he thought, disgusted, his family
showed themselves incapable of pleasant displays of consideration. Self-indulgent as always, they worked their
way noisily through their dreams, keeping Sampath, meanwhile, awake and tossing. Even his mother, whom he
loved most of all, had forgotten him in sleep. .
He kicked a foot up into the air with impatience.
“Sshh, shhh,” he said out loud, but it was a poor, sad sound and they took no notice.
Wheeeeeeeee. Rrrrr. Rrrrrr.
It was too bad they were not rich enough for everyone to have their own room and their own fan. However,
Sampath decided, for his own sake, it would be best to suppress his irritation. His family might be unable to
respect the holy silence with which sleep should be imbued, but he would not lose his temper.
Making a new effort and a new start, he moved his body around so his head occupied the place where his feet
had been. The puny bit of breeze picked up a strand of his hair and dangled it over his face so it tickled like a fly.
He grabbed at it, pulled it out, scratched his face and composed himself again.
The fan squeaked. He thought it might fall on top of him, smashing his face as flat as a child’s drawing. This
thought became more and more persistent. The electrician, after all, had just been cleaning it, and it was wellknown in the whole of Shahkot how shamefully bad Bunty Chopra was at his job.
Sampath got up from under this dangerous appliance and lay on the floor, spreading his arms and legs and
fingers as far apart as he could, so that not a single part of his sweaty, uncomfortable body would touch another.
He lay flat like that and opened his mouth wide to facilitate the easy intake of air and, he hoped, the quick arrival
of dreams. As soon as he had thus arranged himself, however, the power failed and the fan slowed to a standstill.
Instead of dissipating into some blissful, cloudy realm, Sampath’s concentration sharpened like a knife at all the
places where his bones pressed against the hard floor. Once again, despite himself, he became conscious of the
snores of his family who loomed alarmingly above him now he was on the ground, their hips rising like
mountains far too high to climb.
How did they expect him to rest as they roared and vibrated like giants? As they sent their snores all the way to
the top of the ceiling? Back and forth so the disturbing qualities of each sound accumulated and weighed on
Sampath like a grinding stone? The room was hot and stuffy. His body felt heavy and dull. He knew, in a flash,
that it might never be possible for him to move again. He was drowning; he would sink like a stone to a place as
deep and dark as the sea floor.
Making a heroic effort, propelled by a terrible feeling of panic, Sampath brought all the strength of his will
together. In a crucial show of determination, unwitnessed by anyone, he rose, ran into the living room and burst
through the door that led to the roof.
*
Upstairs, however, it was as hot as in the room below. The moon was pale and mildew-like, just a lifeless
smudge against the night. Not one of the streetlights worked, and they wouldn’t work, everyone knew, until the
next local election. Then there would be a flurry of excitement, with five- and ten-point plans for the improvement
of electricity supplies, and enough modern technology, they always promised, to send Shahkot and its residents
bounding into the twenty-first century. Sampath walked up and down, the pale glow of his white pajama kurta the
only moving thing in this night so still, it seemed to be molding itself perfectly against his body, so he knew it
would be impossible to shake off; that there it would be, clinging to him even if he jumped or beat around him
with a stick.
Up and down, back and forth. He walked to calm himself, as you would walk with a baby who cries and cries
and cannot sleep. Above, there weren’t any stars, only the lights now and then of planes, flying on their way to
who knows where. To Calcutta? Madras? Madurai? To England or America? It was a terrible thing to be awake
while some people flew, carrying the world over his head, and others slept, claiming it from under his feet. He
was grateful, though, for the feel, rough and sandy, of the bricks beneath him, the uneven surfaces and the thinridged crisscross of lines. For the cool smoothness, now and then, of a fallen leaf.
He picked them up one by one and held them against his lips to imitate the dull brrrrrr of a cricket; rolled
them against his cheek and in his hot, sticky fingers, until they too became damp and warm. He sampled some
ginger pickle from a jar set out to mature on the roof along with a whole row of mango, lime and pumpkin pickle
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jars. As the night wore on, he sampled a bit from every jar so as to decide on which kind, if any, he liked best.
And by and by, between mouthfuls, without even knowing it, he started to sing:
“Sooner or later,” he sang softly, “there will come a magic hour, when I spot a princess from the kingdom of
Cooch Behar.”\fn{The only planned town in North Bengal region with remnants of royal heritage, at one time a princely state
surrendering full sovereignty only to India in 1949; it is still possessed of its royal palace }
A passing car sent its searchlight-glare crazy and liquid over the sides of the buildings and into the trees,
revealing not the colors, the daylight solidity of things, but a world of dark gaps cut from an empty skin of light.
“When my mouth I’ll open, I’ll think of nothing to say, and this lady so fine and beautiful will continue on her
way. Goodbye, my princess of Cooch Behar, may we meet again …”
The sound of his small voice, so bravely singing, cheered him up a little.
*
By the time the night watchman cycled past on his way home from the wealthy neighborhood where he
worked, Sampath was shaky on his feet from lack of sleep.
Phee—pheee—phee; the watchman blew his whistle as if in a nasty attempt to awaken all those who might still
be sleeping. Sampath watched as the shadows retreated, as Shahkot was offered up once again, whole and intact,
with its overflowing rubbish heaps and its maze of streets. Bit by bit he saw the jumble of wires spilling out at the
top of the electricity pole and the dirty, stained walls of the houses that rose high all about him, with their
complications of rooftops and verandahs; their clutter of television aerials, washing lines and courtyards filled
with bicycles and raggedy plants and all the paraphernalia of loud and large families.
The municipal water supply was turned on. From every kitchen and bathroom in Shahkot there was the sound
of water pumps, thin streams of water dribbling into the first in a long line of buckets and pots and pans waiting to
be filled. Sampath’s father appeared down below with his yoga mat. Women emerged from different houses,
converging in their walk to the Mother Dairy booth, and the priests in the temple at the end of the road launched
into song, their voices richer and stronger than Sampath’s, their hymns rising, undulating, soaring over the
rooftops.
Sampath wondered if the cloudiness in his mind could be driven away with strong morning tea, with a good
brushing of his teeth; if the emptiness in his belly could ever be filled. Descending the steps back into the house,
he met Ammaji leaving with her milk pail, her white sari in messy folds about her. She looked like a pale sea
creature washed onto the shore, marked by the tides, crumpled and creased. Ammaji looked at her grandson’s
tired eyes.
“Didn’t you sleep?” she asked. “How will you last the day?” She pinched his cheek with tender reproach.
3
In the courtyard down below, Mr. Chawla began his morning exercises. Determined to start the day in a
purposeful manner, according to schedule and habit, he spat out the last remnants of sleep and inertia in a
perfectly aimed rainbow spray of spittle. He stood in a patch of sunlight where the shadows cast by the jamun tree
could not reach him. Still, at the spot where the Red Cross crate had landed the night of his son’s birth, there was
a large gap that marred the tree’s otherwise elegant proportions. Mr. Chawla bent forward to touch his toes, then
backward to form a perfect arc, one taut and tight enough to catapult himself into the sky.
“Ommmmm!”
He let his voice fly in triumph over the rooftops.
“Ommmmmm!” he roared, teeth gleaming in the morning rays.
“Ommmmm!”
He informed the world that he, Mr. R. K. Chawla (B.A., Pass), head clerk at the Reserve Bank of Shahkot, was
ready for a new day. The air vibrated as if shot through by arrows. He was forty years old, hale and hearty. And if
he was balding a little and had a small belly … well, he liked this look; it added importance to his words and
inspired respect. He stepped out into the world firm-footed and sure, putting to shame the sorry young men who
drooped about the town, ignoring their responsibilities. Slapping his chest and swinging his arms, he jogged up
and down around the courtyard. Later, as he oiled himself with coconut oil in the small bathroom, he shouted
from behind the closed door:
“The tooth powder is almost gone. You could buy some more from Diana Stores.” Or:
“Why don’t you go and see if Lakshmiji’s fever is better?” Or:
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“The drain must be unblocked. Don’t come complaining to me when we’re overtaken by the world’s largest
cockroach population.”
He hoped to inspire his family to seek out a day as full of promise and activity as his own would be. When he
took a bath, he crashed the metal buckets together loudly and poured water over himself in energetic mugfuls,
flooding the entire bathroom so that miniature waves sloshed through the gap beneath the door. When he
emerged, smooth-cheeked and fresh, redolent with Lifebuoy soap, he stirred the house into such a commotion the
family thought they’d need the rest of the day to recover.
His shirt needed to be ironed. His shoes had been discovered dusty, dirty and unpolished. His socks upset him
because they gathered in folds about his ankles instead of snapping with the satisfying sound of good elastic to a
desirable mid-calf level. Ammaji and Pinky ran up and down trying to carry out his demands. While trying to
coordinate all the various activities needed to solve these problems, Mr. Chawla read out bits from the newspaper
as was his custom.
“What did I tell you?” he said, delighted. “Another corrupt politician! Before we are properly out of one
international scandal, we are in another. Our politicians are growing careless. They are opening more Swiss bank
accounts than they have Gandhi caps to distract us with. Not one truthful politician in the whole country. Yes, our
parliament is made of thieves, each one answerable to the prime minister, who is the biggest thief of them all.
Look how well he’s doing. With each new photograph he is fatter than before.”
Kulfi, though, was not interested. She sat by the window, thinking of the deep-scented, deep-hearted world of
peppercorn berries, of cinnamon bark, of the flower-buds of cloves and cassia, and the saffron stigmas of the
crocus. On the walls behind her were traces of the drawings she had made so many years ago, still visible from
behind a thin layer of whitewash.
By this time, it had been generally acknowledged that she was a little eccentric to say the least. Her hunger
during first one pregnancy and then another had settled into a permanent obsession with food. As the years
progressed, she grew more peculiar. Ignoring completely the hullabaloo created by her husband, she continued to
stare out of the window while her daughter complained about the choice of news items being read aloud.
“Hoo,” said Pinky, flapping her towel in exasperation as she paused on the way to the bathroom. “What is
there to get so excited about? It is always the same old story. Each year the same scandal. Why don’t you read
something that will affect us? For example, the Cinema Monkey. Is there anything about the Cinema Monkey?”
“What monkey?” asked her father, bewildered.
“See, you are completely out of touch with local issues! For the past month he has been creating havoc outside
the cinema, harassing ladies, pulling at their saris until they drop their peanut cones. And all those boys from the
university—they are going especially to the cinema, not to see any movies, but just to stand outside and watch the
girls getting their clothes pulled off! Haw-ji-haw, I am too scared to go anymore.”
Her father snorted.
“Why don’t you take Sampath with you?” said Ammaji, trying to find Mr. Chawla a good pair of socks while
also sipping tea from a saucer. “He can protect you.”
“Sampath!” said Pinky. “What good will Sampath be! The monkey will probably choose me as the best person
to target if Sampath is with me.”
“That’s true,” Ammaji agreed and took another sip of tea. “He is not very threatening. Poor Sampath,” she
said. “Look at him, sitting, sitting there as usual, with no raise in pay or promotion anywhere in sight.”
Mr. Chawla looked over to where his son was slouched over the table, his breakfast a spreading untidiness of
crumbs around his plate. Before him a fly, vibrating like a machine, circled lower and lower over the bowl of fruit
that had been bought by his wife after much deliberation from the fruit stall. Careful as a pilot, it settled on the
ripest plum in the dish. Imagine its delight in finding such a thing indoors; it ran up and down to gauge the size of
its discovery, stopping only occasionally to rub its thin black hands together like a greedy businessman. Sampath
lifted the ruddy globe of fruit to get a better view of its long-snouted face when, right by his nose, there was a
whoosh of movement and Mr. Chawla, taking notice of his son’s distressing lack of initiative, brought down the
rolled-up newspaper—Boom!—hard on the fly, leaving nothing but feeble legs waving above a dirty, jammy mess
and a blur of iridescent wing.
“Where is your common sense these days?” said Mr. Chawla. “God only knows what cow dung heaps and
garbage dumps these flies come from. Come on. Eat your breakfast.” He sat down at the table opposite him and
put aside the paper.
“How is your work going?”
“All right,” mumbled Sampath. The reply irritated Mr. Chawla.
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“All right!” he exclaimed, his eyebrows raised. “All right? You don’t sound very certain. If things were going
all right, you wouldn’t be earning the same salary you were earning last year and the year before that, now would
you?”
*
One by one, all Sampath’s classmates had found employment. Even the ones with report cards that were just like
his. Report cards with so many red F’s the letter seemed to have multiplied with abandon, run wild by the absence
of competition from the rest of the alphabet. Only Sampath had been left idle, spending many blissful hours
dreaming in the tea stalls and singing to himself in the public gardens, until at last Mr. Chawla had found a
suitable job for his son.
“What job?” all the curious and nosy people in Shahkot asked. To these people, Mr. Chawla said,
“He is in government service.”
Government service! People thought of afternoon siestas. Of tea boys running up and down with glasses of
steaming milky tea all day long. They thought of free medicines at the dispensary and pensions. Of ration cards
and telephones. Of gas connections that could be had so easily. They thought of how this was a country with many
festivals and holidays. Of how the government offices closed for each one. They imagined a job where, even if
your boss turned out to be unpleasant, there were always plenty of people to shout at, people whom you could
shout at even louder than your boss had shouted at you. The sweeper or the messenger boy, for example. You
could say:
“Where is your mind? Did it fall out on your way to work?” Or:
“Watch out or I’ll give you a good kick that will send you from Shahkot all the way into the Bay of Bengal.”
What pleasure there was to be had in a job like that! Really, it was a fine thing to have a son in the government.
People thought of the Ministry of Finance. Of Industry. Of Forestry and Ladies’ Welfare. Of Fisheries. Of Art and
Culture. Of Transport.
Sampath, working at the back desk in the Shahkot post office, however, did not consider himself to be so
terribly lucky.
*
Mr. Chawla swallowed a whole clove of blood-cleansing garlic with a mouthful of water and a loud gulp. His
son was so very annoying. He remembered how, as a young man himself, he had been so full of promise and
efficiency. He had been smart, nimble and quick, the opposite of his son, who, now that the fly was dead, sat
contemplating the mushrooming of milky clouds in his tea with a blank and hopeless expression on his face.
“A job,” he said to him, launching into one of the lectures he felt compelled to give Sampath every now and
then, “a job has two major sides to it. And it is of no significance if you are the prime minister or the sweeper boy,
they are the same two points. First, the work itself. Put your best foot forward always. Even if it involves
something a little extra, such as making railway bookings for your boss, don’t complain. It is only a small thing.”
Ammaji came in from the kitchen where she was preparing the lunch boxes. Kulfi cooked only when
inspiration overtook her; she left the humdrum cooking to Ammaji.
“Do you want plain parathas\fn{A whole-wheat Indian flat-bread} for your tiffin,\fn{Luncheon meal; a British
term} or would you rather have parathas with radish?” asked Ammaji.
“I would like peacocks and pomegranates,” said Kulfi, so softly that nobody heard her. Mr. Chawla flapped his
hand in impatience at his mother as he answered for both himself and Sampath.
“Radish,” he said and waved Ammaji away. “When your boss speaks to you, stand up always—there is no
harm in showing respect—and say: ‘”I will see to it right now, sir.’ This brings us to the second major point.” His
mother came in again.
“I could make you aloo bhaji,”\fn{A dish of potatoes and onions, diced, cooked and mixed with spices } she said, “if the
parathas will not be enough.”
“Pheasants, peacocks, pomegranates,” said Kulfi. But again nobody heard her and Mr. Chawla addressed his
mother:
“We are having an important discussion, and you are interrupting us with your talk of tiffin boxes! Do you
want aloo bhaji, do you want radishes … here we are trying to talk about Sampath’s career prospects.
“But what am I talking about?” she protested. “I am also talking about Sampath’s career prospects. If he didn’t
eat properly, he would not even reach the office. He would fall into the gutter from hunger. Anyway, how can you
sit all day and add up numbers when in your stomach there is a zero amount of food?” she asked triumphantly.
“Put whatever you want in the lunch boxes!” he shouted back at her, bad-tempered. “What does it matter? Why
don’t you think of something else for a change? What do you care if the sky falls on your grandson’s head so long
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as he has a gulab jamun\fn{A popular sweet made of a dough consisting mainly of milk solids—traditionally, khoya, an Indian milk
product (buffalo milk), rolled into a ball together with some flour and then deep fried; then put into in a sugar syrup flavored with
cardamom seeds and rosewater, kewra or saffron } in his mouth? No wonder the boy has turned out like this, spending his

life at the bottom of a ladder.”
Sampath sat between them, looking as if he might just keel over.
“He is like this,” said Pinky, painting her nails in the morning sun that streamed through the window and
surveying her hands with satisfaction. “He is like this by nature. But he should buy new shoes from Bata. Looking
like that, he will not get anywhere.”
“Oh, leave him alone,” said Ammaji. “His stars are good. This is just a temporary phase. Give him a good head
massage every day and the obstruction to his progress will go away.”
“Phoo!” Mr. Chawla snorted. “Progress! Ever since he was born, this boy has been progressing steadily in the
wrong direction. Instead of trying to work his way upward, he started on a downward climb and now he is almost
as close to the bottom as he could ever be.”
“But the world is round,” said Ammaji, pleased by her own cleverness. “Wait and see! Even if it appears he is
going downhill, he will come up out on the other side. Yes, on top of the world. He is just taking the longer route.”
“He is not taking any route, I tell you. He has missed the route altogether. He is just sitting by the side playing
with flies.”
Mr. Chawla turned back to Sampath, who had closed his eyes, imagining a long and peaceful sleep in a cool
dark place.
“Come on,” his father urged him. “Get ready for work. It’s nine o’clock. Why are you still sitting here like a
potato?” He twitched with impatience.
“What is the matter with this family? I am the only one with any sense of responsibility, any idea of the way
things work in this world. If it wasn’t for me, Sampath would be sitting in a special museum for people who are a
cross between potatoes and human beings.” In the tone of a tour guide, he intoned:
“Watch how this peculiar vegetable spends its day.” And, to show just what he thought of the way this peculiar
vegetable spent its day, he picked up his lunch box and marched, each footstep firm and loud, down the stairs on
his way to work.
“Pheasants, peacocks, pomegranates, potatoes … poor Sampath,” murmured Kulfi to herself. …
236.254 Excerpt from Gypsy Masala, A Story Of Dreams\fn{by Preethi Nair (1971- )} Kerala State, India (F) 8
1
“Go away phantom sore throat, untie the muffler and release me so that I may go forth and conquer all that lies
before me.”
I had always been a drama queen. I can remember being six or seven, scarf tied around my neck, sitting with
my Auntie Sheila and her friends listening to incessant banter and clattering coffee cups. Suddenly, I would bolt
forth, untie my scarf and ask Argentina not to cry for me. My aunties would stop their slurping and look at me
with bewildered eyes. Years later Evita plays on and that child echoes, lost somewhere within me.
The misconception that I was light years ahead of everyone else had been cast at a very early age. The spots on
the Dalmatian complex came to fruition when, playing the Virgin Mary, I looked at smiling, innocent little Joseph
and questioned why he was wearing a tea towel on his head. The Angel Gabriel and the three shepherds just
yawned and accepted the situation, whilst I contemplated how I had managed to conceive a baby Jesus who was
not of ethnic origin.
I took that plastic baby Jesus in hand and threw him into the audience, where my Auntie Sheila was sitting. She
shared their stern, dismayed looks. It was then I knew that things were going to be difficult.
*
From that day forth, the road for little Mary was indeed a dusty one, especially with no donkey to ride. Many,
many years later, very early on a Monday morning, she found herself riding the beaten track on the London
Underground, heading for Baker Street.
Flicking briefly through the paper, Mary came across an advertisement showing an impoverished third world
child with the slogan THIS CHILD NEEDS FIFTY PENCE MORE THAN YOU neatly branded upon his head. Having
temporarily experienced the hardship of being a single parent, rejected by several innkeepers, an uncharitable
thought popped into her mind:
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“Sure,” she sighed.
I, the Narrator, castigated her for harbouring such unholy thoughts and decided to change her name from Mary.
It was too virtuous for such a temperamental character.
The underground was quite empty at that time. Only people with no concept of time were up, or perhaps
people with a concept of time—city people. At the far end of the carriage, a couple was seated. He, in his midthirties, attempted to read the newspaper and she, clinging onto his arm, evaporated into him.
Opposite Mary, who was no longer Mary, sat a dark-skinned woman dressed in glorious pink. Her eyes looked
like puddles in the rain, reflecting the beauty that had once belonged to her. She must have come from a far away
island, a princess or something, exiled from near death. The gold chain around her neck was surely a reminder of
one of the shackles she once wore. The princess then proceeded to pick her nose, but not only did she pick, but
she continued to examine her exploration.
Why did people always manage to do that, present an image and then shatter it by the nature of their actions?
The underground did not help at all. In some primal way, it seemed to incite the most rodent behaviour.
Observing very closely, one could identify the various rodent species that inhabited the underground: the
Predators who watch for the empty seats and then attack as soon as the occupant demonstrates signs of vacating at
the next stop; the Space Dwellers who refuse to move down the carriage, even if those by the doors are jammed
and trapped in; the Paper Hoarders who sprawl their newspapers across the laps of others and emit a defiant “tut”
or a predatory glance when others begin reading their newspaper “free of charge”.
On one of those trips, just one member of the train species receives a flash of enlightenment. On this particular
day, it was the protagonist. Like a thunderbolt of inspiration, she was the one who realized that it was she who
was light years behind everyone else. People ride the beaten track not through oblivion, but through the
knowledge that once the chasms holding infinite sources of power are touched, something is left smouldering like
hot coals. There are then infinite possibilities, and the secure seat that the ride to work permits has to go.
The dark-skinned woman dressed in pink smiled at Evita.
It was a sign of compliance between the two, and indeed a rare event on the underground. They began to talk.
Dusting down the memories, the woman began to recount the story of her past: in one of the neighbouring
villages in rural India, it was rumoured that a millionaire was looking for a bride. He had searched far and wide,
but to no avail. His conditions of matrimony were that she should not be an ugly maiden, that she should be of a
good background and finally that she should be able to make a hearty meal from two handfuls of rice.
He was unsuccessful in his quest, for it was virtually impossible to find a bride who had all three qualities.
Disheartened, he was about to give up his search when suddenly, he met the most amazingly beautiful woman in
the neighbouring village. By some miracle, too long to explain in just a few lines, she was able to make a hearty
meal from two handfuls of rice—a meal fit for a king.
“Is that what happened to you?” Evita asked avidly. “Did you marry him?”
“Well,” continued the woman, “the beautiful maiden sat down to share the feast with her betrothed. Eyes
timidly looking downwards, she smiled daintily and said, ‘Next time you want a meal at that price, you stingy git,
go get a boil in the bag from Sainsbury’s.’ The moral,” retorted the woman in her broad Birmingham accent, “is
that there is only so much a submissive beauty queen can put up with.”
Evita smiled and wondered what coals lay smouldering in this woman. Perhaps they had been crushed by the
weight of her bosoms or worse, that they had been put out long ago by her practicality. Practical people had huge
bulging logical minds that gave them the A-B-C pattern of thought allowing no room for jumbled up letters. The
protagonist’s own mind was indeed chaotic; she had spent half her life living with the imagination and the other
half desperately trying to form a pact with reality: the terms of peace which had been established were, however,
precarious. But Evita shared in the belief that if thoughts were left to fly to unknown places, then perhaps nature’s
hand would pick them up and breathe into them an awaiting reality.
The lady at the far end of the carriage who formed part of the couple bad somehow managed to surrender
herself to a pair of black stilettos, squeezing eighty kilos of sinew and bone into them. What did this tall. mousy
blond gentleman have that made her surrender herself not only to her shoes?
“Will you give me a ring then at lunchtime and tell me how we’ll arrange it?”
The word “Yes” was followed by the word “Darling” but there was no flow in unison. The passion with which
he had first spoken those words had ebbed, leaving the sound of hollow letters that contrived to make up an empty
phrase.
“Shall we get in some of those dips and some bites?” she said, attempting to resuscitate his words.
Mr. Mousey continued to read his FT. He was planning a deal for that day, probably buying France or even
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selling Germany. Couldn’t she realize that this was far more important than garlic and herb dips?
“Mmmm,” he mumbled.
“And a bottle of red,” she continued.
The art of communication was indeed one of his stronger points. That was what probably attracted her to him
in the first instance. Her friends had told her not to settle for less, to leave him, that there were plenty more
Mousies out there in the big blue sea. This just strengthened her conviction, made her cling to him tighter, making
her drift further away from her coals. They were kept alight by him alone.
Lastly, but by no means least, a young woman occupied the main part of the carriage, though she did not quite
know it. She was slender with shiny black hair and penetrating eyes that carried the events of the last couple of
months, even years, within them. The effect was a physical pain that would not go away and took the form of
whatever ailment caught the mood of the season: a chesty cough; a heat rash; a whimsical headache.
The body became accustomed to such a routine, slipping into the role like a comfortable pair of slippers. The
young woman looked at her reflection against the window and did not recognize herself She saw herself as she
was and not as she wanted to be. Her impotence, faced with such a situation, seemed like an indifference, almost
diffidence, that came in the form of a soporific sigh. The sigh infected the air around her and sent the carriage to
sleep.
People continued to ride the train, nodding off into their papers, eyes shut, mouths half open. Then, by some
miraculous force, once they reached their stop they would suddenly awake.
Evita closed her eyes and wished that the same mysterious force would wake her too. It didn’t. Her mind was
not ready to accept such conditioning. She was late for work.
2
The office had two large windows. It was small in the sense that it had to house eight people and one very
large ego. The windows were kept firmly shut. As a result, all the tension collected during the day, and left with
the staff at home time when the doors were opened.
The primary source of this tension emanated from a bald man who back combed the four remaining’ strands of
his graying hair. His stomach hung heavily over his trousers due to the corporate weight that he alone carried on
his shoulders. He did his best to conceal the heavy burden by strapping himself into a pair of braces but even this
was insufficient to contain his ego, which every day grew like a fearsome beast. It fed off the debris of comments
about the self expanding as he criticized others, undeterred by the fact that the “I” was slowly being eaten away.
It smelt of a stale Monday morning. Evita looked out of the closed windows at the tall gray buildings that
housed all the gray suits. Boredom, gray boredom. When the soul wants its true destiny, it conspires with the
mind’s subconscious; together they play ruthlessly with their occupant, sabotaging the simplest of tasks.
On one occasion, Evita had gone to work with a coat hanger stuck to the back of her jacket. Riding the
underground, walking to work, she had met with several unaccustomed stares. Anesthetized by the tasks ahead of
her that day, she did not feel it dig into her back. Standing confidently at the meeting scheduled that morning, she
was knocked down by the question hurled at her by her boss: was there some reason as to why she was walking
around with a coat hanger stuck to her back? Startled and bewildered, she gathered her composure, detached the
object from her back and stated that it was indeed a most convenient way to carry the object. She then proceeded
to hang up the jacket.
The coat hanger incident was just one of a series of blunders that culminated in the “big drop”. Whilst giving a
presentation to senior members of the Board, the flip chart and the brown high heels formed a duo and, in the
space of a few seconds, Evita went from a vertical to a horizontal position, spread out across the floor. Astounded,
members of the Board rushed to her aid. She then thought that she could not suddenly rise to her feet (though she
was more than capable of running out of that office); she lay there amongst the whispers of concern and
preoccupation, counting to ten like a wounded boxer, pretending she had fainted and as a result was heavily
concussed. The stretcher came for her and she was safely removed.
Smiling, recollecting those incidents, she felt it was probably time to make a move, just in case the next
conspiracy was the “skirt in the knickers maneuver” after a visit to the toilet.
That Monday morning, Evita continued looking at her screen-saver, impervious to the noise and movement.
Where did the coals come from? Who put them there? Why was it that they ignited only at certain points of life?
What did a burning flame feel like? One thing she was certain of was that thoughts and coals were in some way
linked: The coals that fuelled her being put thoughts inside her head. There were so many different thoughts that it
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was impossible to pay heed to them all. She listened hard.
One resounding thought was beating like a drum. It grew louder and louder. She could no longer control it. It
bounced out of her head and danced like an African dancer, running along the keys and across the screen,
unraveling itself before her.
A slight tremor of a rhythm took a hold of her fingers and she began to type up her resignation letter. The
tension which grew in her stomach during the last three years diffused into the air as she left the letter on her desk
and walked out of the office. The door closed behind her for the last time. She ran outside in search of the African
dancer, but he had gone.
Slowly, Evita walked down the decaying steps into the tunnel. There, she waited for the train home but it
seemed to take hours to arrive. Her fists were tightly clenched in a bid to suppress all thoughts and emotions. The
carriage doors opened. She entered.
An old man sat in the corner; she glanced at him quickly and then looked down. Her fists clenched even
tighter. In her moment of rashness, she had overlooked security. Fear raised its ugly head and she began to cry.
The old man walked towards her and touched her on the cheek.
“Follow the African dancer my child, take your heart in your hands and follow him. As you walk, tread firmly
on fear, clear the path and let the African dancer dance, dance his way into reality.”
Sure. Was this man ignorant of the simple fact that treading on fear hurt? It felt like being stabbed so many
times in so many different places.
“Come, take my hand,” gestured the old man.
Evita looked into his eyes and took his hand. He vanished into her.
Outside, the orange ball string visibly behind the tall buildings, set against the grayness of that day, was an act
of kindness which she duly acknowledged and took in.
3
Once the decision had been taken to follow the African dancer, the laws of nature somehow conspired and
Evita found herself riding on the crest of a tidal wave. It propelled her to a faraway land in search of the dancer’s
rhythm.
“Hey beautiful, come see what I have, there are watches, rings and chains. Nothing but gold, only the best for
you.”
Evita was startled. She caught her breath and looked up. Old, golden watches shone in her face. Quickly, she
stood up and was greeted by a young boy of ten or eleven.
“Ma’am, a watch for your beautiful wrist or perhaps a necklace?”
Evita shook her head and managed a few stumbling words. She asked if the boy had seen a small African man
about two inches tall running across the beach. The boy held his treasures closer to his chest.
“No Ma’am, but one day I will go search for him too.”
Evita thanked him and walked on. The boy called out after her:
“Ma’am, there are great tambours in the mountains forest, perhaps he is dancing there.”
The sand persisted in attempting to latch on to her feet and the waves crashed angrily against the shore, but
Evita continued to walk on until the sun set his sleepy head somewhere at the foot of the mountain.
She awoke the next morning to the smell of hot coffee and burning charcoal; it took her back to memories of a
once upon a time childhood in a distant land. There, as a child she had played with baby elephants, errant cows
and goats. Then suddenly, on a flip of a coin, had to exchange them for a merry-go- round, swings and slides on a
cloudy London afternoon.
A thin man approached her. He was wearing a white shirt which was obviously too tight for him. The buttons
looked constipated and miserable. The trousers were supposed to match, but it made him look like a straw. A
bushy moustache rested upon his lip and looked as if it had no other place to go.
“Allow me to present myself Miss. My name is José Del Rey,” he said proudly.
He was King of the Taxi Drivers and for a modest fee offered to take Evita up into the mountains. She
consented and climbed into his taxi which was done up in what looked like leopard-skin upholstery. Fashion had
obviously not managed to escape to this part of the world either. Evita felt reassured by the picture of Jesus and
the wooden crucifix dangling from the rearview mirror. This was indeed a God-fearing man who, she hoped,
would not take her for a ride.
The significance of the crucifix came to light as Mr. Del Rey attacked the emerging hairpin bends with the
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vigor and ferocity that belonged only to life. Freely, he surrendered himself and tested his limits in order to retain
his title of King of the Taxi Drivers.
“You look scared, Miss,” he shouted.
Evita shook her head from side to side. She feared so many things but her own death was not one of them.
“You know these bends are simple, you know how you say, like pussy cat. I am most afraid to take wrong
road.”
The irony made Evita laugh: he could risk his life every day but turning back after making a mistake made the
moustache tremble.
The air felt lighter as the taxi rode higher into the mountains. It was cooler and fresher, the noise of the
resounding tambours drew closer; they were nearly there. Women with huge urns moved as if they carried the
rhythm within them, children were dancing barefoot in the street, partners with the ground. They approached the
lungs of the mountain. Evita climbed out of the taxi.
The tambours grew louder and louder. People danced faster and faster. The rhythm, reconciling two different
cultures, danced around them pulling them in all directions, tossing them into the air. Yet, they retained their
direction, their sense of belonging. The rustic pride with which they danced bounced like rain drops on mother
earth, carrying a tepid river to her heart. She smiled.
Evita stared in amazement. She had known a different kind of rhythm, the one that people danced to but never
really heard. So this was what created the temperament within them. The passion with which they spoke
“Welcome”. They held out their arms so that she would dance with them. She danced until her feet protested.
The night owl called bedtime like last orders, but people took no notice of the fact that night beckoned. Fires
were built in a bid to keep him at bay. As Evita sat down, plates of food were thrust forward from nowhere. It all
happened so quickly that there was no opportune moment to sit and contemplate the flavours, colours and aromas
in front of her.
There on the mountain, mouths filled with food and conversation. Hot chilies gave fire to the blood and
propelled the words out with vivacity. She listened avidly to the stories told. It was as if the words that emanated
from that mountain belonged to the beginning of time. A puffy gray bird flew down from the sky in a bid to
escape his solitude. His lonely heart dissolved into the night air as he shared, listening to the others.
“So the old lady Emelda, too proud to surrender to her instincts, unwilling to let go of the perceived purity of
her race, shouted, ‘If you marry my son (for he was her only son) my eyes will cast envy and your mixed children
will walk confused on barren lands. Nobody here will ever dance.’” Although the little boy had heard the story a
thousand times he sat even closer to his grandfather and urged him to continue.
“So the spell was cast as the couple married. The old woman did not realize that she was part of the land that
grew arid and that the warring children were part of her. She became cynical and twisted until death took her.
There in the skies, the hag was .like a chipped marble that nobody wanted. She carried guilt and regret in two full
suitcases. Envy hung around her neck like a string of beads, swaying from side to side as she moved. The burden
showed markedly in her posture, her stomach folding, and her footsteps heavy. Her cases kept her firmly linked to
the past, another dimension; that way, no future would come looking for her. Lost and afraid in the forest of a
mind she had tortured, she could bear it no longer and she cried and cried. Pride that had grown like a cancerous
cell evaporated as she shouted that she was truly sorry. She begged forgiveness as she cried. The tears, sour at
first, lost their bitterness as they touched the ground, bringing new life to all. Those tears were the rain that
provided fertile lands on which the people reconciled and danced. From that day, the rain came every year.”
The little boy battled unsuccessfully with nightfall. He fell asleep on his grandfather’s lap.
4
The next morning Dolores stormed out of the house with a pair of scissors. She was going to find her husband,
José Del Rey, King of the Taxi Drivers. When eventually she tracked him down, she would cut off his moustache,
symbol of his manhood, and then toss it into the river. Mother Earth would surely know it was his and would then
castigate him in some way for having polluted her in such a distasteful manner.
It was alleged that José Del Rey had been giving lifts “free of charge” to women of a more rounded
constitution. Such rumors had reached Dolores’ ears the day before. She slept on it, trying not to give it
importance. During the course of the night, the anger simmered inside her like a hot soup until she could take it no
more.
They had been married fifteen years. José Del Rey had been sent to her in his crisp white shirt just ten days
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before she was due to marry someone else. They say that Romario was a very handsome and wealthy man. He had
acres of land which, sewn together, could easily mask the famine of those many years.
However, wealth or beauty did not shine in his eyes or in his smile, despite the splendour of his clothes or the
coins that came tumbling from his pocket. Dolores felt it came from somewhere else. She did not know exactly
where. Until she saw it in José. Taken aback by his charm, his vision and his passion, she left her fiancé in a storm
of scandal which she never quite managed to live down. In moments like this she regretted having made such a
decision. Life was not easy with José Del Rey, but it was different.
Reports later that afternoon suggested that José Del Rey’s moustache had been seen floating along the river,
face down. It was really quite unfortunate that Encarna had not heard the news. Encarna was one of those women
with a more rounded constitution who had accepted a free ride or two from the King of the Taxi Drivers. Whilst
she was collecting water from the river, the moustache had somehow managed to crawl its way into her urn.
She placed the urn into her stone-cladded bathroom, undressed and then proceeded to soap herself. She began
to rinse away the soap with the water from the urn. At the most inappropriate moment, the moustache pounced out
at her. She hollered in fright at the thought of the rat-infested waters. In so doing, she slipped and crashed to the
ground.
That afternoon’s event resulted in a limp that would not go away. It seemed impossible to defy the laws of
nature. Karma: what went around seemed to come around. The moustache was laid to rest. For her part, Encarna
sat by the river, bathing her leg in the hope that the magic waters would restore it to its former beauty.
5
As the main aorta, the River Aynia ran from the top of the mountain into the sea. There were several tributaries,
some of whom had dried up, solidified by time. Aynia brought life to people; it ran through them and in return,
people brought life to her. Generations bathed, drank, washed their clothes and urinated in the same well. Then, as
a customary parting gift, their ashes were sprinkled, garnishing the waves of her calmer waters.
Aynia also took life. Many had died, suffocated by the unknown depths of her soul.. Others turned to her in the
abyss of their solitude, when the river that ran through them ran dry, or conversely, when the river that ran through
them produced a tumult whim seemed impossible to escape. In any case, they fell like heavy stones to the bottom,
consumed in a salty bed of tears. There were, of course, those who jumped in with hope. They let the river’s
current take them in whatever direction it wanted, which indeed it did.
Evita was still waiting for the two-inch African dancer to surrender himself; to be taken freely as her hostage.
There was no luck as he was nowhere to be found. Yet she did not want to betray the peoples’ hospitality by
blatantly asking his whereabouts.
As days elapsed, it became evident that if one person knew where he was, it would be the Gypsy. The Gypsy
knew everything. She could tell you what the significance of the left eye twitching frantically was, she could cure
ailments and see the past, present and future, which she said was no difficult task as they were in any case one.
Evita made her way nervously to the Gypsy’s cabin. It resembled a doctor’s surgery with a waiting room
holding an array of people with a multitude of problems. As the morning went, the waiting room emptied,
breathing a sigh of relief.
A girl went into the little room where the Gypsy gave her consultation. She carried in her anticipation and just
a few minutes later came out with a bundle of tears.
“What’s wrong my dear?” asked Horacio.
“Well,” sniffled the girl, “I went to see the Gypsy because my ears have been itching for the last week. They
itch and itch turning red. I inquired as to the significance. Did it mean an unexpected visitor? Or that someone
was spreading vicious rumors about me? Perhaps it meant a fate worse than death?”
All eyes were on the girl. The room, nearly empty of patients, filled with apprehension.
“The Gypsy said,” blubbered the girl, “that all I need to know right now is that my ears are filthy and need a
good wash.”
“Welcome Saturn, I’ve been expecting you. In fact, I thought you’d come sooner,” said the Gypsy to Evita.
“Relax, smoke?”
Evita shook her head.
“Saturn says little, always thinking, quick-tempered, judgmental, always worrying and searching. Relax, take it
easy, let go. People come from all corners of the world in search of the African dancer. Few find him. Some make
it their life’s work, some come so close but then for reasons that appear mysterious only to others, decide to turn
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back. There are even many who know his exact whereabouts but decide to leave him be.
“The laws of nature, Saturn, appear strange. They are like a mixture of spices thrown into a great big cooking
pot. You can’t control them, you can’t tell them where to go or what to do. You have to take your desires like
spices and throw each desire into the cooking pot, letting go, leaving the desired outcome to the whole. Give it up,
put it aside, be very patient, leave nature to cook. Then listen, listen hard,” the Gypsy said, smiling, exposing a set
of perfect white teeth that were not at all tarred by the numerous cigarettes she smoked. Evita got up, thanked the
Gypsy and walked towards the door.
“Don’t forget, Saturn, go and be patient, do not dissipate the energy that surrounds your dreams by talking
about them and do not disperse the energy by having too many dreams, one at a time. Be silent. Let them be for a
while, listen carefully and then go and do what it is that feels right within your heart:”
Evita went back into the center of the village where she played with the children. She decided to give up her
desire to find the African dancer. She felt she had done her best. As the Gypsy had suggested, she threw the desire
into the great big masala cooking pot. She expected nothing, but hoped for everything.
6
The boys were all playing in the street. A little figure was puffing his way towards them in an attempt to be
fully incorporated into the action, if not to become the center of it. He looked like his father and had such an
original name. It was little José, José Del Rey’s son. The schoolmaster had kept him behind at school for his
impertinence.
“Will José be late again in the morning?” inquired the maths teacher.
“Will the maths teacher draw water from the well for his mother every morning?” retorted little José.
Little José ran towards the boys, unable to contain the many rumors he had heard that afternoon. There existed
something called a Super Information Highway. Yes, that was right, it was called something like that. The village
elders had no idea of the marvelous things that went on. They were wrong. How kind people were on the outside
so that you could travel anywhere in the world, stop and get information from friendly strangers. It was also
suggested that the Gypsy was in possession of a modem.\fn{A combined device for modulation and demodulation, for
example, between the digital data of a computer and the analog signal of a telephone line:W }
“A modem,” gasped all the boys.
“That was what gave the Gypsy her powers,” continued little José proudly.
Little José had been told time and time again that when the sun disappeared out of sight, it meant he had gone
home to exchange a few brief words with his wife before she came out to take over the night shift. Before she did
so, it was time to be at home. The boys however, always tried to stay out as late as they could. They wanted to
catch a glimpse of the mad woman living by the creek and they were informed that they could do so only when
she was illuminated by the full light of the moon.
The boys would run up to Pranthiamma’s hut and throw stones from behind the trees. Then the bravest would
run up to her door, knock on it and scurry away. They would all then run as fast as they could, screaming with fear
tinged with relief, which would then rupture into raucous laughter. This ritual was usually followed by lurid
accounts of how they had seen the inside of her house laden with children’s bones.
If the truth be known, the only bones that were present belonged to the skeletons consigned to the closet of
Pranthiamma’s mind. They also say that she walked around in circles with her hair unkempt. But nobody saw her,
only silhouettes, silhouettes of their own darker sides.
The boys were children, innocent cowards who could not even envisage setting foot on the terrain that she had
covered. She had unlocked and opened doors in her mind which were, for reasons, kept firmly shut. Stepping
tentatively at first, then running through them, she became lodged in a corridor locked in time. Then, frantically
trying to escape, the doors closed behind her, trapping her and drawing her into a battle which she was unable to
win.
Pranthiarnma cried to the full moon, asking for help to secure her release but her cries evaporated into the
night air, mistaken for wolf cubs searching for their mother.
It was getting late and Dolores left the house to call her son. Little José had aspirations ten times higher than
himself. They made him grow. All four foot of him just believed. Living in the land of tooth fairies, Magic Kings
and Father Christmas was effortless.
Dolores, his mother, was afraid. In just a few years her warrior would be entering adolescence. The world
inhabited by eight billion would soon become a battlefield with just one. All alone he would have to confront the
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battles between dreams and practicalities, the possible and the impossible, the mundane and the extraordinary, the
insignificance of the individual placed amongst the significance of the masses—the list went on, and of course the
final conflict, never quite resolved, would be carried through into adulthood.
Dolores wished that he would come out unscathed. She hoped that he would retain his vision, his humility and
compassion. That he would emerge a proud but not arrogant man with the humor and the smile that would
continue to melt a thousand hearts and that the right heart would find him.
But deep down, she feared adolescence would take her little boy. Things that she had said or hadn’t said, things
that she had done or hadn’t done. Blaming the inadequacies of his mother would be a way of comprehending the
imperfections of adulthood. Dolores continued to hope. The anxiety left her as she laughed at the thoughts that
entered and played inside a mother’s head.
She took her little boy’s hand. Embarrassed that his friends could have witnessed such an act, he let go and
walked behind her.
Evita went to stay with Dolores and her family. The situation with the Del Reys had navigated towards calmer
waters. José put a cigarette to his mouth and was about to light it when Dolores pulled it out and trod on it. It was
evident who wore the tight white trousers in that house. There was no moustache to hide behind and the
frustration was evident.
In the meantime, like an ephemeral wind, illness came to visit Evita. The mind and body shut down for what
appeared to be a week or two. In those weeks, jagged fragments of a dream persisted in cutting their way through
reality. She was lost in a labyrinth, trying to find her way to the mountain’s summit. The maze was full of water
like an enormous swimming pool filled with aqua blue. The brambles floating in the pool kept slashing her wrists
whilst the leaves beat her on every possible occasion. She awoke; instinct lay at the pit of her stomach compelling
her to complete the rest of her journey.
Later that day, she set off to climb the top of the mountain. It was a long hard walk. Pain invaded her feet and
exhaustion saturated her body. She finally reached the summit.
She sat and waited. A listlessness had consumed her and she was impervious to everything else around her. She
waited and waited, but nothing seemed to happen. The air was cold and silent. Her stomach growled. Stagnation
reigned.
Two whole days passed by. She sat, her head resting between her knees. She just cried and cried, a limitless
fountain of tears.
The old man who had mysteriously vanished into her on the underground those many months ago suddenly
appeared before her.
“It really is an effort with you; I am breaking my back in there and all you ever do is sob. Don’t cry. Don’t you
know that the rain puts the coals out?”
She did not even look startled and he did not even bother to introduce himself. It was as if they had spent a
lifetime together, which indeed they had. His name was Oscar. The little man that lived inside her shoveling her
coals, her desires fuelled by him alone. The prong of his forefinger, marking his presence is what some people say
is instinct.
“I know I let him get away, he just popped out when my guard was down, but we will find him,” Oscar said,
referring to the African dancer. “Just be patient and believe. I am always with you and within you.” With that he
disappeared again.
Later that evening, when the mountain top drew breath, birds and other little animals filled the once empty
crevices. They brought with them their anticipation and leaned forward in their seats in the hope that they could
release it into the air and that life would take care of the details, throwing up some crazy concoction.
The curtain of nightfall was not fully drawn and the light was dim. The little creatures’ expectations diffused
into the atmosphere. It multiplied and pertained to the masses. Unwittingly, the audience were in some way
intrinsically linked. The moon focused on the blackened stage. The crowd whistled and screeched, exhilarated.
He appeared from nowhere as his shadow, the image of perfection, slender and masculine. The naked torso
leant backwards as his feet took him forward. The animal instinct awakened, the audience screamed. Then, his
feet began to tap slowly, monotonously, to the tempo of everyday life: the washing on the line; the dinner to be
cooked; the nine o’clock start. The tapping grew heavier and louder, waking his arms from their deep sleep. In
one brusque moment, the hands invited the audience to listen, listen to life.
Then, in one almighty move, life exploded and the African dancer danced before her. A torrential rain swept
the crowd to an unknown island where anything was possible. The rain fell so hard, washing away the fears and
the doubts as he danced and danced. It was as if he were fed from the Gypsy’s masala—the cooking pot that
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nourished his soul. The dancing then stopped as his soul dissolved slowly into her, echoing deep within the
contours of her body.
“Exercise the mind, take it to play, unfold and discover the depths of the unknown—concentrate and focus.”
The curtain closed and Evita fell asleep, energized with a new rhythm beating within her. Anything was
possible. …
1972
35.88 Dawat\fn{by Mohammed Khadeer Babu (1972- )} Kavali, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh, India (M) 4
“Anna … is it Aslam anna … can you come here for a minute?” Abida called out to Aslam who was rushing
with an empty dish towards the vessel of pilav which was in the backyard.
Turning around and waving as if to say, “I’ll be back,” Aslam was about to go.
“Anna … Anna … just a minute,” she said as if she were pleading. “What’s it? Tell me quickly. Out there, they
have laid the leaves.”
He came gasping for breath and stopped.
Aslam was a stout man. He was short and looked as if he had been flattened. Pot bellied. Because the middle
button of his shirt had come out, his navel was visible with sweat pouring down. The inferior variety of surma he
had applied to his eyes had melted and smeared the pouches under his eyes. His rugged body was not able to take
the heat of the summer.
“When will they let the women eat, Anna? The child is crying of hunger,” said Abida, showing him her son
who was holding her finger.
Aslam looked at her from head to toe.
“What’s it? Why are you making a fuss? Just now, the bridegroom’s people have sat down to eat in the first
batch. There are enough men among them to fill the next two batches. After them, their women, then our men, and
only then you women. If your son is hungry, pick up a leaf and come to the place where the large vessel with the
food is kept. I’ll have it served. You can feed him there itself.”
Saying this, he walked away unsteadily.
Abida felt awkward—she was not able to pick up the leaf and go there because the child was constantly
tugging at her and crying, “Ma, I’m hungry.” For a minute she was tempted to go. But she controlled herself and
went to the place beyond the makeshift shed and sat there among the bride’s people. There, all the women were
sitting on chairs in a group. With blouses with sequins stitched on them and with red and moss green saris, the
place was glittering. Girls in the prime of their youth were sitting a little away and were giggling trying to draw
attention.
All around, the smell of sweat mixed with perfume.
“How much longer should we wait, dear?” an older woman asked Abida.
She was feeling uncomfortable either because of her hunger or the heat. Now and again, she was fanning
herself over her breasts with the end of her sari.
“It seems the men are still to eat. We can eat only after them,” said Abida. Looking this way and that, she
whispered, “Will the food that’s cooked be enough at all?”
“I too have my own doubts. When I wanted to feed at least the child, Aslam, Anna asked me to pick up a leaf
and come to the place where the vessel is kept,” said Abida.
“Don’t do that, dear. There, all the men are competing with each other to get food. Some time ago when Zarina
went there and asked them to pack some food for her husband at the shop, all of them were furious. If they blurt
out something, you won’t be able to take it,” she said, like a well-wisher.
Hearing her words, Abida abandoned all intentions to go there. Keeping her son on her lap, she relaxed, unable
to fight her exhaustion.
If the nikah had not been delayed, the women wouldn’t have had these problems. All because of the
bridegroom. He was a cranky fellow. He warned them in advance that he wouldn’t have the nikah unless they
brought garlands from Nellore and a horse from Udaygiri. By the time the horse from Udaygiri came, it was ten in
the morning. The nikah was at eleven thirty. And the dawat at twelve. When the bridegroom saw the horse, he
couldn’t restrain himself. He called out to his eldest brother and expressed his desire:
“Take me round the whole town. I'll pay the owner of the horse something more.”
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Navrang band troupe. Uncouth dancing by the bridegroom’s friends. The jingling from the horse’s anklets. The
horse’s owner, Hazarataiah’s drum beat to make the horse jump up and down. Vulgar songs.
The procession that was expected to be over in an hour’s time, took two and half hours. Heat. Sweat.
Unquenchable thirst, in spite of drinking lots of soda water. By the time they returned to the bride’s place for the
nikah, everyone’s body was parched and the faces had shrunk. The bridegroom in particular couldn’t utter a word.
So tired was he!
It was two when the Qazi flung a handful of sugar candy over the head of the bridegroom into the air to mark
the conclusion of the nikah. Without even looking at the sugar candy, each one quickly dragged the chair he sat on
to the dining tables. Those who didn’t find a place crowded under the tent.
“If we don’t sit in the very first batch, there won’t be any pieces of meat left.” an elderly man was trying to
laugh away his disappointment, as he adjusted the towel on his shoulder. Some stood behind those already eating
to grab a place at least in the second batch.
The bridegroom worked as a goldsmith in Kavali. A good workman. He looked after everybody in the
goldsmith’s lane. Therefore, there was not a single person there, who was not his friend. To enable them all to
attend the wedding, he saw to it that the nikah was on a Sunday. As it was a holiday anyway and as Bitragunta
was only fifteen kilometers from Kavali, more people than were expected turned up. It was unusual that even the
big workmen of the goldsmith’s lane took time off and came wearing new dhotis. People from the bride’s side—
one doesn’t know what mood they were in—even those who had quarreled and were not on talking terms, and
those who normally gave distance as an excuse, landed there with all and sundry.
When he saw all of them arrive, Shariff, the bride’s father's heart stopped beating. They had cooked pilau for
three hundred people. But there were at least four hundred. He didn’t know what to do. He moved away and sat
worried under the gangaravi tree.
Therefore Aslam, the maternal uncle of the bride, took it upon himself to help them tide over the problem.
Aslam thought of it as the marriage of a daughter because he had no daughters of his own. So he considered his
niece as his own daughter. He pampered her more than her own parents and brought her up. He therefore did not
like any of his people to be criticized during her marriage on any account.
“Don’t you worry. I thought something like this might happen and after having the goats cut to pieces, I kept
the heads and legs separately. Now they have been put on the stove. On another stove, ten kilos of rice are being
cooked. Once the rice is cooked, we can mix it with the pilau and nobody will know the difference. I have had
two blocks of ice put in each of the water drums. Once they drink the water, half their hunger will disappear. We
don’t have to worry till our men eat. Even if the pieces of meat are over by the time the bridegroom’s party
finishes its meal, we can serve these people the curry made of the head.”
Aslam thus assured Shariff.
“What’ll you do with our women?” asked Shariff.
“What are you saying? Men are mother-fuckers, but women are not a problem. Masala vadas will be available
at the station. I’ll have them brought. They’ll eat them and drink some water. In the evening all of us can cook
something or the other.”
Saying this, Aslam entered the scene. The place where the food was being served was filled with shouting and
noises and resembled the streets of Kasumur at Mastanaiah’s procession.
“Perugu pachadi.”
“Gongura.”
“Dalcha.”
“Bring some rice.”
Everyone was calling out even as they were eating. They were wiping their sweat with the sleeves of their
shirts.
For Aslam, every batch was like walking on a razor’s edge. In fact, he had got the sprightly boys at his
mechanic shop to serve the food. All the same, he was scared every moment that there might be some criticism or
the other.
As soon as the nikah was over, the bridegroom, without even waiting for the gift-giving ceremony to be over,
came to the dining place. He was going to his near relatives and friends, and was repeatedly asking them what
they wanted.
“Uncle, please look for good pieces of meat and serve them to my people,” he told Aslam once in a while. “In
Muneer’s wedding one couldn’t spot even a grain of rice. There were only pieces of meat.” He wanted his friends
to be saying this the next day in the goldsmith’s lane.
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The dishes were getting exhausted but nobody was folding his leaves to end his meal. Aslam could take it no
longer. Thinking that if he remained there out of politeness, everything would be a mess, he went to the place
where the food was being cooked and told the boys:
“My presence there will worsen the situation. You look after all of it yourselves. Don’t pay any attention to the
bridegroom. When you serve the rice on the leaf for the first time, serve four pieces of meat. After that, no matter
who asks you or how many times they ask you, serve them only rice. If they ask you for meat, tell them you will
bring it. My brother-in-law spent thirty thousand for the pilau not only for them to hog, but also for our people.”
He said this and went and stood a little distance away from the backyard.
Outside the house were railway lines. Beyond that a spacious ground. He took a cigarette and lit it, after
making sure Shariff was not around. Even though Shariff was his brother-in-law, he never smoked in front of him.
After two or three puffs, he felt a little relieved. When he saw this marriage, this commotion, and these relatives,
he was reminded of his own marriage.
There was not so much expenditure then. Not this kind of extravagance. Things were not this expensive.
Even then, his father-in-law who had given his daughter in marriage to him felt completely drained. The girl
Aslam had married was a close relative of his. Her father owned a flower shop. He was unable to manage because
he had four girls of marriageable age. So Aslam had not asked for much. But they, on their own, with a lot of
difficulty, had given him eight hundred rupees as dowry, a ring, and a watch. With the eight hundred rupees, he
had bought all the paraphernalia for the wedding, his clothes, clothes for his sister and brother-in-law, and a black
beads chain for the bride.
He had been large-hearted in refusing the jahez (all the things from a dinner plate to a metal pot used for
washing the buttocks) given at the time of wedding, to set up a family. He had asked them not to invite too many
relatives to the wedding. The old man who had been highly impressed with this gesture had used up all his money
to serve pilau to the fifty or sixty people who had come to attend the wedding.
But what a contrast between that wedding and this! In those days, he was the only mechanic in the whole town.
A fine workman. In spite of it, he took whatever was given to him as dowry. Now there were mechanics all over.
All of them were Muslims. They did not have enough work and did not earn much. Even then, when it came to
marriage, they were demanding one lakh each. Not only these people, but the tailors, carpenters, welders, butchers
… why talk of one, everyone of them demanded the same thing. Between then and now, there had been no change
in the life-style of the Muslims, but the amount of dowry had increased.
He was aware of the fact that, though he had thought of having a simple function at this wedding as he had in
his own marriage, Shariff had landed himself in all these difficulties to keep face. A dowry of sixty thousand. A
jahez of forty thousand. Clothes for twenty thousand. Pilau for thirty thousand. Other expenses for odd things,
over and above all this. Loans which could not be cleared even if he sold his house.
Thinking of all these, Aslam felt bitter. As he was about to throw away the half-smoked cigarette, Riaz came
there.
“Aslam anna, Abida is calling you,” he said. Like Abida, he was another aunt’s child.
Aslam’s father had three sisters and three brothers. Each of them had sons and daughters. But they wouldn’t
marry amongst themselves. They wouldn’t even talk about it. Notwithstanding this, Aslam had once broached the
topic with Riaz:
“Riaz, take some money and marry one of your aunt’s daughters. You would thus reduce the burden on people
close to you.”
He had laughed it away.
“No, anna. If I marry among close relatives, they won’t give me any dowry. She is not an educated person
either. If she were, she could have earned money giving tuitions at home,” he had said.
Aslam had got angry.
“What have you studied? Aren’t you working as an electrician?” he had said.
Not responding to it he had gone away in a sulk.
“Isn’t it because of mother fuckers like you that scores of girls remain unmarried languishing in their homes?”
He had cleared his throat and spat.
When he looked at Riaz now, he felt as angry as when he looked at the bridegroom.
“You, scoundrel, why did you come here when I had asked you to stay at the dining place?” he said to him in
disgust and went into the house without waiting for an answer.
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He saw Abida at the threshold itself. Holding the child in one hand, she was mixing food with the other in a
small vessel and feeding him. Aslam looked at her, but didn’t ask, “Where did you get it from?” Rather, he asked
her:
“What’s it?”
“Anna, some friends of the bride have come. Hindus. It seems they studied with her in the school. They won’t
eat pilau. We have been asked to bring them food packets from a Udipi hotel,” said Abida.
Aslam didn’t understand.
“What do you mean by the bride’s friends?” he asked her, surprised.
“What’s it, Anna? Shouldn’t the bride have friends?”
“I don’t want all that talk. The bridegroom had asked us to arrange for fifteen of his friends who didn’t eat
pulav. I had arranged for it. How can I arrange now for these people, too? White rice is being cooked, isn’t it?
When it is over you ask them to serve it with gongura.”
Saying this, he went to the dining place.
All the bridegroom’s people, including their women, had just finished eating. Now it was the turn of the bride’s
people. First, the men sat down to eat.
Aslam walked hurriedly to the large vessel, opened the lid, peeped in, and heaved a sigh of relief.
The bawarchi, who took the ladle to take out the white rice he had already spread on a wet sari to put the rice
into the large vessel and mix it with the pilav, laughed at Aslam who was so worried and said:
“It’ll be enough, Aslam bhai. You go and wait at the tables.”
When Aslam was about to go there, he heard somebody call him from inside the house. This time it was the
mother of the bride.
“Aslam, it seems the bridegroom’s mother is not going to keep quiet even if a single item is missing in the
jahez. It should have everything, including a bed light. We haven’t bought a bed light, have we?” she said
anxiously.
Aslam was wild with anger.
“What’s it? That bastard cannot buy a bed light, is that so? Are we supposed to give him a bed light, in addition
to giving him a dowry, a gem of a girl, a cot, and a mattress? I can only speak bad words. We are not going to give
a bed light. Let them do what they want.”
He rushed out saying this.
The food was running out. The last batch. They looked for the last of the men among the bride’s people and
made him sit there. The only ones left were Shariff and Aslam. The curry with the meat from the head of the goats
too was over in the previous batch. The women knew that the leftovers were meant for the men and there would
be nothing left for them. Even as the men were complaining, the women kept quiet.
In the meanwhile there was commotion in the house. Someone was crying aloud. There were thudding sounds.
Shariff came running from inside the house to Aslam. Aslam was stunned.
“Aslam, weren’t you there when Abida’s husband sat down to eat?” said Shariff.
“No, I wasn’t there, but what’s it?” he said anxiously.
“You’ve ruined everything. He is a useless scoundrel. He’s beating the hell out of his wife because he did not
get any pieces of meat,” said Shariff.
Aslam ran into the house. Abida’s hair was disheveled. The pleats of her sari had come out. Abida’s husband
was kicking and beating her.
“Didn’t I say that we shouldn’t come to a house where there are no manners? Have I come here because I was
dying for food? They have one code of behavior for one and another for others. How can they serve pieces of
meat for all kinds of people and serve me bones from the head? Come, let’s go, you bitch. Let’s go home. I’ll
settle scores with you.”
Saying this, he dragged her by the hair.
Observing his anger, Aslam became speechless. Nobody was able to stop Abida’s husband. Carrying the child
in her arms and the suitcase, Abida followed him crying. Abida’s brothers and sisters were seething with anger.
Because the son-in-law of the house was insulted, they fought with Shariff. In a few minutes, exchange of words
led to screams and shouts. The children were so terrified that they started crying.
Aslam was disgusted. His face lost color for being insulted in front of the bridegroom’s people who were
watching the fun. Tears poured down his cheeks for being laughed at even though he had slogged so much and
had gone through many hardships. Thinking of how this commotion would become an excuse to torture the bride
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from the time she entered her in-law’s house, he felt disturbed. As his chest heaved with emotion, he shouted in a
hoarse voice:
“You, wretched fellows, Allah hasn’t given me girl children. If he had, I would rather have killed them than
perform such weddings for them. I wouldn’t have got them married to such—eunuchs and ruined their lives. Why
should there be so much fuss if a man and woman have to live together and lead a married life? Why so many
problems? Why so much of expenditure? Why so many hundreds of people? … you bastards!”
Nobody could hear his words. Inside the house, the men were quarreling amongst themselves and were
indiscriminately kicking their wives who tried to prevent them.
There was not a single woman among the bride’s side who did not cry that day.
1973
236.138 Excerpt from Gifted\fn{by Nikita Lalwani (1973- )} Kota, Kota District, Rhajastan State, India (F) 9
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Mahesh is sitting in his office, marking: he looks up at the arc of the window as a train rushes past, its urgency
left behind in diesel scent and echoing clacks. The dank hush of autumn is settling into his room like a foregone
conclusion. It is the eleventh season of its kind in his experience in the U. K. The fourth of its kind in this room.
Mahesh looks up. There are charts and pictures on the wall. The map of the world sits at an awkward angle,
blue ocean disappearing behind the iron bookshelf. Books bulge in huge rows, pressing together files and papers,
orange foolscap running in chunky alternation with black, white and gray. In the left corner of the room, by the
white board, the bumpy illustration of Gandhi peers out at him. In his mind there is an annoyance that delicately
attacks his thoughts every few minutes.
Why did Rumi write that in her exercise book? This is the question that hooks into his conscience periodically:
a tiny dental tool piercing soft gum. Why did she write it?
I went to play with Sharon Rafferty and Julie Harris and Leanne Roper in the woods. They let me play softball
which is like rounders but with only two bases. Sharon said “let’s go and get the softball and racquets from my house.”
When we got to her place we stood outside the gate and Sharon said “I just have to check you can come in Rumi
because my mum doesn’t like colored people.” Then she went in with the others and I waited outside.
Thank goodness she came back and said it was OK. Then we went in and had pop ices and got the racquets. Mrs.
Rafferty was sunbathing in the garden and looked red. We took the racquets and played softball in the woods.

“Colored.”
The word had made him think of a crayon spreading a thick grainy brown over a round face, the kind of
awkward pictures Rumi used to draw under duress when she was younger.
Again he looks at Gandhi, wizened and unflinching, in the corner of his room. What would they make of this
back in college, cocooned as they had been in the company of ideas? Trotskyites, Gandhian Communists—they
had found plenty of names for themselves back then, chewing betel, relishing the bitter stain on their lips and
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debating whether class war was compatible with non-violence. What would they think of this name? What would
they think of the conversation he had attempted with Rumi after reading it?
“Do you like your school, Rumi?”
“I don’t like the bullies.”
“What do you mean, bullies?”
“People who aren’t nice to me.”
“Do not let these things affect you. You are ten years old now.”
“What?”
“You should be like a tiger in the jungle. Like Shere Khan in The Jungle Book.”
“What do you mean, Daddy?”
“If someone hits you, then hit them back. If they hit you once, hit them twice.”
The words had come out of his mouth, as honest as a shotgun, and he had looked away when her eyes jumped.
If you are shocked, so am I, he’d thought. But you are not going to be a victim. That I will not allow.
What would they think of this—the Hyderabad college collective—this world that he had chosen to inhabit,
placing a solitary, all-important offspring right at the center? Come to that, what about Whitefoot, his current
friend, colleague from the PhD course at Cardiff, Marxist himself—what would he think?
Another train goes past, carrying a heavy rattle inside it, dense as a migraine. The tremble of the room seems to
jolt the Gandhi picture slightly. He can see a square of evening light on the glass, obscuring part of Gandhi’s face.
Colored? Why did she write it?
It is four p.m., an early end to his day. He has marked four papers, and the room has lost most of its light.
Mahesh screws the lid onto his fountain pen and places it in the outer pocket of his blazer so that the brushed steel
is visible against the brown polyester mix. The pen had been a present from Shreene, bought with cash carefully
siphoned from her first few paychecks, when she had begun to work after the birth. It is almost exactly the same
age as Rumi. After ten years it still feels smooth to the touch, cool, not a single visible scratch or dent on the
whole body of the piece. There is still that sensation of guilty pleasure at this luxury when he thinks about what it
signifies, a tool of learning and wisdom—but a flamboyant one.
He buttons up and puts the exam papers to one side, releasing the blind at his window before he locks up for
the day, tucking two MSc dissertations under his arm to look at when he gets home,
*
Five years earlier, Rumi had come home one day and announced that Mrs. Gold wanted to come round and
meet her parents. She was just five years old, in her first class at school. Mahesh and Shreene had arranged to
leave work early on the appointed day, and were home by three thirty. Shreene began to fry some bhajis, while
Mahesh descended into a deep silence, waiting in his shirt and tie in the living room. When Mrs. Gold walked in,
Rumi was holding her hand.
“What a lovely walk home we’ve had together, Mr. and Mrs. Vasi,” she said, letting Rumi go in ahead of her.
Rumi squirmed and went suddenly quiet, looking up at her father. Mahesh stared at the teacher’s peroxide
coiffure—whipped and sprayed into rounded peaks and troughs, like a butterscotch dessert. He was confused.
Mentally he fought against relaxing, a natural response to the large smile exuded by Mrs. Gold.
“Is it possible to talk to you and your wife together?” she asked.
Shreene had brought in the snacks and joined him, sitting with her hands in her lap, still formal in her work
wear, tights and heels. There was an alertness about her: she kept looking covertly at Mahesh, as if to say,
“Give me the signal and I’ll go ahead with whatever it is we need to do.”
“What is it you wanted to talk about?” Mahesh said to Mrs. Gold, feeling the accented curves of his voice as
though for the first time. “Is something wrong?”
“No … far from it, Mr. Vasi. I wanted to give you some news that I think will make you very proud parents.”
“And that is?”
“Rumi is a gifted child!” Mrs. Gold declared, unleashing the words with a thrilled upward turn of the mouth.
Mahesh looked at Shreene, who was biting at the dry skin on her lower lip—a sign that she was tense. He
looked at Rumi, who was staring at the floor, waiting for him to decipher the words. And then he cast his gaze
back toward Mrs. Gold, and her radiant lines of teeth.
“You mean she is doing well at school?”
“I mean more than that, Mr. Vasi,” said Mrs. Gold. “I mean that she is special. Different. Gifted.”
At this, Rumi started to fidget, scratching her nose and kicking her feet, looking from side to side, first at her
mother, then at her father, her movements uncertain, exaggerated by the silence. Mahesh noticed that she had a
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scratch on her knee just below the hem of her corduroy dress, above the tight line of white sock gripping her calf.
Shreene twitched her forehead at her daughter. Mahesh smiled at Mrs. Gold again, and softened his voice, aware
that his daughter was listening to each word as he spoke. He tried to keep the pressure out of the sentences he
began to create.
“Myself and my wife take … Rumika’s education very seriously. We are pleased that she is doing well in her
studies and that her hard work has paid off. I am an academic myself—” Mrs. Gold shook her head, interrupting.
“With due respect, Mr. and Mrs. Vasi, I’m talking about something else. I am talking about a gift. Something
that only comes along now and then. Rumi is a gifted mathematician!”
They were plunged into silence once more. Rumi moved her legs back and forth, pushing them rhythmically
against the velour of the sofa. Mahesh registered vaguely that she was repeating the movement in batches of four,
then pausing, like a physical chant. He watched her support one of her chubby little cheeks with a hand, which she
made into a fist, balancing her elbow on her thigh. She was still staring at the floor.
“I am also a mathematician and 1 am glad that she is doing well in this subject, as you say. I have placed
emphasis on it because it is my area of specialty,” said Mahesh, trying to maintain an amiable expression on his
face.
“We at Summerfield believe that Rumi deserves to have this gift nurtured,” said Mrs. Gold. She leaned in,
pulling her skirt together so that the pleat at the front disappeared neatly inside itself. She paused significantly, as
though she was about to say something serious, possibly untoward. Rumi also leaned in automatically to listen,
her swaying legs forcing themselves to halt, pressing a temporary dent into the sofa front. Even Shreene moved
her body forward, raising her eyebrows expectantly.
“Have you heard of a place called Mensa?” said Mrs. Gold.
Mahesh felt exasperated. He had seen all the same adverts as her. The ads for this place she named with such
careful tedium, as though she was rolling a diamond round her mouth.
“Mensa.”
He’d seen their childish IQ tests, fooled around with filling them out in the Sunday papers. He knew what
Mensa was, for goodness’ sake. What did she take him for? And why was she so surprised that he and his
daughter could string numbers together with reasonable panache? They were hardly shopkeepers.
He was “peed off,” as they said here: irritated. He tried to think of more slang, enjoying the taste of
righteousness, dousing each word with it. He was “hacked off,” “cheesed off,” “not pleased.” What did she think?
That he was some third-rate charlatan, preening his feathers under the banner of academia? He felt a rumble in his
stomach as the bhajis fermented, rising as though to validate his sense of pique. Oddly, the sensation cheered him.
He felt like making a grand statement to this woman, one that Rumi would witness, about how it was possible
through strength and discipline to create your own destiny using the power of thought: through marks,
percentages, papers, exams, numbers that had added up; in his case, to a big sum in small hands—a scholarship
across the ocean.
He surveyed Mrs. Gold’s darting eyes. She was watching his wife as she sipped her tea. Shreene was returning
her gaze, looking round the room at intervals. What preconceptions did she bring with her—this queer-spoken
woman with her little smiles and polite contradictions?
He was not going to make a grand statement. It would only confuse things. But, if he could, he would tell her
everything. He’d tell her he’d got into all their universities—all the bloody jewels they treasured so exclusively in
this country: that he had been offered a place at their Cambridge and their University College of London. He had
ended up in Cardiff because they had offered the cash—several thousand pounds of it, a sum that no one could
deny for its totality. Full fees. They had wanted him here, a foreigner with no more than five pounds in his pocket
and a slip of a wife, bareheaded and shivering. That was how he had got off the plane with Shreene in 1972,
newly wed and aware, dignified by the patronage of their redbrick institutions, sure as a compass, leading the way
for them both.
He had not been among the thirty thousand Asians hemorrhaging out of the ugly scar in Uganda’s belly that
same year, seeping into the dark spaces of Britain, afloat in the soiled bath water of Amin’s shake-up: the crawling
masses who had fallen into the pockets of Leicester and Wembley. He was not going to be dissolved into the
rivers of blood, among Enoch Powell’s armies of bacteria, defecating in people’s nightmares on the landscape of
their precious country.
He was Dr. Mahesh Vasi, PhD, a man who had begun his maths career repeating times tables under a large tree
in Patiala with fifteen schoolmates, embossed with dust and driven by the pure heat of numbers. Now he was
here, working just over an hour’s commute away, speaking to a room of one hundred students each week,
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employed in name by the University of Swansea, subset of the University of Wales itself. What about that, then?
Mahesh cleared his throat and considered how to proceed. He uncrossed, then re-crossed his legs with an air of
what he hoped was leisurely contemplation. He still had to learn how to relax, uncoil the ritual desire to please. It
was a shameful habit, nothing else, he told himself.
Shreene offered Mrs. Gold the plate of snacks. The vegetables shone through the batter with glistening heat:
dark purple eggplant skins and green zucchini, pushing their thick curves through the fried covering.
‘Please—have one,” she said, smiling and pressing a paper napkin into the teacher’s hand. “Do you like spicy
food?” Mahesh took the opportunity to interject.
“I know Mensa very well, Mrs. Gold. I’m happy to go there with Rumika and see what it is like.
*
In the two weeks that followed, running up to Rumi’s entrance exam for Mensa, Mahesh enforced a routine
that was not dissimilar to the one he had made Shreene follow in the first year of their marriage during her
pregnancy.
He had been very attracted to the volcanic quality of his new wife back then: the huge blue eyes (an exotic
aberration of color in her family, which she regarded with much pride) that seemed to yell out of their sockets
when she was angry, the trickle of black curls that lay sensually against the moist olive of her forehead. But he
had worried about the stereotypical elements of their union—the fact that they were essentially strangers, having
met only once before marriage, conception occurring within a month of wedlock, as hoped for by their parents
back home.
At that time they had lived in a student bed-sit, the kitchen breathing and squeaking its gaseous smells into the
room where they slept. Money was tight: Mahesh was working in the university post office to supplement his
sponsorship, and he was militant about saving.
“If we earn two pounds we save one of them,” he was fond of saying. “I will not be someone who struggles to
find coins for the heater. If we choose to go without, so be it. It can never be forced upon us if we have our own
savings.”
At weekends Shreene went with him to the university sports club to shower in hot luxury; during the week she
made do with the decrepit shared bathroom on the floor below. She spent the day trying to bring some sense of
what she understood as family life to the single room they lived in, deflecting her loneliness with the necessity of
housekeeping, finding her place among the steel trays and folded saris that she had brought from her parental
home.
He came home late in the evenings, weary with the remote universe of his PhD, and would begin what Shreene
(first jokingly and later with a bitter regularity) called “the police-camp procedures.” He had taken her out of the
rich bustle of her world: interrupted the round stretchings of chapattis, the powdery rainbow of her spices, and
punctured her pride at exactly seven thirty each evening, forcing her to sit down at their hobbling plastic table,
and run through the events of the day. He could not subscribe to something as transient as a daily newspaper, but
he requested that Shreene make a single trip every lunchtime, to read the paper in the local library. She was free to
read whichever she chose; all he asked was that they have a one-hour conversation dissecting it before dinner
each day. When Shreene retaliated, her proud eyes steaming with humiliation, saying that this was not the way she
was used to being treated—that she had not bargained on being insulted like this by her husband—he spelled out
very clearly the positive outcomes that made this a logical course of action:
1. He would be able to converse with her on matters other than the drama and intrigue of their extended families.
This could only be beneficial in the long run.
2. It would improve her English, thereby enabling her to work as soon as the baby was born. She was a Delhi
University graduate; her degree had covered literature, philosophy and fine art, albeit\fn{Although} in Hindi. There was
no reason why she should not be able to contribute to the household’s income. In fact, it was imperative that she did,
considering that soon there would be three people in the family.
3. The trip to the library was both thrifty and empowering. It would thrust her into the world, thereby forcing her to
interact with locals—again, beneficial for her assimilation into the society they were now living in—rather than
succumb to the temptation to hanker for and idealize the society she inhabited back home.
4. The trip outdoors would be good exercise for her, especially in her current state.
5. The whole regime would prevent her losing her mental abilities through lack of usage, especially during this
critical period in her life—pregnancy.

This last point particularly angered Shreene. But she bit back her indignation and proceeded as he deemed fit.
For a while it seemed almost to work—she would list the plane crashes and hijackings, the earthquakes, the
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bombs and the shoot-outs in Ireland. If she wasn’t able to pronounce the names of the places, then she made sure
to give an indication of the numbers involved in each case, gathering the digits in her memory to create a vast
array of weaponry. Sometimes she made up events, in unnamed places, a plane almost going down in the Indian
Ocean due to a tiny error on the part of the pilot, or small riots in a mosque on the border with Pakistan; a slow
news day led to an esteemed guru rousing thousands of disciples in Gujarat, like a latter-day prophet.
Those tales invariably found their way back to the subcontinent. Mahesh forbade her to dwell on her past, but
sometimes when she came up with these fabrications he found her unbearably cute. He battled with his heart,
which was softening like a marshmallow on a fire, and tried to maintain perspective.
“Are you sure?” he would ask, curbing a smile. And so they continued, until Shreene began to crack,
splintering into tantrums, losing control. Eventually, one day, dissatisfied with the figures, Mahesh asked her to
give an opinion on Heath’s plans for dealing with unemployment.
She erupted. There were screams, plates were banged on the worktops, teeth were gritted, and she trashed the
ritual once and for all.
“We’re never going back, are we?” she said, propositioning him with the words, urging him to deny them.
“This is all I have to look forward to now. You told me it was just for the PhD but I’m never going to see my
family again. You lied to me, didn’t you? This is it!”
“What has that got to do with anything?” asked Mahesh. “And, anyway, surely we make the decision that is
most appropriate when the time comes? Why call it lying?”
“When you interviewed me for marriage you asked me if I wanted to live abroad,” said Shreene, swallowing.
“I told you then, ‘No, I am Indian, my heart is desi.’ Just three years, you said.”
By the time Rumi was five, though, and the Mensa equation was assembling before them, Shreene was a fully
established working woman. The police-camp procedures were a distant memory for Mahesh, doused with the
innocence of their early years.
Inevitably Rumi had to observe a more intensive timetable than other children at her school, and this had to be
implemented at home, outside school hours. But in spite of, or maybe because of, her youth, at five, she had been
a willing student. She displayed genuine excitement when it came to the numbers game: the figures he threw at
her found their mark time and time again, and she would bat them back with a ravenous energy that
simultaneously thrilled him and unnerved Shreene.
For those two weeks, Mahesh picked Rumi up from school every day at three forty-five on the dot, and at
home, after refreshment and a few basic yoga exercises, they began the preparation.
As well as a basic diet that was nutritionally balanced, Shreene provided Rumi’s favorite foods at set intervals.
These included a small number of biscuits—Jammie Dodgers\fn{ A popular British circular, sandwich biscuit, made from
shortbread with a raspberry- or strawberry-flavored jam filling } or custard creams—and a jam doughnut or chocolate ice
cream late in the evening. Every two hours they took a short break of fifteen minutes, stretching or taking a walk
together round the block. The journey began with their exit through the back gate. Their home was at the center of
ten similar houses that stretched up the left of a hilly road, terra-cotta blocks, checkered with creamy beige
sealant, and graphite-colored roofs with tiny pipe chimneys, repeating in vision and matching the houses on the
opposite side.
Mahesh watched Rumi’s pigtails bobbing in front of him as they walked together in the evening dusk, and felt
close to his daughter. At the top of the hill, the tributary of their footpath joined a wider pavement, set against a
main road with occasional traffic pushing through. As Mahesh progressed like this, tracing a steady circuit past
the houses, registering the trio of shops across the road each time (newsagent, launderette and general hardware),
immersed in the rich smell of pollution and domestic greenery, he felt bound to Rumi in the mystery of silence,
hypnotized by the question-and-answer sessions they had been through. Every question had an answer. For every
one he asked, after she had thought; battled, tried things out, she would come up with it. This was their
interaction. Even Shreene was focused during this period, attuned to the schedule and ready to prepare Rumi for
bed with her bath and nighttime milk, stirred through with crushed almonds.
On the day itself, he wanted Shreene to come with them but she bowed out, claiming she would only mess it
up for him if he wanted to get into serious conversation with anyone. Much better for him to take Rumi alone. He
drove Rumi to the community center where the local branch of the society was meeting that month. Shreene had
dressed her in a matte satin frock, found in a secondhand shop: gray background imprinted with large red flowers
that looked like poppies. It had a floppy bow that tied in the middle of Rumi’s back. Mahesh looked at his fiveyear-old daughter, sitting next to him when he stopped at the traffic lights, and had a brief moment of panic. Did
she look as if she was going to a wedding? Would they appear uncouth?
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He dismissed the thought with a blink. If there was one thing he did know, it was that these things mattered
least of all. It was important to hold on to this. The simplicity of the proceedings.
However, no one had prepared him for the possibility that he would be driving back within minutes, seconds,
even, of entering the hall. They were late, true enough, and this had confused him, made him wonder why he had
not been sure of their timings. (Had he done this on purpose? Mahesh wondered later. If so, what did it mean?)
But, still, no one could explain the chill that went through him when the person at the microphone had stopped
delivering his address to look at the two of them at the back of the hall. Rumi had squeezed his hand as the five
rows of people turned round, the speaker calling to them to sit at the front. But Mahesh hadn’t sat down among
the sea of white faces. (Why the color? He couldn’t explain it now, even.) Instead, with a tight grip on Rumi’s
hand, he had turned and left the room so swiftly that it was only when they were getting into the car that she
managed to speak.
“Where are we going, Daddy?” she asked, as he buckled her in, feverishly adjusting the mirror and pulling his
own seat forward.
We’ll do it ourselves, he said, in silent response, feeling unnatural heat saturate his forehead. He shivered.
We don’t need them, he thought, while he reversed, checking the mirror in case Mrs. Gold should show up, late
herself.
2
Rumi glanced at her watch. She was 10 years, 4 months, 13 days, 2 hours, 42 minutes and 6 seconds old.
Leaning against a Portakabin\fn{ The trade-name of a manufacturer of temporary buildings } near the school gate, looking
out for her father through the high fence, she wondered how much longer it would be before he arrived. A shiver
went through her: the numb bite in the air unsettled her carefully arranged obscurity, ruffling her senses, so that
she felt in danger of being noticed. She gathered herself, and stood as quietly as she could. The howls and shrieks
of the playground were being funneled slowly down the main path and out through the gate. She was waiting
away from the entrance, where the school was pouring its inhabitants down onto the road, because it would be too
embarrassing if anyone saw Mahesh pick her up.
She felt as if she had a continual reminder of her own embarrassment now that she was ten, a swinging arrow
that rose to point very high, very quickly, like the arrow on a Blue Peter charity appeal. She didn’t understand
why, but she knew that the sight of her father getting out of his car, his beige raincoat belted tightly at the waist,
the black beard contaminated with gray wires, eyes as serious as the end of the world—the thought of this in front
of everyone—shamed her. And if he spoke, in that slow way, as though something very bad had happened, the
voice he reserved for being serious, if he spoke like that in front of everyone, she wouldn’t be able to bear it.
“Your dad’s so scary,” Sharon Rafferty had said once, when she had been doing Julie Harris’s hair at lunchtime
in the playground. “Does he ever smile? He’s like a Dalek.”\fn{ The robotic-menace of the Dr. Who TV series:H } Rafferty
had seen her father only from a distance, at parents' evening, but it had been enough to make him part of her
vocabulary.
It was as though he had leaked a funny smell, and now he was fair game for mockery. Rumi frowned and
scratched the bump on her nose made by her glasses. Her father was a teacher, or a “lecturer,” as they called it at
the university, but her schoolmates didn’t know that. So it had to be something else. They made her feel useless.
Not just Rafferty and Harris, the popular ones, but all the girls in her class. It wasn’t just that Rumi was barely
allowed out to play—maybe once a week, for a couple of hours, if that—it was that she always had to ask if she
could join in when people like Rafferty and Harris, who lived nearby, were playing, as though it was a special
favor. Lately, since they had all started hanging about near the local shop instead of going to the woods, it had got
worse. They hadn’t played softball since that first time with Sharon, Julie and Leanne.
It made her mad. It was more than embarrassing. It was a horrible feeling. If the whole friends thing was like a
Venn diagram, she wasn’t even inside the outer circle.
It was not like India, where everyone had wanted to play with her, or asked to know everything about her. In
the whole of Cardiff, no one wanted to talk to her (you couldn’t count your parents in this, and even if you could
count your brother, Nibu couldn’t speak properly yet), except Simon Bridgeman and Christopher Palmer, also
dismissed as “brainboxes.” Even they could speak to her only outside the school boundaries or they ran the risk of
being ridiculed, as though she was a girlfriend or something. She was lonely.
But it wasn’t only her fathers fault. If she stood at the gates right now, for example, she knew she would
embarrass herself just by being there, freakishly dressed in a lacy frock and thick woolen tights, her long hair
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falling out of the gold slide that Shreene clipped into the right-hand side daily.
Rumi was not allowed to choose her clothes. For budgetary reasons, according to Mahesh, she had to wear
outfits that had been made for her during the India Trip, two years previously, stitched in various sizes so that she
could grow into them. That was the only bad outcome of a trip that had been otherwise, without doubt, the best
time she had experienced in her whole life.
But the clothes meant that she was cold most of the time and, unable to wear jeans, derided constantly for her
particular form of fashion; the thick National Health Service glasses and the shiny wardrobe of Indian synthetics
completed the long list of reasons to be embarrassed.
In the cut-and-thrust of playground survival, these things mattered. They all want to be identical, she thought.
Identikit identi ident denters irritating girls. Identical dentiski. Skident. It hurt. And Rumi had removed herself
from the pool, preferring instead to plan the world through the triumphant and logical completion of books like
Peak Maths, a series\fn{Originally published in 1981} in which she was at least seven books ahead of anyone else in
her year.
She looked at her watch again. Now she was 10 years, 4 months, 13 days, 2 hours, 48 minutes and 4 seconds
old. She sang the numbers song in her head. It was almost a lullaby, one she had known since she was a child, the
tune working like a step graph with a line that rose and rose, then flattened out when it got to sixteen, ending with
a comforting monotone. The wind continued to chop at her, throwing her off balance, but she clung to the melody
like a life jacket, letting the numbers warm her with their familiarity. 1 and 1 are 2. 2 and 2 are 4. 4 and 4 are 8. 8
and 8 are 16—and 16 and 16 are 32. The figures continued in her head, as she extended the song for her own
purposes, loving its simplicity. They were wholesome, even numbers, created through doubling alone. 32 and 32
are 64 . . . 128 . . . 256 . . . 512. Five hundred and twelve was a lovely number. Really friendly. It made her think
of her dad’s big, warm, open hands, the lined palms in which she used to put her face on Sunday mornings when
he and her mum were in bed. He used to pretend those hands were crocodile jaws waiting to gobble her up. That
had been when he wasn’t so obsessed with mental arithmetic and getting the right answer. He had played silly
games with her, fresh and lazy with weekend yawns.
The car appeared round the corner, hovering at the traffic lights. She picked up her bag and walked quickly to
meet it, keeping her gaze on the ground.
Now that Nibu was in the university crèche, no one was at home to look after Rumi so every day she was
supposed to go to the library and work from four until six o’clock on twenty problems set by her father. From
Rumi’s point of view there were many pluses to the proposed new regime. First of all, it exponentially increased
the probability of her walking home with John Kemble, the most fancied boy in the class. Her own status meant
that there was no chance of talking to him unless they were on their own, when he was apt to be much friendlier.
Kemble lived near the library, so in future, depending on whether they were at the gate at around the same time,
Rumi had a good chance of walking with him for at least six minutes.
She considered it. Well, it was probably a 2 in 7 chance. Or maybe 3 in 14, otherwise known as 3 over 14. If
you thought about it, lover 14 would be point 0714 so 3 times that came to point 2142. She frowned. Hadn’t
realized it was that small, she thought.
Today, however, it was the first day of the new plan so Mahesh was going to take her there himself, to the
library in Maelfa shopping center. He ran through the rules again on the way there, as he drove through the
darkening afternoon with his habitual caution. Rumi listened, her face against the window, watching rain droplets
slide into each other. She knew the rules by heart by now.
1. The most important rule. No speaking to anyone. Not even if she should recognize someone from school, who
might be in the library. In fact, should the latter happen, she should be especially silent and turn away, avoiding eye
contact.
2. No reference to her library routine to be made at any point—not to classmates or teachers, or anyone else who
might ask her where she went at home-time.
3. No leaving the library after she had entered it at four p.m. She was to stay at her desk, working on the problems,
and use the library lavatory if need be. No wandering around the shopping center, or the small park nearby. She was to
stay at the desk and that was that. Mahesh had threatened to make spot checks at any time: he would return early or at
random to check on her. That was to be her deterrent.
4. The librarian to be the only exception to this rule—spoken to in emergencies. In that instance Rumi was to give
the librarian the telephone numbers and contact details that had been written in the back of her maths exercise book.
5. She would not carry money on her person. (That was easy enough, thought Rumi. She didn’t have pocket money,
like other children.) And she would not carry food either: according to Mahesh, hunger sharpened the mind, allowing
deeper concentration. She would wait to eat her evening meal with the family at eight thirty. But she would carry a
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single ten-pence coin in her anorak pocket for a telephone call, to be used only in an extreme emergency when there
was no other option. (Rumi wondered what kind of scenario this special emergency might be—presumably if the
librarian died or was abducted.)
6. All time in the library to be spent on maths, that being the purpose of this period of preparation. No loss of focus,
and especially no time to be wasted in the reading of novels, even though it might be tempting. It was important that
Rumi should enforce self-discipline. This was a planned period of sustained study, after all, in which she would build
stamina for the coming year: the start of secondary school.

They arrived at the shopping center. The library was just to the side of the entrance, the dirty russet bricks
visible through the windscreen as they parked beside it. Mahesh locked the car and took Rumi in, smiling at the
librarian as they entered: Although she knew the space well, the multiplicity of the rows and desks, the anonymity
of the people, each sitting alone, enclosed in the padding of silence, made her feel nervous.
“Come on, now,” said Mahesh. “Let us choose your desk.”
They found an area toward the front, directly in the line of vision of the loans desk. Rumi set up her mathstools box and unloaded her bag, while Mahesh went to speak to the lady who was arranging books behind the
counter. After a couple of minutes he returned.
“Are you ready?” he asked, inclining his head in her direction, as a gesture of support. Rumi nodded, not
knowing how to react.
“I will leave now and return at six,” he said, tightening the belt of his coat. “Or maybe earlier—who knows?
There may be a spot check—or there may not.” She nodded again, wondering whether she was supposed to do or
say something.
“Today is good practice for you,” he said, smiling encouragingly. “From tomorrow you will be making the
journey here alone, so if you need to talk to me about the rules we can do that this evening after I have marked
your paper.”
She watched him walk out, the room ballooning round her, the ceiling rushing up and away, making her head
spin.
*
For many weeks, after that first afternoon, the routine worked as planned. Her father usually picked Nibu up
from the crèche, then came and got her between six and six thirty. He would start by surveying her exercises,
checking the number of new workings on the page, moving on to his daily conversation with whichever librarian
was on duty. After that they all went together in the car to collect Shreene from the British Telecom center where
she worked. Sometimes, depending on how well the sums had gone, they stopped at the baker’s for the reduced
end-of-day cakes and Rumi would get a cream éclair as a treat.
Rumi did not mention how much she hated the new routine because she knew it was good for her, if she was
going to be serious about her maths. After all, she was the one who had asked to do the O level next year.
“I can do it too, Dad,” she’d said, incensed by the idea that the boy on the telly had been two years younger
than she was.
But that didn’t take away the sodden misery of the whole thing. Rumi took her assigned place across from the
librarian each day, crossing her legs in a labored tension as she sat in the dead air, scribbling out the useless sums
on the page, remembering to move her feet after a good half-hour only to discover they had been stabbed a
hundred times with pins and needles while she wasn’t looking. She stared at the librarian between each portion of
time, with a dull observatory interest, like a surveillance camera twisting to follow its target—watching her stamp
the books and rearrange the index-card box. But the librarian did not watch her back.
Eventually, in the fifth week, Rumi left her desk and read fifteen pages of an Enid Blyton book at the back of
the room, then returned. The librarian did not comment. In fact, she didn’t seem to register Rumi’s absence. Eight
weeks in, and Rumi had created a new routine, which included breaking several rules each day.
It began with her arrival. After she had set up her kit on the table she went to the back of the library and read a
Malory Towers or Pippi Longstocking book for half an hour. She enjoyed this part, despite the out-and-out ban on
fiction, but it was always a pleasure soaked in guilt. There was something dirty about it.
Then she went for a distracted walk in the shopping center for about twenty minutes, stopping to look in the
toy shop at bright plastic contraptions that Nibu might like, checking in with the budgies and the goldfish at the
pet shop, examining the numerous gadgets and seeds in the hardware and gardening shop.
After this, it went downhill. She often stood outside the library door watching litter being hurled about by the
wind, feeling her gut do a similar dance.
It was the lying that got her down. They make me lie all the time, she thought. She felt anger at the lack of
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cash, the single ten-pence coin smoldering like an insult in the pocket at her chest. And she was angry about the
hunger she often felt, churning its way through her thoughts, like a roadrunner through the desert, sounding a
constant buzz of discipline, a never-ending reminder. She imagined running away and joining a place like Malory
Towers or the Chalet School, learning to ski, staying up all night for midnight feasts. Then she would pull herself
together, and force herself to walk inside for an hour of maths, plus ten minutes’ break.
In the tenth week, things changed, with a single incident—one that released so much guilt that it stained its
way through her, like the ink from the broken pens in her pockets. She was sure her mum and dad could see it in
her face, although they never said anything.
It had happened during the maths section of the evening. Under the burning tube lights, she attacked the
numbers with speed and ferocity, as though she was playing Space Invaders, devouring the figures with the
hunger in her belly and spitting out the remains. She worked feverishly, chewing pen tops down to sharp points.
Then she had looked up—looked at the bored librarian at her desk, at the old man reading the paper—seen the
thin tall rectangle of black sky through the doors and trembled with loneliness. She pinched her arm, like they did
in stories, to make sure she was there, and got up. She walked out of the library and straight to the sweet shop
round the corner.
There, she loitered by the entrance, pretending to look at magazines, as though she was deciding which one to
buy. Two people came in, a mother and daughter, both wearing stripy scarves. Rumi maneuvered her way to the
penny-sweets section on her left and stared intensely at the marshmallows and white candy cigarettes. Out of the
corner of her eye, she could see the pair at the counter, talking to the woman at the till. The girl was very little,
about six years old, scarf covering her mouth and half of her nose. The mother ordered a quarter of pear drops and
bent down to wipe the child’s nose.
Rumi’s right hand dived into the box of cola bottles and scooped a batch into her anorak pocket. She stood
very quietly, hand shaking in her pocket against the wet zip, then turned and walked out of the door, holding her
breath.
She was a criminal. This was something that could not be reversed.
She ate the cola bottles in the foyer of the library, chewing the sticky rubber and swallowing it in big chunks
before she could taste it properly. Then she sat back at her desk and worked madly to catch up. When Mahesh
arrived, a few minutes later, it was a shock to see him towering above her, with Nibu squealing and smiling in his
arms. If he had left his office any earlier, he would have caught her. But he never got there before six, in spite of
the threat of spot checks.
Soon she was stealing sweets every day, alternating between the four shops that sold confectionery in the
shopping center, entering a fantasy world like the one in the book about the chocolate factory, where goldfish
gobstoppers lived alongside giant jelly strawberries and white mice. And she enjoyed relying on her wits, using
her cunning to slip sweets into her pocket when the moment was perfect—a momentary chat about the weather
between two grown-ups at the front, a gap in surveillance when the attendant left to find a fishing magazine for an
old man. If she waited for long enough the moment always came.
Although she had worked out that the probability of being caught was relatively high, given that none of the
shops was populated with more than two or three customers at any time, she was still unprepared for the day when
a hand clamped itself on her shoulder, making her jump, her own hand unclasping to scatter a mess of sherbet
lollies and red licorice bootlaces over the floor.
“Show me what’s in your other pocket, young lady,” said the shopkeeper, a sturdy woman with a face like a
tortoise, the lines and grooves giving her a fearsome authority. Rumi pulled out her pocket, showing the dusty
material with a shaking hand, her head hurting, as though she had been punched.
“I’ll let you off this time,” said the woman, sniffing as she collected the sweets together. “If you want to buy
anything, join the queue and pay like everyone else. If not, push off.”
Instead of leaving then and there, Rumi had turned to look at the queue, which consisted of two boys at the
counter, who were staring at her. She picked up a single sherbet lolly, a single white mouse to join it, and stood
behind them, heart thudding ominously, as though it was threatening to bash its way right through her ribs and out
of her body.
I’ll show her, she thought, paying for the sweets with half of the emergency ten pence and replacing the fivepence change in her anorak. I can pay. I’ve got money.
After she was caught, the glamour seeped noiselessly out of the world beyond the library, and the shopping
center had a deflated quality, reminding Rumi of her own wrongdoing. She fell into a slump of self-loathing and
mentally chained her body to the desk in the library, banning herself from leaving the seat even to go to the toilet
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—crushing her thighs together with a disciplined mania whenever the desire to urinate came upon her. Instead of
physical adventures, her mind wandered through a series of daydreams, mostly revolving around moving to India.
She’d arrange it in the next India Trip, she thought; make her parents agree to it somehow. And then it would
be announced in Assembly, how she was leaving them behind—Rafferty, Harris, the lot of them. She’d get her
hair cut in advance, with a big fringe that spiked up a bit, and somehow get hold of a ra-ra skirt. When the list
was read out at the end for football, table tennis and all that extracurricular stuff, she’d raise her hand. She’d get
up and say,
“Yes, I have an announcement. I’m moving to a country where people laugh and have fun and aren’t cruel and
rude and don’t make a joke of you, and where they are more intelligent than people here, especially at maths like
me. And I’m never coming back. And also, by the way, my mum and dad say that British people stole all these
stones from people in India, the rubies and diamonds in the precious buildings, before they stopped ruling it, and
that represents how they stole the sparkle out of Indian people’s lives. So it doesn’t make much sense for me to
live here, to be honest, because I don’t agree with it. I’m going back to where I came from.”
She knew that she would have to make sure she was in a place where she could look at Simon Bridgeman and
Christopher Palmer during this last bit, to give them a signal so they didn’t take it personally. Or maybe she’d
warn them in advance, so that the shock of what she was about to reveal, about their own history as British
people, didn’t upset them too much. …
236.280 Excerpt from The Groom To Have Been\fn{by Saher Alam (1973- )} Lucknow, Lucknow District, Uttar
Pradesh, India (F) 13
1
The engagement had been announced before the terrible thing happened. Sometimes it was hard to remember
that.
And at other times, when one was deep in the midst of choosing table linens and centerpieces, it became
possible not to think about the terribleness at all, to let it drift into a distant corner of one’s mind as if it had
happened in a distant corner of the world. Even so, there were some on Nasr’s side who, as late as November,
suggested that postponing the wedding (perhaps even indefinitely) would not, under the circumstances, be an
unreasonable request to make of the bride’s family. Eventually, it was the “perhaps even indefinitely” part that
would catch Nasr’s attention—what, exactly, had that meant? But at the time he was simply annoyed. He
wondered how long he and Farah were expected to accommodate world events. And he knew that the people who
had made such remarks were letting themselves see bad omens and connectivity even though one thing had been
set in motion before the other.
But before all that, in August at the engagement party, there had been a sharp, satisfying little gasp from the
crowd when Nasr pulled open the blue clamshell box containing the ring he had secretly purchased. Sitting beside
him, Farah had drawn back, too. Her face was concealed behind a filmy green rupatta, so Nasr couldn’t tell by her
eyes whether her slim shoulders had reacted to the flash of the carats or to the sound of their reception.
He paused to wait for an instruction from one of his elders on how to proceed. He didn’t mind extending these
little courtesies; to him, they were not acts of blind deference but facets of a sensitivity to the benefits of
accommodation that he had long cultivated in himself. A pinch of patience cost the younger generation so little
and meant so much to the older set.
Hosted by Nasr’s mother, the party was originally meant to be a small affair, as the proposing and accepting
had already happened twice, first in July, over the phone, with Nasr in New York and Farah back here in Canada.
When he called to deliver the happy news to his mother, she’d exclaimed, “Arre, but Hamid Uncle hasn’t even
met them yet,” which was her way of reminding him that she herself, by an albeit unexpected turn, had yet to
meet Farah or the other Ansaris. To banish entirely the notion that Nasr and Farah had acted of their own accord,
the two families convened a few days later for the presentation of a peghaam, a formal proposal written and
recited by Hamid Uncle, who was a close friend of Nasr’s family.
This party in August was, therefore, the third marking of Farah’s acceptance, and although Mrs. Ansari had
originally wanted to serve as hostess, when the guest list swelled to fifty she conceded that the Ansaris’ tiny
bungalow plus basement wouldn’t suffice. Instead, the Siddiquis’ living-room furniture was pushed to the walls,
white sheets were laid over the carpet, and heavy, log-shaped cushions were strewn about. A low sofa was put out
in the center of the room, where the bride and groom accepted blessings and were subjected to all manner of
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related but unsolicited attention: chin-squeezing and cheek-pinching.
But the crowd now looming above Nasr and Farah, though several bodies thick in every direction (the closest
layer being all ladies: mothers and aunts, brightly dressed and elaborately bejeweled), was watchful and strangely
unassertive. Also strange was that Nasr didn’t recognize many of the faces before him, even though it was his own
side that had run up the numbers, while Farah’s had arrived in only three minivans.
Eventually, one of Farah’s aunties stepped forward and thrust a palm under his nose. She wore a shalwar
kameez of a shiny peacock blue that Nasr’s mother would have deemed inappropriate for the woman’s age, and
her wispy gray hair had mostly escaped from the rupatta tied about her head. She wasn’t smiling, but her teeth
were somehow visible, unevenly spaced and stained red from paan. Nasr could guess what the old woman wanted
—under the pretense of preserving the bride’s modesty, she was demanding to have the honor of putting the ring
on Farah’s finger herself. Had she been sent by the Ansaris, he wondered, or his mother? Where, come to think of
it, was his mother? While prying the ring out of its tight velvet casing, Nasr made the mistake of looking up and
found himself exchanging awkward smiles with yet another unfamiliar woman. She had been craning her neck, as
though viewing an exhibit at the zoo, but then seemed surprised, even dismayed, when the main attraction stared
back.
Much of the evening had turned out like this: fretful speculations—Who ought to be assigned to greet the
guests? When should the giving of the blessing be scheduled? Who is deciding whether the bride and groom
should be allowed to face each other?—followed by elaborate, well-intentioned stagings that begat mixed signals
and improvisations. Nasr supposed he shouldn’t have been surprised. Although an Indian wedding usually
involved a number of ceremonies, the engagement party was a relatively recent addition to the sequence, an
attempt to harmonize with the traditions of Western society.
But even now that it had become decidedly fashionable to hold such an event, there was still uncertainty about
what, exactly, was being celebrated—no actual marriage, after all, just a promise. And not even a promise that
held any religious import. The Ansaris were initially resistant to the idea, and then wanted to keep the event
dinner-party-size (a proposition Nasr had heartily seconded), but Nasr’s mother had strong ideas about the duties
required of families like theirs—to not fall behind trends, to establish standards, to lead by good taste—and she
was keen on doing all that was expected. After a few slips, she was careful to extend the “theirs” to include the
Ansaris.
“Perhaps it is a good sign the boy is having so much trouble managing ladies’ jewelry,” said Farah’s aunt.
Impatient fingers brushed against Nasr’s cheek. At this, he plunged his arm into the heavy, brocaded folds of
fabric in Farah’s lap and drew out a soft cold hand.
There was another gasp from the crowd. Nasr caught a glimpse of Farah’s chin, a blade of nearly white skin
dipping out from below her rupatta. The band was too big—the thick platinum slid easily over the knuckles—but
the fingers Nasr held curled around and tugged slightly against his own, and the lips above the finely pointed chin
were red and smiling before they slipped out of sight again.
A round of cautious applause followed, and a few uncles came forward to shake Nasr’s hand and deliver
congratulatory pats on his back. But when he glanced in Farah’s direction she was turned away from him even
more than before, and her aunt’s head was bent over hers in deep consultation. He was glad he’d thought to buy
the ring and keep it a surprise (even if this Western touch made the party more redundant than it already was), and
he knew, of course, that Farah would never actually look at him, not with all these people expecting to see a
classic Indian bride. But a man didn’t give a woman a diamond only to stare at the back of her covered head for
the rest of the evening. He stole another glance, hoping she’d make her profile available.
Later, Nasr would wonder how he could have thought a piece of jewelry would instantly cleave a daughter
from familial duty and allow her to favor her fiancé with anything more than a smile on a half-hidden face. How
could a mere diamond (even one whose carat size alone was proof that he hadn’t entered the engagement lightly)
procure for him the privileges that many husbands enjoyed only tentatively?
But for the moment Nasr indulged a pleasant reverie. Perhaps that first and unmistakably spontaneous smile
meant that Farah had come to the same realization he had when she saw the ring on her finger: that the two of
them had crossed a threshold, and from now on they would no longer need go-betweens.
More guests began streaming by, and as the wall of people shifted and cracked Nasr finally spotted his mother,
smiling in that proud but embarrassed way she had when accepting compliments she more or less expected. At all
such events in their community, the older generation’s measure of success was tied to the question of what had
been lost in the transplantation of old customs into new soil. Nasr’s mother and Hamid Uncle, especially, were
experts in identifying which silly concessions (pizza ordered for the children who had declared that they didn’t eat
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Indian food) corrupted the authenticity or solemnity of an occasion and which substitutions were so imprecise
(plastic garlands instead of those made from fresh flowers) that they ought to have been left out altogether. Nasr
was satisfied that Farah was a person who would, like him, recognize that, despite a few moments of
indecisiveness and vague orchestration, tonight’s event had struck the right note. The congratulations he accepted
now were as much for his engaged status as they were for the gleaming and immaculate Siddiqui home, the
sleeves of jewelry his mother had gifted the Ansaris, and even the way her three days of cooking lingered lightly
in the air without giving the impression that the whole place had been fried in oil.
But Nasr still wished he could have seen Farah’s expression when he grabbed her hand. Had she really been
surprised? And if so, what had that surprise looked like on her features, lit by that moment?
“Found it!” said Farah’s aunt, cackling victoriously. Standing over the bridal couple, she held up a white box
and pulled it open to reveal a silver watch. Farah’s palm was outstretched but waiting too modestly to be noticed.
After circling the box in the air for display and collecting a murmur of approval, the woman turned, made a rough
grab for Nasr’s arm, and slipped the watch on his wrist with a toothy, triumphant smile. Just as a round of polite
cheers subsided, Hamid Uncle’s daughter, Jameela, said above the din:
“I hope this doesn’t mean, Auntie, that he’s half engaged to Farah and half to you.”
Jameela was always making jokes. She was a tall, angularly framed girl with dark curly hair (the color of
which was constantly being adjusted), a permanently wry mouth, and a flat, amused voice that seemed to reside
somewhere in the back of her throat but could spring into an exasperated or persuasive pitch with sudden energy.
She wasn’t pretty, exactly; there was always something distracting about her person—a strangely ornate nose ring,
ill-fitting or floppy fabrics, an oddly boyish haircut, a dramatic use of makeup—that promoted her looks to
striking or eye-catching, but probably nothing could bring them all the way to beautiful.
This latest joke of Jameela’s, launched from somewhere deep in the back of the living room, inspired an
eruption of laughter and applause that was, to Nasr’s ear, the first genuinely comfortable moment of the evening.
As though released from a semi-frozen state, the guests finally began embracing and calling out hearty mubaraks.
The noise of their chatter gathered high above Nasr’s head, as if it were happening at the mouth of a well, at the
bottom of which he sat with his fiancée, whose hands were again buried in her lap. Nasr couldn’t imagine what
Farah thought of Jameela’s comment; he could envision neither the arrangement of her features nor the emotion
that might be assigned to them—and his inability made him remember, belatedly and with a stab of shock, that
this was only the second time he and Farah had met.
A moment later, however, when Nasr’s mother came forward and with much grave affection placed a garland
of fresh roses around Farah’s neck, he dismissed this shock. It was not, after all, so unusual that he’d seen Farah
only twice. Their previous encounter might have been brief, but it had told Nasr all he needed to know: that the
being behind the rupatta was composed and private in the very best sense. She knew the value of holding herself
back, and her moderation was practiced not simply in the service of rituals but because she was receptive to
forming a life with another person.
But just as he was thinking this, Nasr became aware that even though Jameela was hidden by the crush of
bodies, he could picture, without effort and quite clearly, the expression that would be on her face—down to the
tartness about the eyes and the missing warmth from what would have been her natural smile.
2
Everybody knew that arranged marriages were for desperate people: old-maidy, overeducated, semiWesternized girls who weren’t pretty enough or meek enough to attract men on their own and straight-from-India,
computer-degreed guys who had adolescent expectations and weren’t patient enough, or suave enough, or were
altogether forbidden by their mothers, to date. Nasr wasn’t desperate, and this, he thought, when he finally agreed
to let his mother find him a bride, would be his chief tactical advantage.
Before consenting, he’d performed the usual evasions. He pretended, during his entire first year in New York,
not to hear the long, martyred sighs his mother sent through the phone lines from Montreal, nor to follow her
logic that while it was good to put efforts into one's career, one must remember that it was merely a stage in life—
a time when one’s focus, rightly so, was on oneself. But, like any stage, it must end, and other stages must be
allowed to take their natural courses.
Also, Nasr’s mother didn’t like that he’d changed countries, that she knew no one in Manhattan, that he
wouldn’t even go to meet their distant relations in New Jersey so that she could be assured he was eating well.
During these conversations—the same conversation, really, reprised for weeks and then months—Nasr never
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mentioned how her own parents had let their children fling themselves across oceans without calling every other
day. But his silence on the matter was, apparently, only encouraging. His mother became convinced that he was
lonely and unhappy.
“Lonely for what?” he asked in a frustrated moment, one weekend evening when she’d called and seemed both
satisfied and concerned to find him home alone, with no plans to go out.
“This is New York, Ammi. Just what kind of companionship is it that you think I don’t have?” he asked, then
mumbled, “Or couldn’t get?”
“Someone of your own,” she replied, “who will know you better than anyone—at least better than I do.”
This remark, more than all her other words, made an impression, though Nasr didn’t know whether to credit
his mother for being astute or just getting lucky. He had begun to feel, after years of living on his own, in danger
of becoming a cliché: the determinedly striving immigrant professional who’d been at his accounting job long
enough that it was no longer something he set out to do every morning so much as something he was—a person
who often attended meetings in cities across the Atlantic but for whom going out with his colleagues in London
was beginning to feel a lot like going out with another set in Paris, a different map but the same bars and clubs.
At first, the charm of New York and of being away from home had been potent, and Nasr was happy doing
what everybody else did: working ten hours a day, decompressing with a drink or two, finding dinner in a newly
trendy neighborhood, smoking whatever was passed around. There’d been a routine to this freedom, but also an
easy good will. He liked to think of it as sowing oats Western style, and he had prided himself on being, despite
his upbringing, open-minded enough to try anything (within reason) once—including sex, although he considered
these encounters casual in the sense that they could never, to his mind, have led to marriage.
In truth, Nasr had dated only a handful of women in his life (if going out with a bunch of people and finding
yourself alone with one of them at the end of the night could be called dating), and each of his “relationships”
had, to the last, fallen into the same pattern. The early parts of the evenings would be loose and undemandingly
jocular. Through cocktails and dinner, Nasr would feel utterly in possession of the right opinions to be had on all
subjects and would express them with a glibness that came so easily it was as if he’d read a script in advance.
He’d hit his prompts and cues, elicit surprised smiles and laughter. His jokes, he knew, were often improved by
his listener’s initial expectation of what he would be: a polite, foreign-looking guy with a timid manner. He was,
instead, insulting and challenging.
“You Americans,” he would begin, “are always thinking ‘world-view’ refers to what you can see out your back
window. On a cloudy day, with the blinds drawn,” and then he would give all the reasons why the national
character of ‘we Canadians’ was more considered, and therefore vastly superior and adult. These sorts of
corollaries, perhaps because they highlighted the less serious cultural divide, were somehow softening, but they
also enabled Nasr to feel as though he was blending in without giving up more than an inch or two of honesty.
But at some point in the evening—you never knew when: his passing on the “divine” prosciutto-wrapped
appetizer;\fn{Food wrapped in thinly-sliced ham: the “divine” in this case referring to an observation made not by him but by some nonMuslim person concerning its taste—later on in this story our protagonist is specifically identified as a Muslim through the use of an Arabic
phrase (masha’allah) applied to an aspect of his behavior, although his name, Nasr, is an Arabic word meaning victory:H } his admitting

too offhandedly that he had no plans for Christmas; his accidentally venturing into a clever anecdote built upon
the absurdity of his parents’ generation’s belief that leaving grand old Lucknow for a life in Montreal, with
reliable plumbing, secure employment, and steady electricity, had been a comedown—there would be a crack, an
opening across which a translation was required. His listener’s beautifully made-up face would gain a puzzled
look. She would pose an apologetic question (“Oh, what do you mean?” or “Really, is that unusual?”), then attach
it to an understanding smile—and at this the gap would tear right open.
It was not as though Nasr had anything to hide, but something about the questioning that followed felt
disappointing and exhausting. Where, indeed, did he “really come from”? What was his family like? And why,
come to think of it, would someone draw the line at prosciutto but happily drink beer after beer?
The more inquisitive and hopeful his date became, the less willing he was to embark on explanations, and by
the time they were in the cab or back at the woman’s apartment, a tight silence would overcome him. He would
become polite in that too-formal Indian way, which, consequentially, would require the woman to take the lead in
the seduction. Some of these women were clearly dismayed by the change in his manner, but others were
charmed, interpreting his hesitations and attentiveness as signs of unexpectedly deepening interest—which made
the business of extracting himself more difficult.
One morning Nasr tried to explain himself sooner rather than later, to prevent misunderstandings before they
multiplied—this was to the last woman he’d been with, at the end of their only week together. He got dressed
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early, made a pot of coffee while she showered, and delivered a mug to her bedside table, looking away when she
parted her towel to flash him on route to her cavernous walk-in closet. Speaking to her from the door to the
bedroom, he described how Indian marriage worked—how it was a merger of families, not just of a man and a
woman, requiring considerations beyond love, such as compatibilities of religion, family structure, even regional
rituals and codes, and so on. He went so far as to say that, given all the duties and obligations involved and how
they were doubly complicated by the absence of his father, he didn’t think married life was something he’d
consider for years—possibly ever. Kate—that was her name—had paused while getting dressed, her blond hair
emerging slowly from the top of her blouse, and laughed.
“Well yeah, Naz,” she said with a quizzical smile. “Kind of early in the morning for marriage, isn’t it?”
Later that day, they met up with friends of hers for brunch, former Princetonians doing their parent-funded
tours of duty in the city, and more than once she patted Nasr’s arm affectionately or winked as if the two of them
now shared a private joke. But on the subway home, when he was alone again, Nasr had the distinct impression of
having become an amusing episode in someone else’s life: the anxious Indian fellow who’d felt obliged to speak
of marriage and his mother’s worries a few hours after sex. No more than a pet, really.
*
“Such a sweet face the Kureishi girl is having now,” his mother said with a sigh the next time they spoke.
She’d recently attended a dinner party for a girl from their community who’d gotten married several months
earlier and moved to Toronto; the new bride and her husband were back in Montreal for the weekend and
enjoying, from the sounds of it, a hero’s welcome. Nasr had learned of Rehana Kureishi’s engagement with
considerable relief—she was just the sort of unimpeachably suitable girl his mother approved of and he dreaded:
wholesome, dutiful, college-bound but incurious, bursting with unquestioning agreeableness. Whenever Rehana’s
name used to come up, even his mother would concede that her looks were “nothing special.”
“Arre, but now,” she continued, “the quality of the skin, the eyes. Talat swears the nose even has straightened
…”
Nasr stood by the only decent-sized window in his apartment, listening and eating leftover General Tso’s
chicken straight from the carton. It was over-microwaved, sticky but hardening fast. Outside the window, three
stories down, was the building’s narrow, littered courtyard. For the past week, a group of teenagers had found
their way in and would spend a couple of hours each evening playing music, boasting loudly, probably drinking. It
was summer, and Nasr couldn’t imagine it was at all pleasant down there. Bits of trash occasionally swirled up,
and a thick stream of noisy, hot wind poured in through the open window. And yet the kids kept coming back,
each evening as the light was fading. So far tonight there were only two: a girl with swinging hair and a boy
whose fluorescent yellow jersey glowed as he danced about and gesticulated.
It had been a few weeks since the brunch with Kate’s friends, and despite their mutual decision to “wait and
see” (her phrase), Nasr had called her this morning—then immediately regretted it.
“You’re a great guy, Naz,” Kate had said, her voice lowered and thoughtful. She added that he was sweet and
spoke of their time together as being special and to be cherished. Nasr supposed he should feel grateful that she
was making it so easy. There was probably a kind word for how she viewed their relationship—a tryst? No, that
would suggest an encounter that had been illicit, and thus had the potential to be of consequence. For her, their
relationship had clearly been quite the opposite—not unpleasant but the sort of thing that happened all the time,
involved bodies, and meant next to nothing. A friendly six-night stand.
Nasr heard laughter, a girl’s, rising up from the courtyard. The sun had dipped away by now. On the surface of
the glass was his own black silhouette, cut out of a white square of reflected light. He moved closer and peered
down, but all he could see was darkness.
“To be a young wife,” his mother was saying—had she always been this pushy?—“there is really no other time
like it in one’s life.”
Just then, while he was staring at the dark empty pane, an unexpected image, maybe something from one of
those old Hindi movies his parents used to watch, rose up in Nasr’s mind: a walk in moonlight away from the
warm glow of a verandah, a hand slipping secretively but confidently into one’s own, the soft clinks of a stack of
glass bangles sliding against one’s wrist.
“Are you sure?” said the girl in the courtyard, her voice high and scandalized but also pleased.
A smudge of white stirred in the dark, someone’s bare arm or leg? When Nasr felt himself actually craning his
neck, he slid the window closed and stepped back. Without the whir of city air, his apartment felt large and silent.
On the other side of the building, there were a number of lit windows, but certainly he was the only grown man
spying on the furtive necking of teenagers.
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It was pathetic. He was pathetic.
“All right, let’s do it,” he heard himself say.
His mother, who’d moved on to detailing the problems of rinse cycles, paused, but just briefly. Then she
continued with a description of her ancient dishwasher as though he hadn’t said anything.
*
When they spoke again a few days later, Nasr waited for his mother to bring the marriage matter up. She
didn’t, for once. When she didn’t in their next conversation, either, he knew she was aware that she’d succeeded.
And when he finally managed to say that he wouldn’t mind if she started looking for a girl, all his mother said
was, “Very good, beta,” in a solemn, businesslike manner, before she went on to relate the virtues of the newly
delivered dishwasher that he'd surprised her with. More than a half hour later, at the end of the call, she added,
almost as part of her goodbye:
“This is a very good thing you’ve done, masha’allah.\fn{An Arabic phrase expressing appreciation, joy, praise or
thankfulness for an event or person just mentioned:W} For all of us.”
Who was this “all of us” Nasr wondered? And he wished just then that he could take his consent back.
He’d expected glee, relief, tears even, but after a while his mother’s restraint felt oddly fitting. More
significantly, the image that had swayed him to her cause lingered and evolved: the moonlit path was now in
Central Park, the hand was so soft and pliable it hardly seemed to contain any bones, its tentativeness made
sweeter because there was no need, in this new setting, to worry about detection. His mother’s years of talk had
intimated a sacred enormity to the task of caring for someone, which had only made the prospect of marriage
terrifying, like handcuffing yourself to a stranger and leaping off a cliff.
But now Nasr could imagine how this leap might be exhilarating, even freeing. Just because the arrangedmarriage system placed emphasis on social and familial compatibilities didn’t mean that it couldn’t produce
someone he could love. And why should love necessarily entail meeting someone independently and
unexpectedly; as if getting caught off guard were the key to its authentiicity?
The more he thought about it, the more Nasr recognized that he already had the life he wanted; all he needed
was someone to share it with. He also came to see that the dangers of the leap would be mitigated by the
precautions built into the system: the stranger could not, in the end, be all that strange. What was wrong with
wanting his future wife to be someone for whom he didn’t have to translate himself? Wasn’t this just being
honest?
Finally, Nasr discovered that all he truly objected to about arranged marriage was the path taken by most of its
practitioners in his family: men who spent years delaying, squirming, making impossible demands, even charming
their way out of engagements, only to turn forty (which was little more than a decade away for Nasr) and marry
neutrally willing nineteen-year-olds who’d never struggled with the question of whether such a marriage would be
like losing the game or giving up. Only Nasr’s father had been different: married at twenty-four, three children by
thirty-two. He had even died ahead of schedule.
A few days before the party in August, when Nasr and his mother called India with news of the engagement,
the joke had already started circulating among some of those former bachelor uncles:
“Arre, the prince is tired of the princely life already?”
“Why, the boy’s not even middle-aged yet, Sultana,” their voices bursting with laughter. “How can he be ready
to give up heaven on earth?”
*
The search for a bride began in earnest on Nasr’s next trip back to Montreal. He, his mother, and his younger
sister, Yasmine, who was essential to the process because she could communicate with their mother more
efficiently, swept the local counties. They went to awkward teas hosted by nervous parents, sat in spacious, empty
living rooms as well as cramped and steamy ones, pretending that the questions being asked were merely
sociable:
Your family is from which region? Ah, yes, and before that, they were? And how long have you been away? All
the children were born where, exactly?
Every so often Hamid Uncle and his wife, Talat Auntie, would come along on these visits—ending the
occasion [with] some Old World formality. Even when the two of them didn’t attend the meetings, they were
almost always present for the lengthy discussions that followed, in which the merits of the latest prospect were
debated. Sometimes these discussions spilled into the informal dinner parties Nasr’s mother or Talat Auntie hosted
when he was home visiting, or at fancier functions for the Eid holidays, and they also, Nasr suspected, went on
when he wasn’t around, for if his mother was on the lookout, all her friends—an entire network of aunties—
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would also feel charged with the task.
When he was part of the debates, Nasr found that he didn’t mind having other people in the room. It allowed
him to say what he couldn’t say to his mother when they were alone:
Too young, too religious, too dependent, too quiet, too dowdy, too brainy, too ditzy, too desi,\fn{Local:W} too
Pakistani, too modern, too American.
To be fair, he often invited others to air their impressions:
Yes, yes, to wear a skirt on such an occasion does show bad judgment, after all (his mother); Well, it’s the
quality of the family that is not what it could be (Hamid Uncle); I didn’t like her brother—a total fobio
(Yasmine).\fn{Frequently-outwitted-by-inanimate-objects:W}
Nasr was well aware that his mother wanted a certain kind of daughter-in-law, and that, although it had taken
him a while to realize it, some of her requirements actually matched what he had in mind for a wife. Since Sunni
Muslim girls from good families who spoke enough Urdu to teach it to their children didn’t exactly hang out in
bars, he was agreeing to an arranged marriage, yes, but his consent was not without certain conditions. Marriage
to him would not mean what it meant to those bozos who came from abroad expecting fresh chapattis for dinner
every night and who got nervous when the conversation turned to anything other than their work, their nostalgia,
or the latest episode of ER. He didn’t want an unassertive woman. Just the opposite, in fact. If one wasn’t honest
about such preferences, even brutally and publicly honest, wouldn’t this whole thing be a waste of everyone's
time?
“Too modern?” Talat Auntie said once, with a raised brow.
“I want a balanced individual, Auntie,” Nasr replied, trying to be diplomatic. She rolled her eyes at Nasr’s
mother sympathetically.
“These children and their wanting.” But his mother waved away the sympathy, didn’t need it.
“No, but you will not be believing what goes on these days, Talat,” she-replied, “with some of these girls in this
boyfriend business. No telling how many there have been in the past—or even in the present.”
When Nasr made this suggestion to his mother, it had been pure speculation, a convenient way to slip out of a
prospect that was in danger of looking promising to everyone but him. The real problem was that he hadn’t felt a
spark, something that made him forget why he was there, but that was hardly an objection he could expect his
mother to understand.
“We think our people are so honorable,” she continued, “but it happens all the time. One fine day, the father
finally loses patience, wraps the girl up in a rupatta, and places her before unsuspecting people like us, as if she
has been a namaazi all her life. One has to be careful. That is why I still like that girl Samano nice-face, no fusswuss, very seedhee sahdhee.”
Saman was a girl from Windsor whom they’d all met on Nasr’s previous trip. He’d had numerous objections to
her as well, but his mother was apparently not convinced that “too smiley” and “talks too much about the joys of
knitting” were negatives.
“And then,” his mother went on, “there are those others who tell you only so much about themselves, mention
where their family most recently lived, as if that is where their people have always been from. Very chalaak—
and, of course, it is working. How can these children be expected to know the difference between a Qidwai from
Bare Goan and one from—” She paused, then began again as if from inspiration.
“Now with Saman, we are knowing the full story. My maamojaan married into that family. Fine people.
Straight from Chowk.”
“The point is,” Nasr said, “that for this to work she and I have to be as compatible as possible,” without adding
what would have seemed not only obvious but also irrelevant to his listeners: “since we’re not going to start off in
love.” Nasr’s mother sighed mournfully.
“If only the system was as reliable as it had been back home,” she said, “where one could be confident about
the histories of all the families worth knowing.”
“Or where the children weren’t so picky,” Talar Auntie added with a sardonically curled mouth. Nasr’s
mother's lips clamped into a frown.
“She’s from Windsor,” Nasr said, but failed again to make his point.
Shaking his head of carefully groomed silver hair, Hamid Uncle observed that in many ways an arranged
marriage, at least these days and in this place, might be deemed as big a gamble as any other kind of union. The
mothers immediately agreed; and after breaking the impasse Hamid Uncle added, in a gentle but teacherly tone:
“Well, then shouldn’t the differences between living in a cultivated city such as Montreal (where one could
expect to find a decent samosa) and, say, Windsor (whose municipal palate is as un-Indian as that of an American
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city) be given as much consideration as those between living in U.P.\fn{ Uttar Pradesh State, often abbreviated “U.P.”:H}
and Gujarat?”
Hamid Uncle wasn’t a real uncle but a family friend who, after Nasr’s father died, had adopted Nasr’s mother
as a sister. He was one of the leading figures in their community, which was now extensive but had grown from a
small founding constituency, a handful of Indians who’d all come to Canada as young couples at about the same
time—a window in the seventies when primarily engineers and doctors were welcome. A number of these early
settlers, including Nasr’s parents, had even come from the same place: Lucknow, a small, substantially Muslim
city\fn{Now (2017) 75% Hindu and the largest city in Uttar Pradesh:H} in north India.
Hamid Uncle was not one of those much coveted engineers or doctors, though. Before taking an early
retirement, he’d taught history for a number of years at a community college in Longueuil. But his native
Lucknawi’s aesthetic sense was finely cultivated, and he had long and widely been regarded as an authority in
matters of taste and cultural fidelity. More to the point, he had overseen the major events in Nasr’s life: funeral
arrangements, graduations, career choices, and now this search.
It was not that Hamid Uncle’s presence felt exactly like that of Nasr’s father, but he had known Anwar
Siddiqui longer than anyone, including Nasr’s mother, so there was a sense that his opinions were built on the
same foundations: ten years at La Martinière, the architecturally ornate prep school in the south end of Lucknow,
eating bun-tacs and attending vespers, during which the boys tried, in honor of their mothers, who would have
been mortified, to keep from singing along with the hymns and chants that they somehow knew by heart;
followed by university a few hundred miles away in Aligarh, where Hamid failed nearly every subject except
English and British history, and Anwar set himself apart with a dedication to mechanical engineering. Threaded
through this friendship, seeming in fact integral to it, was a childhood in neighboring compounds, sprawling
homes that housed the extended family and whose daily mysteries the boys explored together and took for granted
—and then spent the rest of their lives speaking about with growing reverence.
In all their descriptions and reminiscences, the life in Lucknow seemed so leisurely, so rich with adventure and
supple in its demands, that Nasr couldn’t help wondering why anyone would ever leave it. But leave it they did. In
fact, it was Hamid Uncle who was responsible for Nasr’s father’s coming to Canada. To hear Hamid Uncle tell it,
Anwar, who was back in Lucknow at the time, after spending a year in London on scholarship, must have
received dozens upon dozens of blue aerograms imploring him to visit, to try it once, for a year. Montreal was a
beautiful city, its people much friendlier than London’s; the winters can be gotten accustomed to, construction
projects abound (the Olympics are coming!), sponsorship would be easy to offer; we can be roommates again!
Just try it, try it, try it.
“‘After all,” I said to him, “it is you they are wanting, bhai sahib, not me!’”
Hamid Uncle often told stories about Nasr’s father that Nasr found surprising—the man whom Nasr
remembered as unfailingly cautious and hesitant on the highway and shy with cashiers used to be an
accomplished equestrian (such a daredevil that he’d been thrown once, attempting a bold jump, and had fallen
into a coma for days). He also fell from a scooter (hence the scar on the side of his face), and on hunting parties
he shot pheasant square-on, without wasting a bullet.
“Best of all,” Hamid Uncle would begin, sputtering already from the off-color nature of what he was about to
say, “was his habit of carrying a rose into the bathroom to protect himself from … himself. Ingenious.
Marvelous.”
Hamid Uncle made the quiet habits of a quiet man seem tantalizing and remarkable, as though they were
choices, mysterious suppressions of a more worldly character, acts of will and therefore undeniable marks of the
man having been a member of a distinguished tribe. Nasr felt proud of the connection, although he wasn’t always
sure if this pride was for his father or the place his father occupied in Hamid Uncle’s heart.
And there were even times when he secretly envied Hamid Uncle, when he wished his own heart were as
accommodating of Anwar Siddiqui. The only memory Nasr had of his father behaving as Hamid Uncle described
was at a dinner party, when Nasr was around ten. His father interrupted a lecture Hamid Uncle was delivering on
the delights of Lucknow’s toonde kebabs to wonder why it was that Hamid had become such an expert in all
matters Lucknawi only after he’d left the place. Hamid Uncle paused—Nasr had seen few people contradict or
question him—and then, to everyone’s surprise, burst out laughing.
“You see how he keeps me honest.”
What would his father have thought of this one? Nasr occasionally wondered upon meeting a new girl; but
failing to imagine the answer, he often found himself waiting for it to emerge from Hamid Uncle’s mouth.
“On to the next,” Hamid Uncle said now, almost cheerfully.
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With a few words, he sent glorious Saman packing. Sometimes he would say, “No matter. No matter. There’s
plenty of time,” and Nasr would know he was safe from his mother’s pushing. Every now and then, when Nasr
made a firm rejection, it was Hamid Uncle who seemed to need consolation. He would pull on his hookah and
sigh, declaring that the times were strange indeed when one found oneself glad to no longer be a young man.
*
After a few more rounds of searching in Montreal came a couple of trips to Toronto. Soon, Nasr ruled out the
girls who’d arrived from India or Pakistan too recently. The half-generation before his own—his older sister
Saira’s group—had suffered the growing pains of engagements made between first cousins (because that was the
only acceptable option left) and marriages in which one or the other spouse was imported straight from India, as
new to the West as an infant.
“We’re not the same species,” he told his mother, cutting off her protests. “It would be like marrying someone
from your generation.”
“So you and I are not of the same species?” she asked with alarm.
“Not in this way.”
Once in a while, his objection of “too young” incited a full-blown quarrel.
“The prescribed difference is six years,” his mother would say, “and this girl is only five years younger.”
“I mean emotionally,” Nasr explained, then adjusted the objection to “not educated enough” or “not educated
well enough” or too young in her career, or in what she wants, how she thinks. Having spent only a few
supervised moments with each girl, he couldn’t be entirely sure of the accuracy of such judgments—and to her
credit, his mother wasn’t always fooled.
“What sort of virtue is age to look for in a girl?” she asked helplessly when the search reached its one-year
anniversary.
“Do you want me to marry just anybody?” Nasr countered.
She didn’t, of course, and her own natural prejudices often spared him from making the really crass objections.
His uncles, those practiced bachelors, could and often did say, “Not pretty enough” or “Too fat already;” but Nasr
stuck to “Just not right,” and let his mother mutter in agreement: “Yes, a big nose” or “The color is not clean.”
*
It was during such exchanges that Nasr became most conscious of Jameela’s presence. She happened to be
there for many of these discussions (though perhaps this was because the only discussion being had these days
when their families got together was about his search), and although Jameela hardly ever contributed much, and
she often seemed sleepy, bored, or distracted, her eyes hooded and narrow, there were regular indications that she
was listening. One time, when the rest of them were in the kitchen arguing vigorously and Jameela was in the den
reading, Talat Auntie said,
“Nasr Mia is a regular—Arre, what is the girl with the three—”
“Goldilocks” came the reply in a dry tone from the other room. .
In its second year, the search expanded into the States, then England—a radius so wide that it became
impossible for anyone to come with Nasr on visits, many of which he scheduled around business trips, adding a
day here and there. Whenever he could, he told his mother where he’d be going in advance so she could inquire
about the prospects in that city.
Despite how distasteful she found the business of relying on sightings from third or fourth parties who offered
themselves as matchmaking experts, Sultana Siddiqui eventually accepted that the current times and
circumstances required such measures, and she became more and more adept in her dealings. She would strive to
locate these informants at dinner parties, mushairas, even weddings (it was the most socializing she’d done in
years) without seeming desperate for their assistance. And she was always careful to say that she’d just started
looking, or that her son was still so young and still having to work too hard (but reaping the rewards of it,
masha’allah) and that she was simply hoping to get a head start for when he was ready to settle.
Soon, Nasr followed up on recommendations made to his mother by friends of friends and contacts of contacts,
people who knew people who knew people who had a daughter, a sister, a niece of marriageable age in this
province or that country. Yasmine began, with the efficiency of the engineering major that she was, keeping a
packet of his statistics ready for distribution, so photos were exchanged and résumés faxed before his arrival.
But Nasr always returned with bad news. Too Californian, too British, too loud, too shy, can’t speak Urdu and
doesn’t care to learn, not willing to live outside Sacramento, Trenton, London, Dallas, too money-minded, too tall,
has dirty fingernails, her mother’s too conservative, her dad too imam-y.\fn{Probably too preachy:H} Nasr’s older
sister, Saira, who lived in Texas with her husband and their three children, began lightly complaining:
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“I hope he’s not expecting to meet Miss America.”
“What is that supposed to mean?” Nasr asked when Yasmine relayed the comment to him during one of their
phone calls. Yasmine said that whenever Saira called home now she accused their mother of indulging her son’s
every preference when Saira herself hadn’t had a say at all in her marriage—that she wasn’t perfectly happy.
“The two situations can’t be compared,” Nasr said, sighing.
Saira had married a distant cousin about a year after their father died. The wedding had taken place in India to
make it easy on most of the family and the guests. She’d been nineteen, Yasmine ten, and Nasr and Jameela
(whose family had come along, too) fifteen. In Nasr’s memory, the tone of the whole occasion—the first wedding
in their family—was set by their mother, who alternately burst into tears of grief (this being their first trip back to
Lucknow since her husband’s death) and tears of gratitude for the good fortune of marrying off a daughter under
such trying circumstances.
“Apa thinks you’ve got a girlfriend somewhere,” Yasmine said. Nasr said that was ridiculous.
“Either way,” Yasmine replied, “it’s a good thing you live in New York—away from this phone.”
Perhaps the time and effort required for the search wasn’t fair to his sisters, but Nasr still felt that he had a right
to be choosy. He had, after all, worked hard to become the youngest manager his department had ever promoted,
and he still had his looks.
*
But Nasr hadn’t expected the search to become a condition of his life. For almost three years, instead of going
out with friends he’d spend a few hours with strangers in a strange city; and even when he did go out with people
he knew, he wound up trying to appreciate the evening as if it were his last—his last time drinking, his last time
returning to his apartment without giving a thought to waking someone else or keeping anyone waiting. If they
went to a bar, he would drink steadily but not outrageously; if they were at a club, he would dance, but only until
someone grew tired and suggested that they sit the next one out.
He was never inspired to actually enjoy himself any more, though sometimes, late in the evening, he would
look up and it would seem as if the gazes of all the women in the bar were directed at him. This also happened in
airports, stores, restaurants, offices, and on the subway—interested, almost rude stares, looks one fantasizes about
receiving; shrewd but willing glances, coming over chins raised with cigarettes. At first he thought it was his
imagination, but then other people began noticing.
“You’re not engaged yet,” a friend said. “No need to live the life of a monk.”
But Nasr would ignore them, the friend and the women. Next week—he would think—or next month, he
would meet the woman he would marry and this life would all be over.
He would drive a rental car an hour or two out of his way to her parents’ home in the suburbs. He would be
welcomed at the door as if he were a long-lost relative instead of a stranger who’d gained entry on the good word
of a distant mutual acquaintance. Her father, gray-haired and froggy-eyed, with a professional but slightly
apologetic handshake, would lead him into their living room. Nasr would be served tea by her mother. He would
be fed a biscuit, a stale sweet dish, or pretzels. He would accept seconds of whatever he was offered, though it
would taste like nothing in his mouth. Her mother, before retreating into the kitchen, would smile at him shyly but
kindly, almost as if she felt sorry for him. An older brother, or younger (if he wasn’t too young), would emerge
and also shake Nasr’s hand and sit down to chat with him and the father. The men would discuss the clarity of the
directions, the father remarking, as though he were a native, on how rapidly this city—Atlanta, St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Boston—was developing. They would talk about Nasr’s job in New York, his career plans, how long
ago his family had come from India, the brother’s nervous hopes for med school or law school, a fondly
remembered trip the father had taken as a boy from his own hometown to Lucknow (the “Paris of the East,” he
would call it with a sigh of approval or pride, as though his opinion were original). No one would say anything
that alluded to the reason Nasr was there, but he would sense that everything he said was being noted
appreciatively, especially the references to his family; in fact names and histories were sometimes so successfully
recognized that it was as though Nasr had arrived with a ghostly entourage of long-dead grandfathers and greataunts, all with enduring reputations for uncommon philanthropy, impeccably good taste, imperial piety, or simply
an artful style of bringing a bite to their lips.
In such a room, under all that warmth and expectation, Nasr would feel his manners expand and grow fine, his
command of Urdu become crisp. He would answer the questions put to him as generously as was appropriate,
with all the formal aaps and jihaans, and he would genuinely become what his interviewers supposed him to be: a
lone but representative member of a formidable clan. With every smile her father sent his way, Nasr would feel
himself being imagined into future gatherings of the man’s family, introduced with glowing satisfaction.
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No one had ever worked this hard, Nasr would think, or acquainted himself with this many people in order to
meet just one. Certainly not his own father, who had only been shown a pleasing photograph and told a name.
At some point, the mother would reappear, probably silently, in the doorway. She would be a stout, harshly
aged figure in a shapeless shalwar kameez. Upon her arrival, the conversation would break; a hush would
descend, after which another figure would appear. Slimmer, sometimes taller, almost always a shade fairer, she
would stand beside her mother in a plain or ornate shalwar suit. She might have a rupatta draped over her head.
Her hair might be black, thick, and glossy, or sleek and brown, with tawny highlights. The mother might have
allowed some makeup, or she might have insisted on a strictly modest presentation. Nasr always felt that he could
instantly ascertain the situation, guess, thanks to his sisters, the whole history of the preparation for this visit and
the kind of battles that had been fought—all from one look, from how she stood there, from how she came into
the room, smiling, and sat down quietly between brother and father. Sometimes people spoke for her: Sadia is
getting her master’s degree. Tazeen is studying to be a nurse. Sabiha enjoys cooking. Maryam will be nineteen in
April. Sometimes she spoke for herself:
“Is it cold all the time in Canada?”
“I’ve always wanted to see New York.”
“How old are you?”
*
The woman you want—the female equivalent of yourself—would never let this be done to her. When it was in
the middle of a speech, Jameela’s voice could seem sincerely speculative, as though she’d been open to your
views and now you ought to extend the same courtesy as she delivered her own thoughts on the matter. But Nasr
knew her well enough to recognize that this was a trap—a false reasonableness designed to disguise the fact that
her mind was completely made up.
Jameela maintained her early habit of staying quiet during the group discussion about his search, but at some
point she began letting Nasr know exactly what she thought whenever the two of them were alone. Lately, her
approaches to the subject had become almost tactical, as if she were his rival in a debating society, and her voice
was not the only feature that warmed to the task. Jameela had a long, narrow face and matching nose, and sharp
cheekbones made more prominent by the amusement that constantly played across her thin lips. For an Indian, she
had light eyes—almost hazel in color—that were often narrowed, darting from one spot to another with the
formulation of an opinion.
But during the debates related to the search her face seemed to transform. Everything opened up: her dark
eyebrows grew wide and pensive, the amused gleam in her eyes dimmed, and there was even a sincere shape to
her mouth. Her whole manner became matter-of-fact, almost patient, as if she were confident that she’d
eventually come around. Once, she proclaimed with scholarly certainty:
“The fact is it’s an utterly corrupted process, run by well-meaning but utterly ill-prepared innocents. Why does
anyone believe it will work when children, dreamy little children grown up in nineteen-fifties India, which might
as well be Victorian England, are in charge? Sure, they’re parents now, but the kind who have no common
experiences with the children whose lives—whose love lives—they’re attempting to arrange. I mean, okay, so
none of the parents have ever gone on a date or to a prom. But I’m saying they’ve never not gone to a prom in the
same way as us.” Another time, she speculated that things might have been different if they’d come over in the
sixties.
“Then they might even have known there was a sexual revolution, might even have become the kinds of
people capable of saying the words ‘sexual’ and ‘revolution’. Though I doubt it.”
It was only when Nasr talked to Jameela that he realized how relatively easy it was to handle his friends. Most
of them were colleagues, and even if they weren’t actually white and American, they asked questions like white
Americans. They had confusions, but always confusions Nasr could resolve. He discovered that if he pitched it the
right way, he could pull off any weird straddle of cultures he wanted. He didn’t have to get an arranged marriage,
he assured people, he was just keeping all his options open, indulging a mother who wasn’t nearly as overbearing
as some.
“Look,” he would add in a semi-offhand, semi-confessional tone, “it’s the one thing she’s asked of me”—not
exactly true, but so what?—“and it means a lot to her, especially without my father around, that this one thing be
on the up and up, culturally speaking.” To the especially naïve friends who still wondered how he could submit to
it, Nasr said,
“It’s only settling if I don’t state my preferences, and I do” or
“Well, of course, if I meet the woman crossing the street or lunching at the Oyster Bar, that’ll work, too.” And
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then finally, for those who asked about the principle of the thing—didn’t his mother account for the possibility of
his falling for someone who wasn’t Indian or Muslim?—
“There’s this whole pool of promising candidates. Definitely promising to my mother and possibly to me.
Wouldn’t it be just as closed-minded to simply turn my back on that whole group because of a principle?”
*
But Nasr couldn’t say any of these things to Jameela. With her, the more he talked about the search, the more
ridiculous he felt. His explanations sounded over-prepared, defensive, even self-delusional.
For a long time, this didn’t bother him. He appreciated Jameela’s honesty. In a way, her challenges kept him
sharp, reminded him to keep his standards high. Recently, however, she seemed to have gotten better at
anticipating his next line than he had at hers, and after one of their marathon debates he felt like such a fool that
he put the search on hold for three months.
“That woman,” Jameela continued now, “would have, like you on your better, smarter, more self-aware days,
assessed the odds, but come to a very different conclusion.”
“And what’s that?” Nasr asked, not caring if his irritation showed.
This was back in June, when he was in Montreal for the sixteenth anniversary of his father’s death. Yasmine
was sitting quietly on the other side of Jameela, and behind both of them the café staff scrambled around, turning
up the techno music and opening the door-size windows to let in the cool summer breeze as the place filled up
with the typical Saturday-evening crowd: women in tight jeans and stilettos, men with gelled hair and bulging
arms. For all Manhattan’s variety, it couldn’t beat Montreal’s selection of women. Here they were all so polished
and decorous. You hardly ever saw a quirky misfit with green hair, or unsexy piercings—at least not in the places
Nasr frequented.
He had said as much a few minutes ago. It was the sort of thing you could say in front of Jameela—in this way,
she was like a male companion, distanced and assessing, though perhaps a bit more philosophical than necessary.
But the comment had been a mistake, having somehow launched her onto this of all topics.
“She would have concluded that the odds are demographically stacked against her,” Jameela said. “Look,
theoretically a guy, a New World man such as yourself, still has enough candidates to make the whole arrangedmarriage process work. He’s got both New World girl, who grew up here, and Old World girl, born and raised in
India or in some might-as-well-be-India situation. He can marry either without giving up any degree of freedom,
because his habits, as we all know, are expected to rule the household. But the female version of yourself can only,
realistically—if you think about it—consider New World boy, the one raised to expect his wife to have an
opinion. So the pool for New World girl is already fifty percent shallower than yours. Never mind that she, unlike
you, can’t choose anyone younger than herself, either. So there she is. Stuck in a muck. And she can’t hope to—
wouldn’t want to—attract the New World boy’s interest by being passive, by being looked at and assessed literally
at face value during chaperoned meetings that take place in rooms with parents and aunties looking on and
thinking of her in terms of livestock.
“It’s very simple really,” she continued with a grim expression that Nasr knew actually signaled triumph.
“Depth, which is what our girl will want and what she will want a future husband to want, can’t be assessed
visually.”
“Nothing is being done to anyone,” Nasr said, but before Jameela could finish squinting her eyes and ask him
how he could be so sure, he remembered one visit in which the girl he’d gone to see had inadvertently made a
dramatic appearance in the doorway to the living room. At the time, he had thought she’d tripped on a rug in the
hallway, but in retrospect it seemed obvious that someone behind had, not very gently, helped her into the room.
“And anyway,” he said, “if it was, that person is not the one for me. Obviously.” Jameela’s eyes lit up.
“My point precisely.”
Nasr shrugged. In the past, their approach to the subject of arranged marriage had always involved speaking
hypothetically—he had thought this was an unwritten rule. But tonight she was aiming her criticisms right in his
direction.
The waitress, black-clad with a long, slithery ponytail, came by with a fresh round of drinks. Reaching for their
empty glasses, she smiled at Nasr.
“You’re all related, eh?”
Nasr nodded, then shook his head. The waitress nodded, too, as if she understood.
“I thought it was family night,” she said with a friendly wink. Jameela caught the wink and smirked when the
girl turned to leave.
“So ‘decorous’ means fawning all over you?” she asked, raking a hand through her hair, which these days was
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down to her chin and featured two thick dark-red streaks on either side of a middle part. The streaks disappeared
momentarily, then swung back into place, curling about her face like the horns of a ram.
Nasr took a sip of his drink and shrugged again. Yasmine slid up to the edge of the sofa.
“So your point is that the choice for her, the New World chickie, is not so much between this or that boy but
between one way of—”
“Exactly, exactly!” Jameela said, turning excitedly toward Yasmine.
“—life versus another?” Jameela beamed.
“Which is, of course, a much bigger decision,” she said, pausing between each word. “For a certain kind of
woman, it’s the choice between submitting to a process that humiliates her intelligence while promising the
narrowest margins of success—or not. Given those odds, it’s pretty obvious what any thinking person would do.”
*
Nasr watched his sister nod in complete agreement while sucking down her rum and Coke through a straw.
Earlier that day, he had accompanied his mother and Yasmine to his father’s gravesite, then to the masjid for a
prayer. To have started the day there and ended it here felt like traveling centuries forward in time.
“It wouldn’t be so bad,” Jameela mused, “if Indians weren’t so susceptible to commodification, which is all
this is—the valuation of people as property. Daughters as childbearers, sons as future incomes.”
Yasmine had apparently developed the patience required for Jameela’s habit of discarding one topic and taking
up another. She shook her head now as if she saw this sort of sad business every day.
Nasr had been surprised that his sister had wanted to come out in the first place. She was a notoriously
dedicated sleeper. Usually her eyes would get droopy around nine-thirty, when other people her age began
discussing their plans for the evening.
Even more surprising was that Yasmine seemed not to mind Jameela treating her like a prized pupil. The two
of them had hardly been close growing up, which was not unexpected, given the difference in their ages and
temperaments. Unlike Jameela, Yasmine took no interest in pulling apart anything that she couldn’t put back
together. When she started college, she wanted to study engineering (her original preference had been chemical,
but their mother thought this profession unfeminine and worked her down to civil), and now she was an engineer
at a firm downtown and would probably be promoted next year.
Although five years older, Jameela was still in school, where she had been a pre-law major, then switched to
architecture, then social work, and now English. Ever since they were kids, almost everyone they knew had been
a commuter student, living at home and going in to a city college, but as a teenager Jameela had her eye on
schools in the States—an idea that didn’t sit well with her parents.
“Why did they get to come over oceans,” she would ask, “to prevent me from going a few hundred miles
away?”
She’d collected several impressive acceptances, but at the last minute her mother made noises about her being
the only child, and Jameela agreed to attend McGill. In exchange, she insisted on living in her own apartment
downtown. Even this had created a stir in the community, with all the other parents fearing that she’d start a trend,
which, of course, she did.
But after a couple of years Jameela herself moved back home, back into her old room even, and started
working in a bookstore and going to school only part-time. These days, Nasr had learned from Yasmine, she was
for vegetarianism and against globalization.
“We’ve already gotten accused of being more English than the English,” Jameela was saying. “This
willingness to treat one’s own children as investments is going to turn us into better dreamers of the American
dream than the Americans.” Yasmine smiled grimly and rolled her eyes, as though she were an old hand when it
came to postcolonial disgruntlement.
“Hold on,” Nasr said. “Twenty minutes ago, you were saying the West is making mincemeat of the developing
world.” Jameela paused, frowning.
“That’s because it is.”
“But now what? Globalization begins at home? The poor materialistic bastards have been grinding themselves
into mincemeat all this time?” Jameela looked from him back to Yasmine, who also appeared puzzled, but not as
concerned. Jameela’s frown deepened.
“Well, it’s a continuum—the consumerism of the West on one end, the commodification of people in agrarian
societies on the other. You of all people should know—”
“Arre, bibi,” Nasr said in the thickest Indian accent he could manage, “but the question is being what kind of
kebabs will all this keema make?”
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Jameela’s frown now began to struggle against a smile, and Nasr waggled a finger. He could always get her
with this routine.
“Best that little girls should keep eyes on the mirch masala, na?”
“You’re impossible,” Jameela said, sighing at his bobbling head. She reached over and swiped the cigarette
he’d just lit. “At least I have the capacity to think critically—instead of being ruled by assimilative instincts.”
“What do you think you are, if not part of the big, bad West?”
“My sympathies are divided,” she said, putting on a smug face.
“How convenient,” he mumbled through the lighting of another cigarette.
“It happens to those of us who can see around ourselves,” she said.
“Quite a little Mrs. Rushdie, are we?”
Jameela smiled, grudgingly impressed—she was always quick to get a reference. Nasr was sure he’d
successfully diffused that peculiar, challenging energy of hers, but now it was Yasmine who had to be dealt with.
“So,” she said from over Jameela’s shoulder, “it’s not a choice at all for New World chickie?”
“Of course it’s a choice,” Nasr said with a sigh of his own. “This isn’t the Middle Ages. There are lots of
choices. All you’re doing is meeting people who’ve already made one choice: to get married. It’s just not to you—
me,” he corrected himself. “Yet.” …
234.224 Excerpt from A Life Less Ordinary\fn{by Baby Halder (1973- )} Kashmir, Jammu & Kashmir State, India
(F) 10
Until the age of four I lived somewhere in Jammu and Kashmir with my father and mother, my brothers and
my sister. Baba\fn{Father} worked there. It was a beautiful place with tall, high mountains and many different
kinds of flowers.
From there Baba took us to Murshidabad. After we had been there a while, Baba was transferred to Dalhousie
and we went to live there. Dalhousie reminded me a lot of Jammu and Kashmir. Snow would fall from the sky, the
snowflakes swirling around like a swarm of bees, and would settle gently on the ground. And when it rained, it
was impossible to leave the house, so we would just play inside, or we’d watch the rain falling from our windows.
We loved Dalhousie and we stayed there for quite a long time. We’d go out walking every day. We were so
happy, just looking at all the flowers on the hillsides. We played all sorts of games among the flowers, and
sometimes, a rainbow would arch across the mountains, filling my heart with joy.
We wept when Baba took us to Murshidabad again, where my elder uncle, our Jetha, lived. Baba rented a
house for us, and sent us children to school. Then he left us and went off to his job again. Every month he would
send money home to cover our household expenses.
At first, the money would arrive regularly but then, gradually, there were gaps of several months. Ma found it
very difficult to make do: how could she not? After a while, even his letters began to arrive after long gaps. Ma
wrote letter upon letter to him but there was never any response. Baba was so far away that Ma could not even go
there. She was very worried but despite all her difficulties, she did not let us stop studying.
Several years passed before Baba came home again. We were so happy to see him. But, after a month or two,
he was gone again. For a short while, he sent home money regularly, but then the same old pattern started again.
Ma was so angry and frustrated that she often took it out on us. She asked our Jetha for help, but he was having a
difficult enough time making ends meet for his own family.
Meanwhile Didi, my elder sister, was growing up and that was another worry on Ma’s head. Ma asked Baba’s
friends for help but none of them was in a position to take on the burden of another family. Ma also thought of
taking up a job, but that would have meant going out of the house, which she had never done. And after all, what
work could she do? Another of her worries was: what would people say? But worrying about what people will say
does not help to fill on empty stomach, does it?
Then, one day, without any warning, Baba turned up. Ma burst into tears when she saw him. And all of us
began to cry too. My Jetha and others in the neighbourhood tried hard to explain to Baba that going off like this
was not the right thing to do, but he did not seem to be convinced. He just left Ma and went off again.
She was in a terrible state. I was a little better off than her because at least I had some friends, especially Tutul
and Dolly, who I could always talk to and who loved me a lot.
A short while after Baba left this time, he wrote us a letter to say that he’d soon be retiring and coming back
home. We were overjoyed, but when Baba eventually came home, he did not seem at all happy to have retired. He
would not speak to us or to Ma properly, and he’d lose his temper at the smallest things. We were a little
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frightened of him and now we began to keep out of his way—whenever we saw him coming, we would creep
away.
Didi was growing up, and Ma could not stop worrying about her. One day my younger uncle from Karimpur
wrote to say that he had found a possible match for her. As soon as he read Chacha’s letter, Baba quickly packed a
few things, took my sister and, without saying anything to anyone, left for Karimpur.
Ma was really upset. She kept saying she couldn’t live like this any more. When, she asked God, would she
have peace in her life? Suddenly, it all became too much for her, and one day, with grief in her heart and my little
brother in her arms, she just walked away from home.
At first, we thought she’d just gone to the market as usual. But when she didn’t return even after a couple of
days, we realized that something was amiss and all of us began to cry. Our Jetha, who lived nearby, tried to
reassure us saying that perhaps she had gone to visit her brother, and would be back soon. Baba was in Karimpur
when she left and, four days later, when he came back, he asked us what she had said before leaving. We told him
she had said she was going to the market. He then went to her brother’s house in search of her but she wasn’t
there. He searched every place where she could have possibly gone, but there was no trace of her. He was
completely at a loss—he’d looked everywhere and was now really worried because there was nowhere else to
look.
Finally, someone suggested that he should consult a gunivaid and see if he could help. And so Baba set off in
that direction. He kept doing this: someone would suggest one thing and he’d go off and do that, and someone
else would suggest something else and he would turn around and do that.
But he must have known—just as all the people in our neighbourhood had perhaps guessed—why she had left.
And everyone blamed him, saying she wouldn’t have left if it had just been a question of a little bickering. These
things upset us a lot but there was not much we could do.
Baba was also unhappy. These nagging worries had changed him a lot. He was also very concerned about Didi.
How could a grown girl be kept at home once the mother had gone? Didi wasn’t even that old—just fifteen or so.
But Baba wasn’t willing to wait, and he just married her off so that no one would have anything left to say.
It was only after Didi went away, that we realized how difficult things could be without a mother. When the
moment had come for Didi to leave, she’d cried, saying, that if Ma had not gone, we wouldn’t have had to
shoulder this burden.
‘You’re sending me off,’ she told Baba, ‘but now the responsibility of looking after these young children will
be yours. They have no one else to call their own.”
Didi left and our problems began in earnest. Baba never stayed at home. Sometimes he would give us money
and tell us to get ourselves something to eat. But he would still say:
“Whatever you do, don't forget to study.”
That was why, in the midst of all this hardship and trouble we never stopped going to school. I had a good
friend in school, whose mother often called me home and gave me something to eat, and even asked me to stay
with them. Our school headmaster was also very kind to me. He gave me notebooks and pencils and, after Ma
left, and our tuitions stopped, he got his daughter to give me free tuitions.
I loved school as much as I hated home. I never wanted to go home—there was no one there who appreciated
my work in the same way as my teachers at school, so there was no incentive for me to go back. The days when
there was no school stretched out forever, and I missed Ma and Didi terribly, so whenever I got the chance, I’d run
off to play with my friends. I used to love playing games with them! We played kit-kit, lukochuri, rumalchuri and
skipped to our hearts’ content and the hours would just melt away.
I never missed a day of school, and often, people did not know that I’d come to school without having eaten a
thing. I was too scared of Baba to tell him there was no food. One day a friend of mine came to our house to fetch
me so we could go to school together. I quickly got ready to go. My friend told me I should eat something before
we left and I blurted out that there was nothing in the house to eat. Baba heard this. I didn’t know he was at home,
else I would not have said anything.
That day, when I came home from school, he beat me so badly that it was three days before I could get up and
many more before I felt able to go back to school again. My teachers and friends came to ask after me.
As soon as my Dada was a little older, he decided he could not live with Baba and so he went to stay with
Pishi-ma, my aunt. Once he got there, he realized that she wasn’t too well off either, and was only just managing
to scrape by herself. At home now there was only Baba, myself and my younger brother. Our Jetha thought the
best way to put our family back together again was to get Baba to remarry. When he first suggested this, Baba
resisted, but very soon he came around to the idea.
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My stepmother never listened to anything Baba said. She never fed us on time, she often beat us without
reason, and she’d cook up tales about us and tell Baba and we’d get beaten by him as well. Baba was not willing
to listen to anything we had to say, and there were times when he would refuse even to look at us. There was
nothing we could do.
When Jetha realized what was going on, he called Baba and explained to him that before he punished the
children he should at least try to find out whether they were at fault. After being told this, Baba began to change.
He began to realize that not everything our stepmother told him about us was true.
But then, the moment he began to question her, things became much worse at home. Whenever things became
unbearable, he would take her to her brother’s home and leave her there. There her father and brother often tried
to reason with her, but the moment she came back to our home, everything was the same again. She would not
feed us properly, nor treat us well. Things got so bad that sometimes we—and even Baba—were forced to try and
cook our own meals. Since we were still so small, we would sometimes burn our fingers in the process.
While all this was going on, Baba started something—a business perhaps—that took him away from home for
two, three days at a stretch, but the moment he returned he’d have to listen to our tales of woe about not being
properly fed or looked after.
Days and weeks and months went by like this, and then suddenly one day, Baba announced that he had to go to
Dhanbad for an interview for a driver’s job. He told Jetha he was going and he came back only a month later. He
was only at home a few days before he was off again, leaving us in Jetha’s care. And this time he was away for
many months. He didn’t send us any money either and we were in real difficulty.
He turned up out of the blue one day and took us both, and our mother to Dhanbad where he’d been given a
place to stay. My brother and I were sent back to school. He did not bother to buy us books and notebooks, but we
managed somehow. I loved school and worked hard. Perhaps that is why I had so many well-wishers there. I don’t
quite know how Baba spent the money he earned, but I do know that he used to drink, and that this had become
much worse after my real Ma left.
We’d been in Dhanbad only a few days when Baba got a job in a factory in Durgapur. So he left us with a
friend who was like a sister to him and went off to Durgapur. Even though she wasn’t a blood relation, she was
really good to us, but when the money Baba had left with her for our expenses ran out, she became very worried.
What would she do now? After a lot of thought she decided it would be best to send my brother and me to her
father, and to send my new Ma to her brother.
By the time she made this decision, Kali Puja had come round. On Puja night, everyone wore new, colourful
clothes to celebrate and there was a general atmosphere of festivity.
But not for us. My brother and I sat on our doorstep and watched all this and we cried. I was really angry with
Baba. Because of him we had to listen to all sorts of things from people. They would say things like: even though
you have parents, you may as well be orphans; and, your father works somewhere far away, and that’s why you
are in this state; and, if you don’t have a mother, you have no one!
Baba came back a few days after Kali Puja. It was the middle of the night. We were all asleep but when we
heard his voice we woke up with a start. He called us to him and gave us the good news that Ma had returned and
it made us so happy. I asked him again and again where she was and he said that if you both want to meet her you
will have to come with me now. He then told our new Ma a lie. He said,
“I am going to your father’s house. Tomorrow morning, take the train and join me there. I don’t want to delay
things any further right now. There are also some people I owe money to.” He added,
“If they see me they will demand to be paid and I don’t have any money so it’s best to leave quietly.” He lied
to her like this and took us with him and left.
When we got to Durgapur we found that the woman Baba was calling our mother was another mother
altogether. I said to my brother, “How much more do you think we will have to bear?” and he began to cry. Our
third mother could not bear to see him cry so she gathered him in her arms and began to soothe him. That made
me think that perhaps we would get love from her, but the reality that unfolded was quite different.
Baba would not let our third mother out of the house: she wasn’t even allowed to go to the tap to fetch water. If
water was needed, we were sent out for it. And we were so frightened of Baba that we did not dare say anything.
The people in our neighbourhood felt very sorry for us but they too could not do anything.
This mother’s sister, that is, our aunt, was a very simple and loving woman. She cared for us a lot. Sometimes
she would take us to her home but Baba did not like that. She tried to tell her sister to treat us better, but our third
ma said,
“What can I do? I’m only following their father’s wishes.” We used to think that she too did not like her sister
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taking us away to her home.
Baba brought us to Durgapur but he did not say a word about us starting school again. I had become so used to
going to school that once all the household chores were done, I would go off anyway with other children from our
neighbourhood. But Baba was not happy about this. One day one of the girls from our neighbourhood saw me
standing at the edge of our road and crying. She told Baba. He came and asked me why I was crying and through
my sobs I told him that I was really missing Ma and asked why he had lied to us about her having come back.
This ma was not our real ma.
Baba’s eye suddenly fell on the coin I was clutching in my hand and he asked me what it was. I had to tell him
then that it was the ten-paisa coin Ma had pressed into my palm the day she left and every time I saw it I
remembered Ma.
Baba felt very bad at this. Gently, he asked me what my brother and I wanted. I said I want to study. A few
days after this Baba sent me to Jetha’s house, saying I should stay there and that way I could carry on with my
studies as well. But he never once considered that Jetha did not have a lot of money to spare, that his health was
not particularly good, and that it would be unfair to impose this burden on him.
Once there, I realized there was no way I could carry on studying, so I decided to at least seek out my old
school friends. First, I went to see Tutul. She had just come back from school and was really happy to see me. I
used to call her mother Kaki-ma and when she saw me, she welcomed me and quickly cooked some food for the
two of us. Kaki-ma’s kindness reminded me of my own mother and my hand stilled while eating. When Kaki-ma
asked if anything was the matter, I told her that had my mother been there, she too would have fed me with the
same care and love. Kaki-ma merely said,
“Yes, child, but what is to be done? It’s your fate to not have a mother even while you do have one.”
After eating Tutul and I started chatting and then we went off to meet our other friend, Dolly. Dolly was a
beautiful Brahmin girl and our fathers knew each other. One day, when Dolly’s father asked me about Baba, I
gave him all the news and also told him everything about myself. Dolly’s Baba talked to the school headmaster
who knew me because I had been a student in his school. I was really happy when he told me to start coming to
school from the next day. And so I started at school again.
But now another problem came up. Because I was now living in Jetha’s house, my third ma found it really
difficult to cope with all the household tasks. And one day Baba and she arrived at Jetha’s house to take me away.
Jetha refused to let me go, saying,
“She’s going to school and doing so well, I will not let her go away.”
But Baba insisted and said all kinds of terrible things to him. In the end, Jetha gave in but he told them that if
they made me unhappy there was no way they would get any happiness themselves.
They took me away from Jetha’s house and once again my studies stopped. Now, I thought of only two things:
whether I was asleep or awake, my thoughts would constantly turn to my studies and my mother. I had heard that
excess of worry makes people ill and, sure enough, that happened to me. Baba took me to a hospital but the
doctors were unable to diagnose my illness. This worried Baba and he called in another doctor. I told the doctor
everything that had been worrying me and he was very angry with Baba, and scolded him.
Gradually I got better. One day, while I was still in hospital, I woke in the morning to find my bedsheets wet
with blood. I was frightened and I began to cry. The nurse heard me and came to find out what was wrong, but I
was so scared I could not say anything to her. But then she noticed the sheet and asked me if anything like this
had happened to me before. I said no, and she understood the reason for my fear. A few people had collected there
and they were all smiling. Patients in the other beds tried to explain to me that there was nothing to worry about,
that this happens when girls grow up.
The doctor came and told me I was well now and could go home. I begged the nurse to allow me to stay on for
a few days but she said there was nothing wrong with me, and that all would be well if I followed her instructions.
Baba came and took me home. When my new Ma saw me, I thought she looked a little concerned. I went in for
a bath and when I had finished I saw her looking at my bloodstained clothes. I told her what had happened in the
hospital and then I thought she was telling Baba something—he looked a bit worried too although he did not say
anything. In fact, every time I looked at him, it seemed that he was thinking about me, but I did not have the
courage to ask what was on his mind.
*
Now, once again, I began to worry about my studies. Perhaps Baba understood what was in my heart although
he did not say anything because he knew that Ma would not want him to talk to me about it. I was constantly
surprised by her behaviour. At times she would be so loving towards my brother and I, and then suddenly we
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would become the cause of tension and conflict between her and Baba, and the whole house would become a
battlefield.
Baba’s behaviour had changed too. He no longer scolded me and if I did anything wrong or made any
mistakes, he would simply say:
“You’re not a child anymore. You should be more careful.”
He told me so often that I was no longer a child that I began to wonder if perhaps I had grown up after all.
Slowly, I began to see signs that told me this indeed was so. One day I was sitting on the chowki, reading aloud,
when I suddenly looked up and saw Baba watching me intently. He was listening carefully to what I was reading.
When he saw me looking at him he asked me if I would like to go to my Pishi-ma’s house.
I made no answer. I don’t know if he thought I was being rude, but he did not say anything. Earlier, if I did not
reply to something he asked, he would sternly tell me off.
Like Baba, I think the boy who lived in the hotel behind our house had also begun to think I was now grown
up. Every time I sat down to read in the room, I would find him watching me from his window. If I went to fetch
water from the tap outside, he would come and stand there and watch me. One day, I noticed him talking to my
brother and pointing at me. I think he was asking about me. Another day, I saw him asking a friend I used to play
with about me. She came and told me afterwards, and asked,
“Why does that boy want to know everything about you?”
“What's so strange about that? Everyone here wants to know everything about everybody. But don’t tell Baba
about him—otherwise he’ll beat me up.” She kept smiling at me as if she knew something I didn’t—that’s why I
had to add that.
This friend of mine was called Krishna. She was short and fair, with a slightly crooked tooth, but she was still
good looking. Her sister, Mani, was also lovely. The three of us took tuitions together.
I remember that one day, there was no electricity and we were sitting and studying by the light of a lamp. I
tried to move the lamp a bit and the hot glass brushed against the teacher’s knee! I was scared to death! I thought,
now he’s sure to tell Baba and then I’ll get a beating—but he did nothing of the sort. He just kept quiet. But even
though he did not give the incident any importance, Krishna and Mani kept reminding me of it and teasing me.
They must have also told their father about me, for one day their Baba and mine talked a lot about me and my
brother. Their father asked Baba why he did not let his children be children.
“Why do you keep scolding them all the time?” he asked. “Why don’t you let them play when they want to?
You’re always stopping them playing, or going out if they want to. They’re still children, after all: do you have to
keep them busy with household chores all the time? Don’t you think they want to go out and play, like all children
do? Your daughter is so scared of you that even when she is ill she dare not tell you. And anyway, what good
would it do even if she does? She also knows that. Tell me: is this right?”
Krishna’s father was not wrong. When my mother left, it seemed she took all the joy in our lives with her.
Baba did not allow me to wear bangles; I wasn’t allowed to talk to anyone, to play with anyone, and often not
even allowed out of the house. I was so scared of being beaten that I would look for opportunities to go out and
play only when I knew he was not around to stop me.
I was only eleven or twelve years old at the time, and I used to think that no-one could be as unfortunate as me.
I used to think that only I knew what it means to lose a mother. Sometimes when I thought about Ma, I would
think that if it had been Baba who had left instead of her, perhaps things would not have been so bad. After all,
what had Baba given us, except fear? I used to think that perhaps there were no children who feared their own
father as much as we did. His appearance, with his round, plump face, his tall, solid frame and his huge
moustache, did not help. He frightened everyone away—other children were scared even to come near him!
I longed for my mother. I used to think that if only I could have her love and support, my fear of Baba would
be manageable. Had she been around, I would not have had to abandon my studies: of this I was sure. She wanted
so much for me to study. In fact, had it not been for her, and her support and constant encouragement, I would not
have studied even as much as I had.
It was only now that I was able to appreciate how important it was to be able to read and write. The years I had
spent at school had taught me that much at least. History was my favourite subject. I used to love it, and really
enjoyed it, and perhaps that was why the history teachers also liked me. They used to tell us about different
battles, about the Rani of Jhansi, about Nawab Sirajudowlah,\fn{1733-1757, the last independent Nawab of Bengal, the end
of his reign marking the start of the rule of the British East India Company over Bengal and later almost all of South Asia. } about all
sorts of kings and queens and nobles. I often wished I could meet all the people whose stories we heard. I would
have liked to have talked to them.
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And whenever I studied history, I would remember my mother. I don’t know why; I just did. Maybe it was
somehow connected to the things that our neighbours used to say about us—about how such a well-knit family
had fallen apart with just the departure of one person. Or perhaps it was that Rani Lakshmi Bai’s story—about
how she took her little boy and fled with him on her horse—reminded me of the day Ma took my little brother and
left us. But then I thought, what’s the use of wondering and speculating? History reminded me of Ma, just as
women walking down the road did, and that was all.
Baba also kept on searching for Ma. Every time he came home from somewhere, the first question we asked
him was whether he had any news of Ma. He’d say, “No, child,” and then he’d let out a long sigh. I felt very bad
for him at such times. I thought that finally he was beginning to understand that if he had not treated her so badly
she would never have left.
And yet, he was the same father who seemed so happy when our new Ma came into the house. It was difficult
to tell whether he was really happy or not.
It was a few days after Krishna’s Baba had talked to mine that Baba called me and asked if I wanted to go to
Pishi-ma’s house. At the time I had not answered. Shortly afterwards, I heard him talking to my new Ma. They
were talking about my marriage. I had no idea what marriage was. All I knew was that it was an occasion for song
and dance, that often lots of people went to marriages, and had lots of fun.
I had only one Pishi-ma, and she was very fond of me, so even though I had not answered when Baba had
asked me if I wanted to go and stay with her, when he did send me there, I was very happy. My elder brother was
already with her—he was working in a large restaurant.
I stayed with Pishi-ma for some months and those days passed well for me. Pishi-ma would take her daughter
and me out somewhere every evening, and every night she would tell us stories. It was while listening to one of
Pishi-ma’s stories one night that I was suddenly reminded of a funny story that my friend Dolly used to tell us. I
started to laugh and my cousin asked me what was so funny. When I told her, she insisted that I should tell her the
story. And I was keen to tell it as well so I said to her: “Okay, so listen …”
Once upon a time there was a jackal and a village headman. The headman’s garden was full to overgrowing with
aubergines. When the jackal saw the aubergines his mouth began to water; and he began. to wonder how he could get at
them. There was a fence of thorns surrounding the headman’s garden. But the jackal just had to get to the aubergines.
He began to imagine what would happen if he ran back and took a running jump into the garden. He was just about to
try when the headman woke up and, frightened, the jackal ran away.
After this, the jackal would go to the garden every day, looking for an opportunity to jump in, but would return in
the evening disappointed. One day, as he was passing by the headman’s house, he saw the headman’s wife making
pithas and her husband was sitting there eating them, one after the other.
The jackal hid and watched him. Once he’s eaten, the jackal thought to himself, he will surely go to sleep.

I had only got this far when Pishi-ma sternly told us to stop chattering and go to bed. But Didi insisted that I
finish the story. So I said,
“Okay, listen again …”
The jackal had thought that the headman would eat his fill and sleep soundly. And that is exactly what happened.
Overjoyed, the jackal took a running leap to get to the aubergines and fell hard on the fence of thorns. Thorns stuck
into his paws, his legs, his whole body—and he fell to the ground bleeding. Instead of gorging on aubergines, he spent
the whole night picking thorns out of his skin.
Come morning, he was still hidden from the headman, picking out thorns. But no matter how hard he tried, there
was one stubborn thorn, stuck in his ear; that he could not pull out. Finally, when he could bear it no more, he went to
the headman’s house and crying, “Brother; are you there? Are you there?” he began to bang on the door: The headman
asked,
“Who’s that at this unearthly hour?”
“It’s me, brother; the jackal.”
“What’s wrong? Why are you knocking at my door so early?” the headman asked. The jackal said,
“Please come out.”
So the headman came out, and what did he see? The jackal all covered in blood.
“What happened to you, jackal?” the headman asked
“Don’t ask, brother. I tried to get into your garden to steal aubergines and—” The headman was furious.
“Why are you disturbing me now?” he snapped
The jackal told him that he'd spent hours pulling out thorns but there was one stuck in his ear that he just could not
reach, so he’d come to the headman for help. The headman was angry anyway that the jackal had dared to get into his
garden to steal, so he thought: let me teach this fellow a lesson.
“All right, but what if your ear gets cut when I’m taking out the thorn?” he asked
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“No matter,” the jackal said, “if my ear gets cut, at least it will be for a good cause.”
So, instead of pulling out the thorn, the headman cut the jackals ear in that exact place. The ear began to bleed but
the jackal did not say anything. Just as he was about to leave, he turned and said,
“Brother; you have cut my ear; now what will you give me in exchange?”
“I have nothing to give you,” the headman said, “but if you like you can take this spade for digging. “
The jackal took the spade and left. On the way he met a farmer who was scraping at the earth with his hands. The
jackal asked why he was using his hands, and the farmer replied that he had nothing else.
“I have this spade,” said the jackal. “I can give it to you but you will have to give me something in exchange.” The
farmer took the spade and said to the jackal,
“I have nothing to give you. All I have is this staff, that I use for grazing the cows. Would you like. it?”
“Why not?” said that jackal. “I’ll take it.”

Halfway through the story my Didi said,
“It’s getting late. Let’s go to sleep now—we’ll hear the rest of the story tomorrow.” I asked if she would
remember the story so far, and she said yes. Then both of us then went off to sleep.
We woke late in the morning to a scolding from Pishi-ma who told us off for oversleeping, and warned us to
sleep on time that night and not to spend our time chatting. But that night, no sooner had Pishi-ma left us, than my
Didi said,
“OK, now tell me the rest of the story, but make sure you whisper so she does not get to know that we are
awake.” I asked her if she remembered where we had left off, that the jackal was about to take the farmer’s stick
in exchange for his spade?
“Yes, yes,” she replied. “Now get on with the rest.” So I said
“All right, so listen …”
The jackal took the staff and went on his way. A short distance later; what does he see but a peasant using his bare
hands to chase a cow away! So he asked,
“Brother; what are you doing?” The peasant said,
“This cow is eating up all my grain, so I am trying to make it run away. “
“But how can you do that with your bare hands?” the jackal asked. “I have this staff: would you like to take it?”
“Why not? I’ll take it.” So the jackal gave it to him.
“Will you give me something in exchange?”
“But what if the staff breaks?” said the peasant.
“Well, what if it does? At least it will have been put to good use.” The peasant said,
“But I have nothing to give you … except, wait, I have this small shovel.”
“All right,” said the jackal, “give me whatever you have.” And so saying, he took the shovel and went on his way.”
A little further along, he met another farmer who was digging mud with kitchen tongs. When the jackal saw him he
asked,
“Is this all you could find to dig with?” The farmer replied that he had nothing else. So the jackal said,
“I can give you this shovel if you like.”
“Okay, give it to me,” replied the farmer, “but what if it breaks?” And once again the jackal said,
“Well, so what? At least it will have been put to good use.” When the farmer began digging, the shovel broke into
two pieces.
“Hey brother, why have you broken my shovel?” said the jackal. “Now you’ll have to give me a new one or give me
something else in exchange.” The farmer said,
“You may have lost your shovel, but other than these tongs I have nothing to give you. Please take these if_you
wish.”
The jackal took the tongs and headed off again. Suddenly he felt hungry. In the distance he spied a house and headed
towards it. He saw a woman sitting by the stove, stirring rice with a stick.
“Sister, what are you doing?” asked the jackal. “I am very hungry. Please give me some of that rice you are
cooking.” The woman turned to her husband.
“Just look at this jackal! The food isn’t even ready yet and he wants to eat!”
“She is right,” the jackal told the man, “but what can I do? I’m dying of hunger.”
“Well, just have a little patience,” the wife replied, “the food is nearly done.”
Then, the jackal and the man and woman all sat down to eat together/ After they finished, the jackal said,
“I have eaten so well, but I have nothing to give you other than this small thing.” The husband asked to see what it
was, so the jackal showed him the tongs, saying,
“This is no use to you but it might come in use for your wife.” The woman took the tongs happily.
“You’ve got something useful,” said the jackal, “but what about me? Do you mean to send me away emptyhanded?” To this the woman replied,
“My husband has a drum. Would you like to take that?” The jackal said,
“All right, give me that.”
He took the drum and left and he was happy that in the end he had found something he wanted. All along the way he
beating the drum and sang:
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I went to eat aubergines and I left behind my ear;
in exchange for the ear I got a spade,
tak duma dum dum dum dum,
in exchange for the spade, I got a stick
tak duma dum dum dum dum,
in exchange for the stick, I got a shovel
tak duma dum dum dum dum,
in exchange for the shovel I got some tongs
tak duma dum dum dum dum,
in exchange for the tongs, I got a drum,
tak dum dum dudum dudum.
And singing away, he made his way home.

*
By the time I got to the end of the story, I was quite sleepy and I nodded off. Some time later, I awoke and—I
don’t know why—but at that moment, a memory powerfully came back to me of the ten paise coin my mother
had pressed into my palm the day she had left home.
One day my Pishi-ma had taken that coin from me and thrown it away. After that, I searched high and low for
it but it was nowhere to be found. I was just thinking about this and wondering what my Pishi-ma had done to the
only thing my mother had left me to remember her by, when I was startled to hear a slight noise.
I looked to see what it was and found that my Didi was talking in whispers with someone outside the room.
Then, it seemed as if she went somewhere. After a while she came back and quietly lay down next to me. I looked
towards the window to see how late it was when I saw a boy standing there. He shone his torch into our room and
I quickly closed my eyes lest he should see.
After that, I couldn’t get to sleep at all.
In the morning, I wondered if I should tell Pishi-ma what had happened during the night, but then I felt scared.
I thought, what if she says something to me instead? What would I do? After a lot of thought, I decided to stay
silent. But I was dying to tell someone.
That secret kept flapping around inside me! In the end, when I just couldn’t keep it in any longer, I told the
whole story to two sisters, Sandhya and Ratna, who lived next door to Pishi-ma. They advised me not to speak of
this to anyone.
“She’s your Pishi-ma’s daughter,” they said, “and she will not say anything to her, but she may just turn around
and accuse you of something. You’d better be careful. She knows you have no one to speak up for you and take
your side.”
After what happened that night, I felt very depressed and I increasingly felt the need to go away, at least for a
short while. When I told this to Pishi-ma, she asked me where I wanted to go. I said,
“Maybe to my sister’s home? Just for a couple of days?”
“But what if your Baba comes to pick you up when you’re not here? What will I say to him?”
“What’s the problem? He can just as easily collect me from his elder daughter’s home can’t he?” So then Pishima asked her son to take me to my sister’s house.
When I arrived and my Didi saw me, she began to cry. She kept saying that she had no mother, she had no one
and none of us cared for her. I realized she was not happy in her marriage, but I put that thought out of my head
and took her little baby into my arms. Didi told the child,
“Look, this is your aunt.” We had heard that Didi had had a little boy but Baba had not gone to see her after the
child’s birth and he had not allowed us to do so either.
“If Ma had been around, she would have dropped everything and come to see me and her grandchild,” she
said.
Didi and I were talking when her husband came back. He gave a shout of joy when he saw me.
“Oh, Sister-in-law! I thought you had forgotten all about us!” His voice brought the rest of the household out
and in no time at all we were laughing and crying and talking all at once.
I spent a whole month with my Didi and the time passed very well. Didi’s brother-in-law would take me out
every evening to show me something or the other. Didi kept asking me why I went out every day.
“If Baba hears about this he will not be happy.”
But no one paid any heed to what she said. Her brother-in-law laughed and joked and teased me all the time.
He used to spend a lot of time with me. In fact, he would keep talking to me and following me even when I was
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going off to sleep with his mother. Sometimes I would get quite fed up with him and he would reduce me to tears.
But whenever that happened my Didi was always kind to me, and she would call me to her.
Didi was round and plump—a bit like my father—and there were times when my cousins would tease her, call
her “elephant” and try to make her angry. But even her brother-in-law had to stop teasing me when she told him
off.
The days passed pleasantly in laughter and jokes with Didi’s husband and her brother-in-law; I spent my time
with her child, bathing him, talking to Didi about Ma and all our memories of old times spent in our home. Before
I knew it, nearly a month had passed and one day I heard that Baba, my new Ma and my brother had come, and
they were staying with my Pishi-ma. They’d come to have a bit of a break but also to fetch me. Didi sent a
message that they must come to her home, she said that she considered our new Ma like our real mother so Baba
should not hesitate to bring her with him.
Two or three days after this message was sent Baba brought everyone with him and came to Didi’s home. Our
jamai babu and everyone at their home was extremely hospitable and they made them welcome. Of course many
people whispered things about our new Ma, but the others decided there was no point in paying attention to such
things and they just ignored them.
*
After a while at Didi’s place, Baba took me back to Pishi-ma’s house. Everyone was sorry to see me go—I’d
been feeling sad ever since I had heard that he was coming to take us away, but there were tears even in Baba’s
eyes as we left. As she came out of the house, Didi was also crying, and she kept saying that whatever had to
happen with her had already happened, but now her sister should not suffer the same fate.
When we got to Pishi-ma’s house, I heard that her daughter was to get married in some eight or ten days. This
was the same girl to whom I had recounted the tale of the jackal and the farmer and then she had run out to meet
the boy that I’d seen at the window; I was happy to hear that she was to get married but I was also a bit upset to
hear that Baba had not taken enough leave from his workplace to be able to stay for the wedding, and that he also
wanted to take me back with him—in fact, he’d come all the way to fetch me. Pishi-ma realized what I was
thinking and said to Baba:
“If it’s not possible for you to stay on, at least leave this poor motherless girl with me here.”
But Baba had made up his mind and refused to budge. Frustrated, Pishi-ma suggested that at least he should
meet my elder uncle before he left. Just when it seemed Baba might relent, our new mother interrupted and said
they could not afford to delay. Having said that, they turned and left me and my brother in the room and went
away.
Pishi-ma was angry with Baba and no sooner had he and my stepmother stepped out than she began to tell us
all sorts of tales about him: things that we had not heard before and would not, even in our wildest imaginings,
have thought. But they did not seem to be things said in anger. Pishi-ma told us that Baba had always been plump
and round; that even as a child, he used to eat a lot and because of this everyone called him Nadu Gopal although
his real name was Upendranath. He had not studied much but he had managed to get a good job.
And this he got in the strangest way. One day he was working in the courtyard outside his home when an army
van passed by. The people inside saw this healthy, well-built man and they called out to him and asked him to get
into the van. Soon after that, people heard that he had joined the army.
When my Jetha heard this he was downcast: he felt he had lost his right arm, and did not know how he would
manage. Those days everyone was afraid of army jobs because they were said to turn good men into rogues and
this is why my grandmother was so angry when my father, his father and one of their friends, turned up at her
house to see the woman who was to become our mother. But then, if it had not been fated that our mother, Ganga,
would marry Upendranath, how would it have happened?
Baba liked Ganga the moment he saw her. One day he turned up alone at her house to see her. He learnt that
she had gone to the village pond to bathe. When he managed to find the pond, he found that Ganga had finished
her bath and was on her way back.
She got really nervous when she saw him and quickly hid herself somewhere—she’d heard that military men
were very violent and that they beat up women. Anyway, he did not manage to meet her that time, nor on several
successive attempts. Ganga’s mother would get very irritated at his persistence.
“This fellow just will not leave my daughter alone. He’s determined to take her away,” she said. And of course
she was right.
Very soon things began moving, an auspicious time was fixed, and the marriage took place. Upendranath spent
two or three months with his bride and then returned to his job. He wrote to his wife once a month, and he came
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home when my Didi was born. When he arrived, my grandmother put the child in his arms, saying:
“She looks just like you.” Baba started to laugh, at which my mother made a face and said sourly,
“Look at the way he’s laughing! He’s so happy that he’s got a daughter, and he’s come running all this way.
He’s finally remembered that he has a home and a wife.” My grandmother tried to tell Ma to be quiet:
“He’s come home after such a long time,” she said, “and instead of making him welcome, all you can think of
is reproaching him!” But Baba said,
“No, Ma, you be quiet. Let her say what she wants to.”
“And why should I not speak?” retorted my mother. “This is the first time he’s come back since we got
married. If his job was so precious to him, why did he get married in the first place?”
At this, everyone—my grandmother, my uncle, and everyone—burst out laughing. Baba was smiling and soon,
Ma also broke into a smile. My aunt teased Baba:
“Brother, you’d better go and console your wife!”
Pishi-ma would have told us more stories but just then Baba came back. I think he had been getting our things
together. He told Pishi-ma that we would all go to our Jetha’s house and then carry on home from there. We then
said goodbye to her and left.
*
We spent a day at my Jetha’s home. He seemed quite worried about Didi, and said to my Baba:
“You’ve sent her off to another home, but you have not bothered to keep track of whether she is happy or not.
That poor girl, she must think she has no one at all: no mother, and a father who does not even seem to care about
her any more. At least go and see her once.”
Baba said he had just been to see her. At this, Jetha was quiet, then he pointed to me and said,
“Don’t make the same mistake with her. Make sure you check out on the people you will marry her to.” Baba
looked at him, but I don’t think he really heard what Jetha was saying.
That night, Jetha’s elder daughter, my cousin, insisted that Baba teij us a story. Baba was a real storehouse of
stories so he began one for us, and before we knew it, half the night had gone. While we were listening, I kept
thinking how lucky Jetha’s daughters were! Five daughters, born one after the other as their parents each time
tried for a boy, and yet, Jetha had given them so much love. And he loved us the same way.
I also liked my Jetha very much. My grandfather, Thakurda, had died while I was still a child, but I had heard
people say that my Jetha was tall and fair like him—just like my cousin, the long awaited boy, who came after his
five sisters.
When we said goodbye to Jetha, he seemed well and healthy, but just a few days later we heard that he had
been taken ill. Baba and Ma went to see him and when they returned they brought him back with them. One night
Baba and Ma were talking and we heard them say that when they had gone to see Jetha, they had found him
asleep. To Baba, he looked just like Thakurda at that moment and Baba began to cry when he saw him. Jetha
woke up and said,
“Don’t cry, it’s good you have come. I don’t think I’m going to last much longer now. Somehow I have
managed to marry off my one daughter but these little ones will now be your responsibility.” Baba said,
“Nothing is going to happen to you. I have come to take you home with me.”
Baba brought Jetha back to Durgapur with him and took him to the company hospital to have him looked at.
When he was a little better, Jetha’s son Shiv came to our home to see his father. Jetha told him that he was feeling
better but there was no guaranteeing how things would be in the future. Shiv then asked him to come back home
but Baba refused, saying that he would not let him go until he was satisfied that Jetha was fully recovered. Jetha
would also have preferred that, but Shiv whispered something to him that seemed to change his mind. Jetha told
Baba that since Shiv was insisting, it would be better for him to go.
“Come on, son,” he said to Shiv; “Let’s go.” Baba said,
“Brother, since you are being treated here, wouldn’t it be better to wait until your treatment is complete?”
But Jetha was not willing to listen. Had it been anyone but Jetha, they too would not have wanted to stay with
us for it did not remain a secret for long that Ma was very upset over all the expense of Jetha’s illness: she had
talked about it loudly in the kitchen one day when Shiv was sitting outside and could hear everything.
Jetha left. One night, some days after this, I got up from bed to go to the bathroom. On my way out of the
house, I saw Baba standing by himself in the dark. I asked him softly,
“What’s wrong Baba?” He started to say something and then stopped.
“Nothing. Nothing at all,” he said and he drew me gently towards him. I could see that there were tears in his
eyes. Perhaps it was the dark that hid his tears from my stepmother, but she could not have mistaken who was
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standing with Baba outside. I couldn’t understand why she did not come out, but just watched us through a crack
in the door.
After that night, Baba and Ma had many fights about me—so many that the whole house became full of
tension, and I heard them say that the sooner I was married off, the better. Because of the tense atmosphere at
home, Baba began to keep his distance from me and I likewise avoided him. Did my stepmother really think that
I, a twelve-year-old kid, could have such an abnormal relationship with her father, that his wife needed to be
worried about that? To me, this was unimaginable, but that was precisely what my stepmother thought and that
made things extremely difficult for me. I was so embarrassed by the whole thing that I found it difficult even to
talk to the neighbours.
The escalating tension at home almost made me forget that not so long ago I had been a young girl who loved
going to school. There were times when I felt that, like my own mother, I should also leave home and go away.
But then, I would ask myself; where would I go? I had no place to call my own.
I was consumed by such thoughts, as the days somehow passed. Baba’s attitude to me began to change visibly.
I was no longer the apple of his eye; but more like a thorn in his flesh. The smallest things would irritate him, and
somehow this just destroyed my confidence. I began to wonder and worry whether others too found me irritating.
I had stopped listening to the never-ending squabbles between Baba and Ma, but the lingering tension in the
home affected me deeply. Every time I heard them complain about me, or about how they could get rid of me, I
would go out of the house and cry.
Then one day, when I could bear it no longer, I told Baba that I wanted to go to Pishi-ma’s house again.
“You’ve only just been there,” he said, “how can you go again? What will they think?”
Baba and Ma joined forces against me but I insisted. I wasn’t going to give up that easily. I just dug my heels
in and in the end they had to agree. Perhaps Baba thought that this was the only way to ease the tension. I must
have been right, because Baba then told me to go and tell Pishi-ma everything about myself.
“Perhaps she can do something for you,” he said. …
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236.262 Excerpt from Babyji: A Novel\fn{by Abha Dawesar (1974- )} New Delhi, National Capital District, India
(F) 8
1
Delhi is a city where things happen undercover. A city where the horizon is blanketed with particulate pollution
and the days are hot. A city with no romance but a lot of passion. You ask how passion without romance is
possible? The same way sex without a nightlife is possible. Delhi churns slowly, secretively. What emerges is
urgency.
In the Delhi I grew up in, everything happened. Married women fell in love with pubescent girls, boys climbed
up sewage pipes to consort with their neighbors’ wives, and students went down on their science teachers in the
lab. But no one ever talked about it.
I used to be innocent, driven solely by the ambition to do something great for my country, something that
involved physics. My knowledge of the facts of life was based entirely on books, and clean ones at that. I read
nineteenth-century classics by George Eliot and Emily Bronte. These books never went into any details. To
remedy this I decided to read Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra. I had to do this while standing in the scooter garage,
which had been converted into a storeroom. I would sneak out with a flashlight after my parents had gone to
sleep.
The Kamasutra that I force-fed myself seemed completely of another world, alien and absurd. After I read it,
however, magical things started to happen. In particular, I met a woman. We first met in my school. She had come
to attend the parent-teacher meeting. I was the Head Prefect.
“Where are the teachers for Class I?” she asked.
“In the Pushkin Block, ma’am,” I replied.
I was susceptible at that age. I had been reading The Citadel by A. J. Cronin, in which the main female
character was described as particularly handsome. I fancied for a moment that she was that handsome woman.
“I’ll take you there, ma’am,” I offered.
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“What’s your name?”
“Anamika,” I replied.
“I like your tie,” she said.
“Oh.” I tugged and fiddled with my polyester number while we walked, suddenly conscious of the ridiculous
figure I must cut in my school uniform of red socks and shirtsleeves. Like most schools, mine had a strict dress
code. The girls wore gray box-pleated skirts. Boys up to the age of fourteen wore knickers. Everyone wore a
striped red and silver tie except for the Prefects. We wore a silver and blue one.
I hated the ageism of Delhi and its antediluvian norms, which required you to address anyone older as Uncleji
or Auntyji and anyone younger with diminutives. It precluded serious bonding with people older than you. I did
not have the courage to ask this woman her name. She was of another generation; that sort of thing was just not
done.
After I left her in front of the Pushkin Block, I felt my heart overflow with some kind of knowledge I could not
immediately identify. I had imagined so many times how Newton must have felt when the apple dropped on his
head and the weight of gravitational forces clicked into place. I fancied I felt that way, that a great discovery had
just been made and all I had to do was write down its formula. I wished a simple object like an apple had been
involved, something tangible that I could contemplate and hold, smell and bite.
I felt the urge to call her something. Something that no one else was called. A word that was not a name and
that was still proportional to the immensity of the revelation unfolding within me.
“India” was the first thing that slipped silently from my lips. I hung around that part of campus so I could catch
her on the way out. Eventually she emerged from the same doors that had earlier swallowed her. I pretended to
look elsewhere. She came up behind me and tapped my shoulder.
“Do you like this school? I am thinking of putting my son in it,” she said.
“Yes. Extracurricular activities are encouraged. We have horse riding.”
“Do you know how to ride?”
“Yes, I’ve done it since Class II.”
“I’ve always wanted to ride horses. But with so many extracurriculars, will you still do well on the board
exams?” she asked.
“I probably will. I love to study.”
“You’ll do well no matter. You are obviously exceptional.” She looked at the Head Prefect badge on my left
breast pocket and smiled. I shrugged. I was embarrassed but didn’t want to show it.
“I have to go now. Drop by if you want to chat. Ride your bike over.”
“How do you know I have a bike?”
“I’ve seen you bike around. I live in B-63. Come for a cold coffee on Saturday morning.”
“All right.”
“That’s tomorrow,” she said, squeezing my hand, and left.
I couldn’t place her. Indians, myself included, must immediately place everyone we meet. We are a nation of
taxonomists. It must be in our genes because of the caste system. There are categories for everything—educated
or not, foreign car or not, brahmin or banya or what, English-speaking or not, meat-eating or not, if vegetarian
then whether an eggitarian or strict, if strict then too strict to eat Western desserts with egg or not. All this in the
case of women helps predict whether they might be led astray. In the case of men, whether they will misbehave
with women given half a chance, take bribes, support their parents in old age, and on and on.
The system works. It is a science, thousands of years old, that has been taken to the level of a fine art. I often
scorned it, but if I had to put my hand on my heart I’d have to admit that I operated by it. It was natural for me to
classify people at first sight without even being aware of it.
Love happens on the edges. It happens when one can’t place someone; so does hate. India was an enigma. And
correspondingly rife with possibility, rich in her meanings and bountiful.
*
That evening was like most other Friday evenings. I went with my parents to a dinner party. The ladies all sat
in one section of the living room and the gents in the other. Thanks to my age I could mill around both groups. No
other kids were present. My parents often took me with them to social occasions. Over the years I’d gotten used to
the company of people much older than myself.
“Do you know a good servant? Mine is going on leave for a month,” lady A said.
“Mine is giving trouble,” lady B chimed in.
“Servants these days, I tell you,” added lady C.
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I walked over to the other side where the men were discussing the India and Pakistan cricket match. I have
nothing against sports, but men with thickening waists and a couple of artificial valves in their hearts discussing a
five-day test match are not the most spectacular company. I went back to the women and decided to entertain
myself. They were all wearing saris, their ample midriffs gathering around the folds of their waists, the
shapelessness of. their backs clearly visible. I visualized them minus their small, tight blouses.
One of the reasons for the accuracy of the classification system is that its criteria are always spur of the
moment and can be tailored to fit the occasion. Each situation generates its own classification. For example, the
most obvious question to ask when you unbutton an Indian woman’s blouse is whether she waxes her underarms.
There are other less interesting ones, like what sort of bra she is wearing. This second question is not intrinsically
uninteresting, but at that time there was just one company that made quality undergarments for women, and it
made only five designs.
I was able to classify most of the women at first glance. One woman, let’s call her lady X, was difficult to
place. I unbuttoned her blouse several times in my head and tried imagining the two scenarios—waxed or not.
Each seemed equally likely. I observed her closely for more clues.
If a woman doesn’t wax her underarms, it’s either because she’s terribly old-fashioned, or terribly postmodern.
I couldn’t tell if lady X was a radical feminist. I was certain she wasn’t old-fashioned. If a woman does wax her
underarms she might be very hip or just middle-class in her mentality. If I could get her type down I’d know
which parts of her body she depilated. Or if I knew which parts she depilated I could get her type down.
Tbe hostess announced dinner while I was busy unbuttoning lady X. I took the general movement around the
room as an opportunity to strike up a conversation with her. In a minute I discovered that she read no books, went
to the beauty parlor for pedicures, and didn’t work. I lost interest in her. The inquiry was complete. She did indeed
wax and was predictably bourgeois.
I wondered about India, but the idea of unbuttoning her blouse filled me with such turmoil that I abandoned the
half-thought to the samosas on my plate.
2
Before leaving for India’s house the next morning, I agonized about what to wear. A lot of my clothes were still
young and girlie. I chose my red striped boys’ shirt and jeans. I wore black boys’ shoes, slapped some Old Spice
on my neck from my father’s toilette, and rode my bicycle over. I went at ten since she hadn’t told me when to
come. Nine seemed too early for a Saturday. My stomach was knotted, and my back felt very tight.
India was beautiful, and she was waiting for me. My tongue was jammed in my throat. This made polite
conversation somewhat inconvenient. When she offered to make me a frothy coffee shake, I followed her into the
kitchen and got ice cubes from the fridge on her orders. We took our tall glasses of cold coffee and went to the
verandah in the rear of her house. I sat on the cemented ground at her feet, my shoulders leaning against the legs
of her cane garden chair. I was afraid of turning around and meeting her gaze. I was embarrassed by the thoughts I
had had about her the previous night. It didn’t matter that I had unbuttoned all the other women’s blouses; only
with India was there something indecent about it.
We talked about my school and her son for a while. I had not discussed anything in this fashion with a grownup before. My parents, their friends, and my teachers treated me like a kid, albeit a mature one. India was talking
to me like I was an adult.
“Where is your son?” I asked.
“Till I can arrange for him to change schools, he’s going to be with his dad.”
She was divorced, and we were alone. Both facts made me unreasonably excited.
“How long can you stay?” she asked.
“About an hour,” I said.
I routinely went cycling for an hour on Saturday. If I stayed longer my mother would definitely ask me where I
had been. India lit a cigarette and started to smoke. I didn’t know any women who smoked. I had seen women
from the jhuggis smoke bidis, and once at a very snobbish party that one of my father’s work contacts had invited
us to, a few women had been smoking. We sat quietly while India smoked. When she was finished she threw the
cigarette stubby her foot and crushed it.
“You have such thick hair,” she said, running her hand through it.
My hair was out of control and, according to Sheela, a girl in my class, Jimi Hendrix-like. I had to wash it
every day so it wouldn’t get knotted. As soon as it grew down to my shoulders, the curls would take on a life of
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their own, and I would have to trim it.
“Want me to put oil in your hair?” she asked.
I personally could not stand the idea of scented coconut oil dribbling down my scalp. The advertisements on
TV for Parachute coconut oil were aimed at the likes of lady X. But I did not want to say no to India. Not ever and
not for anything.
“We’re having problems with our water supply, and I won’t be able to wash it off,” I said. Then without
thinking I said, “But I could put oil in your hair.”
“That would be lovely,” she said. I realized I had made a smooth move.
We went into her bedroom. She put oil in a small steel bowl and lay down on the bed with a towel under her
head. As I massaged the oil into her black tresses, she let out little ooh-aahs of pleasure. I got absorbed in her
glistening skin and in the way my fingers slid easily because of the oil. After her hair had soaked up the fluid I
massaged the base of her neck.
“An hour is up. I don’t want you to be late. Your mother will worry,” she said.
I brushed my forefinger on her neck one last time and got up. She walked me to her gate, where we stood in an
uncomfortable silence. I wanted to hug her, but my heart was making embarrassing noises, and if I moved closer I
was sure that she would hear them.
“I hope you’ll come again,” she said.
I was taken aback by her formality. I mounted my bike and put my foot on the pedal.
“Next Saturday, come early,” she said, patting the steel carrier behind the seat of my bike.
Without turning around I made an affirmative noise in my throat. Then I pedaled away furiously.
After I turned the corner I slowed down. I was not ready to go home. Between India’s house and mine there
was a vacant plot of land where a building was under construction. The workers had built jhuggis on one end of
the site. They lived there with their children. I decided to take a shortcut and ride my bike through this stretch to
avoid the main road. One section of the plot was empty. I thought I’d be able to avoid the jhuggis and the workers.
A good three-fourths of the way through I noticed a woman squatting behind a bush, no doubt taking a pee. I got
off my bike and stood still. I didn’t want to ride behind her and scare her. I tried to look away but couldn’t. I
watched her peeing from the corner of my eye. Her sari was hitched up, and her ankles were visible.
After a few seconds the woman got up, turned around, and saw me. Her skin was dark from being exposed to
the sun all day. A fiery red line of sindhoor adorned the parting of her hair, indicating that she was married. She
stared at me, and then in an exaggerated gesture she turned, lifted her sari all the way up to her bare ass, and
jiggled her backside. I thought she was trying to spite me for having stared at her, but then she turned back
around, looked me in the eye, and walked away.
It was fantastic. My image of lower-class women was that they were even more conservative than educated
middle-class women. First the encounter with India and now this. I had yet to turn seventeen. It seemed to me that
I was on the edge of a major breakthrough with India. Plus, a random woman had chosen to moon me.
My legs felt unsteady. I pushed my bike the rest of the way home. I spent the day feeling restless. I thought
about India and about the other woman’s dark skin and bloodred sindhoor.
In the evening, when I went to get air pumped into my bicycle tires, I rode past the construction site and
glanced around discreetly. She wasn’t there. How could I think about a woman living in a slum? I had been taught
that the lower classes were unclean. A lot of the women had lice in their hair. I could not think of the jhuggi
woman again. It was true that the lower castes suffered and that one should be kind to them. But one helped them
from a distance. One helped them because one was of a higher station. My mother worked as a clerk in a bank and
my father in the Ministry of Water Works. We were a middle-class family. My parents worked hard to send me to
a decent school, but we couldn’t afford a car or a trip abroad. My father went to work on a Vespa scooter every
day. He would drive with his lunch in a large steel carrier between his feet. If the three of us had to go out
together, we always had to take an auto-rickshaw.
We could not act like the rich or the poor. The rich had no morals and the poor could not have morals, they
didn’t even have food. The middle classes were responsible for the moral fiber of society. I came home feeling
guilty. My mother was in the kitchen washing rice for dinner.
“Are you all right? You seem moody,” she said.
“Yes, fine. Just worried about the physics test on Monday.”
I left the kitchen and went to my room. My physics textbook was over a thousand pages. Anyone who was
expected to understand differential and integral calculus and the derivation of formulae on centrifugal force
should be allowed to have affairs, I thought. A lurid image of a young man pulling up the sari of the woman in the
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slum danced on the dense black text of my physics book. I decided I would avenge myself by holding hands and
flirting with girls since Indian society was so holier-than-thou about having boyfriends. I had never wanted a
boyfriend anyway.
Soon my mother called me to dinner. At the table my father talked endlessly about the importance of doing
well in my studies. I could tell Mom was tired of hearing him lecture me every day. I did well at school; his
harangues were uncalled-for. Changing the topic, my mother said,
“A woman came here looking for a job. Since Neeta is so unpredictable I decided I’d hire this new woman.
She said she won’t take a single day off.”
I liked Neeta. She smiled a lot and had long black hair. She called me Choti Memsahib, or “little mistress”.
“You didn’t even give Neeta any warning. That’s not right,” I said, getting emotional.
“Oh please! She’s been asking for it. I like her, too, but she’s been increasingly casual about showing up.”
I swallowed my dinner. I could feel tears well up in my eyes.
“This new woman will start on Monday. She’ll come when you return from school. Just supervise her closely
for the first week till we are sure about her,” my mother said.
“Yes, Mom,” I said as I went back to my room.
I couldn’t understand myself. I didn’t really care all that much for Neeta, but I was still overwhelmed with
emotion. My parents controlled everything. I wished I could just go and meet India and hang out with her in the
middle of the night. I wished the woman from the slum were at my beck and call. Images from Hindi art movies
in which the upper caste brahmin falls in love with the lower caste servant and has passionate sex with her kept
whirring in my head. I wanted to fast-forward my life.
3
On Sunday I plunged into my books. I solved every problem at the end of the thermodynamics chapter and
read my class notes from the intro to quantum mechanics chapter. On Monday I couldn’t gauge if I had done well
on the test, but I thought I had passed. I was so exhausted that I couldn’t pay any attention to classes the rest of the
day. When I got home I didn’t even change from my school skirt. I unclasped my belt and tumbled onto my bed.
Then I heard the bell ring. I thought it was part of my dream so I didn’t move. But it kept ringing.
The woman from the slum was standing at the front door. The woman with the hitched sari. I could practically
see her peeing, the memory was so vivid.
“You?” I said. She looked at my skirt and gasped.
“I thought you were a boy,” she said in Hindi. I didn’t respond.
“Didi,” she said, addressing me as older sister even though she was clearly older.
“What?” I asked in Hindi.
“I’ve come to work, Babyji,” she replied. Was I a baby or a Didi? Babyji was such a contradiction in terms,
conveying too much respect that the age of a child doesn’t warrant.
“You’re the new servant?” I asked, stepping aside to let her in. I was flattered she had thought me a boy.
“Yes,” she said, hiding a smile and lowering her eyes. I wondered if she had followed me from the construction
site, but I kept silent.
She was wearing her sari low on her hips. Her hair looked freshly washed. She sat under the sink in the
kitchen where there was a water faucet and began to wash all the utensils that were piled up. I never understood
why servants preferred to squat while cleaning vessels. If I ever did the dishes at home I did them standing up and
using the faucet in the sink.
I perched myself on a ledge in the kitchen and stared at her, my legs dangling down. Every now and then she
looked directly into my eyes. When she did that I couldn’t hold up to her fierce stare and would have to lower my
eyes. After she was finished washing the vessels, she asked if there was anything else.
“No, I don’t think so.”
“I can massage your legs. They will become strong for when you cycle,” she said.
“All right,” I said. She had acknowledged that she had seen me cycling. .
I went to my bathroom and got some lotion. Then I lay down on my stomach. I heard her rub the lotion on her
hands. The sound of her hands rubbing was powerful. It was as if she were in charge or a decision were being
made. My father usually rubbed his hands together when he was trying to make up his mind about which unit
trusts to buy. Sleazy men in Hindi films rubbed their hands when they hatched a plot. Dr. Iyer rubbed his a second
before giving you the prognosis. I was thinking all these things in my head when she lifted my skirt all the way up
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past my underwear, gripped my left leg firmly, and started to massage it.
Involuntarily, my legs went taut. Her hands were a little rough but strong, and after a few minutes my body
started to relax. The sensation of her hands taking over my flesh, kneading it, stretching it, and squeezing it was
comforting. When she was done I walked her to the door and shut it behind her without saying anything.
I had always expected that something would happen in my life, something that would change it. After I’d
reached puberty I was a twinge disappointed that almost everything continued as before. But now it seemed as if
the wait were finally over. I wasn’t sure what exactly was going to happen or what it would mean, but I was being
propelled by a force no one could temper. I was experiencing things that I was sure my friends Vidur, Ashima,
Sheela, Preeti, Deepa, Sonali, and Tina had not experienced. In fact, my momentum was such that I was almost
certain the class hoodlum, Chakra Dev, who was taller and more physically developed than any of the other boys,
was soon going to be left far behind. I was suddenly ahead of everyone. More grown-up. I looked forward to
coming home from school the next day and the servant woman showing up. I didn’t know her name. I’d imagine
the dramatic red sindhoor in the parting of her hair when I thought of her.
In the evenings she would come around seven and cook dinner under my mother’s instructions. While we ate
she would bring us hot rotis from the kitchen. I would ignore her. When we were finished she would eat the
leftovers. My mother had given her Neeta’s plate and glass.
The whole week went by with the servant massaging my legs. She made a point of looking into my eyes
without blinking. She stared at the chasm that separated my higher birth from her lower one and hopped right over
it, even though she called me Didi every now and then and addressed me as one would a better.
At night I would lie awake, suspending the harsh reality of being sixteen and a flimsy female with no money to
my name, and imagine that I was the man from the movies. I wanted wealth, power, or fame, something that
would help me to get the things that the rules of the world did not permit.
*
On Saturday I went over to India’s house again. I felt bold. I had spent so much time thinking of myself as the
man from the movies that I felt I had already lived his experiences. I rode over on my bike thinking myself a stud,
a man of the world.
“I wasn’t sure you’d come,” she said, breaking into a smile.
I parked my bike in her garden and leaned forward to hug her. It felt natural to hug her. She kissed me on the
cheek and ran her hand through my hair.
Once inside the dark curtained coolness of her air-conditioned home, I was at a loss for words. She spoke in
her genteel way about this and that. I was waiting for something to happen. I felt as if we were wasting time. We
had an hour and we already let forty-five minutes slip by discussing the power cuts in the colony and the syllabus
for the first graders.
I wanted to tell her I loved her. I tried to say it suddenly. But as soon as the words came to the tip of my tongue
my hands shook. I excused myself and went to the bathroom. I said to the face in the mirror,
“Look, she’s going to laugh, she’ll never want to see you again, what do you know about love? You’re just
sixteen. She sees a kid when she sees you.”
“We have a new servant,” I said to her when I stepped out of the bathroom.
“You do.”
“She’s really sexy.” I watched India’s face for her reaction.
“She is,” India said. Her face registered no interest.
“I guess I should go home.” When India saw me to the door she said,
“Come again.” It was anticlimactic.
At home the servant was stooped over the kitchen sink doing the dishes. When she did the dishes in my
presence she always squatted with her sari hitched halfway up, and I could see her legs. Her legs were covered
now. My mother was calling her Rani, which means queen but is often the generic term people use for servants.
She was saying,
“Rani, scrub the vessels thoroughly.” I felt a pang of tenderness and protection toward Rani.
Rani scrubbed the dishes harder and harder. Periodically she lifted her face to make eye contact with me. Her
pride and fierceness bored through me. That night I dreamt that I called her “Rani” in a soft whisper and asked her
to come away with me to a place where she would no longer be a servant.
On Sunday morning, like every Sunday, my parents read the papers and watched TV for a few hours. We got
all the daily newspapers on Sunday and some weekly newspapers and magazines as well. I read an article in the
color section of the Sunday Mail about how AIDS was more dangerous than any other STD.\fn{ Sexually transmitted
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One Indian doctor who was interviewed said it was only a matter of time before it spread to India from the
West. There was a reference in the article to Rock Hudson having AIDS. I had never heard of him, but the article
said he surrounded himself with beautiful boys. Nothing else in the papers was as interesting as the AIDS article.
I was bored. I hated watching television, so I considered riding my bike to India’s house. The previous day had
left me with a sense of failure. Being with India had felt less intimate than it had the week before. But I couldn’t
convince myself that it would feel different if I saw her again. And to fail two times in a row would be worse, so I
let it pass.
I had another physics test the next morning. My school had introduced a Monday test system, and we had a test
in one subject every Monday. The physics teacher had taken this further and added a test every Monday. So I had
history and physics this week.
History was easy. One only needed to remember facts, not comprehend them. When the history teacher spoke I
imprinted her words directly onto my brain like newsprint and regurgitated them without effort.
Physics was a major pain in the rear. I hated it. I loved it. I lay down on my stomach, propping myself up with
my elbows, and solved problems on Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. I was up to my ears in quantum
mechanics. It was bad enough to have to know that a photon was both a particle and a wave. On top of that Mr.
Garg said that it was impossible to simultaneously measure the position and the momentum of atomic particles
with any accuracy. And there was a single constant that actually quantified the combined uncertainty in position
and speed. I sat around rewriting this constant all over my notebook with little Greek symbols on the side. If
modem science accepted duality and measured uncertainties, what difference did it make whether I was Rock
Hudson chasing beautiful boys or the village brahmin in love with the shudrll’s daughter?
Science had told us this century that nothing was certain. The universe was chaotic and relative; these aspects
measurable. There were few hard facts on which one could base a way of living one’s life. I’d always scoffed at
religion as a crutch for the masses, so it wasn’t even a consideration. We’d spent two thousand years only to find
out that we didn’t know. That moment, sprawled on my bed, changed my whole life. I was free all of a sudden.
Free of the burden of knowledge and therefore of any morality that proceeds from knowledge. Only feelings
counted. And sensations.
I placed my head on my physics book and daydreamt. I had fantasies about India and Rani. I mixed them up in
my head till Rani was articulate and well dressed and India sensuous and earthy. If particles could be waves and
waves photons then India and Rani could be each other. All sense of reality escaped me. I couldn’t believe I’d
been living under my parents’ regime all these years without even whimpering in protest. At dinner I ate quietly
and in awareness of the fact that I was different. I was free. Nothing mattered.
My parents went to sleep early. After their light was out I went to the verandah in the rear of the house,
unlocked the door to the service lane, and walked over to the slum near the construction site to look for Rani. I
approached the jhuggi quietly. I didn’t want to be seen. As I neared it I heard only male voices. The area was dark
except for a few kerosene lamps flickering here and there. They cast menacing shadows. Men were squatting
together in small groups and laughing. Their laughs sounded sinister. They spoke in some dialect, not in pure
Hindi. I could not follow them. All the women were in their oppressive six-by-six hutments, putting their litters of
children to sleep.
I felt unsafe. I wanted to run before someone leapt at me in the dark. I stayed in the shadows and walked
quickly but cautiously so that I would not make any sound. When I was standing out on the main street again I
stopped to catch my breath. I was sweating.
It was already quite late, but I decided to call on India. The streets were quiet. Her building reverberated when
I rang the doorbell. I waited at the door for five minutes before she softly asked,
“Who is it?”
“Anamika.”
I heard her jerk the chain on the door. India stood in front of me wrapped in a sheet.
“What’s the matter? Are you all right?” she asked, touching my head.
“I’m fine. Can I come in?”
“Are you all right? What’s the matter?”
“Can I come in?” I repeated. I had no idea what I’d tell her.
“Of course,” she said, stepping aside to let me in.
Once I was inside she made her way to her room and flicked on her bedside lamp. I couldn’t tell what she was
wearing under the white sheet.. Nothing, it seemed to me. She sat down carefully on her bed, making sure the
sheet didn’t fall off. She sat with her head and shoulders propped against the wall.
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“What’s the matter?” she asked again. She was sitting uncomfortably straight.
“Nothing. Can I spend the night?”
“Here?”
“Yes.”
“What happened? Where are your parents?” For a second my inner voice squeaked,
“You’re a teenager. She thinks you’re a kid.” But I stifled it and thought of the equation from my physics
textbook, p(q) = Planck’s constant and reminded myself I was free.
“My parents are at home. I want to spend the night here,” I said matter-of-factly.
She was quiet for a second. I could not even hear her breathe. I held my own breath, wondering what she
would say. Maybe she would laugh at me. Then she shrugged her shoulders and said,
“Okay.” She turned off her bedside lamp.
I kicked off my shoes and got into her bed. I wad at my wit’s end. I hadn’t expected this to happen at all. I
should have planned. I lay down far away from her and shut my eyes tightly, repeating to myself that the world
was entirely uncertain. Nothing was fixed.
“What are you wearing?” I asked her.
“Nothing.”
The information was too much. My body stiffened.
“Should I wear something? Does it bother you?” she asked, as if trying to comfort a child who was throwing a
tantrum.
“Not at all,” I lied.
I was afraid of moving and accidentally touching her. There was a naked woman right beside me. There was no
uncertainty about that. It was now very hot under the covers. I was wearing my jeans and my thick denim shirt.
“Do you mind if I take off my jeans?” I asked as calmly as I could.”
“I don’t mind.”
I stumbled out of bed and got my jeans off. Then I got back into bed.
“I wish you’d tell me what’s going on. This is all rather sudden,” she said.
“I know.”
I was feeling a little foolish. I couldn’t think of anything to say. I focused again on the wave-particle duality
and remembered I was free. I had nothing to lose. If my parents found out I’d be toast anyway, regardless of what
I did with India. If she got angry I could just leave. It was all about an instantaneous point in time since nothing
was stable. I was never going to do this again.
“Can I touch you?” I asked.
“Huh?”
I didn’t think India’s reaction was what you’d expect from someone who was vigorously objecting. I decided
she meant yes and slid closer to her. Then I tentatively took her hand in mine , and waited for her to yell and
scream and throw me out of her house. She didn’t. I let the palm of my hand explore hers, then her wrist, her
forearm, her shoulder. Eventually she touched my hand in response. Our toes were touching now, and our calves.
Then our knees and hips touched. Then I lost my powers of observation.
“Your skin is like a baby’s,” she said.
“Yours, too.”
We must have caressed for hours. I felt as if I was living outside of my body and outside of time. At some point
we drifted off to sleep and then woke up, stirring only slightly before drifting off again. I couldn’t tell if she had
woken up first and touched me or if I’d woken up first and touched her.. My hands needed to touch her so much
they moved up and down her back, her stomach, and her arms without any intervention from me.
Drifting off dreamt that India and I were revolving around each other as particles and then suddenly
transforming into waves, tides, currents. Mr. Garg had said something about the duality that I had not noted down.
He had said that if you cross a donkey and a horse you get a mule. Is a mule a donkey or a horse? It’s a stupid
question was his point. Something about the comment jarred in my sleeping brain. Particles weren’t becoming
waves and waves, particles. These were just properties of photons, and I wasn’t as free as I thought. In fact, the
uncertainty of Heisenberg’s equation only went to prove that one could even quantify uncertainty. How could I
have possibly thought that I was free and simply walked out of my house at night? I couldn’t tell my parents that I
was at a divorcee’s house spending the night. They’d ground me on holidays. I shook India awake.
“I have to leave before my parents wake up,” I said, slipping on my jeans and shirt.
“Give me one last hug,” she said. I went over and embraced her.
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“I’ll come after school tomorrow,” I said before leaving, my heart suddenly heavy.
I shut her main door quietly and walked home. There was not a soul in sight. I got to the service lane of my
house. The door opening onto the verandah was still open. I locked it and tiptoed across the verandah. The back
door of the house was open, too. I shut it behind me and went to my bedroom. The alarm clock on my table
showed five. Just in the nick of time I lay down on my bed, feeling relieved. My mother woke up early every day
and made me tea before going to a yoga class at the community center. Some days she would spend time
gardening, even though our garden was really only a small patch of grass not much bigger than a carpet.
269.72 Excerpt from One Night @ The Call Center\fn{by Chetan Bhagat (1974- )} New Delhi, National Capital
Territory, India (M) 11
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I was splashing my hands in the water pointlessly in the sea. I can’t even swim in a pond, let alone in the
Indian Ocean. I was in the water while my boss Bakshi was in a boat next to me. He was pushing my head down
in the water. I saw Priyanka drifting away in a lifeboat. I screamed even as Bakshi used both his hands to keep my
head submerged. Salt water filled my mouth and nostrils as I heard loud beeps at a distance.
My nightmare ended as my cell phone alarm rang hard in my left ear and I woke up to its Last Christmas ring
tone. The ring tone was a gift from Shefali, my new semi-girlfriend. I squinted through a half-shut eye and lifted
the cell phone.
“8:32 p.m.” surrounded by little bells flashed on the screen.
“Damn,” I said and jumped out of bed.
I would have loved to analyze my dream and its significance in my insignificant life, but I had to get dressed
for work.
“Man, the Qualis\fn{A taxi vehicle marketed by Toyota; it sits eight passengers } will be here in twenty minutes,” I
thought, digging matter out of my eye. I was still tired, but scared to sleep more because I was getting late.
Besides, there was a serious risk of Bakshi making a comeback in my dreams.
By the way, hi. I am Shyam Mehra, or Sam Marcy as they call me at my workplace, the Connexions call center
in Gurgaon. (American tongues have trouble saying my real name and prefer Sam. If you want, you can give me
another name too. I really don’t care.)
Anyway, I am a call center agent. There are hundreds of thousands, probably millions of agents like me. But
this total pain-in-the neck author chose me, of all the agents in the country. He met me and told me to help him
with his second book. In fact, he near as well wanted me to write the book for him. I declined, saying I can’t even
write my résumé or even other simple things in life, there is no way I can write a whole damn book. I explained to
him how my promotion to the position of team leader had been put off for one year because my manager Bakshi
had told me I don’t have the “required skill-set” yet. In my review, Bakshi wrote that I was “not a go-getter”. (I
don’t even know what “go-getter” means, so I guess I’m not one for sure.)
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But this author said he didn’t care—he had promised someone he’d do this story so I’d better cooperate,
otherwise he would keep pestering me. I tried my best to wriggle out of it, but he wouldn’t let go of me. I finally
relented and that’s why I’m stuck with this assignment, while you are stuck with me.
I also want to give you one more warning. My English is not that great—actually, nothing about me is great.
So, if you are looking for something posh and highbrow, then I’d suggest you read another book which has some
big many-syllable words. I know only one big, many-syllable word, and I hate that word—“management”. But
we’ll get to that later. I told the author about my limited English. However, the pain-in-the-neck author said big
emotions do not come from big words. So, I had no choice but to do the job. I hate authors. For now, let us go
back to the story. If you remember, I had just woken up at my home.
*
There were noises in the living room. Some relatives were in town to attend a family wedding. My neighbor
was getting married to his cousin … er, sorry, I was too groggy to figure this out—no, my cousin was getting
married to his neighbor. But I had to work, so I could not go to the wedding. It doesn’t matter, all marriages are
the same, more or less.
I reached the bathroom still half-asleep. It was already occupied.
The bathroom door was open. I saw five of my aunts scrambling to get a few square-inches of the wash-basin
mirror. One aunt was cursing her daughter for leaving the matching bindis at home. Another aunt had lost the little
screw of her gold earring and was flipping out.
“It is pure gold, where is it?” she screamed into my face. “Has the maid stolen it?”
Like the maid had nothing better to do than steal one tiny screw. Wouldn’t she steal the whole set? I thought.
“Auntie, can I use the bathroom for five minutes. I need to get ready for office,” I said.
“Oh hello, Shyam. Woke up finally?” my mother’s sister said. “Office? You are not coming for the wedding?”
“No, I have to work. Can I have the bath—”
“Look how big Shyam has become,” my maternal aunt said. “We need to find a girl for him soon.”
Everyone burst into giggles. It was their biggest joke of the day.
“Can I please—” I said.
“Shyam, leave the ladies alone,” one of my older cousins interrupted. “What are you doing here with the
women? We are already so late for the wedding.”
“But I have to go to work. I need to get dressed,” I protested, trying to elbow my way to the bathroom tap.
“You work in a call center, right?” my cousin said.
“Yes.”
“Your work is through the phone. Why do you need to dress up? Who is going to see you?”
I didn’t answer.
“Use the kitchen sink,” an aunt suggested and handed me my toothbrush.
I gave them all a dirty look. Nobody noticed. I passed by the living room on my way to the kitchen. The uncles
were outside, on their second whiskey and soda. One uncle said something about how it would be better if my
father were still alive and around this evening. I reached the kitchen. The floor was so cold I felt I had stepped on
an ice tray. I realized I had forgotten soap. I went back but the bathroom door was bolted. There was no hot water
in the kitchen, and my face froze as I washed it with cold water.
Winter in Delhi is a bitch. I brushed my teeth and used the steel plates as a mirror to comb my hair. Shyam had
turned into Sam and Sam’s day had just begun.
I was hungry, but there was nothing to eat in the house. Because they’d be getting food at the wedding, my
mother had felt there was no need to cook at home.
The Qualis horn screamed at 8:55 p.m.
As I was about to leave, I realized I had forgotten my ID. I went to my room, but could not find it. I tried to
find my mother instead. She was in her bedroom, lost in more aunties, saris and jewelry sets. She and my aunts
were doing some major weight comparisons of which aunt’s set was heaviest. Usually the heaviest aunt had the
heaviest set.
“Mom, have you seen my ID?” I said.
Everyone ignored me. I went back to my room as the Qualis honked for the fourth time.
“Damn, there it is,” I said as I finally located the ID under my bed. I pulled it out by its strap and strung it
around my neck. I waved a goodbye to everyone, but no one acknowledged me. It wasn’t surprising, I am only
cared for so much. Every cousin of mine is becoming a doctor or engineer. You can say I am the black sheep of
my family. Though I do not think that expression is correct. After all, what’s wrong with black sheep—don’t
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people wear black sweaters? But you get an idea of my status in my clan. In fact, the only reason people
somewhat talk to me is I have a job and get a salary at the end of the month.
You see, I used to work in the website department of an ad agency before this call center job. However, the ad
agency paid horrible money. Also, all the people there were pseudos, more interested in office politics than
websites. I quit, and all hell broke loose at home. That is when the black sheep term was tagged onto me. I saved
myself by joining Connexions, as with money in your wallet the world gives you some respect and lets you
breathe. Connexions was also the natural choice for me, as Priyanka worked there. Of course, that reason was no
longer relevant.
My aunt finally found the gold screw trapped in her fake-hair bun.
The Qualis horn screamed again, this time in an angry tone.
“I’m coming,” I shouted as I ran out of the house.
2
“What, sahib. Late Again?” the driver said as I took the front seat.
“Sorry, sorry. Military Uncle’s place first?” I panted to the driver.
“Yes,” he replied, looking at his watch.
“Can we reach the call center by 10:00 p.m.? I have to meet someone before their shift ends,” I said.
“Depends if your colleagues come on time,” the driver replied laconically as he drove towards Military
Uncle’s house. “Anyway, let’s pick up the old man first.”
Military Uncle hates it if we are late. I prepared myself for some dirty looks. His tough manner comes from the
Army background, from which he retired a few years ago. At fifty plus, he is the oldest person in the call center. I
do not know him well, and I won’t talk about him much. But I do know that he used to stay with his son and
daughter-in-law before he moved out (read—thrown out) to be on his own. The pension was meager, and he tried
to supplement his income by working in the call center. However, he hates to talk and is not a voice agent. He sits
on the solitary online chat and email station. Even though he sits in our room, his desk is at a far corner near the
fax machine. He rarely speaks more than three words at a time. Most of his interactions with us are limited to
giving us condescending you-young-people glances.
The Qualis stopped outside Uncle’s house. He was waiting at the entrance.
“Late?” Uncle said, looking at the driver.
Without answering, the driver got out to open the Qualis back door. Uncle climbed in, ignored the middle seat
and sat at the back. He probably wanted to sit as far away from me as possible.
Uncle gave me an it-must-be-your-fault look. Older people think they have a natural right to judge you. I
looked away. The driver took a U-turn to go to Radhika’s house.
One of the unique features about my team is that we not only work together, we also share the same Qualis.
Through a bit of route planning and driver persuasion, we ensured that my Western Appliances Strategic Group all
came and left together. There are six of us: Military Uncle, Radhika, Esha, Vroom, Priyanka and me.
The Qualis moved to Radhika Jha, or agent Regina Jones’s house. As usual, Radhika was late.
“Radhika madam is too much,” the driver said, continuously pressing the horn. I looked at my watch
anxiously. I didn’t want Shefali to throw a tantrum.
Six minutes later Radhika came running towards us, clutching the ends of her maroon shawl in her right hand.
“Sorry, sorry, sorry,” she said a dozen times before we could say anything.
“What?” I asked her as the Qualis moved again.
“Nothing. Almond milk for mom-in-law. Took longer to crush the almonds,” she said, leaning back exhausted
in her seat. She had taken the middle seat.
“Ask mom-in-law to make her own milk,” I suggested.
“C’mon Shyam,” she said, “she’s so old, it is the least I can do, especially when her son is not here.”
“Yeah, right,” I shrugged. “Just that and cooking three meals a day and household chores and working all night
and—”
“Shh,” she said, “forget all that. Any news on the call center? I’m scared.”
“Nothing new from what Vroom told me. We have no new orders, call volumes are at an all time low—
Connexions is doomed. Just a question of when,” I said.
“Really?” her eyes widened.
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It was true. You might have heard of those swanky, new-age call centers where everything is hunky-dory,
clients are plenty and agents get aromatherapy massages. Well, our Connexions was not one of them. We live off
one and only one client—Western Computers and Appliances. And even their call flow had dwindled. Rumors
that the call center would collapse floated in every day.
“You think Connexions will close down? Like forever?” Radhika asked.
Uncle raised an eyebrow to look at us, but soon went back to brooding by himself in the back seat. I sometimes
wished he would say more, but I guess it’s better for people to shut up rather than say something nasty.
“That, or they will do major job cuts. Ask Vroom,” I said.
The Qualis moved painfully slow as it was a heavy wedding date in Delhi. On every street, there was a
wedding procession. We edged forward as the driver dodged several fat grooms on their over-burdened horses. I
checked the time again. Shefali would do some serious sulking today.
“I need this job. Anuj and I need to save,” Radhika said, more to herself.
Anuj was Radhika’s husband. She married him three years ago after a whirlwind courtship in college. She now
lived in a joint family with Anuj’s ultra-traditional parents. It was tough for daddy’s only girl, but it’s amazing
what people do for love.
The driver drove to Esha Singh’s (or agent Eliza Singer’s) place next. She was already outside her house. The
driver kept the Qualis ignition on as he opened the back door. Esha entered the Qualis and the smell of expensive
perfume filled the vehicle. She sat next to Radhika in the middle row and removed her suede jacket.
“Mmm … nice. What is it?” Radhika said.
“You noticed.” Esha was pleased. “Escape, by Calvin Klein.” She bent her knees and adjusted the tassels at the
end of her long, dark brown skirt.
“Oooh. Went shopping?” Radhika said.
“Call it a momentary lapse of reason,” Esha said.
The driver finally reached a stretch of empty road and raced the Qualis fast. I looked at Esha again. Her dress
sense is impeccable. Esha dresses better on an average day than I ever did in my whole life. Her sleeveless coffeecolored top perfectly contrasted with her skirt. She wore chunky brown earrings that looked edible and her
lipstick was a thick cocoa, as if she had just kissed a bowl of chocolate sauce. Her eyes had at least one of these
things—mascara, eyeliner and/or eye-shadow (I can’t tell, but Priyanka told me they are all different things).
“The Lakme fashion week is in four months. My agent is trying to get me an assignment,” Esha said to
Radhika.
Esha wanted to become a model. She was hot, at least according to people at the call center. Two months ago,
some agents in the Western Computers bay conducted a stupid poll in office. You know, the secret ones that
everyone knows about anyway. People vote for various titles, like who is hot, who is handsome and who is pretty.
Esha won the title of the “hottest chick at Connexions”. She acted very dismissive of the poll results, but from that
day there’s been just this tiny hint of vanity in her. But otherwise, she is fine. She moved to Delhi from
Chandigarh a year ago, against her parents’ wishes. The call center job helps her earn a regular income, but during
the day she approaches agencies and tries to get modeling assignments. She’s taken part in some low-key fashion
shows in West Delhi. But apart from that and the hottest-chick in-house title, nothing big has come her way so far.
Priyanka once told me (making me swear that I’d keep it to myself) that she thinks Esha will never make it as a
real model. “Esha is too short and too small-town for a real model” is what she said exactly.
But Priyanka doesn’t know crap. Esha is five-five, only two inches shorter than me (and one inch taller than
me with her heels). I think that is quite tall for a girl. And the whole small-town thing, that just went over my
head. Esha is only twenty-two, give her a chance. And Chandigarh is not a small town, it is a union territory and
the administrative capital of two states.\fn{ Punjab State and Haryana State. Haryana State was carved out of the eastern portion of
Punjab in 1966, in order to create Haryana as a majority Hindi-speaking state, while the western portion of Punjab State retained a mostly
Punjabi language-speaking majority, and remained as the current federated state of Punjab. Chandigarh was located on the border between
the two, and was thus made politically into a union territory to serve as capital of both these states } But Priyanka’s geography is

crap as well.
I think Priyanka is just jealous. All non-hot girls are jealous of the hot ones. Priyanka wasn’t even considered
for the hottest chick. Now, I do find Priyanka nice looking, and she did get a nomination for the “call-center cutie
award”, which I think is just because of her dimples and cute round face. But Priyanka didn’t win. Some girl in
HR won that.
We had to pick Vroom next; his real name is Varun Malhotra (or agent Victor Mell). However, everyone calls
him Vroom because of his love for anything on wheels.
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The Qualis turned into the lane of Vroom's house. He was sitting on his bike, waiting for us.
“What’s the bike for?” I said, craning out of the window.
“I’m coming on my own,” Vroom said, adjusting his leather gloves. He wore black jeans and trekking shoes
that made his thin legs look extra long. His dark blue sweatshirt had the Ferrari horse logo on it.
“Are you crazy?” I said. “It’s so cold. Get in, we’re late already.” Dragging the bike he came and stood next to
me.
“No, I’m stressed today. I need to get it out of me with a fast ride.” He was standing right beside me and only I
could hear him.
“What happened?”
“Nothing. Dad called. He argued with mom for two hours. Why did they separate? They can’t live without
screaming their guts out at each other?”
“It’s okay man. Not your problem,” I said.
Vroom’s dad was a businessman who parted from his wife two years ago. He preferred banging his secretary to
being with his family, so Vroom and his mother now lived without him.
“I couldn’t sleep at all. Just lay in bed all day and now I feel sick. Need to get some energy back,” Vroom said
as he straddled his bike.
“But it’s freezing, dude—” I began.
“What is going on Shyam sahib?” the driver asked.
I turned around. The driver looked at me with a puzzled expression. I shrugged my shoulders.
“He’s coming on his bike,” I told everyone.
“Come with me,” Vroom said to me. “I’ll make you reach in half the time.”
“No thanks,” I said, and folded my hands. I was not leaving the cozy Qualis to go anywhere. Vroom bent over
to greet the driver.
“Hello, driver sahib,” Vroom said.
“Vroom sahib, don’t you like my Qualis?” the driver said, visibly dejected.
“No Driver-ji, I am in a mood to ride,” Vroom said, and offered a pack of cigarettes to the driver. The driver
took one. Vroom signaled him to keep the whole pack.
“Drive the Qualis if you want,” the driver said and lifted his hands off the steering wheel.
“No. Maybe later. Right now I need to fly.”
“Hey Vroom. Any news on Connexions? Anything happening?” Radhika asked, adjusting her hair.
Apart from the dark circles around her eyes, you would say Radhika was pretty. She had high cheekbones and
her fair skin went well with her wispy eyebrows and soot-black eyes. Her sleep-deprived face still looked nice.
She wore a plain mustard sari, as saris were all she could wear in her in-laws’ house. This was different apparel
from the jeans and skirts Radhika preferred before her marriage.
“No updates. Will dig for stuff today but I think Bakshi will screw us all. Hey Shyam, the website manual is all
done by the way. I e-mailed it to office,” Vroom said and started his bike.
“Cool, finally. Let’s send it in today,” I said, perking up.
We left Vroom and moved to our last pickup at Priyanka’s place. It was 9:30 p.m., still an hour away from our
shift. However, I was worried as Shefali finished her shift and left by 10:20 p.m. Fortunately, Priyanka was
standing at her pick-up point when we reached her place.
“Hi,” Priyanka said, as she entered the Quails and sat next to Esha in the middle seat. She carried a large, white
plastic bag apart from her usual giant handbag.
“Hi,” everyone replied except me.
“I said hi, Shyam,” Priyanka said.
I pretended not to hear. It is strange, but ever since we broke up, I find it difficult to talk to her. Even though I
must think of her thirty times a day. I looked at her. She adjusted her dupatta around her neck. The forest green
salwar kameez she was wearing was new, I noticed. The colors suited her light brown skin. I looked at her nose
and her nostrils that flared up every time she was upset. I swear tiny flames appeared in them when she was mad.
“Shyam, I said hi,” she said again. She gets really pissed if people don’t respond to her.
“Hi,” I said. I wondered if Bakshi would finally promote me after he saw my website manual tonight.
“Where’s Vroom?” Priyanka said. She has to know everything all the time.
“Vroom is riding … vroom,” Esha said, making a motorbike noise.
“Nice perfume, Esha. Shopping again, eh?” Priyanka said and sniffed, puckering up that tiny nose.
“Escape, Calvin Klein,” Esha announced and struck a pose.
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“Wow! Someone is going designer,” Priyanka said and both of them laughed. This is something I will never
understand about her. Priyanka has bitched fifty times about Esha to me, yet when they are with each other, they
behave like long-lost sisters.
“Esha, big date coming?” Radhika said.
“No dates. I’m still so single. Suitable guys are an endangered species,” Esha said and all the girls laughed.
It wasn’t that funny if you ask me. I wished Vroom was in the Qualis too. He is the only person in my team I
can claim as a friend. At twenty-two he is four years younger than I am, but I still find it easiest to talk to him.
Radhika’s household talk is too alien to me. Esha’s modeling trip is also beyond me as no one is ever going to pay
me for my looks. I am certainly not good looking: my day is made if someone describes my looks as “slightly
above average.”
Priyanka was a friend and a lot more until recently. Four months ago, we broke up (Priyanka’s version) or she
dumped me (my version). So now I try to do what she wants us to do—“move on”—which is why I hang out with
Shefali.
Beep Beep. Beep Beep. Two pairs of loud beeps from my shirt’s pocket startle everyone.
“Who’s is that?” Priyanka said.
“Oh sorry. It’s my SMS,” I said and opened the new message
Where r u my eddy teddy?
Come soon—curly wurly

It was Shefali. She is into cheesy nicknames these days. replied to the SMS:
Qualis stuck in traffic
Will b there soon

“Who’s that?” Esha asked me.
“Nobody important,” I said.
“Shefali?” Radhika said.
“No,” I said and everybody looked at me.
“No,” I said again.
“Yes, it is. It is Shefali, isn’t it,” Esha and Radhika said together and laughed.
“Why does Shefali always baby-talk?” I heard Esha whisper to Radhika. More titters followed.
“Whatever,” I said and looked at my watch. The Qualis was still on the NH8, at the entrance to Gurgaon. We
were ten minutes away from Connexions.
Cool, will meet Shefali by 10:10, I thought.
“Can we stop for a quick tea at Inderjeet? We will still make it by 10:30,” Priyanka said. Inderjeet dhabha\fn
{The generic name for roadside restaurant}on NH8 was famous for its all-night tea and snacks among truck drivers.
“We won’t get late?” Radhika crinkled her forehead.
“Of course not. Driver-ji saved us twenty minutes in the last stretch. Come Driver-ji, my treat,” Priyanka said.
“Good idea. Will keep me awake,” Esha said. The driver slowed the Qualis near Inderjeet dhabha and parked it
near the counter.
“Hey guys, do we have to stop? We will get late,” I protested against the chai\fn{Tea} chorus.
“We won’t get late. Let’s treat Driver-ji for making us reach fast,” Priyanka said and got out of the Qualis. She
just has to do things I don’t want to do.
“He wants to be with Shefali, dude,” Esha elbowed Radhika. They guffawed again. What is so damn funny, I
wanted to ask, but didn’t.
“No, I just like to reach my shift a few minutes early,” I said and got out of the Qualis. Military Uncle and the
driver followed us.
Inderjeet dhabha had angithis\fn{Small braziers used for space-heating } next to each table. I smelled hot
paranthas,\fn{Thick pieces of fried, unleavened bread} but did not order as it was getting late. The driver arranged
plastic chairs for us. Inderjeet’s minions collected tea orders as per the various complicated rules laid out by the
girls.
“No sugar in mine,” Esha said.
“Extra hot for me,” Radhika said.
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“With cardamom for me,” Priyanka said.
When we were in college together, Priyanka used to make cardamom tea for me in her hostel room. Her taste
in men might have changed, but obviously not her taste in beverages.
The tea arrived in three minutes.
“So what’s the gossip?” Priyanka said as she cupped her hand around the glass for warmth. Apart from
cardamom, Priyankas favourite spice is gossip.
“No gossip. You tell us, things are happening in your life,” Radhika said.
“I actually do have something to tell,” Priyanka said with sly smile.
“What?” Radhika and Esha exclaimed together.
“I’ll tell you when we get to the bay. It’s big,” Priyanka said
“Tell now,” Esha said, poking Priyanka’s shoulder.
“No time. Someone is in a desperate hurry,” Priyanka said, glancing meaningfully at me. I turned away.
“Okay, I also have something to share. But don’t tell anyone,” Esha said.
“What?” Radhika said.
“See,” Esha said and stood up. She raised her top to expose a flat midriff—on which there was a newborn ring.
“Cool, check it out,” Priyanka said, “someone’s turning trendy.”
Military Uncle stared as if in a state of shock. I suspect he was never young, was just born straight forty years
old.
“What’s that? A navel ring?” Radhika asked. Esha nodded and covered herself again.
“Did it hurt?” Radhika said.
“Oh yes,” Esha said. “Imagine someone stapling your tummy hard.” Esha’s statement churned my stomach.
“Shall we go,” I said, gulping down my tea.
“Let’s go girls, or Mr. Conscientious will get upset,” Priyanka suppressed a smirk.
I hate her. I went to the counter to pay the bill. I saw Vroom watching TV.
“Vroom?” I said.
“Hi. What are you guys doing here?” he said. I told him about the girls’ tea idea.
“I arrived twenty minutes ago man,” Vroom said. He extinguished his cigarette and showed me the butt. “This
was my first.”
Vroom was trying to cut down to four cigarettes a night. However, with Bakshi in our life, it was impossible.
“Can you rush me to the call center? Shefali will leave soon,” I said.
Vroom’s eyes were transfixed on the TV set on Inderjeet dhabha’s counter. The NDTV\fn{New Delhi Television
Network (founded in 1988)} news channel was on, and Vroom is a sucker for it. He worked in a newspaper once and is
generally into social and global issues and all that stuff. He thinks that just by watching the news, he can change
the world. That, by the way, is his trip.
A TV reporter was speaking in front of Parliament house, announcing elections in four months.
“Hey, I know that guy. He used to work in my previous job,” Vroom said.
“The newspaper?”
“Yes, Boontoo we used to call him—total loser guy. Didn’t know he moved to television. Check out his contact
lenses,” Vroom said, as both of us paid the bill.
“Let’s go, man. Shefali will kill me.”
“Shefali. Oh you mean curly-wurly,” Vroom laughed.
“Shut up man. She has to catch the Qualis after her shift. This is the only time I get with her.”
“On one hand you had Priyanka, and now you sink to Shefal levels,” Vroom said, and bent his elbow to rest his
six-feet-two inches frame on the dhabha counter.
“What’s wrong with Shefali?” I said, shuffling from one fool to the other.
“Nothing. Just that it is nice to have a girlfriend with half a brain. Why are you wasting your time with her?”
“I’m weaning myself off Priyanka. I’m trying to move on in life,” I said and took a sweet from the candy jar at
the counter.
“So what’s Shefali, a pacifier? What happened to the re-proposal plan with Priyanka?” Vroom said.
“I’ve told you. Not until I become team leader. Which should be soon—maybe tonight after we submit the
website manual. Now can we please go?” I said.
“Yeah, right. Some hopes you live on,” Vroom said, but moved away from the counter.
I held on tight as Vroom zipped through NH8 at 120 km an hour. I closed my eyes and prayed Shefali would
not be mad, and that I would reach alive.
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Beep Beep. Beep Beep. My mobile went off again.
Curly-wurly is sad
Eddy-teddy is very bad
I leave in 10 mm

I jumped off the bike as Vroom reached the call center. The bike jerked forward and Vroom had to use both his
legs to balance.
“Easy man,” Vroom said in an irritated voice. “Can you just let me park?”
“Sorry. I’m really late,” I said and ran inside.
3
“I’m not talking to you,” Shefali said, and started playing with one of her silver earrings. The ring-shaped
earrings wereso large, they could be bangles.
“Sorry Shefali. My bay people made the Qualis late.”
I stood next to her, leaning against her desk. She sat on her swivel chair and rotated it ninety degrees away
from me to showcase her sulking. The dozens of workstations in her bay were empty as all the other agents had
left.
“Whatever. I thought you were their team leader,” she said and pretended to work on her computer.
“I am not the team leader. I am due, but not one yet,” I said
“Why don’t they make you team leader?” she turned to me and fluttered her eyes. I hate this expression of
hers.
“I don’t know. Bakshi said he’s trying, but I have to bring my leadership skills up to speed.”
“What is up to speed?” she said and opened her handbag
“I don’t know. Improve my skills I guess.”
“So you guys don’t have any team leader.”
“No. Bakshi says we have to manage without one. I help with supervisory stuff for now. But Bakshi told me I
have strong future potential.”
“So why doesn’t your team listen to you?”
“Who says they don’t? Of course they do.”
“So why were you late?” she said, beginning her sentence with a “so” for the third time.
“Shefali come on, drop that,” I said, looking at my watch. “How did your shift go?”
“Shift was okay. Team leader said call volumes have dropped for Western Computers. All customers are using
the troubleshooting website now.”
“Cool. You do know who made that, right?”
“Yes, you and Vroom. But I don’t think you should make a big deal out of it. The website has cost Connexions
a lot of business.”
“But the website helps the customers a lot, right?” I said.
“Shh. Don’t talk about the website here. Some agents are very upset. Someone said they would cut people.”
“Really?”
“I don’t know. Listen, why are you so unromantic? Is this how Eddy Teddy should talk to his Curly Wurly?”
I wanted to know more about what was going on at Connexions. Bakshi was super-secretive—all he said was
there were some confidential management priorities. I thought of asking Vroom to spy some more.
“Eddy Teddy?” Shefali repeated.
I looked at her. If she stopped wearing Hello Kitty hairpins, she could be passably cute.
“Huh?”
“Are you listening to me?”
“Of course.”
“Did you like my gift?”
“What gift?”
“The ring tones. I gave you six ring tones. See, you don’t even remember,” she said and her face turned sad.
“I do. See I put Last Christmas as my tone,” I said and picked up my phone to play it. Vroom would probably
kill me if he heard it, but I had to for Shefali.
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“So cute,” Shefali said and pinched my cheeks. “So cute it sounds, my Eddy Teddy.”
“Shefali …”
“What?”
“Can you stop calling me that?”
“Why? You don’t like it?”
“Just call me Shyam.”
“You don’t like the name I gave you?” she said, her voice transcending from sad to tragic.
I kept quiet. You never tell women you don’t like something they have done. However, they pick up on the
silence.
“That means you don’t like the ring tones either,” she said and her voice started to break.
“I do,” I said, fearing a round of crying. “I love the ring tones.”
“And what about the name? You can choose another name if you want. I am not like your other girlfriends,”
she said and tiny tears appeared in her eyes. I looked at my watch. Three more minutes and time will heal
everything, I thought. I took a deep breath. A hundred and eighty seconds and she would have to leave for sure.
Sometimes counting seconds is a great way to kill time through a woman’s tantrums.
“What kind of girlfriends?” I said.
“Like,” she sniffled, “bossy girls who impose their way on you. Like you-know-who.”
“Who? What are you implying,” I said, my voice getting firmer. It was true; Priyanka could be bossy, but only
if you didn’t listen to her.
“Forget it. But will you give me a name if I stop crying?” Her sobs were at a serious risk of transforming into a
full-fledged bawl.
“Yes” I said. I’d rename the rest of her family if she stopped this drama.
“Okay,” she said and became normal. “Give me a name.”
I thought hard. Nothing came to mind.
“Sheffy? How about Sheffy?” I said finally.
“Nooo. I want something cuteeer,” she said. Shefali loves to drag out words.
“I can’t think of anything cute right now. I have to work. Isn’t your Qualis leaving soon too?” I said. She
looked at her watch and stood up.
“Yes, I better leave now. Will you think of a name by tomorrow?” she said.
“I will, bye now.”
“Give me a kissie,” she said and tapped a finger on her cheek.
“What?”
“Kissie.”
“You mean a kiss? Yeah, sure.” I gave her a peck on the cheek and turned around to return to my bay.
“Bye bye, Eddy Teddy,” her voice followed me.
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The others were already at the desk when I returned from Shefali’s bay.
Our bay’s name is the “Western Appliances Strategic Group” or WASG. Unlike the other bay that
troubleshoots for computer customers, we deal with customers of home appliances such as refrigerators, ovens
and vacuum cleaners. Management calls us the strategic bay because we specialize in troublesome and painful
customers. These “strategic” customers call a lot and are too dumb to figure out things (actually the latter applies
to a lot of callers).
We feel special, as we are not part of the main computers bay. The main bay has over a thousand agents and
handles the huge “Western Computers” account. While the calls are less weird there, they miss the privacy we
enjoy in the WASG.
I came and took my seat at the long rectangular table. We have a fixed seating arrangement: I sit next to
Vroom, while Priyanka is right opposite me; Esha is adjacent to Priyanka and Radhika sits next to Esha. The bay
is an open plan, so we can all see each other. Military Uncle’s chat station is at the corner of the room. At each of
the other three corners, there are, respectively, the restrooms, a conference room and a stationery supplies room.
However, no one apart from Uncle was at their seat when I sat down. Everyone had gathered around Priyanka.
“What’s the news? Tell us now,” Esha was saying.
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“Okay, okay. But on one condition. It doesn’t leave the WASG,” Priyanka said, sitting down. She pulled out a
large plastic bag from under her seat.
“Guys,” I said, interrupting their banter. Everyone turned to look at me.
I pointed at the desk and the unmanned phones. I looked at my watch. It was 10:29 p.m. The call system
routine backup was about to finish, and our calls would begin in a minute. Everyone returned to their chairs and
put on their headsets.
“Good evening, everyone. Please pay attention to this announcement,” a loud voice filled our bay.
I looked up. The voice came from the fire drill speaker.
“I hate these irritating announcements,” Priyanka said.
“This is the control room,” the speaker continued. “This is to inform all agents of a fire drill next Friday at
midnight. Please follow instructions during the fire drill to leave the call center safely. Thank you. Have a nice
shift.”
“Why do they keep doing this? Nobody is going to burn this place down,” Esha said.
“Government rules,” Vroom said.
Conversation stopped mid-way as two beeps on the computer screens signaled the start of our shift.
Calls began at 10:31 p.m. Numbers started flashing on our common switchboard as we picked up calls one
after the other.
“Good afternoon, Western Appliances, Victor speaking, how may I help you?” Vroom said as he took one of
his first calls.
“Yes, according to my records I am speaking to Ms Smith, and you have the WAF-200 dishwasher. Is that
right?” Esha said.
Esha’s “memory” impressed the caller. It was not a big deal, given that our automated system had every
caller’s records. We knew their name, address, credit card details and past purchases from Western Appliances.
We also had details on when they last called us. In fact, the reason why her call had come to our desk—the
Western Appliances Strategic desk—was because she was a persistent caller. This way the main bay could
continue to run smoothly.
Sometimes we had customers that were oddballs even by WASG standards. I will not go into all of them, but
Vroom's 10:37 p.m. call went something like this:
“Yes Ms Paulson, of course we remember you. Happy Thanksgiving, I hope you are making a big turkey in our
WA 100 model oven,” Vroom said, reading from a script that reminded us about the American festival of the day.
I could not hear the customer’s side of the conversation, but Ms Paulson was obviously explaining her problem
with the oven.
“No Ms Paulson, you shouldn’t have unscrewed the cover,” Vroom said, as politely as possible. … “No, really
madam. An electrical appliance like the WA100 should only be serviced by trained professionals,” Vroom said,
reading verbatim from the WA100 service manual.
Ms Paulson spoke for another minute. Our strategic bay hardly had a reputation for efficiency, but long calls
like these could screw up Vroom’s response times.
“See madam, you need to explain to me why you opened the top cover. Then perhaps we’ll understand why
you got an electric shock … so tell me … yes … oh … really?”
Vroom continued, taking deep breaths. Patience, key to becoming a star agent, did not come naturally to him.
I looked around; people were busy with calls. Radhika helped someone defrost her fridge; Esha assisted a
customer in unpacking a dishwasher. Everyone was speaking with an American accent and sounded different from
how they had in the Qualis. I took a break from the calls to compile the call statistics of the previous day. I did not
particularly like doing this, but Bakshi had left me with little choice.
“See madam,” Vroom was still with Ms Paulson, “I understand your turkey did not fit and you did not want to
cut it, but you should not have opened up the equipment … But see that is not the equipment’s fault … I can’t
really tell you what to do … I understand your son is coming, madam … Now if you had the WA 150, that is a
bigger size,” Vroom said, beginning to breathe faster.
Ms Paulson ranted on for a while longer.
“Ms Paulson, I suggest you take the oven to your dealer as soon as possible,” Vroom said firmly. “And next
time, get a smaller turkey … and yes, a readymade turkey will be a good idea for tonight … No, I don’t have a
dial-a-turkey number. Thank you for calling Ms Paulson, bye.” Vroom ended the call. Vroom banged his fist on
the table.
“Everything okay?” I said, not looking up from my papers.
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“Yeah. Just a psycho customer,” he mumbled as another number started flashing on his screen.
I worked on my computer for the next ten minutes, compiling the call statistics of the previous day. Bakshi had
also assigned me the responsibility of checking the other agents’ etiquette. Every now and then, I would listen in
on somebody’s call. At 10:47 p.m., I connected to Esha’s line.
“Yes sir. I sound like your daughter? Oh, thank you. So what is wrong with the vacuum cleaner?” she was
saying.
“Your voice is so soothing,” the caller said.
“Thank you sir. So, the vacuum cleaner …?”
Esha’s tone was perfect—just the right mix of politeness and firmness. Management monitored us on average
call handling times, or AHTs. As WASG got the more painful customers, our AHT benchmarks were higher at
two-and-a-half minutes per call. I checked my files for everyone’s AHT—all of us were within targets.
“Beep!”
The sound of the fax machine made me look up from my papers. I wondered who could be faxing us at this
time. I went to the machine and checked the incoming fax. It was from Bakshi.
The fax machine took three minutes to churn out the seven pages he had sent. I tore the message sheet off the
machine and held the first sheet up.
From: Subhash Bakshi
Subject: Training Initiatives
Dear Shyam,
Just FYI, I have recommended your name to assist in accent training as they are short of teachers. I am sure you can
spare some time for this. As always, I am trying to get you more relevant and strategic exposure.
Yours,
Subhash Bakshi
Manager, Connexions

I gasped as I read the rest of the fax. Bakshi was sucking me into several hours outside my shift to teach new
recruits. Apart from the extra work, I hate accent training anyway. The American accent is so confusing. You
might think the Americans and their language are straightforward. Far from it—with them, each letter can be
pronounced several different ways.
I will give you just one example—T.
With this letter Americans have four different sounds. T can be silent so “internet” becomes “innernet” and
“advantage” becomes “advannage”. The second way is when T and N merge—“written” becomes “writn” and
certain is “certn”. The third sound is when T is in the middle. There, it sounds like a D—“daughter” is
“daughder” and “water” is “wauder”. The last category, if you still care, is when Americans say T actually like a
T. This happens when T is the beginning of the word like “table” or “stumble”. Man, it drives me nuts. And this is
just one consonant. The vowels are another, more painful story.
“What’s up?” Vroom said, coming up to me. I passed the fax to Vroom. He read it and smirked.
“Yeah, right. He sent you an FYI. Do you know what an FYI is?” Vroom said.
“What?”
“Fuck You Instead. It is a standard way to dump responsibility on someone else.”
“I hate accent training, man. You can’t teach Delhi people to speak like Americans in a week.”
“Just as you can’t train Americans to speak with a Punjabi accent,” Vroom said and chuckled. “Anyway, go
train-train, lose your brain.”
“What will I do?” I said, beginning to walk back towards our desk.
“Go train-train, lose your brain,” Vroom said and laughed. He liked the rhyme, and repeated it several times as
we walked back to the bay.
I was back at my seat, Vroom’s words—“train, train”—echoing in my head. They were making me remember
another kind of train altogether. It brought back memories of the Rail Museum—where I had a date with Priyanka
a year ago. …\fn{Ji being a Hindi suffix denoting respect to the name to which it is attached, I have hyphenated it in the text and
italicized it, as also with dhabha, angithis and other words foreign to English, in keeping with the editorial protocol of italicizing nonEnglish words. This is also done in order to systematize the terms throughout The Protocol for World Peace, in the interests of machinereadability. Though it does not happen in this excerpt of the author’s book, Calcutta, Madras, Orissa, and several other relatively recent
renamings of Indian towns, cities and states have been reverted back, wherever they have occurred in the literature, to their spellings in the
time of the British Imperial Administration of the subcontinent. Terms unfamiliar to my English-speaking world in America have been
defined, in the interests of human-readability:H}
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269.82 Excerpt from Last Man In Tower: A Novel\fn{by Aravind Adiga (1974- )} Madras, India (M) 8
Three o’clock: the heat at its annual worst.
Ram Khare, the guard, cooled himself with his checked handkerchief, while reading aloud from a digest of the
Bhagavad Gita scarred in places by the long fingernails which he pressed down on it.
… never over a man’s actions, said the Lord Krishna, but only over the fruit of a man’s actions, is …

A fly rubbed its legs near the holy book; two sticks of jasmine incense burned under an image of Lord Shiva,
only partly masking the odor of rum inside the guard’s booth.
A tall man in a white shirt and black trousers—salesman, Ram Khare assumed—stood in front of the booth and
entered his details into the ledger. The visitor put his pen back in his pocket.
“Can I go in now?” Ram Khare moved a thumb from his holy digest to the visitors’ register.
“You haven’t filled in this last column.”
The visitor smiled; an upper tooth was chipped. Clicking the ball point pen back to life he wrote in the column
headed Person(s) to see:
Hon’ble Sec

Turning to his right upon entering the building, as directed by Ram Khare, the visitor walked into a small room
with an open door, where a bald man sat at a desk, one finger of his left hand poised over a typewriter.
“ … no-tice … to … the … res-ee-den-ts … of Vi-shraaam … “
His other hand held a sandwich over a scalloped paper plate bright ened by comets of mint chutney. He bit into
the sandwich, then typed with one finger as he ate, breathing laboriously, and murmuring between breaths:
“ … sub-ject … Gen-ral … Wa-ter … May-n-ten- anse …”
The visitor knocked on the door with the back of his hand.
”Is there a place to rent here?” The man with the sandwich, Mr. Kothari, Secretary of Vishram Tower A,
paused with a finger over the old Remington.
“There is,” he said. “Sit down.”
Ignoring the visitor, he continued typing, eating, and mumbling. There were three printed sheets on his desk,
and he picked one up and read aloud:
“ … questionnaire from the Municipality. Have all the children in the Society received anti-polio drops? If so,
kindly provide … if not, kindly …”
A small hammer sat near the typewriter. With the polio notice in one hand, the Secretary stood up with the
hammer in the other hand and went to the noticeboard, whose glass face he opened. The visitor saw him pinning
the notice into place with a nail, then driving the nail into the wooden board with three quick blows—tuck, tuck,
tuck—before closing the glass. The hammer returned to its spot near the typewriter. Back in his chair, the
Secretary picked up the next piece of paper.
“… complaint from Mrs. Rego. Giant wasps are attacking … why am I paying monthly maintenance fees if the
Society cannot hire the …” He crushed it. And then the final sheet:
“… complaint from Mrs. Rego. Ram Khare has been drinking again. He should be replaced with a sober,
professional … Why am I paying monthly maintenance …” He crushed it. About to return to his typing, he
remembered the visitor.
“A place to buy, you said?” he asked hopefully.
“Rent.”
“Good. What is your line of work?”
“Chemicals.”
“Good. Very good.”
Dark-skinned, tall, upright, in well-ironed Oxford-style shirt and pleated cotton trousers, the visitor gave the
Secretary no reason to doubt that he was in a solid field like Drug & Chem.
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“Nothing is strictly speaking available now,” the Secretary confessed, as the two men climbed the stairs.
(“Ninety-nine per cent of the time the lift works.”) “But, I can tell you, confidentially, that the owner of 3B is not
fully happy with the present situation.”
An eczema of blue-skinned gods, bearded god-men, and haloed Christs covered the metal door of 3B—a
testament to generations of ecumenical tenants who had each added a few icons of their own faith without
removing those of any other—so that it was impossible to know if the present tenant was Hindu, Christian, or a
member of a hybrid cult practiced only in this building. About to knock on the door, the Secretary checked
himself—his fist was going to hit a sticker with the face of Jesus on it. Shifting his hand to find one of the few
blank spots on the door, he knocked with care; after knocking again, he used his master key.
The cupboard doors had been left wide open; the floor an archipelago of newspapers and undergarments—the
Secretary had to explain that 3B was currently rented to a most unsatisfactory single woman, a working journalist.
The stranger looked at the peeling gray paint and the water-damage blotches on the wall; the Secretary got ready
with the official line given to potential tenants—“in the monsoons the rainwater stains the walls, but does not
reach the floor.” He got ready with official answers to all the usual tough questions—how many hours of water
supply, how much noise from the planes at night, whether the electricity “tripped?” Stepping over a variety of
underwear, the stranger touched the wall, scratched on the flaking paint and sniffed. Turning to the Secretary, he
took out a striped red notebook and wet a finger on his tongue.
“I want a legal history of Towers A and B.”
“A what?”
“A summary of lawsuits filed, pending, or likely to arise in the future.”
“There was a disagreement between the Abichandani brothers, true, over 1G. Solved out of court. We are not
court-loving people here.”
“Very good. Are there any ‘peculiar situations’?”
“Peculiar …?”
“I mean: family disputes ongoing or pending, pagdi system dealings, illegal sub-rentings, transfers of property
under the informal method?”
“None of that happens here.”
“Murders and suicides? Assaults? Any and all other things that may make for bad luck, karma, or negative
energy in the Vastu sense?”
“Look here.” Secretary Kothari folded his arms on his chest. The stranger seemed to want to know the moral
history of every doorknob, rivet, and nail in the Society. “Are you from the police?” The visitor looked up from
his notepad, as if he were surprised.
“We live in a dangerous time, do we not?”
“Dangerous?” the Secretary conceded. “Very.”
“Terrorists. Bombs in trains. Explosions.”
The Secretary couldn’t argue.
“Families are coming apart. Criminals taking over politics?”
“I understand now. Can you repeat your questions?”
When he was gone, the Secretary, though eager to resume his typing, found himself too nervous. He refreshed
each day’s labours with two ready-made sandwiches, purchased in the morning and stored in the drawers of his
desk. Unwrapping the second sandwich, he nibbled on it ahead of schedule. He thought of the visitor’s jagged
upper tooth.
“Fellow might not even be in chemicals. Might not even have a job.”
But the anxiety must have been merely digestive in nature, for he felt better with each bite he took.
*
The residents of Vishram Tower A, thanks to the ledger in the guard’s booth, knew the basic facts about the
strangers who visited them, something that could not necessarily be said about the people they had lived with for
twenty or thirty years.
Late in the morning Mr. Kothari (4A), their Secretary, got on his Bajaj scooter and left on “business.” Early in
the afternoon, while all the others were still working, he drove back, the rear-view mirror of his scooter reflecting
a quadrilateral of sunlight onto his upper breast like a certificate of clear conscience. From his movements his
neighbours had deduced the existence of a “business” that did not require a man’s pres ence for more than two or
three hours a day and yet somehow funded a respectable existence. That was all they knew about Mr. Kothari’s
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life outside their gates. If they asked, even in a round-about way, how he had saved up enough to buy the Bajaj, he
would reply, as if it were explanation:
“Not a Mercedes-Benz, is it? Just a scooter.”
He was the laziest Secretary they had ever had, which made him the best Secretary they had ever had. Asked to
resolve disputes, Kothari listened to both parties, nodding his head and scratching sympathetic notes on scrap
paper.
Your son plays music late at night disturbing the entire floor, true. Yet he’s a musician, true.
When the disputants left his office, he threw the paper into the waste bin. Jesus be praised! Allah be praised!
Siddhi Vinayak be—! Etc.
People were forced to adjust; temporary compromises congealed. And life went on.
Kothari brushed his hair from ear to ear to hide his baldness, an act that hinted at vanity or stupidity; yet his
eyes were slit-like beneath snowy eyebrows, and each time he grinned, whiskery laugh-lines gave him the look of
a predatory lynx. His position carried no salary, yet he was ingratiating at each annual general meeting, virtually
pleading for re-election with his palms folded in a namaste; no one could tell why this bland bald businessman
wanted to sit in a dingy Secretary’s office and sink his face into files and folders for hours. He was so secretive,
indeed, that you feared one day he would dissolve among his papers like a bar of Pears Soap. He had no known
“nature.”
Mrs. Puri (3C), who was the closest thing to a friend the Secretary had, insisted there was a “nature.” If you
talked to him long enough, you would discover he feared China, worried about Jihadis on the suburban trains, and
favoured a national identification card to flush out illegal Bangladeshi immigrants; but most had never known him
to express any opinion, unless it was related to the game of cricket.
Some believed that he was always on his guard because as a young man he had committed an indiscretion; his
wife was rumored to be his cousin, or from another community, or older than him by two years; or even, by the
malicious, his “sister?” They had one son, Tinku, a noted player of carom and other indoor sports, fat and whiteskinned, with an imbecilic smile pasted on his face at all times—although whether he was truly stupid, or
whether, like his father, merely hiding his “nature,” was unclear.
The Secretary threw his sandwich wrapper into the waste bin. His breath was now a passion of raw onion and
curried potato; he returned to work.
He was calculating the annual maintenance fees, which paid for the guard, Mary the cleaning lady, the sevenkinds-of-vermin man who came to fight invasions of wasps and honeybees, and the annual heavy repairs to the
building’s roofing and general structure. For two years now Kothari had kept the maintenance bill constant at 1.55
rupees a square foot per tenant per month, which translated into an annual bill of (on average) 14,694 rupees per
year per tenant, payable to the Society in one sum or two (in which case the second installment was recalculated
at 1.65 rupees a square foot). His ability to keep the maintenance bill steady, despite the pressure of inflation in a
city like Bombay, was considered his principal achievement as Secretary, even if some whispered that he pulled
this off only by doing nothing at all to maintain the Society.
He burped, and looked up to see Mary, the khachada-wali, who had been sweeping the corridor with her
broom, standing outside his office. A lean silent woman, barely five feet tall, Mary had big front teeth erupting out
of her concave cheeks. Residents kept conversation with her to a minimum.
“That man who asked all the questions is taking a long time to make up his mind,” she said.
The Secretary went back to his figures. But Mary still stood at the doorway.
“I mean, to ask the same set of questions for two days in a row. That’s curiosity.” Now the Secretary looked up.
“Two days? He wasn’t here yesterday.”
“You weren’t here yesterday morning;” the servant said. “He was here.” She went back to her sweeping.
“What did he want yesterday?”
“The same thing he wanted today. Answers to lots and lots of questions.”
Mr. Kothari’s bulbous nose contracted into a dark berry: he was frowning. He got up from his desk and came
to the threshold of the office.
“Who saw him here yesterday other than you?"\”
With a handkerchief over his nose he waited for Mary to stop sweeping, so he could repeat the question.
*
Mrs. Puri was walking back to Vishram Society with her eighteen-year -old son Ramu, who kept turning to a
stray dog that had followed them from the fruit and vegetable market. Mrs. Puri, who moved with a slight limp
due to her weight, stopped, and took her son by the hand.
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“Oy, oy, oy, my Ramu. Slowly, slowly. We don’t want you falling into that,”
A pit had materialized in front of Vishram Society. It swallowed everything but the heads and necks of the men
digging inside it, and an occasional raised muddy arm. Pushing her son back, Mrs. Puri looked in. The soil
changed colour every two feet as it went down, from black to dark red to bone-gray at the very bottom, where she
saw ancient cement piping, mottled and barnacled. Wormy red-and-yellow snippets of wire showed through the
strata of mud. There was a sign sticking out of the pit, but it faced the wrong direction, and only when Mrs. Puri
went all the way around the hole did she see that it said:
WORK IN PROGRESS
Inconvenience Is Regretted
BMC
Ramu followed her; the dog followed Ramu.
Mrs. Puri saw the Secretary was at the guard’s booth, reading the register and holding a hand up against the
early-evening sun.
“Ram Khare, Ram Khare,” he said, and turned the register around so it confronted the guard. “There is a
record of the man today, Ram Khare. Here.” He tapped the entry the inquisitive visitor had made. “But”— he
flipped the page—“there is no record of him in here yesterday.”
“What are we talking about?” she asked.
Ramu took the stray dog with him to the black cross, where he would play until his mother called him in.
When the Secretary described the man, she said:
“Oh, yes. He came yesterday. In the morning. There was another one with him, too. A fat one. They asked all
these questions. I answered some, and I told them to speak to Mr. Pinto.”
The Secretary stared at the guard. Ram Khare scraped the ledger with his long fingernails.
“If there is no record in here,” he said, “then no such men came.”
“What did they want to know?” the Secretary asked Mrs. Puri.
“Whether it is a good place or a bad place. Whether the people are good. They wanted to rent a flat, I think.”
The fat man with the gold rings had impressed Mrs. Puri. He had red lips and teeth blackened by gutka, which
made you think he was lower class, yet his manners were polished, as if he were of breeding, or had acquired
some in the course of life. The other man, the tall dark one, wore a nice white shirt and black trousers, exactly as
the Secretary had described him. No, he said nothing about being in chemicals.
“Maybe we should tell the police about this,” the Secretary said. “I don’t understand why he came again today.
There have been burglaries near the train station.”
Mrs. Puri dismissed the possibility of danger.
“Both of them were good men, polite, well dressed. The fat one had so many gold rings on his fingers.” The
Secretary turned, fired—“Men with gold rings are the biggest thieves in the world. Where have you been living all
these years?”—and walked away.
She folded her fat forearms over her chest.
“Mrs. Pinto,” she shouted. “Please don’t let the Secretary escape.” What the residents called their sansad—
parliament—was now in session.
White plastic chairs had been arranged around the entrance of Tower A, right in front of Mrs. Saldanha’s
kitchen, an arrangement that allowed those seated a glimpse, through an almond-shaped tear in the green kitchen
curtain, of a small TV. The first “parliamentarians” were about to sit on the plastic chairs, which would remain
occupied until water returned to the building.
A small, slow, white-haired man, refined by age into a humanoid sparrow, lowered himself into a chair with a
direct view of the TV through Mrs. Saldanha’s torn curtain (the “prime” chair). A retired accountant for the
Britannia Biscuit Company, Mr. Pinto (2A) had a weak vascular system and kept his mouth open when walking.
His wife, almost blind in her old age, walked with her hand on his shoulder, although she knew the compound
well enough to navigate it without her husband’s help; most evenings they walked as a pair, she with her blind
eyes, and he with his open mouth, as if sucking sight and breath from the other. She sat next to her husband, with
his help.
“You have been asked to wait,” said Mrs. Pinto, as the Secretary tried to make his way around the plastic
chairs into his office. She was the oldest woman in the Society; Mr. Kothari had no choice but to stop.
Mrs. Puri caught up with him.
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“Is it true, Kothari, what they say the early-morning cat found in 3B’s rubbish?”
The Secretary, not for the first time during his tenure, cursed the early-morning cat. This cat prowled the waste
bins that the residents left out in the morning for Mary to collect, in the process spilling beans, bones, and whisky
bottles alike. So the residents of the building knew from the rubbish who was a vegetarian and who merely
claimed to be one; who was a rum-man and who a gin-man; and who had bought a pornographic magazine when
on holiday in Singapore. The main aim of this cat—ginger and scrawny, according to some, black and glossy
according to others—indeed, was to make sure there was no privacy in the building. Of late the ginger (or black)
fellow had led Mrs. Puri to a vile discovery when it knocked over the waste bin of 3B (the flat Kothari had shown
to the inquisitive stranger).
“Among young people today, it is a common thing for boy and girl to live without marriage.” he said. “At the
end, one says to the other, you go your way, I go my way. There is no sense of shame in the modern way of life,
what do you expect me to do about it?”
(Mr. Pinto, distracted by a stock market report on the TV had to be filled in on the topic of discussion by his
wife: “… the modern girl on our floor.”) Turning to her left, Mrs. Puri called,
“Ramu, have you fed the dog?”
Ramu—his soft, pale face hinted at the presence of Down’s syndrome—looked perplexed. His mother and he
left a bowl full of channa near the black cross to feed stray animals that wandered into the Society; he looked
about for the bowl. The dog had found it. Now Mrs. Puri turned back to the Secretary to make one thing clear: the
modern, shame-free way of living counted for nothing with her.
“I have a growing son—”
She dropped her voice.
“I don’t want him living with the wrong kind of people. You should call Import-Export Hiranandani now.”
That Mr. Hiranandani, the owner and original resident of 313, a shrewd importer-exporter of obscure goods,
known for his guile in slipping phosphates and peroxides through customs, had moved to a better neighborhood
(Khar West) was understandable; all of them dreamed of doing the same thing. Differences of wealth among the
members did not go unnoticed—Mr. Kudwa (4C) had taken his family last summer to Ladakh, rather than nearby
Mahabaleshwar, as everyone else did, and Mr. Ajwani the broker owned a Toyota Qualis—yet these were spikes
and dips within the equalizing dinginess of Vishram.
The real distinction was leaving the Society. They had come to their windows and cheered Mr. Hiranandani
when he departed with his family for Khar West; yet his behavior since had been scandalous. Not checking the
identity of this girl tenant, he had taken her deposit and handed her the keys to 3B, without asking the Secretary or
his neighbours if they wanted an unmarried woman—a journalist, at that—on their floor. Mrs. Puri was not one to
pry—not one to ask what was happening within the privacy of a neighbour’s four walls—but when the condoms
come tumbling onto your doorstep, well, then!
As they were talking, a trickle of waste water moved towards them. A pipe from Mrs. Saldanha’s ground-floor
kitchen discharged into the open compound; although she had been chided often, she had never connected her
kitchen sink into the main sewage—so the moment she began her cooking, it burped right at their feet. In every
other way, Mrs. Saldanha was a quiet, retreating woman—her husband, who was “working in Vizag” had not been
seen in Vishram for years—but in matters of water, brazen. Because she lived on the ground floor, she seemed to
have it longer than anyone else did, and used it shamelessly when they could not. The emission of waste water
into the compound only underlined her water-arrogance.
A glistening eel of water, its dark body now tinted with reddish earth, nosed its way towards the parliament.
Mr. Pinto lifted the front feet of the “prime” chair and moved out of the sewage-eel’s path; and it was forgotten.
“Have you seen anyone going into her room?” the Secretary asked.
“Of course not,” Mrs. Puri said. “I am not one to pry into my neighbours’ lives, am I?”
“Ram Khare hasn’t told me he has seen any boy come into the building at night.”
“What does that mean, Ram Khare has seen nothing?” Mrs. Puri pro tested. “A whole army could come in, and
he would see nothing.”
The stray dog, having done crunching its channa, ran towards the parliament, trotted through the water, slid
under the chairs, and headed up the stairwell, as if pointing out to them the solution to their crisis. The Secretary
followed the dog.
*
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Breathing heavily, one hand on the banister and one hand on her hip, Mrs. Puri went up the stairs. Through the
star-shaped holes in the wall she could see Mr. Pinto standing by the black cross to keep watch on Ramu until she
returned.
She smelled the dog on the second landing of the stairs. Amber eyes shone in the dim stairwell; pale legs,
impastoed\fn{Thickly coated} with dry dung, shivered. Mrs. Puri stepped over the sickly legs and walked to the
third floor.
The Secretary was standing by Master-ji’s door, with a finger on his lips. From inside the open door, they could
hear voices.
“ … and my hand represents …”
“Yes, Master-ji.”
“Answer the question, boys: my hand represents …?”
“The earth?”
“Correct. For once.”
The bi-weekly science “top-up” was in session. Mrs. Puri joined the Secretary by the door, the only one in
Vishram Society unmarked by religious icons.
“This is the earth in infinite space. Home of Man. Follow me?”
Reverence for science and learning made the Secretary stand with folded hands. Mrs. Puri pushed past him to
the door. She closed an eye and spied in.
The living room was dark, the curtains were drawn; a table lamp was the only source of light. A silhouette of a
huge fist, looking like a dictator’s gesture, appeared on the wall. A man stood next to the table lamp, making
shadows on the wall. Four children sitting on a sofa watched the shadows he conjured; another sat on the floor.
“And my second fist, which is going around the Earth, is what?”
“The sun, Master-ji”—one of the boys.
“No.”
“No?”
“No, no, no. The sun is this. See”—A click, and the room went
entirely black. “Earth without sun.” Click. “Earth with sun. Understand? Lamp: sun?”
“Yes, Master-ji.”
“All of you say it together.”
“Yes, Master-ji”—three voices.
“All of you?”
“Yes, Master-ji”—four.
“So my second, that is to say, my moving fist is—? Big white object seen at night if you look up.”
“Moon?”
“Correct. MOON. Earth’s satellite. How many satellites does the Earth have?”
“Can we go now, Master-ji?”
“Only after we get to the eclipse. And what are you wriggling about for, Mohammad?”
“Anand is pinching me, Master-ji.”
“Stop pinching him, Anand. This is physics, not fun. Now: how many satellites does—” The boy on the floor
said:
“Question, Master-ji.”
“Yes?”
“Master-ji, what happened when the dinosaurs died out? Show us again how the meteor hit the earth.”
“And tell us about global warming again, Master-ji.”
“You’re trying to avoid my question by asking your own. Do you think I taught in school for thirty-four years
not to see through tricks like this?”
“It’s not a trick, Master-ji, it’s a—”
“Enough for today. Class is over,” Master-ji said and clapped his hands.
“We can go in now,” the Secretary whispered. Mrs. Puri pushed open the door and turned the lights on in the
room. The four boys who had been sitting on the sofa—Sunil Rego (1B), Anand Ganguly (5B), Raghav Ajwani
(2C), and Mohammad Kudwa (4C)—got up. Tinku Kothari (4A), the fat son of the Secretary, struggled to his feet
from the floor.
“Enough, boys, go home!” Mrs. Puri clapped. “Master-ji has to have dinner soon. Class is over. Go, go, go.”
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It was not a “class,” though conducted with such dignity, but an after-class science top-up—meant to do to a
normal schoolchild what a steroidal injection does to a merely healthy athlete. Anand Ganguly picked up his
cricket bat, which was propped up against the old fridge; Mohammad Kudwa took his blue cricket cap,
emblazoned with the star of India, from above the glass cabinet full of silver trophies, medals, and certificates
attesting to Master-ji’s excellence as a teacher.
“What a surprise to see you here,” Master-ji said. “I hardly have visitors these days. Adult visitors, that is.”
Mrs. Puri checked to see if the lights were off in 3B—of course they were, young people of that lifestyle are
never home before ten—and closed the door. She explained, in low tones, the problem caused by Master-ji’s
neighbour and what had been found in her rubbish by the early-morning cat.
“There is a boy who goes into and comes out of that room with her,” Master- ji conceded. He turned to the
Secretary. “But she works, doesn’t she?”
“Journalist.”
“Those people are known for their number two activities,” Mrs. Puri said.
“She seems to me, though I have only seen her from a distance, a decent girl,” Master-ji continued, his voice
gaining authority from the echoes of “sun, moon, eclipse, physics” that still seemed to ring through it. “When this
building first came up, there were no Hindus allowed here, it is a fact. Then there were meant to be no Muslims, it
is a fact. All proved to be good people when given a chance. Now, young people, unmarried girls, they should also
be given a chance. We don’t want to become a building full of retirees and blind people. If this girl and her
boyfriend have done something inappropriate, we should speak to them. However—” He looked at Mrs. Puri. “—
we have no business with her rubbish.”
Mrs. Puri winced. She wouldn’t tolerate this kind of talk from anyone else.
She looked around the flat, which she had not visited in a while, still expecting to see Purnima, Master-ji’s
quiet, efficient wife, and one of her best friends in Vishram. Now that Purnima was gone—dead for more than six
months—Mrs. Puri observed signs of austerity, even disrepair. One of the two wall-clocks was broken. A pale
rectangle on the wall above the empty TV stand commemorated the ancient Sanyo that Master ji had sold after her
death, rejecting it as an indulgence. (What an error, Mrs. Puri thought. A widower without a TV will go mad.)
Water stains blossomed on the ceiling; the pipes on the fourth floor leaked. Each year in September Purnima had
paid for a man from the slums to scrub and whitewash them. This year, unscrubbed, the stains were spreading like
ghostly evidence of her absence.
Now that Mrs. Puri’s issue was dismissed, the Secretary raised his own, more valid, concern. He told Master-ji
about the inquisitive stranger who had come twice to the Society. Should they make a report to the police?
Master-ji stared at the Secretary.
“What can this man steal from us, Kothari?”
He went to the sink that stood in a corner of the room—a mirror above it, a framed picture of Galileo
(“Founder of Modern Physics”) above the mirror—and turned the tap; there was a thin flow of water.
“Is this what he is going to steal from us? Our plumbing?”
Each year, the contractor who cleaned the overhead tank did his work sloppily—and the silt from the tank
blocked the pipes in all the rooms directly below it. The Secretary responded with one of his pacifying smiles.
“I’ll have the plumber sent over next time I see him, Master-ji.”
The door creaked open: Sunil Rego had returned. The boy left his slippers at the threshold and entered holding
a long rectangular scroll. Master-ji saw the words TUBERCULOSIS AWARENESS WEEK FUND-RAISING DRIVE
written on the top.
Fourteen-year-old Sunil Rego’s mother was a social worker, a formidable woman of left-wing inclinations
nicknamed “The Battleship” within the Society. The son was already proving to be a little gunboat.
“Master-ji, TB is an illness that we can overcome together if we all—” The old teacher shook his head.
“I live on a pension, Sunil: ask someone else for a donation.” Embarrassed that he had to say this in front of
the others, Master-ji pushed the boy, perhaps too hard, out of the room.
*
After dinner, Mrs. Puri, folding Ramu’s laundry on the dining table, looked at a dozen ripe mangoes. Her
husband was watching a replay of a classic India versus Australia cricket match on TV. He had bought the
mangoes as a treat for Ramu, who was asleep under his aeroplane quilt. Closing the door behind her, she walked
up the stairs, and pushed at the door to Master-ji’s flat with her left hand. Her right hand pressed three mangoes
against her chest.
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The door was open, as she expected. Master-ji had his feet on the small teakwood table in the living room, and
was playing with a multicoloured toy that she took a whole second to identify.
“A Rubik’s Cube,” she marveled. “I haven’t seen one in years and years.” He held it up for her to see better.
“I found it in one of the old cupboards. I think it was Gaurav’s Works.”
“Surprise, Master-ji.” She turned the mangoes in her right arm towards his gaze. He put the Rubik’s Cube
down on the teakwood table.
“You shouldn’t have, Sangeeta.”
“Take them. You have taught our children for thirty years. Shall I cut them for you?” He shook his head.
“I don’t have sweets every day—once a week: and today is not that day.” He would not bend on this, she knew.
“When are you going to see Ronak?” she asked.
“Tomorrow.” He smiled. “In the afternoon. We’re going to Byculla Zoo.”
“Well, take them for him then. A gift from his grandfather.”
“No,” he said. “The boy shouldn’t be spoiled with mangoes. You are too generous in every way, Sangeeta. I
see that there is a stray dog lying on the stairs now. It seems to be ill—there is a smell from it. I hope you didn’t
bring it into the Society, as you have done before.”
“Oh, no, Master-ji” she said, tapping on the mangoes. “Not me. It was probably Mrs. Rego again.”
Though she had not actually given Master-ji the mangoes, Mrs. Puri felt the same sense of neighbourly
entitlement that would have resulted from the act, and moved to his bookshelf.
“Are you becoming religious, Master-ji?”
“Certainly not,” he said.
Sliding out a thin paperback from the shelf, she showed it to him as evidence; on the cover was an image of the
divine eagle Garuda flying over the seven oceans. The Soul's Passageway after Death. She read aloud from it:
In its first year out of the body, the soul travels slowly and at a low altitude, burdened by the sins of its

“Purnima’s first anniversary is not so far away. She wanted me to read about God when she was gone …”
“Do you think about her often, Master ji?”
He shrugged. For his retirement, Master-ji had hoped to re-read his collection of murder mysteries, and history
books of old Rome (Suetonius, The Twelve Caesars; Tacitus, The Annals; Plutarch, Illustrious Figures of the
Roman Republic) and old Bombay (A Brief Life of Mountstuart Elphinstone; The Stages of the Creation of the
City of Bombay, Fully Illustrated). An Advanced French Grammar, with Questions and Answers Provided, bought
so he could teach his children at home, also stood on the shelf. But since the murder novels were in demand
throughout the Society, and neighbours borrowed them frequently (and returned them infrequently), he would
soon be left only with history and foreign grammar.
Mrs. Puri claimed one of the last Agatha Christies from the bookshelf and smiled—there were a few Erle
Stanley Gardners too, but she was not that bored.
“Does it say on my door, Agatha Christie lending library?” Master-ji asked. “I won’t have any books to read if
people keep borrowing them.”
“I’m taking this for my husband. Not that I don’t read, Master-ji. I was such a reader in my college days.” She
raised her hand over her head, to indicate its extent.
“Where is the time now, with the boy to look after? I’ll bring it back next week, I promise you.”
“Fine.” He had begun playing with the Cube again. “Just bring the book back. Which one is it?”
Mrs. Puri turned the cover around so he could read the title: Murder on the Orient Express.
*
Yogesh Murthy, known as Master-ji, was one of the first Hindus allowed into Vishram on account of his noble
profession and dignified bearing. He was lean, moustached, and of medium height: in physical terms, a typical
representative of the earlier generation. Good with languages (he spoke six), generous with books, passionate
about education. An adornment to his Society.
Barely had the buntings of his retirement party (catered with samosa and masala chai, and attended by three
generations of students) been cut from the auditorium of St. Catherine’s the previous May than his wife was
diagnosed with pancreatic cancer—a side-effect, it was speculated, of years of medication for her rheumatoid
arthritis. She died in October.
She was his second death; a daughter, Sandhya, had fallen from a train over a decade ago.
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On the positive side of the ledger, Gaurav, his only surviving child, a banker, was now “put up” in a good flat
in South Bombay—Marine Lines—by his employer (who had paid the six-month down-deposit for his flat and
even took care, it was said, of half of each month’s rent); so Master-ji’s story was, in a sense, over—career ended
with retirement party (catered), wife passed away without unreasonable suffering, and child having migrated to
the golden citadel of inner-city Bombay.
What would he do with his remaining time—the cigarette stub of years left to a man already in his sixties?
After the loss of his wife, he had continued to keep himself clean and his home tidy; had continued to teach
children, to lend murder mysteries, to take his evening walks around the compound at the right pace, and to buy
his vegetables in appropriate quantities from the market. Controlling appetites and sorrows, he had accepted his
lot with dignity, and this elevated his standing among his neighbours, who had all, in one way or the other, and
usually in the matter of children or spouses, been blighted by fate.
They knew they were complainers, and that he, though he had suffered more than his fair share, bore it.
…\fn{Ji being a Hindi suffix denoting respect to the name to which it is attached, I have hyphenated it in the text and italicized it, as also
with samosa and masala chai, in keeping with the editorial protocol of italicizing non-English words. “Mumbai” in the text has become
“Bombay”; also in keeping with editorial protocol, in order to systematize the term throughout The Protocol for World Peace, in the
interests of machine-readability, Calcutta, Madras, Orissa, and several other relatively recent renamings have been reverted back, wherever
they have occurred in the literature, to their spellings in the time of the British Imperial Administration of the subcontinent:H }
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They took strips of coconut leaves and made dolls with them. The supple leaves could be twisted and turned
without breaking. They would use red tilakam to make the eyes, nose, and mouth of the dolls. A small swatch of
white cloth would sometimes become a sari or a shirt. Then the dolls would be forgotten, left to dry in the sun
when the call for lunch or dinner came from downstairs.
Kokila’s earliest memories of living in Tella Meda, the house with the white roof, were of making those dolls
with Vidura and Chetana. Closest in age to her, they were her best friends in the ashram, and together they got
into a lot of mischief. They tied leftover crackers from Deepavali to the tail of the cat, Brahma; they tortured those
who sat in meditation by making noises and faces; and they ran around the courtyard, squealing and screeching in
the afternoon after lunch, while everyone was trying to take a nap.
Those were the happy times, Kokila would think later on when she looked back. Those were, alas, [the] only
happy memories. Kokila came to Tella Meda an orphan, a month after her marriage. She had just turned eleven.
In those days girls were married before they reached puberty, but they couldn’t go to their husband’s home
until after they menstruated. For Kokila the three years before she menstruated were spent at Tella Meda, the
home of her late father’s friend, Ramanandam Sastri.
Built right by the Bay of Bengal in the small coastal town of Bheemunipatnam in southern India, the house
with the white roof was not a conventional home. Tella Meda was a home for the weary, a safe harbor for lost
souls, the last refuge for some and the only home for others.
Tella Meda was an ashram, a religious dwelling where a guru led her folk to the right path through prayer and
the reading of scripture. But it was not a conventional ashram. The guru, Charvi, refused to be called guru or
Amma, as the norm was for those as enlightened as she. Charvi went by just Charvi and would not call her home
an ashram but just a home, hers, which she willingly and openly shared with those who were in need.
Tella Meda was a beautiful house, the most beautiful house Kokila had ever seen and definitely the most
beautiful house she would ever live in. On a full moon night the house glittered as if diamonds were studded all
over it and its outer walls shimmered from the reflection of the waters of the Bay of Bengal.
The foundation of the house was first laid in 1947 but every time construction began the hurricane season
arrived with a vengeance, destroying whatever had been built. Finally in 1955 a man named Srlkant Somayajula
succeeded in building a house on that foundation. It was a house unrivaled in Bheemunipatnam for its size and
opulence.
As soon as Kokila walked past the gate with Ramanandam Sastri and stepped into the big front yard and
garden of Tella Meda she was struck with awe. A large verandah covered with stone tiles was sprawled in front,
separated from the garden by an ornate knee-high cement balcony. Big decorative flowers molded out of cement
and sand adorned the short white balcony: Opening into the verandah were doors from four rooms, one left of the
main entrance and three on the right.
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The left door led into Charvi’s room and the three on the right led into guest rooms, which housed the devotees
of Charvi. Many came to Tella Meda to give their respects to Charvi and to find some peace and quiet in the
house with the white roof by the Bay of Bengal.
“This is the puja room,” Ramanandam Sastri told her as he led her into Tella Meda through the main entrance,
“and the music room.”
A beautiful mahogany temple was the platform for a large golden Venkateshwara Swami and his consort,
Lakshmi. Several other idols of gods and goddesses—Ganesha, the god of obstacles; Saraswati, the goddess of
education—and a large marble Shivaling were arranged on mahogany platforms within the temple.
The temple had obviously been cared for; everything was polished and shone. Fresh flowers from the front
garden—red and white roses, red hibiscus, and small white jasmines—lay at the feet of the gods and goddesses
and the smell of sandalwood incense pervaded the room.
Between the temple area and the music area a bright yellow and red coconut straw mat was laid down as a
divider. It spanned from the front door to the door into the interior of the house. The music area of the room was
covered with a brown cotton rug; a veena, a pair of tablas, a tanpoora, a harmonium, and small and large cymbals
lay on the rug, leaning against each other.
Kokila wondered who kept the large house clean. Ramanandam Sastri had warned her that she would have
some chores, as did everyone else who lived in the ashram. Kokila hoped her task would not be to clean the house
because the size of it was intimidating.
Past the temple room, Kokila stepped into another verandah and gawked as she saw how big the house really
was. Coming from a small house that was more hut than real house, she felt as if she were stepping into a palace.
Beyond the verandah was a huge courtyard covered in the same stone tile as the front and inside verandahs.
Ten rooms surrounded the courtyard, where clothes of different sizes and in different colors hung on clotheslines
that crisscrossed the courtyard. Tulasi had been planted in a cement pot in the center of the courtyard. The pot was
painted red and yellow; auspicious colors that signified kumkum and turmeric and were the colors of a married
woman.
The bathrooms were on the right side; they seemed to have been built with less care than the house. The doors
were made out of cheap wood, not like the doors and windows elsewhere, and the walls were uneven, not smooth
as in the puja room.
There was one bathroom and three toilets. This was a luxury, Kokila knew; and she was now convinced she
had fallen into a basket of ladoos. When her father had died and the question of where she would live until she
could go to her husband arose, Ramanandam Sastri arrived like a hero to arrange the funeral and take her away
with him.
She couldn’t believe she was going to live in a house with a bathroom and toilets. There no longer would be
the need to take a steel mug with water and find a discreet place to go in the mornings. And she could take a bath
in a real bathroom, not a makeshift one covered with bedsheets.
One room adjoined the bath area but Ramanandam Sastri didn’t show her the room, nor did he tell her what it
was for.
A staircase from the courtyard led up to the open terrace where Ramanandam Sastri said some of the kids slept
on warm summer nights. The Bay of Bengal lay ahead, an unbelievable blue, shimmering like a silk sari, and
Kokila truly fell in love with the house when she saw the bay.
Ramanandam Sastri had then taken her to the kitchen to meet Subhadra, who lived in the ashram and took care
of all the cooking. Subhadra was a portly woman, her skin dark as coal, her hair slick with coconut oil and tied in
a neat bun. She wore small gold earrings, a thin gold chain, and two thin gold bangles, one on each hand.
Subhadra had a soft voice that Kokila would soon learn turned gruff when she became angry.
“This house used to be grander,” Subhadra told Kokila as she gave her a tiffin of idlis left over from breakfast
and some coconut chutney.
“Out in the verandah and courtyard you can still see the tiles, brought from Mysore, especially made for Tella
Meda. Srikant Somayajula, a contractor from Hyderabad, built this house. But during the gruhapravesham itself
his wife died. He never lived here; no one from his family did. Imagine that! Some people have terrible luck.”
Kokila ate the slightly hardened idli with the spicy coconut chutney and listened to Subhadra talk about the house,
the people, Charvi, and everyone else.
Even though the kitchen was massive and could easily seat thirty people, meals were served outside in the
verandah, Subhadra told Kokila, where a long knee-high table stood between thin strips of coconut straw mats
used for seating. The kitchen had been built to feed an army. The stove had six burners instead of four and there
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were several large cupboards for storage. On the stone-tiled floor there was a wooden floor knife with its blade
laid down, like a ship that had lost its mast. A large stone mortar stood on one side with an equally large pestle. It
was used to make the idli and dosa batter from soaked urad dal and rice every Saturday and Sunday, Subhadra
said, and she explained to Kokila that grinding the dal and rice was the worst thing she had to do every week.
“When the house was built all the rooms had ceiling fans. Not any more, though,” Subhadra said as she fanned
herself with a straw fan.
“What happened?” Kokila asked as she finished eating and washed her hands in the plate with the remaining
water in her glass.
“Somayajula-garu was so distraught after his wife’s death that he left the house to looters and the like. When
we came here the house was all but ruined,” Subhadra said. “We had to clean it all up, whitewash the walls. We
set up the bathrooms; just had to, couldn’t have Charvi taking a chambu of water and going out, now; could we?
But it has been all worth it—we live here rent free.”
“Rent free?” Kokila’s eyes widened.
“Hmm,” Subhadra said, and smiled. “Everyone should be so lucky to have a saint like Charvi live in their
house. So, of course, Somayajula-garu doesn’t charge us a paisa.”
Charvi was Ramanandam Sastri’s daughter. There were different stories as to how Charvi became a guru and a
representative of God itself and Kokila wasn’t sure what to believe. According to Subhadra, Charvi was goddess,
guru, and saint all rolled into one.
“We found the house because Dr. Vishnu Mohan—he lives three houses down the road—and Sastri- garu are
friends. So when Sastri-garu was looking for a house to rent, Doctor-garu suggested Tella Meda,” Subhadra said.
“Did you know that it was Sastri-garu who first saw the light of knowledge in Charvi?”
Ramanandam Sastri had been living in Tenali when the alteration of his soul began and he saw the light of God
in his daughter. He hadn’t started out believing in God and Hinduism. He’d started out an atheist, always
ridiculing his wife, Bhanumati, for her religious beliefs. Manikyam, his eldest daughter, with her fat pock-marked
face, also turned to God; Ramanandam Sastri, who never learned to mince his words, told her that praying to God
wouldn’t change the fact that she was ugly. But his second daughter, Lavanya, came out looking like a movie star.
Her skin was light in color, her eyes light brown, almost catlike; she was beautiful. She grew up to be vain,
stubborn, and shallow, and ultimately amounted to nothing.
And then Bhanumati had a third child. Ramanandam’s third daughter was ethereal and he named her Charvi,
which means “beautiful.” When Charvi was but a week old, Ramanandam saw the light of God in her and deemed
her a Devi, an Amma, a goddess. His sudden transformation from nonbeliever to believer was viewed with some
skepticism by Bhanumati but she knew it was not her place to question her husband and she didn’t.
For years after Charvi was born Bhanumati did not get pregnant again and quietly endured the role of wife,
mother, and particularly mother to an Amma. She was quiet and complacent and she fulfilled the duties prescribed
to her.
Eight years after Charvi’s birth, the much-desired son was born. It had been a time of great joy, as both
Bhanumati and her eldest daughter, Manikyam, were pregnant at the same time. And they each, by the grace of
Lord Venkateshwara Swami, had a son.
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† Sri Venkateswara Swamy Vaisnavite Temple (constructed over a period of time starting about 300AD),
Tirumala, Chittoor District, Andhra Pradesh †
Ramanandam named his son Vidura, for the great wise man from The Mahabharata who narrated the entire
battle between the Pandavas and Kauravas to the blind king, Dhritrastra. Bhanumati died just a month after giving
birth to her son because of a blood clot in her uterus, but not before she extracted a promise from eight-year-old
Charvi that she would watch over her baby brother. It was a promise Charvi was unable to keep and until the day
she died she felt the burden of that broken vow.
People who flocked to Ramanandam for his words, his books, and his writing didn’t question his ability to see
a Devi, a goddess, in his daughter. The number of people who came to stay with Ramanandam increased
dramatically. In the beginning it was students who came to discuss his work and pay their respects. Of course,
everyone stayed for free.
Ramanandam could barely pay his bills on his meager schoolteacher’s salary and his book sales didn’t bring in
much money even though he was quite a well-known writer among the intellectual elite. It was, after all, only the
elite who could pretend to believe in Ramanandam’s theories that a woman had the right to independent living
beyond the men in her life. Ramanandam wrote about a woman being a woman first and then being a daughter,
sister, wile, or mother. He wrote about how man and woman were equal in nature and how he believed that a
woman’s ability to give birth actually made her superior to man. Through his writings he encouraged women and
men to break the traditional trappings in their life and be freethinkers and live a life unfettered with the customs
and mores of an ancient culture.
But not everyone believed he was the champion of women that he claimed to be. His own daughter Lavanya
did not respect her father and felt that he did not live up to what he wrote about. Her father, the great defender of
women’s rights, would complain if she was seen talking to a boy; he would complain when she talked about a
woman’s freedom to marry anyone from any caste; he would turn his nose up when she would talk about living
with a man without the benefit of marriage.
For all his writing about the rights of women and gender equality, when it came to his own daughters
Ramanandam was quite traditional. He even had his eldest daughter, Manikyam, married to a doctor, Nageshwar
Rao, the arranged way.
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It was after Manikyam married and left the family home that the scandal happened. And what a scandal it was.
The news was fanned with grotesque imagery and plenty of gossip.
Ramanandam’s sister Taruna, who was almost twenty years younger than he, had been married at the tender
age of twelve to an aging Brahmin. Her husband died six months after the marriage. Her husband’s family wanted
their twelve-year-old daughter-in-law to shave her hair off, wear white, and live in a corner of their house, as was
traditional.
Ramanandam refused to let his young sister be subjected to such anachronistic and demeaning rituals, so he
brought her to his house. He helped her go to medical college and become a doctor. She set up a small clinic, open
to women only. She dealt particularly with “woman troubles”—one of which was unwanted pregnancies.
It didn’t take long for everyone in Tenali to find out that Taruna Sastri was performing abortions.
Everyone talked about it. Taruna’s clinic was broken into, people threatened her, and one night someone even
put a knife to her throat, warning her to either leave Tenali or stop the abortions. Finally Taruna left for Bombay;
where an old classmate offered her a job in his clinic as a general practitioner. She stopped performing abortions.
Ramanandam accused her of abandoning her principles and she responded by cutting him out of her life.
The backlash against Taruna’s radical ways struck Ramanandam harshly too. He lost his job as a schoolteacher.
He took his family and moved to Tirupati, to the famed Bhagwan Hariharan ashram. They stayed there for almost
a year before Ramanandam decided that he needed to find his own home. Already devotees were coming to
Bhagwan’s ashram to see Charvi, causing some tension between Ramanandam and Bhagwan Hariharan. It was
time to find Charvi an ashram of her own.
Ramanandam wanted a large place with minimal rent. When he lost his job, he was allowed to keep his
pension, and that would have to suffice as income. As luck would have it, he found Tella Meda.
“The owner, Somayajula-garu, didn’t want to rent the house to anyone. After all, his wife died here, you
know,” Subhadra told Kokila “But when he heard about Charvi he just handed it over, free of charge. That was
four years ago. Charvi was just fifteen then, but you know how it is with saints—age is not material.” Subhadra
was awestruck by Charvi, convinced she was an incarnation of a goddess.
“You can see it in her eyes,” Subhadra claimed. “Do you know she named this house? Before her the house
had no name but then when we did the gruhapravesham and the boiled milk spilled on the floor, Charvijust
looked at the house and said, ‘This is Tella Meda’. And this became our ashram.” But when Kokila met her,
Charvi clearly said,
“This is not an ashram and I’m not a guru or your religious leader or your god. Others call this an ashram, but
Tella Meda is a home, and this is now your home for as long as you want and need it.”
Kokila should have been in awe of Charvi, but she was suspicious of such disarming modesty from a guru.
2
In the beginning, Kokila was afraid, unsure of her new surroundings and the people in them, but soon her
shyness dissolved in the good company of her two new friends, Vidura Sastri and Chetana, another young girl
who stayed at Tella Meda.
Ramanandam Sastri believed in freedom. He believed that children should be allowed to run as they like and
do as they please. If they didn’t want to go to school, they didn’t have to go; if they wanted to eat only chakli for
dinner, they could; and if they wanted to stay up until midnight watching the stars, that was allowed as well.
Coming from a conservative Brahmin home, where rules and regulations had shaped her childhood, Kokila
dove into her new; unfettered life with unmatched eagerness. The ashram to her was a grandiose house where
food was always available and no one ever scolded her. Later on Kokila realized that the food was actually
meager, and that it would have been better if someone had scolded her and taught her to live a more disciplined
life. But at the time she thought she had fallen into heaven.
Kokila sat with Charvi while she performed the morning puja, making long garlands with jasmine flowers.
They prayed in the room that was the music and temple room. Only Charvi was allowed to touch the mahogany
temple, which she cared for every day with love and respect and plenty of wood oil.
In those days not too many people lived in Tella Meda, and several rooms were empty. Guests would come and
stay in those empty rooms. They would come to visit Ramanandam Sastri and then they would be mesmerized by
the goddess they could see in Charvi’s face. And before they left they would leave some money behind as they
paid their respects to the guru of Tella Meda.
“Are you a goddess?” Kokila asked Charvi once, and Charvi became sad. She was twenty-one years old then,
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but she seemed much older than her years.
“No,” she replied softly.
“But everyone says they see Aroma in your face,” Kokila prodded. Charvi closed her eyes then and sighed.
“I can’t control what they see.”
Kokila wanted to ask her what she saw when she looked at herself in the mirror but didn’t. Charvi’s eyes were
already closed in meditation and Kokila didn’t have the courage to question the guru’s godliness.
Kokila and Chetana, her closest friend in Tella Meda, had discussed Charvi several times. The daughter of a
prostitute who had all but abandoned her, Chetana was devoted to Charvi, who had given her a home when so
many would have cringed at the idea of a prostitute’s daughter living with them. But even Chetana agreed that she
couldn’t quite see the light of knowledge burning brightly in Charvi’s eyes.
Every evening Charvi would go for a walk on the beach and many of the residents of the ashram would join
her, among them Vidura, Charvi’s young brother. Chetana hated getting sand on her feet, so she would stay back
in the ashram to help Subhadra in the kitchen. Ever since Subhadra had come to Ramanandam Sastri’s house
eleven years ago, it was she who had played the role of mother to Chetana.
But it wasn’t Subhadra’s attention that Kokila wanted, it was Vidura’s. So she joined Charvi on her walks in
order to be alone with Vidura, away from Chetana. Kokila was thirteen years old when her body started
burgeoning, making her a woman. Desires that had been unknown were unraveling within her and each time
Vidura smiled at Kokila, touched her, she felt a tingle that ran through her entire body. Except for Charvi, who
once when she saw Kokila hold Vidura’s hand mentioned to her that she should be careful with her dreams, no
one objected to the time Kokila spent with Vidura.
Kokila, Chetana, and Vidura had been playing together since they were children and no one noticed their
transition to adulthood. No one noticed Kokila’s shy smiles, Vidura’s knowing eyes, and Chetana’s full breasts.
On the beach no one cared that Vidura and Kokila would wrestle in the sand like children, even though their
bodies could feel the sensations of adults. No one seemed to mind that Vidura would openly stare at Kokila after
she had been drenched in the sea.
This was just another aspect of Ramanandam Sastri’s faith in freedom. He didn’t believe in dictating how
people lived and children, although small, were still human and had rights.
Kokila dreamed that Ramanandam’s openness and acceptance toward her meant he liked her and would accept
her marriage to Vidura. The only problem with Kokila’s dreams was that she was already married to a boy named
Vamsi Krishna from Visakhapatnam. But she couldn’t even remember Vamsi’s face any more, wouldn’t be able to
recognize him in a crowd, so she didn’t feel pressure from the validity of that union.
“No matter what you say; you are still married,” Chetana reminded her when Kokila confessed her growing
feelings for Vidura. She pointed to the mangalsutra Kokila wore around her neck. The thin gold chain holding
two small gold coins that looked like little gold breasts symbolized her marriage, but it had lost its meaning for
Kokila. How could this symbolize marriage? And if it did, wouldn’t it be powerful, so powerful that her heart
would not be tempted?
“No, I’m not,” Kokila said adamantly. “I haven’t set up household with anyone.”
“You’re going to menstruate soon,” Chetana warned her. “And then they’ll come, your husband’s family; to
take you away. You’ll have to go, you’re their daughter-in-law.” To Kokila that was a potent threat.
“Maybe I’ll stay,” Kokila said, not knowing how she could. But the idea of leaving Vidura, and especially of
leaving him to Chetana, was intolerable. The idea of leaving what had become her only true home for a stranger’s
house was intimidating.
“No, you won’t stay,” Chetana said confidently; and added slyly, “You’re a married woman. You should not let
your eye wander so.”
After that Kokila waited in dread to see blood in between her legs. How would it gush out, where would it
happen? Maybe if she was careful no one would know her menses had begun and she could continue to stay in
Tella Meda. If there were no celebrations confirming her arrival at puberty; her husband’s family would not know
and would not come to take her away. Yes, she decided, she would hide it.
Chetana had already started having bleeding. It began three months earlier and since then, for five days every
month she would sit in the room by the bathrooms where all the other women in the ashram who had bleeding
congregated. The women, having their monthly, were not allowed to cook or touch anything in the rest of the
house, except for the things in the room assigned to them. Subhadra would place their food outside the “menses
room” and would not touch the utensils until they had been washed by the woman or women having their
monthlies. Those utensils were not mixed with the other plates and glasses in the kitchen. They were stored in the
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menses room, away from everything, and were used only while the women “sat out.”
Chetana hated to sit out but would pretend as if the menses room were a palace. Kokila had never been inside
the room. With so many women in the house, the room almost always had an occupant. And in any case it was an
impure room and if Kokila went in she would have to be doused with water drawn from the well in the backyard
to be cleansed.
But Kokila had been fascinated by the mysterious room where women sat out from the first day when
Ramanandam had avoided the room on their tour of the ashram. The first menstruation was a bona fide rite of
passage, and Kokila couldn’t imagine how it would be to bleed from between the legs.
“Oh, it hurts and hurts,” Chetana warned her. “But Subhadra gives me this rice medicine and all the pain goes
away. Maybe she’ll give it to you … or, maybe your mother-in-law will. Because once you start you’ll have to
leave.”
At the mention of leaving Tella Meda, the fascination Kokila had for the menses room turned into fear.
The only woman who didn’t sit out with the other women was Charvi. No one even knew if she had monthlies.
According to Chetana, a goddess didn’t have monthlies. It was true that Charvi never missed the morning puja
and everyone knew a woman having her period was a soiled woman and shouldn’t be allowed in the presence of
God.
“Do you have monthlies?” Kokila asked Charvi once after the morning puja. Subhadra, who was hovering
around the music room, snapped at her,
“What stupid questions you ask, Kokila! Go and sweep the courtyard. It’s your turn this week.”
“I jus …” Kokila began, but fell silent when Subhadra sent her another fierce glare. She left the puja room and
went to sweep.
Everyone had chores in the ashram. Subhadra was responsible for all the cooking. Each person had to wash his
or her own plates and glasses, but Subhadra cleaned all the pots and pans.
Chetana and Kokila shared the sweeping of the courtyard and the inside verandah. One week Kokila did it and
the next Chetana had a period, so Kokila did it again. It wasn’t fair but Kokila didn’t want to complain about
something so silly, especially since the Mysore tiles were so easy to sweep.
Kokila had gone to school until the fourth class, but when she got married that stopped. Chetana still went to
school, though she stayed home more often than she caught the school bus. Ramanandam Sastri had asked Kokila
if she wanted to study in a school or stay home and study in Tella Meda. The decision was an easy one: the
ashram it was. Who wanted to wake up early in the morning and run to the school bus and go to school? In school
there would be exams, strict teachers, and punishment, but at Tella Meda there was none of that. In addition,
Vidura was home-schooled and the lure of being with him all day was too much for Kokila to resist.
Every evening before dinner, from 4 to 6 PM, Ramanandam Sastri would teach the children. Vidura, Chetana,
and Kokila sat next to each other with black slates on their laps and thin chalk in their hands. They had no books.
Occasionally, Ramanandam Sastri would give a book to them, asking them to read it, but they never did.
Ramanandam believed in imparting what he called a “real-world” education. He didn’t want the children to
just learn math; he wanted them to learn the applications of it. He didn’t want them to just know the capitals of all
the states; he wanted them to know what every state’s political affiliation was and how each state was part of India
as a whole. But the children didn’t have any basics, not in math or geography or social studies, so Ramanandam’s
lengthy lectures about social models made little sense. They learned little about the applications of the knowledge
they didn’t have.
Ramanandam was not consistent either. He would tell them about geography one day; gathering everyone
around an atlas and spinning his old globe to show where India was and where America was. Another day he
would try to teach accounting or he would talk about the planets and gravity, switching from topic to topic with
little continuity, leaving the children with a jumble of information with no relevance. His favorite thing to teach
was Indian history. He would start from the Indus Valley civilization and go all the way to Nehru. He spent days
talking about Chanakya and King Chandragupta Maurya, and would get very emotional when he spoke of the
British Raj.
At the age of thirteen, listening intently to the exciting stories Ramanandam would tell, Kokila was
mesmerized. He was the most brilliant man under the sun to her. Vidura was also immensely proud of his father
and would show off about how many people came to the ashram to visit him, honor him, and seek guidance from
him. He didn’t speak that highly of Charvi and claimed that his father was the real guru of the ashram, the true
saint. And because Vidura believed that, so did Kokila.
“He sleeps around,” Chetana told Kokila one night when they were getting ready to go to sleep.
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“What? Who?”
“Ramanandam Sastri Garu. And with prostitutes, young girls,” Chetana said casually.
“And who told you, your whore mother?” Kokila asked, furious at the accusation.
It was a mean thing to say to Chetana, only meant to hurt her, because it was one thing to call someone’s
mother a whore, but it was quite another to say it when it was the truth. It was no secret that Chetana’s mother,
Ambika, was a prostitute who had had Chetana when Ramanandam Sastri’s sister had advised against yet another
abortion. Ambika had not wanted to take care of her daughter and had left Chetana at the mercy of the world.
Taruna had brought her as a baby to Ramanandam Sastri and Charvi, and Chetana had been with them ever since.
“Everyone knows about Sastri Garu,” Chetana said, blinking back tears. “Why do you think Charvi doesn’t
even talk to him?”
That wasn’t quite true. Kokila had seen Ramanandam Sastri and his daughter talk to each other on many
occasions, but it was obvious to everyone in the ashram that there were dynamics at play between them that no
one knew of.
Even though Kokila didn’t believe Chetana, her fertile young mind started to concoct scenarios, fueled by
gossip, each time Ramanandam stepped out of the ashram.
According to Vidura, his father went to the library, met with friends, and wrote at the beach. They all seemed
valid reasons for Ramanandam to leave Tella Meda, but Kokila continued to think about the prostitutes he
allegedly visited. The only prostitute Kokila had ever seen was Chetana’s mother, Ambika. She had come just
once to Tella Meda since Kokila started living there. Ambika looked like a normal woman, except she had silk
underwear. Kokila had sneaked into Ambika’s room with Chetana to go through her suitcase. The underwear was
silky, with lace on it, and the brassiere, oh, that was just indecent. Kokila hadn’t even known clothes like this
existed and seeing them had lifted another curtain that separated her from the real world.
The saris in the suitcase were garish, pink and yellow, cheap, with golden flowers on them. There were two
lipsticks in the suitcase, one dark red and another dark pink. Chetana stole the dark red one despite Kokila’s
protests. Everyone knew that women who wore lipstick were not from good families.
“Do you know that Taruna Auntie, Sastri Garu’s sister, tied her tubes?” Chetana whispered.
“What does that mean?” Kokila asked.
“I don’t know; they go inside the body and tie the tubes that create babies,” Chetana said. “After me, no one
wants that bitch to get pregnant again.”
For years Kokila thought of Chetana’s mother as a bitch, a dog in heat, her tongue lolling as she copulated with
male dogs outside Tella Meda. Dogs weren’t allowed inside the ashram; they were foul creatures who ate their
own feces and mated with their offspring and their siblings. Charvi hated dogs.
*
“I hate her,” Vidura announced one night. He and Kokila often sneaked out in the night to go for a walk on the
beach.
Vidura’s feelings for Charvi were ambivalent. Kokila was constantly confused because sometimes he would
speak highly of her and other times he would talk like his older sister Lavanya and call Charvi the worst kind of
fraud. His feelings transferred to Kokila and she never quite worked out how she felt about Charvi. Sometimes
she thought her to be the godliest and most serene person she knew; other times she thought Charvi was just
ordinary, pretending to be someone greater.
“What did she do?” Kokila asked, barely able to conceal her curiosity. Everyone in the ashram craved
glimpses of Charvi’s life beneath the façade of the guru.
”She actually believes she can heal people,” Vidura said, kicking sand with his bare feet. “I don’t. But this
man, some doctor or something, came by a month ago from Bangalore, do you remember?”
Kokila nodded even though she didn’t. So many people came to the ashram that it was hard to keep track of all
of Charvi’s devotees. Only those who stayed in Tella Meda made an impact, however small.
“This doctor said he gets headaches and Charvi—she touched his forehead or something and today that doctor
sent a letter saying that his headaches are completely gone,” Vidura said, sneering a little.
“And Charvi believes it. She was trying to stroke Chetana’s stomach because she has a stomachache. How can
she believe any of this?”
Kokila didn’t know what to say. She didn’t mind it so much that Charvi believed in herself and now had
elevated herself to a touch healer. How did it matter?
“And you should see Nanna. He is just so proud that his daughter has these powers. Even he believes her,”
Vidura said resentfully.
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It became clear to Kokila that Vidura was jealous of the attention Charvi got from their father.
“And when I said that she’s a fake, he yelled at me. He slapped me. My father never hit me before, but now he
did it because of her!” There were tears in Vidura’s eyes.
“How can he believe that she is a Devi? And why do all these people who come to Tella Meda think so? She
keeps saying that Tella Meda is not an ashram but it is, isn’t it?”
Kokila agreed with him. Regardless of how Charvi wanted to see Tella Meda, it was for all intents and
purposes an ashram, a safe harbor for people (like Kokila) who had nowhere to go. And Tella Meda’s religious
leader was Charvi. Charvi knew that and wielded her power even though to everyone’s face she claimed she
wasn’t a guru. This was what had made Kokila suspicious of her right from the beginning. Kokila wrapped her
hand around Vidura’s and squeezed gently.
“It’s okay: It isn’t like your father loves her more—”
“I don’t care who he loves more. He’s a sick old man,” Vidura said, and pulled his hand away from Kokila’s. “I
don’t care about him or anyone else.”
“Not even me?” Kokila asked, tears burning her eyes.
She couldn’t bear it that he pushed her away. Instantly contrite, Vidura put his arm around Kokila.
“I love you, Kokila. But you will be gone soon, won’t you? Away to your husband’s house and you’ll be
someone else’s wife.” Kokila leaned into Vidura.
“Maybe I won’t have to go.” Vidura laughed.
“Yes, you will. He is your husband and why won’t you want to go?”
Because of you, she wanted to say; but didn't have the courage. Kokila told him the other truth.
“Because this is the only home I have ever had.”
“No, Tella Meda is not your home. It is no one’s home,” Vidura said caustically. “This is an ashram, not a
home, Kokila. You should get out of here as soon as you can.”
“Don’t you like living here?” Kokila asked, stricken that he didn’t like Tella Meda. Vidura shrugged.
“When we lived in Kavali we had a small house but it was ours. Now it feels like a hotel, not a real home. I
rarely talk to my father, my sister is some unreliable guru, and I just don’t like it here.”
Kokila let the tears fall. Didn’t he love her enough to like being in Tella Meda?
“Oh, Kokila,” Vidura said with a smile. “I’m just angry; I do like living in Tella Meda. Ever since you came, it
has been wonderful. But you’ll leave me and go away.”
“I will never leave,” Kokila vowed.
That was the first and only time Vidura kissed her. It was a kiss on her lips, light, brief, brushing, like a gentle
wind caressing the sails of the fishermen’s boats in the early dawn. It was her first kiss.
*
Blood streaked her white underskirt and was a damp maroon spot on her light blue cotton skirt. Kokila wasn’t
the one who noticed it, it was Ramanandam Sastri. He didn't say anything to her about it, just asked her to go talk
to Subhadra. .
“Oh, oh, oh,’ Subhadra chanted when Kokila came to her. “How embarrassing for Sastri Garu. Now come on,
girl, we have to take you to the menses room.”
She grasped Kokila’s hand but Kokila wrenched herself free and pulled away from Subhadra. She didn’t want
to go to that wretched room; she didn’t want to go to her husband’s house.
Kokila ran as fast as she could and hid under the bougainvillea bush in the front garden. It was her and
Chetana’s secret place, a small cave underneath green leaves and paper-like pink flowers. Usually the cats
congregated there but it was empty that day and Kokila sat huddled inside, hugging her knees close to her, not
wanting to know what the wet feeling between her thighs was.
It would go away. If she prayed hard enough, wished it enough, it would go away.
She stayed there for two hours before Chetana gave the hideout away. She didn’t tell easily; it took two slaps
from Subhadra and a lot of coaxing from Ramanandam Sastri before Chetana revealed where Kokila might be.
“Come out now,” Subhadra said as she tried to yank Kokila out of the bougainvillea cave. Her large frame
wouldn’t allow her to get inside the cave, so Subhadra caught hold of one of Kokila’s legs and started to drag her
out.
Kokila grabbed a thorny branch and held on tight even as blood started to spurt from the palms of her hands.
She wouldn’t go to the menses room, she swore. Tears started to fall like warm summer rain down her face,
noiselessly.
“Amma Kokila,” Ramanandam Sastri said softly as he bent down to look at her. Then he gasped.
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“Stop it, Subhadra, the girl’s hands are bleeding.”
Subhadra immediately pulled away but Kokila wouldn’t let go of the branch. Her eyes were wide, wet, her lips
trembled as she stood her ground.
“Why won’t you come out?” Ramanandam Sastri asked, settling down on the grass outside the bougainvillea
cave.
“No,” she whispered softly; “you will send me away to my husband’s house. I don’t want to leave.”
Ramanandam Sastri smiled and then nodded.
“In this house you can do as you please. If you don’t want to go to your husband’s house, you don’t have to.”
Could it be that easy?
“Ottu?” she asked. Ramanandam Sastri nodded.
“Promise.”
The celebrations began the next day and Kokila was relegated to the menses room. Chetana wanted to visit but
Subhadra put a stop to it. Only during the puja the next day could anyone speak with Kokila.
Subhadra explained to Kokila that from now on she would have bleeding every month. Girls had bleeding
when they became women and were old enough to become pregnant and give birth. Married women went to their
husband’s house at this time and made a family with him. Subhadra didn’t go into any details about the sexual
aspects of marriage and said only that Kokila was a woman now and would have to start acting like one.
The night before the puja that would symbolize to one and all that Kokila had reached puberty, she couldn’t
sleep. She lay on the coconut straw bed and tossed and turned. The cotton cloth pad between her legs was getting
heavier and she knew she had to go to the bathroom and make a new one with the strips of white cotton cloth
Subhadra left for her. But the idea of washing out the old one and looking at the blood nauseated her, so she lay
quietly, in fear, alone. Chetana sneaked into the menses room late at night, bringing with her chakli and boondi
ladoo.
“Tomorrow will be fun for you,” she said. “Lots of gifts from everyone and your husband’s parents will bring
gifts too.”
“They’ll be here?” Kokila asked, fear surging despite Ramanandam Sastri’s promise.
“They will,” Chetana said. “Sastri Garu telephoned them from Dr. Vishnu Mohan’s house to let them know.”
The betrayal struck Kokila hard and the boondi ladoo turned from sweet to bitter inside her mouth.
“You’ll start your own family now. You’ll have to have intercourse now,” Chetana said with a glint in her eye.
“Vidura and I will come and see you sometime, okay?”
Kokila’s resentment and fear grew. Already that bitch’s daughter was laying claim to Vidura. Kokila knew that
as soon as she was gone, Vidura would forget her—Chetana would make sure of it.
“Sastri Garu promised that if I didn’t want to go, I didn’t have to,” Kokila said with false courage.
“You have to go, Kokila,” Chetana warned, suddenly serious. “Here you will have no life. There you can have
a husband, children. You will have your own home.”
“But I don’t want to go.” Chetana only shook her head.
“If I had the chance you have, I would never stay here.”
Oh, if only, Kokila would think many years later, when her hair had turned gray and her smooth skin had
become wrinkled. If only she had listened to Chetana. If only she had left. But she was fourteen-what did she
know? How could she have known that leaving would have meant a real life?
As Chetana promised, the celebration proclaiming her womanhood was a lot of fun. Subhadra put Kokila in
Chetana’s silk skirt and terricot blouse. The skirt was dark brown with a gold border, while the blouse was yellow
and had a thin gold border sewed around the edges of the puffed sleeves. Chetana had worn the same outfit for her
puja and didn’t begrudge Kokila wearing it now. After all, when Chetana wore it, it had been brand-new.
Subhadra washed Kokila’s hair with squeezed rita pulp and made her feet yellow with turmeric paste. Chetana
put henna on Kokila’s hands and feet; she made a design of grapes hanging on their vines on her hands and an
intricate seashell design on her feet. It was like Kokila’s wedding day all over again.
Narayan Garu, an old friend of Ramanandam Sastri who also lived in the ashram, gave Kokila a pair of silver
anklets that had small bells on them. They had belonged to his wife, who had died several years ago. He had
saved her jewelry for his son’s wives but after they swindled him out of his own house, relegating him to Tella
Meda, he had kept the anklets and a few other pieces of jewelry. Everyone in the ashram knew about the
expensive trinkets that Narayan Garu kept safely locked in his room and it was a special honor, Kokila knew, to
receive one of them as a gift.
“You be good to your husband, little bird,” Narayan Garu told her. In those early days he used to call her “little
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bird” instead of Kokila, which meant “cuckoo bird” in Telugu.
The silver anklets that were shining on her ankles were a going-away present. And it was the first of many such
gifts. Charvi gave her a thin gold chain with an om-shaped locket on it. Chetana presented her with small black
metal earrings that she had bought herself from money her mother had sent her. The money came rarely and in
small amounts, so it was especially touching that she had used it for a gift.
Vidura gave her a white handkerchief surrounded with lace.
“I found it at the cinema,” he told her. “So I asked Subhadra to wash it and iron it for you.”
It was a lovely handkerchief, delicate, and it smelled of roses. It was the most beautiful thing that Kokila had
ever owned.
“Chetana and I will come and see you. Oh, but you might be too busy with your husband and household,” he
teased.
Kokila winced when he said Chetana’s name like that, pairing it with his. Everyone was assuming she was
leaving. Even Ramanandam Sastri gave her a going-away present, a leather-bound volume of Ramayana. It was
an old book and the papers were thick and yellow and smelled. By giving her a present, Ramanandam Sastri
squashed Kokila’s hope in the promise he had made to her that she wouldn’t have to go if she didn’t want to.
After a festive lunch, she was asked to go to Charvi’s room, where Kokila’s in-laws were waiting.
“Amma Kokila.” Her mother-in-law, a sweet-looking, slender woman, hugged her to her bosom. “We wanted
you to come home after your father died, but it wasn’t proper then. We are so happy you’ll be with us now.”
Kokila looked down at her feet and nodded. She was disappointed that her husband had not come. She had
been curious to see if she would even recognize him.
“Vamsi’s health is very delicate,” her mother-in-law said to explain her son’s absence. “We didn’t want him to
sit in a bus for several hours. He is a very gentle boy; not used to the outside weather much. But once you’re with
us, you can take care of him.”
Kokila felt panic rise within her. They wanted her to take care of someone? She didn’t know how to take care
of people. She knew how to play in the afternoons and lie down at night and gaze at the stars.
“And you can cook, right?” her mother-in-law asked, and she didn’t seem all that sweet anymore. “Your father
said you were a very good cook.”
My father lied, Kokila wanted to scream. She didn't know how to cook. Subhadra did all the cooking in the
ashram.
“You cook your good food for Vamsi and he’ll leave his delicate nature behind,” her mother-in-law said with
an all-knowing smile.
Kokila nodded vaguely and turned her head to look at Charvi, who was sitting quietly, looking older than her
twenty-two years. There were already streaks of gray in her hair and a small droop to her eyes. Subhadra said that
since Charvi’s soul was that of an ancient, wise goddess, it sometimes showed on her face. Kokila’s father-in-law
cleared his throat to halt his wife from speaking further.
“We would like to leave today evening, after tiffin,” he said. “Pack your bags and be ready.”
“Subhadra is making your favorite, masala vada, for tiffin,” Charvi said, and rose to put a hand on Kokila’s
hair. “We will all miss you.”
“Yes, we will,” Ramanandam Sastrl said as he came into the room.
Kokila started trembling when she saw him. He promised, she told herself, and then turned to look at her inlaws, her eyes bright with tears.
“You will come back and see them again,” her mother-in-law assured her. “Don’t worry. I know it’s hard to
leave but you will have a nice house and a husband.”
Kokila saw Vidura and Chetana hovering by the door into Charvi’s living quarters. They were holding hands.
Kokila turned and looked at Ramanandam Sastri.
“I don’t want to go,” she said tearfully.
“Of course you don’t,” her mother-in-law snapped, her patience appearing to depart. “But you must. You are a
married woman. You can’t stay at some pitiful ashram for the rest of your life.”
“I don’t want to go to your house,” Kokila said, spurred by anger that someone who knew nothing about Tella
Meda was calling it pitiful. “I don't know how to cook. My father lied.”
“You can learn how to cook,” Charvi said softly; her eyes warning Kokila not to say anything more.
“Why don’t you want to go, Amma Kokila?” Ramanandam Sastri asked. He put his hands on her shoulders and
looked into her eyes.
“I want to stay,” Kokila said, afraid now that if she left she would have to take care of her ‘delicate’ husband.
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“Are you sure?” Ramanandam Sastri asked.
“Yes,” Kokila said firmly. Ramanandam Sastri let go of Kokila and turned to face her in-laws.
“I can’t force the girl,” he said.
“Nanna,” Charvi began, and then fell silent, shaking her head.
“But she’s our daughter-in-law,” Kokila’s father-in-law said angrily.
“I can’t force her,” Ramanandam Sastri repeated.
“What is wrong with you, you stupid girl?” her mother-in-law demanded. “Are you an idiot? You are married.
You can’t stay in this low-life ashram all your years. What do you think will happen here? Nothing! Do you know
the kind of people who live here?”
Kokila nodded but looked at her turmeric-stained feet.
“Some prostitute’s daughter, this teacher whose sister is an abortion doctor …” Kokila’s mother-in-law waved
her hands as she spoke. “All losers and discards. You want to live with them?”
“Yes,” Kokila said.
“Then you can’t come back later and say ‘Where is my husband,’ okay?” the mother-in-law yelled. “We have
another girl in mind, and we will get our son married to her immediately. So don’t show up and demand your
rights!”
“I won’t,” Kokila said, happiness blossoming inside her. She lifted her head a little and saw Chetana, who
looked sad now and was shaking her head. She’s just upset that now she can’t have Vidura to herself, Kokila
thought gleefully.
“This is your bad influence, Sastri Garu!” The mother-in-law now turned on Ramanandam Sastri. “We knew it
was going to be trouble when you brought her here. We know all about your sister and family; chee-chee. And
this ashram … we should have known something like this would happen.”
*
They left on that note. No one told Kokila she had made a mistake, though she caught several pitying looks
from the others when they thought she wasn’t looking. She later found out that Ramanandam Sastri had given
strict orders to leave Kokila alone and let her be happy with her decision.
At first she was happy: But then her chores continued, the looks grew more pitying, and even worse, Vidura
began to turn away from her. And then, just like that, he stopped talking to everyone.
When Chetana and Kokila told Ramanandam Sastri they were concerned about Vidura’s silence and how much
time he was now spending alone, he assured them it was just a passing phase. But it wasn’t a passing phase.
Kokila tried to talk to Vidura several times and each time he shunned her. And each time it tore at Kokila. It was
not just that he didn’t want to talk to her; it was as if he was angry with her for not having left with her husband.
In addition, he seemed angry with Charvi and Ramanandam Sastri. He wouldn’t say anything but every time
Charvi or his father was nearby he would leave, bitter anger in his eyes.
“He’s just a boy,” Subhadra said. “And he’s turning into a man; it’s the change that makes him behave like
this.”
Kokila wasn’t sure what was going on with Vidura, and every time he walked away from her without a smile
or any form of acknowledgment it was an arrow through Kokila’s young heart.
“Stop crying for him,” Chetana told her when she caught Kokila weeping by the tulasi plant in the courtyard.
“If he doesn’t want to talk to you, why bother?”
Kokila didn’t know how to explain to Chetana that she had stayed in Tella Meda for Vidura. She had stayed
because she loved him.
“You won’t understand,” Kokila said.
“Yes, I will,” Chetana said confidently. “So he and you went for a few walks on the beach at night and he
kissed you? He and I also went on walks and he kissed me too. One day he even touched my breasts. That’s not-”
Anger and betrayal flashed within Kokila.
“You are no better than your mother!” Chetana sighed and instead of fighting with Kokila spoke patiently.
“I saw you and him on the beach one night. I never went with him after that, even when he asked. I love him
too, Kokila. But he was with you and me at the same time without us knowing about it. What kind of a person
does that make him?” Through the red haze of anger Kokila could somehow clearly see what Chetana was telling
her.
“But you let him touch your breasts,” Kokila accused.
“And you let him kiss you,” Chetana countered.
“I love him,” Kokila said, the anger seeping out of her.
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“I love him too,” Chetana said with a sad smile.
“He lied to me,” Kokila said, her heart breaking. What had she done? She had given up her husband to be with
a boy who had no loyalty.
“What did he lie about?” Chetana asked. Kokila tried to remember what it was Vidura had lied about, but there
was nothing to remember.
“I just assumed,” she said weakly. “I thought if I stayed for him … but he told me that I should have gone with
my husband, that I was a bad Hindu wife. Am I a bad Hindu wife?” Chetana snorted.
“You are not a wife any more.”
Even though he had broken Kokila’s heart, she was prepared to forgive Vidura, if only he would speak with her
and not be so remote. But Vidura isolated himself more and more from the people around him.
And three months after Kokila had her first menses, Vidura ran away from Tella Meda without saying anything
to anyone.
Kokila never saw him again.
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Shiva’s entourage had been housed in Ujjain’s Brahmin zone, abutting the central Vishnu temple. After a
comfortable night’s rest, Shiva had just finished breakfast with his family when a Vasudev pandit came over and
then escorted him to the Vishnu temple. Shiva had a meeting with Gopal in the morning.
The simple grandeur of the massive Vishnu temple became even more apparent as Shiva approached it. It was
built on a circular platform, of polished granite stones that were fixed together using metal. Contiguous holes
and channels were drilled into stones and then molten metal poured into them; as the metal solidified, it bound
the stones together in an unbreakable grip. Although expensive, this technique ensured strength as compared to
the stones being bound together by mortar.
There were no carvings on the platform at all, in keeping with its simplicity. In fact, statues and carvings
would have been an unnecessary distraction given the marvel of engineering that the structure itself was. Steps
had been chiseled all along the sides of the circular platform so that visitors could approach the great seventh
Vishnu, Lord Ram, from all directions.
A thousand cylindrical pillars made of granite stood atop the platform, their bases buried deep. Lathe
machines powered by elephants had achieved perfect evenness and uniform solidity in the pillars, which allowed
them to efficiently bear the weight of the conical spire on top.
The massive black-stone spire looked as smooth from up close as from a distance. Each stone block was of
the same dimension, fitted in perfectly and polished smooth. A giant cupola made of black limestone had been
placed on top of the spire.
The Vasudev pandit remained silent as he watched Shiva climb the steps of the temple in wonder.
As he entered the main temple, he noticed that the spire was completely hollow from the inside, giving a
magnificent view of the giant conical ceiling that enveloped a cavernous hail. This temple, unlike the others that
Shiva had seen in India, did not have a separate sanctum sanctorum. The inside of the temple was an open,
communal place of worship.
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The ceiling was ablaze with paintings in bright colours depicting the life of Lord Ram: his birth, his
education, his exile and eventual triumphant return. Large frescoes on a prominent wall were devoted to the
Lord’s life after ascending the throne of Ayodhya; his real enemies, the wars he waged against them, his intense
relationship with his inspirational wife, Lady Sita, and his founding of Meluha.
A giant pillar made of white granite stood in the centre of the hall. It was almost two hundred meters high,
extending all the way to the top of the conical spire. Shiva was aware that granite was amongst the hardest stones
known to man and extremely difficult to carve; hence he was surprised to see the detailed carvings on the pillar.
They were giant images of Lord Ram and Lady Sita. Dressed simply, with no royal ornaments or crowns,
they wore plain hand-spun cotton, the clothes of the poorest of the poor. These were the garments worn by the
divine couple during their fourteen-year exile, most of it in dense jungles.
Even more intriguing was the absence of Lord Lakshman and Lord Hanuman, who were normally included in
all depictions of the seventh Vishnu. Lady Sita held his right hand from below, as if in support.
“Why has the worst phase of their life been chosen for depiction?” asked Shiva. “This was when they had
been banished from Ayodhya, when Lady Sita was later kidnapped by the demonic King Ravan and Lord Ram
fought a fierce battle to rescue her.” The Vasudev pandit smiled.
“Lord Ram had said that even if his entire life was forgotten, this phase, the one that he had spent in exile
along with his wife, his brother and his follower Hanuman, should be remembered by all. For he believed that
this was the period that had made him who he was.”
Gopal stood close to the base of the central pillar. Next to him were two ceremonial chairs, one at the feet of
the statue of Lady Sita and the other at the feet of Lord Ram. A small ritual fire burned between the two chairs.
The presence of the purifying Lord Agni, the God of Fire, signified that no lies could pass between those who sat
on either side. Many Vasudev pandits stood patiently behind Gopal.
Gopal bowed to Shiva and joined his hands in a respectful namaste.
“A Vasudev exists to serve but two purposes. The next Vishnu must arise from amongst us and we must serve
the Mahadev, whenever he should choose to come.”
Shiva bowed low to Gopal in reciprocation.
“Every single one of us present here is honoured,” continued Gopal, “that one of our missions will be
fulfilled within our lifetime. We are yours to command, Lord Neelkanth.”
“You are not my follower, Lord Gopal,” said Shiva. “You are my friend. I have come here to seek your
advice, for I’m unable to come to a decision.”
Gopal smiled and gestured towards the chairs. Shiva and Gopal took their seats as the other Vasudev pandits
sat around them on the floor, in neat rows.
*
Ganesh, Kartik and Brahaspati had set off on a short tour of Ujjain, accompanied by a Vasudev Kshatriya.
Ganesh was deeply interested in the animal enclosures in the outermost zone. Specifically, the elephant stables.
Pulling his horse close to Ganesh’s mount, the Vasudev Kshatriya asked,
“Why are you so interested in the elephants, My Lord?”
“They are important for the impending war. They will play a big role if they are as well trained as I hope.”
The Vasudev smiled and prodded his horse forward, leading the way to the enclosures. He was happy to see
the son of the Neelkanth interested in their war elephants. The Kshatriyas amongst the Vasudevs had revived the
art of training them, much against the advice of the ruling Vasudev pandits.
These magnificent beasts had once formed the dominant corps in Indian armies. However, counter tactics had
been developed in recent times that offset their fearsome power; foremost among them was the use of specific
drums, which disturbed the elephants and made them run amok, resulting in casualties within their own ranks.
Most armies had stopped using them.
But it was undeniable that well-trained elephants could be devastating on a battlefield. Ganesh had heard
about the skillfully trained elephants in the Vasudev army. But their famous reticence made it difficult to believe
whether this was true or in fact just rumors. Kartik leaned close to his brother.
“But dada, we’ve seen their elephants already when we rode them here from the Chambal. They are
exceptionally well-trained and disciplined.”
“Yes they are, Kartik,” answered Ganesh. “But those were female elephants that are not used in war. They are
used for domestic work, like ferrying people or material. It is the male elephants that are required in times of
war.”
“Is that because they’re more aggressive?”
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“Notwithstanding their otherwise calm temperament, elephants can be provoked, even trained, to be more
aggressive. It is difficult to train a female elephant to be more aggressive though, for she will kill only with good
reason, for example when her offspring is threatened. A male elephant, however, can be trained to be belligerent
far more easily.”
“Why is that so?” asked Kartik. “Are they less intelligent in comparison?”
“Well, I have heard that on average, the female of the species is smarter. But it’s a little more complicated.
Elephant herds are matriarchal and it’s usually the oldest female who makes all the decisions in the wild: when
they will move, where they will feed, who remains in the herd and who gets kicked out.”
“Kicked out?”
“Yes, male elephants are made to leave the herd when they reach adolescence. They either learn to fend for
themselves or join nomadic male elephant herds.”
“That’s unfair.”
“Nature is not concerned with fairness, Kartik. It’s only interested in efficiency. The male elephant is not of
much use to the herd. The females are quite capable of defending themselves and taking care of each other’s
calves. The male is only required when a female wants to have a child.”
“So how do they …”
“During the mating season, the female herd accepts a few nomadic male elephants for some time so that the
females can get impregnated. Then the males are abandoned once again.” Kartik shook his head.
“That’s so cold.”
“Well, that is the way it is. The female wild elephants have well-defined social behavior and group dynamics,
enforced by the matriarch. The male elephant, on the other hand, is a nomad with no ties to anyone of his kind.
Since he is usually a loner, he would have to be much more aggressive to survive. Therefore he is more difficult
to break and one needs to catch him young. But once he is broken in, he is much easier to handle and remains
loyal to the mahout, his rider. More importantly, unlike a female elephant, he will kill without sufficient reason,
just because his mahout orders him to do so.”
“My Lords,” said the Vasudev Kshatriya, interrupting the conversation as he pointed forward, “the elephant
stables.”
*
“I guess you already know what I suspect is Evil,” said Shiva, looking at Gopal sitting across the small ritual
fire.
“I wouldn’t be much of a mind-reader if I didn’t,” smiled Gopal. “But I suppose you are more interested in
knowing if I agree.”
“Yes. And if you do, what are your reasons?”
“Well, first things first. Of course we agree with you. Every single Vasudev agrees with you.”
“Why?”
“We are faithful followers of the institution of the Mahadev. We have to agree with you, once you have the
right answer.” Shiva caught on to something.
“Once I have the right answer?”
“Yes. Despite so many challenges, you have arrived at the right answer to the question posed to every
Mahadev: What is Evil?”
“Does that mean you were already aware of the right answer?”
“Of course. What I did not know were the answers to the questions posed to me. The questions for the
institution of the Vishnu are very different. The Mahadev’s key question is: What is Evil? For the Vishnu, there
are two key questions: What is the next great Good? And when does Good become Evil?”
“When?”
“Yes. While a Mahadev is an outsider, a Vishnu has to be an insider. His job is to use a great Good to create a
new way of life and then lead men to that path. The great Good could be anything: a new technology like the
daivi astras or a creation like the Somras; it could even be a philosophy. Most leaders just follow what has been
ordained by a previous Vishnu. But once in a while a Vishnu emerges who uses a great Good to create a new
way of life. Lord Ram used more than one, such as the idea that we can choose our own community rather than
being stuck with the community that we are born into. He also allowed for the widespread use of the Somras so
that not just the elite but everyone could benefit from its powers. But remember, great Good will, more often
than not, lead to great Evil.”
“I understood that from the teachings of Lord Manu. I’d like to hear your reasons for why this is so.”
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“We have a philosophical book in our community that answers this question beautifully. It contains the
teachings of great philosophers who we have revered over the centuries, like Lord Hari and Lord Mohan. It also
contains the teachings of the chiefs of the Vasudev tribe, beginning with our founder, Lord Vasudev. The book is
called the “Song of our Lord”.
“Song of our Lord?”
“Yes. It is called the Bhagavad Gita in old Sanskrit. The Gita has a beautiful line that encapsulates what I
want to convey:
Ati sarvatra varjayet.

“Excess should be avoided; excess of anything is bad. Some of us are attracted to Good. But the universe tries
to maintain balance. So what is good for some may end up being bad for others. Agriculture is good for us
humans as it gives us an assured supply of food, but it is bad for the animals that lose their forest and grazing
land. Oxygen is good for us as it keeps us alive, but for anaerobic creatures that lived billions of years ago, it
was toxic and it destroyed them. Therefore, if the universe is trying to maintain balance, we must aid this by
ensuring that Good is not enjoyed excessively. Or else the universe will re-balance itself by creating Evil to
counteract Good. That is the purpose of Evil: it balances the Good.”
“Why can’t there be a Good that does not create Evil? Why can’t we establish a way of life that does not
imbalance the universe?”
“That is impossible. Our being alive itself creates imbalances. In order to live, we breathe. When we breathe,
we take in oxygen and exhale carbon dioxide. Aren’t we creating an imbalance by doing so? Isn’t carbon dioxide
evil for some? The only way we can stop creating evil is if we stop doing good as well; if we stop living
completely. But if we have been born, then it is our duty to live.
“Let us look at it from the perspective of the universe. The only time the universe was in perfect balance was
at the moment of its creation. And the moment before that was when it had just been destroyed; for that was
when it was in perfect imbalance. Creation and destruction are the two ends of the same moment. And
everything between creation and the next destruction is the journey of life. The universe’s dharma is to be
created, live out its life till its inevitable destruction and then be created once again. We are a downscaled
version of the universe.”
“These are just theories, Panditji.”
“Yes they are. But they explain a lot of things that otherwise seem abstruse.”
“Even if I were to agree with you, how would it work at our level? We are minuscule compared to the
universe.”
“Yes, that is true, but the universe lives within us in a minute model of itself. Good and Evil are a way of life
for every living entity, including us. Our creation and destruction is through Good and Evil; through balance and
imbalance. This is true for animals, plants, planets, stars, everything.
“What makes us humans special is that we can choose how to control Good and Evil. Most creatures are not
given that opportunity. There were giant creatures that lived on Earth many millions of years ago. Climate
change made them extinct. We have good reason to believe that they were not responsible for this but were
victims of the “Evil” which suddenly reared its head.
“Humans, however, have been blessed with intelligence, the greatest gift of the Almighty. This allows us to
make choices. We have the power to consciously choose Good and improve our lives. We also have the ability to
stop Evil before it destroys us completely. Our relationship with nature is different from that of other living
creatures. Others have nature’s will forced upon them. We have the privilege, at times, of forcing our will upon
nature. We can do this by creating and using Good, like we created agriculture.
“What is forgotten, however, is that many times the Good we create leads to the Evil that will destroy us.”
“Is that where the Mahadev comes in?”
“Yes. Good emerges from creative thinkers and scientists like Lord Brahma. But it needs a Vishnu to harness
that Good and lead humanity on the path of progress. Paradoxically, imbalance in society is embedded in this
very progress.
“At other times, a Vishnu arises and intervenes to move society away from the Evil which Good may be
leading it to; he creates an alternative Good. By diluting the potency and hence the toxic effects of the Somras
waste, Brahaspati was attempting just such an intervention. Had he succeeded, we Vasudevs would inevitably
have helped him fulfill that mission. A new way of life based on a benign Somras would have been established.
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Alas, Brahaspati did not succeed and that path is closed. There exists only the path of the Mahadev now; to
confront and then lead people away from the Good that has now become Evil.”
“So a Vishnu can make people move away from a Good that has turned Evil, by offering an alternate Good.
But a Mahadev has to ask people to give up a Good without offering anything in return.”
“Yes. And that is not an easy thing to do. The Somras is still Good for a lot of people. It increases their
lifespan dramatically and enables them to lead youthful, disease-free and productive lives. But it is evil for
society as a whole. We are asking people to sacrifice their selfish interests for the sake of a greater good, while
giving them nothing in return.
“This requires an outsider, a leader, who people will follow blindly. This requires a God who excites fervent
devotion. This requires the Mahadev.”
“So you always knew the Somras was Evil?”
“We always knew it would eventually become Evil. What we didn’t know is when.
“Remember, Good needs to run its course. If we remove a Good too early from society, we are obstructing the
march of civilization. However, if we remove it too late, we risk the complete destruction of society. So in the
battle against Evil, the institution of the Vishnu has to wait for the institution of the Mahadev to decide if the
time has come.
“In our case, a Mahadev emerged and his quest led him to the conclusion that the Somras is Evil. Therefore,
we knew that it was time for Evil to be removed. The Somras had to be taken out of the equation.”
*
Ganesh, Kartik and Brahaspati stood at the entrance to the elephant stables. There were ten circular
enclosures, built of massive stone blocks. Each enclosure could house between eight hundred to one thousand
animals. Five of the enclosures were for the female elephants and their calves. The remaining five were reserved
for the male elephants that were regularly trained for war.
The female elephant enclosures had massive pools of water at their centre, allowing the beasts to submerge,
have a mud bath, and spray themselves with water. The area around the pools was also a social meeting point for
the animals. Piles of nutritious leaves around the central pool catered to the voluminous appetites of the animals.
The female elephants were also taken to the jungle in small herds to feast on fresh vegetation. These outings
also allowed the beasts to rub their skin against trees, which would scale off their dead skin. The resting areas in
the female enclosure did not have partitions and they were allowed to mix freely. They usually grouped into
herds, led by their specific matriarchs.
The enclosures for the male elephants though, were completely different. To begin with, the shelters were
partitioned into separate sections for each elephant. The animal’s individual mahout lived just above the
elephant’s enclosure, spending practically all his time with the beast under his control. This developed an
attachment on the part of the elephant for his mahout.
The beasts were not expected to do any work. They did not rub their skin against rocks and trees to scrub the
dead skin off; instead, the mahouts bathed them daily. They did not walk to a central area for their meals;
instead, freshly-cut plants were supplied to them outside their own specific shelter.
The male-elephants had only one task—train for war.
The central area of the male elephant enclosures had been suitably prepared for that purpose. There was a
pool of water in the central enclosure, just like in the female enclosure. But the pool was much deeper. Here the
elephants were taught to put their inborn swimming skills to better use; they were taught to ram and sink boats.
Around the pool were massive training grounds where the elephants were trained for specific tasks like mowing
down opposing army lines. They were also toughened to survive the heat of battle.
The Vasudevs were aware of the recent wide-spread use of drums with low frequency sounds to trouble
elephants and drive them crazy. To combat this, the Vasudevs had developed an innovative ear plug for them.
Furthermore, the elephants were also subjected to a daily bout of low frequency war drums, to help them get
used to the sounds.
Ganesh, Kartik and Brahaspati were led into one of the male elephant enclosures. The Vasudev led them
directly to one of the animals that he was personally proud of. As he reached the enclosure he called out to the
mahout, instructing him to bring the elephant out of his shelter. The mahout immediately did so, sitting proudly
on top of the beast, just behind its head.
To Ganesh’s surprise, the elephant’s eyes had been covered by its head gear. The Vasudev Kshatriya clarified
that the covers could be removed easily by the mahout from his position. It was used when they wanted the
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elephant to act solely on the mahouts instruction and not based on what it saw. A metallic cylindrical ball was
tied to its trunk with a bronze chain.
The Vasudev then proceeded to set up a round wooden board as a target. It was roughly three times the size of
a human head.
“You may want to step back,” said the Vasudev to the assemblage.
As the visitors stepped back, the Vasudev looked towards the mahout and nodded. The man gently pressed his
feet into the back of the elephant’s ears, in a series of instructions.
The elephant stepped languidly up to the wooden target and shook his head, acknowledging the orders. Then
all of a sudden, with the speed of lightning, it swung its mighty trunk, hitting the wooden board smack in the
centre with the metallic ball, smashing the target to smithereens.
Kartik whistled softly in appreciation. Ganesh looked towards the Vasudev.
“Can we make the target a little more interesting?”
The Vasudev was so confident of his elephant that he immediately agreed. Another wooden target was brought
in, but placed on a board with wheels at the bottom, as Ganesh had instructed. He painted a smaller circle on the
wooden board as a target; it was the size of a human head. In addition, Ganesh asked for the metallic ball tied to
the elephant’s trunk to be painted a bright red; thus they’d know exactly where the ball would hit the target.
The mahout was tasked with ensuring that the elephant struck the smaller circle with his metallic ball, even as
two other soldiers moved the board around with long ropes. The target simulated a man trying to avoid the
elephant’s blow. If the elephant could be used to kill a specific man rather than for mass butchery, then one could
target the leader of an opposing army, rendering it headless.
Everyone stepped back. The mahout kept his eyes pinned to the board as he issued instructions through his
feet, making the elephant move slowly towards the target. The soldiers with the ropes were alternately pulling
and releasing their lines, keeping the target in constant motion.
Suddenly, the mahout dug in deep with his right foot and the elephant swung his mighty trunk. The metallic
ball hit the centre of the wooden board. It was a killer blow.
Ganesh smiled and swore in the name of the legendary Lord of the Animals.
“By the great Pashupatinath himself, what an elephant!”
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“What if I had arrived at a different answer?” asked Shiva.
“Then we would have known that it is not yet time for Evil to have risen,” answered Gopal. “That the Somras
is still a force for Good.”
“Isn’t that rather simplistic? Did you really believe that a random, untested foreigner would arrive at the right
answer to the most important question of this age? Is this the way the system works?”
Gopal smiled.
“In truth, no. The system is very different. If I’m not mistaken, one of the Vasudev pandits has told you about
the Vayuputras. Just like we are the tribe left behind by the previous Vishnu, the Vayuputras are the tribe left
behind by the previous Mahadev, Lord Rudra. The institutions of the Vishnu and the Mahadev work in
partnership with each other. The Vasudevs interact closely with the Vayuputras.
“We defer to them for the question that has been reserved by Lord Manu for them: What is Evil?
“And they defer to us for the question that has been reserved for us: What is the next great Good?
“The Vayuputras control the institution of the Neelkanth. They train possible candidates for the role of the
Neelkanth and if they believe that Evil has risen, they allow the identification of a Neelkanth.”
“Kali did tell me about this. But how do the Vayuputras engineer a man’s throat turning blue at a time of their
choosing?”
“I have heard that they administer some medicine to the candidate as he enters adolescence. The effect of this
medicine remains dormant in his throat for years till it manifests itself on his drinking the Somras at a specific
age. I believe the Somras reacts with the traces of the medicine already present in the man’s throat to make his
neck appear blue.
“All of these activities have to be done at specific time periods in the man’s life if this is to happen the way it
has been conceptualized. For example, if a man drinks the Somras more than fifteen years after adolescence, his
throat will not turn blue even if he had taken the Vayuputra medicine as a child.”
Shiva's eyes opened wide.
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“This is seriously complicated!”
“It’s a means by which the system could be controlled. As you can imagine, it is only the Vayuputras who
could control the process such that a man’s throat would turn blue at the appointed hour. People’s blind faith in
the legend would ensure that they would follow the Neelkanth and Evil would be taken out of the equation.
“I must mention that for some time now we had begun to believe that the Somras was turning evil. But we do
not control the institution of the Neelkanth. The Vayuputras do. And they believed that the Somras was still
Good. Therefore, they refused to release their Neelkanth nominee. Even though we were convinced that it was
time for the Neelkanth to appear, it did not happen.”
“Did you present your case to the Vayuputras?”
“We did. But they did not agree. The only alternative available to us was to try and find a solution by the
Vishnu method, of creating another Good. That is what we were deeply engaged with when an event occurred
that stunned everyone, including the Vayuputras.”
Shiva pointed at himself.
“I suddenly emerged out of nowhere.”
“Yes. Nobody really understood what had happened. We knew you were not a Vayuputra-authorized
candidate. Many Vayuputras in fact believed that you were a fraud who would be exposed soon enough. Some
even wanted you assassinated in the interests of the institution of the Neelkanth. But the leader of the
Vayuputras, the Mithra, prevailed upon them and decreed that you be allowed to live out your karma.”
“Why would the Mithra do that?”
“I don’t know. That is a mystery.
“There was a lot of debate amongst us as well. Some of us believed that your emergence proved us right and
we should use you to take the Somras out of the equation. There were others who thought that you were an
unknown entity who could use the Neelkanth legend to create chaos; therefore we should have nothing to do
with you. But there were also those amongst us who believed it is not our job to determine the fate of Evil. That
is the sole preserve of the Neelkanth. Still others debated against us that you were after all, with due apologies, a
mere barbarian, and chances were you’d arrive at an incorrect conclusion as to what constituted Evil.
“But the view that finally prevailed was that if the Parmatma has chosen to make you the Neelkanth, he will
also lead you to the right answer. And we should, with all humility, accept that.”
“And I arrived at the Somras.”
“Doesn’t it make the decision obvious then? You were not marked for this task. Yet somehow, you were given
the Vayuputra medicine at the right age. Furthermore, you also arrived in Meluha at the appropriate time and
were administered the Somras that made your throat turn blue. You were not trained for the role of a Neelkanth.
Nobody gave you the answer to the key question. We consciously refused to say anything that would create a
bias in your mind. We were very careful in our communications with you regarding your task.
“And yet, you arrived at the right answer.
“Isn’t this ample proof that you have been chosen by the Parmatma, and that you are, truly, the Mahadev?
Doesn’t it make my decision easy then; that in following you, we are following the Parmatma Himself?”
Shiva leaned back on his chair, rubbing his forehead. His brow felt uncomfortable.
*
On returning from their short tour of Ujjain, Brahaspati, Ganesh and Kartik joined Sari, Nandi and Parshuram
at the guesthouse.
“How is the city, Brahaspatijt?” asked Sari.
“Beautiful and well-organized,” answered Brahaspati. “This city is a better rendition of Lord Ram’s
principles than even Meluha and Panchavati.”
Sari turned to Ganesh and Kartik.
“My sons, did you like the city?”
Ganesh’s tactical mind reflected in his opinion.
“Though Ujjain is nice, what fascinated me were the elephant stables. We watched the mahouts tend to these
beasts of war, each one of the five thousand of them equivalent to a thousand foot soldiers. I dare say our
strength has increased manifold, given that the Vasudevs follow the Neelkanth. With these elephants on our side,
we are not as precariously placed as we were earlier.”
“Precariously placed?” asked Parshuram. “Lord Ganesh, forgive me for disagreeing with you. But how can
you say that? We have the Neelkanth with us. That means a vast majority of Indians will be with us. I would say
that the odds overwhelmingly favor us.”
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“Parshuram, I have always admired your bravery and your utter devotion to the Neelkanth. But hope alone
does not win battles. Only an honest evaluation of one’s weaknesses, followed by their mitigation, can win the
day.”
“What weaknesses can we have? We are led by the Neelkanth. The people will follow him.”
“The people will follow the Neelkanth, but their kings won’t. And remember, the people do not control the
army, kings do. Emperor Daksha is already against us. So is Emperor Dilipa. Together they have the
technological wizardry of Meluha and the sheer numbers of Swadweep. That makes a very strong army.”
“But dada,” argued Kartik, “even the most capable army is of little use if it is led by incapable leaders. Do
you see any good generals on their side? I see none.”
Ganesh shook his head and looked at Brahaspati and Nandi before turning back to Kartik.
“They have the best. They have Lord Parvateshwar.” Sad burst in angrily:
“Ganesh, I have warned you to desist from insulting Pitratulya.”
“I know he is like a father to you, maa,” said Ganesh politely. “But the truth is Lord Parvateshwar will fight
for Meluha.”
“No, he will not. Your father trusts him completely. How can you believe he will escape and join those who
tried to kill the Neelkanth?”
“Maa, Parvateshwarji has too much honor to escape. He will leave openly, once he has revealed his intentions
to baba. And trust me, baba will let him go. He will not even try to stop him. For they are both honorable men
who’d rather bring harm upon themselves than forsake their honor.”
“Indeed, he’s an honorable man, Ganesh. Will that sense of duty not bind him to the path of the Neelkanth?”
“No. Parvateshwarji is with baba because he is inspired by him, not because he is honor-bound to follow him.
He is supremely committed to one value alone, as in fact all Meluhans are: the protection of Meluha. You can
ask any of the Meluhans here.”
Nandi’s eyes flashed with anger as the normally affable man stared at Shiva’s son, his eyes unblinking.
“Lord Ganesh, I have already made my choice. I live for the Neelkanth. And I will die for the Neelkanth. If
that means I have to oppose my country, so be it. I will face my karma for having betrayed my country. But I
will not have you questioning my loyalty again.”
Ganesh immediately reached out to Nandi.
“I was not questioning your loyalty, brave Nandi. I was wondering how you think General Parvateshwar will
react.”
“I don’t know what the General thinks. I only know what I think,” Nandi bristled.
“Well, I know how Parvateshwar thinks,” said Brahaspati. “I realize this will hurt you Sari, but Ganesh is
right. Parvateshwar will not abandon Meluha. In fact, he will battle those who seek to hurt Meluha. And if Shiva,
as I hope, decides that the Somras is Evil, then Meluha will be our primary enemy. The battle lines are drawn,
my child.’
Wordlessly, Sari looked out of the window at the Vishnu temple and sighed.
*
Shiva rubbed his throbbing brow as he pondered over the mysteries of his childhood. Gopal bent forward.
“What is it, great Neelkanth?”
“It is not the hand of fate, Panditji,” said Shiva. “Neither is it the grand plan of the Parmatma that I emerged
as the Neelkanth. I suspect it was my uncle’s doing. Though how he did all this is a mystery to me.”
“What do you mean?”
“I remember being administered some medicine in my childhood by my uncle. I used to suffer severe burning
between my brows from when I was very young. My uncle’s medicine helped me calm the burning sensation.
The throbbing persists to this day but it is not as bad as it used to be. I still recall his words as he readied the
medicine:
“We will always remain faithful to your command, Lord Rudra, this is the blood oath of a Vayuputra.”
Then he’d pricked his index finger and let the blood drop into the potion. It was this mix that he gave to me,
and bade me rub it into the back of my throat.”
Gopal’s eyes had been pinned on Shiva, fascinated. He briefly looked at the Vasudev pandit from the
Ayodhya temple, who was sitting in the first row. The Ayodhya Vasudev spoke up.
“Great Neelkanth, what was the name of your uncle?”
“Manobhu,” said Shiva. The stunned Ayodhya Vasudev turned to Gopal.
“In the great name of Lord Ram!”
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“What is it?” asked a surprised Shiva.
“Lord Manobhu was your uncle?” asked Gopal.
“Lord Manobhu?”
“He was a Vayuputra Lord, one of the Amartya Shpand, a member of the council of six wise men and women
who rule the Vayuputras under the leadership of the Mithra.”
“He was a Vayuputra Lord?!!”
“Yes, he was. Many years ago, when we were still trying to convince the Vayuputras about the Somras having
turned evil, he was the only one amongst the Amartya Shpand who had agreed with us. Unfortunately, he got no
support from the others in the council. The Mithra had also overruled Lord Manobhu.”
“What happened thereafter?”
“I remember that conversation as if it happened yesterday,” said Gopal. “Lord Manobhu and I had spoken for
hours about the Somras. It was obvious that we would not be able to convince the council. He had promised that
he would ensure a Neelkanth arose. When I asked him how he would do it, he had said that Lord Rudra would
help him. He made me promise that when the Neelkanth did rise, the Vasudevs and I would support him
wholeheartedly. I had assured him that this was our duty in any case.”
“And then what happened?”
“Lord Manobhu disappeared. Nobody knew what happened to him. Some believed that he had gone back to
his homeland of Tibet since he had been isolated in the Vayuputra council. Some thought he had been killed. I
tended to believe the latter for only death could have stopped a man like him from fulfilling his promise.
“But he did not fail. He created you. Where is he now? How did he contrive to get you invited to Meluha and
receive the Somras?”
“He didn’t. He died many years ago, at a peace conference, in a cowardly ambush mounted on him by the
Pakratis, our local enemies in Tibet.”
“Then how were you invited into Meluha within that specific period? As I’ve told you, your throat could turn
blue only if you drank the Somras within fifteen years of entering adolescence.”
“I don’t know,” answered Shiva. “Nandi just happened to come to Mansarovar at that time, asking for
immigrants.”
Gopal looked up at the central pillar of the temple, towards the idols of Lord Ram and Lady Sita.
“It is obvious then. It was the will of the Almighty that events unfolded the way they did.”
Shiva looked at Gopal, his eyes revealing his skepticism that his life was somehow all part of a divine plan.
Gopal tactfully changed the topic.
“My friend, you said that your brow has throbbed from a very young age. Did it happen after a specific
incident? Did your uncle give you something which started the burning sensation?” Shiva frowned.
“No, I’ve had it for as long as I can remember. I think from when I was born. Whenever I’d get upset, my
brow would start throbbing.”
“Would this happen when your heart rate went up dramatically?” Shiva thought about it for a second.
“Yes. Whenever I am angry or upset, my heart does beat dramatically. Or when I think of Sari, but that is a
happy heartbeat.” Gopal smiled.
“Which means your third eye has been active from the time of your birth, and that is very rare. It convinces
me that you are the one chosen by the Parmatmal.”
“Third eye?”
“It is the region between one’s brows. It is believed that there are seven chakras or vortices within the human
body which allow the reception and transmission of energy. The sixth chakra is called the ajna chakra, the
vortex of the third eye. These chakras are activated by yogis after years of practice. Of course, they can also be
activated by medicines. The Vayuputras use medicines to activate the third eye of those amongst their young
who are potential candidates. But in all my one hundred and forty years, I have yet to hear of a child born with
his third eye active.”
“So what is so special about that? It just causes me trouble. It burns dreadfully.” Gopal smiled.
“That is just a small side-effect. I believe that your active third eye could be one of the reasons why your
uncle thought you may have been the chosen one. For it set your body up to easily accept the Vayuputra
medicine.”
“How so?”
“The Parihan system of medicine believes that the pineal gland, which exists deep within our brain, is the
third eye. It is a peculiar gland. The cortical brain is divided into two equal hemispheres within which most
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components exist in pairs. The singular pineal gland, however, is present between the two hemispheres. It is a
little like an eye and is impacted by light; darkness activates it and light inhibits it. A hyperactive pineal gland is
regenerative. This is probably what made your body such that the Somras did not only lengthen your life but also
repaired your injuries. Furthermore, the pineal gland is not covered by the blood barrier system.”
“Blood barrier system?”
“Yes. One’s blood flows freely throughout the body. But there is a barrier when it approaches the brain.
Perhaps this is so as to prevent germs and infections from affecting the brain, the seat of one’s soul. However,
the pineal gland, despite being lodged between the two hemispheres, is not covered by the blood barrier system.
It is obvious why your third eye throbs when you are upset; this is the result of blood gushing through your
hyperactive pineal gland.”
Shiva nodded slowly.
“Does this happen to others?”
“Yes, it does. But only amongst those who practice decades of yoga to train their third eye. Or it is active
amongst those who are given medicines to stimulate it. What is unnatural about your case is that you were born
with an active third eye. This is unheard of.” Shiva shifted uneasily in his chair.
“So a congenital event just set me up for this role? My uncle could have got it all wrong. I could still be an
erroneous choice and maybe I will not achieve the purpose set out for me.”
“But I am sure your uncle did not give you the medicine merely because of your active third eye. He would
have judged your character and found you worthy. He must have trained you for this.”
“I was trained by him, no doubt. He taught me ethics, warfare, psychology, arts. But he did not say anything
to me about my purported task.”
“You must concede he did an excellent job, though. For you have done well as the Neelkanth.”
“Just luck,” said Shiva wryly.
“Great Neelkanth, a non-believer will credit luck for one’s achievements. But a believer in the Parmatma, like
me, will know that the Neelkanth has achieved all that he has because the Parmatma willed it. And that means
that the Neelkanth will complete his journey and eventually succeed in taking Evil out of the equation.” Shiva
smiled.
“Sometimes, faith can lean towards over-simplicity?” Gopal smiled in return.
“Maybe simplicity is what this world needs right now.”
Shiva laughed softly and looked at the audience of Vasudev pandits, listening to the two of them with rapt
attention.
“Well, many of my doubts have been cleared. The Somras is the greatest Good and will therefore, one day,
certainly emerge as the greatest Evil. But how do we know that the moment has arrived? How can we be sure?”
One of the Vasudev pandits answered.
“We can never be completely sure, great Neelkanth. But if you allow me to express an opinion, we have had a
Good which has had a glorious journey for thousands of years and humanity has grown tremendously with its
munificence. However, we also know that it is close to becoming Evil now. It is possible that the Somras is taken
out of the equation a trifle early, and the world will lose out on a few hundred years of additional good that it
could do. But that pales in comparison to the enormous contribution it has already made for thousands of years.
“On the other hand, there is the risk that the Somras is getting closer to Evil and is likely to lead to chaos and
destruction. It is already causing it in substantial measure; I’m not merely referring to the plague of Branga or
the deformities of the Nagas. It is believed that the Somras is also responsible for the drastic fall in the birth rate
of the Meluhans.”
“Really?”
“Yes,” answered Gopal. “Perhaps in refusing to embrace death, they pay the price of not seeing their own
genes propagate.”
Shiva acknowledged that he’d understood with a gentle nod. The massive images of Lord Ram and Lady Sita
that formed the carved central pillar seemed to smile at him. Accepting their blessings, his eyes were drawn
farther, towards a grand painting depicting Lord Ram at the feet of Lord Rudra in the backdrop of holy
Rameshwaram. Shiva smiled at the giant circle of life. He joined his hands together in a respectful namaste,
closed his eyes and prayed:
Jai Maa Sita. Jai Shri Ram.
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Shiva was resolute as he opened his eyes and beheld Gopal.
“I have made my decision. We will strive to avoid war and needless bloodshed. But should our efforts prove
futile, we shall fight to the last man. We will end the reign of the Somras.”
1975
84.38 The Door\fn{by Darshana Dave (c.1975?- )} Maharashtra State?, India (F) 2
“You silly child, you’re going to die like this one day. It’s four days since, isn’t your stomach paining? Can’t
you see everyone else goes there quite happily, only you, you are special, you shy, bashful girl!”
Savali forced herself to stand up as her mother blabbered on like this. But still, going across the khaadi gives
her the shivers. Just two days ago thunder had rolled and rain lashed. Slippery slushy roads, dirty water gutters,
one had to jump across them, all the way till the bushes in the distant groves. There too, across the soggy grass,
completely flattened under who knows how many feet, to find one decent spot to squat is not easy. A frog jumps
out, an earthworm wriggles on to your foot, you scream, your heart in your mouth, scared eyes darting around,
you quickly finish what you have to do. Don’t know how Savanti or Devu don’t find anything wrong with it—
wherever they like, they squat. No need to go so far trudging through the slush, who has the time to look at you,
they say, giggling away. Everyone is doing their own business, who is going to look at whom? Absolutely
shameless she is, this Savanti.
When it is still dark and not yet light in the early morning, many shadows are seen slinking along the zigzag
paths in and around the creek. The whole scene appears very mysterious but really, there’s nothing to it. The
inhabitants who live near the khaadi have been using the surrounding open spaces, the rocky mounds and ditches
for this only. No one feels anything about it. Only Savali is a darpoke, she dreads the open fields.
Savali’s mother says, “Take her along.” But Savali is, baapre, so fussy. Not here, not there, she says and keeps
walking till she finds a secluded corner. Aaliyo Savali, why walk so far? There are all kinds of insects—they
might crawl up your leg! Savali would stop. She would squat behind a thicket, but if she heard the faintest sound
of footsteps, she would get up at once. The vast open sky hanging over her head and the holes in the ground that
looked like caves scared her.
She would panic. And every time it happened, she would remember her childhood when she was in the village.
Savali’s father would make her and her little brother Budhiya sleep on a cot outside their hut. She would wake up
with a start suddenly in the night and find her father missing and the door of the hut closed. Far away, jackals
howled, dry leaves rustled as they floated down from the topmost branch of the tree, something slithered into the
bushes nearby and frightened Savali. The darkness would swallow her, she felt and even in the wintry night, she
would break into a sweat. One night she had been so terrified that she ran to the hut and banged loudly on the
door. Her father came out and finding nothing the matter, gave her a slap. Not very hard though, because he was
still half-asleep. But after that, Savali was scared to even wake her father or mother. So in the dark night she
would lie on the cot, wide awake, all alone, and very nervous. Budhiya was so young; he slept soundly, unaware
of anything.
Here, in the city, everything was different. The slum was teeming with people, night and day. Amid the
bustling crowds, everyone went out in the open, with a tumbler of water—it was a common sight. Nani kaki once
took Savali to the public toilet. There was a queue outside, but there was one very good thing—the door could be
closed. It was only when she went inside did she realize that the door was a door in name only. The latch was
broken. Repeatedly, she had told Nani kaki and Panni to see that no one opened the door, but both of them were so
busy gossiping that they forgot she was inside and a huge big man with a mustache pushed open the door. Savali
just froze inside, overcome with shame and fear. When she stood up her legs were shaking. The rogue was
standing outside, laughing. Savali thought he even winked at her. Whenever Savali saw him after that, she would
turn away, embarrassed.
Once, on Aatham night, a film was shown in Dayajinagar. Half of it Savali missed because she fell asleep but
she remembered clearly the pink tiled bathroom and the heroine like a fairy covered with soap bubbles. Savanti
said that bathrooms in the bungalows were like this only. That’s why she must be working in a bungalow, thought
Savali. Here, in the slum, they had four bamboos covered with a tattered sacking-cloth. You couldn’t take off your
clothes and pour water over your body. There was a constant fear that someone would peep in if they were not
already watching. Behind was the factory road, cycles, scooters would go up and down, idle youth loitered
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around, whistling, like loafers. So even while you were inside, it was as if you were naked and bathing in front of
all those people.
Savanti and Mumtaz had started menstruating five to six months ago and they said that during such days, it
was such a big problem to go outside. One had to control nature’s calls, they said. Both of them worked in the
bungalow so they often used the toilets there. Panni told Savali that it would happen to her also. Savali was
shocked. That meant filth every month. And after that, who knows how much more mother will scold. Already she
said,
“The fair lady wants soap everyday. Right now she is not bringing a single paisa into the house, yet she makes
such a fuss. And the way she uses the soap, within a week, it becomes a thin, thin strip.”
*
One day a big fair was held in the open ground near the khaadi. The slum dwellers thronged the place in large
numbers. Since a couple of days, Panni and Savanti were persuading Savali to go with them but her mother was
reluctant to let her go. She thought that Savali might spend the hard earned five rupees so it was better not to go ...
Savanti had her own money so she had to ask no one. Eventually, Savali’s mother agreed somehow, so Savali
combed her hair tightly, applied layers of powder and holding Savanti’s hand tight they mingled with the crowd.
Mother had told her at least ten times that they should not let go of each other’s hands, or else they would get lost
in the crowd. And searching for each other would take the whole night. Don’t wait till it becomes dark, don’t stay
around the same place for a long time, she had warned. The bangles and bindis stall had long queues and everyone
was clamoring for them.
All of a sudden there was a stampede and with all the shrieking and confusion, no one knew what had
happened. Savali got separated from Savanti. She screamed, shouted out her name, but in the noise she was not
heard. As she stood there, alone, almost ready to cry, a kind-looking woman grabbed her hand. She took her out of
the ground carefully, and made her sit down. She asked her who she was and where she lived.
“Dayajinagar? Come, I will take you there. Don’t be afraid,” she told Savali.
Wiping her eyes on her sleeves, Savali started walking with the woman.
“Let us take a rickshaw,” the woman said and as they got in, she said, “first we’ll just tell them at my place,
then I’ll take you to your house. You are not in a hurry, are you?”
She shook her head. The rickshaw went through some narrow galis and brightly lit, colorful shops and strange
looking houses. Several doors were shut but many were open. Everything was strange, but she was not afraid.
Must be because the woman was very kind.
The rickshaw stopped at a corner in front of a big building with a big porch, and intimidating doors. There was
a courtyard in the center and rooms all round it. A few windows opened and some faces peeped out from them.
Wondering how many people must be living in this very big place, Savali stood there.
Sounds of singing and suppressed laughter were coming from somewhere, but nothing was visible. The doors
of the rooms were shut tight and those that were open, had full length curtains with red and pink flowers, but
nothing could be seen inside.
“I will just come, then we will go to leave you at your house.”
With that, the woman disappeared.
Savanti must be searching for her. Everyone must have already reached home by now and mother must be
yelling, “See, I told you not to take her, now where will we find her in the huge crowds, such a frail child, must
have been trampled upon by now …”
All of a sudden, Savali got a cramp in her stomach. She was a little hungry and thirsty and now, this convulsion
in the stomach. Of course, she would get a cramp now, today it was the third day she had avoided going … She
would ask to be shown to the toilet once the woman came out. This big house must have everything, naturally …
Once it was finished, it would not bother her tomorrow.
The churning in her stomach became worse. She was confused and afraid, too. The kind woman would come
out and she would ask her immediately where the toilet was. No one would mind such a request, surely. So she
asked the woman.
“Yes, yes. Arre Munni, just show her …”
On one side of the courtyard were two huge bathrooms, one with nice soft pink and the other with blue tiles.
She immediately remembered the bathroom she had seen in the film. Absolutely clean, doors that could be closed
properly, and proper concrete walls. And all these people would be using them everyday!
She kept looking at the door and the latch with absolute wonder in her eyes. When the door closes, then
everything remains outside. We don’t even get scared inside, no one can open it, on one can peep inside, no
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problems at all …
“Go inside …” the girl said to Savali.
Overcome with sheer joy, Savali was almost lifted off the ground. As if in a dream, she stepped inside. And the
door closed behind her, really tightly.
1976
70.75 The Summons From God\fn{by Sithara S (1976- )} Kannur?, Kannur District, Kerala State, India (F) 1
My parents’ house had the scent of frankincense. There was a thick growth of dark green elephant ears, plantains and rubber saplings all around. Inside, my ammachi\fn{Mother.} hurried about with some chore or the other.
Appachan\fn{Father.} would either be out in the farm tending the plants or inside tallying the accounts of his
grocery. Out in the stable, cows nodded their head to the smell of fried meat and dried fish from the kitchen. Upstairs, in my room in the afternoons, I lay asleep in the adolescent dreams of budding vines and blooming
pomegranates as in the Old Testament. Then, I was called Shirley.
I hadn’t been there since I got converted. It was a year now. My husband Hari’s mother was unlike ammachi.
She didn’t run around the house doing something, she didn’t fry meat with coconut pieces, she didn’t hum songs
in the kitchen nor called out “Shirley mole” in a musical tone. She called me Sita. In this last one year, she bought
me many silk saris, bindis and small boxes to keep sindoor. She asked me to clean up the puja room and light the
lamp at dusk. She also taught me some prayers to be offered at that time.

† Venkateswara, Presiding Deity of Vishnu, Rescurer of Earth and Destroyer of the Demon Hiranyaksha †
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Sometimes in the stillness of the puja room, the lamp got blown off. The multi-colored pictures of the deities,
the camphor stand, the incense sticks and the matchboxes, all rocked in a silent dance. Karthave, Oh, my lord! I
would let out a wail when the phlegm of fear clogged my heart.
After conversion, I thought of God with guilt. Yet, His thoughts made my mind cool and tender as if caressed
by the gentle breeze from big trees. But then, the colorful faces in the puja room would appear with all the
intensity of the freshly revealed idol inside a sanctum sanctorum, plunging me into some mysterious gloom.
Sitting at The Soil Research Center office canteen, over a cup of tea, I told all this to my colleague
Mohammed. Our office was away from the city on the slope of a hill. Inside the huge boundary wall the long rows
of lackluster buildings lay hidden among trees. A black, gleaming, tarred road trailed its way in the middle. Its
black tributaries flowed in other directions. One such path led to this old canteen with tiled roof. Many of the
employ-ees, including Mohammed and me, had our lunch and tea here. Each time we walked down this black
path, sunlight stroked us wildly, sometimes wearily.
Mohammed tried to pacify me.
“You have been brought up in a certain set of beliefs. Now that they have changed, it is only natural that you
have some problems.”
He had told me something of this sort. a year ago.
That day, Hari was with us in this canteen. He was explaining that his mother would agree to our marriage only
if I got converted. Or else the unmarried girls in his family would suffer, he said. The faith of our yet-to-be born
children too hung in a balance.
I didn’t protest. We were in love for five years. It felt so simple to me, like a funny game for the sake of others
that would in no way harm my soul, heart or life.
Sipping a mouthful of hot tea, I coughed with force. It was some days since I began coughing. Even as a kid I
had asthma. Skeins of sputum blocked my windpipe emptying the air out of my chest. All through the night I
would cough thirsting for some oxygen. Ammachi would get up from her sleep to make me black coffee with
pepper, dried ginger and small onions. Then appachan and ammachi would take me to the prayer room. I used to
whimper the prayers of faith heeling along with them. After some time, the kind eyes of Jesus would extend like a
tube and suck out all the sputum from my chest.
After our marriage Hari took me to several doctors. But none of them had those eyes filled with kindness. At
night I lay breathless beside a sleeping Hari. The prayers for the ill choked in my throat like the oxygen that
dodged me.
“Shirley … Sita, are you all right?” Mohammed asked. He looked sorry for calling me Shirley. He was
wondering whether he had offended me. I had seen this worry in many of my friends’ faces. But even after a year,
I wasn’t fully aware that I was now Sita. I startled still when I heard someone call me Sita. My mind then, scared
of the loss, chanted Shirley … Shirley.
I coughed again. Traces of sindoor fell on my hand. Hari’s mother never let me step out without sindoor on my
forehead. Even if I were home and had forgotten to put it on, a stern reprimand filled her eyes. Once she turned
emotional, explaining that the blood-colored sindoor was the symbol of strength and prosperity and that a Hindu
woman ought to be proud sporting it. That reminded me of a woman who as a penalty for her wanton ways was
forced to walk the streets with a scarlet letter on her forehead. Still I had to bear this burden on my head.
Our tea was over for some time now.
“Let’s take a walk instead of going back to the office now,” Mohammed said.
We took the wicket gate by the side of the canteen and walked slowly towards the hilltop in the soft sun. The
trees all round stood still. There were tufts of green grass along the path. On the sides, beyond the hedges we saw
tiled chimneys rising from the houses. At the hilltop we sat under a big tree. The climb had worsened my cough,
leaving me breathlessness; The power of the phlegm that cloaked my chest like fungus shook my body violently. I
became aware of a frightening vacuum filling the airless tubes and chambers of my throat and chest. My eyes
overflowed. I muttered with closed eyes and a fluttering throat:
“There’s no misery in this path where Jesus reigns. You will find no injustice in His trail. Watch over me,
giving me strength, oh! Jesus.”
It was sunset. Appachan had returned from the grocery shop.
“Shirley mole, get up, its time for prayer,” Ammachi was calling out. They knelt down in their small chapel
before lit candles. Lizy chechi\fn{Elder sister Elizabeth.} who had joined the convent and become a nun had also
come. Lizy chechi led the prayer in a voice that could melt even the stonehearted. Ammachi and appachan were
repeating after her in soft and harsh voices. The scent of frankincense filled the room. The candle flames were
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reflected on the picture of Jesus that hung before them. On His smiling face was the graceful tranquil glow of
love.
When I opened my eyes, I saw Mohammed’s face filled with compassion.
“Don’t worry, Sita,” he said in a soft voice.
“No, not Sita, Shirley.” I smiled at him. His hands slipped into mine. His lips touched lightly on the hollow of
my gasping throat. His eyes closed coupling with my dried out eyes. His meandering tongue erased the bindi from
my throbbing forehead. The red powder at the parting of my hair was on his lips. He moved my gold chain and
the mangalsutra to one side and gently caressed my chest inflamed with the innumerable strands of sputum. I lay
exhausted in his arms waiting for the breath of life.
All around us were the huge trees touching the skies, nurtured by the magic of earth. Trees that broke into buds
at a touch of dampness, whose leaves gleamed like metal tablets and branches murmuring something. Suddenly
they blew a breeze. Fresh, green oxygen, cool and pristine, like the stream that flowed down from the mountain
crest; I saw it drifting like tiny pieces of glass. Hungrily, I drew it in and its touch melted the warm clots of
phlegm away. My heart leapt up with verve and the nostrils throbbed in a pleasurable numbness. My body turned,
into a pulsating dance hall.
After a while when we walked down the hill I told Mohammed that he should speak to the office
superintendent and get me a week’s leave. I wanted to go home with Hari. Then I took his mobile phone and
called up Hari at home. I told him that I was going to reconvert to become Shirley again, and that he should come
with me to visit my parents the next day. I switched off the phone without waiting for his reply.
When we went down the narrow path along the hill slope, Mohammed stopped to show me something. Beyond
the bushes was a crater that looked as if the earth had split into two. It must have happened in some landslide.
Holding tightly on Mohammed’s hand I peered into it. A narrow tunnel to earth’s womb! My heart turned bitter
with certain ancient memories. I coughed up the remaining clot of phlegm from my chest and spewed it into that
slit.
1978
62.80 Sooty Kitchen Rag\fn{by Kuppili Padma (1978- )} Andrha Pradesh State, India (F) 2
I cannot find a rag even after searching the cupboard through and through for ten minutes.
It is really hard working in a kitchen without a rag. It’s been four or five days since the old one was shredded
to bits and became unusable. I did want to find another but out of sheer apathy didn’t bother and the search for a
new one began only when I burnt my hand straining water from cooked rice with the old rag. Finally, I open a
bundle of old clothes. Some strong, some faded, some short, some tight—meant to be given to the steel saman
seller.
After searching a little more I find the right one. Not faded, but frayed around the neck. Amma’s blouse. The
one she forgot when she was here last. I take the blouse into the kitchen and start working comfortably. Looking
at the blouse, Amma comes to mind. With which sari would this blouse have matched?
The sound of the doorbell. I open the door. Janaki! She lives in the same colony; they are from Machilipatnam
Her husband works in the Irrigation Department. Two daughters. One son. Janaki finds it so difficult to manage
housework and kitchen work that she rarely visits anyone unnecessarily. After the usual exchange of pleasantries
Janaki asks:
“Could you please teach me English every day?”
Could you teach me how to make a wire bag? How to knit a sweater? How to make mango squash? I have
come across people in my colony asking only such questions, so Janaki’s request seems odd.
“I’ll teach you. But how will you find the time for it?” I ask.
“I may have to give up cooking once a day at least. But I can’t give up learning English,” Janaki replies.
I am intrigued.
“My children just don’t respect me. They don’t pay attention to anything I say. They only turn to their father.
He has neither the patience nor the time to answer them. As for me, I don’t have the education to clear their
doubts. That’s why I’m thinking of doing my B.A. I have to take interest in my younger daughter’s and son’s
education, at least. That the children who clung to our saris till yesterday ignore us today because we don’t know
anything really hurts,” Janaki says.
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A week ago my daughter returned from the summer computer class. When I asked, What did they teach you?
she replied, You don’t know anything about computers, do you? and looked out anxiously for her father. As soon
as her father returned she began chattering to him like a parrot.
Should I now learn computers, like Janaki, who wants to learn English? Should I?
“Okay, I’ll teach you,” I say.
Even when I go into the kitchen and start working after Janaki leaves, her words keep coming back.
Amma! Should the mother who stakes her life to give birth need these qualifications to be respected? Not that
she needs them, but isn’t it very normal for growing kids to ignore their mother? I remember well …
Mothers today hold degrees and so have a little or a lot of economic independence, but in my mother’s
generation, those possessing degrees were very few. Unlike the mothers of today, mothers then were at a loss
when it came to making their children sit with them and do their homework. Patient fathers or tuition masters or
others at home like father’s brothers or mother’s brothers, who were educated, would make them do their homework and clear their doubts.
Once when I stood first in school, they gave me a cup as a prize. When I came home after the function, Amma,
who was standing by the door waiting for me, asked excitedly, What did they give you? Without paying her
attention I pushed past to show the cup to my father who was lying down somewhere inside the house reading the
paper.
I didn’t know then that such a thing would be disrespectful to my mother or that it would hurt her.
Getting up from a deep sleep in the middle of the night to soothe a child who has woken up after wetting the
bed, then picking up the child and walking it up and down till it is lulled back to sleep, carrying the child all over
the place trying to feed it, wiping its runny nose, looking after the child night and day when it has a fever—all
these are the duties of a mother.
The many mothers who serve regardless of what happens to their own bodies! Can I really count them?
When my elder daughter was a baby I had forgotten the luxury of washing my hair. No sooner would I step
into the bathroom after putting the child to sleep and sighing, At last!, than I would hear a loud cry, as if somebody had woken her up and beaten her. No question of a bath now! By the time I had hurriedly poured a couple of
mugs over myself, wrapped a sari around my wet body and picked up the crying child in my arms, carrying her
up and down to quieten her, I would forget even to plait my hair.
Before she had a child, the teacher next door would wear starched Venkatagiri saris with all the pleats in place,
dainty as a doll. Now, what with looking after the child, the kitchen work, eating hurriedly after serving her
husband, packing her husband’s lunchbox, feeding the child, packing its things in a bag, not bothering whether her
blouse matches her sari, keeping the slippery nylex sari in place with pins, dropping the child at the crèche,
signing the register hurriedly—her day is taken up with all this.
“Even if I wanted to wear starched cotton saris when I went out or attended a function, would it be possible?
Don’t I have to carry these children? Cottons crush in a minute. I dislike nylex saris but have to wear them,” she
often moans.
Why don’t fathers carry children? Some time ago I attended a meeting on Women’s Rights. The wife of the one
who enthusiastically wrote essays on women, the wife of the one who kept giving lectures, the wife of a clerk—
not just one, but every mother was carrying babies.
Man thinks that a mother alone must do all the work. Even children think so. Only the naïve mother does not
question why she should do it. What if I tell amma now that I didn’t mean to ignore her? What will she say?
She will laugh affectionately.
The doorbell rings. I open the door. Aruna from the house opposite.
“It’s almost three. Because you didn’t come, I came instead,” she says.
Three already! Every day the two of us go together to pick up my younger daughter and her son from school,
Today, preoccupied with my thoughts, I had forgotten all about it.
“Coming, I’m coming,” I say as I push my feet into my slippers, lock up and leave dressed as I am. Now I
don’t bother whether my sari is nice, my hair combed, my face powdered, but would I have ever gone out in this
state during my college days? I would look at my face not once, but ten times before I left.
I used to feel irritated with my mother who went around oblivious of her crushed sari or her disheveled hair.
How often does my elder daughter get annoyed with the way I look now!
Walking briskly and seeing Aruna lag behind I turn around and ask:
“Why are you walking so slowly?”
“I’ve sprained my leg.”
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“When? How? Did you apply anything?”
“I fell off the cycle, and hurt myself,” she says showing me her elbow.
“Cycle?” I ask confused.
“Yes. I am thinking of admitting my children in St. Ann’s next year. It’s very far, you know: A rickshaw twice a
day would be very expensive. Not only that, the elder one’s learning music. It’s difficult every day to attend the
class and return home. If I buy a small vehicle I can drop the children at school. I can take the girl to her music
class. I don’t know how to cycle. If you know how to cycle, I believe it’s easy to balance the vehicle. That’s why I
go to the grounds early in the morning to learn cycling. This morning I fell down.”
We reach the school while Aruna is still talking. We pick up the kids and return.
Right from the time he returns from school till the evening, my elder boy’s face is dull. To “Babu, why are you
like that?” he replies weakly, “I am all right,” but does not tell me what is bothering him.
The elder girl, however, jumps up every time the bell rings, opens the door, looks at the visitor, and returns
with a subdued smile on her face. When she keeps going out into the street and then inside like a cat on hot coals,
I try to find out.
“What’s it, Amma? You seem excited?”
She says, “No, I am not,” and does not tell me anything.
Around seven, it is the elder girl who opens the door the moment the doorbell rings. No sooner does she catch
a glimpse of her father on the threshold, her face lights up, and even before he steps into the house she announces
happily:
“They gave me my progress report today.” Before her father can respond, she says:
“You said you would send me on the excursion if I came first, didn’t you?”
“Oh, sure. I’ll also buy you a nice frock,” he says as she hands him her report card. He signs the card without
even looking at her marks.
Are exams for children? The exams are actually for their mothers. Isn’t it the mothers who prevent the
children, swaying with sleep, from falling on the ground by propping them up as they sit with their backs against
them, who give them tea so that their drooping eyes are kept wide open, and make them write their exams? But
the signature on the progress cards is that of the father. That happiness, that pleasure, that pride—only for the
father?
“Where’s yours?” I ask the elder boy.
“They didn’t give it,” he replies.
“Didn’t give it?” the father asks suspiciously and the boy withdraws further. After much cajoling and pleading
he reluctantly pulls out his report card from his bag and hands it over. He has secured only seventy and seventy
five where earlier he had ninety and ninety five.
So that is what has happened! That’s the reason behind our son’s dull eyes.
“He is young yet full of lies. Take care. What have you been doing? Can’t you take proper care of the children?
If he gets habituated to lying, what a problem it will be! Great! How great is your rearing!” he shouts jumping all
over me.
Bringing up!
The same father who proudly claimed, “She’s my daughter,” when it was possible to find a bridegroom who
demanded less dowry in view of the beauty and modesty of my elder sister, almost beat my mother saying, “Is this
the way to raise girls? Shouldn’t you keep an eye on them always? Your ideas of child rearing!” when my younger
sister was adamant about marrying the boy she loved.
“Why aren’t you getting up? Isn’t the food ready?” I go into the kitchen as he starts shouting.
As I remove the heated pot of rasam from the stove, my eyes fall on the kitchen rag. To drain the rice, to
remove the vessel from the stove, to hold the vessel in place while stirring the curry, to wipe the hands—for these
and so many other things the kitchen rag is indispensable. But has anyone ever considered it a valuable thing?
This, Amma’s blouse, which has been used for a week in the kitchen and has completely lost its original color
and look, reminds me of Amma.
Is there any difference between the mother who works day and night, who sacrifices all her energy for her
children, and this kitchen rag?
My children ignore me today in much the same way that I once ignored my mother. This is what happened to
Janaki. Tomorrow Janaki’s daughters and my own will face the same situation.
Even though times have changed and modern conveniences adorn the house, the rag has not disappeared from
the kitchen. Even though an extremely civilized world surrounds us, the woes of a mother will never end.
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236.245 Excerpt from Saraswati Park\fn{by Anjali Joseph (1978- )} Bombay, Maharashtra State, India (F) 9
1
He held out the book and pointed to the margin.
“Do you have more like this?”
The bookseller looked distracted. It was nearly five: a tide of commuters would soon spill past the stalls,
towards Churchgate and the trains that would take them home. The heat lingered but already the light was
changing: it was finer, more golden. From the sea, at the end of the road, there spread a pale brightness, as though
the street and the bookstalls were a mirage that would disappear with the sunset. The thin young bookseller
glanced at the open page, where handwritten notes in blue ink danced next to the sober type.
“You’d have to check,” he said. “I can’t say.”
“What’s your name?” the customer persisted.
He was a tall, broad-shouldered fellow in his fifties, gray-haired, with steel spectacles on which the last light
glinted; there was something pleasant about him. The bookseller raised an eyebrow.
“Uday,” he said. He turned to stare past the customer’s shoulder. At the Flora Fountain crossing, they had
started to flood this way: the white-shirted, briefcase-carrying tide. The traffic light held them back.
“I work just nearby,” the customer went on. “At the post office, the GPO, near VT station. I’m a letter writer,
Mohan Karekar. You’re new here, I haven’t seen you before?” The bookseller grunted, his eyes on the
approaching crowd.
“I’m looking after the stall for my brother,” he said. Mohan put the ten-rupee note into his hand.
“If you see more like that, with the writing on the side, keep them for me,” he said.
He walked into the pressing wave of commuters. He was taller than most; the bookseller saw the back of his
steel-colored head for a moment. Then a fat man with a briefcase stopped at the stall. He took out his
handkerchief and wiped his face all over.
“Da Vinci,” he said urgently. The bookseller bent and picked up two copies of the pirated book, each with a
slightly different cover.
“Complete,” he responded. “Every page is there.”
*
Mohan walked through the crowd, crossed the wide junction, and passed under the long porch of the American
Express Bank. The arcades were a nightmare at this time of day, but he navigated his way through the continuous
stream of people.
Where the arcades ended, outside the McDonald’s, he waited for the traffic to pause. There was an
extraordinary sky today: a bright, deep blue like butterfly wing, with streaks of orange that reached towards the
West; it was framed by one of the arches. No one seemed to have noticed; there were trains to be caught.
He crossed the road and walked between the stalls selling office clothing—consignments of white shirts,
spread out helplessly on tables—past the bus stand and the side entrance of the station, to the tarpaulin and the
gnarled, mythic-looking banyan tree where the letter writers sat, next to the pigeon shelter. It was all right; their
tables were chained and padlocked in place, and one of the others would have left his things—sealing wax,
muslin, packing needles, the directory of postal codes—at the shop nearby. He patted his shirt pocket, where his
train pass was a reassuring flat surface; in his back pocket his wallet was undisturbed.
A group of pigeons flew out of the old tree and into the sky, their wings making the sound of wind on the sea;
they criss-crossed each other and made for the West. He tucked the new book under his arm and returned to the
station, where a Harbour Line train was pulling into platform two.
*
When he woke in the morning his wife was still asleep. In the half-light he saw the back of her neck, a few
inches away. At the nape, fine hair curled; one shoulder rose under the sheet into a hillock that sheltered her face.
The perfume of her neck, which had astounded him when they’d been newly married, was unchanged: intense,
overripe; lotuses mixed with ash.
He extricated himself gently from the cotton sheet, which seemed to have become needy during the night. He
padded into the bathroom, switched on the water heater, and went to the kitchen. It was good, this moment of
silence before the machinery of the day began.
It had been different when the children were young: Lakshmi would be up early, making tea and breakfast, and
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sending them for baths. There would be regular catastrophes: someone needed card paper; someone else had a
form to be signed. Now all he had to do was float to the kitchen, still in his kurta-pajama, and make his tea, and a
cup for his wife. The habit irritated her, because she wouldn’t wake for another hour, but he hadn’t been able to
come to terms with making tea just for himself, as though she didn’t exist.
In the gloom he moved about, putting water to boil, adding sugar, then crushing a chunk of ginger with the
kitchen pliers. At this time, soon after he’d woken, incongruous characters moved through his consciousness: his
elder son, Gautam, aged about sixteen, rushing out and saying he didn’t have time for breakfast; the man from
yesterday’s book, Lambert Strether, who had just arrived in a foreign city with a vague but important task to
execute.
The water hissed. Mohan reached for the tea leaves. Birds were singing stridently outside; the gray covering
over everything was slowly being plucked away as the light came. He strained the tea into two cups and covered
one, which he took into the bedroom and left on the table next to his wife’s head; he opened his mouth to say
“Tea”, but thought better of it and went to the living room. Amid the clutter of the big table, the old alarm clock,
whose pale green enamel paint had broken into rust spots, said six o’clock. It continued to tick, a loud, busy noise,
as he moved towards the window.
He sat in the cane chair; from here he’d be able to watch the lane awake. The boys who took in ironing were
opening the door of their blue tin hut, at the mouth of the lane, near the watchman’s shack. One of them brought
out a kerosene stove to make tea; another, bare-chested and holding a plastic mug, went off in the direction of the
empty plot. The first of the morning walkers appeared, a middle-aged man in white t-shirt and navy shorts. He
began to march doggedly up the lane.
Mohan went to the bathroom and emerged half an hour later, quietly happy after the usual encounter with the
white tiles, the morning sunshine, and the clear, warm water. Lakshmi got up when he opened the cupboard to
take out a clean shirt.
“Every day,” she observed.
She picked up the covered cup of tea and regarded it at arm’s length. She sighed.
Mohan began to do up his buttons. The shirt was crisp; it hung at a polite distance from his body. He started to
roll up his sleeves, and followed her to the kitchen to point out,
“But I didn’t wake you.”
She poured the tea into the saucepan and lit the gas. Her eyes were still heavy.
“That’s what you think,” she said. “You think I don’t hear you, clanging about in the kitchen.” She covered her
mouth and yawned loudly, a cry of weariness at the tiresome nature of the world.
“I don’t clang,” he said. His sleeves were neatly rolled; he felt satisfied, clean and ready for the day; his mind
moved ahead to the train, where he might get a seat, feel the breeze on his face, and be able to read.
The tea began to bubble; with a faint expression of distaste Lakshmi removed it from the fire and strained it
into the same mug. She drew her housecoat about her and went into the living room.
*
When the train pulled into VT the station was alive but not yet swarming. Mohan walked away from the grand
building and its light, high-vaulted hall. At the bus stand he moved through the queues and made for the GPO.
How strange it had been, years earlier, when the letter writers had been forced to shift from its shaded colonnade,
first to the pavement outside, and then under the tarpaulin at the kabutar khana. He had missed the shapes of
people passing through the stone arches all day and the light as it changed—by afternoon, the figures in the
colonnade became shadows with bright outlines. But he’d grown attached in turn to the sound of the pigeons
when they took off and landed; their little kurr! kurr! of protest and, he sometimes thought, happiness.
He wasn't the first to arrive. When he returned from the stationery shop with his possessions, Khan, the oldest
of the remaining letter writers, had already unlocked the tables and sat drinking the first cup of tea, the Urdu
Times spread in front of him. He was an irascible, balding man with tiny spectacles; although dark-skinned, he
often seemed to redden in the sun.
Mohan sat down, stowed his tiffin under his table, and arranged his pen tray; he put the torn red postal ledger
into the drawer in the table and laid out the stack of electronic money order forms and a small pot of gum. He
opened his book. Soon, to the sound of kurr! kurr! above him, he was deep in an elliptical, drawn-out
conversation between Lambert Strether and Maria, a woman Strether had just met. The flow of commuters outside
the tent increased.
“Uncle.”
He recognized the woman, who was in her early thirties. Today she wore a bright green sari. She beamed at
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him; he smiled, and took up a money order form. Two thin gold bangles on her arms chinked among the glass
ones.
“Uncle, two thousand five hundred rupees.” He uncapped a pen.
“Name of the addressee?”
“Ganesh Solanki.”
“Name of the village?”
“Bhandari.”
“Chhota post?” She named a town that no one in the city would have heard of.
“Bada post?” A slightly larger town.
Mohan opened the directory to check the postal code. While he flipped through the torn, closely printed pages,
she wrapped the free end of her sari around her right shoulder, and swayed on one foot, looking into the crowd. It
was hot now, full mid-morning sun. The flowery, synthetic scent of her talcum, mingled with perspiration, drifted
to Mohan, and he looked up for a second before lowering his eyes again.
Got it: 811 307. She would be a different person at work, he thought, copying the code into the form: heavily
made up, standing in a doorway and calling out to the men who passed, but this morning, up early and neatly
dressed, she was a figure of efficiency, a working woman.
He gave her back the form, which she would have to take to a counter inside. She smiled and took out a roll of
notes from her blouse; she held out a twenty-rupee note. He nodded, but her bright green sari was already
bustling its way into the sun. As it receded the flash of viridian made him think of the parrots that used to come in
a sudden swoop at dusk and roost in trees near the old house at Dadar.
For a while he sat and watched the world, framed at the upper edge by the fringe of the tarpaulin—hairy bits of
rope and a jagged piece of packing plastic, once transparent, now gray, hung down. Beyond this, all around the
letter writers, life persisted at its noisiest. A fleet of cockroach-like taxis in black and yellow livery waited at the
junction outside the GPO. When the lights changed they all, honking, took the U-turn. A man on a cycle passed;
he carried a tangle of enormous red ledgers, each wrapped in plastic, atop his head. The gold on their spines
flashed in the sun.
A luxury coach lumbered by; it was bound for Rajasthan. Mohan read the inscription on its side: Pushpa Vihar.
The bus was nearly empty—it’d pick up returning Rajasthanis throughout the city before it left in earnest—but a
few curious faces peered out at the start of their long journey. There was a small silver altar on the dashboard, and
strings of black pompoms hung from the rear bumper to protect travelers from evil looks. A young man hung out
of the doorway, enjoying the breeze on his face.
The morning was always so beautiful here. The location of the shelter, which hid under its dirty tarpaulin and
the gnarled, ancient-looking banyan tree, meant that only those who knew about the letter writers came to find
them. The workers in the offices, hotels and restaurants in Ballard Estate, Horniman Circle, and the inside streets
of Bazaar gate passed every day and were used to seeing the writers. But disoriented-looking white tourists, their
belongings trussed to their backs and their money strapped to their waists, would pass, stand near the shelter,
which served as a traffic island, and peer in; they’d be affronted because they couldn’t work out what was going
on inside. Khan would call out to them, showing off:
“Hello? Yes, Madam?”
And there were the pigeons, who spent their day moving with apparently frantic urgency from tree to tree.
They’d suddenly all take off from the banyan here and rise, wings flapping madly, before heading either to the
taller banyan outside the GPO, or the trees in Bhatia Baug in front of the station. If you looked up you saw the
birds themselves—in passing, one or the other would casually drop a chalky blot on the road below. But if you
remained gazing ahead, you saw only their shadows, which fluttered and moved with even more delicacy and life
than the real birds: their silhouettes would rise, flap their wings and return to roost in the shadow of the tree.
He was starting to feel pleasantly hollow—that meant it would soon be time for lunch—when a small, familiar
figure with a pot belly hailed him cheerfully. Kamble worked as a peon at the sessions court; he had been to
deliver an order at the municipal corporation building. He sat on the stool next to Mohan, smiled, and took out his
handkerchief to mop his face and the top of his head, which glistened in the humidity. Mohan passed him the
water bottle; the other man leaned, in a friendly way, on one wooden arm of Mohan’s chair, a thing of tubular
steel and disintegrating plastic webbing.
“Getting hot now,” Kamble observed. He tilted his head back to pour the water directly down his throat; a gold
ring on one fat finger winked at Mohan.
“Busy day?” Kamble put down the bottle and wiped his mouth.
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“Not really,” he said. “Summer session. Just a few cases: anticipatory bail, chain snatching, one foreigner who
got caught”—and here he waved in the direction of the GPO’s enormous dome—“posting marijuana to herself.”
He raised an eyebrow.
“When it didn’t arrive she came back from abroad to ask what happened to the parcel. Strange how people
always think they won’t get caught.”
Mohan chuckled. Kamble replaced the lid of the water bottle. He relaxed and leaned back on the chair arm,
and his eye fell on the book on Mohan’s table.
“Hey, the BMC is moving the booksellers today, you heard?”
“Moving?”
“Evicting them. Part of the anti-hawker thing.”
“But what are you saying?” Mohan held onto the small desk as though it was about to fall.
“Come, you want to come and see? I’m walking back. One of the peons in the BMC was telling me. The trucks
went this morning.”
Mohan stumbled up. He looked around; most of the letter writers had arrived. Khan nodded at him.
“Yes yes, you go.”
“I’ll go and come,” he muttered. He reached for the book, then left it where it was.
“Don’t walk so fast, re!” Kamble ran after Mohan, who had shot out in front of a taxi. The driver was
outraged; he braked, gave the horn a long blast and leaned out of the window to question Mohan’s relationship
with his family. The letter writer ignored him and hurried on. They crossed the road and headed into the arcades,
which were shot with hot strips of sun.
“Look,” said Mohan suddenly. “None of these people has a license either.”
He stopped and waved at the hawkers, thin young men in tight shirts and jeans, belts with exaggerated buckles;
they folded their arms and eyed him in return. Kamble shrugged.
“It’s part of what they’re doing everywhere; they say it’s to clear the main roads so people can walk more
easily in the morning,” he said apologetically. He put a hand on Mohan’s arm and smiled at one of the more
aggressive looking hawkers.
“Corruption. The booksellers have been there for years—people who take the train stop there on their way to
office.”
“Well—”
“Quickly!” Mohan had seen a bus, rolling to a halt a few yards ahead; he pulled Kamble after him through a
white stucco arch and they dashed for the stop.
“You want to take the bus? But—”
“It’ll be faster.”
They climbed aboard as the bus began to move, and pushed their way down the narrow aisle between the
humid bodies of the other passengers. The bus took an age to cover the short distance. Finally it reached the stop
just before Fountain: they pushed their way to the front and jumped down. Mohan was sweating; the back of his
neck prickled.
“Come on,” he said.
His head pounded. They darted across the first road, waited at the crossing, and started to cross the second, but
as he hurried he felt a small release at his right foot: the strap of his sandal had broken.
Two green municipal trucks were parked near the junction. Mohan’s hand flew up to clutch his head. Men in
dusty blue uniforms were picking up books by the armful and throwing them into the back of the nearer truck. His
broken sandal flapping, he ran towards them.
“What are you doing? You can’t do this! Stop! Wait!”
The man ignored him, and grinned at the drama. Mohan saw the thin bookseller from the day before.
“Where are they taking them?” he asked wildly.
“Some warehouse or godown, I don’t know where. I don’t know how we’ll ever get them back.”
The young man stood still, his arms full of thrillers; he looked adrift, as though he had no idea what to do next.
“Here, I’ll take some.” Mohan started to scoop up the volumes scattered around them.
“Oye, you can’t do that,” the BMC man said. “They’re being confiscated.”
He picked up another armful and walked to the truck. A policeman, smacking his stick into his palm, strutted
up.
“Come on!” he shouted. “Move on!” He was bored, Mohan noticed; probably he wanted his lunch.
“Come on, re,” Kamble said. He took Mohan’s arm and tugged at it. Only a few books remained, lying on the
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ground and beside the railings. Mohan handed those he held to the young bookseller. One fell from his arms and
Mohan stooped and picked it up, touched it to his forehead in apology. It was a business book, with confident red
letters on the cover: Master of Your Own Fate. Mohan, still clutching the book, allowed Kamble to pull him
towards the crossing.
“My sandal’s broken,” he muttered.
*
He went home early, feeling dazed and unreal. The outer door was closed because it was the afternoon and a
time of rest; the flat was warm, silent, and sleepy. His wife opened the inner door.
“I thought it was you! You’re not well?”
“Don’t attack me right at the door,” he said wearily. He came in, and closed the outer door with a soft click.
“Another book,” she said.
He walked past her and deposited the books on one of the jars that covered the old table in the living room. He
went to the kitchen, reappeared with a steel tumbler of water and sat down heavily; he rested his elbow on the
small fringe of available space on the table and drank. When he finished he set down the tumbler, rubbed his
forehead, removed his spectacles, and pinched the top of his nose.
“Are you feeling unwell?”
“No.”
“Then what happened?”
Her voice had become sharp, but she hovered close to him. He waved towards the books.
“The BMC moved the book-sellers away today—took all the books and threw them into a truck. They’re
taking them to a godown somewhere.”
“Just like that?” He nodded.
She went into the kitchen, came back with a bottle of cold water and a jug and refilled the tumbler, half with
the iced water and half with room-temperature water. He closed his hand around the tumbler.
“Maybe it’s for the best,” she said thoughtfully, and put one hand on her hip. “We’re running out of space for
all these books anyway.”
He stared across the landscape of clustered jars. The table was old, from the house at Dadar; it was good
Burma teak, and beautiful when polished, but they’d never used it properly. Over the years it had become a
receptacle for jars of pickle, bottles of sauce and squash, tins of drinking chocolate, papers, paperweights, and all
kinds of other objects that, someone had reasoned, were about to be in use. What a waste, he thought.
“Oh, I had to tell you,” she continued. “Your sister called.” He looked up.
“Yimla?”
“How many sisters do you have? Milind’s transfer order has come through. They’ll have to leave in a few
days.”
“Oh.”
“And they just found out that Ashish can’t take his exams this year, he has to repeat.”
“What? Why?”
“Attendance,” she said. He put on his spectacles again, diverted for a moment.
“Always something new with that boy,” he said, almost admiringly. Fecklessness was not a quality one had
been encouraged to develop, or that one celebrated in one’s offspring; still, it cut a certain dash.
“So they were wondering if he can stay with us till next year.” Mohan smiled.
“Of course, where else will he stay?”
“With your brother?” However, she smiled.
“Ha!” Lakshmi sighed.
“It’s going to be a lot of extra work. And also expense.”
“But we have the money from the printing shop. And what Megha’s been sending, we haven’t even touched
that.”
His income from his daily occupation had never been considerable; in recent years it had dwindled to a trickle.
She nodded, then frowned.
“You know that I’m fond of Ashish. But it’s a big responsibility. We’ll have to make sure he studies, attends
regularly when college starts. You’ll have to speak to him. Make him understand he needs to be sincere.” Mohan
snorted.
“I’m sure his mother’s spoken to him comprehensively,” he said. He drained the second tumbler of water, put it
into his wife’s hand, and went inside to change his clothes.
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Seven in the morning, Ashish thought he must be dreaming. He stood under the big notice boards and read the
names of suburbs he had rarely visited: Belapur, Titwala, Vashi, Panvel, Andheri. It was too depressing.
Most of his possessions were in a large suitcase at his feet; he clutched a cardboard box filled with books,
cassettes and compact discs that he had rushed around retrieving when his uncle arrived at six. His parents had
been too harried to become sentimental; they would be flying to Indore in the afternoon and some of their things
had already been sent by road. Ashish, with similar efficiency, had been plucked out of his life and sent to live
with his aunt and uncle.
Now he stood inside the grand station, which was light, quiet, and almost cold at this hour. Pigeons fluttered in
the sunlight, high above the vaulted ceiling. A few red-coated porters passed at a brisk little jog; a long-distance
train must have been arriving. Mohan had gone to buy a ticket for Ashish. He came back, put a hand on the boy’s
thin shoulder and slipped the two-inch rectangle of yellow pasteboard into his shirt pocket.
“Come, that’s our train. Can you run?”
They began an awkward trot. The elder man ran easily, despite the aged VIP suitcase he carried, and the boy
skipped lopsidedly behind him, trying not to spill the contents of the carton, which slithered, skittish, and
threatened to make a leap for freedom.
The wide platform was clear; the horn sounded; at the same magical moment the train began to pull out.
Mohan heaved in the suitcase, jumped on, cried,
“Here!” He took the carton from Ashish and pulled him on by the wrist.
The heavy train was already moving fast. It drew away from the station and into the warm, bright sunlight just
outside. Ashish looked down: this was the place where the tracks intersected, then separated again.
*
Saraswati Park was settling into its Sunday. A few people were outside the vegetable shop; a woman negotiated
with a man who stood behind a handcart covered with large, green-striped watermelons; the rickshaw turned into
the lane.
“Take a right—up a bit—no, stop. Yes, here.”
Mohan dragged the suitcase out and paid the rickshaw driver, who stared unabashedly at the four-storey
building. Its yellow paint was peeling. The name Jyoti was stenciled in dark red letters on the gatepost. Ashish
staggered out of the other side of the rickshaw, still clasping the carton, and followed his uncle into the small
entrance with its wall of pierced tiles. He had come here regularly as a child, but not recently; the last occasion he
recalled was his cousin Gautam’s wedding three or four years earlier.
Now everything came back to him: the names on the plate at the foot of the stairs (Gogate, Kulkarni, Gogate,
Gogate, Prabhu, Kamat, Karekar, Dasgupta) and the double doors—the inner ones were open and the outer doors
had a large ornamental grille from which Sunday cooking smells came into the stairwell. Withered garlands of
auspicious leaves hung from the lintels, and, outside several of the apartments, pairs of sinister looking red
footprints marked the time, years before, when the lady of the house had arrived as a new bride.
When they reached the third floor, panting, Mohan put his hand into the grille of number 15 and opened the
catch. He turned to beam at his nephew.
“Come,” he said.
Lakshmi appeared, in her post-bath outfit of clean salwar kameez, her hair still loose.
“Wait!” she said dramatically to Ashish, who paused at the door, taken aback. She held a comb in one hand and
raised it like a ceremonial item. The scent of her hair oil, amla, floated to him.
“Now,” she said, “with the right foot.”
Ashish grinned foolishly and rebalanced himself. He stepped over the ledge, right foot first, and his aunt
smiled and closed the outer door behind him.
“You never made me do that before,” he mumbled.
“But then you were only visiting,” she said. Mohan had melted into the passage with the suitcase; he now
reappeared.
“Come,” he said.
Still holding the carton, Ashish followed him. The peculiar smell of the dark corridor returned vividly: a
mysterious amalgam of old calendars, dust, and superannuated cockroach repellent sachets, with their intriguing
round perforations. The room at the end had been Gautam and Ashok’s. Ashish strode towards it with a new2017

found audacity, Gulliver in Lilliput. A collection of his cousins’ comics was neatly piled on the lower shelf of the
bookcase; a cricket bat, badly cracked, leaned against the desk. His aunt opened the steel cupboard proudly.
“Look,” she said. “I cleared it out for you.”
The cupboard seemed to have shrunk; the stickers welded to the mirror in the door were now at Ashish’s eye
level. One showed the West Indian batsman Viv Richards making his famous on-drive; the other was a logo of a
red fist, thumb pointed perkily upwards. Behind them, his reflection wavered: knife-thin, suspicious looking. He
tried to smile at himself. The effect wasn’t reassuring. Mohan patted him on the shoulder.
“Come on,” he said. “Take off your shoes, wash your hands and have some breakfast.”
They left Ashish in the room, the door open, and he sat on the bed and untied his shoelaces. The cold floor felt
smooth and clean under his feet. He looked around the room, so familiar and yet new. From the kitchen, he heard
the rumble of his uncle’s voice.
*
After lunch his aunt and uncle disappeared into their room where, with the door open, they lay on the bed,
immobile. His aunt slept curled to one side; his uncle lay like an Egyptian embalmed under a sheet. The fan, on a
high setting, made the pages of the book on Mohan’s chest flutter.
Ashish fidgeted, and fiddled with his mobile telephone. He pressed, repeatedly, the key that cleared the
display: each time it illuminated anew, a bright green. There was no message from Sunder. What was he doing at
this moment? Ashish imagined him eating lunch in a hotel coffee shop, or playing a computer game; watching a
movie on an enormous flat-screen television. It was possible that Sunder was bored too, but even his boredom
was exotic: it would take place in a vast, air-conditioned flat.
Ashish wandered, examining the well-known apartment with a detective’s eye. The flat had its own, specific
virtues that he couldn’t imagine Sunder appreciating: the cane chair with a high back, where his uncle liked to sit
and read in the evening, in the bright circle of light emitted by a hundred-watt bulb; the woven rope footstools,
which had a piece of old tyre at their base; the reading table piled with books and papers; the bookshelves. There
were Marathi novels and short stories, pirated thrillers from the pavement, translations of Sherlock Holmes into
Marathi (the action had been transposed to Bombay), P.G. Wodehouse, Agatha Christie, Charlotte Bronte, George
Eliot, Nancy Drew, Henry James, and, on the bottom shelf, behind the cane chair, a few more esoteric titles.
He pushed the chair aside and squatted to look at them. The shelves here smelled pleasantly musty, of an
organic, reechy\fn{Smoky} dust. He pulled out a volume with a yellow spine: I’m OK, You’re OK. Another, with a
black cover: The Silva Method. A third, battered-looking, with only a few vestiges remaining of the original red
jacket: Become a Writer. He carried them off to his room; they’d help to pass the afternoon.
*
He woke up later, drooling on his arm. His feet were cold. Why was it so quiet? Then he realized: the noises of
water pipes gurgling, of feet running up and down the corroded cast-iron stairs, and the whole building rattling
around him every time a bus or truck passed on the road outside; these had been left in Esplanade Mansion. Here
there was only the sound of birds chirping, implausibly cheerfully.
He sat up and examined the phone. Still no message. Was it because of what had happened on Wednesday?
The servant, coming into the room with glasses of cold lemonade on a tray, had given them a funny look. But they
hadn’t been doing anything, just lying on the bed and reading the same book. When Ashish hadn’t seen Sunder in
college for three days he’d called him, but there had been no answer. He ached to know what had happened, what
would happen; during the last year, their friendship, so odd and circumstantial, had been hesitating on the edge of
something else—but he couldn’t be certain. Surely it wasn’t all in his imagination?
There was a shout from outside. He wiped his mouth and went to the window. Boys were playing cricket in the
lane. A small child ran up to bowl a tennis ball at a much older boy, who whooped and hit it hard; the ball landed,
making a joyous thump, on the bonnet of a car halfway down the lane and the watchman got up and began to
walk, with the detached enjoyment of someone playing a well-known role, towards the cricketers.
Ashish rubbed his eyes, turned off the fan, and went into the living room, from where he could hear voices.
“Tea?”
His aunt came out of the kitchen and smiled at him. He sat down, still half immersed in the dense warmth of
afternoon sleep, and peered at his aunt and uncle. Mohan was drinking a steaming cup of tea and reading the
newspaper. Ashish leaned his elbow on the edge of the table and allowed himself to re-enter the world.
“Here.”
Lakshmi mami put a cup in front of him. He recognized it: it was tall and had a blue handle; a fey character
called Little Boy Blue danced about on the front. All his cousins and sometimes he had been force-fed milk with
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protein powder in this cup, in the belief that it would make them strong. Mohan grunted and folded the
newspaper.
“Anything interesting?” Ashish asked.
“Nonsense,” said Mohan dispassionately. He brightened.
“Shall we go for a walk?” Ashish smirked; he recalled this meant his uncle wanted to visit the snack shop at
the edge of the market, and buy hot samosa.
“Let him finish his tea at least,” Lakshmi mami intervened. Ashish immediately adopted a hangdog expression
and put the cup to his mouth.
“It’s hot,” he whimpered, making for the television. He found the remote, put on a music channel, and began to
watch the video of a new song that blared, canceling out the birdsong and the cries of the cricketers outside.
“No hurry,” said Mohan. He got up and began to drift around the living room in a conspicuously bored way.
*
The last light was golden, like something in a film; it fell carelessly across the dusty leaves of the old banyan
in the empty plot, here and there picking out the new, shiny green ones. Television aerials cast extravagant
shadows. A chubby, frizzy-haired girl whom Ashish thought he recognized was pretending to walk for exercise.
She dawdled down the lane, her mobile pressed to her ear.
“I know,” she said into the phone. “Seriously!” As they passed, she smiled at both of them, and Mohan reached
out and patted her head with the flat of his hand.
“Madhavi, Dr. Gogate’s daughter. Do you remember her?” he asked Ashish quietly.
“She used to be a little fat girl?”
“Well, a little healthy maybe.”
“That’s exactly what he said!” Madhavi said.
Her voice followed them for a yard or two after they rounded the corner. They crossed the small roundabout,
where Ashish saw two stray puppies play-fighting, rolling in the dirt next to a heap of rubbish.
“We’ll go to Matunga one Sunday for dosa if you like,” Mohan said.
“Mm,” Ashish agreed. He had changed into his Sunday clothes, a t-shirt and shorts made comfortable from
much washing. The evening air was soothing on his skin.
“Your parents will reach this evening; we can call them when we get back.”
“Okay.”
He scuffled along. He didn’t miss his parents; he wasn’t sure if he would. But already he missed town: on a
holiday like today, outside Esplanade Mansion the streets were as quiet as the inside of a cup, and at such times
the city always seemed to belong to him alone.
“So,” Mohan cleared his throat, “college doesn’t start for a month, a little more than a month?” Ashish’s ears
pricked up at the mention of college, but he kept his head prudently down.
“Yes, in June,” he said.
“Ah. Hm.”
They continued to amble along the second lane, where the bungalows and apartment blocks were low-rise and
set back from the road. Next to a broken culvert, bright green weeds flourished illegally.
“Your parents were surprised about your attendance record,” Mohan said.
Ashish looked at him. Mohan looked away, and waved at an unattractive gray bungalow on the left. The
gatepost was marked Iyer.
“Famous doctor lives there,” he remarked. “Heart surgeon. Son is also a doctor. Dermatologist.”
“Hm.” Mohan frowned.
“I don’t want to lecture you about your studies,” he said.
Ashish, holding his breath, flapped on in his rubber slippers. A rickshaw, containing two laughing young
people, went past; the exhaust made explosive, farting noises.
“It’ll be nice for all of us if you have a good year,” Mohan said finally.
He sighed, laughed, and pulled Ashish closer to him so that he could perform a familiar maneuver of affection
and exasperation: he put his left hand on Ashish’s head and clouted it with his right. This was the only punishment
he’d ever managed to inflict when his children, nephews and nieces reported each other’s misdemeanors to him.
Ashish grinned, but not too much.
“Yes Mohan mama, don’t worry,” he said obligingly. His uncle snorted.
“You have no idea. You should have heard your grandfather talk about studies, doing well at school. Vivek
mama had it worse than I did, of course.” He smiled. They were passing a dilapidated beige bungalow.
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“He used to write, your grandfather,” Mohan said suddenly. “Did you know that?”
“No,” Ashish said. His uncle was smiling, as though he had pulled a forgotten rabbit out of an old hat. “Do you
mean stories?”
“Stories, essays, little things. I don’t know what you’d call them. On Sundays he would get up early in the
morning. When we woke up, he would be writing and he’d carry on all day.”
“So he didn’t take you all out, you didn’t do things?”
“It was his writing time.”
Ashish tried to digest this image of his grandfather, whom he mostly knew from photographs; there, he seemed
like a grimmer, more stolid edition of his uncle: white shirt, trousers worn somewhere around the nipples, those
small spectacles, slicked-back hair.
“Did he publish anything?” he asked.
“No. One of his friends was a writer of short stories, a very clever fellow, Nandlal Gokhale. My father showed
Gokhale some of his stories once and he took them away to read. But he said that they weren’t good enough to
publish.” Ashish frowned.
“But I’ve never heard of this Gokhale.”
“He’s not so well known now,” Mohan said.
“So how does anyone know that he was right about grandfather’s writing?” Mohan’s pace seemed to slow.
“Well—he was a man of letters,” he said. Ashish was still mildly indignant.
“Do you have any of grandfather’s stories?” he asked, though he was a slow and reluctant reader of his mother
tongue. Mohan shook his head.
“No, re. It’s possible that there were some papers and they got lost when we left the house at Dadar. But I think
he burned them, some time before he died.”
*
Later in the evening Ashish was sitting at his desk when there was a knock at the door. His uncle came in.
“Your aunt says dinner’s ready,” he said. “Come soon. Oh—you found this book.” He wandered further into
the room and picked up Become a Writer.
“Yes, what is it?” Ashish asked. “I haven’t really looked at it, I started these ones.”
He pointed to the pirated copies of I’m OK, You’re OK and The Silva Method. They were near-perfect
facsimiles, but their thin paper and flimsy covers made them seem interestingly insubstantial, as though they
belonged to a more temporary world to which they would one day return.
“I bought this a few years ago, from a man sitting outside the Museum,” Mohan said slowly. “He was next to
the other hawkers, you know, the comb-and-keychain guys. But all he had was three peacock feathers and this
book, in the same state as now.”
“How much did you pay?”
“I don’t remember. Too much. I didn’t bargain, he seemed in a bad way.” From the other room came the cry,
“It’s getting cold!”
“Come on,” Mohan said.
Ashish scrambled up, and stuck a ruler in his textbook. He had the disconcerting feeling that someone with
immense, vacuum-black eyes had stared at him for a moment from the darkened window of the empty flat
opposite.
“So did you see the man again?” he asked, following his uncle down the dim passage.
“See him? No, I don’t think so,” said Mohan vaguely.
It was nearly dark; the in-between of dusk had been replaced by the bright electric light of indoors, and it was
as though the lane outside had completely disappeared. By chance, Mohan was still holding the tattered
paperback, and when they reached the drawing room he put it down on a chair. Food was already on the table;
they sat down. …
1980
287.45 1. Earth Anthem 2. Dara Shikoh 3. Ghalib 4. Iltutmish 5. Zauq 6. Gogol 7. Dostovesky 8. Of Drugs And
Drug Addicts 9. The Planet Will Be The Same 10. The Perfect Truth 11. In Defense of Lies 12. Immortality 13.
Shadow 14. Hero 15. The Old Lady 16. The Dark Side Of Life 17. Alexander Blok: Seventeen Poems\fn{by Abhay
Kumar (1980- )} Nalanda, Nalanda District, Bihar State, India (M) 8
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1
Our cosmic oasis, cosmic blue pearl
the most beautiful planet in the universe
all the continents and the oceans of the world
united we stand as flora and fauna
united we stand as species of one earth
black, brown, white, different colours
we are humans, the earth is our home.
*
Our cosmic oasis, cosmic blue pearl
the most beautiful planet in the universe
all the people and the nations of the world
all for one and one for all
united we unfurl the blue marble flag
black, brown, white, different colours
we are humans, the earth is our home.
2
I wander the streets of Delhi
seeking my name
Dara—the scholar, the Sufi
Shahjahan’s licit heritor
I was trapped and assassinated
by my own treacherous brother
I see, masters of Delhi
have named streets
after murderous Aurangzeb
but Dara Shikoh
the people’s prince
no one remembers, no one cares.
3
Months of journey
on bullock-cart, palki, boat
tonga, ekka and what not
Delhi, Kanpur, Lucknow,
Allahabad, Banaras, Banda,
Patna, Murshidabad,
finally Calcutta, then endless wait
to petition Lord Amherst—
“double my paltry pension (of rupees sixty two)”
*
I returned Shahjahanbad
scorned, derided
my family debt-ridden
my dignity robbed
my brother died in my arms
none of my sons survived
I turned into a stone wrapped in human skin
then came the worst
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the massacre of Delhi
my friends were butchered
I alone survived
to take down their corpses hanging
from the trees, the lamp-posts
to usher them into their graves
to lament my destiny.
4
Raised heads in awe
murmur, hushed voices, sighs of relief
in admiration of the Qutub
I, the Slave King
calmly quiver in my tomb
in oblivion.
5
Cynosure of the eyes
of the last Mughal
the lion’s rival
the poet-laureate of Delhi
time is the greatest judge
it has judged Ghalib the best
I accept it
turning in my grave.
6
Your long nose
and even longer overcoat
still wander
at odd hours
on the Nevsky Prospect
guarded by an army of dead souls,
are you still enamoured
with heaven
on a marshy land?
Why disguise yourself
as an inspector general,
a police chief,
or a lowly clerk,
don’t you know
the tsars and communists have left
St Petersburg?
7
Harrowing prophet,
impassioned, irrational
sick and spiteful
how could I be otherwise
my father murdered by his own serfs
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I and my Petrashevskian friends
arrested for treason
sentenced to death
to face the deadly bullets of the firing squad
I miraculously escaped
seconds before triggers were pulled
was shipped off to Siberia
for metamorphosis, to live
in the house of the dead
I came out a believer
to return the world to God
I fought heroic battles on blank pages
with an army of charismatic devils, saintly prostitutes, mystic terrorists
possessed idiots and deadly demons in a fallen world
I became tormented Raskolnikov,
chafed Stavrogin and atheist Ivan Karamazov.
8
When we talk
of drugs and drug addicts,
we never talk of power
the deadliest drug of all.
*
Cocaine, heroin or grass,
everyone knows,
are harmful for all,
and we have made them illegal
passing laws
but everyone craves for power,
the deadliest drug of all.
*
Once tasted,
it surpasses the most addictive of drugs,
making a person mad,
numbing his senses
to the suffering and pain
of the millions
waiting in vain
*
for their deliverance
through these prophets insane,
power addicts, abusers,
who need help themselves.
9
Air will change,
water will change,
people will change,
country will change,
my friends say
hearing the news
that I have to leave.
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*
I say—
dear friends,
air will change,
water will change,
people will change,
country will change,
but the planet will be the same.
10
I know
life is not forever,
it comes from nothing,
and goes into nothing,
I know the perfect truth,
the ultimate reality;
death,
could you be a little
soft, serene, mild?
11
Lies all around us
with lies we live,
we know that truth
is wonderful
but without lies
we can’t live.
*
Truth hurts,
but lies are so smooth,
some call them white
so harmless, so sweet,
they come as euphemisms
saving us from the cruel realities.
*
Lies are incarnations of the truth,
partial truth,
truth as we know it,
as true as possible or
truth and nothing but the truth
and many more such variations.
*
While ideal is the truth
lies are practical and good
while truth gets all the accolade,
remember a day passed without lies
they remain underdogs,
snubbed, derided and ignored.
*
On lies countries are invaded,
on lies empires are built,
on lies leaders get elected,
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on lies we fight wars,
on lies millions get killed,
on lies power is built.
*
Oh unsung, un-praised lies,
let me toast to your glory,
your power, your strength,
your charisma, your aura,
unparallel, unmatched,
alas! truth gets all glory.
12
Immortality is what we aspire for
through off-springs
or writing books
through fame
or good work
through worship
or science.
*
Should we scatter the seeds
into the far reaches of the universe
and put the eggs in other baskets too?
Should we stop the war
in our minds
and build bridges across the continents,
should we care for our only home,
the Earth?
*
Do we need aliens to unite us
or widows to know war
or AIDS to understand,
how many die in vain?
*
Life comes so cheap
we let many die
Yet immortality is what we aspire.
13
You are nothing but a shadow
of the man you used to be.
*
Something unknown hollowed you.
*
Where are your principles
to struggle against the abuse of power?
*
To defend the underdog?
*
Where are your convictions in
liberty, equality and fraternity?
*
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A better future for all?
*
Where are your ideals
in your words and actions?
*
To achieve beauty and truth?
*
Where are those promises
to guard the interests of the voiceless?\
*
On whose behalf you speak?
*
Where is your courage,
to stand up against the wrongs?
*
Where is your zeal to serve?
*
You have sold your soul.
*
You are nothing but a shadow
of the man you used to be
14
A hero is always at odds
with the existing norms
he meets resistance at every step,
Is persecuted
then sacrificed
at the altars of norms.
*
A hero is for change
for he understands
the weakness of the present,
he brings a new wave
at the expense of his own life
for a tomorrow better than today.
*
A hero is in you and me,
only if we listen to
our inner voice,
if we do not give into
the temptations of little comforts,
we meet every moment, at every step.
*
A hero is immortal,
he lives through the ages
because he stands for a cause
while others live in a world of comforts
without raging against a million injustices
and disappear in thin air
without giving a fight.
15
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The old lady from the faraway village,
Partly sitting, partly standing
in a visibly uncomfortable pose
holding a bunch of green stems,
Her restless eyes
watch passers-by
with hope,
may be someone will stop,
look at her green wonders
and take them home.
*
She has travelled from the faraway village
with a bundle of green stems
holding in her hands,
this is all she has go
to make a living,
her day would be made,
if she could sell that green bundle
and go home in peace
with a wonderful giftbread for her family.
16
The book says—
God created us in his own image,
but sometimes I ponder
life goes on evern after we die,
species become extinct
and new species evolve
what if we are just pawns,
in life’s great game?
*
Falling in love,
reproducing,
raising children
with great care and
unconditional love
till they grow up
and do the same.
*
What if life just uses us
to preserve itself and propagate
*
It hardly matters
this species or thatdinosaurs or humans,
it’s just the same,
only forms change.
*
Life evolves as fast as it can,
adapting to new situations,
we humans vainly believe
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we are someone special
in the scheme of creation,
created in God’s own image
to exploit the nature’s bounty,
while failing to see the truth that
the moment there is a change,
we would be discarded
in the dustbin of extinction
as useless garbage
while life will move on
ever evolving
into new species
and man created in God’s own image,
will join the dodos and the dinosaurs.
*
There is still time
let’s understand life's great game,
it has no favourites and no foes,
it's a ruthless survivor,
and would evolve into forms galore.
17
Your lonely apartment by the canal
carries images of a bygone age;
age before the torment began
and the thugs took over
your peace,
your poetry,
your life
and the life of your generation.
*
You rightly said—
“night, a street, a lamp, a drugstore, a senseless wan light,
live another quarter of a century—all will be the same,
there is no way out.”
*
Yet my spirit craves for change
a human family
the whole planet as home.
1982
294.1 Excerpt from I Too Had A Love Story\fn{by Ravinder Singh (1982- )} Calcutta, Calcutta District, West
Bengal State, India (M) 10
1
I remember the date well: 4th March 2006. I was in Calcutta and about to reach Happy’s home. I had been very
excited all morning as I was going to see our gang of four after three years. After our engineering, this was the first
time when all of us—Manpreet, Amardeep, Happy and I—were going to be together.
During our first year in the hostel, Happy and I were in different rooms on the 4 th floor of the Block-A building.
Being on the same floor, we were acquaintances but I never wanted to interact with him. I didn’t think him “a good
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guy” because of his fondness for fights and the red on his mark sheet. But, unfortunately, I was late in getting back
to the hostel at the beginning of the second year and almost all the rooms were already allotted by then. I was not left
with any choice other than becoming Happy’s roommate. And because life is weird, things changed dramatically
and, soon, we became the best of buddies. The day our reunion was scheduled, he had been working with TCS for 2
years and was enjoying his onsite project in London. Happy was blessed with a height of 6'1", a good physique and
stunning looks. And Happy was always happy.
Manpreet, or MP as we called him, is short-statured, fair and healthy. The reason I use the word “healthy” is because he will kill me if I use the proper word—fat—for him. He was the first among us to get a computer in the hostel and his machine was mother of countless computer games. In fact, this was the very reason Happy and I wanted
to be friends with him. MP was quite studious. He had even cracked the Maths Olympiad in his school days, and
was always boasting about it. His native place was Modinagar but, at the time of this reunion, he was working with
Ocwen in Bangalore.
Amardeep was baptized “Raamji” by MP. I don’t know when he got this weird nickname or why, but it was prob ably because of his simple, sober nature. Unlike the rest of us at the hostel, he was not at all nocturnal and his room’s
light would go off precisely at 11:00 pm. At times, MP, Happy and I used to stand outside his room a few seconds
before 11 and begin to count down, “10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 … and Raamji has gone down.”
The only mysterious thing about Amardeep was that he used to go somewhere on his bicycle, every Sunday. He
never told us where he went. Whenever we tried to follow him, somehow he would know and would digress from
his path to shake us off. Even today, none of us knows anything about it. The best thing about the guy, though, is his
simplicity. And, very importantly, he was the topper in the final semester of our Engineering batch. He made our
group shine. He belonged to Bareilly\fn{I.e., he was born in Bareilly, a city and district in Uttar Pradesh} and was working with
Evalueserve when he, along with MP, flew to Calcutta for the reunion.
*
After college, all of us were pretty much involved in our stereotypical lives. One day, we found out that Happy was
coming back from London for two weeks. Everybody was game for a reunion.
“Happy’s place in Calcutta, 4th March 2006,” we decided.
Finally, on the scheduled date, I was climbing the stairs to Happy’s apartment two steps at a time. It was about
12:30 in the afternoon when I knocked on his door. His mom opened it and welcomed me in. As I had often been
there, she knew me well. For me, Happy’s house never meant too many formalities. I was having some water
when she told me that Happy was not at home and his cell\fn{ Cell-phone} was switched off.
“Wow! And he asked me not to be late,” I murmured to myself.
A little later, there was another knock on the door. I got up from my chair to open it, as Happy’s mom was in
the kitchen. I pulled it open to shouts of,
“Oh … Burrraaaaahhhh … Dude … Yeah … Huhaaaaaaaaa … Ohaaaaaaaaaa!”
No, it wasn’t Happy. MP and Amardeep had arrived.
Seeing your college friends after three years is so crazy and exciting that you don’t even realize you are at
someone else’s place where you should show some manners and be polite. Then again, the very purpose of this reunion was to recall our college days and this was the perfect start. While we made ourselves comfortable on the
sofas in the drawing-room, MP asked about Happy’s whereabouts.
“He’s not on time in his own home,” I said looking at MP and we laughed again.
For the next half hour or so, the three of us talked, laughed and made fun of each other while eating lunch
made by Happy’s mother. Yes, we started our meal without Happy. This might not sound decent, but we had gen uine reason—nobody could predict his arrival, so there was no point in waiting.
A little later, there was another knock. Happy’s mom opened the door.
“Happy veeeeeeeer!” MP shouted, getting up from the dining chair.
Amardeep and I stared at each other. It seemed as if MP was going to shed tears as he hugged Happy. We re membered how these guys used to cry during their long boozing sessions, when their brains switched off and
their hearts started speaking. Amardeep and I used to enjoy our Coke, while seeing them getting senti.\fn{ Sentimental}
We all stood up to hug him and as soon as that was done, we continued our lunch. Happy also joined us. The
food that day was very tasty. Or maybe it was just because we were having lunch together after so long and that
made it special.
After lunch, we moved to another flat, a few floors above, in the same building. This was the second flat which
Happy’s family owned, and was meant for relatives and friends like us. We were laughing at one of MP’s jokes
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while moving in, and were probably still laughing as we fell on the giant couch in the drawing room— upside
down—legs on the couch and our torsos on the floor, arms spread across and facing the ceiling; we made our selves comfortable.
Nobody said anything for a few moments. And then it started again with Happy’s big laugh. I guess he remembered some incident involving Raamji.
That evening, the four of us in that flat were having an amazing time. Talking about our past and present.
About those not-so-goodlooking girls in college. About the porn we used to watch on our computer. About our experiences abroad and many other things.
“So which one did you like more, Europe or the States?” Happy asked me, getting up.
“Europe,” I replied, still lying down and looking at the ceiling.
“Why?” Amardeep asked. He always needed to find out the reason behind everything (though he never gave
any reason for not telling us where he went every Sunday, during our hostel days).
“Europe has a history. The languages change when you leave one country and move to another. The food, the
art and architecture, fabulous public transport, the scenic beauty, everything is just wonderful in Europe,” I tried
to explain.
“You did not see all this in the US?”
“Some things, like public transport, are not that good in comparison to Europe. You and your car are the only options in most of the states, New York being an exception. You won’t hear as many languages as you get to hear in Europe. I mean the US is damn advanced but still, I would prefer Europe to the States.”
Amardeep nodded and this meant his questions had ended.
“This is the best thing about IT jobs, Amardeep. We get to visit different places which we never dreamt of during our college days,” MP said to Amardeep. After college MP, Happy and I joined IT firms, while Amardeep
joined the KPO industry. He had never liked the hardcore software business.
We were glad to be together again, finally, after the farewell night in college and we kept talking for hours that
afternoon. We were planning an outing for the evening when we realized how tired we were and how badly we
needed a little rest … I don’t remember which one of us fell asleep first, that afternoon.
*
“Wake up, you asses. It’s already 6:30.”
Someone was struggling to get us out from our utopia of dreams. In the hostel, Amardeep was the first among
us to wake up and, of course, the only one to wake up others. So we knew that it was our early-morning
Amardeep.
Still, how can somebody thumping your door to get you out of bed be pleasant? We human beings have such a
weird nature—while asleep, we hate the person who is trying to wake us up, but once we are awake, we tend to love
that same person because he did the right thing. As usual, Amardeep was successful in his endeavor. It was 7:00 in the
evening.
This was the first time Amardeep and MP had come to the city; so we decided to explore the streets of Calcutta. Fortunately our host possessed two bikes—his own Pulsar and his younger brother’s Splendor. We got
ready and pulled out the bikes from the garage. MP and I got on the Splendor, Happy and Amardeep on the Pul sar.\fn{We are to assume here the Indian motorcycle, some models of which are deliberately elongated, easily accommodate three or more
people sitting tandem:H}
We crossed the river Hoogli, over the Vidya Sagar Setu, shouting and talking to each other. Speed-breakers
couldn’t break our speed that evening. And where were we? On cloud number nine. Being with your best buddies after such a long time is, at once, sentimental and thrilling.
We went to the Victoria Memorial and few other places. At times, we got down to have some fruit-juice. At
times, we halted to enjoy Calcutta’s famous snacks and sweets. At times, we got down because one of us wanted
to pee—which initiated a chain-reaction among the rest of us. We were at some place, enjoying ice-tea in an earthen
cup, when MP asked,
“When do we need to get back home?” It was already 10:30.
“No worries. I have the keys for the flat upstairs. We can go any time we want. Hopefully, we will not move in
before 1:00,” Happy said, finishing his ice-tea down to the last drop.
“And where are we going to be till then?” Amardeep was concerned. Amardeep and his 11:00 PM sleeping time,
I remembered, but didn’t bring it to the others’ notice. Happy looked at me and asked with a smile,
“Shall we go to the same place?”
“Oh! That one …?” Before MP’s dirty brain-cells could start thinking something filthy, I tried to clear the pic2030

ture.
“Gentlemen! We are going to a very cool place now, and I bet both of you will find it—” I was trying to finish
when MP became impatient and cut me
“Oh yes. I heard that Chandramukhi was from West Bengal. So, are we guys planning to …” His wicked smile
and naughty eyes completed the question.
“You’re nuts,” Happy said, laughing.
“Don’t think too much, MP. Just follow us,” I added.
Without revealing any more, we were back on our bikes, driving to our destination.
It wasn’t yet midnight when we reached the place. The air here was a little colder. At first glance it looked as if
we were in the slums. There was a run-down garage which was shuttered. Some trucks were parked outside. Their
drivers were probably sleeping.
We parked our bikes beside one of the trucks and walked through a small street to the right of the garage. The
place was badly lit and utterly silent. Our voices and footsteps rang out loudly. The sounds of insects added to the
eeriness of the place. MP heard a pack of dogs barking somewhere nearby. I don’t know if he really heard them,
though. Maybe it was just his poor heart, beating loudly.
“Shhh! They will wake up,” said Happy with a finger on his lips.
“Who?” Arnardeep whispered.
“There are people sleeping on the ground ahead. Watch your step,” Happy said.
“People! Sleeping on the road?” Amardeep slowed down. They were local fishermen. Some were sleeping and
some were hung-over from home-made liquor.
Suddenly, the street ended in a wooden channel. This was a staircase-like structure going down, and we could
hear a dull sound, like that of water beating against the shore. We stepped on this channel leaving behind the insect-sounds.
In a few seconds, we were at our destination.
*
It was the river Hoogli, and we were standing at its bay. Amardeep’s and MP’s fear turned into delight.
“This is the Launch Ghat and, right now, we are in Howrah. This is the point from where the ferry takes you
to the other side: Calcutta city,” Happy announced, pointing across the river.
In our excitement, we jumped onto the wooden harbor-like structure, from the channel. Surrounding this
harbor on three sides was the river in its perfect velocity. It was a beautiful night, with the moon overhead and the
stars shining bright. And beneath this sky, the four of us!
We sat down beside one of the giant anchors in a corner of the harbor. The river raced against the cool breeze
to meet the Bay of Bengal. In the silence, the sound of water hitting the harbor was crystal clear. On the other side
of the river was Calcutta. The tall buildings and the chain of tiny, yellow lights reminded me of the New York
skyline. But this was much better, just because I was with my friends now. With our arms wide open, we
breathed deep and long, inhaling the fresh, chilly air, still intoxicated by the beauty of this place. That was
when Happy spoke up.
“So?” he asked, looking at Amardeep.
“What?” Amardeep asked in return, not understanding Happy’s “So.”
“So how is this place, dammit?”
“Oh! This place? I cannot think of a better place than this. This is heaven.” And then, again, a cool breeze
blew, embracing us. We lay down on the harbor.
That was when the discussion started. A serious discussion; a discussion that changed my life. It started
with another “So”.
“So?” Amardeep asked this time, looking at Happy.
“What?” Happy asked, raising his chin.
“What’s the next important thing?” Amardeep asked.
“You mean dinner?” MP jumped in.
“No, I mean the next important thing in life. Schooling—done. Engineering—done. Getting a good job—done.
Going abroad—done. Bank balance—in progress. What’s the next milestone?”
“Ah! I know what you’re talking about,” Happy nodded. “Ask him,” he said, pointing his already raised chin
towards me. Everyone looked at me.
“I don’t know what’s going on in your life and family, but my mom and dad are going crazy. They’re after me
like you wouldn’t believe. Don’t I make a good bachelor?” I said.
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“The story is the same everywhere. We poor bachelors,” MP said trying to be funny.
“I am serious, MP,” Amardeep said.
“So, have you or your family fixed something?” I asked him.
“No. My story is just like yours. But the fact is that, one day, we’ll have to settle down with a life-partner. How
long can we ignore our parents’ questions? They too have expectations, wishes and dreams for us.”
“I know what you mean Amardeep. But are you really ready to spend your whole life with someone? I mean,
in our four years at the hostel, there were so many times when we had to adjust with each other. This one will be
for a lifetime,” Happy said.
“But, sooner or later, we have to do this, right?” Amardeep asked.
“What if we just carry on the way we are?” MP said.
“Then imagine yourself at the age of 60, living alone. Life isn’t that easy, my friend. It’s a journey. And the
best way to complete it is with a life-partner,” Amardeep said.
That night, on the bank of the river, the four of us discussed this issue seriously, for the first time. Maybe it was the
first time we felt we were mature enough to talk about it. So many questions, ifs and buts were raised and answered
between us. So many views were brought in and debated. None of us was against marriage but we wanted to evaluate
its benefits. Amardeep and I were quite convinced about the marriage thing. And this discussion made Happy and MP
think about the matter quite seriously, even if it didn’t convince them. (Which reminds me of a slogan I read on a Tshirt: If you can’t convince her, just confuse her.)
“But then, other things come into the picture. Love marriage or arranged marriage? Parents’ choice or ours?”
Happy said.
“Now, that’s a personal choice. But given that we are independent, I don’t think our parents will object to our
decision,” Amardeep said. Happy kept mum hearing this.
“But Amardeep, look at our lives. All of us are North Indians, working in far-away states. The chance of finding a
soul-mate, in this case, is quite slim. Moreover, the kinds of jobs we have don’t give us the time to interact with
different people. And above all, none of us would like to marry a girl chosen by our parents, if I am not wrong,” MP
said.
“I don’t know if your last statement is valid or not, but the rest is in your hands,” Amardeep replied.
“But MP has a point. In my case, I would like to marry a girl of my choice, but for the last one year I was abroad
and I don’t know if, in the next couple of years, I will be in India. Given this fact, it is quite hard for me to work on my
marriage plan. And for a person like me it’s impossible to settle down with any girl who is not Indian. Forget Indian,
she has to be a Punjabi first of all,” I said.
“How did you apply for your job at Infosys?” Amardeep asked, digressing from the topic. I answered,
“Though some job-website.”
“And Happy, how did you transfer money from London to your parents?”
“Through my internet banking account. It’s quite fast,” he answered.
“See? The world is becoming internet-savvy. And, given the fact that we all are IT graduates who are on the
net almost everyday, why can’t we use this for the marriage thing too?”
“Are you talking about matrimonial websites like Shaddi.com?” Happy asked.
“Yes.”
“Are they really useful? I don’t think so,” MP put forward his view.
“To know if a dish is sweet or salty, you have to taste it first. That’s the only way to know things for sure,”
Amardeep answered.
“Or better yet, ask a person who has already tasted it. Why take a chance?” Happy said, trying to make us
laugh.
“So Raamji, are you on any such website?” I asked.
“Not yet. But I’m thinking of it.” When we did not say anything, he explained,
“The best thing about this service is that you can go through so many profiles without leaving your desk. The
filters are good enough to provide you suitable matches. And you can interact with the persons who interest you.
Everything is so systematic. Above all, you don’t need to worry about your physical location.”
Amardeep made some valid points, which is probably why we didn't have much to debate about.
“Hmm … Well, I don’t know if this thing is going to work, but it is worth giving a try. Who knows? Even MP
was convinced.
It was 1:30 AM. Our empty stomachs reminded our brains of their existence. Amardeep said,
“It’s quite late and I’m damn hungry. Let’s get home.” And he stood up stretching his back.
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“So who’s the first one?” MP asked while we all were dusting our clothes.
“The first one to marry? Or first one to make his profile on the website?” Happy asked, laughing.]
“Both.”
“I think this guy,” Happy pointed his finger at me, I don’t know why.
*
It was probably 4:00 AM by the time we had dinner and slept. And, after a long time, we enjoyed the kind of
sleep we used to enjoy in our hostel. That day became one of the most memorable days in our lives.
We spent the next day visiting some of the best hangouts in Calcutta. And we went again to the Launch Ghat in
the evening to ride the ferry to the other side of the city. And, believe you me, being on the ferry was no less
amazing than boarding the Titanic in 1912. Being with your best friends is simply wonderful. We ate, drank, talked
and enjoyed to the fullest at a pub called Some Place Else.
That was the last night of the reunion trip. All three of them came to drop me at Howrah Station and, once
again, the four of us hugged, just like we had at Hyderabad Station, on the last day of college.
“Who’s going to cry first?” MP asked. But all of us laughed at that stupid and senti question.
The train called me with its final whistle. I got into the carriage and stood at the door, waving to them all as the train
left the platform.
I reached Bhubaneswar the next morning. That same morning, Amardeep and MP boarded flights back to their
respective places. Soon afterwards, Happy also flew back to London.
2
Three weeks later. I was in my office, just like on any other weekday. I was checking out the photos that MP
had shot of us all, during the reunion trip. He emailed them to us and while I was looking at them, in my Yahoo!
inbox, I noticed an ad flashing in the top-left corner.
It was an ad for a matrimonial site—Shaadi.com—with a beautiful girl, smiling and looking for her perfect
match. Recalling our reunion discussion, I clicked the hyperlink on this ad, which took me to the website. With the
default filters enabled, I clicked the search button and, in no time, I was on the result page with many feminine picks.
Wow! Some among them were damn pretty, and I wanted to check them all out. But before I could visit the 6 th one, I
was prompted to register at the website, without which I couldn’t browse through more profiles. The trailer was over
and to watch the whole movie you had to register yourself.
“I didn’t have much work that day, so I thought I’d register myself and create my profile on the site.”
This is what I kept saying to Happy, Amardeep and MP Whereas, it was actually the other way round. Those pretty
faces on the results page forced me to make time in my hectic schedule—which involved project delivery to a client,
the very next day. Someone rightly said, “Three things—wealth, women and”—I always forget the third one—“can
make anything happen in this world.”
So, finally, my profile was on the website. I uploaded a nice photograph and unchecked any checkbox which
asked to hide my whereabouts from girls who might be searching for me. I did not forget to mention my
professional trips to the US and Europe either. After an hour or so, I was all set to check out those pretty faces
again. I set my filters to check out all the Punjabi girls on the website and hit the “search” button.
The results page displayed some 3 digit number—the total number of profiles that matched my search criteria.
This was exciting! But I could only check out some fifty of them before my eyes grew tired. Still, among those fifty
or so, there were a few whom I wanted to contact. But before I could do so, there came a heartbreaking moment. To
talk to those pretty faces I had to make a payment to the site. There is no such thing as a free lunch. Damn!
The only cost-free part was a way to express my interest in them by clicking a button on their respective pages.
This would send a message from me to their inbox. But even if they gave me an affirmation to interact, I still
wouldn’t get their email ids unless I made the payment. I checked the amount they were asking for.
“3000 bucks for the yearly plan! No way,” I said to myself. Then I thought,
“I will only pay up if I happen to get good, affirmative responses from those beauties.” Till then, whenever I felt like
it, I could ping any girl on the website to show my interest in her profile. This was the beginning of my experience
with Shaddi.com—at the cost of my project delivery, which I almost screwed up.
*
Apart from Happy, Amardeep and MP, nobody else knew about my profile on the site, not even my parents.
Because telling them that I was thinking of getting married meant stirring a hornet’s nest. The moment they found
out, they would bring inputs from their acquaintances all over the planet—and, Jesus! How I hated that!
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For the next few days, I got responses to my requests. Every time I opened my inbox there was this strange
excitement. But, most of the time, it didn’t last long. The best ones had declined me. In fact, most of them had
ignored me. Only a handful accepted my request but, unfortunately, they didn’t appear that good.
“Ah! This website is good for nothing,” I told myself. As if I was James Bond and all girls in the world would
throw themselves at me, the moment I approached them.
And this is how Shaddi.com went from high-priority to the lowest-priority. Time passed by and I visited the site
once in two or three weeks, clicking buttons on profiles that interested me, but without much expectation. Some
more girls declined me; some girls, I declined. A few wanted to interact, but their education was not impressive.
Some called me up on my cell; to some I wrote a few SMSs.\fn{Referring to Short Message Service, a form of text-messaging.}
A couple of them wanted me to move abroad but I was not game; some others, I could not convince that India was a
better place to live in.
During one of my short, official trips to the US, I also happened to buy the yearly plan for a girl who badly
wanted to talk to me. Damn! Out of the three things (wealth, women and … the last one which I always forget)
that could make anything happen in this world, the second was already making me do things. The irony being that
the girl, whom I coughed up 3000 bucks for, never got in touch. I lost all interest in the website.
*
Then, one evening, I received an SMS on my cell phone.
Hi I m Khushi I received ur msgs on my other cell can U pls call me now

That was 20-July-2006 18:58:19. My cell phone’s inbox still shows the date and time. When I got this
SMS, I was in a conference call with a client in the US. I quickly recalled the name of the profile from which I
had got an acceptance the week before, along with the contact mobile number and an email id. I wrote an
SMS in reply:
M in mid of a conf call. wll ring you in another hlf n hr.

The very next minute, my cell flashed the arrival of a new message
I too hv cmpltd my conf cal few min bck. U cmplete urs and I can wait till then.

After finishing my call, I dialed her number but only after I had quickly browsed through her profile.
“Hello!” said a beautiful voice from the other end.
“Hi! This is Ravin.”
“And I am Khushi,” she said in a pleasing and confident voice.
“Yup, I learnt that in your SMS. Sorry I kept you waiting but I was in the middle of an important
conference call with a client.”
“No problem. Even I had some stuff to complete.”
Our conversation began formally but, in no time, it became quite relaxed and informal when we found out
some amusing things.
“I learnt that you were born in the month of February, 1982,” she said.
“Yes. 4th February. Anything specific?” I wondered if I was supposed to recall something from her profile. But
the only thing I remembered, then, was that she looked beautiful in her picture.
“You might have noticed that my year and month of birth are the same.”
“Oh yes! 22 nd February. I had seen that,” I said, quickly rushing to my computer and scrolling through her
profile. “And you were born in Faridabad—”
“No. I was born in Calcutta. My dad was in the defense services and, when I was born, he was posted in
Calcutta and was staying there with family.”
“Really? You won’t believe this!” I shouted, attracting my coworkers’ attention.
“What?”
“You guess!” I said, heading towards the staircase area, where I could talk to her without disturbing the others.
“Don’t tell me you were also born in—” But before she could complete her sentence, I shouted again,
“Yes!”
“But, how come?”
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“That’s my mother’s native place.”
And I don’t know why we screamed and laughed at this fact. Thousands of people must have been born in the
same year, the same month and the same place, given our country’s track record. But the way we reacted!
“You know, know, there is something else we have in common—the classical music thing. I learnt that you
hold a degree in playing the sitar,” I said.
“Yes. And you hold one in playing the tabla, right?”
“Indeed. I learnt to play it for four years. In fact, I was never interested, but my dad forced me to—”
“Well, you know what? That’s the only reason why I felt like contacting you.”
“I’m not sure I understand,” I said slowly.
“The hobby section in your profile said that you play the tabla. And your interest in classical music was the
only thing that differentiated you from the others and made me feel like talking to you,” she clarified.
So that was it! A tabla makes a girl want to talk to a guy! It was impossible to understand girls, but I felt like
hugging my dad and thanking him for forcing me to learn the tabla.
“Even I got my degree after 4 years at Prayaag University. And we both are in the IT industry,” she pointed out
more things we had in common.
“Oh yes! You work with an IT company in Noida, if I am not wrong?” I asked, knowing that I wasn’t wrong.
And how could I be, when her profile was in front of me?
“Yes. I work with … Tell me something. My friends say that Infosys people are studious and good rankholders. Is that true?”
“Are you expecting me to say ‘no’ to that?”
She laughed.
That was my first ever candid talk with a girl I hadn’t seen yet. On that call, we touched base on various
things: the latest movies we had seen, our best friends, her family, my family, our college days, music and other
areas of interest.
“So is your family in Bhubaneswar too?”
“No, my native place is a very small town called Burla, near Sambalpur. Mom and dad live there. My brother
and I are in Bhubaneswar, and we both work with Infosys. We stay in a rented flat with two other roommates, and
visit our parents on alternate weekends. Burla is just a night’s ride from Bhubaneswar.”
We talked for nearly an hour. I could feel my cell phone burning my ear, and the cell’s battery was on its last
legs. And even though I wanted to keep talking to her, I had to say,
“Listen! My battery is going to give up soon. But I hope we are going to stay in touch.”
“Your battery?” she said, laughing.
“I mean, my mobile’s.” I started laughing too.
“Just kidding. But I believe we’ll talk again.” Then she added, suddenly,
“But before you hang up, you have to say one good thing.”
One good thing? Now where on earth would I find one good thing to say? But I’d watched a movie the
day before and, thanking god, I repeated a line from it.
“Bismil ka sandesh hai ki kal Lahore jaane wali gaadi hum Kakori pe lootenge, aur un paison se hathiyar kharidenge.”
Then, I took a deep breath, and waited … and she burst into a big laugh.
I still think it was a good line. But I don’t know what made her laugh. Anyhow, I too joined in her laughter, so
that she would not think me stupid or lacking a sense of humor.
“OK! I’m hearing the final beeps from my cell. It was really nice talking to you, Khushi. But we won’t be able
to talk more, though I want to.”
“Same here. I liked talking to you very much. See you.”
“Yeah, bye.”
“Instead of bye, you should say ‘see you’. It’s nicer. It means we’ll interact again,” she said, and touched
my heart, somewhere. Her innocence and the candid way in which she talked to me had left its mark on my mind.
“See you,” I said, before I hung up.
That night, lying on my bed, I went over the conversation again and again. And I wondered: Could I have been
more humorous, just to impress her further? Or was the call just perfect, the way it should have been? And was
she thinking about the conversation too, at that very moment, sitting somewhere in her room.
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I don’t know why, but I felt like calling her up again and it was hard to curb that urge. But I had to curb it,
because I did not want to mess things up, right in the beginning, by becoming a guy who bothers her at 11:30 in
the night.
“No,” I said to myself, loudly, switched off the light and jumped into bed.
Alone in my room, I was smiling, talking to nobody and there was this different sort of feeling within me. I
slept, just so that the night would pass, and a new day would come when I could hear her beautiful voice once
again.
*
The next day, I waited for her call. Though we’d not decided that she was supposed to call me, still I had this
gut-feeling that she would. By 10:00, in the office I was getting restless. I wanted to hear her voice but, at the
same time, I wanted her to call me up.
Happy had given me this success funda\fn{ Slang for “fundamental”} in the matter of girls: Don’t make them feel
that you are going crazy after them; just give some time and they will come to you. At 11:00, I realized that
Happy was a fool and I went ahead and SMSed her a “good morning”, even though it was a little late for that.
But I didn’t receive any reply to my SMS and began wondering who the real fool was. And, that day, I was also
uncertain. Should I listen to my heart or my brain? Both of them were pointing in opposite directions. My
brain was telling my ego,
“What does she think of herself?”
Whereas, my heart still wished to hear her voice.
Call it my weakness or my effort to curb my ego—a little later I did what my heart told me to do and I dialed
her number.
“Hey! Hi, how are you?” Khushi picked up the phone.
“When wishing you a good morning, the sender also expects a similar response. I am fine.”
“I was going to reply on the way to the office.”
“You mean you’re still at home?”
“Yeah. Actually, we work in the afternoon shift as we have to be in sync with our UK-based clients. Hey, my
cab’s outside,” she said rushing and saying ‘bye’ to her mom. I could hear the door being closed and her ‘hi’ to her
friends in the cab. After she got in, we resumed our talk.
“So what’s up?” I asked her.
“Ami di was here this morning,” she said. I remembered her mentioning a couple of names during our
previous call, but I could hardly remember who was who among them.
“Ami di …?” I murmured, trying to recall the name.
“I have three sisters and one brother. Misha di is the eldest and lives in Ludhiana. She has a very sweet kid,
Daan, who is studying in nursery. Ami di is the second, and she too is married. She lives in Noida, an hour’s drive
from our place, and works with a BPO. Deepu, my brother, is two years younger than me and is working with an
MNC in Assam. They deal with oil wells and stuff. And Neeru is the youngest, my sweet little sis,” she told me
about her siblings again, with no complaints or questions as to how I forgot about them so soon. She continued,
“And apart from this, mum and dad are with us. And in your family, it’s your mom and dad, you and your
younger brother, Tinku, who is also a software engineer with Infosys, and his office is in the same building as
yours, except he is on the first floor and you on the second. Right?”
And that was a silent slap to my memory. She remembered everything about my family. All I could do was say,
“Hmm … 10 on 10,” and laugh. But I laughed alone.
“So, I was saying, Ami di was here this morning. After completing her night-shift she came to Faridabad. She
visits us once in a week or two.”
This call was all about her family. I came to know about two more people—Davinder Jiju, Misha di’s husband, and
Pushkar, Ami di’s husband. Pushkar and Ami di used to work in the same company and they happened to fall in love,
which was not a good idea according to Khushi’s dad. The hurdles they had to face were no different from any love
story in Bollywood\fn{The Indian Hollywood} movies. Pushkar comes from a Hindu family whereas Ami di belongs to a
Sikh family. Pushkar is cool with boozing and non-veg while these things are taboo in Khushi’s family. But then, as
we learn from those same movies, Love, in the end, wins all the battles. And, that is what happened here as well. All
the youngsters in Khushi’s family successfully convinced their dad to give his approval for the marriage.
In that call, Khushi also mentioned that she used to leave her office around 9:30 at night and reach her home by
11:00. Which meant that she would be awake for quite a while and I could call her late at night in case I felt the
way I had the night before.
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*
So that was how we started calling each other, writing messages, even wishing each other goodnight. But, in our
initial calls, we never touched upon the purpose for which we had started interacting—marriage. But she initiated
this, one day, when I forwarded her an e-album of my pictures, with my friends, in Belgium.
“I noticed one pic with the description—enjoying red wine in a pub,” she said.
“Oh yes, that was one of the happening evenings in Belgium.”
“So you booze?”
“Hmm … yeah. But very rarely. Once in two or three months, or at times six. Only on some occasions when I
am with friends and they insist I give them company,” I answered coolly.
“Well, I don’t know how you are going to react to this, but I always wanted a life-partner who abstains from
this.” And I asked myself,
“So, is she saying that she is going to look for somebody else?” I wasn't sure. But the one thing I was sure
about was that, finally, we were discussing marriage. She continued,
“See, every person has some likes and dislikes. When we talk about marriage, it’s about respecting each
other’s feelings; it’s about trust, a few compromises and much more. And if you are going to be my life-partner,
I sincerely urge you to choose a life without alcohol.”
She was the first among us to say: if you are going to be my life-partner. And in her voice those words sounded
so different, so magical. And, of course, it was the magic of those words which overrode my consciousness and
made me say,
“It’s a gentleman’s promise. If you are going to be my life-partner, I will not booze unless you are comfortable
about it. And I mean it.” I didn’t stop there but continued,
“The reason I can do this is because alcohol is not something I am addicted to. At the same time, I don’t think it’s
bad to booze once in hundred days, just to give company to your best friends. Even then, I have never crossed my
limits and got drunk completely. Still, if this becomes a problem between me and my life-partner, I will gladly
abstain.”
“And promises are meant to be kept,” she reiterated. And, probably, she smiled too.
“Absolutely!” The gentleman within me was still talking.
“But the day you get to know me completely—after six months, or ten, or maybe a year, or maybe more than
that. Then, if you think that boozing is not at all a bad case with me, you will have to allow me to have a drink
with my best friends. But, again, I will never force you to say that.”
This was another landmark in our saga and, henceforth, she felt much better talking to me. And I felt good, just
because she felt good.
Was the second, out of the three things (wealth, women, and I still can’t remember the third) that could make
anything happen in this world, making me do this? I didn’t know then, and I don’t know now. The only thing bothering
me was, what would I say to Happy and MP when we sat together with red wine, at our next reunion?
“Guys, please bear with me as I’ve stopped boozing because of a promise I made to a girl, whom I’ve only talked to
on the phone for a week. Yes, only a week. Far lesser time than the years which we all have spent together.”
I didn’t know, then, if that promise was good or bad for me. But what was definitely good was the trust and
understanding we gained.
And this was just beginning.
It was a tough call. But then, something within me wanted her for a long, long time … forever.
1985
276.1 Excerpt from East Of The Sun: A Nearly-Stoned Walk Down The Road In A Different Land\fn{by Siddhartha Sarma (c.1985- )} Guwahati, Kamrup Metropolitan District, Assam State, India (M) 12½
11
I wake up on day five to a Kohima dawn, rub my hands, partly in anticipation of a long day ahead and partly
because it is nice and cold. I take stock of the journey so far.
By air and road, I have clocked 2,542 km through Guwahati, Upper Assam and Nagaland. Despite the rain and
the occasionally difficult roads, it has been a smooth ride.
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The next phase will be completely different. There will be no transport at night, so I will be changing the usual
method of night travel. Instead, in the next phase, it will be very important that I make each leg before dusk.
Since this has begun to sound like the prologue to The Vampire Chronicles, I got to explain: Manipur, where
we are going, is in a bit of a mess and likely to continue that way for the foreseeable future.\fn{ In 1949, Maharaja
Budhachandra of Manipur signed a treaty with the newly-independent state of India, merging his country with the new Republic; as W
says, “this merger is disputed by various groups in Manipur as having been completed without consensus and under duress. The dispute and
different visions for future has led to a 50 year insurgency in the state for independence from India, as well as to violence between different
ethnic groups within the state. Over 2010-2013, the militant insurgency was responsible for the violent death of about 1 civilian per
100,000 people, each year. The world’s average annual death rate from intentional violence has been 7.9 per 100,000 people.” H/W } The
best way to reach Imphal\fn{The state capital:H} is by air, is what people have kept on telling me. However, since I

will travel by road this time, I need to follow the new rules and be ready for maximum improvisation because
there are hardly any road travelers these days from Kohima to Imphal, and definitely no one from the plains. Cer tainly no one alone.
Damn. Every time you analyze a stage before you start it, and the road looks a bit sticky, you get greatly
tempted to change your plans. Particularly in Manipur. But I got to see this through. It is only a matter of less than
90 km from Kohima to Imphal.
So, I am packed and out in the early dawn, determined to reach Imphal before dusk. I walk a huge distance of
20 meters to the Nagaland State Transport terminus, where a drowsy gentleman going off the night shift tells me
with suspicious promptness and a certain degree of what I think is ghoulish cheer that there are no buses to Ma nipur today, nor were there any last week and there won’t be any in the days to come. Thus begins that
dadgummed road.
There are two routes to Imphal by road. One is the Golaghat-Kohima-Imphal road on which I stand. The other
drops down from central Assam through our Karbi Anglong hill district to Silchar in south Assam, from where it
reaches Imphal. I do not feel comfortable traveling in the Silchar area because the place feels so damn alien. It is
perhaps the only place in the world I take great care to avoid. Cultural reasons, thassall.\fn{ That’s all} I have never
been able to make much sense of that place, particularly Silchar town itself, although the countryside is beautiful
(but out-of-bounds these days because of militants).
So the Silchar route is best avoided, from what I see, and besides, to go down that road I need to return to As sam and that will shave off days from my plans. I must, therefore, continue down this road, but by some other
means.
North Manipur people seem to have an economic blockade going on, so buses and trucks are not allowed to
pass from Nagaland. This blockade bit has more ins, outs and what-have-yous, as I shall discover shortly. Because
each state is dependent on roads passing through their neighbours’ for essential supplies, blockades kind of hit the
jugular of the state governments, and are thus effective political tools, but that’s only the half of it. Along with
strikes, bandhs\fn{A form of protest in which a community or political party calls for people in the bandh area to stay at home and not
report for work, shopkeepers to keep their shops closed, and transport workers and taxi drivers to stay off the roads and not carry passen gers:H} and student unrest, blockades are a bit of a cottage industry in the North-east, and nowhere more than in
Manipur, where virtually everything extra-constitutional is a c.i.\fn{ Confidential Informant:W}
Bwahahaha, they reckoned without the Cid’s\fn{ One of several slang abbreviations the author uses in his work but does not
bother to explain in a handy list at the end of his book:H } ingenuity and remarkable knowledge of how the wind blows. Be-

cause at the other end of Kohima is a taxi stand meant just for situations like these. After a few years of blockades
in north Manipur, Kohima cabs worked out an arrangement by which they take people to the state border at
Maram. Here, the passengers get on another cab from the other direction and continue south. Thus they work
around the blockade.
On the Manipur side, the cabs stop at Senapati town in the district of that name, where, till about three in the
afternoon, they can get buses to Imphal. But that is the last bus, so in case of delays, passengers are stuck at Sena pati.
I therefore reach the other end of Kohima, where at the head of the cab line I get on board a packed Maruti van
that will take me some distance across the state line. My co-passengers are Manipuris who either work in or had
come to Kohima for short stays and are eaten up from head to toe with curiosity at me. They never get outsiders
on this route.
I explain that I am from Guwahati. Saying I work in Delhi would make it a long and complicated story, and,
from here on at least, it is better if the people think I am from somewhere in the North-east and traveling on some
work. One little old lady on the front passenger seat, on discovering that I have come from Guwahati, tells me that
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her younger son is at a college there, at some neighborhood.
I know that neighborhood and I know the college. I can describe the buildings and everything else, but at the
moment I just can’t remember the name. I reach out wildly and suggest what I think is the correct name, but she is
a little doubtful. She can’t remember either. Someone tries to fit in a coop of chickens at the back and people
make rude remarks about chickens in general.
Public transport is fun anywhere in rural India. There is no end to what people carry with themselves, as is the
case anywhere else in the world. Goats come a distant second and vegetables tie with fish as third, but chickens
are always lively, once they’re fitted on board.
Back a long time ago, if some of you remember, there used to be a service called Vayudoot, which used to be
mainly within states, or, in the case of the North-east, from one state to another. So there was this one flight from
Tezpur to Itanagar, just twenty minutes or so. It was a small aircraft, maybe twenty passengers, and remember,
tickets used to be expensive. People used to make the most of this, and practically every passenger used to carry
coops of chickens on board, stashing them under the seats of this decrepit aircraft with cracked windows and fractures on the inner walls. Honest. That plane used to look like it would fall apart the moment it was airborne. I
don’t know what happened to that route after Vayudoot went out, but while it lasted, those chickens loved the
flight.
It is raining heavily now, a squall that’s perhaps an aftereffect of the cyclone wind movements in the other
country.
About three kilometers after Kohima the road does the first of its disappearing acts. There are many such spots
I pass on the way, alternating stretches of level metalled surfaces and totally unpaved parts. I have as yet found no
logical explanation for this. Why, we ask ourself, must one stretch be metalled and another left out? What is to
recommend one part of the road over another? There is hardly any difference between the two spots, is there?
The unpaved parts get eaten away by the rain which washes the soil over the edge and downhill, so they are
like huge depressions on the ground, made worse in places where the authorities have piled stones for possible future road-work. Not very easy going.
My co-passengers are barely bothered by all this. These two ancient guys on both side of me want to know
why I am going to Manipur, and alone, and if I smoke, following which they tell me I should be very careful in
Imphal because things are not good. They say it in a way that makes clear they don’t know why someone from the
outside should be on this road at all. They could have been a bit more cheerful, I mean this is hardly what I want
to hear.
Just as we reach Mao, at the Nagaland border, we find the beginning of a big group of stalled vehicles. This
should be interesting. These vehicles should be meeting up with those from the Manipur side about half-a-dozen
kilometers further south, where the passengers usually make the switch. But the vehicles are stalled here because,
it seems, there is a landslide up ahead and no one is going anywhere.
This puts a crimp on everyone’s plans. “Landslide” is a ubiquitous term in the mountains and refers to a whole
range of totally unrelated things. Some of these, shall we say, accidents, are totally different from one another, distinguishable by someone familiar with these events, but someone had to club them under a single all-purpose
name because it all looked the same to him, therefore the term. But each incident could be different from the
other. It depends on familiarity.
Someone once told me that Laplanders have twenty-three different terms for snow. Think about it. There’s just
two kinds of snow I can think of: fresh and dirty. But some Laplander felt the need for differentiating snow into
two dozen types, and who’s to blame him? There’s a tribe up in Arunachal\fn{ Arunachal Pradesh:H} that has fifteen
names for bamboo. They need those names.
So, about landslides. They come in as many sizes as there are things on the hills. A man-sized rock rolls down
a hill and dares you to pass—landslide. This is actually a rockslide, and could be just the start of something much
worse. But it is easy to detect, when the hillside starts rumbling, giving you some kind of warning.
A trickle of topsoil, tree-trunks and mud wallowing aimlessly on a cliff top—landslide again. This is a mudslide, and far, far more dangerous, because it doesn’t make a sound. More people get killed in the mountains un der loose mud than under rocks, because nobody takes mud seriously.
There are types and degrees of magnitude for such events. Half a branch of an old alder tree gets bored with
life and suicidal and takes a running jump off a hill—you know what it is called. It’s just an old branch, but if it
falls in front of your off-roader and you get shocked out of your skin you’d think the hills are collapsing around
you and you yell landslide.
People get philosophical about such road blockages. Back in Mao, we get out into the rain and rush to stand in 2039

side some village stalls. The other passengers look up at the sky and their watches. We haven’t made bad time so
far; there's a lot of daylight left, so they say they’ll wait out till when the road clears. It’s the beginning of the
monsoons and it had to happen, sooner or later. Some of them know people in this village, so they can fix lunch
and such if needed. Others carry their food with them. It is only a temporary problem. At least they are mostly out
of the heavy rain.
How bad can it be, I wonder? In a pinch, the locals can shack up at the little village, though it might not take
many people. But me, I’ve got to reach Imphal by dusk. I can’t hang around random villages asking if I can stay.
No one knows the exact scene up the road or if the slide or whatever it is can be negotiated. They just saw vehi cles returning and stopped as well. How bad can it be? The Cid decides to hike it.
I take a handy branch and break it into shape. A walking stick is vital if you are going up a steep incline on an
uncertainly-built road with a pack that can throw you off balance.
The numerical[ly]-minded pack a foot meter on walks. Another improvisation if you don’t have a foot meter is
to get one of those clicky things (like they showed on the Ben Affleck Axe ad),]fn{ A popular advertisement for a male
fragrance known as Ben Affleck Axe } tie a knot and loop it down your ankle so that the knot moves up to the clicky
thing each time you step forward. A few tests and you can make an almost accurate estimation of how far you
have traveled per click. An easier way is to click it, say each 100 steps, after you have estimated how far one step
covers.
However, all this is merely for exactitude. You can just as easily get an eye-estimation of the distance you have
covered.
I do five easy kilometers uphill before I come across the slide around a loop in the road and see what it exactly
is. Obviously, the slide, being a crafty specimen, is waiting around a hairpin for the unwary. Half the hill has
rolled down in a cascade of mud and taken away the whole road, the bend and anything else I see beyond it. The
hills of the North-east are so green and lush that you would be pardoned for believing they are solid earth. On the
contrary, their bones are hard rock, granite and limestone and very old, older than the Himalayas. in some places.
Actually most mountains are older than the Himalayas, which are made of, as we know, shale (snigger snigger)
and ichthyosaur droppings.
Some of these venerable gents have also rolled down the hill. The very contour of the area is altered. The hill
on the right is now at an exact ninety degrees. Everything else is gone. This is impressive and if the Cid was not
an impecunious walker he would risk the camera for a shot in the rain.
Meanwhile, the rain itself has trickled inside my clothes, but it is not very cold, so it is reasonably comfortable.
I take in the scene because I need to find my way across and continue down the road.
The last slide I had gone over was one of solid rock on the road to Tabo in HP.\fn{ Himachal Pradesh:H} It was a
forbidding eight with a backdrop of bare rocky mountains and the bodies of four roadcon workers behind us. But
it was still not difficult deciding to cross it. As I said, slides are of different types and some are really easy to
cross.
The thing with rock is, if the pieces are big and they don’t take the level road down with them, they are stable
enough for my weight to climb over. The problem with mud, on the other hand, is it shifts. Not quickly, nor with
the rumble of good rock, but like treacle, and you never know which way it is going, it is that slow. Given a mudslide and one of rock, I’d take the latter any day.
This is a problem. Do I go over or walk back? The road just before was very narrow to begin with, and as the
rain fell in greater amounts, the mud became thicker and more difficult to walk in. Going back the five km to
where the vehicles are parked is a last option. I walk over to my left, to the cliff edge.
The slide drops straight down about 800 feet. This is eye estimation only: I do not intend (even for you guys)
to go down there with or without a measuring tape. It could be less or more. It is also about 50 degrees in gradi ent. Get it? The slide has hollowed out the cliff beneath the road too. This means the patch of road I’m on is a lot
unstable, I mean it could just collapse if any more mud fell on it. It does not look good.
I poke the mud with the stick and step on the slide. The apex is about twelve feet up. I step on rock wherever
possible. The mud is sticky and my shoes sink slo-o-o-w-ly into it as I pull up with my left hand. It takes five minutes to the apex, movement is that slow. From here I try to step in a straight line across the top of the pile (note: I
am climbing as far right on the slide near the hill as possible, and as much as I can away from the drop. I am not
suicidal). Five steps on, I check if the earth has moved left. There is no way of making exactly sure but I think it’s
safe enough.
This was such a bad idea. I don’t like mudslides, man.
It is one of those times when your mind takes in everything in such clear detail that you wish later that you had
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such clarity in everyday life. One wishes to be somewhere else, and fast, but meanwhile one notices everything.
The rain, the exact feel of mud and rock, the hills all around, the feel of the stick, the uniform grayness of the sky.
I think the mud shifts a little. I cannot be certain about this, but the top of the slide gets narrower towards the
end. It drops down to the other side after about a hundred meters. Whoever’s going to fix this will need lots of
bulldozers and things, and those people back there in those vehicles will be waiting around for a while before they
can get across.
I step down onto a semblance of a road and walk up the incline again. These are not black-topped roads any more, but at least they are walkable.
Mucking around in that mud I have to do a mental check of the few first-aid things I carry. These can come in
handy sometimes, particularly when you are on your own and have to do some basic repair work when needed. A
few medicines are usually sufficient, but additional stuff is up to you or the likely scenarios particular to each trip.
For instance, you might have to bandage yourself up sometime, or carry fast-acting painkillers or something. Or,
just in case, disinfectants and antibiotic vials, for which you’ll also need syringes and you need to know what they
are all about because you wouldn’t want to find yourself randomly jabbing your arm on some lonely stretch,
makes you look like an idiot, if only to yourself.
If you can make your own stitches and such, carry the specified needle and thread, it’s a further add-on which
can be of great help, but that is only in worst-case scenarios and only on yourself, unless you are a doc and are
therefore allowed to practice on other poor chaps. It’s good to be prepared, is what I say.
As I walk I feel light, although the pack weighs me down. At least the pack and the camera case are water proof, but that’s like a necessary requirement anywhere you go.
There is nothing like a light pack on your back while walking long distances. You get a lot of mobility that
way; your hands are free for balance, and after some time you get used to the weight.
Special forces like the SAS sort of have it mandatory to carry huge backpacks filled with rocks and such on
training marches, weighing about thirty-five kilos. Some march it must be. This is not a random figure someone
arrived at. This goes back to the old Greek city-states and their citizen soldiers, whose armor and weapons totaled
about this weight. And remember they were infantry, so they marched cross-country with all that weighing them
down.
The contemporary Greek has a beer belly.
More reflections on this strange historical connection as I walk in the rain. There is barely any other noise in
the hills. In the distance the terraces of hillside villages are sodden fields.
We borrow a lot of things from really ancient conventions and practices, a kind of continuous system that we
don’t even know has crept into our lives. I was reading the other day about how the booster rockets for one of
those space shuttles have only a fixed payload. This is because the rockets can be only of a fixed diameter, and no
bigger. This, in turn, is because the rockets are transported to the launchpad from their manufacturing site by rail,
and their diameter has to be in proportion with the broad gauge tracks. These tracks have been of a specific size
ever since railways began. I forget the exact distance between the tracks, but it seems that distance was fixed by
early rail engineers about a hundred and seventy years ago.
At this point, then, you’ll ask why this particular distance was fixed back in the day. It was because the facto ries or workmen already had this measure for the axles of horse-carriages, so they just transferred it to the rail ways because that would be easier to manufacture.
So why was this distance used by horse carriages? Well, it goes back to the first century, when the Romans
built roads with grooves cut into them on which chariots could run, and this was the length of the axles on those
chariots. But why this length?
Because this was the minimum length into which to Roman warhorses, or rather their behinds, could be fitted
under a yoke. In other words, the size of the trains on which we travel, and the size of the rockets scientists build
to send space shuttles out there, was fixed by the size of the behinds of horses two thousand years ago.
Face it, man, history plays a more powerful role in our lives today then we care to admit. Things are connected. This is a comforting thought, a kind of continuity. Dunno about you, but I’m okay with it. Hate to think if
everything new is wholly unconnected with whatever achievements were made by those who came before us (if
this was the case, a thousand years from now people won’t even stop to consider what new things our present civ ilization created, which would suck something big).
Thinking such random thoughts, eight miles into a very wet but thoroughly satisfying walk, after crossing a
place called Maram, I find the other stalled vehicles. I get into another crowded Sumo returning to Manipur. My
co-passengers, some of them from Nagaland, give me more creepy advice as they probably do to the almost-ex 2041

tinct stranger in these parts. Be careful in Manipur. Things are bad. Don’t smoke in public. Be careful how you
talk to people. In fact, don’t talk to people. Why are you traveling alone?
The rain eases and becomes a drizzle of sorts. Things are going alright, I say. I haven’t been unduly delayed, it
has been smooth so far and I feel like whistling.
Ever heard me whistle? No? I whistle on my runs. I’m happy. The road climbs down from here towards the
plains of central Manipur.
*
They are waiting around another bend on the road. There are five, some in camouflage, others in jeans and
black tees with bandnames and such. Not an impressive-looking bunch from a distance, but everyone knows what
they are carrying in their hands. This had to happen in this area.
They flag down the van and talk to the driver in Manipuri. From what little I understand of the language,
they’re asking the usual questions about where everyone’s going and so on. Mainly, it’s to check if outsiderowned vehicles are running on these roads, which is not allowed. Local transport vehicles pay taxes to them. They
talk through the windows with my co-passengers in Manipuri.
Then they look at the only non-Manipuri in the car. They make me get down. Their boss, who is the oldest
among them and looks twenty, carries a carbine. Three others carry pistols or revolvers. The fifth has his hand in side the pocket of a sleeveless jacket and I guess is holding a Chinese lever-action grenade, very common in these
parts and with an awesome reputation of seldom going off. It is a thought, nevertheless.
The boss looks stoned to his eyebrows and so do his boys. They make me walk a bit up ahead to the edge of
the road. Then he reverses the carbine and hits me on the ribs with it. Then he does it again.
If it were my left side I would have gone down. As it were I feel my right bruising and my insides jarring. I
suppose the blows are meant to buy him time to frame questions because eventually he asks me in English:
“Where are you going, brother?”
The rest of the conversation is slow as I explain, using as short words as possible, about everything, mainly
that I am a humble traveler on a humble journey. I do not tell them that I am going to Myanmar because they’d
ask me why, and what I know of the place, and it would come out that I am familiar with the area, which would
lead to more uncomfortable questions. I try to be as contrite as possible. Poor Cid. Wretched Cid. Misbegotten
planner to have traveled the narrow road to this drizzle and this junkie militant who pokes me with the carbine
barrel on the left shoulder with each word. (Course I don’t tell them this in so many words.)
They really don’t care about my i-card or that journalists are off-limits. They’ve gotten so used to local journos
being mixed up in their business that the press does not really mean anything different to them than yet another
employer. I won’t get a break because of my profession. The rules don’t work except when they see fit to apply
them.
Let me tell you a small something here.
I am always afraid, like a lot of people I know. If it isn’t of reaching late for an assignment, it is for turning in
shoddy copy or not meeting often enough with friends or missing lunch and dinner. Or a mudslide. Or being shot
in the rain. I suppose you would think less of me now. I am not fearless. I haven’t yet known anyone who is, al though once in a while you'd meet people who make such claims.
But I know I shall start worrying when being afraid stops me.
As I explain I realize how unlikely the whole thing sounds even to myself—why I am here, where I am headed
for, traveling on my own. It takes half-an-hour but they eventually conclude that I am no danger to their Peoples’
Liberation. They ask what is in the pack and camera case but don’t make me open it.
In a lifetime packed with idiotic mishaps, I have been at the wrong end of a gun on a few occasions. I swear
this won’t be the last of them. What worries me, however, is that the boy has his finger inside the trigger guard all
the time. And you know the other thing I realize just then? I might have medicines and such in my bag, but guess
what I did not bring with me? Celox.
Eventually they let me go, and it is kind of weird because they don’t even extort money from me. They usually
don’t let go of a chance to earn a bit. They also don’t take away my camera, though they must have guessed it
from the bag, which is a lucky, lucky thing. Overall, I get away considerably more easily than usual.
I travel to Senapati in an awkward silence. The other passengers seem to think I am infected or otherwise a
kind of militant-magnet, like merely by being on this road I was asking for trouble, which, in their eyes, is
prolly\fn{Probably} a reasonable suspicion. My ribs ache something bad.
Senapati district is north of and adjoining Imphal. Here the hills roll down into narrow valleys with cultivable
swathes of land. This area and north of it has a lot of the Tangkhul Naga tribe. I am told that the last bus to Imphal
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leaves Senapati town at 3:30 in the afternoon. The other passengers say we are going to make it, just barely. I
hope we do. The idea of hanging around outside Imphal at night is definitely not a good one.
Of course we don’t make it. We reach to see the tail-end of a very crowded bus disappearing at the other end of
the town. I am told to put up for the night, and quickly.
*
Things are bad here. The other passengers just vanish into their friends’ or relations’ houses. The blockade has
gone up several notches in temper.
It seems at some point the people of North Manipur discovered that there were practically no teachers in government schools here. They racked their brains and came up with a wholly original idea: economic blockade.
They stop all public vehicles and don’t allow them to pass to Imphal. Back in Dimapur I had found stacks of un delivered goods in transport agents’ offices, marked “Imphal”. These goods were awaiting trucks back into Assam
and down through Silchar, the other route into Manipur. But some trucks continue through Nagaland to the Manipur border. Here they haul up and stick together till the government makes arrangements for them. Some of the
trucks manage to reach the capital in convoys with paramilitary protection of sorts, because they don’t want to be
torched by the locals along the road. I totally don’t want to waste time here in Senapati, which also does not have
any hotels. I had said I was going to Myanmar hell or high water. High mud was over, and so was a small bit of
junkie hell. What more could happen?
When in a serious crunch, you’ve got to access the authorities and make them work. I usually do not like ask ing them for help and such. They have attitude problems, they don’t understand why anyone should be traveling at
all and they act pricey if they find you need their help, particularly in remote areas. In this case, however, I need
to get things moving if I am to get out of Senapati.
I cross the road to the local police station where I find a lone truck from Guwahati, manned by Manipuris,
waiting for the evening convoy. I talk to the cops (who also express surprise that I am traveling alone and without
security in these parts, man these reactions are becoming such a bore) and tell them how important it is that I get
some way out of there. They walk me over to the truck, where we talk to the people inside and I hitch a ride with
them. The truckers also want to know why I am alone but they seem a friendly type and don’t mind making some
room for me inside.
Back across the road I lunch on pork curry and rice on a dirty plate (I haven’t seen a clean plate in ages) at a
rundown restaurant, up behind a line of shops, on a terrace cut into the earth. That restaurant, peoples, is run by
the most beautiful waitress I have ever seen. Seriously. The restaurant is called Manipur Hotel and is opposite the
police station, in case any of you happen to pass by there sometime and want to verify things.
Now, don’t get me wrong, I don’t go about ogling women. This is only aesthetics, alright? Excuse me, the gen tleman at the back again.
What, you want to see her pics? Sure, and her husband at the counter paring something or the other with a
whacking great dao would have posed for me too. Sir, I am glad I do not travel with you.
*
The boys in the truck are refreshingly friendly and I get along fine as they rev up when the convoy rushes
through town and does not even slow on its way. There is very little time till dusk. We join it towards the tail. It’s
a long line of trucks and Sumos. Dusk falls as we try to reach Imphal on time before everything closes. My worry
is to get a hotel for the night in that town. We cross the plains of Senapati.
Trucks have a Spartan attitude to seating and such. Sometimes the driver might have a thin rug or something
over the seat, whose cushion would have long ages past been knocked out. There is, particularly in older trucks,
another cushioned seat out in front, but most truckers pull that out for easier access, because, particularly in areas
like the North-east, truckers travel in groups of four or more per truck, unlike the usual two. Safer that way. So
pulling off the front passenger seat makes it easier to fit more people in, and for getting on or off.
Behind these two seats there is usually a flat plank lined up against the rear wall of the cabin. Under this is a
compartment where they keep their clothes and such, and being directly above the gearbox, it gets hot in sum mers. On this plank, in my truck, there are three other guys. Sitting on a rough wooden plank on the kind of road
we are on is, to make a very large understatement, not exactly comfortable.
They tell me their stories. They started from Guwahati before they heard of the blockade, and by the time they
reached Dimapur, the owner back in G. told them to keep going. But they missed out on the earlier convoy and
were kind of forced to wait for the next one at the police station. The owner does not really care what happens to
them so long as the truck and the consignment are safe and in Imphal on time.
The truck malfunctions a bit. They get down and fix it, there’s a bit of tinkering under the bonnet\fn{ Hood; “bon2043

net” is, of course, a British term:H}

and round about the axle. We have stopped at a potholed stretch between two long
stretches of rolling fields. The setting sun shines off the beige-green hills of Senapati. There isn’t any habitation
around or people and of course no traffic coming the other way.
Meanwhile, the convoy does not wait because it has its own schedule to run. Way I see it, there is hardly any
protection for the two-dozen trucks and such from the six paramilitary vehicles and lightly-armed soldiers.
They’re just there same as during those flag marches they hold in towns after riots or during curfews, a show of
implied strength and such. The blockade, remember, is by civilians, so any guess if the paramilitary will use force
against civilians in a pinch in an area already hostile to the government? Didn’t think so.
So when the convoy leaves us behind we are left to our own devices. Return to Senapati or keep going and try
to catch up with the others? The second is an easier option, but it’s kind of difficult to speed on a road like the one
we are on, so I doubt we'll rejoin the convoy anytime soon.
It is dusk by now and we are approaching the southern end of Senapati district when we see torches in the distance. That is definitely not good news, man. Sure enough, it’s this large angry mob with burning torches. They
block the road and pelt the truck with stones and yell words I do not catch which, as you know, never fails to
make things worse. A windshield cracks, the truck brakes and the men inside take cover.
It’s toughened glass alright but those people outside look really mean and ready for just the kind of lone target
we are. I am muddy and bruised and this day just seems to go on and on. Time to bail.
The other men slide out from the driver’s door. The torches approach. I sling my pack, kick the other door off
and jump.
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I jump into a semi-circle of angry faces in the light of the torches. A lot of hot words are being directed against
the truckers. One of the outraged citizens carries a revolver. This seems to have become more and more common
in Manipur in the recent past.
I really, really detest mobs. You can deal, in a tight spot, with professionals, armed to the pre-molars though
they might be. You know where you stand and they know where they do. Each party just doing its job, each con cerned with making sure things do not escalate.
But with a mob like this, you never know what might happen. I mean, they really do not care if they hurt
someone bad because by this time they are pumped up and not thinking on their own, it’s like one of those collective thought things going on right there. That’s why riots throw up the worst of violent excesses from otherwise
normal people you can find.
I discover later that the o.c. with the r. has warned the truckers that they would burn the vehicle for violating
their precious blockade and that would be that. The boys are asked a lot of questions about what the truck contains
—light machine parts and footwear—where they come from, who owns it and so on. The o.c.s leave in a bit, after
posting a group to guard us, and the truckers scratch their heads. Immolation looks certain, as does a copious
amount of bodily harm.
O.c. with the r. returns with a few young chaps after some time and tells us something. The boys appear to
protest and some sort of negotiation goes on. The o.c., in fact, is a representative of the Senapati District Students’
Association (SDSA) which is masterminding the blockade, and he asks my transporters for Rs 5,000 to let the
truck go.. This, he tells them, is for the permit card his organization gives to “willing” and “law-abiding” truckers.
The boys pool their resources and come up with Rs 2,000 which they give at the local SDSA office where we
are frog-marched to. In exchange they are handed a permit card. It says everything about the truck: its point of
origin and destination, its registration number, and who has given the permit after “necessary checks”. What it
does not mention is what went into getting it.
That is how a students’ organization has the power to decide which vehicles will be allowed to pass, and they
even issue documents under their letterheads. They are the administration here.
I get a photograph of this “permit” right down immediately afterwards, man. It says the whole story in blackand-white. Got the picture right here. Incid.,\fn{ Incidentally} the citizens don’t bother too much with me. Actually
they ignore me entirely which is fine by me because I get a ringside view to the whole thing. If only they knew I
had a camera.
Manipur is only the latest state in the North-east whose students have begun harnessing their energies for “pro ductive” work like this. Assam showed the way to the others, a while earlier.
Back about thirty years ago, Assam’s students launched an agitation against illegal migrant Bangladeshis.
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While immigrants had been increasing in the state for a long time before then, it was the students’ energy which
made the protests a mass movement and got practically everyone involved, and it was a good thing too. Those
young people who marched on the roads and got a bit of the old stick treatment from the cops and were arrested
and such, they were really idealistic and dedicated. Some, in token activities to shame the Assamese, took up menial work like cutting hair and pedaling rickshaws, these being the kind of jobs Asamese left for Bangladeshis to
do.
Nothing much came out of that movement because the then PM got a deal with them and the Centre made a lot
of promises. Illegal migration is an even worse problem, a crisis for the people, now than it ever was before. So,
you’ll ask, why isn’t there another movement today?
That’s ’cause of what happened to those original student leaders.
They became so popular they floated a political party whose name you might have heard of, and decided to
stand for elections. Elder and wiser Assamese leaders advised them to let senior and distinguished Assamese stand
for elections and guide the youth, but the students said no thank you, we’re going to change things on our own.
Good sentiment, but it doesn’t work in the real world. Because as soon as they came to power with a landslide
majority, they got to taste the real nature of political control. They were young, man, the chief minister and home
minister were, like, twenty-seven or twenty-eight years old, and they were running a state that size.
That kind of power, it turned their heads.
They also eventually realized that the Bangladeshis, who get into the electoral rolls and never miss voting,
were this massive vote-bank everyone needed to stay in power, so they were cozying up to the same people they
set out to remove from the homeland. Two terms at the helm, a lot of corruption charges, secret killings of ULFA
leaders’ families across the Valley, all kinds of shady deals and such later, they’ve lost the faith of the people.
So if another generation of student leaders tries to fix social problems, the public doesn’t get very enthusiastic,
naturally. We’ve been bitten before.
But student unionism never went out of fashion and a lot of young people spend a lot of time doing student
politics in colleges and universities, a kind of grooming ground for an eventual political career, same as in the rest
of the country.
Assam’s experiment at student politics is one empirical reason why I am not much for unions and such. Sure,
young people have a lot of good ideas for fixing society. Sure, some of them might even be honest, and a lot of
them, given a chance, might be hard-working and committed and so on.
But actually administering a people, it’s a big job, and it can turn anyone’s head. I don’t see why hard-working
ordinary people should pay their taxes to subsidize education just so these young people can spend their time
playing king-of-the-hill in a country where higher education is best made available for those who really deserve to
study and do some good afterwards, as productive members of society.
So, anyway, the Assam experiment got every other student in the North-east going, and now you have all kinds
of student organizations heavily into local politics. They mobilize at a snap of some idiot’s fingers, have no prob lems with destroying public property and a bit of arson on the streets from time to time, and in Manipur, are
deeply close to insurgent groups, just like all the other citizens’ groups and such you have in that state. These
blockades and things are a good way for them to earn money and by now they have become such a major force
that political parties, local cops and the administration play along and never say a word.
*
We proceed from this middle-of-the-real-nowhere down the road as the valleys widen. It is night, there are
barely any lights on in the few villages we pass, and the group is majorly subdued after all this. So after crossing a
line of low hills, on the last stretch before Imphal, they just have to stop at a shady little joint where they can
pump themselves up on a bit of spirit.
It is a small restaurant kind of thing and two other trucks are already there. From the way they mix their drinks
under a lantern and drink quietly and urgently, my guess is they haven’t paid liquor tax or whatever it is to local
groups and militants, but they are determined to get a little tipsy before going on. They offer me a bit, they’re re ally nice people, but seeing as I am not much interested they continue with a game of cards for a bit. Then we’re
on the road again.
Imphal is a huge plain circled by rolling hills, where most of Manipur’s population is concentrated,\fn{ W says
about 60%:H} like I said. They say it used to be a lake before. Dunno where the water went. Maybe there was an
economic blockade of fresh water inflows and the lake upped and left, with no forwarding address. And why not?
People do that.
I reach Imphal at nine in the evening. It has taken me more than sixteen hours for this minor distance from Ko 2045

hima. The place is locked down, barricades on every arterial road coming into town, and cops are out on the
streets, but Damu, one of the boys on the truck, and his brother who joins us at his house in Imphal insist they will
help me fix an auto to a hotel and tell the auto chap to make sure I get a room for the night and that I do not go off
wandering somewhere unsupervised and also warn him to charge a reasonable fare from me.
Those guys were really good people. They never asked me unnecessary questions or bugged me, they always
had a smile on the road and shrugged off the hardships on this stretch; they got along.
They are a nice contrast to the town I land in. Imphal is more unfriendly than I remember it being before. Can’t
blame them, there are a lot of strange events happening. The hotel I stay in is much better than the one in Kohima,
but that’s because I had to take the first place I could find. Besides, a shady hotel in an already sticky town might
not be a good idea.
So this place, it has a TV in the lobby, while my room was painted a decent shade of cream back when the
building was constructed, although the wall nearest the plank bed has got the usual alphabet plus alphabet message someone’s left behind. They do have some decent furniture and room service, mainly heavily spicy fish, so
that’s okay. The first problem in this town is, however, language.
On no account, if you know Nagamese, must you speak it here. They don’t like Nagas much these days, be cause the Naga rebels’ map of a greater Naga homeland covers much of northern Manipur, where Tangkhul Nagas
live. Not that the Manipuris are going to give up their land, but it figures they are not big fans of Nagamese any more, if they had been earlier, which I somehow doubt. Manipuris don’t know much Assamese, what with geo graphical distance and not having as much contact with the valley as the Nagas did back in the day, and they
wouldn’t like it either, being similar to Nagamese. Hindi, meanwhile, is not really welcome unless you want to
stamp it on them that you’re a total outsider, which for some of them means babe in the woods. Unfortunately, the
hotel people don’t know English either so I stick to Hindi and hope for the best, though they are mostly surly and
pretend to be dense which I know they’re not.
Imphal is like any other plains town elsewhere, discounting the hills in the distance. It has the appearance, as
my friend N., who used to visit regularly for work and such from Guwahati, later put it, of being a town which
had things going really smooth a while ago but has since fallen on bad times.
This is totally accurate. Wide roads, decent-sized buildings, traffic, people on their way somewhere or the
other, plenty of activity, but everything has a film of dust or disuse over it, like the machinery has stopped or is
going to any moment, for no particular reason you can see at first glance. You get a feeling that the reason is very
important, you even feel compelled to find out, but there is something in the air which convinces you, even before
you start to examine things, that the answers might be dark and best left unexplored.
When you understand the place in a while, you will realize that this initial instinct was not wrong.
Imphal valley, when I reach it, is in an uproar. What has happened is, in Thoubal district, just south of Imphal,
a group of villages got tired of insurgents or UGs as they are called here (Underground Groups). So they asked the
government the obvious question: UGs have guns, the Army has guns, paramilitary people have guns, cops have
guns. Ergo, we want guns too, because no one is doing much good for us at the moment.
The government, for some reason, said yes and is in the process of giving them Lee-Enfields. Good rifles, but
of doubtful effectiveness against assault rifles, even bad copies of good ones. The villagers are being trained into
militia bands and the rule is they can only carry the guns in and around their villages, the government says.
Opinion is divided on this. Ordinary people feel this might lead to more violence if the newly-armed villagers
start getting ideas, and this will not be a good precedent in the most disturbed state in the North-east. In the usu ally raging public space in this state, though, these ordinary voices are almost never heard. More political citizens
groups, like the Apunba Lup, protest, calling it failure of governance. You might think that’s a good enough argu ment, but while in Manipur, you’ve got to understand the background to any political statement to see exactly
what that statement means.
The Apunba Lup has always been overtly pro-UG. I mean, they’re the first to protest whenever a UG gets it in
an encounter, but they are suspiciously low-profile when UGs kill ordinary people. When they choose to be,
though, the Apunba Lup is so theatrically vocal, you have to watch them at work on the media. That kind of equa tion.
Speaking of the media, it works in mysterious ways in Manipur. Once again, there are ins, outs and what-have yous at work everywhere. Local press outfits have sharply defined agendas and methods of operation, loyalties to
work on, targets to focus and, in so many cases, rackets to run. They tread a fine line between running on the
wrong side of the Constitution and making their friends on different sides happy.
Who said this kind of journalism was easy?
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Television channels have similar rules. Like in Guwahati, you’ve got to ask who owns the channel before you
go on to analyzing its coverage. This is true anywhere in the world, but much sharper, more naked in Manipur.
And everyone familiar with how things work in this place, including the administration, central bureaucrats
posted here, neutral folk, everyone knows this is the way things are run, so they work with or around this mecha nism. On the TV, which I watch after a long time in the hotel lobby, the first news item is student leader Sapuncha
Kangleipal fire-and-brimstoning against the government’s “desertion of its responsibilities”, re the new village
militia. He looks really pissed and is threatening all sorts of things including, surprise surprise, an agitation.
Again, nothing extraordinary, from what I gather, that he does not mention why the villagers asked for
weapons in the first place. Bunkered opinions abound.
The second news item is the arrest of Kangleipal shortly after the press conference at the Imphal Press Club,
cops marching in and dragging him off. This is news in the process of leading to further developments, because
you can bet that everyone who is anyone will jump into the debate.
I have other things to do, meanwhile.
*
I visit Kangla Fort, which, if you’re in town, you must not miss even if you don’t go anywhere else. Sure it’s
infamous now, after the strip protest by Meira Paibi (women’s group) in front of its gates after the alleged rape
and murder of Manorama Devi, a former militant. Back in 2004, after the protests, the fort was handed over to the
government by the Assam Rifles.
The fort dates back to the seventeenth century, covers a wide area and is surrounded by a clear-water moat
where you can see kayakers practice at dawn. Incidentally, Manipuris are seriously into different sports, as we all
know, and they’re very good, too. At dawn across Imphal you can meet joggers and marathon-runners every day.
They are a very disciplined people.
The fort’s walls are gone and only the base of the ramparts remains. Was a time the fort was on both sides of
the Imphal river, but now it’s only on one side so the river looks like it was meant to be a moat. Originally,
though, it was a water source.
Kangla Fort is the heart of Manipur and the Manipuri people.
A word about the people, before we check the fort. See, back about AD 33 or thereabouts, there were seven
clans of different people in this area, and you bet they used to fight among each other and so on. So this one guy,
King Pakhangba, of one of the clans, he got all the elders of all the clans together at some place on the Imphal
river, and led them across the river. On the other side he told them that now they were one people, the Meitei peo ple. That’s how they were tribes no longer and the rest of their history became much different from, say, the Nagas
and Mizos next door.
This is their history as I’ve heard it, as well as a lot of interesting comments from various people who are sup posed to think a lot about such matters. This business about AD 33 is a bit curious, because this is very far back in
time and who knows for sure, really, unless there are inscriptions and such which I haven’t seen. But I suppose
they came upon this figure, based on something or the other.
Some guys I heard say it is curious that this year should be the same as when Jesus was crucified, and the river
crossing sounds similar to John the Baptist and all that, so maybe the dating could be connected to the coming of
missionaries but I don’t much consider this part because many things can happen in the same year around the
world. Besides, this date is mentioned in one of their ancient chronicles, so I guess these theories are just the work
of some people who think way too much and see connections where none exist.\fn{ There is an editorial comment in the
MS at this point—“Ed.: Try a simpler way of explaining how you think.”—which I have excised from the text:H }
Whenever this river crossing might have taken place, it was the major moment for Manipur, because now the
Meitei became a kingdom and remained so till the end of the nineteenth cent. A while after, they got Hinduism,
but by then Pakhangba had become a god himself.
It is said that Kangla Fort was built by him, too, so it has always been associated with Meitei pride and such.
Beginning with what must have been earthen fortifications, it became a big-time citadel in the early seventeenth
cent, after the then Manipuri king fought a war against a western Chinese kingdom called something or the other
(Chinese history experts, please take a look and tell us, okay?). After he beat down the Chinese invasion force, he
got a lot of captured soldiers and workers to build baked brick structures inside the fort, strengthened the walls
and made it a grand complex spread over many acres. Very impressive it must have been, too.
Manipur was among the last places in the North-east to come under the Brits, along with Tripura. A bit before
the Brits came in, Manipur went through its version of Maanor Din. Like “The Days of The Maan” in Assam, Manipur had to face one furious invasion after the other by the Burmese kingdom of Ava. In Manipur’s history, they
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call these dark days Chahi Taret Khuntakpa, which, if I understand correctly means “The Destruction That Lasted
Seven Years”, so once again you get an idea of how bad it must have been back then.
Weakened and on its knees, the Manipur kingdom made a deal with the Brits and managed to have a subsidiary
kind of alliance for the time being, with a Brit representative installed at the fort. But in the early 1890s, like they
did elsewhere, the Brits tried to interfere or something in the succession, trying to get their candidate in place of
some other guy. This other guy, the genuine crown prince Tikendrajit, however, was not the sort to sit around, and
he had had it up to here with Brit orders. So he got together a bunch of pissed-off soldiers and rebelled.
I think the Brit representative got killed or something, troops were called in, the fort was besieged, there was
some heavy fighting, the Brits bombed the fort’s walls to small pieces, caught Tikendrajit and his military commander, and hanged them. The Brits abolished the kingdom (they were prolly looking for an excuse to do so) in
1893 or thereabouts, and that was that.
But today, Tikendrajit or its shorter version, Tiken, is a very common name among Manipuris. He was a hero.
Like the Sikhs, Meitei men took the surname of “Singh”,\fn{ The name means “lion”:H} a custom which has continued today, as some of you doubtless know. There are other surnames common to general Hindu castes which
also got exported here along with Hinduism.
As far as “Singh” is concerned, there is a certain rule to the nomenclature which is, as I see it, universally ob served here. At the beginning is the caste or clan name, then the name and then the lion reference. For instance,
Thanaoujam Khogen Singh. The caste name is sometimes shortened: in this case to Th.
Dunno if the lion reference was effective for Meitei men, but in the early nineteenth century, during the
Burmese invasions, the king was facing a shortage of fighting men (not surprising: the casualties must have been
bad). So the king called for Muslim mercenaries from Bengal and elsewhere to add to his numbers, and their de scendants constitute the Muslims of Manipur today. Mind you, I will have to check this story: I was only told this
by Saidul, the Muslim driver of the van which took me southward from Imphal afterwards.
Inside Kangla Fort is an old decrepit palace which is being repaired by the government, a temple, things like
that. The grounds are vast and on the lines of Burmese palace grounds. All these places actually bear resemblances to the Forbidden City. I suppose there’s a template somewhere.
Kangla Fort, therefore, with all that history, is very important to Manipuris. There's a well somewhere which is
said to have the soul of Pakhangba, lord of the universe, the same guy who united them back then. I haven’t seen
the well on my visits, but it must be somewhere, though why the lord of the universe would choose to live in a
well is beyond me, if I may say so. Their well is the navel of the world, it is said, so maybe that’s why he lives in
it.\fn{The text has, corruptly: That there well is the navel of the world, it is said, so maybe that’s why he lives in it. }
Inside the fort and in front of one of the palace-cum-temple complexes you’ll see stone dragons built by the
same captured Chinese workers I mentioned, but these were destroyed by the Brits. They are being reconstructed
now.
Here’s something interesting I found, meanwhile. Today, almost fully reconstructed, these dragons are white
and three in number. Between us, they don’t look much like dragons but who can say what a dragon is supposed
to look like, eh? I mean, if you were to ever come across a dragon, would you tell him: “Sir, excuse me, but you
do not look like a dragon”? Thought so.
So, anyway, there are these three white dragons there today. But I saw some archival photographs, you know,
taken by some Brit after the Tikendrajit rebellion when the fort was in the process of being gutted. That old pic
shows two dragons. So, either the Brits, for some reason too convoluted for me to understand, blew up a dragon,
got one of their guys to take a pic of the remaining two, just so they could reach beyond the grave, and cunningly
knowing some government in the future would do some restoring, left the pics to confuse people like me; or, option two: the government is trying to overcompensate for the arson back then and putting up three dragons just for
the heck of it. I really don’t know which is which.
*
The kings of Manipur were majorly into art and culture. Contemporary Manipuris have kept at it and produced
some fine works of dance, theatre and such. Behind a large temple inside the fort is an open-air theatre where
plays used to be performed. Facing the theatre arena, which is also being renovated, is a temple a few hundred
years old, very impressive, in brick and stone, a bit crumbly, but they’re fixing it so perhaps by the time you visit,
it will look spruce.
There is a lot of area to cover inside the fort, obviously, and because so few people visit from outside Manipur,
you’ll not find much signage and such. Catching hold of these two local bureaucrat-type dudes, I ask them for
general directions to reconfirm what I remember, which they give readily, but with the usual arched eyebrow-rou2048

tine when I tell them where I am from. But, perhaps being more polite than the usual crowd, they do not give me
further guidance on how to behave while in the state.
The main gate to the fort was a gabled structure with sloping delta roofs and very impressive, from photo graphs I have seen. The Brits took out this one too, they made a thorough job of the destruction. Afterwards, the
government put up a replica, prolly of the same size or maybe a mite smaller, but, trust me, it doesn’t look like
anything except a pale copy of the original.
The rest of the town can be walked through and taken a look at, if certain things are kept in mind. More than
most other towns in the region, while in Imphal it is essential to keep an extremely low profile and not stick out
needlessly. Smoking in public is banned by the UGs, as is chewing paan masala and such, so if at all you need to
smoke, do it on the q.t. I keep hearing stories of this or the other dude, if not a consumer a supplier or something,
getting his hands chopped off for trading in the stuff, and at least some of the stories must be true.
I mean, ever since Manipur got into the militancy routine in a big way in the early 1990s, it seems these groups
have left nothing undone to make up for all the years Manipur had been quiet while Nagaland, Assam or Mizoram
had so much conflict. So while these states are peaceful (or in the case of Assam, much more peaceful than be fore) all kinds of excesses keep taking place here. But if you mix in and just observe and not get noticed too
much, it is okay for a visitor.
*
Imphal is also noted for having only two ATM machines.
One of them is perpetually shut. The first time I saw it was shut I thought, okay, some glitch, maybe. But I
have never seen it open over the years I have visited. Most mysterious. One imagines some top-secret covert op or
experiment going on behind that SBI ATM shutter, man, the way they keep it locked. Why’d they put it up in the
first place, anyway?
The other ATM, just across the road and up a side-road from the Kangla Fort gate, plays host to the Great Im phal ATM Trick, which is that town’s sport. Unlike, say, Guwahati’s sport, you require proper mass participation
in this one. For the game to be played in its right spirit, you need approximately seven hundred Imphalites. For instance, say you are an Imphalite and so are half-a-dozen of your friends. Say you meet them for tea or something.
After the usual round of greetings (in which you say Dngai Lbra which combines “good
morning/afternoon/evening” with “how are you?”) one of your friends reveals that he might go to the ATM today.
At this all of the gathering rejoice and bring out their ATM cards and hand them over to the volunteer. He victualizes appropriately, says his prayers and goes and stands seven hundredth in line—or, if he is lucky, six hundred
and ninety-ninth. Sometime this week he reaches the machine.
You know what they say at ATM doors, that thing about only one person inside at a time or something? Forget
it. The room is packed full of people and for added excitement SBI or the government or whoever is in charge of
the place has dug this huge ditch outside it, filled the ditch with muddy water and placed a narrow wooden plank
across on which another dozen citizens balance.
The friend brings out one card, withdraws money. Then he brings out another card, ditto. Sooner or later some one mixes up the pin and everything goes blooey. And since everyone carries many cards it takes a long time to
get our work done.
It is an entertaining and educating sight. Since I do not carry much cash during hops I too get to participate in
the festivities.
*
Pork and beef are not common unless you go to the Naga enclaves here. I settle mostly for fish unless I am up
to visiting these enclaves. The Manipuri version of fish curry is passable but to this they add a side-dish of fish
chunks in thick soup which is needlessly smelly and puts me off.
You will find many Manipuris in dhoti and a white sleeveless vest kind of thing. It is similar to the Parsi undershirt. Some men and women can be seen with—I guess—sandalwood paste on their foreheads. Hindusim took
some time in settling among the Meitei, but when it did they took to it very strongly. By the early eighteenth, a
king made Vaishnavism the state religion, so Manipuris today worship Krishna very seriously. But they have kept
up an interesting connect to their indigenous beliefs. In most Meitei homes today you will find a shrine to Krishna
and, beside it, another shrine to Pakhangba.
Once in this town, regardless of how long you’re going to be here, you must visit the Ima Keithel. This trans lates into “Mothers’ Market”, and that is exactly what it is. All the sellers, the helpers, the administrators are
women and they run a very tight, efficient shop in a place which is fast running out of both qualities. They do
great business, these thousands of hard-working Manipuri women. I have never seen anything similar anywhere,
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although in Shillong there are large areas of shops run by women, following from their social structure, and since
women across the North-east don’t wait around for equality and are not discriminated against at home, there are
many shopkeepers and small traders everywhere. But here in Imphal, it is an exclusive zone. Also, if you are into
the buying local clothes thing, this is the place to get the best bargains.
From Imphal, there are two ways to proceed forward through Thoubal district in southern Manipur. One is to
Moreh due roughly southeast, where I am headed. The other, National Highway 150, is due almost dead south
through the southern plains and then up the hills into the dinky town of Seling in Mizoram. …
1988
202.89 Excerpt from How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, And Got A Life\fn{by Kaavya Viswanathan (1988- )}
Madras, Tamil Nadu State, India (F) 7
I started my count at one.
By the time we got out of the car and began walking toward the sign that said Byerly Hall: Admissions Office,
I was at nineteen. Reciting my prime numbers always helped me relax. It was an old trick I used for getting
through important tests or presentations. It was what I did before every cello recital and Mathletes scrimmage.
“23,29 …”
In Harvard Yard, the grass grew a brilliantly bright and fertilized green. The flowers didn’t dare stray outside
their closely tended beds. My father kept smiling and nodding approvingly at everything. The campus looked just
the way it had in dozens of glossy promotional pamphlets—perfect.
“31,37,41 …”
I broke off briefly to count how many steps led up into the office waiting area (twelve, not a prime number)
and inhaled the fresh, slightly leathery scent wafting through the room. We were here. My dream school, my
family’s dream school, the college I had known I was destined to attend since birth.
Harvard.
My mom gave the receptionist my name, and we were instructed to take a seat while we waited for my
interviewer to appear. As usual, we were half an hour early. The waiting room was filled with overstuffed
armchairs and a long leather couch. Bookshelves of alumni records lined three walls, and a television in one
corner was playing a segment about Harvard’s history in a continuous loop.
I sat down by the window and looked out at the Yard. Summer vacation was about to end, but the grounds were
still deserted, save for a few squirrels. Sunlight filtered through the trees and lay in puddles on the grass. The ivycovered brick buildings glowed red. Even the clouds in the sky seemed to have been placed with artistic precision.
My chest was so tight I could barely breathe.
After seventeen years of dreaming, I was actually here, actually at Harvard. Being so close to everything I had
worked for made me feel light-headed. I quickly pulled a thermos out of my backpack and took a few sips of tea.
It was lukewarm after four hours in the car, but the familiar sweet-spicy taste helped settle my stomach.
I looked over at my mom and dad. They were both dressed in their “parents of the applicant” outfits—pressed
slacks and matching blue cashmere sweaters.
“We look very sensible,” is what my father had said earlier.
“Yes, very,” my mother had agreed. But when my dad turned around, I saw that the tuft of hair on the back of
his head was sticking up. He was usually fanatical about keeping it slicked down. The sight of it flopping around
freely made me even more nervous.
I mentally ran over my interview questions checklist.
“Tell me a little about yourself.”
“(serene smile). I’m ambitious and determined. I put one hundred and ten percent into everything I do. I don’t
like to be just average at anything, so I’m always pushing myself to be the best. I’m interested in a wide array of
academic subjects. I also try to be environmentally and politically aware. I’m active in my school’s recycling
program, and in addition to reading the newspaper every day, and recycling it (polite laugh), I’m heavily involved
in student government …”
“What’s your biggest weakness?”
“I suppose being a perfectionist could be considered a weakness. For example, I always quadruple-proofread
all my papers for school. But I like to think of it as one of my strengths as well. I’ve never missed a comma …”
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I jerked to attention as footsteps clattered up the stairs. A girl ran through the door, flushed and breathless.
“Sorry,” she said at the desk. “I’m Valerie Marks. Am I late for my interview?”
“You’re fine,” the receptionist said. “Have a seat.” Valerie plopped down on the couch next to me.
“Hi! I’m Valerie, but I’ll kill you if you call me that.”
“I’m Opal,” I said automatically. “Er … what do people call you, then.” She laughed, as though I had made a
joke.
“Everyone calls me Val. Are you here for your interview, too?”
I nodded, trying very hard not to stare. Valerie “call me Val” was wearing old, faded jeans that were ripped
across both knees. An equally beat-up leather jacket covered a green T-shirt that proclaimed “Jesus Is My
Homeboy.” Her dark brown hair was chopped short in complicated chunks and streaked with chili-red highlights.
A tiny diamond stud sparkled in her nose. When she turned to grab an information booklet from the coffee table, I
began counting how many gold hoops were in her ears. I reached five before she turned back to me. I patted my
long black ponytail into place. Next to Valerie, I felt drab and gray in my knee-length skirt and white button-down
shirt. Val sighed as she looked down at the massive stack of Harvard pamphlets that were lying across my lap just
in case I wanted to do some last-minute studying.
“Wow, you seem pretty serious about this. Have you actually read all of these?”
I made a noncommittal sound. Read them? There were whole sections I could recite by heart.
“I can’t wait until all of this is over,” she said. “Last year was insane. I had so many Aps\fn{ Applications} that I
had to stop going out on weeknights.” She rolled her eyes, showing off a thick application of metallic-blue liner.
“Thank God it’s ending. As soon as the college apps are in, I’m tossing the college catalogues and breaking out
the bong. Am I right, or what?”
I hastily checked to make sure my parents hadn’t heard her, but they were standing on the other side of the
room, watching Technicolor close-ups of campus buildings appear on the television loop.
“Uh … yeah, sure,” I said unconvincingly to Valerie. Actually, I had never thought about what I would do once
I mailed my Harvard application, although I was quite sure it would not involve a bong.
“Are you nervous for the interview?” Val asked. “I’m completely terrified.”
She didn’t look terrified. She looked calm and poised and pretty. I was uncomfortably conscious of my own
lipstick-free lips, nondescript brown eyes, and tightly restrained hair. This morning in front of my mirror, I had
been happy that I looked studious and intelligent. Valerie looked like she went to poetry slams and visited used
bookstores and played guitar in pigeon-filled parks. Wait. Surely that wasn’t what Harvard wanted. Valerie
probably didn’t even know Harvard’s school song.
“My guidance counselor said I might not have the scores for it,” Valerie continued. “So if I don’t impress ’em
today, I can say good-bye to Harvard and my chances of kissing all those gorgeous Ivy League boys.”
How could she sound so casual about everything? And boys? They were the last thing on my mind. Okay, that
wasn’t exactly true. I had spent an awful lot of time on the way up to Harvard daydreaming about rolling around
on a sandy non-New Jersey beach with a half-naked Jeff Akel (he’s the president of the student council, and he
pays as much attention to me as he would to a teapot).
“Will you be upset if you don’t get in?” I asked.
“What can you do, right?” Val shrugged. “I had a really good interview at Amherst, so it’s not the end of the
world if I don’t get in here. Harvard’s not everything.”
“Yes it is …” I bit my tongue, not wanting to offend her.
“Where else have you applied?” she asked. “I applied to eight schools, including my two safeties, but I know a
lot of my friends applied to, like, nineteen places.”
“You can go in now, Ms. Marks,” the receptionist said, saving me the need to tell Valerie that the only schools
I’d even considered other than Harvard were Yale and Stanford. But those were just for the worst-case scenario.
And my parents would probably die if I were forced to go to one of those schools.
Valerie rose, said good-bye, and flashed me her crossed fingers. I watched her saunter away and felt a lump of
lead build inside me. I was next.
Without Valerie there, silence settled on the waiting room, and my parents returned to sit beside me. My mom
half-heartedly read an old newspaper. My dad busily scrolled through his Palm Tlx, no doubt trying to think; of
some last-minute tips for me. In two minutes, I was certain I would scream.
Ever since my family moved to New Jersey from Chennai, India, I had known that I was meant to attend
Harvard. Okay, so I wasn’t actually born when they moved, but I’m certain some of the Harvard vibes reached me
in the womb. My parents gave up everything—my dad abandoned his successful neuro-surgery practice, my mom
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said good-bye to her family and gave up her work as an ob-gyn\fn{ Obstetrics/Gynecology}—so that I, their only
child, would have every opportunity in the world to achieve greatness in America. And the one thing they felt was
essential to my success was admission to Harvard University, the world’s finest institute of learning.
So before I began kindergarten, my parents came up with a plan—a carefully plotted and thoroughly
constructed plan, which we all referred to as HOWGIH (How Opal Will Get Into Harvard). I’ve followed
HOWGIH to a tee since elementary school. Cello lessons starting at five, four different foreign-language classes
starting at six, leadership seminars, math camp, even six months of welding classes and a year of mosaic arts
courses that were offered at the Paramus Senior Citizens Center. From straight As to near-perfect SAT scores to
first chair in the New Jersey regional symphony orchestra, I had all the qualifications of the perfect Harvard
applicant. All I had to do now was actually get in.
I picked up one of the pamphlets in my lap and leafed through it for the hundredth time. In the margins I had
scribbled other facts that I had found on the Harvard website, which was currently the home page on my
computer. My room was decorated with Harvard pennants. The color scheme at my poorly attended sixteenth
birthday party had been crimson. I went to sleep every night in a pair of Harvard shorts and a Harvard T-shirt.
Lately I’d been having recurring dreams where I was eating alphabet soup as part of a standardized test, but I was
only allowed to eat the letters H, A, R, V, A, R, and D. It was really hard to find those letters in all that soup. I
always woke up from those dreams very hungry.
“Ms. Opal Mehta?”
I grabbed my backpack and jumped to my feet. My parents also stood up. A tall man came into the room on
crutches, dressed in a sober navy suit.
“I’m Dean Anderson,” he said, “head of the Admissions Department. You can come right this way. Please
pardon my crutches. Waterskiing accident with my family up on Lake Winnipesaukee. I’m afraid I haven’t quite
got the hang of these yet.”
I didn’t know what to say to that, so I let out a very nervous ha. It sounded like a cross between a cough and a
laugh. My dad leaned over and whispered in my ear,
“Remember the spice rack!” My mom grabbed my hand and squeezed tight.
“Good luck, beta.”
The familiar pet name made me feel even worse. But I swallowed the sick feeling rising in my stomach, smiled
serenely, .and followed Dean Anderson while he crutched his way down the hall. As I stayed close behind Dean
Anderson, a fleeting thought of Jeff Akel proclaiming his undying love to me skirted through my brain. I was
blissfully happy for a fraction of a millisecond, until I heard my father call after me:
“And Opal, don’t forget PISS!”
Dean Anderson turned his head around and gave me a confused look. I couldn’t blame him.
“It stands for Positivity, Intelligence, Sophistication, Success,” I explained.
“I see,” he replied and opened the door to his office.
So far, so not very good.
*
When I sat down in front of Dean Anderson’s desk, I realized how many things had already gone wrong. First
of all, my interviewer should have been a woman. I had spent a week researching the demographics of college
admissions officers. At Harvard, 73 percent were women. Why had I fallen into the wrong 27 percent?
And he wasn’t supposed to be so old. Or so intimidating.
Okay, he wasn’t really that old. He couldn’t have been more than forty-five. But I didn’t want to be
interviewed by the Dean of Admissions. I wanted a smiling, young graduate student. Anybody besides Mr.
Anderson, in his pin-striped suit, with his graying hair and mustache, his pinkish-brown tan, and his big bright
cast. He wasn’t even smiling back at me. I smiled a little harder, pushing the corners of my mouth as far up as
they could go, hoping he would be dazzled by my sheer enthusiasm. Instead, he just looked at me as though I had
poppy seeds stuck in my teeth. But I knew I didn’t. I’d checked my teeth in the rearview mirror at least five times
on the ride here.
No problem. I had handled six months of welding classes. I had built a perfectly proportioned spice rack. I
could handle this interview. I notched my smile up to industrial strength and hoped that it would make him forget
about the PISS remark. Somehow it didn’t seem like he believed me when I said it was just an acronym. I mean,
how many parents speak to their kids in code? Right, probably just mine.
As I squirmed in the ugly green-velvet chair, I remembered the intense interview-practice runs I had been
enduring for weeks. My mom and dad had taken turns asking me every possible question an admissions officer
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could throw at me. We had typed up different answers, made flowcharts, and run through rehearsals every night
after dinner. I was confident. I was ready.
“113, 127, 131 …” I timed myself so that I came up with a new prime on each breath. There was absolutely no
need to be nervous. I even knew what question I would be asked first.
“Why do you want to come to Harvard?”
“I’m looking for standards of academic excellence, and I am certain that Harvard will provide me the best
education in the country. Of course, I’m applying early action, because I have wanted to attend Harvard since I
was a little girl, and I’ve worked hard to get into this position. I’m especially interested in one of Harvard’s
unique concentrations—History of Science—and I know that most of the classes in that field are taught by awardwinning professors, including physics professor Peter Galison, whose books I’ve read in depth. I’ve spent a
considerable amount of time looking through the school course catalogue and have already picked out eighteen
credits’ worth of classes that I’d love to take for my first semester: I’m especially eager for Math 101; Sets,
Groups, and Topology. And of course, since I love to read, I’m excited to have access to one of the best university
library systems in the world. …”
There.
That answer, combined with my transcript and activities, would force him to let me in. He wouldn’t have
another choice, really. Would he?
I suddenly realized that Dean Anderson wasn’t saying anything. He wasn’t even looking at me. Instead, he had
my application file spread out on his desk and was staring at my résumé. I looked at him covertly, pretending to
be studying the wilting potted plant on the window ledge behind his head. Was that a smile I saw? A glimmer of
admiration?
He must like my résumé, I thought. He absolutely has to. I was president of three of my school’s four honor
societies, and the only reason I wasn’t part of the fourth was that the administration hadn’t been able to fit the
meetings into my schedule. I was vice president of the student council, number one in my class, involved in the
peer leaders program, and on my way to winning the coveted Woodcliff Science Scholarship. I captained the
debate team and edited the school newspaper. I had founded the Science Bowl team. So what if there were only
three members? Mr. Anderson couldn’t know that.
I watched him eagerly while he scanned my résumé. There was another pile of files on the edge of his desk,
each labeled with a different student’s name, and I felt a little relieved to see that none of those folders was as
thick as mine.
“Well, Ms. Mehta …” Mr. Anderson put the papers down and peered at me over the top of his glasses.
“You certainly have an impressive résumé.”
I uncrossed my legs and let myself relax slightly into the chair. Not that there was much to relax into. This had
to be the hardest chair I had ever sat on.
“Shall we get started? I just have a few questions, nothing you haven’t heard before. So, tell me, what do you
like to do for fun?”
“I’m looking for standards of academic exce—”
I stopped abruptly. Wait. I replayed the last ten seconds in my mind. Was I imagining things, or had he not
asked me why I wanted to go to Harvard? In fact, I could have sworn he had asked—
“Ms. Mehta?”
Definitely not my imagination. That was okay. I could still come up with a decent answer.
“I’m president of the French, Spanish, and National Honor Societies at school,” I said, pleased by how calm
my voice sounded. “I’m the captain of the debate team, and I edit and write for the school paper.”
He shook his head.
“That stuff is really fun,” I said a little too earnestly.
“Okay. What about outside of school? What’s your favorite activity?”
I surreptitiously wiped my sweaty palms on my skirt, and my mind went blank. This was definitely a first. Me,
not being able to answer a question? I was always the one with my hand up in class.
“Think, think of an answer: 239, 241 …”
What was my favorite activity? I had taken those foreign-language courses for years, but I couldn’t say I really
liked conjugating German verbs “for fun.” Welding? I didn’t think Dean Anderson would believe me if I told him
it was my favorite thing to do in my spare time. I stopped wasting effort on my serene smile.
“Um … I like to read,” I said.
I shifted around in my chair. My butt was turning numb.
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“All right. What was the last book you read?”
Well, at least that was easy. Anna Karenina. Surely he would be impressed with Tolstoy. He wasn’t.
“How about pleasure reading?” he asked, completely ignoring my fondness for the Russian classics. Suddenly
I remembered the shiny sticker on the cover of the book.
“It was for pleasure. It’s part of Oprah’s Book Club!”
“Right.”
Dean Anderson jotted something down on his notepad. I discreetly craned my neck ro try to see what he was
doing, but he looked up and caught my eye. I twisted my head around so fast I almost paralyzed myself. Dean
Anderson sighed.
“Let’s try a different tack,” he said at last. “Why don't you tell me about your two closest friends?”
What was going on? None of this—not one single second of this interview so far—was going according to
plan. I didn’t want to open my mouth for fear that some strange sound would come out. Even if I had been able to
get words past the tight lump in my throat, I knew I didn’t have an answer. Or at least, I didn’t have the answer
Dean Anderson wanted. I dropped my head, counting the threads in my plaid pleated skirt. My lucky interview
outfit had completely let me down today.
I suddenly felt hungry. I couldn’t remember what I’d eaten for breakfast.
“Opal?” Mr. Anderson said. “Tell me about your best friends.”
The first person who came to mind was Priscilla Ming. Priscilla was my age and lived two blocks away. For
the first fifteen years of my life, those were the only qualifications I needed in a best friend. We had first bonded
over our mutual fascination with the abacus in a playgroup for gifted kids. But that was before freshman year,
when Priscilla’s glasses came off, and the first in a long string of boyfriends got on. We hadn’t talked since.
Mostly because the few times she’d invited me out with her, I’d been too nervous to go. And then basically she
stopped calling me back. I could feel another lump forming in the back of my throat just thinking about it, so there
was no way I was going to discuss that with Dean Anderson. I needed to think of someone else—and quick.
“Natalie Chernyak,” I blurted out.
It wasn’t exactly a lie; Natalie was my science lab partner, and I saw her at least three times a week. So what if
I’d never told her a secret or asked her a question that wasn’t related to physics?
“And”—I thought desperately for another name—“Mr. Muffty.” Dean Anderson’s eyebrows shot right up into
his receding hairline.
“Mr. Muffty?” He scribbled furiously on his pad. I nodded.
“Is he one of your neighbors?” he asked.
How did I explain that, as my cat, Mr. Muffty spent most of his time on my bed?
“He’s a very close family friend,” I replied. I really was starving now. 1 craved a chocolate-glazed doughnut.
“I once knew a Muffty—perhaps your friend is related to mine,” Dean Anderson said.
“Oh,I doubt it.”
“If you don’t mind my asking, where is Mr. Muffty from originally?”
“The Fair Lawn Animal Pound …”
“Oh, northern New Jersey, I think,” I said desperately. Dean Anderson seemed satisfied and moved on.
“All right,” he said. “Just give me a few seconds to look over the rest of your file, and then …” He trailed off,
and the end of the sentence just dangled in the air.
Now he would decide whether or not I had a chance of being accepted. This was it. I had waited my entire life
for this moment, when Mr. Anderson would look up and say,
“Congratulations, Opal Mehta. You seem to be a wonderful fit for Harvard. We’re looking forward to receiving
your application this fall. …”
I took the fantasy a little further. Maybe Mr. Anderson would lean forward and say,
“I shouldn’t really be telling you this, but I’m just so impressed by your qualifications .” He would wink
confidentially at me.
“I don’t see how Harvard can do anything but let you in. Look for your acceptance letter in the mail.”
I could hardly bear to stay still in my seat. My heart was beating so hard, I hoped Dean Anderson couldn’t hear
it thumping away. What if he said I wasn’t right for Harvard? Most likely, I would die right here in this chair, and
Harvard Medical School would eventually end up dissecting my corpse. Dean Anderson shuffled a stack of papers
together; 1 caught a glimpse of my AP scores from junior year—all fives.
I went back to listing my primes. I needed to calm down and focus. I tried to arrange my face into an
intelligent expression, took a deep breath, and picked up at 419. The silence dragged on for another couple
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seconds.
“479,487,491 …”
Then he finally looked up. I clutched the arms of my chair to stop my hands from shaking. I watched him
stroke his mustache thoughtfully, and I got a terrible sinking feeling in my stomach.
“I don’t know,” he said.
I couldn’t move. I couldn’t even remember the next prime after 499.
“Your application materials, Ms. Mehta, are among the most impressive I have seen. Your academic record is
flawless, and your list of extracurricular activities is extraordinary. But—” I couldn’t stay silent any longer.
“Is it because of the Science Bowl team?” I asked. “I know there are only three members right now, but it has a
lot of potential for growth, and we placed second out of thirty schools at the state championships.”
“No, … the Science Bowl team has nothing to do wi—”
“Then it must be my SAT scores,” I said. I felt my voice rising in pitch, but there was no way I could keep it
down. “I know I don’t have a twenty-four hundred. I was going to retake them, but my guidance counselor told
me that having a twenty-three sixty wouldn’t stop me from getting into college.” I stood up, banging my shin
against the hard wooden chair leg.
“It was that stupid logic section. I know I missed that one contrapositive if p, then 9 question, with the girl
arriving late to the bus stop.”
“Ms. Mehta,” Dean Anderson cut in. “It’s okay. Your SAT scores are not a problem here.”
“Then, what is it?” I shrieked. “I have everything. I’m number one in my class. I volunteer at Hackensack
University Medical Center. Every Sunday I make sandwiches for Meals on Wheels. What could possibly be
wrong?”
“Nothing, but—”
I lunged for my file on his desk.
“Look,” I told him, pressing my finger down on the page. “I’m fluent in French, Spanish, German, and
Chinese. I’ve performed at Carnegie Hall. I … I even know how to weld a metal spice rack. I have worked my
whole life to get into Harvard. How can you just reject me like this?”
“I’m not rejecting you,” Dean Anderson said. In some dim corner of my mind, I noticed that he was leaning so
far back to avoid me that his chair was starting to tip over.
“I’ll even overlook this little outburst if you would just sit down.”
Trembling, I sank back into my chair. Dean Anderson straightened. He stroked his mustache back into place,
and wrote something down, very deliberately. I shuddered. I was slowly beginning to realize that I had made a
complete fool of myself. Harvard would never ever accept me after this. They would probably have to move my
file from M: Mehta to P: Psychotic. I wished I could disappear. I needed to pee (as opposed to PISS), and I really,
really wanted a chocolate doughnut.
“Now listen to me, Ms. Mehta,” Dean Anderson said.
He was speaking very slowly and clearly, as though addressing a backward child. Or an unhinged teenager.
After the last five minutes, I couldn’t blame him.
“As I said before, your application is very impressive. “But,” he continued, “every year Harvard receives
thousands of applications from people with high GPAs\fn{ Grade Point Averages} and SAT scores. Harvard isn’t just
about that. It’s really about being an individual within a larger community. And that’s just it—we’re looking for
individuals, not just people who look good on paper. We want students with—what are you doing?” I stopped in
the process of reaching for my backpack.
“I was going to get a pen so I could write all this down.”
He looked as though I had validated his point, and I couldn’t help feeling resentful. There was nothing wrong
with taking notes. So what if I was sometimes a little obsessive-compulsive? My type A personality had gotten me
this far, hadn’t it?
“No notes,” Dean Anderson said firmly. “Just listen.” I sat back in my chair and forced my fingers to stop
knotting themselves together.
“Clearly you’re an intelligent girl, but it seems to me that you’re missing out on a lot of the things that enrich
people’s lives. For instance, don’t you have anything you like to do in your spare time? Just for fun?”
I stared at him blankly. No explanation necessary.
“Do you have friends?” Dean Anderson said. “Other than Natalie and Mr. Muffty, I mean. What do you do to
nourish the social side of yourself? What about romance, fun, parties? Have you gone to any this year?”
“You’re rejecting me because I don’t go to parties?” I heard my voice crack, but I was too upset to care.
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“You’re rejecting me because I don’t go out and get drunk every weekend? I work hard, I study, I feed my cat
every day. I don’t have time to go to parties. I joined half those clubs only so that I could get into Harvard, and
now you're saying you’d rather I had gone to parties?”
Dean Anderson held up a blurry hand. I shook my head to clear my vision and realized I was looking at him
through a haze of tears.
“So what if I don’t have a boyfriend.” I wiped at my eyes. “So what if I don’t curl my eyelashes every
morning. I would be the best student Harvard has ever had. I would—”
I broke off before I started crying in earnest.
Dean Anderson looked stunned. He pulled a handful of tissues out of the box on his desk and pushed them into
my hand. Then he shook his head.
“As I said earlier, I am not rejecting you.”
“You’re not?” I whimpered.
“No, I’m not. But will you allow me to give you a bit of off-the-record advice?” I nodded my head while
blotting at my nose with the tissues.
“As I said, there are thousands of smart, hardworking kids out there, but Harvard isn’t just looking for high
GPAs and busy extracurricular schedules. Harvard doesn’t want a campus full of automatons. We’re looking for
young people who want to live and experience life, and not just according to a course load. If our incoming
student body is capable only of immersing themselves in book learning, then I’m not doing my job. After all, Ms.
Mehta, some of the most important learning you’ll do at college, wherever you end up going, will not be in an
academic setting.” I blew my nose into a tissue.
“So what should I do?”
“I think you should try to find some balance, Ms. Mehta. I’d recommend taking some of the effort you put into
your studies and applying it to your nonacademic life. Get out there and experience being young. Have fun. Hang
out with your friends. Find out what you’re really passionate about. Go on an adventure or two. It’s almost
September now. Apply on the regular-decision schedule in January, and you’ll be able to show us what a wellrounded candidate you’ve become. Sound good?”
No. It did not sound good at all. In fact, I couldn’t imagine anything worse, but I somehow managed to squeak
out a yes.
Dean Anderson rose and held out his hand. I shook it weakly. He was obviously desperate to get me out of his
office. Maybe he thought I’d become physically violent and start breaking his chairs. I smiled to reassure him that
I was harmless, but I’m sure it came out as a grimace through all the tissues. He took a step back.
I sniffed as I stood up. My tea thermos banged into my ankles.
“Ms. Mehta?”
I turned around at the door, nearly tripping over one of my backpack straps. Dean Anderson gave me a small,
enigmatic smile.
“Good luck.”
But I knew I was going to need more than luck. I was going to need two stretchers and a defibrillator to revive
my parents after I told them the news. …
1989
1. Can You Love? 2. Death 3. Knowledge 4. Sin 5. A Girl 6. Evil 7. Let’s Live: Seven Poems\fn{by Yaseen Anwer
(1989- )} Patna, Patna District, Bihar State, India (M) 3
1
Can you love
your love
as your lover
loves you?
but
remember
your lover
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will never
love you
less than
you love
your love,
this how
true love is,
this how u love
your love
and this how
ur love loves
you in true
love.
2
'O' what a feeling death
all have to walk this path,
Everyone knows he is to die
none but God can say why.
*
A mention is in heaven
the home of all good men and women,
No one knows when he is to die
and the hardest thing is to say goodbye.
*
Time of death cant be delayed
be it a king, a queen or a maid,
Death comes to every one,
Taking live of every one,
Death, death, o what a feeling
3
Knowledge increases night and day
and takes me you to the proper way
as gained knowledge abit
results always in profit.
*
Any activity
can provide you knowledge
if you are eager to learn
and give your life a big turn.
*
Knowledge is so simple
just look around any activity
gain knowledge with any
and try to give your life a big turn.
4
Why do I commit sin
when know it’s wrong
why do I opt for things that sings
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my famishing song.
*
It sounds very unlikely
me taking venom inside
and know perfectly
I will be vouch for this visible hide.
*
Still I am waver
what to do
how to improve
And stop through.
5
Long long ago in the month of September
I met a girl whom I still remember
She was friendly, coy and cool
But went away making me fool
*
And later on, on some certain day
A similar girl passed on my way
Her eyes reminded me all that happened
My sincerity and the way she threatened
*
From that very day
My pain again started with me to play
I know my it will go away
May tomorrow, if not today.
6
Belief is mine
Exists evil in mankind
Or we would have been more accurate
Even better then we expect
*
We know
And act as self foe
Knowing right and wrong
And yet difficult to opt it for long
*
Imagine the conclusion
Consist of destruction
And yet we are bounded still
Within the limits of evil.
7
Here when you are with me
How colorful surrounding appears
What a peace I find is applied to this layer
Lets live here together
Lets live here forever.
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Above: the Great Indian Eagle; below: the Bengal Tiger; the Maharashtra Leopard; the Asiatic Lion of
Gujarat; and the Murudeshwar Shiva Temple in Karnataka State wth its Statue of Shiva
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